From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: January 20, 2010 7:24:43 AM PST
To: Dissector@mediachannel.org
Subject: For Mr. Danny Schecter.

Article: It didn’t matter. Plans were rushed to send a huge C5A
to Saigon, just as US military cargo planes are landing every ten
minutes at the airport in Port Au Prince which is described as a
“bottleneck.” That plane with a history of unsafe technologies
took off with hundred of children packed like sardines amidst
great publicity. There was no oxygen supplies for the kids riding
in the belly of the plane and little on the upper deck. The plane
took off to meet a photo-op rendezvous with President Ford at
the Presidio in San Francisco.
Tragically, its huge cargo door blew off in flight, and the plane
crashed. Half of the children died and the other half, we later
learned, were brain damaged by the explosive decompression.
So much for our desire to show the world how compassionate we
could be. Later it would turn out that some of these kids were
given to families that were not vetted, including a sexual
predator. Some Vietnamese parents later fled to the US as boat
people desperate to find their children who were refugees, not
orphans.
I know about this in detail because I produced a story on it for
ABC’s 20/20. It won a big award but only one newspaper was
interested in the more detailed report I did on a preventable
tragedy involving corporate greed by the manufacture and
government negligence/propaganda that many would prefer to
forget.
Dear Mr. Danny Schecter,

Cargo doors...same as it ever was.
I have discovered that blown open cargo doors, which mimic a
bomb explosion, are the causes of several controversial Boeing
747s fatal accidents TWA Flight 800, UAL Flight 811, Pan Am
Flight 103, and Air India Flight 182.
Planetofearth.com, ntsb.org, and montereypeninsulaairport.com
give details.

only one newspaper was interested in the more detailed report I
did on a preventable tragedy involving corporate greed by the
manufacture and government negligence/propaganda
At least you got one, I've been trying for years and have none.
Any advice for me?
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 26, 2009 10:25:12 PM PST
To: Royal Calkins <rcalkins@montereyherald.com>,
paul@carmelpinecone.com, Chris Counts
<chris@carmelpinecone.com>, gomernick@montereyherald.com,
jlivernois@montereyherald.com, lparsons@montereyherald.com

Subject: Story
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Editor
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Monterey County Herald
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Chris Counts
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Dear Mr. Calkins, Mr. Miller, Mr. Parsons, and Mr. Counts,
Saturday,
December 26, 2009
This is John Barry Smith writing about a story you have indicated some
interest in but have yet to follow up...and it appears you may never do
so.
And therein lies a mystery for me: Why do some people, in this case,
print media representatives, say they will do something but never do
when considering a story which is relevant to their readers, has profound
implications, immense financial consequences, involves life and death
issues, and includes human interest which rivals soap operas?
Chess has taught me to see both sides of an issue so I will try to take the
position of a newspaper editor/reporter who declines to interview
someone who says they have a story. My questions are: Why is my

story rejected? Why am I not asked questions? Possible answers:
1. Story is too bizarre to be believed. There are certainly hoaxes out
there by people looking for fame or money. I am neither. I am trivial as a
messenger while the story is everything. Bizarre unbelievable stories can
quickly be ferreted out and discarded by professional newspaper people
who have seen more than their share of nonsense stories.
2. Story is blatant attempt for fame and fortune. I have nothing to sell for
money and certainly do not want a 'reality show' following me around.
3. Story requires too much technical knowledge to be understood. The
story requires knowledge of: A. Why lightning strikes. B. Why an apple
falls down. C. Why a hand outside a moving car window moves aft. D.
Why a balloon pops. E. Why wear and tear wears and tears through
friction.
4. Story requires too many staff and budgets are limited. Human
resources are always scarce and budgets are always tight...and other
cliche excuses.
5. Story not important. Compared to stories on pet dogs, this story is
important; it involves life and death issues for the readers.
6. Story not interesting. My story has science, reality, and logic to solve
an immense mystery which is boring to some but newsworthy. The
conventional wisdom conspiracy story has intrigue, literally billions of
dollars exchanged, and the governments of Japan, UK, USA, India,
Canada, and Libya intimately involved through several of its agencies.
People have been in jail for years and a religion of twenty million and a
country of three million are vilified. Now that’s entertainment.
7. Story not entertaining. See above.
8. Story is fleeting and its time has past. Story has gone on for twenty
five years specifically and fifty five years generally. There is currently a
major government commission being completed, one trial, one appeal
ongoing, and one major update pending.
9. Story does not make readers feel good. Aye, there's the rub. The story
may worry, even terrify readers and I doubt it will make them smile and
give high fives to their buddies.
That last thought makes me think of the purpose of print media,
specifically daily and weekly local newspapers as guided by editors and
created by reporters. Are you in the news business or the entertainment

business? The Herald and the Pine Cone are in a business with profit the
primary motive with the public duty to inform secondary. That’s the way
it has to be in a non subsidized business. The money coming in has to
exceed the money going out. I understand that.
It appears to me that the print world is changing rapidly with ‘feel bad’
news diminishing while the emphasis on ‘feel good’ entertainment
rising. Big mistake.
I assure you that newspapers can not compete for entertainment with the
internet which has blogs, porn, video clips of TV shows and funny
amateur clips in moving color and sound….cheap.
Entertainment is art and art is allowed, even encouraged, to be fictitious.
News is truth and not allowed to lie. News can be wrong but not
intentionally. Today the TV news has gone over to entertainment with
personalities such as Couric, Beck, Limbaugh, now considered as
reporters telling it like it is while in reality they are entertainers giving
out exciting fantasies as reality.
The word is ‘newspapers’, not ‘funpapers’. ‘Truth to Power’ is the corny
slogan of McClatchy newspapers yet they recently ran an investigative
piece on the scandal of Goldman Sachs. They have fulfilled a niche
absent in the instant world of the internet.
Permit me to preach to the choir: The different categories of print media
reflect different depths of thought. Books are the deepest level and most
trustworthy, then magazines, then newspapers, then newsletters, then
written letters, then tear sheets, then scribbled post-it notes on
refrigerators. Mail has handwritten letters, then email, then updated
websites, and now twitter.
For investigative journals on TV, 60 Minutes led the way years ago with
a twenty minute segment on some scandal I called “Outrage of the
Week”. Now 60 Minutes, like the nightly talk shows, is nothing but
advertising hype for celebrities and the corporations they represent.
(Corporation is not a bad word.)

TV ‘reporters’, (correctly called ‘readers’ in Europe,) deliver the news
(sic) full of the emotion of tone of voice a third grade teacher gives
while trying to console a young scared child hearing about a boogy man.
Action News on TV is not imparting information but emotion, usually
reassuring. The style is everything; content is secondary and therefore
need not be accurate. Headlines are no longer a concise display of
information but emotional teasers to keep interest while a commercial is
inserted.
My story has no conspiracies, no bombs, no spies, and no war. It has
science, precedent, logic, reasonableness, and hard evidence. In the old
days, before JFK got shot, the conspiracy nuts were on the fringe with
cooler heads prevailing inside government. But now the conspiracy nuts
are in charge when it comes to politically charged events such as
international airliner accidents. There is no conspiracy among the
authorities against my mechanical explanation but they do believe that
there are conspiracies against them by foreigners that cause airliners to
explode in flight. Religious zealots and conspiracy nuts can not be
argued with or reasoned with. They are steadfast in their beliefs and
ignore or reject any logical rebuttal to their fantasies. Blind Loyalty is
their middle name while mine is Law of Averages.
Pan Am 103 was a bomb planted by terrorists and that’s it, says the
opinion of the world. End of story for the cause, no questions asked.
Who did it, that's a story that has lasted for twenty one years and is
ongoing. The Probable Cause of bomb was decided upon the evening
the NTSB investigating team took off from D.C. for Lockerbie shortly
after the event of December 21, 1988. I have contended since 1990 there
was no bomb, no bombers, no conspiracies and not the extremely rare
occurrence of a bomb but the usual cause of a mechanical fault
exploiting a design flaw. When TWA 800 occurred in July, 1996, I knew
pretty much what was the cause based on the Cockpit Voice Recorder
information which matched two other similar events which I had been
researching, PA 103 and UAL 811.
A bomb for Pan Am 103 gets so many people off the hook for
responsibility while a mechanical reason points fingers of blame
everywhere. It’s no wonder that authority in the clothes of manufacturer,

attorneys, family victims, insurance company, government oversight and
regulation, airlines, and media is quick to adopt a bomb explanation
while ignoring a mechanical one. A bomb story has villains, suspense,
tragedy, spies, international intrigue, secrets, hate, revenge, and lots of
room for conjecture to fluff up bits of flimsy evidence. What’s not to
like?
But...but...but...my story does not tell people/readers what they want to
hear. It's not entertaining. It will not make them feel good or give them
confidence. It may economically impact many communities in a
negative way. It may affect the financial viability of a huge corporation.
It may blemish the reputation of our country. That’s a lot to hate.
In other words, it is a muckraking story in the traditional sense. It’s
trouble. Wikipedia: “Muckrakers were a significant part of reform in the
United States in the 20th and 21st Centuries because of the freedom of
the press provided for by the First Amendment of the Constitution. They
played a significant role in the social justice movements for reform, and
the campaigns to clean up cities and states, by constantly reporting and
publicizing the dark corners of American society in a sensationalist
way.”
The reform I look for is improvement in aviation safety. The dark corner
is a manufacturing defect of faulty wiring which exploits design flaws in
cargo doors of airliners. There exists a current hazard in thousands of
airliners today which can be fixed. The hazard is non-plug cargo doors
which have inadvertently opened in flight causing hundreds of fatalities
in the past and can do so again in the future. The event is called an
explosive decompression which mimics a bomb explosion (which can
be ruled out by the hard evidence). I contend this mechanical problem
has caused the fatal events for Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811,
and TWA 800, all early model Boeing 747s which exploded in flight and
initially thought to be bomb explosions.
A simple story with a simple message: Identify the problem. Fix it.
These mechanical problem have vexed manufacturers of cars from Ford,

Chevrolet, and now Toyota and airplanes from the Comet to the DC-10
and chemical companies from Dow to Monsanto, from drug companies
from Pfizer to Johnson and Johnson. The first reaction always is to deny
responsibility, then deflect blame onto others, then pay off the victims’
families, then finally confront the problem and fix it. Now it’s Boeing’s
turn. Make the cargo doors like the passenger doors, that is, plug type.
The higher in altitude, the higher the pressure differential and the
stronger the force that keeps the door closed. When the door is non plug
type, the higher the aircraft the higher the pressure to open the door.
My story has precedent, it is reasonable, it has evidence, it makes
sense…and horribly scary to millions of people. These airliners can
come apart at any time while in flight. They have in the past and they
will in the future and it’s not terrorist suicide bombers with fireworks
strapped to their legs or bombs in boom boxes go boom. It’s an electrical
short in wiring that can cause fires in condos or turn cargo door unlatch
motors on when they should stay off.
Reasonable? Statistically speaking the causes of aircraft mishaps fall
into general categories. The two biggest are pilot error and mechanical
fault. (I include weather related accidents in the pilot error category.)
They cover 99% of all accidents and evenly split. (Faulty wiring causing
a forward cargo door to unlatch in flight is a mechanical cause while
pilot error has conclusively been ruled out.)
There exists another category which is less than one percent of the
causes of accidents: Sabotage. That category includes things like cut
wiring in the cockpit, rocks thrown into the intakes of jets, contaminated
fuel, food poisoning of the crew….and one other tiny tiny cause in a tiny
category called: Bombs!
For four early model Boeing 747 fatal explosive events the initial cause
was a bomb. One aircraft had the bomb cause removed within days,
another took seventeen months, and the other two remain to this day
bomb caused tragedies. I say they were all not the extremely rare bomb
cause but the usual mechanical causes, specifically faulty wiring. My
mechanical cause is the reasonable one and not the hysterical rare
terrorist one.

This story might not be the important story it is except for the
consequences of millions of people in a country and one huge religion
are hated around the world for which they are totally innocent. A huge
injustice is occurring as I type and has for decades and will forever.
Messenger versus message. During the past twenty years of attempting
to present my discovery to various agencies I find the messenger is
questioned but never the message.
So, I’ll do it. Who am I? Let me interview myself; let’s get that over
with.
Mr. Smith, what are your credentials to give opinion as to the probable
cause of airliners accidents?
I have fifty years of aviation experience from model airplanes flying at
ten feet at fifty miles per hours to twin jet aircraft at 41000 feet at Mach
1.4. I have fixed one hundred dollar flat tires on my airplane to
operating million dollar radars and computers in aerial combat. I have
read and evaluated literally hundreds of aircraft accident reports in
depth. I have extensive experience in radar and sound analysis. I have
written three Smith Aircraft Accident Reports for AI 182, PA 103, and
TWA 800.
The one credential I have which trumps all the engineering degrees and
safety school certificates of others is that I am talking about a sudden,
night, fatal, jet, airplane crash and I have survived a sudden, night, fatal,
jet, airplane crash.
Mr. Smith, why have you stuck with this story for so long?
I have received no money, expect none, and do not pursue fame. I have a
moral debt to someone who I definitely know saved my life causing him
to lose his. That person was my pilot who told me to eject and we both
did but he died and I lived. That gift of life he gave me is a powerful
emotional incentive to me to repay that debt. That reason is the only one
that makes sense to me but carries little weight for my wife who thinks

I’m nuts…like so many others. I would never spend twenty years of my
life investigating, analyzing, concluding, and writing about a subject I
did not feel was absolutely correct and worth the effort, time, and money
expended. I'm not stupid.
Mr. Smith, why do you think you are right and all the other people
wrong?
They are in denial of horror and believe wishful thinking to be truth. I
might act the same way in their position although I’d like to think not if
I swore an oath and took money to uphold that oath. If a fork in the road
appears and one path leads to promotion, a pay raise, good assignments,
awards, friends patting you on the back, adulation from strangers, and
admiring smiles from your spouse….and the other path leads to
demotion or firing, loss of income, shunning by friends, poor evaluation
reports, slander from authorities, and tension in the marriage…which
route would a reasonable, responsible adult take? Easy choice for many.
I have the motive of being saved from death in an airplane crash, I have
the means of solid income, and I have the opportunity of time by having
retired twenty five years ago plus I am completely independent from the
families of victims, attorneys, law enforcement, government,
manufacturer, airline, or media. I have the luxury to be objective.
There are no conspiracies in my story, just average people acting in their
own perceived best interest…which is promotion, a pay raise, good
assignments, and so on.
Mr. Smith, what do you have to support your assertion that the shorted
wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation is the correct one for AI
182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800?
Four for sure and maybe more. I have photographs, official documents,
schematics, charts, eyewitness reports, newspaper articles, Safety
Bulletins, Airworthiness Directives, public dockets, Aircraft Accident
Reports (AAR), history books, and all the other available materials
necessary to complete an honest comprehensive analysis of an aircraft

accident. In addition there is the undeniable, irrefutable event of UAL
811 which is the model for the others.
Mr. Smith what do you expect a daily and weekly newspaper to do to
help you in your cause for improved aviation safety?
Well, thank you for your question, that’s a good question as all ‘what’
questions are, although the ‘why’ question is always the best with the
‘where’ ‘when’ ‘how much’, and ‘who’ questions running
behind..panting, trying to catch up. But I digress.
The end result I wish to achieve is a Boeing or Airbus mechanic putting
on new plug type doors on their airliners, just like the passenger doors.
To get there requires the FAA to order it which needs the NTSB to make
a finding which requires political will to fix the aircraft which requires
public opinion which requires media. For media to do the story requires
answers to questions from investigative reporters.
Authority finds it easy to deflect, ignore, or reject pesky questions from
this little person citizen with no clout but might answer substantive
questions from reputable newspapers.
The messenger, that’s me, is trivial, abrasive, and repellant. The
evidence must do the persuading and it does….if and when examined.
The goal is to get the authority, such as NTSB, to get over the denial and
confront the hard evidence such as the cockpit voice recorder data and
wreckage debris pattern to see the large industry wide problem of a
design flaw in the non passenger doors which are opening occasionally
in flight leading to fatalities. Newspapers representing concerned public
opinion have a chance at getting NTSB or the FAA to consider an
alternative mechanical explanation to several fatal airliner accidents and
revise their Probable Cause thus preventing a reoccurrence.
I have attempted to get my story out to the manufacturer, the victim’s
families, other news media, the airlines, aircraft safety organizations,
defense attorneys, prosecutors, judges, security agencies, government
oversight agencies, politicians, and anybody else I felt could make a
change towards safety. I have been rebuffed, rejected, ignored, and

insulted but never have any of those entities listed asked any questions
about the wiring/cargo door explanation, never. And that is my mystery,
why no questions?
So gentlemen, to do the wiring/cargo door story or not? To do sorry
news which has lasting effect or do laughing ephemeral entertainment
stories, that is the question. It’s not fun going against conventional
wisdom. Society has many ways to deter those who attempt to affect
change…as you would know more than anyone.
I say the answer to the choice of news or entertainment is to do both.
Use the news as the cake and the entertaining as the eating but the main
priority should be news.
The suggestion was made that the story could not be done because a
local newspaper has little influence. Well then, that requires two
newspapers to do the story. There is more than enough material for a
thousand newspapers and two working on facts and background is a
start. Working independently on the same story at the same time is
certainly warranted.
Therefore my offer is for editors Mr. Calkins, Mr. Miller, and for
reporters Mr. Counts, and Mr. Parsons to come to my house to my
computer room for a few hours of background information over tea and
biscuits. It’s quiet, well lit, and all my documents, models, computer,
and high speed internet access are here. I suggest the afternoon or early
evening of Monday, the 28th, or Tuesday the 29th, or Wednesday the
30th at 541 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley. I’m sure your keen
reporter instincts can discern whether the wiring/cargo door explanation
is compelling or nonsense within a short time and a few penetrating
questions.
(Ms. Julia Reynolds has not deigned even to give me a polite brushoff to
my repeated request for audience so I have to assume she has no interest
and therefore not invited.)
Are any of you pilots? That is a question a science based explanation
asks. A conspiracy nut would ask are any of you in law enforcement.

I leave you with a picture, a chart, and a sequence of thought.
The picture below is that of UAL 811 from the NTSB AAR. I contend
the same happened to AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800 but their noses
came off leading to total destruction. The cause of this accident was
electrical failure.

Below is a chart from the Public Docket for TWA 800 in which the four
Boeing 747 accidents have their Cockpit Voice Recorder data matched.
The sudden loud sound on all match up and a bomb sound ruled out
because of lack of certain frequencies and too slow rise time.

The thought sequence of persons confronted with cognitive dissonance
information:
1. No.
2. You are wrong.
3. You are crazy.
4. I'm ignoring you.
5. Go away.
6. Attack.
7. Ask a real question to check it out.
8. Take action on new knowledge acquired.
I ask you gentlemen to get past stages 1 through 6 and get to number 7.

Still, Happy New Year, 2010 is going to be big.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Chris Counts>Barry,
I spoke with Paul and said he'd like to talk with you about your research.
It turns out he's done some research on both airplanes and airplane
crashes. I'll pass your contact info on to him, and he said he'll be in
touch ...
JBS> can I have an interview with one of your hotshot investigative
journalists?
Royal Calkins>Sure. Julia Reynolds would be the one to talk to

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 24, 2009 11:39:41 AM PST
To: Royal Calkins <rcalkins@montereyherald.com>
Subject: Re: Fresno Forever
Dear Royal, thou art too modest.
"Small daily newspaper"? Please, the Herald has been my paper of
choice since 1958 (even since we moved from Fresno and the Bee!) and
has had a huge circulation with much influence.
You imply I have been lax in my pursuit of my discovery, "You need to
talk to someone who specializes in such things at a much larger

publication." Why would you believe I haven't?
Why would you believe that all huge stories originate in Big City
Dailies?
And no questions from you...ever. Why is it that I'm the one asking
questions while the potential investigative reporter/editor only gives
advice?
Ah, same old, same old. People think I'm stupid.
And I'm trying to attract flies with honey. Below was part of IQ testing
done in October 2009 at VA Palo Alto at my request.
I would never spend twenty years of my life investigating, analyzing,
concluding, and writing about a subject I did not feel was absolutely
correct and worth the effort, time, and money expended. I'm not stupid.
Still, Merry Christmas.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

On Dec 24, 2009, at 9:37 AM, Royal Calkins wrote:
You chances of attracting serious attention from a local reporter from a small daily
newspaper, getting him or her to investigate such a topic, are worse than horrible. You
need to talk to someone who specializes in such things at a much larger publication.
Still, Merry Christmas
Cheers
royal

On 12/23/09 5:08 PM, "Smith John Barry" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:
Dear Royal, thanks for your note below...
Ah, if only things were as they seemed, but no, I had an ulterior motive for writing. I
wanted to plant two seeds of truth that buttress up my claim that I know why
airplanes fly and why they don't: The model airplane flying in Fresno and my Mooney
flying out of Salinas. This successful cunning and wily subterfuge would lead into my
request to speak to a hotshot investigative reporter so I can explain my mechanical
explanation with precedent which conflicts with the official versions for several
controversial Boeing 747 fatal airliner accidents.
Apparently Julia Reynolds has burnt out and is but a glowing ember. How about Larry
Parsons? Can he be the one who can exclaim after my interview, "OMG, I have rubbed
away the chaff and have discovered the diamond in the haystack!"?
And yes, "Sisk" was the name and it was Ms. Temple as my instructor, not an
attractive woman but very sharp, passionate about politics, and smart.
Cheers,
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com

On Dec 23, 2009, at 9:12 AM, Royal Calkins wrote:
John
What a cool note. You should have stuck with journalism. You write so well
The instructor you mention would have been Bobby Temple, nee Bobby Sisk, whose
father, Barney, was the longtime congressman for whom the dam at San Luis Reservoir
is named.
One of our reporters, Larry Parsons, also is a fugitive from Fresno, and has the
distinction of having managed the Fresno Street drive-in known as Munchies, which
featured 13 cent hamburgers in the early 1970s.

Thanks for sharing your memories.
Royal

On 12/23/09 8:01 AM, "Smith John Barry" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:

Dear Royal, Wednesday, December 23, 2009
Ah, Fresno; my sweet former home.
I lived there from 1954 to 1958 and then we
moved to Monterey for my father's job with Sears.
Those four years were very influential to me, from
ten to fourteen, from child to young adult. I loved it
so much I moved from MPC to Fresno State in 1971
to get my Master's degree in Communicative
Disorders...after starting out as a Journalism
major...being taught by the daughter of a
prominent local politician whose name I can't recall
but you probably remember. I think it had one
syllable. She was really good. She had the class
dissect the Spiro Agnew nattering nabob speech
and I saw the way good propaganda is structured
and written. Then there was the English professor
teaching advertising who drove a Bentley, very
cool fellow. He told me anything the sponsors say
is OK because it is 'harmless puffery." Ha!
We lived out by the old Starlite Drive-In theater yet I
rode my bike into downtown Fresno to go to the White
theater on Saturdays for a triple movie show with talent
contest. I read the Bee every day, even at ten years old,
and loved that paper. I flew model airplanes out on the
'new' Bullard High School parking lot while driving with
my Dad past the exclusive high class 'Fig Garden'
subdivision.
I explain my liking of Salinas because it is similar to
Fresno being flat, malls, agricultural based, lots of
migrant laborers and red lights on every corner. I cut
peaches one summer for drying trays with dozens of

Latino women who left me with profound respect for the
hard long labor they do for little money. We used to sing
"You Are My Sunshine." I rode my bike to Friant Dam one
time and drank pure clean water bubbling up from the
many Artesian wells sprinkled throughout the thousands
of acres of grape orchards. I love raisins to this day, The
Big Raisin, indeed. I ate at one of the first McDonalds out
on Blackstone. I did not realize as I rode my bike in
Levi's and white T-shirt singing rock and roll on the way
to McDonalds near a mall in the mid fifties that I was
living the prototype lifestyle for hundreds of millions of
people in the sixties and seventies all over the
world...and all from living in Fresno, home of Bill
Vukovich!
Why do people pick on Fresno? I think the name is funny.
The city is bland physically. It has no 'hook' of familiarity
or fame.
Why do people pick on Salinas? Because it's similar to
Fresno and both have Spanish names? Racism? My wife
refuses to go the movies or malls in Salinas because of
the crime. My father's friend carries a gun when he goes
there. My sister says she gets a headache whenever she
gets near the Salinas city limits. The Salinas Valley is one
of the most valuable land areas in the country and yet
gets no respect.
I had my Mooney airplane at the Salinas Airport for years
in the early nineties and rode my bicycle all over Salinas
with no problem. It's all perception.
Fame is everything and Fresno and Salinas has none
even after Saroyan and Steinbeck. It's why people who
don't live in Carmel-by-the-Sea but live nearby and have
the same zip code are loathe to live in a different entity

called a town because they love saying they live in
'Carmel', home of former Mayor Eastwood.
I marvel that Salinas is now the larger city than when I
moved to Fresno which had 100,000 population in 1954
and seemed huge to me.
Viva La Fresno!
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Royal Calkins: Lessons from the Big Raisin
ROYAL CALKINS
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People in the newsroom will tease me
for writing about Fresno, but it doesn't matter. That's
where I'm from, more or less, and that makes me tough
enough to withstand anything these mostly coastal types
can throw at me.
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They tease because they think I talk about Fresno too
much, which was true at some point because I spent 22
years there, first in college and later practicing
journalism at the Fresno Bee. Just like transplanted
Midwesterners might compare South Bend to Seaside, I
tend to contemplate Fresno's track record in public policy,
lifestyle and culture when I ponder the way things are in

Monterey County, where I have been pondering
professionally for several years now.
Fresno being my reference point may explain why I tend
to view most things around here as fairly peachy. The
most glaring exception is the crime rate in Salinas, which
does a fine imitation of crime, Fresno style. What's going
on in Salinas certainly reminds me of Fresno but without
making me at all homesick.
What prompts my revived interest in "The Big Raisin" is
the story the other day in USA Today about how Fresno is
embarking on a makeover. It is spending $1.2million for
a marketing campaign using the odd and oddly
punctuated slogan "Be World-Class. Be Fresno."
What has been accomplished so far? National publicity
reminding everyone why Fresno feels it necessary to
work on its image. There is the obligatory reminder of
how the Places Rated Almanac once ranked it as the
worst city in

the country, and how it is among the national leaders in
rates of poverty, childhood asthma, unemployment and
strip malls per thousand residents. I made that last one
up, but it could be true.
Perhaps instructive for those of us who forget to maintain
an appropriate level of gratitude, a survey leading to the
campaign found that people living in and around Fresno
had an even lower opinion of the place than others some
distance away. Therefore, the marketing campaign will
start by trying to make the locals feel better about their
circumstances. Good luck with that, and I mean that

sincerely.
Later, of course, the effort will expand, principally by
reminding travelers that Fresno is close to attractions like
Yosemite, and is on the way to others. Which is sort of
like saying Blythe is on the way to Las Vegas, if you start
in Mexicali.
What can we learn from this? First, I think, is that
marketing without a useful message is a waste. A recent
study found that some tourists don't return to Monterey
as often as they might because of the perception that
there isn't enough to do here. So this probably is not the
time for a Peninsula marketing campaign featuring a
couple walking on the beach. Potential tourists know
there are beaches here. A smarter campaign would
feature unexpected things to do. Like hiking at Point
Lobos or visiting Carmel Mission. Things you can't do in
Fresno or Wichita.
When the Fresno campaign gets up and running, it will
make a big deal out of how close Fresno is to places like
Monterey, so it should have at least one unintended
consequence: making people feel even better about
living in a place like Monterey, where the name itself is
slogan enough.

Royal Calkins is editor of the Opinion page. He can be
reached at rcalkins@montereyherald.com
<mailto:rcalkins@montereyherald.com> or 646-4381.

From: Royal Calkins <rcalkins@montereyherald.com>
Date: December 24, 2009 9:37:09 AM PST
To: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Re: Fresno Forever
You chances of attracting serious attention from a local reporter from a small daily
newspaper, getting him or her to investigate such a topic, are worse than horrible. You
need to talk to someone who specializes in such things at a much larger publication.
Still, Merry Christmas
Cheers
royal

On 12/23/09 5:08 PM, "Smith John Barry" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:
Dear Royal, thanks for your note below...
Ah, if only things were as they seemed, but no, I had an ulterior motive for writing. I
wanted to plant two seeds of truth that buttress up my claim that I know why
airplanes fly and why they don't: The model airplane flying in Fresno and my Mooney
flying out of Salinas. This successful cunning and wily subterfuge would lead into my
request to speak to a hotshot investigative reporter so I can explain my mechanical
explanation with precedent which conflicts with the official versions for several
controversial Boeing 747 fatal airliner accidents.
Apparently Julia Reynolds has burnt out and is but a glowing ember. How about Larry
Parsons? Can he be the one who can exclaim after my interview, "OMG, I have rubbed
away the chaff and have discovered the diamond in the haystack!"?
And yes, "Sisk" was the name and it was Ms. Temple as my instructor, not an
attractive woman but very sharp, passionate about politics, and smart.
Cheers,
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com

On Dec 23, 2009, at 9:12 AM, Royal Calkins wrote:
John
What a cool note. You should have stuck with journalism. You write so well
The instructor you mention would have been Bobby Temple, nee Bobby Sisk, whose
father, Barney, was the longtime congressman for whom the dam at San Luis Reservoir

is named.
One of our reporters, Larry Parsons, also is a fugitive from Fresno, and has the
distinction of having managed the Fresno Street drive-in known as Munchies, which
featured 13 cent hamburgers in the early 1970s.
Thanks for sharing your memories.
Royal

On 12/23/09 8:01 AM, "Smith John Barry" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:

Dear Royal, Wednesday, December 23, 2009
Ah, Fresno; my sweet former home.
I lived there from 1954 to 1958 and then we
moved to Monterey for my father's job with Sears.
Those four years were very influential to me, from
ten to fourteen, from child to young adult. I loved it
so much I moved from MPC to Fresno State in 1971
to get my Master's degree in Communicative
Disorders...after starting out as a Journalism
major...being taught by the daughter of a
prominent local politician whose name I can't recall
but you probably remember. I think it had one
syllable. She was really good. She had the class
dissect the Spiro Agnew nattering nabob speech
and I saw the way good propaganda is structured
and written. Then there was the English professor
teaching advertising who drove a Bentley, very
cool fellow. He told me anything the sponsors say
is OK because it is 'harmless puffery." Ha!
We lived out by the old Starlite Drive-In theater yet I
rode my bike into downtown Fresno to go to the White
theater on Saturdays for a triple movie show with talent
contest. I read the Bee every day, even at ten years old,
and loved that paper. I flew model airplanes out on the
'new' Bullard High School parking lot while driving with
my Dad past the exclusive high class 'Fig Garden'
subdivision.
I explain my liking of Salinas because it is similar to

Fresno being flat, malls, agricultural based, lots of
migrant laborers and red lights on every corner. I cut
peaches one summer for drying trays with dozens of
Latino women who left me with profound respect for the
hard long labor they do for little money. We used to sing
"You Are My Sunshine." I rode my bike to Friant Dam one
time and drank pure clean water bubbling up from the
many Artesian wells sprinkled throughout the thousands
of acres of grape orchards. I love raisins to this day, The
Big Raisin, indeed. I ate at one of the first McDonalds out
on Blackstone. I did not realize as I rode my bike in
Levi's and white T-shirt singing rock and roll on the way
to McDonalds near a mall in the mid fifties that I was
living the prototype lifestyle for hundreds of millions of
people in the sixties and seventies all over the
world...and all from living in Fresno, home of Bill
Vukovich!
Why do people pick on Fresno? I think the name is funny.
The city is bland physically. It has no 'hook' of familiarity
or fame.
Why do people pick on Salinas? Because it's similar to
Fresno and both have Spanish names? Racism? My wife
refuses to go the movies or malls in Salinas because of
the crime. My father's friend carries a gun when he goes
there. My sister says she gets a headache whenever she
gets near the Salinas city limits. The Salinas Valley is one
of the most valuable land areas in the country and yet
gets no respect.
I had my Mooney airplane at the Salinas Airport for years
in the early nineties and rode my bicycle all over Salinas
with no problem. It's all perception.
Fame is everything and Fresno and Salinas has none

even after Saroyan and Steinbeck. It's why people who
don't live in Carmel-by-the-Sea but live nearby and have
the same zip code are loathe to live in a different entity
called a town because they love saying they live in
'Carmel', home of former Mayor Eastwood.
I marvel that Salinas is now the larger city than when I
moved to Fresno which had 100,000 population in 1954
and seemed huge to me.
Viva La Fresno!
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
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People in the newsroom will tease me
for writing about Fresno, but it doesn't matter. That's
where I'm from, more or less, and that makes me tough
enough to withstand anything these mostly coastal types
can throw at me.
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They tease because they think I talk about Fresno too
much, which was true at some point because I spent 22
years there, first in college and later practicing
journalism at the Fresno Bee. Just like transplanted

Midwesterners might compare South Bend to Seaside, I
tend to contemplate Fresno's track record in public policy,
lifestyle and culture when I ponder the way things are in
Monterey County, where I have been pondering
professionally for several years now.
Fresno being my reference point may explain why I tend
to view most things around here as fairly peachy. The
most glaring exception is the crime rate in Salinas, which
does a fine imitation of crime, Fresno style. What's going
on in Salinas certainly reminds me of Fresno but without
making me at all homesick.
What prompts my revived interest in "The Big Raisin" is
the story the other day in USA Today about how Fresno is
embarking on a makeover. It is spending $1.2million for
a marketing campaign using the odd and oddly
punctuated slogan "Be World-Class. Be Fresno."
What has been accomplished so far? National publicity
reminding everyone why Fresno feels it necessary to
work on its image. There is the obligatory reminder of
how the Places Rated Almanac once ranked it as the
worst city in

the country, and how it is among the national leaders in
rates of poverty, childhood asthma, unemployment and
strip malls per thousand residents. I made that last one
up, but it could be true.
Perhaps instructive for those of us who forget to maintain
an appropriate level of gratitude, a survey leading to the
campaign found that people living in and around Fresno
had an even lower opinion of the place than others some

distance away. Therefore, the marketing campaign will
start by trying to make the locals feel better about their
circumstances. Good luck with that, and I mean that
sincerely.
Later, of course, the effort will expand, principally by
reminding travelers that Fresno is close to attractions like
Yosemite, and is on the way to others. Which is sort of
like saying Blythe is on the way to Las Vegas, if you start
in Mexicali.
What can we learn from this? First, I think, is that
marketing without a useful message is a waste. A recent
study found that some tourists don't return to Monterey
as often as they might because of the perception that
there isn't enough to do here. So this probably is not the
time for a Peninsula marketing campaign featuring a
couple walking on the beach. Potential tourists know
there are beaches here. A smarter campaign would
feature unexpected things to do. Like hiking at Point
Lobos or visiting Carmel Mission. Things you can't do in
Fresno or Wichita.
When the Fresno campaign gets up and running, it will
make a big deal out of how close Fresno is to places like
Monterey, so it should have at least one unintended
consequence: making people feel even better about
living in a place like Monterey, where the name itself is
slogan enough.

Royal Calkins is editor of the Opinion page. He can be
reached at rcalkins@montereyherald.com
<mailto:rcalkins@montereyherald.com> or 646-4381.

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 23, 2009 5:08:40 PM PST
To: Royal Calkins <rcalkins@montereyherald.com>
Subject: Re: Fresno Forever

Dear Royal, thanks for your note below...
Ah, if only things were as they seemed, but no, I had an ulterior
motive for writing. I wanted to plant two seeds of truth that
buttress up my claim that I know why airplanes fly and why they
don't: The model airplane flying in Fresno and my Mooney flying
out of Salinas. This successful cunning and wily subterfuge
would lead into my request to speak to a hotshot investigative
reporter so I can explain my mechanical explanation with
precedent which conflicts with the official versions for several
controversial Boeing 747 fatal airliner accidents.
Apparently Julia Reynolds has burnt out and is but a glowing
ember. How about Larry Parsons? Can he be the one who can
exclaim after my interview, "OMG, I have rubbed away the chaff
and have discovered the diamond in the haystack!"?
And yes, "Sisk" was the name and it was Ms. Temple as my
instructor, not an attractive woman but very sharp, passionate
about politics, and smart.
Cheers,
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924

831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com

On Dec 23, 2009, at 9:12 AM, Royal Calkins wrote:

John
What a cool note. You should have stuck with journalism. You write so well
The instructor you mention would have been Bobby Temple, nee Bobby Sisk, whose
father, Barney, was the longtime congressman for whom the dam at San Luis Reservoir
is named.
One of our reporters, Larry Parsons, also is a fugitive from Fresno, and has the
distinction of having managed the Fresno Street drive-in known as Munchies, which
featured 13 cent hamburgers in the early 1970s.
Thanks for sharing your memories.
Royal

On 12/23/09 8:01 AM, "Smith John Barry" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:

Dear Royal, Wednesday, December 23, 2009
Ah, Fresno; my sweet former home.
I lived there from 1954 to 1958 and then we
moved to Monterey for my father's job with Sears.
Those four years were very influential to me, from
ten to fourteen, from child to young adult. I loved it
so much I moved from MPC to Fresno State in 1971
to get my Master's degree in Communicative
Disorders...after starting out as a Journalism
major...being taught by the daughter of a
prominent local politician whose name I can't recall
but you probably remember. I think it had one
syllable. She was really good. She had the class
dissect the Spiro Agnew nattering nabob speech
and I saw the way good propaganda is structured
and written. Then there was the English professor
teaching advertising who drove a Bentley, very
cool fellow. He told me anything the sponsors say

is OK because it is 'harmless puffery." Ha!
We lived out by the old Starlite Drive-In theater yet I
rode my bike into downtown Fresno to go to the White
theater on Saturdays for a triple movie show with talent
contest. I read the Bee every day, even at ten years old,
and loved that paper. I flew model airplanes out on the
'new' Bullard High School parking lot while driving with
my Dad past the exclusive high class 'Fig Garden'
subdivision.
I explain my liking of Salinas because it is similar to
Fresno being flat, malls, agricultural based, lots of
migrant laborers and red lights on every corner. I cut
peaches one summer for drying trays with dozens of
Latino women who left me with profound respect for the
hard long labor they do for little money. We used to sing
"You Are My Sunshine." I rode my bike to Friant Dam one
time and drank pure clean water bubbling up from the
many Artesian wells sprinkled throughout the thousands
of acres of grape orchards. I love raisins to this day, The
Big Raisin, indeed. I ate at one of the first McDonalds out
on Blackstone. I did not realize as I rode my bike in
Levi's and white T-shirt singing rock and roll on the way
to McDonalds near a mall in the mid fifties that I was
living the prototype lifestyle for hundreds of millions of
people in the sixties and seventies all over the
world...and all from living in Fresno, home of Bill
Vukovich!
Why do people pick on Fresno? I think the name is funny.
The city is bland physically. It has no 'hook' of familiarity
or fame.
Why do people pick on Salinas? Because it's similar to
Fresno and both have Spanish names? Racism? My wife
refuses to go the movies or malls in Salinas because of

the crime. My father's friend carries a gun when he goes
there. My sister says she gets a headache whenever she
gets near the Salinas city limits. The Salinas Valley is one
of the most valuable land areas in the country and yet
gets no respect.
I had my Mooney airplane at the Salinas Airport for years
in the early nineties and rode my bicycle all over Salinas
with no problem. It's all perception.
Fame is everything and Fresno and Salinas has none
even after Saroyan and Steinbeck. It's why people who
don't live in Carmel-by-the-Sea but live nearby and have
the same zip code are loathe to live in a different entity
called a town because they love saying they live in
'Carmel', home of former Mayor Eastwood.
I marvel that Salinas is now the larger city than when I
moved to Fresno which had 100,000 population in 1954
and seemed huge to me.
Viva La Fresno!
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
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People in the newsroom will tease me
for writing about Fresno, but it doesn't matter. That's
where I'm from, more or less, and that makes me tough
enough to withstand anything these mostly coastal types
can throw at me.
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They tease because they think I talk about Fresno too
much, which was true at some point because I spent 22
years there, first in college and later practicing
journalism at the Fresno Bee. Just like transplanted
Midwesterners might compare South Bend to Seaside, I
tend to contemplate Fresno's track record in public policy,
lifestyle and culture when I ponder the way things are in
Monterey County, where I have been pondering
professionally for several years now.
Fresno being my reference point may explain why I tend
to view most things around here as fairly peachy. The
most glaring exception is the crime rate in Salinas, which
does a fine imitation of crime, Fresno style. What's going
on in Salinas certainly reminds me of Fresno but without
making me at all homesick.
What prompts my revived interest in "The Big Raisin" is
the story the other day in USA Today about how Fresno is
embarking on a makeover. It is spending $1.2million for
a marketing campaign using the odd and oddly
punctuated slogan "Be World-Class. Be Fresno."
What has been accomplished so far? National publicity
reminding everyone why Fresno feels it necessary to
work on its image. There is the obligatory reminder of
how the Places Rated Almanac once ranked it as the
worst city in

the country, and how it is among the national leaders in
rates of poverty, childhood asthma, unemployment and
strip malls per thousand residents. I made that last one
up, but it could be true.
Perhaps instructive for those of us who forget to maintain
an appropriate level of gratitude, a survey leading to the
campaign found that people living in and around Fresno
had an even lower opinion of the place than others some
distance away. Therefore, the marketing campaign will
start by trying to make the locals feel better about their
circumstances. Good luck with that, and I mean that
sincerely.
Later, of course, the effort will expand, principally by
reminding travelers that Fresno is close to attractions like
Yosemite, and is on the way to others. Which is sort of
like saying Blythe is on the way to Las Vegas, if you start
in Mexicali.
What can we learn from this? First, I think, is that
marketing without a useful message is a waste. A recent
study found that some tourists don't return to Monterey
as often as they might because of the perception that
there isn't enough to do here. So this probably is not the
time for a Peninsula marketing campaign featuring a
couple walking on the beach. Potential tourists know
there are beaches here. A smarter campaign would
feature unexpected things to do. Like hiking at Point
Lobos or visiting Carmel Mission. Things you can't do in
Fresno or Wichita.
When the Fresno campaign gets up and running, it will
make a big deal out of how close Fresno is to places like
Monterey, so it should have at least one unintended

consequence: making people feel even better about
living in a place like Monterey, where the name itself is
slogan enough.

Royal Calkins is editor of the Opinion page. He can be
reached at rcalkins@montereyherald.com
<mailto:rcalkins@montereyherald.com> or 646-4381.

From: Royal Calkins <rcalkins@montereyherald.com>
Date: December 23, 2009 9:12:40 AM PST
To: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Re: Fresno Forever
John
What a cool note. You should have stuck with journalism. You write so well
The instructor you mention would have been Bobby Temple, nee Bobby Sisk, whose
father, Barney, was the longtime congressman for whom the dam at San Luis Reservoir
is named.
One of our reporters, Larry Parsons, also is a fugitive from Fresno, and has the
distinction of having managed the Fresno Street drive-in known as Munchies, which
featured 13 cent hamburgers in the early 1970s.
Thanks for sharing your memories.
Royal

On 12/23/09 8:01 AM, "Smith John Barry" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:

Dear Royal, Wednesday, December 23, 2009
Ah, Fresno; my sweet former home.
I lived there from 1954 to 1958 and then we
moved to Monterey for my father's job with Sears.
Those four years were very influential to me, from
ten to fourteen, from child to young adult. I loved it
so much I moved from MPC to Fresno State in 1971
to get my Master's degree in Communicative
Disorders...after starting out as a Journalism
major...being taught by the daughter of a

prominent local politician whose name I can't recall
but you probably remember. I think it had one
syllable. She was really good. She had the class
dissect the Spiro Agnew nattering nabob speech
and I saw the way good propaganda is structured
and written. Then there was the English professor
teaching advertising who drove a Bentley, very
cool fellow. He told me anything the sponsors say
is OK because it is 'harmless puffery." Ha!
We lived out by the old Starlite Drive-In theater yet I
rode my bike into downtown Fresno to go to the White
theater on Saturdays for a triple movie show with talent
contest. I read the Bee every day, even at ten years old,
and loved that paper. I flew model airplanes out on the
'new' Bullard High School parking lot while driving with
my Dad past the exclusive high class 'Fig Garden'
subdivision.
I explain my liking of Salinas because it is similar to
Fresno being flat, malls, agricultural based, lots of
migrant laborers and red lights on every corner. I cut
peaches one summer for drying trays with dozens of
Latino women who left me with profound respect for the
hard long labor they do for little money. We used to sing
"You Are My Sunshine." I rode my bike to Friant Dam one
time and drank pure clean water bubbling up from the
many Artesian wells sprinkled throughout the thousands
of acres of grape orchards. I love raisins to this day, The
Big Raisin, indeed. I ate at one of the first McDonalds out
on Blackstone. I did not realize as I rode my bike in
Levi's and white T-shirt singing rock and roll on the way
to McDonalds near a mall in the mid fifties that I was
living the prototype lifestyle for hundreds of millions of
people in the sixties and seventies all over the
world...and all from living in Fresno, home of Bill
Vukovich!

Why do people pick on Fresno? I think the name is funny.
The city is bland physically. It has no 'hook' of familiarity
or fame.
Why do people pick on Salinas? Because it's similar to
Fresno and both have Spanish names? Racism? My wife
refuses to go the movies or malls in Salinas because of
the crime. My father's friend carries a gun when he goes
there. My sister says she gets a headache whenever she
gets near the Salinas city limits. The Salinas Valley is one
of the most valuable land areas in the country and yet
gets no respect.
I had my Mooney airplane at the Salinas Airport for years
in the early nineties and rode my bicycle all over Salinas
with no problem. It's all perception.
Fame is everything and Fresno and Salinas has none
even after Saroyan and Steinbeck. It's why people who
don't live in Carmel-by-the-Sea but live nearby and have
the same zip code are loathe to live in a different entity
called a town because they love saying they live in
'Carmel', home of former Mayor Eastwood.
I marvel that Salinas is now the larger city than when I
moved to Fresno which had 100,000 population in 1954
and seemed huge to me.
Viva La Fresno!
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924

831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
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People in the newsroom will tease me
for writing about Fresno, but it doesn't matter. That's
where I'm from, more or less, and that makes me tough
enough to withstand anything these mostly coastal types
can throw at me.
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They tease because they think I talk about Fresno too
much, which was true at some point because I spent 22
years there, first in college and later practicing
journalism at the Fresno Bee. Just like transplanted
Midwesterners might compare South Bend to Seaside, I
tend to contemplate Fresno's track record in public policy,
lifestyle and culture when I ponder the way things are in
Monterey County, where I have been pondering
professionally for several years now.
Fresno being my reference point may explain why I tend
to view most things around here as fairly peachy. The
most glaring exception is the crime rate in Salinas, which
does a fine imitation of crime, Fresno style. What's going
on in Salinas certainly reminds me of Fresno but without
making me at all homesick.
What prompts my revived interest in "The Big Raisin" is
the story the other day in USA Today about how Fresno is
embarking on a makeover. It is spending $1.2million for
a marketing campaign using the odd and oddly
punctuated slogan "Be World-Class. Be Fresno."

What has been accomplished so far? National publicity
reminding everyone why Fresno feels it necessary to
work on its image. There is the obligatory reminder of
how the Places Rated Almanac once ranked it as the
worst city in

the country, and how it is among the national leaders in
rates of poverty, childhood asthma, unemployment and
strip malls per thousand residents. I made that last one
up, but it could be true.
Perhaps instructive for those of us who forget to maintain
an appropriate level of gratitude, a survey leading to the
campaign found that people living in and around Fresno
had an even lower opinion of the place than others some
distance away. Therefore, the marketing campaign will
start by trying to make the locals feel better about their
circumstances. Good luck with that, and I mean that
sincerely.
Later, of course, the effort will expand, principally by
reminding travelers that Fresno is close to attractions like
Yosemite, and is on the way to others. Which is sort of
like saying Blythe is on the way to Las Vegas, if you start
in Mexicali.
What can we learn from this? First, I think, is that
marketing without a useful message is a waste. A recent
study found that some tourists don't return to Monterey
as often as they might because of the perception that

there isn't enough to do here. So this probably is not the
time for a Peninsula marketing campaign featuring a
couple walking on the beach. Potential tourists know
there are beaches here. A smarter campaign would
feature unexpected things to do. Like hiking at Point
Lobos or visiting Carmel Mission. Things you can't do in
Fresno or Wichita.
When the Fresno campaign gets up and running, it will
make a big deal out of how close Fresno is to places like
Monterey, so it should have at least one unintended
consequence: making people feel even better about
living in a place like Monterey, where the name itself is
slogan enough.

Royal Calkins is editor of the Opinion page. He can be
reached at rcalkins@montereyherald.com
<mailto:rcalkins@montereyherald.com> or 646-4381.

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 23, 2009 8:01:55 AM PST
To: rcalkins@montereyherald.com
Subject: Fresno Forever
Dear Royal, Wednesday, December 23, 2009
Ah, Fresno; my sweet former home.
I lived there from 1954 to 1958 and then we moved to Monterey for my
father's job with Sears. Those four years were very influential to me,
from ten to fourteen, from child to young adult. I loved it so much I
moved from MPC to Fresno State in 1971 to get my Master's degree in
Communicative Disorders...after starting out as a Journalism
major...being taught by the daughter of a prominent local politician

whose name I can't recall but you probably remember. I think it had one
syllable. She was really good. She had the class dissect the Spiro Agnew
nattering nabob speech and I saw the way good propaganda is structured
and written. Then there was the English professor teaching advertising
who drove a Bentley, very cool fellow. He told me anything the sponsors
say is OK because it is 'harmless puffery." Ha!
We lived out by the old Starlite Drive-In theater yet I rode my bike into
downtown Fresno to go to the White theater on Saturdays for a triple
movie show with talent contest. I read the Bee every day, even at ten
years old, and loved that paper. I flew model airplanes out on the 'new'
Bullard High School parking lot while driving with my Dad past the
exclusive high class 'Fig Garden' subdivision.
I explain my liking of Salinas because it is similar to Fresno being flat,
malls, agricultural based, lots of migrant laborers and red lights on every
corner. I cut peaches one summer for drying trays with dozens of Latino
women who left me with profound respect for the hard long labor they
do for little money. We used to sing "You Are My Sunshine." I rode my
bike to Friant Dam one time and drank pure clean water bubbling up
from the many Artesian wells sprinkled throughout the thousands of
acres of grape orchards. I love raisins to this day, The Big Raisin,
indeed. I ate at one of the first McDonalds out on Blackstone. I did not
realize as I rode my bike in Levi's and white T-shirt singing rock and roll
on the way to McDonalds near a mall in the mid fifties that I was living
the prototype lifestyle for hundreds of millions of people in the sixties
and seventies all over the world...and all from living in Fresno, home of
Bill Vukovich!
Why do people pick on Fresno? I think the name is funny. The city is
bland physically. It has no 'hook' of familiarity or fame.
Why do people pick on Salinas? Because it's similar to Fresno and both
have Spanish names? Racism? My wife refuses to go the movies or
malls in Salinas because of the crime. My father's friend carries a gun
when he goes there. My sister says she gets a headache whenever she
gets near the Salinas city limits. The Salinas Valley is one of the most

valuable land areas in the country and yet gets no respect.
I had my Mooney airplane at the Salinas Airport for years in the early
nineties and rode my bicycle all over Salinas with no problem. It's all
perception.
Fame is everything and Fresno and Salinas has none even after Saroyan
and Steinbeck. It's why people who don't live in Carmel-by-the-Sea but
live nearby and have the same zip code are loathe to live in a different
entity called a town because they love saying they live in 'Carmel', home
of former Mayor Eastwood.
I marvel that Salinas is now the larger city than when I moved to Fresno
which had 100,000 population in 1954 and seemed huge to me.
Viva La Fresno!
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Royal Calkins: Lessons from the Big Raisin
ROYAL CALKINS
Updated: 12/23/2009 01:28:53 AM PST

People in the newsroom will tease me for writing about Fresno, but it
doesn't matter. That's where I'm from, more or less, and that makes me
tough enough to withstand anything these mostly coastal types can
throw at me.
They tease because they think I talk about Fresno too much, which was

true at some point because I spent 22 years there, first in college and
later practicing journalism at the Fresno Bee. Just like transplanted
Midwesterners might compare South Bend to Seaside, I tend to
contemplate Fresno's track record in public policy, lifestyle and culture
when I ponder the way things are in Monterey County, where I have
been pondering professionally for several years now.
Fresno being my reference point may explain why I tend to view most
things around here as fairly peachy. The most glaring exception is the
crime rate in Salinas, which does a fine imitation of crime, Fresno style.
What's going on in Salinas certainly reminds me of Fresno but without
making me at all homesick.
What prompts my revived interest in "The Big Raisin" is the story the
other day in USA Today about how Fresno is embarking on a makeover.
It is spending $1.2million for a marketing campaign using the odd and
oddly punctuated slogan "Be World-Class. Be Fresno."
What has been accomplished so far? National publicity reminding
everyone why Fresno feels it necessary to work on its image. There is
the obligatory reminder of how the Places Rated Almanac once ranked it
as the worst city in

the country, and how it is among the national leaders in rates of poverty,
childhood asthma, unemployment and strip malls per thousand residents.
I made that last one up, but it could be true.
Perhaps instructive for those of us who forget to maintain an appropriate
level of gratitude, a survey leading to the campaign found that people
living in and around Fresno had an even lower opinion of the place than
others some distance away. Therefore, the marketing campaign will start
by trying to make the locals feel better about their circumstances. Good
luck with that, and I mean that sincerely.
Later, of course, the effort will expand, principally by reminding

travelers that Fresno is close to attractions like Yosemite, and is on the
way to others. Which is sort of like saying Blythe is on the way to Las
Vegas, if you start in Mexicali.
What can we learn from this? First, I think, is that marketing without a
useful message is a waste. A recent study found that some tourists don't
return to Monterey as often as they might because of the perception that
there isn't enough to do here. So this probably is not the time for a
Peninsula marketing campaign featuring a couple walking on the beach.
Potential tourists know there are beaches here. A smarter campaign
would feature unexpected things to do. Like hiking at Point Lobos or
visiting Carmel Mission. Things you can't do in Fresno or Wichita.
When the Fresno campaign gets up and running, it will make a big deal
out of how close Fresno is to places like Monterey, so it should have at
least one unintended consequence: making people feel even better about
living in a place like Monterey, where the name itself is slogan enough.
Royal Calkins is editor of the Opinion page. He can be reached at
rcalkins@montereyherald.com or 646-4381.

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 22, 2009 10:12:35 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: Re: Polite reminder 3: Standing by to hear from Paul
to set up meeting.

I know, Chris, thanks, sometimes gentle prodding is necessary
although some of the prodded may already be moving.
Every Monday or so I sent out the polite reminders and I have no
email for Mr. Miller so the prod goes through you although you
have done more than most already.

Cheers,
Barry
On Dec 22, 2009, at 9:01 AM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,
I have forwarded your contact information to Paul. Like yourself,
I am waiting for his reply ...
Chris

On Dec 22, 2009, at 6:13 AM, Smith John Barry wrote:
Sent 9 December and Sunday, December 13, 2009 and Tuesday,
December 22, 2009
Thanks, Chris. I'll prepare a presentation.
Standing by to hear from Paul.
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 9, 2009, at 1:32 PM, Chris Counts wrote:

Barry,
I spoke with Paul and said he'd like to talk with you about your
research. It turns out he's done some research on both airplanes
and airplane crashes. I'll pass your contact info on to him, and he
said he'll be in touch ...
Chris

On Dec 7, 2009, at 3:53 PM, Smith John Barry wrote:
Right, Chris, thanks for info. Standing by.
Downside risk of checking into the shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is a few hours of wasted time to
debunk.
Upside reward is the story of the decade.
Stories like this have to start someplace and this one started here.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 7, 2009, at 2:59 PM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,

I haven't had a chance to speak with Paul, our editor/publisher,
since you and I talked. I'm waiting for the right opportunity. I just
wanted to let you know that I'm still interested in your story and
I'm hoping Paul is as well ...
Thanks,
Chris

Begin forwarded message:
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 2, 2009 6:37:39 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: I guess since you did not follow up you are not interested. Pulitzer prizes are
probably overrated anyway.

Hi, Chris, just read your article on the election. What election?
Yeah.
Well, are you an investigative journalist in addition to your
reporting duties?
I have a story. It has everything, money, death, heartbreak,
politics, prison, and science to corroborate it.
Cheers
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California

93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org

From: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Date: December 22, 2009 9:01:50 AM PST
To: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Re: Polite reminder 3: Standing by to hear from Paul
to set up meeting.

Barry,
I have forwarded your contact information to Paul. Like yourself,
I am waiting for his reply ...
Chris

On Dec 22, 2009, at 6:13 AM, Smith John Barry wrote:
Sent 9 December and Sunday, December 13, 2009 and Tuesday,
December 22, 2009
Thanks, Chris. I'll prepare a presentation.
Standing by to hear from Paul.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 9, 2009, at 1:32 PM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,
I spoke with Paul and said he'd like to talk with you about your
research. It turns out he's done some research on both airplanes
and airplane crashes. I'll pass your contact info on to him, and he
said he'll be in touch ...
Chris

On Dec 7, 2009, at 3:53 PM, Smith John Barry wrote:
Right, Chris, thanks for info. Standing by.
Downside risk of checking into the shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is a few hours of wasted time to
debunk.
Upside reward is the story of the decade.

Stories like this have to start someplace and this one started here.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 7, 2009, at 2:59 PM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,
I haven't had a chance to speak with Paul, our editor/publisher,
since you and I talked. I'm waiting for the right opportunity. I just
wanted to let you know that I'm still interested in your story and
I'm hoping Paul is as well ...
Thanks,
Chris

Begin forwarded message:
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 2, 2009 6:37:39 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: I guess since you did not follow up you are not interested. Pulitzer prizes are
probably overrated anyway.

Hi, Chris, just read your article on the election. What election?

Yeah.
Well, are you an investigative journalist in addition to your
reporting duties?
I have a story. It has everything, money, death, heartbreak,
politics, prison, and science to corroborate it.
Cheers
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 22, 2009 6:13:34 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: Polite reminder 3: Standing by to hear from Paul to
set up meeting.

Sent 9 December and Sunday, December 13, 2009 and Tuesday,
December 22, 2009
Thanks, Chris. I'll prepare a presentation.

Standing by to hear from Paul.
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 9, 2009, at 1:32 PM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,
I spoke with Paul and said he'd like to talk with you about your
research. It turns out he's done some research on both airplanes
and airplane crashes. I'll pass your contact info on to him, and he
said he'll be in touch ...
Chris

On Dec 7, 2009, at 3:53 PM, Smith John Barry wrote:
Right, Chris, thanks for info. Standing by.
Downside risk of checking into the shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is a few hours of wasted time to
debunk.

Upside reward is the story of the decade.
Stories like this have to start someplace and this one started here.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 7, 2009, at 2:59 PM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,
I haven't had a chance to speak with Paul, our editor/publisher,
since you and I talked. I'm waiting for the right opportunity. I just
wanted to let you know that I'm still interested in your story and
I'm hoping Paul is as well ...
Thanks,
Chris

Begin forwarded message:
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 2, 2009 6:37:39 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: I guess since you did not follow up you are not interested. Pulitzer prizes are
probably overrated anyway.

Hi, Chris, just read your article on the election. What election?
Yeah.
Well, are you an investigative journalist in addition to your
reporting duties?
I have a story. It has everything, money, death, heartbreak,
politics, prison, and science to corroborate it.
Cheers
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 22, 2009 6:13:29 AM PST
To: MH Editor <mheditor@montereyherald.com>,
mhale@montereyherald.com
Subject: Polite reminder 7: Standing by to hear from Julia
Reynolds to set up meeting. Resend5: For Julia Reynolds on
reference from Mr. Calkins.
Julia Reynolds,
Herald Staff Writer
Herald Salinas Bureau

Monterey County Herald
Monterey, California 93940
Dear Ms. Reynolds, Friday, November 6, 2009 and November 9, 2009,
and Monday, November 16, 2009 and Monday, November 23, 2009,
Monday, November 30, 2009 and Sunday, December 13, 2009
and Tuesday, December 22, 2009
My name is John Barry Smith and I was referred to you by Mr. Calkins
regarding a possible story about the cause of several controversial
airliner crashes. I have an alternative explanation which I believe is the
correct one. The hazards are present in airliners today and thus
passenger lives are at risk. The official explanations are conspiracy
theories which I can debunk while explaining my own mechanical
explanation with precedent: The shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation...which may sound complicated but isn't. The
problem is that my explanation is rooted in science and not as exciting
or blame absolving as mad bombers but then...let's see if I can persuade
you that safety comes first in aviation and the hazards I describe can be
removed if the public is made aware of them.
We can meet in the conference room at the Herald's Ryan Ranch facility
or a place of your choosing. Mr. Calkins has met me personally and can
tell you a little bit about me if you wish. I'm retired so the time would be
at your convenience.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org
montereypeninsulaairport.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate

holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Sure. Julia Reynolds would be the one to talk to
On 10/29/09 10:23 AM, "Smith John Barry"
<barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:
Royal, thanks for reply. It's amazing that people never get mad when
discriminated 'for' but always get mad when discriminated 'against'.
I missed the two for us but did catch the two for them. Thanks for being
fair, it's not easy. If fair were easy, everyone would do it.
(After election is over and I return to being one of the little people, can I
have an interview with one of your hotshot investigative journalists? I
have an interesting story to tell regarding controversial airplane crashes.
It's worth a listen.)
Cheers,
John
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 13, 2009 7:39:43 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: Polite reminder: Standing by to hear from Paul to
set up meeting.

Sent 9 December and Sunday, December 13, 2009
Thanks, Chris. I'll prepare a presentation.

Standing by to hear from Paul.
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 9, 2009, at 1:32 PM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,
I spoke with Paul and said he'd like to talk with you about your
research. It turns out he's done some research on both airplanes
and airplane crashes. I'll pass your contact info on to him, and he
said he'll be in touch ...
Chris

On Dec 7, 2009, at 3:53 PM, Smith John Barry wrote:
Right, Chris, thanks for info. Standing by.
Downside risk of checking into the shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is a few hours of wasted time to
debunk.

Upside reward is the story of the decade.
Stories like this have to start someplace and this one started here.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 7, 2009, at 2:59 PM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,
I haven't had a chance to speak with Paul, our editor/publisher,
since you and I talked. I'm waiting for the right opportunity. I just
wanted to let you know that I'm still interested in your story and
I'm hoping Paul is as well ...
Thanks,
Chris

Begin forwarded message:
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 2, 2009 6:37:39 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: I guess since you did not follow up you are not interested. Pulitzer prizes are
probably overrated anyway.

Hi, Chris, just read your article on the election. What election?
Yeah.
Well, are you an investigative journalist in addition to your
reporting duties?
I have a story. It has everything, money, death, heartbreak,
politics, prison, and science to corroborate it.
Cheers
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 13, 2009 7:39:42 AM PST
To: MH Editor <mheditor@montereyherald.com>,
mhale@montereyherald.com
Subject: Polite reminder: Standing by to hear from Julia
Reynolds to set up meeting. Resend5: For Julia Reynolds on
reference from Mr. Calkins.
Julia Reynolds,
Herald Staff Writer

Herald Salinas Bureau
Monterey County Herald
Monterey, California 93940
Dear Ms. Reynolds, Friday, November 6, 2009 and November 9, 2009,
and Monday, November 16, 2009 and Monday, November 23, 2009,
Monday, November 30, 2009 and Sunday, December 13, 2009
My name is John Barry Smith and I was referred to you by Mr. Calkins
regarding a possible story about the cause of several controversial
airliner crashes. I have an alternative explanation which I believe is the
correct one. The hazards are present in airliners today and thus
passenger lives are at risk. The official explanations are conspiracy
theories which I can debunk while explaining my own mechanical
explanation with precedent: The shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation...which may sound complicated but isn't. The
problem is that my explanation is rooted in science and not as exciting
or blame absolving as mad bombers but then...let's see if I can persuade
you that safety comes first in aviation and the hazards I describe can be
removed if the public is made aware of them.
We can meet in the conference room at the Herald's Ryan Ranch facility
or a place of your choosing. Mr. Calkins has met me personally and can
tell you a little bit about me if you wish. I'm retired so the time would be
at your convenience.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org
montereypeninsulaairport.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate

holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Sure. Julia Reynolds would be the one to talk to
On 10/29/09 10:23 AM, "Smith John Barry"
<barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:
Royal, thanks for reply. It's amazing that people never get mad when
discriminated 'for' but always get mad when discriminated 'against'.
I missed the two for us but did catch the two for them. Thanks for being
fair, it's not easy. If fair were easy, everyone would do it.
(After election is over and I return to being one of the little people, can I
have an interview with one of your hotshot investigative journalists? I
have an interesting story to tell regarding controversial airplane crashes.
It's worth a listen.)
Cheers,
John
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 9, 2009 2:47:04 PM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: Re: I guess since you did not follow up you are not
interested. Pulitzer prizes are probably overrated anyway.

Thanks, Chris. I'll prepare a presentation.
Standing by to hear from Paul.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 9, 2009, at 1:32 PM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,
I spoke with Paul and said he'd like to talk with you about your
research. It turns out he's done some research on both airplanes
and airplane crashes. I'll pass your contact info on to him, and he
said he'll be in touch ...
Chris

On Dec 7, 2009, at 3:53 PM, Smith John Barry wrote:
Right, Chris, thanks for info. Standing by.
Downside risk of checking into the shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is a few hours of wasted time to
debunk.
Upside reward is the story of the decade.

Stories like this have to start someplace and this one started here.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 7, 2009, at 2:59 PM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,
I haven't had a chance to speak with Paul, our editor/publisher,
since you and I talked. I'm waiting for the right opportunity. I just
wanted to let you know that I'm still interested in your story and
I'm hoping Paul is as well ...
Thanks,
Chris

Begin forwarded message:
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 2, 2009 6:37:39 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: I guess since you did not follow up you are not interested. Pulitzer prizes are
probably overrated anyway.

Hi, Chris, just read your article on the election. What election?

Yeah.
Well, are you an investigative journalist in addition to your
reporting duties?
I have a story. It has everything, money, death, heartbreak,
politics, prison, and science to corroborate it.
Cheers
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org

From: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Date: December 9, 2009 1:32:30 PM PST
To: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Re: I guess since you did not follow up you are not
interested. Pulitzer prizes are probably overrated anyway.

Barry,
I spoke with Paul and said he'd like to talk with you about your
research. It turns out he's done some research on both airplanes
and airplane crashes. I'll pass your contact info on to him, and he
said he'll be in touch ...

Chris

On Dec 7, 2009, at 3:53 PM, Smith John Barry wrote:
Right, Chris, thanks for info. Standing by.
Downside risk of checking into the shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is a few hours of wasted time to
debunk.
Upside reward is the story of the decade.
Stories like this have to start someplace and this one started here.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 7, 2009, at 2:59 PM, Chris Counts wrote:
Barry,
I haven't had a chance to speak with Paul, our editor/publisher,
since you and I talked. I'm waiting for the right opportunity. I just
wanted to let you know that I'm still interested in your story and
I'm hoping Paul is as well ...

Thanks,
Chris

Begin forwarded message:
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 2, 2009 6:37:39 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: I guess since you did not follow up you are not interested. Pulitzer prizes are
probably overrated anyway.

Hi, Chris, just read your article on the election. What election?
Yeah.
Well, are you an investigative journalist in addition to your
reporting duties?
I have a story. It has everything, money, death, heartbreak,
politics, prison, and science to corroborate it.
Cheers
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 8, 2009 6:43:24 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: Meeting place

Hi Chris, Tuesday, December 8, 2009
Should Paul agree to pursue the story:
Conspiracy stories can be told by one guy in sunglasses sitting at
the end of a dim bar at 2AM with a juke box blaring. Science
based stories need full light during the day in a quiet area with
documents, models, and charts.
Therefore I suggest you, me, Paul, and the aircraft expert you
mentioned come here to my house here in Carmel Valley, you
know, in the unincorporated area of the County of Monterey, at
541 Country Club Drive. I'll have hot tea, pens and paper, access
to computer and internet, models, and documents available.
Any time is fine with, at your convenience.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 7, 2009, at 2:59 PM, Chris Counts wrote:

Barry,
I haven't had a chance to speak with Paul, our editor/publisher,
since you and I talked. I'm waiting for the right opportunity. I just
wanted to let you know that I'm still interested in your story and
I'm hoping Paul is as well ...
Thanks,
Chris

Begin forwarded message:
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 2, 2009 6:37:39 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: I guess since you did not follow up you are not interested. Pulitzer prizes are
probably overrated anyway.

Hi, Chris, just read your article on the election. What election?
Yeah.
Well, are you an investigative journalist in addition to your
reporting duties?
I have a story. It has everything, money, death, heartbreak,
politics, prison, and science to corroborate it.
Cheers
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 7, 2009 3:53:25 PM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: Re: I guess since you did not follow up you are not
interested. Pulitzer prizes are probably overrated anyway.

Right, Chris, thanks for info. Standing by.
Downside risk of checking into the shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is a few hours of wasted time to
debunk.
Upside reward is the story of the decade.
Stories like this have to start someplace and this one started here.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Dec 7, 2009, at 2:59 PM, Chris Counts wrote:

Barry,
I haven't had a chance to speak with Paul, our editor/publisher,
since you and I talked. I'm waiting for the right opportunity. I just
wanted to let you know that I'm still interested in your story and
I'm hoping Paul is as well ...
Thanks,
Chris

Begin forwarded message:
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 2, 2009 6:37:39 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: I guess since you did not follow up you are not interested. Pulitzer prizes are
probably overrated anyway.

Hi, Chris, just read your article on the election. What election?
Yeah.
Well, are you an investigative journalist in addition to your
reporting duties?
I have a story. It has everything, money, death, heartbreak,
politics, prison, and science to corroborate it.
Cheers
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org

From: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Date: December 7, 2009 2:59:56 PM PST
To: barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Subject: Fwd: I guess since you did not follow up you are not
interested. Pulitzer prizes are probably overrated anyway.

Barry,
I haven't had a chance to speak with Paul, our editor/publisher,
since you and I talked. I'm waiting for the right opportunity. I just
wanted to let you know that I'm still interested in your story and
I'm hoping Paul is as well ...
Thanks,
Chris

Begin forwarded message:
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: December 2, 2009 6:37:39 AM PST
To: Chris Counts <chris@carmelpinecone.com>
Subject: I guess since you did not follow up you are not interested. Pulitzer prizes are
probably overrated anyway.

Hi, Chris, just read your article on the election. What election?
Yeah.
Well, are you an investigative journalist in addition to your
reporting duties?
I have a story. It has everything, money, death, heartbreak,
politics, prison, and science to corroborate it.
Cheers
Barry
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: November 30, 2009 8:59:40 AM PST
To: MH Editor <mheditor@montereyherald.com>,
mhale@montereyherald.com
Subject: Resend4: For Julia Reynolds on reference from Mr.
Calkins.
Julia Reynolds,
Herald Staff Writer
Herald Salinas Bureau
Monterey County Herald
Monterey, California 93940
Dear Ms. Reynolds, Friday, November 6, 2009 and November 9, 2009,
and Monday, November 16, 2009 and Monday, November 23, 2009

and Monday, November 30, 2009
My name is John Barry Smith and I was referred to you by Mr. Calkins
regarding a possible story about the cause of several controversial
airliner crashes. I have an alternative explanation which I believe is the
correct one. The hazards are present in airliners today and thus
passenger lives are at risk. The official explanations are conspiracy
theories which I can debunk while explaining my own mechanical
explanation with precedent: The shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation...which may sound complicated but isn't. The
problem is that my explanation is rooted in science and not as exciting
or blame absolving as mad bombers but then...let's see if I can persuade
you that safety comes first in aviation and the hazards I describe can be
removed if the public is made aware of them.
We can meet in the conference room at the Herald's Ryan Ranch facility
or a place of your choosing. Mr. Calkins has met me personally and can
tell you a little bit about me if you wish. I'm retired so the time would be
at your convenience.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org
montereypeninsulaairport.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.

Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Sure. Julia Reynolds would be the one to talk to
On 10/29/09 10:23 AM, "Smith John Barry"
<barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:
Royal, thanks for reply. It's amazing that people never get mad when
discriminated 'for' but always get mad when discriminated 'against'.
I missed the two for us but did catch the two for them. Thanks for being
fair, it's not easy. If fair were easy, everyone would do it.
(After election is over and I return to being one of the little people, can I
have an interview with one of your hotshot investigative journalists? I
have an interesting story to tell regarding controversial airplane crashes.
It's worth a listen.)
Cheers,
John
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: November 25, 2009 4:57:49 AM PST
To: glaeserc@iata.org
Subject: Wiring/Cargo door probable cause for several
Boeing 747 accidents.

Dear Mr. Glaeser, Wednesday, November 25, 2009
Regarding Global Safety and non conspiracy explanations for
Boeing 747 accidents around the world, may I suggest for your
consideration the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open
forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for AI 182, PA 103, TWA 800, and UAL 811. The
first three match the indisputable evidence of UAL 811, an

electrical/cargo door malfunction and yet all four had the first
guess cause as a bomb with subsequent revisions.
AI 182 may be of particular interest to you.
Details at http://montereypeninsulaairport.com.
There are still quite a few Boeing 747-100 and -200 in service
which have that unsafe Poly-X wiring installed.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board for
Air India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986
"4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.

However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion."
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
Below chart of CVR sudden loud sounds for TWA 800, PanAm
103, Air India 182, and United Airlines 811 from TWA 800
public docket released in 1997.

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: November 23, 2009 6:49:45 AM PST
To: MH Editor <mheditor@montereyherald.com>,
mhale@montereyherald.com
Subject: Resend3: For Julia Reynolds on reference from Mr.
Calkins.
Julia Reynolds,
Herald Staff Writer

Herald Salinas Bureau
Monterey County Herald
Monterey, California 93940
Dear Ms. Reynolds, Friday, November 6, 2009 and November 9, 2009,
and Monday, November 16, 2009 and Monday, November 23, 2009
My name is John Barry Smith and I was referred to you by Mr. Calkins
regarding a possible story about the cause of several controversial
airliner crashes. I have an alternative explanation which I believe is the
correct one. The hazards are present in airliners today and thus
passenger lives are at risk. The official explanations are conspiracy
theories which I can debunk while explaining my own mechanical
explanation with precedent: The shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation...which may sound complicated but isn't. The
problem is that my explanation is rooted in science and not as exciting
or blame absolving as mad bombers but then...let's see if I can persuade
you that safety comes first in aviation and the hazards I describe can be
removed if the public is made aware of them.
We can meet in the conference room at the Herald's Ryan Ranch facility
or a place of your choosing. Mr. Calkins has met me personally and can
tell you a little bit about me if you wish. I'm retired so the time would be
at your convenience.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org
montereypeninsulaairport.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate
holder.

US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Sure. Julia Reynolds would be the one to talk to
On 10/29/09 10:23 AM, "Smith John Barry"
<barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:
Royal, thanks for reply. It's amazing that people never get mad when
discriminated 'for' but always get mad when discriminated 'against'.
I missed the two for us but did catch the two for them. Thanks for being
fair, it's not easy. If fair were easy, everyone would do it.
(After election is over and I return to being one of the little people, can I
have an interview with one of your hotshot investigative journalists? I
have an interesting story to tell regarding controversial airplane crashes.
It's worth a listen.)
Cheers,
John
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: November 16, 2009 7:05:24 AM PST
To: MH Editor <mheditor@montereyherald.com>,
mhale@montereyherald.com
Subject: Resend2: For Julia Reynolds on reference from Mr.
Calkins.
Julia Reynolds,
Herald Staff Writer
Herald Salinas Bureau

Monterey County Herald
Monterey, California 93940
Dear Ms. Reynolds, Friday, November 6, 2009 and November 9, 2009,
and Monday, November 16, 2009
My name is John Barry Smith and I was referred to you by Mr. Calkins
regarding a possible story about the cause of several controversial
airliner crashes. I have an alternative explanation which I believe is the
correct one. The hazards are present in airliners today and thus
passenger lives are at risk. The official explanations are conspiracy
theories which I can debunk while explaining my own mechanical
explanation with precedent: The shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation...which may sound complicated but isn't. The
problem is that my explanation is rooted in science and not as exciting
or blame absolving as mad bombers but then...let's see if I can persuade
you that safety comes first in aviation and the hazards I describe can be
removed if the public is made aware of them.
We can meet in the conference room at the Herald's Ryan Ranch facility
or a place of your choosing. Mr. Calkins has met me personally and can
tell you a little bit about me if you wish. I'm retired so the time would be
at your convenience.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org
montereypeninsulaairport.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.

US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Sure. Julia Reynolds would be the one to talk to
On 10/29/09 10:23 AM, "Smith John Barry"
<barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:
Royal, thanks for reply. It's amazing that people never get mad when
discriminated 'for' but always get mad when discriminated 'against'.
I missed the two for us but did catch the two for them. Thanks for being
fair, it's not easy. If fair were easy, everyone would do it.
(After election is over and I return to being one of the little people, can I
have an interview with one of your hotshot investigative journalists? I
have an interesting story to tell regarding controversial airplane crashes.
It's worth a listen.)
Cheers,
John
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: November 9, 2009 11:31:59 PM PST
To: MH Editor <mheditor@montereyherald.com>,
mhale@montereyherald.com
Subject: Resend: For Julia Reynolds on reference from Mr.
Calkins.
Julia Reynolds,
Herald Staff Writer
Herald Salinas Bureau
Monterey County Herald

Monterey, California 93940
Dear Ms. Reynolds, Friday, November 6, 2009
My name is John Barry Smith and I was referred to you by Mr. Calkins
regarding a possible story about the cause of several controversial
airliner crashes. I have an alternative explanation which I believe is the
correct one. The hazards are present in airliners today and thus
passenger lives are at risk. The official explanations are conspiracy
theories which I can debunk while explaining my own mechanical
explanation with precedent: The shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation...which may sound complicated but isn't. The
problem is that my explanation is rooted in science and not as exciting
or blame absolving as mad bombers but then...let's see if I can persuade
you that safety comes first in aviation and the hazards I describe can be
removed if the public is made aware of them.
We can meet in the conference room at the Herald's Ryan Ranch facility
or a place of your choosing. Mr. Calkins has met me personally and can
tell you a little bit about me if you wish. I'm retired so the time would be
at your convenience.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org
montereypeninsulaairport.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Sure. Julia Reynolds would be the one to talk to
On 10/29/09 10:23 AM, "Smith John Barry"
<barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:
Royal, thanks for reply. It's amazing that people never get mad when
discriminated 'for' but always get mad when discriminated 'against'.
I missed the two for us but did catch the two for them. Thanks for being
fair, it's not easy. If fair were easy, everyone would do it.
(After election is over and I return to being one of the little people, can I
have an interview with one of your hotshot investigative journalists? I
have an interesting story to tell regarding controversial airplane crashes.
It's worth a listen.)
Cheers,
John
From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: November 6, 2009 9:52:39 AM PST
To: MH Editor <mheditor@montereyherald.com>,
mhale@montereyherald.com
Subject: For Julia Reynolds on reference from Mr. Calkins.
Julia Reynolds,
Herald Staff Writer
Herald Salinas Bureau
Monterey County Herald
Monterey, California 93940
Dear Ms. Reynolds, Friday, November 6, 2009

My name is John Barry Smith and I was referred to you by Mr. Calkins
regarding a possible story about the cause of several controversial
airliner crashes. I have an alternative explanation which I believe is the
correct one. The hazards are present in airliners today and thus
passenger lives are at risk. The official explanations are conspiracy
theories which I can debunk while explaining my own mechanical
explanation with precedent: The shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation...which may sound complicated but isn't. The
problem is that my explanation is rooted in science and not as exciting
or blame absolving as mad bombers but then...let's see if I can persuade
you that safety comes first in aviation and the hazards I describe can be
removed if the public is made aware of them.
We can meet in the conference room at the Herald's Ryan Ranch facility
or a place of your choosing. Mr. Calkins has met me personally and can
tell you a little bit about me if you wish. I'm retired so the time would be
at your convenience.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California
93924
831 659 3552
832 392 5013
ntsb.org
montereypeninsulaairport.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Sure. Julia Reynolds would be the one to talk to
On 10/29/09 10:23 AM, "Smith John Barry"
<barry@johnbarrysmith.com> wrote:
Royal, thanks for reply. It's amazing that people never get mad when
discriminated 'for' but always get mad when discriminated 'against'.
I missed the two for us but did catch the two for them. Thanks for being
fair, it's not easy. If fair were easy, everyone would do it.
(After election is over and I return to being one of the little people, can I
have an interview with one of your hotshot investigative journalists? I
have an interesting story to tell regarding controversial airplane crashes.
It's worth a listen.)
Cheers,
John
From: Jamison Kaufman <carmelvalleynews@me.com>
Date: October 31, 2009 8:46:17 AM PDT
To: Undisclosed recipients: ;
Subject: Fwd: KUSP Sunday--Incorporation debate

Reach all of Carmel Valley All at Once!

online at carmelvalleynews.net
Please consider the environment before printing this email. Thank you!
Important:
This e-mail transmission, including any previous messages or attachments to it, contains information that may be proprietary, confidential
and/or privileged. If you have received this transmission in error, please delete the original transmission without making copies, disclosing,
distributing, saving or making use of it in any manner (all of which acts are strictly prohibited), and so notify the sender by reply e-mail
at jamisonk@mac.com

Begin forwarded message:
From: Tom Adams <tom@adamsmediaresearch.com>
Date: October 31, 2009 8:28:06 AM PDT
To: Tom Adams <tom@adamsmediaresearch.com>
Subject: KUSP Sunday--Incorporation debate

I'll be on KUSP Sunday night at 7 discussing incorporation with
proponents. Please pass the word to anybody you think might be
open to a rational look at why the financial train-wreck
proponents want to create will lead to MORE development, not
less.
It's at 88.9 on the dial, or http://www.kusp.org/
Thanks to Charlie Franklin, my good friend and G-proponent
(yes it's possible), for setting up what the Herald so obnoxiously
denied me for two weeks--a simple pro-and-con on the finances.
Tom

Tom Adams
Adams Media Research
A Division of Screen Digest, Ltd.
2511 Garden Rd. Suite B-250
Monterey, CA 93940

Phone: (831) 658-0303
Fax: (831) 658-2190
Email: tom@adamsmediaresearch.com
Web: http://www.adamsmediaresearch.com

From: "Katrina vanden Heuvel, The Nation"
<email@thenation.com>
Date: October 30, 2009 6:36:40 AM PDT
To: barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Subject: Is investigative reporting dead?
Reply-To: about@thenation.com

Dear john:

DONATE
TODAY...

TODAY...

... and we'll send you
info on how to join a
conference call with
JEREMY SCAHILL
on November 9
Is investigative reporting dead?
The short answer is: Hell no! At least for
now.
When it comes to investigative reporting, The
Nation has few peers. That's because
people like you step up to the plate to
help fund...
• Our investigation into Blackwater, USA.
Jeremy Scahill has been exposing the
terrifying actions of Blackwater for years and
the story has finally started to break through
to the mainstream press, raising tough
questions about why the Obama
administration continues to renew Blackwater
contracts.
• Our investigation into post-Katrina
vigilante violence in New Orleans. A.C.
Thompson's exposé in The Nation last
December led to an FBI raid of the New
Orleans Police Department homicide unit to
seize police records of alleged vigilante

administration continues to renew Blackwater
contracts.
• Our investigation into post-Katrina
vigilante violence in New Orleans. A.C.
Thompson's exposé in The Nation last
December led to an FBI raid of the New
Orleans Police Department homicide unit to
seize police records of alleged vigilante
shootings. The killings, reported The New
York Times, "[were] not investigated by the
authorities until an article about it appeared in
The Nation." Both incidents are now under
"multiple investigations," and justice could be
at hand.
Here at The Nation, we continue to investigate
what mainstream corporate media flinches
from looking into. We know you expect
nothing less. And we know that funding
watchdog investigative reporters like A.C.
Thompson and Jeremy Scahill can literally
help change our nation's history. But here's
the rub -- without financial support from
our Nation Associates, you -- and the rest
of our countrymen and women -- would never
read this courageous reporting.
Won't you give a gift today to keep this
investigative reporting going strong?
In the face of Blackwater, vigilante shootings
and financial scandals, our goal for the year
ahead is to increase our investigative
reporting, not cut back. But with a million
dollar deficit, thanks to a $600,000 postal
increase and plummeting ad revenues,
without your critical help cutbacks may be
inevitable.
Donate today, and we'll send you
information on how to join me on a
special donors-only conference call on
November 9th with Jeremy Scahill on his
latest findings on Blackwater.
Please make a donation today. And thank

Donate today, and we'll send you
information on how to join me on a
special donors-only conference call on
November 9th with Jeremy Scahill on his
latest findings on Blackwater.
Please make a donation today. And thank
you!
Sincerely,

Katrina vanden Heuvel
Editor & Publisher, The Nation
P.S. Please donate today to lock in your
access to the donors-only conference call
on November 9th with Jeremy Scahill. A
limited number of lines are available, so
donate now to make sure you get in on this
live call.

You are receiving this message because you are a
member of The Nation community. If you want to stop
receiving messages like this from us, replying to this email will not work. Instead, Click here.
Please do not reply to this email as it will not be
answered.
To reach the correct department at The Nation, Click
here.
The Nation, 33 Irving Pl, New York, NY 10003

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>

Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: pgarrison@earthlink.net
Subject: Nice article, polite, well reasoned, and relying on
established conclusions.

Hi, my name is John Barry Smith, and I'm in a
reflective mood today since it was forty two years
ago this night that I ejected from an RA-5C
during carquals and my pilot died.
Regarding the first part to fail on AF 447, which
may have been that composite vertical stabilizer,
I have discovered the first part to fail on several
controversial Boeing 747 fatal accidents, UAL
811, PA 103, TWA 800, and AI 182, the forward
non plug cargo door.
Although separate reasons are given for those
similar accidents, my conclusion is that there is a
unifying reason, the shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
Should you find time to evaluate that scientific
explanation with precedent, and disregard the
wonderful conspiracy tales, I'm available for
discussion. ntsb.org and
montereypeninsulaairport.com have details.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
ntsb.org and montereypeninsulaairport.com

Intact tail fin offers clue to Air France crash
Similar debris from an American Airlines disaster in 2001 suggests a
possible cause of the downed Air France flight and a need for increased
structural safety.
By Peter Garrison
June 14, 2009
On June 9, the front page of this newspaper carried a photograph
of a red, white and blue object floating, like some sort of gaily
colored raft, in a blue-black ocean. To pilots, it brought a chilling
sense of deja vu. In November 2001, a similarly shaped and
colored object floated in Jamaica Bay, just off Long Island. It was
the vertical stabilizer -- colloquially, the "tail fin" -- of an American
Airlines Airbus, Flight 587, that had broken up shortly after taking
off from JFK. That fin was practically undamaged; it had parted at
the root, each of the massive fittings that attach it to the fuselage
torn neatly in half. Here was another such fin: seemingly intact,
snapped cleanly from the vanished Air France Flight 447.
The National Transportation Safety Board took almost three years
to untangle the mystery of the American Airlines crash. It
eventually concluded that the first officer had caused the breakup
by stepping too vigorously on the airplane's rudder pedals, and

that the rudder pedals of Airbus airplanes were more susceptible
to over-control than those of rival Boeing's jets.
ADS BY GOOGLE
Afraid to Fly?
Fix your Fear of Flying with the Fearless FlightKit
www.FearlessFlight.com
Overcome Fear of Flying
Weekend program to help you fly with greater ease. July 24-26
Mpls.
myskyprogram.com
Coffee Fool Exposed
A shocking secret coffee co's don't want you to know
www.coffeefool.com
The rudder is the movable portion of the vertical fin. Unlike the
rudder of a boat, it is not used to turn. In fact, the rudders of jets
are seldom used at all, except when landing in a strong crosswind
or to hold the airplane straight after an engine failure. In this case,
the NTSB thought, the pilot had tried to use the rudder to steady
the plane in the wake of a 747 several miles ahead and had
managed to break the vertical tail off instead.
Pilots were incredulous. The airplane had just taken off and was
climbing; it was flying well under its "maneuvering speed," the
speed below which a pilot should be able to use the flight controls
in any way without risk of damaging the airplane. How, then,
could this pilot possibly have broken the airplane with its own
controls?
The New York crash uncovered a gaping misunderstanding
among pilots, manufacturers and the FAA, which sets standards
for structural safety and certifies compliance. Even though pilots
believed in the absolute protection of maneuvering speed, and
informational publications from the FAA and from manufacturers
supported that belief, it turned out that if you read the certification
regulations carefully, you would discover an exception: The
vertical fin did not have to be strong enough to allow the rudder to

deflect fully when the airplane was in a "yawed" position -- that is,
when the back end of the plane had swung to one side, most
likely because of a gust of wind.
The common-sense response of any air traveler is, "Why don't
they just make it stronger?"
The answer, which will provide little comfort, is that airplanes are
not designed to be as strong as possible. They are designed to
be as light as possible. The manufacturer who adds extra "beef"
to its structure ends up with a heavier airplane that carries fewer
passengers or uses more fuel, and loses sales to the lighter and
more efficient, though "weaker," competitor. The same is true of
cars. We willingly sacrifice greater safety to get cheaper, more
fuel-efficient vehicles.
In the aftermath of the American Airlines accident, the FAA and
the manufacturers revised their publications to incorporate the
bad news about maneuvering speed and rudders. The NTSB
recommended changes to the hypersensitive rudder pedals of
some Airbus models, but most, including the Air France A330,
have control systems in which the pilot's commands are normally
channeled through computers programmed to avoid overstressing any component. (The American Airlines airplane lacked
this protection, and on Flight 447, the computers appear to have
been off-line at the time of the accident.)
It is far, far too early to analyze the Air France catastrophe. The
series of automated messages that emanated from the doomed
airplane paint a murky picture of cascading electronic failures.
The triggering event -- icing, turbulence, lightning, bomb or cargo
fire have been suggested -- is unknown.
But the picture painted by the fin floating almost undamaged in
the Atlantic is much clearer. It broke off in one piece, and maps of
debris distribution suggest that it could have been the first thing to
go. The pilots may have been controlling the airplane manually,
having bypassed the computers because of the electronic

problems. If, as seems likely, they were in turbulent weather, they
would have had their hands full, and they may possibly have
over-controlled in just the way that the American Airlines pilot did
in 2001.
This is pure -- and premature -- speculation. But it is not
speculative to observe that some vertical fins are weaker than
they should be, and that this is because of the regulations that
govern how airplanes are built. The FAA, together with its
international counterparts, should amend certification
requirements for future aircraft to restore to the maneuvering
speed the safety status that pilots always believed it had. The
rules that govern the structural integrity of airliners should not
include asterisks.
Peter Garrison is a pilot and contributing editor to Flying
magazine. He designed and built his own plane.
pgarrison@earthlink.net
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: news@heraldsun.com.au
Subject: UAL 811 had similar event which involved
Australians and New Zealanders

www.ntsb.org
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
831 659 3552
www.ntsb.org

www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Herald Sun
Qantas in mid-air emergency, hole in fuselage

Submit comment
July 25, 2008 05:50pm
QANTAS passengers have described how they thought their plane
would disintegrate after a "massive" hole appeared mid-flight.
The plane made an emergency landing in Manila about 1:20pm
after the cabin depressurised due to the hole in the fuselage.
Got a picture or video? MMS it to 0404 333 444
Readers' comments: Qantas emergency
Sources report the hole, near the cargo door, was ''several
meters wide'' and caused what passengers describe as an
"explosive" depressurisation.
Melbourne woman Dr June Kane said passengers were stunned
by an ''incredible boom''.
''There was wood and newspapers flying past me and a woman
who I was talking to in first class and then oxygen masks fell
down,'' Dr Kane said. ''The moment it happened I thought we
were going to plunge to our deaths.
''There was an incredible boom. Everyone thought the plane

would disintegrate. (The hole)
goes right under the plane. It's about 2 metres by 4 metres.
''Baggage was flying out.''
Ian Jarman from Melbourne had been in London for work and
was heading home for his daughter's 10th birthday celebrations.
"I was three rows from the damage where the ceiling had dropped
down," he said.
"I just thought the whole time 'this is not happening'."
Melbourne's John Lawrence and his wife were returning home
from a five-week European cruise. He said the couple's five
children were relieved to hear they were safe.
"We had such a wonder holiday on the boat for five weeks and
then we get on a plane and it goes bang, I reckon IÕd prefer to
be returning home by ship," he said.
"It really makes you think about your familyÉ there were a
husband and wife with children behind us and the kids were really
upset.
"There were some passengers on the flight who were flying for
the first time. It happened so quickly - you wouldnÕt expect that
to happen on a Qantas plane."
The International Herald Tribune quotes Manila International Airport
Authority deputy manager for operations Octavio Lina as saying
that several passengers vomited after they disembarked.
"There is a big hole on the right side near the wing," he told the
newspaper's website, saying it appeared to be 2.5 to 3 meters in
diameter.
He said parts of the floor had collapsed to reveal cargo
underneath. The ceiling around the area also collapsed.
"Upon disembarkation, there were some passengers who

vomited. You can see in their faces that they were really scared,"
he said.
The flight was travelling between London and Melbourne.
The pilot has addressed passengers at Manila airport following
the drama confirming there was a large hole in the aircraft and
that the cause of the incident was unknown.
He was greeted with rousing applause from passengers.
Qantas this afternoon confirmed there was an incident, saying
flight QF 30, carrying about 350 passengers, was forced to make
an emergency landing in Manila after de-pressurising at cruising
altitude.
An emergency room was set up at the airline's head office at
Mascot after the incident was reported.
Senior airline executives there were being briefed continuously
through the afternoon by aircraft engineers.
Qantas this afternoon was still trying to establish how a large hole
came to appear in the fuselage outside the baggage
compartment.
The 747-400 jet had flown from London via a stopover in Hong
Kong.
Passengers who have called Herald Sun Online say oxygen masks
dropped from the ceiling during the incident.
The plane then made a rapid descent 30,000 feet to 10,000 feet
as the pilot brought the craft lower to deal with the effects of the
depressurised cabin.
Passenger Brendan McClements said there was a sudden "gust
of wind" through the plane.
''There was a degree of surprise - people questioning what it
was,'' he said.
''There was a rush of wind as the air pressure came down. It got
people's attention. It was then a matter of getting the masks on.''
Another passenger described how children burst into tears after a
"quick bang" reverberated throught the cabin. She said the plane

plunged, but then stabilised after about five minutes.
Mr McClements, the chief executive of Victorian Major Events,
praised the pilot and crew.
''The crew were terrific they did a great job. Everyone gave them
a round of applause as we landed.''
Mr McClements said the faulty door was on the "driver's side" of
the plane, just before the wing. He said there was ''a big gap
where the door used to be''.
He said other passengers seemed in ''resonably good spirits''.
Another passenger reported the masks fell from the ceiling, the
plane "dropped suddenly" and there was a "fairly explosive"
depressurisation.
One passenger reported the pilot did "an amazing job" of
controlling the craft.
Flight QF 30 was due to arrive in Melbourne about 10pm tonight.
It was one hour from Hong Kong when the incident occured.
The plane is on the tarmac at Manila airport with all passengers the majority of them Australians - on board.
"Qantas can confirm Qantas flight 30 from Hong Kong to
Melbourne has been diverted to Manila," a Qantas spokeswoman
said.
"The aircraft is on the ground and being inspected as we speak."
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau has been notified of the
incident and its director of air safety is being briefed by Qantas
officials.
A spokesman said depending on the extent of any mechanical
failure, Australian investigators may be required to fly to Manila to
conduct an investigation.
ATSB director of aviation safety investigation Julian Walsh said
the 747-400 had suffered a large hole in the underside, front
forward section of the aircraft below the passeenger floor.
Mr Walsh said the hole - below what is known as the R2 (right
front) passenger door, had been opened up in the cargo area of
the plane, but it was unknown whether it had been caused by
loose cargo, an internal component breaking away, or an exterior
projectile such as an engine impellor.
"The informatino we have is there was damage to the fuselage ...
it is a serious incident," Mr Walsh said, adding a team of ATSB

investigators were preparing to fly to Singapore.
He said the hole has caused a rapid depressurisation event in the
aircraft which caused oxygen masks to be deployed in the cabin.
The pilot then initiated a "controlled descent" from 29,000 feet to
10,000 feet.
An official at Manila airport's accident investigation section said
the Qantas aircraft had experienced a problem with one of its
doors, possibly as a result of the fuselage damage.
Sarah Wotherspoon, Mark Dunn, Matt Pinkney , Geoff Easdown and
Lisa Martin

Have Your Say
Latest Comments:
Is it just a coincidence this was the same plane the POPE flew
home in a few days ago??? In the picture if you look immediately
above the tear in the fuselage you will see a silver line this is the
bottom of the number 2 passenger door if the tear had started or
continued higher and joined up with the door reccess the whole
fuselage would of opened like a zipper.
Posted by: Matthew Battersby of Inverloch 10:51pm today
first photos of the 747 indicate nothing to do with maintenance;
perhaps a special thanks to boeing for assembling such a
magnificent machine and qantas for their on-going pilot training
under all conditions.
Posted by: btp of brisbane 10:33pm today
first photos of the 747 indicate nothing to do with maintenance;
perhaps a special thanks to boeing for assembling such a
magnificent machine and qantas for their on-going pilot training
under all conditions.
Posted by: btp of brisbane 10:32pm today
When will you all understand? It is all about the money!! To
improve profits by cutting down costs, lives are put at risk. For
that more lavish lifestyle for the executives, I hope it's all worth it
at the end of the day.
Posted by: JC of Melbourne 10:13pm today

Read all 27 comments
We welcome your comments on this story. Comments are
submitted for possible publication on the condition that they may
be edited. Please provide your full name. We also require a
working email address - not for publication, but for verification.
The location field is optional. Read our publication guidelines.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: info@ntsbwatch.com
Subject: Hey, Tom, the supersonic debris ejected was the
shattered open forward cargo door pieces. Good work
confirming my explanation.
A new ballistics analysis of radar-recorded wreckage items shows that
the explosion that brought down TWA Flight 800 was a detonation or
super-sonic explosion that occurred prior to the fuel tank explosion that
federal investigators say caused the jetliner's demise.
(PRWEB) July 16, 2008 -- A simple ballistics analysis of hard data
from multiple FAA radar sites shows that the explosion that
brought down Flight 800 was a detonation that caused debris to
eject from the area at speeds in excess of Mach 4. This debris
traveled nearly perpendicular to the jetliner and slowed down
quickly because of air resistance, but not before traveling half a
mile south. TWA 800 was flying east from New York's Kennedy
Airport to Paris, France.
The ballistics report can be reviewed at: http://NTSBwatch.com/
ballistics.pdf
nothing exited the CWT at high speed

In August 2000, the National Transportation Safety Board
reported that an electrical spark ignited fuel-air vapors in the
jetliner's central fuel tank and that the ensuing explosion in the
tank caused the crash. The NTSB based their conclusion largely
upon the work of two scientists they had commissioned to
conduct analyses of recovered wing tank components using
simulations and computer modeling.

Joseph E. Shepherd of Cal-Tech's Explosion Dynamics
Laboratory and Melvin Baer of Sandia National Laboratories
concluded that what occurred in TWA 800's center tank was a
deflagration or sub-sonic explosion. According to Baer, had the
explosion been super-sonic, the tank would have been recovered
in small pieces instead of in the large sections that the Navy
found.
Baer and Shepherd's conclusions regarding the fuel tank
explosion appear sound. However, as the radar data shows, this
explosion was not the initiating event but a secondary explosion
that followed a prior super-sonic detonation.
The NTSB did not ask Baer or Shepherd to review the radar data
showing that a super-sonic explosion had occurred prior to the
fuel tank explosion.
NTSB Watch sent its preliminary ballistics analysis to the NTSBcommissioned scientists.
Dr. Baer agreed with NTSB Watch's position that the debris
pattern on radar is not consistent with fuel-air explosion, saying,
"nothing exited the CWT at high speed". But he went on to say
that the physical evidence he reviewed was not consistent with a
supersonic detonation.
However, Dr. Baer never analyzed debris from this particular
debris pattern. And neither did any other NTSB commissioned
scientist. Although, it was recorded by most nearby radar sites,
the NTSB does not list any debris from this location in their official
debris field database.
Radar expert Michael O'Rourke was commissioned by the FBI to
review the radar evidence and highlighted this high-speed debris
in his report to the FBI, expressing curiosity as to why it was not
listed in the NTSB's debris field database. O'Rourke's report on
this debris pattern was not mentioned or referenced in the
NTSB's final report.
NTSB Watch gave Professor Shepherd a preliminary ballistics
analysis last year, but he did not respond. This month Shepherd
said had no interest in reviewing it.
NTSB Watch informed NTSB Sequencing Group Chairman Jim
Wildey of the high-speed debris pattern. Wildey said nothing
exited the aircraft at subsonic, nevermind supersonic speeds at

that time. When NTSB Watch offered to email Mr. Wildey a print
out of the debris patter, Wildey declined, saying he was not in the
radar group.
Copies of a preliminary ballistics analysis were emailed to Jim
Wildey and NTSB Airplane Performance Specialist Dr. Daniel
Bower last year. Neither responded.
Our final report is being sent to the NTSB's Wildey and Bower
today. NTSB Watch along with other interested parties will also be
submitting a formal petition requesting that the NTSB reconsider
its probable cause determination of the TWA 800 crash under 49
Code of Federal Regulations 845.41. This Code allows individuals
with a direct interest in the crash to challenge NTSB findings.
TWA 800 exploded off the coast of Long Island, New York on July
17, 1996. All 230 passengers and crew lost their lives.
NTSB Watch was established to research the conclusions and
results of certain National Transportation Safety Board
investigations. For more information about NTSB Watch, go to
www.NTSBwatch.com
Contact:
Dr. Tom Stalcup
NTSB Watch
774-392-0856
From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: "Ricardo Valencia Valencia" <ricardovalp@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: page 4

At 9:50 AM -0600 5/31/06, Ricardo Valencia Valencia wrote:
This is the page that you asked for.
Got it, thanks, Ricardo.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>

Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: "Ricardo Valencia Valencia" <ricardovalp@gmail.com>
Subject: Send missing page, page 4 of report.

At 8:18 AM -0600 5/30/06, Ricardo Valencia Valencia wrote:

In other topic, I would like to know if you hva read the
document I sent you. Whado do you think about it? everything is
fine? nothings wrong? I'll apreciate yoru reply.
I have received the jpegs and am making a report.
05.jpg was missing which is page 4 of the report.
02.jpg and 03.jpg are the same page of report, page 2.

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: "Ricardo Valencia Valencia" <ricardovalp@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Question number three

At 8:18 AM -0600 5/30/06, Ricardo Valencia Valencia wrote:
Hi, Barry i got another question. is there a difference between the
sounds of the FDR and the VCR?

The FDR makes no sounds, only records data in bits onto a tape
from sensors. The CVR actually records sounds in the cockpit,
sounds like the crew talking and engines whining.

In other topic, I would like to know if you hva read the
document I sent you. Whado do you think about it? everything is
fine? nothings wrong? I'll apreciate yoru reply.
I have received the jpegs and am making a report.
05.jpg was missing which is page 4 of the report.
02.jpg and 03.jpg are the same page of report, page 2.

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: comment@guardian.co.uk
Subject: You are right about Lockerbie
It follows from this explanation that Megrahi is innocent of the
Lockerbie bombing and his conviction is the last in the long line of
British judges' miscarriages of criminal justice.

Try www.corazon.com for proof...
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: info@khilafah.com
Subject: I agree with your Prime Minister, he is right about
Pan American World Airways Flight 103, It's all right to print a
mechanical explanation for the accident.

Dear Sir, Tuesday, February 24, 2004 8:04AM
Don't give up, Libya can yet be absolved for mass murder and
Boeing 747s can be repaired so that an event such as Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 does not occur again.
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do

with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libyan PM 'backtracks' over cooperation
Simon Jeffery and agencies
Tuesday February 24, 2004
Libya's prime minister, Shokri Ghanem, appeared to
backtrack today over the country's admissions of
responsibility for the murder of WPC Yvonne Fletcher
and the Lockerbie bombing.
In a switch from the more concilatory tone of the
country's foreign minister on his visit to London
earlier this month, Dr Ghanem said that the police
officer's death was "settled" and that Libya had paid
compensation to the Lockerbie relatives to "buy
peace" and an end to sanctions.
"We thought it was easier for us to buy peace and
this is why we agreed to compensation," he told the
BBC Radio 4's Today programme.

"Therefore we said, 'Let us buy peace, let us put the
whole case behind us and let us look forward'."
Last year, Libya paid about £2.2m to each of the
families of the 270 people killed in the Lockerbie
bombing, including 11 on the ground.
In 1999 it accepted "general responsibility" for the
1984 killing of WPC Fletcher when a marksman
opened fire on dissidents protesting outside the
Libyan embassy.
It agreed to pay compensation to her family but UK
officials said Tripoli has refused to identify the killer,
who is believed to have been smuggled out the next
day under diplomatic immunity.
Dr Ghanem said today that he did not believe the
shots had come from the embassy, but added that
the issue had been settled to the satisfaction of both
the Libyan and British governments.
That is at odds with a statement earlier this month
from the foreign secretary, Jack Straw, that Britain
and Libya had agreed to step up joint efforts to
tackle unresolved issues over the murder.
After talks in London, his Libyan counterpart,

Abdulrahman Shalgam, also conveyed a sense of
reconciliation.
"We are going to work on this issue as we are going
to work on other issues - with a spirit of co-operation,
transparency and honesty," he said.
Tony Blair has agreed to meet the Libyan president,
Muammar Gadafy, if Libya makes progress on solving
the murder of WPC Fletcher and other bilateral issues.
Dr Ghanem's comments come as relations between
Libya and the west, especially Britain, the United
States and France, are improving after several
decades of hostility.
The US president, George Bush, plans to lift travel
restrictions on Libya today in the first tangible step
toward easing US sanctions as a reward to Tripoli for
scrapping its nuclear arms programmes. Easing the
sanctions could allow US oil companies to resume
activities in Libya, which they had to abandon when
sanctions forced them to pull out in 1986.
But the new relations may be tested by Dr Ghanem's
comments. It would be politically difficult for Mr Blair
to visit Libya with no progress on identifying WPC
Fletcher's killer.

Glen Smyth, chairman of the Metropolitan Police
Federation, which represents rank and file officers,
said the prime minister's denial of Libyan
responsibility for the killing was "absolute garbage".
"They did a fingertip search of the embassy, they
knew exactly from where the weapon was fired and
they have a pretty damn good idea who was
responsible.
"This is the nation that engaged in mass murder that
is now saying it didn't do what everyone knows it did
and how on earth can we normalise relations with a
state like that?
Professor Paul Wilkinson, of the department of
international relations at St Andrews University, told
the Press Assocation that Dr Ghanem's comments
should come as no surprise.
"If you read between the lines of the comments that
have been made by Libyan officials and Gadafy they
have very carefully avoided making any proper
apology," he said.
"The position is they want better trade relations with
the outside world, that's why they agreed to
compensation agreements with the Lockerbie victims'
families. To 'buy peace' is exactly why they did it."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: eric margolis <margolis@foreigncorrespondent.com>
Subject: Re: Ah, a Canadian, that explains a lot....2

Thanks for your most interesting commo. Your theory makes a
lot of sense to me. The TWA crash off Long Island, and an
Iranian 747 crash in the Alps, may fit into this pattern of
disastrous decompression. If you develop more inof, pls advise
me. I'll check further on my own.
Best to you
eric margolis

Dear Mr. Margolis, Monday, November 24, 2003 11:08AM
Your theory makes a lot of sense to me.
Well, an open mind, that's a start. The wiring/cargo door theory
has to stand on its own science. I am trivial and my personality
should not influence one way or the other.
Develop more information, please advise you. Will do: I have
done thirteen years of research, constructed a thousand page
website, provided hundreds of thousands of files to hundreds of
thousands of visitors, contacted hundreds of aviation safety
officials, and written three aircraft accident reports in PDF
format available on website, www.corazon.com. I have attached
information below to support my statements such as email, news
article of today, statistics and one week's worth of file requests to
web site. The site has been up for seven years.

Why has not the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation become
accepted? You probably know why more than I do. Wishful
thinking trumps unpleasant truths is my guess.
I continue to get emails such as below recently from a retired
Boeing engineer who was directly involved with cargo doors on
Boeing 747s:
Why do I try the press? Because the media can engage public
opinion to exert political pressure on TSB/NTSB to confirm or
refute the wiring probable cause and if confirmed, then
recommend to FAA to order Boeing to fix the problem....which
is not easy as the faulty wiring has to be replaced and the cargo
doors made into plug type. (Plug type means the higher you go
the harder it is to open the door; the reverse is true today.)
Why relevant? Canadians as well as others fly in these at risk
Boeing 747s.
Why important? It's a life or death issue. Over a thousand
persons have died so far while only nine are admitted to by
authorities.
Why timely? The potential problem of shorted wiring could
occur at any time although the inadvertent opening is averaging
once every two years. There are about 500 active duty early
model Boeing 747s in service around the world at this time.
Why interesting? Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and
Air India Flight 182 were not terrorist bombings but a
mechanical cause that has happened before and after. Innocent
men are on trial and a man is in jail for at least 27 years for

something they did not do. Their attorneys are criminal lawyers
and never disputed the cause of the inflight breakup but agreed it
was a bomb but their clients did not put it there. A news article
today discusses the fate of the 'bomber.' Quote from his
attorney: "I have nothing further to say in respect of this hearing
other than that my client strenuously protests his innocence."
And 2.7 billion dollars is changing hands based on the 'bombing'
of Pan American World Airways Flight 103.
I'll check further on my own.
As you do, Mr. Margolis, please note questions for me. All my
statements can be confirmed or corroborated by government
documents or officials.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
---------------------------------------X-From_: Thu Nov 20 18:02:24 2003
From: "
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: 747 Cargo Door Failures
Date: Thu, 20 Nov 2003 18:01:40 -0600
X-Priority: 3
Barry,

I haven't had time to read your 32 pager, but I'll make some
comments on your plan of action:
Boeing Safety is as far as I can tell a part of Boeing Legal and is
completely controlled by that organization. I think that the best
we could expect from Safety is a statement that all the cargo
doors are safe if modified per the latest AD's or as designed in
the case of the 767 & 777 or at worst the brush off that you have
always received
The FAA has two charters: 1) Air Safety & 2) promotion of the
commercial airline business. If you think about their charter it
makes a very paranoid organization with many internal conflicts.
Under charter 1) the FAA should be responsible for providing
the solutions for all the problems that concern us. ??????
I have had a couple of conversations with the responsible FAA
manger on other topics and I do think he shares our concerns
personally about cargo door safety. His name is: David M
Herron, Aerospace Engineer Systems & Equipment, FAA
Seattle Aircraft Certification Office, 1601 Lind Ave.
ANM-130S, Renton WA 98055-4056, Main Office Phone
425-227-2180. I think he is aware of most of the story I told
you, but he may not understand the clutch problem and its
solution. (I have often fantasized about taking him to lunch and
laying this whole cargo door mess on him to see what he really
thinks!)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started on Sun, Oct 19 2003 at 12:01 AM.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 12 2003 at 12:21 AM to Sat,
Oct 18 2003 at

11:36 PM (6.97 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 20,834
Average successful requests per day: 2,989
Successful requests for pages: 6,526
Average successful requests for pages per day: 936
Failed requests: 2,610
Distinct files requested: 1,086
Distinct hosts served: 3,416
Corrupt logfile lines: 936
Data transferred: 664.15 megabytes
Average data transferred per day: 95.30 megabytes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started on Sun, Oct 26 2003 at 8:32 AM.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 19 2003 at 12:03 AM to Sun,
Oct 26 2003 at
8:28 AM (7.35 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------(Figures in parentheses refer to the 7-day period ending Oct 26
2003 at
8:32 AM).
Successful requests: 22,949 (22,391)
Average successful requests per day: 3,121 (3,198)
Successful requests for pages: 7,047 (6,834)
Average successful requests for pages per day: 958 (976)

Failed requests: 3,019 (2,956)
Distinct files requested: 1,161 (1,159)
Distinct hosts served: 3,618 (3,554)
Corrupt logfile lines: 1,029
Data transferred: 775.38 megabytes (751.68 megabytes)
Average data transferred per day: 105.48 megabytes (107.38
megabytes)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started on Sun, Nov 02 2003 at 7:19 AM.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 26 2003 at 8:36 AM to Sun,
Nov 02 2003 at
7:16 AM (6.94 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 25,259
Average successful requests per day: 3,637
Successful requests for pages: 8,027
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,155
Failed requests: 3,338
Distinct files requested: 1,396
Distinct hosts served: 3,792
Corrupt logfile lines: 1,574
Data transferred: 877.92 megabytes
Average data transferred per day: 126.42 megabytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started on Sun, Nov 09 2003 at 12:01 AM.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Nov 02 2003 at 7:22 AM to Sat,
Nov 08 2003 at
11:58 PM (6.69 days).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 22,627
Average successful requests per day: 3,381
Successful requests for pages: 6,400
Average successful requests for pages per day: 956
Failed requests: 3,125
Distinct files requested: 1,114
Distinct hosts served: 3,555
Corrupt logfile lines: 1,098
Data transferred: 820.71 megabytes
Average data transferred per day: 122.65 megabytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started on Sun, Nov 16 2003 at 12:01 AM.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Nov 09 2003 at 12:06 AM to Sat,
Nov 15 2003 at
11:58 PM (6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 21,853
Average successful requests per day: 3,124
Successful requests for pages: 6,734
Average successful requests for pages per day: 962
Failed requests: 2,694
Distinct files requested: 1,295
Distinct hosts served: 3,523
Corrupt logfile lines: 1,006
Data transferred: 734.90 megabytes
Average data transferred per day: 105.07 megabytes

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Request Report
-------------Listing files, sorted by the number of requests.
#reqs: %bytes:
last time: file
-----: ------: ------------------: ---1661: 28.01%: Nov/ 2/03 7:16 AM: www.corazon.com/
260: 33.57%: Nov/ 2/03 6:58 AM: www.corazon.com/
AirIndiareportcontents.html
253: 1.02%: Nov/ 2/03 4:22 AM: www.corazon.com/
811reportcontentpage.html
221: 4.08%: Nov/ 2/03 6:47 AM: www.corazon.com/
crashcontentspagelinks.html
116: 1.61%: Nov/ 2/03 7:15 AM: www.corazon.com/
747specsheet.html
114: 0.08%: Nov/ 2/03 4:21 AM: www.corazon.com/
811pixweb.html
102: 0.08%: Nov/ 2/03 4:22 AM: www.corazon.com/
doorpixweb.html
100: 0.12%: Nov/ 2/03 6:03 AM: www.corazon.com/
nosepicts.html
96: 0.06%: Nov/ 2/03 1:17 AM: www.corazon.com/
811holesofftv.html
93: 0.02%: Nov/ 2/03 4:22 AM: www.corazon.com/
811bigholephotobetter.html
92: 0.42%: Nov/ 2/03 5:50 AM: www.corazon.com/Boeing
747.html
89: 0.07%: Nov/ 2/03 5:37 AM: www.corazon.com/
Skiescargodoor0pict.html
85: 3.08%: Nov/ 1/03 8:21 AM: www.corazon.com/

variousdooraccidents.html
82: 0.08%: Nov/ 2/03 1:18 AM: www.corazon.com/
forwardcargodoorpicts.html
79: 0.06%: Nov/ 2/03 4:21 AM: www.corazon.com/
doorpixportblowupweb.html
71: 0.59%: Nov/ 2/03 4:30 AM: www.corazon.com/
Page2.html
65: 0.18%: Nov/ 2/03 6:59 AM: www.corazon.com/
Foddedengines.html
64: 0.26%: Nov/ 2/03 1:55 AM: www.corazon.com/
TWA800PA103UA811.html
63: 0.02%: Nov/ 2/03 4:21 AM: www.corazon.com/
800foreafthorreconweb.html
62: 1.21%: Nov/ 1/03 7:41 PM: www.corazon.com/
NetherlandsSBELAL.html
62: 3.51%: Nov/ 2/03 6:59 AM: www.corazon.com/
103reportcontents.html
60: 0.75%: Nov/ 1/03 11:54 PM: www.corazon.com/
747crashes.html
54: 0.12%: Nov/ 2/03 5:35 AM: www.corazon.com/
DC-10crashcontents.html
50: 0.04%: Nov/ 2/03 1:28 AM: www.corazon.com/
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lockerbie bomber must serve at least 27 years
Lockerbie bomber Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed Al Megrahi must
serve at least 27 years in jail, three judges have ruled.
Al Megrahi was originally ordered to serve a minimum of 20
years for the 1988 bombing.

But the three judges who tried the former Libyan intelligence
agent has increased the minimum term he must serve in jail in
Scotland before being considered for parole.
Al Megrahi, 51, was convicted in January 2001 of murdering 270
people when he blew up Flight Pan-Am 103 over the Scottish
Borders.
The judges, who jailed him for life at a special Scottish Court in
the Netherlands, announced their decision at the High Court in
Glasgow after a four-minute hearing.
Amid heavy security, relatives of some of those killed in the
atrocity sat just yards from Al Megrahi, was seated in the dock of
Court No.3 flanked by police officers and behind a bullet-proof
screen.
Wearing a grey suit and tie and listening to the proceeding
through headphones via an interpreter, Al Megrahi looked
relaxed as Lords Sutherland, Coulfield and MacLean retired to
consider their decision.
They had listened as Al Megrahi's lawyer Margaret Scott QC
described how her client still maintained he was innocent of the
bombing.
She said: "He serves his sentence in a foreign environment in
solitary confinement and he is utterly alone. I have nothing
further to say in respect of this hearing other than that my client
strenuously protests his innocence."
The hearing was held to determine the "punishment part" of Al
Megrahi's mandatory life sentence as required under new

European Human Rights legislation.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: onlineeditor@scotsman.com
Subject: Does anybody there know about why airplanes
crash? Give this to your Pan American World Airways Flight
103 expert.

Dear Sir, Thursday, September 11, 2003 7:21 AM
Britain Says to Go Ahead with Lockerbie UN Vote
Tue September 9, 2003 10:21 AM ET
UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) - Britain said on Tuesday it
planned to go ahead with a Security Council vote on lifting
sanctions on Libya over the 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight
103, despite a plea from France that the vote be put off.
"We are calling a meeting for 12:30," said a British official,
speaking on condition of anonymity, after France said it had
asked for a new postponement on the U.N. vote. Britain, the
Security Council president for September, had initially set the
vote for 10:30 a.m. EDT.
JBS>The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 makes sense.
www.corazon.com has details.

Does it not seem strange to you that the AAIB report has two
pictures of the port side of Pan American World Airways Flight
103 yet none of the starboard? Here above is the starboard side
and the hole is immensely larger than the port side hole and yet
both happened at the same time, according to the wreckage
reconstruction.
The implications of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is that
Boeing is responsible for Lockerbie deaths because of faulty
wiring and a design flaw of non plug cargo doors in their Boeing
747s. To put it another way, the victims on the ground would get
their due compensation.
At 8:18 AM -0700 9/8/03,
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
I note above and below in your article that the Scots are
dissatisfied with the official explanation. They are correct: No
bomb, no bombers, no crime, just nature trying to equalize
pressure in a pressurized hull, similar to the Comet accidents of
years ago (also originally thought to be bomb caused).
If you are fair you will consider all explanations that are
reasonable. You may ask questions of me to determine the worth
of my explanation. I offer a non-conspiracy mechanical
explanation that can be confirmed and is supported by official
documents, photographs, charts, and schematics. It's science. Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 was a aircraft inflight

breakup, not a bank robbery.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Lockerbie relative rejects £4m pay-out as 'another step away
from the truth'
DAN MCDOUGALL
WHEN the fax arrived from the United NationsÕ headquarters in
New York at Marina de LarracoecheaÕs Bilbao apartment, she
was eating with her family.
She was soon to lose her appetite as she ran her eyes over the
details of the settlement reached with the Libyan government for
the compensation to be paid to families who had lost relatives in
the destruction of flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988.
She had nothing but anger and contempt for the sum promised to
her in recognition of the loss of her younger sisterÕs life.
Nieves de Larracoechea, a stewardess with Pan-Am, was 39
when she was killed along with 269 others on 21 December,
1988 after a bomb concealed inside a Toshiba radio cassette
recorder tore through flight 103, sending blazing wreckage
raining down on Lockerbie.

As the compensation settlement with Libya appears finally
settled, Ms de Larracoechea believes the relatives of the victims
have never been further from the truth.
"Compensation has never been an issue for me or many others
whose lives were blighted by these appalling events. I believe the
money being offered represents nothing more than another step
away from the truth. The figure of $6.5 million dollars (£4.09
million) for each family affected by the atrocity means nothing to
me and I have no intention of accepting any money, all I want is
the truth."
She added: "Many people seem focused on the money, but the
reality of the situation is it more than suits Libya to accept
liability for the bombing, it means they can fully restore trade to
the west. Their oil exports alone and the inward investment open
trade will bring will ensure they justify the Lockerbie pay-outs in
a year.
"This isnÕt about accepting blame, or apologising, itÕs about oil
trade and the families of the victims have been caught up in a
huge diplomatic game. What we want to know is who was
specifically responsible for this and how much forewarning did
both the American and British governments have of a terrorist
attack."
Ms Larracoechea holds nothing but troubled memories of the
trial of two suspects at HollandÕs Kamp van Zeist two years
ago, a criminal process she claims was nothing more than a
political and financial fix designed to speed up the removal of oil
sanctions against Libya and bury the real story of the bombing.
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed al-

Megrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
She added: "I continue to believe they, particularly Megrahi since
he was found guilty, were also victims of this tragedy. The fact
that he is languishing in a Scottish prison is a source of great
sadness to me and to many other relatives I have spoken to. In
the circumstances he is nothing more than a scapegoat."
In the opening days of the trial, Ms de Larracoechea recalls the
chill that ran through the public gallery as television screens
showed the moment when flight 103 disappeared off radar, to be
replaced by ghostly green traces of wreckage spreading over
south-west Scotland.
Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old daughter, Theodora, was killed,
was so upset by the image that she left the room. But Ms de
Larracoechea claims she found the image easier to deal with. Not
only had she seen it at the fatal accident inquiry in Scotland, but
she has made herself face far more graphic evidence since, such
as the police photographs she still has of the carnage on the
ground.
However, on the first Friday of the trial, the court listened for a
full hour as the complete list of victims was read out. "That was
difficult," Ms Larracoechea recalled. "But not as difficult as
living with it every day."
Only an independent inquiry, overseen by two delegated nations
other than Britain or the US, can now address her allegations that
Megrahi is innocent and the US government failed to make

public warnings from terrorist groups in the run-up to the tragedy
that a US airline would be targeted.
Ms de Larracoechea said: "If my sister had told me that there had
been bomb threats but she was going to get on the plane because
she didnÕt take them seriously, then things would be completely
different. At least she would have had the choice, she would have
been in control of her own life. Instead, she and the other people
on the plane were effectively allowed to be massacred."
She added: "Another issue that has to be scrutinised more closely
is the fact that Abu Nidal admitted responsibility for the bombing
on behalf of his Fatah Revolutionary Council in direct retaliation
for America mistakenly shooting down an Iranian airbus. Why
was his admission of culpability ignored?"
It seems increasingly unlikely that an independent inquiry will be
granted. Last year she took her case directly to the Scottish
courts, petitioning the five judges in charge of the Lockerbie trial
to agree to an independent inquiry.
In her petition, Ms de Larracoechea told the judges, led by Lord
Cullen, that "central aspects of the case were repeatedly
shielded" during the fatal accident inquiry, adding that an
independent review of all evidence of the criminal investigation
was the only way to deliver answers to the families. The judges
quickly rejected her submission as "incompetent".
Ms de Larracoechea is not alone in her calls for a public inquiry.
Mrs Cohen and her husband Dan last week said the settlement
was a "bribe" and said they would accept only the first instalment
of the $6.5 million.

Mr Cohen, 67, of New Jersey, said: "If we were wealthy people
we would turn the whole thing down, but weÕre not. The second
and third payments will be worth a total of $6 million (£3.77
million) but we wonÕt be touching that."
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora was on board flight 103, has
also said that the families of the victims still wanted to know
how the attack had been allowed to happen.
Yet, many Americans continue to believe full liability for the
atrocity lies with Libya. George Williams, a spokesman for the
US victims, said:" The only thing that would satisfy us more
would be to have GaddafiÕs head delivered on a platter over to
the US."

LIBYAN DEAL FRENCH THREAT
SUSAN BELL
PARIS will use its veto at the United Nations security council
vote tomorrow to block the British motion to lift sanctions
against Libya after the Lockerbie settlement - unless Tripoli
provides "sufficient guarantees" it will pay extra compensation to
families of the 170 victims of the 1989 bombing of a French
UTA jet.
"If a vote was held at the UN security council (now), we would
have no option but to oppose it," said Renaud Muselier, French
foreign secretary.
It is still unclear whether the UN vote will be delayed. Wary of
another bitter UN row like that over the Iraq war, London has
twice delayed introducing a motion to lift sanctions. However, it

has said it canÕt wait indefinitely for a French UTA deal and risk
jeopardising its hard-won deal for families of the Lockerbie
disaster.
The British-US deal with Libya over Lockerbie left Paris
severely embarrassed. It gives Pan-Am families 25 times more
money than that received four years ago by the families of
victims of UTA flight 772 from Paris to Brazzaville in Central
Africa.
Libya has never admitted responsibility for blowing up the jet
over the Sahara, but in 1999 paid $33 million (£21 million) in
compensation. In the same year a French court convicted, in
absentia, six members of the Libyan intelligence services.
In theory, UTA families would have received around $194,000
(£122,000) each. Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, a spokesman
for the families, said some have had nothing. Even more
traumatising, he said, is the fact the six agents, including Colonel
GaddafiÕs brother-in-law, have remained free.
Mr Denoix de Saint Marc said: "We are not necessarily looking
to get exactly the same as Lockerbie, but the agreed sum must be
sufficiently important so we feel justice has been done."
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: onlineeditor@scotsman.com
Subject: Does anybody there know about why airplanes
crash? Give this to your Pan American World Airways Flight
103 expert.

Dear Sir, Thursday, September 11, 2003 7:22 AM

Is it too late to put aside conspiracy and hate for a bit to examine
a plausible mechanical explanation for a plane crash that has
precedent?
I refer to Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and the
precedent is United Airlines Flight 811.
www.corazon.com has details.

Let's look at reality above and not overheard conversation years
ago. Above is a never released publicly picture of the starboard
side of that infamous forward cargo hold of Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. It is the forward cargo door side and shows
the blown open bottom half of the door. This evidence matches
other ruptured open cargo door of early model Boeing 747s that
left a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by an abrupt
power cut to the recorders.
What caused the door to blow open? You might say a bomb did
it. I would suggest a precedent of United Airlines Flight 811 in
which the electrical system was the probable cause.
The implications of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is that
Boeing is responsible for Lockerbie deaths because of faulty
wiring and a design flaw of non plug cargo doors in their Boeing
747s.
I have been researching these crashes for 12 years. Is it too late
for reason and common sense to present its case using facts, data,
and evidence?

At 8:18 AM -0700 9/8/03,
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
I note above and below in your article that the Scots are
dissatisfied with the official explanation. They are correct: No
bomb, no bombers, no crime, just nature trying to equalize
pressure in a pressurized hull, similar to the Comet accidents of
years ago (also originally thought to be bomb caused).
If you are fair you will consider all explanations that are
reasonable. You may ask questions of me to determine the worth
of my explanation. I offer a non-conspiracy mechanical
explanation that can be confirmed and is supported by official
documents, photographs, charts, and schematics. It's science. Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 was a aircraft inflight
breakup, not a bank robbery.
You might be particularly interested in my explanation of why a
bomb is erroneously considered to be the probable cause. It's in
my pdf file of my Aircraft Accident Report for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103, sent to the 'letters' section of The
Scotsman.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Lockerbie relative rejects £4m pay-out as 'another step away
from the truth'
DAN MCDOUGALL
WHEN the fax arrived from the United NationsÕ headquarters in
New York at Marina de LarracoecheaÕs Bilbao apartment, she
was eating with her family.
She was soon to lose her appetite as she ran her eyes over the
details of the settlement reached with the Libyan government for
the compensation to be paid to families who had lost relatives in
the destruction of flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988.
She had nothing but anger and contempt for the sum promised to
her in recognition of the loss of her younger sisterÕs life.
Nieves de Larracoechea, a stewardess with Pan-Am, was 39
when she was killed along with 269 others on 21 December,
1988 after a bomb concealed inside a Toshiba radio cassette
recorder tore through flight 103, sending blazing wreckage
raining down on Lockerbie.
As the compensation settlement with Libya appears finally
settled, Ms de Larracoechea believes the relatives of the victims
have never been further from the truth.
"Compensation has never been an issue for me or many others
whose lives were blighted by these appalling events. I believe the

money being offered represents nothing more than another step
away from the truth. The figure of $6.5 million dollars (£4.09
million) for each family affected by the atrocity means nothing to
me and I have no intention of accepting any money, all I want is
the truth."
She added: "Many people seem focused on the money, but the
reality of the situation is it more than suits Libya to accept
liability for the bombing, it means they can fully restore trade to
the west. Their oil exports alone and the inward investment open
trade will bring will ensure they justify the Lockerbie pay-outs in
a year.
"This isnÕt about accepting blame, or apologising, itÕs about oil
trade and the families of the victims have been caught up in a
huge diplomatic game. What we want to know is who was
specifically responsible for this and how much forewarning did
both the American and British governments have of a terrorist
attack."
Ms Larracoechea holds nothing but troubled memories of the
trial of two suspects at HollandÕs Kamp van Zeist two years
ago, a criminal process she claims was nothing more than a
political and financial fix designed to speed up the removal of oil
sanctions against Libya and bury the real story of the bombing.
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
She added: "I continue to believe they, particularly Megrahi since
he was found guilty, were also victims of this tragedy. The fact

that he is languishing in a Scottish prison is a source of great
sadness to me and to many other relatives I have spoken to. In
the circumstances he is nothing more than a scapegoat."
In the opening days of the trial, Ms de Larracoechea recalls the
chill that ran through the public gallery as television screens
showed the moment when flight 103 disappeared off radar, to be
replaced by ghostly green traces of wreckage spreading over
south-west Scotland.
Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old daughter, Theodora, was killed,
was so upset by the image that she left the room. But Ms de
Larracoechea claims she found the image easier to deal with. Not
only had she seen it at the fatal accident inquiry in Scotland, but
she has made herself face far more graphic evidence since, such
as the police photographs she still has of the carnage on the
ground.
However, on the first Friday of the trial, the court listened for a
full hour as the complete list of victims was read out. "That was
difficult," Ms Larracoechea recalled. "But not as difficult as
living with it every day."
Only an independent inquiry, overseen by two delegated nations
other than Britain or the US, can now address her allegations that
Megrahi is innocent and the US government failed to make
public warnings from terrorist groups in the run-up to the tragedy
that a US airline would be targeted.
Ms de Larracoechea said: "If my sister had told me that there had
been bomb threats but she was going to get on the plane because
she didnÕt take them seriously, then things would be completely
different. At least she would have had the choice, she would have

been in control of her own life. Instead, she and the other people
on the plane were effectively allowed to be massacred."
She added: "Another issue that has to be scrutinised more closely
is the fact that Abu Nidal admitted responsibility for the bombing
on behalf of his Fatah Revolutionary Council in direct retaliation
for America mistakenly shooting down an Iranian airbus. Why
was his admission of culpability ignored?"
It seems increasingly unlikely that an independent inquiry will be
granted. Last year she took her case directly to the Scottish
courts, petitioning the five judges in charge of the Lockerbie trial
to agree to an independent inquiry.
In her petition, Ms de Larracoechea told the judges, led by Lord
Cullen, that "central aspects of the case were repeatedly
shielded" during the fatal accident inquiry, adding that an
independent review of all evidence of the criminal investigation
was the only way to deliver answers to the families. The judges
quickly rejected her submission as "incompetent".
Ms de Larracoechea is not alone in her calls for a public inquiry.
Mrs Cohen and her husband Dan last week said the settlement
was a "bribe" and said they would accept only the first instalment
of the $6.5 million.
Mr Cohen, 67, of New Jersey, said: "If we were wealthy people
we would turn the whole thing down, but weÕre not. The second
and third payments will be worth a total of $6 million (£3.77
million) but we wonÕt be touching that."
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora was on board flight 103, has
also said that the families of the victims still wanted to know

how the attack had been allowed to happen.
Yet, many Americans continue to believe full liability for the
atrocity lies with Libya. George Williams, a spokesman for the
US victims, said:" The only thing that would satisfy us more
would be to have GaddafiÕs head delivered on a platter over to
the US."

LIBYAN DEAL FRENCH THREAT
SUSAN BELL
PARIS will use its veto at the United Nations security council
vote tomorrow to block the British motion to lift sanctions
against Libya after the Lockerbie settlement - unless Tripoli
provides "sufficient guarantees" it will pay extra compensation to
families of the 170 victims of the 1989 bombing of a French
UTA jet.
"If a vote was held at the UN security council (now), we would
have no option but to oppose it," said Renaud Muselier, French
foreign secretary.
It is still unclear whether the UN vote will be delayed. Wary of
another bitter UN row like that over the Iraq war, London has
twice delayed introducing a motion to lift sanctions. However, it
has said it canÕt wait indefinitely for a French UTA deal and risk
jeopardising its hard-won deal for families of the Lockerbie
disaster.
The British-US deal with Libya over Lockerbie left Paris
severely embarrassed. It gives Pan-Am families 25 times more
money than that received four years ago by the families of

victims of UTA flight 772 from Paris to Brazzaville in Central
Africa.
Libya has never admitted responsibility for blowing up the jet
over the Sahara, but in 1999 paid $33 million (£21 million) in
compensation. In the same year a French court convicted, in
absentia, six members of the Libyan intelligence services.
In theory, UTA families would have received around $194,000
(£122,000) each. Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, a spokesman
for the families, said some have had nothing. Even more
traumatising, he said, is the fact the six agents, including Colonel
GaddafiÕs brother-in-law, have remained free.
Mr Denoix de Saint Marc said: "We are not necessarily looking
to get exactly the same as Lockerbie, but the agreed sum must be
sufficiently important so we feel justice has been done."
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: onlineeditor@scotsman.com
Subject: Not too late to do some investigative reporting for
the benefit of your local readers.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, September 10, 2003 7:58 AM
Is it too late to put aside conspiracy and hate for a bit to examine
a plausible mechanical explanation for a plane crash that has
precedent?
I refer to Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and the
precedent is United Airlines Flight 811.
www.corazon.com has details.

Let's look at reality above and not overheard conversation years
ago. Above is a never released publicly picture of the starboard
side of that infamous forward cargo hold of Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. It is the forward cargo door side and shows
the blown open bottom half of the door. This evidence matches
other ruptured open cargo door of early model Boeing 747s that
left a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by an abrupt
power cut to the recorders.
What caused the door to blow open? You might say a bomb did
it. I would suggest a precedent of United Airlines Flight 811 in
which the electrical system was the probable cause.
The implications of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is that
Boeing is responsible for Lockerbie deaths because of faulty
wiring and a design flaw of non plug cargo doors in their Boeing
747s.
I have been researching these crashes for 12 years. Is it too late
for reason and common sense to present its case using facts, data,
and evidence?
At 8:18 AM -0700 9/8/03,
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."

I note above and below in your article that the Scots are
dissatisfied with the official explanation. They are correct: No
bomb, no bombers, no crime, just nature trying to equalize
pressure in a pressurized hull, similar to the Comet accidents of
years ago (also originally thought to be bomb caused).
If you are fair you will consider all explanations that are
reasonable. You may ask questions of me to determine the worth
of my explanation. I offer a non-conspiracy mechanical
explanation that can be confirmed and is supported by official
documents, photographs, charts, and schematics. It's science. Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 was a aircraft inflight
breakup, not a bank robbery.
You might be particularly interested in my explanation of why a
bomb is erroneously considered to be the probable cause. It's in
my pdf file of my Aircraft Accident Report for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103, sent to the 'letters' section of The
Scotsman.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Lockerbie relative rejects £4m pay-out as 'another step away
from the truth'
DAN MCDOUGALL

WHEN the fax arrived from the United NationsÕ headquarters in
New York at Marina de LarracoecheaÕs Bilbao apartment, she
was eating with her family.
She was soon to lose her appetite as she ran her eyes over the
details of the settlement reached with the Libyan government for
the compensation to be paid to families who had lost relatives in
the destruction of flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988.
She had nothing but anger and contempt for the sum promised to
her in recognition of the loss of her younger sisterÕs life.
Nieves de Larracoechea, a stewardess with Pan-Am, was 39
when she was killed along with 269 others on 21 December,
1988 after a bomb concealed inside a Toshiba radio cassette
recorder tore through flight 103, sending blazing wreckage
raining down on Lockerbie.
As the compensation settlement with Libya appears finally
settled, Ms de Larracoechea believes the relatives of the victims
have never been further from the truth.
"Compensation has never been an issue for me or many others
whose lives were blighted by these appalling events. I believe the
money being offered represents nothing more than another step
away from the truth. The figure of $6.5 million dollars (£4.09
million) for each family affected by the atrocity means nothing to
me and I have no intention of accepting any money, all I want is
the truth."
She added: "Many people seem focused on the money, but the
reality of the situation is it more than suits Libya to accept

liability for the bombing, it means they can fully restore trade to
the west. Their oil exports alone and the inward investment open
trade will bring will ensure they justify the Lockerbie pay-outs in
a year.
"This isnÕt about accepting blame, or apologising, itÕs about oil
trade and the families of the victims have been caught up in a
huge diplomatic game. What we want to know is who was
specifically responsible for this and how much forewarning did
both the American and British governments have of a terrorist
attack."
Ms Larracoechea holds nothing but troubled memories of the
trial of two suspects at HollandÕs Kamp van Zeist two years
ago, a criminal process she claims was nothing more than a
political and financial fix designed to speed up the removal of oil
sanctions against Libya and bury the real story of the bombing.
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
She added: "I continue to believe they, particularly Megrahi since
he was found guilty, were also victims of this tragedy. The fact
that he is languishing in a Scottish prison is a source of great
sadness to me and to many other relatives I have spoken to. In
the circumstances he is nothing more than a scapegoat."
In the opening days of the trial, Ms de Larracoechea recalls the
chill that ran through the public gallery as television screens
showed the moment when flight 103 disappeared off radar, to be
replaced by ghostly green traces of wreckage spreading over

south-west Scotland.
Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old daughter, Theodora, was killed,
was so upset by the image that she left the room. But Ms de
Larracoechea claims she found the image easier to deal with. Not
only had she seen it at the fatal accident inquiry in Scotland, but
she has made herself face far more graphic evidence since, such
as the police photographs she still has of the carnage on the
ground.
However, on the first Friday of the trial, the court listened for a
full hour as the complete list of victims was read out. "That was
difficult," Ms Larracoechea recalled. "But not as difficult as
living with it every day."
Only an independent inquiry, overseen by two delegated nations
other than Britain or the US, can now address her allegations that
Megrahi is innocent and the US government failed to make
public warnings from terrorist groups in the run-up to the tragedy
that a US airline would be targeted.
Ms de Larracoechea said: "If my sister had told me that there had
been bomb threats but she was going to get on the plane because
she didnÕt take them seriously, then things would be completely
different. At least she would have had the choice, she would have
been in control of her own life. Instead, she and the other people
on the plane were effectively allowed to be massacred."
She added: "Another issue that has to be scrutinised more closely
is the fact that Abu Nidal admitted responsibility for the bombing
on behalf of his Fatah Revolutionary Council in direct retaliation
for America mistakenly shooting down an Iranian airbus. Why
was his admission of culpability ignored?"

It seems increasingly unlikely that an independent inquiry will be
granted. Last year she took her case directly to the Scottish
courts, petitioning the five judges in charge of the Lockerbie trial
to agree to an independent inquiry.
In her petition, Ms de Larracoechea told the judges, led by Lord
Cullen, that "central aspects of the case were repeatedly
shielded" during the fatal accident inquiry, adding that an
independent review of all evidence of the criminal investigation
was the only way to deliver answers to the families. The judges
quickly rejected her submission as "incompetent".
Ms de Larracoechea is not alone in her calls for a public inquiry.
Mrs Cohen and her husband Dan last week said the settlement
was a "bribe" and said they would accept only the first instalment
of the $6.5 million.
Mr Cohen, 67, of New Jersey, said: "If we were wealthy people
we would turn the whole thing down, but weÕre not. The second
and third payments will be worth a total of $6 million (£3.77
million) but we wonÕt be touching that."
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora was on board flight 103, has
also said that the families of the victims still wanted to know
how the attack had been allowed to happen.
Yet, many Americans continue to believe full liability for the
atrocity lies with Libya. George Williams, a spokesman for the
US victims, said:" The only thing that would satisfy us more
would be to have GaddafiÕs head delivered on a platter over to
the US."

LIBYAN DEAL FRENCH THREAT
SUSAN BELL
PARIS will use its veto at the United Nations security council
vote tomorrow to block the British motion to lift sanctions
against Libya after the Lockerbie settlement - unless Tripoli
provides "sufficient guarantees" it will pay extra compensation to
families of the 170 victims of the 1989 bombing of a French
UTA jet.
"If a vote was held at the UN security council (now), we would
have no option but to oppose it," said Renaud Muselier, French
foreign secretary.
It is still unclear whether the UN vote will be delayed. Wary of
another bitter UN row like that over the Iraq war, London has
twice delayed introducing a motion to lift sanctions. However, it
has said it canÕt wait indefinitely for a French UTA deal and risk
jeopardising its hard-won deal for families of the Lockerbie
disaster.
The British-US deal with Libya over Lockerbie left Paris
severely embarrassed. It gives Pan-Am families 25 times more
money than that received four years ago by the families of
victims of UTA flight 772 from Paris to Brazzaville in Central
Africa.
Libya has never admitted responsibility for blowing up the jet
over the Sahara, but in 1999 paid $33 million (£21 million) in
compensation. In the same year a French court convicted, in
absentia, six members of the Libyan intelligence services.

In theory, UTA families would have received around $194,000
(£122,000) each. Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, a spokesman
for the families, said some have had nothing. Even more
traumatising, he said, is the fact the six agents, including Colonel
GaddafiÕs brother-in-law, have remained free.
Mr Denoix de Saint Marc said: "We are not necessarily looking
to get exactly the same as Lockerbie, but the agreed sum must be
sufficiently important so we feel justice has been done."
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: onlineeditor@scotsman.com
Subject: Not too late to do some investigative reporting for
the benefit of your local readers.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, September 10, 2003 7:58 AM
Britain Says to Go Ahead with Lockerbie UN Vote
Tue September 9, 2003 10:21 AM ET
UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) - Britain said on Tuesday it
planned to go ahead with a Security Council vote on lifting
sanctions on Libya over the 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight
103, despite a plea from France that the vote be put off.
"We are calling a meeting for 12:30," said a British official,
speaking on condition of anonymity, after France said it had
asked for a new postponement on the U.N. vote. Britain, the
Security Council president for September, had initially set the
vote for 10:30 a.m. EDT.
JBS>The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 makes sense.

www.corazon.com has details.

Does it not seem strange to you that the AAIB report has two
pictures of the port side of Pan American World Airways Flight
103 yet none of the starboard? Here above is the starboard side
and the hole is immensely larger than the port side hole and yet
both happened at the same time, according to the wreckage
reconstruction.
The implications of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is that
Boeing is responsible for Lockerbie deaths because of faulty
wiring and a design flaw of non plug cargo doors in their Boeing
747s. To put it another way, the victims on the ground would get
their due compensation.
At 8:18 AM -0700 9/8/03,
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
I note above and below in your article that the Scots are
dissatisfied with the official explanation. They are correct: No
bomb, no bombers, no crime, just nature trying to equalize
pressure in a pressurized hull, similar to the Comet accidents of
years ago (also originally thought to be bomb caused).
If you are fair you will consider all explanations that are

reasonable. You may ask questions of me to determine the worth
of my explanation. I offer a non-conspiracy mechanical
explanation that can be confirmed and is supported by official
documents, photographs, charts, and schematics. It's science. Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 was a aircraft inflight
breakup, not a bank robbery.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Lockerbie relative rejects £4m pay-out as 'another step away
from the truth'
DAN MCDOUGALL
WHEN the fax arrived from the United NationsÕ headquarters in
New York at Marina de LarracoecheaÕs Bilbao apartment, she
was eating with her family.
She was soon to lose her appetite as she ran her eyes over the
details of the settlement reached with the Libyan government for
the compensation to be paid to families who had lost relatives in
the destruction of flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988.
She had nothing but anger and contempt for the sum promised to
her in recognition of the loss of her younger sisterÕs life.

Nieves de Larracoechea, a stewardess with Pan-Am, was 39
when she was killed along with 269 others on 21 December,
1988 after a bomb concealed inside a Toshiba radio cassette
recorder tore through flight 103, sending blazing wreckage
raining down on Lockerbie.
As the compensation settlement with Libya appears finally
settled, Ms de Larracoechea believes the relatives of the victims
have never been further from the truth.
"Compensation has never been an issue for me or many others
whose lives were blighted by these appalling events. I believe the
money being offered represents nothing more than another step
away from the truth. The figure of $6.5 million dollars (£4.09
million) for each family affected by the atrocity means nothing to
me and I have no intention of accepting any money, all I want is
the truth."
She added: "Many people seem focused on the money, but the
reality of the situation is it more than suits Libya to accept
liability for the bombing, it means they can fully restore trade to
the west. Their oil exports alone and the inward investment open
trade will bring will ensure they justify the Lockerbie pay-outs in
a year.
"This isnÕt about accepting blame, or apologising, itÕs about oil
trade and the families of the victims have been caught up in a
huge diplomatic game. What we want to know is who was
specifically responsible for this and how much forewarning did
both the American and British governments have of a terrorist
attack."
Ms Larracoechea holds nothing but troubled memories of the

trial of two suspects at HollandÕs Kamp van Zeist two years
ago, a criminal process she claims was nothing more than a
political and financial fix designed to speed up the removal of oil
sanctions against Libya and bury the real story of the bombing.
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
She added: "I continue to believe they, particularly Megrahi since
he was found guilty, were also victims of this tragedy. The fact
that he is languishing in a Scottish prison is a source of great
sadness to me and to many other relatives I have spoken to. In
the circumstances he is nothing more than a scapegoat."
In the opening days of the trial, Ms de Larracoechea recalls the
chill that ran through the public gallery as television screens
showed the moment when flight 103 disappeared off radar, to be
replaced by ghostly green traces of wreckage spreading over
south-west Scotland.
Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old daughter, Theodora, was killed,
was so upset by the image that she left the room. But Ms de
Larracoechea claims she found the image easier to deal with. Not
only had she seen it at the fatal accident inquiry in Scotland, but
she has made herself face far more graphic evidence since, such
as the police photographs she still has of the carnage on the
ground.
However, on the first Friday of the trial, the court listened for a
full hour as the complete list of victims was read out. "That was
difficult," Ms Larracoechea recalled. "But not as difficult as

living with it every day."
Only an independent inquiry, overseen by two delegated nations
other than Britain or the US, can now address her allegations that
Megrahi is innocent and the US government failed to make
public warnings from terrorist groups in the run-up to the tragedy
that a US airline would be targeted.
Ms de Larracoechea said: "If my sister had told me that there had
been bomb threats but she was going to get on the plane because
she didnÕt take them seriously, then things would be completely
different. At least she would have had the choice, she would have
been in control of her own life. Instead, she and the other people
on the plane were effectively allowed to be massacred."
She added: "Another issue that has to be scrutinised more closely
is the fact that Abu Nidal admitted responsibility for the bombing
on behalf of his Fatah Revolutionary Council in direct retaliation
for America mistakenly shooting down an Iranian airbus. Why
was his admission of culpability ignored?"
It seems increasingly unlikely that an independent inquiry will be
granted. Last year she took her case directly to the Scottish
courts, petitioning the five judges in charge of the Lockerbie trial
to agree to an independent inquiry.
In her petition, Ms de Larracoechea told the judges, led by Lord
Cullen, that "central aspects of the case were repeatedly
shielded" during the fatal accident inquiry, adding that an
independent review of all evidence of the criminal investigation
was the only way to deliver answers to the families. The judges
quickly rejected her submission as "incompetent".

Ms de Larracoechea is not alone in her calls for a public inquiry.
Mrs Cohen and her husband Dan last week said the settlement
was a "bribe" and said they would accept only the first instalment
of the $6.5 million.
Mr Cohen, 67, of New Jersey, said: "If we were wealthy people
we would turn the whole thing down, but weÕre not. The second
and third payments will be worth a total of $6 million (£3.77
million) but we wonÕt be touching that."
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora was on board flight 103, has
also said that the families of the victims still wanted to know
how the attack had been allowed to happen.
Yet, many Americans continue to believe full liability for the
atrocity lies with Libya. George Williams, a spokesman for the
US victims, said:" The only thing that would satisfy us more
would be to have GaddafiÕs head delivered on a platter over to
the US."

LIBYAN DEAL FRENCH THREAT
SUSAN BELL
PARIS will use its veto at the United Nations security council
vote tomorrow to block the British motion to lift sanctions
against Libya after the Lockerbie settlement - unless Tripoli
provides "sufficient guarantees" it will pay extra compensation to
families of the 170 victims of the 1989 bombing of a French
UTA jet.
"If a vote was held at the UN security council (now), we would
have no option but to oppose it," said Renaud Muselier, French

foreign secretary.
It is still unclear whether the UN vote will be delayed. Wary of
another bitter UN row like that over the Iraq war, London has
twice delayed introducing a motion to lift sanctions. However, it
has said it canÕt wait indefinitely for a French UTA deal and risk
jeopardising its hard-won deal for families of the Lockerbie
disaster.
The British-US deal with Libya over Lockerbie left Paris
severely embarrassed. It gives Pan-Am families 25 times more
money than that received four years ago by the families of
victims of UTA flight 772 from Paris to Brazzaville in Central
Africa.
Libya has never admitted responsibility for blowing up the jet
over the Sahara, but in 1999 paid $33 million (£21 million) in
compensation. In the same year a French court convicted, in
absentia, six members of the Libyan intelligence services.
In theory, UTA families would have received around $194,000
(£122,000) each. Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, a spokesman
for the families, said some have had nothing. Even more
traumatising, he said, is the fact the six agents, including Colonel
GaddafiÕs brother-in-law, have remained free.
Mr Denoix de Saint Marc said: "We are not necessarily looking
to get exactly the same as Lockerbie, but the agreed sum must be
sufficiently important so we feel justice has been done."
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: onlineeditor@scotsman.com

Subject: Common Sense for PA 103 Part II

Dear Sir, Tuesday, September 9, 2003 7:44 AM
Britain Says to Go Ahead with Lockerbie UN Vote
Tue September 9, 2003 10:21 AM ET
UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) - Britain said on Tuesday it
planned to go ahead with a Security Council vote on lifting
sanctions on Libya over the 1988 bombing of Pan Am
Flight 103, despite a plea from France that the vote be put
off.
"We are calling a meeting for 12:30," said a British official,
speaking on condition of anonymity, after France said it
had asked for a new postponement on the U.N. vote.
Britain, the Security Council president for September, had
initially set the vote for 10:30 a.m. EDT.
JBS>The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 makes sense.
www.corazon.com has details.

Does it not seem strange to you that the AAIB report has two
pictures of the port side of Pan American World Airways Flight
103 yet none of the starboard? Here above is the starboard side
and the hole is immensely larger than the port side hole and yet
both happened at the same time, according to the wreckage
reconstruction.
The implications of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/

explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is that
Boeing is responsible for Lockerbie deaths because of faulty
wiring and a design flaw of non plug cargo doors in their Boeing
747s. To put it another way, the victims on the ground would get
their due compensation.
At 8:18 AM -0700 9/8/03,
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
I note above and below in your article that the Scots are
dissatisfied with the official explanation. They are correct: No
bomb, no bombers, no crime, just nature trying to equalize
pressure in a pressurized hull, similar to the Comet accidents of
years ago (also originally thought to be bomb caused).
If you are fair you will consider all explanations that are
reasonable. You may ask questions of me to determine the worth
of my explanation. I offer a non-conspiracy mechanical
explanation that can be confirmed and is supported by official
documents, photographs, charts, and schematics. It's science. Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 was a aircraft inflight
breakup, not a bank robbery.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

http://www.corazon.com

Lockerbie relative rejects £4m pay-out as 'another step away
from the truth'
DAN MCDOUGALL
WHEN the fax arrived from the United NationsÕ headquarters in
New York at Marina de LarracoecheaÕs Bilbao apartment, she
was eating with her family.
She was soon to lose her appetite as she ran her eyes over the
details of the settlement reached with the Libyan government for
the compensation to be paid to families who had lost relatives in
the destruction of flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988.
She had nothing but anger and contempt for the sum promised to
her in recognition of the loss of her younger sisterÕs life.
Nieves de Larracoechea, a stewardess with Pan-Am, was 39
when she was killed along with 269 others on 21 December,
1988 after a bomb concealed inside a Toshiba radio cassette
recorder tore through flight 103, sending blazing wreckage
raining down on Lockerbie.
As the compensation settlement with Libya appears finally
settled, Ms de Larracoechea believes the relatives of the victims
have never been further from the truth.
"Compensation has never been an issue for me or many others
whose lives were blighted by these appalling events. I believe the
money being offered represents nothing more than another step

away from the truth. The figure of $6.5 million dollars (£4.09
million) for each family affected by the atrocity means nothing to
me and I have no intention of accepting any money, all I want is
the truth."
She added: "Many people seem focused on the money, but the
reality of the situation is it more than suits Libya to accept
liability for the bombing, it means they can fully restore trade to
the west. Their oil exports alone and the inward investment open
trade will bring will ensure they justify the Lockerbie pay-outs in
a year.
"This isnÕt about accepting blame, or apologising, itÕs about oil
trade and the families of the victims have been caught up in a
huge diplomatic game. What we want to know is who was
specifically responsible for this and how much forewarning did
both the American and British governments have of a terrorist
attack."
Ms Larracoechea holds nothing but troubled memories of the
trial of two suspects at HollandÕs Kamp van Zeist two years
ago, a criminal process she claims was nothing more than a
political and financial fix designed to speed up the removal of oil
sanctions against Libya and bury the real story of the bombing.
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
She added: "I continue to believe they, particularly Megrahi since
he was found guilty, were also victims of this tragedy. The fact
that he is languishing in a Scottish prison is a source of great

sadness to me and to many other relatives I have spoken to. In
the circumstances he is nothing more than a scapegoat."
In the opening days of the trial, Ms de Larracoechea recalls the
chill that ran through the public gallery as television screens
showed the moment when flight 103 disappeared off radar, to be
replaced by ghostly green traces of wreckage spreading over
south-west Scotland.
Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old daughter, Theodora, was killed,
was so upset by the image that she left the room. But Ms de
Larracoechea claims she found the image easier to deal with. Not
only had she seen it at the fatal accident inquiry in Scotland, but
she has made herself face far more graphic evidence since, such
as the police photographs she still has of the carnage on the
ground.
However, on the first Friday of the trial, the court listened for a
full hour as the complete list of victims was read out. "That was
difficult," Ms Larracoechea recalled. "But not as difficult as
living with it every day."
Only an independent inquiry, overseen by two delegated nations
other than Britain or the US, can now address her allegations that
Megrahi is innocent and the US government failed to make
public warnings from terrorist groups in the run-up to the tragedy
that a US airline would be targeted.
Ms de Larracoechea said: "If my sister had told me that there had
been bomb threats but she was going to get on the plane because
she didnÕt take them seriously, then things would be completely
different. At least she would have had the choice, she would have
been in control of her own life. Instead, she and the other people

on the plane were effectively allowed to be massacred."
She added: "Another issue that has to be scrutinised more closely
is the fact that Abu Nidal admitted responsibility for the bombing
on behalf of his Fatah Revolutionary Council in direct retaliation
for America mistakenly shooting down an Iranian airbus. Why
was his admission of culpability ignored?"
It seems increasingly unlikely that an independent inquiry will be
granted. Last year she took her case directly to the Scottish
courts, petitioning the five judges in charge of the Lockerbie trial
to agree to an independent inquiry.
In her petition, Ms de Larracoechea told the judges, led by Lord
Cullen, that "central aspects of the case were repeatedly
shielded" during the fatal accident inquiry, adding that an
independent review of all evidence of the criminal investigation
was the only way to deliver answers to the families. The judges
quickly rejected her submission as "incompetent".
Ms de Larracoechea is not alone in her calls for a public inquiry.
Mrs Cohen and her husband Dan last week said the settlement
was a "bribe" and said they would accept only the first instalment
of the $6.5 million.
Mr Cohen, 67, of New Jersey, said: "If we were wealthy people
we would turn the whole thing down, but weÕre not. The second
and third payments will be worth a total of $6 million (£3.77
million) but we wonÕt be touching that."
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora was on board flight 103, has
also said that the families of the victims still wanted to know
how the attack had been allowed to happen.

Yet, many Americans continue to believe full liability for the
atrocity lies with Libya. George Williams, a spokesman for the
US victims, said:" The only thing that would satisfy us more
would be to have GaddafiÕs head delivered on a platter over to
the US."

LIBYAN DEAL FRENCH THREAT
SUSAN BELL
PARIS will use its veto at the United Nations security council
vote tomorrow to block the British motion to lift sanctions
against Libya after the Lockerbie settlement - unless Tripoli
provides "sufficient guarantees" it will pay extra compensation to
families of the 170 victims of the 1989 bombing of a French
UTA jet.
"If a vote was held at the UN security council (now), we would
have no option but to oppose it," said Renaud Muselier, French
foreign secretary.
It is still unclear whether the UN vote will be delayed. Wary of
another bitter UN row like that over the Iraq war, London has
twice delayed introducing a motion to lift sanctions. However, it
has said it canÕt wait indefinitely for a French UTA deal and risk
jeopardising its hard-won deal for families of the Lockerbie
disaster.
The British-US deal with Libya over Lockerbie left Paris
severely embarrassed. It gives Pan-Am families 25 times more
money than that received four years ago by the families of
victims of UTA flight 772 from Paris to Brazzaville in Central

Africa.
Libya has never admitted responsibility for blowing up the jet
over the Sahara, but in 1999 paid $33 million (£21 million) in
compensation. In the same year a French court convicted, in
absentia, six members of the Libyan intelligence services.
In theory, UTA families would have received around $194,000
(£122,000) each. Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, a spokesman
for the families, said some have had nothing. Even more
traumatising, he said, is the fact the six agents, including Colonel
GaddafiÕs brother-in-law, have remained free.
Mr Denoix de Saint Marc said: "We are not necessarily looking
to get exactly the same as Lockerbie, but the agreed sum must be
sufficiently important so we feel justice has been done."
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: spectrumSOS@scotsman.com
Subject: Worthy of a featured article, science for PA 103, not
hate.

Dear Sir, Monday, September 8, 2003 8:05 AM
Is it too late to put aside conspiracy and hate for a bit to examine
a plausible mechanical explanation for a plane crash that has
precedent?
I refer to Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and the
precedent is United Airlines Flight 811.
www.corazon.com has details.

Let's look at reality above and not overheard conversation years
ago. Above is a never released publicly picture of the starboard
side of that infamous forward cargo hold of Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. It is the forward cargo door side and shows
the blown open bottom half of the door. This evidence matches
other ruptured open cargo door of early model Boeing 747s that
left a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by an abrupt
power cut to the recorders.
What caused the door to blow open? You might say a bomb did
it. I would suggest a precedent of United Airlines Flight 811 in
which the electrical system was the probable cause.
The implications of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is that
Boeing is responsible for Lockerbie deaths because of faulty
wiring and a design flaw of non plug cargo doors in their Boeing
747s.
I have been researching these crashes for 12 years. Is it too late
for reason and common sense to present its case using facts, data,
and evidence?
At 8:18 AM -0700 9/8/03,
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
I note above and below in your article that the Scots are

dissatisfied with the official explanation. They are correct: No
bomb, no bombers, no crime, just nature trying to equalize
pressure in a pressurized hull, similar to the Comet accidents of
years ago (also originally thought to be bomb caused).
If you are fair you will consider all explanations that are
reasonable. You may ask questions of me to determine the worth
of my explanation. I offer a non-conspiracy mechanical
explanation that can be confirmed and is supported by official
documents, photographs, charts, and schematics. It's science. Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 was a aircraft inflight
breakup, not a bank robbery.
You might be particularly interested in my explanation of why a
bomb is erroneously considered to be the probable cause. It's in
my pdf file of my Aircraft Accident Report for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103, sent to the 'letters' section of The
Scotsman.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Lockerbie relative rejects £4m pay-out as 'another step away
from the truth'
DAN MCDOUGALL

WHEN the fax arrived from the United NationsÕ headquarters in
New York at Marina de LarracoecheaÕs Bilbao apartment, she
was eating with her family.
She was soon to lose her appetite as she ran her eyes over the
details of the settlement reached with the Libyan government for
the compensation to be paid to families who had lost relatives in
the destruction of flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988.
She had nothing but anger and contempt for the sum promised to
her in recognition of the loss of her younger sisterÕs life.
Nieves de Larracoechea, a stewardess with Pan-Am, was 39
when she was killed along with 269 others on 21 December,
1988 after a bomb concealed inside a Toshiba radio cassette
recorder tore through flight 103, sending blazing wreckage
raining down on Lockerbie.
As the compensation settlement with Libya appears finally
settled, Ms de Larracoechea believes the relatives of the victims
have never been further from the truth.
"Compensation has never been an issue for me or many others
whose lives were blighted by these appalling events. I believe the
money being offered represents nothing more than another step
away from the truth. The figure of $6.5 million dollars (£4.09
million) for each family affected by the atrocity means nothing to
me and I have no intention of accepting any money, all I want is
the truth."
She added: "Many people seem focused on the money, but the
reality of the situation is it more than suits Libya to accept
liability for the bombing, it means they can fully restore trade to

the west. Their oil exports alone and the inward investment open
trade will bring will ensure they justify the Lockerbie pay-outs in
a year.
"This isnÕt about accepting blame, or apologising, itÕs about oil
trade and the families of the victims have been caught up in a
huge diplomatic game. What we want to know is who was
specifically responsible for this and how much forewarning did
both the American and British governments have of a terrorist
attack."
Ms Larracoechea holds nothing but troubled memories of the
trial of two suspects at HollandÕs Kamp van Zeist two years
ago, a criminal process she claims was nothing more than a
political and financial fix designed to speed up the removal of oil
sanctions against Libya and bury the real story of the bombing.
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
She added: "I continue to believe they, particularly Megrahi since
he was found guilty, were also victims of this tragedy. The fact
that he is languishing in a Scottish prison is a source of great
sadness to me and to many other relatives I have spoken to. In
the circumstances he is nothing more than a scapegoat."
In the opening days of the trial, Ms de Larracoechea recalls the
chill that ran through the public gallery as television screens
showed the moment when flight 103 disappeared off radar, to be
replaced by ghostly green traces of wreckage spreading over
south-west Scotland.

Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old daughter, Theodora, was killed,
was so upset by the image that she left the room. But Ms de
Larracoechea claims she found the image easier to deal with. Not
only had she seen it at the fatal accident inquiry in Scotland, but
she has made herself face far more graphic evidence since, such
as the police photographs she still has of the carnage on the
ground.
However, on the first Friday of the trial, the court listened for a
full hour as the complete list of victims was read out. "That was
difficult," Ms Larracoechea recalled. "But not as difficult as
living with it every day."
Only an independent inquiry, overseen by two delegated nations
other than Britain or the US, can now address her allegations that
Megrahi is innocent and the US government failed to make
public warnings from terrorist groups in the run-up to the tragedy
that a US airline would be targeted.
Ms de Larracoechea said: "If my sister had told me that there had
been bomb threats but she was going to get on the plane because
she didnÕt take them seriously, then things would be completely
different. At least she would have had the choice, she would have
been in control of her own life. Instead, she and the other people
on the plane were effectively allowed to be massacred."
She added: "Another issue that has to be scrutinised more closely
is the fact that Abu Nidal admitted responsibility for the bombing
on behalf of his Fatah Revolutionary Council in direct retaliation
for America mistakenly shooting down an Iranian airbus. Why
was his admission of culpability ignored?"

It seems increasingly unlikely that an independent inquiry will be
granted. Last year she took her case directly to the Scottish
courts, petitioning the five judges in charge of the Lockerbie trial
to agree to an independent inquiry.
In her petition, Ms de Larracoechea told the judges, led by Lord
Cullen, that "central aspects of the case were repeatedly
shielded" during the fatal accident inquiry, adding that an
independent review of all evidence of the criminal investigation
was the only way to deliver answers to the families. The judges
quickly rejected her submission as "incompetent".
Ms de Larracoechea is not alone in her calls for a public inquiry.
Mrs Cohen and her husband Dan last week said the settlement
was a "bribe" and said they would accept only the first instalment
of the $6.5 million.
Mr Cohen, 67, of New Jersey, said: "If we were wealthy people
we would turn the whole thing down, but weÕre not. The second
and third payments will be worth a total of $6 million (£3.77
million) but we wonÕt be touching that."
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora was on board flight 103, has
also said that the families of the victims still wanted to know
how the attack had been allowed to happen.
Yet, many Americans continue to believe full liability for the
atrocity lies with Libya. George Williams, a spokesman for the
US victims, said:" The only thing that would satisfy us more
would be to have GaddafiÕs head delivered on a platter over to
the US."

LIBYAN DEAL FRENCH THREAT
SUSAN BELL
PARIS will use its veto at the United Nations security council
vote tomorrow to block the British motion to lift sanctions
against Libya after the Lockerbie settlement - unless Tripoli
provides "sufficient guarantees" it will pay extra compensation to
families of the 170 victims of the 1989 bombing of a French
UTA jet.
"If a vote was held at the UN security council (now), we would
have no option but to oppose it," said Renaud Muselier, French
foreign secretary.
It is still unclear whether the UN vote will be delayed. Wary of
another bitter UN row like that over the Iraq war, London has
twice delayed introducing a motion to lift sanctions. However, it
has said it canÕt wait indefinitely for a French UTA deal and risk
jeopardising its hard-won deal for families of the Lockerbie
disaster.
The British-US deal with Libya over Lockerbie left Paris
severely embarrassed. It gives Pan-Am families 25 times more
money than that received four years ago by the families of
victims of UTA flight 772 from Paris to Brazzaville in Central
Africa.
Libya has never admitted responsibility for blowing up the jet
over the Sahara, but in 1999 paid $33 million (£21 million) in
compensation. In the same year a French court convicted, in
absentia, six members of the Libyan intelligence services.
In theory, UTA families would have received around $194,000

(£122,000) each. Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, a spokesman
for the families, said some have had nothing. Even more
traumatising, he said, is the fact the six agents, including Colonel
GaddafiÕs brother-in-law, have remained free.
Mr Denoix de Saint Marc said: "We are not necessarily looking
to get exactly the same as Lockerbie, but the agreed sum must be
sufficiently important so we feel justice has been done."
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: onlineeditor@scotsman.com
Subject: Common Sense for PA 103 (short version)

Dear Sir, Monday, September 8, 2003 8:05 AM
Is it too late to put aside conspiracy and hate for a bit to examine
a plausible mechanical explanation for a plane crash that has
precedent?
I refer to Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and the
precedent is United Airlines Flight 811.
www.corazon.com has details.

Let's look at reality above and not overheard conversation years
ago. Above is a never released publicly picture of the starboard
side of that infamous forward cargo hold of Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. It is the forward cargo door side and shows
the blown open bottom half of the door. This evidence matches
other ruptured open cargo door of early model Boeing 747s that

left a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by an abrupt
power cut to the recorders.
What caused the door to blow open? You might say a bomb did
it. I would suggest a precedent of United Airlines Flight 811 in
which the electrical system was the probable cause.
The implications of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is that
Boeing is responsible for Lockerbie deaths because of faulty
wiring and a design flaw of non plug cargo doors in their Boeing
747s.
I have been researching these crashes for 12 years. Is it too late
for reason and common sense to present its case using facts, data,
and evidence?
At 8:18 AM -0700 9/8/03,
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
I note above and below in your article that the Scots are
dissatisfied with the official explanation. They are correct: No
bomb, no bombers, no crime, just nature trying to equalize
pressure in a pressurized hull, similar to the Comet accidents of
years ago (also originally thought to be bomb caused).
If you are fair you will consider all explanations that are
reasonable. You may ask questions of me to determine the worth
of my explanation. I offer a non-conspiracy mechanical

explanation that can be confirmed and is supported by official
documents, photographs, charts, and schematics. It's science. Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 was a aircraft inflight
breakup, not a bank robbery.
You might be particularly interested in my explanation of why a
bomb is erroneously considered to be the probable cause. It's in
my pdf file of my Aircraft Accident Report for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103, sent to the 'letters' section of The
Scotsman.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Lockerbie relative rejects £4m pay-out as 'another step away
from the truth'
DAN MCDOUGALL
WHEN the fax arrived from the United NationsÕ headquarters in
New York at Marina de LarracoecheaÕs Bilbao apartment, she
was eating with her family.
She was soon to lose her appetite as she ran her eyes over the
details of the settlement reached with the Libyan government for
the compensation to be paid to families who had lost relatives in
the destruction of flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988.

She had nothing but anger and contempt for the sum promised to
her in recognition of the loss of her younger sisterÕs life.
Nieves de Larracoechea, a stewardess with Pan-Am, was 39
when she was killed along with 269 others on 21 December,
1988 after a bomb concealed inside a Toshiba radio cassette
recorder tore through flight 103, sending blazing wreckage
raining down on Lockerbie.
As the compensation settlement with Libya appears finally
settled, Ms de Larracoechea believes the relatives of the victims
have never been further from the truth.
"Compensation has never been an issue for me or many others
whose lives were blighted by these appalling events. I believe the
money being offered represents nothing more than another step
away from the truth. The figure of $6.5 million dollars (£4.09
million) for each family affected by the atrocity means nothing to
me and I have no intention of accepting any money, all I want is
the truth."
She added: "Many people seem focused on the money, but the
reality of the situation is it more than suits Libya to accept
liability for the bombing, it means they can fully restore trade to
the west. Their oil exports alone and the inward investment open
trade will bring will ensure they justify the Lockerbie pay-outs in
a year.
"This isnÕt about accepting blame, or apologising, itÕs about oil
trade and the families of the victims have been caught up in a
huge diplomatic game. What we want to know is who was
specifically responsible for this and how much forewarning did

both the American and British governments have of a terrorist
attack."
Ms Larracoechea holds nothing but troubled memories of the
trial of two suspects at HollandÕs Kamp van Zeist two years
ago, a criminal process she claims was nothing more than a
political and financial fix designed to speed up the removal of oil
sanctions against Libya and bury the real story of the bombing.
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
She added: "I continue to believe they, particularly Megrahi since
he was found guilty, were also victims of this tragedy. The fact
that he is languishing in a Scottish prison is a source of great
sadness to me and to many other relatives I have spoken to. In
the circumstances he is nothing more than a scapegoat."
In the opening days of the trial, Ms de Larracoechea recalls the
chill that ran through the public gallery as television screens
showed the moment when flight 103 disappeared off radar, to be
replaced by ghostly green traces of wreckage spreading over
south-west Scotland.
Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old daughter, Theodora, was killed,
was so upset by the image that she left the room. But Ms de
Larracoechea claims she found the image easier to deal with. Not
only had she seen it at the fatal accident inquiry in Scotland, but
she has made herself face far more graphic evidence since, such
as the police photographs she still has of the carnage on the
ground.

However, on the first Friday of the trial, the court listened for a
full hour as the complete list of victims was read out. "That was
difficult," Ms Larracoechea recalled. "But not as difficult as
living with it every day."
Only an independent inquiry, overseen by two delegated nations
other than Britain or the US, can now address her allegations that
Megrahi is innocent and the US government failed to make
public warnings from terrorist groups in the run-up to the tragedy
that a US airline would be targeted.
Ms de Larracoechea said: "If my sister had told me that there had
been bomb threats but she was going to get on the plane because
she didnÕt take them seriously, then things would be completely
different. At least she would have had the choice, she would have
been in control of her own life. Instead, she and the other people
on the plane were effectively allowed to be massacred."
She added: "Another issue that has to be scrutinised more closely
is the fact that Abu Nidal admitted responsibility for the bombing
on behalf of his Fatah Revolutionary Council in direct retaliation
for America mistakenly shooting down an Iranian airbus. Why
was his admission of culpability ignored?"
It seems increasingly unlikely that an independent inquiry will be
granted. Last year she took her case directly to the Scottish
courts, petitioning the five judges in charge of the Lockerbie trial
to agree to an independent inquiry.
In her petition, Ms de Larracoechea told the judges, led by Lord
Cullen, that "central aspects of the case were repeatedly
shielded" during the fatal accident inquiry, adding that an

independent review of all evidence of the criminal investigation
was the only way to deliver answers to the families. The judges
quickly rejected her submission as "incompetent".
Ms de Larracoechea is not alone in her calls for a public inquiry.
Mrs Cohen and her husband Dan last week said the settlement
was a "bribe" and said they would accept only the first instalment
of the $6.5 million.
Mr Cohen, 67, of New Jersey, said: "If we were wealthy people
we would turn the whole thing down, but weÕre not. The second
and third payments will be worth a total of $6 million (£3.77
million) but we wonÕt be touching that."
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora was on board flight 103, has
also said that the families of the victims still wanted to know
how the attack had been allowed to happen.
Yet, many Americans continue to believe full liability for the
atrocity lies with Libya. George Williams, a spokesman for the
US victims, said:" The only thing that would satisfy us more
would be to have GaddafiÕs head delivered on a platter over to
the US."

LIBYAN DEAL FRENCH THREAT
SUSAN BELL
PARIS will use its veto at the United Nations security council
vote tomorrow to block the British motion to lift sanctions
against Libya after the Lockerbie settlement - unless Tripoli
provides "sufficient guarantees" it will pay extra compensation to
families of the 170 victims of the 1989 bombing of a French

UTA jet.
"If a vote was held at the UN security council (now), we would
have no option but to oppose it," said Renaud Muselier, French
foreign secretary.
It is still unclear whether the UN vote will be delayed. Wary of
another bitter UN row like that over the Iraq war, London has
twice delayed introducing a motion to lift sanctions. However, it
has said it canÕt wait indefinitely for a French UTA deal and risk
jeopardising its hard-won deal for families of the Lockerbie
disaster.
The British-US deal with Libya over Lockerbie left Paris
severely embarrassed. It gives Pan-Am families 25 times more
money than that received four years ago by the families of
victims of UTA flight 772 from Paris to Brazzaville in Central
Africa.
Libya has never admitted responsibility for blowing up the jet
over the Sahara, but in 1999 paid $33 million (£21 million) in
compensation. In the same year a French court convicted, in
absentia, six members of the Libyan intelligence services.
In theory, UTA families would have received around $194,000
(£122,000) each. Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, a spokesman
for the families, said some have had nothing. Even more
traumatising, he said, is the fact the six agents, including Colonel
GaddafiÕs brother-in-law, have remained free.
Mr Denoix de Saint Marc said: "We are not necessarily looking
to get exactly the same as Lockerbie, but the agreed sum must be
sufficiently important so we feel justice has been done."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: letters_TS@scotsman.com
Subject: Is it too late for common sense on Pan American
World Airways Flight 103?

Dear Sir, Monday, September 8, 2003 8:05 AM
Is it too late to put aside conspiracy and hate for a bit to examine
a plausible mechanical explanation for a plane crash that has
precedent?
I refer to Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and the
precedent is United Airlines Flight 811.
www.corazon.com has details.

Let's look at reality above and not overheard conversation years
ago. Above is a never released publicly picture of the starboard
side of that infamous forward cargo hold of Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. It is the forward cargo door side and shows
the blown open bottom half of the door. This evidence matches
other ruptured open cargo door of early model Boeing 747s that
left a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by an abrupt
power cut to the recorders.
What caused the door to blow open? You might say a bomb did
it. I would suggest a precedent of United Airlines Flight 811 in
which the electrical system was the probable cause.
The implications of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/

explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is that
Boeing is responsible for Lockerbie deaths because of faulty
wiring and a design flaw of non plug cargo doors in their Boeing
747s.
I have been researching these crashes for 12 years. Is it too late
for reason and common sense to present its case using facts, data,
and evidence?
At 8:18 AM -0700 9/8/03,
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
I note above and below in your article that the Scots are
dissatisfied with the official explanation. They are correct: No
bomb, no bombers, no crime, just nature trying to equalize
pressure in a pressurized hull, similar to the Comet accidents of
years ago (also originally thought to be bomb caused).
If you are fair you will consider all explanations that are
reasonable. You may ask questions of me to determine the worth
of my explanation. I offer a non-conspiracy mechanical
explanation that can be confirmed and is supported by official
documents, photographs, charts, and schematics. It's science. Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 was a aircraft inflight
breakup, not a bank robbery.
You might be particularly interested in my explanation of why a
bomb is erroneously considered to be the probable cause. It's in
my pdf file of my Aircraft Accident Report for Pan American

World Airways Flight 103, attached.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Lockerbie relative rejects £4m pay-out as 'another step away
from the truth'
DAN MCDOUGALL
WHEN the fax arrived from the United NationsÕ headquarters in
New York at Marina de LarracoecheaÕs Bilbao apartment, she
was eating with her family.
She was soon to lose her appetite as she ran her eyes over the
details of the settlement reached with the Libyan government for
the compensation to be paid to families who had lost relatives in
the destruction of flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988.
She had nothing but anger and contempt for the sum promised to
her in recognition of the loss of her younger sisterÕs life.
Nieves de Larracoechea, a stewardess with Pan-Am, was 39
when she was killed along with 269 others on 21 December,
1988 after a bomb concealed inside a Toshiba radio cassette
recorder tore through flight 103, sending blazing wreckage
raining down on Lockerbie.

As the compensation settlement with Libya appears finally
settled, Ms de Larracoechea believes the relatives of the victims
have never been further from the truth.
"Compensation has never been an issue for me or many others
whose lives were blighted by these appalling events. I believe the
money being offered represents nothing more than another step
away from the truth. The figure of $6.5 million dollars (£4.09
million) for each family affected by the atrocity means nothing to
me and I have no intention of accepting any money, all I want is
the truth."
She added: "Many people seem focused on the money, but the
reality of the situation is it more than suits Libya to accept
liability for the bombing, it means they can fully restore trade to
the west. Their oil exports alone and the inward investment open
trade will bring will ensure they justify the Lockerbie pay-outs in
a year.
"This isnÕt about accepting blame, or apologising, itÕs about oil
trade and the families of the victims have been caught up in a
huge diplomatic game. What we want to know is who was
specifically responsible for this and how much forewarning did
both the American and British governments have of a terrorist
attack."
Ms Larracoechea holds nothing but troubled memories of the
trial of two suspects at HollandÕs Kamp van Zeist two years
ago, a criminal process she claims was nothing more than a
political and financial fix designed to speed up the removal of oil
sanctions against Libya and bury the real story of the bombing.
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed al-

Megrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
She added: "I continue to believe they, particularly Megrahi since
he was found guilty, were also victims of this tragedy. The fact
that he is languishing in a Scottish prison is a source of great
sadness to me and to many other relatives I have spoken to. In
the circumstances he is nothing more than a scapegoat."
In the opening days of the trial, Ms de Larracoechea recalls the
chill that ran through the public gallery as television screens
showed the moment when flight 103 disappeared off radar, to be
replaced by ghostly green traces of wreckage spreading over
south-west Scotland.
Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old daughter, Theodora, was killed,
was so upset by the image that she left the room. But Ms de
Larracoechea claims she found the image easier to deal with. Not
only had she seen it at the fatal accident inquiry in Scotland, but
she has made herself face far more graphic evidence since, such
as the police photographs she still has of the carnage on the
ground.
However, on the first Friday of the trial, the court listened for a
full hour as the complete list of victims was read out. "That was
difficult," Ms Larracoechea recalled. "But not as difficult as
living with it every day."
Only an independent inquiry, overseen by two delegated nations
other than Britain or the US, can now address her allegations that
Megrahi is innocent and the US government failed to make

public warnings from terrorist groups in the run-up to the tragedy
that a US airline would be targeted.
Ms de Larracoechea said: "If my sister had told me that there had
been bomb threats but she was going to get on the plane because
she didnÕt take them seriously, then things would be completely
different. At least she would have had the choice, she would have
been in control of her own life. Instead, she and the other people
on the plane were effectively allowed to be massacred."
She added: "Another issue that has to be scrutinised more closely
is the fact that Abu Nidal admitted responsibility for the bombing
on behalf of his Fatah Revolutionary Council in direct retaliation
for America mistakenly shooting down an Iranian airbus. Why
was his admission of culpability ignored?"
It seems increasingly unlikely that an independent inquiry will be
granted. Last year she took her case directly to the Scottish
courts, petitioning the five judges in charge of the Lockerbie trial
to agree to an independent inquiry.
In her petition, Ms de Larracoechea told the judges, led by Lord
Cullen, that "central aspects of the case were repeatedly
shielded" during the fatal accident inquiry, adding that an
independent review of all evidence of the criminal investigation
was the only way to deliver answers to the families. The judges
quickly rejected her submission as "incompetent".
Ms de Larracoechea is not alone in her calls for a public inquiry.
Mrs Cohen and her husband Dan last week said the settlement
was a "bribe" and said they would accept only the first instalment
of the $6.5 million.

Mr Cohen, 67, of New Jersey, said: "If we were wealthy people
we would turn the whole thing down, but weÕre not. The second
and third payments will be worth a total of $6 million (£3.77
million) but we wonÕt be touching that."
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora was on board flight 103, has
also said that the families of the victims still wanted to know
how the attack had been allowed to happen.
Yet, many Americans continue to believe full liability for the
atrocity lies with Libya. George Williams, a spokesman for the
US victims, said:" The only thing that would satisfy us more
would be to have GaddafiÕs head delivered on a platter over to
the US."

LIBYAN DEAL FRENCH THREAT
SUSAN BELL
PARIS will use its veto at the United Nations security council
vote tomorrow to block the British motion to lift sanctions
against Libya after the Lockerbie settlement - unless Tripoli
provides "sufficient guarantees" it will pay extra compensation to
families of the 170 victims of the 1989 bombing of a French
UTA jet.
"If a vote was held at the UN security council (now), we would
have no option but to oppose it," said Renaud Muselier, French
foreign secretary.
It is still unclear whether the UN vote will be delayed. Wary of
another bitter UN row like that over the Iraq war, London has
twice delayed introducing a motion to lift sanctions. However, it

has said it canÕt wait indefinitely for a French UTA deal and risk
jeopardising its hard-won deal for families of the Lockerbie
disaster.
The British-US deal with Libya over Lockerbie left Paris
severely embarrassed. It gives Pan-Am families 25 times more
money than that received four years ago by the families of
victims of UTA flight 772 from Paris to Brazzaville in Central
Africa.
Libya has never admitted responsibility for blowing up the jet
over the Sahara, but in 1999 paid $33 million (£21 million) in
compensation. In the same year a French court convicted, in
absentia, six members of the Libyan intelligence services.
In theory, UTA families would have received around $194,000
(£122,000) each. Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, a spokesman
for the families, said some have had nothing. Even more
traumatising, he said, is the fact the six agents, including Colonel
GaddafiÕs brother-in-law, have remained free.
Mr Denoix de Saint Marc said: "We are not necessarily looking
to get exactly the same as Lockerbie, but the agreed sum must be
sufficiently important so we feel justice has been done."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: "Courtney Thompson" <CThompso@ngs.org>
Subject: Re: United Airlines Flight 811and match to other
similar accidents

I'm working on a film
exclusively about 811 (and have already been in touch with the

Campbells),

Wonderful people and heroes to me, they have much to offer.
The important thing about finding out why planes crash is to fix
the problem so it does not happen again. The problem with
United Airlines Flight 811 is wiring and cargo doors and the
problems continue to kill.
You can do something about that by matching United Airlines
Flight 811 to Air India Flight 182, Pan American World Airways
Flight 103, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and CI611, all early
model Boeing 747s that left similar evidence to United Airlines
Flight 811.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Passengers sucked out of plane as rear door bursts
129 on board vanish 33,000 feet above Congo

Kinshasa Ñ Congolese authorities were investigating Saturday
how many people died after the cargo doors on a Russian plane
opened at 33,000 feet and dozens of men, women and children
were sucked out.

Two officials at the international airport said that 129 people
were feared dead. Later, a third official estimated the casualties
were about half that, adding that the exact figure may be difficult
to determine because of an incomplete passenger list. The
officials spoke on condition of anonymity.
The defence ministry of Ukraine, which owns the plane, denied
that anyone had been hurt and said that no cargo was lost.
But Congolese officials, including government spokesman
Kikaya Bin Karubi, said that seven people were confirmed dead
and military helicopters searched the region for bodies. Mr.
Karubi did not provide many details, but did say that those who
died were "ejected from the plane."
The cargo doors of the plane, a Russian-built Ilyushin 76, opened
about 45 minutes after takeoff Thursday night from Kinshasa.
"The door opened and the plane depressurized. Many were
sucked out," said Kabamba Mbwebwe, a doctor who treated
victims.
Nine survivors were treated for minor injuries and psychological
trauma at Kinshasa General Hospital.
One passenger, police Lieutenant Ilunga Mambaza, estimated
that 350 passengers were on the plane when it took off but only
100 returned, meaning about 250 people died.
"Lots of my colleagues were sucked out by the wind. I don't
know how many, because I fainted," Lieut. Mambaza said.

Survivors said passengers clutched military vehicles and ladders
trying to remain inside the plane after the doors opened.
Police Sergeant Kabmba Kashala, who also was on board, said
the aircraft took off with the door improperly fastened. Three
attempts to shut it correctly during the flight failed and then it
sprang open, he said.
"I was just next to the door and I had the chance to grab onto a
ladder just before the ... door let loose," he said.
He put the number of missing at about 100.
Disputing the witness accounts, Ukrainian Defence Ministry
spokesman Kostiantyn Khyvrenko said that about 40 seconds
after takeoff from Kinshasa, the aircraft captain noted that the
cabin was depressurizing, requested a landing and successfully
returned the aircraft to the airport. He cited officials of the stateowned company that operates the aircraft, Ukrainian Cargo
Airways.
"Neither the people, nor the cargo, nor the plane itself were hurt
or damaged," Mr. Khyvrenko told Associated Press in Kiev.
The plane apparently had been chartered to transport Congolese
soldiers and their families from Kinshasa to the southeastern city
of Lubumbashi, a diamond centre. Soldiers regularly provide
security in Congo cities, often traveling as a group between
assignments.
The weather was clear and there were no suggestions of
sabotage.

The Ilyushin 76 is a medium- to long-range transport jet. The
model was first flown in 1971. It is widely used as a civilian
carrier, particularly in Africa, the Middle East and Asia.
The plane has a checkered safety record, including 47 accidents
that resulted in 668 deaths, according to the Aviation Safety
Network Web site, an air safety data base.
Survivors tell of Congo plane horror
The door was not properly fastened, according to one survivor
Mystery still surrounds the number of people in the Democratic
Republic of Congo who died after falling out of a cargo plane in
mid-flight.
The government - which confirmed seven deaths, then admitted
the figure might be nearer to 170 before settling on 60 - has
launched an investigation.
Airport officials had put the death toll at around 129, but
survivors say the figure could be much higher because the plane
was overloaded.
Passengers were sucked out of the plane when the rear doors flew
open after taking off from the capital Kinshasa on Thursday
night.
Survivors told how they clung on bags, ropes and nettings for
almost two hours to stop themselves also being dragged through
the rear hole.
Mambaza, a policeman, estimated there were 350 passengers on
board - including 100 women and children. He thought no more

than 100 had returned.
"When the back door opened, I fell down and lots of boxes
covered me," he told Associated Press news agency from a
military hospital in the Congolese capital Kinshasa.
"Lots of my colleagues were sucked out by the wind. I don't
know how many, because I fainted."
His wife, Bebe Kahoma, said: "Us women, we had a little bit of
luck because we had been placed close to the cabin, therefore far
from the door, but we sustained some damages."
She said an unknown number of women and children fell from
the plane and the shock caused two pregnant women to miscarry
their unborn children.
Investigation
Other unnamed survivors, recovering at the Lufungula military
camp, described the scene on board to French news agency, AFP.
Click here to see a graphic of the aircraft
"There were no seats, only a few folding chairs along the cabin
walls. People were crammed onto benches and on the floor," said
one.
"When the door came off, the plane tipped to the right then to the
left, and many people fell towards the hole."
He said he stayed alive by gripping onto the netting that had
secured trunks of ammunition and uniforms.

"It was by clinging with my arms and legs to the netting that I
managed not to be sucked out like the others," he said.
Recent African air accidents
6 March 2003: An Algerian Boeing 737 crashes after taking off
from the remote Tamanrasset airport, leaving up to 102 people
dead.
4 July 2002: A Sudan Airways plane crashes into a residential
district of Bangui, capital of the Central African Republic, killing
23 people.
7 May 2002: An EgyptAir Boeing 735 crash-lands near Tunis
with 55 passengers and up to 10 crew on board, killing 15.
4 May 2002: A BAC1-11-500 plane crashes in the Nigerian city
of Kano, killing 148 people - half of them on the ground.
Dangers of flying in Africa
Two police officers said they survived thanks to a truck secured
down in the plane: "The truck served as a barrier for most of the
survivors, it prevented them from falling out of the gaping hole."
Sergeant Kabmba Kashala said the plane had taken off with the
door improperly fastened.
It flung open after three failed attempts to fully shut it mid-flight,
he said.
"I was just next to the door and I had the chance to grab onto a
ladder just before the... door let loose," he said.
The Ukrainian plane had been chartered by the military to fly
from Kinshasa to Congo's second city, Lubumbashi.

Following the incident, the Russian crew was able to turn the
Ilyushin 76 around and land at Kinshasa airport.
The Information Minister, Kikaya Bin Karubi, told Reuters an
investigation was being carried out by the airforce and army to
identify whether the accident was the result of human error or a
mechanical problem.
Survivors recall horror of Congo air catastrophe

Canadian Press
Saturday, May 10, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
KINSHASA, Congo (AP) - The airplane's massive cargo-bay
door opened 10,000 metres in the air, and Congo police Lieut.
Ilunga Mambaza latched onto a truck in the hold.
Scores of others found nothing to grasp and tumbled out to their
deaths.
Survivors and airport officials said more than 100 passengers on
the Ilyushin 76, carrying police, soldiers and their families were
presumed dead, although the figure was in dispute and the
company that owns the plane denied anyone was hurt at all.
Mambaza, speaking at a military hospital in the Congolese
capital Kinshasa, described a scene of mass panic in the hold of
the plane, crammed with people and cargo, when the huge bay
door in the rear suddenly opened for no reason.

"When the back door opened, I fell down and lots of boxes
covered me," Mambaza said.
"Lots of my colleagues were sucked out by the wind. I don't
know how many, because I fainted."
The flight crew returned the plane to Kinshasa, 45 minutes after
the flight began. Only about 100 people aboard returned safely,
Mambaza estimated. He said 350 people were aboard the plane
when it took off, including 100 women and children - meaning as
many as 250 people died.
Mambaza's wife, Bebe Kahoma, said the women on the plane
were more fortunate.
"Us women, we had a little bit of luck because we had been
placed close to the cabin, therefore far from the door but we
sustained some damages," Kahoma said.
People in Africa often travel on modified cargo planes that have
few seats, leaving most passengers to cram in among their
belongings in the rear of the aircraft.
Congolese military helicopters were deployed Friday to search
for bodies near the city Mbuji-Mayi.
Two officials at Kinshasa's international airport said the death toll
was 129. A third official estimated the casualties were about onehalf that, saying the exact figure could be difficult to determine
because of an incomplete passenger list. The officials spoke on
condition of anonymity.

But Ukraine's Defence Ministry, which owns the plane and leases
it for use in Congo, denied anyone died in the accident and
disputed significant details of the survivors' accounts.
Defence Ministry spokesman Kostiantyn Khyvrenko said about
40 seconds after takeoff from Kinshasa, the aircraft captain noted
the cabin was depressurizing, requested a landing and
successfully returned to the airport. He cited officials of the stateowned company that operates the aircraft, Ukrainian Cargo
Airways.
"Neither the people, nor the cargo, nor the plane itself were hurt
or damaged," Khyvrenko said in the Ukrainian capital Kyiv.
Kikaya Bin Karubi, a Congolese government spokesman, said
seven people were dead. He did not provide details but confirmed
those who died were "ejected from the plane."
Sgt. Kabmba Kashala, another police official who was on board
the flight, said Saturday the aircraft took off with the door
improperly fastened. Three attempts to shut it in mid-flight
failed, he said, and it finally sprung open.
"I was just next to the door and I had the chance to grab onto a
ladder just before the...door let loose," he said.
He put the number of missing at about 100.
It was not known how many people were on the plane or whether
they had seats or seat belts. It also was not immediately known
why the door came open.
The Ilyushin 76 is a medium- to long-range transport jet that was

first flown in 1971. It is used as a civilian carrier around the
world, particularly in Africa, the Middle East and Asia.
There have been 47 accidents involving the planes that resulted
in 668 deaths, said Aviation Safety Network Web site, an air
safety database.
Air India bombing trial opens
Malik and Bagri: Opted for trial by judge, not jury
The trial of two men accused of bombing an Air India jumbo jet
over the Atlantic nearly 18 years ago is set to begin in Canada on
Monday.
All 329 people on board the aircraft died in the worst-ever bomb
attack on a commercial airliner.
The accused - Ajaib Singh Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik deny charges of conspiracy, murder and attempted murder.
Reyat defence was to argue against blast
Thursday, February 27, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- If his trial had gone ahead, Inderjit Singh
Reyat was preparing to challenge the widely held assumption
that Air-India Flight 182 was destroyed by a bomb at the rear of
the aircraft.
Under a plea-bargain deal with the prosecution, Mr. Reyat was
sentenced to five years in prison for manslaughter. The deal was
announced shortly before John Garstang, an expert on analyzing
wreckage scatter, was to be questioned at a pretrial hearing.
Court documents that now can be reported show that Mr. Reyat's
lawyers had told the court as early as November, 2001, that they

were reviewing several contradictory reports on the cause of the
disaster and the location of the bomb.
Most of the Boeing 747 wreckage remains on the ocean floor,
despite two RCMP dives. By weight, only 3 to 4 per cent of the
aircraft has been retrieved.
An aggressive effort failed to find the remains of many of the
329 people on the flight. Only 131 bodies, including 30 children,
were recovered and taken to Cork, Ireland, for autopsies.
An insurance-arbitration report for Lloyd's of London on a civil
dispute over the cause of the crash notes that neither the bodies
nor the wreckage provided clues to the cause of the crash.
"None of the recovered parts of the aircraft showed any sign
whatsoever of damage from explosives," Lord Roskill wrote in a
report dated March 21, 1988. "None of the 131 bodies . . .
showed any sign of death having been caused by explosive
injuries or by shrapnel."
Lord Roskill said he was faced with a situation in which neither
side in the dispute could point to a recovered part of the aircraft
or a body to establish conclusively whether the plane was
brought down by a bomb blast or structural failure.
Lord Roskill, after noting that the suitcase believed to be housing
a bomb was placed in the aft cargo compartment, concluded that
a bomb exploded in the cargo hold at the back of the plane.
His findings contradict the conclusions of Canadian experts and a
judicial inquiry in India.

The Canadian Aviation Safety Board found that an "explosion"
occurred in the plane's forward cargo compartment. "This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not
support any other conclusion," the agency stated in a submission
to the judicial inquiry in India.
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal of the High Court of Delhi was more
direct. Circumstantial and direct evidence directly points to "an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold" as the cause of
the incident, he wrote in a February, 1986, report.
At the Air-India trial in Vancouver, documents show that the
prosecution preferred Lord Roskill's analysis to those of the
Canadian experts and the Kirpal Commission's.
The prosecution was prepared to show at trial that a bomb
exploded at the rear, in the cargo compartment where a suitcase
from Vancouver was placed.
The court heard that the prosecution had a list of 49 potential
witnesses to testify about the wreckage and 39 potential
witnesses to testify about the analysis of injuries to the
passengers.
At least 16 forensic experts were available to present evidence on
the characteristics of a bomb, and 86 potential witnesses could be
called to explain how the bomb was placed at the rear.
Mr. Reyat's lawyers told the court that conflicting opinions about
whether the crash could be conclusively attributed to a bomb in
the rear of the aircraft was "a very live issue" for the trial.
"Although many murder cases involve one, two or perhaps more

competing expert battles, a case involving scores of such experts
is virtually unknown," the defence counsel said.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: That pesky cargo door on early model Boeing
747s...

CAL Cargo Door Under Study
MICHAEL A. DORNHEIM
MD>Investigators have recovered the upper and lower parts of
the aft cargo door of China Airlines Flight 611 still connected to
the surrounding fuselage. A middle portion of the door hasn't
been recovered yet.
JBS>That is assuming the missing piece(s) are only one; the
middle may be in more than one piece.
MD>Aft cargo door is located on the lower right fuselage behind
the wing, and was recovered in several pieces. The upper part
(top photo) is still hinged to the fuselage, and the lower part
(green structure, below) is latched in place next to cargo rollers.
JBS>Conjecture: canÕt be sure about Ôlatched in placeÕ until
see it latched in place.

MD>Even though both pieces are attached, Taiwan's Aviation
Safety Council (ASC) has not ruled out the door as a cause, and
in fact "we are paying more attention to it now than before," said
Kay Yong, ASC managing director.
JBS>The cat is out of the bag. If and when they follow the
evidence of what ruptured open cargo doors in flight do to
Boeing 747s, it will become apparent it has happened at least
four times before. Not ruling out the cargo door as a cause is to
imply it could be the cause; such an obvious deduction but many
are loathe to admit it.
MD> "There are some strange areas that we can't explain right
now; we need more evidence." ASC officials believe the aft
fuselage of the Boeing 747-200, also known as Section 46, was
the first area to come apart, and the aft cargo door is on the aft
fuselage ( AW&ST Aug. 5, p. 41).
JBS>Yes, strange areas. Yes, need more evidence.
MD>The main thrust of the investigation is still a 21.7 X 16.7-ft.
segment of Section 46 that includes the bulk cargo door, which is
to the rear of the aft cargo door. Laboratory analysis has
confirmed there are fatigue cracks up to 9 in. long around a
doubler. The doubler was used to repair tail-strike damage in
1980. The preliminary lab report needs further discussion before
it is released, Yong said.
JBS>LetsÕ see: The cracks did not crack, the doubler did not
fail: The cargo door is shattered...and the main thrust is
the.....doubler? Of course. Note that it is Mike Dornhiem saying
main thrust, not the actual thruster: ASC.

MD>Recovery efforts are focusing on trying to find the right side
of Section 46, including the aftmost passenger doors 4R and 5R.
The aircraft did not have a passenger deck cargo door. Most of
the left side has already been recovered. The ASC has started
moving wreckage from the Penghu Islands to Tao Yuan AFB
near Taipei, and plans to make a two-dimensional reconstruction
of the rear fuselage and perhaps part of the forward fuselage. A
3D reconstruction may then be made to better explain findings to
the public, Yong said.
JBS>Looking for the right side, the starboard side, the aft cargo
door side, the shattered side, the side with precedent. They are on
the right track. At least a 2D and maybe a 3D, that's very good.
Now, to the examination of the aft cargo door of China Airlines
Flight 611:
Items identified:
Top hinge.
Outline of pressure relief doors.
Jagged metal at tear area about one third down.
Door actuator motor.
Pull in hook mechanism.
Bottom sill.
Cargo floor ball mats.
Torque tubes.
Thin fiberglass internal skin of door.
Non parallel lines of bottom of door and sill.
Some wiring inside door.
Cargo rollers.
Top: Vertical tear lines at aft and forward leading edge of the
cargo door.

Missing pressure relief doors.
Longitudinal split about one third down from top.
Intact hinge and door attached to top fuselage skin.
Bottom:
Straight torque tubes apparently
Leading edge of door missing.
Edge of door and edge of fuselage sill not parallel.
Latches not seen in photo.
Some internal door cover missing and bent.
Analysis:
Top of aft cargo door matches other ruptured open cargo doors in
flight, such as United Airlines Flight 811 and Pan Am Flight 103,
in having vertical tear lines at aft and forward leading edge of the
cargo door, missing pressure relief doors, longitudinal split about
one third down from top and intact hinge and door attached to
top fuselage skin.
Bottom of door with its attachment to sill and locked latches (if
confirmed) matches Trans World Airlines Flight 800.
Conclusion: Can not yet rule in or rule out the shorted wiring/aft
cargo door rupture/rapid decompression/inflight breakup
explanation explanation for China Airlines Flight 611. Need
more evidence, such as the actual middle parts with its latching
hardware, before determination can be made.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT

To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: A trial?
The NTSB is preparing a response to my letter. I talked to them a
few days ago.

Great, David, as long as they respond with facts that rebut
instead of opinion that is biased. I like the 'We checked sir, and
everything is OK and don't worry about citizens' concerns, thank
you for your interest in aviation safety."
Well, you did bring up specific points, I hope they respond with
specific facts.
Well, the Singapore thing looks like wrong runway 05R which
was closed.
AI 182 went to background quickly. Too bad. Well, it's been on
back burner for 15 years.
TWA 800 is supposed to have a trial in Spring of 2001 on fuel
tanks. So, three trials on 747s that all had similar evidence of the
same event and all three have different explanations. The
symptom always gets the blame while the serious cause of wiring
just sits there waiting.
Well, when you get the letter back, please indulge me to respond
with facts, data, evidence to corroborate or refute their claims.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: David Evans <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Not talking about Trans World Airlines Flight 800

Dear David, I'm pretty sure it was Trans World Airlines Flight
800 that you said case closed.
Oh, well, this is about Pan Am Flight 103, is that still open?
Well, they are appealing the conviction of the 'bomber' as I type.
I have photos of the forward cargo door area of Pan Am Flight
103 which strongly support the shorted wiring/forward cargo
door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for Air India Flight 182 and the plane I'm not
supposed to talk about, because it matches in many significant
aspects United Airlines Flight 811.
These photos, never before seen by the public, not shown in the
AAIB official report (although there are two photos of the port
'bomb' side), never before described in the text of any report or
book, and yet this photo is of the door that closes off the forward
cargo hold which was supposed to contain a high explosive
plastic bomb...which caused a 20 inch hole on the port side, this
photo shows a hull rupture in flight as the same spot as the
rupture for United Airlines Flight 811 and we know they thought
it was a bomb at first, but wasn't.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800, ooops, sorry, it just slipped out,
was thought a bomb, but wasn't.
Air India Flight 182 is thought a bomb but isn't.

And the mythic aircraft, Pan Am Flight 103 is thought a bomb,
but isn't. And the door photos show a match to United Airlines
Flight 811.
Bombs everywhere but only a few go off for real.
But faulty wiring is real and it is present and history usually
repeats itself.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

For your reading pleasure: CVR for United Airlines Flight 811:
1129 F
I THINK WE BLEW A DOOR (* THINK WE
BLEW A) - OR SOMETHIN'.
1808

E

LOOKS LIKE A BOMB

1812 C
OKAY IT LOOKS LIKE WE GOT A BOMB AH
THAT WENT OFF ON THE RIGHT SIDE
1903 F
WE EVIDENTLY HAD A BOMB OR
SOMETHING AH A BIG SECTION OF THE RIGHT SIDE OF
THE AIRCRAFT IS MISSING.

1739

C

YEAH WE GOT A FIRE IN NUMBER FOUR

1741 C
GO THROUGH THE PROCEDURE SHUT
DOWN THE ENGINE
1744
F
WE'RE NOT GUNNA BE ABLE TO HOLD
THIS ALTITUDE ON TWO
1746

C

WELL

1749
R
UNITED EIGHT ELEVEN HEAVY AH
PILOTS DISCRETION DESCEND TO FOUR THOUSAND
1753 C
OKAY FOUR THOUSAND WE GOT A FIRE ON
THE RIGHT SIDE
1755 C
1357

WE GOT A FIRE ON THE FIGHT SIDE
C

1753

AH WE'RE ON TWO ENGINES NOW.
E

THE WHOLE RIGHT SIDE...

1759 E
THE RIGHT SIDE IS GONE FROM ABOUT
THE AH ONE RIGHT BACK IT'S JUST OPEN YOU'RE JUST
LOOKIN' OUTSIDE
1759 R
1807
1808

C
E

UNITED EIGHT ELEVEN HEAVY ROGER
WADDAYA MEAN PIECESLOOKS LIKE A BOMB

1809 F

FUSELAGE-

1810 E
YES FUSELAGE IT'S JUST OPEN
1812 C
OKAY IT LOOKS LIKE WE GOT A BOMB AH
THAT WENT OFF ON THE RIGHT SIDE
1815 C

AH THE WHOLE RIGHT SIDE IS GONE

1817

E

1820

F

FROM ABOUT ONE RIGHT BACK TO AHANYBODY-

1822 E
SOME PEOPLE ARE PROBABLY GONE - I
DON'T KNOW
1824 C
WE GOT A REAL PROBLEM HERE
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: "Sforza, Dan" <Sforza@northjersey.com>
Subject: Re: flight 587

Barry,
Hi, I took over for Doug Most at the Bergen Record. Could you
give me a
call? I was hoping to get your take on this accident, specifically
reports
that the tail section may have broken away from the plane first.
thanks,
Daniel Sforza

Staff Writer
The Record
150 River St.
Hackensack, NJ 07601
201-646-4781
Fax: 201-646-4135
www.northjersey.com
Dear Dan,
Well, thanks for thinking of me, but in this particular case, there
are better experts out there. This is not a shorted wiring/forward
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
sequence for a Boeing 747, my area of research.
I can send some CF 6 stuff my emails correspondents are
sending. There is one expert I will refer you to, John Sampson of
IASA, an independent safety organization and a sharp guy.
safety@iasa.com.au
If you ever want to do a story on Air India Flight 182 or Pan Am
Flight 103 or United Airlines Flight 811 or Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 from the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup point of view, I can
help.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com

barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

To: "John Sampson" <sampson@iinet.net.au>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: The Likely AA587 Scenario
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
David
I think I'll go for this scenario.

a. Stbd engine swallows a number of large birds and stops very
suddenly due to severe rotational imbalance.
b. Side-Torque generated by this seizure slews that engine and
so its fuse-pin, upon reaching its design limit, lets go. Engine
departs cleanly (some fire, smoke, fuel-mist).
c. With the other engine under high power, and now due to great
weight, lift and drag disparities (athwartships), the aircraft
commences severe yaw (and roll and pitchdown/IAS increase) imposing aerodynamic side-forces beyond design limit upon the
vertical fin (which then separates cleanly, but permits an even
higher rotational rate around the vertical axis).
d. Aircraft "winds up" in its spiral dive with rapidly increasing
asymmetric g and roll-rate - causing other engine to also depart

due to excessive lateral loads on remaining engine pylon.
The key here is the design strength limits of fuse pins and
vertical fins, once subjected to severe out-of-axis forces loads
and air-loads). Not sure why rudder would have detached from
the vertical stabilizer (if it did). Winglets may have been torn off
due to the same lateral aerodynamic load exceedances.
JS

John, why no conjecture about missile from the conspiracy guys?
Ground shot to overhead low flying aircraft that hits hot engine
cause heat seeking and then above scenario plays out?
I don't think so but the explanation needs to be evaluated.
Barry

http://www.aaib.dtlr.gov.uk/special/gmons/gmons.htm

United Kingdom
Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Special Bulletin
AAIB Bulletin No: S2/2001
Ref: EW/C2001/5/5
Category: 1.1
Aircraft Type and Registration:
Airbus A300B4-605R, G-MONS
No & Type of Engines:
2 CF6-80C2A5 turbofan engines
Year of Manufacture:

1989
Date & Time (UTC):
18 May 2001 at 1120 hrs
Location:
In cruise, near Casablanca
Type of Flight:
Public Transport
Persons on Board:
Crew - TBA - Passengers - TBA
Injuries:
Nil
Nature of Damage:
Uncontained failure of No. 2 engine Low Pressure Turbine, minor
impact damage to wing skin panels and inboard aileron
Commander's Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Information Source:
AAIB field investigation
History of the flight
The aircraft was on a scheduled passenger flight from London (Gatwick)
Airport to Banjul in the Gambia. In stabilised cruise conditions at
FL290, abeam Casablanca, there was a sudden onset of very noticeable
vibration accompanied by some thrust loss from the No. 2 engine. This
was confirmed by the No. 2 engine N2 vibration indication rising rapidly
to 5.8 units. Manual throttle was selected and maximum continuous
thrust was applied on the No. 1 engine and the No. 2 engine throttle was
retarded to idle. The N2 vibration decreased to just below 5.0 units then
increased to 5.6 units before settling. A 'PAN' call was made and a
precautionary diversion to Faro was initiated. The No. 2 engine throttle
was kept at idle and the engine parameters were carefully monitored but
these remained normal, with the exception of the N2 vibration. An
uneventful overweight landing was completed at Faro with the fire
service in attendance. The aircraft was taxied off the runway and the No.
2 engine shut down. The fire service confirmed that there was no sign of
fire or obvious damage, however it was subsequently noticed that the
No. 2 engine cowl was holed.

Engine information
The No. 2 engine was a CF6-80C2A5 turbofan, serial number 695-323.
At the time of the incident it had completed a total of 7,778 hours and
2,513 cycles since previous overhaul in December 1998. It had
completed 237 cycles since the previous boroscope inspection of the
High Pressure Turbine (HPT).
A review of the aircraft Technical Log reports did not identify any
significant related defects on the No. 2 engine, nor were there any recent
reports of bird or foreign object ingestion. Flight Data Recorder and
engine trend monitoring data did not show any adverse trends prior to
the engine failure.
Damage assessment
(Note: For simplicity all circumferential locations on the engine are
referred to as positions on the clock, as viewed from the aft of the
engine looking forward).
From photographs of the damage and from inspection of the aircraft and
the No. 2 engine at the operator's maintenance base, a large hole could
be seen in the left hand core cowl at the 10 o'clock position measuring
approximately 12" circumferentially. A smaller, circular 3" diameter
hole could be seen in the right hand core cowl at the 2 o'clock position,
in the same axial plane as the hole in the left cowl. Debris from the
engine had struck the lower surface of the starboard wing causing minor
penetrations of the wing skin and inboard aileron but no damage was
sustained by any of the aircraft systems.
A continuous 0.5" wide circumferential opening was visible in the Low
Pressure Turbine (LPT) case over a 330¡ arc from the 5 o'clock to 3
o'clock positions, in the plane of the LPT Stage 5 rotor. The edges of the
opening were heavily blued and scored from rubbing. All of the Stage 5
rotor blades were attached but were missing their tip shrouds. Several of
the blades were bent backwards opposite to the direction of rotation.

One blade tip shroud was found lodged in the opening in the LPT case.
A large quantity of Stage 5 blade and tip shroud fragments were
recovered from within the engine cowls. The LPT case was also
punctured at the 12 o'clock and 1 o'clock positions in the plane of the
LPT Stage 1 rotor and at the 4 o'clock position in the plane of the Stage
4 rotor, but the debris had been contained within the LPT case and
engine cowls.
Preliminary investigation findings
The engine was dispatched to the operator's engine overhaul facility at
Prestwick in Scotland for strip examination under AAIB supervision.
Significant issues relating to the LPT uncontainment were identified.
These will be addressed in detail in the final report.
The origin of the engine failure was established to be separation of an
HPT Stage 2 rotor blade, which had broken off just above the blade
platform. The fracture had propagated from the edge of a 0.25" deep
notch, which had been worn in the blade leading edge. Similar notches
were found on all of the Stage 2 blades. Several HPT Stage 2 nozzle
segments around the 12 o'clock position were found to have large cracks
in the aerofoil to outer platform fillet. The cracking had weakened the
cantilevered nozzle segments and allowed them to deform rearwards
under aerodynamic loading and contact the leading edges of the Stage 2
blades.
Discussions with the engine manufacturer revealed that this was a
known failure mode and that there had been several similar failures prior
to this event. The engine manufacturer issued Service Bulletin
CF6-80C2 S/B 72-0952 in December 1998, which called for a special
boroscope inspection of the part number 9373M80G29/G30 HPT Stage
2 nozzles to check for nozzle cracking and distress. The inspection for
the pre-part number 9373M80G29/G30 HPT Stage 2 nozzles was added

to the fourth Revision of the Service Bulletin, issued 30 June 2000. The
operator had not carried out this inspection of the Stage 2 nozzles and
was not required to, as the Service Bulletin was not of mandatory status.
It is believed that the cracked Stage 2 nozzles would have been
identified and that corrective action could have been taken in time to
prevent the engine failure had the nozzle inspections been accomplished.
Safety Recommendation
On the basis of the preliminary investigation findings and the previous
history of similar failures, the following Safety Recommendation is
made with the intention of preventing further uncontained CF6-80C2
engine failures due to HPT Stage 2 nozzle cracking:Safety Recommendation 2001-60
The FAA and the CAA should expeditiously issue a mandatory
instruction requiring operators to perform boroscope inspections of the
CF6-80C2 HPT Stage 2 nozzles to check for nozzle cracking and
distress in accordance with GE Service Bulletin CF6-80C2 72-0952.
Return to Special Bulletins Index
Return to Air Accidents Investigation Branch Index
Return to DTLR Aviation Index
Return to DTLR Home Page
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See also http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/01nm205.html
(TWA800 type possibilities for the A300-600) Click here
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Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Special Bulletin
AAIB Bulletin No: S2/2001
Ref: EW/C2001/5/5
Category: 1.1
Aircraft Type and Registration:
Airbus A300B4-605R, G-MONS
No & Type of Engines:
2 CF6-80C2A5 turbofan engines
Year of Manufacture:
1989
Date & Time (UTC):
18 May 2001 at 1120 hrs
Location:
In cruise, near Casablanca
Type of Flight:
Public Transport
Persons on Board:
Crew - TBA - Passengers - TBA
Injuries:
Nil
Nature of Damage:
Uncontained failure of No. 2 engine Low Pressure Turbine,
minor impact damage to wing skin panels and inboard aileron

Commander's Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Information Source:
AAIB field investigation
History of the flight
The aircraft was on a scheduled passenger flight from London
(Gatwick) Airport to Banjul in the Gambia. In stabilised cruise
conditions at FL290, abeam Casablanca, there was a sudden
onset of very noticeable vibration accompanied by some thrust
loss from the No. 2 engine. This was confirmed by the No. 2
engine N2 vibration indication rising rapidly to 5.8 units. Manual
throttle was selected and maximum continuous thrust was
applied on the No. 1 engine and the No. 2 engine throttle was
retarded to idle. The N2 vibration decreased to just below 5.0
units then increased to 5.6 units before settling. A 'PAN' call was
made and a precautionary diversion to Faro was initiated. The
No. 2 engine throttle was kept at idle and the engine parameters
were carefully monitored but these remained normal, with the
exception of the N2 vibration. An uneventful overweight landing
was completed at Faro with the fire service in attendance. The
aircraft was taxied off the runway and the No. 2 engine shut
down. The fire service confirmed that there was no sign of fire or
obvious damage, however it was subsequently noticed that the
No. 2 engine cowl was holed.
Engine information
The No. 2 engine was a CF6-80C2A5 turbofan, serial number
695-323. At the time of the incident it had completed a total of
7,778 hours and 2,513 cycles since previous overhaul in
December 1998. It had completed 237 cycles since the previous
boroscope inspection of the High Pressure Turbine (HPT).
A review of the aircraft Technical Log reports did not identify
any significant related defects on the No. 2 engine, nor were
there any recent reports of bird or foreign object ingestion. Flight

Data Recorder and engine trend monitoring data did not show
any adverse trends prior to the engine failure.
Damage assessment
(Note: For simplicity all circumferential locations on the engine
are referred to as positions on the clock, as viewed from the aft
of the engine looking forward).
From photographs of the damage and from inspection of the
aircraft and the No. 2 engine at the operator's maintenance base,
a large hole could be seen in the left hand core cowl at the 10
o'clock position measuring approximately 12" circumferentially.
A smaller, circular 3" diameter hole could be seen in the right
hand core cowl at the 2 o'clock position, in the same axial plane
as the hole in the left cowl. Debris from the engine had struck the
lower surface of the starboard wing causing minor penetrations
of the wing skin and inboard aileron but no damage was
sustained by any of the aircraft systems.
A continuous 0.5" wide circumferential opening was visible in
the Low Pressure Turbine (LPT) case over a 330¡ arc from the 5
o'clock to 3 o'clock positions, in the plane of the LPT Stage 5
rotor. The edges of the opening were heavily blued and scored
from rubbing. All of the Stage 5 rotor blades were attached but
were missing their tip shrouds. Several of the blades were bent
backwards opposite to the direction of rotation. One blade tip
shroud was found lodged in the opening in the LPT case. A large
quantity of Stage 5 blade and tip shroud fragments were
recovered from within the engine cowls. The LPT case was also
punctured at the 12 o'clock and 1 o'clock positions in the plane of
the LPT Stage 1 rotor and at the 4 o'clock position in the plane of
the Stage 4 rotor, but the debris had been contained within the

LPT case and engine cowls.
Preliminary investigation findings
The engine was dispatched to the operator's engine overhaul
facility at Prestwick in Scotland for strip examination under
AAIB supervision.
Significant issues relating to the LPT uncontainment were
identified. These will be addressed in detail in the final report.
The origin of the engine failure was established to be separation
of an HPT Stage 2 rotor blade, which had broken off just above
the blade platform. The fracture had propagated from the edge of
a 0.25" deep notch, which had been worn in the blade leading
edge. Similar notches were found on all of the Stage 2 blades.
Several HPT Stage 2 nozzle segments around the 12 o'clock
position were found to have large cracks in the aerofoil to outer
platform fillet. The cracking had weakened the cantilevered
nozzle segments and allowed them to deform rearwards under
aerodynamic loading and contact the leading edges of the Stage 2
blades.
Discussions with the engine manufacturer revealed that this was
a known failure mode and that there had been several similar
failures prior to this event. The engine manufacturer issued
Service Bulletin CF6-80C2 S/B 72-0952 in December 1998,
which called for a special boroscope inspection of the part
number 9373M80G29/G30 HPT Stage 2 nozzles to check for
nozzle cracking and distress. The inspection for the pre-part
number 9373M80G29/G30 HPT Stage 2 nozzles was added to
the fourth Revision of the Service Bulletin, issued 30 June 2000.
The operator had not carried out this inspection of the Stage 2

nozzles and was not required to, as the Service Bulletin was not
of mandatory status. It is believed that the cracked Stage 2
nozzles would have been identified and that corrective action
could have been taken in time to prevent the engine failure had
the nozzle inspections been accomplished.
Safety Recommendation
On the basis of the preliminary investigation findings and the
previous history of similar failures, the following Safety
Recommendation is made with the intention of preventing
further uncontained CF6-80C2 engine failures due to HPT Stage
2 nozzle cracking:Safety Recommendation 2001-60
The FAA and the CAA should expeditiously issue a mandatory
instruction requiring operators to perform boroscope inspections
of the CF6-80C2 HPT Stage 2 nozzles to check for nozzle
cracking and distress in accordance with GE Service Bulletin
CF6-80C2 72-0952.
Return to Special Bulletins Index
Return to Air Accidents Investigation Branch Index
Return to DTLR Aviation Index
Return to DTLR Home Page
Web Site Terms

NPRM http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/2001ne33.html
DATES: Comments must be received by December 31, 2001.
Too Late Mr Pardee
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Federal Aviation Administration
14 CFR Part 39
[Docket No. 2001-NE-33-AD]
RIN 2120-AA64
Airworthiness Directives; General Electric Company (GE)
CF6-45 and CF6-50 Series Turbofan Engines
AGENCY: Federal Aviation Administration, DOT.
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM).
----------------------------------------------------------------------SUMMARY: The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
proposes to adopt a new airworthiness directive (AD) that is
applicable to GE CF6-45 and CF6-50 series turbofan engines.
This proposal would require a reduction of the cyclic life limit
for certain low pressure turbine rotor (LPTR) stage 2 disks, and
would require removing certain LPTR stage 2 disks from service
before exceeding the new, lower cyclic life limit. In addition, the
proposal would require removing from service certain LPTR
stage 2 disks that currently exceed, or will exceed, the new,
lower cyclic life limit according to the compliance schedule
described in this proposal. This proposal is prompted by a report
of a cracked LPTR stage 2 disk found during a visual inspection.

The actions specified by the proposed AD are intended to
prevent an uncontained engine failure and damage to the
airplane, resulting from cracks in the LPTR stage 2 disk.
DATES: Comments must be received by December 31, 2001.
ADDRESSES: Submit comments in triplicate to the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), New England Region, Office of
the Regional Counsel, Attention: Rules Docket No. 2001-NE-33AD, 12 New England Executive Park, Burlington, MA
01803-5299. Comments may be inspected, by appointment, at
this location between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, except Federal holidays. Comments may also be sent via
the Internet using the following address: 9-aneadcomment@faa.gov. Comments sent via the Internet must
contain the docket number in the subject line.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ann Mollica,
Aerospace Engineer, Engine Certification Office, FAA, Engine
and Propeller Directorate, 12 New England Executive Park,
Burlington, MA 01803-5299; telephone (781) 238-7740; fax
(781) 238-7199.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Comments Invited
Interested persons are invited to participate in the making of the
proposed rule by submitting such written data, views, or
arguments as they may desire. Communications should identify
the Rules Docket number and be submitted in triplicate to the
address specified above. All communications received on or
before the closing date for comments, specified above, will be
considered before taking action on the proposed rule. The
proposals contained in this action may be changed in light of the
comments received.
Comments are specifically invited on the overall regulatory,
economic, environmental, and energy aspects of the proposed
rule. All comments submitted will be available, both before and

after the closing date for comments, in the Rules Docket for
examination by interested persons. A report summarizing each
FAA-public contact concerned with the substance of this
proposal will be filed in the Rules Docket.
Commenters wishing the FAA to acknowledge receipt of their
comments submitted in response to this action must submit a
self-addressed, stamped postcard on which the following
statement is made: ``Comments to Docket Number 2001-NE-33AD.'' The postcard will be date stamped and returned to the
commenter.
Availability of NPRM's
Any person may obtain a copy of this NPRM by submitting a
request to the FAA, New England Region, Office of the Regional
Counsel, Attention: Rules Docket No. 2001-NE-33-AD, 12 New
England Executive Park, Burlington, MA 01803-5299.
Discussion
An LPTR stage 2 disk cracked in the forward slot area was
discovered during a shop visit visual inspection. The
manufacturer has determined that the crack is a result of low
cycle fatigue failure. As a result, the manufacturer has
reevaluated the 15,500 cycles-since-new (CSN) cyclic life limit
for LPTR stage 2 disks part numbers (P/N's) 9061M22P08 and
9061M22P10, and has recalculated the cyclic life limit. This
proposal would establish a new, lower cyclic life limit of 10,400
CSN for LPTR stage 2 disks P/N's 9061M22P08 and
9061M22P10 and would require removing certain LPTR stage 2
disks from service before exceeding the new, lower cyclic life
limit. In addition, the proposal would require removing from
service certain LPTR stage 2 disks that currently exceed, or will
exceed, the new, lower cyclic life limit according to a
compliance schedule based on accumulated cycles on the disk on
the effective date of the AD. The compliance schedule is
established on the basis of a risk analysis that the FAA has

reviewed. The FAA has determined that the compliance schedule
based on that risk analysis establishes an acceptable level of
safety for those disks operated beyond the new life limit. The
actions specified by the proposed AD are intended to prevent an
uncontained engine failure and damage to the airplane, resulting
from cracks in the LPTR stage 2 disk.
FAA's Determination of an Unsafe Condition and Proposed
Actions
Since an unsafe condition has been identified that is likely to
exist or develop on other GE CF6-45 and CF6-50 series turbofan
engines of the same type design, the proposed AD would
establish a new, lower cyclic life limit of 10,400 CSN for LPTR
stage 2 disks P/N's 9061M22P08 and 9061M22P10 and would
require removing certain LPTR stage 2 disks from service before
exceeding the new, lower cyclic life limit. In addition, the
proposal would require removing from service certain LPTR
stage 2 disks that currently exceed, or will exceed, the new,
lower cycle life limit according to a compliance schedule based
on accumulated cycles on the disk on the effective date of this
AD.
Economic Analysis
There are approximately 1,376 GE CF6-45 and CF6-50 series
turbofan engines of the affected design in the worldwide fleet.
The FAA estimates that 664 engines installed on airplanes of
U.S. registry would be affected by this proposed AD. The
proposed action does not impose any additional labor costs. A
new disk would cost approximately $72,870 per engine. Based
on these figures, and on the prorating for the usage of the disks,
the cost effect of the proposed AD on U.S. operators is estimated
to be $10,385,724.
Regulatory Analysis
This proposed rule does not have federalism implications, as
defined in Executive Order 13132, because it would not have a

substantial direct effect on the States, on the relationship between
the national government and the States, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the various levels of
government. Accordingly, the FAA has not consulted with state
authorities prior to publication of this proposed rule.
For the reasons discussed above, I certify that this proposed
regulation (1) is not a ``significant regulatory action'' under
Executive Order 12866; (2) is not a ``significant rule'' under the
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44 FR 11034,
February 26, 1979); and (3) if promulgated, will not have a
significant economic impact, positive or negative, on a
substantial number of small entities under the criteria of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act. A copy of the draft regulatory
evaluation prepared for this action is contained in the Rules
Docket. A copy of it may be obtained by contacting the Rules
Docket at the location provided under the caption ADDRESSES.
List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39
Air transportation, Aircraft, Aviation safety, Safety.
The Proposed Amendment
Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to me by the
Administrator, the Federal Aviation Administration proposes to
amend part 39 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR part
39) as follows:
PART 39--AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVES
1. The authority citation for part 39 continues to read as follows:
Authority: 49 U.S.C. 106(g), 40113, 44701.
Sec. 39.13 [Amended]
2. Section 39.13 is amended by adding the following new
airworthiness directive:
General Electric Company: Docket No. 2001-NE-33-AD.
Applicability: This airworthiness directive (AD) is applicable to
General Electric Company (GE) CF6-45 and CF6-50 series

turbofan engines. These engines are installed on, but not limited
to, Airbus Industrie A300 series, Boeing 747 series, and
McDonnell Douglas DC-10 series airplanes.
Note 1: This AD applies to each engine identified in the
preceding applicability provision, regardless of whether it has
been modified, altered, or repaired in the area subject to the
requirements of this AD. For engines that have been modified,
altered, or repaired so that the performance of the requirements
of this AD is affected, the owner/operator must request approval
for an alternative method of compliance in accordance with
paragraph (e) of this AD. The request should include an
assessment of the effect of the modification, alteration, or repair
on the unsafe condition addressed by this AD; and, if the unsafe
condition has not been eliminated, the request should include
specific proposed actions to address it.
Compliance: Compliance with this AD is required as indicated,
unless already done.
To prevent an uncontained engine failure and damage to the
airplane, resulting from cracks in the low pressure turbine rotor
(LPTR) stage 2 disk, do the following:
(a) Remove from service LPTR stage 2 disks, part numbers (P/
N's) 9061M22P08 and 9061M22P10 in accordance with Table 1
as follows:
Table 1.--LPTR Stage 2 Disk Removal Schedule
If disk cycles-since-new (CSN) on the effective date of this AD
are:
Then remove disk:
(1) Fewer than 5,300 CSN...............
Before exceeding 10,400 CSN.
(2) 5,300 CSN or more, but fewer than10,400 CSN.
Within 5,100 additional cycles-in-service from the effective date
of this AD.
(3) 10,400 CSN or more.................

At next LPTR stage 2 disk exposure, or by 15,500 CSN,
whichever occurs earlier.
(b) After the effective date of this AD, do not install any LPTR
stage 2 disk, P/N 9061M22P08 or 9061M22P10, that has 10,400
or more CSN into an engine.
(c) Except for as provided in paragraph (a) of this AD, this action
establishes a new, cyclic life limit of 10,400 CSN for LPTR stage
2 disk, P/N 9061M22P08 and 9061M22P10, which is published
in Chapter 05-10-00 of CF6-45 and CF6-50 Engine Shop
Manual, GEK 50481.
Definition
(d) For the purpose of this AD, LPTR stage 2 disk exposure is
defined as disassembly and removal of the LPTR stage 2 disk
from the LPTR structure, regardless of whether any blades, bolts,
nuts, bolt retainers, blade retainers, blade inserts, balance
weights, wear strips, or seals remain assembled to the disk.
Alternative Methods of Compliance
(e) An alternative method of compliance or adjustment of the
compliance time that provides an acceptable level of safety may
be used if approved by the Manager, Engine Certification Office
(ECO). Operators must submit their request through an
appropriate FAA Principal Maintenance Inspector, who may add
comments and then send it to the Manager, ECO.
Note 2: Information concerning the existence of approved
alternative methods of compliance with this airworthiness
directive, if any, may be obtained from the ECO.
Special Flight Permits
(f) Special flight permits may be issued in accordance Secs.
21.197 and 21.199 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR
21.197 and 21.199) to operate the aircraft to a location where the
requirements of this AD can be done.
Issued in Burlington, Massachusetts, on October 22, 2001.
Thomas Boudreau,

Acting Manager, Engine and Propeller Directorate, Aircraft
Certification Service.
[FR Doc. 01-27191 Filed 10-29-01; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4910-13-P
To prevent critical life-limited rotating engine part failure, which
could result in an uncontained engine failure and damage to the
airplane, accomplish the following: (all of these types below)
http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/98ane39.html Uncontained in
the GE90 (B777's) (see below)
see also http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/99ne49.html (CF-34
on the Canadair Challenger CL-600) AND
http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/98ane41.html (NPRM
comments in by by 04 Dec 2001) for CF6-6, CF6-45, and
CF6-50 installed on Airbus Industrie A300 series, Boeing 747
series, and McDonnell Douglas DC-10 series airplanes. AND
http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/01NE32.html (B777) (HPT
interstage seals failure - uncontained) AND
http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/2000ne61.html Ge Ct-7
Turboprops (CN-235 series and SAAB Aircraft AB SF340 series
airplanes)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Federal Aviation Administration
14 CFR Part 39
[Docket No. 98-ANE-39-AD]
RIN 2120-AA64
Airworthiness Directives; General Electric Company GE90
Series Turbofan Engines
AGENCY: Federal Aviation Administration, DOT.
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM).
----------------------------------------------------------------------SUMMARY: The FAA proposes to supersede an existing
airworthiness directive (AD), which is applicable to General
Electric Company (GE) GE90 series turbofan engines. That AD
currently requires revisions to the Life Limits Section of the
manufacturer's Instructions for Continued Airworthiness (ICA)
to include required enhanced inspection of selected critical lifelimited parts at each piece-part exposure. This proposal would
modify the airworthiness limitations section of the
manufacturer's manual and an air carrier's approved continuous
airworthiness maintenance program to incorporate additional
inspection requirements. A Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) study of in-service events involving uncontained failures
of critical rotating engine parts has indicated the need for
mandatory inspections. The mandatory inspections are needed to
identify those critical rotating parts with conditions, which if
allowed to continue in service, could result in uncontained

failures. This proposal is prompted by additional focused
inspection procedures that have been developed by the
manufacturer. The actions specified by this proposed AD are
intended to prevent critical life-limited rotating engine part
failure, which could result in an uncontained engine failure and
damage to the airplane.
DATES: Comments must be received by December 10, 2001.
ADDRESSES: Submit comments in triplicate to the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), New England Region, Office of
the Regional Counsel, Attention: Rules Docket No. 98-ANE-39AD, 12 New England Executive Park, Burlington, MA
01803-5299. Comments may also be sent via the Internet using
the following address: ``9-ane-adcomment@faa.gov''. Comments
sent via the Internet must contain the docket number in the
subject line. Comments may be inspected at this location
between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, except
Federal holidays.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ian Dargin,
Aerospace Engineer, Engine Certification Office, FAA, Engine
and Propeller Directorate, 12 New England Executive Park,
Burlington, MA 01803-5299; telephone (781) 238-7178, fax
(781) 238-7199.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Comments Invited
Interested persons are invited to participate in the making of the
proposed rule by submitting such written data, views, or
arguments as they may desire. Communications should identify
the Rules Docket number and be submitted to the address
specified above. All communications received on or before the
closing date for comments, specified above, will be considered
before taking action on the proposed rule. The proposals
contained in this action may be changed in light of the comments
received.

Comments are specifically invited on the overall regulatory,
economic, environmental, and energy aspects of the proposed
rule. All comments submitted will be available, both before and
after the closing date for comments, in the Rules Docket for
examination by interested persons. A report summarizing each
FAA-public contact concerned with the substance of this
proposal will be filed in the Rules Docket.
Commenters wishing the FAA to acknowledge receipt of their
comments submitted in response to this action must submit a
self-addressed, stamped postcard on which the following
statement is made: ``Comments to Docket Number 98-ANE-39AD.'' The postcard will be date stamped and returned to the
commenter.
Availability of NPRM's
Any person may obtain a copy of this NPRM by submitting a
request to the FAA, New England Region, Office of the Regional
Counsel, Attention: Rules Docket No. 98-ANE-39-AD, 12 New
England Executive Park, Burlington, MA 01803-5299.
Discussion
On April 14, 2000, the FAA issued AD 2000-08-10, Amendment
39'11696 (65 FR 21642, April 24, 2000), to require revisions to
the Life Limits Section of the manufacturer's Instructions for
Continued Airworthiness (ICA) for GE GE90 series turbofan
engines to include required inspection of selected critical lifelimited parts at each piece-part exposure.
Additional Inspection Procedures
Since that AD was issued, an FAA study of in-service events
involving uncontained failures of critical rotating engine parts
has indicated the need for additional mandatory inspections. The
mandatory inspections are needed to identify those critical
rotating parts with conditions, which if allowed to continue in
service, could result in uncontained failures. This proposal would
modify the airworthiness limitations section of the

manufacturer's manual and an air carrier's approved continuous
airworthiness maintenance program to incorporate additional
inspection requirements.
Proposed Actions
Since an unsafe condition has been identified that is likely to
exist or develop on other products of this same type design, the
proposed AD would supersede AD 2000-08-10 to add additional
critical life-limited parts for enhanced inspection at each piecepart opportunity.
This proposed AD would also delete the GE90-92B model from
the applicability and add recently certified engine model, the GE
90-94B. Reference to the GE90-92B model is removed from the
AD applicability because the manufacturer has informed the
FAA that no engines of that model were produced and has
requested that the FAA remove this model designation.
Economic Analysis
The FAA estimates that 31 engines installed on airplanes of US
registry would be affected by this proposed AD, that it would
take approximately 172 work hours per engine to accomplish the
proposed new inspections, and that the average labor rate is $60
per work hour for a total approximate cost of $10320 per engine.
It is further estimated that there will be about 34 shop visits per
year that result in piece-part exposure of the additional affected
components. Based on these figures, the total cost impact of the
additional inspections that will be mandated by this proposed
AD on U.S. operators is estimated to be $350880.
Regulatory Impact
This proposed rule does not have federalism implications, as
defined in Executive Order 13132, because it would not have a
substantial direct effect on the States, on the relationship between
the national government and the States, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the various levels of
government. Accordingly, the FAA has not consulted with state

authorities prior to publication of this proposed rule.
For the reasons discussed above, I certify that this proposed
regulation (1) is not a ``significant regulatory action'' under
Executive Order 12866; (2) is not a ``significant rule'' under the
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44 FR 11034,
February 26, 1979); and (3) if promulgated, will not have a
significant economic impact, positive or negative, on a
substantial number of small entities under the criteria of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act. A copy of the draft regulatory
evaluation prepared for this action is contained in the Rules
Docket. A copy of it may be obtained by contacting the Rules
Docket at the location provided under the caption ADDRESSES.
List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39
Air transportation, Aircraft, Aviation safety, Safety.
The Proposed Amendment
Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to me by the
Administrator, the Federal Aviation Administration proposes to
amend part 39 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR part
39) as follows:
PART 39--AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVES
1. The authority citation for part 39 continues to read as follows:
Authority: 49 U.S.C. 106(g), 40113, 44701.
Sec. 39.13 [Amended]
2. Section 39.13 is amended by removing Amendment 39-11696
(65 FR 21642, April 24, 2000), and by adding a new
airworthiness directive, to read as follows:
General Electric Company: Docket No. 98-ANE-39-AD.
Supersedes AD 2000-08-10, Amendment 39-11696.
Applicability
This airworthiness directive (AD) is applicable to General
Electric Company (GE) GE90-76B/ -77B/ -85B/ -90B/ -94B
series turbofan engines. These engines are installed on but not
limited to Boeing 777 series airplanes.

Note 1: This AD applies to each engine identified in the
preceding applicability provision, regardless of whether it has
been modified, altered, or repaired in the area subject to the
requirements of this AD. For engines that have been modified,
altered, or repaired so that the performance of the requirements
of this AD is affected, the owner/operator must request approval
for an alternative method of compliance in accordance with
paragraph (c) of this AD. The request should include an
assessment of the effect of the modification, alteration, or repair
on the unsafe condition addressed by this AD; and, if the unsafe
condition has not been eliminated, the request should include
specific proposed actions to address it.
Compliance
Compliance with this AD is required as indicated, unless already
done.
To prevent critical life-limited rotating engine part failure, which
could result in an uncontained engine failure and damage to the
airplane, accomplish the following:
Inspections
(a) Within the next 30 days after the effective date of this AD,
revise the manufacturer's Life Limits Section of the Instructions
for Continued Airworthiness (ICA), and for air carrier
operations revise the approved continuous airworthiness
maintenance program, by adding the following:
MANDATORY INSPECTIONS
(1) Perform inspections of the following parts at each piecepart opportunity in accordance with the instructions provided in
the applicable manual provisions:
Part nomenclature
Part No. (P/N)
Inspect per engine manual chapter
For GE90 Engines:
HPCR Disk, Stage 1........

All..............
72-31-05-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (subtask
72-31-05-230-051), and 72-31-05-200-001-001 Eddy Current
Inspection of the Bore, and 72-31-05-200-001-001 Eddy Current
Inspection of the Dovetail Slots.
HPCR Spool, Stage 2-6.....
All..............
72-31-06-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (subtask
72-31-06-230-051), and 72-31-06-200-001-001 Eddy Current
Inspection of the S2 Dovetail Slots.
HPCR, Disk, Stage 7.......
All..............
72-31-07-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (subtask
72-31-07-230-051), and 72-31-07-200-001-001 Eddy Current
Inspection (subtask 72-31-07-250-051 or 72-31-07-230-052 or
72-31-07-230-053.
HPCR Spool, Stage 8-10....
All..............
72-31-08-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection and
72-31-08-800-001 Eddy Current Inspection of the stage 8-9
inertia weld.
HPCR Seal, Compressor Discharge Pressure.
All..............
72-31-09-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (subtask
72-31-09-230-051), and 72-31-09-200-001-001 Eddy Current
Inspection of the Boltholes.
HPCR Ring, Tube Supporter.
All..............
72-31-10-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection.
HPTR, Interstage Seal.....
All..............
72-53-03-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (subtask
72-53-03-230-053), and 72-53-03-200-001-001 Eddy Current

Inspection of the Bore.
Fan Disk, Stage 1.........
All..............
72-21-03-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (subtask
72-21-03-230-051), and 72-21-03-200-001-001 Eddy Current,
and 72-21-03-200-001-001 Ultrasonic Inspection of Dovetail
Slots.
HPTR Disk, Stage 1........
All..............
72-53-02-200-001-002 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (subtask
72-53-02-160-051), and 72-53-02-200-001-002 Eddy Current
Inspection of the Bore.
HPTR Disk, Stage 2........
All..............
72-53-04-200-001-004 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (subtask
72-53-04-230-052), and 72-53-04-200-001-004 Eddy Current
Inspection of the Bore.
LPTR Cone Shaft...........
All..............
72-56-07-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection.
LPTR Fan Mid Shaft........
All..............
72-58-01-200-001-001 Magnetic Particle Inspection.
LPTR Disk, Stage 1........
All..............
72-56-02-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection.
LPTR Disk, Stage 2........
All..............
72-56-02-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection.
LPTR Disk, Stage 3........
All..............
72-56-02-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection.
LPTR Disk, Stage 4........

All..............
72-56-02-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection.
LPTR Disk, Stage 5........
All..............
72-56-02-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection.
LPTR Disk, Stage 6........
All..............
72-56-02-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection.
Fan Shaft, Forward........
All..............
72-22-01-200-001-001 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection.
(2) For the purposes of these mandatory inspections, piece-part
opportunity means:
(i) The part is considered completely disassembled when
accomplished in accordance with the disassembly instructions in
the manufacturer's engine manual; and
(ii) The part has accumulated more than 100 cycles in service
since the last piece-part opportunity inspection, provided that the
part was not damaged or related to the cause for its removal from
the engine.''
(b) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this AD, and
notwithstanding contrary provisions in section 43.16 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR 43.16), these mandatory
inspections must be performed only in accordance with the Life
Limits Section of the manufacturer's ICA.
Alternative Methods of Compliance
(c) An alternative method of compliance or adjustment of the
compliance time that provides an acceptable level of safety may
be used if approved by the Engine Certification Office (ECO).
Operators must submit their requests through an appropriate FAA
Principal Maintenance Inspector (PMI), who may add comments
and then send it to the ECO.
Note 2: Information concerning the existence of approved

alternative methods of compliance with this airworthiness
directive, if any, may be obtained from the ECO.
Special Flight Permits
(d) Special flight permits may be issued in accordance with
sections 21.197 and 21.199 of the Federal Aviation Regulations
(14 CFR 21.197 and 21.199) to operate the airplane to a location
where the requirements of this AD can be accomplished.
Continuous Airworthiness Maintenance Program
(e) FAA-certificated air carriers that have an approved
continuous airworthiness maintenance program in accordance
with the recordkeeping requirement of Sec. 121.369(c) of the
Federal Aviation Regulations [14 CFR 121.369(c)] of this
chapter must maintain records of the mandatory inspections that
result from revising the Life Limits Section of the ICA and the
air carrier's continuous airworthiness program. Alternatively,
certificated air carriers may establish an approved system of
record retention that provides a method for preservation and
retrieval of the maintenance records that include the inspections
resulting from this AD, and include the policy and procedures for
implementing this alternate method in the air carrier's
maintenance manual required by Sec. 121.369(c) of the Federal
Aviation Regulations [14 CFR 121.369(c)]; however, the
alternate system must be accepted by the appropriate PMI and
require the maintenance records be maintained either indefinitely
or until the work is repeated. Records of the piece-part
inspections are not required under Sec. 121.380(a)(2)(vi) of the
Federal Aviation Regulations [14 CFR 121.380 (a)(2)(vi)]. All
other Operators must maintain the records of mandatory
inspections required by the applicable regulations governing their
operations.
Note 3: The requirements of this AD have been met when the
engine manual changes are made and air carriers have modified
their continuous airworthiness maintenance plans to reflect the

requirements in the engine manuals.
Issued in Burlington, Massachusetts, on September 26, 2001.
Jay J. Pardee,
Manager, Engine and Propeller Directorate, Aircraft
Certification Service.
[FR Doc. 01-25400 Filed 10-9-01; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4910-13-P
http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/01nm205.html (below)
Comments must be received by November 5, 2001. and
http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/01NM204.html Oct 2001 (not
hereunder) and
http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/2000nm374.html (Comments
must be received by June 4, 2001.) (electrical arcing to the fueltank) Airbus Model A300 B2-1C, B2-203, B2K-3C, B4-2C,
B4-103, and B4-203 Series (not hereunder) and
http://av-info.faa.gov/ad/NPRM/2000nm412.html (Comments
must be received by June 1, 2001.) (Collectively Called
A300-600 Series Airplanes). DGAC advises that investigations
by the manufacturer have revealed that, if a 115V alternating
current (AC) short circuit occurs outside of the fuel tanks, in the
wiring that is routed with the fuel level sensor harnesses, the
sensing element in the fuel level sensors could overheat. This
overheating of the sensors could cause possible ignition of the
fuel tank vapors, resulting in an explosion inside the fuel tank
all TWA800 type possibilities
[Federal Register: October 4, 2001 (Volume 66, Number 193)]
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Federal Aviation Administration
14 CFR Part 39
[Docket No. 2001-NM-205-AD]
RIN 2120-AA64
Airworthiness Directives; Airbus Model A300 B2 and A300
B4 Series Airplanes; Model A300 F4-605R Airplanes; Model
A300 B4-600 and A300 B4-600R Series Airplanes; and Model
A310 Series Airplanes
AGENCY: Federal Aviation Administration, DOT.
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM).
----------------------------------------------------------------------SUMMARY: This document proposes the adoption of a new
airworthiness directive (AD) that is applicable to certain Airbus
Model A300 B2 and A300 B4 series airplanes; certain Model
A300 F4-605R airplanes and Model A300 B4-600 and A300
B4-600R series airplanes; and certain Model A310 series
airplanes. This proposal would require repetitive inspections to
detect damage of the fillet seals and feeder cables, and of the
wiring looms in the wing/pylon interface area; and corrective
action, if necessary. This proposal also would provide for
optional terminating action for the repetitive inspections. This
action is necessary to prevent wire chafing and short circuits in
the wing leading edge/pylon interface area, which could result in
loss of the power supply generator and/or system functions. This
action is intended to address the identified unsafe condition.
DATES: Comments must be received by November 5, 2001.
ADDRESSES: Submit comments in triplicate to the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), Transport Airplane Directorate,
ANM-114, Attention: Rules Docket No. 2001-NM-205-AD,
1601 Lind Avenue, SW., Renton, Washington 98055-4056.

Comments may be inspected at this location between 9:00 a.m.
and 3:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, except Federal holidays.
Comments may be submitted via fax to (425) 227-1232.
Comments may also be sent via the Internet using the following
address: 9-anm-nprmcomment@faa.gov. Comments sent via fax
or the Internet must contain ``Docket No. 2001-NM-205-AD'' in
the subject line and need not be submitted in triplicate.
Comments sent via the Internet as attached electronic files must
be formatted in Microsoft Word 97 for Windows or ASCII text.
The service information referenced in the proposed rule may be
obtained from Airbus Industrie, 1 Rond Point Maurice Bellonte,
31707 Blagnac Cedex, France. This information may be
examined at the FAA, Transport Airplane Directorate, 1601 Lind
Avenue, SW., Renton, Washington.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Dan Rodina,
Aerospace Engineer, International Branch, ANM-116, FAA,
Transport Airplane Directorate, 1601 Lind Avenue, SW., Renton,
Washington 98055-4056; telephone (425) 227-2125; fax (425)
227-1149.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Comments Invited
Interested persons are invited to participate in the making of the
proposed rule by submitting such written data, views, or
arguments as they may desire. Communications shall identify the
Rules Docket number and be submitted in triplicate to the
address specified above. All communications received on or
before the closing date for comments, specified above, will be
considered before taking action on the proposed rule. The
proposals contained in this action may be changed in light of the
comments received.
Submit comments using the following format:
• Organize comments issue-by-issue. For example, discuss a
request to change the compliance time and a request to change

the service bulletin reference as two separate issues.
• For each issue, state what specific change to the proposed
AD is being requested.
• Include justification (e.g., reasons or data) for each request.
Comments are specifically invited on the overall regulatory,
economic, environmental, and energy aspects of the proposed
rule. All comments submitted will be available, both before and
after the closing date for comments, in the Rules Docket for
examination by interested persons. A report summarizing each
FAA-public contact concerned with the substance of this
proposal will be filed in the Rules Docket.
Commenters wishing the FAA to acknowledge receipt of their
comments submitted in response to this action must submit a
self-addressed, stamped postcard on which the following
statement is made: ``Comments to Docket Number 2001NM-205-AD.'' The postcard will be date-stamped and returned to
the commenter.
Availability of NPRMs
Any person may obtain a copy of this NPRM by submitting a
request to the FAA, Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-114,
Attention: Rules Docket 2001-NM-205-AD, 1601 Lind Avenue,
SW., Renton, Washington 98055-4056.
Background
In July 1996, a Boeing Model 747 series airplane was involved
in an accident. As part of re-examining all aspects of the service
experience of the airplane involved in the accident, the FAA
participated in design review and testing to determine possible
sources of ignition in center fuel tanks. As part of the review, the
FAA examined fuel system wiring with regard to the possible
effects that wire degradation may have on arc propagation.
In 1997 in a parallel preceding, at the recommendation of the
White House Commission on Aviation Safety and Security, the
FAA expanded its Aging Transport Program to include non-

structural systems and assembled a team for evaluating these
systems. This team performed visual inspections of certain
transport category airplanes for which 20 years or more had
passed since date of manufacture. In addition, the team gathered
information from interviews with FAA Principal Maintenance
Inspectors and meetings with representatives of airplane
manufacturers. This evaluation revealed that the length of time in
service is not the only cause of wire degradation; inadequate
maintenance, contamination, improper repair, and mechanical
damage are all contributing factors.
From the compilation of this comprehensive information, we
developed the Aging Transport Non-Structural Systems Plan to
increase airplane safety by increasing knowledge of how nonstructural systems degrade and how causes of degradation can be
reduced.
In 1999, the FAA Administrator established a formal advisory
committee to facilitate the implementation of the Aging
Transport Non-Structural Systems Plan. This committee, the
Aging Transport Systems Rulemaking Advisory Committee
(ATSRAC), is made up of representatives of airplane
manufacturers, operators, user groups, aerospace and industry
associations, and government agencies. As part of its mandate,
ATSRAC will recommend rulemaking to increase transport
category airplane safety in cases where solutions to safety
problems connected to aging systems have been found and must
be applied. Detailed analyses of certain transport category
airplanes that have been removed from service, studies of service
bulletins pertaining to certain wiring systems, and reviews of
previously issued ADs requiring repetitive inspections of certain
wiring systems, have resulted in valuable information on the
cause and prevention of wire degradation due to various
contributing factors (e.g., inadequate maintenance,
contamination, improper repair, and mechanical damage).

In summary, as a result of the investigations described above, the
FAA has determined that corrective action may be necessary to
minimize the potential hazards associated with wire degradation
and related causal factors (e.g., inadequate maintenance,
contamination, improper repair, and mechanical damage).
Identification of Unsafe Condition
The FAA has received reports of wire chafing and short circuits
in the area of the wing leading edge/pylon interface on airplanes
affected by this proposed AD. In some cases, this has resulted in
in-flight turnbacks. Significant clearance is necessary between
the structural components in this area. This clearance is closed by
a seal installed on the fillet fairing. On some airplanes, the seal
has been torn from the forward fillet fairing between the pylon
and the wing. Air flowing through the gap created by the torn
seal damages the electrical bundles by chafing against the wiring
and/or the feeder cables located inside the pylon. This condition,
if not corrected, could result in short circuits at the wing leading
edge/pylon interface and consequent loss of the power supply
generator and/
or system functions.
Other Related Rulemaking
This proposed AD is one of a series of actions identified as part
of the ATSRAC program initiative to maintain continued
operational safety of aging non-structural systems in transport
category airplanes. The program is continuing, and the FAA may
consider additional rulemaking actions as further results of the
review become available.
Explanation of Relevant Service Information
Airbus has issued the following service bulletins:
Procedures
Service bulletin
Model/series
Repetitive general visual inspections of the fillet seals and feeder

cables to detect damage, repair if necessary; and application of
protection to the feeder cables.
A300-24-0053, Revision 05, dated January 3, 2001.
A300
A300-600
A310
A300-24-6011, Revision 05, dated May 18, 2001.
A310-24-2021, Revision 06, dated May 18, 2001.
Repetitive general visual inspections of the wiring looms in the
wing/pylon interface to detect chafing, burning, or short circuits;
repair, if necessary; and application of protection to the wiring
looms and the bundles routed through the convoluted conduits
between rib 10 and rib 12.
A300-24-0083, Revision 03, dated January 3, 2001.
A300
A300-600
A310
A300-24-6039, Revision 06, dated April 6, 2001.
A310-24-2052, Revision 04, dated April 6, 2001.
Replacement of fillet panel assemblies with improved parts to
improve the sealing between the fillets and wings, which would
eliminate the need for the repetitive inspections described above.
A300-54-0095, Revision 01, dated January 3, 2001.
A300
A300-600
A310
A300-54-6032, Revision 03, dated January 3, 2001.
A310-54-2033, Revision 01, dated January 3, 2001.
Accomplishment of the actions specified in the service bulletins
is intended to adequately address the identified unsafe condition.
Service Bulletins A300-24-0053, A300-24-6011, and
A310-24-2021 refer to Airbus Service Bulletins A300-24-0054,
A300-24-6013, and A310-24-2024, respectively, as additional

sources of service information for repair.
U.S. Type Certification of the Airplanes
These airplane models are manufactured in France and are type
certificated for operation in the United States under the
provisions of section 21.29 of the Federal Aviation Regulations
(14 CFR 21.29) and the applicable bilateral airworthiness
agreement.
Explanation of Requirements of Proposed Rule
Since an unsafe condition has been identified that is likely to
exist or develop on other airplanes of the same type design
registered in the United States, the proposed AD would require
accomplishment of the actions specified in Airbus Service
Bulletins A300-24-0053, A300-24-6011, A310-24-2021,
A300-24-0083, A300-24-6039, and A310-24-2052, described
previously.
Cost Impact
The FAA estimates that 107 airplanes of U.S. registry would be
affected by this proposed AD.
It would take approximately 6 work hours per airplane to inspect
the seals/cables at an average labor rate of $60 per work hour.
Based on these figures, the cost impact of this proposed
inspection on U.S. operators is estimated to be $38,520, or $360
per airplane, per inspection cycle.
It would take approximately 5 work hours per airplane to inspect
the wiring looms and apply the protection, at an average labor
rate of $60 per work hour. Based on these figures, the cost impact
of this proposed inspection on U.S. operators is estimated to be
$32,100, or $300 per airplane, per inspection cycle.
The cost impact figures discussed above are based on
assumptions that no operator has yet accomplished any of the
proposed requirements of this AD action, and that no operator
would accomplish those actions in the future if this proposed
AD were not adopted. The cost impact figures

discussed in AD rulemaking actions represent only the time
necessary to perform the specific actions actually required by the
AD. These figures typically do not include incidental costs, such
as the time required to gain access and close up, planning time,
or time necessitated by other administrative actions.
Should an operator elect to perform the optional terminating
action, it would take approximately 5 work hours per airplane to
replace the fillet panel assemblies, at an average labor rate of $60
per work hour. Required parts would cost approximately $350 to
$470 per airplane. Based on these figures, the cost impact of the
optional terminating action on U.S. operators is estimated to be
$650 to $770 per airplane.
Regulatory Impact
The regulations proposed herein would not have a substantial
direct effect on the States, on the relationship between the
national Government and the States, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the various levels of
government. Therefore, it is determined that this proposal would
not have federalism implications under Executive Order 13132.
For the reasons discussed above, I certify that this proposed
regulation (1) is not a ``significant regulatory action'' under
Executive Order 12866; (2) is not a ``significant rule'' under the
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44 FR 11034,
February 26, 1979); and (3) if promulgated, will not have a
significant economic impact, positive or negative, on a
substantial number of small entities under the criteria of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act. A copy of the draft regulatory
evaluation prepared for this action is contained in the Rules
Docket. A copy of it may be obtained by contacting the Rules
Docket at the location provided under the caption ADDRESSES.
List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39
Air transportation, Aircraft, Aviation safety, Safety.
The Proposed Amendment

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to me by the
Administrator, the Federal Aviation Administration proposes to
amend part 39 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR part
39) as follows:
PART 39--AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVES
1. The authority citation for part 39 continues to read as follows:
Authority: 49 U.S.C. 106(g), 40113, 44701.
Sec. 39.13 [Amended]
2. Section 39.13 is amended by adding the following new
airworthiness directive:
Airbus Industrie: Docket 2001-NM-205-AD.
Applicability: The following airplanes, certificated in any
category:
Table 1.--Applicability
Model-Excluding those modified per Airbus modification-A300 B2-1C, A300 B2-203, A300 B2K-3C, and A300 B4 series
airplanes.
11349 or 12309.

A300 F4-605R airplanes, A300 B4-600 series airplanes, and
A300 B4-600R series airplanes.
11348 or 12303.
A310 series airplanes..................
11350 or 12310.
Note 1: This AD applies to each airplane identified in the
preceding applicability provision, regardless of whether it has
been otherwise modified, altered, or repaired in the area subject
to the requirements of this AD. For airplanes that have been
modified, altered, or repaired so that the performance of the
requirements of this AD is affected, the owner/operator must

request approval for an alternative method of compliance in
accordance with paragraph (d) of this AD. The request should
include an assessment of the effect of the modification,
alteration, or repair on the unsafe condition addressed by this
AD; and, if the unsafe condition has not been eliminated, the
request should include specific proposed actions to address it.
Compliance: Required as indicated, unless accomplished
previously.
To prevent wire chafing and short circuits in the wing leading
edge/pylon interface area, which could result in loss of the power
supply generator and/or system functions, accomplish the
following:
Inspections
(a) Within 500 flight hours after the effective date of this AD,
perform a general visual inspection to detect damage (including
erosion and tearing) and deterioration of the fillet seals and
feeder cables, in accordance with Airbus Service Bulletin
A300-24-0053, Revision 05, dated January 3, 2001 (for Model
A300 series airplanes); A300-24-6011, Revision 05, dated May
18, 2001 (for Model A300-600 series airplanes); or
A310-24-2021, Revision 06, dated May 18, 2001 (for Model
A310 series airplanes). Repeat the inspection thereafter at
intervals not to exceed 1,000 flight hours, until the actions
specified by paragraph (c) are accomplished.
(1) If no damage is detected: Prior to further flight following the
initial inspection only, apply protection to each feeder cable in
accordance with the applicable service bulletin.
(2) If any damage is detected: Prior to further flight, repair in
accordance with the applicable service bulletin.
Note 2: For the purposes of this AD, a general visual inspection
is defined as: ``A visual examination of an interior or exterior
area, installation, or assembly to detect obvious damage, failure,
or irregularity. This level of inspection is made under normally

available lighting conditions such as daylight, hangar lighting,
flashlight, or drop-light, and may require removal or opening of
access panels or doors. Stands, ladders, or platforms may be
required to gain proximity to the area being checked.''
Note 3: For Model A300-600 series airplanes: Accomplishment
prior to the effective date of this AD of the actions specified by
Airbus Service Bulletin A300-24-6011, Revision 04, and
A310-24-2021, Revision 05, both dated April 20, 1999, is
acceptable for compliance with the requirements of paragraph (a)
of this AD.
Note 4: Airbus Service Bulletins A300-24-0053, A300-24-6011,
and A310-24-2021 refer to Airbus Service Bulletins
A300-24-0054, A300-24-6013, and A310-24-2024, respectively,
as additional sources of service information for repair.
(b) Within 500 flight hours after the effective date of this AD:
Perform a general visual inspection of the wiring looms in the
area of the wing leading edge/pylon interface to detect damage
(including chafing, burning, and short circuits), in accordance
with Airbus Service Bulletin A300-24-0083, Revision 03, dated
January 3, 2001 (for Model A300 series airplanes);
A300-24-6039, Revision 06, dated April 6, 2001 (for Model
A300-600 series airplanes); or A310-24-2052, Revision 04, dated
April 6, 2001 (for Model A310 series airplanes); as applicable.
Repeat the inspection thereafter at least every 1,000 flight hours,
until the actions specified by paragraph (c) of this AD have been
accomplished.
(1) If no damage is detected: Prior to further flight following the
initial inspection only, apply protection in accordance with the
applicable service bulletin.
(2) If any damage is detected: Prior to further flight, repair in
accordance with the applicable service bulletin.
Note 5: Accomplishment prior to the effective date of this AD of
the inspection in accordance with Airbus Service Bulletin

A300-24-0083, Revision 02, dated March 29, 1999;
A300-24-6039, Revision 05, dated February 11, 2000; or
A310-54-2052, Revision 03, dated March 5, 1999; as applicable;
is acceptable for compliance with the requirements of paragraph
(b) of this AD.
Optional Terminating Action
(c) Replacement of the fillet panel assemblies with new,
improved assemblies, in accordance with Airbus Service Bulletin
A300-54-0095, Revision 01 (for Model A300 series airplanes);
A300-54-6032, Revision 03 (for Model A300-600 series
airplanes); or A310-54-2033, Revision 01 (for Model A310 series
airplanes); all dated January 3, 2001; terminates the requirements
of this AD.
Alternative Methods of Compliance
(d) An alternative method of compliance or adjustment of the
compliance time that provides an acceptable level of safety may
be used if approved by the Manager, International Branch,
ANM-116, Transport Airplane Directorate, FAA. Operators shall
submit their requests through an appropriate FAA Principal
Maintenance Inspector, who may add comments and then send it
to the Manager, International Branch, ANM-116.
Note 6: Information concerning the existence of approved
alternative methods of compliance with this AD, if any, may be
obtained from the International Branch, ANM-116.
Special Flight Permits
(e) Special flight permits may be issued in accordance with
sections 21.197 and 21.199 of the Federal Aviation Regulations
(14 CFR 21.197 and 21.199) to operate the airplane to a location
where the requirements of this AD can be accomplished.
Issued in Renton, Washington, on September 28, 2001.
Vi L. Lipski,
Manager, Transport Airplane Directorate, Aircraft Certification

Service.
[FR Doc. 01-24872 Filed 10-3-01; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4910-13-U

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: "GZ750" <pkd@hoptechno.com>
Subject: PDF for Air India Flight 182
Thinking about you today when some govt panel said filling tanks
with inert gas was too expensive.
Also when the new FBI chief got some press for his wonderful
work with 103.
Hope all is well with you and Corazon.
Best, Phil & Carol

Thanks, attached is a 116 page Smith AAR for Air India Flight
182 which covers all four of the 747 events.
Note it's still happening.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
New Service Difficulty Report SDR:
Difficulty Date
: 10/11/00
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
ATA Code
: 5210
Part Name
: CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Group
: 747
Aircraft Model
: 747422
Engine Manufacturer : PWA
Engine Group
: 4056
Engine Model
: PW4056
Part/Defect Location : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition
: MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code
: Carrier
Operator Desig.
: UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature
: OTHER
Stage of Flight
: INSP/MAINT
District Office Region : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number
: 199UA
Aircraft Serial No. : 28717
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN.
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL
OPENING.

From AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811
1.17.6 Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The airplane was
one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita,
Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
The airplane was being prepared for flight at the UAL
maintenance hangar when an inspection of the circuit breaker
panel revealed that the C-288 (aft cargo door) circuit breaker had
popped. The circuit breaker, located in the electrical equipment
bay just forward of the forward cargo compartment, was reset,
and it popped again a few seconds later. A decision was made to
defer further
work until the airplane was repositioned at the gate for the flight.
The airplane was then taxied to the gate, and work on the door
resumed.
The aft cargo door was cranked open manually, the C-288 circuit
breaker was reset, and it stayed in place. The door was then
closed electrically and cycled a couple of times without incident.
With the door closed, one of the two "cannon plug" (multiple
pin) connectors was removed from the J-4 junction box located
on the upper portion of the interior of the door. The wiring
bundle from the junction box to the fuselage was then
manipulated while readings were taken on the cannon plug pins
using a volt/ohmmeter. Fluctuations in electrical resistance were
noted. When the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the
door began to open with no activation of the electrical door open
switches. The C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door

operation ceased. When the circuit breaker was reset, the door
continued to the full open position, and the lift actuator motor
continued to run for several seconds until the circuit breaker was
again pulled. At this time, a flexible conduit, which covered a
portion of the wiring bundle, was slid along the bundle toward
the J-4 junction box, revealing several wires with insulation
breaches and damage.
UAL personnel notified the Safety Board of the occurrence, and
the airplane was examined at JFK by representatives of the
Safety Board, United Airlines, and Boeing. After the wires in the
damaged area were electrically isolated, electrical operation of
the door was normal when the door was unlocked. When the
door was locked (master latch lock handle closed), activation of
the door control switches had no effect on the door. This
indicated that the S2 master latch lock switch was operating as
expected (removing power from the door when it was locked).
After the on-site examinations, the wiring bundle was cut from
the airplane and taken to the Safety Board's materials laboratory
for further examination.
The wiring bundle with the damaged wires contained all electric
control wires (28 volt DC) and power wires (115 volt AC) that
pass between the fuselage and the aft cargo door. From the
forward side of the J-4 junction box, the bundle progresses in the
forward direction, just above the forward pressure relief door,
then upward, following the forward lift actuator arms. The
bundle then enters an empty space between two floor beams,
where the bundle has an approximate 180-degree bend when the
door is closed. From this location, the wiring bundle progresses
inboard, through a fore-to-aft intercostal between two floor
beams. The wiring bundle then splits, with wires going in several
directions.
The bundle is covered by the flexible conduit approximately
from the lower end of the lift actuator arms to the fore-to-aft

intercostal between the floor beams.
The conduit covering the wiring bundle is intended to prevent the
wire bundle from being damaged during opening and closing of
the door and during cargo handling operations. The conduit is a
sealed flexible interconnector consisting of a convoluted helical
brass innercore covered by a bronze braid. The innercore is
soldered at every other convolute, and should be capable of
withstanding pressures exceeding 1,000 pounds per square inch
(psi). Boeing has indicated that the conduit is an evolutionary
improvement and that it has been installed on all B-747 airplanes
produced since 1981 (from line number 489 on). Airplane
N152UA was delivered in April 1987.
Airplanes produced prior to 1981, including N4713U, used a
bungee retraction system, to retract the cargo door wire bundle.
Guidelines for the replacement of the bungee system with the
flexible conduit were covered in Boeing Service Bulletin
747-752-2170, dated August 1981. The service bulletin was
prompted by reports that the wire bundle bungee retraction
system had not retracted the wire bundle sufficiently to prevent
trapping the bundle between the cargo door and the door frame.
UAL did not perform the retrofit on N4713U, which was line
number 89, nor was the company required to do so.
Examination of the wires in the damaged area on the wiring
bundle revealed that four of the wires were similar in appearance,
with insulation breaches that progressed through to the
underlying conductor. Adjacent to the breach on these four wires,
the insulation was blackened, as if it had been burned. Another
wire contained an extensive breach but no evidence of burned
insulation. The damaged area was located on the bundle at a
position approximately corresponding to a conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism. This support bracket was found
bent in the forward direction. In addition, mechanical damage

was noted on adjacent components in this area.
A second damaged area was noted on the wiring bundle at a
position approximately corresponding to the conduit swivel
clamp at the elbow between the two arms of the forward lift
actuator mechanism. Wires in this area were missing portions of
their exterior coating, but no breaches to the underlying
conductors were noted.
The exterior braid on the conduit contained minor rub marks and
was slightly kinked at a position corresponding to the area on the
wires with breached insulation. Additional examinations revealed
that the innercore of the conduit contained multiple
circumferential cracks in the areas corresponding to the damage
areas on the wires. The cracks were in the convoluted innercore
directly adjacent to the inside diameter of the conduit.
The lock sectors, latch cams, and latch pins from the aft cargo
door were examined on the incident airplane and were generally
in excellent condition. There was no evidence to suggest that the
cams had ever been electrically (or manually) driven into or
through the lock sectors.
Boeing also informed the Safety Board that, in May of 1991, a
B-747 operated by Quantas was found to have chafing of the
wires in the wire bundle to the aft cargo door. This airplane also
had a flexible conduit protecting the wires, and the chafing was
located approximately at the standoff pin on the bracket at the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator.
The Safety Board determined that the chafing of the wires on the
airplane involved in the JFK occurrence was caused by, or was
greatly accelerated by, the circumferential cracks in the conduit
and that the cracks in the conduit were caused either by repeated
flexing of the conduit as the cargo door opens and shuts or by
unusual stresses on the conduit generated concurrently with
damage to the conduit guide bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper end of the forward lift actuator upper arm.

A portion of the wire bundle for the forward cargo door on many
B-747 airplanes is also covered by a flexible conduit that is very
similar to the conduit for the aft cargo door. However, there are
substantial differences between the orientation of the flexible
conduits for the two doors, and the Safety Board has not become
aware of problems associated with the flexible conduit for the
forward door.
Nevertheless, because of the concerns about the chafed wires and
possible electrical short circuits, on August 28, 1991, the Safety
Board recommended that the FAA:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle
between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited
inspection of:
(1)
the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the
conduit for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an
electrical test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3)
the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval. (Class II, Priority
Action) (A-91-83)
Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle,
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83. (Class II,
Priority Action) (A-91-84)

The FAA responded to these safety recommendations on
November 1, 1991, stating that it agreed with the intent of the
recommendations and that the issuance of an NPRM was being
considered to address the issues in the safety recommendations.
The Safety Board replied on November 27, 1991, classifying
each of the recommendations as "Open--Acceptable Response,"
pending the completion of the rulemaking process. Since that
exchange of correspondence, the FAA has published an NPRM
which is now being reviewed by the Safety Board. Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 will continue to be classified
as "Open--Acceptable Response" until an acceptable final rule is
published.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Still happening....

Dear Ben,
The below SDR reveals that the flaw of electrically opened
forward cargo door still exists. This supports the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for four Boeing 747 accidents as detailed at
www.corazon.com
This is a -400 too in Oct or Nov, 2000.
Haven't heard from BBC documentary group, guess they want a
door to open in flight and kill some before they get interested.
Barry

Difficulty Date : 10/11/00
Operator Type : Air Carrier
ATA Code : 5210
Part Name : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Group : 747
Aircraft Model : 747422
Engine Manufacturer : PWA
Engine Group : 4056
Engine Model : PW4056
Part/Defect Location : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code : Carrier
Operator Desig. : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature : OTHER
Stage of Flight : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No. : 28717
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN.
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL
OPENING.
Below from NTSB AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811
1.17.6 Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to

electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The airplane was
one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita,
Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
The airplane was being prepared for flight at the UAL
maintenance hangar when an inspection of the circuit breaker
panel revealed that the C-288 (aft cargo door) circuit breaker had
popped. The circuit breaker, located in the electrical equipment
bay just forward of the forward cargo compartment, was reset,
and it popped again a few seconds later. A decision was made to
defer further
work until the airplane was repositioned at the gate for the flight.
The airplane was then taxied to the gate, and work on the door
resumed.
The aft cargo door was cranked open manually, the C-288 circuit
breaker was reset, and it stayed in place. The door was then
closed electrically and cycled a couple of times without incident.
With the door closed, one of the two "cannon plug" (multiple
pin) connectors was removed from the J-4 junction box located
on the upper portion of the interior of the door. The wiring
bundle from the junction box to the fuselage was then
manipulated while readings were taken on the cannon plug pins
using a volt/ohmmeter. Fluctuations in electrical resistance were
noted. When the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the
door began to open with no activation of the electrical door open
switches. The C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door
operation ceased. When the circuit breaker was reset, the door
continued to the full open position, and the lift actuator motor
continued to run for several seconds until the circuit breaker was
again pulled. At this time, a flexible conduit, which covered a
portion of the wiring bundle, was slid along the bundle toward
the J-4 junction box, revealing several wires with insulation

breaches and damage.
UAL personnel notified the Safety Board of the occurrence, and
the airplane was examined at JFK by representatives of the
Safety Board, United Airlines, and Boeing. After the wires in the
damaged area were electrically isolated, electrical operation of
the door was normal when the door was unlocked. When the
door was locked (master latch lock handle closed), activation of
the door control switches had no effect on the door. This
indicated that the S2 master latch lock switch was operating as
expected (removing power from the door when it was locked).
After the on-site examinations, the wiring bundle was cut from
the airplane and taken to the Safety Board's materials laboratory
for further examination.
ORDER: 8300.10
APPENDIX: 4
BULLETIN TYPE: Flight Standards Information Bulletin
(FSIB)
for Airworthiness (FSAW)
BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50
BULLETIN TITLE: Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation
EFFECTIVE DATE: 06-02-94
--------------------------------------------------------------1. SUBJECT. This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe procedures
being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.

2. BACKGROUND.
A. This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign
airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors of
B-747 series aircraft. The special procedure included in the
operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of the
cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo door
control circuitry.
B. The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo
door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the reliability
of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all. Both
cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors:
(1) Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors.
(2) Manual operation could introduce additional failure
conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving of
the cargo door mechanisms.
(3) Service history has shown that manual operation of the cargo
doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure of
a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
failed components and fire.
2

C. The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning
system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive
(AD)
90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that manual
tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed
by
the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.
3. ACTION. Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having
certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
brought to the attention of their respective operators. Any
operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
continued use.
4. INQUIRIES. This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG. Any
questions regarding this information should be directed to
AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.
5. EXPIRATION. This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.
/s/
Edgar C. Fell
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: jlivernois@montereyherald.com
Subject: Chart 12/Vieques/Big Sur

Okay. Disregarded. But what is it?
Joe
Ah, Joe, curiosity killed the cat.
It's related to my web site at corazon.com which details the
probable cause of four Boeing 747 accidents as faulty wiring
causing a forward cargo door to open in flight causing explosive
decompression leading to fatalities.
The sudden loud sound that the explosive decompression makes
is picked up by the CVR, cockpit voice recorder, of each aircraft
and stored in the 'black box'. This rare occurrence has only
happened four times and is the match for the only 747 that
returned, UAL 811.
NTSB put the four CVR sudden loud sounds on a Chart for the
Public Docket for the investigation into TWA 800 which shows
the matching sudden sound for Air India 182, Pan Am 103,
United 811, and TWA 800.
The chart you received was supposed to be sent to the defence
team who is defending the Sikhs accused of bombing AI 182. My
12 years of research shows there was no bomb but a mechanical
problem described above.
So, all four 747s were initially thought to be caused by bombs
but after a few years, two of them had the bomb explanation
ruled out. I contend all four were not bombs and had the similar
cause of wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression.
There you have it. Chart 12 linking all four events and part of the

NTSB Public Docket. The authorities have separate explanations
for the sudden loud sound, bomb, bomb, missile, center tank
explosion, and the one confirmed, electrical/cargo door.
www.corazon.com has details and photos. Below is recent
analysis of odds that all would be bombs going off on same side
of the four 747s and was sent to defence team as was Chart 12.
Same subject: different topic:

To: Donna.Blitzer@mail.house.gov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: I can help you regarding the Navy bombing of FHL
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Dear Congressman Farr, 27 Feb 28
I have flown off US Navy carriers from off the California coast, I
have dropped the smoke bombs they describe, I have flown
missions over the island of Vieques in Puerto Rico, I have flown
hundreds of hours from Naval Air Stations like NAS Lemoore,

and I am in agreement with you on opposing the bombing of the
wilderness and flying over the sanctuary you created and which
is now about to be violated. I know about jet noise and the
hazards it produces.
I was a Navy bombardier for four years and an audiologist for
twelve. I have lived in and around Monterey Peninsula for forty
eight years.
I can help you with valuable inside experience about how and
why the Navy practices bombing missions.
For instance, a divert field is always in the flight planning for
these missions in case the homebase is socked in or the plane has
problems. That divert field will be Monterey because it has
instrument landing systems and Paso Robles airfield is too short.
That means practice approaches into Monterey by F 182 and F
14s. That means loud noise by aircraft not restricted with Stage II
or III limitations.
For instance, Vieques can not last much longer as a Navy
bombing range because of political pressure and the Navy is
looking for a replacement. They have found it.
Below is the NTSB summary of the plane crash that took your
friend's life. I have obtained the complete AAR and can review it
with you, there are many interesting details in the accident.
NTSB Identification: LAX90FA002 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 39877A

Accident occurred OCT-05-89 at PALM SPRINGS, CA

Aircraft: PIPER PA-28RT-201T, registration: N3063T
Injuries: 4 Fatal.
THE PIPER PA-28 PLT ENTERED LEFT TRAFFIC TO LAND
ON RWY 12 IN WINDS THAT WERE VARIABLE AT 6 KTS.
THE RWY WAS 8500'
LONG, BUT IT HAD A 1200' DISPLACED THRESHOLD. AT
ABT THE SAME TIME, A BOEING 727 (ALASKA FLT 192)
WAS ON AN APCH TO
LAND ON THE SAME RWY. THE TWR CTLR ADZD THE
PA-28 PLT OF THE OTHER TRAFFIC & CAUTIONED HIM
ABT WAKE
TURBULENCE. THE PA-28 WAS ABEAM THE APCH END
OF THE RWY ON A CLOSE DOWNWIND AS FLT 192
LANDED. THE PA-28 PLT
WAS CLRD TO LAND & HE ENTERED AN "IMMEDIATE
STEEP BANK AND DESCENDING TURN." RPRTDLY, THE
PA-28 WAS
MANEUVERED ONTO FINAL APCH ABT 100' TO 200' AGL,
THEN IT BEGAN OSCILLATING EXCESSIVELY &
CRASHED. NO PREIMPACT
MECHANICAL PROBLEM WAS EVIDENT. A WEIGHT &
BALANCE COMPUTATION SHOWED THE PA-28 WAS ABT
150 LBS OVER ITS
MAX GROSS WEIGHT LIMITATION & THE CG WAS 3.86
INCHES BEHIND THE AFT LIMIT.
Probable Cause
IMPROPER IN-FLIGHT PLANNING/DECISION BY THE
PILOT, AND HIS FAILURE TO FOLLOW WAKE
TURBULENCE AVOIDANCE
PROCEDURES, WHICH RESULTED IN A VORTEX

TURBULENCE ENCOUNTER. A FACTOR RELATED TO
THE ACCIDENT WAS: THE
PILOT'S FAILURE TO ASSURE THE AIRCRAFT WAS
LOADED WITHIN ITS WEIGHT AND BALANCE
LIMITATIONS.
NTSB Identification: SEA90FAMS1 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 41278A
Mr. Farr, I am available at your convenience to discuss any
aviation related matter you choose, from Palm Springs, to Big
Sur, to Lockerbie.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

X-From_: Donna.Blitzer@mail.house.gov Wed Feb 28 15:56:26
2001
X-Authentication-Warning: Draco.house.gov: smap set sender to
<Donna.Blitzer@mail.house.gov> SIZE=5232 using -f
From: "Blitzer, Donna" <Donna.Blitzer@mail.house.gov>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: I can help you regarding the Navy bombing of FHL
Date: Wed, 28 Feb 2001 18:56:57 -0500
Thank you very much. That is helpful information. I will make
sure the
Congressman and his D.C. staff are aware of your information

Dear Congressman Farr, 2 Mar 01
As predicted in email earlier, the Navy would stop bombing
Vieques. They announced today they are. So, the pressure is
there all along and only clear now to replace Vieques with Fort
Hunter Liggett.
Sir, the Navy already has bombing ranges all over the West to
include China Lake, Fallon, and Fort Irwin. They do not need
another one. They want another one because they are bored with
bombing the desert and want more realistic terrain. Big Sur is
that terrain. Are we at war?
No one love jets, carriers, and airports more than I do...in the
appropriate time and place.
More details on what it's like to actually fly off carriers and bomb
things are available from me at your convenience, Mr. Farr.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith

Well, Joe, thanks for asking, How would the Mayor Furrow
handle brownouts in Santa Lechuga?

Cheers,
Barry
Excerpt of email to defence team for AI 182:

I agreed and postulated that since four huge rectangular holes
appeared at precisely the event time (CVR sudden loud sound) in
four 747 accidents at precisely the same location, (just forward of
the wing on the starboard side, while leaving the opposite port
side relatively smooth,) that there was a 100 per cent chance the
occurrences could be explained as a forward cargo door
rupturing/opening in flight since that is precisely where the
forward cargo door is located, just forward of the wing on the
right side. In addition, the event has occurred before in UAL 811
which sets a precedent supported by hard evidence.
Below are photos and drawings from official AARs which show
the damage of the shattered area just forward of the wing on the

right side which occurred at the precise time of the sudden loud
sound on the CVR, generally agreed to be the start of event time.
The port side opposite is relatively smooth or unreported on all
four aircraft.
Below is 811 hole unreconstructed

Below is 800 hole area reconstructed

Below is 103 hole area reconstructed

Below is 182 hole area reconstructed.

Then I figured the odds that four bombs on four Boeing 747s
spread out of thousands of miles over a period of eleven years
were placed by four different terrorist groups at four different
airports and still created four huge rectangular holes on the right
side of four Boeing 747s. The permutations are below of the
different combinations possible assuming that a bomb on the left
would cause more damage on left, a bomb on the right would

give more damage on right and a bomb in the middle would give
equal bilateral damage.
Aft means aft cargo hold which is sealed by a cargo door
identical in size and function to the forward cargo door. The
holds are generally the same size. The aft is well aft of the wing,
while the forward cargo hold is just forward of the wing. Aft
cargo doors on all four 747s are reported to be closed and latched
after examination of the wreckages while the latch status of the
forward cargo door is omitted or ambiguous. Baggage is placed
in the cargo hold by unbiased baggage handlers who would place
the suitcases in the holds at their discretion based on airport and
airline procedures.
There are 75 possible combinations possible for the four bombs
in the six different locations possible in the two cargo holds.
Only one combination is all four bombs in the forward cargo
hold on the right side: 0 aft left, 0 aft center, 0 aft right, ++++ 0
forward left, 0 forward center, 4 forward right,. That's odds of 74
to one against bombs in cargo holds of 747s causing the huge
holes at event time. It's 100 percent for the holes to have been
caused by a forward cargo door rupturing/opening flight.
Law of averages is on the side of forward cargo door rupture/
opening and against 'bomb's.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT

To: David Evans <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Check it out, please

Dear Gentlemen,
14 Feb 01 Valentine's Day
Gentlemen Kamal Maghur,
Mr. Alistair Duff,
Mr. Stephen Mitchell,
Mr. Richard Keen,
Murdo Macleod,
Eddie MacKechnie,
McGRIGOR DONALD,
Alex Prentice,
William Taylor,
John Beckett
Jeffrey Campbell
James Hall
Bernard Loeb
James Wildey
Al Dickinson
Ronald Wojnar
Johm Dimtroff
Neil Schalekamp
Bob Breneman
Tom McSweeney
Lyle Streeter
Russell Young

David Evans,
John Sampson

Above is the hole in UAL 811 made by the fuselage skin that
gets torn off when the forward cargo door ruptures/open in flight
and blows out and upward taking skin with it. (The missing
cargo door is behind the people.) The paint smears of this door
on the fuselage match TWA 800 paint smears, the shape of this
hole matches the PA 103 shape although this hole is smaller and
the nose stayed on, the broken floor beams of this fuselage match
PA 103 and AI 182, the split door wreckage of this door matches
PA 103 split door, the missing midspan latches of this door
matches TWA 800 missing latches, the noise this hole makes on
the CVR matches TWA 800, PA 103, and AI 182 sudden loud
sounds, the nine never recovered bodies who used to sit in the
missing seats match the at least nine never recovered bodies of
AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800, the type of plane, the type of
door, the size of door, the function of door of this door above
matches AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800, the abrupt power cut to
the FDR that occurred when this door ruptured matches AI 182,
PA 103, and TWA 800 FDR, the damage that the ejected material
from this hole which caused nearby engine number three to catch
on fire matches PA 103 and TWA 800 number three engines, the
exposed ribs above the door match PA 103 exposed ribs, the right
wing fillet damage just aft of this door matches PA 103 TWA 800
and AI 182 fillet damage, and the first explanation for this above
hole was a bomb, which matches AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800
explanations which were and still are for two- 'bombs'.

Above is the port side of PA 103 at event time. The 20 inch blue
rectangle is the 'Shatter Zone' damage caused by the 'relatively
mild blast' of the 'rather large shotgun' type discharge which gave
a 'directed' force which resulted in no sound on the CVR at event
time. (Quotes from AAIB report.) That small damage was not
caused by a bomb which gives a 'powerful' 'spherical' and 'loud'
sound on the CVR, all of which are missing in PA 103. Quotes
are mine.
To deny all of the above facts, data, and evidence which leads the
conclusion that the damage on the port side and later the nose
coming off was not caused by a 'bomb' giving a small hole (but
possibly by a huge hole on the starboard side) is do deny reality,
experience, and common sense. If a 747 can land with the big
hole, then it can certainly turn around and land after a small hole.
Dear government officials with the responsibility for aviation
public safety, attorneys defending innocent accused, media who
have the responsibility to present plausible explanations of public
interest, manufacturers who have the responsibility to built safe
aircraft, airlines with the responsibility to keep the airplanes
flying safely, and politicians entrusted with the welfare of their
constituents: You all have the duty to do the one thing you said
you would do, the one thing you went to school to do, the one
thing you are sworn to do, the one thing you are paid to do, say
the three words, "Check it out."
Check it out. That's all. Do your duty to investigate a reasonable,
plausible, mechanical explanation with precedent for accidents
which may occur again if the fault, after being checked out and

proven correct, happens again.
Check it out. Attorneys hire an aviation expert in these matters
who has no vested interest in maintaining the 'bomb' explanation
because of prior statements. And contact me.
Manufacturer order the engineers to determine if a 20 inch hole
can cause the nose of 747 to come off and why a thirty foot hole
did not. And contact me.
Airlines check the wiring in the cargo door area for cracks,
arcing, and water. And contact me.
Media check sources for the evaluation of the wiring/cargo door
explanation. And contact me.
Government oversight agencies such as FAA and NTSB order
investigators to check out the possible probable cause. And
contact me.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for AI 182, PA 103, TWA 800 has
not been checked out. It has been ignored or brushed aside with a
misleading statement for TWA 800 about 'all' the latches being
latched when in fact two midspan latches have not been
recovered and photographs show two large ruptures at those
precise locations, for PA 103, the status and latches of the
forward cargo door are omitted, and the status of the the AI 182
door is lost at the bottom of the ocean.
The status of the UAL 811 door is now known because the
NTSB at the time decided to 'check it out' and retrieved the door
and determined the first explanation of improperly latched was
incorrect as the door was properly latched but the electrical

system/wiring was at true fault and thus issued another AAR,
92/02.
Why have not the responsible agencies checked out the wiring/
cargo door explanation for AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800?
The best place to start to check out a plausible cause for an
accident which has not been confirmed officially is by contacting
the discoverer, proponent, and presenter, me.
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Over the past twelve years researching and investigating the four
explosive decompressions of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811 and TWA
800, I have had lots of contact with various people and I have
learned how to tell the true from the false. The false use swear
words, are rude, make many misspellings and grammatical
errors, use a lot of capitals and exclamation points, factually
wrong, never document sources, refer to vague rumors, make
statements in the guise of questions, present inconsistencies, give
up quickly, and are usually anonymous.
The true identify themselves and their credentials, are polite,
used correct grammar and spelling, articulate, give sources, use
official data and photographs,
ask questions to find out the answer, are persistent and consistent
over years, and invite interaction.
The persons in the middle are the indifferent to the accuracy, the

validity, the truth of a probable cause of a fatal event. They want
to keep things the way they are and attempt to prevent any
change.
The indifferent react to change suggestions by me such as the
wiring/cargo door explanation for three Boeing 747 accidents by
the following sequence:
1. No.
2. You are wrong.
3. You are crazy.
4. Go away.
5. I'm ignoring you.
6. Attack.
7. Ask a real question to check it out.
I'm trying very very hard to get the attorneys, the manufacturer,
the government agencies, the airline, the media, the passengers,
and other parties to get to stage seven, to ask a question to check
out the wiring/cargo door explanation.
I'm doing that in this letter by using photographs and drawings
and the other ways the true use for persuasion.
There are two men about to go on trial for for their lifetime
freedom, another charged in Britain to be extradited, one in
prison to spend the rest of his life, ten of thousands of men
women and children flying now, and billions of dollars to be
exchanged in insurance and purchases of aircraft based upon the
probable cause of three accidents.
All will be affected, one way or the other, by checking out the
wiring/cargo door explanation for AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800.

To check out a story is to contact the source, me. Here is my
phone, my address, my email and my identity.
Please do not be indifferent.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Check it out, please

Dear Gentlemen,
14 Feb 01 Valentine's Day
Gentlemen Kamal Maghur,
Mr. Alistair Duff,
Mr. Stephen Mitchell,
Mr. Richard Keen,
Murdo Macleod,
Eddie MacKechnie,
McGRIGOR DONALD,
Alex Prentice,
William Taylor,
John Beckett
Jeffrey Campbell
James Hall
Bernard Loeb
James Wildey
Al Dickinson
Ronald Wojnar
Johm Dimtroff

Neil Schalekamp
Bob Breneman
Tom McSweeney
Lyle Streeter
Russell Young
David Evans,
John Sampson

Above is the hole in UAL 811 made by the fuselage skin that
gets torn off when the forward cargo door ruptures/open in flight
and blows out and upward taking skin with it. (The missing
cargo door is behind the people.) The paint smears of this door
on the fuselage match TWA 800 paint smears, the shape of this
hole matches the PA 103 shape although this hole is smaller and
the nose stayed on, the broken floor beams of this fuselage match
PA 103 and AI 182, the split door wreckage of this door matches
PA 103 split door, the missing midspan latches of this door
matches TWA 800 missing latches, the noise this hole makes on
the CVR matches TWA 800, PA 103, and AI 182 sudden loud
sounds, the nine never recovered bodies who used to sit in the
missing seats match the at least nine never recovered bodies of
AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800, the type of plane, the type of
door, the size of door, the function of door of this door above
matches AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800, the abrupt power cut to
the FDR that occurred when this door ruptured matches AI 182,
PA 103, and TWA 800 FDR, the damage that the ejected material

from this hole which caused nearby engine number three to catch
on fire matches PA 103 and TWA 800 number three engines, the
exposed ribs above the door match PA 103 exposed ribs, the right
wing fillet damage just aft of this door matches PA 103 TWA 800
and AI 182 fillet damage, and the first explanation for this above
hole was a bomb, which matches AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800
explanations which were and still are for two- 'bombs'.

Above is the port side of PA 103 at event time. The 20 inch blue
rectangle is the 'Shatter Zone' damage caused by the 'relatively
mild blast' of the 'rather large shotgun' type discharge which gave
a 'directed' force which resulted in no sound on the CVR at event
time. (Quotes from AAIB report.) That small damage was not
caused by a bomb which gives a 'powerful' 'spherical' and 'loud'
sound on the CVR, all of which are missing in PA 103. Quotes
are mine.
To deny all of the above facts, data, and evidence which leads the
conclusion that the damage on the port side and later the nose
coming off was not caused by a 'bomb' giving a small hole (but
possibly by a huge hole on the starboard side) is do deny reality,
experience, and common sense. If a 747 can land with the big
hole, then it can certainly turn around and land after a small hole.
Dear government officials with the responsibility for aviation
public safety, attorneys defending innocent accused, media who
have the responsibility to present plausible explanations of public
interest, manufacturers who have the responsibility to built safe
aircraft, airlines with the responsibility to keep the airplanes
flying safely, and politicians entrusted with the welfare of their
constituents: You all have the duty to do the one thing you said

you would do, the one thing you went to school to do, the one
thing you are sworn to do, the one thing you are paid to do, say
the three words, "Check it out."
Check it out. That's all. Do your duty to investigate a reasonable,
plausible, mechanical explanation with precedent for accidents
which may occur again if the fault, after being checked out and
proven correct, happens again.
Check it out. Attorneys hire an aviation expert in these matters
who has no vested interest in maintaining the 'bomb' explanation
because of prior statements. And contact me.
Manufacturer order the engineers to determine if a 20 inch hole
can cause the nose of 747 to come off and why a thirty foot hole
did not. And contact me.
Airlines check the wiring in the cargo door area for cracks,
arcing, and water. And contact me.
Media check sources for the evaluation of the wiring/cargo door
explanation. And contact me.
Government oversight agencies such as FAA and NTSB order
investigators to check out the possible probable cause. And
contact me.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for AI 182, PA 103, TWA 800 has
not been checked out. It has been ignored or brushed aside with a
misleading statement for TWA 800 about 'all' the latches being
latched when in fact two midspan latches have not been
recovered and photographs show two large ruptures at those
precise locations, for PA 103, the status and latches of the

forward cargo door are omitted, and the status of the the AI 182
door is lost at the bottom of the ocean.
The status of the UAL 811 door is now known because the
NTSB at the time decided to 'check it out' and retrieved the door
and determined the first explanation of improperly latched was
incorrect as the door was properly latched but the electrical
system/wiring was at true fault and thus issued another AAR,
92/02.
Why have not the responsible agencies checked out the wiring/
cargo door explanation for AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800?
The best place to start to check out a plausible cause for an
accident which has not been confirmed officially is by contacting
the discoverer, proponent, and presenter, me.
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Over the past twelve years researching and investigating the four
explosive decompressions of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811 and TWA
800, I have had lots of contact with various people and I have
learned how to tell the true from the false. The false use swear
words, are rude, make many misspellings and grammatical
errors, use a lot of capitals and exclamation points, factually
wrong, never document sources, refer to vague rumors, make
statements in the guise of questions, present inconsistencies, give
up quickly, and are usually anonymous.

The true identify themselves and their credentials, are polite,
used correct grammar and spelling, articulate, give sources, use
official data and photographs,
ask questions to find out the answer, are persistent and consistent
over years, and invite interaction.
The persons in the middle are the indifferent to the accuracy, the
validity, the truth of a probable cause of a fatal event. They want
to keep things the way they are and attempt to prevent any
change.
The indifferent react to change suggestions by me such as the
wiring/cargo door explanation for three Boeing 747 accidents by
the following sequence:
1. No.
2. You are wrong.
3. You are crazy.
4. Go away.
5. I'm ignoring you.
6. Attack.
7. Ask a real question to check it out.
I'm trying very very hard to get the attorneys, the manufacturer,
the government agencies, the airline, the media, the passengers,
and other parties to get to stage seven, to ask a question to check
out the wiring/cargo door explanation.
I'm doing that in this letter by using photographs and drawings
and the other ways the true use for persuasion.
There are two men about to go on trial for for their lifetime
freedom, another charged in Britain to be extradited, one in

prison to spend the rest of his life, ten of thousands of men
women and children flying now, and billions of dollars to be
exchanged in insurance and purchases of aircraft based upon the
probable cause of three accidents.
All will be affected, one way or the other, by checking out the
wiring/cargo door explanation for AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800.
To check out a story is to contact the source, me. Here is my
phone, my address, my email and my identity.
Please do not be indifferent.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: RE: Wishful thinking versus reality

Commercial Pilot Licence.... I think you have one
I do have one, I don't call it that but now I know. I have
commercial license with instrument rating, single engine land to
be specific.

and therefore may have an
opinion on the importance of decision height in any approach,
Thank you, I do have an opinion. Don't fly when the birds don't
fly.

especially an
ILS approach in bad wx. Is it not standard procedure is to go
around if not

set up on a stable ILS by DH especially in a pax jet..
Of course,....except when a go around costs two thousand bucks
in fuel which the boss airline does not like, it means a twenty
minute delay which the paying passengers don't like, it means a
delay of meeting connecting flights which other flightcrews don't
like, it means a delay in having a cold beer with a warm
girlfriend which the pilot does not like, so, what the hell, let's get
this baby on the ground.

I guess my general point is why didn't these AA pilots go
around?
See above.

Their SOPs
would have told them too. I am wondering whether overconfidence may have
played a part here (as it has done at other major carriers). I often
wonder
at the culture inside certain airlnes and wonder if there is a risk of
a
kind of arrogance- ie. we're AA pilots, ergo the best in the
business, ergo
standard procedures are for average pilots and we aren't of that
ilk...?
Just a thought..

And a good one. You can tell a fighter pilot....but you can't tell

him much. My specialty on judging others, though, Ben, is early
model high time Boeing 747s that suffer explosion
decompression in flight which is a very narrow zone of four. I do
suggest there are a lot of men/women conflicts that result in
accidents such as copilot/pilot, or ATC tower/pilot, etc.
My policy, and it's one which saved my life, is that when in
doubt go around or eject, then later, sitting in the ready room
having a cup of coffee, then debate long and loud whether you
should have gone around or ejected.
I've gone around many times and ejected once and still think
whether I should have gone around or not those times. There's no
debate as to whether I should have ejected or not and the AA
pilots would not be debating about a go round either when they
read the AAR from NTSB about their disrespect of the DH in
IFR/IMC which puts their CPL in jeopardy.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: RE: Wishful thinking versus reality

Ben, you've got me intrigued, what is CPL and DH? I assume AA
is American Airlines.
DH is decision height?
My thought on flying approaches in bad weather is it's 'practice

bleeding.'
The wiring/cargo door explanation needs an animation like the
one for 1420. The CIA and NTSB made one for TWA 800 that
people, like me, laughed out loud when the nose came off and
the cartoon 747 gained 3000 feet.
Cheers,
Barry

Wonder what you made of AA1420 as a holder of CPL?
http://www.ntsb.gov/Events/2000/aa1420
Contains an interesting animation.
What about DH? Or are AA pilots a breed a part?

Ben

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Public Hearing

January 26-29, 2000
Little Rock, Arkansas

American Airlines Flight 1420
Little Rock, Arkansas
June 1, 1999
As part of its ongoing
investigation, the NTSB is holding a public
hearing concerning the fatal crash of American
Airlines Flight 1420.
The accident aircraft, a McDonnell Douglas
MD-82 on a regularly scheduled passenger flight
from Dallas, TX, on June 1, 1999, overran the end
of the runway, went down an embankment, and
impacted approach light structures after landing
at Little Rock airport. Thunderstorms and heavy
rain were reported in the area at the time of the
accident. There were 11 fatalities, including the
aircraft captain, and numerous injuries among
the 145 passengers and crew aboard the flight.
Preliminary Agenda:
January 26 - Operational Issues
January 27 - Human Performance, Aircraft
Performance, Meteorology
January 28 - Meteorology, Rescue and Fire
Fighting, Survival Factors

Hearing Information
* Transcripts
January 26 (398K)
January 27 (469K)
January 28 (497K)
* Opening Statement by Chairman Hall
* Investigator-in-Charge Opening Statement
*
Animation of Flight 1420
*
Factual Reports from the Public Docket
* Media Advisory
* Press Release SB99-35
* Contacts

Investigation Information
* Investigative Process
* Public Docket
Public Hearings
NTSB Home | News & Events

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Not TWA 800

Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 12:02:14 -0800
To: tonybeammweb.co.za
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Fwd:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 12:02:05 -0800
To: Sampson
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Fwd:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 12:01:56 -0800
To: NorthWayne
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Fwd:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 12:01:42 -0800
To: MEBOBollier
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Fwd:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 12:01:35 -0800

To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Fwd:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 12:01:28 -0800
To: Gordon_E._Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Fwd:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 12:01:21 -0800
To: FAA
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Fwd:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 12:01:13 -0800
To: ben.whalley-bbc.co.uk
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Fwd:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 12:01:08 -0800
To: ChrisOlsson
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Fwd: The precision of the English language
Cc:
Bcc:

X-Attachments:
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 11:57:40 -0800
To: DefenceTeam
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: The precision of the English language
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Members of the Defence Team:
Gentlemen Kamal Maghur,
Mr. Alistair Duff,
Mr. Stephen Mitchell,
Mr. Richard Keen,
Murdo Macleod,
Eddie MacKechnie,
McGRIGOR DONALD,
Alex Prentice,
William Taylor,
John Beckett
The precision of the English language is a wonderful thing to
behold.
For instance: "Improvised Explosive Device".
Lots of syllables, three words, rolls off the tongue; is it just those
wordy British playing with words? I don't think so.
Is it snooty Scots making fun of American English? I don't think
so.
Is it a euphemism? Possibly and if so, for what?

eu¥phe¥mism \"yu-fe-'mi-zem\ n [Gk euphemismos, fr.
euphemos auspicious, sounding good, fr. eu- good + pheme
speech] : the substitution of a mild or pleasant expression for one
offensive or unpleasant; also : the expression substituted ˜ eu
¥phe¥mis¥tic \'yu-fe-"mis-tik\ adj
Is it those aircraft investigators for PA 103 afraid to say the
euphemism, "bomb"? I don't think so.
I believe that British citizens, which includes Scotland where the
crash took place, and England, where I was born, take pride in
their language and write exactly what they mean to say, no more
and no less. "Improvised Explosive Device" is exactly that and
was exactly cause of the nose coming off PA 103.
What was the meaning in the minds of the actual aircraft
investigators who actually looked as the wreckage and
determined that it was caused by an "Improvised Explosive
Device".
Perception is in the mind of the beholder and it is usually in the
self interest of the reader. 'Bomb' is a very satisfying perception
for "Improvised Explosive Device" for many to include the
manufacturer, the airline, the government oversight, and the
media. It absolves most of guilt and makes a lot of money for
some. Only to a few accused is the perception against the
interest.
Why did the aircraft investigators not say 'bomb'? That's a good
question. My answer is that when the total investigation by the
aircraft investigators was completed, they evaluated the CVR
which did not have a 'bomb' sound on it, the 'relatively mild blast'
that occurred on the port side, the directed versus spherical

damage in the container, and the small twenty inch hole of the
shatter zone, and could not in good conscience call the probable
cause a 'bomb.' The total damage did support the conclusion of
an inflight breakup of PA 103 which was caused by a
catastrophic explosive decompression which must have been
caused by an "Improvised Explosive Device" so they said so.
Is there an alternative to 'bomb' for a perception of "Improvised
Explosive Device"? Another good question and the answer is
yes, many.
Propane gas cannisters, fireworks, blasting caps, dynamite,
inflatable rafts, airbags, grenades, and anything else you can
think of that would penetrate the pressurized hull and allow an
explosive decompression to rupture the hull which would then
allow the 300 knots to tear the plane apart are all alternatives to
'bomb' as an "Improvised Explosive Device".
There's one missing device from the list above; a complicated
device with bellcranks, torque tubes, hinge, cams, pins, locking
sectors, overpressure relief doors, and a locking handle. This
device has been documented to have caused a fuselage of an
early model Boeing 747 to suffer explosive decompression in
flight in the past leading to fatalities: UAL 811 of February 1989,
just two months after PA 103. The killer device was not meant to
cause an explosive decompression but it did so and was thus
inadvertently improvised.
im¥pro¥vise \"im-pre-'vz\ vb -vised; -vis¥ing [F improviser, fr. It
improvvisare, fr. improvviso sudden, fr. L improvisus, lit.,
unforeseen] 1 : to compose, recite, play, or sing on the spur of the
moment : extemporize <~ on the piano> 2 : to make, invent, or
arrange offhand <~ a sail out of shirts> ˜ im¥pro¥vi¥sa¥tion

\im-'pra-ve-"za-shen, 'im-pre-ve-\ n ˜ im¥pro¥vis¥er or im¥pro
¥vi¥sor \'im-pre-"v-zer, "im-pre-'v-\ n
The device which was improvised and caused an explosion was
the forward cargo door of UAL 811. My explanation accuses this
same device as causing the explosive decompression of PA 103.
Let me show you the damage the door caused at the first depicted
moment in the AAIB report when it ruptured/opened in flight:

The damage above shows the first pieces to leave PA 103; it's the
top half of a forward cargo door. This type of damage of a
longitudinal split in the door matches exactly the damage of the
UAL 811 door.

A instant later the damage of PA 103 is enlarged:

At the same time as above, the below was happening on the port
side of PA 103, the 'bomb' side:

Note how little damage is done by the 'bomb' and how much

damage is done around the forward cargo door at the same
instant in time. The small dark blue rectangle on the port side
shows the size of the actual shatter zone caused by the 'rather
large shotgun' giving a 'relatively mild blast' as the AAIB
investigators wrote.
A Boeing 747 is designed and can withstand a hole in the side of
the fuselage about 20 inches around. The aircraft is not designed
and can not withstand a hole the size of the damage you see on
the starboard side of PA 103 just instants after the initial event,
about thirty feet by thirty feet around the forward cargo door.
An instant later the damage gets worse again with the shape of
the 'squarish' hole matching the smaller 'squarish' cargo door hole
in UAL 811.

UAL 811 after landing. (The sudden loud sound on the CVR and
abrupt power cut to the FDR of this flight matches the CVR
sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut of PA 103 CVR and
FDR.)

The point gentlemen, is that a forward cargo door of an early
model Boeing 747 can be called an "Improvised Explosive
Device" under certain circumstances and evidence. The device
has in the past caused a fatal explosion which was not meant to

be.
To assume an "Improvised Explosive Device" as the AAIB
investigators judiciously and precisely used to describe the
probable cause of PA 103 to be a 'bomb' is to assume the
perceptions of those who believe it is in their best interest to call
it so.
It is not in the best interest of your client, who is now appealing
his life sentence in prison, to perceive it so. He may believe, as
the rest of the world does, that PA 103 was 'bombed' out of the
sky but he did not do it. Is he an aircraft accident investigator?
No, he's not but he does read the papers and watch TV which all
tell him it was a 'bomb'.
The papers and the TV are wrong, PA 103 was not brought down
by a bomb, but by an "Improvised Explosive Device" which
most closely matches the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door of an early model Boeing 747 in flight, an event
which has happened before in another fatal accident, UAL 811.
The forward cargo door of PA 103 is the "Improvised Explosive
Device".
The above is irrefutable because I use actual photographs,
documents, and official drawings by the actual investigators to
support the wiring/cargo door explanation. I do not use vague
and contradictory conspiracy nonsense to explain a plane crash.
Gentlemen, I think you know about conspiracies and crimes such
as bank robberies, assaults, rapes, and other violent crimes. But
do you know about airplanes? We are talking airplanes here. I
know about airplanes. I am a pilot; I have thousands of hours in
the air, and most of all, I have survived a sudden night fiery fatal

jet airplane crash. I know whereof I speak when it comes to
aviation.
And I also know about 'bombs'. They are called many things. As
the last human in a chain of humans to detonate nuclear bombs I
know about bombs. I was a bombardier navigator on a US Navy
carrier jet which carried four one megaton hydrogen bombs. The
Navy calls them 'Special Weapons' to which I always reply, "If
these ain't special weapons, I don't what is.' Other euphemisms
are thermonuclear devices, atom bombs, super bomb, and 'when
the balloon goes up', The bombs are actually conventional
charges which set off an atomic explosion which detonates the
hydrogen bomb.
PA 103 was not a bomb. Bombs are not relatively mild, directed,
look like a shotgun type discharge, and make no sound although
that is what others would have you believe. Do not suspend your
disbelief at such a stretch of logic.
Explosive decompression as caused by an inadvertently opened
forward cargo door inflight is massive, makes a loud sound, and
can cause the discharge of an improperly loaded firearm in the
nearby baggage container.
PA 103 destruction was indeed caused by an "Improvised
Explosive Device". The device was not a bomb, nor a shotgun
type discharge, but a forward cargo door that ruptured/opened in
flight, probably caused by faulty wiring turning on the door
unlatch motor, as has happened before.
Please use this information to form the basis of your appeal. It
will work because once the evidence of mechanical cause for PA
103 is investigated thoroughly the validity of the wiring/cargo

door explanation will become apparent.
A visit to Farnborough to examine the forward cargo door will
confirm further the many matches to UAL 811 in pin, hinge, and
cam damage. It may be too late for that, unfortunately, but not
too late to bring new evidence to the appeal court of a
mechanical explanation for the plane crash.
At the very least, contact me via email or phone for discussion.
Time is short.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: ben.whalley-bbc.co.uk
Subject: The precision of the English language

Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 12:01:08 -0800
To: ChrisOlsson
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Fwd: The precision of the English language
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2001 11:57:40 -0800
To: DefenceTeam
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: The precision of the English language
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Members of the Defence Team:
Gentlemen Kamal Maghur,
Mr. Alistair Duff,
Mr. Stephen Mitchell,
Mr. Richard Keen,
Murdo Macleod,
Eddie MacKechnie,
McGRIGOR DONALD,
Alex Prentice,
William Taylor,
John Beckett
The precision of the English language is a wonderful thing to
behold.
For instance: "Improvised Explosive Device".
Lots of syllables, three words, rolls off the tongue; is it just those
wordy British playing with words? I don't think so.
Is it snooty Scots making fun of American English? I don't think
so.
Is it a euphemism? Possibly and if so, for what?
eu¥phe¥mism \"yu-fe-'mi-zem\ n [Gk euphemismos, fr.
euphemos auspicious, sounding good, fr. eu- good + pheme
speech] : the substitution of a mild or pleasant expression for one
offensive or unpleasant; also : the expression substituted ˜ eu
¥phe¥mis¥tic \'yu-fe-"mis-tik\ adj

Is it those aircraft investigators for PA 103 afraid to say the
euphemism, "bomb"? I don't think so.
I believe that British citizens, which includes Scotland where the
crash took place, and England, where I was born, take pride in
their language and write exactly what they mean to say, no more
and no less. "Improvised Explosive Device" is exactly that and
was exactly cause of the nose coming off PA 103.
What was the meaning in the minds of the actual aircraft
investigators who actually looked as the wreckage and
determined that it was caused by an "Improvised Explosive
Device".
Perception is in the mind of the beholder and it is usually in the
self interest of the reader. 'Bomb' is a very satisfying perception
for "Improvised Explosive Device" for many to include the
manufacturer, the airline, the government oversight, and the
media. It absolves most of guilt and makes a lot of money for
some. Only to a few accused is the perception against the
interest.
Why did the aircraft investigators not say 'bomb'? That's a good
question. My answer is that when the total investigation by the
aircraft investigators was completed, they evaluated the CVR
which did not have a 'bomb' sound on it, the 'relatively mild blast'
that occurred on the port side, the directed versus spherical
damage in the container, and the small twenty inch hole of the
shatter zone, and could not in good conscience call the probable
cause a 'bomb.' The total damage did support the conclusion of
an inflight breakup of PA 103 which was caused by a
catastrophic explosive decompression which must have been
caused by an "Improvised Explosive Device" so they said so.

Is there an alternative to 'bomb' for a perception of "Improvised
Explosive Device"? Another good question and the answer is
yes, many.
Propane gas cannisters, fireworks, blasting caps, dynamite,
inflatable rafts, airbags, grenades, and anything else you can
think of that would penetrate the pressurized hull and allow an
explosive decompression to rupture the hull which would then
allow the 300 knots to tear the plane apart are all alternatives to
'bomb' as an "Improvised Explosive Device".
There's one missing device from the list above; a complicated
device with bellcranks, torque tubes, hinge, cams, pins, locking
sectors, overpressure relief doors, and a locking handle. This
device has been documented to have caused a fuselage of an
early model Boeing 747 to suffer explosive decompression in
flight in the past leading to fatalities: UAL 811 of February 1989,
just two months after PA 103. The killer device was not meant to
cause an explosive decompression but it did so and was thus
inadvertently improvised.
im¥pro¥vise \"im-pre-'vz\ vb -vised; -vis¥ing [F improviser, fr. It
improvvisare, fr. improvviso sudden, fr. L improvisus, lit.,
unforeseen] 1 : to compose, recite, play, or sing on the spur of the
moment : extemporize <~ on the piano> 2 : to make, invent, or
arrange offhand <~ a sail out of shirts> ˜ im¥pro¥vi¥sa¥tion
\im-'pra-ve-"za-shen, 'im-pre-ve-\ n ˜ im¥pro¥vis¥er or im¥pro
¥vi¥sor \'im-pre-"v-zer, "im-pre-'v-\ n
The device which was improvised and caused an explosion was
the forward cargo door of UAL 811. My explanation accuses this
same device as causing the explosive decompression of PA 103.

Let me show you the damage the door caused at the first depicted
moment in the AAIB report when it ruptured/opened in flight:

The damage above shows the first pieces to leave PA 103; it's the
top half of a forward cargo door. This type of damage of a
longitudinal split in the door matches exactly the damage of the
UAL 811 door.

A instant later the damage of PA 103 is enlarged:

At the same time as above, the below was happening on the port
side of PA 103, the 'bomb' side:

Note how little damage is done by the 'bomb' and how much
damage is done around the forward cargo door at the same
instant in time. The small dark blue rectangle on the port side
shows the size of the actual shatter zone caused by the 'rather
large shotgun' giving a 'relatively mild blast' as the AAIB
investigators wrote.

A Boeing 747 is designed and can withstand a hole in the side of
the fuselage about 20 inches around. The aircraft is not designed
and can not withstand a hole the size of the damage you see on
the starboard side of PA 103 just instants after the initial event,
about thirty feet by thirty feet around the forward cargo door.
An instant later the damage gets worse again with the shape of
the 'squarish' hole matching the smaller 'squarish' cargo door hole
in UAL 811.

UAL 811 after landing. (The sudden loud sound on the CVR and
abrupt power cut to the FDR of this flight matches the CVR
sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut of PA 103 CVR and
FDR.)

The point gentlemen, is that a forward cargo door of an early
model Boeing 747 can be called an "Improvised Explosive
Device" under certain circumstances and evidence. The device
has in the past caused a fatal explosion which was not meant to
be.
To assume an "Improvised Explosive Device" as the AAIB
investigators judiciously and precisely used to describe the
probable cause of PA 103 to be a 'bomb' is to assume the
perceptions of those who believe it is in their best interest to call
it so.

It is not in the best interest of your client, who is now appealing
his life sentence in prison, to perceive it so. He may believe, as
the rest of the world does, that PA 103 was 'bombed' out of the
sky but he did not do it. Is he an aircraft accident investigator?
No, he's not but he does read the papers and watch TV which all
tell him it was a 'bomb'.
The papers and the TV are wrong, PA 103 was not brought down
by a bomb, but by an "Improvised Explosive Device" which
most closely matches the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door of an early model Boeing 747 in flight, an event
which has happened before in another fatal accident, UAL 811.
The forward cargo door of PA 103 is the "Improvised Explosive
Device".
The above is irrefutable because I use actual photographs,
documents, and official drawings by the actual investigators to
support the wiring/cargo door explanation. I do not use vague
and contradictory conspiracy nonsense to explain a plane crash.
Gentlemen, I think you know about conspiracies and crimes such
as bank robberies, assaults, rapes, and other violent crimes. But
do you know about airplanes? We are talking airplanes here. I
know about airplanes. I am a pilot; I have thousands of hours in
the air, and most of all, I have survived a sudden night fiery fatal
jet airplane crash. I know whereof I speak when it comes to
aviation.
And I also know about 'bombs'. They are called many things. As
the last human in a chain of humans to detonate nuclear bombs I
know about bombs. I was a bombardier navigator on a US Navy
carrier jet which carried four one megaton hydrogen bombs. The

Navy calls them 'Special Weapons' to which I always reply, "If
these ain't special weapons, I don't what is.' Other euphemisms
are thermonuclear devices, atom bombs, super bomb, and 'when
the balloon goes up', The bombs are actually conventional
charges which set off an atomic explosion which detonates the
hydrogen bomb.
PA 103 was not a bomb. Bombs are not relatively mild, directed,
look like a shotgun type discharge, and make no sound although
that is what others would have you believe. Do not suspend your
disbelief at such a stretch of logic.
Explosive decompression as caused by an inadvertently opened
forward cargo door inflight is massive, makes a loud sound, and
can cause the discharge of an improperly loaded firearm in the
nearby baggage container.
PA 103 destruction was indeed caused by an "Improvised
Explosive Device". The device was not a bomb, nor a shotgun
type discharge, but a forward cargo door that ruptured/opened in
flight, probably caused by faulty wiring turning on the door
unlatch motor, as has happened before.
Please use this information to form the basis of your appeal. It
will work because once the evidence of mechanical cause for PA
103 is investigated thoroughly the validity of the wiring/cargo
door explanation will become apparent.
A visit to Farnborough to examine the forward cargo door will
confirm further the many matches to UAL 811 in pin, hinge, and
cam damage. It may be too late for that, unfortunately, but not
too late to bring new evidence to the appeal court of a
mechanical explanation for the plane crash.

At the very least, contact me via email or phone for discussion.
Time is short.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: ben.whalley-bbc.co.uk
Subject: Fwd: Wiring/cargo door explanation/judgment

Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2001 09:37:49 -0800
To: DefenceTeam
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Wiring/cargo door explanation/judgment
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear 'Defence' Team

"A cruel story runs on wheels, and every hand oils the
wheels as they run." - Ouida (Marie Louise de la
Ramee), English writer (1839-1908).
Was the 'new evidence' that Col Gaddaffi was to produce but
didn't the wiring/cargo door explanation for PA 103?
Regarding the judgment: A 'relatively mild blast' that gives a

'shotgun type discharge' that makes no sound on the CVR and
makes a hole '20"' in the side of a Boeing 747 is not a bomb.
Understand, not a bomb. It was shotgun type device that made a
directed small hole in the side of a plane that is designed to
withstand small 20 inch holes. The shotgun type device was fired
after the huge explosive decompression in the same cargo hold
that made a thirty foot by forty foot hole in the side of the plane,
a hole not designed to be withstood.
All of the above is confirmed by the AAIB report if you read it
with the point of view of an open cargo door inflight and the
consequences of that event.
Let me repeat, no bomb. Bomb makes a powerful blast, makes a
loud noise, is spherical, and the damage is considerable. What PA
103 has is a directed, mild blast that made a small hole. A mild
bomb is an oxymoron and those that believe PA 103 was a bomb
are oxen. Even firecrackers are 'powerful'. A real bombs has gone
off in a 747 before and the plane turns around and lands.
Explosive decompression such as a nine foot by ten foot door
inadvertently opening inflight tears of skin making a loud noise,
and can fire off firearms in baggage nearby, and makes a huge
hole which so weakens the structure the 300 knots force tears off
the nose.
Which makes more sense? Which is supported by AAIB report
and precedent of UAL 811? Which fits the facts? Which is
contrary to political emotions? If you, the defence team, are
unwilling to pursue a plausible explanation supported with hard
evidence that will exonerate your client, then he is truly doomed.
Get off this cruel story conspiracy nonsense and think science.

It's a plane crash, not a bank robbery.
It's worthy of an appeal, no bomb, no crime, no criminal.
Plausible alternative reasonable mechanical explanation available
with precedent, wiring/cargo door explanation for PA 103.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
This indicated
that a relatively mild blast had exited AVE 4041 and impinged at an
angle on the
forward face of AVN 7511.
As part of the reconstruction process,
the recovered pieces of containers were reassembled, principally by Mr
Claiden, an
engineering inspector with the AAIB. When this was done, it was

ascertained that with two exceptions there was no damage to
containers other than was to be expected
from the disintegration of the aircraft and the containersÕ fall to the
ground. It was
however found that there was unusual damage to an aluminium
container AVE 4041
and a fibre container AVN 7511. From the loading plan of the
containers it was
ascertained that AVE 4041 was situated immediately inboard of and
slightly above
the shattered area of the fuselage, and AVN 7511 was situated
immediately aft of
AVE 4041. The reconstruction of AVE 4041 demonstrated severe
damage to the
floor panel and outboard base frame member in the outboard aft
quadrant, and also on
the internal aspect of that part of the container there were some
areas of blackening
and pitting. There was also damage to the panels and frame members
at the lower aft
side of the overhang, and again areas of blackening and pitting. The
full details of the
nature and extent of the damage are to be found in the evidence of Mr
Claiden, and
are confirmed in the evidence of Dr Hayes and Mr Feraday, forensic
scientists with
the Royal Armaments Research and Development Establishment
(ÒRARDEÓ). The
nature of the damage indicated a high-energy event, and the sooting
and pitting
indicated an explosion. Mr Claiden, whose evidence was given in an
impressively
careful and restrained manner, stated ÒI have no doubts in my mind
that such an event
occurred from within the containerÓ, the only occasion on which he
stated an
absolutely unqualified opinion. Because of the distribution of the areas
of sooting and
pitting, and in particular the absence of any such signs on the base of
the container, it

appeared to Mr Claiden that, assuming that an explosive device was
contained in a
piece of luggage in the container, the likelihood was that that piece of
luggage was not
lying on the floor of the container but was lying probably on top of a
case on the floor
and projecting into the overhang of the container. Ascertainment of
the precise
location of the explosive device was assisted by consideration of the
damage to the
adjacent container AVN 7511. The forward face of that container had
a hole
approximately 8" square about 10" up from the top of the base
radiating out from
which were areas of sooting extending up to the top of the container.
This indicated
that a relatively mild blast had exited AVE 4041 and impinged at an
angle on the
forward face of AVN 7511. Combining that information with the
damage to AVE
4041, the likely position of an explosive device was about 13" above
the floor of AVE
4041. On that assumption allied to the previous assumption that the
piece of luggage
containing the device was projecting into the overhang, the position of
the device
would be approximately 25" from the skin of the fuselage. We found
the evidence of
Mr Claiden wholly credible, reliable and compelling so far as it went. He
was not
however an expert on explosives or the effects of explosives. The
conclusion reached
by Dr Hayes and Mr Feraday as to the position of the explosive device
coincided with
that of Mr Claiden, and in addition Mr Feraday was present at tests in
the USA.
These tests involved the use of luggage filled metal containers and
the placing of
plastic explosives within Toshiba radio cassette players in a garment
filled suitcase.

The tests confirmed the opinion he expressed as to the position of
the explosive
device and the quantity of explosive involved.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Not TWA 800 stuff

Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2001 09:37:49 -0800
To: DefenceTeam
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Wiring/cargo door explanation/judgment
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear 'Defence' Team

"A cruel story runs on wheels, and every hand oils the
wheels as they run." - Ouida (Marie Louise de la
Ramee), English writer (1839-1908).
Was the 'new evidence' that Col Gaddaffi was to produce but
didn't the wiring/cargo door explanation for PA 103?
Regarding the judgment: A 'relatively mild blast' that gives a
'shotgun type discharge' that makes no sound on the CVR and
makes a hole '20"' in the side of a Boeing 747 is not a bomb.
Understand, not a bomb. It was shotgun type device that made a
directed small hole in the side of a plane that is designed to
withstand small 20 inch holes. The shotgun type device was fired
after the huge explosive decompression in the same cargo hold

that made a thirty foot by forty foot hole in the side of the plane,
a hole not designed to be withstood.
All of the above is confirmed by the AAIB report if you read it
with the point of view of an open cargo door inflight and the
consequences of that event.
Let me repeat, no bomb. Bomb makes a powerful blast, makes a
loud noise, is spherical, and the damage is considerable. What PA
103 has is a directed, mild blast that made a small hole. A mild
bomb is an oxymoron and those that believe PA 103 was a bomb
are oxen. Even firecrackers are 'powerful'. A real bombs has gone
off in a 747 before and the plane turns around and lands.
Explosive decompression such as a nine foot by ten foot door
inadvertently opening inflight tears of skin making a loud noise,
and can fire off firearms in baggage nearby, and makes a huge
hole which so weakens the structure the 300 knots force tears off
the nose.
Which makes more sense? Which is supported by AAIB report
and precedent of UAL 811? Which fits the facts? Which is
contrary to political emotions? If you, the defence team, are
unwilling to pursue a plausible explanation supported with hard
evidence that will exonerate your client, then he is truly doomed.
Get off this cruel story conspiracy nonsense and think science.
It's a plane crash, not a bank robbery.
It's worthy of an appeal, no bomb, no crime, no criminal.
Plausible alternative reasonable mechanical explanation available
with precedent, wiring/cargo door explanation for PA 103.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
This indicated
that a relatively mild blast had exited AVE 4041 and impinged at an
angle on the
forward face of AVN 7511.
As part of the reconstruction process,
the recovered pieces of containers were reassembled, principally by Mr
Claiden, an
engineering inspector with the AAIB. When this was done, it was
ascertained that with two exceptions there was no damage to
containers other than was to be expected
from the disintegration of the aircraft and the containersÕ fall to the
ground. It was
however found that there was unusual damage to an aluminium
container AVE 4041
and a fibre container AVN 7511. From the loading plan of the
containers it was

ascertained that AVE 4041 was situated immediately inboard of and
slightly above
the shattered area of the fuselage, and AVN 7511 was situated
immediately aft of
AVE 4041. The reconstruction of AVE 4041 demonstrated severe
damage to the
floor panel and outboard base frame member in the outboard aft
quadrant, and also on
the internal aspect of that part of the container there were some
areas of blackening
and pitting. There was also damage to the panels and frame members
at the lower aft
side of the overhang, and again areas of blackening and pitting. The
full details of the
nature and extent of the damage are to be found in the evidence of Mr
Claiden, and
are confirmed in the evidence of Dr Hayes and Mr Feraday, forensic
scientists with
the Royal Armaments Research and Development Establishment
(ÒRARDEÓ). The
nature of the damage indicated a high-energy event, and the sooting
and pitting
indicated an explosion. Mr Claiden, whose evidence was given in an
impressively
careful and restrained manner, stated ÒI have no doubts in my mind
that such an event
occurred from within the containerÓ, the only occasion on which he
stated an
absolutely unqualified opinion. Because of the distribution of the areas
of sooting and
pitting, and in particular the absence of any such signs on the base of
the container, it
appeared to Mr Claiden that, assuming that an explosive device was
contained in a
piece of luggage in the container, the likelihood was that that piece of
luggage was not
lying on the floor of the container but was lying probably on top of a
case on the floor
and projecting into the overhang of the container. Ascertainment of
the precise

location of the explosive device was assisted by consideration of the
damage to the
adjacent container AVN 7511. The forward face of that container had
a hole
approximately 8" square about 10" up from the top of the base
radiating out from
which were areas of sooting extending up to the top of the container.
This indicated
that a relatively mild blast had exited AVE 4041 and impinged at an
angle on the
forward face of AVN 7511. Combining that information with the
damage to AVE
4041, the likely position of an explosive device was about 13" above
the floor of AVE
4041. On that assumption allied to the previous assumption that the
piece of luggage
containing the device was projecting into the overhang, the position of
the device
would be approximately 25" from the skin of the fuselage. We found
the evidence of
Mr Claiden wholly credible, reliable and compelling so far as it went. He
was not
however an expert on explosives or the effects of explosives. The
conclusion reached
by Dr Hayes and Mr Feraday as to the position of the explosive device
coincided with
that of Mr Claiden, and in addition Mr Feraday was present at tests in
the USA.
These tests involved the use of luggage filled metal containers and
the placing of
plastic explosives within Toshiba radio cassette players in a garment
filled suitcase.
The tests confirmed the opinion he expressed as to the position of
the explosive
device and the quantity of explosive involved.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT

To: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: Injustice

Hello John,
I hope you have recovered from your recent flue.
Just wondering what you make of the verdict at the Scottish court
at camp
Zeist. Here is my wonderful organisation's report
http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/
newsid_1144000/1144893.stm

Regards
Ben

Thanks, Ben, I just woke up and you are the first to tell me. I
went to the site and read it. Well, justice, like, politics, is not
truth. Science is truth.
So, a politically satisfying solution, let one go and jail the other
for 20 years/life. Ha!
Well, AI 182 will go to trial some day and I hope the defense of
those two 'bombers' will at least question whether a crime
occurred or not. PA 103 defense team betrayed their clients by
believing the hype of bomb bomb bomb, which was yelled at the
day after the crash and never stopped.
Wiring/cargo door is still the best story around. It's got facts,
data, evidence, and now injustice. What is your opinion after

reading my site with the premise based on the similar evidence of
the four accidents? Where they all bombs? Or all missiles? All
center tank explosions? They were certainly all caused by the
same initial event. My vote, unanimous, is still with the only
confirmed by evidence event of UAL 811/ electrical/cargo door.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: ben.whalley-bbc.co.uk
Subject: Discovery Channel stuff

Dear Ben, my wife is a full time registered nurse and got this
email today. People are turning more and more to documentaries
such as Discovery Channel for truth from their TV instead of the
commercial lies.

The Discovery Health Channel will premier NURSES,

Cheers,
Barry

X-From_: naon_members-return@inurse.com Thu Jan 18
13:42:46 2001
Date: Thu, 18 Jan 2001 15:59:30 -0500
From: NAON Member List <naon@ajj.com>
Reply-To: johnsons@ajj.com
X-Accept-Language: en
To: naon_members@inurse.com
Subject: NURSES Program to Watch
The following is sent to you For Your Information (FYI) only.
The
National Association of Orthopaedic Nurses does not endorse or
recommend
the following series, but encourages you to watch it since it will
provide a lot of media exposure for nursing.
The Discovery Health Channel will premier NURSES, a five-part
behind-the-scenes look at the inner workings of hospital nursing,
on
Sunday, January 28 at 8 pm (Eastern Time). The series covers
nursing as
a whole and also highlights the men and women practicing in
pediatrics,
critical care, obstetrics and neonatology, oncology, and
psychiatry.
The series was filmed at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore,
MD. It
presents today's nurses, who are no longer a doctor's "second

string"
but
are the vital link to the patient. NURSES features inspiring reallife
stories
as nurses and patients face death and disease. The series focuses
on
individual nurses, their emotionally intense daily routines, their
sophisticated skills, and their compassion.
The series schedule is as follow:
January 28, 8 pm (ET). NURSES: PEDIATRICS. Pediatric
nurses lend their
expertise and emotional support to patients and parents.
January 28, 9 pm (ET). NURSES: CRITICAL CARE. The highstress,
high-tech world of the ER, OR, and ICU.
February 18, 8 pm (ET). NURSES: BATTLING FOR BABIES.
The
emotionally-charged world of obstetrics and neonatal intensive
care
nursing.
February 18, 9 pm (ET). NURSES: TOUCH OF MERCY.
Nurses face the
daunting task of keeping cancer patients from losing hope.
February 18, 10 pm (ET). NURSES: NURSING THE MIND.
Psychiatric
nurses and the challenge of treating patients with severe mental
illness.

The American Nurses Association states that the launching of the
series
is
an excellent opportunity to place local news stories or schedule
print
and
broadcast interviews with deans, faculty, or students on the
emerging
nursing shortage, current health
care research by nurses, expanding practice roles for today's
RNs, and
the
rich array of career opportunities in contemporary nursing inside
and
beyond hospitals.
For more information on the series or its scheduling, contact:
Stacy Troubh
Discovery Health Channel
(301) 771-4144
stacy_troubh@discovery.com
---------------------------------------National Assocation of Orthopaedic Nurses (NAON)
200 East Holly Avenue, Box 56
Pitman, NJ 08071
P - 856-256-2310
naon@ajj.com
http://naon.inurse.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT

To: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: RE: Supplemental data to phone call

Thank you for the photostat- how amazing to see pertinent facts
censored.
Are you familiar with PPRUNE- professional pilots rumour
network? Despite
the cringeworthy title it does offer a wide network of aviation
affiliated
people- a very good place to further your theories on Boeing
crashes and the
NTSB as a whole. There are something lke 250,000 people
registered to this
site.
http://www.pprune.org

Dear Ben,
I've been corresponding with PPRUNE for several years. So far
no interest in discussing wiring/cargo door explanation detailing
facts, they hear the PA 103 not a bomb and they close their
minds, like most, heck including my father, and I believe the
judges at Camp Zeist I'm afraid.. I'm still trying though. Thanks
for tip.
Cheers,
Barry

Thursday, 18 January, 2001, 19:08 GMT Lockerbie
verdict wait begins

The judges warned there is a lot of evidence to consider

The judges in the Lockerbie trial have retired to begin considering their
verdict after eight months and 84 days of evidence.
Defence counsel for the two Libyans accused of the bombing in which
270 died completed their closing arguments on Thursday and called on
the judges to deliver not guilty verdicts.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: ben.whalley-bbc.co.uk
Subject: Supplemental data to phone call

Dear Ben, just got off the phone, a very enjoyable chat, thanks.
Thoughts: Avoid the tower, maybe Andrew deep down fears that
happening, it's happened before. My daughter, age 9, is currently
doing story with pictures as part of school project on a famous
person. Laura Ashley, yes, that's her name, picked Elizabeth I.
We went to the web and got bio and she is drawing selected
pictures. She just finished one on the Tower, where that 'mean
Bloody Mary' put her. And then last week I saw a documentary
(the only things worth watching on TV, history channel, TLC and
Discovery) on the Tower and the crown jewels. And then of
course I've read all the Shakespeare plays and the Tower plays a
big part in those stories. And when you said Tower, I thought you
meant the airport tower at first.
Well, we seem to agree on many aviation matters.
Yes, I will be glad to put on camera or by voice or to use any
documents about the egress for Discovery.
In 1972 I was part of 'Egress Recap' which was me as a Navy LT

set to debrief returning POWs. They changed the name to
"Homecoming' and used someone else.
Wiring/cargo door story is the big one with international
implications, aviation safety consequences, and legal
repercussions. If true. I say it is and most say it isn't. Let's not
wait for another 747 to fall out of the sky in pieces to bring up
the wiring/cargo door cause for 4 747s. The supporting data is on
the web site and comes from government itself. Can you refer an
investigative journalist to me if you pass on it?
Another guy like me, civilian with alternated explanation of a
plane accident story is below:
More ejection info below:
Domains below I own with British ranks.
Call again anytime and email is always good,

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Royal Navy:

admiralofthefleet.net
navyadmiral.com
viceadmiral.net
vadm.net
rearadmiral.net
radm.net
commodore.org
navycaptain.com
navycommander.com
lieutenantcommander.com
lieutenantcommander.net
lieutenantcommander.org
lieutenant.org
sublieutenant.com
midshipman.org
chiefpettyofficer.com
chiefpettyofficer.net
chiefpettyofficer.org
pettyofficer.com
ableseaman.com
navyseaman.com
Royal Air Force:
marshaloftheroyalairforce.com
airchiefmarshal.net
airmarshal.com
airvicemarshal.com
aircommodore.com
groupcaptain.com
wingcommander.net
squadronleader.com

flightlieutenant.com
flyingofficer.com
pilotofficer.com
warrantofficer.net
militarysergeant.com
flightsergeant.com
chieftechnician.com
corporal.org
militarycorporal.com
juniortechnician.com
senioraircraftman.com
aircraftman.net

British Army:
militarygeneral.com
lieutenantgeneral.com
majorgeneral.net
brigadier.net
fullcolonel.com
lieutenantcolonel.com
lieutenantcolonel.net
lieutenantcolonel.org
armymajor.com
militarymajor.com
armycaptain.com
militarycaptain.com
lieutenant.org
secondlieutenant.com
2ndlt.com
warrantofficer.net
staffsergeant.com
militarysergeant.com

corporal.org
militarycorporal.com
lancecorporal.com
militaryprivate.com
Royal Marines:
militarygeneral.com
lieutenantgeneral.com
majorgeneral.net
brigadier.net
fullcolonel.com
lieutenantcolonel.com
lieutenantcolonel.net
lieutenantcolonel.org
militarymajor.com
militarycaptain.com
lieutenant.org
secondlieutenant.com
2ndlt.com
warrantofficer.net
militarysergeant.com
coloursergeant.net
corporal.org
militarycorporal.com
lancecorporal.com

Cause of my ejection: Titanium bolt got loose and ingested into
starboard J79 engine and Fodded on fire, loss of thrust, down
low, slow, and gear, flaps and droops down, too much drag. RA
5C was supposed to fly single engine when dirty, but no. We
found out it can't.

Supplemental ejection story below:
http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
314summary1.html US Navy explanation of crash
314summary2.html US Navy explanation of crash
314summary3.html US Navy explanation of crash
314coverletter.html The Navy issuing accident report
314coverlet.html The Navy issuing accident report 1
314ejectsequence1.html 314 crash transcripts
314ejectsequence1a.html314 crash transcripts1
314ejectsequence2.html 314 crash official sequence
314ejectsequence3.html 314 crash official sequence
314FOD.html Foreign Object Damage to engine number two,
metal.
314aircraftdamage Foreign Object Damage to aircraft, ground.
314pilotdamage.html Foreign Object Damage to Pilot, ground.
314randamage.html Foreign Object Damage to Ran , fire,
ground.
314seatused.html Rocket ejection seat used.
314wreckageplot.html Where the pieces fell
314wreckageplotlegend.html Naming the fallen pieces
314RA-5C.html Photo of Vigilante RA-5C

Start letter: "Dear Mr Smith, My name is Richard Butler, C.T.
Butler was my father. You can imagine my surprise when I came
across your "Night of Terror" article in the July Pacific Flyer and
realized your pilot in that accident was my father. It was even
more strange because a couple of nights before I told a friend

that I would like to learn more about my father's accident.
The story thus far...
June 14th, 1967 1130 PM, Sanford Florida, ejection from
RA-5C during Field Carrier Landing Practice, (FCLP) killing the
pilot, LCDR C.T. Butler, and injuring the Reconnaissance Attack
Navigator (RAN), Ensign John Barry Smith. The dead pilot
leaves a wife and five children of whom three are boys, the oldest
age eight.
July 1990, Pacific Flyer prints an article written by the
navigator. A picture from his cruisebook of an A-5 with an A-3
coincidentally on the backside was also submitted.
August, September, October, 1990. Letters pour in to Pacific
Flyer regarding mixup in photos.
The story continues...
November 1st 1990. A letter from Pacific Flyer arrives at the
navigator's home. I open it and find another letter inside,
addressed to me, John Barry Smith, Care of Pacific Flyer. The
contents of the letter, handwritten in ink, follow.
Start letter: "Dear Mr Smith, My name is Richard Butler, C.T.
Butler was my father. You can imagine my surprise when I came
across your "Night of Terror" article in the July Pacific Flyer and
realized your pilot in that accident was my father. It was even
more strange because a couple of nights before I told a friend
that I would like to learn more about my father's accident.
I am now a Navy pilot myself. I am attached to VF-51, flying
F-14's at Miramar. We were returning from a WestPac
deployment and the USS Carl Vinson was in port at Pearl
Harbor, I was SDO sitting in the ready room while everyone else
enjoyed the beaches when I happened to find a copy of the
Pacific Flyer. What caught my eye was that they put a picture of
an A-3 instead of an A-5. When I started to read the article I got a
shiver down my back when I read the date and place in the first

paragraph and then saw my father's name. I can still vividly
remember that next morning, when I was eight years old, and
there were several strange women at my house and my mother
wouldn't get out of bed. My mother has yet to remarry and did a
heroic job raising five kids. We all turned out pretty well. John,
the next oldest boy to me is also a Navy pilot at Miramar flying
with VF-126, the adversary squadron.
We would both like a chance to meet you. Your article was a
good one, answered a lot of questions I had about that accident
23 years ago. If you would like to get together with John and I
sometime please give me a call or write. I look forward to
hearing from you. Sincerely, Richard Butler." End letter.
I held the letter in my hand, stunned and amazed. The past had
come alive. There was a string of life which had continued all
these years. I immediately made plans to meet the Butler boys.
I had received the letter on a Wednesday and had already
planned to fly in my Mooney to San Antonio on Tuesday for a
week. I had learned not to make too firm of commitments while
flying light airplanes and sent the following letter to Richard
Butler.
Start letter: "Dear Richard Butler, Monday, November 5, 1990,
Thank you for your letter. We must meet at a convenient time.
I was talking to a retired Navy Captain today who also knew
your father. Small world.
It's amazing you and your brother are Navy pilots; it's quite an
accomplishment. I met your uncle the day after the crash. I knew
there were five children.
After the article appeared a reader wrote in and said he was in
the pattern during the crash that night.
In 1969 I was in Sigonella filing a flight plan for an A-5 and the
First Class at the tower said he watched one crash. I enquired
where and when and it turned out he was the tower operator the
night of the crash. He said they were all surprised anyone lived

because it happened so suddenly.
Well, I lived because your Dad thought about me back there and
told me to eject.
I volunteered for the hop because the previous times I had flown
with him I had learned a lot. He was very helpful and patient to a
23 year old Ensign. Maybe he was that way because of his five
kids.
I'm off tomorrow to San Antonio in my Mooney for a week. I
will return about the 14th of November. I'll call you to set up a
rendevous. The pilot who climbed out of the plane just before
your father climbed in lives in San Diego. I'll coordinate with
him so we can all get together.
I just got my Commercial license with instrument rating and
this is my first IFR cross country.
You might write me here at home and give me and your brother
in-port schedule. Sincerely, John Barry Smith." End letter.
The trip to San Antonio to visit friends was an annual event but
the first in my airplane. A year earlier in San Antonio I had first
sat in a Mooney and decided I wanted one. Four days later, after
arriving back in Carmel Valley, I had bought my Mooney in
Hollister. Now I had it fixed up and was proudly flying it back to
show off while exercising my new instrument rating.
I took off in clear weather and a fine running machine to fly
direct to Bullhead City to stay in the Flamingo Hilton, courtesy
of Barron Hilton who had sent me a free three night certificate, as
he had done to many other pilots.
The flight was nice, the Hotel and casino were fine, and the
airport was terrible. In a thirty knot wind there was no assistance
to push back the plane to parking, no help tying down nor chocks
available. They would not bring a gas truck out to refuel unless I
walked in and signed a gas chit. The gas truck was slow to get
there and there was no ride to and from the plane to office. I was
charged for two nights of tie down although I was only there 23

hours. But the room was great, which is to say it was free and I
had a view of the airport with my plane on it.
I gambled a little and drank none; the next day was to be a
grueling, rugged three leg, nine hour flight to San Antonio. I
planned on refueling in Deming, NM, and Fort Stockton Texas.
That night I checked the weather via a phone line to Reno. A low
pressure air mass had moved in during the day bringing snow,
rain, and freezing rain from Phoenix to El Paso to San Antonio.
I was faced with the common problem, bad weather and what to
do. I couldn't go around it to the south because Mexico was
down there. To go around to the north would require a detour as
far north as Denver over some really high mountains. I had the
new instrument rating and was willing to fly in clouds and rain
and snow, but not freezing rain. My Mooney had no pitot heat,
nor radar, nor de ice.
I did have two more free nights in the hotel, I could wait it out
and push it to make the Saturday night party in San Antonio, or I
could just follow the front, flying behind it in the rain but
avoiding the freezing rain. When it got too bad, I could land and
wait it out.
And then I thought of flying to San Diego to meet the Butlers. I
gave a call to Richard's home in San Diego from the casino lobby
with one of my many quarters. Richard's wife Lana responded by
saying Richard was on a mission to Fallon bombing range but
would be back the next night and we set up a dinner meeting.
So the attraction of meeting the sons of the man who saved my
life years ago turned me away from a huge weather system and
towards San Diego.
I had a tailwind and was finally able to see 200 knots on the
groundspeed readout. I was in the yellow sailing along when I hit
a bit of moderate to severe near Julian and lost 500 feet. I was
way above maneuvering speed so I pulled the power back to
slow down. Center called and asked what was going on and I

replied turbulence. Another plane, a Boeing 737, heard and asked
where. Center replied it was just a light plane and wasn't
important. The 737 replied he didn't ask what but where.
The next day, I called my regular pilot, Burton J. Larkins, Capt
(Ret.) and explained the situation and we agreed to meet that day
for lunch and dinner.
We went for a ride on his beautiful forty foot sailboat up and
down the San Diego Harbor. We rode by the tied up USS Ranger,
where we carrier qualified (carqualled) in RA-5Cs July 1967,
three weeks after my ejection. To land on the Ranger in a
Vigilante was why we were practicing FCLP that fateful night.
We rode by all the Navy ships in port with the thoughts of the
impending Gulf war on our minds. The sister ships to the Iwo
Jima were there. The Iwo Jima was a Marine helicopter carrier
and the ship that ninety percent of my boot camp class went to
after graduation. I went to an electronics school in Memphis
because I told the man in the third week of boot camp I liked
flying so he made me into an aviation recruit while the others
became seamen recruits. We sailed by Navy boot camp and the
bridge connecting Camp Nimitz which I recall marching over so
often. Also visible was the USS Recruit, a landbound destroyer,
where I learned to tie knots. We saw landing craft which were
taking recruits to visit a ship as part of their training. Helicopters
were frequently flying over us as they landed at North Island.
And we were meeting a pilot who was on a practice bombing
mission in Nevada.
Captain Larkins and I were at the Cafe Machado at
Montgomery Field a little early to wait for Richard and John
Butler to arrive. They walked up and I immediately recognized
them as Navy pilots. We made the introductions and sat down to
dinner and conversation.
I offered a toast, "To C. T. Butler, a man who created your lives
and saved mine." Richard's voice was just like his dad's, sort of a

soft southern drawl. Richard was of medium height, sandy hair,
and bore a strong resemblance to his father. John was taller and
slightly younger. Both of the young men were calm, deliberate,
and thoughtful. The saying, "You can tell a fighter pilot, but you
can't tell him much," was not true in this case. I had to revise my
image of the elite of Naval Aviation.
John had gone to the Naval Academy, then to a short preflight,
and then to flight training. He was now flying F-16s, F/A-18s,
and F-5s in an adversarial role against F-14s. Richard was flying
F-14s in an active Navy fighter squadron. So in professional life
the two men were sibling rivals but in their personal lives I saw
mutual respect and love.
I remarked that it was possible that C.T. Butler was so patient
and willing to teach a 23 year old Ensign named John was
because he had a son named John, age six, whom he was
teaching also.
Richard had graduated from the University of Kentucky and
gone to Preflight in Pensacola. He discussed the landing
difficulties of FCLP at San Clemente Island, a practice carrier
landing site off San Diego. There are no drop lights, there is
always a right crosswind, and the landing pattern is reversed. It
turns out the practice for night carrier landings is harder than the
real thing.
Captain Larkins explained after he climbed out of the plane and
was walking back to the ready room, he saw the flash of the
explosion.
Richard mentioned there was a third brother, Paul, who had just
gotten married. He said that their mother was a dental hygienist
who had gone back to work to help support the raising of five
young children.
We reviewed Navy career patterns the way it is now and the
way it was then. We were actually representing Naval aviation
from the early fifties to the early nineties. We agreed it hasn't

changed that much, actually. There are still sea tours, shore tours,
school tours, ship's company tours, and exchange tours.
Captain Larkins offered to take Richard and John sailing some
time which was accepted. I offered my house for a place to stay
if they should come up this way. We all walked out to the ramp to
look at my Mooney.
I'm quite proud of N79807, a 1965 M20C/U, but I knew that
compared to a F-14 or F-16, it must have looked like a toy
model. But, as Richard said, "It was all mine."
We had enjoyed the meal, the talk of the past, present, and future
and agreed we would like to get together again, sometime.
I was flying back to the Salinas airport the next day and
thinking about the meeting. Naval aviation is in good hands if
there are pilots like Richard and John flying. They were polite,
mature, reasoning, and intelligent. The Butler family must be one
really sharp family.
I wondered what went through their mother's mind when her
two sons told her they wanted to be Navy pilots, just like dad. I
thought of her lying in bed the morning of the crash, unable to
get up, the nightmare come true, no husband, no father, no future.
And yet, she did get up, and she succeeded.
It was a beautiful flight from San Diego to LAX to Point Magu,
to San Luis Obispo, to Big Sur, to Salinas. The visibility was
200 miles. I could see the Space Shuttle lake bed landing strip at
Edwards Air Force Base while over downtown LA at 10000 feet.
The trip up the coast was striking with surf, boats, caves, and
windy highways to look at in the clear smooth weather.
And then, my airplane veered off to the left while on the two
axis pneumatic autopilot Mooneys have. It then veered off to the
right. I checked the vacuum gauge; it was zero. I had had a
catastrophic vacuum pump failure and no standby system. While
straight and level my attitude gyro showed me in a level, gradual
climb and the directional gyro showed me in a right turn. Then

they began to spin faster and faster. They ended up just going
around and around. I did an ILS into Salinas in VFR under
partial panel and realized it is necessary to cover up the defective
instruments to avoid distraction because the scan took me right
back to them every few seconds.
I taxied up to my hangar and shut down. I sat in the cockpit and
reflected on what had happened. The vacuum pump had failed
four flight hours out of Bullhead City. If I had gone to San
Antonio, as planned, instead of San Diego to see Richard and
John Butler, I would have lost my primary flight instruments
while in the soup over somewhere near Deming, New Mexico,
where mountains are high, radar coverage is poor, and airfields
far apart.
C. T. Butler may have saved my tail again.

Engineer has alternate theory on plane disaster Boiler expert
links jet's age, design to why roof ripped off
By Gary Stoller
USA TODAY
As an Aloha Airlines jet descended for landing on Maui, Hawaii,
passenger Matt Austin noticed the luggage racks rattling and
swaying when the thrust reversers came on.
It didn't startle him. He had seen that happen before on other
older Aloha jets. But Austin remembered the name painted across
the plane's exterior: Queen Lili'uokalani. It was a 19-year-old
Boeing 737.
A week later -- on April 28, 1988 -- the same jet's roof ripped
open 24,000 feet over the Pacific Ocean, killing one flight
attendant and seriously injuring seven passengers and a crew
member. Austin counted himself lucky. Aloha Flight 243's last
flight didn't really begin to grip him until the next year, when the
National Transportation Safety Board issued its accident report.

This is a detective story. It's about a mystery that aviation
professionals say was solved 12 years ago and the persistence of
Austin, a former Hawaii boiler inspector, who has spent all those
years and $45,000 of his money trying to prove that the experts
got it wrong.
It's also about an accident that forever changed maintenance
practices for old planes and about an alternative theory that could
have far-reaching consequences. Finally, it's about the intriguing
possible parallels between boiler safety and airplane safety.
But first it helps to know something about Austin. A mechanical
engineer, Austin has no professional expertise in airplane
accidents. He is an expert on boilers; the NTSB consulted him
about a train boiler explosion in Gettysburg, Pa. Austin, 43, runs
a consulting business, Hawaiian Steam Engineering, which
designs, inspects and restores boilers and locomotives. He also
consults for the U.S. Navy on servicing nuclear submarine power
plant components.
Since 1989, Austin has researched the Aloha accident
independently, always maintaining that his only motivation is
''engineering truth'' and a conviction that sharing his insights can
prevent similar accidents. He has a Web site,
www.disastercity.com, where he details his theories on the
Aloha accident and other disasters.
If Austin's theories are correct, a design that is intended to
prevent catastrophic failures on nearly all Boeing jets could be
flawed. It may even pose a danger to passengers, Austin says.
Boeing says the design meets FAA requirements and works as
intended.
Austin also says his study has convinced him that:
* Old jets are not safe to fly, even if all required maintenance has
been done.

* The FAA's aging aircraft program, which requires airlines to
repair and inspect old jets, should be scrapped. The program
allows planes to fly beyond their design life and relies on airline
inspectors who may not detect all structural problems, he says.
To reach those conclusions, Austin purchased and pored over
more than 4,000 pages of NTSB accident findings. He attended a
course for airline maintenance managers on aging aircraft and
studied books for aeronautical engineers. He bought special
computers to study the NTSB's photos of the accident and related
forensic evidence.
Austin also corresponded with NTSB investigators, FAA officials
and a Boeing engineer. The investigators stand by the NTSB's
conclusions but say they respect Austin's engineering knowledge.
''In every accident I ever worked, all kinds of crazies came out of
the woodwork with theories about what happened,'' says former
NTSB investigator Brian Richardson, who led the NTSB group
that studied why the Aloha jet broke apart. ''Matt Austin is not
one of those people. He has good, solid credentials, and he's not
going off the deep end.''
The NTSB says it will not reopen the accident investigation, but
Richardson says the FAA should study Austin's theory. Then goes
a major step further.
''Matt may well have nailed the cause of the accident,'' he says. ''I
don't really know.''
An important accident
Aloha Flight 243 was bound from Hilo to Honolulu when its roof
tore off. An emergency landing was made in Maui.
Many aviation experts consider the flight the most significant
accident in commercial aviation. It showed how inadequate
airline maintenance procedures and poor FAA oversight can
result in tragedy, and it prompted an FAA program to more
vigilantly inspect aging airplanes.

The NTSB, which investigated the Aloha accident, concluded the
jet's roof and walls tore off in flight because multiple fatigue
cracks existed in the jet's skin.
Those cracks developed, the NTSB said, because lap joints that
were supposed to hold the fuselage together became corroded
and failed. A lap joint connects two overlapping metal sheets of
the fuselage.
The role of lap joints on the Aloha plane is what first captured
Austin's attention. He read a story about lap-joint failure in the
accident and realized the same words had been written about a
boiler explosion in Brockton, Mass., in 1905.
The boiler connection
The danger of failed lap joints is well known in the boiler
industry, which stopped using them on large boilers in the 1920s.
In Brockton, a shoe factory boiler explosion collapsed a building,
killing 58 people and injuring 117 others.
When a boiler's lap joint fails, a hole opens in the boiler's shell.
The water inside instantly turns to steam, and increased pressure
causes an explosion. Such a phenomenon is known as a fluid
hammer, which Austin says caused the Aloha accident.
If Austin's theory is correct, it solves a question that the
accident's investigators asked: Why didn't Boeing's ''fail-safe''
design, which is supposed to prevent a massive breakup, work?
Boeing says the 737 was designed to decompress safely with as
much as a 40-inch crack in the plane's skin, the 0.036-inch thick,
aluminum outer layer of the fuselage. Instead of an explosive
decompression, the hole in the skin is supposed to release
internal pressure in a controlled way. In the Aloha accident,
investigators concluded that more damage occurred -- about 18
feet of the fuselage tore away -- because many fatigue-caused
cracks had gone undetected.
Austin says that a weakened fuselage was not the main reason for
the extensive damage.

A 10-inch-by-10-inch hole opened, he says, in the roof of the
front cabin at a location known as body station 500. (Body
stations are identifying points on the fuselage that are measured
in inches from near the nose of the jet to the rear.) A powerful
stream of air swept an Aloha flight attendant off her feet and
toward the hole, Austin says. Her head and right arm went
through the hole, he says, but her body momentarily plugged it,
creating a jolt of pressure that ripped the jet apart. The flight
attendant was swept out and her body was not recovered.
''Slamming the door on a 700-mile-per-hour jet stream creates a
localized, short-duration high-pressure spike, up to several orders
of magnitude (greater than) the allowable design pressure,''
Austin says. ''This is a fluid hammer.''
Forensic evidence, Austin says, shows where the flight
attendant's skull struck the exterior of the plane. The location of
the skull print is consistent with the location of a plugged hole at
body station 500, he says.
The NTSB's official accident report says, however, that the
breakup of the jet began about 5 feet farther forward, at about
body station 440.
But Richardson, the former NTSB investigator, says Austin
pinpointed a mistake in the NTSB's report. He says he always
assumed the breakup began close to the point that Austin says.
The wreckage that could reveal where the breakup occurred is at
the bottom of the Pacific Ocean.
NTSB not persuaded
USA TODAY brought Austin's analysis to NTSB Chairman
James Hall, who joined the board 5 years after the Aloha
accident and recently announced his resignation. He said Austin's
theory makes sense, but the NTSB doesn't believe it happened
that way.
''We don't disagree with Mr. Austin's explanation about how an
airplane can decompress at 24,000 feet after a 10-inch-by-10-

inch hole is blown open in the skin and about how devastating
the 'fluid hammer' effect can be at this altitude,'' Hall said in a
letter. ''We disagree, however, with his conjecture involving the
role the flight attendant's body played. . . .
''The roof of the Aloha airplane came off as a result of multiple
site damage -- mainly, small fatigue cracks that emanated from
many chamfered rivet holes. These cracks joined together,
resulting in the catastrophic separation of the skin.''
Austin agrees that the many fatigue cracks weakened the
structure, but he says the plane wouldn't have ripped apart if the
hole hadn't been plugged. And, Austin adds, ''The NTSB
validated my fluid-hammer theory. They couldn't say anything
more without reconvening a pool of experts and reopening the
investigation.''
Richardson says he never heard of the fluid-hammer theory until
Austin explained it. No one on his structural team, he says, ever
mentioned it during the course of the investigation.
He says, though, he'll stand behind his and the NTSB's
conclusions. ''We never thought that the hole in the fuselage
remained small enough long enough for anything to plug it and
produce the kind of pressure spike that is common to the pressure
vessels that you are familiar with,'' Richardson wrote Austin.
Austin says, however, that the difference between the NTSB's
findings and his analysis is, ''We're 60 inches and probably 20
thousandths of a second apart.''
He says he enlarged NTSB photos of the skull print, used a
computer to view them from a different angle and pinpointed the
skull print's exact location. ''The skull print is the key,'' Austin
says. ''It wouldn't be there so graphically if the flight attendant
didn't plug the hole. If there would have been an out-rush of air
without a hole being plugged, her whole body would have been
sucked out at once away from the aircraft.''
Austin also corresponded with FAA officials in 1998. He was

told that the FAA intended to do studies on his theory, but the
agency later said it couldn't do the work because Congress had
cut the FAA's research budget.King Frey, a retired aeronautical
engineer who worked for two aircraft manufacturers, Hughes and
Douglas, and for Northrop Grumman, which makes fuselages for
747s, buys the fluid-hammer theory.
''Matt's reasoning and logic is right on target, and he has an
excellent probable theory that should be researched,'' Frey says.
The odds are very small that such a phenomenon will occur, Frey
says, ''but rare things do happen.''
As 737s get older, however, it raises the possibility from an
astronomically small number to a number that should be taken
seriously, Frey says. The increased possibility of a fluid-hammer
effect, he says, needs to be heeded by Boeing and airline
mechanics.
Regardless of whether he's right about the Aloha accident, he
questions whether a plane can be designed for a safe
decompression when a fuselage tears open. That would cause a
powerful stream of air to escape from the cabin, he says, which
could sweep up persons or objects not belted down, shatter
eardrums and cause more serious injuries.
''Safe decompression is a fly-it-'til-it-breaks philosophy,'' he says.
''It's stupid to have a design concept that says a plane is OK until
it blows a hole at 24,000 feet.''
Boeing defends design against theory
Boeing officials say their design is sound and meets FAA
regulations. Further, the company says, it tested the plane for the
theory that Austin has. Boeing's Jack McGuire says computer
simulations were done in 1965 to test what would happen if a 40inch hole -- one much larger than the hole that Austin believes
popped open on the Aloha plane -- was plugged. The tests
showed that cabin pressure is maintained longer, increasing
passengers' chances of survival, he says. Richardson says

research is needed to study Boeing's safe-decompression design.
''I think it's worth determining if this type of scenario should be a
design consideration in the future,'' says Richardson, who is now
an airline pilot. ''Testing by the FAA/manufacturer is the only
way to determine if it can happen in an aircraft, absent funding
by some private source. The FAA should spearhead the effort to
see if Boeing's fail-safe design is viable.''
FAA officials in Washington did not respond to written questions
about safe-decompression design and aging aircraft.
Richardson and some other aviation experts believe the FAA
should study the fluid-hammer phenomenon.
''Matt's efforts and goals are commendable,'' he says. ''The
industry needs to be constantly reminded of the past so it can be
ever vigilant in the future.''
That's Austin's credo. ''Disasters keep recurring because we don't
learn from those that have struck in the past,'' he says. ''History is
repeating itself before our eyes.'' Cover story
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: community@usatoday.com
Subject: For Gary Stoller

Dear Mr. Stoller,
A similar story is done by me for Boeing 747s at
www.corazon.com but more controversial.
Cheers,
Barry John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Engineer has alternate theory on plane
disaster Boiler expert links jet's age,
design to why roof ripped off
By Gary Stoller
USA TODAY
As an Aloha Airlines jet descended for landing on Maui, Hawaii,
passenger Matt Austin noticed the luggage racks rattling and
swaying when the thrust reversers came on.
It didn't startle him. He had seen that happen before on other
older Aloha jets. But Austin remembered the name painted across
the plane's exterior: Queen Lili'uokalani. It was a 19-year-old
Boeing 737.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: RE: phone call

My apologies for not returning call when expected- I had left the
office
before reading the email. I will call again today.

Thank you
Ben Whalley

Roger, Righto, jolly good, standing by; not too weird for you,
Ben? I'm in a good mood because I assume you have checked out
my three "areas of concern," as the politicians say, and have
separated the wheat from the chaff, the men from the boys, and
discovered the diamonds in the rough.
It's now now 3:20 PM your time, I'll be here until 7:30 PM your
time except for a period to take my daughter to school. I can
always call you back if you give a number.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Not about cargo door story.....
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As an Aloha Airlines jet descended for landing on Maui, Hawaii,
passenger Matt Austin noticed the luggage racks rattling and
swaying when the thrust reversers came on.

It didn't startle him. He had seen that happen before on other
older Aloha jets. But Austin remembered the name painted across
the plane's exterior: Queen Lili'uokalani. It was a 19-year-old
Boeing 737.
A week later -- on April 28, 1988 -- the same jet's roof ripped
open 24,000 feet over the Pacific Ocean, killing one flight
attendant and seriously injuring seven passengers and a crew
member. Austin counted himself lucky. Aloha Flight 243's last
flight didn't really begin to grip him until the next year, when the
National Transportation Safety Board issued its accident report.
This is a detective story. It's about a mystery that aviation
professionals say was solved 12 years ago and the persistence of
Austin, a former Hawaii boiler inspector, who has spent all those
years and $45,000 of his money trying to prove that the experts
got it wrong.
It's also about an accident that forever changed maintenance
practices for old planes and about an alternative theory that could
have far-reaching consequences. Finally, it's about the intriguing
possible parallels between boiler safety and airplane safety.
But first it helps to know something about Austin. A mechanical
engineer, Austin has no professional expertise in airplane
accidents. He is an expert on boilers; the NTSB consulted him
about a train boiler explosion in Gettysburg, Pa. Austin, 43, runs
a consulting business, Hawaiian Steam Engineering, which
designs, inspects and restores boilers and locomotives. He also
consults for the U.S. Navy on servicing nuclear submarine power
plant components.
Since 1989, Austin has researched the Aloha accident
independently, always maintaining that his only motivation is
''engineering truth'' and a conviction that sharing his insights can
prevent similar accidents. He has a Web site,
www.disastercity.com, where he details his theories on the
Aloha accident and other disasters.

If Austin's theories are correct, a design that is intended to
prevent catastrophic failures on nearly all Boeing jets could be
flawed. It may even pose a danger to passengers, Austin says.
Boeing says the design meets FAA requirements and works as
intended.
Austin also says his study has convinced him that:
* Old jets are not safe to fly, even if all required maintenance has
been done.
* The FAA's aging aircraft program, which requires airlines to
repair and inspect old jets, should be scrapped. The program
allows planes to fly beyond their design life and relies on airline
inspectors who may not detect all structural problems, he says.
To reach those conclusions, Austin purchased and pored over
more than 4,000 pages of NTSB accident findings. He attended a
course for airline maintenance managers on aging aircraft and
studied books for aeronautical engineers. He bought special
computers to study the NTSB's photos of the accident and related
forensic evidence.
Austin also corresponded with NTSB investigators, FAA officials
and a Boeing engineer. The investigators stand by the NTSB's
conclusions but say they respect Austin's engineering knowledge.
''In every accident I ever worked, all kinds of crazies came out of
the woodwork with theories about what happened,'' says former
NTSB investigator Brian Richardson, who led the NTSB group
that studied why the Aloha jet broke apart. ''Matt Austin is not
one of those people. He has good, solid credentials, and he's not
going off the deep end.''
The NTSB says it will not reopen the accident investigation, but
Richardson says the FAA should study Austin's theory. Then goes
a major step further.
''Matt may well have nailed the cause of the accident,'' he says. ''I
don't really know.''
An important accident

Aloha Flight 243 was bound from Hilo to Honolulu when its roof
tore off. An emergency landing was made in Maui.
Many aviation experts consider the flight the most significant
accident in commercial aviation. It showed how inadequate
airline maintenance procedures and poor FAA oversight can
result in tragedy, and it prompted an FAA program to more
vigilantly inspect aging airplanes.
The NTSB, which investigated the Aloha accident, concluded the
jet's roof and walls tore off in flight because multiple fatigue
cracks existed in the jet's skin.
Those cracks developed, the NTSB said, because lap joints that
were supposed to hold the fuselage together became corroded
and failed. A lap joint connects two overlapping metal sheets of
the fuselage.
The role of lap joints on the Aloha plane is what first captured
Austin's attention. He read a story about lap-joint failure in the
accident and realized the same words had been written about a
boiler explosion in Brockton, Mass., in 1905.
The boiler connection
The danger of failed lap joints is well known in the boiler
industry, which stopped using them on large boilers in the 1920s.
In Brockton, a shoe factory boiler explosion collapsed a building,
killing 58 people and injuring 117 others.
When a boiler's lap joint fails, a hole opens in the boiler's shell.
The water inside instantly turns to steam, and increased pressure
causes an explosion. Such a phenomenon is known as a fluid
hammer, which Austin says caused the Aloha accident.
If Austin's theory is correct, it solves a question that the
accident's investigators asked: Why didn't Boeing's ''fail-safe''
design, which is supposed to prevent a massive breakup, work?
Boeing says the 737 was designed to decompress safely with as
much as a 40-inch crack in the plane's skin, the 0.036-inch thick,
aluminum outer layer of the fuselage. Instead of an explosive

decompression, the hole in the skin is supposed to release
internal pressure in a controlled way. In the Aloha accident,
investigators concluded that more damage occurred -- about 18
feet of the fuselage tore away -- because many fatigue-caused
cracks had gone undetected.
Austin says that a weakened fuselage was not the main reason for
the extensive damage.
A 10-inch-by-10-inch hole opened, he says, in the roof of the
front cabin at a location known as body station 500. (Body
stations are identifying points on the fuselage that are measured
in inches from near the nose of the jet to the rear.) A powerful
stream of air swept an Aloha flight attendant off her feet and
toward the hole, Austin says. Her head and right arm went
through the hole, he says, but her body momentarily plugged it,
creating a jolt of pressure that ripped the jet apart. The flight
attendant was swept out and her body was not recovered.
''Slamming the door on a 700-mile-per-hour jet stream creates a
localized, short-duration high-pressure spike, up to several orders
of magnitude (greater than) the allowable design pressure,''
Austin says. ''This is a fluid hammer.''
Forensic evidence, Austin says, shows where the flight
attendant's skull struck the exterior of the plane. The location of
the skull print is consistent with the location of a plugged hole at
body station 500, he says.
The NTSB's official accident report says, however, that the
breakup of the jet began about 5 feet farther forward, at about
body station 440.
But Richardson, the former NTSB investigator, says Austin
pinpointed a mistake in the NTSB's report. He says he always
assumed the breakup began close to the point that Austin says.
The wreckage that could reveal where the breakup occurred is at
the bottom of the Pacific Ocean.
NTSB not persuaded

USA TODAY brought Austin's analysis to NTSB Chairman
James Hall, who joined the board 5 years after the Aloha
accident and recently announced his resignation. He said Austin's
theory makes sense, but the NTSB doesn't believe it happened
that way.
''We don't disagree with Mr. Austin's explanation about how an
airplane can decompress at 24,000 feet after a 10-inch-by-10inch hole is blown open in the skin and about how devastating
the 'fluid hammer' effect can be at this altitude,'' Hall said in a
letter. ''We disagree, however, with his conjecture involving the
role the flight attendant's body played. . . .
''The roof of the Aloha airplane came off as a result of multiple
site damage -- mainly, small fatigue cracks that emanated from
many chamfered rivet holes. These cracks joined together,
resulting in the catastrophic separation of the skin.''
Austin agrees that the many fatigue cracks weakened the
structure, but he says the plane wouldn't have ripped apart if the
hole hadn't been plugged. And, Austin adds, ''The NTSB
validated my fluid-hammer theory. They couldn't say anything
more without reconvening a pool of experts and reopening the
investigation.''
Richardson says he never heard of the fluid-hammer theory until
Austin explained it. No one on his structural team, he says, ever
mentioned it during the course of the investigation.
He says, though, he'll stand behind his and the NTSB's
conclusions. ''We never thought that the hole in the fuselage
remained small enough long enough for anything to plug it and
produce the kind of pressure spike that is common to the pressure
vessels that you are familiar with,'' Richardson wrote Austin.
Austin says, however, that the difference between the NTSB's
findings and his analysis is, ''We're 60 inches and probably 20
thousandths of a second apart.''
He says he enlarged NTSB photos of the skull print, used a

computer to view them from a different angle and pinpointed the
skull print's exact location. ''The skull print is the key,'' Austin
says. ''It wouldn't be there so graphically if the flight attendant
didn't plug the hole. If there would have been an out-rush of air
without a hole being plugged, her whole body would have been
sucked out at once away from the aircraft.''
Austin also corresponded with FAA officials in 1998. He was
told that the FAA intended to do studies on his theory, but the
agency later said it couldn't do the work because Congress had
cut the FAA's research budget.King Frey, a retired aeronautical
engineer who worked for two aircraft manufacturers, Hughes and
Douglas, and for Northrop Grumman, which makes fuselages for
747s, buys the fluid-hammer theory.
''Matt's reasoning and logic is right on target, and he has an
excellent probable theory that should be researched,'' Frey says.
The odds are very small that such a phenomenon will occur, Frey
says, ''but rare things do happen.''
As 737s get older, however, it raises the possibility from an
astronomically small number to a number that should be taken
seriously, Frey says. The increased possibility of a fluid-hammer
effect, he says, needs to be heeded by Boeing and airline
mechanics.
Regardless of whether he's right about the Aloha accident, he
questions whether a plane can be designed for a safe
decompression when a fuselage tears open. That would cause a
powerful stream of air to escape from the cabin, he says, which
could sweep up persons or objects not belted down, shatter
eardrums and cause more serious injuries.
''Safe decompression is a fly-it-'til-it-breaks philosophy,'' he says.
''It's stupid to have a design concept that says a plane is OK until
it blows a hole at 24,000 feet.''
Boeing defends design against theory
Boeing officials say their design is sound and meets FAA

regulations. Further, the company says, it tested the plane for the
theory that Austin has. Boeing's Jack McGuire says computer
simulations were done in 1965 to test what would happen if a 40inch hole -- one much larger than the hole that Austin believes
popped open on the Aloha plane -- was plugged. The tests
showed that cabin pressure is maintained longer, increasing
passengers' chances of survival, he says. Richardson says
research is needed to study Boeing's safe-decompression design.
''I think it's worth determining if this type of scenario should be a
design consideration in the future,'' says Richardson, who is now
an airline pilot. ''Testing by the FAA/manufacturer is the only
way to determine if it can happen in an aircraft, absent funding
by some private source. The FAA should spearhead the effort to
see if Boeing's fail-safe design is viable.''
FAA officials in Washington did not respond to written questions
about safe-decompression design and aging aircraft.
Richardson and some other aviation experts believe the FAA
should study the fluid-hammer phenomenon.
''Matt's efforts and goals are commendable,'' he says. ''The
industry needs to be constantly reminded of the past so it can be
ever vigilant in the future.''
That's Austin's credo. ''Disasters keep recurring because we don't
learn from those that have struck in the past,'' he says. ''History is
repeating itself before our eyes.'' Cover story
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: I want the last word....please....
OK, thanks. We've both got plenty on our respective plates.

Below was just received from a long time ticket agent who is

examined the ticketing procedures for AI 182, upon which most
of the circumstantial case against the two terrorists named Singh
is based, not to be confused with the two terrorists named
something for PA 103, or confused with the unknown terrorists
for TWA 800 for a year and a half.
She points up all the inconsistencies about the tags and names
etc. Her questions are all relevant, especially about the missing
passenger documentation lists.
But hey, bombs are so much more exciting than boring wire
shorts...
AI 182 is just another one of those award winning, career
making, life and death, history changing aviation stories,
(supported by documents, photos, text, charts, etc, of course)
that have come your way David, and I'm sure will continue to
knock on your door.
But for now, TWA 800, AI 182, UAL 811, and PA 103...case
closed.
Back to my plate.
Cheers,
Barry
further ponderings....
how can murder charges, resulting from the air india 182
incident, be
solely based on circumstantial evidence?

why did the government of india rush to the conclusion of the
bomb
theory, which really hasn't been proven?
why is it that the government of india failed to comply with the
deadline to present evidence; therefore requesting extension?
1.5.14 1.5.28
why is there no mention of a passenger manifest list from air
india 182?
again, this was my initial interest query when i stumbled upon
barry's
investigation reports. still haven't located said listing of
passenger
names nor have i seen this information published within the
evidence
report. the crew manifest list is provided but not the passenger
manifest. why not?
where is the passenger documentation list? this list will show the
names
of the passengers along with passport details: name, date of birth,
passport number, country of origin (issuing country of passport).
was
this not required in june 1985? today's international procedures
require
that the list be printed, checked against the passenger manifest to
include all souls on board -- no passenger is boarded without
passport
(proof of citizenship) details entered into the computer. all
information is retained by the gateway departure station and kept
on

file for at least six months. what were the document procedures
in 1985?
deja vue -- pa 103 defence summation: unaccompanied interline
bags, lax
airport security or breach of security measures, international
flight,
destruction of B747, blame is placed on religious fanatics or
terrorists
(islamic).....
http://news.airwise.com/cgi-bin/story?
name=2001/01/979651112.html
exempt from security checks and x-ray (today's procedures):
diplomatic
mail and medical supplies (life saving or human organs/tissues)
2.2.7 2.2.8
diplomatic pouch given to flight purser and other dipl mat
secured in
valuables container. medicines were in container 14r
ai 182 a/c vt-efo was not subjected to ssip supplemental
structural
inspection programme as it was not within the required cycles for
said
inspection -- not applicable. 2.4.5
circumstantial evidence is not conclusive evidence....
why can't people see through this smoke screen? why aren't more

people
asking why?
why are the structural details dismissed for the more favored
"bomb
theory"???
regards,
http://www.newsday.com/jet/indi0908.htm
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Wiring/cargo door explanation
Barry:
Please don't send me any more of this extensive material. I
have followed through in a good-faith effort, I have received a
response and consider the matter closed.
David

Dear David, you got it. No more wiring/cargo door stuff. Thanks
for writing the letter to NTSB. I'm sure another prize winning life
saving aviation story will come your way again, of course
supported by documents etc. That latest flame email you
published by a guy against FAA and Kapton was very interesting,
very strong of you to publish against the mainstream government
thinking.
I consider the matter closed.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: Re: Egress

Hi, Ben,
This is the ejectee.
Call anytime. The event changed my life and haunts me to this
day. It has affected my direction in life as reflected by my
website, www.corazon.com, a nonprofit aviation safety site with
startling conclusions based on facts, data, and evidence. That
wiring/cargo door explanation is a larger story than ejections.
An idea for Discovery Channel, which I watch all the time, is
that a common, reasonable, mechanical explanation with
precedent exists for three controversial Boeing 747 crashes
which were originally thought to be terrorist bombs but are in
fact caused by bad wiring shorting on a door unlatch motor
which caused midspan latches to rupture in flight leading to
explosive decompression.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.

US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Dear Barry,
Please allow me to introduce myself. My name is Ben Whalley
and I work for
BBC Television in the UK. I am currently putting together ideas
for the
Discovery Channel, one of which is an examination of the
science of egress.
I am emailing you in repsonse to the frank and lucid FCLP
account that
appears on the website. I currently wish to talk to pilots who
have
experienced the ejection procedure and am wondering if it may
be possible to
talk to you about your own personal experience. I would be very
happy to
call you at any suitable time if you could provide me with a
number.

Thank you for your time and help.
Yours sincerely

Ben Whalley
BBC Specialist Factual

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Wiring/cargo door explanation

Dear Mister Jim Hall, Bernard Loeb, Ron Schleede (Ret), Al
Dickinson, Jim Wildey, Bob Swaim of NTSB, and Misters
McSweeny Mr. Ron Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff, Mr. Schalekamp,
Mr. Breneman, Mr. Lyle Streeter of FAA, and FBI agents at the
New York office, 16 Jan 01
This is John Barry Smith responding with a rebuttal to Chairman
Jim Hall of NTSB who states in a 14 December 2000 letter that
the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 has been
considered and ruled out. The NTSB, as represented by the
Chairman, Jim Hall, and Bernard Loeb, Ron Schleede (Ret), Al
Dickinson, Jim Wildey, Bob Swaim states that the NTSB has
considered the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 and
ruled it out based upon evidence and has corresponded with me
numerous times. That evidence is incomplete and NTSB has not
corresponded with me numerous times. NTSB has written me a
few times with short statements of opinion telling me they are
right and I am wrong. In addition, the NTSB has failed to

respond to the specific absolute refuting evidence to the center
tank as the initial event and have consistently refused for over
four years to discuss the wiring/cargo door explanation or even
meet with me to allow me to present a decade of research and
analysis which has led me to conclude that the same probable
cause of faulty wiring leading to a ruptured/open cargo door in
flight has caused four Boeing 747 accidents, including UAL 811
and TWA 800. The actual refuting evidence to the center tank
explanation and the actual confirming evidence of the wiring/
cargo door explanation is listed below in response to NTSB
assertions.
NTSB: ÒThank you for your October 2, 2000, letter regarding
Mr. John Barry Smith's assertion that the TWA flight 800
accident was caused by a wiring/switch fault in the accident
airplane's electrical system, which led to the rupture of the
midspan latches of the forward cargo door in flight. He asserts
that this rupture precipitated the sequence of events that led to
the explosion of the fuel/air vapor in the center wing tank
(CWT).Ó
JBS: Yes, that is my assertion with the clarification that it was
wiring based upon new evidence of the faults of Poly X wiring in
all aircraft, and in particular, early model Boeing 747s such as
TWA 800, which shorted on the door unlatch motor.
NTSB: ÒAs you know, on August 23, 2000, the National
Transportation Safety Board concluded that the probable cause of
the TWA flight 800 accident was an explosion of the CWT
resulting from ignition of the flammable fuel/air mixture in the
tank. The source of ignition energy for the explosion could not be
determined with certainty, but the Board concluded that, of the
sources evaluated by the investigation, the most likely was a

short circuit outside of the CWT that allowed excessive voltage
to enter the CWT through electrical wiring associated with the
fuel quantity indication system.
NTSB: ÒAs you know, on August 23, 2000, the National
Transportation Safety Board concluded...Ó
JBS: Concluded but not published. The final report is yet to be
available to the public six months after the ÒNational
Transportation Safety Board concluded.Ó Why is that?
NTSB: "The source of ignition energy for the explosion could
not be determined with certainty,..."
JBS: The NTSB does not have an ignition source for the center
tank explosion which is conclusive evidence that the probable
cause of initial event as center tank explosion is not confirmed
and that all other reasonable alternative explanations are
plausible until ruled out by proper and thorough evaluation. A
reasonable alternative mechanical explanation that has precedent
and supported by official documents should be thoroughly
investigated. The wiring/cargo door explanation is mechanical,
plausible, supported by Public Docket evidence, has precedent in
a similar type aircraft and has not been thoroughly investigated
to the standard set by the precedent, UAL 811 in NTSB AAR
92/02. To say an explosion happened and not have the ignition
source positively identified after years of searching and tests is to
say the current explanation is incomplete and very possible not
the initial event. There are three essential factors for a fuel
explosion; air, fuel, ignition source; to not have all three is to
admit the current explanation may be wrong. In fact, the wiring/
cargo door explanation does have an ignition source for the CWT
explosion; a FODDed, on fire engine number three which ignited
the center tank as the disintegrating wreckage fell after the

explosive decompression caused by the ruptured/opened cargo
door in flight allowed the nose to be torn off. This scenario is
supported by wreckage debris locations, CVR and FDR data, and
the precedent of UAL 811Õs FODDed and on fire engine number
three. The actual refuting evidence of the center tank as the initial
event is the absence of any sooted material on the passengers or
the fuselage forward of the wing indicating the nose came off
first in a generally straight tear line followed by the explosion of
the tank which sooted those parts of the fuselage aft of the
leading edge of the wing. In addition, the sudden loud sound on
the CVR does not match the sound of a center tank explosion as
compared with a known center tank explosion CVR sound in a
NTSB chart. Also, the port side just forward of the wing is
smooth while the starboard side is shattered which indicates a
unilateral event and not the bilateral damage that a center tank
event would show. The NTSB explanation as a center tank
explosion is partly right because the center tank did explode, but
the NTSB has the timing wrong, it was not the cause but a
symptom.
NTSB: Ò...the most likely was a short circuit outside of the CWT
that allowed excessive voltage to enter the CWT through
electrical wiring associated with the fuel quantity indication
system.Ó
JBS: So very vague as to be meaningless. A short circuit outside
the CWT includes 98% of the aircraft. The wiring/cargo door
explanation has precedent of bare wires in the cargo door area of
the confirmed cargo door accident, UAL 811. TWA 800
wreckage has bare wires in that cargo door area:
The Systems Exhibit 9A, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of

station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is
FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone.
Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and caused the
forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL
811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward cargo bay of a
Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity make a powerful
conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing cargo
compartments.)
NTSB: ÒThe Safety Board did consider the possibility that the
TWA flight 800 accident might have been initiated by the inflight separation of the forward cargo door. All eight of the
latching cams along the bottom of the door were found in the
latched position and, along with some pieces of the cargo door
itself, remained attached to the pins along the lower door sill.
There were no indications of preimpact failure of the hinge at the
top of the door. Investigators verified that these cams, pins, and
sill pieces were from the forward cargo door by matching the
fractures to the attaching pieces of structure. This evidence
indicates that the door was closed and locked at impact. Further,
deformation and fracture patterns on the door matched damage to
the adjacent fuselage structure, confirming that the door was in
the closed position at the time of impact.
NTSB: "The Safety Board did consider the possibility that the
TWA flight 800 accident might have been initiated by the inflight separation of the forward cargo door."

JBS: Considered but not investigated nor evaluated to the
standard set for confirmed ruptured/open cargo door in flight,
UAL 811. The UAL 811 AAR 92/02 has a complete
metallurgical examination of the entire door, latches, cams, pins,
overpressure relief doors, manual locking handle, hinge, and
torque tubes. The TWA 800 ÔconsiderationÕ of the forward
cargo door consists of one sentence, Docket Number SA-516,
Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint,
Forward Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower lobe forward
cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching cams
remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins
along the lower door sill." A one sentence dismissal of a
plausible mechanical explanation with precedent in a similar
accident by an incomplete examination of eight of ten latches is
not up to the aircraft accident investigation standards set by the
NTSB in previous reports.
NTSB: "All eight of the latching cams along the bottom of the
door were found in the latched position and, along with some
pieces of the cargo door itself, remained attached to the pins
along the lower door sill."
JBS: Misleading statement from NTSB of the word "all"; there
are ten latches per cargo door for a total of twenty latches. Only
eight have been recovered and were attached to a cargo door sill
which was found in the aft debris field. The only two references
to a ÔsillÕ in the TAGS database refer to the aft sill, none for the
forward:
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"C122",,,"40 39 46.90","-72 37 27.90","aft cargo
door - lower sill latches and
locks","RF45A","L16","Fuselage","Green","FS 1880",10/12/96
12:55:48,"8/05/96-70",0,0,,
8/25/96 0:00:00,,"C2155",,"C714","40 39 46.40","-72 37
27.80","FS 1810, outer frame aft cargo door panel STR 24R-28R

(aft upper main cargo door
sill)","RF98","16L","Fuselage","Green","FS 1810"
There are no references to any aft or forward cargo door parts in
the addendum to the TAGS database, Exhibit 21F Appendix 5:
ÒUpdated Wreckage Not Included in Tags Table.Ó
Eight is not ten. Ten is complete for forward cargo door; eight is
incomplete. The two missing latches are the midspan latches, the
location of which is exactly where the outward peeled ruptures
occur in the forward cargo door as confirmed by photographs of
the actual shattered forward cargo door wreckage of TWA 800.
ÒXÓ marks the spot of the outward peeled rupture of the aft
midspan latch of the forward cargo door of TWA 800. Note hinge
and red paint smears on fuselage skin above shattered door.

The large gaping hole to the left of the yellow tag marks the spot
of the outward peeled rupture of the missing forward midspan
latch of the forward cargo door of TWA 800. Also note red paint
smears above hinge, inward pillowing of skin lower down on
door pieces, and absence of most of recovered door pieces.
NTSB: ÒThere were no indications of preimpact failure of the
hinge at the top of the door.Ó
JBS: There were indications of failure at the top of the door with
red paint smears that would only occur when the door ruptured/
opened in flight. These paint smears match the style of paint
smears of the UAL 811 cargo door area when the door ruptured/
opened out and upward and slammed into the fuselage skin
above leaving door paint on the fuselage.

NTSB: ÒInvestigators verified that these cams, pins, and sill
pieces were from the forward cargo door by matching the
fractures to the attaching pieces of structure.Ó
JBS: The items only refer to the eight pieces recovered and do
not refer to the two missing midspan latches. Metallurgical
examination and report of those Òcams, pins, and sill piecesÓ is
absent, unlike the two AAR of UAL 811.
NTSB: ÒThis evidence indicates that the door was closed and
locked at impact.Ó
JBS: Absolutely false logic and refuted by the incomplete
recovery of evidence and absolutely refuted by photographic
evidence of the actual wreckage of the few recovered door pieces
which show outward petal shaped ruptures, paint smears, and the
location of wreckage debris in the ocean that indicated clearly
the forward cargo door ruptured in flight as the initial event and
separated in pieces which created the entire shattered area around
the forward cargo door on the starboard side. The port side
opposite the cargo door is smooth and unshattered which refutes
the center tank explosion as the initial event since a ÔcenterÕ
event would cause equal bilateral damage, not the severe
unilateral damage on starboard side, the cargo door side. A
latched cargo door sill in which the rest of the door is shattered
and tossed to the wind is not a door which is closed and locked at
impact. The actual confirming evidence that the forward cargo
door opened in flight is the photographs showing the outward
peeled ruptures at the two midspan latches, the engine blade in
the right horizontal stabilizer, and the sudden loud sound on the
CVR which matches a previous ruptured cargo door in flight on a
similar type aircraft.

NTSB: ÒFurther, deformation and fracture patterns on the door
matched damage to the adjacent fuselage structure, confirming
that the door was in the closed position at the time of impact.Ó
JBS: Absolutely incorrect and proven by photographic evidence.
There is no ÒdoorÕ; there are dozens of pieces of the door with
most of it still missing and unrecovered as shown by photographs
and the recovered wreckage database. To say a ÔdoorÕ is Òin
the closed positionÓ when the manual locking handle has not
been recovered and examined to determine if it in the proper
position and stowed is to give a worthless opinion about the
status of a door. A latched cargo door sill in which the rest of the
door is shattered and tossed to the wind is not a door which is in
the closed position at the time of impact. The few pieces of the
forward cargo door which were recovered were found many
hundreds of yards apart from each other according to wreckage
plot and indicate the door did not shatter upon impact but before
impact. The TAGS database lists all the pieces of the forward
cargo door which were recovered and constitute less than 50% of
the door and confirmed by the wreckage reconstruction: (Note
ÔwhiteÕ tag which means it was later changed and contradicts
the ChairmanÕs statement below.)
8/4/96 0:00:00,,"B155",,,"40 39 04.30","-72 38 27.20","forward
cargo door lift",,"L22","Fuselage","Yellow",
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B189",,,"40 39 04.30","-72 38 27.20","FS
540-580 STR 24R-30R with top right corner of forward cargo
door","RF3D","L21","Fuselage","Yellow","FS 540-580",
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B221",,,"40 39 04.30","-72 38 27.20","small
section of upper forward cargo
door","RF3E","L21","Fuselage","Yellow",
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B223",,,"40 39 04.30","-72 38 27.20","FS
600-720 STR 24R-26R with rear top part of forward cargo

door","RF3C","L21","Fuselage","Yellow","FS 600-720",
8/8/96 0:00:00,,"B334",,,"40 39 04.70","-72 38 26.80","forward
cargo door segment","RF3M",,"Fuselage","Yellow",,
8/26/96 0:00:00,,"B2015",,,,,"metal strap with internal cargo
door switch for forward cargo door; FS 560; WL 164; RBL
96",,"L21","Fuselage","White","FS 560",
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B2029",,"B223","40 39 04.30","-72 38
27.20","forward cargo door
segment","RF3N",,"Fuselage","Yellow",
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B2101",,"B223","40 39 04.30","-72 38
27.20","aft pressure limiting door forward cargo
door","RF3K",,"Fuselage","Yellow",,
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B2102",,"B223","40 39 04.30","-72 38
27.20","forward pressure limiting door forward cargo
door","RF3L",,"Fuselage","Yellow",
There are no references to any aft or forward cargo door parts in
the addendum to the TAGS database, Exhibit 21F Appendix 5:
Updated Wreckage Not Included in Tags Table.
NTSB: ÒYou indicate that Mr. Smith claims that "only eight [of
20 door latches from TWA flight 800] have been recovered, and
they are all from one sill found in the aft debris field" and that
"[t]he only cargo door sill found in the aft fuselage debris field
belongs to the rear cargo door, and is not the forward cargo door
sill." The forward cargo door was found in the "yellow"
wreckage recovery zone, which contained the nose portion of the
airplane and pieces of the fuselage forward of about station 840.
The aft portion of the airplane, including wreckage from the rear
cargo door, was found in the "green" wreckage recovery zone,
which contained most of the airplane wreckage, including pieces
of the fuselage aft of about station 1000. Therefore, Mr. Smith is
incorrect in asserting that the only recovered cargo door pieces

were those from the rear cargo door.Ó
NTSB: ÒThe forward cargo door was found in the "yellow"
wreckage recovery zone, which contained the nose portion of the
airplane and pieces of the fuselage forward of about station
840.Ó
JBS: The Ôforward cargo doorÕ was not found anywhere. It was
shattered into many pieces (one found in ÔwhiteÕ zone) as
shown by the reconstruction photographs and less than 50% of
the total door was recovered as shown by the TAGS wreckage
database. The important pieces to determine if the cargo door
was properly latched/did not rupture in flight are missing to
include the manual locking handle, and the two midspan latches.
None of the recovered pieces of the forward door were sooted
which refutes the center tank as initial event since the forward
door is very near the center tank. There was only one cargo door
sill recovered and it was found in the aft debris field.
In addition, the color of a tag was changed even though the piece
landed in a different color zone which depicts the actual landing
location of the debris.
ÒDOCKET NO. SA-516
EXHIBIT NO. 211
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Appendix 8: Tag Renumbering Procedure
(5 pages)
TWA 800 Tags System Procedure
Tag Re-Numbering
OTECH CAJ 9/25/96
Applicability:
When a tag number needs to be changed. Primarily reason: when

the tag alpha designator (A B C or X
Y Z) or color code (RED, YELLOW, GREEN) is found to be at
odds with the debris field in which the
object was actually found. Such tags are referred to as Òout-ofareaÓ tags.
Re-tagging may also be necessary for debris field locations
which cannot be verified. If database
validation processes indicate that existing tag location
information is not verifiable, then re-tagging to
WHITE will be accomplished using this procedure and
associated documentation.
For those situations where documentation indicates that retagging would revise the debris field
location (i.e., the tag color should be changed), back-up
documentation will be maintained to support the
re-tag action.Ó
JBS: At odds with the debris field? The debris field is reality.
Pieces landed where they landed for a physical reason.
Sophisticated location techniques were used and latitude and
longitude locations were logged as the pieces were retrieved.
Where the pieces landed is of paramount importance and to
administratively change the landing location is very misleading
and nonexcusable. The pieces were found to be at odds with the
debris field only using the center tank as the initial event. The
original location of the debris field pieces make sense when
using the wiring/cargo door explanation to explain why fuselage
pieces forward of the wing landed where they did. (The overall
debris appraisal was made by Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit
No. 22A, Trajectory Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution
shows that parts were initially shed from the area just forward of
the wing.") The center tank is not Ôjust forward of the wingÕ
while the forward cargo door is. The center tank is aft of the

leading edge of the wing and thus parts were not initially shed
from that area which means it was not the initial event.
NTSB: ÒTherefore, Mr. Smith is incorrect in asserting that the
only recovered cargo door pieces were those from the rear cargo
door.Ó
JBS: A completely wrong and ignorant statement by Chairman
Hall of NTSB. I never said and do not assert now that Òthe only
recovered cargo door pieces were those from the rear cargo
door.Ó In fact, I refer over and over to the forward cargo door
pieces; they are conclusive proof that the forward door ruptured
in flight. To say I assert Ò... the only recovered cargo door pieces
were those from the rear cargo door,Ó is to show conclusively
that the NTSB does not understand the wiring/cargo door
explanation, has not seriously considered the explanation, has not
discussed the explanation with me, and is content with confused
thinking about it.
The wiring/cargo door explanation does refer to the recovered
pieces of the aft cargo door (also to many other parts of TWA
800) and asserts that the only cargo door sill of two which were
on TWA 800 when it took off was found in the aft debris field
and is most likely that of the aft cargo door, a door which is
identical in size, function, and parts to the forward cargo door.
All pieces of the aft cargo door recovered are listed below; (Note
that that there are more pieces recovered for the aft door than for
the forward door and no ÔwhiteÕ changed tags.)
8/4/96 0:00:00,,"C111",,,"40 39 46.90","-72 37 27.90","aft cargo
door cutout (#1860)/seats/fuselage",,,,"Green",,.
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"C122",,,"40 39 46.90","-72 37 27.90","aft cargo
door - lower sill latches and locks","RF45A",

"L16","Fuselage","Green","FS 1880",
8/21/96 0:00:00,,"C644",,,"40 39 46.89","-72 37 26.59","aft
cargo door lower aft
section","RF45F","L15.5","Fuselage","Green","FS 1910",
8/25/96 0:00:00,,"C2155",,"C714","40 39 46.40","-72 37
27.80","FS 1810, outer frame aft cargo door panel STR 24R-28R
(aft upper main cargo door
sill)","RF98","16L","Fuselage","Green","FS 1810"
8/9/96-37" ,,"C2133",,"C673","40 39 47.04","-72 37 26.90","aft
cargo door fragment","RF45G","L16","Fuselage","Green","FS
1810",
8/25/96 0:00:00,,"C1080",,,"40 39 46.40","-72 37 27.80","FS
1900-1940 aft cargo door surround, STR 41R-44R","RF45E","L
15.8","Fuselage","Green","FS 1900-1940",
8/4/96 0:00:00,,"C2252",,"C114","40 39 46.90","-72 37
27.90","FS 1820-1840 STR 23R-27R with aft cargo door
hinge","RF30A","L16","Fuselage","Green","FS 1820-1840"
8/19/96 0:00:00,,"C2336",,"C932","40 39 47.36","-72 37
27.71","FS 1780-1840 STR 38R-46R forward lower corner of aft
cargo door cut-out","RF54E","L16","Fuselage","Green","FS
1780-1840",
8/4/96 0:00:00,,"C2340",,"C112","40 39 46.90","-72 37
27.90","FS 1810-1836 STR 27R-30R, forward right upper corner
of aft cargo door","RF99","L16","Fuselage","Green","FS
1810-1836",
8/4/96 0:00:00,,"C111",,,"40 39 46.90","-72 37 27.90","aft cargo
door cutout (#1860)/seats/fuselage",,,,"Green",,
8/21/96 0:00:00,,"C644",,,"40 39 46.89","-72 37 26.59","aft
cargo door lower aft
section","RF45F","L15.5","Fuselage","Green","FS 1910",
There are no references to any aft or forward cargo door parts in
the addendum to the TAGS database, Exhibit 21F Appendix 5:

Updated Wreckage Not Included in Tags Table.
NTSB: ÒYou also state that Mr. Smith asserts that "all ten
locking latches, the manual locking handle, the viewing ports,
and two 'overpressure relief doors' have not been fully accounted
for in the investigation and are not in the wreckage database."
The Safety Board recovered and accounted for all of the closing
hardware for the forward cargo door. All ten of the closing cams
and pins are in the recovered structure database and are
physically located on the reconstructed portion of the airplane.
(A metallurgical report on the forward cargo door discusses only
the eight latching cams and pins on the bottom of the door and
does not discuss the two alignment pins and cams on the sides of
the door.)
NTSB: ÒThe Safety Board recovered and accounted for all of
the closing hardware for the forward cargo door.Ó
JBS: Absolutely not true: Ôall the closing hardwareÕ is missing
from all of the wreckage pieces databases, from the public
docket, from examination and evaluation in Exhibits, and the
actual wreckage reconstruction. In fact, all of the forward cargo
door has not been recovered, accounted for, or evaluated, with
less than 50% recovered and those few consist of ÔsegmentsÕ
ÔpiecesÕ and Ôparts.Õ The closing hardware is extensive and
included, torque tubes, bellcranks, manual locking handle, ten
cams, pins, latches, and overpressure relief doors within the door.
To claim that all closing hardware for the forward cargo door
was recovered and accounted for is a falsehood.
NTSB: ÒAll ten of the closing cams and pins are in the
recovered structure database and are physically located on the
reconstructed portion of the airplane.

JBS: There is no documentation that of the twenty identical
closing cams and pins, the alleged ten belong to the forward
cargo door and not the aft. There is no documentation of the
missing two midspan latches from the forward cargo door being
found. There is no evaluation of the condition of any of the cams
and pins of either door. In the entire wreckage databases there is
no report of any ÔcamsÕ nor ÔpinsÕ in the recovered structure
database. The two midspan latches of the forward door are not
physically located on the reconstructed portion of the airplane as
proven by photographs.
NTSB: Ò(A metallurgical report on the forward cargo door
discusses only the eight latching cams and pins on the bottom of
the door and does not discuss the two alignment pins and cams
on the sides of the door.)Ó
JBS: Misleading statement by NTSB and metallurgist Jim
Wildey, as the two midspan latches are not trivial Ôalignment
pins and camsÕ, but identical cams, pins, and latches to the
lower eight. The top of the door is held by a lengthwise hinge
and the lower sill of the door is held by eight latches. The two
sides, each eight feet tall, are held in by one latch per side, the
midspan latch. The lower eight latches have locking sectors
which press against the cams to prevent inadvertent opening in
flight. The two midspan latches have no locking sectors. This
absence of two sectors per door is the fatal design error of the
door in addition to being outward opening and nonplug. An
Airworthiness Directive issued after the forward cargo door of
UAL 811 ruptured/opened in flight to strengthen the locking
sectors had no effect on the two midspan latches because they
have no locking sectors to strengthen. Those two locations is
where the ruptures occurred in TWA 800, at the midspan latches
where no locking sectors existed, as confirmed by photographs.
To Ònot discuss the two alignment pins and cams on the sides of

the doorÓ as NTSB admits is to admit to an incomplete
examination and evaluation of the forward cargo door, a door
initially considered to be the initial event of TWA 800.
NTSB: ÒIn your letter, you also indicate that Mr. Smith asserts
that "[b]lades on the Number 3 engine were found damaged, in a
manner consistent with explosive decompression of the adjacent
forward cargo door." However, physical evidence indicated that
damage to the number 3 engine's fan blade airfoils was due to the
blade mid span shrouds shingling (overlapping) and tearing out
part of the airfoils when the engine impacted the water. Further,
the damage noted on the number 3 engine's low- and highpressure compressor airfoils was similar to that observed on the
other three engines' compressor airfoils. None of the four engines
installed on TWA flight 800 had any damage that could have
been caused by the ingestion of a foreign object. Therefore, this
damage does not support Mr. Smith's contention that the forward
cargo door separated in flight.
NTSB: ÒNone of the four engines installed on TWA flight 800
had any damage that could have been caused by the ingestion of
a foreign object. Ò
JBS: Absolutely incorrect statement as shown by actual
examination of engine number three as reported in the TWA 800
Public Docket:
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward

slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
NTSB: ÒTherefore, this damage does not support Mr. Smith's
contention that the forward cargo door separated in flight.Ó
JBS: The damage to engine number three conclusively supports
the wiring/cargo door explanation that the forward cargo door
separated in flight by showing that foreign objects and door skin
ejected after explosive decompression were ingested into the
adjacent engine number three which led to uncontainment and
the spitting out of a blade into the right horizontal stabilizer
immediately behind the engine. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
7A, Structures Group Report, page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer,
"Some of the items found in the horizontal stabilizer are sections
of seat track, a stator blade from turbine section, and glitter." On
5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator
blade from turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge
JBS: Only 58% of the fan blades were recovered which means
42% were missing. It is very likely the 'stator blade' found in
right horizontal stabilizer was from engine number three which
sits directly in front of it. "Almost all' of the 'impact damage,'
was explained which implies some wasn't explained. All blades
in engine three had soot. Soot means fire. FOD usually means
fire. Only engine number three had any sooting inside engine.
One full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'.
There is nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body

impact means foreign object damage which could mean the soft
bodies of passengers ejected from the open fuselage, as happened
with UAL 811. Streaking could be blood streaks. Missing blades
in engine three and one blade found directly aft in right
horizontal stabilizer recovered far away from main engine means
uncontainment in flight. Uncontainment means engine number
three was not intact at water impact but implies destruction and
fire inflight. The FODDed, uncontained, spewing blades, on fire
engine number three is very likely the plausible ignition source
for the nearby center tank which was disintegrating into fuel
vapor as it fell.
NTSB: ÒFinally, you state that Mr. Smith asserts that "[t]he
FDR [flight data recorder] plots of TWA [flight] 800, Pan Am
[flight] 103, and UAL [United Airlines flight] 811 are consistent
with the explosive decompression of the right forward cargo
door" and that "[b]ad wiring ... caused the forward cargo doors to
open in flight on high time B747's [including these airplanes and
Air India flight 182] ... and that [t}he photographic, CVR
[cockpit voice recorder], FDR, FOD [foreign object damage],
and other evidence points to a common scenario of cargo door
failure." You also state that Mr. Smith believes "the outward
peeled ruptures in metal shown in photographs ... are clear
evidence of cargo door failure, not of a [CWT] explosion. Mr.
Smith is correct that the United Airlines flight 811 accident was
caused by the in-flight separation of the forward cargo door.
However, the investigation of the Pan Am flight 103 accident (in
which the Safety Board participated extensively) revealed
overwhelming evidence that the accident was precipitated by the
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo compartment, not by
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door. Further, regarding
Mr. Smith's contention that the "outward peeled ruptures" from
the TWA flight 800 airplane are indicative of an in-flight cargo

door failure, the investigation's Sequencing Group (which
included participants from all of the parties to the investigation)
reached a different conclusion. The Sequencing Group
determined that the damage to the airplane was consistent with
an overpressure in the CWT as the initiating event, not a failure
of the cargo door.
NTSB: ÒMr. Smith is correct that the United Airlines flight 811
accident was caused by the in-flight separation of the forward
cargo door.Ó
JBS: I asset the above because of NTSB AAR 90/01 and 92/02
regarding UAL 811: NTSB conducted an incomplete
investigation of the forward cargo door of UAL 811 and came to
an incorrect probable cause in AAR 90/01 for its opening in
flight leading to nine fatalities: Improper latching. Upon further
investigation the door was found to be properly latched and the
cause to be electrical. A new AAR was published which was
AAR 92/02, giving the new probable cause. The NTSB TWA 800
investigation in AAR 00-03 is also incomplete leading to the
wrong probable cause as the center tank exploding as the initial
event. A precedent has been set of NTSB conducting an
incomplete investigation leading to an incorrect probable cause
in an AAR leading to the event occurring again (UAL preflight
uncommanded opening of cargo door) and thus having to write
another AAR with the new probable cause. This sequence will
happen again unless further investigation of the wiring/cargo
door explanation is conducted for TWA 800. A precedent has
been set for NTSB to further investigate an accident even though
a final AAR has been published. A precedent has been set for
NTSB to discover and admit an error of opinion and correct it.
From

NTSB AAR 92/02:
NTSB/AAR-92/02
(SUPERSEDES NTSB/AAR-90/01)
The wrong probable cause in AAR 90/01 for UAL 811: ÒThe
National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
Probable Cause(s) of this Accident was: The sudden opening of
the improperly latched forward lobe cargo door in flight and the
subsequent explosive decompression.Ó
The new probable cause in AAR 92/02 for UAL 811: ÒBefore
the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and
was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking
mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the
closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.Ó
NTSB: ÒHowever, the investigation of the Pan Am flight 103
accident (in which the Safety Board participated extensively)
revealed overwhelming evidence that the accident was
precipitated by the explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo
compartment, not by inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door.Ó
JBS: There is not Òoverwhelming evidence that the accident was
precipitated by the explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo
compartment, not by inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door.Ó That NTSB statement is unsupported opinion and shows
that NTSB also influenced incorrectly the PA 103 probable cause
as reported in AAIB AAR 2/90. Pan Am 103 is another similar
event of TWA 800. It has many similarities that match TWA 800
which are supported by facts, data, and evidence. The wiring/
cargo door explanation concludes PA 103 was an ruptured/open
cargo door inflight, as was Air India Flight 182.
PA 103, AI 182, and TWA 800 are the only Boeing 747 accidents
to have the following unusual and rare similarities:
non Section 41 retrofit
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing in cargo bay.
nose came off

damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break in forward cargo door,
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
NTSB: ÒFurther, regarding Mr. Smith's contention that the
"outward peeled ruptures" from the TWA flight 800 airplane are
indicative of an in-flight cargo door failure, the investigation's
Sequencing Group (which included participants from all of the
parties to the investigation) reached a different conclusion. The
Sequencing Group determined that the damage to the airplane
was consistent with an overpressure in the CWT as the initiating
event, not a failure of the cargo door.
JBS: Again, that conclusion is unsupported opinion which is
contradicted by facts, data, and evidence elsewhere in the Public
Docket such as NTSBÕs own Trajectory Study. The Sequencing
Group is James F. Wildey II, National Resource SpecialistMetallurgy. He is not an aircraft accident investigator. The TWA
800 Public Docket SA-516, Exhibit 18A is the Metallurgy/
Structural Group Chairman Factual Report Sequencing Study,
signed by only Mr. Wildey. Contrary to the NTSB statement

above, the Sequencing Group did not determine that the failure
of the cargo door was not the initiating event as the words,
ÒCargo DoorÕ are not to be found in any of the 57 page exhibit.
There is nothing in the ÒStudyÓ about the forward cargo door,
which is a serious omission as the ruptured/opened door was
initially considered by NTSB to be the initial event and the
forward cargo door lies very close to the center tank. This is
further evidence that the wiring/cargo door explanation has not
been properly evaluated by NTSB.
NTSB: ÒMr. Smith's assertion that the CVR evidence for the
four accidents mentioned in your letter indicate a common
scenario is also incorrect. The CVR termination sound
signatures for Pan Am flight 103, Air India flight 182 (both of
which were brought down by bombs exploding in flight), and
TWA flight 800 were all characterized by a rapid increase in
amplitude with no evidence of prior anomalies. In contrast, the
CVR from the United Airlines flight 811 accident involving the
in-flight separation of the cargo door revealed a longer-term
sound signature with a slower onset. Additionally, the loud
terminating sound on the United Airlines flight 81 1 CVR is
preceded by several precursor lower-order events, some of which
were noticed and commented on by the flight crew.
NTSB: ÒThe CVR termination sound signatures for Pan Am
flight 103, Air India flight 182 (both of which were brought down
by bombs exploding in flight), and TWA flight 800 were all
characterized by a rapid increase in amplitude with no evidence
of prior anomalies.Ó
JBS: The CVR examinations for all four accidents have ruled out
a bomb sound and match each other and UAL 811. To state a
bomb went off in an aircraft and yet have the CVR not have a

bomb sound is to logically rule out the bomb as the cause of the
sudden loud sound and thus the accident. An alternative must be
found and it is in the explosive decompression sound. UAL 811
had that explosive decompression sound and it matches AI 182,
TWA 800, and PA 103.
NTSB: ÒIn contrast, the CVR from the United Airlines flight 811
accident involving the in-flight separation of the cargo door
revealed a longer-term sound signature with a slower onset.
Additionally, the loud terminating sound on the United Airlines
flight 81 1 CVR is preceded by several precursor lower-order
events, some of which were noticed and commented on by the
flight crew.Ó
JBS: NTSB Chart 12 below which compares all CVR sound of
the four accidents. They match in the very rare occurrences of a
sudden loud sound, not a bomb sound, which is then almost
immediately followed by an abrupt power cut to the FDR. UAL
811 did not have any Ôlower-order eventsÕ picked up by the
CVR as the time in the chart is in milliseconds. In spite of much
effort to make the sudden loud sound a bomb sound, the sounds
lack the low frequencies which exist in bomb sounds and the rise
time is too slow for the explosion of a bomb. All of the four
sounds match the known sound of the explosive decompression
of UAL 811 forward cargo door rupturing/opening in flight. The
NTSB CVR study omits any detailed analysis of this important
sudden loud sound.

NTSB: ÒIn sum, Mr. Smith's position is simply not supported
by the facts. Our correspondence database indicates that Mr.
Smith has written the Safety Board many letters regarding his
theories about the cause of the TWA flight 800 accident. The

Board has responded to Mr. Smith numerous times, indicating
that Board investigators have considered his theories and that no
evidence exists to support his conclusions. In March 1998, 1
informed Mr. Smith that our correspondence had exhausted this
issue and that he should expect no further response from the
Board on this subject. I am pleased to have had this opportunity
to provide you with details about the Board's position on this
issue. However, I continue to believe that it would not be
productive to correspond with Mr. Smith further about his
theories regarding the cause of the TWA flight 800 accident.
NTSB: ÒIn sum, Mr. Smith's position is simply not supported by
the facts.Ó
JBS: My position is supported by ample facts from four similar
accidents, from the Public Docket, from government AARs, from
photographs, and other official documents.
NTSB: ÒOur correspondence database indicates that Mr. Smith
has written the Safety Board many letters regarding his theories
about the cause of the TWA flight 800 accident. The Board has
responded to Mr. Smith numerous times,...Ó
JBS: I have written the NTSB many times but they have not
responded numerous times to me. Senator John McCain wrote
suggesting a meeting with me but NTSB declined. Congressman
Sam Farr has asked for a meeting with me but NTSB, Mr. Drake,
refused and reiterated that, in fact, they will not correspond,
discuss, meet with me ever. (Note the effort to make the
messenger the point of argument instead of the message of
wiring/cargo door explanation. I am trivial; the message of
wiring/cargo door safety item is paramount.)

NTSB: ÒHowever, I continue to believe that it would not be
productive to correspond with Mr. Smith further about his
theories regarding the cause of the TWA flight 800 accident.Ó
JBS: Not productive? The NTSB and the FAA have never tried
for a productive exchange of ideas with me. NTSB has selected
random statements and attempted to contradict them while
ignoring the irrefutable facts that rule out center tank explosion
as initial event and support the wiring/cargo door explanation.
Those facts among many which will never go away are:
Sudden loud sound on the CVR.
Stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer.
Photograph of forward cargo door showing paint smears, missing
midspan latches, outward petal shaped rupture holes at midspan,
pillowing inward force on other parts of door.
Three other similar events with similar evidence with one event,
UAL 811, being a confirmed electrical/cargo door caused
accident:
TWA 800 and UAL 811 were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
and shortly after takeoff
while climbing
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,

foreign object damage to starboard engine #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
smooth port side forward of the wing
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door considered as
probable cause.
bare wires found in cargo door area.
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb
but ruled out later.
In summation:
The matching facts between UAL 811 and TWA 800 are
sufficient to warrant a thorough investigation of the wiring/cargo
door explanation for TWA 800 which would match the standard
of aircraft accident investigation of UAL 811 with its two AARs,
90/01 and 92/02. The wiring/cargo door explanation is supported
by enough evidence to interview the discoverer at length about it.
ÒWhen men are ruled by fear, they strive to prevent the very
changes that will abate it.Ó Alan Paton.
NTSB is driven by fear and pride. Pride comes before a fall.
Therein lies the fault/mistake/crime.
The tragedy is not that a government agency, in this case NTSB,

FAA, and FBI, missed something.
The tragedy is not that a civil servant, in this case, James Wildey,
was asked to do something, aircraft accident investigation, in
which he was not qualified as a metallurgist.
The tragedy is not that an agency, NTSB, relied on an official for
an evaluation report which was error filled, laden with mistakes,
and incomplete, the instant quoted letter and Exhibit 15C.
The tragedy is not that an agency composed of individuals, Jim
Hall, Bernard Loeb, Ron Schleede (Ret), Al Dickinson, Jim
Wildey, Bob Swaim of NTSB, and Misters McSweeny Mr. Ron
Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff, Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman, Mr. Lyle
Streeter of FAA, makes up its mind as to a sequence of events,
center tank explosion as initial event, and then tries very hard to
make that sequence make sense even to the extent of altering
evidence, yellow and red location tags to white tags.
The tragedy is not that an agency with a politically connected
appointed official, Jim Hall, not very educated about the area he
has responsibility for, aviation, tries to find a explanation that
does not ruffle too many feathers, a one off explosion with
unknown ignition source.
The tragedy is not that taxpayer money is wasted on a huge
project, TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction, and then the
evidence discovered, ruptured forward cargo door in many pieces
with most missing, is ignored.
The tragedy is not than an official, Mr. Schalekamp, saw the
evidence of ruptured cargo door in flight and agreed, but later
quickly recanted when he realized it was not the official position.

The tragedy is not than an official of an agency, Mr. Streeter of
FAA, refuses to get involved with an issue that the agency can
pass over to another, FAA to NTSB and FBI to NTSB, although
that agency is tasked with the issue, public safety.
The tragedy is not that an investigating agency, NTSB, FAA, and
FBI, focuses solely on an explanation that fits its perceived best
interest, bomb, missile, or random event, while ignoring all
reasonable alternatives which are perceived to be contrary to that
interest, wiring/cargo door explanation.
The tragedy is that the agencies, NTSB, FAA, and FBI, were
informed over a period of years of a serious public safety issue
and actively rejected any evaluation of that issue to the extent of
changing the evidence, to wrongly accuse a citizen, to refuse to
confirm or rule out the presented facts, data, and evidence, and of
refusing to meet with the proponent, or discuss through letters
the reasonable, plausible explanation. To miss a life or death
safety item is human and understandable and sad; to reject a life
or death safety item given by a qualified citizen over a period of
years supported by documentation is inhuman and
incomprehensible and a tragedy. And you, NTSB, FAA, and FBI,
have done that for over four years and are doing that right now.
The metaphor I think of is that of a crossing guard who is told
over and over again a truck is coming and to put down the guard
to protect the children continually crossing the street. The guard
says no. The guard says IÕm wrong. The guard says IÕm crazy.
The guard says go away. The guard ignores the verbal, written,
graphic warnings supported by documents, photographs, and
testimony that an event which has happened before is going to
happen again, a truck plowing into a group of children at a
crosswalk because the guard refused to put down the barrier. The
guard then attacks me by saying bad things about my character

and motives. The guard never asks, ÔWhy do you say that a
truck is coming?
And then of course the truck comes, just as TWA 800 came along
as I was presenting my correlation to UAL 811 for PA 103 all
during the early 1990s prior to July 17th, 1996, to media and the
insurance agency. I knew right away what TWA 800 was and
immediately starting informing NTSB, FAA, and FBI of the
forward cargo door problem with Boeing 747s.
The error of judgment which leads to the tragedy is continuously
rejecting for over four years an experienced citizensÕ opinion
supported by facts, data, evidence, photographs, charts,
documents, interviews with witnesses, and precedent which
contradicts that agencyÕs opinion. I have been in a sudden,
night, fiery, fatal, jet aircraft accident. I have spent forty years in
aviation related endeavors. After years of research, I offer a
mechanical explanation with precedent in a similar type aircraft.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is plausible,
reasonable, and must be further investigated lest it occur again.
Further investigation starts with meeting with me. For a public
safety agency to refuse to meet and discuss a plausible
explanation for a fatal accident with a citizen when the official
version is incomplete is inexcusable and most likely criminal
should another cargo door rupture open in flight leading to
fatalities.
The tragedy is that the agencies entrusted by the public to protect
their lives do not and will not ask the question of an experienced
citizen with supporting documents to explain his public safety
discovery: wiring will again short a door unlatch motor on and
the midspan latches of the forward cargo door of a Boeing 747
will rupture again leading to fatalities, as happened with AI 182,

PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. The public trust has been
betrayed by officials who will not inquire or investigate a
reasonable alternative to their position because of fear and pride.
The question has never come, ÒMr. Smith, why do you say that
wiring caused the forward cargo door of TWA 800 to rupture at
the midspan latches?Ó
In summary: An amateur sleuth going up against the initial
mystery and the authorities believing a different way has a hard
job. He has to be persuasive, charming, have all the right
answers, and at least have some authority who will discuss with
him the alternatives. It worked for Sherlock Holmes in fiction
and the Campbells for UAL 811. The problem is that the persons
who usually go against the common wisdom and discover a
contrary truth are not likable nor charming. They do not say what
the agency wants to hear and thus become well liked. It takes a
confident, tolerant government agency who really wants to do its
job right and solve the mystery of TWA 800 by discussing
alternatives with someone they instinctively donÕt like. NTSB is
not that agency. Nor the FAA. Nor the FBI.
In sum: What is left for this individual citizen who has labored
more or less alone for over a decade with no support from
government, manufacturer, airline, media, or independent safety
organizations? Bitterness, anger, sarcasm, ridicule, are not usual
persuasive words but they do make one smile and grimace, keep
the morale up, and allow the wiring/cargo door cause to continue
to the next Chairman so I will say one word which sums up my
attitude towards authority who has got it wrong, keeps on
repeating the error, refuses to meet with someone who can
correct that life and death error, and yet officially seriously
evaluates explanations that make no sense such bombs, missiles,
meteorites, and a spontaneous fuel tank explosion with a mystery

ignition source:
HA!
Respectfully submitted,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Permission to put NTSB letter on website
I have no objection so long as it will not be possible to identify me
or my publication in any way.

Right, I've read it over several times and the only ID is the part
that I have blanked out. Their shall be no way to identify you or
your publication in any way.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Permission to put NTSB letter on website

Dear David, I'd like to put the NTSB letter to you on my site
with your name and address and title blanked out. There would
be no reference to you, your company or your newsletter. Page 1
is below showing blanked out names, the other two pages do not
identify you, only naming me by name many times. They have
never met with me and refuse to this day.
The letter is full of errors, inconsistencies, mistatements,
misleading omissions, and downright lies. I intend to rebut them
with facts data and evidence from the public docket.
For instance:
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard

trailing edge.
To say all the engines were normal before impact is wrong when
a stator blade was found in the right horizontal stabilizer, right
behind engine number three and the stabilizer was far away from
the recovered engine.
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan rotor
were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by Chairman
Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58% of the fan
blades were recovered so it is very possible 'stator blade' found in
right horizontal stabilizer was from engine number three directly
in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact damage,' was explained
which implies some wasn't. All had soot. Soot means fire. Only
engine number three had any sooting inside engine. One full
blade and one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is
nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body impact
means foreign object damage. FOD may mean fire. Fire means
soot. Missing blades in engine and one found directly aft in right
horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment. Uncontainment
means engine not intact at water impact but inflight.

Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: Diane Titterington <diane@aviationspeakers.com>
Subject: Re: I want to be a speaker

Hello Barry,
We are always on the lookout for excellent speakers.

Dear Diane,
Keyword 'excellent.

Most of the speakers that come to us have been paid to
give a few dozen presentations.
Only in the military was I paid in salary to give presentations

If you are interested in
working with us, I suggest putting your best material
into a dynamic presentation, then present it to groups in your
area; EAA chapters, 99s, CAP, FAA Safety meetings and
even Lions Clubs and such. Practice the program until you

feel good about it.

OK.
We would need a video of one of your programs.

OK.
Just a video camera on a tripod, far enough back to keep you
in the frame when you move around, works fine. It is good to
have
an audience of at least 150 to 200 as the 'energy' difference is
noticeable.

150 to 200.
Unless you are Chuck Yeager or you get shot down
and eat bugs for three days to become an overnight celebrity,
clients want to see a clip.

Overnight celebrity....

The reason we need to see the full program is to help us make the
best
match of the speaker to the client. And of course, the clip
should show a client why they should hire our speaker over
a local pilot buddy.

Righto. I'm working on it.
Thanks for tips. Hope to be in touch.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Dem pesky doors...

DEADLY LANDING
One dead in American Air landing
Miami-Dade police say they‚ve confirmed that one person is
dead after an American Airlines plane made an emergency

landing at the Miami airport Monday.
Police said that as the crew prepared for the landing, one of the
crew members opened an emergency door before the cabin was
depressurized.
The crew member was pulled out of the plane and died on impact
on the tarmac.
Police say six to 12 other people suffered injuries during the
landing.
Authorities have said the plane was taking off for Haiti when an
engine fire light came on. They said the plane landed, and that
passengers were evacuated on emergency chutes.
An airport spokesman says there were 130 people on board.
Authorities had said earlier that the plane was taking off for Haiti
when an engine fire light came on and the plane returned to the
airport. Passengers were evacuated on emergency chutes,
authorities said.
Dear David, Dr. Loeb stated in public in August that the cargo
door did not open in flight so he must have had some hard
evidence to make that claim. If a safety professional journalist
were to ask him some specific questions about that statement, as
you have done, one would think he could just cut and paste the
answers and send them to you.
Yet, it's been weeks and weeks and weeks and still counting...
Smell a rat yet?

Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Tick tick tick...
I have had a telephone conversation with Dr. Loeb and am
assured that a written response will be forthcoming.

All right! Hope springs eternal. You can tell the good guys from
the bad guys, the good guys respond to emails within the hour,
like you, and the bad guys go through the following sequence:
1. No.
2. You are wrong.
3. Your are crazy.
4. Go away.
5. I'm ignoring you.
6. Attack
7. Ask question.
The goal is to break through the denials and personal attacks
against the messenger to get to the question, the question that
shows that the listener understands the other side but finds a
conflict within and wishes to resolve it.
NTSB and FAA and Boeing have yet to get to stage 7 with me.
Here's a stage seven question: Why did the nose of UAL 811 stay
on when the others came off?

written response will be forthcoming.

They may have waited until the election is over, and now it's not
so the wait goes on.
I understand Chairman Hall is leaving in January regardless.
Loeb stays. He's the one one that is pushing the center tank as
initial event. He's backed up by Wildey. And they both are not
accident investigators.
Bureaucrats rule!
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: Tick tick tick...

Dear David, 15 Nov 00
Do you not feel a teensy weensy bit of suspicion that they have
not responded to your 2 Oct letter about discrepancies in their
conclusions about TWA 800 and which support the wiring/cargo
door explanation?
Six weeks to rebut some allegations is too long unless the
allegations are true and they can find no way to put you off.
Well, they continue to refuse to meet with me, as they have done

for four years. They even told my congressman that they would
not meet with me. What are they afraid of?
They talk about missiles and bombs and electromagnetic
interference and space debris but never about a mechanical event
that happened before with similar evidence except to give the
opinion it didn't happen. And they never support that with
substantial data.
They say eight latches were latches, yet the door has ten. The
two latches are missing. The investigation is incomplete.
Well, I assume when you do get a response, if ever, it will be a
polite brushoff and thank your for your interest in aviation safety.
If they do give facts, they must be documented, as mine are, with
source and location in the public record. This is an accident
investigation, not a movie review.
As it stands now, David, you are the last flickering hope for TWA
800 to be evaluated for a wiring/cargo door cause.
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

At 8:49 AM -0500 11/2/00, David Evans wrote:
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: A trial?
Date: Thu, 2 Nov 2000 08:49:33 -0500
Organization: PBI
X-Priority: 3

The NTSB is preparing a response to my letter. I talked to them a
few days ago.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:43 AM PDT
To: arose@montereyherald.com
Subject: Thanks

Dear Mr. Rose,
Thanks,
Cheers,
Barry

Dear Mr. Smith,
I'll forward your e-mail to kevin. His e-mail is simply
"khowe@montereyherald.com."
As for June Cornea, she no longer works here. It's probably the
same person, but
I never heard anyone call her Juney.
Sincerely,

Andy Rose
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Fwd: Taipei Airport Jepp Chart

Reply-To: "John Sampson" <sampson@iinet.net.au>
From: "John Sampson" <sampson@iinet.net.au>
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Taipei Airport Jepp Chart
Date: Thu, 2 Nov 2000 13:46:57 +0800
X-Priority: 3
Not the latest chart (which confusingly shows 05R as a taxiway although dimensionally and actually it is still threshold-marked and lit as
a runway/whilst being used part-length as a taxiway). It would seem that
an ICAO convention for physical threshold-blocking of closed runways
may have avoided the SIA accident.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Fwd:

It is becoming apparent that the SQ006 aircraft possibly took off
on (and
came to
rest on) the wrong runway (see NOTAM below). Runway 05L
was in service but

05R had Works in
Progress. The captain's report that he hit something on take-off
would tie
in with workmen leaving machinery on that out-of-service
runway (which is
normal practice when re-surfacing, de-rubbering or grooving is
taking
place).
It will possibly be yet another case of Tower personnel being so
remotely
located that they cannot visually double-check on these critical
details. I
might also say that a two person flight-deck still needs that
critical third
person who can sit back from the flow of pilot - F/O interaction
and vet
their actions/intentions for error and oversight.
If the reports emerging of a possible wrong runway take-off are
correct it
is then probable that the directional control problems during the
aborted
take-off were more due to undercarriage (and possible port wing)
damage than
any weather-related wind-shear. Reports say that the pilot
(Malaysian C.K.
Foong) saw the large object ahead and tried to rotate (possibly
prematurely) to avoid it. However the aircraft hit the object and
the main
impact appeared to be taken in the forward under-fuselage area
(airline
spokesman Rick Clements said in Singapore).

The only means of effectively curtailing this type of incident is
an ICAO
directive that out-of-service runways should be clearly blocked at
the
threshold, at each end, with large well-lit prominently
unmistakeable
obstacles.
Early reports of exit doors jamming are a bit worrying. It would
seem that
this may have led to a higher death toll than would otherwise
have been the
case. Main casualties were in the mid-section of the fuselage
which was
reportedly broken in three places.
Early reports this morning are that the wreckage was found on a
parallel
runway to that declared as the take-off Rwy .Pure speculation
from me here
but could the aircraft have departed from 05R, some 900m
shorter than 05L?
NOTAM for 05R:
RUNWAY CLOSED PORTION OF RWY 05R/23L (BTN TWY
N4 AND N5) CLSD DUE TO WIP.
RMK/TWY N4 AND N5 REMAIN AVBL.) COR COR 13 SEP
01:00 UNTIL 22 NOV 01:00
Might the aircraft have struck maintenance equipment if it indeed
departed
by mistake from 05R?

John S

AirJet Airline World News Wire
http://AirlineBiz.Com
____________________________________________________
________________
Get free email and a permanent address at http://
www.amexmail.com/?A=1

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "John Sampson" <sampson@iinet.net.au>
Subject: patterns
JBS
You may be aware of this (or maybe not)
John S
http://afs600.faa.gov/data/nprm/2000nm01.html

No, I was not. Thanks It goes in the file.
So, AI 182 lives. After all this time. A trial will help somewhat
although PA 103 glossed over bomb or not, just where it was
placed.
In many way, AI 182 is easiest to show cargo door open in flight.

Ah, those Indians, it's never their fault, always others, like
terrorists that happen to be enemies of the state, Sikhs.
Well, same as always.
AI 182, TWA 800, and PA 103, all controversial, all
unsatisfactory official explanations, and all linked by facts to
UAL 811.
It's so clear.
Cheers,
Barry
182 103 800

non Section 41 retrofit
early model-100
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing in cargo bay.
nose came off.
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break in forward cargo door,
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side

at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

811 to 182

non Section 41 retrofit
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in cargo door
area
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
sound does not match bomb
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

forward cargo door skin frayed
cargo door skin shattered outward.
bottom eight latches reported latched and attached to lower sill of cargo
door frame
midspan latch status undetermined.
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
forward cargo door opening in flight considered in inquiry as
explanation for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.

A below
103 to 811
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines number 3
fire on engine number 3
enginge three fodded number four
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
fracture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,

outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo
door,
shattered fuselage shape on right side forward of the wing is vertical
large rectangle around forward cargo door.
door in two big halves split at longitudinal midline.
radar reflection from aircraft at event time

destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb
The above aircraft was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model
Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5) running late (6) and
shortly after takeoff (7) experienced a sudden initial event in the forward
cargo hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data
recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engines #3 and (15)
#4, (16) more severe inflight damage on starboard side, (17) nine never
recovered bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward cargo door area on
starboard side, (19) longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo
door at midspan latch, (20) outward peeled skin on upper forward
fuselage, (21) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of
forward cargo door, and (22) destruction initially thought to be have
been caused by a bomb. The Air Accidents Investigation Branch of UK
has given the probable cause for Pan Am 103 as the explosion of an
improvised explosive device in the forward cargo hold. The probable
cause of UAL 811 was the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door inflight as described in NTSB AAR 92/02 from which all of the
above twenty two significant observations were drawn. The twenty two
significant observations about PA 103 were drawn from UK AAIB 2/90
released statements and photographs of wreckage reconstruction.
barry@corazon.com www.corazon.com

One of those still thought to be a bomb, AI 182, has an active
investigation going on with no resolution in sight. The other suspected
bombing is soon to be on trial with international repercussions, PA 103.
They both are linked by evidence to TWA 800, an accident still under
active investigation. The four fatal accidents match; I claim they have
one common cause, the NTSB cause for one of them, UAL 811, wiring/
cargo door.
B below
103 and 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture in forward cargo hold
engine three falls apart from other engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
sound does not match bomb sound
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

C below:

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final fatal
flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is still
believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden loud short
sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.

D below:
800 to 182
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side in cargo door
area
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation was
thought to be explantion for at least seventeen months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation for
sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.

Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.

E Below:
TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
while climbing
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engine #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
smooth port side forward of the wing
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo
door,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door considered as probable cause.
bare wires found in cargo door area.

destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
F. below:
And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo doors.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in cargo door
area
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt data loss to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: A trial?

Dear David, anything from 'honorable' Jim Hall
about TWA 800?
And below, a trial for those guys? Yes, wiring/
cargo door explanation does include AI 182, it's
funny that all the wiring/cargo door explanation
747s are controversial...because they aren't bombs.
Cheers,
Barry

2 Charged in '85 Air India BombingsUpdated 11:02 PM
ET October 27, 2000
full image British Columbia Residents, Ripudaman Singh Malik, Left,...
(AP) By TOM COHEN, Associated Press Writer

TORONTO (AP) - Canadian police arrested two men
of Sikh origin Friday and charged them with killing
331 people in a pair of 1985 bombings that targeted

Air India airlines, including one that downed a jumbo
jet off the coast of Ireland.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police announced the
charges - which amount to Canada's biggest mass
murder - after a 15-year investigation that was the
largest in Canadian history and cost millions of
dollars.
Air India Flight 182 from Montreal to New Delhi,
with a planned stop in London, went down off the
coast of Ireland on June 23, 1985, killing all 329
people aboard. It is believed to be the most deadly
terrorist bombing of an airplane.
That same day, an attempt to sabotage a separate Air
India flight in Tokyo went awry when a bomb
exploded prematurely, killing two baggage handlers.
Canadian investigators have long said they believed
Sikh terrorists seeking revenge for India's 1984 raid
on the Golden Temple in Amritsar, the seat of faith for
the Sikh minority in India, planted a bomb aboard
Flight 182.
A Sikh man is serving a 10-year sentence in Canada
for his involvement in the Tokyo blast.
Police identified the two men arrested Friday as
Ripudaman Singh Malik, 53, and Ajaib Singh Bagri,
51. They are charged with first-degree murder,
conspiracy to commit murder, attempted murder,
conspiring to cause bombs to be put on aircraft and

causing a bomb to be placed on an aircraft.
Malik was arrested in Surrey, just outside Vancouver,
while Bagri was taken into custody in Kamloops,
about 75 miles northeast of Vancouver.
The charges accuse them of planning and carrying out
the two bombings, and causing 331 deaths - 329 on
Flight 182 and the two Tokyo baggage handlers. They
also were charged with conspiring to kill all the
people on both flights.
Investigators said both bombs originated or were
placed on flights originating from Vancouver, and the
conspiracy took place in British Columbia, assistant
commander Beverly Busson said.
Malik, who came to Canada from India in 1972 and
built up major business holdings in Vancouver, headed
a credit union and school where relatives of Sikh
militant Talwinder Singh Parmar have worked.
Parmar was the founder and leader of the Babbar
Khalsa or Tigers of True Faith, a group dedicated to
the creation of Khalistan from India's Punjab state. He
was killed in a 1992 shootout with Indian police.
"We're anticipating future arrests," said Constable
Cate Galliford, a police spokeswoman for the Air
India Task Force set up to investigate the case.
Due to the length and cost of the investigation, the
police have been criticized for failing to arrest any
suspects. In 1998, a team of prosecutors received an

initial police report on possible charges. The
prosecution team was more than doubled last year.
British Columbia Premier Ujjal Dosanjh, a former
attorney general of the province during the
investigation, said before confirmation of the arrests
Friday that the charges would be major step for
Canadian justice.
"I think people of British Columbia, people of
Canada, would finally heave a sigh of relief that the
largest crime, the most significant crime in the history
of Canada, is going to be finally dealt with," said
Dosanjh, a native of India and Canada's first IndoCanadian premier.
From the start, police suspected militants among the
Sikh community in British Columbia, home to about
half of Canada's 200,000 Sikhs, in the disaster.
In 1991, electrician Inderjit Singh Reyat from the
Vancouver Island community of Duncan was
convicted in the Tokyo bombing, which occurred
about an hour before Flight 182 crashed.
Terrorists were blamed for a 1988 crash in Lockerbie,
Scotland, that killed 259 people on the plane and 11
on the ground.
In the world's worst air disaster, 582 people died when
a pair of Boeing 747s operated by Pan American and
KLM collided at airport on Tenerife in Spain's Canary
Islands in 1977.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Still trying

Dear Gentlemen Jim Hall, Bernard Loeb, Ron Schleede (Ret),
Al Dickinson, Jim Wildey, Bob Swaim, and Misters McSweeny
Mr. Ron Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff, Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman,
Mr. Lyle Streeter
3 October 2000

TWA 800 explanation that rules out ruptured forward cargo door
in flight contains a basic contradictory paradox which refutes the
claim that it was all latched and all intact at water impact.

You will note in the photos above of the actual forward cargo
door area of TWA 800 that contains outward petal shaped rupture
opening at the midspan latch and also note the inward pillowing
on the door and adjacent fuselage skin.
Well, it is impossible for the water impact to do the inward
pillowing and the outward explosion at the same time at water
impact. Your rejection of the wiring/cargo door explanation can't
have it both ways and remain logical and plausible.
The wiring/cargo door explanation does remain plausible and
logical: In flight rupture/opening of forward cargo door inflight at
the midspan latches which caused outward petal shaped rupture,
supported by paint smears and missing latches. Then the door

shattered into the many pieces as shown by wreckage
reconstruction. Then the water impact of the pieces which caused
the inward pillowing of the pieces as shown by photo.
Rupture outward at latches in flight/shattering pieces/water
impact pillowing on pieces.
That's the sequence that makes sense and does not contradict the
laws of physics.
Your explanation of evidence above of inward pillowing and
outward shattering at same time at water impact is a physical
impossibility and strains the credulity and patience of any
competent aircraft investigator.
You want it both ways, inward/outward, to support your
explanation of spontaneous center tank explosion and to rule out
wiring/cargo door explanation but you can't have it both ways if
you want to remain credible and keep the respect of the NTSB
and FAA.
The evidence is above and can not be refuted. To continue to
reject the wiring/cargo door explanation and not interview the
messenger is not right. You can make it right by doing the thing
that aviation accident investigators do, evaluate every reasonable
explanation for a probable cause of an airplane accident. Wiring/
cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is that reasonable
explanation that has not been thoroughly evaluated and should be
and can be.
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Ltr to Hall and time is short, as usual...
The attached has been mailed.

Very well said, David, succinct and to the point, as they say. I
hope he treats you with the same respect you gave him and
replies in the detail you request.

Below are emails which might back up your hard copy to them:
Main players: Bernard Loeb, Jim Wildey and Al Dickinson, lead
investigator for TWA 800.
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov
DICKINA@ntsb.gov

Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Ltr to Hall and time is short, as usual...
OK, I'll incorporate your lsuggestions and will have this in the mail
tonight.

Great, thanks, I hope we are not too late.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Ltr to Hall and time is short, as usual...

Barry: I intend to send the attached in today's late-afternoon
mail. I can add maybe one line -- I want this to fit on one page,
period.
Sorry, it took me longer than I wanted to get to this. The
deadlines are relentless. David

Attachment converted: Master:Hall ltr John Barry Smith.doc
(WDBN/MSWD) (00041D93)
Dear David, I would clarify a few points:
possibility of electrical arcing in the forward right cargo door.
Better:
'possibility of a wiring/switch fault in the electrical system
leading to the rupturing of the midspan latches of the forward
cargo door in flight.'
David, the arcing/shorting may have occurred in wiring outside
the actual forward cargo door but nearby. The actual wiring
location is unknown as was the exact location for UAL 811. All
that is known is that the door unlatch motor gets turned on when
it shouldn't.
causing the door to open partially into the slipstream,
Better:
'causing the midspan latches of the forward cargo door to rupture
outward,'
Well, in UAL 811, yes, door open partially into the slipstream,
but not TWA 800, TWA 800 had the AD that strengthened the
lower eight locking sectors that kept them closed on TWA 800
but did nothing for the midspan latches since they have no
locking sectors. So, the midspan latches partially rotated until the
internal pressure ruptured them outward as shown by photos of
outward petal shaped ruptures at the midspan latches of TWA
800.

David, you quote me accurately below:
Mr. Smith asserts the following:
(All ten locking latches, the manual locking handle, the viewing
ports, and two „overpressure relief doors‰ have not been fully
accounted for in the investigation and are not in the wreckage
database.
(The only cargo doorsill found in the aft fuselage debris field
belongs to the rear cargo door, and is not the forward cargo
doorsill.
(Blades on the Number 3 engine were found damaged, in a
manner consistent with explosive decompression of the adjacent
forward cargo door.
(The FDR plots of TWA 800, Pan Am 103 and UAL 811 are
consistent with explosive decompression of the right forward
cargo door.
(Bad wiring (e.g., electrical shorts) caused the forward cargo
doors to open in flight on high time B747‚s, to include
specifically Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, TWA Flight
800, and United Air Lines Flight 811. Mr. Smith ardently
believes the photographic, CVR, FDR, FOD and other evidence
points to a common scenario of cargo door failure. For example,
the outward peeled ruptures in metal shown in photographs, Mr.
Smith believes, are clear evidence of cargo door failure, not of a
center wing tank explosion.

Mr. Smith‚s accusations regarding the competency and integrity
of the Safety Board need to be answered definitively, factually
and finally.

Absolutely correct, however, 'accusations' is a strong word, and I

would prefer 'concerns'.
David, this is good and I hope they understand the key words are
'definitively, factually and finally.
I have been rebutted with opinion and never with facts. If they
come back with words like, yeah, "we know about Smith and
he's wrong, we checked it out," that's not good enough, since I
have the facts data and evidence and photos text and documents
to back up my wiring/cargo door explanation.
Just because they say wiring for TWA 800 and me too, is not
good enough because they have not checked the cargo door
wiring. only fuel tank wiring and the fault is still there.
Time is short as they have assigned a number for TWA 800 AAR
and subject to editing is our last chance for answers definitively,
factually and finally.
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
Public Meeting of August 22-23, 2000
Abstract of Final Report
(Subject to Editing)
Aviation Accident Report
In-Flight Breakup Over the Atlantic Ocean
Trans World Airlines (TWA) Flight 800
Boeing 747-131, N93119
near East Moriches, New York
July 17, 1996
NTSB AAR-00/03

Well, David, let's hope they respect your power more than mine
and reply to you with facts.

"deeply dissatisfied' about Wildey is that he reports only eight
latches recovered and examined and told you he had ten and
that's not true. There's twenty identical door latches on TWA 800
and they only have eight, all on one sill found in the aft debris
field. That's fact confirmed in document wreckage database from
NTSB themselves.
I want them to talk to me. Let me confront them with the
contradictory evidence from NTSB itself and try to get them to
pursue a worthy investigation of the wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800. The forward cargo door ruptured
opened in flight and it could have been the explosion of the
center tank that did it. Why deny that cargo door ruptured in
flight? The photo evidence shows it.
The meeting with me is important because it's real and they can't
just fob off the explanation by saying they checked with their
guys and everything's fine, it's the center tank as initial event.
Could you add in there a request that they contact me personally
to 'address my concerns' ? Replying to you is good: 'I would be
most grateful for any assistance you can provide.', as a editor of
an aviation safety newsletter to the industry.
Really, it's absurd that aviation safety personnel will not listen to
nor talk to a citizen with decades of aviation experience who
presents with documents and data an explanation for TWA 800
that is non conspiracy, mechanical, and has happened to another
high time 747. Why? Are they ducking me? And why?
Thanks for effort.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: It's too late, done deal

Dear David, how's that letter to "Honorable' Jim Hall, time is
short.
Cheers, Cheers,
Barry

The final report and pertinent safety recommendation letter will
be distributed to recommendation recipients and interested
parties as soon as possible.

Dear Officials,

Still time to make true your statements about evaluating
every reasonable explanation for TWA 800 and interview me.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Title: Aviation Accident Report: In-flight Breakup
Over the Atlantic Ocean Trans World Airlines (TWA)
Flight 800 Boeing 747-141, N93119 near East
Moriches, New York July 17, 1996
NTSB Report Number: AAR-00-03, adopted on
08/23/2000 [Abstract ]
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY
BOARD
Public Meeting of August 22-23, 2000

Abstract of Final Report
(Subject to Editing)
Aviation Accident Report
In-Flight Breakup Over the Atlantic Ocean
Trans World Airlines (TWA) Flight 800
Boeing 747-131, N93119
near East Moriches, New York
July 17, 1996
NTSB AAR-00/03
This is an abstract from the Safety Board's report and
does not include the Board's rationale for the
conclusions, probable cause, and safety
recommendations. Safety Board staff is currently
making final revisions to the report from which the
attached conclusions, probable cause, and safety
recommendations have been extracted. The final
report and pertinent safety recommendation letter will
be distributed to recommendation recipients and
interested parties as soon as possible. The attached
information is subject to further review and editing.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On July 17, 1996, about 8:31 p.m. eastern daylight
time, TWA flight 800, a Boeing 747-131, N93229,
broke up in flight and crashed in the Atlantic Ocean
near East Moriches, New York. TWA flight 800 was
operating under the provisions of 14 Code of Federal
Regulations Part 121 as a scheduled international

passenger flight from John F. Kennedy International
Airport (JFK), New York, New York, to Charles
DeGaulle International Airport, Paris, France. The
flight departed JFK about 8:19 p.m., with 2 pilots, 2
flight engineers, 14 flight attendants, and 212
passengers on Board. All 230 people on board were
killed and the airplane was destroyed. Visual
meteorological conditions prevailed for the flight,
which operated on an instrument flight rules plan.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The flight crew was properly certificated and
qualified and had received the training and off-duty
time prescribed by Federal regulations. No evidence
indicated any preexisting medical or behavioral
conditions that might have adversely affected the
flight crew's performance during the accident flight.
2. The airplane was certificated, equipped, and
dispatched in accordance with Federal regulations and
approved TWA procedures.
3. At the time of the accident, there were light winds
and scattered clouds in the area, but there were no
significant meteorological conditions that might have
disrupted the flight.
4. The in-flight breakup of TWA flight 800 was not
initiated by a preexisting condition resulting in a
structural failure and decompression.
5. The in-flight breakup of TWA flight 800 was not

initiated by a bomb or a missile strike.
6. The fuel/air vapor in the ullage of the TWA flight
800 center wing tank was flammable at the time of the
accident.
7. A fuel/air explosion in the center wing tank of TWA
flight 800 would have been capable of generating
sufficient internal pressure to break apart the tank.
8. The witness observations of a streak of light were
not related to a missile, and the streak of light reported
by most of these witnesses was burning fuel from the
accident airplane in crippled flight during some
portion of the postexplosion preimpact breakup
sequence. The witness observations of one or more
fireballs were of the airplane's burning wreckage as it
fell from the sky.
9. The TWA flight 800 in-flight breakup was initiated
by a fuel/air explosion in the center wing tank.
10. Boeing's design practice of permitting parts less
than 3 inches in any direction to be electrically
unbonded may not provide adequate protection
against potential ignition hazards as a result of static
electricity generated by lightning and other highenergy discharges.
11. It is very unlikely that the flammable fuel/air
vapor in the center wing tank on TWA flight 800 was
ignited by a lightning or meteor strike; a missile
fragment; a small explosive charge; auto ignition or

hot surface ignition, resulting from elevated
temperatures produced by sources external to the
center wing tank; a fire migrating to the center wing
tank from another fuel tank via the vent (stringer)
system; an uncontained engine failure or a turbine
burst in the air conditioning packs beneath the center
wing tank; a malfunctioning center wing tank jettison/
override pump; a malfunctioning center wing tank
scavenge pump; or static electricity.
12. Electromagnetic interference from radio frequency
sources external to TWA flight 800 did not produce
enough energy to ignite the fuel/air vapor in the center
wing tank.
13. Electromagnetic interference from personal
electronic devices played no role in the ignition
scenario for the TWA flight 800 center wing tank
explosion.
14. It is unlikely that electromagnetic interference
from aircraft system wiring played a role in the
ignition scenario for the TWA flight 800 center wing
tank explosion.
15. Existing standards for wire separation may not
provide adequate protection against damage from
short circuits.
16. A short circuit producing excess voltage that was
transferred to the center wing tank fuel tank quantity
indication system wiring is the most likely source of

ignition energy for the TWA flight 800 center wing
tank explosion.
17. Silver-sulfide deposits on fuel quantity indication
system components inside fuel tanks pose a risk for
ignition of flammable fuel/air vapor.
18. The ignition energy for the center wing tank
explosion most likely entered the center wing tank
through the fuel quantity indication system (FQIS)
wiring and, although it is possible that the release of
ignition energy inside the center wing tank was
facilitated by the existence of silver-sulfide deposits
on an FQIS component, neither the energy release
mechanism nor the location of ignition inside the
center wing tank could be determined from the
available evidence.
19. Failure modes and effects analyses and fault tree
analyses should not be relied upon as the sole means
of demonstrating that an airplane's fuel tank system is
not likely to experience a catastrophic failure.
20. A fuel tank design and certification philosophy
that relies solely on the elimination of all ignition
sources, while accepting the existence of fuel tank
flammability, is fundamentally flawed because
experience has demonstrated that all possible ignition
sources cannot be predicted and reliably eliminated.
21. Operating transport-category airplanes with
flammable fuel/air mixtures in fuel tanks presents an

avoidable risk of an explosion.
22. The placement of heat-generating equipment
under a fuel tank containing Jet A fuel can
unnecessarily increase the amount of time that the
airplane is operating with a flammable fuel/air mixture
unless measures are in place to either (1) prevent the
heat from entering the center wing tank or (2)
eliminate the flammable vapors inside the center wing
tank.
23. The condition of the wiring system in the accident
airplane was not atypical for an airplane of its age and
it was maintained in accordance with prevailing
accepted industry practices.
24. Until recently, insufficient attention has been paid
to the condition of aircraft electrical wiring, resulting
in potential safety hazards.
25. The issues defined in the Federal Aviation
Administration's Aging Transport Non-Structural
Systems Plan are important safety issues that need to
be addressed through appropriate changes, including
rulemaking.
PROBABLE CAUSE
The National Transportation Safety Board determines
that the probable cause of the TWA flight 800 accident
was an explosion of the center wing fuel tank (CWT)
resulting from ignition of the flammable fuel/air
mixture in the tank. The source of ignition energy for

the explosion could not be determined with certainty
but, of the sources evaluated by the investigation, the
most likely was a short circuit outside of the center
wing tank that allowed excessive voltage to enter it
through electrical wiring associated with the fuel
quantity indication system.
Contributing factors to the accident were: (1) the
design and certification concept that fuel tank
explosions could be prevented solely by precluding all
ignition sources; and (2) the design and certification
of the Boeing 747 with heat sources located beneath
the center wing tank with no means to reduce the heat
transferred into the center wing tank or to render the
fuel vapors in the tank nonflammable.
NEW SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the investigation of the TWA flight 800
accident, the National Transportation Safety Board
makes the following recommendations to the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA):
1. Examine manufacturers' design practices with
regard to bonding of components inside fuel tanks and
require changes in those practices, as necessary, to
eliminate potential ignition hazards.
2. Review the design specifications for aircraft wiring
systems of all U.S.-certified aircraft and (1) identify
which systems are critical to safety and (2) require
revisions, as necessary, to ensure that adequate

separation is provided for the wiring related to those
critical systems.
3. Require the development and implementation of
corrective actions to eliminate the ignition risk posed
by silver-sulfide deposits on fuel quantity indication
system components inside fuel tanks.
4. Regardless of the scope of the Aging Transport
Systems Rulemaking Advisory Committee's eventual
recommendations, address (through rulemaking or
other means) all of the issues identified in the Aging
Transport Non-Structural Systems Plan, including:
· the need for improved training to maintenance
personnel to ensure adequate recognition and repair of
potentially unsafe wiring conditions;
· the need for improved documentation and reporting
of potentially unsafe electrical wiring conditions; and
· the need to incorporate the use of new technology,
such as arc-fault circuit breakers and automated wire
test equipment.
To determine whether adequate progress is being
made in these areas, the Safety Board believes that,
within 90 days, the FAA should brief the Safety Board
on the status of its efforts to address all of the issues
identified in the Aging Transport Non-Structural
Systems Plan.
PREVIOUSLY ISSUED SAFETY

RECOMMENDATIONS RESULTING FROM
THIS ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
As a result of the TWA flight 800 accident
investigation, the Safety Board issued the following
safety recommendations to the Federal Aviation
Administration on December 13, 1996:
A-96-174 and -175 -- Require the development and
implementation of design or operational changes that
will preclude the operation of transport-category
airplanes with explosive fuel/air mixtures in the fuel
tanks:
(a) Significant consideration should be given to the
development of airplane design modifications, such as
nitrogen-inerting systems and the addition of
insulation between heat-generating equipment and
fuel tanks. Appropriate modifications should apply to
newly certificated airplanes and, where feasible, to
existing airplanes.
(b) Pending implementation of design modifications,
require modifications in operational procedures to
reduce the potential for explosive fuel/air mixtures in
the fuel tanks of transport-category aircraft. In the
747, consideration should be given to refueling the
center wing fuel tank (CWT) before flight whenever
possible from cooler ground fuel tanks, proper
monitoring and management of the CWT fuel

temperature, and maintaining an appropriate
minimum fuel quantity in the CWT.
A-96-176 -- Require that the 747 Flight Handbooks of
TWA and other operators of 747s and other aircraft in
which fuel tank temperature cannot be determined by
flight crews be immediately revised to reflect the
increases in CWT fuel temperatures found by flight
tests, including operational procedures to reduce the
potential for exceeding CWT temperature limits.
A-96-177 -- Require modification of the CWT of 747
airplanes and the fuel tanks of other airplanes that are
located near heat sources to incorporate temperature
probes and cockpit fuel tank temperature displays to
permit determination of fuel tank temperatures.
As a result of information learned during this
investigation, the Safety Board also issued the
following recommendation to the FAA on February
18, 1997:
A-97-11 -- Develop and implement procedures,
including a checklist of safety-related items, for the
handling and placement of explosive training aids by
K-9 explosives detection teams to prevent
contamination of aircraft and airport facilities and to
ensure an effective K-9 explosives detection program.
As a result of this accident investigation, the Safety
Board also issued the following recommendations to
the FAA on April 7, 1998:

A-98-34 -- Issue, as soon as possible, an airworthiness
directive (AD) to require a detailed inspection of fuel
quantity indication system (FQIS) wiring in Boeing
747-100, -200, and -300 series airplane fuel tanks for
damage, and the replacement or the repair of any
wires found to be damaged. Wires on Honeywell
Series 1-3 probes and compensators should be
removed for examination
A-98-35 -- Issue an AD to require the earliest possible
replacement of the Honeywell Corporation Series 1-3
terminal blocks used on Boeing 747 fuel probes with
terminal blocks that do not have knurled surfaces or
sharp edges that may damage FQIS wiring.
A-98-36 -- Conduct a survey of FQIS probes and
wires in Boeing 747s equipped with systems other
than Honeywell Series 1-3 probes and compensators
and in other model airplanes that are used in Title 14
Code of Federal Regulations Part 121 service to
determine whether potential fuel tank ignition sources
exist that are similar to those found in the 747. The
survey should include removing wires from fuel
probes and examining the wires for damage. Repair or
replacement procedures for any damaged wires that
are found should be developed
A-98-37 -- Require research into copper-sulfide
deposits on FQIS parts in fuel tanks to determine the
levels of deposits that may be hazardous, how to

inspect and clean the deposits, and when to replace
the components
A-98-38 -- Require in Boeing 747 airplanes, and in
other airplanes with FQIS wire installations that are
corouted with wires that may be powered, the physical
separation and electrical shielding of FQIS wires to
the maximum extent possible.
A-98-39 -- Require, in all applicable transport
airplane fuel tanks, surge protection systems to
prevent electrical power surges from entering fuel
tanks through FQIS wires.
NTSB Home | Press Releases
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Still trying
The National Transportation Safety Board determined that the
probable cause of this
accident was an explosion of the center wing fuel tank (CWT)
resulting from ignition of the
flammable fuel/air mixture in the tank. The source of ignition energy
for the explosion could not
be determined with certainty, but, of the sources evaluated by the
investigation, the most likely
was a short circuit outside of the CWT that allowed excessive voltage
to enter it through
electrical wiring associated with the fuel quantity indication system
(FQIS).

Dear NTSB and FAA Safety Officials,
The above is not all correct and until you interview me and
review my data and analysis it will never be correct.
The source of ignition energy for the explosion could not
be determined with certainty,

Yes, that part is right and because of it, this stone of wiring/cargo
door must be turned over because it does give an ignition source,
the on fire number three engine as it falls. It's on fire because of
soot found on the blades inside the engine as revealed by the
Powerplant Report in the Public Docket.
To claim you have turned over all the stones, you must turn over
me and you have not done that.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "Hogan, Stephen" <sHogan@APCO-EUROPE.COM>
Subject: Re: 747 (right-forward cargo door problem)

Dear Mr. Corazon,
I am intrigued by your hypothesis regarding the cause of the fatal
accidents involving TWA 800, UAL 811, PA 103 and AI 182. I
would be interested to hear how you first came to the conclusion
that the cause of these accidents was the fwd-cargo door

Dear Mr. Hogan, 20 Sep 00
Hi, I'm John Barry Smith, my wife is Corazon and I named the
site after her in 1996.
I first suspected open cargo door for PA 103 immediately because
of my previous experience in an open door in a Beechcraft Baron
on takeoff which mimicked the events of PA 103. Then, a few
months later, UAL 811 happened and I matched them up right
away. I researched it for years growing more and more convinced
it was not a bomb but an open cargo door for PA 103. Then the
internet came along in 1995 and I was able to do much more
research and obtained Accident Reports which confirmed that PA
103 was not a bomb but an open cargo door in flight mimicking a
bomb. Then 1996 and TWA 800 and it had happened again, to
my disappointment and dismay. Only then did I discover AI 182
after an exhaustive search and investigation of all Boeing 747

accidents.
My motive behind all this freelance amateur sleuthing was the
haunting accident in which I ejected from a on fire jet at night
and lived while my pilot, who saved my life, died. In a way I am
repaying a moral debt to him.

and that there was in fact a fatal design fault with the B747
series.

Well, sir, a basic design flaw is in all airliners or any plane that
has an outward opening non-plug type door. The lower a
submarine goes, the tighter the doors fit, the higher a plane goes
the tighter the doors should fit but don't. The danger becomes
greater of explosive decompression with outward opening doors.
It's such a basic aerodynamic principle and violated for more
cargo space in the hold. This flaw has killed many including DC
10 cargo doors. The Airbus has outward opening doors non plug
doors.
And then, for the Boeing 747 to only have ten latches per huge
cargo door is inadequate. And then to have only one midspan
latch for eight feet of cut fuselage per door side is negligence.
And then to not have locking sectors on those midspan latches
while having them on the bottom eight latches is gross willful
negligence.

If you want to contact me I would appreciate it and I would be
very interested to hear you views.

Well, I am contacting you via email. What is your interest?
If you are an attorney, you may be a hope to correct these
defects, because the authorities will not listen to me without a
lawsuit and I can not do that. I would be willing to assist you in a
suit against the manufacturer if that will get the problem fixed.
The root problem is PolyX wiring that is shorting on the door
unlatch motors which causes the midspan latches to rotate to
partially open which results in the ruptured door in flight.
I am a retired military officer and not associated with any
manufacturer, government, airline, court, police, or lawsuit.
(Yes, I know the mental mountain to climb to state that PA 103
was not a bomb. But, as a pilot, I have to go with the facts, data,
and evidence of reality, not political wishful thinking. Below is
recent article about a shotgun about to board an aircraft, so guns
do get into cargo holds and PA 103 AAIB AAR report states that
the evidence of the reconstructed cargo container indicates
damage as if a 'rather large shotgun' had gone off at close range.)
Cheers
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.

US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Kind regards,
Stephen Hogan

04:04 AM ET 09/18/00
Shotgun Found in Alaskan Air Bag
SEATTLE (AP) _ A shotgun was found in a bag that was
checked for
an Alaska Airlines flight to Los Angeles and the owner was cited
for obstructing police.
Besides the citation, the Federal Aviation Administration
could
charge the owner with failing to declare a firearm in baggage,
said
Bob Parker, a Seattle-Tacoma International Airport spokesman.
When the passenger's three bags when through a scanner at
the
ticket counter Sunday night, baggage handlers detected
something
suspicious and a bomb-sniffing dog registered an alert
Police then cleared an area of 200 feet around the bag to Xray
it with more sophisticated gear in the main terminal.

Firearms can be shipped in baggage if they are unloaded and
packed in a hard case, but ``they're supposed to tell us they're in
there and they didn't do that,'' Parker said.
The owner was released after being charged with obstruction
``for his failure to cooperate,'' and the weapon and other baggage
was returned, the airport spokesman added.
``Everything was legal. If he had just told us he had it,
everything would have been fine,'' Parker said.
The problem was detected about 8:30 p.m., before any of
the 115
passengers boarded Alaska Airlines Flight 544, airline
spokesman
Jack Walsh said.
The flight already had been delayed by a mechanical
problem, and
103 passengers _ but not the gun owner _ were on the plane
when it
was cleared to leave the gate shortly after 11:30 p.m., Walsh said.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Reply from NTSB?

Dear David, any reply back yet from Chairman Hall of NTSB
from your letter to him? No one has called me for an interview
yet. They keep on talking about turning over stones but they have
not turned me over. I'm afraid I have turned sarcastic in my
frustration.
Below is just an email I got from source about a 1972 door event

for a DC 10. I was aware of it of course and used it as reference
for TWA 800 et al.
Cheers,
Barry

JBS
You're probably familiar with this one.
John

Yes, thanks, below are pages from my site about it and other DC
10 canary type cargo door events. The canary dies first. no one
died in the 1972 event two stewardesses were trapped but none
killed, passengers were hurt sliding down escape chutes. Pilot
was hero.
Door pop was described as 'firecracker going off.' But not a
firecracker or a bomb or a center tank explosion, just good ole
explosive decompression from open door in flight.
But, the principle:
Accidents have precedents.
DC 10, before Turkish airlines at Paris in 1974 killing hundreds
there was Windsor in 1972 below.
Before and After Valujet was the recent electrical fire in cargo

hold in DC 9.
Before TWA 800 and after AI 182 and PA 103 was UAL 811 for
Boeing 747.
Warnings are given but ignored by officials. It was ever thus.
(Ignored by safety people too.)
How 'bout dem Olympics! Lethal Jones the swimmer, great stuff.
Cheers
Barry

http://www.corazon.com/DC-10page146.html
http://www.corazon.com/DC-10page147.html
http://www.corazon.com/DC-10photorippeddoor.html
12/06/1972 Ontario, Canada DC-10 American Airlines Loss of
cargo door 0 Report
Date: June 12th, 1972
Type: DC-10
Registration:
Operator: American Airlines
Where: Windsor, Ontario
Report No.: Not Available
Report Date: Pages: This is not an accident investigation report.

On June 12, 1972, the cargo door blew off an American Airlines
DC-10 over Windsor, Ontario, taking one person with it, this
became known as the "Windsor" incident. Bryce McCormick, the
Captain, landed the damaged aircraft at Detroit when the cargo
door blew damaging the floor along with vital control wires to
the tail of his DC-10. Captain McCormick had taken the
extraordinary precaution of learning to fly the DC-10 under the
circumstances of a total hydraulic system failure. By the end of
his course he could land the plane, on the simulator, using only
the throttles applied to the different engines, at technique called
differential thrust steering. With a frozen rudder, one partially
operating elevator on the right he had to use all his skills
acquired on the simulator to land the aircraft. Link to similar
incident on 3rd March 1974
03/03/1974 Orly, France DC-10 Turkish Airlines Loss of cargo
door 346 Report
http://www.airdisasters.co.uk/120672.htm

To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Ha, ha, ha.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Responding to Cash, board member John J. Goglia added, "Every
single thought that every single person has on our teams gets explored.
We don't overlook anything. I visited you in your lab, and never once
did I leave with the impression you haven't turned over every stone."

Ha! You guys are so funny.
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
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The Crash Investigation Lands, and the Controversy Soars

Rubber-Stamping Flight 800
by Robert Davey

WASHINGTON, D.C.˜As the National Transportation Safety Board's
recent public meeting to discuss its final report on the July 17, 1996,
crash of TWA Flight 800 drew to a close, one could almost hear the
thunk. Transforming itself into a gigantic rubber stamp, the bureaucracy
validated the theory that a mechanical failure, not a missile, brought
down the plane. The NTSB, along with every agency with clear

jurisdiction over the crash, and a few others besides, had spoken with
one voice. The $50 million investigation, if not the controversy, was
over.
It was no surprise that the NTSB's technical staff had decided that the
event that tore apart the Boeing 747 and sent 230 people to their deaths
over the ocean eight miles south of Long Island was "an explosion of the
center wing tank resulting from the ignition of a flammable fuel/air
mixture. The source of ignition could not be determined with certainty."
Yet the NTSB had not succeeded in papering over the cracks in its
investigation. During two days of discussion, at August 22 and 23 board
meetings, the NTSB staff . . .
* failed to explain some mysterious dark brown spongy material,
called "splatter" in an NTSB report, found in several places, including
on top and inside the center wing tank;
* disregarded results of their own tests and paid scant attention to more
than 30 years of government research into fuel flammability;
* failed to explain how the pressure from a fuel tank explosion could
have broken through the much stronger fuselage skin and split the plane
apart;
* accepted only eyewitness accounts that, they said, conformed to
their theory of how the plane broke up, and simply dismissed the rest by
claiming that witnesses' memories must have played tricks on them;
* failed to share the results of analysis done on the brief, loud sound
signature at the end of the cockpit voice recorder tape.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------The splatter issue is one more anomaly in an investigation that has
shrugged off many. On the 22nd, in answer to a board member's
question, NTSB director of aviation safety Dr. Bernard Loeb admitted
that some investigators had questioned what could be the source of the
brown specks of spongy material. Tests determined that temperatures
above 490oF had melted plastic foam insulation from around an air-

conditioning duct that runs fore and aft outside the tank, over the top of
the left side of the tank roof just below the passenger cabin floor. After
extensive analysis, Loeb said, "We determined it was fully consistent
with the scenario we have given you [i.e., with the breakup of the center
wing tank]."
But the "Splatter Deposits Study," a never released report obtained by
the Voice, appears to challenge Loeb's statement. The report says the
melted foam was splattered over an eight-foot-long section of the tank
roof and inside the shattered air-conditioning duct. The splatter was
thrown forward with enough force to break through the roof of the tank,
landing on two fragments of the front spar (between the wings and under
the seats) that were ejected very early in the breakup sequence.
Splatter was also found on the fuselage and floor structure just in front
of the front spar, and on passenger seats above. The investigators
"explored possible airplane sources of higher than normal heat incoming
to the area of the splatter," and found none.
In introducing its own endeavors, the NTSB in Washington ignored
existing research into Jet A aviation kerosene. "Basic information was
not available when we began," said Dr. Joseph Kolly, an NTSB
engineer.
Kolly's statement was baffling, because in fact there is a wealth of data
on the flammability characteristics of aviation fuels, including Jet A,
available in studies published by the navy, the air force, and a body
called the Coordinating Research Council. Many of these studies are
even referenced by the NTSB in its reports. For some reason, though,
the NTSB felt compelled in Washington to present its own prolific work
on Jet A as groundbreaking.
Some of the claims Kolly made for that work do not stand up under
scrutiny. For example, when he displayed a slide illustration showing
temperatures recorded at many locations inside the center tank of a 747
used for a so-called TWA 800 Emulation Flight test, it was noticeable
that none of the temperatures recorded at the altitude at which the plane
exploded were below 110oF. But temperatures that appear in the
published version of that illustration are as low as 101oF. Kolly said "the

average high temperature" inside the tank at the altitude of the explosion
was 120oF. But the average inside the tank, going again by the NTSB's
published figures, was actually 111.5oF.
These temperatures are significant because they are central to the NTSB
case that the center tank exploded and caused the accident. Lacking any
evidence of an ignition source, the Safety Board did the flight test and
other tests to show that the atmosphere inside the tank, with possibly 50
gallons of fuel, was flammable.
But even if a flame is produced, that does not necessarily mean an
explosion will follow. "The mere existence of a normal flame does not
by itself imply the beginning of an explosion," notes a NASA addendum
to the NTSB's Systems Report.
A spark is just one link in a chain. For an explosion to happen, a spark
has to ignite all the fuel-air mixture in a very rapid burning reaction. But
this cannot be counted on, especially in a large container like TWA 800's
center tank, where there was so little fuel to begin with, and where
temperatures varied widely. In such a situation, with some temperatures
hovering down near 100oF, a small spark may simply have puffed and
gone out, according to Kurt H. Strauss, a nationally recognized aviation
fuel expert. Whether an explosion happened "would depend on total
energy released when that ignition goes off," said Strauss.
Given that the tank exploded, the NTSB's rationale connecting the blast
to the fuselage damage rests on surprisingly shaky ground. According to
Jon Hjelm, a Federal Aviation Administration engineer and member of
the Sequencing Group, who contributed pages of stress calculations as a
kind of reality check on the deliberations of the group, an enormous
force, equivalent to more than the thrust produced by one of the 747's jet
engines, acted on the bottom of the tank to produce the cracking that
sundered the fuselage in front of the tank. Hjelm said he came up with
his figure for this force using assumptions he made about the
distribution of the pressure from the explosion.
Hjelm said that in order for his calculations to confirm the breakup
sequence, he made another assumption. The force had to remain,
pushing down inside the tank, after the explosion had ruptured the front

of the tank. For how long? "Maybe some number of seconds. Way more
than one second," Hjelm said. What if the the pressure all dissipated in
under one second? Hjelm said, "That's a question I feel uneasy to deal
with." Yet according to the results of the NTSB's own explosive testing
and scientists questioned by the Voice, not to mention the account of the
breakup sequence given by Sequencing Group chairman Jim Wildey at
the NTSB's Baltimore hearings in 1997, the initial explosion was
certainly over within one second.
Wildey said in Baltimore that the Sequencing Group had relied upon
Hjelm's calculations, which constitute apparently the only available
engineering analysis of the breakup sequence. Boeing (according to its
submission to the NTSB) did not complete a project to create a
computer model of the breakup.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Dr. David Mayer, who holds a doctorate in applied experimental
psychology, drew on studies by psychologists to suggest that influences
acting on eyewitnesses in the aftermath of the crash˜the chatter of
friends, TV reports, even the leading questions of the FBI agents who
interviewed them˜might have led them to embellish their memories of
the crash.
And when they reported seeing the initial explosion, which the NTSB
says was contained "inside an intact airplane," and thus could not have
been visible to witnesses miles away, that was understood by
investigators not as a reason to reexamine their theory, but to assume the
witnesses must have been mistaken. Thus the accounts even of seasoned
airline pilots who reported to air traffic control (ATC) in the first
moments that they saw the plane explode were essentially discounted.
In this regard, there is an unexplained apparent discrepancy between the
account of the pilot who first reported an explosion and the official ATC
transcript. According to the transcript, Captain David McClaine of
Eastwind Airlines reported the explosion at 8:31 and 50 seconds, which
is 38 seconds after the NTSB says the plane exploded, at 8:31 and 12
seconds. But McClaine states in a written account he gave the Witness

Group that after the explosion he "immediately called Boston ATC and
reported an inflight explosion out over the water."
When he was questioned by the group, he said in answer to a question
from Mayer that roughly 10 seconds passed after the explosion before
he made his first radio call to ATC. Ten seconds seems a reasonable
pause between seeing something so dramatic and doing something about
it. Thirty-eight seconds appears rather long to wait before making the
call to air traffic control. But the apparent time lag could be used to
support the notion, suggested by both the NTSB and the CIA, that
McClaine, for example, saw only a later stage of the airplane's breakup,
not the initial explosion.
As for those witnesses who saw a rising streak of light, Mayer said they
probably saw the burning plane climb after the explosion. When the
chairman asked him, if the plane did not climb, would that affect his
analysis? Mayer said no, it wouldn't. "But we believe it climbed," he
said. However, McClaine had been closely questioned about this very
issue by the Witness Group, and repeatedly said the plane did not climb;
he saw only falling debris after the explosion.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Investigators said, when they first examined the two "black boxes" a
week after the crash, that neither device provided clues to explain what
what happened. But there is indeed a marked sound signature, lasting
less than two-tenths of a second, on the cockpit voice recorder (CVR)
tape. That signature has never been explained, leading the Air Line
Pilots Association in its submission to the NTSB to bemoan the lack of
follow-up after a series of tests done in Bruntingthorpe, England, in
1997. The submission notes that research done at the University of
Southampton shows that analysis of a sound signature can yield
information about the type of explosion (whether a high explosive
detonation or a lower-energy fuel-air explosion) and its location within
the fuselage.
Jerry Rekart, a clearly unhappy ALPA chief investigator and a TWA
pilot, told the Voice he is still frustrated at the NTSB's failure to publish

any details of its sound spectrum analysis, as it is called. A Sound
Spectrum Group met once, before Bruntingthorpe, but never since, he
said, despite repeated requests from ALPA. The data recorded at
Bruntingthorpe was sent to Southampton, the ALPA submission says,
but "the Sound Spectrum group has never been briefed regarding the
analysis of the data completed by the University of Southampton, nor
has the group met to finalize any type of report of its activities in
relation to the investigation of TWA 800."
But at last month's board meeting James Cash, the NTSB engineer
responsible for that analysis, strove to give the impression that no
questions remain about the CVR sound. "We did all we could to glean
whatever we could get out of the cockpit voice recorder," he said.
Responding to Cash, board member John J. Goglia added, "Every single
thought that every single person has on our teams gets explored. We
don't overlook anything. I visited you in your lab, and never once did I
leave with the impression you haven't turned over every stone."
Not everyone shares Goglia's rosy view of the NTSB's investigation to
determine the cause of the crash. Michel Breistroff, whose son was
killed on Flight 800, might have been speaking for them all when he
said, "What I need is that someone from the team will tell me, 'That's the
wire [which caused the explosion].'
"We the families are not technical," he told the Voice. "We need true
evidence, not only words."
Tell us what you think. editor@villagevoice.com
E-mail this story to
a friend.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Flood

Thanx.
Yer velcome.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Flood

Please curtail this flood of e-mails. I do not have the time; I must
meet my
deadlines.

Flood receding, tide ebbing, water going down, breathing again,
the last straw held...is holding....
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Full distance

I am committed to doing a letter and giving you a preview of it
before I
send it to Chairman Hall. He's an honorable guy and I think I'm
going the
full distance with your concern.
David, skip the preview, you have all the details, it's all up to
you. You know what works and what doesn't. I'd include a
picture of that forward midspan latch rupture, a picture tells
words, as they say.
Honorable guy....we'll see. An honorable man would give all
parties with plausible tales a chance to tell them. I can meet a

representative of NTSB wherever they say on the West Coast
quickly. We'll see.
"Your concern" not 'Our concern" or "My concern"? Well, it is
my concern. And, I'm here, give me your best shot. Where is the
wiring/cargo door explanation not true? Where is it wrong? Facts
data evidence.
If you try to refute it, the stronger it gets. really. And saying
everybody thinks a certain way is not a fact of refutation.
Try the big picture, David, similar mechanical fault brings down
three airliners and almost another. We can believe that. It's
happened before with engine failure as a cause. This is wiring
short. A short which leads to A B C but definitely does not lead to
bomb, or bomb again, or missile, but does to center tank
explosion. But for TWA 800 the short does not directly ignite the
center tank, the electrical failure does what it does on all four
airliners, start the forward cargo door unlatch motor turning
which does what it is supposed to do, turn latches around cams to
the open position for the forward cargo door. For UAL 811 and
PA 103 and AI 182, all latches all opened in door, for TWA 800,
after an AD to strengthen only the bottom eight, the bottom eight
stayed latched while on all four airliners the midspan latches
ruptured/opened/fractured in that door before impact with
surface. All four 747s have similar evidence in each forward
cargo door.
Where is the disbelief in that? Any refuting evidence?
Lots of refuting opinion but where are the facts data evidence
that we who consider ourselves involved with aviation safety
demand before we give our opinion? We can take the hard data,

give it to us, we can make obvious conclusions about ruptures
and sounds.
David, if you don't think the wiring/cargo door explanation
plausible then I am another weird wacko with crazy idea about
why an airplane crashed and there's lot of them around. If you
do, then it's full speed ahead.
What is it that has led you to decide to write a letter to Chairman
Hall? What is it in the recent emails that have moved you to
action? I trust it's facts and evidence and not me alluding to
desperate researcher moaning, holding head in hand, face turned
to the wall.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Letter to Chairman Hall

Barry: That's the question I asked. It was all latched. Mid span
latches
were found, too, and found in the closed position. That's what he
told me.
He alluded to a failure to mention the mid-span latches in his
report, but
he said they were found. He was very insistent. David

Then they warrant a report on the bluing or heat marks or
normal. And just having ten latches, which he doesn't have, so

what? What about the manual locking handle, the viewing ports,
the two overpressure relief doors? They are all missing too. He
failed to mention the mid span latches in his report? I know why
he failed, David, because they are not in the wreckage database
and it would be since they have thousands of items listed and all
latches would be listed. They are not. The only cargo door sill
they have was found in the aft fuselage debris field. And they
called it the forward cargo door sill. David, the lat/long of the
items are in the database, I plotted it all out.
But, if he is going to say that they found the midspan latches
(Which door, David, he neglected to say?) then there needs to be
a revised report. It's a stall. It's obvious he has never handled
them, who decided they were in the 'locked position.' David, it's
a put off. The question to him is about whether that door could
have ruptured in flight, period.
The question is, "Is it possible that that door ruptured in flight?"
Yes or no. The answer can not be, no because we recovered all
ten latches. That's not good enough, especially what we know
about how to properly examine a suspect door in its entirety. Ask
him if he has ever personally examined the forward midspan
latches of the forward cargo door and ask him how he knew they
were from the forward door and not the aft door.
I ask again, ask Mr. Metallurgist if it's possible that door ruptured
in flight.
Cheers,
Barry
At 5:45 PM -0400 8/29/00, David Evans wrote:

Barry: I'm not dismissing what you have to say. What I'm saying is

I challenged Wildey on all this -- I've got his answer.

Not good enough. It was put-off, vague and he can't deliver.
The Board specifically asserted that the cargo door scenario was
considered and ruled out.

Yes, in the first few days and then dismissed and never
reconsidered. Facts, where are the facts?
I'm one guy here. I'm paid to put out a 10-page newsletter every
week. It would take me at least a week to sort this all out,
assuming that Wildey would be willing to devote the kind of time
this would take.

Wildey will drop you like a hot potato once you start asking
questions about pictures about metallurgy and outward peeled
ruptures in metal.
You need and can go higher, David. Al Dickinson is the lead
investigator, he might answer some questions about outward
opening ruptures in fuselages of aircraft that have explosive
decompression in flight.
And, I'd have to bring it up to Chairman Hall.

Of course.
I am as willing to crusade as anybody,

Crusade? Crusade?? Tripping at windmills?
and I have made a good faith effort to follow up on your scenario.

Sorry, can't agree. You have not asked the questions open minded
people ask, David, you don't really believe that wiring is causing
forward cargo doors to open on high time Boeing 747s to include
specifically AI 182, PA 103, TWA 800, and UAL 811. I know the
mental difficulties in accepting that statement. NTSB can't do it.
AAIB can't do it. FAA can't do it. And you can't do it.
I can. I can because I am an aviator and respect science and defer
to reality. The photographs, the CVR, the FDR, the FOD, the
actual reality of TWA 800 to see, is why I can say that wiring is
causing forward cargo doors to open on high time Boeing 747s to
include specifically AI 182, PA 103, TWA 800, and UAL 811.
Like I say, I find much of what you have to present intriguing, but
the Board has spoken. I know, they've been wrong in the past.

The Board has Spoken? What is that all about?
To be precise, which is what I am, being an aviator, the Board
has not yet spoken on TWA 800 as the final report is not yet out;
as of this moment TWA 800 is an open investigation. Then there
is the civil trial for what it's worth next year. But as far as NTSB,
they can go in and do it right the second time, just like UAL 811
and their two AARs. And if you believe in the wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800, it makes no difference about a 'board'
'speaking', only the facts, data, and evidence can speak to those
that know how to listen and I do, David, and I believe you do to.
How experienced are you in flying? Are you a pilot?

Here's what I'm willing to do (but not today -- the next deadline
approaches) -- I will draft a letter from me to chairman Hall,
raising these issues.

Oh, great, thanks. Let me help you write it. Let me proof it for
technical accuracy.
I'll give you a chance to read it before I send it

I love this reading an email and responding right there, and
reading further and find out the writer was thinking the exact
way. It happened above with 'going higher.'
so that we have a good argument.

I think on facts we agree and that's what we will be sticking to so
I see only agreement. I only give facts I can support with
documents or photos or text.
I'm not going to write more than a 1 to 1.5 page letter. The case
needs to be made succinctly.

Ah, yes, succinctly.
Hall is an honorable man -- he will detail Wildey to produce a
proposed response.

Ah, politics. That's fine, that would be great. A proposed

response to facts is terrific.
What sort of set me off was your allusion to me pulling the last
straw out of the hand of a drowning man.

Well, David, actually, you understood me perfectly, as always. I
was alluding to you 'letting go' of the last straw of this drowning
man. Letting go is different than 'pulling' but not much. 'Slipping
loose' is another way of watching this drowning man gurgle
away, 'but....but...but....' will be the last sounds out.
The never to be completed sentence would be, "But what about
the red paint smears, the sudden loud sound, the streak, the
inward/outward movement of metal skin in the door, the the
the..."
OK, succinct letter. Let me focus, what is it in one page about
three paragraphs to persuade Chairman Hall to detail his
metallurgist to propose a response?
I give up, it's not my line. I would end up with the Chairman
saying again to all, 'Don't speak to this man, don't listen to him,
he's wrong, he's crazy, he's in it for the money, we did an
exhaustive, extensive, complete, expensive investigation and he's
wrong."
So, I can't help on tone of succinct letter. I can help with facts:
Twenty cargo door latches, sixteen locking sectors, two manual
locking handles, four overpressure relief doors, two long door
sills, and over 150 square feet of skin make up the two identical

cargo doors on TWA 800. All hardware must be present,
examined, and ruled within normal limits to rule out a rupture of
the midspan latches of the forward door in flight. The missing
items would show a failure if there were one and must be
present. If not present, then a complete UAL 811 type of door
report must be done for NTSB to properly say they have ruled
out all alternatives to the spontaneous center tank explanation for
TWA 800. NTSB documents show that only eight of the twenty
latches, one of the sills, none of the locking handles, none of the
overpressure relief doors, and only about 75 square feet of skin
have been recovered. Since many vital pieces of evidence are
missing, such as the two manual locking handles and four
midspan latches, a complete investigation into the forward cargo
door should be commenced as soon as possible to be prudent.
Good luck David, I'm holding my head up out of the water,
breathing through my nose, dog paddling...
Cheers
Barry

I'm not that kinda guy and I really resented even the allusion.
David

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Backing it up with data, goddamnitgoddamnit.com

David, if you wish, go there, check it out.
You know, I have ntsb.org and safetyaviation.com that might be
put to use. Actually go there and see what's there.
I also have a business life.
By the way, ntsb.org gets a lot of hits.
Cheers,
Barry

Whois Results for goddamnitgoddamnit.com
-----------------------------------------------------------------

------The data in Register.com's WHOIS database is provided to you by
Register.com for information purposes only, that is, to assist you in
obtaining information about or related to a domain name registration
record. Register.com makes this information available "as is," and
does not guarantee its accuracy. By submitting a WHOIS query, you
agree that you will use this data only for lawful purposes and that,
under no circumstances will you use this data to: (1) allow, enable,
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Last Gasp...
Goddamit it...I did not let go of the last straw. I took your input,
weighed it seriously, and took the time during two days of very
intense hearings to directly address this issue with Mr. Wildey.
David

David, David, you might be interested in my domain,
goddamnitgoddamnit.com. Really, I own it after feeling the same
way you do, frustrated.
You are frustrated because you know what Wildey said to you
and you know what I've said to you. I've supported the claim
with exhibits, text, and photographs. He supports his position
with a vague phone call. Having ten latches is vague. What is the
lock status, is there bluing heat marks, which latches are they for
what door, etc etc, that would be specific and conclusive, like
AAR 92/02 for UAL 811.
He's not even an aircraft accident investigator,
goddamnitgoddamnit, David, you know more about aviation
safety than he ever did. He's a metallurgist, not even a pilot. To
directly address this issue with Mr. Wildey, what does that mean?
How many intense minutes did you spend? Three? Five? Did he
do all the talking? Did you show him the photographs or the
NTSB database that refutes his statement of all latched and all
intact? You asked him a few questions that he has been asked for

the last few years and he gave his refined answer over the past
few years, all latched and all intact at water impact, thank you for
your interest in aviation safety...
If anyone should get respect for opinion around here it should be
me. I've got the flying, the maintenance, the accident experience
that all of them lack. But I don't have a title. (Except accident
survivor, a title I am happy to have.)
It's all government officialdom arrogance and pride that prevents
this life and death probable cause from being properly
investigated. I've been working on this for twelve years, David, I
knew all about these doors long before TWA 800. I knew within
days what it was and have held true ever since, only refining the
cause to add wiring as cause of door rupture..
You've been fobbed off with a vague phone call while rejecting
photographs right in front of you that is as specific as you can
get, the actual rupture at the actual missing midspan latches of
the actual Boeing 747 that actually crashed and was called TWA
800.
I'll show it again, big, accurate, and valid. It's not going to go
away. Below is a rupture hole at the forward midspan latch of the
forward cargo door. The midspan latch has not been recovered.
Over half the door hardware has not been recovered. To accept
the conclusion that the door below was all latched and all intact
at water impact is to deny the obvious.
David, it's not over as long as Poly X wiring exists in 747s with
outward opening non plug cargo doors.
TWA 800 was just one of many fatal cargo door accidents. Each

accident has it investigators saying no no no, it was a bomb, it
was a bomb, it was bomb, it was a bomb (AI 182, PA 103, TWA
800, and UAL 811 were all bombs early on) it was missile, ha!
Navy shooting down airliner and keeping it quiet and they
thoroughly investigate it, it was spontaneous center tank
explosion, Ha, no ignition source and the only people who think
it was the center tank acting on its own to blow up is the NTSB.
Ah, logic and reason, why stay in the Air Safety business if facts
data and evidence are ignored and conjecture about conspiracies
are given full attention?

I can see with my own eyes the actual rupture hole above where
the non locking sector type midspan latch ruptured in flight
leaving the outward, petal shaped rupture hole. And this is only
the front midspan latch, the aft latch shows the same shape of
rupture at the X below. Note red hinge on top of door for
alignment.

Ah, what's the use, too busy, to weird, too different, too
annoying...lots of reasons to reject wiring/cargo door explanation
but none make sense to me except to investigate as it should be
and issue report on findings. That has not been done. TWA 800 is
incomplete.
You have a voice that can be heard using facts I've given you. Let
the readers draw conclusions based on the evidence.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: You were my last straw in my grasp and let go...

At 11:56 AM -0400 8/29/00, David Evans wrote:

If there were 3 of us writing Air Safety Week, I'd pursue this Barry.
But there's only me, and I haven't got the time.

Dear Gentlemen Jim Hall, Bernard Loeb, Ron Schleede (Ret),
Al Dickinson, Jim Wildey, Bob Swaim, and Misters McSweeny
Mr. Ron Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff, Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman,

Mr. Lyle Streeter
Someone will have to admit to being not exactly correct in
former statements about the forward cargo door on TWA 800.
Pride comes before a fall and every investigation has a 'fall
guy." (My vote is for Jim Wildey; just joking, Jim, we met and
shook hands at the Baltimore hearing. I enjoyed and respect your
opinions except for initial event of spontaneous center tank
explosion.)
I ask Mr. Wildey to say that yes, based upon wreckage
reconstruction showing shattered door and the fact that not all
twenty of twenty door latches have been recovered, that forward
cargo door could have ruptured in flight, . Twenty latches for two
doors means each door has ten latches and they have not bee
recovered. That's all I ask of Mr. Wildey, to say that yes, the door
could have ruptured in flight. Then leave the cause why it opened
for others to discern. Yes, some damage occurred when the
fuselage hit the water leaving inward pillowing. Yes, eight
latches have been recovered in a cargo door sill and they were
latched. But, to rule out a possibility, there needs to be
substantial evidence that the possibility could not have occurred,
and with forward cargo door there is not substantial evidence that
it did not rupture in flight because most of the hardware in the
door is still missing. On the other hand, there is substantial
evidence that the door did rupture in flight based on photographs
of actual ruptures in the TWA 800 door and the historical
precedent of UAL 811.
I was not exactly correct for the cause of the ruptured cargo door
and may still not be. I figured either pneumatic, hydraulic,
electrical, crew, bomb, missile, center tank explosion, meteor,
EMG, or other, to cause those midspan latches to rupture. Only
electrical made sense because of UAL 811 but it was only after

Baltimore and the great show that NTSB put on about aging
aircraft and the faults of Poly X wiring did I now believe it was
Poly X wiring causing the forward cargo door to rupture in flight
for TWA 800.
But I could be wrong. It could have been the center tank
explosion that blew open that nearby door. I'm not adamant about
the cause of the ruptured cargo door in flight, only that it did
happen and was not all latched and all intact at water impact.
And therein lies the open mind perception: A center tank
explosion could have ruptured that door to rupture, as the photos
show. If the door ruptured in flight, then all plausible causes must
be examined, and they have not been examined. Why reject an
alleged event such at ruptured cargo door if the official version of
spontaneous center tank explosion could have caused it?
Mr. Wildey, please state that based upon a new interpretation of
existing facts, that a new sequence could be possible. The new
sequence states that the center tank explosion was not the initial
event and was a symptom, not a cause of the accident. The
ruptured cargo door was a symptom, not a cause. The cause is
Poly X wiring, a cause NTSB and FAA and Boeing and I all
agree with.
Please indicate, Mr. Wildey, that after looking at the photographs
and checking the number of latches that were recovered, that that
door could have ruptured in flight. If you allow that, Mr. Wildey,
that will allow the aircraft accident investigators to go back in to
TWA 800 and consider an explosive decompression event when a
huge hole appeared in fuselage, just forward of the wing.
Mr. Schalekamp can still say, yes, at first look, it did appear that

the door showed an outward explosive force.
Can somebody ask Mr. Ron Schleede to come out of retirement
and compare UAL 811 and TWA 800? Can Mr. Schleede have
the opportunity to reconsider his statement that a cargo door was
locked and latched after only looking at one of two door sills and
knowing that most of both doors are still missing including
suspect latches at midspan? That conclusion of locked and
latched was made just as the pieces of wreckage were being
brought in and long before the reconstruction was complete
showing the shattered door and missing pieces. He should be
permitted an opportunity to reassess his opinion of all locked and
latched based on current evidence.
>From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
>To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
>Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
>I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and latched!
> --------->From: barry
>To: SCHLEDR
>Subject: TWA crash cause
>Date: Tuesday, 30 July, 1996 01:48
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html is my website
for cargo door
>crash theory.
>To: SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
>From: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: Which cargo door and cam positions
>Cc:

>Bcc:
>X-Attachments:
>
>Mr. Schleede, thank you for your prompt response.
>>I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!
>There are three cargo doors on TWA 800, which one are you talking
about.
>The front cargo door is reported to be in pieces, your sentence above
implies one piece which would means other than front cargo door
checked.
>The lock sectors are locked, but the cams are unlocked. You do not
mention cams.
> What are the positions of the cam locks of the forward cargo door?
John Barry Smith
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Mon, 29 Jul 1996 15:24:00 -0400
Encoding: 17 TEXT
Status:
Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes and
factors.
Thanks for the interest.

From: Dickinson Al <DICKINA@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: mechanical crash cause
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 1996 19:04:00 -0400

Encoding: 129 TEXT
Status:

Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA 800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that they
came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been noted
by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.

Mr. Dickinson, a depressurization event such as proposed for
TWA 800 and experienced by UAL 811 was noticed by the crew
and recorded on the CVR. That sudden loud sound on the CVR
on TWA 800 and UAL 811 is the sudden outflow of air molecules
trying to equalize the low pressure on the outside of the fuselage.
Many of the door/hatch/access/panel/windows were recovered
but many crucial ones are still missing and probably would
indicate they came from the aircraft prior to the initial event. if
recovered The 'red zone' is full of pieces of TWA 800 forward of
the wing and from the forward cargo bay. The trajectory study
indicates that the first objects to leave the aircraft came from
forward of the wing. Mr. Dickinson, would you indicate that the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 could have ruptured in flight? If
you do that, the wiring/cargo door explanation may get the
attention it deserves.

Somebody, please, own up to the obvious: That forward cargo
door area of TWA 800 is shattered, it's wrecked, it shows inward
pillowing on the skin and shows outward petal shaped bulge
rupture at midspan latches, it has paint smears, it has missing
midspan latches as well as missing manual locking handle,
viewing ports, overpressure relief doors and most of the skin.
That door should be a focus of attention and receive the same
type of examination as that received by the door of UAL 811
such as an extensive metallurgical testing and examination and
report. And it's not there for TWA 800. It is for UAL 811 and
NTSB AAR 90/01 and NTSB AAR 92/02. Bomb and missile and
EMG are wacky, little supporting evidence, not plausible, but
possible and were thus thoroughly investigated by NTSB.
Wiring/cargo door is sane, common sense, has happened before,
plausible, and has much evidence to support it and yet has not
been thoroughly investigated but fobbed off with a few sentences
which are not supported by facts. Why is that?
The door is a problem on TWA 800, it was a problem on UAL
811, it can be a problem in the future. The wiring around the
cargo door area needs to be inspected for cracks in the insulation
to bare wire. It's been done already for TWA 800 and yes,
cracked insulation in the wire was found in the cargo door area.
Inspection has not been done for other 747s. The FAA could
issue an AD to inspect the wiring around the cargo door area for
early model 747s, inspecting the areas of wiring which have been
shown to be chafed to bare in the past for UAL 811 and TWA
800:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire

was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A for TWA 800 continues on same page
47, "Evidence of arcing or short circuiting was found in the
fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800) in addition to what was found in
the wiring from the raceway below the left cabin floor and near
the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A for TWA 800 continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811.

Will a junior or senior safety official contact me? Can a senior
safety official order an investigation into allegations supported
by NTSB photos and public docket exhibits that the forward
cargo door of TWA 800 ruptured in flight? Can a senior safety
official order wiring inspections in and around forward cargo
doors of early model Boeing 747s?
Can something be done? Somehow, can that forward cargo door
and wiring be full investigated? Can someone call me to get it
started? Sometime is better than no time. There is still time right
now before the final report goes to press.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Refuting all latched and all intact
Barry: Ron Schleede is retired. The guy you have to deal with is
Jim Wildey, the NTSB's top metallurgist. David

Right, a metallurgist, for chissake. He has it wrong, he does not
have all the evidence he needs to present to an aircraft accident
investigator to rule out ruptured cargo door in flight. The
evidence to rule out cargo door has not been recovered, all that
exists are photos that show it did rupture in flight.
Well, what role does a safety newsletter play in all this?

If Wildey can put you off with misstatements of facts, then what
is the worth of oversight media?
I don't know, David, it looks like the world is run on style and
authority. Content in not king in airplane crash investigations.
The arrogance of authority, it is so consistent. Wildey thinks he
knows it all and he know little about real airplanes and what they
really do in flight.
I've written thousands of words in emails to Wildey and got no
response. He either ignores or misstates.
He talks to you, you question him, you know all the wiring/
cargdo door evidence.
The goal is not to persuade anyone to the wiring/cargo door
explanation but to conclude there is enough existing evidence to
warrant a complete investigation of that door and its wiring.
That's all, pull head out of sand, check out cargo door.
Good Luck
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: still still still still trying

Above is from AAR 92/02 page 36, and is forward cargo door of
UAL 811, a 747 whose nose stayed on, showing the rupture at
the aft midspan latch. This door is less shattered than TWA 800
because all of the latches on 811 unlatched, including the bottom
eight, allowing entire door to open. These bottom eight latches
later had the AD to strengthen their locking sectors with steel.
The middle ruptures, aft and forward midspan, for TWA 800
were more intense since the bottom eight latches stayed latched,
as the NTSB says they were, allowing all the air pressure to
attempt to equalize through the two midspan latches. There were
no locking sectors to strengthen the midspan latches so whatever
the AD was meant to do, it did not apply to the midspan latches.
Dear NTSB, it's not too late. Check out the wiring/cargo door
explanation as it should be checked out. The rupture photographs
alone for TWA 800 are enough to justify a complete effort
worthy of the one for bomb, missile, or center tank. The model
AAR is the UAL 811 report, AAR 92/02, available at
corazon.com.
Yes, NTSB got it partially wrong with AAR 90/01 the first time
with the probable cause being improper latching, but, NTSB
being a fine safety organization who puts truth and accuracy
ahead of pride, admitted the partial error and consequently wrote
another AAR, 92/02, giving wiring/switch as the probable cause
of the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Try the wiring/cargo door hypothesis and ask questions based
upon that premise. I can answer them. The wiring/cargo door

explanation clears up mysteries for TWA 800, some asked and
some not.
Why the red paint smears on white paint mainly above the
forward cargo door?
What is ignition source for the center tank explosion?
Why were bodies not burned around center tank?
Why were some pieces of metal around the center tank not
sooted?
Why was engine number three sooty inside and have missing
blades?
How did the piece of engine blade get into the right horizontal
stabilizer?
Why were the first pieces to leave TWA 800 just forward of the
wing?
Why does sudden loud sound on CVR match that of UAL 811
sudden loud sound?
Why does abrupt power cut to FDR match that of UAL 811
abrupt power cut?
What caused streak?
Why was bomb suspected for so long?
Why did nose come off?
Why was bare wire found in cargo door area?
All above answered by wiring/cargo door explanation.

Above shows TWA 800 rupture at forward midspan latch of
forward cargo door, outward petal shaped bulge, paint smears as
door below slams upward, missing latches, shattered condition of
door and missing manual locking handle and torque tubes,
bellcranks, and viewing ports and overpressure relief doors, all

missing from reconstruction, database, or discussion in exhibits.
Ah, but the facts are there for wiring/cargo door, but so what?
What are the emotional, political, economic impacts of wiring/
cargo door, the big picture, if you will.
I do not want to enter the black hole of conspiracy. I will not
believe that Gentlemen Jim Hall, Bernard Loeb, Ron Schleede,
Al Dickinson, Jim Wildey, Bob Swaim, and Misters McSweeny
Mr. Ron Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff, Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman,
Mr. Lyle Streeter believe in wiring/ cargo door explanation but
are keeping it a secret or trying to project an explanation, such as
center tank explosion, they know is wrong. I do believe that
safety officials are trying to let a sleeping dog lie where it is, and
that is wiring/cargo door explanation.
I do not believe that safety officials believe that a Poly X wiring
insulated wire shorted on a door unlatch motor for TWA 800
which turned ten latches to the open position, and thankfully, the
bottom eight had locking sectors of steel from an AD but
unthankfully, the two midspan latches of the forward cargo door
did not have locking sectors and ruptured in flight suddenly
allowing the entire starboard side of fuselage forward of the wing
to shatter, and nose comes off, and engines catch fire and blow
up disintegrating fuel tanks, and pieces of metal fly off to reflect
as a streak in the orange sunset sky and sudden loud sound on
CVR...and on and on. And believe it but are trying not to allow
the information to be analyzed properly. There is no cover up of
previous errors of judgment.
I think everyone in official world thinks it was spontaneous
center tank explosion from unknown mysterious ignition source
and that no way, absolutely no way, did that forward cargo door

open in flight. The photo of shattered skin shows what happened
after that all latched and all intact door hit the ocean. It's
coincidence that the CVR and FDR match a previous cargo door
event. The outward opening petal shaped rupture at the forward
midspan latch of the forward cargo door of TWA 800 was caused
by water entering the intact door area when it hit and the water
gushed out at the midspan latches causing the outward ruptures.
Well, when I look at it that way, it is not a stretch to ignore, reject
the wiring/cargo door explanation when based on false logic,
hasty opinion, and denial of in your face evidence.
Wiring/cargo door explanation does require a ruptured forward
cargo door in flight And the actual photo of the actual door area
of the actual Boeing 747 called TWA 800 shows a ruptured cargo
door.
So, how can the facts be so clear and yet so rejected?
Wishful thinking? Not conspiracy, please please please.
Is that wishful thinking that the answer to the mystery of cause of
TWA 800 crash belongs to NTSB and not FBI, and certainly not
citizen working on his own? Well, that would be pride. And pride
comes before a fall, or so they say.
To protect Boeing as the manufacturer will extinct Boeing the
way it's going. No airline is going to buy an airplane from a
company and then charged with murder if the plane crashes, or
bankrupted when sued, or reputation destroyed. The basic design
flaw is outward opening nonplug doors, any kind of door. All this
latch and lock sector stuff is an attempt to correct that design
flaw. As long as latches and cams and bellcranks and locking

sectors are used to close a nonplug door, sooner or later, the
nonplug door pops open, somehow, someway.
Boeing should know that planes crash and the way around that is
to find out what's wrong and fix it. (Note Boeing does not agree
with the center tank as initial event explanation. I am not alone.)
Protect the reputation of NTSB? This wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800 would enhance NTSB's reputation.
They did UAL 811 which allowed civilian citizens, the
Campbells, to put it all together. To now check out the wiring/
cargo door explanation would mean that NTSB checked every
possible explanation and at the last minute, went back and
rechecked the initial explanation for TWA 800, forward cargo
door opening in flight. And Bingo, it all made sense with the new
added information such as engine breakdown report, wreckage
database, and CVR, FDR data readouts.
Elections coming up? Does that affect TWA 800? Well, if there is
a change of administrations, then when I go back with this same
data to new appointees, the response may be different and
wiring/cargo door does get looked into.
Emotional impacts? Deep well earned satisfaction of following a
problem right to the end. And as far as the Poly X wiring culprit,
NTSB has already investigated in depth the innocent evils of that
particular insulation. The wiring company did not intentionally
make wiring that easily chafed, become worn after vibration and
wore down to bare metal and exposure to water.
Well, actually, kind officials, I'm out of my area when it comes to
emotional impacts and money, sort of like sporting events,
elections, and the stock market, do opposite what I say.

But I do know airplanes and in particular, cargo doors on Boeing
747s. The below officials' responses about that door are
inadequate to rule it out as a cause for TWA 800. The responses
are low on facts and high on opinion. The few facts given are
wrong and if the opinions are based on those errors, then the
opinion is wrong too. Saying the door was all latched and all
intact at water impact does not make it so, especially when
contradicted by actual photographs of the actual wreckage of the
actual airplane.

References to forward cargo door sill from FAA:
29 Oct 97 letter from Mr. Wojnar/Pederson/Breneman to JBS:
"In addition, the door latches at the bottom of the door were still
attached to the fuselage lower sill structure. This indicates the
door was in the 'latched and locked' position at the time of impact
with the water." "However, wreckage for the entire door was
recovered at the same location as the nose section and had the
same impact damage as the surrounding fuselage structure on the
right side. This is additional verification that the forward cargo
door had not opened in flight or separated from the airplane."

"However, wreckage for the entire door was recovered at the
same location as the nose section and had the same impact
damage as the surrounding fuselage structure on the right side."
False, wreckage of most of the door is missing and damage is
inward and outward on the right side.

18 Nov 96 letter from Mr. McSweeny/Kirkpatrick, FAA, to

Congressman Farr:
"The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has no evidence
that door failures played a role in the TWA flight 800 accident."
False and the above photo is evidence enough.

30 Jan 1998 letter from Neil Schalekamp, FAA, to JBS:
"While no scenario has been categorically proven to be the
cause, it is believed, based upon available data, that the center
wing tank (CWT) explosion preceded any separation of the
forward cargo door. The paint markings and structural
deformation that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion,
generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT.
Furthermore, you mentioned that the forward cargo door was
recovered a considerable distance from the rest of the structure.
This could be due to its aerodynamic characteristics and
prevailing winds at the time of the accident, rather than
attributing this as the primary cause of the accident."
Outward explosion yes but recanted later for unknown reasons.

"You may not agree with the reasoning of the official accident
investigators, but I want you to understand the evidence to date
indicates that the CWT explosion preceded any fuselage breakup,
including damage to the forward cargo door."
Opinion.

19 Feb 1998 letter from Mr. Neil Schalekamp to JBS:
"The theory of an explosive decompression, due to a sudden
opening of the forward cargo door was one theory that was
examined. However, it has been determined that this did not
occur. Based upon the existing evidence, the National
Transportation Safety Board, (NTSB), the agency in charge of
the accident investigation, believes that the probable cause of the
accident was a center wing fuel tank (CWT) explosion, due to an
internal fuel tank ignition source. The FAA agrees with the
NTSB on this matter.
What? agrees with internal fuel tank ignition source whose
identity has eluded the best minds in the business for four years?

You apparently believe that the forward cargo door precipitated
the accident scenario by initially separating from the airplane.
The evidence from the reconstructed 747 airplane reveals that the
forward cargo door was attached to the forward section of the
airplane and was latched in the closed position when this section
of the plane impacted the ocean."

Absolutely incorrect, the door was not attached and not latched at
all latches and the photo above is evidence enough.

References about forward cargo door from NTSB:
24 Oct 1997 letter from Chairman Hall, NTSB to Congressman
Farr:
"Please be assured that our team has examined all of the structure
recovered from TWA flight 800, approximately 95%--including

all of the cargo door mechanisms and structures. Early on in the
investigation we determined conclusively that the cargo doors
were latched and locked at impact with the water, and there was
no evidence of any failure of any of the latching mechanisms on
the doors."

Absolutely incorrect, 95% was not recovered, not even 60% of
both doors was recovered. Missing items of aft door: midspan
latches, manual locking handle, torque tubes, viewing ports, two
overpressure relieve doors, approximately twenty percent of door
skin.

20 November 1997 Letter from Peter Goelz of Sandy Hentges of
Congressman's Farr's office:
"As Congressman Farr was advised by letter dated October 24,
1997, early in the investigation we determined conclusively that
the cargo doors were latched and locked at impact with the water,
and there was no evidence of any failure of any of the latching
mechanisms on the doors."
Early on, before wreckage database and CVR and FDR analysis,
a hasty decision was made based upon the examination of one
door sill, that the forward cargo door was latched and locked and
all intact at water impact. That early decision is absolutely
incorrect.

19 December 1997 letter from Chairman Hall, NTSB to JBS:
"However, to repeat, the investigation of the accident involving
TWA flight 800 has revealed no evidence to suggest that a failure
of a cargo door precipitated the event."

Opinion.

12 January 1998 letter from Jim Wildey, NTSB, to JBS:
"The Safety Board has received your letter to the Chairman,
dated December 30, 1997, concerning the possibility that the
TWA 800 accident was related to an in-flight opening of a cargo
door. As conveyed to you in previous letters we have sent you,
the Safety Board believes that sufficient facts have been gathered
to rule out this possibility."

Opinion.

10 March 1998 letter from John B. Drake, NTSB, to JBS:
"As we have stated in numerous previous responses, the
investigation team has gathered sufficient facts to rule out this
possibility."

Opinion.
4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John McCain stating, "I have
received your letter regarding the forward cargo door of TWA
Flight 800, and your interest in meeting with someone at the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) relating your
concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."

17 March 1998 letter from Chairman Hall, NTSB, to JBS:
"As stated in our most recent letter dated March 10, 1998, the
TWA flight 800 investigative team has gathered sufficient facts to
rule out this possibility of an in-flight opening of a cargo door.
We do not believe a meeting is necessary to further discuss this
issue."

Prompt denial, yes.

Responses to JBS regarding further communications:
10 March 1998 letter of John B. Drake of NTSB to JBS :
"We consider our correspondence on this subject to be complete.
Should you continue to reiterate your position on this issue in
future correspondence, you should expect no further response
from the Safety Board."

And there you have it, gentlemen of the public safety Board,
keyword Safety. "Expect no further response" from the Safety
Board. What were the responses in the first place? Door was all
latched and all intact at water impact? That's your story and
you're sticking to it? No additional evidence or analysis which
comes along to contradict the center tank explanation and
supports wiring/cargo door explanation will be considered?
Closed minds? I think so.
There you have it, no meeting with NTSB with me, no further
responses from NTSB to me, and no questions to anybody. I
should be flattered. But I don't take it personally, it's not me that

NTSB is afraid of, terrified of, that they will not face me, it's the
idea. It's the idea of something that was not supposed to happen
again, happened again. My idea of wiring/cargo door is the
bogeyman NTSB is running from, not me. I am trivial as a
messenger; the idea is the killer. Explosive decompression that
mimics a bomb when it goes off and yet isn't a bomb, is the idea.
ADs that don't fix the problem they are supposed to fix is the
idea. Conclusions that are made in haste based on insufficient
and not corrected later is the idea that is attempting to see light
but is rejected.
And so, wiring/cargo door explanation just sits there in your
minds as a possible explanation for TWA 800. And you know it.
You all know it because you all can look at pictures as above and
realize, that door may have exploded open in flight. It makes a lie
of the entire mission of NTSB, to independently and
exhaustively consider all plausible explanations for an aircraft
accident. That has not been done for wiring/cargo door for TWA
800 and you know it. You know how to do it right by looking at
AAR 92/02 and reading about cams and torque tubes and manual
locking handles, all of which are missing for both doors, not just
the forward. You have made errors of judgment before on that
pesky door with AAR 90/01 but did the noble thing and corrected
the error with a new AAR. At that time, there was no one saying
it was not improper latching except for a couple whose son had
died, the Campbells. And sure enough, they were right, just as I
am right, wiring shorted on the forward unlatch motor and
ruptures occurred at both midspan latches, as seen in
photographs of wreckage reconstruction.
Well, these mechanically caused accidents have a way of
reoccurring, it's inevitable because machines are consistent, they
do the same things under the same conditions. The conditions are

high time early model Boeing 747s using Poly X wiring and
sooner or later, bare wire is exposed and shorted against metal
fuselage, probably in the presence of condensation water, and
things happen that aren't supposed to happen, such as a motor
turning on. And the destruction sequence starts again.
My conscience is clear. I have done all that can be expected of a
citizen with a lifetime of experience in aviation and has been in a
sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash presenting over a decade
of research and analysis using official reports to offer the wiring/
cargo door explanation for sudden fiery night fatal jet plane
crashes to transportation safety board and federal aviation safety
officials for investigation and action.
I really feel as if the death warrants for hundreds of passengers
will be signed as soon as I give up trying to persuade officials to
check out the wiring/cargo door explanation. So I can't give up. I
will continue to mail photos, text, analysis, and evidence
interpretation to NTSB and FAA. Sooner or later, I believe, I will
come across an official who understands drag, lift, and thrust,
explosive decompression, and electricity and has some sort of
innate sense of responsibility to the ignorant public at large to
check out all plausible possibilities, not just prosecute the
favored one. That person is is the one with the open mind and I
will be able to immediately identify that person and will give
him/her all the answers then need to the questions they ask.
So far, I have not me that safety official, but I will not give up,
after all, it is a life and death matter, I should know, I have been
there, I have been to the life and death location, I was the life and
my pilot was the death. I have come back and am telling you that
wiring/cargo door problem is destroying high time Boeing 747s
and it's not a bomb, or a missile, or a spontaneous center tank

explosion caused by mystery ignition source; it's wiring shorting
on door unlatch motor which causes ruptures at midspan latches
leading to catastrophic explosive decompression. And if you
want to see what that looks like, just look at the photo above. The
explosion shatters the local door area into many pieces, most of
which never get recovered.
Well, these letters should make good reading for future safety
officials to know what not to do: Ignore a motivated citizen with
access to the internet for research, time to do it, money to pay
for travel and copies of documents, tons of experience in
evaluation of plane crashes, and with an explanation that is
plausible, makes sense, not loaded with conspiracy nonsense, and
supported by text, evidence, and photographs.
No further response? Is that the attitude of a questioning safety
body with an open investigation on their hands with a favored
probable cause that has a huge problem? No further response?
When the previous responses were limited and based on hasty
conclusions? Apparently so, and that is sad. It doesn't have to be
that way. Every stone can be turned over and the underside
examined. It's not too late although I have to say, it's getting
closer to too late every day. I imagine the trial of TWA 800 will
be the next forum to expound the wiring/cargo door explanation,
there must be someone on trial for their freedom and money that
will hear me out about the wiring/cargo door explanation,
especially if they are blamed for starting a fire they didn't set.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: still still still trying

To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Latches and sill missing from cargo doors of TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Chairman Hall, Dr. Loeb, Mr. Schleede, Mr. Dickinson, Mr.
Wildey, Mr. Swaim, 24 August 2000
Copy for FAA: Dear Mr. .McSweeny Mr. Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff,

Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman Mr. Streeter
To properly rule out a suspect, (forward cargo door opening in
flight), that suspect must have an airtight alibi and the story
checks out, especially if the suspect is the prime suspect. Well,
for the forward cargo door, prime suspect, former killer, the story
does not check out; the alibi is full of holes, literally, and the
evidence in hand points right to it.
Look at the photo of the door and its adjacent area particularly to
the left of "RF25":

Prima Facie evidence shows the door to be shattered. Water
impact would push it inward, as is shown on some shattered
pieces. That was water impact. However, there are outward
ruptures at the midspan latches Photo above shows forward
midspan latch area ruptured outward. Aft midspan latch
shattered area and outward bulge petal shape rupture shown
below in NTSB photo

For all 747s there are twenty latches, two sills, and sixteen
locking sectors on two identical main cargo doors. For TWA 800
not all have been recovered to be examined and deemed normal
and therefore able to rule out open cargo door in flight.
For the forward door of TWA 800, according to NTSB written
documents of Exhibit 15C and wreckage database, original and
updated, only eight of the ten latches, one sill, and eight locking
sectors have been recovered and examined. That's not enough for

a thorough examination of a former prime suspect.
UAL 811 shows a proper examination of a forward cargo door
mechanical aspects:
Note excerpt for UAL 811, a confirmed open cargo door event.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.

For UAL 811, a proper examination of the mechanical aspects of
the suspected forward cago door:

NTSB/AAR-92/02
(SUPERSEDES NTSB/AAR-90/01)
1.16.1 Cargo Door Hardware Examinations
1.16.1.1
Before Recovery of the Door
The following forward cargo door closing and latching
components were returned to the Safety Board's Materials
Laboratory for analysis after they were documented in place on
the airplane:
Two pull-in hook pins, one from the lower end of the forward
side of the door body cutout forward frame, and one from the
lower end of the aft side of the body cutout aft frame, with
housings;
Two mid-span pins, one from the forward side of the door body
cutout forward frame, and one from the aft side of the door body

cutout aft frame.
All components were initially examined while installed on the
airplane. All eight forward cargo door latch pins, with housings,
were removed for further laboratory examination. Also, for
comparison, one of the latch pins, with housing, from the aft
cargo door was also removed. For orientation purposes, the eight
lower latch pin assemblies are referred to by number, with the
No. 1 latch pin being the most forward on the lower door sill, and
the No. 8 pin being the most aft. When referencing a
circumferential location on the latch pins or mid-span pins, a
clock position was used. The clock code was oriented looking
forward with 12 o'clock being straight up and 9 o'clock being
directly inboard.
Based on the orientation of the latching mechanisms, the fully
unlatched latching cams would first contact the latch pins from
about the 1:15 o'clock position to the 7:15 position as the door
was closed. As the cams are being latched around the pins, they
would rotate approximately 80(, making contact with the pins
from about the 4:15 position to the 10:15 position (See figure 7).
Detailed examination of the exposed surface of the pins (the
portion of the pins extending from the housings) revealed various
types of wear and damage. In general, all of the forward door
cargo latch pins had smooth wear over the entire portion of the
pin area contacted by the cams during normal closing and
opening of the door. The pins also had distinct roughened
(smeared) areas between the 6:15 and the 7:30 positions (See
figure 8). The roughened areas had evidence of "heat tinting" and
transfer of cam material to the surface of the pins. On pins 1 and
8 the roughened areas extended past the pin bottom to the 5:00
position. The 7:30 position approximately corresponds to the
area on the pin where the lower surface of the cam would be
relative to the pin when the latch cams are in the unlatched or
nearly unlatched position.

The forward pull-in hook pin was not significantly bent, but the
structure to which it was attached was deformed outward, so the
hook pin was deflected significantly outward. Three of the four
bolts holding the aft pull-in hook pin had sheared, so the hook
pin was also deflected outward. Both hook pin ends were
damaged, but neither pin was significantly deformed along its
length. There was significant heat tinting on the damaged area of
the forward hook pin. Boeing engineering calculations
determined that the pull-in hook pins would fail at a 3.5 psi
differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
1.16.1.2
After Recovery of the Door
The documentation of the recovered cargo door was divided into
four areas: 1) door structure, 2) master latch lock system, 3) latch
system, and 4) hook system. A description of the recovered door
follows.
1. Door Structure:
The cargo door had fractured longitudinally near the mid-span
lap joint near stringer 34R, just beneath the mid-span torque
tubes. Except for an area of missing skin between frames 2 and 3
and a portion of frame webs where the upper latch lock torque
tube had torn out, the frames and skin of the upper door
piece mated to the lower door piece.2 Several areas of the upper
door skin along the longitudinal fracture were bent back. In
addition, a large area of lower door skin between frame 6 and the
aft door edge had peeled downward from the fracture line. The
two door pieces are shown together in Figures 9 and 10.
Examinations of the fracture surfaces of the skin and frames
revealed no evidence of pre-existing cracks. All fractures were
typical of overstress separation.

Seven of the eight lock sector slots in the lower beam showed
evidence of contact and scraping by the lock sectors. Only the
No. 1 lock sector slot was undamaged, although the bracket
forward and above the No. 1 slot did appear to have been
damaged by contact from the lock sector (slots numbered 1-8,
forward-aft). The direction of the scraping on the slots could not
be determined conclusively.
The decal covering the latch actuator manual drive port was
found broken circumferentially around the edge of the port cover,
which was loose and rotated from its normal position (See figure
11). There was an impression in the decal similar to a Phillipshead screw slot in line with the center of the retainer screw
securing the cover. There was also a 0.06-inch-long linear slit
from 10 to 4 o'clock approximately centered over the retainer
screw head (See figures 12 and 13). There was no rotational
tearing and no loss of decal material in the area covering the
screw head location. During examinations of the door at Boeing,
it was noted that the retainer bracket on the inside of the latch
actuator manual drive port cover was bowed outward; the port
cover was not deformed. The retainer bracket on the inside of the
hook actuator manual drive port cover was similarly bowed
outward, and the port cover was bowed outward.
The hinge that attaches the cargo door to the fuselage is
comprised of several hinge sections--those attached along the
upper edge of the cargo door and those along the fuselage just
above the cargo door cutout--interconnected with hinge pins. The
hinge pins and all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo
door were intact; all hinge sections rotated relatively easily. All
attach bolts from the hinge sections on the door remained
attached; conversely, no bolts remained attached to the hinge
sections on the fuselage. Several areas on the hinge sections,
such as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of contact
from the door during overtravel (See figure 14). In addition, the

fuselage forward hinge sections
were slightly bent. The upper flange of the door, to which the
door hinges are attached, was not deformed. The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above.
Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper door piece
revealed that it had been crushed inward. There were also many
areas on the outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks
could be seen. These marks were generally forward of the aft
pressure-relief door, and the blue marks were located above the
red marks. The UAL paint pattern incorporates red and blue
stripes along the fuselage above the cargo door. Figure 15 is a
plot of the documented paint marks on the upper door piece.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to
which the shrouds attach was missing.
2. Master Latch Lock System:
All eight lock sectors were found in the locked position--actually
past the fully locked position. They had been pulled through the
lock sector slots in the lower beam of the cargo door. (When they
are fully locked, the lock sectors should be recessed in the lower
beam approximately 3/8 inch). All lock sectors had deflected off
the high shoulder of the latch cams due to interference with the
partially unlatched cams. Prior to disassembly of the
components, the interference between the cams and the lock
sectors was removed by rotating the cams to the latched position.
Examination of the lock sectors disclosed that the bottom of the
lower arm of each lock sector was gouged. For seven of the eight
lock sectors, the distance from the main gouge area to the
location of the interference between the latch cam and the lock
sector was approximately 0.75 inch. (The No. 2 lock sector was
corroded and had fractured at the location of the large gouge
common to the other seven lock sectors. Consequently, it was not

in contact with the No. 2 latch cam when the door was retrieved).
The master latch lock handle housing and trigger were found
relatively flush with the door outer skin. The top of the handle
was recessed approximately 0.50 inch inward from flush, and the
bottom of the handle was protruding approximately 0.40 inch
outward from flush (See figure 16). This
Figure 15.--Documented paint marks on outer skin of upper door
piece. Dashed line is approximately 8 degrees from horizontal.
position of the handle indicates that the lock sectors were in a
position past fully locked. The fuse pin was found in three pieces
but was heavily corroded. The handle housing was undamaged.
Two of the three connecting rods between the master latch lock
handle and the lock sector torque tube were bowed slightly, but
they were otherwise intact. No deformation was observed on any
section of the lock sector torque tube, although one of the six
bearings assembled on the torque tube had been damaged. The
No. 3 bearing inner race and its torque tube locator sleeve were
displaced forward approximately 0.20 inch from the bearing
housing centerline. The outer race was broken and pushed
forward out of the housing.
The lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door
was jammed open into the cutout.
3.
Latch System:
All eight lower latch cams were found in a nearly unlatched
position, and all of them were binding against the lock sectors
except the No. 2 cam (lock sector No. 2 had broken). Latch cams
1-6 were approximately 62 degrees from the fully latched

position, and cams 7 and 8 were approximately 70 degrees from
fully latched. Full rotation of the latch cams is 80 degrees.
Several of the lower latch cams contained compression and
smearing damage on the lower lip of the latch cam cavity
("lower" relative to an open cam). This damage is consistent with
the forceful movement of the cams across the latch pins.
The four rods between the latch actuator torque tube and the four
bellcranks containing the latch cams were attached and
undamaged. No section of the latch actuator torque tube was
damaged, and the bearings/supports along the tube were intact.
The latch actuator was removed and later disassembled. No
anomalies were found.
4. Pull-in Hook System:
The forward and aft pull-in hooks were found near the closed
position. Both of them exhibited wear patterns consistent with
contact with the pull-in hook pins during door operation. For
both the forward and aft hooks, the inboard edge of the pull-in
hook channel contained compression and smearing damage
consistent with a forceful movement of the hooks over the pins
while the hooks were in the closed or nearly closed position.
Gentlemen,
TWA 800 investigation was extensive but not complete. The
wiring/cargo door explanation needs examination. All ten latches
were not recovered, all then were not examined, all ten were not
given the type of examination that was given to UAL 811, a high
time 747 that had a sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt
power cut to the FDR when its cargo door opened in flight and
which forensic evidence matches TWA 800.
Why do you not contact me? Why do you not interview me and
ask me to rubut any questions or contradiction or impossibilities

in the wiring/cargo door explanation?
Door all latched and intact at water impact is wrong, it is not the
opinion of an aircraft accident investigator who understands
explosive decompression and knows the history of it dating back
to the mid '50s and the Comet.
The evidence, the real and historical evidence that can be seen
with your own eyes and listened to with your own ears says the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened in flight and why it
opened is a good question. I vote for the UAL 811 NTSB second
explanation of electrical and not improperly latched, or bomb, or
missile, or center tank explosion or other.
To reject the wiring/cargo door explanation based upon a
falsehood is a serious error. The falsehood is the forward cargo
door was all latched, locked, intact at water impact. That is based
upon the false data of all ten latches of the forward door
recovered and examined and found to be locked and normal; and
that the shattered areas of the door were caused by water impact
when the ruptures at the midspan latches were outward.
The eight bottom cams have locking sectors to prevent the
latches from unlocking once the unlatch motor gets shorted on by
fault. That AD was done after UAL 811, but the killer here is that
the two midspan latches never had and still don't have locking
sectors. So when all ten try to unlatch, as they are told to do by
the unlatch motor, the bottom eight hold true, while the two
midspan just have to unlatch enough to go over dead center and
the 38115 and more pounds of internal pressure push out the rest
of the door.
Yes, the two midspan latches are the only ones without locking

sectors, a design flaw that is only equalled by have the huge
doors non-plug.
To reject an explanation with precedent, which explains the
streak, and identifies the mystery ignition source, which based
upon wishful thinking of having all the latches, cams, torque
tubes, manual locking handle, and latch pins upon which to base
a rejection, is terribly terribly wrong when you don't have the
manual locking handle, all ten latches, cams, or latch pins.
You don't have the evidence which would lead you to dismiss/
reject/rebut the wiring/cargo door explanation.
However, the wiring/cargo door explanation has massive
historical and forensic evidence to support such a claim, starting
with photographs above which show a very shattered starboard
side forward of the wing cargo door area and, for comparison, a
very smooth port side.

Starboard side above showing shattered cargo door area just
forward of wing.
Below is what all that NTSB has to say about the forward cargo
door and its ten latches:
Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number
97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination
of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the
door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of the
door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."

Wreckage database does not have full complement of sills,
latches, or cams.
Regarding the recent response of Shelly Hazle of NTSB with the
below excerpt:
"For example, Mr. Smith claims that there are 10 latches on the
cargo door and that the Board only discusses eight in the above
mentioned report. While a superficial description of the door
might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith is, in fact,
incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in the report actually hold the door closed - the other
two, one on each side of the door are merely "alignment latches"
and do not hold the door closed."

Note that nowhere is there the claim that the two midspan latches
have been recovered, only ignored or ruled unimportant. Ruled
unimportant by Ms. Hazle, not an aircraft accident investigator.
The forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened/shattered/ruptured
in flight and it started at the midspan latches, just like UAL 811.
That claim must be investigated as thoroughly as any other
plausible explanation for TWA 800. Wiring/cargo door has not
been given that same standard of investigation. The investigation
is incomplete and unworthy of NTSB to make final as it stands.
The grounds for rejection of wiring/cargo door explanation are
faulty and contradicted by NTSB evidence of Exhibit and
database.

So, what to do? Hide, run for cover, ignore it, pretend it doesn't
exist, attack the messenger, circle the wagons? Or do the right
thing, the thing you were trained to do, swore to do, paid to do,
want to do, find out why planes crash so they won't crash again,
and to do that you need to find out why TWA 800 crashed and to
do that you must do the aircraft investigator thing, check out all
the plausible explanations and rule them in or rule them out.
To rule out wiring/cargo door, you know more needs to be done
than a few sentences after examination of less than fifty percent
of the many pieces of the forward cargo door.
To rule out the open door inflight you need more than a
condescending sentence about it by Chairman Hall at the Dec 97
Baltimore hearings, or a few sentences by Dr. Loeb at the 23 Aug
00, hearing, or a short exhibit by Mr. Wildey about the bottom
sill.
UAL 811 is the model again for proper AAR for examination of
a forward cargo door suspected of coming open in flight.
The first step is to talk to me and confront me with all the data
and evidence you believe rules out open cargo door in flight, and
eight of ten latches in hand is not good enough. Especially since
the two midspan latches of UAL 811 were never recovered
either.
What is the personal angle to this? Why did Mr. Goelz say I was
'peddling' wiring/cargo door explanation for profit? Why is
wiring/cargo door explanation given NTSB worth equal to 'plane
too heavy to fly that day'? Why am I referred to as 'A member of
the public."

Why the constant denigration of the messenger and never
professional queries about the message?
Where are the technical questions of accidents using acronyms of
PSI, FS, IAS, MSL, NM? I know the questions that open minds
ask because I have been answering them from my web site to the
hundreds of pilots and other who email me discussing the wiring/
cargo door explanation. I know that dozens of FAA and NTSB
and Boeing computers have been logging on to corazon.com
thousands of times over the past four years because I have the IP
resolved of visiting computers below from previous month
statistics:
760: 0.78%:
blv-proxy-01.boeing.com
329: 0.31%:
blv-proxy-02.boeing.com
467: 0.60%:
blv-proxy-03.boeing.com
483: 0.41%:
blv-proxy-04.boeing.com
253: 0.31%:
blv-proxy-05.boeing.com
12: 0.01%:
blv-proxy-06.boeing.com
74: 0.14%:
svifw02.lgb.cal.boeing.com
2:
:
proxy-le0.cal.boeing.com
41: 0.04%:
stl-proxy-01.stl.mo.boeing.com
37: 0.04%:
svwww007.stl.mo.boeing.com
25: 0.02%:
svwww008.stl.mo.boeing.com
65: 0.05%:
slb-proxy-01.boeing.com
108: 0.09%:
www-fw-proxy1.boeing.com
123: 0.09%:
www-fw-proxy2.boeing.com
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I know the closed mind questions and they are usually the
conspiracy guys with all capitals, obscenities, misspellings,
multiple exclamation marks, anonymous, and question/statement
full of error, misstatements, and accusations.
I'm not getting the open minded questions from NTSB but am
getting some of the closed mind responses.
I will say this to Chairman Hall, who asked plaintively at the Dec
99 hearing words to the effect, "Why were the passengers above
and near the center fuel tank not burned?"
I answer you now, Chairman Hall, as I did then in an email,
"They were not burned because they were not there to be burned
when the center tank exploded. They had previously been ejected
into the air after the nose came off from the huge hole on the
starboard side where the cargo door used to be. None of the parts
recovered in that nose has sooting. Only later, when the noseless
fuselage is falling and the wings and fuel tank are coming apart,
and the on fire number three engines is spinning and falling too,
do the two meet, ignite, and explode.
The big and little mysteries that are left hanging with the wiring/
center tank explanation are explained with the wiring/cargo door
explanation. Streak, ignition source, lack of burns, engine blade
in right horizontal stabilizer, sooting on blades of engine number
three.
By the way, the statement about all four engines operating
normally until water impact is just as false as forward cargo door
all latched and intact until water impact.

NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
The disassembly of the engines did not show any indications that
any of the engines had sustained any uncontainments, case
ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
8. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan rotor were
recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by Chairman Hall
about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades
were recovered so it is very possible 'stator blade' found in right
horizontal stabilizer was from engine number three directly in

front. "Almost all' of the 'impact damage,' was explained which
implies some wasn't. All had soot. Soot means fire. Only engine
number three had any sooting inside engine. One full blade and
one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is nothing
normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body impact means foreign
object damage. FOD may mean fire. Fire means soot. Missing
blades in engine and one found directly aft in right horizontal
stabilizer means uncontainment. Uncontainment means engine
not intact at water impact but inflight.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.
More NTSB produced evidence of wiring/cargo door explanation
being worthy of further investigation:
7. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory Study,
page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that parts were
initially shed from the area just forward of the wing."

4. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Report,
page 30: "It is therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences)
may emerge as new information is acquired whether it be from
newly identified parts, or simply a new interpretation of current
information."

It's not too late to one more final investigation of a new scenario/
sequence that has emerged when given a new interpretation of
current information, as the NTSB author of Exhibit 18A states.
Gentlemen, please do what you said you would do, are supposed
to do, and want to do, check out all the plausible explanations for
TWA 800, including wiring/cargo door explanation.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Refuting all latched and all intact

Dear Chairman Hall, Dr. Loeb, Mr. Schleede, Mr. Dickinson, Mr.
Wildey, Mr. Swaim, 24 August 2000

Copy for FAA: Dear Mr. .McSweeny Mr. Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff,
Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman Mr. Streeter
To properly rule out a suspect, (forward cargo door opening in
flight), that suspect must have an airtight alibi and the story
checks out, especially if the suspect is the prime suspect. Well,
for the forward cargo door, prime suspect, former killer, the story
does not check out; the alibi is full of holes, literally, and the
evidence in hand points right to it.
Look at the photo of the door and its adjacent area particularly to
the left of "RF25":

Prima Facie evidence shows the door to be shattered. Water
impact would push it inward, as is shown on some shattered
pieces. That was water impact. However, there are outward
ruptures at the midspan latches Photo above shows forward
midspan latch area ruptured outward. Aft midspan latch
shattered area and outward bulge petal shape rupture shown
below in NTSB photo

For all 747s there are twenty latches, two sills, and sixteen
locking sectors on two identical main cargo doors. For TWA 800
not all have been recovered to be examined and deemed normal
and therefore able to rule out open cargo door in flight.
For the forward door of TWA 800, according to NTSB written
documents of Exhibit 15C and wreckage database, original and
updated, only eight of the ten latches, one sill, and eight locking

sectors have been recovered and examined. That's not enough for
a thorough examination of a former prime suspect.
UAL 811 shows a proper examination of a forward cargo door
mechanical aspects:
Note excerpt for UAL 811, a confirmed open cargo door event.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.

For UAL 811, a proper examination of the mechanical aspects of
the suspected forward cago door:

NTSB/AAR-92/02
(SUPERSEDES NTSB/AAR-90/01)
1.16.1 Cargo Door Hardware Examinations
1.16.1.1
Before Recovery of the Door
The following forward cargo door closing and latching
components were returned to the Safety Board's Materials
Laboratory for analysis after they were documented in place on
the airplane:
Two pull-in hook pins, one from the lower end of the forward
side of the door body cutout forward frame, and one from the
lower end of the aft side of the body cutout aft frame, with
housings;
Two mid-span pins, one from the forward side of the door body

cutout forward frame, and one from the aft side of the door body
cutout aft frame.
All components were initially examined while installed on the
airplane. All eight forward cargo door latch pins, with housings,
were removed for further laboratory examination. Also, for
comparison, one of the latch pins, with housing, from the aft
cargo door was also removed. For orientation purposes, the eight
lower latch pin assemblies are referred to by number, with the
No. 1 latch pin being the most forward on the lower door sill, and
the No. 8 pin being the most aft. When referencing a
circumferential location on the latch pins or mid-span pins, a
clock position was used. The clock code was oriented looking
forward with 12 o'clock being straight up and 9 o'clock being
directly inboard.
Based on the orientation of the latching mechanisms, the fully
unlatched latching cams would first contact the latch pins from
about the 1:15 o'clock position to the 7:15 position as the door
was closed. As the cams are being latched around the pins, they
would rotate approximately 80(, making contact with the pins
from about the 4:15 position to the 10:15 position (See figure 7).
Detailed examination of the exposed surface of the pins (the
portion of the pins extending from the housings) revealed various
types of wear and damage. In general, all of the forward door
cargo latch pins had smooth wear over the entire portion of the
pin area contacted by the cams during normal closing and
opening of the door. The pins also had distinct roughened
(smeared) areas between the 6:15 and the 7:30 positions (See
figure 8). The roughened areas had evidence of "heat tinting" and
transfer of cam material to the surface of the pins. On pins 1 and
8 the roughened areas extended past the pin bottom to the 5:00
position. The 7:30 position approximately corresponds to the
area on the pin where the lower surface of the cam would be
relative to the pin when the latch cams are in the unlatched or

nearly unlatched position.
The forward pull-in hook pin was not significantly bent, but the
structure to which it was attached was deformed outward, so the
hook pin was deflected significantly outward. Three of the four
bolts holding the aft pull-in hook pin had sheared, so the hook
pin was also deflected outward. Both hook pin ends were
damaged, but neither pin was significantly deformed along its
length. There was significant heat tinting on the damaged area of
the forward hook pin. Boeing engineering calculations
determined that the pull-in hook pins would fail at a 3.5 psi
differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
1.16.1.2
After Recovery of the Door
The documentation of the recovered cargo door was divided into
four areas: 1) door structure, 2) master latch lock system, 3) latch
system, and 4) hook system. A description of the recovered door
follows.
1. Door Structure:
The cargo door had fractured longitudinally near the mid-span
lap joint near stringer 34R, just beneath the mid-span torque
tubes. Except for an area of missing skin between frames 2 and 3
and a portion of frame webs where the upper latch lock torque
tube had torn out, the frames and skin of the upper door
piece mated to the lower door piece.2 Several areas of the upper
door skin along the longitudinal fracture were bent back. In
addition, a large area of lower door skin between frame 6 and the
aft door edge had peeled downward from the fracture line. The
two door pieces are shown together in Figures 9 and 10.
Examinations of the fracture surfaces of the skin and frames
revealed no evidence of pre-existing cracks. All fractures were

typical of overstress separation.
Seven of the eight lock sector slots in the lower beam showed
evidence of contact and scraping by the lock sectors. Only the
No. 1 lock sector slot was undamaged, although the bracket
forward and above the No. 1 slot did appear to have been
damaged by contact from the lock sector (slots numbered 1-8,
forward-aft). The direction of the scraping on the slots could not
be determined conclusively.
The decal covering the latch actuator manual drive port was
found broken circumferentially around the edge of the port cover,
which was loose and rotated from its normal position (See figure
11). There was an impression in the decal similar to a Phillipshead screw slot in line with the center of the retainer screw
securing the cover. There was also a 0.06-inch-long linear slit
from 10 to 4 o'clock approximately centered over the retainer
screw head (See figures 12 and 13). There was no rotational
tearing and no loss of decal material in the area covering the
screw head location. During examinations of the door at Boeing,
it was noted that the retainer bracket on the inside of the latch
actuator manual drive port cover was bowed outward; the port
cover was not deformed. The retainer bracket on the inside of the
hook actuator manual drive port cover was similarly bowed
outward, and the port cover was bowed outward.
The hinge that attaches the cargo door to the fuselage is
comprised of several hinge sections--those attached along the
upper edge of the cargo door and those along the fuselage just
above the cargo door cutout--interconnected with hinge pins. The
hinge pins and all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo
door were intact; all hinge sections rotated relatively easily. All
attach bolts from the hinge sections on the door remained
attached; conversely, no bolts remained attached to the hinge
sections on the fuselage. Several areas on the hinge sections,
such as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of contact

from the door during overtravel (See figure 14). In addition, the
fuselage forward hinge sections
were slightly bent. The upper flange of the door, to which the
door hinges are attached, was not deformed. The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above.
Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper door piece
revealed that it had been crushed inward. There were also many
areas on the outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks
could be seen. These marks were generally forward of the aft
pressure-relief door, and the blue marks were located above the
red marks. The UAL paint pattern incorporates red and blue
stripes along the fuselage above the cargo door. Figure 15 is a
plot of the documented paint marks on the upper door piece.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to
which the shrouds attach was missing.
2. Master Latch Lock System:
All eight lock sectors were found in the locked position--actually
past the fully locked position. They had been pulled through the
lock sector slots in the lower beam of the cargo door. (When they
are fully locked, the lock sectors should be recessed in the lower
beam approximately 3/8 inch). All lock sectors had deflected off
the high shoulder of the latch cams due to interference with the
partially unlatched cams. Prior to disassembly of the
components, the interference between the cams and the lock
sectors was removed by rotating the cams to the latched position.
Examination of the lock sectors disclosed that the bottom of the
lower arm of each lock sector was gouged. For seven of the eight
lock sectors, the distance from the main gouge area to the
location of the interference between the latch cam and the lock
sector was approximately 0.75 inch. (The No. 2 lock sector was
corroded and had fractured at the location of the large gouge

common to the other seven lock sectors. Consequently, it was not
in contact with the No. 2 latch cam when the door was retrieved).
The master latch lock handle housing and trigger were found
relatively flush with the door outer skin. The top of the handle
was recessed approximately 0.50 inch inward from flush, and the
bottom of the handle was protruding approximately 0.40 inch
outward from flush (See figure 16). This
Figure 15.--Documented paint marks on outer skin of upper door
piece. Dashed line is approximately 8 degrees from horizontal.
position of the handle indicates that the lock sectors were in a
position past fully locked. The fuse pin was found in three pieces
but was heavily corroded. The handle housing was undamaged.
Two of the three connecting rods between the master latch lock
handle and the lock sector torque tube were bowed slightly, but
they were otherwise intact. No deformation was observed on any
section of the lock sector torque tube, although one of the six
bearings assembled on the torque tube had been damaged. The
No. 3 bearing inner race and its torque tube locator sleeve were
displaced forward approximately 0.20 inch from the bearing
housing centerline. The outer race was broken and pushed
forward out of the housing.
The lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door
was jammed open into the cutout.
3.
Latch System:
All eight lower latch cams were found in a nearly unlatched
position, and all of them were binding against the lock sectors
except the No. 2 cam (lock sector No. 2 had broken). Latch cams

1-6 were approximately 62 degrees from the fully latched
position, and cams 7 and 8 were approximately 70 degrees from
fully latched. Full rotation of the latch cams is 80 degrees.
Several of the lower latch cams contained compression and
smearing damage on the lower lip of the latch cam cavity
("lower" relative to an open cam). This damage is consistent with
the forceful movement of the cams across the latch pins.
The four rods between the latch actuator torque tube and the four
bellcranks containing the latch cams were attached and
undamaged. No section of the latch actuator torque tube was
damaged, and the bearings/supports along the tube were intact.
The latch actuator was removed and later disassembled. No
anomalies were found.
4. Pull-in Hook System:
The forward and aft pull-in hooks were found near the closed
position. Both of them exhibited wear patterns consistent with
contact with the pull-in hook pins during door operation. For
both the forward and aft hooks, the inboard edge of the pull-in
hook channel contained compression and smearing damage
consistent with a forceful movement of the hooks over the pins
while the hooks were in the closed or nearly closed position.
Gentlemen,
TWA 800 investigation was extensive but not complete. The
wiring/cargo door explanation needs examination. All ten latches
were not recovered, all then were not examined, all ten were not
given the type of examination that was given to UAL 811, a high
time 747 that had a sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt
power cut to the FDR when its cargo door opened in flight and
which forensic evidence matches TWA 800.
Why do you not contact me? Why do you not interview me and

ask me to rubut any questions or contradiction or impossibilities
in the wiring/cargo door explanation?
Door all latched and intact at water impact is wrong, it is not the
opinion of an aircraft accident investigator who understands
explosive decompression and knows the history of it dating back
to the mid '50s and the Comet.
The evidence, the real and historical evidence that can be seen
with your own eyes and listened to with your own ears says the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened in flight and why it
opened is a good question. I vote for the UAL 811 NTSB second
explanation of electrical and not improperly latched, or bomb, or
missile, or center tank explosion or other.
To reject the wiring/cargo door explanation based upon a
falsehood is a serious error. The falsehood is the forward cargo
door was all latched, locked, intact at water impact. That is based
upon the false data of all ten latches of the forward door
recovered and examined and found to be locked and normal; and
that the shattered areas of the door were caused by water impact
when the ruptures at the midspan latches were outward.
The eight bottom cams have locking sectors to prevent the
latches from unlocking once the unlatch motor gets shorted on by
fault. That AD was done after UAL 811, but the killer here is that
the two midspan latches never had and still don't have locking
sectors. So when all ten try to unlatch, as they are told to do by
the unlatch motor, the bottom eight hold true, while the two
midspan just have to unlatch enough to go over dead center and
the 38115 and more pounds of internal pressure push out the rest
of the door.

Yes, the two midspan latches are the only ones without locking
sectors, a design flaw that is only equalled by have the huge
doors non-plug.
To reject an explanation with precedent, which explains the
streak, and identifies the mystery ignition source, which based
upon wishful thinking of having all the latches, cams, torque
tubes, manual locking handle, and latch pins upon which to base
a rejection, is terribly terribly wrong when you don't have the
manual locking handle, all ten latches, cams, or latch pins.
You don't have the evidence which would lead you to dismiss/
reject/rebut the wiring/cargo door explanation.
However, the wiring/cargo door explanation has massive
historical and forensic evidence to support such a claim, starting
with photographs above which show a very shattered starboard
side forward of the wing cargo door area and, for comparison, a
very smooth port side.

Starboard side above showing shattered cargo door area just
forward of wing.
Below is what all that NTSB has to say about the forward cargo
door and its ten latches:
Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number
97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination
of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the
door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of the

door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
Wreckage database does not have full complement of sills,
latches, or cams.
Regarding the recent response of Shelly Hazle of NTSB with the
below excerpt:
"For example, Mr. Smith claims that there are 10 latches on the
cargo door and that the Board only discusses eight in the above
mentioned report. While a superficial description of the door
might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith is, in fact,
incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in the report actually hold the door closed - the other
two, one on each side of the door are merely "alignment latches"
and do not hold the door closed."

Note that nowhere is there the claim that the two midspan latches
have been recovered, only ignored or ruled unimportant. Ruled
unimportant by Ms. Hazle, not an aircraft accident investigator.
The forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened/shattered/ruptured
in flight and it started at the midspan latches, just like UAL 811.
That claim must be investigated as thoroughly as any other
plausible explanation for TWA 800. Wiring/cargo door has not
been given that same standard of investigation. The investigation
is incomplete and unworthy of NTSB to make final as it stands.
The grounds for rejection of wiring/cargo door explanation are
faulty and contradicted by NTSB evidence of Exhibit and

database.
So, what to do? Hide, run for cover, ignore it, pretend it doesn't
exist, attack the messenger, circle the wagons? Or do the right
thing, the thing you were trained to do, swore to do, paid to do,
want to do, find out why planes crash so they won't crash again,
and to do that you need to find out why TWA 800 crashed and to
do that you must do the aircraft investigator thing, check out all
the plausible explanations and rule them in or rule them out.
To rule out wiring/cargo door, you know more needs to be done
than a few sentences after examination of less than fifty percent
of the many pieces of the forward cargo door.
To rule out the open door inflight you need more than a
condescending sentence about it by Chairman Hall at the Dec 97
Baltimore hearings, or a few sentences by Dr. Loeb at the 23 Aug
00, hearing, or a short exhibit by Mr. Wildey about the bottom
sill.
UAL 811 is the model again for proper AAR for examination of
a forward cargo door suspected of coming open in flight.
The first step is to talk to me and confront me with all the data
and evidence you believe rules out open cargo door in flight, and
eight of ten latches in hand is not good enough. Especially since
the two midspan latches of UAL 811 were never recovered
either.
What is the personal angle to this? Why did Mr. Goelz say I was
'peddling' wiring/cargo door explanation for profit? Why is
wiring/cargo door explanation given NTSB worth equal to 'plane
too heavy to fly that day'? Why am I referred to as 'A member of

the public."
Why the constant denigration of the messenger and never
professional queries about the message?
Where are the technical questions of accidents using acronyms of
PSI, FS, IAS, MSL, NM? I know the questions that open minds
ask because I have been answering them from my web site to the
hundreds of pilots and other who email me discussing the wiring/
cargo door explanation. I know that dozens of FAA and NTSB
and Boeing computers have been logging on to corazon.com
thousands of times over the past four years because I have the IP
resolved of visiting computers below from previous month
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I know the closed mind questions and they are usually the
conspiracy guys with all capitals, obscenities, misspellings,
multiple exclamation marks, anonymous, and question/statement
full of error, misstatements, and accusations.
I'm not getting the open minded questions from NTSB but am
getting some of the closed mind responses.
I will say this to Chairman Hall, who asked plaintively at the Dec
99 hearing words to the effect, "Why were the passengers above
and near the center fuel tank not burned?"
I answer you now, Chairman Hall, as I did then in an email,
"They were not burned because they were not there to be burned
when the center tank exploded. They had previously been ejected
into the air after the nose came off from the huge hole on the
starboard side where the cargo door used to be. None of the parts
recovered in that nose has sooting. Only later, when the noseless
fuselage is falling and the wings and fuel tank are coming apart,
and the on fire number three engines is spinning and falling too,
do the two meet, ignite, and explode.
The big and little mysteries that are left hanging with the wiring/
center tank explanation are explained with the wiring/cargo door
explanation. Streak, ignition source, lack of burns, engine blade
in right horizontal stabilizer, sooting on blades of engine number
three.
By the way, the statement about all four engines operating
normally until water impact is just as false as forward cargo door
all latched and intact until water impact.

NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
The disassembly of the engines did not show any indications that
any of the engines had sustained any uncontainments, case
ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
8. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan rotor were
recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by Chairman Hall
about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades
were recovered so it is very possible 'stator blade' found in right

horizontal stabilizer was from engine number three directly in
front. "Almost all' of the 'impact damage,' was explained which
implies some wasn't. All had soot. Soot means fire. Only engine
number three had any sooting inside engine. One full blade and
one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is nothing
normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body impact means foreign
object damage. FOD may mean fire. Fire means soot. Missing
blades in engine and one found directly aft in right horizontal
stabilizer means uncontainment. Uncontainment means engine
not intact at water impact but inflight.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.
More NTSB produced evidence of wiring/cargo door explanation
being worthy of further investigation:
7. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory Study,
page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that parts were
initially shed from the area just forward of the wing."

4. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Report,
page 30: "It is therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences)
may emerge as new information is acquired whether it be from
newly identified parts, or simply a new interpretation of current
information."

It's not too late to one more final investigation of a new scenario/
sequence that has emerged when given a new interpretation of
current information, as the NTSB author of Exhibit 18A states.
Gentlemen, please do what you said you would do, are supposed
to do, and want to do, check out all the plausible explanations for
TWA 800, including wiring/cargo door explanation.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Still trying
Barry: I specifically raised your scenario with NTSB staff during
one of the breaks in the hearings. They are adamant -- ALL
latches were found and accounted for, and all were in the closed

position at impact with the water. David

David, all latches were not found and I have scoured the actual
wreckage database and their own exhibit states only eight of the
ten are identified. Those eight were in a closed position at water
impact.
David, the facts are there, only eight of ten recovered. It's a
simple thing, eight nine or ten. I have queried them on this for
three years and they have never said they had all the latches.
They don't. They don't even have the two sills of the two cargo
doors.
David, they are ducking me and lying to you. So be it. Eight is
not ten, many is not all. The photos show them missing and
ruptured and blown away.
ALL latches were found and accounted for,

Absolute false statement, David, If true, and all ten lached then
OK, door did not open in flight. But look at photos, look at
wreckage database, look at exhibits, look at historical precedent,
and then believe, only eight of the ten latches were recovered and
the other two are missing.
Do you believe an official who says something that defends his
agency with no documentation or photos, or do you believe me
who states a fact and backs it up with documents and
photographs?
Cheers,
Barry

Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82,
Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower
lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching cams
remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along
the lower door sill."
>From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
>To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
>Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
>Encoding: 13 TEXT
>Status:
>
>
>
>I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and latched!
> --------->From: barry
>To: SCHLEDR
>Subject: TWA crash cause
>Date: Tuesday, 30 July, 1996 01:48
>
>
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html is my website
for cargo door
>crash theory.
>To: SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
>From: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: Which cargo door and cam positions
>Cc:
>Bcc:
>X-Attachments:
>

>Mr. Schleede, thank you for your prompt response.
>>I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!
>There are three cargo doors on TWA 800, which one are you talking
about.
>The front cargo door is reported to be in pieces, your sentence above
implies one piece which would means other than front cargo door
checked.
>The lock sectors are locked, but the cams are unlocked. You do not
mention cams.
> What are the positions of the cam locks of the forward cargo door?
John Barry Smith
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Mon, 29 Jul 1996 15:24:00 -0400
Encoding: 17 TEXT
Status:

Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes and
factors.
Thanks for the interest.
From: Dickinson Al <DICKINA@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: mechanical crash cause
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 1996 19:04:00 -0400
Encoding: 129 TEXT
Status:

Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA 800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that they
came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been noted
by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Still trying Call me
No, I asked Jim Wildey. They found all ten.

Well, David, you have caught them in a lie, or maybe Wildey
really thinks that they have ten, whoever told him was wrong.
They have not found all ten of the forward cargo door and they
have not even found all ten of the aft cargo door. And did you
note that he did not say the latch status of the missing and now
'found' two? There are four midspan latches on TWA 800, they
have found none. They do not claim to have found them in
writing, only eight and nowhere in the written database is there,
are there, any midspan latches.

David, this is incontrovertible. You may rightfully ask to see the
metallurgists report, Jim Wildey, on the latches, the lock status,
the locking sectors, the scratch marks, the heat marks on all the
cargo door apparatus. Attached from NTSB AAR is the way a
proper door examination is done. Compare to Jim Wildey's two
sentences in Exhibit 15C of public Docket. Which is incomplete.
UAL 811 cargo door report is the right way to do TWA 800.
They can not produce the twenty latches of the two identical
cargo doors, they can not produce two sills, they can not produce
the two midspan latches from the forward cargo door, they have
not reported on them because they do not have them. Wildey said
in Dec 97, that's a year and four months after event they had
eight of the ten. Two did not mysteriously pop up. They do not
have them.
Regardless, an examination of the entire door as was done for
UAL 811 is justified based on photographs of ruptures at
midspan latch.
What to do? I'd hate to see wiring/cargo door explanation get
rejected on a falsehood.
David, my head is spinning...call me for voice to voice. If you
have communications with Wildey, let me email you something
for him and you pass it along. He has emailed me before years
ago but stopped when I refuted his all latched and all intact at
water impact error. Years ago.

(831) 659-3552 phone
or give me your phone number...

More later...
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

NTSB/AAR-92/02
(SUPERSEDES NTSB/AAR-90/01)
1.16.1 Cargo Door Hardware Examinations
1.16.1.1
Before Recovery of the Door
The following forward cargo door closing and latching
components were returned to the Safety Board's Materials
Laboratory for analysis after they were documented in place on
the airplane:
Two pull-in hook pins, one from the lower end of the forward
side of the door body cutout forward frame, and one from the
lower end of the aft side of the body cutout aft frame, with
housings;
Two mid-span pins, one from the forward side of the door body
cutout forward frame, and one from the aft side of the door body
cutout aft frame.
All components were initially examined while installed on the
airplane. All eight forward cargo door latch pins, with housings,
were removed for further laboratory examination. Also, for
comparison, one of the latch pins, with housing, from the aft

cargo door was also removed. For orientation purposes, the eight
lower latch pin assemblies are referred to by number, with the
No. 1 latch pin being the most forward on the lower door sill, and
the No. 8 pin being the most aft. When referencing a
circumferential location on the latch pins or mid-span pins, a
clock position was used. The clock code was oriented looking
forward with 12 o'clock being straight up and 9 o'clock being
directly inboard.
Based on the orientation of the latching mechanisms, the fully
unlatched latching cams would first contact the latch pins from
about the 1:15 o'clock position to the 7:15 position as the door was
closed. As the cams are being latched around the pins, they
would rotate approximately 80(, making contact with the pins
from about the 4:15 position to the 10:15 position (See figure 7).
Detailed examination of the exposed surface of the pins (the
portion of the pins extending from the housings) revealed various
types of wear and damage. In general, all of the forward door
cargo latch pins had smooth wear over the entire portion of the
pin area contacted by the cams during normal closing and
opening of the door. The pins also had distinct roughened
(smeared) areas between the 6:15 and the 7:30 positions (See
figure 8). The roughened areas had evidence of "heat tinting" and
transfer of cam material to the surface of the pins. On pins 1 and 8
the roughened areas extended past the pin bottom to the 5:00
position. The 7:30 position approximately corresponds to the area
on the pin where the lower surface of the cam would be relative
to the pin when the latch cams are in the unlatched or nearly
unlatched position.
The forward pull-in hook pin was not significantly bent, but the
structure to which it was attached was deformed outward, so the
hook pin was deflected significantly outward. Three of the four
bolts holding the aft pull-in hook pin had sheared, so the hook
pin was also deflected outward. Both hook pin ends were

damaged, but neither pin was significantly deformed along its
length. There was significant heat tinting on the damaged area of
the forward hook pin. Boeing engineering calculations
determined that the pull-in hook pins would fail at a 3.5 psi
differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
1.16.1.2
After Recovery of the Door
The documentation of the recovered cargo door was divided into
four areas: 1) door structure, 2) master latch lock system, 3) latch
system, and 4) hook system. A description of the recovered door
follows.
1. Door Structure:
The cargo door had fractured longitudinally near the mid-span
lap joint near stringer 34R, just beneath the mid-span torque
tubes. Except for an area of missing skin between frames 2 and 3
and a portion of frame webs where the upper latch lock torque
tube had torn out, the frames and skin of the upper door
piece mated to the lower door piece.2 Several areas of the upper
door skin along the longitudinal fracture were bent back. In
addition, a large area of lower door skin between frame 6 and the
aft door edge had peeled downward from the fracture line. The
two door pieces are shown together in Figures 9 and 10.
Examinations of the fracture surfaces of the skin and frames
revealed no evidence of pre-existing cracks. All fractures were
typical of overstress separation.
Seven of the eight lock sector slots in the lower beam showed
evidence of contact and scraping by the lock sectors. Only the No.
1 lock sector slot was undamaged, although the bracket forward
and above the No. 1 slot did appear to have been damaged by
contact from the lock sector (slots numbered 1-8, forward-aft).

The direction of the scraping on the slots could not be determined
conclusively.
The decal covering the latch actuator manual drive port was
found broken circumferentially around the edge of the port cover,
which was loose and rotated from its normal position (See figure
11). There was an impression in the decal similar to a Phillipshead screw slot in line with the center of the retainer screw
securing the cover. There was also a 0.06-inch-long linear slit from
10 to 4 o'clock approximately centered over the retainer screw
head (See figures 12 and 13). There was no rotational tearing and
no loss of decal material in the area covering the screw head
location. During examinations of the door at Boeing, it was noted
that the retainer bracket on the inside of the latch actuator manual
drive port cover was bowed outward; the port cover was not
deformed. The retainer bracket on the inside of the hook actuator
manual drive port cover was similarly bowed outward, and the
port cover was bowed outward.
The hinge that attaches the cargo door to the fuselage is
comprised of several hinge sections--those attached along the
upper edge of the cargo door and those along the fuselage just
above the cargo door cutout--interconnected with hinge pins. The
hinge pins and all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo
door were intact; all hinge sections rotated relatively easily. All
attach bolts from the hinge sections on the door remained
attached; conversely, no bolts remained attached to the hinge
sections on the fuselage. Several areas on the hinge sections, such
as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of contact from
the door during overtravel (See figure 14). In addition, the
fuselage forward hinge sections
were slightly bent. The upper flange of the door, to which the
door hinges are attached, was not deformed. The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above.

Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper door piece
revealed that it had been crushed inward. There were also many
areas on the outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks
could be seen. These marks were generally forward of the aft
pressure-relief door, and the blue marks were located above the
red marks. The UAL paint pattern incorporates red and blue
stripes along the fuselage above the cargo door. Figure 15 is a plot
of the documented paint marks on the upper door piece.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to
which the shrouds attach was missing.
2.
Master Latch Lock System:
All eight lock sectors were found in the locked position--actually
past the fully locked position. They had been pulled through the
lock sector slots in the lower beam of the cargo door. (When they
are fully locked, the lock sectors should be recessed in the lower
beam approximately 3/8 inch). All lock sectors had deflected off
the high shoulder of the latch cams due to interference with the
partially unlatched cams. Prior to disassembly of the components,
the interference between the cams and the lock sectors was
removed by rotating the cams to the latched position.
Examination of the lock sectors disclosed that the bottom of the
lower arm of each lock sector was gouged. For seven of the eight
lock sectors, the distance from the main gouge area to the location
of the interference between the latch cam and the lock sector was
approximately 0.75 inch. (The No. 2 lock sector was corroded and
had fractured at the location of the large gouge common to the
other seven lock sectors. Consequently, it was not in contact with
the No. 2 latch cam when the door was retrieved).
The master latch lock handle housing and trigger were found
relatively flush with the door outer skin. The top of the handle
was recessed approximately 0.50 inch inward from flush, and the
bottom of the handle was protruding approximately 0.40 inch

outward from flush (See figure 16). This
Figure 15.--Documented paint marks on outer skin of upper door
piece. Dashed line is approximately 8 degrees from horizontal.
position of the handle indicates that the lock sectors were in a
position past fully locked. The fuse pin was found in three pieces
but was heavily corroded. The handle housing was undamaged.
Two of the three connecting rods between the master latch lock
handle and the lock sector torque tube were bowed slightly, but
they were otherwise intact. No deformation was observed on any
section of the lock sector torque tube, although one of the six
bearings assembled on the torque tube had been damaged. The
No. 3 bearing inner race and its torque tube locator sleeve were
displaced forward approximately 0.20 inch from the bearing
housing centerline. The outer race was broken and pushed
forward out of the housing.
The lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door
was jammed open into the cutout.
3.
Latch System:
All eight lower latch cams were found in a nearly unlatched
position, and all of them were binding against the lock sectors
except the No. 2 cam (lock sector No. 2 had broken). Latch cams
1-6 were approximately 62 degrees from the fully latched
position, and cams 7 and 8 were approximately 70 degrees from
fully latched. Full rotation of the latch cams is 80 degrees.
Several of the lower latch cams contained compression and
smearing damage on the lower lip of the latch cam cavity
("lower" relative to an open cam). This damage is consistent with

the forceful movement of the cams across the latch pins.
The four rods between the latch actuator torque tube and the four
bellcranks containing the latch cams were attached and
undamaged. No section of the latch actuator torque tube was
damaged, and the bearings/supports along the tube were intact.
The latch actuator was removed and later disassembled. No
anomalies were found.
4. Pull-in Hook System:
The forward and aft pull-in hooks were found near the closed
position. Both of them exhibited wear patterns consistent with
contact with the pull-in hook pins during door operation. For
both the forward and aft hooks, the inboard edge of the pull-in
hook channel contained compression and smearing damage
consistent with a forceful movement of the hooks over the pins
while the hooks were in the closed or nearly closed position.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Still trying

For NTSB: Dear Chairman Hall, Dr. Loeb, Mr. Dickinson, Mr.
Wildey, Mr. Swaim, 24 August 2000
Copy for FAA: Dear Mr. .McSweeny Mr. Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff,
Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman Mr. Streeter
You have done an extensive investigative job on TWA 800;
extensive and expensive but not complete. You have prosecuted
the center tank explosion as the initial event. You have defended
your probable cause from missile or meteor or electromagnetic or
bomb. But you have not defended it properly from wiring/cargo
door explanation. You essentially offer the wiring/center tank

explanation for TWA 800 which is refuted by photographic
evidence of dark soot and suddenly non-soot whiteness on upper
fuselage and smooth port and shattered starboard side just
forward of the wing of TWA 800 reconstruction. A center tank
explosion would do centered spherical sooting and shattering.
The evidence shows unilateral starboard damage and a sudden
break of the fuselage with no fire on one side. You have no
ignition source after trying God with static electricity, pump
manufacturer, and now mechanics drilling and not removing
shavings.
Wiring/center tank explosion is not the initial event.
Wiring/cargo door is. The photographic evidence shows the
shattered door and the outward ruptures at midspan latches. The
ignition source for later center tank fire/explosion is the on fire
engine number three, fodded because it is closest to the forward
cargo door and would ingest foreign objects and catch fire should
that door open or rupture in flight, as happened in UAL 811.
Well, the sound of the CVR and the visual of the wreckage all
support wiring/cargo door, and yet, no investigation other than
checking eight of ten latches of which there are twenty on that
Boeing 747 in two identical cargo doors.
All latched and locked and door intact at water impact? Whose
opinion is that? Certainly not an aircraft accident investigator.
That sounds like a metallurgist's opinion. Is it? Well, it's wrong.
The door was shattered up high and the bottom eight latches of
ten available may have been latched and locked at water impact
but the midspan latches were long gone.
So, why was not the wiring/cargo door explanation given as
much official attention and investigation as the wacky bomb,

missile, EMG, and meteor explanations? Wiring/cargo door has
happened before in similar type aircraft under similar conditions
leaving similar forensic evidence on metal, tape, and paint and
should have had priority.
So, after Senator John McCain personally asked Chairman Hall
to discuss with me the wiring/cargo door explanation, and
Chairman Hall declined, I have come to the conclusion that you
are all ducking me, refusing to think, refusing to talk, refusing to
listen, refusing to consider wiring/cargo door explanation. Is it
because it leads to PA 103 and AI 182? Is it because it was NIH,
not invented here, syndrome? Is it because you hate to admit you
were wrong, even about small things? Is it fear? Fear that the
wiring/cargo door explanation is correct and the implications are
perceived as dire? Dire to who?
It's dire to passengers and crew if you're wrong, NTSB, and
wiring pops a door...again, and again. It's dire to the
manufacturer if it is shown that aging wiring is a problem in
airliners. Wait, that's been done already by NTSB. There is
nothing to fear anymore. The main problem has been identified:
Aging wiring in aging aircraft.
On many main items we agree on TWA 800:
You say mechanical; I say so too
You say aging wiring is problem; I say so too.
Initial event is wiring short, I say so too.
You say catastrophic; I say so too.
You say no bomb or missile or meteor or electromagnetic
interference; I say so too.
Only in details do we disagree:

Your suspect wiring is just aft of the wing leading edge and mine
is just forward.
Initial event after wiring short is cargo door rupture and not
spontaneous center tank explosion.
Center tank exploded later, ignited by on fire engine number
three.
Nose came off after huge hole on starboard side appeared just
forward of wing, (see NTSB photograph for shattered area.)
Streak is piece or pieces of door area of shiny metal reflecting
evening orange sunlight to observers on ground as they spin
away after explosive decompression.
Place of explosive decompression is the two midspan latches of
forward cargo door, (see photos of midspan latches showing
outward open petal rupture. )
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html

Photo above shows a door that was not intact and latched at
water impact but shattered and ruptured at midspan latches early
on.
We are close in probable cause, but far enough away so that the
suspect forward wiring is still there and not yet inspected and
replaced if necessary when cracked, chafed, or worn to bare wire,
as Poly X is wont to do.
Curious that, wiring was inspected in cargo doors of MD 11, fuel
tanks of 747s, but not cargo doors of 747s, although cargo doors
have opened in both designs but only the Boeing 747 has
confirmed wiring/switch problems.

But, what now? Well, wait for another one to fall down I
assume. 1985, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, and 1996 are the years
of open cargo door in flight events for high time Boeing 747s
that I am tracking. It's now 2000.
We will all know at the same time the cause of the next wiring/
cargo door event because it will follow such a predictable
pattern:
Sudden loud sound on the CVR not matched to bomb but
matched to explosive decompression. (Same as AI 182, UAL
811, and PA 103, and TWA 800.) Sudden power cut off to FDR
and secondary transponder. (Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA
103, and TWA 800.) More inflight damage on the right side of
aircraft. (Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA 103, and TWA 800.)
Forward cargo door found in pieces, aft door intact and latched.
(Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA 103, and TWA 800.) Front
section will be torn off from aft section. (Same as AI 182, and PA
103, and TWA 800.) Engine 3 fodded. (Same as AI 182, UAL
811, and PA 103, and TWA 800.) Damage start location in or
near forward cargo hold. (Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA
103, and TWA 800.) At least nine never recovered bodies of
passengers and crew. (Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA 103,
and TWA 800.) Wreckage plot areas will be front section, aft
section, and engines with number three engine apart from other
three. (Same as AI 182, and PA 103, and TWA 800.) Possible
streak of departing door if sun angle and observers is aligned.
(Just like TWA 800.) Aircraft will be a high time Boeing 747.
(Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA 103, and TWA 800.)
So, Gentlemen entrusted with the public safety in aviation, you
have not properly ruled out open cargo door inflight for TWA
800 because you have refused to discuss the explanation with the
leading advocate and discoverer of it, that's me, as well as not
having the required evidence such as a smooth cargo door and all

ten latches to substantiate your reason for ruling it out as:
Dr. Loeb of NTSB: "We found no evidence that a structural
failure and decompression initiated the breakup. A thorough
examination of the wreckage by our engineers and metallurgists
did not reveal any evidence of fatigue, corrosion or any other
structural fault that could have led to the breakup. As a side note,
I would like to mention that there was absolutely no evidence of
an in-flight separation of the forward cargo door -one of the
many theories suggested to us by members of the public. The
physical evidence demonstrated that the forward cargo door was
closed and latched at water impact."
That statement above is absolutely false, full of errors, and a
wrong conclusion. All claims are refuted by official documents
and photographs which were emailed to you yesterday.
Until you talk to me, you have not done your job of a complete
aircraft accident investigation for TWA 800. And you know it
after these long four years and hundreds of emails from me filled
with facts such as analysis attached. I've included the analysis
below to refute any accusation of weirdness, lack of research,
faulty reasoning, and inaccuracy of facts presented by me. I'm
not a missile guy or a bomb guy nor any conspiracy person. I'm
the reasonable aviator who has been in a sudden night fiery fatal
jet crash and is saying that for several Boeing 747s, an event that
happened before has happened again for TWA 800 and supports
that plausible claim with extensive facts, data, and evidence.
Until you face, consider, and thoroughly investigate the wiring/
cargo door explanation for TWA 800, you have failed. You have
failed your duty as public safety officials to whom media,
manufacturers, and citizens look toward for a complete
investigation. You did not do a complete investigation. You did a
specialized prosecution of center tank explosion. The wiring/

cargo door explanation is still there, waiting for examination.
And you know it. One exhibitin the Public docket and a sentence
at a public hearing is not a complete investigation of a cause
initially thought to the answer, forward cargo door opened in
flight and ruled out within days based upon cursory examination
of some but not all of the latches and some but not all of the
cargo door.
I again challenge you, as NTSB officials, as public safety
officials, to check out the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA
800 by interacting with the proponent, the one who knows the
most about it. If your mind is changed in some areas, then the
better for it; if not changed, then you may rest that you have done
a complete job of investigation and the better for it also.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group

Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by JBS>
1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to send to engine
teardown facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine engines
at Calverton.
2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per engine is
incredibly fast to disassemble one of the most complex and
precise machines on the planet. It's not a bicycle. A forensic
powerplant teardown is likely to require several man hundred
hours per engine with several thousand hours of metallographic
back up work. Additionally many specialized tools are required
to do this. There should be many thousands of feet of tape or
pictures. Haste is evident in a one day teardown per engine in an
empty hangar with only one engine specialist present.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compressor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."

Analysis by JBS>Why was only engine 3 disassembled further?
What evidence was seen in No. 3 to warrant further
investigation? Why were not the other three engines
disassembled further? The four most important jet engines in an
airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The conclusion statement of no uncontainments is
contradicted by other exhibit which states 'stator blade' was
found in right horizontal stabilizer. The conclusion statement of
no fires in any engines is contradicted later in this same report
with raw data indicating sooting in engine number 3. The
conclusion statement of no penetrations of any engine is
contradicted by raw data in this report indicating soft body
impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples which are mainly
irrelevant in a discussion about engines and teardown results.
33% of engine report is not about engines but about favored
NTSB explanation of center tank fuel explosion as initial event.
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft

body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis by JBS>Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan
rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by
Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58%
of the fan blades were recovered so it is very possible 'stator
blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer was from engine
number three directly in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact
damage,' was explained which implies some wasn't. All had soot.
Soot means fire. Only engine number three had any sooting
inside engine. One full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body
impacts'. There is nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft
body impact means foreign object damage. FOD may mean fire.
Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one found directly
aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.
Uncontainment means engine not intact at water impact but
inflight.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.

Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 34, A section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited
evidence of red paint transfer marks on the upper skin (H8); only
the remnants of the shattered logo light window remain in the
window frame.
The above details a red paint transfer mark on the right
horizontal tail surface of TWA 800 directly aft of the red painted
trim in cargo door area. This area shows missing red paint clearly
in NTSB photo displayed at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
redpaintsmearssoloprint.html>
The NTSB photographs are clear in color and detail. The TWA
800 reconstruction photograph shows abnormal green, white and
red paint on the right side forward of the wing.
Normal TWA red trim paint scheme is seen at<http://
www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html> Only above the
forward cargo door of the reconstructed fuselage of TWA 800 is
seen the abnormal red paint smears.
The sequence is thus: bare aluminum skin is cleaned, primed,
base coat of white applied, then red trim on top of white, then
decals. This sequence is basic painting for Boeing 747s and
confirmed by aviation professionals.
It is not red paint trim on primer with overspray, mask off, then
paint white base coat around the trim.
The red trim is always on top of white base coat and means that
the many, red, and large red paint smears between the passenger
windows are red paint transfer marks. The red paint marks are

not red paint exposed when white above is worn away, it is
always red on top of white, not underneath.
This is further proven by skin which has red paint missing and
thus exposing white undercoat. This is seen at URL <http://
www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html> The white is
always underneath the red. The green is always underneath the
white.
Additionally, the added red paint between the windows is next to
the missing red paint in the trim above the cargo door. Red paint
went from one area to another.
The many red and large red paint transfer marks above the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 indicate the cargo door opened
in flight. The precedent of cargo door paint transfer marks was
set by UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02, page 41.
The red paint transfer marks indicate the red door below
ruptured/opened in flight and slammed into the white paint
above, removing the red trim paint and transferring it on top of
the white paint. This is clearly seen between the passenger
windows.
The red paint evidence coupled with the outward peeled skin on
the side, and in the door area, and in the belly proves an
explosive event occurred inflight in the cargo door area.
The downward crushed main floor beams confirm the explosive
event. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study,
page 20, "Downward separation directions were noted at STA
900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and ""The initial opening of
the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected

result of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the
main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red
area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup."
The petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door pinpoints the location of the initial rupture of
the hull of TWA 800 as seen at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
petalbulge.html> The aft latch is missing, the door frame is
curved outward, and surrounding skin is shaped circular.
The analysis of red paint markings and structural deformation
indicating an outward explosion was briefly held by FAA Branch
Manager Neil Schalekamp of Northwest Region in a letter to me
on 30 Jan 1998. "The paint markings and structural deformation
that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally
accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
The cause of the outward cargo door explosion being the center
tank is refuted by the lack of soot on the few recovered forward
cargo door pieces and other right side fuselage pieces.
Exhibit 20A page 129. Fire and Explosion Group Factual Report.
"RF2 C-004 No sooting No sooting
RF3A-H These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but

there is no apparent sooting.
RF4 B-103 No sooting No sooting
RF5 A-071 No sooting No sooting
RF6A B-2004 No sooting No sooting
RF6B B-240 No sooting No sooting
RF6C B-318 No sooting No sooting
RF7 A-033 No sooting No sooting
RF8A No sooting No sooting
RF8B B-256 No sooting No sooting
RF8C B-263 No sooting No sooting
RF8D B-068 No sooting No sooting
RF8E B-268 No sooting No sooting
RF8F B-248 No sooting No sooting
RF9A C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9B C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9C C-259 No sooting No sooting"
NTSB investigators also are intrigued by the aircraft forward
door popping open in flight, an explanation supported by red
paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and
petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch. "NTSB investigators
have suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could
have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Basic NTSB generated evidence for TWA 800 in photos, text,
sooting diagrams, tables, and drawings, a NTSB produced report
AAR 92/02, and visual interpretations of NTSB photograph at
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html> and on
NTSB CD-ROM proves that the forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened in flight.

The evidence above proves the the cargo door was not all
latched, all locked, and all intact at water impact, as previously
believed based upon examination of only eight of the ten cargo
door latches. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report
Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
"Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
The cause of the door opening in flight is probably the same as
UAL 811, as described in AAR 92/02; chafed wiring shorting on
door unlatch motor based upon NTSB evidence for TWA 800 in
Docket Exhibit 9A page 116: "Some wires found in the section of
W480 from forward of station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A
had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this
bundle were found to expose the core conductor when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
NTSB agrees that a new explanation for the destruction sequence
is possible based on new interpretations of the evidence such as
shown by the red paint smears. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Report, page 30: "It is therefore possible that
new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new information is
acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or simply a
new interpretation of current information."
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 must be
thoroughly investigated to rule in or rule out the reasonable
conclusions reached by the careful analysis of red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, petal shaped bulge
at aft midspan latch, and cracked to bare conductor wires

discovered in TWA 800 by NTSB.
The wreckage of TWA 800 is the victim at autopsy. It is the
victim saying look at me, I exploded in flight, right there at the
aft midspan latch. Just like I did before in 1989 with UAL 811
and left paint smears, outward peeled skin, aft midspan latch
rupture, sudden loud sound on the CVR and power cut to the
FDR. Don't ignore me; don't deny me; do something about me.
Facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.

19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing

43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.

13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.

Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
John Barry Smith
11 Jan 98
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff from hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out
and formed on cold metal fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle
which held cargo door motor on power was chafed by the friction
of continuous vibration against clamp or many door openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water
met the bare wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring
wires and powering on door motor which attempted to turn all
ten cam sectors to unlocked position. At 13700 feet MSL and 300
KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were prevented from
unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the
two midspan latches have no locking sectors at all. The slack in
bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed
the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door
at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by nine foot squarish door burst open at midspan
latch sending the latch and door material spinning away in the
setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away
erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground observers
moving all which ways. The aft door frame was clean of

attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin was torn
vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight
latches held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill
while bottom external skin of door blew away. The top piece of
red topped cargo door opened out and up smashing into the white
fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of
the trim was rubbed away showing the white paint underneath
The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage skin
as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of
door flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer
leaving a red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to
be working normally likely having overtravel impression marks
on the opposite hinge when door overextended to slam on
fuselage above. The top piece of the door shows inward damage
when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds
of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty
feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward
of the wing. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts
to leave the aircraft. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed
out of the huge hole equalizing high pressure inside to low
pressure outside while making a very loud noise. Fuselage skin
was peeled outward at various places on the right side of the
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression
of the forward cargo hold severely disrupted the nearby main
equipment compartment which housed power cables and
abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments. The number three engine also ingested metal in
baggage and started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The
number three engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator

blade from the engine was spit out and impacted directly behind
it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the
left from reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air
rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened
nose and crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and
landed in a dense debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered
while the starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn,
and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed
over twenty feet by forty foot explosive decompression zone.
Outward petal shaped fuselage skin appeared at aft midspan latch
from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown away. Outward
peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from
300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers
inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured
trying to equalize middle ear pressure. The plane maneuvered
with huge gaping wound in front increasing drag. The wind force
disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured
tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured wings,
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud
fireball putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving
earlier departed nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank
exploded as well as other nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers
were not burned because they were in the earlier separated
nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to sea level in

windblown southeast directly, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank
and other fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and
falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out. Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led
to suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose. Streak of
shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening sun to
ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later
ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in
determining ignition source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel
explosion sound on CVR, unilateral fuselage damage, singe
marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate center tank
explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Please bring this to the attention of your readers

Dear David,
Below is email to NTSB, for what it's worth. Can you please
bring these facts below which refute the official line to your
readers? I can't do anymore than show charts and photographs.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Statement of Dr. Bernard S. Loeb
TWA flight 800 Board Meeting
August 22, 2000
We found no evidence that a structural failure and decompression
initiated the breakup. A thorough examination of the wreckage
by our engineers and metallurgists did not reveal any evidence of
fatigue, corrosion or any other structural fault that could have led
to the breakup. As a side note, I would like to mention that there
was absolutely no evidence of an in-flight separation of the
forward cargo door -one of the many theories suggested to us by
members of the public. The physical evidence demonstrated that
the forward cargo door was closed and latched at water impact.
Dear Dr. Loeb and other members of NTSB, 22 August 2000
I have to refute the statement above by Dr. Loeb because it is
refuted by NTSB facts below.
Side note on the side note: There was substantial evidence of an
in-flight separation of the forward cargo door. The physical
evidence demonstrated that the forward cargo door was in many
pieces at water impact.

Substantial evidence of an in-flight separation of the forward
cargo door.: Chart 12 of the Public Docket for TWA 800 prepared
by NTSB: This substantial historical evidence shows that when a
cargo door opens on an early model Boeing 747 shortly after
takeoff a sudden loud sound occurs on the cockpit voice recorder.
It happened on UAL 811 as confirmed by NTSB in AAR 92/02.
It matches TWA 800 historically.

What is the physical/forensic evidence to back up the historical
evidence?
The physical evidence below demonstrated that the forward
cargo door was in many pieces at water impact. Forward cargo
door is in shattered pieces with many pieces, still unrecovered in
NTSB photo below. Forward cargo door has ten latches but only
eight have been recovered. Physical evidence as prepared by the
NTSB is in the wreckage reconstruction of TWA 800 and shows
shattered starboard side around forward cargo door and then the
smooth port side of TWA 800 forward of the wing.

Nose to right above.
Nose to left above.
HIgh Resolution photo below shows huge amount of forensic
physical evidence that the forward cargo door was in many
pieces at water impact. Note huge outward opening petal shaped
rupture at the forward midspan latch, one of two without locking
sectors, and which was never recovered.

Dear Dr. Loeb and members of NTSB, to conclude,
You know the wiring/cargo door theory/explanation is plausible
because it's happened before and it was the first thing you
thought of. You know that a lot of the things that happened to
UAL 811 happened to TWA 800. You know what happened to
UAL 811, open cargo door in flight, and it may very well have
happened again. Yes, probably wiring shorting on unlatch motor,
yes, the locking sectors should have been on all the latches, not
just the bottom eight. Yes, the center tank exploded, on the way
down, ignited by engine number three which was fodded and on
fire, just like UAL 811.
To be fair, to live the truth that you are aircraft accident
investigators intent on determining the best probable cause after
examining in detail, including interviews, all submitted
explanations for TWA 800 to include center tank explosion,
bomb in forward cargo hold, missile anywhere, electromagnetic
interference, meteor, and wiring caused open cargo door in flight,
you would contact me, email me, call me, interrogate me, drain
me of everything I know about cargo doors opening in flight in
Boeing 747s. I know a lot. I learned it from NTSB documents.
You have not talked to me but still can. To be fair, you must
follow up on substantiated leads.. Chairman Hall referred to me
and my cargo door explanation at the beginning of the December
1997 hearings in Baltimore; Dr. Loeb referred to me in his
opening remarks at the public hearing today. Yet, you have not
talked to me as you have to hundreds of others with information
about TWA 800. Let me present the wiring/cargo door case. Let
the evidence and analysis that I have researched and assembled

be allowed to stand and be examined.
To reject the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 without
interviewing me, without giving scientific explanations for the
photos and chart above, and without recovering and examining
the missing latches is to have conducted an incomplete
investigation which may very well have concluded with the
incorrect initial event for the probable cause for TWA 800. You
have not turned over every stone. In fact, you have refused to
turn over a stone right here and which you initially thought might
be the right one, and one which I am again pointing to; turn it
over, open forward cargo door in flight. Let the historical and
forensic evidence speak.

Regards,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: TWA 800 smoking gun of midspan ruptures
photo.
I'm on it -- will bring this up with NTSB as circumstances permit.
They may be pretty intense at the hearings -- "show time" and all
-- but I will follow through.

Hope springs eternal...
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:42 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Tanks safe/NTSB admits mystery

Dear Mike, is it not yet time for wiring/cargo door to get airplay?
The theory has been rock steady for fours year while the center
tank explanation is still questioned. No discussion in open press
is not 'sunshine' but darkness.
I've attached my emails to NTSB and FAA regarding this
'Sunshine" meeting. In the emails are pictures of the smoking
guns of actual proof of outward petal shaped ruptures at the
midspan latches of the forward cargo door. And it's high
resolution. The two high res were taken by family member. They
show the forward midspan latch rupturing, the NTSB photo of
wreckage reconstruction released to public has that cropped out.
How peculiar. Even showing that picture to public would be a
service to the aviation community. Even mentioning the links at
which the photos can be viewed is a public service. http://
www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html

Well, evidence.....facts.....data.....those pesky realities keep on
popping up in aircraft accident investigations....
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
FUEL TANK FINDINGS: Prompted by the in-flight explosion of
TWA Flight
800, a three-year review and fleet inspection has manifested itself
in
a report which -- regardless of what some may think -- has
firmly
declared that the fuel tank systems of the world's commercial
aircraft
are "soundly designed and do not degrade over time." The
Aircraft Fuel
System Safety Program (AFSSP) voluntary inspection process
included
commercial carriers from around the globe, and was promoted by
the Air
Transport Association and the Aerospace Industries Association.
NOTE: AVweb's Newswire <http://avweb.com/n/?34a>
contains the links

for viewing the results of the AFSSP.
NTSB TO WEBCAST TWA 800 BOARD MEETING: Looks
like the NTSB is going
high-tech with the announcement that they intend a "live"
Webcast of
the board's review of the final report on the crash of TWA Flight
800.
If you can't make it to the actual two-day board meeting in
Washington,
D.C., this week, you will be able to follow it on the Web
beginning on
Tuesday, August 22, at 9:30 a.m. With public interest in TWA
800 still
strong four years after the crash, it will be interesting to see if the
NTSB computer servers can handle the load of all those who
want to
follow the proceedings.
To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Sunshine meeting TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear NTSB, please allow some sunshine to come in for the
wiring/cargo door explanation. Explain how the streak was
caused by pieces of the fuselage skin coming off after the
explosive decompression occurs after the wiring shorts and turns
on the door unlatch motor which allows the midspan latches to
rupture,( the latches with no locking sectors) and the pieces are
perceived by observers on the ground to be a streak as the fast

moving metal reflects the evening setting sun. Explain how the
center tank exploded after the on fire number three engine ignited
the disintegrating wing and fuel tanks. Explain how this event
has happened before with UAL 811, a similar plane leaving
similar evidence such as sudden loud sound on the CVR, abrupt
power cut to the FDR, and main damage on starboard side, the
cargo door side while leaving the port side smooth.
You can tell them that Poly X insulated wire is not good wire in
the long run and yes, TWA 800 had that wiring and bare PolyX
wiring was found in the wreckage in the forward cargo door area,
the same area on UAL 811, that had bare wire found.
Well, you know you have not done a thorough investigation of
the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800; for your own
reasons, I'm sure, but they are not reasons of science nor proper
aviation safety accident investigation procedures.
And that's a shame. You have been trained for aviation safety,
you have been educated, you have been paid, you have sworn to
investigate in your specialized field, and yet, you do not do it.
You do not do a thorough job. You get distracted with bombs and
missiles, do a decent job on electromagnetic interference and
meteor, and prosecute an innocent bystander, the center tank,
while passing over the initial thought which has held true for four
years, electrical/mechanical with wiring causing forward cargo
door to rupture in flight, just like it happened before.
And that's a shame.
You do not interview a citizen with documents, NTSB
documents in fact, to support and explain the analysis even when
that citizen has a senator suggest such a meeting take place. So is

it political? Is that the way to explain why scientists refuse to use
reason and logic to find out why an airplane crashed instead of
emotion to absolve some of blame?
To be a public safety official and refuse to meet a citizen with a
safety observation is wrong. It's like a passenger coming up to
the pilot and saying there is a tear in the skin of the fuselage over
the passenger door, and the pilot refused to check out the tear and
the Boeing 737 were then to lose the top half of the fuselage
killing one stewardess. That didn't happen, no passenger noticed
the tear and the event happened. I am her to tell you that wiring
is causing forward cargo doors to open in flight on high time
Boeing 747s and it happened on TWA 800. I invite an interview
to clarify my claim.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
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The Four-Year Investigation Ends, the Mystery Endures

Flight 800's Last Stage
by Robert Davey
With a public meeting set for later this month, the endgame of the long,
very costly investigation into the crash of TWA Flight 800 may be at
hand. On August 22 and 23, victims' family members, their lawyers, and
others will gather at National Transportation Safety Board headquarters
in Washington, D.C., for what the NTSB calls a "Sunshine Meeting."
They will listen to a formal presentation by NTSB staffers of their final
report on the crash of TWA Flight 800, which exploded without warning
as it climbed smoothly out of JFK on its way to Paris, at 8:31 p.m. on
July 17, 1996.

To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Cargo door sill found in aft wreckage debris field
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear NTSB, 28 July 2000
The official reason for rejecting the wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800 is that the forward cargo door was
latched and locked until water impact. That conclusion is based
upon a cargo door sill found with the bottom eight latches
locked.
However; that cargo door sill was found in the wreckage area

which contained only aft parts of TWA 800 which is a logical
location to find the aft cargo door sill, an identical looking part to
the forward cargo door sill.
There has only been one cargo door sill located. It is the aft cargo
door sill because it was found in the aft area of wreckage.
The forward cargo door sill is still out there. It has probably not
been located since it was the first item to be ejected and is well
out of the normal search area.
Regardless, both cargo doors have ten latches per door and only
eight of one door have been found. The open cargo door
explanation was the first official explanation and should not be
rejected based on an examination of only eight latches out of ten.
The above are facts as documented in the NTSB public docket.
I address this email specifically to Mr. Wildey, whose name is on
the Exhibit 15C which discusses the only eight latches found on
one cargo door sill. Mr. Wildey is a metallurgist and not an
accident investigator and yet the rejection of the wiring/cargo
door explanation rests on his opinion. Not Mr. Dickinson, an
accident investigator whose opinion is nowhere to be found. Not
Dr. Loeb who is not an accident investigator. And not Chairman
Hall, who is not an accident investigator. All will point to Mr.
Wildey's opinion as to why they reject the wiring/cargo door
explanation.
The opinion that the forward cargo door was latched and locked
until water impact is refuted by the photographs of outward
rupture at the midspan latches of the forward cargo door. The
opinion is not supported by conclusive and complete

examination of the relevant parts because they are absent. The
opinion is fatally flawed.
Much effort has been given to missile, bomb, electromagnetic
interference, and spontaneous center tank explosion with absent
ignition source; yet scant attention has been given to the first
hypothesis, open cargo door in flight leading to explosive
decompression, as has happened before with UAL 811. After the
reports of faulty PolyX wiring became known, the wiring/cargo
door explanation has gained credence over the past few years.
To not further investigate a mechanical explanation for TWA 800
which incorporates the center tank explosion as a symptom and
not a cause, and has precedent, and which matches the evidence,
is to willfully ignore a credible and plausible explanation: wiring
shorting on forward cargo door unlatch motor which caused
rupture of the two midspan latches, (which don't have locking
sectors) leading to explosive decompression leading to fodded on
fire number three engine which ignited the center tank as the
aircraft disintegrated after the nose came off.
To not query the proponent of the wiring/cargo door explanation,
me, after repeated requests over four years is willful negligence.
I again request to be contacted and interviewed regarding the
wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com

barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: And Mr. Wildey of NTSB relies on Mr. Schalekamp and
Mr. Breneman of FAA
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear NTSB and FAA aviation safety officials: 31 July 2000
Chairman Hall relies on Dr. Loeb who relies on Mr. Dickinson
who relies on Mr. Wildey for the conclusion that the forward
cargo door was all latched and all locked until water impact. Mr.
Wildey bases his conclusion on the information from Mr.
Schalekamp and Mr. Breneman of FAA that the forward cargo
door sill had all eight bottom latches all latched and locking
sectors working and therefore the forward door was intact until
water impact.
But, subsequent evidence contradicts that conclusion: The
conclusion of forward cargo door sill bottom eight latches locked
was made only days after the accident in a hangar with pieces
coming in from all over. The assumption was made that a sill
found was the forward sill when in fact it was later determined to

have been found in the debris field area in which the aft parts of
the aircraft were found. The other sill was never recovered.
Regardless of which sill it is, only eight latches of the ten were
recovered and that is not conclusive that door was fully locked.
The assumption at the beginning of the accident by FAA that a
door may have blown open in flight was correct. The assumption
that the found door sill was the forward sill is incorrect. The
conclusion that the forward cargo door was locked and intact
until water impact is wrong.
The forward cargo door opened flight, actually ruptured at the
midspan latches, and is supported by photographs of the actual
outward opening petal shaped ruptures. The midspan latches and
forward door sill have not been recovered to be examined.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html

Therefore, the forward cargo door opening in flight, the initial
thought of NTSB and FAA, is correct. The cause is probably
electrical, as happened with UAL 811. The bomb explanation
and missile explanation for TWA 800 distracted and diverted
attention from door open explanation.
The center tank did explode but after the initial event. That
timing of center tank explosion is clear to see by looking at the
sharp demarcation line of soot and white fuselage skin on the
wreckage reconstruction. An initial center tank explosion would

give soot all over the middle of the fuselage and that's not there.
A nose coming off and landing elsewhere would show no soot
and no burns on victims as did happen, and the middle fuselage
and wings and engines would fall and subsequently center tank
explode when fiery fodded number three engine ignites fuel
leading to sooty fuselage and tank parts as did happen.

The engine powerplant breakdown 8A report shows engine
number three having missing blades and sooty parts, unlike the
other three engines. A blade part was found embedded in the
right horizontal stabilizer, right behind number three. Three was
fodded and on fire because it was next to the open cargo door
spewing parts out, just like UAL 811.
The further investigation into the wiring/cargo door explanation
for TWA 800 is a worthy endeavor for the NTSB and FAA who
have always said they would leave no stone unturned into finding
out what happened. There is a mystery of ignition source for
center tank fire and wiring/cargo door explanation does provide a
reasonable source, engine number three.
Wiring/cargo door explanation is certainly more plausible than
weird stuff like bomb or missile conspiracy thinking and
deserves at least as much attention and consideration.
I offer again my time and effort to be interviewed/questioned/
cross examined about the wiring/cargo door explanation by
aviation safety experts. To reject such research and analysis
supported by documents and photographs from a former aviation
professional with 35 years of experience is not right.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Ronald.Wojnar@faa.dot.gov, John.Dimtroff@FAA.DOT.GOV,
Neil.Schalekamp@faa.dot.gov, Bob.Breneman@faa.dot.gov,
Tom.McSweeny@faa.dot.gov, Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov, SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov,
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov, DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: TWA 800 smoking gun of midspan ruptures photo.
Barry: Apparently, y quesitons have sufficiently alarmed the NTSB
that they will spring a big cheese to talk to me "on background."
That interview probably won't happen until after next week's final
TWA 800 hearing. I'll digest this over the weekend. I'm gonna put
factors for and against suicide in a two column table to organize
my thoughts (and probably the article). I'll keep you posted. David

Dear David,

Good luck with NTSB, their attitude is that US plane
manufacturers make good products and if one crashes it must be
somebody elses' fault, unless the evidence is overwhelming
(which is seldom is in catastrophic crashes) and then Boeing gets
looked at.
It's happened with UAL 811, blame the ground crew, 990 blame
the copilot, Boeing 737s augering in blame the pilots, Valujet
blame the cannister people, TWA 800 blame the Navy missiles,
PA 103, blame the terrorists bombs...only later, much later if
ever, is it wiring, and other mechanical things get examined.
If you actually talk to an NTSB official, something I have begged
and tried for four years and been denied at every level, could you
bring up TWA 800? It is in fact an open investigation.
Bring up the facts that:
For TWA 800 open cargo door was first inclination as cause.
only one cargo door sill found and that was in aft debris field and
both sills identical,
only eight bottom latches found and yet door has ten,
two missing latches have huge outward petal shaped rupture
holes as confirmed by photographs of wreckage reconstruction.
UAL 811 was cargo door event and had similar evidence on
CVR and FDR of sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut.
Both planes had now known faulty polyX wiring.
Bare wiring found in cargo door area of both planes.

Engine number three on both planes had missing blades and
internal sooting.
Engine blade of number three of TWA 800 was found embedded
in right horizontal stab, right behind engine number three.
On fire engine three is likely ignition source for center tank fire/
explosion for TWA 800.
David, it is a worthy line of investigation for TWA 800, and not
too late, for wiring/cargo door explanation to be discussed. They
claim that TWA 800 was fully investigated, but not so when two
midspan latches missing and photographs show huge ruptures at
those locations and previous cargo door event give similar
evidence for TWA 800.
Could you direct the NTSB official to me for further
clarifications?
I've been rock steady for four years on this, David, you know
that, open forward cargo door in flight for TWA 800, only later
did I add the probable cause of the ruptured door as wiring.
Look to the left of 'RF 25' in photo below, that's were the
midspan latch belongs on that forward cargo door. It's blown
away. That bottom sill may or may not be the forward sill and the
eight bottom latches may be latched, but the explosive
decompression occurred at the midspan latches.
By the way, port side smooth, starboard side shattered, opposite
to what is expected by 'center' tank explosion but exactly as
expected when huge cargo door get blown away on starboard
side.
Show the NTSB official these photos and say, please explore,

investigate why the petal shaped ruptures exist.

Ah, David, still trying,

Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: I rely on God, not NTSB... EgyptAir 990

Barry:
The NTSB has dumped 1,200+ pages of documents into
the docket (www.ntsb.gov) on EgyptAir Flight 990. Many
sources are suggesting strongly to me that the CVR
provides ample evidence that Batouti took this airplane
down. However, there may be another view. If you have
followed this case in any detail, would you be willing to give
me your perspective, either way (suiceide vs. machanical
failure). Not more than a page, Barry, as I am very tight for
time this week, but I respect your opinion and am reaching
out for it.
I have fired a number of pertinent questions to the
NTSB. Will post their answers to you.
David
Dear David, I'm flattered. 15 Aug 00
I've been a mechanical 767 EgyptAir guy from soon after the

event and I researched all 767 control problems and found that,
yes, autopilots had disconnected and controls jammed
uncommanded. I feel now and have soon after the event that it
was mechanical and not suicide and have not wavered.
My take is that the crew tried valiantly, both crew, to save the
plane and passengers and did everything right, power, back,
speedbrakes out, etc. The fact that after the engines were shut
down, they were able to climb is a big clue as to what was
causing the uncommanded down elevators.
Attached are some emails I sent soon after event that told me the
problem was mechanical.
To ramble a bit, it is amusing to see Egyptian aviation authorities
railing against NTSB and FBI in exactly the same way as I have
for four years about TWA 800: Irrelevant data included, ignoring
significant evidence, prosecuting a cause instead of investigating,
removing blame from Boeing, shifting blame to vague cause, etc.
Regarding TWA 800, they all say it was center tank with no
ignition source, that's like saying dead by bullet wound but no
bullet, no entry and no exit.
This conspiracy nonsense of bomb or missile or suicide for
airplane crashes is terrible nonsense. It's the Russians saying it
was an American sub that caused their sub to sink. It's cigarette
makers hiding the health problems....Etc etc,.....It's Jim Hall
thinking he is protecting America's interests by protecting Boeing
and blaming others, when in fact few will buy Boeing if they get
charged with murder if one crashes.
Yes, you want one succinct page for 990 that supports

mechanical versus suicide: All I can give is historical evidence of
mechanical has happened before, the Egyptians gave the forensic
evidence that 990 had faults in the control system. I've also
added an email from a friend who sums up the NTSB attitude
with facts as, Bastards.
Most recent 7 June 00: "...the center autopilot made an
uncommanded disconnect." "...the control wheel was jammed in
the straight and level position.", David, I'd be praying too, I rely
on God.
My area is 747 cargo doors, David, 767 control systems are
beyond my ken other than research, but thanks for asking. I'm
sending to you some recent emails to NTSB separately about
TWA 800 just to keep my hand in with you.
Cheers,
Barry

NTSB Identification: CHI00IA152
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of UNITED AIR LINES, INC.
Incident occurred JUN-07-00 at CHICAGO, IL
Aircraft: Boeing 767-222, registration: N603UA
Injuries: 165 Uninjured.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.
On June 7, 2000, at 1236 central daylight time (cdt), a Boeing
767-222, operated by United Airlines, Inc., experienced aileron
control difficulties while in cruise flight at flight level (FL) 390.
The flight diverted to the O'Hare International Airport, Chicago,
Illinois where an uneventful landing was made. There were no

injuries reported to the 154 passengers, 9 cabin attendants, or 2
flight crew members. The 14 CFR Part 121 flight was operating
on an instrument flight rules flight plan. Visual meteorological
conditions prevailed at the O'Hare International Airport at the
time of the event. The flight originated from the John F. Kennedy
International Airport, New York, New York at 1014 cdt, and the
San Francisco International Airport, San Francisco, California,
was the intended destination. The captain reported, in a written
statement, that while in cruise flight at FL 390, with the center
autopilot engaged with lateral navigation (LNAV), vertical
navigation (VNAV) and autothrottles engaged, "...the center
autopilot made an uncommanded disconnect." According to the
captain, the engine indicating and crew alerting system (EICAS)
autopilot disconnect message illuminated and the aircraft master
caution was cancelled. The captain said that autopilot disconnect
warning light and aural warning activated and were subsequently
cancelled. The captain said that he took control of the aircraft and
found that the rudder and elevator systems appeared to be
functioning normally but "...the control wheel was jammed in the
straight and level position." The captain said that approximately
15 pounds of force was applied in order to free the control wheel.
The captain said that the autopilot and autothrottles were not
engaged for the remainder of the flight, an emergency was
declared, and the flight diverted to O'Hare where an uneventful
landing was made.
Index for Jun 2000 | Index of Months
Below sent November 22, 1999: To: IASA
short:iasaeur@worldonline.nl, timothyclark@compuserve.com,
bhogan@publicintegrity.org, sai@cybercenter.cl,
devans@phillips.com, jking1@mediaone.net,
jtlyon@sympatico.ca, tim.dobbyn@reuters.com,
EdwBlock@aol.com, sampson@wantree.com.au,

papcecst@aol.com, mbusch@avweb.com, joshk@komotv.com,
barry@corazon.com, rosebush@bestweb.net,
jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com, andrew@pem.com.au;
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Boeing 767 previous control problems
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on

May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November

1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of
AIR CANADA Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY,
MOAircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP Injuries:
101 Uninjured. THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF
AILERON CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING
AT FL 370. THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING
CHANGES BY USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO
DIVERT TO KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD
BEEN EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE
THE FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE

BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS. Probable Cause A FROZEN AILERON
CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD BECOME WORN,
CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER, AND THE
MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE MAINTENANCE/
INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEMReport Number:
940102004189CLocal Date: 01/02/1994Local Time: 15:13City:
NEWARK
State: NJAirport Name: NEWARK
INTL
Airport Id: EWREvent Type:
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIERMid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONEPhase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISEAircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-222
Airframe Hours: 41003Operator Code:
UALAOperator: UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALAOwner
Name: UNITED AIR LINES INC
Narrative
HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TONEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIERSecondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGOType of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIALRegistration Number:
602UATotal Aboard: 146Fatalities: 0Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLEAircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBSEngine Make:
Engine
Model:
Engine Group:
Number
of Engines: 2Engine Type:

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWNSecondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTORWind Direction
(deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions: Light Condition: DAYFlight Plan
Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULESApproach Type:
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
Pilt-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORTPilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE LANDPilot
Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 14150Total in Make/Model: 148Total Last 90 Days:
148Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEMReport Number:
960625022959CLocal Date: 06/25/1996Local Time: 19:15City:
NEW YORK
State: NYAirport Name: JOHN F
KENNEDY INTL
Airport Id: JFKEvent Type:
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIERMid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: MINORPhase of Flight: CLIMB TO
CRUISEAircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-332
Airframe Hours: 5975Operator Code: DALAOperator: DELTA
AIR LINES INC - DALAOwner Name: DELTA AIR LINES
INC
Narrative
LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.AILERON
CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN WIRE.
Detail

Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIERSecondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERSType of Operation: AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIALRegistration Number: 185DNTotal Aboard:
224Fatalities: 0Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLEAircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBSEngine Make: PWA Engine Model:
PW4060
Engine Group: 4060 Number of Engines: 2Engine
Type: TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULESSecondary
Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTORWind Direction
(deg): 33Wind Speed (mph): 18Visibility (mi): 10Visibility
Restrictions: Light Condition: DAYFlight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULESApproach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORTPilot Rating:
AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LANDPilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 15000Total in Make/Model: 858Total Last 90 Days:
203Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System. Scheduled 14 CFR 129
operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND N.V. (D.B.A.
MARTINAIR) Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON,
MAAircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH Injuries:
202 Uninjured. The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic
(elec) anomolies, en route, including illuminated warning lights,
erroneous display indications, uncommanded autopilot
disconnects, & failure of flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, &
landing (lndg) was made with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust
reversers inop, ground (gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid.
During lndg roll, 4 main tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to

heat/fuse plugs; small main lndg gear fire erupted, but was
extinguished. Flt crew were unaware that thrust reversers & gnd
spoilers were inop. They noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with
the workload of responding to the multiple electrical and system
failures, did not respond to it. Investigation (inv) revealed
systems on several elec buses failed or became intermittently
inop, but other systems on same buses remained operative.
Detailed gnd & flt tests were made, but anomalies could not be
duplicated. Inv revealed negative cable for main battery was not
positively secured due to stripped jam nut, & main battery shunt
was not built up IAW Boeing specs. Boeing indicated loose
battery shunt could cause interruption to gnd. Similar events
were reported with 2 other acft of same operator, but query of
Boeing data base did not find similar events. Boeing 767-300ER
of another operator, same configuration, did not have similar
events. Probable Cause Numerous electrical anomalies as a result
of a loose main battery shunt connection and undetermined
electrical system causes. NYC96IA116 HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a
relief captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).Prior to
departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the airplane
clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight. En route,
the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies where
various warning lights would illuminate, and then extinguish.

These occurrences were also accompanied by uncommanded
auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero fuel weight, as
displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of the flight
management system (FMS), and the blanking of transponder
codes.The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.During the initial
descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown manually due to
autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.During the last

portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting
System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory messages
which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on request of
the captain. Although no identification could be received from
the Instrument Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left
Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI
seemed valid.On final approach to Boston, numerous warning
lights illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights
illuminated.After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes
were not available. Manual braking was anticipated since the
autobrake selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by
the captain while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1.
Just after touch-down the captain initially used full manual
braking. The cabin crew's observations were as if they were
riding on gravel (pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire
failures just after turning off the runway. The last high speed turn
off to the left was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the
airplane was brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no
effect from the manually selected ground spoilers. In the
meantime all main landing gear tires were blown or deflated and
the airplane was brought to a stop without fully vacating the
runway.A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting
personnel.Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the
passengers disembarked using mobile stairs.The incident
terminated during the hours of daylight at 42 degrees, 21 minutes
North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION The flight was conducted using
an augmented flight crew, which consisted of two captain rated
pilots, and a first officer. All personnel held the appropriate pilot
and medical certificates as issued by the government of The
Netherlands. Following is a summary of crew flight experience:
Captain The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738

hours in the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-incommand in the Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.Relief
Captain (F/O 1) The relief captain had a total time of 4,000
hours, with 1,590 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195
hours in the preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the
Boeing 767.First Officer (F/O 2) The first officer had a total time
of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown
150 hours in the preceding 90 days, all in the Boeing
767.AIRCRAFT INFORMATION The airplane was a Boeing
767- 31AER. The airplane was delivered new to Martinair in
February 1990, in Martinair's specified configuration. The
Boeing production line number was 194. It was maintained
utilizing a maintenance program furnished by Boeing, and
approved by the Directorate of Civil Aviation, The Netherlands.
The last inspection was conducted on May 21, 1996, and the
airplane had operated 98 hours since the inspection. The total
time for the airframe at the time of landing at Boston was 30,802
hours.AERODROME INFORMATION The landing was
accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005 feet long, 150
feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The airplane turned
off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about 1,800 feet of
runway remaining.FLIGHT RECORDERS After the airplane
stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated for over 30 minutes.
The cockpit voice recorder was not retained. The digital flight
data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward to the NTSB
Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout. According to the
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:"1. The...
[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately 7:21:19 in
duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition of the...[air/
ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air', occurred at
1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or 3:53:42 Elapsed
Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated by a spike in

vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45 Elapsed Time.,
The UTC time of touchdown could not be determined, as the
final loss of UTC data occurred at approximately 1813:32 UTC
or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7 minutes prior to
touchdown)...""3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC,
or 4:13:35 Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate
times during the flight...""4. The first change of the Master
Warning discrete from 'No Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at
about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time, while the aircraft was at an altitude
of about 33,000 feet and a latitude/longitude position of about
50.52 degrees North and 22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed
in the Master Warning discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and
9:20:00 Elapsed time.""5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR
heading data was lost for the remainder of the incident flight.
FDR pitch information were also lost for most of the remainder
of the flight.""6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several
parameters were lost to the FDR until after the incident flight
landing. The following parameters were noted to be lost:Roll
Attitude Pitch Attitude UTC Hours UTC Minutes UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed Speedbrake Handle Position""7. Also at
about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground] discrete changed
stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air Driven Pump discrete
changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the HF/L/R Keying
discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to 'Keyed'. These
discretes remained recorded in these states until after aircraft
touchdown. Several additional discretes changed state at about
11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed state after
touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."The Addendum to
the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report stated:"...The anti-skid
fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to 'Fault' state at about
1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data remained then the
'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and rollout, when the

recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state....""According to
the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference voltage is
removed from the FDR during normal flight recording operation,
subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/Ground
discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."TESTS AND
RESEARCH The airplane was examined at Boston, from May
29, through June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due
to melted fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated
due to the casings being worn through. A detailed examination of
the airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures
that were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.The investigation revealed
that the negative cable for the main battery was not positively
secured to the main battery shunt as a result of stripped threads
found in the jam nut area on the stud. Additionally, the main
battery shunt was not built up in accordance with Boeing
specifications. An examination of other Boeing 767s in the
Martinair fleet, and on the production line at Boeing revealed
similar buildup problems with the battery shunt. Boeing
personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may cause
interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static
wicks were found to have higher resistance than specified. On
June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).At Everett, the airplane was
subjected to testing equal to or greater than new airplane delivery
standards. The wiring system was examined in detail for any
anomaly that could have contributed to the problem. An electro
magnetic interference (EMI) test was conducted throughout the

cockpit and cabin with negative results. Additionally, several
components were identified as possible contributors to the event
and were removed for separate testing. None of the testing was
able to duplicate the events reported by the flight crew.Further
testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the airplane could
still dissipate static charges within design specification. On June
10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight profile
included new airplane delivery standards, and additional testing
to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The test
flight was completed without incident.Following the test flight,
as the airplane was prepared for departure to The Netherlands,
the right engine integrated drive generator (IDG) failed to come
on line. The flight was dispatched with the inoperative IDG, per
the airplane minimum equipment list (MEL). The IDG was
changed after the airplane arrived in Amsterdam.The IDG was
forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination. According to
their report:"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins
was lower than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of
corrosion on the base material of these pins was observed. This
conditions could result in an intermittent signal condition from
the IDG input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the
IDG from the AC bus."ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight CrewThe Martinair
quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data for landing with
engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic failures, anti-skid
inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed brakes inoperative,
and leading edge and trailing edge slat and flap configuration
variations. Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed
landing distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30

meters (98.43 feet).During interviews the flight crew
acknowledged that they were aware of the ANTI SKID advisory
message on the EICAS, but due to high cockpit work load, they
did not compute their landing distance with the anti-skid
inoperative.Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust
Reversers to Be OperativeThe flight crew reported that upon
touchdown, the spoilers did not automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers were inoperative.The investigation revealed one
common system for the spoilers to automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers to be operative, both air/ground systems must be
in the ground mode. According to Boeing, in the flight mode,
there are 5 spoilers per wing, with a maximum extension angle of
45 degrees. In the ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing,
with a maximum extension angle of 60 degrees. Once deployed
manually in the air mode, a transition to the ground mode would
automatically increase the maximum spoiler angle, and number
of spoilers deployed.In the air mode, the thrust reversers were
inoperative.According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle
at touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown. Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift
from flight idle to ground idle all required the ground mode
signal. According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode
signal was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to
touchdown, and remained in the ground mode throughout the
landing roll. The investigation was unable to determine if the
ground mode signal was received by the engines, ground
spoilers, and thrust reverser systems after touchdown. National
Solar ObservatoryA check with the National Solar Observatory
on Kitt Peak, Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to
explain the events of May 28, 1996.Boeing ReportBoeing
submitted an event summary based upon the detail summary
received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing report
stated:"Most of the reported events from the flight which

diverted to Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to
degraded power on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses.
Extensive testing and analysis has been unable to explain the
degraded dc bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.The
existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss of
primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."Additionally, the investigative team noted that while
particular items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed,
and other items on the same bus remained powered. The
investigation was unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative
components on a bus.Related EventsThe investigation disclosed
that similar events had occurred with two other airplanes in the
Martinair 767 fleet. The affected airplanes were PH-MCG, line
number 279, delivered new to Martinair on September, 1989, and
PH-MCL, line number 415, delivered new to Martinair on
February, 1992. According to data received from Boeing, events
with elements of a similar nature occurred on the following dates
in the aircraft listed, with the May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH
being the most extensive.February 16, 1996PH-MCG March 24,
1996PH-MCHMay 13, 1996PH-MCL May 14, 1996PH-MCG
May 28, 1996PH-MCHIncident Under Investigation September
17, 1996PH-MCHA check of modifications completed,
engineering changes, and Boeing Service Bulletins and Service
Letters was conducted. The only commonality between the three
airplanes was a modification to the forward flight attendant jump
seat in compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination
of the airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.At the request of the
Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search for similar events
within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search found nothing
similar, other than those events which were observed with PHMCG and PH-MCL. Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was

delivered to another customer in the Martinair configuration. A
check with that customer found no history of events similar to
the May 28, 1996 event.As part of an agreement to return the
airplane to line service, a portable airborne digital data system
(PADDS) unit was installed in the airplane to monitor the
electrical system. No findings have been generated which would
explain the events of May 28, 1996.Summary of Events That
OccurredFollowing is a summary of the events as reported by the
flight crew that occurred during the flight. - During preflight
inspection both the captains and first officer clocks had reset to
00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, & R IRS DC FAIL
lights illuminated and then extinguished - occurred multiple
times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated and extinguished. Clocks again display 00:00 several times, EICAS message
FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW changes to the
maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the original ZFW was
entered again. - The VHF ARINC Communications Addressing
and Reporting System (ACARS) system produced and printed
the same message six times on the on-board printer, although the
airplane was out of range. - When transmitting on the high
frequency radio (HF), the EICAS advisory messages FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL VAL appeared. The same
happened during movement of the electrically powered RH
pilot's seat using electrical adjustment control. - HF control
during ocean crossing was difficult, for a long time period only
Gander, New Foundland, could be contacted. In general when
EICAS messages appeared, the related system lights illuminated
as well. - The autopilot (A/P) had problems tracking Lateral
Navigation (LNAV). The A/P caused the aircraft to start slipping
(LH aileron, 8 degree bank, control wheel LH wing down) to
track LNAV; the aircraft was trimmed to wings level (with
autopilot on, using the rudder trim); later, side slipping to the

right occurred, again the aircraft was trimmed. - Electrical
current was felt by touching the captain's utility light, while static
was experienced from the F/O's electronics flight instruments
(EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/T disconnected once and
were reengaged. - In cruise flight many occurrences happened
with different aircraft systems. The occurrences seemed to be
related with crew actions. An example was the C-A/P
disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD switch on the
maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main battery
voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps (C, L and
R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL

SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no

IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator. Additional PersonsAdditional Persons not listed
on page 5 of Factual Report John DeLisiNTSB Aviation
Engineering - Systems Tom JackyNTSB Vehicle Performance Flight Data Recorder Tamis KwikkersDirectorate General of
Civil Aviation - The Netherlands Arthur RiccaFAA Airworthiness - Boston, MAThe airplane was released to
Martinair on June 12, 1996. FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEMReport Number:
930410011849CLocal Date: 04/10/1993Local Time: 12:15City:
KANSAS CITY State: MOAirport Name: KANSAS CITY INTL
Airport Id: MCIEvent Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIERMid
Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONEPhase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISEAircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-200
Airframe Hours: 0Operator Code: ARNFOperator:Owner Name:

AIR CANADA
Narrative
LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE
LUBED CENTERING MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIERSecondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGOType of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR CARRIERRegistration Number: CGAUPTotal
Aboard: 99Fatalities: 0Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLEAircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBSEngine Make: Engine Model: Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWNSecondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTORWind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph): Visibility (mi): Visibility Restrictions: Light
Condition: DAYFlight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULESApproach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORTPilot Rating: Pilot
Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 0Total in Make/Model: 0Total Last 90 Days: 0Total
Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0

Officials of the Egyptian government and EgyptAir working with
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) staff in the
investigation of the Oct. 31, 1999, accident of EgyptAir flight
990 have been made aware of several reports of Boeing 767
elevator control system discrepancies that happened both before

and after the EgyptAir accident. The Boeing 767 elevator control
system contains six hydraulic power control actuators (PCAs),
three attached to the left elevator panel and three attached to the
right panel. The six PCAs are powered by three independent
hydraulic systems to provide the level of redundancy required for
safe flight. The PCAs are controlled by integral servo valves, the
input to which is moved by the pilot‚s control column through a
mechanical linkage. Of particular interest to the Egyptian
investigation team are those discrepancy reports pertaining to
sheared rivets in an elevator power control actuator (PCA) input
bell crank. Separation of the bell crank rivets result in de-linkage
[of] the mechanical input from the pilot‚s column to the PCA
servo valve.
The elevator flight control system is designed so that the airplane
can continue safe flight in the event that one of the PCA servo
valve slides become jammed to the servo valve housing. This
safety is provided by the inclusion of a spring mechanism in the
linkage between the input bell crank and the servo valve input
arm. This mechanism, termed a pogo, will provide compliance in
the linkage and permit the input bell crank to rotate normally if
the servo valve arm is unmovable with respect to the actuator.
This action allows the control system to function normally with
respect to the other five elevator PCAs. However, the action of
the Pogo will result in a higher-than-normal load fed back
through the cell crank and the system linkage to the pilot‚s
control column. Presumably, a pilot could detect this higher-thannormal control load; however, this load estimated to be an
additional 15 pounds might not be noticed by the flight crew.
Should the pogo jam, the input bell crank rivets are designed as a
weak link so that the rivets will shear to completely isolate the
jammed linkage from the rest of the control system. Further, the
shear of the rivets in the bell crank mechanism will remove the
feedback of pogo load to the control column.

A PCA with a jammed servo valve slide will provide continuous
force on the affected elevator panel hinge in either the trailing
edge up or trailing edge down direction depending on [the]
position of the servo valve slide within the valve housing. If the
de-linkage of the bell crank is caused by a condition other than a
jammed servo valve slide, an internal slide spring within the
servo valve will cause hydraulic pressure to be applied to the
retract side of the actuator piston and absent other forces, would
drive the elevator to a hard over trailing edge down position
(airplane nose down). However, because there are three PCAs
attached to both the right and left elevator panels, the functional
PCAs will overpower the aberrant PCA and, given the air loads
encountered during normal flight, will provide commanded
elevator movements for continued safe flight. Although a
jammed servo valve within a PCA might be detected by the flight
crew because of the pogo loads, a de-linked bell crank condition
can remain undetected (latent) by both maintenance personnel
and the flight crew during normal operations unless special
checks are made to isolate the fault. Because of this latent failure
condition, a 400-hour special hydraulic maintenance check of
each elevator PCA was imposed as a Boeing 767 certification
requirement.
A significant level of redundancy in the elevator actuator system
is removed from an airplane operating with a latent PCA
discrepancy since a subsequent single servo valve jam or delinkage on a second PCA attached to the same elevator panel will
cause an uncommanded movement of the elevator panel. A delinkage of two servo valves on one elevator side will command a
movement of the elevator to the full trailing edge down position
or air load imposed limits. Also, as previously mentioned, a
jammed servo valve without de-linkage will impose only an
additional load of about 15 pounds at the control column that
may not be readily noticeable to the pilot, and therefore may also

be latent to the flight crew.
Recent[ly], the Egyptian Investigation Team was informed that
another Boeing 767 operator (believed to be AeroMexico)
reported sheared rivets in the input bell cranks of both the
inboard and center PCAs in the left elevator panel. This incident
reportedly occurred two weeks after the center PCA was
replaced, after the elevator was drooping during a preflight
inspection. The Egyptian Investigation Team has not been given
further information regarding the reasons for the sheared rivets or
previously reported discrepancies of the incident airplane‚s flight
controls system and, to date, Boeing has not been able to explain
the reason for any of the de-linkages. The Egyptian Investigation
Team is concerned that these de-linkages are indicating a
potential problem with the elevator control system for a cause
still unknown to both Boeing and operators of the Boeing 767.
The investigation of the EgyptAir Flight 990 accident is
continuing, and no cause of this accident has been determined.
However, it is known that the maneuver preceding the crash
began with an abrupt elevator deflection. Thus, the Egyptian
Investigation Team is interested in pursuing the cause of these
reported control system discrepancies. Because of the above
concerns, whether relevant to this EgyptAir accident or not, the
Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority believes that the continuing
operation of an airplane with an undetected failure of an elevator
PCA and the consequent loss of redundant protection is an
extremely serious safety issue that requires immediate action.
Further, the recently reported shear-outs in more than one
elevator bell crank found weeks after any testing of the elevator
system indicates that the 400-hour interval for conducting the
prescribed special hydraulic maintenance check is inadequate to
determine potential and double actuator faults in the elevator
system.
EgyptAir flight operations has adopted the following actions:

* Pilot awareness, training and recovery.
* Introduce system isolation check by flight crew.
The Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority has approved the abovementioned changes in the pilot‚s training for recovery and
preflight isolation checks. As a result of the above safety
concerns, the Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority [recommends]
that the Federal Aviation Administration take the following
actions:
1) Require a cockpit indication in the Boeing 767 that will alert
the flight crew to a condition of abnormal PCA operation
wherein a single fault in the elevator could result in
uncommanded elevator movement. Until such a cockpit
indication is installed, require operators of Boeing 767 airplanes
to perform daily checks of the elevator system as now performed
in the 400-hour inspection to isolate faults in the elevator system;
2) Review the Boeing 767 elevator control system design and
conduct further examination of the causes of the reported
discrepancies found in the elevator actuator bell crank, and;
3) In conjunction with The Boeing Company develop cockpit
crew procedures that will aid the crew during flight in
identifying, isolating and negating an uncommanded elevator
hard over condition.
Sincerely,
A.V.M. Abdelfattah Kato
Chairman
Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority
New Information Casts Doubt
On EgyptAir Suicide Theory
by Sean Broderick
06/13/00 10:24:38 AM U.S. EDT
Information in the soon-to-be-made-public docket on the
EgyptAir Flight 990 investigation casts serious doubt on the
much-publicized theory that a first officer purposely flew the jet

into the ocean, sources with knowledge of the probe tell
AviationNow.com and Aviation Week & Space Technology .
The theory was given life after preliminary analysis of the
cockpit voice recorder (CVR) revealed an EgyptAir pilot left
alone in the cockpit -- most likely first officer Gameel el-Batouty
-- manually disconnected the autopilot just before the aircraft
began a steep dive. Analysis of the flight data recorder (FDR)
showed that about 20 seconds into the dive, the Boeing
767-300ER‚s elevators were being moved in opposite directions,
or „split.‰ Investigators considered this a clue that Batouty and
captain Ahmed al-Habashy, who re-entered the cockpit as the
dive began, were battling for control of the airplane.
But follow-up analysis of both the CVR and FDR revealed
details that don‚t fit well with the suicide theory. Investigators
found that the split-elevator readings came when the 767 was
traveling well beyond the aircraft‚s designed maximum operating
speed ˆ possibly close enough to the speed of sound to create a
physical anomaly that could cause the elevators to split without
any input from the cockpit, sources said.
Further, said experts with FDR analysis experience, the recorders
aren‚t designed to collect data at such speeds, meaning any
readings during that part of Flight 990‚s descent could be
unreliable. Data recorded at the instant the elevators reportedly
split also indicates significant abnormalities with either the FDR
data or the forces acting on the jet, sources said. The FDR
indicated abnormal flight control surface deflections at that
instant, including movements of the 767‚s outboard ailerons.
Those control surfaces are used only during takeoff and landing,
and should not have been movable at the speed that Flight 990
was traveling, sources said. . (no reason why not, after all they
are powered hydraulically. Random movements are quite
probably attributable to the transonic shock waves of Mach Crit
moving erratically (and not in consonance) on the top and bottom

surfaces. i.e. if the upper shock-spike moved back (chord-wise)
onto the upper surface of the outboard starboard aileron whilst
the lower surface shock-spike was moving forward (of the hingeline and back onto the wing proper) then the end result is an
aileron movement (on both wings - and a consequent selfdamping lateral rolling instability). I'd be quite surprised if it had
been otherwise (see table below). Slight yawing/skidding could
mean that the effective chord-length on a swept wing can be
varying significantly and dynamically. Indeed it is this sort of
three-axis interaction periodicity that leads to the phenomenon of
"Dutch Roll" and the requirement for yaw dampers at high Mach
Nos.
The 767 had an advanced FDR, but the recorder can‚t tell
investigators what forces were being applied to the control
column, control wheel, or rudder pedals. Movements of flight
control surfaces such as the elevators offer the only clues to what
the pilots were doing. After five days of FDR analysis and one
day of CVR analysis turned up no obvious factors that would
have triggered a dive, investigators began to consider „a
deliberate act‰ ˆ suicide. Sources with knowledge of the probe
believe results from the follow-up recorder analysis, combined
with other findings, show that several other possibilities ˆ
including a mechanical failure ˆ haven‚t been exhaustively
explored by investigators and must be considered.
The docket is slated to be made public within the next few
weeks.

United Airlines 767-200 declares emergency
NTSB Identification: NYC00IA036. Scheduled 14 CFR 121
operation of UNITED
AIRLINES. Incident occurred NOV-20-99 at JAMAICA, NY
Aircraft: Boeing 767-200, registration: N610UA. Injuries: 153

Uninjured.
On November 20, 1999, at 2107 eastern standard time, a
Boeing 767-200
N610UA, operated by United Airlines as flight 20, experienced
an inoperative
stabilizer trim system while executing an approach to runway
31R at JFK.
According to the captain, while at 1,400 feet and on final for
runway 31R at
JFK, the first officer stated he was having trouble trimming the
airplane. The
captain checked the trim indicator and noticed it was
approximately 12.5 degrees
nose up.
The captain then attempted to trim the airplane via his yoke
switch and the
manual trim handle, with no success. The captain advised ATC
they needed a
go-around, and requested a block altitude of 2,000 to 3,000 feet.
After changing
to departure control, the captain declared an emergency, and ran
the unscheduled
stabilizer trim quick reference checklist. The first officer flew the
airplane
and communicated with
ATC. The captain completed the checklist, but control of the
stabilizer trim was
not regained. The captain then requested a phone patch to system
aircraft
maintenance control (SAMC) in San Francisco.
While in communication with SAMC the captain had the
purser pull

circuit-breakers H11 and H20, and then reset them after a 30
second cool down
period. The stabilizer trim was still inoperative. SAMC then
requested that the
trim cutout switches be reset. After resetting the switches twice,
normal
operation of the stabilizer trim was reestablished. The captain
took control of
the airplane and had a flight attendant advise the passengers that
an unsafe
indication necessitated the go-around, and that everything was
"now normal."
While at altitude, the captain preformed a controllability check
at approach
speed, and then executed an approach to runway 31L at JFK
without further
incident. The captain added that during the emergency he and the
first officer
did not observed any warning indications, which made
troubleshooting the problem
more difficult. The first officer estimated that it required
approximately 15 to
20 pounds of forward pressure on the yoke to keep the airplane
level. In
addition, he stated that the stabilizer trim indicator was 13 to 14
degrees nose
up.
Once on the ground, maintenance identified that the left stab
position
transmitter
the center stab position transmitter, the left stabilizer trim control
module
brake pressure switch, and the brake pressure switch connector

were faulty.
These items were replaced, and all operational tests were
completed
successfully. After the incident and in a different Boeing
767-200, the same
first officer noted that the stabilizer trim never went above 9
degrees
throughout the entire arrival phase. He classified the arrival as
normal and
similar in profile to the incident flight.
Source <http://www.ntsb.gov/aviatio
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2000 16:46:59 +0100
From: Chris Olsson <olsson@globalnet.co.uk>
X-Accept-Language: en
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: "No unresolved safety issues"
Bastards!
The NTSB has gone too far this time, Barry. They are really
scraping
the bottom of the barrel with their blatant smear campaign
against Gamel
Batouti in the MS990 Public Docket. The nonsense about his
misbehaviour
in the hotel being somehow relevant to the jet upset is perversely
misleading.
The FBI's grubby little exercise is reminiscent of the J Edgar
Hoover
and the McCarthy days. Digging dirt to smear on the unfortunate
victim

of a Boeing upset is stooping as low as the FBI knows how. The
NTSB
should be ashamed of itself.
Anyway, just who the hell do they think they are kidding?
Interestingly, I notice on the FDR data that there was an
uncommanded
roll just before Batouti disconnected the a/p. This does not get
mentioned in the official narrative, but it really ought to be
explained.
Also note that the engine shutdown, which had previously been
quoted as
evidence that the F/O was trying to destroy the aeroplane, was
actually
commanded by the Captain as a reaction to the steep dive. By
the time
the Captain called for that shutdown, the F/O had already shut
the
engines down, presumably for the same reason that the Captain
would
have.
When you look closely at the profferred evidence of suicide, you
can
actually see that there is no such evidence.
This "investigation" is quite the nastiest example of its type that I
have yet seen from the NTSB. It is so blatant.

Cheers,

Chris Olsson

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: TWA 800 smoking gun ruptures at midspan latches

To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Cargo door sill found in aft wreckage debris field
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear NTSB, 28 July 2000
The official reason for rejecting the wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800 is that the forward cargo door was
latched and locked until water impact. That conclusion is based
upon a cargo door sill found with the bottom eight latches
locked.
However; that cargo door sill was found in the wreckage area
which contained only aft parts of TWA 800 which is a logical
location to find the aft cargo door sill, an identical looking part to
the forward cargo door sill.
There has only been one cargo door sill located. It is the aft cargo
door sill because it was found in the aft area of wreckage.
The forward cargo door sill is still out there. It has probably not
been located since it was the first item to be ejected and is well

out of the normal search area.
Regardless, both cargo doors have ten latches per door and only
eight of one door have been found. The open cargo door
explanation was the first official explanation and should not be
rejected based on an examination of only eight latches out of ten.
The above are facts as documented in the NTSB public docket.
I address this email specifically to Mr. Wildey, whose name is on
the Exhibit 15C which discusses the only eight latches found on
one cargo door sill. Mr. Wildey is a metallurgist and not an
accident investigator and yet the rejection of the wiring/cargo
door explanation rests on his opinion. Not Mr. Dickinson, an
accident investigator whose opinion is nowhere to be found. Not
Dr. Loeb who is not an accident investigator. And not Chairman
Hall, who is not an accident investigator. All will point to Mr.
Wildey's opinion as to why they reject the wiring/cargo door
explanation.
The opinion that the forward cargo door was latched and locked
until water impact is refuted by the photographs of outward
rupture at the midspan latches of the forward cargo door. The
opinion is not supported by conclusive and complete
examination of the relevant parts because they are absent. The
opinion is fatally flawed.
Much effort has been given to missile, bomb, electromagnetic
interference, and spontaneous center tank explosion with absent
ignition source; yet scant attention has been given to the first
hypothesis, open cargo door in flight leading to explosive
decompression, as has happened before with UAL 811. After the
reports of faulty PolyX wiring became known, the wiring/cargo

door explanation has gained credence over the past few years.
To not further investigate a mechanical explanation for TWA 800
which incorporates the center tank explosion as a symptom and
not a cause, and has precedent, and which matches the evidence,
is to willfully ignore a credible and plausible explanation: wiring
shorting on forward cargo door unlatch motor which caused
rupture of the two midspan latches, (which don't have locking
sectors) leading to explosive decompression leading to fodded on
fire number three engine which ignited the center tank as the
aircraft disintegrated after the nose came off.
To not query the proponent of the wiring/cargo door explanation,
me, after repeated requests over four years is willful negligence.
I again request to be contacted and interviewed regarding the
wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: And Mr. Wildey of NTSB relies on Mr. Schalekamp and
Mr. Breneman of FAA
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear NTSB and FAA aviation safety officials: 31 July 2000
Chairman Hall relies on Dr. Loeb who relies on Mr. Dickinson
who relies on Mr. Wildey for the conclusion that the forward
cargo door was all latched and all locked until water impact. Mr.
Wildey bases his conclusion on the information from Mr.
Schalekamp and Mr. Breneman of FAA that the forward cargo
door sill had all eight bottom latches all latched and locking
sectors working and therefore the forward door was intact until
water impact.
But, subsequent evidence contradicts that conclusion: The
conclusion of forward cargo door sill bottom eight latches locked
was made only days after the accident in a hangar with pieces
coming in from all over. The assumption was made that a sill
found was the forward sill when in fact it was later determined to
have been found in the debris field area in which the aft parts of
the aircraft were found. The other sill was never recovered.
Regardless of which sill it is, only eight latches of the ten were
recovered and that is not conclusive that door was fully locked.
The assumption at the beginning of the accident by FAA that a
door may have blown open in flight was correct. The assumption
that the found door sill was the forward sill is incorrect. The
conclusion that the forward cargo door was locked and intact

until water impact is wrong.
The forward cargo door opened flight, actually ruptured at the
midspan latches, and is supported by photographs of the actual
outward opening petal shaped ruptures. The midspan latches and
forward door sill have not been recovered to be examined.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html

Therefore, the forward cargo door opening in flight, the initial
thought of NTSB and FAA, is correct. The cause is probably
electrical, as happened with UAL 811. The bomb explanation
and missile explanation for TWA 800 distracted and diverted
attention from door open explanation.
The center tank did explode but after the initial event. That
timing of center tank explosion is clear to see by looking at the
sharp demarcation line of soot and white fuselage skin on the
wreckage reconstruction. An initial center tank explosion would
give soot all over the middle of the fuselage and that's not there.
A nose coming off and landing elsewhere would show no soot
and no burns on victims as did happen, and the middle fuselage
and wings and engines would fall and subsequently center tank
explode when fiery fodded number three engine ignites fuel
leading to sooty fuselage and tank parts as did happen.

The engine powerplant breakdown 8A report shows engine
number three having missing blades and sooty parts, unlike the
other three engines. A blade part was found embedded in the
right horizontal stabilizer, right behind number three. Three was
fodded and on fire because it was next to the open cargo door
spewing parts out, just like UAL 811.
The further investigation into the wiring/cargo door explanation
for TWA 800 is a worthy endeavor for the NTSB and FAA who
have always said they would leave no stone unturned into finding
out what happened. There is a mystery of ignition source for
center tank fire and wiring/cargo door explanation does provide a
reasonable source, engine number three.
Wiring/cargo door explanation is certainly more plausible than
weird stuff like bomb or missile conspiracy thinking and
deserves at least as much attention and consideration.
I offer again my time and effort to be interviewed/questioned/
cross examined about the wiring/cargo door explanation by
aviation safety experts. To reject such research and analysis
supported by documents and photographs from a former aviation
professional with 35 years of experience is not right.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.

US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Ronald.Wojnar@faa.dot.gov, John.Dimtroff@FAA.DOT.GOV,
Neil.Schalekamp@faa.dot.gov, Bob.Breneman@faa.dot.gov,
Tom.McSweeny@faa.dot.gov, Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov, SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov,
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov, DICKINA@ntsb.gov
To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Cargo door sill found in aft wreckage debris field
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear NTSB, 28 July 2000
The official reason for rejecting the wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800 is that the forward cargo door was
latched and locked until water impact. That conclusion is based
upon a cargo door sill found with the bottom eight latches
locked.
However; that cargo door sill was found in the wreckage area
which contained only aft parts of TWA 800 which is a logical
location to find the aft cargo door sill, an identical looking part to
the forward cargo door sill.

There has only been one cargo door sill located. It is the aft cargo
door sill because it was found in the aft area of wreckage.
The forward cargo door sill is still out there. It has probably not
been located since it was the first item to be ejected and is well
out of the normal search area.
Regardless, both cargo doors have ten latches per door and only
eight of one door have been found. The open cargo door
explanation was the first official explanation and should not be
rejected based on an examination of only eight latches out of ten.
The above are facts as documented in the NTSB public docket.
I address this email specifically to Mr. Wildey, whose name is on
the Exhibit 15C which discusses the only eight latches found on
one cargo door sill. Mr. Wildey is a metallurgist and not an
accident investigator and yet the rejection of the wiring/cargo
door explanation rests on his opinion. Not Mr. Dickinson, an
accident investigator whose opinion is nowhere to be found. Not
Dr. Loeb who is not an accident investigator. And not Chairman
Hall, who is not an accident investigator. All will point to Mr.
Wildey's opinion as to why they reject the wiring/cargo door
explanation.
The opinion that the forward cargo door was latched and locked
until water impact is refuted by the photographs of outward
rupture at the midspan latches of the forward cargo door. The
opinion is not supported by conclusive and complete
examination of the relevant parts because they are absent. The
opinion is fatally flawed.

Much effort has been given to missile, bomb, electromagnetic
interference, and spontaneous center tank explosion with absent
ignition source; yet scant attention has been given to the first
hypothesis, open cargo door in flight leading to explosive
decompression, as has happened before with UAL 811. After the
reports of faulty PolyX wiring became known, the wiring/cargo
door explanation has gained credence over the past few years.
To not further investigate a mechanical explanation for TWA 800
which incorporates the center tank explosion as a symptom and
not a cause, and has precedent, and which matches the evidence,
is to willfully ignore a credible and plausible explanation: wiring
shorting on forward cargo door unlatch motor which caused
rupture of the two midspan latches, (which don't have locking
sectors) leading to explosive decompression leading to fodded on
fire number three engine which ignited the center tank as the
aircraft disintegrated after the nose came off.
To not query the proponent of the wiring/cargo door explanation,
me, after repeated requests over four years is willful negligence.
I again request to be contacted and interviewed regarding the
wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.

US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Sunshine meeting TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear NTSB, please allow some sunshine to come in for the
wiring/cargo door explanation. Explain how the streak was
caused by pieces of the fuselage skin coming off after the
explosive decompression occurs after the wiring shorts and turns
on the door unlatch motor which allows the midspan latches to
rupture,( the latches with no locking sectors) and the pieces are
perceived by observers on the ground to be a streak as the fast
moving metal reflects the evening setting sun. Explain how the
center tank exploded after the on fire number three engine ignited
the disintegrating wing and fuel tanks. Explain how this event
has happened before with UAL 811, a similar plane leaving
similar evidence such as sudden loud sound on the CVR, abrupt
power cut to the FDR, and main damage on starboard side, the
cargo door side while leaving the port side smooth.
You can tell them that Poly X insulated wire is not good wire in
the long run and yes, TWA 800 had that wiring and bare PolyX
wiring was found in the wreckage in the forward cargo door area,
the same area on UAL 811, that had bare wire found.

Well, you know you have not done a thorough investigation of
the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800; for your own
reasons, I'm sure, but they are not reasons of science nor proper
aviation safety accident investigation procedures.
And that's a shame. You have been trained for aviation safety,
you have been educated, you have been paid, you have sworn to
investigate in your specialized field, and yet, you do not do it.
You do not do a thorough job. You get distracted with bombs and
missiles, do a decent job on electromagnetic interference and
meteor, and prosecute an innocent bystander, the center tank,
while passing over the initial thought which has held true for four
years, electrical/mechanical with wiring causing forward cargo
door to rupture in flight, just like it happened before.
And that's a shame.
You do not interview a citizen with documents, NTSB
documents in fact, to support and explain the analysis even when
that citizen has a senator suggest such a meeting take place. So is
it political? Is that the way to explain why scientists refuse to use
reason and logic to find out why an airplane crashed instead of
emotion to absolve some of blame?
To be a public safety official and refuse to meet a citizen with a
safety observation is wrong. It's like a passenger coming up to
the pilot and saying there is a tear in the skin of the fuselage over
the passenger door, and the pilot refused to check out the tear and
the Boeing 737 were then to lose the top half of the fuselage
killing one stewardess. That didn't happen, no passenger noticed
the tear and the event happened. I am her to tell you that wiring
is causing forward cargo doors to open in flight on high time

Boeing 747s and it happened on TWA 800. I invite an interview
to clarify my claim.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
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The Four-Year Investigation Ends, the Mystery Endures

Flight 800's Last Stage
by Robert Davey
With a public meeting set for later this month, the endgame of the long,
very costly investigation into the crash of TWA Flight 800 may be at
hand. On August 22 and 23, victims' family members, their lawyers, and

others will gather at National Transportation Safety Board headquarters
in Washington, D.C., for what the NTSB calls a "Sunshine Meeting."
They will listen to a formal presentation by NTSB staffers of their final
report on the crash of TWA Flight 800, which exploded without warning
as it climbed smoothly out of JFK on its way to Paris, at 8:31 p.m. on
July 17, 1996.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Man says wiring causes planes to crash, deemed
kook

Yeah, Mike, years ago, I said wiring is causing 747s to crash, AI
182, PA 103, TWA 800, and UAL 811 and yes, somebody thinks
so too. Wiring causing fires is reluctantly accepted, causing a
cargo door to open in UAL 811 only accepted after years later
and still too weird for AI I82 and PA 103. The bomb conspiracy
guys for PA 103 are hard at work during the trial to keep the
bomb explanation going although refuted at all sides.
But.....July 1996 and AvWeb is such a responsible journal, see
below.
Cheers,
Barry Smith

Today from AVweb
At 1:30 AM -0400 6/8/00, AVweb's AVflash wrote:
WHITE HOUSE ESTABLISHES GROUP TO RESEARCH
AGING WIRING
While federal investigators have pretty much shot down (pun

intended)
the missile theory as the cause of the demise of TWA Flight 800,
faulty
wiring is still a suspect in that crash, along with Swissair Flight
111.
Wiring has also caused problems in spacecraft and nuclear power
plants,
so the White House last week announced it will set up a group to
coordinate federal research on aging wiring.

X-Sender: mbusch@avweb.com
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 1996 11:38:44 -0700
To: barry@corazon.com (by way of Bob Kaputa
<barry@corazon.com>)
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Subject: Re: TWA crash cause explained
Status:
Barry,
I've sent your note to all the members of the AVweb news team
for reaction.
Questions:
(A) How could a baggage door bring down a 747 from such a
low altitude,
other than (say) by hitting and shearing a major control surface
of the tail
(pretty unlikely)? In the past, baggage doors have brought down
transport
jets because of rapid decompression damage...but from less than

12,000 feet
of altitude, it seems to me that the decompression would have
been a non-event.
(B) Even if a baggage door could bring down the 747, why didn't
the crew get
off a Mayday first? It would seem to me that the only
explanation is that
either the crew was incapacitated or the aircraft suffered a
massive
electrical failure. Neither of these scenarios works with the
baggage door
theory.
Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion.
Thanks very much for your note. It raises a possibility that I had
not
previously considered.
Best...Mike
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

Below 9/14/98 sent.
To: mbuschavwebcom
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Kapton danger
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
AVweb>...AS KAPTON, THE MD-11, AND WIRING GO
UNDER A MICROSCOPE
Fingers were also being pointed at the wire insulation -- called
Kapton
-- used by McDonnell Douglas when it manufactured the
MD-11. Kapton's
properties, initial reports indicate, include decomposing under
the kind
of heat expected from a short circuit, forming highly conductive
carbon
deposits. Those deposits, in turn, can cause other short circuits.
In
related news, the FAA appears poised to finish a long-awaited
proposal
aimed at replacing the wiring bundles in older jets. Although the
Swissair MD-11 was only seven years old, the FAA's efforts can
likely be
expected to receive additional emphasis from this crash.
Yeah, Mike, and PA 103, UAL 811, AI 182, and TWA 800 all had
Kapton/poly X type wiring. And I've been saying wiring/cargo
door caused TWA 800 for two years. And UAL 811 was
confirmed electrical switch/wiring caused fatal accident. And
TWA 800 had bare wires found in cargo door area, same as UAL

811.
TWA 800: The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
So, bare wires in cargo door area of carcass of TWA 800 and
nobody cares? The wires are known killer wires. The wires are
suspected in recent killer crash. The wires are in area of
confirmed electrical crash. The clues are right there in front of
you.
Cheers,
Barry

Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly

associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only

within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Pan Am 103 a 'rather large shotgun,'
"conclusive evidence of a detonating high explosive." p. 4

Opinion not supported by facts in report.

"explosion on the lower fuselage left side in the forward cargo
bay" p. 21

Yes, that's what explosive decompression does, blows out
fuselages.
"baggage containers exhibited damage consistent with being

close to a detonating high explosive." p. 24

Close to discharge of a 'rather large shotgun' as the report calls
the actual identification of the baggage, the skin, the containers.
"it was positively determined that the explosion had occurred
within a metal container (serial number AVE 4041 PA), the direct
effects also being on the adjacent face of the adjacent fiberglass
container...a buckled section of the metal container skin was
found by an AAIB investigator to contain, trapped within its folds,
an item which was subsequently identified by forensic
experts...as belonging to a specific type of radio-cassette player
and that this had been fitted with an improvised explosive device
(IED)." p. 25

Love those opinions. And now of course the problem that the
piece of plastic that was a timer is denied to be by the guy who
should know, the manufacturer.
And yes, David, a radio cassette player piece of plastic is not a
bomb. It's a radio cassette player.

"the container was loaded in position 14L of the forward hold
which placed the explosive charge approximately 25 inches
inboard from the fuselage skin." p. 41

Right, shotgun went off, after terrific explo decom from cargo
door pop, (see UAL 811), and a directed sooty, discharge
occurred from 25 inches from outside skin and put a 25 inch
round hole in fuselage, a size easily accommodated by at 747,
but not the forty foot by thirty foot hole on the other side of the
nose where cargo door popped and took skin with it, see
appendix of AAIB report or my URL. http://www.corazon.com/
mountain.html
"There can be no doubt that the loud noise on the CVR was
directly associated with the detonation of the IED and that this
explosion initiated the disintegration process and directly caused
the loss of the aircraft." p. 39

Absolutely correct and don't you love the British understatement
which turns out to be true. The noise was the outrush of air in an
explosive decompression, not word 'explosive'. The cargo door
acted exactly as an improvised explosive device when the wiring
shorted the door unlatch motor on and the cams turned just
enough for 31000+ pounds of force on that sized door at 31000
feet the resulting rupture at midspan latches, see reconstruction
drawiings in AAIB report, caused one hell of a bang, see UAL
811, which was just heard on CVR, note the analyzed sound does
not match bomb sound, not fast enough rise time and missing
some frequencies, but does match Chart 12 of NTSB TWA 800
public docket which has AI 182, PA 103, TWA 800 and UAL 811
CVR charts showing sudden loud sound until power cut on all
four 747s including PA 103.
A door with latches, cams, torque tubes, and other bellcranks is a

device. It's not supposed to be an explosive device but under
certain circumstances, rupturing at 31000 feet, it became one.
The explosive decompression did initiate the disintegration
process and directly caused the loss of the aircraft.
That's pretty declaratory stuff. If the AAIB is all wet, the
countervailing case has got to be awfully strong. David

Well, all countervailing has is the facts, data, evidence. And I,
David, have to keep four 747 accidents consistent with one
cause, wiring cargo door explanation. Everyone else only has one
crash to keep consistent with their explanation, and just love the
conspiracy boys, they really tell interesting tales.

According to the AAIB report, it was found on the inside of a
specific baggage container.

Wrong.
Cheers,
Barry
David, you did not ask me to prove you were wrong. The piece
of plastic supposed to be timer was found on outside of baggage
container. Very unlikely if was the bomb inside blowing outward.

It was tucked into the manufacturer's data plate which is outside
the baggage container, shown in the appendices of the AAIB
report and only stated in the picture captions. Check out carefully
the actual baggage containers that held the sooty directed device.
Not much damage at all, David, especially for having fallen
31000 feet to ground. No bomb, but sooty gun going off and
giving directed, ;'relatively mild' to use the AAIB language,
discharge, not huge loud spherical plastic bomb.
But, hey, it's been fun after all these years, David. For the record,
TWA 800 report after four years is still being held up, PA 103 has
trial which denials all around, AI 182 is still an active Sikh
terrorist bombing investigation by RCMP. and UAL 811 report
had to be done twice to get it mostly right, bad polyx wiring
causes door latch motor to unlatch, rupture at midspan latch,
door tears out, up, and way taking passengers and skin with it.
But, 811 nose stayed on, all other nose off. 811 nose on because
hole was much smaller from door hole. That was smaller because
the pull in hooks held door only open for two inches for 1.5
seconds and allowed much pressure to bleed off before door fully
popped.
Good luck,
Barry

http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html

How Could Pan Am 103 Not Be a Bomb?
Pan Am Flight 103 not brought down by bomb
explanation.
-------------------------------------------------------------------The official UK AAIB report never says the word
'bomb' in the entire report; it calls the blast source an
'improvised explosive device'. The English writing in
English about an English accident would have said
'bomb' if they wanted to mean bomb. They meant and
said 'improvised explosive device'. They could have
said 'plastic high explosive bomb' but they didn't.
They didn't because the evidence is not there. There is
evidence of an improvised explosive device, so they
said it, leaving many choices but still unnamed
specifically.
There was a blast in the forward cargo hold of Pan
Am 103. It was not a bomb and the blast force was not
enough to destroy the structural integrity of the nose
and the relatively mild blast happened after the
forward cargo door opened. It is also difficult to
disprove a negative.
The conclusion that an improvised explosive device

detonated inside the forward cargo hold of Pan Am
103 is based on several facts in official report:
1. A shatter zone was found on the port side just
forward of the wing. This shatter zone reveals a
reported hole of 18 to 20 inches in size. This small
sized hole is too small to blow off the nose of a 747.
Bombs have gone off in 747s before making small
holes which did not destroy the plane which turned
around and landed safely. The 747 was designed to
withstand a small sized hole. All blast damage
evidence is too weak for a bomb but normal for a
small device.

2. The destruction area is described as if a rather large
shotgun had gone off at close range. A rather large
shotgun is not a bomb.
3. The destruction area is described as directed, with a
straight line of destruction of 25 inches to 50 inches. A
bomb blast is spherical. There is no evidence of a
spherical blast but evidence of a straight line blast.
4. There is no evidence of plastic explosive in the
blast area or shatter zone, only soot and explosive
residue which might come from a shotgun.

5. All evidence of high plastic explosive is stated as
being on passenger items which are never named,
listed or described. Traces of explosive residue on
fragments mean very small invisible amounts of
something are found on something very small. There
were millions of very small pieces of wreckage,
including pieces of plastic in circuit boards in alarm
clocks.
6. Evidence of traces of high explosive on fragments
of wreckage is now shown to be benign and explained
as normal heart medicine, or residue from the
uniforms of soldiers, or traces left over from a dog
sniffing exercise.
7. No pieces of a bomb were found.
8. FBI investigator who made his career on "cracking
the mystery of the bombing Pan Am Flight 103 for
Pan Am 103" in 1989 was removed and transferred by
the FBI on 29 Jan, 1997. Tom Thurman, unit chief of
the explosives division was transferred because of
questions concerning sloppiness and mismanagement.
The Justice report, prepared with the help of several
world-renowned forensic experts, found that in some
cases the bureau laboratory exercised lax control over
evidence and that accountability over findings needed
to be improved.

Conflicting evidence that it was not a bomb was
available for interpretation from official report:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR matches Air India 182
sudden loud sound which matches explosive
decompression on a cargo door caused crash of a
DC-10. A bomb big enough to blow nose off of
Boeing 747 would be heard on CVR. Sudden loud
sound on Pan Am 103 does not match a bomb. The
sound has been officially described as probably Pan
Am 103 undergoing structural breakup.

2. Reconstruction diagrams show more severe damage
on right side of fuselage, the cargo door side, while
light damage is on left side, the small shatter zone
side.
3. Reconstruction diagrams match the destruction
pattern of a known cargo door failure in a Boeing 747,
UAL 811, in amount of skin torn away, stringers
exposed, bent floor beams, and cargo door broken in
half.
4. Engines number three and four suffered foreign
object damage, with engine number three on fire and

landing separate from the engines number 1, 2, and 4.
Engine number three suffered most inflight damage
and it is on opposite side of small blast hold, but on
cargo door side.
5. Blast was directed not spherical. Yet official report
has an artist's interpretation of a large spherical blast,
and the inaccurate drawing is repeated a few pages
later.
6. Door coming off picked up on radar which would
explain subsequent destruction.
7. Type and sequence of destruction matches other
747 crashes, a known cargo door caused crash, a
tenuous bomb explanation crash, and an unknown
crash.
8. "Relatively mild blast..."

9. Bomb theory as presented in AAIB report is
contradictory, evasive, inconsistent, and has several
errors of fact. There is mistaken grammar in verb
tense and poor choice of verb 'exhibit.' These types of
error are not made by British authors writing in

English for an official United Kingdom report. This
section was written by different person than rest of
report. Later the same writer states noise is no doubt
bomb. Next page of report, written by different
person, refers to noise as most likely aircraft structure
break-up. Serious contradiction in same report one
page apart.
The condition of the aft door, far from locus of
damage in forward cargo hold, is reported to be intact
and latched. The condition of the forward cargo door,
near the scene of damage start of forward cargo hold,
is omitted, unreported, not stated, passed over,
neglected. A glaring oversight.
10. For the bombers the sound on CVR was of the
bomb, (although sound never matches any bomb
sound.) it was lucky to have been placed near air
conditioning ducts to direct to blast to other areas of
the plane, (even though bombs that caused the same
size hole in other Boeing 747s turn around and land
safely.) the detonating altitude fuze did not go off on
the flight from Frankfurt to London but did go off by
itself over Lockerbie, but distresses the Libyan secret
agents who put the suitcase bought in Malta on the
plane because now the evidence would show it was a
bomb and the bombers are upset because they wanted
the plane to explode over water so it would not be
known it was a terrorist act? And the reason terrorists

do terrorists acts is to be noticed for their cause and to
be noticed is bad? Non sense, it makes no sense, it's
entertaining nonsense.
What might explain the blast, if not a bomb?
Diplomatic pouches were carried in the forward cargo
hold. Guns or booby traps might have been inside
them and went off when the huge explosive
decompression occurred when the cargo door tore off
at 31000 feet. Or a passenger had fireworks or other
incendiary device inside his luggage, which was
passed because cargo was not checked or the device
did not look suspicious. The fireworks or blasting caps
were not fuzed and would be safe as long as a
explosive force was not present near it. But the
explosive decompression might have set them off,
after the door went. There may be other devices
normally carried inside the cargo compartment which
detonate when exposed to large explosive
decompression such as fire extinguishers or
emergency power units. There are many alternate
explanations for the small blast hole and explosive
residue and soot other than a bomb.
01:49 PM ET 06/05/98
MIAMI (Reuters) - A flare gun ignited inside a French
tour
operator's suitcase only minutes before he was to

board a flight
at Miami International Airport and could have caused
a major air
disaster, investigators said Friday.
Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the
suitcase
sitting on a baggage cart about to be taken to a US
Airways
flight to Philadelphia on Wednesday.
Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a French citizen living in
Taunusstein,
Germany, was arrested and charged with transporting
hazardous
materials. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court
appearance
Thursday and he remained in jail Friday.
``Had that thing gone off in the cargo hold in the
suitcase,
everyone on that flight would have perished,''
Assistant U.S.
Attorney Wilfredo Fernandez said.
``We would have had another ValuJet,'' he said,
referring to
a cargo fire that caused a ValuJet flight to plunge into
the
Florida Everglades in 1996, killing all 110 people
aboard.

Flares of that type generate their own oxygen and
burn at
2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, Fernandez said.
The Department of Transportation and the Federal
Aviation
Administration's Office of Civil Aviation Security are
investigating the incident, DOT spokesman Jeff
Nelligan said.
A US Airways spokesman, Rick Weintraub, said the
carrier
will cooperate fully with the investigation.
The bag had been checked through security and
tagged to a
connecting flight to Frankfurt. The flare that ignited
was one
of five boating-type safety flares in the suitcase, which
also
contained clothing. Three of the flares were loaded
into a flare
gun, ready to fire, Fernandez said.
He said investigators were still trying to determine
what
caused the flare gun to go off and whether the suitcase
had been
X-rayed. Inspectors also found pepper spray in
Cauvin's carry-on
luggage, the arrest report said.

Cauvin's attorney, Paul McKenna, said Cauvin is an
avid
scuba diver who had been visiting the Florida Keys.
Cauvin
acknowledged to police that he had packed the flares
in his
suitcase but said he had thought they could not go off.
The incident illustrates a growing problem with
passengers
loading hazardous materials into their luggage,
Fernandez said.
In a pending case in Fort Lauderdale, a woman was
charged with
packing a plastic jug of gasoline and a small
motorbike into
luggage she intended to check. It was discovered
when the
gasoline container leaked, he said.
``It's not like it's a flurry of cases but it's the second
one in the last three months,'' Fernandez said. ``I don't
know
if it's ignorance, if it's negligence. It's certainly
criminal.''
^REUTERS@

FRONTLINE SCOTLAND "Silence Over
Lockerbie"
Reporter: Shelley JofreProducer: Murdoch
Rodgers
SHELLEY: This week legal moves are afoot to try to
break the stalemate in the Lockerbie case. It's been
nearly six years since two Libyans were accused of
carrying out one of the world's worst terrorist
atrocities. But with no sign of the suspects being
brought to trial Frontline investigates the evidence
against them.
Flight 103NEWS REPORTS: "Several hundred
people are now feared dead tonight after a Pan
American Airlines jumbo jet crashed near the town of
Lockerbie in Dumfries"
"The air is thick with smoke, flames and the smell of
aviation fuel. A crater twenty feet deep marks the spot
near the main Glasgow road where the jumbo jet came
down"
"So far there are no reports of survivors. It's believed
there have been a number of casualties on the ground
as well"
"The two accused are Abdelbaset Ali Muhammad AlMegrahi and Al Amin Khalifa Fhimah. 259
passengers and crew and 11 residents of Lockerbie
were killed and they were murdered."
SHELLEY: At three minutes past seven on the

evening of 21st December 1988 Pan Am Flight 103
exploded in the sky over Lockerbie. All 259
passengers and crew were killed along with eleven
residents of the town. Within days of the tragedy it
was confirmed the explosion was caused by a bomb.
The investigation which followed into who planted it
was the most expensive piece of detective work in
criminal history. For the victims' families that
investigation was never going to replace those they
lost, but they had hoped it would at least provide them
with some answers. Instead as the ninth anniversary of
the bombing approaches parents are still left
wondering if those who murdered their children will
ever be punished.
JIM SWIRE (Father of victim): Well she was very
nearly twenty-four when she was murdered. She had
finished her medical training at Nottingham where she
came out absolutely top flight. And one of the sad
things about her murder that she was going to tell us
on Christmas Day, she was ring us back and tell us
that Cambridge had accepted her to do her postgraduate medicine. And after her murder we found the
letter confirming this on the desk in her room.
She was also very pretty, very vivacious, terrific sense
of humour, and by God if she was still here we'd be
having grandchildren and a whale of a time, and it's
very difficult with life with all that big huge chunk

missing. Our lovely girl was murdered and I think any
parent has a right to know who did it and to see that
person punished. Furthermore the failure to punish is
an invitation to whoever did it to feel that he or she
could do it again, and in a civilised society one
surrenders one's right to revenge in favour of justice.
In this case we're denied justice.
Dan Cohen: lost his daughterDAN COHEN (Father
of victim): Well Thea, she was a drama student at
Syracuse University. She was one of thirty-five
Syracuse students that was on the plane, they'd been
part of the study abroad programme sponsored by the
university. Thea was very pretty, very lively, and she
never let anybody get away with anything. What else
can you do for your child at that point. She's dead,
somebody killed herit becomes terribly important, you
have to find out and you have to get them, just find
out, but you've got to get the bastards.
SHELLEY: It's the biggest criminal trial that Scotland
will never hold. Two Libyans have stood accused for
almost six years of planting and detonating the bomb
which destroyed Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie
murdering 270 people. But it's unlikely that the
suspects will ever see the inside of a Scottish
courtroom. Although Britain and America both insist
any trial must be held here or in the US, neither
country has an extradition treaty with Libya. And

Libya will only give the suspects up for trial if it's
held in a neutral country, like Holland. There's no sign
of a break in this deadlock. So in the absence of a trial
Frontline has asked one of Britain's top barristers to
examine the evidence against the suspects.
Michael Mansfield QC is no stranger to controversy.
He's defended high profile appeal cases and secured
the release of the Birmingham Six and the
Bridgewater Three.
Michael Mansfield QC: 'murder case'MICHAEL
MANSFIELD QC: Fundamentally it's a murder case.
270 dead. It may be dressed up as planting and
detonating a bomb or an explosion, but fundamentally
you have to be able to show a link, evidential link
between those accused and the incident itself. There
has to be continuity of evidence and there has to be a
link of causation.
SHELLEY: So who would have had reason in 1988 to
carry out the bombing. Certainly Libya, and still is, a
sworn enemy of both Britain and the United States. In
1986 the US launched air attacks on Tripoli from a
British base. Forty-three people were killed in the
attack, including Colonel Gaddaffi's thirteen-monthold daughter. But the Libyans weren't the only ones
with a grudge. Throughout the eighties a whole host
of Middle Eastern terrorist groups were attacking
Western targets. Syria was particularly active in

training and funding terrorist groups. But it was Iran
who fell under the spotlight in the immediate
aftermath of the Lockerbie bombing.
HAZHIR TEIMOURIAN (Middle East Expert): Iran
was without any doubt the most active responser of
terrorism in the world at that time. It was, for most of
1988 engaged in war with Iraq and even after ceasefire was reached in August of 1988 with Iraq there
were pressures on Iran from Western countries to
make concessions to Iraq and therefore Iran was still
furious and looking for excuses and possibilities to hit
back.
Iranians protest over the downed Iranian
airbusSHELLEY: Iran had a clear motive for a
revenge attack on the US. Five months before the
Lockerbie bombing an American warship, the USS
Vincennes, shot down an Iranian airbus killing all 290
on board. Although America claimed the shooting
down was a tragic accident, it was met with fury on
the streets of the Iranian capital.
Teheran Radio said shortly after the incident the attack
would be avenged in blood splattered skies.
HAZHIR TEIMOURIAN: The Iranians were
completely united in the hatred of Westerners,
particularly the Americans. They believed that the
downing of that aircraft was directly ordered by
America to bring pressure upon them.

Some Government ministers in Teheran swore that
they would avenge that atrocity, and there were
reports at the time that a contract had gone out to any
radical group in the Middle East who could bring
down an American airliner in revenge.
SHELLEY: When Pan Am 103 was brought down
suspicious immediately fell upon a terrorist group
based in Syria and backed by Iran. The Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine - General Command is
led by Ahmed Jibril. Just two months before
Lockerbie a PFLPGC cell was rounded up in
Germany in a police operation. The group was
apparently in the final stages of preparing to bomb an
airliner. They had a Toshiba radio packed with
Semtex, and a cache of arms was found inside the
group's flat. The cell's bomb maker, Marwen Khreesat
was among those arrested.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO (Former CIA Head of
Counter Terrorism):One of the targets we knew was a
Spanish airliner, another one apparently was going to
be aimed at an American airliner, American troops in
West Germany, possibly British troops in West
Germany were also likely targets. So that group was a
focus of intense Western intelligence interest in the
period leading up to December of 1988.
SHELLEY: Among the cache of arms discovered in
the flat were rifles, grenades, mortars and five kilos of

Semtex. German police arrested fourteen men.
However, within the month, all but two had been
released, including the bomb maker Khreesat.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO:I think everyone
breathed a sigh of relief and said "it's stopped". Two
months later Lockerbie happens, and so naturally the
first suspect for it was the PFLP-GC group, immediate
speculation centred on the possibility of one of the
bombs had gotten away, one of the operatives had
escaped the German net, and perhaps had carried out
the operation.
SHELLEY:So Ahmed Jibril and the PFLP-GC were
the initial focus of investigation on both sides of the
Atlantic in the immediate aftermath of the bombing.
LORD FRASER OF CARMYLLIE (Lord Advocate
1989-1992): Well it would have been perverse not to
have looked to what the German police had
uncovered. After all we now know that there was at
least one individual who has now been convicted of
having bombs, which were contained within radio
cassette recorders in Germany, and to the way they
were to be detonated was by resort to a change
through barometric pressure. It would have been
extraordinary not to have pursued an investigation
along those lines.
SHELLEY: In the summer of 1990 the direction of the
Lockerbie investigation suddenly changed, just at the

same time as the situation in the Middle East was
thrown into turmoil. Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait
and the political balance in the middle east was turned
on its head.
Kuwait invasion meant Lockerbie was
forgottenHAZHIR TEIMOURIAN: The invasion of
Kuwait by Saddam Hussein - a man quite unreliable,
quite unpredictable - was very traumatic for the West.
Suddenly it seemed as if a man of his temperament
was going to be in charge of the bulk of Western oil
supplies in the Middle East. Therefore all other
considerations were just completely forgotten. If
Lockerbie had been on the mind of Western leaders, if
the need to punish sponsors of terrorism in the world
had been important on the mind of Western leaders,
suddenly it was completely forgotten and instead all
effort went into, for example, winning over the
government of Syria into the Western led coalition
that was going to attack Iraq, and some effort was
devoted to making sure that Iran was not going to ally
itself with Saddam Hussein against the West.
SHELLEY: President Assad of Syria, once hated in
the West, was now being courted by Western leaders.
Assad was visited in an unprecedented act of
diplomacy by US Secretary of State Baker. And as
political allegiances were changing significant
advances were being made in the Lockerbie

investigation. Among the crash debris a tiny fragment
of circuit board was found. It was identified as part of
the timer which had detonated the bomb. It was a
crucial breakthrough which led investigators to the
bomb's country of origin. The timer was traced to the
Libyan Intelligence Service, so the Syrian based
PFLP-GC was no longer the prime suspect. The bomb
was now regarded as the work of Libyan terrorist.
LORD FRASER OF CARMYLLIE: Subsequent to
that, the forensic evidence and the evident driven
investigation took the Crown and the police off in
another direction.
SHELLEY: After a three-year investigation involving
police and intelligence forces across the world, two
Libyans were finally accused of the Lockerbie
murders - Abdelbaset Al-Megrahi and Leman Khalifa
Fhimah. The charges against them were announced at
simultaneous press conferences in Washington and
Edinburgh on 14th November 1991. The US
indictment and the Scottish petition warrant laid out in
detail the case against them. Both men were alleged to
be members of the Libyan Intelligence Agency. It was
claimed Fhimah's job with Libyan Arab Airlines at
Luqa Airport in Malta gave him access to get the
bomb from Malta to Pan Am 103. Megrahi is said to
have arrived on Malta on a false passport the day
before the bombing leaving again the next day. A five-

page fact sheet published by the US State Department
fills out the background to the case. It blames the
Libyan Government for orchestrating the attack but
says the evidence that the two suspects planted the
bomb is clear.
US GOVERNMENT STATEMENT:"One of them
had recently worked for Libyan Arab Airlines, and
had access to the baggage tags of another airline,
Air Malta. By using stolen Air Malta baggage tags
the defendants and their co-conspirators were able to
route the bomb-rigged suitcase as unaccompanied
luggage. The suitcase was put aboard an Air Malta
flight that went to Frankfurt, Germany. At Frankfurt
the suitcase was transferred to Pan Am Flight 103A
to Heathrow Airport in London. At Heathrow the
suitcase containing the bomb was placed aboard Pan
Am 103. It exploded approximately thirty-eight
minutes after flight 103 departed for New York."
SHELLEY: But would these charges stand up to close
scrutiny in a court of law?
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Let is assume that
these two are saying 'we are not responsible', right.
Then I go to the scene of the crime itself, the last stage
of it, which is Scotland. And one examines closely
what was found there and what I mean is concrete
evidence, not suspicion and allegation. And then the
moment you start that process you work back to

Heathrow, what happened at Heathrow? How sure are
we in the various points in the journey of the so-called
container? Can we be sure about at Heathrow that
definitely take us unequivocally is the word that is
often used in a case, unequivocally take us back from
Heathrow to Frankfurt, and then at Frankfurt the same
exercise has to be undergone that unequivocally take
us back to Malta, because it's all based on this one
premise that it started in Malta and was put on in
Malta, same thing, what are the links in the chain
from the airport at Malta that go right back to the
offices where it is suggested this whole improvised
explosive was put together, and if I could show that
there were serious flaws and gaps in the chain, then I
would have to say there isn't a case for the people I
represent to face.
SHELLEY: It was in 1989 that the first clues emerged
that the bomb may have started its journey in Malta.
That's where we began our trail.
Towards the first anniversary of the bombing
investigators made a significant breakthrough - they
managed to trace pieces of clothing and an umbrella
which were inside the bomb suitcase to this small
family run shop in the back streets of Sliema, Malta.
No one doubts that the clothes were bought here, but
the police also concluded that the man who bought
them was one of the two Libyan suspects -

Abdelbaset. They based this on information gathered
in a serious of statements from the shopkeeper here,
Tony Gauci. But we're read fourteen of Mr Gauci's
statements and it's difficult to see how his detailed
description of the customer could possibly match that
of the Libyan suspect.
There are a series of inconsistencies within the
statements we looked at. For example, Mr Gauci first
identifies one man, then eleven months later points out
someone entirely different. In November 1989 Tony
Gauci's brother showed him an article and a photo in
the Sunday Times of a Palestinian terrorist, Abu Talb.
Talb, who's currently serving a life sentence in a
Swedish jail, was reported to have clothing from
Malta in his possession. Four months later Mr Gauci
told Scottish police: "I think the photograph printed in
the newspaper may have been the man who bought
the clothing". The detective asked Gauci if the name
was Abu Talb. He replied: "That was the name, Abu
Talb". But the US State Department fact sheet tells a
different story. It says In February 1991, Al-Megrahi
was described as resembling the man who had
purchased the clothing items, yet Mr Gauci's
statement from February 1991 actually says: "I can
only say that of all the photographs I have been
shown, this photograph, number 8, is the only one
really similar to the man who bought the clothing, if

he was a bit older, other than the photograph my
brother has shown me".
DR EDGAR MIZZI (Chair of the Law Revision
Commission, Malta):The man identified, or rather
indicated by Gauci as the man who purchased the
goods was fifty years old, about six foot high, and of
strong build. Now Abdelbaset is not of strong build,
he's less then six feet high, and certainly not fifty
years of age. In 1988 he was only thirty-six years of
age, fourteen years younger.
SHELLEY: So in your view Mr Gauci hasn't actually
identified Abdelbaset at all?
DR MIZZI: He certainly has not in my view, no.
SHELLEY: Not only is identification of Abdelbaset
Al-Megrahi up for question, but so too is the date he's
supposed to have bought the clothing. Although
neither Tony Gauci not his brother could remember
exactly when the purchase was made, there are a few
clues available.
DR MIZZI: The indictment says that the goods were
purchased on 7th December. Now Gauci says that on
the day the goods were purchased he was alone in the
shop because his brother was watching a football
match - the European Cup Now these matches are
played on a home and away basis, one on the 23rd
November and the other one on 7th December. The

game was played at 1 o'clock in the afternoon on 7th
December, and after five on 23rd November. The man
had gone to the shop at around 6.30 in the evening, so
it must have been 23rd November that the goods were
purchased on.
SHELLEY: And there's more evidence that the
clothing was purchased on 23rd November and not
7th December as the indictment claims. At 6.30 when
the clothes were bought, the customer also bought an
umbrella because it was raining. We've checked the
Maltese Meteorological records. On 23rd November it
was raining between six and seven. But on 7th
December there was no rain after 9am. So it must
have been the earlier date.
Airport arrival cards allegedly show that Megrahi was
in Malta on December 7th, but there's no evidence
that he was on the island on the earlier date.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: The evidence to show
here that, for example, the description of the person
that he gave sometime afterwards, doesn't appear to
fit, and certainly in so far as the age is concerned
there's a big difference between fifty and thirty-six
and the nature of the build and so on. Now one
appreciates you might mis-describe somebody, even if
you have seen them, you might remember certain
details incorrectly, so that doesn't automatically
invalidate. But the fact that he's actually picked out

someone else altogether to begin with would almost
certainly render the identification inadmissible. Now
the further question - date seems to be very much at
large, because the shopkeeper associates the purchase
with a time at which his brother is watching a football
match, and it now appears that the football match that
the brother was watching must have occurred on
another date in view of the time of the broadcast of
the football match itself. Now if it's on another date
altogether than the one being alleged, namely 7th
December as opposed to an earlier date in November,
it throws the whole business of this identification into
disarray. And I can't see at the moment any thread
that's left in tact.SHELLEY: In the weeks after the
bombing police, soldiers and volunteers got down on
their hands and knees to hunt for debris from Flight
103. From Lockerbie across here to Kielder Forest in
Northumbria they carried out a meticulous search over
850 square miles of land. Among ten thousand items
recovered one was to provide the link investigators
needed to prove an act of international terrorism. It
was a small fragment of circuits board similar to this.
The indictment against the Libyans was later to claim
that it could only have come from a batch made in
Switzerland and supplied to the Libyan Intelligence
Service. It was the breakthrough that was to change
the whole course of the criminal investigation.

The fragment lay for months among the thousands of
other pieces of evidence collected until its significance
was finally recognised in 1990. It was the key piece of
evidence which turned investigators attentions away
from the PFLPGC and towards Libya. The clothes in
Malta had already given them one link in the chain of
evidence, now the timer provided another.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO: It was the evidence that
the British government came up with concerning the
microchip, the identification of that microchip as part
of a timing device. It was quite crucial in focusing the
investigation on the Libyans, there's no question about
that.
SHELLEY: Forensic experts in the UK examined the
fragment in minute detail. Then they sent photographs
of it over here to the FBI. It was an FBI investigator,
Thomas Thurman, who matched the fragment of
circuit board with a timer used by Libyan terrorists.
Chris Ronay: 'essential' to trace fragment of bomb
CHRIS RONAY (Former Head of FBI Explosives
Unit): In the FBI laboratory the agent who was
running the investigation from our perspective
received this photograph and began to search the
archives of the terrorist timers and further
investigation was able to match this little fragment
with a particular, a specific circuit board that had been
used in the past by terrorists and had identifying

features. So in the end that little fragment matched up
perfectly with Libyan timers that had been purchased
some years before. It was essential really to trace this
bit of the bomb itself that remained to the Libyans and
link, if you will, full circle the forensic evidence with
investigation that was going on.
SHELLEY: The FBI would not allow us to interview
the man who made the match, Thomas Thurman. But
the day after the suspects were named he talked about
his discovery on American TV.
THOMAS THURMAN (FBI Forensic Investigator):
June 15th of 1990. I remember the date because this
impression on me. Just because of the euphoria of
making that identification. I knew at that point that the
timer for the device that caused the explosion had
been identified to the exclusion of anything else. What
I was looking for is the circuit tracking gear and a
particular bend, and in the circuit pattern here, which
matches up as you see in this photograph, the
touchpad that you can see, are identical. And then we
have the circuit tracking that comes across this way,
and the uniqueness of this is the imperfections in
when the circuit track bends, it comes down. We have
the same imperfections here, in the circuit, and when
you look at it under a microscope it comes, it just
jumps right out at you.
SHELLEY: Thurman said he made the match with a

timer confiscated from Libyan sponsored terrorist in
the West African country of Togo in 1986. But this
important detail seems to have caused confusion
among investigators. The CIA's own Head of Counter
Terrorism at the time was under the impression when
we spoke to him that the Lockerbie fragment was
matched with a Libyan timer seized in Senegal in
1988. Only after our persistent enquiries did he and
the FBI eventually agree there had been photographs
of the Senegal timer and in intact timer from Togo
with which the match was made. Thurman's
reputation as a forensic expert has also become the
subject of much debate. A US Department of Justice
investigation in April found he had been routinely
altering the reports of scientists working in FBI
Explosives Unit - the unit where he made the
Lockerbie match in 1990. Fifty-two of the reports
which he supervised between 1987 and 1992 were
reviewed in the inquiry. Only twenty had not been
altered by him. In thirteen of the reports Thurman's
alterations had changed the meaning of what had been
written, resulting in albeit unintentionally a bias to the
prosecution case. Allegations against Thurman and
several of his colleagues have been made by Frederic
Whitehurst, a chemist with the FBI for fifteen years.
Can you be confident then that any of the work that
these individual were involved in from the mid

eighties is competent?
FREDERIC WHITEHURST (FBI Forensic Science
Laboratory):I'm not. I would propose that any.any
court, any hearing that would be using that
information would seriously review it and have
outside expertise. Experts review that stuff.
SHELLEY: Frontline has learned that Thomas
Thurman has only had six months of formal scientific
training in the Army. His degree is in political science.
We've also obtained confidential FBI memos which
question Thurman's ability to do his job. One memo
says:
V/O"It is clear that SSA Thurman does not
understand the scientific issues involved with the
interpretation and significance of explosives and
explosives residue composition. He therefore should
realise this deficiency and differentiate between his
personal opinions and scientific fact. An expert's
opinion should be based upon objective, scientific
findings and be separated from personal predilections
and biases."
SHELLEY: It concludes:
V/O:"SSA Thurman acted irresponsibly. He should be
held accountable. He should be disciplined
accordingly".
SHELLEY: The Department recommended that
Thurman be reassigned from his position as Chief of

the Explosives Unit and replaced by someone with a
scientific background.
If the individual who was changing your reports was
to testify in court, would you feel confident about the
quality of the evidence he was able to give?
FREDERIC WHITEHURTS: Not at all. I would want
to review every word, every word that came out of his
mouth. Every piece of paper, everything, the basis for
everything that came out of that individual. There'd be
no question in my mind, there'd..I'd be screaming
concern, and I have screamed the concern very loudly.
THURMAN: ..this is the front of the timer, it has
MST-13 on the timer, that's what we're calling it,
MST-13..
SHELLEY: It was Thurman's matching of the timer
which led investigators towards the Libyans. The US
fact sheet pointed out that all the MST-13 timers
produced were delivered to the Libyans. It says
twenty were delivered in 1985 and no more were
made. But that's been challenged by the manufacturer
of the timers.
We came to Zurich to speak to Edwin Bollier, the man
who manufactured and sold the MST-13 timer which
investigators detonated the bomb on board Pan Am
103. When the case against the Libyans was set out in
November 1991 investigators said that all the MST-13
timers manufactured by Bollier's company MEBO

were delivered to the Libyans, and only the Libyans.
But Mr Bollier told them later that he'd also sold a
batch to the East German Secret Police, the Stazi. In
the 1980s it was well known that the Stazi had links
with a Syrian based terrorist group, the PFLP-GC. So
if other terrorists had access to these same timers it
raises questions about the strength of the case against
the Libyans.
Mr Bollier has extensive contacts with Libya. He met
one of the suspects, Megrahi several times, and rented
office space to one Megrahi's colleagues. He currently
shares the same Swiss lawyer as the two suspects.
Nevertheless he is insistent that timers were sold both
to the Germans and to the Libyans.
Edwin Bollier: GDR also bought same timersEDWIN
BOLLIER (Subtitles): (MEBO Telecommunications)I
have to add something here. The fragment from an
MST-13 timer which was allegedly found at
Lockerbie can only have come from either the first or
the zero series. So it's true that both countries had the
same timers.
SHELLEY: Well the authorities say the type of timer
that was identified in the Lockerbie bombing was in
the sole possession of the Libyans. As the
manufacturer, is that true in your opinion?
EDWIN BOLLIER: At the beginning of the
investigations initially when questioned, we had

forgotten, or no longer knew, that we had actually
provided the GDR with such timers. Later, our
technician, ascertained that we had also supplied the
GDR with such timers. Only after the collapse of the
GDR did the BKA's investigations reveal that the
GDR had also bought such timers.
SHELLEY: Investigators though maintain that even if
Bollier had supplied timers elsewhere, the Libyan
timers were distinct.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO: These we knew were
designed and constructed at the orders of the Libyan
Intelligence Service. Second point is that the circuit
boards of the timing devices that the Stazi had were a
different phenolic board, they were a different colour
than the ones that the Libyans were using in their
intelligence operations, and the reason we knew that is
because we had access to some of the Libyans timing
devices from the cache that was seized in Senegal.
SHELLEY: But Bollier disagrees. He made the timers
in only two colours, green and brown. Both colours
were sold to the Libyans, but both were also sold in a
batch of seven to the Stazi in September 1985.
Have you ever been shown the actual fragment of
circuit board that was found by the Lockerbie
investigators?
EDWIN BOLLIER: No. This fragment, which was
allegedly found in Lockerbie, was only shown to us in

a photograph. As the supplier of these MST-13 timers
I wanted to see the original. I spent a week in
Washington, where I could not be shown the original
piece. I was directed to Scotland, where I also spent a
week. There too, I, as the chief witness, was not
granted access to this piece. The reason why I wanted
to see the original piece was that we ascertained that
features of this photo prove to us that it depicts a
falsified fragment.
SHELLEY: But that's quite a serious claim to make
that the investigators may have falsified evidence. You
must be able to back it up somehow?
EDWIN BOLLIER: If I see the original, if the
evidence is laid on a table, for example, in front of a
court. I can explain to a court why it is that this piece
could not have functioned. At the moment, however, I
don't want to give this information to the media.
That's why I want this to be clarified and see the
original.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO: Well Mr Bollier
unfortunately is not a credible witness because Mr
Bollier was working with the Libyans. Mr Bollier has
gone to Tripoli and served as a guest at the Gadaffi
government and has received financing for his
company from the Libyan government. So I'm afraid
anything Bollier says has got to be suspect.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: I understand the points

being made about Mr Bollier, that he may be
impeachable. Of course he may be, and loads of
witnesses may be impeachable. They're going to have
to go to him, so if he's impeachable they're destroying
their own case. They're going to have to go to him, so
if he's impeachable they're destroying their own case.
They're going to have to go to the manufacturer of, if
you like, the overall device, the timer, they're going to
have to go to him and get some sort of evidence or
else what are they going to do, say 'well we don't
know how many timers'?
SHELLEY: The investigators are quite firm in their
belief that one of their finest explosives experts, as
they describe him, matched up this fragment of circuit
board to the MST-13 timer, and they're in no doubt
whatsoever that it was a Libyan timer, and therefore it
must have been the Libyans who carried out this
attack.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well I'd like to make
just one point about forensic science. Forensic science
is not immutable. They're not written in tablets of
stone, and the biggest mistake that anyone can make public, expert or anyone else alike - is to believe that
forensic science is somehow beyond reproach, it is
not. The biggest miscarriages of justice in the United
Kingdom, many of them emanate from cases in which
forensic science has been shown to be wrong. And the

moment a forensic scientist or anyone else says 'I am
sure this marries up with that' I get worried. As far as I
can see nothing has been put into the public arena that
would satisfactorily answer the questions of
continuity such that you could say these two Libyans
used that fragment of circuit board that is missing. To
say that maybe the Libyan government or its
Intelligence Services had some circuit boards that may
have been similar is completely insufficient.
SHELLEY: This is where investigators say the bomb
began its journey - Luqa Airport in Malta. Almost six
years ago the joint British American investigation
concluded that two Libyan Intelligence officials, one
of whom was working here, hid plastic explosives
inside a cassette recorder. They put that inside a
brown Samsonite suitcase, which they somehow
managed to get on unaccompanied to flight KM 180
from Malta to Frankfurt. There, the case was
transferred to Pan Am Flight 103A to Heathrow,
where it was transferred a third and final time to Pam
Am Flight 103 to New York. It was on this final leg of
the journey that the bomb was primed to explode. This
version of events has been stuck to rigidly on both
sides of the Atlantic since the suspects were named in
November 1991.
The authority's unshakeable conviction that the bomb
began its journey in Malta is supported by the

testimony of a Libyan supergrass. We understand that
Abdu Maged Jiaka defected to the United States in
1990, and is now under a Witness Protection
Programme. Jiaka worked as deputy station manager
of Libyan Arab Airlines at Luqa Airport for three
years. He was working alongside Fhimah in
December of 1988 and it appears his evidence would
be crucial in any criminal trial.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO: Oh I think the evidence
available to the Department of Justice in their case,
which they're keeping under wraps, is overwhelming,
it's conclusive. I think it is mind boggling in the
amount of detail that they have. They have also.they
have a live witness for one thing, who would be
presented in a court of law. I think there is a
tremendous amount of evidence that will allow the
prosecutors to present the chronology of the operation
from its very inception, and that chronology would
start even before Malta, go to Malta and then..you
know..describe and in almost excruciating detail
exactly how they made the bomb, how they secreted
it, how they got it on board the aircraft, and I think
that's a fairly strong case.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: It is not clear from the
public information on both sides of the Atlantic where
certain observations are made about the manufacturer
of the bomb, whether these observations emanate

from a witness, or where they may be just supposition,
in other words putting two circumstances together and
supposing this is what happened. If for a moment one
imagines, because that's all one can do, nothing has
been made public, that there is a person saying I saw
them do X, Y or Z, then of course that adds another
dimension. But there is a further qualification to that
kind of evidence, because one has to ask, 'Who is the
person making the suggestion?', 'What is the
background of the person making the suggestion?',
'What incentives have been given to that person?', and
all one has to remember is that certainly within the
United Kingdom the use of evidence that is for
evidential purposes as opposed to intelligence
gathering, the use in court of material gleamed from
what used to be called supergrasses or informers are
used very carefully indeed, and in fact often now
they're not used at all. Very good reason.these people
have an axe to grind, there's a good reason why they
might want to embellish, guild the lily a bit and add a
bit, because they're being presented with money,
security, changed identities and they are in fact
beholden to the authority which is wanting them to
give evidence.
SHELLEY: Whatever the supergrass says though, Air
Malta has a perfectly preserved set of records from
flight KM180 which flew to Frankfurt on 21st

December 1988. Tickets give details of who each
passengers was and their final destination. Other
documents show exactly how many bags were
checked in and loaded on to the plane that day. The
documents show no inconsistency.
WILFRED BORG (Operational Co-ordinator Air
Malta):The opinion that we have, and still hold, is that
with the systems that we had at the time, and we still
have today, it is an impossibility to put in an extra bag
on an aircraft unnoticed. The system basically that we
operate is that a tally is kept of the baggage which is
accepted on check on in each and every flight, and a
physical reconciliation, a physical count of the
number of pieces of baggage being loaded on an
aircraft is made, which would then be tallied with the
number accepted on check-in. So an additional bag
would be picked up.
SHELLEY: How can you be sure though even if the
numbers tally that the case was not switched at some
point by the Libyan suspect who did have access to
areas that other people wouldn't have access to?
WILFRED BORD: Well that particular flight had
thirty-nine passengers on board leaving Malta. If
someone switches a bag it is through the counts will
tally, because the head loader will find fifty-five bags
on board. But you would be faced with a passenger
claim at the other end. Why? Because the passenger

whose bag would have been switched would be
missing his bag in Frankfurt, or in his final port of
call. It wasn't the case on this flight. We had no claims
from any of the passengers on this flight, or not only
that, but each passenger was interviewed by the
Lockerbie investigators and each passenger confirmed
that he received his bags on that particular journey,
and the number of bags that he was carrying tallied
with our records.
SHELLEY: But investigators preferred to rely on
incomplete and inconclusive records from Frankfurt
Airport. What these show that as an unaccompanied
bag was loaded on to Pan Am 103A, around the same
time luggage was unloaded >from the Air Malta flight.
WILFRED BORG: What the Frankfurt records
indicate, and again the word is 'indicate' is that at the
time that the Air Malta flight was being off-loaded
from ..in Frankfurt, a bag was coded in and stationed
206 I believe, and routed to go via..to London on to
Pan Am. Now apart from the problem that the
Frankfurt documentation is inaccurate, and
incomplete, there is no tangible evidence in there
which positively identifies the bag as coming from
Malta.
SHELLEY: That was a view shared by Lord Fraser,
the former Lord Advocate, almost a year after the
bombing. In a statement on 5th November 1989 he

said:
"The Chief Constable of Dumfries and Galloway has
advised me that he cannot substantiate reports about
unaccompanied baggage having gone from Malta to
Frankfurt let alone unaccompanied luggage with a
bomb in it."
That's a view still held by the former Head of British
Airways Security who was employed by Air Malta to
review security on flight KM180.
DENIS PHIPPS (Former Head of Security British
Airways): It is my personal opinion that the bomb
which destroyed Pan Am 103 did not originate from
the airport at Malta.
SHELLEY: While it might have been expected that
security at a small airport on a holiday island like
Malta would not rival that of a large international
airport like Frankfurt, Denis Phipps discovered that
quite the opposite was true.
DENIS PHIPPS: At Luqa there was a complete set of
records of what had occurred, and that from those
records and from questioning the staff involved, that
there had been a complete chain of supervision and
care over the baggage from the point it was checked
in to when it was loaded. Now if we try to follow the
same trail at Frankfurt what was not available were
records of who had been responsible for looking after
those same bags once they arrived at Frankfurt, or

indeed how many bags had arrived and been handled
and where they'd gone and what happened to them.
Did the bag containing the bomb go on during this
period of time.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO: They have vindicated
themselves on paper in terms of the security
procedures, but if their security personnel are
suborned by hostile intelligence service, and they are
completely vulnerable to whatever that hostile service
would want to put on their aircraft, with baggage tags,
without baggage tags. Once you have basically
infiltrated the security apparatus there is no barrier to
doing exactly what Fhimah and Megrahi did.
SHELLEY:According to the US State Department fact
sheet Fhimah played a key role in getting the bomb
suitcase on KM180. It's claimed he used his official
status as station manager for Libyan Arab Airlines at
Luqa Airport to bypass security.
DENIS PHIPPS: I'm satisfied that the aircraft was
kept under proper supervision by Air Malta staff while
it was being loaded, that the head loaded supervised
the closing of the doors and I do not believe that for
one moment that the loading staff would have
permitted such a thing to happen.
SHELLEY: Air Malta may very well produce screeds
and screeds of documentation which proves on paper
that no unaccompanied bag left on flight KM180, but

if, as Vincent Cannistraro argues, the system was
suborned then that argument really doesn't matter at
the end of the day, does it?
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well it's an
extraordinary argument that Cannistraro is putting
forward. If on the one hand you show by
documentation, by interviewing baggage handlers,
which I understood happened here, by examining the
person who was supervising the whole of the baggage
handlers.you're able to show it's a watertight case,
then they say 'oh, it could have been suborned'. If you
on the other hand have no documentation, and you
aren't able to show what cases went on.they say 'ah,
ah, very suspicious, why haven't you got the
documentation?', so it seems on the CIA approach to
life, you can't win unless you've got a particular
hypothesis which is theirs, namely the Libyans did it
therefore everything else flows from it. And I think
one has to be extremely careful about this, because if
essentially on that thesis it would mean that the
documents in Malta have all had to have been forged,
it would also mean that the chief supervisor obviously
has been paid off and so on, and they have no
evidence, it's all very well to say all this, what are they
saying, that the head supervisor of Air Malta is in the
Libyan pocket, is being paid, there's no evidence of
this at all. These are accusations it seems to be

without any foundation at all.
SHELLEY: When Fhimah left his job as station
manager at Luqa Airport he left behind a diary in his
office. We've seen a copy. Investigators say the entry
on December 15th, six days before Lockerbie,
implicates Fhimah directly in the bombing.
It's a reminder to pick up Air Malta baggage tags. It's
alleged Fhimah used these tags to route the bomb
suitcase out of Luqa via Frankfurt and Heathrow to
New York.
DR EDGAR MIZZI: If he intended to use the baggage
tags to kill people, would he have entered that in the
diary, and leave it there for the police eventually to
find it I don't how many months after the event. He
left it in Malta, it was found in his office, the entry of
the following day, 22nd December, was about the
purchase of two dresses and a shampoo for his family,
a very very mundane item.
SHELLEY: But from the FBI's point of view the diary
entry is yet another piece of damning evidence against
the suspect.
OLIVER "BUCK" REVELL (Former FBI Chief
Investigator, Lockerbie): The ?? bomber kept a
complete diary of his actions and he went undetected
for eighteen years. There were substantial writings by
the individuals involved in the World Trade Centre
bombing. People do peculiar things. Obviously it

would have been better for him if he had not made
any such notation, that's simply one piece of
information that'll certainly be factored in along with
other information as to whether or not the
government, whichever government it is, can prove
their case.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well I can only
emphasise again that all this illustrates is suspicion. If
you already have a case against these two, evidence
that shows that they made the bomb in Malta and they
trundle along to the airport with their ..a suitcase and
they put Air Malta tags on it, alright, then an entry in a
diary supports all that. But if you don't have that, then
the entry in the diary merely looks on the face of it
suspicious.
But one has to ask the further questions - Where is the
evidence? Obviously a case did get on the plane and it
was the case that contained the bomb, and that it did
have fraudulent Air Malta tags on it.
Now where's the evidence from Malta? As far as I
know there isn't any, because the suggestion in Malta
is that it couldn't have gone on the plane on Malta.
Where is the evidence in Frankfurt of a case with Air
Malta tags, the one that had somehow or another got
on in Malta coming off the plane? There isn't any.
There is some suggestion of an extra case in Frankfurt
at the time frame that fits, that's about it. There

certainly doesn't appear to be any evidence at the
Lockerbie end, let alone at the Heathrow end of an Air
Malta case with tags on coming through. Therefore
none of this really adds up to more than an odd entry
in a diary, and yes maybe he shouldn't have been
doing it, but that's all it adds up to.
SHELLEY: If the Maltese case falls apart, so too does
the case against the Libyan suspects. But the
authorities believe that connection is rock solid.
OLIVER REVELL: I'm convinced that what the
indictment says is true and there's evidence to support
the indictment.
SHELLEY: And the fact that the Maltese authorities
haven't been able to find evidence of that?
OLIVER REVELL: I don't know what the Maltese
authorities have been able to find, but I do know what
the evidence showed to the satisfaction of our legal
system, and there was a great deal of effort on the part
of both the British and the American authorities, the
FBI and the Scottish police and the security services
in establishing that link.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: So far as the Maltese
connection is concerned, the clothing, the
identification, when it was bought, the weather
conditions, all of that, I think add up to a situation in
which were it to be presented to a court in the United
Kingdom, it probably wouldn't even get past the

doors. It would be declared at some stage or another
inadmissible evidence because it is so fatally flawed at
the very root.
SHELLEY: Next December it'll be ten years since Pan
Am Flight 103 was blown out of the sky over
Lockerbie. Ten years in which relatives of the 270
who died have been searching for an answer. When
the two Libyan suspects were named in 1991 their
hopes were raised. But almost six years on it's
doubtful whether they'll even ever hear the evidence
against the Libyans. With no prospect of a trial, the
families are no closer to finding out who murdered
their loved ones, and as each day passes that prospect
dims further on the horizon.
DAN COHEN: We talked to a very knowledgeable
reporter who knows the government, knows the way
these things work and he says 'do you know, nobody
around here give a damn what happened to your
daughter, the only power you have is the power to
embarrass the bastards', and that's all we're trying to
do, we're trying to embarrass the bastards. How can
you allow this to go unpunished, and you keep asking
that question, you keep pushing it. Maybe some day
it'll have an affect, and any event there nothing else
we can do.
JIM SWIRE: We have a fundamental lack of trust that
we're being told the truth even of what we do know,

and that makes me deeply angry, and it's something
that we have to face every day of our lives, not just
some anniversary time or when something happens in
the media. Every day we have to remember that she's
gone and nobody can even be bothered to get their
finger out and find out who did it and punish them.
SHELLEY: Diplomatic and legal wrangles over the
fate of the two Libyan suspects will continue over the
coming weeks and months. But it's doubtful whether it
will bring any meaningful result for two father who
just want to see their daughters' killers brought to
justice.
----------------------------------------------------------------------JBS>Based on the new research discovery that traces
of explosive residue on aircraft fragments can be
benign, the investigation into Pan Am 103 should be
reopened on that information alone. If the traces are
not from a bomb, then no bomb evidence. A small
piece of plastic may give timer evidence, but no bomb
evidence.
There is no such thing as a stealth bomb which leaves
no residue and makes no sound unless explosive
decompression is accepted which makes a loud sound,
causes loose items to crash into each other, leaves no

residue, and is not a bomb.
After all is said and done, it could have been a small
blast which forced the door open, however, based on
other accidents where the door opening led to
destruction, the likely cause of the door opening is not
a small blast in the forward cargo compartment but an
electrical short which caused the door open motor to
turn on, forcing the door to open past the cam locks,
just like it did previously in three other instances of
inadvertent cargo door openings.
OK, what about the wonderful spy story with foreign
governments, CIA, coverups, bombs, timers, pants
bought in Malta, etc, hey, great story, make a great
movie, but not true; just entertaining fiction. That
story has so many holes in it that it is incoherent. The
tellers disagree among themselves every time they tell
it. The exaggeration of the warning, the non explosion
on the way from Frankfurt to London, the bad luck of
flight course deviation, the exaggeration of the too
small blast into reverberating around air conditioning
ducts would all be funny, if not so serious
consequences occurred later on. Pan Am 103 looked
like AI 182, and so it should, the cause is the same.
But the wrong conclusion of AI 182 led to the wrong
conclusion of PA 103 which almost led to the wrong
conclusion of TWA 800 as all being bombs.

----------------------------------------------------------------------Comment: How can so many experts be wrong? You'll
have to ask the experts. There is no conspiracy, no
coverup and no plot. Administrative errors are made
and administrative errors get corrected. There was a
small blast, but not a bomb. There was an explosion,
explosive decompression, which makes a loud sound
and mimics a bomb in consequences. Wishful
thinking, blaming others, and avoiding responsibility
leads to errors of fact. The explanation may end up
with sequence in dispute: door opened then small
blast, or small blast then door opened. PA 103 door
with cam lock evidence resides in hangar in UK. AI
182 door at bottom of sea. TWA 800 door in hangar in
USA. 27 Mar 97

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103
According to the AAIB report, it was found on the inside of a
specific baggage container.

Wrong.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103
Barry: Who's MEBO and what's their interest in this?

They are manufacturers of timers. A piece of plastic 'discovered'
years after PA 103 crashed was identified by FBI as a timer from
bomb found earlier in Germany. MEBO denies it and has always
denied it. The piece of plastic is not a timer but from a PC.
But...the law enforcement needs a timer because they need a
bomb to keep the whole conspiracy fantasy going...so..it's a
timer. Ha!
The only other hard physical evidence is fragment of a cassette
radio which is supposed to have held the 'bomb'. That fragment
was found on the outside of the baggage container. Double Ha!
Cheers

Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103
Barry: David Evans here. I would be most grateful if you could
help me run down a copy of the AAIB report of Pan Am 103. Is it
on the AAIB website? If not, do you have a copy you could mail to
me, at:
David Evans
Phillips Business Information, Inc. (Aviation
Group)
1201 Seven Locks Rd., Suite 300
Potomac, MD 20854
Many thanx.

http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/n739pa.htm
Air Accidents Investigation Branch

Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
(EW/C1094)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Report on the accident to
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at Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire, Scotland
on 21December 1988
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Pan American World Airways
Aircraft Type:
Boeing 747-121

Nationality: United States of America
Registration: N 739 PA
Place of Accident
Lockerbie, Dumfries,
Scotland
Latitude 55¡ 07' N
Longitude 003¡ 21' W
Date and Time (UTC): 21 December 1988 at
19.02:50 hrs
All times in this report are UTC
SYNOPSIS
The accident was notified to the Air Accidents
Investigation Branch at 19.40 hrs on the 21
December 1988 and the investigation
commenced that day. The members of the AAIB
team are listed at Appendix A.
The aircraft, Flight PA103 from London
Heathrow to New York, had been in level
cruising flight at flight level 310 (31,000 feet) for
approximately seven minutes when the last
secondary radar return was received just before
19.03 hrs. The radar then showed multiple
primary returns fanning out downwind. Major
portions of the wreckage of the aircraft fell on the

town of Lockerbie with other large parts landing
in the countryside to the east of the town. Lighter
debris from the aircraft was strewn along two
trails, the longest of which extended some 130
kilometres to the east coast of England. Within a
few days items of wreckage were retrieved upon
which forensic scientists found conclusive
evidence of a detonating high explosive. The
airport security and criminal aspects of the
accident are the subject of a separate
investigation and are not covered in this report
which concentrates on the technical aspects of
the disintegration of the aircraft.
The report concludes that the detonation of an
improvised explosive device led directly to the
destruction of the aircraft with the loss of all 259
persons on board and 11 of the residents of the
town of Lockerbie. Five recommendations are
made of which four concern flight recorders,
including the funding of a study to devise
methods of recording violent positive and
negative pressure pulses associated with
explosions. The final recommendation is that
Airworthiness Authorities and aircraft

manufacturers undertake a systematic study
with a view to identifying measures that might
mitigate the effects of explosive devices and
improve the tolerance of the aircraft's structure
and systems to explosive damage.
1. FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1 History of the Flight
Boeing 747, N739PA, arrived at London
Heathrow Airport from San Francisco and
parked on stand Kilo 14, to the south-east of
Terminal 3. Many of the passengers for this
aircraft had arrived at Heathrow from Frankfurt,
West Germany on a Boeing 727, which was
positioned on stand Kilo 16, next to N739PA.
These passengers were transferred with their
baggage to N739PA which was to operate the
scheduled Flight PA103 to New York Kennedy.
Passengers from other flights also joined Flight
PA103 at Heathrow. After a 6 hour turnround,
Flight PA103 was pushed back from the stand at
18.04 hrs and was cleared to taxy on the inner
taxiway to runway 27R. The only relevant Notam

warned of work in progress on the outer taxiway.
The departure was unremarkable.
Flight PA103 took-off at 18.25 hrs. As it was
approaching the Burnham VOR it took up a
radar heading of 350¡ and flew below the
Bovingdon holding point at 6000 feet. It was then
cleared to climb initially to flight level (FL) 120
and subsequently to FL 310. The aircraft levelled
off at FL 310 north west of Pole Hill VOR at 18.56
hrs. Approximately 7 minutes later, Shanwick
Oceanic Control transmitted the aircraft's oceanic
clearance but this transmission was not
acknowledged. The secondary radar return from
Flight PA103 disappeared from the radar screen
during this transmission. Multiple primary radar
returns were then seen fanning out downwind
for a considerable distance. Debris from the
aircraft was strewn along two trails, one of which
extended some 130 km to the east coast of
England. The upper winds were between 250
¡ and 260¡ and decreased in strength from 115 kt
at FL 320 to 60 kt at FL 100 and 15 to 20 kt at the
surface.

Two major portions of the wreckage of the
aircraft fell on the town of Lockerbie; other large
parts, including the flight deck and forward
fuselage section, landed in the countryside to the
east of the town. Residents of Lockerbie reported
that, shortly after 19.00 hrs, there was a rumbling
noise like thunder which rapidly increased to
deafening proportions like the roar of a jet engine
under power. The noise appeared to come from a
meteor-like object which was trailing flame and
came down in the north-eastern part of the town.
A larger, dark, delta shaped object, resembling an
aircraft wing, landed at about the same time in
the Sherwood area of the town. The delta shaped
object was not on fire while in the air, however, a
very large fireball ensued which was of short
duration and carried large amounts of debris into
the air, the lighter particles being deposited
several miles downwind. Other less well defined
objects were seen to land in the area.
1.2 Injuries to persons
Injuries Crew Passengers
Fatal 16 243 11

Others

Serious 2
Minor/None 3
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.3 Damage to aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed
1.4 Other damage
The wings impacted at the southern edge of
Lockerbie, producing a crater whose volume,
calculated from a photogrammetric survey, was
approximately 560 cubic metres. The weight of
material displaced by the wing impact was
estimated to be well in excess of 1500 tonnes. The
wing impact created a fireball, setting fire to
neighbouring houses and carrying aloft debris
which was then blown downwind for several
miles. It was subsequently established that
domestic properties had been so seriously
damaged as a result of fire and/or impact that 21
had to be demolished and an even greater
number of homes required substantial repairs.
Major portions of the aircraft, including the
engines, also landed on the town of Lockerbie

and other large parts, including the flight deck
and forward fuselage section, landed in the
countryside to the east of the town. Lighter
debris from the aircraft was strewn as far as the
east coast of England over a distance of 130
kilometres.
1.5 Personnel information

1.5.1 Commander: Male, aged 55 years
Licence: USA Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Aircraft ratings: Boeing 747, Boeing 707, Boeing
720, Lockheed L1011 and Douglas DC3
Medical Certificate: Class 1,valid to April 1989,
with the limitation that the holder shall wear
lenses that correct for distant vision and possess
glasses that correct for near vision
Flying experience:
Total all types: 10,910 hours
Total on type: 4,107 hours
Total last 28 days 82 hours
Duty time: Commensurate with company
requirements

Last base check: 11 November 1988
Last route check:
30 June 1988
Last emergencies check: 8 November 1988

1.5.2 Co-pilot:
Male, aged 52 years
Licence: USA Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Aircraft ratings: Boeing 747, Boeing 707, Boeing
727
Medical Certificate: Class 1, valid to April 1989,
with the limitation that the holder shall possess
correcting glasses for near vision
Flying experience:
Total all types: 11,855 hours
Total on type: 5,517 hours
Total last 28 days: 51 hours
Duty time: Commensurate with company
requirements
Last base check: 30 November 1988
Last route check:
Not required
Last emergencies check: 27 November 1988

1.5.3 Flight Engineer:
Male, aged 46 years
Licence: USA Flight Engineer's Licence
Aircraft ratings: Turbojet
Medical certificate: Class 2, valid to June 1989,
with the limitation that the holder shall wear
correcting glasses for near vision
Flying experience:
Total all types:
8,068 hours
Total on type:
487 hours
Total last 28 days: 53 hours
Duty time: Commensurate with company
requirements
Last base check: 30 October 1988
Last route check:
Not required
Last emergencies check: 27 October 1988

1.5.4 Flight Attendants: There were 13 Flight
Attendants on the aircraft, all of whom met
company proficiency and medical requirements
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX

1.6 Aircraft information

1.6.1
Leading particulars
Aircraft type:
Boeing 747-121
Constructor's serial number: 19646
Engines: 4 Pratt and Whitney JT9D-7A turbofan
1.6.2 General description
The Boeing 747 aircraft, registration N739PA,
was a conventionally designed long range
transport aeroplane. A diagram showing the
general arrangement is shown at Appendix B,
Figure B-1 together with the principal
dimensions of the aircraft.
The fuselage of the aircraft type was of
approximately circular section over most of its
length, with the forward fuselage having a
diameter of 21† feet where the cross-section was
constant. The pressurised section of the fuselage
(which included the forward and aft cargo holds)
had an overall length of 190 feet, extending from
the nose to a point just forward of the tailplane.

In normal cruising flight the service pressure
differential was at the maximum value of 8.9
pounds per square inch. The fuselage was of
conventional skin, stringer and frame
construction, riveted throughout, generally using
countersunk flush riveting for the skin panels.
The fuselage frames were spaced at 20 inch
intervals and given the same numbers as their
stations, defined in terms of the distance in
inches from the datum point close to the nose of
the aircraft [Appendix B, Figure B-2]. The skin
panels were joined using vertical butt joints and
horizontal lap joints. The horizontal lap joints
used three rows of rivets together with a cold
bonded adhesive.
Accommodation within the aircraft was
predominately on the main deck, which
extended throughout the whole length of the
pressurised compartment. A separate upper deck
was incorporated in the forward part of the
aircraft. This upper deck was reached by means
of a spiral staircase from the main deck and
incorporated the flight crew compartment
together with additional passenger

accommodation. The cross-section of the forward
fuselage differed considerably from the near
circular section of the remainder of the aircraft,
incorporating an additional smaller radius arc
above the upper deck section joined to the main
circular arc of the lower cabin portion by
elements of straight fuselage frames and flat
skin.
In order to preserve the correct shape of the
aircraft under pressurisation loading, the straight
portions of the fuselage frames in the region of
the upper deck floor and above it were required
to be much stiffer than the frame portions lower
down in the aircraft. These straight sections were
therefore of very much more substantial
construction than most of the curved sections of
frames lower down and further back in the
fuselage. There was considerable variation in the
gauge of the fuselage skin at various locations in
the forward fuselage of the aircraft.
The fuselage structure of N739PA differed from
that of the majority of Boeing 747 aircraft in that
it had been modified to carry special purpose

freight containers on the main deck, in place of
seats. This was known as the Civil Reserve Air
Fleet (CRAF) modification and enabled the
aircraft to be quickly converted for carriage of
military freight containers on the main deck
during times of national emergency. The effect of
this modification on the structure of the fuselage
was mainly to replace the existing main deck
floor beams with beams of more substantial
cross-section than those generally found in
passenger carrying Boeing 747 aircraft. A large
side loading door, generally known as the CRAF
door, was also incorporated on the left side of the
main deck aft of the wing.
Below the main deck, in common with other
Boeing 747 aircraft, were a number of additional
compartments, the largest of which were the
forward and aft freight holds used for the storage
of cargo and baggage in standard airtransportable containers. These containers were
placed within the aircraft hold by means of a
freight handling system and were carried on a
system of rails approximately 2 feet above the
outer skin at the bottom of the aircraft, there

being no continuous floor, as such, below these
baggage containers. The forward freight
compartment had a length of approximately 40
feet and a depth of approximately 6 feet. The
containers were loaded into the forward hold
through a large cargo door on the right side of
the aircraft.
1.6.3 Internal fuselage cavities
Because of the conventional skin, frame and
stringer type of construction, common to all large
public transport aircraft, the fuselage was
effectively divided into a series of 'bays'. Each
bay, comprising two adjacent fuselage frames
and the structure between them, provided, in
effect, a series of interlinking cavities bounded
by the frames, floor beams, fuselage skins and
cabin floor panels etc. The principal cavities thus
formed were:

(i) A semi-circular cavity formed in between the
fuselage frames in the lower lobe of the hull, i.e.
from the crease beam (at cabin floor level) on one

side down to the belly beneath the containers
and up to the opposite crease beam, bounded by
the fuselage skin on the outside and the
containers/cargo liner on the inside [Appendix
B, Figure B-3, detail A].
(ii) A horizontal cavity between the main cabin
floor beams, the cabin floor panels and the cargo
bay liner. This extended the full width of the
fuselage and linked the upper ends of the lower
lobe cavity [Appendix B, Figure B-3, detail B].
(iii)
A narrow vertical cavity between the two
containers [Appendix B, Figure B-3, detail C].
(iv) A further narrow cavity around the outside
of the two containers, between the container
skins and the cargo bay liner, communicating
with the lower lobe cavity [Appendix B, Figure
B-3, detail D].
(v) A continuation of the semi-circular cavity into
the space behind the cabin wall liner [Appendix
B, Figure B-3, detail E]. This space was restricted
somewhat by the presence of the window
assembly, but nevertheless provided a
continuous cavity extending upwards to the level
of the upper deck floor. Forward of station 740,
this cavity was effectively terminated at its upper

end by the presence of diaphragms which
formed extensions of the upper deck floor
panels; aft of station 740, the cavity
communicated with the ceiling space and the
cavity in the fuselage crown aft of the upper
deck.

All of these cavities were repeated at each
fuselage bay (formed between pairs of fuselage
frames), and all of the cavities in a given bay
were linked together, principally at the crease
beam area [Appendix B, Figure B-3, region F].
Furthermore, each of the set of bay cavities was
linked with the next by the longitudinal cavities
formed between the cargo hold liner and the
outer hull, just below the crease beam [Appendix
B, Figure B-3, detail F]; i.e. this cavity formed a
manifold linking together each of the bays within
the cargo hold.
The main passenger cabin formed a large
chamber which communicated directly with each
of the sub floor bays, and also with the
longitudinal manifold cavity, via the air

conditioning and cabin/cargo bay depressurisation vent passages in the crease beam
area. (It should be noted that a similar
communication did not exist between the upper
and lower cabins because there were no air
conditioning/depressurisation passages to
bypass the upper deck floor.)
1.6.4 Aircraft weight and centre of gravity
The aircraft was loaded within its permitted
centre of gravity limits as follows:

Loading:
lb
kg
Operating empty weight
366,228
166,120
Additional crew 130 59
243 passengers (1) 40,324 18,291
Load in compartments:
1 11,616 5,269
2 20,039 9,090
3 15,057 6,830
4 17,196 7,800
5 2,544 1,154
Total in compartments (2) 66,452 30,143

Total traffic load
106,776
48,434
Zero fuel weight 472,156 214,554
Fuel (Take-off) 239,997 108,862
Actual take-off weight(4)
713,002
323,416
Maximum take-off weight 733,992
332,937
Note 1:
Calculated at standard weights and including
cabin baggage.
Note 2:
Despatch information stated that the cargo did
not include dangerous goods, perishable cargo,
live animals or known security exceptions.
1.6.5 Maintenance details
N739PA first flew in 1970 and spent its whole
service life in the hands of Pan American World
Airways Incorporated. Its Certificate of
Airworthiness was issued on 12 February 1970
and remained in force until the time of the
accident, at which time the aircraft had
completed a total of 72,464 hours flying and
16,497 flight cycles. Details of the last 4

maintenance checks carried out during the
aircraft's life are shown below:

DATE SERVICE
HOURS CYCLES
27 Sept 88
C Check (Interior upgrade)
71,502 16,347
2 Nov 88 B Service Check
71,919 16,406
27 Nov 88
Base 1 72,210 16,454
13 Dec 88
Base 2 72,374 16,481
The CRAF modification programme was
undertaken in September 1987. At the same time
a series of modifications to the forward fuselage
from the nose back to station 520 (Section 41)
were carried out to enable the aircraft to continue
in service without a continuing requirement for
structural inspections in certain areas.
All Airworthiness Directives relating to the
Boeing 747 fuselage structure between stations
500 and 1000 have been reviewed and their
applicability to this aircraft checked. In addition,
Service Bulletins relating to the structure in this
area were also reviewed. The applicable Service

Bulletins, some of which implement the
Airworthiness Directives are listed below
together with their subjects. The dates, total
aircraft times and total aircraft cycles at which
each relevant inspection was last carried out
have been reviewed and their status on aircraft
N739PA at the time of the accident has been
established.
N739PA Service Bulletin compliance:

SB 53-2064 Front Spar Pressure Bulkhead
Chord Reinforcement and Drag Splice Fitting
Rework.
Modification accomplished on 6 July 1974.
Post-modification repetitive inspection IAW (in
accordance with) AD 84-18-06 last accomplished
on 19 November 1985 at 62,030 TAT hours (Total
Aircraft Time) and 14,768 TAC (Total Aircraft
Cycles).
SB 53-2088 Frame to Tension Tie Joint
Modification - BS760 to 780.
Repetitive inspection IAW AD 84-19-01 last
accomplished on 19 June 1985 at 60,153 hours

TAT and 14,436 TAC.
SB 53-2200 Lower Cargo Doorway Lower Sill
Truss and Latch Support Fitting Inspection
Repair and Replacement.
Repetitive inspection IAW AD 79-17-02 R2 last
accomplished 2 November 1988 at 71,919 hours
TAT and 16,406 TAC.
SB 53-2234 Fuselage - Auxiliary Structure Main Deck Floor - BS 480 Floor Beam Upper
Chord Modification.
Repetitive inspection per SB 53A2263 IAW AD
86-23-06 last accomplished on 26 September 1987
at 67,376 hours TAT and 15,680 TAC.
SB 53-2237
Fuselage - Main Frame - BS 540
thru 760 and 1820 thru 1900 Frame Inspection
and Reinforcement.
Repetitive inspection IAW AD 86-18-01 last
accomplished on 27 February 1987 at 67,088
hours TAT and 15,627 TAC.
SB 53-2267
Fuselage - Skin - Lower Body
Longitudinal Skin Lap Joint and Adjacent Body
Frame Inspection and Repair.
Terminating modification accomplished 100%
under wing-to-body fairings and approximately
80% in forward and aft fuselage sections on 26

September 1987 at 67,376 hours TAT and 15,680
TAC.
Repetitive inspection of unmodified lap joints
IAW AD 86-09-07 R1 last accomplished on 18
August 1988 at 71,043 hours TAT and 16,273
TAC.
SB 53A2303 Fuselage - Nose Section - station 400
to 520 Stringer 6 Skin Lap Splice Inspection,
Repair and Modification.
Repetitive inspection IAW AD 89-05-03 last
accomplished on 26 September 1987 at 67,376
hours TAT and 15,680 TAC.
This documentation, when viewed together with
the detailed content of the above service
bulletins, shows the aircraft to have been in
compliance with the requirements laid down in
each of those bulletins. Some maintenance items
were outstanding at the time the aircraft was
despatched on the last flight, however, none of
these items relate to the structure of the aircraft
and none had any relevance to the accident.
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1.7 Meteorological Information
1.7.1 General weather conditions
An aftercast of the general weather conditions in
the area of Lockerbie at about 19.00 hrs was
obtained from the Meteorological Office,
Bracknell. The synoptic situation included a
warm sector covering northern England and
most of Scotland with a cold front some 200
nautical miles to the west of the area moving
eastwards at about 35 knots. The weather
consisted of intermittent rain or showers. The
cloud consisted of 4 to 6 oktas of stratocumulus
based at 2,200 feet with 2 oktas of altocumulus
between 15,000 and 18,000 feet. Visibility was
over 15 kilometers and the freezing level was at
8,500 feet with a sub-zero layer between 4,000
and 5,200 feet.
1.7.2 Winds
There was a weakening jet stream of around 115
knots above Flight Level 310. From examination
of the wind profile (see below), there appeared to

be insufficient shear both vertically and
horizontally to produce any clear air turbulence
but there may have been some light turbulence.

Flight Level Wind
320 260¡/115 knots
300
260¡/ 90 knots
240
250¡/ 80 knots
180
260¡/ 60 knots
100
250¡/ 60 knots
050
260¡/ 40 knots
Surface 240¡/ 15 to 20 gusting 25 to 30 knots

1.8 Aids to navigation
Not relevant.
1.9 Communications
The aircraft communicated normally on London
Heathrow aerodrome, London control and
Scottish control frequencies. Tape recordings and
transcripts of all radio telephone (RTF)

communications on these frequencies were
available.
At 18.58 hrs the aircraft established two-way
radio contact with Shanwick Oceanic Area
Control on frequency 123.95 MHz. At 19.02:44
hrs the clearance delivery officer at Shanwick
transmitted to the aircraft its oceanic route
clearance. The aircraft did not acknowledge this
message and made no subsequent transmission.
1.9.1 ATC recording replay
Scottish Air Traffic Control provided copy tapes
with time injection for both Shanwick and
Scottish ATC frequencies. The source of the time
injection on the tapes was derived from the
British Telecom "TIM" signal.
The tapes were replayed and the time signals
corrected for errors at the time of the tape
mounting.
1.9.2 Analysis of ATC tape recordings

From the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) tape it
was known that Shanwick was transmitting
Flight PA103's transatlantic clearance when the
CVR stopped. By synchronising the Shanwick
tape and the CVR it was possible to establish that
a loud sound was heard on the CVR cockpit area
microphone (CAM) channel at 19.02:50 hrs ±1
second.
As the Shanwick controller continued to transmit
Flight PA103's clearance instructions through the
initial destruction of the aircraft it would not
have been possible for a distress call to be
received from N739PA on the Shanwick
frequency. The Scottish frequency tape recording
was listened to from 19.02 hrs until 19.05 hrs for
any unexplained sounds indicating an attempt at
a distress call but none was heard.
A detailed examination and analysis of the ATC
recording together with the flight recorder, radar,
and seismic recordings is contained in Appendix
C.
1.10 Aerodrome information

Not relevant
1.11 Flight recorders
The Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) and the
Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) were found close
together at UK Ordnance Survey (OS) Grid
Reference 146819, just to the east of Lockerbie,
and recovered approximately 15 hours after the
accident. Both recorders were taken directly to
AAIB Farnborough for replay. Details of the
examination and analysis of the flight recorders
together with the radar, ATC and seismic
recordings are contained in Appendix C.
1.11.1 Digital flight data recorder
The flight data recorder installation conformed to
ARINC 573B standard with a Lockheed Model
209 DFDR receiving data from a Teledyne
Controls Flight Data Acquisition Unit (FDAU).
The system recorded 22 parameters and 27
discrete (event) parameters. The flight recorder
control panel was located in the flight deck

overhead panel. The FDAU was in the main
equipment centre at the front end of the forward
hold and the flight recorder was mounted in the
aft equipment centre.
Decoding and reduction of the data from the
accident flight showed that no abnormal
behaviour of the data sensors had been recorded
and that the recorder had simply stopped at
19.02:50 hrs ±1 second.
1.11.2 Cockpit voice recorder
The aircraft was equipped with a 30 minute
duration 4 track Fairchild Model A100 CVR, and
a Fairchild model A152 cockpit area microphone
(CAM). The CVR control panel containing the
CAM was located in the overhead panel on the
flight deck and the recorder itself was mounted
in the aft equipment centre.
The channel allocation was as follows:Channel 1
Channel 2

Flight Engineer's RTF.
Co-Pilot's RTF.

Channel 3
Pilot's RTF.
Channel 4 Cockpit Area Microphone.
The erase facility within the CVR was not
functioning satisfactorily and low level
communications from earlier recordings were
audible on the RTF channels. The CAM channel
was particularly noisy, probably due to the
combination of the inherently noisy flight deck of
the B747-100 in the climb and distortion from the
incomplete erasure of the previous recordings.
On two occasions the crew had difficulty
understanding ATC, possibly indicating high
flight deck noise levels. There was a low
frequency sound present at irregular intervals on
the CAM track but the source of this sound could
not be identified and could have been of either
acoustic or electrical origin.
The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration
and there was no indication of anything
abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual crew
behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19.02:50 hrs
±1 second, with a sudden loud sound on the
CAM channel followed almost immediately by

the cessation of recording whilst the crew were
copying their transatlantic clearance from
Shanwick ATC.
1.12 Wreckage and impact information
1.12.1 General distribution of wreckage in the
field
The complete wing primary structure,
incorporating the centre section, impacted at the
southern edge of Lockerbie. Major portions of
the aircraft, including the engines, also landed in
the town. Large portions of the aircraft fell in the
countryside to the east of the town and lighter
debris was strewn to the east as far as the North
Sea. The wreckage was distributed in two trails
which became known as the northern and
southern trails respectively and these are shown
in Appendix B, Figure B-4. A computer database
of approximately 1200 significant items of
wreckage was compiled and included a brief
description of each item and the location where it
was found

Appendix B, Figures B-5 to B-8 shows
photographs of a model of the aircraft on which
the fracture lines forming the boundaries of the
separate items of structure have been marked.
The model is colour coded to illustrate the way
in which the wreckage was distributed between
the town of Lockerbie and the northern and
southern trails.
1.12.1.1 The crater
The aircraft wing impacted in the Sherwood
Crescent area of the town leaving a crater
approximately 47 metres (155 feet) long with a
volume calculated to be 560 cubic metres.
The projected distance, measured parallel from
one leading edge to the other wing tip, of the
Boeing 747-100 was approximately 143 feet,
whereas the span is known to be 196 feet. This
suggests that impact took place with the wing
structure yawed. Although the depth of the
crater varied from one end to the other, its widest
part was clearly towards the western end
suggesting that the wing structure impacted

whilst orientated with its root and centre section
to the west.
The work carried out at the main crater was
limited to assessing the general nature of its
contents. The total absence of debris from the
wing primary structure found remote from the
crater confirmed the initial impression that the
complete wing box structure had been present at
the main impact.
The items of wreckage recovered from or near
the crater are coloured grey on the model at
Appendix B, Figures B-5 to B-8.
1.12.1.2 The Rosebank Crescent site
A 60 feet long section of fuselage between frame
1241 (the rear spar attachment) and frame 1960
(level with the rear edge of the CRAF cargo door)
fell into a housing estate at Rosebank Crescent,
just over 600 metres from the crater. This section
of the fuselage was that situated immediately aft
of the wing, and adjoined the wing and fuselage
remains which produced the crater. It is colour

coded yellow on the model at Appendix B,
Figures B-5 to B-8. All fuselage skin structure
above floor level was missing except for the
following items:
Section containing 3 windows between door 4L
and CRAF door;
The CRAF door itself (latched) apart from the top
area containing the hinge;
Window belt containing 8 windows aft of 4R
door aperture
Window belt containing 3 windows forward of
4R door aperture;
Door 4R.
Other items found in the wreckage included both
body landing gears, the right wing landing gear,
the left and right landing gear support beams
and the cargo door (frames 1800-1920) which was
latched. A number of pallets, luggage containers
and their contents were also recovered from this
site.
1.12.1.3 Forward fuselage and flight deck section.

The complete fuselage forward of approximately
station 480 (left side) to station 380 (right side)
and incorporating the flight deck and nose
landing gear was found as a single piece
[Appendix B, Figure B-9] in a field approximately
4 km miles east of Lockerbie at OS Grid
Reference 174808. It was evident from the nature
of the impact damage and the ground marks that
it had fallen almost flat on its left side but with a
slight nose-down attitude and with no
discernible horizontal velocity. The impact had
caused almost complete crushing of the structure
on the left side. The radome and right nose
landing gear door had detached in the air and
were recovered in the southern trail.
Examination of the torn edges of the fuselage
skin did not indicate the presence of any preexisting structural or material defects which
could have accounted for the separation of this
section of the fuselage. Equally so, there were no
signs of explosive blast damage or sooting
evident on any part of the structure or the
interior fittings. It was noted however that a
heavy, semi-eliptical scuff mark was present on

the lower right side of the fuselage at
approximately station 360. This was later
matched to the intake profile of the No 3 engine.
The status of the controls and switches on the
flight deck was consistent with normal operation
in cruising flight. There were no indications that
the crew had attempted to react to rapid
decompression or loss of control or that any
emergency preparations had been actioned prior
to the catastrophic disintegration.
1.12.1.4 Northern trail
The northern trail was seen to be narrow and
clearly defined, to emanate from a point very
close to the main impact crater and to be
orientated in a direction which agreed closely
with the mean wind aftercast for the height band
from sea level to 20,000 ft. Also at the western
end of the northern trail were the lower rear
fuselage at Rosebank Crescent, and the group of
Nos. 1, 2 and 4 engines which fell in Lockerbie.
The trail contained items of structure distributed

throughout its length, from the area slightly east
of the crater, to a point approximately 16 km east,
beyond which only items of low weight / high
drag such as insulation, interior trim, paper etc,
were found. For all practical purposes this trail
ended at a range of 25 km.
The northern trail contained mainly wreckage
from the rear fuselage, fin and the inner regions
of both tailplanes together with structure and
skin from the upper half of the fuselage forward
to approximately the wing mid-chord position. A
number of items from the wing were also found
in the northern trail, including all 3 starboard
Kreuger flaps, most of the remains of the port
Kreuger flaps together with sections of their
leading edge attachment structures, one portion
of outboard aileron approximately 10 feet long,
the aft ends of the flap-track fairings (one with a
slide raft wrapped around it), and fragments of
glass reinforced plastic honeycombe structure
believed to be from the flap system, i.e. foreflaps, aft-flaps, mid-flaps or adjacent fairings. In
addition, a number of pieces of the engine
cowlings and both HF antennae (situated

projecting aft from the wing-tips) were found in
this trail.
All items recovered from the northern trail, with
the exception of the wing, engines, and lower
rear fuselage in Rosebank Crescent, are coloured
red on the model of the aircraft in Appendix B,
Figures B-5 to B-8.
1.12.1.5 Southern trail
The southern trail was easily defined, except
within 12 km of Lockerbie where it tended to
merge with the northern trail. Further east, it
extended across southern Scotland and northern
England, essentially in a straight band as far as
the North Sea. Most of the significant items of
wreckage were found in this trail within a range
of 30 km from the main impact crater. Items
recovered from the southern trail are coloured
green on the model of the aircraft at Appendix B,
Figures B-5 to B-8.
The trail contained numerous large items from
the forward fuselage. The flight deck and nose of

the aircraft fell in the curved part of this trail
close to Lockerbie. Fragments of the whole of the
left tailplane and the outboard portion of the
right tailplane were distributed almost entirely
throughout the southern trail. Between 21 and 27
km east of the main impact point (either side of
Langholm) substantial sections of tailplane skin
were found, some bearing distinctive signs of
contact with debris moving outwards and
backwards relative to the fuselage. Also found in
this area were numerous isolated sections of
fuselage frame, clearly originating from the
crown region above the forward upper deck.
1.12.1.6 Datum line
All grid references relating to items bearing
actual explosive evidence, together with those
attached to heavily distorted items found to
originate immediately adjacent to them on the
structure, were plotted on an Ordnance Survey
(OS) chart. These references, 11 in total, were all
found to be distributed evenly about a mean line
orientated 079¡(Grid) within the southern trail
and were spread over a distance of 12 km. The

distance of each reference from the line was
measured in a direction parallel to the aircraft's
track and all were found to be within 500 metres
of the line, with 50% of them being within 250
metres of the line. This line is referred to as the
datum line and is shown in Appendix B, Figure
B-4.
1.12.1.7 Distribution of wreckage within the
southern trail
North of the datum line and parallel to it were
drawn a series of lines at distances of 250, 300,
600 and 900 metres respectively from the line,
again measured in a direction parallel to the
aircraft's track. The positions on the aircraft
structure of specific items of wreckage, for which
grid references were known with a high degree
of confidence, within the bands formed between
these lines, are shown in Appendix B, Figures
B-10 to 13. In addition, a separate assessment of
the grid references of tailplane and elevator
wreckage established that these items were
distributed evenly about the 600 metre line.

1.12.1.8 Area between trails
Immediately east of the crater, the southern trail
converged with the northern trail such that, to an
easterly distance of approximately 5 km,
considerable wreckage existed which could have
formed part of either trail. Further east, between
6 and 11 km from the crater, a small number of
sections and fragments of the fin had fallen
outside the southern boundary of the northern
trail. Beyond this a large area existed between the
trails in which there was no wreckage.
1.12.2 Examination of wreckage at CAD
Longtown
The debris from all areas was recovered by the
Royal Air Force to the Army Central
Ammunition Depot Longtown, about 20 miles
from Lockerbie. Approximately 90% of the hull
wreckage was successfully recovered, identified,
and laid out on the floor in a two-dimensional
reconstruction [Appendix B, Figure B-14].
Baggage container material was incorporated
into a full three-dimensional reconstruction.

Items of wreckage added to the reconstructions
was given a reference number and recorded on a
computer database together with a brief
description of the item and the location where it
was found.
1.12.2.1 Fuselage
The reconstruction revealed the presence of
damage consistent with an explosion on the
lower fuselage left side in the forward cargo bay
area. A small region of structure bounded
approximately by frames 700 & 720 and stringers
38L & 40L, had clearly been shattered and
blasted through by material exhausting directly
from an explosion centred immediately inboard
of this location. The material from this area,
hereafter referred to as the 'shatter zone', was
mostly reduced to very small fragments, only a
few of which were recovered, including a strip of
two skins [Appendix B, Figure B-15] forming
part of the lap joint at the stringer 39L position.
Surrounding the shatter zone were a series of
much larger panels of torn fuselage skin which

formed a 'star-burst' fracture pattern around the
shatter zone. Where these panels formed the
boundary of the shatter zone, the metal in the
immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted,
and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired at
the inner surface of the fuselage at close range. In
contrast, the star-burst fractures, outside the
boundary of the shatter zone, displayed evidence
of more typical overload tearing, though some
tears appeared to be rapid and, in the area below
the missing panels, were multi-branched. These
surrounding skin panels were moderately sooted
in the regions adjacent to the shatter zone, but
otherwise were lightly sooted or free of soot
altogether. (Forensic analysis of the soot deposits
on frame and skin material from this area
confirmed the presence of explosive residues.)
All of these skin panels had pulled away from
the supporting structure and had been bent and
torn in a manner which indicated that, as well as
fracturing in the star burst pattern, they had also
petalled outwards producing characteristic, tight
curling of the sheet material.

Sections of frames 700 and 720 from the area of
the explosion were also recovered and identified.
Attached to frame 720 were the remnants of a
section of the aluminium baggage container
(side) guide rail, which was heavily distorted
and displayed deep pitting together with very
heavy sooting, indicating that it had been very
close to the explosive charge. The pattern of
distortion and damage on the frames and guide
rail segment matched the overall pattern of
damage observed on the skins.
The remainder of the structure forming the cargo
deck and lower hull was, generally, more
randomly distorted and did not display the clear
indications of explosive processes which were
evident on the skin panels and frames nearer the
focus of the explosion. Nevertheless, the overall
pattern of damage was consistent with the
propagation of explosive pressure fronts away
from the focal area inboard of the shatter zone.
This was particularly evident in the fracture and
bending characteristics of several of the fuselage
frames ahead of, and behind station 700.

The whole of the two-dimensional fuselage
reconstruction was examined for general
evidence of the mode of disintegration and for
signs of localised damage, including
overpressure damage and pre-existing damage
such as corrosion or fatigue. There was some
evidence of corrosion and dis-bonding at the
cold-bond lap joints in the fuselage. However,
the corrosion was relatively light and would not
have compromised significantly the static
strength of the airframe. Certainly, there was no
evidence to suggest that corrosion had affected
the mode of disintegration, either in the area of
the explosion or at areas more remote. Similarly,
there were no indications of fatigue damage
except for one very small region of fatigue,
involving a single crack less than 3 inches long,
which was remote from the bomb location. This
crack was not in a critical area and had not
coincided with a fracture path.
No evidence of overpressure fracture or
distortion was found at the rear pressure
bulkhead. Some suggestion of 'quilting' or
'pillowing' of skin panels between stringers and

frames, indicative of localised overpressure, was
evident on the skin panels attached to the larger
segments of lower fuselage wreckage aft of the
blast area. In addition, the mode of failure of the
butt joint at station 520 suggested that there had
been a rapid overpressure load in this area,
causing the fastener heads to 'pop' in the region
of stringers 13L to 16L, rather than producing
shear in the fasteners. Further evidence of
localised overpressure damage remote from the
source of the explosion was found during the full
three-dimensional reconstruction, detailed later
in paragraph 1.12.3.2.
An attempt was made to analyse the fractures, to
determine the direction and sequence of failure
as the fractures propagated away from the region
of the explosion. It was found that the directions
of most of the fractures close to the explosion
could be determined from an analysis of the
fracture surfaces and other features, such as rivet
and rivet hole distortions. However, it was
apparent that beyond the boundary of the
petalled region, the disintegration process had
involved multiple fractures taking place

simultaneously - extremely complex parallel
processes which made the sequencing of events
not amenable to conventional analysis.

CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.12.2.2 Wing structure and adjacent fuselage
area
On completion of the initial layout at Longtown
it became evident that, in the area from station
1000 to approximately station 1240 the only
identifiable fuselage structure consisted of
elements of fuselage skin, stringers and frames
from above the cabin window belts. The
wreckage from in and around the crater was
therefore sifted to establish more accurately what
sections of the aircraft had produced the crater.
All of the material was highly fragmented, but it
was confirmed that the material comprised
mostly wing structure, with a few fragments of
fuselage sidewall and passenger seats. The badly
burnt state of these fragments made it clear that
they were recovered from the area of the main
impact crater, the only scene of significant

ground fire. Amongst these items a number of
cabin window forgings were recovered with
sections of thick horizontal panelling attached
having a length equivalent to the normal
window spacing/frame pitch. This arrangement,
with skins of this thickness, is unique to the area
from station 1100 to 1260. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that these fragments
formed parts of the missing cabin sides from
station 1000 to station 1260, which must have
remained attached to the wing centre section at
the time of its impact. Because of the high degree
of fragmentation and the relative insignificance
of the wing in terms of the overall explosive
damage pattern, a reconstruction of the wing
material was not undertaken. The sections of the
aircraft which went into the crater are colour
coded grey in Appendix B, Figures B-5 to B-8.
1.12.2.3 Fin and aft section of fuselage
Examination of the structure of the fin revealed
evidence of in-flight damage to the leading edge
caused by the impact of structure or cabin
contents. This damage was not severe or

extensive and the general break-up of the fin did
not suggest either a single readily defined
loading direction, or break-up due to the effects
of leading edge impact. A few items of fin debris
were found between the northern and southern
trails.
A number of sections of fuselage frame found in
the northern trail exhibited evidence of plastic
deformation of skin attachment cleats and tensile
overload failure of the attachment rivets. This
damage was consistent with that which would
occur if the skin had been locally subjected to a
high loading in a direction normal to its plane.
Although this was suggestive of an internal
overpressure condition, the rear fuselage
revealed no other evidence to support this
possibility. Examination of areas of the forward
fuselage known to have been subjected to high
blast overpressures revealed no comparable
evidence of plastic deformation in the skin
attachment cleats or rivets, most skin attachment
failures appearing to have been rapid.
Calculations made on the effects of internal

pressure generated by an open ended fuselage
descending at the highest speed likely to have
been experienced revealed that this could not
generate an internal pressure approaching that
necessary to cause failure in an intact cabin
structure.
1.12.2.4 Baggage containers
During the wreckage recovery operation it
became apparent that some items, identified as
parts of baggage containers, exhibited damage
consistent with being close to a detonating high
explosive. It was therefore decided to segregate
identifiable container parts and reconstruct any
that showed evidence of explosive damage. It
was evident, from the main wreckage layout,
that the explosion had occurred in the forward
cargo hold and, although all baggage container
wreckage was examined, only items from this
area which showed the relevant characteristics
were considered for the reconstruction.
Discrimination between forward and rear cargo
hold containers was relatively straightforward as
the rear cargo hold wreckage was almost entirely

confined to Lockerbie, whilst that from the
forward hold was scattered along the southern
wreckage trail.
All immediately identifiable parts of the forward
cargo containers were segregated into areas
designated by their serial numbers and items not
identified at that stage were collected into piles
of similar parts for later assessment. As a result
of this, two adjacent containers, one of metal
construction the other fibreglass, were identified
as exhibiting damage likely to have been caused
by the explosion. Those parts which could be
positively identified as being from these two
containers were assembled onto one of three
simple wooden frameworks, one each for the
floor and superstructure of the metal container
and one for the superstructure of the fibreglass
container. From this it was positively determined
that the explosion had occurred within the metal
container (serial number AVE 4041 PA), the direct
effects of this being evident also on the forward
face of the adjacent fibreglass container (serial
number AVN 7511 PA) and on the local airframe
on the left side of the aircraft in the region of

station 700. It was therefore confirmed that this
metal container had been loaded in position 14L
in agreement with the aircraft loading records.
While this work was in progress a buckled
section of the metal container skin was found by
an AAIB Inspector to contain, trapped within its
folds, an item which was subsequently identified
by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and Development Establishment
(RARDE) as belonging to a specific type of radiocassette player and that this had been fitted with
an improvised explosive device (IED).
The reconstruction of these containers and their
relationship to the aircraft structure is described
in detail in Appendix F. Examination of all other
components of the remaining containers revealed
only damage consistent with ejection into the
high speed slipstream and/or ground impact,
and that only one device had detonated within
the containers on board the aircraft.
1.12.3 Fuselage three-dimensional reconstruction
1.12.3.1 The reconstruction

The two-dimensional reconstruction successfully
established that there had been an explosion in
the forward hold; its location was established
and the general damage characteristics in the
vicinity of the explosion were determined.
However, the mechanisms by which the failure
process developed from local damage in the
immediate vicinity of the explosion to the
complete structural break-up and separation of
the whole forward section of the fuselage, could
not be adequately investigated without recourse
to a more elaborate reconstruction.
To facilitate this additional work, wreckage
forming a 65 foot section of the fuselage
(approximately 30 feet each side of the explosion)
was transported to AAIB Farnborough, where it
was attached to a specially designed framework
to form a fully three-dimensional reconstruction
[Appendix B, Figures B-16 and B-17] of the
complete fuselage between stations 360 & 1000
(from the separated nose section back to the wing
cut out). The support framework was designed
to provide full and free access to all parts of the

structure, both internally and externally. Because
of height constraints, the reconstruction was
carried out in two parts, with the structure
divided along a horizontal line at approximately
the upper cabin floor level. The previously
reconstructed containers were also transported to
AAIB Farnborough to allow correlation of
evidence with, and partial incorporation into, the
fuselage reconstruction.
Structure and skin panels were attached to the
supporting framework by their last point of
attachment, to provide a better appreciation of
the modes and direction of curling, distortion,
and ultimate separation. Thus, the panels of skin
which had petalled back from the shatter zone
were attached at their outer edges, so as to
identify the bending modes of the panels, the
extent of the petalled region, and also the size of
the resulting aperture in the hull. In areas more
remote from the explosion, the fracture and tear
directions were used together with distortion
and curling directions to determine the mode of
separation, and thus the most appropriate point
of attachment to the reconstruction. Cabin floor

beam segments were supported on a steel mesh
grid and a plot of the beam fractures is shown at
Appendix B, Figure B-18.
The cargo container base elements were
separated from the rest of the container
reconstruction and transferred to the main
wreckage reconstruction, where the re-assembled
container base was positioned precisely onto the
cargo deck. To assist in the correlation of the
initial shatter zone and petalled-out regions with
the position of the explosive device, the
boundaries of the skin panel fractures were
marked on a transparent plastic panel which was
then attached to the reconstruction to provide a
transparent pseudo-skin showing the positions
of the skin tear lines. This provided a clear visual
indication of the relationship between the skin
panel fractures and the explosive damage to the
container base, thus providing a more accurate
indication of the location of the explosive device.
1.12.3.2 Summary of explosive features evident
The three-dimensional reconstruction provided

additional information about the region of
tearing and petalling around the shatter zone. It
also identified a number of other regions of
structural damage, remote from the explosion,
which were clearly associated with severe and
rapidly applied pressure loads acting normal to
the skin's internal surface. These were
sufficiently sharp-edged to pre-empt the
resolution of pressure induced loads into
membrane tension stresses in the skin: instead,
the effect was as though these areas of skin had
been struck a severe 'pressure blow' from within
the hull.
The two types of damage, i.e. the direct blast/
tearing/petalling damage and the quite separate
areas of 'pressure blow' damage at remote sites
were evidently caused by separate mechanisms,
though it was equally clear that each was caused
by explosive processes, rather than more general
disintegration.
The region of petalling was bounded
(approximately) by frames 680 and 740, and
extended from just below the window belt down

nearly to the keel of the aircraft [Appendix B,
Figure B-19, region A]. The resulting aperture
measured approximately 17 feet by 5 feet. Three
major fractures had propagated beyond the
boundary of the petalled zone, clearly driven by
a combination of hull pressurisation loading and
the relatively long term (secondary) pressure
pulse from the explosion. These fractures ran as
follows:

(i)
rearwards and downward in a stepped
fashion, joining the stringer 38L lap joint at
around station 840, running aft along stringer
38L to around station 920, then stepping down to
stringer 39L and running aft to terminate at the
wing box cut-out [Appendix B, Figure B-19,
fracture 1].
(ii)
downwards and forward to join the
stringer 44L lap joint, then running forward
along stringer 44L as far as station 480 [Appendix
B, Figure B-19, fracture 2].
(iii) downwards and rearward, joining the butt
line at station 740 to run under the fuselage and
up the right side to a position approximately 18

inches above the cabin floor level [Appendix B,
Figures B-19 and B-20, fracture 3].
The propagation of tears upwards from the
shatter zone appeared to have taken the form of
a series of parallel fractures running upwards
together before turning towards each other and
closing, forming large flaps of skin which appear
to have separated relatively cleanly.
Regions of skin separation remote from the site
of the explosion were evident in a number of
areas. These principally were:

(i) A large section of upper fuselage skin
extending from station 500 back to station 760,
and from around stringers 15/19L up as far as
stringer 5L [Appendix B, Figures B-19 and B-20,
region B], and probably extending further up
over the crown. This panel had separated
initially at its lower forward edge as a result of a
pressure blow type of impulse loading, which
had popped the heads from the rivets at the butt
joint on frame 500 and lifted the skin flap out

into the airflow. The remainder of the panel had
then torn away rearwards in the airflow.
A region of 'quilting' or 'pillowing', i.e. spherical
bulging of skin panels between frames and
stringers, was evident on these panels in the
region between station 560 and 680, just below
the level of the upper deck floor, indicative of
high internal pressurisation loading [Appendix
B, Figure B-19, region C].
(ii) A smaller section of skin between stations
500 and 580, bounded by stringers 27L and 34L
[Appendix B, Figure B-19, region D], had also
been 'blown' outwards at its forward edge and
torn off the structure rearwards. A characteristic
curling of the panel was evident, consistent with
rapid, energetic separation from the structure.
(iii) A section of thick belly skin extending from
station 560, stringers 40R to 44R, and tapering
back to a point at stringer 45R/station720
[Appendix B, Figure B-19 and B-20, region E],
had separated from the structure as a result of a
very heavy 'pressure blow' load at its forward
end which had popped the heads off a large
number of substantial skin fasteners. The panel
had then torn away rearwards from the

structure, curling up tightly onto itself as it did
so - indicating that considerable excess energy
was involved in the separation process (over and
above that needed simply to separate the skin
material from its supporting structure).
(iv)
A panel of skin on the right side of the
aircraft, roughly opposite the explosion, had
been torn off the frames, beginning at the top
edge of the panel situated just below the window
belt and tearing downwards towards the belly
[Appendix B, Figure B-20, region F]. This panel
was curled downwards in a manner which
suggested significant excess energy.
Appendix B, Figure B-21 shows a plot of the
fractures noted in the fuselage skins between
stations 360 and 1000.
The cabin floor structure was badly disrupted,
particularly in the general area above the
explosion, where the floor beams had suffered
localised upward loading sufficient to fracture
them, and the floor panels were missing.
Elsewhere, floor beam damage was mainly
limited to fractures at the outer ends of the

beams and at the centreline, leaving sections of
separated floor structure comprising a number of
half beams joined together by the Nomex
honeycomb floor panels.
1.12.3.3 General damage features not directly
associated with explosive forces.
A number of features appeared to be a part of the
general structural break-up which followed on
from the explosive damage, rather than being a
part of the explosive damage process itself. This
general break-up was complex and, to a certain
extent, random. However, analysis of the
fractures, surface scores, paint smears and other
features enabled a number of discreet elements
of the break-up process to be identified. These
elements are summarised below.

(i) Buckling of the window belts on both sides
of the aircraft was evident between stations 660
and 800. That on the left side appeared to be the
result of in-plane bending in a nose up sense,
followed by fracture. The belt on the right side

had a large radius curve suggesting lateral
deflection of the fuselage possibly accompanied
by some longitudinal compression. This
terminated in a peeling failure of the riveted joint
at station 800.
(ii)
On the left side three fractures, apparently
resulting from in-plane bending/buckling
distortion, had traversed the window belt
[Appendix B, Figure B-21, detail G]. Of these, the
forward two had broken through the window
apertures and the aft fracture had exploited a
rivet line at the region of reinforcement just
forward of the L2 door aperture. On the right
side, the window belt had peeled rearwards,
after buckling had occurred, separating from the
rest of the fuselage, following rivet failure, at the
forward edge of the R2 door aperture.
(iii) All crown skins forward of frame 840 were
badly distorted and a number of pieces were
missing. It was clearly evident that the skin
sections from this region had struck the
empennage and/or other structure following
separation.
(iv)
The fuselage left side lower lobe from
station 740 back to the wing box cut-out, and

from the window level down to the cargo deck
floor (the fracture line along stringer 38L), had
peeled outwards, upwards and rearwards separating from the rest of the fuselage at the
window belt. The whole of this separated section
had then continued to slide upwards and
rearwards, over the fuselage, before being
carried back in the slipstream and colliding with
the outer leading edge of the right horizontal
stabiliser, completely disrupting the outer half. A
fragment of horizontal stabiliser spar cap was
found embedded in the fuselage structure
adjacent to the two vent valves, just below, and
forward of, the L2 door [Appendix B, Figure
B-22].
(v) A large, clear, imprint of semi-eliptical form
was apparent on the lower right side at station
360 which had evidently been caused by the
separating forward fuselage section striking the
No 3 engine as it swung rearwards and to the
right (confirmed by No 3 engine fan cowl
damage).
1.12.3.4 Tailplane three-dimensional
reconstruction

The tailplane structural design took the form of a
forward and an aft torque box. The forward box
was constructed from light gauge aluminium
alloy sheet skins, supported by closely pitched,
light gauge nose ribs but without lateral
stringers. The aft torque box incorporated heavy
gauge skin/stringer panels with more widely
spaced ribs. The front spar web was of light
gauge material. Leading edge impacts inflicted
by debris would therefore have had the capacity
to reduce the tailplane's structural integrity by
passing through the light gauge skins and spar
web into the interior of the aft torque box,
damaging the shear connection between top and
bottom skins in the process and thereby both
removing the bending strength of the box and
opening up the weakened structure to the direct
effects of the airflow.
Examination of the rebuilt tailplane structure at
AAIB Farnborough left little doubt that it had
been destroyed by debris striking its leading
edges. In addition, the presence on the skins of
smear marks indicated that some unidentified

soft debris had contacted those surfaces whilst
moving with both longitudinal and lateral
velocity components relative to the aircraft.
The reconstructed left tailplane [Appendix B,
Figure B-23] showed evidence that disruption of
the inboard leading edge, followed respectively
by the forward torque box, front spar web and
main torque box, occurred as a result of frontal
impact by the base of a baggage container.
Further outboard, a compact object appeared to
have struck the underside of the leading edge
and penetrated to the aft torque box. In both
cases, the loss of the shear web of the front spar
appeared to have permitted local bending failure
of the remaining main torque box structure in a
tip downwards sense, consistent with the normal
load direction. For both events to have occurred
it would be reasonable to assume that the
outboard damage preceded that occurring
inboard.
The right tailplane exhibited massive leading
edge impact damage on the outboard portion
which also appeared to have progressed to

disruption of the aft torsion box. A fragment of
right tailplane spar cap was found embedded in
the fuselage structure adjacent to the two vent
valves, just below, and forward of, the L2 door
and it is clear that this area of forward left
fuselage had travelled over the top of the aircraft
and contributed to the destruction of the
outboard right tailplane.
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1.12.4 Examination of engines
All four engines had struck the ground in
Lockerbie with considerable velocity and
therefore sustained major damage, in particular
to most of the fan blades. The No 3 engine had
fallen 1,100 metres north of the other three
engines, striking the ground on its rear face,
penetrating a road surface and coming to rest
without any further change of orientation i.e.
with the front face remaining uppermost. The
intake area contained a number of loose items
originating from within the cabin or baggage
hold. It was not possible initially to determine

whether any of the general damage to any of the
engine fans or the ingestion noted in No 3 engine
intake occurred whilst the relevant engines were
delivering power or at a later stage.
Numbers 1, 2 and 3 engines were taken to British
Airways Engine Overhaul Limited for detailed
examination under AAIB supervision in
conjunction with a specialist from the Pratt and
Whitney Engine Company. During this
examination the following points were noted:

(i) No 2 engine (situated closest to the site of
the explosion) had evidence of blade "shingling"
in the area of the shrouds consistent with the
results of major airflow disturbance whilst
delivering power. (This effect is produced when
random bending and torsional deflection occurs,
permitting the mid-span shrouds to disengage
and repeatedly strike the adjacent aerofoil
surfaces of the blades). The interior of the air
intake contained paint smears and other
evidence suggesting the passage of items of
debris. One such item of significance was a clear

indentation produced by a length of cable of
diameter and strand size similar to that typically
attached to the closure curtains on the baggage
containers.
(ii)
No 3 engine, identified on site as
containing ingested debris from within the
aircraft, nonetheless had no evidence of the type
of shingling seen on the blades of No 2 engine.
Such evidence is usually unmistakable and its
absence is a clear indication that No 3 engine did
not suffer a major intake airflow disturbance
whilst delivering significant power. The intake
structure was found to have been crushed
longitudinally by an impact on the front face
although, as stated earlier, it had struck the
ground on its rear face whilst falling vertically.
(iii) All 3 engines had evidence of blade tip rubs
on the fan cases having a combination of
circumference and depth greater than hitherto
seen on any investigation witnessed on Boeing
747 aircraft by the Pratt and Whitney specialists.
Subsequent examination of No 4 engine
confirmed that it had a similar deep, large
circumference tip rub. These tip-rubs on the four
engines were centred at slightly different clock

positions around their respective fan cases.
The Pratt and Whitney specialists supplied
information which was used to interpret the
evidence found on the blades and fan cases
including details of engine dynamic behaviour
necessary to produce the tip rub evidence. This
indicated that the depth and circumference of tip
rubs noted would have required a marked nose
down change of aircraft pitch attitude combined
with a roll rate to the left.
Pratt and Whitney also advised that:

(i) Airflow disruption such as that presumed to
have caused the shingling observed on No 2
engine fan blades was almost invariably the
result of damage to the fan blade aerofoils,
resulting from ingestion or blade failure.
(ii) Tip rubs of a depth and circumference noted
on all four engines could be expected to reduce
the fan rotational energy on each to a negligible
value within approximately 5 seconds.
(iii)
Airflow disruption sufficient to cause the

extent of shingling noted on the fan blades of No
2 engine would also reduce the rotational fan
energy to a negligible value within
approximately 5 seconds.
1.13 Medical and pathological information
The results of the post mortem examination of
the victims indicated that the majority had
experienced severe multiple injuries at different
stages, consistent with the in-flight disintegration
of the aircraft and ground impact. There was no
pathological indication of an in-flight fire and no
evidence that any of the victims had been injured
by shrapnel from the explosion. There was also
no evidence which unequivocally indicated that
passengers or cabin crew had been killed or
injured by the effects of a blast. Although it is
probable that those passengers seated in the
immediate vicinity of the explosion would have
suffered some injury as a result of blast, this
would have been of a secondary or tertiary
nature.
Of the casualties from the aircraft, the majority

were found in areas which indicated that they
had been thrown from the fuselage during the
disintegration. Although the pattern of
distribution of bodies on the ground was not
clear cut there was some correlation with seat
allocation which suggested that the forward part
of the aircraft had broken away from the rear
early in the disintegration process. The bodies of
10 passengers were not recovered and of these, 8
had been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28
positioned over the wing at the front of the
economy section. The fragmented remains of 13
passengers who had been allocated seats around
the eight missing persons were found in or near
the crater formed by the wing. Whilst there is no
unequivocal proof that the missing people
suffered the same fate, it would seem from the
pattern that the missing passengers remained
attached to the wing structure until impact.
1.14 Fire
Of the several large pieces of aircraft wreckage
which fell in the town of Lockerbie, one was seen
to have the appearance of a ball of fire with a

trail of flame. Its final path indicated that this
was the No 3 engine, which embedded itself in a
road in the north-east part of the town. A small
post impact fire posed no hazard to adjacent
property and was later extinguished with water
from a hosereel. The three remaining engines
landed in the Netherplace area of the town. One
severed a water main and the other two,
although initially on fire, were no risk to persons
or property and the fires were soon extinguished.
A large, dark, delta shaped object was seen to fall
at about the same time in the Sherwood area of
the town. It was not on fire while in the air,
however, a fireball several hundred feet across
followed the impact. It was of relatively short
duration and large amounts of debris were
thrown into the air, the lighter particles being
carried several miles downwind, while larger
pieces of burning debris caused further fires,
including a major one at the Townfoot Garage,
up to 350 metres from the source. It was
determined that the major part of both wings,
which included the aircraft fuel tanks, had
formed the crater. A gas main had also been

ruptured during the impact.
At 19.04 hrs the Dumfries Fire Brigade Control
received a call from a member of the public
which indicated that there had been a "huge
boiler explosion" at Westacres, Lockerbie,
however, subsequent calls soon made it clear that
it was an aircraft which had crashed. At 19.07 hrs
the first appliances were mobile and at 1910 hrs
one was in attendance in the Rosebank area.
Multiple fires were identified and it soon became
apparent that a major disaster had occurred in
the town and the Fire Brigade Major Incident
Plan was implemented. During the initial phase
15 pumping appliances from various brigades
were deployed but this number was ultimately
increased to 20.
At 22.09 hrs the Firemaster made an assessment
of the situation. He reported that there was a
series of fires over an area of the town centre
extending 1† by € mile. The main concentration
of the fire was in the southwest of the town
around Sherwood Park and Sherwood Crescent.
Appliances were in attendance at other fires in

the town, particularly in Park Place and
Rosebank Crescent. Water and electricity
supplies were interrupted and water had to be
brought into the town.
By 02.22 hrs on 22 December, all main seats of
fire had been extinguished and the firemen were
involved in turning over and damping down. At
04.42 hrs small fires were still occurring but had
been confined to the Sherwood Crescent area.

1.15 Survival aspects
1.15.1 Survivability
The accident was not survivable.
1.15.2 Emergency services
A chronology of initial responses by the
emergency services is listed below:-

Time

Event

19.03 hrs Radio message from Police patrol in
Lockerbie to Dumfries and Galloway
Constabulary reporting an aircraft crash at
Lockerbie.
19.04 hrs Emergency call to Dumfries and
Galloway Fire Brigade.
19.37 hrs First ambulances leave for Dumfries
and Galloway Royal Infirmary with injured town
residents. (2- serious; 3- minor)
19.40 hrs Sherwood Park and Sherwood
Crescent residents evacuated to Lockerbie Town
Hall.
20.25 hrs
Nose section of N739PA discovered
at Tundergarth (approximately 4 km east of
Lockerbie).
During the next few days a major emergency
operation was mounted using the guidelines of
the Dumfries and Galloway Regional Peacetime
Emergency Plan. The Dumfries and Galloway
Constabulary was reinforced by contingents
from Strathclyde and Lothian & Borders
Constabularies. Resources from HM Forces were
made available and this support was
subsequently authorised by the Ministry of

Defence as Military Aid to the Civil Power. It
included the provision of military personnel and
a number of helicopters used mainly in the
search for and recovery of aircraft wreckage. It
was apparent at an early stage that there were no
survivors from the aircraft and the search and
recovery of bodies was mainly a Police task with
military assistance.
Many other agencies were involved in the
provision of welfare and support services for the
residents of Lockerbie, relatives of the aircraft's
occupants and personnel involved in the
emergency operation.
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1.16 Tests and research
An explosive detonation within a fuselage, in
reasonably close proximity to the skin, will
produce a high intensity spherically propagating
shock wave which will expand outwards from
the centre of detonation. On reaching the inner

surface of the fuselage skin, energy will partially
be absorbed in shattering, deforming and
accelerating the skin and stringer material in its
path. Much of the remaining energy will be
transmitted, as a shock wave, through the skin
and into the atmosphere but a significant amount
of energy will be returned as a reflected shock
wave, which will travel back into the fuselage
interior where it will interact with the incident
shock to produce Mach stem shocks - recombination shock waves which can have
pressures and velocities of propagation greater
than the incident shock.
The Mach stem phenomenon is significant
because it gives rise (for relatively small charge
sizes) to a geometric limitation on the area of
skin material which the incident shock wave can
shatter, irrespective of charge size, thus
providing a means of calculating the standoff
distance of the explosive charge from the
fuselage skin. Calculations suggest that a charge
standoff distance of aproximately 25 inches
would result in a shattered region approximately
18 to 20 inches in diameter, comparable to the

size of the shattered region evident in the
wreckage. This aspect is covered in greater detail
in [Appendix G].

1.17 Additional information
1.17.1 Recorded radar information
Recorded radar information on the aircraft was
available from 4 radar sites. Initial analysis
consisted of viewing the recorded information as
it was shown to the controller on the radar screen
from which it was clear that the flight had
progressed in a normal manner until secondary
surveillance radar (SSR) was lost.
The detailed analysis of the radar information
concentrated on the break-up of the aircraft. The
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment (RSRE)
corrected the radar returns for fixed errors and
converted the SSR returns to latitude and
longitude so that an accurate time and position
for the aircraft could be determined. The last
secondary return from the aircraft was recorded

at 19.02:46.9 hrs, identifying N739PA at Flight
Level 310, and at the next radar return there is no
SSR data, only 4 primary returns. It was
concluded that the aircraft was, by this time, no
longer a single return and, considering the
approximately 1 nautical mile spread of returns
across track, that items had been ejected at high
speed probably to both right and left of the
aircraft.
Each rotation of the radar head thereafter
showed the number of returns increasing, with
those first identified across track having slowed
down very quickly and followed a track along
the prevailing wind line. The radar evidence then
indicated that a further break-up of the aircraft
had occurred and formed a parallel wreckage
trail to the north of the first. From the absence of
any returns travelling along track it was
concluded that the main wreckage was travelling
almost vertically downwards for much of the
time.
A detailed analysis of the recorded radar
information, together with the radar, ATC and

seismic recordings is contained in Appendix C.
1.17.2 Seismic data
The British Geological Survey has a number of
seismic monitoring stations in Southern
Scotland. Stations close to Lockerbie recorded a
seismic event measuring 1.6 on the Richter scale
and, with appropriate corrections for the times of
the waves to reach the sensors, it was established
that this occurred at 19.03:36.5 hrs ±1 second. A
further check was made by triangulation
techniques from the information recorded by the
various sensors.
An analysis of the seismic recording, together
with the radar, ATC and radar information is
contained in Appendix C.
1.17.3 Trajectory analysis
A detailed trajectory analysis was carried out by
Cranfield Institute of Technology in an effort to
provide a sequence for the aircraft disintegration.
This analysis comprised several separate

processes, including individual trajectory
calculations for a limited number of key items of
wreckage and mathematical modelling of
trajectory paths adopted by a series of
hypothetical items of wreckage encompassing
the drag/weight spectrum of the actual
wreckage.
The work carried out at Cranfield enabled the
reasons for the two separate trails to be
established. The narrow northern trail was
shown to be created by debris released from the
aircraft in a vertical dive between 19,000 and
9,000 feet overhead Lockerbie. The southern trail,
longer and straight for most of its length,
appeared to have been created by wreckage
released during the initial disintegration at
altitude whilst the aircraft was in level flight.
Those items falling closest to Lockerbie would
have been those with higher density which
would travel a significant distance along track
before losing all along-track velocity, whilst only
drifting a small distance downwind, owing to
the high speed of their descent. The most
westerly items thus showed the greatest such

effect. The southern trail therefore had curved
boundaries at its western end with the curvature
becoming progressively less to the east until the
wreckage essentially fell in a straight band. Thus
wreckage in the southern trail positioned well to
the east could be assumed to have retained
negligible velocity along aircraft track after
separation and the along-track distribution could
be used to establish an approximate sequence of
initial disintegration.
The analysis calculated impact speeds of 120 kts
for the nose section weighing approximately
17,500 lb and 260 kts for the engines and pylons
which each weighed about 13,500 lb. Based on
the best available data at the time, the analysis
showed that the wing (approximately 100,000 lb
of structure containing an estimated 200,000 lb of
fuel) could have impacted at a speed, in theory,
as high as 650 kts if it had 'flown' in a
streamlined attitude such that the drag
coefficient was minimal. However, because small
variations of wing incidence (and various
amounts of attached fuselage) could have
resulted in significant increases in drag

coefficient, the analysis also recognized that the
final impact speed of the wing could have been
lower.
1.17.4 Space debris re-entry
Four items of space debris were known to have
re-entered the Earth's atmosphere on 21
December 1988. Three of these items were
fragments of debris which would not have
survived re-entry, although their burn up in the
upper atmosphere might have been visible from
the Earth's surface. The fourth item landed in the
USSR at 09.50 hrs UTC.
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2 ANALYSIS
2.1 Introduction
The airport security and criminal aspects of the
destruction of Boeing 747 registration N739PA
near Lockerbie on 21 December 1988 are the
subjects of a separate investigation and are not

covered in this report. This analysis discusses the
technical aspects of the disintegration of the
aircraft and considers possible ways of
mitigating the effects of an explosion in the
future.
2.2 Explosive destruction of the aircraft
The geographical position of the final secondary
return at 19.02:46.9 hrs was calculated by RSRE
to be OS Grid Reference 15257772, annotated
Point A in Appendix B, Figure B-4, with an
accuracy considered to be better than ±300
metres This return was received 3.1±1 seconds
before the loud sound was recorded on the CVR
at 19.02:50 hrs. By projecting from this position
along the track of 321¡(Grid) for 3.1±1 seconds at
the groundspeed of 434 kts, the position of the
aircraft was calculated to be OS Grid Reference
14827826, annotated Point B in Appendix B,
Figure B-4, within an accuracy of ±525 metres.
Based on the evidence of recorded data only,
Point B therefore represents the geographical
position of the aircraft at the moment the loud
sound was recorded on the CVR.

The datum line, discussed at paragraph 1.12.1.6,
was derived from a detailed analysis of the
distribution of specific items of wreckage,
including those exhibiting positive evidence of a
detonating high performance plastic explosive.
The scatter of these items about the datum line
may have been due partly to velocities imparted
by the force of the detonating explosive and
partly by the difficulty experienced in
pinpointing the location of the wreckage
accurately in relatively featureless terrain and
poor visibility. However, the random nature of
the scatter created by these two effects would
have tended to counteract one another, and a
major error in any one of the eleven grid
references would have had little overall effect on
the whole line. There is, therefore, good reason to
have confidence in the validity of the datum line.
The items used to define the datum line,
included those exhibiting positive evidence of a
detonating high performance plastic explosive,
would have been the first pieces to have been
released from the aircraft. The datum line was

projected westwards until it intersected the
known radar track of the aircraft in order to
derive the position of the aircraft along track at
which the explosive items were released and
therefore the position at which the IED had
detonated. This position was OS grid reference
146786 and is annotated Point C in Appendix B,
Figure B-4. Point C was well within the circle of
accuracy (±525 metres) of the position at which
the loud noise was heard on the CVR (Point B).
There can, therefore, be no doubt that the loud
noise on the CVR was directly associated with
the detonation of the IED and that this explosion
initiated the disintegration process and directly
caused the loss of the aircraft.
2.3 Flight recorders
2.3.1 Digital flight data recordings
A working group of the European Organisation
for Civil Aviation Electronics (EUROCAE) was,
during the period of the investigation,
formulating new standards (Minimum
Operational Performance Requirement for Flight

Data Recorder Systems, Ref:- ED55) for future
generation flight recorders which would have
permitted delays between parameter input and
recording (buffering) of up to € second. These
standards are intended to form the basis of new
CAA specifications for flight recorders and may
be adopted worldwide.
The analysis of the recording from the DFDR
fitted to N739PA, which is detailed in Appendix
C, showed that the recorded data simply
stopped. Following careful examination and
correlation of the various sources of recorded
information, it was concluded that this occurred
because the electrical power supply to the
recorder had been interrupted at 19.02:50 hrs ±1
second. Only 17 bits of data were not recoverable
(less that 23 milliseconds) and it was not possible
to establish with any certainty if this data was
from the accident flight or was old data from a
previous recording.
The analysis of the final data recorded on the
DFDR was possible because the system did not
buffer the incoming data. Some existing

recorders use a process whereby data is stored
temporarily in a memory device (buffer) before
recording. The data within this buffer is lost
when power is removed from the recorder and in
currently designed recorders this may mean that
up to 1.2 seconds of final data contained within
the buffer is lost. Due to the necessary processing
of the signals prior to input to the recorder,
additional delays of up to 300 milliseconds may
be introduced. If the accident had occurred when
the aircraft was over the sea, it is very probable
that the relatively few small items of structure,
luggage and clothing showing positive evidence
of the detonation of an explosive device would
not have been recovered. However, as flight
recorders are fitted with underwater location
beacons, there is a high probability that they
would have been located and recovered. In such
an event the final milliseconds of data contained
on the DFDR could be vital to the successful
determination of the cause of an accident
whether due to an explosive device or other
catastrophic failure. Whilst it may not be possible
to reduce some of the delays external to the
recorder, it is possible to reduce any data loss

due to buffering of data within the data
acquisition unit.
It is, therefore, recommended that manufacturers
of existing recorders which use buffering
techniques give consideration to making the
buffers non-volatile, and hence recoverable after
power loss. Although the recommendation on
this aspect, made to the EUROCAE working
group during the investigation, was incorporated
into ED55, it is also recommended that
Airworthiness Authorities re-consider the
concept of allowing buffered data to be stored in
a volatile memory.
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2.3.2 Cockpit voice recorders
The analysis of the cockpit voice recording,
which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded that
there were valid signals available to the CVR
when it stopped at 19.02:50 hrs ±1 second
because the power supply to the recorder was
interrupted. It is not clear if the sound at the end

of the recording is the result of the explosion or is
from the break-up of the aircraft structure. The
short period between the beginning of the event
and the loss of electrical power suggests that the
latter is more likely to be the case. In order to
respond to events that result in the almost
immediate loss of the aircraft's electrical power
supply it was therefore recommended during the
investigation that the regulatory authorities
consider requiring CVR systems to contain a
short duration (i.e. no greater than 1 minute)
back-up power supply.
2.3.3 Detection of explosive occurrences
In the aftermath of the Air India Boeing 747
accident (AI 182) in the North Atlantic on 23 June
1985, RARDE were asked informally by AAIB to
examine means of differentiating, by recording
violent cabin pressure pulses, between the
detonation of an explosive device within the
cabin (positive pulse) and a catastrophic
structural failure (negative pulse). Following the
Lockerbie disaster it was considered that this
work should be raised to a formal research

project. Therefore, in February 1989, it was
recommended that the Department of Transport
fund a study to devise methods of recording
violent positive and negative pressure pulses,
preferably utilising the aircraft's flight recorder
systems. This recommendation was accepted.
Preliminary results from the trials indicate that, if
a suitable sensor can be developed, its output
will need to be recorded in real time and
therefore it may require wiring to the CVR
installation. This will further strengthen the
requirement for battery back up of the CVR
electrical power supply.
2.4 IED position within the aircraft
From the detailed examination of the
reconstructed luggage containers, discussed at
paragraph 1.12.2.4 and in Appendix F, it was
evident that the IED had been located within a
metal container (serial number AVE 4041 PA),
near its aft outboard quarter as shown in
Appendix F, Figure F-13. It was also clear that the
container was loaded in position 14L of the

forward hold which placed the explosive charge
approximately 25 inches inboard from the
fuselage skin at frame 700. There was no
evidence to indicate that there was more than
one explosive charge.
2.5 Engine evidence
To produce the fan blade tip rub damage noted
on all engines by means of airflow inclined to the
axes of the nacelles would have required a
marked nose down change of aircraft pitch
attitude combined with a roll rate to the left
while all of the engines were attached to the
wing.
The shingling damage noted on the fan blades of
No 2 engine can only be attributed to airflow
disturbance caused by ingestion related fan blade
damage occurring when substantial power was
being delivered. This is readily explained by the
fact that No 2 engine intake is positioned some
27 feet aft and 30 feet outboard of the site of the
explosion and that the interior of the intake
exhibited a number of prominent paint smears

and general foreign object damage. This damage
included evidence of a strike by a cable similar to
that forming part of the closure curtain of a
typical baggage container. It is inconceivable that
an independent blade failure could have
occurred in the short time frame of this event. By
similar reasoning, the absence of such shingling
damage on blades of No 3 engine was a reliable
indication that it suffered no ingestion until well
into the accident sequence.
The combination of the position of the explosive
device and the forward speed of the aircraft was
such that significant sized debris resulting from
the explosion would have been available to be
ingested by No 2 engine within milliseconds of
the explosion. In view of the fact that the tip rub
damage observed on the fan case of No 2 engine
is of similar magnitude to that observed on the
other three engines it is reasonable to deduce that
a manoeuvre of the aircraft occurred before most
of the energy of the No 2 engine fan was lost due
to the effect of ingestion (seen only in this
engine). Since this shingling effect could only
readily be produced as a by-product of ingestion

whilst delivering considerable power, it is
reasonable to assume that this was also occurring
before loss of major fan energy due to tip
rubbing took place. Hence both phenomena must
have been occurring simultaneously, or nearly
so, to produce the effects observed and must
have occupied a time frame of substantially less
than 5 seconds. The onset of this time period
would have been the time at which debris from
the explosion first inflicted damage to fan blades
in No 3 engine and, since the fan is only
approximately 40 feet from the location of the
explosive device, this would have been an
insignificant time interval after the explosion.
It was therefore concluded from this evidence
that the wing with all of the engines attached had
achieved a marked nose down and left roll
attitude change well within 5 seconds of the
explosion.
2.6 Detachment of forward fuselage
Examination of the three major structural
elements either side of the region of station 800

on the right side of the fuselage makes it clear
that to produce the curvature of the window belt
and peeling of the riveted joint at the R2 door
aperture requires the door pillar to be securely in
position and able to react longitudinal and lateral
loads. This in turn requires the large section of
fuselage on the right side between stations 760
and 1000 (incorporating the right half of the
floor) to be in position in order to locate the
lower end of the door pillar. Thus both these
sections must have been in position until the
section from station 560 to 800 (right side) had
completed its deflection to the right and peeled
from the door pillar. Separation of the forward
fuselage must thus have been complete by the
time all three items mentioned above had fallen
free.
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2.7 Speed of initial disintegration
The distribution of wreckage in the bands
between the datum line and the 250, 300, 600 and
900 metre lines was examined in detail. The

positions of these items of structure on the
aircraft are shown in Appendix B, Figures B-10 to
B-13. It should be noted that the position on the
ground of these items, although separated by
small distances when measured in a direction
along aircraft track, were distributed over large
distances when measured along the wreckage
trail. All were recovered from positions far
enough to the east to be in that part of the
southern trail which was sufficiently close,
theoretically, to a straight line for any curvature
effect to be neglected.
The wreckage found in each of the bands
enabled an approximate sequence of break-up to
be established. It was clear that as the distance
travelled from the datum line increased, items of
wreckage further from the station of the IED
were encountered. The items shown on the
diagram as falling on the 250 metre band also
include those fragments of lower forward
fuselage skin having evidence of explosive
damage and presumed to have separated as a
direct result of the blast. However, a few portions
of the upper forward fuselage were also found

within the 250 metre band, suggesting that these
items had also separated as a result of the blast.
By the time the 300 metre line was reached much
of the structure from the right side in the region
of the explosive device had been shed. This
included the area of window belt, referred to in
paragraph 2.6 above, which gave clear
indications that the forward structure had
detached to the right and finally peeled away at
station 800. It also included the areas of adjacent
structure immediately to the rear of station 800
about which the forward structure would have
had to pivot. By the time the 600 metre line was
reached, there was clearly insufficient structure
left to connect the forward fuselage with the
remainder of the aircraft. Wreckage between the
600 and 900 metre lines consisted of structure
still further from the site of the IED.
There is evidence that a manoeuvre occurred at
the time of the explosion which would have
produced a significant change of the aircraft's
flight path, however, it is considered that the
change in the horizontal velocity component in

the first few seconds would not have been great.
The original groundspeed of the aircraft was
therefore used in conjunction with the
distribution of wreckage in the successive bands
to establish an approximate time sequence of
break-up of the forward fuselage. Assuming the
original ground speed of 434 Kts, the elapsed
flight times from the datum to each of the
parellel lines were calculated to be:
Distance (metres) 250 300 600 900
Time (seconds)
1.1 1.3 2.7 4.0
Thus, there is little doubt that separation of the
forward fuselage was complete within 2 to 3
seconds of the explosion.
The separate assessment of the known grid
references of tailplane and elevator wreckage in
the southern trail revealed that those items were
evenly distributed about the 600 metre line and
therefore that most of the tailplane damage
occurred after separation of the forward fuselage
was complete.

2.8 The manoeuvre following the explosion
The engine evidence, timing and mode of
disintegration of the fuselage and tailplane
suggests that the latter did not sustain significant
damage until the forward fuselage disintegration
was well advanced and the pitch/roll
manoeuvre was also well under way.
Examination of the three dimensional
reconstruction makes it clear that both main and
upper deck floors were disrupted by the
explosion. Since pitch control cables are routed
through the upper deck floor beams and the roll
control cables through the main deck beams,
there is a strong possibility that movement of the
beams under explosive forces would have
applied inputs to the control cables, thus
operating control surfaces in both axes.
2.9 Secondary disintegration
The distribution of fin debris between the trails
suggests that disintegration of the fin began
shortly before the vertical descent was

established. No single mode of failure was
identified and the debris which had struck the
leading edge had not caused major disruption.
The considerable fragmentation of the thick
panels of the aft torque box was also very
different from that noted on the corresponding
structure of the tailplanes. It was therefore
concluded that the mode of failure was probably
flutter.
The finding, in the northern trail, of a slide raft
wrapped around a flap track fairing suggests
that at a later stage of the disintegration the rear
of the aircraft must have experienced a large
angle of sideslip. The loss of the fin would have
made this possible and also subjected the
structure to large side loads. It is possible that
such side loading would have assisted the
disintegration of the rear fuselage and also have
caused bending failure of the pylon attachments
of the remaining three engines.
2.10 Impact speed of components
The trajectory analysis carried out by Cranfield

Institute of Technology calculated impact speeds
of 120 kts for the nose section, and 260 kts for the
engines and pylons. These values were
considered to be reliable because the drag
coefficients could be estimated with a reasonable
degree of confidence. Based on the best available
data at the time, the analysis also showed that
the wing could have impacted at a speed, in
theory, as high as 650 kts if it had flown in a
streamlined attitude such that the drag
coefficient was minimal. However, it was also
recognized that relatively small changes in the
angle of incidence of the wing would have
produced a significant increase in drag with a
consequent reduction in impact speed.
Refinement of timing information and radar data
subsequent to the Cranfield analysis has enabled
a revised estimate to be made of the mean speed
of the wing during the descent.
The engine evidence indicated that there had
been a large nose down attitude change of the
aircraft early in the event. The Cranfield analysis
also showed that the rear fuselage had
disintegrated while essentially in a vertical

descent between 19,000 and 9,000 feet over
Lockerbie. Assuming that, following the
explosion, the wing followed a straight line
descending flight profile from 31,000 feet to
19,000 feet directly overhead Lockerbie and then
descended vertically until impact, the wing
would have travelled the minimum distance
practicable. The ground distance between the
geographical position at which the disintegration
started (Figure B-4, Point B) and the crater made
by the wing impact was 2997 ±525 metres (9833
±1722 feet). The time interval between the
explosion and the wing impact was established
in Appendix C as 46.5 ±2 seconds. Based on the
above times and distances the mean linear speed
achieved by the wing would have been about 440
kts.
The impact location of Nos 1, 2, and 4 engines
closely grouped in Lockerbie was consistent with
their nearly vertical fall from a point above the
town. If they had separated at about 19,000 feet
and the wing had then flown as much as one
mile away from the overhead position before
tracking back to impact, the total flight path

length of the wing would not have required it to
have achieved a mean linear speed in excess of
500 kts.
Any speculation that the flight path of the wing
could have been longer would have required it to
have undergone manoeuvres at high speed in
order to arrive at the 19,000 feet point. The
manoeuvres involved would almost certainly
have resulted in failure of the primary wing
structure which, from distribution of wing
debris, clearly did not occur. Alternatively the
wing could have travelled more than one mile
from Lockerbie after reaching the 19,000 feet
point, but this was considered unlikely. It is
therefore concluded that the mean speed of the
wing during the descent was in the region of 440
to 500 kts.
2.11 Sequence of disintegration
Analysis of wreckage in each of the bands, taken
in conjunction with the engine evidence and the
three-dimensional reconstruction, suggests the
following sequence of disintegration:

(i)
The initial explosion triggered a sequence
of events which effectively destroyed the
structural integrity of the forward fuselage. Little
more then remained between stations 560 and
760 (approximately) than the window belts and
the cabin sidewall structure immediately above
and below the windows, although much of the
cargo-hold floor structure appears to have
remained briefly attached to the aircraft.
[Appendix B, Figure B-24]
(ii) The main portion of the aircraft
simultaneously entered a manoeuvre involving a
marked nose down and left roll attitude change,
probably as a result of inputs applied to the
flying control cables by movement of structure.
(iii) Failure of the left window belt then
occurred, probably in the region of station 710, as
a result of torsional and bending loads on the
fuselage imparted by the manoeuvre (i.e. the
movement of the forward fuselage relative to the
remainder of the aircraft was an initial twisting
motion to the right, accompanied by a nose up
pitching deflection).

(iv)
The forward fuselage deflected to the
right, pivoting about the starboard window belt,
and then peeled away from the structure at
station 800. During this process the lower nose
section struck the No 3 engine intake causing the
engine to detach from its pylon. This fuselage
separation was apparently complete within 3
seconds of the explosion.
(v) Structure and contents of the forward
fuselage struck the tail surfaces contributing to
the destruction of the outboard starboard
tailplane and causing substantial damage to the
port unit. This damage occurred approximately
600 metres track distance after the explosion and
therefore appears to have happened after the
fuselage separation was complete.
(vi) Fuselage structure continued to break away
from the aircraft and the separated forward
fuselage section as they descended.
(vii)
The aircraft maintained a steepening
descent path until it reached the vertical in the
region of 19,000 feet approximately over the final
impact point. Shortly before it did so the tail fin
began to disintegrate.
(viii) The mode of failure of the fin is not clear,

however, flutter of its structure is suspected.
(ix)
Once established in the vertical dive, the
fin torque box continued to disintegrate, possibly
permitting the remainder of the aircraft to yaw
sufficiently to cause side load separation of Nos
1, 2 and 4 engines, complete with their pylons.
(x) Break-up of the rear fuselage occurred
during the vertical descent, possibly as a result of
loads induced by the yaw, leaving a section of
cabin floor and baggage hold from
approximately stations 1241 to 1920, together
with 3 landing gear units, to fall into housing at
Rosebank Terrace.
(xi) The main wing structure struck the ground
with a high yaw angle at Sherwood Crescent.
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2.12 Explosive mechanisms and the structural
disintegration
The fracture and damage pattern analysis was
mainly of an interpretive nature involving
interlocking pieces of subtle evidence such as
paint smears, fracture and rivet failure
characteristics, and other complex features. In the
interests of brevity, this analysis will not discuss

the detailed interpretation of individual fractures
or damage features. Instead, the broader 'damage
picture' which emerged from the detailed work
will be discussed in the context of the explosive
mechanisms which might have produced the
damage, with a view to identifying those
features of greatest significance.
It is important to keep in mind that whilst the
processes involved are considered and discussed
separately, the timescales associated with shock
wave propagation and the high velocity gas
flows are very short compared with the
structural response timescales. Consequently,
material which was shattered or broken by the
explosive forces would have remained in place
for a sufficiently long time that the structure can
be considered to have been intact throughout
much of the period that these explosive
propagation phenomena were taking place.
2.12.1 Direct blast effect
2.12.1.1 Shock wave propagation

The direct effect of the explosive detonation
within the container was to produce a high
intensity spherically propagating shock wave
which expanded from the centre of detonation
close to the side of the container, shattering part
of the side and base of the container as it passed
through into the gap between the container and
the fuselage skin. In breaking out of the
container, some internal reflection and Mach
stem interaction would have occurred, but this
would have been limited by the absorptive effect
of the baggage inboard, above, and forward of
the charge. The force of the explosion breaking
out of the container would therefore have been
directed downwards and rearwards.
The heavy container base was distorted and torn
downwards, causing buckling of the adjoining
section of frame 700, and the container sides
were blasted through and torn, particularly in
the aft lower corner. Some of the material in the
direct path of the explosive pressure front was
reduced to shrapnel sized pieces which were
rapidly accelerated outwards behind the primary
shock front. Because of the overhang of the

container's sloping side, fragments from both the
device itself and the container wall impacted the
projecting external flange of the container base
edge member, producing micro cratering and
sooting. Metallurgical examination of the internal
surfaces of these craters identified areas of
melting and other features which were consistent
only with the impact of very high energy
particles produced by an explosion at close
quarters. Analysis of material on the crater
surfaces confirmed the presence of several
elements and compounds foreign to the
composition of the edge member, including
material consistent with the composition of the
sheet aluminium forming the sloping face of the
container.
On reaching the inner surface of the fuselage
skin, the incident shock wave energy would
partially have been absorbed in shattering,
deforming and accelerating the skin and stringer
material in its path. Much of its energy would
have been transmitted, as a shock wave, through
the skin and into the atmosphere [Appendix B,
Figure B-25], but a significant amount of energy

would have been returned as a reflected shock
wave, back into the cavity between the container
and the fuselage skin where Mach stem shock
waves would have been formed. Evidence of
rapid shattering was found in a region
approximately bounded by frames 700 & 720 and
stringers 38L & 40L, together with the lap joint at
39L.
The shattered fuselage skin would have taken a
significant time to move, relative to the
timescales associated with the primary shock
wave propagation. Clear evidence of soot and
small impact craters were apparent on the
internal surfaces of all fragments of container
and structure from the shatter zone, confirming
that the this material had not had time to move
before it was hit by the cloud of shrapnel,
unburnt explosive residues and sooty
combustion products generated at the seat of the
explosion.
Following immediately behind the primary
shock wave, a secondary high pressure wave partly caused by reflections off the baggage

behind the explosive material but mainly by the
general pressure rise caused by the chemical
conversion of solid explosive material to high
temperature gas - emerged from the container.
The effect of this second pressure front, which
would have been more sustained and spread
over a much larger area, was to cause the
fuselage skin to stretch and blister outwards
before bursting and petalling back in a star-burst
pattern, with rapidly running tear fractures
propagating away from a focus at the shatter
zone. The release of stored energy as the skin
ruptured, combined with the outflow of high
pressure gas through the aperture, produced a
characteristic curling of the skin 'petals' - even
against the slipstream. For the most part, the
skins which petalled back in this manner were
torn from the frames and stringers, but the
frames and stringers themselves were also
fractured and became separated from the rest of
the structure, producing a very large jagged hole
some 5 feet longitudinally by 17 feet
circumferentially (upwards to a region just below
the window belt and downwards virtually to the
centre line).

From this large jagged hole, three of the fractures
continued to propagate away from the hole
instead of terminating at the boundary. One
fracture propagated longitudinally rearwards as
far as the wing cut-out and another forwards to
station 480, creating a continuous longitudinal
fracture some 43 feet in length. A third fracture
propagated circumferentially downwards along
frame 740, under the belly, and up the right side
of the fuselage almost as far as the window belt a distance of approximately 23 feet.
These extended fractures all involved tearing or
related failure modes, sometimes exploiting rivet
lines and tearing from rivet hole to rivet hole, in
other areas tearing along the full skin section
adjacent to rivet lines, but separate from them.
Although the fractures had, in part, followed lap
joints, the actual failure modes indicated that the
joints themselves were not inherently weak,
either as design features or in respect of
corrosion or the conditions of the joints on this
particular aircraft.

Note: The cold bond process carried out at
manufacture on the lap joints had areas of
disbonding prior to the accident. This
disbonding is a known feature of early Boeing
747 aircraft which, by itself, does not detract
from the structural integrity of the hull. The cold
bond adhesive was used to improve the
distribution of shear load across the joint, thus
reducing shear transfer via the fasteners and
improving the resistance of the joint to fatigue
damage; the fasteners were designed to carry the
full static loading requirements of the joint
without any contribution from the adhesive.
Thus, the loss of the cold bond integrity would
only have been significant if it had resulted in the
growth of fatigue cracks, or corrosion induced
weaknesses, which had then been exploited by
the explosive forces. No evidence of fatigue
cracking was found in the bonded joints. Intersurface corrosion was present on most lap joints
but only one very small region of corrosion had
resulted in significant material thinning; this was
remote from the critical region and had not
played any part in the break-up.

The cracks propagating upwards as part of the
petalling process did not extend beyond the
window line. The wreckage evidence suggests
that the vertical fractures merged, effectively
closing off the fracture path to produce a
relatively clean bounding edge to the upper
section of the otherwise jagged hole produced by
the petalling process. There are at least two
probable reasons for this. Firstly the petalling
fractures above the shattered zone did not
diverge, as they had tended to do elsewhere.
Instead, it appears that a large skin panel
separated and peeled upwards very rapidly
producing tears at each side which ran upwards
following almost parallel paths. However, there
are indications that by the time the fractures had
run several feet, the velocity of fracture had
slowed sufficiently to allow the free (forward)
edge of the skin panel to overtake the fracture
fronts, as it flexed upwards, and forcibly strike
the fuselage skin above, producing clear witness
marks on both items. Such a tearing process, in
which an approximately rectangular flap of skin
is pulled upwards away from the main skin
panel, is likely to result in the fractures merging.

Secondly, this merging tendency would have
been reinforced in this particular instance by the
stiff window belt ahead of the fractures, which
would have tended to turn the fractures towards
the horizontal.
It appears that the presence of this initial ('clean')
hole, together with the stiff window belt above,
encouraged other more slowly running tears to
break into it, rather than propagating outwards
away from the main hole.
2.12.1.2 Critical crack considerations
The three very large tears extending beyond the
boundary of the petalled region resulted in a
critical reduction of fuselage structural integrity.
Calculations were carried out at the Royal
Aerospace Establishment to determine whether
these fractures, growing outwards from the
boundary of the petalled hole, could have
occurred purely as a result of normal differential
pressure loading of the fuselage, or whether
explosive forces were required in addition to the

pressurisation loads.
Preliminary calculations of critical crack
dimensions for a fuselage skin punctured by a 20
by 20 inches jagged hole indicated that unstable
crack growth would not have occurred unless the
skin stress had been substantially greater than
the stress level due to normal pressurisation
loads alone. It was therefore clear that explosive
overpressure must have produced the gross
enlargement of the initially small shattered hole
in the hull. Furthermore, it was apparent from
the degree of curling and petalling of the skin
panels within the star-burst region that this
overpressure had been relatively long term,
compared with the shock wave overpressure
which had produced the shatter zone. A more
refined analysis of critical crack growth
parameters was therefore carried out in which it
was assumed that the long term explosive
overpressure was produced by the chemical
conversion of solid explosive material into high
temperature gas.
An outline of the fracture propagation analysis is

given at Appendix D. This analysis, using
theoretical fracture mechanics, showed that, after
the incident shock wave had produced the
shatter zone, significant explosive overpressure
loads were needed to drive the star-burst
fractures out to the boundary of the petalled skin
zone. Thereafter, residual gas overpressure
combined with fuselage pressurisation loads
were sufficient to produce the two major
longitudinal cracks and a single major
circumferential crack, extending from the
window belt down to beyond the keel centreline.
2.12.1.3 Damage to the cabin floor structure
The floor beams in the region immediately above
the baggage container in which the explosive had
detonated were extensively broken, displaying
clear indications of overload failure due to
buckling caused by localised upward loading of
the floor structure.
No direct evidence of bruising was found on the
top panel of the container. It therefore appears
that the container did not itself impact the floor

beams, but instead the floor immediately above
the container was broken through as a result of
explosive overpressure as gases emerged from
the ruptured container and loaded the floor
panels. Data on floor strengths, provided by
Boeing, indicated that the cabin floor (with the
CRAF modification) would fail at a uniform
static differential pressure of between 3.5 and 3.9
psi (high pressure below the cabin floor), and
that the floor panel to floor beam attachments
would not fail before the floor beams. Whilst
there is no direct evidence of the pressure
loading on the floor structure immediately
following detonation, there can be no doubt that
in the region of station 700 it would have
exceeded the ultimate failure load by a large
margin.
2.12.2 Indirect explosive damage (damage at
remote sites)
All of the damage considered in the foregoing
analysis, and the mechanisms giving rise to that
damage, resulted from the direct impact of
explosive shock waves and/or the short-term

explosive overpressure on structure close to the
source of the explosion. However, there were
several regions of skin separation at sites remote
from the explosion (see para 1.12.3.2) which were
much more difficult to understand. These remote
sites formed islands of indirect explosive damage
separated from the direct damage by a sea of
more generalised structural failure characterised
by the progressive aerodynamic break-up of the
weakened forward fuselage. All of these remote
damage sites were consistent with the impact of
very localised pressure impulses on the internal
surfaces of the hull -effectively high energy
'pressure blows' against the inner surfaces
produced by explosive shock waves and/or high
pressure gas flows travelling through the interior
spaces of the hull.
The propagation of explosive shock waves and
supersonic gas flows within multiple,
interlinking, cavities having indeterminate
energy absorption and reflection properties, and
ill-defined structural response, is extremely
complex. Work has been initiated in an attempt
to produce a three-dimensional computer

analysis of the shock wave and supersonic flow
propagation inside the fuselage, but full
theoretical analysis is beyond present resources.
Because of the complexity of the problem, the
following analysis will be restricted to a
qualitative consideration of the processes which
were likely to have taken place. Whilst such an
approach is necessarily limited, it has identified a
number of propagation mechanisms which
appear to have been of fundamental importance
to the break-up of Flight PA103, and which are
likely to be critical in any future incident
involving the detonation of high explosive inside
an aircraft hull.
2.12.2.1 Shock wave propagation through
internal cavities
When Mach stem shocks are produced not only
are the shock pressures very high but they
propagate at very high velocity parallel to the
reflecting surface. In the context of the lower
fuselage structure in the region of Mach stem
formation, it can readily be seen that the Mach

stem will be perfectly orientated to enter the
narrow cavity formed between the outer skin
and the cargo liner/containers, bounded by the
fuselage frames [Appendix B, Figure B-25]. This
cavity enables the Mach stem shock wave to
propagate, without causing damage to the walls
(due to the relatively low pressure where the
Mach stem sweeps their surface), and reach
regions of the fuselage remote from the source of
the explosion. Furthermore, energy losses in the
cavity are likely to be less than would occur in
the 'free' propagation case, resulting in the
efficient transmission of explosive energy. The
cavity would tend to act like a 'shock tube', used
for high speed aerodynamic research, confining
the shock wave and keeping it running along the
cavity axis, with losses being limited to kinetic
heating due to friction at the walls.
Paragraph 1.6.3 contains a general description of
the structural arrangements in the area of the
cargo hold. Before proceeding further and
considering how the shock waves might have
propagated through this network of cavities, it
should be pointed out that the timescale

associated with the propagation of the shock
waves is very short compared with the timescale
associated with physical movement and
separation of skin and structure fractured or
damaged by the shock. Therefore, for the
purpose of assessing the shock propagation
through the cavities, the explosive damage to the
hull can be ignored and the structure regarded as
being intact. A further simplification can usefully
be made by considering the structure to be rigid.
This assumption would, if the analysis were
quantitative, result in over-estimations of the
shock strengths. However, for the purposes of a
purely qualitative assessment, the assumption
should be valid, in that the general trends of
behaviour should not be materially altered.
It has already been argued that the shock wave
emerging from the container was, in part,
reflected back off the inner surface of the
fuselage skin, forming a Mach stem shock wave
which would then have tended to travel into the
semi-circular lower lobe cavity. The Mach stem
waves would have propagated away through
this cavity in two directions:

(i)
under the belly, between the frames
[Appendix B, Figure B-3, detail A], and
(ii)
up the left side, expanding into the cavity
formed by the longitudinal manifold chamber
where it joins the lower lobe cavity.
As the shock waves travelled along the cavity,
little attenuation or other change of characteristic
was likely to have occurred until the shocks
passed the entrances to other cavities, or
impinged upon projections and other local
changes in the cavity. A review of the literature
dealing with propagation of blast waves within
such cavities provides useful insights into some
of the physical mechanisms involved.
As part of a research program carried out into
the design of ventilation systems for blast
hardened installations intended to survive the
long duration blast waves following the
detonation of nuclear weapons, the propagation
of blast waves along the primary passages and
into the side branches of ventilation ducts was
studied. The research showed that 90¡ bends in

the ducts produced very little attenuation of
shock wave pressure; a series of six right angle
bends produced only a 30% pressure attenuation,
together with an extension of the shock duration.
It is therefore evident that the attenuation of
shock waves propagating through the fuselage
cavities, all of which were short with hardly any
right angle turns, would have been minimal.
It was also demonstrated that secondary shock
waves develop within the entrance to any side
branch from the main duct, produced by the
interaction of the primary shock wave with the
geometric changes in the duct walls at the sidebranch location. These secondary shock waves
interact as they propagate into the side branch,
combining together within a relatively short
distance (typically 7 diameters) to produce a
single, plane shock wave travelling along the
duct axis. In a rigid, smooth walled structure,
this mechanism produces secondary shock
overpressures in the side branch of between 30%
and 50% of the value of the primary shock,
together with a corresponding attenuation of the
primary shock wave pressure by approximately

20% to 25%.
This potential for the splitting up and retransmission of shock wave energy within the
lower hull cavities is of extreme importance in
the context of this accident. Though the precise
form of the interactions is too complex to predict
quantitatively, it is evident that the lower hull
cavities will serve to convey the overpressure
efficiently to other parts of the aircraft.
Furthermore, the cavities are not of serial form,
i.e. they do not simply branch (and branch again)
in a divergent manner, but instead form a
parallel network of short cavities which
reconnect with each other at many different
points, principally along the crease beams. Thus,
considerable scope exists for: the additive
recombination of blast waves at cavity junctions;
for the sustaining of the shock overpressure over
a greater time period; and, for the generation of
multiple shocks produced by the delay in shock
propagation inherent in the different shock path
(i.e. cavity) lengths.
Whilst it has not been possible to find a specific

mechanism to explain the regions of localised
skin separation and peel-back (i.e. the 'pressure
blow' regions referred to in para 2.12.2), they
were almost certainly the result of high intensity
shock overpressures produced locally in those
regions as a result of the additive recombination
of shock waves transmitted through the lower
hull cavities. It is considered that the relatively
close proximity of the left side region of damage
just below floor level at station 500, [Appendix B,
Figure B-19, region D] to the forward end of the
cargo hold may be significant insofar as the
reflections back from the forward end of the hold
would have produced a local enhancement of the
shock overpressure. Similarly, 'end blockage
effects' produced by the cargo door frame might
have been responsible for local enhancements in
the area of the belly skin separation and curlback at station 560 [Appendix B, Figure B-19 and
B-20, region E].
The separation of the large section of upper
fuselage skin [Appendix B, Figure B-19 and B-20,
detail B] was almost certainly associated with a
local overpressure in the side cavities between

the main deck window line and the upper deck
floor, where the cavity is effectively closed off. It
is considered that the most probable mechanism
producing this region of impulse overpressure
was a reflection from the closed end of the cavity,
possibly combined with further secondary
reflections from the window assembly, the whole
being driven by reflective overpressures at the
forward end of the longitudinal manifold cavity
caused by the forward end of the cargo hold. The
local overpressure inside the sidewall cavity
would have been backed up by a general cabin
overpressure resulting from the floor
breakthrough, giving rise to an increased
pressure acting on the inner face of the cabin side
liner panels. This would have provided pseudo
mass to the panels, effectively preventing them
from moving inwards and allowing them to react
the impulse pressure within the cavity,
producing the region of local high pressure
evidenced by the region of quilting on the skin
panels [Appendix B, Figure B-19, region C].
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2.12.2.2 Propagation of shock waves into the
cabin
The design of the air-conditioning/
depressurisation-venting systems on the Boeing
747 (and on most other commercial aircraft) is
seen as a significant factor in the transmission of
explosive energy, as it provides a direct
connection between the main passenger cabin
and the lower hull at the confluence of the lower
hull cavities below the crease beam. The floor
level air conditioning vents along the length of
the cabin provided a series of apertures through
which explosive shock waves, propagating
through the sub floor cavities, would have
radiated into the main cabin.
Once the shock waves entered the cabin space,
the form of propagation would have been
significantly different from that which occurred
in the cavities in the lower hull. Again, the
precise form of such radiation cannot be
predicted, but it is clear that the energy would
potentially have been high and there would also
(potentially) have been a large number of shock

waves radiating into the cabin, both from
individual vents and in total, with further
potential to recombine additively or to 'follow
one another up' producing, in effect, sustained
shock overpressures.
Within the cabin, the presence of hard, reflective,
surfaces are likely to have been significant.
Again, the precise way in which the shock waves
interacted is vastly beyond the scope of current
analytical methods and computing power, but
there clearly was considerable potential for
additive recombination of the many different
shock waves entering at different points along
the cabin and the reflected shock waves off hard
surfaces in the cabin space, such as the toilet and
galley compartments and overhead lockers.
These recombination effects, though not
understood, are known phenomena. Appendix B,
Figure B-26 shows how shock waves radiating
from floor level might have been reflected in
such a way as produce shock loading on a
localised area of the pressure hull.
2.12.2.3 Supersonic gas flows

The gas produced by the explosive would have
resulted in a supersonic flow of very high
pressure gas through the structural cavities,
which would have followed up closely behind
the shock waves. Whilst the physical
mechanisms of propagation would have been
different from those of the shock wave, the end
result would have been similar, i.e. there would
have been propagation via multiple, linked
paths, with potential for additive recombination
and successive pressure pulses resulting from
differing path lengths. Essentially, the shock
waves are likely to have delivered initial
'pressure blows' which would then have been
followed up immediately by more sustained
pressures resulting from the high pressure
supersonic gas flows.
2.13 Potential limitation of explosive damage
Quite clearly the detonation of high explosive
material anywhere on board an aircraft is
potentially catastrophic and the most effective
means of protecting lives is to stop such material

entering the aircraft in the first place. However, it
is recognised that such risks cannot be
eliminated entirely and it is therefore essential
that means are sought to reduce the vulnerability
of commercial aircraft structures to explosive
damage.
The processes which take place when an
explosive detonates inside an aircraft fuselage
are complex and, to a large extent, fickle in terms
of the precise manner in which the processes
occur. Furthermore, the potential variation in
charge size, position within the hull, and the
nature of the materials in the immediate vicinity
of the charge (baggage etc) are such that it would
be unrealistic to expect to neutralise successfully
the effect of every potential explosive device
likely to be placed on board an aircraft. However,
whilst the problem is intractable so far as a total
solution is concerned, it should be possible to
limit the damage caused by an explosive device
inside a baggage container on a Boeing 747 or
similar aircraft to a degree which would allow
the aircraft to land successfully, albeit with
severe local damage and perhaps resulting in

some loss of life or injuries.
In Appendix E the problem of reducing the
vulnerability of commercial aircraft to explosive
damage is discussed, both in general terms and
in the context of aircraft of similar size and form
to the Boeing 747. In that discussion, those
damage mechanisms which appear to have
contributed to the catastrophic structural failure
of Flight PA103 are identified and possible ways
of reducing their damaging effects are suggested.
These suggestions are intended to stimulate
thought and discussion by manufacturers,
airworthiness authorities, and others having an
interest in finding solutions to the problem; they
are intended to serve as a catalyst rather than to
lay claim to a definitive solution.
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2.14 Summary
It was established that the detonation of an IED,
loaded in a luggage container positioned on the

left side of the forward cargo hold, directly
caused the loss of the aircraft. The direct
explosive forces produced a large hole in the
fuselage structure and disrupted the main cabin
floor. Major cracks continued to propagate from
the large hole under the influence of the service
pressure differential. The indirect explosive
effects produced significant structural damage in
areas remote from the site of the explosion. The
combined effect of the direct and indirect
explosive forces was to destroy the structural
integrity of the forward fuselage, allow the nose
and flight deck area to detach within a period of
2 to 3 seconds, and subsequently allow most of
the remaining aircraft to disintegrate while it was
descending nearly vertically from 19,000 to 9,000
feet.
The investigation has enabled a better
understanding to be gained of the explosive
processes involved in such an event and to
suggest ways in which the effects of such an
explosion might be mitigated, both by changes to
future design and also by retrospective
modification of aircraft. It is therefore

recommended that Regulatory Authorities and
aircraft manufacturers undertake a systematic
study with a view to identifying measures that
might mitigate the effects of explosive devices
and improve the tolerance of the aircraft
structure and systems to explosive damage.

3. CONCLUSIONS

(a) Findings
(i)
The crew were properly licenced and
medically fit to conduct the flight.
(ii) The aircraft had a valid Certificate of
Airworthiness and had been maintained in
compliance with the regulations.
(iii) There was no evidence of any defect or
malfunction in the aircraft that could have
caused or contributed to the accident.
(iv) The structure was in good condition and the
minimal areas of corrosion did not contribute to
the in-flight disintegration.
(v) One minor fatigue crack approximately 3
inches long was found in the fuselage skin but

this had not been exploited during the
disintegration.
(vi) An improvised explosive device
detonated in luggage container serial number
AVE 4041 PA which had been loaded at position
14L in the forward hold. This placed the device
approximately 25 inches inboard from the skin
on the lower left side of the fuselage at station
700.
(vii) The analysis of the flight recorders, using
currently accepted techniques, did not reveal
positive evidence of an explosive event.
(viii)
The direct explosive forces produced a
large hole in the fuselage structure and disrupted
the main cabin floor. Major cracks continued to
propagate from the large hole under the
influence of the service pressure differential.
(ix) The indirect explosive effects produced
significant structural damage in areas remote
from the site of the explosion.
(x)
The combined effect of the direct and
indirect explosive forces was to destroy the
structural integrity of the forward fuselage.
(xi) Containers and items of cargo ejected from
the fuselage aperture in the forward hold,

together with pieces of detached structure,
collided with the empennage severing most of
the left tailplane, disrupting the outer half of the
right tailplane, and damaging the fin leading
edge structure.
(xii) The forward fuselage and flight deck area
separated from the remaining structure within a
period of 2 to 3 seconds.
(xiii) The No 3 engine detached when it was
hit by the separating forward fuselage.
(xiv)
Most of the remaining aircraft
disintegrated while it was descending nearly
vertically from 19,000 to 9,000 feet.
(xv) The wing impacted in the town of Lockerbie
producing a large crater and creating a fireball.
(b) Cause
The in-flight disintegration of the aircraft was
caused by the detonation of an improvised
explosive device located in a baggage container
positioned on the left side of the forward cargo
hold at aircraft station 700.

CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
4. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
The following Safety Recommendations were
made during the course of the investigation :

4.1
That manufacturers of existing recorders
which use buffering techniques give
consideration to making the buffers non-volatile,
and the data recoverable after power loss.
4.2 That Airworthiness Authorities re-consider
the concept of allowing buffered data to be
stored in a volatile memory.
4.3 That Airworthiness Authorities consider
requiring the CVR system to contain a short
duration, i.e. no greater than 1 minute, back-up
power supply to enable the CVR to respond to
events that result in the almost immediate loss of
the aircraft's electrical power supply.
4.4
That the Department of Transport fund a
study to devise methods of recording violent
positive and negative pressure pulses, preferably
utilising the aircraft's flight recorder systems.
4.5 That Airworthiness Authorities and aircraft

manufacturers undertake a systematic study
with a view to identifying measures that might
mitigate the effects of explosive devices and
improve the tolerance of aircraft structure and
systems to explosive damage.
M M Charles
Inspector of Accidents
Department of Transport
July 1990
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
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APPENDIX C

ANALYSIS OF RECORDED DATA
1. Introduction
This appendix describes and analyses the

different types of recorded data which were
examined during the investigation of the
accident to Boeing 747 registration N739PA at
Lockerbie on 21 December 1988.
The recorded data consists of that from the
Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR), the Digital Flight
Data Recorder (DFDR), Air Traffic Control (ATC)
radio telephony (RTF), ATC radar, and British
Geological
Survey seismic records. The time correlation of
the records is also discussed.
2. Digital flight data recorder
The flight data recorder installation conformed to
ARINC 573B standard with a Lockheed Model
209 DFDR receiving data from a Teledyne
Controls Flight Data Acquisition Unit (FDAU).
The system
recorded 22 analogue parameters and 27 discrete
(event) parameters. The flight recorder control
panel was located in the flight deck overhead
panel. The FDAU was in the main equipment
centre at the front
end of the forward hold and the flight recorder

was mounted in the aft equipment centre.
2.1 DFDR strip and examination
Internal inspection of the DFDR showed that
there was considerable disruption to the control
electronics circuits. The crash protection was
removed and the plastic recording tape was
found detached from its
various guide rollers and tangled in the tape
spools. There was no tension in the negator
springs. This indicated that the tape had
probably moved since electrical power was
removed from the recorder. The
position of the tape in relation to the record/
replay heads was marked with a piece of splicing
tape in order to quantify the movement. To
ensure that no additional damage was caused to
the tape it was
necessary to cut the negator springs to separate
the upper and lower tape reels.
The crinkling and stretching of the tape and the
damage to the control electronics meant that the
tape had to be replayed outside the recorder.

AAIB experience has shown that the most
efficient method of
replaying stretched Lockheed recorder tapes is to
re-spool the tape into a known serviceable
recorder, in this case a Plessey 1584G.
2.2 DFDR replay
The 25 hour duration of the DFDR was
satisfactorily replayed. Data relating to the
accident flight was recorded on track 2. The only
significant defect in the recording system was
that normal acceleration was
inoperative. There was one area on the tape, 2
minutes from the end, where data
synchronisation was lost for 1 second.
Decoding and reduction of the data from the
accident flight showed that no abnormal
behaviour of the data sensors had been recorded.
The recorded data simply stopped. Figure C-1 is
a graphical
representation of the main flight parameters.
2.3 DFDR analysis

In order to ensure that all recorded data from the
accident flight had been decoded and to examine
the quality of the data at the end of the
recording, a section of tape, including both the
most recently recorded
data and the oldest data (data from 25 hours
past), was replayed through an ultra-violet (UV)
strip recorder. The data was also digitised and
the resulting samples used to reconstruct the
tape signal on a VDU.
Both methods of signal representation were used
to determine the manner by which the recorder
stopped. There was no gap between the most
recently recorded data and the 25 hour old data.
This showed that
the recorder stopped while there was an
incoming data stream from the FDAU. The
recorder, therefore, stopped because its electrical
supply was disconnected. The tape signal was
examined for any transients
or noise signals that would have indicated the
presence of electrical disturbances prior to the
recorder stopping. None was found and this

indicated that there had been a quick clean break
of the electrical
supply.
The last seconds of data were decoded
independently using both the UV record and the
digitised signal. Only 17 bits of data were not
recoverable (less that 23 milliseconds) and it was
not possible to establish
with any certainty if this data was from the
accident flight or if it was old data from a
previous recording.
A working group of the European Organisation
for Civil Aviation Electronics (EUROCAE) was,
during the period of the investigation,
formulating new standards (Minimum
Operational Performance
Requirement for Flight Data Recorder Systems,
Ref:- ED55) for future generation flight recorders
which would have permitted delays between
parameter input and recording (buffering) of up
to ? second.
These standards are intended to form the basis of
new CAA specifications for flight recorders and

may be adopted worldwide.
The analysis of the final data recorded on the
DFDR was possible because the system did not
buffer the incoming data. Some existing
recorders use a process whereby data is stored
temporarily in a memory
device (buffer) before recording. The data within
this buffer is lost when power is removed from
the recorder and in currently designed recorders
this may mean that up to 1.2 seconds of final data
contained
within the buffer is lost. Due to the necessary
processing of the signals prior to input to the
recorder, additional delays of up to 300
milliseconds may be introduced. If the accident
had occurred when tha
aircraft was over the sea, it is very probable that
the relatively few small items of structure,
luggage and clothing showing positive evidence
of the detonation of an explosive device would
not have been
recovered. However, as flight recorders are fitted
with underwater location beacons, there is a high
probability that they would have been located

and recovered. In such an event the final
milliseconds of data
contained on the DFDR could be vital to the
successful determination of the cause of an
accident whether due to an explosive device or
other catastrophic failure. Whilst it may not be
possible to reduce some
of the delays external to the recorder, it is
possible to reduce any data loss due to buffering
of data within the data acquisition unit.
It is, therefore, recommended that manufacturers
of existing recorders which use buffering
techniques give consideration to making the
buffers non-volatile, and hence recoverable after
power loss. Although
the recommendation on this aspect, made to the
EUROCAE working group during the
investigation, was incorporated into ED55, it is
also recommended that Airworthiness
Authorities re-consider the concept
of allowing buffered data to be stored in a
volatile memory.
3. Cockpit voice recorder (CVR)

The aircraft was equipped with a 30 minute
duration 4 track Fairchild Model A100 CVR, and
a Fairchild model A152 cockpit area microphone
(CAM). The CVR control panel containing the
CAM was
located in the overhead panel on the flight deck
and the recorder itself was mounted in the aft
equipment centre.
The channel allocation was as follows:Channel 1
Flight Engineer's RTF.
Channel 2
Co-Pilot's RTF.
Channel 3
Pilot's RTF.
Channel 4
Cockpit Area Microphone.

3.1 CVR strip and examination
To gain access to the recording tape it was

necessary to cut away the the outer case and saw
through part of the crash protected enclosure. No
damage to the tape transport or the recording
tape was found. The
endless loop of tape was cut and the tape
transferred to the replay equipment. The
electronic modules in the CVR were crushed and
there was evidence of long term overheating of
the dropper resistors on the
power supply module. The CAM had been
crushed breaking internal wiring and damaging
components on the printed circuit board.
3.2 CVR replay
The erase facility within the CVR was not
functioning satisfactorily and low level
communications from earlier recordings was
audible on the RTF channels. The CAM channel
was particularly noisy, this was
probably due to the combination of the
inherently noisy cockpit of the B747-100 in the
climb and distortion from the incomplete erasure
of the previous recordings. On two occasions the
crew had difficulty

understanding ATC, possibly indicating high
cockpit noise levels. There was a low frequency
sound present at irregular intervals on the CAM
track but the source of this sound could not be
identified as of
either acoustic or electrical in origin.
The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration
and there was no indication of anything
abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual in crew
behaviour. The tape record ended with a sudden
loud sound on the
CAM channel followed almost immediately by
the cessation of recording. The sound occurred
whilst the crew were copying their transatlantic
clearance from Shanwick ATC.
3.3 Analysis of the CVR record
3.3.1 The stopping of the recorder
To determine the mechanism that stopped the
recorder a bench test rig was constructed
utilizing an A100 CVR and an A152 CAM.
Figures C-2 to C-5 show the effect of shorting,

earthing or disconnecting the
CAM signal wires. Figure C-8 shows the CAM
channel signal response to the event which
occurred on Flight PA103. From this it can be
seen that there are no characteristic transients
similar to those caused
by shorting or earthing the CAM signal wires.
Neither does the signal stop cleanly and quickly
as shown in Figure C-5, indicating that the CAM
signal wires were not interrupted. The UV trace
shows the
recorded signal decaying in a manner similar to
that shown in Figure C-6, which demonstrates
the effect of disconnecting electrical power from
the recorder. The tests were repeated on other
CVRs with
similar results and it is therefore concluded that
Flight PA103's CVR stopped because its electrical
power was removed.
Figures C-9A to C-9D show the recorded signals
for the Air India B747 (AI 182) accident in the
North Atlantic on 23 June 1985. These show that
there is a large transient on the CAM track
indicating

earthing or shorting of the CAM signal wires and
that recorder power-down is more prolonged,
indicating attempts to restore the electrical
power supply either by bus switching or healing
of the fault. The
Flight PA103 CVR shows no attempts at power
restoration with the break being clean and final.
In order to respond to events that result in the
almost immediate loss of the aircraft's electrical
power supply it was therefore recommended
during the investigation that the regulatory
authorities consider
requiring CVR systems to contain a short
duration (i.e. no greater than 1 minute) back-up
power supply.
3.3.2 Information concerning the event
Figure C-8 is an expanded UV trace of the final
milliseconds of the CVR record. Three tracks
have been used, the flight engineer's RTF channel
which contained similar information to the P2's
channel has
been replaced with a timing signal. Individual

sections of interest are identified by number. On
the bottom trace, the P1 RTF track, section 1 is
part of the Shanwick transatlantic clearance.
During this section
the loud sound on the CAM channel is evident.
Examination of the DFDR event recordings
shows that the Shanwick oceanic clearance was
being received on VHF2, the aerial for which is
on the underside of the fuselage close to the seat
of the explosion.
Section 2 identifies a transient, on the P1 channel,
typical of an end of ATC transmission transient
for this CVR. The start and finish of most of the
recorded ATC transmissions were analysed and
they
produce a similar signature to the three shown in
Figure C-10. The signature on the P1 channel
more closely resembles the end of transmission
signature and it is open to conjecture that this
transient was
caused by the explosion damaging the aerial
feeder and/or its supporting structure.
Section 3 shows what is considered to be a high

speed power supply transient which is evident
on all the RTF channels and is probably on the
CAM channel, but cannot be identified because
of the automatic
gain control (AGC), limiting the audio event.
This transient is considered to coincide with the
loss of electrical power to the CVR. Section 5
identifies the period to the end of recording and
this agrees well
with tests carried out by AAIB and
independently by Fairchild as part of the AI 182
investigation. The typical time from removal of
the electrical supply until end of recording is 110
milliseconds.
During the period identified as section 4 it is
considered that the disturbances on the RTF
channels are electrical transients probably
channelled through the communications
equipment. Section 6 identifies the
170 millisecond period from the point when the
sound was first heard on the CAM until the
recording stopped.
The CAM unit is of the old type which has a

frequency response of 350 to 3500 Hz. The
useable duration of the signal is probably
confined to the first 60 milliseconds of the final
170 milliseconds and even
during this period the AGC is limiting the signal.
In the remaining time the sound is being
distorted because power to the recorder has been
disconnected. The ambient cockpit noise may
have been high
enough to have caused the AGC to have been
active prior to the event and in this event the full
volume of the sound would not be audible.
Distortion from the incomplete erasure of the last
recording may
form part of the recorded signal.
It is not clear if the recorded sound is the result of
the explosion or is from the break-up of the
aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical
power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case.
Additionally some of the frequencies present on
the recording were not present in the original

sound, but are the result of the rise in total
harmonic distortion caused by the increased
amplitude of the incoming
signal. Outputs from a frequency analysis of the
recorded signal for the same frequency of input
to the CVR, but at two input amplitudes, are
shown in Figures C-11 and C-12. These illustrate
the effects on
harmonic distortion as the signal level is
increased. Finally the recorded signal does not
lend itself to analysis by a digital spectrum
analyser as it is, in a large measure, aperiodic
and most digital signal
analysis algorithms are unable to deal with a
short duration signal of this type, however, it is
hoped that techniques being developed in
Canada will enable more information to be
deduced from the end of the
recording.
In the aftermath of the Air India Boeing 747
accident (AI 182) in the North Atlantic on 23 June
1985 the Royal Armaments Research and
Development Establishment (RARDE) were
asked informally by

AAIB to examine means of differentiating, by
recording violent cabin pressure pulses, between
the detonation of an explosive device within the
cabin (positive pulse) and a catastrophic
structural failure
(negative pulse). Following the Lockerbie
disaster it was considered that this work should
be raised to a formal research project. Therefore,
in February 1989, it was recommended that the
Department of
Transport fund a study to devise methods of
recording violent positive and negative pressure
pulses, preferably utilising the aircraft's flight
recorder systems.
Preliminary results from these trials indicates
that if a suitable sensor can be developed its
output will need to be recorded in real time and
therefore it may require wiring into the CVR
installation. This will
further strengthen the requirement for battery
back up of the CVR electrical power supply.
4. Flight recorder electrical system

4.1 CVR/DFDR electrical wiring.
The flight recorders were located in the left rear
fuselage just forward of the rear pressure
bulkhead. Audio information to the CVR ran
along the left hand side of the aircraft, at stringer
11. Electrical power to
the CVR followed a similar route on the right
hand side of the aircraft crossing to the left side
above the rear passenger toilets. DFDR electrical
power and signal information followed the same
route as the
CVR audio information.
4.2 Flight recorder power supply
The DFDR, CVR and the transponders were all
powered from the essential alternating current
(AC) bus. This bus was capable of being powered
by any generator, however, in normal operation
the selector
switch on the flight engineers panel is selected to
"normal" connecting the essential bus to number
4 generator. When the cockpit of Flight PA103
was examined the selector switch was found in

the normal
position.
4.3 Aircraft alternating current power supplies
AC electrical power to the aircraft was provided
by 4 engine driven generators, see Figure C-13.
Each generator was driven at constant speed
through a constant speed drive (CSD) and
connected to a separate
bus-bar through a generator control breaker
(GCB). The 4 generators were connected to a
parallel bus-bar (sync bus) by individual bus tie
breakers (BTBs). Control and monitoring of the
AC electrical system
was achieved through the flight engineer's
instrument panel. In normal operation the
generators operated in parallel, i.e with the BTBs
closed.
4.4 Fault conditions
Analysis of the CVR CAM channel signal
indicated that approximately 60 milliseconds
after the sound on the CAM channel an electrical

transient was recorded on all 4 channels and that
approximately 110
milliseconds later the CVR had ceased recording.
Within the accuracy of the available timing
information it is believed that the incoming VHF
was lost at the same time, indicating an AC
power supply fault.
The AC electrical system was protected from
faults in individual systems or equipment by
fuses or circuit breakers. Faults in the generators
or in the distribution bus-bars and feeders were
dealt with
automatically by opening of the GCBs and
opening or closing of the BTBs. In the event of
fault conditions causing the disconnection of all 4
generators electrical power for essential services,
including VHF
radio, was provided by a battery located in the
cockpit.
The short time interval of 55 milliseconds after
which the AC supply to the flight recorders was
lost limits the basis on which a fault path
analysis of the AC electrical system can be

undertaken. On the
available information only a differential (feeder)
fault could have isolated the bus-bar this quickly,
with the generator field control relay taking 20
milliseconds to trip. However, in normal
operation, the
generators would have been operating in parallel
and the essential AC bus-bar would have been
supplied via the number 4 BTB from the sync
bus. If the fault conditions had continued, a
further 40 to 100
milliseconds would have elapsed before the BTB
opened. If the BTB was open prior to the fault it
would have attempted to close and restore the
supply to the essential bus. Any automatic
switching causes
electrical transients to appear on the CVR and
data losses on the FDR. Both the CVR and the
FDR indicate that a clean break of the AC supply
occurred with no electrical transients associated
with BTBs open
or closing in an attempt to restore power. In the
absence of any additional information only two
possibilities are apparent:

i) That all 4 generators were simultaneously
affected causing a total loss of AC electrical
power. The feeders for the left and right side
generators run on opposite sides of the aircraft
under the passenger cabin
floor. The only situation envisaged that could
cause simultaneous loss of all 4 generators is the
disruption of the passenger cabin floor across its
entire width.
ii) That disruption of the main equipment centre,
housing the control units for the AC electrical
system, caused the loss of all AC power.
However, again it would have to affect both the
left and right sides of
the aircraft as the control equipment is located at
left and right extremes of the main equipment
centre.
The nature of the event may also produce effects
that are not understood. It is also to be noted that
a sudden loss of electrical power to the flight
recorders has been reported in other B747
accidents, e.g. Air
India, AI 182.

5. Seismic data
The British Geological Survey has a number of
seismic monitoring stations in Southern
Scotland. Stations close to Lockerbie recorded a
seismic event caused by the wing section
crashing on Lockerbie. The
seismic monitors are time correlated with the
British Telecom Rugby standard. Using this and
calculating the time for the various waves to
reach the recording stations it was possible for
the British Geological
Survey to conclude that the event occurred at
19.03:36.5 hrs ± 1 second.
Attempts were made to correlate various smaller
seismic events with other wreckage impacts.
However, this was not conclusive because the
nearest recording station was above ground and
due to the high
winds at the time of the accident had
considerable noise on the trace. In addition, little
of the other wreckage had the mass or impact
velocity to stimulate the sensors.

6. Time correlation
6.1 Introduction
The sources of each time encoded recording were
asked to provide details of their time standard
and any known errors in the timings on their
recordings. Although the resolution of the
recorded time sources is
high it was not possible to attach an accuracy of
better than ±1 second due to possible errors in
synchronising the recorded time with the
associated standard. The following time sources
were available and
used in determining the significant events in the
investigation:i) ATC
ATC communications were recorded along with
a time signal. The time source for the ATC tape
was the British Telecom "Tim" signal. Any error
in setting the time when individual tapes are
mounted was

logged.
ii) Recorded rada data
A time signal derived from the British Telecom
"Rugby" standard was included on radar
recordings. The Rugby and Tim times were
assumed to be of equal accuracy for timing
purposes.
iii) The DFDR had UTC recorded.
The source of this time was the flight engineer's
clock. This clock was set manually and therefore
this time was subject to a significant fixed error
as well any inaccuracy in the clock.
iv) The CVR had no time signal.
However, the CVR was correlated with the ATC
time through the RTF and with the DFDR, by
correlating the press to talk events on the FDR
with the press to talk signature on the CVR.
v) Seismic recordings

Seismic recordings included a timing signal
derived from the British Telecom Rugby
standard.
6.2 Analysis and correlation of times
The Scottish and Shanwick ATC tapes were
matched with each other and with the CVR tape.
The CVR recording speed was adjusted by
peaking its recorded 400 Hz AC power source
frequency. This
correlation served as a double check on any fixed
errors on the ATC recordings and to fix events on
the CVR to UTC. The timing of the sound on the
CAM channel of the CVR was made simpler
because
Shanwick was transmitting when it occurred.
From this it was possible to determine that the
sound on the CVR occurred at 19.02:50 hrs ±1
second.
With the CVR now tied to the Tim standard it
was possible to match the RTF keying on the
CVR with the RTF keying events on the FDR.

These events on the FDR were sampled and
recorded once per
second, it was therefore possible for a 1 second
delay to be present on the FDR. This potential
error was reduced by obtaining the best fit
between a number of RTF keyings and a time
correlation between the
FDR and CVR of ±? second was achieved. From
this it was determined, within this accuracy, that
electrical power was removed from the CVR and
FDR at the same time.
From the recorded radar data it was possible to
determine that the last recorded SSR return was
at 19.02:46.9 hrs and that by the next rotation of
the radar head a number of primary returns,
some left and right
of track, were evident. Time intervals between
successive rotations of the radar head became
more difficult to use as the head painted more
primary returns.
The point at which aircraft wreckage impacted
Lockerbie was determined using the time
recorded by seismic activity detectors. A seismic

event measuring 1.6 on the Richter scale was
detected and, with
appropriate time corrections for times of the
waves to reach the sensors, it was established
that this occurred at 19.03:36.5 hrs ±1 second. A
further check was made by triangulation
techniques from the
information recorded by the various sensors.
7. Recorded radar information
7.1 Introduction
Recorded radar information on the aircraft was
available from from 4 radar sites. Initial analysis
consisted of viewing the recorded information as
it was shown to the controller on the radar
screen, from this it
was clear that the flight had progressed in a
normal manner until Secondary Surveillance
Radar (SSR) was lost. There was a single primary
return received by both Great Dun Fell and
Claxby radars
approximately 16 seconds before SSR returns
were lost. The Lowther Hill and St. Annes radars

did not see this return. The Great Dun Fell radar
recording was watched for 1 hour both before
and after this
single return for any signs of other spurious
returns, but none was seen. The return was only
present for one paint and no explanation can be
offered for its presence.
7.2 Limitations of recorded radar data
Before evaluating the recorded radar data it is
important to highlight limitations in radar
performance that must be taken into account
when interpreting primary radar data. The radar
system used for both
primary and secondary radar utilised a rotating
radar transmitter/receiver (Head). This means
that a return was only visible whilst the radar
head was pointing at the target, commonly called
painting or
illuminating the target. In the case of this
accident the rotational speeds of the radar heads
varied from approximately 10 seconds for the
Lowther Hill Radar to 8 Seconds for the Great
Dun Fell Radar.

Whilst it was possible to obtain accurate
positional information within a resolution of 0.09
¡ of bearing and ± 1/16 nautical mile range for an
aircraft from SSR, incorporating mode C height
encoding, primary
radar provided only slant range and bearing and
therefore positional information with respect to
the ground was not accurate.
The structural break-up of an aircraft releases
many items which were excellent radar reflectors
eg. aluminium cladding, luggage containers,
sections of skin and aircraft structure. These and
other debris with
reflective properties produce "clutter" on the
radar by confusing the radar electronics in a
manner similar to chaff ejected by military
aircraft to avoid radar detection.
Even when the target is not masked by clutter
repetitive detection of individual targets may not
be possible because detection is a function of the
target effective area which, for wreckage with its
irregular

shape, is not constant but fluctuates wildly. These
factors make it impossible to follow individual
returns through successive sweeps of the radar
head.
7.3 Analysis of the radar data
The detailed analysis of the radar information
concentrated on the break-up of the aircraft. The
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment (RSRE)
corrected the radar returns for fixed errors and
converted the
SSR returns to latitude and longitude so that an
accurate time and position for the aircraft could
be determined. This information was correlated
with the CVR and ATC times to establish a time
and position
for the aircraft at the initial disintegration.
For the purposes of this analysis the data from
Great Dun Fell Radar has been presented.
Figures C-14 to C-23 show a mosaic picture of the
radar data i.e. each figure contains the
information on the preceding
figure together with more recently recorded

information. Figure C-14 shows the radar returns
from an aircraft tracking 321¡(Grid) with a
calculated ground speed of 434 kts. Reading
along track (towards the
top left of Figure C-14) there are 6 SSR returns
with the sixth and final SSR return shown
decoded: squawk code 0357 (identifying the
aircraft as N739PA); mode C indicating FL310;
and the time in seconds
(68566.9 seconds from 00:00, i.e. 19.02:46.9 hrs).
At the next radar return there is no SSR data,
only 4 primary returns. One return is along track
close to the expected position of the aircraft if it
had continued at its previous speed and heading.
There are 2
returns to the left of track and 1 to the right of
track. Remembering the point made earlier about
clutter, it is unlikely that each of these returns are
real targets. It can, however, be concluded that
the aircraft is
no longer a single return and, considering the
approximately 1 nautical mile spread of returns
across track, that items have been ejected at high
speed probably to both right and left of the

aircraft. Figure C-15
shows the situation after the next head rotation.
There is still a return along track but it has either
slowed down or the slant range has decreased
due to a loss of altitude.
Each rotation of the radar head thereafter shows
the number of returns increasing with those first
identified across track in Figure C-14 having
slowed down very quickly and followed a track
along the
prevailing wind line. Figure C-20 shows clearly
that there has been a further break-up of the
aircraft and subsequent plots show a rapidly
increasing number of returns, some following the
wind direction and
forming a wreckage trail parallel to and north of
the original break-up debris. Additionally it is
possible that there was some break-up between
these points with a short trail being formed
between the north and
south trails. From the absence of any returns
travelling along track it can be concluded that
the main wreckage was travelling almost
vertically downwards for much of the time.

The geographical position of the final secondary
return at 19.02:46.9 hrs was calculated by RSRE
to be OS Grid Reference 15257772, annotated
Point A in Appendix B, Figure B-4, with an
accuracy
considered to be better than ±300 metres This
return was received 3.1±1 seconds before the
loud sound was recorded on the CVR at 19.02:50
hrs. By projecting from this position along the
track of 321¡(Grid)
for 3.1±1 seconds at the groundspeed of 434 kts,
the position of the aircraft was calculated to be
OS Grid Reference 14827826, annotated Point B
in Appendix B, Figure B-4, within an accuracy of
±525
metres. Based on the evidence of recorded data
only, Point B therefore represents the
geographical position of the aircraft at the
moment the loud sound was recorded on the
CVR.
8. Conclusions
The almost instant destruction of Flight PA103

resulted in no direct evidence on the cause of the
accident being preserved on the DFDR. The CVR
CAM track contained a loud sound 170
milliseconds before
recording ceased. Sixty milliseconds of this
sound were while power was applied to the
recorder; after this period the amplitude
decreased. It cannot be determine whether the
decrease was because of reducing
recorder drive or if the sound itself decreased in
amplitude. Analysis of both flight recorders
shows that they stopped because the electrical
supply was removed and that there were valid
signals available to
both recorders at that time.
The most important contribution to the
investigation that the flight recorders could make
was to pinpoint the time and position of the
event. As the timescale involved was so small in
relation to the resolution
and accuracy of many of the recorded time
sources it was necessary to analyse collectively
all the available recordings. From the analysis of
the CVR, DFDR, ATC tapes, radar data and the

seismic records it
was concluded that the loud sound on the CVR
occurred at 19.02:50 hrs ±1 second and wreckage
from the aircraft crashed on Lockerbie at
19.03:36.5 hrs ±1 second, giving a time interval of
46.5 ±2 seconds
between these two events. When the loud sound
was recorded on the CVR, the geographical
position of the aircraft, based on the evidence of
recorded data, was calculated to be within 525
metres of OS Grid
Reference 14827826.
Eight seconds after the sound on the CVR the
Great Dun Fell radar showed 4 primary radar
returns. The returns indicated a spread of
wreckage in the order of 1 nautical mile across
track. On successive
returns of the radar, two parallel wreckage trails
are seen to develop with the second trail, to the
north, becoming evident 30 to 40 seconds after
the first.

APPENDIX D
CRITICAL CRACK CALCULATIONS
It was assumed that the fuselage rupture and
associated star-burst petalling process was
driven by an expanding 'bubble' of high pressure
gas, produced by the conversion of solid
explosive material into gas
products. As the explosive gas pressures reduced
due to dissipation through the structure and
external venting, the service differential pressure
loading would have taken over from the
explosive pressures as
the principal force driving the skin fractures.
The high temperature gas would initially have
been confined within the container where,
because of the low volume, the pressure would
have been extremely high (too high for
containment) and the gas
bubble would have expanded violently into the

cavities of the fuselage between the outer skin
and the container. This gas bubble would have
continued to expand, with an accompanying fall
in pressure due to
the increasing volume combined with a
corresponding drop in temperature.
The precise nature of the gas expansion process
could not be determined directly from the
evidence and it was therefore necessary to make
a number of assumptions about its behaviour,
based on the geometry
of the hull and the area of fuselage skin which
the high pressure bubble would have ruptured.
Essentially, it was assumed that the gas bubble
would expand freely in the circumferential
direction, into the
cavity between the fuselage skin and the
container. In contrast, the freedom for the bubble
to expand longitudinally would have been
restricted by the presence of the fuselage frames,
which would have
partially blocked the passage of gas in the fore
and aft directions. However, the pressures acting
on the frames would have been such that they

would have buckled and failed, allowing the gas
to vent into the
next 'bay', producing failure of the next frame.
This sequential frame-failure process would have
continued until the pressure had fallen to a level
which the frames could withstand. During the
period of frame
failure and the associated longitudinal expansion
of the gas bubble, this expansion rate was
assumed to be half that of the circumferential
rate.
It was assumed that venting would have taken
place through the ruptured skin and that the
boundary of the petalled hole followed behind
the expanding gas bubble, just inside its outer
boundary, i.e. the
expanding gas bubble would have stretched and
'unzipped' the skins as it expanded. This process
would have continued until the gas bubble had
expanded/vented to a level where the pressure
was no longer
able to drive the petalling mechanism because
the skin stresses had reduced to below the
natural strength of the material.

The following structural model was assumed:
(i)
The pressurised hull was considered to be
a cylinder of radius 128
inches, divided into regular lengths by
stiff frames.
(ii)
The contributions of the stringers and
frames beyond the petalled
region were considered to be the
equivalent of a reduction of stress
in the skins by 20%, corresponding to an
increase in skin thickness
from 0.064 inches to 0.080 inches.
(iii)
Standing skin loads were assumed to be
present due to the service
differential pressure, i.e.. it was assumed
that no significant venting
of internal cabin pressure occurred within
the relevant timescale.
(iv)
The mechanism of bubble pressure load
transfer into the skins was:

a)
Hoop direction -conventional membrance
reaction into hoop
stresses
b)
Longitudinal direction - reaction of
pressures locally by the frames,
restrained by the skins.

The critical crack calculations were based upon
the generalised model of a plate under biaxial
loading in which there was an elliptical hole with
sharp cracks emanating from it. This is a good
approximation of
the initial condition, i.e.. the shattered hole, and
an adequate representation of the subsequent
phase, when the hole was enlarging in its starburst, petalling, mode.
The analyses of critical crack dimensions in the
circumferential and longitudinal directions were
based on established Fracture Resistance

techniques. The method utilises fracture
resistance data for the
material in question to establish the critical
condition at which the rate of energy released by
the crack just balances the rate of energy
absorbed by the material in the cracking process,
i.e. the instantaneous
value of the parameter Kr, commonly referred to
as the fracture toughness Kc. From this, the
relationship between critical stress and crack
length can be determined.
Using conventional Linear Elastic Fracture
Mechanics (LEFM) with fracture toughness data
from RAE experimental work and published
geometric factors relating to cracks emanating
from elliptical holes,
the stress levels required to drive cracks of
increasing lengths in both circumferential and
longitudinal directions were calculated. The skin
stresses at sequential stages of the expanding gas
bubble/skin
petalling process were then calculated and
compared with these data.

The results of the analysis indicated that, once
the large petalled hole had been produced by
explosive gas overpressure, the hoop stresses
generated by fuselage pressurisation loads acting
alone would have
been sufficient to drive cracks longitudinally for
large distances beyond the boundaries of the
petalled hole. Thus, with residual gas
overpressure acting as well, the 43 feet (total
length) longitudinal fractures
observed in the wreckage are entirely
understandable. The calculations also suggested
that the hoop fractures, due to longitudinal
stresses in the skins, would have extended
beyond the boundary of the petalled
hole, though the excess stress driving the
fractures in this direction would have been much
smaller than for the longitudinal fractures, and
the level of uncertainty was greater due to the
difficulty of producing
an accurate model reflecting the diffusion of
longitudinal loads into the skins. Nevertheless,
the results suggested that the circumferential
cracks would extend downwards just beyond the
keel, and upwards as

far as the window belt - conclusions which
accord reasonably well with the wreckage
evidence.
APPENDIX E
POTENTIAL REMEDIAL MEASURES
1. Introduction
In the following discussion, those damage
mechanisms which appear to have contributed to
the catastrophic structural failure of Flight PA103
are identified and possible ways of reducing
their damaging
effects are suggested. These suggestions are
intended to stimulate thought and discussion by
manufacturers, airworthiness authorities, and
others having an interest in finding solutions to
the problem; they are
intended to serve as a catalyst rather than to lay
claim to a definitive solution. On the basis of the
Flight PA103 investigation, damage is likely to
fall into two categories: direct explosive damage,
and indirect

explosive damage.
2. Direct explosive damage
The most serious aspect of the direct explosive
damage on the structure is the large, jagged
aperture in the pressure hull, combined with
frame and stringer break-up, which results from
the star-burst rupture of
the fuselage skin. Because of its uncontrolled size
and position, and the naturally radiating cracks
which form as part of the petalling process, the
skin's critical crack length (under pressurisation
loading) is
likely to be exceeded, resulting in unstable crack
propagation away from the boundary of the
aperture. Such cracks can lead to a critical loss of
structural integrity at a time when additional
loads are likely to
be imposed on the structure due to reflected blast
pressure and/or aircraft aerodynamic and
inertial loading.
A further complicating factor is that the size of
this aperture is likely to be sufficiently large to

allow complete cargo containers and other debris
to be ejected into the airstream, with a high
probability of
causing catastrophic structural damage to the
empennage.
3. Indirect explosive damage
Indirect explosive damage (channelling or
ducting of explosive energy in the form of both
shock waves and supersonic gas flows) is likely
to occur because of the network of interlinked
cavities which exist, in
various forms, in all large commercial aircraft,
particularly below cabin floor level. This
channeling mechanism can produce critical
damage at significant distances from the source
of the explosion.
In addition to the structural damage, aircraft
flight control and other critical systems will
potentially be disrupted, both by the explosive
forces and as a result of structural break-up and
distortions. The
discussion which follows focuses on possible

means of limiting structural damage of the kind
which occurred on Flight PA103. Undoubtedly,
such measures will also have beneficial effects in
limiting systems
damage. However, system vulnerability can
further be reduced by applying, wherever
possible, those techniques used on military
aircraft to reduce vulnerability to battle damage;
multiplexed, multiply
redundant systems using distributed hardware
to minimise risk of a single area of damage
producing major system disruption. Fly by wire
flight control systems potentially offer
considerable scope to achieve
these goals, but the same distributed approach
would also be required for the electronic and
other equipment which, in current aircraft, tends
to be concentrated into a small number of
'equipment centres'.
4. Remedial measures to reduce structural
damage
Whilst pure containment of the explosive energy
is theoretically possible, in an aviation context

such a scheme would not be viable. Any
unsuccessful attempt to contain the explosive
will probably produce
greater devastation than the original
(uncontained) explosion since all the explosive
energy would merely be stored until the
containment finally ruptured, when the stored
energy would be released together
with massive fragmentation of the containment.
However, a mixed approach involving a
combination of containment, venting, and energy
absorption should provide useful gains provided
that a systematic rather than piecemeal approach
is adopted, and that
the scheme also addresses blast channelling. The
following scheme is put forward for discussion,
primarily as means of identifying, by example,
how the various elements of the problem might
be approached
at a conceptual level and to provide a stimulus
for debate. No detailed engineering solutions are
offered, but it is firmly believed that the
requirements of such a scheme could be met
from a technical

standpoint. The proposed scheme is based on the
need to counter a threat similar to that involving
Flight PA103, i.e. a high explosive device placed
within a baggage container, however, the
principles should
be applicable to other aircraft types.
Such a scheme might comprise several 'layers' of
defence. The first two layers, one within the
other, are essentially identical and provide
partial containment of the explosive energy and
the redirection of blast
out from the compartment via pre-determined
vent paths. Although the containment is
temporary, it must provide an effective barrier to
uncontrolled venting, preventing the escape of
blast except via the
pre-designated paths.
The third layer comprises a pre-determined area
of fuselage skin, adjoining the outer end of the
vent path, designed to rupture or burst in a
controlled manner, providing a large vent
aperture which will not
tend to crack or rupture beyond the designated

boundaries.
A fourth layer of protection has two elements,
both intended to limit the propagation of shock
waves through the internal cavities in the hull.
The first element comprises the closure of any
gaps between the
vent apertures in the two innermost containment
layers and the vent aperture in the outer skin.
This effectively provides an exhaust duct
connecting the inner and outer vent apertures to
minimise leakage into
the intervening structure and cavities around the
cargo hold. The second element comprises the
incorporation of an energy absorbing lining
material within all the cavities in the lower hull,
to absorb shock
energy, limit shock reflection and limit the
propagation of pressure waves which might
enter the cavities, for example because of
containment layer breakthrough.
5 Possible application to Boeing 747 type aircraft
5.1 Container Modification

The obvious candidates for the inner
containment layer are the baggage containers
themselves. Existing containers are of crude
construction, typically comprising aluminium
sheet sides and top attached to an
aluminium frame with a fabric reinforced access
curtain, or have sides and top of fibreglass
laminate attached to a robust aluminium base
section.
These containers are stacked in the aircraft in
such a manner that on three sides (except for the
endmost containers) the baggage within the
adjoining containers provides an already highly
effective energy
absorbing barrier. If the container is modified so
that loading access is via the outboard side of the
container rather than at the end, i.e. the curtain is
put on the faces shown in Figure E-1, then only
the top and
base are 'unbacked' by other containers, leaving
the outboard face as a vent region.
The proposal is therefore that a modified

container is developed in which the access is
changed from the end to the outside face only,
and which is modified to improve the resistance
to internal pressures and
thus encourage venting via the new access
curtain only. How the container is actually
modified to achieve the containment requirement
is a matter of detail design, but two approaches
suggest themselves,
both involving the use of composite type
materials. The first approach is to adopt a
scheme for a rigid container which relies on a
combination of energy absorption and burst
strength to prevent uncontrolled
breakout of explosive energy. The second
approach is to use a 'flexible' container, i.e. rigid
enough for normal use, but sufficiently flexible to
allow gross deformation of shape without
rupture. This,
particularly if used with a backing blanket made
from high performance material to resist
fragmentation, could deform sufficiently to allow
the container to bear against, and partially crush,
adjoining
containers. In this way, the shock energy

transmission should be significantly reduced and
the inherent energy absorption capability and
mass of the baggage in adjoining containers
could be utilised, whilst
still retaining the high pressure gas for long
enough to allow venting via the side face.
Clearly, care would need to be taken to ensure
that the container vent aperture remained as
undistorted as possible, to
ensure minimal leakage at the interface.
5.2 Cargo bay liner
The existing cargo bay liner is a thin fibreglass
laminate which lines the roof and sidewalls of
the cargo hold. There is no floor as such; instead,
the containers are supported on rails running
fore and aft on the
tops of the fuselage frame lower segments. In a
number of areas, there are zipped fabric panels
let into the liner to provide access to equipment
located behind. The liner 'ceiling' is suspended
on plastic pillars
approximately 2 centimeters below the bottom of
the main cabin floor beams. The purpose of the

liner is solely to act as a general barrier to protect
wiring looms and systems components.
The proposal is to produce a new liner designed
to provide the second level of containment,
essentially at 'floor' and 'roof' level only [Figure
E-1]. The dimensional constraints are such that
potentially quite
thick material could be incorporated (leaving
aside the weight problem), permitting not only a
rigid liner design, but semi-rigid or flexible
linings backed by energy absorbing blanket
materials.
The liner would be designed to provide an
additional barrier at the base and roof of the
containers, which unlike the sides, are not
protected by adjoining containers. The outside
ends of these barrier elements
must effectively seal against the vent apertures in
the containers, to minimise leakage into the
fuselage cavities.
5.3 Structural blow-out regions.

The final element in the containment/venting
part of the scheme is a line of blow-out regions in
the fuselage skins, coinciding exactly with the
positions of the vent apertures in the cargo
containers and cargo
bay liner. These should extend along the length
of the cargo hold, zoned in such a way that
rupture due to rapid overpressure will occur in a
controlled manner. The primary function of the
blow-out regions
would be to provide immediate pressure relief
by allowing the inevitable skin rupture to take
place only within pre-determined zones, limiting
the extent of the skin tearing by means of careful
stiffness control
at the boundary of the blow-out regions.
The structural requirements of such panels are
perhaps the most difficult challenge to meet,
particularly for existing designs. However, it is
believed that by giving appropriate
consideration to the
directionality of fastening strengths, and the use
of external tear straps, it should be possible to
design the structure to carry the normal service

loads whilst creating a pre-disposition to
rupturing in a controlled
manner in response to gross pressure impulse
loading.
The implementation of such features will need
carefully balanced design in order to provide
local stiffening, sufficient to control and direct
the tear processes, without creating stiffness
discontinuities which
could lead to fatigue problems during extended
service. However, the degree of reinforcement
needed at the blow-out aperture need only be
sufficient to limit tearing and to sustain the
aircraft long enough to
complete the flight unpressurised.
All aircraft have pre-existing strength
discontinuities, despite the efforts of the
designers to eliminate them. By choosing the
positions of butt joints, lap joints, anti-tear straps
and similar structural features in
future designs, so as to incorporate them into the
boundary of the blow-out panel region, the
natural "tear here" tendencies of such features

could possibly be turned to advantage. In the
case of current
generation aircraft, the positions of existing lines
of weakness at such features will determine the
optimum position for structural blow-out areas,
and hence the positions of the container and
cargo bay liner
blow-out panels. A limited amount of local
structural reinforcement (e.g. in the form of
external anti-tear straps), carried out as part of a
modification program, could perhaps fine tune
the tearing properties of
existing lines of weakness, potentially producing
significant improvements.
5.4 Closure of cavities
There are four main classes of cavity which will
need to be addressed on the Boeing 747, and
most other modern aircraft. These are:
(i)
The channels formed between fuselage
frames
(ii)
The cross-ship cavities between cabin

floor beams
(iii)
Longitudinal 'manifold' cavities on each
side of the cargo deck,
running fore and aft in the space behind
the upper sidewall areas of
the cargo bay liner.
(iv)
Air conditioning vents along the bottom of
the cabin side-liner panels,
which connect the side cavities below
cabin floor level with the main
passenger cabin.

If the containment barriers (i.e. modified cargo
containers and cargo hold liner) can be made to
prevent blast breakthrough into these cavities
directly, then the only area where transfer can
occur is at the
interface between the container/cargo hold liner
vent apertures and the fuselage skins at the
blow-out region. This short distance will need to
be sealed in order to form a short 'exhaust duct'
between the

container vent aperture and the fuselage skin.
Since the shock and general explosive pressure
will act mainly along the vent-duct axis, the
pressure loading on the vent duct walls should
not be excessive.
5.5 Attenuation of shock waves in structural
cavities
To prevent the 'ducting' of any blast which does
enter the fuselage cavities, either because of
partial penetration of the containment barriers or
leakage at the vent duct interfaces, the scheme
requires the
provision of lightweight energy absorbing
material within the cavities to limit reflection and
propagation of pressure waves within the
cavities, and radiation of shock waves into the
cabin from the
conditioning air vents. Materials such as
vermiculite, which are of low density yet have
excellent explosive energy absorption properties,
may have application in this area, perhaps in lieu
of the existing
insulation material.

Since the existing cavities often serve as part of
the air conditioning outflow circuit, some
consideration will need to be given to finding an
alternative route. However, the flow rates are
small compared with
the total cross-sectional flow potential of the
cavities and this function could be served by
separate air conditioning ducts, or perhaps by
restricting access to one or two cavities only
(thus limiting the risk), or
by using some form of blast valve to close off the
air conditioning vents. Similarly, the requirement
to vent pressure from the cabin in the event of a
cargo bay decompression would also need to be
addressed.
APPENDIX F
BAGGAGE CONTAINER EXAMINATION,
RECONSTRUCTION AND RELATIONSHIP TO
THE AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE
1. Introduction

During the wreckage recovery operation it
became apparent that some items, identified as
parts of baggage containers, exhibited blast
damage. It was confirmed by forensic scientists
at the Royal Armaments
Research and Development Establishment
(RARDE), after detailed physical and chemical
examination, that these items showed conclusive
evidence of a detonating high performance
plastic explosive. It was
therefore decided to segregate identifiable
container parts and reconstruct any that showed
evidence from the effect of Improvised Explosive
Device (IED). It was evident, from the main
wreckage layout that
the IED had been located in the forward cargo
hold and, although all baggage container
wreckage was examined, only items from the
forward hold showing the relevant
characteristics were considered for the
reconstruction. This Appendix documents the
reconstruction of two particular containers and,
from their position within the forward fuselage,
defines the location of the IED.

2 Container Arrangement
Information supplied by Pan Am showed that
this aircraft had been loaded with 12 baggage
containers and two cargo pallets in the forward
hold located as shown in Figure F-1. Three
containers were recorded
as being of the glass fibre reinforced plastic type
(those at positions 11L, 13L and 21L) with the
remaining 9 being of metal construction.
3. Container Description
All the baggage containers installed in the
forward cargo hold were of the LD3 type (lower
deck container, half width - cargo) and
designated with the codes AVE, for those
constructed from aluminum alloy,
and AVA or AVN for those constructed from
fibreglass. Each container was specifically
identified with a four digit serial number
followed by the letters PA and this nine digit
identifier was present at the top
of three sides of each container in black letters/
numbers approximately 5 inches tall. Detail

drawings and photographs of a typical metal
container are shown in Figure F-2. Each
container was essentially a 5
feet cube with a 17 inch extension over its full
length to the left of the access aperture. In order
to fit within the section of the lower fuselage this
extension had a sloping face at its base joining
the edge of the
container floor to the left vertical sidewall at a
position some 20 inches above the floor. The
access aperture on the AVE type container was
covered by a blue reinforced plastic curtain, fixed
to the container
at its top edge, braced by two wires and central
and lower edge cross bars which engaged with
the aperture structure. The strength of this type
of container superstructure was provided by the
various extruded
section edge members, attached to a robust floor
panel, with a thin aluminum skin providing
baggage containment and weatherproofing.
4. Container Identification
Discrimination between forward and rear cargo

hold containers was relatively straightforward as
the rear cargo hold wreckage was almost entirely
confined to the town of Lockerbie and was
characteristically
different from that from the forward hold, in that
it was generally severely crushed and covered in
mud. The forward hold debris, by comparison,
was mostly recovered from the southern
wreckage trail some
distance from Lockerbie and had mainly been
torn into relatively large sections.
All immediately identifiable parts of the forward
cargo containers were segregated into areas
designated by their serial numbers and items not
identified at that stage were collected into piles
of similar parts for
later assessment. As a result of this two
containers, one metal and one fibreglass, were
identified as exhibiting damage likely to have
been caused by the IED. From the Pan Am
records the metal container of
these two had been positioned at position 14L,
and the fibreglass at position 21L (adjacent
positions, 4th and 5th from the front of the

forward cargo hold on the left side). The serial
numbers of these
containers were respectively AVE 4041 PA and
AVN 7511 PA.
5. Container Reconstruction
Those parts which could be positively identified
as being from containers AVE 4041 PA and AVN
7511 PA were assembled onto one of three
wooden frameworks; one each for the floor and
superstructure of
container 4041, and one for the superstructure of
container 7511. Figures F-3 to F-9 show the
reconstruction of container 4041 and Figure F-10
shows the reconstructed forward face of
container 7511.
Approximately 85% of container 4041 was
identified, the main missing sections being the
aft half of the sloping face skin and all of the
curtain. Two items were included which could
not be fracture or tear
matched to container 4041, however, they
showed the particular type of blast damage
exhibited only by items from this container.

While this work was in progress a buckled
section of skin from container 4041 was found by
an AAIB Inspector to contain, trapped within its
folds, an item which was subsequently identified
by forensic
scientists at the Royal Armaments Research and
Development Establishment (RARDE) as
belonging to a specific type of radio-cassette
player and that this had been fitted with an
improvised explosive device.
Examination of all other component parts of the
remaining containers from the front and rear
cargo holds did not reveal any evidence of blast
damage similar to that found on containers 4041
and 7511.
6. Wreckage Distribution
Those items which were positively identified as
parts of container 4041 or 7511, and for which a
grid reference was available, were found to have
fallen close to the southern edge of the southern
wreckage

trail. This indicated that one of the very early
events in the aircraft break-up sequence was the
blast damage to, and ejection of, parts of these
two containers.
7. Fuselage Reconstruction
In order to gain a better understanding of the
failure sequence, that part of the aircraft's
fuselage encompassing the forward cargo hold
was reconstructed at AAIB Farnborough. After
all available blast
damaged pieces of structure had been added, the
floor of container 4041 was installed as near to its
original position as the deformation of the
wreckage would allow and this is shown in
Figure F-11. The
presence of this floor panel in the fuselage
greatly assisted the three-dimensional
assessment of the IED location. Witness marks
between this floor and the aircraft structure, tie
down rail, roller rail and
relative areas of blast damage left no doubt that
container 4041 had been located at position 14L
at the time of detonation.

8. Analysis
The general character of damage that could be
seen on the reconstructions of containers 4041
and 7511 was not of a type seen on the wreckage
of any of the other containers examined. In
particular, the
reconstruction of the floor of container 4041
revealed an area of severe distortion, tearing and
blackening localised in its aft outboard quarter
which, together with the results of the forensic
examination of
items from this part of the container, left no
doubt that the IED had detonated within this
container.
Within container 4041 the lack of direct blast
damage (of the type seen on the outboard floor
edge member and lower portions of the aft face
structural members) on most of the floor panel in
the heavily
distorted area suggested that this had been
protected by, presumably, a piece of luggage. The
downward heaving of the floor in this area was

sufficient to stretch the floor material, far enough
to be cut by
cargo bay sub structure, and distort the adjacent
fuselage frames. This supported the view that the
item of baggage containing the IED had been
positioned fairly close to the floor but not
actually placed upon
it. The installation of the floor of container 4041
into the fuselage reconstruction (Figure F-11)
showed the blast to have been centered almost
directly above frame 700 and that its main effects
had not only
been directed mostly downwards and outboard
but also rearwards. The blast effects on the
aircraft skin were onto stringer 39L but centered
at station 710 (Figure F-12). Downwards crushing
at the top, and
rearwards distortion of frame 700 was apparent
as well as rearwards distortion of frame 720.
With the two container reconstructions placed
together it became apparent that a relatively mild
blast had exited container 4041 through the rear
lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged
at an angle on

the forward face of container 7511. This had
punched a hole, Figure F-10, approximately 8
inches square some 10 inches up from its base
and removed the surface of this face inboard
from the hole for some
50 inches. Radiating out from the hole were areas
of sooting, and other black deposits, extending to
the top of the container. No signs were present of
any similar damage on other external or internal
faces of
container 7511 or the immediately adjacent
containers 14R and 21R.
The above assessment of the directions of
distortion, comparison of damage to both
containers, and the related airframe damage
adjacent to the container position, enabled the
most probable lateral and vertical
location of the IED to be established as shown in
Figure F-13, centered longitudinally on station
700.
9. Conclusions
Throughout the general examination of the

aircraft wreckage, direct evidence of blast
damage was exhibited on the airframe only in
the area bounded, approximately, by stations 700
and 720 and stringers 38L
and 40L. Blast damage was found only on pieces
of containers 4042 and 7511, the relative location
and character of which left no doubt that it was
directly associated with airframe damage. Thus,
these two
containers had been loaded in positions 14L and
21L as recorded on the Pan Am cargo loading
documents. There was also no doubt that the IED
had been located within container 14L,
specifically in its aft
outboard quarter as indicated in Figure F-13,
centered on station 700.
Blast damage to the forward face of container
7511 was as a direct result of hot gases/
fragments escaping from the aft face of container
4041. No evidence was seen to suggest that more
than one IED had
detonated on Flight PA103.
APPENDIX G

MACH STEM SHOCK WAVE EFFECTS
1. Introduction
An explosive detonation within a fuselage, in
reasonably close proximity to the skin, will
produce a high intensity shock wave which will
propagate outwards from the centre of
detonation. On reaching the
inner surface of the fuselage skin, energy will
partially be absorbed in shattering, deforming
and accelerating the skin and stringer material in
its path. Much of the remaining energy will be
transmitted, as a
shock wave, through the skin and into the
atmosphere but a significant amount of energy
will be returned as a reflected shock wave, which
will travel back into the fuselage interior where it
will interact with
the incident shock to produce Mach stem shocks
- re-combination shock waves which can have
pressures and velocities of propagation greater
than the incident shock.

The Mach stem phenomenon is significant for
two reasons. Firstly, it gives rise (for relatively
small charge sizes) to a geometric limitation on
the area of skin material which the incident
shock wave can
shatter. This geometric limitation occurs
irrespective of charge size (within the range of
charge sizes considered realistic for the Flight
PA103 scenario), and thus provides a means of
calculating the standoff
distance of the explosive charge from the
fuselage skin. Secondly, the Mach stem may have
been a significant factor in transmitting explosive
energy through the fuselage cavities, producing
damage at a
number of separate sites remote from the source
of the explosion.
2. Mach stem shock wave formation
A Mach stem shock is formed by the interaction
between the incident and reflected shock waves,
resulting in a coalescing of the two waves to
produce a new, single, shock wave. If an

explosive charge is
detonated in a free field at some standoff
distance from a reflective surface, then the
incident shock wave expands spherically until
the wave front contacts the reflective surface,
when that element of the wave
surface will be reflected back (Figure G-1). The
local angle between the spherical wave front and
the reflecting surface is zero at the point where
the reflecting surface intersects the normal axis,
resulting in
wave reflection directly back towards the source
and maximum reflected overpressure at the
reflective surface. The angle between the wave
front and the reflecting surface at other locations
increases with
distance from the normal axis, producing a
corresponding increase in the oblique angle of
reflection of the wave element, with a
corresponding reduction in the reflected
overpressure. (To a first order of
approximation, explosive shock waves can be
considered to follow similar reflection and
refraction paths to light waves, ref: "Geometric
Shock Initiation of Pyrotechnics and Explosives",

R Weinheimer,
McDonnel Douglas Aerospace Co.) Beyond some
critical (conical) angle about the normal axis,
typically around 40 degrees, the reflected and
incident waves coalesce to form Mach stem
shock waves which,
effectively, bisect the angle between the incident
and reflected waves, and thus travel
approximately at right angles to the normal axis,
i.e.parallel with the reflective surface (detail "A",
figure G-1).
3. Estimation of charge standoff distance from
the fuselage skin
Within the constraint of the likely charge size
used on Flight PA103, calculations suggested that
the initial Mach stem shock wave pressure close
to the region of Mach stem formation (i.e. the
shock wave
face-on pressure, acting at right angles to the
skin), was likely to be more than twice that of the
incident shock wave, with a velocity of
propagation perhaps 25% greater. However, the
Mach stem out-of-plane

pressure, i.e.the pressure felt by the reflecting
surface where the Mach stem touches it, would
have been relatively low and insufficient to
shatter the skin material. Therefore, provided
that the charge had
sufficient energy to produce skin shatter within
the conical central region where no Mach stems
form, the size of the shattered region would be a
function mainly of charge standoff distance, and
charge weight
would have had little influence. Consequently, it
was possible to calculate the charge standoff
distance required to produce a given size of
shattered skin from geometric considerations
alone. On this basis, a
charge standoff distance of approximately 25 to
27 inches would have resulted in a shattered
region of some 18 to 20 inches in diameter,
broadly comparable to the size of the shattered
region evident on the
three-dimensional wreckage reconstruction.
Whilst the analytical method makes no
allowance for the effect of the IED casing, or any
other baggage or container structure interposed

between the charge and the fuselage skin, the
presence of such a
barrier would have tended to absorb energy
rather than re-direct the transmitted shock wave;
therefore its presence would have been more
critical in terms of charge size than of position.
Certainly, the standoff
distance predicted by this method was strikingly
similar to the figure of 25 inches derived
independently from the container and fuselage
reconstructions.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103
Barry: David Evans here. I would be most grateful if you could
help me run down a copy of the AAIB report of Pan Am 103. Is it
on the AAIB website? If not, do you have a copy you could mail to
me, at:
David Evans
Phillips Business Information, Inc. (Aviation
Group)

1201 Seven Locks Rd., Suite 300
Potomac, MD 20854
Many thanx.

Hi, David

1. Electronic version of AAIB 2/90 sent by next email.
2. Version on site, www.panam103.com linked to corazon.com
linked to: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
3. Timer manufacturer denies the piece of plastic was made by
him.
"the alleged explosion originated from an impact directly on the
skin of
the PanAm 103 fuselage; and not from within the luggage
container AVE
4041PA (fuelage station 700)."
4. http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Door in AvFlash

Pilot calls and says door open, then calls Mayday, then dies.

Problem? Can't be the door. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
(831) 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

At 1:49 AM -0400 4/17/00, AVweb's AVflash wrote:
Last week also saw the destruction of a Beechcraft B36TC,
which was
trailing smoke from its tail section when it clipped power lines,
struck
a home and exploded, killing the pilot and destroying the home
in
Fullerton, Ca. The pilot reported that the aircraft's door was open
and
that he intended to return to the airport. Shortly after that,
controllers received a mayday and the aircraft crashed on
downwind.
Initial speculation that the aircraft's door had somehow separated
from
the airframe and struck the tail has been discounted, as have any
problems with the aircraft's turbocharger.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: c.lavery@sundaymail.co.uk
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103

Dear Mr. Lavery, I have in front of me your most recent missives
and will answer in detail. My largest misgiving is that my
personality, abrasive to most, will deter you from bringing the
wiring/cargo door explanation into the public forum for scrutiny.
People like me who go against conventional wisdom are not
often charmers. We do not tell listeners want they want to hear
and consequently are often despised. Well, tough shit.

Mr Smith,
thank you for the excellent materials provided by you which I
have so far only
had a chance to glance through. Were the words noted to Michael
Mansfield QC
actually written by him?
I don't know. The article was credible and made sense.
And can you tell me more of when the FBI raided your
home? When was that? Did they take anything away? Did you
tape conversations?
Did they say anything to you re why they had entered your
home?
It was the US Secret Service, not the FBI. It was in February
1997. They took nothing other than what I gave them to support
the wiring/cargo door explanation. I videotaped the entire
interview showing my belly but the voices of me and the two
agents. They said they came upon a request of Senator McCain
based upon an email I had sent the Senator stating the President's
life was in danger when he flew on Air Force One because it was
a Boeing 747 and was in risk of the forward cargo door opening
in flight. Senator McCain personally sent me a letter denying he

ever ordered the Secret Service investigation. The agents left
after an hour of questions. They determined I was in fact who I
said I was, a retired military officer doing aircraft investigations.
This incident has large implications for the internet, privacy, and
civil rights.

We may run a story this Sunday as we are of the opinion here
that this should be
in the public domain and your views should be put to our readers
who can then
make up their own minds.

It went from 'very keen' to 'may'. Hmmmm.....
Can you tell me what response was received from the Libyans
over your attempts
to alert them to your theory?
Nothing. No response.
adlaw@planet.nl,
rskeenqc@compuserve.com,
adlaw@callnetuk.com
Gentlemen Kamal Maghur,
Mr. Alistair Duff,
Mr. Stephen Mitchell,
Mr. Richard Keen,
Murdo Macleod,
Eddie MacKechnie,
Donald McGrigor Solicitors,

Alex Prentice,
William Taylor,
John Beckett
Are the persons I emailed several times outlining the
explanation.

Also, am I right in thinking that you are writing
the soot particles down to something like a flare or a gun going
off in the hold
as part of the larger explosion?
Yes, there was a sooty discharge, somewhat like a large shotgun,
as the AAIB report states. The powder discharge event was
"relatively mild," as the AAIB report states, and I believe it was
triggered off by the huge explosive decompression when the door
popped. Some passenger probably had a flare gun or shotgun in
their luggage/baggage and it went off when violently moved
around. I do not have access to the wreckage logs which might
contain the found weapon. Regardless, the explosive event on the
port side was too weak, directed, and quiet to have been a bomb,
based on the evidence as presented in AAIB report and described
by the investigator who actually looked at the destruction area in
the wreckage reconstruction.
The information you have provided me thus far is fascinating.
Have you looked
further into the chain of evidence as regards the bomb theory?
Of course, but soon end up snorting through my nose in derision
as the conspiracy nonsense gets weirder and weirder.

I see there are
dispatches mentioning the Malta and Frankfurt connections, but
are you aware of
whether the prosecution is able to establish times and guilty
parties?
You are asking me to prove 3 and 4 is not eight. Well, all I have
to do is prove 3 and 4 is 7 and that negates all the other answers.
Wiring/ cargo door is the probable cause of four fatal 747
accidents and that negates, bomb, missile, asteroid, midair, or
crew error.
And the worth of the story is that 3 and 4 may be seven. That
possibility is enough to warrant investigation. The fact I may be
right is worthy enough for investigation, not that I am for certain
right. To be conclusive, forensic evidence must be presented and
I can't get into the Farnborough hangar to get to the door, the
latches, the wiring, and the door frame to match them to UAL
811. You can.

Defemce wise, wold it not be incredible if the Libyans opted for
your theory. Do
you know what they are planning to stnad on at this time?
please e-mail me back asap.
My belief is they know how weak the bomb case is against their
clients. (So did the Chief Judge before he bailed out.) I believe
they will stick to the common defence of the the crime happened,
the bomb went off, but it was not their guys that planted the
bomb. They will not be desperate enough to confront the entire
aviation establishment and several law enforcement agencies and
the myth of Pan Am Flight 103 by saying no bomb.

p.s. I have to say that the story this Sunday will be a broad
overview of your
theory without going into the nitty gritty as far as possible. But it
will be a
starting point and we may be able to take it on from there in
subsequent weeks.

I trust in the evidence. If people will try to rebut the wiring/cargo
door explanation, they will fail because it's supported by
overwhelming facts, data, evidence. If they try to hold up the
bomb explanation they will succeed because it requires
conspiracy thinking which overrules any logical thinking or
respect for evidence.
I am also currently seeking legal advice on whether we can run a
story like
this, given that the upcoming trial has Scottish jurisdiction, even
though it is
being held in the Netherlands.
Ha! We are talking government reports and public documents. I
am not slandering people but claiming with official documents
that a machine is unsafe and needs to be fixed. A plane fell on
citizen's heads and it can happen again. Legal
advice.......everyone is afraid.
I think we may have a problem with that, given that strictly
speaking we should
wait until the outcome before we make a move on anything,
especially if we

repeat your theory that it was not a bomb.
Sarcasm alert! Yeah, wait a while, it's only been eleven years,
plus one for the trial, give it twelve years before presenting an
alternative to mad bombers running amuck. Pump up fear of
terrorists everywhere, they're everywhere, while being very
cautious about running a story of a mechanical fault in an airliner
that has happened before and hard evidence suggests happened
again.
My theory is that wiring caused a forward cargo door to open in
flight for PA 103. If the implications are that it was not a bomb,
or a missile, or a several other potential causes, then so be it.
The Sunday Mail sells over 850,000 copies in the UK every
Sunday, mainly in
Scotland which has a population of just under six million. The
last thing we
want is a defence counsel holding up the paper on the first day of
the trial!!!
The first thing you want is justice and truth. Let the evidence
speak for itself. Let them hold it up because the evidence will
hold up. You've seen the evidence. You know what the facts are,
Mr. Lavery, do they make sense to you? Do you see the pattern?
If you see it, and I think you do, then let the Judges see it, the
public, the family victims, the flying passengers, and the
employees of the manufacturer. Let the evidence speak for itself.
List all the documented similarities. Let the reader see the
pattern. How did you come to the conclusion there was
something to the wiring/cargo door explanation. Write the story
based on your thinking process.

I read your wavering and I just think to myself, every weird
psychic, UFO, crop circle nut out there gets attention and
consideration in media, and when a pilot with decades of flying
experience, accident survivor, and supported by official
documents says, 'hey, listen to this,' everyone turns away.
Unlikely I know, but to quote a phrase I know you hate, stranger
things have
happened.
Truth is stranger than fiction. The implications of wiring/cargo
door explanation are internationally profound. India and Canada
are involved with AI 182. By the way, AI 182 is another "we've
got the terrorists and real soon we'll show that they did it," and
it's been decades since the event. Sikhs named Singh did not put
a bomb in the forward cargo hold of a Boeing 747 which caused
a sudden loud sound and all those other matching events to UAL
811 but this time called Air India Flight 182.
At 2:42 PM +0100 4/12/00, c.lavery@sundaymail.co.uk wrote:
From: c.lavery@sundaymail.co.uk
X-Lotus-FromDomain: MG_CW
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2000 14:42:25 +0100
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103

Mr Smith,
one more question for you, I'm afraid.

No problem, you are asking the right questions.

You say in your CV that you are a retired
army major but also speak of being involved in naval
intelligence. Can you break
down your military career for me and scan some supporting
papers, medals, awards
etc?
1961, age 17 enlisted US Navy.
1965, age 21 became a US Navy naval flight officer cadet.
1966, age 22, commissioned Ensign in US Navy and received
wings. Flew as attack navigator in RA5C Vigilante in Vietnam.
1969, age 25, left Navy active duty and returned to college,
remained in active US Navy Reserve as Lt. doing air intelligence
duties.
1974, age 30, received Master's Degree in Audiology and
switched/joined US Army, rank for rank, became Captain.
1977. age 33, worked in Army hospitals in Korea and elsewhere,
promoted to Major, US Army
1984. age 40, retired from US Army as Major.

Sorry to ask but it strikes me that a great many people have gone
to some
lengths to attack your credibility over this matter and I want to be
absolutely
sure of every word in print.
Righto. After years of this, I am still astonished that people put
their faith in the messenger and not in the message. It's why
confidence men, charmers, and cool guys get away with what
they do which is usually promise people what they want to hear
and then don't deliver. Well, I'm not running for political office,

I'm not trying to be a boyfriend, and I'm not trying to be a TV
star. I do want machines fixed that don't work right.

p.s. if there's anything else you think of which supports your
claim, or any
experts you can put me in touch with, I would be grateful.

Well, there are plenty of aviation experts in Scotland. My point
of view is physical mechanical laws of reality, not vagaries of
human nature that lead to terrorism. Do you know any pilots? If
they read the four reports on AI 182, PA 103, TWA 800, and
UAL 811, all electronically available at www.corazon.com, from
the point of view of the events being caused by wiring/cargo
door, they will see the pattern and agree that it is certainly
plausible and even probable, that all consequences stemmed from
the same event, shorted wiring turning on a door unlatch motor
and that alternatives such as bombs, missiles, or center tank
explosion are much less realistic...although much more exciting
and interesting.
Mr. Lavery, I understand your misgivings. It's a very very big
story and involves many foreign governments and huge
industrial corporations. Public documents are public documents,
they are not secret, we are not in wartime, no military units were
involved. This is a civilian event in civilian aircraft over civilian
land during peacetime. If you can not, afraid to, publish a
potentially controversial story supported by official reports, then
the world is a little worse off for its continued ignorance.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
(831) 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: mail@coastweekly.com
Subject: For Mark Worth

Last Gasp 02/03/00
Fishing for more water gets pro-dam water board members
nowhere.
By Mark Worth
Dear Mr. Worth, a nice report of an important meeting. I live in
Carmel Valley and I'm a staunch no dam guy. I'm a cistern guy.
New system targets certain airline passengers--will you be
one of them?

By Patti Parisi
A day after the July 17, 1996 crash of TWA Flight 800, President
Clinton formed the commission. While the downing was initially
blamed on terrorists, the explosion that killed 230 people is now
said to have been caused by mechanical error.

What's this about TWA 800 not being a bomb or missile by
terrorists? Ha!
This is John Barry Smith at corazon.com. The PA 103 is not a
bomb guy. I am very impressed with Coast Weekly Website
www.coastweekly.com, Mark. I was thinking; in cyberspace,
what is 'local'? PA 103 has international interest and the
difference in coastweekly.com and nytimes.com is very thin.
Well, it all comes down to the truth; do you believe PA 103 could
have been a mechanical problem of inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight? Then, it's worthy of print, and will
quickly be rebutted if false and be sustained if true. I've never
been rebutted by facts; only personal attacks and irrational
conspiracy nonsense.
Why print it at all? What is the power of print over websites?
I was also very impressed, Mark, when you pulled up
corazon.com as we were speaking. We can certainly talk on the
phone about the wiring/cargo door explanation with the facts,
data, evidence, and analysis right in front of us in pictures and
text.
The way the press credential thing worked with NTSB at the

TWA 800 public hearings (and may be different with Scottish
police at a criminal trial overseas) is they give the newspaper the
form and the boss fills it out and sends it in to security. Then the
freelance radical muckraker journalist shows up and picks up a
color coded plastic thingie to hang around one's neck. I think
press credentials for this trial may be a standard form and
checkout. Ah, the status. I take my responsibility seriously of
providing errorless facts, stunning evidence, and conservative
analysis to the world reading public, specifically, the residents of
Monterey County, which is served by Coast Weekly, Monterey
County's Largest Circulation Newspaper.
Digital pictures, Mark, taken by my digital Kodak DC 120
downloaded to laptop and emailed with story. Trial starts in May,
if no more delays, I expect to be there mid-June. It is supposed to
last a year, at least, and have 2500 witnesses. FBI and Scotland
Yard are big into it with conspiracy theories abounding. Ha, a
radical writer says a machine crash was because of a machine
fault and not the normal, conforming, everybody says so,
conspiracy cause of humans planting bombs; which humans, oh
those humans; where's the bomb? It's all gone.
The world is truly insane with paranoia when it will not consider
a probable, likely mechanical reason for a machine event. It can't
be the boring wiring shorting because that brings blame back to
me, the manufacturers think, the oversight government thinks,
and the airline thinks, but there is no conspiracy to hide the
wiring/cargo door explanation from the American public. Each
party is acting is its perceived best interest. Let sleeping dogs lay.
The political answer is accepted because it is some probable
cause the maker and operator and overseer can live with. And
bomb by foreigners is always a good one. The NTSB lost its
objectivity with Tennessee country lawyer Jim Hall in charge.

But, that's politics and I am a fact man of science. As long as I let
the evidence speak for itself, there is a chance the wiring/cargo
door explanation has a chance of being checked out. It gets
controversial very quickly once politics gets into it.
So, irony is everywhere when the government becomes the
conspiracy nut. Or the wacko.
I'll go ahead and see what forms are needed for press credential
for a US reporter to the PA 103 trial.
It was enjoyable talking to you Mark, you know about the
accidents, and you spent eight years in Seattle which is Boeing
land.
My motive for this corazon.com is that a pilot saved my life in an
ejection of a Navy jet during training. I feel I owe something.
And eleven years of research is a payback. It's important.
Call anytime 659 3552 or email of course, Mark.
Cheers,
Barry

Last Gasp 02/03/00
Fishing for more water gets pro-dam water board members

nowhere.
By Mark Worth
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Water
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Remember when you were a kid, and you wanted to stay out past
your curfew? You asked your parents over and over again for
permission--slightly rephrasing the question each time--but the
answer was still 'no'? And, each time they answered, your
parents' refusal grew more resolute?
Attendees of last Thursday's board meeting of the Monterey
Peninsula Water Management District may have thought they
were reliving such childhood memories.
Assuming the role of children, if you will, were water board
members Alvin Edwards and erstwhile Sand City Mayor David
Pendergrass. Playing the parents was Harry Schueller, head of
the water rights division for the state Water Resources Control
Board.
Each time Edwards and Pendergrass asked Schueller whether he
would be willing to loosen the water-supply restrictions that state
officials slapped on the water board five years ago, the question
sounded a little different, the answer was still 'no,' and
Schueller's response became that much more direct.
Schueller started out friendly enough. "I really feel sorry for your
community," the avuncular state official advised board members
and the packed house at Monterey City Hall the evening of Jan.
27. As the questions persisted, audience members began to
squirm, and Schueller's patience began to thin. "I don't see that
figure being increased," he said, referring to the 11,285-acre-feet
limit the state has placed on annual withdraws from the Carmel
River Basin.
Twenty or so minutes later, Schueller's bureaucratic politeness

had all but drained away. "That number is not going to go up. I
don't see a lot of options for you." He went on to admonish the
board--and the Peninsula community at large--for being able to
agree that there's a water-supply problem but failing to unify
around a solution, a scenario he found "a bit unique."
Schueller told the board to forget about the possibility of the
restrictions being loosened until he sees "substantial progress"
toward solving the Peninsula's water problems.
The solution favored by Edwards, Pendergrass, and board
member Ron Chesshire is a new dam on the Carmel River. The
dam seems dead in the water, however, as the water board now
has an anti-dam majority, as Assemblymember Fred Keeley's
"Plan B" alternatives are progressing nicely in Sacramento, and
as Cal-Am itself (as first reported in the Weekly in December) is
no longer married to the idea.
Given the extreme unlikelihood that the dam will be built-echoed by Schueller when he said the proposal had "collapsed"-the pleas for more water by Edwards and Pendergrass seem all
the more curious. Were they merely grandstanding, an effort to
paint an even more dire crisis in hopes of resuscitating the dam?
Were they the final throes of a fading, pro-dam constituency?
Were they born of bitterness at their new minority status on what
had always been a dam-friendly water board?
No matter. The Peninsula's water future almost certainly will be
determined by Keeley's Plan B, with a sneak preview expected
some time this summer. What seems certain is that a desalination
plant and the recharging of the Seaside aquifer will be part of the
answer. What is uncertain is whether the answer will appease a
community struggling more than ever to balance growth
management with quality of life.
Send a Letter to the Editor | Post a Public Forum

A day after the July 17, 1996 crash of TWA Flight 800, President
Clinton formed the commission. While the downing was initially
blamed on terrorists, the explosion that killed 230 people is now
said to have been caused by mechanical error.

Checking You Twice
New system targets certain airline passengers--will you be
one of them?
By Patti Parisi
The next time a ticket agent asks you, "Did you pack your own
bags?" notice their eyes are glued to the computer screen rather
than looking at you. Your logical answers, "Yes," or "My elf did
me the favor" may not matter if you have been flagged by the
ticket agent's computer.
Flagging, by means of a new computerized passenger profiling
system, means you and your luggage will be searched. Northwest
Airlines began testing the "computer assisted passenger"
screening (CAPS) at San Francisco International Airport (SFO)
in October. CAPS, tested since April at other major airports
across the country, is designed to alert airlines to passengers who
may be potential terrorists.
But, according to civil rights experts, the system invades privacy
and discriminates against Arab Americans and other minority
groups. The new database is in response to a call for tighter
security by Vice President Gore's Commission on Aviation

Safety. A day after the July 17, 1996 crash of TWA Flight 800,
President Clinton formed the commission. While the downing
was initially blamed on terrorists, the explosion that killed 230
people is now said to have been caused by mechanical error.
Still, about $429 million was earmarked in the 1997 federal fiscal
budget to meet the commission's 20 recommendations for
improving air security.
Better methods for matching bags to passengers, more
sophisticated chemical sniffing devices, and better imagery to
detect explosives are being developed to combat terrorism. These
measures, along with CAPS, are the first major upgrades in air
security since the 1970s, when technologies were geared toward
thwarting hijackers, according to Paul Hudson, executive director
of the Washington DC-based Aviation Consumer Action Project
(ACAP). The project, composed of family members of travelers
who have perished in airline disasters, is consulting with the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on CAPS.
But until those technologies exist, the FAA, along with the US
Justice Department, are relying on CAPS and the FAA won't give
any details about how the system will gather what could be
sensitive information about air travelers. "Unfortunately, if we
give specifics about how it will operate, it gives the people who
would be tempted to bypass the system somehow clues on how
they could do that," says Mitch Barker, a public affairs officer
with the FAA in Seattle. "But it's intended to recognize that there
is a threat and to make sure that anyone who might present a
threat to the traveling public is not allowed to board aircraft."
Barker revealed only that the airlines will use data from frequent
flyer records. They will also look at a passenger's itinerary, travel
history, whether the passenger paid with cash or a credit card,
and whether the passenger is flying on a one-way ticket. Other
air travel security experts were equally reluctant to reveal how
the airlines will get their information. But, according to the

February 1997 issue of Air Transport World magazine, the
profiling system will also include computer encrypted data from
the FBI, the CIA, and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms.
About 5 percent of air travelers are likely to be flagged at checkin by a ticket agent's computer, according to Issy Boim, president
of Air Security International. The Houston-based private
company is consulting with the FAA on CAPS and Boim says
ticket agents will not have any access to personal information,
they'll simply see an alert on their computer screen when
something is amiss. Airport security will then question the
passenger, and look through their carry-on and checked baggage
to make sure the passenger is not carrying explosives, firearms or
other harmful devices.
Boim claims the whole procedure will take no more than 10 to
15 minutes and will become more accepted as people realize its
importance to air security.
"It's like when you come to customs and for some reason-you
don't know why-you will be asked more questions and they'll
send your baggage for a search," says Boim. "You take it for
granted. It will be the same when passengers show up to check
in."
But, according to the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),
the system has often flagged people on the basis of irrelevant
criteria, such as someone's apparent ethnicity. Gregory Nojime, a
legislative analyst with the ACLU's Washington DC office, says
that if a person is flying to a country on a US State Department
terrorist list, that person may be selected to be searched.
"It's not difficult to realize that criterion is going to have a
disparate impact on some racial group, for example, those who
fly to Syria," Nojime explains. "The people who fly to Syria tend
to be Syrian Americans going to visit their relatives. That's not a
crime."

Nojime says since Northwest Airlines began experimenting with
CAPS, the ACLU has received more calls complaining about that
carrier than any other airline.
"One grandmother called and said that she was made to remove
all her things from her luggage," says Nojime. "It was put on the
floor and she had to put it back in her luggage in front of all the
other passengers. She was crying, because they were looking on
thinking 'Oh no, why is this woman being singled out-is she a
terrorist?'"
Nojime believes the woman was singled out based solely on her
appearance, which the FAA denies is one of its "flagging"
criteria.
"We don't think as an airport operator [CAPS] would be
invasive," according to Ron Wilson, spokesman for SFO. "The
Justice Department has assured us that it will not be. The system
does not give any consideration to race, color, gender, religion, or
national or ethnic origin," he continues. "It only checks on
criminal backgrounds, the travel habits of passengers, and
whether they have been refused flights before or have caused
problems onboard airlines."
Strangely, the airlines and the FAA say that CAPS will not be
checking for run-of-the-mill troublemakers. Those types of
people include the drunk businessman who, two years ago in
United's first class, defecated on a food cart; the recent incident
where a family in coach on Northwest threw a riot after being cut
off from their supply of alcohol; and the man who punched a
pilot after learning his Northwest flight was delayed. Those
unruly people are not welcome at 30,000 feet, said Wilson, and
individual airlines have banned them from their flights. They will
be refused service when attempting to reserve a flight, according
to John Austin, a spokesman for Northwest.
Nevertheless, Austin says the CAPS system-which Northwest
volunteered to try-is only meant to screen for passengers who

may be threats to air security. Ethnic or racial criteria, says
Austin, are never used. "Not only are we sensitive to it as a
human rights issue and a customer service issue, but it's frankly
bad security," Austin explains. "If you made your security
decisions based on stereotypes like that, you would ignore the
fact that bad folks come in all shapes and sizes and colors and
genders and everything else. You have to be smarter than that."
But, Austin would not reveal what criteria Northwest will be
looking at when screening passengers. "It's intensely frustrating
not just for the passengers, but for our folks, too," says Austin.
"Our people want to answer an honest question that's put to them,
like 'why me?' Unfortunately, in this case, we can't give them that
answer."
It's that lack of information that angers civil rights groups. "We're
as concerned about airline safety as anyone is," says Dorothy
Erlich, executive director for the Northern California ACLU.
"But, it appears that they are creating a massive, secret database,
having personal information about everybody who flies, about
their flying habits, and anything else they can get their hands on."
The American Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee (ADC) in
Washington, DC has also raised concerns. "If there is a clear-cut
discriminatory case, the airline will say 'Well, we're just simply
following FAA guidelines,'" says Sam Husseini, spokesman for
ADC. "When we turn to the FAA, they say, 'No, our guidelines
are not discriminatory.' So how do we know who's telling the
truth when the guidelines are secret?"
Husseini says his organization has received more than 200
complaints about discriminatory treatment, ever since heightened
security measures were put in place following the TWA Flight
800 explosion last year. But according to the National
Transportation and Safety Board, sabotage of US airlines caused
318 deaths between 1982 and 1996. Pan Am Flight 103, blown
up by plastic explosives over Lockerbie, Scotland in 1988, is the

only proven bombing of a US carrier. The majority of airline
disasters are caused by mechanical or human error.
Another concern raised by the ACLU is that the information
gathered by the FAA could be wrong, the way credit reports are
often full of errors. But, air travelers will have no way of
checking on the accuracy of data gathered about them. "There is
no mechanism today for a passenger who gets into the loop, who
is selected repeatedly, to get out of the loop now," says the
ACLU's Nojime.
Air security experts defend CAPS as just a temporary measure
meant to screen for terrorists until sophisticated new equipment
is developed that can detect plastic explosives. And, if the FAA
deems the CAPS experiment successful, they will give the
program to other air carriers. cw
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: echelonwatch@aclu.org
Subject: Actual Echelon case

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary
ech¥e¥lon \"e-she-'lan\ n [F echelon, lit., rung of a ladder] 1 : a
steplike arrangement (as of troops or airplanes) 2 : a level (as of
authority or responsibility) within an organization

Essentially I have a web site which postulates that a wiring
problem caused forward cargo doors of 747s to open in flight
causing accidents such as AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA

800. All 747s are at risk of that event happening again, including
the E4B, (military version of 747) and one in which the President
may fly in.
I sent that information to Senator McCain in an email, 19 Feb 97,
since he is in charge of the Transportation Committee, a jet pilot
and former Naval aviator like myself.
Within 24 hours, there were two armed Secret Service agents at
my front door asking where I was. I was washing my car, as it
turns out, downtown.
I called them to ask what was going on and they said we'll be
back at a set time later. I met them at my house as they pulled up
in their civilian car in their civilian clothes, and armed. It was a
man and woman. The woman identified herself as the senior
agent and did most of the questioning.
I brought them into my house and we talked for an hour. I
videotaped the entire proceeding but the camera was aimed at my
belly as they refused to be photographed. The audio is clear.
She said they were here because of my letter concerning bombs
and the president which came from "McCain's office." It is
clearly on tape that the woman agent states the referral was from
'McCain's office." I recall her visually looking up the name on a
clipboard as she said that. Until that time Senator McCain's name
had not come up. She also previously referred to items in the
McCain email that I had not brought up. She also said they have
computers to pick out certain words. They were clearly there as a
result of the McCain email and admitted it. I believe they both
believed their orders to investigate me came from McCain's
office. They were unaware of Echelon.

Email paragraph below is the one sent to McCain twenty four
hours before SS first arrived at my house. Entire letter attached at
end.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
The interview continued on and I laid out my entire cargo door
explanation and its connection to E4B with photographs etc.
They were satisfied they were dealing with a retired military
officer with a web site and a thing about cargo doors in 747s.
They left and I have not heard a thing from them since.
After they left I wrote Senator McCain telling him that since he
checked out the messenger and I was OK, how about checking
out my message (email attached). He did not reply; I wrote again
and again. After a while, he replied in a three page letter, 6 June
1997, (the DDay letter http://www.corazon.com/mccain2.html)

which said neither he nor his staff ordered any investigation into
me or my family. I believe him. He was unaware of Echelon. I
suspected at the time of an electronic middle man of the SS
screening emails and acting unilaterally. Then, two years later I
read about Echelon and knew instantly that was it. It is incredibly
dangerous. To be investigated by the SS is a big deal and very
intimidating. My wife is still upset and so are my folks.
So, what to do? I have the SS woman on tape saying it was
McCain's Office. I have Senator McCain saying it wasn't. It had
to be somebody.
Senator McCain is now a candidate and available for all sorts of
questions.
What I want is to stop airplane crashes, specifically 747s from
open cargo doors in flight. I want a meeting with NTSB
investigators to present my case of wiring/cargo door for PA 103,
AI 182, and TWA 800. I want public debate on the explanation
and welcome factual rebuttal. My site, www.corazon.com says it
all.
And I don't like armed federal agents at my front door on a
subterfuge.
As I've included very personal material here and below, before
using, please identify and ask that which you wish to use. I'm
certainly willing to go on the record of sending emails to Senator
McCain and thus being interviewed by the SS and his denial and
all about wiring/cargo door for 747s.
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

I wrote to Senator McCain after he denied ordering the SS
investigation:
At 2:45 PM +0000 6/13/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
I believe you personally did not refer the Secret Service to
investigate me. Who did? The timing of my email to "McCain's
office" talking about the President dying and bombing somebody
and twenty four hours later the senior agent directly stating
reason for her investigation for referral was from "McCain's
office" indicates "McCain's Office" is somehow involved.
Possible explanations:
1. Your email is monitored and the Secret Service acted
unilaterally to investigate suspicious email based on certain
keywords. Unlikely but possible and very wrong if done. (Talk
about needing encryption.)
2. A member of your staff called the Secret Service and is now

reluctant to admit it. Unlikely but possible based on human
nature.
3. You're fibbing to me. Impossible.
4. Secret Service agent deliberately misstated referral source as
"McCain's office" for unknown reasons. Unlikely but possible
but lacks motive and very wrong if done.

Correspondence from Government officials and Senator McCain
below: (Including the letter from Senator McCain to NTSB
suggesting a meeting between me and NTSB to present the
wiring/cargo door explanation; and the reply from Chairman Hall
declining/refusing the meeting.)
http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html
http://www.corazon.com/mccain.html
Excerpt below from Senator McCain denying the SS meeting.
Full letter at http://www.corazon.com/mccain2.html

Entire letter to Senator McCain which triggered off the SS visit:
At 9:22 AM +0000 2/19/97, barry@corazon.com wrote:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the

right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.

The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow
me to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to
crash, specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and
TWA 800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?

The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon
the review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled
up' or is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand
scrutiny. I shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)

408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes

Reply to Senator McCain after Secret Service interview with
letter to SS included:
At 4:51 PM +0000 2/25/97, barry@corazon.com wrote:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Investigated me, now the door's turn.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
25 Feb 97
There is a message, a medium, and a messenger. The message is
forward cargo doors are opening in flight on high time Boeing
747s causing crashes. The medium is the internet including web
and this email. The messenger is me.
Based on your referral, the Secret Service investigated me.
Fine, I accept that as part of the process to have the message
examined. As a messenger, I was given report cards for my
seventeen years of education, quarterly and semi-annually fitness
reports for my 24 years of military service, background checks
by the FBI for my Top Secret clearance, and now an hour and a
quarter interview yesterday by the Secret Service. I'm still here

with my message; cargo door.
Now that I am vetted, can the message be examined with the
same thoroughness? The Secret Service report to you may come
by snail mail as their San Jose office incredibly does not have
internet access. I was able to show the two agents my cargo door
web site as well as demonstrate how search engines and email
works. They were impressed and left with the desire to get on the
internet, especially when a search engine brought up the home
phone and city of the senior agent, a simple feat that shocked her.
At this rare moment in history, the ordinary citizen has a
superior intelligence gathering and communications ability than
some parts of the government under which he serves. Using
hindsight and the internet I have been able to discover the
common cause of four Boeing 747 crashes, including the one
under current intense investigation, TWA 800. It is the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. As a
former jet pilot you must know the severe consequences when a
door opens inflight at cruise. It is not a trivial matter to be taken
care of when you land. It demands immediate attention if the
aircraft has not self destructed already.
I ask that the message of door opening in flight be examined,
investigated, and evaluated as thoroughly as I have been, your
humble messenger. Let me shift from messenger to discoverer
and answer questions not about my life history but about the 747
life history such as transition from troop transport with nose
opening door to commercial airliner with side opening door. Let
me talk to an aviation expert about PSI, CVR, FDR, FOD, and
BLC, all relevant in the discussion about cargo doors causing
crashes.
An aviation experienced staffer from your Committee would be
the perfect interviewer because he is not connected to the airline,
the manufacturer, or the legal system. The medium to discuss the
message can be telephone, 408 659 3552, or email at

barry@corazon.com, or voice in person at 551 Country Club
Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. Please contact me.
I have attached my followup reply to the Secret Service which I
mailed today.
Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Janice K. Griffen
Richard Metzger
Special Agents,
US Secret Service
280 South 1st St. Suite 2050
San Jose, CA 95113

Dear Special Agents Griffen and Metzger,
Tuesday, 25 February, 1997

Thank you for your very professional interview visit yesterday,
24 Feb 97, in my home.
Agent Griffen, I had attached two previous emails in my
statement to you, one to the President and one to the Secret
Service. On this letter I have attached the email to Senator John
McCain's office which generated our interview.
I again encourage you and your office to gain internet access
immediately. It is a powerful investigative tool and must be made
available to you. In addition, it is a wide ranging communication
system.
I hope that you recommend further investigation into the cargo
door explanation of previous Boeing 747 crashes and into the
identified and correctable potential crash cause for the National
Command Center E-4Bs.
Again, thank you for returning from San Jose for the second
visit yesterday after we missed each other on Thursday.
Agent Metzger, it was interesting talking to you about airplanes,
parachutes jumps, and airline flights. I felt the interview was to
evaluate me and not the right time to chat although I wanted to.
Regarding the RA-5C Vigilante identification, most of us in the
Viggie community feel ignored by the history books as the plane
has disappeared. They only made about two hundred and lost
half of those to crashes and shoot downs. I wrote a story about
my RA-5C ejection and it is on my web site under FCLP on my
home page at www.corazon.com. The search engines have led
former RA-5C pilots, crewmen, and maintenance personnel to
the story and they email me their memories.
Regarding your flight on the ill-fated UAL 811 the flight before
it blew the cargo door and sucked nine to their deaths, I meant to
ask you where you sat. If above and slightly aft of that forward
cargo door your life was in jeopardy because in the four cargo
door accidents there are always at least nine missing bodies and
they all sat in that general area. That is one of the ten significant

similarities by which I have linked the cargo door cause to the
accidents of Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. You were lucky the door did not go then even if not sitting
in the danger area because many other survivors had barotrauma, which means their eardrums blew out in the explosive
decompression. It is called bilateral tympanic membrane rupture
which has to be about the most painful shock a body could stand.
It is literally the head starts to explode. Baro-trauma is another
similarity all the victims of the four accidents suffered.
To rely on the Air Force for the total safety of Presidential staff
in their aircraft such as Air Force One, E4-Bs and others such as
C-130 is not good as shown by the Jackson Hole C-130 crash in
which an inexperienced crew took off in mountainous terrain and
turned the wrong way out and crashed, killing all including
Secret Service personnel. An avoidable tragedy there and an
avoidable tragedy here with the cargo door identified cause for
Boeing 747 cargo doors.
For someone who has jumped out of aircraft the idea of a
survivable crash in not a joke. We would not scoff at the idea that
all passengers wear parachutes. I would even throw in a small
ejection seat because one saved my life. I understand the
practical problems of weight, cost and maintenance. But then,
when one's life is on the line, we would love to exchange our
extra pair of jogging shoes in our carry on baggage for an out of
date chute.
So plane crashes are not unreal to us and do not only happen to
the other guy. They can happen to us and whenever we identify a
correctable danger, we must do our best to fix it.
I believe I have found such a correctable error and ask that you
check it out. My cargo door explanation is either wrong or right
and easily confirmed by a proper investigation by professional
investigators. As an amateur I was able to research the
government reports of several nations and discover the pattern of

similarities which lead to common cargo door cause. I can not
confirm this discovery and require professional government
assistance to refute or confirm it. That assistance is available in
the NTSB, the FAA, the FBI, and I'm sure in the Secret Service.
The Secret Service should have an aircraft danger specialist who
knows the specifics of internal pressure, metal creep, CVR
(cockpit voice recorder), FDR (flight data recorder), FOD foreign
object damage), and BLC (boundary layer control). If there is an
aircraft specialist, could you and he visit me again and I can go
over my cargo door explanation again, in the detail it deserves?
Could you formally or informally ask other aircraft specialists to
chat with me over the phone about the door explanation? There is
currently an official, extensive, well publicized, government
investigation into a Boeing 747 crash involving many
government agencies already. More questions from another
agency would be appropriate while the investigation is underway
and maybe not once it's over. Now is the time to act.
Agents Griffen and Metzger, thank you again for your time and
for driving down from San Jose against all the 101 traffic. I
realize I must go through the screening process to separate out
the wheat from the chaff. I trust you now believe I am not wispy
but do have something of substance to say. Now that I have
passed the screening, may I continue to discuss my cargo door
explanation with other competent officials in the SS, NTSB,
FAA, or FBI? Please refer me to them or ask them to call me.
Thank you,

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

MAJ USA (ret)
408 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

At 9:01 AM -0700 4/19/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Senator McCain,
The visit by the Secret Service has been preying on my mind.
The senior agent, Ms. Janice K. Griffen stated to me during the
interview, "This referral was from McCain's office." They came
by 24 hours after my email (attached) to you asking if I could be
melodramatic. I assumed 'yes', but apparently the answer was

'no'.
I 'wrote my congresssman' a United States Senator, a non
threatening, polite, factual, relevant email and soon thereafter:
1.Two agents,
2. Federal,
3. Armed and with authority to shoot to kill,
4. showed up unannounced,
5. at my front door,
6. requesting to see me.
I was having my car washed and missed the agents by twenty
minutes. Only my wife in her robe and my five year old daughter
were present at that initial meeting. My five year old was alone
with two armed agents for a few minutes while my wife changed
into something more formal.
This is preying on my mind. My legal and proper democratic
pursuit of a mechanical cause for an airplane crash has put the
lives of my wife and daughter in the line of fire. This is very
distressing. And if you think I exaggerate, imagine having your
wife and child greet two armed persons in civilian clothes who
show up unannounced at your front door. Not very reassuring is
it. What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Senator, I am a good guy. You are a good guy. Let's act like
good guys. Good guys are open and talk to each other. We are
pilots, the matter is in your Committee, it is an important aviation
matter; let's do something about it. And do it now and fast before
another several hundred people die.
The cargo door explanation is not going to go away.
The NTSB is intrigued by the door, the public knows about the
door, I know about the door, the press knows about the door, the
politicians know about the door, Boeing knows about the door,
and FAA knows about the door; it's not going to go away unless
satisfactorily and thoroughly ruled out by a proper investigation.
Checking latches which have been manhandled by the FBI for

four months is not a conclusive test of door locked on TWA 800.
Support for above claims:
1. NTSB is Aviation Week article of 10 Mar 97
2. Public is the thousand and more emails from around the world
to me discussing the explanation.
3. My door web site.
4. The press is WCBS New York radio station and newspaper
articles including New York Times.
5. Politicians include you, sir, Senator John McCain, who has
referred the matter to your committee.
6. Boeing has recently inquired to the Air India Task Force of
Canada inquiring into the status of the foward cargo door
according to staff member Rich Spruel at phone 1604 264 2352
which indicates Boeing is conducting its own investigation into
door. (John Schneider is Air India Task Force leader.)
7. FAA knows about door in correspondence with Representative
Sam Farr D-CA to me from Certification Section.
Senator McCain, the door was seen visually, seen on radar, and
heard on cvr. To not confront that reality is not right.
This missile myth is growing and will be hard to refute later.
The US Navy is impugned wrongly. The center tank fire as initial
event is growing and will be hard to refute later. Boeing is
impugned wrongly.
The NTSB AAR on TWA 800 will have to face the door head
on and rule it out completely or the validity of the report will be
questioned.
Talk to me. I am a good guy. I am on your side. We want the
same thing, answers why a plane crashed. I have some and am
missing one big one, why did the door open?

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Attachments below:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Purdy of the New York Times.
>"One man writes at least once a week to the board, pushing his
theory that
>the front cargo door of the plane blew off, setting in motion a
catastrophic
>chain of events."
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information

To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes

At 9:45 AM +0000 5/31/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Referred to you by Congressman Sam Farr
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
I had asked my congressman, Mr. Sam Farr, Member of
Congress, 17th District, California, House of Representatives,
Congress of the United States, Washington, DC, to inquire why
the two Secret Service agents sought to interrogate me. He
replied to me and told me to contact you.
So I am.
I again ask why you referred the Secret Service to me. The
closest I can determine is the referral was based solely on an
email I sent you with one paragraph:
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would

be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"
I have reviewed this paragraph and find it:
1. Invited from you. You had previously said to me to contact
you.
2. Relevant: It refers to a crash of a Boeing 747, TWA 800,
which is a matter which has been referred to your committee for
review.
3. Factual: Air Force One is a Boeing 747, E4Bs are Boeing
747s, TWA 800 was a Boeing 747. America did bomb those
places after the plane crashes.
4. Polite: I said, "Please," I asked permission to be melodramatic,
which is a literary style which intensifies reality and fits into
poetic license.
5. Non-violent: I said attacking and bombing somebody based on
erroneous conclusions is wrong. It is wrong.
6. Appropriate: I was talking to you, Senator, about bombing and
you have gone and bombed somebody. If you had been a movie
star or truck driver, I would have used a different simile. We both
have been in combat during bombing operations. I would like to
think I assisted your shipmates by providing intelligence of
targets with photos taken from my RA-5C.
7. Non-threatening: I see no threat anyway in that paragraph, just
reasoned conclusions based upon history. I omitted the
Battleship Maine and Pearl Harbor, two others instances where
America was bombed and went and bombed somebody. As my
mother says, "No Pearl Harbor; no Hiroshima."
8. Necessary: I see a danger to my government leaders not seen
by others. I report it. As I write this, the crash of a Boeing 747 is
still a mystery and therefore the same cause could happen again.
I believe I know the cause and ask that it be fixed so that the lives
of government leaders, including the President, are not in
jeopardy.

9. Consistent with government NTSB evaluation of the cause of
the crash, center tank explosion of TWA 800. There was a center
tank explosion. The NTSB is right. The only very small
difference of opinion I have with the NTSB is the timing. I say
initial event was loss of cargo door; they say center tank
explosion. Both mechanical explanations can be checked out. My
contrary opinion is a small one and supported with reasoned
conclusions supported by documention on web site
www.corazon.com.
If the above paragraph in my email was the reason for the
referral to the Secret Service investigation, then please tell me
what part of it offended so that I may not do it again.
If the above paragraph is not the reason for the referral to the
Secret Service, please tell me the real reason, so that I may not
do it again.
Reality is that armed agents in civilian clothes on duty and
authorized to shoot to kill were on my property uninvited and
unannounced alone with my five year old daughter and later my
wife. My family's safety is my responsibility and I let them
down. I protect them from strangers with guns. I am trying to
find out where I miscalculated so it won't happen again.
So, on the recommendation from my congressman, Sam Farr, I
am again contacting you for explanation.
(I am including my reply to Mr. Farr below which I handed in
to his office yesterday.)

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email

www.corazon.com web site
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, May 30, 1997

Thank you for your May 20, 1997, reply to my previous
requests for an explanation why I was investigated by the Secret
Service based upon an email to Senator John McCain. I received
your May 20 letter on 29 May which would explain my May 22
letter to you which was based upon not hearing from you. So
thank you again for responding.
In your May 20 letter you write, "If Senator McCain referred
this matter to the Secret Service, I would certainly encourage that
you contact his office to request an explanation for the Senator's
action."

I agree, sir! And I have. Twenty times actually; my contact
emails to Senator McCain are attached to this letter. I came to
you for explanation only after not receiving a response from
Senator McCain for several months and repeated written
requests. If Senator McCain would not respond to my request, I
was hoping he would to yours.
Regarding your above statement, "If Senator McCain referred
this matter to the Secret Service..." I can only report to you what
the Senior Agent, Janice K. Griffen, of the San Jose office of the
Secret Service, had to say clearly on the videotape of the
interrogation, "This matter was referred by McCain's office." I
shall have to believe her. There is no doubt Senator McCain
referred the matter to the Secret Service.
My best guess is the paragraph below from my email to Senator
McCain:
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"
Do you believe, Mr. Farr, the above paragraph justifies a Secret
Service investigation of the writer?

I consider the email non-threatening, non-violent, polite,
relevant, factual, and written upon the invitation of Senator
McCain. It did present an opinion contrary to the official
government opinion, however, which is the mechanical initial
event cause of the crash of TWA 800. I say open cargo door and
the NTSB says center tank explosion. Even if my opinion to the
cause of the crash is wrong, presenting such a contrary opinion in
a polite manner is not cause to be visited for interrogation by two
armed agents at my front door unannounced and uninvited.
You also state in your May 20 letter to me, "It would, however,
be inappropriate for me to attempt to prevent the Secret Service
from carrying out a request from another elected official."
I agree, sir! I am not asking that the Secret Service not carry out
their duty, I am asking you why the Secret Service did carry out
their duty. Why did Senator McCain ask the Secret Service to
interrogate me? I have asked him why. He does not answer. Can
you ask him?
The videotape of the interrogation is available for your
examination. My home at 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel
Valley is open to you. My thousand page web site at
www.corazon.com is there for all to see. My phone is 659 3552.
My letters and emails are available to read. I am in the open. I
answer all emails and letters. A Boeing 747 has mysteriously
crashed and may again. I believe I know the reason and am
trying to get a hearing.
Interrogations by armed agents coming to my front door shall
not deter me. The problem is not going to go away until faced
and dealt with.
A constituent of yours, me, has been visited by government
agents. I want to know why.
Your recent letter to me ends, "If there is ever anything that I
can do for you in the future, please let me know."
I assume this statement is true and not fluffy boilerplate

appended to all letters to constituents. In that case, Mr. Farr, there
is something you can do for me in the future, please:
1. Arrange for me to have a hearing with NSTB TWA 800
investigators to present my documented and reasoned
explanation for the crashes of Boeing 747s: inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight.
2. Find out what I said that precipitated armed agents to my front
door unannounced and uninvited. At least then I won't do it
again.
3. Sit down with me in front of the internet connected computer
in your Alvarado office and go through with me my web site
regarding the TWA 800 crash and others. The internet is
fascinating.
Mr. Farr, there are two things I am passionate about in my life
other than my family; freedom of speech and airplane crashes.
This matter concerns both and will be pursued until explained or
I am rebutted with facts.
Maybe you read in this morning's Monterey County Herald,
page D2, a quote by Aldous Huxley, "Facts do not cease to exist
because they are ignored."

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

408 659 3552

At 2:45 PM +0000 6/13/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Explanation for not waiting/cargo door/Secret Service
referral
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator John McCain,

13 Jun 97

Thank you again for the valuable time spent in your extensive
reply to me. You said in your D-Day letter, "However, I believe it
is appropriate at this time to await the report of the crash
investigation. I hope you will do the same." I responded by
saying I can't and explanation to follow. This is my explanation.
There is no time, sir. We are out of time. We are living on
borrowed time as it is.
I will put the entire persuasive argument to you from me on one
piece of evidence: the streak. If the recent explanation of your
official advisers makes more sense then the explanation of this
wacky guy in California on the net in a converted garage, then
waiting is the proper thing to do. If my way, the way of a white

haired retired military officer jet plane crash survivor, who
presents documented support for a explanation which is common
sense and has happened before, is chosen, then there are certain
immediate steps to be taken which are described later in this
letter.
Steak: A bomb, missile, or center tank explosion does not
satisfactorily explain the streak; cargo door does. That is the
bottom line. If you believe, fellow pilot, that the NTSB
explanation of streak as leaking fuel after center tank explosion
which somehow catches fire and is seen by ground observers ten
miles away looking at a plane in bright sunlight, then the thing to
do is "...await the report of the crash investigation."
If you can't believe that leaking jet fuel in a 300 knot slipstream
would ignite, stay lit, not be straight and horizontal but change
shape and direction, and then be visible for miles and miles as it
descends to the ocean, then please consider another explanation,
one which was offered as soon as the eyewitness reports of streak
appeared and has held steady ever since, a shiny metal object
spinning away in the evening sun being seen miles a way by
ground observers as a streak as it decelerated from 300 knots to
zero horizontally and accelerated from zero knots to 220 knots
vertically as it descended from 13700 feet to the surface of the
ocean in a parabolic arc. The shiny metal door was also picked
up by primary ATC radar at the same time as streak and shown as
mystery blips. Center tank explanation omits mystery radar blip
explanation, cargo door includes it.
So, Senator, two explanations: Streak as ignited leaking fuel, or
spinning away metal object. I put my entire argument on the line
right there.
I waited before and 230 people died and I know why. If I had
been more persistent I might have prevented the crash. I have
been following the 747 cargo door as serial killer since 1990
when I published an article in an aviation newsletter; then 1992

in a letter to Flying magazine; then extended correspondence in
1995 with an insurance executive imploring him to investigate
cargo door as cause of crash of one of his insured airplanes.
He put me off with reassurances about experts. I waited. TWA
800 crashed in 1996. I should not have waited.
I am not waiting now. Here's how a reluctant authority rebuffs.
It says, "Wait until the data is assembled and interpreted and
presented by experts." The person waits and reads the report and
finds problems and reports the problems. The government
replies, "Where were you when the investigation was going on?
Why did not you make your concerns known then? If it's so
important why did you wait so long? The report is done, it's too
late. Go somewhere else and appeal. Good day. Thank you for
interest in aviation safety."
Here is what else happens to amateur sleuths. The government
gathers the routine data but keeps the evidence to itself. A little
bit leaks out but not much. The person goes to the government
agencies and reports on his research which relies on news reports
and the government response is, "Where's your evidence, you've
got no evidence, you can't believe the newspapers, come back
when you have some facts. In the meantime the experts will tell
you what's going on at the appropriate time. Good day. Thank
you for your interest in aviation safety." Experienced amateurs'
opinions regarding their specialty are ignored by a government
that is aloof and isolated. I know what I'm talking about when it
comes to sudden fiery night fatal jet crashes, and so do you,
Senator.
I'm trusting your Navy training, sir, same as mine. What makes
sense? What is real and what is wishful thinking? Work through
terror. Fight panic. Defer to reality.
My strength comes from NTSB reports. I respect the NTSB.
My research base is the NTSB reports of the UAL 811 accident.
That is the model for other 747 crashes and is the plane that came

back to reveal what happened to it; cargo door opened in flight,
nine dead. UAL 811 is the same as TWA 800 up until the nose
coming off. UAL 811's nose stayed on; TWA 800 didn't.
The NTSB is moving towards the correct answer but too slow
and a little bit off in direction. My web site, www.corazon.com,
has scanned in NTSB reports for documentation support. (By the
way, your Senate web servers are still unable to receive pictures,
a deplorable situation.)
Our goal is the same, prevent death by preventing airplane
crashes by explaining crash and fixing it. Our passenger citizens
are now at risk. Our aviation industry is now at risk. Our
country's manufacturing reputation is at risk. And all because
recently a high time Boeing 747 took off at night running late
and disintegrated in the air leaving a sudden loud sound on the
CVR, an abrupt power cut to the FDR, fodded engines, and
missing bodies; and it's happened in 1985, 1988, 1989 and now
in 1996 with the identical evidence named above. Four exact
sequences: four different official explanations. One official
explanation is correct, the NTSB explanation for UAL 811 as
forward cargo door opening in flight.
But only one had a streak; all the others were high up in pitch
darkness; only one was in direct sunlight at 8:31 PM on July 17th
at 13700 feet ten miles of Long Island.
The streak can be recreated. The radar blip can be recreated.
Should you believe that the spinning away shiny metal object
explanation for streak is worthy of investigation, then conduct an
experiment to assist the NTSB in their leaking fuel story or
confirm cargo door as streak. The NTSB explanation has an
access door blowing away after the center tank explodes which
leads to leaking fuel. Have a C-141/C-130 fly at 13700 feet at
300 knots at same sun angle as TWA 800 and toss out various
sized shiny metal objects from the aft inward opening C-130/
C141 door. The access door, small as it is, may be seen as streak

and on radar. Cargo door, big as it is, will be seen as streak and
radar blip. Either way the experiment will assist in the NTSB
investigation. And our Navy gets cleared of preposterous friendly
fire suspicion.
I know, unfortunately distracting, will be the media circus with
live CNN tracking the C-141 as it approaches the destruct point
off Long Island. All eyes will be on that fateful spot to see what
happens at the exact moment. The suspense will equal General
Billy Mitchell dropping bombs on battleships to show the
superiority of air power.
Well, I mentioned dropping bombs again. Uh, oh.
Hmm....All my bombs I've dropped have been 'shacks.' They
were smokes dropped at Lake George at 450 knots at 500 feet. I
was vomiting from turbulence downwind, and radar tracking
inbound to IAP, then release point..."Shack." Each time.
Air Force One...Boeing 747...E4B...Boeing 747, TWA
800...Boeing 747..hmmm...
Well, I assume we will both see "Air Force One," with Harrison
Ford as President aboard a hijacked Air Force One. There may be
a character in the movie based upon you, Senator McCain. I
would hope that a good action political thriller has the judicial,
legislative, and of course the executive branches represented.
Back to reality: The senior Secret Service agent, Ms. Janice K.
Griffen, told me during her interrogation of me that she had
never seen the forward cargo door of Air Force One open. I know
they have something called a self contained baggage loading
system, so in fact Air Force One may not be in danger from the
outward opening forward cargo door opening in flight. However,
the President may be required to fly in times of emergency in the
National Command Center aircraft, an E-4B, a modified Boeing
747, which certainly does have an outward opening forward
cargo door.
So, the danger is real to the President and not just in some

movie.
You state, "Please accept my personal assurance...that neither I
nor my staff made any request for an investigation or
interrogation of you or your family by the Secret Service or any
government agency or other entity."
I accept. I believe you believe that, sir. Now, how can I
reconcile the senior Secret Service agent saying clearly, "This
referral came from McCain's office?" Somebody is wrong. I've
listened to the tape over and over again. It is quite clear.
Maybe the Secret Service monitors your email and intercepted
my email unknown to you. Twenty four hours after I sent the
email to you which has the word, "President" and the word,
'bomb' in the same paragraph, the agents were at my front door
saying they came on your office referral. She also said they have
computers to pick out certain words.
The mystery of TWA 800 is mechanical and no conspiracy, no
coverup and no plot by anybody. This Secret Service
investigation is getting interesting though.
I believe you personally did not refer the Secret Service to
investigate me. Who did? The timing of my email to "McCain's
office" talking about the President dying and bombing somebody
and twenty four hours later the senior agent directly stating
reason for her investigation for referral was from "McCain's
office" indicates "McCain's Office" is somehow involved.
Possible explanations:
1. Your email is monitored and the Secret Service acted
unilaterally to investigate suspicious email based on certain
keywords. Unlikely but possible and very wrong if done. (Talk
about needing encryption.)
2. A member of your staff called the Secret Service and is now
reluctant to admit it. Unlikely but possible based on human
nature.
3. You're fibbing to me. Impossible.

4. Secret Service agent deliberately misstated referral source as
"McCain's office" for unknown reasons. Unlikely but possible
but lacks motive and very wrong if done.
Ask her yourself, Senator, she's at 408 535 5288, San Jose office
of the Secret Service, Ms. Janice K. Griffen. Ask her why she
said your name as the referral source. Richard Metzger was the
junior agent, he heard her too. Ask him.
Call me, 408 659 3552, I can play the videotape on the
telephone and you can hear your name from her lips. Send an
aide to me at my home and I can play the tape. Do you want me
to send you a copy?
Let's say it's a computer from "McCain's office" that initiated
the call to the Secret Service; how to resolve blunder of
something or somebody initiating Secret Service investigation on
citizen based solely on polite email offering contrary opinion but
using volatile words?
(Assume a former Navy officer decorated for valor in combat is
not going to let an abusive assault against the Constitution pass
by without resolution.)
1. Deny blunder. It'll blow over. Forget about it. Might work
except the phrase "This referral is from McCain's office." is said
by senior agent Griffen on tape.
2. Patch the blunder by saying it was not your fault .
(Well, quoting worked before in that many emails went by
without comment and I quoted from Shakespeare and got
immediate response. It may be coincidence but here comes
another Shakespeare quote just in case it's not. And you got me
started quoting when I heard you, Senator, quoting Chairman
Mao on C-SPAN. I heard you say that and I thought, "Ah, here is
a man not afraid of words, content is king, not style.")
"And oftentimes the excusing of a fault
Doth make the fault the worse by th' excuse,
As patches set upon a little breach

Discredit more in hiding of the fault
Than did the fault before it was so patched."
King John Act 4, Scene 2.
In this case, to say it happened but it wasn't your fault also goes
contrary to Navy training of Commanding Officer accepts
responsibility. To use the patch would draw attention to process
of blunder.
3. Face the blunder and reconcile differences.
Here is my recommendation based upon the fact that it was not
you that was in imagined danger but someone else.
1. Refer to the offending paragraph:
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"
2. State that based upon the receipt of the above email your
computer or a monitoring agency scanned the words "President"
and "bomb somebody" and erred on the side of caution in their
zeal to protect the life of the President of the United States by
immediately calling the Secret Service. In retrospect it now is
clear the concern was unwarranted and you regret any

inconvenience to the poor sap who wrote it. As compensation
please accept the enclosed two tickets to see "Air Force One".
The End.
As the poor sap, I would appreciate something I can show my
friends, my parents, and any prospective employers that I am a
good citizen and not some crazy dangerous nut when they find
out I was interrogated by armed Secret Service agents in my
home after they arrived unannounced and uninvited to discuss a
referral from a United States Senator's office.
I am now in the quandary of being investigated for unknown
reasons by unknown people who give confusing responses. I am
reassured that it was not you personally, Senator McCain, who
ordered the investigation. It is a bad feeling to be distrusted.
If the Secret Service is lying by misstating referral sources,
then you've been framed and that needs to be resolved also and
quickly. Please advise me when you find out who referred the
Secret Service to me; I'm really curious and need to know. Is that
not fair? If I don't know what I did, I might do it again.
Back to life and death:
If I were a subcommittee chairman, a fellow senator, or fellow
congressman, or constituent, and wanted cargo door investigated,
and you as Committee Chairman, said to me, "However, I
believe it is appropriate at this time to await the report of the
crash investigation. I hope you will do the same." I would.
If you were senior officer and I were junior safety officer and
urged cargo door investigation and you said, as CO, "However, I
believe it is appropriate at this time to await the report of the
crash investigation. I hope you will do the same." I would.
I full well understand the consequences of refusing to grant the
'hope' of a powerful man. They are usually not good. When a
leader says 'do' something, it gets done. When he says, I 'want,' I
'dream,' I 'think,' I 'pray', I 'wish,' I 'hope' something gets done, it
gets done. To say 'No,' is risky and I said 'No can do,' to you,

Senator. I had to say no. I will not 'await,' I can not 'await.'
And you must not either, Senator. The streak. What do you
think it is? Missile? No way. Leaking fuel? Don't make me laugh.
Shiny metal object spinning away from plane? Maybe, let's
check it out. Replicate the experiment with a C-141/C-130. It's
cheap, fast, safe, and conclusive and it needs to be done now.
Before the next door pops. Before the report of the crash
investigation team is released. Before the cement sets.
The NTSB after eleven months of intense investigation says
streak is leaking fuel ignited and dangling from wing and being
seen by observers ten miles away. Do you think that, Senator?
Could that desperate stretch of physical law be true? If in doubt,
as any pilot would be, explore another reasonable alternative:
Shiny metal object spinning away in evening sunlight.
We have the same goal. Preventing death. We have the
direction. Investigate, gather data, establish facts, interpret,
support, confirm, conclusion.
We have the same target in sight. Mechanical cause, rupture of
forward fuselage when strip of skin tears off and nose is severed.
Fuel tank and cargo door explanations both agree on that.
Tank and door disagree by fifty feet and twelve seconds. I say
shift final crosshairs slightly to the right to focus on forward of
the wing on right side at cargo door, NTSB says steady on center
fuel tank above the wing. Center fuel tank is not close enough. It
did blow up, but after another event, cargo door opening and
departing and taking skin with it leading to severing of nose. A
fault can't be fixed until exactly identified.
You also say in your 6 June letter, "...I expect that the
information you provided is being handled appropriately by the
crash investigation team." Your expectation is dashed as shown
by the fuselage reconstruction stopping exactly at the aft edge of
the forward cargo door, thereby avoiding examining the entire
section forward of the wing on the right side, where initial

computer simulation showed the first spew of debris and baggage
came from. To not reconstruct to the nose is a gross oversight.
Cursory examination of the many doors and latches on 747 is not
a thorough examination of specific forward cargo door area.
I advise pursuing all worthy lines of investigation into the crash
of TWA 800. Bomb, missile, center tank explosion are worthy
lines and have been thoroughly investigated. Forward fuselage
rupture forward of the wing on the right side at the location of
the forward cargo door is a worthy line of investigation. I urge it.
To ask a government agency to move slightly is not a sin nor
crime. It is a mild contrary opinion. It is just following the lead
of NTSB and getting a little ahead and asking the large,
cumbersome agency to catch up.
I put it all on line: streak. Fellow night cat shot shooter, fellow
night trapper, fellow ejection survivor, streak is shiny metal
object spinning away in sunlight up high, seen by humans as
streak and machines as blip. (Tomorrow night is the 30th
anniversary of my crash, June 14th, 1967. Seeing my dead pilot,
LCDR C.T. Butler, who had just saved my life, on the ground,
crumpled up in his flight suit, spurs me on. Your 30th is coming
up. We were both literally seconds from death when saved. We
are both living on borrowed time. Let's use it.)
Chairman of the Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation, Honorable United States Senator, Presidential
Candidate To Be, Esteemed Republican from Arizona, Mister
John McCain, the streak is not leaking fuel from just exploded
center fuel tank which is ignited somehow and moves from the
plane to appear to eyewitness ten and more miles away as a
streak near Boeing 747 in full sunlight, as your Board suggests in
preliminary report. They are to be commended for their solid
investigative efforts so far.
At first it was thought bomb and the FBI had it, but no bomb.
Then it was thought missile and Defense had it, but no missile.

Now it is NTSB and thought center fuel tank explosion. Yes,
center fuel tank explosion. But not initial event. Initial event is
not center tank explosion but fuselage rupture fifty feet away and
twelve seconds sooner. Before center fuel tank explosion was
severed nose which subjected the broken wing and fuselage to
300 knots winds which disintegrated them. Fuel vapor mixing
with now detached fodded engine #3 ignited the fireball twelve
seconds after initial event. The nose was severed because a big
hole appeared on the right side of the fuselage forward of the
wing. The hole was at least nine feet by fifteen feet big, the same
size as the hole on UAL 811. The nose crumpled into the huge
hole when pushed by the 300 knots winds. The hole appeared
because the forward cargo door opened when it shouldn't. The
area around the cargo door or the door itself failed. Why the door
opened is a mystery. It could be improper latching or fatigue
around the large square hole cut in the pressurized hull of a
Boeing 747.
Based upon your personal experience, Senator, if you think a
shiny metal object spinning away could be the streak:
1. Investigation is immediately warranted into the cargo door
area of TWA 800.
2. All ten latches, cam sectors, and locking sectors of the door
plus the hinges must be checked for proper positioning.
3. Frame area needs to be checked at mid span latch area, main
latching area, hinge, and sharp corners for metal fatigue failure.
4. Reconstruction of the frame of TWA 800 must be extended to
the nose.
5. Conduct the flight experiment to rule in or rule out cargo door
as streak and radar blip. It must be ready by July 17 for proper
sun angle and completed soon thereafter.
Senator McCain, I understand your desire to stick with the
chain of order of NTSB to FAA to airlines. I want our
government to look good, too. Finding out the cause of the crash

is success and makes everyone look good. It's OK to have a
solution to a mystery come from a citizen. It's just a step and the
large mystery remains of why the door opened in flight requiring
more professional investigation by the NTSB.
And now I beg. An officer never begs. Now I am a citizen and
citizens can beg. I beg the attention of a senior government
official, experienced jet pilot, father, husband, ....did it work? Do
I have your attention? Begging works?
I would hope not. The fate of the messenger is independent of
the truth of his message. The messenger, in this case, wacky guy
on the net using email, can be ugly, rude, weird, and impatient.
So what? What is his message? Is it true?
Streak is shiny metal object spinning away in bright sunlight.
Streak is not leaking fuel from just exploded center fuel tank.
Shiny object is forward cargo door.
Is there doubt about the message above? Resolve doubt, sir.
Take action. There is a time to get hands-on involved with an
issue that affects several countries and billions of dollars past and
future, and that time is now: When the person knows what he's
are talking about. You and I know what we are talking about
when we talk about fiery sudden jet crashes. Our opinions carry
weight.
The implications of cargo door explanation are immense and
require the highest level of government participation. Pan 103
was not a bomb but a cargo door, just like AI 182, and UAL 811,
and now TWA 800. Yes, it's hard to believe, so?
Thank goodness we have a pilot in charge of the Transportation
Committee. Please use your experience to become involved and
make decisions. Talk facts, and evidence, and experience and not
solely rely on political appointees Mr. Hall or Mr. Francis, or
policeman Mr. Kallstrom, or scientist Dr. Loeb, or reporter Mr.
Salinger, for explanations, but rely on NTSB aircraft accident
investigators Mr. Dickinson or Mr. Schleede and yourself.

There has never been an aircraft accident investigator in charge
of the TWA 800 aircraft accident investigation. First it was the
police who touched, twisted and moved pieces looking for
explosive residue and thus inadvertently tampered with the only
real evidence that counts, the knobs, latches, metal hinges, and
wiring. Soon it will be the lawyers twisting everything making
their case. Then the media gets into it. Let us hear from Mr. Al
Dickinson, the lead investigator on TWA 800. Or Mr. Ron
Schleede, who is on the TWA 800 team and also was the lead
investigator on UAL 811. Those gentleman don't scoff at open
cargo door causing death, they have seen it.
Nowhere in your three page letter is anything of substance
about the crash of TWA 800; it is all polite rebuffs and efforts to
keep the current system working which has no avenue for citizen
input. The TWA 800 Committee hearing you mentioned had the
NTSB and the FBI present. There was no public input even
though you said my cargo door explanation had been "forwarded
to the Committee for review". The upcoming NTSB hearing has
no public input and is put off again to winter, a year a half to
deliver a 'preliminary' report. The NTSB has no public docket, as
required by the same rules Mr. Hall quotes to me to prevent a
passenger representative on the investigation team. The FAA
refers me to the NTSB. Information about a US civilian airliner
crash in US territory in peacetime with no VIPS or hazardous
cargo aboard comes from foreign news magazines. This is not
the way a democratic society is supposed to work. An isolated
and arrogant government is not what we went to war to sustain. A
receptive and inquisitive government showing respect for
citizen's assistance is.
Despots investigate the messenger; a free society investigates
the message. I have been checked out but my message has not.
And you ask me to wait. No can do, sir.
The hard evidence supports door explanation, which is our

fault. The soft evidence supports wishful thinking of: It's not
our fault, it's the terrorists with a bomb, or accident with a
missile, or God with static electricity.
Streak: A real thing.
Here's my play, Senator, I'm committing.
Streak:
Bomb?
Missile?
Leaking fuel?
Shiny metal object?
If it's leaking fuel, I'm turning my wings in.
If you believe streak could be a shiny metal object spinning
away in bright sunlight and being observed by humans as streak
and radar as blip, please order a close examination of the forward
cargo door area.

Very
Respectfully,

John
Barry Smith
MAJ USA (Ret)
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: Echelon@epic.org
Subject: Actual Echelon case

Dear Misters Rotenberg and Sobel,
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary
ech¥e¥lon \"e-she-'lan\ n [F echelon, lit., rung of a ladder] 1 : a
steplike arrangement (as of troops or airplanes) 2 : a level (as of
authority or responsibility) within an organization

Essentially I have a web site which postulates that a wiring
problem caused forward cargo doors of 747s to open in flight
causing accidents such as AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. All 747s are at risk of that event happening again, including
the E4B, (military version of 747) and one in which the President
may fly in.
I sent that information to Senator McCain in an email, 19 Feb 97,
since he is in charge of the Transportation Committee, a jet pilot
and former Naval aviator like myself.
Within 24 hours, there were two armed Secret Service agents at
my front door asking where I was. I was washing my car, as it
turns out, downtown.
I called them to ask what was going on and they said we'll be
back at a set time later. I met them at my house as they pulled up
in their civilian car in their civilian clothes, and armed. It was a
man and woman. The woman identified herself as the senior
agent and did most of the questioning.

I brought them into my house and we talked for an hour. I
videotaped the entire proceeding but the camera was aimed at my
belly as they refused to be photographed. The audio is clear.
She said they were here because of my letter concerning bombs
and the president which came from "McCain's office." It is
clearly on tape that the woman agent states the referral was from
'McCain's office." I recall her visually looking up the name on a
clipboard as she said that. Until that time Senator McCain's name
had not come up. She also previously referred to items in the
McCain email that I had not brought up. She also said they have
computers to pick out certain words. They were clearly there as a
result of the McCain email and admitted it. I believe they both
believed their orders to investigate me came from McCain's
office. They were unaware of Echelon.
Email paragraph below is the one sent to McCain twenty four
hours before SS first arrived at my house. Entire letter attached at
end.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and

destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
The interview continued on and I laid out my entire cargo door
explanation and its connection to E4B with photographs etc.
They were satisfied they were dealing with a retired military
officer with a web site and a thing about cargo doors in 747s.
They left and I have not heard a thing from them since.
After they left I wrote Senator McCain telling him that since he
checked out the messenger and I was OK, how about checking
out my message (email attached). He did not reply; I wrote again
and again. After a while, he replied in a three page letter, 6 June
1997, (the DDay letter http://www.corazon.com/mccain2.html)
which said neither he nor his staff ordered any investigation into
me or my family. I believe him. He was unaware of Echelon. I
suspected at the time of an electronic middle man of the SS
screening emails and acting unilaterally. Then, two years later I
read about Echelon and knew instantly that was it. It is incredibly
dangerous. To be investigated by the SS is a big deal and very
intimidating. My wife is still upset and so are my folks.
So, what to do? I have the SS woman on tape saying it was
McCain's Office. I have Senator McCain saying it wasn't. It had
to be somebody.
Senator McCain is now a candidate and available for all sorts of
questions.
What I want is to stop airplane crashes, specifically 747s from
open cargo doors in flight. I want a meeting with NTSB

investigators to present my case of wiring/cargo door for PA 103,
AI 182, and TWA 800. I want public debate on the explanation
and welcome factual rebuttal. My site, www.corazon.com says it
all.
And I don't like armed federal agents at my front door on a
subterfuge.
As I've included very personal material here and below, before
using, please identify and ask that which you wish to use. I'm
certainly willing to go on the record of sending emails to Senator
McCain and thus being interviewed by the SS and his denial and
all about wiring/cargo door for 747s.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

I wrote to Senator McCain after he denied ordering the SS
investigation:
At 2:45 PM +0000 6/13/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
I believe you personally did not refer the Secret Service to
investigate me. Who did? The timing of my email to "McCain's
office" talking about the President dying and bombing somebody
and twenty four hours later the senior agent directly stating
reason for her investigation for referral was from "McCain's
office" indicates "McCain's Office" is somehow involved.
Possible explanations:
1. Your email is monitored and the Secret Service acted
unilaterally to investigate suspicious email based on certain
keywords. Unlikely but possible and very wrong if done. (Talk
about needing encryption.)
2. A member of your staff called the Secret Service and is now
reluctant to admit it. Unlikely but possible based on human
nature.
3. You're fibbing to me. Impossible.
4. Secret Service agent deliberately misstated referral source as
"McCain's office" for unknown reasons. Unlikely but possible
but lacks motive and very wrong if done.

Correspondence from Government officials and Senator McCain
below: (Including the letter from Senator McCain to NTSB
suggesting a meeting between me and NTSB to present the
wiring/cargo door explanation; and the reply from Chairman Hall
declining/refusing the meeting.)
http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html
http://www.corazon.com/mccain.html

Excerpt below from Senator McCain denying the SS meeting.
Full letter at http://www.corazon.com/mccain2.html

Entire letter to Senator McCain which triggered off the SS visit:
At 9:22 AM +0000 2/19/97, barry@corazon.com wrote:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:

The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs

(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide

web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow
me to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to
crash, specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and
TWA 800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon
the review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled
up' or is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand
scrutiny. I shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it

to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns

regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes

Reply to Senator McCain after Secret Service interview with
letter to SS included:
At 4:51 PM +0000 2/25/97, barry@corazon.com wrote:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Investigated me, now the door's turn.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation

United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
25 Feb 97
There is a message, a medium, and a messenger. The message is
forward cargo doors are opening in flight on high time Boeing
747s causing crashes. The medium is the internet including web
and this email. The messenger is me.
Based on your referral, the Secret Service investigated me.
Fine, I accept that as part of the process to have the message
examined. As a messenger, I was given report cards for my
seventeen years of education, quarterly and semi-annually fitness
reports for my 24 years of military service, background checks
by the FBI for my Top Secret clearance, and now an hour and a
quarter interview yesterday by the Secret Service. I'm still here
with my message; cargo door.
Now that I am vetted, can the message be examined with the
same thoroughness? The Secret Service report to you may come
by snail mail as their San Jose office incredibly does not have
internet access. I was able to show the two agents my cargo door
web site as well as demonstrate how search engines and email
works. They were impressed and left with the desire to get on the
internet, especially when a search engine brought up the home
phone and city of the senior agent, a simple feat that shocked her.
At this rare moment in history, the ordinary citizen has a
superior intelligence gathering and communications ability than
some parts of the government under which he serves. Using
hindsight and the internet I have been able to discover the
common cause of four Boeing 747 crashes, including the one
under current intense investigation, TWA 800. It is the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. As a
former jet pilot you must know the severe consequences when a

door opens inflight at cruise. It is not a trivial matter to be taken
care of when you land. It demands immediate attention if the
aircraft has not self destructed already.
I ask that the message of door opening in flight be examined,
investigated, and evaluated as thoroughly as I have been, your
humble messenger. Let me shift from messenger to discoverer
and answer questions not about my life history but about the 747
life history such as transition from troop transport with nose
opening door to commercial airliner with side opening door. Let
me talk to an aviation expert about PSI, CVR, FDR, FOD, and
BLC, all relevant in the discussion about cargo doors causing
crashes.
An aviation experienced staffer from your Committee would be
the perfect interviewer because he is not connected to the airline,
the manufacturer, or the legal system. The medium to discuss the
message can be telephone, 408 659 3552, or email at
barry@corazon.com, or voice in person at 551 Country Club
Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. Please contact me.
I have attached my followup reply to the Secret Service which I
mailed today.
Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site

551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Janice K. Griffen
Richard Metzger
Special Agents,
US Secret Service
280 South 1st St. Suite 2050
San Jose, CA 95113

Dear Special Agents Griffen and Metzger,
Tuesday, 25 February, 1997
Thank you for your very professional interview visit yesterday,
24 Feb 97, in my home.
Agent Griffen, I had attached two previous emails in my
statement to you, one to the President and one to the Secret
Service. On this letter I have attached the email to Senator John
McCain's office which generated our interview.
I again encourage you and your office to gain internet access
immediately. It is a powerful investigative tool and must be made
available to you. In addition, it is a wide ranging communication
system.
I hope that you recommend further investigation into the cargo
door explanation of previous Boeing 747 crashes and into the
identified and correctable potential crash cause for the National
Command Center E-4Bs.
Again, thank you for returning from San Jose for the second
visit yesterday after we missed each other on Thursday.
Agent Metzger, it was interesting talking to you about airplanes,

parachutes jumps, and airline flights. I felt the interview was to
evaluate me and not the right time to chat although I wanted to.
Regarding the RA-5C Vigilante identification, most of us in the
Viggie community feel ignored by the history books as the plane
has disappeared. They only made about two hundred and lost
half of those to crashes and shoot downs. I wrote a story about
my RA-5C ejection and it is on my web site under FCLP on my
home page at www.corazon.com. The search engines have led
former RA-5C pilots, crewmen, and maintenance personnel to
the story and they email me their memories.
Regarding your flight on the ill-fated UAL 811 the flight before
it blew the cargo door and sucked nine to their deaths, I meant to
ask you where you sat. If above and slightly aft of that forward
cargo door your life was in jeopardy because in the four cargo
door accidents there are always at least nine missing bodies and
they all sat in that general area. That is one of the ten significant
similarities by which I have linked the cargo door cause to the
accidents of Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. You were lucky the door did not go then even if not sitting
in the danger area because many other survivors had barotrauma, which means their eardrums blew out in the explosive
decompression. It is called bilateral tympanic membrane rupture
which has to be about the most painful shock a body could stand.
It is literally the head starts to explode. Baro-trauma is another
similarity all the victims of the four accidents suffered.
To rely on the Air Force for the total safety of Presidential staff
in their aircraft such as Air Force One, E4-Bs and others such as
C-130 is not good as shown by the Jackson Hole C-130 crash in
which an inexperienced crew took off in mountainous terrain and
turned the wrong way out and crashed, killing all including
Secret Service personnel. An avoidable tragedy there and an
avoidable tragedy here with the cargo door identified cause for
Boeing 747 cargo doors.

For someone who has jumped out of aircraft the idea of a
survivable crash in not a joke. We would not scoff at the idea that
all passengers wear parachutes. I would even throw in a small
ejection seat because one saved my life. I understand the
practical problems of weight, cost and maintenance. But then,
when one's life is on the line, we would love to exchange our
extra pair of jogging shoes in our carry on baggage for an out of
date chute.
So plane crashes are not unreal to us and do not only happen to
the other guy. They can happen to us and whenever we identify a
correctable danger, we must do our best to fix it.
I believe I have found such a correctable error and ask that you
check it out. My cargo door explanation is either wrong or right
and easily confirmed by a proper investigation by professional
investigators. As an amateur I was able to research the
government reports of several nations and discover the pattern of
similarities which lead to common cargo door cause. I can not
confirm this discovery and require professional government
assistance to refute or confirm it. That assistance is available in
the NTSB, the FAA, the FBI, and I'm sure in the Secret Service.
The Secret Service should have an aircraft danger specialist who
knows the specifics of internal pressure, metal creep, CVR
(cockpit voice recorder), FDR (flight data recorder), FOD foreign
object damage), and BLC (boundary layer control). If there is an
aircraft specialist, could you and he visit me again and I can go
over my cargo door explanation again, in the detail it deserves?
Could you formally or informally ask other aircraft specialists to
chat with me over the phone about the door explanation? There is
currently an official, extensive, well publicized, government
investigation into a Boeing 747 crash involving many
government agencies already. More questions from another
agency would be appropriate while the investigation is underway
and maybe not once it's over. Now is the time to act.

Agents Griffen and Metzger, thank you again for your time and
for driving down from San Jose against all the 101 traffic. I
realize I must go through the screening process to separate out
the wheat from the chaff. I trust you now believe I am not wispy
but do have something of substance to say. Now that I have
passed the screening, may I continue to discuss my cargo door
explanation with other competent officials in the SS, NTSB,
FAA, or FBI? Please refer me to them or ask them to call me.
Thank you,

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (ret)
408 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

At 9:01 AM -0700 4/19/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: What did I do to deserve such treatment?

Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Senator McCain,
The visit by the Secret Service has been preying on my mind.
The senior agent, Ms. Janice K. Griffen stated to me during the
interview, "This referral was from McCain's office." They came
by 24 hours after my email (attached) to you asking if I could be
melodramatic. I assumed 'yes', but apparently the answer was
'no'.
I 'wrote my congresssman' a United States Senator, a non
threatening, polite, factual, relevant email and soon thereafter:
1.Two agents,
2. Federal,
3. Armed and with authority to shoot to kill,
4. showed up unannounced,
5. at my front door,
6. requesting to see me.
I was having my car washed and missed the agents by twenty
minutes. Only my wife in her robe and my five year old daughter
were present at that initial meeting. My five year old was alone
with two armed agents for a few minutes while my wife changed
into something more formal.
This is preying on my mind. My legal and proper democratic
pursuit of a mechanical cause for an airplane crash has put the
lives of my wife and daughter in the line of fire. This is very

distressing. And if you think I exaggerate, imagine having your
wife and child greet two armed persons in civilian clothes who
show up unannounced at your front door. Not very reassuring is
it. What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Senator, I am a good guy. You are a good guy. Let's act like
good guys. Good guys are open and talk to each other. We are
pilots, the matter is in your Committee, it is an important aviation
matter; let's do something about it. And do it now and fast before
another several hundred people die.
The cargo door explanation is not going to go away.
The NTSB is intrigued by the door, the public knows about the
door, I know about the door, the press knows about the door, the
politicians know about the door, Boeing knows about the door,
and FAA knows about the door; it's not going to go away unless
satisfactorily and thoroughly ruled out by a proper investigation.
Checking latches which have been manhandled by the FBI for
four months is not a conclusive test of door locked on TWA 800.
Support for above claims:
1. NTSB is Aviation Week article of 10 Mar 97
2. Public is the thousand and more emails from around the world
to me discussing the explanation.
3. My door web site.
4. The press is WCBS New York radio station and newspaper
articles including New York Times.
5. Politicians include you, sir, Senator John McCain, who has
referred the matter to your committee.
6. Boeing has recently inquired to the Air India Task Force of
Canada inquiring into the status of the foward cargo door
according to staff member Rich Spruel at phone 1604 264 2352
which indicates Boeing is conducting its own investigation into
door. (John Schneider is Air India Task Force leader.)
7. FAA knows about door in correspondence with Representative
Sam Farr D-CA to me from Certification Section.

Senator McCain, the door was seen visually, seen on radar, and
heard on cvr. To not confront that reality is not right.
This missile myth is growing and will be hard to refute later.
The US Navy is impugned wrongly. The center tank fire as initial
event is growing and will be hard to refute later. Boeing is
impugned wrongly.
The NTSB AAR on TWA 800 will have to face the door head
on and rule it out completely or the validity of the report will be
questioned.
Talk to me. I am a good guy. I am on your side. We want the
same thing, answers why a plane crashed. I have some and am
missing one big one, why did the door open?

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Attachments below:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft

popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Purdy of the New York Times.
>"One man writes at least once a week to the board, pushing his
theory that
>the front cargo door of the plane blew off, setting in motion a
catastrophic
>chain of events."
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have

the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes

At 9:45 AM +0000 5/31/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Referred to you by Congressman Sam Farr
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
I had asked my congressman, Mr. Sam Farr, Member of
Congress, 17th District, California, House of Representatives,
Congress of the United States, Washington, DC, to inquire why
the two Secret Service agents sought to interrogate me. He
replied to me and told me to contact you.
So I am.
I again ask why you referred the Secret Service to me. The

closest I can determine is the referral was based solely on an
email I sent you with one paragraph:
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"
I have reviewed this paragraph and find it:
1. Invited from you. You had previously said to me to contact
you.
2. Relevant: It refers to a crash of a Boeing 747, TWA 800,
which is a matter which has been referred to your committee for
review.
3. Factual: Air Force One is a Boeing 747, E4Bs are Boeing
747s, TWA 800 was a Boeing 747. America did bomb those
places after the plane crashes.
4. Polite: I said, "Please," I asked permission to be melodramatic,
which is a literary style which intensifies reality and fits into
poetic license.
5. Non-violent: I said attacking and bombing somebody based on
erroneous conclusions is wrong. It is wrong.
6. Appropriate: I was talking to you, Senator, about bombing and

you have gone and bombed somebody. If you had been a movie
star or truck driver, I would have used a different simile. We both
have been in combat during bombing operations. I would like to
think I assisted your shipmates by providing intelligence of
targets with photos taken from my RA-5C.
7. Non-threatening: I see no threat anyway in that paragraph, just
reasoned conclusions based upon history. I omitted the
Battleship Maine and Pearl Harbor, two others instances where
America was bombed and went and bombed somebody. As my
mother says, "No Pearl Harbor; no Hiroshima."
8. Necessary: I see a danger to my government leaders not seen
by others. I report it. As I write this, the crash of a Boeing 747 is
still a mystery and therefore the same cause could happen again.
I believe I know the cause and ask that it be fixed so that the lives
of government leaders, including the President, are not in
jeopardy.
9. Consistent with government NTSB evaluation of the cause of
the crash, center tank explosion of TWA 800. There was a center
tank explosion. The NTSB is right. The only very small
difference of opinion I have with the NTSB is the timing. I say
initial event was loss of cargo door; they say center tank
explosion. Both mechanical explanations can be checked out. My
contrary opinion is a small one and supported with reasoned
conclusions supported by documention on web site
www.corazon.com.
If the above paragraph in my email was the reason for the
referral to the Secret Service investigation, then please tell me
what part of it offended so that I may not do it again.
If the above paragraph is not the reason for the referral to the
Secret Service, please tell me the real reason, so that I may not
do it again.
Reality is that armed agents in civilian clothes on duty and
authorized to shoot to kill were on my property uninvited and

unannounced alone with my five year old daughter and later my
wife. My family's safety is my responsibility and I let them
down. I protect them from strangers with guns. I am trying to
find out where I miscalculated so it won't happen again.
So, on the recommendation from my congressman, Sam Farr, I
am again contacting you for explanation.
(I am including my reply to Mr. Farr below which I handed in
to his office yesterday.)

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, May 30, 1997

Thank you for your May 20, 1997, reply to my previous
requests for an explanation why I was investigated by the Secret
Service based upon an email to Senator John McCain. I received
your May 20 letter on 29 May which would explain my May 22
letter to you which was based upon not hearing from you. So
thank you again for responding.
In your May 20 letter you write, "If Senator McCain referred
this matter to the Secret Service, I would certainly encourage that
you contact his office to request an explanation for the Senator's
action."
I agree, sir! And I have. Twenty times actually; my contact
emails to Senator McCain are attached to this letter. I came to
you for explanation only after not receiving a response from
Senator McCain for several months and repeated written
requests. If Senator McCain would not respond to my request, I
was hoping he would to yours.
Regarding your above statement, "If Senator McCain referred
this matter to the Secret Service..." I can only report to you what
the Senior Agent, Janice K. Griffen, of the San Jose office of the
Secret Service, had to say clearly on the videotape of the
interrogation, "This matter was referred by McCain's office." I
shall have to believe her. There is no doubt Senator McCain
referred the matter to the Secret Service.
My best guess is the paragraph below from my email to Senator
McCain:
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen

again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"
Do you believe, Mr. Farr, the above paragraph justifies a Secret
Service investigation of the writer?
I consider the email non-threatening, non-violent, polite,
relevant, factual, and written upon the invitation of Senator
McCain. It did present an opinion contrary to the official
government opinion, however, which is the mechanical initial
event cause of the crash of TWA 800. I say open cargo door and
the NTSB says center tank explosion. Even if my opinion to the
cause of the crash is wrong, presenting such a contrary opinion in
a polite manner is not cause to be visited for interrogation by two
armed agents at my front door unannounced and uninvited.
You also state in your May 20 letter to me, "It would, however,
be inappropriate for me to attempt to prevent the Secret Service
from carrying out a request from another elected official."
I agree, sir! I am not asking that the Secret Service not carry out
their duty, I am asking you why the Secret Service did carry out
their duty. Why did Senator McCain ask the Secret Service to
interrogate me? I have asked him why. He does not answer. Can
you ask him?

The videotape of the interrogation is available for your
examination. My home at 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel
Valley is open to you. My thousand page web site at
www.corazon.com is there for all to see. My phone is 659 3552.
My letters and emails are available to read. I am in the open. I
answer all emails and letters. A Boeing 747 has mysteriously
crashed and may again. I believe I know the reason and am
trying to get a hearing.
Interrogations by armed agents coming to my front door shall
not deter me. The problem is not going to go away until faced
and dealt with.
A constituent of yours, me, has been visited by government
agents. I want to know why.
Your recent letter to me ends, "If there is ever anything that I
can do for you in the future, please let me know."
I assume this statement is true and not fluffy boilerplate
appended to all letters to constituents. In that case, Mr. Farr, there
is something you can do for me in the future, please:
1. Arrange for me to have a hearing with NSTB TWA 800
investigators to present my documented and reasoned
explanation for the crashes of Boeing 747s: inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight.
2. Find out what I said that precipitated armed agents to my front
door unannounced and uninvited. At least then I won't do it
again.
3. Sit down with me in front of the internet connected computer
in your Alvarado office and go through with me my web site
regarding the TWA 800 crash and others. The internet is
fascinating.
Mr. Farr, there are two things I am passionate about in my life
other than my family; freedom of speech and airplane crashes.
This matter concerns both and will be pursued until explained or
I am rebutted with facts.

Maybe you read in this morning's Monterey County Herald,
page D2, a quote by Aldous Huxley, "Facts do not cease to exist
because they are ignored."

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

At 2:45 PM +0000 6/13/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Explanation for not waiting/cargo door/Secret Service
referral
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation

United States Senate
Dear Senator John McCain,

13 Jun 97

Thank you again for the valuable time spent in your extensive
reply to me. You said in your D-Day letter, "However, I believe it
is appropriate at this time to await the report of the crash
investigation. I hope you will do the same." I responded by
saying I can't and explanation to follow. This is my explanation.
There is no time, sir. We are out of time. We are living on
borrowed time as it is.
I will put the entire persuasive argument to you from me on one
piece of evidence: the streak. If the recent explanation of your
official advisers makes more sense then the explanation of this
wacky guy in California on the net in a converted garage, then
waiting is the proper thing to do. If my way, the way of a white
haired retired military officer jet plane crash survivor, who
presents documented support for a explanation which is common
sense and has happened before, is chosen, then there are certain
immediate steps to be taken which are described later in this
letter.
Steak: A bomb, missile, or center tank explosion does not
satisfactorily explain the streak; cargo door does. That is the
bottom line. If you believe, fellow pilot, that the NTSB
explanation of streak as leaking fuel after center tank explosion
which somehow catches fire and is seen by ground observers ten
miles away looking at a plane in bright sunlight, then the thing to
do is "...await the report of the crash investigation."
If you can't believe that leaking jet fuel in a 300 knot slipstream
would ignite, stay lit, not be straight and horizontal but change
shape and direction, and then be visible for miles and miles as it
descends to the ocean, then please consider another explanation,
one which was offered as soon as the eyewitness reports of streak

appeared and has held steady ever since, a shiny metal object
spinning away in the evening sun being seen miles a way by
ground observers as a streak as it decelerated from 300 knots to
zero horizontally and accelerated from zero knots to 220 knots
vertically as it descended from 13700 feet to the surface of the
ocean in a parabolic arc. The shiny metal door was also picked
up by primary ATC radar at the same time as streak and shown as
mystery blips. Center tank explanation omits mystery radar blip
explanation, cargo door includes it.
So, Senator, two explanations: Streak as ignited leaking fuel, or
spinning away metal object. I put my entire argument on the line
right there.
I waited before and 230 people died and I know why. If I had
been more persistent I might have prevented the crash. I have
been following the 747 cargo door as serial killer since 1990
when I published an article in an aviation newsletter; then 1992
in a letter to Flying magazine; then extended correspondence in
1995 with an insurance executive imploring him to investigate
cargo door as cause of crash of one of his insured airplanes.
He put me off with reassurances about experts. I waited. TWA
800 crashed in 1996. I should not have waited.
I am not waiting now. Here's how a reluctant authority rebuffs.
It says, "Wait until the data is assembled and interpreted and
presented by experts." The person waits and reads the report and
finds problems and reports the problems. The government
replies, "Where were you when the investigation was going on?
Why did not you make your concerns known then? If it's so
important why did you wait so long? The report is done, it's too
late. Go somewhere else and appeal. Good day. Thank you for
interest in aviation safety."
Here is what else happens to amateur sleuths. The government
gathers the routine data but keeps the evidence to itself. A little
bit leaks out but not much. The person goes to the government

agencies and reports on his research which relies on news reports
and the government response is, "Where's your evidence, you've
got no evidence, you can't believe the newspapers, come back
when you have some facts. In the meantime the experts will tell
you what's going on at the appropriate time. Good day. Thank
you for your interest in aviation safety." Experienced amateurs'
opinions regarding their specialty are ignored by a government
that is aloof and isolated. I know what I'm talking about when it
comes to sudden fiery night fatal jet crashes, and so do you,
Senator.
I'm trusting your Navy training, sir, same as mine. What makes
sense? What is real and what is wishful thinking? Work through
terror. Fight panic. Defer to reality.
My strength comes from NTSB reports. I respect the NTSB.
My research base is the NTSB reports of the UAL 811 accident.
That is the model for other 747 crashes and is the plane that came
back to reveal what happened to it; cargo door opened in flight,
nine dead. UAL 811 is the same as TWA 800 up until the nose
coming off. UAL 811's nose stayed on; TWA 800 didn't.
The NTSB is moving towards the correct answer but too slow
and a little bit off in direction. My web site, www.corazon.com,
has scanned in NTSB reports for documentation support. (By the
way, your Senate web servers are still unable to receive pictures,
a deplorable situation.)
Our goal is the same, prevent death by preventing airplane
crashes by explaining crash and fixing it. Our passenger citizens
are now at risk. Our aviation industry is now at risk. Our
country's manufacturing reputation is at risk. And all because
recently a high time Boeing 747 took off at night running late
and disintegrated in the air leaving a sudden loud sound on the
CVR, an abrupt power cut to the FDR, fodded engines, and
missing bodies; and it's happened in 1985, 1988, 1989 and now
in 1996 with the identical evidence named above. Four exact

sequences: four different official explanations. One official
explanation is correct, the NTSB explanation for UAL 811 as
forward cargo door opening in flight.
But only one had a streak; all the others were high up in pitch
darkness; only one was in direct sunlight at 8:31 PM on July 17th
at 13700 feet ten miles of Long Island.
The streak can be recreated. The radar blip can be recreated.
Should you believe that the spinning away shiny metal object
explanation for streak is worthy of investigation, then conduct an
experiment to assist the NTSB in their leaking fuel story or
confirm cargo door as streak. The NTSB explanation has an
access door blowing away after the center tank explodes which
leads to leaking fuel. Have a C-141/C-130 fly at 13700 feet at
300 knots at same sun angle as TWA 800 and toss out various
sized shiny metal objects from the aft inward opening C-130/
C141 door. The access door, small as it is, may be seen as streak
and on radar. Cargo door, big as it is, will be seen as streak and
radar blip. Either way the experiment will assist in the NTSB
investigation. And our Navy gets cleared of preposterous friendly
fire suspicion.
I know, unfortunately distracting, will be the media circus with
live CNN tracking the C-141 as it approaches the destruct point
off Long Island. All eyes will be on that fateful spot to see what
happens at the exact moment. The suspense will equal General
Billy Mitchell dropping bombs on battleships to show the
superiority of air power.
Well, I mentioned dropping bombs again. Uh, oh.
Hmm....All my bombs I've dropped have been 'shacks.' They
were smokes dropped at Lake George at 450 knots at 500 feet. I
was vomiting from turbulence downwind, and radar tracking
inbound to IAP, then release point..."Shack." Each time.
Air Force One...Boeing 747...E4B...Boeing 747, TWA
800...Boeing 747..hmmm...

Well, I assume we will both see "Air Force One," with Harrison
Ford as President aboard a hijacked Air Force One. There may be
a character in the movie based upon you, Senator McCain. I
would hope that a good action political thriller has the judicial,
legislative, and of course the executive branches represented.
Back to reality: The senior Secret Service agent, Ms. Janice K.
Griffen, told me during her interrogation of me that she had
never seen the forward cargo door of Air Force One open. I know
they have something called a self contained baggage loading
system, so in fact Air Force One may not be in danger from the
outward opening forward cargo door opening in flight. However,
the President may be required to fly in times of emergency in the
National Command Center aircraft, an E-4B, a modified Boeing
747, which certainly does have an outward opening forward
cargo door.
So, the danger is real to the President and not just in some
movie.
You state, "Please accept my personal assurance...that neither I
nor my staff made any request for an investigation or
interrogation of you or your family by the Secret Service or any
government agency or other entity."
I accept. I believe you believe that, sir. Now, how can I
reconcile the senior Secret Service agent saying clearly, "This
referral came from McCain's office?" Somebody is wrong. I've
listened to the tape over and over again. It is quite clear.
Maybe the Secret Service monitors your email and intercepted
my email unknown to you. Twenty four hours after I sent the
email to you which has the word, "President" and the word,
'bomb' in the same paragraph, the agents were at my front door
saying they came on your office referral. She also said they have
computers to pick out certain words.
The mystery of TWA 800 is mechanical and no conspiracy, no
coverup and no plot by anybody. This Secret Service

investigation is getting interesting though.
I believe you personally did not refer the Secret Service to
investigate me. Who did? The timing of my email to "McCain's
office" talking about the President dying and bombing somebody
and twenty four hours later the senior agent directly stating
reason for her investigation for referral was from "McCain's
office" indicates "McCain's Office" is somehow involved.
Possible explanations:
1. Your email is monitored and the Secret Service acted
unilaterally to investigate suspicious email based on certain
keywords. Unlikely but possible and very wrong if done. (Talk
about needing encryption.)
2. A member of your staff called the Secret Service and is now
reluctant to admit it. Unlikely but possible based on human
nature.
3. You're fibbing to me. Impossible.
4. Secret Service agent deliberately misstated referral source as
"McCain's office" for unknown reasons. Unlikely but possible
but lacks motive and very wrong if done.
Ask her yourself, Senator, she's at 408 535 5288, San Jose office
of the Secret Service, Ms. Janice K. Griffen. Ask her why she
said your name as the referral source. Richard Metzger was the
junior agent, he heard her too. Ask him.
Call me, 408 659 3552, I can play the videotape on the
telephone and you can hear your name from her lips. Send an
aide to me at my home and I can play the tape. Do you want me
to send you a copy?
Let's say it's a computer from "McCain's office" that initiated
the call to the Secret Service; how to resolve blunder of
something or somebody initiating Secret Service investigation on
citizen based solely on polite email offering contrary opinion but
using volatile words?
(Assume a former Navy officer decorated for valor in combat is

not going to let an abusive assault against the Constitution pass
by without resolution.)
1. Deny blunder. It'll blow over. Forget about it. Might work
except the phrase "This referral is from McCain's office." is said
by senior agent Griffen on tape.
2. Patch the blunder by saying it was not your fault .
(Well, quoting worked before in that many emails went by
without comment and I quoted from Shakespeare and got
immediate response. It may be coincidence but here comes
another Shakespeare quote just in case it's not. And you got me
started quoting when I heard you, Senator, quoting Chairman
Mao on C-SPAN. I heard you say that and I thought, "Ah, here is
a man not afraid of words, content is king, not style.")
"And oftentimes the excusing of a fault
Doth make the fault the worse by th' excuse,
As patches set upon a little breach
Discredit more in hiding of the fault
Than did the fault before it was so patched."
King John Act 4, Scene 2.
In this case, to say it happened but it wasn't your fault also goes
contrary to Navy training of Commanding Officer accepts
responsibility. To use the patch would draw attention to process
of blunder.
3. Face the blunder and reconcile differences.
Here is my recommendation based upon the fact that it was not
you that was in imagined danger but someone else.
1. Refer to the offending paragraph:
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in

1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"
2. State that based upon the receipt of the above email your
computer or a monitoring agency scanned the words "President"
and "bomb somebody" and erred on the side of caution in their
zeal to protect the life of the President of the United States by
immediately calling the Secret Service. In retrospect it now is
clear the concern was unwarranted and you regret any
inconvenience to the poor sap who wrote it. As compensation
please accept the enclosed two tickets to see "Air Force One".
The End.
As the poor sap, I would appreciate something I can show my
friends, my parents, and any prospective employers that I am a
good citizen and not some crazy dangerous nut when they find
out I was interrogated by armed Secret Service agents in my
home after they arrived unannounced and uninvited to discuss a
referral from a United States Senator's office.
I am now in the quandary of being investigated for unknown
reasons by unknown people who give confusing responses. I am
reassured that it was not you personally, Senator McCain, who
ordered the investigation. It is a bad feeling to be distrusted.
If the Secret Service is lying by misstating referral sources,
then you've been framed and that needs to be resolved also and
quickly. Please advise me when you find out who referred the
Secret Service to me; I'm really curious and need to know. Is that

not fair? If I don't know what I did, I might do it again.
Back to life and death:
If I were a subcommittee chairman, a fellow senator, or fellow
congressman, or constituent, and wanted cargo door investigated,
and you as Committee Chairman, said to me, "However, I
believe it is appropriate at this time to await the report of the
crash investigation. I hope you will do the same." I would.
If you were senior officer and I were junior safety officer and
urged cargo door investigation and you said, as CO, "However, I
believe it is appropriate at this time to await the report of the
crash investigation. I hope you will do the same." I would.
I full well understand the consequences of refusing to grant the
'hope' of a powerful man. They are usually not good. When a
leader says 'do' something, it gets done. When he says, I 'want,' I
'dream,' I 'think,' I 'pray', I 'wish,' I 'hope' something gets done, it
gets done. To say 'No,' is risky and I said 'No can do,' to you,
Senator. I had to say no. I will not 'await,' I can not 'await.'
And you must not either, Senator. The streak. What do you
think it is? Missile? No way. Leaking fuel? Don't make me laugh.
Shiny metal object spinning away from plane? Maybe, let's
check it out. Replicate the experiment with a C-141/C-130. It's
cheap, fast, safe, and conclusive and it needs to be done now.
Before the next door pops. Before the report of the crash
investigation team is released. Before the cement sets.
The NTSB after eleven months of intense investigation says
streak is leaking fuel ignited and dangling from wing and being
seen by observers ten miles away. Do you think that, Senator?
Could that desperate stretch of physical law be true? If in doubt,
as any pilot would be, explore another reasonable alternative:
Shiny metal object spinning away in evening sunlight.
We have the same goal. Preventing death. We have the
direction. Investigate, gather data, establish facts, interpret,
support, confirm, conclusion.

We have the same target in sight. Mechanical cause, rupture of
forward fuselage when strip of skin tears off and nose is severed.
Fuel tank and cargo door explanations both agree on that.
Tank and door disagree by fifty feet and twelve seconds. I say
shift final crosshairs slightly to the right to focus on forward of
the wing on right side at cargo door, NTSB says steady on center
fuel tank above the wing. Center fuel tank is not close enough. It
did blow up, but after another event, cargo door opening and
departing and taking skin with it leading to severing of nose. A
fault can't be fixed until exactly identified.
You also say in your 6 June letter, "...I expect that the
information you provided is being handled appropriately by the
crash investigation team." Your expectation is dashed as shown
by the fuselage reconstruction stopping exactly at the aft edge of
the forward cargo door, thereby avoiding examining the entire
section forward of the wing on the right side, where initial
computer simulation showed the first spew of debris and baggage
came from. To not reconstruct to the nose is a gross oversight.
Cursory examination of the many doors and latches on 747 is not
a thorough examination of specific forward cargo door area.
I advise pursuing all worthy lines of investigation into the crash
of TWA 800. Bomb, missile, center tank explosion are worthy
lines and have been thoroughly investigated. Forward fuselage
rupture forward of the wing on the right side at the location of
the forward cargo door is a worthy line of investigation. I urge it.
To ask a government agency to move slightly is not a sin nor
crime. It is a mild contrary opinion. It is just following the lead
of NTSB and getting a little ahead and asking the large,
cumbersome agency to catch up.
I put it all on line: streak. Fellow night cat shot shooter, fellow
night trapper, fellow ejection survivor, streak is shiny metal
object spinning away in sunlight up high, seen by humans as
streak and machines as blip. (Tomorrow night is the 30th

anniversary of my crash, June 14th, 1967. Seeing my dead pilot,
LCDR C.T. Butler, who had just saved my life, on the ground,
crumpled up in his flight suit, spurs me on. Your 30th is coming
up. We were both literally seconds from death when saved. We
are both living on borrowed time. Let's use it.)
Chairman of the Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation, Honorable United States Senator, Presidential
Candidate To Be, Esteemed Republican from Arizona, Mister
John McCain, the streak is not leaking fuel from just exploded
center fuel tank which is ignited somehow and moves from the
plane to appear to eyewitness ten and more miles away as a
streak near Boeing 747 in full sunlight, as your Board suggests in
preliminary report. They are to be commended for their solid
investigative efforts so far.
At first it was thought bomb and the FBI had it, but no bomb.
Then it was thought missile and Defense had it, but no missile.
Now it is NTSB and thought center fuel tank explosion. Yes,
center fuel tank explosion. But not initial event. Initial event is
not center tank explosion but fuselage rupture fifty feet away and
twelve seconds sooner. Before center fuel tank explosion was
severed nose which subjected the broken wing and fuselage to
300 knots winds which disintegrated them. Fuel vapor mixing
with now detached fodded engine #3 ignited the fireball twelve
seconds after initial event. The nose was severed because a big
hole appeared on the right side of the fuselage forward of the
wing. The hole was at least nine feet by fifteen feet big, the same
size as the hole on UAL 811. The nose crumpled into the huge
hole when pushed by the 300 knots winds. The hole appeared
because the forward cargo door opened when it shouldn't. The
area around the cargo door or the door itself failed. Why the door
opened is a mystery. It could be improper latching or fatigue
around the large square hole cut in the pressurized hull of a
Boeing 747.

Based upon your personal experience, Senator, if you think a
shiny metal object spinning away could be the streak:
1. Investigation is immediately warranted into the cargo door
area of TWA 800.
2. All ten latches, cam sectors, and locking sectors of the door
plus the hinges must be checked for proper positioning.
3. Frame area needs to be checked at mid span latch area, main
latching area, hinge, and sharp corners for metal fatigue failure.
4. Reconstruction of the frame of TWA 800 must be extended to
the nose.
5. Conduct the flight experiment to rule in or rule out cargo door
as streak and radar blip. It must be ready by July 17 for proper
sun angle and completed soon thereafter.
Senator McCain, I understand your desire to stick with the
chain of order of NTSB to FAA to airlines. I want our
government to look good, too. Finding out the cause of the crash
is success and makes everyone look good. It's OK to have a
solution to a mystery come from a citizen. It's just a step and the
large mystery remains of why the door opened in flight requiring
more professional investigation by the NTSB.
And now I beg. An officer never begs. Now I am a citizen and
citizens can beg. I beg the attention of a senior government
official, experienced jet pilot, father, husband, ....did it work? Do
I have your attention? Begging works?
I would hope not. The fate of the messenger is independent of
the truth of his message. The messenger, in this case, wacky guy
on the net using email, can be ugly, rude, weird, and impatient.
So what? What is his message? Is it true?
Streak is shiny metal object spinning away in bright sunlight.
Streak is not leaking fuel from just exploded center fuel tank.
Shiny object is forward cargo door.
Is there doubt about the message above? Resolve doubt, sir.
Take action. There is a time to get hands-on involved with an

issue that affects several countries and billions of dollars past and
future, and that time is now: When the person knows what he's
are talking about. You and I know what we are talking about
when we talk about fiery sudden jet crashes. Our opinions carry
weight.
The implications of cargo door explanation are immense and
require the highest level of government participation. Pan 103
was not a bomb but a cargo door, just like AI 182, and UAL 811,
and now TWA 800. Yes, it's hard to believe, so?
Thank goodness we have a pilot in charge of the Transportation
Committee. Please use your experience to become involved and
make decisions. Talk facts, and evidence, and experience and not
solely rely on political appointees Mr. Hall or Mr. Francis, or
policeman Mr. Kallstrom, or scientist Dr. Loeb, or reporter Mr.
Salinger, for explanations, but rely on NTSB aircraft accident
investigators Mr. Dickinson or Mr. Schleede and yourself.
There has never been an aircraft accident investigator in charge
of the TWA 800 aircraft accident investigation. First it was the
police who touched, twisted and moved pieces looking for
explosive residue and thus inadvertently tampered with the only
real evidence that counts, the knobs, latches, metal hinges, and
wiring. Soon it will be the lawyers twisting everything making
their case. Then the media gets into it. Let us hear from Mr. Al
Dickinson, the lead investigator on TWA 800. Or Mr. Ron
Schleede, who is on the TWA 800 team and also was the lead
investigator on UAL 811. Those gentleman don't scoff at open
cargo door causing death, they have seen it.
Nowhere in your three page letter is anything of substance
about the crash of TWA 800; it is all polite rebuffs and efforts to
keep the current system working which has no avenue for citizen
input. The TWA 800 Committee hearing you mentioned had the
NTSB and the FBI present. There was no public input even
though you said my cargo door explanation had been "forwarded

to the Committee for review". The upcoming NTSB hearing has
no public input and is put off again to winter, a year a half to
deliver a 'preliminary' report. The NTSB has no public docket, as
required by the same rules Mr. Hall quotes to me to prevent a
passenger representative on the investigation team. The FAA
refers me to the NTSB. Information about a US civilian airliner
crash in US territory in peacetime with no VIPS or hazardous
cargo aboard comes from foreign news magazines. This is not
the way a democratic society is supposed to work. An isolated
and arrogant government is not what we went to war to sustain. A
receptive and inquisitive government showing respect for
citizen's assistance is.
Despots investigate the messenger; a free society investigates
the message. I have been checked out but my message has not.
And you ask me to wait. No can do, sir.
The hard evidence supports door explanation, which is our
fault. The soft evidence supports wishful thinking of: It's not
our fault, it's the terrorists with a bomb, or accident with a
missile, or God with static electricity.
Streak: A real thing.
Here's my play, Senator, I'm committing.
Streak:
Bomb?
Missile?
Leaking fuel?
Shiny metal object?
If it's leaking fuel, I'm turning my wings in.
If you believe streak could be a shiny metal object spinning
away in bright sunlight and being observed by humans as streak
and radar as blip, please order a close examination of the forward
cargo door area.

Very
Respectfully,

John
Barry Smith
MAJ USA (Ret)
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

X-Sender: barry@mail.redshift.com
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 1999 19:07:06 -0800
To: barry@corazon.com
From: Laura Ashley Smith <lauraashley@corazon.com>
Subject: es
Privacy group sues NSA over spy net
Updated 4:10 PM ET December 3, 1999
By Robert Lemos, ZDNet News
Americans could learn more about the degree to which the
secretive
National Security Agency -- the government body charged with
cracking codes and protecting critical information -- has been
spying

on U.S. citizens, if a suit filed on Friday by the Electronics
Privacy
Information Center garners results.
"The charter of the National Security Agency does not authorize
domestic intelligence gathering," said Marc Rotenberg, director
of
EPIC, in a statement on Friday. "Yet we have reason to believe
that
the NSA is engaged in the indiscriminate acquisition and
interception of domestic communications taking place all over
the
Internet."
The questions arose from reports to the European Union last
year
that the United Kingdom and Australia, among other countries,
had
cooperated with the United States to collect electronic
communications across national borders. In the report, the spy
network was dubbed "Echelon."
"We are concerned less with Echelon in particular and more with
the
NSA's eavesdropping practices in particular," said David Sobel,
general counsel for EPIC.
'Interesting questions' On Friday, EPIC filed a suit in federal
court to
free up documents regarding the legal justification for any
surveillance that NSA had performed regarding U.S. citizens.
These
same documents were requested earlier this year by the House

Intelligence Subcommittee, but the NSA refused to provide
them.
"There are a lot of interesting questions about the NSA's activity,
and it raised a few eyebrows when they stonewalled the House
subcommittee," said Sobel.
In early June, EPIC filed a Freedom of Information Act request
with
the NSA, asking for the same documents requested by the House
subcommittee, and the NSA replied that it would provide the
documents by Oct. 30.
The court filing comes after the NSA missed that deadline. The
NSA
has 30 days to respond to the court filing.
New worm packs double punch (Next story)
Archive: Fri Dec 3 Thu 2 Wed 1 Tue Nov 30 Mon 29 Sun 28
Fri 26
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: aapa <aapa@ns.sympatico.ca>
Subject: Re: For Captain Ted Murphy/AFALPA/EgyptAir 990

Dear Captain
Grossman, I agree and reporting factual information such as the
data below from NTSB and AAIB archives is important and
should be reported on. To not report this data is to give unfair
attention to pilot error and not mechanical fault. You have access
to reporters and I don't.

Cheers,
Barry Smith

Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you for the report. The position of the Air Atlantic Pilots'
Association with regards to the Egyptair 990 investigation are
consistant with our normal policy with regards to all
investigations. That is, media should limit reporting to factual
information only and avoid all speculation until the investigation
is complete.
regards,
Capt. Eric G. Grossman, AAPA
John Barry Smith wrote:
For the 747:
Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow Airport on 7 October 1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from
14¡ nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel
of the right elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft control column until, a few seconds later, when the flying
controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of climb
was resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok was
continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator

Power Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to the
internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in uncommanded
full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
For the 767:
NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of
AIR CANADA Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY,
MO Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP Injuries:
101 Uninjured. THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF
AILERON CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING
AT FL 370. THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING
CHANGES BY USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO
DIVERT TO KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD
BEEN EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE
THE FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL

ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS. Probable Cause A FROZEN AILERON
CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD BECOME WORN,
CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER, AND THE
MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE MAINTENANCE/
INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
940102004189C Local Date: 01/02/1994 Local Time: 15:13
City: NEWARK
State: NJ Airport Name: NEWARK
INTL
Airport Id: EWR Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIRAircraft
Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISE Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-222
Airframe Hours: 41003 Operator Code: UALA Operator:
UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA Owner Name: UNITED AIR
LINES INC
Narrative
HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary

Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL Registration Number: 602UA
Total Aboard: 146 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0Landing Gear:
RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500
LBS Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2 Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN Secondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR Wind Direction
(deg): Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility
Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES Approach Type:
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
Pilt-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE LAND Pilot
Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 14150 Total in Make/Model: 148 Total Last 90
Days: 148 Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
960625022959C Local Date: 06/25/1996 Local Time: 19:15
City: NEW YORK
State: NY Airport Name: JOHN F
KENNEDY INTL Airport Id: JFK Event Type: INCIDENT AIR CARRIER Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: MINOR Phase of Flight: CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-332
Airframe Hours:
5975 Operator Code: DALA Operator: DELTA AIR LINES INC
- DALA Owner Name: DELTA AIR LINES INC
Narrative

LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED. AILERON
CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN WIRE.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL Registration Number: 185DN Total Aboard:
224 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS Engine Make: PWA Engine Model:
PW4060
Engine Group: 4060 Number of Engines: 2 Engine
Type: TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg): 33 Wind Speed (mph): 18 Visibility (mi):
10 Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY Flight Plan
Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 15000 Total in Make/Model: 858 Total Last 90
Days: 203 Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System. Scheduled 14 CFR 129
operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND N.V. (D.B.A.
MARTINAIR) Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH Injuries: 202
Uninjured. The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec)
anomolies, en route, including illuminated warning lights,
erroneous display indications, uncommanded autopilot

disconnects, & failure of flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, &
landing (lndg) was made with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust
reversers inop, ground (gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid.
During lndg roll, 4 main tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to
heat/fuse plugs; small main lndg gear fire erupted, but was
extinguished. Flt crew were unaware that thrust reversers & gnd
spoilers were inop. They noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with
the workload of responding to the multiple electrical and system
failures, did not respond to it. Investigation (inv) revealed
systems on several elec buses failed or became intermittently
inop, but other systems on same buses remained operative.
Detailed gnd & flt tests were made, but anomalies could not be
duplicated. Inv revealed negative cable for main battery was not
positively secured due to stripped jam nut, & main battery shunt
was not built up IAW Boeing specs. Boeing indicated loose
battery shunt could cause interruption to gnd. Similar events
were reported with 2 other acft of same operator, but query of
Boeing data base did not find similar events. Boeing 767-300ER
of another operator, same configuration, did not have similar
events. Probable Cause Numerous electrical anomalies as a result
of a loose main battery shunt connection and undetermined
electrical system causes. NYC96IA116 HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129. The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain,
a relief captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2). Prior to

departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the airplane
clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight. En route,
the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies where
various warning lights would illuminate, and then extinguish.
These occurrences were also accompanied by uncommanded
auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero fuel weight, as
displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of the flight
management system (FMS), and the blanking of transponder
codes. The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI. During the initial
descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown manually due to
autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a

leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded. During the
last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting
System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory messages
which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on request of
the captain. Although no identification could be received from
the Instrument Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left
Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI
seemed valid. On final approach to Boston, numerous warning
lights illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights
illuminated. After touch down reverse thrust and
autospeedbrakes were not available. Manual braking was
anticipated since the autobrake selector did not latch. Braking
was done manually by the captain while the wing spoilers were
extended by the F/O 1. Just after touch-down the captain initially
used full manual braking. The cabin crew's observations were as
if they were riding on gravel (pebbles), and the cockpit crew
suspected tire failures just after turning off the runway. The last
high speed turn off to the left was taken to vacate runway 4R, on
which the airplane was brought to a stop. The pilots reported to
feel no effect from the manually selected ground spoilers. In the
meantime all main landing gear tires were blown or deflated and
the airplane was brought to a stop without fully vacating the
runway. A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and
was immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting
personnel. Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the
passengers disembarked using mobile stairs. The incident
terminated during the hours of daylight at 42 degrees, 21 minutes
North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION The flight was conducted using
an augmented flight crew, which consisted of two captain rated

pilots, and a first officer. All personnel held the appropriate pilot
and medical certificates as issued by the government of The
Netherlands. Following is a summary of crew flight experience:
Captain The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738
hours in the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-incommand in the Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 188 hours in the Boeing 767. Relief
Captain (F/O 1) The relief captain had a total time of 4,000
hours, with 1,590 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195
hours in the preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the
Boeing 767. First Officer (F/O 2) The first officer had a total time
of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown
150 hours in the preceding 90 days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION The airplane was a Boeing 76731AER. The airplane was delivered new to Martinair in February
1990, in Martinair's specified configuration. The Boeing
production line number was 194. It was maintained utilizing a
maintenance program furnished by Boeing, and approved by the
Directorate of Civil Aviation, The Netherlands. The last
inspection was conducted on May 21, 1996, and the airplane had
operated 98 hours since the inspection. The total time for the
airframe at the time of landing at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION The landing was accomplished
on runway 4R which was 10,005 feet long, 150 feet wide, and
had a grooved asphalt surface. The airplane turned off the
runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about 1,800 feet of runway
remaining. FLIGHT RECORDERS After the airplane stopped,
the cockpit voice recorder operated for over 30 minutes. The
cockpit voice recorder was not retained. The digital flight data
recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward to the NTSB
Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout. According to the
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report: "1. The...
[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately 7:21:19 in

duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition of the...[air/
ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air', occurred at
1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or 3:53:42 Elapsed
Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated by a spike in
vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45 Elapsed Time.,
The UTC time of touchdown could not be determined, as the
final loss of UTC data occurred at approximately 1813:32 UTC
or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7 minutes prior to
touchdown)..." "3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC,
or 4:13:35 Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate
times during the flight..." "4. The first change of the Master
Warning discrete from 'No Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at
about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time, while the aircraft was at an altitude
of about 33,000 feet and a latitude/longitude position of about
50.52 degrees North and 22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed
in the Master Warning discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and
9:20:00 Elapsed time." "5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR
heading data was lost for the remainder of the incident flight.
FDR pitch information were also lost for most of the remainder
of the flight." "6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several
parameters were lost to the FDR until after the incident flight
landing. The following parameters were noted to be lost: Roll
Attitude Pitch Attitude UTC Hours UTC Minutes UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed Speedbrake Handle Position" "7. Also at
about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground] discrete changed
stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air Driven Pump discrete
changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the HF/L/R Keying
discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to 'Keyed'. These
discretes remained recorded in these states until after aircraft
touchdown. Several additional discretes changed state at about
11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed state after
touchdown and during the landing roll-out...." The Addendum to

the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report stated: "...The anti-skid
fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to 'Fault' state at about
1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data remained then the
'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and rollout, when the
recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...." "According to
the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference voltage is
removed from the FDR during normal flight recording operation,
subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/Ground
discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...." TESTS AND
RESEARCH The airplane was examined at Boston, from May
29, through June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due
to melted fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated
due to the casings being worn through. A detailed examination of
the airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures
that were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew. The investigation revealed
that the negative cable for the main battery was not positively
secured to the main battery shunt as a result of stripped threads
found in the jam nut area on the stud. Additionally, the main
battery shunt was not built up in accordance with Boeing
specifications. An examination of other Boeing 767s in the
Martinair fleet, and on the production line at Boeing revealed
similar buildup problems with the battery shunt. Boeing
personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may cause
interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane. While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static
wicks were found to have higher resistance than specified. On
June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). At Everett, the airplane was

subjected to testing equal to or greater than new airplane delivery
standards. The wiring system was examined in detail for any
anomaly that could have contributed to the problem. An electro
magnetic interference (EMI) test was conducted throughout the
cockpit and cabin with negative results. Additionally, several
components were identified as possible contributors to the event
and were removed for separate testing. None of the testing was
able to duplicate the events reported by the flight crew. Further
testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the airplane could
still dissipate static charges within design specification. On June
10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight profile
included new airplane delivery standards, and additional testing
to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The test
flight was completed without incident. Following the test flight,
as the airplane was prepared for departure to The Netherlands,
the right engine integrated drive generator (IDG) failed to come
on line. The flight was dispatched with the inoperative IDG, per
the airplane minimum equipment list (MEL). The IDG was
changed after the airplane arrived in Amsterdam. The IDG was
forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination. According to
their report: "...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins
was lower than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of
corrosion on the base material of these pins was observed. This
conditions could result in an intermittent signal condition from
the IDG input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the
IDG from the AC bus." ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew The Martinair
quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data for landing with
engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic failures, anti-skid
inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed brakes inoperative,
and leading edge and trailing edge slat and flap configuration
variations. Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed
landing distance would be increased by using the following

multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet). During interviews the flight crew
acknowledged that they were aware of the ANTI SKID advisory
message on the EICAS, but due to high cockpit work load, they
did not compute their landing distance with the anti-skid
inoperative. Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust
Reversers to Be Operative The flight crew reported that upon
touchdown, the spoilers did not automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers were inoperative. The investigation revealed one
common system for the spoilers to automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers to be operative, both air/ground systems must be
in the ground mode. According to Boeing, in the flight mode,
there are 5 spoilers per wing, with a maximum extension angle of
45 degrees. In the ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing,
with a maximum extension angle of 60 degrees. Once deployed
manually in the air mode, a transition to the ground mode would
automatically increase the maximum spoiler angle, and number
of spoilers deployed. In the air mode, the thrust reversers were
inoperative. According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle
at touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown. Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift
from flight idle to ground idle all required the ground mode
signal. According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode
signal was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to
touchdown, and remained in the ground mode throughout the
landing roll. The investigation was unable to determine if the
ground mode signal was received by the engines, ground
spoilers, and thrust reverser systems after touchdown. National
Solar Observatory A check with the National Solar Observatory
on Kitt Peak, Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to

explain the events of May 28, 1996. Boeing Report Boeing
submitted an event summary based upon the detail summary
received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing report
stated: "Most of the reported events from the flight which
diverted to Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to
degraded power on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses.
Extensive testing and analysis has been unable to explain the
degraded dc bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...." Additionally, the investigative team noted that
while particular items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never
failed, and other items on the same bus remained powered. The
investigation was unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative
components on a bus. Related Events The investigation disclosed
that similar events had occurred with two other airplanes in the
Martinair 767 fleet. The affected airplanes were PH-MCG, line
number 279, delivered new to Martinair on September, 1989, and
PH-MCL, line number 415, delivered new to Martinair on
February, 1992. According to data received from Boeing, events
with elements of a similar nature occurred on the following dates
in the aircraft listed, with the May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH
being the most extensive. February 16, 1996 PH-MCG March
24, 1996 PH-MCH May 13, 1996 PH-MCL May 14, 1996 PHMCG May 28, 1996 PH-MCH Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996 PH-MCH A check of modifications
completed, engineering changes, and Boeing Service Bulletins
and Service Letters was conducted. The only commonality
between the three airplanes was a modification to the forward
flight attendant jump seat in compliance with a Boeing service
bulletin. Examination of the airplane, which included the
electrical wiring behind the modification, failed to find anything
that would have contributed to the events reported by the flight

crew. At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a
search for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The
search found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL. Boeing also reported that
a 767-300 was delivered to another customer in the Martinair
configuration. A check with that customer found no history of
events similar to the May 28, 1996 event. As part of an
agreement to return the airplane to line service, a portable
airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed in the
airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have been
generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred Following is a summary of
the events as reported by the flight crew that occurred during the
flight. - During preflight inspection both the captains and first
officer clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, & R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then
extinguished - occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE
light illuminated and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00
several times, EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. The ZFW changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.),
the original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)

had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several

times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS

FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator. Additional Persons Additional Persons not listed
on page 5 of Factual Report John DeLisi NTSB Aviation
Engineering - Systems Tom Jacky NTSB Vehicle Performance Flight Data Recorder Tamis Kwikkers Directorate General of
Civil Aviation - The Netherlands Arthur Ricca FAA Airworthiness - Boston, MA The airplane was released to
Martinair on June 12, 1996. FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
REPORTGeneral Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
930410011849C Local Date: 04/10/1993 Local Time: 12:15
City: KANSAS CITY State: MO Airport Name: KANSAS CITY
INTL Airport Id: MCI Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information

Aircraft Damage: NONE Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISE Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-200
Airframe Hours: 0 Operator Code: ARNF Operator: Owner
Name: AIR CANADA
Narrative
LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE
LUBED CENTERING MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO Type of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR CARRIER Registration Number: CGAUP Total
Aboard: 99 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS Engine Make: Engine Model: Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2 Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN Secondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph): Visibility (mi): Visibility Restrictions: Light
Condition: DAY Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating: Pilot
Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 0 Total in Make/Model: 0 Total Last 90 Days: 0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B,
G-BDXH No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4
turbofan engines Year of Manufacture: 1979 Date & Time
(UTC): 9 August 1996 Location: London Airport - Gatwick Type

of Flight: Scheduled Passenger Persons on Board: Crew - N/K Passengers - N/K Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil Nature
of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body fractured,
control linkage broken Commander's Licence: Airline Transport
Pilot's Licence Commander's Age: N/A Commander's Flying
Experience: N/A Information Source: AAIB Field
Investigation Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the
runway for take off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for
full-and-free movement of the controls. During their rudder
movement check, the lower section of the rudder jammed at a
deflection of 14¡ to the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No
2 hydraulic system fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was
returned to the terminal gate where initial inspection revealed
damage to the lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its
input linkage. The aircraft was taken out of service. The PCU
was removed and inspection showed that the casing had cracked
circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack had
extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing. This
had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the power
cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move outwards along
the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram was retracted as
far as it was possible with the displaced locking ring and end seal
block. The end of the input feedback lever, which attached to the
power ram eye end fitting, had broken open. The PCU had been
fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and had accumulated
approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights. Metallurgical
examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had originated in the
runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut (see Figures 2a &
b) and propagated to a critical length over 3,000 cycles, with
evidence of four overload events having occurred within the
propagation period. There were no deficiencies in the material
specification and no defects were found in the casing which
would have contributed to the initiation of the failure. The

damage to the end of the input feedback lever had been caused
by the actuator ram end retracting into the displaced locking ring
and end block. The loss of the hydraulic system fluid was also a
result of the displacement of the seal block. There had been two
previously recorded cracks in this area of this type of PCU and a
fourth occurred shortly after this event. The first event, in 1976,
involved an aircraft which had flown 22,000 hours/6,200 flight
cycles, the second in 1992 on an aircraft which had flown 60,000
hours/15,000 cycles and the most recent in an aircraft which had
flown 30,000 cycles, mainly in shorthaul operations. The first of
the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an upper rudder
PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss of one
hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full right
deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised. The second and fourth
failures of this area of the PCU casing both initiated in the thread
undercut zone and were similar to the failure on 'XH', but
without any overload events. The original design of the PCU was
for an aircraft life of 60,000 flight hours/18,000 flight cycles.
Endurance testing with an accepted load spectrum was
successfully performed on a single PCU and accepted for Type
Certification. The overall design philosophy of the rudder system
to meet the requirements of FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the
rudder being made up of two, independently actuated, control
surfaces either of which could malfunction within the limits of its

actuator's power and authority, in any phase of flight, without
loss of adequate rudder control. The design of the PCU
incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the last 12% of its stroke
(see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting the hydraulic fluid
return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce the actuator ram
speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the pressure
developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the higher the ram
speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It was considered
most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for initiating the
fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut zones had been
generated by high snubbing pressures. It was recognised that the
situation in which high ram speeds were most likely to be
achieved near the limit of travel was during the pre-take-off
rudder control check when, in the absence of flight loads, there
was no appreciable damping of rudder movement. As a result of
the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had issued an
Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the Maintenance
Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight controls checks
should be performed slowly and smoothly (not less than 8
seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high snubbing loads.
Examination of the Flight Recorder data from 'XH' showed that
there had been two full travel checks of the rudder during taxy,
the first of which was performed in 3.5 seconds and the second in
7.5 seconds. Whilst these last applications of rudder had induced
the final failure of the PCU, the crack had then existed for some
3,000 cycles. As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator
instigated a special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were
revealed by these checks. The operator also issued a notice to
flight crews, later incorporated into the Flying Manual,
reminding crews of the requirement to perform the rudder travel
check slowly and smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder
application rates at high angles of travel was also introduced and
the results of this showed that about 70% of such events occurred

during the pre-flight control checks.NTSB Identification:
NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB microfiche number
35525A Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of DELTA AIRLINES
Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON, MA Aircraft:
BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA Injuries: 159
Uninjured. DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR THE
OUTER MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH WHEN
THE FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN UNCOMMANDED
GO-ARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT OF THE LOCALIZER
FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL, RWY 22R WAS
SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL LANDING WAS
MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS OFFSET 1500' TO
THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727, WHICH PRECEDED
THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED TO CROSS THE
RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO OBSERVE THE
PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT PASSED THE
OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE BOEING 767
LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD RWY 22R &
NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD SHORT OF THE
RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A REPUTATION FOR
DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH TENDED TO SUPPRESS
OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE AIRLINE OPS MANUAL
GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION CONCERNING MISSED
APPROACHES. THE UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND
MALFUNCTION WAS TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING
HARNESS IN THE THROTTLE QUADRANT.
For the 747: Air Safety Occurrence Report 199701423
Occurrence Type: Incident Location: 5 km N Sydney,
Aerodrome State: New South Wales Date: Friday, 02 May
1997 Time/Zone: 1045 hours EST Investigation Category 3
Highest Injury Level: None
Aircraft Manufacturer: Boeing
Co Aircraft Model: 747-300 Aircraft Registration: N124KK
Serial Number: 23244 Type of Operation: Air Transport , High

Capacity, International Damage to Aircraft: Nil Departure
Point: Sydney, NSW Departure Time: 1045 EST Destination:
Seoul, ROK Crew Details: Role Pilot-In-CommandClass of
Licence Hours on Type Hours Total ATPL 1500.0 20000
Contents FACTUAL INFORMATION ANALYSIS
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS SAFETY ACTION Local safety
action FACTUAL INFORMATION The aircraft was being
operated as a scheduled passenger service from Sydney to Seoul,
with the co-pilot as the handling pilot. The crew reported that the
pre-departure flight control checks were normal. Shortly after
becoming airborne from runway 34L, the co-pilot advised the
pilot in command (PIC) that his control wheel had become
jammed when attempting to make right wing down aileron
inputs. The PIC took control of the aircraft and confirmed that
his control wheel also had become jammed. He retained control
of the aircraft and the co-pilot advised Air Traffic Services (ATS)
that the aircraft was unable to turn to the right. He requested left
turns and radar vectors to the south for fuel dumping prior to
returning to land. ATS initiated a distress phase. The crew
actioned the emergency/abnormal checklist for jammed or
restricted flight controls, which includes the statement "use
maximum force, including a combined effort by both pilots, if
required", but they reported that their attempts made no change
to the system. After fuel dumping was completed, the aircraft
was vectored, using left turns only, to the runway 34L localiser
and configured for the landing. At about 400 ft on final approach,
the aileron controls became free and an uneventful landing was
carried out. Inspection by ground engineers determined that a
plastic cable guard in the left aileron control cable system had
broken. Pieces of shattered plastic were found in the vicinity of
the left lower cable pulley system in the vertical cable run behind
the cabin sidewall, forward of door 1L. The debris and all the
remaining guards were removed from both left and right side

vertical cable runs. The lateral control system, including the load
limiter system, could not be faulted during full system testing. As
there were no replacement cable guards available, the aircraft
was approved to return to service with the guards removed. The
lateral controls on the aircraft consist of hydraulically powered
inboard and outboard ailerons and flight spoilers on each wing.
The controls are connected to the cockpit control wheels by
cables, for pilot input. The cable runs are duplicated on each side
of the aircraft. The left and right cable runs terminate at
quadrants at the bases of the left and right control columns
respectively. The control columns are interconnected by a cable
loop connected to separate quadrants at the bases of the columns.
The right quadrant includes a load limiter which consists of a
detent and spring loaded cam assembly. The load limiter is
designed to "break away" under applied force by the crew to
enable one control wheel to provide lateral control input should
the other side jam for any reason. Roll control is then available,
but considerable force is required to overcome the detent cam in
the load limiter. Other Boeing aircraft types utilise similar
systems. The aircraft manufacturer issued a Service Letter, 747SL-27-134, in December 1993, advising that broken cable guards
could result in high control wheel forces and suggesting that
operators should replace the guards with improved parts when
replacement is required. The guards on the right control system
on the incident aircraft showed evidence of deterioration, as one
guard had been previously repaired with adhesive tape. The
aircraft was leased from an overseas operator. Under the terms of
the lease agreement, all major maintenance was conducted by the
lessor. The last major maintenance inspection was completed on
25 August 1995. At the time of the incident the aircraft total time
in service time was 50,400 hours. The crew remained at the
aircraft whilst the defect was rectified. Both crewmembers
remarked that they were surprised at the force required to

overcome the load limiter when the system was tested. Though
they were aware of the load limiting system from ground training
instruction, they had never been physically exposed to the forces
required to operate the system.ANALYSIS The deteriorated
condition of the plastic cable guards, and the use of tape to effect
a "repair", suggests that the manufacturer's advice regarding
replacement of the guards had not been heeded during major
maintenance inspections. It is likely that, when the plastic cable
guard failed, a piece or pieces of plastic lodged in the left side
cable run aileron control pulley, restricting the cable movement
in one direction. The debris probably dislodged when the aircraft
was at about 400 ft on final approach.
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
1. The aircraft maintenance organisation had not replaced
deteriorated parts with improved parts as suggested by the
aircraft manufacturer. 2. A cable guard had deteriorated to the
extent that it failed and resulted in high control forces in the
lateral control system. 3. The operating crew were not aware of
the high control inputs required to overcome the load limiter in
the lateral control system.
SAFETY ACTION As a result of the investigation, the Bureau of
Air Safety Investigation issued recommendation R970128, to
Qantas and Ansett on 29 September 1997. The recommendation
stated: "The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation recommends that
Australian operators of aircraft manufactured by the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company:
1. develop a simulator training procedure to ensure that aircrew
are familiar with the procedures to be used in the event of lateral
control jamming; and 2. ensure that aircrew are aware of the
control wheel forces required when the override mechanism is
being operated in the event of jammed lateral controls".
A similar recommendation (R970145) was issued to the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company on 29 September 1997. The

following response was received from Qantas on 26 November
1997: "I refer to your letter reference B97/099 which detailed a
recommendation that a simulator training procedure be
developed to ensure that all aircrew are aware of the procedure to
be used, and control forces required, in the event of aileron
control jamming. Qantas simulators (with the exception of the
B767-200 simulator) are equipped to simulate aileron control
jamming and the control wheel forces required to override and
regain control. This scenario will be made a subject, both for
discussion and demonstration, in the first available recurrent
training simulator session. This will apply to the Boeing
747-400, 747-200/300, 767, 737 and Airbus A300 fleets".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED. The following
response was received from Ansett on 24 June 1998: "I refer to
the above recommendation, which resulted from an incident
involving a Boeing 747 aircraft at Sydney on 2 May 1997, and
provide the following response to that recommendation. The
company conducts ground training for technical crews that
includes instruction on aileron control jamming procedures.
Additionally, simulator training is presently conducted for
Boeing 737 aircraft and will be conducted in the Boeing 767
simulator when that simulator is upgraded to allow such training.
For the Boeing 747, training is conducted in the aircraft, whilst
on the ground, during type endorsement". Response
classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED. The following response
was received from the Boeing Commercial Aeroplane Company
on 13 February 1998: "We have not yet committed any changes
in our simulator training procedures or manuals. We are
reviewing the reported event and looking at possible training and
manual changes which would be implemented for all applicable
Boeing models, not just 747. However, additional time is
necessary for this review before we can come to any conclusion.
I anticipate that this review may take three more months. We

plan to keep your office advised of the progress of our review". A
further response was received on 27 May 1998, and stated:
"Earlier this month I reviewed proposed changes to our
operational documentation concerning flight control jams accross
all our various model airplanes. This has been a slow process
trying to get agreement on. I anticipate that we will have some
changes to be released in a couple of months. These changes
would affect the Flight Manual, the Flight Crew Training
Manual, the Operations Manual and the QRH". Response
classification: OPEN.Local safety action Boeing have also
advised that Service Letter 747-SL-27-134, which addresses the
need to replace deteriorated cable guards, is to be upgraded to
service bulletin status in the near future to add more emphasis to
this discrepancy.
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Contentsbarry@corazon.com Airline Pilots' Group Hits

Out at EgyptAir ProbeUpdated 9:09 AM ET November 26,
1999By Lynda Dugdale

LONDON (Reuters) - An international airline pilots' group
Friday stepped into the controversy over the probe into the
EgyptAir flight 990 crash, denouncing what it said was a media
frenzy about suicide as a cause.
"The big issue is the failure of the industry to resist the
temptation to talk. Authorities have to resist giving an answer
straight away," Captain Ted Murphy of the International
Federation of Airline Pilots' Associations told Reuters.
"We have seen a hint of things to come if we don't improve the
way we handle these things, it is all self-inflicted,"
His comments were prompted by the deaths of all 217 on board
the EgyptAir Boeing 767 which crashed into the Atlantic off

Massachusetts on October 31.
Leaked reports from the cockpit voice recorder which led to a
theory that the co-pilot might have committed suicide were later
retracted by officials because they were inaccurate.
Murphy said people within certain aviation agencies had shown
too great a willingness to release information on the EgyptAir
investigation.
However he stressed that there was an onus on investigators to
release information if it came to light, even if the investigation
was incomplete.
He said problems arose when no immediate cause of a crash was
apparent, and this could lead to all kinds of speculation.
Murphy, president of an association which represents 100,000
commercial pilots in 95 countries, was scathing over how
quickly the suicide theory had gained credibility in the days after
the EgyptAir crash.
"It just appalls me that we had all this personal information about
the co-pilot," Murphy said.
This, combined with incorrect interpretations of the cockpit voice
recorder, "have been deeply hurtful to the families of the
crew...to EgyptAir and to all professional flight crew."
Murphy said the airline industry was extremely concerned with
public perceptions of its safety record. "Even phenomenally good
is not good enough any more," he added.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: Can't relply seen this recent wire incident?

Dear Tim, acknowledge receipt of this return Email and I have a
lot to send you. They have been kicked back so far.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of ALASKA AIRLINES
Accident occurred NOV-11-99 at PORTLAND,
OR
Aircraft: Boeing 737-400, registration:
N772AS
Injuries: 2 Uninjured.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors.
Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.
On November 11, 1999, approximately 1520 Pacific standard
time, Alaska Airlines
flight 500, a Boeing 737-400
(N772AS), returned to land when the crew noted fuel low
pressure lights and
popped circuit breakers after departure and

climb-out from Portland International Airport, Portland, Oregon.
There were no
injuries to the five crewmembers or 140
passengers, and the airplane's electrical wiring system sustained
minor damage.
The flight was operated under 14 CFR 121,
and was on an instrument flight plan, en route to San Francisco,
California. The
crew stated during climb-out from Portland,
the #2 fuel tank low pressure light illuminated. Thirty seconds
later, the
center tank fuel plow pressure light illuminated. Circuit
breakers for the center right pump and the #2 fuel pump popped.
The crew elected
to pull the aft pump circuit breaker, and
returned to Portland for an uneventful landing. During the
trouble-shooting
process, the circuits were repowered. A master
caution light illuminated and other circuit breakers opened.
Inspection revealed
heavily sooted and compromised wires (with
melted insulation) in wiring bundles near station 410 in the cargo
hold.
Index for Nov 1999 | Index of Months

----------------------------------------------------------------Visit our Internet site at http://www.reuters.com
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: aapa@ns.sympatico.ca
Subject: For Captain Ted Murphy/AFALPA/EgyptAir 990

Dear Mr. Murphy, below is NTSB and AAIB data which support
the mechanical explanation for EgyptAir 990 and refutes the
copilot suicide theory. The events which the FDR show happened
to the 767 have happened before to Boeing airliners in an
uncommanded mode.
The uncommanded autopilot and uncommanded down right
elevator events can happen again because NTSB is off on wild
goose chase of human error. That must change. Your comments
in the recent article are much needed, thank you.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according

to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
Documents from safety Archives: Contents

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence as mechanical cause
Documents below are from US NTSB and FAA, and Australian,
and United Kingdom aviation safety archives.
For the 747:
Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow Airport on 7 October 1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from
14¡ nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel
of the right elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft control column until, a few seconds later, when the flying
controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of climb
was resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok was
continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to the

internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in uncommanded
full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
For the 767:
NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of
AIR CANADA Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY,
MO Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP Injuries:
101 Uninjured. THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF
AILERON CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING
AT FL 370. THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING
CHANGES BY USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO
DIVERT TO KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD
BEEN EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE
THE FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE

TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS. Probable Cause A FROZEN AILERON
CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD BECOME WORN,
CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER, AND THE
MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE MAINTENANCE/
INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
940102004189C Local Date: 01/02/1994 Local Time: 15:13
City: NEWARK
State: NJ Airport Name:
NEWARK INTL
Airport Id: EWR Event
Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER Mid Air Collision: NOT A
MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISE Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-222
Airframe Hours: 41003 Operator Code:
UALA Operator: UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA Owner
Name: UNITED AIR LINES INC
Narrative
HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary

Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL Registration Number: 602UA
Total Aboard: 146 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS Engine Make:
Engine
Model:
Engine Group:
Number
of Engines: 2 Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN Secondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR Wind Direction
(deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility
(mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES Approach
Type: INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
Pilt-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE LAND Pilot
Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 14150 Total in Make/Model: 148 Total Last 90
Days: 148 Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
960625022959C Local Date: 06/25/1996 Local Time: 19:15
City: NEW YORK
State: NY Airport Name:
JOHN F KENNEDY INTL
Airport Id: JFK Event
Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER Mid Air Collision: NOT A
MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: MINOR Phase of Flight: CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-332
Airframe

Hours: 5975 Operator Code: DALA Operator: DELTA AIR
LINES INC - DALA Owner Name: DELTA AIR LINES
INC
Narrative
LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED. AILERON
CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN WIRE.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL Registration Number: 185DN Total Aboard:
224 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS Engine Make: PWA Engine Model:
PW4060
Engine Group: 4060 Number of Engines: 2 Engine
Type: TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg): 33 Wind Speed (mph): 18 Visibility (mi):
10 Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY Flight Plan
Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES Approach
Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 15000 Total in Make/Model: 858 Total Last 90
Days: 203 Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System. Scheduled 14 CFR 129
operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND N.V. (D.B.A.

MARTINAIR) Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH Injuries: 202
Uninjured. The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec)
anomolies, en route, including illuminated warning lights,
erroneous display indications, uncommanded autopilot
disconnects, & failure of flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, &
landing (lndg) was made with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust
reversers inop, ground (gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid.
During lndg roll, 4 main tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to
heat/fuse plugs; small main lndg gear fire erupted, but was
extinguished. Flt crew were unaware that thrust reversers & gnd
spoilers were inop. They noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with
the workload of responding to the multiple electrical and system
failures, did not respond to it. Investigation (inv) revealed
systems on several elec buses failed or became intermittently
inop, but other systems on same buses remained operative.
Detailed gnd & flt tests were made, but anomalies could not be
duplicated. Inv revealed negative cable for main battery was not
positively secured due to stripped jam nut, & main battery shunt
was not built up IAW Boeing specs. Boeing indicated loose
battery shunt could cause interruption to gnd. Similar events
were reported with 2 other acft of same operator, but query of
Boeing data base did not find similar events. Boeing 767-300ER
of another operator, same configuration, did not have similar
events. Probable Cause Numerous electrical anomalies as a result
of a loose main battery shunt connection and undetermined
electrical system causes. NYC96IA116 HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The

flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129. The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain,
a relief captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2). Prior to
departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the airplane
clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight. En route,
the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies where
various warning lights would illuminate, and then extinguish.
These occurrences were also accompanied by uncommanded
auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero fuel weight, as
displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of the flight
management system (FMS), and the blanking of transponder
codes. The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI. During the initial
descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown manually due to
autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which

represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded. During the
last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting
System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory messages
which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on request of
the captain. Although no identification could be received from
the Instrument Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left
Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI
seemed valid. On final approach to Boston, numerous warning
lights illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights
illuminated. After touch down reverse thrust and
autospeedbrakes were not available. Manual braking was
anticipated since the autobrake selector did not latch. Braking
was done manually by the captain while the wing spoilers were
extended by the F/O 1. Just after touch-down the captain initially
used full manual braking. The cabin crew's observations were as
if they were riding on gravel (pebbles), and the cockpit crew
suspected tire failures just after turning off the runway. The last
high speed turn off to the left was taken to vacate runway 4R, on
which the airplane was brought to a stop. The pilots reported to
feel no effect from the manually selected ground spoilers. In the
meantime all main landing gear tires were blown or deflated and
the airplane was brought to a stop without fully vacating the
runway. A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and
was immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting
personnel. Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the

passengers disembarked using mobile stairs. The incident
terminated during the hours of daylight at 42 degrees, 21 minutes
North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION The flight was conducted using
an augmented flight crew, which consisted of two captain rated
pilots, and a first officer. All personnel held the appropriate pilot
and medical certificates as issued by the government of The
Netherlands. Following is a summary of crew flight experience:
Captain The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738
hours in the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-incommand in the Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 188 hours in the Boeing 767. Relief
Captain (F/O 1) The relief captain had a total time of 4,000
hours, with 1,590 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195
hours in the preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the
Boeing 767. First Officer (F/O 2) The first officer had a total time
of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown
150 hours in the preceding 90 days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION The airplane was a Boeing 76731AER. The airplane was delivered new to Martinair in February
1990, in Martinair's specified configuration. The Boeing
production line number was 194. It was maintained utilizing a
maintenance program furnished by Boeing, and approved by the
Directorate of Civil Aviation, The Netherlands. The last
inspection was conducted on May 21, 1996, and the airplane had
operated 98 hours since the inspection. The total time for the
airframe at the time of landing at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION The landing was accomplished
on runway 4R which was 10,005 feet long, 150 feet wide, and
had a grooved asphalt surface. The airplane turned off the
runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about 1,800 feet of runway
remaining. FLIGHT RECORDERS After the airplane stopped,
the cockpit voice recorder operated for over 30 minutes. The

cockpit voice recorder was not retained. The digital flight data
recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward to the NTSB
Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout. According to the
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report: "1. The...
[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately 7:21:19 in
duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition of the...[air/
ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air', occurred at
1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or 3:53:42 Elapsed
Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated by a spike in
vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45 Elapsed Time.,
The UTC time of touchdown could not be determined, as the
final loss of UTC data occurred at approximately 1813:32 UTC
or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7 minutes prior to
touchdown)..." "3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC,
or 4:13:35 Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate
times during the flight..." "4. The first change of the Master
Warning discrete from 'No Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at
about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time, while the aircraft was at an altitude
of about 33,000 feet and a latitude/longitude position of about
50.52 degrees North and 22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed
in the Master Warning discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and
9:20:00 Elapsed time." "5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR
heading data was lost for the remainder of the incident flight.
FDR pitch information were also lost for most of the remainder
of the flight." "6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several
parameters were lost to the FDR until after the incident flight
landing. The following parameters were noted to be lost: Roll
Attitude Pitch Attitude UTC Hours UTC Minutes UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed Speedbrake Handle Position" "7. Also at
about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground] discrete changed
stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air Driven Pump discrete
changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the HF/L/R Keying

discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to 'Keyed'. These
discretes remained recorded in these states until after aircraft
touchdown. Several additional discretes changed state at about
11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed state after
touchdown and during the landing roll-out...." The Addendum to
the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report stated: "...The anti-skid
fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to 'Fault' state at about
1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data remained then the
'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and rollout, when the
recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...." "According to
the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference voltage is
removed from the FDR during normal flight recording operation,
subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/Ground
discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...." TESTS AND
RESEARCH The airplane was examined at Boston, from May
29, through June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due
to melted fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated
due to the casings being worn through. A detailed examination of
the airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures
that were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew. The investigation revealed
that the negative cable for the main battery was not positively
secured to the main battery shunt as a result of stripped threads
found in the jam nut area on the stud. Additionally, the main
battery shunt was not built up in accordance with Boeing
specifications. An examination of other Boeing 767s in the
Martinair fleet, and on the production line at Boeing revealed
similar buildup problems with the battery shunt. Boeing
personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may cause
interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane. While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static

wicks were found to have higher resistance than specified. On
June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). At Everett, the airplane was
subjected to testing equal to or greater than new airplane delivery
standards. The wiring system was examined in detail for any
anomaly that could have contributed to the problem. An electro
magnetic interference (EMI) test was conducted throughout the
cockpit and cabin with negative results. Additionally, several
components were identified as possible contributors to the event
and were removed for separate testing. None of the testing was
able to duplicate the events reported by the flight crew. Further
testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the airplane could
still dissipate static charges within design specification. On June
10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight profile
included new airplane delivery standards, and additional testing
to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The test
flight was completed without incident. Following the test flight,
as the airplane was prepared for departure to The Netherlands,
the right engine integrated drive generator (IDG) failed to come
on line. The flight was dispatched with the inoperative IDG, per
the airplane minimum equipment list (MEL). The IDG was
changed after the airplane arrived in Amsterdam. The IDG was
forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination. According to
their report: "...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins
was lower than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of
corrosion on the base material of these pins was observed. This
conditions could result in an intermittent signal condition from
the IDG input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the
IDG from the AC bus." ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew The Martinair
quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data for landing with

engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic failures, anti-skid
inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed brakes inoperative,
and leading edge and trailing edge slat and flap configuration
variations. Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed
landing distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet). During interviews the flight crew
acknowledged that they were aware of the ANTI SKID advisory
message on the EICAS, but due to high cockpit work load, they
did not compute their landing distance with the anti-skid
inoperative. Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust
Reversers to Be Operative The flight crew reported that upon
touchdown, the spoilers did not automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers were inoperative. The investigation revealed one
common system for the spoilers to automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers to be operative, both air/ground systems must be
in the ground mode. According to Boeing, in the flight mode,
there are 5 spoilers per wing, with a maximum extension angle of
45 degrees. In the ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing,
with a maximum extension angle of 60 degrees. Once deployed
manually in the air mode, a transition to the ground mode would
automatically increase the maximum spoiler angle, and number
of spoilers deployed. In the air mode, the thrust reversers were
inoperative. According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle
at touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown. Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift
from flight idle to ground idle all required the ground mode
signal. According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode
signal was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to
touchdown, and remained in the ground mode throughout the

landing roll. The investigation was unable to determine if the
ground mode signal was received by the engines, ground
spoilers, and thrust reverser systems after touchdown. National
Solar Observatory A check with the National Solar Observatory
on Kitt Peak, Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to
explain the events of May 28, 1996. Boeing Report Boeing
submitted an event summary based upon the detail summary
received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing report
stated: "Most of the reported events from the flight which
diverted to Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to
degraded power on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses.
Extensive testing and analysis has been unable to explain the
degraded dc bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...." Additionally, the investigative team noted that
while particular items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never
failed, and other items on the same bus remained powered. The
investigation was unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative
components on a bus. Related Events The investigation disclosed
that similar events had occurred with two other airplanes in the
Martinair 767 fleet. The affected airplanes were PH-MCG, line
number 279, delivered new to Martinair on September, 1989, and
PH-MCL, line number 415, delivered new to Martinair on
February, 1992. According to data received from Boeing, events
with elements of a similar nature occurred on the following dates
in the aircraft listed, with the May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH
being the most extensive. February 16, 1996 PH-MCG March
24, 1996 PH-MCH May 13, 1996 PH-MCL May 14, 1996 PHMCG May 28, 1996 PH-MCH Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996 PH-MCH A check of modifications
completed, engineering changes, and Boeing Service Bulletins
and Service Letters was conducted. The only commonality

between the three airplanes was a modification to the forward
flight attendant jump seat in compliance with a Boeing service
bulletin. Examination of the airplane, which included the
electrical wiring behind the modification, failed to find anything
that would have contributed to the events reported by the flight
crew. At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a
search for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The
search found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL. Boeing also reported that
a 767-300 was delivered to another customer in the Martinair
configuration. A check with that customer found no history of
events similar to the May 28, 1996 event. As part of an
agreement to return the airplane to line service, a portable
airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed in the
airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have been
generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred Following is a summary of
the events as reported by the flight crew that occurred during the
flight. - During preflight inspection both the captains and first
officer clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, & R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then
extinguished - occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE
light illuminated and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00
several times, EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. The ZFW changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.),
the original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the

electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29

kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due

to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator. Additional Persons Additional Persons not listed
on page 5 of Factual Report John DeLisi NTSB Aviation
Engineering - Systems Tom Jacky NTSB Vehicle Performance Flight Data Recorder Tamis Kwikkers Directorate General of
Civil Aviation - The Netherlands Arthur Ricca FAA Airworthiness - Boston, MA The airplane was released to
Martinair on June 12, 1996. FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
REPORT
General Information

Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
930410011849C Local Date: 04/10/1993 Local Time: 12:15
City: KANSAS CITY State: MO Airport Name: KANSAS CITY
INTL Airport Id: MCI Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISE Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-200
Airframe Hours: 0 Operator Code: ARNF Operator: Owner
Name: AIR CANADA
Narrative
LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE
LUBED CENTERING MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO Type of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR CARRIER Registration Number: CGAUP Total
Aboard: 99 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS Engine Make: Engine Model: Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2 Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN Secondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph): Visibility (mi): Visibility Restrictions: Light
Condition: DAY Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating: Pilot
Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 0 Total in Make/Model: 0 Total Last 90 Days: 0

Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B,
G-BDXH No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4
turbofan engines Year of Manufacture: 1979 Date & Time
(UTC): 9 August 1996 Location: London Airport - Gatwick Type
of Flight: Scheduled Passenger Persons on Board: Crew - N/K Passengers - N/K Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil Nature
of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body fractured,
control linkage broken Commander's Licence: Airline Transport
Pilot's Licence Commander's Age: N/A Commander's Flying
Experience: N/A Information Source: AAIB Field
Investigation Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the
runway for take off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for
full-and-free movement of the controls. During their rudder
movement check, the lower section of the rudder jammed at a
deflection of 14¡ to the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No
2 hydraulic system fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was
returned to the terminal gate where initial inspection revealed
damage to the lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its
input linkage. The aircraft was taken out of service. The PCU
was removed and inspection showed that the casing had cracked
circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack had
extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing. This
had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the power
cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move outwards along
the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram was retracted as
far as it was possible with the displaced locking ring and end seal
block. The end of the input feedback lever, which attached to the
power ram eye end fitting, had broken open. The PCU had been
fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and had accumulated
approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights. Metallurgical
examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had originated in the

runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut (see Figures 2a &
b) and propagated to a critical length over 3,000 cycles, with
evidence of four overload events having occurred within the
propagation period. There were no deficiencies in the material
specification and no defects were found in the casing which
would have contributed to the initiation of the failure. The
damage to the end of the input feedback lever had been caused
by the actuator ram end retracting into the displaced locking ring
and end block. The loss of the hydraulic system fluid was also a
result of the displacement of the seal block. There had been two
previously recorded cracks in this area of this type of PCU and a
fourth occurred shortly after this event. The first event, in 1976,
involved an aircraft which had flown 22,000 hours/6,200 flight
cycles, the second in 1992 on an aircraft which had flown 60,000
hours/15,000 cycles and the most recent in an aircraft which had
flown 30,000 cycles, mainly in shorthaul operations. The first of
the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an upper rudder
PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss of one
hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full right
deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised. The second and fourth
failures of this area of the PCU casing both initiated in the thread
undercut zone and were similar to the failure on 'XH', but
without any overload events. The original design of the PCU was
for an aircraft life of 60,000 flight hours/18,000 flight cycles.

Endurance testing with an accepted load spectrum was
successfully performed on a single PCU and accepted for Type
Certification. The overall design philosophy of the rudder system
to meet the requirements of FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the
rudder being made up of two, independently actuated, control
surfaces either of which could malfunction within the limits of its
actuator's power and authority, in any phase of flight, without
loss of adequate rudder control. The design of the PCU
incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the last 12% of its stroke
(see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting the hydraulic fluid
return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce the actuator ram
speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the pressure
developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the higher the ram
speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It was considered
most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for initiating the
fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut zones had been
generated by high snubbing pressures. It was recognised that the
situation in which high ram speeds were most likely to be
achieved near the limit of travel was during the pre-take-off
rudder control check when, in the absence of flight loads, there
was no appreciable damping of rudder movement. As a result of
the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had issued an
Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the Maintenance
Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight controls checks
should be performed slowly and smoothly (not less than 8
seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high snubbing loads.
Examination of the Flight Recorder data from 'XH' showed that
there had been two full travel checks of the rudder during taxy,
the first of which was performed in 3.5 seconds and the second in
7.5 seconds. Whilst these last applications of rudder had induced
the final failure of the PCU, the crack had then existed for some
3,000 cycles. As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator
instigated a special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were

revealed by these checks. The operator also issued a notice to
flight crews, later incorporated into the Flying Manual,
reminding crews of the requirement to perform the rudder travel
check slowly and smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder
application rates at high angles of travel was also introduced and
the results of this showed that about 70% of such events occurred
during the pre-flight control checks.
NTSB Identification: NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 35525A Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of
DELTA AIRLINES Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON,
MA Aircraft: BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA Injuries:
159 Uninjured. DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR
THE OUTER MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH
WHEN THE FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN
UNCOMMANDED GO-ARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT
OF THE LOCALIZER FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL,
RWY 22R WAS SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL
LANDING WAS MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS
OFFSET 1500' TO THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727,
WHICH PRECEDED THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED
TO CROSS THE RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO
OBSERVE THE PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT
PASSED THE OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE
BOEING 767 LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD
RWY 22R & NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD
SHORT OF THE RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A
REPUTATION FOR DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH
TENDED TO SUPPRESS OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE
AIRLINE OPS MANUAL GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION
CONCERNING MISSED APPROACHES. THE
UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND MALFUNCTION WAS
TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING HARNESS IN THE
THROTTLE QUADRANT.

For the 747: Air Safety Occurrence Report 199701423
Occurrence Type: Incident Location: 5 km N Sydney,
Aerodrome State: New South Wales Date: Friday, 02 May
1997 Time/Zone: 1045 hours EST Investigation Category 3
Highest Injury Level: None
Aircraft Manufacturer: Boeing
Co Aircraft Model: 747-300 Aircraft Registration: N124KK
Serial Number: 23244 Type of Operation: Air Transport , High
Capacity, International Damage to Aircraft: Nil Departure
Point: Sydney, NSW Departure Time: 1045 EST Destination:
Seoul, ROK Crew Details: Role Pilot-In-CommandClass of
Licence Hours on Type Hours Total ATPL 1500.0 20000
Contents FACTUAL INFORMATION ANALYSIS
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS SAFETY ACTION Local safety
action FACTUAL INFORMATION The aircraft was being
operated as a scheduled passenger service from Sydney to Seoul,
with the co-pilot as the handling pilot. The crew reported that the
pre-departure flight control checks were normal. Shortly after
becoming airborne from runway 34L, the co-pilot advised the
pilot in command (PIC) that his control wheel had become
jammed when attempting to make right wing down aileron
inputs. The PIC took control of the aircraft and confirmed that
his control wheel also had become jammed. He retained control
of the aircraft and the co-pilot advised Air Traffic Services (ATS)
that the aircraft was unable to turn to the right. He requested left
turns and radar vectors to the south for fuel dumping prior to
returning to land. ATS initiated a distress phase. The crew
actioned the emergency/abnormal checklist for jammed or
restricted flight controls, which includes the statement "use
maximum force, including a combined effort by both pilots, if
required", but they reported that their attempts made no change
to the system. After fuel dumping was completed, the aircraft
was vectored, using left turns only, to the runway 34L localiser
and configured for the landing. At about 400 ft on final approach,

the aileron controls became free and an uneventful landing was
carried out. Inspection by ground engineers determined that a
plastic cable guard in the left aileron control cable system had
broken. Pieces of shattered plastic were found in the vicinity of
the left lower cable pulley system in the vertical cable run behind
the cabin sidewall, forward of door 1L. The debris and all the
remaining guards were removed from both left and right side
vertical cable runs. The lateral control system, including the load
limiter system, could not be faulted during full system testing. As
there were no replacement cable guards available, the aircraft
was approved to return to service with the guards removed. The
lateral controls on the aircraft consist of hydraulically powered
inboard and outboard ailerons and flight spoilers on each wing.
The controls are connected to the cockpit control wheels by
cables, for pilot input. The cable runs are duplicated on each side
of the aircraft. The left and right cable runs terminate at
quadrants at the bases of the left and right control columns
respectively. The control columns are interconnected by a cable
loop connected to separate quadrants at the bases of the columns.
The right quadrant includes a load limiter which consists of a
detent and spring loaded cam assembly. The load limiter is
designed to "break away" under applied force by the crew to
enable one control wheel to provide lateral control input should
the other side jam for any reason. Roll control is then available,
but considerable force is required to overcome the detent cam in
the load limiter. Other Boeing aircraft types utilise similar
systems. The aircraft manufacturer issued a Service Letter, 747SL-27-134, in December 1993, advising that broken cable guards
could result in high control wheel forces and suggesting that
operators should replace the guards with improved parts when
replacement is required. The guards on the right control system
on the incident aircraft showed evidence of deterioration, as one
guard had been previously repaired with adhesive tape. The

aircraft was leased from an overseas operator. Under the terms of
the lease agreement, all major maintenance was conducted by the
lessor. The last major maintenance inspection was completed on
25 August 1995. At the time of the incident the aircraft total time
in service time was 50,400 hours. The crew remained at the
aircraft whilst the defect was rectified. Both crewmembers
remarked that they were surprised at the force required to
overcome the load limiter when the system was tested. Though
they were aware of the load limiting system from ground training
instruction, they had never been physically exposed to the forces
required to operate the system.
ANALYSIS The deteriorated condition of the plastic cable
guards, and the use of tape to effect a "repair", suggests that the
manufacturer's advice regarding replacement of the guards had
not been heeded during major maintenance inspections. It is
likely that, when the plastic cable guard failed, a piece or pieces
of plastic lodged in the left side cable run aileron control pulley,
restricting the cable movement in one direction. The debris
probably dislodged when the aircraft was at about 400 ft on final
approach.
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
1. The aircraft maintenance organisation had not replaced
deteriorated parts with improved parts as suggested by the
aircraft manufacturer. 2. A cable guard had deteriorated to the
extent that it failed and resulted in high control forces in the
lateral control system. 3. The operating crew were not aware of
the high control inputs required to overcome the load limiter in
the lateral control system.
SAFETY ACTION As a result of the investigation, the Bureau of
Air Safety Investigation issued recommendation R970128, to
Qantas and Ansett on 29 September 1997. The recommendation
stated: "The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation recommends that
Australian operators of aircraft manufactured by the Boeing

Commercial Airplane Company:
1. develop a simulator training procedure to ensure that aircrew
are familiar with the procedures to be used in the event of lateral
control jamming; and 2. ensure that aircrew are aware of the
control wheel forces required when the override mechanism is
being operated in the event of jammed lateral controls".
A similar recommendation (R970145) was issued to the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company on 29 September 1997. The
following response was received from Qantas on 26 November
1997: "I refer to your letter reference B97/099 which detailed a
recommendation that a simulator training procedure be
developed to ensure that all aircrew are aware of the procedure to
be used, and control forces required, in the event of aileron
control jamming. Qantas simulators (with the exception of the
B767-200 simulator) are equipped to simulate aileron control
jamming and the control wheel forces required to override and
regain control. This scenario will be made a subject, both for
discussion and demonstration, in the first available recurrent
training simulator session. This will apply to the Boeing
747-400, 747-200/300, 767, 737 and Airbus A300 fleets".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED. The following
response was received from Ansett on 24 June 1998: "I refer to
the above recommendation, which resulted from an incident
involving a Boeing 747 aircraft at Sydney on 2 May 1997, and
provide the following response to that recommendation. The
company conducts ground training for technical crews that
includes instruction on aileron control jamming procedures.
Additionally, simulator training is presently conducted for
Boeing 737 aircraft and will be conducted in the Boeing 767
simulator when that simulator is upgraded to allow such training.
For the Boeing 747, training is conducted in the aircraft, whilst
on the ground, during type endorsement". Response
classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED. The following response

was received from the Boeing Commercial Aeroplane Company
on 13 February 1998: "We have not yet committed any changes
in our simulator training procedures or manuals. We are
reviewing the reported event and looking at possible training and
manual changes which would be implemented for all applicable
Boeing models, not just 747. However, additional time is
necessary for this review before we can come to any conclusion.
I anticipate that this review may take three more months. We
plan to keep your office advised of the progress of our review". A
further response was received on 27 May 1998, and stated:
"Earlier this month I reviewed proposed changes to our
operational documentation concerning flight control jams accross
all our various model airplanes. This has been a slow process
trying to get agreement on. I anticipate that we will have some
changes to be released in a couple of months. These changes
would affect the Flight Manual, the Flight Crew Training
Manual, the Operations Manual and the QRH". Response
classification: OPEN.
Local safety action Boeing have also advised that Service Letter
747-SL-27-134, which addresses the need to replace deteriorated
cable guards, is to be upgraded to service bulletin status in the
near future to add more emphasis to this discrepancy.
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Airline Pilots' Group Hits Out at EgyptAir
ProbeUpdated 9:09 AM ET November 26, 1999By Lynda Dugdale
LONDON (Reuters) - An international airline pilots' group

Friday stepped into the controversy over the probe into the
EgyptAir flight 990 crash, denouncing what it said was a media
frenzy about suicide as a cause.
"The big issue is the failure of the industry to resist the
temptation to talk. Authorities have to resist giving an answer
straight away," Captain Ted Murphy of the International
Federation of Airline Pilots' Associations told Reuters.
"We have seen a hint of things to come if we don't improve the
way we handle these things, it is all self-inflicted,"
His comments were prompted by the deaths of all 217 on board
the EgyptAir Boeing 767 which crashed into the Atlantic off
Massachusetts on October 31.
Leaked reports from the cockpit voice recorder which led to a
theory that the co-pilot might have committed suicide were later
retracted by officials because they were inaccurate.
Murphy said people within certain aviation agencies had shown
too great a willingness to release information on the EgyptAir
investigation.
However he stressed that there was an onus on investigators to
release information if it came to light, even if the investigation
was incomplete.
He said problems arose when no immediate cause of a crash was
apparent, and this could lead to all kinds of speculation.
Murphy, president of an association which represents 100,000
commercial pilots in 95 countries, was scathing over how
quickly the suicide theory had gained credibility in the days after
the EgyptAir crash.
"It just appalls me that we had all this personal information about
the co-pilot," Murphy said.
This, combined with incorrect interpretations of the cockpit voice
recorder, "have been deeply hurtful to the families of the
crew...to EgyptAir and to all professional flight crew."
Murphy said the airline industry was extremely concerned with

public perceptions of its safety record. "Even phenomenally good
is not good enough any more," he added.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: heatherp@ifalpa.mhs.compuserve.com
Subject: For Captain Ted Murphy/EgyptAir 990

Dear Mr. Murphy, below is NTSB and AAIB data which support
the mechanical explanation for EgyptAir 990 and refutes the
copilot suicide theory. The events which the FDR show happened
to the 767 have happened before to Boeing airliners in an
uncommanded mode.
The uncommanded autopilot and uncommanded down right
elevator events can happen again because NTSB is off on wild
goose chase of human error. That must change. Your comments
in the recent article are much needed, thank you.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.

Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards

throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
Documents from safety Archives: Contents

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence as mechanical cause
Documents below are from US NTSB and FAA, and Australian,
and United Kingdom aviation safety archives.
For the 747:
Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow Airport on 7 October 1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from
14¡ nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel
of the right elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft control column until, a few seconds later, when the flying
controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of climb
was resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok was
continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to the

internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in uncommanded
full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
For the 767:
NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of
AIR CANADA Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY,
MO Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP Injuries:
101 Uninjured. THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF
AILERON CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING
AT FL 370. THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING
CHANGES BY USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO
DIVERT TO KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD
BEEN EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE
THE FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE

TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS. Probable Cause A FROZEN AILERON
CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD BECOME WORN,
CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER, AND THE
MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE MAINTENANCE/
INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
940102004189C Local Date: 01/02/1994 Local Time: 15:13
City: NEWARK
State: NJ Airport Name:
NEWARK INTL
Airport Id: EWR Event
Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER Mid Air Collision: NOT A
MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISE Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-222
Airframe Hours: 41003 Operator Code:
UALA Operator: UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA Owner
Name: UNITED AIR LINES INC
Narrative
HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary

Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL Registration Number: 602UA
Total Aboard: 146 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS Engine Make:
Engine
Model:
Engine Group:
Number
of Engines: 2 Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN Secondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR Wind Direction
(deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility
(mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES Approach
Type: INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
Pilt-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE LAND Pilot
Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 14150 Total in Make/Model: 148 Total Last 90
Days: 148 Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
960625022959C Local Date: 06/25/1996 Local Time: 19:15
City: NEW YORK
State: NY Airport Name:
JOHN F KENNEDY INTL
Airport Id: JFK Event
Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER Mid Air Collision: NOT A
MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: MINOR Phase of Flight: CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-332
Airframe

Hours: 5975 Operator Code: DALA Operator: DELTA AIR
LINES INC - DALA Owner Name: DELTA AIR LINES
INC
Narrative
LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED. AILERON
CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN WIRE.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL Registration Number: 185DN Total Aboard:
224 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS Engine Make: PWA Engine Model:
PW4060
Engine Group: 4060 Number of Engines: 2 Engine
Type: TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg): 33 Wind Speed (mph): 18 Visibility (mi):
10 Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY Flight Plan
Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES Approach
Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 15000 Total in Make/Model: 858 Total Last 90
Days: 203 Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System. Scheduled 14 CFR 129
operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND N.V. (D.B.A.

MARTINAIR) Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH Injuries: 202
Uninjured. The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec)
anomolies, en route, including illuminated warning lights,
erroneous display indications, uncommanded autopilot
disconnects, & failure of flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, &
landing (lndg) was made with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust
reversers inop, ground (gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid.
During lndg roll, 4 main tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to
heat/fuse plugs; small main lndg gear fire erupted, but was
extinguished. Flt crew were unaware that thrust reversers & gnd
spoilers were inop. They noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with
the workload of responding to the multiple electrical and system
failures, did not respond to it. Investigation (inv) revealed
systems on several elec buses failed or became intermittently
inop, but other systems on same buses remained operative.
Detailed gnd & flt tests were made, but anomalies could not be
duplicated. Inv revealed negative cable for main battery was not
positively secured due to stripped jam nut, & main battery shunt
was not built up IAW Boeing specs. Boeing indicated loose
battery shunt could cause interruption to gnd. Similar events
were reported with 2 other acft of same operator, but query of
Boeing data base did not find similar events. Boeing 767-300ER
of another operator, same configuration, did not have similar
events. Probable Cause Numerous electrical anomalies as a result
of a loose main battery shunt connection and undetermined
electrical system causes. NYC96IA116 HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The

flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129. The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain,
a relief captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2). Prior to
departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the airplane
clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight. En route,
the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies where
various warning lights would illuminate, and then extinguish.
These occurrences were also accompanied by uncommanded
auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero fuel weight, as
displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of the flight
management system (FMS), and the blanking of transponder
codes. The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI. During the initial
descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown manually due to
autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which

represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded. During the
last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting
System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory messages
which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on request of
the captain. Although no identification could be received from
the Instrument Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left
Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI
seemed valid. On final approach to Boston, numerous warning
lights illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights
illuminated. After touch down reverse thrust and
autospeedbrakes were not available. Manual braking was
anticipated since the autobrake selector did not latch. Braking
was done manually by the captain while the wing spoilers were
extended by the F/O 1. Just after touch-down the captain initially
used full manual braking. The cabin crew's observations were as
if they were riding on gravel (pebbles), and the cockpit crew
suspected tire failures just after turning off the runway. The last
high speed turn off to the left was taken to vacate runway 4R, on
which the airplane was brought to a stop. The pilots reported to
feel no effect from the manually selected ground spoilers. In the
meantime all main landing gear tires were blown or deflated and
the airplane was brought to a stop without fully vacating the
runway. A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and
was immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting
personnel. Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the

passengers disembarked using mobile stairs. The incident
terminated during the hours of daylight at 42 degrees, 21 minutes
North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION The flight was conducted using
an augmented flight crew, which consisted of two captain rated
pilots, and a first officer. All personnel held the appropriate pilot
and medical certificates as issued by the government of The
Netherlands. Following is a summary of crew flight experience:
Captain The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738
hours in the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-incommand in the Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 188 hours in the Boeing 767. Relief
Captain (F/O 1) The relief captain had a total time of 4,000
hours, with 1,590 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195
hours in the preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the
Boeing 767. First Officer (F/O 2) The first officer had a total time
of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown
150 hours in the preceding 90 days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION The airplane was a Boeing 76731AER. The airplane was delivered new to Martinair in February
1990, in Martinair's specified configuration. The Boeing
production line number was 194. It was maintained utilizing a
maintenance program furnished by Boeing, and approved by the
Directorate of Civil Aviation, The Netherlands. The last
inspection was conducted on May 21, 1996, and the airplane had
operated 98 hours since the inspection. The total time for the
airframe at the time of landing at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION The landing was accomplished
on runway 4R which was 10,005 feet long, 150 feet wide, and
had a grooved asphalt surface. The airplane turned off the
runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about 1,800 feet of runway
remaining. FLIGHT RECORDERS After the airplane stopped,
the cockpit voice recorder operated for over 30 minutes. The

cockpit voice recorder was not retained. The digital flight data
recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward to the NTSB
Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout. According to the
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report: "1. The...
[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately 7:21:19 in
duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition of the...[air/
ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air', occurred at
1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or 3:53:42 Elapsed
Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated by a spike in
vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45 Elapsed Time.,
The UTC time of touchdown could not be determined, as the
final loss of UTC data occurred at approximately 1813:32 UTC
or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7 minutes prior to
touchdown)..." "3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC,
or 4:13:35 Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate
times during the flight..." "4. The first change of the Master
Warning discrete from 'No Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at
about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time, while the aircraft was at an altitude
of about 33,000 feet and a latitude/longitude position of about
50.52 degrees North and 22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed
in the Master Warning discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and
9:20:00 Elapsed time." "5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR
heading data was lost for the remainder of the incident flight.
FDR pitch information were also lost for most of the remainder
of the flight." "6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several
parameters were lost to the FDR until after the incident flight
landing. The following parameters were noted to be lost: Roll
Attitude Pitch Attitude UTC Hours UTC Minutes UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed Speedbrake Handle Position" "7. Also at
about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground] discrete changed
stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air Driven Pump discrete
changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the HF/L/R Keying

discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to 'Keyed'. These
discretes remained recorded in these states until after aircraft
touchdown. Several additional discretes changed state at about
11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed state after
touchdown and during the landing roll-out...." The Addendum to
the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report stated: "...The anti-skid
fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to 'Fault' state at about
1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data remained then the
'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and rollout, when the
recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...." "According to
the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference voltage is
removed from the FDR during normal flight recording operation,
subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/Ground
discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...." TESTS AND
RESEARCH The airplane was examined at Boston, from May
29, through June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due
to melted fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated
due to the casings being worn through. A detailed examination of
the airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures
that were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew. The investigation revealed
that the negative cable for the main battery was not positively
secured to the main battery shunt as a result of stripped threads
found in the jam nut area on the stud. Additionally, the main
battery shunt was not built up in accordance with Boeing
specifications. An examination of other Boeing 767s in the
Martinair fleet, and on the production line at Boeing revealed
similar buildup problems with the battery shunt. Boeing
personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may cause
interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane. While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static

wicks were found to have higher resistance than specified. On
June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). At Everett, the airplane was
subjected to testing equal to or greater than new airplane delivery
standards. The wiring system was examined in detail for any
anomaly that could have contributed to the problem. An electro
magnetic interference (EMI) test was conducted throughout the
cockpit and cabin with negative results. Additionally, several
components were identified as possible contributors to the event
and were removed for separate testing. None of the testing was
able to duplicate the events reported by the flight crew. Further
testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the airplane could
still dissipate static charges within design specification. On June
10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight profile
included new airplane delivery standards, and additional testing
to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The test
flight was completed without incident. Following the test flight,
as the airplane was prepared for departure to The Netherlands,
the right engine integrated drive generator (IDG) failed to come
on line. The flight was dispatched with the inoperative IDG, per
the airplane minimum equipment list (MEL). The IDG was
changed after the airplane arrived in Amsterdam. The IDG was
forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination. According to
their report: "...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins
was lower than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of
corrosion on the base material of these pins was observed. This
conditions could result in an intermittent signal condition from
the IDG input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the
IDG from the AC bus." ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew The Martinair
quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data for landing with

engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic failures, anti-skid
inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed brakes inoperative,
and leading edge and trailing edge slat and flap configuration
variations. Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed
landing distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet). During interviews the flight crew
acknowledged that they were aware of the ANTI SKID advisory
message on the EICAS, but due to high cockpit work load, they
did not compute their landing distance with the anti-skid
inoperative. Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust
Reversers to Be Operative The flight crew reported that upon
touchdown, the spoilers did not automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers were inoperative. The investigation revealed one
common system for the spoilers to automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers to be operative, both air/ground systems must be
in the ground mode. According to Boeing, in the flight mode,
there are 5 spoilers per wing, with a maximum extension angle of
45 degrees. In the ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing,
with a maximum extension angle of 60 degrees. Once deployed
manually in the air mode, a transition to the ground mode would
automatically increase the maximum spoiler angle, and number
of spoilers deployed. In the air mode, the thrust reversers were
inoperative. According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle
at touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown. Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift
from flight idle to ground idle all required the ground mode
signal. According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode
signal was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to
touchdown, and remained in the ground mode throughout the

landing roll. The investigation was unable to determine if the
ground mode signal was received by the engines, ground
spoilers, and thrust reverser systems after touchdown. National
Solar Observatory A check with the National Solar Observatory
on Kitt Peak, Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to
explain the events of May 28, 1996. Boeing Report Boeing
submitted an event summary based upon the detail summary
received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing report
stated: "Most of the reported events from the flight which
diverted to Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to
degraded power on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses.
Extensive testing and analysis has been unable to explain the
degraded dc bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...." Additionally, the investigative team noted that
while particular items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never
failed, and other items on the same bus remained powered. The
investigation was unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative
components on a bus. Related Events The investigation disclosed
that similar events had occurred with two other airplanes in the
Martinair 767 fleet. The affected airplanes were PH-MCG, line
number 279, delivered new to Martinair on September, 1989, and
PH-MCL, line number 415, delivered new to Martinair on
February, 1992. According to data received from Boeing, events
with elements of a similar nature occurred on the following dates
in the aircraft listed, with the May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH
being the most extensive. February 16, 1996 PH-MCG March
24, 1996 PH-MCH May 13, 1996 PH-MCL May 14, 1996 PHMCG May 28, 1996 PH-MCH Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996 PH-MCH A check of modifications
completed, engineering changes, and Boeing Service Bulletins
and Service Letters was conducted. The only commonality

between the three airplanes was a modification to the forward
flight attendant jump seat in compliance with a Boeing service
bulletin. Examination of the airplane, which included the
electrical wiring behind the modification, failed to find anything
that would have contributed to the events reported by the flight
crew. At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a
search for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The
search found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL. Boeing also reported that
a 767-300 was delivered to another customer in the Martinair
configuration. A check with that customer found no history of
events similar to the May 28, 1996 event. As part of an
agreement to return the airplane to line service, a portable
airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed in the
airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have been
generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred Following is a summary of
the events as reported by the flight crew that occurred during the
flight. - During preflight inspection both the captains and first
officer clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, & R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then
extinguished - occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE
light illuminated and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00
several times, EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. The ZFW changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.),
the original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the

electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29

kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due

to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator. Additional Persons Additional Persons not listed
on page 5 of Factual Report John DeLisi NTSB Aviation
Engineering - Systems Tom Jacky NTSB Vehicle Performance Flight Data Recorder Tamis Kwikkers Directorate General of
Civil Aviation - The Netherlands Arthur Ricca FAA Airworthiness - Boston, MA The airplane was released to
Martinair on June 12, 1996. FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
REPORT
General Information

Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
930410011849C Local Date: 04/10/1993 Local Time: 12:15
City: KANSAS CITY State: MO Airport Name: KANSAS CITY
INTL Airport Id: MCI Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISE Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-200
Airframe Hours: 0 Operator Code: ARNF Operator: Owner
Name: AIR CANADA
Narrative
LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE
LUBED CENTERING MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO Type of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR CARRIER Registration Number: CGAUP Total
Aboard: 99 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS Engine Make: Engine Model: Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2 Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN Secondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph): Visibility (mi): Visibility Restrictions: Light
Condition: DAY Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating: Pilot
Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 0 Total in Make/Model: 0 Total Last 90 Days: 0

Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B,
G-BDXH No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4
turbofan engines Year of Manufacture: 1979 Date & Time
(UTC): 9 August 1996 Location: London Airport - Gatwick Type
of Flight: Scheduled Passenger Persons on Board: Crew - N/K Passengers - N/K Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil Nature
of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body fractured,
control linkage broken Commander's Licence: Airline Transport
Pilot's Licence Commander's Age: N/A Commander's Flying
Experience: N/A Information Source: AAIB Field
Investigation Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the
runway for take off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for
full-and-free movement of the controls. During their rudder
movement check, the lower section of the rudder jammed at a
deflection of 14¡ to the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No
2 hydraulic system fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was
returned to the terminal gate where initial inspection revealed
damage to the lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its
input linkage. The aircraft was taken out of service. The PCU
was removed and inspection showed that the casing had cracked
circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack had
extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing. This
had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the power
cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move outwards along
the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram was retracted as
far as it was possible with the displaced locking ring and end seal
block. The end of the input feedback lever, which attached to the
power ram eye end fitting, had broken open. The PCU had been
fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and had accumulated
approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights. Metallurgical
examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had originated in the

runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut (see Figures 2a &
b) and propagated to a critical length over 3,000 cycles, with
evidence of four overload events having occurred within the
propagation period. There were no deficiencies in the material
specification and no defects were found in the casing which
would have contributed to the initiation of the failure. The
damage to the end of the input feedback lever had been caused
by the actuator ram end retracting into the displaced locking ring
and end block. The loss of the hydraulic system fluid was also a
result of the displacement of the seal block. There had been two
previously recorded cracks in this area of this type of PCU and a
fourth occurred shortly after this event. The first event, in 1976,
involved an aircraft which had flown 22,000 hours/6,200 flight
cycles, the second in 1992 on an aircraft which had flown 60,000
hours/15,000 cycles and the most recent in an aircraft which had
flown 30,000 cycles, mainly in shorthaul operations. The first of
the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an upper rudder
PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss of one
hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full right
deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised. The second and fourth
failures of this area of the PCU casing both initiated in the thread
undercut zone and were similar to the failure on 'XH', but
without any overload events. The original design of the PCU was
for an aircraft life of 60,000 flight hours/18,000 flight cycles.

Endurance testing with an accepted load spectrum was
successfully performed on a single PCU and accepted for Type
Certification. The overall design philosophy of the rudder system
to meet the requirements of FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the
rudder being made up of two, independently actuated, control
surfaces either of which could malfunction within the limits of its
actuator's power and authority, in any phase of flight, without
loss of adequate rudder control. The design of the PCU
incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the last 12% of its stroke
(see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting the hydraulic fluid
return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce the actuator ram
speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the pressure
developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the higher the ram
speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It was considered
most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for initiating the
fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut zones had been
generated by high snubbing pressures. It was recognised that the
situation in which high ram speeds were most likely to be
achieved near the limit of travel was during the pre-take-off
rudder control check when, in the absence of flight loads, there
was no appreciable damping of rudder movement. As a result of
the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had issued an
Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the Maintenance
Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight controls checks
should be performed slowly and smoothly (not less than 8
seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high snubbing loads.
Examination of the Flight Recorder data from 'XH' showed that
there had been two full travel checks of the rudder during taxy,
the first of which was performed in 3.5 seconds and the second in
7.5 seconds. Whilst these last applications of rudder had induced
the final failure of the PCU, the crack had then existed for some
3,000 cycles. As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator
instigated a special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were

revealed by these checks. The operator also issued a notice to
flight crews, later incorporated into the Flying Manual,
reminding crews of the requirement to perform the rudder travel
check slowly and smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder
application rates at high angles of travel was also introduced and
the results of this showed that about 70% of such events occurred
during the pre-flight control checks.
NTSB Identification: NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 35525A Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of
DELTA AIRLINES Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON,
MA Aircraft: BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA Injuries:
159 Uninjured. DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR
THE OUTER MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH
WHEN THE FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN
UNCOMMANDED GO-ARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT
OF THE LOCALIZER FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL,
RWY 22R WAS SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL
LANDING WAS MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS
OFFSET 1500' TO THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727,
WHICH PRECEDED THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED
TO CROSS THE RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO
OBSERVE THE PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT
PASSED THE OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE
BOEING 767 LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD
RWY 22R & NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD
SHORT OF THE RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A
REPUTATION FOR DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH
TENDED TO SUPPRESS OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE
AIRLINE OPS MANUAL GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION
CONCERNING MISSED APPROACHES. THE
UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND MALFUNCTION WAS
TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING HARNESS IN THE
THROTTLE QUADRANT.

For the 747: Air Safety Occurrence Report 199701423
Occurrence Type: Incident Location: 5 km N Sydney,
Aerodrome State: New South Wales Date: Friday, 02 May
1997 Time/Zone: 1045 hours EST Investigation Category 3
Highest Injury Level: None
Aircraft Manufacturer: Boeing
Co Aircraft Model: 747-300 Aircraft Registration: N124KK
Serial Number: 23244 Type of Operation: Air Transport , High
Capacity, International Damage to Aircraft: Nil Departure
Point: Sydney, NSW Departure Time: 1045 EST Destination:
Seoul, ROK Crew Details: Role Pilot-In-CommandClass of
Licence Hours on Type Hours Total ATPL 1500.0 20000
Contents FACTUAL INFORMATION ANALYSIS
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS SAFETY ACTION Local safety
action FACTUAL INFORMATION The aircraft was being
operated as a scheduled passenger service from Sydney to Seoul,
with the co-pilot as the handling pilot. The crew reported that the
pre-departure flight control checks were normal. Shortly after
becoming airborne from runway 34L, the co-pilot advised the
pilot in command (PIC) that his control wheel had become
jammed when attempting to make right wing down aileron
inputs. The PIC took control of the aircraft and confirmed that
his control wheel also had become jammed. He retained control
of the aircraft and the co-pilot advised Air Traffic Services (ATS)
that the aircraft was unable to turn to the right. He requested left
turns and radar vectors to the south for fuel dumping prior to
returning to land. ATS initiated a distress phase. The crew
actioned the emergency/abnormal checklist for jammed or
restricted flight controls, which includes the statement "use
maximum force, including a combined effort by both pilots, if
required", but they reported that their attempts made no change
to the system. After fuel dumping was completed, the aircraft
was vectored, using left turns only, to the runway 34L localiser
and configured for the landing. At about 400 ft on final approach,

the aileron controls became free and an uneventful landing was
carried out. Inspection by ground engineers determined that a
plastic cable guard in the left aileron control cable system had
broken. Pieces of shattered plastic were found in the vicinity of
the left lower cable pulley system in the vertical cable run behind
the cabin sidewall, forward of door 1L. The debris and all the
remaining guards were removed from both left and right side
vertical cable runs. The lateral control system, including the load
limiter system, could not be faulted during full system testing. As
there were no replacement cable guards available, the aircraft
was approved to return to service with the guards removed. The
lateral controls on the aircraft consist of hydraulically powered
inboard and outboard ailerons and flight spoilers on each wing.
The controls are connected to the cockpit control wheels by
cables, for pilot input. The cable runs are duplicated on each side
of the aircraft. The left and right cable runs terminate at
quadrants at the bases of the left and right control columns
respectively. The control columns are interconnected by a cable
loop connected to separate quadrants at the bases of the columns.
The right quadrant includes a load limiter which consists of a
detent and spring loaded cam assembly. The load limiter is
designed to "break away" under applied force by the crew to
enable one control wheel to provide lateral control input should
the other side jam for any reason. Roll control is then available,
but considerable force is required to overcome the detent cam in
the load limiter. Other Boeing aircraft types utilise similar
systems. The aircraft manufacturer issued a Service Letter, 747SL-27-134, in December 1993, advising that broken cable guards
could result in high control wheel forces and suggesting that
operators should replace the guards with improved parts when
replacement is required. The guards on the right control system
on the incident aircraft showed evidence of deterioration, as one
guard had been previously repaired with adhesive tape. The

aircraft was leased from an overseas operator. Under the terms of
the lease agreement, all major maintenance was conducted by the
lessor. The last major maintenance inspection was completed on
25 August 1995. At the time of the incident the aircraft total time
in service time was 50,400 hours. The crew remained at the
aircraft whilst the defect was rectified. Both crewmembers
remarked that they were surprised at the force required to
overcome the load limiter when the system was tested. Though
they were aware of the load limiting system from ground training
instruction, they had never been physically exposed to the forces
required to operate the system.
ANALYSIS The deteriorated condition of the plastic cable
guards, and the use of tape to effect a "repair", suggests that the
manufacturer's advice regarding replacement of the guards had
not been heeded during major maintenance inspections. It is
likely that, when the plastic cable guard failed, a piece or pieces
of plastic lodged in the left side cable run aileron control pulley,
restricting the cable movement in one direction. The debris
probably dislodged when the aircraft was at about 400 ft on final
approach.
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
1. The aircraft maintenance organisation had not replaced
deteriorated parts with improved parts as suggested by the
aircraft manufacturer. 2. A cable guard had deteriorated to the
extent that it failed and resulted in high control forces in the
lateral control system. 3. The operating crew were not aware of
the high control inputs required to overcome the load limiter in
the lateral control system.
SAFETY ACTION As a result of the investigation, the Bureau of
Air Safety Investigation issued recommendation R970128, to
Qantas and Ansett on 29 September 1997. The recommendation
stated: "The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation recommends that
Australian operators of aircraft manufactured by the Boeing

Commercial Airplane Company:
1. develop a simulator training procedure to ensure that aircrew
are familiar with the procedures to be used in the event of lateral
control jamming; and 2. ensure that aircrew are aware of the
control wheel forces required when the override mechanism is
being operated in the event of jammed lateral controls".
A similar recommendation (R970145) was issued to the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company on 29 September 1997. The
following response was received from Qantas on 26 November
1997: "I refer to your letter reference B97/099 which detailed a
recommendation that a simulator training procedure be
developed to ensure that all aircrew are aware of the procedure to
be used, and control forces required, in the event of aileron
control jamming. Qantas simulators (with the exception of the
B767-200 simulator) are equipped to simulate aileron control
jamming and the control wheel forces required to override and
regain control. This scenario will be made a subject, both for
discussion and demonstration, in the first available recurrent
training simulator session. This will apply to the Boeing
747-400, 747-200/300, 767, 737 and Airbus A300 fleets".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED. The following
response was received from Ansett on 24 June 1998: "I refer to
the above recommendation, which resulted from an incident
involving a Boeing 747 aircraft at Sydney on 2 May 1997, and
provide the following response to that recommendation. The
company conducts ground training for technical crews that
includes instruction on aileron control jamming procedures.
Additionally, simulator training is presently conducted for
Boeing 737 aircraft and will be conducted in the Boeing 767
simulator when that simulator is upgraded to allow such training.
For the Boeing 747, training is conducted in the aircraft, whilst
on the ground, during type endorsement". Response
classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED. The following response

was received from the Boeing Commercial Aeroplane Company
on 13 February 1998: "We have not yet committed any changes
in our simulator training procedures or manuals. We are
reviewing the reported event and looking at possible training and
manual changes which would be implemented for all applicable
Boeing models, not just 747. However, additional time is
necessary for this review before we can come to any conclusion.
I anticipate that this review may take three more months. We
plan to keep your office advised of the progress of our review". A
further response was received on 27 May 1998, and stated:
"Earlier this month I reviewed proposed changes to our
operational documentation concerning flight control jams accross
all our various model airplanes. This has been a slow process
trying to get agreement on. I anticipate that we will have some
changes to be released in a couple of months. These changes
would affect the Flight Manual, the Flight Crew Training
Manual, the Operations Manual and the QRH". Response
classification: OPEN.
Local safety action Boeing have also advised that Service Letter
747-SL-27-134, which addresses the need to replace deteriorated
cable guards, is to be upgraded to service bulletin status in the
near future to add more emphasis to this discrepancy.
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Airline Pilots' Group Hits Out at EgyptAir
ProbeUpdated 9:09 AM ET November 26, 1999By Lynda Dugdale
LONDON (Reuters) - An international airline pilots' group

Friday stepped into the controversy over the probe into the
EgyptAir flight 990 crash, denouncing what it said was a media
frenzy about suicide as a cause.
"The big issue is the failure of the industry to resist the
temptation to talk. Authorities have to resist giving an answer
straight away," Captain Ted Murphy of the International
Federation of Airline Pilots' Associations told Reuters.
"We have seen a hint of things to come if we don't improve the
way we handle these things, it is all self-inflicted,"
His comments were prompted by the deaths of all 217 on board
the EgyptAir Boeing 767 which crashed into the Atlantic off
Massachusetts on October 31.
Leaked reports from the cockpit voice recorder which led to a
theory that the co-pilot might have committed suicide were later
retracted by officials because they were inaccurate.
Murphy said people within certain aviation agencies had shown
too great a willingness to release information on the EgyptAir
investigation.
However he stressed that there was an onus on investigators to
release information if it came to light, even if the investigation
was incomplete.
He said problems arose when no immediate cause of a crash was
apparent, and this could lead to all kinds of speculation.
Murphy, president of an association which represents 100,000
commercial pilots in 95 countries, was scathing over how
quickly the suicide theory had gained credibility in the days after
the EgyptAir crash.
"It just appalls me that we had all this personal information about
the co-pilot," Murphy said.
This, combined with incorrect interpretations of the cockpit voice
recorder, "have been deeply hurtful to the families of the
crew...to EgyptAir and to all professional flight crew."
Murphy said the airline industry was extremely concerned with

public perceptions of its safety record. "Even phenomenally good
is not good enough any more," he added.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Prima facie evidence mechanical EgyptAir

At 3:39 AM -0500 11/25/99, AVweb's AVflash wrote:
"We
don't even have to discuss what was said by the occupant of the
right
seat in order to have a prima facia case that a human being
caused this
accident," aviation analyst John Nance said this week.

Dear Mike, wrong! Prima facie evidence mechanical EgyptAir
990:

The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from
14¡ nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel
of the right elevators.

The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,
en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments.

News report:
Data released to date by the safety board supports no scenario
for the Boeing 767's flight path other than one in which ``the
occupant of the right seat disconnected the autopilot and
aggressively pushed forward on the yoke, holding that big jet in an
incredible screaming dive,'' Nance said.

Wrong!

Not true above, autopilots on a 767 have disconnected by
themselves in the past without human intervention. (MartinAir
767) and down inputs to the elevators have happened before on a
Boeing airliner without human input. (Boeing 747)
The evidence of history shows that the events that led to
EgyptAir 990 could have been a repeat of mechanical faulty
events in Boeing airliners, specifically, uncommanded autopilot
disconnect and uncommanded down right elevator.
To blame the crew is an injustice and allows the mechanical fault
to persist where it may occur again. To not report the previous
mechanical faults which mimic the current accident and report
only on a 'suicidal' pilot is wrong also, Mike. It's not fair to the
aviation, to the pilots, or to the airline.
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
24Nov 99
AAIB Report Synopsis:
Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow Airport on 7 October 1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from
14¡ nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel
of the right elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft control column until, a few seconds later, when the flying
controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of climb
was resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok was
continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to the
internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in uncommanded
full down travel of the right elevators.

ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System. Scheduled 14 CFR 129
operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND N.V. (D.B.A.
MARTINAIR) Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH Injuries: 202
Uninjured. The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec)
anomolies, en route, including illuminated warning lights,
erroneous display indications, uncommanded autopilot
disconnects, & failure of flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, &
landing (lndg) was made with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust
reversers inop, ground (gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid.
During lndg roll, 4 main tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to
heat/fuse plugs; small main lndg gear fire erupted, but was
extinguished. Flt crew were unaware that thrust reversers & gnd
spoilers were inop. They noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with
the workload of responding to the multiple electrical and system
failures, did not respond to it. Investigation (inv) revealed
systems on several elec buses failed or became intermittently
inop, but other systems on same buses remained operative.
Detailed gnd & flt tests were made, but anomalies could not be
duplicated. Inv revealed negative cable for main battery was not
positively secured due to stripped jam nut, & main battery shunt
was not built up IAW Boeing specs. Boeing indicated loose
battery shunt could cause interruption to gnd. Similar events
were reported with 2 other acft of same operator, but query of

Boeing data base did not find similar events. Boeing 767-300ER
of another operator, same configuration, did not have similar
events. Probable Cause Numerous electrical anomalies as a result
of a loose main battery shunt connection and undetermined
electrical system causes. NYC96IA116 HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129. The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain,
a relief captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2). Prior to
departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the airplane
clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight. En route,
the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies where
various warning lights would illuminate, and then extinguish.
These occurrences were also accompanied by uncommanded
auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero fuel weight, as
displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of the flight
management system (FMS), and the blanking of transponder
codes. The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the

flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI. During the initial
descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown manually due to
autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded. During the
last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting
System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory messages
which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on request of
the captain. Although no identification could be received from
the Instrument Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left
Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI
seemed valid. On final approach to Boston, numerous warning
lights illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights
illuminated. After touch down reverse thrust and
autospeedbrakes were not available. Manual braking was
anticipated since the autobrake selector did not latch. Braking
was done manually by the captain while the wing spoilers were
extended by the F/O 1. Just after touch-down the captain initially

used full manual braking. The cabin crew's observations were as
if they were riding on gravel (pebbles), and the cockpit crew
suspected tire failures just after turning off the runway. The last
high speed turn off to the left was taken to vacate runway 4R, on
which the airplane was brought to a stop. The pilots reported to
feel no effect from the manually selected ground spoilers. In the
meantime all main landing gear tires were blown or deflated and
the airplane was brought to a stop without fully vacating the
runway. A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and
was immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting
personnel. Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the
passengers disembarked using mobile stairs. The incident
terminated during the hours of daylight at 42 degrees, 21 minutes
North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes West longitude.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:41 AM PDT
To: Ross Coulthart <rcoulthart@ninenet.com.au>
Subject: McCain/Echelon

McCain to Release Medical Records in Few
DaysUpdated 9:24 PM ET November 21, 1999WASHINGTON
(Reuters) - Republican presidential hopeful John McCain
rejected charges Sunday that he is disliked by the U.S. Senate
leadership and that he is not psychologically fit to be president,
saying he will release his medical records this week.
Asked about a "whisper campaign" allegedly being waged in
political circles by fellow Republicans who say he does not have
the temperament to be president, McCain denied that he is
unstable and said he is "absolutely qualified" to lead the United
States.
"I'm sure the American people will view my passionate advocacy

as simply that," the Arizona Senator said on CBS's "Face the
Nation" program.
"And have I gotten angry? Sure, I get angry. I got angry at this
last bill that we just passed, that really is such an outrageous
waste of taxpayers' money" he added, speaking of the final
budget bill passed last week.
"But I know I'm absolutely qualified to be president of the United
States," he said.
A former Navy pilot who spent more than five years in a Vietnam
prison camp, McCain said he will release his medical records "in
the next few days" to prove he did not suffer psychological
damage as a POW.
"I have so many medical records because I had so many
operations ... We're trying to get it all together now," he said. "So
far we've got about 350 pages. It's an orthopedic surgeon's
dream. So we're going to get all of it together and get it out
sometime in the next few days."
McCain is running for the nomination as a party maverick who
opposes many traditional Republican positions. During the past
month, for instance, he parried with the GOP congressional
leadership, claiming that it is controlled by "big money" special
interest groups and accused House leaders of seeking to balance
the U.S. budget in ways that would harm the poor.
His stance as an outsider has apparently struck a chord in New
Hampshire, where recent polls show him running strongly
against George W. Bush in the Feb. 1 first-in-the-nation primary.
He still trails the Texas governor by wide margins in national
surveys.
Pressed to name Senate colleagues who might be spreading
rumors about his fitness, McCain dismissed them as mere
hearsay. He denied that if he were elected president he would be
unable to work with members of his own party.
There have been reports Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott and

other Republican leaders are trying to undermine him, reports
that Lott and the others deny.
But McCain's campaign co-chairman, Senator Chuck Hagel of
Nebraska, said in the New York Times Sunday that some
Republican Senate colleagues "want to drive a stake through
John McCain's heart" by spreading doubts about his
temperament.
"Actually, I have excellent relationships with most people on
both sides of the aisle," McCain said. "I have never had any
indication that Senator Lott or Senator (Larry) Craig or Senator
(Don) Nickles was, quote, 'against me.' We've had disagreements
and strong disagreements."
Asked if he was too much of a maverick to become president, he
said: "Well, we've had other individuals, like Theodore Roosevelt
-- who is my personal hero -- and others, who were viewed in
that light."
Unlike Bush, who said Sunday he would not meet with the socalled "Log Cabin Republicans" -- those in the party who are gay
-- McCain said he has already met with them to emphasize the
inclusiveness of the Republican Party. He reiterated, though, that
he opposes the legalization of gay marriages and gay adoption.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/
EgyptAir990crashsequence.html

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the

aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released

by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
Documents from safety Archives:
Contents

barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: bhogan@publicintegrity.org
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/
EgyptAir990crashsequence.html

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,

1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight

characteristics.
Documents from safety Archives:
Contents

barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/
EgyptAir990crashsequence.html

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.

1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed

at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
Documents from safety Archives:
Contents

barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: Tim Clark <timothyclark@compuserve.com>
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/
EgyptAir990crashsequence.html

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the

crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop

dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
Documents from safety Archives:
Contents

barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: bhogan@publicintegrity.org
Subject: RE: EgyptAir

Barry,
The answer, I think, is yes. This, as I recall, was the subject of
the now-infamous TWA letter, and there was some testimony on
the
Hill last month from an NTSB official that mentioned the 767
and
Kapton.
Let me know if I can provide more information.
Best,
Bill

Thanks Bill,
What we have appears to be a mechanic in Boeing in 1989 who
worked on two planes in a line and made a crimp in thrust
reverser wiring or bad wiring failed at same spot and years later
450 die. That's conjecture of course but all 767 should be now
grounded and all wiring checked and all reversers locked shut
until rebutted or confirmed.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: Nick Farrow <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Subject: Down right elevator, happened before

Dear Nick, 17 Nov 99
Uncommanded down right elevator, happened before on Boeing
Airliner, a 747, see below.
EgyptAir was not conspiracy, suicide, it was most likely a
mechanical event that has happened before.
Uncommanded autopilot disconnects have happened before on
767.
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System.
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND
N.V. (D.B.A. MARTINAIR)
Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH
Injuries: 202 Uninjured.
The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,
en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, & landing (lndg) was made
with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust reversers inop, ground
(gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135

certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow
Airport on 7 October
1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind
another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in
progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from 14¡
nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel of
the right
elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft
control column until, a few seconds later, when the
flying controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of
climb was

resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok
was continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power
Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to
the internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo
valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard
elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this
could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it
could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: "Coulthart, Ross" <rcoulthart@ninenet.com.au>
Subject: Echelon

Mate,
Tell me more about your brush with Echelon...sounds

fascinating.

R

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary
ech¥e¥lon \"e-she-'lan\ n [F echelon, lit., rung of a ladder] 1 : a
steplike arrangement (as of troops or airplanes) 2 : a level (as of
authority or responsibility) within an organization

Well, Ross, thanks for asking, here goes, it's actually longer than
the below but then I take this freedom of speech/press thing very
seriously and Echelon is a terrible thing because it bypasses
civilian authority. It will and has been abused by those who act in
the name of powerful people, such as now Presidential Candidate
McCain without their knowledge or authority. I believe Senator
McCain and will vote for him for President if given the chance.
He is another innocent victim of this insidious thing called
Echelon.
Essentially I have a web site which postulates that a wiring
problem caused forward cargo doors of 747s to open in flight
causing accidents such as AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. All 747s are at risk of that event happening again, including
the E4B, (military version of 747) and one in which the President
may fly in.
I sent that information to Senator McCain in an email, 19 Feb 97,
since he is in charge of the Transportation Committee, a jet pilot
and former Naval aviator like myself.

Within 24 hours, there were two armed Secret Service agents at
my front door asking where I was. I was washing my car, as it
turns out, downtown.
I called them to ask what was going on and they said we'll be
back at a set time later. I met them at my house as they pulled up
in their civilian car in their civilian clothes, and armed. It was a
man and woman. The woman identified herself as the senior
agent and did most of the questioning.
I brought them into my house and we talked for an hour. I
videotaped the entire proceeding but the camera was aimed at my
belly as they refused to be photographed. The audio is clear.
She said they were here because of my letter concerning bombs
and the president which came from "McCain's office." It is
clearly on tape that the woman agent states the referral was from
'McCain's office." I recall her visually looking up the name on a
clipboard as she said that. Until that time Senator McCain's name
had not come up. She also previously referred to items in the
McCain email that I had not brought up. She also said they have
computers to pick out certain words. They were clearly there as a
result of the McCain email and admitted it. I believe they both
believed their orders to investigate me came from McCain's
office. They were unaware of Echelon.
Email paragraph below is the one sent to McCain twenty four
hours before SS first arrived at my house. Entire letter attached at
end.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,

Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
The interview continued on and I laid out my entire cargo door
explanation and its connection to E4B with photographs etc.
They were satisfied they were dealing with a retired military
officer with a web site and a thing about cargo doors in 747s.
They left and I have not heard a thing from them since.
After they left I wrote Senator McCain telling him that since he
checked out the messenger and I was OK, how about checking
out my message (email attached). He did not reply; I wrote again
and again. After a while, he replied in a three page letter, 6 June
1997, (the DDay letter http://www.corazon.com/mccain2.html)
which said neither he nor his staff ordered any investigation into
me or my family. I believe him. He was unaware of Echelon. I
suspected at the time of an electronic middle man of the SS
screening emails and acting unilaterally. Then, two years later I
read about Echelon and knew instantly that was it. It is incredibly
dangerous. To be investigated by the SS is a big deal and very
intimidating. My wife is still upset and so are my folks.

So, what to do? I have the SS woman on tape saying it was
McCain's Office. I have Senator McCain saying it wasn't. It had
to be somebody.
Senator McCain is now a candidate and available for all sorts of
questions.
What I want is to stop airplane crashes, specifically 747s from
open cargo doors in flight. I want a meeting with NTSB
investigators to present my case of wiring/cargo door for PA 103,
AI 182, and TWA 800. I want public debate on the explanation
and welcome factual rebuttal. My site, www.corazon.com says it
all.
And I don't like armed federal agents at my front door on a
subterfuge.
As I've included very personal material here and below, before
using, please identify and ask that which you wish to use. I'm
certainly willing to go on the record of sending emails to Senator
McCain and thus being interviewed by the SS and his denial and
all about wiring/cargo door for 747s.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135

certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

I wrote to Senator McCain after he denied ordering the SS
investigation:
At 2:45 PM +0000 6/13/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
I believe you personally did not refer the Secret Service to
investigate me. Who did? The timing of my email to "McCain's
office" talking about the President dying and bombing somebody
and twenty four hours later the senior agent directly stating
reason for her investigation for referral was from "McCain's
office" indicates "McCain's Office" is somehow involved.
Possible explanations:
1. Your email is monitored and the Secret Service acted
unilaterally to investigate suspicious email based on certain
keywords. Unlikely but possible and very wrong if done. (Talk
about needing encryption.)
2. A member of your staff called the Secret Service and is now
reluctant to admit it. Unlikely but possible based on human
nature.
3. You're fibbing to me. Impossible.
4. Secret Service agent deliberately misstated referral source as
"McCain's office" for unknown reasons. Unlikely but possible
but lacks motive and very wrong if done.

Correspondence from Government officials and Senator McCain
below: (Including the letter from Senator McCain to NTSB
suggesting a meeting between me and NTSB to present the
wiring/cargo door explanation; and the reply from Chairman Hall
declining/refusing the meeting.)
http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html
http://www.corazon.com/mccain.html
Excerpt below from Senator McCain denying the SS meeting.
Full letter at http://www.corazon.com/mccain2.html

Entire letter to Senator McCain which triggered off the SS visit:
At 9:22 AM +0000 2/19/97, barry@corazon.com wrote:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,

fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all

four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow
me to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to
crash, specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and
TWA 800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon
the review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled
up' or is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand
scrutiny. I shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.

Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes

Reply to Senator McCain after Secret Service interview with
letter to SS included:
At 4:51 PM +0000 2/25/97, barry@corazon.com wrote:

To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Investigated me, now the door's turn.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
25 Feb 97
There is a message, a medium, and a messenger. The message is
forward cargo doors are opening in flight on high time Boeing
747s causing crashes. The medium is the internet including web
and this email. The messenger is me.
Based on your referral, the Secret Service investigated me.
Fine, I accept that as part of the process to have the message
examined. As a messenger, I was given report cards for my
seventeen years of education, quarterly and semi-annually fitness
reports for my 24 years of military service, background checks
by the FBI for my Top Secret clearance, and now an hour and a
quarter interview yesterday by the Secret Service. I'm still here
with my message; cargo door.
Now that I am vetted, can the message be examined with the
same thoroughness? The Secret Service report to you may come
by snail mail as their San Jose office incredibly does not have
internet access. I was able to show the two agents my cargo door
web site as well as demonstrate how search engines and email
works. They were impressed and left with the desire to get on the
internet, especially when a search engine brought up the home

phone and city of the senior agent, a simple feat that shocked her.
At this rare moment in history, the ordinary citizen has a
superior intelligence gathering and communications ability than
some parts of the government under which he serves. Using
hindsight and the internet I have been able to discover the
common cause of four Boeing 747 crashes, including the one
under current intense investigation, TWA 800. It is the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. As a
former jet pilot you must know the severe consequences when a
door opens inflight at cruise. It is not a trivial matter to be taken
care of when you land. It demands immediate attention if the
aircraft has not self destructed already.
I ask that the message of door opening in flight be examined,
investigated, and evaluated as thoroughly as I have been, your
humble messenger. Let me shift from messenger to discoverer
and answer questions not about my life history but about the 747
life history such as transition from troop transport with nose
opening door to commercial airliner with side opening door. Let
me talk to an aviation expert about PSI, CVR, FDR, FOD, and
BLC, all relevant in the discussion about cargo doors causing
crashes.
An aviation experienced staffer from your Committee would be
the perfect interviewer because he is not connected to the airline,
the manufacturer, or the legal system. The medium to discuss the
message can be telephone, 408 659 3552, or email at
barry@corazon.com, or voice in person at 551 Country Club
Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. Please contact me.
I have attached my followup reply to the Secret Service which I
mailed today.
Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith

MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Janice K. Griffen
Richard Metzger
Special Agents,
US Secret Service
280 South 1st St. Suite 2050
San Jose, CA 95113

Dear Special Agents Griffen and Metzger,
Tuesday, 25 February, 1997
Thank you for your very professional interview visit yesterday,
24 Feb 97, in my home.
Agent Griffen, I had attached two previous emails in my
statement to you, one to the President and one to the Secret
Service. On this letter I have attached the email to Senator John
McCain's office which generated our interview.
I again encourage you and your office to gain internet access
immediately. It is a powerful investigative tool and must be made

available to you. In addition, it is a wide ranging communication
system.
I hope that you recommend further investigation into the cargo
door explanation of previous Boeing 747 crashes and into the
identified and correctable potential crash cause for the National
Command Center E-4Bs.
Again, thank you for returning from San Jose for the second
visit yesterday after we missed each other on Thursday.
Agent Metzger, it was interesting talking to you about airplanes,
parachutes jumps, and airline flights. I felt the interview was to
evaluate me and not the right time to chat although I wanted to.
Regarding the RA-5C Vigilante identification, most of us in the
Viggie community feel ignored by the history books as the plane
has disappeared. They only made about two hundred and lost
half of those to crashes and shoot downs. I wrote a story about
my RA-5C ejection and it is on my web site under FCLP on my
home page at www.corazon.com. The search engines have led
former RA-5C pilots, crewmen, and maintenance personnel to
the story and they email me their memories.
Regarding your flight on the ill-fated UAL 811 the flight before
it blew the cargo door and sucked nine to their deaths, I meant to
ask you where you sat. If above and slightly aft of that forward
cargo door your life was in jeopardy because in the four cargo
door accidents there are always at least nine missing bodies and
they all sat in that general area. That is one of the ten significant
similarities by which I have linked the cargo door cause to the
accidents of Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. You were lucky the door did not go then even if not sitting
in the danger area because many other survivors had barotrauma, which means their eardrums blew out in the explosive
decompression. It is called bilateral tympanic membrane rupture
which has to be about the most painful shock a body could stand.
It is literally the head starts to explode. Baro-trauma is another

similarity all the victims of the four accidents suffered.
To rely on the Air Force for the total safety of Presidential staff
in their aircraft such as Air Force One, E4-Bs and others such as
C-130 is not good as shown by the Jackson Hole C-130 crash in
which an inexperienced crew took off in mountainous terrain and
turned the wrong way out and crashed, killing all including
Secret Service personnel. An avoidable tragedy there and an
avoidable tragedy here with the cargo door identified cause for
Boeing 747 cargo doors.
For someone who has jumped out of aircraft the idea of a
survivable crash in not a joke. We would not scoff at the idea that
all passengers wear parachutes. I would even throw in a small
ejection seat because one saved my life. I understand the
practical problems of weight, cost and maintenance. But then,
when one's life is on the line, we would love to exchange our
extra pair of jogging shoes in our carry on baggage for an out of
date chute.
So plane crashes are not unreal to us and do not only happen to
the other guy. They can happen to us and whenever we identify a
correctable danger, we must do our best to fix it.
I believe I have found such a correctable error and ask that you
check it out. My cargo door explanation is either wrong or right
and easily confirmed by a proper investigation by professional
investigators. As an amateur I was able to research the
government reports of several nations and discover the pattern of
similarities which lead to common cargo door cause. I can not
confirm this discovery and require professional government
assistance to refute or confirm it. That assistance is available in
the NTSB, the FAA, the FBI, and I'm sure in the Secret Service.
The Secret Service should have an aircraft danger specialist who
knows the specifics of internal pressure, metal creep, CVR
(cockpit voice recorder), FDR (flight data recorder), FOD foreign
object damage), and BLC (boundary layer control). If there is an

aircraft specialist, could you and he visit me again and I can go
over my cargo door explanation again, in the detail it deserves?
Could you formally or informally ask other aircraft specialists to
chat with me over the phone about the door explanation? There is
currently an official, extensive, well publicized, government
investigation into a Boeing 747 crash involving many
government agencies already. More questions from another
agency would be appropriate while the investigation is underway
and maybe not once it's over. Now is the time to act.
Agents Griffen and Metzger, thank you again for your time and
for driving down from San Jose against all the 101 traffic. I
realize I must go through the screening process to separate out
the wheat from the chaff. I trust you now believe I am not wispy
but do have something of substance to say. Now that I have
passed the screening, may I continue to discuss my cargo door
explanation with other competent officials in the SS, NTSB,
FAA, or FBI? Please refer me to them or ask them to call me.
Thank you,

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (ret)
408 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

At 9:01 AM -0700 4/19/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Senator McCain,
The visit by the Secret Service has been preying on my mind.
The senior agent, Ms. Janice K. Griffen stated to me during the
interview, "This referral was from McCain's office." They came
by 24 hours after my email (attached) to you asking if I could be
melodramatic. I assumed 'yes', but apparently the answer was
'no'.
I 'wrote my congresssman' a United States Senator, a non
threatening, polite, factual, relevant email and soon thereafter:
1.Two agents,
2. Federal,
3. Armed and with authority to shoot to kill,
4. showed up unannounced,
5. at my front door,

6. requesting to see me.
I was having my car washed and missed the agents by twenty
minutes. Only my wife in her robe and my five year old daughter
were present at that initial meeting. My five year old was alone
with two armed agents for a few minutes while my wife changed
into something more formal.
This is preying on my mind. My legal and proper democratic
pursuit of a mechanical cause for an airplane crash has put the
lives of my wife and daughter in the line of fire. This is very
distressing. And if you think I exaggerate, imagine having your
wife and child greet two armed persons in civilian clothes who
show up unannounced at your front door. Not very reassuring is
it. What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Senator, I am a good guy. You are a good guy. Let's act like
good guys. Good guys are open and talk to each other. We are
pilots, the matter is in your Committee, it is an important aviation
matter; let's do something about it. And do it now and fast before
another several hundred people die.
The cargo door explanation is not going to go away.
The NTSB is intrigued by the door, the public knows about the
door, I know about the door, the press knows about the door, the
politicians know about the door, Boeing knows about the door,
and FAA knows about the door; it's not going to go away unless
satisfactorily and thoroughly ruled out by a proper investigation.
Checking latches which have been manhandled by the FBI for
four months is not a conclusive test of door locked on TWA 800.
Support for above claims:
1. NTSB is Aviation Week article of 10 Mar 97
2. Public is the thousand and more emails from around the world
to me discussing the explanation.
3. My door web site.
4. The press is WCBS New York radio station and newspaper
articles including New York Times.

5. Politicians include you, sir, Senator John McCain, who has
referred the matter to your committee.
6. Boeing has recently inquired to the Air India Task Force of
Canada inquiring into the status of the foward cargo door
according to staff member Rich Spruel at phone 1604 264 2352
which indicates Boeing is conducting its own investigation into
door. (John Schneider is Air India Task Force leader.)
7. FAA knows about door in correspondence with Representative
Sam Farr D-CA to me from Certification Section.
Senator McCain, the door was seen visually, seen on radar, and
heard on cvr. To not confront that reality is not right.
This missile myth is growing and will be hard to refute later.
The US Navy is impugned wrongly. The center tank fire as initial
event is growing and will be hard to refute later. Boeing is
impugned wrongly.
The NTSB AAR on TWA 800 will have to face the door head
on and rule it out completely or the validity of the report will be
questioned.
Talk to me. I am a good guy. I am on your side. We want the
same thing, answers why a plane crashed. I have some and am
missing one big one, why did the door open?

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country
Club Drive

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Attachments below:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Purdy of the New York Times.
>"One man writes at least once a week to the board, pushing his
theory that
>the front cargo door of the plane blew off, setting in motion a
catastrophic
>chain of events."
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.

As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes

At 9:45 AM +0000 5/31/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Referred to you by Congressman Sam Farr
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate

Dear Senator McCain,
I had asked my congressman, Mr. Sam Farr, Member of
Congress, 17th District, California, House of Representatives,
Congress of the United States, Washington, DC, to inquire why
the two Secret Service agents sought to interrogate me. He
replied to me and told me to contact you.
So I am.
I again ask why you referred the Secret Service to me. The
closest I can determine is the referral was based solely on an
email I sent you with one paragraph:
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"
I have reviewed this paragraph and find it:
1. Invited from you. You had previously said to me to contact
you.
2. Relevant: It refers to a crash of a Boeing 747, TWA 800,
which is a matter which has been referred to your committee for
review.

3. Factual: Air Force One is a Boeing 747, E4Bs are Boeing
747s, TWA 800 was a Boeing 747. America did bomb those
places after the plane crashes.
4. Polite: I said, "Please," I asked permission to be melodramatic,
which is a literary style which intensifies reality and fits into
poetic license.
5. Non-violent: I said attacking and bombing somebody based on
erroneous conclusions is wrong. It is wrong.
6. Appropriate: I was talking to you, Senator, about bombing and
you have gone and bombed somebody. If you had been a movie
star or truck driver, I would have used a different simile. We both
have been in combat during bombing operations. I would like to
think I assisted your shipmates by providing intelligence of
targets with photos taken from my RA-5C.
7. Non-threatening: I see no threat anyway in that paragraph, just
reasoned conclusions based upon history. I omitted the
Battleship Maine and Pearl Harbor, two others instances where
America was bombed and went and bombed somebody. As my
mother says, "No Pearl Harbor; no Hiroshima."
8. Necessary: I see a danger to my government leaders not seen
by others. I report it. As I write this, the crash of a Boeing 747 is
still a mystery and therefore the same cause could happen again.
I believe I know the cause and ask that it be fixed so that the lives
of government leaders, including the President, are not in
jeopardy.
9. Consistent with government NTSB evaluation of the cause of
the crash, center tank explosion of TWA 800. There was a center
tank explosion. The NTSB is right. The only very small
difference of opinion I have with the NTSB is the timing. I say
initial event was loss of cargo door; they say center tank
explosion. Both mechanical explanations can be checked out. My
contrary opinion is a small one and supported with reasoned
conclusions supported by documention on web site

www.corazon.com.
If the above paragraph in my email was the reason for the
referral to the Secret Service investigation, then please tell me
what part of it offended so that I may not do it again.
If the above paragraph is not the reason for the referral to the
Secret Service, please tell me the real reason, so that I may not
do it again.
Reality is that armed agents in civilian clothes on duty and
authorized to shoot to kill were on my property uninvited and
unannounced alone with my five year old daughter and later my
wife. My family's safety is my responsibility and I let them
down. I protect them from strangers with guns. I am trying to
find out where I miscalculated so it won't happen again.
So, on the recommendation from my congressman, Sam Farr, I
am again contacting you for explanation.
(I am including my reply to Mr. Farr below which I handed in
to his office yesterday.)

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, May 30, 1997

Thank you for your May 20, 1997, reply to my previous
requests for an explanation why I was investigated by the Secret
Service based upon an email to Senator John McCain. I received
your May 20 letter on 29 May which would explain my May 22
letter to you which was based upon not hearing from you. So
thank you again for responding.
In your May 20 letter you write, "If Senator McCain referred
this matter to the Secret Service, I would certainly encourage that
you contact his office to request an explanation for the Senator's
action."
I agree, sir! And I have. Twenty times actually; my contact
emails to Senator McCain are attached to this letter. I came to
you for explanation only after not receiving a response from
Senator McCain for several months and repeated written
requests. If Senator McCain would not respond to my request, I
was hoping he would to yours.
Regarding your above statement, "If Senator McCain referred
this matter to the Secret Service..." I can only report to you what

the Senior Agent, Janice K. Griffen, of the San Jose office of the
Secret Service, had to say clearly on the videotape of the
interrogation, "This matter was referred by McCain's office." I
shall have to believe her. There is no doubt Senator McCain
referred the matter to the Secret Service.
My best guess is the paragraph below from my email to Senator
McCain:
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"
Do you believe, Mr. Farr, the above paragraph justifies a Secret
Service investigation of the writer?
I consider the email non-threatening, non-violent, polite,
relevant, factual, and written upon the invitation of Senator
McCain. It did present an opinion contrary to the official
government opinion, however, which is the mechanical initial
event cause of the crash of TWA 800. I say open cargo door and
the NTSB says center tank explosion. Even if my opinion to the
cause of the crash is wrong, presenting such a contrary opinion in
a polite manner is not cause to be visited for interrogation by two

armed agents at my front door unannounced and uninvited.
You also state in your May 20 letter to me, "It would, however,
be inappropriate for me to attempt to prevent the Secret Service
from carrying out a request from another elected official."
I agree, sir! I am not asking that the Secret Service not carry out
their duty, I am asking you why the Secret Service did carry out
their duty. Why did Senator McCain ask the Secret Service to
interrogate me? I have asked him why. He does not answer. Can
you ask him?
The videotape of the interrogation is available for your
examination. My home at 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel
Valley is open to you. My thousand page web site at
www.corazon.com is there for all to see. My phone is 659 3552.
My letters and emails are available to read. I am in the open. I
answer all emails and letters. A Boeing 747 has mysteriously
crashed and may again. I believe I know the reason and am
trying to get a hearing.
Interrogations by armed agents coming to my front door shall
not deter me. The problem is not going to go away until faced
and dealt with.
A constituent of yours, me, has been visited by government
agents. I want to know why.
Your recent letter to me ends, "If there is ever anything that I
can do for you in the future, please let me know."
I assume this statement is true and not fluffy boilerplate
appended to all letters to constituents. In that case, Mr. Farr, there
is something you can do for me in the future, please:
1. Arrange for me to have a hearing with NSTB TWA 800
investigators to present my documented and reasoned
explanation for the crashes of Boeing 747s: inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight.
2. Find out what I said that precipitated armed agents to my front
door unannounced and uninvited. At least then I won't do it

again.
3. Sit down with me in front of the internet connected computer
in your Alvarado office and go through with me my web site
regarding the TWA 800 crash and others. The internet is
fascinating.
Mr. Farr, there are two things I am passionate about in my life
other than my family; freedom of speech and airplane crashes.
This matter concerns both and will be pursued until explained or
I am rebutted with facts.
Maybe you read in this morning's Monterey County Herald,
page D2, a quote by Aldous Huxley, "Facts do not cease to exist
because they are ignored."

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

At 2:45 PM +0000 6/13/97, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Explanation for not waiting/cargo door/Secret Service

referral
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator John McCain,

13 Jun 97

Thank you again for the valuable time spent in your extensive
reply to me. You said in your D-Day letter, "However, I believe it
is appropriate at this time to await the report of the crash
investigation. I hope you will do the same." I responded by
saying I can't and explanation to follow. This is my explanation.
There is no time, sir. We are out of time. We are living on
borrowed time as it is.
I will put the entire persuasive argument to you from me on one
piece of evidence: the streak. If the recent explanation of your
official advisers makes more sense then the explanation of this
wacky guy in California on the net in a converted garage, then
waiting is the proper thing to do. If my way, the way of a white
haired retired military officer jet plane crash survivor, who
presents documented support for a explanation which is common
sense and has happened before, is chosen, then there are certain
immediate steps to be taken which are described later in this
letter.
Steak: A bomb, missile, or center tank explosion does not
satisfactorily explain the streak; cargo door does. That is the
bottom line. If you believe, fellow pilot, that the NTSB

explanation of streak as leaking fuel after center tank explosion
which somehow catches fire and is seen by ground observers ten
miles away looking at a plane in bright sunlight, then the thing to
do is "...await the report of the crash investigation."
If you can't believe that leaking jet fuel in a 300 knot slipstream
would ignite, stay lit, not be straight and horizontal but change
shape and direction, and then be visible for miles and miles as it
descends to the ocean, then please consider another explanation,
one which was offered as soon as the eyewitness reports of streak
appeared and has held steady ever since, a shiny metal object
spinning away in the evening sun being seen miles a way by
ground observers as a streak as it decelerated from 300 knots to
zero horizontally and accelerated from zero knots to 220 knots
vertically as it descended from 13700 feet to the surface of the
ocean in a parabolic arc. The shiny metal door was also picked
up by primary ATC radar at the same time as streak and shown as
mystery blips. Center tank explanation omits mystery radar blip
explanation, cargo door includes it.
So, Senator, two explanations: Streak as ignited leaking fuel, or
spinning away metal object. I put my entire argument on the line
right there.
I waited before and 230 people died and I know why. If I had
been more persistent I might have prevented the crash. I have
been following the 747 cargo door as serial killer since 1990
when I published an article in an aviation newsletter; then 1992
in a letter to Flying magazine; then extended correspondence in
1995 with an insurance executive imploring him to investigate
cargo door as cause of crash of one of his insured airplanes.
He put me off with reassurances about experts. I waited. TWA
800 crashed in 1996. I should not have waited.
I am not waiting now. Here's how a reluctant authority rebuffs.
It says, "Wait until the data is assembled and interpreted and
presented by experts." The person waits and reads the report and

finds problems and reports the problems. The government
replies, "Where were you when the investigation was going on?
Why did not you make your concerns known then? If it's so
important why did you wait so long? The report is done, it's too
late. Go somewhere else and appeal. Good day. Thank you for
interest in aviation safety."
Here is what else happens to amateur sleuths. The government
gathers the routine data but keeps the evidence to itself. A little
bit leaks out but not much. The person goes to the government
agencies and reports on his research which relies on news reports
and the government response is, "Where's your evidence, you've
got no evidence, you can't believe the newspapers, come back
when you have some facts. In the meantime the experts will tell
you what's going on at the appropriate time. Good day. Thank
you for your interest in aviation safety." Experienced amateurs'
opinions regarding their specialty are ignored by a government
that is aloof and isolated. I know what I'm talking about when it
comes to sudden fiery night fatal jet crashes, and so do you,
Senator.
I'm trusting your Navy training, sir, same as mine. What makes
sense? What is real and what is wishful thinking? Work through
terror. Fight panic. Defer to reality.
My strength comes from NTSB reports. I respect the NTSB.
My research base is the NTSB reports of the UAL 811 accident.
That is the model for other 747 crashes and is the plane that came
back to reveal what happened to it; cargo door opened in flight,
nine dead. UAL 811 is the same as TWA 800 up until the nose
coming off. UAL 811's nose stayed on; TWA 800 didn't.
The NTSB is moving towards the correct answer but too slow
and a little bit off in direction. My web site, www.corazon.com,
has scanned in NTSB reports for documentation support. (By the
way, your Senate web servers are still unable to receive pictures,
a deplorable situation.)

Our goal is the same, prevent death by preventing airplane
crashes by explaining crash and fixing it. Our passenger citizens
are now at risk. Our aviation industry is now at risk. Our
country's manufacturing reputation is at risk. And all because
recently a high time Boeing 747 took off at night running late
and disintegrated in the air leaving a sudden loud sound on the
CVR, an abrupt power cut to the FDR, fodded engines, and
missing bodies; and it's happened in 1985, 1988, 1989 and now
in 1996 with the identical evidence named above. Four exact
sequences: four different official explanations. One official
explanation is correct, the NTSB explanation for UAL 811 as
forward cargo door opening in flight.
But only one had a streak; all the others were high up in pitch
darkness; only one was in direct sunlight at 8:31 PM on July 17th
at 13700 feet ten miles of Long Island.
The streak can be recreated. The radar blip can be recreated.
Should you believe that the spinning away shiny metal object
explanation for streak is worthy of investigation, then conduct an
experiment to assist the NTSB in their leaking fuel story or
confirm cargo door as streak. The NTSB explanation has an
access door blowing away after the center tank explodes which
leads to leaking fuel. Have a C-141/C-130 fly at 13700 feet at
300 knots at same sun angle as TWA 800 and toss out various
sized shiny metal objects from the aft inward opening C-130/
C141 door. The access door, small as it is, may be seen as streak
and on radar. Cargo door, big as it is, will be seen as streak and
radar blip. Either way the experiment will assist in the NTSB
investigation. And our Navy gets cleared of preposterous friendly
fire suspicion.
I know, unfortunately distracting, will be the media circus with
live CNN tracking the C-141 as it approaches the destruct point
off Long Island. All eyes will be on that fateful spot to see what
happens at the exact moment. The suspense will equal General

Billy Mitchell dropping bombs on battleships to show the
superiority of air power.
Well, I mentioned dropping bombs again. Uh, oh.
Hmm....All my bombs I've dropped have been 'shacks.' They
were smokes dropped at Lake George at 450 knots at 500 feet. I
was vomiting from turbulence downwind, and radar tracking
inbound to IAP, then release point..."Shack." Each time.
Air Force One...Boeing 747...E4B...Boeing 747, TWA
800...Boeing 747..hmmm...
Well, I assume we will both see "Air Force One," with Harrison
Ford as President aboard a hijacked Air Force One. There may be
a character in the movie based upon you, Senator McCain. I
would hope that a good action political thriller has the judicial,
legislative, and of course the executive branches represented.
Back to reality: The senior Secret Service agent, Ms. Janice K.
Griffen, told me during her interrogation of me that she had
never seen the forward cargo door of Air Force One open. I know
they have something called a self contained baggage loading
system, so in fact Air Force One may not be in danger from the
outward opening forward cargo door opening in flight. However,
the President may be required to fly in times of emergency in the
National Command Center aircraft, an E-4B, a modified Boeing
747, which certainly does have an outward opening forward
cargo door.
So, the danger is real to the President and not just in some
movie.
You state, "Please accept my personal assurance...that neither I
nor my staff made any request for an investigation or
interrogation of you or your family by the Secret Service or any
government agency or other entity."
I accept. I believe you believe that, sir. Now, how can I
reconcile the senior Secret Service agent saying clearly, "This
referral came from McCain's office?" Somebody is wrong. I've

listened to the tape over and over again. It is quite clear.
Maybe the Secret Service monitors your email and intercepted
my email unknown to you. Twenty four hours after I sent the
email to you which has the word, "President" and the word,
'bomb' in the same paragraph, the agents were at my front door
saying they came on your office referral. She also said they have
computers to pick out certain words.
The mystery of TWA 800 is mechanical and no conspiracy, no
coverup and no plot by anybody. This Secret Service
investigation is getting interesting though.
I believe you personally did not refer the Secret Service to
investigate me. Who did? The timing of my email to "McCain's
office" talking about the President dying and bombing somebody
and twenty four hours later the senior agent directly stating
reason for her investigation for referral was from "McCain's
office" indicates "McCain's Office" is somehow involved.
Possible explanations:
1. Your email is monitored and the Secret Service acted
unilaterally to investigate suspicious email based on certain
keywords. Unlikely but possible and very wrong if done. (Talk
about needing encryption.)
2. A member of your staff called the Secret Service and is now
reluctant to admit it. Unlikely but possible based on human
nature.
3. You're fibbing to me. Impossible.
4. Secret Service agent deliberately misstated referral source as
"McCain's office" for unknown reasons. Unlikely but possible
but lacks motive and very wrong if done.
Ask her yourself, Senator, she's at 408 535 5288, San Jose office
of the Secret Service, Ms. Janice K. Griffen. Ask her why she
said your name as the referral source. Richard Metzger was the
junior agent, he heard her too. Ask him.
Call me, 408 659 3552, I can play the videotape on the

telephone and you can hear your name from her lips. Send an
aide to me at my home and I can play the tape. Do you want me
to send you a copy?
Let's say it's a computer from "McCain's office" that initiated
the call to the Secret Service; how to resolve blunder of
something or somebody initiating Secret Service investigation on
citizen based solely on polite email offering contrary opinion but
using volatile words?
(Assume a former Navy officer decorated for valor in combat is
not going to let an abusive assault against the Constitution pass
by without resolution.)
1. Deny blunder. It'll blow over. Forget about it. Might work
except the phrase "This referral is from McCain's office." is said
by senior agent Griffen on tape.
2. Patch the blunder by saying it was not your fault .
(Well, quoting worked before in that many emails went by
without comment and I quoted from Shakespeare and got
immediate response. It may be coincidence but here comes
another Shakespeare quote just in case it's not. And you got me
started quoting when I heard you, Senator, quoting Chairman
Mao on C-SPAN. I heard you say that and I thought, "Ah, here is
a man not afraid of words, content is king, not style.")
"And oftentimes the excusing of a fault
Doth make the fault the worse by th' excuse,
As patches set upon a little breach
Discredit more in hiding of the fault
Than did the fault before it was so patched."
King John Act 4, Scene 2.
In this case, to say it happened but it wasn't your fault also goes
contrary to Navy training of Commanding Officer accepts
responsibility. To use the patch would draw attention to process
of blunder.
3. Face the blunder and reconcile differences.

Here is my recommendation based upon the fact that it was not
you that was in imagined danger but someone else.
1. Refer to the offending paragraph:
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"
2. State that based upon the receipt of the above email your
computer or a monitoring agency scanned the words "President"
and "bomb somebody" and erred on the side of caution in their
zeal to protect the life of the President of the United States by
immediately calling the Secret Service. In retrospect it now is
clear the concern was unwarranted and you regret any
inconvenience to the poor sap who wrote it. As compensation
please accept the enclosed two tickets to see "Air Force One".
The End.
As the poor sap, I would appreciate something I can show my
friends, my parents, and any prospective employers that I am a
good citizen and not some crazy dangerous nut when they find
out I was interrogated by armed Secret Service agents in my
home after they arrived unannounced and uninvited to discuss a

referral from a United States Senator's office.
I am now in the quandary of being investigated for unknown
reasons by unknown people who give confusing responses. I am
reassured that it was not you personally, Senator McCain, who
ordered the investigation. It is a bad feeling to be distrusted.
If the Secret Service is lying by misstating referral sources,
then you've been framed and that needs to be resolved also and
quickly. Please advise me when you find out who referred the
Secret Service to me; I'm really curious and need to know. Is that
not fair? If I don't know what I did, I might do it again.
Back to life and death:
If I were a subcommittee chairman, a fellow senator, or fellow
congressman, or constituent, and wanted cargo door investigated,
and you as Committee Chairman, said to me, "However, I
believe it is appropriate at this time to await the report of the
crash investigation. I hope you will do the same." I would.
If you were senior officer and I were junior safety officer and
urged cargo door investigation and you said, as CO, "However, I
believe it is appropriate at this time to await the report of the
crash investigation. I hope you will do the same." I would.
I full well understand the consequences of refusing to grant the
'hope' of a powerful man. They are usually not good. When a
leader says 'do' something, it gets done. When he says, I 'want,' I
'dream,' I 'think,' I 'pray', I 'wish,' I 'hope' something gets done, it
gets done. To say 'No,' is risky and I said 'No can do,' to you,
Senator. I had to say no. I will not 'await,' I can not 'await.'
And you must not either, Senator. The streak. What do you
think it is? Missile? No way. Leaking fuel? Don't make me laugh.
Shiny metal object spinning away from plane? Maybe, let's
check it out. Replicate the experiment with a C-141/C-130. It's
cheap, fast, safe, and conclusive and it needs to be done now.
Before the next door pops. Before the report of the crash
investigation team is released. Before the cement sets.

The NTSB after eleven months of intense investigation says
streak is leaking fuel ignited and dangling from wing and being
seen by observers ten miles away. Do you think that, Senator?
Could that desperate stretch of physical law be true? If in doubt,
as any pilot would be, explore another reasonable alternative:
Shiny metal object spinning away in evening sunlight.
We have the same goal. Preventing death. We have the
direction. Investigate, gather data, establish facts, interpret,
support, confirm, conclusion.
We have the same target in sight. Mechanical cause, rupture of
forward fuselage when strip of skin tears off and nose is severed.
Fuel tank and cargo door explanations both agree on that.
Tank and door disagree by fifty feet and twelve seconds. I say
shift final crosshairs slightly to the right to focus on forward of
the wing on right side at cargo door, NTSB says steady on center
fuel tank above the wing. Center fuel tank is not close enough. It
did blow up, but after another event, cargo door opening and
departing and taking skin with it leading to severing of nose. A
fault can't be fixed until exactly identified.
You also say in your 6 June letter, "...I expect that the
information you provided is being handled appropriately by the
crash investigation team." Your expectation is dashed as shown
by the fuselage reconstruction stopping exactly at the aft edge of
the forward cargo door, thereby avoiding examining the entire
section forward of the wing on the right side, where initial
computer simulation showed the first spew of debris and baggage
came from. To not reconstruct to the nose is a gross oversight.
Cursory examination of the many doors and latches on 747 is not
a thorough examination of specific forward cargo door area.
I advise pursuing all worthy lines of investigation into the crash
of TWA 800. Bomb, missile, center tank explosion are worthy
lines and have been thoroughly investigated. Forward fuselage
rupture forward of the wing on the right side at the location of

the forward cargo door is a worthy line of investigation. I urge it.
To ask a government agency to move slightly is not a sin nor
crime. It is a mild contrary opinion. It is just following the lead
of NTSB and getting a little ahead and asking the large,
cumbersome agency to catch up.
I put it all on line: streak. Fellow night cat shot shooter, fellow
night trapper, fellow ejection survivor, streak is shiny metal
object spinning away in sunlight up high, seen by humans as
streak and machines as blip. (Tomorrow night is the 30th
anniversary of my crash, June 14th, 1967. Seeing my dead pilot,
LCDR C.T. Butler, who had just saved my life, on the ground,
crumpled up in his flight suit, spurs me on. Your 30th is coming
up. We were both literally seconds from death when saved. We
are both living on borrowed time. Let's use it.)
Chairman of the Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation, Honorable United States Senator, Presidential
Candidate To Be, Esteemed Republican from Arizona, Mister
John McCain, the streak is not leaking fuel from just exploded
center fuel tank which is ignited somehow and moves from the
plane to appear to eyewitness ten and more miles away as a
streak near Boeing 747 in full sunlight, as your Board suggests in
preliminary report. They are to be commended for their solid
investigative efforts so far.
At first it was thought bomb and the FBI had it, but no bomb.
Then it was thought missile and Defense had it, but no missile.
Now it is NTSB and thought center fuel tank explosion. Yes,
center fuel tank explosion. But not initial event. Initial event is
not center tank explosion but fuselage rupture fifty feet away and
twelve seconds sooner. Before center fuel tank explosion was
severed nose which subjected the broken wing and fuselage to
300 knots winds which disintegrated them. Fuel vapor mixing
with now detached fodded engine #3 ignited the fireball twelve
seconds after initial event. The nose was severed because a big

hole appeared on the right side of the fuselage forward of the
wing. The hole was at least nine feet by fifteen feet big, the same
size as the hole on UAL 811. The nose crumpled into the huge
hole when pushed by the 300 knots winds. The hole appeared
because the forward cargo door opened when it shouldn't. The
area around the cargo door or the door itself failed. Why the door
opened is a mystery. It could be improper latching or fatigue
around the large square hole cut in the pressurized hull of a
Boeing 747.
Based upon your personal experience, Senator, if you think a
shiny metal object spinning away could be the streak:
1. Investigation is immediately warranted into the cargo door
area of TWA 800.
2. All ten latches, cam sectors, and locking sectors of the door
plus the hinges must be checked for proper positioning.
3. Frame area needs to be checked at mid span latch area, main
latching area, hinge, and sharp corners for metal fatigue failure.
4. Reconstruction of the frame of TWA 800 must be extended to
the nose.
5. Conduct the flight experiment to rule in or rule out cargo door
as streak and radar blip. It must be ready by July 17 for proper
sun angle and completed soon thereafter.
Senator McCain, I understand your desire to stick with the
chain of order of NTSB to FAA to airlines. I want our
government to look good, too. Finding out the cause of the crash
is success and makes everyone look good. It's OK to have a
solution to a mystery come from a citizen. It's just a step and the
large mystery remains of why the door opened in flight requiring
more professional investigation by the NTSB.
And now I beg. An officer never begs. Now I am a citizen and
citizens can beg. I beg the attention of a senior government
official, experienced jet pilot, father, husband, ....did it work? Do
I have your attention? Begging works?

I would hope not. The fate of the messenger is independent of
the truth of his message. The messenger, in this case, wacky guy
on the net using email, can be ugly, rude, weird, and impatient.
So what? What is his message? Is it true?
Streak is shiny metal object spinning away in bright sunlight.
Streak is not leaking fuel from just exploded center fuel tank.
Shiny object is forward cargo door.
Is there doubt about the message above? Resolve doubt, sir.
Take action. There is a time to get hands-on involved with an
issue that affects several countries and billions of dollars past and
future, and that time is now: When the person knows what he's
are talking about. You and I know what we are talking about
when we talk about fiery sudden jet crashes. Our opinions carry
weight.
The implications of cargo door explanation are immense and
require the highest level of government participation. Pan 103
was not a bomb but a cargo door, just like AI 182, and UAL 811,
and now TWA 800. Yes, it's hard to believe, so?
Thank goodness we have a pilot in charge of the Transportation
Committee. Please use your experience to become involved and
make decisions. Talk facts, and evidence, and experience and not
solely rely on political appointees Mr. Hall or Mr. Francis, or
policeman Mr. Kallstrom, or scientist Dr. Loeb, or reporter Mr.
Salinger, for explanations, but rely on NTSB aircraft accident
investigators Mr. Dickinson or Mr. Schleede and yourself.
There has never been an aircraft accident investigator in charge
of the TWA 800 aircraft accident investigation. First it was the
police who touched, twisted and moved pieces looking for
explosive residue and thus inadvertently tampered with the only
real evidence that counts, the knobs, latches, metal hinges, and
wiring. Soon it will be the lawyers twisting everything making
their case. Then the media gets into it. Let us hear from Mr. Al
Dickinson, the lead investigator on TWA 800. Or Mr. Ron

Schleede, who is on the TWA 800 team and also was the lead
investigator on UAL 811. Those gentleman don't scoff at open
cargo door causing death, they have seen it.
Nowhere in your three page letter is anything of substance
about the crash of TWA 800; it is all polite rebuffs and efforts to
keep the current system working which has no avenue for citizen
input. The TWA 800 Committee hearing you mentioned had the
NTSB and the FBI present. There was no public input even
though you said my cargo door explanation had been "forwarded
to the Committee for review". The upcoming NTSB hearing has
no public input and is put off again to winter, a year a half to
deliver a 'preliminary' report. The NTSB has no public docket, as
required by the same rules Mr. Hall quotes to me to prevent a
passenger representative on the investigation team. The FAA
refers me to the NTSB. Information about a US civilian airliner
crash in US territory in peacetime with no VIPS or hazardous
cargo aboard comes from foreign news magazines. This is not
the way a democratic society is supposed to work. An isolated
and arrogant government is not what we went to war to sustain. A
receptive and inquisitive government showing respect for
citizen's assistance is.
Despots investigate the messenger; a free society investigates
the message. I have been checked out but my message has not.
And you ask me to wait. No can do, sir.
The hard evidence supports door explanation, which is our
fault. The soft evidence supports wishful thinking of: It's not
our fault, it's the terrorists with a bomb, or accident with a
missile, or God with static electricity.
Streak: A real thing.
Here's my play, Senator, I'm committing.
Streak:
Bomb?
Missile?

Leaking fuel?
Shiny metal object?
If it's leaking fuel, I'm turning my wings in.
If you believe streak could be a shiny metal object spinning
away in bright sunlight and being observed by humans as streak
and radar as blip, please order a close examination of the forward
cargo door area.

Very
Respectfully,

John
Barry Smith
MAJ USA (Ret)
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: timothyclark@compuserve.com
Subject: Boeing flight control problems

Dear Tim, below is all I have on that event. The point is that
uncommanded autopilot disconnects have happened before on
767s. Uncommanded pitches have happened on 747s.
Uncommanded rolls have occurred on 767s.

It is plausible for an uncommanded control event to have
happened to EgyptAir and the crew reacted valiantly to correct it.
Cheers,
Barry 17 Nov 99
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
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From: "IASA Australasia" <safety@iasa.com.au>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Echleon/control probs
Date: Thu, 18 Nov 1999 01:50:43 -0800
X-Priority: 3

JBS
I've passed on the 747 ex-LHR incident to a number of journo's
together with the comment that "were it to get into the hands of

the Egyptians it could possibly tie up the suicide theory forever".
That was the one I was looking for the reference on (although I
could probably find it in the UKAAIB data-base). It is possibly
feasible and I've run it past Andrew Howard for a check on the
767 system (whether it could be prone to the same failure).
If you send it to me (probably abed shortly) also info it to the
following pls:
timothyclark@compuserve.com
devans@phillips.com
John S.
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Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY
at London Heathrow Airport on 7 October 1993

SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from
14? nose up to 8? nose up due to uncommanded full down travel
of the right elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft control column until, a few seconds later, when the flying
controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of climb
was resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok was
continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:

i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to the
internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in uncommanded
full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
Three safety recommendations were made during the course of
the investigation.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Click here for other Formal Investigations
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT THE AAIB

by 'E' Mail at aaib-dot@dircon .co.uk
or write to:
Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Defence Research Agency

Farnborough
Hampshire
GU14 6TD
Telephone: 01252-510300 Fax: 01252-376999

NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of AIR CANADA
Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY, MO
Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP
Injuries: 101 Uninjured.
THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING AT FL 370.
THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING CHANGES BY
USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO DIVERT TO
KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD BEEN
EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE THE
FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.

BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS.
Probable Cause
A FROZEN AILERON CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD
BECOME WORN, CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER,
AND THE MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE/INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE
BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
[Return to Search Screen]

General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:
Aircraft Information

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
940102004189C
01/02/1994
15:13
NEWARK
NJ
NEWARK INTL
EWR
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING B-767-222
Airframe Hours:
41003
Operator Code:
UALA
Operator:
UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA
Owner Name:
UNITED AIR LINES INC
Narrative

HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO
NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail

Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
602UA
Total Aboard:
146
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS

2

Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
INSTRUMENT LANDING
SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
Pilot-in-Command

Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTIQUALIFIED

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
14150
Total in Make/Model:
148
Total Last 90 Days:
148
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT

General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
960625022959C
06/25/1996
19:15
NEW YORK
NY
JOHN F KENNEDY
JFK
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING B-767-332
Airframe Hours:
5975
Operator Code:
DALA
Operator:
DELTA AIR LINES INC - DALA
Owner Name:
DELTA AIR LINES INC
Narrative

LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.
AILERON CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN
WIRE.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
185DN
Total Aboard:
224
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS
PWA
PW4060
4060
2
TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
33
Wind Speed (mph):
18
Visibility (mi):
10
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT

Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification:

AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND
QUALIFIED

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
15000
Total in Make/Model:
858
Total Last 90 Days:
203
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203

NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System.
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND
N.V. (D.B.A. MARTINAIR)
Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH
Injuries: 202 Uninjured.
The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,
en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, & landing (lndg) was made
with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust reversers inop, ground
(gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid. During lndg roll, 4 main
tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to heat/fuse plugs; small main
lndg gear fire erupted, but was extinguished. Flt crew were
unaware that thrust reversers & gnd spoilers were inop. They
noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with the workload of responding
to the multiple electrical and system failures, did not respond to
it. Investigation (inv) revealed systems on several elec buses
failed or became intermittently inop, but other systems on same
buses remained operative. Detailed gnd & flt tests were made,
but anomalies could not be duplicated. Inv revealed negative

cable for main battery was not positively secured due to stripped
jam nut, & main battery shunt was not built up IAW Boeing
specs. Boeing indicated loose battery shunt could cause
interruption to gnd. Similar events were reported with 2 other
acft of same operator, but query of Boeing data base did not find
similar events. Boeing 767-300ER of another operator, same
configuration, did not have similar events.
Probable Cause
Numerous electrical anomalies as a result of a loose main battery
shunt connection and undetermined electrical system causes.
NYC96IA116
HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.
The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a relief
captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).
Prior to departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the
airplane clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight.
En route, the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies
where various warning lights would illuminate, and then
extinguish. These occurrences were also accompanied by
uncommanded auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero
fuel weight, as displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of
the flight management system (FMS), and the blanking of
transponder codes.

The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.
During the initial descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown
manually due to autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P
disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.
During the last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew
Alerting System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory
messages which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on

request of the captain.
Although no identification could be received from the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI seemed valid.
On final approach to Boston, numerous warning lights
illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights illuminated.
After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes were not
available. Manual braking was anticipated since the autobrake
selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by the captain
while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1. Just after
touch-down the captain initially used full manual braking. The
cabin crew's observations were as if they were riding on gravel
(pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire failures just after
turning off the runway. The last high speed turn off to the left
was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the airplane was
brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no effect from the
manually selected ground spoilers. In the meantime all main
landing gear tires were blown or deflated and the airplane was
brought to a stop without fully vacating the runway.
A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting personnel.
Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the passengers
disembarked using mobile stairs.
The incident terminated during the hours of daylight at 42
degrees, 21 minutes North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes
West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
The flight was conducted using an augmented flight crew, which
consisted of two captain rated pilots, and a first officer. All
personnel held the appropriate pilot and medical certificates as
issued by the government of The Netherlands. Following is a
summary of crew flight experience:
Captain

The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738 hours in
the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-in-command in the
Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the preceding 90 days,
including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.
Relief Captain (F/O 1)
The relief captain had a total time of 4,000 hours, with 1,590
hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the Boeing 767.
First Officer (F/O 2)
The first officer had a total time of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in
the Boeing 767. He had flown 150 hours in the preceding 90
days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
The airplane was a Boeing 767- 31AER. The airplane was
delivered new to Martinair in February 1990, in Martinair's
specified configuration. The Boeing production line number was
194. It was maintained utilizing a maintenance program
furnished by Boeing, and approved by the Directorate of Civil
Aviation, The Netherlands. The last inspection was conducted on
May 21, 1996, and the airplane had operated 98 hours since the
inspection. The total time for the airframe at the time of landing
at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION
The landing was accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005
feet long, 150 feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The
airplane turned off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about
1,800 feet of runway remaining.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
After the airplane stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated
for over 30 minutes. The cockpit voice recorder was not retained.
The digital flight data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward
to the NTSB Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout.
According to the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:

"1. The...[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately
7:21:19 in duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition
of the...[air/ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air',
occurred at 1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or
3:53:42 Elapsed Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated
by a spike in vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45
Elapsed Time., The UTC time of touchdown could not be
determined, as the final loss of UTC data occurred at
approximately 1813:32 UTC or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7
minutes prior to touchdown)..."
"3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC, or 4:13:35
Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate times
during the flight..."
"4. The first change of the Master Warning discrete from 'No
Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time,
while the aircraft was at an altitude of about 33,000 feet and a
latitude/longitude position of about 50.52 degrees North and
22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed in the Master Warning
discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and 9:20:00 Elapsed time."
"5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR heading data was lost
for the remainder of the incident flight. FDR pitch information
were also lost for most of the remainder of the flight."
"6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several parameters were lost
to the FDR until after the incident flight landing. The following
parameters were noted to be lost:
Roll Attitude
Pitch Attitude
UTC Hours
UTC Minutes
UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed
Speedbrake Handle Position"

"7. Also at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground]
discrete changed stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air
Driven Pump discrete changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the
HF/L/R Keying discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to
'Keyed'. These discretes remained recorded in these states until
after aircraft touchdown. Several additional discretes changed
state at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed
state after touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."
The Addendum to the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report
stated:
"...The anti-skid fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to
'Fault' state at about 1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data
remained then the 'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and
rollout, when the recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...."
"According to the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference
voltage is removed from the FDR during normal flight recording
operation, subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/
Ground discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."
TESTS AND RESEARCH
The airplane was examined at Boston, from May 29, through
June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due to melted
fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated due to the
casings being worn through. A detailed examination of the
airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures that
were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.
The investigation revealed that the negative cable for the main
battery was not positively secured to the main battery shunt as a
result of stripped threads found in the jam nut area on the stud.
Additionally, the main battery shunt was not built up in
accordance with Boeing specifications. An examination of other

Boeing 767s in the Martinair fleet, and on the production line at
Boeing revealed similar buildup problems with the battery shunt.
Boeing personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may
cause interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.
While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static wicks
were found to have higher resistance than specified.
On June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).
At Everett, the airplane was subjected to testing equal to or
greater than new airplane delivery standards. The wiring system
was examined in detail for any anomaly that could have
contributed to the problem. An electro magnetic interference
(EMI) test was conducted throughout the cockpit and cabin with
negative results. Additionally, several components were
identified as possible contributors to the event and were removed
for separate testing. None of the testing was able to duplicate the
events reported by the flight crew.
Further testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the
airplane could still dissipate static charges within design
specification.
On June 10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight
profile included new airplane delivery standards, and additional
testing to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The
test flight was completed without incident.
Following the test flight, as the airplane was prepared for
departure to The Netherlands, the right engine integrated drive
generator (IDG) failed to come on line. The flight was dispatched
with the inoperative IDG, per the airplane minimum equipment
list (MEL). The IDG was changed after the airplane arrived in
Amsterdam.

The IDG was forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination.
According to their report:
"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins was lower
than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of corrosion
on the base material of these pins was observed. This conditions
could result in an intermittent signal condition from the IDG
input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the IDG from
the AC bus."
ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew
The Martinair quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data
for landing with engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic
failures, anti-skid inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed
brakes inoperative, and leading edge and trailing edge slat and
flap configuration variations.
Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed landing
distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet).
During interviews the flight crew acknowledged that they were
aware of the ANTI SKID advisory message on the EICAS, but
due to high cockpit work load, they did not compute their
landing distance with the anti-skid inoperative.
Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust Reversers to Be
Operative
The flight crew reported that upon touchdown, the spoilers did
not automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers were
inoperative.
The investigation revealed one common system for the spoilers
to automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers to be operative,

both air/ground systems must be in the ground mode.
According to Boeing, in the flight mode, there are 5 spoilers per
wing, with a maximum extension angle of 45 degrees. In the
ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing, with a maximum
extension angle of 60 degrees.
Once deployed manually in the air mode, a transition to the
ground mode would automatically increase the maximum spoiler
angle, and number of spoilers deployed.
In the air mode, the thrust reversers were inoperative.
According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle at
touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown.
Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift from flight
idle to ground idle all required the ground mode signal.
According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode signal
was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to touchdown,
and remained in the ground mode throughout the landing roll.
The investigation was unable to determine if the ground mode
signal was received by the engines, ground spoilers, and thrust
reverser systems after touchdown.
National Solar Observatory
A check with the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak,
Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to explain the events
of May 28, 1996.
Boeing Report
Boeing submitted an event summary based upon the detail
summary received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing
report stated:
"Most of the reported events from the flight which diverted to
Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to degraded power
on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses. Extensive
testing and analysis has been unable to explain the degraded dc
bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.

The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."
Additionally, the investigative team noted that while particular
items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed, and other
items on the same bus remained powered. The investigation was
unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative components on a
bus.
Related Events
The investigation disclosed that similar events had occurred with
two other airplanes in the Martinair 767 fleet. The affected
airplanes were PH-MCG, line number 279, delivered new to
Martinair on September, 1989, and PH-MCL, line number 415,
delivered new to Martinair on February, 1992. According to data
received from Boeing, events with elements of a similar nature
occurred on the following dates in the aircraft listed, with the
May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH being the most extensive.
February 16, 1996
PH-MCG
March 24, 1996
PH-MCH
May 13, 1996
PH-MCL
May 14, 1996
PH-MCG
May 28, 1996
PH-MCH
Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996
PH-MCH
A check of modifications completed, engineering changes, and
Boeing Service Bulletins and Service Letters was conducted. The
only commonality between the three airplanes was a

modification to the forward flight attendant jump seat in
compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination of the
airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.
At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search
for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search
found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL.
Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was delivered to another
customer in the Martinair configuration. A check with that
customer found no history of events similar to the May 28, 1996
event.
As part of an agreement to return the airplane to line service, a
portable airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed
in the airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have
been generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred
Following is a summary of the events as reported by the flight
crew that occurred during the flight.
- During preflight inspection both the captains and first officer
clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, &
R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then extinguished occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated
and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00 several times,
EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW
changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the
original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L

IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG

SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on

the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator.
Additional Persons
Additional Persons not listed on page 5 of Factual Report
John DeLisi
NTSB Aviation Engineering - Systems
Tom Jacky
NTSB Vehicle Performance - Flight Data Recorder

Tamis Kwikkers
Directorate General of Civil Aviation - The
Netherlands
Arthur Ricca
FAA - Airworthiness - Boston, MA
The airplane was released to Martinair on June 12, 1996.
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
930410011849C
04/10/1993
12:15
KANSAS CITY
MO
KANSAS CITY
MCI
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
Phase of Flight:
Aircraft Make/Model:
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
Operator:
Owner Name:

NONE
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
BOEING B-767-200
0
ARNF
AIR CANADA

Narrative

LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED
SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE LUBED CENTERING
MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR CARRIER
Registration Number:
CGAUP
Total Aboard:
99
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS

2

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):

Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
Approach Type:

DAY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
0
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B, G-BDXH
No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4 turbofan
engines
Year of Manufacture: 1979
Date & Time (UTC): 9 August 1996
Location: London Airport - Gatwick
Type of Flight: Scheduled Passenger
Persons on Board: Crew - N/K - Passengers - N/K
Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil
Nature of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body
fractured, control linkage broken
Commander's Licence: Airline Transport Pilot's Licence

Commander's Age:
N/A
Commander's Flying Experience:
N/A
Information Source: AAIB Field Investigation

Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the runway for take
off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for full-and-free
movement of the controls. During their rudder movement check,
the lower section of the rudder jammed at a deflection of 14¡ to
the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No 2 hydraulic system
fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was returned to the
terminal gate where initial inspection revealed damage to the
lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its input linkage.
The aircraft was taken out of service.
The PCU was removed and inspection showed that the casing
had cracked circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack
had extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing.
This had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the
power cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move
outwards along the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram
was retracted as far as it was possible with the displaced locking
ring and end seal block. The end of the input feedback lever,
which attached to the power ram eye end fitting, had broken
open. The PCU had been fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and
had accumulated approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights.
Metallurgical examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had
originated in the runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut
(see Figures 2a & b) and propagated to a critical length over
3,000 cycles, with evidence of four overload events having
occurred within the propagation period. There were no
deficiencies in the material specification and no defects were
found in the casing which would have contributed to the
initiation of the failure. The damage to the end of the input

feedback lever had been caused by the actuator ram end
retracting into the displaced locking ring and end block. The loss
of the hydraulic system fluid was also a result of the
displacement of the seal block.
There had been two previously recorded cracks in this area of
this type of PCU and a fourth occurred shortly after this event.
The first event, in 1976, involved an aircraft which had flown
22,000 hours/6,200 flight cycles, the second in 1992 on an
aircraft which had flown 60,000 hours/15,000 cycles and the
most recent in an aircraft which had flown 30,000 cycles, mainly
in shorthaul operations.
The first of the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an
upper rudder PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss
of one hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full
right deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised.
The second and fourth failures of this area of the PCU casing
both initiated in the thread undercut zone and were similar to the
failure on 'XH', but without any overload events.
The original design of the PCU was for an aircraft life of 60,000
flight hours/18,000 flight cycles. Endurance testing with an
accepted load spectrum was successfully performed on a single
PCU and accepted for Type Certification. The overall design
philosophy of the rudder system to meet the requirements of
FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the rudder being made up of two,

independently actuated, control surfaces either of which could
malfunction within the limits of its actuator's power and
authority, in any phase of flight, without loss of adequate rudder
control.
The design of the PCU incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the
last 12% of its stroke (see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting
the hydraulic fluid return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce
the actuator ram speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the
pressure developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the
higher the ram speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It
was considered most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for
initiating the fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut
zones had been generated by high snubbing pressures. It was
recognised that the situation in which high ram speeds were most
likely to be achieved near the limit of travel was during the pretake-off rudder control check when, in the absence of flight
loads, there was no appreciable damping of rudder movement.
As a result of the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had
issued an Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the
Maintenance Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight
controls checks should be performed slowly and smoothly (not
less than 8 seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high
snubbing loads. Examination of the Flight Recorder data from
'XH' showed that there had been two full travel checks of the
rudder during taxy, the first of which was performed in 3.5
seconds and the second in 7.5 seconds. Whilst these last
applications of rudder had induced the final failure of the PCU,
the crack had then existed for some 3,000 cycles.
As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator instigated a
special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were revealed by
these checks. The operator also issued a notice to flight crews,
later incorporated into the Flying Manual, reminding crews of
the requirement to perform the rudder travel check slowly and

smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder application rates at
high angles of travel was also introduced and the results of this
showed that about 70% of such events occurred during the preflight control checks.

NTSB Identification: NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 35525A
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of DELTA AIRLINES
Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA
Injuries: 159 Uninjured.
DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR THE OUTER
MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH WHEN THE
FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN UNCOMMANDED GOARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT OF THE LOCALIZER
FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL, RWY 22R WAS
SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL LANDING WAS
MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS OFFSET 1500' TO
THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727, WHICH PRECEDED
THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED TO CROSS THE
RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO OBSERVE THE
PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT PASSED THE
OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE BOEING 767
LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD RWY 22R &
NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD SHORT OF THE
RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A REPUTATION FOR
DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH TENDED TO SUPPRESS
OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE AIRLINE OPS MANUAL
GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION CONCERNING MISSED
APPROACHES. THE UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND
MALFUNCTION WAS TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING
HARNESS IN THE THROTTLE QUADRANT.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: TimDobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: Boeing flight control problems

Dear Tim, below is all I have on that event. The point is that
uncommanded autopilot disconnects have happened before on
767s. Uncommanded pitches have happened on 747s.
Uncommanded rolls have occurred on 767s.
It is plausible for an uncommanded control event to have
happened to EgyptAir and the crew reacted valiantly to correct it.
Cheers,
Barry 17 Nov 99
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
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Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY
at London Heathrow Airport on 7 October 1993

SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from
14? nose up to 8? nose up due to uncommanded full down travel
of the right elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft control column until, a few seconds later, when the flying
controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of climb
was resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok was
continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to the
internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in uncommanded
full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact

that this could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
Three safety recommendations were made during the course of
the investigation.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Click here for other Formal Investigations
------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT THE AAIB

by 'E' Mail at aaib-dot@dircon .co.uk
or write to:
Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Defence Research Agency
Farnborough
Hampshire
GU14 6TD
Telephone: 01252-510300 Fax: 01252-376999

NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of AIR CANADA
Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY, MO

Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP
Injuries: 101 Uninjured.
THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING AT FL 370.
THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING CHANGES BY
USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO DIVERT TO
KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD BEEN
EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE THE
FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS.
Probable Cause
A FROZEN AILERON CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD
BECOME WORN, CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER,
AND THE MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE/INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE
BEARING(S).

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
[Return to Search Screen]

General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
940102004189C
01/02/1994
15:13
NEWARK
NJ
NEWARK INTL
EWR
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information

Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING B-767-222
Airframe Hours:
41003
Operator Code:
UALA
Operator:
UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA
Owner Name:
UNITED AIR LINES INC
Narrative

HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO
NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail

Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
602UA
Total Aboard:
146
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS

2

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:

Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
INSTRUMENT LANDING
SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
Pilot-in-Command

Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTIQUALIFIED

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
14150
Total in Make/Model:
148
Total Last 90 Days:
148
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT

General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
960625022959C
06/25/1996
19:15
NEW YORK
NY
JOHN F KENNEDY

INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:

JFK
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING B-767-332
Airframe Hours:
5975
Operator Code:
DALA
Operator:
DELTA AIR LINES INC - DALA
Owner Name:
DELTA AIR LINES INC
Narrative

LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.
AILERON CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN
WIRE.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
185DN
Total Aboard:
224
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0

Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS
PWA
PW4060
4060
2
TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
33
Wind Speed (mph):
18
Visibility (mi):
10
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND
QUALIFIED

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
15000
Total in Make/Model:
858
Total Last 90 Days:
203
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203

NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System.
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND
N.V. (D.B.A. MARTINAIR)
Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH
Injuries: 202 Uninjured.
The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,
en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, & landing (lndg) was made
with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust reversers inop, ground
(gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid. During lndg roll, 4 main
tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to heat/fuse plugs; small main
lndg gear fire erupted, but was extinguished. Flt crew were
unaware that thrust reversers & gnd spoilers were inop. They
noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with the workload of responding
to the multiple electrical and system failures, did not respond to
it. Investigation (inv) revealed systems on several elec buses
failed or became intermittently inop, but other systems on same
buses remained operative. Detailed gnd & flt tests were made,
but anomalies could not be duplicated. Inv revealed negative
cable for main battery was not positively secured due to stripped
jam nut, & main battery shunt was not built up IAW Boeing
specs. Boeing indicated loose battery shunt could cause
interruption to gnd. Similar events were reported with 2 other
acft of same operator, but query of Boeing data base did not find
similar events. Boeing 767-300ER of another operator, same
configuration, did not have similar events.
Probable Cause
Numerous electrical anomalies as a result of a loose main battery
shunt connection and undetermined electrical system causes.

NYC96IA116
HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.
The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a relief
captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).
Prior to departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the
airplane clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight.
En route, the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies
where various warning lights would illuminate, and then
extinguish. These occurrences were also accompanied by
uncommanded auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero
fuel weight, as displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of
the flight management system (FMS), and the blanking of
transponder codes.
The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As

the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.
During the initial descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown
manually due to autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P
disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.
During the last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew
Alerting System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory
messages which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on
request of the captain.
Although no identification could be received from the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI seemed valid.
On final approach to Boston, numerous warning lights
illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights illuminated.
After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes were not
available. Manual braking was anticipated since the autobrake
selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by the captain
while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1. Just after

touch-down the captain initially used full manual braking. The
cabin crew's observations were as if they were riding on gravel
(pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire failures just after
turning off the runway. The last high speed turn off to the left
was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the airplane was
brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no effect from the
manually selected ground spoilers. In the meantime all main
landing gear tires were blown or deflated and the airplane was
brought to a stop without fully vacating the runway.
A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting personnel.
Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the passengers
disembarked using mobile stairs.
The incident terminated during the hours of daylight at 42
degrees, 21 minutes North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes
West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
The flight was conducted using an augmented flight crew, which
consisted of two captain rated pilots, and a first officer. All
personnel held the appropriate pilot and medical certificates as
issued by the government of The Netherlands. Following is a
summary of crew flight experience:
Captain
The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738 hours in
the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-in-command in the
Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the preceding 90 days,
including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.
Relief Captain (F/O 1)
The relief captain had a total time of 4,000 hours, with 1,590
hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the Boeing 767.
First Officer (F/O 2)
The first officer had a total time of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in

the Boeing 767. He had flown 150 hours in the preceding 90
days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
The airplane was a Boeing 767- 31AER. The airplane was
delivered new to Martinair in February 1990, in Martinair's
specified configuration. The Boeing production line number was
194. It was maintained utilizing a maintenance program
furnished by Boeing, and approved by the Directorate of Civil
Aviation, The Netherlands. The last inspection was conducted on
May 21, 1996, and the airplane had operated 98 hours since the
inspection. The total time for the airframe at the time of landing
at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION
The landing was accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005
feet long, 150 feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The
airplane turned off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about
1,800 feet of runway remaining.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
After the airplane stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated
for over 30 minutes. The cockpit voice recorder was not retained.
The digital flight data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward
to the NTSB Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout.
According to the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:
"1. The...[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately
7:21:19 in duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition
of the...[air/ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air',
occurred at 1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or
3:53:42 Elapsed Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated
by a spike in vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45
Elapsed Time., The UTC time of touchdown could not be
determined, as the final loss of UTC data occurred at
approximately 1813:32 UTC or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7
minutes prior to touchdown)..."

"3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC, or 4:13:35
Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate times
during the flight..."
"4. The first change of the Master Warning discrete from 'No
Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time,
while the aircraft was at an altitude of about 33,000 feet and a
latitude/longitude position of about 50.52 degrees North and
22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed in the Master Warning
discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and 9:20:00 Elapsed time."
"5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR heading data was lost
for the remainder of the incident flight. FDR pitch information
were also lost for most of the remainder of the flight."
"6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several parameters were lost
to the FDR until after the incident flight landing. The following
parameters were noted to be lost:
Roll Attitude
Pitch Attitude
UTC Hours
UTC Minutes
UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed
Speedbrake Handle Position"
"7. Also at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground]
discrete changed stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air
Driven Pump discrete changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the
HF/L/R Keying discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to
'Keyed'. These discretes remained recorded in these states until
after aircraft touchdown. Several additional discretes changed
state at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed
state after touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."
The Addendum to the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report
stated:

"...The anti-skid fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to
'Fault' state at about 1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data
remained then the 'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and
rollout, when the recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...."
"According to the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference
voltage is removed from the FDR during normal flight recording
operation, subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/
Ground discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."
TESTS AND RESEARCH
The airplane was examined at Boston, from May 29, through
June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due to melted
fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated due to the
casings being worn through. A detailed examination of the
airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures that
were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.
The investigation revealed that the negative cable for the main
battery was not positively secured to the main battery shunt as a
result of stripped threads found in the jam nut area on the stud.
Additionally, the main battery shunt was not built up in
accordance with Boeing specifications. An examination of other
Boeing 767s in the Martinair fleet, and on the production line at
Boeing revealed similar buildup problems with the battery shunt.
Boeing personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may
cause interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.
While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static wicks
were found to have higher resistance than specified.
On June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA).
At Everett, the airplane was subjected to testing equal to or
greater than new airplane delivery standards. The wiring system
was examined in detail for any anomaly that could have
contributed to the problem. An electro magnetic interference
(EMI) test was conducted throughout the cockpit and cabin with
negative results. Additionally, several components were
identified as possible contributors to the event and were removed
for separate testing. None of the testing was able to duplicate the
events reported by the flight crew.
Further testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the
airplane could still dissipate static charges within design
specification.
On June 10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight
profile included new airplane delivery standards, and additional
testing to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The
test flight was completed without incident.
Following the test flight, as the airplane was prepared for
departure to The Netherlands, the right engine integrated drive
generator (IDG) failed to come on line. The flight was dispatched
with the inoperative IDG, per the airplane minimum equipment
list (MEL). The IDG was changed after the airplane arrived in
Amsterdam.
The IDG was forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination.
According to their report:
"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins was lower
than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of corrosion
on the base material of these pins was observed. This conditions
could result in an intermittent signal condition from the IDG
input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the IDG from
the AC bus."
ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew

The Martinair quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data
for landing with engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic
failures, anti-skid inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed
brakes inoperative, and leading edge and trailing edge slat and
flap configuration variations.
Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed landing
distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet).
During interviews the flight crew acknowledged that they were
aware of the ANTI SKID advisory message on the EICAS, but
due to high cockpit work load, they did not compute their
landing distance with the anti-skid inoperative.
Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust Reversers to Be
Operative
The flight crew reported that upon touchdown, the spoilers did
not automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers were
inoperative.
The investigation revealed one common system for the spoilers
to automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers to be operative,
both air/ground systems must be in the ground mode.
According to Boeing, in the flight mode, there are 5 spoilers per
wing, with a maximum extension angle of 45 degrees. In the
ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing, with a maximum
extension angle of 60 degrees.
Once deployed manually in the air mode, a transition to the
ground mode would automatically increase the maximum spoiler
angle, and number of spoilers deployed.
In the air mode, the thrust reversers were inoperative.
According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle at

touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown.
Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift from flight
idle to ground idle all required the ground mode signal.
According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode signal
was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to touchdown,
and remained in the ground mode throughout the landing roll.
The investigation was unable to determine if the ground mode
signal was received by the engines, ground spoilers, and thrust
reverser systems after touchdown.
National Solar Observatory
A check with the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak,
Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to explain the events
of May 28, 1996.
Boeing Report
Boeing submitted an event summary based upon the detail
summary received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing
report stated:
"Most of the reported events from the flight which diverted to
Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to degraded power
on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses. Extensive
testing and analysis has been unable to explain the degraded dc
bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."
Additionally, the investigative team noted that while particular
items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed, and other
items on the same bus remained powered. The investigation was
unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative components on a
bus.
Related Events
The investigation disclosed that similar events had occurred with

two other airplanes in the Martinair 767 fleet. The affected
airplanes were PH-MCG, line number 279, delivered new to
Martinair on September, 1989, and PH-MCL, line number 415,
delivered new to Martinair on February, 1992. According to data
received from Boeing, events with elements of a similar nature
occurred on the following dates in the aircraft listed, with the
May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH being the most extensive.
February 16, 1996
PH-MCG
March 24, 1996
PH-MCH
May 13, 1996
PH-MCL
May 14, 1996
PH-MCG
May 28, 1996
PH-MCH
Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996
PH-MCH
A check of modifications completed, engineering changes, and
Boeing Service Bulletins and Service Letters was conducted. The
only commonality between the three airplanes was a
modification to the forward flight attendant jump seat in
compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination of the
airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.
At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search
for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search
found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL.
Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was delivered to another

customer in the Martinair configuration. A check with that
customer found no history of events similar to the May 28, 1996
event.
As part of an agreement to return the airplane to line service, a
portable airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed
in the airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have
been generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred
Following is a summary of the events as reported by the flight
crew that occurred during the flight.
- During preflight inspection both the captains and first officer
clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, &
R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then extinguished occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated
and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00 several times,
EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW
changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the
original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was

trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)

showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass

for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator.
Additional Persons
Additional Persons not listed on page 5 of Factual Report
John DeLisi
NTSB Aviation Engineering - Systems
Tom Jacky
NTSB Vehicle Performance - Flight Data Recorder
Tamis Kwikkers
Directorate General of Civil Aviation - The
Netherlands
Arthur Ricca
FAA - Airworthiness - Boston, MA
The airplane was released to Martinair on June 12, 1996.
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
930410011849C
04/10/1993
12:15
KANSAS CITY
MO
KANSAS CITY
MCI
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
Phase of Flight:
Aircraft Make/Model:
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
Operator:
Owner Name:

NONE
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
BOEING B-767-200
0
ARNF
AIR CANADA

Narrative

LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED
SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE LUBED CENTERING
MECHANISM.
Detail

Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR CARRIER
Registration Number:
CGAUP
Total Aboard:
99
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS

2

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT

Pilot Qualification:

UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
0
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B, G-BDXH
No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4 turbofan
engines
Year of Manufacture: 1979
Date & Time (UTC): 9 August 1996
Location: London Airport - Gatwick
Type of Flight: Scheduled Passenger
Persons on Board: Crew - N/K - Passengers - N/K
Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil
Nature of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body
fractured, control linkage broken
Commander's Licence: Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Commander's Age:
N/A
Commander's Flying Experience:
N/A
Information Source: AAIB Field Investigation

Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the runway for take
off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for full-and-free
movement of the controls. During their rudder movement check,
the lower section of the rudder jammed at a deflection of 14¡ to
the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No 2 hydraulic system

fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was returned to the
terminal gate where initial inspection revealed damage to the
lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its input linkage.
The aircraft was taken out of service.
The PCU was removed and inspection showed that the casing
had cracked circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack
had extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing.
This had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the
power cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move
outwards along the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram
was retracted as far as it was possible with the displaced locking
ring and end seal block. The end of the input feedback lever,
which attached to the power ram eye end fitting, had broken
open. The PCU had been fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and
had accumulated approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights.
Metallurgical examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had
originated in the runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut
(see Figures 2a & b) and propagated to a critical length over
3,000 cycles, with evidence of four overload events having
occurred within the propagation period. There were no
deficiencies in the material specification and no defects were
found in the casing which would have contributed to the
initiation of the failure. The damage to the end of the input
feedback lever had been caused by the actuator ram end
retracting into the displaced locking ring and end block. The loss
of the hydraulic system fluid was also a result of the
displacement of the seal block.
There had been two previously recorded cracks in this area of
this type of PCU and a fourth occurred shortly after this event.
The first event, in 1976, involved an aircraft which had flown
22,000 hours/6,200 flight cycles, the second in 1992 on an
aircraft which had flown 60,000 hours/15,000 cycles and the
most recent in an aircraft which had flown 30,000 cycles, mainly

in shorthaul operations.
The first of the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an
upper rudder PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss
of one hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full
right deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised.
The second and fourth failures of this area of the PCU casing
both initiated in the thread undercut zone and were similar to the
failure on 'XH', but without any overload events.
The original design of the PCU was for an aircraft life of 60,000
flight hours/18,000 flight cycles. Endurance testing with an
accepted load spectrum was successfully performed on a single
PCU and accepted for Type Certification. The overall design
philosophy of the rudder system to meet the requirements of
FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the rudder being made up of two,
independently actuated, control surfaces either of which could
malfunction within the limits of its actuator's power and
authority, in any phase of flight, without loss of adequate rudder
control.
The design of the PCU incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the
last 12% of its stroke (see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting
the hydraulic fluid return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce
the actuator ram speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the
pressure developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the
higher the ram speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It

was considered most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for
initiating the fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut
zones had been generated by high snubbing pressures. It was
recognised that the situation in which high ram speeds were most
likely to be achieved near the limit of travel was during the pretake-off rudder control check when, in the absence of flight
loads, there was no appreciable damping of rudder movement.
As a result of the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had
issued an Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the
Maintenance Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight
controls checks should be performed slowly and smoothly (not
less than 8 seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high
snubbing loads. Examination of the Flight Recorder data from
'XH' showed that there had been two full travel checks of the
rudder during taxy, the first of which was performed in 3.5
seconds and the second in 7.5 seconds. Whilst these last
applications of rudder had induced the final failure of the PCU,
the crack had then existed for some 3,000 cycles.
As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator instigated a
special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were revealed by
these checks. The operator also issued a notice to flight crews,
later incorporated into the Flying Manual, reminding crews of
the requirement to perform the rudder travel check slowly and
smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder application rates at
high angles of travel was also introduced and the results of this
showed that about 70% of such events occurred during the preflight control checks.

NTSB Identification: NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 35525A
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of DELTA AIRLINES
Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON, MA

Aircraft: BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA
Injuries: 159 Uninjured.
DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR THE OUTER
MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH WHEN THE
FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN UNCOMMANDED GOARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT OF THE LOCALIZER
FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL, RWY 22R WAS
SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL LANDING WAS
MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS OFFSET 1500' TO
THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727, WHICH PRECEDED
THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED TO CROSS THE
RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO OBSERVE THE
PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT PASSED THE
OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE BOEING 767
LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD RWY 22R &
NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD SHORT OF THE
RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A REPUTATION FOR
DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH TENDED TO SUPPRESS
OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE AIRLINE OPS MANUAL
GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION CONCERNING MISSED
APPROACHES. THE UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND
MALFUNCTION WAS TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING
HARNESS IN THE THROTTLE QUADRANT.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: Boeing flight control problem

Dear David, below is all I have on that event. The point is that
uncommanded autopilot disconnects have happened before on
767s. Uncommanded pitches have happened on 747s.
Uncommanded rolls have occurred on 767s.

It is plausible for an uncommanded control event to have
happened to EgyptAir and the crew reacted valiantly to correct it.
Cheers,
Barry 17 Nov 999
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: "IASA Australasia" <safety@iasa.com.au>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Echleon/control probs
Date: Thu, 18 Nov 1999 01:50:43 -0800
X-Priority: 3

JBS
I've passed on the 747 ex-LHR incident to a number of journo's
together with the comment that "were it to get into the hands of

the Egyptians it could possibly tie up the suicide theory forever".
That was the one I was looking for the reference on (although I
could probably find it in the UKAAIB data-base). It is possibly
feasible and I've run it past Andrew Howard for a check on the
767 system (whether it could be prone to the same failure).
If you send it to me (probably abed shortly) also info it to the
following pls:
timothyclark@compuserve.com
devans@phillips.com
John S.
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Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY
at London Heathrow Airport on 7 October 1993

SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from
14? nose up to 8? nose up due to uncommanded full down travel
of the right elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft control column until, a few seconds later, when the flying
controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of climb
was resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok was
continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:

i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to the
internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in uncommanded
full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
Three safety recommendations were made during the course of
the investigation.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Click here for other Formal Investigations
------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT THE AAIB

by 'E' Mail at aaib-dot@dircon .co.uk
or write to:
Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Defence Research Agency

Farnborough
Hampshire
GU14 6TD
Telephone: 01252-510300 Fax: 01252-376999

NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of AIR CANADA
Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY, MO
Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP
Injuries: 101 Uninjured.
THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING AT FL 370.
THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING CHANGES BY
USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO DIVERT TO
KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD BEEN
EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE THE
FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.

BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS.
Probable Cause
A FROZEN AILERON CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD
BECOME WORN, CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER,
AND THE MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE/INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE
BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
[Return to Search Screen]

General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:
Aircraft Information

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
940102004189C
01/02/1994
15:13
NEWARK
NJ
NEWARK INTL
EWR
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING B-767-222
Airframe Hours:
41003
Operator Code:
UALA
Operator:
UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA
Owner Name:
UNITED AIR LINES INC
Narrative

HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO
NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail

Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
602UA
Total Aboard:
146
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS

2

Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
INSTRUMENT LANDING
SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
Pilot-in-Command

Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTIQUALIFIED

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
14150
Total in Make/Model:
148
Total Last 90 Days:
148
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT

General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
960625022959C
06/25/1996
19:15
NEW YORK
NY
JOHN F KENNEDY
JFK
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING B-767-332
Airframe Hours:
5975
Operator Code:
DALA
Operator:
DELTA AIR LINES INC - DALA
Owner Name:
DELTA AIR LINES INC
Narrative

LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.
AILERON CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN
WIRE.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
185DN
Total Aboard:
224
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS
PWA
PW4060
4060
2
TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
33
Wind Speed (mph):
18
Visibility (mi):
10
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT

Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification:

AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND
QUALIFIED

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
15000
Total in Make/Model:
858
Total Last 90 Days:
203
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203

NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System.
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND
N.V. (D.B.A. MARTINAIR)
Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH
Injuries: 202 Uninjured.
The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,
en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, & landing (lndg) was made
with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust reversers inop, ground
(gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid. During lndg roll, 4 main
tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to heat/fuse plugs; small main
lndg gear fire erupted, but was extinguished. Flt crew were
unaware that thrust reversers & gnd spoilers were inop. They
noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with the workload of responding
to the multiple electrical and system failures, did not respond to
it. Investigation (inv) revealed systems on several elec buses
failed or became intermittently inop, but other systems on same
buses remained operative. Detailed gnd & flt tests were made,
but anomalies could not be duplicated. Inv revealed negative

cable for main battery was not positively secured due to stripped
jam nut, & main battery shunt was not built up IAW Boeing
specs. Boeing indicated loose battery shunt could cause
interruption to gnd. Similar events were reported with 2 other
acft of same operator, but query of Boeing data base did not find
similar events. Boeing 767-300ER of another operator, same
configuration, did not have similar events.
Probable Cause
Numerous electrical anomalies as a result of a loose main battery
shunt connection and undetermined electrical system causes.
NYC96IA116
HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.
The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a relief
captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).
Prior to departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the
airplane clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight.
En route, the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies
where various warning lights would illuminate, and then
extinguish. These occurrences were also accompanied by
uncommanded auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero
fuel weight, as displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of
the flight management system (FMS), and the blanking of
transponder codes.

The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.
During the initial descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown
manually due to autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P
disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.
During the last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew
Alerting System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory
messages which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on

request of the captain.
Although no identification could be received from the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI seemed valid.
On final approach to Boston, numerous warning lights
illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights illuminated.
After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes were not
available. Manual braking was anticipated since the autobrake
selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by the captain
while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1. Just after
touch-down the captain initially used full manual braking. The
cabin crew's observations were as if they were riding on gravel
(pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire failures just after
turning off the runway. The last high speed turn off to the left
was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the airplane was
brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no effect from the
manually selected ground spoilers. In the meantime all main
landing gear tires were blown or deflated and the airplane was
brought to a stop without fully vacating the runway.
A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting personnel.
Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the passengers
disembarked using mobile stairs.
The incident terminated during the hours of daylight at 42
degrees, 21 minutes North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes
West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
The flight was conducted using an augmented flight crew, which
consisted of two captain rated pilots, and a first officer. All
personnel held the appropriate pilot and medical certificates as
issued by the government of The Netherlands. Following is a
summary of crew flight experience:
Captain

The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738 hours in
the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-in-command in the
Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the preceding 90 days,
including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.
Relief Captain (F/O 1)
The relief captain had a total time of 4,000 hours, with 1,590
hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the Boeing 767.
First Officer (F/O 2)
The first officer had a total time of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in
the Boeing 767. He had flown 150 hours in the preceding 90
days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
The airplane was a Boeing 767- 31AER. The airplane was
delivered new to Martinair in February 1990, in Martinair's
specified configuration. The Boeing production line number was
194. It was maintained utilizing a maintenance program
furnished by Boeing, and approved by the Directorate of Civil
Aviation, The Netherlands. The last inspection was conducted on
May 21, 1996, and the airplane had operated 98 hours since the
inspection. The total time for the airframe at the time of landing
at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION
The landing was accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005
feet long, 150 feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The
airplane turned off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about
1,800 feet of runway remaining.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
After the airplane stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated
for over 30 minutes. The cockpit voice recorder was not retained.
The digital flight data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward
to the NTSB Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout.
According to the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:

"1. The...[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately
7:21:19 in duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition
of the...[air/ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air',
occurred at 1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or
3:53:42 Elapsed Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated
by a spike in vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45
Elapsed Time., The UTC time of touchdown could not be
determined, as the final loss of UTC data occurred at
approximately 1813:32 UTC or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7
minutes prior to touchdown)..."
"3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC, or 4:13:35
Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate times
during the flight..."
"4. The first change of the Master Warning discrete from 'No
Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time,
while the aircraft was at an altitude of about 33,000 feet and a
latitude/longitude position of about 50.52 degrees North and
22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed in the Master Warning
discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and 9:20:00 Elapsed time."
"5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR heading data was lost
for the remainder of the incident flight. FDR pitch information
were also lost for most of the remainder of the flight."
"6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several parameters were lost
to the FDR until after the incident flight landing. The following
parameters were noted to be lost:
Roll Attitude
Pitch Attitude
UTC Hours
UTC Minutes
UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed
Speedbrake Handle Position"

"7. Also at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground]
discrete changed stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air
Driven Pump discrete changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the
HF/L/R Keying discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to
'Keyed'. These discretes remained recorded in these states until
after aircraft touchdown. Several additional discretes changed
state at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed
state after touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."
The Addendum to the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report
stated:
"...The anti-skid fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to
'Fault' state at about 1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data
remained then the 'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and
rollout, when the recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...."
"According to the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference
voltage is removed from the FDR during normal flight recording
operation, subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/
Ground discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."
TESTS AND RESEARCH
The airplane was examined at Boston, from May 29, through
June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due to melted
fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated due to the
casings being worn through. A detailed examination of the
airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures that
were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.
The investigation revealed that the negative cable for the main
battery was not positively secured to the main battery shunt as a
result of stripped threads found in the jam nut area on the stud.
Additionally, the main battery shunt was not built up in
accordance with Boeing specifications. An examination of other

Boeing 767s in the Martinair fleet, and on the production line at
Boeing revealed similar buildup problems with the battery shunt.
Boeing personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may
cause interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.
While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static wicks
were found to have higher resistance than specified.
On June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).
At Everett, the airplane was subjected to testing equal to or
greater than new airplane delivery standards. The wiring system
was examined in detail for any anomaly that could have
contributed to the problem. An electro magnetic interference
(EMI) test was conducted throughout the cockpit and cabin with
negative results. Additionally, several components were
identified as possible contributors to the event and were removed
for separate testing. None of the testing was able to duplicate the
events reported by the flight crew.
Further testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the
airplane could still dissipate static charges within design
specification.
On June 10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight
profile included new airplane delivery standards, and additional
testing to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The
test flight was completed without incident.
Following the test flight, as the airplane was prepared for
departure to The Netherlands, the right engine integrated drive
generator (IDG) failed to come on line. The flight was dispatched
with the inoperative IDG, per the airplane minimum equipment
list (MEL). The IDG was changed after the airplane arrived in
Amsterdam.

The IDG was forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination.
According to their report:
"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins was lower
than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of corrosion
on the base material of these pins was observed. This conditions
could result in an intermittent signal condition from the IDG
input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the IDG from
the AC bus."
ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew
The Martinair quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data
for landing with engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic
failures, anti-skid inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed
brakes inoperative, and leading edge and trailing edge slat and
flap configuration variations.
Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed landing
distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet).
During interviews the flight crew acknowledged that they were
aware of the ANTI SKID advisory message on the EICAS, but
due to high cockpit work load, they did not compute their
landing distance with the anti-skid inoperative.
Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust Reversers to Be
Operative
The flight crew reported that upon touchdown, the spoilers did
not automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers were
inoperative.
The investigation revealed one common system for the spoilers
to automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers to be operative,

both air/ground systems must be in the ground mode.
According to Boeing, in the flight mode, there are 5 spoilers per
wing, with a maximum extension angle of 45 degrees. In the
ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing, with a maximum
extension angle of 60 degrees.
Once deployed manually in the air mode, a transition to the
ground mode would automatically increase the maximum spoiler
angle, and number of spoilers deployed.
In the air mode, the thrust reversers were inoperative.
According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle at
touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown.
Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift from flight
idle to ground idle all required the ground mode signal.
According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode signal
was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to touchdown,
and remained in the ground mode throughout the landing roll.
The investigation was unable to determine if the ground mode
signal was received by the engines, ground spoilers, and thrust
reverser systems after touchdown.
National Solar Observatory
A check with the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak,
Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to explain the events
of May 28, 1996.
Boeing Report
Boeing submitted an event summary based upon the detail
summary received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing
report stated:
"Most of the reported events from the flight which diverted to
Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to degraded power
on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses. Extensive
testing and analysis has been unable to explain the degraded dc
bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.

The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."
Additionally, the investigative team noted that while particular
items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed, and other
items on the same bus remained powered. The investigation was
unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative components on a
bus.
Related Events
The investigation disclosed that similar events had occurred with
two other airplanes in the Martinair 767 fleet. The affected
airplanes were PH-MCG, line number 279, delivered new to
Martinair on September, 1989, and PH-MCL, line number 415,
delivered new to Martinair on February, 1992. According to data
received from Boeing, events with elements of a similar nature
occurred on the following dates in the aircraft listed, with the
May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH being the most extensive.
February 16, 1996
PH-MCG
March 24, 1996
PH-MCH
May 13, 1996
PH-MCL
May 14, 1996
PH-MCG
May 28, 1996
PH-MCH
Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996
PH-MCH
A check of modifications completed, engineering changes, and
Boeing Service Bulletins and Service Letters was conducted. The
only commonality between the three airplanes was a

modification to the forward flight attendant jump seat in
compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination of the
airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.
At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search
for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search
found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL.
Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was delivered to another
customer in the Martinair configuration. A check with that
customer found no history of events similar to the May 28, 1996
event.
As part of an agreement to return the airplane to line service, a
portable airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed
in the airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have
been generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred
Following is a summary of the events as reported by the flight
crew that occurred during the flight.
- During preflight inspection both the captains and first officer
clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, &
R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then extinguished occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated
and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00 several times,
EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW
changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the
original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L

IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG

SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on

the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator.
Additional Persons
Additional Persons not listed on page 5 of Factual Report
John DeLisi
NTSB Aviation Engineering - Systems
Tom Jacky
NTSB Vehicle Performance - Flight Data Recorder

Tamis Kwikkers
Directorate General of Civil Aviation - The
Netherlands
Arthur Ricca
FAA - Airworthiness - Boston, MA
The airplane was released to Martinair on June 12, 1996.
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
930410011849C
04/10/1993
12:15
KANSAS CITY
MO
KANSAS CITY
MCI
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
Phase of Flight:
Aircraft Make/Model:
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
Operator:
Owner Name:

NONE
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
BOEING B-767-200
0
ARNF
AIR CANADA

Narrative

LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED
SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE LUBED CENTERING
MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR CARRIER
Registration Number:
CGAUP
Total Aboard:
99
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS

2

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):

Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
Approach Type:

DAY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
0
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B, G-BDXH
No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4 turbofan
engines
Year of Manufacture: 1979
Date & Time (UTC): 9 August 1996
Location: London Airport - Gatwick
Type of Flight: Scheduled Passenger
Persons on Board: Crew - N/K - Passengers - N/K
Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil
Nature of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body
fractured, control linkage broken
Commander's Licence: Airline Transport Pilot's Licence

Commander's Age:
N/A
Commander's Flying Experience:
N/A
Information Source: AAIB Field Investigation

Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the runway for take
off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for full-and-free
movement of the controls. During their rudder movement check,
the lower section of the rudder jammed at a deflection of 14¡ to
the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No 2 hydraulic system
fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was returned to the
terminal gate where initial inspection revealed damage to the
lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its input linkage.
The aircraft was taken out of service.
The PCU was removed and inspection showed that the casing
had cracked circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack
had extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing.
This had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the
power cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move
outwards along the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram
was retracted as far as it was possible with the displaced locking
ring and end seal block. The end of the input feedback lever,
which attached to the power ram eye end fitting, had broken
open. The PCU had been fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and
had accumulated approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights.
Metallurgical examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had
originated in the runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut
(see Figures 2a & b) and propagated to a critical length over
3,000 cycles, with evidence of four overload events having
occurred within the propagation period. There were no
deficiencies in the material specification and no defects were
found in the casing which would have contributed to the
initiation of the failure. The damage to the end of the input

feedback lever had been caused by the actuator ram end
retracting into the displaced locking ring and end block. The loss
of the hydraulic system fluid was also a result of the
displacement of the seal block.
There had been two previously recorded cracks in this area of
this type of PCU and a fourth occurred shortly after this event.
The first event, in 1976, involved an aircraft which had flown
22,000 hours/6,200 flight cycles, the second in 1992 on an
aircraft which had flown 60,000 hours/15,000 cycles and the
most recent in an aircraft which had flown 30,000 cycles, mainly
in shorthaul operations.
The first of the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an
upper rudder PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss
of one hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full
right deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised.
The second and fourth failures of this area of the PCU casing
both initiated in the thread undercut zone and were similar to the
failure on 'XH', but without any overload events.
The original design of the PCU was for an aircraft life of 60,000
flight hours/18,000 flight cycles. Endurance testing with an
accepted load spectrum was successfully performed on a single
PCU and accepted for Type Certification. The overall design
philosophy of the rudder system to meet the requirements of
FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the rudder being made up of two,

independently actuated, control surfaces either of which could
malfunction within the limits of its actuator's power and
authority, in any phase of flight, without loss of adequate rudder
control.
The design of the PCU incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the
last 12% of its stroke (see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting
the hydraulic fluid return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce
the actuator ram speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the
pressure developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the
higher the ram speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It
was considered most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for
initiating the fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut
zones had been generated by high snubbing pressures. It was
recognised that the situation in which high ram speeds were most
likely to be achieved near the limit of travel was during the pretake-off rudder control check when, in the absence of flight
loads, there was no appreciable damping of rudder movement.
As a result of the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had
issued an Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the
Maintenance Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight
controls checks should be performed slowly and smoothly (not
less than 8 seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high
snubbing loads. Examination of the Flight Recorder data from
'XH' showed that there had been two full travel checks of the
rudder during taxy, the first of which was performed in 3.5
seconds and the second in 7.5 seconds. Whilst these last
applications of rudder had induced the final failure of the PCU,
the crack had then existed for some 3,000 cycles.
As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator instigated a
special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were revealed by
these checks. The operator also issued a notice to flight crews,
later incorporated into the Flying Manual, reminding crews of
the requirement to perform the rudder travel check slowly and

smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder application rates at
high angles of travel was also introduced and the results of this
showed that about 70% of such events occurred during the preflight control checks.

NTSB Identification: NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 35525A
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of DELTA AIRLINES
Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA
Injuries: 159 Uninjured.
DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR THE OUTER
MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH WHEN THE
FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN UNCOMMANDED GOARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT OF THE LOCALIZER
FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL, RWY 22R WAS
SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL LANDING WAS
MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS OFFSET 1500' TO
THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727, WHICH PRECEDED
THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED TO CROSS THE
RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO OBSERVE THE
PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT PASSED THE
OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE BOEING 767
LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD RWY 22R &
NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD SHORT OF THE
RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A REPUTATION FOR
DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH TENDED TO SUPPRESS
OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE AIRLINE OPS MANUAL
GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION CONCERNING MISSED
APPROACHES. THE UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND
MALFUNCTION WAS TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING
HARNESS IN THE THROTTLE QUADRANT.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: TimDobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: Control problems for 767

Dear Tim,
767 has had control problems in past.
I conject EgyptAir had uncommanded autopilot disconnect and
uncommanded control inputs, it's happened before.
No conspiracy crap about the pilots, this is another mechanical
event.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of AIR CANADA
Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY, MO
Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP
Injuries: 101 Uninjured.
THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF AILERON

CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING AT FL 370.
THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING CHANGES BY
USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO DIVERT TO
KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD BEEN
EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE THE
FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS.
Probable Cause
A FROZEN AILERON CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD
BECOME WORN, CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER,
AND THE MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE/INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE
BEARING(S).
To: Chris_Olsson@CompuServe.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: High wheel forces
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT

[Return to Search Screen]

------------------------------------------------------------------------

General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
940102004189C
01/02/1994
15:13
NEWARK
NJ
NEWARK INTL
EWR
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Aircraft Information

Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING B-767-222
Airframe Hours:
41003
Operator Code:
UALA
Operator:
UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA
Owner Name:
UNITED AIR LINES INC
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Narrative

HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO
NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS REMOVED
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Detail

Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
602UA
Total Aboard:
146

Fatalities:
Injuries:

0
0

Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS

2

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Environmental/Operations Information

Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
INSTRUMENT LANDING
SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pilot-in-Command

Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTIQUALIFIED

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
14150
Total in Make/Model:
148
Total Last 90 Days:
148
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT

[Return to Search Screen]

------------------------------------------------------------------------

General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
960625022959C
06/25/1996
19:15
NEW YORK

State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:

NY
JOHN F KENNEDY
JFK
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Aircraft Information

Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING B-767-332
Airframe Hours:
5975
Operator Code:
DALA
Operator:
DELTA AIR LINES INC - DALA
Owner Name:
DELTA AIR LINES INC
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Narrative

LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.
AILERON CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN
WIRE.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Detail

Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
185DN
Total Aboard:
224
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS
PWA
PW4060
4060
2
TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Environmental/Operations Information

Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
33
Wind Speed (mph):
18
Visibility (mi):
10
Visibility Restrictions:

Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
Approach Type:

DAY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pilot-in-Command

Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND
QUALIFIED

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
15000
Total in Make/Model:
858
Total Last 90 Days:
203
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
------------------------------------------------------------------------

NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System.
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND
N.V. (D.B.A. MARTINAIR)
Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH
Injuries: 202 Uninjured.
The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,

en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, & landing (lndg) was made
with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust reversers inop, ground
(gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid. During lndg roll, 4 main
tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to heat/fuse plugs; small main
lndg gear fire erupted, but was extinguished. Flt crew were
unaware that thrust reversers & gnd spoilers were inop. They
noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with the workload of responding
to the multiple electrical and system failures, did not respond to
it. Investigation (inv) revealed systems on several elec buses
failed or became intermittently inop, but other systems on same
buses remained operative. Detailed gnd & flt tests were made,
but anomalies could not be duplicated. Inv revealed negative
cable for main battery was not positively secured due to stripped
jam nut, & main battery shunt was not built up IAW Boeing
specs. Boeing indicated loose battery shunt could cause
interruption to gnd. Similar events were reported with 2 other
acft of same operator, but query of Boeing data base did not find
similar events. Boeing 767-300ER of another operator, same
configuration, did not have similar events.
Probable Cause
Numerous electrical anomalies as a result of a loose main battery
shunt connection and undetermined electrical system causes.
NYC96IA116
HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The

Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.
The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a relief
captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).
Prior to departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the
airplane clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight.
En route, the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies
where various warning lights would illuminate, and then
extinguish. These occurrences were also accompanied by
uncommanded auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero
fuel weight, as displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of
the flight management system (FMS), and the blanking of
transponder codes.
The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.
During the initial descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown
manually due to autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P
disengagements.

When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.
During the last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew
Alerting System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory
messages which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on
request of the captain.
Although no identification could be received from the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI seemed valid.
On final approach to Boston, numerous warning lights
illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights illuminated.
After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes were not
available. Manual braking was anticipated since the autobrake
selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by the captain
while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1. Just after
touch-down the captain initially used full manual braking. The
cabin crew's observations were as if they were riding on gravel
(pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire failures just after
turning off the runway. The last high speed turn off to the left
was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the airplane was
brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no effect from the
manually selected ground spoilers. In the meantime all main
landing gear tires were blown or deflated and the airplane was
brought to a stop without fully vacating the runway.

A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting personnel.
Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the passengers
disembarked using mobile stairs.
The incident terminated during the hours of daylight at 42
degrees, 21 minutes North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes
West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
The flight was conducted using an augmented flight crew, which
consisted of two captain rated pilots, and a first officer. All
personnel held the appropriate pilot and medical certificates as
issued by the government of The Netherlands. Following is a
summary of crew flight experience:
Captain
The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738 hours in
the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-in-command in the
Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the preceding 90 days,
including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.
Relief Captain (F/O 1)
The relief captain had a total time of 4,000 hours, with 1,590
hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the Boeing 767.
First Officer (F/O 2)
The first officer had a total time of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in
the Boeing 767. He had flown 150 hours in the preceding 90
days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
The airplane was a Boeing 767- 31AER. The airplane was
delivered new to Martinair in February 1990, in Martinair's
specified configuration. The Boeing production line number was
194. It was maintained utilizing a maintenance program
furnished by Boeing, and approved by the Directorate of Civil
Aviation, The Netherlands. The last inspection was conducted on

May 21, 1996, and the airplane had operated 98 hours since the
inspection. The total time for the airframe at the time of landing
at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION
The landing was accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005
feet long, 150 feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The
airplane turned off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about
1,800 feet of runway remaining.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
After the airplane stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated
for over 30 minutes. The cockpit voice recorder was not retained.
The digital flight data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward
to the NTSB Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout.
According to the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:
"1. The...[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately
7:21:19 in duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition
of the...[air/ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air',
occurred at 1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or
3:53:42 Elapsed Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated
by a spike in vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45
Elapsed Time., The UTC time of touchdown could not be
determined, as the final loss of UTC data occurred at
approximately 1813:32 UTC or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7
minutes prior to touchdown)..."
"3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC, or 4:13:35
Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate times
during the flight..."
"4. The first change of the Master Warning discrete from 'No
Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time,
while the aircraft was at an altitude of about 33,000 feet and a
latitude/longitude position of about 50.52 degrees North and
22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed in the Master Warning

discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and 9:20:00 Elapsed time."
"5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR heading data was lost
for the remainder of the incident flight. FDR pitch information
were also lost for most of the remainder of the flight."
"6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several parameters were lost
to the FDR until after the incident flight landing. The following
parameters were noted to be lost:
Roll Attitude
Pitch Attitude
UTC Hours
UTC Minutes
UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed
Speedbrake Handle Position"
"7. Also at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground]
discrete changed stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air
Driven Pump discrete changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the
HF/L/R Keying discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to
'Keyed'. These discretes remained recorded in these states until
after aircraft touchdown. Several additional discretes changed
state at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed
state after touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."
The Addendum to the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report
stated:
"...The anti-skid fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to
'Fault' state at about 1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data
remained then the 'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and
rollout, when the recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...."
"According to the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference
voltage is removed from the FDR during normal flight recording
operation, subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/
Ground discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."
TESTS AND RESEARCH

The airplane was examined at Boston, from May 29, through
June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due to melted
fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated due to the
casings being worn through. A detailed examination of the
airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures that
were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.
The investigation revealed that the negative cable for the main
battery was not positively secured to the main battery shunt as a
result of stripped threads found in the jam nut area on the stud.
Additionally, the main battery shunt was not built up in
accordance with Boeing specifications. An examination of other
Boeing 767s in the Martinair fleet, and on the production line at
Boeing revealed similar buildup problems with the battery shunt.
Boeing personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may
cause interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.
While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static wicks
were found to have higher resistance than specified.
On June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).
At Everett, the airplane was subjected to testing equal to or
greater than new airplane delivery standards. The wiring system
was examined in detail for any anomaly that could have
contributed to the problem. An electro magnetic interference
(EMI) test was conducted throughout the cockpit and cabin with
negative results. Additionally, several components were
identified as possible contributors to the event and were removed
for separate testing. None of the testing was able to duplicate the

events reported by the flight crew.
Further testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the
airplane could still dissipate static charges within design
specification.
On June 10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight
profile included new airplane delivery standards, and additional
testing to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The
test flight was completed without incident.
Following the test flight, as the airplane was prepared for
departure to The Netherlands, the right engine integrated drive
generator (IDG) failed to come on line. The flight was dispatched
with the inoperative IDG, per the airplane minimum equipment
list (MEL). The IDG was changed after the airplane arrived in
Amsterdam.
The IDG was forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination.
According to their report:
"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins was lower
than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of corrosion
on the base material of these pins was observed. This conditions
could result in an intermittent signal condition from the IDG
input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the IDG from
the AC bus."
ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew
The Martinair quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data
for landing with engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic
failures, anti-skid inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed
brakes inoperative, and leading edge and trailing edge slat and
flap configuration variations.
Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed landing
distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; Anti-

Skid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet).
During interviews the flight crew acknowledged that they were
aware of the ANTI SKID advisory message on the EICAS, but
due to high cockpit work load, they did not compute their
landing distance with the anti-skid inoperative.
Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust Reversers to Be
Operative
The flight crew reported that upon touchdown, the spoilers did
not automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers were
inoperative.
The investigation revealed one common system for the spoilers
to automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers to be operative,
both air/ground systems must be in the ground mode.
According to Boeing, in the flight mode, there are 5 spoilers per
wing, with a maximum extension angle of 45 degrees. In the
ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing, with a maximum
extension angle of 60 degrees.
Once deployed manually in the air mode, a transition to the
ground mode would automatically increase the maximum spoiler
angle, and number of spoilers deployed.
In the air mode, the thrust reversers were inoperative.
According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle at
touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown.
Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift from flight
idle to ground idle all required the ground mode signal.
According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode signal
was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to touchdown,
and remained in the ground mode throughout the landing roll.
The investigation was unable to determine if the ground mode
signal was received by the engines, ground spoilers, and thrust

reverser systems after touchdown.
National Solar Observatory
A check with the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak,
Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to explain the events
of May 28, 1996.
Boeing Report
Boeing submitted an event summary based upon the detail
summary received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing
report stated:
"Most of the reported events from the flight which diverted to
Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to degraded power
on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses. Extensive
testing and analysis has been unable to explain the degraded dc
bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."
Additionally, the investigative team noted that while particular
items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed, and other
items on the same bus remained powered. The investigation was
unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative components on a
bus.
Related Events
The investigation disclosed that similar events had occurred with
two other airplanes in the Martinair 767 fleet. The affected
airplanes were PH-MCG, line number 279, delivered new to
Martinair on September, 1989, and PH-MCL, line number 415,
delivered new to Martinair on February, 1992. According to data
received from Boeing, events with elements of a similar nature
occurred on the following dates in the aircraft listed, with the
May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH being the most extensive.
February 16, 1996
PH-MCG

March 24, 1996
PH-MCH
May 13, 1996
PH-MCL
May 14, 1996
PH-MCG
May 28, 1996
PH-MCH
Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996
PH-MCH
A check of modifications completed, engineering changes, and
Boeing Service Bulletins and Service Letters was conducted. The
only commonality between the three airplanes was a
modification to the forward flight attendant jump seat in
compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination of the
airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.
At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search
for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search
found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL.
Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was delivered to another
customer in the Martinair configuration. A check with that
customer found no history of events similar to the May 28, 1996
event.
As part of an agreement to return the airplane to line service, a
portable airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed
in the airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have
been generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred
Following is a summary of the events as reported by the flight

crew that occurred during the flight.
- During preflight inspection both the captains and first officer
clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, &
R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then extinguished occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated
and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00 several times,
EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW
changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the
original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD

switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message

disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this

stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator.
Additional Persons
Additional Persons not listed on page 5 of Factual Report
John DeLisi
NTSB Aviation Engineering - Systems
Tom Jacky
NTSB Vehicle Performance - Flight Data Recorder
Tamis Kwikkers
Directorate General of Civil Aviation - The
Netherlands
Arthur Ricca
FAA - Airworthiness - Boston, MA
The airplane was released to Martinair on June 12, 1996.
Return to synopsis

NTSB Identification: DCA99WA003
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of VIETNAM AIRLINES
Incident occurred SEP-12-98 at VIETNAM
Aircraft: Boeing 767, registration: S7RGW
Injuries: 200 Uninjured.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.

Directional control lost during takeoff roll and airplane departed
the right side of the runway onto soft, undulating ground.
Damage to landing gear and engines.
Index for Sep 1998 | Index of Months

NTSB Identification: DCA00MA006
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of EGYPTAIR
Accident occurred OCT-31-99 at NANTUCKET IS, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-366-ER, registration: SUGAP
Injuries: 217 Fatal.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.
On October 31, 1999, at about 0150 EST, Egyptair flight 990, a
scheduled international flight from New York to Cairo, a Boeing
767-366-ER, crashed in the Atlantic Ocean about 60 miles south
of Nantucket Island, Massachusetts. Egyptair has certified that
there were 217 passengers and crew on board. The U.S. Coast
Guard conducted a search and rescue mission for 35 hours. The
search and rescue mission was called off at 1308 EST on
November 1, 1999, and search and recovery efforts began. There
were no survivors.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: TimDobbyn <timdobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: Uncommanded full down elevator for EgyptAir
maybe

To: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Descent possibly explained.
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Tim, in your call to me, you asked why the descent and who
did it. That was ten or so days ago. Well, you were ahead of the
game as that is now the key question. I have changed from
reverser causing it and humans directing it to computer/
hydraulics giving nose down.
I now believe it could have been uncommanded elevator down
with pilots trying to regain control with yanking yokes and
stopping engines or trying to restart them.
Recall that Boeing has had trouble with rudder uncommanded
movements on 737s possibly by hydraulic valves.
Here's some data/opinion from sources:
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.

Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

What would be the effect upon a heavy(ish) 767 at FL330 shortly
after ToC,
if a PCU servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full
down travel of one elevator?
A zero-g bunt, leading to severe overspeed?
A mismatch between the elevator positions on the FDR?

What would be the effect upon the engines of a trans-sonic speed
such as
M.94?
Mach compression effects in the throat of the intake nacelles?
Compressor stall?
Overtemp?
Flame out?

Does the inflight restart procedure of the engines involve
selecting both
engine start selectors to Flight and both fuel control switches to
Cutoff?
Did MS990 enter a bunt?
Did MS990 go to zero-g?
Did MS990 overspeed?

Did MS990 select both fuel control switches to cutoff?
Was there a mismatch between the two elevators?

i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power
Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to
the internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo
valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full down travel of the right elevators.

The only computer between the yoke and the elevator is the
Force Feel
Computer.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Subject: Descent possibly explained.

Dear Tim, in your call to me, you asked why the descent and who
did it. That was ten or so days ago. Well, you were ahead of the
game as that is now the key question. I have changed from
reverser causing it and humans directing it to computer/
hydraulics giving nose down.
I now believe it could have been uncommanded elevator down
with pilots trying to regain control with yanking yokes and

stopping engines or trying to restart them.
Recall that Boeing has had trouble with rudder uncommanded
movements on 737s possibly by hydraulic valves. Recall that
engines off means hydraulics off and dive stopped.
Here's some data/opinion from sources:
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

What would be the effect upon a heavy(ish) 767 at FL330 shortly
after ToC,
if a PCU servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full
down travel of one elevator?

A zero-g bunt, leading to severe overspeed?
A mismatch between the elevator positions on the FDR?

What would be the effect upon the engines of a trans-sonic speed
such as
M.94?
Mach compression effects in the throat of the intake nacelles?
Compressor stall?
Overtemp?
Flame out?

Does the inflight restart procedure of the engines involve
selecting both
engine start selectors to Flight and both fuel control switches to
Cutoff?
Did MS990 enter a bunt?
Did MS990 go to zero-g?
Did MS990 overspeed?
Did MS990 select both fuel control switches to cutoff?
Was there a mismatch between the two elevators?

i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power
Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to
the internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit

imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo
valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full down travel of the right elevators.

The only computer between the yoke and the elevator is the
Force Feel
Computer.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Subject: Uncommanded full down

Tim, I'm now investigating uncommanded control inputs by
hydraulics or compuer to give down on elevators. It would
explain a lot and has happened before.
Cheers,
Barry

Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow
Airport on 7 October
1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind

another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in
progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from 14¡
nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel of
the right
elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft
control column until, a few seconds later, when the
flying controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of
climb was
resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok
was continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power
Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to
the internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo
valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard
elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this
could have on the performance of the unit and

consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it
could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Subject: answer to query/can't get through

Date: Thu, 11 Nov 1999 16:14:39 +0000 (GMT)
From: PMDF e-Mail Interconnect
<postmaster@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
Subject: Delivery Notification: Delivery has failed
To: barry@corazon.com
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
UNKNOWN: EN-US
This report relates to a message you sent with the following
header fields:
Message-id: <v04210105b4509a724e14@[216.200.48.144]>
Date: Thu, 11 Nov 1999 08:15:05 -0800
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
To: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: Re: EgyptAir, controlled descent
Your message cannot be delivered to the following recipients:
Recipient address: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Reason: Not found in directory

Original-envelope-id:
0FL100G02JSFO4@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
Reporting-MTA: dns;eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.1 (Not found in directory)
Original-recipient: rfc822;tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Final-recipient: rfc822;tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Return-path: barry@corazon.com
Received: from DIRECTORY-DAEMON by
eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
(PMDF V5.2-31 #39917) id
<0FL100G03JSFO4@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
(original mail from barry@corazon.com); Thu, 11 Nov 1999
16:14:39 +0000 (GMT)
Received: from euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com ([196.7.183.5])
by eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com (PMDF V5.2-31 #39917)
with ESMTP id
<0FL100GFSJSFEO@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com> for
tim.dobbyn@reuters.com; Thu, 11 Nov 1999 16:14:39 +0000
(GMT)
Received: from dtc-nsfw32a.qfe1 (unverified) by
euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
(Content Technologies SMTPRS 2.0.15)
with SMTP id
<B0000059005@euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com> for
<tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>; Thu, 11 Nov 1999 16:15:11 +0000
Received: from redshift.com ([209.54.200.6]) by dtcnsfw32a.qfe1 via smtpd
(for [196.7.183.5]) with SMTP; Thu, 11 Nov 1999 16:18:04
+0000 (UT)

Received: from [216.200.48.144] (pm9-197.sj.redshift.com
[216.200.49.197])
by RedShift.com (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id IAA09984 for
<tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>; Thu, 11 Nov 1999 08:17:01 -0800
Date: Thu, 11 Nov 1999 08:15:05 -0800
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: EgyptAir, controlled descent
In-reply-to: <199911111542.HAA01208@RedShift.com>
X-Sender: barry@mail.redshift.com
To: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Message-id: <v04210105b4509a724e14@[216.200.48.144]>
MIME-version: 1.0
Content-type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed"
References: <199911111542.HAA01208@RedShift.com>
So what are we to make of this disengagement of the autopilot
followed by a
seemingly controlled descent? Usually you would want to
conserve altitude to
maximize your chances of making an airport.. What
circumstances call for a rapid
descent? I have some ideas but would rather hear from you folks.

Good question, Tim, and one which you asked me in your phone
call a week ago. Your early question is now the question. Why a
descent and who did it?

Either the machine did it or a human did it.
Machine could be runaway trim, or autopilot giving wrong
inputs, or electrical malfunction to controls, or other mechanical
cause.

Human could be pilot suicide or hijackers or other conspiracy
explanation. Pilot would manually fly plane in dive, which is
hard to do with power on because as speed increases, so does lift,
requiring more downstick to keep plane in dive.
Human cause could be smart thing to do as in fire or smoke in
cockpit or no O2. No 02 could be decompression event. Fire or
smoke could be electrical.
Each explanation has problems. Need more data, and it exists but
NTSB will not release it, they prefer to make 'interpretations."
The FDR has a wealth of info, such as power setting, flight path
and headings. A human controlled descent implies turn back
towards land for help. A straight ahead direction implies machine
control.
If human descent but too steep then overcontrol on pull up
causing more problems with control surfaces then fatal second
dive. Dive could be too steep in panic or obscured instruments.
Very interesting.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: Re: EgyptAir, controlled descent

So what are we to make of this disengagement of the autopilot

followed by a
seemingly controlled descent? Usually you would want to
conserve altitude to
maximize your chances of making an airport.. What
circumstances call for a rapid
descent? I have some ideas but would rather hear from you folks.

Good question, Tim, and one which you asked me in your phone
call a week ago. Your early question is now the question. Why a
descent and who did it?

Either the machine did it or a human did it.
Machine could be runaway trim, or autopilot giving wrong
inputs, or electrical malfunction to controls, or other mechanical
cause.
Human could be pilot suicide or hijackers or other conspiracy
explanation. Pilot would manually fly plane in dive, which is
hard to do with power on because as speed increases, so does lift,
requiring more downstick to keep plane in dive.
Human cause could be smart thing to do as in fire or smoke in
cockpit or no O2. No 02 could be decompression event. Fire or
smoke could be electrical.
Each explanation has problems. Need more data, and it exists but
NTSB will not release it, they prefer to make 'interpretations."
The FDR has a wealth of info, such as power setting, flight path

and headings. A human controlled descent implies turn back
towards land for help. A straight ahead direction implies machine
control.
If human descent but too steep then overcontrol on pull up
causing more problems with control surfaces then fatal second
dive. Dive could be too steep in panic or obscured instruments.
Very interesting.
Cheers,
Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: Re: EgyptAir flight motion

Tim, below analysis by John Sampson of IASA,
sampson@wantree.com.au , I mentioned his name as qualified to
give opinion about actions of 990. It makes sense and best
available at the moment.
I'm again impressed by you guys at Reuters always being ahead
of the game. You have the most recent news and are acting on it.
Cheers,
Barry

Would be interested in what some of you IASA folks think about
last few minutes
of EgyptAir flight as deduced from radar. For example, is the
roller-coaster
action indicative of pilots fighting for control or can you imagine
a scenario
where disintegrating control surfaces produce the same motion?
JBS (re your comments below)
It may be explained by the pilot's actions during that initial dive. If
you think of it in terms of the Lauda profile, reverser deployment
at high power and high speed causes very heavy aerodynamic
buffeting of the tailplane. Depending upon the natural harmonic of
the tailplane, that can be very destructive in short order (within a
certain speed range). I'd guess that about 1.0 to 1.5 seconds after
reverser deployment the tailplane had started shedding bits
during a destructive flutter mode (i.e. as per Lauda -see CVR
below). Loss of tailplane area would mean a loss of much of its
balancing downward lift vector. I'm guessing here, but assuming
that it's a variable incidence tailplane, the autopilot would have
rapidly started compensating by trimming the tailplane. Because
of the high AoA of the tailplane (and damage to it) it may well
have run out of travel and then stalled - permitting a nose-down
pitch to something approximating the vertical (autopilot still
engaged but baro hold now quite impossible). Belated pilot
response, about 10-15 seconds after the event may have been to
disengage the autopilot and commence running the elevator trim.
If the autopilot remained engaged that would explain why there
was no turn or any forward rolling corkscrew around their fore-aft
axis - at the higher speeds the ailerons would be quite effective
and able to counter any reverser-induced roll. I'd assume that
there was still enough elevator left (at the high speed) for there to
have been a desired nose-up pitch result (descent bottoming out
and then becoming a rapid climb through 8000 feet). Alternatively,

approaching 16,000 ft at a high Mach No, compressibility effects
may have brought about a nose-up change in its pitch attitude causing it to zoom back up to 24,000ft.
The reverser-plume induced flutter destruction of the elevator and
tailplane would have ceased at the higher speed but unfortunately
would have recommenced as the aircraft slowed in the climb
(following the pilot's action in recovering from the initial dive). I
would guess that the recommencement of the tailplane flutter
destruction mode would have been conclusive (i.e. tailplane,
elevator [and perhaps the vertical fin also] departing the
airframe). This would of course have led to the terminal velocity
dive and breakup.
I can think of no other explanation. The above scenario would
have taken place in about 30 seconds (to the point where flutter
mode recommenced and the rest of the tailplane was lost). An
early solution may have been simply to E-handle the engine.
However if that's not a set drill they were unlikely to have thought
of it (particularly as they were confident that the reverser was
deactivated and pinned). I'd guess that the CVR will indicate that
they were never aware that it was a reverser-induced ride. Of
course if it was a case of an electrical fault causing confusion in
the Ground/Air sensing circuitry, it may have been an operable
reverser (and not the pinned one) that deployed.
It's all hypothetical but based on a reasonable appreciation of the
structural and aerodynamic factors in play.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: Re: Right turn into drag

Left (port) thrust reverser was inoperative, NTSB said at briefing
wednesday.

Dear Tim, thanks for call and info.
I hope this gets through.
Hmm.....port engine reverser inop and plane pulls to right? Does
not make sense. There is some mystery now.
To have port reverser inop and have starboard deploy inflight
accidentally would be too much of a coincidence.
Well, either the radar data is misleading or that right turn shall
have to be explained.
I"m a commercial pilot with small planes flying passenger for a
fee years ago, but what is needed is a simulator and find out what
happens. Boeing should be doing this now.
But, as a pilot, the roller coaster ride was probably commanded
by pilots, very unlikely that plane or autopilot would give inputs
like that.
There is something called Pilot Induced Oscillation PIO, where
the pilot gives commands a little to late and makes flight control
situation worse.
Well, that radar plot will require full explanation.
Thanks for call, if wiring/cargo door story ever breaks, feel free
to call again, PA 103 trial should have some fireworks.
Cheers,
Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: Tom Mangold <tom.mangold@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: Consider it done

Dear John Barry Smith.
I am now well into a new story and no longer need information
on aircraft
wiring. Could you possibly remoive me from your e mailing
list ? I would be
most grateful. Many thanks. Tom Mangold. BBC TV London.

Certainly, sorry, consider it done,
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Experts, ha!

>Roger. To what extent could the re-numbering be because of
debris being

>moved by weather?
Very very little. It's only 30 to 90 feet deep and the current was
slight. In the exhibits they talk about that and rule out drift from
surface to seabed as significat. They renumbered because 'at
odds' meant the actual location did not match where the object
was supposed to be if center tank exploded at 13700 feet instead
of 7500 feet. The renumbering verges on criminal tampering with
evidence. When we look at a yellow tag it may mean it landed in
the red zone in reality. It completely contamintates all wreckage
data plots, they can't be trusted.
Wildey below testifying at Public hearing in Baltimore:
James Wildey>"...there were some
fuselage pieces that were recovered that had a red tag
on it and were supposedly recovered from the red ‹‹ the
red ‹‹ earliest debris field...."
"...
we also examined the
fuselage pieces right around there that had red tags on
them, and we looked at all the features we could find,
and for the fuselage pieces around there we said we
find no physical evidence to suggest that those
particular pieces actually departed the airplane early
on in the sequence.
I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated
as yellow zone parts because we donÕt find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field."
"The examinations of the TWA airplane, however,

conclusively show that this door was latched and locked
along its bottom edge through the entire break‹up
sequence.
The door was in this position and was part of
the nose section when it impacted the water.
Basically, for these two items you can see they are
both part of the nose section and that there are no
separations or failures prior to water impact in this
midspan latch and locking handle missing from recovery effort

He uses the word 'conclusively' easily doesn't he, even after
knowing there are ten latches and he only recovered/examined
eight. "Particular pieces' came off early because of explosive
decompression, that's why they are where they are.=

>There was a bad storm which moved quite a lot, as I
>recall. We need to take that into account, I think.
Storm was months later and most was recovered by then. And
I'm not using conspiracy to move things around. I accept all the
wreckage database numbers. The aft door sill fell in aft debris
area. The bottom sill for forward door in NTSB picture is
untagged and not logged in database. Wiring/cargo door does not
need to move stuff around to make explanation fit.

>
>It seems to me that this all comes down to whether that door
was latched
>all around or not when it hit the sea,

That's a start. NTSB and FAA now say intact and all latched at
water impact, directly refuted by pictures of midspan latches
outward peeled skin ruptures and red paint markings which
match generally other open door in flight official events like
UAL 811 and AI 182.
And doors can rupture with all latches latched. Manual locking
handle is missing, overpressure relief doors are missing, two
latches are missing, and more. Before door is said to be intact
and all latched at water impact the evidence has to be there and
it's not. Before door ruptured in flight the evidence has to be
there and it is. See picture below.

.and whether there was confusion
>between the forward and rear cargo door fragments from the
debris field.
The two areas are almost a mile apart and no mixing occured,
according to the database. Now, NTSB and FAA may have hung
the wrong cargo door sill on the wreckage reconstruction, that's
supported by database and picture. Regardless, the two midspan
latches of the forward door are missing and any dodo bird
looking at shattered door area on starboard side and smooth port
side would deduce, outward explosion in cargo door area. So did
FAA and FBI and NTSB until they found no bomb residue and
ruled out bomb and then ignored the evidence that made them
think bomb in the first place.
Friday August 30 1996 7:24 AM EDT

Computer Simulation Pinpoints TWA Blast - NYT
NEW YORK (Reuter) - A computer simulation of the final
moments of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has placed the blast
that downed the plane in a small
site on the jet's right side, The New York Times reported Friday.
The simulation shows that almost everything in the first spray of
metal, luggage and other material blown from the plane came
from a confined area above and
ahead of the right wing.
Significance. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the
wing on the right side.
References about forward cargo door from NTSB:
24 Oct 1997 letter from Chairman Hall, NTSB to Congressman Farr:
"Please be assured that our team has examined all of the structure
recovered from TWA flight 800, approximately 95%--including all of
the cargo door mechanisms and structures. Early on in the investigation
we determined conclusively that the cargo doors were latched and
locked at impact with the water, and there was no evidence of any
failure of any of the latching mechanisms on the doors."

The above is not true and you know it too, all the cargo door
mechanisms were not recovered and examined. I"ve been saying
cargo door open/rupture long before reconstruction even started.
The completion and pictures only confirm rupture event in flight.

>
>If you have time, please could you refresh my memory on the
details of

>this? I now have such a vast pile of material from you that I am
finding it
>hard to find things.
Vast? You ain't seen nuttin'.

>
>As for the unburnt wreckage and bodies, it seems to me that
this could be
>explained by the velocity of the forward section of the fuselage
continuing
>on its trajectory after the cwt - if the cwt was the initial event.
Huh? It was supposedly a fuel explosion which means fire and
soot. All the stuff that came off the plane early in the cargo bay
area and over the wing and in the wing had no soot or burns. All
the center tank stuff that landed in the debris field with the rest of
wing had soot. It's obvious that explosion of center tank took
place after nose came off. Looking at big picture of
reconstruction you can see the exact line where nose came off,
clean skin on one side and an inch further back large sooted area.

>I have
>looked carefully at the photos of the cwt explosion damage and
it is not
>evident to me that the pattern shown proves cwt was the initial
event.
In fact patten refutes it.
>But

>I am not an 'expert', of course.
Who is?
Attached article about insulation shows FAA is not expert either
but citizen was...and ignored... until more death, SA 111.

>
>After Wednesday I'll know whether a new customer is
interested in looking
>at this whole business with a view to making a documentary
and/or a
>newspaper feature.
Customer?
As long as that piece of fragment is on the outside of baggage
container there will be a story. Outside is different from inside.
Buck Revell, FBI, has a new book telling what a great guy he is
for making PA 103 into a bomb caused event. Politics of Fear...
103 and 800 are mythic airplanes and nobody thanks anyone for
destroying myths. I only do it because I was in a real jet plane
crash and there is nothing mythic about it, just science of gravity,
fire, and friction, and time.
Jonathan, you castigated me for my approach to BBC, an area
you know about and I don't. Now it's my turn for your approach
to NTSB.
You went unprepared. There was no plan. There was no goal. We

could have gotten together and prepared specific questions to be
answered, specific items of information to obtain, specific people
to talk to, specific contacts to correspond with, specific pictures
and text to leave with them to go into the public docket of TWA
800.
The pot could have been stirred, instead they brushed you off
with polite, 'oh we are taking it seriously and thank you for your
interest in aviation safety' puffery.
They intimidated you into the 'I'm no expert and you guys are'
bull.
It does not take an expert to see outward rupture of forward cargo
door at forward and aft midspan latches for TWA 800. It takes
someone that knows what an outward explosion looks like.
Someone like my six year old daughter who blows us a balloon
until it pops and then looks at the remains showing outward
peeled torn petal shape rupture, and sees burst location.
That said, thanks for effort to investigate these airplane crashes.
It's very important. I hope they take further inquiries from you
seriously now that you have shown them your committment to
travel there from far away. After the BBC fiasco, I'm using more
quotes from officials to state my case, using their own words.
I"m sending recent emails to them to you with this new
approach.
And I have got to write the wiring/cargo door book. Two other
authors are hard at work on it for many months now.
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

FAA Missed Warning on
Insulation Burn Test
Concerned Agency Reevaluates Its Role In
Airline Safety
By Don Phillips
Washington Post Staff Writer
Sunday, November 8, 1998; Page A01

Duvon McGuire was a young home-insulation
specialist reading through technical documents 10
years ago when something jumped out at him: a
description of the test used to determine the
flammability of aircraft thermal insulation.
McGuire realized he was no expert in airplanes, but
he was convinced that the test being performed was

"meaningless," and he fired off a memo saying as
much to the group responsible for it.
The test involved holding a piece of insulation
vertically over a Bunsen burner for 12 seconds and
then watching how far the resulting flame traveled and
how long it took to extinguish itself. If the fire went
out within 15 seconds and the flame spread by less
than eight inches, the material was approved for use
as aircraft insulation.
In a memo dated March 9, 1988, to a subcommittee of
the American Society of Testing and Materials, whose
standards are accepted by the Federal Aviation
Administration and other government agencies,
McGuire wrote that he was "shocked that the test was
not more severe." The subcommittee basically ignored
McGuire.
And top officials at the FAA were unaware until this
year that people -- including some technicians in their
own agency -- were growing concerned that insulation
could possibly help spread fires inside an aircraft. A
series of events, culminating in the Sept. 2 crash of
Swissair Flight 111, which killed 229 people, has
propelled the insulation issue out of its obscurity as a
medium-priority research project slowly making its
way through the sprawling, 48,000-employee agency.
The FAA's handling of the insulation issue is a case
study of how critical safety issues can remain buried

within government institutions, how tight budgets can
affect research and how individual crashes and the
publicity surrounding them can suddenly reorder the
aviation safety agenda. Moreover, it demonstrates
how the growth of aviation and its growing
complexity have stretched the agency's ability to keep
up with emerging safety issues.
Air safety officials say it isn't clear if insulation -which protects airline passengers from the noise and
cold of flying at 37,000 feet -- played a role in the
Swissair crash. But on Oct. 14, the FAA announced
that almost all thermal and sound insulation on 12,000
commercial aircraft worldwide would have to be
ripped out and replaced over a period of years at a
cost that industry sources say could top $1 billion.
The FAA said it will order the massive overhaul
because new tests confirmed the burn test in effect for
23 years is woefully inadequate. In fact, many
flammable products apparently would pass the current
test.
The insulation episode has concerned FAA officials,
so much so that they have decided to go back and
examine how the 40-year-old agency evaluates
potential safety hazards. They will focus especially on
being certain that sensitive safety issues are brought to
the top of the agency.
"I want to be more sure than I am today that we have a

process where people are comfortable enough to bring
things forward," FAA Administrator Jane Garvey said.
"We're revisiting the issue of what our real job is,"
said Thomas McSweeny, the FAA's new associate
administrator for regulation and certification. "Our
real job is preventing accidents."
There aren't any nefarious reasons why the FAA failed
to take decisive action earlier. Instead, some decisions
were driven by reasons that seemed logical at the
time: Money was needed for other areas or more
information was needed. In other cases, low-level
officials failed to communicate with one another or
didn't bring problems to the attention of senior
officials.
The FAA, in fact, hadn't even been represented when
insulation industry officials gathered to periodically
reconsider the faulty flammability standard in the
1980s and early 1990s. Then, as hundreds of people in
government and industry began to focus on the issue
in the mid-1990s, senior FAA officials remained in the
dark about insulation flammability, even as one airline
manufacturer began to take steps to warn airlines
about a problem with a type of insulation. Top FAA
officials said they were concerned with more pressing
fire safety issues; after all, no one had died from an
aircraft insulation fire but hundreds had died in
aircraft fires from other causes.

The FAA is struggling with how to identify emerging
safety issues. Plans are underway for informationsharing programs, including one in which a mass of
information from aircraft flight data recorders would
be crunched through computers to look for patterns
that could spot potential problems before they occur.
McSweeny said one of the lessons of the insulation
decision is that engineers, including him, must avoid
becoming embroiled in technicalities and keep an eye
on the big picture.
"You get wrapped up as an engineer into fixing
technical problems," McSweeny said. "What you
really need to focus on is that everything you do is
geared to saving lives. Everything you do is geared to
preventing accidents."
Still, some industry officials fear that the FAA may be
overreacting. After the FAA issued the insulationreplacement order, it emerged that the insulation that
will best meet the new flammability standards isn't
even in commercial production.
The flammability standard for aircraft insulation set
by the American Society of Testing and Materials
dates to 1975. McGuire's 1988 protest appears to be
the first attack on the standard, although that can't be
confirmed because records from the 1970s and most
of the 1980s were destroyed in the normal course of
business.

The ASTM is a technical organization that develops
and publishes thousands of testing standards for
industry, on materials and products ranging from
ceramics to wood. It has a small professional staff, but
almost all its work is done by committees of
volunteers from industry. Aircraft thermal insulation is
one of dozens of materials whose standards are within
the jurisdiction of the C16.23 subcommittee on
blanket and loose-fill insulation.
Each subcommittee member is given copies of each
standard before a a meeting, along with a ballot. If a
member is dissatisfied with the standard, he or she
votes "negative." Since the subcommittees operate by
consensus, each negative vote must be addressed.
McGuire, the young chemist who wrote the warning
memo, served on the subcommittee when he worked
for Indiana-based Regal Industries, which
manufactured home insulation. He said he usually
marked his ballot "abstain" on non-home materials.
But he did vote negative on aircraft insulation because
he considered the Bunsen burner test "the
technological equivalent of running your finger
through a candle flame." Almost any material would
pass, he said.
McGuire, now self-employed, said that under a
"gentleman's agreement" with the subcommittee, he
withdrew his negative vote in exchange for a promise

that the subcommittee would revisit the issue,
something that never happened. McGuire said he
never made any independent effort to contact the
FAA, something he now regrets.
Pete Hays, who worked at an insulation company and
was listed in the minutes as subcommittee chairman,
said he did not remember the issue. However, he said
the burn test was likely one of hundreds of tests the
government turned over to his testing organization
over the years as a streamlining and money-saving
issue.
Although the ASTM publishes and refines such tests,
Hays said it would be up to the FAA to require major
testing changes. The ASTM does not have the
research facilities to conduct such work, he said.
The FAA was not aware of the objection to the
standard because it is not a member of the
subcommittee. "They weren't around," McGuire said.
"They should be. Where is the liaison group? Where's
the feedback?"
On Nov. 24, 1993, something happened that caught
the attention of the FAA's technical staff. As a
McDonnell Douglas twin-engine MD-87 was taxiing
toward its gate in Copenhagen, smoke began to seep
out from the rear of the passenger cabin. As
passengers left the aircraft, the smoke intensified.
A fire erupted and spread quickly. No one was killed,

but the aircraft was destroyed. The Accident
Investigation Board of Denmark determined that
insulation blankets acted as fuel sources that helped
spread the fire.
Three similar fires occurred on McDonnell Douglas
jets -- in China in 1994 and 1995 and in Italy in 1995.
However, the FAA's research budget had been cut to a
new low by 1994, officials said, and the budget was
stretched by other fire research including research on
fire-resistant cabin interior materials and suppressing
fires on planes with water spray.
The agency also was beginning an expensive research
program to prevent rapid burn-through of aircraft
fuselages by external fuel-fed fires. This program
eventually placed heavy emphasis on using insulation
as a fire block after the aircraft's aluminum skin
melted to give passengers an extra one to two minutes
to escape. But the program was not designed to test
whether insulation might help spread slowerdeveloping interior fires.
McSweeny said the aircraft insulation flammability
standard got a "medium priority" in the research
budget, which has averaged about $6 million annually
for all fire safety issues in recent years.
McDonnell Douglas, meanwhile, had become
concerned about the foreign aircraft fires, which
appeared to involve metalized Mylar insulation on its

planes. The company in 1996 warned its customers of
the concerns, and in 1997 the company issued a
service bulletin recommending replacement of the
metalized Mylar blankets at the first practical
maintenance opportunity. It still was not considered an
urgent matter; insulation is in many parts of the plane,
some of which are accessed only every four to five
years for heavy maintenance.
In March 1996, McDonnell Douglas presented its
findings to the International Aircraft Materials Fire
Test Working Group -- composed of airlines, suppliers
and government agencies. The group, in what would
become an important decision, decided to perform a
"round robin" test, asking eight separate laboratories
to evaluate various test methods for insulation.
In 1996, on May 11 and July 17, two deadly events
transpired that overwhelmed the FAA and its fire and
explosive budget -- the crash of ValuJet Flight 592 in
the Everglades and the explosion of Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 off Long Island. The ValuJet plane
in effect became a giant blowtorch when oxygen
generators in the cargo hold accidentally activated;
Flight 800 at first was thought to be a victim of
sabotage, but the accident eventually was attributed to
a fuel tank explosion.
Coincidentally, on May 24, just 13 days after the
ValuJet crash, the Civil Aviation Administration of

China produced what became one of the most
important aircraft insulation documents. But the
document got lost in the crush.
The Chinese report documented that insulation had
played a role in several aircraft fires, and it argued for
a new burn test. Rather than briefly exposing
insulation to a Bunsen burner, the Chinese dropped a
burning cotton swab on the insulation and found that
the insulation burned easily.
The Chinese recommended in a report to the FAA that
the burn test be changed and that the FAA "make a
prompt and positive response" to insulation
flammability.
The FAA's Northwest Region office in Seattle, which
oversees aircraft certification, handled the official
response to the Chinese. "While the tests you
conducted are illustrative, they do not invalidate the
certification of the material," the Seattle office wrote.
Although the letter seemed to be a brushoff, another
arm of the FAA -- the technical center in Atlantic City
-- was not ignoring the issue. The tech center put out a
report in September 1997 on the results of the "round
robin" test requested by the international fire group in
March 1996. It was not pretty.
Although couched in technical language, the tech
center report basically said the Bunsen burner test was
wholly inadequate. The report's abstract said "the test

data indicated that the cotton swab test produced
consistent test results, whereas the vertical
flammability test did not."
Work continued at the technical level, and in March of
this year the FAA staff told a meeting of the
international fire group that the swab test also was
inadequate. A new test regimen was needed.
Still, there was no sense of urgency. Although the
agency's research budget had ticked up slightly,
money was tight. And other priority projects, such as
airport security, continued to drain tight resources.
"We have a well-defined process to prioritize our
research," McSweeny said. "It's basically driven by
the critical needs."
In September, however, insulation emerged as a
critical need. Swissair Flight 111 crashed off the coast
of Nova Scotia on Sept. 2. By mid-September, bits of
pieces of the plane were salvaged from the Atlantic
Ocean and showed signs of a possible on-board fire.
According to FAA officials, Dick Hill, head of the
FAA Atlantic City tech center, was sent to Halifax to
aid in the probe. Hill was well aware of the Chinese
report and the McDonnell Douglas service bulletins.
He suggested that investigators keep an eye out for
signs of possible burned insulation.
Hill also informed Dave Thomas, the FAA's director
of accident investigations, who informed McSweeny.

This was the first time that FAA headquarters had
focused on the insulation question specifically as a
possible fire hazard.
McSweeny said he received a copy of the Chinese
report and other insulation materials on Sept. 16, but
gave them only a passing glance. McSweeny's
appointment as the FAA's top regulatory official was
not effective till Oct. 1, and he had not even begun to
move to his new office. The entire agency, including
McSweeny, also was feverishly preparing for the
announcement of a new safety program for aging
aircraft.
Over the weekend of Sept. 26-27, McSweeny said, he
looked at the reports in more detail, and "it became
clear to me we had to take a serious look at this."
On Oct. 1, the same day the aging-aircraft program
was announced, The Washington Post reported that
insulation was emerging as a possible issue in the
Swissair crash. That same day, McSweeny received a
new tech center report saying the swab test was also
inadequate.
FAA Administrator Garvey said she first learned of the
issue when The Post called to ask for comment a day
before the story appeared. "Jane [Garvey] and I had
our first discussion that day," McSweeny said.
Thereafter, a frenzy of activity began around the FAA.
McSweeny said the evidence was piling up that more

urgent action was needed.
McSweeny said that he moved his office on Saturday,
Oct. 3, and that by Sunday he was certain the FAA
had to take bold action.
On Oct. 14, FAA officials announced that tests had
shown that almost no insulation would pass new tests.
Except for perhaps 200 older Lockheed L1011s, every
aircraft in the fleet would have to be retrofitted with
new insulation.
Basically, the FAA had decided to raise standards for
aircraft insulation by several leagues. Instead of
passing a fire-spread test, insulation would have to
pass a new, much tougher burn-through test. The
burn-through test was already being developed by the
FAA, and the agency is now planning to complete that
research within six months rather than on the one-year
timetable originally established. The FAA is
simultaneously writing new rules governing aircraft
insulation.
Already, for the first time, the FAA named a specific
product that would pass the test: Curlon, covered with
a polyimide covering. The patent for Curlon is held by
Orcon, a small California company.
There was one problem. Curlon was not in
commercial production.
Len DiGiovanni, Orcon's chief of operations, said his
company was not reacting to any specific crashes and

incidents when it bought the patent to Curlon from its
owners in England. He said that the company's main
business is aircraft insulation and that it has always
sought out better products. He said the company
thought that at best, Curlon would be a niche product.
Now, Orcon is building a new plant to manufacture
Curlon near Dalton, Ga. DiGiovanni said the
manufacturing line will be running sometime during
the first half of next year.
Many in the aviation industry have complained that
they were left out of the process that led to the FAA's
insulation announcement.
There is also debate within the industry about whether
a second product mentioned by the FAA -- polyimidecovered fiberglass -- would pass the new FAA burnthrough test. McSweeny acknowledged that the
fiberglass product is not as fireproof as polyimidecovered Curlon, but he said it is adequate. McSweeny
said he insisted on "grandfathering" an existing
product so that airlines will not wait until Curlon or
some other FAA-approved product is widely available
before beginning to retrofit their fleets. Garvey said
the tech center had assured her the fiberglass product
would pass the planned new test.
Garvey signaled that the industry must ready itself for
the possibility of equally dramatic steps on other
safety issues. "We have to be prepared, if we need to,

to re-examine our standards," she said.
Meanwhile, Garvey said, the FAA still must live
within a research budget that will never be as big as
needed.
In this case, accelerated insulation research will be
funded by putting aside a priority of earlier years -water misting to put out aircraft interior fires.
THE TEST BY FIRE
For 23 years, the FAA has accepted insulation
flammability standards it now considers inadequate. It
is developing a new one.
* The standard test for aircraft thermal insulation has
been to apply a standard Bunsen burner flame to
insulation held vertically in a burn chamber. The
flame is removed after 12 seconds. To pass, the
average length of continued burning must be 15
seconds or less, the burn area must be eight inches or
less, and any drippings on the chamber floor must not
burn longer than an average of five seconds.
* McDonnell Douglas, Boeing and the Chinese
government each used various versions of a "swab
test" in which burning cotton swabs are dropped onto
insulation.
* Now, the FAA is planning to subject insulation to a
direct flame for several minutes. The exact nature of
the test is being worked out.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Fwd: Photos of ruptures at midspan latches TWA
800

Date: Fri, 23 Oct 1998 15:01:23 -0800
To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of ruptures at midspan latches TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:
6740:forwardlatchruptureforemail.jpg: :Master:
6740:aftlatchruptureforemail.jpg:
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Dear Officials,

Real NTSB evidence. The pictures above are of TWA 800
reconstruction by NTSB. They show the midspan latch areas of
the forward cargo door. The outward peeled skin, red paint
markings and petal shaped ruptures at both midspan latches are
clearly visible.
Real NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
Real NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have
suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have

been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology,
March 10, 1997 Issue.
Real NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the
recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and
was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking
mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the
closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Real NTSB Evidence Public Docket 516, Systems Exhibit 9A
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation.
Real FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT)
October 1, 1998

WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
Real Government and media Evidence: Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was

followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130
milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the
recording abruptly ended. " News Reports from Associated Press,
Reuters, major newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97 www.corazon.com

Gentlemen, the match is there. Four forward cargo doors have
ruptured in flight on four high time 747s and left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, severely
damaged number 3 engine, and all causes initially thought to
have been a bomb.
The implications are profound. But first, please, check the cargo
door area wiring, continue checking the fuel tank wiring, and
confirm TWA 800 as a ruptured cargo door event so that the
cause of the door rupture may be discovered and fixed.
If not a meeting, if not a telephone call, will you engage in an
email exchange with me? Is that too much to ask from citizen to
government official?
I welcome criticism, information, rebuttal, advice, and conjecture
about the cause of TWA 800 and others. My evidence I offer for
discussion are two photographs of the forward cargo door. There
is much to be seen in the photographs. <http://
www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowupphoto.html>

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.

US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
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Subject: Fwd: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door
evidence. (2)
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Subject: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door evidence. (2)
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Dear elected and appointed officials, manufacturer spokesman,
reporters, and attorney, 26 Oct 98

NTSB evidence. TWA 800 reconstructs pictures clearly show the
midspan latch areas of the forward cargo door. The outward
peeled skin, red paint markings and petal shaped ruptures at both
midspan latches are clearly visible. http://www.corazon.com/
Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html

Friday August 30 1996 7:24 AM EDT
Computer Simulation Pinpoints TWA Blast - NYT
NEW YORK (Reuter) - A computer simulation of the final
moments of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has placed the blast
that downed the plane in a small
site on the jet's right side, The New York Times reported Friday.
The simulation shows that almost everything in the first spray of
metal, luggage and other material blown from the plane came
from a confined area above and
ahead of the right wing.
Significance. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the
wing on the right side.

NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have suggested
unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have been light
reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from
the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology, March 10, 1997
Issue.
NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the recovery
of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the door locking
mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior to the
accident flight to the extent that the door could have been closed
and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door was not
fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and was
supported by the evidence available at the time. However, upon
examination of the door, the damage to the locking mechanism
did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence indicated
that the latch cams had been backdriven from the closed position
into a nearly open position after the door had been closed and
locked. The latch cams had been driven into the lock sectors that
deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-driving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and

supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Significance: NTSB made a mistake about probable cause and
corrected it.

NTSB, AAIB, TSB Evidence:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew

were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:

NTSB public Docket:The recording appeared to
terminate very abruptly with a very loud sound. This
termination did not appear to be preceded by any
event or events on the recording. Both of these areas
were the subject of further examination.
Significance: A rare event has been matched, sudden loud sound
on CVR at event time, to four Boeing 747s, all of which had a
hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side. One probable
cause has been confirmed, polyimide electrical system/wiring
which caused forward cargo door to open in flight.

NTSB AAR 92/02 describing normal door operation: "Normally, the
cargo doors are operated electrically by means of a switch located on the
exterior of the fuselage, just forward of the door opening. The switch
controls the opening and closing and the latching of the door. If at any
time the switch is released, the switch will return to a neutral position,
power is removed from all actuators, and movement of the actuators
ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the "closed"

position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door moves toward the
closed position. After the door has reached the near closed position, the
hook position switch transfers the electrical control power to the pull- in
hook actuator, and the cargo door is brought to the closed position by the
pull-in hooks. When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position,
the hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch actuator.
The latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the lower
portion of the door, around the eight latch pins, attached to the lower
door sill. At the same time, the two midspan latch cams, located on the
sides of the door rotate around the two midspan latch pins located on the
sides of the door frame. When the eight latch cams and the two midspan cams reach their fully closed position, electrical power is removed
from the latch actuator by the latch-closed switch. This completes the
electrically powered portion of the door closing operation. The door can
also be operated in the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors across the
latch cams. These are manually moved in place across the open mouth
of each of the eight lower cams through mechanical linkages to the
master latch lock handle. The position of the lock sectors is indicated
indirectly by noting visually the closed position of the two pressure
relief doors located on the upper section of each cargo door. The
pressure relief doors are designed to relieve any residual pressure
differential before the cargo doors are opened after landing, and to
prevent pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are
mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This final
procedure also actuates the master latch
lock switch, removing electrical control power from the opening and
closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo door
warning light through a switch located on one of the pressure relief
doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by reversing the above
procedure."

NTSB email to reporter:
Your proposed article is incorrect First of all, Senator McCain did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no physical
evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo door
came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary. As
stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which, of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform crushing
damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the fuselage and
up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the airplane
(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing 747,
he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a superficial

description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold the door
closed.
We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their own
extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr. Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing such an
article.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact
us.
Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82,
Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower
lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching cams
remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along
the lower door sill."

Significance: NTSB appears to be unclear on the concept of
'latch' 'latching cam' 'centering guide' and 'pull-in hooks' for the
forward cargo door, a complex device using mechanical and
electrical means to open and close. Midspan latches 'latch. Pull in
hook 'pull in', and centering guide 'aligns. The two midspan
latches are missing. It can not accurately be said that the forward
cargo door was all latched and all intact until water impact
without that missing evidence to examine.

NTSB Public Docket 516S: Systems Exhibit 9A, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570
and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core
conductor when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the
aft end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks
found."
NTSB public docket 516A: 1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report page 44, 45, 46:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.

NTSB Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had
three in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of
arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA
800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the raceway
below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing spar.
NTSB AAR 92/02:

Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from
plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle
clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on
the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch position for UAL 811 as
described in NTSB AAR 92/02.

FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT) October
1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel
were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New
York. The airplane was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights
between Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had
accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the
occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle between
the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or visual examination);

(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket and
standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as
well as the damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.

SEATTLE (October 21, 1998 2:08 p.m. EDT http://
www.nandotimes.com) -- Boeing Co. officials say they're
evaluating whether defective wiring components in some
jetliners will cause new delays on the company's production
lines. A Burndy block is an electrical connector that splices
together wiring, Wolf Glende, chief engineer for 777 systems,
said Wednesday.
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration recommended that the insulation of almost all of
the world's 12,000 passenger jets be replaced because new tests
are likely to find that it can catch fire when exposed to high heat,
the Washington Post reported Thursday.
Crash probe reveals flaw Wiring flaw in crash probe
by Chuck Taylor and James V. Grimaldi
Seattle Times staff reporters
In thoroughly examining 747s after the TWA Flight 800 disaster,
federal investigators have discovered the potential for an
electrical problem inside fuel tanks that could - under what
Boeing considers extraordinary circumstances - lead to an

explosion.
Boeing plans to urge airlines to inspect older-model 747s and
replace an outdated component in some tanks, although the
company calls the chance for danger astronomically remote.
Tiny punctures in wire insulation, found inside an old, out-ofservice 747-100, are the first hard evidence of a potential
problem inside a tank that engineers have designed to be
virtually spark-proof. Crash probe reveals flaw Wiring flaw in
crash probe
Another NTSB theory comes into play here. For months,
investigators have been considering the possibility that a short
circuit outside the tank could enable high-voltage current from
another system to arc into the lower-voltage fuel-measuring
circuit.
Wires from various systems are bundled together on jetliners,
and chafed insulation on high-voltage and lower-voltage wires
could enable such a short circuit.
Significance: Four Boeing 747s that had hull ruptures in flight
forward of the wing on the right side and all had polyimide
insulated wiring with one conclusive cause being electrical/
wiring causing forward cargo door to open inflight. Bare wires
were found in cargo door area of TWA 800. Bare wires were
found in the cargo door area of UAL 811.

October 15, 1998 BY TOM HENRY BLADE STAFF WRITER
A U.S. Airways flight that left Toledo Express Airport with 20
passengers on board turned around in midair Tuesday night and
went back to the airport for an unscheduled landing after the pilot
felt unusual vibrations.
The Federal Aviation Administration said the problem was

related to a luggage compartment door being ajar.
Flight 7002, a DC-9 scheduled to go from Toledo to Pittsburgh
with a 12-minute stop along the way in Akron, landed safely at
8:27 p.m. at Toledo Express, where it had taken off a half-hour
earlier, officials said.
A right front baggage door wasn't properly closed. It popped
open when the plane landed, strewing luggage across the runway,
David Castelveter, U.S. Airways spokesman, said.
No one was hurt. The FAA is investigating whether the problem
was related to human or mechanical error, Don Zochert, agency
spokesman, said.
Mr. Castelveter said the pilot made the decision to turn around
after determining there was a problem with the cargo door.
The door was in an open, latched position, ``indicating the door
was never closed before the aircraft taxied out and took off,''
according to a report filed by the Toledo-Lucas County Port
Authority's airport police and fire unit.
NTSB Docket Number SA-516, TWA 800 Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory
Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that parts were initially
shed from the area just forward of the wing."

Significance: The forward cargo door is forward of the wing on
the right side and continue to open inadvertently on airliners.

NTSB Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the
horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper
honeycomb surface near the outboard trailing edge

Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan blades
had impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the
impact damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft
body impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."

Significance: Probably on fire Fodded engine number three was
mystery igniton source for center tank explosion.

NTSB: United Airlines Flight 811:
"However, the decompression event caused a data loss of approximately
2 1/2 seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values
appeared valid with the exception of the pitch and roll parameters.
Lateral acceleration showed a sharp increase immediately following the
decompression. Vertical acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change just
after the decompression and a slight increase as the airplane began its
descent." NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en route
from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a
sudden loud sound. The sound continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then
almost immediately, the line from the cockpit area microphone to the
cockpit voice recorder at the rear of the pressure cabin was most
probably broken. This was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder." Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page

21 "When synchronized with other recordings it was determined, within
the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR stopped
recording simultaneously with the CVR." "Irregular signals were
observed over the last 0.27 inches of the DFDR tape. Laboratory tests
indicated that the irregular signals most likely occurred as a result of the
recorder being subjected to sharp angular accelerations about the lateral
axis of the recorder, causing rapid changes in tape speed over the record
head." Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 22
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The analysis of the recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, which
is detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data simply
stopped. Following careful examination and correlation of the various
sources of recorded information, it was concluded that this occurred
because the electrical power supply to the recorder had been interrupted
at 19:02:50 +- second." UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 37 "The analysis of
the cockpit voice recording, which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded
that there were valid signals available to the DVR when it stopped at
19:02.50 +- second because the power supply to the recorder was
interrupted. It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The wire that carried electrical power from the cockpit to the tape
recorder mounted in the rear of TWA Flight 800 ran down the right side
of he airplane. The wire that carried power to the flight data recorder ran
down the left side. Yet the two were severed within an instant, without
any warning." News Reports

Significance: Abrupt data loss to FDR matches four Boeing 747
hull ruptures in flight forward of the wing on the right side, AI
182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. One probable cause has
been confirmed, polyimide electrical system/wiring which caused
forward cargo door to open in flight.

To review:
1. NTSB and FAA state polyimide insulation wiring is being
investigated for failing in aging airliners in new study.
2. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800 had polyimide insulation
wiring.
3. NTSB recommendeds that aft cargo door wiring be inspected
in 'A 91-83.'
4. Recent airliner accident indicates wiring involved with
scorched insulation and smoke in the cockpit.
5. Recent airliner incident has forward cargo door opening and
strewing baggage outside.
6. Four Boeing 747s had sudden loud sound on the CVR and an
abrupt data loss to the FDR while having a hull rupture in flight
forward of the wing on the right side.
7. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the wing on the
right side.
8. Engine number three: Was on fire causing soot on blades, had
missing blades, threw out blade to impact behind on right
horizontal stabilizer, fire could have caused nearby center tank
explosion, and fod caused by ingesting baggage from adjacent
open cargo bay or metal skin from explosive decompression
from ruptured cargo door.
9. Bare wires found in TWA 800 cargo door area.
10 Bare wires found in UAL 811 cargo door area.
Recommendations:
1. Check cargo door area wiring for bare wire in early model
Boeing 747s.
2. Confirm TWA 800 door opened in flight by checking door
hinge, locking handle, viewing ports, and two midspan latches.
3. Meet, call, email citizen researcher to discuss evidence.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Fwd: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door
evidence. (3)

Date: Mon, 26 Oct 1998 10:39:07 -0800
To: Govmediamanpols
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door evidence. (3)
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Sam Farr

Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
samfarr@mail.house.gov
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
James Oberstar
Member of Congress
2366 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-2308
oberstar@mail.house.gov

James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board

490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
sturnim@ntsb.gov
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov

Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
DICKINA@ntsb.gov

Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800

National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov

David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Tom.McSweeny@faa.dot.gov

Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Ronald.Wojnar@faa.dot.gov

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil.Schalekamp@faa.dot.gov

Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob.Breneman@faa.dot.gov

Russ Young
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group Communications
Russell.Young@PSS.Boeing.com

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel

McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com
Josh Kerns
Television Reporter
KOMO TV-Seattle
joshk@komotv.com
Jim McKenna
Reporter,
Aviation Week and Space Technology
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
110363.607@compuserve.com

Dear elected and appointed officials, manufacturer spokesman,
reporters, and attorney, 26 Oct 98

AAIB 2/90 PA 103

NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811
Actual UAL 811 door pieces after recovery showing rupture at
aft midspan latch area.

Significance:
Shape of explosive decompression zone of PA 103 generally
matches UAL 811.
TWA 800 wreckage:

Significance: Red paint marking are were there should only be
white. There is also white paint where there should be red. The
red paint markings only appear on the fuselage above the cargo
door area and indicate outward bulge of fuselage skin during
explosive decompression.
US Air Force photo of E4B, showing improper use of stepladder
on cargo door sill.

Lurid print media drawing of UAL 811.

Significance. High government officials, including the President,
fly in Boeing 747s with outward opening forward cargo doors.
The danger is real to officials, passengers, and crew.

To review:

1. Explosive decompression zone in Boeing 747s in flight at
forward cargo door have a distinctive shape and PA 103 matches
UAL 811.
2. Red paint markings above cargo door for TWA 800 indicate
explosive decompression.
3. There is a real danger to government officials who fly in E4B
or AF 1 to another inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight.
Recommendations:
1. Check cargo door area wiring for bare wire in early model
Boeing 747s.
2. Confirm TWA 800 door opened in flight by checking door
hinge, locking handle, viewing ports, and two midspan latches.
3. Meet, call, email citizen investigator to discuss evidence.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Fwd: Reelection/Oliver Stone TWA 800

Date: Mon, 2 Nov 1998 11:38:14 -0800
To: Govmediamanpols
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Reelection/Oliver Stone TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
samfarr@mail.house.gov
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov

James Oberstar
Member of Congress
2366 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-2308
oberstar@mail.house.gov

James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
sturnim@ntsb.gov
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov

Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
DICKINA@ntsb.gov

Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov

David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Tom.McSweeny@faa.dot.gov

Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Ronald.Wojnar@faa.dot.gov

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil.Schalekamp@faa.dot.gov

Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob.Breneman@faa.dot.gov

Russ Young
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group Communications
Russell.Young@PSS.Boeing.com

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com
Josh Kerns
Television Reporter
KOMO TV-Seattle
joshk@komotv.com
Jim McKenna
Reporter,
Aviation Week and Space Technology
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
110363.607@compuserve.com

Dear elected and appointed officials, manufacturer spokesman,
reporters, and attorney, 2 Nov 98
Tomorrow is election day for politicians. Senator McCain,
Congressmen Farr and Oberstar are up for reelection. Mr. Sam
Farr is the only one of the three I can vote for and will. Here's
why: http://www.corazon.com/farr12.html is the letter from Mr.
Farr to me giving permission to put NTSB Public Docket 516A
Exhibit 4A, Eyewitness Group Report, on my web site. It
represents to me Mr. Farr's understanding of public information
being public and respect for a citizen to actually publish that
information on a web site. It shows me that Mr. Farr actually
interacts with a citizen for a public safety matter, airline safety.
I hope Senator McCain is reelected from Arizona; I would vote
for him if I could and will for President if given the chance.
Oliver Stone is going to do a TV Special on the missile
explanation for TWA 800. I can debunk missile explanation in
every way. Streak, residue, and mystery radar blips can all be
explained. There was no missile shootdown of TWA 800. There
is no conspiracy, coverup or plot about TWA 800. As long as the
streak is not officially and satisfactorily explained, the missile
explanation will live in myth. That myth shall impugn the honor
of the US Navy forever as being a suspect in an accidental
shootdown. Wiring/cargo door satisfactorily explains the streak
phenomenon. It was not a missile but was the red-orange
reflection of the setting sun off a large shiny piece of fuselage
skin of TWA 800 as it started to disintegrate. The up and down
and level reported streaks can be explained to anyone with a

knowledge of 3D space and the perceived movements of objects
in it by a stationary ground observer.
NTSB also considered the shiny piece of metal reflecting
sunlight giving streak explanation:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from
the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a possibility that still
intrigues investigators, the second official said. " Aviation

Week, 10 March

1997.
NTSB has offered the wiring/cargo door explanation for a
probable cause for another high time 747 that suffered a hull
rupture forward of the wing on the right side leaving a sudden
loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt data loss to the FDR, UAL
811:
"The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable
cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe
cargo door in flight and the subsequent explosive decompression. The
door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or wiring in the door
control system which permitted electrical actuation of the door latches
toward the unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff. Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become unlatched after
being properly latched and locked. Also contributing to the accident was
a lack of timely corrective actions by Boeing and the FAA following a
1987 cargo door opening incident on a Pan Am B-747." NTSB AAR

92/02.
NTSB is not wacky to think the streak was reflected metal in
evening sun. NTSB was not wacky to offer wiring/cargo door
explanation for fatal 747 accident. NTSB was not wacky to put
AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 together in Chart 12 of

Sound Spectrum Study for Public Docket 516A because they
were so similar. NTSB was not wacky examining the wiring in
TWA 800 closely and finding bare wires in the cargo door area.
NTSB was not wacky to conduct a day of hearings on aging
airliners during which the problems of polyimide insulation type
wiring, PolyX, were made public. NTSB was not wacky to report
an engine stator blade embedded in the right horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB was not wacky to breakdown number 3 engine and
observe missing blades and soot.
Well, gentleman, I say: The PolyX wiring in TWA 800 probably
cracked in the cargo door area and caused the forward cargo door
to rupture in flight. The streak was a large shiny metal object
reflecting evening red-orange sunlight. The sudden loud sound
was the explosive decompression. The abrupt data loss was the
disruption of cables in the adjacent main equipment compartment
by the 'tremendous explosion' as described by UAL 811 crew
when forward cargo door ruptured/opened in flight. The ignition
source for the center tank explosion was the fodded on fire
number three engine.
Now, when I say conclusions based on NTSB facts and
conclusions, am I wacky? Am I so fringe that I do not warrant
the respect of a meeting in which I may present my data and
conclusions? Why do missile and HIRF and bomb and meteor
proponents all have their turns for investigation and I don't? Why
do officials duck me? What is so horrific about my data and
conclusions? It comes from NTSB, FAA, AAIB, TSB, and Indian
aviation authorities. Is it pride? Is it the 'Not Invented Here'
syndrome? Well, the wiring/cargo door explanation was invented
by NTSB; it is NTSB.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for a high time 747 that suffered

a hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side leaving a
sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt data loss to the
FDR is the NTSB explanation for UAL 811.
It's also my explanation for TWA 800, another high time 747 that
suffered a hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt data loss
to the FDR.
I again ask for some sort of dialogue with government aviation
safety officials regarding TWA 800. I offer face to face, email,
phone, or letter. I have been in a fatal night jet crash and I
understand the importance of action now.
Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
831 659 3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Subject: Intellectual Ammunition provided.

>Greetings, Crazy Horse!
>
>Just to keep you posted I am in Washington (at my own
expense, by the way, so I have
>not been bought by anyone - yet, alas!) near the lair of the Great
Satan and today spent
>some hours at NTSB's pokey little offices in L'Enfant Plaza. I
went through a lot of
>stuff, double-checking your facts and comparing your TWA 800
sequence with what the NTSB
>has on the public dockets so far. It all tallied and I am still
convinced you have made
>a good case, particularly as there are gaps in the other
explanations. I printed out
>some stuff which I will fax to you for comment when I get to a
fax machine which can
>scan, although you may have seen it already. It concerns relabelling of finds and lists
>of 'unallocated' finds. Remind me of your fax number, please.
>
>It was made clear to me that they do not yet have a source of
ignition for the CWT
>explosion and they specifically said they were still looking at all
the possibilities.
>That includes the wiring and cargo door possibility. They may
not yet agree with you
>but your arguments are not being ignored. I got the same

message yesterday from a lawyer
>who represents some of the bereaved families. I spent the
afternoon with him in his
>office, going over the arguments.
>
>It could be a year yet before the analysis of the agreed facts is
completed and a
>conclusion published. Some people in there seem to think they
may never get a conclusion
>but after the latest stuff on the Swissair plane in today's
Washington Post there is
>'renewed interest' in wiring problems. So the cause is by no
means lost.
>
>I am going to try to revive the story with the BBC and will also
be talking to Channel 4
>on my way home through Glasgow next week.
>
>This is a confidential briefing between us and Chris, so please
don't copy it to
>third parties as I want to talk to my NTSB and lawyer contacts
again on the same
>basis. I thought it only fair to keep you posted.
>
>Have a happy Hallowe'en and even more fun on polling day.
>
>Cheers
>
>Jonathan

Three recent emails for intellectual ammunition below present
TWA 800 in pictures and words.

To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of ruptures at midspan latches TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:
6740:forwardlatchruptureforemail.jpg: :Master:
6740:aftlatchruptureforemail.jpg:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
samfarr@mail.house.gov
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
James Oberstar
Member of Congress
2366 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-2308

oberstar@mail.house.gov

James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
sturnim@ntsb.gov
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov

Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.

Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
DICKINA@ntsb.gov

Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov

David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W

Washington D.C 20591
Tom.McSweeny@faa.dot.gov

Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Ronald.Wojnar@faa.dot.gov

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil.Schalekamp@faa.dot.gov

Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100

1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
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Dear Officials,

Real NTSB evidence. The pictures above are of TWA 800
reconstruction by NTSB. They show the midspan latch areas of
the forward cargo door. The outward peeled skin, red paint
markings and petal shaped ruptures at both midspan latches are
clearly visible.
Real NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
Real NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have
suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have
been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology,
March 10, 1997 Issue.
Real NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the
recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and
was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking

mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the
closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Real NTSB Evidence Public Docket 516, Systems Exhibit 9A
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation.
Real FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT)
October 1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
Real Government and media Evidence: Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the

cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report

2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130
milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the
recording abruptly ended. " News Reports from Associated Press,
Reuters, major newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97 www.corazon.com

Gentlemen, the match is there. Four forward cargo doors have
ruptured in flight on four high time 747s and left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, severely
damaged number 3 engine, and all causes initially thought to
have been a bomb.
The implications are profound. But first, please, check the cargo
door area wiring, continue checking the fuel tank wiring, and
confirm TWA 800 as a ruptured cargo door event so that the
cause of the door rupture may be discovered and fixed.
If not a meeting, if not a telephone call, will you engage in an
email exchange with me? Is that too much to ask from citizen to
government official?

I welcome criticism, information, rebuttal, advice, and conjecture
about the cause of TWA 800 and others. My evidence I offer for
discussion are two photographs of the forward cargo door. There
is much to be seen in the photographs. <http://
www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowupphoto.html>

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
To: Govmediamanpols
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door evidence. (2)
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear elected and appointed officials, manufacturer spokesman,
reporters, and attorney, 26 Oct 98

NTSB evidence. TWA 800 reconstructs pictures clearly show the
midspan latch areas of the forward cargo door. The outward
peeled skin, red paint markings and petal shaped ruptures at both
midspan latches are clearly visible. http://www.corazon.com/
Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html

Friday August 30 1996 7:24 AM EDT
Computer Simulation Pinpoints TWA Blast - NYT
NEW YORK (Reuter) - A computer simulation of the final
moments of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has placed the blast
that downed the plane in a small
site on the jet's right side, The New York Times reported Friday.
The simulation shows that almost everything in the first spray of
metal, luggage and other material blown from the plane came
from a confined area above and
ahead of the right wing.
Significance. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the
wing on the right side.

NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the

unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have suggested
unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have been light
reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from
the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology, March 10, 1997
Issue.
NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the recovery
of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the door locking
mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior to the
accident flight to the extent that the door could have been closed
and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door was not
fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and was
supported by the evidence available at the time. However, upon
examination of the door, the damage to the locking mechanism
did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence indicated
that the latch cams had been backdriven from the closed position
into a nearly open position after the door had been closed and
locked. The latch cams had been driven into the lock sectors that
deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-driving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Significance: NTSB made a mistake about probable cause and
corrected it.

NTSB, AAIB, TSB Evidence:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report

2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:

NTSB public Docket:The recording appeared to
terminate very abruptly with a very loud sound. This
termination did not appear to be preceded by any
event or events on the recording. Both of these areas
were the subject of further examination.
Significance: A rare event has been matched, sudden loud sound
on CVR at event time, to four Boeing 747s, all of which had a
hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side. One probable
cause has been confirmed, polyimide electrical system/wiring
which caused forward cargo door to open in flight.

NTSB AAR 92/02 describing normal door operation: "Normally, the
cargo doors are operated electrically by means of a switch located on the
exterior of the fuselage, just forward of the door opening. The switch
controls the opening and closing and the latching of the door. If at any
time the switch is released, the switch will return to a neutral position,
power is removed from all actuators, and movement of the actuators
ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the "closed"
position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door moves toward the
closed position. After the door has reached the near closed position, the
hook position switch transfers the electrical control power to the pull- in
hook actuator, and the cargo door is brought to the closed position by the
pull-in hooks. When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position,
the hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch actuator.

The latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the lower
portion of the door, around the eight latch pins, attached to the lower
door sill. At the same time, the two midspan latch cams, located on the
sides of the door rotate around the two midspan latch pins located on the
sides of the door frame. When the eight latch cams and the two midspan cams reach their fully closed position, electrical power is removed
from the latch actuator by the latch-closed switch. This completes the
electrically powered portion of the door closing operation. The door can
also be operated in the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors across the
latch cams. These are manually moved in place across the open mouth
of each of the eight lower cams through mechanical linkages to the
master latch lock handle. The position of the lock sectors is indicated
indirectly by noting visually the closed position of the two pressure
relief doors located on the upper section of each cargo door. The
pressure relief doors are designed to relieve any residual pressure
differential before the cargo doors are opened after landing, and to
prevent pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are
mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This final
procedure also actuates the master latch
lock switch, removing electrical control power from the opening and
closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo door
warning light through a switch located on one of the pressure relief
doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by reversing the above
procedure."

NTSB email to reporter:
Your proposed article is incorrect First of all, Senator McCain did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous

times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no physical
evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo door
came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary. As
stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which, of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform crushing
damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the fuselage and
up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the airplane
(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing 747,
he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold the door
closed.

We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their own
extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr. Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing such an
article.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact
us.
Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82,
Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower
lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching cams
remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along
the lower door sill."

Significance: NTSB appears to be unclear on the concept of
'latch' 'latching cam' 'centering guide' and 'pull-in hooks' for the
forward cargo door, a complex device using mechanical and
electrical means to open and close. Midspan latches 'latch. Pull in
hook 'pull in', and centering guide 'aligns. The two midspan
latches are missing. It can not accurately be said that the forward
cargo door was all latched and all intact until water impact
without that missing evidence to examine.

NTSB Public Docket 516S: Systems Exhibit 9A, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570
and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core
conductor when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the

aft end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks
found."
NTSB public docket 516A: 1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report page 44, 45, 46:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.

NTSB Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had
three in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of
arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA
800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the raceway
below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing spar.
NTSB AAR 92/02:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from
plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle
clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on
the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch position for UAL 811 as
described in NTSB AAR 92/02.

FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT) October
1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel
were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New
York. The airplane was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights
between Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had
accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the
occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle between
the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.

Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket and
standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as
well as the damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.

SEATTLE (October 21, 1998 2:08 p.m. EDT http://
www.nandotimes.com) -- Boeing Co. officials say they're
evaluating whether defective wiring components in some
jetliners will cause new delays on the company's production
lines. A Burndy block is an electrical connector that splices
together wiring, Wolf Glende, chief engineer for 777 systems,
said Wednesday.
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration recommended that the insulation of almost all of
the world's 12,000 passenger jets be replaced because new tests
are likely to find that it can catch fire when exposed to high heat,
the Washington Post reported Thursday.
Crash probe reveals flaw Wiring flaw in crash probe
by Chuck Taylor and James V. Grimaldi
Seattle Times staff reporters
In thoroughly examining 747s after the TWA Flight 800 disaster,
federal investigators have discovered the potential for an
electrical problem inside fuel tanks that could - under what
Boeing considers extraordinary circumstances - lead to an
explosion.
Boeing plans to urge airlines to inspect older-model 747s and
replace an outdated component in some tanks, although the
company calls the chance for danger astronomically remote.
Tiny punctures in wire insulation, found inside an old, out-ofservice 747-100, are the first hard evidence of a potential

problem inside a tank that engineers have designed to be
virtually spark-proof. Crash probe reveals flaw Wiring flaw in
crash probe
Another NTSB theory comes into play here. For months,
investigators have been considering the possibility that a short
circuit outside the tank could enable high-voltage current from
another system to arc into the lower-voltage fuel-measuring
circuit.
Wires from various systems are bundled together on jetliners,
and chafed insulation on high-voltage and lower-voltage wires
could enable such a short circuit.
Significance: Four Boeing 747s that had hull ruptures in flight
forward of the wing on the right side and all had polyimide
insulated wiring with one conclusive cause being electrical/
wiring causing forward cargo door to open inflight. Bare wires
were found in cargo door area of TWA 800. Bare wires were
found in the cargo door area of UAL 811.

October 15, 1998 BY TOM HENRY BLADE STAFF WRITER
A U.S. Airways flight that left Toledo Express Airport with 20
passengers on board turned around in midair Tuesday night and
went back to the airport for an unscheduled landing after the pilot
felt unusual vibrations.
The Federal Aviation Administration said the problem was
related to a luggage compartment door being ajar.
Flight 7002, a DC-9 scheduled to go from Toledo to Pittsburgh
with a 12-minute stop along the way in Akron, landed safely at
8:27 p.m. at Toledo Express, where it had taken off a half-hour
earlier, officials said.
A right front baggage door wasn't properly closed. It popped

open when the plane landed, strewing luggage across the runway,
David Castelveter, U.S. Airways spokesman, said.
No one was hurt. The FAA is investigating whether the problem
was related to human or mechanical error, Don Zochert, agency
spokesman, said.
Mr. Castelveter said the pilot made the decision to turn around
after determining there was a problem with the cargo door.
The door was in an open, latched position, ``indicating the door
was never closed before the aircraft taxied out and took off,''
according to a report filed by the Toledo-Lucas County Port
Authority's airport police and fire unit.
NTSB Docket Number SA-516, TWA 800 Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory
Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that parts were initially
shed from the area just forward of the wing."

Significance: The forward cargo door is forward of the wing on
the right side and continue to open inadvertently on airliners.

NTSB Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the
horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper
honeycomb surface near the outboard trailing edge
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the outer

midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan blades
had impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the
impact damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft
body impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."

Significance: Probably on fire Fodded engine number three was
mystery igniton source for center tank explosion.

NTSB: United Airlines Flight 811:
"However, the decompression event caused a data loss of approximately
2 1/2 seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values
appeared valid with the exception of the pitch and roll parameters.
Lateral acceleration showed a sharp increase immediately following the
decompression. Vertical acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change just
after the decompression and a slight increase as the airplane began its
descent." NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en route
from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a
sudden loud sound. The sound continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then
almost immediately, the line from the cockpit area microphone to the
cockpit voice recorder at the rear of the pressure cabin was most
probably broken. This was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder." Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
21 "When synchronized with other recordings it was determined, within
the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR stopped
recording simultaneously with the CVR." "Irregular signals were
observed over the last 0.27 inches of the DFDR tape. Laboratory tests
indicated that the irregular signals most likely occurred as a result of the
recorder being subjected to sharp angular accelerations about the lateral

axis of the recorder, causing rapid changes in tape speed over the record
head." Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 22
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The analysis of the recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, which
is detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data simply
stopped. Following careful examination and correlation of the various
sources of recorded information, it was concluded that this occurred
because the electrical power supply to the recorder had been interrupted
at 19:02:50 +- second." UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 37 "The analysis of
the cockpit voice recording, which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded
that there were valid signals available to the DVR when it stopped at
19:02.50 +- second because the power supply to the recorder was
interrupted. It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The wire that carried electrical power from the cockpit to the tape
recorder mounted in the rear of TWA Flight 800 ran down the right side
of he airplane. The wire that carried power to the flight data recorder ran
down the left side. Yet the two were severed within an instant, without
any warning." News Reports

Significance: Abrupt data loss to FDR matches four Boeing 747
hull ruptures in flight forward of the wing on the right side, AI
182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. One probable cause has
been confirmed, polyimide electrical system/wiring which caused
forward cargo door to open in flight.

To review:
1. NTSB and FAA state polyimide insulation wiring is being
investigated for failing in aging airliners in new study.
2. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800 had polyimide insulation

wiring.
3. NTSB recommendeds that aft cargo door wiring be inspected
in 'A 91-83.'
4. Recent airliner accident indicates wiring involved with
scorched insulation and smoke in the cockpit.
5. Recent airliner incident has forward cargo door opening and
strewing baggage outside.
6. Four Boeing 747s had sudden loud sound on the CVR and an
abrupt data loss to the FDR while having a hull rupture in flight
forward of the wing on the right side.
7. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the wing on the
right side.
8. Engine number three: Was on fire causing soot on blades, had
missing blades, threw out blade to impact behind on right
horizontal stabilizer, fire could have caused nearby center tank
explosion, and fod caused by ingesting baggage from adjacent
open cargo bay or metal skin from explosive decompression
from ruptured cargo door.
9. Bare wires found in TWA 800 cargo door area.
10 Bare wires found in UAL 811 cargo door area.
Recommendations:
1. Check cargo door area wiring for bare wire in early model
Boeing 747s.
2. Confirm TWA 800 door opened in flight by checking door
hinge, locking handle, viewing ports, and two midspan latches.
3. Meet, call, email citizen researcher to discuss evidence.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith

To: Govmediamanpols
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door evidence. (3)
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear elected and appointed officials, manufacturer spokesman,
reporters, and attorney, 26 Oct 98

AAIB 2/90 PA 103

NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811
Actual UAL 811 door pieces after recovery showing rupture at
aft midspan latch area.

Significance:
Shape of explosive decompression zone of PA 103 generally
matches UAL 811.
TWA 800 wreckage:

Significance: Red paint marking are were there should only be
white. There is also white paint where there should be red. The
red paint markings only appear on the fuselage above the cargo
door area and indicate outward bulge of fuselage skin during
explosive decompression.
US Air Force photo of E4B, showing improper use of stepladder
on cargo door sill.

Lurid print media drawing of UAL 811.

Significance. High government officials, including the President,
fly in Boeing 747s with outward opening forward cargo doors.
The danger is real to officials, passengers, and crew.

To review:
1. Explosive decompression zone in Boeing 747s in flight at
forward cargo door have a distinctive shape and PA 103 matches
UAL 811.
2. Red paint markings above cargo door for TWA 800 indicate
explosive decompression.
3. There is a real danger to government officials who fly in E4B
or AF 1 to another inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight.

Recommendations:
1. Check cargo door area wiring for bare wire in early model
Boeing 747s.
2. Confirm TWA 800 door opened in flight by checking door
hinge, locking handle, viewing ports, and two midspan latches.
3. Meet, call, email citizen investigator to discuss evidence.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:38 AM PDT
To: jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Subject: Text no pictures

It concerns re-labelling of finds and lists
>of 'unallocated' finds. Remind me of your fax number, please.
No fax, sorry.
>
>It was made clear to me that they do not yet have a source of
ignition for the CWT
>explosion and they specifically said they were still looking at all
the possibilities.
>That includes the wiring and cargo door possibility. They may
not yet agree with you
>but your arguments are not being ignored. I got the same
message yesterday from a lawyer
>who represents some of the bereaved families. I spent the

afternoon with him in his
>office, going over the arguments.

Emails below have no pictures to shorten download time in
expensive phone area.
No fax number, only email. The lists of 'unallocated' finds are
very interesting.
Good luck with the persuasion; I note you were not rebutted with
evidence. They never do. They can't.
As long as a data plate on a baggage container is on the outside
and not the inside, wiring/cargo door makes more sense than
other explanations. As long as outside, directed, quiet, and mild
are different than inside, spherical, noisy and powerful, wiring/
cargo door makes more sense for 103 than bomb.
As long as ignition source for center tank explosion as initial
event is missing, wiring/cargo door makes more sense for 800
than cwt.
Were you aware of the DC 9 forward cargo door incident?
Barry

Unsecured cargo door sends
luggage flying across airport

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) -- An unlatched cargo door sent
luggage spilling onto a runway and forced a U.S.
Airways DC-9 to return to Toledo Express Airport
shortly after it had taken off.
As the plane touched down on its return Tuesday
night, the compartment door flew open and the
luggage tumbled out. Two bags were found on the
runway and only one was missing.
Airport officials said the plane's luggage compartment
door apparently had been left unlatched.
Twenty passengers were on the flight to Pittsburgh.
No one was hurt. The crew decided to turn around
after hearing the rattling cargo door,
The door was in an open, latched position,
``indicating the door was never closed before the
aircraft taxied out and took off,'' according to a report
filed by the Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority's
airport police and fire unit.
After the plane was inspected and the luggage
compartment door secured, it resumed its flight to
Pittsburgh, with only crew members aboard. The
passengers were put on other flights.
The Federal Aviation Administration is investigating
to see whether the problem was related to human or
mechanical error, said Don Zochert, agency
spokesman.Vibrations force plane to return

to Toledo

October 15, 1998BY TOM HENRY

A U.S. Airways flight that
left Toledo Express Airport with 20
passengers on board turned around in
midair Tuesday night and went back to the
airport for an unscheduled landing after the
pilot felt unusual vibrations.
The Federal Aviation Administration said
the problem was related to a luggage
compartment door being ajar.
Flight 7002, a DC-9 scheduled to go from
Toledo to Pittsburgh with a 12-minute stop
along the way in Akron, landed safely at
8:27 p.m. at Toledo Express, where it had
taken off a half-hour earlier, officials said.
A right front baggage door wasn't properly
closed. It popped open when the plane
landed, strewing luggage across the
runway, David Castelveter, U.S. Airways
spokesman, said.
BLADE STAFF WRITER

No one was hurt. The FAA is investigating
whether the problem was related to human
or mechanical error, Don Zochert, agency
spokesman, said.
Mr. Castelveter said the pilot made the
decision to turn around after determining
there was a problem with the cargo door.
The door was in an open, latched position,
``indicating the door was never closed
before the aircraft taxied out and took off,''
according to a report filed by the ToledoLucas County Port Authority's airport
police and fire unit.
Of 15 bags loaded, only one was believed
to be missing. Two others were found on
the runway last night, the report said.
The airplane was repaired, and cleared to
depart that night. It skipped the Akron stop,
and got into Pittsburgh at 11:30 p.m.,
nearly 2 1/2 hours later than originally
scheduled, Mr. Castelveter said.

Only crew members made that trip.
Passengers went on different flights
yesterday, he said.
While somewhat rare, baggage doors
occasionally are not closed properly or pop
open, Mr. Zochert said. ``It seldom
happens, given the hundreds of thousands
of flights, but it has happened before,'' he
said.
According to FAA records, mechanics
reported in September, 1990, a similar
problem with the DC-9 that was involved
Tuesday. Those records show that the crew,
upon takeoff from the airport in Columbia,
S.C., reported a light indicating a problem
with the rear cargo door. The plane would
not pressurize and the pilots returned safely
to the Columbia airport. The crew then
found the door was not shut properly.
The DC-9-31 was built in 1969. It is a
twin-engine jet aircraft that had 85 seats.

Three recent emails for intellectual ammunition below present
TWA 800 in words.

To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of ruptures at midspan latches TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:
6740:forwardlatchruptureforemail.jpg: :Master:
6740:aftlatchruptureforemail.jpg:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
samfarr@mail.house.gov
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
James Oberstar
Member of Congress

2366 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-2308
oberstar@mail.house.gov

James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
sturnim@ntsb.gov
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov

Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief

Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
DICKINA@ntsb.gov

Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
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National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
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Washington, DC 20594
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Thomas McSweeny
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FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
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Tom.McSweeny@faa.dot.gov

Lyle Streeter
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Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
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Ronald.Wojnar@faa.dot.gov

Neil Schalekamp
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Neil.Schalekamp@faa.dot.gov
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Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
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Jim McKenna
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Dear Officials,

Real NTSB evidence. The pictures above are of TWA 800
reconstruction by NTSB. They show the midspan latch areas of
the forward cargo door. The outward peeled skin, red paint
markings and petal shaped ruptures at both midspan latches are
clearly visible.
Real NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
Real NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have
suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have
been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology,
March 10, 1997 Issue.
Real NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the
recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and

was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking
mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the
closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Real NTSB Evidence Public Docket 516, Systems Exhibit 9A
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation.
Real FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT)
October 1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
Real Government and media Evidence: Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is

associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the

beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130
milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the
recording abruptly ended. " News Reports from Associated Press,
Reuters, major newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97 www.corazon.com

Gentlemen, the match is there. Four forward cargo doors have
ruptured in flight on four high time 747s and left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, severely
damaged number 3 engine, and all causes initially thought to
have been a bomb.
The implications are profound. But first, please, check the cargo
door area wiring, continue checking the fuel tank wiring, and
confirm TWA 800 as a ruptured cargo door event so that the
cause of the door rupture may be discovered and fixed.
If not a meeting, if not a telephone call, will you engage in an

email exchange with me? Is that too much to ask from citizen to
government official?
I welcome criticism, information, rebuttal, advice, and conjecture
about the cause of TWA 800 and others. My evidence I offer for
discussion are two photographs of the forward cargo door. There
is much to be seen in the photographs. <http://
www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowupphoto.html>

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
To: Govmediamanpols
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door evidence. (2)
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear elected and appointed officials, manufacturer spokesman,
reporters, and attorney, 26 Oct 98

NTSB evidence. TWA 800 reconstructs pictures clearly show the
midspan latch areas of the forward cargo door. The outward
peeled skin, red paint markings and petal shaped ruptures at both
midspan latches are clearly visible. http://www.corazon.com/
Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html

Friday August 30 1996 7:24 AM EDT
Computer Simulation Pinpoints TWA Blast - NYT
NEW YORK (Reuter) - A computer simulation of the final
moments of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has placed the blast
that downed the plane in a small
site on the jet's right side, The New York Times reported Friday.
The simulation shows that almost everything in the first spray of
metal, luggage and other material blown from the plane came
from a confined area above and
ahead of the right wing.
Significance. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the
wing on the right side.

NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a

faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have suggested
unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have been light
reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from
the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology, March 10, 1997
Issue.
NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the recovery
of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the door locking
mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior to the
accident flight to the extent that the door could have been closed
and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door was not
fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and was
supported by the evidence available at the time. However, upon
examination of the door, the damage to the locking mechanism
did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence indicated
that the latch cams had been backdriven from the closed position
into a nearly open position after the door had been closed and
locked. The latch cams had been driven into the lock sectors that
deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-driving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Significance: NTSB made a mistake about probable cause and
corrected it.

NTSB, AAIB, TSB Evidence:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the

beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:

NTSB public Docket:The recording appeared to
terminate very abruptly with a very loud sound. This
termination did not appear to be preceded by any
event or events on the recording. Both of these areas
were the subject of further examination.
Significance: A rare event has been matched, sudden loud sound
on CVR at event time, to four Boeing 747s, all of which had a
hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side. One probable
cause has been confirmed, polyimide electrical system/wiring
which caused forward cargo door to open in flight.

NTSB AAR 92/02 describing normal door operation: "Normally, the
cargo doors are operated electrically by means of a switch located on the
exterior of the fuselage, just forward of the door opening. The switch
controls the opening and closing and the latching of the door. If at any
time the switch is released, the switch will return to a neutral position,
power is removed from all actuators, and movement of the actuators
ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the "closed"
position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door moves toward the
closed position. After the door has reached the near closed position, the
hook position switch transfers the electrical control power to the pull- in
hook actuator, and the cargo door is brought to the closed position by the

pull-in hooks. When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position,
the hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch actuator.
The latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the lower
portion of the door, around the eight latch pins, attached to the lower
door sill. At the same time, the two midspan latch cams, located on the
sides of the door rotate around the two midspan latch pins located on the
sides of the door frame. When the eight latch cams and the two midspan cams reach their fully closed position, electrical power is removed
from the latch actuator by the latch-closed switch. This completes the
electrically powered portion of the door closing operation. The door can
also be operated in the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors across the
latch cams. These are manually moved in place across the open mouth
of each of the eight lower cams through mechanical linkages to the
master latch lock handle. The position of the lock sectors is indicated
indirectly by noting visually the closed position of the two pressure
relief doors located on the upper section of each cargo door. The
pressure relief doors are designed to relieve any residual pressure
differential before the cargo doors are opened after landing, and to
prevent pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are
mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This final
procedure also actuates the master latch
lock switch, removing electrical control power from the opening and
closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo door
warning light through a switch located on one of the pressure relief
doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by reversing the above
procedure."

NTSB email to reporter:
Your proposed article is incorrect First of all, Senator McCain did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator asked that

the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no physical
evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo door
came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary. As
stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which, of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform crushing
damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the fuselage and
up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the airplane
(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing 747,
he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on each

side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold the door
closed.
We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their own
extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr. Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing such an
article.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact
us.
Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82,
Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower
lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching cams
remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along
the lower door sill."

Significance: NTSB appears to be unclear on the concept of
'latch' 'latching cam' 'centering guide' and 'pull-in hooks' for the
forward cargo door, a complex device using mechanical and
electrical means to open and close. Midspan latches 'latch. Pull in
hook 'pull in', and centering guide 'aligns. The two midspan
latches are missing. It can not accurately be said that the forward
cargo door was all latched and all intact until water impact
without that missing evidence to examine.

NTSB Public Docket 516S: Systems Exhibit 9A, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570
and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.

Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core
conductor when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the
aft end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks
found."
NTSB public docket 516A: 1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report page 44, 45, 46:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.

NTSB Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had
three in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of
arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA
800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the raceway
below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing spar.
NTSB AAR 92/02:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from
plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle
clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on
the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch position for UAL 811 as

described in NTSB AAR 92/02.

FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT) October
1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel
were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New
York. The airplane was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights
between Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had
accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the
occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle between
the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the

convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket and
standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as
well as the damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.

SEATTLE (October 21, 1998 2:08 p.m. EDT http://
www.nandotimes.com) -- Boeing Co. officials say they're
evaluating whether defective wiring components in some
jetliners will cause new delays on the company's production
lines. A Burndy block is an electrical connector that splices
together wiring, Wolf Glende, chief engineer for 777 systems,
said Wednesday.
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration recommended that the insulation of almost all of
the world's 12,000 passenger jets be replaced because new tests
are likely to find that it can catch fire when exposed to high heat,
the Washington Post reported Thursday.
Crash probe reveals flaw Wiring flaw in crash probe
by Chuck Taylor and James V. Grimaldi
Seattle Times staff reporters
In thoroughly examining 747s after the TWA Flight 800 disaster,
federal investigators have discovered the potential for an
electrical problem inside fuel tanks that could - under what
Boeing considers extraordinary circumstances - lead to an
explosion.
Boeing plans to urge airlines to inspect older-model 747s and
replace an outdated component in some tanks, although the
company calls the chance for danger astronomically remote.

Tiny punctures in wire insulation, found inside an old, out-ofservice 747-100, are the first hard evidence of a potential
problem inside a tank that engineers have designed to be
virtually spark-proof. Crash probe reveals flaw Wiring flaw in
crash probe
Another NTSB theory comes into play here. For months,
investigators have been considering the possibility that a short
circuit outside the tank could enable high-voltage current from
another system to arc into the lower-voltage fuel-measuring
circuit.
Wires from various systems are bundled together on jetliners,
and chafed insulation on high-voltage and lower-voltage wires
could enable such a short circuit.
Significance: Four Boeing 747s that had hull ruptures in flight
forward of the wing on the right side and all had polyimide
insulated wiring with one conclusive cause being electrical/
wiring causing forward cargo door to open inflight. Bare wires
were found in cargo door area of TWA 800. Bare wires were
found in the cargo door area of UAL 811.

October 15, 1998 BY TOM HENRY BLADE STAFF WRITER
A U.S. Airways flight that left Toledo Express Airport with 20
passengers on board turned around in midair Tuesday night and
went back to the airport for an unscheduled landing after the pilot
felt unusual vibrations.
The Federal Aviation Administration said the problem was
related to a luggage compartment door being ajar.
Flight 7002, a DC-9 scheduled to go from Toledo to Pittsburgh
with a 12-minute stop along the way in Akron, landed safely at
8:27 p.m. at Toledo Express, where it had taken off a half-hour

earlier, officials said.
A right front baggage door wasn't properly closed. It popped
open when the plane landed, strewing luggage across the runway,
David Castelveter, U.S. Airways spokesman, said.
No one was hurt. The FAA is investigating whether the problem
was related to human or mechanical error, Don Zochert, agency
spokesman, said.
Mr. Castelveter said the pilot made the decision to turn around
after determining there was a problem with the cargo door.
The door was in an open, latched position, ``indicating the door
was never closed before the aircraft taxied out and took off,''
according to a report filed by the Toledo-Lucas County Port
Authority's airport police and fire unit.
NTSB Docket Number SA-516, TWA 800 Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory
Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that parts were initially
shed from the area just forward of the wing."

Significance: The forward cargo door is forward of the wing on
the right side and continue to open inadvertently on airliners.

NTSB Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the
horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper
honeycomb surface near the outboard trailing edge
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the

fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan blades
had impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the
impact damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft
body impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."

Significance: Probably on fire Fodded engine number three was
mystery igniton source for center tank explosion.

NTSB: United Airlines Flight 811:
"However, the decompression event caused a data loss of approximately
2 1/2 seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values
appeared valid with the exception of the pitch and roll parameters.
Lateral acceleration showed a sharp increase immediately following the
decompression. Vertical acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change just
after the decompression and a slight increase as the airplane began its
descent." NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en route
from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a
sudden loud sound. The sound continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then
almost immediately, the line from the cockpit area microphone to the
cockpit voice recorder at the rear of the pressure cabin was most
probably broken. This was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder." Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
21 "When synchronized with other recordings it was determined, within
the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR stopped
recording simultaneously with the CVR." "Irregular signals were
observed over the last 0.27 inches of the DFDR tape. Laboratory tests

indicated that the irregular signals most likely occurred as a result of the
recorder being subjected to sharp angular accelerations about the lateral
axis of the recorder, causing rapid changes in tape speed over the record
head." Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 22
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The analysis of the recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, which
is detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data simply
stopped. Following careful examination and correlation of the various
sources of recorded information, it was concluded that this occurred
because the electrical power supply to the recorder had been interrupted
at 19:02:50 +- second." UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 37 "The analysis of
the cockpit voice recording, which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded
that there were valid signals available to the DVR when it stopped at
19:02.50 +- second because the power supply to the recorder was
interrupted. It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The wire that carried electrical power from the cockpit to the tape
recorder mounted in the rear of TWA Flight 800 ran down the right side
of he airplane. The wire that carried power to the flight data recorder ran
down the left side. Yet the two were severed within an instant, without
any warning." News Reports

Significance: Abrupt data loss to FDR matches four Boeing 747
hull ruptures in flight forward of the wing on the right side, AI
182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. One probable cause has
been confirmed, polyimide electrical system/wiring which caused
forward cargo door to open in flight.

To review:
1. NTSB and FAA state polyimide insulation wiring is being

investigated for failing in aging airliners in new study.
2. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800 had polyimide insulation
wiring.
3. NTSB recommendeds that aft cargo door wiring be inspected
in 'A 91-83.'
4. Recent airliner accident indicates wiring involved with
scorched insulation and smoke in the cockpit.
5. Recent airliner incident has forward cargo door opening and
strewing baggage outside.
6. Four Boeing 747s had sudden loud sound on the CVR and an
abrupt data loss to the FDR while having a hull rupture in flight
forward of the wing on the right side.
7. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the wing on the
right side.
8. Engine number three: Was on fire causing soot on blades, had
missing blades, threw out blade to impact behind on right
horizontal stabilizer, fire could have caused nearby center tank
explosion, and fod caused by ingesting baggage from adjacent
open cargo bay or metal skin from explosive decompression
from ruptured cargo door.
9. Bare wires found in TWA 800 cargo door area.
10 Bare wires found in UAL 811 cargo door area.
Recommendations:
1. Check cargo door area wiring for bare wire in early model
Boeing 747s.
2. Confirm TWA 800 door opened in flight by checking door
hinge, locking handle, viewing ports, and two midspan latches.
3. Meet, call, email citizen researcher to discuss evidence.

Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
To: Govmediamanpols
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door evidence. (3)
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear elected and appointed officials, manufacturer spokesman,
reporters, and attorney, 26 Oct 98

AAIB 2/90 PA 103

NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811
Actual UAL 811 door pieces after recovery showing rupture at
aft midspan latch area.

Significance:
Shape of explosive decompression zone of PA 103 generally
matches UAL 811.
TWA 800 wreckage:

Significance: Red paint marking are were there should only be
white. There is also white paint where there should be red. The
red paint markings only appear on the fuselage above the cargo
door area and indicate outward bulge of fuselage skin during
explosive decompression.
US Air Force photo of E4B, showing improper use of stepladder
on cargo door sill.

Lurid print media drawing of UAL 811.

Significance. High government officials, including the President,
fly in Boeing 747s with outward opening forward cargo doors.
The danger is real to officials, passengers, and crew.

To review:
1. Explosive decompression zone in Boeing 747s in flight at
forward cargo door have a distinctive shape and PA 103 matches
UAL 811.
2. Red paint markings above cargo door for TWA 800 indicate
explosive decompression.
3. There is a real danger to government officials who fly in E4B

or AF 1 to another inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight.
Recommendations:
1. Check cargo door area wiring for bare wire in early model
Boeing 747s.
2. Confirm TWA 800 door opened in flight by checking door
hinge, locking handle, viewing ports, and two midspan latches.
3. Meet, call, email citizen investigator to discuss evidence.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 28, 1956 12:18:40 PM GMT-07:00
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: For Byron Acohido

Dear Jonathan,
I sent the below to Bryon Acohido at his Seattle Times email
address and asked them to forward it to him in Alaska. If you
know his current email address could you forward the below or
give the address to me and I'll send it.
Cheers,
Barry

To: baconewseatimescom

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Please Forward to Mr. Byron Acohido in Alaska
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Byron, not shill but you were duped by 'bernie.'
"Big John turned to Sam with a teardrop in his eye, Said Sam
you're lookin' at a lonely lonely man, I'd trade all the gold that's
buried in this land, for one small band of gold to place on sweet
little Jennie's hand." North to Alaska, Johnny Horton.
After reviewing the email below which triggered my
characterization of 'shill' for accepting on face value the
statements of officials, I now can show you why you were duped
by 'Bernie Loeb."
In testimony at the public hearing Mr. Wildey of NTSB explains
how the pieces from cargo door area were really found in the 'red
zone' and then administratively called 'yellow zone', to make the
center tank explanation fit. Is 'tamper' too strong a word for that
mislabeling evidence on purpose? First things off the plane came
from forward of the wing and cargo bay area, according to NTSB
exhibits.
Red paint smears above door of TWA 800 match in principle the
UAL 811 door transferring paint above door when it slammed
upward.
Then note there are ten latches not eight. The two midspan have
no locking sectors so could not be fixed by AD after UAL 811.
The aft midspan latch show evidence of rupture in NTSB

reconstruction photo. The door was not all latched and all intact
as you were told. Only eight of ten checked, that's not all or
conclusive. And FAA official agrees evidence shows outward
explosion at cargo door area. I know you know about 747 cargo
door because you know about UAL 811. Ten latches not eight.
They never checked the two midspan and they are missing on the
wreckage reconstruction.
And, Byron, it's bigger than cargo door opening. It went to
wiring causing door motor to turn on, to moisture getting on bad
poly x wiring to give shorts and fires in 747 cargo holds to 767
having wiring fires, to 737 having fluid in electrical connector
giving uncommanded yaw movements.
So, 737 rudder and 747 cargo door are connected and it's
electrical shorts on moisture on frayed wiring.
I wanted to show you that
'All locks and latches were found in proper positions.'
is not correct, you were duped by Loeb, and
'door was found in
the red zone was incorrect. It was found in the yellow zone,'
is not correct, door is in many pieces and some stayed with the
nose and some didn't and landed in red zone and later changed to
yellow and blamed the divers, you were misled by Loeb.
It upsets me when investigative reporters of repute are put off
with incorrect, misleading replies to your direct questions about
cargo door.

By the way, there is much more corroborative evidence of door
opening inflight, including a stator blade found in the right
horizontal stabilizer, right behind engine number three. Yet P&W
were not made a party to the investigation so no power plant
report release. No enging data released about TWA 800.
It's not right and 747 and 737 problems need you to sort it out.
The link is electrical.

Cheers,
Barry

Byron Acohido of Seattle Times:
"I, in fact, did grill several sources very hard about the forward
cargo
door evidence, including Bernie Loeb. Unless everyone involved
is
lying, (an assumption you'll no doubt make) there is nothing on
the
cargo door that indicates it came loose and was the initiating
event.
All locks and latches were found in proper positions.
According to Bernie Loeb, early information that the door was
found in
the red zone was incorrect. It was found in the yellow zone,
along with
all major parts of the forward fuselage section."

Well, you see, that's not true now. All locks and all latches were
not found in the proper position. I know that for sure; only eight
of ten were checked according to Mr. Breneman and Mr. Wildey.
Pieces of the door and local area were found in the red zone and
changed in status administratively after the fact. Mr. Wildey
explained why that happened.
Mr. Neil Schalekamp of FAA, "While no one scenario has been
categorically proven to the the cause, it is believed, based upon
available data, that the center tank (CWT) explosion preceded
any separation of the forward cargo door. The paint markings and
structural deformation that you cite, do indicate an outward
explosion, generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of
the CWT. Furthermore, you mentioned that the forward cargo
door was recovered a considerable distance from the rest of the
structure. This could be due to its aerodynamic characteristics
and prevailing winds at the time of the accident, rather than
attributing this as the primary cause of the accident."
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit 15C, Section 41/42, Forward Cargo
Door, dated 22 April 1997, with Mr. Al Dickinson, AS-10, listed
as investigator and Mr. Wildey as author, states, "Examination of
the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the
door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of the
door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
Mr. Wildey's testimony at public hearing: "This
was brought to our attention, and the reason that we
examined this was that three of the four nose landing
doors had a red tag and were recovered from the
earliest part of the debris field and, similarly,
around the nose landing gear area there were some
fuselage pieces that were recovered that had a red tag

on it and were supposedly recovered from the red ‹‹ the
red ‹‹ earliest debris field.
Of course it became a very distinct question,
well, what happened up there, how did these pieces, the
fuselage pieces in the doors get into the red zone?
Well, our group took this as a task to look at. We
made a report on it and we determined that, for
example, on the doors themselves that, yes, those doors
apparently did come off the airplane.
They had a lack of damage on them that was
consistent with early departure. We developed some
hypotheses and scenarios that could allow the doors to
depart from the airplane very early in the sequence,
and it is consistent with the factual observations we
have made.
so, for the doors we said, yes, it appears as
though we have a sequence that could account for the
doors to come off early, and we also examined the
fuselage pieces right around there that had red tags on
them, and we looked at all the features we could find,
and for the fuselage pieces around there we said we
find no physical evidence to suggest that those
particular pieces actually departed the airplane early
on in the sequence.
I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated
as yellow zone parts because we donÕt find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field.
Just as a side note, I am aware that the tags
on those particular fuselage pieces from around the
nose area are the so‹called 2,000 series tags, and that

is not my area of expertise, but these are the ‹‹ these
tags had some questions about their pedigree, if you
will.
But, that is really not our concern. We are
saying, and our group said that we donÕt believe those are red
zone parts and we would treat those as yellow
zone parts for the purposes of analyzing the break‹up
sequence."
09:01 AM ET 02/24/98Rudder system not cause of 737 accidents
- Boeing By Suzanne McElligott SINGAPORE, Feb 24
(Reuters) - Boeing Co. said Tuesday that apart of its 737
aircraft's rudder systems recently called intoquestion by British
authorities could not have been involved inany unexplained
accidents. Britain called on Boeing last week to make urgent
designmodifications after a leak near the rudder system was
identifiedby a government investigation board as the cause of an
incidentin 1995. In a written statement given to Reuters in
response to aquery at the Singapore Aerospace show, the
company said:``Boeing believes the incident was isolated and
that this issuecould not have been involved in any unsolved
airplaneaccidents.'' Britain's Air Accident Investigation Board
(AAIB) had saidthat in a test flight of a 17-year-old 737 in 1995
over southernEngland, an unidentified liquid seeped into the
plane'selectrical and equipment bay, affecting the yaw damper,
whichcontrols rudder movements.

That caused the aircraft to roll uncontrollably from side to side
for seven minutes, according to the report. The pilot regained
control only after descending to 7,500feet (2,300 meters) from
20,000 feet (6,100 meters).

The AAIB report called on Boeing and the U.S. FederalAviation
Administration (FAA) to take quick steps to ensuresimilar
incidents did not occur. The report said the location of the bay
-- beneath the cabinfloor in the area of aircraft doors, galleys and
toilets --``made it vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety
ofsources.'' The particular electrical connection suspected in
the 737incident had not been overhauled in the 17-year life of
theBritish Airways Plc jet, and the AAIB said in its
report``considerable buildup of products of corrosion
andelectrolysis'' was found. The AAIB recommended the 737's
instruction manual bereviewed to ensure it contained clear
instructions for spottingevidence of fluid leaks during routine
maintenance. Boeing said as soon as it received the report, it
chartereda team comprising the FAA, AAIB, airlines and other
interestedparties to review the issue. ``The team has developed
several recommendations, and Boeinghas informed customers
that it is working on a Service Bulletinto address the issue. The
Service Bulletin should be completedand released in mid-1998.''
The Boeing statement said the 1995 incident involvedyawdamper oscillations, ``and a yaw-damper malfunction
canproduce a rudder input of no more than four degrees.'' ``A
yaw-damper malfunction will not affect safety-of-flightand easily
is controllable by the flight crew,'' it said. Uncontrolled rudder
movement was suspected to have played arole in the crashes of
two 737s in the United States. ^REUTERS@
Docket No.
SA-516, Exhibit No. 22B, Trajectory Study Supporting Material,
page 45 in
faded numbers and page 30 in dark numbers. (Encl 17) Among
all the charts
of pieces of the plane coming off and when, there is one chart

that shows
the first to go, that is page 30 chart, Forward cargo door
trajectories.
The first item is A489, fwd lower cargo bay struct, FS 900. That
item left
even before the last ASR radar beacon to Islip radar. The next
item to go
before anything else in the entire plane is A470, R fwd lower
cargo bay
struct, FS 820. There are five other forward cargo bay structures
which are
plotted and leave soon thereafter. On dark page number 29 lower
frame
stringer 40L-42R is shown to leave very early.
The overall appraisal was made by Docket Number SA-516,
Exhibit No. 22A,
Trajectory Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that
parts were
initially shed from the area just forward of the wing."
There is another interesting observation in an exhibit: Docket
No. SA-516,
Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page 33: "5.1
Horizontal
Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal stabilizer
are
sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine section, and
glitter."
On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator
blade from turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the
outboard trailing edge

Engine number three is on the right side inboard and would be
the engine to
throw off a stator blade to penetrate the right horizontal
stabilizer.
Engine number four is too far outboard of stabilizer. The left side
stabilizer had no such engine part penetration.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: 110363.607@compuserve.com
Subject: Wiring/cargo door for TWA 800
You:

Since TWA 800 crashed, a number of incidents and accidents
have focused
the NTSB's attention on the general problem of wiring system
deterioration and maintenance flaws.

Dear Mr. McKenna,
Yes, so true. I have said that for years. But the wiring did not
cause the center tank to explode, as NTSB has found out because
no ignition source found, but bad wiring did cause forward cargo
door to open in flight, just like UAL 811. Full details in
www.corazon.com
I've said wiring caused cargo doors to open for years and now
that wiring is killing people and causing diverts it is getting
attention. Finally, but at what a price.
I understand the difficulty of believing an explanation counter to

a myth. But that's why investigative journalists make the big
bucks.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax
of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general
purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known
as Poly-X had three in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.

-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of
arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA
800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the raceway
below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570
and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core
conductor when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the
aft end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks
found."

NTSB AAR 92/02 for UAL 811
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
To you from me Oct 26, 1998, about a year ago:

Real NTSB evidence. The pictures above are of TWA 800

reconstruction by NTSB. They show the midspan latch areas of
the forward cargo door. The outward peeled skin, red paint
markings and petal shaped ruptures at both midspan latches are
clearly visible.
Real NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
Real NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have
suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have
been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology,
March 10, 1997 Issue.
Real NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the
recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and
was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking
mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the

closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Real NTSB Evidence Public Docket 516, Systems Exhibit 9A
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation.
Real FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT)
October 1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
Real Government and media Evidence: Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:

"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:

"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130
milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the
recording abruptly ended. " News Reports from Associated Press,
Reuters, major newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97 www.corazon.com

Gentlemen, the match is there. Four forward cargo doors have
ruptured in flight on four high time 747s and left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, severely
damaged number 3 engine, and all causes initially thought to
have been a bomb.
The implications are profound. But first, please, check the cargo
door area wiring, continue checking the fuel tank wiring, and
confirm TWA 800 as a ruptured cargo door event so that the
cause of the door rupture may be discovered and fixed.
If not a meeting, if not a telephone call, will you engage in an
email exchange with me? Is that too much to ask from citizen to
government official?
I welcome criticism, information, rebuttal, advice, and conjecture

about the cause of TWA 800 and others. My evidence I offer for
discussion are two photographs of the forward cargo door. There
is much to be seen in the photographs. <http://
www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowupphoto.html>

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.

JAMES T. McKENNA/WASHINGTON
House hearing focuses on wiring flaws' threat
to airliners and new efforts to head off problems
FAA, industry officials and accident investigators are split on
whether
aging, dirty and poorly maintained wiring poses a threat to safe

flight.
Wire bundle for a 747's 25-v. fuel-quantity system (directly in
front of
the "9" card) runs next to thick, 115-v. cables. Boeing requires
segregation of bundles to cut the risk that higher powered wires
will
induce unwanted energy into low-power ones, but wires can
become mixed
after years of maintenance and modification.
Inspectors for the aviation agency and air carriers over the last
two
years have checked old aircraft for problems with wiring and
electrical
components. By late July, they had inspected 53.
At the same time, investigators working for and with the
National
Transportation Safety Board have been examining electrical
systems on
aircraft ranging from brand new to 27.5 years old. They looked at
43
aircraft in all as part of the board's investigation into the July 17,
1996, crash of TWA Flight 800. They also examined records of
investigations into accidents and incidents involving about 25
more
aircraft.
The NTSB teams found the same things that the FAA/airline
inspectorsdid,
according to records of both sets of inspections. Sharp metal
shavings,
like those left behind by drills, were found covering wire

bundles,
nestled among wires in the bundles and surrounding cooling
holes of
avionics boxes. Some bundles were coated with 3?4-in.-thick
layers of
lint, with acidic remnants of oil and with what NTSB
investigators'
reports called syrup--a sticky combination of spilled beverages,
leaking
water and lavatory fluids, dust and other materials that built up
over
years of service.
While they found similar problems, though, the inspection
groups came to
different conclusions.
"The inspections found a number of discrepancies that required
maintenance," said Don Collier, vice president of engineering
maintenance and materiel for the Air Transport Assn., the airline
trade
group, "but nothing that affected the safety of flight."
"Absolutely they are a safety problem," said one NTSB official
of wiring
flaws. "The condition of some wiring in the fleet today has the
potential for all kinds of trouble, from inflight fires to electrical
problems that disrupt flight controls."
Even inspecting and repairing wiring can create problems,
according to
ATA documents, which noted that frequent handling is one factor
that
"can cause hidden cracks in wiring insulation and lead to shorts

and
arcing."
The debate over the presumed and actual safe life of wiring
systems
could have widespread ramifications for airlines and for the
maintenance, repair and overhaul industry, with the potential to
drive
up carriers' costs of maintaining old and new aircraft and to boost
the
revenue of MRO businesses.
The safety board, FAA and airlines will bring that debate to
Capitol
Hill this week, where they are to testify at a House committee
hearing
on aircraft electrical system safety.
At the Sept. 15 hearing, members of the oversight and
investigations
subpanel of the House Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee are
expected to review the adequacy and timeliness of industry and
FAA
efforts to develop more stringent standards for inspecting and
maintaining aircraft wiring. They also are expected to discuss
whether
those efforts can address wiring-related safety recommendations
that are
likely to result from the NTSB's investigation into TWA 800's
crash.
Safety board officials are convinced an explosion of its center
fuel

tank ripped the 747 apart in midair, killing all 230 on board.
Chief
suspects in their search for the ignition source for the explosion
involve possible electrical system malfunctions.
Investigators theorize that higher energy levels, and consequently
sparks, might have been induced into the tank's fuel quantity
indicating
system (FQIS) if its wires ran alongside those for higher powered
systems.
Another possible ignition source, investigators said, is a build-up
of
sulfide deposits on FQIS terminals in the center tank. Such
deposits are
potential sources of localized heating and even sparking.
Since TWA 800 crashed, a number of incidents and accidents
have focused
the NTSB's attention on the general problem of wiring system
deterioration and maintenance flaws. These include last year's
crash of
a Swissair MD-11 off Nova Scotia and at least three other
MD-11 fires,
as well as inflight fires in the last two years on a 757, a 767 and
an
L-1011.
The FAA responded to the NTSB's findings with a series of
airworthiness
directives aimed at addressing problems on specific aircraft.
Most
recently, it proposed issuing an AD on McDonnell Douglas
DC-9-10, -20,

-30, -40, and -50 aircraft and the military version of that type, the
C-9. The proposed AD would require a one-time general visual
inspection
to detect certain discrepancies in the wiring of the FQIS in the
forward
cargo compartment and corrective actions, if necessary.
During an inspection of 12 randomly selected DC-9s, the FAA
proposal
said, inspectors found discrepancies in FQIS wiring.They
included
missing, loosely installed, or incorrectly sized wiring run
attachment
clamps; FQIS wiring tied in direct contact with other aircraft
wiring,
and non-FQIS wires routed with the FQIS segmented
conduit."This
condition could result in a potential ignition source in the fuel
tanks," the proposed AD says.
That document followed a service bulletin issued on June 8 by
Boeing
that calls for a one-time visual check for FQIS wiring problems.
While
the service bulletin recommended the check be accomplished at
the
earliest practical heavy maintenance visit, the FAA would give
airlines
18 months to complete that work.The FAA estimates that 577
aircraft of
U.S. registry and 815 worldwide would be affected by the
proposed AD.
On a larger scale, the FAA last year launched a five-year program
to

develop new standards for wiring design, certification and
maintenance.
The inspections conducted jointly with the airlines are part of
that
effort. Airline and FAA officials plan to brief the results of those
inspections next week at the agency's aging aircraft symposium
in
Albuquerque, N.M.
With inspection results in hand, both the FAA/airline and NTSB
efforts
are moving into a new phase aimed at learning specifically what
happens
to wiring as it ages and is exposed to various contaminants and
environments. Raytheon is conducting tests of the materials
properties
of wiring for the NTSB, including looking at how electrical
properties
degrade from manufacturers' specifications over time. The FAA
and
airlines are pursuing similar work, testing to destruction wiring
types
to determine the effects of various damage mechanisms.
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COUNTDOWN TO DISASTER
The Ògross negligenceÓ behind the United 811 incident
By Kevin Campbell

On the night of February 24, 1989, the unthinkable happened when
the forward cargo door on United Airlines Flight 811 opened in flight
85 miles south of Honolulu. The malfunction caused an explosive
decompression that ripped a 21x10foot hole in the side of the Boeing
747, plunging nine passengers to their deaths in the Pacific Ocean,
23,000 feet below.
An unforeseen accident? Not according to the evidence presented at
the recent public enquiry held in Seattle, Wash., by the National
Transportation Safety Board.
Aircraft No. N4713U was the 89th 747 jumbo jet built by the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Co. and was delivered new to United Airlines on
Nov. 3, 1970. At the time of the Flight 811 incident it was the oldest
747 delivered new remaining in United's fleet.
The following is a chronology of events relating to N4713U's history
and to that fateful night over the Pacific last February.
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July 18, 1975
Boeing discovers a design deficiency in the eight manual latch lock
sectors on its 747 cargo doors and issues Service Bulletin No.
747522105. This requires that aluminum plates be riveted to the
existing lock sectors to strengthen them in performing their designed

function of preventing the latch cams from opening inadvertently. This
modification affects 264 747 aircraft worldwide. United chooses to
ignore the recommended modification on its 747s.
March 10, 1987
A 747 operated by Pan American World Airlines experiences loss of
cabin pressure at 21,000 feet shortly after departing from London. It
dives to 15,000 feet, where it repressurizes. However, on climbing
back to 21,000 feet the plane again loses cabin pressure and returns
to London. Inspection there reveals that the forward cargo door had
opened about 11/2 inches. The door is inspected, reclosed manually
and the flight once again departs for San Francisco. There, a more
thorough inspection reveals that all eight lock sectors on the forward
cargo door are damaged and one is broken.
This incident raises alarm in airline circles since it is the first time a
747 cargo door has opened in flight and Boeing carries out an
immediate investigation of the incident
The investigation shows that on Pan Am's 747s, out of
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357 latches checked 80 can be partly opened, and on five doors all
eight latch locks can be overridden so that the doors can open even
though the outer door handles are closed and the cockpit warning
lights are not illuminated.
April 8, 1987
Following its investigation Boeing issues ÒAlertÓ Service Bulletin No.
74752A2206. The opening paragraph reads, in part, ÒThe tests and
operation or modification per this bulletin will prevent inadvertent
opening of the lower lobe cargo doors on the ground or in flight.
Opening of a lower lobe cargo door in flight could result in rapid
decompression which may exceed the capacity of the decompression
venting system, resulting in collapse of the passenger cabin floor and
possible damage to the airplane electrical and hydraulic systems.Ó

An ÒalertÓ service bulletin is one that affects the
airworthiness of the aircraft concerned and this Boeing bulletin
required that the modifications originally suggested for the eight lock
sectors in July 1975 be redone. This time, however, steel plates were
to be substituted for the original aluminum reinforcing plates. The soft
aluminum had not proved strong enough to keep the cam locks from
opening before the outer handle was opened on the cargo doors.
This modification now affects 326 747s worldwide. The substitution
of steel plates requires about 50 man hours of labor for each plane
and involves a Òdown timeÓ for the plane
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(time out of service) of some 15 hours. The kit of replacement parts
supplied by Boeing costs the airlines US$1,207 and, counting labor
and incidentals, the overall cost of the modification is estimated at
less than US$2,000 per plane. Reorder delivery time of the kits is 54
weeks.
Dismayed by this delay, Pan Am asks Boeing for specifications on the
parts, makes its own, and installs them on all of its 747s. United,
however, once again takes no action on the service bulletin.
August 27, 1987
Boeing issues ÒAlertÓ Service Bulletin No. 74752A2209, which adds a
further 356 747 aircraft worldwide that require the latest cargo door
lock modification. This brings the total number of 747s affected to
682 worldwide, of which 156 are U.S. registered.
ÒAlertÓ Service Bulletins 74752A2206 and 2209 are revised and
reissued a total of seven times up to April 14, 1988. In addition to
these service bulletins, Boeing sent out a further seven service letters
between March 20, 1987 and April 5, 1988, detailing developments in
its investigation and providing test procedures for checking cargo door
locks.
Service Letter 747SL5238A called for a onetime confidence check on

the older 747sÑÑthose with line positions prior to 327. Boeing said
that this onetime test Òshould not cause damage to the latch
hardware.Ó
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The test consisted of leaving the outer latch lock handle closed and
moving the door open switch to the open position to confirm that the
latches would not open. If it was found that the latches would open,
the door actuation system was to be deactivated after the door was
closed prior to each flight. This was to be done by pulling the contact
breakers CBC285 door control and CBC814 door actuation for the
front cargo door and CBC915 ground handling bus, CBC288 door
control and CBC815 door actuation for the rear door. Alternatively,
the deactivation could be done by disconnecting, capping and stowing
the electrical connector to the latch actuators. The onetime test was
also to be done manually.
Four days after this service letter was issued, Service Letter
747SL52388 was sent out. It stopped the onetime test because two
airline operators had reported the test had damaged their latch
hardware.
This brief experiment is significant. Boeing devised a test to confirm
the integrity of its locking system. But the test showed that the
locking system could be damaged by electrical misoperation of the
system, so they stopped the test. In effect, they developed a method
to prevent electrical misoperation that would have prevented the
Flight 811 incident, but because they were so shocked that the lock
sectors were failing that they forgot about the method of preventing
electrical misoperation. Instead, in subsequent service letters Boeing
devised a test that only showed there
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was no electrical malfunction in the system at the time of the test.
The test was now performed with the outer handle open so it would
not damage the lock system.
Still, United takes no action on Boeing's service bulletins
January 28, 1988
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issues a Notice of Proposed
Rule Making (NPRM), FAA docket number 87NM-148-AD, which will
make the modification of the 747 cargo door lock sectors mandatory
on U.S. registered aircraft. United notes on the NPRM Òno action
required.Ó
May 20, 1988
FAA issues Airworthiness Directive AD 881204, effective July
1,1988, making it mandatory to inspect the cargo door lock sectors
within 30 days and to repair within 18 months lock sectors not
reinforced as per the July 1975 service bulletin, or two years if
reinforced.
United inspects its lock sectors, but defers modifying them until the
FAA deadline. It copies the requirements contained in AD 881204 into
its operations manuals, but omits six crucial words: Òand operations
are resumed and reinspectionÓ from a section that read, Òthe special
procedures specified in paragraph A2B above for manual door
operation must be continued and performed prior to takeoff following

each operation of the door until electrical
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restoration and operations are resumed and reinspection of lock
sectors has been accomplished in accordance with paragraph A2A,
above.Ó
Paragraph A2A calls for visual inspection for broken, bent, or
otherwise damaged lock sectors which could affect the integrity of
the door locking mechanism. It requires that such damage be repaired
prior to further flight, in accordance with FAA approved procedures.
The FAA did not discover United's noncompliance until about six
weeks after the Flight 811 incident and all of the following manual
operations of N4713U's forward cargo door go uninspected:
ÑÑOn December 5, 1988, in Honolulu ground service reports that the
forward cargo door will not open.
Corrective action: Cranked door latches to close and recycled. Checked
OK.
ÑÑDecember 6, 1988, also in Honolulu, report that forward cargo door
will not open electrically.
Corrective action: Cranked door latches to close and recycled. Checked
OK.
Following this report, the door operated successfully 10 occasions.
ÑÑDecember 11, 1988, Auckland. Report that forward cargo door
failed to fully close electrically, but after manually cranking Òpull inÓ
hooks half a turn the door closed and the latches ran satisfactorily.
Corrective action: Adjusted hook switches, deferred maintenance item
0827 initiated.
ÑÑDecember 11, 1988, Honolulu. Report that door cycled
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three times, opened and closed normally. Corrective action: Cleared
deferred maintenance item 827.
Following this report, the door operated normally on two occasions
ÑÑDecember 12, 1988, Auckland, report that forward cargo door
failed to close electrically. Manually turned hooks to close with door
switch selector closed until power transferred to catch motor. Hook
motor switch requires rerigging.
Corrective action: Deferred maintenance item 831 initiated.
ÑÑDecember 12, 1988, Sydney, report that forward cargo door will
not latch electrically. When closed manually, latches fail to close
sufficiently to close master latch lock after repeated attempts.
Corrective action: Latches opened manually door recycled again and
operation was normal electrically. Deferred maintenance item 0831
continued open for future repair.
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Auckland, report that when the aircraft landed
the forward cargo door operated like the deferred write-up. The aft
lower corner of the door appeared to be trailing. Suspected that the
problem may be caused by the hook motor overheating.
Note: Adjusted S8 door switch, the door operates OK. The adjustment
stop for S8 is bent.
Corrective action: Deferred maintenance item 0831 continued open
for future repair.
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ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Honolulu, manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Los Angeles, manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Honolulu, manual operation
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Honolulu manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 16, 1988, Osaka, manual operation.

ÑÑDecember 17, 1988, Honolulu, report necessary to cycle
door
three times to get it to latch manually.
Corrective action Deferred, maintenance item 0331 continued open
for future repair
ÑÑDecember 17, 1988, Narita, manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 17, 1988, Hong Kong, report deferred maintenance
item 0831.
Corrective action; Replaced hook position relay K1, Checked door
several times. It checked OK. Deferred maintenance item 0831
corrected.
Following this report, the door operated normally six times
ÑÑDecember 22, 1988, Narita, report that prior to departure forward
cargo door inoperative electrically Manually closed. Corrective action:
Deferred maintenance item 0835 initiated for future repair
ÑÑDecember 22, 1988, Seattle, door manually operated
ÑÑDecember 22, 1986, Chicago, report on deferred maintenance item
0835.
Corrective action: Operated door several times; could not duplicate
failure. Checked hook closed switch and hook position switch for being
closed per MM523460 procedure 13. Deferred maintenance item 0835
corrected.
Flight 811
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Following this report, the door operated normally 27 times.
ÑÑJanuary 1, 1989, San Francisco, report forward pit manual lock seal
broken.
Corrective action: Recycled per placard on door and documented. No
door problems.
Following this report, the door operated normally 20 times.

ÑÑJanuary 15, 1989, San Francisco, report that forward cargo door
seal, lower aft corner, was torn and loose from retainer.
Corrective action: Repaired seal.
Following this report the door operated normally until February 24,
1989.
On that date, Flight 811 departs Honolulu bound for Auckland.
Following is a brief chronology of what then transpired, based on
recorded and eyewitness accounts.
Departure at 1:55 a.m., with 337 passengers and a crew of 18.
2:07:09 The cockpit voice recorder (CVR) records Second
Officer Randal Thomas saying ÒOh yeah, we're in good shape.
Beautiful.Ó
2:09:07.4

CVR records Capt. David Cronin saying, ÒWhat the
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_____was that?Ó
2:09:08.2 CVR records First Officer Gregory ÒAlÓ Slader
saying, ÒI don't know.Ó
(At this time the aircraft is climbing through 23,000 feet, about 85
nautical miles south of Honolulu International Airport Hawaii.)
2:09:09.2

CVR records the sound of a loud Òbang.Ó

In the absence of the final findings of the NTSB investigation, to be
released probably early in 1990, the writer has reconstructed the
following sequence of events, based primarily on evidence presented
at the NTSB's public hearing on the Flight 811 incident.
By the time United 811 reached 23,000 feet the aircraft had
pressurized to approximately 5.7 psi, exerting a pressure of many tons
on the forward cargo door.

At approximately 2:09:06 the forward cargo door open/close switch
arcs out to the open position and commences the door open
sequence. The latch cams rotate towards open bending the
inadequately designed lock sectors out of the way. When the latch
cams reach the approximately 70% open position the pressure
becomes too great for the latch cams and they burst with explosive
force from the lock pins at 2:09:07.4 causing the thump heard by
many on board.
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At this point the door is now hanging on the pull in hook pins which
have also been severely damaged, many passengers report hearing the
hiss of pressure escaping from the hold at this time. The latch cams
however, continue to open and start the next phase of the opening
sequence, the opening of the pull in hooks. Some 1.8 seconds later
this next phase in the opening sequence is completed and the
escaping pressure forces open the door. The 300 knot slip stream
then tears the door hinge mounting beam from the side of the
fuselage together with the outer passenger floor beams, frames and
stringers in the area above the cargo door. Along with the floor went
passenger seats 9 G and H, 10 G and H, 11 G and H, and 12 G and H,
and along with their seats went the occupants: Barbara Fallon, 48, of
Long Beach California; John Swan, 52, of Sydney Australia; Rose
Harley, 61, of Hackensack, N.J.; Mary HandleyDesso, 61, of Bay City,
Mich.; Harry Craig, 42, and his wife Susan, 41, of Morristown, N.J.: and
Dr. John Crawford, 51, of Sydney Australia.
With the immediate decompression of the cabin a wave of air swept
with explosive force from the rear of the aircraft forward. When it
reached the area of the hole torn by the door part of the wave
escaped,
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and the rest continued forward. It hit the wall formed by the first class
section lavatories, tore loose the mountings, and moved the whole

wall forward 12 inches. The force then bounced off the wall and
veered for the hole. In the process it swept Mr. Fallon, 49, out of seat
9F, on the aisle in the centre section, and through the opening. Mr.
Fallon's seat belt was not fastened, but that may have made no
difference. He was blown out of the plane with such force that the
aisle armrest of his seat was bent toward the opening 40 degrees.
But that wasn't the extent of the rushing pressure wave. A portion of
it continued all the way to the front of the plane and then careened
back toward the hole. It hit seats 8G&H from the front, breaking them
off or ripping them free of their floor mounts. The seats and their
single occupant, Lee Campbell, 24, of Wellington, New Zealand, were
swept backwards from their still intact section of floor and out the
hole.
Death for at least one of the nine people swept from the aircraft must
have been virtually instantaneous. One or more of the passengers
were sucked into the plane's number three engine. The others may
have died quickly from shock, or the trauma of striking the plane's
fuselage or wing. Had anyone survived the initial shocks of leaving the
plane, they could not have survived impact with the ocean, a
fourminute fall below.
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Evidence presented at the NTSB hearing clearly showed that the door
operating switch had a loose wire and signs of arcing, it is therefore a
reasonable assumption that this was the cause of the door opening, as
well as the possible cause of the string of problems with the doors
electrical system dating back to December 5, 1988,
A clear conclusion among all of the contributing causes, however, is
that 747s with steel reinforced lock sectors would hot have suffered
the same fatal failure of the locking system as did N4713U.
It remains to be seen what degree of blame is placed on United's
failure to comply with the repeated recommendations and directives
to install the steel reinforcements. But based on the evidence at
hand, it would seem safe to conclude that a simple US$2,000
modification on N4713U's cargo door would have saved nine lives,

scores of injuries and untold grief.

March 3, 1989
FAA issues telegraphic AD 7890554, which supercedes AD 881204
and requires that all U.S. registered 747s not already modified with
steel locking sectors on their cargo doors install this modification
within 30 days. The directive also requires a visual check through
external viewports to ensure proper engagement of the latch cams
prior to takeoff. The latter check is temporary. It will lapse when
design modifications are made to the electrical door
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open warning system that will tell the flight crew when a door is open,
or there is a malfunction in the latching system that could lead to an
inadvertent opening.
At the conclusion of the NTSB's hearing on the Flight 811 incident a
member of the board privately concurred with the writer's assessment
of the causes. He said that the incident represented an Òact of gross
negligence.Ó
After spending more than six months in Honolulu being sifted for clues
to the 811 disaster, plane number N4713U is now being readied for a
return to service. It may not fly for United, but somewhere it will still
bear its manufacturer's identifying number. It might be worth
remembering. (N4713U was renumbered on its return to service.
The new number is N4724U.)
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Of Further interest . . .
Other points of public interest emerging from the NTSB's Flight 811
hearing:

1. United has used power tools to open and close malfunctioning cargo
doors, in violation of Boeing's recommended operating procedure. FAA
rules now prohibit the use of power tools for such purposes.
2. Included in United's service manual was a technical tip advising not
to bother cleaning the external view parts or using the visual check
system for ensuring that cargo doors were properly closed and locked.
Even though this check was a requirement of Boeing operating
procedure, United had omitted the words Òcheck latch alignment
stripes through viewing ports in doorÓ from its maintenance manual.
This check is now mandated by the FAA.
3. The door open indicating system on 747 No. N4713U would not
pass current FAA certification requirements.
4. Boeing had never undertaken a study to determine the effect of a
cargo door opening in flight.
5. The decompression venting system on a 747 will only accommodate
a 20 squarefoot skin loss. A cargo door measures about 70 square
feet.
6. Of 25 service bulletins issued by Boeing applicable to the cargo
doors on N4713U, United had only complied with seven. Three of
these related to the placing of placards on
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the doors, one was a modification to the door seal, one was a
repositioning of the wiring, one was a modification to the outer
handle, and one was the placing of shrouds over the pressure relief
doors so they would not blow shut while the main door was open and
turn off the Òdoor openÓ warning light in the cockpit. Although these
shrouds had been mounted on N4713U, they were found to be missing
on the rear cargo door.
7.
At the time of the Flight 811 incident, out of the 156 U.S.
registered 747s, 25 belonging to United Airlines had not had their

cargo doors modified according to Boeing and FAA instructions. Among
these was N4713U. Pan Am and TWA, other major users of the 747,
had on the other hand modified all of their aircraft.
8. According to Corporate Crime Reporter, a Washington based
news letter, nine U.S. airlines were fined a total of US$2.6 million in
unannounced FAA civil enforcement actions over the last five years.
The largest amount of fines, US$800,000, were levied against United
Airlines. The FAA is investigating additional breaches of regulations in
connection with the Flight 811 incident and further fines may follow.
9.
Only four of the 15 United flight attendants board
Flight 811 at the time of the incident have returned to duty.

From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com
CC: rocketman@hawaii.rr.com
Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your
kind comments
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt
here in Waikiki
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were
late
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may , He did not
arrive until
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st
june . Our son
in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the
new baby . I
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be
managing OK .
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and
got your

site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had
obviously
done your homework . Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as
we moved into
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve
if he had
been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo
doors { I
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have
found the reason
myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the
one page ]
Steve did not know what your motives were so I thought I would
contact you
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with
me this trip as
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC
Panorama progam
for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the
release to the
media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the
Discovery
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC
depending on wether
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco
followed a
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday
program titled "Fire
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire in Feb of this year .I had lent
BBC some
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the
cause of 811 and
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to

Disaster"
detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the
811 disaster .
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to
you if you
have never seen them.
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and
have appeared in
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in
NZ newspapers
,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and
did a Documentry
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent
Steve was
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my
theory
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program
the NTSB theory
they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I
had to be
correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the
Americas Cup
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page
article on our efforts
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron
Acihido of the
Seattle Times among others .
In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they
started with a
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures
of the damage
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause . We attended the
NTSB

hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from
the NTSB
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would
only give us
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first
recess
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the
press table
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of
proceedings we gave an
interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we
went back in to
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife
Susan
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of
stuff here
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB
guys were
coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and
were off .
It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was "
Countdown
to Disaster"
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many
times .On one visit
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements
and wrote to
everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were
First and
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited
everyone who
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New
York Florida

San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle .
Boeing would
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins
Coie] and
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the
accident
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of
last resort for
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United
maintenance base in
San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it
did not work
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told
them were they
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it
ended up with the
Senior VP United Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort
around the base
and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood
in the cargo
bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the
Conduit at the
top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had
originated
from. as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly
painted 747with a
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I
checked my
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it
was N4713U
renumbered and they had to admit it was .
We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried
every avenue

to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was
phoned
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had
a
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct
the door was to
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the
Campbells
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that
the door is
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we
could not see
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we
entered the
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours
later we held
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they
admitted we were
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed
but not to
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released .
After lunch
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you
still think
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in
fact the
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.
I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my
findings on
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .
I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we
had the

problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in
hooks opened
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what
811`s did
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the
fuselage as
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it .
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK
and they could
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 . The new report
however still
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at
23000 ft
insisting it happened before takeoff . This is a much less scary
scenario for
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards
preclude it
from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground
switch which I
believe is a load of baloney .Are you aware that the original door
design for
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the
cockpit of a
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the
door
latch actuators? I had the document that showed this system
deleted by
whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the
aircraft was
certified with this system or not as it never made it into
production . I
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I
guess that

would have opened up liability problems for Boeing I lent the
document to a
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have
plenty of
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart
Mc Clure
and answer any that I can .
Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel
702 831 7746 Fax
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the
last bit of
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went
up and
sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can
see that
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe
that had it
been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41
section joint
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am
103 and TWA
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I
actually
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor
off the
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by
the cargo
containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid
floor left in
business class was were our son sat in 12H But the shock wave
went from the
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the
hole ] forward

12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke
his seat
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of
the first
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had
air
cavities in them Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and
called on all
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m
it was at
22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a
perfect landing at
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around
for another
attempt { I have the CVR printout and it makes chilling
reading } What was
heard ? The CVR has a thump followed 1.8 seconds later by a
loud explosion {
I failed in my bid to listen to the actual tape ,I only wanted to
actually
hear the sound myself but was denied }Talking to the passengers
some off them
heard a hiss followed by an explosion described as being like "A
thousand
handclaps " no one saw the passengers go . One passenger in first
class {with
a Ph D in physics } nearest to the door said he heard something
start up
immediately prior to the thump . the NTSB never interviewed
him and dismissed
this as being the elevator to the galley but the steward was
already in the
galley at the time of the explosion and I dont think the elevator

was moving
. So the sequence was a whir a thump a hiss and then 1.8
seconds later the
explosion . Dave had time to say " what the # was that " and Al
replied "I
don't know "between the thump and the explosion The CVR's
power was then off
for 21.4 seconds
I have the all the NTSB photos and my own of the door frame
area,the side
frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins are
all
goughed but otherwise OK the forward mid span pin is also
goughed and the
mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span
pin was
goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had
broken . It
takes 1.5 seconds for the 8 C Locks on the bottom of the door to
open
followed by the opening of the pull in hooks , with the 1.8
second time gap
when the hiss was heard I take that to be the time that the door
had blown
off the 8 C Locks and it was held by the pull in hooks until they
also opened
sufficiently for the door to blow off them as well . Something had
to be
different to PAN AM 10 out of London where the door was
closed by the
slipstream and they got back safely.
At least one passenger was ingested by engine no 3 . I have the
Coroners

report on what they found and I have seen what they removed
from the engine
apart from the body bits . It was not our son as we had to give a
DNA sample
and the result was negative Steve recently spoke to someone
who inspected
the engine the day it happened and thought the red on the turbine
was seat
material until he touched it and realised what it was They told us
that they
gave the aircraft parts a Hawaiian burial at sea but I doubt it ,
they
certainly did not give us the seat parts that we could have used in
an action
against the seat manufacturer [ Weber Aircraft Co ]
We have photos of damage to the wings , the top of the aircraft
and to the
vertical stabiliser , we hope that one of these killed our son as we
know he
could have survived the fall to the sea 22000 ft and over 4
minutes below .
parts were still falling out of the sky after 811 was back on the
ground in
Honolulu. We have the reports from all the services that attended
the
accident . We found they knew Lee was missing by about 4 AM
local time but it
was not till about 12 Hrs later that they phoned us from Chicago
and said he
was missing presumed dead .The damage to No3 engine was
caused by a body or
bodies , luggage and aircraft parts . Damage to No 4 was mainly
by luggage .

N4713U did not have the lock sectors strengthed by aluminium
{the first
fix]but I would think that PAN AM 103 would have as PAN AM
did not wait for
Boeing to supply the steel kits but made their own and fitted
them to their
fleet after the London incident , as they realised the implications
of not
doing so . As detailed in "Countdown " Boeing devised a one
time test to
check the integrity of the cargo door locking system , they told
the airlines
to hit the door open switch to see what happened , a day later
they stopped
the test as operators were calling to say it was damaging the
planes ,
obviously lots of aircraft had failed S2 switches and the actuators
were live
just waiting for a stray arc to doom the plane and the passengers
and the
FAA still gave up to 2 years to replace the lock sectors with steel
ones .
Regards Kevin and Susan Campbell
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: rcoulthart@ninenet.com.au
Subject: UAL 811 from Campbell's POV
Use of this material is
155 Townsend Road
conditional on
WELLINGTON 6003
acknowledgement of the
NEW ZEALAND
writer and permission to
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COUNTDOWN TO DISASTER
The Ògross negligenceÓ behind the United 811 incident
By Kevin Campbell

On the night of February 24, 1989, the unthinkable happened when
the forward cargo door on United Airlines Flight 811 opened in flight
85 miles south of Honolulu. The malfunction caused an explosive
decompression that ripped a 21x10foot hole in the side of the Boeing
747, plunging nine passengers to their deaths in the Pacific Ocean,
23,000 feet below.
An unforeseen accident? Not according to the evidence presented at
the recent public enquiry held in Seattle, Wash., by the National
Transportation Safety Board.
Aircraft No. N4713U was the 89th 747 jumbo jet built by the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Co. and was delivered new to United Airlines on
Nov. 3, 1970. At the time of the Flight 811 incident it was the oldest
747 delivered new remaining in United's fleet.
The following is a chronology of events relating to N4713U's history
and to that fateful night over the Pacific last February.
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July 18, 1975
Boeing discovers a design deficiency in the eight manual latch lock
sectors on its 747 cargo doors and issues Service Bulletin No.
747522105. This requires that aluminum plates be riveted to the
existing lock sectors to strengthen them in performing their designed

function of preventing the latch cams from opening inadvertently. This
modification affects 264 747 aircraft worldwide. United chooses to
ignore the recommended modification on its 747s.
March 10, 1987
A 747 operated by Pan American World Airlines experiences loss of
cabin pressure at 21,000 feet shortly after departing from London. It
dives to 15,000 feet, where it repressurizes. However, on climbing
back to 21,000 feet the plane again loses cabin pressure and returns
to London. Inspection there reveals that the forward cargo door had
opened about 11/2 inches. The door is inspected, reclosed manually
and the flight once again departs for San Francisco. There, a more
thorough inspection reveals that all eight lock sectors on the forward
cargo door are damaged and one is broken.
This incident raises alarm in airline circles since it is the first time a
747 cargo door has opened in flight and Boeing carries out an
immediate investigation of the incident
The investigation shows that on Pan Am's 747s, out of
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357 latches checked 80 can be partly opened, and on five doors all
eight latch locks can be overridden so that the doors can open even
though the outer door handles are closed and the cockpit warning
lights are not illuminated.
April 8, 1987
Following its investigation Boeing issues ÒAlertÓ Service Bulletin No.
74752A2206. The opening paragraph reads, in part, ÒThe tests and
operation or modification per this bulletin will prevent inadvertent
opening of the lower lobe cargo doors on the ground or in flight.
Opening of a lower lobe cargo door in flight could result in rapid
decompression which may exceed the capacity of the decompression
venting system, resulting in collapse of the passenger cabin floor and
possible damage to the airplane electrical and hydraulic systems.Ó

An ÒalertÓ service bulletin is one that affects the
airworthiness of the aircraft concerned and this Boeing bulletin
required that the modifications originally suggested for the eight lock
sectors in July 1975 be redone. This time, however, steel plates were
to be substituted for the original aluminum reinforcing plates. The soft
aluminum had not proved strong enough to keep the cam locks from
opening before the outer handle was opened on the cargo doors.
This modification now affects 326 747s worldwide. The substitution
of steel plates requires about 50 man hours of labor for each plane
and involves a Òdown timeÓ for the plane
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(time out of service) of some 15 hours. The kit of replacement parts
supplied by Boeing costs the airlines US$1,207 and, counting labor
and incidentals, the overall cost of the modification is estimated at
less than US$2,000 per plane. Reorder delivery time of the kits is 54
weeks.
Dismayed by this delay, Pan Am asks Boeing for specifications on the
parts, makes its own, and installs them on all of its 747s. United,
however, once again takes no action on the service bulletin.
August 27, 1987
Boeing issues ÒAlertÓ Service Bulletin No. 74752A2209, which adds a
further 356 747 aircraft worldwide that require the latest cargo door
lock modification. This brings the total number of 747s affected to
682 worldwide, of which 156 are U.S. registered.
ÒAlertÓ Service Bulletins 74752A2206 and 2209 are revised and
reissued a total of seven times up to April 14, 1988. In addition to
these service bulletins, Boeing sent out a further seven service letters
between March 20, 1987 and April 5, 1988, detailing developments in
its investigation and providing test procedures for checking cargo door
locks.
Service Letter 747SL5238A called for a onetime confidence check on

the older 747sÑÑthose with line positions prior to 327. Boeing said
that this onetime test Òshould not cause damage to the latch
hardware.Ó
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The test consisted of leaving the outer latch lock handle closed and
moving the door open switch to the open position to confirm that the
latches would not open. If it was found that the latches would open,
the door actuation system was to be deactivated after the door was
closed prior to each flight. This was to be done by pulling the contact
breakers CBC285 door control and CBC814 door actuation for the
front cargo door and CBC915 ground handling bus, CBC288 door
control and CBC815 door actuation for the rear door. Alternatively,
the deactivation could be done by disconnecting, capping and stowing
the electrical connector to the latch actuators. The onetime test was
also to be done manually.
Four days after this service letter was issued, Service Letter
747SL52388 was sent out. It stopped the onetime test because two
airline operators had reported the test had damaged their latch
hardware.
This brief experiment is significant. Boeing devised a test to confirm
the integrity of its locking system. But the test showed that the
locking system could be damaged by electrical misoperation of the
system, so they stopped the test. In effect, they developed a method
to prevent electrical misoperation that would have prevented the
Flight 811 incident, but because they were so shocked that the lock
sectors were failing that they forgot about the method of preventing
electrical misoperation. Instead, in subsequent service letters Boeing
devised a test that only showed there
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was no electrical malfunction in the system at the time of the test.
The test was now performed with the outer handle open so it would
not damage the lock system.
Still, United takes no action on Boeing's service bulletins
January 28, 1988
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issues a Notice of Proposed
Rule Making (NPRM), FAA docket number 87NM-148-AD, which will
make the modification of the 747 cargo door lock sectors mandatory
on U.S. registered aircraft. United notes on the NPRM Òno action
required.Ó
May 20, 1988
FAA issues Airworthiness Directive AD 881204, effective July
1,1988, making it mandatory to inspect the cargo door lock sectors
within 30 days and to repair within 18 months lock sectors not
reinforced as per the July 1975 service bulletin, or two years if
reinforced.
United inspects its lock sectors, but defers modifying them until the
FAA deadline. It copies the requirements contained in AD 881204 into
its operations manuals, but omits six crucial words: Òand operations
are resumed and reinspectionÓ from a section that read, Òthe special
procedures specified in paragraph A2B above for manual door
operation must be continued and performed prior to takeoff following

each operation of the door until electrical
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restoration and operations are resumed and reinspection of lock
sectors has been accomplished in accordance with paragraph A2A,
above.Ó
Paragraph A2A calls for visual inspection for broken, bent, or
otherwise damaged lock sectors which could affect the integrity of
the door locking mechanism. It requires that such damage be repaired
prior to further flight, in accordance with FAA approved procedures.
The FAA did not discover United's noncompliance until about six
weeks after the Flight 811 incident and all of the following manual
operations of N4713U's forward cargo door go uninspected:
ÑÑOn December 5, 1988, in Honolulu ground service reports that the
forward cargo door will not open.
Corrective action: Cranked door latches to close and recycled. Checked
OK.
ÑÑDecember 6, 1988, also in Honolulu, report that forward cargo door
will not open electrically.
Corrective action: Cranked door latches to close and recycled. Checked
OK.
Following this report, the door operated successfully 10 occasions.
ÑÑDecember 11, 1988, Auckland. Report that forward cargo door
failed to fully close electrically, but after manually cranking Òpull inÓ
hooks half a turn the door closed and the latches ran satisfactorily.
Corrective action: Adjusted hook switches, deferred maintenance item
0827 initiated.
ÑÑDecember 11, 1988, Honolulu. Report that door cycled
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three times, opened and closed normally. Corrective action: Cleared
deferred maintenance item 827.
Following this report, the door operated normally on two occasions
ÑÑDecember 12, 1988, Auckland, report that forward cargo door
failed to close electrically. Manually turned hooks to close with door
switch selector closed until power transferred to catch motor. Hook
motor switch requires rerigging.
Corrective action: Deferred maintenance item 831 initiated.
ÑÑDecember 12, 1988, Sydney, report that forward cargo door will
not latch electrically. When closed manually, latches fail to close
sufficiently to close master latch lock after repeated attempts.
Corrective action: Latches opened manually door recycled again and
operation was normal electrically. Deferred maintenance item 0831
continued open for future repair.
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Auckland, report that when the aircraft landed
the forward cargo door operated like the deferred write-up. The aft
lower corner of the door appeared to be trailing. Suspected that the
problem may be caused by the hook motor overheating.
Note: Adjusted S8 door switch, the door operates OK. The adjustment
stop for S8 is bent.
Corrective action: Deferred maintenance item 0831 continued open
for future repair.
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ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Honolulu, manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Los Angeles, manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Honolulu, manual operation
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Honolulu manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 16, 1988, Osaka, manual operation.

ÑÑDecember 17, 1988, Honolulu, report necessary to cycle
door
three times to get it to latch manually.
Corrective action Deferred, maintenance item 0331 continued open
for future repair
ÑÑDecember 17, 1988, Narita, manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 17, 1988, Hong Kong, report deferred maintenance
item 0831.
Corrective action; Replaced hook position relay K1, Checked door
several times. It checked OK. Deferred maintenance item 0831
corrected.
Following this report, the door operated normally six times
ÑÑDecember 22, 1988, Narita, report that prior to departure forward
cargo door inoperative electrically Manually closed. Corrective action:
Deferred maintenance item 0835 initiated for future repair
ÑÑDecember 22, 1988, Seattle, door manually operated
ÑÑDecember 22, 1986, Chicago, report on deferred maintenance item
0835.
Corrective action: Operated door several times; could not duplicate
failure. Checked hook closed switch and hook position switch for being
closed per MM523460 procedure 13. Deferred maintenance item 0835
corrected.
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Following this report, the door operated normally 27 times.
ÑÑJanuary 1, 1989, San Francisco, report forward pit manual lock seal
broken.
Corrective action: Recycled per placard on door and documented. No
door problems.
Following this report, the door operated normally 20 times.

ÑÑJanuary 15, 1989, San Francisco, report that forward cargo door
seal, lower aft corner, was torn and loose from retainer.
Corrective action: Repaired seal.
Following this report the door operated normally until February 24,
1989.
On that date, Flight 811 departs Honolulu bound for Auckland.
Following is a brief chronology of what then transpired, based on
recorded and eyewitness accounts.
Departure at 1:55 a.m., with 337 passengers and a crew of 18.
2:07:09
The cockpit voice recorder (CVR) records Second
Officer Randal Thomas saying ÒOh yeah, we're in good shape.
Beautiful.Ó
2:09:07.4

CVR records Capt. David Cronin saying, ÒWhat the
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_____was that?Ó
2:09:08.2 CVR records First Officer Gregory ÒAlÓ Slader
saying, ÒI don't know.Ó
(At this time the aircraft is climbing through 23,000 feet, about 85
nautical miles south of Honolulu International Airport Hawaii.)
2:09:09.2

CVR records the sound of a loud Òbang.Ó

In the absence of the final findings of the NTSB investigation, to be
released probably early in 1990, the writer has reconstructed the
following sequence of events, based primarily on evidence presented
at the NTSB's public hearing on the Flight 811 incident.
By the time United 811 reached 23,000 feet the aircraft had
pressurized to approximately 5.7 psi, exerting a pressure of many tons
on the forward cargo door.

At approximately 2:09:06 the forward cargo door open/close switch
arcs out to the open position and commences the door open
sequence. The latch cams rotate towards open bending the
inadequately designed lock sectors out of the way. When the latch
cams reach the approximately 70% open position the pressure
becomes too great for the latch cams and they burst with explosive
force from the lock pins at 2:09:07.4 causing the thump heard by
many on board.
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At this point the door is now hanging on the pull in hook pins which
have also been severely damaged, many passengers report hearing the
hiss of pressure escaping from the hold at this time. The latch cams
however, continue to open and start the next phase of the opening
sequence, the opening of the pull in hooks. Some 1.8 seconds later
this next phase in the opening sequence is completed and the
escaping pressure forces open the door. The 300 knot slip stream
then tears the door hinge mounting beam from the side of the
fuselage together with the outer passenger floor beams, frames and
stringers in the area above the cargo door. Along with the floor went
passenger seats 9 G and H, 10 G and H, 11 G and H, and 12 G and H,
and along with their seats went the occupants: Barbara Fallon, 48, of
Long Beach California; John Swan, 52, of Sydney Australia; Rose
Harley, 61, of Hackensack, N.J.; Mary HandleyDesso, 61, of Bay City,
Mich.; Harry Craig, 42, and his wife Susan, 41, of Morristown, N.J.: and
Dr. John Crawford, 51, of Sydney Australia.
With the immediate decompression of the cabin a wave of air swept
with explosive force from the rear of the aircraft forward. When it
reached the area of the hole torn by the door part of the wave
escaped,
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and the rest continued forward. It hit the wall formed by the first class
section lavatories, tore loose the mountings, and moved the whole

wall forward 12 inches. The force then bounced off the wall and
veered for the hole. In the process it swept Mr. Fallon, 49, out of seat
9F, on the aisle in the centre section, and through the opening. Mr.
Fallon's seat belt was not fastened, but that may have made no
difference. He was blown out of the plane with such force that the
aisle armrest of his seat was bent toward the opening 40 degrees.
But that wasn't the extent of the rushing pressure wave. A portion of
it continued all the way to the front of the plane and then careened
back toward the hole. It hit seats 8G&H from the front, breaking them
off or ripping them free of their floor mounts. The seats and their
single occupant, Lee Campbell, 24, of Wellington, New Zealand, were
swept backwards from their still intact section of floor and out the
hole.
Death for at least one of the nine people swept from the aircraft must
have been virtually instantaneous. One or more of the passengers
were sucked into the plane's number three engine. The others may
have died quickly from shock, or the trauma of striking the plane's
fuselage or wing. Had anyone survived the initial shocks of leaving the
plane, they could not have survived impact with the ocean, a
fourminute fall below.
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Evidence presented at the NTSB hearing clearly showed that the door
operating switch had a loose wire and signs of arcing, it is therefore a
reasonable assumption that this was the cause of the door opening, as
well as the possible cause of the string of problems with the doors
electrical system dating back to December 5, 1988,
A clear conclusion among all of the contributing causes, however, is
that 747s with steel reinforced lock sectors would hot have suffered
the same fatal failure of the locking system as did N4713U.
It remains to be seen what degree of blame is placed on United's
failure to comply with the repeated recommendations and directives
to install the steel reinforcements. But based on the evidence at
hand, it would seem safe to conclude that a simple US$2,000
modification on N4713U's cargo door would have saved nine lives,

scores of injuries and untold grief.

March 3, 1989
FAA issues telegraphic AD 7890554, which supercedes AD 881204
and requires that all U.S. registered 747s not already modified with
steel locking sectors on their cargo doors install this modification
within 30 days. The directive also requires a visual check through
external viewports to ensure proper engagement of the latch cams
prior to takeoff. The latter check is temporary. It will lapse when
design modifications are made to the electrical door
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open warning system that will tell the flight crew when a door is open,
or there is a malfunction in the latching system that could lead to an
inadvertent opening.
At the conclusion of the NTSB's hearing on the Flight 811 incident a
member of the board privately concurred with the writer's assessment
of the causes. He said that the incident represented an Òact of gross
negligence.Ó
After spending more than six months in Honolulu being sifted for clues
to the 811 disaster, plane number N4713U is now being readied for a
return to service. It may not fly for United, but somewhere it will still
bear its manufacturer's identifying number. It might be worth
remembering. (N4713U was renumbered on its return to service.
The new number is N4724U.)
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Of Further interest . . .
Other points of public interest emerging from the NTSB's Flight 811
hearing:

1. United has used power tools to open and close malfunctioning cargo
doors, in violation of Boeing's recommended operating procedure. FAA
rules now prohibit the use of power tools for such purposes.
2. Included in United's service manual was a technical tip advising not
to bother cleaning the external view parts or using the visual check
system for ensuring that cargo doors were properly closed and locked.
Even though this check was a requirement of Boeing operating
procedure, United had omitted the words Òcheck latch alignment
stripes through viewing ports in doorÓ from its maintenance manual.
This check is now mandated by the FAA.
3. The door open indicating system on 747 No. N4713U would not
pass current FAA certification requirements.
4. Boeing had never undertaken a study to determine the effect of a
cargo door opening in flight.
5. The decompression venting system on a 747 will only accommodate
a 20 squarefoot skin loss. A cargo door measures about 70 square
feet.
6. Of 25 service bulletins issued by Boeing applicable to the cargo
doors on N4713U, United had only complied with seven. Three of
these related to the placing of placards on
Flight 811
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the doors, one was a modification to the door seal, one was a
repositioning of the wiring, one was a modification to the outer
handle, and one was the placing of shrouds over the pressure relief
doors so they would not blow shut while the main door was open and
turn off the Òdoor openÓ warning light in the cockpit. Although these
shrouds had been mounted on N4713U, they were found to be missing
on the rear cargo door.
7. At the time of the Flight 811 incident, out of the 156 U.S.
registered 747s, 25 belonging to United Airlines had not had their

cargo doors modified according to Boeing and FAA instructions. Among
these was N4713U. Pan Am and TWA, other major users of the 747,
had on the other hand modified all of their aircraft.
8. According to Corporate Crime Reporter, a Washington based
news letter, nine U.S. airlines were fined a total of US$2.6 million in
unannounced FAA civil enforcement actions over the last five years.
The largest amount of fines, US$800,000, were levied against United
Airlines. The FAA is investigating additional breaches of regulations in
connection with the Flight 811 incident and further fines may follow.
9.
Only four of the 15 United flight attendants board
Flight 811 at the time of the incident have returned to duty.

From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com
CC: rocketman@hawaii.rr.com
Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your
kind comments
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt
here in Waikiki
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were
late
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may , He did not
arrive until
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st
june . Our son
in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the
new baby . I
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be
managing OK .
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and
got your

site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had
obviously
done your homework . Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as
we moved into
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve
if he had
been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo
doors { I
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have
found the reason
myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the
one page ]
Steve did not know what your motives were so I thought I would
contact you
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with
me this trip as
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC
Panorama progam
for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the
release to the
media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the
Discovery
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC
depending on wether
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco
followed a
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday
program titled "Fire
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire in Feb of this year .I had lent
BBC some
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the
cause of 811 and
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to

Disaster"
detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the
811 disaster .
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to
you if you
have never seen them.
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and
have appeared in
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in
NZ newspapers
,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and
did a Documentry
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent
Steve was
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my
theory
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program
the NTSB theory
they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I
had to be
correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the
Americas Cup
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page
article on our efforts
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron
Acihido of the
Seattle Times among others .
In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they
started with a
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures
of the damage
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause . We attended the
NTSB

hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from
the NTSB
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would
only give us
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first
recess
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the
press table
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of
proceedings we gave an
interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we
went back in to
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife
Susan
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of
stuff here
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB
guys were
coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and
were off .
It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was "
Countdown
to Disaster"
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many
times .On one visit
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements
and wrote to
everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were
First and
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited
everyone who
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New
York Florida

San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle .
Boeing would
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins
Coie] and
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the
accident
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of
last resort for
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United
maintenance base in
San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it
did not work
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told
them were they
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it
ended up with the
Senior VP United Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort
around the base
and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood
in the cargo
bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the
Conduit at the
top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had
originated
from. as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly
painted 747with a
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I
checked my
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it
was N4713U
renumbered and they had to admit it was .
We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried
every avenue

to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was
phoned
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had
a
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct
the door was to
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the
Campbells
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that
the door is
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we
could not see
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we
entered the
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours
later we held
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they
admitted we were
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed
but not to
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released .
After lunch
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you
still think
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in
fact the
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.
I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my
findings on
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .
I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we
had the

problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in
hooks opened
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what
811`s did
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the
fuselage as
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it .
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK
and they could
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 . The new report
however still
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at
23000 ft
insisting it happened before takeoff . This is a much less scary
scenario for
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards
preclude it
from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground
switch which I
believe is a load of baloney .Are you aware that the original door
design for
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the
cockpit of a
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the
door
latch actuators? I had the document that showed this system
deleted by
whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the
aircraft was
certified with this system or not as it never made it into
production . I
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I
guess that

would have opened up liability problems for Boeing I lent the
document to a
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have
plenty of
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart
Mc Clure
and answer any that I can .
Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel
702 831 7746 Fax
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the
last bit of
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went
up and
sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can
see that
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe
that had it
been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41
section joint
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am
103 and TWA
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I
actually
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor
off the
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by
the cargo
containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid
floor left in
business class was were our son sat in 12H But the shock wave
went from the
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the
hole ] forward

12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke
his seat
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of
the first
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had
air
cavities in them Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and
called on all
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m
it was at
22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a
perfect landing at
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around
for another
attempt { I have the CVR printout and it makes chilling
reading } What was
heard ? The CVR has a thump followed 1.8 seconds later by a
loud explosion {
I failed in my bid to listen to the actual tape ,I only wanted to
actually
hear the sound myself but was denied }Talking to the passengers
some off them
heard a hiss followed by an explosion described as being like "A
thousand
handclaps " no one saw the passengers go . One passenger in first
class {with
a Ph D in physics } nearest to the door said he heard something
start up
immediately prior to the thump . the NTSB never interviewed
him and dismissed
this as being the elevator to the galley but the steward was
already in the
galley at the time of the explosion and I dont think the elevator

was moving
. So the sequence was a whir a thump a hiss and then 1.8
seconds later the
explosion . Dave had time to say " what the # was that " and Al
replied "I
don't know "between the thump and the explosion The CVR's
power was then off
for 21.4 seconds
I have the all the NTSB photos and my own of the door frame
area,the side
frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins are
all
goughed but otherwise OK the forward mid span pin is also
goughed and the
mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span
pin was
goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had
broken . It
takes 1.5 seconds for the 8 C Locks on the bottom of the door to
open
followed by the opening of the pull in hooks , with the 1.8
second time gap
when the hiss was heard I take that to be the time that the door
had blown
off the 8 C Locks and it was held by the pull in hooks until they
also opened
sufficiently for the door to blow off them as well . Something had
to be
different to PAN AM 10 out of London where the door was
closed by the
slipstream and they got back safely.
At least one passenger was ingested by engine no 3 . I have the
Coroners

report on what they found and I have seen what they removed
from the engine
apart from the body bits . It was not our son as we had to give a
DNA sample
and the result was negative Steve recently spoke to someone
who inspected
the engine the day it happened and thought the red on the turbine
was seat
material until he touched it and realised what it was They told us
that they
gave the aircraft parts a Hawaiian burial at sea but I doubt it ,
they
certainly did not give us the seat parts that we could have used in
an action
against the seat manufacturer [ Weber Aircraft Co ]
We have photos of damage to the wings , the top of the aircraft
and to the
vertical stabiliser , we hope that one of these killed our son as we
know he
could have survived the fall to the sea 22000 ft and over 4
minutes below .
parts were still falling out of the sky after 811 was back on the
ground in
Honolulu. We have the reports from all the services that attended
the
accident . We found they knew Lee was missing by about 4 AM
local time but it
was not till about 12 Hrs later that they phoned us from Chicago
and said he
was missing presumed dead .The damage to No3 engine was
caused by a body or
bodies , luggage and aircraft parts . Damage to No 4 was mainly
by luggage .

N4713U did not have the lock sectors strengthed by aluminium
{the first
fix]but I would think that PAN AM 103 would have as PAN AM
did not wait for
Boeing to supply the steel kits but made their own and fitted
them to their
fleet after the London incident , as they realised the implications
of not
doing so . As detailed in "Countdown " Boeing devised a one
time test to
check the integrity of the cargo door locking system , they told
the airlines
to hit the door open switch to see what happened , a day later
they stopped
the test as operators were calling to say it was damaging the
planes ,
obviously lots of aircraft had failed S2 switches and the actuators
were live
just waiting for a stray arc to doom the plane and the passengers
and the
FAA still gave up to 2 years to replace the lock sectors with steel
ones .
Regards Kevin and Susan Campbell
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: timothyclark@compuserve.com
Subject: UAL 811 from Campbell's POV
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COUNTDOWN TO DISASTER
The Ògross negligenceÓ behind the United 811 incident
By Kevin Campbell

On the night of February 24, 1989, the unthinkable happened when
the forward cargo door on United Airlines Flight 811 opened in flight
85 miles south of Honolulu. The malfunction caused an explosive
decompression that ripped a 21x10foot hole in the side of the Boeing
747, plunging nine passengers to their deaths in the Pacific Ocean,
23,000 feet below.
An unforeseen accident? Not according to the evidence presented at
the recent public enquiry held in Seattle, Wash., by the National
Transportation Safety Board.
Aircraft No. N4713U was the 89th 747 jumbo jet built by the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Co. and was delivered new to United Airlines on
Nov. 3, 1970. At the time of the Flight 811 incident it was the oldest
747 delivered new remaining in United's fleet.
The following is a chronology of events relating to N4713U's history
and to that fateful night over the Pacific last February.
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July 18, 1975
Boeing discovers a design deficiency in the eight manual latch lock
sectors on its 747 cargo doors and issues Service Bulletin No.
747522105. This requires that aluminum plates be riveted to the
existing lock sectors to strengthen them in performing their designed

function of preventing the latch cams from opening inadvertently. This
modification affects 264 747 aircraft worldwide. United chooses to
ignore the recommended modification on its 747s.
March 10, 1987
A 747 operated by Pan American World Airlines experiences loss of
cabin pressure at 21,000 feet shortly after departing from London. It
dives to 15,000 feet, where it repressurizes. However, on climbing
back to 21,000 feet the plane again loses cabin pressure and returns
to London. Inspection there reveals that the forward cargo door had
opened about 11/2 inches. The door is inspected, reclosed manually
and the flight once again departs for San Francisco. There, a more
thorough inspection reveals that all eight lock sectors on the forward
cargo door are damaged and one is broken.
This incident raises alarm in airline circles since it is the first time a
747 cargo door has opened in flight and Boeing carries out an
immediate investigation of the incident
The investigation shows that on Pan Am's 747s, out of
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357 latches checked 80 can be partly opened, and on five doors all
eight latch locks can be overridden so that the doors can open even
though the outer door handles are closed and the cockpit warning
lights are not illuminated.
April 8, 1987
Following its investigation Boeing issues ÒAlertÓ Service Bulletin No.
74752A2206. The opening paragraph reads, in part, ÒThe tests and
operation or modification per this bulletin will prevent inadvertent
opening of the lower lobe cargo doors on the ground or in flight.
Opening of a lower lobe cargo door in flight could result in rapid
decompression which may exceed the capacity of the decompression
venting system, resulting in collapse of the passenger cabin floor and
possible damage to the airplane electrical and hydraulic systems.Ó

An ÒalertÓ service bulletin is one that affects the
airworthiness of the aircraft concerned and this Boeing bulletin
required that the modifications originally suggested for the eight lock
sectors in July 1975 be redone. This time, however, steel plates were
to be substituted for the original aluminum reinforcing plates. The soft
aluminum had not proved strong enough to keep the cam locks from
opening before the outer handle was opened on the cargo doors.
This modification now affects 326 747s worldwide. The substitution
of steel plates requires about 50 man hours of labor for each plane
and involves a Òdown timeÓ for the plane
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(time out of service) of some 15 hours. The kit of replacement parts
supplied by Boeing costs the airlines US$1,207 and, counting labor
and incidentals, the overall cost of the modification is estimated at
less than US$2,000 per plane. Reorder delivery time of the kits is 54
weeks.
Dismayed by this delay, Pan Am asks Boeing for specifications on the
parts, makes its own, and installs them on all of its 747s. United,
however, once again takes no action on the service bulletin.
August 27, 1987
Boeing issues ÒAlertÓ Service Bulletin No. 74752A2209, which adds a
further 356 747 aircraft worldwide that require the latest cargo door
lock modification. This brings the total number of 747s affected to
682 worldwide, of which 156 are U.S. registered.
ÒAlertÓ Service Bulletins 74752A2206 and 2209 are revised and
reissued a total of seven times up to April 14, 1988. In addition to
these service bulletins, Boeing sent out a further seven service letters
between March 20, 1987 and April 5, 1988, detailing developments in
its investigation and providing test procedures for checking cargo door
locks.
Service Letter 747SL5238A called for a onetime confidence check on

the older 747sÑÑthose with line positions prior to 327. Boeing said
that this onetime test Òshould not cause damage to the latch
hardware.Ó
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The test consisted of leaving the outer latch lock handle closed and
moving the door open switch to the open position to confirm that the
latches would not open. If it was found that the latches would open,
the door actuation system was to be deactivated after the door was
closed prior to each flight. This was to be done by pulling the contact
breakers CBC285 door control and CBC814 door actuation for the
front cargo door and CBC915 ground handling bus, CBC288 door
control and CBC815 door actuation for the rear door. Alternatively,
the deactivation could be done by disconnecting, capping and stowing
the electrical connector to the latch actuators. The onetime test was
also to be done manually.
Four days after this service letter was issued, Service Letter
747SL52388 was sent out. It stopped the onetime test because two
airline operators had reported the test had damaged their latch
hardware.
This brief experiment is significant. Boeing devised a test to confirm
the integrity of its locking system. But the test showed that the
locking system could be damaged by electrical misoperation of the
system, so they stopped the test. In effect, they developed a method
to prevent electrical misoperation that would have prevented the
Flight 811 incident, but because they were so shocked that the lock
sectors were failing that they forgot about the method of preventing
electrical misoperation. Instead, in subsequent service letters Boeing
devised a test that only showed there
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was no electrical malfunction in the system at the time of the test.
The test was now performed with the outer handle open so it would
not damage the lock system.
Still, United takes no action on Boeing's service bulletins
January 28, 1988
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issues a Notice of Proposed
Rule Making (NPRM), FAA docket number 87NM-148-AD, which will
make the modification of the 747 cargo door lock sectors mandatory
on U.S. registered aircraft. United notes on the NPRM Òno action
required.Ó
May 20, 1988
FAA issues Airworthiness Directive AD 881204, effective July
1,1988, making it mandatory to inspect the cargo door lock sectors
within 30 days and to repair within 18 months lock sectors not
reinforced as per the July 1975 service bulletin, or two years if
reinforced.
United inspects its lock sectors, but defers modifying them until the
FAA deadline. It copies the requirements contained in AD 881204 into
its operations manuals, but omits six crucial words: Òand operations
are resumed and reinspectionÓ from a section that read, Òthe special
procedures specified in paragraph A2B above for manual door
operation must be continued and performed prior to takeoff following

each operation of the door until electrical
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restoration and operations are resumed and reinspection of lock
sectors has been accomplished in accordance with paragraph A2A,
above.Ó
Paragraph A2A calls for visual inspection for broken, bent, or
otherwise damaged lock sectors which could affect the integrity of
the door locking mechanism. It requires that such damage be repaired
prior to further flight, in accordance with FAA approved procedures.
The FAA did not discover United's noncompliance until about six
weeks after the Flight 811 incident and all of the following manual
operations of N4713U's forward cargo door go uninspected:
ÑÑOn December 5, 1988, in Honolulu ground service reports that the
forward cargo door will not open.
Corrective action: Cranked door latches to close and recycled. Checked
OK.
ÑÑDecember 6, 1988, also in Honolulu, report that forward cargo door
will not open electrically.
Corrective action: Cranked door latches to close and recycled. Checked
OK.
Following this report, the door operated successfully 10 occasions.
ÑÑDecember 11, 1988, Auckland. Report that forward cargo door
failed to fully close electrically, but after manually cranking Òpull inÓ
hooks half a turn the door closed and the latches ran satisfactorily.
Corrective action: Adjusted hook switches, deferred maintenance item
0827 initiated.
ÑÑDecember 11, 1988, Honolulu. Report that door cycled
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three times, opened and closed normally. Corrective action: Cleared
deferred maintenance item 827.
Following this report, the door operated normally on two occasions
ÑÑDecember 12, 1988, Auckland, report that forward cargo door
failed to close electrically. Manually turned hooks to close with door
switch selector closed until power transferred to catch motor. Hook
motor switch requires rerigging.
Corrective action: Deferred maintenance item 831 initiated.
ÑÑDecember 12, 1988, Sydney, report that forward cargo door will
not latch electrically. When closed manually, latches fail to close
sufficiently to close master latch lock after repeated attempts.
Corrective action: Latches opened manually door recycled again and
operation was normal electrically. Deferred maintenance item 0831
continued open for future repair.
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Auckland, report that when the aircraft landed
the forward cargo door operated like the deferred write-up. The aft
lower corner of the door appeared to be trailing. Suspected that the
problem may be caused by the hook motor overheating.
Note: Adjusted S8 door switch, the door operates OK. The adjustment
stop for S8 is bent.
Corrective action: Deferred maintenance item 0831 continued open
for future repair.
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ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Honolulu, manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Los Angeles, manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Honolulu, manual operation
ÑÑDecember 14, 1988, Honolulu manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 16, 1988, Osaka, manual operation.

ÑÑDecember 17, 1988, Honolulu, report necessary to cycle
door
three times to get it to latch manually.
Corrective action Deferred, maintenance item 0331 continued open
for future repair
ÑÑDecember 17, 1988, Narita, manual operation.
ÑÑDecember 17, 1988, Hong Kong, report deferred maintenance
item 0831.
Corrective action; Replaced hook position relay K1, Checked door
several times. It checked OK. Deferred maintenance item 0831
corrected.
Following this report, the door operated normally six times
ÑÑDecember 22, 1988, Narita, report that prior to departure forward
cargo door inoperative electrically Manually closed. Corrective action:
Deferred maintenance item 0835 initiated for future repair
ÑÑDecember 22, 1988, Seattle, door manually operated
ÑÑDecember 22, 1986, Chicago, report on deferred maintenance item
0835.
Corrective action: Operated door several times; could not duplicate
failure. Checked hook closed switch and hook position switch for being
closed per MM523460 procedure 13. Deferred maintenance item 0835
corrected.
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Following this report, the door operated normally 27 times.
ÑÑJanuary 1, 1989, San Francisco, report forward pit manual lock seal
broken.
Corrective action: Recycled per placard on door and documented. No
door problems.
Following this report, the door operated normally 20 times.

ÑÑJanuary 15, 1989, San Francisco, report that forward cargo door
seal, lower aft corner, was torn and loose from retainer.
Corrective action: Repaired seal.
Following this report the door operated normally until February 24,
1989.
On that date, Flight 811 departs Honolulu bound for Auckland.
Following is a brief chronology of what then transpired, based on
recorded and eyewitness accounts.
Departure at 1:55 a.m., with 337 passengers and a crew of 18.
2:07:09
The cockpit voice recorder (CVR) records Second
Officer Randal Thomas saying ÒOh yeah, we're in good shape.
Beautiful.Ó
2:09:07.4

CVR records Capt. David Cronin saying, ÒWhat the
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_____was that?Ó
2:09:08.2 CVR records First Officer Gregory ÒAlÓ Slader
saying, ÒI don't know.Ó
(At this time the aircraft is climbing through 23,000 feet, about 85
nautical miles south of Honolulu International Airport Hawaii.)
2:09:09.2

CVR records the sound of a loud Òbang.Ó

In the absence of the final findings of the NTSB investigation, to be
released probably early in 1990, the writer has reconstructed the
following sequence of events, based primarily on evidence presented
at the NTSB's public hearing on the Flight 811 incident.
By the time United 811 reached 23,000 feet the aircraft had
pressurized to approximately 5.7 psi, exerting a pressure of many tons
on the forward cargo door.

At approximately 2:09:06 the forward cargo door open/close switch
arcs out to the open position and commences the door open
sequence. The latch cams rotate towards open bending the
inadequately designed lock sectors out of the way. When the latch
cams reach the approximately 70% open position the pressure
becomes too great for the latch cams and they burst with explosive
force from the lock pins at 2:09:07.4 causing the thump heard by
many on board.
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At this point the door is now hanging on the pull in hook pins which
have also been severely damaged, many passengers report hearing the
hiss of pressure escaping from the hold at this time. The latch cams
however, continue to open and start the next phase of the opening
sequence, the opening of the pull in hooks. Some 1.8 seconds later
this next phase in the opening sequence is completed and the
escaping pressure forces open the door. The 300 knot slip stream
then tears the door hinge mounting beam from the side of the
fuselage together with the outer passenger floor beams, frames and
stringers in the area above the cargo door. Along with the floor went
passenger seats 9 G and H, 10 G and H, 11 G and H, and 12 G and H,
and along with their seats went the occupants: Barbara Fallon, 48, of
Long Beach California; John Swan, 52, of Sydney Australia; Rose
Harley, 61, of Hackensack, N.J.; Mary HandleyDesso, 61, of Bay City,
Mich.; Harry Craig, 42, and his wife Susan, 41, of Morristown, N.J.: and
Dr. John Crawford, 51, of Sydney Australia.
With the immediate decompression of the cabin a wave of air swept
with explosive force from the rear of the aircraft forward. When it
reached the area of the hole torn by the door part of the wave
escaped,
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and the rest continued forward. It hit the wall formed by the first class
section lavatories, tore loose the mountings, and moved the whole

wall forward 12 inches. The force then bounced off the wall and
veered for the hole. In the process it swept Mr. Fallon, 49, out of seat
9F, on the aisle in the centre section, and through the opening. Mr.
Fallon's seat belt was not fastened, but that may have made no
difference. He was blown out of the plane with such force that the
aisle armrest of his seat was bent toward the opening 40 degrees.
But that wasn't the extent of the rushing pressure wave. A portion of
it continued all the way to the front of the plane and then careened
back toward the hole. It hit seats 8G&H from the front, breaking them
off or ripping them free of their floor mounts. The seats and their
single occupant, Lee Campbell, 24, of Wellington, New Zealand, were
swept backwards from their still intact section of floor and out the
hole.
Death for at least one of the nine people swept from the aircraft must
have been virtually instantaneous. One or more of the passengers
were sucked into the plane's number three engine. The others may
have died quickly from shock, or the trauma of striking the plane's
fuselage or wing. Had anyone survived the initial shocks of leaving the
plane, they could not have survived impact with the ocean, a
fourminute fall below.
Flight 811
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Evidence presented at the NTSB hearing clearly showed that the door
operating switch had a loose wire and signs of arcing, it is therefore a
reasonable assumption that this was the cause of the door opening, as
well as the possible cause of the string of problems with the doors
electrical system dating back to December 5, 1988,
A clear conclusion among all of the contributing causes, however, is
that 747s with steel reinforced lock sectors would hot have suffered
the same fatal failure of the locking system as did N4713U.
It remains to be seen what degree of blame is placed on United's
failure to comply with the repeated recommendations and directives
to install the steel reinforcements. But based on the evidence at
hand, it would seem safe to conclude that a simple US$2,000
modification on N4713U's cargo door would have saved nine lives,

scores of injuries and untold grief.

March 3, 1989
FAA issues telegraphic AD 7890554, which supercedes AD 881204
and requires that all U.S. registered 747s not already modified with
steel locking sectors on their cargo doors install this modification
within 30 days. The directive also requires a visual check through
external viewports to ensure proper engagement of the latch cams
prior to takeoff. The latter check is temporary. It will lapse when
design modifications are made to the electrical door
Flight 811
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open warning system that will tell the flight crew when a door is open,
or there is a malfunction in the latching system that could lead to an
inadvertent opening.
At the conclusion of the NTSB's hearing on the Flight 811 incident a
member of the board privately concurred with the writer's assessment
of the causes. He said that the incident represented an Òact of gross
negligence.Ó
After spending more than six months in Honolulu being sifted for clues
to the 811 disaster, plane number N4713U is now being readied for a
return to service. It may not fly for United, but somewhere it will still
bear its manufacturer's identifying number. It might be worth
remembering. (N4713U was renumbered on its return to service.
The new number is N4724U.)
Flight 811
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Of Further interest . . .
Other points of public interest emerging from the NTSB's Flight 811
hearing:

1. United has used power tools to open and close malfunctioning cargo
doors, in violation of Boeing's recommended operating procedure. FAA
rules now prohibit the use of power tools for such purposes.
2. Included in United's service manual was a technical tip advising not
to bother cleaning the external view parts or using the visual check
system for ensuring that cargo doors were properly closed and locked.
Even though this check was a requirement of Boeing operating
procedure, United had omitted the words Òcheck latch alignment
stripes through viewing ports in doorÓ from its maintenance manual.
This check is now mandated by the FAA.
3. The door open indicating system on 747 No. N4713U would not
pass current FAA certification requirements.
4. Boeing had never undertaken a study to determine the effect of a
cargo door opening in flight.
5. The decompression venting system on a 747 will only accommodate
a 20 squarefoot skin loss. A cargo door measures about 70 square
feet.
6. Of 25 service bulletins issued by Boeing applicable to the cargo
doors on N4713U, United had only complied with seven. Three of
these related to the placing of placards on
Flight 811
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the doors, one was a modification to the door seal, one was a
repositioning of the wiring, one was a modification to the outer
handle, and one was the placing of shrouds over the pressure relief
doors so they would not blow shut while the main door was open and
turn off the Òdoor openÓ warning light in the cockpit. Although these
shrouds had been mounted on N4713U, they were found to be missing
on the rear cargo door.
7. At the time of the Flight 811 incident, out of the 156 U.S.
registered 747s, 25 belonging to United Airlines had not had their

cargo doors modified according to Boeing and FAA instructions. Among
these was N4713U. Pan Am and TWA, other major users of the 747,
had on the other hand modified all of their aircraft.
8. According to Corporate Crime Reporter, a Washington based
news letter, nine U.S. airlines were fined a total of US$2.6 million in
unannounced FAA civil enforcement actions over the last five years.
The largest amount of fines, US$800,000, were levied against United
Airlines. The FAA is investigating additional breaches of regulations in
connection with the Flight 811 incident and further fines may follow.
9.
Only four of the 15 United flight attendants board
Flight 811 at the time of the incident have returned to duty.

From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com
CC: rocketman@hawaii.rr.com
Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your
kind comments
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt
here in Waikiki
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were
late
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may , He did not
arrive until
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st
june . Our son
in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the
new baby . I
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be
managing OK .
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and
got your

site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had
obviously
done your homework . Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as
we moved into
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve
if he had
been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo
doors { I
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have
found the reason
myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the
one page ]
Steve did not know what your motives were so I thought I would
contact you
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with
me this trip as
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC
Panorama progam
for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the
release to the
media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the
Discovery
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC
depending on wether
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco
followed a
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday
program titled "Fire
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire in Feb of this year .I had lent
BBC some
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the
cause of 811 and
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to

Disaster"
detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the
811 disaster .
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to
you if you
have never seen them.
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and
have appeared in
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in
NZ newspapers
,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and
did a Documentry
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent
Steve was
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my
theory
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program
the NTSB theory
they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I
had to be
correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the
Americas Cup
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page
article on our efforts
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron
Acihido of the
Seattle Times among others .
In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they
started with a
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures
of the damage
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause . We attended the
NTSB

hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from
the NTSB
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would
only give us
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first
recess
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the
press table
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of
proceedings we gave an
interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we
went back in to
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife
Susan
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of
stuff here
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB
guys were
coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and
were off .
It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was "
Countdown
to Disaster"
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many
times .On one visit
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements
and wrote to
everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were
First and
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited
everyone who
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New
York Florida

San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle .
Boeing would
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins
Coie] and
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the
accident
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of
last resort for
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United
maintenance base in
San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it
did not work
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told
them were they
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it
ended up with the
Senior VP United Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort
around the base
and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood
in the cargo
bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the
Conduit at the
top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had
originated
from. as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly
painted 747with a
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I
checked my
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it
was N4713U
renumbered and they had to admit it was .
We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried
every avenue

to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was
phoned
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had
a
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct
the door was to
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the
Campbells
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that
the door is
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we
could not see
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we
entered the
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours
later we held
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they
admitted we were
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed
but not to
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released .
After lunch
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you
still think
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in
fact the
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.
I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my
findings on
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .
I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we
had the

problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in
hooks opened
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what
811`s did
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the
fuselage as
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it .
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK
and they could
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 . The new report
however still
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at
23000 ft
insisting it happened before takeoff . This is a much less scary
scenario for
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards
preclude it
from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground
switch which I
believe is a load of baloney .Are you aware that the original door
design for
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the
cockpit of a
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the
door
latch actuators? I had the document that showed this system
deleted by
whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the
aircraft was
certified with this system or not as it never made it into
production . I
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I
guess that

would have opened up liability problems for Boeing I lent the
document to a
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have
plenty of
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart
Mc Clure
and answer any that I can .
Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel
702 831 7746 Fax
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the
last bit of
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went
up and
sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can
see that
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe
that had it
been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41
section joint
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am
103 and TWA
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I
actually
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor
off the
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by
the cargo
containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid
floor left in
business class was were our son sat in 12H But the shock wave
went from the
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the
hole ] forward

12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke
his seat
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of
the first
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had
air
cavities in them Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and
called on all
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m
it was at
22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a
perfect landing at
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around
for another
attempt { I have the CVR printout and it makes chilling
reading } What was
heard ? The CVR has a thump followed 1.8 seconds later by a
loud explosion {
I failed in my bid to listen to the actual tape ,I only wanted to
actually
hear the sound myself but was denied }Talking to the passengers
some off them
heard a hiss followed by an explosion described as being like "A
thousand
handclaps " no one saw the passengers go . One passenger in first
class {with
a Ph D in physics } nearest to the door said he heard something
start up
immediately prior to the thump . the NTSB never interviewed
him and dismissed
this as being the elevator to the galley but the steward was
already in the
galley at the time of the explosion and I dont think the elevator

was moving
. So the sequence was a whir a thump a hiss and then 1.8
seconds later the
explosion . Dave had time to say " what the # was that " and Al
replied "I
don't know "between the thump and the explosion The CVR's
power was then off
for 21.4 seconds
I have the all the NTSB photos and my own of the door frame
area,the side
frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins are
all
goughed but otherwise OK the forward mid span pin is also
goughed and the
mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span
pin was
goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had
broken . It
takes 1.5 seconds for the 8 C Locks on the bottom of the door to
open
followed by the opening of the pull in hooks , with the 1.8
second time gap
when the hiss was heard I take that to be the time that the door
had blown
off the 8 C Locks and it was held by the pull in hooks until they
also opened
sufficiently for the door to blow off them as well . Something had
to be
different to PAN AM 10 out of London where the door was
closed by the
slipstream and they got back safely.
At least one passenger was ingested by engine no 3 . I have the
Coroners

report on what they found and I have seen what they removed
from the engine
apart from the body bits . It was not our son as we had to give a
DNA sample
and the result was negative Steve recently spoke to someone
who inspected
the engine the day it happened and thought the red on the turbine
was seat
material until he touched it and realised what it was They told us
that they
gave the aircraft parts a Hawaiian burial at sea but I doubt it ,
they
certainly did not give us the seat parts that we could have used in
an action
against the seat manufacturer [ Weber Aircraft Co ]
We have photos of damage to the wings , the top of the aircraft
and to the
vertical stabiliser , we hope that one of these killed our son as we
know he
could have survived the fall to the sea 22000 ft and over 4
minutes below .
parts were still falling out of the sky after 811 was back on the
ground in
Honolulu. We have the reports from all the services that attended
the
accident . We found they knew Lee was missing by about 4 AM
local time but it
was not till about 12 Hrs later that they phoned us from Chicago
and said he
was missing presumed dead .The damage to No3 engine was
caused by a body or
bodies , luggage and aircraft parts . Damage to No 4 was mainly
by luggage .

N4713U did not have the lock sectors strengthed by aluminium
{the first
fix]but I would think that PAN AM 103 would have as PAN AM
did not wait for
Boeing to supply the steel kits but made their own and fitted
them to their
fleet after the London incident , as they realised the implications
of not
doing so . As detailed in "Countdown " Boeing devised a one
time test to
check the integrity of the cargo door locking system , they told
the airlines
to hit the door open switch to see what happened , a day later
they stopped
the test as operators were calling to say it was damaging the
planes ,
obviously lots of aircraft had failed S2 switches and the actuators
were live
just waiting for a stray arc to doom the plane and the passengers
and the
FAA still gave up to 2 years to replace the lock sectors with steel
ones .
Regards Kevin and Susan Campbell
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: Timothy Clark <timothyclark@compuserve.com>
Subject: Politician Hall wants praise

Anyway the reason for this message is that I want to send you an
e-mail but
my computer won't accept the details. So by replying to this one,

your
name automatically goes on my address list.

Ah, ha, a workaround, I know them well.
The reason the story about Hall blaming the media and private
persons for his failure to do his job right, finding out why planes
crash, affects me is he specifically singled me out at the TWA
800 hearing during testimony as one of the kooks suggesting
TWA 800 crashed because of real weird stuff like UFO, bullets,
no lift in the air, and cargo door opening. The last comment will
be on me unfortunately when his obstinacy will result in other
deaths, or to be real, since wiring causes the doors to open,
passengers have already died because of his narrowmindedness.
Secure people in their professions invite scrutiny, they know
errors found by anyone are important and need to be corrected.
Insecure people hate being watched because they put looking
good above the content being right. Hall is another politician
who only wants praise and never criticism, exactly the wrong
person to put as the head of an aircraft investigation agency.
Everybody always looks bad in fatal accidents. The real
investigators find out the cause and let the chips fall where they
may.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: Tim Clark <timothyclark@compuserve.com>
Subject: From you to Mr. Sampson to me to you

At 6:54 PM +0800 8/25/99, John Sampson wrote:
Timothy Clark wrote:
John,
I doubt Panorama could help JBS. They're pretty well locked out
for the
rest of the year and anyway it would be very difficult to get
another
aviation story on so soon after Death by Wire. But that doesn't
mean give
up. C4 back here has a weekly Dispatches programme and
there's also
Newsnight nightly. If JBS would let me have details of his
theory I can
advise. But I'd have to add the rider that TV rarely features the
conspiracy theorist or, rather, their lawyers don't.
Perhaps the best bet is Private Eye, which revels in them - and is
frequently in Court. No magazine that described Tom Mangols
as "going into
Birmingham with the investigative subtlety of a Sherman Tank"
can be all
bad!
Best regards
Tim Clark

Dear Tim, please, no conspiracy. I fought the missile nuts for two
years about TWA 800. They will not follow logic or reason or
accept facts in their faces if it conflicts with their idea of
conspiracy that keeps getting wider and wider of missile for
TWA 800.
There is no conspiracy to hide the wiring/cargo door explanation

for PA 103, AI 182 or TWA 800. It's everyone saying and
believing what is in their best interests. And bomb saves
everybody's butt except the 'bombers'. Wiring/cargo door
implicates just about everybody and that's why it is this neutral
citizen that has brought it out into the open.
If JBS would let me have details of his theory I can
advise.
My theory is the UAL 811 theory as stated in NTSB AAR 92/02
except for AI 182, TWA 800, and PA 103 the noses did come off.
Period. UAL 811 states wiring/switch failed and door motor
unlatched and door popped. We now know how bad that wiring
was and is. Happened before and happened again. Not very earth
shaking in concept but earth shaking in consequences. That's the
way it is.
BBC can open the can of worms. The conclusive evidence is
there to examine. It's the actual forward cargo door of 103 in a
hangar in Farnborough. One half hour with a digital camera and
the answer will be there. The actual details of the cams, latches,
and locking sectors will match UAL 811. UAL 811 and 103
match externally now in shape of fuselage tear on starboard side
but the details are important and so far unavailable. Kevin
Campbell is the man who got the door of 811 from the bottom of
the ocean to view and prove NTSB was wrong about improper
latching and it was in fact wiring. Wiring that is the same wiring
you guys did a story on, Die by Wire. UAL 811 matches 103 and
in fact, matches AI 182 also.
If you can get into the hangar of 103 and without touching
anything take closeups of the FCD of 103, I can get closeups of
811 door area and the fingerprints will match to prove 103 door

opened in flight.
Now, why? Well, the bombers can say bomb, the center tank
guys can say center tank, the missile guys can say missile, and I
will say wiring until confirmed because UAL 811 was wiring. I
stick with the reality of the model of UAL 811, right down to
wiring and citizen providing the correct explanation for cause of
accident.
Here's some recent emails from Kevin and Susan Campbells who
have inspired me to keep going all these years: Note comment
about AI 182:
Tim, I'm trying to use the power of the press to gain access for
you to a hangar with a metal object to examine. The door is the
key evidence they can not ignore, it's what Kevin Campbell did
for UAL 811, he got the door and there was the evidence. It
should be easier to examine a door at sea level in a hangar than
one 6700 feet underwater.
Cheers,
Barry
At 10:39 PM -0400 8/22/99, SMANDKJC@aol.com wrote:
From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com
CC: rocketman@hawaii.rr.com
Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your
kind comments
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt

here in Waikiki
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were
late
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may , He did not
arrive until
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st
june . Our son
in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the
new baby . I
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be
managing OK .
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and
got your
site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had
obviously
done your homework . Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as
we moved into
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve
if he had
been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo
doors { I
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have
found the reason
myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the
one page ]
Steve did not know what your motives were so I thought I would
contact you
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with
me this trip as
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC
Panorama progam
for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the
release to the

media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the
Discovery
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC
depending on wether
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco
followed a
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday
program titled "Fire
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire in Feb of this year .I had lent
BBC some
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the
cause of 811 and
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to
Disaster"
detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the
811 disaster .
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to
you if you
have never seen them.
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and
have appeared in
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in
NZ newspapers
,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and
did a Documentry
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent
Steve was
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my
theory
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program
the NTSB theory
they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I
had to be

correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the
Americas Cup
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page
article on our efforts
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron
Acihido of the
Seattle Times among others .
In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they
started with a
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures
of the damage
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause . We attended the
NTSB
hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from
the NTSB
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would
only give us
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first
recess
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the
press table
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of
proceedings we gave an
interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we
went back in to
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife
Susan
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of
stuff here
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB
guys were
coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and
were off .

It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was "
Countdown
to Disaster"
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many
times .On one visit
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements
and wrote to
everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were
First and
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited
everyone who
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New
York Florida
San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle .
Boeing would
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins
Coie] and
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the
accident
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of
last resort for
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United
maintenance base in
San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it
did not work
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told
them were they
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it
ended up with the
Senior VP United Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort
around the base
and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood
in the cargo

bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the
Conduit at the
top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had
originated
from. as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly
painted 747with a
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I
checked my
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it
was N4713U
renumbered and they had to admit it was .
We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried
every avenue
to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was
phoned
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had
a
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct
the door was to
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the
Campbells
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that
the door is
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we
could not see
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we
entered the
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours
later we held
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they
admitted we were
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed
but not to

hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released .
After lunch
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you
still think
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in
fact the
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.
I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my
findings on
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .
I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we
had the
problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in
hooks opened
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what
811`s did
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the
fuselage as
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it .
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK
and they could
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 . The new report
however still
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at
23000 ft
insisting it happened before takeoff . This is a much less scary
scenario for
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards
preclude it
from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground
switch which I
believe is a load of baloney .Are you aware that the original door

design for
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the
cockpit of a
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the
door
latch actuators? I had the document that showed this system
deleted by
whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the
aircraft was
certified with this system or not as it never made it into
production . I
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I
guess that
would have opened up liability problems for Boeing I lent the
document to a
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have
plenty of
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart
Mc Clure
and answer any that I can .
Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel
702 831 7746 Fax
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the
last bit of
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went
up and
sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can
see that
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe
that had it
been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41
section joint
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am

103 and TWA
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I
actually
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor
off the
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by
the cargo
containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid
floor left in
business class was were our son sat in 12H But the shock wave
went from the
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the
hole ] forward
12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke
his seat
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of
the first
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had
air
cavities in them Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and
called on all
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m
it was at
22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a
perfect landing at
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around
for another
attempt { I have the CVR printout and it makes chilling
reading } What was
heard ? The CVR has a thump followed 1.8 seconds later by a
loud explosion {
I failed in my bid to listen to the actual tape ,I only wanted to
actually

hear the sound myself but was denied }Talking to the passengers
some off them
heard a hiss followed by an explosion described as being like "A
thousand
handclaps " no one saw the passengers go . One passenger in first
class {with
a Ph D in physics } nearest to the door said he heard something
start up
immediately prior to the thump . the NTSB never interviewed
him and dismissed
this as being the elevator to the galley but the steward was
already in the
galley at the time of the explosion and I dont think the elevator
was moving
. So the sequence was a whir a thump a hiss and then 1.8
seconds later the
explosion . Dave had time to say " what the # was that " and Al
replied "I
don't know "between the thump and the explosion The CVR's
power was then off
for 21.4 seconds
I have the all the NTSB photos and my own of the door frame
area,the side
frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins are
all
goughed but otherwise OK the forward mid span pin is also
goughed and the
mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span
pin was
goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had
broken . It
takes 1.5 seconds for the 8 C Locks on the bottom of the door to
open

followed by the opening of the pull in hooks , with the 1.8
second time gap
when the hiss was heard I take that to be the time that the door
had blown
off the 8 C Locks and it was held by the pull in hooks until they
also opened
sufficiently for the door to blow off them as well . Something had
to be
different to PAN AM 10 out of London where the door was
closed by the
slipstream and they got back safely.
At least one passenger was ingested by engine no 3 . I have the
Coroners
report on what they found and I have seen what they removed
from the engine
apart from the body bits . It was not our son as we had to give a
DNA sample
and the result was negative Steve recently spoke to someone
who inspected
the engine the day it happened and thought the red on the turbine
was seat
material until he touched it and realised what it was They told us
that they
gave the aircraft parts a Hawaiian burial at sea but I doubt it ,
they
certainly did not give us the seat parts that we could have used in
an action
against the seat manufacturer [ Weber Aircraft Co ]
We have photos of damage to the wings , the top of the aircraft
and to the
vertical stabiliser , we hope that one of these killed our son as we
know he
could have survived the fall to the sea 22000 ft and over 4

minutes below .
parts were still falling out of the sky after 811 was back on the
ground in
Honolulu. We have the reports from all the services that attended
the
accident . We found they knew Lee was missing by about 4 AM
local time but it
was not till about 12 Hrs later that they phoned us from Chicago
and said he
was missing presumed dead .The damage to No3 engine was
caused by a body or
bodies , luggage and aircraft parts . Damage to No 4 was mainly
by luggage .
N4713U did not have the lock sectors strengthed by aluminium
{the first
fix]but I would think that PAN AM 103 would have as PAN AM
did not wait for
Boeing to supply the steel kits but made their own and fitted
them to their
fleet after the London incident , as they realised the implications
of not
doing so . As detailed in "Countdown " Boeing devised a one
time test to
check the integrity of the cargo door locking system , they told
the airlines
to hit the door open switch to see what happened , a day later
they stopped
the test as operators were calling to say it was damaging the
planes ,
obviously lots of aircraft had failed S2 switches and the actuators
were live
just waiting for a stray arc to doom the plane and the passengers
and the

FAA still gave up to 2 years to replace the lock sectors with steel
ones .
Regards Kevin and Susan Campbell

My reply to the Campbells:
To: SMANDKJC@aol.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Thank you for email.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your
kind comments
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt
here in Waikiki
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were
late
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may ,
Congratulations, my daughter is 7 and a half. Thanks for this
email.
He did not arrive until
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st
june . Our son
in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the
new baby . I
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be
managing OK .

And soon speech comprehension and what a revolution that will

be. Bypass the keyboard and then the data will flow.
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and
got your
site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had
obviously
done your homework .

Thanks, and learning more all the time.
Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as we moved into
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve
if he had
been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo
doors { I
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have
found the reason
myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the
one page ]
Steve did not know what your motives

Good question and one my wife asks me all the time. I have to
think its deep moral debt repayment for being a victim who lived
and owes my pilot. I can't save him but I can save others like me,
along for the ride. It's always us, those that suffer deep emotional
trauma, who do the action to find out exactly what happened, not
some shallow symptom, fix the symptom and go home, like
NTSB.
were so I thought I would contact you
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with

me this trip as
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC
Panorama progam
for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the
release to the
media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the
Discovery
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC
depending on wether
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco
followed a
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday
program titled "Fire
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire in Feb of this year .

Nick Farrow contacted me and I told him all about UAL 811. He
was quite interested to know about the wiring cause and asked
for documentation. I could only confirm it was PolyX, almost the
same thing but by different company.
He sent me a copy of the show with you in it. That's where I
understood how you knew it was not improper latching that did
it. It's because you and your son understood mechanical things
(restoring cars) and it did not make sense the way NTSB said it
happened. You understand machines; they don't. (I had an
XK150 for a while, what a mechanical nightmare, still loved it.)
I had lent BBC some
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the
cause of 811 and
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to
Disaster"

detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the
811 disaster .
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to
you if you
have never seen them.

Thanks.
John Ware of Panorama and I had long talk two years ago, and
recently Tim Clark of Panorama and I talked. When it gets to PA
103 not being a bomb, they tune me out as nut. Always refuted
by emotion and never by facts.
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and
have appeared in
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in
NZ newspapers
,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and
did a Documentry
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent
Steve was
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my
theory
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program
the NTSB theory
they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I
had to be
correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the
Americas Cup
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page
article on our efforts
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron

Acihido of the
Seattle Times among others .
Byron and I had a falling out when I said TWA 800 was same
cause as UAL 811. He refuses to acknowledge me now. It's
because UAL 811 leads to PA 103 and that mythic plane is a
bomb and no one wants to hear otherwise. I do not pick the flight
numbers for the wiring/cargo door cause, the evidence does. 103
leads to AI 182 and that leads to TWA 800.
In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they
started with a
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures
of the damage
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause .

If you still have those pictures they are very valuable because
they will match the starboard side of PA 103 if they ever show a
picture of that side. Lots of pictures of the port, bomb side, but
none of the starboard cargo door side. The upcoming trial of PA
103 may give the opportunity to connect it to UAL 811 and then
the evidence will have a chance to be evaluated. I believe those
latches in the FCD are unlatched as they sit in a hangar in
Farnborough. The AAIB report gives latching status of the
CRAF door, the aft cargo door but neglects to mention the status
of the FCD door, only feet away from the 'bomb.' Very strange.

We attended the NTSB
hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from
the NTSB
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would

only give us
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first
recess
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the
press table
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of
proceedings we gave an
interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we
went back in to
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife
Susan
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of
stuff here
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB
guys were
coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and
were off .
It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was "
Countdown
to Disaster"
Interesting, at the TWA 800 hearings I did the same thing and
discovered I had the eyewitness reports suppressed by the FBI. I
got my congressman's approval to put them on my web site and
did. The binders were on the desks during the hearings and were
left for others to take way.
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many
times .On one visit
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements
and wrote to
everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were
First and
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited

everyone who
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New
York Florida
San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle .
Boeing would
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins
Coie]
Incredible arrogance. I have written to Perkins Coie often and
they are fully aware of the wiring/cargo door explanation and
evidence for 103, 800, and 182. No reply ever.

and
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the
accident
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of
last resort for
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United
maintenance base in
San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it
did not work
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told
them were they
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it
ended up with the
Senior VP United Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort
around the base
and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood
in the cargo
bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the
Conduit at the

top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had
originated
from.

Hmm....I knew the cargo doors were opening for the four planes
but it was only after the TWA 800 hearings I understood it was
Poly X wiring which matched the UAL 811 model, as usual. I
had to check out the pneumatic or hydraulic or inadvertent
opening by humans possibilities. But you picked wiring as cause
right away.
Here's a question: when did the short occur to turn latches to
unlatched? NTSB says on ground and I say a split second before
door popped. But, I'm not sure. I don't believe the latches were
unlatched on ground and only the friction held them closed until
sufficient internal pressure overcame the friction and door
opened.

as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly painted
747with a
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I
checked my
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it
was N4713U
renumbered and they had to admit it was .

Bastards. That plane is a great plane for keeping its nose on when
it should have come off and then there would have been two
747s destroyed by 'bombs' within three months. It would have
been war. But it should be retired, the stresses that plane

experienced are unknown but great.
We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried
every avenue
to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was
phoned
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had
a
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct
the door was to
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the
Campbells
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that
the door is
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we
could not see
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we
entered the
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours
later we held
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they
admitted we were
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed
but not to
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released .
After lunch
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you
still think
that Air India was a bomb ?"
Great question. I've got chill bumps as I read it. I came to AI 182
after TWA 800 and what a shock to read the Indian report. If 182
had been done right, no PA 125, no PA 125, no 103 and no 811

and then no TWA 800. The Indians blame everyone but
themselves and really stretched to blame the Sikhs as bombers.
That political blame shifting of course causes innocent deaths
down the line.

The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in
fact the
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.

Ah, not what Canada has told me. The RCMP have the case and
it's all hush hush. One investigator, John Garstaing called me and
said he saw the video and the door is definitely latched to the
fuselage. Ha! His description fits the TWA 800 pictures. If the
bottom eight latches hold but the midspan rupture the appearance
will be the same as TWA 800 and the text description of AI 182
in the Indian report.
So, now I don't know who to believe about the wreckage of the
door for 182. And the video is locked up by RCMP.

The fatal design error is no lock sectors on the midspan latches. I
have pictures of TWA 800 from John Seaman, a relative of
victim, that shows petal shaped outward ruptures at both midspan
latches of FCD of TWA 800, I call them the smoking guns. It's as
plain to see as possible.
I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my
findings on
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .

Amazing.
PA 103 trial is the last opportunity to get the valuable knowledge
of UAL 811 out in the public. The schematics of 103 match 811
almost exactly as shape of skin tear when door pops. It's like a
matched fingerprint.

I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we
had the
problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in
hooks opened
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what
811`s did
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the
fuselage as
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it .
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK
and they could
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 .

Ah, you mean if not for the JFK UAL preflight aft door opening,
there would be no revised AAR 92/02? Incredible. I gave credit
to NTSB for being honest and admitting the error of AAR 90/01
but now it turns out they had no choice.

The new report however still
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at
23000 ft

insisting it happened before takeoff .

Ah, you answered my question above, yes, I agree, not on ground
but just before it opened.
This is a much less scary scenario for
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards
preclude it
from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground
switch which I
believe is a load of baloney .
Crap. They keep talking about something can't happen when it's
happened right in front of their face. Then after the UAL
preflight FAA refused to check cargo door wiring because they
said it couldn't happen but did not know or consider water
affecting insulation causing shorts and bypassing their magic
cutout switches. I saw water pouring out of forward cargo bay of
757 at SF international on the way to Baltimore hearings and
knew exactly what happened. Water was the wild card no one
figured on. And then to read a week later at hearings about
moisture and Poly x and all the bad things they knew about the
wiring insulation and still did nothing except try to hide the
knowledge.

Are you aware that the original door design for
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the
cockpit of a
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the

door
latch actuators?

No.
I had the document that showed this system deleted by
whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the
aircraft was
certified with this system or not as it never made it into
production . I
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I
guess that
would have opened up liability problems for Boeing I lent the
document to a
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have
plenty of
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart
Mc Clure
and answer any that I can .

I'm going to digest the rest and report back later. It's getting
technical and I need my texts. Kevin and Susan, thank you so
much for your email. You've given me hope again. All your
research will again be proven to be invaluable as it is extremely
relevant to PA 103. And although I have no love for Libyan
secret agents they are innocent of this particular crime of which
they are accused. There was no bomb. And there are many 747s
flying around not learning the lessons of UAL 811, and they were
lessons paid for in blood. Too dramatic? I don't think so.

Cheers,

Barry,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

811 to 103

aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model-100
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
shape of hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side is
rectangle with specific rectangular shape.
fodded number three engine

on fire number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
TWA 800 below showing ruptures at midspan latches of FCD.
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HONOLULU, HI AIRCRAFT
REG. NO. N4713U
TIME (LOCAL) - 02:09 HST
MAKE/MODEL - BOEING 747-122
AIRCRAFT DAMAGE
- Substantial FATAL SERIOUS MINOR/NONE
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3
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2
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OPERATING CERTIFICATES
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LOS ANGELES TO SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, WITH STOPS IN
HONOLULU (HNL), HI, AND AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND.
THE FLT WAS UNEVENTFUL UNTIL AFTER DEPARTURE
FROM HNL. WHILE CLIMBING FROM FL220 TO FL230 THE
CREW HEARD A "THUMP" FOLLOWED BY AN EXPLOSION.
AN EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WAS EXPERIENCED AND
THE #3 AND #4 ENGS WERE SHUTDOWN BECAUSE OF FOD.
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CARGO DOOR IN FLIGHT AND THE SUBSEQUENT
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ALOWED THE DOOR TO BE UNATCHED, YET TO SHOW A
PROPERLY LATCHED AND LOCKED POSITION. ALSO
CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT WAS THE LACK OF
PROPER MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF THE CARGO
DOOR BY UNITED AIRLINES, AND A LACK OF TIMELY
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS BY BOEING AND THE FAA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing 747-122,
experienced an explosive decompression as it was climbing
between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu,
Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight
attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door,
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle.
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on

September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in
the report and was supported by the evidence available at the
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause have
been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also

contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective actions
by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
As a result of this investigation, the Safety Board issued safety
recommendations concerning cargo doors and other nonplug
doors on pressurized transport category airplanes, cabin safety,
and emergency response.
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOAR
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20594
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION-- LOSS OF CARGO DOOR IN
FLIGHT UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT 811 BOEING 747-122,
N4713U HONOLULU, HAWAII FEBRUARY 24, 1989
1. FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1 History of the Flight
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines (UAL) flight 811, a Boeing
747-122 (B-747), N4713U, was being operated as a regularly
scheduled flight from Los Angeles, California (LAX) to Sydney,
Australia (SYD), with intermediate stops in Honolulu, Hawaii
(HNL) and Auckland, New Zealand (AKL).
The flightcrew assigned to the LAX/HNL route segment reported
no difficulty during their flight.
A flightcrew change occurred when flight 811 arrived at HNL.
The oncoming captain stated that he and his crew reported to
UAL operations 1 hour and 15 minutes prior to the flight's
scheduled departure time from HNL. The crew had completed a
34-hour layover (rest period) in HNL.
The captain reviewed the flight plan, the weather, pertinent
NOTAMs, and maintenance records, and signed the Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) clearance before boarding the airplane.
Flight 811 departed HNL gate 10 at 0133 Honolulu Standard Time
(HST), 3 minutes after the scheduled departure time, with 3 flight
crewmembers, 15 cabin crewmembers, and 337 passengers. The

flightcrew attributed the short delay to cabin crew problems with
arming the 5L cabin door emergency exit slide and the normal
securing of the 2L door after a somewhat extended passenger
boarding process. The second officer stated that all cabin and
cargo door warning lights were out prior to the airplane's
departure from the gate. He said that he
dimmed the annunciator panel lights at his station while the
airplane was departing the gate area.
The captain was at the controls when the flight was cleared for
takeoff on HNL runway 8R at 0152:49 HST. The auxiliary power
unit (APU), which was used during the takeoff, was shutdown
shortly after making the initial power reduction to climb thrust.
The flightcrew reported the airplane's operation to be normal
during the takeoff and during the initial and intermediate
segments of the climb. The flightcrew observed en route
thunderstorms both visually and on the airplane's weather radar,
so they requested and received clearance for a deviation to the
left of course from the HNL Combined Center Radar Approach
Control (CERAP). The captain elected to leave the passenger seat
belt sign "on."
The flightcrew stated that the first indication of a problem
occurred while the airplane was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet at an indicated airspeed (IAS) of 300 knots. They heard
a sound, described as a "thump," which shook the airplane. They
said that this sound was followed immediately by a "tremendous
explosion." The airplane had experienced an explosive
decompression. They said that they donned their respective
oxygen masks but found no oxygen available. The airplane cabin
altitude horn sounded and the flightcrew believed the passenger
oxygen masks had deployed automatically.
The captain immediately initiated an emergency descent, turned
180( to the left to avoid a thunderstorm, and proceeded toward
HNL. The first officer informed CERAP that the airplane was in

an emergency descent and appeared to have lost power in the
No. 3 engine. The appropriate 7700 emergency code was placed
in the airplane's radar beacon transponder and an emergency was
declared with CERAP at approximately 0220 HST. The No. 3
engine was shut down shortly after commencing the descent
because of heavy vibration, no N1 compressor indication, low
exhaust gas temperature (EGT), and low engine pressure ratio
(EPR).
The second officer then left the cockpit to inspect the cabin area
and returned to inform the captain that a large portion of the
forward right side of the cabin fuselage was missing. The captain
subsequently shut down the No. 4 engine because of high EGT
and no N1 compressor indication, accompanied by visible flashes
of fire. The flightcrew initiated fuel dumping during the descent
to reduce the airplane landing weight.
The airplane was cleared for an approach to HNL runway 8L.
The final approach was flown at 190 to 200 knots with the No. 1
and No. 2 engines only. During flap extension, the flightcrew
observed an indication of asymmetrical flaps as the flap position
approached 5(. The flightcrew decided to extend inboard trailing
edge flaps to 10( for the landing. The right outboard leading edge
flaps did not extend during the flap lowering sequence. The
airplane touched down on the runway, approximately 1,000 feet
from the approach end, and came to a stop about 7,000 feet later.
The captain applied idle reverse on the Nos. 1 and No. 2 engines
and employed moderate to heavy braking to stop the airplane. At
0234 (HST), HNL tower was notified by the flightcrew that the
airplane was stopped and an emergency evacuation had
commenced on the runway.
After the accident, UAL ramp service personnel, who had been
involved with the cargo loading and unloading of flight 811
before takeoff from HNL, stated that they had opened and closed
the forward cargo door electrically. They said that they had

observed no damage to the cargo door. The ramp service
personnel said that they had verified that the forward cargo door
was flush with the fuselage of the airplane, that the master door
latch handle was stowed, and that the pressure relief doors were
flush with the exterior skin of the cargo door.
The dispatch mechanic stated that, in accordance with UAL
procedures, he had performed a "circle check" prior to the
airplane's departure from the HNL gate. This check included
verification that the cargo doors were flush with the fuselage of
the airplane, that the master latch lock handles were stowed, and
that the pressure relief doors were flush or within 1/2 inch of the
cargo door's exterior skin. He said a flashlight was used during
this inspection.
The second officer stated that, in accordance with UAL Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) he had performed an operational
check of the door warning annunciator lights as part of his
portion of the cockpit preparation. The second officer also stated
that he used a flashlight while performing an exterior inspection,
again in accordance with UAL procedures. The exterior
inspection was conducted while ramp service personnel were
performing cargo loading operations and the cargo doors were
open. He stated that he had observed no abnormalities or
damage.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Injuries Flightcrew Cabincrew Passengers Others Serious *Lost in
flight. An extensive air and sea search for the passengers was
unsuccessful.
1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a hole on the
right side in the area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door fuselage cutout
lower sill and side frames were intact but the door was missing
(see figures 1 and 2). An area of fuselage skin measuring about 13

feet lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from the
upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper deck window
belt, had separated from the airplane at a location above the cargo
door extending to the upper deck windows. The floor beams
adjacent to and inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured
and buckled downward.
Examination of all structure around the area of primary damage
disclosed no evidence of preexisting cracks or corrosion. All
fractures were typical of fresh overstress breaks.
Debris had damaged portions of the right wing, the right
horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer and engines Nos. 3 and
4. No damage was noted on the left side of the airplane, including
engines Nos. 1 and 2.
The right wing had sustained impact damage along the leading
edge between the No. 3 engine pylon and the No. 17 variable
camber leading edge flap. Slight impact damage to the No. 18
leading edge flap was noted.
There was a break and scuff in the wing leading edge aft of
engine No. 4 and a scuff in the wing leading edge outboard of
engine No. 4. There was a large indentation (to a depth of nearly
8 inches) in the area just above the outboard landing light, and
the landing light covers were broken. There was a small puncture
in the upper surface of the No. 14 krueger flap and impact
damage to the wing leading edge just aft of the No. 14 krueger
flap. There was a gash on the upper wing surface aft of the No. 14
krueger flap and leading edge, as well as punctures to the wing
leading edge aft of the number 16 krueger flap. The under wing
surface aft of the krueger flaps also sustained impact damage.
The right wing also had sustained damage at the wing-to-body
fairing and two flap track canoe fairings.1 Wing-to-body fairing
damage was limited to surface scraping forward of and below the
wing. The outboard surface of the No. 6 flap track canoe fairing
revealed a slightly more significant gouge mark. The most severe

damage was evident on the inboard surface of the No. 8 flap track
canoe fairing, where three separate punctured areas were
observed. The trailing edge flaps were not damaged.
The leading edge of the right horizontal stabilizer had several
dents. The most severe dents, located 8 to 10 feet from the
stabilizer root, were approximately 3 inches wide and 1 inch
deep. No punctures were found. The vertical stabilizer had
multiple small and elongated indentations with a maximum
depth of 1/2 inch near the right base of the leading edge. A small
gouge and two small scrapes were noted at midspan of the upper
rudder.
A piece of cargo container was found lodged between the No. 3
engine pylon (inboard) and the wing underside. The piece of
metal had severed the pneumatic duct for the leading edge flaps.
Various nicks and punctures were evident on the inboard side of
the No. 3 engine pylon. The No. 4 engine pylon had a small
puncture near the leading edge of the wing.
The external surfaces of the No. 3 engine inlet cowl assembly
exhibited foreign object damage including small tears, scuffs and
a large outwardly directed hole. The entire circumference of all
the acoustic (sound attenuator) panels installed on the inlet
section of the cowl had been punctured, torn, or dented. None of
the No. 3 engine cases were penetrated by objects, nor was there
evidence of fire damage to any visible engine components and
accessories. The
leading edges of all fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine
exhibited extensive foreign object damage.
External damage to the No. 4 engine inlet and core cowls was
confined to the inboard side of the inlet cowl assembly. The
damage consisted of one major scuff mark, four lesser scuff marks
and one crescent- shaped cut. The sound attenuator panels that
were installed in the inlet area of the inlet cowl assembly had not
been penetrated. The No. 4 engine fan blade airfoils had

sustained both soft and hard object damage from foreign objects.
The cargo door separation resulted in the loss of fuselage shell
structure above the cargo door, along with main cabin floor
structure below seats 8GH through 12GH (see figure 3). The
missing floor area extended inboard from the interior of the right
side fuselage wall to the inboard seat track of seats 8GH through
12GH.
The supply and fill lines from the flightcrew oxygen bottle, and
the supply line for the passenger oxygen system had been broken
below the cabin floor inboard of the missing cargo door.
The two cabin pressurization out-flow valves, located on the
underside of the fuselage, aft of the rear cargo compartment, were
found fully open. The two over-pressure relief valves located on
the forward left side of the airplane were found in the normal
closed position. These valves were removed and bench tested.
(See section 1.16.3, Pressurization System.) The majority of the
cabin floor-to-cargo compartment blowout panels were found
activated. The blowout panels are designed to relieve excess
pressure differential following an explosive decompression to
prevent catastrophic damage to the cabin floor structures.
The estimated damage to the airplane was $14,000,000, based on
UAL's costs to repair it.
1.4 Other Damage
No other property damage resulted from this accident.
1.5 Personnel Information
The crew consisted of 3 flight crewmembers (the captain, the first
officer, and the second officer) and 15 cabin crewmembers. (See
appendix B.)
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1
General
On February 24, 1989, the United Airlines B-747 fleet consisted of
31 airplanes, including: 2 B-747-222B, 11 B-747-SP, 5 B-747-123,
and 13 B-747-122 series airplanes. N4713U was equipped with

four Pratt & Whitney model JT9D engines.
The accident airplane, serial No. 19875, registered in the United
States as N4713U, was manufactured as a Boeing 747-122
transport category airplane by the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company (Boeing), Seattle, Washington, a Division of the Boeing
Company. N4713U, the 89th B-747 built by Boeing, was
manufactured in accordance with Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) type certificate No. A20WE, as approved
on December 30, 1969. The airplane was certificated in accordance
with the provisions of 14 CFR Part 25, effective February 1, 1965.
The maximum calculated takeoff weight for flight 811 was
706,000 pounds. The flight plan data showed an actual takeoff
weight of 697,900 pounds. The center of gravity (CG) for takeoff
was computed at 20.4 percent mean aerodynamic chord (MAC).
The forward and aft CG limits were 12 and 29.7 percent MAC,
respectively.
At the time of the accident, N4713U had accumulated 58,815 total
flight hours and 15,028 flight cycles. N4713U had not been
involved in any previous accident. Records indicated that the
airplane had been inspected and maintained in accordance with
the General Maintenance Program as defined in UAL Operations
Specifications and in accordance with the FAA approved Aircraft
and Powerplants Reliability Program. The records indicated that
all required inspection and maintenance actions had been
completed within specified time limits and all applicable
airworthiness directives (AD) had been accomplished or were in
the process of being accomplished, with the exception of AD
88-12-04, which was applicable to the B-747 lower lobe cargo
door, and which had only been complied with partially. (See
section 1.6.8 for explanation).
1.6.2
Cargo Door Description and Operation
Both the forward and aft lower cargo doors are similar in
appearance and operation. They are located on the lower right

side of the fuselage and are outward-opening. The door opening
is approximately 110 inches wide by 99 inches high, as measured
along the fuselage.
Electrical power for operation of the cargo door switches and
actuators is supplied from the ground handling bus, which is
powered by either external power or the APU. See figure 17 for a
diagram of the cargo door electrical circuitry. The engine
generators cannot provide power to the ground handling bus.
APU generator electrical power to the ground handling bus is
interrupted when an engine generator is brought on line after
engine start. The APU generator "field" switch can be reengaged
by the flightcrew, if necessary on the ground, to power the
ground handling bus. The air/ground safety relay automatically
disconnects the APU generator from the ground handling bus, if
it is energized, when the airplane becomes airborne and the air/
ground relay senses that the airplane is off the ground.
The cargo door and its associated hardware are designed to carry
circumferential (hoop) loads arising from pressurization of the
airplane. These loads are transmitted from the piano hinge at the
top of the door, through the door itself, and into the eight latches
located along the bottom of the door. The eight latches consist of
eight latch pins attached to the lower door sill and eight latch
cams attached to the bottom of the door. The cargo door also has
two midspan latches located along the fore and aft sides of the
door. These midspan latches primarily serve to keep the sides of
the door aligned with the fuselage. There are also four door stops
which limit inward movement of the door. There are two pull-in
hooks located on the fore and aft lower portion of the door, with
pull-in hook pins on the sides of the door frame. (See figure 4 for
cargo door components).
The cargo doors on the B-747 have a master latch lock handle
installed on the exterior of the door. The handle is opened and
closed manually. The master latch lock handle simultaneously

controls the operation of the latch lock sectors, which act as locks
for the latch cams, and the two pressure relief doors located on
the door. Figure 5 depicts a lock sector and latch cam in an
unlocked and locked condition.
Figure 4.--Boeing 747 lower lobe forward cargo door.
Figure 5.--Cargo door latch cam and lock sector in unlocked and
locked ositions.
The door has three electrical actuators for opening/closing and
latching of the door. One actuator (main actuator) moves the door
from the fully open position to the near closed position, and vice
versa. A second actuator (pull-in hook actuator) moves the pull-in
hooks closed or open, and the third actuator (latch actuator)
rotates the latch cams from the unlatched position to the latched
position, and vice versa. The latch actuator has an internal clutch,
which slips to limit the torque output of the actuator.
Normally, the cargo doors are operated electrically by means of a
switch located on the exterior of the fuselage, just forward of the
door opening. The switch controls the opening and closing and
the latching of the door. If at any time the switch is released, the
switch will return to a neutral position, power is removed from
all actuators, and movement of the actuators ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the
"closed" position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door
moves toward the closed position. After the door has reached the
near closed position, the hook position switch transfers the
electrical control power to the pull- in hook actuator, and the
cargo door is brought to the closed position by the pull-in hooks.
When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position, the
hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch actuator.
The latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the
lower portion of the door, around the eight latch pins, attached to
the lower door sill. At the same time, the two midspan latch
cams, located on the sides of the door rotate around the two

midspan latch pins located on the sides of the door frame. When
the eight latch cams and the two mid-span cams reach their fully
closed position, electrical power is removed from the latch
actuator by the latch-closed switch. This completes the electrically
powered portion of the door closing operation. The door can also
be operated in the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors
across the latch cams. These are manually moved in place across
the open mouth of each of the eight lower cams through
mechanical linkages to the master latch lock handle. The position
of the lock sectors is indicated indirectly by noting visually the
closed position of the two pressure relief doors located on the
upper section of each cargo door. The pressure relief doors are
designed to relieve any residual pressure differential before the
cargo doors are opened after landing, and to prevent
pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are
mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This
final procedure also actuates the master latch
lock switch, removing electrical control power from the opening
and closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit
cargo door warning light through a switch located on one of the
pressure relief doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by
reversing the above procedure.
The B-747 cargo door has eight (8) view ports located beneath the
latch cams for direct viewing of the position of the cams by means
of alignment stripes. Procedures for using these view ports for
verifying the position of the cams were not in place or required
by Boeing, the FAA, or UAL (see 1.17.5 for additional
information).
Closing the door manually is accomplished through the same
sequence of actions without electrical power. The door actuator

mechanisms are manually driven to a closed and latched position
by the use of a one-half inch socket driver. The door can also be
opened manually with the use of the socket driver. There are
separate socket drives for the door raising/lowering mechanism,
the pull-in hooks, and the latches.
Operating procedures for the normal electrical operation of the
forward and aft cargo doors are outlined in the UAL Maintenance
Manual (MM). Authorization for deferral of maintenance on the
door power system is contained in the UAL B-747 Minimum
Equipment List (MEL). In addition, operating procedures for
dispatching aircraft with an inoperative door electrical power
system (manual operation) are specified in the operator's MEL.
The UAL MM differs from Boeing's recommended MM. UAL had
modified Boeing printed material or replaced pages with their
own methods and procedures for conducting maintenance
functions. The modifications to the manufacturer's MM were
accepted by the FAA through "approval" by the FAA Principal
Maintenance Inspector (PMI). Electrical cargo door open/close
operations in the UAL and Boeing MM's are approximately the
same, except the final "Caution" statement differs in methods to
ensure that the latch cams are closed:
United Airlines Maintenance Manual
CAUTION
DO NOT FORCE HANDLE. LATCH CAMS NOT
FULLY CLOSED COULD CAUSE HANDLE MECHANISM
SHEAR RIVET TO SHEAR.
Boeing Airplane Company Maintenance Manual
CAUTION DO NOT FORCE HANDLE. IF RESISTANCE IS
FELT, CHECK LATCH ALIGNMENT STRIPES THROUGH
VIEWING PORTS IN DOOR. LATCH CAMS NOT FULLY
CLOSED COULD CAUSE HANDLE MECHANISM SHEAR
RIVET TO SHEAR.
The following step in Boeing's MM does not appear in the UAL
MM: "Check that the Cargo Door Warning Light on flight

engineer panel goes out." The UAL flightcrew checklist includes a
check of the warning light as part of the cockpit procedures for
dispatch.
Prior to the issuance of AD-88-12-04 (see 1.6.8), UAL ramp service
personnel only operated the cargo doors electrically. Manual
operation was accomplished only by maintenance personnel.
AD-88-12-04 required the additional procedure of recycling the
master latch lock handle following manual operation of the latch
actuator.
1.6.3 UAL Boeing 747 Special Procedures--Doors
The Safety Board's investigation revealed that UAL had
published a "special maintenance procedure" in the UAL MEL for
manual operation of the cargo door. The Maintenance Manual
Special Procedures, 5-8-2-52, dated January 1988, were
incorporated into UAL's MEL for use by maintenance controllers
and work foremen in issuing instructions or procedures to
mechanics. The procedure allowed the use of a special 1/2-inch
socket drive wrench as the primary tool for use in manually
opening or closing the cargo door. The document further
authorized, as an alternate tool, an air-driven torque-limiting
screwdriver. UAL procedures required approval by San Francisco
Line Maintenance and the station maintenance coordinator before
an air-driven screwdriver could be used to operate the doors of a
B-747 airplane with an inoperative cargo door power system.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, the FAA PMI and the FAA
B-747 maintenance inspector for UAL testified that prior to the
accident they were unaware of an FAA authorization for UAL's
use of an air-driven torque-limiting screwdriver on B-747 cargo
doors. However, the FAA's approval for the use of the tool was
noted in the MEL section of the airline's maintenance manual.
The original approval had occurred before the current inspectors
assumed their respective positions. Both testified that they had
not reviewed UAL's B-747 MEL because they assumed that the

previous inspectors had reviewed it.
According to UAL, the calibration/adjustment for the torquelimited air-driven screwdrivers was tested every six months.
Safety Board investigators found no records for the calibration/
adjustment of the power tools used to manually open and close
UAL B-747 cargo doors.
The Safety Board received statements from UAL supervisory
maintenance personnel at all UAL stations and contract facilities
for B-747 operations indicating that air-driven screwdrivers had
not been used by maintenance personnel to open or close the
forward cargo door on N4713U in the months prior to the
accident.
1.6.4 UAL Maintenance Program
Airplanes operated by UAL are maintained under an FAAapproved continuous airworthiness maintenance program, as
required by 14 CFR Part 121, Subpart L. The requirements of the
UAL maintenance program are detailed in their Operations
Specifications, dated November 21, 1988. Generally, UAL has an
overall in-house capability to perform virtually all of the
maintenance required on its own airframes and powerplants. All
of the required major airframe and powerplant maintenance for
N4713U had been performed at the UAL maintenance facility in
San Francisco, California.
UAL's maintenance and inspection program is scheduled either
at specific flight hour or calendar intervals. These maintenance
and inspection programs are designated as: Service No. 1, Service
No. 2, or A, B, C, MPV, and D Checks.
The work scope of Service Checks consists of a general inspection
of the airplane and engines, including servicing of consumable
fluids, oxygen, and tire pressures. The Service No. 1 check
involves an inspection at each maintenance facility where the
airplane lands. The Service No. 2 check is performed at a
maintenance facility where the airplane is scheduled for at least

12 hours of ground time. The maximum time interval between
Service No. 2 Checks is not to exceed 65 flight hours.
The "A" Check is performed at intervals not to exceed 350 flight
hours. This check includes an extended inspection of the cockpit,
cabin, cargo
compartments, landing gear, tires, and brakes. It does not include
a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The Phase Check ("B" Check) is scheduled on a calendar basis, not
to exceed 131 days. The scope of the "B" Check contains items of
inspection such as interior safety equipment and functional
verification of various aircraft systems and components. It does
not include a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The "C" Check is heavy maintenance oriented and is scheduled
on a calendar basis, every 13 months. The "C" Check work scope
is substantial and includes:
structural inspection items;
corrosion repair;
prevention and inspection of critical flight control systems; and,
a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The Mid-Period Visit (MPV) Check is a heavy maintenance
inspection that is scheduled at intervals not to exceed 5 years.
Items requiring scheduled overhaul are contained in the check as
well as inspections of the airplane structure and interior.
The D Check, completes the routine scheduled B-747 maintenance
plan and is scheduled at intervals not to exceed 9 years. The work
scope is very similar to the MPV Check and consists of heavy
maintenance to the airplane structure, landing gear, interior, and
airplane systems, including the cargo doors.
1.6.5 Maintenance Records Review
A review of the airplane's history indicated that the forward and
aft cargo doors were the original doors and neither had been
removed for repair or replaced for cause. There was no record of
major repair to either door or adjacent airplane structure.

The forward cargo door's forward mid-span latch pin had been
removed because of gouging of the pin surface, during the last
"C" check on
November 28, 1988. According to the available maintenance
documents, including the most recent "D" check, a full cargo door
rigging check had not been accomplished. UAL maintenance
personnel indicated that no rigging of the forward or aft cargo
doors was required during the following checks:
1. "D" check accomplished April 1984;
2. "C" checks accomplished November 11, 1987, and November
28, 1988; and,
3.
"B" checks accomplished March 21, 1988 and July 27, 1988;
The records prior to the "D" check in 1984 and the "C" check
accomplished in November 1987 were not required to be retained.
This procedure complies with FAR 121.380.
The logbook of N4713U was reviewed and all numbered pages
were in sequential order with none missing. The airplane had
been released for flight by UAL, HNL Maintenance, in accordance
with UAL procedures. The Los Angeles to HNL segment of flight
811, on February 23, 1989, generated four logbook discrepancy
entries. All items were cleared by HNL maintenance and none
were related to the cargo door. No new deferred items were
generated and no current deferred items were corrected. The
Maintenance Release document for flight 811 indicated that all
deferred items were in accordance with the UAL Minimum
Equipment List (MEL) and none referenced the forward cargo
door.
UAL stores its maintenance information in an "electronic
logbook," entitled Aircraft Maintenance Information System
(AMIS). This system tracks on a daily and worldwide basis the
flightcrew defect reports, all nonroutine maintenance defects, and
maintenance corrective actions for the UAL airplane fleet. The
system follows an Airline Transport Association (ATA) chapter

format. According to UAL, the AMIS information is used as part
of UAL's FAA approved maintenance reliability program
affording the capability to assess trends at any given time.
A complete history of N4713U was reviewed for the following
ATA Chapters:
Chapter-00-Miscellaneous
No significant items associated with the cargo door systems.
Chapter-21-Air Conditioning and Pressurization
An entry, dated August 19, 1988, indicated "Auto and Standby
pressure controllers were erratic." UAL maintenance cleared this
item as "Checked per Maintenance Manual Chapter (MM)
21-31-00.
Chapter-31-Instruments (Not related to any specific system)
No significant items associated with the cargo door systems.
Chapter-52-Doors (Cargo door section only)
During the period September 7, 1988, through November 1, 1988,
a series of five discrepancies on the forward cargo door's
electrical opening and closing system were noted. Ground
handling personnel were required to operate the door by the
manual system. On November 1, 1988, UAL maintenance
corrective action for this discrepancy was signed off as, "replaced
power unit [lift mechanism] per Maintenance Manual Chapter
52-34-02.
An expanded AMIS history of the N4713U forward cargo door
system was prepared beginning December 1, 1988, and
continuing until the date of the accident. The history tracked the
airplane by each flight and station transited.
During the period December 5, 1988, through December 23, 1988,
eight defect reports regarding the opening and closing of the
forward cargo door were entered into the system. The reported
defects involved problems with the cargo door not always
operating with the normal electrical system. Appendix E contains
the details of the writeups and corrective actions.

During the period December 23, 1988, through February 23, 1989,
two forward cargo door discrepancies were noted on N4713U. On
January 3, 1989, the discrepancy was, "Manual lock seals broken."
The corrective action was signed off as, "recycled [door] per
placard on door and documented. No door
problems." On January 15, 1989, the discrepancy was, "cargo
door seal, lower aft corner is torn and loose from retainer." The
corrective action was "repaired seal." There were no further
recorded discrepancies.
On February 23, 1989, a written discrepancy noted "Aft cargo
door damaged aft lower corner." The corrective action listed,
"Interim repair per (EVA) LM-8-433. Accomplish permanent
repair within 60 flight hours."
Chapter-53-Structures (Fuselage)
During the period March 1988, through February 24, 1989, one
defect was noted for each of the forward and aft cargo doors on
N4713U.
Forward Cargo Door.--On September 6, 1988, the discrepancy
was, "Approximately six inches of forward cargo door jamb
damaged center of lower side sealing surface." The corrective
action was, "Installed doubler and sealed area."
Aft Cargo Door.--On April 22, 1988, the discrepancy was, "Aft
cargo door rear sill latch does not spring up to lock." The
corrective action was, "Replaced latch."
1.6.6 Service Difficulty Report Information
A review was made of the Service Difficulty Reports (SDRs) for
ATA Chapter 52 for all UAL Boeing 747 airplanes. Thirty-nine
SDRs were recorded over the period January 31, 1983, through
March 21, 1989. The following summarizes data concerning the
forward and aft cargo doors:
cases of corrosion;
cases of cracking;
cases of door open (false) indications;

cases where cabin did not pressurize;
cases of cabin pressure loss; and
case of dent caused by ground equipment.
None of the noted SDR cases were recorded for N4713U.
1.6.7 Service Letters and Service Bulletins
Boeing issues information to its customers via Service Letters
(SL's) and Service Bulletins (SB's) to inform operators of reported
and anticipated difficulties with various airplane models. Twelve
SL's provided guidance for maintenance or information
applicable to the B-747 cargo doors. Twenty-nine SB's provided
guidance for maintenance or information applicable to the B-747
cargo door.
SB-747-52-2097, "Pressure Relief Door Shroud Installation--Lower
Lobe and Side Cargo Doors," was issued on June 27, 1975.
Revision 1 to SB-747-52-2097 was issued November 14, 1975. In
general, the SB recommended the installation of shrouds on the
inboard sides of the cargo door pressure relief door openings. The
purpose of the shrouds was to prevent the possibility of the
pressure relief doors being rotated (blown) to the closed position
during the pressurization cycle. This condition could only occur if
the master latch lock handle had been left open and the
flightcrew failed to note the cargo door open warning before
takeoff.
UAL records for N4713U indicated that SB-747-52-2097 had been
complied with and the shrouds had been installed on the forward
and aft cargo doors. However, examination of the aft cargo door
on N4713U revealed that the shrouds were not in place. UAL
could not find records to verify if the shrouds had been installed
or if they had been removed from either door.
1.6.8 Airworthiness Directives
There had been 141 Airworthiness Directives (ADs) issued that
were applicable to the accident airplane. Two ADs were pertinent
to the cargo door. AD 79-17-02-R2 ("Inspection of Fore and Aft

Lower Cargo Door Sill Latch Support Fittings,") required an
inspection every 1,700 flight hours. The second, AD 88-12-04 ("To
Insure That Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will
Not Occur In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988, required an initial
one time inspection of the cargo door latch locking mechanisms
within 30 days of issuance of the AD, and certain repetitive
inspections until terminating action for the AD was taken.
The circumstances of a Pan American World Airways (Pan Am),
Boeing 747-122 cargo door opening in flight (see 1.17.1 for details)
led to the issuance of Boeing Alert Service Bulletins (ASB)
52A2206 on April 8, 1987, and 52A2209 on August 27, 1987,
entitled, "Doors - Cargo Doors Lower Lobe Forward
and Aft Cargo Doors, Latch Locking System Tests, Operation and
Modification." Tests and investigation revealed that latch lock
sectors would, in some instances, not restrain the latch cams from
being driven open manually or electrically. Movement of the latch
cams without first moving the lock sectors to the stowed
[unlocked] position would cause bending, gouging, and breaking
of the sectors. The FAA issued AD-88-12-04 to make the
provisions of SB's 52A2206 and 52A2209 mandatory.
The terminating action for AD 88-12-04 called for installing steel
doublers to add strength to the lock sectors to prevent the latch
cams from being able to be driven to the open position manually
or electrically with the sectors in the locked position. AD 88-12-04
also required that, if the door could not be operated normally
(electrically), a trained and qualified mechanic was to open and
close the door manually, rather than ramp service personnel.
Further, the AD required an inspection of the lock sectors for
damage once a cargo door was restored to electrical operation
after any malfunction had required manual operation of the door.
The amount of time allowed for completing the terminating
action portion of AD 88-12-04 was either 18 months or 24 months,
from the issue date of the AD, depending on the Boeing 747

model series. Terminating action for the AD had not been
accomplished on N4713U prior to the accident, nor was it
required since, for this airplane, the deadline for compliance with
the terminating action was January 1990. According to UAL,
N4713U was scheduled for completion of the terminating action
in April 1989, when the airplane was scheduled for other heavy
maintenance.
During the Safety Board's investigation it was determined that a
clerical error was made by UAL personnel, while attempting to
expedite the processing of an advanced copy of a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM 87-NM-148-AD), preceding AD
88-12-04. The error involved the omission of one line of text
during the typing of the document. Because of that error, the
portion of the text of the NPRM (and the final text of the AD) was
left out of UAL's maintenance procedures. The omitted text
required an inspection of the B-747 cargo door lock sectors every
time a cargo door was restored to normal (electrical) operation
after manual operation was required.
The UAL maintenance internal auditing system, including quality
assurance personnel, did not detect the omission until after the
accident. UAL personnel stated that, for unknown reasons, no
one within the maintenance or quality assurance programs had
reviewed the final AD language for comparison with the UAL
maintenance procedure.
A review by Safety Board investigators of forms used by UAL to
verify compliance with applicable FAA AD's issued indicated that
all of the applicable mandatory ADs were satisfied within their
specified time limits. The list provided by UAL to the FAA as part
of the FAA's oversight responsibilities showed compliance with
AD-88-12-04, with the exception of the terminating action.
Section 1.17.3 contains information relevant to the B-747 cargo
door corrective actions taken since the accident.
1.7
Meteorological Information

The accident occurred in night visual meteorological conditions.
No adverse weather was experienced, although the flight did
have to deviate around thunderstorms during the descent.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
There were no navigational problems.
1.9
Communications
There were no radio communication difficulties between flight
811 and air traffic control (ATC). Members of the flightcrew did
not have any difficulty in verbally communicating with each
other; however, attempts to communicate with the cabin
crewmembers by interphone were unsuccessful following the
explosive decompression.
1.10 Aerodrome Information
After the explosive decompression, the airplane returned to HNL,
a 14 CFR Part 139 certificated airport on the island of Oahu,
Hawaii. The airport is located about 4 miles west of Honolulu,
Hawaii.
HNL is a "joint use" airport that is used by the State of Hawaii,
the U.S. Air Force, general aviation, commercial, air carrier, air
taxi, and military aircraft. Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting
(ARFF) services are provided by State and Hickam Air Force Base
ARFF units. Prior to the emergency landing at Honolulu, flight
811 requested that all available rescue and medical equipment to
be on hand when they landed. When the crash alarm was
broadcast, all civilian and military fire units responded and were
in position in 1-minute at pre-designated stations at runway 8
left.
The Safety Board's investigation revealed that there was no direct
radio communications between the State Airport vehicles and
Hickam ARFF vehicles. Because there were no direct radio
communications, the Chief of the airport's units had to drive his
vehicle to the vehicle of the Chief of the Hickam units to
coordinate the positioning of ARFF units prior to the landing of

United 811.
The Hickam vehicles are painted olive drab camouflage. During
the response, the Chief of the State ARFF vehicles observed a near
collision between a State and a Hickam vehicle. He attributed this
to the camouflaged Hickam vehicle not being visually
conspicuous in spite of the fact that each of the vehicles had a red
rotating beacon operating. The response took place on a moonless
night and in light rain.
1.11 Flight Recorders
The airplane was equipped with a Sundstrand model 573 digital
type Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) and a Sundstrand model
AV557-B Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR).
Examination of the data plotted from the DFDR indicated that the
flight was normal from liftoff to the accident. The recorder
operated normally during the period. However, the
decompression event caused a data loss of approximately 2 1/2
seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values
appeared valid with the exception of the pitch and roll
parameters. Lateral acceleration showed a sharp increase
immediately following the decompression. Vertical acceleration
showed a sharp, rapid change just after the decompression and a
slight increase as the airplane began its descent.
The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on
the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a "thump"
was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew made a
comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
An extensive air and surface search of the ocean conducted
immediately following the accident failed to locate the portions of

the airplane lost during the explosive decompression. However,
the Safety Board, as well as other parties to the investigation,
pursued several avenues to search for and recover the cargo door.
Navy radar near Honolulu tracked debris that fell from the
airplane when the cargo door was lost. Refinement of the radar
data led to a probable "splashdown" point in the ocean. Further
assistance from the Navy regarding the ocean currents and drift
information led to a probable location of the cargo door and
associated debris on the ocean floor.
The undersea search operation was begun on July 22, 1990, using
the Orion, a state-of-the-art Navy side-scanning sonar "fish."
Searching in the area selected by analysis of radar data and
undersea currents, the Orion located a debris field on its first pass
over the 14,200-foot-deep ocean floor. The second pass located a
significant sonar target, which later analysis indicated was
probably the cargo door. Since the Orion is only capable of
searching, the debris field was marked with transponders for use
during the subsequent recovery phase.
On September 14, 1990, the recovery ship Laney Chouest sailed
from Pearl Harbor with the manned, deep-sea submersible Sea
Cliff. Safety Board, FAA, Boeing, and UAL engineering staff
assisted the recovery team aboard the Laney Chouest. After four
dives in the area previously identified as the debris field, only
pieces of cargo container and other small debris from the airplane
had been recovered. (It appears that the significant target
identified by the Orion was a piece of cargo container rather than
the cargo door.) On the following dive, however, the lower
portion of the cargo door was located and recovered. The
fuselage structure above the cargo door was located and raised to
the surface on the sixth dive, but heavy seas prevented its
recovery. The upper portion of the door was recovered during the
Sea Cliff's seventh dive on October 1, 1990. Afterward, it was
decided that no further effort could be justified to recover the

fuselage structure above the cargo door, and the recovery mission
was terminated.
Following recovery of the cargo door, each piece was sprayed
with a corrosion inhibitor. The ship promptly returned to Pearl
Harbor, and the retrieved door portions were removed and
examined before being shipped to Seattle, Washington, for
detailed examinations under the supervision of Safety Board staff.
Visual examinations on the recovery ship and in Pearl Harbor
confirmed that the cargo door lock sectors were in the locked
position and that the latch cams were in the nearly open position.
Figure 6 depicts the position of the lock sectors and cams as
recovered from the ocean. There was no evidence of progressive
fractures in the door structure.
The cost for the search mission was $193,000, and the cost for the
recovery mission was $250,000. These costs were shared by the
Safety Board, the FAA, UAL, and Boeing. Section 1.16 contains
information on the examination of the recovered wreckage.
1.13 Medical and Pathological Information
Appendix D contains a list of injuries.
1.14 Fire
There was no fire in the cabin or fuselage. The fires in engines No.
3 and 4 were extinguished after the engines were shut down.
1.15
Survival Aspects
The fatal injuries were the result of the explosive nature of the
decompression, which swept nine of the passengers from the
airplane.
At 0210, the FAA notified the U.S. Coast Guard that a United
Airlines, Inc., B-747, with a possible bomb on board, had
experienced an explosion and was returning to HNL. The Coast
Guard Cutter, Cape Corwin, departed Maui at 0248 to search the
area for debris and the missing passengers. Ultimately, 4 shore
commands, 13 surface/air units, and approximately 1,000
persons took part in the combined search and rescue (SAR)

operation. The search was t™ erminated at 1200 on February 26,
1989, without recovery of any passenger bodies.
The flight attendants had approximately 20 minutes to prepare
the cabin and the passengers for an imminent ocean ditching, and
subsequently, for an emergency evacuation. During the 20
minutes they attended to injured flight attendants and
passengers, attached the face masks to their emergency oxygen
bottles, helped each other don life preservers, helped numerous
passengers don life preservers, held up safety cards and life vests
to call attention to these items for passengers to use, briefed
"helper" passengers to assist in the evacuation, cleared
debris away from the exit doors and aisles, closed the doors of
the storage compartment above doors 2 left and 2 right, prepared
the cabin for an emergency evacuation, and told the passengers to
brace for impact.
Several problems were experienced by the flight attendants and
the passengers following the decompression, while preparing for
a possible ditching, and preparing for the emergency evacuation.
These problems included difficulties encountered by flight
attendants in connecting face masks to their portable oxygen
bottles, the lack of a sufficient number of megaphones, limited
visibility from a flight attendant seat, overhead storage
compartment doors opening, and donning and fastening life
preservers.
Federal Aviation Regulation 14 CFR 25.1447 (c)(4) requires that
"portable oxygen equipment must be immediately available for
each cabin attendant." Those portable oxygen bottles on N4713U,
which were readily available, were not immediately usable
because the masks were not attached to the regulators. The flight
attendants reported difficulties in attaching the masks to the
regulators.
The aft purser ran back to the flight attendant jumpseat at door 5left for a portable oxygen bottle. However, she found no bottle at

this location (none was installed). She then ran back to the 4-left
jumpseat, by which time she was "light headed." After the aft
purser reached jumpseat 4-left, flight attendant No. 14, who was
already sitting there, placed an oxygen mask on her face. The aft
purser further stated, "considering the fact that in this case there
was no other available source of oxygen, you can't imagine how
horrible I felt going back there needing oxygen but finding no
oxygen bottle at 5-left. It was terrifying."
A portable emergency oxygen bottle was not required to be
stowed at the flight attendant seat at exit 5-right; however, one
was stowed in the right coat closet behind the flight attendant
seat. In addition, the left side closet and rest rooms were
physically separated from the right side closet and rest rooms.
This arrangement requires a flight attendant, who was seated at
exit 5-left to walk around to the right side of the cabin to obtain
the oxygen bottle.
Communication between the flight attendants and passengers
was very difficult because of the high ambient noise level in the
cabin after the decompression, even though the public address
(PA) system was operational. Flight attendants were located at
each of the 10 exit doors, yet there were only two
megaphones required to be on the airplane; one located at door
1-left and another located a 4-left.
The flight attendants, who were responsible for each of these two
doors, used the megaphones to broadcast commands to
passengers in their immediate areas and to other flight attendants
in preparation for the landing and subsequent evacuation. The
other 13 flight attendants (including the one deadheading flight
attendant) had to shout, use hand signals, and show passengers
how to prepare for the evacuation by holding up passenger safety
cards, so passengers could review the information and also know
how to put on their life preservers.
As soon as the decompression occurred, the flight attendant in

the upper deck business class section went to her jumpseat and
donned her oxygen mask, life preserver, and restraint system.
While she waited for instructions, and because of intense cabin
noise she had to communicate with passengers by holding up a
safety card and a life preserver. Passengers sitting in the front
rows, in turn, showed safety cards and life preservers to other
passengers seated behind them. Eventually everyone understood
that they were to read the safety card and put on their preservers.
However, the 5 foot 3 1/2 inch flight attendant stated that her
jumpseat was so low that she could not directly observe the
passengers in the 4th row (last).
A two door overhead stowage compartment that had formerly
stored a life raft was located above each exit door. These
compartments contained blankets and passenger carry-on
luggage. At doors 2-left and 2-right the doors of each
compartment had opened downward and blocked each exit. Also
the contents of the compartments fell to the floor at the exits. The
doors had to be closed before the evacuation because they
partially blocked the exit.
The chief purser was not able to tighten the life preserver's two
straps around her waist and needed the deadheading flight
attendant to tighten them for her. Several flight attendants and
passengers had difficulties connecting the two straps around their
waists. One flight attendant helped about 36 passengers don their
preservers.
Safety Board investigators and United Airlines personnel
examined several life preservers from each of the types of
preservers produced by five manufacturers. The strap of one
manufacturer's preserver was very difficult to tighten around the
waist while another from the same manufacturer was easy to
tighten. The two vests had different strap material and strap
adjustment fittings. Also, the straps are very difficult, if not
impossible, to tighten when they are pulled at an acute angle

from the wearer's body, i.e. from about 45 to 70 degrees. Holding
the hands and straps closer to the waist facilitates easier
adjustment of the straps.
1.16
Tests and Research
1.16.1
Cargo Door Hardware Examinations
1.16.1.1
Before Recovery of the Door
The following forward cargo door closing and latching
components were returned to the Safety Board's Materials
Laboratory for analysis after they were documented in place on
the airplane:
Two pull-in hook pins, one from the lower end of the forward
side of the door body cutout forward frame, and one from the
lower end of the aft side of the body cutout aft frame, with
housings;
Two mid-span pins, one from the forward side of the door body
cutout forward frame, and one from the aft side of the door body
cutout aft frame.
All components were initially examined while installed on the
airplane. All eight forward cargo door latch pins, with housings,
were removed for further laboratory examination. Also, for
comparison, one of the latch pins, with housing, from the aft
cargo door was also removed. For orientation purposes, the eight
lower latch pin assemblies are referred to by number, with the
No. 1 latch pin being the most forward on the lower door sill, and
the No. 8 pin being the most aft. When referencing a
circumferential location on the latch pins or mid-span pins, a
clock position was used. The clock code was oriented looking
forward with 12 o'clock being straight up and 9 o'clock being
directly inboard.
Based on the orientation of the latching mechanisms, the fully
unlatched latching cams would first contact the latch pins from
about the 1:15 o'clock position to the 7:15 position as the door was
closed. As the cams are being latched around the pins, they

would rotate approximately 80(, making contact with the pins
from about the 4:15 position to the 10:15 position (See figure 7).
Detailed examination of the exposed surface of the pins (the
portion of the pins extending from the housings) revealed various
types of wear and damage. In general, all of the forward door
cargo latch pins had smooth wear over the entire portion of the
pin area contacted by the cams during normal closing and
opening of the door. The pins also had distinct roughened
(smeared) areas between the 6:15 and the 7:30 positions (See
figure 8). The roughened areas had evidence of "heat tinting" and
transfer of cam material to the surface of the pins. On pins 1 and 8
the roughened areas extended past the pin bottom to the 5:00
position. The 7:30 position approximately corresponds to the area
on the pin where the lower surface of the cam would be relative
to the pin when the latch cams are in the unlatched or nearly
unlatched position.
The forward pull-in hook pin was not significantly bent, but the
structure to which it was attached was deformed outward, so the
hook pin was deflected significantly outward. Three of the four
bolts holding the aft pull-in hook pin had sheared, so the hook
pin was also deflected outward. Both hook pin ends were
damaged, but neither pin was significantly deformed along its
length. There was significant heat tinting on the damaged area of
the forward hook pin. Boeing engineering calculations
determined that the pull-in hook pins would fail at a 3.5 psi
differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
1.16.1.2 After Recovery of the Door
The documentation of the recovered cargo door was divided into
four areas: 1) door structure, 2) master latch lock system, 3) latch

system, and 4) hook system. A description of the recovered door
follows.
1. Door Structure:
The cargo door had fractured longitudinally near the mid-span
lap joint near stringer 34R, just beneath the mid-span torque
tubes. Except for an area of missing skin between frames 2 and 3
and a portion of frame webs where the upper latch lock torque
tube had torn out, the frames and skin of the upper door
piece mated to the lower door piece.2 Several areas of the upper
door skin along the longitudinal fracture were bent back. In
addition, a large area of lower door skin between frame 6 and the
aft door edge had peeled downward from the fracture line. The
two door pieces are shown together in Figures 9 and 10.
Examinations of the fracture surfaces of the skin and frames
revealed no evidence of pre-existing cracks. All fractures were
typical of overstress separation.
Seven of the eight lock sector slots in the lower beam showed
evidence of contact and scraping by the lock sectors. Only the No.
1 lock sector slot was undamaged, although the bracket forward
and above the No. 1 slot did appear to have been damaged by
contact from the lock sector (slots numbered 1-8, forward-aft).
The direction of the scraping on the slots could not be determined
conclusively.
The decal covering the latch actuator manual drive port was
found broken circumferentially around the edge of the port cover,
which was loose and rotated from its normal position (See figure
11). There was an impression in the decal similar to a Phillipshead screw slot in line with the center of the retainer screw
securing the cover. There was also a 0.06-inch-long linear slit from
10 to 4 o'clock approximately centered over the retainer screw
head (See figures 12 and 13). There was no rotational tearing and
no loss of decal material in the area covering the screw head
location. During examinations of the door at Boeing, it was noted

that the retainer bracket on the inside of the latch actuator manual
drive port cover was bowed outward; the port cover was not
deformed. The retainer bracket on the inside of the hook actuator
manual drive port cover was similarly bowed outward, and the
port cover was bowed outward.
The hinge that attaches the cargo door to the fuselage is
comprised of several hinge sections--those attached along the
upper edge of the cargo door and those along the fuselage just
above the cargo door cutout--interconnected with hinge pins. The
hinge pins and all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo
door were intact; all hinge sections rotated relatively easily. All
attach bolts from the hinge sections on the door remained
attached; conversely, no bolts remained attached to the hinge
sections on the fuselage. Several areas on the hinge sections, such
as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of contact from
the door during overtravel (See figure 14). In addition, the
fuselage forward hinge sections
were slightly bent. The upper flange of the door, to which the
door hinges are attached, was not deformed. The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above.
Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper door piece
revealed that it had been crushed inward. There were also many
areas on the outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks
could be seen. These marks were generally forward of the aft
pressure-relief door, and the blue marks were located above the
red marks. The UAL paint pattern incorporates red and blue
stripes along the fuselage above the cargo door. Figure 15 is a plot
of the documented paint marks on the upper door piece.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to
which the shrouds attach was missing.
2. Master Latch Lock System:

All eight lock sectors were found in the locked position--actually
past the fully locked position. They had been pulled through the
lock sector slots in the lower beam of the cargo door. (When they
are fully locked, the lock sectors should be recessed in the lower
beam approximately 3/8 inch). All lock sectors had deflected off
the high shoulder of the latch cams due to interference with the
partially unlatched cams. Prior to disassembly of the components,
the interference between the cams and the lock sectors was
removed by rotating the cams to the latched position.
Examination of the lock sectors disclosed that the bottom of the
lower arm of each lock sector was gouged. For seven of the eight
lock sectors, the distance from the main gouge area to the location
of the interference between the latch cam and the lock sector was
approximately 0.75 inch. (The No. 2 lock sector was corroded and
had fractured at the location of the large gouge common to the
other seven lock sectors. Consequently, it was not in contact with
the No. 2 latch cam when the door was retrieved).
The master latch lock handle housing and trigger were found
relatively flush with the door outer skin. The top of the handle
was recessed approximately 0.50 inch inward from flush, and the
bottom of the handle was protruding approximately 0.40 inch
outward from flush (See figure 16). This
Figure 15.--Documented paint marks on outer skin of upper door
piece. Dashed line is approximately 8 degrees from horizontal.
position of the handle indicates that the lock sectors were in a
position past fully locked. The fuse pin was found in three pieces
but was heavily corroded. The handle housing was undamaged.
Two of the three connecting rods between the master latch lock
handle and the lock sector torque tube were bowed slightly, but
they were otherwise intact. No deformation was observed on any
section of the lock sector torque tube, although one of the six
bearings assembled on the torque tube had been damaged. The
No. 3 bearing inner race and its torque tube locator sleeve were

displaced forward approximately 0.20 inch from the bearing
housing centerline. The outer race was broken and pushed
forward out of the housing.
The lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door
was jammed open into the cutout.
3.
Latch System:
All eight lower latch cams were found in a nearly unlatched
position, and all of them were binding against the lock sectors
except the No. 2 cam (lock sector No. 2 had broken). Latch cams
1-6 were approximately 62 degrees from the fully latched
position, and cams 7 and 8 were approximately 70 degrees from
fully latched. Full rotation of the latch cams is 80 degrees.
Several of the lower latch cams contained compression and
smearing damage on the lower lip of the latch cam cavity
("lower" relative to an open cam). This damage is consistent with
the forceful movement of the cams across the latch pins.
The four rods between the latch actuator torque tube and the four
bellcranks containing the latch cams were attached and
undamaged. No section of the latch actuator torque tube was
damaged, and the bearings/supports along the tube were intact.
The latch actuator was removed and later disassembled. No
anomalies were found.
4. Pull-in Hook System:
The forward and aft pull-in hooks were found near the closed
position. Both of them exhibited wear patterns consistent with
contact with the pull-in hook pins during door operation. For
both the forward and aft hooks, the inboard edge of the pull-in

hook channel contained compression and smearing damage
consistent with a forceful movement of the hooks over the pins
while the hooks were in the closed or nearly closed position.
1.16.2
Forward Cargo Door Electrical Component
Examinations
1.16.2.1 Before Recovery of the Door
Several electrical components associated with the operation of the
forward cargo door were examined on the airplane and were then
removed for further testing. These components included the No.
2 ground handling power bus relay, the air/ground safety relay,
the No. 1 auxiliary power circuit breaker, and the outside and
inside door control switches. All of these components were tested
for both single faults and intermittent failures. The test results
showed that all of the switches/relays were functional, although
a loose wire connection was found on the outside door control
switch. This loose wire connection showed evidence of
overheated insulation on the two terminal lugs that attach to
terminal No. 5, and there was evidence of a burn (arc point) on
the top of the screw head for terminal No. 5. Terminal No. 5 is
associated with power for the door "close" cycle, and not the door
"open" cycle.
An electrical continuity check was performed on the cockpit
cargo door warning light system components that remained with
the airplane. This check confirmed the integrity of the circuit from
the door area to the cockpit. The examination of the two bulbs
that comprise the forward cargo door warning light revealed that
one bulb was inoperative. The other bulb, which is in parallel
with the inoperative bulb, was found operative. The illumination
of the display legend, which reads "FWD CARGO DR" on the
flight engineer's panel, was discernible with one bulb inoperative.
A functional check of the circuit, which allows the cockpit
warning lights to be dimmed during night operations, was also
performed. The check consisted of removing the card containing

this circuit and installing it in another B-747. The test was
satisfactory in that the dim/bright circuit functioned properly.
1.16.2.2 After Recovery of the Door
Switches--General
The cargo door was recovered with all of its position sensing
switches installed in their proper locations. The electrical junction
box was found attached to the door but damaged. The switches
recovered and examined were: S2 Master Latch Lock; S3 Door
Warning; S4 Latch Close; S5 Hook Position; S6 Fwd Mid-Span
Latch Open; S7 Door Close; S8 Hook Close; and S9 Aft Mid-Span
Latch Open. Figure 17 provides a diagram of the cargo door's
electrical circuitry.
Five of the eight position-sensing switches installed on the door
had evidence of external damage to the switch housing. The
damage on four switches (S2,S3,S4,S8) consisted of primarily
compression dimpling on the housing. The S5 switch exhibited
mechanical impact damage on the switch housing and mounting
bracket. The striker assembly for switch S8 was loose (2 of 3 rivet
fasteners sheared). The electrical wiring recovered with the door
exhibited signs of tensile separation from overload at all failure
points examined.
Each switch was photographed and its installed position was
documented. Electrical continuity readings were taken with an
ohmmeter across the poles of each switch at the first point of wire
separation as found on the door. After the readings were
recorded, all switches were removed from the door so that
photographs and x-rays of each switch could be taken. Electrical
continuity readings were retaken.
Disassembly of each switch consisted of: (1) drilling two holes in
the switch housing to release trapped water from the switch (2)
cutting a small window in the switch housing to examine the
internal basic switches (3) removing the housing, (4) removing
the internal bracket, and (5) removing basic switch covers.

During the drilling step, water was released from every switch
when the holes were drilled in the switch housing. The water was
filtered into a glass container. The quantity was not measured but
appeared to be less than 5 mL. The residue from the filtered water
trapped on the filter media had a blue-green color.
After the switch housing was removed, an ohmmeter was
connected across the 1-2 poles of the switches that would not
transfer electrical continuity (S2,S3,S4,S6,S7) when actuated. The
rivets were then drilled out of the internal bracket. After the last
of the two rivets were drilled out, the switch contacts
Figure 17b.--Diagram of cargo door electrical circuitry.
transferred to the other pole on S2, S3, and S4. On S6, the used3
basic switch was held closed by its plunger. S7 transferred after
the switch housing and water inside were removed.
During removal of the basic switch covers, a trend was noted in
the discoloration of some of the basic switches. The used switch
had a reddish-brown coloration. The unused switch was not
discolored.
Each switch was found to be wired correctly to its poles and
through its contacts within the basic switches. All contacts
operated with light finger pressure after removal of the basic
switch covers. There was no evidence of pitting, excessive
corrosion, or heat distress in the contacts of any of the switches.
The following sections detail pertinent observations concerning
each switch.
The S2 master latch lock is given particular significance because
of its function to protect against inadvertent door operation and
is thus described in more detail. It is a single-pole double-throw
(SPDT) switch used to sense the unlocked position of the door
lock sectors. The switch is mounted in the aft lower corner of the
door. A bracket attached to the No. 7 lock sector depresses the
switch when the door lock sectors are rotated to their unlocked
position. When the bracket attached to the lock sector contacts the

switch plunger and depresses it, the circuit path through the
switch is closed and 28VDC electrical control power to the door is
established. When the force on the plunger is relaxed, the circuit
is opened and 28VDC electrical control circuit is removed.
The wires leading to the S2 switch had been cut by the team after
the recovery in an attempt to test continuity through the switch.
The door recovery team reported that it found continuity through
the 1-3 contacts but not through the 1-2 contacts. The switch
plunger was actuated by the recovery team. The recovery team
noted that the switch did not transfer continuity during these
tests. The operation of the switch plunger would normally
transfer continuity. Subsequent detailed examination of the S2
switch confirmed the findings of the recovery team.
The area around the upper face of the internal bracket was bent
toward the basic switches and had evidence of corrosion residue.
The bracket was found broken. The switch contacts transferred
from the 1-3 actuated position to the 1-2 nonactuated position
when the bracket was removed. Scanning electron
microscope examination of the fracture surfaces revealed
evidence of overload and corrosion.
The external switch housing was dented. The final examination
performed on the switch consisted of removing the plastic covers
on the basic switches. Prior to removal of the basic switch covers,
it was noted that the cover to the used basic switch was cracked.
The contacts functioned normally when exercised by light finger
pressure.
Microscopic examination revealed a black discoloration near one
of the lower contact posts of the used basic switch. Energy
dispersive spectrometric examination of the residue disclosed the
presence of gold, iron, magnesium, sodium, and chlorine. No
mechanical or electrical anomalies were detected with the basic
switch contacts.
Additional testing was performed by Boeing on switches of a

similar design to those used on the accident airplane's cargo door.
The testing was conducted to identify conditions that would
result from salt water immersion at a pressure depth of 14,200
feet for 18 months. The testing verified that external damage to
the switch housing occurred at pressure depths of 7,000 feet and
greater. Switch seal leakage and subsequent internal corrosion
was also noted. None of the testing performed by Boeing
duplicated internal switch damage that caused basic switch
contact closure or internal damage to the switch support bracket.
Wiring:
The electrical wiring recovered with the cargo door was
documented in place before being removed for further tests.
About 40 percent or 112 feet of wire from the original length of
approximately 274 feet was recovered and examined. Of this
amount, about 46 feet of wire installed in the aircraft forward of
the cargo door was not examined. Most of the wires leading from
the door to the fuselage were not recovered. There was no visible
external evidence of burning, arcing, or heat distress in any of the
wires removed. Several areas of wire insulation damage were
found.
Thirty five wires were identified that could provide a possible
short circuit path that could drive the latch actuator open with or
without failures of other door electrical components if the ground
handling bus was energized. The wires were schematically coded
by function. Wires coded (-..-..-) were denoted for wiring that
provides open command logic to the latch actuator. Wires coded
(--.--.--.) were denoted for additional wiring enabled by an
activated (failed) S2 switch. Wires coded (-o-o-o-o) were denoted
for wiring providing 28VDC power from the C285 circuit.
Potential short circuit paths were identified for the cargo door
that could provide 28VDC to the latch actuator control circuit
relay. These potential short circuit paths can cause the latch
actuator to drive the latches toward their open position if 115VAC

power is available to the latch actuator motor. The potential short
circuit paths include two bare wires shorting against each other,
bare wire-to-metal structure-to-bare wire contact, wire to
conductive fluid (such as water) to wire, or a combination of the
aforementioned.
Conductive contact of (-o-o-o-o) or (--.--.--) coded wire with (-..-..-)
coded wire could potentially result in providing a 28VDC circuit
path to the latch actuator open circuit. Direct wire-to-wire paths
are coded in Figure 17 as defined above. The two-wire short
circuit paths are identified as wire pairs consisting of wire 101-20
shorting with any of the following wires; 108-20, 121-20, 122-20,
124-20, 135-20, or 136-20.
If the S2 master latch lock switch fails in the "Not Locked"
position, there are additional wire pairs that provide short circuit
paths. These are coded in Figure 17 as (--.--.--) to (-..-..-..) wire
pairs.
Short Circuit Wire Damage Simulation Tests:
Tests were conducted by Boeing and United to simulate typical
examples of bare wire short circuiting to determine the extent of
visible wire damage that would be expected in the 28VDC cargo
door control circuit.
United performed tests on BMS 13-42 wire, the wire type used in
the B-747 cargo door control circuit. Visible electrical short circuit
damage on bare BMS 13-42 wire surfaces was difficult to create at
28VDC. Surface damage was considered visible when detected by
microscopic examination at 15X magnification. United testing
simulated the relay coil resistance variations that would be found
during typical in-service conditions. A current of 1.0 A at 28VDC
created visible surface damage on momentary bare wire-to-bare
wire contact. Multiple contacts at 1.0 A provided a more positive
indication. A single momentary contact between two bare BMS
13-42 wires with 0.160 A at 28VDC did not create visible surface
damage. Contact between a BMS 13-42 bare wire

and Alclad 2024-T3 metal (airplane and cargo door structure)
with 0.160A at 28VDC did not create visible surface damage.
Boeing performed wire tests on BMS 13-48 20 gauge wire. The
test setup used the MS27418-2B door latch actuator control relay
in parallel with the 60B00311-2 door restraint solenoid, the actual
electrical loads used in the B-747 cargo door latch actuator control
circuit. A single momentary contact of a bare 28VDC power wire,
with a bare wire connecting to the relay of the solenoid, showed
small pithead area developed at the point of wire contact that was
visible without magnification.
Wire Examination Procedure:
All of the recovered wires were examined in the Safety Board's
Materials Laboratory on a mylar sheet to simulate their installed
positions. Labels were used to identify the coded wires using the
manufacturer's original wire identification numbers imprinted on
each wire's insulation. Wire pairs for direct electrical short
circuiting were located in two common wire bundles installed on
the cargo door. One common wire bundle was associated with the
P3 plug connector, the other with the P4 plug junction box. The
wire bundles were examined visually for areas of obvious
insulation damage. Each individual wire was also examined with
a stereo-microscope. Representative wire damage features were
photographed.
Wire Damage Found:
Seven wires numbered 101-20, 102-20, 105-20, 107-20, 108-20,
122-20, and 135-20 had visible damage located near a 3.8 inch
position as measured from the P3 plug pin tips. This common
position on the wire corresponds to a 360-degree loop in the wire
bundle, which is located immediately below the junction box.
Figures 18 and 19 show typical wire damage. Wire 122-20 had an
open insulation area approximately 0.25 inch long. The other four
wires had flattened insulation damage areas.
In the P4 plug connector wire bundle, three wires displayed

insulation damage. Wires 113-20, 121-20, and 124-20 had
transverse insulation nicks, which exposed bare conductors. All
three had insulation nicks 3 inches from the P4 plug pin tips;
wires 121-20 and 124-20 had additional insulation nicks 34 inches
from the plug pin tips. The two P4 insulation damage locations
corresponded to wire bundle clamp positions.
1.16.3 Pressurization System
The pressure relief valves located on the left side of the fuselage
in the forward cargo compartment were removed from the
airplane and subjected to bench tests at the UAL maintenance
facility in San Francisco, California. No significant anomalies
were discovered and both valves performed within specified
tolerances.
1.16.4
General Inspection of Other UAL Airplanes
During the on-scene phase of the investigation, the Safety Board
investigators examined six other B-747 airplanes while they were
on the ground at HNL (four UAL airplanes and two operated by
other carriers) to observe routine cargo door operations and to
assess the condition of latching components. Generally, the door
operations were normal. During the examination of latch pins on
these airplanes, it was noted that most had a smooth wear ridge
at the 9:00 position (looking forward) or were undamaged. All
wear areas on the pins were smooth.
During electrical operation of the aft cargo door on one of the
other UAL B-747 airplanes (N4718U), the pull-in hooks did not
pull the door fully closed and the latch cams completed the
closure. During operation of the latch cams, the bottom of the
door moved, first circumferentially downward and then inboard.
This additional movement was approximately 1/4 inch. A
definite "thunking" noise was discernible as the door moved to its
closed position at the end of cam rotation. On one occasion, the
door would not open under electrical power. The door was
"kicked" by a UAL mechanic, power was reapplied, and the door

opened properly. Examination of the door by UAL mechanics,
disclosed that the riveted plate holding the aft pull-in hook
switch striker was loose.
All eight lower latch pins for the forward cargo door on N4718U
exhibited a smooth ridge near the 9:00 position. Pins No. 1 and 2
also showed a smooth ridge at the 6:30 position with a smooth
wear area between the 6:30 and 9:00 position. The forward and aft
midspan cams of both forward and aft cargo doors had a heavy
gouge mark corresponding to the end of the midspan latch pin.
N4718U was subsequently removed from service for repair of the
aft cargo door latching mechanisms.
1.17
Additional Information
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122, N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York, experienced an
incident involving the forward cargo door. According to Pan Am
and Boeing officials who investigated this incident, the flightcrew
experienced pressurization problems as the airplane was
climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew began a descent and
the pressurization problem ceased about 15,000 feet. The crew
began to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the cabin altitude
began to rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the forward
cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom
with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle
closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
According to the persons who examined the airplane, the cargo
door had been closed manually and the manual master latch lock
handle was stowed, in turn closing the pressure relief doors and
extinguishing the cockpit cargo door warning light. Subsequent
investigation on N740PA revealed that the latch lock sectors had
been damaged and would not restrain the latch cams from being
driven open electrically or manually. It was concluded by Boeing

and Pan Am that the ground service person who closed the cargo
door apparently had back-driven (opened) the latches manually
after the door had been closed and locked. The damage to the
sectors, and the absence of other mechanical or electrical failures
supported this conclusion.
Further testing of the door components from N740PA and
attempts to recreate the events that led to the door opening in
flight revealed that the lock sectors, even in their damaged
condition, prevented the master latch lock handle from being
stowed, until the latch cams had been rotated to within 20 turns
(using the manual 1/2 inch socket drive) of being fully closed. A
full cycle, from closed to open, is about 95 turns with the manual
drive system.
1.17.2
FAA Surveillance of UAL Maintenance
The Denver, Colorado, FAA Flight Standards District Office
(FSDO) holds the operating certificate for United Airlines, Inc.
The FAA FSDO in San
Francisco, California, has the primary surveillance and oversight
responsibility for UAL maintenance.
The FAA's PMI has the responsibility to oversee an airline's
compliance with Federal Regulations with respect to
maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alteration programs.
The PMI determines the need for, and then establishes work
programs for, surveillance and inspection of the airline to assure
adherence to the applicable regulations. A portion of the PMIs
position description reads as follows:
Provides guidance to the assigned air carrier in the development
of required maintenance manuals and recordkeeping systems.
Reviews and determines adequacy of manuals associated with
the air carrier's maintenance programs and revisions thereto.
Assures that manuals and revisions comply with regulatory
requirements, prescribe safe practices, and furnish clear and
specific instructions governing maintenance programs. Approves

operations specifications and amendments thereto.
Determines if overhaul and inspection time limitations warrant
revision.
Determines if the air carrier's training program meets the
requirements of the FARs, is compatible with the maintenance
program, is properly organized and effectively conducted, and
results in trained and competent personnel.
Directs the inspection and surveillance of the air carrier's
continuous airworthiness maintenance program. Monitors all
phases of the air carrier's maintenance operation, including the
following: maintenance, engineering, quality control, production
control, training, and reliability programs.
At the Safety Board's public hearing on this accident, the PMI for
United Airlines at the time of the flight 811 accident stated that he
was trained as an FAA air carrier inspector and had been
assigned to United Airlines since November 25, 1985. In addition
to attending the normal FAA indoctrination course, he had
received training in accident investigation, compliance
enforcement, nondestructive testing, enforcement, and composite
materials. To qualify for the position of PMI, he had completed a
3-week management training course at Lawton, Oklahoma. This
was supplemented by a 2-week course on management training
systems.
According to the PMI, FAA surveillance of UAL B-747
maintenance activities was organized around the daily work
schedule of the FAA air safety inspector, specifically assigned to
the UAL B-747 fleet by the PMI. The schedule for surveillance is
normally prepared a year in advance by the FAA computerized
Work Planning Management System (WPMS). Each FAA
inspector is assigned specific responsibilities in the surveillance
and monitoring of the airplane fleet to which he is assigned.
The PMI stated that assigned inspectors conducted surveillance
of the UAL airplanes while they were in light or heavy

maintenance and when they were released to service or in the
process of preparing for a flight. Postflight surveillance was also
performed. He said, as a routine, the inspectors visually inspected
the airplanes and reviewed the airplane log records either during
en route checks, while in flight, or upon termination of various
flights. He said that inspectors conduct spot ramp inspections;
however, they do not routinely observe ramp service operations
as part of the surveillance program.
He said that FAA inspectors are not required to inspect the
airplanes, but merely are to observe ramp service activities.
Deficiencies or malfunctions were to be noted. The assigned
inspector or the PMI would then report these observations to the
UAL quality assurance liaison person or directly to UAL
management.
The PMI stated that the FAA had conducted five special
surveillance inspections of UAL in the previous 3 years and 5
months. The last special inspection, an MEL Survey Inspection,
was completed in 1988. That inspection primarily addressed how
many deferred maintenance items were being carried or deferred
on each aircraft during a specified time period.
The PMI stated that his office does not approve the method by
which the carrier complies with an AD, unless specified in the
AD. However, a scheduled surveillance method was in place to
review the carrier's AD compliance process and the ADs
applicable to certain fleets. Each assigned inspector had a
schedule for performing this oversight in his work program. The
PMI or his staff review a monthly report from the carrier listing
ADs applicable to a particular fleet and their compliance. The
FAA's surveillance of the carrier's AD compliance process
involved a review of this list, not actual shop visits to verify
compliance.
The inspector assigned to the UAL B-747 fleet stated that
approximately 30 percent of his time was spent on actual ramp

maintenance
surveillance. Other activities included: en route inspections,
station inspections, meetings, classes and administrative paper
work. Spot ramp inspections were scheduled as a normal routine,
as well as by mandate in a particular AD.
The PMI stated that foreign contract maintenance bases were
inspected once a year at a minimum. The PMI had the
prerogative to use geographical surveillance inspectors
(inspectors from other FAA offices), or inspectors from his office
more familiar with UAL maintenance procedures to conduct
inspections or investigations.
The PMI and the B-747 maintenance inspector assigned to UAL
testified that, prior to this accident, they were not aware of any
problems involving the operation of B-747 cargo doors, including
the problems reported with N4713U during December 1988. The
PMI testified that he could always use more inspectors to
"conduct more in-depth surveillance and monitor UAL's fleet
more adequately."
The extensive documentation of maintenance performed on UAL
B-747 airplanes was forwarded to the PMI's official library by US
mail. The data were ultimately channeled to the B-747
maintenance inspector. The PMI and maintenance inspector
testified that the voluminous paperwork and work schedules
precluded their monitoring the information to determine trends
on problem areas.
1.17.3 Corrective Actions
On March 31, 1989, the FAA issued telegraphic (AD) ADT
89-05-54. This AD superseded AD 88-12-04 and required certain
procedures to be accomplished when operating the cargo doors.
These included: confidence checks of the door mechanical and
electrical systems, inspections of the door locking mechanisms,
and repairs if necessary. The AD also accelerated the schedule for
terminating action to place steel doublers on the latch lock

sectors, and it reinstituted the procedures for using the eight view
ports to verify the position of the latch cams, after the door is
latched and locked.
The FAA, in conjunction with the Air Transport Association, the
manufacturers, and other interested parties, are collectively
working to address the human factor issues in the readability and
understandability of ADs and SBs by line maintenance personnel.
They are also reviewing the entire range of design, maintenance,
and operation of outward opening doors to develop advisory
information for pertinent parties.
FAA representatives stated at the Safety Board's public hearing
that the FAA is increasing their operations and airworthiness
inspector staffing by approximately 1,000 new hires in the next 3
fiscal years.
The PMI for UAL at the time of the accident stated at the Safety
Board's public hearing that, as a result of the accident, "we have
intensified our surveillance on the cargo door activities to the
point where the assigned inspectors and inspectors who are not
assigned to that particular fleet, 747s, are doing night
surveillance, early morning surveillance, and we have intensified
our surveillance on the cargo door in watching the operation of
the cargo door to comply with the Airworthiness Directive."
On August 23, 1989, the Safety Board issued three safety
recommendations (A-89-92 through -94) to the FAA. The
recommendations urged the FAA to:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) to require that the manual
drive units and electrical actuators for Boeing 747 cargo doors
have torque limiting devices to ensure that the lock sectors,
modified per AD-88-12-04, cannot be overridden during
mechanical or electrical operation of the latch cams.
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) for non-plug cargo doors
on all transport category airplanes requiring the installation of
positive indicators to ground personnel and flightcrews

confirming the actual position of both the latch cams and locks,
independently.
Require that fail-safe design considerations for non-plug cargo
doors on present and future transport category airplanes account
for conceivable human errors in addition to electrical and
mechanical malfunctions.
Section 4.0 contains the FAA's response to the recommendations
and the status of the followup actions.
On October 12, 1989, the FAA issued NPRM 89-NM-148-AD,
which proposed the amendment of ADT-89-05-54. The proposed
revisions would require modification of the warning systems for
the forward and aft cargo door, and the main deck cargo door, if
installed. The modifications would provide visual
warnings to flightcrew and ground crew when the doors are not
fully closed, the latch cams are not rotated to the closed position,
or the lock sectors are not in the locked position. Further, the
source for the warning signal would monitor the position of the
latch cams. Public comments for the NPRM were due by
December 27, 1989.
Boeing has completed tests that have verified the integrity of the
upgraded latch lock sectors to prove that the latch cams cannot be
back-driven through the lock sectors mechanically or electrically.
Boeing also has been conducting tests on the B-747 cargo door to
evaluate the effects of unrepaired damage and abuse on the
latch/lock system. The tests, which determined the allowable
damage limits on the latch lock system and mechanism support
structures, were completed in March 1990. Additionally, Boeing
conducted tests to evaluate any unlatching tendencies under
cabin pressure loads. These tests were completed in November
1990 and included the measurement of loads in the latch system
as the latch cams are rotated incrementally from the fully latched
position to the unlatched position under pressurization loads.
The first series of tests included electrical backdriving of the latch

cams into the lock sectors (both steel and steel reinforced were
tested) with a modified latch actuator (the maximum output
torque of the modified latch actuator was roughly twice that of a
normal, torque-limiting latch actuator.) During these tests, the
maximum cam rotation was 22.2 degrees against steel reinforced
lock sectors and 18.8 degrees against the all-steel lock sectors.
During the second set of tests, which measured the effects of
internal pressure loads on partially unlatched cams, it was
discovered that pressurization did not create any significant loads
in the latch mechanism with the door fully closed and the latch
cams positioned up to 45 degrees from the fully latched position.
Both series of tests show that if the latch cams were somehow
electrically backdriven by a latch actuator that had no torquelimiting ability, the steel or steel-reinforced lock sectors would
limit the amount of cam rotation such that the partially unlatched
cams would still prevent pressure loads from forcing the door
open.
1.17.4 Boeing 747 Cargo Door Certification
Title 14 CFR 25.783, Amendment 25-15, effective October 24, 1967,
was the original certification basis for Boeing 747 cargo doors.
Specifically, Part 25.783(e) and (f) applied to doors for which the
initial opening movement is outward (non-plug type doors).
Those rules specified that:
(e) There must be a provision for direct visual inspection of the
locking mechanism by crewmembers to determine whether
external doors, for which the initial opening movement is
outward (including passenger, crew, service, and cargo doors),
are fully locked. In addition, there must be a visual means to
signal to appropriate crewmembers when normally used external
doors are closed and fully locked.
(f) Cargo and service doors not suitable for use as an exit in an
emergency need only meet paragraph (e) of this section and be
safeguarded against opening in flight as a result of mechanical

failure.
Amendment 25-23, effective May 8, 1970, added the following
text to paragraph (f): "...or failure of a single structural element."
Amendment 25-23 did not apply to the initial certification basis
for the B-747.
Amendment 25-54, effective October 14, 1980, expanded Part
25.783 (e), (f), and (g) to read:
(e) There must be a provision for direct visual inspection of the
locking mechanism to determine if external doors, for which the
initial opening movement is not inward (including passenger,
crew, service and cargo doors), are fully closed and locked. The
provision must be discernible under operational lighting
conditions by appropriate crewmembers using a flashlight or
equivalent lighting source. In addition, there must be a visual
warning means to signal the appropriate flight crewmembers if
any external door is not fully closed and locked. The means must
be designed such that any failure or combination of failures that
would result in an erroneous closed and locked
indication is improbable for doors for which the initial opening
movement is not inward.
(f) External doors must have provisions to prevent the initiation
of pressurization of the airplane to an unsafe level if the door is
not fully closed and locked. In addition, it must be shown by
safety analysis that inadvertent opening is extremely improbable.
(g) Cargo and service doors not suitable for use as an exit in an
emergency need only meet paragraph (e) of this section and be
safeguarded against opening in flight as a result of mechanical
failure or failure of a single structural element.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, the FAA and the Boeing
representatives acknowledged that during certification of the
Boeing 747 the loss of a lower lobe cargo door was not considered
to be an "acceptable event." Therefore, redundant mechanical
devices and operational procedures were incorporated to protect

against loss of the door in flight. Initial FAA certification approval
of the Boeing cargo door design and operation included the
installation and use of eight view ports on the door for ground
personnel to observe the alignment of paint stripes on the latch
cams with arrows on the latch pin support fitting, thereby
complying with the requirements of 14 CFR 25.783(e), which
require a ". . . provision for direct visual inspection of the door
locking mechanism ...," to determine if the door is closed and
locked.
In correspondence dated November 24, 1969, and May 15, 1970,
Boeing requested that the FAA approve the use of a visual
inspection of the pressure relief doors of the cargo doors as an
alternate method for determining the locked condition of the
door. This design also provided a visual indication to the
flightcrew via the cargo door warning light on the flight
engineer's warning light annunciator panel. Boeing's request
stated that this means of compliance "... provides a simpler check
whereby only the pressure relief doors need to be checked ...," by
the ground crew, in lieu of actually observing the latch cams and
alignment stripes through the eight view ports. Boeing also
provided a Failure Analysis to support its request. The conclusion
of the Failure Analysis reads: "Any failure, mechanical or
electrical, within the latching system which results in open
latches will always be indicated by open pressure relief doors."
The FAA approved their alternate method on June 8, 1970.
Subsequently, the procedures for maintaining the view ports and
the alignment stripes in a serviceable condition,
which had been included in the UAL MM were removed. Also,
the provision for observing the alignment stripes as part of the
door closing procedure were not required for B-747 airline
operators.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, a Boeing witness, in answer
to a question relative to Boeing's possible consideration of

modifications or design changes to the B-747 cargo door
indication system to install a position switch directly on the latch
cams, stated, "We are looking into the best possible designs that
would provide indication on the cams and door closed, both
exterior to the aircraft and in the flight deck. We are going to look
into that.... However, we want to achieve the required indication
in the most reliable method and we have not yet determined
what that will be, or any changes (that) are necessary, or would
make it more reliable than the way the system operates currently."
1.17.5 Advisory Circular AC 25.783-1
Advisory Circular (AC) 25.783-1 was issued December 10, 1986,
on the subject, "Fuselage Doors, Hatches, and Exits." AC 25.783-1
set forth the acceptable means of compliance with the provisions
of Part 25 of the FAR's dealing with the certification of fuselage
doors. Specifically, it provides for an acceptable method for
showing compliance with the provisions of Part 25.783,
Amendment 25-54.
Neither the provisions of Part 25.783, Amendment 25-54, nor the
guidelines of AC 25.783-1 were part of the certification basis of
the Boeing 747.
1.17.6 Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The airplane was
one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita,
Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
The airplane was being prepared for flight at the UAL
maintenance hangar when an inspection of the circuit breaker
panel revealed that the C-288 (aft cargo door) circuit breaker had
popped. The circuit breaker, located in the electrical equipment
bay just forward of the forward cargo compartment, was reset,

and it popped again a few seconds later. A decision was made to
defer further
work until the airplane was repositioned at the gate for the flight.
The airplane was then taxied to the gate, and work on the door
resumed.
The aft cargo door was cranked open manually, the C-288 circuit
breaker was reset, and it stayed in place. The door was then
closed electrically and cycled a couple of times without incident.
With the door closed, one of the two "cannon plug" (multiple pin)
connectors was removed from the J-4 junction box located on the
upper portion of the interior of the door. The wiring bundle from
the junction box to the fuselage was then manipulated while
readings were taken on the cannon plug pins using a volt/
ohmmeter. Fluctuations in electrical resistance were noted. When
the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the door began to
open with no activation of the electrical door open switches. The
C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door operation ceased.
When the circuit breaker was reset, the door continued to the full
open position, and the lift actuator motor continued to run for
several seconds until the circuit breaker was again pulled. At this
time, a flexible conduit, which covered a portion of the wiring
bundle, was slid along the bundle toward the J-4 junction box,
revealing several wires with insulation breaches and damage.
UAL personnel notified the Safety Board of the occurrence, and
the airplane was examined at JFK by representatives of the Safety
Board, United Airlines, and Boeing. After the wires in the
damaged area were electrically isolated, electrical operation of the
door was normal when the door was unlocked. When the door
was locked (master latch lock handle closed), activation of the
door control switches had no effect on the door. This indicated
that the S2 master latch lock switch was operating as expected
(removing power from the door when it was locked). After the
on-site examinations, the wiring bundle was cut from the airplane

and taken to the Safety Board's materials laboratory for further
examination.
The wiring bundle with the damaged wires contained all electric
control wires (28 volt DC) and power wires (115 volt AC) that
pass between the fuselage and the aft cargo door. From the
forward side of the J-4 junction box, the bundle progresses in the
forward direction, just above the forward pressure relief door,
then upward, following the forward lift actuator arms. The
bundle then enters an empty space between two floor beams,
where the bundle has an approximate 180-degree bend when the
door is closed. From this location, the wiring bundle progresses
inboard, through a fore-to-aft intercostal between two floor
beams. The wiring bundle then splits, with wires going in several
directions.
The bundle is covered by the flexible conduit approximately
from the lower end of the lift actuator arms to the fore-to-aft
intercostal between the floor beams.
The conduit covering the wiring bundle is intended to prevent
the wire bundle from being damaged during opening and closing
of the door and during cargo handling operations. The conduit is
a sealed flexible interconnector consisting of a convoluted helical
brass innercore covered by a bronze braid. The innercore is
soldered at every other convolute, and should be capable of
withstanding pressures exceeding 1,000 pounds per square inch
(psi). Boeing has indicated that the conduit is an evolutionary
improvement and that it has been installed on all B-747 airplanes
produced since 1981 (from line number 489 on). Airplane
N152UA was delivered in April 1987.
Airplanes produced prior to 1981, including N4713U, used a
bungee retraction system, to retract the cargo door wire bundle.
Guidelines for the replacement of the bungee sys tem with the
flexible conduit were covered in Boeing Service Bulletin
747-752-2170, dated August 1981. The service bulletin was

prompted by reports that the wire bundle bungee retraction
system had not retracted the wire bundle sufficiently to prevent
trapping the bundle between the cargo door and the door frame.
UAL did not perform the retrofit on N4713U, which was line
number 89, nor was the company required to do so.
Examination of the wires in the damaged area on the wiring
bundle revealed that four of the wires were similar in appearance,
with insulation breaches that progressed through to the
underlying conductor. Adjacent to the breach on these four wires,
the insulation was blackened, as if it had been burned. Another
wire contained an extensive breach but no evidence of burned
insulation. The damaged area was located on the bundle at a
position approximately corresponding to a conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism. This support bracket was found
bent in the forward direction. In addition, mechanical damage
was noted on adjacent components in this area.
A second damaged area was noted on the wiring bundle at a
position approximately corresponding to the conduit swivel
clamp at the elbow between the two arms of the forward lift
actuator mechanism. Wires in this area were missing portions of
their exterior coating, but no breaches to the underlying
conductors were noted.
The exterior braid on the conduit contained minor rub marks
and was slightly kinked at a position corresponding to the area
on the wires with breached insulation. Additional examinations
revealed that the innercore of the conduit contained multiple
circumferential cracks in the areas corresponding to the damage
areas on the wires. The cracks were in the convoluted innercore
directly adjacent to the inside diameter of the conduit.
The lock sectors, latch cams, and latch pins from the aft cargo
door were examined on the incident airplane and were generally
in excellent condition. There was no evidence to suggest that the

cams had ever been electrically (or manually) driven into or
through the lock sectors.
Boeing also informed the Safety Board that, in May of 1991, a
B-747 operated by Quantas was found to have chafing of the
wires in the wire bundle to the aft cargo door. This airplane also
had a flexible conduit protecting the wires, and the chafing was
located approximately at the standoff pin on the bracket at the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator.
The Safety Board determined that the chafing of the wires on the
airplane involved in the JFK occurrence was caused by, or was
greatly accelerated by, the circumferential cracks in the conduit
and that the cracks in the conduit were caused either by repeated
flexing of the conduit as the cargo door opens and shuts or by
unusual stresses on the conduit generated concurrently with
damage to the conduit guide bracket and attached standoff pin
on the upper end of the forward lift actuator upper arm.
A portion of the wire bundle for the forward cargo door on many
B-747 airplanes is also covered by a flexible conduit that is very
similar to the conduit for the aft cargo door. However, there are
substantial differences between the orientation of the flexible
conduits for the two doors, and the Safety Board has not become
aware of problems associated with the flexible conduit for the
forward door.
Nevertheless, because of the concerns about the chafed wires and
possible electrical short circuits, on August 28, 1991, the Safety
Board recommended that the FAA:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle
between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited
inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the
conduit for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an
electrical test method or visual examination);

(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3)
the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval. (Class II, Priority
Action) (A-91-83)
Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle,
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83. (Class II,
Priority Action) (A-91-84)
The FAA responded to these safety recommendations on
November 1, 1991, stating that it agreed with the intent of the
recommendations and that the issuance of an NPRM was being
considered to address the issues in the safety recommendations.
The Safety Board replied on November 27, 1991, classifying each
of the recommendations as "Open--Acceptable Response,"
pending the completion of the rulemaking process. Since that
exchange of correspondence, the FAA has published an NPRM
which is now being reviewed by the Safety Board. Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 will continue to be classified
as "Open--Acceptable Response" until an acceptable final rule is
published.
2. ANALYSIS
2.1 General
This analysis is based on the facts gathered during the initial
investigation phase, without the benefit of the evidence from the
cargo door, updated to include the findings from the subsequent

examinations of the door after it was recovered.
The flightcrew and flight attendants were trained and qualified in
accordance with the applicable Federal regulations and UAL
standards and requirements. There were no air traffic control or
weather factors related to the cause of this accident.
The airplane had been properly maintained, with the exception of
certain requirements pertaining to the cargo doors. Those
discrepancies will be discussed in detail in this analysis.
The evidence examined by the Safety Board during its
investigation revealed conclusively that this accident was
precipitated by the sudden loss of the forward lower lobe cargo
door, which led to an explosive decompression. There was no
evidence of preexisting metal fatigue or corrosion in the structure
surrounding the cargo door. All breaks were the result of
overload at the time of the loss of the door. There was no
evidence of a bomb or similar device that caused an explosion on
the airplane.
The explosive decompression of the cabin when the cargo door
separated caused the nine fatalities. The floor structure and seats
where the nine fatally injured passengers had been seated were
subjected to the destructive forces of the decompression and the
passengers were lost through the hole in the fuselage. Their
remains were not recovered. Most of the injuries sustained by the
survivors were caused by the events associated with the
decompression, such as baro-trauma to ears, and cuts and
abrasions from the flying debris in the cabin. Other injuries were
incurred during the emergency evacuation.
The loss of power to the Nos. 3 and 4 engines was caused by
foreign object damage when debris were ejected from the cargo
compartment and cabin during the explosive decompression. The
debris also caused damage to the right wing leading edge flap
pneumatic ducting, and other areas along the right side and
empennage of the airplane.

During the approach to HNL, all of the leading edge flaps had
extended, except the outboard sections 22 through 26 on the right
wing. The reason that they failed to extend probably was the
damage to the pneumatic duct caused by the ejected debris. The
pneumatic pressure probably was too low to actuate the most
outboard flaps to the extended position.
The failure of the flightcrew and passenger oxygen systems was
caused by structural deformation and damage to the supply lines
in the area adjacent to the cargo door and failed fuselage
structure.
The Safety Board's analysis of this accident concentrated on the
reasons for the loss of the cargo door and the events that led to its
loss in flight. The analysis included an evaluation of the design,
certification, and approval processes for the B-747 cargo doors,
and the operational, maintenance, and inspection processes for
the doors. Also, the analysis included an evaluation of the
historical events that had occurred over the past months and
years that eventually led to this accident.
2.2 Loss of the Cargo Door
The calculated pressure differential at the time of the loss was
about 6.5 psi, which would have exerted a load on a properly
closed and locked door that was substantial, but well within
design limits.
There was no evidence of a structural problem with the cargo
door that could have caused it to fail from metal fatigue or
corrosion. Although the cargo door was recovered in two pieces
on the floor of the ocean, there was no evidence of a
preseparation structural failure of the door. All fractures and
damage found on the door were determined to be the result of
the sudden opening of the door rather than the cause. The
evidence showed that the door was intact when it flew open
violently and that its integrity was compromised when it struck
the upper fuselage structure and most likely when it struck the

water. The fracture in the cargo door occurred just below the
midspan latch cams. Paint marks on the outer surface of the door
that matched upper fuselage structure paint pattern, damage to
the latch pins, pull-in hooks and hook pins, as well as damage to
the floor structure near the upper door hinge area were consistent
evidence that the door was intact when it flew open.
The evidence was also conclusive that the failure of the door did
not result from the failure of the structure surrounding the door.
The damage to the cabin floor beam structure, adjacent to the
cargo door hinge area, showed that decompression loads in the
cabin broke the beams downward when pressure was released
from the cargo compartment. The fuselage skin above the door
was torn away during the decompression as the door separated
violently from the airplane. Unfortunately, the upper skin
structure was not recovered from the sea.
There are no reasonable means by which the door could open in
flight with the cams properly closed and locked. If the lock
sectors were in proper condition, and were properly situated over
the closed latch cams, the lock sectors had sufficient strength to
prevent the cams from vibrating to the open position during
ground operation and flight. Thus, the only ways in which the
cargo door could open while in flight involve the placement of
the cams in a partially latched or unlatched position. Either the
latching mechanisms were forced open electrically through the
lock sectors after the door was secured, or the door was not
properly latched and locked before departure. Then the door
opened when the pressurization loads reached a point at which
the latches could not hold.
2.3 Partially Closed Door
Examination of the eight latch pins that had been removed from
the lower sill of the forward cargo door revealed smooth wear
patterns where the latch cams had normally rotated around the
pins. These wear patterns indicate that interference had existed

during normal operation between the cams and the pins over an
extended period of time. All eight pins also had roughened areas
from approximately the 6:15 position to the 7:30 position (clock
references are as looking forward, 9:00 being directly inboard).
The 7:30 position corresponds closely to the area where the lower
surface of the cam first contacts the pin as the door reaches the
nearly closed position, before the cams are rotated to the latched
position.
The hoop stresses generated by pressurization of the airplane
create a bearing load against the cam/pin contacting points. Even
if the cams are in the unlatched position, and the airplane is
pressurized, this bearing load could act as a frictional latch
between the cams and the pins and would tend to keep the door
in the closed position.
Transferred cam material and heat tinting of the pin surface was
found to extend from the point where the cam-to-pin interface at
the near fully open position of the latch cams (7:30 position) to a
position corresponding to the bottom of the pin (6:15 position).
This evidence was found on the roughened areas on all of the
pins. The heat tinting and metal transfer are indicative of the high
stress and rapid movement of the cam across the pin when the
door separation occurred. Therefore, the location of this evidence
indicates the probable location of the cams just before, and at the
time of, separation of the door. The Safety Board concludes that
these markings and their location on the pins resulted from a very
fast, high bearing stress, separation of the cams across the pins,
when the cams were in or very close to the unlatched position.
Further, examination of the recovered cargo door confirmed that
the latch cams were in a nearly unlatched position at the time the
separation occurred. The lock sectors were found in the locked
position jammed against the cams. Therefore, the cargo door latch
cams had been closed, the master latch lock handle had been
closed, and the lock sectors had moved to the locked position.

Subsequently, the cams had been back-driven to the near-open
position, deforming the lock sectors.
The pull-in hooks and pull-in hook pins would also counteract
the pressurization loads in the outward direction, providing that
the latch cams were not engaged on the latch pins and carrying
the pressurization loads. However, Boeing studies showed that
the pull-in hooks would fail at a pressure differential of about 3.5
psi, assuming that the cams are in the unlatched position and that
there is no bearing load on the pins. Therefore, based on the
probable pressure differential of about 6.5 psi just before the door
separated, it is concluded that forces other than the pull-in
hooks/pins were holding the door closed. Since the flightcrew
and passengers reported no pressurization difficulties until the
explosive decompression, it is reasonable to conclude that the
door was being held closed by the bearing stresses of the cam-topin interfaces as well as by the pull-in hooks.
The Safety Board believes that the approximate 1.5 to 2.0 seconds
between the first sound (a thump) and the second very loud noise
recorded on the CVR at the time of the door separation was
probably the time difference between the initial failure of the
latches at the bottom of the door, and the subsequent separation
of the door, explosive decompression, and destruction of the
cabin floor and fuselage structure. The door did not fail and
separate instantaneously; rather, it first opened at the bottom and
then flew open violently. As the door separated, it tore away the
hinge and surrounding structure as the pressure in the cabin
forced the floor beams downward in the area of the door to
equalize with the loss of pressure in the cargo compartment.
Three possible theories to explain why the latch cams could have
been in a partially latched condition during flight are examined:
(1) they were never closed fully before the door was "locked"
before takeoff. (2) they were backdriven manually after the door
had been fully latched and locked or (3) they were back-driven

electrically after the door had been fully latched and locked.
2.4 Incomplete Latching of the Door During Closure
The Safety Board considered the possibility that the master latch
lock handle had not been closed before the airplane departed the
gate, and the possibility that the shrouds recommended by
SB-747-52-2097 for the cargo door pressure relief doors were not
installed on the forward door. If this were the case, it is possible
that this condition allowed the pressure relief doors to be rotated
closed when the airplane pressurized.
The Safety Board believes that these events were very unlikely
based on the statements of the ramp personnel, line maintenance
personnel, and the flightcrew. The ramp and maintenance
personnel would have to have missed seeing the master latch
lock handle in the unstowed position and the pressure relief
doors open before departure. Also, the flightcrew would have to
have missed seeing the cockpit cargo door warning light
indication.
The examination of the recovered forward cargo door did not
provide confirmation that the pressure relief door shrouds were
actually installed on the forward door, although UAL records
showed that they had been installed on both cargo doors of
N4713U, in accordance with SB-747-52-2097. However, the
shrouds were found not to be installed on the aft door, contrary to
UAL records, and therefore may not have been installed on the
forward door. Without the shrouds, the pressure relief doors
could have rotated shut during the pressurization cycle. Because
the closure of the pressure relief doors would back-drive the lock
sectors, this scenario would presume previous damage to the
sectors, which would permit the sectors to move over the
unlatched cams.
Before recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that
the lock sectors might have been damaged some time prior to the
accident flight to the extent that they could have been moved to

the locked position even though the latching cams were not fully
closed.
During closure of the door, the latch actuator may not be able to
rotate the cams to the fully closed position because of excessive
binding forces between the latch cams and pins. This could occur
if the cargo door is misaligned (out of rig) or if the pull-in hooks
do not pull the door in far enough to properly engage the cams
around the pins. There is sufficient evidence of wear on the pins
and from the previous discrepancies with the door to indicate
that the door was misaligned and not properly rigged.
The smooth wear areas found on the pins from N4713U are signs
of heavy contact (interference) between the cams and pins during
numerous past closings and openings of the door. This wear,
other evidence from the door, and the maintenance history of the
door, suggest strongly that the door was out of rig during the
weeks and months before the accident.
The wear pattern damage to the pull-in hook pins also showed
interference during the normal ground operations prior to the
accident. This is further evidence of an out-of-rig door. It is also
possible that the excessive binding force acting over a period of
time precipitated a failure of the latch actuator. Regardless of the
reason(s), the conditions of the latch pins and pull-in hook pins
showed prolonged out-of-rig operation.
Most of the previous discrepancies with the forward cargo door
on N4713U during December 1988 involved problems with
closing the door electrically. These problems always occurred
when the airplane was fully or nearly fully loaded, just before
departure. The trouble-shooting and corrective actions by UAL
maintenance, which on some occasions only involved cycling the
door and finding it functional, were performed when the airplane
was not fully loaded, during overnight maintenance inspections.
The flexing of the fuselage with a full load of fuel, cargo, and
passengers could have caused distortion of the door frame and

resulted in misalignment between the cams and pins. In this case,
the pull-in hooks may not have pulled the door fully in before the
cam actuator attempted to latch the door. The wear evidence on
the latch pins from N4713U suggests that this event had been
occurring before the accident.
Safety Board investigators also witnessed this event during
inspection and operation of the aft door on another UAL B-747,
N4718U, in HNL. It was noted that the door on N4718U was not
being pulled in fully by the pull-in hooks, so the latch cams
completed the closing cycle with significant interference and
"thunking" sounds. In fact, the out-of-rig door on N4718U failed
to operate electrically at one point during its examination.
By design, any attempt to close the master latch lock handle and
move undamaged lock sectors into place would not be successful
unless the cams were rotated to near the fully latched position.
This condition was substantiated by Boeing tests. Even with
severely damaged lock sectors, as found on the Pan Am B-747, if
the cams were more than 20 turns from the fully closed position
on the Pan Am airplane, the master latch lock handle could not be
stowed. Examination of the recovered N4713U door indicated
that the door lock sectors were generally intact and jammed
against the cams that had been back-driven into the lock sectors.
Consequently, if the latch cams had been in the nearly unlatched
position as found on the recovered door at the time the cargo
handler attempted to move the master latch lock handle, the
interference between the cams and the lock sectors would have
prevented the master latch lock handle from moving to the closed
position. Furthermore, this interference would have prevented
the closure of the pressure relief doors as the airplane
pressurized, irrespective of the possible absence of the pressure
relief door shrouds. This conclusion is supported by extensive
testing of the latch/lock mechanisms following the recovery of
the door.

Therefore, based upon the examination of the lock sectors and the
tests that were conducted, the Safety Board concludes that the
latches were fully closed and that the locking handle was placed
in the stowed position after the cargo was loaded.
2.5 Manual Unlatching of the Door Following Closure
It is possible that the cams could have been manually back-driven
(about 95 turns) after the door had been secured; however, the
UAL ramp personnel involved with dispatching the flight stated
that the door was operated electrically. Furthermore, it seems
unlikely that the ramp personnel would have driven the manual
latch actuator 95 turns toward the open position after the door
was fully latched.
The placard/seal located over the latch actuator manual drive on
the recovered door was found with damage that initially
suggested it had been previously compromised. If this were the
case, it would indicate that someone may have used the manual
drive to operate the door latches on an earlier flight or possibly
immediately before the accident flight. However, the Safety Board
believes that an insertion of a screw driver and rotation of the
plate retaining screw would have caused rotational tearing
around the circumference of the screw head. There was no such
tear. Rather, the damage to the placard/seal was more consistent
with that which would occur from impact and underwater
pressure
forces. Therefore, the evidence strongly suggests that manual
operation of the latch actuator by ground service personnel after
the door was properly closed is unlikely.
2.6
Electrical Unlatching of the Door Following Closure
2.6.1
Conditions or Malfunctions Required to Support
Hypothesis
It was determined in 1987, after the Pan Am incident, that the
locking sectors for B-747's, including those installed on N4713U,
could be overcome by the force of the latch cam actuator,

electrically or mechanically. If the latch cam actuator had been
energized for some reason with the originally designed
unstrengthened lock sectors installed, the latch actuator motor
was capable of driving the latch cams open through properly
positioned lock sectors, whether they were damaged or
undamaged. Therefore, the locking sectors installed as original
equipment for B-747's, and those installed on N4713U, would not
perform the locking function as intended by the design. They
would not "lock" the latches in place as implied by the name "lock
sectors."
The investigation has shown that there are several conditions that
must be met before the latch actuator will electrically drive the
latch cams to the unlatched position on the B-747 after the door
has been properly closed and locked. First, the ground handling
power bus must be energized by having external power
connected, or the APU must be operating and the APU generator
field switch in the cockpit must be set to power the bus via the
No. 2 ground handling power relay. Second, the air/ground relay
must be in the "airplane on the ground" position. These two
conditions are normally present when the airplane is on the
ground before engine startup. Third, there must be a signal to the
door open position in one of the two door open/close switches.
Fourth, the S2 master latch lock switch, which cuts off power to
the door actuators when the handle is stowed, must sense "not
locked."
Therefore, it would take several independent conditions and
some failures to provide for electrical power to be available to
drive the door open electrically once it is closed and locked. The
number of conditions and combinations depend upon the phase
of operation of the airplane.
While the airplane was on the ground, before engine startup, with
the master latch lock handle stowed, the external power
connected (or with the APU running), and the ground handling

bus powered, an "open" signal to the cargo door
latch actuator would have occurred if any of the following
combinations of conditions had been met: (1) a malfunction of the
S2 master latch lock switch and the placement by someone of one
of the door control switches to the "open" position; (2) a
malfunction of the S2 master latch lock switch and certain short
circuits; or (3) a two-wire short circuit path consisting of wire
101-20 shorting with any of the following wires: 108-20, 121-20,
122-20, 124-20, 135-20, or 136-20.
While the airplane was on the ground, after engine startup, and
with the cargo door master latch lock handle stowed and the APU
running, an "open" signal to the door latch actuator would have
occurred if the following conditions had been met: (1) an
energized ground handling bus resulting from the flightcrew
reenergizing the APU generator field or failure of the No. 2
ground handling power relay; (2) a malfunction of the S2 master
latch lock switch; (3) a malfunction of either of the door open/
close switches or the placement of the switch in the "open"
position by someone. An "open" signal would have also occurred
had certain wire short circuits been present with condition (1)
alone, or with conditions (1) and (2).
Regardless of the cause, electrical power to the latch actuator
would have had to persist for the time necessary to rotate the
cams to the nearly open position. If the electrical power had been
applied for a longer time, the latch cams could have opened fully
and caused the pull-in hooks to rotate open, a situation that
would have prevented the airplane from pressurizing after
takeoff. However, it is also possible that the latch actuator stalled
before they opened fully because of the forces of the interference
between the lock sectors and the cams as they were back-driven.
After takeoff, electrical operation of the door latch actuator would
have required: (1) the APU to be running; (2) malfunction of the
air/ground relay, (3) malfunction of the No. 2 ground handling

power relay; and (4) malfunction of the S2 master latch lock
switch and one of the cargo door open/close switches or a short
circuit of the aforementioned wire pairs. Although the flightcrew
could conceivably energize the ground handling bus from the
APU by actuating the APU generator "field" switch, there was no
evidence that they did so.
Thus, regardless of the phase of operation, either a wiring short
circuit or a failure of the S2 master latch lock switch combined
with some other anomaly or action would be required to cause
the latches to move toward the open position. Before the recovery
of the door, the Safety Board was able to examine two of the
electrical relays and the door open/close switches from N4713U
that would have to have failed to allow electrical operation of the
cargo door in flight, with the APU
running. These were the No. 2 ground handling power relay, the
air/ground relay, and the internal and external door open/close
switches. The examination of the relays and switches revealed no
evidence of a single fault or conditions that might have caused an
intermittent failure mode. The arcing noted on the No. 5 terminal
of the outside door control switch was on the door "close" circuit
and could not have been related to a short to the open mode.
Further, because the flightcrew did not note a cargo door warning
light, and the fact that the airplane was able to be pressurized,
confirms that the master latch lock handle was in the closed
position before takeoff. This position would actuate the master
latch lock switch to disconnect power to the door opening
actuators.
According to the flightcrew testimony and the pilots' comments
recorded on the CVR during the flight, the APU was shut down
shortly after takeoff and remained in that condition. Engine
generators cannot power the ground handling bus from which
the cargo door actuating mechanisms are powered. Once the APU
was shut down, there was no power available to any of the cargo

door electrical components. Therefore, an electrical actuation of
the latch cam actuator at the time of the door loss was not
possible.
The Safety Board believes that there is another reason why the
opening of the door could not have been caused by electrical
actuation shortly before the explosive decompression. Because
the door carries the structural loads (hoop stresses) through its
hinge and latches, the latch cams would be heavily loaded against
the latch pins when the airplane was pressurized to the 6.5 psi
differential pressure that was calculated to have been present at
the time of the decompression. In that case, the torque limiter
within the actuator would probably slip well before the actuator
could achieve the torque necessary to drive the cams open against
the frictional lock produced by the high bearing stresses resulting
from pressurization.
2.6.2 Electrical Switches and Wiring Examinations--Recovered
Door
All cargo door position sensing switches (S2 through S9) were
found installed in their proper position. The cargo door recovery
team found the S2 master latch lock switch in the "not-locked"
position immediately after the door was aboard the recovery
ship. This position would be consistent with the master latch lock
handle being open. Further tests of the S2 switch revealed
damage that probably resulted from the pressures under the sea.
The only notable exception was a broken internal bracket that
may have affected the operation of the switch prior to the
accident. Other similar switches did not exhibit this failure. It is
therefore possible that the S2 master latch lock switch failed prior
to the accident, allowing more possibilities for electrical short
circuits to power the latch actuator. Nevertheless, despite
extensive testing, it could not be determined whether the S2
switch was functional before the accident.
The examination of 35 wires that remained with the recovered

cargo door revealed several areas of damaged insulation that
could have permitted an electrical short circuit to power the latch
actuator. However, no evidence was noted of arcing that was
indicative of short circuits. Furthermore, a significant number of
the wires that had the potential for allowing for short circuits to
power the latch actuator were not recovered. Testing conducted
by Boeing and by UAL was inconclusive regarding whether a
short circuit would have left detectable evidence of arcing.
Therefore, the Safety Board was unable to determine whether the
latch actuator was inadvertently powered by a short circuit in the
cargo door wires.
The incident involving a UAL Boeing 747 at JFK Airport on June
13, 1991, confirmed that electrical short circuits in the cargo door
wiring could cause the door to open. In this case, the short
circuits were in the fuselage-to-cargo door wiring bundle where
the bundle was covered by a flexible conduit. Although N4713U
did not have a flexible conduit installed at the forward door
position, its wiring was routed over the top of the door hinge
where exposure to damage could occur. That portion of the
wiring from N4713U was not recovered from the sea. The wires
located at the door hinge area are more susceptible to in-service
damage from movement during the open/close cycle, as
compared with the wires mounted on the door that are normally
static.
Following the incident at JFK, UAL directed that the circuit
breaker that terminates power to the cargo doors be pulled after
the door is closed and before departure of every B-747 flight. UAL
obtained approval for this practice from the FAA and requested
Boeing and the FAA to make such a practice part of the approved
manual for the airplane. Neither Boeing nor the FAA acted on
UAL's request.
Nevertheless, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should
initiate rulemaking to include design considerations for nonplug

transport category aircraft cargo doors that would deactivate the
electrical circuitry to the door actuators after the doors are closed
and locked. The catastrophic nature of the loss of a cargo door
dictates the need to provide additional redundancies and fail-safe
features in the door mechanisms to supplement the hardware
safety features.
2.6.3
Possibility of Electrical Malfunction
Due to the lack of physical evidence, the Safety Board was unable
to conclude that an electrical short caused the cargo door actuator
to move the latch cams to the nearly open position, allowing the
door to separate when the cabin pressure exceeded the loadcarrying capability of the door latches. Neither could this
possibility be eliminated. A momentary actuation of the door
open switch by someone on the ground in the presence of a faulty
S2 switch could also have caused the latches to open through the
closed lock sectors. However, no evidence has been found that
someone actuated the switch after the door was initially closed
and locked.
The Safety Board concludes that it was not possible for the cargo
door to have opened electrically at the time of the loss of the door.
There was no power to the ground handling bus to power the
actuator, even if there had been an electrical short. Further, the
Safety Board concludes that it is highly improbable that an
electrical short could have caused the latches to open after the
airplane was airborne. Although the ground handling bus could
conceivably have been powered, failures of other components
that were tested as functional would also have been necessary.
The Safety Board believes that the electrical operation of the latch
actuators from the fully closed and locked position most likely
occurred before the engines were started when the ground
handling bus was powered. The precise source of the electrical
actuation could not be determined. Once the engines were
started, the possibility of an electrical short decreases significantly

because the ground handling bus is disengaged from the APU
when the engines start. There was no evidence that the flightcrew
reengaged the ground handling bus.
Because the preaccident condition of the S2 master latch lock
switch could not be determined, it could also not be determined
whether its proper functioning would have prevented the
accident. The Safety Board did not determine whether damaged
cargo door wires or a malfunctioning S2 switch could have been
found by UAL maintenance had they been more aggressive in
troubleshooting the cargo door problem in the weeks prior to the
accident.
2.7 Design, Certification, and Continuing Airworthiness Issues
The Safety Board's analysis of this accident went beyond the
conclusions about how the door failed. The Safety Board also
examined the initial
design and certification of the B-747 cargo door, and the
continuing airworthiness system that should have prevented this
accident, to identify the breakdowns in this system that led to the
accident. As is the case with most aviation accidents, there are
many factors that led up to the actual failure of the door on flight
811.
The Safety Board found that there were multiple opportunities
during the design, certification, operation, and maintenance of
the forward cargo door for N4713U for persons to have taken
actions that could have precluded the accident involving flight
811. The circumstances that led to this accident exemplify the
need for human factors considerations in the promulgation of
regulations, the application of regulatory policies, the design of
airplane systems, and the quality of airline operational and
maintenance practices.
The first opportunity to prevent this accident occurred during the
design and certification of the B-747 cargo door mechanical
systems, when the design was chosen and approved, which

allowed for the overriding of the lock sectors by either
mechanical or electrical actuation. It is apparent that the original
design was not tested sufficiently to verify that the locking sectors
in fact "locked" the latch cams in the closed position. This
shortcoming should have become apparent during the initial
certification testing and approval process. Later, it should have
become apparent when Boeing applied for, and the FAA granted,
an alternative method of compliance with the certification
regulations (25.783 [e]) that permitted the elimination of
operational practices that included a visual verification of the
cargo door latch positions via view ports in the doors.
The failure mode analysis performed by Boeing, and the FAA's
acceptance of its content in granting the exemption, probably
were based on the assumption that the lock sectors would always
prevent the master latch lock handle from being in a stowed
position when the latch cams were not fully closed. This
assumption was not valid, as evidenced by the findings in 1987
following the Pan Am incident that the lock sectors could not
prevent the latch cams from being driven from the fully latched
position with the master latch lock handle stowed, while a false
indication was provided to the flightcrew that the cargo door was
properly latched and locked. At the time that Boeing sought
approval of the alternative compliance, Boeing and the FAA
should have reviewed the design and required testing of the door
latch/lock mechanisms to verify their integrity. Thus, the
procedure for direct viewing of the latches via the view ports
before the airplane could be dispatched should not have been
eliminated without adequate verification that the lock sectors
were totally effective.
The next opportunity for the FAA and Boeing to have
reexamined the original assumptions and conclusions about the
B-747 cargo door design and certification was after the findings of
the Turkish Airline DC-10 accident in 1974 near Paris, France. The

concerns for the DC-10 cargo door latch/lock mechanisms and
the human and mechanical failures, singularly and in
combination, that led to that accident, should have prompted a
review of the B-747 cargo door's continuing airworthiness. In the
Turkish Airlines case, a single failure by a ramp service agent,
who closed the door, in combination with a poorly designed
latch/lock system, led to a catastrophic accident. The revisions to
the DC-10 cargo door mechanisms mandated after that accident
apparently were not examined and carried over to the design of
the B-747 cargo doors.
Specifically, the mechanical retrofit of more positive locking
mechanisms on the DC-10 cargo door to preclude an erroneous
locked indication to the flightcrew, and the incorporation of
redundant sensors to show the position of the latches/locks, were
not required to be retrofitted at that time for the B-747. Of similar
concern is the fact that the cargo doors for the L-1011 required
redundant latch/lock indication sensors at initial certification,
during the approximate same time frame the DC-10 and B-747
were certificated.
More recently, when Boeing and the FAA learned about the
circumstances of the Pan Am cargo door opening incident in
March 1987, more timely and positive corrective actions should
have been taken. The Safety Board believes that the findings of
that incident investigation should have called into question the
assumptions and conclusions about the original design and
certification of the B-747 cargo door, especially the alternative
method for verifying that the door was latched and locked that
was sought by Boeing and was granted by the FAA. Since a B-747
cargo door opening in flight was considered to be an
"unacceptable event", once a door did come open in flight, the
FAA and Boeing should have acted much quicker to prevent
another failure.
It took nearly 16 months from the date of the Pan Am Incident

(March 10, 1987) until the FAA issued AD-88-12-04 (July 1, 1988).
And then, the AD allowed 18 or 24 months, depending on the
model B-747, from the date of its issuance for compliance with the
terminating actions of the AD. The fact that Boeing had issued an
Alert SB as a result of the Pan Am incident is an indication of the
apparent urgency with which Boeing treated this issue. Alert SB's
are issued for "safety of flight" reasons, while regular SB's deal
with "reliability" and not necessarily safety of flight items.
Despite this, the terminating action, issued as
revision 3 to the Alert SB, on August 27, 1987, was not mandated
by the FAA for 11 months.
The Safety Board found no evidence that the FAA or Boeing
reassessed the original design and certification conclusions
regarding the safety of the B-747 cargo door during this period.
Several opportunities for preventive action were also missed by
UAL during this period. First, UAL delayed the completion of the
terminating actions of Alert SB 52A2206 (Rev 3 and AD-88-12-04.
In fact, there was no evidence that UAL had intended to comply
with the terminating action of the Alert SB, until it was mandated
by the FAA.
It is understandable that an airline would not take its aircraft out
of service to incorporate revisions that do not appear to be safety
critical. Although by definition an Alert SB is safety related, there
was no implication from Boeing's and FAA's actions regarding
this matter that urgency was required. The airlines rely on the
airframe manufacturers and the FAA to evaluate the need for
urgent airworthiness actions that might take airplanes out of
revenue service. In this case, UAL had scheduled completion of
its B-747 fleet modifications in accordance with the terminating
actions for AD-88-12-04 before the final allowable date; however,
the schedule was based on other heavy maintenance schedules to
prevent unnecessary down-time of its airplanes.
UAL personnel stated after the UAL 811 accident that its

personnel did not fully appreciate the importance, or safety
implications, of the terminating actions, or they would have
incorporated the improvements much earlier. The usual
difficulties in setting short suspense dates for performing
terminating actions in AD's, such as parts availability, did not
seem to exist in this case, because the parts were not complex
components and probably could have been fabricated fairly
quickly in-house by most airlines.
Human performance certainly contributed to UAL's failure to
incorporate an important inspection step into its maintenance
program as mandated by AD-88-12-04. When UAL obtained an
advance draft copy of the forthcoming NPRM that eventually led
to the AD, the airline began preparing its work orders to
implement the forthcoming the AD requirements into its B-747
fleet (30 airplanes at the time). UAL developed its maintenance
work sheets from the text of the draft NPRM, which was virtually
identical to the text of the final rule. As a result of a clerical error,
one of the important inspection steps required by the AD was
omitted.
Apparently, UAL maintenance personnel never compared the
work sheets they received with the actual requirements of the
AD, or if they did, the omission was not detected. FAA inspectors
responsible for oversight of UAL's maintenance program also did
not detect this error because normal surveillance of AD
compliance merely involved verifying the correctness of UAL's
paperwork that listed the applicable AD's and compliance dates.
The inspectors did not actually verify UAL's compliance action
by shop visits, or by comparison of work sheets with AD
provisions. These omissions by the UAL maintenance and quality
assurance personnel, and the limitations of the FAA surveillance
procedures were probably significant in setting the stage for the
events that led to the actual cause of the door separation from
N4713U.

Another matter of concern is the quality of UAL's trend analysis
program. There was no indication that the repeated discrepancies
with the forward cargo door on N4713U "raised a flag" within the
UAL maintenance department. A quality assurance or trend
analysis program should have detected an adverse trend and
should have prompted efforts to resolve the repeated problems. If
it had, any faults in the door electrical system or damage to
mechanical components might have been detected.
In summary, the Safety Board concludes that there were several
opportunities wherein Boeing, the FAA, and UAL could have
taken action during the initial design and certification of the
B-747 cargo door, as well as during the operation and
maintenance of the cargo door installed on N4713U, to ensure the
continuing airworthiness of the cargo door. The Safety Board
further concludes that these deficiencies and oversights
contributed to the cause of this accident.
2.8 Survival Aspects
The Hickam ARFF units and the airport's ARFF units operated on
separate radio networks and thus they could not communicate
directly on-scene by radio. This situation required them to
communicate by voice. Although the two ARFF services had a
common radio frequency (as per the Airport Emergency Plan),
procedures for its use had not yet been developed. The Safety
Board believes that such communication procedures should be
expeditiously developed.
The use of camouflage paint schemes on military ARFF vehicles
may be appropriate for military purposes; however, the Safety
Board believes that camouflage is not appropriate for ARFF
vehicles that are operated at a joint- use airport. It is obvious that
these vehicles must be conspicuous to be seen by other
responding vehicles and by persons who are involved in the
accident, such as airport and airline personnel, crew and
passengers, and off-airport firefighting and rescue vehicles.

The National Fire Protection Association Standards recommend
for primary firefighting, rapid intervention and combined agent
vehicles, that, "Paint finish shall be selected for maximum
visibility and shall be resistant to damage from firefighting
agents."4 Furthermore, Federal Aviation Regulation 14 CFR
139.319 (f) (2) requires emergency vehicles, "Be painted or marked
in colors to enhance contrast with the background environment
and optimize daytime and nighttime visibility and identification."
Further guidance for the high visibility color of ARFF vehicles is
provided in a Federal Aviation Administration Advisory Circular
where the vehicle paint color is specified as, "lime yellow"
Dupont No. 7744 UH or its equivalent.5
Because flight attendants are vital to the safety and survival of the
passengers following a decompression, measures should be taken
to prevent flight attendants from being incapacitated by hypoxia.
The Safety Board believes that oxygen masks should be attached
to the emergency oxygen bottles to avoid any delay in their use in
order to be in compliance with the intent of 14 CFR 25.1447 (c)(4).
Therefore, the FAA should direct its inspector staff to survey
B-747 airplanes for compliance with 14 CFR 25.1447(c)(4), and
correct deficiencies found.
In this accident, the use of megaphones was vital because of the
inability to be heard over the public address (PA) system. Title
14CFR 121.309 (f)(1) requires one megaphone on each airplane
with a seating capacity of more that 60 and less that 100
passengers; 14 CFR 121.309 (f)(2) requires two megaphones in the
cabins on each airplane with a seating capacity of more than 99
passengers. As this decompression demonstrated, additional
megaphones are necessary on wide-body and large narrow-body
airplanes to ensure communication in the cabin during
emergencies when the PA system is inoperative.
Had there been a need for an immediate evacuation, or a water
ditching, rapid egress would not have been possible at doors 2-

left and 2-right because they were blocked by open storage
compartments and spilled contents. The possibility also exists
that a compartment door could release during a hard landing or
turbulence and swing down and injure a flight attendant. Thus,
the Safety Board believes that improved latches should be
installed and the downward movement of stowage
compartments doors should be restricted to prevent the doors
from striking a seated flight attendant or block the exit door.
The Safety Board believes that the problems with life preserver
donning and adjustment demonstrated in this accident should be
addressed by the FAA. The straps and fittings on life preservers
need to be evaluated to determine where improvements can be
made, and clearer donning instructions should be developed.
TSO-C13d, Life Preservers 1/3/83 prescribes the minimum
performance standards for life preservers. With regard to
donning, the TSO requires:
Donning. It must be demonstrated that an adult, after receiving
only the customary preflight briefing on the use of life preservers,
can don the life preserver within 15 seconds unassisted while
seated. It must be demonstrated that an adult can install the life
preserver on another adult, a child, or an infant within 30 seconds
unassisted. The donning demonstration is begun with the
unpackaged life preserver in hand.
Based on flight attendant interviews and information obtained
from passengers these donning times were exceeded in many
instances.
The Safety Board has made numerous recommendations to the
FAA in the past regarding needed improvements in life preserver
donning instructions, donning procedures, and timing of
donning.6 The FAA has adopted most of the Safety Board's
recommendations in its April 23, 1986, revision to TSO-C13e, Life
Preservers, which now requires the wearer to be able to secure the
preserver with no more than one attachment and make no more

than one adjustment for fit. Also, donning tests are required for
age groups of users starting with 20-29 years and ending with
60-69 years. At least 60% of the test subjects in each age group
must be able to don then life preserver within 25 seconds
unassisted with their seatbelts fastened starting with the life
preserver in its storage package. TSO-C13e contains
requirements that would have eliminated some of the problems
that passengers had in this accident in correctly donning and
adjusting their life preservers.
The Safety Board has recommended (A-85-35 through-37) to the
FAA to amend 14 CFR 121, 125, and 135 to require air carriers to
install life preservers that meet TSO-C13e within a reasonable
time. The FAA adopted TSO-C13e on April 23, 1986, and
originally had specified an effective date of April 23, 1988, after
which all newly manufactured life preservers approved under the
TSO system would have to meet the requirements of TSO-C13e.
The objective of the cut off date was to introduce life preservers
into the fleets with the higher performance level as specified in
TSO-C13e by assuring that replacement articles met the higher
standards. On March 3, 1988, the FAA rescinded the cut off date
to seek further public comments of fleet retrofit in accord with the
proposed rulemaking. See Section 4.0 for FAA action and status of
the recommendations.
3. CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Findings
1.
There were no flightcrew or cabincrew factors in the cause of
the accident or injuries.
2.
There were no air traffic control or weather factors in the
cause of the accident.
3. The airplane had not been maintained in accordance with the
provisions of AD-88-12-04 that required an inspection of the cargo
door locking mechanisms after each time the door was operated
manually and restored to electrical operation. However, this

circumstance was determined not to be a factor in the accident.
4. All but one of the electrical components remaining with the
airplane or found with the cargo door that were necessary to have
malfunctioned in order to cause an inadvertent electrical opening
of the cargo door after dispatch were found to function properly.
5. The forward cargo door lock sectors were found in the
locked position (actually in an "over-locked" position) and
jammed against the latch cams. The latch cams were found in the
nearly open position.
6.
The latch actuator manual drive port seal was found
damaged from the forces involved in the separation of the door
and did not indicate that the drive port had been used to open the
door latches manually before the accident.
7.
Electrical continuity tests indicated that the S2 master latch
lock switch was in the "not locked" position when it was
recovered with the cargo door. Because it had sustained damage
from being submerged in the sea, its preaccident condition could
not be determined.
8. An S2 switch functioning as found after recovery would
permit electrical power to the door during ground operation so
that additional failure modes or activation of the door control
switch could result in movement of the latching cams.
9. All other switches associated with operation of the cargo door
were found damaged from being submerged in the sea; however,
they were determined to be properly installed and probably
functional.
10. Short circuit paths in the cargo door circuit were identified
that could have led to an uncommanded electrical actuation of
the latch actuator; this situation occurred most likely before
engine start, although limited possibilities for an uncommanded
electrical actuation exist after engine start while an airplane is on
the ground with the APU running.
11. It was not possible for electrical short circuits to command

the cargo door to open at the time of the loss of the door, and it is
highly improbable that such an event occurred when the airplane
was airborne during the short period while the APU was
running.
12. Insulation breaches were found on recovered portions of the
cargo door wires that could have allowed short circuiting and
power to the latch actuator, although no evidence of arcing was
noted. All of the wires were not recovered, and tests showed that
arcing evidence may not be detectable.
13. An uncommanded movement of cargo door latches that
occurred on another UAL B-747 on June 13, 1991, was attributed
to insulation damage and a consequent short between wires in
the wiring bundle between the fuselage and the moveable door.
Because the S2 switch functioned properly on that airplane,
movement of the latches would not have occurred after the door
was locked.
14. UAL's maintenance trend analysis program was inadequate
to detect an adverse trend involving the cargo door on N4713U.
This circumstance was determined not to be a factor in the
accident.
15. FAA oversight of the UAL maintenance and inspection
program did not ensure adequate trend analysis and adherence to
the provisions of airworthiness directives. This circumstance was
determined not to be a factor in the accident.
16. The smooth wear patterns on the latch pins of the forward
cargo door installed on N4713U were signs that the door was not
properly aligned (out of rig) for an extended period of time,
causing significant interference during the normal open/close
cycle.
17. The rough heat-tinted wear areas on the latch pins of the
forward cargo door installed on N4713U marked the positions of
the cams at the time the door opened in flight.
18. The design of the B-747 cargo door locking mechanisms did

not provide for the intended "fail-safe" provisions of the locking
and indicating systems for the door.
19. Boeing's Failure Analysis, which was the basis upon which
the FAA granted an alternative method of compliance with the
provisions of 14 CFR 25.783(e), was not valid as evidenced by the
findings of the Pan Am incident in 1987, and the accident
involving flight 811.
20. Boeing and the FAA did not take immediate action to
require the use of the cam position view ports following the Pan
Am incident, and did not include this requirement in the
provisions of the Alert Service Bulletins or AD-88-12-04.
21. There were several opportunities for the manufacturer and
the FAA to have taken action during the service life of the Boeing
747 that might have prevented this accident.
22. The fact that the crash fire rescue vehicles responding to this
accident did not use a common radio frequency led to problems
in communication among the responding vehicles.
23.
The camouflage paint scheme of the military fire rescue
units led to reduced visibility of these units and resulted in at
least one near-collision.
24. Megaphones were used in flight to communicate with
passengers because of the high ambient noise level. However,
more megaphones would have afforded better communication in
all parts of the cabin.
25. Some flight attendants and passengers had difficulties
tightening straps of their life preservers around their waists
because of the fabric used, the design of the adjustment fittings,
and the angle the straps were pulled.
26.
Articles that fell to the floor from stowage bins above the
L-2 and R-2 exits and galley service items had to be cleared away
from the exits before the emergency evacuation could be initiated.
3.2 Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the

probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective actions
by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the investigation, including evidence from the
recovered cargo door and a June 13, 1991, incident involving the
uncommanded electrical operation of a cargo door on a UAL
Boeing 747 at JFK Airport, the National Transportation Safety
Board recommends that the FAA:
Require that the electrical actuating systems for nonplug cargo
doors on transport-category aircraft provide for the removal of all
electrical power from circuits on the door after closure (except for
any indicating circuit power necessary to provide positive
indication that the door is properly latched and locked) to
eliminate the possibility of uncommanded actuator movements
caused by wiring short circuits. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-92-21)
As a result of this investigation, on August 23, 1989, the Safety
Board issued the following safety recommendations to the FAA:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) to require that the manual
drive units and electrical actuators for Boeing 747 cargo doors
have torque limiting devices to ensure that the lock sectors,
modified per AD-88-12-04, cannot be overridden during

mechanical or electrical operation of the latch cams. (Class II,
Priority Action)(A-89-92)
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) for non-plug cargo doors
on all transport category airplanes requiring the installation of
positive indicators to ground personnel and flightcrews
confirming the actual position of both the latch cams and locks,
independently. (Class II, Priority Action)(A-89-93)
Require that fail-safe design considerations for non-plug cargo
doors on present and future transport category airplanes account
for conceivable human errors in addition to electrical and
mechanical malfunctions. (Class II, Priority Action)(A-89-94)
The FAA responded to Safety Recommendations A-89-92 through
-94 on November 3, 1989. During its evaluation of Safety
Recommendation A-89-92, the FAA determined that Boeing 747
cargo doors with lock sectors, modified in compliance with AD
88-12-04, cannot be overridden during mechanical or
least one torque-limiting device. The Safety Board has reviewed
AD 88-12-04 and has confirmed the FAA's findings. Based on this,
Safety Recommendation A-89-92 has been classified as "Closed-Reconsidered."
The FAA responded to Safety Recommendations A-89-93 and -94
describing action to review all outward opening (nonplug) doors
and all jetpowered transport-category airplanes to determine
what, if any, modifications are needed to ensure that these doors
will not open in flight. The FAA pointed out that the door latch
indicating system is to be only part of the review and that door
designs will be evaluated against criteria specified in 14 CFR
25.783 as amended by Amendment 25-54, and the policy material
published in Advisory Circular 25.783.1, adopted in 1980 and will
take into account human factors involved in the routine operation
of closing and locking doors to ensure that the latch and lock
systems are fail-safe. Further, to emphasize the importance of
human factors, the FAA has developed a training program for

FAA certification personnel to enhance their knowledge of human
factors in aircraft design. This training program will be offered to
approximately 100 certification personnel during the next year.
Based on this response, Safety Recommendations A-89-93 and -94
have been classified as "Open--Acceptable Action." The Safety
Board believes it necessary to point out that this hazard exists for
any pressurized aircraft using nonplug doors and that the FAA
should not be limiting this review to only those transports which
are jetpowered.
On November 29, 1990, Boeing issued service bulletin number
747-52-2224 applicable to all 747-100, 747-200, and 747-300
airplanes to add a new "door latch" switch to all 747 cargo doors.
In addition to the door warning switch that monitors the position
of the pressure relief doors, the new door latch switch is activated
by the latch cam bellcrank to separately sense the position of the
latch cams. The existing "door closed" switch is also replaced with
a double pole switch. The additional pole is used to separately
sense the position of the door. Another single pole switch is also
added to redundantly sense the position of the door. If any of
these switches are not actuated, the warning light on the flight
engineer's panel and a new light added to pilot's glareshield
panel will be illuminated. The modification also requires
installation of new cargo door control panels on the forward and
aft lower cargo doors. The new panel incorporates an additional
light to indicate proper door locking.
The FAA mandated the incorporation of this service bulletin
within 18 months by AD 90-09-06, Amendment 39-6581, effective
May 29, 1990.
Also, as a result of this accident, on May 4, 1990, the National
Transportation Safety Board issued the following safety
recommendations to the FAA:
Amend 14 CFR 25.1447(c)(4) to require that face masks be
attached to the regulators of portable emergency oxygen bottles.

(Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-54)
Require, in accordance with the requirements of 14 CFR 25.1447
(c)(4), that a portable oxygen bottle be located at the flight
attendant stations at exit door 5 right and at exit door 5 left in
B-747 airplanes. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-55)
Require that no articles be placed in storage compartments that
are located over emergency exit doors. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-90-56)
Amend 14 CFR 121.309(f) to require a readily accessible
megaphone at each seat row at which a flight attendant is
stationed. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-57)
Take corrective action to improve direct visibility to passengers
from the upper level flight attendant jumpseat in the B-747
airplanes using eye reference data contained in Federal Aviation
Administration report FAA-AM-75-2 "Anthropometry of Airline
Stewardesses." (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-58)
Issue an Airworthiness Directive to require that stronger latches
be installed in oversized storage compartments that formerly
held liferafts on all B-747 airplanes and also limit the distance that
these compartments can be opened. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-90-59)
Demonstrate for each make and model of life preserver that it can
be donned, adjusted, and tightened within the elapsed time
required by TSO-C13d. Direct particular attention to the ease with
which straps pass through adjustment fittings when the straps are
pulled at all possible angles. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-60)
Establish a cutoff date of [within 1 year of this recommendation
letter] after which all life preservers manufactured for
passengercarrying aircraft would be required to meet the
specifications of TSO-C13e. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-61)
The FAA first responded to these safety recommendations in a
July 26, 1990, letter. Further responses to various safety
recommendations in the group came in letters dated October 26,

1990 (A-90-59); May 13, 1991 (A-90-58); September 23, 1991
(A-90-55, -56, and -59); and March 9, 1992 (A-90-59). The current
status of each safety recommendation is:
A-90-54: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending outcome of
potential rulemaking initiative by the FAA.
A-90-55: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending a review by
the FAA of B-747 airplanes for compliance with portable oxygen
bottle placement and securement requirements and for
modifications that do not meet the intent of the type certification.
A-90-56: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending a
reexamination by the FAA of the potential for contents of
compartments spilling out during an emergency and obstructing
passengers.
A-90-57: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending the FAA's
review of its position regarding a requirement for multiple
megaphones on passenger airplanes.
A-90-58: "Closed--Reconsidered" as a result of the Safety Board's
acceptance of the FAA position that the cabin jumpseat design on
B-747's does not constitute an unsafe condition.
A-90-59: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the issuance of
an Airworthiness Directive to require stronger latches on
oversized storage compartments on B-747 airplanes.
A-90-60: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the
implementation of the latest iteration of TSO-C13.
A-90-61: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending inclusion in
TSO-C13 (latest iteration) of a cutoff date after which all life
preservers manufactured for passenger-carrying aircraft would
be required to meet the specifications of the TSO.
The FAA's March 9, 1992, response to Safety Recommendation
A-90-59 included the final AD addressing this issue. The AD does
meet the intent of the recommendation, which is now classified as
"Closed--Acceptable Action."
Also as a result of this accident, on May 4, 1990, the Safety Board

reiterated the following recommendations to the FAA:
A-85-35
Amend 14 CFR 121 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; ensure that 14 CFR 25
is consistent with the amendments to Part 121.
A-85-36
Amend 14 CFR 125 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; amend Part 125 to
require approved flotation-type seat cushions (TSO-C72) on all
such aircraft; ensure that 14 CFR 25 is consistent with the
amendments of Part 125.
A-85-37
Amend 14 CFR 135 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; Amend Part 135 to
require approved floatation-type seat cushions (TSO-C72) on all
such aircraft; ensure that 14 CFR SFAR No. 23 is consistent with
the amendments to Part 135.
In a November 28, 1988, letter to the FAA, the Safety Board
recommended that a cutoff date January 1, 1989, be reestablished.
Based on this accident, the Safety Board's again urges the FAA to
establish a cutoff date by which life preservers meeting TSO-C13e
would be introduced into the fleets within a reasonable time
(A-85-36). The Safety Board recognizes that the FAA has complied
with the part of this recommendation pertaining to the flotation-

type seat cushions.
Safety Recommendations A-85-35 and -37 are being held in an
"Open--Acceptable Action" status pending the publication of the
final rule. Safety Recommendation A-85-36 is being held in an
"Open--Unacceptable Action" status because Part 125 operations
were not included in the FAA rulemaking action.
As a result of its investigation, on May 4, 1990, the Safety Board
also recommended that the State of Hawaii, Department of
Transportation, Airports Division:
Develop, in cooperation with the Department of Defense,
procedures for direct radio communication between aircraft
rescue and fire fighting vehicles operated by the State of Hawaii
and Hickam Air Force Base that would be used when responding
to airport emergencies at Honolulu International Airport. (Class
II, Priority Action) (A-90-62)
Additionally, as a result of its investigation, on May 4, 1990, the
Safety Board recommended that the Department of Defense:
Develop, in cooperation with the State of Hawaii Department of
Transportation, procedures for direct radio communication
between aircraft rescue and firefighting vehicles operated by
Hickam Air Force Base and the State of Hawaii that would be
used when responding to airport emergencies at Honolulu
International Airport. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-63)
Comply with Federal Regulation 14 CFR 139.319(f)(2) and the
guidance contained in Federal Aviation Administration Advisory
Circular 150/5220-14 by using high visibility color for aircraft
rescue and firefighting vehicles that operate at Honolulu
International Airport. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-64)
The Department of Defense responded to Safety
Recommendations A-90-63 and -64 on August 17, 1990, citing the
establishment of emergency radio communication ability between
ARFF vehicles operated by Hickam Air Force Base and the State
of Hawaii at Honolulu International Airport. Based on this action,

Safety Recommendation A-90-63 was classified as "Closed-Acceptable Action" on December 12, 1990. With the establishment
of the communications system as recommended, the Safety Board
now classifies Safety Recommendation A-90-62 as "Closed-Acceptable Action."
Also, with regard to Safety Recommendation A-90-64, the
Department of Defense pointed out that the Air Force has
initiated a program to rep™ aint the vehicles over a 3-year period
to spread out funding concerns. This safety recommendation is
being held as "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the
completion of the repainting program in 1993.
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5. APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
INVESTIGATION AND HEARING
1. Investigation
The Washington Headquarters of the National Transportation
Safety Board was notified of the United Airlines accident within a
short time after the occurrence. A full investigation team departed
Washington, D.C. at 1400 eastern daylight time on the same day
and arrived in Honolulu at 0030 Hawaiian standard time the next
day.

The team was composed of the following investigation groups:
Operations, Structures/Systems, Maintenance Records,
Metallurgy, and Survival Factors. In addition, specialist reports
were prepared relevant to the CVR, FDR and radar plots.
Parties to the field investigation were United Airlines, the FAA,
the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, the Air Line Pilots
Association, the International Association of Machinists, and the
Association of Flight Attendants.
2.
Public Hearing
A 3-day public hearing was held in Seattle, Washington,
beginning on April 25, 1989. Parties represented at the hearing
were the FAA, United Airlines, the Boeing Commercial Airplanes
Company, the Air Line Pilots Association, and the International
Association of Machinists.
APPENDIX B
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
Captain David Cronin
Captain David Cronin, 59, was hired by UAL on December 10,
1954. The captain holds Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) Certificate
No. 1268493 with airplane multiengine land ratings and
commercial privileges in airplane single-engine land, sea and
gliders. The captain is type rated in the B747, DC10, DC8, B727,
Convair (CV) 440, CV340, CV240 and the learjet. The captain was
issued a first class medical certificate on November 1, 1988, with
no limitations.
The captain's initial operating experience (IOE) check out in the
B747 occurred in December, 1985. The captain's latest line and
proficiency checks in the B747 were completed in August and
December, 1988, respectively. Training in ditching and evacuation
was included with the proficiency check. The captain had flown a
total of about 28,000 hours, 1,600 to 1,700 hours of which were in
the B747. During the 24-hour, 72-hour and 30-day periods, prior
to the accident, the captain had flown: 1 hour, 5 minutes; 13

hours, 35 minutes; and 76 hours, 18 minutes, respectively.
First Officer Gregory Slader
First Officer Gregory Slader, 48, was hired by UAL on June 15,
1964. The first officer holds ATP Certificate No. 1528630 with
airplane multiengine land ratings and commercial privileges in
airplane single-engine land. The first officer is type rated in B747,
DC10, B727, and B737. The first officer was issued a first class
medical certificate on February 14, 1989, with no limitations.
The first officer's initial operating experience (IOE) check out in
the B747 occurred in August, 1987. The first officer's latest
proficiency check in the B747 was completed in October, 1988.
Training on ditching and evacuation was included with the
proficiency check. The first officer had flown a total of about
14,500 hours, 300 hours of which were in the B747. During the 24hours, 72-hour and 30-day periods prior to the accident, the first
officer had flown: 1 hour, 5 minutes; 13 hours, 35 minutes; and 46
hours, 25 minutes, respectively.
Second Officer Randal Thomas
Second Officer Randal Thomas, 46, was hired by UAL on May 22,
1969. The second officer holds Flight Engineer Certificate No.
1947041 for turbo jet powered airplanes, issued July 18, 1969. The
second officer holds commercial pilot certificate No. 1585899 with
ratings and limitations of airplane single and multiengine land
with instrument privileges. The second officer was issued a first
class medical certificate on December 6, 1988, with no limitations.
The second officer's IOE check out in the B747 occurred in March,
1987. The second officer's latest proficiency check in the B747 was
completed in October, 1988. Training in ditching and evacuation
was included with the proficiency check. He had flown a total of
about 20,000 hours, about 1,200 hours of which were as second
officer on the B747. During his 24-hour, 72-hour and 30 dayperiods, prior to the accident, the second officer had flown: 1
hour, 5 minutes; 13 hours, 35 minutes; and 46 hours, 25 minutes,

respectively.
Flight Attendant and Chief Purser Laura Brentlinger
Flight attendant Laura Brentlinger, 38, was employed by UAL in
May 1982; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
September 19, 1988.
Flight Attendant and AFT Purser Sarah Shanahan
Flight attendant Sarah Shanahan, 42, was employed by UAL in
August 1967; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
October 10, 1988.
Flight Attendant Richard Lam
Flight attendant Richard Lam, 41, was employed by UAL on
April 1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
September 16, 1988.
Flight Attendant John Horita
Flight attendant John Horita, 44, was employed by UAL in June
1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on November 1,
1988.
Flight Attendant Curtis Christensen
Flight attendant Curtis Christensen, 34, was initially employed by
PAA in May 1978. He was subsequently employed by UAL in
February 1986 when UAL purchased PAA Pacific Division. Flight
attendant Chrisensen had completed B747 recurrent training on
December 12, 1988.
Flight Attendant Tina Blundy
Flight attendant Tina Blundy, 36, was employed by UAL in May
1973; and had completed B747 recurrent training on October 28,
1988.
Flight Attendant Jean Nakayama
Flight attendant Jane Nakayama, 37, was employed by UAL in
August 1973; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
December 6, 1988.
Flight Attendant Mae Sapolu
Flight attendant Mae Sapolu, 38, was initially employed by Pan

American Airlines (PAA) in March 1973. She was subsequently
employed by UAL in February 1986; when UAL purchased PAA
Pacific Division. Flight attendant Sapolu completed B747
recurrent training on October 13, 1988.
Flight Attendant Robyn Nakamoto
Flight attendant Robyn Nakamoto, 26, was employed by UAL in
April, 1986, and transferred to the Inflight Service Division in
May, 1988. She was initially trained on the B747 in May 1988; and
had not attended recurrent training.
Flight Attendant Edward Lythgoe
Flight attendant Edward Lythgoe, 37, was employed by UAL in
December 1978; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
October 21, 1988.
Flight Attendant Sharol Preston
Flight attendant Sharol Preston, 39, was employed by UAL in July
1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on July 29, 1988.
Flight Attendant Ricky Umehira
Flight attendant Ricky Umehira, 35, was employed by UAL in
November 1983; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 15, 1988.
Flight Attendant Darrell Blankenship
Flight attendant Darrell Blankenship, 28, was employed by UAL
in February 1984; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
February 10, 1988.
Flight Attendant Linda Shirley
Flight attendant Linda Shirley, 30, was employed by UAL in
March 1979; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 3, 1989.
Flight Attendant Ilona Benoit
Flight attendant Ilona Benoit, 48, was initially employed by PAA
in November 1969. She was subsequently employed by UAL in
February 1986; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 17, 1988.

Lead Ramp Serviceman Paul Engalla
Lead ramp serviceman Paul Engalla was employed by UAL in
1959. Because of his extensive ramp service experience, Mr.
Engalla was selected as a ramp service trainer in 1986.
Ramp Serviceman Daniel Sato
Ramp serviceman Daniel Sato was employed by UAL in May
1987. Company records indicate that his proficiency in the
opening and closing of B747 cargo doors and the operation of
container loads was attained in September 1988.
Ramp Serviceman Brian Kitaoka
Ramp serviceman Brian Kitaoka was employed by UAL in
November 1986. Company records indicate that his proficiency in
the operation of container loaders was attained in November
1987. His proficiency in the opening and closing of B747 cargo
doors was attained in October 1988.
Dispatch Mechanic Steve Hajanos
Dispatch mechanic Steve Hajanos was employed as an airplane
mechanic by UAL on October 30, 1986. He holds FAA Airplane
and Powerplants Certificate No. 362583850, issued November 14,
1981. He was formerly employed by Aloha Airlines as a
maintenance supervisor and by World Airways as a mechanic
and maintenance supervisor. He began his aviation career as an
airplane mechanic in the United States Air Force.
APPENDIX C
AIRPLANE INFORMATION
Type of Date of Maximum Inspection Inspection Cycles Interval
Service No. 1 Current 02/23/89 58,814:24 15,027 Note 1 Previous
02/23/89 58,809:02 15,026 Service No. 2 Current 02/22/89
58,802:35 15,024 65 Hours Previous 02/18/89 58,747:12 15,016
Note 2 A Check Current 02/14/89 58,710:14 15,009 350 Hours
Previous 01/16/89 58,368:57 14,947 B Check Current 11/28/88
57,751:44 14,839 131 Days Previous 07/28/88 56,635:36 14,632 C

Check Current 11/28/88 57,751:44 14,839 393 Days Previous
11/19/87 53,789:00 14,146 MPV Check Current 04/30/84 43,731:0
11,857 5 Years Previous 01/30/80 30,906:0
D Check Current 04/30/84 43,731 19,237 9 Years Previous
09/09/76 19,237 Note 1:
Service No. 1 to be accomplished on
through flights or at trip termination whenever time is less than
12 hours per Maintenance Manual Procedures BX 12-0-1-1.
Note 2: Aircraft with layover of 12 hours or more will receive a
Service No. 2 not to exceed 65 flight hours between checks.
APPENDIX D
INJURY INFORMATION
Flight Crewmember.--The second officer sustained minor
superficial brush burns to both elbows and forearms, during the
evacuation.
Cabin Crewmembers.--The cabin crewmembers sustained the
following injuries during the evacuation:
Flight attendant No. 1 sustained a strained left shoulder;
Flight attendant No. 2 sustained acute thoracic and lumbosacral
strain;
Flight attendant No. 3 sustained a mild right bicep strain;
Flight attendant No. 4 sustained a left elbow contusion, left
shoulder dislocation, and mild lumbosacral strain;
Flight attendant No. 5 sustained a left calf contusion;
Flight attendant No. 6 sustained a mild left elbow bruise;
Flight attendant No. 7 sustained mild left arm and lower back
strain;
Flight attendant No. 8 sustained a soft tissue injury to the back;
Flight attendant No. 9 sustained abrasions to both palms and the
left knee;
Flight attendant No. 10 sustained a fracture of the left tenth rib;
Flight attendant No. 11 sustained a minimal injury to the right
middle finger PIP joint and left first MP joint;
Flight attendant No. 12 sustained a pulled muscle on the left side

of the neck;
Flight attendant No. 13 sustained a comminuted fracture of the
right ulna and radius;
Flight attendant No. 14 sustained a mild thoracic back strain;
Flight attendant No. 15 sustained a non-displaced fracture of C-6,
a cerebral concussion, a fracture of the proximal right humerus,
and multiple lacerations;
A flight attendant, flying as a passenger, sustained mild
lumbosacral strain, a laceration of the right little finger, and a left
elbow abrasion.
Passengers.--Nine Passengers who were seated in seats 8H,
9FGH, 10GH, 11GH, and 12H, were ejected from the fuselage and
were not found; and thus, are assumed to have been fatally
injured in the accident.
Passengers seated in the indicated seats sustained the following
injuries:
Seat
7C
Barotrauma to both ears
9C
Half-inch laceration to the upper left arm, superficial
abrasions to left arm and hand, barotrauma to both ears
9E
Superficial abrasions and contusions to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
10B Superficial abrasions to the left elbow and left middle
finger
10E
Superficial abrasions to the torso and left forearm,
bruising of the left hand and fingers
11E Laceration on the right ankle tendon, multiple bruises
11F
Slight contusion of the right shoulder
13D
Barotrauma to both ears
13E Bleeding in both ears
13H
Contusion to the left periorbital area
14A
Laceration in the parietal occipital area, barotrauma
to both ears

15J Comminuted fracture of the lateral epicondyle of the left
distal humerus (about 5mm separation)
16B Superficial abrasions to the right arm
16J
Barotrauma to both ears
16K
Right temporal abrasions
26A Barotrauma to both ears
26B barotrauma to both ears
26H
Barotitis to both ears, low back pain, irritation to the
right eye due to foreign bodies
27A Barotrauma to the right ear
28J Superficial abrasions and a contusion to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
1The flap track canoe fairings are numbered 1 through 8, from left
outboard to right outboard.
2For ease in reference, the following numbering was used to
relate forward cargo door frames to fuselage body stations (BS):
frame 1--BS 567.10, frame 2--BS 580.95, frame 3--BS 596.75, frame
4--BS 608.15, frame 5--BS 623.96, frame 6--BS 636.02, frame 7--BS
651.50, frame 8--BS 662.90.
3 The "used" switch is the switch through which electricity passes;
the "unused" switch does not have electricity pass through it.
4NFPA 414 - Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting Vehicles, National
Fire Protection Association, 1984, Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA
02269.
5Airport Fire and Rescue Vehicle Specification Guide, AC
150/5220-14, March 15, 1979, Federal Aviation Administration,
Washington, D.C. 20591.
6 Air Carrier Overwater Emergency Equipment and
Procedures" (NTSB/SS-85/02)
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com

Subject: Welcome back

I will be out of the office from 08/23/99 until 09/07/99.
I will respond to your message when I return.
Thank you for your email, Ms. Roome, how have you been?
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com
X-Lotus-Fromdomain: MCGRAW-HILL
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: Tue, 24 Aug 1999 01:00:20 -0400

I will be out of the office from 08/23/99 until 09/07/99.

I will respond to your message when I return.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: NFarrow@ninenet.com.au
Subject: Eschelon/Wiring

Dear Nick,
John Barry Smith here, we discussed UAL 811 and others
regarding cargo doors and wiring a while ago for a show you did
for Sunday about wiring.
I'm told you know about Echelon.
I have video tape and written evidence that Echelon is involved
with the wiring/cargo door issue.
Specifically: My email to Senator John McCain about the
President's Boeing 747 crashing because of a wiring/cargo door
problem was monitored by Echelon which then, possibily
autonomously, sent out Secret Service agents to my home within
24 hours to intereview me. I have on tape the Secret Service
agent saying the referral about me came from 'McCains office." I
wrote him asking for explanation. Senator McCain, in a personal
letter to me, specifically denies ever alerting, requesting,
informing any government agency to investigate either me or my
family. And yet it happened. I believe the Senator. I believe the
Secret Service agent. How then?
Here's the offending paragraph that the Secret Service were
specifically interested in.

> Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
The agent specifically said that computers search out certain
keywords and my words qualified.
I was baffled for a year until I read about Echelon. The
dangerous part is that it is working in the name of authority
without authority being informed of its actions. A true artificial
intelligence run amok for good intentions.
Well, John McCain is a declared presidential candidate; he
should be interested that computers are monitoring his email
from his citizens and acting unilaterally in his name without his
knowledge.
My interest is wiring/cargo door explanation. The SS cleared me,
the messenger, but did not followup about my message.

Any interest?
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Date: Sun, 06 Jun 1999 15:29:17 +0800
From: John Sampson <sampson@iinet.net.au>
X-Accept-Language: en
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: Aart van der Wal <iasaeur@worldonline.nl>,
Andrew Howard <andrew@pem.com.au>,
Ross Coulthart <RCOULTHART@ninenet.com.au>,
"Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
CC: Patrick Price <PAPCECST@aol.com>,
"James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>,

james lyon <jtlyon@sympatico.ca>, edward block
<edwblock@aol.com>
Subject: Congress, NSA butt heads over Echelon
FYI
For those familiar with ECHELON, the world-wide
AUSCANNZUKUS telecommunications espionage system, link
1& 1a below will be of interest.Those not so familiar should
perhaps first look at links 2 through 4 first. Big Brother is
watching you.
I'd venture that this (link 1) story has emanated from the
excellent coverage given by Ross Coulthart and Nick Farrow
some weeks ago (links 3 & 4).
It demonstrates the power of the Intelligence Community (being
able to say "NO" to a Congressional Select Committee). No
need to wonder what abuses they have to hide. I can assure you
that your worst nightmares fall short of the mark.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: TimClark
Subject: UAL 811, the wrong first AAR 90/01
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines (UAL), flight 811, a Boeing
747-122 (B-747), N4713U, was being operated as a regularly
scheduled flight from Los Angeles, California (LAX) to Sydney,
Australia (SYD) with intermediate stops in Honolulu, Hawaii
(HNL) and Auckland, New Zealand (AKL). There were 3
flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337 passengers aboard the
airplane.
The flightcrew reported the airplane's operation to be normal
during the takeoff from Honolulu, and during the initial and
intermediate segments of the climb. The flightcrew observed en
route thunderstorms both visually and on the airplane's weather
radar, so they requested and received clearance for a deviation to
the left of course from the HNL Combined Center Radar
Approach Control (CERAP). The captain elected to leave the
passenger seat belt sign "on."
The flightcrew stated that the first indication of a problem
occurred while the airplane was climbing between 22,000 and

23,000 feet at an indicated airspeed (IAS) of 300 knots. They heard
a sound, described as a "thump," which shook the airplane. They
said that this sound was followed immediately by a "tremendous
explosion." The airplane had experienced an explosive
decompression. They said that they donned their respective
oxygen masks but found no oxygen available. Engines No. 3 and
4 were shutdown because of damage from foreign object
ingestion.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at HNL and
the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, and the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
improperly latched forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and
the subsequent explosive decompression. Contributing to the
cause of the accident was a deficiency in the design of the cargo
door locking mechanisms, which made them susceptible to
inservice damage, and which allowed the door to be unlatched,
yet to show a properly latched and locked position. Also
contributing to the accident was the lack of proper maintenance
and inspection of the cargo door by United Airlines, and a lack of
timely corrective actions by Boeing and the FAA following the
1987 cargo door opening incident on a Pan Am B-747.
The Safety Board issued three safety recommendations as a result
of this investigation that addressed measures to improve the
airworthiness of the B-747 cargo doors and other non-plug doors
on pressurized transport category airplanes. It also issued

recommendations affecting cabin safety.
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20594
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
UNITED AIRLINES, FLIGHT 811 BOEING 747-122, N4713U
HONOLULU, HAWAII FEBRUARY 24, 1989
1. FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1 History of Flight
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines (UAL), flight 811, a Boeing
747-122 (B-747), N4713U, was being operated as a regularly
scheduled flight from Los Angeles, California (LAX) to Sydney,
Australia (SYD) with intermediate stops in Honolulu, Hawaii
(HNL) and Auckland, New Zealand (AKL).
The flightcrew assigned to the LAX/HNL route segment reported
no difficulty during their flight.
A flightcrew change occurred when flight 811 arrived at HNL.
The oncoming captain stated that he and his crew reported to
UAL operations 1 hour and 15 minutes prior to the flight's
scheduled departure time from HNL. The crew had completed a
34-hour layover (rest period) in HNL.
The captain reviewed the flight plan, the weather, pertinent
NOTAMs, and maintenance records, and signed the Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) clearance before boarding the airplane.
Flight 811 departed HNL gate 10 at 0133 Honolulu Standard Time
(HST), 3 minutes after the scheduled departure time, with 3 flight
crewmembers, 15 cabin crewmembers, and 337 passengers. The
flightcrew attributed the short delay to cabin crew problems with
arming the 5L cabin door emergency exit slide and the normal
securing of the 2L door after a somewhat extended passenger
boarding process. The second officer stated that all cabin and
cargo door warning lights were out prior to the airplane's
departure from the gate. He said that he dimmed the annunciator
panel lights at his station while the airplane was departing the

gate area.
The captain was at the controls when the flight was cleared for
takeoff on HNL runway 8R at 0152:49 HST. The auxiliary power
unit (APU), which was used during the takeoff, was shutdown
shortly after making the initial power reduction to climb thrust.
The flightcrew reported the airplane's operation to be normal
during the takeoff and during the initial and intermediate
segments of the climb. The flightcrew observed en route
thunderstorms both visually and on the airplane's weather radar,
so they requested and received
clearance for a deviation to the left of course from the HNL
Combined Center Radar Approach Control (CERAP). The captain
elected to leave the passenger seat belt sign "on."
The flightcrew stated that the first indication of a problem
occurred while the airplane was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet at an indicated airspeed (IAS) of 300 knots. They heard
a sound, described as a "thump," which shook the airplane. They
said that this sound was followed immediately by a "tremendous
explosion." The airplane had experienced an explosive
decompression. They said that they donned their respective
oxygen masks but found no oxygen available. The airplane cabin
altitude horn sounded and the flightcrew believed the passenger
oxygen masks had deployed automatically.
The captain immediately initiated an emergency descent, turned
180( to the left to avoid a thunderstorm, and proceeded toward
HNL. The first officer informed CERAP that the airplane was in
an emergency descent and appeared to have lost power in the
No. 3 engine. The appropriate 7700 emergency code was placed
in the airplane's radar beacon transponder and an emergency was
declared with CERAP at approximately 0220 HST. The No. 3
engine was shut down shortly after commencing the descent
because of heavy vibration, no N1 compressor indication, low
exhaust gas temperature (EGT), and low engine pressure ratio

(EPR).
The second officer then left the cockpit to inspect the cabin area
and returned to inform the captain that a large portion of the
forward right side of the cabin fuselage was missing. The captain
subsequently shut down the No. 4 engine because of high EGT
and no N1 compressor indication, accompanied by visible flashes
of fire. The flightcrew initiated fuel dumping during the descent
to reduce the airplane landing weight.
The airplane was cleared for an approach to HNL runway 8L. The
final approach was flown at 190 to 200 knots with the No. 1 and
No. 2 engines only. During flap extension, the flightcrew
observed an indication of asymmetrical flaps as the flap position
approached 5(. The flightcrew decided to extend inboard trailing
edge flaps to 10( for the landing. The right outboard leading edge
flaps1 did not extend during the flap lowering sequence. The
airplane touched down on the runway, approximately 1,000 feet
from the approach end, and came to a stop about 7,000 feet later.
The captain applied idle reverse on the Nos. 1 and No. 2 engines
and employed moderate to heavy braking to stop the airplane.
AT 0234 (HST), HNL tower was notified by the flightcrew that the
airplane was stopped and an emergency evacuation had
commenced on the runway.
After the accident, UAL ramp service personnel, who had been
involved with the cargo loading and unloading of flight 811
before takeoff from HNL, stated that they had opened and closed
the forward cargo door electrically. They said that they had
observed no damage to the cargo door. The ramp service
personnel said that they had verified that the forward cargo door
was flush with the fuselage of the airplane, that the master door
latch handle was stowed, and that the pressure relief doors were
flush with the exterior skin of the cargo door.
The dispatch mechanic stated that, in accordance with UAL
procedures, he had performed a "circle check" prior to the

airplane's departure from the HNL gate. This check included
verification that the cargo doors were flush with the fuselage of
the airplane, that the master latch lock handles were stowed, and
that the pressure relief doors were flush or within 1/2 inch of the
cargo door's exterior skin. He said a flashlight was used during
this inspection.
The second officer stated that, in accordance with UAL Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) he had performed an operational
check of the door warning annunciator lights as part of his
portion of the cockpit preparation. The second officer also stated
that he used a flashlight while performing an exterior inspection,
again in accordance with UAL procedures. The exterior
inspection was conducted while ramp service personnel were
performing cargo loading operations and the cargo doors were
open. He stated that he had observed no abnormalities or
damage.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Injuries Flightcrew Cabincrew Passengers Others Serious * Lost in
flight. An extensive air and sea search for the passengers was
unsuccessful.
1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of an approximate
10 by 15-foot hole on the right side in the area of the forward
lower lobe cargo door. The cargo door fuselage cutout lower sill
and side frames were intact but the door was missing (see figures
1 and 2). An area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet
lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from the upper sill
of the forward cargo door to the upper deck window belt, had
separated from the airplane at a location above the cargo door
extending to the upper deck windows. The floor beams adjacent
to and inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downward.
Figure 1.--Overall view of forward cargo door area on the right

side of the aircraft.
Figure 2.--Close-up view of hole and surrounding structure
damage.
Examination of all structure around the area of primary damage
disclosed no evidence of preexisting cracks or corrosion. All
fractures were typical of fresh overstress breaks.
Debris had damaged portions of the right wing, the right
horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer and engines Nos. 3 and
4. No damage was noted on the left side of the airplane, including
engines Nos. 1 and 2.
The right wing had sustained impact damage along the leading
edge between the No. 3 engine pylon and the No. 17 variable
camber leading edge flap. Slight impact damage to the No. 18
leading edge flap was noted.
There was a break and scuff in the wing leading edge aft of
engine No. 4 and a scuff in the wing leading edge outboard of
engine No. 4. There was a large indentation (to a depth of nearly
8 inches) in the area just above the outboard landing light, and
the landing light covers were broken. There was a small puncture
in the upper surface of the No. 14 krueger flap and impact
damage to the wing leading edge just aft of the No. 14 krueger
flap. There was a gash on the upper wing surface aft of the No. 14
krueger flap and leading edge, as well as punctures to the wing
leading edge aft of the number 16 krueger flap. The under wing
surface aft of the krueger flaps also sustained impact damage.
The right wing also had sustained damage at the wing-to-body
fairing and two flap track canoe fairings.2 Wing-to-body fairing
damage was limited to surface scraping forward of and below the
wing. The outboard surface of the No. 6 flap track canoe fairing
revealed a slightly more significant gouge mark. The most severe
damage was evident on the inboard surface of the No. 8 flap track
canoe fairing, where three separate punctured areas were
observed. The trailing edge flaps were not damaged.

The leading edge of the right horizontal stabilizer had several
dents. The most severe dents, located 8 to 10 feet from the
stabilizer root, were approximately 3 inches wide and 1 inch
deep. No punctures were found. The vertical stabilizer had
multiple small and elongated indentations with a maximum
depth of 1/2 inch near the right base of the leading edge. A small
gouge and two small scrapes were noted at midspan of the upper
rudder.
A piece of cargo container was found lodged between the No. 3
engine pylon (inboard) and the wing underside. The piece of
metal had severed the pneumatic duct for the leading edge flaps.
Various nicks and punctures were evident on the inboard side of
the No. 3 engine pylon. The No. 4 engine pylon had a small
puncture near the leading edge of the wing.
The external surfaces of the No. 3 engine inlet cowl assembly
exhibited foreign object damage including small tears, scuffs and
a large outwardly directed hole. The entire circumference of all
the acoustic (sound attenuator) panels installed on the inlet
section of the cowl had been punctured, torn, or dented. None of
the No. 3 engine cases were penetrated by objects, nor was there
evidence of fire damage to any visible engine components and
accessories. The leading edges of all fan blade airfoils on the No. 3
engine exhibited extensive foreign object damage.
External damage to the No. 4 engine inlet and core cowls was
confined to the inboard side of the inlet cowl assembly. The
damage consisted of one major scuff mark, four lesser scuff marks
and one crescent-shaped cut. The sound attenuator panels that
were installed in the inlet area of the inlet cowl assembly had not
been penetrated. The No. 4 engine fan blade airfoils had
sustained both soft and hard object damage from foreign objects.
The cargo door separation resulted in the loss of fuselage shell
structure above the cargo door, along with main cabin floor
structure below seats 8GH through 12GH (see figure 3). The

missing floor area extended inboard from the interior of the right
side fuselage wall to the inboard seat track of seats 8GH through
12GH.
The supply and fill lines from the flightcrew oxygen bottle, and
the supply line for the passenger oxygen system had been broken
below the cabin floor inboard of the missing cargo door.
The two cabin pressurization out-flow valves, located on the
underside of the fuselage, aft of the rear cargo compartment, were
found fully open. The two over-pressure relief valves located on
the forward left side of the airplane were found in the normal
closed position. These valves were removed and bench tested.
(See section 1.16.2, Pressurization System.) The majority of the
cabin floor-to-cargo compartment blowout panels were found
activated. The blowout panels are designed to relieve excess
pressure differential following an explosive decompression to
prevent catastrophic damage to the cabin floor structures.
The estimated damage to the airplane was $14,000,000, based on
UAL's costs to repair it.
1.4 Other Damage
No other property damage resulted from this accident.
1.5 Personnel Information
The crew consisted of 3 flight crewmembers (the captain, the first
officer, and the second officer) and 15 cabin crewmembers. (See
appendix B.)
Figure 3.--Forward view of Cabin Zone B. Note missing seats
8GH thru 12GH.
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1
General
On February 24, 1989, the United Airlines B-747 fleet consisted of
31 airplanes, including: 2 B-747-222B, 11 B-747-SP, 5 B-747-123,
and 13 B-747-122 series airplanes. N4713U was equipped with
four Pratt & Whitney model JT9D engines.
The accident airplane, serial no. 19875, registered in the United

States as N4713U, was manufactured as a Boeing 747-122
transport category airplane by the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company (Boeing), Seattle, Washington, a Division of the Boeing
Company. N4713U, the 89th B-747 built by Boeing, was
manufactured in accordance with Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) type certificate No. A20WE, as approved
on December 30, 1969. The airplane was certificated in accordance
with the provisions of 14 CFR Part 25, effective February 1, 1965.
The maximum calculated takeoff weight for flight 811 was
706,000 pounds. The flight plan data showed an actual takeoff
weight of 697,900 pounds. The center of gravity (CG) for takeoff
was computed at 20.4 percent mean aerodynamic chord (MAC).
The forward and aft CG limits were 12 and 29.7 percent MAC,
respectively.
At the time of the accident, N4713U had accumulated 58,815 total
flight hours and 15,028 flight cycles. N4713U had not been
involved in any previous accident. Records indicated that the
airplane had been inspected and maintained in accordance with
the General Maintenance Program as defined in UAL Operations
Specifications and in accordance with the FAA approved Aircraft
and Powerplants Reliability Program. The records indicated that
all required inspection and maintenance actions had been
completed within specified time limits and all applicable
airworthiness directives (AD) had been accomplished or were in
the process of being accomplished, with the exception of AD
88-12-04, which was applicable to the B-747 lower lobe cargo
door, and which had only been complied with partially. (See
section 1.6.8 for explanation).
1.6.2
Cargo Door Description and Operation
Both the forward and aft lower cargo doors are similar in
appearance and operation. They are located on the lower right
side of the fuselage and are outward-opening. The door opening
is approximately 110 inches wide by 99 inches high, as measured

along the fuselage.
Electrical power for operation of the cargo door switches and
actuators is supplied from the ground handling bus, which is
powered by either external power or the APU. The engine
generators cannot provide power to the ground handling bus.
APU generator electrical power to the ground handling bus is
interrupted when an engine generator is brought on line after
engine start. The APU generator "field" switch can be reengaged
by the flightcrew, if necessary on the ground, to power the
ground handling bus. The air/ground safety relay automatically
disconnects the APU generator from the ground handling bus, if
it is energized, when the airplane becomes airborne and the air/
ground relay senses the airplane off the ground.
The cargo door and its associated hardware are designed to carry
circumferential (hoop) loads arising from pressurization of the
airplane. These loads are transmitted from the piano hinge at the
top of the door, through the door itself, and into the eight latches
located along the bottom of the door. The eight latches consist of
eight latch pins attached to the lower door sill and eight latch
cams attached to the bottom of the door. The cargo door also has
two midspan latches located along the fore and aft sides of the
door. These midspan latches primarily serve to keep the sides of
the door aligned with the fuselage. There are also four door stops
which limit inward movement of the door. There are two pull-in
hooks located on the fore and aft lower portion of the door, with
pull-in hook pins on the sides of the door frame. (See figure 4 for
cargo door components.)
The cargo doors on the B-747 have a master latch lock handle
installed on the exterior of the door. The handle is opened and
closed manually. The master latch lock handle simultaneously
controls the operation of the latch lock sectors, which act as locks
for the latch cams, and the two pressure relief doors located on
the door. Figure 5 depicts a latch pin and latch cam in an

unlocked and locked condition.
The door has three electrical actuators for opening/closing and
latching of the door. One actuator (main actuator) moves the door
from the fully open position to the near closed position, and vice
versa. A second actuator (pull-in hook actuator) moves the pull-in
hooks closed or open, and the third actuator (latch actuator)
rotates the latch cams from the unlatched position to the latched
position, and vice versa. The latch actuator has an internal clutch,
which slips to limit the torque output of the actuator.
Normally, the cargo doors are operated electrically by means of a
switch located on the exterior of the fuselage, just forward of the
door opening. The switch controls the opening and closing and
the latching of the door. If at any time the switch is released, the
switch will return to a neutral position, power is removed from
all actuators, and movement of the actuators ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the
"closed" position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door
moves toward the closed position. After the door has reached the
near closed position, the hook position switch transfers the
electrical control power to the pull-in hook actuator, and the
cargo door is brought to the closed position by the pull-in hooks.
When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position, the
hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch actuator.
The
latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the lower
portion of the door, around the eight latch pins, attached to the
lower door sill. At the same time, the two midspan latch cams,
located on the sides of the door rotate around the two midspan
latch pins located on the sides of the door frame. When the eight
latch cams and the two mid-span cams reach their fully closed
position, electrical power is removed from the latch actuator by
the latch-closed switch. This completes the electrically powered

portion of the door closing operation. The door can also be
operated in the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors
across the latch cams. These are manually moved in place across
the open mouth of each of the eight lower cams through
mechanical linkages to the master latch lock handle. The position
of the lock sectors is indicated indirectly by noting visually the
closed position of the two pressure relief doors located on the
upper section of each cargo door. The pressure relief doors are
designed to relieve any residual pressure differential before the
cargo doors are opened after landing, and to prevent
pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are
mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This
final procedure also actuates the master latch lock switch,
removing electrical control power from the opening and closing
control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo door
warning light through a switch located on one of the pressure
relief doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by reversing
the above procedure.
The B-747 cargo door has eight (8) view ports located beneath the
latch cams for direct viewing of the position of the cams by means
of alignment stripes. Procedures for using these view ports for
verifying the position of the cams were not in place or required
by UAL (see 1.17.5 for additional information).
Closing the door manually is accomplished through the same
sequence of actions without electrical power. The door actuator
mechanisms are manually driven to a closed and latched position
by the use of a one-half inch socket driver. The door can also be
opened manually with the use of the socket driver. There are
separate socket drives for the door raising/lowering mechanism,
the pull-in hooks, and the latches.

Operating procedures for the normal electrical operation of the
forward and aft cargo doors are outlined in the UAL Maintenance
Manual (MM). Authorization for deferral of maintenance on the
door power system is contained in the UAL B-747 Minimum
Equipment List (MEL). In addition, operating procedures for
dispatching aircraft with an inoperative door electrical power
system (manual operation) are specified in the operator's MEL.
The UAL MM differs from Boeing's recommended MM. UAL had
modified Boeing printed material or replaced pages with their
own methods and procedures for conducting maintenance
functions. The modifications to the manufacturer's MM were
accepted by the FAA through "approval" by the FAA Principal
Maintenance Inspector (PMI).3 Electrical cargo door open/close
operations in the UAL and Boeing MM's are approximately the
same, except the final "Caution" statement differs in methods to
ensure that the latch cams are closed:
United Airlines Maintenance Manual
CAUTION
DO NOT FORCE HANDLE. LATCH CAMS NOT
FULLY CLOSED COULD CAUSE HANDLE MECHANISM
SHEAR RIVET TO SHEAR.
Boeing Airplane Company Maintenance Manual
CAUTION DO NOT FORCE HANDLE. IF RESISTANCE IS
FELT, CHECK LATCH ALIGNMENT STRIPES THROUGH
VIEWING PORTS IN DOOR. LATCH CAMS NOT FULLY
CLOSED COULD CAUSE HANDLE MECHANISM SHEAR
RIVET TO SHEAR.
The following step in Boeing's MM does not appear in the UAL
MM: "Check that the Cargo Door Warning Light on flight
engineer panel goes out." The UAL flightcrew checklist includes a
check of the warning light as part of the cockpit procedures for
dispatch.
Prior to the issuance of AD-88-12-04 (see 1.6.8), UAL ramp service
personnel only operated the cargo doors electrically. Manual

operation was accomplished only by maintenance personnel.
AD-88-12-04 required the additional procedure of recycling the
master latch lock handle following manual operation of the latch
actuator.
1.6.3 UAL Boeing 747 Special Procedures - Doors
The Safety Board's investigation revealed that UAL had
published a "special maintenance procedure" in the UAL MEL for
manual operation of the cargo door. The Maintenance Manual
Special Procedures, 5-8-2-52, dated January 1988, were
incorporated into UAL's MEL for use by maintenance controllers
and work foremen in issuing instructions or procedures to
mechanics. The procedure allowed the use of a special 1/2-inch
socket drive wrench as the primary tool for use in manually
opening or closing the cargo door. The document further
authorized, as an alternate tool, an air-driven torque-limiting
screwdriver. UAL procedures required approval by San Francisco
Line Maintenance and the station maintenance coordinator before
an air-driven screwdriver could be used to operate the doors of a
B-747 airplane with an inoperative cargo door power system.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, the FAA PMI and the FAA
B-747 maintenance inspector for UAL testified that prior to the
accident they were unaware of an FAA authorization for UAL's
use of an air-driven torque-limiting screwdriver on B-747 cargo
doors. However, the FAA's approval for the use of the tool was
noted in the MEL section of the airline's maintenance manual.
The original approval had occurred before the current inspectors
assumed their respective positions. Both testified that they had
not reviewed UAL's B-747 MEL because they assumed that the
previous inspectors had reviewed it.
According to UAL, the calibration/adjustment for the torquelimited air-driven screwdrivers was tested every six months.
Safety Board investigators found no records for the calibration/
adjustment of the power tools used to manually open and close

UAL B-747 cargo doors.
The Safety Board received statements from UAL supervisory
maintenance personnel at all UAL stations and contract facilities
for B-747 operations indicating that air-driven screwdrivers had
not been used by maintenance personnel to open or close the
forward cargo door on N4713U in the months prior to the
accident.
1.6.4 UAL Maintenance Program
Airplanes operated by UAL are maintained under an FAAapproved continuous airworthiness maintenance program, as
required by 14 CFR Part 121, Subpart L. The requirements of the
UAL maintenance program are detailed in their Operations
Specifications, dated November 21, 1988. Generally, UAL has an
overall in-house capability to perform virtually all of the
maintenance required on its own airframes and powerplants. All
of the required major airframe and powerplant maintenance for
N4713U had been performed at the UAL maintenance facility in
San Francisco, California.
UAL's maintenance and inspection program is scheduled either
at specific flight hour or calendar intervals. These maintenance
and inspection programs are designated as: Service No. 1, Service
No. 2, or A, B, C, MPV, and D Checks.
The work scope of Service Checks consists of a general inspection
of the airplane and engines, including servicing of consumable
fluids, oxygen, and tire pressures. The Service No. 1 check
involves an inspection at each maintenance facility where the
airplane lands. The Service No. 2 check is performed at a
maintenance facility where the airplane is scheduled for at least
12 hours of ground time. The maximum time interval between
Service No. 2 Checks is not to exceed 65 flight hours.
The "A" Check is performed at intervals not to exceed 350 flight
hours. This check includes an extended inspection of the cockpit,
cabin, cargo compartments, landing gear, tires, and brakes. It

does not include a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The Phase Check ("B" Check) is scheduled on a calendar basis, not
to exceed 131 days. The scope of the "B" Check contains items of
inspection such as interior safety equipment and functional
verification of various aircraft systems and components. It does
not include a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The "C" Check is heavy maintenance oriented and is scheduled
on a calendar basis, every 13 months. The "C" Check work scope
is substantial and includes:
o structural inspection items;
o corrosion repair;
o prevention and inspection of critical flight control systems;
and,
o a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The Mid-Period Visit (MPV) Check is a heavy maintenance
inspection that is scheduled at intervals not to exceed 5 years.
Items requiring scheduled overhaul are contained in the check as
well as inspections of the airplane structure and interior.
The D Check, completes the routine scheduled B-747 maintenance
plan and is scheduled at intervals not to exceed 9 years. The work
scope is very similar to the MPV Check and consists of heavy
maintenance to the airplane structure, landing gear, interior, and
airplane systems, including the cargo doors.
1.6.5
Maintenance Records Review
A review of the airplane's history indicated that the forward and
aft cargo doors were the original doors and neither had been
removed for repair or replaced for cause. There was no record of
major repair to either door or adjacent airplane structure.
The forward cargo door's forward mid-span latch pin had been
removed because of gouging of the pin surface, during the last
"C" check on November 28, 1988. According to the available
maintenance documents, including the most recent "D" check, a
full cargo door rigging check had not been accomplished. UAL

maintenance personnel indicated that no rigging of the forward
or aft cargo doors was required during the following checks:
1 "D" check accomplished April 1984;
2. "C" checks accomplished November 11, 1987, and November
28, 1988; and,
3.
"B" checks accomplished March 21, 1988 and July 27, 1988;
The records prior to the "D" check in 1984 and the "C" check
accomplished in November 1987 were not required to be retained.
This procedure complies with FAR 121.380.
The logbook of N4713U was reviewed and all numbered pages
were in sequential order with none missing. The airplane had
been released for flight by UAL, HNL Maintenance, in accordance
with UAL procedures. The Los Angeles to HNL segment of flight
811, on February 23, 1989, generated four logbook discrepancy
entries. All items were cleared by HNL maintenance and none
were related to the cargo door. No new deferred items were
generated and no current deferred items were corrected. The
Maintenance Release document for flight 811 indicated that all
deferred items were in accordance with the UAL Minimum
Equipment List (MEL) and none referenced the forward cargo
door.
UAL stores its maintenance information in an "electronic
logbook," entitled Aircraft Maintenance Information System
(AMIS). This system tracks on a daily and worldwide basis the
flightcrew defect reports, all nonroutine maintenance defects, and
maintenance corrective actions for the UAL airplane fleet. The
system follows an Airline Transport Association (ATA) chapter
format. According to UAL, the AMIS information is used as part
of UAL's FAA approved maintenance reliability program
affording the capability to assess trends at any given time.
A complete history of N4713U was reviewed for the following
ATA Chapters:
Chapter-00-Miscellaneous

No significant items associated with the cargo door systems.
Chapter-21-Air Conditioning and Pressurization
An entry, dated August 19, 1988, indicated "Auto and Standby
pressure controllers were erratic." UAL maintenance cleared this
item as "Checked per Maintenance Manual Chapter (MM)
21-31-00."
Chapter-31-Instruments (Not related to any specific system)
No significant items associated with the cargo door systems.
Chapter-52-Doors (Cargo door section only)
During the period September 7, 1988, through November 1, 1988,
a series of five discrepancies on the forward cargo door's
electrical opening and closing system were noted. Ground
handling personnel were required to operate the door by the
manual system. On November 1, 1988, UAL maintenance
corrective action for this discrepancy was signed off as, "replaced
power unit [lift mechanism] per Maintenance Manual Chapter
52-34-02."
An expanded AMIS history of the N4713U forward cargo door
system was prepared beginning December 1, 1988, and
continuing until the date of the accident. The history tracked the
airplane by each flight and station transited.
During the period December 5, 1988, through December 23, 1988,
eight defect reports regarding the opening and closing of the
forward cargo door were entered into the system. The reported
defects involved problems with the cargo door not always
operating with the normal electrical system. Appendix E contains
the details of the writeups and corrective actions.
During the period December 23, 1988, through February 23, 1989,
two forward cargo door discrepancies were noted on N4713U. On
January 3, 1989, the discrepancy was, "Manual lock seals broken."
The corrective action was signed off as, "recycled [door] per
placard on door and documented. No door problems." On
January 15, 1989, the discrepancy was, "cargo door seal, lower aft

corner is torn and loose from retainer." The corrective action was
"repaired seal." There were no further recorded discrepancies.
On February 23, 1989, a written discrepancy noted "Aft cargo
door damaged aft lower corner." The corrective action listed,
"Interim repair per (EVA) LM-8-433. Accomplish permanent
repair within 60 flight hours."
Chapter-53-Structures (Fuselage)
During the period March 1988, through February 24, 1989, one
defect was noted for each of the forward and aft cargo doors on
N4713U.
Forward Cargo Door.--On September 6, 1988, the discrepancy
was, "Approximately six inches of forward cargo door jamb
damaged center of lower side sealing surface." The corrective
action was, "Installed doubler and sealed area."
Aft Cargo Door.--On April 22, 1988, the discrepancy was, "Aft
cargo door rear sill latch does not spring up to lock." The
corrective action was, "Replaced latch."
1.6.6 Service Difficulty Report Information
A review was made of the Service Difficulty Reports (SDRs) for
ATA Chapter 52 for all UAL Boeing 747 airplanes. Thirty-nine
SDRs were recorded over the period January 31, 1983, through
March 21, 1989. The following summarizes data concerning the
forward and aft cargo doors:
o
6 cases of corrosion;
o 13 cases of cracking;
o 9 cases of door open (false) indications;
o 8 cases where cabin did not pressurize;
o
2 cases of cabin pressure loss; and
o 1 case of dent caused by ground equipment.
None of the noted SDR cases were related to or recorded for
N4713U.
1.6.7 Service Letters and Service Bulletins
Boeing issues information to its customers via Service Letters

(SL's) and Service Bulletins (SB's) to inform operators of reported
and anticipated difficulties with various airplane models. Twelve
SL's provided guidance for maintenance or information
applicable to the B-747 cargo doors. Twenty-nine SB's provided
guidance for maintenance or information applicable to the B-747
cargo door.
SB-747-52-2097, "Pressure Relief Door Shroud Installation--Lower
Lobe and Side Cargo Doors," was issued on June 27, 1975.
Revision 1 to SB-747-52-2097 was issued November 14, 1975. In
general, the SB recommended the installation of shrouds on the
inboard sides of the cargo door pressure relief door openings. The
purpose of the shrouds was to prevent the possibility of the
pressure relief doors being rotated (blown) to the closed position
during the pressurization cycle. This condition could only occur if
the master latch lock handle had been left open and the
flightcrew failed to note the cargo door open warning before
takeoff.
UAL records for N4713U indicated that SB-747-52-2097 had been
complied with and the shrouds had been installed on the forward
and aft cargo doors. However, examination of the aft cargo door
on N4713U revealed that the shrouds were not in place. Because
the forward door has not been recovered, it could not be
determined whether the shrouds were in place on the forward
door. UAL could not find records to verify if they were installed,
or if they had been removed from either door.
1.6.8 Airworthiness Directives
There had been 141 Airworthiness Directives (ADs) issued that
were applicable to the accident airplane. Two ADs were pertinent
to the cargo door. AD 79-17-02-R2 ("Inspection of Fore and Aft
Lower Cargo Door Sill Latch Support Fittings,") required an
inspection every 1,700 flight hours. The second, AD 88-12-04 ("To
Insure That Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will
Not Occur In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988, required an initial

one time inspection of the cargo door latch locking mechanisms
within 30 days of issuance of the AD, and certain repetitive
inspections until terminating action for the AD was taken.
The circumstances of a Pan American World Airways (Pan Am),
Boeing 747-122 cargo door opening in flight (see 1.17.1 for details)
led to the issuance of Boeing Alert Service Bulletins (ASB)
52A2206 on April 8, 1987, and 52A2209 on August 27, 1987,
entitled, "Doors - Cargo Doors Lower Lobe Forward and Aft
Cargo Doors, Latch Locking System Tests, Operation and
Modification." Tests and investigation revealed that latch lock
sectors would, in some instances, not restrain the latch cams from
being driven open manually or electrically. Movement of the latch
cams without first moving the lock sectors to the stowed
[unlocked] position would cause bending, gouging, and breaking
of the sectors. The FAA issued AD-88-12-04 to make the
provisions of SB's 52A2206 and 52A2209 mandatory.
The terminating action for AD 88-12-04 called for installing steel
doublers to add strength to the lock sectors to prevent the latch
cams from being able to be driven to the open position manually
or electrically with the sectors in the locked position. AD 88-12-04
also required that, if the door could not be operated normally
(electrically), a trained and qualified mechanic was to open and
close the door manually, rather than ramp service personnel.
Further, the AD required an inspection of the lock sectors for
damage once a cargo door was restored to electrical operation
after any malfunction had required manual operation of the door.
The amount of time allowed for completion of terminating action
portion of AD 88-12-04 was either 18 months or 24 months, from
the issue date of the AD, depending on Boeing 747 model series.
Terminating action for the AD had not been accomplished on
N4713U prior to the accident, nor was it required since, for this
airplane, the deadline for compliance with the terminating action
was January 1990. According to UAL, N4713U was scheduled for

completion of the terminating action in April 1989, when the
airplane was scheduled for other heavy maintenance.
During the Safety Board's investigation it was determined that a
clerical error was made by UAL personnel, while attempting to
expedite the processing of an advanced copy of a Notice of
Proposed Rule Making (NPRM 87-NM-148-AD), preceding AD
88-12-04. The error involved the dropping of one line of text
during the typing of the document. Because of that error, the
portion of the text of the NPRM (and the final text of the AD) that
was left out of UAL's maintenance procedures required an
inspection of the B-747 cargo door lock sectors every time a cargo
door was restored to its normal (electrical) operation after manual
operation was required.
The UAL maintenance internal auditing system, including quality
assurance personnel, did not detect the omission until after the
accident. UAL personnel stated that, for unknown reasons, no
one within the maintenance or quality assurance programs had
reviewed the final AD language for comparison with the UAL
maintenance procedure.
A review by Safety Board investigators of forms used by UAL to
verify compliance with applicable FAA AD's issued indicated that
all of the mandatory and applicable ADs were satisfied within
their specified time limits. The list provided by UAL to the FAA
as part of the FAA's oversight responsibilities showed compliance
with AD-88-12-04, with the exception of the terminating action.
1.7 Meteorological Information
The accident occurred in night visual meteorological conditions.
No adverse weather was experienced, although the flight did
have to deviate around thunderstorms during the descent.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
There were no navigational problems.
1.9
Communications
There were no radio communication difficulties between flight

811 and ATC. Members of the flightcrew did not have any
difficulty in verbally communicating with each other; however,
attempts to communicate with the cabin crewmembers by
interphone were unsuccessful following the explosive
decompression.
1.10
Aerodrome Information
After the explosive decompression, the airplane returned to HNL,
a 14 CFR Part 139 certificated airport on the island of Oahu,
Hawaii. The airport is located about 4 miles west of Honolulu,
Hawaii.
HNL is a "joint use" airport that is used by the State of Hawaii,
the U.S. Air Force, general aviation, commercial, air carrier, air
taxi, and military aircraft. Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting
(ARFF) services are provided by State and Hickam Air Force Base
ARFF units. Prior to the emergency landing at Honolulu, flight
811 requested that all available rescue and medical equipment to
be on hand when they landed. When the crash alarm was
broadcast, all civilian and military fire units responded and were
in position in 1-minute at pre-designated stations at runway 8
left.
The Safety Board's investigation revealed that there was no direct
radio communications between the State Airport vehicles and
Hickam ARFF vehicles. Because there were no direct radio
communication's, the Chief of the airport's units had to drive his
vehicle to the vehicle of the Chief of the Hickam units to
coordinate the positioning of ARFF units prior to the landing of
United 811.
The Hickam vehicles are painted olive drab camouflage. During
the response, the Chief of the State ARFF vehicles observed a near
collision between a State and a Hickam vehicle. He attributed this
to the camouflaged Hickam vehicle not being visually
conspicuous. The response took place on a moonless night and in
light rain.

1.11 Flight Recorders
The airplane was equipped with a Sundstrand model 573 digital
type Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) and a Sundstrand model
AV557-B Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR).
Examination of the data plotted from the DFDR indicated that the
flight was normal from liftoff to the accident. The recorder
operated normally during the period. However, the
decompression event caused a data loss of approximately 2 1/2
seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values
appeared valid with the exception of the pitch and roll
parameters. Lateral acceleration showed a sharp increase
immediately following the decompression. Vertical acceleration
showed a sharp, rapid change just after the decompression and a
slight increase as the airplane began its descent.
The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on
the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a "thump"
was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew made a
comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following this sound. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
An extensive air and surface search of the ocean failed to locate
the portions of the airplane lost during the explosive
decompression. The Safety Board continues work with the U.S.
Navy for a possible attempt to locate and recover the cargo door
for examination.
1.13
Medical and Pathological Information
Appendix D contains a list of injuries.
1.14 Fire
There was no fire in the cabin or fuselage. The fires in engines No.
3 and 4 were extinguished after the engines were shut down.

1.15
Survival Aspects
The fatal injuries were the result of the explosive nature of the
decompression, which swept nine of the passengers from the
airplane.
At 0210, the FAA notified the U.S. Coast Guard that a United
Airlines, Inc., B-747, with a possible bomb on board, had
experienced an explosion and was returning to HNL. The Coast
Guard Cutter, CAPE CORWIN, departed Maui at 0248 to search
the area for debris and the missing passengers. Ultimately, 4
shore commands, 13 surface/air units, and approximately 1,000
persons took part in the combined search and rescue (SAR)
operation. The search was terminated at 1200 on February 26,
1989, without recovery of any passenger bodies.
The flight attendants had approximately 20 minutes to prepare
the cabin and the passengers for an imminent ocean ditching, and
subsequently, for an emergency evacuation. During the 20
minutes they attended to injured flight attendants and
passengers, attached the face masks to their emergency oxygen
bottles, helped each other don life preservers, helped numerous
passengers don life preservers, held up safety cards and life vests
to call attention to these items for passengers to use, briefed
"helper" passengers to assist in the evacuation, cleared debris
away from the exit doors and aisles, closed the doors of the
storage compartment above doors 2 left and 2 right, prepared the
cabin for an emergency evacuation, and told the passengers to
brace for impact.
Several problems were experienced by the flight attendants and
the passengers following the decompression, while preparing for
a possible ditching, and preparing for the emergency evacuation.
These problems included attempts by flight attendants to connect
face masks to their portable oxygen bottles, the lack of a sufficient
number of megaphones, limited visibility from a flight attendant
seat, overhead storage compartment doors opening, and donning

and fastening life preservers.
Federal Aviation Regulation 14 CFR 25.1447 (c)(4) requires that
"portable oxygen equipment must be immediately available for
each cabin attendant." Those portable oxygen bottles on N4713U,
which were readily available, were not immediately usable
because the masks were not attached to the regulators. The flight
attendants reported difficulties in attaching the masks to the
regulators.
The aft purser ran back to the flight attendant jumpseat at door 5left for a portable oxygen bottle. However, she found no bottle at
this location (none was installed). She then ran back to the 4-left
jumpseat, by which time she was "light headed." After the aft
purser reached jumpseat 4-left, flight attendant No. 14, who was
already sitting there, placed an oxygen mask on her face. The aft
purser further stated, "considering the fact that in this case there
was no other available source of oxygen, you can't imagine how
horrible I felt going back there needing oxygen but finding no
oxygen bottle at 5-left. It was terrifying."
A portable emergency oxygen bottle was not required to be
stowed at the flight attendant seat at exit 5-right; however, one
was stowed in the right coat closet behind the flight attendant
seat. In addition, the left side closet and rest rooms were
physically separated from the right side closet and rest rooms.
This arrangement requires a flight attendant, who was seated at
exit 5-left to walk around to the right side of the cabin to obtain
the oxygen bottle.
Communication between the flight attendants and passengers
was very difficult because of the high ambient noise level in the
cabin after the decompression, even though the public address
(PA) system was operational. Flight attendants were located at
each of the 10 exit doors, yet there were only two megaphones
required to be on the airplane; one located at door 1-left and
another located a 4-left.

The flight attendants, who were responsible for each of these two
doors, used the megaphones to broadcast commands to
passengers in their immediate areas and to other flight attendants
in preparation for the landing and subsequent evacuation. The
other 13 flight attendants (including the one deadheading flight
attendant) had to shout, use hand signals, and show passengers
how to prepare for the evacuation by holding up passenger safety
cards, so passengers could review the information and also know
how to put on their life preservers.
As soon as the decompression occurred, the flight attendant in
the upper deck business class section went to her jumpseat and
donned her oxygen mask, life preserver, and restraint system.
While she waited for instructions, and because of intense cabin
noise she had to communicate with passengers by holding up a
safety card and a life preserver. Passengers sitting in the front
rows, in turn, showed safety cards and life preservers to other
passengers seated behind them. Eventually everyone understood
that they were to read the safety card and put on their preservers.
However, the 5 foot 3 1/2 inch flight attendant stated that her
jumpseat was so low that she could not directly observe the
passengers in the 4th (last row).
A two door overhead stowage compartment that had formerly
stored a life raft was located above each exit door. These
compartments contained blankets and passenger carry-on
luggage. At doors 2-left and 2-right the doors of each
compartment had opened downward and blocked each exit. Also
the contents of the compartments fell to the floor at the exits. The
doors had to be closed before the evacuation because they
partially blocked the exit.
The chief purser was not able to tighten the life preserver's two
straps around her waist and needed the deadheading flight
attendant to tighten them for her. Several flight attendants and
passengers had difficulties connecting the two straps around their

waists. One flight attendant helped about 36 passengers don their
preservers.
Safety Board investigators and United Airlines personnel
examined several life preservers from each of the types of
preservers produced by five manufacturers. The strap of one
manufacturer's preserver was very difficult to tighten around the
waist while another from the same manufacturer was easy to
tighten. The two vests had different strap material and strap
adjustment fittings. Also, the straps are very difficult, if not
impossible, to tighten when they are pulled at an acute angle
from the wearer's body, i.e. from about 45 to 70 degrees. Holding
the hands and straps closer to the waist facilitates easier
adjustment of the straps.
1.16 Tests and Research
1.16.1
Forward Cargo Door Electrical Component
Examinations
Several electrical components associated with the operation of the
forward cargo door from N4713U were examined on the airplane
and then were removed for further testing. These components
included the No. 2 ground handling power bus relay, the air/
ground safety relay, the No. 1 auxiliary power circuit breaker, and
the outside and inside door control switches. All of these
components were tested for both single faults and intermittent
failures. The test results showed that all of the switches/relays
were functional, although a loose wire connection was found on
the outside door control switch. This loose wire connection
showed evidence of overheated insulation on the two terminal
lugs that attach to terminal No. 5, and there was evidence of a
burn (arc point) on the top of the screw head for terminal No. 5.
Terminal No. 5 is associated with power for the door "close" cycle,
and not the door "open" cycle.
An electrical continuity check was performed on the cockpit
cargo door warning light system components that remained with

the airplane. This check confirmed the integrity of the circuit from
the door area to the cockpit. The examination of the two bulbs
that comprise the forward cargo door warning light revealed that
one bulb was inoperative. The other bulb, which is in parallel
with the inoperative bulb, was found operative. The display
legend, which reads, "FWD CARGO DR," on the flight engineer's
panel was illuminated for the most part, even with one bulb
inoperative.
A functional check of the circuit, which allows the cockpit
warning lights to be dimmed during night operations, was also
performed. The check consisted of removing the card containing
this circuit and installing it in another B-747. The test was
satisfactory in that the dim/bright circuit functioned properly.
1.16.2 Pressurization System
The pressure relief valves located on the left side of the fuselage
in the forward cargo compartment were removed from the
airplane and subjected to bench tests at the UAL maintenance
facility in San Francisco, California. No significant anomalies
were discovered and both valves performed within specified
tolerances.
1.16.3
Safety Board Materials Laboratory Examinations--Cargo
Door Hardware
The following forward cargo door closing and latching
components were returned to the Safety Board's Materials
Laboratory for analysis.
o Eight latch pins with pin housings from the lower sill of the
door body cutout;
o
Two pull-in hook pins, one from the lower end of the
forward side of the door body cutout forward frame, and one
from the lower end of the aft side of the body cutout aft frame,
with housings;
o
Two mid-span pins, one from the forward side of the door
body cutout forward frame, and one from the aft side of the door

body cutout aft frame.
All components were initially examined while installed™ on the
airplane. All eight forward cargo door latch pins, with housings,
were removed for further laboratory examination. Also, for
comparison, one of the latch pins, with housing, from the aft
cargo door was also removed. For orientation purposes, the eight
lower latch pin assemblies are referred to by number, with the
No. 1 latch pin being the most forward on the lower door sill, and
the No. 8 pin being the most aft. When referencing a
circumferential location on the latch pins or mid-span pins, a
clock position was used. The clock code was oriented looking
forward with 12 o'clock being straight up and 9 o'clock being
directly inboard.
Based on the orientation of the latching mechanisms, the fully
unlatched latching cams would first contact the latch pins from
about the 1:15 o'clock position to the 7:15 position as the door was
closed. As the cams are being latched around the pins, they
would rotate approximately 80(, making contact with the pins
from about the 4:15 position to the 10:15 position (See Figure 6).
Detailed examination of the exposed surface of the pins (the
portion of the pins extending from the housings) revealed various
types of wear and damage.
In general, all of the forward door cargo latch pins had smooth
wear over the entire portion of the pin area contacted by the cams
during normal closing and opening of the door. The pins also had
distinct roughened (smeared) areas between the 6:15 and the 7:30
positions (See Figure 7). The roughened areas had evidence of
"heat tinting" and transfer of cam material to the surface of the
pins. On pins 1 and 8 the roughened areas extended past the pin
bottom to the 5:00 position. The 7:30 position approximately
corresponds to the area on the pin where the lower surface of the
cam would be relative to the pin when the latch cams are in the
unlatched or nearly unlatched position.

The forward pull-in hook pin was not significantly bent, but the
structure to which it was attached was deformed outward, so the
hook pin was deflected significantly outward. Three of the four
bolts holding the aft pull-in hook pin had sheared, so the hook
pin was also deflected outward. Both hook pin ends were
damaged, but neither pin was significantly deformed along its
length. There was significant heat tinting on the damaged area of
the forward hook pin. Boeing engineering calculations
determined that the pull-in hook pins would fail at a 3.5 psi
differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
1.16.4 General Inspection of Other UAL Airplanes
During the on-scene phase of the investigation, the Safety Board
investigators examined six other B-747 airplanes while they were
on the ground at HNL (four UAL airplanes and two operated by
other carriers) to observe routine cargo door operations and to
assess the condition of latching components. Generally, the door
operations were normal. During the examination of latch pins on
these airplanes, it was noted that most had a smooth wear ridge
at the 9:00 position (looking forward) or were undamaged. All
wear areas on the pins were smooth.
During electrical operation of the aft cargo door on one of the
other UAL B-747 airplanes (N4718U), the pull-in hooks did not
pull the door fully closed and the latch cams completed the
closure. During operation of the latch cams, the bottom of the
door moved, first circumferentially downward and then inboard.
This additional movement was approximately 1/4 inch. A
definite "thunking" noise was discernible as the door moved to its
closed position at the end of cam rotation. On one occasion, the
door would not open under electrical power. The door was

"kicked" by a UAL mechanic, power was reapplied, and the door
opened properly. Examination of the door by UAL mechanics,
disclosed that the riveted plate holding the aft pull-in hook
switch striker was loose.
All eight lower latch pins for the forward cargo door on N4718U
exhibited a smooth ridge near the 9:00 position. Pins No. 1 and 2
also showed a smooth ridge at the 6:30 position with a smooth
wear area between the 6:30 and 9:00 position. The forward and aft
midspan cams of both forward and aft cargo doors had a heavy
gouge mark corresponding to the end of the midspan latch pin.
N4718U was subsequently removed from service for repair of the
aft cargo door latching mechanisms.
1.17
Additional Information
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122, N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York, experienced an
incident involving the forward cargo door. According to Pan Am
and Boeing officials who investigated this incident, the flightcrew
experienced pressurization problems as the airplane was
climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew began a descent and
the pressurization problem ceased about 15,000 feet. The crew
began to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the cabin altitude
began to rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the forward
cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom
with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle
closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
According to the persons who examined the airplane, the cargo
door had been closed manually and the manual master latch lock
handle was stowed, in turn closing the pressure relief doors and
extinguishing the cockpit cargo door warning light. Subsequent
investigation on N740PA revealed that the latch lock sectors had
been damaged and would not restrain the latch cams from being

driven open electrically or manually. It was concluded by Boeing
and Pan Am that the ground service person who closed the cargo
door apparently had back-driven (opened) the latches manually
after the door had been closed and locked. The damage to the
sectors, and the absence of other mechanical or electrical failures
supported this conclusion.
Further testing of the door components from N740PA and
attempts to recreate the events that led to the door opening in
flight revealed that the lock sectors, even in their damaged
condition, prevented the master latch lock handle from being
stowed, until the latch cams had been rotated to within 20 turns
(using the manual 1/2 inch socket drive) of being fully closed. A
full cycle, from closed to open, is about 95 turns with the manual
drive system.
1.17.2
FAA Surveillance of UAL Maintenance
The Denver, Colorado, FAA Flight Standards District Office
(FSDO) holds the operating certificate for United Airlines, Inc.
The FAA FSDO in San Francisco, California, has the primary
surveillance and oversight responsibility for UAL maintenance.
The FAA's PMI has the responsibility to oversee an airline's
compliance with Federal Regulations with respect to
maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alteration programs.
The PMI determines the need for, and then establishes work
programs for, surveillance and inspection of the airline to assure
adherence to the applicable regulations. A portion of the PMIs
position description reads as follows:
Provides guidance to the assigned air carrier in the development
of required maintenance manuals and recordkeeping systems.
Reviews and determines adequacy of manuals associated with
the air carrier's maintenance programs and revisions thereto.
Assures that manuals and revisions comply with regulatory
requirements, prescribe safe practices, and furnish clear and
specific instructions governing maintenance programs. Approves

operations specifications and amendments thereto.
Determines if overhaul and inspection time limitations warrant
revision.
Determines if the air carrier's training program meets the
requirements of the FARs, is compatible with the maintenance
program, is properly organized and effectively conducted, and
results in trained and competent personnel.
Directs the inspection and surveillance of the air carrier's
continuous airworthiness maintenance program. Monitors all
phases of the air carrier's maintenance operation, including the
following: maintenance, engineering, quality control, production
control, training, and reliability programs.
At the Safety Board's public hearing on this accident, the PMI for
United Airlines at the time of the flight 811 accident stated that he
was trained as an FAA air carrier inspector and had been
assigned to United Airlines since November 25, 1985. In addition
to attending the normal FAA indoctrination course, he had
received training in accident investigation, compliance
enforcement, nondestructive testing, enforcement, and composite
materials. To qualify for the position of PMI, he had completed a
3-week management training course at Lawton, Oklahoma. This
was supplemented by a 2-week course on management training
systems.
According to the PMI, FAA surveillance of UAL B-747
maintenance activities was organized around the daily work
schedule of the FAA air safety inspector, specifically assigned to
the UAL B-747 fleet by the PMI. The schedule for surveillance is
normally prepared a year in advance by the FAA computerized
Work Planning Management System (WPMS). Each FAA
inspector is assigned specific responsibilities in the surveillance
and monitoring of the airplane fleet to which he is assigned.
The PMI stated that assigned inspectors conducted surveillance
of the UAL airplanes while they were in light or heavy

maintenance and when they were released to service or in the
process of preparing for a flight. Post-flight surveillance was also
performed. He said, as a routine, the inspectors visually inspected
the airplanes and reviewed the airplane log records either during
en route checks, while in flight, or upon termination of various
flights. He said that inspectors conduct spot ramp inspections;
however, they do not routinely observe ramp service operations
as part of the surveillance program.
He said that FAA inspectors are not required to inspect the
airplanes, but merely are to observe ramp service activities.
Deficiencies or malfunctions were to be noted. The assigned
inspector or the PMI would then report these observations to the
UAL quality assurance liaison person or directly to UAL
management.
The PMI stated that the FAA had conducted five special
surveillance inspections of UAL in the previous 3 years and 5
months. The last special inspection, an MEL Survey Inspection,
was completed in 1988. That inspection primarily addressed how
many deferred maintenance items were being carried or deferred
on each aircraft during a specified time period.
The PMI stated that his office does not approve the method by
which the carrier complies with an AD, unless specified in the
AD. However, a scheduled surveillance method was in place to
review the carrier's AD compliance process and the ADs
applicable to certain fleets. Each assigned inspector had a
schedule for performing this oversight in his work program. The
PMI or his staff review a monthly report from the carrier listing
ADs applicable to a particular fleet and their compliance. The
FAA's surveillance of the carrier's AD compliance process
involved a review of this list, not actual shop visits to verify
compliance.
The inspector assigned to the UAL B-747 fleet stated that
approximately 30 percent of his time was spent on actual ramp

maintenance surveillance. Other activities included: en route
inspections, station inspections, meetings, classes and
administrative paper work. Spot ramp inspections were
scheduled as a normal routine, as well as by mandate in a
particular AD.
The PMI stated that foreign contract maintenance bases were
inspected once a year at a minimum. The PMI had the
prerogative to use geographical surveillance inspectors
(inspectors from other FAA offices), or inspectors from his office
more familiar with UAL maintenance procedures to conduct
inspections or investigations.
The PMI and the B-747 maintenance inspector assigned to UAL
testified that, prior to this accident, they were not aware of any
problems involving the operation of B-747 cargo doors, including
the problems reported with N4713U during December 1988. The
PMI testified that he could always use more inspectors to
"conduct more in-depth surveillance and monitor UAL's fleet
more adequately."
The extensive documentation of maintenance performed on UAL
B-747 airplanes was forwarded to the PMI's official library by US
mail. The data were ultimately channeled to the B-747
maintenance inspector. The PMI and maintenance inspector
testified that the voluminous paperwork and work schedules
precluded their monitoring the information to determine trends
on problem areas.
1.17.3
Corrective Actions
On March 31, 1989, the FAA issued telegraphic (AD) ADT
89-05-54. This AD superseded AD 88-12-04 and required certain
procedures to be accomplished when operating the cargo doors.
These included: confidence checks of the door mechanical and
electrical systems, inspections of the door locking mechanisms,
and repairs if necessary. The AD also accelerated the schedule for
terminating action to place steel doublers on the latch lock

sectors, and it reinstitued the procedures for using the eight view
ports to verify the position of the latch cams, after the door is
latched and locked.
The FAA, in conjunction with the Air Transport Association, the
manufacturers, and other interested parties are collectively
working to address the human factor issues in the readability and
understandability of ADs and SBs by line maintenance personnel.
They are also reviewing the entire range of design, maintenance,
and operation of outward opening doors to develop advisory
information for pertinent parties.
FAA representatives stated at the Safety Board's public hearing
that the FAA is increasing their operations and airworthiness
inspector staffing by approximately 1,000 new hires in the next 3
fiscal years.
The PMI for UAL at the time of the accident stated at the Safety
Board's public hearing that, as a result of the accident, "we have
intensified our surveillance on the cargo door activities to the
point where the assigned inspectors and inspectors who are not
assigned to that particular fleet, 747s, are doing night
surveillance, early morning surveillance, and we have intensified
our surveillance on the cargo door in watching the operation of
the cargo door to comply with the Airworthiness Directive."
On August 23, 1989, the Safety Board issued three safety
recommendations (A-89-92 through -94) to the FAA. The
recommendations urged the FAA to:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) to require that the manual
drive units and electrical actuators for Boeing 747 cargo doors
have torque limiting devices to ensure that the lock sectors,
modified per AD-88-12-04, cannot be overridden during
mechanical or electrical operation of the latch cams.
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) for non-plug cargo doors
on all transport category airplanes requiring the installation of
positive indicators to ground personnel and flightcrews

confirming the actual position of both the latch cams and locks,
independently.
Require that fail-safe design considerations for non-plug cargo
doors on present and future transport category airplanes account
for conceivable human errors in addition to electrical and
mechanical malfunctions.
Section 4.0 contains the FAA's response to the recommendations
and the status of the followup actions.
On October 12, 1989, the FAA issued NPRM 89-NM-148-AD,
which proposed the amendment of ADT-89-05-54. The proposed
revisions would require modification of the warning systems for
the forward and aft cargo door, and the main deck cargo door, if
installed. The modifications would provide visual warnings to
flightcrew and ground crew when the doors are not fully closed,
the latch cams are not rotated to the closed position, or the lock
sectors are not in the locked position. Further, the source for the
warning signal would monitor the position of the latch cams.
Public comments for the NPRM were due by December 27, 1989.
Boeing has completed tests that have verified the integrity of the
upgraded latch lock sectors to prove that the latch cams cannot be
back-driven through the lock sectors mechanically or electrically.
Boeing also has been conducting tests on the B-747 cargo door to
evaluate the effects of unrepaired damage and abuse on the
latch/lock system. The tests, which are scheduled for completion
in April 1990, will help to develop further the allowable damage
limits on the latch lock system and mechanism support
structures. Additionally, Boeing is conducting tests to evaluate
any unlatching tendencies under cabin pressure loads. These
tests, scheduled for completion in August 1990, will include the
measurement of loads in the latch system as the latch cams are
rotated incrementally from the fully latched position to the
unlatched position under pressurization loads.
1.17.4 Boeing 747 Cargo Door Certification

Title 14 CFR 25.783, Amendment 25-15, effective October 24, 1967,
was the original certification basis for Boeing 747 cargo doors.
Specifically, Part 25.783 (e) and (f) applied to doors for which the
initial opening movement is outward (non-plug type doors).
Those rules specified that:
(e) There must be a provision for direct visual inspection of the
locking mechanism by crewmembers to determine whether
external doors, for which the initial opening movement is
outward (including passenger, crew, service, and cargo doors),
are fully locked. In addition, there must be a visual means to
signal to appropriate crewmembers when normally used external
doors are closed and fully locked.
(f) Cargo and service doors not suitable for use as an exit in an
emergency need only meet paragraph (e) of this section and be
safeguarded against opening in flight as a result of mechanical
failure.
Amendment 25-23, effective May 8, 1970, added the following
text to paragraph (f): "...or failure of a single structural element."
Amendment 25-23 did not apply to the initial certification basis
for the B-747.
Amendment 25-54, effective October 14, 1980, expanded Part
25.783 (e), (f), and (g) to read:
(e) There must be a provision for direct visual inspection of the
locking mechanism to determine if external doors, for which the
initial opening movement is not inward (including passenger,
crew, service and cargo doors), are fully closed and locked. The
provision must be discernible under operational lighting
conditions by appropriate crewmembers using a flashlight or
equivalent lighting source. In addition, there must be a visual
warning means to signal the appropriate flight crewmembers if
any external door is not fully closed and locked. The means must
be designed such that any failure or combination of failures that
would result in an erroneous closed and locked indication is

improbable for doors for which the initial opening movement is
not inward.
(f) External doors must have provisions to prevent the initiation
of pressurization of the airplane to an unsafe level if the door is
not fully closed and locked. In addition, it must be shown by
safety analysis that inadvertent opening is extremely improbable.
(g) Cargo and service doors not suitable for use as an exit in an
emergency need only meet paragraph (e) of this section and be
safeguarded against opening in flight as a result of mechanical
failure or failure of a single structural element.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, the FAA and the Boeing
representatives acknowledged that during certification of the
Boeing 747 the loss of a lower lobe cargo door was not considered
to be an "acceptable event." Therefore, redundant mechanical
devices and operational procedures were incorporated to protect
against loss of the door in flight. Initial FAA certification approval
of the Boeing cargo door design and operation included the
installation and use of eight view ports on the door for ground
personnel to observe the alignment of paint stripes on the latch
cams with arrows on the latch pin support fitting, thereby,
complying with the requirements of 14 CFR 25.783(e), which
require a ". . . provision for direct visual inspection of the door
locking mechanism . . .," to determine if the door is closed and
locked.
In correspondence dated November 24, 1969, and May 15, 1970,
Boeing requested that the FAA approve the use of a visual
inspection of the pressure relief doors of the cargo doors as an
alternate method for determining the locked condition of the
door. This design also provided a visual indication to the
flightcrew via the cargo door warning light on the flight
engineer's warning light annunciator panel. Boeing's request
stated that this means of compliance ". . . provides a simpler
check whereby only the pressure relief doors need to be

checked . . .," by the ground crew, in lieu of actually observing the
latch cams and alignment stripes through the eight view ports.
Boeing also provided a Failure Analysis to support its request.
The conclusion of the Failure Analysis reads: "Any failure,
mechanical or electrical, within the latching system which results
in open latches will always be indicated by open pressure relief
doors." The FAA approved their alternate method on June 8, 1970.
Subsequently, the procedures for maintaining the view ports and
the alignment stripes in a serviceable condition, which had been
included in the UAL MM were removed. Also, the provision for
observing the alignment stripes as part of the door closing
procedure were not required for B-747 airline operators.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, a Boeing witness, in answer
to a question relative to Boeing's possible consideration of
modifications or design changes to the B-747 cargo door
indication system to install a position switch directly on the latch
cams, stated, "We are looking into the best possible designs that
would provide indication on the cams and door closed, both
exterior to the aircraft and in the flight deck. We are going to look
into that.... However, we want to achieve the required indication
in the most reliable method and we have not yet determined
what that will be, or any changes (that) are necessary, or would
make it more reliable than the way the system operates currently."
1.17.5
Advisory Circular AC 25.783-1
Advisory Circular (AC) 25.783-1 was issued December 10, 1986,
on the subject, "Fuselage Doors, Hatches, and Exits." AC 25.783-1
set forth the acceptable means of compliance with the provisions
of Part 25 of the FAR's dealing with the certification of fuselage
doors. Specifically, it provides for an acceptable method for
showing compliance with the provisions of Part 25.783,
Amendment 25-54.
Neither the provisions of Part 25.783, Amendment 25-54, nor the
guidelines of AC 25.783-1 were part of the certification basis of

the Boeing 747.
2. ANALYSIS
2.1 General
The flightcrew and flight attendants were trained and qualified in
accordance with the applicable Federal regulations and UAL
standards and requirements. There were no air traffic control or
weather factors related to the cause of this accident.
The airplane had been properly maintained, with the exception of
certain requirements pertaining to the cargo doors. Those
discrepancies will be discussed in detail in this analysis.
The evidence examined by the Safety Board during its
investigation revealed conclusively that this accident was
precipitated by the sudden loss of the forward lower lobe cargo
door, which led to an explosive decompression. There was no
evidence of preexisting metal fatigue or corrosion in the structure
surrounding the cargo door. All breaks were the result of
overload at the time of the loss of the door. There was no
evidence of a bomb or similar device that caused an explosion on
the airplane.
The explosive decompression of the cabin when the cargo door
separated caused the nine fatalities. The floor structure and seats
where the nine fatally injured passengers had been seated were
subjected to the destructive forces of the decompression and the
passengers were lost through the hole in the fuselage. Their
remains were not recovered. Most of the injuries sustained by the
survivors were caused by the events associated with the
decompression, such as baro-trauma to ears, and cuts and
abrasions from the flying debris in the cabin. Other injuries were
incurred during the emergency evacuation.
The loss of power to the Nos. 3 and 4 engines was caused by
foreign object damage when debris was ejected from the cargo
compartment and cabin during the explosive decompression. The
debris also caused damage to the right wing leading edge flap

pneumatic ducting, and other areas along the right side and
empennage of the airplane.
During the approach to HNL, all of the leading edge flaps had
extended, except the outboard sections 22 through 26 on the right
wing. The reason that they failed to extend probably was the
damage to the pneumatic duct caused by the ejected debris. The
pneumatic pressure probably was too low to actuate the most
outboard flaps to the extended position.
The failure of the flightcrew and passenger oxygen systems was
caused by structural deformation and damage to the supply lines
in the area adjacent to the cargo door and failed fuselage
structure.
The Safety Board's analysis of this accident concentrated on the
reasons for the loss of the cargo door and the events that led to its
loss in flight. The analysis included an evaluation of the design,
certification, and approval processes for the B-747 cargo doors,
and the operational, maintenance, and inspection processes for
the doors. Also, the analysis included an evaluation of the
historical events that had occurred over the past months and
years that eventually led to this accident.
2.2 Loss of the Cargo Door
The calculated pressure differential at the time of the loss was
about 6.5 psi, which would have exerted a load on a properly
closed and locked door that was substantial, but well within
design limits.
There was no evidence of a structural problem with the cargo
door that could have caused it to fail from metal fatigue or
corrosion. The evidence showed that the door was intact when it
opened. That is, deformation to the latch pins and pull-in hooks
and the damage to the cabin floor structure near the upper door
hinge area, as well as the damage to the structure surrounding
the door, showed that it came off intact, and did not break into
two or more pieces. The damage to the cabin floor beam

structure, adjacent to the cargo door hinge area, showed that
decompression loads in the cabin broke the beams downward
when pressure was released from the cargo compartment. The
fuselage skin above the door was torn away during the
decompression as the door separated violently from the airplane.
There are no reasonable means by which the door locking and
latching mechanisms could open mechanically in flight from a
properly closed and locked position. If the lock sectors were in
proper condition, and were properly situated over the closed
latch cams, the lock sectors had sufficient strength to prevent the
cams from vibrating to the open position during ground
operation and flight. However, there are two possible means by
which the cargo door could open while in flight. Either, the
latching mechanisms were forced open electrically through the
lock sectors after the door was secured, or the door was not
properly latched and locked before departure. Then the door
opened when the pressurization loads reached a point that the
latches could not hold.
2.3 Partially Closed Door
Examination of the eight latch pins that had been removed from
the lower sill of the forward cargo door revealed smooth wear
patterns where the latch cams had normally rotated around the
pins. These wear patterns indicate that interference had existed
during normal operation between the cams and the pins over an
extended period of time. All eight pins also had roughened areas
from approximately the 6:15 position to the 7:30 position (clock
references are as looking forward, 9:00 being directly inboard).
The 7:30 position corresponds closely to the area where the lower
surface of the cam first contacts the pin as the door reaches the
nearly closed position, before the cams are rotated to the latched
position.
The hoop stresses generated by pressurization of the airplane
create a bearing load against the cam/pin contacting points. Even

if the cams are in the unlatched position, and the airplane is
pressurized, this bearing load could act as a frictional latch
between the cams and the pins and would tend to keep the door
in the closed position.
Transferred cam material and heat tinting of the pin surface was
found to extend from the point where the cam-to-pin interface at
the near fully open position of the latch cams (7:30 position) to a
position corresponding to the bottom of the pin (6:15 position).
This evidence was found on the roughened areas on all of the
pins. The heat tinting and metal transfer are indicative of the high
stress and rapid movement of the cam across the pin when the
door separation occurred. Therefore, the location of this evidence
indicates the probable location of the cams just before, and at the
time of, separation of the door. The Safety Board concludes that
these markings and their location on the pins resulted from a very
fast, high bearing stress, separation of the cams across the pins,
when the cams were in or very close to the unlatched position.
The pull-in hooks and pull-in hook pins would also counteract
the pressurization loads in the outward direction, providing that
the latch cams were not engaged on the latch pins and carrying
the pressurization loads. However, Boeing studies showed that
the pull-in hooks would fail at a pressure differential of about 3.5
psi, assuming that the cams are in the unlatched position and that
there is no bearing load on the pins. Therefore, based on the
probable pressure differential of about 6.5 psi just before the door
separated, it is concluded that forces other than the pull-in
hooks/pins were holding the door closed. Since the flightcrew
and passengers reported no pressurization difficulties until the
explosive decompression, it is reasonable to conclude that the
door was being held closed by the bearing stresses of the cam-topin interfaces; not by the pull-in hooks alone.
The Safety Board believes that the approximate 1.5 to 2.0 seconds
between the first sound (a thump) and the second very loud noise

recorded on the CVR at the time of the door separation was
probably the time difference between the initial failure of the
latches at the bottom of the door, and the subsequent separation
of the door, explosive decompression, and destruction of the
cabin floor and fuselage structure. The door did not fail and
separate instantaneously; rather, it first opened at the bottom and
then flew open violently. As the door separated, it tore away the
hinge and surrounding structure as the pressure in the cabin
forced the floor beams downward in the area of the door to
equalize with the loss of pressure in the cargo compartment.
There are three possible theories to explain why the latch cams
could have been in a partially latched condition during flight. It is
possible that the cams could have been manually back-driven
(about 95 turns) after the door had been secured. This condition is
considered unlikely since the UAL ramp personnel involved with
dispatching the flight stated that the door was operated
electrically. There is also the possibility that the cams could have
been electrically back-driven after the door was secured. Lastly, it
is possible that the cams were in the open, or nearly open,
position after the door was "closed," and they they remained in
that condition until the door separated. This hypothesis presumes
that the lock sectors had been previously damaged, so that they
would not be restricted from movement by the unlatched cams.
The door would then appear to be locked and the airplane would
pressurize.
2.4
Electrical Opening of the Door on the Ground or in Flight
It was determined in 1987, after the Pan Am incident, that the
locking sectors for B-747's, including those installed on N4713U,
could be overcome by the force of the latch cam actuator,
electrically or mechanically. If the latch cam actuator had been
energized for some reason with the originally designed
unstrengthened sector plates, the latch actuator motor was
capable of driving the latch cams open through properly

positioned lock sectors, whether they were damaged or
undamaged. Therefore, the locking sectors installed as original
equipment for B-747's, and those installed on N4713U, would not
perform the locking function as intended by the design. They
would not "lock" the latches in place as implied by the name "lock
sectors." However, for an electrical malfunction to have caused
the latch cams to open, after the door was secured on flight 811,
several conditions would have to have occurred that are
considered "highly improbable" in any case, and very unlikely in
the case of flight 811.
The investigation has shown that there are several separate
conditions that must be met before the latch actuator will
inadvertently electrically drive the latch cams to the unlatched
position on the B-747 after the door has been properly closed and
locked. First, the ground handling power bus must be energized
by having external power connected, or the APU must be
operating and the APU generator field switch in the cockpit must
be set to power the bus via the No. 2 ground handling power
relay. Second, the air/ground relay must be in the "airplane on
the ground" position. Third, there must be a signal (switch
actuation by someone, or a short) to the door open position in one
of the two door open/close switches. Fourth, the master latch
lock switch, which cuts off power to the door actuators when the
handle is stowed, must sense "open," or it must malfunction and
not sense the handle closed. Therefore, it would take several
independent conditions and some failures to provide for electrical
power to be available to drive the door open electrically once it is
closed and locked. The Safety Board found that three of these
conditions did not exist after N4713U was in flight; however, two
of those three conditions did exist during taxi and takeoff roll.
Whether the fourth condition existed could not be determined
conclusively, because the master latch lock switch was lost with
the cargo door.

While the airplane was on the ground after engine startup, and
with the cargo door master latch lock handle stowed and the APU
running, an "open" signal to the door latch actuator would have
occurred has the following conditions been met: (1) an energized
ground handling bus resulting from the flightcrew re-energizing
the APU generator field; (2) a malfunction of the master latch lock
switch; (3) a malfunction of either of the door open/close
switches; or (4) the placement of the switch in the "open" position
by a person. There was no evidence that any of these events
occurred. In addition, had an electrical short occurred in the door
open switch or had the switch inadvertently been activated, these
events would have had to persist for the precise time necessary to
rotate the cams to the open position: a shorter time would not
have opened the cams fully, and a longer time would have caused
the pull-in hooks to rotate open. Open hooks would have
prevented the airplane from pressurizing after takeoff. The Safety
Board believes that the occurrence of either event for such a
precise time is highly improbable.
The Safety Board was able to examine two of the electrical relays
and the door open/close switches from N4713U that would have
to have failed to allow electrical operation of the cargo door in
flight, with the APU running. These were the No. 2 ground
handling power relay, the air/ground relay, and the internal and
external door open/close switches. The examination of the relays
and switches revealed no evidence of a single fault or conditions
that might have caused an intermittent failure mode. The arcing
noted on the No. 5 terminal of the outside door control switch
was on the door "close" circuit and could not have been related to
a short to the open mode. Further, because the flightcrew did not
note a cargo door warning light, and the fact that the airplane
was able to be pressurized, confirms that the master latch lock
handle was in the closed position before takeoff. This position
would actuate the master latch lock switch to disconnect power to

the door opening actuators. However, since the door has not been
recovered, the master latch lock switch could not be examined.
After takeoff, the air/ground relay, the No. 2 ground handling
bus relay, the master latch lock handle switch, and one of the
cargo door open/close switches would have to have
malfunctioned. As discussed previously, the two relays and the
door open/close switches were found functional. Although the
flightcrew could conceivably energize the ground handling bus
from the APU by actuating the APU generator "field" switch,
there was no evidence that they did so. Even if they did, the air/
ground relay, one of the cargo door open/close switches, and the
master latch lock handle would have to have malfunctioned.
There is no evidence that this occurred.
According to the flightcrew testimony and the pilots' comments
recorded on the CVR during the flight, the APU was shutdown
shortly after takeoff and remained in that condition. Engine
generators can not power the ground handling bus from which
the cargo door actuating mechanisms are powered. Once the APU
was shutdown, there was no power available to any of the cargo
door electrical components. Therefore, an actuation of the latch
cam actuator at the time of the door loss was not possible.
The Safety Board believes that there is another reason why the
opening of the door could not have been caused by electrical
actuation shortly before the explosive decompression. Because
the door carries the structural loads (hoop stresses) through its
hinge and latches, the latch cams would be heavily loaded against
the latch pins when the airplane was pressurized to the 6.5 psi
differential pressure that was calculated to have been present at
the time of the decompression. In that case, the torque-limiter
within the actuator would probably slip well before the actuator
could achieve the torque necessary to drive the cams open against
the frictional lock produced by the high bearing stresses resulting
from pressurization.

In conclusion, the Safety Board believes that the cause of the loss
of the door was not from an electrical actuation. However,
because the door has not been recovered, it is not possible to rule
out totally an unknown electrical malfunction that led to the
movement of the latch cams during taxi or takeoff roll, and that
friction loads were sufficient to prevent opening, until they were
overcome by cabin pressurization loads. While the Safety Board
does not believe that an electrical malfunction caused the door to
become unlatched on flight 811, numerous electrical malfunctions
that occurred during the ground handling of the forward cargo
door in the months before the accident may have contributed to
the events that led to the loss of the door. Those aspects will be
discussed later.
2.5 Incomplete Latching of the Door During Closure
Another reason for an incomplete latching of the door during
closure would be that the latch actuator was not able to rotate the
cams to the closed position because of excessive binding forces
between the latch cams and pins. This could occur if the cargo
door was misaligned (out of rig) or if the pull-in hooks were not
pulling the door in far enough to properly engage the cams
around the pins. There is sufficient evidence of wear on the pins
and from the previous discrepancies with the door to indicate
that the door was misaligned and not properly rigged.
The smooth wear areas found on the pins from N4713U are signs
of heavy contact (interference) between the cams and pins during
numerous past closing and opening of the door. This wear, other
evidence from the door, and the maintenance history of the door,
suggest strongly that the door was out of rig during the weeks
and months before the accident.
The wear pattern damage to the pull-in hook pins also showed
interference during the normal ground operations prior to the
accident. This is further evidence of an out-of-rig door.
It is also possible that the excessive binding force acting over a

period of time may have precipitated a failure of the latch
actuator. Regardless of the reason(s), the conditions of the latch
pins and pull-in hook pins showed prolonged out-of-rig
operation.
Most of the previous discrepancies with the forward cargo door
on N4713U during December 1988 involved problems with
closing the door electrically. These problems always occurred
when the airplane was fully or nearly fully loaded, just before
departure. The trouble-shooting and corrective actions by UAL
maintenance, which on some occasions only involved cycling the
door and finding it functional, were performed when the airplane
was not fully loaded, during overnight maintenance inspections.
It is possible that the flexing of the fuselage with a full load of
fuel, cargo, and passengers caused distortion of the door frame
and resulted in misalignment between the cams and pins. In this
case, the pull-in hooks may not have pulled the door fully in
before the cam actuator attempted to latch the door. The wear
evidence on the latch pins from N4713U demonstrate that this
event had been occurring before the accident.
Safety Board investigators also witnessed this event during
inspection and operation of the aft door on another UAL B-747,
N4718U, in HNL. It was noted that the door on N4718U was not
being pulled in fully by the pull-in hooks, so the latch cams
completed the closing cycle with significant interference and
"thunking" sounds. In fact, the out-of-rig door on N4718U failed
to operate electrically at one point during its examination.
The ramp service personnel assigned to close the UAL B-747
cargo doors on flight 811 before departure would assume that the
door closing action was completed when they observed the door
move to the flush position, and when they heard the actuator stop
running. Therefore, it is possible that the out-of-rig door on
N4713U appeared to close and latch properly and the ramp agent
then closed the master latch lock handle.

By design, any attempt to close the master latch lock handle and
move undamaged lock sectors into place would not be successful
unless the cams were fully rotated to the latched position. This
condition was substantiated by Boeing tests. Even with severely
damaged lock sectors, as found on the Pan Am B-747, if the cams
were more than 20 turns from the fully closed position on the Pan
Am airplane, the master latch lock handle could not be stowed.
Extensive damage to the sectors could occur in many ways and
still permit movement of the master latch lock handle. For
example, a person attempting to open the door manually could
forget to unlock the master latch lock handle and begin to turn
the cam actuator to the open position. The mechanical advantage
of the socket wrench could then drive the cams open, even with
the lock sectors in the locked position. This action would induce
bending and gouging of the lock sectors or even break them off.
Such damage could have occurred had the door been open with
an air-driven screw driver (available at certain UAL bases) while
the master latch lock handle was stowed.
Similarly, if the master latch lock switch had failed, and ground
personnel had actuated the door open switch with the master
latch lock handle stowed, the cam electrical actuator could have
driven the cams toward the open position, bending and gouging
the lock sectors.
The circumstances of the 1987 Pan Am incident and testing
conducted after that incident demonstrated that all of the above
methods could have induced damage to the lock sectors. Despite
the absence of the actual hardware from N4713U, the Safety
Board believes that the existing evidence strongly indicates that
(1) the lock sectors on the forward cargo door had preexisting
damage, and (2) the door out-of-rig sufficiently to allow the door
to latch improperly yet be closed and indicate to ground
personnel and the flightcrew that the door was properly latched
and locked before takeoff.

It is probable that the lock sectors on the forward cargo door of
the accident aircraft had been damaged previously when the latch
cams were moved without first unlocking the sectors. The lock
sectors were thus damaged (bent or broken) so that subsequently
they would not restrict the movement of the master latch lock
handle to the stowed position, even when the latch cams were not
fully latched. Under such conditions, the pressure relief doors
would be closed and the cockpit warning light would be
extinguished.
Figure 8 shows the cams in the fully latched and fully unlatched
positions, respectively, and the probable position and damaged
condition of the cams at the time of the door separation.
UAL had not incorporated the required inspection of the door
closing and locking mechanisms following manual operation of
the door and subsequent restoration to electrical operation
(AD-88-12-04). Thus, any damage to the lock sectors caused
during an improperly sequenced manual opening operation
would have gone undetected. It is certainly possible that damage
was induced to the lock sectors on N4713U during the months
before the accident, when the airplane encountered repeated
electrical malfunctions and manual operation of the forward
cargo door. Further, the routine scheduled inspections performed
on N4713U during the past 15 months did not include work items
for an inspection of the lock sectors. The "A" and "B" checks did
not require an inspection of the lock sectors. Therefore, the last
time that the lock sectors for the forward cargo door of N4713U
would have been inspected was during November 1988, at the
scheduled "C" check. Further, no records of a rigging check of the
door could be established back to the last "D" check in April 1984.
Consequently, the Safety Board concludes that the lock sectors on
the forward cargo door of N4713U had been damaged during
repeated manual operations, and the damage allowed the master
latch lock handle to be stowed by the ramp service agent. This

condition would provide a door closed/locked indication to the
ramp agents and maintenance personnel, and to the flightcrew of
flight 811, while the cams were in the unlatched, or nearly
unlatched position. However, because the door has not been
recovered and examined, the possibility of some unknown event
cannot be ruled out.
The Safety Board also considered the possibility that the master
latch lock handle had not been closed before the airplane
departed the gate, and the possibility that the shrouds
recommended by SB-747-52-2097 for the cargo door pressure
relief doors were not installed on the forward door. If this were
the case, it is possible that this condition allowed the pressure
relief doors to be rotated closed when the airplane pressurized.
The Safety Board believes that these events were very unlikely
based on the statements of the ramp personnel, line maintenance
personnel, and the flightcrew. The ramp and maintenance
personnel would have to have missed seeing the master latch
lock handle in the unstowed position and the pressure relief
doors open before departure. And, the flightcrew would have to
have missed seeing the cockpit cargo door warning light
indication.
It could not be determined whether the pressure relief door
shrouds were actually installed on the forward door, although
UAL records showed that they had been installed on both cargo
doors of N4713U, in accordance with
Figure 8.--Relative positions of latch cam, latch pin, and lock
sector in properly latched and unlatched, and in improperly
locked position.
SB-747-52-2097. However, the shrouds were found not to be
installed on the aft door, contrary to UAL records, and therefore
may not have been installed on the forward door. If this were the
case, the pressure relief doors could possibly have rotated shut
during the pressurization cycle. However, since the closure of the

pressure relief doors would back-drive the lock sectors, this
scenario would presume previous damage to the sectors, which
would permit the sectors to move over the unlatched cams.
Although the Safety Board has concluded that the sectors had
sustained previous damage, the Safety Board does not believe
that the door was inadvertently left unlocked before departure.
The Safety Board's analysis of this accident went beyond the
conclusions about how the door failed. The Safety Board also
examined the initial design and certification of the B-747 cargo
door, and the continuing airworthiness system that should have
prevented this accident, to determine the break-downs in this
system that led to the accident. As is the case with most aviation
accidents, there are many factors that led up to the actual failure
of the door on flight 811.
2.6 Design, Certification, and Continuing Airworthiness Issues
The Safety Board found that there were multiple opportunities
during the design, certification, operation, and maintenance of
the forward cargo door for the N4713U for persons to have taken
actions that could have precluded the accident involving flight
811. The circumstances that led to this accident exemplify the
need for human factors considerations in the promulgation of
regulations, the application of regulatory policies, the design of
airplane systems, and the quality of airline operational and
maintenance practices.
The first opportunity to prevent this accident occurred during the
design and certification of the B-747 cargo door mechanical
systems, when the design was chosen and approved, which
allowed for the overriding of the lock sectors by either
mechanical or electrical actuation. It is apparent that the original
design was not tested sufficiently to verify that the locking sectors
in fact "locked" the latch cams in the closed position. This
shortcoming should have become apparent during the initial
certification testing and approval process. Later, it should have

become apparent when Boeing applied for, and the FAA granted,
an alternative method of compliance with the certification
regulations (25.783 [e]) that permitted the elimination of
operational practices that included a visual verification of the
cargo door latch positions via view ports in the doors.
The failure mode analysis performed by Boeing, and the FAA's
acceptance of its content in granting the exemption, probably
were based on the assumption that the lock sectors would always
prevent the master latch lock handle from being in a stowed
position when the latch cams were not fully closed. This
assumption was not valid, as evidenced by the findings in 1987
following the Pan Am incident that the lock sectors could not
prevent the latch cams from being driven from the fully latched
position with the master latch lock handle stowed, while a false
indication was provided to the flightcrew that the cargo door was
properly latched and locked. At the time that Boeing sought
approval of the alternative design, Boeing and the FAA should
have reviewed the design and required testing of the door latch/
lock mechanisms to verify their integrity. Because this verification
was not made, the procedure for direct viewing of the latches via
the view ports before the airplane could be dispatched was
eliminated as a procedure.
The next opportunity for the FAA and Boeing to have reexamined
the original assumptions and conclusions about the B-747 cargo
door design and certification was after the findings of the Turkish
Airline DC-10 accident in 1974 near Paris, France. The concerns
for the DC-10 cargo door latch/lock mechanisms and the human
and mechanical failures, singularly and in combination, that led
to that accident, should have prompted a review of the B-747
cargo door continuing airworthiness. In the Turkish Airlines case,
a single failure by a ramp service agent, who closed the door, in
combination with a poorly designed latch/lock system, led to a
catastrophic accident. The revisions to the DC-10 cargo door

mechanisms mandated after that accident apparently were not
examined and carried over to the design of the B-747 cargo doors.
Specifically, the mechanical retrofit of more positive locking
mechanisms on the DC-10 cargo door to preclude an erroneous
locked indication to the flightcrew, and the incorporation of
redundant sensors to show the position of the latches/locks, were
not required to be retrofitted at that time for the B-747. Of similar
concern is the fact that the cargo doors for the L-1011 required
redundant latch/lock indication sensors at initial certification,
during the approximate same time frame the DC-10 and B-747
were certificated.
More recently, when Boeing and the FAA learned about the
circumstances of the Pan Am cargo door opening incident in
March 1987, more timely and positive corrective actions should
have been taken. The Safety Board believes that the findings of
that incident investigation should have called into question the
assumptions and conclusions about the original design and
certification of the B-747 cargo door, especially the alternative
method for verifying that the door was latched and locked that
was sought by Boeing and was granted by the FAA. Since a B-747
cargo door opening in flight was considered to be an
"unacceptable event", once a door did come open in flight, the
FAA and Boeing should have acted much quicker to prevent
another failure.
It took nearly 16 months from the date of the Pan Am Incident
(March 10, 1987) until the FAA issued AD-88-12-04 (July 1, 1988).
And then, the AD allowed 18 or 24 months, depending on the
model B-747, from the date of its issuance for compliance with the
terminating actions of the AD. The fact that Boeing had issued an
Alert SB as a result of the Pan Am incident is an indication of the
apparent urgency with which Boeing treated this issue. Alert SB's
are issued for "safety of flight" reasons, while regular SB's deal
with "reliability" and not necessarily safety of flight items.

Despite this, the terminating action, issued as revision 3 to the
Alert SB, on August 27, 1987, was not mandated by the FAA for
11 months.
The Safety Board found no evidence that the FAA or Boeing
reassessed the original design and certification conclusions
regarding the safety of the B-747 cargo door during this period. In
fact, the original provisions for a visual verification of the latch
cam position by use of the view ports were not re-instituted
during this period.
Several opportunities for preventive action were also missed by
UAL during this period. First, UAL delayed the completion of the
terminating actions of Alert SB 52A2206 (Rev 3) and AD-88-12-04.
In fact, there was no evidence that UAL had intended to comply
with the terminating action of the Alert SB, until it was mandated
by the FAA.
It is understandable that an airline would not take its aircraft out
of service to incorporate revisions that do not appear to be safety
critical. Although by definition an Alert SB is safety related, there
was no implication from Boeing's and FAA's actions regarding
this matter that urgency was required. The airlines rely on the
airframe manufacturers and the FAA to evaluate the need for
urgent airworthiness actions that might take airplanes out of
revenue service. In this case, UAL had scheduled completion of
its B-747 fleet modifications in accordance with the terminating
actions for AD-88-12-04 before the final allowable date; however,
the schedule was based on other heavy maintenance schedules to
prevent unnecessary down-time of its airplanes.
UAL personnel stated after the UAL 811 accident that its
personnel did not fully appreciate the importance, or safety
implications, of the terminating actions, or they would have
incorporated the improvements much earlier. The usual
difficulties in setting short suspense dates for performing
terminating actions in AD's, such as parts availability, did not

seem to exist in this case, because the parts were not complex
components and probably could have been fabricated fairly
quickly in-house by most airlines.
Human performance certainly contributed to UAL's failure to
incorporate an important inspection step into its maintenance
program as mandated by AD-88-12-04. When UAL obtained an
advance draft copy of the forthcoming NPRM that eventually led
to the AD, the airline began preparing its work orders to
implement the forthcoming the AD requirements into its B-747
fleet (30 airplanes at the time). UAL developed its maintenance
work sheets from the text of the draft NPRM, which was virtually
identical to the text of the final rule. As a result of a clerical error,
one of the important inspection steps required by the AD was
omitted.
Apparently, UAL maintenance personnel never compared the
work sheets they received with the actual requirements of the
AD, or if they did, the omission was not detected. FAA inspectors
responsible for oversight of UAL's maintenance program also did
not detect this error. In fact, FAA's inspection and surveillance
did not enable the FAA inspectors to detect the error, because
their surveillance of AD compliance merely involved verifying
the correctness of UAL's paperwork that listed the applicable
AD's and compliance dates. The inspectors did not actually verify
UAL's compliance action by shop visits, or by comparison of
work sheets with AD provisions. These omissions by the UAL
maintenance and quality assurance personnel, and the limitations
of the FAA surveillance procedures were probably significant in
setting the stage for the events that led to the actual cause of the
door separation from N4713U.
The fact that the forward cargo door on N4713U had experienced
intermittent and repeated malfunctions in its normal (electrical)
operation during the month of December, 1988, and the fact that
UAL had inadvertently left out of its procedures an inspection of

the lock sectors after each subsequent manual operation and
return to normal operation, prevented detection of damaged lock
sectors on the cargo door.
Another matter of concern is the quality of UAL's trend analysis
program. There was no indication that the repeated discrepancies
with the forward cargo door on N4713U "raised a flag" within the
UAL maintenance department. A quality assurance or trend
analysis program should have detected an adverse trend and
should have prompted efforts to resolve the repeated problems
(possibly an intermittent shorting of the door closing switch or
the out of rig condition). If it had, the damage to the lock sectors
would have been detected.
In summary, the Safety Board concludes that there were several
opportunities wherein Boeing, the FAA, and UAL could have
taken action during the initial design and certification of the
B-747 cargo door, as well as during the operation and
maintenance of the cargo door installed on N4713U, to ensure the
continuing airworthiness of the cargo door. The Safety Board
further concludes that these deficiencies and oversights
contributed to the cause of this accident.
2.7 Survival Aspects
The Hickham ARFF units and the airport's ARFF units operated
on separate radio networks and thus they could not communicate
directly on-scene by radio. This situation required them to
communicate by voice. Although the two ARFF services had a
common radio frequency (as per the Airport Emergency Plan),
procedures for its use had not yet been developed. The Safety
Board believes that such communication procedures should be
expeditiously developed.
The use of camouflage paint schemes on military ARFF vehicles
may be appropriate for military purposes; however, the Safety
Board believes that camouflage is not appropriate for ARFF
vehicles that are operated at a joint-use airport. It is obvious that

these vehicles must be conspicuous to be seen by other
responding vehicles and by persons who are involved in the
accident, such as airport and airline personnel, crew and
passengers, and off-airport firefighting and rescue vehicles.
The National Fire Protection Association Standards recommend
for primary firefighting, rapid intervention and combined agent
vehicles, that, "Paint finish shall be selected for maximum
visibility and shall be resistant to damage from firefighting
agents."4 Furthermore, Federal Aviation Regulation 14CRF
139.319 (f) (2) requires emergency vehicles, "Be painted or marked
in colors to enhance contrast with the background environment
and optimize daytime and nighttime visibility and identification."
Further guidance for the high visibility color of ARFF vehicles is
provided in a Federal Aviation Administration Advisory Circular
where the vehicle paint color is specified as, "lime yellow"
Dupont No. 7744 UH or its equivalent.5
Because flight attendants are vital to the safety and survival of the
passengers following a decompression, measures should be taken
to prevent flight attendants from being incapacitated by hypoxia.
The Safety Board believes that oxygen masks should be attached
to the emergency oxygen bottles to avoid any delay in their use in
order to be in compliance with the intent of 14 CFR 25.1447 (c)(4).
Therefore, the FAA should direct its inspector staff to survey
B-747 airplanes for compliance with 14 CFR 25.1447(c)(4), and
correct deficiencies found.
In this accident, the use of megaphones was vital because of the
inability to be heard over the public address (PA) system. Title 14
CFR 121.309 (f)(1) requires one megaphone on each airplane with
a seating capacity of more that 60 and less that 100 passengers; 14
CFR 121.309 (f)(2) requires two megaphones in the cabins on each
airplane with a seating capacity of more than 99 passengers. As
this decompression demonstrated, additional megaphones are
necessary on wide-body and large narrow-body airplanes to

ensure communication in the cabin during emergencies when the
PA system is inoperative.
Had there been a need for an immediate evacuation, or a water
ditching, rapid egress would not have been possible at doors 2left and 2-right because they were blocked by open storage
compartments and spilled contents. The possibility also exists
that a compartment door could release during a hard landing or
turbulence and swing down and injure a flight attendant. Thus,
the Safety Board believes that improved latches should be
installed and the downward movement of stowage
compartments doors should be restricted to prevent the doors
from striking a seated flight attendant or block the exit door.
The Safety Board believes that the problems with life preserver
donning and adjustment demonstrated in this accident should be
addressed by the FAA. The straps and fittings on life preservers
need to be evaluated to determine where improvements can be
made, and clearer donning instructions should be developed.
TSO-C13d, Life Preservers 1/3/83 prescribes the minimum
performance standards for life preservers. With regard to
donning, the TSO requires:
"Donning. It must be demonstrated that an adult, after receiving
only the customary preflight briefing on the use of life preservers,
can don the life preserver within 15 seconds unassisted while
seated. It must be demonstrated that an adult can install the life
preserver on another adult, a child, or an infant within 30 seconds
unassisted. The donning demonstration is begun with the
unpackaged life preserver in hand."
Based on flight attendant interviews and information obtained
from passengers these donning times were exceeded in many
instances.
The Safety Board has made numerous recommendations to the
FAA in the past regarding needed improvements in life preserver
donning instructions, donning procedures, and timing of

donning.6 The FAA has adopted most of the Safety Board's
recommendations in its April 23, 1986, revision to TSO-C13e, Life
Preservers, which now requires the wearer to be able to secure the
preserver with no more than one attachment and make no more
than one adjustment for fit. Also, donning tests are required for
age groups of users starting with 20-29 years and ending with
60-69 years. At least 60% of the test subjects in each age group
must be able to don then life preserver within 25 seconds
unassisted with their seatbelts fastened starting with the life
preserver in its storage package. TSO-C13e contains requirements
that would have eliminated some of the problems that passengers
had in this accident in correctly donning and adjusting their life
preservers.
The Safety Board has recommended (A-85-35 through-37) to the
FAA to amend 14 CFR 121, 125, and 135 to require air carriers to
install life preservers that meet TSO-C13e within a reasonable
time. The FAA adopted TSO-C13e on April 23, 1986, and
originally had specified an effective date of April 23, 1988, after
which all newly manufactured life preservers approved under the
TSO system would have to meet the requirements of TSO-C13e.
The objective of the cut off date was to introduce life preservers
into the fleets with the higher performance level as specified in
TSO-C13e by assuring that replacement articles met the higher
standards. On March 3, 1988, the FAA rescinded the cut off date
to seek further public comments of fleet retrofit in accord with the
proposed rulemaking. See Section 4.0 for FAA action and status of
the recommendations.
3. CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Findings
1.
There were no flightcrew or cabin crew factors in the cause
of the accident or injuries.
2.
There were no air traffic control or weather factors in the
cause of the accident.

3. The airplane had not been maintained in accordance with the
provisions of AD-88-12-04, which required an inspection of the
cargo door locking mechanisms after each time the door was
operated manually and restored to electrical operation.
4. All but one of the electrical components required to have
malfunctioned in order to cause an inadvertent electrical opening
of the cargo door after dispatch were found to function properly.
One was lost with the door.
5. The multiple intermittent malfunctions of the forward cargo
door for N4713U during the months prior to the accident led to
damaged lock sectors.
6.
UAL maintenance trend analysis program was inadequate to
detect an adverse trend involving the cargo door on N4713U.
7. FAA oversight of the UAL maintenance and inspection
program did not ensure adequate trend analysis and adherence to
the provisions of airworthiness directives.
8.
The smooth wear patterns on the latch pins of the forward
cargo door installed on N4713U were signs that the door was not
properly aligned (out of rig) for an extended period of time,
causing significant interference during the normal open/close
cycle.
9. The rough heat-tinted wear areas on the latch pins of the
forward cargo door installed on N4713U marked the positions of
the cams at the time the door opened in flight.
10. The design of the B-747 cargo door locking mechanisms did
not provide for the intended "fail-safe" provisions of the locking
and indicating systems for the door.
11. Boeing's Failure Analyis, which was the basis upon which
the FAA granted an alternative method of compliance with the
provisions of 14 CFR 25.783 (e), was not valid as evidenced by the
findings of the Pan Am incident in 1987.
12. Boeing and the FAA did not take immediate action to
require the use of the cam position view ports following the Pan

Am incident, and did not include this requirement in the
provisions of the Alert Service Bulletins or AD-88-12-04.
13. There were several opportunities for the manufacturer, the
airline, and the FAA, to have taken action during the service life
of the Boeing 747 that would have prevented this accident.
14. The fact that the crash fire rescue vehicles responding to this
accident did not use a common radio frequency led to problems
in communication among the responding vehicles.
15.
The camouflage paint scheme of the military fire rescue
units led to reduced visibility of these units and resulted in at
least one near-collision.
16. Megaphones were used in flight to communicate with
passengers because of the high ambient noise level. However
more megaphones would have afforded better communications
in all parts of the cabin.
17. Some flight attendants and passengers had difficulties
tightening straps of their life preservers around their waists
because of the fabric used, the design of the adjustment fittings,
and the angle the straps were pulled.
3.2
Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
improperly latched forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and
the subsequent explosive decompression. Contributing to the
cause of the accident was a deficiency in the design of the cargo
door locking mechanisms, which made them susceptible to
inservice damage, and which allowed the door to be unlatched,
yet to show a properly latched and locked position. Also
contributing to the accident was the lack of proper maintenance
and inspection of the cargo door by United Airlines, and a lack of
timely corrective actions by Boeing and the FAA following the
1987 cargo door opening incident on a Pan Am B-747.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of this investigation, on August 23, 1989, the Safety
Board issued the following safety recommendations for the FAA
to:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) to require that the manual
drive units and electrical actuators for Boeing 747 cargo doors
have torque limiting devices to ensure that the lock sectors,
modified per AD-88-12-04, cannot be overridden during
mechanical or electrical operation of the latch cams. (Class II,
Priority Action) (A-89-92)
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) for non-plug cargo doors
on all transport category airplanes requiring the installation of
positive indicators to ground personnel and flightcrews
confirming the actual position of both the latch cams and locks,
independently. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-89-93)
Require that fail-safe design considerations for non-plug cargo
doors on present and future transport category airplanes account
for conceivable human errors in addition to electrical and
mechanical malfunctions. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-89-94)
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) responded to Safety
Recommendations A-89-92 through -94 on November 3, 1989.
During its evaluation of Safety Recommendation A-89-92, the
FAA determined that Boeing 747 cargo doors with lock sectors,
modified in compliance with Airworthiness Directive (AD)
88-12-04, cannot be overridden during mechanical or electrical
operation of the latch cams because the latch cam actuators
incorporate at least one torque-limiting device. The Safety Board
has reviewed AD 88-12-04 and has confirmed the FAA's findings.
Based on this, Safety Recommendation A-89-92 has been
classified as "Closed--Reconsidered."
The FAA responded to Safety Recommendations A-89-93 and -94
describing action to review all outward opening (nonplug) doors
and all jetpowered transport category airplanes to determine
what, if any, modifications are needed to ensure that these doors

will not open in flight. The FAA pointed out that the door latch
indicating system is to be only part of the review and that door
designs will be evaluated against criteria specified in 14 CFR
25.783 as amended by Amendment 25-54, and the policy material
published in Advisory Circular 25.783.1, adopted in 1980 and will
take into account human factors involved in the routine operation
of closing and locking doors to ensure that the latch and lock
systems are fail-safe. Further, to emphasize the importance of
human factors, the FAA has developed a training program for
FAA certification personnel to enhance their knowledge of human
factors in aircraft design. This training program will be offered to
approximately 100 certification personnel during the next year.
Based on this response, Safety Recommendations A-89-93 and -94
have been classified as "Open--Acceptable Action." The Safety
Board believes it necessary to point out that this hazard exists for
any pressurized aircraft using non-plug doors and that the FAA
should not be limiting this review to only those transports which
are jet-powered.
Also, as a result of this accident, the National Transportation
Safety Board recommends that the Federal Aviation
Administration:
Amend 14 CFR 1447 (c)(4) to require that face masks be attached
to the regulators of portable emergency oxygen bottles. (Class II,
Priority Action) (A-90-54)
Require, in accordance with the requirements of 14 CFR 25. 1447
(c)(4), that a portable oxygen bottle be located at the flight
attendant stations at exit door 5 right and at exit door 5 left in
B-747 airplanes. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-55)
Require that no articles be placed in storage compartments that
are located over emergency exit doors. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-90-56)
Amend 14 CFR 121.309 (f) to require a readily accessible
megaphone at each seat row at which a flight attendant is

stationed. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-57)
Take corrective action to improve direct visibility to passengers
from the upper level flight attendant jumpseat in the B-747
airplanes using eye reference data contained in Federal Aviation
Administration report FAA-AM-75-2 "Anthropometry of Airline
Stewardesses." (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-58)
Issue an Airworthiness Directive to require that stronger latches
be installed in oversized storage compartments that formerly
held liferafts on all B-747 airplanes and also limit the distance that
these compartments can be opened. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-90-59)
Demonstrate for each make and model of life preserver that it can
be donned, adjusted, and tightened within the elapsed time
required by TSO-C13d. Direct particular attention to the ease with
which straps pass through adjustment fittings when the straps are
pulled at all possible angles. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-60)
Establish a cutoff date of [within 1 year of this recommendation
letter] after which all life preservers manufactured for passengercarrying aircraft would be required to meet the specifications of
TSO-C13e. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-61)
Also as a result of this accident, the National Transportation
Safety Board reiterates the following recommendations to the
Federal Aviation Administration:
A-85-35
Amend 14 CFR 121 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; ensure that 14 CFR 25
is consistent with the amendments to Part 121. (Class II, Priority
Action)
A-85-36
Amend 14 CFR 125 to require that all passenger-carrying air

carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; amend Part 125 to
require approved flotation-type seat cushions (TSO-C72) on all
such aircraft; ensure that 14 CFR 25 is consistent with the
amendments of Part 125. (Class II, Priority Action)
A-85-37
Amend 14 CFR 135 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; Amend Part 135 to
require approved floatation-type seat cushions (TSO-C72) on all
such aircraft; ensure that 14 CFR SFAR No. 23 is consistent with
the amendments to Part 135. (Class II, Priority Action)
In a November 28, 1988, letter to the FAA the Safety Board
recommended that a cut off date January 1, 1989, be reestablished.
Based on this accident, the Safety Board's again urges the FAA to
establish a cut off date by which life preservers meeting TSOC13e would be introduced into the fleets within a reasonable time
(A-85-36). The Safety Board recognizes that the FAA has complied
with part of this recommendation, pertaining to the floatationtype seat cushions.
Safety Recommendations A-85-35 and -37 are being held in an
"Open--Acceptable Action" status pending the publication of the
final rule. Safety Recommendation A-85-36 is being held in an
"Open--Unacceptable Action" status because Part 125 operations
were not included in the FAA rulemaking action.
As a result of its investigation, the National Transportation Safety
Board also recommends that the State of Hawaii, Department of
Transportation, Airports Division:
Develop, in cooperation with the Department of Defense,

procedures for direct radio communication between aircraft
rescue and fire fighting vehicles operated by the State of Hawaii
and Hickam Air Force Base that would be used when responding
to airport emergencies at Honolulu International Airport. (Class
II, Priority Action) (A-90-62)
Additionally, as a result of its investigation, the National
Transportation Safety Board recommends that the Department of
Defense:
Develop in cooperation with the State of Hawaii Department of
Transportation, procedures for direct radio communication
between aircraft rescue and firefighting vehicles operated by
Hickam Air Force Base and the State of Hawaii that would be
used when responding to airport emergencies at Honolulu
International Airport. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-63)
Comply with Federal regulation 14 CFR 139.319(f)(2) and the
guidance contained in Federal Aviation Administration Advisory
Circular 150/5220-14 by using high visibility color for aircraft
rescue and firefighting vehicles that operate at Honolulu
International Airport. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-64)
BY THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
/s/ James L. Kolstad Chairman
/s/ Susan Coughlin Acting Vice Chairman
/s/ John K. Lauber Member
/s/
Jim Burnett Member
April 16, 1990
5. APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
INVESTIGATION AND HEARING
1. Investigation
The Washington Headquarters of the National Transportation
Safety Board was notified of the United Airlines accident within a
short time after the occurrence. A full investigation team departed
Washington, D.C. at 1400 eastern daylight time on the same day

and arrived in Honolulu at 0030 Hawaiian standard time the next
day.
The team was composed of the following investigation groups:
Operations, Structures/Systems, Maintenance Records,
Metallurgy, and Survival Factors. In addition, specialist reports
were prepared relevant to the CVR, FDR and radar plots.
Parties to the field investigation were United Airlines, the FAA,
the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, the Air Line Pilots
Association, the International Association of Machinists, and the
Association of Flight Attendants.
2.
Public Hearing
A 3-day public hearing was held in Seattle, Washington,
beginning on April 25, 1989. Parties represented at the hearing
were the FAA, United Airlines, the Boeing Commercial Airplanes
Company, the Air Line Pilots Association, and the International
Association of Machinists.
APPENDIX B
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
Captain David Cronin
Captain David Cronin, 59, was hired by UAL on December 10,
1954. The captain holds Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) Certificate
No. 1268493 with airplane multiengine land ratings and
commercial privileges in airplane single-engine land, sea and
gliders. The captain is type rated in the B747, DC10, DC8, B727,
Convair (CV) 440, CV340, CV240 and the learjet. The captain was
issued a first class medical certificate on November 1, 1988, with
no limitations.
The captain's initial operating experience (IOE) check out in the
B747 occurred in December, 1985. The captain's latest line and
proficiency checks in the B747 were completed in August and
December, 1988, respectively. Training in ditching and evacuation
was included with the proficiency check. The captain had flown a
total of about 28,000 hours, 1,600 to 1,700 hours of which were in

the B747. During the 24-hour, 72-hour and 30-day periods, prior
to the accident, the captain had flown: 1 hour, 5 minutes; 13
hours, 35 minutes; and 76 hours, 18 minutes, respectively.
First Officer Gregory Slader
First Officer Gregory Slader, 48, was hired by UAL on June 15,
1964. The first officer holds ATP Certificate No. 1528630 with
airplane multiengine land ratings and commercial privileges in
airplane single-engine land. The first officer is type rated in B747,
DC10, B727, and B737. The first officer was issued a first class
medical certificate on February 14, 1989, with no limitations.
The first officer's initial operating experience (IOE) check out in
the B747 occurred in August, 1987. The first officer's latest
proficiency check in the B747 was completed in October, 1988.
Training on ditching and evacuation was included with the
proficiency check. The first officer had flown a total of about
14,500 hours, 300 hours of which were in the B747. During the 24hours, 72-hour and 30-day periods prior to the accident, the first
officer had flown: 1 hour, 5 minutes; 13 hours, 35 minutes; and 46
hours, 25 minutes, respectively.
Second Officer Randal Thomas
Second Officer Randal Thomas, 46, was hired by UAL on May 22,
1969. The second officer holds Flight Engineer Certificate No.
1947041 for turbo jet powered airplanes, issued July 18, 1969. The
second officer holds commercial pilot certificate No. 1585899 with
ratings and limitations of airplane single and multiengine land
with instrument privileges. The second officer was issued a first
class medical certificate on December 6, 1988, with no limitations.
The second officer's IOE check out in the B747 occurred in March,
1987. The second officer's latest proficiency check in the B747 was
completed in October, 1988. Training in ditching and evacuation
was included with the proficiency check. He had flown a total of
about 20,000 hours, about 1,200 hours of which were as second
officer on the B747. During his 24-hour, 72-hour and 30 day-

periods, prior to the accident, the second officer had flown: 1
hour, 5 minutes; 13 hours, 35 minutes; and 46 hours, 25 minutes,
respectively.
Flight Attendant and Chief Purser Laura Brentlinger
Flight attendant Laura Brentlinger, 38, was employed by UAL in
April 1972; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
September 19, 1988.
Flight Attendant and AFT Purser Sarah Shanahan
Flight attendant Sarah Shanahan, 42, was employed by UAL in
August 1967; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
October 10, 1988.
Flight Attendant Richard Lam
Flight attendant Richard Lam, 41, was employed by UAL on
April 1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
September 16, 1988.
Flight Attendant John Horita
Flight attendant John Horita, 44, was employed by UAL in June
1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on November 1,
1988.
Flight Attendant Curtis Christensen
Flight attendant Curtis Christensen, 34, was initially employed by
PAA in May 1978. He was subsequently employed by UAL in
February 1986 when UAL purchased PAA Pacific Division. Flight
attendant Chrisensen had completed B747 recurrent training on
December 12, 1988.
Flight Attendant Tina Blundy
Flight attendant Tina Blundy, 36, was employed by UAL in May
1973; and had completed B747 recurrent training on October 28,
1988.
Flight Attendant Jean Nakayama
Flight attendant Jane Nakayama, 37, was employed by UAL in
August 1973; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
December 6, 1988.

Flight Attendant Mae Sapolu
Flight attendant Mae Sapolu, 38, was initially employed by Pan
American Airlines (PAA) in March 1973. She was subsequently
employed by UAL in February 1986; when UAL purchased PAA
Pacific Division. Flight attendant Sapolu completed B747
recurrent training on October 13, 1988.
Flight Attendant Robyn Nakamoto
Flight attendant Robyn Nakamoto, 26, was employed by UAL in
April, 1986, and transferred to the Inflight Service Division in
May, 1988. She was initially trained on the B747 in May 1988; and
had not attended recurrent training.
Flight Attendant Edward Lythgoe
Flight attendant Edward Lythgoe, 37, was employed by UAL in
December 1978; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
October 21, 1988.
Flight Attendant Sharol Preston
Flight attendant Sharol Preston, 39, was employed by UAL in July
1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on July 29, 1988.
Flight Attendant Ricky Umehira
Flight attendant Ricky Umehira, 35, was employed by UAL in
November 1983; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 15, 1988.
Flight Attendant Darrell Blankenship
Flight attendant Darrell Blankenship, 28, was employed by UAL
in February 1984; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
February 10, 1988.
Flight Attendant Linda Shirley
Flight attendant Linda Shirley, 30, was employed by UAL in
March 1979; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 3, 1989.
Flight Attendant Ilona Benoit
Flight attendant Ilona Benoit, 48, was initially employed by PAA
in November 1969. She was subsequently employed by UAL in

February 1986; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 17, 1988.
Lead Ramp Serviceman Paul Engalla
Lead ramp serviceman Paul Engalla was employed by UAL in
1959. Because of his extensive ramp service experience, Mr.
Engalla was selected as a ramp service trainer in 1986.
Ramp Serviceman Daniel Sato
Ramp serviceman Daniel Sato was employed by UAL in May
1987. Company records indicate that his proficiency in the
opening and closing of B747 cargo doors and the operation of
container loads was attained in September 1988.
Ramp Serviceman Brian Kitaoka
Ramp serviceman Brian Kitaoka was employed by UAL in
November 1986. Company records indicate that his proficiency in
the operation of container loaders was attained in November
1987. His proficiency in the opening and closing of B747 cargo
doors was attained in October 1988.
Dispatch Mechanic Steve Hajanos
Dispatch mechanic Steve Hajanos was employed as an airplane
mechanic by UAL on October 30, 1986. He holds FAA Airplane
and Powerplants Certificate No. 362583850, issued November 14,
1981. He was formerly employed by Aloha Airlines as a
maintenance supervisor and by World Airways as a mechanic
and maintenance supervisor. He began his aviation career as an
airplane mechanic in the United States Air Force.
APPENDIX C
AIRPLANE INFORMATION
Type of Date of Maximum Inspection Inspection Cycles Interval
Service No. 1 Current 02/23/89 58,814 15,027 Note 1 Previous
02/23/89 58,809 15,026 Service No. 2 Current 02/22/89 58,802
15,024 65 Hours Previous 02/18/89 58,747 15,016 Note 2 A Check
Current 02/14/89 58,710 15,009 350 Hours Previous 01/16/89
58,368 14,947 B Check Current 11/28/88 57,751 14,839 131 Days

Previous 07/28/88 56,635 14,632 C Check Current 11/28/88
57,751 14,839 393 Days Previous 11/19/87 53,789 14,146 MPV
Check Current 04/30/84 43,731 11,857 5 Years Previous 01/30/80
30,906 D Check Current 04/30/84 43,731 19,237 9 Years Previous
09/09/76 19,237 Note 1: Service No. 1 to be accomplished on
through flights or at trip termination whenever time is less than
12 hours per Maintenance Manual Procedures BX 12-0-1-1.
Note 2: Aircraft with layover of 12 hours or more will receive a
Service No. 2 not to exceed 65 flight hours between checks.
APPENDIX D
Flight Crewmember.--The second officer sustained minor
superficial brush burns to both elbows and forearms, during the
evacuation.
Cabin Crewmembers.--The cabin crewmembers sustained the
following injuries during the evacuation:
Flight attendant No. 1 sustained a strained left shoulder;
Flight attendant No. 2 sustained acute thoracic and lumbosacral
strain;
Flight attendant No. 3 sustained a mild right bicep strain;
Flight attendant No. 4 sustained a left elbow contusion, left
shoulder dislocation, and mild lumbosacral strain;
Flight attendant No. 5 sustained a left calf contusion;
Flight attendant No. 6 sustained a mild left elbow bruise;
Flight attendant No. 7 sustained mild left arm and lower back
strain;
Flight attendant No. 8 sustained a soft tissue injury to the back;
Flight attendant No. 9 sustained abrasions to both palms and the
left knee;
Flight attendant No. 10 sustained a fracture of the left tenth rib;
Flight attendant No. 11 sustained a minimal injury to the right
middle finger PIP joint and left first MP joint;
Flight attendant No. 12 sustained a pulled muscle on the left side
of the neck;

Flight attendant No. 13 sustained a comminuted fracture of the
right ulna and radius;
Flight attendant No. 14 sustained a mild thoracic back strain;
Flight attendant No. 15 sustained a non-displaced fracture of C-6,
a cerebral concussion, a fracture of the proximal right humerus,
and multiple lacerations;
A flight attendant, flying as a passenger, sustained mild
lumbosacral strain, a laceration of the right little finger, and a left
elbow abrasion.
Passengers.--Nine Passengers who were seated in seats 8H,
9FGH, 10GH, 11GH, and 12H, were ejected from the fuselage and
were not found; and thus, are assumed to have been fatally
injured in the accident.
Passengers seated in the indicated seats sustained the following
injuries:
Seat
7C
Barotrauma to both ears
9C
Half-inch laceration to the upper left arm, superficial
abrasions to left arm and hand, barotrauma to both ears
9E
Superficial abrasions and contusions to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
10B Superficial abrasions to the left elbow and left middle
finger
10E
Superficial abrasions to the torso and left forearm,
bruising of the left hand and fingers
11E Laceration on the right ankle tendon, multiple bruises
11F
Slight contusion of the right shoulder
13D
Barotrauma to both ears
13E Bleeding in both ears
13H
Contusion to the left periorbital area
14A
Laceration in the parietal occipital area, barotrauma
to both ears
15J Comminuted fracture of the lateral epicondyle of the left

distal humerus (about 5mm separation)
16B Superficial abrasions to the right arm
16J
Barotrauma to both ears
16K
Right temporal abrasions
26A Barotrauma to both ears
26B barotrauma to both ears
26H
Barotitis to both ears, low back pain, irritation to the
right eye due to foreign bodies
27A Barotrauma to the right ear
28J Superficial abrasions and a contusion to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
APPENDIX E
DETAILS OF LATCH PIN WEAR OBSERVED ON UAL B-747
N4718U
(PROBLEM ABBREVIATIONS EXPANDED)
STATION INBOUND FLT/DATE OUTBOUND FLT/DATE
PROBLEM 830 12/5 825 12/5 Report - forward cargo door will
not open. Corrective action: cranked door latches to close an
recycled, checked okay. 824 12/6 812 12/7 Report - forward cargo
door will not open electrically. Corrective action: cranked door
latches to close and recycled. Checked okay. 812 12/7 811 12/7
No problem 811 12/7 811 12/7 No problem 811 12/7 811 12/7 No
problem 811 12/7 812 12/9 No problem 812 12/9 812 12/9 No
problem 812 12/9 812 12/9 No problem 812 12/9 811 12/9 No
problem 811 12/9 811 12/9 No problem 811 12/9 811 12/9 No
problem 811 12/9 812 12/11 No problem 812 12/11 812 12/11
Report - forward cargo door failed to close fully electrically,
manually cranked "pull in" hooks half a turn to close and latches
ran okay. Corrective action: adjusted on hook switches Deferred
maintenance item 0827 initiated. 812 12/11 812 12/12 Report door cycled 3 times, opened and closed normally. Corrective
action: cleared deferred maintenance item 827 812 12/12 811
12/12 No problem 811 12/12 811 12/12 No problem 811 12/12

811 12/12 Report - forward cargo door fails to close electrically.
Manually turned hooks to close with door switch selected close
until power transferred to latch motor. Hook motor switch
requires re-rigging. Corrective action: Deferred maintenance item
831 initiated.
STATION INBOUND FLT/DATE OUTBOUND FLT/DATE
PROBLEM 811 12/12 812 12/14 Report - forward cargo door will
not latch electrically. When manually closing, latches fail to close
sufficiently to close master latch lock after repeated attempts.
Corrective action: latches opened manually, door recycled again
and operation was normal electrically. (Deferred maintenance
item 0831 continued open for future repair.) 812 12/14 812 12/14
Report - when the aircraft landed, the door operated like the
deferred write up. The aft lower corner of the door appears to be
trailing. Suspect the hook motor may be over-heating causing the
problem. Note: adjusted S-8 door switch, the door operates okay.
The adjustment stop for S-8 is bent. Corrective action: (Deferred
maintenance item 0831 continued open for future repair.) 812
12/14 812 12/14 Manual operation 812 12/14 811 12/14 Manual
operation 811 12/14 811 12/14 Manual operation HNL (layover)
811 12/14 (Ret blks) 825 12/16 Manual operation 825 12/16 824
12/17 Manual operation 824 12/17 831 12/17 Report - necessary
to cycle door 3 times to get it to latch manually. Corrective action:
deferred maintenance item 0831 continued open for future repair.
831 12/17 831 12/17 Manual operation HKG (layover) 831 12/17
830 12/19 Report - deferred maintenance item 0831. Corrective
action: replaced hook position relay K1. Checked door several
times. It checked okay. Deferred maintenance item 0831 corrected.
830 12/19 58 12/19 No problem #8413
FORWARD CARGO DOOR
HISTORY - 12/1/88 THROUGH 2/22/89
STATION INBOUND FLT/DATE OUTBOUND FLT/DATE
PROBLEM 58 12/19 53 12/19 No problem 53 12/19 830 12/20 No

problem 830 12/20 827 12/20 No problem 827 12/20 801 12/20
No problem TPE (layover) 801 12/20 800 12/22 No problem 800
12/22 150 12/22 Report - prior to departure, forward cargo door
inoperative electrically. Manually closed. Corrective action:
deferred maintenance item 0835 initiated for future repair. 150
12/22 150 12/22 Manual operation ORD (layover) 150 12/22 143
12/23 Report - deferred maintenance item 0835. Corrective action:
operated door several times, could not duplicate. Checked hook
closed switch & hook position switch for being closed per
MM-52-34-60 procedure 13. Deferred maintenance item 0835
corrected. 143 12/23 143 12/23 No problem 143 12/23 150 12/24
No problem 150 12/24 150 12/24 No problem ORD (layover) 150
12/24 1 12/25 No problem HNL (layover) 1 12/25 812 12/25 No
problem 812 12/26 811 12/26 No problem 811 12/26 811 12/26
No problem 811 12/26 811 12/26 No problem 811 12/26 812
12/28 No problem 812 12/28 812 12/28 No problem 812 12/28
812 12/28 No problem 812 12/28 811 12/28 No problem 811
12/28 811 12/28 No problem 811 12/28 811 12/28 No problem
811 12/28 812 12/30 No problem 812 12/30 812 12/30 No
problem
1 Leading edge flaps are numbered 1 to 26 from left wing
outboard to right wing outboard and constitute a set of 5 variable
camber flaps outboard of engines Nos. 1 and 4, a set of 5 variable
camber flaps between the two engines on each wing; and a set of
three Krueger flaps inboard of each inboard engine (Nos. 2 and 3
engines).
2 The flap track canoe fairings are numbered 1 through 8, from
left outboard to right outboard.
3 The PMI does not formally approve the airline manual or
changes, but the PMI has the responsibility to review the manual
and promptly advise the operator when any portion is found
unacceptable. (Reference, Airworthiness Inspectors Handbook,
Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration,

order 8300.9 July 25, 1985, Chapter 6, Section 4, Maintenance
Manual Requirements.)
4 NFPA 414 - Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting Vehicles, National
Fire Protection Association, 1984, Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA
02269.
5 Airport Fire and Rescue Vehicle Specification Guide, AC
150/5220-14, March 15, 1979, Federal Aviation Administration,
Washington, D.C. 20591.
6 "Air Carrier Overwater Emergency Equipment and
Procedures" (NTSB/SS-85/02)
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Adopted: March 18, 1992 Notation 5059C
Abstract: This report explains the explosive decompression
resulting from the loss of a cargo door in flight on United Airlines
flight 811, a Boeing 747-122, near Honolulu, Hawaii, on February
24, 1989. The safety issues discussed in the report are the design
and certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
and emergency response. Recommendations concerning these
issues were made to the Federal Aviation Administration, the
State of Hawaii, and the U.S. Department of Defense.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing 747-122,
experienced an explosive decompression as it was climbing
between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu,
Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight
attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.

A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door,
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle.
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in
the report and was supported by the evidence available at the
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause have
been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.

The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective actions
by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
As a result of this investigation, the Safety Board issued safety
recommendations concerning cargo doors and other nonplug
doors on pressurized transport category airplanes, cabin safety,
and emergency response.
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOAR
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20594
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION-- LOSS OF CARGO DOOR IN
FLIGHT UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT 811 BOEING 747-122,
N4713U HONOLULU, HAWAII FEBRUARY 24, 1989
1. FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1 History of the Flight
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines (UAL) flight 811, a Boeing
747-122 (B-747), N4713U, was being operated as a regularly
scheduled flight from Los Angeles, California (LAX) to Sydney,

Australia (SYD), with intermediate stops in Honolulu, Hawaii
(HNL) and Auckland, New Zealand (AKL).
The flightcrew assigned to the LAX/HNL route segment reported
no difficulty during their flight.
A flightcrew change occurred when flight 811 arrived at HNL.
The oncoming captain stated that he and his crew reported to
UAL operations 1 hour and 15 minutes prior to the flight's
scheduled departure time from HNL. The crew had completed a
34-hour layover (rest period) in HNL.
The captain reviewed the flight plan, the weather, pertinent
NOTAMs, and maintenance records, and signed the Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) clearance before boarding the airplane.
Flight 811 departed HNL gate 10 at 0133 Honolulu Standard Time
(HST), 3 minutes after the scheduled departure time, with 3 flight
crewmembers, 15 cabin crewmembers, and 337 passengers. The
flightcrew attributed the short delay to cabin crew problems with
arming the 5L cabin door emergency exit slide and the normal
securing of the 2L door after a somewhat extended passenger
boarding process. The second officer stated that all cabin and
cargo door warning lights were out prior to the airplane's
departure from the gate. He said that he
dimmed the annunciator panel lights at his station while the
airplane was departing the gate area.
The captain was at the controls when the flight was cleared for
takeoff on HNL runway 8R at 0152:49 HST. The auxiliary power
unit (APU), which was used during the takeoff, was shutdown
shortly after making the initial power reduction to climb thrust.
The flightcrew reported the airplane's operation to be normal
during the takeoff and during the initial and intermediate
segments of the climb. The flightcrew observed en route
thunderstorms both visually and on the airplane's weather radar,
so they requested and received clearance for a deviation to the
left of course from the HNL Combined Center Radar Approach

Control (CERAP). The captain elected to leave the passenger seat
belt sign "on."
The flightcrew stated that the first indication of a problem
occurred while the airplane was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet at an indicated airspeed (IAS) of 300 knots. They heard
a sound, described as a "thump," which shook the airplane. They
said that this sound was followed immediately by a "tremendous
explosion." The airplane had experienced an explosive
decompression. They said that they donned their respective
oxygen masks but found no oxygen available. The airplane cabin
altitude horn sounded and the flightcrew believed the passenger
oxygen masks had deployed automatically.
The captain immediately initiated an emergency descent, turned
180( to the left to avoid a thunderstorm, and proceeded toward
HNL. The first officer informed CERAP that the airplane was in
an emergency descent and appeared to have lost power in the
No. 3 engine. The appropriate 7700 emergency code was placed
in the airplane's radar beacon transponder and an emergency was
declared with CERAP at approximately 0220 HST. The No. 3
engine was shut down shortly after commencing the descent
because of heavy vibration, no N1 compressor indication, low
exhaust gas temperature (EGT), and low engine pressure ratio
(EPR).
The second officer then left the cockpit to inspect the cabin area
and returned to inform the captain that a large portion of the
forward right side of the cabin fuselage was missing. The captain
subsequently shut down the No. 4 engine because of high EGT
and no N1 compressor indication, accompanied by visible flashes
of fire. The flightcrew initiated fuel dumping during the descent
to reduce the airplane landing weight.
The airplane was cleared for an approach to HNL runway 8L.
The final approach was flown at 190 to 200 knots with the No. 1
and No. 2 engines only. During flap extension, the flightcrew

observed an indication of asymmetrical flaps as the flap position
approached 5(. The flightcrew decided to extend inboard trailing
edge flaps to 10( for the landing. The right outboard leading edge
flaps did not extend during the flap lowering sequence. The
airplane touched down on the runway, approximately 1,000 feet
from the approach end, and came to a stop about 7,000 feet later.
The captain applied idle reverse on the Nos. 1 and No. 2 engines
and employed moderate to heavy braking to stop the airplane. At
0234 (HST), HNL tower was notified by the flightcrew that the
airplane was stopped and an emergency evacuation had
commenced on the runway.
After the accident, UAL ramp service personnel, who had been
involved with the cargo loading and unloading of flight 811
before takeoff from HNL, stated that they had opened and closed
the forward cargo door electrically. They said that they had
observed no damage to the cargo door. The ramp service
personnel said that they had verified that the forward cargo door
was flush with the fuselage of the airplane, that the master door
latch handle was stowed, and that the pressure relief doors were
flush with the exterior skin of the cargo door.
The dispatch mechanic stated that, in accordance with UAL
procedures, he had performed a "circle check" prior to the
airplane's departure from the HNL gate. This check included
verification that the cargo doors were flush with the fuselage of
the airplane, that the master latch lock handles were stowed, and
that the pressure relief doors were flush or within 1/2 inch of the
cargo door's exterior skin. He said a flashlight was used during
this inspection.
The second officer stated that, in accordance with UAL Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) he had performed an operational
check of the door warning annunciator lights as part of his
portion of the cockpit preparation. The second officer also stated
that he used a flashlight while performing an exterior inspection,

again in accordance with UAL procedures. The exterior
inspection was conducted while ramp service personnel were
performing cargo loading operations and the cargo doors were
open. He stated that he had observed no abnormalities or
damage.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Injuries Flightcrew Cabincrew Passengers Others Serious *Lost in
flight. An extensive air and sea search for the passengers was
unsuccessful.
1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a hole on the
right side in the area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door fuselage cutout
lower sill and side frames were intact but the door was missing
(see figures 1 and 2). An area of fuselage skin measuring about 13
feet lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from the
upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper deck window
belt, had separated from the airplane at a location above the cargo
door extending to the upper deck windows. The floor beams
adjacent to and inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured
and buckled downward.
Examination of all structure around the area of primary damage
disclosed no evidence of preexisting cracks or corrosion. All
fractures were typical of fresh overstress breaks.
Debris had damaged portions of the right wing, the right
horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer and engines Nos. 3 and
4. No damage was noted on the left side of the airplane, including
engines Nos. 1 and 2.
The right wing had sustained impact damage along the leading
edge between the No. 3 engine pylon and the No. 17 variable
camber leading edge flap. Slight impact damage to the No. 18
leading edge flap was noted.
There was a break and scuff in the wing leading edge aft of

engine No. 4 and a scuff in the wing leading edge outboard of
engine No. 4. There was a large indentation (to a depth of nearly
8 inches) in the area just above the outboard landing light, and
the landing light covers were broken. There was a small puncture
in the upper surface of the No. 14 krueger flap and impact
damage to the wing leading edge just aft of the No. 14 krueger
flap. There was a gash on the upper wing surface aft of the No. 14
krueger flap and leading edge, as well as punctures to the wing
leading edge aft of the number 16 krueger flap. The under wing
surface aft of the krueger flaps also sustained impact damage.
The right wing also had sustained damage at the wing-to-body
fairing and two flap track canoe fairings.1 Wing-to-body fairing
damage was limited to surface scraping forward of and below the
wing. The outboard surface of the No. 6 flap track canoe fairing
revealed a slightly more significant gouge mark. The most severe
damage was evident on the inboard surface of the No. 8 flap track
canoe fairing, where three separate punctured areas were
observed. The trailing edge flaps were not damaged.
The leading edge of the right horizontal stabilizer had several
dents. The most severe dents, located 8 to 10 feet from the
stabilizer root, were approximately 3 inches wide and 1 inch
deep. No punctures were found. The vertical stabilizer had
multiple small and elongated indentations with a maximum
depth of 1/2 inch near the right base of the leading edge. A small
gouge and two small scrapes were noted at midspan of the upper
rudder.
A piece of cargo container was found lodged between the No. 3
engine pylon (inboard) and the wing underside. The piece of
metal had severed the pneumatic duct for the leading edge flaps.
Various nicks and punctures were evident on the inboard side of
the No. 3 engine pylon. The No. 4 engine pylon had a small
puncture near the leading edge of the wing.
The external surfaces of the No. 3 engine inlet cowl assembly

exhibited foreign object damage including small tears, scuffs and
a large outwardly directed hole. The entire circumference of all
the acoustic (sound attenuator) panels installed on the inlet
section of the cowl had been punctured, torn, or dented. None of
the No. 3 engine cases were penetrated by objects, nor was there
evidence of fire damage to any visible engine components and
accessories. The
leading edges of all fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine
exhibited extensive foreign object damage.
External damage to the No. 4 engine inlet and core cowls was
confined to the inboard side of the inlet cowl assembly. The
damage consisted of one major scuff mark, four lesser scuff marks
and one crescent- shaped cut. The sound attenuator panels that
were installed in the inlet area of the inlet cowl assembly had not
been penetrated. The No. 4 engine fan blade airfoils had
sustained both soft and hard object damage from foreign objects.
The cargo door separation resulted in the loss of fuselage shell
structure above the cargo door, along with main cabin floor
structure below seats 8GH through 12GH (see figure 3). The
missing floor area extended inboard from the interior of the right
side fuselage wall to the inboard seat track of seats 8GH through
12GH.
The supply and fill lines from the flightcrew oxygen bottle, and
the supply line for the passenger oxygen system had been broken
below the cabin floor inboard of the missing cargo door.
The two cabin pressurization out-flow valves, located on the
underside of the fuselage, aft of the rear cargo compartment, were
found fully open. The two over-pressure relief valves located on
the forward left side of the airplane were found in the normal
closed position. These valves were removed and bench tested.
(See section 1.16.3, Pressurization System.) The majority of the
cabin floor-to-cargo compartment blowout panels were found
activated. The blowout panels are designed to relieve excess

pressure differential following an explosive decompression to
prevent catastrophic damage to the cabin floor structures.
The estimated damage to the airplane was $14,000,000, based on
UAL's costs to repair it.
1.4 Other Damage
No other property damage resulted from this accident.
1.5 Personnel Information
The crew consisted of 3 flight crewmembers (the captain, the first
officer, and the second officer) and 15 cabin crewmembers. (See
appendix B.)
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1
General
On February 24, 1989, the United Airlines B-747 fleet consisted of
31 airplanes, including: 2 B-747-222B, 11 B-747-SP, 5 B-747-123,
and 13 B-747-122 series airplanes. N4713U was equipped with
four Pratt & Whitney model JT9D engines.
The accident airplane, serial No. 19875, registered in the United
States as N4713U, was manufactured as a Boeing 747-122
transport category airplane by the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company (Boeing), Seattle, Washington, a Division of the Boeing
Company. N4713U, the 89th B-747 built by Boeing, was
manufactured in accordance with Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) type certificate No. A20WE, as approved
on December 30, 1969. The airplane was certificated in accordance
with the provisions of 14 CFR Part 25, effective February 1, 1965.
The maximum calculated takeoff weight for flight 811 was
706,000 pounds. The flight plan data showed an actual takeoff
weight of 697,900 pounds. The center of gravity (CG) for takeoff
was computed at 20.4 percent mean aerodynamic chord (MAC).
The forward and aft CG limits were 12 and 29.7 percent MAC,
respectively.
At the time of the accident, N4713U had accumulated 58,815 total
flight hours and 15,028 flight cycles. N4713U had not been

involved in any previous accident. Records indicated that the
airplane had been inspected and maintained in accordance with
the General Maintenance Program as defined in UAL Operations
Specifications and in accordance with the FAA approved Aircraft
and Powerplants Reliability Program. The records indicated that
all required inspection and maintenance actions had been
completed within specified time limits and all applicable
airworthiness directives (AD) had been accomplished or were in
the process of being accomplished, with the exception of AD
88-12-04, which was applicable to the B-747 lower lobe cargo
door, and which had only been complied with partially. (See
section 1.6.8 for explanation).
1.6.2
Cargo Door Description and Operation
Both the forward and aft lower cargo doors are similar in
appearance and operation. They are located on the lower right
side of the fuselage and are outward-opening. The door opening
is approximately 110 inches wide by 99 inches high, as measured
along the fuselage.
Electrical power for operation of the cargo door switches and
actuators is supplied from the ground handling bus, which is
powered by either external power or the APU. See figure 17 for a
diagram of the cargo door electrical circuitry. The engine
generators cannot provide power to the ground handling bus.
APU generator electrical power to the ground handling bus is
interrupted when an engine generator is brought on line after
engine start. The APU generator "field" switch can be reengaged
by the flightcrew, if necessary on the ground, to power the
ground handling bus. The air/ground safety relay automatically
disconnects the APU generator from the ground handling bus, if
it is energized, when the airplane becomes airborne and the air/
ground relay senses that the airplane is off the ground.
The cargo door and its associated hardware are designed to carry
circumferential (hoop) loads arising from pressurization of the

airplane. These loads are transmitted from the piano hinge at the
top of the door, through the door itself, and into the eight latches
located along the bottom of the door. The eight latches consist of
eight latch pins attached to the lower door sill and eight latch
cams attached to the bottom of the door. The cargo door also has
two midspan latches located along the fore and aft sides of the
door. These midspan latches primarily serve to keep the sides of
the door aligned with the fuselage. There are also four door stops
which limit inward movement of the door. There are two pull-in
hooks located on the fore and aft lower portion of the door, with
pull-in hook pins on the sides of the door frame. (See figure 4 for
cargo door components).
The cargo doors on the B-747 have a master latch lock handle
installed on the exterior of the door. The handle is opened and
closed manually. The master latch lock handle simultaneously
controls the operation of the latch lock sectors, which act as locks
for the latch cams, and the two pressure relief doors located on
the door. Figure 5 depicts a lock sector and latch cam in an
unlocked and locked condition.
Figure 4.--Boeing 747 lower lobe forward cargo door.
Figure 5.--Cargo door latch cam and lock sector in unlocked and
locked ositions.
The door has three electrical actuators for opening/closing and
latching of the door. One actuator (main actuator) moves the door
from the fully open position to the near closed position, and vice
versa. A second actuator (pull-in hook actuator) moves the pull-in
hooks closed or open, and the third actuator (latch actuator)
rotates the latch cams from the unlatched position to the latched
position, and vice versa. The latch actuator has an internal clutch,
which slips to limit the torque output of the actuator.
Normally, the cargo doors are operated electrically by means of a
switch located on the exterior of the fuselage, just forward of the
door opening. The switch controls the opening and closing and

the latching of the door. If at any time the switch is released, the
switch will return to a neutral position, power is removed from
all actuators, and movement of the actuators ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the
"closed" position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door
moves toward the closed position. After the door has reached the
near closed position, the hook position switch transfers the
electrical control power to the pull- in hook actuator, and the
cargo door is brought to the closed position by the pull-in hooks.
When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position, the
hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch actuator.
The latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the
lower portion of the door, around the eight latch pins, attached to
the lower door sill. At the same time, the two midspan latch
cams, located on the sides of the door rotate around the two
midspan latch pins located on the sides of the door frame. When
the eight latch cams and the two mid-span cams reach their fully
closed position, electrical power is removed from the latch
actuator by the latch-closed switch. This completes the electrically
powered portion of the door closing operation. The door can also
be operated in the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors
across the latch cams. These are manually moved in place across
the open mouth of each of the eight lower cams through
mechanical linkages to the master latch lock handle. The position
of the lock sectors is indicated indirectly by noting visually the
closed position of the two pressure relief doors located on the
upper section of each cargo door. The pressure relief doors are
designed to relieve any residual pressure differential before the
cargo doors are opened after landing, and to prevent
pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are

mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This
final procedure also actuates the master latch
lock switch, removing electrical control power from the opening
and closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit
cargo door warning light through a switch located on one of the
pressure relief doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by
reversing the above procedure.
The B-747 cargo door has eight (8) view ports located beneath the
latch cams for direct viewing of the position of the cams by means
of alignment stripes. Procedures for using these view ports for
verifying the position of the cams were not in place or required
by Boeing, the FAA, or UAL (see 1.17.5 for additional
information).
Closing the door manually is accomplished through the same
sequence of actions without electrical power. The door actuator
mechanisms are manually driven to a closed and latched position
by the use of a one-half inch socket driver. The door can also be
opened manually with the use of the socket driver. There are
separate socket drives for the door raising/lowering mechanism,
the pull-in hooks, and the latches.
Operating procedures for the normal electrical operation of the
forward and aft cargo doors are outlined in the UAL Maintenance
Manual (MM). Authorization for deferral of maintenance on the
door power system is contained in the UAL B-747 Minimum
Equipment List (MEL). In addition, operating procedures for
dispatching aircraft with an inoperative door electrical power
system (manual operation) are specified in the operator's MEL.
The UAL MM differs from Boeing's recommended MM. UAL had
modified Boeing printed material or replaced pages with their
own methods and procedures for conducting maintenance
functions. The modifications to the manufacturer's MM were
accepted by the FAA through "approval" by the FAA Principal
Maintenance Inspector (PMI). Electrical cargo door open/close

operations in the UAL and Boeing MM's are approximately the
same, except the final "Caution" statement differs in methods to
ensure that the latch cams are closed:
United Airlines Maintenance Manual
CAUTION
DO NOT FORCE HANDLE. LATCH CAMS NOT
FULLY CLOSED COULD CAUSE HANDLE MECHANISM
SHEAR RIVET TO SHEAR.
Boeing Airplane Company Maintenance Manual
CAUTION DO NOT FORCE HANDLE. IF RESISTANCE IS
FELT, CHECK LATCH ALIGNMENT STRIPES THROUGH
VIEWING PORTS IN DOOR. LATCH CAMS NOT FULLY
CLOSED COULD CAUSE HANDLE MECHANISM SHEAR
RIVET TO SHEAR.
The following step in Boeing's MM does not appear in the UAL
MM: "Check that the Cargo Door Warning Light on flight
engineer panel goes out." The UAL flightcrew checklist includes a
check of the warning light as part of the cockpit procedures for
dispatch.
Prior to the issuance of AD-88-12-04 (see 1.6.8), UAL ramp service
personnel only operated the cargo doors electrically. Manual
operation was accomplished only by maintenance personnel.
AD-88-12-04 required the additional procedure of recycling the
master latch lock handle following manual operation of the latch
actuator.
1.6.3 UAL Boeing 747 Special Procedures--Doors
The Safety Board's investigation revealed that UAL had
published a "special maintenance procedure" in the UAL MEL for
manual operation of the cargo door. The Maintenance Manual
Special Procedures, 5-8-2-52, dated January 1988, were
incorporated into UAL's MEL for use by maintenance controllers
and work foremen in issuing instructions or procedures to
mechanics. The procedure allowed the use of a special 1/2-inch
socket drive wrench as the primary tool for use in manually

opening or closing the cargo door. The document further
authorized, as an alternate tool, an air-driven torque-limiting
screwdriver. UAL procedures required approval by San Francisco
Line Maintenance and the station maintenance coordinator before
an air-driven screwdriver could be used to operate the doors of a
B-747 airplane with an inoperative cargo door power system.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, the FAA PMI and the FAA
B-747 maintenance inspector for UAL testified that prior to the
accident they were unaware of an FAA authorization for UAL's
use of an air-driven torque-limiting screwdriver on B-747 cargo
doors. However, the FAA's approval for the use of the tool was
noted in the MEL section of the airline's maintenance manual.
The original approval had occurred before the current inspectors
assumed their respective positions. Both testified that they had
not reviewed UAL's B-747 MEL because they assumed that the
previous inspectors had reviewed it.
According to UAL, the calibration/adjustment for the torquelimited air-driven screwdrivers was tested every six months.
Safety Board investigators found no records for the calibration/
adjustment of the power tools used to manually open and close
UAL B-747 cargo doors.
The Safety Board received statements from UAL supervisory
maintenance personnel at all UAL stations and contract facilities
for B-747 operations indicating that air-driven screwdrivers had
not been used by maintenance personnel to open or close the
forward cargo door on N4713U in the months prior to the
accident.
1.6.4 UAL Maintenance Program
Airplanes operated by UAL are maintained under an FAAapproved continuous airworthiness maintenance program, as
required by 14 CFR Part 121, Subpart L. The requirements of the
UAL maintenance program are detailed in their Operations
Specifications, dated November 21, 1988. Generally, UAL has an

overall in-house capability to perform virtually all of the
maintenance required on its own airframes and powerplants. All
of the required major airframe and powerplant maintenance for
N4713U had been performed at the UAL maintenance facility in
San Francisco, California.
UAL's maintenance and inspection program is scheduled either
at specific flight hour or calendar intervals. These maintenance
and inspection programs are designated as: Service No. 1, Service
No. 2, or A, B, C, MPV, and D Checks.
The work scope of Service Checks consists of a general inspection
of the airplane and engines, including servicing of consumable
fluids, oxygen, and tire pressures. The Service No. 1 check
involves an inspection at each maintenance facility where the
airplane lands. The Service No. 2 check is performed at a
maintenance facility where the airplane is scheduled for at least
12 hours of ground time. The maximum time interval between
Service No. 2 Checks is not to exceed 65 flight hours.
The "A" Check is performed at intervals not to exceed 350 flight
hours. This check includes an extended inspection of the cockpit,
cabin, cargo
compartments, landing gear, tires, and brakes. It does not include
a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The Phase Check ("B" Check) is scheduled on a calendar basis, not
to exceed 131 days. The scope of the "B" Check contains items of
inspection such as interior safety equipment and functional
verification of various aircraft systems and components. It does
not include a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The "C" Check is heavy maintenance oriented and is scheduled
on a calendar basis, every 13 months. The "C" Check work scope
is substantial and includes:
structural inspection items;
corrosion repair;
prevention and inspection of critical flight control systems; and,

a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The Mid-Period Visit (MPV) Check is a heavy maintenance
inspection that is scheduled at intervals not to exceed 5 years.
Items requiring scheduled overhaul are contained in the check as
well as inspections of the airplane structure and interior.
The D Check, completes the routine scheduled B-747 maintenance
plan and is scheduled at intervals not to exceed 9 years. The work
scope is very similar to the MPV Check and consists of heavy
maintenance to the airplane structure, landing gear, interior, and
airplane systems, including the cargo doors.
1.6.5 Maintenance Records Review
A review of the airplane's history indicated that the forward and
aft cargo doors were the original doors and neither had been
removed for repair or replaced for cause. There was no record of
major repair to either door or adjacent airplane structure.
The forward cargo door's forward mid-span latch pin had been
removed because of gouging of the pin surface, during the last
"C" check on
November 28, 1988. According to the available maintenance
documents, including the most recent "D" check, a full cargo door
rigging check had not been accomplished. UAL maintenance
personnel indicated that no rigging of the forward or aft cargo
doors was required during the following checks:
1. "D" check accomplished April 1984;
2. "C" checks accomplished November 11, 1987, and November
28, 1988; and,
3.
"B" checks accomplished March 21, 1988 and July 27, 1988;
The records prior to the "D" check in 1984 and the "C" check
accomplished in November 1987 were not required to be retained.
This procedure complies with FAR 121.380.
The logbook of N4713U was reviewed and all numbered pages
were in sequential order with none missing. The airplane had
been released for flight by UAL, HNL Maintenance, in accordance

with UAL procedures. The Los Angeles to HNL segment of flight
811, on February 23, 1989, generated four logbook discrepancy
entries. All items were cleared by HNL maintenance and none
were related to the cargo door. No new deferred items were
generated and no current deferred items were corrected. The
Maintenance Release document for flight 811 indicated that all
deferred items were in accordance with the UAL Minimum
Equipment List (MEL) and none referenced the forward cargo
door.
UAL stores its maintenance information in an "electronic
logbook," entitled Aircraft Maintenance Information System
(AMIS). This system tracks on a daily and worldwide basis the
flightcrew defect reports, all nonroutine maintenance defects, and
maintenance corrective actions for the UAL airplane fleet. The
system follows an Airline Transport Association (ATA) chapter
format. According to UAL, the AMIS information is used as part
of UAL's FAA approved maintenance reliability program
affording the capability to assess trends at any given time.
A complete history of N4713U was reviewed for the following
ATA Chapters:
Chapter-00-Miscellaneous
No significant items associated with the cargo door systems.
Chapter-21-Air Conditioning and Pressurization
An entry, dated August 19, 1988, indicated "Auto and Standby
pressure controllers were erratic." UAL maintenance cleared this
item as "Checked per Maintenance Manual Chapter (MM)
21-31-00.
Chapter-31-Instruments (Not related to any specific system)
No significant items associated with the cargo door systems.
Chapter-52-Doors (Cargo door section only)
During the period September 7, 1988, through November 1, 1988,
a series of five discrepancies on the forward cargo door's
electrical opening and closing system were noted. Ground

handling personnel were required to operate the door by the
manual system. On November 1, 1988, UAL maintenance
corrective action for this discrepancy was signed off as, "replaced
power unit [lift mechanism] per Maintenance Manual Chapter
52-34-02.
An expanded AMIS history of the N4713U forward cargo door
system was prepared beginning December 1, 1988, and
continuing until the date of the accident. The history tracked the
airplane by each flight and station transited.
During the period December 5, 1988, through December 23, 1988,
eight defect reports regarding the opening and closing of the
forward cargo door were entered into the system. The reported
defects involved problems with the cargo door not always
operating with the normal electrical system. Appendix E contains
the details of the writeups and corrective actions.
During the period December 23, 1988, through February 23, 1989,
two forward cargo door discrepancies were noted on N4713U. On
January 3, 1989, the discrepancy was, "Manual lock seals broken."
The corrective action was signed off as, "recycled [door] per
placard on door and documented. No door
problems." On January 15, 1989, the discrepancy was, "cargo
door seal, lower aft corner is torn and loose from retainer." The
corrective action was "repaired seal." There were no further
recorded discrepancies.
On February 23, 1989, a written discrepancy noted "Aft cargo
door damaged aft lower corner." The corrective action listed,
"Interim repair per (EVA) LM-8-433. Accomplish permanent
repair within 60 flight hours."
Chapter-53-Structures (Fuselage)
During the period March 1988, through February 24, 1989, one
defect was noted for each of the forward and aft cargo doors on
N4713U.
Forward Cargo Door.--On September 6, 1988, the discrepancy

was, "Approximately six inches of forward cargo door jamb
damaged center of lower side sealing surface." The corrective
action was, "Installed doubler and sealed area."
Aft Cargo Door.--On April 22, 1988, the discrepancy was, "Aft
cargo door rear sill latch does not spring up to lock." The
corrective action was, "Replaced latch."
1.6.6 Service Difficulty Report Information
A review was made of the Service Difficulty Reports (SDRs) for
ATA Chapter 52 for all UAL Boeing 747 airplanes. Thirty-nine
SDRs were recorded over the period January 31, 1983, through
March 21, 1989. The following summarizes data concerning the
forward and aft cargo doors:
cases of corrosion;
cases of cracking;
cases of door open (false) indications;
cases where cabin did not pressurize;
cases of cabin pressure loss; and
case of dent caused by ground equipment.
None of the noted SDR cases were recorded for N4713U.
1.6.7 Service Letters and Service Bulletins
Boeing issues information to its customers via Service Letters
(SL's) and Service Bulletins (SB's) to inform operators of reported
and anticipated difficulties with various airplane models. Twelve
SL's provided guidance for maintenance or information
applicable to the B-747 cargo doors. Twenty-nine SB's provided
guidance for maintenance or information applicable to the B-747
cargo door.
SB-747-52-2097, "Pressure Relief Door Shroud Installation--Lower
Lobe and Side Cargo Doors," was issued on June 27, 1975.
Revision 1 to SB-747-52-2097 was issued November 14, 1975. In
general, the SB recommended the installation of shrouds on the
inboard sides of the cargo door pressure relief door openings. The
purpose of the shrouds was to prevent the possibility of the

pressure relief doors being rotated (blown) to the closed position
during the pressurization cycle. This condition could only occur if
the master latch lock handle had been left open and the
flightcrew failed to note the cargo door open warning before
takeoff.
UAL records for N4713U indicated that SB-747-52-2097 had been
complied with and the shrouds had been installed on the forward
and aft cargo doors. However, examination of the aft cargo door
on N4713U revealed that the shrouds were not in place. UAL
could not find records to verify if the shrouds had been installed
or if they had been removed from either door.
1.6.8 Airworthiness Directives
There had been 141 Airworthiness Directives (ADs) issued that
were applicable to the accident airplane. Two ADs were pertinent
to the cargo door. AD 79-17-02-R2 ("Inspection of Fore and Aft
Lower Cargo Door Sill Latch Support Fittings,") required an
inspection every 1,700 flight hours. The second, AD 88-12-04 ("To
Insure That Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will
Not Occur In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988, required an initial
one time inspection of the cargo door latch locking mechanisms
within 30 days of issuance of the AD, and certain repetitive
inspections until terminating action for the AD was taken.
The circumstances of a Pan American World Airways (Pan Am),
Boeing 747-122 cargo door opening in flight (see 1.17.1 for details)
led to the issuance of Boeing Alert Service Bulletins (ASB)
52A2206 on April 8, 1987, and 52A2209 on August 27, 1987,
entitled, "Doors - Cargo Doors Lower Lobe Forward
and Aft Cargo Doors, Latch Locking System Tests, Operation and
Modification." Tests and investigation revealed that latch lock
sectors would, in some instances, not restrain the latch cams from
being driven open manually or electrically. Movement of the latch
cams without first moving the lock sectors to the stowed
[unlocked] position would cause bending, gouging, and breaking

of the sectors. The FAA issued AD-88-12-04 to make the
provisions of SB's 52A2206 and 52A2209 mandatory.
The terminating action for AD 88-12-04 called for installing steel
doublers to add strength to the lock sectors to prevent the latch
cams from being able to be driven to the open position manually
or electrically with the sectors in the locked position. AD 88-12-04
also required that, if the door could not be operated normally
(electrically), a trained and qualified mechanic was to open and
close the door manually, rather than ramp service personnel.
Further, the AD required an inspection of the lock sectors for
damage once a cargo door was restored to electrical operation
after any malfunction had required manual operation of the door.
The amount of time allowed for completing the terminating
action portion of AD 88-12-04 was either 18 months or 24 months,
from the issue date of the AD, depending on the Boeing 747
model series. Terminating action for the AD had not been
accomplished on N4713U prior to the accident, nor was it
required since, for this airplane, the deadline for compliance with
the terminating action was January 1990. According to UAL,
N4713U was scheduled for completion of the terminating action
in April 1989, when the airplane was scheduled for other heavy
maintenance.
During the Safety Board's investigation it was determined that a
clerical error was made by UAL personnel, while attempting to
expedite the processing of an advanced copy of a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM 87-NM-148-AD), preceding AD
88-12-04. The error involved the omission of one line of text
during the typing of the document. Because of that error, the
portion of the text of the NPRM (and the final text of the AD) was
left out of UAL's maintenance procedures. The omitted text
required an inspection of the B-747 cargo door lock sectors every
time a cargo door was restored to normal (electrical) operation
after manual operation was required.

The UAL maintenance internal auditing system, including quality
assurance personnel, did not detect the omission until after the
accident. UAL personnel stated that, for unknown reasons, no
one within the maintenance or quality assurance programs had
reviewed the final AD language for comparison with the UAL
maintenance procedure.
A review by Safety Board investigators of forms used by UAL to
verify compliance with applicable FAA AD's issued indicated that
all of the applicable mandatory ADs were satisfied within their
specified time limits. The list provided by UAL to the FAA as part
of the FAA's oversight responsibilities showed compliance with
AD-88-12-04, with the exception of the terminating action.
Section 1.17.3 contains information relevant to the B-747 cargo
door corrective actions taken since the accident.
1.7
Meteorological Information
The accident occurred in night visual meteorological conditions.
No adverse weather was experienced, although the flight did
have to deviate around thunderstorms during the descent.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
There were no navigational problems.
1.9
Communications
There were no radio communication difficulties between flight
811 and air traffic control (ATC). Members of the flightcrew did
not have any difficulty in verbally communicating with each
other; however, attempts to communicate with the cabin
crewmembers by interphone were unsuccessful following the
explosive decompression.
1.10 Aerodrome Information
After the explosive decompression, the airplane returned to HNL,
a 14 CFR Part 139 certificated airport on the island of Oahu,
Hawaii. The airport is located about 4 miles west of Honolulu,
Hawaii.
HNL is a "joint use" airport that is used by the State of Hawaii,

the U.S. Air Force, general aviation, commercial, air carrier, air
taxi, and military aircraft. Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting
(ARFF) services are provided by State and Hickam Air Force Base
ARFF units. Prior to the emergency landing at Honolulu, flight
811 requested that all available rescue and medical equipment to
be on hand when they landed. When the crash alarm was
broadcast, all civilian and military fire units responded and were
in position in 1-minute at pre-designated stations at runway 8
left.
The Safety Board's investigation revealed that there was no direct
radio communications between the State Airport vehicles and
Hickam ARFF vehicles. Because there were no direct radio
communications, the Chief of the airport's units had to drive his
vehicle to the vehicle of the Chief of the Hickam units to
coordinate the positioning of ARFF units prior to the landing of
United 811.
The Hickam vehicles are painted olive drab camouflage. During
the response, the Chief of the State ARFF vehicles observed a near
collision between a State and a Hickam vehicle. He attributed this
to the camouflaged Hickam vehicle not being visually
conspicuous in spite of the fact that each of the vehicles had a red
rotating beacon operating. The response took place on a moonless
night and in light rain.
1.11 Flight Recorders
The airplane was equipped with a Sundstrand model 573 digital
type Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) and a Sundstrand model
AV557-B Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR).
Examination of the data plotted from the DFDR indicated that the
flight was normal from liftoff to the accident. The recorder
operated normally during the period. However, the
decompression event caused a data loss of approximately 2 1/2
seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values
appeared valid with the exception of the pitch and roll

parameters. Lateral acceleration showed a sharp increase
immediately following the decompression. Vertical acceleration
showed a sharp, rapid change just after the decompression and a
slight increase as the airplane began its descent.
The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on
the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a "thump"
was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew made a
comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
An extensive air and surface search of the ocean conducted
immediately following the accident failed to locate the portions of
the airplane lost during the explosive decompression. However,
the Safety Board, as well as other parties to the investigation,
pursued several avenues to search for and recover the cargo door.
Navy radar near Honolulu tracked debris that fell from the
airplane when the cargo door was lost. Refinement of the radar
data led to a probable "splashdown" point in the ocean. Further
assistance from the Navy regarding the ocean currents and drift
information led to a probable location of the cargo door and
associated debris on the ocean floor.
The undersea search operation was begun on July 22, 1990, using
the Orion, a state-of-the-art Navy side-scanning sonar "fish."
Searching in the area selected by analysis of radar data and
undersea currents, the Orion located a debris field on its first pass
over the 14,200-foot-deep ocean floor. The second pass located a
significant sonar target, which later analysis indicated was
probably the cargo door. Since the Orion is only capable of
searching, the debris field was marked with transponders for use
during the subsequent recovery phase.

On September 14, 1990, the recovery ship Laney Chouest sailed
from Pearl Harbor with the manned, deep-sea submersible Sea
Cliff. Safety Board, FAA, Boeing, and UAL engineering staff
assisted the recovery team aboard the Laney Chouest. After four
dives in the area previously identified as the debris field, only
pieces of cargo container and other small debris from the airplane
had been recovered. (It appears that the significant target
identified by the Orion was a piece of cargo container rather than
the cargo door.) On the following dive, however, the lower
portion of the cargo door was located and recovered. The
fuselage structure above the cargo door was located and raised to
the surface on the sixth dive, but heavy seas prevented its
recovery. The upper portion of the door was recovered during the
Sea Cliff's seventh dive on October 1, 1990. Afterward, it was
decided that no further effort could be justified to recover the
fuselage structure above the cargo door, and the recovery mission
was terminated.
Following recovery of the cargo door, each piece was sprayed
with a corrosion inhibitor. The ship promptly returned to Pearl
Harbor, and the retrieved door portions were removed and
examined before being shipped to Seattle, Washington, for
detailed examinations under the supervision of Safety Board staff.
Visual examinations on the recovery ship and in Pearl Harbor
confirmed that the cargo door lock sectors were in the locked
position and that the latch cams were in the nearly open position.
Figure 6 depicts the position of the lock sectors and cams as
recovered from the ocean. There was no evidence of progressive
fractures in the door structure.
The cost for the search mission was $193,000, and the cost for the
recovery mission was $250,000. These costs were shared by the
Safety Board, the FAA, UAL, and Boeing. Section 1.16 contains
information on the examination of the recovered wreckage.
1.13 Medical and Pathological Information

Appendix D contains a list of injuries.
1.14 Fire
There was no fire in the cabin or fuselage. The fires in engines No.
3 and 4 were extinguished after the engines were shut down.
1.15
Survival Aspects
The fatal injuries were the result of the explosive nature of the
decompression, which swept nine of the passengers from the
airplane.
At 0210, the FAA notified the U.S. Coast Guard that a United
Airlines, Inc., B-747, with a possible bomb on board, had
experienced an explosion and was returning to HNL. The Coast
Guard Cutter, Cape Corwin, departed Maui at 0248 to search the
area for debris and the missing passengers. Ultimately, 4 shore
commands, 13 surface/air units, and approximately 1,000
persons took part in the combined search and rescue (SAR)
operation. The search was t™ erminated at 1200 on February 26,
1989, without recovery of any passenger bodies.
The flight attendants had approximately 20 minutes to prepare
the cabin and the passengers for an imminent ocean ditching, and
subsequently, for an emergency evacuation. During the 20
minutes they attended to injured flight attendants and
passengers, attached the face masks to their emergency oxygen
bottles, helped each other don life preservers, helped numerous
passengers don life preservers, held up safety cards and life vests
to call attention to these items for passengers to use, briefed
"helper" passengers to assist in the evacuation, cleared
debris away from the exit doors and aisles, closed the doors of
the storage compartment above doors 2 left and 2 right, prepared
the cabin for an emergency evacuation, and told the passengers to
brace for impact.
Several problems were experienced by the flight attendants and
the passengers following the decompression, while preparing for
a possible ditching, and preparing for the emergency evacuation.

These problems included difficulties encountered by flight
attendants in connecting face masks to their portable oxygen
bottles, the lack of a sufficient number of megaphones, limited
visibility from a flight attendant seat, overhead storage
compartment doors opening, and donning and fastening life
preservers.
Federal Aviation Regulation 14 CFR 25.1447 (c)(4) requires that
"portable oxygen equipment must be immediately available for
each cabin attendant." Those portable oxygen bottles on N4713U,
which were readily available, were not immediately usable
because the masks were not attached to the regulators. The flight
attendants reported difficulties in attaching the masks to the
regulators.
The aft purser ran back to the flight attendant jumpseat at door 5left for a portable oxygen bottle. However, she found no bottle at
this location (none was installed). She then ran back to the 4-left
jumpseat, by which time she was "light headed." After the aft
purser reached jumpseat 4-left, flight attendant No. 14, who was
already sitting there, placed an oxygen mask on her face. The aft
purser further stated, "considering the fact that in this case there
was no other available source of oxygen, you can't imagine how
horrible I felt going back there needing oxygen but finding no
oxygen bottle at 5-left. It was terrifying."
A portable emergency oxygen bottle was not required to be
stowed at the flight attendant seat at exit 5-right; however, one
was stowed in the right coat closet behind the flight attendant
seat. In addition, the left side closet and rest rooms were
physically separated from the right side closet and rest rooms.
This arrangement requires a flight attendant, who was seated at
exit 5-left to walk around to the right side of the cabin to obtain
the oxygen bottle.
Communication between the flight attendants and passengers
was very difficult because of the high ambient noise level in the

cabin after the decompression, even though the public address
(PA) system was operational. Flight attendants were located at
each of the 10 exit doors, yet there were only two
megaphones required to be on the airplane; one located at door
1-left and another located a 4-left.
The flight attendants, who were responsible for each of these two
doors, used the megaphones to broadcast commands to
passengers in their immediate areas and to other flight attendants
in preparation for the landing and subsequent evacuation. The
other 13 flight attendants (including the one deadheading flight
attendant) had to shout, use hand signals, and show passengers
how to prepare for the evacuation by holding up passenger safety
cards, so passengers could review the information and also know
how to put on their life preservers.
As soon as the decompression occurred, the flight attendant in
the upper deck business class section went to her jumpseat and
donned her oxygen mask, life preserver, and restraint system.
While she waited for instructions, and because of intense cabin
noise she had to communicate with passengers by holding up a
safety card and a life preserver. Passengers sitting in the front
rows, in turn, showed safety cards and life preservers to other
passengers seated behind them. Eventually everyone understood
that they were to read the safety card and put on their preservers.
However, the 5 foot 3 1/2 inch flight attendant stated that her
jumpseat was so low that she could not directly observe the
passengers in the 4th row (last).
A two door overhead stowage compartment that had formerly
stored a life raft was located above each exit door. These
compartments contained blankets and passenger carry-on
luggage. At doors 2-left and 2-right the doors of each
compartment had opened downward and blocked each exit. Also
the contents of the compartments fell to the floor at the exits. The
doors had to be closed before the evacuation because they

partially blocked the exit.
The chief purser was not able to tighten the life preserver's two
straps around her waist and needed the deadheading flight
attendant to tighten them for her. Several flight attendants and
passengers had difficulties connecting the two straps around their
waists. One flight attendant helped about 36 passengers don their
preservers.
Safety Board investigators and United Airlines personnel
examined several life preservers from each of the types of
preservers produced by five manufacturers. The strap of one
manufacturer's preserver was very difficult to tighten around the
waist while another from the same manufacturer was easy to
tighten. The two vests had different strap material and strap
adjustment fittings. Also, the straps are very difficult, if not
impossible, to tighten when they are pulled at an acute angle
from the wearer's body, i.e. from about 45 to 70 degrees. Holding
the hands and straps closer to the waist facilitates easier
adjustment of the straps.
1.16
Tests and Research
1.16.1
Cargo Door Hardware Examinations
1.16.1.1
Before Recovery of the Door
The following forward cargo door closing and latching
components were returned to the Safety Board's Materials
Laboratory for analysis after they were documented in place on
the airplane:
Two pull-in hook pins, one from the lower end of the forward
side of the door body cutout forward frame, and one from the
lower end of the aft side of the body cutout aft frame, with
housings;
Two mid-span pins, one from the forward side of the door body
cutout forward frame, and one from the aft side of the door body
cutout aft frame.
All components were initially examined while installed on the

airplane. All eight forward cargo door latch pins, with housings,
were removed for further laboratory examination. Also, for
comparison, one of the latch pins, with housing, from the aft
cargo door was also removed. For orientation purposes, the eight
lower latch pin assemblies are referred to by number, with the
No. 1 latch pin being the most forward on the lower door sill, and
the No. 8 pin being the most aft. When referencing a
circumferential location on the latch pins or mid-span pins, a
clock position was used. The clock code was oriented looking
forward with 12 o'clock being straight up and 9 o'clock being
directly inboard.
Based on the orientation of the latching mechanisms, the fully
unlatched latching cams would first contact the latch pins from
about the 1:15 o'clock position to the 7:15 position as the door was
closed. As the cams are being latched around the pins, they
would rotate approximately 80(, making contact with the pins
from about the 4:15 position to the 10:15 position (See figure 7).
Detailed examination of the exposed surface of the pins (the
portion of the pins extending from the housings) revealed various
types of wear and damage. In general, all of the forward door
cargo latch pins had smooth wear over the entire portion of the
pin area contacted by the cams during normal closing and
opening of the door. The pins also had distinct roughened
(smeared) areas between the 6:15 and the 7:30 positions (See
figure 8). The roughened areas had evidence of "heat tinting" and
transfer of cam material to the surface of the pins. On pins 1 and 8
the roughened areas extended past the pin bottom to the 5:00
position. The 7:30 position approximately corresponds to the area
on the pin where the lower surface of the cam would be relative
to the pin when the latch cams are in the unlatched or nearly
unlatched position.
The forward pull-in hook pin was not significantly bent, but the
structure to which it was attached was deformed outward, so the

hook pin was deflected significantly outward. Three of the four
bolts holding the aft pull-in hook pin had sheared, so the hook
pin was also deflected outward. Both hook pin ends were
damaged, but neither pin was significantly deformed along its
length. There was significant heat tinting on the damaged area of
the forward hook pin. Boeing engineering calculations
determined that the pull-in hook pins would fail at a 3.5 psi
differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
1.16.1.2 After Recovery of the Door
The documentation of the recovered cargo door was divided into
four areas: 1) door structure, 2) master latch lock system, 3) latch
system, and 4) hook system. A description of the recovered door
follows.
1. Door Structure:
The cargo door had fractured longitudinally near the mid-span
lap joint near stringer 34R, just beneath the mid-span torque
tubes. Except for an area of missing skin between frames 2 and 3
and a portion of frame webs where the upper latch lock torque
tube had torn out, the frames and skin of the upper door
piece mated to the lower door piece.2 Several areas of the upper
door skin along the longitudinal fracture were bent back. In
addition, a large area of lower door skin between frame 6 and the
aft door edge had peeled downward from the fracture line. The
two door pieces are shown together in Figures 9 and 10.
Examinations of the fracture surfaces of the skin and frames
revealed no evidence of pre-existing cracks. All fractures were
typical of overstress separation.
Seven of the eight lock sector slots in the lower beam showed
evidence of contact and scraping by the lock sectors. Only the No.

1 lock sector slot was undamaged, although the bracket forward
and above the No. 1 slot did appear to have been damaged by
contact from the lock sector (slots numbered 1-8, forward-aft).
The direction of the scraping on the slots could not be determined
conclusively.
The decal covering the latch actuator manual drive port was
found broken circumferentially around the edge of the port cover,
which was loose and rotated from its normal position (See figure
11). There was an impression in the decal similar to a Phillipshead screw slot in line with the center of the retainer screw
securing the cover. There was also a 0.06-inch-long linear slit from
10 to 4 o'clock approximately centered over the retainer screw
head (See figures 12 and 13). There was no rotational tearing and
no loss of decal material in the area covering the screw head
location. During examinations of the door at Boeing, it was noted
that the retainer bracket on the inside of the latch actuator manual
drive port cover was bowed outward; the port cover was not
deformed. The retainer bracket on the inside of the hook actuator
manual drive port cover was similarly bowed outward, and the
port cover was bowed outward.
The hinge that attaches the cargo door to the fuselage is
comprised of several hinge sections--those attached along the
upper edge of the cargo door and those along the fuselage just
above the cargo door cutout--interconnected with hinge pins. The
hinge pins and all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo
door were intact; all hinge sections rotated relatively easily. All
attach bolts from the hinge sections on the door remained
attached; conversely, no bolts remained attached to the hinge
sections on the fuselage. Several areas on the hinge sections, such
as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of contact from
the door during overtravel (See figure 14). In addition, the
fuselage forward hinge sections
were slightly bent. The upper flange of the door, to which the

door hinges are attached, was not deformed. The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above.
Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper door piece
revealed that it had been crushed inward. There were also many
areas on the outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks
could be seen. These marks were generally forward of the aft
pressure-relief door, and the blue marks were located above the
red marks. The UAL paint pattern incorporates red and blue
stripes along the fuselage above the cargo door. Figure 15 is a plot
of the documented paint marks on the upper door piece.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to
which the shrouds attach was missing.
2. Master Latch Lock System:
All eight lock sectors were found in the locked position--actually
past the fully locked position. They had been pulled through the
lock sector slots in the lower beam of the cargo door. (When they
are fully locked, the lock sectors should be recessed in the lower
beam approximately 3/8 inch). All lock sectors had deflected off
the high shoulder of the latch cams due to interference with the
partially unlatched cams. Prior to disassembly of the components,
the interference between the cams and the lock sectors was
removed by rotating the cams to the latched position.
Examination of the lock sectors disclosed that the bottom of the
lower arm of each lock sector was gouged. For seven of the eight
lock sectors, the distance from the main gouge area to the location
of the interference between the latch cam and the lock sector was
approximately 0.75 inch. (The No. 2 lock sector was corroded and
had fractured at the location of the large gouge common to the
other seven lock sectors. Consequently, it was not in contact with
the No. 2 latch cam when the door was retrieved).
The master latch lock handle housing and trigger were found

relatively flush with the door outer skin. The top of the handle
was recessed approximately 0.50 inch inward from flush, and the
bottom of the handle was protruding approximately 0.40 inch
outward from flush (See figure 16). This
Figure 15.--Documented paint marks on outer skin of upper door
piece. Dashed line is approximately 8 degrees from horizontal.
position of the handle indicates that the lock sectors were in a
position past fully locked. The fuse pin was found in three pieces
but was heavily corroded. The handle housing was undamaged.
Two of the three connecting rods between the master latch lock
handle and the lock sector torque tube were bowed slightly, but
they were otherwise intact. No deformation was observed on any
section of the lock sector torque tube, although one of the six
bearings assembled on the torque tube had been damaged. The
No. 3 bearing inner race and its torque tube locator sleeve were
displaced forward approximately 0.20 inch from the bearing
housing centerline. The outer race was broken and pushed
forward out of the housing.
The lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door
was jammed open into the cutout.
3.
Latch System:
All eight lower latch cams were found in a nearly unlatched
position, and all of them were binding against the lock sectors
except the No. 2 cam (lock sector No. 2 had broken). Latch cams
1-6 were approximately 62 degrees from the fully latched
position, and cams 7 and 8 were approximately 70 degrees from
fully latched. Full rotation of the latch cams is 80 degrees.

Several of the lower latch cams contained compression and
smearing damage on the lower lip of the latch cam cavity
("lower" relative to an open cam). This damage is consistent with
the forceful movement of the cams across the latch pins.
The four rods between the latch actuator torque tube and the four
bellcranks containing the latch cams were attached and
undamaged. No section of the latch actuator torque tube was
damaged, and the bearings/supports along the tube were intact.
The latch actuator was removed and later disassembled. No
anomalies were found.
4. Pull-in Hook System:
The forward and aft pull-in hooks were found near the closed
position. Both of them exhibited wear patterns consistent with
contact with the pull-in hook pins during door operation. For
both the forward and aft hooks, the inboard edge of the pull-in
hook channel contained compression and smearing damage
consistent with a forceful movement of the hooks over the pins
while the hooks were in the closed or nearly closed position.
1.16.2
Forward Cargo Door Electrical Component
Examinations
1.16.2.1 Before Recovery of the Door
Several electrical components associated with the operation of the
forward cargo door were examined on the airplane and were then
removed for further testing. These components included the No.
2 ground handling power bus relay, the air/ground safety relay,
the No. 1 auxiliary power circuit breaker, and the outside and
inside door control switches. All of these components were tested
for both single faults and intermittent failures. The test results
showed that all of the switches/relays were functional, although
a loose wire connection was found on the outside door control
switch. This loose wire connection showed evidence of
overheated insulation on the two terminal lugs that attach to
terminal No. 5, and there was evidence of a burn (arc point) on

the top of the screw head for terminal No. 5. Terminal No. 5 is
associated with power for the door "close" cycle, and not the door
"open" cycle.
An electrical continuity check was performed on the cockpit
cargo door warning light system components that remained with
the airplane. This check confirmed the integrity of the circuit from
the door area to the cockpit. The examination of the two bulbs
that comprise the forward cargo door warning light revealed that
one bulb was inoperative. The other bulb, which is in parallel
with the inoperative bulb, was found operative. The illumination
of the display legend, which reads "FWD CARGO DR" on the
flight engineer's panel, was discernible with one bulb inoperative.
A functional check of the circuit, which allows the cockpit
warning lights to be dimmed during night operations, was also
performed. The check consisted of removing the card containing
this circuit and installing it in another B-747. The test was
satisfactory in that the dim/bright circuit functioned properly.
1.16.2.2 After Recovery of the Door
Switches--General
The cargo door was recovered with all of its position sensing
switches installed in their proper locations. The electrical junction
box was found attached to the door but damaged. The switches
recovered and examined were: S2 Master Latch Lock; S3 Door
Warning; S4 Latch Close; S5 Hook Position; S6 Fwd Mid-Span
Latch Open; S7 Door Close; S8 Hook Close; and S9 Aft Mid-Span
Latch Open. Figure 17 provides a diagram of the cargo door's
electrical circuitry.
Five of the eight position-sensing switches installed on the door
had evidence of external damage to the switch housing. The
damage on four switches (S2,S3,S4,S8) consisted of primarily
compression dimpling on the housing. The S5 switch exhibited
mechanical impact damage on the switch housing and mounting
bracket. The striker assembly for switch S8 was loose (2 of 3 rivet

fasteners sheared). The electrical wiring recovered with the door
exhibited signs of tensile separation from overload at all failure
points examined.
Each switch was photographed and its installed position was
documented. Electrical continuity readings were taken with an
ohmmeter across the poles of each switch at the first point of wire
separation as found on the door. After the readings were
recorded, all switches were removed from the door so that
photographs and x-rays of each switch could be taken. Electrical
continuity readings were retaken.
Disassembly of each switch consisted of: (1) drilling two holes in
the switch housing to release trapped water from the switch (2)
cutting a small window in the switch housing to examine the
internal basic switches (3) removing the housing, (4) removing
the internal bracket, and (5) removing basic switch covers.
During the drilling step, water was released from every switch
when the holes were drilled in the switch housing. The water was
filtered into a glass container. The quantity was not measured but
appeared to be less than 5 mL. The residue from the filtered water
trapped on the filter media had a blue-green color.
After the switch housing was removed, an ohmmeter was
connected across the 1-2 poles of the switches that would not
transfer electrical continuity (S2,S3,S4,S6,S7) when actuated. The
rivets were then drilled out of the internal bracket. After the last
of the two rivets were drilled out, the switch contacts
Figure 17b.--Diagram of cargo door electrical circuitry.
transferred to the other pole on S2, S3, and S4. On S6, the used3
basic switch was held closed by its plunger. S7 transferred after
the switch housing and water inside were removed.
During removal of the basic switch covers, a trend was noted in
the discoloration of some of the basic switches. The used switch
had a reddish-brown coloration. The unused switch was not
discolored.

Each switch was found to be wired correctly to its poles and
through its contacts within the basic switches. All contacts
operated with light finger pressure after removal of the basic
switch covers. There was no evidence of pitting, excessive
corrosion, or heat distress in the contacts of any of the switches.
The following sections detail pertinent observations concerning
each switch.
The S2 master latch lock is given particular significance because
of its function to protect against inadvertent door operation and
is thus described in more detail. It is a single-pole double-throw
(SPDT) switch used to sense the unlocked position of the door
lock sectors. The switch is mounted in the aft lower corner of the
door. A bracket attached to the No. 7 lock sector depresses the
switch when the door lock sectors are rotated to their unlocked
position. When the bracket attached to the lock sector contacts the
switch plunger and depresses it, the circuit path through the
switch is closed and 28VDC electrical control power to the door is
established. When the force on the plunger is relaxed, the circuit
is opened and 28VDC electrical control circuit is removed.
The wires leading to the S2 switch had been cut by the team after
the recovery in an attempt to test continuity through the switch.
The door recovery team reported that it found continuity through
the 1-3 contacts but not through the 1-2 contacts. The switch
plunger was actuated by the recovery team. The recovery team
noted that the switch did not transfer continuity during these
tests. The operation of the switch plunger would normally
transfer continuity. Subsequent detailed examination of the S2
switch confirmed the findings of the recovery team.
The area around the upper face of the internal bracket was bent
toward the basic switches and had evidence of corrosion residue.
The bracket was found broken. The switch contacts transferred
from the 1-3 actuated position to the 1-2 nonactuated position
when the bracket was removed. Scanning electron

microscope examination of the fracture surfaces revealed
evidence of overload and corrosion.
The external switch housing was dented. The final examination
performed on the switch consisted of removing the plastic covers
on the basic switches. Prior to removal of the basic switch covers,
it was noted that the cover to the used basic switch was cracked.
The contacts functioned normally when exercised by light finger
pressure.
Microscopic examination revealed a black discoloration near one
of the lower contact posts of the used basic switch. Energy
dispersive spectrometric examination of the residue disclosed the
presence of gold, iron, magnesium, sodium, and chlorine. No
mechanical or electrical anomalies were detected with the basic
switch contacts.
Additional testing was performed by Boeing on switches of a
similar design to those used on the accident airplane's cargo door.
The testing was conducted to identify conditions that would
result from salt water immersion at a pressure depth of 14,200
feet for 18 months. The testing verified that external damage to
the switch housing occurred at pressure depths of 7,000 feet and
greater. Switch seal leakage and subsequent internal corrosion
was also noted. None of the testing performed by Boeing
duplicated internal switch damage that caused basic switch
contact closure or internal damage to the switch support bracket.
Wiring:
The electrical wiring recovered with the cargo door was
documented in place before being removed for further tests.
About 40 percent or 112 feet of wire from the original length of
approximately 274 feet was recovered and examined. Of this
amount, about 46 feet of wire installed in the aircraft forward of
the cargo door was not examined. Most of the wires leading from
the door to the fuselage were not recovered. There was no visible
external evidence of burning, arcing, or heat distress in any of the

wires removed. Several areas of wire insulation damage were
found.
Thirty five wires were identified that could provide a possible
short circuit path that could drive the latch actuator open with or
without failures of other door electrical components if the ground
handling bus was energized. The wires were schematically coded
by function. Wires coded (-..-..-) were denoted for wiring that
provides open command logic to the latch actuator. Wires coded
(--.--.--.) were denoted for additional wiring enabled by an
activated (failed) S2 switch. Wires coded (-o-o-o-o) were denoted
for wiring providing 28VDC power from the C285 circuit.
Potential short circuit paths were identified for the cargo door
that could provide 28VDC to the latch actuator control circuit
relay. These potential short circuit paths can cause the latch
actuator to drive the latches toward their open position if 115VAC
power is available to the latch actuator motor. The potential short
circuit paths include two bare wires shorting against each other,
bare wire-to-metal structure-to-bare wire contact, wire to
conductive fluid (such as water) to wire, or a combination of the
aforementioned.
Conductive contact of (-o-o-o-o) or (--.--.--) coded wire with (-..-..-)
coded wire could potentially result in providing a 28VDC circuit
path to the latch actuator open circuit. Direct wire-to-wire paths
are coded in Figure 17 as defined above. The two-wire short
circuit paths are identified as wire pairs consisting of wire 101-20
shorting with any of the following wires; 108-20, 121-20, 122-20,
124-20, 135-20, or 136-20.
If the S2 master latch lock switch fails in the "Not Locked"
position, there are additional wire pairs that provide short circuit
paths. These are coded in Figure 17 as (--.--.--) to (-..-..-..) wire
pairs.
Short Circuit Wire Damage Simulation Tests:
Tests were conducted by Boeing and United to simulate typical

examples of bare wire short circuiting to determine the extent of
visible wire damage that would be expected in the 28VDC cargo
door control circuit.
United performed tests on BMS 13-42 wire, the wire type used in
the B-747 cargo door control circuit. Visible electrical short circuit
damage on bare BMS 13-42 wire surfaces was difficult to create at
28VDC. Surface damage was considered visible when detected by
microscopic examination at 15X magnification. United testing
simulated the relay coil resistance variations that would be found
during typical in-service conditions. A current of 1.0 A at 28VDC
created visible surface damage on momentary bare wire-to-bare
wire contact. Multiple contacts at 1.0 A provided a more positive
indication. A single momentary contact between two bare BMS
13-42 wires with 0.160 A at 28VDC did not create visible surface
damage. Contact between a BMS 13-42 bare wire
and Alclad 2024-T3 metal (airplane and cargo door structure)
with 0.160A at 28VDC did not create visible surface damage.
Boeing performed wire tests on BMS 13-48 20 gauge wire. The
test setup used the MS27418-2B door latch actuator control relay
in parallel with the 60B00311-2 door restraint solenoid, the actual
electrical loads used in the B-747 cargo door latch actuator control
circuit. A single momentary contact of a bare 28VDC power wire,
with a bare wire connecting to the relay of the solenoid, showed
small pithead area developed at the point of wire contact that was
visible without magnification.
Wire Examination Procedure:
All of the recovered wires were examined in the Safety Board's
Materials Laboratory on a mylar sheet to simulate their installed
positions. Labels were used to identify the coded wires using the
manufacturer's original wire identification numbers imprinted on
each wire's insulation. Wire pairs for direct electrical short
circuiting were located in two common wire bundles installed on
the cargo door. One common wire bundle was associated with the

P3 plug connector, the other with the P4 plug junction box. The
wire bundles were examined visually for areas of obvious
insulation damage. Each individual wire was also examined with
a stereo-microscope. Representative wire damage features were
photographed.
Wire Damage Found:
Seven wires numbered 101-20, 102-20, 105-20, 107-20, 108-20,
122-20, and 135-20 had visible damage located near a 3.8 inch
position as measured from the P3 plug pin tips. This common
position on the wire corresponds to a 360-degree loop in the wire
bundle, which is located immediately below the junction box.
Figures 18 and 19 show typical wire damage. Wire 122-20 had an
open insulation area approximately 0.25 inch long. The other four
wires had flattened insulation damage areas.
In the P4 plug connector wire bundle, three wires displayed
insulation damage. Wires 113-20, 121-20, and 124-20 had
transverse insulation nicks, which exposed bare conductors. All
three had insulation nicks 3 inches from the P4 plug pin tips;
wires 121-20 and 124-20 had additional insulation nicks 34 inches
from the plug pin tips. The two P4 insulation damage locations
corresponded to wire bundle clamp positions.
1.16.3 Pressurization System
The pressure relief valves located on the left side of the fuselage
in the forward cargo compartment were removed from the
airplane and subjected to bench tests at the UAL maintenance
facility in San Francisco, California. No significant anomalies
were discovered and both valves performed within specified
tolerances.
1.16.4
General Inspection of Other UAL Airplanes
During the on-scene phase of the investigation, the Safety Board
investigators examined six other B-747 airplanes while they were
on the ground at HNL (four UAL airplanes and two operated by
other carriers) to observe routine cargo door operations and to

assess the condition of latching components. Generally, the door
operations were normal. During the examination of latch pins on
these airplanes, it was noted that most had a smooth wear ridge
at the 9:00 position (looking forward) or were undamaged. All
wear areas on the pins were smooth.
During electrical operation of the aft cargo door on one of the
other UAL B-747 airplanes (N4718U), the pull-in hooks did not
pull the door fully closed and the latch cams completed the
closure. During operation of the latch cams, the bottom of the
door moved, first circumferentially downward and then inboard.
This additional movement was approximately 1/4 inch. A
definite "thunking" noise was discernible as the door moved to its
closed position at the end of cam rotation. On one occasion, the
door would not open under electrical power. The door was
"kicked" by a UAL mechanic, power was reapplied, and the door
opened properly. Examination of the door by UAL mechanics,
disclosed that the riveted plate holding the aft pull-in hook
switch striker was loose.
All eight lower latch pins for the forward cargo door on N4718U
exhibited a smooth ridge near the 9:00 position. Pins No. 1 and 2
also showed a smooth ridge at the 6:30 position with a smooth
wear area between the 6:30 and 9:00 position. The forward and aft
midspan cams of both forward and aft cargo doors had a heavy
gouge mark corresponding to the end of the midspan latch pin.
N4718U was subsequently removed from service for repair of the
aft cargo door latching mechanisms.
1.17
Additional Information
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122, N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York, experienced an
incident involving the forward cargo door. According to Pan Am
and Boeing officials who investigated this incident, the flightcrew
experienced pressurization problems as the airplane was

climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew began a descent and
the pressurization problem ceased about 15,000 feet. The crew
began to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the cabin altitude
began to rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the forward
cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom
with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle
closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
According to the persons who examined the airplane, the cargo
door had been closed manually and the manual master latch lock
handle was stowed, in turn closing the pressure relief doors and
extinguishing the cockpit cargo door warning light. Subsequent
investigation on N740PA revealed that the latch lock sectors had
been damaged and would not restrain the latch cams from being
driven open electrically or manually. It was concluded by Boeing
and Pan Am that the ground service person who closed the cargo
door apparently had back-driven (opened) the latches manually
after the door had been closed and locked. The damage to the
sectors, and the absence of other mechanical or electrical failures
supported this conclusion.
Further testing of the door components from N740PA and
attempts to recreate the events that led to the door opening in
flight revealed that the lock sectors, even in their damaged
condition, prevented the master latch lock handle from being
stowed, until the latch cams had been rotated to within 20 turns
(using the manual 1/2 inch socket drive) of being fully closed. A
full cycle, from closed to open, is about 95 turns with the manual
drive system.
1.17.2
FAA Surveillance of UAL Maintenance
The Denver, Colorado, FAA Flight Standards District Office
(FSDO) holds the operating certificate for United Airlines, Inc.
The FAA FSDO in San
Francisco, California, has the primary surveillance and oversight

responsibility for UAL maintenance.
The FAA's PMI has the responsibility to oversee an airline's
compliance with Federal Regulations with respect to
maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alteration programs.
The PMI determines the need for, and then establishes work
programs for, surveillance and inspection of the airline to assure
adherence to the applicable regulations. A portion of the PMIs
position description reads as follows:
Provides guidance to the assigned air carrier in the development
of required maintenance manuals and recordkeeping systems.
Reviews and determines adequacy of manuals associated with
the air carrier's maintenance programs and revisions thereto.
Assures that manuals and revisions comply with regulatory
requirements, prescribe safe practices, and furnish clear and
specific instructions governing maintenance programs. Approves
operations specifications and amendments thereto.
Determines if overhaul and inspection time limitations warrant
revision.
Determines if the air carrier's training program meets the
requirements of the FARs, is compatible with the maintenance
program, is properly organized and effectively conducted, and
results in trained and competent personnel.
Directs the inspection and surveillance of the air carrier's
continuous airworthiness maintenance program. Monitors all
phases of the air carrier's maintenance operation, including the
following: maintenance, engineering, quality control, production
control, training, and reliability programs.
At the Safety Board's public hearing on this accident, the PMI for
United Airlines at the time of the flight 811 accident stated that he
was trained as an FAA air carrier inspector and had been
assigned to United Airlines since November 25, 1985. In addition
to attending the normal FAA indoctrination course, he had
received training in accident investigation, compliance

enforcement, nondestructive testing, enforcement, and composite
materials. To qualify for the position of PMI, he had completed a
3-week management training course at Lawton, Oklahoma. This
was supplemented by a 2-week course on management training
systems.
According to the PMI, FAA surveillance of UAL B-747
maintenance activities was organized around the daily work
schedule of the FAA air safety inspector, specifically assigned to
the UAL B-747 fleet by the PMI. The schedule for surveillance is
normally prepared a year in advance by the FAA computerized
Work Planning Management System (WPMS). Each FAA
inspector is assigned specific responsibilities in the surveillance
and monitoring of the airplane fleet to which he is assigned.
The PMI stated that assigned inspectors conducted surveillance
of the UAL airplanes while they were in light or heavy
maintenance and when they were released to service or in the
process of preparing for a flight. Postflight surveillance was also
performed. He said, as a routine, the inspectors visually inspected
the airplanes and reviewed the airplane log records either during
en route checks, while in flight, or upon termination of various
flights. He said that inspectors conduct spot ramp inspections;
however, they do not routinely observe ramp service operations
as part of the surveillance program.
He said that FAA inspectors are not required to inspect the
airplanes, but merely are to observe ramp service activities.
Deficiencies or malfunctions were to be noted. The assigned
inspector or the PMI would then report these observations to the
UAL quality assurance liaison person or directly to UAL
management.
The PMI stated that the FAA had conducted five special
surveillance inspections of UAL in the previous 3 years and 5
months. The last special inspection, an MEL Survey Inspection,
was completed in 1988. That inspection primarily addressed how

many deferred maintenance items were being carried or deferred
on each aircraft during a specified time period.
The PMI stated that his office does not approve the method by
which the carrier complies with an AD, unless specified in the
AD. However, a scheduled surveillance method was in place to
review the carrier's AD compliance process and the ADs
applicable to certain fleets. Each assigned inspector had a
schedule for performing this oversight in his work program. The
PMI or his staff review a monthly report from the carrier listing
ADs applicable to a particular fleet and their compliance. The
FAA's surveillance of the carrier's AD compliance process
involved a review of this list, not actual shop visits to verify
compliance.
The inspector assigned to the UAL B-747 fleet stated that
approximately 30 percent of his time was spent on actual ramp
maintenance
surveillance. Other activities included: en route inspections,
station inspections, meetings, classes and administrative paper
work. Spot ramp inspections were scheduled as a normal routine,
as well as by mandate in a particular AD.
The PMI stated that foreign contract maintenance bases were
inspected once a year at a minimum. The PMI had the
prerogative to use geographical surveillance inspectors
(inspectors from other FAA offices), or inspectors from his office
more familiar with UAL maintenance procedures to conduct
inspections or investigations.
The PMI and the B-747 maintenance inspector assigned to UAL
testified that, prior to this accident, they were not aware of any
problems involving the operation of B-747 cargo doors, including
the problems reported with N4713U during December 1988. The
PMI testified that he could always use more inspectors to
"conduct more in-depth surveillance and monitor UAL's fleet
more adequately."

The extensive documentation of maintenance performed on UAL
B-747 airplanes was forwarded to the PMI's official library by US
mail. The data were ultimately channeled to the B-747
maintenance inspector. The PMI and maintenance inspector
testified that the voluminous paperwork and work schedules
precluded their monitoring the information to determine trends
on problem areas.
1.17.3 Corrective Actions
On March 31, 1989, the FAA issued telegraphic (AD) ADT
89-05-54. This AD superseded AD 88-12-04 and required certain
procedures to be accomplished when operating the cargo doors.
These included: confidence checks of the door mechanical and
electrical systems, inspections of the door locking mechanisms,
and repairs if necessary. The AD also accelerated the schedule for
terminating action to place steel doublers on the latch lock
sectors, and it reinstituted the procedures for using the eight view
ports to verify the position of the latch cams, after the door is
latched and locked.
The FAA, in conjunction with the Air Transport Association, the
manufacturers, and other interested parties, are collectively
working to address the human factor issues in the readability and
understandability of ADs and SBs by line maintenance personnel.
They are also reviewing the entire range of design, maintenance,
and operation of outward opening doors to develop advisory
information for pertinent parties.
FAA representatives stated at the Safety Board's public hearing
that the FAA is increasing their operations and airworthiness
inspector staffing by approximately 1,000 new hires in the next 3
fiscal years.
The PMI for UAL at the time of the accident stated at the Safety
Board's public hearing that, as a result of the accident, "we have
intensified our surveillance on the cargo door activities to the
point where the assigned inspectors and inspectors who are not

assigned to that particular fleet, 747s, are doing night
surveillance, early morning surveillance, and we have intensified
our surveillance on the cargo door in watching the operation of
the cargo door to comply with the Airworthiness Directive."
On August 23, 1989, the Safety Board issued three safety
recommendations (A-89-92 through -94) to the FAA. The
recommendations urged the FAA to:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) to require that the manual
drive units and electrical actuators for Boeing 747 cargo doors
have torque limiting devices to ensure that the lock sectors,
modified per AD-88-12-04, cannot be overridden during
mechanical or electrical operation of the latch cams.
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) for non-plug cargo doors
on all transport category airplanes requiring the installation of
positive indicators to ground personnel and flightcrews
confirming the actual position of both the latch cams and locks,
independently.
Require that fail-safe design considerations for non-plug cargo
doors on present and future transport category airplanes account
for conceivable human errors in addition to electrical and
mechanical malfunctions.
Section 4.0 contains the FAA's response to the recommendations
and the status of the followup actions.
On October 12, 1989, the FAA issued NPRM 89-NM-148-AD,
which proposed the amendment of ADT-89-05-54. The proposed
revisions would require modification of the warning systems for
the forward and aft cargo door, and the main deck cargo door, if
installed. The modifications would provide visual
warnings to flightcrew and ground crew when the doors are not
fully closed, the latch cams are not rotated to the closed position,
or the lock sectors are not in the locked position. Further, the
source for the warning signal would monitor the position of the
latch cams. Public comments for the NPRM were due by

December 27, 1989.
Boeing has completed tests that have verified the integrity of the
upgraded latch lock sectors to prove that the latch cams cannot be
back-driven through the lock sectors mechanically or electrically.
Boeing also has been conducting tests on the B-747 cargo door to
evaluate the effects of unrepaired damage and abuse on the
latch/lock system. The tests, which determined the allowable
damage limits on the latch lock system and mechanism support
structures, were completed in March 1990. Additionally, Boeing
conducted tests to evaluate any unlatching tendencies under
cabin pressure loads. These tests were completed in November
1990 and included the measurement of loads in the latch system
as the latch cams are rotated incrementally from the fully latched
position to the unlatched position under pressurization loads.
The first series of tests included electrical backdriving of the latch
cams into the lock sectors (both steel and steel reinforced were
tested) with a modified latch actuator (the maximum output
torque of the modified latch actuator was roughly twice that of a
normal, torque-limiting latch actuator.) During these tests, the
maximum cam rotation was 22.2 degrees against steel reinforced
lock sectors and 18.8 degrees against the all-steel lock sectors.
During the second set of tests, which measured the effects of
internal pressure loads on partially unlatched cams, it was
discovered that pressurization did not create any significant loads
in the latch mechanism with the door fully closed and the latch
cams positioned up to 45 degrees from the fully latched position.
Both series of tests show that if the latch cams were somehow
electrically backdriven by a latch actuator that had no torquelimiting ability, the steel or steel-reinforced lock sectors would
limit the amount of cam rotation such that the partially unlatched
cams would still prevent pressure loads from forcing the door
open.
1.17.4 Boeing 747 Cargo Door Certification

Title 14 CFR 25.783, Amendment 25-15, effective October 24, 1967,
was the original certification basis for Boeing 747 cargo doors.
Specifically, Part 25.783(e) and (f) applied to doors for which the
initial opening movement is outward (non-plug type doors).
Those rules specified that:
(e) There must be a provision for direct visual inspection of the
locking mechanism by crewmembers to determine whether
external doors, for which the initial opening movement is
outward (including passenger, crew, service, and cargo doors),
are fully locked. In addition, there must be a visual means to
signal to appropriate crewmembers when normally used external
doors are closed and fully locked.
(f) Cargo and service doors not suitable for use as an exit in an
emergency need only meet paragraph (e) of this section and be
safeguarded against opening in flight as a result of mechanical
failure.
Amendment 25-23, effective May 8, 1970, added the following
text to paragraph (f): "...or failure of a single structural element."
Amendment 25-23 did not apply to the initial certification basis
for the B-747.
Amendment 25-54, effective October 14, 1980, expanded Part
25.783 (e), (f), and (g) to read:
(e) There must be a provision for direct visual inspection of the
locking mechanism to determine if external doors, for which the
initial opening movement is not inward (including passenger,
crew, service and cargo doors), are fully closed and locked. The
provision must be discernible under operational lighting
conditions by appropriate crewmembers using a flashlight or
equivalent lighting source. In addition, there must be a visual
warning means to signal the appropriate flight crewmembers if
any external door is not fully closed and locked. The means must
be designed such that any failure or combination of failures that
would result in an erroneous closed and locked

indication is improbable for doors for which the initial opening
movement is not inward.
(f) External doors must have provisions to prevent the initiation
of pressurization of the airplane to an unsafe level if the door is
not fully closed and locked. In addition, it must be shown by
safety analysis that inadvertent opening is extremely improbable.
(g) Cargo and service doors not suitable for use as an exit in an
emergency need only meet paragraph (e) of this section and be
safeguarded against opening in flight as a result of mechanical
failure or failure of a single structural element.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, the FAA and the Boeing
representatives acknowledged that during certification of the
Boeing 747 the loss of a lower lobe cargo door was not considered
to be an "acceptable event." Therefore, redundant mechanical
devices and operational procedures were incorporated to protect
against loss of the door in flight. Initial FAA certification approval
of the Boeing cargo door design and operation included the
installation and use of eight view ports on the door for ground
personnel to observe the alignment of paint stripes on the latch
cams with arrows on the latch pin support fitting, thereby
complying with the requirements of 14 CFR 25.783(e), which
require a ". . . provision for direct visual inspection of the door
locking mechanism ...," to determine if the door is closed and
locked.
In correspondence dated November 24, 1969, and May 15, 1970,
Boeing requested that the FAA approve the use of a visual
inspection of the pressure relief doors of the cargo doors as an
alternate method for determining the locked condition of the
door. This design also provided a visual indication to the
flightcrew via the cargo door warning light on the flight
engineer's warning light annunciator panel. Boeing's request
stated that this means of compliance "... provides a simpler check
whereby only the pressure relief doors need to be checked ...," by

the ground crew, in lieu of actually observing the latch cams and
alignment stripes through the eight view ports. Boeing also
provided a Failure Analysis to support its request. The conclusion
of the Failure Analysis reads: "Any failure, mechanical or
electrical, within the latching system which results in open
latches will always be indicated by open pressure relief doors."
The FAA approved their alternate method on June 8, 1970.
Subsequently, the procedures for maintaining the view ports and
the alignment stripes in a serviceable condition,
which had been included in the UAL MM were removed. Also,
the provision for observing the alignment stripes as part of the
door closing procedure were not required for B-747 airline
operators.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, a Boeing witness, in answer
to a question relative to Boeing's possible consideration of
modifications or design changes to the B-747 cargo door
indication system to install a position switch directly on the latch
cams, stated, "We are looking into the best possible designs that
would provide indication on the cams and door closed, both
exterior to the aircraft and in the flight deck. We are going to look
into that.... However, we want to achieve the required indication
in the most reliable method and we have not yet determined
what that will be, or any changes (that) are necessary, or would
make it more reliable than the way the system operates currently."
1.17.5 Advisory Circular AC 25.783-1
Advisory Circular (AC) 25.783-1 was issued December 10, 1986,
on the subject, "Fuselage Doors, Hatches, and Exits." AC 25.783-1
set forth the acceptable means of compliance with the provisions
of Part 25 of the FAR's dealing with the certification of fuselage
doors. Specifically, it provides for an acceptable method for
showing compliance with the provisions of Part 25.783,
Amendment 25-54.
Neither the provisions of Part 25.783, Amendment 25-54, nor the

guidelines of AC 25.783-1 were part of the certification basis of
the Boeing 747.
1.17.6 Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The airplane was
one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita,
Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
The airplane was being prepared for flight at the UAL
maintenance hangar when an inspection of the circuit breaker
panel revealed that the C-288 (aft cargo door) circuit breaker had
popped. The circuit breaker, located in the electrical equipment
bay just forward of the forward cargo compartment, was reset,
and it popped again a few seconds later. A decision was made to
defer further
work until the airplane was repositioned at the gate for the flight.
The airplane was then taxied to the gate, and work on the door
resumed.
The aft cargo door was cranked open manually, the C-288 circuit
breaker was reset, and it stayed in place. The door was then
closed electrically and cycled a couple of times without incident.
With the door closed, one of the two "cannon plug" (multiple pin)
connectors was removed from the J-4 junction box located on the
upper portion of the interior of the door. The wiring bundle from
the junction box to the fuselage was then manipulated while
readings were taken on the cannon plug pins using a volt/
ohmmeter. Fluctuations in electrical resistance were noted. When
the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the door began to
open with no activation of the electrical door open switches. The
C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door operation ceased.
When the circuit breaker was reset, the door continued to the full

open position, and the lift actuator motor continued to run for
several seconds until the circuit breaker was again pulled. At this
time, a flexible conduit, which covered a portion of the wiring
bundle, was slid along the bundle toward the J-4 junction box,
revealing several wires with insulation breaches and damage.
UAL personnel notified the Safety Board of the occurrence, and
the airplane was examined at JFK by representatives of the Safety
Board, United Airlines, and Boeing. After the wires in the
damaged area were electrically isolated, electrical operation of the
door was normal when the door was unlocked. When the door
was locked (master latch lock handle closed), activation of the
door control switches had no effect on the door. This indicated
that the S2 master latch lock switch was operating as expected
(removing power from the door when it was locked). After the
on-site examinations, the wiring bundle was cut from the airplane
and taken to the Safety Board's materials laboratory for further
examination.
The wiring bundle with the damaged wires contained all electric
control wires (28 volt DC) and power wires (115 volt AC) that
pass between the fuselage and the aft cargo door. From the
forward side of the J-4 junction box, the bundle progresses in the
forward direction, just above the forward pressure relief door,
then upward, following the forward lift actuator arms. The
bundle then enters an empty space between two floor beams,
where the bundle has an approximate 180-degree bend when the
door is closed. From this location, the wiring bundle progresses
inboard, through a fore-to-aft intercostal between two floor
beams. The wiring bundle then splits, with wires going in several
directions.
The bundle is covered by the flexible conduit approximately
from the lower end of the lift actuator arms to the fore-to-aft
intercostal between the floor beams.
The conduit covering the wiring bundle is intended to prevent

the wire bundle from being damaged during opening and closing
of the door and during cargo handling operations. The conduit is
a sealed flexible interconnector consisting of a convoluted helical
brass innercore covered by a bronze braid. The innercore is
soldered at every other convolute, and should be capable of
withstanding pressures exceeding 1,000 pounds per square inch
(psi). Boeing has indicated that the conduit is an evolutionary
improvement and that it has been installed on all B-747 airplanes
produced since 1981 (from line number 489 on). Airplane
N152UA was delivered in April 1987.
Airplanes produced prior to 1981, including N4713U, used a
bungee retraction system, to retract the cargo door wire bundle.
Guidelines for the replacement of the bungee sys tem with the
flexible conduit were covered in Boeing Service Bulletin
747-752-2170, dated August 1981. The service bulletin was
prompted by reports that the wire bundle bungee retraction
system had not retracted the wire bundle sufficiently to prevent
trapping the bundle between the cargo door and the door frame.
UAL did not perform the retrofit on N4713U, which was line
number 89, nor was the company required to do so.
Examination of the wires in the damaged area on the wiring
bundle revealed that four of the wires were similar in appearance,
with insulation breaches that progressed through to the
underlying conductor. Adjacent to the breach on these four wires,
the insulation was blackened, as if it had been burned. Another
wire contained an extensive breach but no evidence of burned
insulation. The damaged area was located on the bundle at a
position approximately corresponding to a conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism. This support bracket was found
bent in the forward direction. In addition, mechanical damage
was noted on adjacent components in this area.
A second damaged area was noted on the wiring bundle at a

position approximately corresponding to the conduit swivel
clamp at the elbow between the two arms of the forward lift
actuator mechanism. Wires in this area were missing portions of
their exterior coating, but no breaches to the underlying
conductors were noted.
The exterior braid on the conduit contained minor rub marks
and was slightly kinked at a position corresponding to the area
on the wires with breached insulation. Additional examinations
revealed that the innercore of the conduit contained multiple
circumferential cracks in the areas corresponding to the damage
areas on the wires. The cracks were in the convoluted innercore
directly adjacent to the inside diameter of the conduit.
The lock sectors, latch cams, and latch pins from the aft cargo
door were examined on the incident airplane and were generally
in excellent condition. There was no evidence to suggest that the
cams had ever been electrically (or manually) driven into or
through the lock sectors.
Boeing also informed the Safety Board that, in May of 1991, a
B-747 operated by Quantas was found to have chafing of the
wires in the wire bundle to the aft cargo door. This airplane also
had a flexible conduit protecting the wires, and the chafing was
located approximately at the standoff pin on the bracket at the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator.
The Safety Board determined that the chafing of the wires on the
airplane involved in the JFK occurrence was caused by, or was
greatly accelerated by, the circumferential cracks in the conduit
and that the cracks in the conduit were caused either by repeated
flexing of the conduit as the cargo door opens and shuts or by
unusual stresses on the conduit generated concurrently with
damage to the conduit guide bracket and attached standoff pin
on the upper end of the forward lift actuator upper arm.
A portion of the wire bundle for the forward cargo door on many
B-747 airplanes is also covered by a flexible conduit that is very

similar to the conduit for the aft cargo door. However, there are
substantial differences between the orientation of the flexible
conduits for the two doors, and the Safety Board has not become
aware of problems associated with the flexible conduit for the
forward door.
Nevertheless, because of the concerns about the chafed wires and
possible electrical short circuits, on August 28, 1991, the Safety
Board recommended that the FAA:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle
between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited
inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the
conduit for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an
electrical test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3)
the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval. (Class II, Priority
Action) (A-91-83)
Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle,
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83. (Class II,
Priority Action) (A-91-84)
The FAA responded to these safety recommendations on
November 1, 1991, stating that it agreed with the intent of the

recommendations and that the issuance of an NPRM was being
considered to address the issues in the safety recommendations.
The Safety Board replied on November 27, 1991, classifying each
of the recommendations as "Open--Acceptable Response,"
pending the completion of the rulemaking process. Since that
exchange of correspondence, the FAA has published an NPRM
which is now being reviewed by the Safety Board. Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 will continue to be classified
as "Open--Acceptable Response" until an acceptable final rule is
published.
2. ANALYSIS
2.1 General
This analysis is based on the facts gathered during the initial
investigation phase, without the benefit of the evidence from the
cargo door, updated to include the findings from the subsequent
examinations of the door after it was recovered.
The flightcrew and flight attendants were trained and qualified in
accordance with the applicable Federal regulations and UAL
standards and requirements. There were no air traffic control or
weather factors related to the cause of this accident.
The airplane had been properly maintained, with the exception of
certain requirements pertaining to the cargo doors. Those
discrepancies will be discussed in detail in this analysis.
The evidence examined by the Safety Board during its
investigation revealed conclusively that this accident was
precipitated by the sudden loss of the forward lower lobe cargo
door, which led to an explosive decompression. There was no
evidence of preexisting metal fatigue or corrosion in the structure
surrounding the cargo door. All breaks were the result of
overload at the time of the loss of the door. There was no
evidence of a bomb or similar device that caused an explosion on
the airplane.
The explosive decompression of the cabin when the cargo door

separated caused the nine fatalities. The floor structure and seats
where the nine fatally injured passengers had been seated were
subjected to the destructive forces of the decompression and the
passengers were lost through the hole in the fuselage. Their
remains were not recovered. Most of the injuries sustained by the
survivors were caused by the events associated with the
decompression, such as baro-trauma to ears, and cuts and
abrasions from the flying debris in the cabin. Other injuries were
incurred during the emergency evacuation.
The loss of power to the Nos. 3 and 4 engines was caused by
foreign object damage when debris were ejected from the cargo
compartment and cabin during the explosive decompression. The
debris also caused damage to the right wing leading edge flap
pneumatic ducting, and other areas along the right side and
empennage of the airplane.
During the approach to HNL, all of the leading edge flaps had
extended, except the outboard sections 22 through 26 on the right
wing. The reason that they failed to extend probably was the
damage to the pneumatic duct caused by the ejected debris. The
pneumatic pressure probably was too low to actuate the most
outboard flaps to the extended position.
The failure of the flightcrew and passenger oxygen systems was
caused by structural deformation and damage to the supply lines
in the area adjacent to the cargo door and failed fuselage
structure.
The Safety Board's analysis of this accident concentrated on the
reasons for the loss of the cargo door and the events that led to its
loss in flight. The analysis included an evaluation of the design,
certification, and approval processes for the B-747 cargo doors,
and the operational, maintenance, and inspection processes for
the doors. Also, the analysis included an evaluation of the
historical events that had occurred over the past months and
years that eventually led to this accident.

2.2 Loss of the Cargo Door
The calculated pressure differential at the time of the loss was
about 6.5 psi, which would have exerted a load on a properly
closed and locked door that was substantial, but well within
design limits.
There was no evidence of a structural problem with the cargo
door that could have caused it to fail from metal fatigue or
corrosion. Although the cargo door was recovered in two pieces
on the floor of the ocean, there was no evidence of a
preseparation structural failure of the door. All fractures and
damage found on the door were determined to be the result of
the sudden opening of the door rather than the cause. The
evidence showed that the door was intact when it flew open
violently and that its integrity was compromised when it struck
the upper fuselage structure and most likely when it struck the
water. The fracture in the cargo door occurred just below the
midspan latch cams. Paint marks on the outer surface of the door
that matched upper fuselage structure paint pattern, damage to
the latch pins, pull-in hooks and hook pins, as well as damage to
the floor structure near the upper door hinge area were consistent
evidence that the door was intact when it flew open.
The evidence was also conclusive that the failure of the door did
not result from the failure of the structure surrounding the door.
The damage to the cabin floor beam structure, adjacent to the
cargo door hinge area, showed that decompression loads in the
cabin broke the beams downward when pressure was released
from the cargo compartment. The fuselage skin above the door
was torn away during the decompression as the door separated
violently from the airplane. Unfortunately, the upper skin
structure was not recovered from the sea.
There are no reasonable means by which the door could open in
flight with the cams properly closed and locked. If the lock
sectors were in proper condition, and were properly situated over

the closed latch cams, the lock sectors had sufficient strength to
prevent the cams from vibrating to the open position during
ground operation and flight. Thus, the only ways in which the
cargo door could open while in flight involve the placement of
the cams in a partially latched or unlatched position. Either the
latching mechanisms were forced open electrically through the
lock sectors after the door was secured, or the door was not
properly latched and locked before departure. Then the door
opened when the pressurization loads reached a point at which
the latches could not hold.
2.3 Partially Closed Door
Examination of the eight latch pins that had been removed from
the lower sill of the forward cargo door revealed smooth wear
patterns where the latch cams had normally rotated around the
pins. These wear patterns indicate that interference had existed
during normal operation between the cams and the pins over an
extended period of time. All eight pins also had roughened areas
from approximately the 6:15 position to the 7:30 position (clock
references are as looking forward, 9:00 being directly inboard).
The 7:30 position corresponds closely to the area where the lower
surface of the cam first contacts the pin as the door reaches the
nearly closed position, before the cams are rotated to the latched
position.
The hoop stresses generated by pressurization of the airplane
create a bearing load against the cam/pin contacting points. Even
if the cams are in the unlatched position, and the airplane is
pressurized, this bearing load could act as a frictional latch
between the cams and the pins and would tend to keep the door
in the closed position.
Transferred cam material and heat tinting of the pin surface was
found to extend from the point where the cam-to-pin interface at
the near fully open position of the latch cams (7:30 position) to a
position corresponding to the bottom of the pin (6:15 position).

This evidence was found on the roughened areas on all of the
pins. The heat tinting and metal transfer are indicative of the high
stress and rapid movement of the cam across the pin when the
door separation occurred. Therefore, the location of this evidence
indicates the probable location of the cams just before, and at the
time of, separation of the door. The Safety Board concludes that
these markings and their location on the pins resulted from a very
fast, high bearing stress, separation of the cams across the pins,
when the cams were in or very close to the unlatched position.
Further, examination of the recovered cargo door confirmed that
the latch cams were in a nearly unlatched position at the time the
separation occurred. The lock sectors were found in the locked
position jammed against the cams. Therefore, the cargo door latch
cams had been closed, the master latch lock handle had been
closed, and the lock sectors had moved to the locked position.
Subsequently, the cams had been back-driven to the near-open
position, deforming the lock sectors.
The pull-in hooks and pull-in hook pins would also counteract
the pressurization loads in the outward direction, providing that
the latch cams were not engaged on the latch pins and carrying
the pressurization loads. However, Boeing studies showed that
the pull-in hooks would fail at a pressure differential of about 3.5
psi, assuming that the cams are in the unlatched position and that
there is no bearing load on the pins. Therefore, based on the
probable pressure differential of about 6.5 psi just before the door
separated, it is concluded that forces other than the pull-in
hooks/pins were holding the door closed. Since the flightcrew
and passengers reported no pressurization difficulties until the
explosive decompression, it is reasonable to conclude that the
door was being held closed by the bearing stresses of the cam-topin interfaces as well as by the pull-in hooks.
The Safety Board believes that the approximate 1.5 to 2.0 seconds
between the first sound (a thump) and the second very loud noise

recorded on the CVR at the time of the door separation was
probably the time difference between the initial failure of the
latches at the bottom of the door, and the subsequent separation
of the door, explosive decompression, and destruction of the
cabin floor and fuselage structure. The door did not fail and
separate instantaneously; rather, it first opened at the bottom and
then flew open violently. As the door separated, it tore away the
hinge and surrounding structure as the pressure in the cabin
forced the floor beams downward in the area of the door to
equalize with the loss of pressure in the cargo compartment.
Three possible theories to explain why the latch cams could have
been in a partially latched condition during flight are examined:
(1) they were never closed fully before the door was "locked"
before takeoff. (2) they were backdriven manually after the door
had been fully latched and locked or (3) they were back-driven
electrically after the door had been fully latched and locked.
2.4 Incomplete Latching of the Door During Closure
The Safety Board considered the possibility that the master latch
lock handle had not been closed before the airplane departed the
gate, and the possibility that the shrouds recommended by
SB-747-52-2097 for the cargo door pressure relief doors were not
installed on the forward door. If this were the case, it is possible
that this condition allowed the pressure relief doors to be rotated
closed when the airplane pressurized.
The Safety Board believes that these events were very unlikely
based on the statements of the ramp personnel, line maintenance
personnel, and the flightcrew. The ramp and maintenance
personnel would have to have missed seeing the master latch
lock handle in the unstowed position and the pressure relief
doors open before departure. Also, the flightcrew would have to
have missed seeing the cockpit cargo door warning light
indication.
The examination of the recovered forward cargo door did not

provide confirmation that the pressure relief door shrouds were
actually installed on the forward door, although UAL records
showed that they had been installed on both cargo doors of
N4713U, in accordance with SB-747-52-2097. However, the
shrouds were found not to be installed on the aft door, contrary to
UAL records, and therefore may not have been installed on the
forward door. Without the shrouds, the pressure relief doors
could have rotated shut during the pressurization cycle. Because
the closure of the pressure relief doors would back-drive the lock
sectors, this scenario would presume previous damage to the
sectors, which would permit the sectors to move over the
unlatched cams.
Before recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that
the lock sectors might have been damaged some time prior to the
accident flight to the extent that they could have been moved to
the locked position even though the latching cams were not fully
closed.
During closure of the door, the latch actuator may not be able to
rotate the cams to the fully closed position because of excessive
binding forces between the latch cams and pins. This could occur
if the cargo door is misaligned (out of rig) or if the pull-in hooks
do not pull the door in far enough to properly engage the cams
around the pins. There is sufficient evidence of wear on the pins
and from the previous discrepancies with the door to indicate
that the door was misaligned and not properly rigged.
The smooth wear areas found on the pins from N4713U are signs
of heavy contact (interference) between the cams and pins during
numerous past closings and openings of the door. This wear,
other evidence from the door, and the maintenance history of the
door, suggest strongly that the door was out of rig during the
weeks and months before the accident.
The wear pattern damage to the pull-in hook pins also showed
interference during the normal ground operations prior to the

accident. This is further evidence of an out-of-rig door. It is also
possible that the excessive binding force acting over a period of
time precipitated a failure of the latch actuator. Regardless of the
reason(s), the conditions of the latch pins and pull-in hook pins
showed prolonged out-of-rig operation.
Most of the previous discrepancies with the forward cargo door
on N4713U during December 1988 involved problems with
closing the door electrically. These problems always occurred
when the airplane was fully or nearly fully loaded, just before
departure. The trouble-shooting and corrective actions by UAL
maintenance, which on some occasions only involved cycling the
door and finding it functional, were performed when the airplane
was not fully loaded, during overnight maintenance inspections.
The flexing of the fuselage with a full load of fuel, cargo, and
passengers could have caused distortion of the door frame and
resulted in misalignment between the cams and pins. In this case,
the pull-in hooks may not have pulled the door fully in before the
cam actuator attempted to latch the door. The wear evidence on
the latch pins from N4713U suggests that this event had been
occurring before the accident.
Safety Board investigators also witnessed this event during
inspection and operation of the aft door on another UAL B-747,
N4718U, in HNL. It was noted that the door on N4718U was not
being pulled in fully by the pull-in hooks, so the latch cams
completed the closing cycle with significant interference and
"thunking" sounds. In fact, the out-of-rig door on N4718U failed
to operate electrically at one point during its examination.
By design, any attempt to close the master latch lock handle and
move undamaged lock sectors into place would not be successful
unless the cams were rotated to near the fully latched position.
This condition was substantiated by Boeing tests. Even with
severely damaged lock sectors, as found on the Pan Am B-747, if
the cams were more than 20 turns from the fully closed position

on the Pan Am airplane, the master latch lock handle could not be
stowed. Examination of the recovered N4713U door indicated
that the door lock sectors were generally intact and jammed
against the cams that had been back-driven into the lock sectors.
Consequently, if the latch cams had been in the nearly unlatched
position as found on the recovered door at the time the cargo
handler attempted to move the master latch lock handle, the
interference between the cams and the lock sectors would have
prevented the master latch lock handle from moving to the closed
position. Furthermore, this interference would have prevented
the closure of the pressure relief doors as the airplane
pressurized, irrespective of the possible absence of the pressure
relief door shrouds. This conclusion is supported by extensive
testing of the latch/lock mechanisms following the recovery of
the door.
Therefore, based upon the examination of the lock sectors and the
tests that were conducted, the Safety Board concludes that the
latches were fully closed and that the locking handle was placed
in the stowed position after the cargo was loaded.
2.5 Manual Unlatching of the Door Following Closure
It is possible that the cams could have been manually back-driven
(about 95 turns) after the door had been secured; however, the
UAL ramp personnel involved with dispatching the flight stated
that the door was operated electrically. Furthermore, it seems
unlikely that the ramp personnel would have driven the manual
latch actuator 95 turns toward the open position after the door
was fully latched.
The placard/seal located over the latch actuator manual drive on
the recovered door was found with damage that initially
suggested it had been previously compromised. If this were the
case, it would indicate that someone may have used the manual
drive to operate the door latches on an earlier flight or possibly
immediately before the accident flight. However, the Safety Board

believes that an insertion of a screw driver and rotation of the
plate retaining screw would have caused rotational tearing
around the circumference of the screw head. There was no such
tear. Rather, the damage to the placard/seal was more consistent
with that which would occur from impact and underwater
pressure
forces. Therefore, the evidence strongly suggests that manual
operation of the latch actuator by ground service personnel after
the door was properly closed is unlikely.
2.6
Electrical Unlatching of the Door Following Closure
2.6.1
Conditions or Malfunctions Required to Support
Hypothesis
It was determined in 1987, after the Pan Am incident, that the
locking sectors for B-747's, including those installed on N4713U,
could be overcome by the force of the latch cam actuator,
electrically or mechanically. If the latch cam actuator had been
energized for some reason with the originally designed
unstrengthened lock sectors installed, the latch actuator motor
was capable of driving the latch cams open through properly
positioned lock sectors, whether they were damaged or
undamaged. Therefore, the locking sectors installed as original
equipment for B-747's, and those installed on N4713U, would not
perform the locking function as intended by the design. They
would not "lock" the latches in place as implied by the name "lock
sectors."
The investigation has shown that there are several conditions that
must be met before the latch actuator will electrically drive the
latch cams to the unlatched position on the B-747 after the door
has been properly closed and locked. First, the ground handling
power bus must be energized by having external power
connected, or the APU must be operating and the APU generator
field switch in the cockpit must be set to power the bus via the
No. 2 ground handling power relay. Second, the air/ground relay

must be in the "airplane on the ground" position. These two
conditions are normally present when the airplane is on the
ground before engine startup. Third, there must be a signal to the
door open position in one of the two door open/close switches.
Fourth, the S2 master latch lock switch, which cuts off power to
the door actuators when the handle is stowed, must sense "not
locked."
Therefore, it would take several independent conditions and
some failures to provide for electrical power to be available to
drive the door open electrically once it is closed and locked. The
number of conditions and combinations depend upon the phase
of operation of the airplane.
While the airplane was on the ground, before engine startup, with
the master latch lock handle stowed, the external power
connected (or with the APU running), and the ground handling
bus powered, an "open" signal to the cargo door
latch actuator would have occurred if any of the following
combinations of conditions had been met: (1) a malfunction of the
S2 master latch lock switch and the placement by someone of one
of the door control switches to the "open" position; (2) a
malfunction of the S2 master latch lock switch and certain short
circuits; or (3) a two-wire short circuit path consisting of wire
101-20 shorting with any of the following wires: 108-20, 121-20,
122-20, 124-20, 135-20, or 136-20.
While the airplane was on the ground, after engine startup, and
with the cargo door master latch lock handle stowed and the APU
running, an "open" signal to the door latch actuator would have
occurred if the following conditions had been met: (1) an
energized ground handling bus resulting from the flightcrew
reenergizing the APU generator field or failure of the No. 2
ground handling power relay; (2) a malfunction of the S2 master
latch lock switch; (3) a malfunction of either of the door open/
close switches or the placement of the switch in the "open"

position by someone. An "open" signal would have also occurred
had certain wire short circuits been present with condition (1)
alone, or with conditions (1) and (2).
Regardless of the cause, electrical power to the latch actuator
would have had to persist for the time necessary to rotate the
cams to the nearly open position. If the electrical power had been
applied for a longer time, the latch cams could have opened fully
and caused the pull-in hooks to rotate open, a situation that
would have prevented the airplane from pressurizing after
takeoff. However, it is also possible that the latch actuator stalled
before they opened fully because of the forces of the interference
between the lock sectors and the cams as they were back-driven.
After takeoff, electrical operation of the door latch actuator would
have required: (1) the APU to be running; (2) malfunction of the
air/ground relay, (3) malfunction of the No. 2 ground handling
power relay; and (4) malfunction of the S2 master latch lock
switch and one of the cargo door open/close switches or a short
circuit of the aforementioned wire pairs. Although the flightcrew
could conceivably energize the ground handling bus from the
APU by actuating the APU generator "field" switch, there was no
evidence that they did so.
Thus, regardless of the phase of operation, either a wiring short
circuit or a failure of the S2 master latch lock switch combined
with some other anomaly or action would be required to cause
the latches to move toward the open position. Before the recovery
of the door, the Safety Board was able to examine two of the
electrical relays and the door open/close switches from N4713U
that would have to have failed to allow electrical operation of the
cargo door in flight, with the APU
running. These were the No. 2 ground handling power relay, the
air/ground relay, and the internal and external door open/close
switches. The examination of the relays and switches revealed no
evidence of a single fault or conditions that might have caused an

intermittent failure mode. The arcing noted on the No. 5 terminal
of the outside door control switch was on the door "close" circuit
and could not have been related to a short to the open mode.
Further, because the flightcrew did not note a cargo door warning
light, and the fact that the airplane was able to be pressurized,
confirms that the master latch lock handle was in the closed
position before takeoff. This position would actuate the master
latch lock switch to disconnect power to the door opening
actuators.
According to the flightcrew testimony and the pilots' comments
recorded on the CVR during the flight, the APU was shut down
shortly after takeoff and remained in that condition. Engine
generators cannot power the ground handling bus from which
the cargo door actuating mechanisms are powered. Once the APU
was shut down, there was no power available to any of the cargo
door electrical components. Therefore, an electrical actuation of
the latch cam actuator at the time of the door loss was not
possible.
The Safety Board believes that there is another reason why the
opening of the door could not have been caused by electrical
actuation shortly before the explosive decompression. Because
the door carries the structural loads (hoop stresses) through its
hinge and latches, the latch cams would be heavily loaded against
the latch pins when the airplane was pressurized to the 6.5 psi
differential pressure that was calculated to have been present at
the time of the decompression. In that case, the torque limiter
within the actuator would probably slip well before the actuator
could achieve the torque necessary to drive the cams open against
the frictional lock produced by the high bearing stresses resulting
from pressurization.
2.6.2 Electrical Switches and Wiring Examinations--Recovered
Door
All cargo door position sensing switches (S2 through S9) were

found installed in their proper position. The cargo door recovery
team found the S2 master latch lock switch in the "not-locked"
position immediately after the door was aboard the recovery
ship. This position would be consistent with the master latch lock
handle being open. Further tests of the S2 switch revealed
damage that probably resulted from the pressures under the sea.
The only notable exception was a broken internal bracket that
may have affected the operation of the switch prior to the
accident. Other similar switches did not exhibit this failure. It is
therefore possible that the S2 master latch lock switch failed prior
to the accident, allowing more possibilities for electrical short
circuits to power the latch actuator. Nevertheless, despite
extensive testing, it could not be determined whether the S2
switch was functional before the accident.
The examination of 35 wires that remained with the recovered
cargo door revealed several areas of damaged insulation that
could have permitted an electrical short circuit to power the latch
actuator. However, no evidence was noted of arcing that was
indicative of short circuits. Furthermore, a significant number of
the wires that had the potential for allowing for short circuits to
power the latch actuator were not recovered. Testing conducted
by Boeing and by UAL was inconclusive regarding whether a
short circuit would have left detectable evidence of arcing.
Therefore, the Safety Board was unable to determine whether the
latch actuator was inadvertently powered by a short circuit in the
cargo door wires.
The incident involving a UAL Boeing 747 at JFK Airport on June
13, 1991, confirmed that electrical short circuits in the cargo door
wiring could cause the door to open. In this case, the short
circuits were in the fuselage-to-cargo door wiring bundle where
the bundle was covered by a flexible conduit. Although N4713U
did not have a flexible conduit installed at the forward door
position, its wiring was routed over the top of the door hinge

where exposure to damage could occur. That portion of the
wiring from N4713U was not recovered from the sea. The wires
located at the door hinge area are more susceptible to in-service
damage from movement during the open/close cycle, as
compared with the wires mounted on the door that are normally
static.
Following the incident at JFK, UAL directed that the circuit
breaker that terminates power to the cargo doors be pulled after
the door is closed and before departure of every B-747 flight. UAL
obtained approval for this practice from the FAA and requested
Boeing and the FAA to make such a practice part of the approved
manual for the airplane. Neither Boeing nor the FAA acted on
UAL's request.
Nevertheless, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should
initiate rulemaking to include design considerations for nonplug
transport category aircraft cargo doors that would deactivate the
electrical circuitry to the door actuators after the doors are closed
and locked. The catastrophic nature of the loss of a cargo door
dictates the need to provide additional redundancies and fail-safe
features in the door mechanisms to supplement the hardware
safety features.
2.6.3
Possibility of Electrical Malfunction
Due to the lack of physical evidence, the Safety Board was unable
to conclude that an electrical short caused the cargo door actuator
to move the latch cams to the nearly open position, allowing the
door to separate when the cabin pressure exceeded the loadcarrying capability of the door latches. Neither could this
possibility be eliminated. A momentary actuation of the door
open switch by someone on the ground in the presence of a faulty
S2 switch could also have caused the latches to open through the
closed lock sectors. However, no evidence has been found that
someone actuated the switch after the door was initially closed
and locked.

The Safety Board concludes that it was not possible for the cargo
door to have opened electrically at the time of the loss of the door.
There was no power to the ground handling bus to power the
actuator, even if there had been an electrical short. Further, the
Safety Board concludes that it is highly improbable that an
electrical short could have caused the latches to open after the
airplane was airborne. Although the ground handling bus could
conceivably have been powered, failures of other components
that were tested as functional would also have been necessary.
The Safety Board believes that the electrical operation of the latch
actuators from the fully closed and locked position most likely
occurred before the engines were started when the ground
handling bus was powered. The precise source of the electrical
actuation could not be determined. Once the engines were
started, the possibility of an electrical short decreases significantly
because the ground handling bus is disengaged from the APU
when the engines start. There was no evidence that the flightcrew
reengaged the ground handling bus.
Because the preaccident condition of the S2 master latch lock
switch could not be determined, it could also not be determined
whether its proper functioning would have prevented the
accident. The Safety Board did not determine whether damaged
cargo door wires or a malfunctioning S2 switch could have been
found by UAL maintenance had they been more aggressive in
troubleshooting the cargo door problem in the weeks prior to the
accident.
2.7 Design, Certification, and Continuing Airworthiness Issues
The Safety Board's analysis of this accident went beyond the
conclusions about how the door failed. The Safety Board also
examined the initial
design and certification of the B-747 cargo door, and the
continuing airworthiness system that should have prevented this
accident, to identify the breakdowns in this system that led to the

accident. As is the case with most aviation accidents, there are
many factors that led up to the actual failure of the door on flight
811.
The Safety Board found that there were multiple opportunities
during the design, certification, operation, and maintenance of
the forward cargo door for N4713U for persons to have taken
actions that could have precluded the accident involving flight
811. The circumstances that led to this accident exemplify the
need for human factors considerations in the promulgation of
regulations, the application of regulatory policies, the design of
airplane systems, and the quality of airline operational and
maintenance practices.
The first opportunity to prevent this accident occurred during the
design and certification of the B-747 cargo door mechanical
systems, when the design was chosen and approved, which
allowed for the overriding of the lock sectors by either
mechanical or electrical actuation. It is apparent that the original
design was not tested sufficiently to verify that the locking sectors
in fact "locked" the latch cams in the closed position. This
shortcoming should have become apparent during the initial
certification testing and approval process. Later, it should have
become apparent when Boeing applied for, and the FAA granted,
an alternative method of compliance with the certification
regulations (25.783 [e]) that permitted the elimination of
operational practices that included a visual verification of the
cargo door latch positions via view ports in the doors.
The failure mode analysis performed by Boeing, and the FAA's
acceptance of its content in granting the exemption, probably
were based on the assumption that the lock sectors would always
prevent the master latch lock handle from being in a stowed
position when the latch cams were not fully closed. This
assumption was not valid, as evidenced by the findings in 1987
following the Pan Am incident that the lock sectors could not

prevent the latch cams from being driven from the fully latched
position with the master latch lock handle stowed, while a false
indication was provided to the flightcrew that the cargo door was
properly latched and locked. At the time that Boeing sought
approval of the alternative compliance, Boeing and the FAA
should have reviewed the design and required testing of the door
latch/lock mechanisms to verify their integrity. Thus, the
procedure for direct viewing of the latches via the view ports
before the airplane could be dispatched should not have been
eliminated without adequate verification that the lock sectors
were totally effective.
The next opportunity for the FAA and Boeing to have
reexamined the original assumptions and conclusions about the
B-747 cargo door design and certification was after the findings of
the Turkish Airline DC-10 accident in 1974 near Paris, France. The
concerns for the DC-10 cargo door latch/lock mechanisms and
the human and mechanical failures, singularly and in
combination, that led to that accident, should have prompted a
review of the B-747 cargo door's continuing airworthiness. In the
Turkish Airlines case, a single failure by a ramp service agent,
who closed the door, in combination with a poorly designed
latch/lock system, led to a catastrophic accident. The revisions to
the DC-10 cargo door mechanisms mandated after that accident
apparently were not examined and carried over to the design of
the B-747 cargo doors.
Specifically, the mechanical retrofit of more positive locking
mechanisms on the DC-10 cargo door to preclude an erroneous
locked indication to the flightcrew, and the incorporation of
redundant sensors to show the position of the latches/locks, were
not required to be retrofitted at that time for the B-747. Of similar
concern is the fact that the cargo doors for the L-1011 required
redundant latch/lock indication sensors at initial certification,
during the approximate same time frame the DC-10 and B-747

were certificated.
More recently, when Boeing and the FAA learned about the
circumstances of the Pan Am cargo door opening incident in
March 1987, more timely and positive corrective actions should
have been taken. The Safety Board believes that the findings of
that incident investigation should have called into question the
assumptions and conclusions about the original design and
certification of the B-747 cargo door, especially the alternative
method for verifying that the door was latched and locked that
was sought by Boeing and was granted by the FAA. Since a B-747
cargo door opening in flight was considered to be an
"unacceptable event", once a door did come open in flight, the
FAA and Boeing should have acted much quicker to prevent
another failure.
It took nearly 16 months from the date of the Pan Am Incident
(March 10, 1987) until the FAA issued AD-88-12-04 (July 1, 1988).
And then, the AD allowed 18 or 24 months, depending on the
model B-747, from the date of its issuance for compliance with the
terminating actions of the AD. The fact that Boeing had issued an
Alert SB as a result of the Pan Am incident is an indication of the
apparent urgency with which Boeing treated this issue. Alert SB's
are issued for "safety of flight" reasons, while regular SB's deal
with "reliability" and not necessarily safety of flight items.
Despite this, the terminating action, issued as
revision 3 to the Alert SB, on August 27, 1987, was not mandated
by the FAA for 11 months.
The Safety Board found no evidence that the FAA or Boeing
reassessed the original design and certification conclusions
regarding the safety of the B-747 cargo door during this period.
Several opportunities for preventive action were also missed by
UAL during this period. First, UAL delayed the completion of the
terminating actions of Alert SB 52A2206 (Rev 3 and AD-88-12-04.
In fact, there was no evidence that UAL had intended to comply

with the terminating action of the Alert SB, until it was mandated
by the FAA.
It is understandable that an airline would not take its aircraft out
of service to incorporate revisions that do not appear to be safety
critical. Although by definition an Alert SB is safety related, there
was no implication from Boeing's and FAA's actions regarding
this matter that urgency was required. The airlines rely on the
airframe manufacturers and the FAA to evaluate the need for
urgent airworthiness actions that might take airplanes out of
revenue service. In this case, UAL had scheduled completion of
its B-747 fleet modifications in accordance with the terminating
actions for AD-88-12-04 before the final allowable date; however,
the schedule was based on other heavy maintenance schedules to
prevent unnecessary down-time of its airplanes.
UAL personnel stated after the UAL 811 accident that its
personnel did not fully appreciate the importance, or safety
implications, of the terminating actions, or they would have
incorporated the improvements much earlier. The usual
difficulties in setting short suspense dates for performing
terminating actions in AD's, such as parts availability, did not
seem to exist in this case, because the parts were not complex
components and probably could have been fabricated fairly
quickly in-house by most airlines.
Human performance certainly contributed to UAL's failure to
incorporate an important inspection step into its maintenance
program as mandated by AD-88-12-04. When UAL obtained an
advance draft copy of the forthcoming NPRM that eventually led
to the AD, the airline began preparing its work orders to
implement the forthcoming the AD requirements into its B-747
fleet (30 airplanes at the time). UAL developed its maintenance
work sheets from the text of the draft NPRM, which was virtually
identical to the text of the final rule. As a result of a clerical error,
one of the important inspection steps required by the AD was

omitted.
Apparently, UAL maintenance personnel never compared the
work sheets they received with the actual requirements of the
AD, or if they did, the omission was not detected. FAA inspectors
responsible for oversight of UAL's maintenance program also did
not detect this error because normal surveillance of AD
compliance merely involved verifying the correctness of UAL's
paperwork that listed the applicable AD's and compliance dates.
The inspectors did not actually verify UAL's compliance action
by shop visits, or by comparison of work sheets with AD
provisions. These omissions by the UAL maintenance and quality
assurance personnel, and the limitations of the FAA surveillance
procedures were probably significant in setting the stage for the
events that led to the actual cause of the door separation from
N4713U.
Another matter of concern is the quality of UAL's trend analysis
program. There was no indication that the repeated discrepancies
with the forward cargo door on N4713U "raised a flag" within the
UAL maintenance department. A quality assurance or trend
analysis program should have detected an adverse trend and
should have prompted efforts to resolve the repeated problems. If
it had, any faults in the door electrical system or damage to
mechanical components might have been detected.
In summary, the Safety Board concludes that there were several
opportunities wherein Boeing, the FAA, and UAL could have
taken action during the initial design and certification of the
B-747 cargo door, as well as during the operation and
maintenance of the cargo door installed on N4713U, to ensure the
continuing airworthiness of the cargo door. The Safety Board
further concludes that these deficiencies and oversights
contributed to the cause of this accident.
2.8 Survival Aspects
The Hickam ARFF units and the airport's ARFF units operated on

separate radio networks and thus they could not communicate
directly on-scene by radio. This situation required them to
communicate by voice. Although the two ARFF services had a
common radio frequency (as per the Airport Emergency Plan),
procedures for its use had not yet been developed. The Safety
Board believes that such communication procedures should be
expeditiously developed.
The use of camouflage paint schemes on military ARFF vehicles
may be appropriate for military purposes; however, the Safety
Board believes that camouflage is not appropriate for ARFF
vehicles that are operated at a joint- use airport. It is obvious that
these vehicles must be conspicuous to be seen by other
responding vehicles and by persons who are involved in the
accident, such as airport and airline personnel, crew and
passengers, and off-airport firefighting and rescue vehicles.
The National Fire Protection Association Standards recommend
for primary firefighting, rapid intervention and combined agent
vehicles, that, "Paint finish shall be selected for maximum
visibility and shall be resistant to damage from firefighting
agents."4 Furthermore, Federal Aviation Regulation 14 CFR
139.319 (f) (2) requires emergency vehicles, "Be painted or marked
in colors to enhance contrast with the background environment
and optimize daytime and nighttime visibility and identification."
Further guidance for the high visibility color of ARFF vehicles is
provided in a Federal Aviation Administration Advisory Circular
where the vehicle paint color is specified as, "lime yellow"
Dupont No. 7744 UH or its equivalent.5
Because flight attendants are vital to the safety and survival of the
passengers following a decompression, measures should be taken
to prevent flight attendants from being incapacitated by hypoxia.
The Safety Board believes that oxygen masks should be attached
to the emergency oxygen bottles to avoid any delay in their use in
order to be in compliance with the intent of 14 CFR 25.1447 (c)(4).

Therefore, the FAA should direct its inspector staff to survey
B-747 airplanes for compliance with 14 CFR 25.1447(c)(4), and
correct deficiencies found.
In this accident, the use of megaphones was vital because of the
inability to be heard over the public address (PA) system. Title
14CFR 121.309 (f)(1) requires one megaphone on each airplane
with a seating capacity of more that 60 and less that 100
passengers; 14 CFR 121.309 (f)(2) requires two megaphones in the
cabins on each airplane with a seating capacity of more than 99
passengers. As this decompression demonstrated, additional
megaphones are necessary on wide-body and large narrow-body
airplanes to ensure communication in the cabin during
emergencies when the PA system is inoperative.
Had there been a need for an immediate evacuation, or a water
ditching, rapid egress would not have been possible at doors 2left and 2-right because they were blocked by open storage
compartments and spilled contents. The possibility also exists
that a compartment door could release during a hard landing or
turbulence and swing down and injure a flight attendant. Thus,
the Safety Board believes that improved latches should be
installed and the downward movement of stowage
compartments doors should be restricted to prevent the doors
from striking a seated flight attendant or block the exit door.
The Safety Board believes that the problems with life preserver
donning and adjustment demonstrated in this accident should be
addressed by the FAA. The straps and fittings on life preservers
need to be evaluated to determine where improvements can be
made, and clearer donning instructions should be developed.
TSO-C13d, Life Preservers 1/3/83 prescribes the minimum
performance standards for life preservers. With regard to
donning, the TSO requires:
Donning. It must be demonstrated that an adult, after receiving
only the customary preflight briefing on the use of life preservers,

can don the life preserver within 15 seconds unassisted while
seated. It must be demonstrated that an adult can install the life
preserver on another adult, a child, or an infant within 30 seconds
unassisted. The donning demonstration is begun with the
unpackaged life preserver in hand.
Based on flight attendant interviews and information obtained
from passengers these donning times were exceeded in many
instances.
The Safety Board has made numerous recommendations to the
FAA in the past regarding needed improvements in life preserver
donning instructions, donning procedures, and timing of
donning.6 The FAA has adopted most of the Safety Board's
recommendations in its April 23, 1986, revision to TSO-C13e, Life
Preservers, which now requires the wearer to be able to secure the
preserver with no more than one attachment and make no more
than one adjustment for fit. Also, donning tests are required for
age groups of users starting with 20-29 years and ending with
60-69 years. At least 60% of the test subjects in each age group
must be able to don then life preserver within 25 seconds
unassisted with their seatbelts fastened starting with the life
preserver in its storage package. TSO-C13e contains
requirements that would have eliminated some of the problems
that passengers had in this accident in correctly donning and
adjusting their life preservers.
The Safety Board has recommended (A-85-35 through-37) to the
FAA to amend 14 CFR 121, 125, and 135 to require air carriers to
install life preservers that meet TSO-C13e within a reasonable
time. The FAA adopted TSO-C13e on April 23, 1986, and
originally had specified an effective date of April 23, 1988, after
which all newly manufactured life preservers approved under the
TSO system would have to meet the requirements of TSO-C13e.
The objective of the cut off date was to introduce life preservers
into the fleets with the higher performance level as specified in

TSO-C13e by assuring that replacement articles met the higher
standards. On March 3, 1988, the FAA rescinded the cut off date
to seek further public comments of fleet retrofit in accord with the
proposed rulemaking. See Section 4.0 for FAA action and status of
the recommendations.
3. CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Findings
1.
There were no flightcrew or cabincrew factors in the cause of
the accident or injuries.
2.
There were no air traffic control or weather factors in the
cause of the accident.
3. The airplane had not been maintained in accordance with the
provisions of AD-88-12-04 that required an inspection of the cargo
door locking mechanisms after each time the door was operated
manually and restored to electrical operation. However, this
circumstance was determined not to be a factor in the accident.
4. All but one of the electrical components remaining with the
airplane or found with the cargo door that were necessary to have
malfunctioned in order to cause an inadvertent electrical opening
of the cargo door after dispatch were found to function properly.
5. The forward cargo door lock sectors were found in the
locked position (actually in an "over-locked" position) and
jammed against the latch cams. The latch cams were found in the
nearly open position.
6.
The latch actuator manual drive port seal was found
damaged from the forces involved in the separation of the door
and did not indicate that the drive port had been used to open the
door latches manually before the accident.
7.
Electrical continuity tests indicated that the S2 master latch
lock switch was in the "not locked" position when it was
recovered with the cargo door. Because it had sustained damage
from being submerged in the sea, its preaccident condition could
not be determined.

8. An S2 switch functioning as found after recovery would
permit electrical power to the door during ground operation so
that additional failure modes or activation of the door control
switch could result in movement of the latching cams.
9. All other switches associated with operation of the cargo door
were found damaged from being submerged in the sea; however,
they were determined to be properly installed and probably
functional.
10. Short circuit paths in the cargo door circuit were identified
that could have led to an uncommanded electrical actuation of
the latch actuator; this situation occurred most likely before
engine start, although limited possibilities for an uncommanded
electrical actuation exist after engine start while an airplane is on
the ground with the APU running.
11. It was not possible for electrical short circuits to command
the cargo door to open at the time of the loss of the door, and it is
highly improbable that such an event occurred when the airplane
was airborne during the short period while the APU was
running.
12. Insulation breaches were found on recovered portions of the
cargo door wires that could have allowed short circuiting and
power to the latch actuator, although no evidence of arcing was
noted. All of the wires were not recovered, and tests showed that
arcing evidence may not be detectable.
13. An uncommanded movement of cargo door latches that
occurred on another UAL B-747 on June 13, 1991, was attributed
to insulation damage and a consequent short between wires in
the wiring bundle between the fuselage and the moveable door.
Because the S2 switch functioned properly on that airplane,
movement of the latches would not have occurred after the door
was locked.
14. UAL's maintenance trend analysis program was inadequate
to detect an adverse trend involving the cargo door on N4713U.

This circumstance was determined not to be a factor in the
accident.
15. FAA oversight of the UAL maintenance and inspection
program did not ensure adequate trend analysis and adherence to
the provisions of airworthiness directives. This circumstance was
determined not to be a factor in the accident.
16. The smooth wear patterns on the latch pins of the forward
cargo door installed on N4713U were signs that the door was not
properly aligned (out of rig) for an extended period of time,
causing significant interference during the normal open/close
cycle.
17. The rough heat-tinted wear areas on the latch pins of the
forward cargo door installed on N4713U marked the positions of
the cams at the time the door opened in flight.
18. The design of the B-747 cargo door locking mechanisms did
not provide for the intended "fail-safe" provisions of the locking
and indicating systems for the door.
19. Boeing's Failure Analysis, which was the basis upon which
the FAA granted an alternative method of compliance with the
provisions of 14 CFR 25.783(e), was not valid as evidenced by the
findings of the Pan Am incident in 1987, and the accident
involving flight 811.
20. Boeing and the FAA did not take immediate action to
require the use of the cam position view ports following the Pan
Am incident, and did not include this requirement in the
provisions of the Alert Service Bulletins or AD-88-12-04.
21. There were several opportunities for the manufacturer and
the FAA to have taken action during the service life of the Boeing
747 that might have prevented this accident.
22. The fact that the crash fire rescue vehicles responding to this
accident did not use a common radio frequency led to problems
in communication among the responding vehicles.
23.
The camouflage paint scheme of the military fire rescue

units led to reduced visibility of these units and resulted in at
least one near-collision.
24. Megaphones were used in flight to communicate with
passengers because of the high ambient noise level. However,
more megaphones would have afforded better communication in
all parts of the cabin.
25. Some flight attendants and passengers had difficulties
tightening straps of their life preservers around their waists
because of the fabric used, the design of the adjustment fittings,
and the angle the straps were pulled.
26.
Articles that fell to the floor from stowage bins above the
L-2 and R-2 exits and galley service items had to be cleared away
from the exits before the emergency evacuation could be initiated.
3.2 Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective actions
by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the investigation, including evidence from the
recovered cargo door and a June 13, 1991, incident involving the
uncommanded electrical operation of a cargo door on a UAL
Boeing 747 at JFK Airport, the National Transportation Safety

Board recommends that the FAA:
Require that the electrical actuating systems for nonplug cargo
doors on transport-category aircraft provide for the removal of all
electrical power from circuits on the door after closure (except for
any indicating circuit power necessary to provide positive
indication that the door is properly latched and locked) to
eliminate the possibility of uncommanded actuator movements
caused by wiring short circuits. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-92-21)
As a result of this investigation, on August 23, 1989, the Safety
Board issued the following safety recommendations to the FAA:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) to require that the manual
drive units and electrical actuators for Boeing 747 cargo doors
have torque limiting devices to ensure that the lock sectors,
modified per AD-88-12-04, cannot be overridden during
mechanical or electrical operation of the latch cams. (Class II,
Priority Action)(A-89-92)
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) for non-plug cargo doors
on all transport category airplanes requiring the installation of
positive indicators to ground personnel and flightcrews
confirming the actual position of both the latch cams and locks,
independently. (Class II, Priority Action)(A-89-93)
Require that fail-safe design considerations for non-plug cargo
doors on present and future transport category airplanes account
for conceivable human errors in addition to electrical and
mechanical malfunctions. (Class II, Priority Action)(A-89-94)
The FAA responded to Safety Recommendations A-89-92 through
-94 on November 3, 1989. During its evaluation of Safety
Recommendation A-89-92, the FAA determined that Boeing 747
cargo doors with lock sectors, modified in compliance with AD
88-12-04, cannot be overridden during mechanical or
least one torque-limiting device. The Safety Board has reviewed
AD 88-12-04 and has confirmed the FAA's findings. Based on this,

Safety Recommendation A-89-92 has been classified as "Closed-Reconsidered."
The FAA responded to Safety Recommendations A-89-93 and -94
describing action to review all outward opening (nonplug) doors
and all jetpowered transport-category airplanes to determine
what, if any, modifications are needed to ensure that these doors
will not open in flight. The FAA pointed out that the door latch
indicating system is to be only part of the review and that door
designs will be evaluated against criteria specified in 14 CFR
25.783 as amended by Amendment 25-54, and the policy material
published in Advisory Circular 25.783.1, adopted in 1980 and will
take into account human factors involved in the routine operation
of closing and locking doors to ensure that the latch and lock
systems are fail-safe. Further, to emphasize the importance of
human factors, the FAA has developed a training program for
FAA certification personnel to enhance their knowledge of human
factors in aircraft design. This training program will be offered to
approximately 100 certification personnel during the next year.
Based on this response, Safety Recommendations A-89-93 and -94
have been classified as "Open--Acceptable Action." The Safety
Board believes it necessary to point out that this hazard exists for
any pressurized aircraft using nonplug doors and that the FAA
should not be limiting this review to only those transports which
are jetpowered.
On November 29, 1990, Boeing issued service bulletin number
747-52-2224 applicable to all 747-100, 747-200, and 747-300
airplanes to add a new "door latch" switch to all 747 cargo doors.
In addition to the door warning switch that monitors the position
of the pressure relief doors, the new door latch switch is activated
by the latch cam bellcrank to separately sense the position of the
latch cams. The existing "door closed" switch is also replaced with
a double pole switch. The additional pole is used to separately
sense the position of the door. Another single pole switch is also

added to redundantly sense the position of the door. If any of
these switches are not actuated, the warning light on the flight
engineer's panel and a new light added to pilot's glareshield
panel will be illuminated. The modification also requires
installation of new cargo door control panels on the forward and
aft lower cargo doors. The new panel incorporates an additional
light to indicate proper door locking.
The FAA mandated the incorporation of this service bulletin
within 18 months by AD 90-09-06, Amendment 39-6581, effective
May 29, 1990.
Also, as a result of this accident, on May 4, 1990, the National
Transportation Safety Board issued the following safety
recommendations to the FAA:
Amend 14 CFR 25.1447(c)(4) to require that face masks be
attached to the regulators of portable emergency oxygen bottles.
(Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-54)
Require, in accordance with the requirements of 14 CFR 25.1447
(c)(4), that a portable oxygen bottle be located at the flight
attendant stations at exit door 5 right and at exit door 5 left in
B-747 airplanes. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-55)
Require that no articles be placed in storage compartments that
are located over emergency exit doors. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-90-56)
Amend 14 CFR 121.309(f) to require a readily accessible
megaphone at each seat row at which a flight attendant is
stationed. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-57)
Take corrective action to improve direct visibility to passengers
from the upper level flight attendant jumpseat in the B-747
airplanes using eye reference data contained in Federal Aviation
Administration report FAA-AM-75-2 "Anthropometry of Airline
Stewardesses." (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-58)
Issue an Airworthiness Directive to require that stronger latches
be installed in oversized storage compartments that formerly

held liferafts on all B-747 airplanes and also limit the distance that
these compartments can be opened. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-90-59)
Demonstrate for each make and model of life preserver that it can
be donned, adjusted, and tightened within the elapsed time
required by TSO-C13d. Direct particular attention to the ease with
which straps pass through adjustment fittings when the straps are
pulled at all possible angles. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-60)
Establish a cutoff date of [within 1 year of this recommendation
letter] after which all life preservers manufactured for
passengercarrying aircraft would be required to meet the
specifications of TSO-C13e. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-61)
The FAA first responded to these safety recommendations in a
July 26, 1990, letter. Further responses to various safety
recommendations in the group came in letters dated October 26,
1990 (A-90-59); May 13, 1991 (A-90-58); September 23, 1991
(A-90-55, -56, and -59); and March 9, 1992 (A-90-59). The current
status of each safety recommendation is:
A-90-54: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending outcome of
potential rulemaking initiative by the FAA.
A-90-55: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending a review by
the FAA of B-747 airplanes for compliance with portable oxygen
bottle placement and securement requirements and for
modifications that do not meet the intent of the type certification.
A-90-56: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending a
reexamination by the FAA of the potential for contents of
compartments spilling out during an emergency and obstructing
passengers.
A-90-57: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending the FAA's
review of its position regarding a requirement for multiple
megaphones on passenger airplanes.
A-90-58: "Closed--Reconsidered" as a result of the Safety Board's
acceptance of the FAA position that the cabin jumpseat design on

B-747's does not constitute an unsafe condition.
A-90-59: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the issuance of
an Airworthiness Directive to require stronger latches on
oversized storage compartments on B-747 airplanes.
A-90-60: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the
implementation of the latest iteration of TSO-C13.
A-90-61: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending inclusion in
TSO-C13 (latest iteration) of a cutoff date after which all life
preservers manufactured for passenger-carrying aircraft would
be required to meet the specifications of the TSO.
The FAA's March 9, 1992, response to Safety Recommendation
A-90-59 included the final AD addressing this issue. The AD does
meet the intent of the recommendation, which is now classified as
"Closed--Acceptable Action."
Also as a result of this accident, on May 4, 1990, the Safety Board
reiterated the following recommendations to the FAA:
A-85-35
Amend 14 CFR 121 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; ensure that 14 CFR 25
is consistent with the amendments to Part 121.
A-85-36
Amend 14 CFR 125 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; amend Part 125 to
require approved flotation-type seat cushions (TSO-C72) on all
such aircraft; ensure that 14 CFR 25 is consistent with the
amendments of Part 125.
A-85-37

Amend 14 CFR 135 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; Amend Part 135 to
require approved floatation-type seat cushions (TSO-C72) on all
such aircraft; ensure that 14 CFR SFAR No. 23 is consistent with
the amendments to Part 135.
In a November 28, 1988, letter to the FAA, the Safety Board
recommended that a cutoff date January 1, 1989, be reestablished.
Based on this accident, the Safety Board's again urges the FAA to
establish a cutoff date by which life preservers meeting TSO-C13e
would be introduced into the fleets within a reasonable time
(A-85-36). The Safety Board recognizes that the FAA has complied
with the part of this recommendation pertaining to the flotationtype seat cushions.
Safety Recommendations A-85-35 and -37 are being held in an
"Open--Acceptable Action" status pending the publication of the
final rule. Safety Recommendation A-85-36 is being held in an
"Open--Unacceptable Action" status because Part 125 operations
were not included in the FAA rulemaking action.
As a result of its investigation, on May 4, 1990, the Safety Board
also recommended that the State of Hawaii, Department of
Transportation, Airports Division:
Develop, in cooperation with the Department of Defense,
procedures for direct radio communication between aircraft
rescue and fire fighting vehicles operated by the State of Hawaii
and Hickam Air Force Base that would be used when responding
to airport emergencies at Honolulu International Airport. (Class
II, Priority Action) (A-90-62)
Additionally, as a result of its investigation, on May 4, 1990, the
Safety Board recommended that the Department of Defense:
Develop, in cooperation with the State of Hawaii Department of

Transportation, procedures for direct radio communication
between aircraft rescue and firefighting vehicles operated by
Hickam Air Force Base and the State of Hawaii that would be
used when responding to airport emergencies at Honolulu
International Airport. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-63)
Comply with Federal Regulation 14 CFR 139.319(f)(2) and the
guidance contained in Federal Aviation Administration Advisory
Circular 150/5220-14 by using high visibility color for aircraft
rescue and firefighting vehicles that operate at Honolulu
International Airport. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-64)
The Department of Defense responded to Safety
Recommendations A-90-63 and -64 on August 17, 1990, citing the
establishment of emergency radio communication ability between
ARFF vehicles operated by Hickam Air Force Base and the State
of Hawaii at Honolulu International Airport. Based on this action,
Safety Recommendation A-90-63 was classified as "Closed-Acceptable Action" on December 12, 1990. With the establishment
of the communications system as recommended, the Safety Board
now classifies Safety Recommendation A-90-62 as "Closed-Acceptable Action."
Also, with regard to Safety Recommendation A-90-64, the
Department of Defense pointed out that the Air Force has
initiated a program to rep™ aint the vehicles over a 3-year period
to spread out funding concerns. This safety recommendation is
being held as "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the
completion of the repainting program in 1993.
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5. APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
INVESTIGATION AND HEARING
1. Investigation
The Washington Headquarters of the National Transportation
Safety Board was notified of the United Airlines accident within a
short time after the occurrence. A full investigation team departed
Washington, D.C. at 1400 eastern daylight time on the same day
and arrived in Honolulu at 0030 Hawaiian standard time the next
day.
The team was composed of the following investigation groups:
Operations, Structures/Systems, Maintenance Records,
Metallurgy, and Survival Factors. In addition, specialist reports
were prepared relevant to the CVR, FDR and radar plots.
Parties to the field investigation were United Airlines, the FAA,
the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, the Air Line Pilots
Association, the International Association of Machinists, and the
Association of Flight Attendants.
2.
Public Hearing
A 3-day public hearing was held in Seattle, Washington,
beginning on April 25, 1989. Parties represented at the hearing
were the FAA, United Airlines, the Boeing Commercial Airplanes
Company, the Air Line Pilots Association, and the International
Association of Machinists.
APPENDIX B
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
Captain David Cronin
Captain David Cronin, 59, was hired by UAL on December 10,

1954. The captain holds Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) Certificate
No. 1268493 with airplane multiengine land ratings and
commercial privileges in airplane single-engine land, sea and
gliders. The captain is type rated in the B747, DC10, DC8, B727,
Convair (CV) 440, CV340, CV240 and the learjet. The captain was
issued a first class medical certificate on November 1, 1988, with
no limitations.
The captain's initial operating experience (IOE) check out in the
B747 occurred in December, 1985. The captain's latest line and
proficiency checks in the B747 were completed in August and
December, 1988, respectively. Training in ditching and evacuation
was included with the proficiency check. The captain had flown a
total of about 28,000 hours, 1,600 to 1,700 hours of which were in
the B747. During the 24-hour, 72-hour and 30-day periods, prior
to the accident, the captain had flown: 1 hour, 5 minutes; 13
hours, 35 minutes; and 76 hours, 18 minutes, respectively.
First Officer Gregory Slader
First Officer Gregory Slader, 48, was hired by UAL on June 15,
1964. The first officer holds ATP Certificate No. 1528630 with
airplane multiengine land ratings and commercial privileges in
airplane single-engine land. The first officer is type rated in B747,
DC10, B727, and B737. The first officer was issued a first class
medical certificate on February 14, 1989, with no limitations.
The first officer's initial operating experience (IOE) check out in
the B747 occurred in August, 1987. The first officer's latest
proficiency check in the B747 was completed in October, 1988.
Training on ditching and evacuation was included with the
proficiency check. The first officer had flown a total of about
14,500 hours, 300 hours of which were in the B747. During the 24hours, 72-hour and 30-day periods prior to the accident, the first
officer had flown: 1 hour, 5 minutes; 13 hours, 35 minutes; and 46
hours, 25 minutes, respectively.
Second Officer Randal Thomas

Second Officer Randal Thomas, 46, was hired by UAL on May 22,
1969. The second officer holds Flight Engineer Certificate No.
1947041 for turbo jet powered airplanes, issued July 18, 1969. The
second officer holds commercial pilot certificate No. 1585899 with
ratings and limitations of airplane single and multiengine land
with instrument privileges. The second officer was issued a first
class medical certificate on December 6, 1988, with no limitations.
The second officer's IOE check out in the B747 occurred in March,
1987. The second officer's latest proficiency check in the B747 was
completed in October, 1988. Training in ditching and evacuation
was included with the proficiency check. He had flown a total of
about 20,000 hours, about 1,200 hours of which were as second
officer on the B747. During his 24-hour, 72-hour and 30 dayperiods, prior to the accident, the second officer had flown: 1
hour, 5 minutes; 13 hours, 35 minutes; and 46 hours, 25 minutes,
respectively.
Flight Attendant and Chief Purser Laura Brentlinger
Flight attendant Laura Brentlinger, 38, was employed by UAL in
May 1982; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
September 19, 1988.
Flight Attendant and AFT Purser Sarah Shanahan
Flight attendant Sarah Shanahan, 42, was employed by UAL in
August 1967; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
October 10, 1988.
Flight Attendant Richard Lam
Flight attendant Richard Lam, 41, was employed by UAL on
April 1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
September 16, 1988.
Flight Attendant John Horita
Flight attendant John Horita, 44, was employed by UAL in June
1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on November 1,
1988.
Flight Attendant Curtis Christensen

Flight attendant Curtis Christensen, 34, was initially employed by
PAA in May 1978. He was subsequently employed by UAL in
February 1986 when UAL purchased PAA Pacific Division. Flight
attendant Chrisensen had completed B747 recurrent training on
December 12, 1988.
Flight Attendant Tina Blundy
Flight attendant Tina Blundy, 36, was employed by UAL in May
1973; and had completed B747 recurrent training on October 28,
1988.
Flight Attendant Jean Nakayama
Flight attendant Jane Nakayama, 37, was employed by UAL in
August 1973; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
December 6, 1988.
Flight Attendant Mae Sapolu
Flight attendant Mae Sapolu, 38, was initially employed by Pan
American Airlines (PAA) in March 1973. She was subsequently
employed by UAL in February 1986; when UAL purchased PAA
Pacific Division. Flight attendant Sapolu completed B747
recurrent training on October 13, 1988.
Flight Attendant Robyn Nakamoto
Flight attendant Robyn Nakamoto, 26, was employed by UAL in
April, 1986, and transferred to the Inflight Service Division in
May, 1988. She was initially trained on the B747 in May 1988; and
had not attended recurrent training.
Flight Attendant Edward Lythgoe
Flight attendant Edward Lythgoe, 37, was employed by UAL in
December 1978; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
October 21, 1988.
Flight Attendant Sharol Preston
Flight attendant Sharol Preston, 39, was employed by UAL in July
1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on July 29, 1988.
Flight Attendant Ricky Umehira
Flight attendant Ricky Umehira, 35, was employed by UAL in

November 1983; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 15, 1988.
Flight Attendant Darrell Blankenship
Flight attendant Darrell Blankenship, 28, was employed by UAL
in February 1984; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
February 10, 1988.
Flight Attendant Linda Shirley
Flight attendant Linda Shirley, 30, was employed by UAL in
March 1979; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 3, 1989.
Flight Attendant Ilona Benoit
Flight attendant Ilona Benoit, 48, was initially employed by PAA
in November 1969. She was subsequently employed by UAL in
February 1986; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 17, 1988.
Lead Ramp Serviceman Paul Engalla
Lead ramp serviceman Paul Engalla was employed by UAL in
1959. Because of his extensive ramp service experience, Mr.
Engalla was selected as a ramp service trainer in 1986.
Ramp Serviceman Daniel Sato
Ramp serviceman Daniel Sato was employed by UAL in May
1987. Company records indicate that his proficiency in the
opening and closing of B747 cargo doors and the operation of
container loads was attained in September 1988.
Ramp Serviceman Brian Kitaoka
Ramp serviceman Brian Kitaoka was employed by UAL in
November 1986. Company records indicate that his proficiency in
the operation of container loaders was attained in November
1987. His proficiency in the opening and closing of B747 cargo
doors was attained in October 1988.
Dispatch Mechanic Steve Hajanos
Dispatch mechanic Steve Hajanos was employed as an airplane
mechanic by UAL on October 30, 1986. He holds FAA Airplane

and Powerplants Certificate No. 362583850, issued November 14,
1981. He was formerly employed by Aloha Airlines as a
maintenance supervisor and by World Airways as a mechanic
and maintenance supervisor. He began his aviation career as an
airplane mechanic in the United States Air Force.
APPENDIX C
AIRPLANE INFORMATION
Type of Date of Maximum Inspection Inspection Cycles Interval
Service No. 1 Current 02/23/89 58,814:24 15,027 Note 1 Previous
02/23/89 58,809:02 15,026 Service No. 2 Current 02/22/89
58,802:35 15,024 65 Hours Previous 02/18/89 58,747:12 15,016
Note 2 A Check Current 02/14/89 58,710:14 15,009 350 Hours
Previous 01/16/89 58,368:57 14,947 B Check Current 11/28/88
57,751:44 14,839 131 Days Previous 07/28/88 56,635:36 14,632 C
Check Current 11/28/88 57,751:44 14,839 393 Days Previous
11/19/87 53,789:00 14,146 MPV Check Current 04/30/84 43,731:0
11,857 5 Years Previous 01/30/80 30,906:0
D Check Current 04/30/84 43,731 19,237 9 Years Previous
09/09/76 19,237 Note 1:
Service No. 1 to be accomplished on
through flights or at trip termination whenever time is less than
12 hours per Maintenance Manual Procedures BX 12-0-1-1.
Note 2: Aircraft with layover of 12 hours or more will receive a
Service No. 2 not to exceed 65 flight hours between checks.
APPENDIX D
INJURY INFORMATION
Flight Crewmember.--The second officer sustained minor
superficial brush burns to both elbows and forearms, during the
evacuation.
Cabin Crewmembers.--The cabin crewmembers sustained the
following injuries during the evacuation:
Flight attendant No. 1 sustained a strained left shoulder;
Flight attendant No. 2 sustained acute thoracic and lumbosacral

strain;
Flight attendant No. 3 sustained a mild right bicep strain;
Flight attendant No. 4 sustained a left elbow contusion, left
shoulder dislocation, and mild lumbosacral strain;
Flight attendant No. 5 sustained a left calf contusion;
Flight attendant No. 6 sustained a mild left elbow bruise;
Flight attendant No. 7 sustained mild left arm and lower back
strain;
Flight attendant No. 8 sustained a soft tissue injury to the back;
Flight attendant No. 9 sustained abrasions to both palms and the
left knee;
Flight attendant No. 10 sustained a fracture of the left tenth rib;
Flight attendant No. 11 sustained a minimal injury to the right
middle finger PIP joint and left first MP joint;
Flight attendant No. 12 sustained a pulled muscle on the left side
of the neck;
Flight attendant No. 13 sustained a comminuted fracture of the
right ulna and radius;
Flight attendant No. 14 sustained a mild thoracic back strain;
Flight attendant No. 15 sustained a non-displaced fracture of C-6,
a cerebral concussion, a fracture of the proximal right humerus,
and multiple lacerations;
A flight attendant, flying as a passenger, sustained mild
lumbosacral strain, a laceration of the right little finger, and a left
elbow abrasion.
Passengers.--Nine Passengers who were seated in seats 8H,
9FGH, 10GH, 11GH, and 12H, were ejected from the fuselage and
were not found; and thus, are assumed to have been fatally
injured in the accident.
Passengers seated in the indicated seats sustained the following
injuries:
Seat
7C
Barotrauma to both ears

9C
Half-inch laceration to the upper left arm, superficial
abrasions to left arm and hand, barotrauma to both ears
9E
Superficial abrasions and contusions to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
10B Superficial abrasions to the left elbow and left middle
finger
10E
Superficial abrasions to the torso and left forearm,
bruising of the left hand and fingers
11E Laceration on the right ankle tendon, multiple bruises
11F
Slight contusion of the right shoulder
13D
Barotrauma to both ears
13E Bleeding in both ears
13H
Contusion to the left periorbital area
14A
Laceration in the parietal occipital area, barotrauma
to both ears
15J Comminuted fracture of the lateral epicondyle of the left
distal humerus (about 5mm separation)
16B Superficial abrasions to the right arm
16J
Barotrauma to both ears
16K
Right temporal abrasions
26A Barotrauma to both ears
26B barotrauma to both ears
26H
Barotitis to both ears, low back pain, irritation to the
right eye due to foreign bodies
27A Barotrauma to the right ear
28J Superficial abrasions and a contusion to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
1The flap track canoe fairings are numbered 1 through 8, from left
outboard to right outboard.
2For ease in reference, the following numbering was used to
relate forward cargo door frames to fuselage body stations (BS):
frame 1--BS 567.10, frame 2--BS 580.95, frame 3--BS 596.75, frame
4--BS 608.15, frame 5--BS 623.96, frame 6--BS 636.02, frame 7--BS

651.50, frame 8--BS 662.90.
3 The "used" switch is the switch through which electricity passes;
the "unused" switch does not have electricity pass through it.
4NFPA 414 - Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting Vehicles, National
Fire Protection Association, 1984, Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA
02269.
5Airport Fire and Rescue Vehicle Specification Guide, AC
150/5220-14, March 15, 1979, Federal Aviation Administration,
Washington, D.C. 20591.
6 Air Carrier Overwater Emergency Equipment and
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Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Aircraft Incident Report No: 1/98 (EW/C95/10/4)
Report on the incident to Boeing 737-236 Advanced, G-BGJI 15
nm north-west of Bournemouth International Airport on 22
October 1995
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Registered Owner:
British Airways PLC
Operator:
British Airways PLC
Aircraft Type:
Boeing 737-236 Advanced
Nationality:
British
Registration:
G-BGJI
Place of Incident:
15 nm north-west of
Bournemouth International
Airport
Latitude: 50¡ 55.72' North
Longitude: 002¡ 12.55' East
Date and Time:
22 October 1995 at 1609 hrs

All times in this report are UTC

Synopsis
The incident was notified promptly to the Air Accidents
Investigation Branch (AAIB) by the operator and the
investigation began that evening. The AAIB team comprised Mr
D F King (Investigator-in-Charge),
Mr P D Gilmartin (Operations), Mr C G Pollard (Engineering), Mr
S W Moss (Engineering), Mr A N Cable (Engineering) Ms A Evans
(Flight Recorders).
The crew reported at 1330 hrs at Gatwick to carry out a postheavy maintenance check, test flight on the aircraft. The first
officer (F/O) completed the external check, while the commander
completed the 'Flight
Deck Preparation' items of the aircraft checklist. A Standby
(STBY) Rudder system check was carried out with no
abnormalities noted and during taxi before take-off, the Yaw
Damper indicator showed normal
response to turns.
When the aircraft was in straight and level flight at FL200 with an
indicated airspeed of 290 kt, Autopilot and Autothrottle engaged
and Yaw Damper ON, the aircraft experienced roll/yaw
oscillations. The
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) showed that the Autopilot and
Autothrottle were disengaged, and the commander reported that
the Yaw Damper was switched OFF but the crew were unable to
stop the oscillations.
A MAYDAY call was broadcast at 1609 hrs. The crew had the
impression that the bank angle would have continued to increase

had opposite roll control inputs not been applied.
A descent was made to around FL75 and as the airspeed was
allowed to reduce towards 250 kt the oscillations began to decay
rapidly and stopped. The total duration of the roll/yaw event
was about seven
minutes.
A low speed handling check was carried out, and it was found
that the aircraft handled well at a speed 150 kt, with Flap 15
¡ selected and with the landing gear down. It was decided to
return to London Gatwick
Airport in this configuration, and the MAYDAY was downgraded
to a PAN. The crew recovered the aircraft to Gatwick without
further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
(i)
Contamination of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler, in the
Electronic and Equipment Bay, by an unidentified fluid
had occurred
at some time prior to the incident flight and compromised
the function
of its pin to pin insulation.
(ii)
Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between
certain adjacent
pins had affected the phase and magnitude of the signals
transmitted to
the Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby stimulating a forced
Dutch Roll

mode of the aircraft.
(iii)
The location of the Electronic and Equipment (E&E) Bay,
beneath the
cabin floor in the area of the aircraft doors, galleys and
toilets made it
vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
(iv)
The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch Roll
oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the
malfunctioning
Yaw Damper system.

Four safety recommendations were made.
1 Factual information
1.1 History of the flight
1.1.1 Pre-flight checks
The crew reported at 1330 hrs at Gatwick to carry out a post-P6
maintenance check (¤1.6.6.1) test flight on the aircraft. The first
officer (F/O) completed the external check, while the commander
completed the
'Flight Deck Preparation' items of the aircraft checklist. The fuel
load was 10,500 kg, with about 2,000 kg in the centre tank.
Neither wing tank was full, with the right wing containing more
fuel than the left
because of earlier ground running of the engines and the
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU).

As the APU was not available, due to the unserviceability of its
fire detection system which was damaged during final closure of
its cover panels, a ground air start was made on both engines. A
Standby
(STBY) Rudder system check was carried out with no
abnormalities noted. The take-off configuration warning check
was carried out which entailed selecting Flap 25¡. During this
selection there was a
momentary double hydraulic 'A' system low pressure warning,
indicating failure of the output from both engine driven pumps,
but this quickly cleared and did not repeat itself.
During taxi before take-off, the Yaw Damper indicator showed
normal response to turns.
1.1.2 Incident flight
The commander was the handling pilot when, at about 1555 hrs,
the take-off was made from Runway 26L with full power and
Flap 1¡ selected. After take-off, the aircraft was found to be out of
trim laterally,
needing left rudder and left aileron trims to achieve wings level
flight. The crew assessed this to be due to the fuel imbalance. The
crossfeed was opened, and fuel was used from the right wing
tank until lateral
balance was achieved. The fuel system was then returned to
normal and the flight controls then felt normal until the incident
occurred. The remainder of the flight until the recovery to
Gatwick was conducted in
an area between the Southampton VOR and Boscombe Down
Airfield.

The pressurisation system was put in Standby (STBY) mode, with
a cabin altitude of 4,000 feet set and the rate selector set to high
rate. A climb was then carried out in stages to FL200. Handling
was
transferred to the F/O, Autopilot B was engaged in Command
(CMD) mode and the Autothrottle engaged. The STBY cabin
altitude was reset to 13,990 feet to check the passenger oxygen
mask automatic
deployment system, in accordance with the test schedule.
A Spoiler Isolation/upfloat check was also carried out, which
involved selecting the Speedbrake to the 'Flight' detent, then
operating the Spoiler A and B switches to OFF. The commander
went into the cabin to
visually check the spoiler upfloat. The left outboard spoiler
trailing edge was approximately 3 inches up, all others were
about 2 inches up. The ground spoilers were fully retracted. The
commander returned to
the flight deck, reset the Speedbrake lever to down and reset the
Spoiler switches to ON. This was carried out less than two
minutes prior to the start of the incident.
The crew attention then turned to the cabin altitude, which was
climbing as required by the test schedule. Both pilots donned
their oxygen masks as the cabin altitude passed through 10,000
feet and the cabin
altitude horn began to sound. (Note: after the incident, it was
found that the passenger masks had not deployed, indicating that
the cabin altitude had remained below the nominal 14,000 feet
activation altitude)
The aircraft was heading 270¡M at FL200 with an indicated
airspeed of 290 kt, Autopilot B in CMD mode, Autothrottle

engaged and Yaw Damper ON. The aircraft started to roll, which
was initially countered
by the Autopilot applying opposite roll control. The aircraft then
began to oscillate in roll, and oscillatory activity was noted on the
Yaw Damper indicator. On instructions from the commander the
F/O
disconnected the Autopilot and Autothrottle and attempted to
stop the roll oscillations using control wheel inputs. The timing of
these actions was confirmed by the FDR. The commander
recalled switching OFF
the Yaw Damper at this time in accordance with Flight Crew
Notice FCN 38/95, issued in August of 1995. This FCN, issued by
the commander in his capacity as Flight Manager Boeing 737
(Technical
Projects), reflected the revised Boeing procedure for
Uncommanded Yaw or Roll (Appendix 9). The commander then
took control and continued to use control wheel inputs in an
effort to stop the rolling. He
also decided to initiate an immediate descent so that crew oxygen
was no longer a consideration and requested the F/O to retard
the thrust levers.
A MAYDAY call was broadcast at 1609 hrs. In response, Air
Traffic Control (ATC) offered radar vectors to the nearest airport,
which was initially a left turn onto 170¡M. The commander was
reluctant to
apply too much bank in order to turn as the roll excursions would
have resulted in too steep a bank angle at the extremity of the
oscillations. The crew had the impression that the bank angle
would have
continued to increase had opposite roll control inputs not been
applied.

A descent was made to around FL75, with the airspeed
maintained at 290 kt or greater. During the descent, control was
passed between the pilots, with no change in the oscillations. A
further change of
handling pilot occurred when the crew oxygen masks were
removed, again with no noticeable change in aircraft behaviour.
Neither pilot could recall any movement of the rudder pedals and
no deliberate rudder
pedal inputs were made by the crew. Some power was re?applied
once the aircraft had levelled off, and the airspeed was allowed to
decay towards 250 kt. As the aircraft approached this speed, the
oscillations
began to decay rapidly and stopped. The total duration of the
roll/yaw event was about seven minutes.
After the oscillations had stopped, the F/O went back into the
cabin to check for any abnormalities on the wings but found
none. A low speed handling check was carried out, and it was
found that the aircraft
handled well at a speed 150 kt with Flap 15¡ selected and with the
landing gear down . It was decided to return to London Gatwick
Airport in this configuration, and the MAYDAY was downgraded
to a PAN.
The weather at Gatwick for the landing was surface wind
southerly at 5 kt, CAVOK and Runway 08R was in use. The crew
considered that the most appropriate checklist for landing in a
Flap 15¡ configuration
was the One Engine Inoperative Descent/Approach/Landing
checklist, which was actioned.
On checking the Master Caution Recall in the Landing Checklist,
the commander noted that the amber FLT CTL caption was
illuminated. On checking he saw that the Yaw Damper OFF

amber light was
illuminated and he switched the system back ON. However, on
final approach, at about 3,000 feet, he felt that there may have
been a small roll/yaw oscillation commencing. He therefore
switched OFF the
Yaw Damper, and continued the approach for an uneventful
landing at 1644 hrs.
On reaching the maintenance hangar the circuit breaker for the
Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) was 'pulled', but due to the 30
minute duration of the CVR tape the period of the incident had
been erased.
Following the event the crew recalled that, during the initial
climb out, a layer of cloud had been encountered between 3,000
and 4,000 feet, thickness about 500 feet, but the total temperature
was in excess of
+10¡C at that time. There was no cloud above this and no icing
was encountered. At the time of the incident, it was daylight, in
clear air, no turbulence and with a good horizon above a general
overcast.
During debriefing the crew reported that the oscillations were
similar to Dutch Roll, with a period of about 2 to 3 seconds. The
roll control felt normal to apply, with no signs of any mechanical
reversion. There
were no indications of any abnormalities associated with the
hydraulic systems throughout the flight. The characteristics of the
oscillations did not appear to change when the Autopilot was
disengaged.
Following an initial examination of the aircraft (¤1.12.1-2), a test
flight (¤1.16.2) was carried out on 10 November 1995. With

additional recording equipment installed on the aircraft attempts
were made to
reproduce the roll/yaw oscillations.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.2 Injuries to persons
Injuries
Crew
Passengers
Others
Fatal
Serious
Minor/None
2
-

1.3 Damage to aircraft
A small panel, the left wing fuel booster pump access panel, was
found to be missing after the incident flight.
1.4 Other damage
None.

1.5 Personnel information
1.5.1
Commander:
Male, aged 44 years
Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Aircraft ratings:
Boeing 737, Viscount, Beech 55/58
Medical certificate:
Class 1, Renewed 26 September
1995
Instrument rating:
Renewed 4 May 1995
Other Ratings:
Instrument Rating Examiner
Type Rating Examiner - Boeing 737
CAA Approved C of A Test Pilot
Last base check:
12 October 1995
Last line check:
20 October 1995
Flying experience:
Total all Types: - 8,290 hours
Total on Boeing 737: - 5,500 hours
Duty time:
2 hours 39 minutes
Previous rest:
In excess of 24 hours
1.5.2
First officer:
Male, aged 44 years

Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Aircraft ratings:
Boeing 737, Vanguard, Beech 55/58
Other ratings:
Instrument Rating Examiner
Type Rating Examiner - Boeing 737
Medical certificate:
Class 1, Renewed 27 July 1995
Instrument rating:
Renewed 3 November 1994
Last base check:
29 March 1995
Last line check:
18 December 1994
Flying experience:
Total all Types: - 8,600 hours
Total on Boeing 737: - 6,000 hours
Duty time:
2 hours 39 minutes
Previous rest:
In excess of 24 hours

1.6 Aircraft information
1.6.1
Leading particulars
Type:
Boeing 737-236 Advanced
Constructor's number:
22030
Date of manufacture:

1980
Certificate of registration:
British Airways, 5 September 1983
Certificate of
airworthiness:
issued 3 October 1995
Total airframe hours:
37,871 hours (20,267 landings)
Engines:
2 Pratt & Whitney JT8D-15
turbofan
Maximum weight
authorised
for take-off:
52,750 kg
Actual take-off weight:
39,376 kg
Estimated weight
at time of incident:
38,300 kg
Estimated fuel remaining
at time of incident:
9,300 kg
Centre of gravity (CG)
at time of incident:
205 inches AoD (Within limits)

1.6.2 Dutch Roll
The Dutch Roll lateral-directional interaction mode is a coupled
banking, sideslipping and yawing motion. It is often oscillatory,
and when lightly damped creates control difficulties for pilots

and discomfort for
passengers. The Dutch Roll motion can begin with a yawing
motion produced by a gust or a rudder input or with a rolling
motion, which in turn results in adverse yaw. If the aircraft is
designed with positive
directional stability the fin tends to re-align the aircraft into the
airflow when the temporary yawing moment stops. However, the
nose does not return to a position of zero sideslip but tends to
overshoot, setting
up the cyclic roll/yaw motion of Dutch Roll. The degree of
dihedral and wing sweep dictate the lateral qualities and the fin
and rudder size influence the directional qualities. If the
oscillation is positively stable
the roll and yaw amplitudes reduce over successive oscillations
and eventually damp out.
The Boeing 737 has natural positive damping in the Dutch Roll
mode, (i.e. the motions reduce in amplitude with each cycle), and
therefore meets the airworthiness requirements for lateraldirectional
oscillations without the need for an active Dutch Roll (yaw)
damping system. Nevertheless, a Yaw Damper is fitted, which,
although not required for flight dispatch, is provided to improve
passenger comfort
by more quickly damping the Dutch Roll oscillations. To provide
active Dutch Roll damping, a rate gyro in the Yaw Damper
Coupler senses yaw motion and feeds a signal to the Yaw
Damper Actuator in the
rudder Power Control Unit (PCU), to oppose the yaw. The period
of the basic aircraft Dutch Roll oscillation for the Boeing 737
without Yaw Damping varies with airspeed, reducing from just
over 4 seconds at
200 kt to 3 seconds at 280 kt ( about 0.25 to 0.33 Hz).

1.6.3 Description of the Yaw Damper system (Appendix 1)
As described in ¤ 1.6.2, the Boeing 737 series of aircraft have
positive lateral directional stability but the aircraft still have a
tendency to 'Dutch Roll' when disturbed, although the
oscillations damp-out over a
period of time. The aircraft are fitted with a Yaw Damper system
which moves the rudder, with limited authority, to oppose such
oscillations. Since it is not essential to the controllability of the
aircraft, the
system is simplex and powered by the 'B' hydraulic system. It
should be noted that the Yaw Damper is independent of the
Autopilot, since the latter has no input into the rudder control.
The principal components of the Yaw Damper system are the Yaw
Damper Coupler located in the E&E Bay and the Yaw Damper
Actuator which is part of the main rudder PCU. The Yaw Damper
Coupler
contains a rate gyro which senses lateral oscillations and, where
these are of a frequency corresponding to the aircraft's natural
Dutch Roll, a signal is output to the actuator to oppose the
motion.
The Yaw Damper Actuator receives the electrical signals from the
Yaw Damper Coupler which modulate an electro-hydraulic valve
which ports hydraulic fluid to the appropriate ends of the
actuator piston.
Movement of this piston is mechanically linked to the input
mechanism of the main PCU, which moves to command rudder
movement. Rudder response is monitored by a Linear Variable
Displacement
Transducer (LVDT) and a feedback position signal is transmitted

back to the Yaw Damper Coupler. The geometry of the linkage is
such that the Yaw Damper authority is limited to +/-3¡ of rudder
movement on
this Boeing 737?200. Yaw Damper motion is not transmitted back
to the pilot through the rudder pedals. A small indicator in the
cockpit advises the pilot of any Yaw Damper activity.
1.6.4 Activation of the Yaw Damper system
The pilot can select the Yaw Damper ON and OFF using an
engage switch on the flight deck overhead panel. Appendix 1
shows the layout of the Flight Control panel in the cockpit
overhead (Figure 1) and a
highly simplified electrical schematic diagram (Figure 2) which
shows only those circuits involved in effecting engagement of the
Yaw Damper system. All the major electrical circuits affecting the
operation of
the Yaw Damper system are supplied from dedicated 28V dc and
115V ac circuit breakers. As depicted in the schematic, the Yaw
Damper is switched OFF but the B Flight Control switch is in the
normal,
guarded, ON position.
For the system to become active, the Yaw Damper Actuator has to
be supplied with hydraulic power via a solenoid-controlled
hydraulic shut-off valve (SOV). This solenoid opens the valve
when it receives a
28V dc supply from the Yaw Damper engage switch on the Flight
Controls panel, via contacts in the k12 relay which is in the
Autopilot Accessory Unit . The solenoid of relay k12 is supplied
with 28V dc from
the Yaw Damper Coupler (pin 12 of Connector D295), provided
that a logic circuit within the coupler senses that 115V ac is

available at pin 2, and that 28V dc has been applied to pin 14 of
D295 from the Yaw
Damper engage switch. D295 is the connector joining the Yaw
Damper Coupler to the aircraft wiring. The solenoid of k12 relay
is earthed through the time delay circuits within the Autopilot
Accessory Unit,
which cause this relay to operate 2 seconds after the engage
switch is operated.
When relay k12 is energised, three sets of contacts relevant to the
Yaw Damper system, annotated a, b, & c on the schematic, are
switched. When switched ON, the contact 'a' supplies 28V dc to a
number of
additional circuits in the Yaw Damper Coupler; contact 'b'
supplies the 28V dc from the Yaw Damper switch to the SOV
solenoid (as above); contact 'c' breaks an earth path for the 'Yaw
Damper' light on the
Flight Control panel and extinguishes the light which, when
illuminated, indicates that the Yaw Damper is not in operation.
The Yaw Damper switch is spring loaded to the OFF position and
is held ON electro-magnetically. The hold on solenoid is
permanently connected to the 28V dc supply to the switch and
takes its earth from the
Yaw Damper interrupter circuits in the Autopilot Accessory Unit.
This earth is routed via a set of contacts in the B Flight Control
switch. When the Yaw Damper switch is in the OFF position, the
terminal
which supplies 28V dc power to the actuator SOV is earthed.
1.6.5 Description of the E&E Bay
The E&E Bay on the Boeing 737 contains avionics equipment

including the Yaw Damper Coupler. It is an area of the lower
fuselage below the passenger floor and extends from the
nosewheel bay aft bulkhead
to the forward face of the forward cargo bay (stations 304.5 to
378.9). On the Boeing 737-200 most of the equipment is mounted
in three racks labelled E1, E2 and E3 (Appendix 2) with three or
four shelves in
each rack. These are labelled -1, -2, -3 etc from the top, so that the
upper shelf of rack E1, for example, is designated E1-1. In general,
each individual avionic unit is designed for rapid removal from
or
refitting to its location in the rack. This is achieved by mounting it
in a tray equipped with a multi-pin socket so that, as it is slid into
engagement in the tray, a mating plug in the back of the unit
connects with
the socket. The unit is then locked in place with quick-release
fasteners at the front.
The trays and racks themselves are commonly removed during
major maintenance and thus a further connection is required to
interface with the main aircraft wiring looms which are not
routinely disturbed for
avionics component removal. This is achieved by a series of rack
disconnect connectors which are mostly located behind the
relevant rack and are sealed against moisture ingress. It should be
noted that this is
not the case with the unit/tray plug-and-socket arrangement
described above.
On the Boeing 737 (and indeed other types of aircraft) the location
of the E&E Bay is directly underneath the forward left passenger
door vestibule area. With the cabin configuration used on G-BGJI,
the galley

and forward toilet areas are also above the forward end of the
bay, but generally outboard of the equipment racks themselves.
G-BGJI was equipped with hydraulically actuated airstairs below
the forward left
door. As the stairs were retracted, they were stowed in the E&E
Bay between racks E1 and E2 and E3 (Appendix 2). Although not
directly above the racks, the airstairs are an obvious potential
source of
moisture ingress into the bay. A fibreglass drip-tray was fitted
under the full length of the retracted stairs, with an overboard
drain tube to dispose of any water brought into the bay by this
route. An early
modification further introduced a rubberised fabric 'shroud'
which clipped on to the top forward lip of the drip tray and was
stretched forward over the E1 rack to attach to the nosewheel bay
aft bulkhead, thus
forming a moisture barrier over the bay in this area. The fall on
the shroud was such that fluid leakage from above should run
down the shroud and into the drip?tray.
In addition to the shroud, other measures were taken to prevent
fluid spilt above the floor from dripping into the E&E Bay area,
principally concerned with sealing the floor panels and toilet/
galley areas.
Procedures are laid-down in the Boeing Maintenance Manual for
these measures but many operators adapt them according to their
own custom and practice, and to use locally available materials.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.6.6 Maintenance history
1.6.6.1 P6 inspection

Immediately prior to the incident flight, a major inspection of GBGJI had been completed, known as a 'P6 Check' in the operator's
Maintenance Schedule. It is scheduled every 5 calendar years or
11,200 hours
flying time, whichever occurs first, and typically takes about 30
days to accomplish. One of the major objectives of the check is to
inspect the structure for corrosion or other defects and to achieve
this requires
extensive dismantling of the airframe and systems. The
individual elements of the check are too numerous to mention in
this report, which will concentrate on the activity surrounding the
E&E Bay area and the
rudder/Yaw Damper system.
Prior to entering the hangar, the aircraft was washed externally
and the toilet and potable water systems drained. Early in the
check itself, the toilet and galley components were removed from
the aircraft. The
floor panels were also removed and several required renewal, as
is quite usual for an aircraft of this age.
The airstairs and drip-tray were removed from the E&E Bay as
were the avionics racks, the individual avionics units being stored
on covered shelving alongside the aircraft awaiting refitment. All
soundproofing
bags were removed and, having gained access to the basic
fuselage structure, the area was given a high-pressure wash of
water and detergent. To achieve this it was necessary to protect
the rack disconnect
connectors which, apart from the looms themselves, were the
only electrical components of the E&E Bay remaining in the
aircraft. Plastic bags were taped around the connectors in an

attempt to guard against
contamination by the cleaning process.
Visual inspection of the structure was carried out and evidence
from the technical records along with the recollections of the
individuals involved indicated that the degree of corrosion found
and rectified was
typical of any aircraft on such a check. There were no indications
of any abnormalities which may have indicated heavy fluid
contamination. Evidence of dried blue fluid (toilet sanitising
fluid) contamination
was noted on the floor structure under the toilet but again this
was considered commonplace. AAIB examination of several
similar aircraft after a few years post-check service confirmed this
to be so.
Upon completion of the structural inspection, the E&E Bay was
re-assembled and the avionics units re-fitted. The records show
that no relevant units required rectification or replacement and
thus the ones
removed were re-installed. As the aircraft approached
completion, when electrical and hydraulic power were re?
applied, every system on the aircraft was subjected to a full
function test since every system had
been disturbed during the check. In the case of the Yaw Damper
system this included a Built-in Test Equipment (BITE) check on
the Yaw Damper Coupler. No malfunctions were found. The main
rudder PCU
had been replaced by a unit modified to Boeing SB 737-27-1185
(Rudder PCU - Replacement of the Dual Servo Valve) but in all
other respects the rudder/Yaw Damper system components were
the same as
those fitted prior to the P6 maintenance check.

1.6.6.2 Technical Logs
The Technical Log for the aircraft was examined for evidence of
any Yaw Damper problems reported by crews since February
1995 up to the P6 check. Although the Log revealed a very large
number of
repetitive defects affecting system 'B' Autopilot over the period,
there were no entries for the Yaw Damper system. Later, the
Technical Log and the Cabin Log were examined for entries
which might suggest
that significant fluid spillage may have occurred in the forward
toilet/galley area over the same period. Only one entry was
found, dated 5 March 1995, in which the cabin crew reported:
"Fwd galley floor area wet, no spillages reported. Please check for
leaks."
The Action Taken column reported:
"Slight leak traced to toilet sink drain seeping under floor &
wetting carpet. Drain fitting tightened, now no leak."
The technical records also showed that the aircraft had departed
on the incident flight with the APU inoperative because its fire
detection system was unserviceable, the rear toilet servicing panel
was 'speedtaped'
shut and the forward toilet was not serviced. In addition there
was some cosmetic furnishing work to complete in the passenger
cabin and the airstairs drip-tray access and drain panel was not
fitted. All the
above was permissible in accordance with the operator's
Despatch Deviation Manual.

It had been intended to charge the forward toilet for normal
service which involved introducing an initial charge of one gallon
of fresh water via the recharging point in the toilet servicing
panel. However, it was
found that the forward toilet tank would not retain the water due
to a misrigged and therefore improperly seated dump valve. As
there was some urgency in despatching the aircraft, the decision
was taken to
rectify the fault after the flight.
Such a fault would allow the water to flow into the 4 inch drain
pipe shown in Appendix 2 and, assuming the outboard flap valve
was closed, it would stay in the pipe. If the charging process was
continued in
this situation, the pipe would fill up and, in the presence of the
improper sealing described in ¤1.12.4, fluid could run down the
outside of the pipe and into the E&E Bay. However, the leaking
dump valve was
found early in the charging process and the quantity required to
fill the pipe (estimated at about 5 gallons) was never introduced.
The toilet system was completely drained prior to the flight.
1.6.6.3 Yaw Damper Coupler history
The Yaw Damper Coupler, part number 4030952-902, serial
number 79100850 was manufactured in 1979. Although the
recorded history of the unit showed that it had been subject to
removals since that time,
the records suggested that these were to service other aircraft
shortages and not for any unserviceability reasons. Indeed, there
was no record of the unit ever having entered workshops since
new, nor would

there be any requirement for it to do so unless it was defective
since the part is operated 'on condition'. Physical inspection
internally also showed that the rate gyro, probably the most likely
component to cause
problems over a period of time, was in original condition and had
not been subject to repair or overhaul.
1.7 Meteorological information
1.7.1 Incident flight
At the time of the incident a south to south-westerly airstream
was established over the area. The visibility was greater than 20
km, with scattered cloud, base 2,500 feet. The mean sea level
pressure was
1022 mb.
The winds/temperatures were:
Surface
180¡
10 kt
+15¡C
2,000 feet
240¡
17 kt
+10¡C
5,000 feet
220¡
15 kt
+03¡C
10,000 feet
230¡

15 kt
+01¡C
18,000 feet
230¡
15 kt
-16¡C
24,000 feet
230¡
25 kt
-28¡C

1.7.2 Test flight
The weather prevailing at the time of the test flight on 10
November 1995 was significantly worse than that on the day of
the incident. A waving warm front was lying across the Boscombe
Down area, moving
slowly and erratically north?west. Occasional rain and drizzle
was associated with the frontal zone, with surface visibility of 3 to
5 km. The mean sea level pressure was 1003 mb and the zero
degree isotherm
was at 6,300 feet. The cloud was broken, base 1,000 feet, tops
5,000 feet. Higher level overcast prevailed from 6,000 feet, tops
12,000 feet. There were further broken layers between 16,000 and
18,000 feet
and between 21,000 and 24,000 feet. The winds/temperatures
were:
5,000 feet
160¡
11 kt
+01¡C

10,000 feet
195¡
21 kt
-05¡C
18,000 feet
195¡
37 kt
-22¡C
24,000 feet
200¡
53 kt
-32¡C

Moderate icing and moderate turbulence were forecast in cloud.
1.8 Aids to navigation
Not relevant.
1.9 Communications
The crew was being provided with a Radar Advisory Service
outside controlled airspace by London Military Radar on VHF
frequency 128.7 MHz at the time of the incident. A recording of
the radiotelephony
transmissions was available for this investigation.
1.10 Aerodrome information
Not applicable
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1.11 Flight recorders
1.11.1 Flight Data Recorder
The aircraft was equipped with a Davall 1198 re-cycling wire,
accident protected digital Flight Data Recorder (FDR). This had a
recording duration of 25 hours and was part of a Teledyne
recording system.
This system also incorporated a Quick Access Recorder (QAR)
which recorded essentially the same information as the
mandatory recorder onto a cassette. The FDR was replayed
satisfactorily by the AAIB and
the data checked with the readout from the QAR performed by
the operator. There were some areas of invalid data on the FDR
which were not evident on the QAR. A total of 27 analogue
parameters plus 73
discrete parameters (events) were recorded.
Among the analogue parameters recorded were Pitch Attitude,
Roll Attitude, Rudder Pedal Position (RPP), Control Position
Pitch (CPP) and Control Position Roll (CPR). After the incident
these parameters
were calibrated and a number of anomalies were found. Roll
Attitude had a datum error of approximately 4¡. The CPP was
found to be indicating -4.4¡ throughout the incident but there
were some indications
during large movements of the control column, such as during
the control checks, or at rotation. CPP was found to have been
unserviceable on the flights prior to the incident for which
recordings remained on
the FDR. Other parameters checked were within calibration
limits.

The RPP is measured by a position sensor on the rudder control
system forward quadrant situated just below and aft of the
pedals. This therefore only detects the pedal movement from the
pilots; there is no
feedback to the pedals of the Yaw Damper movement. No
recording is made on the FDR of the rudder surface position. The
engagement of the Autopilot is recorded on the FDR, however the
Yaw Damper
engagement is not recorded.
1.11.2 Data timing
Data is acquired by the Digital Flight Data Acquisition Unit
(DFDAU) in 0.125 second time slots, parameters acquired in the
same time slot will be synchronised to within 0.125 seconds.
Lateral Acceleration,
CPR and RPP are all sampled 4 times a second, within the same
time slot. Roll Attitude is only sampled twice per second, and is
sampled 0.125 seconds after the first and third samples of the
previous
parameters.
The following table shows the relationship between the
parameters:
Timing Offset
0
0.125
0.25
0.375
0.5
0.675

0.75
0.875
Normal Accel
2
10
18
26
34
42
50
58
Lateral Accel
15
31
47
63
Long Accel
28
60
Heading
3
CPR
16
32
48
64
CPP
13
29
45
61
RPP
14

30
46
62
Roll
20
52
Pitch
8
24
40
56

Note: the numbers in the boxes above are the DFDR word slots
for the parameters in the 64 word frame.
1.11.3 Cockpit Voice Recorder
The aircraft was equipped with a Fairchild model A100 re-cycling
Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) which records the latest 30
minutes of audio information on four tracks. In this case aircraft
power had been
re-applied to the aircraft after landing which allowed the CVR to
continue to record, automatically erasing the recording of the
incident and thus providing no useful information.
1.11.4 Data interpretation
Pre-flight control checks were carried out and the aircraft took off
at 15:53 hrs and climbed normally to 20,000 feet. During the climb
there were some small oscillations evident from the lateral
acceleration
record. These small oscillations occurred between 200 and 260 kt

with a frequency of 0.26 Hz and varied in both magnitude, up to
±0.03g lateral acceleration, and duration. As such, they went
unnoticed by the
crew or were regarded as insignificant.
At 16:02:08, as the aircraft approached 20,000 feet at 288 kt on a
heading of 270¡M, the crew began the spoiler upfloat check,
identified from the Speedbrake lever being moved to the 'Flight
Detent' position for
approximately four minutes. The Autothrottle was already
engaged and the 'B' Autopilot was engaged at the top of the
climb. Intermittent small oscillations were still evident during the
test. Figure 1 at
Appendix 3 shows the data throughout the incident, from the
movement of the Speedbrake lever to the 'Down' Position; Figure
2 at Appendix 3 shows an expanded plot of the initial part of the
incident. Two
seconds after the Speedbrake lever was returned to the 'Down'
position, at 16:06:28, there was a 2¡ CPR input to the right and
there were coincident small lateral accelerations of ±0.018g with a
frequency of
0.36 Hz at an airspeed of 294 kt. These small oscillations
continued with varying amplitude for the next minute, with a
slight rise in airspeed to 296 kt and did not cause any detectable
roll movement.
At 16:07:35 there was a more significant lateral acceleration
oscillation, frequency 0.35 Hz, and up to 0.06g which lasted for
three cycles. This was accompanied by a roll of 3¡ left wing down,
and an opposing
CPR movement, from the Autopilot of -4.9¡ to 8.5¡ right wing
down within two seconds. There was no further input of CPR
during this initial oscillation. The amplitude of the lateral

acceleration cycles
increased, by approximately 0.04g per cycle, and reached a
maximum in around 20 seconds. The Roll Attitude and CPR
began to oscillate in opposition as the Autopilot tried to correct
the roll of the aircraft.
The Autopilot and Autothrottle were disconnected 15 seconds
after the initial left roll, at 16:07:53 with the aircraft at 20,000 feet,
296 kt.
The large oscillations continued, with a frequency of 0.36 Hz, and
a magnitude of around ±0.5g lateral acceleration , and ±15¡ roll
around a varying datum with opposing CPR inputs of around
±30¡ from the
pilot. After the Autopilot disconnect the airspeed initially reduced
to 277 kt. At 16:07:58 the engine power reduced from 1.48 to 1.11
Engine Pressure Ratio (EPR); the aircraft descended and airspeed
increased
to a maximum of 313 kt.
Ten seconds after the Autopilot disconnect there were some
oscillations evident in the rudder pedal position, however the
movement was only ±0.25¡ with the same frequency as the lateral
acceleration. There
were also oscillations in other parameters, including Pitch
Attitude (up to ±1¡) and heading (±5¡ about a varying datum
between 270¡ and 040¡M).
The aircraft levelled at 7,000 feet with an increase in EPR from 1.0
to 1.24/1.19 on Nos 1 and 2 engines respectively; and then
decelerated through 275 kt when the oscillations began to damp
out. Throughout
the oscillations the aircraft was in a left turn, finally reaching a
heading of 040¡. Figure 3 at Appendix 3 shows this data in

expanded form; the oscillations lasted for over 7 minutes and
finally disappeared at an
airspeed of 250 kt.
After the large oscillations there were some minor, quickly
damped oscillations in lateral acceleration of up to ±0.002g. At
16:17:52 flap was selected initially to 1¡ at a speed of 212 kt and
then to 5¡ and 15¡ at
airspeeds of 200 kt and 165 kt respectively. As the airspeed
further reduced, 15 seconds after passing through 170 kt
coincident with the scheduled Yaw Damper gain change, there
was a kick of 0.025g in
lateral acceleration, followed by small oscillations lasting around
12 cycles. There were then some similar small oscillations with a
magnitude of ±0.02g and frequency of 0.2 Hz, which occur
periodically
during the rest of the flight. The oscillations in lateral acceleration
are accompanied by oscillations in roll of up to ±0.5¡. Figure 4 at
Appendix 3 shows one of these oscillations which lasted for
around a minute
before damping out. At 16:45 the aircraft landed without incident,
with a flap setting of 15¡ and a touchdown speed of 135 kt.
1.11.5 Quick Access Recorder data
The Quick Access Recorder (QAR) recorded essentially the same
information as the mandatory recorder onto a readily removable
cassette. The operator routinely removed and replayed the
cassettes from the
QAR; approximately two weeks of flying data from each aircraft
having been kept as an archive. This archived QAR data was
analysed for G-BGJI, consisting of 85 flights having taken place
prior to the P6

check. On two separate flights on the 8 and 11 September, small
oscillations were found; firstly at 36,000 feet between 240 to 245 kt
there were intermittent oscillations of ±0.05g with a frequency of
0.35 Hz.
On another separate flight one period of small oscillations was
observed, damping out in 3 cycles, with a frequency of 0.4 Hz. No
other significant oscillations were found on the flights reviewed.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.12 Aircraft examination
1.12.1 General
Examination of the aircraft began on the evening of the incident
flight. It had been impounded in a hangar at Gatwick Airport and
had not been disturbed since that flight, other than by those
actions necessary to
tow it into the hangar.
1.12.2 Non-intrusive tests conducted between incident and test
flight
Initial analysis of the recorded aircraft behaviour during the
incident flight had indicated that the characteristics were most
consistent with erroneous operation of the Yaw Damper system.
Therefore,
immediately after the incident had occurred, a policy decision
was made not to disturb, by disconnection or disassembly, any of
the aircraft systems which might have any influence on the
operation of the Yaw
Damper before a test flight was made. The object of the test flight
was to attempt to induce the aberrant behaviour, with additional

flight monitoring systems temporarily fitted. It was, however,
decided to
perform, together with functional tests, such isolation and
continuity testing as could be done within this stricture.
It was agreed that the examination would commence by
subjecting the aircraft to practically every check in the
Maintenance Manual of the flying control, Autopilot and Yaw
Damper systems which could be
achieved without breaking in to any systems (non-intrusive).
The airframe was inspected visually, including the E&E and
landing gear bays, the angle-of-attack sensors and pitot probes.
Nothing significant was found with the exception that the
hydraulic oil quantity was
approximately 1/8" below the FULL line on the sight gauge and
the left wing fuel booster pump access panel was found to be
missing.
The next stage involved a rigging check on all of the flying
control surfaces and cables which could be accessed without
extensive removal of panels. Some discrepancies were found
relative to the Maintenance
Manual requirements for both control surface rigging and cable
tensions but there was nothing found which could have been
responsible for the aircraft's aberrant behaviour during the
incident flight. It was
noted that, when the technicians attempted to check cable
tensions, they found that nearly all their stock of tensiometers
gave different readings. Some instruments were considerably at
variance with others
despite all being within their calibration dates. There was no
system at the operators engineering facility at Gatwick for

checking the accuracy of tensiometers upon issue from stores.
The next phase involved full flying control, Autopilot and Yaw
Damper function tests and BITE checks where appropriate.
Although the Autopilot failed one of its parameter checks on the
BITE test, analysis
showed this could have had no effect which would explain the
aircraft's behaviour. None of the wiring checks performed at this
stage revealed any abnormalities.
Since the exhaustive series of checks generally had not revealed
any significant defects or abnormalities, it was decided that the
aircraft would be left in this condition for the next phase of
testing, which was to
be a pressurisation test of the aircraft in a simulated flight
condition (¤1.16.1). The minor defects remained unrectified and
no rigging adjustments were made to the flying controls between
the incident and test
flights (¤1.16.2).
In consultation with Boeing and the Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) and after analysis of the DFDR data from the incident
flight, a series of structural checks were required, mainly
concerned with the fin and
rudder attachments, before the aircraft could be allocated a 'B'
conditions certificate for the test flight. These checks did not
reveal any damage or excessive clearances in the attachment
fittings or structure.
1.12.3 Directional control system component examination
Following completion of the test flight and non-intrusive checks
which had not revealed any significant abnormalities with the

directional control system, the decision was taken to subject the
individual
components of the system and the associated wiring to function
and strip examination as necessary. In addition, the three
hydraulic system filter elements were removed from each system
and, together with
fluid samples, were despatched to an independent laboratory for
analysis. The laboratory report did not indicate any abnormalities
with either the fluid or filter elements associated with either
system. The wiring
checks are described in ¤1.12.5.
The components returned to their respective manufacturers for
testing/examination under AAIB supervision were:
a
Yaw Damper Coupler
b
Rudder PCU
c
Standby Rudder PCU
d
Rudder Feel and Centring Unit
e
Digital Air Data Computer (DADC)

In addition, the Autopilot Accessory Unit was examined in the
AAIB laboratories.
1.12.3.1 The Yaw Damper Coupler
This unit was returned to the manufacturer, Honeywell and

placed on their Automatic Test Equipment (ATE). Tested
repeatedly at ambient conditions, these comprehensive tests did
not reveal any significant
defects in the unit. The Yaw Damper Coupler was also subjected
to the same test regime but manually executed. It was then hotsoaked and tested on the ATE, again performing to specification.
There was no
facility for performing these checks under humid conditions, so
this was not achieved.
The above tests were able to prove the serviceability of all the
Yaw Damper Coupler circuitry but could not fully check the rate
gyro which is incorporated in the unit. Accordingly, the unit was
opened to
remove and despatch the rate gyro to another facility for testing
as an isolated component. It was at this point that apparent
contamination/corrosion deposits were found on the back of the
multi?pin connector
inside the unit. This took the form of bluish-white powdery
deposits around some of the wire-wrapped connections to the
back of the pins (Appendix 4, Figure 1). Closer inspection also
showed evidence of light
grey deposits on the outside of the connector shell (Figure 2).
These observations, which pointed towards moisture
impingement on the outside of the connector and subsequent
ingress into the unit, were
reinforced when the lower cover plate for the unit was examined
and signs of dried fluid residue were seen on its inner face
(Figure 3). There was, however, no sign of moisture on the
outside of the black
casing itself.
The decision was made to return the unit (minus the rate gyro) to

the UK to embark on humidity and other tests described in
¤1.16.5. The rate gyro, when tested, proved to be in good
serviceable condition.
1.12.3.2 Rudder PCU
The rudder PCU, incorporating the Yaw Damper Actuator, was
tested at the unit manufacturer's facility on a rig used for
acceptance tests on production and overhauled components. The
rig essentially operates
the PCU with hydraulic and electrical power connected and plots
the response of the unit to mechanical (pilot) and electrical (Yaw
Damper) inputs. The performance of the unit was satisfactory in
all respects.
Measurements were taken of the Yaw Damper solenoid pull-in
voltage which were requested in connection with the testing
described in ¤1.16.7.
1.12.3.3 Standby rudder PCU
This was examined at the Boeing Equipment Quality Analysis
Laboratory in Seattle, USA under AAIB supervision. It passed an
overhaul function test with only minor out-of-limits
measurements in two areas.
Strip examination showed no abnormalities apart from some
scoring of the input lever bearing, the origin of which was not
clear but did not appear to affect its operation.
1.12.3.4 Feel and Centring Unit
No evidence was found of failure, defect or malfunction of this
unit. Functional testing did not reveal any abnormal behaviour
although some excessive backlash in the system was identified,

predominantly in
the trim actuator. It was uncertain whether this was simply a
feature which might be expected on a unit with some
considerable time in service but was not considered to have been
capable of precipitating the
aberrant behaviour of the aircraft during the incident flight.
1.12.3.5 Digital Air Data Computer (DADC)
The DADC was initially tested at the Honeywell facility in
Seattle, USA at the same time as the Yaw Damper Coupler. Its
interface with the Yaw Damper system is limited to switching the
gain of the Yaw
Damper Coupler output according to the aircraft's indicated
airspeed. In this respect it functioned normally.
1.12.3.6 Autopilot Accessory Unit
Amongst the functions of the Autopilot Accessory Unit is the
enabling of the Yaw Damper system. It was tested to establish its
conformity with specification with respect to those features which
might affect the
operation of the Yaw Damper. These tests involved the
measurement of contact to contact resistance and the insulation of
the terminals of the k12 relay within the unit, in both its switched
conditions and testing
of the time delay and interrupter circuits. The results of all these
tests indicated that the functions under consideration operated
correctly and within limits.
It was decided to establish, additionally, the voltages at which the
k12 relay engaged and disengaged. This was done by adjusting,
in both the rising and falling senses, the voltage applied to the

actuating
solenoid. Under the test conditions the relay pulled in at 18.7
(Volts) V and dropped out at 18.4V. It was observed, whilst
adjusting the voltage very slowly around the changeover
voltages, that the relay
sounded as if it operated in two stages, as it emitted a double
click. The change of voltage over the double click was very slight
and it was established that all contacts operated simultaneously
on one of the
clicks.
At a later stage of the investigation, studies of the characteristics
of the Autopilot Accessory Unit, Yaw Damper Coupler and Shutoff Valve Solenoid as a group showed slightly different operating
voltages for
the k12 relay with an engage voltage of 18.16V and 17 ma current
and a dropout voltage of 17.71V and 9 ma current. (¤1.16.7)
1.12.4 The E&E Bay
With the discovery of apparent moisture contamination of the
Yaw Damper Coupler connector, described in ¤1.12.3.1, attention
was turned to the E&E Bay in an effort to determine whether
there were any
obvious sources of such contamination. The P6 check items
included washing and so there was little chance of finding
evidence of a source of moisture occurring in the past.
Examination commenced with an inspection of the avionics
cooling plenum which is situated directly above the E1-1 rack
which houses the Yaw Damper Coupler. This had clearly been
washed and bore
numerous watermarks on its polished aluminium alloy surface.

One of these marks, however, was of particular interest since it
ran directly above the Yaw Damper Coupler in the rack. The fluid
appeared to run
forwards from about the mid-point of the plenum on the top
surface and then run rearwards to about the same point on the
lower surface. A search for a corresponding leak in the rubberised
shroud above this
apparent path proved negative.
The shroud itself was then removed and examined. Although it
had evidently been partially cleaned during the P6 check it was
still heavily stained on its upper surface and bore heavy deposits
of a waxy
substance similar to that used during the floor panel sealing
operation. When tested for leakage, the shroud proved watertight apart from a small area of porosity which had resulted from
chafing where it was
folded and fastened over the lip of the airstairs drip-tray. This
area was fairly remote from the E1-1 rack and it was difficult to
conceive any situation whereby fluid entering the bay by this
route could
contaminate the rack. Doubts were expressed concerning the
installation status of the shroud during the incident flight. This
arose because, initially, it was not suspected that fluid
contamination of the Yaw
Damper Coupler was responsible for the incident and
investigation was centred on the key components of the
directional control system. At an early stage the airstairs drip-tray
was removed to greatly facilitate
access in the E&E Bay requiring the shroud to be unclipped and
rolled back. There is no doubt that it was in the aircraft, attached
to the nosewheel bay bulkhead but the inspection team could not
recall with

absolute certainty that it had been fully fitted. The technician
involved with preparing the aircraft for the incident flight had,
however, stated that it was completely and correctly installed
prior to the flight.
The large-diameter toilet drain pipe, routed laterally across the
E&E Bay (Appendix 2), was a potential source of contamination
in precisely the area to affect the back of the E1-1 rack
components, although
such a scenario would still require penetration of the shroud
before fluid could reach this location. The pipe is normally empty
of fluid except during the toilet drain operation on the ground,
although any
improper seating of the toilet dump valve in the tank would
result in the pipe starting to fill-up. The operator indicated that
this was a commonly reported defect and just such a condition
was present
immediately before the incident flight (see ¤1.6.6.2). In this case,
however, the leaking dump valve was detected and the aircraft
despatched with the forward toilet empty.
Externally, the pipe had a number of dried fluid residue paths
visible, some of which were probably by-products of the cleaning
and corrosion protection processes during the P6 check. Tests on
the pipe itself
showed that it did not leak but the potential for leakage did exist
because of faulty assembly at the interface of the pipe with the
tank. Essentially, a screw had been trapped between two mating
flanges such that,
if the pipe filled up as described above to the level of the aircraft
floor, fluid could have escaped and run down the exterior of the
pipe into the E&E Bay. As described in ¤1.6.6.2, there should not
have been

sufficient fluid introduced to allow this to happen.
A further imperfect seal was discovered around the area where
the handbasin drain pipe passed through the toilet compartment
floor. Any fluid escaping from the toilet/handbasin systems
behind the vanity unit
would run onto the floor. Since this area is not subject to
passenger weight, floor panels are not used and a thin metal
diaphragm is used instead. This has to be sealed to prevent
leakage below the floor,
including the holes where utility piping passes through it. As
noted an improper seal had been achieved with the handbasin
drain pipe such that, when the diaphragm was deliberately
flooded, the fluid dripped
down the flexible tube below the floor. However, this location
was well forward of the E&E Bay and it was not considered that it
could have migrated back towards the Yaw Damper Coupler.
A potential path for fluid dripping forward of the E&E Bay to
migrate rearwards was discovered during examination of another
Boeing 737?200. The aircraft had extensive toilet fluid
contamination of the E1-3
rack disconnect shelf on the left side of the E&E Bay (note: not the
racks themselves). Testing showed numerous leak paths allowing
fluid to drip below the floor forward of the E&E Bay where the
drips
impinged on the two Captain's instruments pitot-static drain
tubes. These run aft and downwards towards the bay, where they
are routed above the E1-3 rack disconnect shelf. The somewhat
encrusted and
corroded appearance of the pipes suggested that this had been
happening for some time. Fluid from a leaking toilet dump valve
was thought to have been the source of the contamination. Boeing

has recognised
this path as an undesirable feature and proposed a simple
modification to put 'drip-triggers' on the line to prevent fluid
running aft along the pipes. (The E&E Bay Assessment Team
report on this subject is
discussed in ¤1.16.8.)
1.12.5 Post-test flight intrusive wiring and connector checks
A programme was drawn up so that, immediately following the
test flight, electrical integrity testing of all the wiring and
connectors which might affect operation of the Yaw Damper
system could be
conducted. This involved the wiring of all systems which had any
connection, direct or via other equipment, to the connector D295
of the Yaw Damper Coupler.
Before doing some of these tests, which included high voltage
insulation checks, it was necessary to remove the electronic
modules involved, both to avoid damaging them and to gain
access to the connectors.
It was also necessary to isolate the affected wiring by disengaging
the 28V dc and 115V ac circuit breakers. Apart from the Yaw
Damper Coupler, which had to be removed to gain access to the
pins and sockets
of connector D295, other units disconnected were:
Component Location Connector
i. Air Data Computer No 1 E&E Bay D309A
ii. Autopilot Accessory Unit E&E Bay D293(A & B)

iii. Flight Control Module Flight Deck Overhead D630
iv Rudder Power Control Unit Fin base D291
v Yaw Damper Position Indicator Centre Instrument Panel D309A
The first test applied to connector D295 was a check of the
physical engagement of the two halves; both of the tightness of
individual pin to socket connections and the depth of
engagement of the pins as a
group into the sockets.
The first part of this test was done by inserting a single pin, with
a light wire 'pull' attached, into each socket of the aircraft rack
connector and established that it required perceptible force to
draw the pin out of
the socket. A similar test was done using a single socket pushed
over each individual pin of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler itself. Both the elements of connector D295 were
demonstrated to have
satisfactory grip on all electrical contacts.
The second part of the test, to determine the depth of
engagement, was done by impaling a sheet of .004 inch thick
paper, cut to remain inside the connector periphery, on all the
pins of the Yaw Damper
Coupler connector. The connection was then made and secured
and then released and separated. The depth to which the paper
had been driven down the pins showed that the depth of
engagement was
satisfactory.
Before disturbing the rudder PCU connectors, other than D295,

measurement of the resistance of components within the rudder
PCU, together with the intervening wiring and connectors, was
made. This
showed that all the electrical components in the rudder PCU
which could affect the Yaw Damper system were within
specification and their connections through to D295 were good.
After this, the measurements
were repeated whilst the connector at the PCU (D291) was
shaken, by hand, to simulate the effects of vibration. This showed
that the connection was sound.
Following these tests, the electrical bonding of all the components
listed above was verified. They were then removed and the
wiring, with all intermediate connectors, was subjected to
continuity and insulation
tests. These demonstrated that there were no detectable
breakdowns in the isolation of any wire resulting in unwanted
wire/wire or wire/earth faults; nor were there any breaks in the
continuity of any tested
conductive path.
The final action in this series of tests was to perform pin grip and
connector depth of engagement tests on the rack connector of the
Autopilot Accessory Unit (D293A) and the connector of the
rudder PCU
(D291). All proved satisfactory.
1.12.6 Tests on Yaw Damper engagement circuits (Appendix 1,
Figures 1 & 2)
After examination of the Yaw Damper Coupler unit had raised
concerns about the possibility of electrolytic activity between the
pins of connector D295 inside it, consideration was given to the

possibility that
unwanted electrical paths could be generated between pins. The
theoretical effects of these paths could be broadly divided into
those which affected the behaviour of the electronic control
circuits, which are
reported on at paragraph 1.16.3, and those affecting the power
switching which activates the Yaw Damper.
An initial test was made to establish the resistance, to aircraft
ground, of the path from pin 14 on the rack side of connector
D295 (with the Yaw Damper Coupler removed), through the
earthed OFF pole of the
Yaw Damper engage switch on the Flight Control panel.
Comparison of this resistance on the incident switch with another
showed the incident switch to have a persistently higher
resistance of about 2 Ohms.
As a result of these tests, the switch itself was later subjected to
destructive examination; see paragraph 1.12.7
A series of tests was then performed, on the subject aircraft,
which demonstrated that the Yaw Damper engagement interlocks
and indications could, under dormant fault conditions, be
defeated by the addition
of particular unwanted paths bridging between the pins of
connector D295. These were performed using a specially
constructed extension lead which permitted electrical access to
pins 4, 12 & 14 of connector
D295 by means of breakout flyleads. These tests were extended
by setting up electrolytically formed conductive paths between
the breakout leads and are described at ¤1.16.6.
1.12.7 Yaw Damper system engage switch examination

As a result of finding that the engage switch had a persistently
high resistance on the ground contact, approximately 2 Ohms, it
was decided that it should be fully examined in the presence of
the aircraft and
switch manufacturers. The switch was presented for this
examination still installed in the flight controls module from the
flight deck. Since the incident flight and before the time of first
checking the switch OFF
pole earth resistance, the switch had been functioned an
indeterminate number of times.
When subjected to laboratory testing, both whilst installed in and
later after removal from the flight controls module, the switch did
not demonstrate any high resistance earth path. The switch unit
was tested and
found to be in compliance with its manufacture specification,
both in terms of contact resistances and electromagnetic hold-on
characteristics. Testing of the wiring within the flight controls
module did not
reveal any evidence of potential intermittently high resistance
paths.
The switch unit was disassembled and the basic micro switches
from within operated whilst being observed by real-time X-ray
techniques. This showed that the movement of the contacts
during switching was
correct and effecting the designed self wiping action.
The basic micro switches were then dismantled and the contacts
examined. This revealed the presence of a carbon rich
contamination of the earth switch contacts but no evidence of
loose particle contamination.

It was considered that the carbon rich contamination of the
contacts might have accounted for the earlier measurements of
high contact resistance but did not appear to be sufficient to have
been responsible for a
contact resistance greater than the measured 2 Ohms observed
whilst fitted in the aircraft.
1.13 Medical and pathological information
Not applicable.
1.14 Fire
Not applicable.
1.15 Survival information
Not applicable.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.16 Tests and research
1.16.1 Function tests of the flying control and Yaw Damper
systems
Although the detailed series of checks described in ¤ 1.12.1 had
involved several function tests of the flying control and Yaw
Damper systems, it was decided that further testing should be
carried out with the
aircraft pressurised and undergoing a depressurisation cycle, as
occurred during the incident flight. To this end the aircraft was
towed out of the hangar and placed in a 'flight' condition by

disabling the
air/ground sensors and using a pitot-static test set to simulate an
airspeed of roughly 290 kt. Using a ground pneumatic rig and the
APU, the aircraft was pressurised to a differential appropriate to
flight at
20,000 feet and hydraulic and electrical power was applied.
The Autopilot and Yaw Damper were engaged with no
malfunctions evident. The entire aircraft was 'nudged' several
times using the nosewheel steering tiller to evoke a response from
the Yaw Damper, and also
by using the Yaw Damper test switch. This was repeated during
the depressurisation cycle, again with no abnormal responses
from either the Autopilot or the Yaw Damper.
1.16.2 High speed taxi and test flight
A Portable Airborne Digital Data System (PADDS) was installed
in G-BGJI by the aircraft manufacturer to record parameters
additional to those available on the FDR/QAR. These included
rudder control
system aft quadrant and surface position, Yaw Damper engaged
signal and other Yaw Damper system control parameters, plus
lateral accelerations at the fin and rudder.
Ground tests were performed by the manufacturer to determine
whether the rudder and Yaw Damper system were operating
correctly prior to the flight test. These included a frequency
response check of the
rudder and Yaw Damper LVDT, the results showing the correct
phase and gain data for both. Yaw Damper engagement and
disengagement via the flight deck overhead switch and the circuit
breaker were also

checked, and found to operate correctly.
Initially a high speed taxi run was carried out to identify whether
any unusual rudder/Yaw Damper system characteristics could be
generated during normal taxiing and by applying aggressive
nosewheel steering
inputs to produce yaw rate inputs to the Yaw Damper Coupler.
Cyclic nosewheel steering inputs with a period of 3 seconds
(approximately the Dutch Roll frequency) were used during
normal taxi, and a high
speed run up to 80 kt was carried out; no unusual system
characteristics were observed.
A flight test was then planned in an attempt to reproduce the
oscillations seen in the incident. The aircraft was loaded to a
similar gross weight and CG position and prepared for flight
under 'B' conditions. It was
crewed by the same commander as the incident flight together
with a Boeing 737 test pilot provided by the manufacturer. The
manufacturer's regular complement of a flight test director and
observers were also
on board. The flight test plan was to incrementally approach the
flight conditions of the incident (290 kt and FL200), initially with
the Yaw Damper OFF to ensure that there was no basic airframe/
flight control
anomaly. The aircraft was equipped with an alternative method
of electrically isolating the Yaw Damper system.
The aircraft took off from Runway 08R at Gatwick and was flown
to the same test area, between the Southampton VOR and
Boscombe Down Airfield. The weather conditions on the day of
the test flight
(10 November 1995) were significantly worse than those existing

at the time of the incident. There was light to moderate
turbulence present generally, and the crew had to ensure that the
aircraft did not sustain
any ice accretion by avoiding cloud layers as much as possible
during the climb to test altitude.
At each test point, the test pilot performed rudder doublets in
order to excite the Dutch Roll mode and the aircraft response was
monitored. Final tests were conducted with the aircraft
depressurised, again to
simulate the actual incident flight conditions. Some testing was
also carried out with the Autopilot engaged, as on the incident
flight.
The testing was unable to reproduce the forced lateral oscillations
experienced during the incident flight. All of the tests indicated
that the rudder/Yaw Damper systems on the aircraft were
operating correctly.
1.16.3 Simulator studies
The aircraft manufacturer provided access to and support in
using a mathematical computer model and a versatile three axis
engineering simulator in attempts to simulate the incident flight
characteristics.
1.16.3.1 Initial Engineering Simulator Evaluation (M-Cab)
The aircraft Manufacturer's Engineering Simulator was used to
perform an evaluation of the pilot's influence over driven Dutch
Roll oscillations. In this case the oscillations were driven from the
rudder
deflection calculated as a function of yaw rate. The relationship

between rudder and yaw rate was chosen to generate behaviour
consistent with the aircraft during the incident in terms of lateral
g oscillations and
magnitude of maximum and minimum bank angle, and thus
demonstrated the effect of driving the Dutch Roll mode. Figure 1
and 2 at Appendix 5 show this effect.
The simulation was performed at flight conditions representative
of the incident, level at 20,000 feet and 295 kt. During the
manufacturers tests with a company test pilot in the left-hand
seat, "the pilot's first
reaction was to reduce airspeed which resulted in the oscillations
becoming damped....further cases involved maintaining the flight
condition which provided a continuous oscillation with controls
free. The pilot
was not able to reduce the oscillation nor did he drive the
oscillation to greater amplitude while using normal control
inputs."
1.16.3.2 EASY 5 computer simulation
A manufacturer's control system simulation/analysis tool, EASY
5, was used to investigate the effect of fluid contamination of the
Yaw Damper Coupler connector causing shunt resistance
between pins. The
EASY 5 consists of a control system model of the Yaw Damper
Coupler with mathematical approximations for the behaviour of
the hydraulic system and aerodynamics at various flight
conditions. The
simulation is excited using a crosswind pulse gust, and the
response of the model is then computed and output as a time
history of various parameters.

Theoretical analysis of the Yaw Damper Coupler circuitry was
carried out by the manufacturer to identify shunt resistances
between pins which could have been possible candidates to cause
the aircraft response
seen in the incident flight. The coupler connector has 57 pins, and
for this analysis the unused pins and those used as part of the
BITE were not considered. The analysis also assumed that the
fluid saturated the
region of the connector surrounding pins 3, 4, 12 and 14
(Appendix 6, Figure 1) and below these pins it was assumed that
pins were coupled to each other by a fluid film which ran along
the adjacent wires.
Only the effects of shunt resistances between adjacent pins were
considered. The effects of both 400 Hz and dc power shunts were
discounted. The bandwidth of the hydraulic servos are two
orders of magnitude
less than 400 Hz, so any signals injected with a frequency of 400
Hz would have no effect. Similarly any dc power shunts would
have introduced a bias into the system, an effect which would
have been shown
in the incident flight, and was not evident. A summary of the pin
to pin shunt analysis is at Appendix 7.
Of the possible candidates identified, the effects of three shunt
resistances were modelled in the EASY 5, both singly and in
combination. These were the most likely to have caused the
effects seen during the
incident. The first was between pins 46 to 47, the case where the
rudder feedback signal from the LVDT is attenuated, and
corresponded to the open feedback condition. It produced an
oscillation with a
frequency in the 0.8 to 1.0 Hz range, and only small bank angle
changes. This response had been predicted in the Failure Modes

and Effects Analysis (FMEA), and was not the response seen in
the incident
case.
The second case was a shunt between pins 37 to 38, which
established a path from the output of the rate gyro demodulator
directly, rather than applying the normal 180 ¡ phase shift
necessary for the rudder
motion to be applied in a direction which would counter the yaw
rate. The shunt bypassed the phase shift, so the gyro signal was in
phase with the yaw rate. The effect of this shunt therefore was to
produce an
instability which resembled that seen during the incident. A gain
of -10 was used in the simulation which approximated to a shunt
resistance across the pins of 89 Kilohms. This produced a rudder
demand from
the Yaw Damper Coupler which saturated to maximum within 7
seconds at 350 kt; the frequency of the oscillation produced was
about 0.4 Hz, with ± 25¡ roll oscillations within 17 seconds of the
disturbance;
the oscillation was undamped but stable. At an airspeed of 250 t
the same gain produced a damped oscillation. Figures 2 and 3 at
Appendix 6 show the results from the EASY 5 for these cases.
A shunt resistance between pins 40 to 51 would change the gain
characteristics of the rate gyro path; it does not produce a phase
change. The effect of this shunt is to attenuate the signal going
into the washout
filter and thus reduces the ability of the Yaw Damper Coupler to
provide control. It was reasonable to model the effect of a shunt
between pins 40 to 51 as pins 40 to 50 are adjacent and pins 50 to
51 are
electrically equivalent. Simulation of this shunt had no effect on

the response on its own, but with a combination of this and a
shunt between 37 to 38 the effect was to modify the frequency
from 0.43 Hz to
0.35 Hz.
1.16.3.3 Final M-Cab simulation
The EASY 5 simulation had shown that there were possible shunt
resistances which could cause the aircraft response seen in the
incident. In order to model the complete system it was necessary
to have a better
aerodynamic model and include a production Yaw Damper
Coupler unit. The manufacturer's M-Cab simulator was used for
these tests. The M-Cab is a full motion engineering simulator
capable of being flown
either from the simulator cab flight deck, or from data inputs. In
this case the yaw rate signals from the simulator were input to a
Yaw Damper Coupler unit, and the subsequent rudder demand
signal was output
to the M-Cab simulation of the rudder hydraulic system. The MCab was set up at the airspeed, altitude and configuration
required for the test and then either allowed to respond without
intervention, or flown
from the simulator cab to maintain the required conditions. The
Yaw Damper Coupler system gain changes with airspeed in the
Autopilot Accessory Unit were accomplished manually. The
shunt resistances
were simulated using a set of decade resistance boxes which
could be put between any two individual or combination of pairs
of pins. A beta (yaw) release and/or a gust (turbulence) model
was used to excite
the simulation.

The first tests were to reproduce the shunt resistance from the
EASY 5 simulation. An open circuit between pins 46 to 47
produced a 1 Hz oscillation, confirming again the FMEA. A shunt
resistance of 110 and
89 K Ohms between pins 37 to 38 produced no oscillations.
Reducing the resistance to 30 K Ohms, lower than the value of the
shunt resistance in the EASY 5 simulation, produced an
oscillation similar to the
incident, with roll angles of ±15¡, and lateral acceleration of ±0.5
g. This case is shown in Figure 1 at Appendix 8. The rudder
demand saturated in 20 seconds, and the frequency of the
oscillation was 0.4 Hz at
350 kt IAS, and 20,000 feet.
The effect of a shunt resistance between pins 40 to 51 was then
investigated, varying between 60 and 500 Kilohms at 20,000 feet,
290 kt and using light and medium turbulence as well as a beta
release to excite
the simulation. A shunt resistance up to 300 Kilohms produced
small oscillations after the beta release, which in medium
turbulence had a frequency of 0.33 Hz and ±0.02 g oscillations in
lateral acceleration.
Figure 2 at Appendix 8 shows the oscillation produced with a
shunt resistance of 230 Kilohms. In light turbulence the lateral
acceleration was ±0.01 g. This compared with the oscillations seen
in the Yaw
Damper disengaged case which in medium turbulence has the
same frequency and magnitude of lateral accelerations. Figures 3
and 4 show the normal aircraft response with Yaw Damper
engaged and
disengaged respectively. At 500 Kilohms the oscillations had a
smaller magnitude, similar to the Yaw Damper engaged case,
showing that at this value of resistance the Yaw Damper was able

to reassert
control. These tests were repeated at 7,000 feet, 250 kt, shunt
resistance varying between 120 and 300 Kilohms with light and
medium turbulence. Similar small oscillations were evident.
A combination of the shunt resistance varying from 200 to 400
Kilohms between pins 37 to 38 and 40 to 51, was then tested. At
20,000 feet and 290 kt, the results showed that the combination of
resistances on
both pins produced an oscillation which resulted in roll angles of
up to ±15¡, and lateral accelerations of up to ±0.46 g, with a
frequency of 0.3 Hz. The time of the Yaw Damper rudder demand
to saturate to
maximum increased with the resistance; above 250 K Ohms the
oscillation was slow to develop and above 350 K Ohms the
oscillation was damped. The same shunt resistance test
conditions were used at
7,000 feet, 250 kt. This generated an oscillation which, at shunt
resistances at and above 230 Kilohms damped out. The time for
the oscillations to damp decreased with increasing resistance.
Figures 5 and 6 at
Appendix 8 show these oscillations.
A number of flight profiles were then flown in the M-Cab,
following the descent and speed reduction seen on the incident
flight. Figure 7 at Appendix 8 shows one of these profiles using a
shunt resistance of
230 K Ohms between both 37 to 39 and 40 to 51.
1.16.4 Normal aircraft behaviour with and without Yaw Damper
The QAR data was examined from another Boeing 737-200
aircraft, where the Yaw Damper had been engaged and

disengaged for periods during the flight. This data showed that
when the Yaw Damper was
disengaged, small oscillations similar to those seen on G-BGJI
prior to the incident, were present. This demonstrated also the
basic Dutch Roll mode of the aircraft. The oscillations had a
frequency of around
0.32 Hz and produced small lateral accelerations of less than
±0.05 g. With the Yaw Damper engaged there were no significant
lateral oscillations.
1.16.5 Humidity testing and detailed examination of Yaw Damper
Coupler connector
The presence of corrosion/electrolytic deposits around the wirewrap posts of the Yaw Damper Coupler connector first
discovered during the manufacturer's testing and examination of
the unit (¤ 1.12.3.1) had
not apparently had any effect on the coupler's operation during
testing at ambient and high-temperature conditions.
It was therefore decided to test the electrical properties of the Yaw
Damper Coupler in humid conditions having first taken samples
of the deposits on the connector shell and the cover plate in an
attempt to
discover the nature of the apparent fluid contaminant. A
description of this examination appears in ¤1.16.6.
Unfortunately, there were no facilities which could subject the
unit to functional testing equivalent to that achieved by the ATE
whilst it was in an humidity chamber. An attempt was made to
measure the
resistance between adjacent pins of the connector at ambient
conditions (18¡C/46%RH) and under conditions of about 94% RH

at 35 to 40¡C. Measurements of the ambient impedance values
between adjacent
pins were taken and the unit placed in a humidity chamber with
a 'breakout' lead routed outside the chamber to measure the
impedances under humid conditions.
As expected, there was a wide variation in impedance values,
without exception the humid values were less than the ambient.
The significance of these findings is, however, open to question
when it is realised
that the impedances measured are not simply those between
adjacent pins of the connector. Since it was considered unwise at
that stage to isolate the connector from the internal circuitry, the
impedance values
measured had to include those of the individual components and
printed circuits of the Yaw Damper Coupler itself as well as the
resistance between the connector pins. Typically, impedances
measured as
greater than 30 Megohms in ambient conditions fell to fractions of
a Megohm when placed in the chamber.
Since it was impossible to determine how much, if any, of the lost
impedance was due to shorting between the connector pins, it
was then decided to compare the performance of a known
serviceable Yaw
Damper Coupler under the same conditions to see whether the
impedances were markedly different under humid conditions.
Only certain selected pins on the latter were sampled under
humid conditions. At
ambient conditions, similar impedance readings were obtained
between adjacent pins and, as expected, these values fell off
markedly under humid conditions. In general, the results were
similar to those

measured on the incident Yaw Damper Coupler, with only a few,
apparently random, occasions where the humid impedance of the
spare unit was better by an order of magnitude.
1.16.6 Connector pin contamination testing
Connector D295, and the Yaw Damper Coupler lower closing
panel, with the evidence of a dried fluid run on its inside face,
were submitted to a specialist company of electrical research
engineers for
laboratory analysis. The focus of this effort was to determine the
nature of the fluid contaminant and to confirm that electrical
current had flowed between the pins. It was considered that the
latter would be
proven if it could be established that the blue/green and white
deposits seen around the wire-wrapping of the pins were the
products of electrolysis as opposed to simple corrosion.
The chemical tests could only be conducted using an X-ray
dispersive technique which can only detect the individual
elements of a substance and cannot identify the compound which
is constructed from these
elements. Such a method will detect all elements present in the
sample, such as those used in the construction of the connector,
not just those from the contamination. Thus metals such as
copper, gold,
cadmium, nickel and zinc were present in nearly all the sampled
areas along with a range of other elements, including chlorine,
phosphorous, calcium and sulphur. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to
positively identify the nature of the contaminant fluid, despite
comparing it with samples of toilet sanitising fluid used by the
aircraft operator. This was largely because, although the

specimens and the fluid
samples both contained similar elements, it appears that samples
of other common fluids found on aircraft, such as waste water
and galley waste would yield similar results. An independent
analysis conducted
by the Boeing Company came to a similar conclusion with the
additional observation that there were no signs of urea, which
could be reasonably expected were the contaminant to contain
toilet waste. During
dismantling of the connector, however, it was found that the
contaminant had also penetrated between the two halves of the
insulator block (Appendix 6, Figure 1b) as evidenced by dried
stains. Also noted was
the fact that none of the pins themselves seemed to have suffered
from corrosive attack - the gold plating was intact and not pitted.
However, when the pins were later sectioned, repolished and
examined under
high magnification small pits were identified beneath the gold
plating.
Whilst contamination was observed on most of the pins to a
greater or lesser degree, the blue/green and white deposits were
mainly in evidence around the pins and wires in the top-left
quadrant of the connector
(viewed from the back). Some of these pins were found to be
those which would carry 28V dc for the Yaw Damper engage
circuitry and were therefore most likely to cause electrolysis of
the contaminant to
occur if partial short-circuiting did take place. Variations were
found in the composition of the deposits on various pins, most
notably on pin 4, which exhibited a strong chlorine peak as
expected for negative
ions in an electrolyte, and pin 14 which had strong sodium peaks.

Pin 14 is at 0V when the Yaw Damper is turned OFF and pin 4 is
at 28V. It was therefore concluded that electrolysis of some form
of liquid
contaminant containing sodium chloride (salt) had occurred and
that current had flowed between the pins.
1.16.7 Generation of errant electrical paths in connector D295
(Appendix 1, Figs 1 & 2)
As considerable amounts of the products of electrolysis had been
found at pins 4, 12 & 14 of connector D295 inside the Yaw
Damper Coupler, consideration was given to how this might have
caused bridging
between pins leading to errant electrical paths, capable of
sustaining Yaw Damper system engagement for 7 minutes after it
was selected from ON to OFF. To establish the viability of such
bridges required the
formulation of a series of tests and trials based on conditions
which other testing indicated to have existed.
The operation of the Yaw Damper system electrical engagement
interlocks has been described in ¤ 1.6.4, but the rationale for
sustaining the engaged state even though the Yaw Damper
engage switch was
selected to OFF, the basis for formulation of the test series, can be
summarised as follows:
1
For the Yaw Damper Actuator to be active, the solenoid
valve on
the rudder PCU must be held open to allow hydraulic
pressure to
the actuator. This required that sufficient voltage was

present at
the solenoid 'live' terminal to maintain it in the open
position.
Tests on the Yaw Damper solenoid valve , when isolated
from
the Yaw Damper system, indicated that the minimum
current
for holding this valve in the 'active' position was 56 ma.
and
about 3.2V was required to sustain this.
2
As the basic aircraft wiring tests showed no evidence of
insulation weaknesses in any of the Yaw Damper system
wiring,
the electrical supply to activate the solenoid valve had to be
provided from the 'b' contacts of the relay k12 in the
Autopilot
Accessory Unit.
3
For the 'b' contact supplying the PCU solenoid to be 'live',
relay
k12 had to remain activated.
Again, as there was no evidence of insulation weaknesses
in any
of the Yaw Damper system wiring, the electrical supply to
activate the relay had to be supplied from pin 12 of the
connector
D295 at the Yaw Damper Coupler.
Initial tests at the AAIB, showed that the voltage at pin 12
had
to rise above 18.7V to activate the relay k12 and remain
above
18.4V to maintain relay engagement. Similar tests were

made
on a later occasion, with the whole Yaw Damper
engagement
system connected together complete with actuator valve
solenoid. These showed that to activate relay k12 the
voltage at
pin 12 had to rise above 18.2V with a current of 17 ma. and
remain above 17.8V with 10 to 11 ma to maintain
engagement.
The maximum current that the relay would draw was
about 40
ma when full aircraft dc voltage was applied. Pin 12 could
be
supplied from pin 14 through circuits within the Yaw
Damper
Coupler. In that event, the minimum voltage which would
be
required at pin 14 would imply a current of at least 380 ma
flowing from pin 14.
4
With the 'b' contact supplying the PCU solenoid 'live', the
voltage
required to hold the solenoid in the open position had to be
present at pin 14.
5
If the Yaw Damper system was selected to OFF, pin 14 of
connector D295 should be connected to 'aircraft earth'
through
contacts in the Yaw Damper engage switch.
If any voltage was to be sustained at pin 14, the earth of the
Yaw Damper switch would have to have had significant
resistance.
6

Unintended dc supply to either pin 12 or pin 14, within
connector
D295, was judged to be viable only from pin 4; the other
permanently 'live' dc pins, 8 and 57, being considered too
remote. (Appendix 6, Figure 1)
Dc supply to pin 4 was via a 5 amp circuit breaker;
implying a
minimum resistance of about 0.7 Ohms in the engage
switch
earth path if pin 14 were to sustain only about 3V but more
if
the voltage on pin 14 were allowed to rise.

In order to test the viability of such a mechanism, under
conditions most conducive to success, the series of tests on the
subject aircraft using the breakout flylead (¤1.12.6) was extended
into an electrolytic
bridge growth trial. The techniques used and the scope of this 'ad
hoc' trial were reviewed and amended as it progressed.
In this trial, the pins were represented by the two single strand
copper conductors of a length of domestic power cable (2.5mm2),
with their insulation cut back for about 1cm. The bare conductors
were placed
parallel separated by about 1mm for the preliminary tests, and
for the later test at the same separation as the pins within D295
(0.1 inch). During this later test, to simulate the effect of the
insulated wirewrap
looming of the connector, a single short length of this wire was
used as a non-conducting physical bridge between the two
conductors. One of the copper strands was connected to pin 4 and
the other to pin 12 of

the breakout leads with meters connected to measure both
voltage at pin 12 and current from pin 4 to pin 12. Normal
operation of the engage system was checked at this point.
Two preliminary tests were done, with the electrodes only
separated by about 1 mm, one using tap water and the second
using a saline solution. To start electrolysis, the Yaw Damper
engage switch was set to
ON, the electrolyte placed between the conductors and the switch
then set to OFF. In both cases, electrolysis started immediately the
system was switched OFF. In the water test however, although
the current
rose to the measured 'sustain' value, when the system was
switched ON and OFF again, the electrolytic cell would not
sustain engagement for more than a few seconds. With the saline
solution, however, the
current rose to the point where the relay k12 pulled into
engagement and held, even though the system was not selected
ON.
The electrodes were then reconfigured to the more realistic
geometry, separated by 0.1 inch, with the insulated wire bridge.
Having started the electrolysis with weak saline solution, as in
the preliminary tests,
the current rose to the 'sustain' level. The system was then
switched ON and OFF again and the bridge maintained relay k12
closed. The current through the electrolytic cell continued to
increase and finally
peaked at about 40 ma, the potential drop across the cell being
only 1.5V. No additional electrolyte was added from this point
but the current remained stable at 40 ma for about 20 minutes.
In the preliminary tests the electrolyte was introduced as a drop

of liquid which was suspended between the two conductors by
wetting and surface tension. When the realistic separation of the
pins was modelled
the gap was too wide for this mechanism to be feasible but, with
the insulated wire bridging between the two electrodes, the
electrolyte clung to this bridge and the conductors and thus
formed an electrolytic
bridge between the two. It was noted during the second test that
the current increased as the electrolyte clinging to the bridging
wire dried out. It remained stable for a long time when there was
little apparent
moisture bridging the gap between the electrodes.
Following this test, an attempt was made to support the complete
Yaw Damper system through the electrolytic cell. Before doing
this the engage switch earth was taken out of the circuitry by
removing the flight
control panel. The electrolytic bridge was re-established and then
pins 4 & 12 were connected together with a conductor. Pins 12 &
14 were then connected and the connection between 4 & 12
removed. This
left the electrolytic bridge supporting the currents to maintain the
engagement of relay k12 and the solenoid shut-off valve. It was
able to do this with little moisture apparent, supplying a current
of
approximately 300 ma for about 10 minutes; the current flow
stopped abruptly, however, when the bridge dried out
completely. Confirmation that the system had been active was
demonstrated by operating the
system test switch and observing appropriate rudder response.
Whilst these tests were being conducted, there was clear evidence
of electrolysis occurring and deposits formed on the two

electrodes which were similar to those found on pins 4 and 14
within connector D295.
It was also noted that little obvious surface damage was inflicted
on the electrodes although closer inspection revealed that surface
damage had occurred. The appearance of the bridge formed
between the
electrodes was blackish and appeared to be an oxidised copper
film deposition.
Having demonstrated that electrolytic bridges, in particular those
with limited moisture apparent, were able to maintain
engagement of the system, with no earth path available through
the engage switch OFF
contacts, it was decided to attempt to generate electrolytically
formed bridges between representative connector pins; first
between correctly spaced pins and subsequently within a replica
of connector D295. It
was also decided to simulate a high resistance earth rather than
no earth at the engage switch.
A comprehensive series of tests and experiments was formulated
by the AAIB, the manufacturer and the operator jointly, and
performed at the manufacturer's physical laboratories. The intent
of the tests was to
resolve whether it was possible to generate and maintain suitable
pin to pin bridges without damaging the pins significantly more
than those of connector D295 were observed to be. The sustained
currents which
it was considered essential to demonstrate in these tests were the
minima established for the individual components of the Yaw
Damper system and assuming an open circuit on the engage
switch earth.

The preliminary tests of this series involved a large number of
simple pin to pin bridges with specific electrolyte mixes which
were done in two batches; the first using wet bath electrolyte
bridges and the second
using electrolyte drops on physical bridges of wirewrap wire.
These tests were intended to establish the amount of damage
which the pins sustained under the test conditions and,
therefrom, the electrolyte most
likely to have been involved. The electrolytes were those
determined from the results of the earlier analysis on the
connector performed by the specialist laboratory. These had
shown the presence, amongst other
elements, of chlorine, phosphorus and some sulphur, implying
the presence of chloride, phosphate and sulphate ions.
These tests showed that if chlorine was a significant element in
the electrolyte, its activity was so aggressive that the pins suffered
far more severe damage than had been seen on the pins from the
incident
connector. However, both phosphate and sulphate ions were able
to act as charge carriers without inflicting significant damage on
the pins. It was also observed that, in the 'near-dry' bridges
formed in the
second batch of preliminary tests, copper, in some form, was
deposited on physical bridge paths as they became dryer. It was
noted, however, that where new insulated wiring was used to
form physical
bridges, it did not 'wet' readily and, consequently, it was difficult
to achieve the electrolyte bridge necessary to start the process of
generating a stable pin to pin path.
As a result of the findings of these preliminary tests it was
decided to proceed with tests on wirewrap connectors configured

as nearly as possible identical to connector D295 from the
incident aircraft; particular
attention being given to the geometry of the wire wrapping
around the pins of greatest interest. Having reviewed the possible
scenarios for generation of conductive bridges and features noted
in the initial tests,
it was decided to attempt to form 'near-dry' conductive paths by
two different methods one which was predominantly a steady
slow generation process and the other a pulsed generation
process. The 'slow'
process was intended to imitate what might happen if power
were left on the aircraft for about ten days, the approximate
period that this condition was estimated to have existed during
the P6 inspection,
following a single run of contaminated fluid onto the connector
followed by an afterdrip. The 'pulsed' method representing
persistent slow dripping of contaminated fluid onto the connector
throughout the same
period.
The wirewrap wired connectors were artificially aged before
testing to improve the tendency of the new insulated wires to be
wetted. Each connector was, in turn, then used as part of the
circuitry of a near
complete Yaw Damper electrical system (the BITE and indicator
circuits were not connected) so that it fed and received power
from the appropriate components, including the Yaw Damper
Actuator solenoid.
To do this the connector was installed in the middle of a fly?lead
connection to the Yaw Damper Coupler and placed in an agreed
controlled environment which attempted to emulate estimated
conditions in the
E&E Bay during the P6 check. The currents in and out of the

relevant connector pins and their voltages relative to ground
were continuously monitored and recorded throughout the
attempts to grow the bridges
as well as during the subsequent test phases. The resistance of the
earth path on the OFF side of the Yaw Damper engage switch was
initially very high but it was intended to reduce this if sustained
'hung'
engagement was achieved. The method of initiating sustained
hung engagement was agreed to be:- to engage the system
normally, add a small amount of extra wetting to the connector
and then switch OFF the
system. The rationale behind this procedure was that it was only
necessary to generate electrical paths capable of carrying enough
current to sustain engagement but not to initiate it.
For the slow path growth, the conditioned connector was
moistened, in the area of pins 4, 12 & 14, with a spray of
composite contaminant consisting of 0.5% Sodium Chloride
solution combined with 6%
saturated solutions of Potassium Phosphate and Sodium
Sulphate. Six hours later, the same area was rewetted using a
micro-pipette. At the time of rewetting, the voltages on pins 12 &
14 rose sharply, relay
k12 activated and the solenoid pulled in. This caused the pin
voltages to fall sharply, k12 then deactivated, the solenoid
dropped out and the pin voltages then rose sharply again. This
cycle persisted for about
23 minutes but stable solenoid engagement was not achieved.
Following this episode the circuit was then left for about 10 days
for the unwanted paths to develop without any further wettings.
At the end of this
period, the voltage on pin 12 resulting from leakage along the
'near-dry' bridge which had developed was not of the right order

to hold the relay k12 in the activated state and an attempt to
demonstrate hung
engagement of the system failed. The area around pins 4, 12 & 14
was rewetted using a pipette but even after this, 'hung'
engagement would not occur. A final attempt to produce
conditions in which 'hung'
engagement could be demonstrated was made by spraying the
area of the pins. This lead to a wet path short circuit between the
115V ac resident on pin 2 and the earth pin 3 which rendered this
connector
useless for further testing.
Post-test examination of this connector showed that much of the
electrolytic activity had been taking place between pin 4 and its
two adjacent earths at pins 3 and 5 rather than the intended
activity between pin 4
and pins 12 & 14. It was also observed that, ignoring the damage
caused by the final wet short circuit, the damage inflicted on pin 4
by the electrolytic activity was considerably greater than had
been seen on
the incident connector.
For the pulsed path growth, a good sized drop of fairly clean
water (provided from Gatwick) was dropped onto the pin 4, 12 &
14 area of the connector for three days and then a 50/50 mix of
this water with the
solution used in the slow growth experiment was applied twice
daily for the remainder of the 10 days. Attempts were then made
to induce 'hung' engagement, with a series of rewettings being
performed, and the
assembly left with power applied to achieve a subsequent 'slow'
bridge growth several times. Although short periods of 'hung'
engagement were observed, the longest being 28 seconds, several

periods of rapid
cycling of relay k12 occurred. Examination of the connector after
testing again revealed much greater pin damage than in the
incident connector and evidence of copper deposition between
the pins.
1.16.8 E&E Bay Assessment Team
Arising from concern that fluid contamination might be more
widespread than they were aware, Boeing launched an 'E&E Bay
Assessment Team' initiative in January 1996. In addition to a large
number of
Boeing personnel, airlines and vendors were co-opted and
canvassed for their experience with this problem.
The terms of reference of the team were; 'To develop
recommendations that when implemented will preclude liquid
leakage and contamination within the E&E Bay from having an
adverse effect on the
equipment/systems'. The team's strategy was essentially to
define the scope of the problem, and to attempt to see whether
individual operator experience and aircraft build/modification
standard might give clues
as to which modifications or operator practices were effective in
minimising E&E Bay contamination.
The team's findings and recommendations were extensive,
reflecting the very large number of manhours spent in producing
the report. Much of the report deals with detail improvements
both to hardware and
maintenance practices. As an example of the latter, the team
found that many airlines treated water/waste system
components as 'on-condition' items and recommended that

periodic inspection and overhaul
should be performed.
In general, however, the team found a wide variation in operator
experience but the findings may have been influenced by a lack of
appreciation by some operators that they had an E&E Bay fluid
contamination
problem. For example, one aircraft showed a history of a
particular item of avionics equipment being returned from the
repair shop repeatedly with reports of fluid contamination over a
period of four months.
Clearly the operator had failed to make the connection between
the high removal rate of this component and a persistent leak
somewhere in the aircraft. Equally so, there was variation in
operator expectation
regarding the condition of the underfloor area, with some,
including the operator of G?BGJI, apparently accepting that
evidence of blue staining is inevitable after a few years in-service
whilst others managed to
achieve high standards of cleanliness.
This underlines the report's conclusion that most problems with
E&E Bay contamination '....related to aircraft maintenance and
servicing, rather than how components are originally designed
and installed".
The report also "....did not uncover any evidence that a specific
fluid leakage event will produce a near term, unexpected, aircraft
flight path deviation.'
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.17 Organisational and management information

None relevant.
1.18 Additional information
1.18.1 Aircraft manufacturer's Operational Bulletin
On 4 August 1995, the aircraft manufacturer issued an
Operational Bulletin detailing the 'Uncommanded Yaw or Roll
Procedure'. The procedure is reproduced below and the full
contents of the Bulletin is at
Appendix 9.
UNCOMMANDED YAW OR ROLL
Accomplish this procedure if uncommanded yaw or roll occurs in
flight.

AUTOPILOT (if engaged) .............

DISENGAGE

The pilot should be prepared to make control wheel corrections to
return to wings level upon disengagement. The autopilot may be
putting in an appropriate correction for an uncommanded yaw or
roll.
Allowing the control wheel to go to neutral after disengagement
may allow the aircraft to roll even more.
If yaw and/or roll forces continue:

YAW DAMPER SWITCH ......................
OFF
The YAW DAMPER Light illuminates when the yaw damper is
disengaged.
If it is confirmed that the autopilot is not the cause of the
uncommanded yaw or roll, the autopilot may be re-engaged at
the pilot's discretion.
1.19 Useful or effective investigative techniques
None new.
2 Analysis
2.1 General
The uncommanded roll activity experienced during this incident
was unusual. The flight crew carried out the correct initial
actions, as defined by the manufacturer earlier in 1995. These
actions were intended as
part of a memory recall drill in the event of an uncommanded
yaw or roll occurring in flight. The initial action was to disengage
the Autopilot, while being prepared to make control wheel
corrections to return
the aircraft to wings level upon disengagement, as the Autopilot
may have been putting in an appropriate correction for an
uncommanded roll or yaw induced roll. In this case, after
Autopilot disengagement, the
roll oscillations continued despite the best efforts of the crew to

control the aircraft using opposite roll inputs. The next item in the
sequence (if the roll/yaw continues) was to select the Yaw
Damper switch,
which is located on the overhead panel just above the Captain's
head, to OFF. During the post-incident debrief, the crew stated
that the Yaw Damper had been switched OFF at the time in
accordance with the
procedure, but again this had no noticeable effect on the roll/yaw
motion being experienced. With two pilots making individual
attempts at reducing the oscillation in sequence, and with a
handover occurring
between the two, it is most unlikely that the continuation of the
oscillation was a result of 'pilot coupling' with the aircraft,
inducing the motion, without some form of additional input from
an aircraft control
system.
With the Autopilot removed from the control loop and the Yaw
Damper manually switched off, then all of the flight controls
should have been in the hydraulically actuated/mechanically
signalled state, with
pilot inputs causing essentially linear control responses at the
elevators, ailerons and rudder. In this basic configuration, there
should have been no mechanism for an oscillation to continue.
The fact that it did so
meant that the flight crew were initially somewhat alarmed and
unsure as to the precise nature of their situation. The possibility
of the Yaw Damper system remaining active after its control
switch on the
overhead panel had been switched OFF had never been
considered as a possible scenario by the aircraft manufacturer.
During this investigation, some consideration was given to the

possibility that the crew may have misidentified the Yaw Damper
ON/OFF switch and operated some other switch. The switches
adjacent on the
same overhead panel are shown diagramatically in Appendix 1.
The majority of these switches have lift-flap type, guard covers.
Of the remainder, there is no other switch on this panel which,
when switched
off, would produce a FLIGHT CONTROLS amber warning
caption on the Master Caution system. The flight crew recalled
that this amber Master Caution caption was illuminated during
the pre-landing
checklist completion at the Master Caution recall check and that
the commander switched the Yaw Damper back on at that time.
He sensed a further roll/yaw disturbance and so switched it OFF
again prior to
landing. It was not possible to confirm, from the DFDR, when
these switch selections had been made.
2.2 M-Cab simulator analysis
From the M-Cab simulator testing it was possible to conclude that
shunt resistances between combinations of pins in the Yaw
Damper Coupler connector could cause an aircraft response
similar to that
experienced by G-BGJI during the incident. Initially a shunt
resistance of at least 300 K Ohms between pins 40 to 51 would
have caused the small oscillations that were seen prior to and
post the large
oscillations. Similar oscillations were detectable on the QAR data
from flights prior to the maintenance activity which could be
caused by a shunt, or due indeed to the Yaw Damper being
disengaged. The effect
of this shunt was to reduce the ability of the Yaw Damper

Coupler to provide control, and so the response of the aircraft
was similar to the Yaw Damper disengaged case.
However, when a resistance of at least 230 Kilohms was applied
between pins 37 to 38 and 40 to 51, the aircraft immediately
would have started to experience the large oscillations. It can be
concluded that the
pin 40 to 51 shunt resistance may have been an incipient problem,
the only symptoms of which were to produce aircraft behaviour
consistent with the Yaw Damper being disengaged. However
when a shunt
resistance appeared between pins 37 and 38, in conjunction with
the pre-existing condition, the Yaw Damper system would
immediately start to drive the Dutch Roll mode, and the aircraft
would respond
accordingly with the rolling/yawing motion seen during the
incident.
2.3 Continued engagement of Yaw Damper system
Analysis of the aircraft's flightpath, from the recorded Flight
Data, showed that its aberrant motion was consistent, in form and
frequency, with a fairly constant amplitude 'Dutch Roll' motion.
Because the
aircraft type has a naturally damped 'Dutch Roll' mode, this
indicated that the motion was being forced. This conclusion
directed attention to the Yaw Damper system early in the
investigation.
The occurrence of unstable Yaw Damper characteristics should
not have been a continuing problem if the system had been
switched OFF. Since the crew recollection was that they had
selected it OFF early in

the sequence of events following the onset of the aberrant
behaviour (ref; ¤2.1), it was necessary to investigate if and how it
might be possible for the system to remain active when selected
OFF.
Critical analysis of the Yaw Damper system (Appendix 1) had
shown that, in addition to the two faults required to destabilise it
(see ¤2.2), two further stray connections had to be made to keep it
engaged when
switched off; one supplying dc power to relay k12 in the
Autopilot Accessory Unit and the other supplying dc power to
the engage solenoid valve. Furthermore, it required the earth path
attached to the OFF
terminal of the Yaw Damper engage switch to have considerable
resistance if the 28V dc supply circuit breaker were not to trip.
The physical evidence of liquid ingress into the connector D295 in
the Yaw Damper Coupler module and the fact that this connector
appeared to be the only single place where all the necessary stray
connections
and reduced resistances could be made, further focused the
investigation onto this connector. The evidence of fluid ingress
did not indicate that the whole connector had been affected but
only a few pins.
However, the contaminated pins included those indicated by the
M-Cab analysis to be critical. The analysis made of the
contaminants observed within the connector showed that some
electrolytic activity had
taken place there; an undesirable state of affairs even if it were
not to give rise to instability or loss of control of the Yaw Damper
system.
The tests on the aircraft using breakout flyleads (1.12.7) confirmed

the analysis that in order for the Yaw Damper System to remain
engaged due to stray connections at connector D295, after it had
been
switched OFF, the interlock relay k12 in the Autopilot Accessory
Unit had to remain made. Furthermore, sufficient current had to
continue to flow through the contacts 'b', of this relay, and the
solenoid of the
Yaw Damper Actuator solenoid valve, in order to hold this valve
in the 'active' position. These tests also confirmed that the OFF
terminal earth path of the Yaw Damper engage switch had to
have significantly
raised resistance, if the necessary stray connections to engage the
system were not to cause the 28V dc circuit breaker to trip.
To get these conditions to occur due to stray connections at
connector D295 required that current paths became available
from pin 4, which carries dc power directly from the system
circuit breaker, to pin 12, to
keep the engage relay k12 activated, and to pin 14, to supply the
actuator solenoid valve. It can be seen, in the diagram of
connector D295 at Appendix 6, Figure 1, that the pins 4, 12 & 14,
are grouped
together. Furthermore, these pins showed evidence of
contamination and local electrolytic activity.
A scenario was postulated that, if contaminated water got into the
wire wrapping at the back of the plug unit of the Yaw Damper
Coupler (D295), an electrolytically driven process might generate
electrically
conductive paths from pin 4 to both pins 12 & 14.
For electrolysis to have taken place, the presence of 28V dc on pin
4 was required, which would be true whenever the dc bus was

live. It would also have required paths to earth to exist from pins
12 & 14; from
pin 12 via the k12 relay coil and from pin 14 via the engage switch
earth path or, if this were open circuit, through the solenoid valve
coil after k12 relay had been activated. If dc power were available
on the
bus and the Yaw Damper selected ON, pins 12 & 14 would also
be at 28V dc and so the conditions for the electrolysis to take
place would not exist. It is, therefore, only when the dc bus is live
and the Yaw
Damper selected OFF that the right conditions can exist.
The electrical system status for it to be possible to lay down the
requisite conductive paths by this kind of mechanism had been
available as the aircraft had just been on a major check during
which it spent many
days with dc power live but the Yaw Damper switched OFF.
However, the physical conditions and the effect of the connector's
history, over the 17 years it had been in service, were recognised
as potentially
important in influencing the likelihood of a path forming.
Another unquantifiable influence was the unique lie of the
wirewrap wires between the pins of the connector which could be
seen to affect the
likelihood of damp paths between the relevant pins being a
possibility.
When the Yaw Damper is switched off, the electrical paths to
earth which exist, by design, from pins 12 & 14 are fundamentally
different. That from pin 12 is through the (k12) engage relay coil
and the time
delay circuits in the Autopilot Accessory Unit, which limit the
maximum current to about 40 ma even when full aircraft dc

voltage is applied. By contrast, the earth path from pin 14 is
through the engage switch
OFF contact which should be a dead short to aircraft earth and
effectively maintain pin 14 at aircraft earth potential whenever
the switch is selected to OFF.
This difference was reflected in the relative ease of generating
effective stray paths during test. The natural current limiting
characteristics of the relay k12 coil circuits meant that the stray
path between pins 4 &
12 was only required to carry a maximum of 40 ma and to have
sufficiently low resistance to maintain at least 18.2V at pin 12.
The path to pin 14, however, had to be able to satisfy a more
demanding role, one affected by both its own resistance and the
resistance of the engage switch earth path. As an absolute
minimum, on the
assumption that the engage switch earth path was close to being
an open circuit, the 4 to 14 path had to be capable of carrying 60
ma whilst dropping the voltage to 3.2V dc at pin 14, to keep the
solenoid valve
energised. The lower the resistance of the pin 4 to 14 stray path,
the higher the voltage at pin 14 and consequently an increased
current flow through the solenoid so the more robust the stray
path would need to
be.
The minimum permissible resistance of the engage switch earth
path would have be about 0.7 Ohms if pin 14 were to sustain only
about 3V as the dc supply to pin 4 was via a 5 amp circuit
breaker. However, if
the voltage on pin 14 were to be higher, the resistance at the
engage switch earth path would also have to be higher in order to

limit the total current to 5 amps, the capacity of the circuit breaker
which did not
trip on the incident flight. In order to reduce the current flow
through the stray connection, 5 amps demanding a very robust
path, the resistance at the engage switch earth path would need
to have been higher
still.
Therefore, a very particular set of circumstances had to pertain
for a stray path to develop between pins 4 and 14 capable of
supplying the 'hold on' voltage and current requirements of the
Yaw Damper Actuator
solenoid valve without the 5 amp circuit breaker tripping. For the
4 to 14 path to develop at the same time as the 4 to 12 path, the
engage switch earth path had to be sufficiently resistive to restrict
the total
current and be sufficiently conductive enough to allow the
electrolytic formation of the path. If the engage switch earth path
were open circuit, formation of the 4 to 14 path could not occur
until a sufficiently
robust path had been generated between pins 4 & 12 for the k12
relay to have pulled in without being selected.
The basic aircraft wiring integrity testing had not revealed any
relevant discrepancies of continuity or isolation except the
persistent existence of a relatively high resistance (about 2 Ohms)
at the earth contacts of
the engage switch. During the course of testing, this resistance
was established to be associated only with the Flight Controls
module which was fitted during the incident flight. This
indicated that it was
possible that a raised switch earth resistance had existed at the
time of the incident. Detailed examination of the module wiring

and the switch itself indicated neither evidence of undue contact
or joint resistance
nor a possible explanation for it, beyond the presence of some
deposits around the micro switch contacts but these were not
confirmation of an open circuit. However, the switch had been
functioned an
indeterminate number of times since the incident with an
unquantifiable effect.
The Yaw Damper system had to be positively engaged by the
crew, as part of the pre?flight checks. It can be inferred that if the
stray paths to pins 12 & 14 existed at that time, they were not
sufficiently
conductive to cause the system to engage itself and thus
extinguish the warning light. The crew would have been
expecting to energise the system and its being live without being
selected should have been
noticed and, if so, would have been a matter of concern. If,
however, the stray paths had developed to the point where once
the Yaw Damper was engaged, they were sufficiently robust to
sustain the requisite
voltage and current combinations at pins 12 & 14 (see 1.16.7) to
maintain engagement, they could have been exploited when the
crew selected the system OFF.
The experimentation and tests, using both plain copper
conductors and gold plated pins as used in D295, showed that it
was relatively easy to form an electrolytic current path capable of
sustaining the currents
needed to keep the Yaw Damper system engaged. It was
observed, however, that the degree of damage sustained,
particularly by the pins, was considerably more severe than that
suffered by the pins of the

incident Yaw Damper connector. This indicated that pure
electrolytic conduction of the stray currents needed to keep the
system engaged had not been a potential mechanism for causing
this incident.
The experimentation was, therefore, focused on developing, what
were called 'near-dry', current bridges which were, in effect,
attempts to see if it was possible to lay down a basic metallic
current path using
phosphate and sulphate ions as charge carriers; rather than
chlorides which were chemically too aggressive to leave the pins
of the connector as little damaged as was found in the incident
connector.
The current carrying capacity of those paths and the voltages
which had to be sustained at the pins were specific to the units of
the system which were installed at the time of the incident. The
tests done on the
aircraft system to prove which stray connections were needed
had shown that actuator solenoids, in particular, could vary
considerably in their voltage and current demands for the 'held
on' condition. The tests
to see if it was possible to reproduce any 'hold on' condition were,
therefore, conducted using the components fitted to the aircraft at
the time of the incident.
When looking at the attempts to introduce the necessary stray
connections into a representatively wired up connector, it was
seen that none could be classified as successful, in the sense that
the Yaw Damper
system did not remain solidly engaged after being selected OFF,
although some type of stray connection had clearly formed.

In summary, the experiments demonstrated that it might be
possible to generate stray current paths capable of sustaining
engagement of the Yaw Damper system when selected to OFF,
but only in the presence
of a high resistance in the engage switch earth path . Although
the evidence was tenuous, the possibility that such a resistance
was present during the incident flight cannot be discounted.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
2.4 Possible sources of connector contamination
The nature of the deposits observed on the Yaw Damper Coupler
connector pins appeared to be relatively long term, almost
certainly pre-dating the P6 check activity. As such, it was highly
unlikely that the
investigation and testing would reveal a contamination source
from that period and indeed none was found. The only evidence
indicating a fluid path into the connector was the whitish dried
deposit on the
connector shell, suggesting a very particular localised drip (as
opposed to a more general soaking of the unit). The tray in which
the Yaw Damper Coupler was located bore no signs of any
contamination
although its mating connector did have some of the dried residue
similar to that found on the Yaw Damper Coupler connector,
indicating that the two were joined at the time of the
contamination. The Technical
Log entry in March 1995 indicating a leak in the toilet handbasin
drain may be relevant, but for the same reasons discussed below,
moisture should still have been prevented from contaminating
the E1 rack.

Attempts to analytically determine the origin of the deposits were
unsuccessful. The conclusion in ¤1.16.6 that electrolysis of a
solution containing sodium chloride had definitely occurred,
whilst demonstrating
the passage of current, did not assist in identifying the
contaminant since this is obviously such a common substance
and could have come from almost any source.
The scenario connecting the incident to the connector
contamination requires a further source of moisture nearer to the
time of the incident to activate the electrical 'bridge' between the
pins. Chemical analysis of
the dried deposits did not point towards any particular source of
fluid and, although some defects were found in the wet systems
of the aircraft, these systems were essentially non-functional and
drained during
the incident flight. The weather was dry whilst the aircraft was
outside the hangar preparing for the flight.
It would appear that for any fluid leak to drip onto the subject
connector, it is necessary to penetrate the rubberised fabric
shroud which is fitted above it. Once through this, it may drip
onto the cooling plenum,
whose forward lip coincides with the array of connectors at the
back of each unit on the E1 rack, particularly the Yaw Damper
Coupler which is at the top. The evidence of a dried fluid run on
the upper and
lower surfaces of the plenum was of interest because it did
indeed correspond to the centreline of the Yaw Damper Coupler
but there was no indication of a leak in the shroud at the location
from where the run
appeared to originate. Notwithstanding this, G-BGJI's operator
has developed a modification which puts an aluminium tray

between the plenum and the shroud which completely covers the
forward face of the
E1 rack thus preventing any fluid which penetrates the shroud
from dripping onto the connectors. A Boeing modification to
achieve a similar standard of protection already existed but was
not applicable to
aircraft fitted with airstairs.
The E&E Bay Assessment Team were not specifically tasked with
finding the cause of contamination which caused this incident but
it formed part of their statistics and the operator of G-BGJI was
one of the
airlines whose procedures and aircraft were examined, after the
operator had conducted their own internal checks. As mentioned
in ¤1.16.8, the team generally found that occasional E&E Bay
contamination
was an accepted fact-of-life by many airlines This appeared to be
the case at the operator's Gatwick facility, where the condition of
aircraft after a few years service following a P6 check, both by
physical
examination and discussion with the technicians, was expected to
show signs of the characteristic blue staining of toilet sanitising
fluid under the floor area. G-BGJI's operator did not necessarily
regard
water/waste system components as 'on-condition' as they were
generally overhauled or renewed at each P6 check, but this
represents 5 years service of systems which are often troublesome
and prone to abuse.
This incident led the operator to review all aspects of E&E Bay
protection and maintenance practices and it might be speculated
that other airlines would be well advised to do the same rather
than wait until
they, too, have an in-flight incident. By its nature, a contamination

event is unpredictable as is demonstrated by this incident. It is
unlikely that anyone could have foreseen the dramatic effect that
contamination
of the connector had on the behaviour of the aircraft.
The following recommendations were made in January 1996:
It is recommended that the FAA :
1) Require as soon as practical a visual inspection of all Boeing
737 aircraft Electrical and Equipment (E&E) Bays to check for
fluid ingress into avionics components, their connectors and
associated wiring.
Such inspection should involve the minimum disturbance of
equipment and connectors commensurate with a thorough
examination for contamination. Where such contamination is
found, the component should
be removed and despatched to workshops for examination.
2) Require as soon as practical an inspection of the area in and
around the E&E Bay for evidence on the structure and fittings of
recent fluid leakage such as wet corrosion, staining and
crystallised deposits.
Such evidence should be investigated to ensure that, where the
source of the leak is not apparent or readily rectifiable, no
potential exists for it to impinge upon the avionics components,
their connectors or
wiring.
(Recommendation 96-3)
It is also recommended that the FAA and Boeing :

3) Conduct an urgent review of the measures incorporated into
the Boeing 737 to prevent fluid ingress into the E&E Bay, its
equipment, connectors and wiring and as necessary require
modifications to ensure
that the equipment, connectors and wiring are provided with
protection consistent with reliable operation.
4) Conduct a review of the Aircraft Maintenance Manual to
ensure that clear and specific instructions are contained therein to
enable evidence of fluid ingress, even if not apparently directly
impinging on
electrical equipment, to be identified during routine maintenance.
It should also be ascertained that any routine testing for leaks in
the toilet, galley and airstairs systems should be done with the
systems
functioning fully throughout their normal operational cycle to
ensure that any leaks which only occur during, for example,
draining or replenishment cycles are detected.
(Recommendation 96-4)
It is accepted that the findings of the E&E Bay review team
identified differing maintenance practices as being highly
significant in determining the in-service condition of the E&E Bay
and its associated
avionics components, their connectors and wiring. However, the
location of the bay, below the cabin floor in areas susceptible to
fluid leaks from toilets, galleys and aircraft doors does make the
bay
unnecessarily vulnerable. Although the chances of fluid
contamination directly affecting aircraft handling, as in this case,
would appear to be a most unlikely outcome, the wetting of
sensitive avionics

equipment will undoubtedly lead to unserviceabilities. This will
become of more significance as aircraft continue to develop an
increased dependence on electronic equipment. The location of
the E&E Bay was
undoubtedly arrived at following a variety of design
considerations but in modern aircraft is possibly based on historic
precedent as much as current design constraints.
It is therefore further recommended that:
The Boeing Airplane Company promulgate the findings of the
E&E Bay Assessment Team to all operators and that the
recommendations be actioned through Service Bulletins to
maximise the protection from
fluid ingress of bay housed electronic components in current
aircraft.
(Recommendation 97-60)
The CAA with the FAA review FARs and JARs with a view to
requiring that the location of electronic equipment be arranged
during the aircraft design so as to minimise the potential for
contamination by fluid
ingress, with the intention of ensuring that the equipment,
connectors and wiring are provided with protection consistent
with reliable operation less heavily dependant on maintenance
practices.
(Recommendation 97-61)
3 Conclusions
(a) Findings

1
The crew members were properly licensed, medically fit,
adequately rested and technically qualified to conduct the
test
flight.
2
The aircraft was on a test flight before being returned to
line
service following a scheduled major (P6) service and was
operating within the normal limits of weight and centre of
gravity.
3
The aircraft was being operated within the normal flight
envelope at the time of the incident, using the Autopilot
and
Autothrottle systems and with the Yaw Damper system
engaged.
4
The aircraft entered a cyclic oscillation in roll and yaw
which
was consistent with a critically damped Dutch Roll
motion
and persisted for seven minutes. The aircraft type has
natural
positive damping of the Dutch Roll mode.
5
The crew's initial actions, as they recalled them, of
disconnecting the Autopilot and Autothrottle, and
switching
OFF the Yaw Damper were in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommended procedure.
6

The commander's decision to issue a MAYDAY call in
response to the incident was appropriate.
7
The ATC response to the MAYDAY call was timely, helpful
and appropriate.
8
The crew's decision to conduct a low speed handling
check to
determine a suitable configuration in which to carry out a
landing demonstrated good airmanship.
9
The decision to maintain the Flap 15¡, landing gear down
configuration for the return to London Gatwick was
judicious.
10
The decision to re-engage the Yaw Damper system during
the
final approach sequence was unwise, but the system was
switched OFF once again prior to landing.
11
The main rudder PCU had been replaced but in all other
respects the rudder/Yaw Damper system components
were the
same as those fitted prior to the check.
12
After the incident, all components (mechanical, electrical
and
electronic) capable of affecting rudder movement were
tested
and none was found to be significantly out of
specification.
13
From the M-Cab simulator testing it was possible to

conclude
that shunt resistances, simulating the effect of fluid
ingress,
between combinations of pins in the Yaw Damper Coupler
connector could cause an aircraft response similar to that
experienced during the incident.
14
The Yaw Damper Coupler had not been overhauled
during its
life and had run 17 years and about 34,000 hours without
any
recorded defects.
15
Examination of the aircraft's Technical Log did not reveal
entries related to Yaw Damper defects during the last two
years.
16
No component defects were found in the Yaw Damper
Coupler apart from those on the connector D295.
17
The portion of the connector D295 on the outside of the
Yaw
Damper Coupler enclosure had evidence of liquid spillage
onto it.
18
Despite various attempts it was not possible to analyse the
contaminant and hence identify its origin.
19
There was a considerable build up of products of
corrosion
and electrolysis between pins of the connector D295,
within
the Yaw Damper Coupler enclosure.

20
The nature of the deposits observed on the Yaw Damper
Coupler connector pins appeared similar to those
produced
when attempting to create stray electrical paths.
21
The pins most affected by these deposits were related to
the
28V dc power supply and the circuits involved in
activation of
the Yaw Damper system.
22
The scenario connecting the incident to the connector
contamination, requires a further source of moisture
nearer to
the time of the incident to activate the electrical 'bridge'
between the pins but no such source of moisture was
identified.
23
The airframe wiring affecting the Yaw Damper circuits
was
found not to have any deficiencies.
24
Tests using a 'breakout fly-lead' confirmed theoretical
analysis
that it was possible to maintain engagement of the Yaw
Damper system after it had been switched OFF by
introducing
stray connections between pins within the Yaw Damper
Coupler connector (D295) but only if the engage switch
OFF
earth was high resistance or open circuit.
25

Experimentation demonstrated that possibilities existed to
build the necessary stray connections to achieve continued
Yaw Damper engagement after it had been selected OFF.
26
The experimentation demonstrated that it was very
difficult to
generate robust stray connections between pins of
connector
D295 without causing more severe damage to the pins
than
had been observed on the unit involved in the incident.
27
None of the experimentally produced stray connections
with
appropriately damaged pins was sufficiently robust to
sustain
continuing Yaw Damper engagement after it had been
selected OFF.
28
There was little chance of finding evidence that a source of
moisture existed in the past, as the electronic units in the
E&E
Bay (including the Yaw Damper Coupler) were removed
and
the E&E Bay and structure immediately above it were
cleaned
or replaced during the P6 check.
29
Visual inspection of the structure was carried out and
evidence from the technical records along with the
recollections of the individuals involved indicated that the
degree of corrosion found and rectified was typical of any
aircraft on such a check and there were no indications of

any
abnormalities which may have indicated heavy fluid
contamination.
30
The E&E Bay was vulnerable to fluid leaks because it
housed
the forward airstairs, was located immediately below the
main
entry vestibule and forward galley and just aft of the
forward
toilet.
31
Examination of the aircraft technical documents only
revealed
one entry relating to a fluid leak capable of affecting the
E&E
Bay, dated 5 March 1995, when a leak was traced to the
forward toilet sink drain.
32
The E&E Bay Assessment Team's findings and
recommendations were extensive and identified detailed
improvements both to hardware and maintenance
practices to
maintain a desirable environment in the bay.

(b) Causal factors
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
1
Contamination of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler,

in the E&E Bay, by an unidentified fluid had occurred at
some
time prior to the incident flight and compromised the
function
of its pin to pin insulation.
2
Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between certain
adjacent pins had affected the phase and magnitude of the
signals transmitted to the Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby
stimulating a forced Dutch Roll mode of the aircraft.
3
The location of the E&E Bay, beneath the cabin floor in the
area of the aircraft doors, galleys and toilets made it
vulnerable
to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
4
The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch
Roll oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the
malfunctioning Yaw Damper system.

4 Safety recommendations
4.1 It is recommended that the FAA :
1) Require as soon as practical a visual inspection of all Boeing
737 aircraft Electrical and Equipment (E&E) Bays to check for
fluid ingress into avionics components, their connectors and
associated wiring.
Such inspection should involve the minimum disturbance of
equipment and connectors commensurate with a thorough
examination for contamination. Where such contamination is

found, the component should
be removed and despatched to workshops for examination.
2) Require as soon as practical an inspection of the area in and
around the E&E Bay for evidence on the structure and fittings of
recent fluid leakage such as wet corrosion, staining and
crystallised deposits.
Such evidence should be investigated to ensure that, where the
source of the leak is not apparent or readily rectifiable, no
potential exists for it to impinge upon the avionics components,
their connectors or
wiring.
(Recommendation 96-3)
4.2 It is recommended that the FAA and Boeing :
3) Conduct an urgent review of the measures incorporated into
the Boeing 737 to prevent fluid ingress into the E&E Bay, its
equipment, connectors and wiring and as necessary require
modifications to ensure
that the equipment, connectors and wiring are provided with
protection consistent with reliable operation.
4) Conduct a review of the Aircraft Maintenance Manual to
ensure that clear and specific instructions are contained therein to
enable evidence of fluid ingress, even if not apparently directly
impinging on
electrical equipment, to be identified during routine maintenance.
It should also be ascertained that any routine testing for leaks in
the toilet, galley and airstairs systems should be done with the
systems
functioning fully throughout their normal operational cycle to

ensure that any leaks which only occur during, for example,
draining or replenishment cycles are detected.
(Recommendation 96-4)
It is further recommended that:
4.3 The Boeing Airplane Company promulgate the findings of the
E&E Bay Assessment Team to all operators and that the
recommendations be actioned through Service Bulletins to
maximise the protection
from fluid ingress of bay housed electronic components in current
aircraft.
(Recommendation 97-60)
4.4 The CAA with the FAA review FARs and JARs with a view to
requiring that the location of electronic equipment be arranged
during the aircraft design so as to minimise the potential for
contamination by
fluid ingress, with the intention of ensuring that the equipment,
connectors and wiring are provided with protection consistent
with reliable operation less heavily dependant on maintenance
practices.
(Recommendation 97-61)

D F King
Inspector of Air Accidents

Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions
November 1997
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX

Click here for other Formal Investigations
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Subject: RE: Sunday Fire in the Sky

>Dear Barry
>
>I do appreciate your comments.
>
>Yes, you are, of course, quite right! This story about wiring is
far wider
>than what we were able to shoe-horn into 40 minutes.
>
>I think if we had three times the time available to us (and 10
times the
>amount of patience we can ask from our audience) then perhaps
we could have
>done it justice.

>
>I must admit though, it is gratifying to learn that someone with
such a
>depth of knowledge on this subject as you do considers we may
have produced
>a half decent piece.
>
>Warm regards
Dear Nick,
More than half decent, totally decent. As we know from
watching movies or TV or the papers, that when a story is
covered that we know something about, it's reported as all
wrong. As an aviation person I cringe in plane movies, such as
Air Force One or Con Air or US Marshals or other Hollywood
movies when basic aerodynamics are ignored. It leads to people
thinking an open door at 300 knots is like sticking your hand out
the window of your car at 60 MPH. Ha! But your show was
accurate all the way, and most importantly, documented. And
people have patience when their lives are on the line.
I particularly was impressed with your show because it had lots
of pictures of the content such as planes and wiring and little of
the messengers, talking heads. The message is everything, the
messenger, such as me, trivial.
Now, to Qantas: Beside being the few 'q' words in the language
not followed by a 'u':
Below from NTSB AAR 92/02, who has responsibility to Qantas
and can't even spell it right:

Boeing also informed the Safety Board that, in May of 1991, a
B-747 operated by Quantas was found to have chafing of the
wires in the wire bundle to the aft cargo door. This airplane also
had a flexible conduit protecting the wires, and the chafing was
located approximately at the standoff pin on the bracket at the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator.

So, look, Nick, if another cargo door pops on a 747 near you
guys or with lots of Australians on board, contact me and I'll go
through the sequence of first a bomb, then a missile, then
baggage handler improper closing, then finally get to wiring.
Then you can make the connection to PA 103 and the trial in
Netherlands and the Sikh terrorists still at large for AI 182 and
then the mystery ignition source for TWA 800.
It's like Shakespeare, once the assumption is Edward De Vere,
Earl of Oxford, everything makes sense about the plays and
sonnets. Make the assumption that Kapton type wiring fails often
and sometimes causes doors to open in flight, then AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800 all make sense...but what a sea change of
mind change.
Imagine the story of PA 103 not being a bomb at all, but
explosive decompression that mimics bomb, or AI 182 not being
a bomb at all, but explosive decompression, or TWA 800 not
being center fuel tank spontaneously exploding at all, but
explosive decompression that mimics an internal explosion.
The authorities are all looking at their little tree in the world, this
citizen saw the forest. Mr. Campbell would immediately make
the connection, he knows all about cargo doors, government
ignorance, and their protection of the golden goose called

revenue. If you ask him to review wiring/cargo door explanation
for three other 747 accidents using UAL 811 as model, he would
agree the cause is the same. The only difference is the noses of
the three came off and UAL 811 stayed on...barely. Did you
know that everyone in those accidents that sat in same area as
Mr. Campbell's son were never recovered? Even PA 103 had the
ten missing bodies in same area. I contend they were all sucked
out, just like his son. Every engine number three of the four
planes had internal foreign object damage or inlet damage.
Number three is the one closest the the cargo door and would
suck everything in that got near it. Humans would not much
affect the compressor blades but the belt buckles would.
Thanks again for the tape, it is in my vault for future reference.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: jcornea@monterey-herald.com
Subject: Old times/landing
Dear Mrs. Cornea,
My name is Barry Smith. I believe you live or lived next to Jacks Ball
Park in 1958-1960. I had a crush on you if you did. I was15 and I think
you were about the same. I played baseball at the park. I called you
Juney. So long ago.
Well, I live in Carmel Valley now, married with a seven year old
daughter. Still a Monterey Peninsula person. Folks too live in PG.
The below might be of interest to the paper or to some editor who
handles this sort of thing. It's about the Marine landing in Monterey
from the Navy point of view. It might be worth passing on.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
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FM COMTHIRDFLT
TO CINCPACFLT PEARL HARBOR HI//N2/N3/N33/N337/N5/N6//
INFO SECDEF WASHINGTON DC//BMDO/AQJ//
JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC//JT/J3//
CNO WASHINGTON DC//N3/N6/N60/N8/N2/N5/N86/N87/N88/N85//
USCINCPAC HONOLULU HI//J2/J22/J3/J375/J5/J6//
COMMARFORPAC//G3//
COMNAVAIRPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3/N6/N8//
CG I MEF
COMSECONDFLT
COMSEVENTHFLT
COMFIFTHFLT
COMSIXTHFLT
COMNAVSURFPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3/N6/N8//
COMSUBPAC PEARL HARBOR HI//N3/N5/N6//
CG FIRST MARDIV
CG THIRD MAW
COMUSMARDEZPAC ALAMEDA CA//00/N3//
COMNAVWARDEVCOM NEWPORT RI//MBC//
COMNAVSURFRESFOR NEW ORLEANS LA//N3//
COMSOCPAC HONOLULU HI//SOJ3//
COMSURFWARDEVGRU LITTLE CREEK VA//N3/N5//
HQ USSPACECOM OPERATIONS PETERSON AFB CO//J3/J33/
J33OW//
NAVWARCOL NEWPORT RI//07//
CG MCCDC QUANTICO VA//MCWL//
COMNAVSPECWARCOM CORONADO CA//00/N3//
COMNAVBASE SAN DIEGO CA//JJJ//
CG MCB CAMP PENDLETON CA
COMINEWARCOM CORPUS CHRISTI TX//N3//
COMCARGRU ONE
COMPHIBGRU THREE//00/N3//
EWTGPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3//
COMSPAWARSYSCOM SAN DIEGO CA//PD18/PD13/PMW132/80//

PEOCMPANDUAV PATUXENT RIVER MD//PEO(CU)/PMA-281/
PMA-282//
DSWA WASHINGTON DC
TACTRAGRUPAC SAN DIEGO CA//00/N2/N3//
CNA ALEXANDRIA VA//JJJ//
PEO TAD SC WASHINGTON DC//JJJ//
PEO CV WASHINGTON DC//400B/429//
COMNAVSPECWARGRU ONE//N3//
NAVSTKAIRWARCEN FALLON NV//N2/N3/N5/N6//
COMNAVAIRWARCENWPNDIV CHINA LAKE CA//470000D/
471000D//
AEGIS TRAREDCEN DAHLGREN VA//JJJ//
CNR ARLINGTON VA//35ELB//
NSAPOFFICE ARLINGTON VA//09N//
COMNAVSEASYSCOM WASHINGTON DC//PMS-429//
NAVSURFWARCENDIV DAHLGREN VA//T308/AW32//
NAVUNSEAWARCENDIV NEWPORT RI//5442/3412//
COMNAVSPACECOM DAHLGREN VA//N311//
NRO WASHINGTON DC//OSO//
NAVAIRWPNSTA CHINA LAKE CA//47//
FACSFAC SAN DIEGO CA//00/N3//
FLTINFOWARCEN NORFOLK VA//N3//
FLTINFOWARCEN DET SAN DIEGO CA//JJJ//
COMPHIBRON FIVE
COMEODGRU ONE
COMCOGARDGRU SAN FRANCISCO CA//00/N3//
COGARD MSO SAN FRANCISCO BAY CA//00/N3//
COMNAVIUWGRU ONE//00/N3//
USS CORONADO
USS BONHOMME RICHARD
USS PEARL HARBOR
THIRDFLT OPFOR
CG MCWL QUANTICO VA//JJJ//
NCWGRUONE//JJJ//

COMSUBDEVRON TWELVE
COMSPECBOATRON ONE
NAVSPECWARUNIT ONE
FLTIMAGCOMPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3//
APL JHU LAUREL MD//00/D6//
COMNAVWARDEVCOM DIV NORFOLK VA//N3/N8//
NAVPGSCOL MONTEREY CA
BT
UNCLAS //N03500//
THIS IS PART ONE OF A TWO PART MSG. PART TWO OF TWO IS
281851ZAUG98.
MSGID/GENADMIN/COMTHIRDFLT//
SUBJ/FLEET BATTLE EXPERIMENT ECHO (FBE E) - DRAFT
CONCEPT OF
EXPERIMENT (SITREP NUMBER 0NE)//
REF/A/RMG/COMTHIRDFLT/112247ZJUN98//
REF/B/RMG/CINCPACFLT/242357ZAUG98//
REF/C/RMG/CG I MEF/030316ZJUL98//
NARR/REF A IS REPORT FROM KERNAL BLITZ/EXTENDING
THE LITTORAL
BATTLESPACE ACTD/URBAN WARRIOR/FLEET BATTLE
EXPERIMENT ECHO
CONFERENCE 6 MAY 1998. REF B IS EXERCISE KB99
PRELIMINARY PLANNING
MEETING MINUTES. REF C IS I MEF'S CAMPAIGN PLAN FOR
URBAN WARRIOR
99//
POC/OLSON/CDR/J521/C3F/TEL:619- 524-9519/9563/9553/9527/
DSN:
524-XXXX/POTS: 619-545-7581/E MAIL: NIPRNET
U521C3F(AT)CORONADO.NAVY.MIL/ SIPRNET
J521C3F(AT)CORONADO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL //
POC/WELLS/CDR/MBC/NAVWARCOL/TEL:COMM (401)
841-7057/TEL:DSN

948-7057/E MAIL: NIPRNET WELLSW(AT)NWC.NAVY.MIL E
MAIL: SIPRNET
WELLSW(AT)NWCDSD1.CNO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL//
POC/MITCHELL/LCDR/MBC PAC DET/TEL: COMM (619)
524-9523/TEL: DSN
524-9523/E-MAIL: U511(AT) CORONADO.NAVY.MIL: SIPRNET:
S524C3F(AT)CORONADO.NAVY.SMI/.MIL//
RMKS/1. INTRODUCTION: THE PURPOSE OF THIS MESSAGE IS
TO DESCRIBE IN
DETAIL THE CONCEPT OF THE FLEET BATLE EXPERIMENT
ECHO AND IT
RELATIONSHIP TO KERNAL BLITZ 99 (KB99), URBAN
WARRIOR (UW) AND
EXTENDING THE LITTORAL BATTLESPACE ACTD (ELB ACTD).
FLEET BATTLE
EXPERIMENT (FBE) SERIES IS A CNO INITIATIVE TO
EVALUATE FUTURE
TECHNOLOGIES AND CONCEPTS THROUGH OPERATIONAL
EXPERIMENTATION IN THE
FLEET FOR EARLY WARFIGHTER FEEDBACK, RAPID
PROTOTYPING AND DETAILED
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT IN SUPPORT OF JOINT VISION 2010.
THE MARITIME
BATTLE CENTER, UNDER THE NAVAL WARFARE
DEVELOPMENT COMMAND AND THE
NAVAL WAR COLLEGE, IS THE CNO'S AGENT FOR CONCEPTS
BASED
EXPERIMENTATION AND WILL ACT IN SUPPORT OF
COMTHIRDFLT FOR PLANNING,
COORDINATION AND EXECUTION OF FBE E.
2. FBE HISTORY: THE FBE PROCESS BEGAN WITH FBE ALFA
CONDUCTED IN
MARCH 1997 BY COMTHIRDFLT IN CONJUNCTION WITH
MARINE CORPS

WARFIGHTING LAB HUNTER WARRIOR EXPERIMENT. FBE
ALFA FOCUS WAS (1)
SEA BASED C2 IN SUPPORT OF SPECIAL MAGTF AFLOAT (2)
RING OF FIRE
(ROF) NETWORK CENTRIC LAND ATTACK CONCEPT AND, (3)
NAVY AREA TAMD
CONCEPT.
A. THE SECOND EXPERIMENT, FBE BRAVO, WAS CONDUCTED
IN SEP 97 BY
COMTHIRDFLT AND BUILT ON THE CONCEPTS AND LESSONS
LEARNED FROM FBE
ALFA, SPECIFICALLY (1) REFINEMENT OF THE RING OF FIRE
CONCEPT AND,
(2) C4ISR ARCHITECTURE AND TTP IN SUPPORT OF THE
TARGETING PROCESS
FOR GPS GUIDED MUNITIONS.
B. FBE CHARLIE WAS CONDUCTED IN MAY 1998 BY
COMSECONDFLT AND
EXPERIMENTED WITH (1) JTAMD TTP ASSOCIATED WITH A
SINGLE INTEGRATED
AIR PICTURE (SIAP) AND AADC CONCEPT AND, (2) TTP FOR
JOINT FIRES CELL
USING THE RING OF FIRE CONCEPT.
C. FBE DELTA WILL BE CONDUCTED 24 OCTOBER - 02
NOVEMBER 1998 BY
COMSEVENTHFLT IN CONJUNCTION WITH FOAL EAGLE 98.
OVERARCHING THEME
FOR FBE D IS NET CENTRIC WARFARE APPLICATIONS IN A
JOINT AND COMBINED
ENVIRONMENT FOR KOREAN THEATER SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL / STRATEGIC
WARFIGHTING ISSUES. FBE D PRIMARY FOCUS AREAS WILL
BE:
(A) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT. RING OF FIRE NETWORK

CENTRIC
WARFARE APPLICATIONS TO 5027 WARFIGHTING
REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND
ATTACK, COUNTER SOF (CSOF) AND COUNTERFIRE (CF).
(B) FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION. JOINT THEATER AIR AND
MISSILE
DEFENSE (JTAMD) WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON ACTIVE
DEFENSE SIMULATING
NAVY AREA CAPABILITY (SM2 BLK IVA), ATTACK
OPERATIONS SUPPORTED BY
SENSOR TO SHOOTER TECHNOLOGIES AND RING OF FIRE
CONCEPT AND,
DISTRIBUTED COLLABORATIVE PLANNING USING COMPASS.
FBE D IS A CRITICAL
ENABLER TO FBE ECHO.
3. FLEET BATTLE EXPERIMENT ECHO (FBE E): FBE E UNDER
COMTHIRDFLT
FLEET OPERATIONAL SPONSORSHIP, IS SCHEDULED TO BE
CONDUCTED IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE C3F/I MEF EXERCISE KERNAL
BLITZ 99, THE MARINE
CORPS WARFIGHTING LAB'S (MCWL) ADVANCED
WARFIGHTING EXPERIMENT (AWE)
URBAN WARRIOR (UW), AND THE OFFICE OF NAVAL
RESEARCH SPONSORED
EXTENDED LITTORAL BATTLESPACE (ELB) ADVANCED
CONCEPT TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATION (ACTD). IAW REFERENCES (A)AND (B)
KERNAL BLITZ HAS
DEVELOPED AS THE UMBRELLA EXERCISE FOR FBE E, UW
AND ELB. IT WILL BE
CONDUCTED IN THREE MAJOR PHASES TIED TOGETHER BY A
SINGLE SCENARIO:
A. PHASE ONE - STABILITY OPERATIONS. 10-25 MARCH 99 IN

THE
NORCAL OPAREA
B. PHASE TWO - ADVANCED FORCE OPERATIONS. 12-16 APRIL
IN SOCAL
OPAREA
C. PHASE THREE - AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT OPERATIONS 19-30
APRIL IN
SOCAL OPAREA.
(THIS MESSAGE WILL FOCUS ONLY ON THE PORTIONS OF KB
99 PERTAINING TO
FBE E.)
4. CONCEPT OF EXPERIMENT. THE OVERARCHING CONCEPT
OF FBE ECHO IS TO
EXPERIMENT WITH PROCESSES TO MAKE US A MORE
EFFECTIVE FIGHTING FORCE
IN THE LITTORAL. THE PROPOSED HYPOTHESIS IS:
"NEW PROCESSES SUPPORTED BY TECHNOLOGY ALLOW THE
NAVY TO ENTER AND
REMAIN IN THE LITTORALS INDEFINITELY WITH THE
ABILITY TO PROVIDE
LOGISTICS, FIRES AND C2 SUPPORT TO FORCES ASHORE."
THE EXPERIMENT WILL BE DESIGNED TO EMPLOY NEW/
EMERGING OPERATIONAL
CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGIES TO COUNTER THE SERIOUS
POTENTIAL THREATS
WHICH WILL BE FACED WHEN OPERATING IN THE
LITTORALS. DURING PHASE I
FBE E WILL BE CLOSELY COORDINATED WITH, AND SUPPORT,
THE MCWL AWE
URBAN WARRIOR. PRIMARY FBE E FOCUS AREAS ARE:
A. DOMINANT MANEUVER. THREAT-BASED DOMINANT
MANEUVER
EXPERIMENTS WILL BE IN ASYMMETRICAL MARITIME AND
TRADITIONAL MARITIME

ENVIRONMENTS.
(1) ASYMMETRICAL MARITIME DOMINANCE EXPERIMENTS
WILL EXAMINE
OUR ABILITY TO OPERATE IN THE LITTORAL WHEN THERE IS
A
NON-TRADITIONAL (I.E. NOT A NATIONAL MILITARY)
THREAT. THE ABILITY OF
THE NAVY TO BRING MARINES INTO AN ENCLOSED URBAN
LITTORAL ENVIRONMENT
AND STAY ON STATION TO PROVIDE C2 SUPPORT, SEA BASED
LOGISTIC
SUPPORT, AND FORCE PROTECTION IS FUNDAMENTAL TO
THE CONCEPT OF
"FORWARD...FROM THE SEA". THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES IN
ASYMMETRIC
THREAT EXPERIMENTATION WILL BE:
- MINE WARFARE. COUNTER MINING BY CLANDESTINE
GROUPS. JCM
ACTD WILL INCORPORATE NEW ORGANIC AND NONORGANIC SENSORS TO COUNTER
THE DISRUPTION OF A COMMERCIAL PORT BY MINE
EQUIPPED TERRORISTS.
CONTRL OF MCM EFFORT FROM THE ECOC.
- PROVISION OF IMPROVED TARGETING AND SENSOR GRIDS
TO
MOBILE INSHORE UNDERSEA WARFARE UNIT (MIUWU)
CONTROLLING INSHORE BOAT
UNITS (IBU) TO PROTECT FORCES FROM UNKNOWN AND
UNPREDICTABLE ENEMIES.
- LITTORAL DEFENSE MONITORING WITH MIUWU WITH
LITTORAL
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM (LSS).
- DETECTION/TRACKING/CLASSIFICATION OF THREAT
TRACKS

(2) MARITIME DOMINANCE IS BASED ON OUR ABILITY TO
ESTABLISH
THE TRADITIONAL CONCEPT OF AIR, SURFACE AND
SUBSURFACE SUPERIORITY IN
THE BATTLE SPACE WHERE WE ARE OPERATING.
EXPERIMENTATION IN MARITIME
DOMINANCE WILL FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS IN UNDERSEA
WARFARE (USW):
- COMMAND AND CONTROL. DEVELOPMENT OF A SINGLE
INTEGRATED
PICTURE OF THE UNDERSEA BATTLE SPACE WHICH ENABLES
IMPROVED SEARCH
PLANNING AND MORE RAPID USW OPERATIONS BY A MORE
EFFICIENT USE OF
AVAILABLE SENSORS TO COVER THE AREA OF INTEREST.
- ADVANCED SENSORS. USE OF A VARIETY OF UNMANNED,
FIXED/MOBILE, ACOUSTIC/NON-ACOUSTIC SENSORS IN A
SENSOR GRID.
- JOINT COUNTERMINE ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATION
B. PRECISION ENGAGEMENT. RING OF FIRE (ROF) NETWORK
CENTRIC
WARFARE APPLICATIONS IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY
CONDUCTING INTERDICTION, STRIKE AND COUNTERFIRE
(CF). SPECIFIC FOCUS
ON IMPROVING THE SENSOR GRID AND ABILITY TO QUICKLY
DEVELOP TARGETING
DATA SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE TO SUPPORT EMERGING
PRECISION WEAPONS.
THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES IN PRECISION ENGAGEMENT
EXPERIMENTATION WILL
BE:
- APPLICATION OF ROF IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT

- USE OF UAVS AND OTHER UNMANNED SENSORS
- INCREASED USE OF CAS
- PRODUCTION AND DISSEMINATION OF QUICK REACTION,
ON-LINE
ELECTRONIC TARGET FOLDERS
- TLAM OPERATIONAL TEST LAUNCH (OTL). DIGITAL
TASKING BY ROF
AND LAND ATTACK WARFARE SYSTEM (LAWS). AIMPOINT
GENERATION
USING THE PRECISION TARGETING WORKSTATION. (STILL TO
BE
COORDINATED WITH PEO(CU))
- MORE ROBUST WEAPON-TARGET PAIRING ALGORITHMS
- CONTINUED EXPERIMENTATION WITH LAWS,
PARTICULARLY EXPANSION
TO DYNAMIC 4D (LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, ALTITUDE AND
TIME)
DECONFLICTION AND SCALEABLE FIRE SUPPORT CENTER.
ASSESS USE
OF LAWS IN COUNTERING THE ASYMMETRIC MARITIME
THREAT. USE OF
LAWS IN E2C BATTLE MANAGEMENT ROLE
- EXPLORE SENSOR TO SHOOTER TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS
JSTARS AND
UAV AS THEY APPLY TO LITTORAL AND URBAN
ENVIRONMENT,
INCLUDING WMD THREATS, WITHIN A JOINT STRIKE CENTER.
- EXPANSION TO DYNAMIC 4D DECONFLICTION BY
INCORPORATION OF
LINK 16.
- SACCEX USING ROF TO PROVIDE FIRE SUPPORT TO A
SACC,FSCC,FSE
AND FORWARD OBSERVER SIMULTANEOUSLY
- JOINT STRIKE UTILIZING JSIPS-N

C. FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION. FORCE PROTECTION IN
JOINT THEATER
AIR AND MISSILE DEFENSE (JTAMD) WITH SPECIAL
EMPHASIS ON ACTIVE
DEFENSE SIMULATING NAVY AREA PROTECTION
CAPABILITY, ATTACK OPERATIONS
SUPPORTED BY SENSOR TO SHOOTER TECHNOLOGIES AND
RING OF FIRE CONCEPT
AND DISTRIBUTED COLLABORATIVE PLANNING USING
COMPASS. SPECIFIC
EXPERIMENTAL FOCUS ON:
- UOES LINEBACKER CRUISER (LOCAL OR REMOTE) TO
ENHANCE
PROTECTION
- ROF APPLICATIONS TO ATTACK OPERATIONS
- REFINEMENT OF THEATER FUTURE CONCEPT OF
OPERATIONS FOR NAVY
LINEBACKER CRUISERS
- AADC MODULE AT SEA IN SUPPORT OF JFC. SEA BASED
FORCE
PROTECTION FOR NAVAL FORCES CONDUCTING OPERATIONS
ASHORE.
- WMD CONOPS
- END TO END TADIL CONNECTIVITY
D. FOCUSED LOGISTICS. CONCEPT AND EXPERIMENT UNDER
DEVELOPMENT.
- SEA BASED LOGISTICS FOR RESUPPLY OF THE NAVAL
FORCE AND
FORCES ASHORE. THE NAVY AND MARINE CORPS WILL BE
ABLE TO
SUSTAIN COMBAT TROOPS ASHORE FROM SHIPS AT SEA
WITHOUT
BUILDING A LARGE BEACHHEAD.
E. INFORMATION SUPERIORITY. PROVISION AND

PROTECTION OF TIMELY
AND ACCURATE FULL SPECTRUM INFORMATION.
- PROTECTION OF COMPUTER NETWORKS BY PROTECTING
THE INGRESS
POINTS ASHORE.
- CORRELATION AND FUSION OF OPERATIONAL, THEATER
AND TACTICAL
SOURCE DATA WITH ENHANCED DISPLAYS FOR QUICK
UNDERSTANDING
BY THE COMMANDER AND THE ENTIRE FORCE
- UTILIZATION OF INTELLIGENCE PRESENTATION AND
COLLECTION
MANAGEMENT TOOLS
- MONITORING THE STATUS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS AT
SEA AND THOSE
PRIMARY SERVERS THAT COMMUNICATE FROM THE SHORE
- SATELLITE MONITORING TO QUICKLY DETERMINE THE
HEALTH AN
STATUS OF VITAL OFF SHIP LINKS.
F. OTHER EXPERIMENTAL INITIATIVES.
(1) CASUALTY MANAGEMENT
- ADVANCED TELEMEDICINE TO PROVIDE REAL TIME
MONITORING
AND MEDICAL SUPPORT TO COMBAT TROOPS ASHORE.
- EXPERIMENTS WITH REMOTE CASUALTY LOCALIZATION
- ELECTRONIC WATCHBOARD INTEGRATION
- FIELD MONITORING OF PATIENT STATUS AND IN-TRANSIT
CASUALTY FLOW MATRIX.
(2) CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS.
- NON-COMBATANT CASUALTY MANAGEMENT AND
EXTRACTION IN A
CIVIL-MILITARY NEO. INCORPORATE SUPPORT FROM THE
CENTER
OF EXCELLENCE FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT AND

HUMANITARIAN
ASSISTANCE(CEDMHA).
- CHEMICAL BIOLOGICAL TERRORIST ATTACK AND
DESTRUCTION/CAPTURE OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES. USE
OF THE
COUNTER PROLIFERATION ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
SYSTEM
(CAPS).
(3) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL. THE ENHANCED/
EXPERIMENTAL
COMBAT OPERATIONS CENTER (ECOC), INSTALLED IN
CORONADO WILL BE MANNED
WITH ONE NAVAL COMMANDER AND STAFF COMMANDING
THE BATTLE BOTH ON THE
LAND AND ON/UNDER THE SEA IN THE ASSIGNED JOINT
OPERATIONS AREA. THIS
STAFF WILL REPORT TO THE JOINT TASK FORCE
COMMANDER.
5. SCENARIO, FORCE REQUIREMENTS AND PHASES OF
EXPERIMENTATION.
IAW REF A THE SCENARIO THAT HAS BEEN AGREED UPON TO
BE USED TO TIE
THE THREE PHASES OF KERNAL BLITZ TOGETHER IS THE
PROVISION OF U.S.
SUPPORT TO THE COUNTRY OF GREEN AS IT STRUGGLES
AGAINST ORANGE
REGULAR FORCES AND ORANGE SUPPORTED INSURGENTS.
A. PHASE I STABILITY OPERATIONS (10-25 MARCH). THIS
PHASE
INVOLVES THE USE OF FORWARD DEPLOYED NAVAL FORCES
IN A LOW TO MID
INTENSITY CONFLICT ON BEHALF OF US INTERESTS AND
THOSE OF FRIENDLY
NATION, GREEN. THIS PHASE WILL BE CONDUCTED IN

CONCERT WITH THE MCWL
EXPERIMENT URBAN WARRIOR. A MARINE SPECIAL PURPOSE
MAGTF WILL CONDUCT
A SERIES OF DISCRETE, NON-CONTIGUOUS OPERATIONS FOR
URBAN WARRIOR
AWE. NAVAL OPERATIONS AGAINST ASYMMETRIC THREATS
WILL BE CONDUCTED
IN AN URBAN LITTORAL ENVIRONMENT. THE
EXPERIMENTAL FOCUS IS MARITIME
DOMINANCE AGAINST ASYMMETRIC THREATS SUCH AS SOF
SUBMARINES, MINES,
SWIMMERS AND SPEEDBOATS WITH UNCONVENTIONAL AND
WMD PAYLOADS, WHILE
SIMULTANEOUSLY CONDUCTING INTERDICTION AND
STRIKE.
(1) OPERATIONAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS.
- USS CORONADO. EMBARKED COMTHIRDFLT, I MEF,
SPECIAL
PURPOSE MAGTF, EXERCISE CONTROL ELEMENTS. SPACES
TO BE
MANNED: JAOC, JOC, ECOC,CMOC, JMC, JISE, JSC
- USS BON HOMME RICHARD. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP
MAGTF
- USS PEARL HARBOR. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP MAGTF
- USS PORT ROYAL OR LAKE ERIE (UOES EQUIPPED CG)
(REMOTE OR
LOCAL)
- ONE DDG W/ 5.0.Z AEGIS SOFTWARE.
- COMPHIBRON 5
- SCUD BRIGADE: MEF DUMP TRUCKS W/FIWC SCUD SHAPES
- TACAIR W/RTIC FM NAWC CL
- ONE MOBILE INSHORE UNDERSEA WARFARE UNIT (MIUWU)
WITH
SYSTEM UPGRADE (SU) VAN. PART OF ONE MOBILE ASHORE

SUPPORT TERMINAL II (MAST II). ONE INSHORE BOAT UNIT
(IBU)
- ONE E2C, LAWS EQUIPPED.
- NSWG-1 QUANTUM LEAP SEAL TEAM
- MCMRON
- VSW MCM DET
- EOD DET
- OPFOR TBD (POSSIBLE USE OF COAST GUARD AUXILIARY
PLEASURE CRAFT, SBU, RENTAL JET SKIS, COMBAT
SWIMMERS)
(2) OPERATING AREAS
- NOCAL OPAREAS
- MONTEREY BAY
- SAN FRANCISCO BAY
(3) AREAS OF EXPERIMENTATION
(A) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL
(B) DOMINANT MANEUVER
1. ASYMMETRIC NAVAL THREAT
2. MARITIME DOMINANCE (USW)
(C) CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS
(D) FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION. JOINT THEATER AIR AND
MISSILE
DEFENSE (JTAMD)
(E) FOCUSED LOGISTICS
(F) INFORMATION SUPERIORITY ASSURANCE
B. PHASE II ADVANCED FORCE OPERATIONS 12-16 APRIL 99.
THIS PHASE
WILL BE CONDUCTED IN THE SOCAL OPAREAS IN CONCERT
WITH THE ELB/ACTD.
THIS PHASE INVOLVES THE USE OF NAVAL FORCES IN
ADVANCED FORCE
OPERATIONS IN PREPARATION FOR THE AMPHIBIOUS
ASSAULT PHASE. ELB ACTD
(EMBARKED IN CORONADO) WILL CONDUCT A SERIES OF

DISCRETE BUT RELATED
OPERATIONS TO PREPARE THE LITTORAL BATTLE SPACE FOR
THE INTRODUCTION
OF FOLLOW ON FORCES. SPMAGTF, UAV/ACTD AND C3F WILL
PROVIDE SUPPORT
TO ELB/ACTD.
(1) OPERATIONAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS.
- USS CORONADO. EMBARKED COMTHIRDFLT, I MEF (FWD),
SPMAGTF, AND FBE E EXERCISE CONTROL ELEMENTS.
SPACES TO
BE MANNED: JAOC, JOC, ECOC, CMOC, JMC.
- USS BON HOMME RICHARD. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP
MAGTF
- USS PEARL HARBOR. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP MAGTF
- COMPHIBRON 5
- TACAIR W/RTIC FM NAWC CL
- MIUWU(SU) W/LSS. MAST II.
- ONE SSN (DEDICATED TO EXPERIMENT SUPPORT 8 HRS/
DAY)
- ONE CG47(VLS)/DDG51/DD963(VLS) FOR ELB FIRE SUPPORT
SHIP
- TWO CG/DDG/DD W/ SQQ-89 (SQS-53C/D AND SQQ-19)
- TWO SH-60B
- 1 P-3C/S-3 MISSION PER DAY (ISAR EQUIPPED)
- SMCM/AMCM
- MCMRON
- VSW-MCM DET
- EOD DET
(2) OPERATING AREAS
- SOCAL
- SOAR/SCORE
- CAMP PENDELTON
- SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND
- KINGFISHER RANGE

- SHOBA
- NSAWC
(3) AREAS OF EXPERIMENTATION
(A) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT
(B) MARITIME DOMINANCE
(C) INFORMATION ASSURANCE
C. PHASE III AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT (19-30 APRIL 99). DURING
THIS
PHASE SEPARATE SACEXS WILL BE CONDUCTED FOR 15 TH
MEU/CPR-1, CLF/CATF
AND FBE E. THIS PHASE IS PRIMARILY ORIENTED TOWARD
ACHIEVING THE
LARGE SCALE AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT TRAINING
OBJECTIVES. FBE E
EXPERIMENTATION, DISCRETE FROM THE KERNAL BLITZ
TRAINING EXERCISE,
WILL BE CONDUCTED.
(1) OPERATIONAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS
- USS CORONADO. EMBARKED COMTHIRDFLT, I MEF,
SPMAGTF, AND
FBE E EXERCISE CONTROL ELEMENTS. SPACES TO BE
MANNED:
JAOC, JOC, ECOC, CMOC, JMC.
- USS BON HOMME RICHARD. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP
MAGTF
- USS PEARL HARBOR. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP MAGTF
- ONE DDG
- ONE CG47/DDG51/DD963
- COMPHIBRON 5
- TACAIR (TO BE DEFINED)
(2) OPERATING AREAS
- SOCAL
- CAMP PENDELTON
- SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND

- SHOBA
- NSAWC
(3) AREAS OF EXPERIMENTATION
(A) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT (SACCEX)
(B) CASUALTY MANAGEMENT
(C) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL
(D) FOCUSED LOGISTICS
6. GENERAL FBE E COORDINATION ISSUES.
A. OPNAV N6 WILL COORDINATE FUNDING TO SUPPORT FBE
E. DETAILED
FUNDING RQMTS DOCUMENTATION WILL BE COMPLETED
SEPCOR IN SUPPORT OF
INITIATIVES WITH MUST HAVES AND PRIORITIESS
ESTABLISHED.
B. MBC WILL PROPOSE WARGAME TO BE CONDUCTED AT
NAVWARCOL DEC 98.
SPECIFICS YO BE PROVIDED BY MBC SEPCOR.
C. MBC WILL FORWARD FLEET AND NATIONAL SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS FOR
FBE E TO C3F NLT 30 SEPT.
7. COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES/ACTION ITEMS. BELOW IS A
PROPOSED LIST
THAT WILL BE FINALIZED AT INITIAL PLANNING
CONFERENCE 22-24 SEP 98.
AT THE IPC ALL COMMANDS/AGENCIES WITH
EXPERIMENTAL PROCESSES AND/OR
SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL BE USED TO SATISFY
THE CONCEPTS
LISTED IN THIS MSG ARE TO IDENTIFY (NAME) THE
EXPERIMENT/DEMONSTRATION AND THE EQUIPMENT/
SYSTEM INVOLVED. IF NOT
IDENTIFIED AT THE IPC ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS/
DEMONSTRATIONS WILL ONLY
BE ACCEPTED ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS.

A. C3F
(1) COORDINATE AND PROVIDE OPERATIONAL FORCES
(2) COORDINATE NAVY PARTICIPATION AND COMBINED/
JOINT FORCES
(3) PROMULGATE PERIODIC SITREPS
(4) NAVAL OCE FOR KB 99
(5) DOMESTIC USE CLEARANCE FOR NATIONAL, THEATER
AND TACTICAL
SENSORS
(6) TBMD COORDINATION WITH BMDO / KB 99 FORCES
(7) COORDINATE LOGISTICS SUPPORT FOR FBE
OBSERVERS/ANALYSTS/OPERATORS AFLOAT (ARRANGE
FLIGHTS ON/OFF
SHIPS AS REQUIRED, BERTHING)
(8) SATELLITE COMMUNICATION REQUESTS
(9) DEVELOP MANNING REQUIREMENTS FOR NAVAL
COMMAND AND CONTROL
ORGANIZATIONS.
(10) DEVELOP AND EXECUTE PUBLIC AFFAIRS PLAN
(11) COORDINATE PLANNING AND PLANNING CONFERENCES
(12) FINAL APPROVAL AUTHORITY FOR ALL EXPERIMENTS
AND TECHNOLOGY
INSTALLS
B. CPG-3
(1) COORDINATE HYDROGRAPHIC/BEACH SURVEY OF
PROPOSED LANDING
AREAS IN MONTEREY AND SAN FRANCISCO.
(2) COORDINATE ASSET PROVISION/EMPLOYMENT WITH
COASTAL INSHORE
UNDERSEA WARFARE GROUP ONE
(3) ASSIST IN DEVELOPMENT, TRAINING AND MANNING OF
ECOC STAFF
(4) COORDINATE AMPHIBIOUS SHIPS REQUIREMENTS/
INSTALLATIONS/TRAINING

C. MBC
(1) WRITE EXPERIMENT CONOPS FOR C3F RELEASE
(2) OVERALL EXPERIMENT COORDINATION
(3) CONDUCT EXPERIMENT WARGAME
(4) CONDUCT EXPERIMENT SCENARIO (COORDINATE WITH
MCWL)
(5) WRITE EXPERIMENT PLAN
(6) EXPERIMENT M&S COORDINATION
(7) COORDINATE WITH MCWL FOR MANNING
REQUIREMENTS IN
EXPERIMENTAL COMBAT OPERATIONS CENTER (ECOC).
(8) BRIEF FBE E AS REQUIRED
(9) BUILD FBE E HOMEPAGE
(10) QUICKLOOK REPORT
D. BMDO CINC ASSESSMENT PROGRAM - USCP
(1) OVERALL JTAMD COORDINATION
(2) COMPASS INSTALLATIONS AND SUPPORT
(3) TMD CELL INSTALL AND SUPPORT
(4) TEST PLAN FOR ASHORE COMPASS NODES
(5) COMPASS CONOPS//
BT
R 281851Z AUG 98
THIS IS PART TWO OF A TWO PART MSG. PART ONE OF TWO IS
281850ZAUG98.
E. PMS 429
(1) LAWS COORDINATION AND SUPPORT
(2) TLHDS COORDINATION
(3) SIM INTEGRATION INTO LAWS
(4) OVERALL ROF COORDINATION
F. NPGS/CNA
(1) MOE / MOP DEVELOPMENT
(2) DATA COLLECTION PLAN
(3) ANALYST COORDINATION
(4) FINAL ANALYSIS REPORT

G. OPNAV N6
(1) RESOURCE SPONSOR
H. OPNAV N865
(1) AADC SPONSORSHIP
(2) NAVY AREA DEFENSE SYSTEM UOES CRUISERS
(LINEBACKER)-TBD
I. NAWCWD
(1) RTS / RTIC COORDINATION AND SUPPORT OVERALL
SENSOR TO
SHOOTER COORDINATION
(2) RANGE SUPPORT
(3) COLLABARATIVE SIMULATION FOR FIGHTER
ENGAGEMENTS
(4) COLLABORATIVE SIMULATION FOR AIR TO GROUND
STRIKES
(5) DEVELOP INTEGRATION TEST PLAN FOR AFLOAT AND
ASHORE
EQUIPMENT
(6) SUPPORT MBC IN COORDINATION AND EXECUTION OF
SYSTEM
INTEGRATION AND TESTING
(7) SUPPORT MBC IN DEVELOPING TRANSITION PLAN FOR
CONCEPTS
AND/OR SYSTEMS THAT SHOW
(8) PROVIDE VIDEO DOCUMENTATION INCLUDING COMBAT
CAMERA
COORDINATION
J. SPAWAR
(1) EXPERIMENT EHF ARCHITECTURE FOR EXPERIMENT
(2) COORDINATE ALL EQUIPMENT INSTALLS FOR USN SHIPS
(3) COORDINATE EHF NECC UPGRADE
(4) SABER INSTALL AND TEST
(5) C4I TECH SUPPORT FOR EXPERIMEN
K. PEO (TAD-SC)

(1) COORDINATE PARTICIPATION BY JHU-APL AADC MODULE
(2) MARS SUPPORT
L. CMWC
(1) PROVIDE MIW FORCES FOR EXPERIMENT
(2) ASSIST IN CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT FOR MIW
8. INITIAL LIST OF MILESTONES
ITEM DATE LEAD
BEACH/SITE SURVEY (SF/MONTEREY) 8-11 SEP C3F
SCRIPTING CONFERENCE (SAN DIEGO) 16-17 SEP MBC
KB IPC (SAN DIEGO) 22-24 SEP C3F/I MEF
MPC (SAN DIEGO) 17-19 NOV C3F/I MEF
UW AWE IPC (SAN FRANCISCO) 06-08 OCT MCWL/IMEF
ADVANCE PARTY (SF) 1-4 DEC MBC/C3F
WARGAME(NEWPORT) 08-10 DEC MBC/C3F
UW AWE MPC (CAMP PEN) 15-17 DEC MCWL/I MEF
KB TRANSPORTATION CONF (SAN DIEGO) 06-08 JAN 99 C3F/I
MEF
KB FPC (SAN DIEGO) 02-04 FEB C3F/IMEF
ADVANCE PARTY (SF) 9-12 FEB MBC/C3F
PHASE ONE STABILITY OPS 10-25 MAR C3F/MBC
FORCES U/W FM SAN DIEGO 10 MAR C3F
UW SUPPORT/LANDING MONTEREY 13 MAR C3F/MCWL
UW/FBE E OPS S.F. BAY 15-18 MAR C3F/MCWL
PVST SAN FRANCISCO 19-21 MAR C3F
U/W S.F 22 MAR C3F
RTP SAN DIEGO 23 MAR C3F
FORCES U/W FM SAN DIEGO 09 APR C3F
PHASE TWO ADVANCED FORCE OPS 12-16 APR C3F/MBC
PHASE THREE AMPHIB LANDING 19-30 APR C3F/MBC
9. C3F/MBC ACTION OFFICERS AND POC:
C3F MBC
A. EXPERIMENT COORDINATOR CDR J.J.OLSON CDR
W.G.WELLS
LT R.DELAURENTIS LCDR R. MITCHELL

B. POELTLER
MAJOR S. WOOD
B. EXPERIMENTATION ACTION OFFICERS
(1) DOMINANT MANEUVER CDR OLSON (J521) B. POELTLER
(A) ASYMMETRIC DOMINANCE CDR OLSON B. POELTLER
LT DELAURENTIS(J5221)
-CG LIAISON LCDR GREEN (J310A) LCDR D. HUNTER
-NIUW LIAISON LCDR GUIZEWICZ (J313) CDR W. LUTHIGER
-LSS LCDR GUIZEWICZ CDR W. LUTHIGER
-SPECWARU LIAISON LCDR WEST(J3SOF) CDR B. KEEPERS
(B) MARITIME DOMINANCE (USW)LCDR PIERSALL(J32) CDR
W. LUTHIGER
LCDR DISHMAN
-ASW LCDR PIERSALL CDR W. LUTHIGER
LCDR DISHMAN
-MIW/EOD/JCM ACTD LCDR GUIZEWICZ CDR W. LUTHIGER
(2) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT LT BREWSTER(J310B1) LCDR R.
MITCHELL
STRIKE CENTER
-URBAN ROF LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
FCC TAYLOR(J310B2)
-FUSION CORRELATION LCDR SHANOWER (J21) LCDR R.
MITCHELL
LT TAYLOR (J242)
-BDA/TARGETING/SENSORS LCDR SHANOWER LCDR R.
MITCHELL
LT TAYLOR
-TACTICAL NATIONAL CUEING LT TAYLOR LCDR R.
MITCHELL
-WMD CELL LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
-SACCEX LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
FCC TAYLOR
-TLAM OTL LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
FCC TAYLOR

-UAV LCDR SHANOWER LCDR R. MITCHELL
(3) FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION LCDR GOTTFRIED(J503) R.
BALACONIS
-JTAMD LCDR GOTTFRIED R. BALACONIS
-SOF SUPPORT LCDR WEST CDR B. KEEPERS
-ROF APPLICATIONS LT BREWSTER LCDR. R. MITCHELL
(4) CASUALTY MANAGEMENT LCDR RASMUSSEN(J00S) CDR
M. OTTLINGER
(5) CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS LCDR RASMUSSEN CDR M.
OTTLINGER
-CHEM/BIO LCDR RASMUSSEN CDR M. OTTLINGER
-COUNTER PROLIFERATION LCDR SHANOWER CDR M.
OTTLINGER
ANALYSIS AND PLANNING (CAPS)
(6) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL COL HAMMES(J00M) B.
POELTLER
-ECOC MANNING/ORGANIZATION CDR DRISCOLL(J51) B.
POELTLER
CDR STEERS(J52) LCDR R. MITCHELL
LTC SCOTT(J5D)
- ECOC SYSTEMS/INSTALLATION MR. BRITTIAN (J6T)
(7) INFO SUPERIORITY ASSURANCE LCDR SCANLON(J63)
LCDR R. MITCHELL
- SATELLITE MONITORING LT DAVIS(J61) LCDR R. MITCHELL
- NETWORK INGRESS POINTS LCDR SCANLON LCDR R.
MITCHELL
- COMPUTER NETWORK MONITORING MS. HAMILTON(J6J)
MAJOR S. WOOD
MR. BRITTIAN
- RED CELL/INTRUSION LT WITT(J331) MAJOR S. WOOD
(8) FOCUSED LOGISTICS LCDR DUNCAN(J41) LCDR R.
MITCHELL
C. SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
(1) PUBLIC AFFAIRS LCDR HAEG(J00P) B. RUSSELL

(2) LOGISTICS SUPPORT LCDR DUNCAN MAJOR S. WOOD
(3) EXERCISE CONTROL CDR STEERS B. POELTLER
-OPFOR LCDR WEST CDR D. SUMMER
LCDR GREEN LCDR D. HUNTER
(4) DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS MR. LYNN(J5C NA) DR.
A. CALLAHAN
(5) MODELING AND SIM MR. LYNN G. PURSER
(5) LEGAL CDR RODGERS(J00J) CDR G. WELLS
(6) C4I INSTALLATIONS CDR MILLER(J65) CDR G. WELLS
MR. BRITTIAN
(7) HOME PAGE TBD TBD
D. LIAISON AND SUPPORT COORDINATION
(1) URBAN WARRIOR CDR OLSON MAJOR S. WOOD
CDR DRISCOLL
LTC SCOTT
LCDR WEST
(2) ELB ACTD COL HAMMES CDR G. WELLS
CDR OLSON
CDR MILLER
LCDR GUIZEWICZ
LT DELAUERENTIS
MR. BRITTIAN
(3)KERNAL BLITZ LTC SCOTT MAJOR S WOOD
10. TO CONTACT C3F:
A. UNCLAS EMAIL:LOWER CASE: UXXXXC3F(AT)
CORONADO.NAVY.MIL
SIPRNET EMAIL: LOWER CASE SXXXXC3F(AT)
CORONADO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL
XXXX EQUALS THE JCODE WITHOUT THE J. FOR EXAMPLE
J521: U521 OR S521
A. TEL NRS: 619-524-XXXX. DSN 524-XXXX
J00P HAEG 9562
J00J RODGERS 9511
J00M HAMMES 9510

J00S RASMUSSEN 9541
J2/ 9513/9512/9534
SHANOWER 9513
WITT 9512
TAYLOR, LT 9534
J3/9515/9536/5507/6330/6420
WEST 9515
GREEN 9536
BREWSTER 5507
TAYLOR, FCC 6330
GUZIEWICZ 9536
PIERSALL 6420
J4/9516
DUNCAN 9516
J5/9517/9519/9553/9564/9527/9563
OLSON 9563
DELAURENTIS 9527
SCOTT 9553
GOTTFRIED 9527
SCHULLER 9564
DRISCOLL 9519
J6/9514/9522/9532/9533
BRITTIAN 9514
SCALLON 9532
MILLER 9533
DAVIS 9514
7. THIS SITREP HAS BEEN COORDINATED WITH SUPPORTING
AGENT FOR FBE E,
MARITIME BATTLE CENTER. POC IS CDR GREG WELLS, (401)
841-7057 DSN
948-7057; SIPRNET WELLSW
NWCDSD1.CNO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL;UNCLAS WELLSW
NWC.NAVY.MIL//

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: wiring match to 737 yaw damper problem

Dear Mike, here's a match and explanation for the article in
AVFlash.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

LATEST UNCOMMANDED B737 ROLL GRABS
ATTENTION...
Another incident involving an uncommanded roll of a Boeing
737 occurred
Tuesday when a US Airways Metrojet 737-200 banked
unexpectedly while
cruising at FL330 during a flight from Orlando, Fla., to Hartford,

Conn.
The crew shut off hydraulic power to the rudder's power-control
unit
before switching to a backup system, then made an emergency
landing in
Baltimore. The anomaly involved an uncommanded left yoke
deflection and
offset rudder pedals. This in-flight incident followed last
Friday's
discovery of stiff rudder pedals on a UAL 737 during preflight at
the
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/gbgji.htm
Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Aircraft Incident Report No: 1/98 (EW/C95/10/4)
Report on the incident to Boeing 737-236 Advanced, G-BGJI 15
nm north-west of Bournemouth International Airport on 22
October 1995
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Registered Owner:
British Airways PLC
Operator:
British Airways PLC
Aircraft Type:
Boeing 737-236 Advanced
Nationality:
British
Registration:
G-BGJI
Place of Incident:
15 nm north-west of
Bournemouth International
Airport
Latitude: 50¡ 55.72' North
Longitude: 002¡ 12.55' East
Date and Time:
22 October 1995 at 1609 hrs
All times in this report are UTC

Synopsis

The incident was notified promptly to the Air Accidents
Investigation Branch (AAIB) by the operator and the
investigation began that evening. The AAIB team comprised Mr
D F King (Investigator-in-Charge),
Mr P D Gilmartin (Operations), Mr C G Pollard (Engineering), Mr
S W Moss (Engineering), Mr A N Cable (Engineering) Ms A Evans
(Flight Recorders).
The crew reported at 1330 hrs at Gatwick to carry out a postheavy maintenance check, test flight on the aircraft. The first
officer (F/O) completed the external check, while the commander
completed the 'Flight
Deck Preparation' items of the aircraft checklist. A Standby
(STBY) Rudder system check was carried out with no
abnormalities noted and during taxi before take-off, the Yaw
Damper indicator showed normal
response to turns.
When the aircraft was in straight and level flight at FL200 with an
indicated airspeed of 290 kt, Autopilot and Autothrottle engaged
and Yaw Damper ON, the aircraft experienced roll/yaw
oscillations. The
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) showed that the Autopilot and
Autothrottle were disengaged, and the commander reported that
the Yaw Damper was switched OFF but the crew were unable to
stop the oscillations.
A MAYDAY call was broadcast at 1609 hrs. The crew had the
impression that the bank angle would have continued to increase
had opposite roll control inputs not been applied.
A descent was made to around FL75 and as the airspeed was
allowed to reduce towards 250 kt the oscillations began to decay

rapidly and stopped. The total duration of the roll/yaw event
was about seven
minutes.
A low speed handling check was carried out, and it was found
that the aircraft handled well at a speed 150 kt, with Flap 15
¡ selected and with the landing gear down. It was decided to
return to London Gatwick
Airport in this configuration, and the MAYDAY was downgraded
to a PAN. The crew recovered the aircraft to Gatwick without
further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
(i)
Contamination of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler, in the
Electronic and Equipment Bay, by an unidentified fluid
had occurred
at some time prior to the incident flight and compromised
the function
of its pin to pin insulation.
(ii)
Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between
certain adjacent
pins had affected the phase and magnitude of the signals
transmitted to
the Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby stimulating a forced
Dutch Roll
mode of the aircraft.
(iii)
The location of the Electronic and Equipment (E&E) Bay,
beneath the

cabin floor in the area of the aircraft doors, galleys and
toilets made it
vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
(iv)
The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch Roll
oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the
malfunctioning
Yaw Damper system.

Four safety recommendations were made.
1 Factual information
1.1 History of the flight
1.1.1 Pre-flight checks
The crew reported at 1330 hrs at Gatwick to carry out a post-P6
maintenance check (¤1.6.6.1) test flight on the aircraft. The first
officer (F/O) completed the external check, while the commander
completed the
'Flight Deck Preparation' items of the aircraft checklist. The fuel
load was 10,500 kg, with about 2,000 kg in the centre tank.
Neither wing tank was full, with the right wing containing more
fuel than the left
because of earlier ground running of the engines and the
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU).
As the APU was not available, due to the unserviceability of its
fire detection system which was damaged during final closure of
its cover panels, a ground air start was made on both engines. A

Standby
(STBY) Rudder system check was carried out with no
abnormalities noted. The take-off configuration warning check
was carried out which entailed selecting Flap 25¡. During this
selection there was a
momentary double hydraulic 'A' system low pressure warning,
indicating failure of the output from both engine driven pumps,
but this quickly cleared and did not repeat itself.
During taxi before take-off, the Yaw Damper indicator showed
normal response to turns.
1.1.2 Incident flight
The commander was the handling pilot when, at about 1555 hrs,
the take-off was made from Runway 26L with full power and
Flap 1¡ selected. After take-off, the aircraft was found to be out of
trim laterally,
needing left rudder and left aileron trims to achieve wings level
flight. The crew assessed this to be due to the fuel imbalance. The
crossfeed was opened, and fuel was used from the right wing
tank until lateral
balance was achieved. The fuel system was then returned to
normal and the flight controls then felt normal until the incident
occurred. The remainder of the flight until the recovery to
Gatwick was conducted in
an area between the Southampton VOR and Boscombe Down
Airfield.
The pressurisation system was put in Standby (STBY) mode, with
a cabin altitude of 4,000 feet set and the rate selector set to high
rate. A climb was then carried out in stages to FL200. Handling
was

transferred to the F/O, Autopilot B was engaged in Command
(CMD) mode and the Autothrottle engaged. The STBY cabin
altitude was reset to 13,990 feet to check the passenger oxygen
mask automatic
deployment system, in accordance with the test schedule.
A Spoiler Isolation/upfloat check was also carried out, which
involved selecting the Speedbrake to the 'Flight' detent, then
operating the Spoiler A and B switches to OFF. The commander
went into the cabin to
visually check the spoiler upfloat. The left outboard spoiler
trailing edge was approximately 3 inches up, all others were
about 2 inches up. The ground spoilers were fully retracted. The
commander returned to
the flight deck, reset the Speedbrake lever to down and reset the
Spoiler switches to ON. This was carried out less than two
minutes prior to the start of the incident.
The crew attention then turned to the cabin altitude, which was
climbing as required by the test schedule. Both pilots donned
their oxygen masks as the cabin altitude passed through 10,000
feet and the cabin
altitude horn began to sound. (Note: after the incident, it was
found that the passenger masks had not deployed, indicating that
the cabin altitude had remained below the nominal 14,000 feet
activation altitude)
The aircraft was heading 270¡M at FL200 with an indicated
airspeed of 290 kt, Autopilot B in CMD mode, Autothrottle
engaged and Yaw Damper ON. The aircraft started to roll, which
was initially countered
by the Autopilot applying opposite roll control. The aircraft then
began to oscillate in roll, and oscillatory activity was noted on the

Yaw Damper indicator. On instructions from the commander the
F/O
disconnected the Autopilot and Autothrottle and attempted to
stop the roll oscillations using control wheel inputs. The timing of
these actions was confirmed by the FDR. The commander
recalled switching OFF
the Yaw Damper at this time in accordance with Flight Crew
Notice FCN 38/95, issued in August of 1995. This FCN, issued by
the commander in his capacity as Flight Manager Boeing 737
(Technical
Projects), reflected the revised Boeing procedure for
Uncommanded Yaw or Roll (Appendix 9). The commander then
took control and continued to use control wheel inputs in an
effort to stop the rolling. He
also decided to initiate an immediate descent so that crew oxygen
was no longer a consideration and requested the F/O to retard
the thrust levers.
A MAYDAY call was broadcast at 1609 hrs. In response, Air
Traffic Control (ATC) offered radar vectors to the nearest airport,
which was initially a left turn onto 170¡M. The commander was
reluctant to
apply too much bank in order to turn as the roll excursions would
have resulted in too steep a bank angle at the extremity of the
oscillations. The crew had the impression that the bank angle
would have
continued to increase had opposite roll control inputs not been
applied.
A descent was made to around FL75, with the airspeed
maintained at 290 kt or greater. During the descent, control was
passed between the pilots, with no change in the oscillations. A
further change of

handling pilot occurred when the crew oxygen masks were
removed, again with no noticeable change in aircraft behaviour.
Neither pilot could recall any movement of the rudder pedals and
no deliberate rudder
pedal inputs were made by the crew. Some power was re?applied
once the aircraft had levelled off, and the airspeed was allowed to
decay towards 250 kt. As the aircraft approached this speed, the
oscillations
began to decay rapidly and stopped. The total duration of the
roll/yaw event was about seven minutes.
After the oscillations had stopped, the F/O went back into the
cabin to check for any abnormalities on the wings but found
none. A low speed handling check was carried out, and it was
found that the aircraft
handled well at a speed 150 kt with Flap 15¡ selected and with the
landing gear down . It was decided to return to London Gatwick
Airport in this configuration, and the MAYDAY was downgraded
to a PAN.
The weather at Gatwick for the landing was surface wind
southerly at 5 kt, CAVOK and Runway 08R was in use. The crew
considered that the most appropriate checklist for landing in a
Flap 15¡ configuration
was the One Engine Inoperative Descent/Approach/Landing
checklist, which was actioned.
On checking the Master Caution Recall in the Landing Checklist,
the commander noted that the amber FLT CTL caption was
illuminated. On checking he saw that the Yaw Damper OFF
amber light was
illuminated and he switched the system back ON. However, on
final approach, at about 3,000 feet, he felt that there may have
been a small roll/yaw oscillation commencing. He therefore

switched OFF the
Yaw Damper, and continued the approach for an uneventful
landing at 1644 hrs.
On reaching the maintenance hangar the circuit breaker for the
Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) was 'pulled', but due to the 30
minute duration of the CVR tape the period of the incident had
been erased.
Following the event the crew recalled that, during the initial
climb out, a layer of cloud had been encountered between 3,000
and 4,000 feet, thickness about 500 feet, but the total temperature
was in excess of
+10¡C at that time. There was no cloud above this and no icing
was encountered. At the time of the incident, it was daylight, in
clear air, no turbulence and with a good horizon above a general
overcast.
During debriefing the crew reported that the oscillations were
similar to Dutch Roll, with a period of about 2 to 3 seconds. The
roll control felt normal to apply, with no signs of any mechanical
reversion. There
were no indications of any abnormalities associated with the
hydraulic systems throughout the flight. The characteristics of the
oscillations did not appear to change when the Autopilot was
disengaged.
Following an initial examination of the aircraft (¤1.12.1-2), a test
flight (¤1.16.2) was carried out on 10 November 1995. With
additional recording equipment installed on the aircraft attempts
were made to
reproduce the roll/yaw oscillations.

CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.2 Injuries to persons
Injuries
Crew
Passengers
Others
Fatal
Serious
Minor/None
2
-

1.3 Damage to aircraft
A small panel, the left wing fuel booster pump access panel, was
found to be missing after the incident flight.
1.4 Other damage
None.
1.5 Personnel information
1.5.1

Commander:
Male, aged 44 years
Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Aircraft ratings:
Boeing 737, Viscount, Beech 55/58
Medical certificate:
Class 1, Renewed 26 September
1995
Instrument rating:
Renewed 4 May 1995
Other Ratings:
Instrument Rating Examiner
Type Rating Examiner - Boeing 737
CAA Approved C of A Test Pilot
Last base check:
12 October 1995
Last line check:
20 October 1995
Flying experience:
Total all Types: - 8,290 hours
Total on Boeing 737: - 5,500 hours
Duty time:
2 hours 39 minutes
Previous rest:
In excess of 24 hours
1.5.2
First officer:
Male, aged 44 years
Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Aircraft ratings:
Boeing 737, Vanguard, Beech 55/58

Other ratings:
Instrument Rating Examiner
Type Rating Examiner - Boeing 737
Medical certificate:
Class 1, Renewed 27 July 1995
Instrument rating:
Renewed 3 November 1994
Last base check:
29 March 1995
Last line check:
18 December 1994
Flying experience:
Total all Types: - 8,600 hours
Total on Boeing 737: - 6,000 hours
Duty time:
2 hours 39 minutes
Previous rest:
In excess of 24 hours

1.6 Aircraft information
1.6.1
Leading particulars
Type:
Boeing 737-236 Advanced
Constructor's number:
22030
Date of manufacture:
1980
Certificate of registration:
British Airways, 5 September 1983
Certificate of

airworthiness:
issued 3 October 1995
Total airframe hours:
37,871 hours (20,267 landings)
Engines:
2 Pratt & Whitney JT8D-15
turbofan
Maximum weight
authorised
for take-off:
52,750 kg
Actual take-off weight:
39,376 kg
Estimated weight
at time of incident:
38,300 kg
Estimated fuel remaining
at time of incident:
9,300 kg
Centre of gravity (CG)
at time of incident:
205 inches AoD (Within limits)

1.6.2 Dutch Roll
The Dutch Roll lateral-directional interaction mode is a coupled
banking, sideslipping and yawing motion. It is often oscillatory,
and when lightly damped creates control difficulties for pilots
and discomfort for
passengers. The Dutch Roll motion can begin with a yawing
motion produced by a gust or a rudder input or with a rolling
motion, which in turn results in adverse yaw. If the aircraft is

designed with positive
directional stability the fin tends to re-align the aircraft into the
airflow when the temporary yawing moment stops. However, the
nose does not return to a position of zero sideslip but tends to
overshoot, setting
up the cyclic roll/yaw motion of Dutch Roll. The degree of
dihedral and wing sweep dictate the lateral qualities and the fin
and rudder size influence the directional qualities. If the
oscillation is positively stable
the roll and yaw amplitudes reduce over successive oscillations
and eventually damp out.
The Boeing 737 has natural positive damping in the Dutch Roll
mode, (i.e. the motions reduce in amplitude with each cycle), and
therefore meets the airworthiness requirements for lateraldirectional
oscillations without the need for an active Dutch Roll (yaw)
damping system. Nevertheless, a Yaw Damper is fitted, which,
although not required for flight dispatch, is provided to improve
passenger comfort
by more quickly damping the Dutch Roll oscillations. To provide
active Dutch Roll damping, a rate gyro in the Yaw Damper
Coupler senses yaw motion and feeds a signal to the Yaw
Damper Actuator in the
rudder Power Control Unit (PCU), to oppose the yaw. The period
of the basic aircraft Dutch Roll oscillation for the Boeing 737
without Yaw Damping varies with airspeed, reducing from just
over 4 seconds at
200 kt to 3 seconds at 280 kt ( about 0.25 to 0.33 Hz).
1.6.3 Description of the Yaw Damper system (Appendix 1)
As described in ¤ 1.6.2, the Boeing 737 series of aircraft have

positive lateral directional stability but the aircraft still have a
tendency to 'Dutch Roll' when disturbed, although the
oscillations damp-out over a
period of time. The aircraft are fitted with a Yaw Damper system
which moves the rudder, with limited authority, to oppose such
oscillations. Since it is not essential to the controllability of the
aircraft, the
system is simplex and powered by the 'B' hydraulic system. It
should be noted that the Yaw Damper is independent of the
Autopilot, since the latter has no input into the rudder control.
The principal components of the Yaw Damper system are the Yaw
Damper Coupler located in the E&E Bay and the Yaw Damper
Actuator which is part of the main rudder PCU. The Yaw Damper
Coupler
contains a rate gyro which senses lateral oscillations and, where
these are of a frequency corresponding to the aircraft's natural
Dutch Roll, a signal is output to the actuator to oppose the
motion.
The Yaw Damper Actuator receives the electrical signals from the
Yaw Damper Coupler which modulate an electro-hydraulic valve
which ports hydraulic fluid to the appropriate ends of the
actuator piston.
Movement of this piston is mechanically linked to the input
mechanism of the main PCU, which moves to command rudder
movement. Rudder response is monitored by a Linear Variable
Displacement
Transducer (LVDT) and a feedback position signal is transmitted
back to the Yaw Damper Coupler. The geometry of the linkage is
such that the Yaw Damper authority is limited to +/-3¡ of rudder
movement on
this Boeing 737?200. Yaw Damper motion is not transmitted back

to the pilot through the rudder pedals. A small indicator in the
cockpit advises the pilot of any Yaw Damper activity.
1.6.4 Activation of the Yaw Damper system
The pilot can select the Yaw Damper ON and OFF using an
engage switch on the flight deck overhead panel. Appendix 1
shows the layout of the Flight Control panel in the cockpit
overhead (Figure 1) and a
highly simplified electrical schematic diagram (Figure 2) which
shows only those circuits involved in effecting engagement of the
Yaw Damper system. All the major electrical circuits affecting the
operation of
the Yaw Damper system are supplied from dedicated 28V dc and
115V ac circuit breakers. As depicted in the schematic, the Yaw
Damper is switched OFF but the B Flight Control switch is in the
normal,
guarded, ON position.
For the system to become active, the Yaw Damper Actuator has to
be supplied with hydraulic power via a solenoid-controlled
hydraulic shut-off valve (SOV). This solenoid opens the valve
when it receives a
28V dc supply from the Yaw Damper engage switch on the Flight
Controls panel, via contacts in the k12 relay which is in the
Autopilot Accessory Unit . The solenoid of relay k12 is supplied
with 28V dc from
the Yaw Damper Coupler (pin 12 of Connector D295), provided
that a logic circuit within the coupler senses that 115V ac is
available at pin 2, and that 28V dc has been applied to pin 14 of
D295 from the Yaw
Damper engage switch. D295 is the connector joining the Yaw
Damper Coupler to the aircraft wiring. The solenoid of k12 relay

is earthed through the time delay circuits within the Autopilot
Accessory Unit,
which cause this relay to operate 2 seconds after the engage
switch is operated.
When relay k12 is energised, three sets of contacts relevant to the
Yaw Damper system, annotated a, b, & c on the schematic, are
switched. When switched ON, the contact 'a' supplies 28V dc to a
number of
additional circuits in the Yaw Damper Coupler; contact 'b'
supplies the 28V dc from the Yaw Damper switch to the SOV
solenoid (as above); contact 'c' breaks an earth path for the 'Yaw
Damper' light on the
Flight Control panel and extinguishes the light which, when
illuminated, indicates that the Yaw Damper is not in operation.
The Yaw Damper switch is spring loaded to the OFF position and
is held ON electro-magnetically. The hold on solenoid is
permanently connected to the 28V dc supply to the switch and
takes its earth from the
Yaw Damper interrupter circuits in the Autopilot Accessory Unit.
This earth is routed via a set of contacts in the B Flight Control
switch. When the Yaw Damper switch is in the OFF position, the
terminal
which supplies 28V dc power to the actuator SOV is earthed.
1.6.5 Description of the E&E Bay
The E&E Bay on the Boeing 737 contains avionics equipment
including the Yaw Damper Coupler. It is an area of the lower
fuselage below the passenger floor and extends from the
nosewheel bay aft bulkhead
to the forward face of the forward cargo bay (stations 304.5 to

378.9). On the Boeing 737-200 most of the equipment is mounted
in three racks labelled E1, E2 and E3 (Appendix 2) with three or
four shelves in
each rack. These are labelled -1, -2, -3 etc from the top, so that the
upper shelf of rack E1, for example, is designated E1-1. In general,
each individual avionic unit is designed for rapid removal from
or
refitting to its location in the rack. This is achieved by mounting it
in a tray equipped with a multi-pin socket so that, as it is slid into
engagement in the tray, a mating plug in the back of the unit
connects with
the socket. The unit is then locked in place with quick-release
fasteners at the front.
The trays and racks themselves are commonly removed during
major maintenance and thus a further connection is required to
interface with the main aircraft wiring looms which are not
routinely disturbed for
avionics component removal. This is achieved by a series of rack
disconnect connectors which are mostly located behind the
relevant rack and are sealed against moisture ingress. It should be
noted that this is
not the case with the unit/tray plug-and-socket arrangement
described above.
On the Boeing 737 (and indeed other types of aircraft) the location
of the E&E Bay is directly underneath the forward left passenger
door vestibule area. With the cabin configuration used on G-BGJI,
the galley
and forward toilet areas are also above the forward end of the
bay, but generally outboard of the equipment racks themselves.
G-BGJI was equipped with hydraulically actuated airstairs below
the forward left

door. As the stairs were retracted, they were stowed in the E&E
Bay between racks E1 and E2 and E3 (Appendix 2). Although not
directly above the racks, the airstairs are an obvious potential
source of
moisture ingress into the bay. A fibreglass drip-tray was fitted
under the full length of the retracted stairs, with an overboard
drain tube to dispose of any water brought into the bay by this
route. An early
modification further introduced a rubberised fabric 'shroud'
which clipped on to the top forward lip of the drip tray and was
stretched forward over the E1 rack to attach to the nosewheel bay
aft bulkhead, thus
forming a moisture barrier over the bay in this area. The fall on
the shroud was such that fluid leakage from above should run
down the shroud and into the drip?tray.
In addition to the shroud, other measures were taken to prevent
fluid spilt above the floor from dripping into the E&E Bay area,
principally concerned with sealing the floor panels and toilet/
galley areas.
Procedures are laid-down in the Boeing Maintenance Manual for
these measures but many operators adapt them according to their
own custom and practice, and to use locally available materials.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.6.6 Maintenance history
1.6.6.1 P6 inspection
Immediately prior to the incident flight, a major inspection of GBGJI had been completed, known as a 'P6 Check' in the operator's
Maintenance Schedule. It is scheduled every 5 calendar years or

11,200 hours
flying time, whichever occurs first, and typically takes about 30
days to accomplish. One of the major objectives of the check is to
inspect the structure for corrosion or other defects and to achieve
this requires
extensive dismantling of the airframe and systems. The
individual elements of the check are too numerous to mention in
this report, which will concentrate on the activity surrounding the
E&E Bay area and the
rudder/Yaw Damper system.
Prior to entering the hangar, the aircraft was washed externally
and the toilet and potable water systems drained. Early in the
check itself, the toilet and galley components were removed from
the aircraft. The
floor panels were also removed and several required renewal, as
is quite usual for an aircraft of this age.
The airstairs and drip-tray were removed from the E&E Bay as
were the avionics racks, the individual avionics units being stored
on covered shelving alongside the aircraft awaiting refitment. All
soundproofing
bags were removed and, having gained access to the basic
fuselage structure, the area was given a high-pressure wash of
water and detergent. To achieve this it was necessary to protect
the rack disconnect
connectors which, apart from the looms themselves, were the
only electrical components of the E&E Bay remaining in the
aircraft. Plastic bags were taped around the connectors in an
attempt to guard against
contamination by the cleaning process.
Visual inspection of the structure was carried out and evidence

from the technical records along with the recollections of the
individuals involved indicated that the degree of corrosion found
and rectified was
typical of any aircraft on such a check. There were no indications
of any abnormalities which may have indicated heavy fluid
contamination. Evidence of dried blue fluid (toilet sanitising
fluid) contamination
was noted on the floor structure under the toilet but again this
was considered commonplace. AAIB examination of several
similar aircraft after a few years post-check service confirmed this
to be so.
Upon completion of the structural inspection, the E&E Bay was
re-assembled and the avionics units re-fitted. The records show
that no relevant units required rectification or replacement and
thus the ones
removed were re-installed. As the aircraft approached
completion, when electrical and hydraulic power were re?
applied, every system on the aircraft was subjected to a full
function test since every system had
been disturbed during the check. In the case of the Yaw Damper
system this included a Built-in Test Equipment (BITE) check on
the Yaw Damper Coupler. No malfunctions were found. The main
rudder PCU
had been replaced by a unit modified to Boeing SB 737-27-1185
(Rudder PCU - Replacement of the Dual Servo Valve) but in all
other respects the rudder/Yaw Damper system components were
the same as
those fitted prior to the P6 maintenance check.
1.6.6.2 Technical Logs
The Technical Log for the aircraft was examined for evidence of

any Yaw Damper problems reported by crews since February
1995 up to the P6 check. Although the Log revealed a very large
number of
repetitive defects affecting system 'B' Autopilot over the period,
there were no entries for the Yaw Damper system. Later, the
Technical Log and the Cabin Log were examined for entries
which might suggest
that significant fluid spillage may have occurred in the forward
toilet/galley area over the same period. Only one entry was
found, dated 5 March 1995, in which the cabin crew reported:
"Fwd galley floor area wet, no spillages reported. Please check for
leaks."
The Action Taken column reported:
"Slight leak traced to toilet sink drain seeping under floor &
wetting carpet. Drain fitting tightened, now no leak."
The technical records also showed that the aircraft had departed
on the incident flight with the APU inoperative because its fire
detection system was unserviceable, the rear toilet servicing panel
was 'speedtaped'
shut and the forward toilet was not serviced. In addition there
was some cosmetic furnishing work to complete in the passenger
cabin and the airstairs drip-tray access and drain panel was not
fitted. All the
above was permissible in accordance with the operator's
Despatch Deviation Manual.
It had been intended to charge the forward toilet for normal
service which involved introducing an initial charge of one gallon
of fresh water via the recharging point in the toilet servicing

panel. However, it was
found that the forward toilet tank would not retain the water due
to a misrigged and therefore improperly seated dump valve. As
there was some urgency in despatching the aircraft, the decision
was taken to
rectify the fault after the flight.
Such a fault would allow the water to flow into the 4 inch drain
pipe shown in Appendix 2 and, assuming the outboard flap valve
was closed, it would stay in the pipe. If the charging process was
continued in
this situation, the pipe would fill up and, in the presence of the
improper sealing described in ¤1.12.4, fluid could run down the
outside of the pipe and into the E&E Bay. However, the leaking
dump valve was
found early in the charging process and the quantity required to
fill the pipe (estimated at about 5 gallons) was never introduced.
The toilet system was completely drained prior to the flight.
1.6.6.3 Yaw Damper Coupler history
The Yaw Damper Coupler, part number 4030952-902, serial
number 79100850 was manufactured in 1979. Although the
recorded history of the unit showed that it had been subject to
removals since that time,
the records suggested that these were to service other aircraft
shortages and not for any unserviceability reasons. Indeed, there
was no record of the unit ever having entered workshops since
new, nor would
there be any requirement for it to do so unless it was defective
since the part is operated 'on condition'. Physical inspection
internally also showed that the rate gyro, probably the most likely
component to cause

problems over a period of time, was in original condition and had
not been subject to repair or overhaul.
1.7 Meteorological information
1.7.1 Incident flight
At the time of the incident a south to south-westerly airstream
was established over the area. The visibility was greater than 20
km, with scattered cloud, base 2,500 feet. The mean sea level
pressure was
1022 mb.
The winds/temperatures were:
Surface
180¡
10 kt
+15¡C
2,000 feet
240¡
17 kt
+10¡C
5,000 feet
220¡
15 kt
+03¡C
10,000 feet
230¡
15 kt
+01¡C
18,000 feet
230¡

15 kt
-16¡C
24,000 feet
230¡
25 kt
-28¡C

1.7.2 Test flight
The weather prevailing at the time of the test flight on 10
November 1995 was significantly worse than that on the day of
the incident. A waving warm front was lying across the Boscombe
Down area, moving
slowly and erratically north?west. Occasional rain and drizzle
was associated with the frontal zone, with surface visibility of 3 to
5 km. The mean sea level pressure was 1003 mb and the zero
degree isotherm
was at 6,300 feet. The cloud was broken, base 1,000 feet, tops
5,000 feet. Higher level overcast prevailed from 6,000 feet, tops
12,000 feet. There were further broken layers between 16,000 and
18,000 feet
and between 21,000 and 24,000 feet. The winds/temperatures
were:
5,000 feet
160¡
11 kt
+01¡C
10,000 feet
195¡
21 kt
-05¡C

18,000 feet
195¡
37 kt
-22¡C
24,000 feet
200¡
53 kt
-32¡C

Moderate icing and moderate turbulence were forecast in cloud.
1.8 Aids to navigation
Not relevant.
1.9 Communications
The crew was being provided with a Radar Advisory Service
outside controlled airspace by London Military Radar on VHF
frequency 128.7 MHz at the time of the incident. A recording of
the radiotelephony
transmissions was available for this investigation.
1.10 Aerodrome information
Not applicable
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.11 Flight recorders
1.11.1 Flight Data Recorder

The aircraft was equipped with a Davall 1198 re-cycling wire,
accident protected digital Flight Data Recorder (FDR). This had a
recording duration of 25 hours and was part of a Teledyne
recording system.
This system also incorporated a Quick Access Recorder (QAR)
which recorded essentially the same information as the
mandatory recorder onto a cassette. The FDR was replayed
satisfactorily by the AAIB and
the data checked with the readout from the QAR performed by
the operator. There were some areas of invalid data on the FDR
which were not evident on the QAR. A total of 27 analogue
parameters plus 73
discrete parameters (events) were recorded.
Among the analogue parameters recorded were Pitch Attitude,
Roll Attitude, Rudder Pedal Position (RPP), Control Position
Pitch (CPP) and Control Position Roll (CPR). After the incident
these parameters
were calibrated and a number of anomalies were found. Roll
Attitude had a datum error of approximately 4¡. The CPP was
found to be indicating -4.4¡ throughout the incident but there
were some indications
during large movements of the control column, such as during
the control checks, or at rotation. CPP was found to have been
unserviceable on the flights prior to the incident for which
recordings remained on
the FDR. Other parameters checked were within calibration
limits.
The RPP is measured by a position sensor on the rudder control
system forward quadrant situated just below and aft of the
pedals. This therefore only detects the pedal movement from the

pilots; there is no
feedback to the pedals of the Yaw Damper movement. No
recording is made on the FDR of the rudder surface position. The
engagement of the Autopilot is recorded on the FDR, however the
Yaw Damper
engagement is not recorded.
1.11.2 Data timing
Data is acquired by the Digital Flight Data Acquisition Unit
(DFDAU) in 0.125 second time slots, parameters acquired in the
same time slot will be synchronised to within 0.125 seconds.
Lateral Acceleration,
CPR and RPP are all sampled 4 times a second, within the same
time slot. Roll Attitude is only sampled twice per second, and is
sampled 0.125 seconds after the first and third samples of the
previous
parameters.
The following table shows the relationship between the
parameters:
Timing Offset
0
0.125
0.25
0.375
0.5
0.675
0.75
0.875
Normal Accel
2

10
18
26
34
42
50
58
Lateral Accel
15
31
47
63
Long Accel
28
60
Heading
3
CPR
16
32
48
64
CPP
13
29
45
61
RPP
14
30
46
62
Roll

20
52
Pitch
8
24
40
56

Note: the numbers in the boxes above are the DFDR word slots
for the parameters in the 64 word frame.
1.11.3 Cockpit Voice Recorder
The aircraft was equipped with a Fairchild model A100 re-cycling
Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) which records the latest 30
minutes of audio information on four tracks. In this case aircraft
power had been
re-applied to the aircraft after landing which allowed the CVR to
continue to record, automatically erasing the recording of the
incident and thus providing no useful information.
1.11.4 Data interpretation
Pre-flight control checks were carried out and the aircraft took off
at 15:53 hrs and climbed normally to 20,000 feet. During the climb
there were some small oscillations evident from the lateral
acceleration
record. These small oscillations occurred between 200 and 260 kt
with a frequency of 0.26 Hz and varied in both magnitude, up to
±0.03g lateral acceleration, and duration. As such, they went
unnoticed by the
crew or were regarded as insignificant.

At 16:02:08, as the aircraft approached 20,000 feet at 288 kt on a
heading of 270¡M, the crew began the spoiler upfloat check,
identified from the Speedbrake lever being moved to the 'Flight
Detent' position for
approximately four minutes. The Autothrottle was already
engaged and the 'B' Autopilot was engaged at the top of the
climb. Intermittent small oscillations were still evident during the
test. Figure 1 at
Appendix 3 shows the data throughout the incident, from the
movement of the Speedbrake lever to the 'Down' Position; Figure
2 at Appendix 3 shows an expanded plot of the initial part of the
incident. Two
seconds after the Speedbrake lever was returned to the 'Down'
position, at 16:06:28, there was a 2¡ CPR input to the right and
there were coincident small lateral accelerations of ±0.018g with a
frequency of
0.36 Hz at an airspeed of 294 kt. These small oscillations
continued with varying amplitude for the next minute, with a
slight rise in airspeed to 296 kt and did not cause any detectable
roll movement.
At 16:07:35 there was a more significant lateral acceleration
oscillation, frequency 0.35 Hz, and up to 0.06g which lasted for
three cycles. This was accompanied by a roll of 3¡ left wing down,
and an opposing
CPR movement, from the Autopilot of -4.9¡ to 8.5¡ right wing
down within two seconds. There was no further input of CPR
during this initial oscillation. The amplitude of the lateral
acceleration cycles
increased, by approximately 0.04g per cycle, and reached a
maximum in around 20 seconds. The Roll Attitude and CPR
began to oscillate in opposition as the Autopilot tried to correct

the roll of the aircraft.
The Autopilot and Autothrottle were disconnected 15 seconds
after the initial left roll, at 16:07:53 with the aircraft at 20,000 feet,
296 kt.
The large oscillations continued, with a frequency of 0.36 Hz, and
a magnitude of around ±0.5g lateral acceleration , and ±15¡ roll
around a varying datum with opposing CPR inputs of around
±30¡ from the
pilot. After the Autopilot disconnect the airspeed initially reduced
to 277 kt. At 16:07:58 the engine power reduced from 1.48 to 1.11
Engine Pressure Ratio (EPR); the aircraft descended and airspeed
increased
to a maximum of 313 kt.
Ten seconds after the Autopilot disconnect there were some
oscillations evident in the rudder pedal position, however the
movement was only ±0.25¡ with the same frequency as the lateral
acceleration. There
were also oscillations in other parameters, including Pitch
Attitude (up to ±1¡) and heading (±5¡ about a varying datum
between 270¡ and 040¡M).
The aircraft levelled at 7,000 feet with an increase in EPR from 1.0
to 1.24/1.19 on Nos 1 and 2 engines respectively; and then
decelerated through 275 kt when the oscillations began to damp
out. Throughout
the oscillations the aircraft was in a left turn, finally reaching a
heading of 040¡. Figure 3 at Appendix 3 shows this data in
expanded form; the oscillations lasted for over 7 minutes and
finally disappeared at an
airspeed of 250 kt.

After the large oscillations there were some minor, quickly
damped oscillations in lateral acceleration of up to ±0.002g. At
16:17:52 flap was selected initially to 1¡ at a speed of 212 kt and
then to 5¡ and 15¡ at
airspeeds of 200 kt and 165 kt respectively. As the airspeed
further reduced, 15 seconds after passing through 170 kt
coincident with the scheduled Yaw Damper gain change, there
was a kick of 0.025g in
lateral acceleration, followed by small oscillations lasting around
12 cycles. There were then some similar small oscillations with a
magnitude of ±0.02g and frequency of 0.2 Hz, which occur
periodically
during the rest of the flight. The oscillations in lateral acceleration
are accompanied by oscillations in roll of up to ±0.5¡. Figure 4 at
Appendix 3 shows one of these oscillations which lasted for
around a minute
before damping out. At 16:45 the aircraft landed without incident,
with a flap setting of 15¡ and a touchdown speed of 135 kt.
1.11.5 Quick Access Recorder data
The Quick Access Recorder (QAR) recorded essentially the same
information as the mandatory recorder onto a readily removable
cassette. The operator routinely removed and replayed the
cassettes from the
QAR; approximately two weeks of flying data from each aircraft
having been kept as an archive. This archived QAR data was
analysed for G-BGJI, consisting of 85 flights having taken place
prior to the P6
check. On two separate flights on the 8 and 11 September, small
oscillations were found; firstly at 36,000 feet between 240 to 245 kt
there were intermittent oscillations of ±0.05g with a frequency of
0.35 Hz.

On another separate flight one period of small oscillations was
observed, damping out in 3 cycles, with a frequency of 0.4 Hz. No
other significant oscillations were found on the flights reviewed.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.12 Aircraft examination
1.12.1 General
Examination of the aircraft began on the evening of the incident
flight. It had been impounded in a hangar at Gatwick Airport and
had not been disturbed since that flight, other than by those
actions necessary to
tow it into the hangar.
1.12.2 Non-intrusive tests conducted between incident and test
flight
Initial analysis of the recorded aircraft behaviour during the
incident flight had indicated that the characteristics were most
consistent with erroneous operation of the Yaw Damper system.
Therefore,
immediately after the incident had occurred, a policy decision
was made not to disturb, by disconnection or disassembly, any of
the aircraft systems which might have any influence on the
operation of the Yaw
Damper before a test flight was made. The object of the test flight
was to attempt to induce the aberrant behaviour, with additional
flight monitoring systems temporarily fitted. It was, however,
decided to
perform, together with functional tests, such isolation and
continuity testing as could be done within this stricture.

It was agreed that the examination would commence by
subjecting the aircraft to practically every check in the
Maintenance Manual of the flying control, Autopilot and Yaw
Damper systems which could be
achieved without breaking in to any systems (non-intrusive).
The airframe was inspected visually, including the E&E and
landing gear bays, the angle-of-attack sensors and pitot probes.
Nothing significant was found with the exception that the
hydraulic oil quantity was
approximately 1/8" below the FULL line on the sight gauge and
the left wing fuel booster pump access panel was found to be
missing.
The next stage involved a rigging check on all of the flying
control surfaces and cables which could be accessed without
extensive removal of panels. Some discrepancies were found
relative to the Maintenance
Manual requirements for both control surface rigging and cable
tensions but there was nothing found which could have been
responsible for the aircraft's aberrant behaviour during the
incident flight. It was
noted that, when the technicians attempted to check cable
tensions, they found that nearly all their stock of tensiometers
gave different readings. Some instruments were considerably at
variance with others
despite all being within their calibration dates. There was no
system at the operators engineering facility at Gatwick for
checking the accuracy of tensiometers upon issue from stores.
The next phase involved full flying control, Autopilot and Yaw
Damper function tests and BITE checks where appropriate.

Although the Autopilot failed one of its parameter checks on the
BITE test, analysis
showed this could have had no effect which would explain the
aircraft's behaviour. None of the wiring checks performed at this
stage revealed any abnormalities.
Since the exhaustive series of checks generally had not revealed
any significant defects or abnormalities, it was decided that the
aircraft would be left in this condition for the next phase of
testing, which was to
be a pressurisation test of the aircraft in a simulated flight
condition (¤1.16.1). The minor defects remained unrectified and
no rigging adjustments were made to the flying controls between
the incident and test
flights (¤1.16.2).
In consultation with Boeing and the Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) and after analysis of the DFDR data from the incident
flight, a series of structural checks were required, mainly
concerned with the fin and
rudder attachments, before the aircraft could be allocated a 'B'
conditions certificate for the test flight. These checks did not
reveal any damage or excessive clearances in the attachment
fittings or structure.
1.12.3 Directional control system component examination
Following completion of the test flight and non-intrusive checks
which had not revealed any significant abnormalities with the
directional control system, the decision was taken to subject the
individual
components of the system and the associated wiring to function
and strip examination as necessary. In addition, the three

hydraulic system filter elements were removed from each system
and, together with
fluid samples, were despatched to an independent laboratory for
analysis. The laboratory report did not indicate any abnormalities
with either the fluid or filter elements associated with either
system. The wiring
checks are described in ¤1.12.5.
The components returned to their respective manufacturers for
testing/examination under AAIB supervision were:
a
Yaw Damper Coupler
b
Rudder PCU
c
Standby Rudder PCU
d
Rudder Feel and Centring Unit
e
Digital Air Data Computer (DADC)

In addition, the Autopilot Accessory Unit was examined in the
AAIB laboratories.
1.12.3.1 The Yaw Damper Coupler
This unit was returned to the manufacturer, Honeywell and
placed on their Automatic Test Equipment (ATE). Tested
repeatedly at ambient conditions, these comprehensive tests did
not reveal any significant
defects in the unit. The Yaw Damper Coupler was also subjected

to the same test regime but manually executed. It was then hotsoaked and tested on the ATE, again performing to specification.
There was no
facility for performing these checks under humid conditions, so
this was not achieved.
The above tests were able to prove the serviceability of all the
Yaw Damper Coupler circuitry but could not fully check the rate
gyro which is incorporated in the unit. Accordingly, the unit was
opened to
remove and despatch the rate gyro to another facility for testing
as an isolated component. It was at this point that apparent
contamination/corrosion deposits were found on the back of the
multi?pin connector
inside the unit. This took the form of bluish-white powdery
deposits around some of the wire-wrapped connections to the
back of the pins (Appendix 4, Figure 1). Closer inspection also
showed evidence of light
grey deposits on the outside of the connector shell (Figure 2).
These observations, which pointed towards moisture
impingement on the outside of the connector and subsequent
ingress into the unit, were
reinforced when the lower cover plate for the unit was examined
and signs of dried fluid residue were seen on its inner face
(Figure 3). There was, however, no sign of moisture on the
outside of the black
casing itself.
The decision was made to return the unit (minus the rate gyro) to
the UK to embark on humidity and other tests described in
¤1.16.5. The rate gyro, when tested, proved to be in good
serviceable condition.

1.12.3.2 Rudder PCU
The rudder PCU, incorporating the Yaw Damper Actuator, was
tested at the unit manufacturer's facility on a rig used for
acceptance tests on production and overhauled components. The
rig essentially operates
the PCU with hydraulic and electrical power connected and plots
the response of the unit to mechanical (pilot) and electrical (Yaw
Damper) inputs. The performance of the unit was satisfactory in
all respects.
Measurements were taken of the Yaw Damper solenoid pull-in
voltage which were requested in connection with the testing
described in ¤1.16.7.
1.12.3.3 Standby rudder PCU
This was examined at the Boeing Equipment Quality Analysis
Laboratory in Seattle, USA under AAIB supervision. It passed an
overhaul function test with only minor out-of-limits
measurements in two areas.
Strip examination showed no abnormalities apart from some
scoring of the input lever bearing, the origin of which was not
clear but did not appear to affect its operation.
1.12.3.4 Feel and Centring Unit
No evidence was found of failure, defect or malfunction of this
unit. Functional testing did not reveal any abnormal behaviour
although some excessive backlash in the system was identified,
predominantly in
the trim actuator. It was uncertain whether this was simply a
feature which might be expected on a unit with some
considerable time in service but was not considered to have been

capable of precipitating the
aberrant behaviour of the aircraft during the incident flight.
1.12.3.5 Digital Air Data Computer (DADC)
The DADC was initially tested at the Honeywell facility in
Seattle, USA at the same time as the Yaw Damper Coupler. Its
interface with the Yaw Damper system is limited to switching the
gain of the Yaw
Damper Coupler output according to the aircraft's indicated
airspeed. In this respect it functioned normally.
1.12.3.6 Autopilot Accessory Unit
Amongst the functions of the Autopilot Accessory Unit is the
enabling of the Yaw Damper system. It was tested to establish its
conformity with specification with respect to those features which
might affect the
operation of the Yaw Damper. These tests involved the
measurement of contact to contact resistance and the insulation of
the terminals of the k12 relay within the unit, in both its switched
conditions and testing
of the time delay and interrupter circuits. The results of all these
tests indicated that the functions under consideration operated
correctly and within limits.
It was decided to establish, additionally, the voltages at which the
k12 relay engaged and disengaged. This was done by adjusting,
in both the rising and falling senses, the voltage applied to the
actuating
solenoid. Under the test conditions the relay pulled in at 18.7
(Volts) V and dropped out at 18.4V. It was observed, whilst
adjusting the voltage very slowly around the changeover

voltages, that the relay
sounded as if it operated in two stages, as it emitted a double
click. The change of voltage over the double click was very slight
and it was established that all contacts operated simultaneously
on one of the
clicks.
At a later stage of the investigation, studies of the characteristics
of the Autopilot Accessory Unit, Yaw Damper Coupler and Shutoff Valve Solenoid as a group showed slightly different operating
voltages for
the k12 relay with an engage voltage of 18.16V and 17 ma current
and a dropout voltage of 17.71V and 9 ma current. (¤1.16.7)
1.12.4 The E&E Bay
With the discovery of apparent moisture contamination of the
Yaw Damper Coupler connector, described in ¤1.12.3.1, attention
was turned to the E&E Bay in an effort to determine whether
there were any
obvious sources of such contamination. The P6 check items
included washing and so there was little chance of finding
evidence of a source of moisture occurring in the past.
Examination commenced with an inspection of the avionics
cooling plenum which is situated directly above the E1-1 rack
which houses the Yaw Damper Coupler. This had clearly been
washed and bore
numerous watermarks on its polished aluminium alloy surface.
One of these marks, however, was of particular interest since it
ran directly above the Yaw Damper Coupler in the rack. The fluid
appeared to run
forwards from about the mid-point of the plenum on the top

surface and then run rearwards to about the same point on the
lower surface. A search for a corresponding leak in the rubberised
shroud above this
apparent path proved negative.
The shroud itself was then removed and examined. Although it
had evidently been partially cleaned during the P6 check it was
still heavily stained on its upper surface and bore heavy deposits
of a waxy
substance similar to that used during the floor panel sealing
operation. When tested for leakage, the shroud proved watertight apart from a small area of porosity which had resulted from
chafing where it was
folded and fastened over the lip of the airstairs drip-tray. This
area was fairly remote from the E1-1 rack and it was difficult to
conceive any situation whereby fluid entering the bay by this
route could
contaminate the rack. Doubts were expressed concerning the
installation status of the shroud during the incident flight. This
arose because, initially, it was not suspected that fluid
contamination of the Yaw
Damper Coupler was responsible for the incident and
investigation was centred on the key components of the
directional control system. At an early stage the airstairs drip-tray
was removed to greatly facilitate
access in the E&E Bay requiring the shroud to be unclipped and
rolled back. There is no doubt that it was in the aircraft, attached
to the nosewheel bay bulkhead but the inspection team could not
recall with
absolute certainty that it had been fully fitted. The technician
involved with preparing the aircraft for the incident flight had,
however, stated that it was completely and correctly installed
prior to the flight.

The large-diameter toilet drain pipe, routed laterally across the
E&E Bay (Appendix 2), was a potential source of contamination
in precisely the area to affect the back of the E1-1 rack
components, although
such a scenario would still require penetration of the shroud
before fluid could reach this location. The pipe is normally empty
of fluid except during the toilet drain operation on the ground,
although any
improper seating of the toilet dump valve in the tank would
result in the pipe starting to fill-up. The operator indicated that
this was a commonly reported defect and just such a condition
was present
immediately before the incident flight (see ¤1.6.6.2). In this case,
however, the leaking dump valve was detected and the aircraft
despatched with the forward toilet empty.
Externally, the pipe had a number of dried fluid residue paths
visible, some of which were probably by-products of the cleaning
and corrosion protection processes during the P6 check. Tests on
the pipe itself
showed that it did not leak but the potential for leakage did exist
because of faulty assembly at the interface of the pipe with the
tank. Essentially, a screw had been trapped between two mating
flanges such that,
if the pipe filled up as described above to the level of the aircraft
floor, fluid could have escaped and run down the exterior of the
pipe into the E&E Bay. As described in ¤1.6.6.2, there should not
have been
sufficient fluid introduced to allow this to happen.
A further imperfect seal was discovered around the area where
the handbasin drain pipe passed through the toilet compartment

floor. Any fluid escaping from the toilet/handbasin systems
behind the vanity unit
would run onto the floor. Since this area is not subject to
passenger weight, floor panels are not used and a thin metal
diaphragm is used instead. This has to be sealed to prevent
leakage below the floor,
including the holes where utility piping passes through it. As
noted an improper seal had been achieved with the handbasin
drain pipe such that, when the diaphragm was deliberately
flooded, the fluid dripped
down the flexible tube below the floor. However, this location
was well forward of the E&E Bay and it was not considered that it
could have migrated back towards the Yaw Damper Coupler.
A potential path for fluid dripping forward of the E&E Bay to
migrate rearwards was discovered during examination of another
Boeing 737?200. The aircraft had extensive toilet fluid
contamination of the E1-3
rack disconnect shelf on the left side of the E&E Bay (note: not the
racks themselves). Testing showed numerous leak paths allowing
fluid to drip below the floor forward of the E&E Bay where the
drips
impinged on the two Captain's instruments pitot-static drain
tubes. These run aft and downwards towards the bay, where they
are routed above the E1-3 rack disconnect shelf. The somewhat
encrusted and
corroded appearance of the pipes suggested that this had been
happening for some time. Fluid from a leaking toilet dump valve
was thought to have been the source of the contamination. Boeing
has recognised
this path as an undesirable feature and proposed a simple
modification to put 'drip-triggers' on the line to prevent fluid
running aft along the pipes. (The E&E Bay Assessment Team

report on this subject is
discussed in ¤1.16.8.)
1.12.5 Post-test flight intrusive wiring and connector checks
A programme was drawn up so that, immediately following the
test flight, electrical integrity testing of all the wiring and
connectors which might affect operation of the Yaw Damper
system could be
conducted. This involved the wiring of all systems which had any
connection, direct or via other equipment, to the connector D295
of the Yaw Damper Coupler.
Before doing some of these tests, which included high voltage
insulation checks, it was necessary to remove the electronic
modules involved, both to avoid damaging them and to gain
access to the connectors.
It was also necessary to isolate the affected wiring by disengaging
the 28V dc and 115V ac circuit breakers. Apart from the Yaw
Damper Coupler, which had to be removed to gain access to the
pins and sockets
of connector D295, other units disconnected were:
Component Location Connector
i. Air Data Computer No 1 E&E Bay D309A
ii. Autopilot Accessory Unit E&E Bay D293(A & B)
iii. Flight Control Module Flight Deck Overhead D630
iv Rudder Power Control Unit Fin base D291

v Yaw Damper Position Indicator Centre Instrument Panel D309A
The first test applied to connector D295 was a check of the
physical engagement of the two halves; both of the tightness of
individual pin to socket connections and the depth of
engagement of the pins as a
group into the sockets.
The first part of this test was done by inserting a single pin, with
a light wire 'pull' attached, into each socket of the aircraft rack
connector and established that it required perceptible force to
draw the pin out of
the socket. A similar test was done using a single socket pushed
over each individual pin of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler itself. Both the elements of connector D295 were
demonstrated to have
satisfactory grip on all electrical contacts.
The second part of the test, to determine the depth of
engagement, was done by impaling a sheet of .004 inch thick
paper, cut to remain inside the connector periphery, on all the
pins of the Yaw Damper
Coupler connector. The connection was then made and secured
and then released and separated. The depth to which the paper
had been driven down the pins showed that the depth of
engagement was
satisfactory.
Before disturbing the rudder PCU connectors, other than D295,
measurement of the resistance of components within the rudder
PCU, together with the intervening wiring and connectors, was
made. This
showed that all the electrical components in the rudder PCU

which could affect the Yaw Damper system were within
specification and their connections through to D295 were good.
After this, the measurements
were repeated whilst the connector at the PCU (D291) was
shaken, by hand, to simulate the effects of vibration. This showed
that the connection was sound.
Following these tests, the electrical bonding of all the components
listed above was verified. They were then removed and the
wiring, with all intermediate connectors, was subjected to
continuity and insulation
tests. These demonstrated that there were no detectable
breakdowns in the isolation of any wire resulting in unwanted
wire/wire or wire/earth faults; nor were there any breaks in the
continuity of any tested
conductive path.
The final action in this series of tests was to perform pin grip and
connector depth of engagement tests on the rack connector of the
Autopilot Accessory Unit (D293A) and the connector of the
rudder PCU
(D291). All proved satisfactory.
1.12.6 Tests on Yaw Damper engagement circuits (Appendix 1,
Figures 1 & 2)
After examination of the Yaw Damper Coupler unit had raised
concerns about the possibility of electrolytic activity between the
pins of connector D295 inside it, consideration was given to the
possibility that
unwanted electrical paths could be generated between pins. The
theoretical effects of these paths could be broadly divided into
those which affected the behaviour of the electronic control

circuits, which are
reported on at paragraph 1.16.3, and those affecting the power
switching which activates the Yaw Damper.
An initial test was made to establish the resistance, to aircraft
ground, of the path from pin 14 on the rack side of connector
D295 (with the Yaw Damper Coupler removed), through the
earthed OFF pole of the
Yaw Damper engage switch on the Flight Control panel.
Comparison of this resistance on the incident switch with another
showed the incident switch to have a persistently higher
resistance of about 2 Ohms.
As a result of these tests, the switch itself was later subjected to
destructive examination; see paragraph 1.12.7
A series of tests was then performed, on the subject aircraft,
which demonstrated that the Yaw Damper engagement interlocks
and indications could, under dormant fault conditions, be
defeated by the addition
of particular unwanted paths bridging between the pins of
connector D295. These were performed using a specially
constructed extension lead which permitted electrical access to
pins 4, 12 & 14 of connector
D295 by means of breakout flyleads. These tests were extended
by setting up electrolytically formed conductive paths between
the breakout leads and are described at ¤1.16.6.
1.12.7 Yaw Damper system engage switch examination
As a result of finding that the engage switch had a persistently
high resistance on the ground contact, approximately 2 Ohms, it
was decided that it should be fully examined in the presence of

the aircraft and
switch manufacturers. The switch was presented for this
examination still installed in the flight controls module from the
flight deck. Since the incident flight and before the time of first
checking the switch OFF
pole earth resistance, the switch had been functioned an
indeterminate number of times.
When subjected to laboratory testing, both whilst installed in and
later after removal from the flight controls module, the switch did
not demonstrate any high resistance earth path. The switch unit
was tested and
found to be in compliance with its manufacture specification,
both in terms of contact resistances and electromagnetic hold-on
characteristics. Testing of the wiring within the flight controls
module did not
reveal any evidence of potential intermittently high resistance
paths.
The switch unit was disassembled and the basic micro switches
from within operated whilst being observed by real-time X-ray
techniques. This showed that the movement of the contacts
during switching was
correct and effecting the designed self wiping action.
The basic micro switches were then dismantled and the contacts
examined. This revealed the presence of a carbon rich
contamination of the earth switch contacts but no evidence of
loose particle contamination.
It was considered that the carbon rich contamination of the
contacts might have accounted for the earlier measurements of
high contact resistance but did not appear to be sufficient to have
been responsible for a

contact resistance greater than the measured 2 Ohms observed
whilst fitted in the aircraft.
1.13 Medical and pathological information
Not applicable.
1.14 Fire
Not applicable.
1.15 Survival information
Not applicable.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.16 Tests and research
1.16.1 Function tests of the flying control and Yaw Damper
systems
Although the detailed series of checks described in ¤ 1.12.1 had
involved several function tests of the flying control and Yaw
Damper systems, it was decided that further testing should be
carried out with the
aircraft pressurised and undergoing a depressurisation cycle, as
occurred during the incident flight. To this end the aircraft was
towed out of the hangar and placed in a 'flight' condition by
disabling the
air/ground sensors and using a pitot-static test set to simulate an
airspeed of roughly 290 kt. Using a ground pneumatic rig and the
APU, the aircraft was pressurised to a differential appropriate to

flight at
20,000 feet and hydraulic and electrical power was applied.
The Autopilot and Yaw Damper were engaged with no
malfunctions evident. The entire aircraft was 'nudged' several
times using the nosewheel steering tiller to evoke a response from
the Yaw Damper, and also
by using the Yaw Damper test switch. This was repeated during
the depressurisation cycle, again with no abnormal responses
from either the Autopilot or the Yaw Damper.
1.16.2 High speed taxi and test flight
A Portable Airborne Digital Data System (PADDS) was installed
in G-BGJI by the aircraft manufacturer to record parameters
additional to those available on the FDR/QAR. These included
rudder control
system aft quadrant and surface position, Yaw Damper engaged
signal and other Yaw Damper system control parameters, plus
lateral accelerations at the fin and rudder.
Ground tests were performed by the manufacturer to determine
whether the rudder and Yaw Damper system were operating
correctly prior to the flight test. These included a frequency
response check of the
rudder and Yaw Damper LVDT, the results showing the correct
phase and gain data for both. Yaw Damper engagement and
disengagement via the flight deck overhead switch and the circuit
breaker were also
checked, and found to operate correctly.
Initially a high speed taxi run was carried out to identify whether
any unusual rudder/Yaw Damper system characteristics could be

generated during normal taxiing and by applying aggressive
nosewheel steering
inputs to produce yaw rate inputs to the Yaw Damper Coupler.
Cyclic nosewheel steering inputs with a period of 3 seconds
(approximately the Dutch Roll frequency) were used during
normal taxi, and a high
speed run up to 80 kt was carried out; no unusual system
characteristics were observed.
A flight test was then planned in an attempt to reproduce the
oscillations seen in the incident. The aircraft was loaded to a
similar gross weight and CG position and prepared for flight
under 'B' conditions. It was
crewed by the same commander as the incident flight together
with a Boeing 737 test pilot provided by the manufacturer. The
manufacturer's regular complement of a flight test director and
observers were also
on board. The flight test plan was to incrementally approach the
flight conditions of the incident (290 kt and FL200), initially with
the Yaw Damper OFF to ensure that there was no basic airframe/
flight control
anomaly. The aircraft was equipped with an alternative method
of electrically isolating the Yaw Damper system.
The aircraft took off from Runway 08R at Gatwick and was flown
to the same test area, between the Southampton VOR and
Boscombe Down Airfield. The weather conditions on the day of
the test flight
(10 November 1995) were significantly worse than those existing
at the time of the incident. There was light to moderate
turbulence present generally, and the crew had to ensure that the
aircraft did not sustain
any ice accretion by avoiding cloud layers as much as possible

during the climb to test altitude.
At each test point, the test pilot performed rudder doublets in
order to excite the Dutch Roll mode and the aircraft response was
monitored. Final tests were conducted with the aircraft
depressurised, again to
simulate the actual incident flight conditions. Some testing was
also carried out with the Autopilot engaged, as on the incident
flight.
The testing was unable to reproduce the forced lateral oscillations
experienced during the incident flight. All of the tests indicated
that the rudder/Yaw Damper systems on the aircraft were
operating correctly.
1.16.3 Simulator studies
The aircraft manufacturer provided access to and support in
using a mathematical computer model and a versatile three axis
engineering simulator in attempts to simulate the incident flight
characteristics.
1.16.3.1 Initial Engineering Simulator Evaluation (M-Cab)
The aircraft Manufacturer's Engineering Simulator was used to
perform an evaluation of the pilot's influence over driven Dutch
Roll oscillations. In this case the oscillations were driven from the
rudder
deflection calculated as a function of yaw rate. The relationship
between rudder and yaw rate was chosen to generate behaviour
consistent with the aircraft during the incident in terms of lateral
g oscillations and
magnitude of maximum and minimum bank angle, and thus

demonstrated the effect of driving the Dutch Roll mode. Figure 1
and 2 at Appendix 5 show this effect.
The simulation was performed at flight conditions representative
of the incident, level at 20,000 feet and 295 kt. During the
manufacturers tests with a company test pilot in the left-hand
seat, "the pilot's first
reaction was to reduce airspeed which resulted in the oscillations
becoming damped....further cases involved maintaining the flight
condition which provided a continuous oscillation with controls
free. The pilot
was not able to reduce the oscillation nor did he drive the
oscillation to greater amplitude while using normal control
inputs."
1.16.3.2 EASY 5 computer simulation
A manufacturer's control system simulation/analysis tool, EASY
5, was used to investigate the effect of fluid contamination of the
Yaw Damper Coupler connector causing shunt resistance
between pins. The
EASY 5 consists of a control system model of the Yaw Damper
Coupler with mathematical approximations for the behaviour of
the hydraulic system and aerodynamics at various flight
conditions. The
simulation is excited using a crosswind pulse gust, and the
response of the model is then computed and output as a time
history of various parameters.
Theoretical analysis of the Yaw Damper Coupler circuitry was
carried out by the manufacturer to identify shunt resistances
between pins which could have been possible candidates to cause
the aircraft response

seen in the incident flight. The coupler connector has 57 pins, and
for this analysis the unused pins and those used as part of the
BITE were not considered. The analysis also assumed that the
fluid saturated the
region of the connector surrounding pins 3, 4, 12 and 14
(Appendix 6, Figure 1) and below these pins it was assumed that
pins were coupled to each other by a fluid film which ran along
the adjacent wires.
Only the effects of shunt resistances between adjacent pins were
considered. The effects of both 400 Hz and dc power shunts were
discounted. The bandwidth of the hydraulic servos are two
orders of magnitude
less than 400 Hz, so any signals injected with a frequency of 400
Hz would have no effect. Similarly any dc power shunts would
have introduced a bias into the system, an effect which would
have been shown
in the incident flight, and was not evident. A summary of the pin
to pin shunt analysis is at Appendix 7.
Of the possible candidates identified, the effects of three shunt
resistances were modelled in the EASY 5, both singly and in
combination. These were the most likely to have caused the
effects seen during the
incident. The first was between pins 46 to 47, the case where the
rudder feedback signal from the LVDT is attenuated, and
corresponded to the open feedback condition. It produced an
oscillation with a
frequency in the 0.8 to 1.0 Hz range, and only small bank angle
changes. This response had been predicted in the Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis (FMEA), and was not the response seen in
the incident
case.

The second case was a shunt between pins 37 to 38, which
established a path from the output of the rate gyro demodulator
directly, rather than applying the normal 180 ¡ phase shift
necessary for the rudder
motion to be applied in a direction which would counter the yaw
rate. The shunt bypassed the phase shift, so the gyro signal was in
phase with the yaw rate. The effect of this shunt therefore was to
produce an
instability which resembled that seen during the incident. A gain
of -10 was used in the simulation which approximated to a shunt
resistance across the pins of 89 Kilohms. This produced a rudder
demand from
the Yaw Damper Coupler which saturated to maximum within 7
seconds at 350 kt; the frequency of the oscillation produced was
about 0.4 Hz, with ± 25¡ roll oscillations within 17 seconds of the
disturbance;
the oscillation was undamped but stable. At an airspeed of 250 t
the same gain produced a damped oscillation. Figures 2 and 3 at
Appendix 6 show the results from the EASY 5 for these cases.
A shunt resistance between pins 40 to 51 would change the gain
characteristics of the rate gyro path; it does not produce a phase
change. The effect of this shunt is to attenuate the signal going
into the washout
filter and thus reduces the ability of the Yaw Damper Coupler to
provide control. It was reasonable to model the effect of a shunt
between pins 40 to 51 as pins 40 to 50 are adjacent and pins 50 to
51 are
electrically equivalent. Simulation of this shunt had no effect on
the response on its own, but with a combination of this and a
shunt between 37 to 38 the effect was to modify the frequency
from 0.43 Hz to
0.35 Hz.

1.16.3.3 Final M-Cab simulation
The EASY 5 simulation had shown that there were possible shunt
resistances which could cause the aircraft response seen in the
incident. In order to model the complete system it was necessary
to have a better
aerodynamic model and include a production Yaw Damper
Coupler unit. The manufacturer's M-Cab simulator was used for
these tests. The M-Cab is a full motion engineering simulator
capable of being flown
either from the simulator cab flight deck, or from data inputs. In
this case the yaw rate signals from the simulator were input to a
Yaw Damper Coupler unit, and the subsequent rudder demand
signal was output
to the M-Cab simulation of the rudder hydraulic system. The MCab was set up at the airspeed, altitude and configuration
required for the test and then either allowed to respond without
intervention, or flown
from the simulator cab to maintain the required conditions. The
Yaw Damper Coupler system gain changes with airspeed in the
Autopilot Accessory Unit were accomplished manually. The
shunt resistances
were simulated using a set of decade resistance boxes which
could be put between any two individual or combination of pairs
of pins. A beta (yaw) release and/or a gust (turbulence) model
was used to excite
the simulation.
The first tests were to reproduce the shunt resistance from the
EASY 5 simulation. An open circuit between pins 46 to 47
produced a 1 Hz oscillation, confirming again the FMEA. A shunt
resistance of 110 and

89 K Ohms between pins 37 to 38 produced no oscillations.
Reducing the resistance to 30 K Ohms, lower than the value of the
shunt resistance in the EASY 5 simulation, produced an
oscillation similar to the
incident, with roll angles of ±15¡, and lateral acceleration of ±0.5
g. This case is shown in Figure 1 at Appendix 8. The rudder
demand saturated in 20 seconds, and the frequency of the
oscillation was 0.4 Hz at
350 kt IAS, and 20,000 feet.
The effect of a shunt resistance between pins 40 to 51 was then
investigated, varying between 60 and 500 Kilohms at 20,000 feet,
290 kt and using light and medium turbulence as well as a beta
release to excite
the simulation. A shunt resistance up to 300 Kilohms produced
small oscillations after the beta release, which in medium
turbulence had a frequency of 0.33 Hz and ±0.02 g oscillations in
lateral acceleration.
Figure 2 at Appendix 8 shows the oscillation produced with a
shunt resistance of 230 Kilohms. In light turbulence the lateral
acceleration was ±0.01 g. This compared with the oscillations seen
in the Yaw
Damper disengaged case which in medium turbulence has the
same frequency and magnitude of lateral accelerations. Figures 3
and 4 show the normal aircraft response with Yaw Damper
engaged and
disengaged respectively. At 500 Kilohms the oscillations had a
smaller magnitude, similar to the Yaw Damper engaged case,
showing that at this value of resistance the Yaw Damper was able
to reassert
control. These tests were repeated at 7,000 feet, 250 kt, shunt
resistance varying between 120 and 300 Kilohms with light and
medium turbulence. Similar small oscillations were evident.

A combination of the shunt resistance varying from 200 to 400
Kilohms between pins 37 to 38 and 40 to 51, was then tested. At
20,000 feet and 290 kt, the results showed that the combination of
resistances on
both pins produced an oscillation which resulted in roll angles of
up to ±15¡, and lateral accelerations of up to ±0.46 g, with a
frequency of 0.3 Hz. The time of the Yaw Damper rudder demand
to saturate to
maximum increased with the resistance; above 250 K Ohms the
oscillation was slow to develop and above 350 K Ohms the
oscillation was damped. The same shunt resistance test
conditions were used at
7,000 feet, 250 kt. This generated an oscillation which, at shunt
resistances at and above 230 Kilohms damped out. The time for
the oscillations to damp decreased with increasing resistance.
Figures 5 and 6 at
Appendix 8 show these oscillations.
A number of flight profiles were then flown in the M-Cab,
following the descent and speed reduction seen on the incident
flight. Figure 7 at Appendix 8 shows one of these profiles using a
shunt resistance of
230 K Ohms between both 37 to 39 and 40 to 51.
1.16.4 Normal aircraft behaviour with and without Yaw Damper
The QAR data was examined from another Boeing 737-200
aircraft, where the Yaw Damper had been engaged and
disengaged for periods during the flight. This data showed that
when the Yaw Damper was
disengaged, small oscillations similar to those seen on G-BGJI
prior to the incident, were present. This demonstrated also the

basic Dutch Roll mode of the aircraft. The oscillations had a
frequency of around
0.32 Hz and produced small lateral accelerations of less than
±0.05 g. With the Yaw Damper engaged there were no significant
lateral oscillations.
1.16.5 Humidity testing and detailed examination of Yaw Damper
Coupler connector
The presence of corrosion/electrolytic deposits around the wirewrap posts of the Yaw Damper Coupler connector first
discovered during the manufacturer's testing and examination of
the unit (¤ 1.12.3.1) had
not apparently had any effect on the coupler's operation during
testing at ambient and high-temperature conditions.
It was therefore decided to test the electrical properties of the Yaw
Damper Coupler in humid conditions having first taken samples
of the deposits on the connector shell and the cover plate in an
attempt to
discover the nature of the apparent fluid contaminant. A
description of this examination appears in ¤1.16.6.
Unfortunately, there were no facilities which could subject the
unit to functional testing equivalent to that achieved by the ATE
whilst it was in an humidity chamber. An attempt was made to
measure the
resistance between adjacent pins of the connector at ambient
conditions (18¡C/46%RH) and under conditions of about 94% RH
at 35 to 40¡C. Measurements of the ambient impedance values
between adjacent
pins were taken and the unit placed in a humidity chamber with
a 'breakout' lead routed outside the chamber to measure the

impedances under humid conditions.
As expected, there was a wide variation in impedance values,
without exception the humid values were less than the ambient.
The significance of these findings is, however, open to question
when it is realised
that the impedances measured are not simply those between
adjacent pins of the connector. Since it was considered unwise at
that stage to isolate the connector from the internal circuitry, the
impedance values
measured had to include those of the individual components and
printed circuits of the Yaw Damper Coupler itself as well as the
resistance between the connector pins. Typically, impedances
measured as
greater than 30 Megohms in ambient conditions fell to fractions of
a Megohm when placed in the chamber.
Since it was impossible to determine how much, if any, of the lost
impedance was due to shorting between the connector pins, it
was then decided to compare the performance of a known
serviceable Yaw
Damper Coupler under the same conditions to see whether the
impedances were markedly different under humid conditions.
Only certain selected pins on the latter were sampled under
humid conditions. At
ambient conditions, similar impedance readings were obtained
between adjacent pins and, as expected, these values fell off
markedly under humid conditions. In general, the results were
similar to those
measured on the incident Yaw Damper Coupler, with only a few,
apparently random, occasions where the humid impedance of the
spare unit was better by an order of magnitude.

1.16.6 Connector pin contamination testing
Connector D295, and the Yaw Damper Coupler lower closing
panel, with the evidence of a dried fluid run on its inside face,
were submitted to a specialist company of electrical research
engineers for
laboratory analysis. The focus of this effort was to determine the
nature of the fluid contaminant and to confirm that electrical
current had flowed between the pins. It was considered that the
latter would be
proven if it could be established that the blue/green and white
deposits seen around the wire-wrapping of the pins were the
products of electrolysis as opposed to simple corrosion.
The chemical tests could only be conducted using an X-ray
dispersive technique which can only detect the individual
elements of a substance and cannot identify the compound which
is constructed from these
elements. Such a method will detect all elements present in the
sample, such as those used in the construction of the connector,
not just those from the contamination. Thus metals such as
copper, gold,
cadmium, nickel and zinc were present in nearly all the sampled
areas along with a range of other elements, including chlorine,
phosphorous, calcium and sulphur. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to
positively identify the nature of the contaminant fluid, despite
comparing it with samples of toilet sanitising fluid used by the
aircraft operator. This was largely because, although the
specimens and the fluid
samples both contained similar elements, it appears that samples
of other common fluids found on aircraft, such as waste water
and galley waste would yield similar results. An independent

analysis conducted
by the Boeing Company came to a similar conclusion with the
additional observation that there were no signs of urea, which
could be reasonably expected were the contaminant to contain
toilet waste. During
dismantling of the connector, however, it was found that the
contaminant had also penetrated between the two halves of the
insulator block (Appendix 6, Figure 1b) as evidenced by dried
stains. Also noted was
the fact that none of the pins themselves seemed to have suffered
from corrosive attack - the gold plating was intact and not pitted.
However, when the pins were later sectioned, repolished and
examined under
high magnification small pits were identified beneath the gold
plating.
Whilst contamination was observed on most of the pins to a
greater or lesser degree, the blue/green and white deposits were
mainly in evidence around the pins and wires in the top-left
quadrant of the connector
(viewed from the back). Some of these pins were found to be
those which would carry 28V dc for the Yaw Damper engage
circuitry and were therefore most likely to cause electrolysis of
the contaminant to
occur if partial short-circuiting did take place. Variations were
found in the composition of the deposits on various pins, most
notably on pin 4, which exhibited a strong chlorine peak as
expected for negative
ions in an electrolyte, and pin 14 which had strong sodium peaks.
Pin 14 is at 0V when the Yaw Damper is turned OFF and pin 4 is
at 28V. It was therefore concluded that electrolysis of some form
of liquid
contaminant containing sodium chloride (salt) had occurred and

that current had flowed between the pins.
1.16.7 Generation of errant electrical paths in connector D295
(Appendix 1, Figs 1 & 2)
As considerable amounts of the products of electrolysis had been
found at pins 4, 12 & 14 of connector D295 inside the Yaw
Damper Coupler, consideration was given to how this might have
caused bridging
between pins leading to errant electrical paths, capable of
sustaining Yaw Damper system engagement for 7 minutes after it
was selected from ON to OFF. To establish the viability of such
bridges required the
formulation of a series of tests and trials based on conditions
which other testing indicated to have existed.
The operation of the Yaw Damper system electrical engagement
interlocks has been described in ¤ 1.6.4, but the rationale for
sustaining the engaged state even though the Yaw Damper
engage switch was
selected to OFF, the basis for formulation of the test series, can be
summarised as follows:
1
For the Yaw Damper Actuator to be active, the solenoid
valve on
the rudder PCU must be held open to allow hydraulic
pressure to
the actuator. This required that sufficient voltage was
present at
the solenoid 'live' terminal to maintain it in the open
position.
Tests on the Yaw Damper solenoid valve , when isolated

from
the Yaw Damper system, indicated that the minimum
current
for holding this valve in the 'active' position was 56 ma.
and
about 3.2V was required to sustain this.
2
As the basic aircraft wiring tests showed no evidence of
insulation weaknesses in any of the Yaw Damper system
wiring,
the electrical supply to activate the solenoid valve had to be
provided from the 'b' contacts of the relay k12 in the
Autopilot
Accessory Unit.
3
For the 'b' contact supplying the PCU solenoid to be 'live',
relay
k12 had to remain activated.
Again, as there was no evidence of insulation weaknesses
in any
of the Yaw Damper system wiring, the electrical supply to
activate the relay had to be supplied from pin 12 of the
connector
D295 at the Yaw Damper Coupler.
Initial tests at the AAIB, showed that the voltage at pin 12
had
to rise above 18.7V to activate the relay k12 and remain
above
18.4V to maintain relay engagement. Similar tests were
made
on a later occasion, with the whole Yaw Damper
engagement
system connected together complete with actuator valve

solenoid. These showed that to activate relay k12 the
voltage at
pin 12 had to rise above 18.2V with a current of 17 ma. and
remain above 17.8V with 10 to 11 ma to maintain
engagement.
The maximum current that the relay would draw was
about 40
ma when full aircraft dc voltage was applied. Pin 12 could
be
supplied from pin 14 through circuits within the Yaw
Damper
Coupler. In that event, the minimum voltage which would
be
required at pin 14 would imply a current of at least 380 ma
flowing from pin 14.
4
With the 'b' contact supplying the PCU solenoid 'live', the
voltage
required to hold the solenoid in the open position had to be
present at pin 14.
5
If the Yaw Damper system was selected to OFF, pin 14 of
connector D295 should be connected to 'aircraft earth'
through
contacts in the Yaw Damper engage switch.
If any voltage was to be sustained at pin 14, the earth of the
Yaw Damper switch would have to have had significant
resistance.
6
Unintended dc supply to either pin 12 or pin 14, within
connector
D295, was judged to be viable only from pin 4; the other
permanently 'live' dc pins, 8 and 57, being considered too

remote. (Appendix 6, Figure 1)
Dc supply to pin 4 was via a 5 amp circuit breaker;
implying a
minimum resistance of about 0.7 Ohms in the engage
switch
earth path if pin 14 were to sustain only about 3V but more
if
the voltage on pin 14 were allowed to rise.

In order to test the viability of such a mechanism, under
conditions most conducive to success, the series of tests on the
subject aircraft using the breakout flylead (¤1.12.6) was extended
into an electrolytic
bridge growth trial. The techniques used and the scope of this 'ad
hoc' trial were reviewed and amended as it progressed.
In this trial, the pins were represented by the two single strand
copper conductors of a length of domestic power cable (2.5mm2),
with their insulation cut back for about 1cm. The bare conductors
were placed
parallel separated by about 1mm for the preliminary tests, and
for the later test at the same separation as the pins within D295
(0.1 inch). During this later test, to simulate the effect of the
insulated wirewrap
looming of the connector, a single short length of this wire was
used as a non-conducting physical bridge between the two
conductors. One of the copper strands was connected to pin 4 and
the other to pin 12 of
the breakout leads with meters connected to measure both
voltage at pin 12 and current from pin 4 to pin 12. Normal
operation of the engage system was checked at this point.

Two preliminary tests were done, with the electrodes only
separated by about 1 mm, one using tap water and the second
using a saline solution. To start electrolysis, the Yaw Damper
engage switch was set to
ON, the electrolyte placed between the conductors and the switch
then set to OFF. In both cases, electrolysis started immediately the
system was switched OFF. In the water test however, although
the current
rose to the measured 'sustain' value, when the system was
switched ON and OFF again, the electrolytic cell would not
sustain engagement for more than a few seconds. With the saline
solution, however, the
current rose to the point where the relay k12 pulled into
engagement and held, even though the system was not selected
ON.
The electrodes were then reconfigured to the more realistic
geometry, separated by 0.1 inch, with the insulated wire bridge.
Having started the electrolysis with weak saline solution, as in
the preliminary tests,
the current rose to the 'sustain' level. The system was then
switched ON and OFF again and the bridge maintained relay k12
closed. The current through the electrolytic cell continued to
increase and finally
peaked at about 40 ma, the potential drop across the cell being
only 1.5V. No additional electrolyte was added from this point
but the current remained stable at 40 ma for about 20 minutes.
In the preliminary tests the electrolyte was introduced as a drop
of liquid which was suspended between the two conductors by
wetting and surface tension. When the realistic separation of the
pins was modelled
the gap was too wide for this mechanism to be feasible but, with

the insulated wire bridging between the two electrodes, the
electrolyte clung to this bridge and the conductors and thus
formed an electrolytic
bridge between the two. It was noted during the second test that
the current increased as the electrolyte clinging to the bridging
wire dried out. It remained stable for a long time when there was
little apparent
moisture bridging the gap between the electrodes.
Following this test, an attempt was made to support the complete
Yaw Damper system through the electrolytic cell. Before doing
this the engage switch earth was taken out of the circuitry by
removing the flight
control panel. The electrolytic bridge was re-established and then
pins 4 & 12 were connected together with a conductor. Pins 12 &
14 were then connected and the connection between 4 & 12
removed. This
left the electrolytic bridge supporting the currents to maintain the
engagement of relay k12 and the solenoid shut-off valve. It was
able to do this with little moisture apparent, supplying a current
of
approximately 300 ma for about 10 minutes; the current flow
stopped abruptly, however, when the bridge dried out
completely. Confirmation that the system had been active was
demonstrated by operating the
system test switch and observing appropriate rudder response.
Whilst these tests were being conducted, there was clear evidence
of electrolysis occurring and deposits formed on the two
electrodes which were similar to those found on pins 4 and 14
within connector D295.
It was also noted that little obvious surface damage was inflicted
on the electrodes although closer inspection revealed that surface

damage had occurred. The appearance of the bridge formed
between the
electrodes was blackish and appeared to be an oxidised copper
film deposition.
Having demonstrated that electrolytic bridges, in particular those
with limited moisture apparent, were able to maintain
engagement of the system, with no earth path available through
the engage switch OFF
contacts, it was decided to attempt to generate electrolytically
formed bridges between representative connector pins; first
between correctly spaced pins and subsequently within a replica
of connector D295. It
was also decided to simulate a high resistance earth rather than
no earth at the engage switch.
A comprehensive series of tests and experiments was formulated
by the AAIB, the manufacturer and the operator jointly, and
performed at the manufacturer's physical laboratories. The intent
of the tests was to
resolve whether it was possible to generate and maintain suitable
pin to pin bridges without damaging the pins significantly more
than those of connector D295 were observed to be. The sustained
currents which
it was considered essential to demonstrate in these tests were the
minima established for the individual components of the Yaw
Damper system and assuming an open circuit on the engage
switch earth.
The preliminary tests of this series involved a large number of
simple pin to pin bridges with specific electrolyte mixes which
were done in two batches; the first using wet bath electrolyte
bridges and the second

using electrolyte drops on physical bridges of wirewrap wire.
These tests were intended to establish the amount of damage
which the pins sustained under the test conditions and,
therefrom, the electrolyte most
likely to have been involved. The electrolytes were those
determined from the results of the earlier analysis on the
connector performed by the specialist laboratory. These had
shown the presence, amongst other
elements, of chlorine, phosphorus and some sulphur, implying
the presence of chloride, phosphate and sulphate ions.
These tests showed that if chlorine was a significant element in
the electrolyte, its activity was so aggressive that the pins suffered
far more severe damage than had been seen on the pins from the
incident
connector. However, both phosphate and sulphate ions were able
to act as charge carriers without inflicting significant damage on
the pins. It was also observed that, in the 'near-dry' bridges
formed in the
second batch of preliminary tests, copper, in some form, was
deposited on physical bridge paths as they became dryer. It was
noted, however, that where new insulated wiring was used to
form physical
bridges, it did not 'wet' readily and, consequently, it was difficult
to achieve the electrolyte bridge necessary to start the process of
generating a stable pin to pin path.
As a result of the findings of these preliminary tests it was
decided to proceed with tests on wirewrap connectors configured
as nearly as possible identical to connector D295 from the
incident aircraft; particular
attention being given to the geometry of the wire wrapping
around the pins of greatest interest. Having reviewed the possible

scenarios for generation of conductive bridges and features noted
in the initial tests,
it was decided to attempt to form 'near-dry' conductive paths by
two different methods one which was predominantly a steady
slow generation process and the other a pulsed generation
process. The 'slow'
process was intended to imitate what might happen if power
were left on the aircraft for about ten days, the approximate
period that this condition was estimated to have existed during
the P6 inspection,
following a single run of contaminated fluid onto the connector
followed by an afterdrip. The 'pulsed' method representing
persistent slow dripping of contaminated fluid onto the connector
throughout the same
period.
The wirewrap wired connectors were artificially aged before
testing to improve the tendency of the new insulated wires to be
wetted. Each connector was, in turn, then used as part of the
circuitry of a near
complete Yaw Damper electrical system (the BITE and indicator
circuits were not connected) so that it fed and received power
from the appropriate components, including the Yaw Damper
Actuator solenoid.
To do this the connector was installed in the middle of a fly?lead
connection to the Yaw Damper Coupler and placed in an agreed
controlled environment which attempted to emulate estimated
conditions in the
E&E Bay during the P6 check. The currents in and out of the
relevant connector pins and their voltages relative to ground
were continuously monitored and recorded throughout the
attempts to grow the bridges
as well as during the subsequent test phases. The resistance of the

earth path on the OFF side of the Yaw Damper engage switch was
initially very high but it was intended to reduce this if sustained
'hung'
engagement was achieved. The method of initiating sustained
hung engagement was agreed to be:- to engage the system
normally, add a small amount of extra wetting to the connector
and then switch OFF the
system. The rationale behind this procedure was that it was only
necessary to generate electrical paths capable of carrying enough
current to sustain engagement but not to initiate it.
For the slow path growth, the conditioned connector was
moistened, in the area of pins 4, 12 & 14, with a spray of
composite contaminant consisting of 0.5% Sodium Chloride
solution combined with 6%
saturated solutions of Potassium Phosphate and Sodium
Sulphate. Six hours later, the same area was rewetted using a
micro-pipette. At the time of rewetting, the voltages on pins 12 &
14 rose sharply, relay
k12 activated and the solenoid pulled in. This caused the pin
voltages to fall sharply, k12 then deactivated, the solenoid
dropped out and the pin voltages then rose sharply again. This
cycle persisted for about
23 minutes but stable solenoid engagement was not achieved.
Following this episode the circuit was then left for about 10 days
for the unwanted paths to develop without any further wettings.
At the end of this
period, the voltage on pin 12 resulting from leakage along the
'near-dry' bridge which had developed was not of the right order
to hold the relay k12 in the activated state and an attempt to
demonstrate hung
engagement of the system failed. The area around pins 4, 12 & 14
was rewetted using a pipette but even after this, 'hung'

engagement would not occur. A final attempt to produce
conditions in which 'hung'
engagement could be demonstrated was made by spraying the
area of the pins. This lead to a wet path short circuit between the
115V ac resident on pin 2 and the earth pin 3 which rendered this
connector
useless for further testing.
Post-test examination of this connector showed that much of the
electrolytic activity had been taking place between pin 4 and its
two adjacent earths at pins 3 and 5 rather than the intended
activity between pin 4
and pins 12 & 14. It was also observed that, ignoring the damage
caused by the final wet short circuit, the damage inflicted on pin 4
by the electrolytic activity was considerably greater than had
been seen on
the incident connector.
For the pulsed path growth, a good sized drop of fairly clean
water (provided from Gatwick) was dropped onto the pin 4, 12 &
14 area of the connector for three days and then a 50/50 mix of
this water with the
solution used in the slow growth experiment was applied twice
daily for the remainder of the 10 days. Attempts were then made
to induce 'hung' engagement, with a series of rewettings being
performed, and the
assembly left with power applied to achieve a subsequent 'slow'
bridge growth several times. Although short periods of 'hung'
engagement were observed, the longest being 28 seconds, several
periods of rapid
cycling of relay k12 occurred. Examination of the connector after
testing again revealed much greater pin damage than in the
incident connector and evidence of copper deposition between

the pins.
1.16.8 E&E Bay Assessment Team
Arising from concern that fluid contamination might be more
widespread than they were aware, Boeing launched an 'E&E Bay
Assessment Team' initiative in January 1996. In addition to a large
number of
Boeing personnel, airlines and vendors were co-opted and
canvassed for their experience with this problem.
The terms of reference of the team were; 'To develop
recommendations that when implemented will preclude liquid
leakage and contamination within the E&E Bay from having an
adverse effect on the
equipment/systems'. The team's strategy was essentially to
define the scope of the problem, and to attempt to see whether
individual operator experience and aircraft build/modification
standard might give clues
as to which modifications or operator practices were effective in
minimising E&E Bay contamination.
The team's findings and recommendations were extensive,
reflecting the very large number of manhours spent in producing
the report. Much of the report deals with detail improvements
both to hardware and
maintenance practices. As an example of the latter, the team
found that many airlines treated water/waste system
components as 'on-condition' items and recommended that
periodic inspection and overhaul
should be performed.
In general, however, the team found a wide variation in operator

experience but the findings may have been influenced by a lack of
appreciation by some operators that they had an E&E Bay fluid
contamination
problem. For example, one aircraft showed a history of a
particular item of avionics equipment being returned from the
repair shop repeatedly with reports of fluid contamination over a
period of four months.
Clearly the operator had failed to make the connection between
the high removal rate of this component and a persistent leak
somewhere in the aircraft. Equally so, there was variation in
operator expectation
regarding the condition of the underfloor area, with some,
including the operator of G?BGJI, apparently accepting that
evidence of blue staining is inevitable after a few years in-service
whilst others managed to
achieve high standards of cleanliness.
This underlines the report's conclusion that most problems with
E&E Bay contamination '....related to aircraft maintenance and
servicing, rather than how components are originally designed
and installed".
The report also "....did not uncover any evidence that a specific
fluid leakage event will produce a near term, unexpected, aircraft
flight path deviation.'
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.17 Organisational and management information
None relevant.
1.18 Additional information

1.18.1 Aircraft manufacturer's Operational Bulletin
On 4 August 1995, the aircraft manufacturer issued an
Operational Bulletin detailing the 'Uncommanded Yaw or Roll
Procedure'. The procedure is reproduced below and the full
contents of the Bulletin is at
Appendix 9.
UNCOMMANDED YAW OR ROLL
Accomplish this procedure if uncommanded yaw or roll occurs in
flight.

AUTOPILOT (if engaged) .............

DISENGAGE

The pilot should be prepared to make control wheel corrections to
return to wings level upon disengagement. The autopilot may be
putting in an appropriate correction for an uncommanded yaw or
roll.
Allowing the control wheel to go to neutral after disengagement
may allow the aircraft to roll even more.
If yaw and/or roll forces continue:
YAW DAMPER SWITCH ......................
OFF

The YAW DAMPER Light illuminates when the yaw damper is
disengaged.
If it is confirmed that the autopilot is not the cause of the
uncommanded yaw or roll, the autopilot may be re-engaged at
the pilot's discretion.
1.19 Useful or effective investigative techniques
None new.
2 Analysis
2.1 General
The uncommanded roll activity experienced during this incident
was unusual. The flight crew carried out the correct initial
actions, as defined by the manufacturer earlier in 1995. These
actions were intended as
part of a memory recall drill in the event of an uncommanded
yaw or roll occurring in flight. The initial action was to disengage
the Autopilot, while being prepared to make control wheel
corrections to return
the aircraft to wings level upon disengagement, as the Autopilot
may have been putting in an appropriate correction for an
uncommanded roll or yaw induced roll. In this case, after
Autopilot disengagement, the
roll oscillations continued despite the best efforts of the crew to
control the aircraft using opposite roll inputs. The next item in the
sequence (if the roll/yaw continues) was to select the Yaw
Damper switch,
which is located on the overhead panel just above the Captain's

head, to OFF. During the post-incident debrief, the crew stated
that the Yaw Damper had been switched OFF at the time in
accordance with the
procedure, but again this had no noticeable effect on the roll/yaw
motion being experienced. With two pilots making individual
attempts at reducing the oscillation in sequence, and with a
handover occurring
between the two, it is most unlikely that the continuation of the
oscillation was a result of 'pilot coupling' with the aircraft,
inducing the motion, without some form of additional input from
an aircraft control
system.
With the Autopilot removed from the control loop and the Yaw
Damper manually switched off, then all of the flight controls
should have been in the hydraulically actuated/mechanically
signalled state, with
pilot inputs causing essentially linear control responses at the
elevators, ailerons and rudder. In this basic configuration, there
should have been no mechanism for an oscillation to continue.
The fact that it did so
meant that the flight crew were initially somewhat alarmed and
unsure as to the precise nature of their situation. The possibility
of the Yaw Damper system remaining active after its control
switch on the
overhead panel had been switched OFF had never been
considered as a possible scenario by the aircraft manufacturer.
During this investigation, some consideration was given to the
possibility that the crew may have misidentified the Yaw Damper
ON/OFF switch and operated some other switch. The switches
adjacent on the
same overhead panel are shown diagramatically in Appendix 1.

The majority of these switches have lift-flap type, guard covers.
Of the remainder, there is no other switch on this panel which,
when switched
off, would produce a FLIGHT CONTROLS amber warning
caption on the Master Caution system. The flight crew recalled
that this amber Master Caution caption was illuminated during
the pre-landing
checklist completion at the Master Caution recall check and that
the commander switched the Yaw Damper back on at that time.
He sensed a further roll/yaw disturbance and so switched it OFF
again prior to
landing. It was not possible to confirm, from the DFDR, when
these switch selections had been made.
2.2 M-Cab simulator analysis
From the M-Cab simulator testing it was possible to conclude that
shunt resistances between combinations of pins in the Yaw
Damper Coupler connector could cause an aircraft response
similar to that
experienced by G-BGJI during the incident. Initially a shunt
resistance of at least 300 K Ohms between pins 40 to 51 would
have caused the small oscillations that were seen prior to and
post the large
oscillations. Similar oscillations were detectable on the QAR data
from flights prior to the maintenance activity which could be
caused by a shunt, or due indeed to the Yaw Damper being
disengaged. The effect
of this shunt was to reduce the ability of the Yaw Damper
Coupler to provide control, and so the response of the aircraft
was similar to the Yaw Damper disengaged case.
However, when a resistance of at least 230 Kilohms was applied

between pins 37 to 38 and 40 to 51, the aircraft immediately
would have started to experience the large oscillations. It can be
concluded that the
pin 40 to 51 shunt resistance may have been an incipient problem,
the only symptoms of which were to produce aircraft behaviour
consistent with the Yaw Damper being disengaged. However
when a shunt
resistance appeared between pins 37 and 38, in conjunction with
the pre-existing condition, the Yaw Damper system would
immediately start to drive the Dutch Roll mode, and the aircraft
would respond
accordingly with the rolling/yawing motion seen during the
incident.
2.3 Continued engagement of Yaw Damper system
Analysis of the aircraft's flightpath, from the recorded Flight
Data, showed that its aberrant motion was consistent, in form and
frequency, with a fairly constant amplitude 'Dutch Roll' motion.
Because the
aircraft type has a naturally damped 'Dutch Roll' mode, this
indicated that the motion was being forced. This conclusion
directed attention to the Yaw Damper system early in the
investigation.
The occurrence of unstable Yaw Damper characteristics should
not have been a continuing problem if the system had been
switched OFF. Since the crew recollection was that they had
selected it OFF early in
the sequence of events following the onset of the aberrant
behaviour (ref; ¤2.1), it was necessary to investigate if and how it
might be possible for the system to remain active when selected
OFF.

Critical analysis of the Yaw Damper system (Appendix 1) had
shown that, in addition to the two faults required to destabilise it
(see ¤2.2), two further stray connections had to be made to keep it
engaged when
switched off; one supplying dc power to relay k12 in the
Autopilot Accessory Unit and the other supplying dc power to
the engage solenoid valve. Furthermore, it required the earth path
attached to the OFF
terminal of the Yaw Damper engage switch to have considerable
resistance if the 28V dc supply circuit breaker were not to trip.
The physical evidence of liquid ingress into the connector D295 in
the Yaw Damper Coupler module and the fact that this connector
appeared to be the only single place where all the necessary stray
connections
and reduced resistances could be made, further focused the
investigation onto this connector. The evidence of fluid ingress
did not indicate that the whole connector had been affected but
only a few pins.
However, the contaminated pins included those indicated by the
M-Cab analysis to be critical. The analysis made of the
contaminants observed within the connector showed that some
electrolytic activity had
taken place there; an undesirable state of affairs even if it were
not to give rise to instability or loss of control of the Yaw Damper
system.
The tests on the aircraft using breakout flyleads (1.12.7) confirmed
the analysis that in order for the Yaw Damper System to remain
engaged due to stray connections at connector D295, after it had
been
switched OFF, the interlock relay k12 in the Autopilot Accessory

Unit had to remain made. Furthermore, sufficient current had to
continue to flow through the contacts 'b', of this relay, and the
solenoid of the
Yaw Damper Actuator solenoid valve, in order to hold this valve
in the 'active' position. These tests also confirmed that the OFF
terminal earth path of the Yaw Damper engage switch had to
have significantly
raised resistance, if the necessary stray connections to engage the
system were not to cause the 28V dc circuit breaker to trip.
To get these conditions to occur due to stray connections at
connector D295 required that current paths became available
from pin 4, which carries dc power directly from the system
circuit breaker, to pin 12, to
keep the engage relay k12 activated, and to pin 14, to supply the
actuator solenoid valve. It can be seen, in the diagram of
connector D295 at Appendix 6, Figure 1, that the pins 4, 12 & 14,
are grouped
together. Furthermore, these pins showed evidence of
contamination and local electrolytic activity.
A scenario was postulated that, if contaminated water got into the
wire wrapping at the back of the plug unit of the Yaw Damper
Coupler (D295), an electrolytically driven process might generate
electrically
conductive paths from pin 4 to both pins 12 & 14.
For electrolysis to have taken place, the presence of 28V dc on pin
4 was required, which would be true whenever the dc bus was
live. It would also have required paths to earth to exist from pins
12 & 14; from
pin 12 via the k12 relay coil and from pin 14 via the engage switch
earth path or, if this were open circuit, through the solenoid valve

coil after k12 relay had been activated. If dc power were available
on the
bus and the Yaw Damper selected ON, pins 12 & 14 would also
be at 28V dc and so the conditions for the electrolysis to take
place would not exist. It is, therefore, only when the dc bus is live
and the Yaw
Damper selected OFF that the right conditions can exist.
The electrical system status for it to be possible to lay down the
requisite conductive paths by this kind of mechanism had been
available as the aircraft had just been on a major check during
which it spent many
days with dc power live but the Yaw Damper switched OFF.
However, the physical conditions and the effect of the connector's
history, over the 17 years it had been in service, were recognised
as potentially
important in influencing the likelihood of a path forming.
Another unquantifiable influence was the unique lie of the
wirewrap wires between the pins of the connector which could be
seen to affect the
likelihood of damp paths between the relevant pins being a
possibility.
When the Yaw Damper is switched off, the electrical paths to
earth which exist, by design, from pins 12 & 14 are fundamentally
different. That from pin 12 is through the (k12) engage relay coil
and the time
delay circuits in the Autopilot Accessory Unit, which limit the
maximum current to about 40 ma even when full aircraft dc
voltage is applied. By contrast, the earth path from pin 14 is
through the engage switch
OFF contact which should be a dead short to aircraft earth and
effectively maintain pin 14 at aircraft earth potential whenever

the switch is selected to OFF.
This difference was reflected in the relative ease of generating
effective stray paths during test. The natural current limiting
characteristics of the relay k12 coil circuits meant that the stray
path between pins 4 &
12 was only required to carry a maximum of 40 ma and to have
sufficiently low resistance to maintain at least 18.2V at pin 12.
The path to pin 14, however, had to be able to satisfy a more
demanding role, one affected by both its own resistance and the
resistance of the engage switch earth path. As an absolute
minimum, on the
assumption that the engage switch earth path was close to being
an open circuit, the 4 to 14 path had to be capable of carrying 60
ma whilst dropping the voltage to 3.2V dc at pin 14, to keep the
solenoid valve
energised. The lower the resistance of the pin 4 to 14 stray path,
the higher the voltage at pin 14 and consequently an increased
current flow through the solenoid so the more robust the stray
path would need to
be.
The minimum permissible resistance of the engage switch earth
path would have be about 0.7 Ohms if pin 14 were to sustain only
about 3V as the dc supply to pin 4 was via a 5 amp circuit
breaker. However, if
the voltage on pin 14 were to be higher, the resistance at the
engage switch earth path would also have to be higher in order to
limit the total current to 5 amps, the capacity of the circuit breaker
which did not
trip on the incident flight. In order to reduce the current flow
through the stray connection, 5 amps demanding a very robust

path, the resistance at the engage switch earth path would need
to have been higher
still.
Therefore, a very particular set of circumstances had to pertain
for a stray path to develop between pins 4 and 14 capable of
supplying the 'hold on' voltage and current requirements of the
Yaw Damper Actuator
solenoid valve without the 5 amp circuit breaker tripping. For the
4 to 14 path to develop at the same time as the 4 to 12 path, the
engage switch earth path had to be sufficiently resistive to restrict
the total
current and be sufficiently conductive enough to allow the
electrolytic formation of the path. If the engage switch earth path
were open circuit, formation of the 4 to 14 path could not occur
until a sufficiently
robust path had been generated between pins 4 & 12 for the k12
relay to have pulled in without being selected.
The basic aircraft wiring integrity testing had not revealed any
relevant discrepancies of continuity or isolation except the
persistent existence of a relatively high resistance (about 2 Ohms)
at the earth contacts of
the engage switch. During the course of testing, this resistance
was established to be associated only with the Flight Controls
module which was fitted during the incident flight. This
indicated that it was
possible that a raised switch earth resistance had existed at the
time of the incident. Detailed examination of the module wiring
and the switch itself indicated neither evidence of undue contact
or joint resistance
nor a possible explanation for it, beyond the presence of some
deposits around the micro switch contacts but these were not

confirmation of an open circuit. However, the switch had been
functioned an
indeterminate number of times since the incident with an
unquantifiable effect.
The Yaw Damper system had to be positively engaged by the
crew, as part of the pre?flight checks. It can be inferred that if the
stray paths to pins 12 & 14 existed at that time, they were not
sufficiently
conductive to cause the system to engage itself and thus
extinguish the warning light. The crew would have been
expecting to energise the system and its being live without being
selected should have been
noticed and, if so, would have been a matter of concern. If,
however, the stray paths had developed to the point where once
the Yaw Damper was engaged, they were sufficiently robust to
sustain the requisite
voltage and current combinations at pins 12 & 14 (see 1.16.7) to
maintain engagement, they could have been exploited when the
crew selected the system OFF.
The experimentation and tests, using both plain copper
conductors and gold plated pins as used in D295, showed that it
was relatively easy to form an electrolytic current path capable of
sustaining the currents
needed to keep the Yaw Damper system engaged. It was
observed, however, that the degree of damage sustained,
particularly by the pins, was considerably more severe than that
suffered by the pins of the
incident Yaw Damper connector. This indicated that pure
electrolytic conduction of the stray currents needed to keep the
system engaged had not been a potential mechanism for causing
this incident.

The experimentation was, therefore, focused on developing, what
were called 'near-dry', current bridges which were, in effect,
attempts to see if it was possible to lay down a basic metallic
current path using
phosphate and sulphate ions as charge carriers; rather than
chlorides which were chemically too aggressive to leave the pins
of the connector as little damaged as was found in the incident
connector.
The current carrying capacity of those paths and the voltages
which had to be sustained at the pins were specific to the units of
the system which were installed at the time of the incident. The
tests done on the
aircraft system to prove which stray connections were needed
had shown that actuator solenoids, in particular, could vary
considerably in their voltage and current demands for the 'held
on' condition. The tests
to see if it was possible to reproduce any 'hold on' condition were,
therefore, conducted using the components fitted to the aircraft at
the time of the incident.
When looking at the attempts to introduce the necessary stray
connections into a representatively wired up connector, it was
seen that none could be classified as successful, in the sense that
the Yaw Damper
system did not remain solidly engaged after being selected OFF,
although some type of stray connection had clearly formed.
In summary, the experiments demonstrated that it might be
possible to generate stray current paths capable of sustaining
engagement of the Yaw Damper system when selected to OFF,
but only in the presence

of a high resistance in the engage switch earth path . Although
the evidence was tenuous, the possibility that such a resistance
was present during the incident flight cannot be discounted.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
2.4 Possible sources of connector contamination
The nature of the deposits observed on the Yaw Damper Coupler
connector pins appeared to be relatively long term, almost
certainly pre-dating the P6 check activity. As such, it was highly
unlikely that the
investigation and testing would reveal a contamination source
from that period and indeed none was found. The only evidence
indicating a fluid path into the connector was the whitish dried
deposit on the
connector shell, suggesting a very particular localised drip (as
opposed to a more general soaking of the unit). The tray in which
the Yaw Damper Coupler was located bore no signs of any
contamination
although its mating connector did have some of the dried residue
similar to that found on the Yaw Damper Coupler connector,
indicating that the two were joined at the time of the
contamination. The Technical
Log entry in March 1995 indicating a leak in the toilet handbasin
drain may be relevant, but for the same reasons discussed below,
moisture should still have been prevented from contaminating
the E1 rack.
Attempts to analytically determine the origin of the deposits were
unsuccessful. The conclusion in ¤1.16.6 that electrolysis of a
solution containing sodium chloride had definitely occurred,
whilst demonstrating

the passage of current, did not assist in identifying the
contaminant since this is obviously such a common substance
and could have come from almost any source.
The scenario connecting the incident to the connector
contamination requires a further source of moisture nearer to the
time of the incident to activate the electrical 'bridge' between the
pins. Chemical analysis of
the dried deposits did not point towards any particular source of
fluid and, although some defects were found in the wet systems
of the aircraft, these systems were essentially non-functional and
drained during
the incident flight. The weather was dry whilst the aircraft was
outside the hangar preparing for the flight.
It would appear that for any fluid leak to drip onto the subject
connector, it is necessary to penetrate the rubberised fabric
shroud which is fitted above it. Once through this, it may drip
onto the cooling plenum,
whose forward lip coincides with the array of connectors at the
back of each unit on the E1 rack, particularly the Yaw Damper
Coupler which is at the top. The evidence of a dried fluid run on
the upper and
lower surfaces of the plenum was of interest because it did
indeed correspond to the centreline of the Yaw Damper Coupler
but there was no indication of a leak in the shroud at the location
from where the run
appeared to originate. Notwithstanding this, G-BGJI's operator
has developed a modification which puts an aluminium tray
between the plenum and the shroud which completely covers the
forward face of the
E1 rack thus preventing any fluid which penetrates the shroud
from dripping onto the connectors. A Boeing modification to

achieve a similar standard of protection already existed but was
not applicable to
aircraft fitted with airstairs.
The E&E Bay Assessment Team were not specifically tasked with
finding the cause of contamination which caused this incident but
it formed part of their statistics and the operator of G-BGJI was
one of the
airlines whose procedures and aircraft were examined, after the
operator had conducted their own internal checks. As mentioned
in ¤1.16.8, the team generally found that occasional E&E Bay
contamination
was an accepted fact-of-life by many airlines This appeared to be
the case at the operator's Gatwick facility, where the condition of
aircraft after a few years service following a P6 check, both by
physical
examination and discussion with the technicians, was expected to
show signs of the characteristic blue staining of toilet sanitising
fluid under the floor area. G-BGJI's operator did not necessarily
regard
water/waste system components as 'on-condition' as they were
generally overhauled or renewed at each P6 check, but this
represents 5 years service of systems which are often troublesome
and prone to abuse.
This incident led the operator to review all aspects of E&E Bay
protection and maintenance practices and it might be speculated
that other airlines would be well advised to do the same rather
than wait until
they, too, have an in-flight incident. By its nature, a contamination
event is unpredictable as is demonstrated by this incident. It is
unlikely that anyone could have foreseen the dramatic effect that
contamination
of the connector had on the behaviour of the aircraft.

The following recommendations were made in January 1996:
It is recommended that the FAA :
1) Require as soon as practical a visual inspection of all Boeing
737 aircraft Electrical and Equipment (E&E) Bays to check for
fluid ingress into avionics components, their connectors and
associated wiring.
Such inspection should involve the minimum disturbance of
equipment and connectors commensurate with a thorough
examination for contamination. Where such contamination is
found, the component should
be removed and despatched to workshops for examination.
2) Require as soon as practical an inspection of the area in and
around the E&E Bay for evidence on the structure and fittings of
recent fluid leakage such as wet corrosion, staining and
crystallised deposits.
Such evidence should be investigated to ensure that, where the
source of the leak is not apparent or readily rectifiable, no
potential exists for it to impinge upon the avionics components,
their connectors or
wiring.
(Recommendation 96-3)
It is also recommended that the FAA and Boeing :
3) Conduct an urgent review of the measures incorporated into
the Boeing 737 to prevent fluid ingress into the E&E Bay, its
equipment, connectors and wiring and as necessary require
modifications to ensure

that the equipment, connectors and wiring are provided with
protection consistent with reliable operation.
4) Conduct a review of the Aircraft Maintenance Manual to
ensure that clear and specific instructions are contained therein to
enable evidence of fluid ingress, even if not apparently directly
impinging on
electrical equipment, to be identified during routine maintenance.
It should also be ascertained that any routine testing for leaks in
the toilet, galley and airstairs systems should be done with the
systems
functioning fully throughout their normal operational cycle to
ensure that any leaks which only occur during, for example,
draining or replenishment cycles are detected.
(Recommendation 96-4)
It is accepted that the findings of the E&E Bay review team
identified differing maintenance practices as being highly
significant in determining the in-service condition of the E&E Bay
and its associated
avionics components, their connectors and wiring. However, the
location of the bay, below the cabin floor in areas susceptible to
fluid leaks from toilets, galleys and aircraft doors does make the
bay
unnecessarily vulnerable. Although the chances of fluid
contamination directly affecting aircraft handling, as in this case,
would appear to be a most unlikely outcome, the wetting of
sensitive avionics
equipment will undoubtedly lead to unserviceabilities. This will
become of more significance as aircraft continue to develop an
increased dependence on electronic equipment. The location of
the E&E Bay was

undoubtedly arrived at following a variety of design
considerations but in modern aircraft is possibly based on historic
precedent as much as current design constraints.
It is therefore further recommended that:
The Boeing Airplane Company promulgate the findings of the
E&E Bay Assessment Team to all operators and that the
recommendations be actioned through Service Bulletins to
maximise the protection from
fluid ingress of bay housed electronic components in current
aircraft.
(Recommendation 97-60)
The CAA with the FAA review FARs and JARs with a view to
requiring that the location of electronic equipment be arranged
during the aircraft design so as to minimise the potential for
contamination by fluid
ingress, with the intention of ensuring that the equipment,
connectors and wiring are provided with protection consistent
with reliable operation less heavily dependant on maintenance
practices.
(Recommendation 97-61)
3 Conclusions
(a) Findings
1
The crew members were properly licensed, medically fit,
adequately rested and technically qualified to conduct the

test
flight.
2
The aircraft was on a test flight before being returned to
line
service following a scheduled major (P6) service and was
operating within the normal limits of weight and centre of
gravity.
3
The aircraft was being operated within the normal flight
envelope at the time of the incident, using the Autopilot
and
Autothrottle systems and with the Yaw Damper system
engaged.
4
The aircraft entered a cyclic oscillation in roll and yaw
which
was consistent with a critically damped Dutch Roll
motion
and persisted for seven minutes. The aircraft type has
natural
positive damping of the Dutch Roll mode.
5
The crew's initial actions, as they recalled them, of
disconnecting the Autopilot and Autothrottle, and
switching
OFF the Yaw Damper were in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommended procedure.
6
The commander's decision to issue a MAYDAY call in
response to the incident was appropriate.
7
The ATC response to the MAYDAY call was timely, helpful

and appropriate.
8
The crew's decision to conduct a low speed handling
check to
determine a suitable configuration in which to carry out a
landing demonstrated good airmanship.
9
The decision to maintain the Flap 15¡, landing gear down
configuration for the return to London Gatwick was
judicious.
10
The decision to re-engage the Yaw Damper system during
the
final approach sequence was unwise, but the system was
switched OFF once again prior to landing.
11
The main rudder PCU had been replaced but in all other
respects the rudder/Yaw Damper system components
were the
same as those fitted prior to the check.
12
After the incident, all components (mechanical, electrical
and
electronic) capable of affecting rudder movement were
tested
and none was found to be significantly out of
specification.
13
From the M-Cab simulator testing it was possible to
conclude
that shunt resistances, simulating the effect of fluid
ingress,
between combinations of pins in the Yaw Damper Coupler

connector could cause an aircraft response similar to that
experienced during the incident.
14
The Yaw Damper Coupler had not been overhauled
during its
life and had run 17 years and about 34,000 hours without
any
recorded defects.
15
Examination of the aircraft's Technical Log did not reveal
entries related to Yaw Damper defects during the last two
years.
16
No component defects were found in the Yaw Damper
Coupler apart from those on the connector D295.
17
The portion of the connector D295 on the outside of the
Yaw
Damper Coupler enclosure had evidence of liquid spillage
onto it.
18
Despite various attempts it was not possible to analyse the
contaminant and hence identify its origin.
19
There was a considerable build up of products of
corrosion
and electrolysis between pins of the connector D295,
within
the Yaw Damper Coupler enclosure.
20
The nature of the deposits observed on the Yaw Damper
Coupler connector pins appeared similar to those
produced

when attempting to create stray electrical paths.
21
The pins most affected by these deposits were related to
the
28V dc power supply and the circuits involved in
activation of
the Yaw Damper system.
22
The scenario connecting the incident to the connector
contamination, requires a further source of moisture
nearer to
the time of the incident to activate the electrical 'bridge'
between the pins but no such source of moisture was
identified.
23
The airframe wiring affecting the Yaw Damper circuits
was
found not to have any deficiencies.
24
Tests using a 'breakout fly-lead' confirmed theoretical
analysis
that it was possible to maintain engagement of the Yaw
Damper system after it had been switched OFF by
introducing
stray connections between pins within the Yaw Damper
Coupler connector (D295) but only if the engage switch
OFF
earth was high resistance or open circuit.
25
Experimentation demonstrated that possibilities existed to
build the necessary stray connections to achieve continued
Yaw Damper engagement after it had been selected OFF.
26

The experimentation demonstrated that it was very
difficult to
generate robust stray connections between pins of
connector
D295 without causing more severe damage to the pins
than
had been observed on the unit involved in the incident.
27
None of the experimentally produced stray connections
with
appropriately damaged pins was sufficiently robust to
sustain
continuing Yaw Damper engagement after it had been
selected OFF.
28
There was little chance of finding evidence that a source of
moisture existed in the past, as the electronic units in the
E&E
Bay (including the Yaw Damper Coupler) were removed
and
the E&E Bay and structure immediately above it were
cleaned
or replaced during the P6 check.
29
Visual inspection of the structure was carried out and
evidence from the technical records along with the
recollections of the individuals involved indicated that the
degree of corrosion found and rectified was typical of any
aircraft on such a check and there were no indications of
any
abnormalities which may have indicated heavy fluid
contamination.
30

The E&E Bay was vulnerable to fluid leaks because it
housed
the forward airstairs, was located immediately below the
main
entry vestibule and forward galley and just aft of the
forward
toilet.
31
Examination of the aircraft technical documents only
revealed
one entry relating to a fluid leak capable of affecting the
E&E
Bay, dated 5 March 1995, when a leak was traced to the
forward toilet sink drain.
32
The E&E Bay Assessment Team's findings and
recommendations were extensive and identified detailed
improvements both to hardware and maintenance
practices to
maintain a desirable environment in the bay.

(b) Causal factors
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
1
Contamination of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler,
in the E&E Bay, by an unidentified fluid had occurred at
some
time prior to the incident flight and compromised the
function

of its pin to pin insulation.
2
Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between certain
adjacent pins had affected the phase and magnitude of the
signals transmitted to the Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby
stimulating a forced Dutch Roll mode of the aircraft.
3
The location of the E&E Bay, beneath the cabin floor in the
area of the aircraft doors, galleys and toilets made it
vulnerable
to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
4
The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch
Roll oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the
malfunctioning Yaw Damper system.

4 Safety recommendations
4.1 It is recommended that the FAA :
1) Require as soon as practical a visual inspection of all Boeing
737 aircraft Electrical and Equipment (E&E) Bays to check for
fluid ingress into avionics components, their connectors and
associated wiring.
Such inspection should involve the minimum disturbance of
equipment and connectors commensurate with a thorough
examination for contamination. Where such contamination is
found, the component should
be removed and despatched to workshops for examination.
2) Require as soon as practical an inspection of the area in and

around the E&E Bay for evidence on the structure and fittings of
recent fluid leakage such as wet corrosion, staining and
crystallised deposits.
Such evidence should be investigated to ensure that, where the
source of the leak is not apparent or readily rectifiable, no
potential exists for it to impinge upon the avionics components,
their connectors or
wiring.
(Recommendation 96-3)
4.2 It is recommended that the FAA and Boeing :
3) Conduct an urgent review of the measures incorporated into
the Boeing 737 to prevent fluid ingress into the E&E Bay, its
equipment, connectors and wiring and as necessary require
modifications to ensure
that the equipment, connectors and wiring are provided with
protection consistent with reliable operation.
4) Conduct a review of the Aircraft Maintenance Manual to
ensure that clear and specific instructions are contained therein to
enable evidence of fluid ingress, even if not apparently directly
impinging on
electrical equipment, to be identified during routine maintenance.
It should also be ascertained that any routine testing for leaks in
the toilet, galley and airstairs systems should be done with the
systems
functioning fully throughout their normal operational cycle to
ensure that any leaks which only occur during, for example,
draining or replenishment cycles are detected.
(Recommendation 96-4)

It is further recommended that:
4.3 The Boeing Airplane Company promulgate the findings of the
E&E Bay Assessment Team to all operators and that the
recommendations be actioned through Service Bulletins to
maximise the protection
from fluid ingress of bay housed electronic components in current
aircraft.
(Recommendation 97-60)
4.4 The CAA with the FAA review FARs and JARs with a view to
requiring that the location of electronic equipment be arranged
during the aircraft design so as to minimise the potential for
contamination by
fluid ingress, with the intention of ensuring that the equipment,
connectors and wiring are provided with protection consistent
with reliable operation less heavily dependant on maintenance
practices.
(Recommendation 97-61)

D F King
Inspector of Air Accidents
Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions

November 1997
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: jcornea@montereyherald.com
Subject: Juney try again

Date: Fri, 26 Feb 1999 21:13:21 -0500 (EST)
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILERDAEMON@ranger.knight-ridder.com>
Subject: Returned mail: User unknown
To: <barry@corazon.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Auto-Submitted: auto-generated (failure)

The original message was received at Fri, 26 Feb 1999 21:13:19
-0500 (EST)
from uucp@localhost
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<jcornea@montereyherald.com>

----- Transcript of session follows ----... while talking to mon-mx.montereyherald.com.:
>>> RCPT To:<jcornea@montereyherald.com>
<<< 550 Invalid recipient <jcornea@montereyherald.com>
550 <jcornea@montereyherald.com>... User unknown
Reporting-MTA: dns; ranger.knight-ridder.com
Arrival-Date: Fri, 26 Feb 1999 21:13:19 -0500 (EST)
Final-Recipient: rfc822; jcornea@montereyherald.com
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.1
Remote-MTA: dns; mon-mx.montereyherald.com
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 Invalid recipient
<jcornea@montereyherald.com>
Last-Attempt-Date: Fri, 26 Feb 1999 21:13:21 -0500 (EST)
Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: by ranger.knight-ridder.com; id VAA18641; Fri, 26
Feb 1999 21:13:19 -0500 (EST)
Received: from mail.redshift.com(209.54.200.6) by
ranger.knight-ridder.com via smap (4.1)
id xma018637; Fri, 26 Feb 99 21:13:13 -0500
Received: from [207.204.197.153] (pm8-157.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.196.157])
by mail.redshift.com (8.9.3/8.9.1a) with ESMTP id
SAA09554
for <jcornea@montereyherald.com>; Fri, 26 Feb 1999
18:12:36 -0800
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
boundary="============_-1292040908==_ma==========
=="

X-Sender: barry@mail.redshift.com
Message-Id: <v04020a07b2fd040a1562@[207.204.197.153]>
Date: Fri, 26 Feb 1999 18:13:00 -0800
To: jcornea@montereyherald.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Juney
Dear Mrs. Cornea,
My name is Barry Smith. I believe you live or lived next to Jacks Ball
Park in 1958-1960. I had a crush on you if you did. I was15 and I think
you were about the same. I played baseball at the park. I called you
Juney. So long ago.
Well, I live in Carmel Valley now, married with a seven year old
daughter. Still a Monterey Peninsula person. Folks too live in PG.
The below might be of interest to the paper or to some editor who
handles this sort of thing. It's about the Marine landing in Monterey
from the Navy point of view. It might be worth passing on.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

R 281850Z AUG 98 ZYB

FM COMTHIRDFLT
TO CINCPACFLT PEARL HARBOR HI//N2/N3/N33/N337/N5/N6//
INFO SECDEF WASHINGTON DC//BMDO/AQJ//
JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC//JT/J3//
CNO WASHINGTON DC//N3/N6/N60/N8/N2/N5/N86/N87/N88/N85//
USCINCPAC HONOLULU HI//J2/J22/J3/J375/J5/J6//
COMMARFORPAC//G3//
COMNAVAIRPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3/N6/N8//
CG I MEF
COMSECONDFLT
COMSEVENTHFLT
COMFIFTHFLT
COMSIXTHFLT
COMNAVSURFPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3/N6/N8//
COMSUBPAC PEARL HARBOR HI//N3/N5/N6//
CG FIRST MARDIV
CG THIRD MAW
COMUSMARDEZPAC ALAMEDA CA//00/N3//
COMNAVWARDEVCOM NEWPORT RI//MBC//
COMNAVSURFRESFOR NEW ORLEANS LA//N3//
COMSOCPAC HONOLULU HI//SOJ3//
COMSURFWARDEVGRU LITTLE CREEK VA//N3/N5//
HQ USSPACECOM OPERATIONS PETERSON AFB CO//J3/J33/
J33OW//
NAVWARCOL NEWPORT RI//07//
CG MCCDC QUANTICO VA//MCWL//
COMNAVSPECWARCOM CORONADO CA//00/N3//
COMNAVBASE SAN DIEGO CA//JJJ//
CG MCB CAMP PENDLETON CA
COMINEWARCOM CORPUS CHRISTI TX//N3//
COMCARGRU ONE
COMPHIBGRU THREE//00/N3//
EWTGPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3//
COMSPAWARSYSCOM SAN DIEGO CA//PD18/PD13/PMW132/80//

PEOCMPANDUAV PATUXENT RIVER MD//PEO(CU)/PMA-281/
PMA-282//
DSWA WASHINGTON DC
TACTRAGRUPAC SAN DIEGO CA//00/N2/N3//
CNA ALEXANDRIA VA//JJJ//
PEO TAD SC WASHINGTON DC//JJJ//
PEO CV WASHINGTON DC//400B/429//
COMNAVSPECWARGRU ONE//N3//
NAVSTKAIRWARCEN FALLON NV//N2/N3/N5/N6//
COMNAVAIRWARCENWPNDIV CHINA LAKE CA//470000D/
471000D//
AEGIS TRAREDCEN DAHLGREN VA//JJJ//
CNR ARLINGTON VA//35ELB//
NSAPOFFICE ARLINGTON VA//09N//
COMNAVSEASYSCOM WASHINGTON DC//PMS-429//
NAVSURFWARCENDIV DAHLGREN VA//T308/AW32//
NAVUNSEAWARCENDIV NEWPORT RI//5442/3412//
COMNAVSPACECOM DAHLGREN VA//N311//
NRO WASHINGTON DC//OSO//
NAVAIRWPNSTA CHINA LAKE CA//47//
FACSFAC SAN DIEGO CA//00/N3//
FLTINFOWARCEN NORFOLK VA//N3//
FLTINFOWARCEN DET SAN DIEGO CA//JJJ//
COMPHIBRON FIVE
COMEODGRU ONE
COMCOGARDGRU SAN FRANCISCO CA//00/N3//
COGARD MSO SAN FRANCISCO BAY CA//00/N3//
COMNAVIUWGRU ONE//00/N3//
USS CORONADO
USS BONHOMME RICHARD
USS PEARL HARBOR
THIRDFLT OPFOR
CG MCWL QUANTICO VA//JJJ//
NCWGRUONE//JJJ//

COMSUBDEVRON TWELVE
COMSPECBOATRON ONE
NAVSPECWARUNIT ONE
FLTIMAGCOMPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3//
APL JHU LAUREL MD//00/D6//
COMNAVWARDEVCOM DIV NORFOLK VA//N3/N8//
NAVPGSCOL MONTEREY CA
BT
UNCLAS //N03500//
THIS IS PART ONE OF A TWO PART MSG. PART TWO OF TWO IS
281851ZAUG98.
MSGID/GENADMIN/COMTHIRDFLT//
SUBJ/FLEET BATTLE EXPERIMENT ECHO (FBE E) - DRAFT
CONCEPT OF
EXPERIMENT (SITREP NUMBER 0NE)//
REF/A/RMG/COMTHIRDFLT/112247ZJUN98//
REF/B/RMG/CINCPACFLT/242357ZAUG98//
REF/C/RMG/CG I MEF/030316ZJUL98//
NARR/REF A IS REPORT FROM KERNAL BLITZ/EXTENDING
THE LITTORAL
BATTLESPACE ACTD/URBAN WARRIOR/FLEET BATTLE
EXPERIMENT ECHO
CONFERENCE 6 MAY 1998. REF B IS EXERCISE KB99
PRELIMINARY PLANNING
MEETING MINUTES. REF C IS I MEF'S CAMPAIGN PLAN FOR
URBAN WARRIOR
99//
POC/OLSON/CDR/J521/C3F/TEL:619- 524-9519/9563/9553/9527/
DSN:
524-XXXX/POTS: 619-545-7581/E MAIL: NIPRNET
U521C3F(AT)CORONADO.NAVY.MIL/ SIPRNET
J521C3F(AT)CORONADO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL //
POC/WELLS/CDR/MBC/NAVWARCOL/TEL:COMM (401)
841-7057/TEL:DSN

948-7057/E MAIL: NIPRNET WELLSW(AT)NWC.NAVY.MIL E
MAIL: SIPRNET
WELLSW(AT)NWCDSD1.CNO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL//
POC/MITCHELL/LCDR/MBC PAC DET/TEL: COMM (619)
524-9523/TEL: DSN
524-9523/E-MAIL: U511(AT) CORONADO.NAVY.MIL: SIPRNET:
S524C3F(AT)CORONADO.NAVY.SMI/.MIL//
RMKS/1. INTRODUCTION: THE PURPOSE OF THIS MESSAGE IS
TO DESCRIBE IN
DETAIL THE CONCEPT OF THE FLEET BATLE EXPERIMENT
ECHO AND IT
RELATIONSHIP TO KERNAL BLITZ 99 (KB99), URBAN
WARRIOR (UW) AND
EXTENDING THE LITTORAL BATTLESPACE ACTD (ELB ACTD).
FLEET BATTLE
EXPERIMENT (FBE) SERIES IS A CNO INITIATIVE TO
EVALUATE FUTURE
TECHNOLOGIES AND CONCEPTS THROUGH OPERATIONAL
EXPERIMENTATION IN THE
FLEET FOR EARLY WARFIGHTER FEEDBACK, RAPID
PROTOTYPING AND DETAILED
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT IN SUPPORT OF JOINT VISION 2010.
THE MARITIME
BATTLE CENTER, UNDER THE NAVAL WARFARE
DEVELOPMENT COMMAND AND THE
NAVAL WAR COLLEGE, IS THE CNO'S AGENT FOR CONCEPTS
BASED
EXPERIMENTATION AND WILL ACT IN SUPPORT OF
COMTHIRDFLT FOR PLANNING,
COORDINATION AND EXECUTION OF FBE E.
2. FBE HISTORY: THE FBE PROCESS BEGAN WITH FBE ALFA
CONDUCTED IN
MARCH 1997 BY COMTHIRDFLT IN CONJUNCTION WITH
MARINE CORPS

WARFIGHTING LAB HUNTER WARRIOR EXPERIMENT. FBE
ALFA FOCUS WAS (1)
SEA BASED C2 IN SUPPORT OF SPECIAL MAGTF AFLOAT (2)
RING OF FIRE
(ROF) NETWORK CENTRIC LAND ATTACK CONCEPT AND, (3)
NAVY AREA TAMD
CONCEPT.
A. THE SECOND EXPERIMENT, FBE BRAVO, WAS CONDUCTED
IN SEP 97 BY
COMTHIRDFLT AND BUILT ON THE CONCEPTS AND LESSONS
LEARNED FROM FBE
ALFA, SPECIFICALLY (1) REFINEMENT OF THE RING OF FIRE
CONCEPT AND,
(2) C4ISR ARCHITECTURE AND TTP IN SUPPORT OF THE
TARGETING PROCESS
FOR GPS GUIDED MUNITIONS.
B. FBE CHARLIE WAS CONDUCTED IN MAY 1998 BY
COMSECONDFLT AND
EXPERIMENTED WITH (1) JTAMD TTP ASSOCIATED WITH A
SINGLE INTEGRATED
AIR PICTURE (SIAP) AND AADC CONCEPT AND, (2) TTP FOR
JOINT FIRES CELL
USING THE RING OF FIRE CONCEPT.
C. FBE DELTA WILL BE CONDUCTED 24 OCTOBER - 02
NOVEMBER 1998 BY
COMSEVENTHFLT IN CONJUNCTION WITH FOAL EAGLE 98.
OVERARCHING THEME
FOR FBE D IS NET CENTRIC WARFARE APPLICATIONS IN A
JOINT AND COMBINED
ENVIRONMENT FOR KOREAN THEATER SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL / STRATEGIC
WARFIGHTING ISSUES. FBE D PRIMARY FOCUS AREAS WILL
BE:
(A) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT. RING OF FIRE NETWORK

CENTRIC
WARFARE APPLICATIONS TO 5027 WARFIGHTING
REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND
ATTACK, COUNTER SOF (CSOF) AND COUNTERFIRE (CF).
(B) FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION. JOINT THEATER AIR AND
MISSILE
DEFENSE (JTAMD) WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON ACTIVE
DEFENSE SIMULATING
NAVY AREA CAPABILITY (SM2 BLK IVA), ATTACK
OPERATIONS SUPPORTED BY
SENSOR TO SHOOTER TECHNOLOGIES AND RING OF FIRE
CONCEPT AND,
DISTRIBUTED COLLABORATIVE PLANNING USING COMPASS.
FBE D IS A CRITICAL
ENABLER TO FBE ECHO.
3. FLEET BATTLE EXPERIMENT ECHO (FBE E): FBE E UNDER
COMTHIRDFLT
FLEET OPERATIONAL SPONSORSHIP, IS SCHEDULED TO BE
CONDUCTED IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE C3F/I MEF EXERCISE KERNAL
BLITZ 99, THE MARINE
CORPS WARFIGHTING LAB'S (MCWL) ADVANCED
WARFIGHTING EXPERIMENT (AWE)
URBAN WARRIOR (UW), AND THE OFFICE OF NAVAL
RESEARCH SPONSORED
EXTENDED LITTORAL BATTLESPACE (ELB) ADVANCED
CONCEPT TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATION (ACTD). IAW REFERENCES (A)AND (B)
KERNAL BLITZ HAS
DEVELOPED AS THE UMBRELLA EXERCISE FOR FBE E, UW
AND ELB. IT WILL BE
CONDUCTED IN THREE MAJOR PHASES TIED TOGETHER BY A
SINGLE SCENARIO:
A. PHASE ONE - STABILITY OPERATIONS. 10-25 MARCH 99 IN

THE
NORCAL OPAREA
B. PHASE TWO - ADVANCED FORCE OPERATIONS. 12-16 APRIL
IN SOCAL
OPAREA
C. PHASE THREE - AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT OPERATIONS 19-30
APRIL IN
SOCAL OPAREA.
(THIS MESSAGE WILL FOCUS ONLY ON THE PORTIONS OF KB
99 PERTAINING TO
FBE E.)
4. CONCEPT OF EXPERIMENT. THE OVERARCHING CONCEPT
OF FBE ECHO IS TO
EXPERIMENT WITH PROCESSES TO MAKE US A MORE
EFFECTIVE FIGHTING FORCE
IN THE LITTORAL. THE PROPOSED HYPOTHESIS IS:
"NEW PROCESSES SUPPORTED BY TECHNOLOGY ALLOW THE
NAVY TO ENTER AND
REMAIN IN THE LITTORALS INDEFINITELY WITH THE
ABILITY TO PROVIDE
LOGISTICS, FIRES AND C2 SUPPORT TO FORCES ASHORE."
THE EXPERIMENT WILL BE DESIGNED TO EMPLOY NEW/
EMERGING OPERATIONAL
CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGIES TO COUNTER THE SERIOUS
POTENTIAL THREATS
WHICH WILL BE FACED WHEN OPERATING IN THE
LITTORALS. DURING PHASE I
FBE E WILL BE CLOSELY COORDINATED WITH, AND SUPPORT,
THE MCWL AWE
URBAN WARRIOR. PRIMARY FBE E FOCUS AREAS ARE:
A. DOMINANT MANEUVER. THREAT-BASED DOMINANT
MANEUVER
EXPERIMENTS WILL BE IN ASYMMETRICAL MARITIME AND
TRADITIONAL MARITIME

ENVIRONMENTS.
(1) ASYMMETRICAL MARITIME DOMINANCE EXPERIMENTS
WILL EXAMINE
OUR ABILITY TO OPERATE IN THE LITTORAL WHEN THERE IS
A
NON-TRADITIONAL (I.E. NOT A NATIONAL MILITARY)
THREAT. THE ABILITY OF
THE NAVY TO BRING MARINES INTO AN ENCLOSED URBAN
LITTORAL ENVIRONMENT
AND STAY ON STATION TO PROVIDE C2 SUPPORT, SEA BASED
LOGISTIC
SUPPORT, AND FORCE PROTECTION IS FUNDAMENTAL TO
THE CONCEPT OF
"FORWARD...FROM THE SEA". THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES IN
ASYMMETRIC
THREAT EXPERIMENTATION WILL BE:
- MINE WARFARE. COUNTER MINING BY CLANDESTINE
GROUPS. JCM
ACTD WILL INCORPORATE NEW ORGANIC AND NONORGANIC SENSORS TO COUNTER
THE DISRUPTION OF A COMMERCIAL PORT BY MINE
EQUIPPED TERRORISTS.
CONTRL OF MCM EFFORT FROM THE ECOC.
- PROVISION OF IMPROVED TARGETING AND SENSOR GRIDS
TO
MOBILE INSHORE UNDERSEA WARFARE UNIT (MIUWU)
CONTROLLING INSHORE BOAT
UNITS (IBU) TO PROTECT FORCES FROM UNKNOWN AND
UNPREDICTABLE ENEMIES.
- LITTORAL DEFENSE MONITORING WITH MIUWU WITH
LITTORAL
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM (LSS).
- DETECTION/TRACKING/CLASSIFICATION OF THREAT
TRACKS

(2) MARITIME DOMINANCE IS BASED ON OUR ABILITY TO
ESTABLISH
THE TRADITIONAL CONCEPT OF AIR, SURFACE AND
SUBSURFACE SUPERIORITY IN
THE BATTLE SPACE WHERE WE ARE OPERATING.
EXPERIMENTATION IN MARITIME
DOMINANCE WILL FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS IN UNDERSEA
WARFARE (USW):
- COMMAND AND CONTROL. DEVELOPMENT OF A SINGLE
INTEGRATED
PICTURE OF THE UNDERSEA BATTLE SPACE WHICH ENABLES
IMPROVED SEARCH
PLANNING AND MORE RAPID USW OPERATIONS BY A MORE
EFFICIENT USE OF
AVAILABLE SENSORS TO COVER THE AREA OF INTEREST.
- ADVANCED SENSORS. USE OF A VARIETY OF UNMANNED,
FIXED/MOBILE, ACOUSTIC/NON-ACOUSTIC SENSORS IN A
SENSOR GRID.
- JOINT COUNTERMINE ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATION
B. PRECISION ENGAGEMENT. RING OF FIRE (ROF) NETWORK
CENTRIC
WARFARE APPLICATIONS IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY
CONDUCTING INTERDICTION, STRIKE AND COUNTERFIRE
(CF). SPECIFIC FOCUS
ON IMPROVING THE SENSOR GRID AND ABILITY TO QUICKLY
DEVELOP TARGETING
DATA SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE TO SUPPORT EMERGING
PRECISION WEAPONS.
THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES IN PRECISION ENGAGEMENT
EXPERIMENTATION WILL
BE:
- APPLICATION OF ROF IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT

- USE OF UAVS AND OTHER UNMANNED SENSORS
- INCREASED USE OF CAS
- PRODUCTION AND DISSEMINATION OF QUICK REACTION,
ON-LINE
ELECTRONIC TARGET FOLDERS
- TLAM OPERATIONAL TEST LAUNCH (OTL). DIGITAL
TASKING BY ROF
AND LAND ATTACK WARFARE SYSTEM (LAWS). AIMPOINT
GENERATION
USING THE PRECISION TARGETING WORKSTATION. (STILL TO
BE
COORDINATED WITH PEO(CU))
- MORE ROBUST WEAPON-TARGET PAIRING ALGORITHMS
- CONTINUED EXPERIMENTATION WITH LAWS,
PARTICULARLY EXPANSION
TO DYNAMIC 4D (LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, ALTITUDE AND
TIME)
DECONFLICTION AND SCALEABLE FIRE SUPPORT CENTER.
ASSESS USE
OF LAWS IN COUNTERING THE ASYMMETRIC MARITIME
THREAT. USE OF
LAWS IN E2C BATTLE MANAGEMENT ROLE
- EXPLORE SENSOR TO SHOOTER TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS
JSTARS AND
UAV AS THEY APPLY TO LITTORAL AND URBAN
ENVIRONMENT,
INCLUDING WMD THREATS, WITHIN A JOINT STRIKE CENTER.
- EXPANSION TO DYNAMIC 4D DECONFLICTION BY
INCORPORATION OF
LINK 16.
- SACCEX USING ROF TO PROVIDE FIRE SUPPORT TO A
SACC,FSCC,FSE
AND FORWARD OBSERVER SIMULTANEOUSLY
- JOINT STRIKE UTILIZING JSIPS-N

C. FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION. FORCE PROTECTION IN
JOINT THEATER
AIR AND MISSILE DEFENSE (JTAMD) WITH SPECIAL
EMPHASIS ON ACTIVE
DEFENSE SIMULATING NAVY AREA PROTECTION
CAPABILITY, ATTACK OPERATIONS
SUPPORTED BY SENSOR TO SHOOTER TECHNOLOGIES AND
RING OF FIRE CONCEPT
AND DISTRIBUTED COLLABORATIVE PLANNING USING
COMPASS. SPECIFIC
EXPERIMENTAL FOCUS ON:
- UOES LINEBACKER CRUISER (LOCAL OR REMOTE) TO
ENHANCE
PROTECTION
- ROF APPLICATIONS TO ATTACK OPERATIONS
- REFINEMENT OF THEATER FUTURE CONCEPT OF
OPERATIONS FOR NAVY
LINEBACKER CRUISERS
- AADC MODULE AT SEA IN SUPPORT OF JFC. SEA BASED
FORCE
PROTECTION FOR NAVAL FORCES CONDUCTING OPERATIONS
ASHORE.
- WMD CONOPS
- END TO END TADIL CONNECTIVITY
D. FOCUSED LOGISTICS. CONCEPT AND EXPERIMENT UNDER
DEVELOPMENT.
- SEA BASED LOGISTICS FOR RESUPPLY OF THE NAVAL
FORCE AND
FORCES ASHORE. THE NAVY AND MARINE CORPS WILL BE
ABLE TO
SUSTAIN COMBAT TROOPS ASHORE FROM SHIPS AT SEA
WITHOUT
BUILDING A LARGE BEACHHEAD.
E. INFORMATION SUPERIORITY. PROVISION AND

PROTECTION OF TIMELY
AND ACCURATE FULL SPECTRUM INFORMATION.
- PROTECTION OF COMPUTER NETWORKS BY PROTECTING
THE INGRESS
POINTS ASHORE.
- CORRELATION AND FUSION OF OPERATIONAL, THEATER
AND TACTICAL
SOURCE DATA WITH ENHANCED DISPLAYS FOR QUICK
UNDERSTANDING
BY THE COMMANDER AND THE ENTIRE FORCE
- UTILIZATION OF INTELLIGENCE PRESENTATION AND
COLLECTION
MANAGEMENT TOOLS
- MONITORING THE STATUS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS AT
SEA AND THOSE
PRIMARY SERVERS THAT COMMUNICATE FROM THE SHORE
- SATELLITE MONITORING TO QUICKLY DETERMINE THE
HEALTH AN
STATUS OF VITAL OFF SHIP LINKS.
F. OTHER EXPERIMENTAL INITIATIVES.
(1) CASUALTY MANAGEMENT
- ADVANCED TELEMEDICINE TO PROVIDE REAL TIME
MONITORING
AND MEDICAL SUPPORT TO COMBAT TROOPS ASHORE.
- EXPERIMENTS WITH REMOTE CASUALTY LOCALIZATION
- ELECTRONIC WATCHBOARD INTEGRATION
- FIELD MONITORING OF PATIENT STATUS AND IN-TRANSIT
CASUALTY FLOW MATRIX.
(2) CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS.
- NON-COMBATANT CASUALTY MANAGEMENT AND
EXTRACTION IN A
CIVIL-MILITARY NEO. INCORPORATE SUPPORT FROM THE
CENTER
OF EXCELLENCE FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT AND

HUMANITARIAN
ASSISTANCE(CEDMHA).
- CHEMICAL BIOLOGICAL TERRORIST ATTACK AND
DESTRUCTION/CAPTURE OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES. USE
OF THE
COUNTER PROLIFERATION ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
SYSTEM
(CAPS).
(3) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL. THE ENHANCED/
EXPERIMENTAL
COMBAT OPERATIONS CENTER (ECOC), INSTALLED IN
CORONADO WILL BE MANNED
WITH ONE NAVAL COMMANDER AND STAFF COMMANDING
THE BATTLE BOTH ON THE
LAND AND ON/UNDER THE SEA IN THE ASSIGNED JOINT
OPERATIONS AREA. THIS
STAFF WILL REPORT TO THE JOINT TASK FORCE
COMMANDER.
5. SCENARIO, FORCE REQUIREMENTS AND PHASES OF
EXPERIMENTATION.
IAW REF A THE SCENARIO THAT HAS BEEN AGREED UPON TO
BE USED TO TIE
THE THREE PHASES OF KERNAL BLITZ TOGETHER IS THE
PROVISION OF U.S.
SUPPORT TO THE COUNTRY OF GREEN AS IT STRUGGLES
AGAINST ORANGE
REGULAR FORCES AND ORANGE SUPPORTED INSURGENTS.
A. PHASE I STABILITY OPERATIONS (10-25 MARCH). THIS
PHASE
INVOLVES THE USE OF FORWARD DEPLOYED NAVAL FORCES
IN A LOW TO MID
INTENSITY CONFLICT ON BEHALF OF US INTERESTS AND
THOSE OF FRIENDLY
NATION, GREEN. THIS PHASE WILL BE CONDUCTED IN

CONCERT WITH THE MCWL
EXPERIMENT URBAN WARRIOR. A MARINE SPECIAL PURPOSE
MAGTF WILL CONDUCT
A SERIES OF DISCRETE, NON-CONTIGUOUS OPERATIONS FOR
URBAN WARRIOR
AWE. NAVAL OPERATIONS AGAINST ASYMMETRIC THREATS
WILL BE CONDUCTED
IN AN URBAN LITTORAL ENVIRONMENT. THE
EXPERIMENTAL FOCUS IS MARITIME
DOMINANCE AGAINST ASYMMETRIC THREATS SUCH AS SOF
SUBMARINES, MINES,
SWIMMERS AND SPEEDBOATS WITH UNCONVENTIONAL AND
WMD PAYLOADS, WHILE
SIMULTANEOUSLY CONDUCTING INTERDICTION AND
STRIKE.
(1) OPERATIONAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS.
- USS CORONADO. EMBARKED COMTHIRDFLT, I MEF,
SPECIAL
PURPOSE MAGTF, EXERCISE CONTROL ELEMENTS. SPACES
TO BE
MANNED: JAOC, JOC, ECOC,CMOC, JMC, JISE, JSC
- USS BON HOMME RICHARD. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP
MAGTF
- USS PEARL HARBOR. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP MAGTF
- USS PORT ROYAL OR LAKE ERIE (UOES EQUIPPED CG)
(REMOTE OR
LOCAL)
- ONE DDG W/ 5.0.Z AEGIS SOFTWARE.
- COMPHIBRON 5
- SCUD BRIGADE: MEF DUMP TRUCKS W/FIWC SCUD SHAPES
- TACAIR W/RTIC FM NAWC CL
- ONE MOBILE INSHORE UNDERSEA WARFARE UNIT (MIUWU)
WITH
SYSTEM UPGRADE (SU) VAN. PART OF ONE MOBILE ASHORE

SUPPORT TERMINAL II (MAST II). ONE INSHORE BOAT UNIT
(IBU)
- ONE E2C, LAWS EQUIPPED.
- NSWG-1 QUANTUM LEAP SEAL TEAM
- MCMRON
- VSW MCM DET
- EOD DET
- OPFOR TBD (POSSIBLE USE OF COAST GUARD AUXILIARY
PLEASURE CRAFT, SBU, RENTAL JET SKIS, COMBAT
SWIMMERS)
(2) OPERATING AREAS
- NOCAL OPAREAS
- MONTEREY BAY
- SAN FRANCISCO BAY
(3) AREAS OF EXPERIMENTATION
(A) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL
(B) DOMINANT MANEUVER
1. ASYMMETRIC NAVAL THREAT
2. MARITIME DOMINANCE (USW)
(C) CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS
(D) FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION. JOINT THEATER AIR AND
MISSILE
DEFENSE (JTAMD)
(E) FOCUSED LOGISTICS
(F) INFORMATION SUPERIORITY ASSURANCE
B. PHASE II ADVANCED FORCE OPERATIONS 12-16 APRIL 99.
THIS PHASE
WILL BE CONDUCTED IN THE SOCAL OPAREAS IN CONCERT
WITH THE ELB/ACTD.
THIS PHASE INVOLVES THE USE OF NAVAL FORCES IN
ADVANCED FORCE
OPERATIONS IN PREPARATION FOR THE AMPHIBIOUS
ASSAULT PHASE. ELB ACTD
(EMBARKED IN CORONADO) WILL CONDUCT A SERIES OF

DISCRETE BUT RELATED
OPERATIONS TO PREPARE THE LITTORAL BATTLE SPACE FOR
THE INTRODUCTION
OF FOLLOW ON FORCES. SPMAGTF, UAV/ACTD AND C3F WILL
PROVIDE SUPPORT
TO ELB/ACTD.
(1) OPERATIONAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS.
- USS CORONADO. EMBARKED COMTHIRDFLT, I MEF (FWD),
SPMAGTF, AND FBE E EXERCISE CONTROL ELEMENTS.
SPACES TO
BE MANNED: JAOC, JOC, ECOC, CMOC, JMC.
- USS BON HOMME RICHARD. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP
MAGTF
- USS PEARL HARBOR. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP MAGTF
- COMPHIBRON 5
- TACAIR W/RTIC FM NAWC CL
- MIUWU(SU) W/LSS. MAST II.
- ONE SSN (DEDICATED TO EXPERIMENT SUPPORT 8 HRS/
DAY)
- ONE CG47(VLS)/DDG51/DD963(VLS) FOR ELB FIRE SUPPORT
SHIP
- TWO CG/DDG/DD W/ SQQ-89 (SQS-53C/D AND SQQ-19)
- TWO SH-60B
- 1 P-3C/S-3 MISSION PER DAY (ISAR EQUIPPED)
- SMCM/AMCM
- MCMRON
- VSW-MCM DET
- EOD DET
(2) OPERATING AREAS
- SOCAL
- SOAR/SCORE
- CAMP PENDELTON
- SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND
- KINGFISHER RANGE

- SHOBA
- NSAWC
(3) AREAS OF EXPERIMENTATION
(A) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT
(B) MARITIME DOMINANCE
(C) INFORMATION ASSURANCE
C. PHASE III AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT (19-30 APRIL 99). DURING
THIS
PHASE SEPARATE SACEXS WILL BE CONDUCTED FOR 15 TH
MEU/CPR-1, CLF/CATF
AND FBE E. THIS PHASE IS PRIMARILY ORIENTED TOWARD
ACHIEVING THE
LARGE SCALE AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT TRAINING
OBJECTIVES. FBE E
EXPERIMENTATION, DISCRETE FROM THE KERNAL BLITZ
TRAINING EXERCISE,
WILL BE CONDUCTED.
(1) OPERATIONAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS
- USS CORONADO. EMBARKED COMTHIRDFLT, I MEF,
SPMAGTF, AND
FBE E EXERCISE CONTROL ELEMENTS. SPACES TO BE
MANNED:
JAOC, JOC, ECOC, CMOC, JMC.
- USS BON HOMME RICHARD. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP
MAGTF
- USS PEARL HARBOR. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP MAGTF
- ONE DDG
- ONE CG47/DDG51/DD963
- COMPHIBRON 5
- TACAIR (TO BE DEFINED)
(2) OPERATING AREAS
- SOCAL
- CAMP PENDELTON
- SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND

- SHOBA
- NSAWC
(3) AREAS OF EXPERIMENTATION
(A) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT (SACCEX)
(B) CASUALTY MANAGEMENT
(C) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL
(D) FOCUSED LOGISTICS
6. GENERAL FBE E COORDINATION ISSUES.
A. OPNAV N6 WILL COORDINATE FUNDING TO SUPPORT FBE
E. DETAILED
FUNDING RQMTS DOCUMENTATION WILL BE COMPLETED
SEPCOR IN SUPPORT OF
INITIATIVES WITH MUST HAVES AND PRIORITIESS
ESTABLISHED.
B. MBC WILL PROPOSE WARGAME TO BE CONDUCTED AT
NAVWARCOL DEC 98.
SPECIFICS YO BE PROVIDED BY MBC SEPCOR.
C. MBC WILL FORWARD FLEET AND NATIONAL SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS FOR
FBE E TO C3F NLT 30 SEPT.
7. COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES/ACTION ITEMS. BELOW IS A
PROPOSED LIST
THAT WILL BE FINALIZED AT INITIAL PLANNING
CONFERENCE 22-24 SEP 98.
AT THE IPC ALL COMMANDS/AGENCIES WITH
EXPERIMENTAL PROCESSES AND/OR
SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL BE USED TO SATISFY
THE CONCEPTS
LISTED IN THIS MSG ARE TO IDENTIFY (NAME) THE
EXPERIMENT/DEMONSTRATION AND THE EQUIPMENT/
SYSTEM INVOLVED. IF NOT
IDENTIFIED AT THE IPC ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS/
DEMONSTRATIONS WILL ONLY
BE ACCEPTED ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS.

A. C3F
(1) COORDINATE AND PROVIDE OPERATIONAL FORCES
(2) COORDINATE NAVY PARTICIPATION AND COMBINED/
JOINT FORCES
(3) PROMULGATE PERIODIC SITREPS
(4) NAVAL OCE FOR KB 99
(5) DOMESTIC USE CLEARANCE FOR NATIONAL, THEATER
AND TACTICAL
SENSORS
(6) TBMD COORDINATION WITH BMDO / KB 99 FORCES
(7) COORDINATE LOGISTICS SUPPORT FOR FBE
OBSERVERS/ANALYSTS/OPERATORS AFLOAT (ARRANGE
FLIGHTS ON/OFF
SHIPS AS REQUIRED, BERTHING)
(8) SATELLITE COMMUNICATION REQUESTS
(9) DEVELOP MANNING REQUIREMENTS FOR NAVAL
COMMAND AND CONTROL
ORGANIZATIONS.
(10) DEVELOP AND EXECUTE PUBLIC AFFAIRS PLAN
(11) COORDINATE PLANNING AND PLANNING CONFERENCES
(12) FINAL APPROVAL AUTHORITY FOR ALL EXPERIMENTS
AND TECHNOLOGY
INSTALLS
B. CPG-3
(1) COORDINATE HYDROGRAPHIC/BEACH SURVEY OF
PROPOSED LANDING
AREAS IN MONTEREY AND SAN FRANCISCO.
(2) COORDINATE ASSET PROVISION/EMPLOYMENT WITH
COASTAL INSHORE
UNDERSEA WARFARE GROUP ONE
(3) ASSIST IN DEVELOPMENT, TRAINING AND MANNING OF
ECOC STAFF
(4) COORDINATE AMPHIBIOUS SHIPS REQUIREMENTS/
INSTALLATIONS/TRAINING

C. MBC
(1) WRITE EXPERIMENT CONOPS FOR C3F RELEASE
(2) OVERALL EXPERIMENT COORDINATION
(3) CONDUCT EXPERIMENT WARGAME
(4) CONDUCT EXPERIMENT SCENARIO (COORDINATE WITH
MCWL)
(5) WRITE EXPERIMENT PLAN
(6) EXPERIMENT M&S COORDINATION
(7) COORDINATE WITH MCWL FOR MANNING
REQUIREMENTS IN
EXPERIMENTAL COMBAT OPERATIONS CENTER (ECOC).
(8) BRIEF FBE E AS REQUIRED
(9) BUILD FBE E HOMEPAGE
(10) QUICKLOOK REPORT
D. BMDO CINC ASSESSMENT PROGRAM - USCP
(1) OVERALL JTAMD COORDINATION
(2) COMPASS INSTALLATIONS AND SUPPORT
(3) TMD CELL INSTALL AND SUPPORT
(4) TEST PLAN FOR ASHORE COMPASS NODES
(5) COMPASS CONOPS//
BT
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E. PMS 429
(1) LAWS COORDINATION AND SUPPORT
(2) TLHDS COORDINATION
(3) SIM INTEGRATION INTO LAWS
(4) OVERALL ROF COORDINATION
F. NPGS/CNA
(1) MOE / MOP DEVELOPMENT
(2) DATA COLLECTION PLAN
(3) ANALYST COORDINATION
(4) FINAL ANALYSIS REPORT

G. OPNAV N6
(1) RESOURCE SPONSOR
H. OPNAV N865
(1) AADC SPONSORSHIP
(2) NAVY AREA DEFENSE SYSTEM UOES CRUISERS
(LINEBACKER)-TBD
I. NAWCWD
(1) RTS / RTIC COORDINATION AND SUPPORT OVERALL
SENSOR TO
SHOOTER COORDINATION
(2) RANGE SUPPORT
(3) COLLABARATIVE SIMULATION FOR FIGHTER
ENGAGEMENTS
(4) COLLABORATIVE SIMULATION FOR AIR TO GROUND
STRIKES
(5) DEVELOP INTEGRATION TEST PLAN FOR AFLOAT AND
ASHORE
EQUIPMENT
(6) SUPPORT MBC IN COORDINATION AND EXECUTION OF
SYSTEM
INTEGRATION AND TESTING
(7) SUPPORT MBC IN DEVELOPING TRANSITION PLAN FOR
CONCEPTS
AND/OR SYSTEMS THAT SHOW
(8) PROVIDE VIDEO DOCUMENTATION INCLUDING COMBAT
CAMERA
COORDINATION
J. SPAWAR
(1) EXPERIMENT EHF ARCHITECTURE FOR EXPERIMENT
(2) COORDINATE ALL EQUIPMENT INSTALLS FOR USN SHIPS
(3) COORDINATE EHF NECC UPGRADE
(4) SABER INSTALL AND TEST
(5) C4I TECH SUPPORT FOR EXPERIMEN
K. PEO (TAD-SC)

(1) COORDINATE PARTICIPATION BY JHU-APL AADC MODULE
(2) MARS SUPPORT
L. CMWC
(1) PROVIDE MIW FORCES FOR EXPERIMENT
(2) ASSIST IN CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT FOR MIW
8. INITIAL LIST OF MILESTONES
ITEM DATE LEAD
BEACH/SITE SURVEY (SF/MONTEREY) 8-11 SEP C3F
SCRIPTING CONFERENCE (SAN DIEGO) 16-17 SEP MBC
KB IPC (SAN DIEGO) 22-24 SEP C3F/I MEF
MPC (SAN DIEGO) 17-19 NOV C3F/I MEF
UW AWE IPC (SAN FRANCISCO) 06-08 OCT MCWL/IMEF
ADVANCE PARTY (SF) 1-4 DEC MBC/C3F
WARGAME(NEWPORT) 08-10 DEC MBC/C3F
UW AWE MPC (CAMP PEN) 15-17 DEC MCWL/I MEF
KB TRANSPORTATION CONF (SAN DIEGO) 06-08 JAN 99 C3F/I
MEF
KB FPC (SAN DIEGO) 02-04 FEB C3F/IMEF
ADVANCE PARTY (SF) 9-12 FEB MBC/C3F
PHASE ONE STABILITY OPS 10-25 MAR C3F/MBC
FORCES U/W FM SAN DIEGO 10 MAR C3F
UW SUPPORT/LANDING MONTEREY 13 MAR C3F/MCWL
UW/FBE E OPS S.F. BAY 15-18 MAR C3F/MCWL
PVST SAN FRANCISCO 19-21 MAR C3F
U/W S.F 22 MAR C3F
RTP SAN DIEGO 23 MAR C3F
FORCES U/W FM SAN DIEGO 09 APR C3F
PHASE TWO ADVANCED FORCE OPS 12-16 APR C3F/MBC
PHASE THREE AMPHIB LANDING 19-30 APR C3F/MBC
9. C3F/MBC ACTION OFFICERS AND POC:
C3F MBC
A. EXPERIMENT COORDINATOR CDR J.J.OLSON CDR
W.G.WELLS
LT R.DELAURENTIS LCDR R. MITCHELL

B. POELTLER
MAJOR S. WOOD
B. EXPERIMENTATION ACTION OFFICERS
(1) DOMINANT MANEUVER CDR OLSON (J521) B. POELTLER
(A) ASYMMETRIC DOMINANCE CDR OLSON B. POELTLER
LT DELAURENTIS(J5221)
-CG LIAISON LCDR GREEN (J310A) LCDR D. HUNTER
-NIUW LIAISON LCDR GUIZEWICZ (J313) CDR W. LUTHIGER
-LSS LCDR GUIZEWICZ CDR W. LUTHIGER
-SPECWARU LIAISON LCDR WEST(J3SOF) CDR B. KEEPERS
(B) MARITIME DOMINANCE (USW)LCDR PIERSALL(J32) CDR
W. LUTHIGER
LCDR DISHMAN
-ASW LCDR PIERSALL CDR W. LUTHIGER
LCDR DISHMAN
-MIW/EOD/JCM ACTD LCDR GUIZEWICZ CDR W. LUTHIGER
(2) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT LT BREWSTER(J310B1) LCDR R.
MITCHELL
STRIKE CENTER
-URBAN ROF LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
FCC TAYLOR(J310B2)
-FUSION CORRELATION LCDR SHANOWER (J21) LCDR R.
MITCHELL
LT TAYLOR (J242)
-BDA/TARGETING/SENSORS LCDR SHANOWER LCDR R.
MITCHELL
LT TAYLOR
-TACTICAL NATIONAL CUEING LT TAYLOR LCDR R.
MITCHELL
-WMD CELL LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
-SACCEX LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
FCC TAYLOR
-TLAM OTL LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
FCC TAYLOR

-UAV LCDR SHANOWER LCDR R. MITCHELL
(3) FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION LCDR GOTTFRIED(J503) R.
BALACONIS
-JTAMD LCDR GOTTFRIED R. BALACONIS
-SOF SUPPORT LCDR WEST CDR B. KEEPERS
-ROF APPLICATIONS LT BREWSTER LCDR. R. MITCHELL
(4) CASUALTY MANAGEMENT LCDR RASMUSSEN(J00S) CDR
M. OTTLINGER
(5) CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS LCDR RASMUSSEN CDR M.
OTTLINGER
-CHEM/BIO LCDR RASMUSSEN CDR M. OTTLINGER
-COUNTER PROLIFERATION LCDR SHANOWER CDR M.
OTTLINGER
ANALYSIS AND PLANNING (CAPS)
(6) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL COL HAMMES(J00M) B.
POELTLER
-ECOC MANNING/ORGANIZATION CDR DRISCOLL(J51) B.
POELTLER
CDR STEERS(J52) LCDR R. MITCHELL
LTC SCOTT(J5D)
- ECOC SYSTEMS/INSTALLATION MR. BRITTIAN (J6T)
(7) INFO SUPERIORITY ASSURANCE LCDR SCANLON(J63)
LCDR R. MITCHELL
- SATELLITE MONITORING LT DAVIS(J61) LCDR R. MITCHELL
- NETWORK INGRESS POINTS LCDR SCANLON LCDR R.
MITCHELL
- COMPUTER NETWORK MONITORING MS. HAMILTON(J6J)
MAJOR S. WOOD
MR. BRITTIAN
- RED CELL/INTRUSION LT WITT(J331) MAJOR S. WOOD
(8) FOCUSED LOGISTICS LCDR DUNCAN(J41) LCDR R.
MITCHELL
C. SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
(1) PUBLIC AFFAIRS LCDR HAEG(J00P) B. RUSSELL

(2) LOGISTICS SUPPORT LCDR DUNCAN MAJOR S. WOOD
(3) EXERCISE CONTROL CDR STEERS B. POELTLER
-OPFOR LCDR WEST CDR D. SUMMER
LCDR GREEN LCDR D. HUNTER
(4) DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS MR. LYNN(J5C NA) DR.
A. CALLAHAN
(5) MODELING AND SIM MR. LYNN G. PURSER
(5) LEGAL CDR RODGERS(J00J) CDR G. WELLS
(6) C4I INSTALLATIONS CDR MILLER(J65) CDR G. WELLS
MR. BRITTIAN
(7) HOME PAGE TBD TBD
D. LIAISON AND SUPPORT COORDINATION
(1) URBAN WARRIOR CDR OLSON MAJOR S. WOOD
CDR DRISCOLL
LTC SCOTT
LCDR WEST
(2) ELB ACTD COL HAMMES CDR G. WELLS
CDR OLSON
CDR MILLER
LCDR GUIZEWICZ
LT DELAUERENTIS
MR. BRITTIAN
(3)KERNAL BLITZ LTC SCOTT MAJOR S WOOD
10. TO CONTACT C3F:
A. UNCLAS EMAIL:LOWER CASE: UXXXXC3F(AT)
CORONADO.NAVY.MIL
SIPRNET EMAIL: LOWER CASE SXXXXC3F(AT)
CORONADO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL
XXXX EQUALS THE JCODE WITHOUT THE J. FOR EXAMPLE
J521: U521 OR S521
A. TEL NRS: 619-524-XXXX. DSN 524-XXXX
J00P HAEG 9562
J00J RODGERS 9511
J00M HAMMES 9510

J00S RASMUSSEN 9541
J2/ 9513/9512/9534
SHANOWER 9513
WITT 9512
TAYLOR, LT 9534
J3/9515/9536/5507/6330/6420
WEST 9515
GREEN 9536
BREWSTER 5507
TAYLOR, FCC 6330
GUZIEWICZ 9536
PIERSALL 6420
J4/9516
DUNCAN 9516
J5/9517/9519/9553/9564/9527/9563
OLSON 9563
DELAURENTIS 9527
SCOTT 9553
GOTTFRIED 9527
SCHULLER 9564
DRISCOLL 9519
J6/9514/9522/9532/9533
BRITTIAN 9514
SCALLON 9532
MILLER 9533
DAVIS 9514
7. THIS SITREP HAS BEEN COORDINATED WITH SUPPORTING
AGENT FOR FBE E,
MARITIME BATTLE CENTER. POC IS CDR GREG WELLS, (401)
841-7057 DSN
948-7057; SIPRNET WELLSW
NWCDSD1.CNO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL;UNCLAS WELLSW
NWC.NAVY.MIL//

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: jcornea@montereyherald.com
Subject: Juney
Dear Mrs. Cornea,
My name is Barry Smith. I believe you live or lived next to Jacks Ball
Park in 1958-1960. I had a crush on you if you did. I was15 and I think
you were about the same. I played baseball at the park. I called you
Juney. So long ago.
Well, I live in Carmel Valley now, married with a seven year old
daughter. Still a Monterey Peninsula person. Folks too live in PG.
The below might be of interest to the paper or to some editor who
handles this sort of thing. It's about the Marine landing in Monterey
from the Navy point of view. It might be worth passing on.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
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FM COMTHIRDFLT
TO CINCPACFLT PEARL HARBOR HI//N2/N3/N33/N337/N5/N6//
INFO SECDEF WASHINGTON DC//BMDO/AQJ//
JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC//JT/J3//
CNO WASHINGTON DC//N3/N6/N60/N8/N2/N5/N86/N87/N88/N85//
USCINCPAC HONOLULU HI//J2/J22/J3/J375/J5/J6//
COMMARFORPAC//G3//
COMNAVAIRPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3/N6/N8//
CG I MEF
COMSECONDFLT
COMSEVENTHFLT
COMFIFTHFLT
COMSIXTHFLT
COMNAVSURFPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3/N6/N8//
COMSUBPAC PEARL HARBOR HI//N3/N5/N6//
CG FIRST MARDIV
CG THIRD MAW
COMUSMARDEZPAC ALAMEDA CA//00/N3//
COMNAVWARDEVCOM NEWPORT RI//MBC//
COMNAVSURFRESFOR NEW ORLEANS LA//N3//
COMSOCPAC HONOLULU HI//SOJ3//
COMSURFWARDEVGRU LITTLE CREEK VA//N3/N5//
HQ USSPACECOM OPERATIONS PETERSON AFB CO//J3/J33/
J33OW//
NAVWARCOL NEWPORT RI//07//
CG MCCDC QUANTICO VA//MCWL//
COMNAVSPECWARCOM CORONADO CA//00/N3//
COMNAVBASE SAN DIEGO CA//JJJ//
CG MCB CAMP PENDLETON CA
COMINEWARCOM CORPUS CHRISTI TX//N3//
COMCARGRU ONE
COMPHIBGRU THREE//00/N3//
EWTGPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3//
COMSPAWARSYSCOM SAN DIEGO CA//PD18/PD13/PMW132/80//

PEOCMPANDUAV PATUXENT RIVER MD//PEO(CU)/PMA-281/
PMA-282//
DSWA WASHINGTON DC
TACTRAGRUPAC SAN DIEGO CA//00/N2/N3//
CNA ALEXANDRIA VA//JJJ//
PEO TAD SC WASHINGTON DC//JJJ//
PEO CV WASHINGTON DC//400B/429//
COMNAVSPECWARGRU ONE//N3//
NAVSTKAIRWARCEN FALLON NV//N2/N3/N5/N6//
COMNAVAIRWARCENWPNDIV CHINA LAKE CA//470000D/
471000D//
AEGIS TRAREDCEN DAHLGREN VA//JJJ//
CNR ARLINGTON VA//35ELB//
NSAPOFFICE ARLINGTON VA//09N//
COMNAVSEASYSCOM WASHINGTON DC//PMS-429//
NAVSURFWARCENDIV DAHLGREN VA//T308/AW32//
NAVUNSEAWARCENDIV NEWPORT RI//5442/3412//
COMNAVSPACECOM DAHLGREN VA//N311//
NRO WASHINGTON DC//OSO//
NAVAIRWPNSTA CHINA LAKE CA//47//
FACSFAC SAN DIEGO CA//00/N3//
FLTINFOWARCEN NORFOLK VA//N3//
FLTINFOWARCEN DET SAN DIEGO CA//JJJ//
COMPHIBRON FIVE
COMEODGRU ONE
COMCOGARDGRU SAN FRANCISCO CA//00/N3//
COGARD MSO SAN FRANCISCO BAY CA//00/N3//
COMNAVIUWGRU ONE//00/N3//
USS CORONADO
USS BONHOMME RICHARD
USS PEARL HARBOR
THIRDFLT OPFOR
CG MCWL QUANTICO VA//JJJ//
NCWGRUONE//JJJ//

COMSUBDEVRON TWELVE
COMSPECBOATRON ONE
NAVSPECWARUNIT ONE
FLTIMAGCOMPAC SAN DIEGO CA//N3//
APL JHU LAUREL MD//00/D6//
COMNAVWARDEVCOM DIV NORFOLK VA//N3/N8//
NAVPGSCOL MONTEREY CA
BT
UNCLAS //N03500//
THIS IS PART ONE OF A TWO PART MSG. PART TWO OF TWO IS
281851ZAUG98.
MSGID/GENADMIN/COMTHIRDFLT//
SUBJ/FLEET BATTLE EXPERIMENT ECHO (FBE E) - DRAFT
CONCEPT OF
EXPERIMENT (SITREP NUMBER 0NE)//
REF/A/RMG/COMTHIRDFLT/112247ZJUN98//
REF/B/RMG/CINCPACFLT/242357ZAUG98//
REF/C/RMG/CG I MEF/030316ZJUL98//
NARR/REF A IS REPORT FROM KERNAL BLITZ/EXTENDING
THE LITTORAL
BATTLESPACE ACTD/URBAN WARRIOR/FLEET BATTLE
EXPERIMENT ECHO
CONFERENCE 6 MAY 1998. REF B IS EXERCISE KB99
PRELIMINARY PLANNING
MEETING MINUTES. REF C IS I MEF'S CAMPAIGN PLAN FOR
URBAN WARRIOR
99//
POC/OLSON/CDR/J521/C3F/TEL:619- 524-9519/9563/9553/9527/
DSN:
524-XXXX/POTS: 619-545-7581/E MAIL: NIPRNET
U521C3F(AT)CORONADO.NAVY.MIL/ SIPRNET
J521C3F(AT)CORONADO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL //
POC/WELLS/CDR/MBC/NAVWARCOL/TEL:COMM (401)
841-7057/TEL:DSN

948-7057/E MAIL: NIPRNET WELLSW(AT)NWC.NAVY.MIL E
MAIL: SIPRNET
WELLSW(AT)NWCDSD1.CNO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL//
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RMKS/1. INTRODUCTION: THE PURPOSE OF THIS MESSAGE IS
TO DESCRIBE IN
DETAIL THE CONCEPT OF THE FLEET BATLE EXPERIMENT
ECHO AND IT
RELATIONSHIP TO KERNAL BLITZ 99 (KB99), URBAN
WARRIOR (UW) AND
EXTENDING THE LITTORAL BATTLESPACE ACTD (ELB ACTD).
FLEET BATTLE
EXPERIMENT (FBE) SERIES IS A CNO INITIATIVE TO
EVALUATE FUTURE
TECHNOLOGIES AND CONCEPTS THROUGH OPERATIONAL
EXPERIMENTATION IN THE
FLEET FOR EARLY WARFIGHTER FEEDBACK, RAPID
PROTOTYPING AND DETAILED
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT IN SUPPORT OF JOINT VISION 2010.
THE MARITIME
BATTLE CENTER, UNDER THE NAVAL WARFARE
DEVELOPMENT COMMAND AND THE
NAVAL WAR COLLEGE, IS THE CNO'S AGENT FOR CONCEPTS
BASED
EXPERIMENTATION AND WILL ACT IN SUPPORT OF
COMTHIRDFLT FOR PLANNING,
COORDINATION AND EXECUTION OF FBE E.
2. FBE HISTORY: THE FBE PROCESS BEGAN WITH FBE ALFA
CONDUCTED IN
MARCH 1997 BY COMTHIRDFLT IN CONJUNCTION WITH
MARINE CORPS

WARFIGHTING LAB HUNTER WARRIOR EXPERIMENT. FBE
ALFA FOCUS WAS (1)
SEA BASED C2 IN SUPPORT OF SPECIAL MAGTF AFLOAT (2)
RING OF FIRE
(ROF) NETWORK CENTRIC LAND ATTACK CONCEPT AND, (3)
NAVY AREA TAMD
CONCEPT.
A. THE SECOND EXPERIMENT, FBE BRAVO, WAS CONDUCTED
IN SEP 97 BY
COMTHIRDFLT AND BUILT ON THE CONCEPTS AND LESSONS
LEARNED FROM FBE
ALFA, SPECIFICALLY (1) REFINEMENT OF THE RING OF FIRE
CONCEPT AND,
(2) C4ISR ARCHITECTURE AND TTP IN SUPPORT OF THE
TARGETING PROCESS
FOR GPS GUIDED MUNITIONS.
B. FBE CHARLIE WAS CONDUCTED IN MAY 1998 BY
COMSECONDFLT AND
EXPERIMENTED WITH (1) JTAMD TTP ASSOCIATED WITH A
SINGLE INTEGRATED
AIR PICTURE (SIAP) AND AADC CONCEPT AND, (2) TTP FOR
JOINT FIRES CELL
USING THE RING OF FIRE CONCEPT.
C. FBE DELTA WILL BE CONDUCTED 24 OCTOBER - 02
NOVEMBER 1998 BY
COMSEVENTHFLT IN CONJUNCTION WITH FOAL EAGLE 98.
OVERARCHING THEME
FOR FBE D IS NET CENTRIC WARFARE APPLICATIONS IN A
JOINT AND COMBINED
ENVIRONMENT FOR KOREAN THEATER SPECIFIC
OPERATIONAL / STRATEGIC
WARFIGHTING ISSUES. FBE D PRIMARY FOCUS AREAS WILL
BE:
(A) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT. RING OF FIRE NETWORK

CENTRIC
WARFARE APPLICATIONS TO 5027 WARFIGHTING
REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND
ATTACK, COUNTER SOF (CSOF) AND COUNTERFIRE (CF).
(B) FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION. JOINT THEATER AIR AND
MISSILE
DEFENSE (JTAMD) WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON ACTIVE
DEFENSE SIMULATING
NAVY AREA CAPABILITY (SM2 BLK IVA), ATTACK
OPERATIONS SUPPORTED BY
SENSOR TO SHOOTER TECHNOLOGIES AND RING OF FIRE
CONCEPT AND,
DISTRIBUTED COLLABORATIVE PLANNING USING COMPASS.
FBE D IS A CRITICAL
ENABLER TO FBE ECHO.
3. FLEET BATTLE EXPERIMENT ECHO (FBE E): FBE E UNDER
COMTHIRDFLT
FLEET OPERATIONAL SPONSORSHIP, IS SCHEDULED TO BE
CONDUCTED IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE C3F/I MEF EXERCISE KERNAL
BLITZ 99, THE MARINE
CORPS WARFIGHTING LAB'S (MCWL) ADVANCED
WARFIGHTING EXPERIMENT (AWE)
URBAN WARRIOR (UW), AND THE OFFICE OF NAVAL
RESEARCH SPONSORED
EXTENDED LITTORAL BATTLESPACE (ELB) ADVANCED
CONCEPT TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATION (ACTD). IAW REFERENCES (A)AND (B)
KERNAL BLITZ HAS
DEVELOPED AS THE UMBRELLA EXERCISE FOR FBE E, UW
AND ELB. IT WILL BE
CONDUCTED IN THREE MAJOR PHASES TIED TOGETHER BY A
SINGLE SCENARIO:
A. PHASE ONE - STABILITY OPERATIONS. 10-25 MARCH 99 IN

THE
NORCAL OPAREA
B. PHASE TWO - ADVANCED FORCE OPERATIONS. 12-16 APRIL
IN SOCAL
OPAREA
C. PHASE THREE - AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT OPERATIONS 19-30
APRIL IN
SOCAL OPAREA.
(THIS MESSAGE WILL FOCUS ONLY ON THE PORTIONS OF KB
99 PERTAINING TO
FBE E.)
4. CONCEPT OF EXPERIMENT. THE OVERARCHING CONCEPT
OF FBE ECHO IS TO
EXPERIMENT WITH PROCESSES TO MAKE US A MORE
EFFECTIVE FIGHTING FORCE
IN THE LITTORAL. THE PROPOSED HYPOTHESIS IS:
"NEW PROCESSES SUPPORTED BY TECHNOLOGY ALLOW THE
NAVY TO ENTER AND
REMAIN IN THE LITTORALS INDEFINITELY WITH THE
ABILITY TO PROVIDE
LOGISTICS, FIRES AND C2 SUPPORT TO FORCES ASHORE."
THE EXPERIMENT WILL BE DESIGNED TO EMPLOY NEW/
EMERGING OPERATIONAL
CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGIES TO COUNTER THE SERIOUS
POTENTIAL THREATS
WHICH WILL BE FACED WHEN OPERATING IN THE
LITTORALS. DURING PHASE I
FBE E WILL BE CLOSELY COORDINATED WITH, AND SUPPORT,
THE MCWL AWE
URBAN WARRIOR. PRIMARY FBE E FOCUS AREAS ARE:
A. DOMINANT MANEUVER. THREAT-BASED DOMINANT
MANEUVER
EXPERIMENTS WILL BE IN ASYMMETRICAL MARITIME AND
TRADITIONAL MARITIME

ENVIRONMENTS.
(1) ASYMMETRICAL MARITIME DOMINANCE EXPERIMENTS
WILL EXAMINE
OUR ABILITY TO OPERATE IN THE LITTORAL WHEN THERE IS
A
NON-TRADITIONAL (I.E. NOT A NATIONAL MILITARY)
THREAT. THE ABILITY OF
THE NAVY TO BRING MARINES INTO AN ENCLOSED URBAN
LITTORAL ENVIRONMENT
AND STAY ON STATION TO PROVIDE C2 SUPPORT, SEA BASED
LOGISTIC
SUPPORT, AND FORCE PROTECTION IS FUNDAMENTAL TO
THE CONCEPT OF
"FORWARD...FROM THE SEA". THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES IN
ASYMMETRIC
THREAT EXPERIMENTATION WILL BE:
- MINE WARFARE. COUNTER MINING BY CLANDESTINE
GROUPS. JCM
ACTD WILL INCORPORATE NEW ORGANIC AND NONORGANIC SENSORS TO COUNTER
THE DISRUPTION OF A COMMERCIAL PORT BY MINE
EQUIPPED TERRORISTS.
CONTRL OF MCM EFFORT FROM THE ECOC.
- PROVISION OF IMPROVED TARGETING AND SENSOR GRIDS
TO
MOBILE INSHORE UNDERSEA WARFARE UNIT (MIUWU)
CONTROLLING INSHORE BOAT
UNITS (IBU) TO PROTECT FORCES FROM UNKNOWN AND
UNPREDICTABLE ENEMIES.
- LITTORAL DEFENSE MONITORING WITH MIUWU WITH
LITTORAL
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM (LSS).
- DETECTION/TRACKING/CLASSIFICATION OF THREAT
TRACKS

(2) MARITIME DOMINANCE IS BASED ON OUR ABILITY TO
ESTABLISH
THE TRADITIONAL CONCEPT OF AIR, SURFACE AND
SUBSURFACE SUPERIORITY IN
THE BATTLE SPACE WHERE WE ARE OPERATING.
EXPERIMENTATION IN MARITIME
DOMINANCE WILL FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS IN UNDERSEA
WARFARE (USW):
- COMMAND AND CONTROL. DEVELOPMENT OF A SINGLE
INTEGRATED
PICTURE OF THE UNDERSEA BATTLE SPACE WHICH ENABLES
IMPROVED SEARCH
PLANNING AND MORE RAPID USW OPERATIONS BY A MORE
EFFICIENT USE OF
AVAILABLE SENSORS TO COVER THE AREA OF INTEREST.
- ADVANCED SENSORS. USE OF A VARIETY OF UNMANNED,
FIXED/MOBILE, ACOUSTIC/NON-ACOUSTIC SENSORS IN A
SENSOR GRID.
- JOINT COUNTERMINE ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATION
B. PRECISION ENGAGEMENT. RING OF FIRE (ROF) NETWORK
CENTRIC
WARFARE APPLICATIONS IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY
CONDUCTING INTERDICTION, STRIKE AND COUNTERFIRE
(CF). SPECIFIC FOCUS
ON IMPROVING THE SENSOR GRID AND ABILITY TO QUICKLY
DEVELOP TARGETING
DATA SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE TO SUPPORT EMERGING
PRECISION WEAPONS.
THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES IN PRECISION ENGAGEMENT
EXPERIMENTATION WILL
BE:
- APPLICATION OF ROF IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT

- USE OF UAVS AND OTHER UNMANNED SENSORS
- INCREASED USE OF CAS
- PRODUCTION AND DISSEMINATION OF QUICK REACTION,
ON-LINE
ELECTRONIC TARGET FOLDERS
- TLAM OPERATIONAL TEST LAUNCH (OTL). DIGITAL
TASKING BY ROF
AND LAND ATTACK WARFARE SYSTEM (LAWS). AIMPOINT
GENERATION
USING THE PRECISION TARGETING WORKSTATION. (STILL TO
BE
COORDINATED WITH PEO(CU))
- MORE ROBUST WEAPON-TARGET PAIRING ALGORITHMS
- CONTINUED EXPERIMENTATION WITH LAWS,
PARTICULARLY EXPANSION
TO DYNAMIC 4D (LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, ALTITUDE AND
TIME)
DECONFLICTION AND SCALEABLE FIRE SUPPORT CENTER.
ASSESS USE
OF LAWS IN COUNTERING THE ASYMMETRIC MARITIME
THREAT. USE OF
LAWS IN E2C BATTLE MANAGEMENT ROLE
- EXPLORE SENSOR TO SHOOTER TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS
JSTARS AND
UAV AS THEY APPLY TO LITTORAL AND URBAN
ENVIRONMENT,
INCLUDING WMD THREATS, WITHIN A JOINT STRIKE CENTER.
- EXPANSION TO DYNAMIC 4D DECONFLICTION BY
INCORPORATION OF
LINK 16.
- SACCEX USING ROF TO PROVIDE FIRE SUPPORT TO A
SACC,FSCC,FSE
AND FORWARD OBSERVER SIMULTANEOUSLY
- JOINT STRIKE UTILIZING JSIPS-N

C. FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION. FORCE PROTECTION IN
JOINT THEATER
AIR AND MISSILE DEFENSE (JTAMD) WITH SPECIAL
EMPHASIS ON ACTIVE
DEFENSE SIMULATING NAVY AREA PROTECTION
CAPABILITY, ATTACK OPERATIONS
SUPPORTED BY SENSOR TO SHOOTER TECHNOLOGIES AND
RING OF FIRE CONCEPT
AND DISTRIBUTED COLLABORATIVE PLANNING USING
COMPASS. SPECIFIC
EXPERIMENTAL FOCUS ON:
- UOES LINEBACKER CRUISER (LOCAL OR REMOTE) TO
ENHANCE
PROTECTION
- ROF APPLICATIONS TO ATTACK OPERATIONS
- REFINEMENT OF THEATER FUTURE CONCEPT OF
OPERATIONS FOR NAVY
LINEBACKER CRUISERS
- AADC MODULE AT SEA IN SUPPORT OF JFC. SEA BASED
FORCE
PROTECTION FOR NAVAL FORCES CONDUCTING OPERATIONS
ASHORE.
- WMD CONOPS
- END TO END TADIL CONNECTIVITY
D. FOCUSED LOGISTICS. CONCEPT AND EXPERIMENT UNDER
DEVELOPMENT.
- SEA BASED LOGISTICS FOR RESUPPLY OF THE NAVAL
FORCE AND
FORCES ASHORE. THE NAVY AND MARINE CORPS WILL BE
ABLE TO
SUSTAIN COMBAT TROOPS ASHORE FROM SHIPS AT SEA
WITHOUT
BUILDING A LARGE BEACHHEAD.
E. INFORMATION SUPERIORITY. PROVISION AND

PROTECTION OF TIMELY
AND ACCURATE FULL SPECTRUM INFORMATION.
- PROTECTION OF COMPUTER NETWORKS BY PROTECTING
THE INGRESS
POINTS ASHORE.
- CORRELATION AND FUSION OF OPERATIONAL, THEATER
AND TACTICAL
SOURCE DATA WITH ENHANCED DISPLAYS FOR QUICK
UNDERSTANDING
BY THE COMMANDER AND THE ENTIRE FORCE
- UTILIZATION OF INTELLIGENCE PRESENTATION AND
COLLECTION
MANAGEMENT TOOLS
- MONITORING THE STATUS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS AT
SEA AND THOSE
PRIMARY SERVERS THAT COMMUNICATE FROM THE SHORE
- SATELLITE MONITORING TO QUICKLY DETERMINE THE
HEALTH AN
STATUS OF VITAL OFF SHIP LINKS.
F. OTHER EXPERIMENTAL INITIATIVES.
(1) CASUALTY MANAGEMENT
- ADVANCED TELEMEDICINE TO PROVIDE REAL TIME
MONITORING
AND MEDICAL SUPPORT TO COMBAT TROOPS ASHORE.
- EXPERIMENTS WITH REMOTE CASUALTY LOCALIZATION
- ELECTRONIC WATCHBOARD INTEGRATION
- FIELD MONITORING OF PATIENT STATUS AND IN-TRANSIT
CASUALTY FLOW MATRIX.
(2) CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS.
- NON-COMBATANT CASUALTY MANAGEMENT AND
EXTRACTION IN A
CIVIL-MILITARY NEO. INCORPORATE SUPPORT FROM THE
CENTER
OF EXCELLENCE FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT AND

HUMANITARIAN
ASSISTANCE(CEDMHA).
- CHEMICAL BIOLOGICAL TERRORIST ATTACK AND
DESTRUCTION/CAPTURE OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES. USE
OF THE
COUNTER PROLIFERATION ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
SYSTEM
(CAPS).
(3) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL. THE ENHANCED/
EXPERIMENTAL
COMBAT OPERATIONS CENTER (ECOC), INSTALLED IN
CORONADO WILL BE MANNED
WITH ONE NAVAL COMMANDER AND STAFF COMMANDING
THE BATTLE BOTH ON THE
LAND AND ON/UNDER THE SEA IN THE ASSIGNED JOINT
OPERATIONS AREA. THIS
STAFF WILL REPORT TO THE JOINT TASK FORCE
COMMANDER.
5. SCENARIO, FORCE REQUIREMENTS AND PHASES OF
EXPERIMENTATION.
IAW REF A THE SCENARIO THAT HAS BEEN AGREED UPON TO
BE USED TO TIE
THE THREE PHASES OF KERNAL BLITZ TOGETHER IS THE
PROVISION OF U.S.
SUPPORT TO THE COUNTRY OF GREEN AS IT STRUGGLES
AGAINST ORANGE
REGULAR FORCES AND ORANGE SUPPORTED INSURGENTS.
A. PHASE I STABILITY OPERATIONS (10-25 MARCH). THIS
PHASE
INVOLVES THE USE OF FORWARD DEPLOYED NAVAL FORCES
IN A LOW TO MID
INTENSITY CONFLICT ON BEHALF OF US INTERESTS AND
THOSE OF FRIENDLY
NATION, GREEN. THIS PHASE WILL BE CONDUCTED IN

CONCERT WITH THE MCWL
EXPERIMENT URBAN WARRIOR. A MARINE SPECIAL PURPOSE
MAGTF WILL CONDUCT
A SERIES OF DISCRETE, NON-CONTIGUOUS OPERATIONS FOR
URBAN WARRIOR
AWE. NAVAL OPERATIONS AGAINST ASYMMETRIC THREATS
WILL BE CONDUCTED
IN AN URBAN LITTORAL ENVIRONMENT. THE
EXPERIMENTAL FOCUS IS MARITIME
DOMINANCE AGAINST ASYMMETRIC THREATS SUCH AS SOF
SUBMARINES, MINES,
SWIMMERS AND SPEEDBOATS WITH UNCONVENTIONAL AND
WMD PAYLOADS, WHILE
SIMULTANEOUSLY CONDUCTING INTERDICTION AND
STRIKE.
(1) OPERATIONAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS.
- USS CORONADO. EMBARKED COMTHIRDFLT, I MEF,
SPECIAL
PURPOSE MAGTF, EXERCISE CONTROL ELEMENTS. SPACES
TO BE
MANNED: JAOC, JOC, ECOC,CMOC, JMC, JISE, JSC
- USS BON HOMME RICHARD. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP
MAGTF
- USS PEARL HARBOR. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP MAGTF
- USS PORT ROYAL OR LAKE ERIE (UOES EQUIPPED CG)
(REMOTE OR
LOCAL)
- ONE DDG W/ 5.0.Z AEGIS SOFTWARE.
- COMPHIBRON 5
- SCUD BRIGADE: MEF DUMP TRUCKS W/FIWC SCUD SHAPES
- TACAIR W/RTIC FM NAWC CL
- ONE MOBILE INSHORE UNDERSEA WARFARE UNIT (MIUWU)
WITH
SYSTEM UPGRADE (SU) VAN. PART OF ONE MOBILE ASHORE

SUPPORT TERMINAL II (MAST II). ONE INSHORE BOAT UNIT
(IBU)
- ONE E2C, LAWS EQUIPPED.
- NSWG-1 QUANTUM LEAP SEAL TEAM
- MCMRON
- VSW MCM DET
- EOD DET
- OPFOR TBD (POSSIBLE USE OF COAST GUARD AUXILIARY
PLEASURE CRAFT, SBU, RENTAL JET SKIS, COMBAT
SWIMMERS)
(2) OPERATING AREAS
- NOCAL OPAREAS
- MONTEREY BAY
- SAN FRANCISCO BAY
(3) AREAS OF EXPERIMENTATION
(A) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL
(B) DOMINANT MANEUVER
1. ASYMMETRIC NAVAL THREAT
2. MARITIME DOMINANCE (USW)
(C) CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS
(D) FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION. JOINT THEATER AIR AND
MISSILE
DEFENSE (JTAMD)
(E) FOCUSED LOGISTICS
(F) INFORMATION SUPERIORITY ASSURANCE
B. PHASE II ADVANCED FORCE OPERATIONS 12-16 APRIL 99.
THIS PHASE
WILL BE CONDUCTED IN THE SOCAL OPAREAS IN CONCERT
WITH THE ELB/ACTD.
THIS PHASE INVOLVES THE USE OF NAVAL FORCES IN
ADVANCED FORCE
OPERATIONS IN PREPARATION FOR THE AMPHIBIOUS
ASSAULT PHASE. ELB ACTD
(EMBARKED IN CORONADO) WILL CONDUCT A SERIES OF

DISCRETE BUT RELATED
OPERATIONS TO PREPARE THE LITTORAL BATTLE SPACE FOR
THE INTRODUCTION
OF FOLLOW ON FORCES. SPMAGTF, UAV/ACTD AND C3F WILL
PROVIDE SUPPORT
TO ELB/ACTD.
(1) OPERATIONAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS.
- USS CORONADO. EMBARKED COMTHIRDFLT, I MEF (FWD),
SPMAGTF, AND FBE E EXERCISE CONTROL ELEMENTS.
SPACES TO
BE MANNED: JAOC, JOC, ECOC, CMOC, JMC.
- USS BON HOMME RICHARD. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP
MAGTF
- USS PEARL HARBOR. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP MAGTF
- COMPHIBRON 5
- TACAIR W/RTIC FM NAWC CL
- MIUWU(SU) W/LSS. MAST II.
- ONE SSN (DEDICATED TO EXPERIMENT SUPPORT 8 HRS/
DAY)
- ONE CG47(VLS)/DDG51/DD963(VLS) FOR ELB FIRE SUPPORT
SHIP
- TWO CG/DDG/DD W/ SQQ-89 (SQS-53C/D AND SQQ-19)
- TWO SH-60B
- 1 P-3C/S-3 MISSION PER DAY (ISAR EQUIPPED)
- SMCM/AMCM
- MCMRON
- VSW-MCM DET
- EOD DET
(2) OPERATING AREAS
- SOCAL
- SOAR/SCORE
- CAMP PENDELTON
- SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND
- KINGFISHER RANGE

- SHOBA
- NSAWC
(3) AREAS OF EXPERIMENTATION
(A) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT
(B) MARITIME DOMINANCE
(C) INFORMATION ASSURANCE
C. PHASE III AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT (19-30 APRIL 99). DURING
THIS
PHASE SEPARATE SACEXS WILL BE CONDUCTED FOR 15 TH
MEU/CPR-1, CLF/CATF
AND FBE E. THIS PHASE IS PRIMARILY ORIENTED TOWARD
ACHIEVING THE
LARGE SCALE AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT TRAINING
OBJECTIVES. FBE E
EXPERIMENTATION, DISCRETE FROM THE KERNAL BLITZ
TRAINING EXERCISE,
WILL BE CONDUCTED.
(1) OPERATIONAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS
- USS CORONADO. EMBARKED COMTHIRDFLT, I MEF,
SPMAGTF, AND
FBE E EXERCISE CONTROL ELEMENTS. SPACES TO BE
MANNED:
JAOC, JOC, ECOC, CMOC, JMC.
- USS BON HOMME RICHARD. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP
MAGTF
- USS PEARL HARBOR. EMBARKED ELEMENTS OF SP MAGTF
- ONE DDG
- ONE CG47/DDG51/DD963
- COMPHIBRON 5
- TACAIR (TO BE DEFINED)
(2) OPERATING AREAS
- SOCAL
- CAMP PENDELTON
- SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND

- SHOBA
- NSAWC
(3) AREAS OF EXPERIMENTATION
(A) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT (SACCEX)
(B) CASUALTY MANAGEMENT
(C) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL
(D) FOCUSED LOGISTICS
6. GENERAL FBE E COORDINATION ISSUES.
A. OPNAV N6 WILL COORDINATE FUNDING TO SUPPORT FBE
E. DETAILED
FUNDING RQMTS DOCUMENTATION WILL BE COMPLETED
SEPCOR IN SUPPORT OF
INITIATIVES WITH MUST HAVES AND PRIORITIESS
ESTABLISHED.
B. MBC WILL PROPOSE WARGAME TO BE CONDUCTED AT
NAVWARCOL DEC 98.
SPECIFICS YO BE PROVIDED BY MBC SEPCOR.
C. MBC WILL FORWARD FLEET AND NATIONAL SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS FOR
FBE E TO C3F NLT 30 SEPT.
7. COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES/ACTION ITEMS. BELOW IS A
PROPOSED LIST
THAT WILL BE FINALIZED AT INITIAL PLANNING
CONFERENCE 22-24 SEP 98.
AT THE IPC ALL COMMANDS/AGENCIES WITH
EXPERIMENTAL PROCESSES AND/OR
SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL BE USED TO SATISFY
THE CONCEPTS
LISTED IN THIS MSG ARE TO IDENTIFY (NAME) THE
EXPERIMENT/DEMONSTRATION AND THE EQUIPMENT/
SYSTEM INVOLVED. IF NOT
IDENTIFIED AT THE IPC ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS/
DEMONSTRATIONS WILL ONLY
BE ACCEPTED ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS.

A. C3F
(1) COORDINATE AND PROVIDE OPERATIONAL FORCES
(2) COORDINATE NAVY PARTICIPATION AND COMBINED/
JOINT FORCES
(3) PROMULGATE PERIODIC SITREPS
(4) NAVAL OCE FOR KB 99
(5) DOMESTIC USE CLEARANCE FOR NATIONAL, THEATER
AND TACTICAL
SENSORS
(6) TBMD COORDINATION WITH BMDO / KB 99 FORCES
(7) COORDINATE LOGISTICS SUPPORT FOR FBE
OBSERVERS/ANALYSTS/OPERATORS AFLOAT (ARRANGE
FLIGHTS ON/OFF
SHIPS AS REQUIRED, BERTHING)
(8) SATELLITE COMMUNICATION REQUESTS
(9) DEVELOP MANNING REQUIREMENTS FOR NAVAL
COMMAND AND CONTROL
ORGANIZATIONS.
(10) DEVELOP AND EXECUTE PUBLIC AFFAIRS PLAN
(11) COORDINATE PLANNING AND PLANNING CONFERENCES
(12) FINAL APPROVAL AUTHORITY FOR ALL EXPERIMENTS
AND TECHNOLOGY
INSTALLS
B. CPG-3
(1) COORDINATE HYDROGRAPHIC/BEACH SURVEY OF
PROPOSED LANDING
AREAS IN MONTEREY AND SAN FRANCISCO.
(2) COORDINATE ASSET PROVISION/EMPLOYMENT WITH
COASTAL INSHORE
UNDERSEA WARFARE GROUP ONE
(3) ASSIST IN DEVELOPMENT, TRAINING AND MANNING OF
ECOC STAFF
(4) COORDINATE AMPHIBIOUS SHIPS REQUIREMENTS/
INSTALLATIONS/TRAINING

C. MBC
(1) WRITE EXPERIMENT CONOPS FOR C3F RELEASE
(2) OVERALL EXPERIMENT COORDINATION
(3) CONDUCT EXPERIMENT WARGAME
(4) CONDUCT EXPERIMENT SCENARIO (COORDINATE WITH
MCWL)
(5) WRITE EXPERIMENT PLAN
(6) EXPERIMENT M&S COORDINATION
(7) COORDINATE WITH MCWL FOR MANNING
REQUIREMENTS IN
EXPERIMENTAL COMBAT OPERATIONS CENTER (ECOC).
(8) BRIEF FBE E AS REQUIRED
(9) BUILD FBE E HOMEPAGE
(10) QUICKLOOK REPORT
D. BMDO CINC ASSESSMENT PROGRAM - USCP
(1) OVERALL JTAMD COORDINATION
(2) COMPASS INSTALLATIONS AND SUPPORT
(3) TMD CELL INSTALL AND SUPPORT
(4) TEST PLAN FOR ASHORE COMPASS NODES
(5) COMPASS CONOPS//
BT
R 281851Z AUG 98
THIS IS PART TWO OF A TWO PART MSG. PART ONE OF TWO IS
281850ZAUG98.
E. PMS 429
(1) LAWS COORDINATION AND SUPPORT
(2) TLHDS COORDINATION
(3) SIM INTEGRATION INTO LAWS
(4) OVERALL ROF COORDINATION
F. NPGS/CNA
(1) MOE / MOP DEVELOPMENT
(2) DATA COLLECTION PLAN
(3) ANALYST COORDINATION
(4) FINAL ANALYSIS REPORT

G. OPNAV N6
(1) RESOURCE SPONSOR
H. OPNAV N865
(1) AADC SPONSORSHIP
(2) NAVY AREA DEFENSE SYSTEM UOES CRUISERS
(LINEBACKER)-TBD
I. NAWCWD
(1) RTS / RTIC COORDINATION AND SUPPORT OVERALL
SENSOR TO
SHOOTER COORDINATION
(2) RANGE SUPPORT
(3) COLLABARATIVE SIMULATION FOR FIGHTER
ENGAGEMENTS
(4) COLLABORATIVE SIMULATION FOR AIR TO GROUND
STRIKES
(5) DEVELOP INTEGRATION TEST PLAN FOR AFLOAT AND
ASHORE
EQUIPMENT
(6) SUPPORT MBC IN COORDINATION AND EXECUTION OF
SYSTEM
INTEGRATION AND TESTING
(7) SUPPORT MBC IN DEVELOPING TRANSITION PLAN FOR
CONCEPTS
AND/OR SYSTEMS THAT SHOW
(8) PROVIDE VIDEO DOCUMENTATION INCLUDING COMBAT
CAMERA
COORDINATION
J. SPAWAR
(1) EXPERIMENT EHF ARCHITECTURE FOR EXPERIMENT
(2) COORDINATE ALL EQUIPMENT INSTALLS FOR USN SHIPS
(3) COORDINATE EHF NECC UPGRADE
(4) SABER INSTALL AND TEST
(5) C4I TECH SUPPORT FOR EXPERIMEN
K. PEO (TAD-SC)

(1) COORDINATE PARTICIPATION BY JHU-APL AADC MODULE
(2) MARS SUPPORT
L. CMWC
(1) PROVIDE MIW FORCES FOR EXPERIMENT
(2) ASSIST IN CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT FOR MIW
8. INITIAL LIST OF MILESTONES
ITEM DATE LEAD
BEACH/SITE SURVEY (SF/MONTEREY) 8-11 SEP C3F
SCRIPTING CONFERENCE (SAN DIEGO) 16-17 SEP MBC
KB IPC (SAN DIEGO) 22-24 SEP C3F/I MEF
MPC (SAN DIEGO) 17-19 NOV C3F/I MEF
UW AWE IPC (SAN FRANCISCO) 06-08 OCT MCWL/IMEF
ADVANCE PARTY (SF) 1-4 DEC MBC/C3F
WARGAME(NEWPORT) 08-10 DEC MBC/C3F
UW AWE MPC (CAMP PEN) 15-17 DEC MCWL/I MEF
KB TRANSPORTATION CONF (SAN DIEGO) 06-08 JAN 99 C3F/I
MEF
KB FPC (SAN DIEGO) 02-04 FEB C3F/IMEF
ADVANCE PARTY (SF) 9-12 FEB MBC/C3F
PHASE ONE STABILITY OPS 10-25 MAR C3F/MBC
FORCES U/W FM SAN DIEGO 10 MAR C3F
UW SUPPORT/LANDING MONTEREY 13 MAR C3F/MCWL
UW/FBE E OPS S.F. BAY 15-18 MAR C3F/MCWL
PVST SAN FRANCISCO 19-21 MAR C3F
U/W S.F 22 MAR C3F
RTP SAN DIEGO 23 MAR C3F
FORCES U/W FM SAN DIEGO 09 APR C3F
PHASE TWO ADVANCED FORCE OPS 12-16 APR C3F/MBC
PHASE THREE AMPHIB LANDING 19-30 APR C3F/MBC
9. C3F/MBC ACTION OFFICERS AND POC:
C3F MBC
A. EXPERIMENT COORDINATOR CDR J.J.OLSON CDR
W.G.WELLS
LT R.DELAURENTIS LCDR R. MITCHELL

B. POELTLER
MAJOR S. WOOD
B. EXPERIMENTATION ACTION OFFICERS
(1) DOMINANT MANEUVER CDR OLSON (J521) B. POELTLER
(A) ASYMMETRIC DOMINANCE CDR OLSON B. POELTLER
LT DELAURENTIS(J5221)
-CG LIAISON LCDR GREEN (J310A) LCDR D. HUNTER
-NIUW LIAISON LCDR GUIZEWICZ (J313) CDR W. LUTHIGER
-LSS LCDR GUIZEWICZ CDR W. LUTHIGER
-SPECWARU LIAISON LCDR WEST(J3SOF) CDR B. KEEPERS
(B) MARITIME DOMINANCE (USW)LCDR PIERSALL(J32) CDR
W. LUTHIGER
LCDR DISHMAN
-ASW LCDR PIERSALL CDR W. LUTHIGER
LCDR DISHMAN
-MIW/EOD/JCM ACTD LCDR GUIZEWICZ CDR W. LUTHIGER
(2) PRECISION ENGAGEMENT LT BREWSTER(J310B1) LCDR R.
MITCHELL
STRIKE CENTER
-URBAN ROF LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
FCC TAYLOR(J310B2)
-FUSION CORRELATION LCDR SHANOWER (J21) LCDR R.
MITCHELL
LT TAYLOR (J242)
-BDA/TARGETING/SENSORS LCDR SHANOWER LCDR R.
MITCHELL
LT TAYLOR
-TACTICAL NATIONAL CUEING LT TAYLOR LCDR R.
MITCHELL
-WMD CELL LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
-SACCEX LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
FCC TAYLOR
-TLAM OTL LT BREWSTER LCDR R. MITCHELL
FCC TAYLOR

-UAV LCDR SHANOWER LCDR R. MITCHELL
(3) FULL DIMENSION PROTECTION LCDR GOTTFRIED(J503) R.
BALACONIS
-JTAMD LCDR GOTTFRIED R. BALACONIS
-SOF SUPPORT LCDR WEST CDR B. KEEPERS
-ROF APPLICATIONS LT BREWSTER LCDR. R. MITCHELL
(4) CASUALTY MANAGEMENT LCDR RASMUSSEN(J00S) CDR
M. OTTLINGER
(5) CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS LCDR RASMUSSEN CDR M.
OTTLINGER
-CHEM/BIO LCDR RASMUSSEN CDR M. OTTLINGER
-COUNTER PROLIFERATION LCDR SHANOWER CDR M.
OTTLINGER
ANALYSIS AND PLANNING (CAPS)
(6) NAVAL COMMAND AND CONTROL COL HAMMES(J00M) B.
POELTLER
-ECOC MANNING/ORGANIZATION CDR DRISCOLL(J51) B.
POELTLER
CDR STEERS(J52) LCDR R. MITCHELL
LTC SCOTT(J5D)
- ECOC SYSTEMS/INSTALLATION MR. BRITTIAN (J6T)
(7) INFO SUPERIORITY ASSURANCE LCDR SCANLON(J63)
LCDR R. MITCHELL
- SATELLITE MONITORING LT DAVIS(J61) LCDR R. MITCHELL
- NETWORK INGRESS POINTS LCDR SCANLON LCDR R.
MITCHELL
- COMPUTER NETWORK MONITORING MS. HAMILTON(J6J)
MAJOR S. WOOD
MR. BRITTIAN
- RED CELL/INTRUSION LT WITT(J331) MAJOR S. WOOD
(8) FOCUSED LOGISTICS LCDR DUNCAN(J41) LCDR R.
MITCHELL
C. SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
(1) PUBLIC AFFAIRS LCDR HAEG(J00P) B. RUSSELL

(2) LOGISTICS SUPPORT LCDR DUNCAN MAJOR S. WOOD
(3) EXERCISE CONTROL CDR STEERS B. POELTLER
-OPFOR LCDR WEST CDR D. SUMMER
LCDR GREEN LCDR D. HUNTER
(4) DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS MR. LYNN(J5C NA) DR.
A. CALLAHAN
(5) MODELING AND SIM MR. LYNN G. PURSER
(5) LEGAL CDR RODGERS(J00J) CDR G. WELLS
(6) C4I INSTALLATIONS CDR MILLER(J65) CDR G. WELLS
MR. BRITTIAN
(7) HOME PAGE TBD TBD
D. LIAISON AND SUPPORT COORDINATION
(1) URBAN WARRIOR CDR OLSON MAJOR S. WOOD
CDR DRISCOLL
LTC SCOTT
LCDR WEST
(2) ELB ACTD COL HAMMES CDR G. WELLS
CDR OLSON
CDR MILLER
LCDR GUIZEWICZ
LT DELAUERENTIS
MR. BRITTIAN
(3)KERNAL BLITZ LTC SCOTT MAJOR S WOOD
10. TO CONTACT C3F:
A. UNCLAS EMAIL:LOWER CASE: UXXXXC3F(AT)
CORONADO.NAVY.MIL
SIPRNET EMAIL: LOWER CASE SXXXXC3F(AT)
CORONADO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL
XXXX EQUALS THE JCODE WITHOUT THE J. FOR EXAMPLE
J521: U521 OR S521
A. TEL NRS: 619-524-XXXX. DSN 524-XXXX
J00P HAEG 9562
J00J RODGERS 9511
J00M HAMMES 9510

J00S RASMUSSEN 9541
J2/ 9513/9512/9534
SHANOWER 9513
WITT 9512
TAYLOR, LT 9534
J3/9515/9536/5507/6330/6420
WEST 9515
GREEN 9536
BREWSTER 5507
TAYLOR, FCC 6330
GUZIEWICZ 9536
PIERSALL 6420
J4/9516
DUNCAN 9516
J5/9517/9519/9553/9564/9527/9563
OLSON 9563
DELAURENTIS 9527
SCOTT 9553
GOTTFRIED 9527
SCHULLER 9564
DRISCOLL 9519
J6/9514/9522/9532/9533
BRITTIAN 9514
SCALLON 9532
MILLER 9533
DAVIS 9514
7. THIS SITREP HAS BEEN COORDINATED WITH SUPPORTING
AGENT FOR FBE E,
MARITIME BATTLE CENTER. POC IS CDR GREG WELLS, (401)
841-7057 DSN
948-7057; SIPRNET WELLSW
NWCDSD1.CNO.NAVY.SMIL.MIL;UNCLAS WELLSW
NWC.NAVY.MIL//

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: jonang@chedd-angier.com
Subject: Significant Story

>The article is correct when it says that most documentary
makers do not have the budget
>(which comes to the same thing as time) to carry out in-depth
research of their subjects.
>That is exactly the situation I am in with this story -- we have to
make a certain amount
>of TV in a given time, and already I can see that to research the
747 story adequately
>would take way beyond our normal schedule. I'm not ready to
give up just yet, although I
>will have to fit it around other work.
Well, come on out here, stay at my house with my wife and
daughter and let me show you my years of research. It's all here,
enough to persuade any reasonable person that a worthy line of
official investigation is the wiring/cargo door explanation for
three 747 crashes, 182, 103, and 800.
What we have here is a mechanical serial killer that has been
identified, been linked to previous killings, and is still loose and
not officially tracked. 938 have died so far. Billions have been
paid in claims and lost airframes. Countries are shooting at each
other. And like most uncaught serial killers, nobody wants to
believe it's true. It also has friends in high places, Boeing, and a
tough defense team, NTSB and FAA.
The pattern is there; it all fits. Facts, data, and evidence support
the wiring/cargo door explanation and refute alternative

explanations of bomb, bomb, and missile or spontaneous center
tank explosion.
As far as research goes, the basics are four official government
aviation accident reports and documents, 182, 103, 811, and 800,
all available electronically.
It is certainly the aviation story of the decade and would change
the way accidents are investigated. The benefits of unmasking
this wiring culprit are profound and would influence public
safety forever as well as bring a little peace into the world as
countries would stop this paranoia of mad foreign bombers
blowing up or shooting down planes.
I want to include two pictures, one is the exit wound of outward
peeled rupture at the forward midspan latch:

The other is the NTSB Chart 12 in the public Docket: It is the
rare event on the CVR of a sudden loud sound followed by
abrupt data loss on the FDR and CVR for three controversial
crashes, 800, 103, and 182.

Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: jonangier.com
Subject: Lyn Romano/facts
Dear Jon,

If Lyn Romano contacts you, she is a grieving widow of Ray
Romano of Swiss Air 111, another wiring Boeing crash. She is
passionate, wealthy, articulate, and determined.
Below is article I read today.
How did the MIT trip go? I await to be rebutted by facts, and
haven't yet.
Cheers,
Barry

04:23 AM ET 02/09/99
Film Documentary Market Said Up
Film Documentary Market Said Up
By WILL LESTER=
Associated Press Writer=
WASHINGTON (AP) _ A boom in history-based television
productions
is opening new markets for filmmakers, making the past more
accessible for viewers and pushing a once low-profile art form
toward television's mainstream.
At a weekend meeting in Washington, documentary
filmmakers said
the growth of new markets on such channels as A&E, the History
Channel and the Discovery Channel is a blessing, even if some of
the work is not as in-depth as traditional documentaries.

One of the nation's best-known documentary filmmakers
agrees
that the channels are valuable because they offer outlets for
documentaries. But he cautioned in a phone interview Monday
that as
these new markets have production and time pressures that
work
against some of the most valuable aspects of the in-depth
documentary.
``Quite often, the demands of a commercial network are in
opposition to the complexity and intelligence of a documentary
film,'' said Ken Burns, whose 1990 series ``The Civil War'' set
records for public television viewership.
A disadvantage of commercial television is the frequent
interruptions for advertisements, he said.
``In a clicker generation, as soon as an ad comes on, people
fly,'' Burns said. ``Because the cable audience is so small, there
is not a huge budget for these. There is a more superficial, more
journalistic approach, rather than working for five years on
something.''
Allen Moore, a director of photography on several of Burns'
projects, said in an interview that not all documentary producers
can get the kind of money raised by Burns for popular projects,
such as his works on the Civil War and baseball. But the growth
of
the market for documentaries is good for the industry, Moore
said.
``The more we can expand our audience to the value of
documentary material, the better off we'll all be in the long
run,'' Moore said. It's not fair to compare the longer Burns series
to cable shows produced more quickly, such as the ones on
A&E's
popular ``Biography'' series, he said.

Most American viewers want material that is intelligent and
informative. But they don't always want to watch a production
that
runs over several days, said filmmaker Nina Seavey, a coproducer
of the film: ``A Paralyzing Fear: The Story of Polio in America.''
She questioned whether filmmakers given a rushed schedule
and
limited budgets will have the time to question the complexity of
their film's topic ``and then express that complexity in an
intelligent way.''

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: jonangier.com
Subject: 103 is alive and still kicking

Last-Ditch Lockerbie Talks Held In
Libya
(Last updated 11:33 AM ET February 3)

LONDON (Reuters) - Negotiations over two Libyans
suspected of carrying out the Lockerbie bombing have
been taking place in Tripoli, British diplomatic sources said
Wednesday.
Saudi envoy Prince Bandar Bin Sultan has travelled to the
Libyan capital to try to clinch a deal for the handover of
the two men accused of blowing up Pan Am flight 103 over
the Scottish town 10 years ago, killing 270 people.
"We didn't ask Bandar to go but we are aware he is there,"
a British official told Reuters.

"Anything that convinces the Libyans that the U.S.-British
initiative is the only way ahead, so much the better. But he
is not lobbying on our behalf as such."
The Guardian newspaper quoted senior British sources as
saying Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi was now
convinced United Nations sanctions on his country would
effectively be removed once the two suspects -- Abdel
Basset Ali Mohamed al-Megrahi and Lamen Khalifa
Fhimah -- were surrendered.
U.S. officials have made it clear the talks are the last chance
before the sanctions screw is tightened further.
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak said Cairo was
working on a solution to the impasse in handing over the
two Libyans.
"The Lockerbie problem is about to be solved after the
approval of Colonel Gaddafi on subjects that are being
discussed. They include the execution of the verdict, in
case of conviction, in a neutral country," Mubarak said in a
speech to university students Wednesday.
The Saudi Prince, ambassador to the United States, and
South African President Nelson Mandela's chief of staff,
Jakes Gerwel, met Gaddafi last month and said some
progress was made.
During a trip to the Netherlands four weeks ago to view
the potential trial site for the suspects, British Foreign
Secretary Robin Cook made a direct appeal to Libya to
surrender the two men and said U.N. sanctions would be
suspended in return.
Cook assured Libya the trial would be fair, saying Britain
had "no hidden agenda" and no interest in convicting the

innocent.
But efforts to organize a trial in the Netherlands under
Scottish law have stalled on several issues, not least where
the two men would serve their sentences if convicted.
The Saudi envoy still had to overcome that hurdle with the
Libyans, the Guardian said.
During a visit to Egypt last month, Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright discussed with Mubarak recent efforts
to get Libya to extradite the suspects.
A senior U.S. official told reporters Egypt had been urged
to tell the Libyans "to accept our proposal to get out from
under the sanctions regime. They (Egypt) said they
intended to try to persuade the Libyans to do this."
Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr Moussa said he spoke by
telephone Wednesday with Libya's Foreign Liaison and
International Cooperation Minister Omar Mustafa alMontasser on trying to reach a solution to the issue.
Pan Am flight 103 exploded above Lockerbie on December
21, 1988, killing all 259 people on board and 11 on the
ground.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT
To: jonang@chedd-angier.com
Subject: PA 125

>Hi John Barry Smith (what do people call you?). What
happened to PA 125? They were at
>20,000 ft. Did they return to London? How do you know
about this incident? John Angier
I prefer Barry and you asked the right question: what did happen

to PA 125? It landed safely after cheating death twice. They
returned to London. I read it in AAR 92/02. PA 125 was sister
plane to PA 103, N739PA and N740PA, same type plane, same
takeoff spot, London, and about the same time after takeoff. Both
forward cargo doors unlatched on both planes but a year and a
half apart. One door bled off pressure, another popped off. It's a
thin line between life and death.
NTSB AAR 92/02 tells me:
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122, N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York, experienced an
incident involving the forward cargo door. According to Pan Am
and Boeing officials who investigated this incident, the flightcrew
experienced pressurization problems as the airplane was
climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew began a descent and
the pressurization problem ceased about 15,000 feet. The crew
began to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the cabin altitude
began to rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the forward
cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom
with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle
closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
According to the persons who examined the airplane, the cargo
door had been closed manually and the manual master latch lock
handle was stowed, in turn closing the pressure relief doors and
extinguishing the cockpit cargo door warning light. Subsequent
investigation on N740PA revealed that the latch lock sectors had
been damaged and would not restrain the latch cams from being
driven open electrically or manually. It was concluded by Boeing
and Pan Am that the ground service person who closed the cargo
door apparently had back-driven (opened) the latches manually

after the door had been closed and locked. The damage to the
sectors, and the absence of other mechanical or electrical failures
supported this conclusion.
Further testing of the door components from N740PA and
attempts to recreate the events that led to the door opening in
flight revealed that the lock sectors, even in their damaged
condition, prevented the master latch lock handle from being
stowed, until the latch cams had been rotated to within 20 turns
(using the manual 1/2 inch socket drive) of being fully closed. A
full cycle, from closed to open, is about 95 turns with the manual
drive system.

AAR 92/02 is the model for AI 182 PA 103 and TWA 800.
The difference is UAL 811 in 92/02 came back to tell about
it because the nose stayed on. The nose stayed on because
the explosive decompression hole in side of nose was
smaller; it was smaller because of a 1.5 second gap between
door open and door pop which allowed some pressure to
bleed off.
I'll attach AAR 92/02; to know it well is to know what
happened to AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800. Facts, data,
evidence.
By the way, UAL 811 is the only fatal accident so far
attributed to Kapton/PolyX/polimide type wired electrical
system.
Cheers,
Barry

DOT National Transportation Safety Board National
Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594
Brief of Accident
Adopted 06/25/1990
DCA89MA027
FILE NO.
63 02/24/89
HONOLULU, HI AIRCRAFT
REG. NO. N4713U
TIME (LOCAL) - 02:09 HST
MAKE/MODEL - BOEING 747-122
AIRCRAFT DAMAGE
- Substantial FATAL SERIOUS MINOR/NONE
ENGINE MAKE/MODEL - P&W JT9D-3A
CREW 0
3
16
NUMBER OF ENGINES - 4
PASS 9
2
326
OPERATING CERTIFICATES
- Flag carrier/domestic
NAME OF CARRIER - UNITED AIRLINES
TYPE OF FLIGHT OPERATION
- Scheduled
- International
- Passenger
REGULATION FLIGHT CONDUCTED UNDER - 14 CFR 121
LAST DEPARTURE POINT - HONOLULU, HI CONDITION
OF LIGHT - Night (dark)
DESTINATION - AUCKLAND, OF
WEATBER INFO SOURCE- Pilot
AIRPORT PROXIMITY - Off airport/airstrip
AIRPORT NAME - Unk/Nr
BASIC WEATHER - Visual
(VMC)
RUNWAY IDKNTIFICATION - Unk/Nr
LOWEST
CEILING - Unk/Nr
RUNWAY LEHGTH/WIDTH (Feet)
- Unk/Nr
VISIBILITY
- Unk/Nr
RUNWAY SURFACE - Unk/Nr
WIND DIR/SPEED - Unk/

Nr
RUNWAY SURFACE CONDITION
TEMPERATURE (F) - 0
PRECIPITATION - Unk/Nr

- Unk/Nr

PILOT-IN-COMMAND
AGE - 59
FLIGHT TIME (Hours)
CERTIFICATES/RATINGS TOTAL ALL AIRCRAFT - 28000
Airline transport
LAST 90 DAYS - Unk/Nr
Single-engine land, Multi-engine land, Single-engine sea
TOTAL MRKE/MODEL
- 1650
Glider TOTAL INSTRUMENT TIME - Unk/Nr
INSTRUMKNT RATINGS
Airplane
FTL #811 WAS A SCHEDULED PASSENGER FLIGHT FROM
LOS ANGELES TO SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, WITH STOPS IN
HONOLULU (HNL), HI, AND AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND.
THE FLT WAS UNEVENTFUL UNTIL AFTER DEPARTURE
FROM HNL. WHILE CLIMBING FROM FL220 TO FL230 THE
CREW HEARD A "THUMP" FOLLOWED BY AN EXPLOSION.
AN EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WAS EXPERIENCED AND
THE #3 AND #4 ENGS WERE SHUTDOWN BECAUSE OF FOD.
THE FLT RETURNED TO HNL AND PASSENGERS WERE
EVACUATED. INSPECTION REVERLED THE FORWARD
LOWER LOBE CARGO DOOR DEPARTED INFLT CAUSING
EXTENSIVE DAMAGE TO THE FUSELAGE AND CABIN
ADJACENT TO THE DOOR. NINE PASSENGERS WERE
EJECTED AND LOST AT SEA. INVESTIGATION CENTERED
AROUND DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION OF THE DOOR
WHICH ALLOWED IT TO BE IMPROPERLY LATCHED, AND
THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE TO ASSURE
AIRWORTHINESS OF THE DOOR AND LRTCHING
MECHANISM. (SEE NTSB/AAR-90/01)

Brief of Accident (Continued)
DCA89MA027
FILE NO.
63 02/24/89
HONOLULU, HI AIRCRAFT
REG. NO. N4713U
TIME (LOCAL) - 02:09 HST
Occurrence# 1 AIRFRAME/COMPONENT/SYSTEM
FAILURE/MALFUNCTION
Phase of Operation CLIMB - TO CRUISE
Findings
1. - DOOR, CARGO/BAGGAGE - UNLATCHED
2. - DOOR, CARGO/BAGGAGE - SEPARATION
3. - MAINTENANCE, INSPECTION OF AIRCRAFT IMPROPER - COMPANY MAINTENANCE PBRSONNEL
4.
- ACFT/EQUIP, INADEQUATE DESIGN MANUFACTURER
5.
- ACFT/EQUIP, INADEQUATE STANDARD/
REQUIREMENT - FAA(ORGANIZATION)
6. - AIR COND/HEATING/PRESSURIZATION DECOMPRESSION
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
Probable Cause(s) of this Accident was: THE SUDDEN
OPENING OF THE IMPROPERLY LATCHED FORWARD LOBE
CARGO DOOR IN FLIGHT AND THE SUBSEQUENT
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION. CONTRIBUTING TO THE
ACCIDENT WAS A DEFICIENCY IN THE DESIGN OF THE
CARGO DOOR LOCKING MECHANISMS, WHICH MADE
THEM SUSCEPTIBLE TO INSERVICE DAMAGE, AND WHICH
ALOWED THE DOOR TO BE UNATCHED, YET TO SHOW A
PROPERLY LATCHED AND LOCKED POSITION. ALSO
CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT WAS THE LACK OF
PROPER MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF THE CARGO
DOOR BY UNITED AIRLINES, AND A LACK OF TIMELY

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS BY BOEING AND THE FAA
FOLLOWING A PREVIOUS DOOR OPENING INCIDENT.
Format Revision 7/95
PB92-910402
NTSB/AAR-92/02
(SUPERSEDES NTSB/AAR-90/01)
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TRANSPORTATION
SAFETY
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20594
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EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION-LOSS OF CARGO DOOR IN FLIGHT
UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT 811
BOEING 747-122, N4713U
HONOLULU, HAWAII
FEBRUARY 24, 1989
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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION
SAFETY BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20594
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION-- LOSS OF CARGO DOOR IN
FLIGHT UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT 811 BOEING 747-122,
N4713U HONOLULU, HAWAII FEBRUARY 24, 1989
Adopted: March 18, 1992 Notation 5059C
Abstract: This report explains the explosive decompression
resulting from the loss of a cargo door in flight on United Airlines
flight 811, a Boeing 747-122, near Honolulu, Hawaii, on February
24, 1989. The safety issues discussed in the report are the design
and certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and

maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
and emergency response. Recommendations concerning these
issues were made to the Federal Aviation Administration, the
State of Hawaii, and the U.S. Department of Defense.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing 747-122,
experienced an explosive decompression as it was climbing
between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu,
Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight
attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door,
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle.
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in

two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in
the report and was supported by the evidence available at the
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause have
been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become

unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective actions
by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
As a result of this investigation, the Safety Board issued safety
recommendations concerning cargo doors and other nonplug
doors on pressurized transport category airplanes, cabin safety,
and emergency response.
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOAR
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20594
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION-- LOSS OF CARGO DOOR IN
FLIGHT UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT 811 BOEING 747-122,
N4713U HONOLULU, HAWAII FEBRUARY 24, 1989
1. FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1 History of the Flight
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines (UAL) flight 811, a Boeing
747-122 (B-747), N4713U, was being operated as a regularly
scheduled flight from Los Angeles, California (LAX) to Sydney,
Australia (SYD), with intermediate stops in Honolulu, Hawaii
(HNL) and Auckland, New Zealand (AKL).
The flightcrew assigned to the LAX/HNL route segment reported
no difficulty during their flight.
A flightcrew change occurred when flight 811 arrived at HNL.
The oncoming captain stated that he and his crew reported to
UAL operations 1 hour and 15 minutes prior to the flight's
scheduled departure time from HNL. The crew had completed a
34-hour layover (rest period) in HNL.
The captain reviewed the flight plan, the weather, pertinent
NOTAMs, and maintenance records, and signed the Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) clearance before boarding the airplane.
Flight 811 departed HNL gate 10 at 0133 Honolulu Standard Time
(HST), 3 minutes after the scheduled departure time, with 3 flight

crewmembers, 15 cabin crewmembers, and 337 passengers. The
flightcrew attributed the short delay to cabin crew problems with
arming the 5L cabin door emergency exit slide and the normal
securing of the 2L door after a somewhat extended passenger
boarding process. The second officer stated that all cabin and
cargo door warning lights were out prior to the airplane's
departure from the gate. He said that he
dimmed the annunciator panel lights at his station while the
airplane was departing the gate area.
The captain was at the controls when the flight was cleared for
takeoff on HNL runway 8R at 0152:49 HST. The auxiliary power
unit (APU), which was used during the takeoff, was shutdown
shortly after making the initial power reduction to climb thrust.
The flightcrew reported the airplane's operation to be normal
during the takeoff and during the initial and intermediate
segments of the climb. The flightcrew observed en route
thunderstorms both visually and on the airplane's weather radar,
so they requested and received clearance for a deviation to the
left of course from the HNL Combined Center Radar Approach
Control (CERAP). The captain elected to leave the passenger seat
belt sign "on."
The flightcrew stated that the first indication of a problem
occurred while the airplane was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet at an indicated airspeed (IAS) of 300 knots. They heard
a sound, described as a "thump," which shook the airplane. They
said that this sound was followed immediately by a "tremendous
explosion." The airplane had experienced an explosive
decompression. They said that they donned their respective
oxygen masks but found no oxygen available. The airplane cabin
altitude horn sounded and the flightcrew believed the passenger
oxygen masks had deployed automatically.
The captain immediately initiated an emergency descent, turned
180( to the left to avoid a thunderstorm, and proceeded toward

HNL. The first officer informed CERAP that the airplane was in
an emergency descent and appeared to have lost power in the
No. 3 engine. The appropriate 7700 emergency code was placed
in the airplane's radar beacon transponder and an emergency was
declared with CERAP at approximately 0220 HST. The No. 3
engine was shut down shortly after commencing the descent
because of heavy vibration, no N1 compressor indication, low
exhaust gas temperature (EGT), and low engine pressure ratio
(EPR).
The second officer then left the cockpit to inspect the cabin area
and returned to inform the captain that a large portion of the
forward right side of the cabin fuselage was missing. The captain
subsequently shut down the No. 4 engine because of high EGT
and no N1 compressor indication, accompanied by visible flashes
of fire. The flightcrew initiated fuel dumping during the descent
to reduce the airplane landing weight.
The airplane was cleared for an approach to HNL runway 8L.
The final approach was flown at 190 to 200 knots with the No. 1
and No. 2 engines only. During flap extension, the flightcrew
observed an indication of asymmetrical flaps as the flap position
approached 5(. The flightcrew decided to extend inboard trailing
edge flaps to 10( for the landing. The right outboard leading edge
flaps did not extend during the flap lowering sequence. The
airplane touched down on the runway, approximately 1,000 feet
from the approach end, and came to a stop about 7,000 feet later.
The captain applied idle reverse on the Nos. 1 and No. 2 engines
and employed moderate to heavy braking to stop the airplane. At
0234 (HST), HNL tower was notified by the flightcrew that the
airplane was stopped and an emergency evacuation had
commenced on the runway.
After the accident, UAL ramp service personnel, who had been
involved with the cargo loading and unloading of flight 811
before takeoff from HNL, stated that they had opened and closed

the forward cargo door electrically. They said that they had
observed no damage to the cargo door. The ramp service
personnel said that they had verified that the forward cargo door
was flush with the fuselage of the airplane, that the master door
latch handle was stowed, and that the pressure relief doors were
flush with the exterior skin of the cargo door.
The dispatch mechanic stated that, in accordance with UAL
procedures, he had performed a "circle check" prior to the
airplane's departure from the HNL gate. This check included
verification that the cargo doors were flush with the fuselage of
the airplane, that the master latch lock handles were stowed, and
that the pressure relief doors were flush or within 1/2 inch of the
cargo door's exterior skin. He said a flashlight was used during
this inspection.
The second officer stated that, in accordance with UAL Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) he had performed an operational
check of the door warning annunciator lights as part of his
portion of the cockpit preparation. The second officer also stated
that he used a flashlight while performing an exterior inspection,
again in accordance with UAL procedures. The exterior
inspection was conducted while ramp service personnel were
performing cargo loading operations and the cargo doors were
open. He stated that he had observed no abnormalities or
damage.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Injuries Flightcrew Cabincrew Passengers Others Serious *Lost in
flight. An extensive air and sea search for the passengers was
unsuccessful.
1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a hole on the
right side in the area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door fuselage cutout
lower sill and side frames were intact but the door was missing

(see figures 1 and 2). An area of fuselage skin measuring about 13
feet lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from the
upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper deck window
belt, had separated from the airplane at a location above the cargo
door extending to the upper deck windows. The floor beams
adjacent to and inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured
and buckled downward.
Examination of all structure around the area of primary damage
disclosed no evidence of preexisting cracks or corrosion. All
fractures were typical of fresh overstress breaks.
Debris had damaged portions of the right wing, the right
horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer and engines Nos. 3 and
4. No damage was noted on the left side of the airplane, including
engines Nos. 1 and 2.
The right wing had sustained impact damage along the leading
edge between the No. 3 engine pylon and the No. 17 variable
camber leading edge flap. Slight impact damage to the No. 18
leading edge flap was noted.
There was a break and scuff in the wing leading edge aft of
engine No. 4 and a scuff in the wing leading edge outboard of
engine No. 4. There was a large indentation (to a depth of nearly
8 inches) in the area just above the outboard landing light, and
the landing light covers were broken. There was a small puncture
in the upper surface of the No. 14 krueger flap and impact
damage to the wing leading edge just aft of the No. 14 krueger
flap. There was a gash on the upper wing surface aft of the No. 14
krueger flap and leading edge, as well as punctures to the wing
leading edge aft of the number 16 krueger flap. The under wing
surface aft of the krueger flaps also sustained impact damage.
The right wing also had sustained damage at the wing-to-body
fairing and two flap track canoe fairings.1 Wing-to-body fairing
damage was limited to surface scraping forward of and below the
wing. The outboard surface of the No. 6 flap track canoe fairing

revealed a slightly more significant gouge mark. The most severe
damage was evident on the inboard surface of the No. 8 flap track
canoe fairing, where three separate punctured areas were
observed. The trailing edge flaps were not damaged.
The leading edge of the right horizontal stabilizer had several
dents. The most severe dents, located 8 to 10 feet from the
stabilizer root, were approximately 3 inches wide and 1 inch
deep. No punctures were found. The vertical stabilizer had
multiple small and elongated indentations with a maximum
depth of 1/2 inch near the right base of the leading edge. A small
gouge and two small scrapes were noted at midspan of the upper
rudder.
A piece of cargo container was found lodged between the No. 3
engine pylon (inboard) and the wing underside. The piece of
metal had severed the pneumatic duct for the leading edge flaps.
Various nicks and punctures were evident on the inboard side of
the No. 3 engine pylon. The No. 4 engine pylon had a small
puncture near the leading edge of the wing.
The external surfaces of the No. 3 engine inlet cowl assembly
exhibited foreign object damage including small tears, scuffs and
a large outwardly directed hole. The entire circumference of all
the acoustic (sound attenuator) panels installed on the inlet
section of the cowl had been punctured, torn, or dented. None of
the No. 3 engine cases were penetrated by objects, nor was there
evidence of fire damage to any visible engine components and
accessories. The
leading edges of all fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine
exhibited extensive foreign object damage.
External damage to the No. 4 engine inlet and core cowls was
confined to the inboard side of the inlet cowl assembly. The
damage consisted of one major scuff mark, four lesser scuff marks
and one crescent- shaped cut. The sound attenuator panels that
were installed in the inlet area of the inlet cowl assembly had not

been penetrated. The No. 4 engine fan blade airfoils had
sustained both soft and hard object damage from foreign objects.
The cargo door separation resulted in the loss of fuselage shell
structure above the cargo door, along with main cabin floor
structure below seats 8GH through 12GH (see figure 3). The
missing floor area extended inboard from the interior of the right
side fuselage wall to the inboard seat track of seats 8GH through
12GH.
The supply and fill lines from the flightcrew oxygen bottle, and
the supply line for the passenger oxygen system had been broken
below the cabin floor inboard of the missing cargo door.
The two cabin pressurization out-flow valves, located on the
underside of the fuselage, aft of the rear cargo compartment, were
found fully open. The two over-pressure relief valves located on
the forward left side of the airplane were found in the normal
closed position. These valves were removed and bench tested.
(See section 1.16.3, Pressurization System.) The majority of the
cabin floor-to-cargo compartment blowout panels were found
activated. The blowout panels are designed to relieve excess
pressure differential following an explosive decompression to
prevent catastrophic damage to the cabin floor structures.
The estimated damage to the airplane was $14,000,000, based on
UAL's costs to repair it.
1.4 Other Damage
No other property damage resulted from this accident.
1.5 Personnel Information
The crew consisted of 3 flight crewmembers (the captain, the first
officer, and the second officer) and 15 cabin crewmembers. (See
appendix B.)
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1
General
On February 24, 1989, the United Airlines B-747 fleet consisted of
31 airplanes, including: 2 B-747-222B, 11 B-747-SP, 5 B-747-123,

and 13 B-747-122 series airplanes. N4713U was equipped with
four Pratt & Whitney model JT9D engines.
The accident airplane, serial No. 19875, registered in the United
States as N4713U, was manufactured as a Boeing 747-122
transport category airplane by the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company (Boeing), Seattle, Washington, a Division of the Boeing
Company. N4713U, the 89th B-747 built by Boeing, was
manufactured in accordance with Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) type certificate No. A20WE, as approved
on December 30, 1969. The airplane was certificated in accordance
with the provisions of 14 CFR Part 25, effective February 1, 1965.
The maximum calculated takeoff weight for flight 811 was
706,000 pounds. The flight plan data showed an actual takeoff
weight of 697,900 pounds. The center of gravity (CG) for takeoff
was computed at 20.4 percent mean aerodynamic chord (MAC).
The forward and aft CG limits were 12 and 29.7 percent MAC,
respectively.
At the time of the accident, N4713U had accumulated 58,815 total
flight hours and 15,028 flight cycles. N4713U had not been
involved in any previous accident. Records indicated that the
airplane had been inspected and maintained in accordance with
the General Maintenance Program as defined in UAL Operations
Specifications and in accordance with the FAA approved Aircraft
and Powerplants Reliability Program. The records indicated that
all required inspection and maintenance actions had been
completed within specified time limits and all applicable
airworthiness directives (AD) had been accomplished or were in
the process of being accomplished, with the exception of AD
88-12-04, which was applicable to the B-747 lower lobe cargo
door, and which had only been complied with partially. (See
section 1.6.8 for explanation).
1.6.2
Cargo Door Description and Operation
Both the forward and aft lower cargo doors are similar in

appearance and operation. They are located on the lower right
side of the fuselage and are outward-opening. The door opening
is approximately 110 inches wide by 99 inches high, as measured
along the fuselage.
Electrical power for operation of the cargo door switches and
actuators is supplied from the ground handling bus, which is
powered by either external power or the APU. See figure 17 for a
diagram of the cargo door electrical circuitry. The engine
generators cannot provide power to the ground handling bus.
APU generator electrical power to the ground handling bus is
interrupted when an engine generator is brought on line after
engine start. The APU generator "field" switch can be reengaged
by the flightcrew, if necessary on the ground, to power the
ground handling bus. The air/ground safety relay automatically
disconnects the APU generator from the ground handling bus, if
it is energized, when the airplane becomes airborne and the air/
ground relay senses that the airplane is off the ground.
The cargo door and its associated hardware are designed to carry
circumferential (hoop) loads arising from pressurization of the
airplane. These loads are transmitted from the piano hinge at the
top of the door, through the door itself, and into the eight latches
located along the bottom of the door. The eight latches consist of
eight latch pins attached to the lower door sill and eight latch
cams attached to the bottom of the door. The cargo door also has
two midspan latches located along the fore and aft sides of the
door. These midspan latches primarily serve to keep the sides of
the door aligned with the fuselage. There are also four door stops
which limit inward movement of the door. There are two pull-in
hooks located on the fore and aft lower portion of the door, with
pull-in hook pins on the sides of the door frame. (See figure 4 for
cargo door components).
The cargo doors on the B-747 have a master latch lock handle
installed on the exterior of the door. The handle is opened and

closed manually. The master latch lock handle simultaneously
controls the operation of the latch lock sectors, which act as locks
for the latch cams, and the two pressure relief doors located on
the door. Figure 5 depicts a lock sector and latch cam in an
unlocked and locked condition.
Figure 4.--Boeing 747 lower lobe forward cargo door.
Figure 5.--Cargo door latch cam and lock sector in unlocked and
locked ositions.
The door has three electrical actuators for opening/closing and
latching of the door. One actuator (main actuator) moves the door
from the fully open position to the near closed position, and vice
versa. A second actuator (pull-in hook actuator) moves the pull-in
hooks closed or open, and the third actuator (latch actuator)
rotates the latch cams from the unlatched position to the latched
position, and vice versa. The latch actuator has an internal clutch,
which slips to limit the torque output of the actuator.
Normally, the cargo doors are operated electrically by means of a
switch located on the exterior of the fuselage, just forward of the
door opening. The switch controls the opening and closing and
the latching of the door. If at any time the switch is released, the
switch will return to a neutral position, power is removed from
all actuators, and movement of the actuators ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the
"closed" position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door
moves toward the closed position. After the door has reached the
near closed position, the hook position switch transfers the
electrical control power to the pull- in hook actuator, and the
cargo door is brought to the closed position by the pull-in hooks.
When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position, the
hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch actuator.
The latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the
lower portion of the door, around the eight latch pins, attached to
the lower door sill. At the same time, the two midspan latch

cams, located on the sides of the door rotate around the two
midspan latch pins located on the sides of the door frame. When
the eight latch cams and the two mid-span cams reach their fully
closed position, electrical power is removed from the latch
actuator by the latch-closed switch. This completes the electrically
powered portion of the door closing operation. The door can also
be operated in the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors
across the latch cams. These are manually moved in place across
the open mouth of each of the eight lower cams through
mechanical linkages to the master latch lock handle. The position
of the lock sectors is indicated indirectly by noting visually the
closed position of the two pressure relief doors located on the
upper section of each cargo door. The pressure relief doors are
designed to relieve any residual pressure differential before the
cargo doors are opened after landing, and to prevent
pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are
mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This
final procedure also actuates the master latch
lock switch, removing electrical control power from the opening
and closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit
cargo door warning light through a switch located on one of the
pressure relief doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by
reversing the above procedure.
The B-747 cargo door has eight (8) view ports located beneath the
latch cams for direct viewing of the position of the cams by means
of alignment stripes. Procedures for using these view ports for
verifying the position of the cams were not in place or required
by Boeing, the FAA, or UAL (see 1.17.5 for additional
information).
Closing the door manually is accomplished through the same

sequence of actions without electrical power. The door actuator
mechanisms are manually driven to a closed and latched position
by the use of a one-half inch socket driver. The door can also be
opened manually with the use of the socket driver. There are
separate socket drives for the door raising/lowering mechanism,
the pull-in hooks, and the latches.
Operating procedures for the normal electrical operation of the
forward and aft cargo doors are outlined in the UAL Maintenance
Manual (MM). Authorization for deferral of maintenance on the
door power system is contained in the UAL B-747 Minimum
Equipment List (MEL). In addition, operating procedures for
dispatching aircraft with an inoperative door electrical power
system (manual operation) are specified in the operator's MEL.
The UAL MM differs from Boeing's recommended MM. UAL had
modified Boeing printed material or replaced pages with their
own methods and procedures for conducting maintenance
functions. The modifications to the manufacturer's MM were
accepted by the FAA through "approval" by the FAA Principal
Maintenance Inspector (PMI). Electrical cargo door open/close
operations in the UAL and Boeing MM's are approximately the
same, except the final "Caution" statement differs in methods to
ensure that the latch cams are closed:
United Airlines Maintenance Manual
CAUTION
DO NOT FORCE HANDLE. LATCH CAMS NOT
FULLY CLOSED COULD CAUSE HANDLE MECHANISM
SHEAR RIVET TO SHEAR.
Boeing Airplane Company Maintenance Manual
CAUTION DO NOT FORCE HANDLE. IF RESISTANCE IS
FELT, CHECK LATCH ALIGNMENT STRIPES THROUGH
VIEWING PORTS IN DOOR. LATCH CAMS NOT FULLY
CLOSED COULD CAUSE HANDLE MECHANISM SHEAR
RIVET TO SHEAR.
The following step in Boeing's MM does not appear in the UAL

MM: "Check that the Cargo Door Warning Light on flight
engineer panel goes out." The UAL flightcrew checklist includes a
check of the warning light as part of the cockpit procedures for
dispatch.
Prior to the issuance of AD-88-12-04 (see 1.6.8), UAL ramp service
personnel only operated the cargo doors electrically. Manual
operation was accomplished only by maintenance personnel.
AD-88-12-04 required the additional procedure of recycling the
master latch lock handle following manual operation of the latch
actuator.
1.6.3 UAL Boeing 747 Special Procedures--Doors
The Safety Board's investigation revealed that UAL had
published a "special maintenance procedure" in the UAL MEL for
manual operation of the cargo door. The Maintenance Manual
Special Procedures, 5-8-2-52, dated January 1988, were
incorporated into UAL's MEL for use by maintenance controllers
and work foremen in issuing instructions or procedures to
mechanics. The procedure allowed the use of a special 1/2-inch
socket drive wrench as the primary tool for use in manually
opening or closing the cargo door. The document further
authorized, as an alternate tool, an air-driven torque-limiting
screwdriver. UAL procedures required approval by San Francisco
Line Maintenance and the station maintenance coordinator before
an air-driven screwdriver could be used to operate the doors of a
B-747 airplane with an inoperative cargo door power system.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, the FAA PMI and the FAA
B-747 maintenance inspector for UAL testified that prior to the
accident they were unaware of an FAA authorization for UAL's
use of an air-driven torque-limiting screwdriver on B-747 cargo
doors. However, the FAA's approval for the use of the tool was
noted in the MEL section of the airline's maintenance manual.
The original approval had occurred before the current inspectors
assumed their respective positions. Both testified that they had

not reviewed UAL's B-747 MEL because they assumed that the
previous inspectors had reviewed it.
According to UAL, the calibration/adjustment for the torquelimited air-driven screwdrivers was tested every six months.
Safety Board investigators found no records for the calibration/
adjustment of the power tools used to manually open and close
UAL B-747 cargo doors.
The Safety Board received statements from UAL supervisory
maintenance personnel at all UAL stations and contract facilities
for B-747 operations indicating that air-driven screwdrivers had
not been used by maintenance personnel to open or close the
forward cargo door on N4713U in the months prior to the
accident.
1.6.4 UAL Maintenance Program
Airplanes operated by UAL are maintained under an FAAapproved continuous airworthiness maintenance program, as
required by 14 CFR Part 121, Subpart L. The requirements of the
UAL maintenance program are detailed in their Operations
Specifications, dated November 21, 1988. Generally, UAL has an
overall in-house capability to perform virtually all of the
maintenance required on its own airframes and powerplants. All
of the required major airframe and powerplant maintenance for
N4713U had been performed at the UAL maintenance facility in
San Francisco, California.
UAL's maintenance and inspection program is scheduled either
at specific flight hour or calendar intervals. These maintenance
and inspection programs are designated as: Service No. 1, Service
No. 2, or A, B, C, MPV, and D Checks.
The work scope of Service Checks consists of a general inspection
of the airplane and engines, including servicing of consumable
fluids, oxygen, and tire pressures. The Service No. 1 check
involves an inspection at each maintenance facility where the
airplane lands. The Service No. 2 check is performed at a

maintenance facility where the airplane is scheduled for at least
12 hours of ground time. The maximum time interval between
Service No. 2 Checks is not to exceed 65 flight hours.
The "A" Check is performed at intervals not to exceed 350 flight
hours. This check includes an extended inspection of the cockpit,
cabin, cargo
compartments, landing gear, tires, and brakes. It does not include
a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The Phase Check ("B" Check) is scheduled on a calendar basis, not
to exceed 131 days. The scope of the "B" Check contains items of
inspection such as interior safety equipment and functional
verification of various aircraft systems and components. It does
not include a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The "C" Check is heavy maintenance oriented and is scheduled
on a calendar basis, every 13 months. The "C" Check work scope
is substantial and includes:
structural inspection items;
corrosion repair;
prevention and inspection of critical flight control systems; and,
a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The Mid-Period Visit (MPV) Check is a heavy maintenance
inspection that is scheduled at intervals not to exceed 5 years.
Items requiring scheduled overhaul are contained in the check as
well as inspections of the airplane structure and interior.
The D Check, completes the routine scheduled B-747 maintenance
plan and is scheduled at intervals not to exceed 9 years. The work
scope is very similar to the MPV Check and consists of heavy
maintenance to the airplane structure, landing gear, interior, and
airplane systems, including the cargo doors.
1.6.5 Maintenance Records Review
A review of the airplane's history indicated that the forward and
aft cargo doors were the original doors and neither had been
removed for repair or replaced for cause. There was no record of

major repair to either door or adjacent airplane structure.
The forward cargo door's forward mid-span latch pin had been
removed because of gouging of the pin surface, during the last
"C" check on
November 28, 1988. According to the available maintenance
documents, including the most recent "D" check, a full cargo door
rigging check had not been accomplished. UAL maintenance
personnel indicated that no rigging of the forward or aft cargo
doors was required during the following checks:
1. "D" check accomplished April 1984;
2. "C" checks accomplished November 11, 1987, and November
28, 1988; and,
3.
"B" checks accomplished March 21, 1988 and July 27, 1988;
The records prior to the "D" check in 1984 and the "C" check
accomplished in November 1987 were not required to be retained.
This procedure complies with FAR 121.380.
The logbook of N4713U was reviewed and all numbered pages
were in sequential order with none missing. The airplane had
been released for flight by UAL, HNL Maintenance, in accordance
with UAL procedures. The Los Angeles to HNL segment of flight
811, on February 23, 1989, generated four logbook discrepancy
entries. All items were cleared by HNL maintenance and none
were related to the cargo door. No new deferred items were
generated and no current deferred items were corrected. The
Maintenance Release document for flight 811 indicated that all
deferred items were in accordance with the UAL Minimum
Equipment List (MEL) and none referenced the forward cargo
door.
UAL stores its maintenance information in an "electronic
logbook," entitled Aircraft Maintenance Information System
(AMIS). This system tracks on a daily and worldwide basis the
flightcrew defect reports, all nonroutine maintenance defects, and
maintenance corrective actions for the UAL airplane fleet. The

system follows an Airline Transport Association (ATA) chapter
format. According to UAL, the AMIS information is used as part
of UAL's FAA approved maintenance reliability program
affording the capability to assess trends at any given time.
A complete history of N4713U was reviewed for the following
ATA Chapters:
Chapter-00-Miscellaneous
No significant items associated with the cargo door systems.
Chapter-21-Air Conditioning and Pressurization
An entry, dated August 19, 1988, indicated "Auto and Standby
pressure controllers were erratic." UAL maintenance cleared this
item as "Checked per Maintenance Manual Chapter (MM)
21-31-00.
Chapter-31-Instruments (Not related to any specific system)
No significant items associated with the cargo door systems.
Chapter-52-Doors (Cargo door section only)
During the period September 7, 1988, through November 1, 1988,
a series of five discrepancies on the forward cargo door's
electrical opening and closing system were noted. Ground
handling personnel were required to operate the door by the
manual system. On November 1, 1988, UAL maintenance
corrective action for this discrepancy was signed off as, "replaced
power unit [lift mechanism] per Maintenance Manual Chapter
52-34-02.
An expanded AMIS history of the N4713U forward cargo door
system was prepared beginning December 1, 1988, and
continuing until the date of the accident. The history tracked the
airplane by each flight and station transited.
During the period December 5, 1988, through December 23, 1988,
eight defect reports regarding the opening and closing of the
forward cargo door were entered into the system. The reported
defects involved problems with the cargo door not always
operating with the normal electrical system. Appendix E contains

the details of the writeups and corrective actions.
During the period December 23, 1988, through February 23, 1989,
two forward cargo door discrepancies were noted on N4713U. On
January 3, 1989, the discrepancy was, "Manual lock seals broken."
The corrective action was signed off as, "recycled [door] per
placard on door and documented. No door
problems." On January 15, 1989, the discrepancy was, "cargo
door seal, lower aft corner is torn and loose from retainer." The
corrective action was "repaired seal." There were no further
recorded discrepancies.
On February 23, 1989, a written discrepancy noted "Aft cargo
door damaged aft lower corner." The corrective action listed,
"Interim repair per (EVA) LM-8-433. Accomplish permanent
repair within 60 flight hours."
Chapter-53-Structures (Fuselage)
During the period March 1988, through February 24, 1989, one
defect was noted for each of the forward and aft cargo doors on
N4713U.
Forward Cargo Door.--On September 6, 1988, the discrepancy
was, "Approximately six inches of forward cargo door jamb
damaged center of lower side sealing surface." The corrective
action was, "Installed doubler and sealed area."
Aft Cargo Door.--On April 22, 1988, the discrepancy was, "Aft
cargo door rear sill latch does not spring up to lock." The
corrective action was, "Replaced latch."
1.6.6 Service Difficulty Report Information
A review was made of the Service Difficulty Reports (SDRs) for
ATA Chapter 52 for all UAL Boeing 747 airplanes. Thirty-nine
SDRs were recorded over the period January 31, 1983, through
March 21, 1989. The following summarizes data concerning the
forward and aft cargo doors:
cases of corrosion;
cases of cracking;

cases of door open (false) indications;
cases where cabin did not pressurize;
cases of cabin pressure loss; and
case of dent caused by ground equipment.
None of the noted SDR cases were recorded for N4713U.
1.6.7 Service Letters and Service Bulletins
Boeing issues information to its customers via Service Letters
(SL's) and Service Bulletins (SB's) to inform operators of reported
and anticipated difficulties with various airplane models. Twelve
SL's provided guidance for maintenance or information
applicable to the B-747 cargo doors. Twenty-nine SB's provided
guidance for maintenance or information applicable to the B-747
cargo door.
SB-747-52-2097, "Pressure Relief Door Shroud Installation--Lower
Lobe and Side Cargo Doors," was issued on June 27, 1975.
Revision 1 to SB-747-52-2097 was issued November 14, 1975. In
general, the SB recommended the installation of shrouds on the
inboard sides of the cargo door pressure relief door openings. The
purpose of the shrouds was to prevent the possibility of the
pressure relief doors being rotated (blown) to the closed position
during the pressurization cycle. This condition could only occur if
the master latch lock handle had been left open and the
flightcrew failed to note the cargo door open warning before
takeoff.
UAL records for N4713U indicated that SB-747-52-2097 had been
complied with and the shrouds had been installed on the forward
and aft cargo doors. However, examination of the aft cargo door
on N4713U revealed that the shrouds were not in place. UAL
could not find records to verify if the shrouds had been installed
or if they had been removed from either door.
1.6.8 Airworthiness Directives
There had been 141 Airworthiness Directives (ADs) issued that
were applicable to the accident airplane. Two ADs were pertinent

to the cargo door. AD 79-17-02-R2 ("Inspection of Fore and Aft
Lower Cargo Door Sill Latch Support Fittings,") required an
inspection every 1,700 flight hours. The second, AD 88-12-04 ("To
Insure That Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will
Not Occur In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988, required an initial
one time inspection of the cargo door latch locking mechanisms
within 30 days of issuance of the AD, and certain repetitive
inspections until terminating action for the AD was taken.
The circumstances of a Pan American World Airways (Pan Am),
Boeing 747-122 cargo door opening in flight (see 1.17.1 for details)
led to the issuance of Boeing Alert Service Bulletins (ASB)
52A2206 on April 8, 1987, and 52A2209 on August 27, 1987,
entitled, "Doors - Cargo Doors Lower Lobe Forward
and Aft Cargo Doors, Latch Locking System Tests, Operation and
Modification." Tests and investigation revealed that latch lock
sectors would, in some instances, not restrain the latch cams from
being driven open manually or electrically. Movement of the latch
cams without first moving the lock sectors to the stowed
[unlocked] position would cause bending, gouging, and breaking
of the sectors. The FAA issued AD-88-12-04 to make the
provisions of SB's 52A2206 and 52A2209 mandatory.
The terminating action for AD 88-12-04 called for installing steel
doublers to add strength to the lock sectors to prevent the latch
cams from being able to be driven to the open position manually
or electrically with the sectors in the locked position. AD 88-12-04
also required that, if the door could not be operated normally
(electrically), a trained and qualified mechanic was to open and
close the door manually, rather than ramp service personnel.
Further, the AD required an inspection of the lock sectors for
damage once a cargo door was restored to electrical operation
after any malfunction had required manual operation of the door.
The amount of time allowed for completing the terminating
action portion of AD 88-12-04 was either 18 months or 24 months,

from the issue date of the AD, depending on the Boeing 747
model series. Terminating action for the AD had not been
accomplished on N4713U prior to the accident, nor was it
required since, for this airplane, the deadline for compliance with
the terminating action was January 1990. According to UAL,
N4713U was scheduled for completion of the terminating action
in April 1989, when the airplane was scheduled for other heavy
maintenance.
During the Safety Board's investigation it was determined that a
clerical error was made by UAL personnel, while attempting to
expedite the processing of an advanced copy of a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM 87-NM-148-AD), preceding AD
88-12-04. The error involved the omission of one line of text
during the typing of the document. Because of that error, the
portion of the text of the NPRM (and the final text of the AD) was
left out of UAL's maintenance procedures. The omitted text
required an inspection of the B-747 cargo door lock sectors every
time a cargo door was restored to normal (electrical) operation
after manual operation was required.
The UAL maintenance internal auditing system, including quality
assurance personnel, did not detect the omission until after the
accident. UAL personnel stated that, for unknown reasons, no
one within the maintenance or quality assurance programs had
reviewed the final AD language for comparison with the UAL
maintenance procedure.
A review by Safety Board investigators of forms used by UAL to
verify compliance with applicable FAA AD's issued indicated that
all of the applicable mandatory ADs were satisfied within their
specified time limits. The list provided by UAL to the FAA as part
of the FAA's oversight responsibilities showed compliance with
AD-88-12-04, with the exception of the terminating action.
Section 1.17.3 contains information relevant to the B-747 cargo
door corrective actions taken since the accident.

1.7
Meteorological Information
The accident occurred in night visual meteorological conditions.
No adverse weather was experienced, although the flight did
have to deviate around thunderstorms during the descent.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
There were no navigational problems.
1.9
Communications
There were no radio communication difficulties between flight
811 and air traffic control (ATC). Members of the flightcrew did
not have any difficulty in verbally communicating with each
other; however, attempts to communicate with the cabin
crewmembers by interphone were unsuccessful following the
explosive decompression.
1.10 Aerodrome Information
After the explosive decompression, the airplane returned to HNL,
a 14 CFR Part 139 certificated airport on the island of Oahu,
Hawaii. The airport is located about 4 miles west of Honolulu,
Hawaii.
HNL is a "joint use" airport that is used by the State of Hawaii,
the U.S. Air Force, general aviation, commercial, air carrier, air
taxi, and military aircraft. Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting
(ARFF) services are provided by State and Hickam Air Force Base
ARFF units. Prior to the emergency landing at Honolulu, flight
811 requested that all available rescue and medical equipment to
be on hand when they landed. When the crash alarm was
broadcast, all civilian and military fire units responded and were
in position in 1-minute at pre-designated stations at runway 8
left.
The Safety Board's investigation revealed that there was no direct
radio communications between the State Airport vehicles and
Hickam ARFF vehicles. Because there were no direct radio
communications, the Chief of the airport's units had to drive his
vehicle to the vehicle of the Chief of the Hickam units to

coordinate the positioning of ARFF units prior to the landing of
United 811.
The Hickam vehicles are painted olive drab camouflage. During
the response, the Chief of the State ARFF vehicles observed a near
collision between a State and a Hickam vehicle. He attributed this
to the camouflaged Hickam vehicle not being visually
conspicuous in spite of the fact that each of the vehicles had a red
rotating beacon operating. The response took place on a moonless
night and in light rain.
1.11 Flight Recorders
The airplane was equipped with a Sundstrand model 573 digital
type Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) and a Sundstrand model
AV557-B Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR).
Examination of the data plotted from the DFDR indicated that the
flight was normal from liftoff to the accident. The recorder
operated normally during the period. However, the
decompression event caused a data loss of approximately 2 1/2
seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values
appeared valid with the exception of the pitch and roll
parameters. Lateral acceleration showed a sharp increase
immediately following the decompression. Vertical acceleration
showed a sharp, rapid change just after the decompression and a
slight increase as the airplane began its descent.
The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on
the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a "thump"
was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew made a
comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
An extensive air and surface search of the ocean conducted

immediately following the accident failed to locate the portions of
the airplane lost during the explosive decompression. However,
the Safety Board, as well as other parties to the investigation,
pursued several avenues to search for and recover the cargo door.
Navy radar near Honolulu tracked debris that fell from the
airplane when the cargo door was lost. Refinement of the radar
data led to a probable "splashdown" point in the ocean. Further
assistance from the Navy regarding the ocean currents and drift
information led to a probable location of the cargo door and
associated debris on the ocean floor.
The undersea search operation was begun on July 22, 1990, using
the Orion, a state-of-the-art Navy side-scanning sonar "fish."
Searching in the area selected by analysis of radar data and
undersea currents, the Orion located a debris field on its first pass
over the 14,200-foot-deep ocean floor. The second pass located a
significant sonar target, which later analysis indicated was
probably the cargo door. Since the Orion is only capable of
searching, the debris field was marked with transponders for use
during the subsequent recovery phase.
On September 14, 1990, the recovery ship Laney Chouest sailed
from Pearl Harbor with the manned, deep-sea submersible Sea
Cliff. Safety Board, FAA, Boeing, and UAL engineering staff
assisted the recovery team aboard the Laney Chouest. After four
dives in the area previously identified as the debris field, only
pieces of cargo container and other small debris from the airplane
had been recovered. (It appears that the significant target
identified by the Orion was a piece of cargo container rather than
the cargo door.) On the following dive, however, the lower
portion of the cargo door was located and recovered. The
fuselage structure above the cargo door was located and raised to
the surface on the sixth dive, but heavy seas prevented its
recovery. The upper portion of the door was recovered during the
Sea Cliff's seventh dive on October 1, 1990. Afterward, it was

decided that no further effort could be justified to recover the
fuselage structure above the cargo door, and the recovery mission
was terminated.
Following recovery of the cargo door, each piece was sprayed
with a corrosion inhibitor. The ship promptly returned to Pearl
Harbor, and the retrieved door portions were removed and
examined before being shipped to Seattle, Washington, for
detailed examinations under the supervision of Safety Board staff.
Visual examinations on the recovery ship and in Pearl Harbor
confirmed that the cargo door lock sectors were in the locked
position and that the latch cams were in the nearly open position.
Figure 6 depicts the position of the lock sectors and cams as
recovered from the ocean. There was no evidence of progressive
fractures in the door structure.
The cost for the search mission was $193,000, and the cost for the
recovery mission was $250,000. These costs were shared by the
Safety Board, the FAA, UAL, and Boeing. Section 1.16 contains
information on the examination of the recovered wreckage.
1.13 Medical and Pathological Information
Appendix D contains a list of injuries.
1.14 Fire
There was no fire in the cabin or fuselage. The fires in engines No.
3 and 4 were extinguished after the engines were shut down.
1.15
Survival Aspects
The fatal injuries were the result of the explosive nature of the
decompression, which swept nine of the passengers from the
airplane.
At 0210, the FAA notified the U.S. Coast Guard that a United
Airlines, Inc., B-747, with a possible bomb on board, had
experienced an explosion and was returning to HNL. The Coast
Guard Cutter, Cape Corwin, departed Maui at 0248 to search the
area for debris and the missing passengers. Ultimately, 4 shore
commands, 13 surface/air units, and approximately 1,000

persons took part in the combined search and rescue (SAR)
operation. The search was t™ erminated at 1200 on February 26,
1989, without recovery of any passenger bodies.
The flight attendants had approximately 20 minutes to prepare
the cabin and the passengers for an imminent ocean ditching, and
subsequently, for an emergency evacuation. During the 20
minutes they attended to injured flight attendants and
passengers, attached the face masks to their emergency oxygen
bottles, helped each other don life preservers, helped numerous
passengers don life preservers, held up safety cards and life vests
to call attention to these items for passengers to use, briefed
"helper" passengers to assist in the evacuation, cleared
debris away from the exit doors and aisles, closed the doors of
the storage compartment above doors 2 left and 2 right, prepared
the cabin for an emergency evacuation, and told the passengers to
brace for impact.
Several problems were experienced by the flight attendants and
the passengers following the decompression, while preparing for
a possible ditching, and preparing for the emergency evacuation.
These problems included difficulties encountered by flight
attendants in connecting face masks to their portable oxygen
bottles, the lack of a sufficient number of megaphones, limited
visibility from a flight attendant seat, overhead storage
compartment doors opening, and donning and fastening life
preservers.
Federal Aviation Regulation 14 CFR 25.1447 (c)(4) requires that
"portable oxygen equipment must be immediately available for
each cabin attendant." Those portable oxygen bottles on N4713U,
which were readily available, were not immediately usable
because the masks were not attached to the regulators. The flight
attendants reported difficulties in attaching the masks to the
regulators.
The aft purser ran back to the flight attendant jumpseat at door 5-

left for a portable oxygen bottle. However, she found no bottle at
this location (none was installed). She then ran back to the 4-left
jumpseat, by which time she was "light headed." After the aft
purser reached jumpseat 4-left, flight attendant No. 14, who was
already sitting there, placed an oxygen mask on her face. The aft
purser further stated, "considering the fact that in this case there
was no other available source of oxygen, you can't imagine how
horrible I felt going back there needing oxygen but finding no
oxygen bottle at 5-left. It was terrifying."
A portable emergency oxygen bottle was not required to be
stowed at the flight attendant seat at exit 5-right; however, one
was stowed in the right coat closet behind the flight attendant
seat. In addition, the left side closet and rest rooms were
physically separated from the right side closet and rest rooms.
This arrangement requires a flight attendant, who was seated at
exit 5-left to walk around to the right side of the cabin to obtain
the oxygen bottle.
Communication between the flight attendants and passengers
was very difficult because of the high ambient noise level in the
cabin after the decompression, even though the public address
(PA) system was operational. Flight attendants were located at
each of the 10 exit doors, yet there were only two
megaphones required to be on the airplane; one located at door
1-left and another located a 4-left.
The flight attendants, who were responsible for each of these two
doors, used the megaphones to broadcast commands to
passengers in their immediate areas and to other flight attendants
in preparation for the landing and subsequent evacuation. The
other 13 flight attendants (including the one deadheading flight
attendant) had to shout, use hand signals, and show passengers
how to prepare for the evacuation by holding up passenger safety
cards, so passengers could review the information and also know
how to put on their life preservers.

As soon as the decompression occurred, the flight attendant in
the upper deck business class section went to her jumpseat and
donned her oxygen mask, life preserver, and restraint system.
While she waited for instructions, and because of intense cabin
noise she had to communicate with passengers by holding up a
safety card and a life preserver. Passengers sitting in the front
rows, in turn, showed safety cards and life preservers to other
passengers seated behind them. Eventually everyone understood
that they were to read the safety card and put on their preservers.
However, the 5 foot 3 1/2 inch flight attendant stated that her
jumpseat was so low that she could not directly observe the
passengers in the 4th row (last).
A two door overhead stowage compartment that had formerly
stored a life raft was located above each exit door. These
compartments contained blankets and passenger carry-on
luggage. At doors 2-left and 2-right the doors of each
compartment had opened downward and blocked each exit. Also
the contents of the compartments fell to the floor at the exits. The
doors had to be closed before the evacuation because they
partially blocked the exit.
The chief purser was not able to tighten the life preserver's two
straps around her waist and needed the deadheading flight
attendant to tighten them for her. Several flight attendants and
passengers had difficulties connecting the two straps around their
waists. One flight attendant helped about 36 passengers don their
preservers.
Safety Board investigators and United Airlines personnel
examined several life preservers from each of the types of
preservers produced by five manufacturers. The strap of one
manufacturer's preserver was very difficult to tighten around the
waist while another from the same manufacturer was easy to
tighten. The two vests had different strap material and strap
adjustment fittings. Also, the straps are very difficult, if not

impossible, to tighten when they are pulled at an acute angle
from the wearer's body, i.e. from about 45 to 70 degrees. Holding
the hands and straps closer to the waist facilitates easier
adjustment of the straps.
1.16
Tests and Research
1.16.1
Cargo Door Hardware Examinations
1.16.1.1
Before Recovery of the Door
The following forward cargo door closing and latching
components were returned to the Safety Board's Materials
Laboratory for analysis after they were documented in place on
the airplane:
Two pull-in hook pins, one from the lower end of the forward
side of the door body cutout forward frame, and one from the
lower end of the aft side of the body cutout aft frame, with
housings;
Two mid-span pins, one from the forward side of the door body
cutout forward frame, and one from the aft side of the door body
cutout aft frame.
All components were initially examined while installed on the
airplane. All eight forward cargo door latch pins, with housings,
were removed for further laboratory examination. Also, for
comparison, one of the latch pins, with housing, from the aft
cargo door was also removed. For orientation purposes, the eight
lower latch pin assemblies are referred to by number, with the
No. 1 latch pin being the most forward on the lower door sill, and
the No. 8 pin being the most aft. When referencing a
circumferential location on the latch pins or mid-span pins, a
clock position was used. The clock code was oriented looking
forward with 12 o'clock being straight up and 9 o'clock being
directly inboard.
Based on the orientation of the latching mechanisms, the fully
unlatched latching cams would first contact the latch pins from
about the 1:15 o'clock position to the 7:15 position as the door was

closed. As the cams are being latched around the pins, they
would rotate approximately 80(, making contact with the pins
from about the 4:15 position to the 10:15 position (See figure 7).
Detailed examination of the exposed surface of the pins (the
portion of the pins extending from the housings) revealed various
types of wear and damage. In general, all of the forward door
cargo latch pins had smooth wear over the entire portion of the
pin area contacted by the cams during normal closing and
opening of the door. The pins also had distinct roughened
(smeared) areas between the 6:15 and the 7:30 positions (See
figure 8). The roughened areas had evidence of "heat tinting" and
transfer of cam material to the surface of the pins. On pins 1 and 8
the roughened areas extended past the pin bottom to the 5:00
position. The 7:30 position approximately corresponds to the area
on the pin where the lower surface of the cam would be relative
to the pin when the latch cams are in the unlatched or nearly
unlatched position.
The forward pull-in hook pin was not significantly bent, but the
structure to which it was attached was deformed outward, so the
hook pin was deflected significantly outward. Three of the four
bolts holding the aft pull-in hook pin had sheared, so the hook
pin was also deflected outward. Both hook pin ends were
damaged, but neither pin was significantly deformed along its
length. There was significant heat tinting on the damaged area of
the forward hook pin. Boeing engineering calculations
determined that the pull-in hook pins would fail at a 3.5 psi
differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
1.16.1.2 After Recovery of the Door
The documentation of the recovered cargo door was divided into

four areas: 1) door structure, 2) master latch lock system, 3) latch
system, and 4) hook system. A description of the recovered door
follows.
1. Door Structure:
The cargo door had fractured longitudinally near the mid-span
lap joint near stringer 34R, just beneath the mid-span torque
tubes. Except for an area of missing skin between frames 2 and 3
and a portion of frame webs where the upper latch lock torque
tube had torn out, the frames and skin of the upper door
piece mated to the lower door piece.2 Several areas of the upper
door skin along the longitudinal fracture were bent back. In
addition, a large area of lower door skin between frame 6 and the
aft door edge had peeled downward from the fracture line. The
two door pieces are shown together in Figures 9 and 10.
Examinations of the fracture surfaces of the skin and frames
revealed no evidence of pre-existing cracks. All fractures were
typical of overstress separation.
Seven of the eight lock sector slots in the lower beam showed
evidence of contact and scraping by the lock sectors. Only the No.
1 lock sector slot was undamaged, although the bracket forward
and above the No. 1 slot did appear to have been damaged by
contact from the lock sector (slots numbered 1-8, forward-aft).
The direction of the scraping on the slots could not be determined
conclusively.
The decal covering the latch actuator manual drive port was
found broken circumferentially around the edge of the port cover,
which was loose and rotated from its normal position (See figure
11). There was an impression in the decal similar to a Phillipshead screw slot in line with the center of the retainer screw
securing the cover. There was also a 0.06-inch-long linear slit from
10 to 4 o'clock approximately centered over the retainer screw
head (See figures 12 and 13). There was no rotational tearing and
no loss of decal material in the area covering the screw head

location. During examinations of the door at Boeing, it was noted
that the retainer bracket on the inside of the latch actuator manual
drive port cover was bowed outward; the port cover was not
deformed. The retainer bracket on the inside of the hook actuator
manual drive port cover was similarly bowed outward, and the
port cover was bowed outward.
The hinge that attaches the cargo door to the fuselage is
comprised of several hinge sections--those attached along the
upper edge of the cargo door and those along the fuselage just
above the cargo door cutout--interconnected with hinge pins. The
hinge pins and all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo
door were intact; all hinge sections rotated relatively easily. All
attach bolts from the hinge sections on the door remained
attached; conversely, no bolts remained attached to the hinge
sections on the fuselage. Several areas on the hinge sections, such
as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of contact from
the door during overtravel (See figure 14). In addition, the
fuselage forward hinge sections
were slightly bent. The upper flange of the door, to which the
door hinges are attached, was not deformed. The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above.
Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper door piece
revealed that it had been crushed inward. There were also many
areas on the outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks
could be seen. These marks were generally forward of the aft
pressure-relief door, and the blue marks were located above the
red marks. The UAL paint pattern incorporates red and blue
stripes along the fuselage above the cargo door. Figure 15 is a plot
of the documented paint marks on the upper door piece.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to
which the shrouds attach was missing.

2. Master Latch Lock System:
All eight lock sectors were found in the locked position--actually
past the fully locked position. They had been pulled through the
lock sector slots in the lower beam of the cargo door. (When they
are fully locked, the lock sectors should be recessed in the lower
beam approximately 3/8 inch). All lock sectors had deflected off
the high shoulder of the latch cams due to interference with the
partially unlatched cams. Prior to disassembly of the components,
the interference between the cams and the lock sectors was
removed by rotating the cams to the latched position.
Examination of the lock sectors disclosed that the bottom of the
lower arm of each lock sector was gouged. For seven of the eight
lock sectors, the distance from the main gouge area to the location
of the interference between the latch cam and the lock sector was
approximately 0.75 inch. (The No. 2 lock sector was corroded and
had fractured at the location of the large gouge common to the
other seven lock sectors. Consequently, it was not in contact with
the No. 2 latch cam when the door was retrieved).
The master latch lock handle housing and trigger were found
relatively flush with the door outer skin. The top of the handle
was recessed approximately 0.50 inch inward from flush, and the
bottom of the handle was protruding approximately 0.40 inch
outward from flush (See figure 16). This
Figure 15.--Documented paint marks on outer skin of upper door
piece. Dashed line is approximately 8 degrees from horizontal.
position of the handle indicates that the lock sectors were in a
position past fully locked. The fuse pin was found in three pieces
but was heavily corroded. The handle housing was undamaged.
Two of the three connecting rods between the master latch lock
handle and the lock sector torque tube were bowed slightly, but
they were otherwise intact. No deformation was observed on any
section of the lock sector torque tube, although one of the six
bearings assembled on the torque tube had been damaged. The

No. 3 bearing inner race and its torque tube locator sleeve were
displaced forward approximately 0.20 inch from the bearing
housing centerline. The outer race was broken and pushed
forward out of the housing.
The lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door
was jammed open into the cutout.
3.
Latch System:
All eight lower latch cams were found in a nearly unlatched
position, and all of them were binding against the lock sectors
except the No. 2 cam (lock sector No. 2 had broken). Latch cams
1-6 were approximately 62 degrees from the fully latched
position, and cams 7 and 8 were approximately 70 degrees from
fully latched. Full rotation of the latch cams is 80 degrees.
Several of the lower latch cams contained compression and
smearing damage on the lower lip of the latch cam cavity
("lower" relative to an open cam). This damage is consistent with
the forceful movement of the cams across the latch pins.
The four rods between the latch actuator torque tube and the four
bellcranks containing the latch cams were attached and
undamaged. No section of the latch actuator torque tube was
damaged, and the bearings/supports along the tube were intact.
The latch actuator was removed and later disassembled. No
anomalies were found.
4. Pull-in Hook System:
The forward and aft pull-in hooks were found near the closed
position. Both of them exhibited wear patterns consistent with
contact with the pull-in hook pins during door operation. For

both the forward and aft hooks, the inboard edge of the pull-in
hook channel contained compression and smearing damage
consistent with a forceful movement of the hooks over the pins
while the hooks were in the closed or nearly closed position.
1.16.2
Forward Cargo Door Electrical Component
Examinations
1.16.2.1 Before Recovery of the Door
Several electrical components associated with the operation of the
forward cargo door were examined on the airplane and were then
removed for further testing. These components included the No.
2 ground handling power bus relay, the air/ground safety relay,
the No. 1 auxiliary power circuit breaker, and the outside and
inside door control switches. All of these components were tested
for both single faults and intermittent failures. The test results
showed that all of the switches/relays were functional, although
a loose wire connection was found on the outside door control
switch. This loose wire connection showed evidence of
overheated insulation on the two terminal lugs that attach to
terminal No. 5, and there was evidence of a burn (arc point) on
the top of the screw head for terminal No. 5. Terminal No. 5 is
associated with power for the door "close" cycle, and not the door
"open" cycle.
An electrical continuity check was performed on the cockpit
cargo door warning light system components that remained with
the airplane. This check confirmed the integrity of the circuit from
the door area to the cockpit. The examination of the two bulbs
that comprise the forward cargo door warning light revealed that
one bulb was inoperative. The other bulb, which is in parallel
with the inoperative bulb, was found operative. The illumination
of the display legend, which reads "FWD CARGO DR" on the
flight engineer's panel, was discernible with one bulb inoperative.
A functional check of the circuit, which allows the cockpit
warning lights to be dimmed during night operations, was also

performed. The check consisted of removing the card containing
this circuit and installing it in another B-747. The test was
satisfactory in that the dim/bright circuit functioned properly.
1.16.2.2 After Recovery of the Door
Switches--General
The cargo door was recovered with all of its position sensing
switches installed in their proper locations. The electrical junction
box was found attached to the door but damaged. The switches
recovered and examined were: S2 Master Latch Lock; S3 Door
Warning; S4 Latch Close; S5 Hook Position; S6 Fwd Mid-Span
Latch Open; S7 Door Close; S8 Hook Close; and S9 Aft Mid-Span
Latch Open. Figure 17 provides a diagram of the cargo door's
electrical circuitry.
Five of the eight position-sensing switches installed on the door
had evidence of external damage to the switch housing. The
damage on four switches (S2,S3,S4,S8) consisted of primarily
compression dimpling on the housing. The S5 switch exhibited
mechanical impact damage on the switch housing and mounting
bracket. The striker assembly for switch S8 was loose (2 of 3 rivet
fasteners sheared). The electrical wiring recovered with the door
exhibited signs of tensile separation from overload at all failure
points examined.
Each switch was photographed and its installed position was
documented. Electrical continuity readings were taken with an
ohmmeter across the poles of each switch at the first point of wire
separation as found on the door. After the readings were
recorded, all switches were removed from the door so that
photographs and x-rays of each switch could be taken. Electrical
continuity readings were retaken.
Disassembly of each switch consisted of: (1) drilling two holes in
the switch housing to release trapped water from the switch (2)
cutting a small window in the switch housing to examine the
internal basic switches (3) removing the housing, (4) removing

the internal bracket, and (5) removing basic switch covers.
During the drilling step, water was released from every switch
when the holes were drilled in the switch housing. The water was
filtered into a glass container. The quantity was not measured but
appeared to be less than 5 mL. The residue from the filtered water
trapped on the filter media had a blue-green color.
After the switch housing was removed, an ohmmeter was
connected across the 1-2 poles of the switches that would not
transfer electrical continuity (S2,S3,S4,S6,S7) when actuated. The
rivets were then drilled out of the internal bracket. After the last
of the two rivets were drilled out, the switch contacts
Figure 17b.--Diagram of cargo door electrical circuitry.
transferred to the other pole on S2, S3, and S4. On S6, the used3
basic switch was held closed by its plunger. S7 transferred after
the switch housing and water inside were removed.
During removal of the basic switch covers, a trend was noted in
the discoloration of some of the basic switches. The used switch
had a reddish-brown coloration. The unused switch was not
discolored.
Each switch was found to be wired correctly to its poles and
through its contacts within the basic switches. All contacts
operated with light finger pressure after removal of the basic
switch covers. There was no evidence of pitting, excessive
corrosion, or heat distress in the contacts of any of the switches.
The following sections detail pertinent observations concerning
each switch.
The S2 master latch lock is given particular significance because
of its function to protect against inadvertent door operation and
is thus described in more detail. It is a single-pole double-throw
(SPDT) switch used to sense the unlocked position of the door
lock sectors. The switch is mounted in the aft lower corner of the
door. A bracket attached to the No. 7 lock sector depresses the
switch when the door lock sectors are rotated to their unlocked

position. When the bracket attached to the lock sector contacts the
switch plunger and depresses it, the circuit path through the
switch is closed and 28VDC electrical control power to the door is
established. When the force on the plunger is relaxed, the circuit
is opened and 28VDC electrical control circuit is removed.
The wires leading to the S2 switch had been cut by the team after
the recovery in an attempt to test continuity through the switch.
The door recovery team reported that it found continuity through
the 1-3 contacts but not through the 1-2 contacts. The switch
plunger was actuated by the recovery team. The recovery team
noted that the switch did not transfer continuity during these
tests. The operation of the switch plunger would normally
transfer continuity. Subsequent detailed examination of the S2
switch confirmed the findings of the recovery team.
The area around the upper face of the internal bracket was bent
toward the basic switches and had evidence of corrosion residue.
The bracket was found broken. The switch contacts transferred
from the 1-3 actuated position to the 1-2 nonactuated position
when the bracket was removed. Scanning electron
microscope examination of the fracture surfaces revealed
evidence of overload and corrosion.
The external switch housing was dented. The final examination
performed on the switch consisted of removing the plastic covers
on the basic switches. Prior to removal of the basic switch covers,
it was noted that the cover to the used basic switch was cracked.
The contacts functioned normally when exercised by light finger
pressure.
Microscopic examination revealed a black discoloration near one
of the lower contact posts of the used basic switch. Energy
dispersive spectrometric examination of the residue disclosed the
presence of gold, iron, magnesium, sodium, and chlorine. No
mechanical or electrical anomalies were detected with the basic
switch contacts.

Additional testing was performed by Boeing on switches of a
similar design to those used on the accident airplane's cargo door.
The testing was conducted to identify conditions that would
result from salt water immersion at a pressure depth of 14,200
feet for 18 months. The testing verified that external damage to
the switch housing occurred at pressure depths of 7,000 feet and
greater. Switch seal leakage and subsequent internal corrosion
was also noted. None of the testing performed by Boeing
duplicated internal switch damage that caused basic switch
contact closure or internal damage to the switch support bracket.
Wiring:
The electrical wiring recovered with the cargo door was
documented in place before being removed for further tests.
About 40 percent or 112 feet of wire from the original length of
approximately 274 feet was recovered and examined. Of this
amount, about 46 feet of wire installed in the aircraft forward of
the cargo door was not examined. Most of the wires leading from
the door to the fuselage were not recovered. There was no visible
external evidence of burning, arcing, or heat distress in any of the
wires removed. Several areas of wire insulation damage were
found.
Thirty five wires were identified that could provide a possible
short circuit path that could drive the latch actuator open with or
without failures of other door electrical components if the ground
handling bus was energized. The wires were schematically coded
by function. Wires coded (-..-..-) were denoted for wiring that
provides open command logic to the latch actuator. Wires coded
(--.--.--.) were denoted for additional wiring enabled by an
activated (failed) S2 switch. Wires coded (-o-o-o-o) were denoted
for wiring providing 28VDC power from the C285 circuit.
Potential short circuit paths were identified for the cargo door
that could provide 28VDC to the latch actuator control circuit
relay. These potential short circuit paths can cause the latch

actuator to drive the latches toward their open position if 115VAC
power is available to the latch actuator motor. The potential short
circuit paths include two bare wires shorting against each other,
bare wire-to-metal structure-to-bare wire contact, wire to
conductive fluid (such as water) to wire, or a combination of the
aforementioned.
Conductive contact of (-o-o-o-o) or (--.--.--) coded wire with (-..-..-)
coded wire could potentially result in providing a 28VDC circuit
path to the latch actuator open circuit. Direct wire-to-wire paths
are coded in Figure 17 as defined above. The two-wire short
circuit paths are identified as wire pairs consisting of wire 101-20
shorting with any of the following wires; 108-20, 121-20, 122-20,
124-20, 135-20, or 136-20.
If the S2 master latch lock switch fails in the "Not Locked"
position, there are additional wire pairs that provide short circuit
paths. These are coded in Figure 17 as (--.--.--) to (-..-..-..) wire
pairs.
Short Circuit Wire Damage Simulation Tests:
Tests were conducted by Boeing and United to simulate typical
examples of bare wire short circuiting to determine the extent of
visible wire damage that would be expected in the 28VDC cargo
door control circuit.
United performed tests on BMS 13-42 wire, the wire type used in
the B-747 cargo door control circuit. Visible electrical short circuit
damage on bare BMS 13-42 wire surfaces was difficult to create at
28VDC. Surface damage was considered visible when detected by
microscopic examination at 15X magnification. United testing
simulated the relay coil resistance variations that would be found
during typical in-service conditions. A current of 1.0 A at 28VDC
created visible surface damage on momentary bare wire-to-bare
wire contact. Multiple contacts at 1.0 A provided a more positive
indication. A single momentary contact between two bare BMS
13-42 wires with 0.160 A at 28VDC did not create visible surface

damage. Contact between a BMS 13-42 bare wire
and Alclad 2024-T3 metal (airplane and cargo door structure)
with 0.160A at 28VDC did not create visible surface damage.
Boeing performed wire tests on BMS 13-48 20 gauge wire. The
test setup used the MS27418-2B door latch actuator control relay
in parallel with the 60B00311-2 door restraint solenoid, the actual
electrical loads used in the B-747 cargo door latch actuator control
circuit. A single momentary contact of a bare 28VDC power wire,
with a bare wire connecting to the relay of the solenoid, showed
small pithead area developed at the point of wire contact that was
visible without magnification.
Wire Examination Procedure:
All of the recovered wires were examined in the Safety Board's
Materials Laboratory on a mylar sheet to simulate their installed
positions. Labels were used to identify the coded wires using the
manufacturer's original wire identification numbers imprinted on
each wire's insulation. Wire pairs for direct electrical short
circuiting were located in two common wire bundles installed on
the cargo door. One common wire bundle was associated with the
P3 plug connector, the other with the P4 plug junction box. The
wire bundles were examined visually for areas of obvious
insulation damage. Each individual wire was also examined with
a stereo-microscope. Representative wire damage features were
photographed.
Wire Damage Found:
Seven wires numbered 101-20, 102-20, 105-20, 107-20, 108-20,
122-20, and 135-20 had visible damage located near a 3.8 inch
position as measured from the P3 plug pin tips. This common
position on the wire corresponds to a 360-degree loop in the wire
bundle, which is located immediately below the junction box.
Figures 18 and 19 show typical wire damage. Wire 122-20 had an
open insulation area approximately 0.25 inch long. The other four
wires had flattened insulation damage areas.

In the P4 plug connector wire bundle, three wires displayed
insulation damage. Wires 113-20, 121-20, and 124-20 had
transverse insulation nicks, which exposed bare conductors. All
three had insulation nicks 3 inches from the P4 plug pin tips;
wires 121-20 and 124-20 had additional insulation nicks 34 inches
from the plug pin tips. The two P4 insulation damage locations
corresponded to wire bundle clamp positions.
1.16.3 Pressurization System
The pressure relief valves located on the left side of the fuselage
in the forward cargo compartment were removed from the
airplane and subjected to bench tests at the UAL maintenance
facility in San Francisco, California. No significant anomalies
were discovered and both valves performed within specified
tolerances.
1.16.4
General Inspection of Other UAL Airplanes
During the on-scene phase of the investigation, the Safety Board
investigators examined six other B-747 airplanes while they were
on the ground at HNL (four UAL airplanes and two operated by
other carriers) to observe routine cargo door operations and to
assess the condition of latching components. Generally, the door
operations were normal. During the examination of latch pins on
these airplanes, it was noted that most had a smooth wear ridge
at the 9:00 position (looking forward) or were undamaged. All
wear areas on the pins were smooth.
During electrical operation of the aft cargo door on one of the
other UAL B-747 airplanes (N4718U), the pull-in hooks did not
pull the door fully closed and the latch cams completed the
closure. During operation of the latch cams, the bottom of the
door moved, first circumferentially downward and then inboard.
This additional movement was approximately 1/4 inch. A
definite "thunking" noise was discernible as the door moved to its
closed position at the end of cam rotation. On one occasion, the
door would not open under electrical power. The door was

"kicked" by a UAL mechanic, power was reapplied, and the door
opened properly. Examination of the door by UAL mechanics,
disclosed that the riveted plate holding the aft pull-in hook
switch striker was loose.
All eight lower latch pins for the forward cargo door on N4718U
exhibited a smooth ridge near the 9:00 position. Pins No. 1 and 2
also showed a smooth ridge at the 6:30 position with a smooth
wear area between the 6:30 and 9:00 position. The forward and aft
midspan cams of both forward and aft cargo doors had a heavy
gouge mark corresponding to the end of the midspan latch pin.
N4718U was subsequently removed from service for repair of the
aft cargo door latching mechanisms.
1.17
Additional Information
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122, N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York, experienced an
incident involving the forward cargo door. According to Pan Am
and Boeing officials who investigated this incident, the flightcrew
experienced pressurization problems as the airplane was
climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew began a descent and
the pressurization problem ceased about 15,000 feet. The crew
began to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the cabin altitude
began to rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the forward
cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom
with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle
closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
According to the persons who examined the airplane, the cargo
door had been closed manually and the manual master latch lock
handle was stowed, in turn closing the pressure relief doors and
extinguishing the cockpit cargo door warning light. Subsequent
investigation on N740PA revealed that the latch lock sectors had
been damaged and would not restrain the latch cams from being

driven open electrically or manually. It was concluded by Boeing
and Pan Am that the ground service person who closed the cargo
door apparently had back-driven (opened) the latches manually
after the door had been closed and locked. The damage to the
sectors, and the absence of other mechanical or electrical failures
supported this conclusion.
Further testing of the door components from N740PA and
attempts to recreate the events that led to the door opening in
flight revealed that the lock sectors, even in their damaged
condition, prevented the master latch lock handle from being
stowed, until the latch cams had been rotated to within 20 turns
(using the manual 1/2 inch socket drive) of being fully closed. A
full cycle, from closed to open, is about 95 turns with the manual
drive system.
1.17.2
FAA Surveillance of UAL Maintenance
The Denver, Colorado, FAA Flight Standards District Office
(FSDO) holds the operating certificate for United Airlines, Inc.
The FAA FSDO in San
Francisco, California, has the primary surveillance and oversight
responsibility for UAL maintenance.
The FAA's PMI has the responsibility to oversee an airline's
compliance with Federal Regulations with respect to
maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alteration programs.
The PMI determines the need for, and then establishes work
programs for, surveillance and inspection of the airline to assure
adherence to the applicable regulations. A portion of the PMIs
position description reads as follows:
Provides guidance to the assigned air carrier in the development
of required maintenance manuals and recordkeeping systems.
Reviews and determines adequacy of manuals associated with
the air carrier's maintenance programs and revisions thereto.
Assures that manuals and revisions comply with regulatory
requirements, prescribe safe practices, and furnish clear and

specific instructions governing maintenance programs. Approves
operations specifications and amendments thereto.
Determines if overhaul and inspection time limitations warrant
revision.
Determines if the air carrier's training program meets the
requirements of the FARs, is compatible with the maintenance
program, is properly organized and effectively conducted, and
results in trained and competent personnel.
Directs the inspection and surveillance of the air carrier's
continuous airworthiness maintenance program. Monitors all
phases of the air carrier's maintenance operation, including the
following: maintenance, engineering, quality control, production
control, training, and reliability programs.
At the Safety Board's public hearing on this accident, the PMI for
United Airlines at the time of the flight 811 accident stated that he
was trained as an FAA air carrier inspector and had been
assigned to United Airlines since November 25, 1985. In addition
to attending the normal FAA indoctrination course, he had
received training in accident investigation, compliance
enforcement, nondestructive testing, enforcement, and composite
materials. To qualify for the position of PMI, he had completed a
3-week management training course at Lawton, Oklahoma. This
was supplemented by a 2-week course on management training
systems.
According to the PMI, FAA surveillance of UAL B-747
maintenance activities was organized around the daily work
schedule of the FAA air safety inspector, specifically assigned to
the UAL B-747 fleet by the PMI. The schedule for surveillance is
normally prepared a year in advance by the FAA computerized
Work Planning Management System (WPMS). Each FAA
inspector is assigned specific responsibilities in the surveillance
and monitoring of the airplane fleet to which he is assigned.
The PMI stated that assigned inspectors conducted surveillance

of the UAL airplanes while they were in light or heavy
maintenance and when they were released to service or in the
process of preparing for a flight. Postflight surveillance was also
performed. He said, as a routine, the inspectors visually inspected
the airplanes and reviewed the airplane log records either during
en route checks, while in flight, or upon termination of various
flights. He said that inspectors conduct spot ramp inspections;
however, they do not routinely observe ramp service operations
as part of the surveillance program.
He said that FAA inspectors are not required to inspect the
airplanes, but merely are to observe ramp service activities.
Deficiencies or malfunctions were to be noted. The assigned
inspector or the PMI would then report these observations to the
UAL quality assurance liaison person or directly to UAL
management.
The PMI stated that the FAA had conducted five special
surveillance inspections of UAL in the previous 3 years and 5
months. The last special inspection, an MEL Survey Inspection,
was completed in 1988. That inspection primarily addressed how
many deferred maintenance items were being carried or deferred
on each aircraft during a specified time period.
The PMI stated that his office does not approve the method by
which the carrier complies with an AD, unless specified in the
AD. However, a scheduled surveillance method was in place to
review the carrier's AD compliance process and the ADs
applicable to certain fleets. Each assigned inspector had a
schedule for performing this oversight in his work program. The
PMI or his staff review a monthly report from the carrier listing
ADs applicable to a particular fleet and their compliance. The
FAA's surveillance of the carrier's AD compliance process
involved a review of this list, not actual shop visits to verify
compliance.
The inspector assigned to the UAL B-747 fleet stated that

approximately 30 percent of his time was spent on actual ramp
maintenance
surveillance. Other activities included: en route inspections,
station inspections, meetings, classes and administrative paper
work. Spot ramp inspections were scheduled as a normal routine,
as well as by mandate in a particular AD.
The PMI stated that foreign contract maintenance bases were
inspected once a year at a minimum. The PMI had the
prerogative to use geographical surveillance inspectors
(inspectors from other FAA offices), or inspectors from his office
more familiar with UAL maintenance procedures to conduct
inspections or investigations.
The PMI and the B-747 maintenance inspector assigned to UAL
testified that, prior to this accident, they were not aware of any
problems involving the operation of B-747 cargo doors, including
the problems reported with N4713U during December 1988. The
PMI testified that he could always use more inspectors to
"conduct more in-depth surveillance and monitor UAL's fleet
more adequately."
The extensive documentation of maintenance performed on UAL
B-747 airplanes was forwarded to the PMI's official library by US
mail. The data were ultimately channeled to the B-747
maintenance inspector. The PMI and maintenance inspector
testified that the voluminous paperwork and work schedules
precluded their monitoring the information to determine trends
on problem areas.
1.17.3 Corrective Actions
On March 31, 1989, the FAA issued telegraphic (AD) ADT
89-05-54. This AD superseded AD 88-12-04 and required certain
procedures to be accomplished when operating the cargo doors.
These included: confidence checks of the door mechanical and
electrical systems, inspections of the door locking mechanisms,
and repairs if necessary. The AD also accelerated the schedule for

terminating action to place steel doublers on the latch lock
sectors, and it reinstituted the procedures for using the eight view
ports to verify the position of the latch cams, after the door is
latched and locked.
The FAA, in conjunction with the Air Transport Association, the
manufacturers, and other interested parties, are collectively
working to address the human factor issues in the readability and
understandability of ADs and SBs by line maintenance personnel.
They are also reviewing the entire range of design, maintenance,
and operation of outward opening doors to develop advisory
information for pertinent parties.
FAA representatives stated at the Safety Board's public hearing
that the FAA is increasing their operations and airworthiness
inspector staffing by approximately 1,000 new hires in the next 3
fiscal years.
The PMI for UAL at the time of the accident stated at the Safety
Board's public hearing that, as a result of the accident, "we have
intensified our surveillance on the cargo door activities to the
point where the assigned inspectors and inspectors who are not
assigned to that particular fleet, 747s, are doing night
surveillance, early morning surveillance, and we have intensified
our surveillance on the cargo door in watching the operation of
the cargo door to comply with the Airworthiness Directive."
On August 23, 1989, the Safety Board issued three safety
recommendations (A-89-92 through -94) to the FAA. The
recommendations urged the FAA to:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) to require that the manual
drive units and electrical actuators for Boeing 747 cargo doors
have torque limiting devices to ensure that the lock sectors,
modified per AD-88-12-04, cannot be overridden during
mechanical or electrical operation of the latch cams.
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) for non-plug cargo doors
on all transport category airplanes requiring the installation of

positive indicators to ground personnel and flightcrews
confirming the actual position of both the latch cams and locks,
independently.
Require that fail-safe design considerations for non-plug cargo
doors on present and future transport category airplanes account
for conceivable human errors in addition to electrical and
mechanical malfunctions.
Section 4.0 contains the FAA's response to the recommendations
and the status of the followup actions.
On October 12, 1989, the FAA issued NPRM 89-NM-148-AD,
which proposed the amendment of ADT-89-05-54. The proposed
revisions would require modification of the warning systems for
the forward and aft cargo door, and the main deck cargo door, if
installed. The modifications would provide visual
warnings to flightcrew and ground crew when the doors are not
fully closed, the latch cams are not rotated to the closed position,
or the lock sectors are not in the locked position. Further, the
source for the warning signal would monitor the position of the
latch cams. Public comments for the NPRM were due by
December 27, 1989.
Boeing has completed tests that have verified the integrity of the
upgraded latch lock sectors to prove that the latch cams cannot be
back-driven through the lock sectors mechanically or electrically.
Boeing also has been conducting tests on the B-747 cargo door to
evaluate the effects of unrepaired damage and abuse on the
latch/lock system. The tests, which determined the allowable
damage limits on the latch lock system and mechanism support
structures, were completed in March 1990. Additionally, Boeing
conducted tests to evaluate any unlatching tendencies under
cabin pressure loads. These tests were completed in November
1990 and included the measurement of loads in the latch system
as the latch cams are rotated incrementally from the fully latched
position to the unlatched position under pressurization loads.

The first series of tests included electrical backdriving of the latch
cams into the lock sectors (both steel and steel reinforced were
tested) with a modified latch actuator (the maximum output
torque of the modified latch actuator was roughly twice that of a
normal, torque-limiting latch actuator.) During these tests, the
maximum cam rotation was 22.2 degrees against steel reinforced
lock sectors and 18.8 degrees against the all-steel lock sectors.
During the second set of tests, which measured the effects of
internal pressure loads on partially unlatched cams, it was
discovered that pressurization did not create any significant loads
in the latch mechanism with the door fully closed and the latch
cams positioned up to 45 degrees from the fully latched position.
Both series of tests show that if the latch cams were somehow
electrically backdriven by a latch actuator that had no torquelimiting ability, the steel or steel-reinforced lock sectors would
limit the amount of cam rotation such that the partially unlatched
cams would still prevent pressure loads from forcing the door
open.
1.17.4 Boeing 747 Cargo Door Certification
Title 14 CFR 25.783, Amendment 25-15, effective October 24, 1967,
was the original certification basis for Boeing 747 cargo doors.
Specifically, Part 25.783(e) and (f) applied to doors for which the
initial opening movement is outward (non-plug type doors).
Those rules specified that:
(e) There must be a provision for direct visual inspection of the
locking mechanism by crewmembers to determine whether
external doors, for which the initial opening movement is
outward (including passenger, crew, service, and cargo doors),
are fully locked. In addition, there must be a visual means to
signal to appropriate crewmembers when normally used external
doors are closed and fully locked.
(f) Cargo and service doors not suitable for use as an exit in an
emergency need only meet paragraph (e) of this section and be

safeguarded against opening in flight as a result of mechanical
failure.
Amendment 25-23, effective May 8, 1970, added the following
text to paragraph (f): "...or failure of a single structural element."
Amendment 25-23 did not apply to the initial certification basis
for the B-747.
Amendment 25-54, effective October 14, 1980, expanded Part
25.783 (e), (f), and (g) to read:
(e) There must be a provision for direct visual inspection of the
locking mechanism to determine if external doors, for which the
initial opening movement is not inward (including passenger,
crew, service and cargo doors), are fully closed and locked. The
provision must be discernible under operational lighting
conditions by appropriate crewmembers using a flashlight or
equivalent lighting source. In addition, there must be a visual
warning means to signal the appropriate flight crewmembers if
any external door is not fully closed and locked. The means must
be designed such that any failure or combination of failures that
would result in an erroneous closed and locked
indication is improbable for doors for which the initial opening
movement is not inward.
(f) External doors must have provisions to prevent the initiation
of pressurization of the airplane to an unsafe level if the door is
not fully closed and locked. In addition, it must be shown by
safety analysis that inadvertent opening is extremely improbable.
(g) Cargo and service doors not suitable for use as an exit in an
emergency need only meet paragraph (e) of this section and be
safeguarded against opening in flight as a result of mechanical
failure or failure of a single structural element.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, the FAA and the Boeing
representatives acknowledged that during certification of the
Boeing 747 the loss of a lower lobe cargo door was not considered
to be an "acceptable event." Therefore, redundant mechanical

devices and operational procedures were incorporated to protect
against loss of the door in flight. Initial FAA certification approval
of the Boeing cargo door design and operation included the
installation and use of eight view ports on the door for ground
personnel to observe the alignment of paint stripes on the latch
cams with arrows on the latch pin support fitting, thereby
complying with the requirements of 14 CFR 25.783(e), which
require a ". . . provision for direct visual inspection of the door
locking mechanism ...," to determine if the door is closed and
locked.
In correspondence dated November 24, 1969, and May 15, 1970,
Boeing requested that the FAA approve the use of a visual
inspection of the pressure relief doors of the cargo doors as an
alternate method for determining the locked condition of the
door. This design also provided a visual indication to the
flightcrew via the cargo door warning light on the flight
engineer's warning light annunciator panel. Boeing's request
stated that this means of compliance "... provides a simpler check
whereby only the pressure relief doors need to be checked ...," by
the ground crew, in lieu of actually observing the latch cams and
alignment stripes through the eight view ports. Boeing also
provided a Failure Analysis to support its request. The conclusion
of the Failure Analysis reads: "Any failure, mechanical or
electrical, within the latching system which results in open
latches will always be indicated by open pressure relief doors."
The FAA approved their alternate method on June 8, 1970.
Subsequently, the procedures for maintaining the view ports and
the alignment stripes in a serviceable condition,
which had been included in the UAL MM were removed. Also,
the provision for observing the alignment stripes as part of the
door closing procedure were not required for B-747 airline
operators.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, a Boeing witness, in answer

to a question relative to Boeing's possible consideration of
modifications or design changes to the B-747 cargo door
indication system to install a position switch directly on the latch
cams, stated, "We are looking into the best possible designs that
would provide indication on the cams and door closed, both
exterior to the aircraft and in the flight deck. We are going to look
into that.... However, we want to achieve the required indication
in the most reliable method and we have not yet determined
what that will be, or any changes (that) are necessary, or would
make it more reliable than the way the system operates currently."
1.17.5 Advisory Circular AC 25.783-1
Advisory Circular (AC) 25.783-1 was issued December 10, 1986,
on the subject, "Fuselage Doors, Hatches, and Exits." AC 25.783-1
set forth the acceptable means of compliance with the provisions
of Part 25 of the FAR's dealing with the certification of fuselage
doors. Specifically, it provides for an acceptable method for
showing compliance with the provisions of Part 25.783,
Amendment 25-54.
Neither the provisions of Part 25.783, Amendment 25-54, nor the
guidelines of AC 25.783-1 were part of the certification basis of
the Boeing 747.
1.17.6 Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The airplane was
one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita,
Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
The airplane was being prepared for flight at the UAL
maintenance hangar when an inspection of the circuit breaker
panel revealed that the C-288 (aft cargo door) circuit breaker had
popped. The circuit breaker, located in the electrical equipment

bay just forward of the forward cargo compartment, was reset,
and it popped again a few seconds later. A decision was made to
defer further
work until the airplane was repositioned at the gate for the flight.
The airplane was then taxied to the gate, and work on the door
resumed.
The aft cargo door was cranked open manually, the C-288 circuit
breaker was reset, and it stayed in place. The door was then
closed electrically and cycled a couple of times without incident.
With the door closed, one of the two "cannon plug" (multiple pin)
connectors was removed from the J-4 junction box located on the
upper portion of the interior of the door. The wiring bundle from
the junction box to the fuselage was then manipulated while
readings were taken on the cannon plug pins using a volt/
ohmmeter. Fluctuations in electrical resistance were noted. When
the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the door began to
open with no activation of the electrical door open switches. The
C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door operation ceased.
When the circuit breaker was reset, the door continued to the full
open position, and the lift actuator motor continued to run for
several seconds until the circuit breaker was again pulled. At this
time, a flexible conduit, which covered a portion of the wiring
bundle, was slid along the bundle toward the J-4 junction box,
revealing several wires with insulation breaches and damage.
UAL personnel notified the Safety Board of the occurrence, and
the airplane was examined at JFK by representatives of the Safety
Board, United Airlines, and Boeing. After the wires in the
damaged area were electrically isolated, electrical operation of the
door was normal when the door was unlocked. When the door
was locked (master latch lock handle closed), activation of the
door control switches had no effect on the door. This indicated
that the S2 master latch lock switch was operating as expected
(removing power from the door when it was locked). After the

on-site examinations, the wiring bundle was cut from the airplane
and taken to the Safety Board's materials laboratory for further
examination.
The wiring bundle with the damaged wires contained all electric
control wires (28 volt DC) and power wires (115 volt AC) that
pass between the fuselage and the aft cargo door. From the
forward side of the J-4 junction box, the bundle progresses in the
forward direction, just above the forward pressure relief door,
then upward, following the forward lift actuator arms. The
bundle then enters an empty space between two floor beams,
where the bundle has an approximate 180-degree bend when the
door is closed. From this location, the wiring bundle progresses
inboard, through a fore-to-aft intercostal between two floor
beams. The wiring bundle then splits, with wires going in several
directions.
The bundle is covered by the flexible conduit approximately
from the lower end of the lift actuator arms to the fore-to-aft
intercostal between the floor beams.
The conduit covering the wiring bundle is intended to prevent
the wire bundle from being damaged during opening and closing
of the door and during cargo handling operations. The conduit is
a sealed flexible interconnector consisting of a convoluted helical
brass innercore covered by a bronze braid. The innercore is
soldered at every other convolute, and should be capable of
withstanding pressures exceeding 1,000 pounds per square inch
(psi). Boeing has indicated that the conduit is an evolutionary
improvement and that it has been installed on all B-747 airplanes
produced since 1981 (from line number 489 on). Airplane
N152UA was delivered in April 1987.
Airplanes produced prior to 1981, including N4713U, used a
bungee retraction system, to retract the cargo door wire bundle.
Guidelines for the replacement of the bungee sys tem with the
flexible conduit were covered in Boeing Service Bulletin

747-752-2170, dated August 1981. The service bulletin was
prompted by reports that the wire bundle bungee retraction
system had not retracted the wire bundle sufficiently to prevent
trapping the bundle between the cargo door and the door frame.
UAL did not perform the retrofit on N4713U, which was line
number 89, nor was the company required to do so.
Examination of the wires in the damaged area on the wiring
bundle revealed that four of the wires were similar in appearance,
with insulation breaches that progressed through to the
underlying conductor. Adjacent to the breach on these four wires,
the insulation was blackened, as if it had been burned. Another
wire contained an extensive breach but no evidence of burned
insulation. The damaged area was located on the bundle at a
position approximately corresponding to a conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism. This support bracket was found
bent in the forward direction. In addition, mechanical damage
was noted on adjacent components in this area.
A second damaged area was noted on the wiring bundle at a
position approximately corresponding to the conduit swivel
clamp at the elbow between the two arms of the forward lift
actuator mechanism. Wires in this area were missing portions of
their exterior coating, but no breaches to the underlying
conductors were noted.
The exterior braid on the conduit contained minor rub marks
and was slightly kinked at a position corresponding to the area
on the wires with breached insulation. Additional examinations
revealed that the innercore of the conduit contained multiple
circumferential cracks in the areas corresponding to the damage
areas on the wires. The cracks were in the convoluted innercore
directly adjacent to the inside diameter of the conduit.
The lock sectors, latch cams, and latch pins from the aft cargo
door were examined on the incident airplane and were generally

in excellent condition. There was no evidence to suggest that the
cams had ever been electrically (or manually) driven into or
through the lock sectors.
Boeing also informed the Safety Board that, in May of 1991, a
B-747 operated by Quantas was found to have chafing of the
wires in the wire bundle to the aft cargo door. This airplane also
had a flexible conduit protecting the wires, and the chafing was
located approximately at the standoff pin on the bracket at the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator.
The Safety Board determined that the chafing of the wires on the
airplane involved in the JFK occurrence was caused by, or was
greatly accelerated by, the circumferential cracks in the conduit
and that the cracks in the conduit were caused either by repeated
flexing of the conduit as the cargo door opens and shuts or by
unusual stresses on the conduit generated concurrently with
damage to the conduit guide bracket and attached standoff pin
on the upper end of the forward lift actuator upper arm.
A portion of the wire bundle for the forward cargo door on many
B-747 airplanes is also covered by a flexible conduit that is very
similar to the conduit for the aft cargo door. However, there are
substantial differences between the orientation of the flexible
conduits for the two doors, and the Safety Board has not become
aware of problems associated with the flexible conduit for the
forward door.
Nevertheless, because of the concerns about the chafed wires and
possible electrical short circuits, on August 28, 1991, the Safety
Board recommended that the FAA:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle
between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited
inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the
conduit for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an

electrical test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3)
the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval. (Class II, Priority
Action) (A-91-83)
Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle,
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83. (Class II,
Priority Action) (A-91-84)
The FAA responded to these safety recommendations on
November 1, 1991, stating that it agreed with the intent of the
recommendations and that the issuance of an NPRM was being
considered to address the issues in the safety recommendations.
The Safety Board replied on November 27, 1991, classifying each
of the recommendations as "Open--Acceptable Response,"
pending the completion of the rulemaking process. Since that
exchange of correspondence, the FAA has published an NPRM
which is now being reviewed by the Safety Board. Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 will continue to be classified
as "Open--Acceptable Response" until an acceptable final rule is
published.
2. ANALYSIS
2.1 General
This analysis is based on the facts gathered during the initial
investigation phase, without the benefit of the evidence from the

cargo door, updated to include the findings from the subsequent
examinations of the door after it was recovered.
The flightcrew and flight attendants were trained and qualified in
accordance with the applicable Federal regulations and UAL
standards and requirements. There were no air traffic control or
weather factors related to the cause of this accident.
The airplane had been properly maintained, with the exception of
certain requirements pertaining to the cargo doors. Those
discrepancies will be discussed in detail in this analysis.
The evidence examined by the Safety Board during its
investigation revealed conclusively that this accident was
precipitated by the sudden loss of the forward lower lobe cargo
door, which led to an explosive decompression. There was no
evidence of preexisting metal fatigue or corrosion in the structure
surrounding the cargo door. All breaks were the result of
overload at the time of the loss of the door. There was no
evidence of a bomb or similar device that caused an explosion on
the airplane.
The explosive decompression of the cabin when the cargo door
separated caused the nine fatalities. The floor structure and seats
where the nine fatally injured passengers had been seated were
subjected to the destructive forces of the decompression and the
passengers were lost through the hole in the fuselage. Their
remains were not recovered. Most of the injuries sustained by the
survivors were caused by the events associated with the
decompression, such as baro-trauma to ears, and cuts and
abrasions from the flying debris in the cabin. Other injuries were
incurred during the emergency evacuation.
The loss of power to the Nos. 3 and 4 engines was caused by
foreign object damage when debris were ejected from the cargo
compartment and cabin during the explosive decompression. The
debris also caused damage to the right wing leading edge flap
pneumatic ducting, and other areas along the right side and

empennage of the airplane.
During the approach to HNL, all of the leading edge flaps had
extended, except the outboard sections 22 through 26 on the right
wing. The reason that they failed to extend probably was the
damage to the pneumatic duct caused by the ejected debris. The
pneumatic pressure probably was too low to actuate the most
outboard flaps to the extended position.
The failure of the flightcrew and passenger oxygen systems was
caused by structural deformation and damage to the supply lines
in the area adjacent to the cargo door and failed fuselage
structure.
The Safety Board's analysis of this accident concentrated on the
reasons for the loss of the cargo door and the events that led to its
loss in flight. The analysis included an evaluation of the design,
certification, and approval processes for the B-747 cargo doors,
and the operational, maintenance, and inspection processes for
the doors. Also, the analysis included an evaluation of the
historical events that had occurred over the past months and
years that eventually led to this accident.
2.2 Loss of the Cargo Door
The calculated pressure differential at the time of the loss was
about 6.5 psi, which would have exerted a load on a properly
closed and locked door that was substantial, but well within
design limits.
There was no evidence of a structural problem with the cargo
door that could have caused it to fail from metal fatigue or
corrosion. Although the cargo door was recovered in two pieces
on the floor of the ocean, there was no evidence of a
preseparation structural failure of the door. All fractures and
damage found on the door were determined to be the result of
the sudden opening of the door rather than the cause. The
evidence showed that the door was intact when it flew open
violently and that its integrity was compromised when it struck

the upper fuselage structure and most likely when it struck the
water. The fracture in the cargo door occurred just below the
midspan latch cams. Paint marks on the outer surface of the door
that matched upper fuselage structure paint pattern, damage to
the latch pins, pull-in hooks and hook pins, as well as damage to
the floor structure near the upper door hinge area were consistent
evidence that the door was intact when it flew open.
The evidence was also conclusive that the failure of the door did
not result from the failure of the structure surrounding the door.
The damage to the cabin floor beam structure, adjacent to the
cargo door hinge area, showed that decompression loads in the
cabin broke the beams downward when pressure was released
from the cargo compartment. The fuselage skin above the door
was torn away during the decompression as the door separated
violently from the airplane. Unfortunately, the upper skin
structure was not recovered from the sea.
There are no reasonable means by which the door could open in
flight with the cams properly closed and locked. If the lock
sectors were in proper condition, and were properly situated over
the closed latch cams, the lock sectors had sufficient strength to
prevent the cams from vibrating to the open position during
ground operation and flight. Thus, the only ways in which the
cargo door could open while in flight involve the placement of
the cams in a partially latched or unlatched position. Either the
latching mechanisms were forced open electrically through the
lock sectors after the door was secured, or the door was not
properly latched and locked before departure. Then the door
opened when the pressurization loads reached a point at which
the latches could not hold.
2.3 Partially Closed Door
Examination of the eight latch pins that had been removed from
the lower sill of the forward cargo door revealed smooth wear
patterns where the latch cams had normally rotated around the

pins. These wear patterns indicate that interference had existed
during normal operation between the cams and the pins over an
extended period of time. All eight pins also had roughened areas
from approximately the 6:15 position to the 7:30 position (clock
references are as looking forward, 9:00 being directly inboard).
The 7:30 position corresponds closely to the area where the lower
surface of the cam first contacts the pin as the door reaches the
nearly closed position, before the cams are rotated to the latched
position.
The hoop stresses generated by pressurization of the airplane
create a bearing load against the cam/pin contacting points. Even
if the cams are in the unlatched position, and the airplane is
pressurized, this bearing load could act as a frictional latch
between the cams and the pins and would tend to keep the door
in the closed position.
Transferred cam material and heat tinting of the pin surface was
found to extend from the point where the cam-to-pin interface at
the near fully open position of the latch cams (7:30 position) to a
position corresponding to the bottom of the pin (6:15 position).
This evidence was found on the roughened areas on all of the
pins. The heat tinting and metal transfer are indicative of the high
stress and rapid movement of the cam across the pin when the
door separation occurred. Therefore, the location of this evidence
indicates the probable location of the cams just before, and at the
time of, separation of the door. The Safety Board concludes that
these markings and their location on the pins resulted from a very
fast, high bearing stress, separation of the cams across the pins,
when the cams were in or very close to the unlatched position.
Further, examination of the recovered cargo door confirmed that
the latch cams were in a nearly unlatched position at the time the
separation occurred. The lock sectors were found in the locked
position jammed against the cams. Therefore, the cargo door latch
cams had been closed, the master latch lock handle had been

closed, and the lock sectors had moved to the locked position.
Subsequently, the cams had been back-driven to the near-open
position, deforming the lock sectors.
The pull-in hooks and pull-in hook pins would also counteract
the pressurization loads in the outward direction, providing that
the latch cams were not engaged on the latch pins and carrying
the pressurization loads. However, Boeing studies showed that
the pull-in hooks would fail at a pressure differential of about 3.5
psi, assuming that the cams are in the unlatched position and that
there is no bearing load on the pins. Therefore, based on the
probable pressure differential of about 6.5 psi just before the door
separated, it is concluded that forces other than the pull-in
hooks/pins were holding the door closed. Since the flightcrew
and passengers reported no pressurization difficulties until the
explosive decompression, it is reasonable to conclude that the
door was being held closed by the bearing stresses of the cam-topin interfaces as well as by the pull-in hooks.
The Safety Board believes that the approximate 1.5 to 2.0 seconds
between the first sound (a thump) and the second very loud noise
recorded on the CVR at the time of the door separation was
probably the time difference between the initial failure of the
latches at the bottom of the door, and the subsequent separation
of the door, explosive decompression, and destruction of the
cabin floor and fuselage structure. The door did not fail and
separate instantaneously; rather, it first opened at the bottom and
then flew open violently. As the door separated, it tore away the
hinge and surrounding structure as the pressure in the cabin
forced the floor beams downward in the area of the door to
equalize with the loss of pressure in the cargo compartment.
Three possible theories to explain why the latch cams could have
been in a partially latched condition during flight are examined:
(1) they were never closed fully before the door was "locked"
before takeoff. (2) they were backdriven manually after the door

had been fully latched and locked or (3) they were back-driven
electrically after the door had been fully latched and locked.
2.4 Incomplete Latching of the Door During Closure
The Safety Board considered the possibility that the master latch
lock handle had not been closed before the airplane departed the
gate, and the possibility that the shrouds recommended by
SB-747-52-2097 for the cargo door pressure relief doors were not
installed on the forward door. If this were the case, it is possible
that this condition allowed the pressure relief doors to be rotated
closed when the airplane pressurized.
The Safety Board believes that these events were very unlikely
based on the statements of the ramp personnel, line maintenance
personnel, and the flightcrew. The ramp and maintenance
personnel would have to have missed seeing the master latch
lock handle in the unstowed position and the pressure relief
doors open before departure. Also, the flightcrew would have to
have missed seeing the cockpit cargo door warning light
indication.
The examination of the recovered forward cargo door did not
provide confirmation that the pressure relief door shrouds were
actually installed on the forward door, although UAL records
showed that they had been installed on both cargo doors of
N4713U, in accordance with SB-747-52-2097. However, the
shrouds were found not to be installed on the aft door, contrary to
UAL records, and therefore may not have been installed on the
forward door. Without the shrouds, the pressure relief doors
could have rotated shut during the pressurization cycle. Because
the closure of the pressure relief doors would back-drive the lock
sectors, this scenario would presume previous damage to the
sectors, which would permit the sectors to move over the
unlatched cams.
Before recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that
the lock sectors might have been damaged some time prior to the

accident flight to the extent that they could have been moved to
the locked position even though the latching cams were not fully
closed.
During closure of the door, the latch actuator may not be able to
rotate the cams to the fully closed position because of excessive
binding forces between the latch cams and pins. This could occur
if the cargo door is misaligned (out of rig) or if the pull-in hooks
do not pull the door in far enough to properly engage the cams
around the pins. There is sufficient evidence of wear on the pins
and from the previous discrepancies with the door to indicate
that the door was misaligned and not properly rigged.
The smooth wear areas found on the pins from N4713U are signs
of heavy contact (interference) between the cams and pins during
numerous past closings and openings of the door. This wear,
other evidence from the door, and the maintenance history of the
door, suggest strongly that the door was out of rig during the
weeks and months before the accident.
The wear pattern damage to the pull-in hook pins also showed
interference during the normal ground operations prior to the
accident. This is further evidence of an out-of-rig door. It is also
possible that the excessive binding force acting over a period of
time precipitated a failure of the latch actuator. Regardless of the
reason(s), the conditions of the latch pins and pull-in hook pins
showed prolonged out-of-rig operation.
Most of the previous discrepancies with the forward cargo door
on N4713U during December 1988 involved problems with
closing the door electrically. These problems always occurred
when the airplane was fully or nearly fully loaded, just before
departure. The trouble-shooting and corrective actions by UAL
maintenance, which on some occasions only involved cycling the
door and finding it functional, were performed when the airplane
was not fully loaded, during overnight maintenance inspections.
The flexing of the fuselage with a full load of fuel, cargo, and

passengers could have caused distortion of the door frame and
resulted in misalignment between the cams and pins. In this case,
the pull-in hooks may not have pulled the door fully in before the
cam actuator attempted to latch the door. The wear evidence on
the latch pins from N4713U suggests that this event had been
occurring before the accident.
Safety Board investigators also witnessed this event during
inspection and operation of the aft door on another UAL B-747,
N4718U, in HNL. It was noted that the door on N4718U was not
being pulled in fully by the pull-in hooks, so the latch cams
completed the closing cycle with significant interference and
"thunking" sounds. In fact, the out-of-rig door on N4718U failed
to operate electrically at one point during its examination.
By design, any attempt to close the master latch lock handle and
move undamaged lock sectors into place would not be successful
unless the cams were rotated to near the fully latched position.
This condition was substantiated by Boeing tests. Even with
severely damaged lock sectors, as found on the Pan Am B-747, if
the cams were more than 20 turns from the fully closed position
on the Pan Am airplane, the master latch lock handle could not be
stowed. Examination of the recovered N4713U door indicated
that the door lock sectors were generally intact and jammed
against the cams that had been back-driven into the lock sectors.
Consequently, if the latch cams had been in the nearly unlatched
position as found on the recovered door at the time the cargo
handler attempted to move the master latch lock handle, the
interference between the cams and the lock sectors would have
prevented the master latch lock handle from moving to the closed
position. Furthermore, this interference would have prevented
the closure of the pressure relief doors as the airplane
pressurized, irrespective of the possible absence of the pressure
relief door shrouds. This conclusion is supported by extensive
testing of the latch/lock mechanisms following the recovery of

the door.
Therefore, based upon the examination of the lock sectors and the
tests that were conducted, the Safety Board concludes that the
latches were fully closed and that the locking handle was placed
in the stowed position after the cargo was loaded.
2.5 Manual Unlatching of the Door Following Closure
It is possible that the cams could have been manually back-driven
(about 95 turns) after the door had been secured; however, the
UAL ramp personnel involved with dispatching the flight stated
that the door was operated electrically. Furthermore, it seems
unlikely that the ramp personnel would have driven the manual
latch actuator 95 turns toward the open position after the door
was fully latched.
The placard/seal located over the latch actuator manual drive on
the recovered door was found with damage that initially
suggested it had been previously compromised. If this were the
case, it would indicate that someone may have used the manual
drive to operate the door latches on an earlier flight or possibly
immediately before the accident flight. However, the Safety Board
believes that an insertion of a screw driver and rotation of the
plate retaining screw would have caused rotational tearing
around the circumference of the screw head. There was no such
tear. Rather, the damage to the placard/seal was more consistent
with that which would occur from impact and underwater
pressure
forces. Therefore, the evidence strongly suggests that manual
operation of the latch actuator by ground service personnel after
the door was properly closed is unlikely.
2.6
Electrical Unlatching of the Door Following Closure
2.6.1
Conditions or Malfunctions Required to Support
Hypothesis
It was determined in 1987, after the Pan Am incident, that the
locking sectors for B-747's, including those installed on N4713U,

could be overcome by the force of the latch cam actuator,
electrically or mechanically. If the latch cam actuator had been
energized for some reason with the originally designed
unstrengthened lock sectors installed, the latch actuator motor
was capable of driving the latch cams open through properly
positioned lock sectors, whether they were damaged or
undamaged. Therefore, the locking sectors installed as original
equipment for B-747's, and those installed on N4713U, would not
perform the locking function as intended by the design. They
would not "lock" the latches in place as implied by the name "lock
sectors."
The investigation has shown that there are several conditions that
must be met before the latch actuator will electrically drive the
latch cams to the unlatched position on the B-747 after the door
has been properly closed and locked. First, the ground handling
power bus must be energized by having external power
connected, or the APU must be operating and the APU generator
field switch in the cockpit must be set to power the bus via the
No. 2 ground handling power relay. Second, the air/ground relay
must be in the "airplane on the ground" position. These two
conditions are normally present when the airplane is on the
ground before engine startup. Third, there must be a signal to the
door open position in one of the two door open/close switches.
Fourth, the S2 master latch lock switch, which cuts off power to
the door actuators when the handle is stowed, must sense "not
locked."
Therefore, it would take several independent conditions and
some failures to provide for electrical power to be available to
drive the door open electrically once it is closed and locked. The
number of conditions and combinations depend upon the phase
of operation of the airplane.
While the airplane was on the ground, before engine startup, with
the master latch lock handle stowed, the external power

connected (or with the APU running), and the ground handling
bus powered, an "open" signal to the cargo door
latch actuator would have occurred if any of the following
combinations of conditions had been met: (1) a malfunction of the
S2 master latch lock switch and the placement by someone of one
of the door control switches to the "open" position; (2) a
malfunction of the S2 master latch lock switch and certain short
circuits; or (3) a two-wire short circuit path consisting of wire
101-20 shorting with any of the following wires: 108-20, 121-20,
122-20, 124-20, 135-20, or 136-20.
While the airplane was on the ground, after engine startup, and
with the cargo door master latch lock handle stowed and the APU
running, an "open" signal to the door latch actuator would have
occurred if the following conditions had been met: (1) an
energized ground handling bus resulting from the flightcrew
reenergizing the APU generator field or failure of the No. 2
ground handling power relay; (2) a malfunction of the S2 master
latch lock switch; (3) a malfunction of either of the door open/
close switches or the placement of the switch in the "open"
position by someone. An "open" signal would have also occurred
had certain wire short circuits been present with condition (1)
alone, or with conditions (1) and (2).
Regardless of the cause, electrical power to the latch actuator
would have had to persist for the time necessary to rotate the
cams to the nearly open position. If the electrical power had been
applied for a longer time, the latch cams could have opened fully
and caused the pull-in hooks to rotate open, a situation that
would have prevented the airplane from pressurizing after
takeoff. However, it is also possible that the latch actuator stalled
before they opened fully because of the forces of the interference
between the lock sectors and the cams as they were back-driven.
After takeoff, electrical operation of the door latch actuator would
have required: (1) the APU to be running; (2) malfunction of the

air/ground relay, (3) malfunction of the No. 2 ground handling
power relay; and (4) malfunction of the S2 master latch lock
switch and one of the cargo door open/close switches or a short
circuit of the aforementioned wire pairs. Although the flightcrew
could conceivably energize the ground handling bus from the
APU by actuating the APU generator "field" switch, there was no
evidence that they did so.
Thus, regardless of the phase of operation, either a wiring short
circuit or a failure of the S2 master latch lock switch combined
with some other anomaly or action would be required to cause
the latches to move toward the open position. Before the recovery
of the door, the Safety Board was able to examine two of the
electrical relays and the door open/close switches from N4713U
that would have to have failed to allow electrical operation of the
cargo door in flight, with the APU
running. These were the No. 2 ground handling power relay, the
air/ground relay, and the internal and external door open/close
switches. The examination of the relays and switches revealed no
evidence of a single fault or conditions that might have caused an
intermittent failure mode. The arcing noted on the No. 5 terminal
of the outside door control switch was on the door "close" circuit
and could not have been related to a short to the open mode.
Further, because the flightcrew did not note a cargo door warning
light, and the fact that the airplane was able to be pressurized,
confirms that the master latch lock handle was in the closed
position before takeoff. This position would actuate the master
latch lock switch to disconnect power to the door opening
actuators.
According to the flightcrew testimony and the pilots' comments
recorded on the CVR during the flight, the APU was shut down
shortly after takeoff and remained in that condition. Engine
generators cannot power the ground handling bus from which
the cargo door actuating mechanisms are powered. Once the APU

was shut down, there was no power available to any of the cargo
door electrical components. Therefore, an electrical actuation of
the latch cam actuator at the time of the door loss was not
possible.
The Safety Board believes that there is another reason why the
opening of the door could not have been caused by electrical
actuation shortly before the explosive decompression. Because
the door carries the structural loads (hoop stresses) through its
hinge and latches, the latch cams would be heavily loaded against
the latch pins when the airplane was pressurized to the 6.5 psi
differential pressure that was calculated to have been present at
the time of the decompression. In that case, the torque limiter
within the actuator would probably slip well before the actuator
could achieve the torque necessary to drive the cams open against
the frictional lock produced by the high bearing stresses resulting
from pressurization.
2.6.2 Electrical Switches and Wiring Examinations--Recovered
Door
All cargo door position sensing switches (S2 through S9) were
found installed in their proper position. The cargo door recovery
team found the S2 master latch lock switch in the "not-locked"
position immediately after the door was aboard the recovery
ship. This position would be consistent with the master latch lock
handle being open. Further tests of the S2 switch revealed
damage that probably resulted from the pressures under the sea.
The only notable exception was a broken internal bracket that
may have affected the operation of the switch prior to the
accident. Other similar switches did not exhibit this failure. It is
therefore possible that the S2 master latch lock switch failed prior
to the accident, allowing more possibilities for electrical short
circuits to power the latch actuator. Nevertheless, despite
extensive testing, it could not be determined whether the S2
switch was functional before the accident.

The examination of 35 wires that remained with the recovered
cargo door revealed several areas of damaged insulation that
could have permitted an electrical short circuit to power the latch
actuator. However, no evidence was noted of arcing that was
indicative of short circuits. Furthermore, a significant number of
the wires that had the potential for allowing for short circuits to
power the latch actuator were not recovered. Testing conducted
by Boeing and by UAL was inconclusive regarding whether a
short circuit would have left detectable evidence of arcing.
Therefore, the Safety Board was unable to determine whether the
latch actuator was inadvertently powered by a short circuit in the
cargo door wires.
The incident involving a UAL Boeing 747 at JFK Airport on June
13, 1991, confirmed that electrical short circuits in the cargo door
wiring could cause the door to open. In this case, the short
circuits were in the fuselage-to-cargo door wiring bundle where
the bundle was covered by a flexible conduit. Although N4713U
did not have a flexible conduit installed at the forward door
position, its wiring was routed over the top of the door hinge
where exposure to damage could occur. That portion of the
wiring from N4713U was not recovered from the sea. The wires
located at the door hinge area are more susceptible to in-service
damage from movement during the open/close cycle, as
compared with the wires mounted on the door that are normally
static.
Following the incident at JFK, UAL directed that the circuit
breaker that terminates power to the cargo doors be pulled after
the door is closed and before departure of every B-747 flight. UAL
obtained approval for this practice from the FAA and requested
Boeing and the FAA to make such a practice part of the approved
manual for the airplane. Neither Boeing nor the FAA acted on
UAL's request.
Nevertheless, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should

initiate rulemaking to include design considerations for nonplug
transport category aircraft cargo doors that would deactivate the
electrical circuitry to the door actuators after the doors are closed
and locked. The catastrophic nature of the loss of a cargo door
dictates the need to provide additional redundancies and fail-safe
features in the door mechanisms to supplement the hardware
safety features.
2.6.3
Possibility of Electrical Malfunction
Due to the lack of physical evidence, the Safety Board was unable
to conclude that an electrical short caused the cargo door actuator
to move the latch cams to the nearly open position, allowing the
door to separate when the cabin pressure exceeded the loadcarrying capability of the door latches. Neither could this
possibility be eliminated. A momentary actuation of the door
open switch by someone on the ground in the presence of a faulty
S2 switch could also have caused the latches to open through the
closed lock sectors. However, no evidence has been found that
someone actuated the switch after the door was initially closed
and locked.
The Safety Board concludes that it was not possible for the cargo
door to have opened electrically at the time of the loss of the door.
There was no power to the ground handling bus to power the
actuator, even if there had been an electrical short. Further, the
Safety Board concludes that it is highly improbable that an
electrical short could have caused the latches to open after the
airplane was airborne. Although the ground handling bus could
conceivably have been powered, failures of other components
that were tested as functional would also have been necessary.
The Safety Board believes that the electrical operation of the latch
actuators from the fully closed and locked position most likely
occurred before the engines were started when the ground
handling bus was powered. The precise source of the electrical
actuation could not be determined. Once the engines were

started, the possibility of an electrical short decreases significantly
because the ground handling bus is disengaged from the APU
when the engines start. There was no evidence that the flightcrew
reengaged the ground handling bus.
Because the preaccident condition of the S2 master latch lock
switch could not be determined, it could also not be determined
whether its proper functioning would have prevented the
accident. The Safety Board did not determine whether damaged
cargo door wires or a malfunctioning S2 switch could have been
found by UAL maintenance had they been more aggressive in
troubleshooting the cargo door problem in the weeks prior to the
accident.
2.7 Design, Certification, and Continuing Airworthiness Issues
The Safety Board's analysis of this accident went beyond the
conclusions about how the door failed. The Safety Board also
examined the initial
design and certification of the B-747 cargo door, and the
continuing airworthiness system that should have prevented this
accident, to identify the breakdowns in this system that led to the
accident. As is the case with most aviation accidents, there are
many factors that led up to the actual failure of the door on flight
811.
The Safety Board found that there were multiple opportunities
during the design, certification, operation, and maintenance of
the forward cargo door for N4713U for persons to have taken
actions that could have precluded the accident involving flight
811. The circumstances that led to this accident exemplify the
need for human factors considerations in the promulgation of
regulations, the application of regulatory policies, the design of
airplane systems, and the quality of airline operational and
maintenance practices.
The first opportunity to prevent this accident occurred during the
design and certification of the B-747 cargo door mechanical

systems, when the design was chosen and approved, which
allowed for the overriding of the lock sectors by either
mechanical or electrical actuation. It is apparent that the original
design was not tested sufficiently to verify that the locking sectors
in fact "locked" the latch cams in the closed position. This
shortcoming should have become apparent during the initial
certification testing and approval process. Later, it should have
become apparent when Boeing applied for, and the FAA granted,
an alternative method of compliance with the certification
regulations (25.783 [e]) that permitted the elimination of
operational practices that included a visual verification of the
cargo door latch positions via view ports in the doors.
The failure mode analysis performed by Boeing, and the FAA's
acceptance of its content in granting the exemption, probably
were based on the assumption that the lock sectors would always
prevent the master latch lock handle from being in a stowed
position when the latch cams were not fully closed. This
assumption was not valid, as evidenced by the findings in 1987
following the Pan Am incident that the lock sectors could not
prevent the latch cams from being driven from the fully latched
position with the master latch lock handle stowed, while a false
indication was provided to the flightcrew that the cargo door was
properly latched and locked. At the time that Boeing sought
approval of the alternative compliance, Boeing and the FAA
should have reviewed the design and required testing of the door
latch/lock mechanisms to verify their integrity. Thus, the
procedure for direct viewing of the latches via the view ports
before the airplane could be dispatched should not have been
eliminated without adequate verification that the lock sectors
were totally effective.
The next opportunity for the FAA and Boeing to have
reexamined the original assumptions and conclusions about the
B-747 cargo door design and certification was after the findings of

the Turkish Airline DC-10 accident in 1974 near Paris, France. The
concerns for the DC-10 cargo door latch/lock mechanisms and
the human and mechanical failures, singularly and in
combination, that led to that accident, should have prompted a
review of the B-747 cargo door's continuing airworthiness. In the
Turkish Airlines case, a single failure by a ramp service agent,
who closed the door, in combination with a poorly designed
latch/lock system, led to a catastrophic accident. The revisions to
the DC-10 cargo door mechanisms mandated after that accident
apparently were not examined and carried over to the design of
the B-747 cargo doors.
Specifically, the mechanical retrofit of more positive locking
mechanisms on the DC-10 cargo door to preclude an erroneous
locked indication to the flightcrew, and the incorporation of
redundant sensors to show the position of the latches/locks, were
not required to be retrofitted at that time for the B-747. Of similar
concern is the fact that the cargo doors for the L-1011 required
redundant latch/lock indication sensors at initial certification,
during the approximate same time frame the DC-10 and B-747
were certificated.
More recently, when Boeing and the FAA learned about the
circumstances of the Pan Am cargo door opening incident in
March 1987, more timely and positive corrective actions should
have been taken. The Safety Board believes that the findings of
that incident investigation should have called into question the
assumptions and conclusions about the original design and
certification of the B-747 cargo door, especially the alternative
method for verifying that the door was latched and locked that
was sought by Boeing and was granted by the FAA. Since a B-747
cargo door opening in flight was considered to be an
"unacceptable event", once a door did come open in flight, the
FAA and Boeing should have acted much quicker to prevent
another failure.

It took nearly 16 months from the date of the Pan Am Incident
(March 10, 1987) until the FAA issued AD-88-12-04 (July 1, 1988).
And then, the AD allowed 18 or 24 months, depending on the
model B-747, from the date of its issuance for compliance with the
terminating actions of the AD. The fact that Boeing had issued an
Alert SB as a result of the Pan Am incident is an indication of the
apparent urgency with which Boeing treated this issue. Alert SB's
are issued for "safety of flight" reasons, while regular SB's deal
with "reliability" and not necessarily safety of flight items.
Despite this, the terminating action, issued as
revision 3 to the Alert SB, on August 27, 1987, was not mandated
by the FAA for 11 months.
The Safety Board found no evidence that the FAA or Boeing
reassessed the original design and certification conclusions
regarding the safety of the B-747 cargo door during this period.
Several opportunities for preventive action were also missed by
UAL during this period. First, UAL delayed the completion of the
terminating actions of Alert SB 52A2206 (Rev 3 and AD-88-12-04.
In fact, there was no evidence that UAL had intended to comply
with the terminating action of the Alert SB, until it was mandated
by the FAA.
It is understandable that an airline would not take its aircraft out
of service to incorporate revisions that do not appear to be safety
critical. Although by definition an Alert SB is safety related, there
was no implication from Boeing's and FAA's actions regarding
this matter that urgency was required. The airlines rely on the
airframe manufacturers and the FAA to evaluate the need for
urgent airworthiness actions that might take airplanes out of
revenue service. In this case, UAL had scheduled completion of
its B-747 fleet modifications in accordance with the terminating
actions for AD-88-12-04 before the final allowable date; however,
the schedule was based on other heavy maintenance schedules to
prevent unnecessary down-time of its airplanes.

UAL personnel stated after the UAL 811 accident that its
personnel did not fully appreciate the importance, or safety
implications, of the terminating actions, or they would have
incorporated the improvements much earlier. The usual
difficulties in setting short suspense dates for performing
terminating actions in AD's, such as parts availability, did not
seem to exist in this case, because the parts were not complex
components and probably could have been fabricated fairly
quickly in-house by most airlines.
Human performance certainly contributed to UAL's failure to
incorporate an important inspection step into its maintenance
program as mandated by AD-88-12-04. When UAL obtained an
advance draft copy of the forthcoming NPRM that eventually led
to the AD, the airline began preparing its work orders to
implement the forthcoming the AD requirements into its B-747
fleet (30 airplanes at the time). UAL developed its maintenance
work sheets from the text of the draft NPRM, which was virtually
identical to the text of the final rule. As a result of a clerical error,
one of the important inspection steps required by the AD was
omitted.
Apparently, UAL maintenance personnel never compared the
work sheets they received with the actual requirements of the
AD, or if they did, the omission was not detected. FAA inspectors
responsible for oversight of UAL's maintenance program also did
not detect this error because normal surveillance of AD
compliance merely involved verifying the correctness of UAL's
paperwork that listed the applicable AD's and compliance dates.
The inspectors did not actually verify UAL's compliance action
by shop visits, or by comparison of work sheets with AD
provisions. These omissions by the UAL maintenance and quality
assurance personnel, and the limitations of the FAA surveillance
procedures were probably significant in setting the stage for the
events that led to the actual cause of the door separation from

N4713U.
Another matter of concern is the quality of UAL's trend analysis
program. There was no indication that the repeated discrepancies
with the forward cargo door on N4713U "raised a flag" within the
UAL maintenance department. A quality assurance or trend
analysis program should have detected an adverse trend and
should have prompted efforts to resolve the repeated problems. If
it had, any faults in the door electrical system or damage to
mechanical components might have been detected.
In summary, the Safety Board concludes that there were several
opportunities wherein Boeing, the FAA, and UAL could have
taken action during the initial design and certification of the
B-747 cargo door, as well as during the operation and
maintenance of the cargo door installed on N4713U, to ensure the
continuing airworthiness of the cargo door. The Safety Board
further concludes that these deficiencies and oversights
contributed to the cause of this accident.
2.8 Survival Aspects
The Hickam ARFF units and the airport's ARFF units operated on
separate radio networks and thus they could not communicate
directly on-scene by radio. This situation required them to
communicate by voice. Although the two ARFF services had a
common radio frequency (as per the Airport Emergency Plan),
procedures for its use had not yet been developed. The Safety
Board believes that such communication procedures should be
expeditiously developed.
The use of camouflage paint schemes on military ARFF vehicles
may be appropriate for military purposes; however, the Safety
Board believes that camouflage is not appropriate for ARFF
vehicles that are operated at a joint- use airport. It is obvious that
these vehicles must be conspicuous to be seen by other
responding vehicles and by persons who are involved in the
accident, such as airport and airline personnel, crew and

passengers, and off-airport firefighting and rescue vehicles.
The National Fire Protection Association Standards recommend
for primary firefighting, rapid intervention and combined agent
vehicles, that, "Paint finish shall be selected for maximum
visibility and shall be resistant to damage from firefighting
agents."4 Furthermore, Federal Aviation Regulation 14 CFR
139.319 (f) (2) requires emergency vehicles, "Be painted or marked
in colors to enhance contrast with the background environment
and optimize daytime and nighttime visibility and identification."
Further guidance for the high visibility color of ARFF vehicles is
provided in a Federal Aviation Administration Advisory Circular
where the vehicle paint color is specified as, "lime yellow"
Dupont No. 7744 UH or its equivalent.5
Because flight attendants are vital to the safety and survival of the
passengers following a decompression, measures should be taken
to prevent flight attendants from being incapacitated by hypoxia.
The Safety Board believes that oxygen masks should be attached
to the emergency oxygen bottles to avoid any delay in their use in
order to be in compliance with the intent of 14 CFR 25.1447 (c)(4).
Therefore, the FAA should direct its inspector staff to survey
B-747 airplanes for compliance with 14 CFR 25.1447(c)(4), and
correct deficiencies found.
In this accident, the use of megaphones was vital because of the
inability to be heard over the public address (PA) system. Title
14CFR 121.309 (f)(1) requires one megaphone on each airplane
with a seating capacity of more that 60 and less that 100
passengers; 14 CFR 121.309 (f)(2) requires two megaphones in the
cabins on each airplane with a seating capacity of more than 99
passengers. As this decompression demonstrated, additional
megaphones are necessary on wide-body and large narrow-body
airplanes to ensure communication in the cabin during
emergencies when the PA system is inoperative.
Had there been a need for an immediate evacuation, or a water

ditching, rapid egress would not have been possible at doors 2left and 2-right because they were blocked by open storage
compartments and spilled contents. The possibility also exists
that a compartment door could release during a hard landing or
turbulence and swing down and injure a flight attendant. Thus,
the Safety Board believes that improved latches should be
installed and the downward movement of stowage
compartments doors should be restricted to prevent the doors
from striking a seated flight attendant or block the exit door.
The Safety Board believes that the problems with life preserver
donning and adjustment demonstrated in this accident should be
addressed by the FAA. The straps and fittings on life preservers
need to be evaluated to determine where improvements can be
made, and clearer donning instructions should be developed.
TSO-C13d, Life Preservers 1/3/83 prescribes the minimum
performance standards for life preservers. With regard to
donning, the TSO requires:
Donning. It must be demonstrated that an adult, after receiving
only the customary preflight briefing on the use of life preservers,
can don the life preserver within 15 seconds unassisted while
seated. It must be demonstrated that an adult can install the life
preserver on another adult, a child, or an infant within 30 seconds
unassisted. The donning demonstration is begun with the
unpackaged life preserver in hand.
Based on flight attendant interviews and information obtained
from passengers these donning times were exceeded in many
instances.
The Safety Board has made numerous recommendations to the
FAA in the past regarding needed improvements in life preserver
donning instructions, donning procedures, and timing of
donning.6 The FAA has adopted most of the Safety Board's
recommendations in its April 23, 1986, revision to TSO-C13e, Life
Preservers, which now requires the wearer to be able to secure the

preserver with no more than one attachment and make no more
than one adjustment for fit. Also, donning tests are required for
age groups of users starting with 20-29 years and ending with
60-69 years. At least 60% of the test subjects in each age group
must be able to don then life preserver within 25 seconds
unassisted with their seatbelts fastened starting with the life
preserver in its storage package. TSO-C13e contains
requirements that would have eliminated some of the problems
that passengers had in this accident in correctly donning and
adjusting their life preservers.
The Safety Board has recommended (A-85-35 through-37) to the
FAA to amend 14 CFR 121, 125, and 135 to require air carriers to
install life preservers that meet TSO-C13e within a reasonable
time. The FAA adopted TSO-C13e on April 23, 1986, and
originally had specified an effective date of April 23, 1988, after
which all newly manufactured life preservers approved under the
TSO system would have to meet the requirements of TSO-C13e.
The objective of the cut off date was to introduce life preservers
into the fleets with the higher performance level as specified in
TSO-C13e by assuring that replacement articles met the higher
standards. On March 3, 1988, the FAA rescinded the cut off date
to seek further public comments of fleet retrofit in accord with the
proposed rulemaking. See Section 4.0 for FAA action and status of
the recommendations.
3. CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Findings
1.
There were no flightcrew or cabincrew factors in the cause of
the accident or injuries.
2.
There were no air traffic control or weather factors in the
cause of the accident.
3. The airplane had not been maintained in accordance with the
provisions of AD-88-12-04 that required an inspection of the cargo
door locking mechanisms after each time the door was operated

manually and restored to electrical operation. However, this
circumstance was determined not to be a factor in the accident.
4. All but one of the electrical components remaining with the
airplane or found with the cargo door that were necessary to have
malfunctioned in order to cause an inadvertent electrical opening
of the cargo door after dispatch were found to function properly.
5. The forward cargo door lock sectors were found in the
locked position (actually in an "over-locked" position) and
jammed against the latch cams. The latch cams were found in the
nearly open position.
6.
The latch actuator manual drive port seal was found
damaged from the forces involved in the separation of the door
and did not indicate that the drive port had been used to open the
door latches manually before the accident.
7.
Electrical continuity tests indicated that the S2 master latch
lock switch was in the "not locked" position when it was
recovered with the cargo door. Because it had sustained damage
from being submerged in the sea, its preaccident condition could
not be determined.
8. An S2 switch functioning as found after recovery would
permit electrical power to the door during ground operation so
that additional failure modes or activation of the door control
switch could result in movement of the latching cams.
9. All other switches associated with operation of the cargo door
were found damaged from being submerged in the sea; however,
they were determined to be properly installed and probably
functional.
10. Short circuit paths in the cargo door circuit were identified
that could have led to an uncommanded electrical actuation of
the latch actuator; this situation occurred most likely before
engine start, although limited possibilities for an uncommanded
electrical actuation exist after engine start while an airplane is on
the ground with the APU running.

11. It was not possible for electrical short circuits to command
the cargo door to open at the time of the loss of the door, and it is
highly improbable that such an event occurred when the airplane
was airborne during the short period while the APU was
running.
12. Insulation breaches were found on recovered portions of the
cargo door wires that could have allowed short circuiting and
power to the latch actuator, although no evidence of arcing was
noted. All of the wires were not recovered, and tests showed that
arcing evidence may not be detectable.
13. An uncommanded movement of cargo door latches that
occurred on another UAL B-747 on June 13, 1991, was attributed
to insulation damage and a consequent short between wires in
the wiring bundle between the fuselage and the moveable door.
Because the S2 switch functioned properly on that airplane,
movement of the latches would not have occurred after the door
was locked.
14. UAL's maintenance trend analysis program was inadequate
to detect an adverse trend involving the cargo door on N4713U.
This circumstance was determined not to be a factor in the
accident.
15. FAA oversight of the UAL maintenance and inspection
program did not ensure adequate trend analysis and adherence to
the provisions of airworthiness directives. This circumstance was
determined not to be a factor in the accident.
16. The smooth wear patterns on the latch pins of the forward
cargo door installed on N4713U were signs that the door was not
properly aligned (out of rig) for an extended period of time,
causing significant interference during the normal open/close
cycle.
17. The rough heat-tinted wear areas on the latch pins of the
forward cargo door installed on N4713U marked the positions of
the cams at the time the door opened in flight.

18. The design of the B-747 cargo door locking mechanisms did
not provide for the intended "fail-safe" provisions of the locking
and indicating systems for the door.
19. Boeing's Failure Analysis, which was the basis upon which
the FAA granted an alternative method of compliance with the
provisions of 14 CFR 25.783(e), was not valid as evidenced by the
findings of the Pan Am incident in 1987, and the accident
involving flight 811.
20. Boeing and the FAA did not take immediate action to
require the use of the cam position view ports following the Pan
Am incident, and did not include this requirement in the
provisions of the Alert Service Bulletins or AD-88-12-04.
21. There were several opportunities for the manufacturer and
the FAA to have taken action during the service life of the Boeing
747 that might have prevented this accident.
22. The fact that the crash fire rescue vehicles responding to this
accident did not use a common radio frequency led to problems
in communication among the responding vehicles.
23.
The camouflage paint scheme of the military fire rescue
units led to reduced visibility of these units and resulted in at
least one near-collision.
24. Megaphones were used in flight to communicate with
passengers because of the high ambient noise level. However,
more megaphones would have afforded better communication in
all parts of the cabin.
25. Some flight attendants and passengers had difficulties
tightening straps of their life preservers around their waists
because of the fabric used, the design of the adjustment fittings,
and the angle the straps were pulled.
26.
Articles that fell to the floor from stowage bins above the
L-2 and R-2 exits and galley service items had to be cleared away
from the exits before the emergency evacuation could be initiated.
3.2 Probable Cause

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective actions
by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the investigation, including evidence from the
recovered cargo door and a June 13, 1991, incident involving the
uncommanded electrical operation of a cargo door on a UAL
Boeing 747 at JFK Airport, the National Transportation Safety
Board recommends that the FAA:
Require that the electrical actuating systems for nonplug cargo
doors on transport-category aircraft provide for the removal of all
electrical power from circuits on the door after closure (except for
any indicating circuit power necessary to provide positive
indication that the door is properly latched and locked) to
eliminate the possibility of uncommanded actuator movements
caused by wiring short circuits. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-92-21)
As a result of this investigation, on August 23, 1989, the Safety
Board issued the following safety recommendations to the FAA:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) to require that the manual
drive units and electrical actuators for Boeing 747 cargo doors
have torque limiting devices to ensure that the lock sectors,

modified per AD-88-12-04, cannot be overridden during
mechanical or electrical operation of the latch cams. (Class II,
Priority Action)(A-89-92)
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) for non-plug cargo doors
on all transport category airplanes requiring the installation of
positive indicators to ground personnel and flightcrews
confirming the actual position of both the latch cams and locks,
independently. (Class II, Priority Action)(A-89-93)
Require that fail-safe design considerations for non-plug cargo
doors on present and future transport category airplanes account
for conceivable human errors in addition to electrical and
mechanical malfunctions. (Class II, Priority Action)(A-89-94)
The FAA responded to Safety Recommendations A-89-92 through
-94 on November 3, 1989. During its evaluation of Safety
Recommendation A-89-92, the FAA determined that Boeing 747
cargo doors with lock sectors, modified in compliance with AD
88-12-04, cannot be overridden during mechanical or
least one torque-limiting device. The Safety Board has reviewed
AD 88-12-04 and has confirmed the FAA's findings. Based on this,
Safety Recommendation A-89-92 has been classified as "Closed-Reconsidered."
The FAA responded to Safety Recommendations A-89-93 and -94
describing action to review all outward opening (nonplug) doors
and all jetpowered transport-category airplanes to determine
what, if any, modifications are needed to ensure that these doors
will not open in flight. The FAA pointed out that the door latch
indicating system is to be only part of the review and that door
designs will be evaluated against criteria specified in 14 CFR
25.783 as amended by Amendment 25-54, and the policy material
published in Advisory Circular 25.783.1, adopted in 1980 and will
take into account human factors involved in the routine operation
of closing and locking doors to ensure that the latch and lock
systems are fail-safe. Further, to emphasize the importance of

human factors, the FAA has developed a training program for
FAA certification personnel to enhance their knowledge of human
factors in aircraft design. This training program will be offered to
approximately 100 certification personnel during the next year.
Based on this response, Safety Recommendations A-89-93 and -94
have been classified as "Open--Acceptable Action." The Safety
Board believes it necessary to point out that this hazard exists for
any pressurized aircraft using nonplug doors and that the FAA
should not be limiting this review to only those transports which
are jetpowered.
On November 29, 1990, Boeing issued service bulletin number
747-52-2224 applicable to all 747-100, 747-200, and 747-300
airplanes to add a new "door latch" switch to all 747 cargo doors.
In addition to the door warning switch that monitors the position
of the pressure relief doors, the new door latch switch is activated
by the latch cam bellcrank to separately sense the position of the
latch cams. The existing "door closed" switch is also replaced with
a double pole switch. The additional pole is used to separately
sense the position of the door. Another single pole switch is also
added to redundantly sense the position of the door. If any of
these switches are not actuated, the warning light on the flight
engineer's panel and a new light added to pilot's glareshield
panel will be illuminated. The modification also requires
installation of new cargo door control panels on the forward and
aft lower cargo doors. The new panel incorporates an additional
light to indicate proper door locking.
The FAA mandated the incorporation of this service bulletin
within 18 months by AD 90-09-06, Amendment 39-6581, effective
May 29, 1990.
Also, as a result of this accident, on May 4, 1990, the National
Transportation Safety Board issued the following safety
recommendations to the FAA:
Amend 14 CFR 25.1447(c)(4) to require that face masks be

attached to the regulators of portable emergency oxygen bottles.
(Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-54)
Require, in accordance with the requirements of 14 CFR 25.1447
(c)(4), that a portable oxygen bottle be located at the flight
attendant stations at exit door 5 right and at exit door 5 left in
B-747 airplanes. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-55)
Require that no articles be placed in storage compartments that
are located over emergency exit doors. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-90-56)
Amend 14 CFR 121.309(f) to require a readily accessible
megaphone at each seat row at which a flight attendant is
stationed. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-57)
Take corrective action to improve direct visibility to passengers
from the upper level flight attendant jumpseat in the B-747
airplanes using eye reference data contained in Federal Aviation
Administration report FAA-AM-75-2 "Anthropometry of Airline
Stewardesses." (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-58)
Issue an Airworthiness Directive to require that stronger latches
be installed in oversized storage compartments that formerly
held liferafts on all B-747 airplanes and also limit the distance that
these compartments can be opened. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-90-59)
Demonstrate for each make and model of life preserver that it can
be donned, adjusted, and tightened within the elapsed time
required by TSO-C13d. Direct particular attention to the ease with
which straps pass through adjustment fittings when the straps are
pulled at all possible angles. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-60)
Establish a cutoff date of [within 1 year of this recommendation
letter] after which all life preservers manufactured for
passengercarrying aircraft would be required to meet the
specifications of TSO-C13e. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-61)
The FAA first responded to these safety recommendations in a
July 26, 1990, letter. Further responses to various safety

recommendations in the group came in letters dated October 26,
1990 (A-90-59); May 13, 1991 (A-90-58); September 23, 1991
(A-90-55, -56, and -59); and March 9, 1992 (A-90-59). The current
status of each safety recommendation is:
A-90-54: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending outcome of
potential rulemaking initiative by the FAA.
A-90-55: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending a review by
the FAA of B-747 airplanes for compliance with portable oxygen
bottle placement and securement requirements and for
modifications that do not meet the intent of the type certification.
A-90-56: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending a
reexamination by the FAA of the potential for contents of
compartments spilling out during an emergency and obstructing
passengers.
A-90-57: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending the FAA's
review of its position regarding a requirement for multiple
megaphones on passenger airplanes.
A-90-58: "Closed--Reconsidered" as a result of the Safety Board's
acceptance of the FAA position that the cabin jumpseat design on
B-747's does not constitute an unsafe condition.
A-90-59: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the issuance of
an Airworthiness Directive to require stronger latches on
oversized storage compartments on B-747 airplanes.
A-90-60: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the
implementation of the latest iteration of TSO-C13.
A-90-61: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending inclusion in
TSO-C13 (latest iteration) of a cutoff date after which all life
preservers manufactured for passenger-carrying aircraft would
be required to meet the specifications of the TSO.
The FAA's March 9, 1992, response to Safety Recommendation
A-90-59 included the final AD addressing this issue. The AD does
meet the intent of the recommendation, which is now classified as
"Closed--Acceptable Action."

Also as a result of this accident, on May 4, 1990, the Safety Board
reiterated the following recommendations to the FAA:
A-85-35
Amend 14 CFR 121 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; ensure that 14 CFR 25
is consistent with the amendments to Part 121.
A-85-36
Amend 14 CFR 125 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; amend Part 125 to
require approved flotation-type seat cushions (TSO-C72) on all
such aircraft; ensure that 14 CFR 25 is consistent with the
amendments of Part 125.
A-85-37
Amend 14 CFR 135 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; Amend Part 135 to
require approved floatation-type seat cushions (TSO-C72) on all
such aircraft; ensure that 14 CFR SFAR No. 23 is consistent with
the amendments to Part 135.
In a November 28, 1988, letter to the FAA, the Safety Board
recommended that a cutoff date January 1, 1989, be reestablished.
Based on this accident, the Safety Board's again urges the FAA to
establish a cutoff date by which life preservers meeting TSO-C13e
would be introduced into the fleets within a reasonable time
(A-85-36). The Safety Board recognizes that the FAA has complied

with the part of this recommendation pertaining to the flotationtype seat cushions.
Safety Recommendations A-85-35 and -37 are being held in an
"Open--Acceptable Action" status pending the publication of the
final rule. Safety Recommendation A-85-36 is being held in an
"Open--Unacceptable Action" status because Part 125 operations
were not included in the FAA rulemaking action.
As a result of its investigation, on May 4, 1990, the Safety Board
also recommended that the State of Hawaii, Department of
Transportation, Airports Division:
Develop, in cooperation with the Department of Defense,
procedures for direct radio communication between aircraft
rescue and fire fighting vehicles operated by the State of Hawaii
and Hickam Air Force Base that would be used when responding
to airport emergencies at Honolulu International Airport. (Class
II, Priority Action) (A-90-62)
Additionally, as a result of its investigation, on May 4, 1990, the
Safety Board recommended that the Department of Defense:
Develop, in cooperation with the State of Hawaii Department of
Transportation, procedures for direct radio communication
between aircraft rescue and firefighting vehicles operated by
Hickam Air Force Base and the State of Hawaii that would be
used when responding to airport emergencies at Honolulu
International Airport. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-63)
Comply with Federal Regulation 14 CFR 139.319(f)(2) and the
guidance contained in Federal Aviation Administration Advisory
Circular 150/5220-14 by using high visibility color for aircraft
rescue and firefighting vehicles that operate at Honolulu
International Airport. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-64)
The Department of Defense responded to Safety
Recommendations A-90-63 and -64 on August 17, 1990, citing the
establishment of emergency radio communication ability between
ARFF vehicles operated by Hickam Air Force Base and the State

of Hawaii at Honolulu International Airport. Based on this action,
Safety Recommendation A-90-63 was classified as "Closed-Acceptable Action" on December 12, 1990. With the establishment
of the communications system as recommended, the Safety Board
now classifies Safety Recommendation A-90-62 as "Closed-Acceptable Action."
Also, with regard to Safety Recommendation A-90-64, the
Department of Defense pointed out that the Air Force has
initiated a program to rep™ aint the vehicles over a 3-year period
to spread out funding concerns. This safety recommendation is
being held as "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the
completion of the repainting program in 1993.
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5. APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
INVESTIGATION AND HEARING
1. Investigation
The Washington Headquarters of the National Transportation
Safety Board was notified of the United Airlines accident within a
short time after the occurrence. A full investigation team departed
Washington, D.C. at 1400 eastern daylight time on the same day
and arrived in Honolulu at 0030 Hawaiian standard time the next

day.
The team was composed of the following investigation groups:
Operations, Structures/Systems, Maintenance Records,
Metallurgy, and Survival Factors. In addition, specialist reports
were prepared relevant to the CVR, FDR and radar plots.
Parties to the field investigation were United Airlines, the FAA,
the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, the Air Line Pilots
Association, the International Association of Machinists, and the
Association of Flight Attendants.
2.
Public Hearing
A 3-day public hearing was held in Seattle, Washington,
beginning on April 25, 1989. Parties represented at the hearing
were the FAA, United Airlines, the Boeing Commercial Airplanes
Company, the Air Line Pilots Association, and the International
Association of Machinists.
APPENDIX B
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
Captain David Cronin
Captain David Cronin, 59, was hired by UAL on December 10,
1954. The captain holds Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) Certificate
No. 1268493 with airplane multiengine land ratings and
commercial privileges in airplane single-engine land, sea and
gliders. The captain is type rated in the B747, DC10, DC8, B727,
Convair (CV) 440, CV340, CV240 and the learjet. The captain was
issued a first class medical certificate on November 1, 1988, with
no limitations.
The captain's initial operating experience (IOE) check out in the
B747 occurred in December, 1985. The captain's latest line and
proficiency checks in the B747 were completed in August and
December, 1988, respectively. Training in ditching and evacuation
was included with the proficiency check. The captain had flown a
total of about 28,000 hours, 1,600 to 1,700 hours of which were in
the B747. During the 24-hour, 72-hour and 30-day periods, prior

to the accident, the captain had flown: 1 hour, 5 minutes; 13
hours, 35 minutes; and 76 hours, 18 minutes, respectively.
First Officer Gregory Slader
First Officer Gregory Slader, 48, was hired by UAL on June 15,
1964. The first officer holds ATP Certificate No. 1528630 with
airplane multiengine land ratings and commercial privileges in
airplane single-engine land. The first officer is type rated in B747,
DC10, B727, and B737. The first officer was issued a first class
medical certificate on February 14, 1989, with no limitations.
The first officer's initial operating experience (IOE) check out in
the B747 occurred in August, 1987. The first officer's latest
proficiency check in the B747 was completed in October, 1988.
Training on ditching and evacuation was included with the
proficiency check. The first officer had flown a total of about
14,500 hours, 300 hours of which were in the B747. During the 24hours, 72-hour and 30-day periods prior to the accident, the first
officer had flown: 1 hour, 5 minutes; 13 hours, 35 minutes; and 46
hours, 25 minutes, respectively.
Second Officer Randal Thomas
Second Officer Randal Thomas, 46, was hired by UAL on May 22,
1969. The second officer holds Flight Engineer Certificate No.
1947041 for turbo jet powered airplanes, issued July 18, 1969. The
second officer holds commercial pilot certificate No. 1585899 with
ratings and limitations of airplane single and multiengine land
with instrument privileges. The second officer was issued a first
class medical certificate on December 6, 1988, with no limitations.
The second officer's IOE check out in the B747 occurred in March,
1987. The second officer's latest proficiency check in the B747 was
completed in October, 1988. Training in ditching and evacuation
was included with the proficiency check. He had flown a total of
about 20,000 hours, about 1,200 hours of which were as second
officer on the B747. During his 24-hour, 72-hour and 30 dayperiods, prior to the accident, the second officer had flown: 1

hour, 5 minutes; 13 hours, 35 minutes; and 46 hours, 25 minutes,
respectively.
Flight Attendant and Chief Purser Laura Brentlinger
Flight attendant Laura Brentlinger, 38, was employed by UAL in
May 1982; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
September 19, 1988.
Flight Attendant and AFT Purser Sarah Shanahan
Flight attendant Sarah Shanahan, 42, was employed by UAL in
August 1967; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
October 10, 1988.
Flight Attendant Richard Lam
Flight attendant Richard Lam, 41, was employed by UAL on
April 1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
September 16, 1988.
Flight Attendant John Horita
Flight attendant John Horita, 44, was employed by UAL in June
1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on November 1,
1988.
Flight Attendant Curtis Christensen
Flight attendant Curtis Christensen, 34, was initially employed by
PAA in May 1978. He was subsequently employed by UAL in
February 1986 when UAL purchased PAA Pacific Division. Flight
attendant Chrisensen had completed B747 recurrent training on
December 12, 1988.
Flight Attendant Tina Blundy
Flight attendant Tina Blundy, 36, was employed by UAL in May
1973; and had completed B747 recurrent training on October 28,
1988.
Flight Attendant Jean Nakayama
Flight attendant Jane Nakayama, 37, was employed by UAL in
August 1973; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
December 6, 1988.
Flight Attendant Mae Sapolu

Flight attendant Mae Sapolu, 38, was initially employed by Pan
American Airlines (PAA) in March 1973. She was subsequently
employed by UAL in February 1986; when UAL purchased PAA
Pacific Division. Flight attendant Sapolu completed B747
recurrent training on October 13, 1988.
Flight Attendant Robyn Nakamoto
Flight attendant Robyn Nakamoto, 26, was employed by UAL in
April, 1986, and transferred to the Inflight Service Division in
May, 1988. She was initially trained on the B747 in May 1988; and
had not attended recurrent training.
Flight Attendant Edward Lythgoe
Flight attendant Edward Lythgoe, 37, was employed by UAL in
December 1978; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
October 21, 1988.
Flight Attendant Sharol Preston
Flight attendant Sharol Preston, 39, was employed by UAL in July
1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on July 29, 1988.
Flight Attendant Ricky Umehira
Flight attendant Ricky Umehira, 35, was employed by UAL in
November 1983; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 15, 1988.
Flight Attendant Darrell Blankenship
Flight attendant Darrell Blankenship, 28, was employed by UAL
in February 1984; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
February 10, 1988.
Flight Attendant Linda Shirley
Flight attendant Linda Shirley, 30, was employed by UAL in
March 1979; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 3, 1989.
Flight Attendant Ilona Benoit
Flight attendant Ilona Benoit, 48, was initially employed by PAA
in November 1969. She was subsequently employed by UAL in
February 1986; and had completed B747 recurrent training on

November 17, 1988.
Lead Ramp Serviceman Paul Engalla
Lead ramp serviceman Paul Engalla was employed by UAL in
1959. Because of his extensive ramp service experience, Mr.
Engalla was selected as a ramp service trainer in 1986.
Ramp Serviceman Daniel Sato
Ramp serviceman Daniel Sato was employed by UAL in May
1987. Company records indicate that his proficiency in the
opening and closing of B747 cargo doors and the operation of
container loads was attained in September 1988.
Ramp Serviceman Brian Kitaoka
Ramp serviceman Brian Kitaoka was employed by UAL in
November 1986. Company records indicate that his proficiency in
the operation of container loaders was attained in November
1987. His proficiency in the opening and closing of B747 cargo
doors was attained in October 1988.
Dispatch Mechanic Steve Hajanos
Dispatch mechanic Steve Hajanos was employed as an airplane
mechanic by UAL on October 30, 1986. He holds FAA Airplane
and Powerplants Certificate No. 362583850, issued November 14,
1981. He was formerly employed by Aloha Airlines as a
maintenance supervisor and by World Airways as a mechanic
and maintenance supervisor. He began his aviation career as an
airplane mechanic in the United States Air Force.
APPENDIX C
AIRPLANE INFORMATION
Type of Date of Maximum Inspection Inspection Cycles Interval
Service No. 1 Current 02/23/89 58,814:24 15,027 Note 1 Previous
02/23/89 58,809:02 15,026 Service No. 2 Current 02/22/89
58,802:35 15,024 65 Hours Previous 02/18/89 58,747:12 15,016
Note 2 A Check Current 02/14/89 58,710:14 15,009 350 Hours
Previous 01/16/89 58,368:57 14,947 B Check Current 11/28/88

57,751:44 14,839 131 Days Previous 07/28/88 56,635:36 14,632 C
Check Current 11/28/88 57,751:44 14,839 393 Days Previous
11/19/87 53,789:00 14,146 MPV Check Current 04/30/84 43,731:0
11,857 5 Years Previous 01/30/80 30,906:0
D Check Current 04/30/84 43,731 19,237 9 Years Previous
09/09/76 19,237 Note 1:
Service No. 1 to be accomplished on
through flights or at trip termination whenever time is less than
12 hours per Maintenance Manual Procedures BX 12-0-1-1.
Note 2: Aircraft with layover of 12 hours or more will receive a
Service No. 2 not to exceed 65 flight hours between checks.
APPENDIX D
INJURY INFORMATION
Flight Crewmember.--The second officer sustained minor
superficial brush burns to both elbows and forearms, during the
evacuation.
Cabin Crewmembers.--The cabin crewmembers sustained the
following injuries during the evacuation:
Flight attendant No. 1 sustained a strained left shoulder;
Flight attendant No. 2 sustained acute thoracic and lumbosacral
strain;
Flight attendant No. 3 sustained a mild right bicep strain;
Flight attendant No. 4 sustained a left elbow contusion, left
shoulder dislocation, and mild lumbosacral strain;
Flight attendant No. 5 sustained a left calf contusion;
Flight attendant No. 6 sustained a mild left elbow bruise;
Flight attendant No. 7 sustained mild left arm and lower back
strain;
Flight attendant No. 8 sustained a soft tissue injury to the back;
Flight attendant No. 9 sustained abrasions to both palms and the
left knee;
Flight attendant No. 10 sustained a fracture of the left tenth rib;
Flight attendant No. 11 sustained a minimal injury to the right
middle finger PIP joint and left first MP joint;

Flight attendant No. 12 sustained a pulled muscle on the left side
of the neck;
Flight attendant No. 13 sustained a comminuted fracture of the
right ulna and radius;
Flight attendant No. 14 sustained a mild thoracic back strain;
Flight attendant No. 15 sustained a non-displaced fracture of C-6,
a cerebral concussion, a fracture of the proximal right humerus,
and multiple lacerations;
A flight attendant, flying as a passenger, sustained mild
lumbosacral strain, a laceration of the right little finger, and a left
elbow abrasion.
Passengers.--Nine Passengers who were seated in seats 8H,
9FGH, 10GH, 11GH, and 12H, were ejected from the fuselage and
were not found; and thus, are assumed to have been fatally
injured in the accident.
Passengers seated in the indicated seats sustained the following
injuries:
Seat
7C
Barotrauma to both ears
9C
Half-inch laceration to the upper left arm, superficial
abrasions to left arm and hand, barotrauma to both ears
9E
Superficial abrasions and contusions to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
10B Superficial abrasions to the left elbow and left middle
finger
10E
Superficial abrasions to the torso and left forearm,
bruising of the left hand and fingers
11E Laceration on the right ankle tendon, multiple bruises
11F
Slight contusion of the right shoulder
13D
Barotrauma to both ears
13E Bleeding in both ears
13H
Contusion to the left periorbital area
14A
Laceration in the parietal occipital area, barotrauma

to both ears
15J Comminuted fracture of the lateral epicondyle of the left
distal humerus (about 5mm separation)
16B Superficial abrasions to the right arm
16J
Barotrauma to both ears
16K
Right temporal abrasions
26A Barotrauma to both ears
26B barotrauma to both ears
26H
Barotitis to both ears, low back pain, irritation to the
right eye due to foreign bodies
27A Barotrauma to the right ear
28J Superficial abrasions and a contusion to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
1The flap track canoe fairings are numbered 1 through 8, from left
outboard to right outboard.
2For ease in reference, the following numbering was used to
relate forward cargo door frames to fuselage body stations (BS):
frame 1--BS 567.10, frame 2--BS 580.95, frame 3--BS 596.75, frame
4--BS 608.15, frame 5--BS 623.96, frame 6--BS 636.02, frame 7--BS
651.50, frame 8--BS 662.90.
3 The "used" switch is the switch through which electricity passes;
the "unused" switch does not have electricity pass through it.
4NFPA 414 - Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting Vehicles, National
Fire Protection Association, 1984, Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA
02269.
5Airport Fire and Rescue Vehicle Specification Guide, AC
150/5220-14, March 15, 1979, Federal Aviation Administration,
Washington, D.C. 20591.
6 Air Carrier Overwater Emergency Equipment and
Procedures" (NTSB/SS-85/02)
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:35 AM PDT

To: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Subject: Wiring and UAL 811

>Dear Barry
>
>My apologies: I have this feeling that I may be about to start
bombarding
>you with requests for information!
>
>A quick one. Has the cockpit voice recording of the incident
ever put into
>the public domain?
Good question and the answer is no, no CVR is available but
should be over time with a FOIA, freedom of information act
request. I got one answered about TWA 800 from NTSB in eight
months.
Also, for UAL 811, no FDR flight data recorder plot was ever
released either.
>If so, would you suggest a way I could access it, fast?
Sorry, no. Only way would be to contact Cronin the pilot and ask
him what was said. He is a real hero, by the way. He kept that
nose from coming off, unlike the other three.
>> Thanks for the docs. As you know, I'm particularly interested
in pursuing
>> your theory that Kapton was the cause of the tragedy.
I assume you mean UAL 811 and not SA 111 although in my
mind they both were caused by faulty aromatic polyimide
insulation wiring, polyX/Kapton.

>>
>> That really would give us an extremely hard edge to this
story.
>>
>> So, is the following paragraph an accurate synopsis of your
>> interpretation?
>>
>> "811 was loomed with PolyX, identical to Kapton - but
simply given a
>> different product name.
Yes.
> This wiring shorted/arced and so (whatever the
>> other contributing factors) permitted the electrical actuation
of the door
>> latches toward the 'open' position. In other words, faulty
wires primed
>> the door to blow".
Yes.
The final probable cause pointed at 'switch' or 'wiring'. Knowing
what is known now, ten years later, wiring is more likely the
culprit than the switch. And they found bare wires in UAL 811
door. The first probable cause for UAL 811, in NTSB AAR
90/01, had improper latching as cause. After they dredged and
pulled up the door from depths, they discovered it was properly
latched and wiring/switch put it in open position. So they wrote
another AAR, 92/02, the only time that I know off that one
accident has two AAR.
PolyX is RayChem, and Kapton is DuPont, both polyimide type

wiring insulation.
Experts in wiring are Pat Price, John King, and Ed Block, they
have all the technical details and decades of experience in this
wiring fiasco.
PAPCECST@aol.com is Pat Price.
jking1@mediaone.net is John King, they will be glad to talk with
you.
EdwBlock@aol.com is Ed Block
They are the best about wiring in aiplanes.
>>
>> If that IS an accurate representation of your position, why:
>>
>> 1) Does the NTSB attribute the accident to the door opening
due to a
>> faulty switch --- OR --- wiring?
Because it could have been both at same time. And they did not
have a decade of hindsight as we have now. And much of the
door wiring was not recovered which might have had the arcing
or scorching. And blaming wiring is a terrible terrible thing to do
without actually seeing it happening. The consequences of this
wiring debacle are now being seen. They must all be grounded
and rewired, it's a terrible thing. I called it mulitple sclerosis of
machines.
NTSB AAR 92/02: The door opening was attributed to a faulty
switch or wiring in the door control system which permitted
electrical actuation of the door latches toward the unlatched
position after initial door closure and before takeoff.

>> 2) Was there no sign of arcing or short circuits?
The report has nothing on arcing or shorts that were visible.
>> 3) Does the NTSB state that it was UNable to state whether
the latch
>> actuator was inadvertently powered by a short
>> circuit?
On the contrary, it found several ways that a short would have
inadverently powered on the latch actuator.
The examination of 35 wires that remained with the recovered
cargo door revealed several areas of damaged insulation that
could have permitted an electrical short circuit to power the latch
actuator. However, no evidence was noted of arcing that was
indicative of short circuits. Furthermore, a significant number of
the wires that had the potential for allowing for short circuits to
power the latch actuator were not recovered. Testing conducted
by Boeing and by UAL was inconclusive regarding whether a
short circuit would have left detectable evidence of arcing.
Therefore, the Safety Board was unable to determine whether the
latch actuator was inadvertently powered by a short circuit in the
cargo door wires.

>> 4) Does the NTSB state that it was "highly improbable" that
an electrical
>> short could have caused the latches to open?

No, it says that the short circuit that possibly unlatched the
latches happened on the ground, not in flight, and only after
differential pressure got so high, it overcame the friction and
blew the door. (I disagree with that.)
2.6.3 Possibility of Electrical Malfunction
Due to the lack of physical evidence, the Safety Board was unable
to conclude that an electrical short caused the cargo door actuator
to move the latch cams to the nearly open position, allowing the
door to separate when the cabin pressure exceeded the loadcarrying capability of the door latches. Neither could this
possibility be eliminated.

>>
>> I do, of course, appreciate that the evidence of arcing or short
circuits
>> may still be at the bottom of the sea...
>>
>> Also:
>>
>> 5) What documentation is available which states that Poly X
= Kapton?
I rely on Pat Price and Ed Block, Boeing wiring experts.
Block contends that there is an inherent defect in a number
of
wires made by Raychem Corp., including one called PolyX. Poly-X
insulated wire was the type used in TWA 800 and a few
hundred 747s built
in the early 1970s.

Nick, contact them with specific questions about wiring, I'm
mainly the cargo door guy.
HTTP://members.aol.com/papecest/.
Pat believes there is a conspiracy to hide the truth of the dangers
of this Kapton/PolyX wiring while I explain it a stupidity,
laziness, incompetence, selfishness, greed, and fear of airlines,
manufacturer, and government.
>> 6) What documentation exists which shows 811 was loomed
with Poly X?
I rely on Price and Block and NTSB saying that all early 747s
had Poly X and in particular UAL 811, AI 182, PA 103 and TWA
800.
The problem is the insulation.
>>
>> I'm sure you'll email me back pointing out that the answers
and evidence
>> were staring me in the face all along!
Well, good questions. UAL 811 has the New Zealand interest. It
is the model for my explanation for the other similar accidents,
PA 103, AI 182, and TWA 800, all early model 747s with Poly X
wiring.
Good luck,
Barry
2.6.2 Electrical Switches and Wiring Examinations--Recovered
Door

All cargo door position sensing switches (S2 through S9) were
found installed in their proper position. The cargo door recovery
team found the S2 master latch lock switch in the "not-locked"
position immediately after the door was aboard the recovery
ship. This position would be consistent with the master latch lock
handle being open. Further tests of the S2 switch revealed
damage that probably resulted from the pressures under the sea.
The only notable exception was a broken internal bracket that
may have affected the operation of the switch prior to the
accident. Other similar switches did not exhibit this failure. It is
therefore possible that the S2 master latch lock switch failed prior
to the accident, allowing more possibilities for electrical short
circuits to power the latch actuator. Nevertheless, despite
extensive testing, it could not be determined whether the S2
switch was functional before the accident.
The examination of 35 wires that remained with the recovered
cargo door revealed several areas of damaged insulation that
could have permitted an electrical short circuit to power the latch
actuator. However, no evidence was noted of arcing that was
indicative of short circuits. Furthermore, a significant number of
the wires that had the potential for allowing for short circuits to
power the latch actuator were not recovered. Testing conducted
by Boeing and by UAL was inconclusive regarding whether a
short circuit would have left detectable evidence of arcing.
Therefore, the Safety Board was unable to determine whether the
latch actuator was inadvertently powered by a short circuit in the
cargo door wires.
The incident involving a UAL Boeing 747 at JFK Airport on June
13, 1991, confirmed that electrical short circuits in the cargo door
wiring could cause the door to open. In this case, the short
circuits were in the fuselage-to-cargo door wiring bundle where
the bundle was covered by a flexible conduit. Although N4713U
did not have a flexible conduit installed at the forward door

position, its wiring was routed over the top of the door hinge
where exposure to damage could occur. That portion of the
wiring from N4713U was not recovered from the sea. The wires
located at the door hinge area are more susceptible to in-service
damage from movement during the open/close cycle, as
compared with the wires mounted on the door that are normally
static.
Following the incident at JFK, UAL directed that the circuit
breaker that terminates power to the cargo doors be pulled after
the door is closed and before departure of every B-747 flight. UAL
obtained approval for this practice from the FAA and requested
Boeing and the FAA to make such a practice part of the approved
manual for the airplane. Neither Boeing nor the FAA acted on
UAL's request.
Nevertheless, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should
initiate rulemaking to include design considerations for nonplug
transport category aircraft cargo doors that would deactivate the
electrical circuitry to the door actuators after the doors are closed
and locked. The catastrophic nature of the loss of a cargo door
dictates the need to provide additional redundancies and fail-safe
features in the door mechanisms to supplement the hardware
safety features.
2.6.3
Possibility of Electrical Malfunction
Due to the lack of physical evidence, the Safety Board was unable
to conclude that an electrical short caused the cargo door actuator
to move the latch cams to the nearly open position, allowing the
door to separate when the cabin pressure exceeded the loadcarrying capability of the door latches. Neither could this
possibility be eliminated. A momentary actuation of the door
open switch by someone on the ground in the presence of a faulty
S2 switch could also have caused the latches to open through the
closed lock sectors. However, no evidence has been found that
someone actuated the switch after the door was initially closed

and locked.
The Safety Board concludes that it was not possible for the cargo
door to have opened electrically at the time of the loss of the door.
There was no power to the ground handling bus to power the
actuator, even if there had been an electrical short. Further, the
Safety Board concludes that it is highly improbable that an
electrical short could have caused the latches to open after the
airplane was airborne. Although the ground handling bus could
conceivably have been powered, failures of other components
that were tested as functional would also have been necessary.
The Safety Board believes that the electrical operation of the latch
actuators from the fully closed and locked position most likely
occurred before the engines were started when the ground
handling bus was powered. The precise source of the electrical
actuation could not be determined. Once the engines were
started, the possibility of an electrical short decreases significantly
because the ground handling bus is disengaged from the APU
when the engines start. There was no evidence that the flightcrew
reengaged the ground handling bus.
Because the preaccident condition of the S2 master latch lock
switch could not be determined, it could also not be determined
whether its proper functioning would have prevented the
accident. The Safety Board did not determine whether damaged
cargo door wires or a malfunctioning S2 switch could have been
found by UAL maintenance had they been more aggressive in
troubleshooting the cargo door problem in the weeks prior to the
accident.
2.7 Design, Certification, and Continuing Airworthiness Issues

Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)

aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."

Below is first wrong probable cause for UAL 811 from NTSB AAR
90/01
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the

Probable Cause(s) of this Accident was: THE SUDDEN
OPENING OF THE IMPROPERLY LATCHED FORWARD LOBE
CARGO DOOR IN FLIGHT AND THE SUBSEQUENT
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION. CONTRIBUTING TO THE
ACCIDENT WAS A DEFICIENCY IN THE DESIGN OF THE
CARGO DOOR LOCKING MECHANISMS, WHICH MADE
THEM SUSCEPTIBLE TO INSERVICE DAMAGE, AND WHICH
ALOWED THE DOOR TO BE UNATCHED, YET TO SHOW A
PROPERLY LATCHED AND LOCKED POSITION. ALSO
CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT WAS THE LACK OF
PROPER MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF THE CARGO
DOOR BY UNITED AIRLINES, AND A LACK OF TIMELY
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS BY BOEING AND THE FAA
FOLLOWING A PREVIOUS DOOR OPENING INCIDENT.
Below is the second probable cause from NTSB AAR 92/02The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective actions
by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
As a result of this investigation, the Safety Board issued safety
recommendations concerning cargo doors and other nonplug
doors on pressurized transport category airplanes, cabin safety,

and emergency response.

Below from Pat Price's website:
Top MainMOST AIRPLANES DESIGNED &

BUILT TODAY, CAN'T MEET FAR 25
REQUIREMENTS A TV News reporter informed me
yesterday (3/4/98), that the
FAA is contemplating issuing an Airworthiness Directive
(AD) to have the
WIRING, connectors and connections visibly inspected,
that route from
the cockpit down to the FUEL TANKS on 747's. It is their
way of saying
to the flying public, you see, we (FAA) are working the
problem! The
estimated time table is sometime next week. At best, it
would be like
putting on a BAND AID to a major artery wound! Ask the
FAA if they are
so concerned about the wiring, why don't they call for
mandatory
installation, in all new airplanes, TKT (Hybrid constructed
insulation
material) wire. They should require the new TKT wire to
be used as a
replacement for all wire modifications and repairs. But the
FAA doesn't!
Has the airplane, that you are piloting or riding as a
passenger, been

designed to pass certification per the Federal Aviation
Regulations
(FAR's) 25? Chances are the answer is NO! The
manufacturer and FAA may
think so, but let's look at some sections of FAR 25 for the
record.Sec.
25.601 General.The airplane may not have design features
or details that
experience has shown to be hazardous or unreliable. The
suitability of
each questionable design detail and part must be
established by
tests--------.Sec. 25.603 Materials:The suitability and
durability of
materials used for parts, the failure of which could
adversely affect
safety, must-- (a) Be established on the basis of experience
or tests.
(b) Conform to approved specifications (such as industry
or military
specifications, or Technical Standard Orders) that ensure
their having
the strength, and other properties assumed in the design
data; and(c)
Take into account the effects of environmental conditions,
such as
temperature, humidity, (1) vibrations, and fluids (2)
[hydraulic,
grease, oil, cleaning solvents and de-icing) expected in
service. (1),

and (2) have been added by the editor.Aircraft wire is
composed of a
metal conductor encased inside an insulation MATERIAL.
If that
chemically constructed insulation material becomes the
fuel for a fire
and smoke, due in part to electrical ignition, then that
aircraft wire
FAILS to meet FAR 25. FAR 25 applies to all commercial
aircraft.
Electrical Systems and EquipmentSec. 25.1351 General.(a)
Electrical
system capacity: The required generating capacity, and
number and kinds
of power sources must--(1) Be determined by an electrical
load analysis;
and(2) Meet the requirements of Sec. 25.1309.(b)
Generating system. The
generating system includes electrical power sources, main
power busses,
transmission cables, and associated control, regulation, and
protective
devices. It must be designed so that--(1) Power sources
function
properly when independent and when connected in
combination;(2) No
failure or malfunction of any power source can create a
hazard or impair
the ability of remaining sources to supply essential loads;
(3) The

system voltage and frequency (as applicable) at the
terminals of all
essential load equipment can be maintained within the
limits for which
the equipment is designed, during any probable operating
condition; and
(4) System transients due to switching, fault clearing, or
other causes
do not make essential loads inoperative, and do not cause
a SMOKE or
FIRE HAZARD. [Doc. No. 5066, 29 FR 18291, Dec. 24, 1964,
as amended by
amendment 25-41, 42 FR 36970, July 18, 1977; amendment
25-72, 55 FR
29785, July 20, 1990]Sec. 25.1353 Electrical equipment and
installations:(a) Electrical equipment, controls, and
WIRING must be
installed so that operation of any one unit or system of
units will not
adversely affect the simultaneous operation of any other
electrical unit
or system essential to the safe operation.(b) Cables must be
grouped,
routed, and spaced so that damage to essential circuits will
be
minimized if there are faults in heavy current-carrying
cables. . . . .
. Doc. No. 5066, 29 FR 18291, Dec. 24, 1964, as amended by
amendment
25-41, 42 FR 36970, July 18, 1977; Amended 25-42, 43 FR

2323, Jan. 16,
1978]After reading the examples of smoke and fire below,
would you say
that the insulation of the aircraft wire would meet the
certification of
FAR 25?Reference Ms. Pat Cahill, FAA's test documents:
Report No.
DOT/FAA/CT-89/21 Flammability, Smoke, and Dry Arc
Tracking Tests of
Aircraft Electrical Wire Insulation. Report No. DOT/FAA/
CT-TN94 / 55
Electrical Short Circuit, and Current Overload Tests on
Aircraft Wiring,
Author Patricia L. Cahill March 1995 Final Report 13 pages
Sponsoring
Agency, FAA Tech Center, Atlantic City, NJ.See the
accidents/incidents
below, with respect to design features, which have shown
HAZARDOUS
conditions:So important was this information about FIRE
POTENTIAL,
resulting from electrical faults on transport category
aircraft, that
unlike the two previous Bench test reports, this Cahill
Report included
illustrations of three In- Flight fires that have occurred
during the
past several years. An excerpted and more brief
description of each
follows:1. On January 18 1990, a US Air MD-80, en route to

Cleveland
from Buffalo, was forced to return to Buffalo when the
cockpit filled
with SMOKE from overheated electrical wire insulation.
The left
generator tripped Off line and the captain turned the right
generator
control switch to the "Off' position. He selected emergency
power and
initially was able to clear the smoke. The captain then
started the
auxiliary power unit (APU) and the cockpit again started
to fill with
smoke. The APU electrical power was then shut off and the
emergency
electrical power was turned back on. The aircraft returned
to Buffalo
with no further reports of smoke. It was found that the left
generator
phase B power feeder cable terminal, which is connected to
a plastic
terminal strip, had melted from intense arcing. The
terminal,
approximately 15 inches of the cable, and the terminal stud
had melted.
The second source of smoke came from a fire started by the
molten metal
that sprayed an area forward of, and below the terminal
strip. The only
circuit breaker to trip was the cabin temperature control.

This incident
was caused by improper torque of the phase B terminal.
(Editor's note:
like a loose terminal on your car battery cable.)2. On March
17,1991,a
Delta L-1011 en route from Frankfurt, Germany, to Atlanta,
Georgia, was
forced to make an unscheduled landing in Goose Bay,
Labrador, Canada.
About 7.5 hours into the flight, flames erupted from the
base of the
left cabin side wall panel to the height of the seat back tray
at the
next to last row of passenger seats. The fire was
extinguished and a
precautionary landing was made. The ignition source of
this fire was not
determined; however, a possible source of ignition
appeared to be an
electrical fault. Some of the wires in a fifteen wire bundle
located in
the fire area, exhibited evidence of arcing. Five circuit
breakers
connected to this wire bundle had tripped.3. On November
24,1993,an SAS
MD-87 experienced SMOKE and a subsequent fire upon
touchdown. The fire
damage was severe, including a 1-foot-diameter hole
through the
fuselage. Investigation found that two wires, one 115 volts

(V) and one
28V, had been pinched together and were arcing to the
fuselage
structures. Neither the 10-ampere (amp) circuit breaker
(28V line) nor
the 15-amp circuit breaker (115V line) tripped.Editors Note:
Between
1991 and 1997, SEVENTEEN other smoke of fire related
reports, were found
in the NTSB accident database at http://ntsb.gov/ ,
"CLICK "Aviation",
CLICK "Accident Synopses", CLICK "Select Monthly
Lists"). The Valujet
type fire/smoke reports continued. Consider the following
reports from
that NTSB database.NTSB Identification: CHI97IA195.
Scheduled 14 CFR 121
operation of NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC. Incident
occurred JUL-05-97 at
FLINT, MI. Aircraft: McDonnell Douglas DC-9-30,
registration: N963N
Injuries: 52 Uninjured. On July 5, 1997, at 1544 eastern
daylight time,
a McDonnell-Douglas DC-9-30, operated by Northwest
Airlines,
Incorporated, as Flight Number 1446, and piloted by an
airline transport
pilot certified crew, declared an emergency, when the
cockpit, filled
with SMOKE. Instrument meteorological conditions

prevailed at the time
of the incident. The 14 CFR Part 121 flight was operating
on an
instrument flight plan. The captain, first officer, two flight
attendants, and 48 passengers reported no injuries. The
flight departed
Milwaukee, Wisconsin at1350 central daylight time. Flight
1446 landed at
the Bishop International Airport, Flint, Michigan, without
incident. The
passengers were deplaned through the concourse jet-way.
According to the
captain, he and the first officer noted SMOKE coming from
under the
center instrument panel glare shield. The captain said the
SMOKE was
billowing out from under the center panel. He said the first
officer and
he put on their smoke goggles and oxygen masks, and
proceeded with the
emergency checklist. The smoke immediately stopped
when the generators
were taken off line, according to the captain. He said the
cockpit SMOKE
had cleared completely within about 4 minutes. The smoke
was confined to
the cockpit and did not enter the passenger
compartment.NTSB
Identification: FTW97IA227. Nonscheduled 14 CFR 121
operation of SUN

COUNTRY AIRLINES (D.B.A. SUNCOUNTRY
AIRLINES, INC.) Incident occurred
JUN-17-97 at DENVER, CO Aircraft: McDonnell Douglas
DC-10-10,
registration: N572SC. 24 Uninjured.On June 17, 1997, at
2009 mountain
daylight time, a McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10, N572SC,
operated by Sun
Country Airlines as flight 1121, made an emergency
landing at Denver,
Colorado, International Airport after the crew reported
SMOKE in the
aircraft. There was no damage to the airplane.. Two
persons were
admitted to Denver General Hospital for observation and
released. Visual
meteorological conditions prevailed and an IFR flight plan
had been
filed for the flight conducted under Title 14 CFR Part 121.
The flight
was a company repositioning flight from Minneapolis,
Minnesota, to Los
Angeles, California. The flight was carrying 9 flight
attendants and 12
deadheading crew members with company material
(aircraft parts) and 1795
pounds of mail in the cargo hold. The cockpit crew,
reportedly donned
their masks, as per operating procedure. It is unknown if
the passenger

oxygen system was activated.Since 1991, FOUR other
ValuJet like DC-9
events were also found at the following Month/Day/
Years; 2/1/91,
1/11/96, 5/11/96, 2/20/97. For Other type aircraft type
check: 9/28/91
MD-82, 1/3/92 737, 4/26/94 737, 8/13/94 C-130, 6/6/96
Beech 1900, 6/5/96
767, 9/5/96 DC-10 and 12/11/96 757, and 6/17/97
DC-10.-- NTSB DATABASE
DELETIONS--The three illustrative events listed in the
Cahill 1995
report above were not found in the NTSB accident
synopses database!
Neither were the balance of the 264 such events referenced
by FAA's
Thomas McSweeny during his 1993 Senate testimony
(Hearing, 103-397,
11/8/93:, prepared statement of Thomas McSweeny; "We
also looked at 264
cases, from 1986 through 1992 that involved SMOKE,
fumes or fire our
review disclosed that in none of those cases was the lack of
pilot
visibility of the instruments or the outside of the aircraft a
factor in
preventing a continued safe flight and landing."Here are
more HAZARDOUS
examples:26 ELECTRICAL FIRE/SMOKE, INCIDENTS/
ACCIDENTS.From that NTSB

30,000 accident/incident database at www.NTSB.gov/
aviation/months.htm 17 items of 26*1. 2/20/97, Northwest Airlines DC9-15,
electrical fire
during cruise,2. 6/17/97, Sun Country Airline, DC-10-10,
smoke in
aircraft, emergency landing.*3. 7/5/97, Northwest Airline
DC-9-30,
cockpit filled with smoke from center panel, emergency
landing.4.
12/11/96, U.S. Air 757-225, in-flight cabin fire, diverted
flight.5.
9/5/96, Federal Express DC-10-10, smoke in cabin, severe
damage,
emergency landing.6. 6/5/96, Delta Airlines 767-225,
arcing severed the
aileron cable, emergency landing.7. 6/6/96, Continental
Express Beech
1900, an in-flight, cockpit fire.*8. 5/11/96, ValuJet Airline
DC9-32,
smoke in the cockpit, electrical problems 120 fatal.*9.
1/11/96,
Columbian DC-9-14, in-flight fire, 52 fatal, 1 injured.10,
8/13/94,
Military, C-130, dry-bay explosion, 3 fatal.11. 4/26/94,
Aloha Airlines
737-209, multiple electrical failures smoke.12. 1/3/92,
United Airlines
737-300, cockpit electrical arcing and fire, diverted.13.
2/28/91,

Continental Airline MD-82, cockpit filled with smoke
before takeoff.*14.
2/1/91, U.S. Air DC-9-31, on arrival, fire in aft cargo
compartment,
unknown origin.15. 1/10/90, Northwest Airlines 747-204,
on ground fire
in aft baggage, unknown origin.16. 12/30/89, America
West 737-204, fire
on approach, electrical fire, burned hydraulic line.17.
10/14/89, Delta
Airlines 727-232, on gate, fire and explosion at seat
3D.Taken from 1995
FAA (Cahill) Report above but WERE NOT found in that
NTSB Database18.
11/24/93, SAS MD-87, smoke and fire on touchdown, 1
foot hole through
fuselage.19. 3/17/91, Delta Airline L-1011, fire erupted in
the last row
side-wall, unscheduled landing.20. 1/18/90, U.S. Air
MD-80, cockpit
filled with smoke from overheated wire insulationTaken
from FAA's Nov 8
1993 report to congress, titled "Safety Impact Of In- flight
Cockpit
Smoke Emergencies", (Ref. "In-flight Smoke Related
Incidents >From
Vision Safe Letter)<, but these WERE NOT found in the
NTSB Database.21.
7/11/91, Nationair (Canadian) DC-8, "severe SMOKE
conditions on board

aircraft", 247 fatal.22. 12/17/89, Fokker 100 (Air Europe),
smoke behind
co-pilots seat, emergency landing.*23. 2/2/89, SAS DC-9,
fire in breaker
panel behind pilot, electrical power lost, emergency
landing.24.
11/28/87, Combi (South African) 747, cargo hold fire,
"SMOKE problem in
the airplane", 159 dead.*25. 6/2/83, Canada Air DC-9,
smoke in cockpit,
in-flight fire near aft lavatory, 23 dead.26. 8/23/83, Gulf
Air 737,
"crew unable to see instruments due (to) smoke", 107
dead.Almost all,
smoke and fire conditions in airplanes are caused by either
electrical
ignition of the wire insulation, or an electrical short circuit
in some
electrical/electronic equipment. There is an aircraft wire
that is
electrical arc resistant. It is called BMS 13-60, (TKT Hybrid
constructed wire), that has been tested and qualified for
Boeing model
737s and 757s manufactured after 1992. The wire was
tested and qualified
for the 'FLY by WIRE' model 777 but Boeing chose NOT to
use it!
Raychem's wire BMS 13-48 is used instead of BMS 13-60.
The smoke density
of Raychem's wire is greater than 96% as compared to BMS

13-60 with less
than 3% and it is NOT electrical arc resistant.Imagine a
pilot trying to
land an airplane with a smoke density of greater than 96%.
The 777, the
newest of the fly-by-wire aircraft, is fitted with the highsmoke
feature of BMS 13- 48 wire, a wire that fails to meet the
FAR 25
certification!The FAA is really concerned with air safety or
making it
economically profitable for all airlines?Patrick Price &
John King Top
MainVEINS THAT CARRY YOUR BLOOD vs.

WIRE THAT CARRY ELECTRICAL ENERGY
Think of your body! How important is blood to your
body? How is your
blood distributed to all your living organs in order for you
to
function, cope with the environment, and survive? Your
blood is
distributed to your living organs by VEINS. Let's compare
your veins to
WIRE for an airplane. An airplane needs electrical energy
to function
like your body needs blood. How does the airplane get that
electrical
energy? The electrical energy is distributed by WIRE!
Bundles of wire
carry the electrical energy like veins carry your blood. You

have
arteries, big and small carrying blood, like power wire
busses carry
power. Power busses are like major arteries. Individual
wire bundles for
specific controls, instruments, entertainment centers, lights
and
electronic items are like small arteries. They all perform
vital
functions in the control of the airplane during all kinds of
environmental conditions. If you damage, cut or pierce a
vein carrying
your blood, you have a limited period of time to react
before you
experience weakness, loss of functionality for organs and
possibility
eventual death. If any wire bundles in the airplane
experiences an ARC
TRACKING FIRE, the airplane has a limited time to
respond to damage to
it's wiring harness (veins). The airplane experiences
weakness, loss of
functionality of controls and vital instruments before
losing altitude,
speed and results in sudden death (crashes).You can't
bandage a wire
bundle! Your only option is a back-up system. If the system
is
experiencing an arc tracking fire, the only way you can
stop the damage

(smoke and fire) is to change over to BATTERY POWER
and make an
emergency landing!The insulation of the wire becomes the
FUEL for the
fire. How far will it travel and what other wire bundles it
will effect
is a case of how long one of the wires, in the wire bundle, is
carrying
electrical energy. Switching to battery power should select
new wiring
and a new power source to enable the pilot to make an
emergency landing.
It might have saved the lives of VALUJET passengers.Read
Frank
Campbell's paper on "flash over failures from Wet-Wire
Arcing and
Tracking" (NRL Memorandum Report 5508 dated
December 17, 1984) I know
how dangerous the insulation of wire can be. I was
Boeing's technician
for testing wiring for electrical arc tracking firesTop Main

AN
ELECTRICAL ARC TRACKING FIRE CAN
BRING AN AIRPLANE DOWN!Does the FAA and
the NTSB know how DANGEROUS the INSULATION of
the WIRE can be? YES they
do! Refer to Airworthiness Directives (Docket No. 95NM-131-AD;
Amendment 39-9565; AD 96-07-15); McDonnell Douglas
Model DC-9, DC-9-80,

and MD-90-30 Series airplanes . . . . . 61 FR 16377 dated
April 15, 1996
That AD was prompted by reports of chafed and shorted
wires that
resulted in SMOKE emanating from the cockpit
OVERHEAD SWITCH PANEL. . .
.The actions specified by this AD are intended to prevent
the potential
for FIRE and UNCONTROLLED SMOKE throughout the
COCKPIT, as a result of
chafing and shorting in the electrical wire bundles!
Effective date May
15, 1996. Does this sound like what happened on VALUJET
592? The NTSB
said that main circuit breaker panel was found and that it
was badly
scorched and had heavy black soot on it as well as black
soot on several
electrical panels. A true indication of an electrical arc
tracking fire!
It was the insulation material (chemical composition) that
was the fuel
for the smoke and fire.According to President Jordan of
VALUJET, "there
was nothing abnormal or shocking about the downed
plane's history. " I
have reviewed the list . . . . and saw such things as
OVERHEATING of a
CONSTANT SPEED DRIVE, . . . "!! Do you know what the
constant speed

drive does? According to the FAA, the incidents
included . . . ."an
overheated constant speed drive, which provides
ELECTRICAL ENERGY. . . .
" Were the WIRES to and from the constant speed
generator inspected for
damage due to the overheating condition? The FAA and
NTSB knows that an
electrical fire caused by arc tracking is a heat hot enough to
do damage
to the structure (skin of the aircraft). They also know that
the
insulation material of the wire is the fuel for the fire! They
refuse to
refer the reason of a crash is an ELECTRICAL
MALFUNCTION! The following
two pages were taken from the FAA's Ms. Pat Cahill's test
document dated
March 1995, well before the crash of VALUJET 592. The
title speaks for
itself. Ms Pat Cahill visited my WIRE testing lab for ARC
TRACKING at
Boeing's before 1991. The FAA has known about how
explosive the
insulation material of certain kinds of wire can be for many
years. But
in concert with the NTSB on ALL airplane crashes, they
have insisted on
sticking with the government's policy of calling these
tragedies

MECHANICAL malfunctions! Ask yourself why? Who's
responsible for this
policy? The wire manufacturers and airplane
manufacturers or the
government? The FAA made a slip in that they called one
of the three
examples "overheated electrical wire insulation!"
Government policy
dictates to call all crashes (other than terrorists) were
caused by
mechanical malfunctions.Refer November 24, 1993 for
example: MD-87 "the
fire damage was sever, including a 1-foot-diameter hole
through the
fuselage skin." They found "that TWO WIRES, one 115
volts and one 28V,
had been pinched together and were arcing to the fuselage
structure."
How long had these wires been pinched together? Arc
tracking can occur
over a period of days, months, and possibility years before
the FLASH
OVER. The FAA and the NTSB has full knowledge of how
dangerous an arc
tracking fire can be!Top MainFAA Technical Note

number 94 (scanned
image) For purposes of this report, the FAA has
acknowledged three
separate instances of FIRE aboard airplanes in 1990, 1991,
and 1993. The

passengers were lucky, they lived to tell their loved ones
about the
experience. The planes were able to make emergency
landings before being
destroyed in the air (EVIDENCE WAS FOUND). How
about all the unsolved
airplane crashes that didn't make it to an emergency
landing?Item #1:
"This incident was caused by improper torquing of the
phase B terminal."
Which means that the terminal wasn't tight. If not torqued
down to
proper tightness, a path of high resistance was present. It
caused the
wire to draw an excessive amount of current (like a loose
terminal on
your car battery.) How long was this CAUSE present in the
airplane? It
caused excessive arcing. The amount of heat generated by
arc tracking
can be in excess of 2,000 degrees. The insulation of the wire
had to be
a major player. The chemical composition of the insulation
releases
gases as it heats up and can be very explosive (oxygen,
hydrogen and
etc.) This all happened without tripping the main circuit
breakers which
are probably 100 to 150 amps. Can circuit breakers prevent
arc tracking?

The answer is NO! Yet the FAA stated in their letter to Ed
Block
11/13/96, that their joint meeting (FAA/NTSB)
"performed a study to
determine the performance of wire on commercial aircraft.
A review of
their accident data base (1983-1995) showed the majority of
failures
were related to improper maintenance or installation.
These led to
excessive wear, chafing and/or shorted circuits. These
failures would
have occurred regardless of the wire insulation type."THIS
IS NOT TRUE!
The FUEL for the FIRE is the chemical composition of the
insulation of
the WIRE. Arc tracking causes HEAT to build up and
release GASES. Were
these three accidents included in their data base
(1983-1995)? To
further quote the FAA letter to Ed block . . . "the FAA has
no plans to
update or make changes to its wire performance
standards." The FAA does
NOT have any SAFETY STANDARDS for the insulation of
wire with respect to
an ELECTRICAL FIRE!Item #2: The FAA uses the term (an
electrical fault)
for this document. But this document isn't public
knowledge for the

flying public. WHY? They report 15 wires in a wire bundle
"exhibited
evidence of arcing." What was the chemical composition of
the insulation
of these wires? What circuits were involved? What was the
current
ratings of the breakers? There was sufficient heat to start a
fire!Item
#3: "Neither the 10-ampere (amp) circuit breaker (28V line)
nor the
15-amp circuit breaker (115V line) tripped." Yet the FIRE
was so severe
it burned "a 1-foot diameter hole through the fuselage
skin." What was
the chemical composition of the insulation of the wire? The
wires were
pinched together. Was this a new airplane? If the wires
were pinched
together and the airplane was a year old or older, then it
must have
been ARC TRACKING that caused the fire. It took
sometime before the
FLASH OVER and then the fire! Amazing that the circuit
breakers did not
trip yet a severe fire occurred. Do you suppose that the
chemical
composition of the wire was the necessary fuel for the fire?
Again I
must go back to the FAA letter 11/13/96. "These failures
would have

occurred regardless of the wire insulation." NOT TRUE!
The fire wouldn't
have occurred if the insulation of the wire had been BMS
13-60. The
chemical composition of BMS 13-60 wire will NOT add
fuel to an arc
tracking fire! You can get an arc tracking condition with
any wires. Why
is the FAA protecting the wire manufacturers and airplane
manufacturers?
Mechanical malfunctions take the heat off of the wire
manufacturers! Top
MainTHE GOVERNMENT'S ATTEMPT TO

WHITEWASH THE VALUJET CRASH!The FAA
and
the NTSB are government agencies!! You are on the jury to
make a finding
on what happened to VALUJET Flight 592. This will be
made on the
following reports by the media on facts that were given
them by the
government and other factual statements made by the
FAA. Remember, the
government tells the facts in more than one way to confuse
the masses.
Confuse the public so that the TRUTH can be hidden!U.S.
BANS DEVICE
BLAMED FOR CRASH AS AIRLINER CARGO. The
government has already blamed
the crash on the OXYGEN CANISTERS. They conducted a

dog and pony show
down in Miami for a whole week but never did they
mention that Flight
#592 had a history of electrical problems over the last 2
years. I saw
on a news TV recording of the ill fated plane, on a previous
flight, the
pilot trying to reset a circuit breaker several times. The
plane had an
overheated constant speed generator on one flight. On the
previous
flight (before the ill fated crash) when coming into Miami,
they lost
lights and other electrical circuits and had to be towed to
the landing
ramp. During the flight of the crash:Transcript of

cockpit voice
recorder 2:04:09

Takeoff
2:10:02
(sound of click, might be a circuit breaker)
2:10:15 Pilot: We got some ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS
2:10:17 Co-Pilot: Yeah. That battery charger's kickin' in.
Ooa, we gotta.
2:10:20
Pilot: We're losing everything. (Does she mean
the flight controls and
instruments? Does this sound like a FIRE caused by
canisters or
electrical problems?)
2:10:46 Co-pilot (to tower): Uh, smoke in the cockpit. . .
smoke in the cabin
Age of the DC-9 was 27 years old! (OLD WIRE that had

been exposed to
over-heating of the constant speed electrical GENERATOR)
Per Bert
Werjefelt's letter to vice-President Al Gore dated Jan 6 Jan.
'97, a
statement given to the NTSB indicated a VALUJET
mechanic hot wired two
circuit breakers in the cockpit area. This amounts to
sabotage! If an
electrical fire started, you wouldn't have anyway of
turning off the
electrical power Ask the NTSB to produce the main circuit
breaker panel
that was badly scorched and showing signs of thick black
soot.. "Federal
records show that the 27 year-old DC-9 involved in
Saturday 's crash had
been forced back to airports seven times in the last two
years by
problems that included lost cabin pressure." Mary Schiavo,
IG for the
Transportation Department, "wrote an essay for the May 20
issue of
Newsweek in which she said she has not flown VALUJET
"because its many
mishaps." Top MainNTSB: ABSTRACT OF FINAL

REPORT--NTSB PUBLIC MEETING
AUGUST 1, 1995AVIATION ACCIDENT Phoenix Air
Learjet 35ACrash During
Emergency LandingFresno, Ca.Dec. 14 1994 DCA- 95-

ma-007 Findings5. The
special mission WIRING was not installed properly,
leading to a lack of
overload current protection.8. The in-flight FIRE most
likely originated
with a SHORT of the special mission power supply WIRES
in an area
unprotected by current limiters.11. The in-flight FIRE
caused
substantial damage to the structures. and systems in the aft
fuselage
that may have precluded a successful emergency
landing.MY QUALIFICATIONS
I am 69 years old. Retired from The Boeing Company after
36+years in the
field of Missile and Aircraft electronics as an electronic
technician
and over 12 years as a supervisor. My background started
in electronics
at the age of 13 when I got my first amateur radio license. I
have held
positions as a broadcast transmitter engineer, an Instructor
in the Army
Security Agency in electronics, and a Chief Radio Officer in
the
merchant marine. I went to college studying electronics for
3 years. I
spent the last eight years in the WIRE testing lab at Boeing
checking
all the characteristics of aircraft WIRE:a. Manufacturer

specification
for weight.b. Resistance per 100 feet of wire,diameter and
type of metal
c. Ability to withstand HEAT.d. Ability to withstand
abrasion and
chafing.e. Agingf. Ability to perform in the environment of
certain
liquidsg. Smoke and fire resistance of the insulation
material (normal
fire)h. ARC TRACKING (ability to withstand an electrical
arc tracking
FIRE.)See description of ARC TRACKING, (similar to arc
welding)Together,
with a fellow employee (Lloyd Jorgensen), I designed, built,
tested and
qualified the Arc Tracking Lab for Boeing. Our lab was
considered by
experts, executives and design engineers as the best in the
industry.
The FAA (Ms. Pat Cahill), Frank Campbell of the Naval
Research Lab.,
executives from DuPont, Raychem, Tensolite, Teledyne,
Sumitomo and Judd
manufacturers to name a few of the ones that we displayed
Boeing's
ability for Arc resistance testing and qualifying aircraft
WIRE.Top Main

What is ARC TRACKING and why does it
cause a fire?This report covers
commercial aircraft wiring as I have experienced over
many years of

testing. It could be applied to all kinds of wiring: house
wiring,
automobile wiring, building wiring, underground wiring
between
buildings, marine wiring and any place where wire is used
that is
carrying an electrical current.It can be caused by DRY and
WET arc
tracking. When the insulation of the wire has been
penetrated and
contaminated by outside sources, you have a potential of
an ARC TRACKING
FIRE!NO, safety standards have been set for electrical arc
resistance of
AIRCRAFT WIRE!It is a fire that can be in excess of 2000
degrees. It
MELTS the wire!!! Frank Campbell (Naval Research Lab.)
mentions how
explosive "KAPTON" wire can be. This wire is installed in
a lot of the
commercial airliners and can be deadly! An ARC
TRACKING fire can occur
in any wire bundle that is carrying an electrical current!! It
is the
result of the outer jacket (insulation) of the wire being
penetrated by
some foreign material or liquid that is conductive. Caused
by:
mishandling, chafed by some sharp object, AGE, liquids
with foreign

materials and severe vibrations and other extreme
environmental
conditions can cause an electrical arc tracking fire. The
HEAT of the
FIRE melts the conductor. The fire can melt airframe skin!
The melted
wire is thrown off in little nodules like small BB's.What

kind of sound
does it produce? Depending upon how much current is
being carried and
the CHEMICAL COMPOSITION of the insulation, the
sound of a large
firecracker exploding can result. If you have ever heard a
transformer
exploding on a telephone pole, it could be almost as loud
as that sound.
The chemical composition will generate gases as the heat
builds up. When
the FLASH OVER occurs, it can cause heat in excess of
2,000c degrees,
and will explode depending upon how volatile the gases
that are released
(oxygen, hydrogen etc). When the FLASH OVER takes
place, (the track in
the insulation has exposed the conductors), the explosive
mixture is
ignited and any other gaseous fumes (fuel vapors, TWA
800?) in the
immediate area. Passengers may hear a loud noise, smell
an odor or both.

Have you every smelled an over-heated electrical
appliance, TV, hair
dryer, toaster or over-heated wiring? Top Main This is a

description of
an ARC TRACKING FIRE!If you are a pilot or flight
engineer and have
experienced radical changes in flight instruments or
controls, or sudden
loss of electrical power, you are probably experiencing the
results of
spurious signals being generated and/or by a condition of
ARC TRACKING!
The design of the insulation for the wire must have the
qualities to
prevent the insulation of the wire from becoming a FUEL
for theARC
TRACKING FIRE! All wires have the potential of an arc
tracking fire!Many
unsolved airplane crashes could have been the results of an
electrical
arc tracking fire!How can you find any evidence when it
has been
destroyed by an intensive fire? There are only a very few
tell tale bits
of evidence to point to an arc tracking fire. Black soot
behind the main
circuit breaker panel and other electrical panels is one.
Examining the
suspected damaged wire bundles for soot and little
nodules adhered to

the conductor or conductors. The soot analyzed for carbon!
Check the
aircraft skin for evidence of being burned by a heat of plus
2,000
degree fire. Yet the FAA takes the position that they are not
going to
require any changes to wire. What's the box score for last
year? More
than 1187 people died in airplane crashes!! What type of
wire did the
airplanes have to distribute (their blood) ELECTRICAL
ENERGY?This is
corruption at its worst! Not only were your loved ones
killed, but at
your expense as a tax payer. Congressmen, airplane
executives, wire
manufacturer executives and even the president have to fly
on airplanes
with questionable wiring. According to the FAA, all 747's
have to be
inspected for damaged wiring for the fuel booster pumps
etc. AIR FORCE 1
is a 747! Until we do away with the Lobby system and the
greed of some
politicians, we will pay with our loved ones being innocent
victims of
GREED! In order that your loved ones did not die in vain,
let's rally
around them and make their cry for JUSTICE fall on the
ears of the

government (your congressmen, senators and government
officials) for an
end of the greedy lobby system and to make the
government do its job of
protecting the flying public. Let their cry for justice ring
out
throughout the country. In a living memorial to all the
victims, let us
work to abolish the LOBBY SYSTEM! Pray that they did
not die in vain!
Work to abolish corrupt government!Top Main

FOOTPRINTS (author unknown)
One night a man had a dream. He dreamed he was
walking along the beach
with theLord. Across the sky flashed scenes from his life.
For each
scene, he noticed twosets of footprints in the sand; one
belonged to
him, and the other to the Lord. When the last scene of his
life flashed
before him, he looked back at thefootprints in the sand, He
noticed that
many times along the path of his lifethere was only one set
of prints.
He also noticed that it happened at the verylowest and
saddest times in
his life. This really bothered him and he questioned the
Lord about it.
"Lord, you saidthat once I decided to follow you, you'd
walk with me all

the way. But I havenoticed that during the most
troublesome times times
in my life, there is onlyone set of footprints. I don't
understand why,
When I needed you most you wouldleave me." The Lord
replied, "My
precious, precious child, I love you and I would neverleave
you.. During
your times of trial and suffering, when you see only one
setof
footprints, it was then that I carried you." God will carry
you through
this ordeal. May God's peace go with you.Top Main TWA

800 - HARD
EVIDENCEOne of the main fuel tanks blew up. No
evidence has been
established that a terrorist's bomb or missile caused the
crash! No
evidence that a mechanical malfunction caused the crash.
There is
evidence that an ELECTRICAL MALFUNCTION could
have caused the fuel tank
to blow up! In order for fuel vapors to explode, there must
be an
ignition source. That ignition source is NOT a mechanical
malfunction.
It is an electrical malfunction! Read the attached copies of
AD's,
airworthiness directive, and NOTE the years mentioned
when the FAA knew

about the condition of vibration of fuel booster pumps
wires. AD
79-05-04 dated March 8, 1975, was issued because "fuel
pump wires in the
aluminum conduit chafed through the insulation. Electrical
arcing from
the chafed wire to the aluminum conduit . . . . ." Electrical
arcing is
an electrical malfunction! It takes electrical sparks to ignite
fuel
vapors! Airplane crashes, solved and unsolved, can be the
result of an
electrical malfunction. Electrical arcing to other wires or
structure.
Arc Tracking can cause intensive fires that render an
airplane
uncontrollable. It is an electrical fire! Depending upon the
chemical
composition of the insulation material, the fire causes
severe toxic
smoke, destroys other control wire bundles and can be hot
(in excess of
2,000 degrees) to melt structure and airplane skin. Do you
see why wire
and airplane manufacturers, FAA\NTSB and other
government officials do
NOT want the flying public to know about electrical
malfunctions?Call
your congressmen and call for an investigation of the
FAA/NTSB as to why

they insist that the air crashes are ONLY caused by
mechanical
malfunctions. Why they refuse to set a safe standard for
electrical arc
resistance wire used in manufacturing airplanes. You pay
the salaries of
government officials, the same officials, responsible for
your loved
ones being killed by greedy politicians! Think! Act! And
insure that
your loved ones that died because of greed did NOT die in
vain.Top Main

Smoke in the Cockpit Procedure What
every PILOT and FLIGHT ENGINEER
should know for FLIGHT SAFETY!Most airplanes flying
today have dangerous
wire installations on board their aircraft. 737's, 757's and all
777's
that were built after 1991, that have BMS 13-60 wire, are
protected from
having insulation electrical arc resistance fires. BMS 13-60
wire has
been qualified and tested specifically for ELECTRIC AL
ARC RESISTANCE
which means that during an arc tracking fire, the insulation
of the wire
will NOT act as a fuel for the fire. Smoke should no longer
be a
problem!To quote Alex Taylor, Engineer in charge at
Boeing for

developing specifications for aircraft wire, "We are the only
airframe
or aerospace manufacturing company that has developed a
specification
for and qualified, lightweight, high performance, arc
resistance,
composite construction, general purpose airframe wire and
cable. In
addition, we are the first company in the aerospace
industry to issue a
wire and cable specification that uses SPC as the basis for
assuring the
quality of the product. BMS 13-60 is the standard to which
the rest of
the industry will aspire." To further quote Alex Taylor
concerning our
test facilities, "We are the beneficiary of the best ARC
TRACKING
resistance test set-up in the industry." I know, because I
participated
in the development and testing of this wire and developing
the test
laboratory.If the pilot is flying any other type of aircraft
other than
late model 737's, 757's and any 777, he should be prepared
to act in an
emergency for an arc tracking fire as follows:1. If the pilot
starts
experiencing smoke in the cockpit or in the cabin, he
should immediately

switch to EMERGENCY POWER (BATTERY POWER). An
arc tracking fire will
continue to travel along the wire bundle as long as there is
power on
one of the wires in the wire bundle. An arc tracking fire can
destroy
several wire bundles if the power is allowed to supply the
fire with
electrical energy!EXAMPLE: FAA test document dated
March 1995
"Electrical Short Circuit and Current Overload Tests on
Aircraft Wiring
by Ms. Patricia Cahill page 1. "On January 18, 1990, a US
Air MD-80, en
route to Cleveland from Buffalo, was forced to return to
Buffalo when
the cockpit filled with smoke from overheated electrical
insulation. The
left generator tripped off-line and the captain turned the
right control
switch to the "Off" position. He selected emergency power
and initially
was able to clear the smoke. The captain then started the
auxiliary
power unit (APU) and the cockpit again started to fill with
smoke. The
APU electrical power was then shut off and emergency
electrical power
was turned back on. The aircraft returned to Buffalo with
no further

reports of smoke." Did the FAA make these findings
known to the pilots
as an alert notice? If they didn't, why?2. An emergency
landing field
should be selected and proceed for an emergency landing.
Resetting a
circuit breaker that has tripped will only compound an arc
tracking fire
particularly if smoke was detected. EXAMPLE: US Air 757
flight from
Phoenix to Pittsburgh 12/11/96 made an emergency
landing in Indiana.
Passengers saw sparks, smoke and fire coming from
underneath side
panels. This was an arc tracking fire and the pilot and
passengers were
lucky they got to make an emergency landing.3. If the pilot
experiences
unusual changes in flight controls, electronic instruments,
or other
unusual indications, an arc tracking condition maybe
taking place
somewhere deep in the aircraft. Usually an arc tracking
condition takes
time to develop before the FLASH OVER-(SHORT
CIRCUIT.) The condition
produces spurious signals that can effect other
instruments, controls
and systems. DO NOT HESITATE to REPORT ANY
UNUSUAL FLYING CONTROL

CHARACTERISTICS at the conclusion of the flight. An arc
tracking
condition may have started and needs immediate attention
for the safety
of future passengers. 4. Pay attention to any circuit
breakers that may
have tripped during the flight. Be sure to report the circuit
involved.
It should be checked by maintenance for signs of ARCING!
The older the
airplane is, the greater chances of a possible arc tracking
fire.An arc
tracking fire can generate heat in excess of 2,000 degrees! It
can
generate other fires due to the heat of the fire and what
materials are
in the surrounding area including fuel fumes!Top
MainPresident

Plays
Russian Roulette Flying Air Force
1President and Vice-President share
the same risks in flying as we do!The scene is a Life Boat
afloat in the
mid pacific ocean. If I take a hand drill and drill a hole in
the boat,
everyone in the boat will be affected equally.By the
President and
Vice-President allowing the FAA/NTSB to put a spin on
the way they look
at dangerous insulation of aircraft wire, they are insuring

that the
risks of flying for the presidential party are the same as
John Q.
Public. The WIRE on Air force 1 can be is as dangerous as
most airplanes
flying today. All the bomb sniffing dogs and bomb x-ray
scanners will
not detect the potential incendiary bomb that has been
placed in Air
force 1. The wire insulation can still be the fuel for an arc
tracking
fire.The FAA issued AD 14 CFR Part 39 [Docket No. 96NM-57-AD]. It
pertains to "all Boeing Model 747 and 757 series airplanes."
Air force 1
is a 747 airplane! The same conditions "would require
repetitive visual
inspections to detect discrepancies of the WIRE terminal
assembly,
electrical connector, and WIRE INSULATION on the fuel
pump: and
replacement of the fuel pump with a new fuel pump, if
necessary." So
when you fly a 747, you can feel safe knowing that the
President has to
play Russian Roulette along with you. He has to take the
same kind of
risks that you do. Instead of TWA 800 blowing up, it could
just as well
of been Air force 1. Don't you feel safer knowing that the

President's
airplane is essentially the same as the one you are flying
today? "Fuel
leakage at the fuel boost and override/jettison pumps, if
not detected
and corrected, could result in a fire at the location of the
affected
fuel pump." If there were fuel vapors, the result would be
another T WA
800! The crash would be blamed on another
MECHANICAL malfunction per the
NTSB/FAA. They do not want the flying public to know
how dangerous the
insulation of aircraft wire can be. Keep the wool pulled
over their
eyes!The Vice-President lied at Wednesday's Air Safety
Board's meeting
when he said, "someone is taking out full page ads in the
Washington
Post with respect to an invention he has developed to
make it possible
for pilots to see to make an emergency landing when the
cockpit is
filled with smoke. "It doesn't even work." He was caught
on video tape
making such a statement. The invention he was talking
about is Bert
Werjefelt's and it has been certified by the FAA. The VicePresident was
sent a letter by Mr. Werjefelt's attorney demanding a public

apology for
making the statement he made at the Air Safety Board's
meeting. Maybe
the Vice-President is part of the government's agreement to
back up the
FAA's stand on NOT recognizing Mr. Werjefelt's safety
equipment, (the
FAA has certified his invention). He might have made the
statement not
knowing that the FAA had certified the equipment? His
statement is on
video tape and a transcript is being prepared for official
release. It's
like making the statement that the crash was caused by a
mechanical
malfunction when the FAA/NTSB calls for the "fuel boost
pump's
insulation of the wiring to be checked visually and by
testing because
it maybe the problem of an electrical arcing condition. Can
this
condition be considered a mechanical malfunction? The
fuel vapors or
fuel must be ignited by a spark! NOT a mechanical
malfunction!It doesn't
matter who commits the first lie since all government
officials,
agencies and if need be, the executive branch pitch in to
support the
lie with more lies. Can air travel passengers feel secure and

safe when
traveling by air if the creditability of our government
agencies is
ZERO! As your plane is heading down for a crash take
heart in knowing
that it could have been AIR FORCE #1. Enjoy your trip!!!
Top Main Air

safety board's goal within 10 years:
Reduction in air accidents of 80%?
1996 was a record year for airplane deaths! Over 1187 lives
lost. The
failure of the FAA to do their job has contributed to this
loss. I will
predict that there will be 80% more deaths within 10 years
because of
the stand the FAA has taken on NOT setting a safe
standard for
electrical arc resistance aircraft wire. Smoke in the cockpit
is almost
always a case of an electrical fire in the insulation material
of the
wiring. That means a total of 2136 deaths for the year 2007.
There will
be more airplanes so that the risk of playing Russian
Roulette will
still favor the air passenger, but never the less, the
passenger will be
playing Russian Roulette! The figure for 1996 was 1
passenger death in

1.8 per million that flew, up from 1 death per 3.4 per
million that flew
in 1995. An increase of almost 2:1 more deaths. An
electrical arc
tracking fire is NOT a mechanical malfunction. Ask
yourself, why does
the FAA/NTSB, Boeing and other airplane manufacturers
call ALL air
crashes, mechanical malfunctions when they know it was
WIRE that caused
smoke, fire and loss of electrical energy. Why go to the
bother to put a
spin on a crash that was caused by a mechanical
malfunction? Do they
know something that they do not want the flying public to
know? That
most airplanes do not have arc resistance wire on board?
Until the FAA
takes a stand on requiring the Airplane manufacturers to
use arc
resistance insulation which meets a FAA specification
standard, we will
continue to see more airplane accidents. Airplanes get
older, metal
fatigue becomes a problem, parts can only function for a
certain number
of hours before being replaced and then there's the
WIRE.What do you
suppose happens to the wire when it becomes older? With
many years of

harsh environmental exposure, (constant vibration,
changing
temperatures, changing humidity, and exposure sometimes
to harmful
fluids [hydraulic, jet fuel, de-icing, grease and oil] you
have wire
insulation that is ripe for electrical arc tracking. The wire
was NOT
resistant to an electrical arc fire! Because the FAA refused
to make
aircraft wire accountable to the airworthiness certificate,
airplane
manufacturers have had a blank check as to what kind of
wire they could
use. So over the years, wire has been installed on airplanes
that has
accounted for many solved and unsolved airplane
accidents. Like VALUJET
592, TWA 800, and AEROPERU 603 to name a few.
Explosive wire can be
looked at, like a terrorist bomb but it is undetectable with
modern bomb
x-ray electronics and bomb sniffing dogs. You can bank on
it that it is
ever present, armed and ready to ignite under the right
conditions. An
electrical arc tracking fire can be a fire in access of 2,000
degrees.If
John Q. Public, wants to continue playing Russian Roulette
every time

that he flies and when he loses a loved one, knows that he
contributed
money to the loss of his/her life, then be silent and do not
make waves.
Count your blessings that it wasn't you that was killed.
Otherwise, be
heard by your congressmen that you want the corruption
in Washington to
cease. Make the FAA/NTSB do their jobs! Eliminate the
lobby system! Let
your loved ones die for making a change. Prevent future
deaths! Do not
let them die in vain!Have a nice trip!Top MainIs

Boeing Playing Politics
With Air Passengers Lives!All new jets
should be designed to use
electrical arc resistance aircraft wire. Until the FAA sets a
minimum
standard for the design of arc resistance aircraft wire,
Boeing, as well
as other airplane manufacturers, in concert with wire
manufacturer
Raychem will continue to play politics with the lives of
passengers for
money. I believe they call it GREED! The FAA has tested
TKT wire! Ms.
Pat Cahill's FAA test document dated March 1995 makes
reference to the
wire.Is Boeing playing politics? Renton division (737 and

757 airplanes)
required a new hy-bred construction wire (TKT) BMS 13-60
[qualified in
1991] to be installed in their airplanes. Everett division (747
and 757
airplanes) appears to have struck a deal with Raychem to
use BMS 13-48
instead of the arc resistance wire BMS 13-60. BMS 13-60
wire can meet or
beat minimum electrical fire standards. BMS 13-48,
Raychem's wire, can
be explosive to an electrical arc tracking fire under certain
conditions. The wire is heavier than BMS 13-60. The wire
will not stand
heat as well as BMS 13-60. So why would the Boeing's
Everett division
want to use Raychem's wire? Politics and money. They win
and you lose!!
Raychem, Boeing and the FAA are saying, that as long as
you, FAA won't
require a minimum standard for electrical arc resistance
wire we,
(Boeing and Raychem) can use any wire that we want to
for airplane
installation. The FAA won't call for a safety standard for an
electrical
arc resistance wire. Raychem and Boeing have free reign to
use whatever
wire they want. Air passengers might lose their lives! As
long as the

FAA continues to NOT to do their job (protect the best
safety for the
flying public), corporations will continue to play politics
with the
public's safety.The flying public can play their game of
politics. When
you call an airline for making reservations, tell them you
won't fly on
Boeing jets unless they have been wired with BMS 13-60
wire. Since money
is all that the big companies understand, then when
enough passengers
tell the airlines they want safety to be considered first,
they'll build
what the passengers demand.Top Main BOEING

MUZZLES REPORTING on
AIRCRAFT
WIRE!April 10th 1997, Tacoma News Tribune reporter,
Sean Griffin, wrote
an article entitled "Aviation detective story: Experts track
the spark
of potential killer." That's the last article on "aircraft wire"
that
Sean wrote for the paper. Boeing didn't want Sean to write
any articles
about aircraft wire as stated in a FAX that was sent to Sean
by the
Boeing spokesman.How do you muzzle a reporter from

writing about
"aircraft wire?" Hire him! Prevent the aerospace reporter
from writing
the truth about defective aircraft wiring! Now, Sean Griffin
works for
Boeing! Sean Griffin, aerospace reporter for the Tacoma
News-Tribune has
been hired by The Boeing Co. to do PR work for
Boeing.Sean was working
with Patrick Price, retired Boeing worker specializing in
testing
aircraft wire, on a Pulitzer category type story exposing
Boeing and
Raychem for the type of aircraft wiring that has been used
throughout
the airplane industry over the past decades. The type of
wiring that may
have been responsible for the crashes of VALUJET 592,
TWA 800, AEROPERU
603 and many other older airplanes and unsolved airplane
crashes.The
reason for Boeing issuing their process specification BMS
13-60 (Hybrid
construction insulation wire) for "AIR SAFETY WIRE" was
to prevent
electrical arc tracking wire from explosion and fires in
airplanes. This
wire was to be used for model 737, 757 and 777 airplanes.
It is NOT used
on the 777 model because Raychem and Boeing probably

struck a deal! At
the expense of air passenger lives, Raychem was able to
persuade Boeing
to use their wire BMS 13-48. Comparing BMS 13-60 wire to
Raychem's BMS
13-48 wire, as tested by the FAA test lab., regarding smoke
density, is
the difference of less than 3% for BMS 13-60 to almost 97%
for BMS
13-48.Do you know what this means? If a cockpit fire
developed with
smoke conditions in a model 777, the pilot would be
BLINDED with smoke
on an airplane using Raychem's BMS 13-48 wire compared
to BMS 13-60
wire. As stated by the FAA test document of March 1995,
13-60 is far
"superior" to 13-48 but the FAA will NOT require airplane
manufacturers
to use the SAFE wire. WHY? Are the lobbies too powerful?
Sean was
awaiting a decision from his editors to go ahead with the
big story or a
series of articles on aircraft wire. As of the 25th of June, he
no
longer works for the Tacoma News-Tribune. He is now
employed by The
Boeing Company to give their spin on stories regarding
aircraft wiring
amongst other topics of interest to Boeing. Congratulations

Sean on your
good fortune, however, as readers of the News-Tribune
newspaper, we'll
miss your TRUTH reporting on the aerospace industry.
Welcome to the real
world of deception, intrigue, and political power as
practiced by
corporate giants, in the aerospace industry, when
considering company
profits over the lives of air passengers! Have a SAFE flight!
Top Main

Aviation detective story: Experts track
the spark of potential killerThe
News Tribune; Sean Griffin (Now employed by
Boeing to do PR Work!)The
article follows: Aviation detective story: Experts
track the spark of
potential killer:Warnings about explosive electrical arcs
in aircraft
wiring finally get hearing. During 10 years as the
Pentagon's top expert
on aircraft wire, Ed Block became convinced that bad
wiring insulation
in everything from a Boeing 747 to an F-14 fighter was a
bomb waiting to
go off. Nobody bought it.But now the aviation world stung by the
explosion last July of TWA Flight 800 and the fire that

brought down
ValuJet Flight 592 two months earlier - is hungry for
answers. There is
heightened concern that wiring may have played a role in
those
unexplained crashes. And today, Ed Block gets a longawaited chance to
make his case. His congressman, Rep. James Greenwood
(R-Pa.), summoned
representatives of the Federal Aviation Administration,
National
Transportation Safety Board, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, a number
of congressional committees and others to hear Block at a
closed-door
meeting. Block contends that there is an inherent defect in
a number of
wires made by Raychem Corp., including one called PolyX. Poly-X
insulated wire was the type used in TWA 800 and a few
hundred 747s built
in the early 1970s.The investigation centers on a mystery:
What prompted
the vapors in the nearly empty auxiliary fuel tank on TWA
800 to
explode? Two emergency orders from the FAA raise the
possibility that
the whistle blower may be, if not precisely on target, at
least close to
the mark. The FAA on Jan. 3 ordered a onetime inspection

to detect
"damage of the sleeving and wire bundles" of the fuel
boost pump on the
auxiliary and outboard fuel tanks of 747s. The FAA acted
after
determining that "an environment conducive to vibration
exists in the
conduit and wire bundles ... which cause(s) abrasion of the
Teflon
sleeving and subsequent abrasion of the wires in the
bundles . . . which
could result in electrical arcing between the wires and the
aluminum
conduit and subsequent fire or explosion of the fuel tank."
An earlier
order, issued Aug. 16, requires ongoing inspections of wire
insulation,
electrical connectors and wire terminal assembly on the
fuel pump.
Corrosion, the FAA said, could cause arcing that could lead
to a fuel
leak and fire.Block, who lives in Bucks, Pa., calls himself
"the poster
boy of Retaliation 101." Once highly commended for his
work - including
a nomination for Most Outstanding Person by the Defense
Logistics Agency
- Block was drummed out of the Defense Department on a
charge of
falsifying a $43 travel expense. Block says the charge was

invented to
silence his whistle-blowing.Tracking insulation
defects:Block's alter
ego is Patrick Price. The Federal Way resident retired five
years ago
from Boeing, where he worked as a technician at the Wire
and Cable Arc
Resistance Test facility in Seattle. Block believes there is an
inherent
defect in a number of wire insulation types built by
Raychem Corp.;
Price is worried equally about one of DuPont's products - a
wire
insulator called Kapton. Airplane manufacturers like
Kapton because it
is lightweight and strong. But when it is subjected to high
temperatures
- such as when a wire is arcing - the insulation itself chars.
Because
carbon conducts electricity, the charred insulation helps
propagate an
arc-tracking event or flash over, generating temperatures of
as much as
2,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Price says his six years of testing
different
wire types alarmed him so much that he won't let his
children and
grandchildren fly on any plane built before 1992 - and only
two models
built since then. "If it's not a 737 or 757 built after 1992, they

don't
fly," Price said. Price helped Boeing develop a new wire
insulation, BMS
13-60. It also contains Kapton, but it's sandwiched between
layers of
Teflon to make it safer. Price said Boeing was unable to
make it produce
an explosive arc-tracking flash over.Kapton has been in use
for nearly
30 years, first making its appearance in commercial
aviation in 1972
with the Lockheed L-1011 and the McDonnell Douglas
DC-10. Within a few
years of its introduction, problems became apparent especially on
carrier-based Navy planes, whose wire bundles frequently
were
contaminated with moisture from saltwater, mist, fog and
high humidity.
The stiffness of Kapton wires made it difficult to route wire
bundles
through a carrier plane's tight channels and around
corners. And when a
crack developed in a Kapton-insulated wire at sharp
bends, a radial
crack developed all the way through to the metal
conductor. When the
power is turned on, according to a 1984 report from the
Naval Research
Laboratory, electrical arcs jump from the bare wire to the

surfaces of
the wet bundles, creating dry spots that char and become
additional
paths for arcing. "Each time the aircraft descends from the
extreme cold
of a high-altitude mission into the high humidity of the
carrier deck,
the condensation on contaminated wires repeats the
cycle . . . until
failure strikes," wrote F.J. Campbell, who authored the
Naval Research
Laboratory report.First commercial problems
noticed:Those kinds of
conditions weren't typical in the commercial aviation
world. And fires
or failures related to the use of Kapton insulation hadn't
ever happened
in flight on commercial jetliners, as they had on Navy jets.
At least
they hadn't until a month after the Navy report, when an
electrical fire
erupted aboard a Monarch Airlines flight between the
Canary Islands and
England. The plane was 3,000 feet above the Atlantic when
passengers and
crew heard two loud pops and watched in alarm as the
cabin filled with
smoke. The circuit breakers above the flight crew tripped,
and a strange
thing happened: When the captain reset the circuit

breakers, the smoke
got worse. The plane lost all main electrical power. Yet,
because all
commercial aircraft have backup systems, the plane landed
safely in
Portugal. The problem occurred when fluid (urine) from a
leaking toilet
dripped onto a defective wire bundle (damaged
insulation). But the
analysis was cause for alarm. "Something had happened
where our
insulation had broken down. We didn't understand it and
started to look
into it," said Alex Taylor, who led the team that set up
Boeing's wire
test lab and created the new BMS 13-60 wire.A similar
phenomenon had
been seen on another plane, a United Airlines Boeing 767,
where an
arc-tracking event damaged a number of wire bundles. To
date, Taylor
said, those are the only two major incidents in Boeing's
fleet that can
be traced to arc tracking, though finding burned wires
during
maintenance checks is not unusual. (This NOT a true
statement. A 737-300
had a fuel tank blow up in Manila due to arctracking).Other
manufacturers have had episodes of arcing. In 1983 an SAS

MD-80 erupted
in smoke and flames on touchdown after two wires
pinching together arced
to the fuselage. The arcing was so intense it melted a onefoot diameter
hole in the fuselage, yet no circuit breakers tripped. Two
years
earlier, a Delta Airlines L-1011 made an emergency landing
after a cabin
wall erupted in flames. The ignition source was
undetermined, but some
of the wires in a bundle next to the fire showed signs of
arcing. "When
you can melt a one-foot hole diameter in airplane skin and
it doesn't
trip the circuit breakers, you know something's rotten in
Denmark,"
Price said. In the mid-1980s, the Navy banned the further
use of Kapton
- even for repairs.Looking for solutions:What bothers
Price is that
millions of feet of Kapton-insulated wiring remain on
aircraft around
the world. He believes a tragedy is unavoidable - and
already may have
occurred. It would be nice, he says, if all aircraft with
Kapton-insulated wiring were rewired but "the costs
would be
horrendous." He would settle for enhanced training for
mechanics,

restrictions on Kapton use and perhaps some kind of
electronic signals
that could dampen stray electric signals sometimes
associated with
electrical problems. Price and Block say that one problem
with arc
tracking is that the evidence is destroyed - either by the
event or by a
fire if the plane crashes. That concern is given some
support by a 1995
FAA study:"Electrical Short Circuit and Current Overload
Tests on
Aircraft Wiring.""The appearance of a wire subjected to a
current that
totally degrades the insulation looks identical to a wire
subjected to a
fire," wrote Patricia Cahill, who conducted the tests and
authored the
report."It's the four-letter word nobody wants to talk
about," said Ed
Block. "W-i-r-e."An explosive, arc-tracking event - also
known as flash
over - is a rare event. But such events and similar electrical
malfunctions have occurred in military and commercial
aviation. There
also is evidence that, even when flash over doesn't occur,
arcing can
lead to stray signals that can cause control problems. The
News Tribune
examined more than 4,300 records from the Federal

Aviation
Administration, the National Transportation Safety Board
and the
Department of the Defense.Some incidents:* Jan. 14, 1985:
A new Monarch
Airlines Boeing 757 flying over the Atlantic lost all main
electrical
power after an electrical fire. The investigation, which
found the fire
was caused when toilet fluid leaked onto defective wire,
prompted Boeing
to develop a safer wire (cause: arc tracking)* July 30, 1985:
A United
Airlines DC-10 lost power in flight after chafed wires arced
and
exploded, spewing molten copper within the wing and
vaporizing foot-long
stretches of wire (cause: arc tracking).* March 30, 1987: A
Navy F-18
fighter lost all instruments and main power after a bundle
of electrical
wires, chafed from rubbing against a bolt, created a flash
over, (cause:
arc tracking), that spread to nine other bundles.* May 11,
1990: A
Philippines Air Lines Boeing 737 at Manila exploded as it
was leaving
the gate, killing eight and seriously injuring 30. The
investigation,
centering on an explosion in the nearly empty center fuel

tank, found
"numerous areas in which wire insulation had been
damaged." (cause: arc
tracking)* July 17, 1996: A TWA Boeing 747 exploded off
Long Island,
killing all on board. While the crash remains under
investigation,
attention has focused on what caused the vapors in the
nearly empty
central fuel tank to explode. (cause: unknown at this time)
The FAA has
ordered inspections for burned or chafed wiring in
outboard fuel tanks
and auxiliary tank jettison pumps in all 747s. The FAA also
ordered
repetitive inspections for corrosion or degradation of the
wire,
insulation and wire terminal assembly in 747 and 757 fuel
boost pumps.
Such deterioration, the FAA said, could cause both arcing
and a fuel
leak.Top Main John

King: An OPEN
LETTER about TWA 800 Faxed to NTSB
member John J. Goglia, 617-233-7777, tel. 617-233-3675. 2
pgs CERTIFIED
MAIL P 425 000 699, dated 12/8/97 From John D. King tel.
508-851-9478
Dec 7, 1997Ref. An OPEN LETTER about TWA 800 / FAA
wire studies deleted

from the NTSB databasesDear John:The NTSB begins
tomorrow with its
hearings and quest for a reason for TWA 800. The NTSB
Chairman, James
Hall, has now said (Associated Press, 12/7/97,) "Two
things are driving
our investigation, We want to know the ignition source on
TWA 800, We
want to know what steps need to be taken to prevent an
accident like
this from reoccurring. Both of us are 30 year insiders and
licensed by
the FAA to repair and inspect commercial aircraft and I
have shared your
views regarding our public trust and duties to the flying
public.In the
last 10 months, I have asked the FAA/NTSB for certain key
documents.
Central to those documents were two questions. The first
was how many
incidents/accidents are on file involving in-flight smoke or
fire in the
cockpit/cabins ? In a 1993 Senate hearing (11/8/93), FAA's
Thomas
McSweeny boasted that they had checked over 264 such
reports. The
initial NTSB FOIA response to me was 3. After my query as
to another
dozen found in the NTSB Internet database
(http:www.ntsb.gov.aviation/months.html); they agreed.

From a 1995 FAA
Tech Center report, three others were excluded. From that
same hearing
above, another dozen overseas (specifically testified to by
FAA) are
also missing ! In-all, over 200 are missing from the NTSB
database! Of
those latter dozen that occurred overseas; eleven were
American built;
all were subject to the same rules of inquiry as if they
happened
domestically. In two taped (and transcribed) phone
conversations with
FAA's (former) assistant administrator, Tony Broderick, it's
clear that
this was policy !The FAA and the NTSB have now come
forth with tentative
findings for both TWA 800 and ValuJet 592. Regarding
ValuJet and in the
last ten months, the FAA/NTSB have not responded to our
FOIA queries as
to how hot the exterior surfaces of those O2 canisters get.
The NTSB
Fire & Explosion Group report directly implies 2,000F,
(further on this
temperature is seen in wire bundle fires) however the
manufacture's
report to the NTSB and a independent arson lab (Inalab
Inc.) agree; no
more than 500F. Industry tables show that questionable

enough to ignite
any packing materials. Is there another possible source of
this fire?,
no one mentions defective (and aged) wire insulation.With
TWA 800, the
focus is clearer. If only the NTSB could understand what
possibly could
be the source of ignition in that fuel tank? Within the
previous rulings
and history' section of this year's new air directive (AD
96-26-06) was
a clear clue. Simply, this 1997 new' AD is a rehash of
another one in
1978 (AD 79-05-04). In that 747 (and unlike TWA 800) that
center fuel
was full! There, the report detailed that electricity (arc
tracking) had
eaten through the wire insulation and then continued
through the
aluminum conduit housing these wires. With that hole
through the
aluminum conduit, fuel exited the aircraft through the
conduit and onto
the ground and there, a maintenance worker recorded a
fuel leak.
Unfortunately for TWA 800, the center tank was full of
explosive
fuel-air mix. Last week a report was filed of another
747-100 found with
"pinholes in the fuel quantity wiring. Absent further

information, this
appeared a mystery. A second line of questioning came
with, "are there
any reports regarding aircraft wire "arc-tracking ? May we
have any such
reports "since 1990? . In two earlier attempts, the FAA first
denied
any, but "as a courtesy, released two earlier reports
(1988/89). Finally
they released that 1995 report. Here, certain common wire
insulation
types in use throughout all commercial transports were
prone to "ticking
faults. (From that report; "Glossary; TICKING FAULT: An
intermittent
metal-to-metal event (conductor-to- conductor, conductorto structure,
etc) that results in the discharge of sparks and arcing
events.)Because
of smoky wire fires the FAA's N.J. Test Center had tested
many wire
types and those reports were ; DOT/FAA/CT-88/4,(1988),
Aircraft
Electrical Wet-Wire Arc Tracking. 21 pages DOT/FAA/
CT-89-21,(1989),
Flammability, Smoke, And Dry Arc Tracking Tests Of
Aircraft Electrical
Wire Insulations. 21 pages DOT/FAA/TN94/55,(1995),
Electrical Short
Circuit And Current Overload Tests On Aircraft Wiring. 13

pgs. ( 1 ft
hole burned in fuselage) All were authored by Ms.Pat
Cahill and all
described the ability of wire bundles to self-ignite and selffuel with
temperatures of up 2,000F. Such heat (ValuJet O2 canister
fire tests ?)
and resultant fire and smoke) could be the common
denominator to the two
most recent horrific domestic air disasters. As with the
missing smoke
in the cockpit' reports above, anyone (public, safety
inspectors) using
the Tech Center database at
http://www.tc.faa.Gov/its/worldpac/ENG/r000010/r009650.htm
to find this
author (Ms. Pat Cahill) or find with key words (arc-tracking,
short
circuit, ticking fault) will find that none of the above three
reports
exist. The FAA/NTSB's own inspector force, airline personnel
and the
American public, as well, are denied these factual FAA reports.
Numerous
field reports involving in-flight smoke/fire have been created
with the
causal factor being written as "chaffed wires. To the uninformed
field
inspector, "chaffed wire insulation looks like the arc-tracking
"eroded
wire insulation described in the Tech Center reports.ON
NOTICEI have

informed you that the FAA/NTSB database reports shows
deletions of;
hundreds of in-flight smoke/fires', including an entire category
(overseas) of accidents/incidents and Tech Center reports of this
phenomena. Published FAA fire safety studies have been, again,
deleted
from the NTSB databases. By doing so, an uninformed public
and safety
force are only left with the term "chaffed wires rather than the
long
known wire insulation flaw seen in these reports.By informing
you of the
above I have satisfied my public and legal obligations; (federal
air
regulation 13:23,"if such an inspector becomes aware of a
possible
violation he shall immediately report . and federal statutes, "Title
18
USC; (2), aiding and abetting a cover-up; (1101) conceal by
trick;
(1505) creating bogus records; (1512) misleading conduct.) As
the former
chairman of the NTSB's ValuJet hearings last year, you must also
meet
these same laws. I await any indication that the NTSB is not a
contributor to these deletions and now has the above information.
If any
questions, please call. The above is being released for
publication. You
may find one of our earlier Internet sites at
HTTP://members.aol.com/papecest/. Sincerely, c.c. various John
D. King

(fed lic. 1552888)Top Main BOEING

PUTS AIR

PASSENGERS AT RISK! Boeing is
being sued by a former employee, Timothy Kerr. Boeing is
being accused
of using sub standard parts, careless production techniques
and actual
sabotage by disgruntled workers. Kerr says that he has
part numbers,
serial numbers of parts, serial numbers of aircraft, and
names of fellow
employees that are hard facts! This story just broke by
station KOMO TV
(Seattle) 30 October. Boeing's statement was, "that since the
legal
action is pending, they can't make any statements
regarding the suit."
The US Attorney's Office will not admit whether they are
investigating
the facts or not. There may or not be any merit to this suit,
but let's
look at some other FACTS!Boeing required a SAFE "arc
resistance wire"
for wiring their 737 and 757 airplanes so that United
Airlines would
sign a large contract for these models. I qualified such a
wire in 1991
for Boeing. The wire manufacturer's, Tensolite and
Teleydene companies
met the aircraft wire specification of BMS 13-60. (TKT

WIRE)The TKT wire
was also qualified for the new 777. To prevent aircraft
insulation
"electrical fires" and "smoke in the cockpit," the wire was
requested by
the Boeing 'Renton project engineering' department.The
Boeing 'Everett
project engineering' department decided NOT to use this
new SAFE
AIRCRAFT WIRE for the 777 and the other models that
they produce (767
and 747). Was the decision based on POLITICS or pressure
from Raychem?
Air passengers are placed at RISK with this type of
decision.The FAA's
own testing lab in N.J. : testing was done by Ms. Pat Cahill
back in
March 1995 stated "TKT wire was far superior to
Raychem's BMS 13-48."
The FAA hasn't changed the requirements for 'aircraft wire'
to make it
mandatory to use TKT wire on ALL new airplanes. WHY?
Boeing hasn't used
the TKT (BMS 13-60) wire on the 767, 747, or new 777
Models. WHY? Boeing
developed this SAFE WIRE! I qualified two companies to
produce this
wire. 737's and 757's produced after 1992 that uses TKT
wiring are the
ONLY SAFE AIRPLANES to fly if you don't want to play

RUSSIAN ROULETTE
every time you fly! Is Raychem's lobby so powerful that
they can dictate
to the FAA what requirements are acceptable to be used in
airplanes as
long as it's made by Raychem? DON'T WORRY ABOUT
THE FLYING PUBLIC! Use
only the wire that Raychem produces! Poly-X aircraft wire,
made by
Raychem, was used on TWA 800 and all the F-14's that
crashed and were
grounded in the Arizona desert because of this bad aircraft
wire. It is
my understanding that the FAA had the charter to
PROTECT the flying
public! Every time Boeing produces a NEW airplane: 747,
767 or 777, the
flying public is at RISK! Anyone flying 737 and 757 models
fabricated
before 1993 is also at RISK! The older the airplanes, the
greater the
RISK! And what is the latest?The sacred MONEY COW in
Washington DC is
alive and flourishing. According to Larry Margasak of the
Associated
Press, "SENATE FUND-RAISING HEARINGS
SUSPENDED!" "Few results and weak
support stymie effort. Sen. Fred Thompson announced
yesterday he's
suspending hearings on campaign finance abuse and will

end the
investigation at year's end." "Thompson's problem is not
just with
Democrats. Several Republicans - some speaking publicly also have
opposed an extension of the Dec. 31 investigative cutoff
date."It
doesn't matter what party the congressmen belong to, they
do NOT want
their SACRED MONEY COW tampered with!Lobbies from
Raychem, Boeing and
major airline companies want the FAA, NTSB, DOT not to
rock the boat!
It's NOT damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead, it's ROLL
OVER and PLAY
DEAD. NO CHANGES to the sacred money cow. Keep the
MONEY coming!Think
about your elected congressmen as you fly. If your pilot
says, over the
loud speaker system, "prepare for an emergency landing,
think about that
SACRED MONEY COW. Have a nice trip and pray that it's
NOT your time to

IT APPEARS THAT
BOEING IS BEING ASKED TO
PLAY BALL!Have you ever seen The Boeing
cash in your chips!Top Main

Company knuckle down, regarding
a crash of one of their airplanes, and even bend over
backwards, to

assist the NTSB in establishing the blame for a crash?
Boeing has
always, in the past, fought fiercely to put the blame for air
crashes of
Boeing airplanes on someone else: pilot error, a faulty
airline
operator, wind shear, language barrier from a foreign ATC
operator or
pilot, improper maintenance program, etc.So what makes
TWA 800
different? If Boeing needed the assistance of the
government for
something BIG, do you suppose that they might have to
play ball with the
government? You know something like, you scratch my
back and I'll
scratch yours.How embarrassing would it be to the
government and,
especially the Pentagon, if it were proven that FRIENDLY
FIRE, brought
down TWA 800? Could it bring down our Administration?
What would the
American people say if they had the knowledge that
commercial airplanes
are at risk, because the military was conducting missile
firings near to
air traffic flight paths?What would be so BIG that Boeing
needed the
cooperation of the government?The cooperation of the FTC
(Federal Trade

Commission) regarding the merger with McDonnellDouglas. THEY GOT IT!
The government to apply the necessary pressure to the
European Community
to allow the merger. THEY GOT IT! They needed the
government to apply
enough pressure to China to have them purchase 6 billion
dollars of new
airplanes. To quote The Seattle PI reporter, James Wallace,
"In an
all-out lobbying effort to win significant number of aircraft
orders
from China, The Boeing Company is flexing its
considerable political
muscle at the highest levels of the US government." "That
lobbying
effort appears to be working. A spokesman for the
National Security
Council, who asked not to be quoted, said the
administration is taking
an ACTIVE ROLE in the matter." "We have communicated
to the Chinese just
how important we view this," the spokesman said. "We
wholeheartedly
support Boeing's efforts." Boeing GOT IT! What has
Boeing engineering
said about a center fuel tank explosion with respect to the
structure of
the airplane? They said it would be impossible for the nose
of the

airplane to separate from the remaining airplane structure.
Case and
point: look at the May 11 1990 737-300 accident in Manila.
The airplane
had a fuel tank explosion! The nose of the airplane
remained intact! 8
people were killed and 30 others badly injured with burns
etc.If the
center fuel tank exploded on TWA 800, how many badly
burned bodies did
they find? (Not counting the bodies that were burned by
the fuel fire in
the water) Especially those passengers sitting in seats over
the center
fuel tank?So now Boeing has to pay the price for
government support. Two
NTSB PR men left Washington today, for Boeing! In light of
CBS last
night, it looks like faulty WIRING, due to arc tracking, was
the
ignition source for the fuel fumes. The NTSB PR men were
dispatched to
Seattle to tell Boeing what to expect and prepare for their
final
ruling?Was it necessary for President Clinton to issue
Executive Order
13039 to cover up some loop-hole, and remove protection
from potential
"whistle-blowers?"Apply common sense in evaluating the
crash of TWA 800

and what really happened. Put on a JURY HAT and
examine the facts that
have been presented to-date. How find you, the jury?Top
Main F-14

PILOTS
KILLED, FLYING PUBLIC
IMPERILED, TAXPAYERS
DECEIVEDWe know why the
government (FAA/NTSB, Pentagon etc.), and wire/
airplane manufacturers
use the term "mechanical malfunction" to explain the
reason for an
airplane crash! The disappearance of $360,000,000,
appropriated by
congress for the Navy, to rewire F-14's wired with poly-X
wiring was
partially answered by the Navy. [The Navy would not
appear at the 10th
of April meeting unless it was closed to the media.] The
answers given
were:We grounded all F-14's wired with poly-x wire in the
Arizona
desert. We don't know where the $360,000,000 was spent.
The Navy had an
Admiral commit suicide just 10 days before he was to
appear at a hearing
concerning the missing $360,000,000. What do the F-14,
TWA 800 and A-6
have in common? POLY-X aircraft WIRE! The NTSB and

the office of
Management & Budget were absent from the meeting. 359
F-14's were
manufactured with poly-X wire. 144 planes were lost due
to crashes. Each
plane carries 2 officer's. There are about 215 F-14's, sitting
in the
desert, fabricated at taxpayer's expense, that have been
grounded by the
Navy because of poly-x (bad wiring)! The same type of
wiring that is in
a lot of commercial airplanes!Now can you see why the
socially
engineered term "mechanical malfunction " is used? No
one wants the
flying public to know about defective wiring! They have to
have a
description that will say what caused any airplane to crash
without
admitting it was their decision not to rewire the F-14's.
"We're sorry
to inform you that your son/husband was killed in his
F-14 due to a
mechanical malfunction." Congress wasn't told what
happened to the
F-14's being parked in the desert. The Admiral, in
attendance at the
meeting stated, "that the A-6's were also grounded." How
many A-6's were
lost? How many pilots did we lose? They had the same

POLY-X wire! How
could they explain this kind of deceit to the wives and
parents that
lost their loved ones because of GREED?Do you still think
that the LOBBY
system is ok to be used to influence government? You
might be a
passenger on the next 747 (TWA 800) that explodes due to
a "mechanical
malfunction." Call your congressman and ask him to
explain the deaths of
so many fine young pilots because their airplanes were
wired with
defective wire! Ask him, what he is going to do to prevent
this
condition from happening again?This meeting must not be
the last one
that is going to be held about defective wiring. Most
commercial
airliners today have defective wiring on board! There are
several other
types of wire that must be discussed with respect to Air
Safety. The
next meeting should not be held behind closed doors! Call
your
congressman and insist on additional meetings open to the
media and
public. You people, potential air passengers and pilots
have got to take
an active part in making the SYSTEM work! Russian

Roulette has got to
stop being played every time we fly! Top Main

Aviation Safety Records
That Give You The FACTS! The FAA and
NTSB will tell you that there have
been no cases of Smoke in the Cockpit by US carriers
resulting in
fatalities. But here is the list. The FAA has told John King
that "all
electrical malfunctions are considered the same as
MECHANICAL
MALFUNCTIONS, so when you try to search for electrical
malfunctions, you
get the results that the FAA wants you to get. Zero
electrical
malfunctions! 5/20/97 on the 5 o'clock news on KIRO TV,
Mike Goldfein
stated: "that he had examined over 5,000 trouble reports
written by the
airlines TO the FAA, and that 2,092 were "electrical
problems" which
included smoke, fire, arcing, shorts, and chafing. This
amounts to
approximately 42%. Wire is as important to an airplane as
veins are to
your body! Loss of electrical energy is like losing blood!
Important
side effects could be smoke in the cockpit, fire and
spurious signals.

Example: All of sudden a thrust reverser is activated at
30,000 feet. Or
maybe a rudder power control unit is activated during
descent etc.
Electrical arc tracking causes spurious signals!List #11)
2/21/70 - An
American made Swissair Convair 990 crashed, 47 dead.
Last transmissions
from aircraft was...emergency we have .. smoke on board I
can't see
anything .. is crashing .. good bye everybody .. good bye
everybody ..
reducing power we cannot see anything can you give me a
low altitude. .
. . .2) 7/11/73 - A Boeing 707 jet transport crash landed, 122
dead.
ALPA reported that smoke in the cockpit made the
situation so
intolerable that the captain decided to make a formed
landing. He had to
open the sliding cockpit window to maintain ground
reference. Most
fatalities were still in their seats.3) 11/3/73 - A Pan
American 4
engine transport crashed, crew died (no passengers, only
cargo). Reports
reveal: The smoke venting system didn't work well enough
to dear the
cockpit in time. The plane landed 262 feet short of the
runway4) 10/6/76

- Douglas DC-8 transport crashed off of Barbados,73 dead.
Final
accident report: Finally it became impossible to see the
flight
instruments because of smoke. Recommendations from
accident report: The
criteria for the certification of large Commercial aircraft
should
include requirement for a positive means of smoke
removal, particularly
from the cockpit area.5) 6/2/83 - A Douglas DC-9, Canada
Air transport
made an emergency landing because of an in flight fire, 23
dead. The
chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board
testified during
congressional hearings: The smoke in the cockpit had by
this time become
so thick that the captain had difficulty seeing his indicator
during
final approach.6) 8/23/83 - A Boeing 737, Gulf Air transport
crashed,
107 dead. CAA report: "CVR (Cockpit Voice Recorder)
indicates crew
unable to see instruments due to smoke."7) 12/31/85 - A
DC-3 private
aircraft crashed 7 dead. Reports indicate: "There was
smoke - and it
filled the cockpit. The plane hit some high wires, then
crashed into the

ground and exploded." Tower recording from pilot, just
prior to crash:
"We have smoke in the cockpit ! We have smoke in the
cockpit" (Ricky
Nelson's plane)8) 11/28/87 - A Boeing 747-24D, South
African Airways
crashed, 159 dead. Initial reports: Pilot radios of smoke in
cockpit,
then silence. "Final accident report, Article 4.15, possible
cause of
accident, disorientation consequent on reduced cockpit
visibility in
smoke."9) 2/2/89 - A Douglas DC-9-41 Scandinavian
transport made an
emergency landing. Source of the smoke was behind the
pilots circuit
panel. Airline Incident Investigation Report: "Smoke
intensity on flight
deck seriously impaired the pilot's ability to see the flight
instruments."10) 12/17/89 - A Fokker 2-engine jet transport
made an
emergency landing (this aircraft type was certificated by
FAA 6 months
earlier). ICAO Accident Summary "...in seconds thick
smoke severely
impaired vision on the flight deck.by this time neither pilot
could see
each other .. a visual landing was carried out with very
limited
visibility Damage to aircraft - substantial."11) 7/11/91 - A

Douglas
DC-8, Nation Air transport crashed, 261 dead. Reports
indicate: "severe
smoke conditions on board the shortly before the burning
plane plowed
into the ground at 250 mph and exploded. Investigators
have been unable
to determine yet what caused the pilots to finally lose
control."12)
12/20/94 - An American made 4-engine jet transport
crashed. "the crew
called to report smoke in the cockpit. There were no
further messages
from the crew. The aircraft was later found in a marshy
area 100 miles
from the destination airport."THE NTSB DATABASE

(LIST #2)Complete
database found at: http://www.ntsb.gov/Aviation/months.htm
10/14/89,
DCA90MA002, Boeing 727-232, Delta. While at the gate,
flames were seen
coming out of a vent at seat 3D. Fire started in passenger oxygen
system.12/30/89, LAX90FA061, Boeing 737-204, America
West. During
approach fire erupted in the wheel well. Electrical arcing from a
chafed
wire punctured and ignited fluid from a leaking hydraulic line.
1/10/90,
CHI9OIA064, Boeing 747-151, Northwest. On the ground, fire
and heat
damage was noted around the mid-ship drain mast. The source of

the
fuselage fire was of unknown reasons.9/28/91, MIA91LA247,
Douglas MD-82,
Continental. While taxiing for takeoff, smoke filled the cockpit.
A fuse
holder was blamed.2/1/91, MIA91SA230, Douglas DC9-31,
U.S. Air. After
arrival at the gate smoke and flames were seen from the aft cargo
compartment. No apparent Ignition source within the cargo hold
was
found.1/3/92, DEN92IAO25, Boeing 737-300, United. During
climb, crew
noted a loud electrical arcing sound and flames from the cockpit
aft
overhead panel. A chafed wire in a wire bundle was found.
8/13/94,
LAX94FA323, Lockheed C-130A, Military. At level flight a
flash and
fireball occurred. Cause: ignition of fuel fumes in a wing dry bay
by
electric wires arcing or adjacent hot engine surfaces. All three
crew
were lost.4/26/94, LAX94IA206, Boeing 737-209, Aloha
Airlines. On
approach multiple electrical failures occurred. Inspection
revealed a
failed bus relay but not the cause of smoke.1/11/95,
DCA95RA013, Douglas
DC9-14, Colombian Registry. While descending from 19,000
feet ground
witnesses saw a fire and sparks, 52 fatal, 1 serious.6/6/96,
CHI96IA191,
Beech 1900, Continental. An in-flight fire came from behind the

copilots
glare shield. The ignition source was not found.6/25/96,
NYC96IA131,
Boeing 767-332ER, Delta. After departure a loud pop was heard
and
control problems followed. Although no contact, an aileron cable
was
burned through by arcing from an adjacent generator feed wire.
9/5/96,
DCA96MA079, Douglas DC-10-10, Federal Express. After an
emergency
landing for smoke in the cabin, fire then broke through the
fuselage
above the cabin. No determination of what started the fire was
found.
12/11/96, CHI97IAO41, Boeing 757-225, U.S. Air. During
cruise an
electrical fire occurred. A determination was made that a
entertainment
system wire had chaffed.2/20/97, CHI97IAO72, DC-9-15,
Northwest. During
cruise an electrical fire occurred. No ignition source was found.
Although the two lists above overlap in time frames, none of the
more
serious accidents of damage, injuries and deaths on American
built
airliners, seen on list one(1), were found in the NTSB's database
records seen in list two(2).Top Main A TWA 800

LOOK ALIKE, BACK IN 1990!
I cannot find any evidence that the FAA ever issued any
Airworthiness

Directive in response to this accident. The NTSB even
called for ALL
AIRPLANES be issued an "AD" regarding the wires
associated with the
"center" fuel tank that could be a cause for a fire or an
igniter for
fuel fumes. The NTSB said that a current of ".25" joules
would be enough
to be an ignition source. Sound familiar? National
Transportation Safety
BoardWashington, DeC. 20594Safety
RecommendationDate: August 1, 1990In
reply refer to: A-90-10O thru -103Honorable James B.
BuseyAdministrator
Federal Aviation AdministrationWashington, D.C. 20591On
May 11, 1990, a
Boeing 737-300, Ireland registration EI-BZG, leased to and
operated by
Philippine Air Lines, exploded and burned at Manila,
Republic of the
Philippines; shortly after push back from the ramp. At the
time of the
accident, the airplane was operating on power from the
auxiliary power
unit. Of the 119 persons on board, 8 persons were fatally
injured and 30
received serious injuries. The airplane was destroyed by
fire.Although
the Philippine Government is currently investigating the
accident, the

National Transportation Safety Board has been involved in
the
investigation through its U.S. accredited representative in
accordance
with the provisions of Annex 13 to the International Civil
Aviation
Organization (ICAO) treaty.The investigation has found no
evidence of a
bomb, an incendiary device, or sabotage. Preliminary
evidence indicates
that ignition of the fuel-air mixture in the center fuel tank
was the
cause of the explosion and subsequent fire. The
investigation has yet to
reveal the exact ignition source. Examination of the cockpit
voice
recorder (CVR) data disclosed that a one-cycle transient
spike occurred
approximately .2 second before the explosion. The source
and nature of
the spike-whether it was electrically induced on the CVR
signal wire or
electromagnetically picked up by the area microphone or
pilot boom
microphones--has not been determined. The investigation
has found
potential defects involving the center tank float switch and
the wiring
for the float switch, both of which could have been the
source of the

ignition. Additionally, interference rub marks were found
on the fuel
booster pump impeller and pump body.At the time of the
accident, all the
fuel boost pumps were in the "ON" position. The center
fuel tank had not
been filled since March 9, 1990. During the push back of
the airplane
the center fuel tank low pressure light illuminated,
indicating that the
center fuel tank had been emptied of all usable fuel.
Laboratory
examination of fuel samples from the airplane and fuel
storage tanks
indicates that the fuel vapor in the center tank would have
had a flash
point of between 112 and 117 degrees F. At flash point, a
heat source of
between 400 to 500 degrees F. or an electrical arc of .25
milli-joule
would have been sufficient to initiate an explosion of the
fuel-air
mixture. Ambient temperature at the time of the accident
was 95 degrees
F. Laboratory examination of the float switch (Revere
Aerospace part
number F8300-146) for the center fuel tank refueling valve
has found
portions of the switch housing and its reed switch tube
missing and

metal fragments in the remains of the switch epoxy potting
material. The
examination of the components and discussions with the
manufacturer
indicate that it is possible that the switch did not pass
inspection
when originally assembled. Prior procedures at Revere
were to drill out
the epoxy potting material and reed switch from the
housing then install
a new reed switch.This procedure would explain the
damage to the switch
housing and the metal fragments that were found in the
epoxy potting
material. Revere modified its procedures approximately 3
years ago to
prohibit this practice. All of the float switches that Boeing
has in
stock, approximately 850, were manufactured prior to this
change in
procedure. These float switches were subject to dielectric
tests at the
Boeing Company's facilities. All of the switches passed
these tests.
However, investigators and laboratory technicians are
uncertain as to
the efficacy of current acceptance tests and lot sampling
procedures.
Therefore, the development of additional testing
techniques may be

necessary. The same model float switch is used on all three
fuel tanks
in the Boeing 737 series airplanes, in the auxiliary fuel
tanks of 100
Boeing 727s, and possibly on other manufacturer's
airplanes.Normally,
the fuel tank float switches are only electrically powered
when the
refueling panel access door is open. The door would have
been closed
during the push back of the airplane when the explosion
occurred.
However, examination of the 28-volt direct current power
wires for the
float switch, which lead from the center tank to the
refueling panel on
the right wing, disclosed an area approximately 3/8 inch
long in which
the wire insulation had been compromised and the
conductor was exposed.
The exposed wires were crushed, but no evidence of
electrical arcing was
found. The exposed section of wire was inside the inboard
vapor seal at
the right engine pylon. Examination of the wire bundle in
the vapor seal
revealed several other wires that had damaged insulation
and exposed
conducting material, including a wire powered by 115-volt
alternating

current. Further examination of the wire bundles for both
the left and
right wings found numerous areas in which wire
insulation had been
damaged.It is possible that the combination of a faulty
float switch and
damaged wires providing a continuous power supply to
the float switch
may have caused an electrical arc or overheating of the
switch leading
to the ignition of the center fuel tank vapor.The
investigation
determined that after delivery of the airplane, Philippine
Air Lines had
installed logo lights on the wingtip trailing edges. This
Installation
would have required mechanics to insert additional wires
through the
vapor seals, the fuselage pressure seal, and inside
numerous clamps.
Thus, the installation of the wires for the logo lights could
have been
the source of the damage to wires in the wire bundles.
However, the
damage may have resulted from the installation of the wire
bundle at the
factory because other damaged wires were found that were
not related to
the installation of the wires for the logo lights. For
example, intercom

wires in the left fuselage wire bundle were found with
damaged
insulation and exposed conductor. Additionally, many
airplanes are often
modified after delivery, requiring the installation of
additional wires
in the wire bundles of the wings. Boeing has informed the
Safety Board
that there were minor changes to the wing wire bundles in
the 737-300,
-400, -500 series airplanes as compared to the 737-1OO and
-200 series.
However, the wire bundle routing and the wire bundle
vapor seals are
considerably different.The Safety Board believes that the
finding of
damaged float switch wiring and a potentially defective
float switch, as
well as the potential for a fuel tank explosion requires the
immediate
inspection or testing of float switch wiring of the three fuel
tanks on
Boeing 737-300, -400, and -500 series airplanes. The Safety
Board
believes that immediate inspection of the float switch
wiring should be
accomplished to verify that electrical power is not being
supplied to
float switches by damaged wiring. Inspection or testing of
the float

switches should be accomplished after Revere, Boeing, and
the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) are confident that
satisfactory testing
techniques have been developed.The Safety Board notes
that the FAA has
sent a letter to Philippine Air Lines requesting that the
other two
airplanes modified by the airline be inspected for damaged
wiring. The
Safety Board does not believe that this action is adequate
because it
does not address the problem of faulty float switches.
Additionally, the
FAA action does not decrease the potential of another
accident because
many airplanes have the same float switch installed and
the possibility
of damaged wiring exists whether or not the airplane was
modified after
original manufacture.The Safety Board believes that it
would be prudent,
at the next maintenance inspection 1 for all 14 CFR Part 121
airplanes
that have had additional wires added to their wing wire
bundles since
delivery to be inspected for damage to the wires under the
clamps and
inside pressure seals and vapor seals.Lastly, laboratory
examination of

the left booster pump for the center fuel tank on the
accident airplane
found evidence of an interference rub between the pump
impeller and pump
body, and a slight wearing of the bearings. The
manufacturer has stated
that such material wear is common when pumps have
been run in a dry
condition. The manufacturer also stated that some
operators will let the
booster pumps run with a tank empty for extended periods
and that no
problems have been noted. However the service life of the
pump bearings
is less than expected. Investigators have been unable to
find adequate
test data on the dry running of the booster pumps in jet
fuel vapor at
flash point temperatures to eliminate the rubbing of the
pump impeller
as a possible ignition source. The Safety Board believes that
appropriate tests should be accomplished to determine if
the pumps are
airworthy for all operating conditions. Such tests would
include
continuously running the pumps in fuel vapor at flash
point with the
impeller rubbing the pump body.Therefore, the National
Transportation
Safety Board recommends that the Federal Aviation

Administration:Issue
an airworthiness directive to require immediate inspection
or testing of
float switch wiring from the float switches to the refueling
panel for
chaffed or damaged insulation material on Boeing 737-300,
-400, and -500
series airplanes. The directive should state that special
emphasis be
placed on inspecting the wire bundle where it passes
through the wing
pylon vapor seals and under the wire bundle clamps.
(Class I, Urgent
Action) (A-90-l00)Develop testing techniques to ensure that
float
switches manufactured by Revere Aerospace are free from
defect that
could cause an explosion or fire. After testing techniques
are
developed, issue an airworthiness directive to require
testing of Revere
Aerospace float switches and replacement if they are
defective. (Class
II, Priority Action) (A-90-101)Issue an airworthiness
directive
applicable to all 14 CFR Part 121 airplanes to require, at the
next
scheduled major maintenance inspection, an inspection of
the wires in
wire bundles in the wings where additional wiring has

been added since
the airplane was manufactured. The inspection should be
directed to the
determination of insulation damage where the wire bundle
is under clamps
and inside vapor seals and pressure seals. (Class II, Priority
Action)
(A-90-102)Conduct a detailed engineering design review
and testing of
the fuel pumps used in the Boeing 737-300 series airplanes
(P/N
10-62049-3) to verify that overheating and interference
between the
rotating components of the pump and its case will not
cause a fire
hazard. Testing should be conducted in jet-fuel vapor at
flash point.
(Class II, Priority Action) (A-SO-103)KOLSTAD, Chairman,
COUGHLIN, Vice
Chairman, and LAUBER, Member, concurred in these
recommendations.
BURNETT, Member, filed the statement below.James L.
KolstadChairman
BURNETT, Member, concurring in part and dissenting in
part:I would have
preferred that the first and second recommendations
contained in this
letter have been worded as originally adopted by the
Board as follows:
Issue an airworthiness directive to require immediate

inspection or
testing of float switch wiring from the float switches to the
refueling
panel for chaffed or damaged insulation material on all
airplanes
equipped with float switches manufactured by Revere
Aerospace, P/N
8300-146. The directive should state that special emphasis
be placed on
inspecting the wires where it passes through the wing
pylon vapor seals
and under the wire bundle clamps. (Class I, Urgent Action)
Issue an
airworthiness directive to require testing of Revere
Aerospace float
switches, P/N FB3O0-146, and replacement if they are
defective. (Class
I, Urgent Action)Top Main Now

We Have The
NTSB Throwing Barbs At The
FAA! NTSB accuses FAA of foot-dragging on safety
measures.FAA head
replies: "More research is necessary."July 1, 1997 Web
posted at:
11:06p.m.EDTWASHINGTON (CNN) -- The National
Transportation Safety Board
is upset with the Federal Aviation Administration for
failing to order
procedures that could prevent the kind of explosion that
downed TWA

Flight 800. The NTSB wants the FAA to order airlines to
follow new
procedures that would diminish the presence of explosive
jet fuel fumes
aboard airliners. Such measures could include keeping fuel
tanks full or
cooling the fuel before it is loaded into the tanks. The
NTSB made the
recommendation in December 1996, in the wake of the
TWA disaster last
July that killed all 230 people aboard a Boeing 747 bound
for Paris. But
seven months after making its urgent recommendation to
the FAA, that
agency has yet to act on it and does not appear to be close
to doing so.
Investigators believe the crash may have been caused by
an explosion in
the center fuel tank, which had not been filled before the
flight and
contained a volatile mixture of air and fumes. Officials
from both
agencies have met over the last few weeks to discuss the
recommendation,
but NTSB chairman Jim Hall said he doubts FAA officials
will move
quickly. No quick agreement seems imminent. Responding
to a June 27
letter from FAA acting Administrator Barry Valentine
Tuesday, Hall

repeated his proposal that "urgent consideration be given
to immediate
operational measures that could reduce the risks identified
in the
Flight 800 tragedy." But Hall also concluded that "Your
letter makes
clear that our differences not likely to be resolved in the
immediate
future. In his letter, Valentine said that while the FAA
wants to reduce
the chance of fuel tank explosions, "more research is
necessary to
understand fully what happened within the center fuel
tank to cause it
to explode." Only after more test flights and research, will
"the board,
the FAA and the industry have a more complete
understanding of the next
steps that must be taken on this critical issue, "Valentine
added. (
More research means more deaths! )Hall responded by
repeating his
request to implement the measures. "As there still appear
to be
significant differences between us on this point," he wrote,
"I believe
that the position of the board needs to be reiterated
now."The
Associated Press and Reuters contributed to this reportTop
Main Worn

Wiring May Have Had Role In TWA
DisasterBy Don PhillipsWashington Post
Staff WriterWednesday; July 2, 1997; Page A16A
worldwide inspection of
electrical wiring inside the wing fuel tanks of early Boeing
747s, such
as the one involved in the explosion and crash of Trans
World Airlines
Flight 800, found numerous hidden wiring problems that
might have caused
future explosions if left undetected, according to Federal
Aviation
Administration officials. FAA officials said they believe the
problem
could have played a role in the Flight 800 crash off Long
Island, one of
the country's greatest aviation disasters, which killed 230
people last
year on July 17. But an official with the National
Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB), in charge of the investigation, said it is only
one of
many possibilities being explored.Despite a year long
investigation,
investigators still do not know why the center fuel tank of
TWA 800
exploded violently. Theories of a possible bomb or missile
are fading,
however, in favor of a mechanical explanation.

Nonetheless, the many
precautionary 747 inspections prompted by the TWA crash
did find some
chafed wires and numerous damaged protective conduits
in early versions
of one of the world's most popular long-distance airliners.
None of the
wiring had burned through its protective aluminum cover
to expose the
wires to explosive fuel vapors, and officials stressed that all
damaged
wiring has now been replaced. The wires lead to fuel
pumps inside the
wing tanks - although not to ones inside the center fuel and
that
exploded on Flight 800 -- and the highly shielded wires are
the only 110
volt electrical wholesale wiring allowed inside a
tank.Thomas E.
McSweeny, (See item 1 below) the FAA's director of aircraft
certification, said the wholesale wiring replacement,
accomplished since
January, gives the FAA time to develop a solution to the chafing
problem. However, the extent of the problem appeared to
surprise
officials. The problem was first discovered 17 years ago, and
Boeing and
the FAA thought they had found a permanent solution by
wrapping the wire
bundles in two layers of Teflon before putting them inside the
sealed

conduits.In December, as a precaution, the FAA reviewed all
previous 747
problems and decided to order another inspection of the wires. It
was
this inspection that found current problems. FAA officials said
the
wiring problems also offer support for a theory developed by the
FAA as
to what might have caused the explosion in the center fuel tank
of
Flight 800, which exploded July 17 shortly after taking off from
New
York's John F. Kennedy Airport for Paris. Investigators have been
mystified as to what caused vapors in the nearly empty center
tank to
explode. Unlike the wing tanks involved in the FAA inspection,
the
center tank has no 110-volt interior electrical lines, and tests so
far
have failed to find an ignition source.A theory, developed by the
FAA's
Northwest Region in Seattle, involves an unlikely chain of events
in
which an electrical problem causes a fire to burn outward from
the wing
tank to the wing tip through a vent tube that is designed to allow
vapors to escape from the tank. At the wing tip, the flame front
then
reverses direction and travels back down another vent tube into
the
center tank. The NTSB, conducting the TWA 800 investigation,
played down
the theory as only one of many. "We are and have been aware of

the
potential scenario," said Bernard Loeb, chief of the board's
aviation
safety division. "It is one of the potential ignition scenarios that
we
are continuing to examine." FAA officials acknowledged that
they have no
proof but said circumstantial evidence is strong. "This is the only
possible ignition source we can think of for now, that has the
energy to
ignite the fuel and then get it into that center tank," said Guy S.
Gardner, FAA associate administrator for regulation and
certification.
Gardner noted that even after 17 years, none of the wires on the
432
planes the FAA ordered inspected -- all of them early 747s -appeared
ready to break all the way through the multiple layers of
protection.
But, he said, "TWA 800 may have been the very first one." FAA
officials
did not quantify how many airplanes were affected, only that
"numerous"
instances of chafing were found. Gardner noted that Japan Air
Lines
reported problems with 14 of their 29 older 747s.Under the
FAA's
calculations, a hole in the wiring protection could have been
hidden
under fuel -- and thus unable to cause an explosion -- as the plane
climbed. After leveling out at 13,000 feel, the hole might have
been
exposed to volatile fumes. At that point, the inboard wing tank --

one
of seven tanks on the big plane -- was feeding fuel to three of the
four
engines, drawing air in from venting tubes. Because of the
altitude
change, fumes were exiting the center tank through another
venting tube.
At the wing tip, where the venting tubes converge to spew excess
fumes
overboard, a circular air-flow was created, in this theory. A
"flame
front" begun by an electrical arc could then travel against the
flow of
this volatile vapor from the wing tank to the center tank in about
25
seconds, according to FAA calculations. That, they say, is about
the
length of time that expired from the point of level flight to the
explosion.On the negative side, the FAA acknowledged that 40
percent of
the TWA 800 wire conduits have been found and exhibit no
chafing. And
there are no signs of charring inside vent tubes that have been
found.
Also left unanswered is why the wing tank didn't simply explode
if its
flames were volatile enough to support a flame. FAA officials say
that
there are scenarios under which that could happen. An exchange
of
letters between the FAA and the NTSB yesterday illustrate their
disagreement on fuel tank safety. The FAA has maintained that
the only

way to prevent explosions is to prevent sparks in fuel tanks,
while the
board says that more must be done to prevent the buildup of
explosive
fumes. A June 27 FAA letter, released yesterday, promised
cooperation
with the board in seeking solutions, but an NTSB reply expressed
disappointment that the FAA is not taking immediate operational
steps to
hold down explosive vapors such as filling tanks with cooler fuel
before
takeoff.One Possible TheoryThe Federal Aviation
Administration's
discovery of faulty wires in some Boeing 747 fuel tanks lends
support to
one possible explanation the agency developed for the crash of
TWA
Flight 800:An electrical problem in a wing fuel tank could have
sparked
a "flame front" that burned through the tanks' vent system and
eventually detonated the center fuel tank. Here is how such a
chain of
events might have occurred:1. As plane climbs, air and flames
expand and
travel down the air vent to vent surge tank.2. Tank #3 feeds fuel
to
three engines while the plane accelerates and gains altitude. As
the
fuel level drops, air is sucked into the tank.3. As the flame-laden
air
venting from the center tank reaches the vent surge tank, it gets
pulled
into the air vent toward fuel tank #3.4. A spark from an exposed

fuel
pump wire in tank #3 ignites fumes. A flame front forms and
follows the
flames through the air vent in the opposite direction as the
oncoming
air flow.5. The flame, traveling against and faster , than the air
flow,
makes its way back to the vent surge tank and back to the center
fuel
tank. Tank explodes.Don Phillips NOTE 1 - Comments by P.
Price: Thomas
McSweeney told the closed door hearing on the 10th of April
"what wiring
problems! We don't know of any wiring problems." Yet he states
above
that all the damaged wiring started being replaced as of January
of this
year. Does this appear that we can take what Mr. McSweeney
says as being
truthful? Why is the FAA dragging its feet on making it safer for
the
traveling public to fly? Maybe they think the odds are in favor of
the
flying public to play Russian Roulette than to require the airlines
to
add the additional costs for safety.Words are underlined for
additional
emphasis.Patrick
Tracking Home

A. Price 4/24/97Back to Arc

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:34 AM PDT

To: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Subject: UAL811 TWA 800 and others

>Dear Barry
>
>One thought... Kapton wiring being the 'documented' cause of
the 811
>incident. Do you have the documents?
The door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or wiring in
the door control system which permitted electrical actuation of
the door latches toward the unlatched position after initial door
closure and before takeoff.

>
>I'd be extremely interested to hear more.
>
>Warm regards
>
>Nick Farrow
Dear Nick, Kapton and Poly X and BMS are all aromatic
polyimide type insulation around copper wire. One company
made it and called it Poly X, Raychem; and another made it and
called it Kapton, DuPont. All early 747s had Poly X. Poly X has
worse history than Kapton, killing many in the US and British
military. It's been prohibited for years.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing 747-122,
experienced an explosive decompression as it was climbing
between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu,
Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight
attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu

and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door,
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle.
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in
the report and was supported by the evidence available at the
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-

driving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause have
been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective actions
by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
As a result of this investigation, the Safety Board issued safety
recommendations concerning cargo doors and other nonplug
doors on pressurized transport category airplanes, cabin safety,
and emergency response.
2.6.2 Electrical Switches and Wiring Examinations--Recovered
Door
All cargo door position sensing switches (S2 through S9) were
found installed in their proper position. The cargo door recovery
team found the S2 master latch lock switch in the "not-locked"

position immediately after the door was aboard the recovery
ship. This position would be consistent with the master latch lock
handle being open. Further tests of the S2 switch revealed
damage that probably resulted from the pressures under the sea.
The only notable exception was a broken internal bracket that
may have affected the operation of the switch prior to the
accident. Other similar switches did not exhibit this failure. It is
therefore possible that the S2 master latch lock switch failed prior
to the accident, allowing more possibilities for electrical short
circuits to power the latch actuator. Nevertheless, despite
extensive testing, it could not be determined whether the S2
switch was functional before the accident.
The examination of 35 wires that remained with the recovered
cargo door revealed several areas of damaged insulation that
could have permitted an electrical short circuit to power the latch
actuator. However, no evidence was noted of arcing that was
indicative of short circuits. Furthermore, a significant number of
the wires that had the potential for allowing for short circuits to
power the latch actuator were not recovered. Testing conducted
by Boeing and by UAL was inconclusive regarding whether a
short circuit would have left detectable evidence of arcing.
Therefore, the Safety Board was unable to determine whether the
latch actuator was inadvertently powered by a short circuit in the
cargo door wires.
The incident involving a UAL Boeing 747 at JFK Airport on June
13, 1991, confirmed that electrical short circuits in the cargo door
wiring could cause the door to open. In this case, the short
circuits were in the fuselage-to-cargo door wiring bundle where
the bundle was covered by a flexible conduit. Although N4713U
did not have a flexible conduit installed at the forward door
position, its wiring was routed over the top of the door hinge
where exposure to damage could occur. That portion of the
wiring from N4713U was not recovered from the sea. The wires

located at the door hinge area are more susceptible to in-service
damage from movement during the open/close cycle, as
compared with the wires mounted on the door that are normally
static.
Following the incident at JFK, UAL directed that the circuit
breaker that terminates power to the cargo doors be pulled after
the door is closed and before departure of every B-747 flight. UAL
obtained approval for this practice from the FAA and requested
Boeing and the FAA to make such a practice part of the approved
manual for the airplane. Neither Boeing nor the FAA acted on
UAL's request.
Nevertheless, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should
initiate rulemaking to include design considerations for nonplug
transport category aircraft cargo doors that would deactivate the
electrical circuitry to the door actuators after the doors are closed
and locked. The catastrophic nature of the loss of a cargo door
dictates the need to provide additional redundancies and fail-safe
features in the door mechanisms to supplement the hardware
safety features.
2.6.3
Possibility of Electrical Malfunction
Due to the lack of physical evidence, the Safety Board was unable
to conclude that an electrical short caused the cargo door actuator
to move the latch cams to the nearly open position, allowing the
door to separate when the cabin pressure exceeded the loadcarrying capability of the door latches. Neither could this
possibility be eliminated. A momentary actuation of the door
open switch by someone on the ground in the presence of a faulty
S2 switch could also have caused the latches to open through the
closed lock sectors. However, no evidence has been found that
someone actuated the switch after the door was initially closed
and locked.
The Safety Board concludes that it was not possible for the cargo
door to have opened electrically at the time of the loss of the door.

There was no power to the ground handling bus to power the
actuator, even if there had been an electrical short. Further, the
Safety Board concludes that it is highly improbable that an
electrical short could have caused the latches to open after the
airplane was airborne. Although the ground handling bus could
conceivably have been powered, failures of other components
that were tested as functional would also have been necessary.
The Safety Board believes that the electrical operation of the latch
actuators from the fully closed and locked position most likely
occurred before the engines were started when the ground
handling bus was powered. The precise source of the electrical
actuation could not be determined. Once the engines were
started, the possibility of an electrical short decreases significantly
because the ground handling bus is disengaged from the APU
when the engines start. There was no evidence that the flightcrew
reengaged the ground handling bus.
Because the preaccident condition of the S2 master latch lock
switch could not be determined, it could also not be determined
whether its proper functioning would have prevented the
accident. The Safety Board did not determine whether damaged
cargo door wires or a malfunctioning S2 switch could have been
found by UAL maintenance had they been more aggressive in
troubleshooting the cargo door problem in the weeks prior to the
accident.
Nick, all the bare Kapton/PolyX wires are shown in photographs
on corazon website under UAL 811 in NTSB AAR 92/02.
My discovery is that PolyX/Kapton type wiring is making cargo
doors open in flight explaining several controversial accidents.
Others have linked the wiring to fires such as Valujet 592 and
Swiss Air 111.

It's a big problem and going to get worse.
TWA 800 had found bare wires in same areas as found bare wires
in UAL 811.
Wiring is also linked to Boeing 747 rudder problems with a
Bournemouth UK 737 rudder yaw damper getting wet with urine
and gyrating all over the sky for seven minutes while crew called
Mayday. That would explain the two or three mystery 737 rudder
crashes.
I'll send some lengthy documents to you.
Cheers,John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax
of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general
purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known
as Poly-X had three in-service problems:

-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of
arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA
800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the raceway
below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570
and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core
conductor when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the
aft end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks
found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is
FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone. Frayed
wires in that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door
to open in flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811.
#15, 19646, b747 121 25 Jan 70, forward door PA103 is 44 Wire(Raychem
Corp), event date 21 Dec 88
#16, 19647, 121, pa, n740pa, 31 jan 70, PA 125 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp),
event date Mar 87 forward door open.
#40, 19779 747 151 24 Apr 70 fire aft cargo bay NWA event date 10 Jan 90

#72, 19896 747 132 9 sep 70 event date 06 September 1994 aft cargo vent door
event date 14 May 1995 aft cargo vent door open. Two identical problems.
# 73, 19677 747 131 n53111 15 sep 70 Iran lightning event date 9 May 76 An
ignition in the No.1
fuel tank caused an explosion, which destroyed the left wing.
#87, 20108, 747-123 AA registration number 19669, 28 Oct 70 cargo door
light on, plane returned, not fault found, event date 10/09/1981
#89, 19875, b747 121 20 Oct 70, forward door UAL811-Poly-x(Raychem),
event date, 23 Feb 89
#101, 19878 b747 122 ual n4717u 7 dec 70 event date 24 October 1994, aft
cargo door seal leak
#115, 20323 b747 123 aa n9671 10 feb 71 event date 23 April 1993, side cargo
door lit, pin broken
#124, 19959 b747 237b vt ebd 8 mar 71 ai roll after to into sea, faulty
instrument event date 1/1/78 Following a right turn, the aircraft rolled to the
left beyond 90¿, lost control and crashed into shallow (10m deep) water, 3km
offshore at an angle of 35-40¿. PROBABLE CAUSE: The Attitude Director
Indicator (ADI) probably malfunctioned during the right turn, which led to a
complete loss of situational awareness of the crew memebers.
#139, 19879, b747 122, ual, n4718u, 16 may 71, Aft door
#141, 20358 b747 251b nwa n613us 22 jun 71, aft door lit, plane returned,
handle position
#153, 20083, 18 Aug 71, b747131 TWA 800, is polyX event date, 17 July 96
#217, 20535 b747 238b 13 jul 73 event date 10 November 1993, aft pressure
door in cargo door cracked
#242, 20826 b747 245f 12 jul 74 event date 27 November 1994 aft cargo door
opened, lock pin spring
#330, 21473 19 Jun 78, b747237b AI82 Poly-x, forward door. June 23 1985
#362, 21737 b747 258f elal 4x axg 7mar 79 event date 4/10/92 the no.3 pylon

and engine to separate from the wing
#482, 22390 b747 2r7f china clux lx ecv 30 sep 80 event date 12/29/91 The
aircraft was climbing through 5200ft when the no.3 engine separated from the
wing.
#573, 22870 b747 3b3 uta f gd ua 10 dec 82 event date 16 Mar 85, Destroyed
by fire on the ground
#594, 23111 b747 251B nwa n631us 28 feb 84 event date 03 March 1996
forward door seal and valve
#673, 23736, b747 222b, ual, n151ua, 1 mar 87, aft door 55 wire
#680, 23887 b747 251f nwa 18 may 87 event date 20 Oct 94, aft cargo door lit,
hook actuator
#488, 22171 b747 244b saa zs sas 12 oct 80 SAA 747 244d ZS SAS? 11/28 87
fire main compartment

Instruments: into ground for Flying Tiger, into sea for Air India, into ground
for Guam, into plane with Saudi.

1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual Report page 44 45
46:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
C. Nov 1, 1997 Identical problem reported as A above. The fire from shorted
wires in chafed wiring bundle in forward cargo compartment either happened
twice, once in 1996 and once in 1997, as the report states, or it's the
same event reported twice with a wrong date. Probably wrong date and right
dates are both 1996.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:34 AM PDT
To: NFarrow@ninenet.com.au
Subject: 737 switch rudder problem

http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/gbgji.htm
Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Aircraft Incident Report No: 1/98 (EW/C95/10/4)
Report on the incident to Boeing 737-236 Advanced, G-BGJI 15
nm north-west of Bournemouth International Airport on 22
October 1995
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Registered Owner:
British Airways PLC
Operator:
British Airways PLC
Aircraft Type:
Boeing 737-236 Advanced
Nationality:
British
Registration:
G-BGJI
Place of Incident:
15 nm north-west of
Bournemouth International
Airport
Latitude: 50¡ 55.72' North
Longitude: 002¡ 12.55' East
Date and Time:
22 October 1995 at 1609 hrs
All times in this report are UTC

Synopsis
The incident was notified promptly to the Air Accidents
Investigation Branch (AAIB) by the operator and the
investigation began that evening. The AAIB team comprised Mr
D F King (Investigator-in-Charge),
Mr P D Gilmartin (Operations), Mr C G Pollard (Engineering), Mr
S W Moss (Engineering), Mr A N Cable (Engineering) Ms A Evans
(Flight Recorders).

The crew reported at 1330 hrs at Gatwick to carry out a postheavy maintenance check, test flight on the aircraft. The first
officer (F/O) completed the external check, while the commander
completed the 'Flight
Deck Preparation' items of the aircraft checklist. A Standby
(STBY) Rudder system check was carried out with no
abnormalities noted and during taxi before take-off, the Yaw
Damper indicator showed normal
response to turns.
When the aircraft was in straight and level flight at FL200 with an
indicated airspeed of 290 kt, Autopilot and Autothrottle engaged
and Yaw Damper ON, the aircraft experienced roll/yaw
oscillations. The
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) showed that the Autopilot and
Autothrottle were disengaged, and the commander reported that
the Yaw Damper was switched OFF but the crew were unable to
stop the oscillations.
A MAYDAY call was broadcast at 1609 hrs. The crew had the
impression that the bank angle would have continued to increase
had opposite roll control inputs not been applied.
A descent was made to around FL75 and as the airspeed was
allowed to reduce towards 250 kt the oscillations began to decay
rapidly and stopped. The total duration of the roll/yaw event
was about seven
minutes.
A low speed handling check was carried out, and it was found
that the aircraft handled well at a speed 150 kt, with Flap 15
¡ selected and with the landing gear down. It was decided to
return to London Gatwick
Airport in this configuration, and the MAYDAY was downgraded

to a PAN. The crew recovered the aircraft to Gatwick without
further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
(i)
Contamination of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler, in the
Electronic and Equipment Bay, by an unidentified fluid
had occurred
at some time prior to the incident flight and compromised
the function
of its pin to pin insulation.
(ii)
Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between
certain adjacent
pins had affected the phase and magnitude of the signals
transmitted to
the Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby stimulating a forced
Dutch Roll
mode of the aircraft.
(iii)
The location of the Electronic and Equipment (E&E) Bay,
beneath the
cabin floor in the area of the aircraft doors, galleys and
toilets made it
vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
(iv)
The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch Roll
oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the
malfunctioning
Yaw Damper system.

Four safety recommendations were made.
1 Factual information
1.1 History of the flight
1.1.1 Pre-flight checks
The crew reported at 1330 hrs at Gatwick to carry out a post-P6
maintenance check (¤1.6.6.1) test flight on the aircraft. The first
officer (F/O) completed the external check, while the commander
completed the
'Flight Deck Preparation' items of the aircraft checklist. The fuel
load was 10,500 kg, with about 2,000 kg in the centre tank.
Neither wing tank was full, with the right wing containing more
fuel than the left
because of earlier ground running of the engines and the
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU).
As the APU was not available, due to the unserviceability of its
fire detection system which was damaged during final closure of
its cover panels, a ground air start was made on both engines. A
Standby
(STBY) Rudder system check was carried out with no
abnormalities noted. The take-off configuration warning check
was carried out which entailed selecting Flap 25¡. During this
selection there was a
momentary double hydraulic 'A' system low pressure warning,
indicating failure of the output from both engine driven pumps,
but this quickly cleared and did not repeat itself.

During taxi before take-off, the Yaw Damper indicator showed
normal response to turns.
1.1.2 Incident flight
The commander was the handling pilot when, at about 1555 hrs,
the take-off was made from Runway 26L with full power and
Flap 1¡ selected. After take-off, the aircraft was found to be out of
trim laterally,
needing left rudder and left aileron trims to achieve wings level
flight. The crew assessed this to be due to the fuel imbalance. The
crossfeed was opened, and fuel was used from the right wing
tank until lateral
balance was achieved. The fuel system was then returned to
normal and the flight controls then felt normal until the incident
occurred. The remainder of the flight until the recovery to
Gatwick was conducted in
an area between the Southampton VOR and Boscombe Down
Airfield.
The pressurisation system was put in Standby (STBY) mode, with
a cabin altitude of 4,000 feet set and the rate selector set to high
rate. A climb was then carried out in stages to FL200. Handling
was
transferred to the F/O, Autopilot B was engaged in Command
(CMD) mode and the Autothrottle engaged. The STBY cabin
altitude was reset to 13,990 feet to check the passenger oxygen
mask automatic
deployment system, in accordance with the test schedule.
A Spoiler Isolation/upfloat check was also carried out, which
involved selecting the Speedbrake to the 'Flight' detent, then
operating the Spoiler A and B switches to OFF. The commander

went into the cabin to
visually check the spoiler upfloat. The left outboard spoiler
trailing edge was approximately 3 inches up, all others were
about 2 inches up. The ground spoilers were fully retracted. The
commander returned to
the flight deck, reset the Speedbrake lever to down and reset the
Spoiler switches to ON. This was carried out less than two
minutes prior to the start of the incident.
The crew attention then turned to the cabin altitude, which was
climbing as required by the test schedule. Both pilots donned
their oxygen masks as the cabin altitude passed through 10,000
feet and the cabin
altitude horn began to sound. (Note: after the incident, it was
found that the passenger masks had not deployed, indicating that
the cabin altitude had remained below the nominal 14,000 feet
activation altitude)
The aircraft was heading 270¡M at FL200 with an indicated
airspeed of 290 kt, Autopilot B in CMD mode, Autothrottle
engaged and Yaw Damper ON. The aircraft started to roll, which
was initially countered
by the Autopilot applying opposite roll control. The aircraft then
began to oscillate in roll, and oscillatory activity was noted on the
Yaw Damper indicator. On instructions from the commander the
F/O
disconnected the Autopilot and Autothrottle and attempted to
stop the roll oscillations using control wheel inputs. The timing of
these actions was confirmed by the FDR. The commander
recalled switching OFF
the Yaw Damper at this time in accordance with Flight Crew
Notice FCN 38/95, issued in August of 1995. This FCN, issued by
the commander in his capacity as Flight Manager Boeing 737

(Technical
Projects), reflected the revised Boeing procedure for
Uncommanded Yaw or Roll (Appendix 9). The commander then
took control and continued to use control wheel inputs in an
effort to stop the rolling. He
also decided to initiate an immediate descent so that crew oxygen
was no longer a consideration and requested the F/O to retard
the thrust levers.
A MAYDAY call was broadcast at 1609 hrs. In response, Air
Traffic Control (ATC) offered radar vectors to the nearest airport,
which was initially a left turn onto 170¡M. The commander was
reluctant to
apply too much bank in order to turn as the roll excursions would
have resulted in too steep a bank angle at the extremity of the
oscillations. The crew had the impression that the bank angle
would have
continued to increase had opposite roll control inputs not been
applied.
A descent was made to around FL75, with the airspeed
maintained at 290 kt or greater. During the descent, control was
passed between the pilots, with no change in the oscillations. A
further change of
handling pilot occurred when the crew oxygen masks were
removed, again with no noticeable change in aircraft behaviour.
Neither pilot could recall any movement of the rudder pedals and
no deliberate rudder
pedal inputs were made by the crew. Some power was re?applied
once the aircraft had levelled off, and the airspeed was allowed to
decay towards 250 kt. As the aircraft approached this speed, the
oscillations
began to decay rapidly and stopped. The total duration of the

roll/yaw event was about seven minutes.
After the oscillations had stopped, the F/O went back into the
cabin to check for any abnormalities on the wings but found
none. A low speed handling check was carried out, and it was
found that the aircraft
handled well at a speed 150 kt with Flap 15¡ selected and with the
landing gear down . It was decided to return to London Gatwick
Airport in this configuration, and the MAYDAY was downgraded
to a PAN.
The weather at Gatwick for the landing was surface wind
southerly at 5 kt, CAVOK and Runway 08R was in use. The crew
considered that the most appropriate checklist for landing in a
Flap 15¡ configuration
was the One Engine Inoperative Descent/Approach/Landing
checklist, which was actioned.
On checking the Master Caution Recall in the Landing Checklist,
the commander noted that the amber FLT CTL caption was
illuminated. On checking he saw that the Yaw Damper OFF
amber light was
illuminated and he switched the system back ON. However, on
final approach, at about 3,000 feet, he felt that there may have
been a small roll/yaw oscillation commencing. He therefore
switched OFF the
Yaw Damper, and continued the approach for an uneventful
landing at 1644 hrs.
On reaching the maintenance hangar the circuit breaker for the
Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) was 'pulled', but due to the 30
minute duration of the CVR tape the period of the incident had
been erased.

Following the event the crew recalled that, during the initial
climb out, a layer of cloud had been encountered between 3,000
and 4,000 feet, thickness about 500 feet, but the total temperature
was in excess of
+10¡C at that time. There was no cloud above this and no icing
was encountered. At the time of the incident, it was daylight, in
clear air, no turbulence and with a good horizon above a general
overcast.
During debriefing the crew reported that the oscillations were
similar to Dutch Roll, with a period of about 2 to 3 seconds. The
roll control felt normal to apply, with no signs of any mechanical
reversion. There
were no indications of any abnormalities associated with the
hydraulic systems throughout the flight. The characteristics of the
oscillations did not appear to change when the Autopilot was
disengaged.
Following an initial examination of the aircraft (¤1.12.1-2), a test
flight (¤1.16.2) was carried out on 10 November 1995. With
additional recording equipment installed on the aircraft attempts
were made to
reproduce the roll/yaw oscillations.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.2 Injuries to persons
Injuries
Crew
Passengers
Others
Fatal
-

Serious
Minor/None
2
-

1.3 Damage to aircraft
A small panel, the left wing fuel booster pump access panel, was
found to be missing after the incident flight.
1.4 Other damage
None.
1.5 Personnel information
1.5.1
Commander:
Male, aged 44 years
Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Aircraft ratings:
Boeing 737, Viscount, Beech 55/58
Medical certificate:
Class 1, Renewed 26 September
1995

Instrument rating:
Renewed 4 May 1995
Other Ratings:
Instrument Rating Examiner
Type Rating Examiner - Boeing 737
CAA Approved C of A Test Pilot
Last base check:
12 October 1995
Last line check:
20 October 1995
Flying experience:
Total all Types: - 8,290 hours
Total on Boeing 737: - 5,500 hours
Duty time:
2 hours 39 minutes
Previous rest:
In excess of 24 hours
1.5.2
First officer:
Male, aged 44 years
Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Aircraft ratings:
Boeing 737, Vanguard, Beech 55/58
Other ratings:
Instrument Rating Examiner
Type Rating Examiner - Boeing 737
Medical certificate:
Class 1, Renewed 27 July 1995
Instrument rating:
Renewed 3 November 1994
Last base check:
29 March 1995

Last line check:
18 December 1994
Flying experience:
Total all Types: - 8,600 hours
Total on Boeing 737: - 6,000 hours
Duty time:
2 hours 39 minutes
Previous rest:
In excess of 24 hours

1.6 Aircraft information
1.6.1
Leading particulars
Type:
Boeing 737-236 Advanced
Constructor's number:
22030
Date of manufacture:
1980
Certificate of registration:
British Airways, 5 September 1983
Certificate of
airworthiness:
issued 3 October 1995
Total airframe hours:
37,871 hours (20,267 landings)
Engines:
2 Pratt & Whitney JT8D-15
turbofan
Maximum weight
authorised

for take-off:
52,750 kg
Actual take-off weight:
39,376 kg
Estimated weight
at time of incident:
38,300 kg
Estimated fuel remaining
at time of incident:
9,300 kg
Centre of gravity (CG)
at time of incident:
205 inches AoD (Within limits)

1.6.2 Dutch Roll
The Dutch Roll lateral-directional interaction mode is a coupled
banking, sideslipping and yawing motion. It is often oscillatory,
and when lightly damped creates control difficulties for pilots
and discomfort for
passengers. The Dutch Roll motion can begin with a yawing
motion produced by a gust or a rudder input or with a rolling
motion, which in turn results in adverse yaw. If the aircraft is
designed with positive
directional stability the fin tends to re-align the aircraft into the
airflow when the temporary yawing moment stops. However, the
nose does not return to a position of zero sideslip but tends to
overshoot, setting
up the cyclic roll/yaw motion of Dutch Roll. The degree of
dihedral and wing sweep dictate the lateral qualities and the fin
and rudder size influence the directional qualities. If the
oscillation is positively stable

the roll and yaw amplitudes reduce over successive oscillations
and eventually damp out.
The Boeing 737 has natural positive damping in the Dutch Roll
mode, (i.e. the motions reduce in amplitude with each cycle), and
therefore meets the airworthiness requirements for lateraldirectional
oscillations without the need for an active Dutch Roll (yaw)
damping system. Nevertheless, a Yaw Damper is fitted, which,
although not required for flight dispatch, is provided to improve
passenger comfort
by more quickly damping the Dutch Roll oscillations. To provide
active Dutch Roll damping, a rate gyro in the Yaw Damper
Coupler senses yaw motion and feeds a signal to the Yaw
Damper Actuator in the
rudder Power Control Unit (PCU), to oppose the yaw. The period
of the basic aircraft Dutch Roll oscillation for the Boeing 737
without Yaw Damping varies with airspeed, reducing from just
over 4 seconds at
200 kt to 3 seconds at 280 kt ( about 0.25 to 0.33 Hz).
1.6.3 Description of the Yaw Damper system (Appendix 1)
As described in ¤ 1.6.2, the Boeing 737 series of aircraft have
positive lateral directional stability but the aircraft still have a
tendency to 'Dutch Roll' when disturbed, although the
oscillations damp-out over a
period of time. The aircraft are fitted with a Yaw Damper system
which moves the rudder, with limited authority, to oppose such
oscillations. Since it is not essential to the controllability of the
aircraft, the
system is simplex and powered by the 'B' hydraulic system. It
should be noted that the Yaw Damper is independent of the

Autopilot, since the latter has no input into the rudder control.
The principal components of the Yaw Damper system are the Yaw
Damper Coupler located in the E&E Bay and the Yaw Damper
Actuator which is part of the main rudder PCU. The Yaw Damper
Coupler
contains a rate gyro which senses lateral oscillations and, where
these are of a frequency corresponding to the aircraft's natural
Dutch Roll, a signal is output to the actuator to oppose the
motion.
The Yaw Damper Actuator receives the electrical signals from the
Yaw Damper Coupler which modulate an electro-hydraulic valve
which ports hydraulic fluid to the appropriate ends of the
actuator piston.
Movement of this piston is mechanically linked to the input
mechanism of the main PCU, which moves to command rudder
movement. Rudder response is monitored by a Linear Variable
Displacement
Transducer (LVDT) and a feedback position signal is transmitted
back to the Yaw Damper Coupler. The geometry of the linkage is
such that the Yaw Damper authority is limited to +/-3¡ of rudder
movement on
this Boeing 737?200. Yaw Damper motion is not transmitted back
to the pilot through the rudder pedals. A small indicator in the
cockpit advises the pilot of any Yaw Damper activity.
1.6.4 Activation of the Yaw Damper system
The pilot can select the Yaw Damper ON and OFF using an
engage switch on the flight deck overhead panel. Appendix 1
shows the layout of the Flight Control panel in the cockpit
overhead (Figure 1) and a

highly simplified electrical schematic diagram (Figure 2) which
shows only those circuits involved in effecting engagement of the
Yaw Damper system. All the major electrical circuits affecting the
operation of
the Yaw Damper system are supplied from dedicated 28V dc and
115V ac circuit breakers. As depicted in the schematic, the Yaw
Damper is switched OFF but the B Flight Control switch is in the
normal,
guarded, ON position.
For the system to become active, the Yaw Damper Actuator has to
be supplied with hydraulic power via a solenoid-controlled
hydraulic shut-off valve (SOV). This solenoid opens the valve
when it receives a
28V dc supply from the Yaw Damper engage switch on the Flight
Controls panel, via contacts in the k12 relay which is in the
Autopilot Accessory Unit . The solenoid of relay k12 is supplied
with 28V dc from
the Yaw Damper Coupler (pin 12 of Connector D295), provided
that a logic circuit within the coupler senses that 115V ac is
available at pin 2, and that 28V dc has been applied to pin 14 of
D295 from the Yaw
Damper engage switch. D295 is the connector joining the Yaw
Damper Coupler to the aircraft wiring. The solenoid of k12 relay
is earthed through the time delay circuits within the Autopilot
Accessory Unit,
which cause this relay to operate 2 seconds after the engage
switch is operated.
When relay k12 is energised, three sets of contacts relevant to the
Yaw Damper system, annotated a, b, & c on the schematic, are
switched. When switched ON, the contact 'a' supplies 28V dc to a
number of

additional circuits in the Yaw Damper Coupler; contact 'b'
supplies the 28V dc from the Yaw Damper switch to the SOV
solenoid (as above); contact 'c' breaks an earth path for the 'Yaw
Damper' light on the
Flight Control panel and extinguishes the light which, when
illuminated, indicates that the Yaw Damper is not in operation.
The Yaw Damper switch is spring loaded to the OFF position and
is held ON electro-magnetically. The hold on solenoid is
permanently connected to the 28V dc supply to the switch and
takes its earth from the
Yaw Damper interrupter circuits in the Autopilot Accessory Unit.
This earth is routed via a set of contacts in the B Flight Control
switch. When the Yaw Damper switch is in the OFF position, the
terminal
which supplies 28V dc power to the actuator SOV is earthed.
1.6.5 Description of the E&E Bay
The E&E Bay on the Boeing 737 contains avionics equipment
including the Yaw Damper Coupler. It is an area of the lower
fuselage below the passenger floor and extends from the
nosewheel bay aft bulkhead
to the forward face of the forward cargo bay (stations 304.5 to
378.9). On the Boeing 737-200 most of the equipment is mounted
in three racks labelled E1, E2 and E3 (Appendix 2) with three or
four shelves in
each rack. These are labelled -1, -2, -3 etc from the top, so that the
upper shelf of rack E1, for example, is designated E1-1. In general,
each individual avionic unit is designed for rapid removal from
or
refitting to its location in the rack. This is achieved by mounting it
in a tray equipped with a multi-pin socket so that, as it is slid into

engagement in the tray, a mating plug in the back of the unit
connects with
the socket. The unit is then locked in place with quick-release
fasteners at the front.
The trays and racks themselves are commonly removed during
major maintenance and thus a further connection is required to
interface with the main aircraft wiring looms which are not
routinely disturbed for
avionics component removal. This is achieved by a series of rack
disconnect connectors which are mostly located behind the
relevant rack and are sealed against moisture ingress. It should be
noted that this is
not the case with the unit/tray plug-and-socket arrangement
described above.
On the Boeing 737 (and indeed other types of aircraft) the location
of the E&E Bay is directly underneath the forward left passenger
door vestibule area. With the cabin configuration used on G-BGJI,
the galley
and forward toilet areas are also above the forward end of the
bay, but generally outboard of the equipment racks themselves.
G-BGJI was equipped with hydraulically actuated airstairs below
the forward left
door. As the stairs were retracted, they were stowed in the E&E
Bay between racks E1 and E2 and E3 (Appendix 2). Although not
directly above the racks, the airstairs are an obvious potential
source of
moisture ingress into the bay. A fibreglass drip-tray was fitted
under the full length of the retracted stairs, with an overboard
drain tube to dispose of any water brought into the bay by this
route. An early
modification further introduced a rubberised fabric 'shroud'

which clipped on to the top forward lip of the drip tray and was
stretched forward over the E1 rack to attach to the nosewheel bay
aft bulkhead, thus
forming a moisture barrier over the bay in this area. The fall on
the shroud was such that fluid leakage from above should run
down the shroud and into the drip?tray.
In addition to the shroud, other measures were taken to prevent
fluid spilt above the floor from dripping into the E&E Bay area,
principally concerned with sealing the floor panels and toilet/
galley areas.
Procedures are laid-down in the Boeing Maintenance Manual for
these measures but many operators adapt them according to their
own custom and practice, and to use locally available materials.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.6.6 Maintenance history
1.6.6.1 P6 inspection
Immediately prior to the incident flight, a major inspection of GBGJI had been completed, known as a 'P6 Check' in the operator's
Maintenance Schedule. It is scheduled every 5 calendar years or
11,200 hours
flying time, whichever occurs first, and typically takes about 30
days to accomplish. One of the major objectives of the check is to
inspect the structure for corrosion or other defects and to achieve
this requires
extensive dismantling of the airframe and systems. The
individual elements of the check are too numerous to mention in
this report, which will concentrate on the activity surrounding the
E&E Bay area and the

rudder/Yaw Damper system.
Prior to entering the hangar, the aircraft was washed externally
and the toilet and potable water systems drained. Early in the
check itself, the toilet and galley components were removed from
the aircraft. The
floor panels were also removed and several required renewal, as
is quite usual for an aircraft of this age.
The airstairs and drip-tray were removed from the E&E Bay as
were the avionics racks, the individual avionics units being stored
on covered shelving alongside the aircraft awaiting refitment. All
soundproofing
bags were removed and, having gained access to the basic
fuselage structure, the area was given a high-pressure wash of
water and detergent. To achieve this it was necessary to protect
the rack disconnect
connectors which, apart from the looms themselves, were the
only electrical components of the E&E Bay remaining in the
aircraft. Plastic bags were taped around the connectors in an
attempt to guard against
contamination by the cleaning process.
Visual inspection of the structure was carried out and evidence
from the technical records along with the recollections of the
individuals involved indicated that the degree of corrosion found
and rectified was
typical of any aircraft on such a check. There were no indications
of any abnormalities which may have indicated heavy fluid
contamination. Evidence of dried blue fluid (toilet sanitising
fluid) contamination
was noted on the floor structure under the toilet but again this
was considered commonplace. AAIB examination of several

similar aircraft after a few years post-check service confirmed this
to be so.
Upon completion of the structural inspection, the E&E Bay was
re-assembled and the avionics units re-fitted. The records show
that no relevant units required rectification or replacement and
thus the ones
removed were re-installed. As the aircraft approached
completion, when electrical and hydraulic power were re?
applied, every system on the aircraft was subjected to a full
function test since every system had
been disturbed during the check. In the case of the Yaw Damper
system this included a Built-in Test Equipment (BITE) check on
the Yaw Damper Coupler. No malfunctions were found. The main
rudder PCU
had been replaced by a unit modified to Boeing SB 737-27-1185
(Rudder PCU - Replacement of the Dual Servo Valve) but in all
other respects the rudder/Yaw Damper system components were
the same as
those fitted prior to the P6 maintenance check.
1.6.6.2 Technical Logs
The Technical Log for the aircraft was examined for evidence of
any Yaw Damper problems reported by crews since February
1995 up to the P6 check. Although the Log revealed a very large
number of
repetitive defects affecting system 'B' Autopilot over the period,
there were no entries for the Yaw Damper system. Later, the
Technical Log and the Cabin Log were examined for entries
which might suggest
that significant fluid spillage may have occurred in the forward
toilet/galley area over the same period. Only one entry was

found, dated 5 March 1995, in which the cabin crew reported:
"Fwd galley floor area wet, no spillages reported. Please check for
leaks."
The Action Taken column reported:
"Slight leak traced to toilet sink drain seeping under floor &
wetting carpet. Drain fitting tightened, now no leak."
The technical records also showed that the aircraft had departed
on the incident flight with the APU inoperative because its fire
detection system was unserviceable, the rear toilet servicing panel
was 'speedtaped'
shut and the forward toilet was not serviced. In addition there
was some cosmetic furnishing work to complete in the passenger
cabin and the airstairs drip-tray access and drain panel was not
fitted. All the
above was permissible in accordance with the operator's
Despatch Deviation Manual.
It had been intended to charge the forward toilet for normal
service which involved introducing an initial charge of one gallon
of fresh water via the recharging point in the toilet servicing
panel. However, it was
found that the forward toilet tank would not retain the water due
to a misrigged and therefore improperly seated dump valve. As
there was some urgency in despatching the aircraft, the decision
was taken to
rectify the fault after the flight.
Such a fault would allow the water to flow into the 4 inch drain
pipe shown in Appendix 2 and, assuming the outboard flap valve

was closed, it would stay in the pipe. If the charging process was
continued in
this situation, the pipe would fill up and, in the presence of the
improper sealing described in ¤1.12.4, fluid could run down the
outside of the pipe and into the E&E Bay. However, the leaking
dump valve was
found early in the charging process and the quantity required to
fill the pipe (estimated at about 5 gallons) was never introduced.
The toilet system was completely drained prior to the flight.
1.6.6.3 Yaw Damper Coupler history
The Yaw Damper Coupler, part number 4030952-902, serial
number 79100850 was manufactured in 1979. Although the
recorded history of the unit showed that it had been subject to
removals since that time,
the records suggested that these were to service other aircraft
shortages and not for any unserviceability reasons. Indeed, there
was no record of the unit ever having entered workshops since
new, nor would
there be any requirement for it to do so unless it was defective
since the part is operated 'on condition'. Physical inspection
internally also showed that the rate gyro, probably the most likely
component to cause
problems over a period of time, was in original condition and had
not been subject to repair or overhaul.
1.7 Meteorological information
1.7.1 Incident flight
At the time of the incident a south to south-westerly airstream
was established over the area. The visibility was greater than 20

km, with scattered cloud, base 2,500 feet. The mean sea level
pressure was
1022 mb.
The winds/temperatures were:
Surface
180¡
10 kt
+15¡C
2,000 feet
240¡
17 kt
+10¡C
5,000 feet
220¡
15 kt
+03¡C
10,000 feet
230¡
15 kt
+01¡C
18,000 feet
230¡
15 kt
-16¡C
24,000 feet
230¡
25 kt
-28¡C

1.7.2 Test flight

The weather prevailing at the time of the test flight on 10
November 1995 was significantly worse than that on the day of
the incident. A waving warm front was lying across the Boscombe
Down area, moving
slowly and erratically north?west. Occasional rain and drizzle
was associated with the frontal zone, with surface visibility of 3 to
5 km. The mean sea level pressure was 1003 mb and the zero
degree isotherm
was at 6,300 feet. The cloud was broken, base 1,000 feet, tops
5,000 feet. Higher level overcast prevailed from 6,000 feet, tops
12,000 feet. There were further broken layers between 16,000 and
18,000 feet
and between 21,000 and 24,000 feet. The winds/temperatures
were:
5,000 feet
160¡
11 kt
+01¡C
10,000 feet
195¡
21 kt
-05¡C
18,000 feet
195¡
37 kt
-22¡C
24,000 feet
200¡
53 kt
-32¡C

Moderate icing and moderate turbulence were forecast in cloud.
1.8 Aids to navigation
Not relevant.
1.9 Communications
The crew was being provided with a Radar Advisory Service
outside controlled airspace by London Military Radar on VHF
frequency 128.7 MHz at the time of the incident. A recording of
the radiotelephony
transmissions was available for this investigation.
1.10 Aerodrome information
Not applicable
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.11 Flight recorders
1.11.1 Flight Data Recorder
The aircraft was equipped with a Davall 1198 re-cycling wire,
accident protected digital Flight Data Recorder (FDR). This had a
recording duration of 25 hours and was part of a Teledyne
recording system.
This system also incorporated a Quick Access Recorder (QAR)
which recorded essentially the same information as the
mandatory recorder onto a cassette. The FDR was replayed
satisfactorily by the AAIB and

the data checked with the readout from the QAR performed by
the operator. There were some areas of invalid data on the FDR
which were not evident on the QAR. A total of 27 analogue
parameters plus 73
discrete parameters (events) were recorded.
Among the analogue parameters recorded were Pitch Attitude,
Roll Attitude, Rudder Pedal Position (RPP), Control Position
Pitch (CPP) and Control Position Roll (CPR). After the incident
these parameters
were calibrated and a number of anomalies were found. Roll
Attitude had a datum error of approximately 4¡. The CPP was
found to be indicating -4.4¡ throughout the incident but there
were some indications
during large movements of the control column, such as during
the control checks, or at rotation. CPP was found to have been
unserviceable on the flights prior to the incident for which
recordings remained on
the FDR. Other parameters checked were within calibration
limits.
The RPP is measured by a position sensor on the rudder control
system forward quadrant situated just below and aft of the
pedals. This therefore only detects the pedal movement from the
pilots; there is no
feedback to the pedals of the Yaw Damper movement. No
recording is made on the FDR of the rudder surface position. The
engagement of the Autopilot is recorded on the FDR, however the
Yaw Damper
engagement is not recorded.
1.11.2 Data timing

Data is acquired by the Digital Flight Data Acquisition Unit
(DFDAU) in 0.125 second time slots, parameters acquired in the
same time slot will be synchronised to within 0.125 seconds.
Lateral Acceleration,
CPR and RPP are all sampled 4 times a second, within the same
time slot. Roll Attitude is only sampled twice per second, and is
sampled 0.125 seconds after the first and third samples of the
previous
parameters.
The following table shows the relationship between the
parameters:
Timing Offset
0
0.125
0.25
0.375
0.5
0.675
0.75
0.875
Normal Accel
2
10
18
26
34
42
50
58
Lateral Accel
15

31
47
63
Long Accel
28
60
Heading
3
CPR
16
32
48
64
CPP
13
29
45
61
RPP
14
30
46
62
Roll
20
52
Pitch
8
24
40
56

Note: the numbers in the boxes above are the DFDR word slots
for the parameters in the 64 word frame.
1.11.3 Cockpit Voice Recorder
The aircraft was equipped with a Fairchild model A100 re-cycling
Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) which records the latest 30
minutes of audio information on four tracks. In this case aircraft
power had been
re-applied to the aircraft after landing which allowed the CVR to
continue to record, automatically erasing the recording of the
incident and thus providing no useful information.
1.11.4 Data interpretation
Pre-flight control checks were carried out and the aircraft took off
at 15:53 hrs and climbed normally to 20,000 feet. During the climb
there were some small oscillations evident from the lateral
acceleration
record. These small oscillations occurred between 200 and 260 kt
with a frequency of 0.26 Hz and varied in both magnitude, up to
±0.03g lateral acceleration, and duration. As such, they went
unnoticed by the
crew or were regarded as insignificant.
At 16:02:08, as the aircraft approached 20,000 feet at 288 kt on a
heading of 270¡M, the crew began the spoiler upfloat check,
identified from the Speedbrake lever being moved to the 'Flight
Detent' position for
approximately four minutes. The Autothrottle was already
engaged and the 'B' Autopilot was engaged at the top of the
climb. Intermittent small oscillations were still evident during the
test. Figure 1 at

Appendix 3 shows the data throughout the incident, from the
movement of the Speedbrake lever to the 'Down' Position; Figure
2 at Appendix 3 shows an expanded plot of the initial part of the
incident. Two
seconds after the Speedbrake lever was returned to the 'Down'
position, at 16:06:28, there was a 2¡ CPR input to the right and
there were coincident small lateral accelerations of ±0.018g with a
frequency of
0.36 Hz at an airspeed of 294 kt. These small oscillations
continued with varying amplitude for the next minute, with a
slight rise in airspeed to 296 kt and did not cause any detectable
roll movement.
At 16:07:35 there was a more significant lateral acceleration
oscillation, frequency 0.35 Hz, and up to 0.06g which lasted for
three cycles. This was accompanied by a roll of 3¡ left wing down,
and an opposing
CPR movement, from the Autopilot of -4.9¡ to 8.5¡ right wing
down within two seconds. There was no further input of CPR
during this initial oscillation. The amplitude of the lateral
acceleration cycles
increased, by approximately 0.04g per cycle, and reached a
maximum in around 20 seconds. The Roll Attitude and CPR
began to oscillate in opposition as the Autopilot tried to correct
the roll of the aircraft.
The Autopilot and Autothrottle were disconnected 15 seconds
after the initial left roll, at 16:07:53 with the aircraft at 20,000 feet,
296 kt.
The large oscillations continued, with a frequency of 0.36 Hz, and
a magnitude of around ±0.5g lateral acceleration , and ±15¡ roll
around a varying datum with opposing CPR inputs of around
±30¡ from the

pilot. After the Autopilot disconnect the airspeed initially reduced
to 277 kt. At 16:07:58 the engine power reduced from 1.48 to 1.11
Engine Pressure Ratio (EPR); the aircraft descended and airspeed
increased
to a maximum of 313 kt.
Ten seconds after the Autopilot disconnect there were some
oscillations evident in the rudder pedal position, however the
movement was only ±0.25¡ with the same frequency as the lateral
acceleration. There
were also oscillations in other parameters, including Pitch
Attitude (up to ±1¡) and heading (±5¡ about a varying datum
between 270¡ and 040¡M).
The aircraft levelled at 7,000 feet with an increase in EPR from 1.0
to 1.24/1.19 on Nos 1 and 2 engines respectively; and then
decelerated through 275 kt when the oscillations began to damp
out. Throughout
the oscillations the aircraft was in a left turn, finally reaching a
heading of 040¡. Figure 3 at Appendix 3 shows this data in
expanded form; the oscillations lasted for over 7 minutes and
finally disappeared at an
airspeed of 250 kt.
After the large oscillations there were some minor, quickly
damped oscillations in lateral acceleration of up to ±0.002g. At
16:17:52 flap was selected initially to 1¡ at a speed of 212 kt and
then to 5¡ and 15¡ at
airspeeds of 200 kt and 165 kt respectively. As the airspeed
further reduced, 15 seconds after passing through 170 kt
coincident with the scheduled Yaw Damper gain change, there
was a kick of 0.025g in
lateral acceleration, followed by small oscillations lasting around

12 cycles. There were then some similar small oscillations with a
magnitude of ±0.02g and frequency of 0.2 Hz, which occur
periodically
during the rest of the flight. The oscillations in lateral acceleration
are accompanied by oscillations in roll of up to ±0.5¡. Figure 4 at
Appendix 3 shows one of these oscillations which lasted for
around a minute
before damping out. At 16:45 the aircraft landed without incident,
with a flap setting of 15¡ and a touchdown speed of 135 kt.
1.11.5 Quick Access Recorder data
The Quick Access Recorder (QAR) recorded essentially the same
information as the mandatory recorder onto a readily removable
cassette. The operator routinely removed and replayed the
cassettes from the
QAR; approximately two weeks of flying data from each aircraft
having been kept as an archive. This archived QAR data was
analysed for G-BGJI, consisting of 85 flights having taken place
prior to the P6
check. On two separate flights on the 8 and 11 September, small
oscillations were found; firstly at 36,000 feet between 240 to 245 kt
there were intermittent oscillations of ±0.05g with a frequency of
0.35 Hz.
On another separate flight one period of small oscillations was
observed, damping out in 3 cycles, with a frequency of 0.4 Hz. No
other significant oscillations were found on the flights reviewed.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.12 Aircraft examination
1.12.1 General

Examination of the aircraft began on the evening of the incident
flight. It had been impounded in a hangar at Gatwick Airport and
had not been disturbed since that flight, other than by those
actions necessary to
tow it into the hangar.
1.12.2 Non-intrusive tests conducted between incident and test
flight
Initial analysis of the recorded aircraft behaviour during the
incident flight had indicated that the characteristics were most
consistent with erroneous operation of the Yaw Damper system.
Therefore,
immediately after the incident had occurred, a policy decision
was made not to disturb, by disconnection or disassembly, any of
the aircraft systems which might have any influence on the
operation of the Yaw
Damper before a test flight was made. The object of the test flight
was to attempt to induce the aberrant behaviour, with additional
flight monitoring systems temporarily fitted. It was, however,
decided to
perform, together with functional tests, such isolation and
continuity testing as could be done within this stricture.
It was agreed that the examination would commence by
subjecting the aircraft to practically every check in the
Maintenance Manual of the flying control, Autopilot and Yaw
Damper systems which could be
achieved without breaking in to any systems (non-intrusive).
The airframe was inspected visually, including the E&E and
landing gear bays, the angle-of-attack sensors and pitot probes.

Nothing significant was found with the exception that the
hydraulic oil quantity was
approximately 1/8" below the FULL line on the sight gauge and
the left wing fuel booster pump access panel was found to be
missing.
The next stage involved a rigging check on all of the flying
control surfaces and cables which could be accessed without
extensive removal of panels. Some discrepancies were found
relative to the Maintenance
Manual requirements for both control surface rigging and cable
tensions but there was nothing found which could have been
responsible for the aircraft's aberrant behaviour during the
incident flight. It was
noted that, when the technicians attempted to check cable
tensions, they found that nearly all their stock of tensiometers
gave different readings. Some instruments were considerably at
variance with others
despite all being within their calibration dates. There was no
system at the operators engineering facility at Gatwick for
checking the accuracy of tensiometers upon issue from stores.
The next phase involved full flying control, Autopilot and Yaw
Damper function tests and BITE checks where appropriate.
Although the Autopilot failed one of its parameter checks on the
BITE test, analysis
showed this could have had no effect which would explain the
aircraft's behaviour. None of the wiring checks performed at this
stage revealed any abnormalities.
Since the exhaustive series of checks generally had not revealed
any significant defects or abnormalities, it was decided that the
aircraft would be left in this condition for the next phase of

testing, which was to
be a pressurisation test of the aircraft in a simulated flight
condition (¤1.16.1). The minor defects remained unrectified and
no rigging adjustments were made to the flying controls between
the incident and test
flights (¤1.16.2).
In consultation with Boeing and the Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) and after analysis of the DFDR data from the incident
flight, a series of structural checks were required, mainly
concerned with the fin and
rudder attachments, before the aircraft could be allocated a 'B'
conditions certificate for the test flight. These checks did not
reveal any damage or excessive clearances in the attachment
fittings or structure.
1.12.3 Directional control system component examination
Following completion of the test flight and non-intrusive checks
which had not revealed any significant abnormalities with the
directional control system, the decision was taken to subject the
individual
components of the system and the associated wiring to function
and strip examination as necessary. In addition, the three
hydraulic system filter elements were removed from each system
and, together with
fluid samples, were despatched to an independent laboratory for
analysis. The laboratory report did not indicate any abnormalities
with either the fluid or filter elements associated with either
system. The wiring
checks are described in ¤1.12.5.
The components returned to their respective manufacturers for

testing/examination under AAIB supervision were:
a
Yaw Damper Coupler
b
Rudder PCU
c
Standby Rudder PCU
d
Rudder Feel and Centring Unit
e
Digital Air Data Computer (DADC)

In addition, the Autopilot Accessory Unit was examined in the
AAIB laboratories.
1.12.3.1 The Yaw Damper Coupler
This unit was returned to the manufacturer, Honeywell and
placed on their Automatic Test Equipment (ATE). Tested
repeatedly at ambient conditions, these comprehensive tests did
not reveal any significant
defects in the unit. The Yaw Damper Coupler was also subjected
to the same test regime but manually executed. It was then hotsoaked and tested on the ATE, again performing to specification.
There was no
facility for performing these checks under humid conditions, so
this was not achieved.
The above tests were able to prove the serviceability of all the
Yaw Damper Coupler circuitry but could not fully check the rate
gyro which is incorporated in the unit. Accordingly, the unit was

opened to
remove and despatch the rate gyro to another facility for testing
as an isolated component. It was at this point that apparent
contamination/corrosion deposits were found on the back of the
multi?pin connector
inside the unit. This took the form of bluish-white powdery
deposits around some of the wire-wrapped connections to the
back of the pins (Appendix 4, Figure 1). Closer inspection also
showed evidence of light
grey deposits on the outside of the connector shell (Figure 2).
These observations, which pointed towards moisture
impingement on the outside of the connector and subsequent
ingress into the unit, were
reinforced when the lower cover plate for the unit was examined
and signs of dried fluid residue were seen on its inner face
(Figure 3). There was, however, no sign of moisture on the
outside of the black
casing itself.
The decision was made to return the unit (minus the rate gyro) to
the UK to embark on humidity and other tests described in
¤1.16.5. The rate gyro, when tested, proved to be in good
serviceable condition.
1.12.3.2 Rudder PCU
The rudder PCU, incorporating the Yaw Damper Actuator, was
tested at the unit manufacturer's facility on a rig used for
acceptance tests on production and overhauled components. The
rig essentially operates
the PCU with hydraulic and electrical power connected and plots
the response of the unit to mechanical (pilot) and electrical (Yaw
Damper) inputs. The performance of the unit was satisfactory in

all respects.
Measurements were taken of the Yaw Damper solenoid pull-in
voltage which were requested in connection with the testing
described in ¤1.16.7.
1.12.3.3 Standby rudder PCU
This was examined at the Boeing Equipment Quality Analysis
Laboratory in Seattle, USA under AAIB supervision. It passed an
overhaul function test with only minor out-of-limits
measurements in two areas.
Strip examination showed no abnormalities apart from some
scoring of the input lever bearing, the origin of which was not
clear but did not appear to affect its operation.
1.12.3.4 Feel and Centring Unit
No evidence was found of failure, defect or malfunction of this
unit. Functional testing did not reveal any abnormal behaviour
although some excessive backlash in the system was identified,
predominantly in
the trim actuator. It was uncertain whether this was simply a
feature which might be expected on a unit with some
considerable time in service but was not considered to have been
capable of precipitating the
aberrant behaviour of the aircraft during the incident flight.
1.12.3.5 Digital Air Data Computer (DADC)
The DADC was initially tested at the Honeywell facility in
Seattle, USA at the same time as the Yaw Damper Coupler. Its
interface with the Yaw Damper system is limited to switching the
gain of the Yaw

Damper Coupler output according to the aircraft's indicated
airspeed. In this respect it functioned normally.
1.12.3.6 Autopilot Accessory Unit
Amongst the functions of the Autopilot Accessory Unit is the
enabling of the Yaw Damper system. It was tested to establish its
conformity with specification with respect to those features which
might affect the
operation of the Yaw Damper. These tests involved the
measurement of contact to contact resistance and the insulation of
the terminals of the k12 relay within the unit, in both its switched
conditions and testing
of the time delay and interrupter circuits. The results of all these
tests indicated that the functions under consideration operated
correctly and within limits.
It was decided to establish, additionally, the voltages at which the
k12 relay engaged and disengaged. This was done by adjusting,
in both the rising and falling senses, the voltage applied to the
actuating
solenoid. Under the test conditions the relay pulled in at 18.7
(Volts) V and dropped out at 18.4V. It was observed, whilst
adjusting the voltage very slowly around the changeover
voltages, that the relay
sounded as if it operated in two stages, as it emitted a double
click. The change of voltage over the double click was very slight
and it was established that all contacts operated simultaneously
on one of the
clicks.
At a later stage of the investigation, studies of the characteristics
of the Autopilot Accessory Unit, Yaw Damper Coupler and Shut-

off Valve Solenoid as a group showed slightly different operating
voltages for
the k12 relay with an engage voltage of 18.16V and 17 ma current
and a dropout voltage of 17.71V and 9 ma current. (¤1.16.7)
1.12.4 The E&E Bay
With the discovery of apparent moisture contamination of the
Yaw Damper Coupler connector, described in ¤1.12.3.1, attention
was turned to the E&E Bay in an effort to determine whether
there were any
obvious sources of such contamination. The P6 check items
included washing and so there was little chance of finding
evidence of a source of moisture occurring in the past.
Examination commenced with an inspection of the avionics
cooling plenum which is situated directly above the E1-1 rack
which houses the Yaw Damper Coupler. This had clearly been
washed and bore
numerous watermarks on its polished aluminium alloy surface.
One of these marks, however, was of particular interest since it
ran directly above the Yaw Damper Coupler in the rack. The fluid
appeared to run
forwards from about the mid-point of the plenum on the top
surface and then run rearwards to about the same point on the
lower surface. A search for a corresponding leak in the rubberised
shroud above this
apparent path proved negative.
The shroud itself was then removed and examined. Although it
had evidently been partially cleaned during the P6 check it was
still heavily stained on its upper surface and bore heavy deposits
of a waxy

substance similar to that used during the floor panel sealing
operation. When tested for leakage, the shroud proved watertight apart from a small area of porosity which had resulted from
chafing where it was
folded and fastened over the lip of the airstairs drip-tray. This
area was fairly remote from the E1-1 rack and it was difficult to
conceive any situation whereby fluid entering the bay by this
route could
contaminate the rack. Doubts were expressed concerning the
installation status of the shroud during the incident flight. This
arose because, initially, it was not suspected that fluid
contamination of the Yaw
Damper Coupler was responsible for the incident and
investigation was centred on the key components of the
directional control system. At an early stage the airstairs drip-tray
was removed to greatly facilitate
access in the E&E Bay requiring the shroud to be unclipped and
rolled back. There is no doubt that it was in the aircraft, attached
to the nosewheel bay bulkhead but the inspection team could not
recall with
absolute certainty that it had been fully fitted. The technician
involved with preparing the aircraft for the incident flight had,
however, stated that it was completely and correctly installed
prior to the flight.
The large-diameter toilet drain pipe, routed laterally across the
E&E Bay (Appendix 2), was a potential source of contamination
in precisely the area to affect the back of the E1-1 rack
components, although
such a scenario would still require penetration of the shroud
before fluid could reach this location. The pipe is normally empty
of fluid except during the toilet drain operation on the ground,
although any

improper seating of the toilet dump valve in the tank would
result in the pipe starting to fill-up. The operator indicated that
this was a commonly reported defect and just such a condition
was present
immediately before the incident flight (see ¤1.6.6.2). In this case,
however, the leaking dump valve was detected and the aircraft
despatched with the forward toilet empty.
Externally, the pipe had a number of dried fluid residue paths
visible, some of which were probably by-products of the cleaning
and corrosion protection processes during the P6 check. Tests on
the pipe itself
showed that it did not leak but the potential for leakage did exist
because of faulty assembly at the interface of the pipe with the
tank. Essentially, a screw had been trapped between two mating
flanges such that,
if the pipe filled up as described above to the level of the aircraft
floor, fluid could have escaped and run down the exterior of the
pipe into the E&E Bay. As described in ¤1.6.6.2, there should not
have been
sufficient fluid introduced to allow this to happen.
A further imperfect seal was discovered around the area where
the handbasin drain pipe passed through the toilet compartment
floor. Any fluid escaping from the toilet/handbasin systems
behind the vanity unit
would run onto the floor. Since this area is not subject to
passenger weight, floor panels are not used and a thin metal
diaphragm is used instead. This has to be sealed to prevent
leakage below the floor,
including the holes where utility piping passes through it. As
noted an improper seal had been achieved with the handbasin
drain pipe such that, when the diaphragm was deliberately

flooded, the fluid dripped
down the flexible tube below the floor. However, this location
was well forward of the E&E Bay and it was not considered that it
could have migrated back towards the Yaw Damper Coupler.
A potential path for fluid dripping forward of the E&E Bay to
migrate rearwards was discovered during examination of another
Boeing 737?200. The aircraft had extensive toilet fluid
contamination of the E1-3
rack disconnect shelf on the left side of the E&E Bay (note: not the
racks themselves). Testing showed numerous leak paths allowing
fluid to drip below the floor forward of the E&E Bay where the
drips
impinged on the two Captain's instruments pitot-static drain
tubes. These run aft and downwards towards the bay, where they
are routed above the E1-3 rack disconnect shelf. The somewhat
encrusted and
corroded appearance of the pipes suggested that this had been
happening for some time. Fluid from a leaking toilet dump valve
was thought to have been the source of the contamination. Boeing
has recognised
this path as an undesirable feature and proposed a simple
modification to put 'drip-triggers' on the line to prevent fluid
running aft along the pipes. (The E&E Bay Assessment Team
report on this subject is
discussed in ¤1.16.8.)
1.12.5 Post-test flight intrusive wiring and connector checks
A programme was drawn up so that, immediately following the
test flight, electrical integrity testing of all the wiring and
connectors which might affect operation of the Yaw Damper
system could be

conducted. This involved the wiring of all systems which had any
connection, direct or via other equipment, to the connector D295
of the Yaw Damper Coupler.
Before doing some of these tests, which included high voltage
insulation checks, it was necessary to remove the electronic
modules involved, both to avoid damaging them and to gain
access to the connectors.
It was also necessary to isolate the affected wiring by disengaging
the 28V dc and 115V ac circuit breakers. Apart from the Yaw
Damper Coupler, which had to be removed to gain access to the
pins and sockets
of connector D295, other units disconnected were:
Component Location Connector
i. Air Data Computer No 1 E&E Bay D309A
ii. Autopilot Accessory Unit E&E Bay D293(A & B)
iii. Flight Control Module Flight Deck Overhead D630
iv Rudder Power Control Unit Fin base D291
v Yaw Damper Position Indicator Centre Instrument Panel D309A
The first test applied to connector D295 was a check of the
physical engagement of the two halves; both of the tightness of
individual pin to socket connections and the depth of
engagement of the pins as a
group into the sockets.
The first part of this test was done by inserting a single pin, with

a light wire 'pull' attached, into each socket of the aircraft rack
connector and established that it required perceptible force to
draw the pin out of
the socket. A similar test was done using a single socket pushed
over each individual pin of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler itself. Both the elements of connector D295 were
demonstrated to have
satisfactory grip on all electrical contacts.
The second part of the test, to determine the depth of
engagement, was done by impaling a sheet of .004 inch thick
paper, cut to remain inside the connector periphery, on all the
pins of the Yaw Damper
Coupler connector. The connection was then made and secured
and then released and separated. The depth to which the paper
had been driven down the pins showed that the depth of
engagement was
satisfactory.
Before disturbing the rudder PCU connectors, other than D295,
measurement of the resistance of components within the rudder
PCU, together with the intervening wiring and connectors, was
made. This
showed that all the electrical components in the rudder PCU
which could affect the Yaw Damper system were within
specification and their connections through to D295 were good.
After this, the measurements
were repeated whilst the connector at the PCU (D291) was
shaken, by hand, to simulate the effects of vibration. This showed
that the connection was sound.
Following these tests, the electrical bonding of all the components
listed above was verified. They were then removed and the

wiring, with all intermediate connectors, was subjected to
continuity and insulation
tests. These demonstrated that there were no detectable
breakdowns in the isolation of any wire resulting in unwanted
wire/wire or wire/earth faults; nor were there any breaks in the
continuity of any tested
conductive path.
The final action in this series of tests was to perform pin grip and
connector depth of engagement tests on the rack connector of the
Autopilot Accessory Unit (D293A) and the connector of the
rudder PCU
(D291). All proved satisfactory.
1.12.6 Tests on Yaw Damper engagement circuits (Appendix 1,
Figures 1 & 2)
After examination of the Yaw Damper Coupler unit had raised
concerns about the possibility of electrolytic activity between the
pins of connector D295 inside it, consideration was given to the
possibility that
unwanted electrical paths could be generated between pins. The
theoretical effects of these paths could be broadly divided into
those which affected the behaviour of the electronic control
circuits, which are
reported on at paragraph 1.16.3, and those affecting the power
switching which activates the Yaw Damper.
An initial test was made to establish the resistance, to aircraft
ground, of the path from pin 14 on the rack side of connector
D295 (with the Yaw Damper Coupler removed), through the
earthed OFF pole of the
Yaw Damper engage switch on the Flight Control panel.

Comparison of this resistance on the incident switch with another
showed the incident switch to have a persistently higher
resistance of about 2 Ohms.
As a result of these tests, the switch itself was later subjected to
destructive examination; see paragraph 1.12.7
A series of tests was then performed, on the subject aircraft,
which demonstrated that the Yaw Damper engagement interlocks
and indications could, under dormant fault conditions, be
defeated by the addition
of particular unwanted paths bridging between the pins of
connector D295. These were performed using a specially
constructed extension lead which permitted electrical access to
pins 4, 12 & 14 of connector
D295 by means of breakout flyleads. These tests were extended
by setting up electrolytically formed conductive paths between
the breakout leads and are described at ¤1.16.6.
1.12.7 Yaw Damper system engage switch examination
As a result of finding that the engage switch had a persistently
high resistance on the ground contact, approximately 2 Ohms, it
was decided that it should be fully examined in the presence of
the aircraft and
switch manufacturers. The switch was presented for this
examination still installed in the flight controls module from the
flight deck. Since the incident flight and before the time of first
checking the switch OFF
pole earth resistance, the switch had been functioned an
indeterminate number of times.
When subjected to laboratory testing, both whilst installed in and

later after removal from the flight controls module, the switch did
not demonstrate any high resistance earth path. The switch unit
was tested and
found to be in compliance with its manufacture specification,
both in terms of contact resistances and electromagnetic hold-on
characteristics. Testing of the wiring within the flight controls
module did not
reveal any evidence of potential intermittently high resistance
paths.
The switch unit was disassembled and the basic micro switches
from within operated whilst being observed by real-time X-ray
techniques. This showed that the movement of the contacts
during switching was
correct and effecting the designed self wiping action.
The basic micro switches were then dismantled and the contacts
examined. This revealed the presence of a carbon rich
contamination of the earth switch contacts but no evidence of
loose particle contamination.
It was considered that the carbon rich contamination of the
contacts might have accounted for the earlier measurements of
high contact resistance but did not appear to be sufficient to have
been responsible for a
contact resistance greater than the measured 2 Ohms observed
whilst fitted in the aircraft.
1.13 Medical and pathological information
Not applicable.
1.14 Fire

Not applicable.
1.15 Survival information
Not applicable.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.16 Tests and research
1.16.1 Function tests of the flying control and Yaw Damper
systems
Although the detailed series of checks described in ¤ 1.12.1 had
involved several function tests of the flying control and Yaw
Damper systems, it was decided that further testing should be
carried out with the
aircraft pressurised and undergoing a depressurisation cycle, as
occurred during the incident flight. To this end the aircraft was
towed out of the hangar and placed in a 'flight' condition by
disabling the
air/ground sensors and using a pitot-static test set to simulate an
airspeed of roughly 290 kt. Using a ground pneumatic rig and the
APU, the aircraft was pressurised to a differential appropriate to
flight at
20,000 feet and hydraulic and electrical power was applied.
The Autopilot and Yaw Damper were engaged with no
malfunctions evident. The entire aircraft was 'nudged' several
times using the nosewheel steering tiller to evoke a response from
the Yaw Damper, and also
by using the Yaw Damper test switch. This was repeated during
the depressurisation cycle, again with no abnormal responses

from either the Autopilot or the Yaw Damper.
1.16.2 High speed taxi and test flight
A Portable Airborne Digital Data System (PADDS) was installed
in G-BGJI by the aircraft manufacturer to record parameters
additional to those available on the FDR/QAR. These included
rudder control
system aft quadrant and surface position, Yaw Damper engaged
signal and other Yaw Damper system control parameters, plus
lateral accelerations at the fin and rudder.
Ground tests were performed by the manufacturer to determine
whether the rudder and Yaw Damper system were operating
correctly prior to the flight test. These included a frequency
response check of the
rudder and Yaw Damper LVDT, the results showing the correct
phase and gain data for both. Yaw Damper engagement and
disengagement via the flight deck overhead switch and the circuit
breaker were also
checked, and found to operate correctly.
Initially a high speed taxi run was carried out to identify whether
any unusual rudder/Yaw Damper system characteristics could be
generated during normal taxiing and by applying aggressive
nosewheel steering
inputs to produce yaw rate inputs to the Yaw Damper Coupler.
Cyclic nosewheel steering inputs with a period of 3 seconds
(approximately the Dutch Roll frequency) were used during
normal taxi, and a high
speed run up to 80 kt was carried out; no unusual system
characteristics were observed.

A flight test was then planned in an attempt to reproduce the
oscillations seen in the incident. The aircraft was loaded to a
similar gross weight and CG position and prepared for flight
under 'B' conditions. It was
crewed by the same commander as the incident flight together
with a Boeing 737 test pilot provided by the manufacturer. The
manufacturer's regular complement of a flight test director and
observers were also
on board. The flight test plan was to incrementally approach the
flight conditions of the incident (290 kt and FL200), initially with
the Yaw Damper OFF to ensure that there was no basic airframe/
flight control
anomaly. The aircraft was equipped with an alternative method
of electrically isolating the Yaw Damper system.
The aircraft took off from Runway 08R at Gatwick and was flown
to the same test area, between the Southampton VOR and
Boscombe Down Airfield. The weather conditions on the day of
the test flight
(10 November 1995) were significantly worse than those existing
at the time of the incident. There was light to moderate
turbulence present generally, and the crew had to ensure that the
aircraft did not sustain
any ice accretion by avoiding cloud layers as much as possible
during the climb to test altitude.
At each test point, the test pilot performed rudder doublets in
order to excite the Dutch Roll mode and the aircraft response was
monitored. Final tests were conducted with the aircraft
depressurised, again to
simulate the actual incident flight conditions. Some testing was
also carried out with the Autopilot engaged, as on the incident
flight.

The testing was unable to reproduce the forced lateral oscillations
experienced during the incident flight. All of the tests indicated
that the rudder/Yaw Damper systems on the aircraft were
operating correctly.
1.16.3 Simulator studies
The aircraft manufacturer provided access to and support in
using a mathematical computer model and a versatile three axis
engineering simulator in attempts to simulate the incident flight
characteristics.
1.16.3.1 Initial Engineering Simulator Evaluation (M-Cab)
The aircraft Manufacturer's Engineering Simulator was used to
perform an evaluation of the pilot's influence over driven Dutch
Roll oscillations. In this case the oscillations were driven from the
rudder
deflection calculated as a function of yaw rate. The relationship
between rudder and yaw rate was chosen to generate behaviour
consistent with the aircraft during the incident in terms of lateral
g oscillations and
magnitude of maximum and minimum bank angle, and thus
demonstrated the effect of driving the Dutch Roll mode. Figure 1
and 2 at Appendix 5 show this effect.
The simulation was performed at flight conditions representative
of the incident, level at 20,000 feet and 295 kt. During the
manufacturers tests with a company test pilot in the left-hand
seat, "the pilot's first
reaction was to reduce airspeed which resulted in the oscillations
becoming damped....further cases involved maintaining the flight

condition which provided a continuous oscillation with controls
free. The pilot
was not able to reduce the oscillation nor did he drive the
oscillation to greater amplitude while using normal control
inputs."
1.16.3.2 EASY 5 computer simulation
A manufacturer's control system simulation/analysis tool, EASY
5, was used to investigate the effect of fluid contamination of the
Yaw Damper Coupler connector causing shunt resistance
between pins. The
EASY 5 consists of a control system model of the Yaw Damper
Coupler with mathematical approximations for the behaviour of
the hydraulic system and aerodynamics at various flight
conditions. The
simulation is excited using a crosswind pulse gust, and the
response of the model is then computed and output as a time
history of various parameters.
Theoretical analysis of the Yaw Damper Coupler circuitry was
carried out by the manufacturer to identify shunt resistances
between pins which could have been possible candidates to cause
the aircraft response
seen in the incident flight. The coupler connector has 57 pins, and
for this analysis the unused pins and those used as part of the
BITE were not considered. The analysis also assumed that the
fluid saturated the
region of the connector surrounding pins 3, 4, 12 and 14
(Appendix 6, Figure 1) and below these pins it was assumed that
pins were coupled to each other by a fluid film which ran along
the adjacent wires.
Only the effects of shunt resistances between adjacent pins were

considered. The effects of both 400 Hz and dc power shunts were
discounted. The bandwidth of the hydraulic servos are two
orders of magnitude
less than 400 Hz, so any signals injected with a frequency of 400
Hz would have no effect. Similarly any dc power shunts would
have introduced a bias into the system, an effect which would
have been shown
in the incident flight, and was not evident. A summary of the pin
to pin shunt analysis is at Appendix 7.
Of the possible candidates identified, the effects of three shunt
resistances were modelled in the EASY 5, both singly and in
combination. These were the most likely to have caused the
effects seen during the
incident. The first was between pins 46 to 47, the case where the
rudder feedback signal from the LVDT is attenuated, and
corresponded to the open feedback condition. It produced an
oscillation with a
frequency in the 0.8 to 1.0 Hz range, and only small bank angle
changes. This response had been predicted in the Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis (FMEA), and was not the response seen in
the incident
case.
The second case was a shunt between pins 37 to 38, which
established a path from the output of the rate gyro demodulator
directly, rather than applying the normal 180 ¡ phase shift
necessary for the rudder
motion to be applied in a direction which would counter the yaw
rate. The shunt bypassed the phase shift, so the gyro signal was in
phase with the yaw rate. The effect of this shunt therefore was to
produce an
instability which resembled that seen during the incident. A gain

of -10 was used in the simulation which approximated to a shunt
resistance across the pins of 89 Kilohms. This produced a rudder
demand from
the Yaw Damper Coupler which saturated to maximum within 7
seconds at 350 kt; the frequency of the oscillation produced was
about 0.4 Hz, with ± 25¡ roll oscillations within 17 seconds of the
disturbance;
the oscillation was undamped but stable. At an airspeed of 250 t
the same gain produced a damped oscillation. Figures 2 and 3 at
Appendix 6 show the results from the EASY 5 for these cases.
A shunt resistance between pins 40 to 51 would change the gain
characteristics of the rate gyro path; it does not produce a phase
change. The effect of this shunt is to attenuate the signal going
into the washout
filter and thus reduces the ability of the Yaw Damper Coupler to
provide control. It was reasonable to model the effect of a shunt
between pins 40 to 51 as pins 40 to 50 are adjacent and pins 50 to
51 are
electrically equivalent. Simulation of this shunt had no effect on
the response on its own, but with a combination of this and a
shunt between 37 to 38 the effect was to modify the frequency
from 0.43 Hz to
0.35 Hz.
1.16.3.3 Final M-Cab simulation
The EASY 5 simulation had shown that there were possible shunt
resistances which could cause the aircraft response seen in the
incident. In order to model the complete system it was necessary
to have a better
aerodynamic model and include a production Yaw Damper
Coupler unit. The manufacturer's M-Cab simulator was used for

these tests. The M-Cab is a full motion engineering simulator
capable of being flown
either from the simulator cab flight deck, or from data inputs. In
this case the yaw rate signals from the simulator were input to a
Yaw Damper Coupler unit, and the subsequent rudder demand
signal was output
to the M-Cab simulation of the rudder hydraulic system. The MCab was set up at the airspeed, altitude and configuration
required for the test and then either allowed to respond without
intervention, or flown
from the simulator cab to maintain the required conditions. The
Yaw Damper Coupler system gain changes with airspeed in the
Autopilot Accessory Unit were accomplished manually. The
shunt resistances
were simulated using a set of decade resistance boxes which
could be put between any two individual or combination of pairs
of pins. A beta (yaw) release and/or a gust (turbulence) model
was used to excite
the simulation.
The first tests were to reproduce the shunt resistance from the
EASY 5 simulation. An open circuit between pins 46 to 47
produced a 1 Hz oscillation, confirming again the FMEA. A shunt
resistance of 110 and
89 K Ohms between pins 37 to 38 produced no oscillations.
Reducing the resistance to 30 K Ohms, lower than the value of the
shunt resistance in the EASY 5 simulation, produced an
oscillation similar to the
incident, with roll angles of ±15¡, and lateral acceleration of ±0.5
g. This case is shown in Figure 1 at Appendix 8. The rudder
demand saturated in 20 seconds, and the frequency of the
oscillation was 0.4 Hz at
350 kt IAS, and 20,000 feet.

The effect of a shunt resistance between pins 40 to 51 was then
investigated, varying between 60 and 500 Kilohms at 20,000 feet,
290 kt and using light and medium turbulence as well as a beta
release to excite
the simulation. A shunt resistance up to 300 Kilohms produced
small oscillations after the beta release, which in medium
turbulence had a frequency of 0.33 Hz and ±0.02 g oscillations in
lateral acceleration.
Figure 2 at Appendix 8 shows the oscillation produced with a
shunt resistance of 230 Kilohms. In light turbulence the lateral
acceleration was ±0.01 g. This compared with the oscillations seen
in the Yaw
Damper disengaged case which in medium turbulence has the
same frequency and magnitude of lateral accelerations. Figures 3
and 4 show the normal aircraft response with Yaw Damper
engaged and
disengaged respectively. At 500 Kilohms the oscillations had a
smaller magnitude, similar to the Yaw Damper engaged case,
showing that at this value of resistance the Yaw Damper was able
to reassert
control. These tests were repeated at 7,000 feet, 250 kt, shunt
resistance varying between 120 and 300 Kilohms with light and
medium turbulence. Similar small oscillations were evident.
A combination of the shunt resistance varying from 200 to 400
Kilohms between pins 37 to 38 and 40 to 51, was then tested. At
20,000 feet and 290 kt, the results showed that the combination of
resistances on
both pins produced an oscillation which resulted in roll angles of
up to ±15¡, and lateral accelerations of up to ±0.46 g, with a
frequency of 0.3 Hz. The time of the Yaw Damper rudder demand
to saturate to

maximum increased with the resistance; above 250 K Ohms the
oscillation was slow to develop and above 350 K Ohms the
oscillation was damped. The same shunt resistance test
conditions were used at
7,000 feet, 250 kt. This generated an oscillation which, at shunt
resistances at and above 230 Kilohms damped out. The time for
the oscillations to damp decreased with increasing resistance.
Figures 5 and 6 at
Appendix 8 show these oscillations.
A number of flight profiles were then flown in the M-Cab,
following the descent and speed reduction seen on the incident
flight. Figure 7 at Appendix 8 shows one of these profiles using a
shunt resistance of
230 K Ohms between both 37 to 39 and 40 to 51.
1.16.4 Normal aircraft behaviour with and without Yaw Damper
The QAR data was examined from another Boeing 737-200
aircraft, where the Yaw Damper had been engaged and
disengaged for periods during the flight. This data showed that
when the Yaw Damper was
disengaged, small oscillations similar to those seen on G-BGJI
prior to the incident, were present. This demonstrated also the
basic Dutch Roll mode of the aircraft. The oscillations had a
frequency of around
0.32 Hz and produced small lateral accelerations of less than
±0.05 g. With the Yaw Damper engaged there were no significant
lateral oscillations.
1.16.5 Humidity testing and detailed examination of Yaw Damper
Coupler connector

The presence of corrosion/electrolytic deposits around the wirewrap posts of the Yaw Damper Coupler connector first
discovered during the manufacturer's testing and examination of
the unit (¤ 1.12.3.1) had
not apparently had any effect on the coupler's operation during
testing at ambient and high-temperature conditions.
It was therefore decided to test the electrical properties of the Yaw
Damper Coupler in humid conditions having first taken samples
of the deposits on the connector shell and the cover plate in an
attempt to
discover the nature of the apparent fluid contaminant. A
description of this examination appears in ¤1.16.6.
Unfortunately, there were no facilities which could subject the
unit to functional testing equivalent to that achieved by the ATE
whilst it was in an humidity chamber. An attempt was made to
measure the
resistance between adjacent pins of the connector at ambient
conditions (18¡C/46%RH) and under conditions of about 94% RH
at 35 to 40¡C. Measurements of the ambient impedance values
between adjacent
pins were taken and the unit placed in a humidity chamber with
a 'breakout' lead routed outside the chamber to measure the
impedances under humid conditions.
As expected, there was a wide variation in impedance values,
without exception the humid values were less than the ambient.
The significance of these findings is, however, open to question
when it is realised
that the impedances measured are not simply those between
adjacent pins of the connector. Since it was considered unwise at
that stage to isolate the connector from the internal circuitry, the

impedance values
measured had to include those of the individual components and
printed circuits of the Yaw Damper Coupler itself as well as the
resistance between the connector pins. Typically, impedances
measured as
greater than 30 Megohms in ambient conditions fell to fractions of
a Megohm when placed in the chamber.
Since it was impossible to determine how much, if any, of the lost
impedance was due to shorting between the connector pins, it
was then decided to compare the performance of a known
serviceable Yaw
Damper Coupler under the same conditions to see whether the
impedances were markedly different under humid conditions.
Only certain selected pins on the latter were sampled under
humid conditions. At
ambient conditions, similar impedance readings were obtained
between adjacent pins and, as expected, these values fell off
markedly under humid conditions. In general, the results were
similar to those
measured on the incident Yaw Damper Coupler, with only a few,
apparently random, occasions where the humid impedance of the
spare unit was better by an order of magnitude.
1.16.6 Connector pin contamination testing
Connector D295, and the Yaw Damper Coupler lower closing
panel, with the evidence of a dried fluid run on its inside face,
were submitted to a specialist company of electrical research
engineers for
laboratory analysis. The focus of this effort was to determine the
nature of the fluid contaminant and to confirm that electrical
current had flowed between the pins. It was considered that the

latter would be
proven if it could be established that the blue/green and white
deposits seen around the wire-wrapping of the pins were the
products of electrolysis as opposed to simple corrosion.
The chemical tests could only be conducted using an X-ray
dispersive technique which can only detect the individual
elements of a substance and cannot identify the compound which
is constructed from these
elements. Such a method will detect all elements present in the
sample, such as those used in the construction of the connector,
not just those from the contamination. Thus metals such as
copper, gold,
cadmium, nickel and zinc were present in nearly all the sampled
areas along with a range of other elements, including chlorine,
phosphorous, calcium and sulphur. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to
positively identify the nature of the contaminant fluid, despite
comparing it with samples of toilet sanitising fluid used by the
aircraft operator. This was largely because, although the
specimens and the fluid
samples both contained similar elements, it appears that samples
of other common fluids found on aircraft, such as waste water
and galley waste would yield similar results. An independent
analysis conducted
by the Boeing Company came to a similar conclusion with the
additional observation that there were no signs of urea, which
could be reasonably expected were the contaminant to contain
toilet waste. During
dismantling of the connector, however, it was found that the
contaminant had also penetrated between the two halves of the
insulator block (Appendix 6, Figure 1b) as evidenced by dried
stains. Also noted was

the fact that none of the pins themselves seemed to have suffered
from corrosive attack - the gold plating was intact and not pitted.
However, when the pins were later sectioned, repolished and
examined under
high magnification small pits were identified beneath the gold
plating.
Whilst contamination was observed on most of the pins to a
greater or lesser degree, the blue/green and white deposits were
mainly in evidence around the pins and wires in the top-left
quadrant of the connector
(viewed from the back). Some of these pins were found to be
those which would carry 28V dc for the Yaw Damper engage
circuitry and were therefore most likely to cause electrolysis of
the contaminant to
occur if partial short-circuiting did take place. Variations were
found in the composition of the deposits on various pins, most
notably on pin 4, which exhibited a strong chlorine peak as
expected for negative
ions in an electrolyte, and pin 14 which had strong sodium peaks.
Pin 14 is at 0V when the Yaw Damper is turned OFF and pin 4 is
at 28V. It was therefore concluded that electrolysis of some form
of liquid
contaminant containing sodium chloride (salt) had occurred and
that current had flowed between the pins.
1.16.7 Generation of errant electrical paths in connector D295
(Appendix 1, Figs 1 & 2)
As considerable amounts of the products of electrolysis had been
found at pins 4, 12 & 14 of connector D295 inside the Yaw
Damper Coupler, consideration was given to how this might have
caused bridging

between pins leading to errant electrical paths, capable of
sustaining Yaw Damper system engagement for 7 minutes after it
was selected from ON to OFF. To establish the viability of such
bridges required the
formulation of a series of tests and trials based on conditions
which other testing indicated to have existed.
The operation of the Yaw Damper system electrical engagement
interlocks has been described in ¤ 1.6.4, but the rationale for
sustaining the engaged state even though the Yaw Damper
engage switch was
selected to OFF, the basis for formulation of the test series, can be
summarised as follows:
1
For the Yaw Damper Actuator to be active, the solenoid
valve on
the rudder PCU must be held open to allow hydraulic
pressure to
the actuator. This required that sufficient voltage was
present at
the solenoid 'live' terminal to maintain it in the open
position.
Tests on the Yaw Damper solenoid valve , when isolated
from
the Yaw Damper system, indicated that the minimum
current
for holding this valve in the 'active' position was 56 ma.
and
about 3.2V was required to sustain this.
2
As the basic aircraft wiring tests showed no evidence of
insulation weaknesses in any of the Yaw Damper system

wiring,
the electrical supply to activate the solenoid valve had to be
provided from the 'b' contacts of the relay k12 in the
Autopilot
Accessory Unit.
3
For the 'b' contact supplying the PCU solenoid to be 'live',
relay
k12 had to remain activated.
Again, as there was no evidence of insulation weaknesses
in any
of the Yaw Damper system wiring, the electrical supply to
activate the relay had to be supplied from pin 12 of the
connector
D295 at the Yaw Damper Coupler.
Initial tests at the AAIB, showed that the voltage at pin 12
had
to rise above 18.7V to activate the relay k12 and remain
above
18.4V to maintain relay engagement. Similar tests were
made
on a later occasion, with the whole Yaw Damper
engagement
system connected together complete with actuator valve
solenoid. These showed that to activate relay k12 the
voltage at
pin 12 had to rise above 18.2V with a current of 17 ma. and
remain above 17.8V with 10 to 11 ma to maintain
engagement.
The maximum current that the relay would draw was
about 40
ma when full aircraft dc voltage was applied. Pin 12 could
be

supplied from pin 14 through circuits within the Yaw
Damper
Coupler. In that event, the minimum voltage which would
be
required at pin 14 would imply a current of at least 380 ma
flowing from pin 14.
4
With the 'b' contact supplying the PCU solenoid 'live', the
voltage
required to hold the solenoid in the open position had to be
present at pin 14.
5
If the Yaw Damper system was selected to OFF, pin 14 of
connector D295 should be connected to 'aircraft earth'
through
contacts in the Yaw Damper engage switch.
If any voltage was to be sustained at pin 14, the earth of the
Yaw Damper switch would have to have had significant
resistance.
6
Unintended dc supply to either pin 12 or pin 14, within
connector
D295, was judged to be viable only from pin 4; the other
permanently 'live' dc pins, 8 and 57, being considered too
remote. (Appendix 6, Figure 1)
Dc supply to pin 4 was via a 5 amp circuit breaker;
implying a
minimum resistance of about 0.7 Ohms in the engage
switch
earth path if pin 14 were to sustain only about 3V but more
if
the voltage on pin 14 were allowed to rise.

In order to test the viability of such a mechanism, under
conditions most conducive to success, the series of tests on the
subject aircraft using the breakout flylead (¤1.12.6) was extended
into an electrolytic
bridge growth trial. The techniques used and the scope of this 'ad
hoc' trial were reviewed and amended as it progressed.
In this trial, the pins were represented by the two single strand
copper conductors of a length of domestic power cable (2.5mm2),
with their insulation cut back for about 1cm. The bare conductors
were placed
parallel separated by about 1mm for the preliminary tests, and
for the later test at the same separation as the pins within D295
(0.1 inch). During this later test, to simulate the effect of the
insulated wirewrap
looming of the connector, a single short length of this wire was
used as a non-conducting physical bridge between the two
conductors. One of the copper strands was connected to pin 4 and
the other to pin 12 of
the breakout leads with meters connected to measure both
voltage at pin 12 and current from pin 4 to pin 12. Normal
operation of the engage system was checked at this point.
Two preliminary tests were done, with the electrodes only
separated by about 1 mm, one using tap water and the second
using a saline solution. To start electrolysis, the Yaw Damper
engage switch was set to
ON, the electrolyte placed between the conductors and the switch
then set to OFF. In both cases, electrolysis started immediately the
system was switched OFF. In the water test however, although
the current
rose to the measured 'sustain' value, when the system was

switched ON and OFF again, the electrolytic cell would not
sustain engagement for more than a few seconds. With the saline
solution, however, the
current rose to the point where the relay k12 pulled into
engagement and held, even though the system was not selected
ON.
The electrodes were then reconfigured to the more realistic
geometry, separated by 0.1 inch, with the insulated wire bridge.
Having started the electrolysis with weak saline solution, as in
the preliminary tests,
the current rose to the 'sustain' level. The system was then
switched ON and OFF again and the bridge maintained relay k12
closed. The current through the electrolytic cell continued to
increase and finally
peaked at about 40 ma, the potential drop across the cell being
only 1.5V. No additional electrolyte was added from this point
but the current remained stable at 40 ma for about 20 minutes.
In the preliminary tests the electrolyte was introduced as a drop
of liquid which was suspended between the two conductors by
wetting and surface tension. When the realistic separation of the
pins was modelled
the gap was too wide for this mechanism to be feasible but, with
the insulated wire bridging between the two electrodes, the
electrolyte clung to this bridge and the conductors and thus
formed an electrolytic
bridge between the two. It was noted during the second test that
the current increased as the electrolyte clinging to the bridging
wire dried out. It remained stable for a long time when there was
little apparent
moisture bridging the gap between the electrodes.

Following this test, an attempt was made to support the complete
Yaw Damper system through the electrolytic cell. Before doing
this the engage switch earth was taken out of the circuitry by
removing the flight
control panel. The electrolytic bridge was re-established and then
pins 4 & 12 were connected together with a conductor. Pins 12 &
14 were then connected and the connection between 4 & 12
removed. This
left the electrolytic bridge supporting the currents to maintain the
engagement of relay k12 and the solenoid shut-off valve. It was
able to do this with little moisture apparent, supplying a current
of
approximately 300 ma for about 10 minutes; the current flow
stopped abruptly, however, when the bridge dried out
completely. Confirmation that the system had been active was
demonstrated by operating the
system test switch and observing appropriate rudder response.
Whilst these tests were being conducted, there was clear evidence
of electrolysis occurring and deposits formed on the two
electrodes which were similar to those found on pins 4 and 14
within connector D295.
It was also noted that little obvious surface damage was inflicted
on the electrodes although closer inspection revealed that surface
damage had occurred. The appearance of the bridge formed
between the
electrodes was blackish and appeared to be an oxidised copper
film deposition.
Having demonstrated that electrolytic bridges, in particular those
with limited moisture apparent, were able to maintain
engagement of the system, with no earth path available through
the engage switch OFF

contacts, it was decided to attempt to generate electrolytically
formed bridges between representative connector pins; first
between correctly spaced pins and subsequently within a replica
of connector D295. It
was also decided to simulate a high resistance earth rather than
no earth at the engage switch.
A comprehensive series of tests and experiments was formulated
by the AAIB, the manufacturer and the operator jointly, and
performed at the manufacturer's physical laboratories. The intent
of the tests was to
resolve whether it was possible to generate and maintain suitable
pin to pin bridges without damaging the pins significantly more
than those of connector D295 were observed to be. The sustained
currents which
it was considered essential to demonstrate in these tests were the
minima established for the individual components of the Yaw
Damper system and assuming an open circuit on the engage
switch earth.
The preliminary tests of this series involved a large number of
simple pin to pin bridges with specific electrolyte mixes which
were done in two batches; the first using wet bath electrolyte
bridges and the second
using electrolyte drops on physical bridges of wirewrap wire.
These tests were intended to establish the amount of damage
which the pins sustained under the test conditions and,
therefrom, the electrolyte most
likely to have been involved. The electrolytes were those
determined from the results of the earlier analysis on the
connector performed by the specialist laboratory. These had
shown the presence, amongst other
elements, of chlorine, phosphorus and some sulphur, implying

the presence of chloride, phosphate and sulphate ions.
These tests showed that if chlorine was a significant element in
the electrolyte, its activity was so aggressive that the pins suffered
far more severe damage than had been seen on the pins from the
incident
connector. However, both phosphate and sulphate ions were able
to act as charge carriers without inflicting significant damage on
the pins. It was also observed that, in the 'near-dry' bridges
formed in the
second batch of preliminary tests, copper, in some form, was
deposited on physical bridge paths as they became dryer. It was
noted, however, that where new insulated wiring was used to
form physical
bridges, it did not 'wet' readily and, consequently, it was difficult
to achieve the electrolyte bridge necessary to start the process of
generating a stable pin to pin path.
As a result of the findings of these preliminary tests it was
decided to proceed with tests on wirewrap connectors configured
as nearly as possible identical to connector D295 from the
incident aircraft; particular
attention being given to the geometry of the wire wrapping
around the pins of greatest interest. Having reviewed the possible
scenarios for generation of conductive bridges and features noted
in the initial tests,
it was decided to attempt to form 'near-dry' conductive paths by
two different methods one which was predominantly a steady
slow generation process and the other a pulsed generation
process. The 'slow'
process was intended to imitate what might happen if power
were left on the aircraft for about ten days, the approximate
period that this condition was estimated to have existed during

the P6 inspection,
following a single run of contaminated fluid onto the connector
followed by an afterdrip. The 'pulsed' method representing
persistent slow dripping of contaminated fluid onto the connector
throughout the same
period.
The wirewrap wired connectors were artificially aged before
testing to improve the tendency of the new insulated wires to be
wetted. Each connector was, in turn, then used as part of the
circuitry of a near
complete Yaw Damper electrical system (the BITE and indicator
circuits were not connected) so that it fed and received power
from the appropriate components, including the Yaw Damper
Actuator solenoid.
To do this the connector was installed in the middle of a fly?lead
connection to the Yaw Damper Coupler and placed in an agreed
controlled environment which attempted to emulate estimated
conditions in the
E&E Bay during the P6 check. The currents in and out of the
relevant connector pins and their voltages relative to ground
were continuously monitored and recorded throughout the
attempts to grow the bridges
as well as during the subsequent test phases. The resistance of the
earth path on the OFF side of the Yaw Damper engage switch was
initially very high but it was intended to reduce this if sustained
'hung'
engagement was achieved. The method of initiating sustained
hung engagement was agreed to be:- to engage the system
normally, add a small amount of extra wetting to the connector
and then switch OFF the
system. The rationale behind this procedure was that it was only
necessary to generate electrical paths capable of carrying enough

current to sustain engagement but not to initiate it.
For the slow path growth, the conditioned connector was
moistened, in the area of pins 4, 12 & 14, with a spray of
composite contaminant consisting of 0.5% Sodium Chloride
solution combined with 6%
saturated solutions of Potassium Phosphate and Sodium
Sulphate. Six hours later, the same area was rewetted using a
micro-pipette. At the time of rewetting, the voltages on pins 12 &
14 rose sharply, relay
k12 activated and the solenoid pulled in. This caused the pin
voltages to fall sharply, k12 then deactivated, the solenoid
dropped out and the pin voltages then rose sharply again. This
cycle persisted for about
23 minutes but stable solenoid engagement was not achieved.
Following this episode the circuit was then left for about 10 days
for the unwanted paths to develop without any further wettings.
At the end of this
period, the voltage on pin 12 resulting from leakage along the
'near-dry' bridge which had developed was not of the right order
to hold the relay k12 in the activated state and an attempt to
demonstrate hung
engagement of the system failed. The area around pins 4, 12 & 14
was rewetted using a pipette but even after this, 'hung'
engagement would not occur. A final attempt to produce
conditions in which 'hung'
engagement could be demonstrated was made by spraying the
area of the pins. This lead to a wet path short circuit between the
115V ac resident on pin 2 and the earth pin 3 which rendered this
connector
useless for further testing.
Post-test examination of this connector showed that much of the

electrolytic activity had been taking place between pin 4 and its
two adjacent earths at pins 3 and 5 rather than the intended
activity between pin 4
and pins 12 & 14. It was also observed that, ignoring the damage
caused by the final wet short circuit, the damage inflicted on pin 4
by the electrolytic activity was considerably greater than had
been seen on
the incident connector.
For the pulsed path growth, a good sized drop of fairly clean
water (provided from Gatwick) was dropped onto the pin 4, 12 &
14 area of the connector for three days and then a 50/50 mix of
this water with the
solution used in the slow growth experiment was applied twice
daily for the remainder of the 10 days. Attempts were then made
to induce 'hung' engagement, with a series of rewettings being
performed, and the
assembly left with power applied to achieve a subsequent 'slow'
bridge growth several times. Although short periods of 'hung'
engagement were observed, the longest being 28 seconds, several
periods of rapid
cycling of relay k12 occurred. Examination of the connector after
testing again revealed much greater pin damage than in the
incident connector and evidence of copper deposition between
the pins.
1.16.8 E&E Bay Assessment Team
Arising from concern that fluid contamination might be more
widespread than they were aware, Boeing launched an 'E&E Bay
Assessment Team' initiative in January 1996. In addition to a large
number of
Boeing personnel, airlines and vendors were co-opted and

canvassed for their experience with this problem.
The terms of reference of the team were; 'To develop
recommendations that when implemented will preclude liquid
leakage and contamination within the E&E Bay from having an
adverse effect on the
equipment/systems'. The team's strategy was essentially to
define the scope of the problem, and to attempt to see whether
individual operator experience and aircraft build/modification
standard might give clues
as to which modifications or operator practices were effective in
minimising E&E Bay contamination.
The team's findings and recommendations were extensive,
reflecting the very large number of manhours spent in producing
the report. Much of the report deals with detail improvements
both to hardware and
maintenance practices. As an example of the latter, the team
found that many airlines treated water/waste system
components as 'on-condition' items and recommended that
periodic inspection and overhaul
should be performed.
In general, however, the team found a wide variation in operator
experience but the findings may have been influenced by a lack of
appreciation by some operators that they had an E&E Bay fluid
contamination
problem. For example, one aircraft showed a history of a
particular item of avionics equipment being returned from the
repair shop repeatedly with reports of fluid contamination over a
period of four months.
Clearly the operator had failed to make the connection between
the high removal rate of this component and a persistent leak

somewhere in the aircraft. Equally so, there was variation in
operator expectation
regarding the condition of the underfloor area, with some,
including the operator of G?BGJI, apparently accepting that
evidence of blue staining is inevitable after a few years in-service
whilst others managed to
achieve high standards of cleanliness.
This underlines the report's conclusion that most problems with
E&E Bay contamination '....related to aircraft maintenance and
servicing, rather than how components are originally designed
and installed".
The report also "....did not uncover any evidence that a specific
fluid leakage event will produce a near term, unexpected, aircraft
flight path deviation.'
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.17 Organisational and management information
None relevant.
1.18 Additional information
1.18.1 Aircraft manufacturer's Operational Bulletin
On 4 August 1995, the aircraft manufacturer issued an
Operational Bulletin detailing the 'Uncommanded Yaw or Roll
Procedure'. The procedure is reproduced below and the full
contents of the Bulletin is at
Appendix 9.
UNCOMMANDED YAW OR ROLL

Accomplish this procedure if uncommanded yaw or roll occurs in
flight.

AUTOPILOT (if engaged) .............

DISENGAGE

The pilot should be prepared to make control wheel corrections to
return to wings level upon disengagement. The autopilot may be
putting in an appropriate correction for an uncommanded yaw or
roll.
Allowing the control wheel to go to neutral after disengagement
may allow the aircraft to roll even more.
If yaw and/or roll forces continue:
YAW DAMPER SWITCH ......................
OFF
The YAW DAMPER Light illuminates when the yaw damper is
disengaged.
If it is confirmed that the autopilot is not the cause of the
uncommanded yaw or roll, the autopilot may be re-engaged at
the pilot's discretion.
1.19 Useful or effective investigative techniques

None new.
2 Analysis
2.1 General
The uncommanded roll activity experienced during this incident
was unusual. The flight crew carried out the correct initial
actions, as defined by the manufacturer earlier in 1995. These
actions were intended as
part of a memory recall drill in the event of an uncommanded
yaw or roll occurring in flight. The initial action was to disengage
the Autopilot, while being prepared to make control wheel
corrections to return
the aircraft to wings level upon disengagement, as the Autopilot
may have been putting in an appropriate correction for an
uncommanded roll or yaw induced roll. In this case, after
Autopilot disengagement, the
roll oscillations continued despite the best efforts of the crew to
control the aircraft using opposite roll inputs. The next item in the
sequence (if the roll/yaw continues) was to select the Yaw
Damper switch,
which is located on the overhead panel just above the Captain's
head, to OFF. During the post-incident debrief, the crew stated
that the Yaw Damper had been switched OFF at the time in
accordance with the
procedure, but again this had no noticeable effect on the roll/yaw
motion being experienced. With two pilots making individual
attempts at reducing the oscillation in sequence, and with a
handover occurring
between the two, it is most unlikely that the continuation of the
oscillation was a result of 'pilot coupling' with the aircraft,

inducing the motion, without some form of additional input from
an aircraft control
system.
With the Autopilot removed from the control loop and the Yaw
Damper manually switched off, then all of the flight controls
should have been in the hydraulically actuated/mechanically
signalled state, with
pilot inputs causing essentially linear control responses at the
elevators, ailerons and rudder. In this basic configuration, there
should have been no mechanism for an oscillation to continue.
The fact that it did so
meant that the flight crew were initially somewhat alarmed and
unsure as to the precise nature of their situation. The possibility
of the Yaw Damper system remaining active after its control
switch on the
overhead panel had been switched OFF had never been
considered as a possible scenario by the aircraft manufacturer.
During this investigation, some consideration was given to the
possibility that the crew may have misidentified the Yaw Damper
ON/OFF switch and operated some other switch. The switches
adjacent on the
same overhead panel are shown diagramatically in Appendix 1.
The majority of these switches have lift-flap type, guard covers.
Of the remainder, there is no other switch on this panel which,
when switched
off, would produce a FLIGHT CONTROLS amber warning
caption on the Master Caution system. The flight crew recalled
that this amber Master Caution caption was illuminated during
the pre-landing
checklist completion at the Master Caution recall check and that
the commander switched the Yaw Damper back on at that time.

He sensed a further roll/yaw disturbance and so switched it OFF
again prior to
landing. It was not possible to confirm, from the DFDR, when
these switch selections had been made.
2.2 M-Cab simulator analysis
From the M-Cab simulator testing it was possible to conclude that
shunt resistances between combinations of pins in the Yaw
Damper Coupler connector could cause an aircraft response
similar to that
experienced by G-BGJI during the incident. Initially a shunt
resistance of at least 300 K Ohms between pins 40 to 51 would
have caused the small oscillations that were seen prior to and
post the large
oscillations. Similar oscillations were detectable on the QAR data
from flights prior to the maintenance activity which could be
caused by a shunt, or due indeed to the Yaw Damper being
disengaged. The effect
of this shunt was to reduce the ability of the Yaw Damper
Coupler to provide control, and so the response of the aircraft
was similar to the Yaw Damper disengaged case.
However, when a resistance of at least 230 Kilohms was applied
between pins 37 to 38 and 40 to 51, the aircraft immediately
would have started to experience the large oscillations. It can be
concluded that the
pin 40 to 51 shunt resistance may have been an incipient problem,
the only symptoms of which were to produce aircraft behaviour
consistent with the Yaw Damper being disengaged. However
when a shunt
resistance appeared between pins 37 and 38, in conjunction with
the pre-existing condition, the Yaw Damper system would

immediately start to drive the Dutch Roll mode, and the aircraft
would respond
accordingly with the rolling/yawing motion seen during the
incident.
2.3 Continued engagement of Yaw Damper system
Analysis of the aircraft's flightpath, from the recorded Flight
Data, showed that its aberrant motion was consistent, in form and
frequency, with a fairly constant amplitude 'Dutch Roll' motion.
Because the
aircraft type has a naturally damped 'Dutch Roll' mode, this
indicated that the motion was being forced. This conclusion
directed attention to the Yaw Damper system early in the
investigation.
The occurrence of unstable Yaw Damper characteristics should
not have been a continuing problem if the system had been
switched OFF. Since the crew recollection was that they had
selected it OFF early in
the sequence of events following the onset of the aberrant
behaviour (ref; ¤2.1), it was necessary to investigate if and how it
might be possible for the system to remain active when selected
OFF.
Critical analysis of the Yaw Damper system (Appendix 1) had
shown that, in addition to the two faults required to destabilise it
(see ¤2.2), two further stray connections had to be made to keep it
engaged when
switched off; one supplying dc power to relay k12 in the
Autopilot Accessory Unit and the other supplying dc power to
the engage solenoid valve. Furthermore, it required the earth path
attached to the OFF

terminal of the Yaw Damper engage switch to have considerable
resistance if the 28V dc supply circuit breaker were not to trip.
The physical evidence of liquid ingress into the connector D295 in
the Yaw Damper Coupler module and the fact that this connector
appeared to be the only single place where all the necessary stray
connections
and reduced resistances could be made, further focused the
investigation onto this connector. The evidence of fluid ingress
did not indicate that the whole connector had been affected but
only a few pins.
However, the contaminated pins included those indicated by the
M-Cab analysis to be critical. The analysis made of the
contaminants observed within the connector showed that some
electrolytic activity had
taken place there; an undesirable state of affairs even if it were
not to give rise to instability or loss of control of the Yaw Damper
system.
The tests on the aircraft using breakout flyleads (1.12.7) confirmed
the analysis that in order for the Yaw Damper System to remain
engaged due to stray connections at connector D295, after it had
been
switched OFF, the interlock relay k12 in the Autopilot Accessory
Unit had to remain made. Furthermore, sufficient current had to
continue to flow through the contacts 'b', of this relay, and the
solenoid of the
Yaw Damper Actuator solenoid valve, in order to hold this valve
in the 'active' position. These tests also confirmed that the OFF
terminal earth path of the Yaw Damper engage switch had to
have significantly
raised resistance, if the necessary stray connections to engage the
system were not to cause the 28V dc circuit breaker to trip.

To get these conditions to occur due to stray connections at
connector D295 required that current paths became available
from pin 4, which carries dc power directly from the system
circuit breaker, to pin 12, to
keep the engage relay k12 activated, and to pin 14, to supply the
actuator solenoid valve. It can be seen, in the diagram of
connector D295 at Appendix 6, Figure 1, that the pins 4, 12 & 14,
are grouped
together. Furthermore, these pins showed evidence of
contamination and local electrolytic activity.
A scenario was postulated that, if contaminated water got into the
wire wrapping at the back of the plug unit of the Yaw Damper
Coupler (D295), an electrolytically driven process might generate
electrically
conductive paths from pin 4 to both pins 12 & 14.
For electrolysis to have taken place, the presence of 28V dc on pin
4 was required, which would be true whenever the dc bus was
live. It would also have required paths to earth to exist from pins
12 & 14; from
pin 12 via the k12 relay coil and from pin 14 via the engage switch
earth path or, if this were open circuit, through the solenoid valve
coil after k12 relay had been activated. If dc power were available
on the
bus and the Yaw Damper selected ON, pins 12 & 14 would also
be at 28V dc and so the conditions for the electrolysis to take
place would not exist. It is, therefore, only when the dc bus is live
and the Yaw
Damper selected OFF that the right conditions can exist.
The electrical system status for it to be possible to lay down the

requisite conductive paths by this kind of mechanism had been
available as the aircraft had just been on a major check during
which it spent many
days with dc power live but the Yaw Damper switched OFF.
However, the physical conditions and the effect of the connector's
history, over the 17 years it had been in service, were recognised
as potentially
important in influencing the likelihood of a path forming.
Another unquantifiable influence was the unique lie of the
wirewrap wires between the pins of the connector which could be
seen to affect the
likelihood of damp paths between the relevant pins being a
possibility.
When the Yaw Damper is switched off, the electrical paths to
earth which exist, by design, from pins 12 & 14 are fundamentally
different. That from pin 12 is through the (k12) engage relay coil
and the time
delay circuits in the Autopilot Accessory Unit, which limit the
maximum current to about 40 ma even when full aircraft dc
voltage is applied. By contrast, the earth path from pin 14 is
through the engage switch
OFF contact which should be a dead short to aircraft earth and
effectively maintain pin 14 at aircraft earth potential whenever
the switch is selected to OFF.
This difference was reflected in the relative ease of generating
effective stray paths during test. The natural current limiting
characteristics of the relay k12 coil circuits meant that the stray
path between pins 4 &
12 was only required to carry a maximum of 40 ma and to have
sufficiently low resistance to maintain at least 18.2V at pin 12.

The path to pin 14, however, had to be able to satisfy a more
demanding role, one affected by both its own resistance and the
resistance of the engage switch earth path. As an absolute
minimum, on the
assumption that the engage switch earth path was close to being
an open circuit, the 4 to 14 path had to be capable of carrying 60
ma whilst dropping the voltage to 3.2V dc at pin 14, to keep the
solenoid valve
energised. The lower the resistance of the pin 4 to 14 stray path,
the higher the voltage at pin 14 and consequently an increased
current flow through the solenoid so the more robust the stray
path would need to
be.
The minimum permissible resistance of the engage switch earth
path would have be about 0.7 Ohms if pin 14 were to sustain only
about 3V as the dc supply to pin 4 was via a 5 amp circuit
breaker. However, if
the voltage on pin 14 were to be higher, the resistance at the
engage switch earth path would also have to be higher in order to
limit the total current to 5 amps, the capacity of the circuit breaker
which did not
trip on the incident flight. In order to reduce the current flow
through the stray connection, 5 amps demanding a very robust
path, the resistance at the engage switch earth path would need
to have been higher
still.
Therefore, a very particular set of circumstances had to pertain
for a stray path to develop between pins 4 and 14 capable of
supplying the 'hold on' voltage and current requirements of the
Yaw Damper Actuator
solenoid valve without the 5 amp circuit breaker tripping. For the

4 to 14 path to develop at the same time as the 4 to 12 path, the
engage switch earth path had to be sufficiently resistive to restrict
the total
current and be sufficiently conductive enough to allow the
electrolytic formation of the path. If the engage switch earth path
were open circuit, formation of the 4 to 14 path could not occur
until a sufficiently
robust path had been generated between pins 4 & 12 for the k12
relay to have pulled in without being selected.
The basic aircraft wiring integrity testing had not revealed any
relevant discrepancies of continuity or isolation except the
persistent existence of a relatively high resistance (about 2 Ohms)
at the earth contacts of
the engage switch. During the course of testing, this resistance
was established to be associated only with the Flight Controls
module which was fitted during the incident flight. This
indicated that it was
possible that a raised switch earth resistance had existed at the
time of the incident. Detailed examination of the module wiring
and the switch itself indicated neither evidence of undue contact
or joint resistance
nor a possible explanation for it, beyond the presence of some
deposits around the micro switch contacts but these were not
confirmation of an open circuit. However, the switch had been
functioned an
indeterminate number of times since the incident with an
unquantifiable effect.
The Yaw Damper system had to be positively engaged by the
crew, as part of the pre?flight checks. It can be inferred that if the
stray paths to pins 12 & 14 existed at that time, they were not
sufficiently

conductive to cause the system to engage itself and thus
extinguish the warning light. The crew would have been
expecting to energise the system and its being live without being
selected should have been
noticed and, if so, would have been a matter of concern. If,
however, the stray paths had developed to the point where once
the Yaw Damper was engaged, they were sufficiently robust to
sustain the requisite
voltage and current combinations at pins 12 & 14 (see 1.16.7) to
maintain engagement, they could have been exploited when the
crew selected the system OFF.
The experimentation and tests, using both plain copper
conductors and gold plated pins as used in D295, showed that it
was relatively easy to form an electrolytic current path capable of
sustaining the currents
needed to keep the Yaw Damper system engaged. It was
observed, however, that the degree of damage sustained,
particularly by the pins, was considerably more severe than that
suffered by the pins of the
incident Yaw Damper connector. This indicated that pure
electrolytic conduction of the stray currents needed to keep the
system engaged had not been a potential mechanism for causing
this incident.
The experimentation was, therefore, focused on developing, what
were called 'near-dry', current bridges which were, in effect,
attempts to see if it was possible to lay down a basic metallic
current path using
phosphate and sulphate ions as charge carriers; rather than
chlorides which were chemically too aggressive to leave the pins
of the connector as little damaged as was found in the incident
connector.

The current carrying capacity of those paths and the voltages
which had to be sustained at the pins were specific to the units of
the system which were installed at the time of the incident. The
tests done on the
aircraft system to prove which stray connections were needed
had shown that actuator solenoids, in particular, could vary
considerably in their voltage and current demands for the 'held
on' condition. The tests
to see if it was possible to reproduce any 'hold on' condition were,
therefore, conducted using the components fitted to the aircraft at
the time of the incident.
When looking at the attempts to introduce the necessary stray
connections into a representatively wired up connector, it was
seen that none could be classified as successful, in the sense that
the Yaw Damper
system did not remain solidly engaged after being selected OFF,
although some type of stray connection had clearly formed.
In summary, the experiments demonstrated that it might be
possible to generate stray current paths capable of sustaining
engagement of the Yaw Damper system when selected to OFF,
but only in the presence
of a high resistance in the engage switch earth path . Although
the evidence was tenuous, the possibility that such a resistance
was present during the incident flight cannot be discounted.
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
2.4 Possible sources of connector contamination
The nature of the deposits observed on the Yaw Damper Coupler

connector pins appeared to be relatively long term, almost
certainly pre-dating the P6 check activity. As such, it was highly
unlikely that the
investigation and testing would reveal a contamination source
from that period and indeed none was found. The only evidence
indicating a fluid path into the connector was the whitish dried
deposit on the
connector shell, suggesting a very particular localised drip (as
opposed to a more general soaking of the unit). The tray in which
the Yaw Damper Coupler was located bore no signs of any
contamination
although its mating connector did have some of the dried residue
similar to that found on the Yaw Damper Coupler connector,
indicating that the two were joined at the time of the
contamination. The Technical
Log entry in March 1995 indicating a leak in the toilet handbasin
drain may be relevant, but for the same reasons discussed below,
moisture should still have been prevented from contaminating
the E1 rack.
Attempts to analytically determine the origin of the deposits were
unsuccessful. The conclusion in ¤1.16.6 that electrolysis of a
solution containing sodium chloride had definitely occurred,
whilst demonstrating
the passage of current, did not assist in identifying the
contaminant since this is obviously such a common substance
and could have come from almost any source.
The scenario connecting the incident to the connector
contamination requires a further source of moisture nearer to the
time of the incident to activate the electrical 'bridge' between the
pins. Chemical analysis of
the dried deposits did not point towards any particular source of

fluid and, although some defects were found in the wet systems
of the aircraft, these systems were essentially non-functional and
drained during
the incident flight. The weather was dry whilst the aircraft was
outside the hangar preparing for the flight.
It would appear that for any fluid leak to drip onto the subject
connector, it is necessary to penetrate the rubberised fabric
shroud which is fitted above it. Once through this, it may drip
onto the cooling plenum,
whose forward lip coincides with the array of connectors at the
back of each unit on the E1 rack, particularly the Yaw Damper
Coupler which is at the top. The evidence of a dried fluid run on
the upper and
lower surfaces of the plenum was of interest because it did
indeed correspond to the centreline of the Yaw Damper Coupler
but there was no indication of a leak in the shroud at the location
from where the run
appeared to originate. Notwithstanding this, G-BGJI's operator
has developed a modification which puts an aluminium tray
between the plenum and the shroud which completely covers the
forward face of the
E1 rack thus preventing any fluid which penetrates the shroud
from dripping onto the connectors. A Boeing modification to
achieve a similar standard of protection already existed but was
not applicable to
aircraft fitted with airstairs.
The E&E Bay Assessment Team were not specifically tasked with
finding the cause of contamination which caused this incident but
it formed part of their statistics and the operator of G-BGJI was
one of the
airlines whose procedures and aircraft were examined, after the

operator had conducted their own internal checks. As mentioned
in ¤1.16.8, the team generally found that occasional E&E Bay
contamination
was an accepted fact-of-life by many airlines This appeared to be
the case at the operator's Gatwick facility, where the condition of
aircraft after a few years service following a P6 check, both by
physical
examination and discussion with the technicians, was expected to
show signs of the characteristic blue staining of toilet sanitising
fluid under the floor area. G-BGJI's operator did not necessarily
regard
water/waste system components as 'on-condition' as they were
generally overhauled or renewed at each P6 check, but this
represents 5 years service of systems which are often troublesome
and prone to abuse.
This incident led the operator to review all aspects of E&E Bay
protection and maintenance practices and it might be speculated
that other airlines would be well advised to do the same rather
than wait until
they, too, have an in-flight incident. By its nature, a contamination
event is unpredictable as is demonstrated by this incident. It is
unlikely that anyone could have foreseen the dramatic effect that
contamination
of the connector had on the behaviour of the aircraft.
The following recommendations were made in January 1996:
It is recommended that the FAA :
1) Require as soon as practical a visual inspection of all Boeing
737 aircraft Electrical and Equipment (E&E) Bays to check for
fluid ingress into avionics components, their connectors and
associated wiring.

Such inspection should involve the minimum disturbance of
equipment and connectors commensurate with a thorough
examination for contamination. Where such contamination is
found, the component should
be removed and despatched to workshops for examination.
2) Require as soon as practical an inspection of the area in and
around the E&E Bay for evidence on the structure and fittings of
recent fluid leakage such as wet corrosion, staining and
crystallised deposits.
Such evidence should be investigated to ensure that, where the
source of the leak is not apparent or readily rectifiable, no
potential exists for it to impinge upon the avionics components,
their connectors or
wiring.
(Recommendation 96-3)
It is also recommended that the FAA and Boeing :
3) Conduct an urgent review of the measures incorporated into
the Boeing 737 to prevent fluid ingress into the E&E Bay, its
equipment, connectors and wiring and as necessary require
modifications to ensure
that the equipment, connectors and wiring are provided with
protection consistent with reliable operation.
4) Conduct a review of the Aircraft Maintenance Manual to
ensure that clear and specific instructions are contained therein to
enable evidence of fluid ingress, even if not apparently directly
impinging on
electrical equipment, to be identified during routine maintenance.
It should also be ascertained that any routine testing for leaks in

the toilet, galley and airstairs systems should be done with the
systems
functioning fully throughout their normal operational cycle to
ensure that any leaks which only occur during, for example,
draining or replenishment cycles are detected.
(Recommendation 96-4)
It is accepted that the findings of the E&E Bay review team
identified differing maintenance practices as being highly
significant in determining the in-service condition of the E&E Bay
and its associated
avionics components, their connectors and wiring. However, the
location of the bay, below the cabin floor in areas susceptible to
fluid leaks from toilets, galleys and aircraft doors does make the
bay
unnecessarily vulnerable. Although the chances of fluid
contamination directly affecting aircraft handling, as in this case,
would appear to be a most unlikely outcome, the wetting of
sensitive avionics
equipment will undoubtedly lead to unserviceabilities. This will
become of more significance as aircraft continue to develop an
increased dependence on electronic equipment. The location of
the E&E Bay was
undoubtedly arrived at following a variety of design
considerations but in modern aircraft is possibly based on historic
precedent as much as current design constraints.
It is therefore further recommended that:
The Boeing Airplane Company promulgate the findings of the
E&E Bay Assessment Team to all operators and that the
recommendations be actioned through Service Bulletins to

maximise the protection from
fluid ingress of bay housed electronic components in current
aircraft.
(Recommendation 97-60)
The CAA with the FAA review FARs and JARs with a view to
requiring that the location of electronic equipment be arranged
during the aircraft design so as to minimise the potential for
contamination by fluid
ingress, with the intention of ensuring that the equipment,
connectors and wiring are provided with protection consistent
with reliable operation less heavily dependant on maintenance
practices.
(Recommendation 97-61)
3 Conclusions
(a) Findings
1
The crew members were properly licensed, medically fit,
adequately rested and technically qualified to conduct the
test
flight.
2
The aircraft was on a test flight before being returned to
line
service following a scheduled major (P6) service and was
operating within the normal limits of weight and centre of
gravity.
3

The aircraft was being operated within the normal flight
envelope at the time of the incident, using the Autopilot
and
Autothrottle systems and with the Yaw Damper system
engaged.
4
The aircraft entered a cyclic oscillation in roll and yaw
which
was consistent with a critically damped Dutch Roll
motion
and persisted for seven minutes. The aircraft type has
natural
positive damping of the Dutch Roll mode.
5
The crew's initial actions, as they recalled them, of
disconnecting the Autopilot and Autothrottle, and
switching
OFF the Yaw Damper were in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommended procedure.
6
The commander's decision to issue a MAYDAY call in
response to the incident was appropriate.
7
The ATC response to the MAYDAY call was timely, helpful
and appropriate.
8
The crew's decision to conduct a low speed handling
check to
determine a suitable configuration in which to carry out a
landing demonstrated good airmanship.
9
The decision to maintain the Flap 15¡, landing gear down
configuration for the return to London Gatwick was

judicious.
10
The decision to re-engage the Yaw Damper system during
the
final approach sequence was unwise, but the system was
switched OFF once again prior to landing.
11
The main rudder PCU had been replaced but in all other
respects the rudder/Yaw Damper system components
were the
same as those fitted prior to the check.
12
After the incident, all components (mechanical, electrical
and
electronic) capable of affecting rudder movement were
tested
and none was found to be significantly out of
specification.
13
From the M-Cab simulator testing it was possible to
conclude
that shunt resistances, simulating the effect of fluid
ingress,
between combinations of pins in the Yaw Damper Coupler
connector could cause an aircraft response similar to that
experienced during the incident.
14
The Yaw Damper Coupler had not been overhauled
during its
life and had run 17 years and about 34,000 hours without
any
recorded defects.
15

Examination of the aircraft's Technical Log did not reveal
entries related to Yaw Damper defects during the last two
years.
16
No component defects were found in the Yaw Damper
Coupler apart from those on the connector D295.
17
The portion of the connector D295 on the outside of the
Yaw
Damper Coupler enclosure had evidence of liquid spillage
onto it.
18
Despite various attempts it was not possible to analyse the
contaminant and hence identify its origin.
19
There was a considerable build up of products of
corrosion
and electrolysis between pins of the connector D295,
within
the Yaw Damper Coupler enclosure.
20
The nature of the deposits observed on the Yaw Damper
Coupler connector pins appeared similar to those
produced
when attempting to create stray electrical paths.
21
The pins most affected by these deposits were related to
the
28V dc power supply and the circuits involved in
activation of
the Yaw Damper system.
22
The scenario connecting the incident to the connector

contamination, requires a further source of moisture
nearer to
the time of the incident to activate the electrical 'bridge'
between the pins but no such source of moisture was
identified.
23
The airframe wiring affecting the Yaw Damper circuits
was
found not to have any deficiencies.
24
Tests using a 'breakout fly-lead' confirmed theoretical
analysis
that it was possible to maintain engagement of the Yaw
Damper system after it had been switched OFF by
introducing
stray connections between pins within the Yaw Damper
Coupler connector (D295) but only if the engage switch
OFF
earth was high resistance or open circuit.
25
Experimentation demonstrated that possibilities existed to
build the necessary stray connections to achieve continued
Yaw Damper engagement after it had been selected OFF.
26
The experimentation demonstrated that it was very
difficult to
generate robust stray connections between pins of
connector
D295 without causing more severe damage to the pins
than
had been observed on the unit involved in the incident.
27
None of the experimentally produced stray connections

with
appropriately damaged pins was sufficiently robust to
sustain
continuing Yaw Damper engagement after it had been
selected OFF.
28
There was little chance of finding evidence that a source of
moisture existed in the past, as the electronic units in the
E&E
Bay (including the Yaw Damper Coupler) were removed
and
the E&E Bay and structure immediately above it were
cleaned
or replaced during the P6 check.
29
Visual inspection of the structure was carried out and
evidence from the technical records along with the
recollections of the individuals involved indicated that the
degree of corrosion found and rectified was typical of any
aircraft on such a check and there were no indications of
any
abnormalities which may have indicated heavy fluid
contamination.
30
The E&E Bay was vulnerable to fluid leaks because it
housed
the forward airstairs, was located immediately below the
main
entry vestibule and forward galley and just aft of the
forward
toilet.
31
Examination of the aircraft technical documents only

revealed
one entry relating to a fluid leak capable of affecting the
E&E
Bay, dated 5 March 1995, when a leak was traced to the
forward toilet sink drain.
32
The E&E Bay Assessment Team's findings and
recommendations were extensive and identified detailed
improvements both to hardware and maintenance
practices to
maintain a desirable environment in the bay.

(b) Causal factors
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
1
Contamination of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler,
in the E&E Bay, by an unidentified fluid had occurred at
some
time prior to the incident flight and compromised the
function
of its pin to pin insulation.
2
Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between certain
adjacent pins had affected the phase and magnitude of the
signals transmitted to the Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby
stimulating a forced Dutch Roll mode of the aircraft.
3
The location of the E&E Bay, beneath the cabin floor in the
area of the aircraft doors, galleys and toilets made it

vulnerable
to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
4
The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch
Roll oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the
malfunctioning Yaw Damper system.

4 Safety recommendations
4.1 It is recommended that the FAA :
1) Require as soon as practical a visual inspection of all Boeing
737 aircraft Electrical and Equipment (E&E) Bays to check for
fluid ingress into avionics components, their connectors and
associated wiring.
Such inspection should involve the minimum disturbance of
equipment and connectors commensurate with a thorough
examination for contamination. Where such contamination is
found, the component should
be removed and despatched to workshops for examination.
2) Require as soon as practical an inspection of the area in and
around the E&E Bay for evidence on the structure and fittings of
recent fluid leakage such as wet corrosion, staining and
crystallised deposits.
Such evidence should be investigated to ensure that, where the
source of the leak is not apparent or readily rectifiable, no
potential exists for it to impinge upon the avionics components,
their connectors or
wiring.

(Recommendation 96-3)
4.2 It is recommended that the FAA and Boeing :
3) Conduct an urgent review of the measures incorporated into
the Boeing 737 to prevent fluid ingress into the E&E Bay, its
equipment, connectors and wiring and as necessary require
modifications to ensure
that the equipment, connectors and wiring are provided with
protection consistent with reliable operation.
4) Conduct a review of the Aircraft Maintenance Manual to
ensure that clear and specific instructions are contained therein to
enable evidence of fluid ingress, even if not apparently directly
impinging on
electrical equipment, to be identified during routine maintenance.
It should also be ascertained that any routine testing for leaks in
the toilet, galley and airstairs systems should be done with the
systems
functioning fully throughout their normal operational cycle to
ensure that any leaks which only occur during, for example,
draining or replenishment cycles are detected.
(Recommendation 96-4)
It is further recommended that:
4.3 The Boeing Airplane Company promulgate the findings of the
E&E Bay Assessment Team to all operators and that the
recommendations be actioned through Service Bulletins to
maximise the protection
from fluid ingress of bay housed electronic components in current
aircraft.

(Recommendation 97-60)
4.4 The CAA with the FAA review FARs and JARs with a view to
requiring that the location of electronic equipment be arranged
during the aircraft design so as to minimise the potential for
contamination by
fluid ingress, with the intention of ensuring that the equipment,
connectors and wiring are provided with protection consistent
with reliable operation less heavily dependant on maintenance
practices.
(Recommendation 97-61)
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Abstract: This report explains the explosive decompression
resulting from the loss of a cargo door in flight on United Airlines
flight 811, a Boeing 747-122, near Honolulu, Hawaii, on February
24, 1989. The safety issues discussed in the report are the design
and certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
and emergency response. Recommendations concerning these
issues were made to the Federal Aviation Administration, the
State of Hawaii, and the U.S. Department of Defense.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing 747-122,
experienced an explosive decompression as it was climbing
between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu,
Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight
attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.

Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door,
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle.
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in
the report and was supported by the evidence available at the
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause have
been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent

explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective actions
by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
As a result of this investigation, the Safety Board issued safety
recommendations concerning cargo doors and other nonplug
doors on pressurized transport category airplanes, cabin safety,
and emergency response.
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOAR
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20594
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION-- LOSS OF CARGO DOOR IN
FLIGHT UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT 811 BOEING 747-122,
N4713U HONOLULU, HAWAII FEBRUARY 24, 1989
1. FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1 History of the Flight
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines (UAL) flight 811, a Boeing
747-122 (B-747), N4713U, was being operated as a regularly
scheduled flight from Los Angeles, California (LAX) to Sydney,
Australia (SYD), with intermediate stops in Honolulu, Hawaii
(HNL) and Auckland, New Zealand (AKL).
The flightcrew assigned to the LAX/HNL route segment reported
no difficulty during their flight.
A flightcrew change occurred when flight 811 arrived at HNL.
The oncoming captain stated that he and his crew reported to
UAL operations 1 hour and 15 minutes prior to the flight's

scheduled departure time from HNL. The crew had completed a
34-hour layover (rest period) in HNL.
The captain reviewed the flight plan, the weather, pertinent
NOTAMs, and maintenance records, and signed the Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) clearance before boarding the airplane.
Flight 811 departed HNL gate 10 at 0133 Honolulu Standard Time
(HST), 3 minutes after the scheduled departure time, with 3 flight
crewmembers, 15 cabin crewmembers, and 337 passengers. The
flightcrew attributed the short delay to cabin crew problems with
arming the 5L cabin door emergency exit slide and the normal
securing of the 2L door after a somewhat extended passenger
boarding process. The second officer stated that all cabin and
cargo door warning lights were out prior to the airplane's
departure from the gate. He said that he
dimmed the annunciator panel lights at his station while the
airplane was departing the gate area.
The captain was at the controls when the flight was cleared for
takeoff on HNL runway 8R at 0152:49 HST. The auxiliary power
unit (APU), which was used during the takeoff, was shutdown
shortly after making the initial power reduction to climb thrust.
The flightcrew reported the airplane's operation to be normal
during the takeoff and during the initial and intermediate
segments of the climb. The flightcrew observed en route
thunderstorms both visually and on the airplane's weather radar,
so they requested and received clearance for a deviation to the
left of course from the HNL Combined Center Radar Approach
Control (CERAP). The captain elected to leave the passenger seat
belt sign "on."
The flightcrew stated that the first indication of a problem
occurred while the airplane was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet at an indicated airspeed (IAS) of 300 knots. They heard
a sound, described as a "thump," which shook the airplane. They
said that this sound was followed immediately by a "tremendous

explosion." The airplane had experienced an explosive
decompression. They said that they donned their respective
oxygen masks but found no oxygen available. The airplane cabin
altitude horn sounded and the flightcrew believed the passenger
oxygen masks had deployed automatically.
The captain immediately initiated an emergency descent, turned
180( to the left to avoid a thunderstorm, and proceeded toward
HNL. The first officer informed CERAP that the airplane was in
an emergency descent and appeared to have lost power in the
No. 3 engine. The appropriate 7700 emergency code was placed
in the airplane's radar beacon transponder and an emergency was
declared with CERAP at approximately 0220 HST. The No. 3
engine was shut down shortly after commencing the descent
because of heavy vibration, no N1 compressor indication, low
exhaust gas temperature (EGT), and low engine pressure ratio
(EPR).
The second officer then left the cockpit to inspect the cabin area
and returned to inform the captain that a large portion of the
forward right side of the cabin fuselage was missing. The captain
subsequently shut down the No. 4 engine because of high EGT
and no N1 compressor indication, accompanied by visible flashes
of fire. The flightcrew initiated fuel dumping during the descent
to reduce the airplane landing weight.
The airplane was cleared for an approach to HNL runway 8L.
The final approach was flown at 190 to 200 knots with the No. 1
and No. 2 engines only. During flap extension, the flightcrew
observed an indication of asymmetrical flaps as the flap position
approached 5(. The flightcrew decided to extend inboard trailing
edge flaps to 10( for the landing. The right outboard leading edge
flaps did not extend during the flap lowering sequence. The
airplane touched down on the runway, approximately 1,000 feet
from the approach end, and came to a stop about 7,000 feet later.
The captain applied idle reverse on the Nos. 1 and No. 2 engines

and employed moderate to heavy braking to stop the airplane. At
0234 (HST), HNL tower was notified by the flightcrew that the
airplane was stopped and an emergency evacuation had
commenced on the runway.
After the accident, UAL ramp service personnel, who had been
involved with the cargo loading and unloading of flight 811
before takeoff from HNL, stated that they had opened and closed
the forward cargo door electrically. They said that they had
observed no damage to the cargo door. The ramp service
personnel said that they had verified that the forward cargo door
was flush with the fuselage of the airplane, that the master door
latch handle was stowed, and that the pressure relief doors were
flush with the exterior skin of the cargo door.
The dispatch mechanic stated that, in accordance with UAL
procedures, he had performed a "circle check" prior to the
airplane's departure from the HNL gate. This check included
verification that the cargo doors were flush with the fuselage of
the airplane, that the master latch lock handles were stowed, and
that the pressure relief doors were flush or within 1/2 inch of the
cargo door's exterior skin. He said a flashlight was used during
this inspection.
The second officer stated that, in accordance with UAL Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) he had performed an operational
check of the door warning annunciator lights as part of his
portion of the cockpit preparation. The second officer also stated
that he used a flashlight while performing an exterior inspection,
again in accordance with UAL procedures. The exterior
inspection was conducted while ramp service personnel were
performing cargo loading operations and the cargo doors were
open. He stated that he had observed no abnormalities or
damage.
1.2 Injuries to Persons
Injuries Flightcrew Cabincrew Passengers Others Serious *Lost in

flight. An extensive air and sea search for the passengers was
unsuccessful.
1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a hole on the
right side in the area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door fuselage cutout
lower sill and side frames were intact but the door was missing
(see figures 1 and 2). An area of fuselage skin measuring about 13
feet lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from the
upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper deck window
belt, had separated from the airplane at a location above the cargo
door extending to the upper deck windows. The floor beams
adjacent to and inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured
and buckled downward.
Examination of all structure around the area of primary damage
disclosed no evidence of preexisting cracks or corrosion. All
fractures were typical of fresh overstress breaks.
Debris had damaged portions of the right wing, the right
horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer and engines Nos. 3 and
4. No damage was noted on the left side of the airplane, including
engines Nos. 1 and 2.
The right wing had sustained impact damage along the leading
edge between the No. 3 engine pylon and the No. 17 variable
camber leading edge flap. Slight impact damage to the No. 18
leading edge flap was noted.
There was a break and scuff in the wing leading edge aft of
engine No. 4 and a scuff in the wing leading edge outboard of
engine No. 4. There was a large indentation (to a depth of nearly
8 inches) in the area just above the outboard landing light, and
the landing light covers were broken. There was a small puncture
in the upper surface of the No. 14 krueger flap and impact
damage to the wing leading edge just aft of the No. 14 krueger
flap. There was a gash on the upper wing surface aft of the No. 14

krueger flap and leading edge, as well as punctures to the wing
leading edge aft of the number 16 krueger flap. The under wing
surface aft of the krueger flaps also sustained impact damage.
The right wing also had sustained damage at the wing-to-body
fairing and two flap track canoe fairings.1 Wing-to-body fairing
damage was limited to surface scraping forward of and below the
wing. The outboard surface of the No. 6 flap track canoe fairing
revealed a slightly more significant gouge mark. The most severe
damage was evident on the inboard surface of the No. 8 flap track
canoe fairing, where three separate punctured areas were
observed. The trailing edge flaps were not damaged.
The leading edge of the right horizontal stabilizer had several
dents. The most severe dents, located 8 to 10 feet from the
stabilizer root, were approximately 3 inches wide and 1 inch
deep. No punctures were found. The vertical stabilizer had
multiple small and elongated indentations with a maximum
depth of 1/2 inch near the right base of the leading edge. A small
gouge and two small scrapes were noted at midspan of the upper
rudder.
A piece of cargo container was found lodged between the No. 3
engine pylon (inboard) and the wing underside. The piece of
metal had severed the pneumatic duct for the leading edge flaps.
Various nicks and punctures were evident on the inboard side of
the No. 3 engine pylon. The No. 4 engine pylon had a small
puncture near the leading edge of the wing.
The external surfaces of the No. 3 engine inlet cowl assembly
exhibited foreign object damage including small tears, scuffs and
a large outwardly directed hole. The entire circumference of all
the acoustic (sound attenuator) panels installed on the inlet
section of the cowl had been punctured, torn, or dented. None of
the No. 3 engine cases were penetrated by objects, nor was there
evidence of fire damage to any visible engine components and
accessories. The

leading edges of all fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine
exhibited extensive foreign object damage.
External damage to the No. 4 engine inlet and core cowls was
confined to the inboard side of the inlet cowl assembly. The
damage consisted of one major scuff mark, four lesser scuff marks
and one crescent- shaped cut. The sound attenuator panels that
were installed in the inlet area of the inlet cowl assembly had not
been penetrated. The No. 4 engine fan blade airfoils had
sustained both soft and hard object damage from foreign objects.
The cargo door separation resulted in the loss of fuselage shell
structure above the cargo door, along with main cabin floor
structure below seats 8GH through 12GH (see figure 3). The
missing floor area extended inboard from the interior of the right
side fuselage wall to the inboard seat track of seats 8GH through
12GH.
The supply and fill lines from the flightcrew oxygen bottle, and
the supply line for the passenger oxygen system had been broken
below the cabin floor inboard of the missing cargo door.
The two cabin pressurization out-flow valves, located on the
underside of the fuselage, aft of the rear cargo compartment, were
found fully open. The two over-pressure relief valves located on
the forward left side of the airplane were found in the normal
closed position. These valves were removed and bench tested.
(See section 1.16.3, Pressurization System.) The majority of the
cabin floor-to-cargo compartment blowout panels were found
activated. The blowout panels are designed to relieve excess
pressure differential following an explosive decompression to
prevent catastrophic damage to the cabin floor structures.
The estimated damage to the airplane was $14,000,000, based on
UAL's costs to repair it.
1.4 Other Damage
No other property damage resulted from this accident.
1.5 Personnel Information

The crew consisted of 3 flight crewmembers (the captain, the first
officer, and the second officer) and 15 cabin crewmembers. (See
appendix B.)
1.6 Aircraft Information
1.6.1
General
On February 24, 1989, the United Airlines B-747 fleet consisted of
31 airplanes, including: 2 B-747-222B, 11 B-747-SP, 5 B-747-123,
and 13 B-747-122 series airplanes. N4713U was equipped with
four Pratt & Whitney model JT9D engines.
The accident airplane, serial No. 19875, registered in the United
States as N4713U, was manufactured as a Boeing 747-122
transport category airplane by the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company (Boeing), Seattle, Washington, a Division of the Boeing
Company. N4713U, the 89th B-747 built by Boeing, was
manufactured in accordance with Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) type certificate No. A20WE, as approved
on December 30, 1969. The airplane was certificated in accordance
with the provisions of 14 CFR Part 25, effective February 1, 1965.
The maximum calculated takeoff weight for flight 811 was
706,000 pounds. The flight plan data showed an actual takeoff
weight of 697,900 pounds. The center of gravity (CG) for takeoff
was computed at 20.4 percent mean aerodynamic chord (MAC).
The forward and aft CG limits were 12 and 29.7 percent MAC,
respectively.
At the time of the accident, N4713U had accumulated 58,815 total
flight hours and 15,028 flight cycles. N4713U had not been
involved in any previous accident. Records indicated that the
airplane had been inspected and maintained in accordance with
the General Maintenance Program as defined in UAL Operations
Specifications and in accordance with the FAA approved Aircraft
and Powerplants Reliability Program. The records indicated that
all required inspection and maintenance actions had been
completed within specified time limits and all applicable

airworthiness directives (AD) had been accomplished or were in
the process of being accomplished, with the exception of AD
88-12-04, which was applicable to the B-747 lower lobe cargo
door, and which had only been complied with partially. (See
section 1.6.8 for explanation).
1.6.2
Cargo Door Description and Operation
Both the forward and aft lower cargo doors are similar in
appearance and operation. They are located on the lower right
side of the fuselage and are outward-opening. The door opening
is approximately 110 inches wide by 99 inches high, as measured
along the fuselage.
Electrical power for operation of the cargo door switches and
actuators is supplied from the ground handling bus, which is
powered by either external power or the APU. See figure 17 for a
diagram of the cargo door electrical circuitry. The engine
generators cannot provide power to the ground handling bus.
APU generator electrical power to the ground handling bus is
interrupted when an engine generator is brought on line after
engine start. The APU generator "field" switch can be reengaged
by the flightcrew, if necessary on the ground, to power the
ground handling bus. The air/ground safety relay automatically
disconnects the APU generator from the ground handling bus, if
it is energized, when the airplane becomes airborne and the air/
ground relay senses that the airplane is off the ground.
The cargo door and its associated hardware are designed to carry
circumferential (hoop) loads arising from pressurization of the
airplane. These loads are transmitted from the piano hinge at the
top of the door, through the door itself, and into the eight latches
located along the bottom of the door. The eight latches consist of
eight latch pins attached to the lower door sill and eight latch
cams attached to the bottom of the door. The cargo door also has
two midspan latches located along the fore and aft sides of the
door. These midspan latches primarily serve to keep the sides of

the door aligned with the fuselage. There are also four door stops
which limit inward movement of the door. There are two pull-in
hooks located on the fore and aft lower portion of the door, with
pull-in hook pins on the sides of the door frame. (See figure 4 for
cargo door components).
The cargo doors on the B-747 have a master latch lock handle
installed on the exterior of the door. The handle is opened and
closed manually. The master latch lock handle simultaneously
controls the operation of the latch lock sectors, which act as locks
for the latch cams, and the two pressure relief doors located on
the door. Figure 5 depicts a lock sector and latch cam in an
unlocked and locked condition.
Figure 4.--Boeing 747 lower lobe forward cargo door.
Figure 5.--Cargo door latch cam and lock sector in unlocked and
locked ositions.
The door has three electrical actuators for opening/closing and
latching of the door. One actuator (main actuator) moves the door
from the fully open position to the near closed position, and vice
versa. A second actuator (pull-in hook actuator) moves the pull-in
hooks closed or open, and the third actuator (latch actuator)
rotates the latch cams from the unlatched position to the latched
position, and vice versa. The latch actuator has an internal clutch,
which slips to limit the torque output of the actuator.
Normally, the cargo doors are operated electrically by means of a
switch located on the exterior of the fuselage, just forward of the
door opening. The switch controls the opening and closing and
the latching of the door. If at any time the switch is released, the
switch will return to a neutral position, power is removed from
all actuators, and movement of the actuators ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the
"closed" position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door
moves toward the closed position. After the door has reached the
near closed position, the hook position switch transfers the

electrical control power to the pull- in hook actuator, and the
cargo door is brought to the closed position by the pull-in hooks.
When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position, the
hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch actuator.
The latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the
lower portion of the door, around the eight latch pins, attached to
the lower door sill. At the same time, the two midspan latch
cams, located on the sides of the door rotate around the two
midspan latch pins located on the sides of the door frame. When
the eight latch cams and the two mid-span cams reach their fully
closed position, electrical power is removed from the latch
actuator by the latch-closed switch. This completes the electrically
powered portion of the door closing operation. The door can also
be operated in the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors
across the latch cams. These are manually moved in place across
the open mouth of each of the eight lower cams through
mechanical linkages to the master latch lock handle. The position
of the lock sectors is indicated indirectly by noting visually the
closed position of the two pressure relief doors located on the
upper section of each cargo door. The pressure relief doors are
designed to relieve any residual pressure differential before the
cargo doors are opened after landing, and to prevent
pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are
mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This
final procedure also actuates the master latch
lock switch, removing electrical control power from the opening
and closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit
cargo door warning light through a switch located on one of the
pressure relief doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by
reversing the above procedure.

The B-747 cargo door has eight (8) view ports located beneath the
latch cams for direct viewing of the position of the cams by means
of alignment stripes. Procedures for using these view ports for
verifying the position of the cams were not in place or required
by Boeing, the FAA, or UAL (see 1.17.5 for additional
information).
Closing the door manually is accomplished through the same
sequence of actions without electrical power. The door actuator
mechanisms are manually driven to a closed and latched position
by the use of a one-half inch socket driver. The door can also be
opened manually with the use of the socket driver. There are
separate socket drives for the door raising/lowering mechanism,
the pull-in hooks, and the latches.
Operating procedures for the normal electrical operation of the
forward and aft cargo doors are outlined in the UAL Maintenance
Manual (MM). Authorization for deferral of maintenance on the
door power system is contained in the UAL B-747 Minimum
Equipment List (MEL). In addition, operating procedures for
dispatching aircraft with an inoperative door electrical power
system (manual operation) are specified in the operator's MEL.
The UAL MM differs from Boeing's recommended MM. UAL had
modified Boeing printed material or replaced pages with their
own methods and procedures for conducting maintenance
functions. The modifications to the manufacturer's MM were
accepted by the FAA through "approval" by the FAA Principal
Maintenance Inspector (PMI). Electrical cargo door open/close
operations in the UAL and Boeing MM's are approximately the
same, except the final "Caution" statement differs in methods to
ensure that the latch cams are closed:
United Airlines Maintenance Manual
CAUTION
DO NOT FORCE HANDLE. LATCH CAMS NOT
FULLY CLOSED COULD CAUSE HANDLE MECHANISM
SHEAR RIVET TO SHEAR.

Boeing Airplane Company Maintenance Manual
CAUTION DO NOT FORCE HANDLE. IF RESISTANCE IS
FELT, CHECK LATCH ALIGNMENT STRIPES THROUGH
VIEWING PORTS IN DOOR. LATCH CAMS NOT FULLY
CLOSED COULD CAUSE HANDLE MECHANISM SHEAR
RIVET TO SHEAR.
The following step in Boeing's MM does not appear in the UAL
MM: "Check that the Cargo Door Warning Light on flight
engineer panel goes out." The UAL flightcrew checklist includes a
check of the warning light as part of the cockpit procedures for
dispatch.
Prior to the issuance of AD-88-12-04 (see 1.6.8), UAL ramp service
personnel only operated the cargo doors electrically. Manual
operation was accomplished only by maintenance personnel.
AD-88-12-04 required the additional procedure of recycling the
master latch lock handle following manual operation of the latch
actuator.
1.6.3 UAL Boeing 747 Special Procedures--Doors
The Safety Board's investigation revealed that UAL had
published a "special maintenance procedure" in the UAL MEL for
manual operation of the cargo door. The Maintenance Manual
Special Procedures, 5-8-2-52, dated January 1988, were
incorporated into UAL's MEL for use by maintenance controllers
and work foremen in issuing instructions or procedures to
mechanics. The procedure allowed the use of a special 1/2-inch
socket drive wrench as the primary tool for use in manually
opening or closing the cargo door. The document further
authorized, as an alternate tool, an air-driven torque-limiting
screwdriver. UAL procedures required approval by San Francisco
Line Maintenance and the station maintenance coordinator before
an air-driven screwdriver could be used to operate the doors of a
B-747 airplane with an inoperative cargo door power system.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, the FAA PMI and the FAA

B-747 maintenance inspector for UAL testified that prior to the
accident they were unaware of an FAA authorization for UAL's
use of an air-driven torque-limiting screwdriver on B-747 cargo
doors. However, the FAA's approval for the use of the tool was
noted in the MEL section of the airline's maintenance manual.
The original approval had occurred before the current inspectors
assumed their respective positions. Both testified that they had
not reviewed UAL's B-747 MEL because they assumed that the
previous inspectors had reviewed it.
According to UAL, the calibration/adjustment for the torquelimited air-driven screwdrivers was tested every six months.
Safety Board investigators found no records for the calibration/
adjustment of the power tools used to manually open and close
UAL B-747 cargo doors.
The Safety Board received statements from UAL supervisory
maintenance personnel at all UAL stations and contract facilities
for B-747 operations indicating that air-driven screwdrivers had
not been used by maintenance personnel to open or close the
forward cargo door on N4713U in the months prior to the
accident.
1.6.4 UAL Maintenance Program
Airplanes operated by UAL are maintained under an FAAapproved continuous airworthiness maintenance program, as
required by 14 CFR Part 121, Subpart L. The requirements of the
UAL maintenance program are detailed in their Operations
Specifications, dated November 21, 1988. Generally, UAL has an
overall in-house capability to perform virtually all of the
maintenance required on its own airframes and powerplants. All
of the required major airframe and powerplant maintenance for
N4713U had been performed at the UAL maintenance facility in
San Francisco, California.
UAL's maintenance and inspection program is scheduled either
at specific flight hour or calendar intervals. These maintenance

and inspection programs are designated as: Service No. 1, Service
No. 2, or A, B, C, MPV, and D Checks.
The work scope of Service Checks consists of a general inspection
of the airplane and engines, including servicing of consumable
fluids, oxygen, and tire pressures. The Service No. 1 check
involves an inspection at each maintenance facility where the
airplane lands. The Service No. 2 check is performed at a
maintenance facility where the airplane is scheduled for at least
12 hours of ground time. The maximum time interval between
Service No. 2 Checks is not to exceed 65 flight hours.
The "A" Check is performed at intervals not to exceed 350 flight
hours. This check includes an extended inspection of the cockpit,
cabin, cargo
compartments, landing gear, tires, and brakes. It does not include
a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The Phase Check ("B" Check) is scheduled on a calendar basis, not
to exceed 131 days. The scope of the "B" Check contains items of
inspection such as interior safety equipment and functional
verification of various aircraft systems and components. It does
not include a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The "C" Check is heavy maintenance oriented and is scheduled
on a calendar basis, every 13 months. The "C" Check work scope
is substantial and includes:
structural inspection items;
corrosion repair;
prevention and inspection of critical flight control systems; and,
a detailed inspection of the cargo doors.
The Mid-Period Visit (MPV) Check is a heavy maintenance
inspection that is scheduled at intervals not to exceed 5 years.
Items requiring scheduled overhaul are contained in the check as
well as inspections of the airplane structure and interior.
The D Check, completes the routine scheduled B-747 maintenance
plan and is scheduled at intervals not to exceed 9 years. The work

scope is very similar to the MPV Check and consists of heavy
maintenance to the airplane structure, landing gear, interior, and
airplane systems, including the cargo doors.
1.6.5 Maintenance Records Review
A review of the airplane's history indicated that the forward and
aft cargo doors were the original doors and neither had been
removed for repair or replaced for cause. There was no record of
major repair to either door or adjacent airplane structure.
The forward cargo door's forward mid-span latch pin had been
removed because of gouging of the pin surface, during the last
"C" check on
November 28, 1988. According to the available maintenance
documents, including the most recent "D" check, a full cargo door
rigging check had not been accomplished. UAL maintenance
personnel indicated that no rigging of the forward or aft cargo
doors was required during the following checks:
1. "D" check accomplished April 1984;
2. "C" checks accomplished November 11, 1987, and November
28, 1988; and,
3.
"B" checks accomplished March 21, 1988 and July 27, 1988;
The records prior to the "D" check in 1984 and the "C" check
accomplished in November 1987 were not required to be retained.
This procedure complies with FAR 121.380.
The logbook of N4713U was reviewed and all numbered pages
were in sequential order with none missing. The airplane had
been released for flight by UAL, HNL Maintenance, in accordance
with UAL procedures. The Los Angeles to HNL segment of flight
811, on February 23, 1989, generated four logbook discrepancy
entries. All items were cleared by HNL maintenance and none
were related to the cargo door. No new deferred items were
generated and no current deferred items were corrected. The
Maintenance Release document for flight 811 indicated that all
deferred items were in accordance with the UAL Minimum

Equipment List (MEL) and none referenced the forward cargo
door.
UAL stores its maintenance information in an "electronic
logbook," entitled Aircraft Maintenance Information System
(AMIS). This system tracks on a daily and worldwide basis the
flightcrew defect reports, all nonroutine maintenance defects, and
maintenance corrective actions for the UAL airplane fleet. The
system follows an Airline Transport Association (ATA) chapter
format. According to UAL, the AMIS information is used as part
of UAL's FAA approved maintenance reliability program
affording the capability to assess trends at any given time.
A complete history of N4713U was reviewed for the following
ATA Chapters:
Chapter-00-Miscellaneous
No significant items associated with the cargo door systems.
Chapter-21-Air Conditioning and Pressurization
An entry, dated August 19, 1988, indicated "Auto and Standby
pressure controllers were erratic." UAL maintenance cleared this
item as "Checked per Maintenance Manual Chapter (MM)
21-31-00.
Chapter-31-Instruments (Not related to any specific system)
No significant items associated with the cargo door systems.
Chapter-52-Doors (Cargo door section only)
During the period September 7, 1988, through November 1, 1988,
a series of five discrepancies on the forward cargo door's
electrical opening and closing system were noted. Ground
handling personnel were required to operate the door by the
manual system. On November 1, 1988, UAL maintenance
corrective action for this discrepancy was signed off as, "replaced
power unit [lift mechanism] per Maintenance Manual Chapter
52-34-02.
An expanded AMIS history of the N4713U forward cargo door
system was prepared beginning December 1, 1988, and

continuing until the date of the accident. The history tracked the
airplane by each flight and station transited.
During the period December 5, 1988, through December 23, 1988,
eight defect reports regarding the opening and closing of the
forward cargo door were entered into the system. The reported
defects involved problems with the cargo door not always
operating with the normal electrical system. Appendix E contains
the details of the writeups and corrective actions.
During the period December 23, 1988, through February 23, 1989,
two forward cargo door discrepancies were noted on N4713U. On
January 3, 1989, the discrepancy was, "Manual lock seals broken."
The corrective action was signed off as, "recycled [door] per
placard on door and documented. No door
problems." On January 15, 1989, the discrepancy was, "cargo
door seal, lower aft corner is torn and loose from retainer." The
corrective action was "repaired seal." There were no further
recorded discrepancies.
On February 23, 1989, a written discrepancy noted "Aft cargo
door damaged aft lower corner." The corrective action listed,
"Interim repair per (EVA) LM-8-433. Accomplish permanent
repair within 60 flight hours."
Chapter-53-Structures (Fuselage)
During the period March 1988, through February 24, 1989, one
defect was noted for each of the forward and aft cargo doors on
N4713U.
Forward Cargo Door.--On September 6, 1988, the discrepancy
was, "Approximately six inches of forward cargo door jamb
damaged center of lower side sealing surface." The corrective
action was, "Installed doubler and sealed area."
Aft Cargo Door.--On April 22, 1988, the discrepancy was, "Aft
cargo door rear sill latch does not spring up to lock." The
corrective action was, "Replaced latch."
1.6.6 Service Difficulty Report Information

A review was made of the Service Difficulty Reports (SDRs) for
ATA Chapter 52 for all UAL Boeing 747 airplanes. Thirty-nine
SDRs were recorded over the period January 31, 1983, through
March 21, 1989. The following summarizes data concerning the
forward and aft cargo doors:
cases of corrosion;
cases of cracking;
cases of door open (false) indications;
cases where cabin did not pressurize;
cases of cabin pressure loss; and
case of dent caused by ground equipment.
None of the noted SDR cases were recorded for N4713U.
1.6.7 Service Letters and Service Bulletins
Boeing issues information to its customers via Service Letters
(SL's) and Service Bulletins (SB's) to inform operators of reported
and anticipated difficulties with various airplane models. Twelve
SL's provided guidance for maintenance or information
applicable to the B-747 cargo doors. Twenty-nine SB's provided
guidance for maintenance or information applicable to the B-747
cargo door.
SB-747-52-2097, "Pressure Relief Door Shroud Installation--Lower
Lobe and Side Cargo Doors," was issued on June 27, 1975.
Revision 1 to SB-747-52-2097 was issued November 14, 1975. In
general, the SB recommended the installation of shrouds on the
inboard sides of the cargo door pressure relief door openings. The
purpose of the shrouds was to prevent the possibility of the
pressure relief doors being rotated (blown) to the closed position
during the pressurization cycle. This condition could only occur if
the master latch lock handle had been left open and the
flightcrew failed to note the cargo door open warning before
takeoff.
UAL records for N4713U indicated that SB-747-52-2097 had been
complied with and the shrouds had been installed on the forward

and aft cargo doors. However, examination of the aft cargo door
on N4713U revealed that the shrouds were not in place. UAL
could not find records to verify if the shrouds had been installed
or if they had been removed from either door.
1.6.8 Airworthiness Directives
There had been 141 Airworthiness Directives (ADs) issued that
were applicable to the accident airplane. Two ADs were pertinent
to the cargo door. AD 79-17-02-R2 ("Inspection of Fore and Aft
Lower Cargo Door Sill Latch Support Fittings,") required an
inspection every 1,700 flight hours. The second, AD 88-12-04 ("To
Insure That Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will
Not Occur In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988, required an initial
one time inspection of the cargo door latch locking mechanisms
within 30 days of issuance of the AD, and certain repetitive
inspections until terminating action for the AD was taken.
The circumstances of a Pan American World Airways (Pan Am),
Boeing 747-122 cargo door opening in flight (see 1.17.1 for details)
led to the issuance of Boeing Alert Service Bulletins (ASB)
52A2206 on April 8, 1987, and 52A2209 on August 27, 1987,
entitled, "Doors - Cargo Doors Lower Lobe Forward
and Aft Cargo Doors, Latch Locking System Tests, Operation and
Modification." Tests and investigation revealed that latch lock
sectors would, in some instances, not restrain the latch cams from
being driven open manually or electrically. Movement of the latch
cams without first moving the lock sectors to the stowed
[unlocked] position would cause bending, gouging, and breaking
of the sectors. The FAA issued AD-88-12-04 to make the
provisions of SB's 52A2206 and 52A2209 mandatory.
The terminating action for AD 88-12-04 called for installing steel
doublers to add strength to the lock sectors to prevent the latch
cams from being able to be driven to the open position manually
or electrically with the sectors in the locked position. AD 88-12-04
also required that, if the door could not be operated normally

(electrically), a trained and qualified mechanic was to open and
close the door manually, rather than ramp service personnel.
Further, the AD required an inspection of the lock sectors for
damage once a cargo door was restored to electrical operation
after any malfunction had required manual operation of the door.
The amount of time allowed for completing the terminating
action portion of AD 88-12-04 was either 18 months or 24 months,
from the issue date of the AD, depending on the Boeing 747
model series. Terminating action for the AD had not been
accomplished on N4713U prior to the accident, nor was it
required since, for this airplane, the deadline for compliance with
the terminating action was January 1990. According to UAL,
N4713U was scheduled for completion of the terminating action
in April 1989, when the airplane was scheduled for other heavy
maintenance.
During the Safety Board's investigation it was determined that a
clerical error was made by UAL personnel, while attempting to
expedite the processing of an advanced copy of a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM 87-NM-148-AD), preceding AD
88-12-04. The error involved the omission of one line of text
during the typing of the document. Because of that error, the
portion of the text of the NPRM (and the final text of the AD) was
left out of UAL's maintenance procedures. The omitted text
required an inspection of the B-747 cargo door lock sectors every
time a cargo door was restored to normal (electrical) operation
after manual operation was required.
The UAL maintenance internal auditing system, including quality
assurance personnel, did not detect the omission until after the
accident. UAL personnel stated that, for unknown reasons, no
one within the maintenance or quality assurance programs had
reviewed the final AD language for comparison with the UAL
maintenance procedure.
A review by Safety Board investigators of forms used by UAL to

verify compliance with applicable FAA AD's issued indicated that
all of the applicable mandatory ADs were satisfied within their
specified time limits. The list provided by UAL to the FAA as part
of the FAA's oversight responsibilities showed compliance with
AD-88-12-04, with the exception of the terminating action.
Section 1.17.3 contains information relevant to the B-747 cargo
door corrective actions taken since the accident.
1.7
Meteorological Information
The accident occurred in night visual meteorological conditions.
No adverse weather was experienced, although the flight did
have to deviate around thunderstorms during the descent.
1.8 Aids to Navigation
There were no navigational problems.
1.9
Communications
There were no radio communication difficulties between flight
811 and air traffic control (ATC). Members of the flightcrew did
not have any difficulty in verbally communicating with each
other; however, attempts to communicate with the cabin
crewmembers by interphone were unsuccessful following the
explosive decompression.
1.10 Aerodrome Information
After the explosive decompression, the airplane returned to HNL,
a 14 CFR Part 139 certificated airport on the island of Oahu,
Hawaii. The airport is located about 4 miles west of Honolulu,
Hawaii.
HNL is a "joint use" airport that is used by the State of Hawaii,
the U.S. Air Force, general aviation, commercial, air carrier, air
taxi, and military aircraft. Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting
(ARFF) services are provided by State and Hickam Air Force Base
ARFF units. Prior to the emergency landing at Honolulu, flight
811 requested that all available rescue and medical equipment to
be on hand when they landed. When the crash alarm was
broadcast, all civilian and military fire units responded and were

in position in 1-minute at pre-designated stations at runway 8
left.
The Safety Board's investigation revealed that there was no direct
radio communications between the State Airport vehicles and
Hickam ARFF vehicles. Because there were no direct radio
communications, the Chief of the airport's units had to drive his
vehicle to the vehicle of the Chief of the Hickam units to
coordinate the positioning of ARFF units prior to the landing of
United 811.
The Hickam vehicles are painted olive drab camouflage. During
the response, the Chief of the State ARFF vehicles observed a near
collision between a State and a Hickam vehicle. He attributed this
to the camouflaged Hickam vehicle not being visually
conspicuous in spite of the fact that each of the vehicles had a red
rotating beacon operating. The response took place on a moonless
night and in light rain.
1.11 Flight Recorders
The airplane was equipped with a Sundstrand model 573 digital
type Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) and a Sundstrand model
AV557-B Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR).
Examination of the data plotted from the DFDR indicated that the
flight was normal from liftoff to the accident. The recorder
operated normally during the period. However, the
decompression event caused a data loss of approximately 2 1/2
seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values
appeared valid with the exception of the pitch and roll
parameters. Lateral acceleration showed a sharp increase
immediately following the decompression. Vertical acceleration
showed a sharp, rapid change just after the decompression and a
slight increase as the airplane began its descent.
The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on
the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a "thump"

was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew made a
comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information
An extensive air and surface search of the ocean conducted
immediately following the accident failed to locate the portions of
the airplane lost during the explosive decompression. However,
the Safety Board, as well as other parties to the investigation,
pursued several avenues to search for and recover the cargo door.
Navy radar near Honolulu tracked debris that fell from the
airplane when the cargo door was lost. Refinement of the radar
data led to a probable "splashdown" point in the ocean. Further
assistance from the Navy regarding the ocean currents and drift
information led to a probable location of the cargo door and
associated debris on the ocean floor.
The undersea search operation was begun on July 22, 1990, using
the Orion, a state-of-the-art Navy side-scanning sonar "fish."
Searching in the area selected by analysis of radar data and
undersea currents, the Orion located a debris field on its first pass
over the 14,200-foot-deep ocean floor. The second pass located a
significant sonar target, which later analysis indicated was
probably the cargo door. Since the Orion is only capable of
searching, the debris field was marked with transponders for use
during the subsequent recovery phase.
On September 14, 1990, the recovery ship Laney Chouest sailed
from Pearl Harbor with the manned, deep-sea submersible Sea
Cliff. Safety Board, FAA, Boeing, and UAL engineering staff
assisted the recovery team aboard the Laney Chouest. After four
dives in the area previously identified as the debris field, only
pieces of cargo container and other small debris from the airplane
had been recovered. (It appears that the significant target

identified by the Orion was a piece of cargo container rather than
the cargo door.) On the following dive, however, the lower
portion of the cargo door was located and recovered. The
fuselage structure above the cargo door was located and raised to
the surface on the sixth dive, but heavy seas prevented its
recovery. The upper portion of the door was recovered during the
Sea Cliff's seventh dive on October 1, 1990. Afterward, it was
decided that no further effort could be justified to recover the
fuselage structure above the cargo door, and the recovery mission
was terminated.
Following recovery of the cargo door, each piece was sprayed
with a corrosion inhibitor. The ship promptly returned to Pearl
Harbor, and the retrieved door portions were removed and
examined before being shipped to Seattle, Washington, for
detailed examinations under the supervision of Safety Board staff.
Visual examinations on the recovery ship and in Pearl Harbor
confirmed that the cargo door lock sectors were in the locked
position and that the latch cams were in the nearly open position.
Figure 6 depicts the position of the lock sectors and cams as
recovered from the ocean. There was no evidence of progressive
fractures in the door structure.
The cost for the search mission was $193,000, and the cost for the
recovery mission was $250,000. These costs were shared by the
Safety Board, the FAA, UAL, and Boeing. Section 1.16 contains
information on the examination of the recovered wreckage.
1.13 Medical and Pathological Information
Appendix D contains a list of injuries.
1.14 Fire
There was no fire in the cabin or fuselage. The fires in engines No.
3 and 4 were extinguished after the engines were shut down.
1.15
Survival Aspects
The fatal injuries were the result of the explosive nature of the
decompression, which swept nine of the passengers from the

airplane.
At 0210, the FAA notified the U.S. Coast Guard that a United
Airlines, Inc., B-747, with a possible bomb on board, had
experienced an explosion and was returning to HNL. The Coast
Guard Cutter, Cape Corwin, departed Maui at 0248 to search the
area for debris and the missing passengers. Ultimately, 4 shore
commands, 13 surface/air units, and approximately 1,000
persons took part in the combined search and rescue (SAR)
operation. The search was t™ erminated at 1200 on February 26,
1989, without recovery of any passenger bodies.
The flight attendants had approximately 20 minutes to prepare
the cabin and the passengers for an imminent ocean ditching, and
subsequently, for an emergency evacuation. During the 20
minutes they attended to injured flight attendants and
passengers, attached the face masks to their emergency oxygen
bottles, helped each other don life preservers, helped numerous
passengers don life preservers, held up safety cards and life vests
to call attention to these items for passengers to use, briefed
"helper" passengers to assist in the evacuation, cleared
debris away from the exit doors and aisles, closed the doors of
the storage compartment above doors 2 left and 2 right, prepared
the cabin for an emergency evacuation, and told the passengers to
brace for impact.
Several problems were experienced by the flight attendants and
the passengers following the decompression, while preparing for
a possible ditching, and preparing for the emergency evacuation.
These problems included difficulties encountered by flight
attendants in connecting face masks to their portable oxygen
bottles, the lack of a sufficient number of megaphones, limited
visibility from a flight attendant seat, overhead storage
compartment doors opening, and donning and fastening life
preservers.
Federal Aviation Regulation 14 CFR 25.1447 (c)(4) requires that

"portable oxygen equipment must be immediately available for
each cabin attendant." Those portable oxygen bottles on N4713U,
which were readily available, were not immediately usable
because the masks were not attached to the regulators. The flight
attendants reported difficulties in attaching the masks to the
regulators.
The aft purser ran back to the flight attendant jumpseat at door 5left for a portable oxygen bottle. However, she found no bottle at
this location (none was installed). She then ran back to the 4-left
jumpseat, by which time she was "light headed." After the aft
purser reached jumpseat 4-left, flight attendant No. 14, who was
already sitting there, placed an oxygen mask on her face. The aft
purser further stated, "considering the fact that in this case there
was no other available source of oxygen, you can't imagine how
horrible I felt going back there needing oxygen but finding no
oxygen bottle at 5-left. It was terrifying."
A portable emergency oxygen bottle was not required to be
stowed at the flight attendant seat at exit 5-right; however, one
was stowed in the right coat closet behind the flight attendant
seat. In addition, the left side closet and rest rooms were
physically separated from the right side closet and rest rooms.
This arrangement requires a flight attendant, who was seated at
exit 5-left to walk around to the right side of the cabin to obtain
the oxygen bottle.
Communication between the flight attendants and passengers
was very difficult because of the high ambient noise level in the
cabin after the decompression, even though the public address
(PA) system was operational. Flight attendants were located at
each of the 10 exit doors, yet there were only two
megaphones required to be on the airplane; one located at door
1-left and another located a 4-left.
The flight attendants, who were responsible for each of these two
doors, used the megaphones to broadcast commands to

passengers in their immediate areas and to other flight attendants
in preparation for the landing and subsequent evacuation. The
other 13 flight attendants (including the one deadheading flight
attendant) had to shout, use hand signals, and show passengers
how to prepare for the evacuation by holding up passenger safety
cards, so passengers could review the information and also know
how to put on their life preservers.
As soon as the decompression occurred, the flight attendant in
the upper deck business class section went to her jumpseat and
donned her oxygen mask, life preserver, and restraint system.
While she waited for instructions, and because of intense cabin
noise she had to communicate with passengers by holding up a
safety card and a life preserver. Passengers sitting in the front
rows, in turn, showed safety cards and life preservers to other
passengers seated behind them. Eventually everyone understood
that they were to read the safety card and put on their preservers.
However, the 5 foot 3 1/2 inch flight attendant stated that her
jumpseat was so low that she could not directly observe the
passengers in the 4th row (last).
A two door overhead stowage compartment that had formerly
stored a life raft was located above each exit door. These
compartments contained blankets and passenger carry-on
luggage. At doors 2-left and 2-right the doors of each
compartment had opened downward and blocked each exit. Also
the contents of the compartments fell to the floor at the exits. The
doors had to be closed before the evacuation because they
partially blocked the exit.
The chief purser was not able to tighten the life preserver's two
straps around her waist and needed the deadheading flight
attendant to tighten them for her. Several flight attendants and
passengers had difficulties connecting the two straps around their
waists. One flight attendant helped about 36 passengers don their
preservers.

Safety Board investigators and United Airlines personnel
examined several life preservers from each of the types of
preservers produced by five manufacturers. The strap of one
manufacturer's preserver was very difficult to tighten around the
waist while another from the same manufacturer was easy to
tighten. The two vests had different strap material and strap
adjustment fittings. Also, the straps are very difficult, if not
impossible, to tighten when they are pulled at an acute angle
from the wearer's body, i.e. from about 45 to 70 degrees. Holding
the hands and straps closer to the waist facilitates easier
adjustment of the straps.
1.16
Tests and Research
1.16.1
Cargo Door Hardware Examinations
1.16.1.1
Before Recovery of the Door
The following forward cargo door closing and latching
components were returned to the Safety Board's Materials
Laboratory for analysis after they were documented in place on
the airplane:
Two pull-in hook pins, one from the lower end of the forward
side of the door body cutout forward frame, and one from the
lower end of the aft side of the body cutout aft frame, with
housings;
Two mid-span pins, one from the forward side of the door body
cutout forward frame, and one from the aft side of the door body
cutout aft frame.
All components were initially examined while installed on the
airplane. All eight forward cargo door latch pins, with housings,
were removed for further laboratory examination. Also, for
comparison, one of the latch pins, with housing, from the aft
cargo door was also removed. For orientation purposes, the eight
lower latch pin assemblies are referred to by number, with the
No. 1 latch pin being the most forward on the lower door sill, and
the No. 8 pin being the most aft. When referencing a

circumferential location on the latch pins or mid-span pins, a
clock position was used. The clock code was oriented looking
forward with 12 o'clock being straight up and 9 o'clock being
directly inboard.
Based on the orientation of the latching mechanisms, the fully
unlatched latching cams would first contact the latch pins from
about the 1:15 o'clock position to the 7:15 position as the door was
closed. As the cams are being latched around the pins, they
would rotate approximately 80(, making contact with the pins
from about the 4:15 position to the 10:15 position (See figure 7).
Detailed examination of the exposed surface of the pins (the
portion of the pins extending from the housings) revealed various
types of wear and damage. In general, all of the forward door
cargo latch pins had smooth wear over the entire portion of the
pin area contacted by the cams during normal closing and
opening of the door. The pins also had distinct roughened
(smeared) areas between the 6:15 and the 7:30 positions (See
figure 8). The roughened areas had evidence of "heat tinting" and
transfer of cam material to the surface of the pins. On pins 1 and 8
the roughened areas extended past the pin bottom to the 5:00
position. The 7:30 position approximately corresponds to the area
on the pin where the lower surface of the cam would be relative
to the pin when the latch cams are in the unlatched or nearly
unlatched position.
The forward pull-in hook pin was not significantly bent, but the
structure to which it was attached was deformed outward, so the
hook pin was deflected significantly outward. Three of the four
bolts holding the aft pull-in hook pin had sheared, so the hook
pin was also deflected outward. Both hook pin ends were
damaged, but neither pin was significantly deformed along its
length. There was significant heat tinting on the damaged area of
the forward hook pin. Boeing engineering calculations
determined that the pull-in hook pins would fail at a 3.5 psi

differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
1.16.1.2 After Recovery of the Door
The documentation of the recovered cargo door was divided into
four areas: 1) door structure, 2) master latch lock system, 3) latch
system, and 4) hook system. A description of the recovered door
follows.
1. Door Structure:
The cargo door had fractured longitudinally near the mid-span
lap joint near stringer 34R, just beneath the mid-span torque
tubes. Except for an area of missing skin between frames 2 and 3
and a portion of frame webs where the upper latch lock torque
tube had torn out, the frames and skin of the upper door
piece mated to the lower door piece.2 Several areas of the upper
door skin along the longitudinal fracture were bent back. In
addition, a large area of lower door skin between frame 6 and the
aft door edge had peeled downward from the fracture line. The
two door pieces are shown together in Figures 9 and 10.
Examinations of the fracture surfaces of the skin and frames
revealed no evidence of pre-existing cracks. All fractures were
typical of overstress separation.
Seven of the eight lock sector slots in the lower beam showed
evidence of contact and scraping by the lock sectors. Only the No.
1 lock sector slot was undamaged, although the bracket forward
and above the No. 1 slot did appear to have been damaged by
contact from the lock sector (slots numbered 1-8, forward-aft).
The direction of the scraping on the slots could not be determined
conclusively.
The decal covering the latch actuator manual drive port was
found broken circumferentially around the edge of the port cover,

which was loose and rotated from its normal position (See figure
11). There was an impression in the decal similar to a Phillipshead screw slot in line with the center of the retainer screw
securing the cover. There was also a 0.06-inch-long linear slit from
10 to 4 o'clock approximately centered over the retainer screw
head (See figures 12 and 13). There was no rotational tearing and
no loss of decal material in the area covering the screw head
location. During examinations of the door at Boeing, it was noted
that the retainer bracket on the inside of the latch actuator manual
drive port cover was bowed outward; the port cover was not
deformed. The retainer bracket on the inside of the hook actuator
manual drive port cover was similarly bowed outward, and the
port cover was bowed outward.
The hinge that attaches the cargo door to the fuselage is
comprised of several hinge sections--those attached along the
upper edge of the cargo door and those along the fuselage just
above the cargo door cutout--interconnected with hinge pins. The
hinge pins and all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo
door were intact; all hinge sections rotated relatively easily. All
attach bolts from the hinge sections on the door remained
attached; conversely, no bolts remained attached to the hinge
sections on the fuselage. Several areas on the hinge sections, such
as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of contact from
the door during overtravel (See figure 14). In addition, the
fuselage forward hinge sections
were slightly bent. The upper flange of the door, to which the
door hinges are attached, was not deformed. The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above.
Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper door piece
revealed that it had been crushed inward. There were also many
areas on the outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks
could be seen. These marks were generally forward of the aft

pressure-relief door, and the blue marks were located above the
red marks. The UAL paint pattern incorporates red and blue
stripes along the fuselage above the cargo door. Figure 15 is a plot
of the documented paint marks on the upper door piece.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to
which the shrouds attach was missing.
2. Master Latch Lock System:
All eight lock sectors were found in the locked position--actually
past the fully locked position. They had been pulled through the
lock sector slots in the lower beam of the cargo door. (When they
are fully locked, the lock sectors should be recessed in the lower
beam approximately 3/8 inch). All lock sectors had deflected off
the high shoulder of the latch cams due to interference with the
partially unlatched cams. Prior to disassembly of the components,
the interference between the cams and the lock sectors was
removed by rotating the cams to the latched position.
Examination of the lock sectors disclosed that the bottom of the
lower arm of each lock sector was gouged. For seven of the eight
lock sectors, the distance from the main gouge area to the location
of the interference between the latch cam and the lock sector was
approximately 0.75 inch. (The No. 2 lock sector was corroded and
had fractured at the location of the large gouge common to the
other seven lock sectors. Consequently, it was not in contact with
the No. 2 latch cam when the door was retrieved).
The master latch lock handle housing and trigger were found
relatively flush with the door outer skin. The top of the handle
was recessed approximately 0.50 inch inward from flush, and the
bottom of the handle was protruding approximately 0.40 inch
outward from flush (See figure 16). This
Figure 15.--Documented paint marks on outer skin of upper door
piece. Dashed line is approximately 8 degrees from horizontal.
position of the handle indicates that the lock sectors were in a

position past fully locked. The fuse pin was found in three pieces
but was heavily corroded. The handle housing was undamaged.
Two of the three connecting rods between the master latch lock
handle and the lock sector torque tube were bowed slightly, but
they were otherwise intact. No deformation was observed on any
section of the lock sector torque tube, although one of the six
bearings assembled on the torque tube had been damaged. The
No. 3 bearing inner race and its torque tube locator sleeve were
displaced forward approximately 0.20 inch from the bearing
housing centerline. The outer race was broken and pushed
forward out of the housing.
The lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door
was jammed open into the cutout.
3.
Latch System:
All eight lower latch cams were found in a nearly unlatched
position, and all of them were binding against the lock sectors
except the No. 2 cam (lock sector No. 2 had broken). Latch cams
1-6 were approximately 62 degrees from the fully latched
position, and cams 7 and 8 were approximately 70 degrees from
fully latched. Full rotation of the latch cams is 80 degrees.
Several of the lower latch cams contained compression and
smearing damage on the lower lip of the latch cam cavity
("lower" relative to an open cam). This damage is consistent with
the forceful movement of the cams across the latch pins.
The four rods between the latch actuator torque tube and the four
bellcranks containing the latch cams were attached and
undamaged. No section of the latch actuator torque tube was

damaged, and the bearings/supports along the tube were intact.
The latch actuator was removed and later disassembled. No
anomalies were found.
4. Pull-in Hook System:
The forward and aft pull-in hooks were found near the closed
position. Both of them exhibited wear patterns consistent with
contact with the pull-in hook pins during door operation. For
both the forward and aft hooks, the inboard edge of the pull-in
hook channel contained compression and smearing damage
consistent with a forceful movement of the hooks over the pins
while the hooks were in the closed or nearly closed position.
1.16.2
Forward Cargo Door Electrical Component
Examinations
1.16.2.1 Before Recovery of the Door
Several electrical components associated with the operation of the
forward cargo door were examined on the airplane and were then
removed for further testing. These components included the No.
2 ground handling power bus relay, the air/ground safety relay,
the No. 1 auxiliary power circuit breaker, and the outside and
inside door control switches. All of these components were tested
for both single faults and intermittent failures. The test results
showed that all of the switches/relays were functional, although
a loose wire connection was found on the outside door control
switch. This loose wire connection showed evidence of
overheated insulation on the two terminal lugs that attach to
terminal No. 5, and there was evidence of a burn (arc point) on
the top of the screw head for terminal No. 5. Terminal No. 5 is
associated with power for the door "close" cycle, and not the door
"open" cycle.
An electrical continuity check was performed on the cockpit
cargo door warning light system components that remained with
the airplane. This check confirmed the integrity of the circuit from
the door area to the cockpit. The examination of the two bulbs

that comprise the forward cargo door warning light revealed that
one bulb was inoperative. The other bulb, which is in parallel
with the inoperative bulb, was found operative. The illumination
of the display legend, which reads "FWD CARGO DR" on the
flight engineer's panel, was discernible with one bulb inoperative.
A functional check of the circuit, which allows the cockpit
warning lights to be dimmed during night operations, was also
performed. The check consisted of removing the card containing
this circuit and installing it in another B-747. The test was
satisfactory in that the dim/bright circuit functioned properly.
1.16.2.2 After Recovery of the Door
Switches--General
The cargo door was recovered with all of its position sensing
switches installed in their proper locations. The electrical junction
box was found attached to the door but damaged. The switches
recovered and examined were: S2 Master Latch Lock; S3 Door
Warning; S4 Latch Close; S5 Hook Position; S6 Fwd Mid-Span
Latch Open; S7 Door Close; S8 Hook Close; and S9 Aft Mid-Span
Latch Open. Figure 17 provides a diagram of the cargo door's
electrical circuitry.
Five of the eight position-sensing switches installed on the door
had evidence of external damage to the switch housing. The
damage on four switches (S2,S3,S4,S8) consisted of primarily
compression dimpling on the housing. The S5 switch exhibited
mechanical impact damage on the switch housing and mounting
bracket. The striker assembly for switch S8 was loose (2 of 3 rivet
fasteners sheared). The electrical wiring recovered with the door
exhibited signs of tensile separation from overload at all failure
points examined.
Each switch was photographed and its installed position was
documented. Electrical continuity readings were taken with an
ohmmeter across the poles of each switch at the first point of wire
separation as found on the door. After the readings were

recorded, all switches were removed from the door so that
photographs and x-rays of each switch could be taken. Electrical
continuity readings were retaken.
Disassembly of each switch consisted of: (1) drilling two holes in
the switch housing to release trapped water from the switch (2)
cutting a small window in the switch housing to examine the
internal basic switches (3) removing the housing, (4) removing
the internal bracket, and (5) removing basic switch covers.
During the drilling step, water was released from every switch
when the holes were drilled in the switch housing. The water was
filtered into a glass container. The quantity was not measured but
appeared to be less than 5 mL. The residue from the filtered water
trapped on the filter media had a blue-green color.
After the switch housing was removed, an ohmmeter was
connected across the 1-2 poles of the switches that would not
transfer electrical continuity (S2,S3,S4,S6,S7) when actuated. The
rivets were then drilled out of the internal bracket. After the last
of the two rivets were drilled out, the switch contacts
Figure 17b.--Diagram of cargo door electrical circuitry.
transferred to the other pole on S2, S3, and S4. On S6, the used3
basic switch was held closed by its plunger. S7 transferred after
the switch housing and water inside were removed.
During removal of the basic switch covers, a trend was noted in
the discoloration of some of the basic switches. The used switch
had a reddish-brown coloration. The unused switch was not
discolored.
Each switch was found to be wired correctly to its poles and
through its contacts within the basic switches. All contacts
operated with light finger pressure after removal of the basic
switch covers. There was no evidence of pitting, excessive
corrosion, or heat distress in the contacts of any of the switches.
The following sections detail pertinent observations concerning
each switch.

The S2 master latch lock is given particular significance because
of its function to protect against inadvertent door operation and
is thus described in more detail. It is a single-pole double-throw
(SPDT) switch used to sense the unlocked position of the door
lock sectors. The switch is mounted in the aft lower corner of the
door. A bracket attached to the No. 7 lock sector depresses the
switch when the door lock sectors are rotated to their unlocked
position. When the bracket attached to the lock sector contacts the
switch plunger and depresses it, the circuit path through the
switch is closed and 28VDC electrical control power to the door is
established. When the force on the plunger is relaxed, the circuit
is opened and 28VDC electrical control circuit is removed.
The wires leading to the S2 switch had been cut by the team after
the recovery in an attempt to test continuity through the switch.
The door recovery team reported that it found continuity through
the 1-3 contacts but not through the 1-2 contacts. The switch
plunger was actuated by the recovery team. The recovery team
noted that the switch did not transfer continuity during these
tests. The operation of the switch plunger would normally
transfer continuity. Subsequent detailed examination of the S2
switch confirmed the findings of the recovery team.
The area around the upper face of the internal bracket was bent
toward the basic switches and had evidence of corrosion residue.
The bracket was found broken. The switch contacts transferred
from the 1-3 actuated position to the 1-2 nonactuated position
when the bracket was removed. Scanning electron
microscope examination of the fracture surfaces revealed
evidence of overload and corrosion.
The external switch housing was dented. The final examination
performed on the switch consisted of removing the plastic covers
on the basic switches. Prior to removal of the basic switch covers,
it was noted that the cover to the used basic switch was cracked.
The contacts functioned normally when exercised by light finger

pressure.
Microscopic examination revealed a black discoloration near one
of the lower contact posts of the used basic switch. Energy
dispersive spectrometric examination of the residue disclosed the
presence of gold, iron, magnesium, sodium, and chlorine. No
mechanical or electrical anomalies were detected with the basic
switch contacts.
Additional testing was performed by Boeing on switches of a
similar design to those used on the accident airplane's cargo door.
The testing was conducted to identify conditions that would
result from salt water immersion at a pressure depth of 14,200
feet for 18 months. The testing verified that external damage to
the switch housing occurred at pressure depths of 7,000 feet and
greater. Switch seal leakage and subsequent internal corrosion
was also noted. None of the testing performed by Boeing
duplicated internal switch damage that caused basic switch
contact closure or internal damage to the switch support bracket.
Wiring:
The electrical wiring recovered with the cargo door was
documented in place before being removed for further tests.
About 40 percent or 112 feet of wire from the original length of
approximately 274 feet was recovered and examined. Of this
amount, about 46 feet of wire installed in the aircraft forward of
the cargo door was not examined. Most of the wires leading from
the door to the fuselage were not recovered. There was no visible
external evidence of burning, arcing, or heat distress in any of the
wires removed. Several areas of wire insulation damage were
found.
Thirty five wires were identified that could provide a possible
short circuit path that could drive the latch actuator open with or
without failures of other door electrical components if the ground
handling bus was energized. The wires were schematically coded
by function. Wires coded (-..-..-) were denoted for wiring that

provides open command logic to the latch actuator. Wires coded
(--.--.--.) were denoted for additional wiring enabled by an
activated (failed) S2 switch. Wires coded (-o-o-o-o) were denoted
for wiring providing 28VDC power from the C285 circuit.
Potential short circuit paths were identified for the cargo door
that could provide 28VDC to the latch actuator control circuit
relay. These potential short circuit paths can cause the latch
actuator to drive the latches toward their open position if 115VAC
power is available to the latch actuator motor. The potential short
circuit paths include two bare wires shorting against each other,
bare wire-to-metal structure-to-bare wire contact, wire to
conductive fluid (such as water) to wire, or a combination of the
aforementioned.
Conductive contact of (-o-o-o-o) or (--.--.--) coded wire with (-..-..-)
coded wire could potentially result in providing a 28VDC circuit
path to the latch actuator open circuit. Direct wire-to-wire paths
are coded in Figure 17 as defined above. The two-wire short
circuit paths are identified as wire pairs consisting of wire 101-20
shorting with any of the following wires; 108-20, 121-20, 122-20,
124-20, 135-20, or 136-20.
If the S2 master latch lock switch fails in the "Not Locked"
position, there are additional wire pairs that provide short circuit
paths. These are coded in Figure 17 as (--.--.--) to (-..-..-..) wire
pairs.
Short Circuit Wire Damage Simulation Tests:
Tests were conducted by Boeing and United to simulate typical
examples of bare wire short circuiting to determine the extent of
visible wire damage that would be expected in the 28VDC cargo
door control circuit.
United performed tests on BMS 13-42 wire, the wire type used in
the B-747 cargo door control circuit. Visible electrical short circuit
damage on bare BMS 13-42 wire surfaces was difficult to create at
28VDC. Surface damage was considered visible when detected by

microscopic examination at 15X magnification. United testing
simulated the relay coil resistance variations that would be found
during typical in-service conditions. A current of 1.0 A at 28VDC
created visible surface damage on momentary bare wire-to-bare
wire contact. Multiple contacts at 1.0 A provided a more positive
indication. A single momentary contact between two bare BMS
13-42 wires with 0.160 A at 28VDC did not create visible surface
damage. Contact between a BMS 13-42 bare wire
and Alclad 2024-T3 metal (airplane and cargo door structure)
with 0.160A at 28VDC did not create visible surface damage.
Boeing performed wire tests on BMS 13-48 20 gauge wire. The
test setup used the MS27418-2B door latch actuator control relay
in parallel with the 60B00311-2 door restraint solenoid, the actual
electrical loads used in the B-747 cargo door latch actuator control
circuit. A single momentary contact of a bare 28VDC power wire,
with a bare wire connecting to the relay of the solenoid, showed
small pithead area developed at the point of wire contact that was
visible without magnification.
Wire Examination Procedure:
All of the recovered wires were examined in the Safety Board's
Materials Laboratory on a mylar sheet to simulate their installed
positions. Labels were used to identify the coded wires using the
manufacturer's original wire identification numbers imprinted on
each wire's insulation. Wire pairs for direct electrical short
circuiting were located in two common wire bundles installed on
the cargo door. One common wire bundle was associated with the
P3 plug connector, the other with the P4 plug junction box. The
wire bundles were examined visually for areas of obvious
insulation damage. Each individual wire was also examined with
a stereo-microscope. Representative wire damage features were
photographed.
Wire Damage Found:
Seven wires numbered 101-20, 102-20, 105-20, 107-20, 108-20,

122-20, and 135-20 had visible damage located near a 3.8 inch
position as measured from the P3 plug pin tips. This common
position on the wire corresponds to a 360-degree loop in the wire
bundle, which is located immediately below the junction box.
Figures 18 and 19 show typical wire damage. Wire 122-20 had an
open insulation area approximately 0.25 inch long. The other four
wires had flattened insulation damage areas.
In the P4 plug connector wire bundle, three wires displayed
insulation damage. Wires 113-20, 121-20, and 124-20 had
transverse insulation nicks, which exposed bare conductors. All
three had insulation nicks 3 inches from the P4 plug pin tips;
wires 121-20 and 124-20 had additional insulation nicks 34 inches
from the plug pin tips. The two P4 insulation damage locations
corresponded to wire bundle clamp positions.
1.16.3 Pressurization System
The pressure relief valves located on the left side of the fuselage
in the forward cargo compartment were removed from the
airplane and subjected to bench tests at the UAL maintenance
facility in San Francisco, California. No significant anomalies
were discovered and both valves performed within specified
tolerances.
1.16.4
General Inspection of Other UAL Airplanes
During the on-scene phase of the investigation, the Safety Board
investigators examined six other B-747 airplanes while they were
on the ground at HNL (four UAL airplanes and two operated by
other carriers) to observe routine cargo door operations and to
assess the condition of latching components. Generally, the door
operations were normal. During the examination of latch pins on
these airplanes, it was noted that most had a smooth wear ridge
at the 9:00 position (looking forward) or were undamaged. All
wear areas on the pins were smooth.
During electrical operation of the aft cargo door on one of the
other UAL B-747 airplanes (N4718U), the pull-in hooks did not

pull the door fully closed and the latch cams completed the
closure. During operation of the latch cams, the bottom of the
door moved, first circumferentially downward and then inboard.
This additional movement was approximately 1/4 inch. A
definite "thunking" noise was discernible as the door moved to its
closed position at the end of cam rotation. On one occasion, the
door would not open under electrical power. The door was
"kicked" by a UAL mechanic, power was reapplied, and the door
opened properly. Examination of the door by UAL mechanics,
disclosed that the riveted plate holding the aft pull-in hook
switch striker was loose.
All eight lower latch pins for the forward cargo door on N4718U
exhibited a smooth ridge near the 9:00 position. Pins No. 1 and 2
also showed a smooth ridge at the 6:30 position with a smooth
wear area between the 6:30 and 9:00 position. The forward and aft
midspan cams of both forward and aft cargo doors had a heavy
gouge mark corresponding to the end of the midspan latch pin.
N4718U was subsequently removed from service for repair of the
aft cargo door latching mechanisms.
1.17
Additional Information
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122, N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York, experienced an
incident involving the forward cargo door. According to Pan Am
and Boeing officials who investigated this incident, the flightcrew
experienced pressurization problems as the airplane was
climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew began a descent and
the pressurization problem ceased about 15,000 feet. The crew
began to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the cabin altitude
began to rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the forward
cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom
with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle

closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
According to the persons who examined the airplane, the cargo
door had been closed manually and the manual master latch lock
handle was stowed, in turn closing the pressure relief doors and
extinguishing the cockpit cargo door warning light. Subsequent
investigation on N740PA revealed that the latch lock sectors had
been damaged and would not restrain the latch cams from being
driven open electrically or manually. It was concluded by Boeing
and Pan Am that the ground service person who closed the cargo
door apparently had back-driven (opened) the latches manually
after the door had been closed and locked. The damage to the
sectors, and the absence of other mechanical or electrical failures
supported this conclusion.
Further testing of the door components from N740PA and
attempts to recreate the events that led to the door opening in
flight revealed that the lock sectors, even in their damaged
condition, prevented the master latch lock handle from being
stowed, until the latch cams had been rotated to within 20 turns
(using the manual 1/2 inch socket drive) of being fully closed. A
full cycle, from closed to open, is about 95 turns with the manual
drive system.
1.17.2
FAA Surveillance of UAL Maintenance
The Denver, Colorado, FAA Flight Standards District Office
(FSDO) holds the operating certificate for United Airlines, Inc.
The FAA FSDO in San
Francisco, California, has the primary surveillance and oversight
responsibility for UAL maintenance.
The FAA's PMI has the responsibility to oversee an airline's
compliance with Federal Regulations with respect to
maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alteration programs.
The PMI determines the need for, and then establishes work
programs for, surveillance and inspection of the airline to assure
adherence to the applicable regulations. A portion of the PMIs

position description reads as follows:
Provides guidance to the assigned air carrier in the development
of required maintenance manuals and recordkeeping systems.
Reviews and determines adequacy of manuals associated with
the air carrier's maintenance programs and revisions thereto.
Assures that manuals and revisions comply with regulatory
requirements, prescribe safe practices, and furnish clear and
specific instructions governing maintenance programs. Approves
operations specifications and amendments thereto.
Determines if overhaul and inspection time limitations warrant
revision.
Determines if the air carrier's training program meets the
requirements of the FARs, is compatible with the maintenance
program, is properly organized and effectively conducted, and
results in trained and competent personnel.
Directs the inspection and surveillance of the air carrier's
continuous airworthiness maintenance program. Monitors all
phases of the air carrier's maintenance operation, including the
following: maintenance, engineering, quality control, production
control, training, and reliability programs.
At the Safety Board's public hearing on this accident, the PMI for
United Airlines at the time of the flight 811 accident stated that he
was trained as an FAA air carrier inspector and had been
assigned to United Airlines since November 25, 1985. In addition
to attending the normal FAA indoctrination course, he had
received training in accident investigation, compliance
enforcement, nondestructive testing, enforcement, and composite
materials. To qualify for the position of PMI, he had completed a
3-week management training course at Lawton, Oklahoma. This
was supplemented by a 2-week course on management training
systems.
According to the PMI, FAA surveillance of UAL B-747
maintenance activities was organized around the daily work

schedule of the FAA air safety inspector, specifically assigned to
the UAL B-747 fleet by the PMI. The schedule for surveillance is
normally prepared a year in advance by the FAA computerized
Work Planning Management System (WPMS). Each FAA
inspector is assigned specific responsibilities in the surveillance
and monitoring of the airplane fleet to which he is assigned.
The PMI stated that assigned inspectors conducted surveillance
of the UAL airplanes while they were in light or heavy
maintenance and when they were released to service or in the
process of preparing for a flight. Postflight surveillance was also
performed. He said, as a routine, the inspectors visually inspected
the airplanes and reviewed the airplane log records either during
en route checks, while in flight, or upon termination of various
flights. He said that inspectors conduct spot ramp inspections;
however, they do not routinely observe ramp service operations
as part of the surveillance program.
He said that FAA inspectors are not required to inspect the
airplanes, but merely are to observe ramp service activities.
Deficiencies or malfunctions were to be noted. The assigned
inspector or the PMI would then report these observations to the
UAL quality assurance liaison person or directly to UAL
management.
The PMI stated that the FAA had conducted five special
surveillance inspections of UAL in the previous 3 years and 5
months. The last special inspection, an MEL Survey Inspection,
was completed in 1988. That inspection primarily addressed how
many deferred maintenance items were being carried or deferred
on each aircraft during a specified time period.
The PMI stated that his office does not approve the method by
which the carrier complies with an AD, unless specified in the
AD. However, a scheduled surveillance method was in place to
review the carrier's AD compliance process and the ADs
applicable to certain fleets. Each assigned inspector had a

schedule for performing this oversight in his work program. The
PMI or his staff review a monthly report from the carrier listing
ADs applicable to a particular fleet and their compliance. The
FAA's surveillance of the carrier's AD compliance process
involved a review of this list, not actual shop visits to verify
compliance.
The inspector assigned to the UAL B-747 fleet stated that
approximately 30 percent of his time was spent on actual ramp
maintenance
surveillance. Other activities included: en route inspections,
station inspections, meetings, classes and administrative paper
work. Spot ramp inspections were scheduled as a normal routine,
as well as by mandate in a particular AD.
The PMI stated that foreign contract maintenance bases were
inspected once a year at a minimum. The PMI had the
prerogative to use geographical surveillance inspectors
(inspectors from other FAA offices), or inspectors from his office
more familiar with UAL maintenance procedures to conduct
inspections or investigations.
The PMI and the B-747 maintenance inspector assigned to UAL
testified that, prior to this accident, they were not aware of any
problems involving the operation of B-747 cargo doors, including
the problems reported with N4713U during December 1988. The
PMI testified that he could always use more inspectors to
"conduct more in-depth surveillance and monitor UAL's fleet
more adequately."
The extensive documentation of maintenance performed on UAL
B-747 airplanes was forwarded to the PMI's official library by US
mail. The data were ultimately channeled to the B-747
maintenance inspector. The PMI and maintenance inspector
testified that the voluminous paperwork and work schedules
precluded their monitoring the information to determine trends
on problem areas.

1.17.3 Corrective Actions
On March 31, 1989, the FAA issued telegraphic (AD) ADT
89-05-54. This AD superseded AD 88-12-04 and required certain
procedures to be accomplished when operating the cargo doors.
These included: confidence checks of the door mechanical and
electrical systems, inspections of the door locking mechanisms,
and repairs if necessary. The AD also accelerated the schedule for
terminating action to place steel doublers on the latch lock
sectors, and it reinstituted the procedures for using the eight view
ports to verify the position of the latch cams, after the door is
latched and locked.
The FAA, in conjunction with the Air Transport Association, the
manufacturers, and other interested parties, are collectively
working to address the human factor issues in the readability and
understandability of ADs and SBs by line maintenance personnel.
They are also reviewing the entire range of design, maintenance,
and operation of outward opening doors to develop advisory
information for pertinent parties.
FAA representatives stated at the Safety Board's public hearing
that the FAA is increasing their operations and airworthiness
inspector staffing by approximately 1,000 new hires in the next 3
fiscal years.
The PMI for UAL at the time of the accident stated at the Safety
Board's public hearing that, as a result of the accident, "we have
intensified our surveillance on the cargo door activities to the
point where the assigned inspectors and inspectors who are not
assigned to that particular fleet, 747s, are doing night
surveillance, early morning surveillance, and we have intensified
our surveillance on the cargo door in watching the operation of
the cargo door to comply with the Airworthiness Directive."
On August 23, 1989, the Safety Board issued three safety
recommendations (A-89-92 through -94) to the FAA. The
recommendations urged the FAA to:

Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) to require that the manual
drive units and electrical actuators for Boeing 747 cargo doors
have torque limiting devices to ensure that the lock sectors,
modified per AD-88-12-04, cannot be overridden during
mechanical or electrical operation of the latch cams.
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) for non-plug cargo doors
on all transport category airplanes requiring the installation of
positive indicators to ground personnel and flightcrews
confirming the actual position of both the latch cams and locks,
independently.
Require that fail-safe design considerations for non-plug cargo
doors on present and future transport category airplanes account
for conceivable human errors in addition to electrical and
mechanical malfunctions.
Section 4.0 contains the FAA's response to the recommendations
and the status of the followup actions.
On October 12, 1989, the FAA issued NPRM 89-NM-148-AD,
which proposed the amendment of ADT-89-05-54. The proposed
revisions would require modification of the warning systems for
the forward and aft cargo door, and the main deck cargo door, if
installed. The modifications would provide visual
warnings to flightcrew and ground crew when the doors are not
fully closed, the latch cams are not rotated to the closed position,
or the lock sectors are not in the locked position. Further, the
source for the warning signal would monitor the position of the
latch cams. Public comments for the NPRM were due by
December 27, 1989.
Boeing has completed tests that have verified the integrity of the
upgraded latch lock sectors to prove that the latch cams cannot be
back-driven through the lock sectors mechanically or electrically.
Boeing also has been conducting tests on the B-747 cargo door to
evaluate the effects of unrepaired damage and abuse on the
latch/lock system. The tests, which determined the allowable

damage limits on the latch lock system and mechanism support
structures, were completed in March 1990. Additionally, Boeing
conducted tests to evaluate any unlatching tendencies under
cabin pressure loads. These tests were completed in November
1990 and included the measurement of loads in the latch system
as the latch cams are rotated incrementally from the fully latched
position to the unlatched position under pressurization loads.
The first series of tests included electrical backdriving of the latch
cams into the lock sectors (both steel and steel reinforced were
tested) with a modified latch actuator (the maximum output
torque of the modified latch actuator was roughly twice that of a
normal, torque-limiting latch actuator.) During these tests, the
maximum cam rotation was 22.2 degrees against steel reinforced
lock sectors and 18.8 degrees against the all-steel lock sectors.
During the second set of tests, which measured the effects of
internal pressure loads on partially unlatched cams, it was
discovered that pressurization did not create any significant loads
in the latch mechanism with the door fully closed and the latch
cams positioned up to 45 degrees from the fully latched position.
Both series of tests show that if the latch cams were somehow
electrically backdriven by a latch actuator that had no torquelimiting ability, the steel or steel-reinforced lock sectors would
limit the amount of cam rotation such that the partially unlatched
cams would still prevent pressure loads from forcing the door
open.
1.17.4 Boeing 747 Cargo Door Certification
Title 14 CFR 25.783, Amendment 25-15, effective October 24, 1967,
was the original certification basis for Boeing 747 cargo doors.
Specifically, Part 25.783(e) and (f) applied to doors for which the
initial opening movement is outward (non-plug type doors).
Those rules specified that:
(e) There must be a provision for direct visual inspection of the
locking mechanism by crewmembers to determine whether

external doors, for which the initial opening movement is
outward (including passenger, crew, service, and cargo doors),
are fully locked. In addition, there must be a visual means to
signal to appropriate crewmembers when normally used external
doors are closed and fully locked.
(f) Cargo and service doors not suitable for use as an exit in an
emergency need only meet paragraph (e) of this section and be
safeguarded against opening in flight as a result of mechanical
failure.
Amendment 25-23, effective May 8, 1970, added the following
text to paragraph (f): "...or failure of a single structural element."
Amendment 25-23 did not apply to the initial certification basis
for the B-747.
Amendment 25-54, effective October 14, 1980, expanded Part
25.783 (e), (f), and (g) to read:
(e) There must be a provision for direct visual inspection of the
locking mechanism to determine if external doors, for which the
initial opening movement is not inward (including passenger,
crew, service and cargo doors), are fully closed and locked. The
provision must be discernible under operational lighting
conditions by appropriate crewmembers using a flashlight or
equivalent lighting source. In addition, there must be a visual
warning means to signal the appropriate flight crewmembers if
any external door is not fully closed and locked. The means must
be designed such that any failure or combination of failures that
would result in an erroneous closed and locked
indication is improbable for doors for which the initial opening
movement is not inward.
(f) External doors must have provisions to prevent the initiation
of pressurization of the airplane to an unsafe level if the door is
not fully closed and locked. In addition, it must be shown by
safety analysis that inadvertent opening is extremely improbable.
(g) Cargo and service doors not suitable for use as an exit in an

emergency need only meet paragraph (e) of this section and be
safeguarded against opening in flight as a result of mechanical
failure or failure of a single structural element.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, the FAA and the Boeing
representatives acknowledged that during certification of the
Boeing 747 the loss of a lower lobe cargo door was not considered
to be an "acceptable event." Therefore, redundant mechanical
devices and operational procedures were incorporated to protect
against loss of the door in flight. Initial FAA certification approval
of the Boeing cargo door design and operation included the
installation and use of eight view ports on the door for ground
personnel to observe the alignment of paint stripes on the latch
cams with arrows on the latch pin support fitting, thereby
complying with the requirements of 14 CFR 25.783(e), which
require a ". . . provision for direct visual inspection of the door
locking mechanism ...," to determine if the door is closed and
locked.
In correspondence dated November 24, 1969, and May 15, 1970,
Boeing requested that the FAA approve the use of a visual
inspection of the pressure relief doors of the cargo doors as an
alternate method for determining the locked condition of the
door. This design also provided a visual indication to the
flightcrew via the cargo door warning light on the flight
engineer's warning light annunciator panel. Boeing's request
stated that this means of compliance "... provides a simpler check
whereby only the pressure relief doors need to be checked ...," by
the ground crew, in lieu of actually observing the latch cams and
alignment stripes through the eight view ports. Boeing also
provided a Failure Analysis to support its request. The conclusion
of the Failure Analysis reads: "Any failure, mechanical or
electrical, within the latching system which results in open
latches will always be indicated by open pressure relief doors."
The FAA approved their alternate method on June 8, 1970.

Subsequently, the procedures for maintaining the view ports and
the alignment stripes in a serviceable condition,
which had been included in the UAL MM were removed. Also,
the provision for observing the alignment stripes as part of the
door closing procedure were not required for B-747 airline
operators.
At the Safety Board's public hearing, a Boeing witness, in answer
to a question relative to Boeing's possible consideration of
modifications or design changes to the B-747 cargo door
indication system to install a position switch directly on the latch
cams, stated, "We are looking into the best possible designs that
would provide indication on the cams and door closed, both
exterior to the aircraft and in the flight deck. We are going to look
into that.... However, we want to achieve the required indication
in the most reliable method and we have not yet determined
what that will be, or any changes (that) are necessary, or would
make it more reliable than the way the system operates currently."
1.17.5 Advisory Circular AC 25.783-1
Advisory Circular (AC) 25.783-1 was issued December 10, 1986,
on the subject, "Fuselage Doors, Hatches, and Exits." AC 25.783-1
set forth the acceptable means of compliance with the provisions
of Part 25 of the FAR's dealing with the certification of fuselage
doors. Specifically, it provides for an acceptable method for
showing compliance with the provisions of Part 25.783,
Amendment 25-54.
Neither the provisions of Part 25.783, Amendment 25-54, nor the
guidelines of AC 25.783-1 were part of the certification basis of
the Boeing 747.
1.17.6 Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The airplane was

one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita,
Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
The airplane was being prepared for flight at the UAL
maintenance hangar when an inspection of the circuit breaker
panel revealed that the C-288 (aft cargo door) circuit breaker had
popped. The circuit breaker, located in the electrical equipment
bay just forward of the forward cargo compartment, was reset,
and it popped again a few seconds later. A decision was made to
defer further
work until the airplane was repositioned at the gate for the flight.
The airplane was then taxied to the gate, and work on the door
resumed.
The aft cargo door was cranked open manually, the C-288 circuit
breaker was reset, and it stayed in place. The door was then
closed electrically and cycled a couple of times without incident.
With the door closed, one of the two "cannon plug" (multiple pin)
connectors was removed from the J-4 junction box located on the
upper portion of the interior of the door. The wiring bundle from
the junction box to the fuselage was then manipulated while
readings were taken on the cannon plug pins using a volt/
ohmmeter. Fluctuations in electrical resistance were noted. When
the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the door began to
open with no activation of the electrical door open switches. The
C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door operation ceased.
When the circuit breaker was reset, the door continued to the full
open position, and the lift actuator motor continued to run for
several seconds until the circuit breaker was again pulled. At this
time, a flexible conduit, which covered a portion of the wiring
bundle, was slid along the bundle toward the J-4 junction box,
revealing several wires with insulation breaches and damage.
UAL personnel notified the Safety Board of the occurrence, and
the airplane was examined at JFK by representatives of the Safety

Board, United Airlines, and Boeing. After the wires in the
damaged area were electrically isolated, electrical operation of the
door was normal when the door was unlocked. When the door
was locked (master latch lock handle closed), activation of the
door control switches had no effect on the door. This indicated
that the S2 master latch lock switch was operating as expected
(removing power from the door when it was locked). After the
on-site examinations, the wiring bundle was cut from the airplane
and taken to the Safety Board's materials laboratory for further
examination.
The wiring bundle with the damaged wires contained all electric
control wires (28 volt DC) and power wires (115 volt AC) that
pass between the fuselage and the aft cargo door. From the
forward side of the J-4 junction box, the bundle progresses in the
forward direction, just above the forward pressure relief door,
then upward, following the forward lift actuator arms. The
bundle then enters an empty space between two floor beams,
where the bundle has an approximate 180-degree bend when the
door is closed. From this location, the wiring bundle progresses
inboard, through a fore-to-aft intercostal between two floor
beams. The wiring bundle then splits, with wires going in several
directions.
The bundle is covered by the flexible conduit approximately
from the lower end of the lift actuator arms to the fore-to-aft
intercostal between the floor beams.
The conduit covering the wiring bundle is intended to prevent
the wire bundle from being damaged during opening and closing
of the door and during cargo handling operations. The conduit is
a sealed flexible interconnector consisting of a convoluted helical
brass innercore covered by a bronze braid. The innercore is
soldered at every other convolute, and should be capable of
withstanding pressures exceeding 1,000 pounds per square inch
(psi). Boeing has indicated that the conduit is an evolutionary

improvement and that it has been installed on all B-747 airplanes
produced since 1981 (from line number 489 on). Airplane
N152UA was delivered in April 1987.
Airplanes produced prior to 1981, including N4713U, used a
bungee retraction system, to retract the cargo door wire bundle.
Guidelines for the replacement of the bungee sys tem with the
flexible conduit were covered in Boeing Service Bulletin
747-752-2170, dated August 1981. The service bulletin was
prompted by reports that the wire bundle bungee retraction
system had not retracted the wire bundle sufficiently to prevent
trapping the bundle between the cargo door and the door frame.
UAL did not perform the retrofit on N4713U, which was line
number 89, nor was the company required to do so.
Examination of the wires in the damaged area on the wiring
bundle revealed that four of the wires were similar in appearance,
with insulation breaches that progressed through to the
underlying conductor. Adjacent to the breach on these four wires,
the insulation was blackened, as if it had been burned. Another
wire contained an extensive breach but no evidence of burned
insulation. The damaged area was located on the bundle at a
position approximately corresponding to a conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism. This support bracket was found
bent in the forward direction. In addition, mechanical damage
was noted on adjacent components in this area.
A second damaged area was noted on the wiring bundle at a
position approximately corresponding to the conduit swivel
clamp at the elbow between the two arms of the forward lift
actuator mechanism. Wires in this area were missing portions of
their exterior coating, but no breaches to the underlying
conductors were noted.
The exterior braid on the conduit contained minor rub marks
and was slightly kinked at a position corresponding to the area

on the wires with breached insulation. Additional examinations
revealed that the innercore of the conduit contained multiple
circumferential cracks in the areas corresponding to the damage
areas on the wires. The cracks were in the convoluted innercore
directly adjacent to the inside diameter of the conduit.
The lock sectors, latch cams, and latch pins from the aft cargo
door were examined on the incident airplane and were generally
in excellent condition. There was no evidence to suggest that the
cams had ever been electrically (or manually) driven into or
through the lock sectors.
Boeing also informed the Safety Board that, in May of 1991, a
B-747 operated by Quantas was found to have chafing of the
wires in the wire bundle to the aft cargo door. This airplane also
had a flexible conduit protecting the wires, and the chafing was
located approximately at the standoff pin on the bracket at the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator.
The Safety Board determined that the chafing of the wires on the
airplane involved in the JFK occurrence was caused by, or was
greatly accelerated by, the circumferential cracks in the conduit
and that the cracks in the conduit were caused either by repeated
flexing of the conduit as the cargo door opens and shuts or by
unusual stresses on the conduit generated concurrently with
damage to the conduit guide bracket and attached standoff pin
on the upper end of the forward lift actuator upper arm.
A portion of the wire bundle for the forward cargo door on many
B-747 airplanes is also covered by a flexible conduit that is very
similar to the conduit for the aft cargo door. However, there are
substantial differences between the orientation of the flexible
conduits for the two doors, and the Safety Board has not become
aware of problems associated with the flexible conduit for the
forward door.
Nevertheless, because of the concerns about the chafed wires and
possible electrical short circuits, on August 28, 1991, the Safety

Board recommended that the FAA:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle
between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited
inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the
conduit for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an
electrical test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3)
the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval. (Class II, Priority
Action) (A-91-83)
Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle,
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83. (Class II,
Priority Action) (A-91-84)
The FAA responded to these safety recommendations on
November 1, 1991, stating that it agreed with the intent of the
recommendations and that the issuance of an NPRM was being
considered to address the issues in the safety recommendations.
The Safety Board replied on November 27, 1991, classifying each
of the recommendations as "Open--Acceptable Response,"
pending the completion of the rulemaking process. Since that
exchange of correspondence, the FAA has published an NPRM
which is now being reviewed by the Safety Board. Safety

Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 will continue to be classified
as "Open--Acceptable Response" until an acceptable final rule is
published.
2. ANALYSIS
2.1 General
This analysis is based on the facts gathered during the initial
investigation phase, without the benefit of the evidence from the
cargo door, updated to include the findings from the subsequent
examinations of the door after it was recovered.
The flightcrew and flight attendants were trained and qualified in
accordance with the applicable Federal regulations and UAL
standards and requirements. There were no air traffic control or
weather factors related to the cause of this accident.
The airplane had been properly maintained, with the exception of
certain requirements pertaining to the cargo doors. Those
discrepancies will be discussed in detail in this analysis.
The evidence examined by the Safety Board during its
investigation revealed conclusively that this accident was
precipitated by the sudden loss of the forward lower lobe cargo
door, which led to an explosive decompression. There was no
evidence of preexisting metal fatigue or corrosion in the structure
surrounding the cargo door. All breaks were the result of
overload at the time of the loss of the door. There was no
evidence of a bomb or similar device that caused an explosion on
the airplane.
The explosive decompression of the cabin when the cargo door
separated caused the nine fatalities. The floor structure and seats
where the nine fatally injured passengers had been seated were
subjected to the destructive forces of the decompression and the
passengers were lost through the hole in the fuselage. Their
remains were not recovered. Most of the injuries sustained by the
survivors were caused by the events associated with the
decompression, such as baro-trauma to ears, and cuts and

abrasions from the flying debris in the cabin. Other injuries were
incurred during the emergency evacuation.
The loss of power to the Nos. 3 and 4 engines was caused by
foreign object damage when debris were ejected from the cargo
compartment and cabin during the explosive decompression. The
debris also caused damage to the right wing leading edge flap
pneumatic ducting, and other areas along the right side and
empennage of the airplane.
During the approach to HNL, all of the leading edge flaps had
extended, except the outboard sections 22 through 26 on the right
wing. The reason that they failed to extend probably was the
damage to the pneumatic duct caused by the ejected debris. The
pneumatic pressure probably was too low to actuate the most
outboard flaps to the extended position.
The failure of the flightcrew and passenger oxygen systems was
caused by structural deformation and damage to the supply lines
in the area adjacent to the cargo door and failed fuselage
structure.
The Safety Board's analysis of this accident concentrated on the
reasons for the loss of the cargo door and the events that led to its
loss in flight. The analysis included an evaluation of the design,
certification, and approval processes for the B-747 cargo doors,
and the operational, maintenance, and inspection processes for
the doors. Also, the analysis included an evaluation of the
historical events that had occurred over the past months and
years that eventually led to this accident.
2.2 Loss of the Cargo Door
The calculated pressure differential at the time of the loss was
about 6.5 psi, which would have exerted a load on a properly
closed and locked door that was substantial, but well within
design limits.
There was no evidence of a structural problem with the cargo
door that could have caused it to fail from metal fatigue or

corrosion. Although the cargo door was recovered in two pieces
on the floor of the ocean, there was no evidence of a
preseparation structural failure of the door. All fractures and
damage found on the door were determined to be the result of
the sudden opening of the door rather than the cause. The
evidence showed that the door was intact when it flew open
violently and that its integrity was compromised when it struck
the upper fuselage structure and most likely when it struck the
water. The fracture in the cargo door occurred just below the
midspan latch cams. Paint marks on the outer surface of the door
that matched upper fuselage structure paint pattern, damage to
the latch pins, pull-in hooks and hook pins, as well as damage to
the floor structure near the upper door hinge area were consistent
evidence that the door was intact when it flew open.
The evidence was also conclusive that the failure of the door did
not result from the failure of the structure surrounding the door.
The damage to the cabin floor beam structure, adjacent to the
cargo door hinge area, showed that decompression loads in the
cabin broke the beams downward when pressure was released
from the cargo compartment. The fuselage skin above the door
was torn away during the decompression as the door separated
violently from the airplane. Unfortunately, the upper skin
structure was not recovered from the sea.
There are no reasonable means by which the door could open in
flight with the cams properly closed and locked. If the lock
sectors were in proper condition, and were properly situated over
the closed latch cams, the lock sectors had sufficient strength to
prevent the cams from vibrating to the open position during
ground operation and flight. Thus, the only ways in which the
cargo door could open while in flight involve the placement of
the cams in a partially latched or unlatched position. Either the
latching mechanisms were forced open electrically through the
lock sectors after the door was secured, or the door was not

properly latched and locked before departure. Then the door
opened when the pressurization loads reached a point at which
the latches could not hold.
2.3 Partially Closed Door
Examination of the eight latch pins that had been removed from
the lower sill of the forward cargo door revealed smooth wear
patterns where the latch cams had normally rotated around the
pins. These wear patterns indicate that interference had existed
during normal operation between the cams and the pins over an
extended period of time. All eight pins also had roughened areas
from approximately the 6:15 position to the 7:30 position (clock
references are as looking forward, 9:00 being directly inboard).
The 7:30 position corresponds closely to the area where the lower
surface of the cam first contacts the pin as the door reaches the
nearly closed position, before the cams are rotated to the latched
position.
The hoop stresses generated by pressurization of the airplane
create a bearing load against the cam/pin contacting points. Even
if the cams are in the unlatched position, and the airplane is
pressurized, this bearing load could act as a frictional latch
between the cams and the pins and would tend to keep the door
in the closed position.
Transferred cam material and heat tinting of the pin surface was
found to extend from the point where the cam-to-pin interface at
the near fully open position of the latch cams (7:30 position) to a
position corresponding to the bottom of the pin (6:15 position).
This evidence was found on the roughened areas on all of the
pins. The heat tinting and metal transfer are indicative of the high
stress and rapid movement of the cam across the pin when the
door separation occurred. Therefore, the location of this evidence
indicates the probable location of the cams just before, and at the
time of, separation of the door. The Safety Board concludes that
these markings and their location on the pins resulted from a very

fast, high bearing stress, separation of the cams across the pins,
when the cams were in or very close to the unlatched position.
Further, examination of the recovered cargo door confirmed that
the latch cams were in a nearly unlatched position at the time the
separation occurred. The lock sectors were found in the locked
position jammed against the cams. Therefore, the cargo door latch
cams had been closed, the master latch lock handle had been
closed, and the lock sectors had moved to the locked position.
Subsequently, the cams had been back-driven to the near-open
position, deforming the lock sectors.
The pull-in hooks and pull-in hook pins would also counteract
the pressurization loads in the outward direction, providing that
the latch cams were not engaged on the latch pins and carrying
the pressurization loads. However, Boeing studies showed that
the pull-in hooks would fail at a pressure differential of about 3.5
psi, assuming that the cams are in the unlatched position and that
there is no bearing load on the pins. Therefore, based on the
probable pressure differential of about 6.5 psi just before the door
separated, it is concluded that forces other than the pull-in
hooks/pins were holding the door closed. Since the flightcrew
and passengers reported no pressurization difficulties until the
explosive decompression, it is reasonable to conclude that the
door was being held closed by the bearing stresses of the cam-topin interfaces as well as by the pull-in hooks.
The Safety Board believes that the approximate 1.5 to 2.0 seconds
between the first sound (a thump) and the second very loud noise
recorded on the CVR at the time of the door separation was
probably the time difference between the initial failure of the
latches at the bottom of the door, and the subsequent separation
of the door, explosive decompression, and destruction of the
cabin floor and fuselage structure. The door did not fail and
separate instantaneously; rather, it first opened at the bottom and
then flew open violently. As the door separated, it tore away the

hinge and surrounding structure as the pressure in the cabin
forced the floor beams downward in the area of the door to
equalize with the loss of pressure in the cargo compartment.
Three possible theories to explain why the latch cams could have
been in a partially latched condition during flight are examined:
(1) they were never closed fully before the door was "locked"
before takeoff. (2) they were backdriven manually after the door
had been fully latched and locked or (3) they were back-driven
electrically after the door had been fully latched and locked.
2.4 Incomplete Latching of the Door During Closure
The Safety Board considered the possibility that the master latch
lock handle had not been closed before the airplane departed the
gate, and the possibility that the shrouds recommended by
SB-747-52-2097 for the cargo door pressure relief doors were not
installed on the forward door. If this were the case, it is possible
that this condition allowed the pressure relief doors to be rotated
closed when the airplane pressurized.
The Safety Board believes that these events were very unlikely
based on the statements of the ramp personnel, line maintenance
personnel, and the flightcrew. The ramp and maintenance
personnel would have to have missed seeing the master latch
lock handle in the unstowed position and the pressure relief
doors open before departure. Also, the flightcrew would have to
have missed seeing the cockpit cargo door warning light
indication.
The examination of the recovered forward cargo door did not
provide confirmation that the pressure relief door shrouds were
actually installed on the forward door, although UAL records
showed that they had been installed on both cargo doors of
N4713U, in accordance with SB-747-52-2097. However, the
shrouds were found not to be installed on the aft door, contrary to
UAL records, and therefore may not have been installed on the
forward door. Without the shrouds, the pressure relief doors

could have rotated shut during the pressurization cycle. Because
the closure of the pressure relief doors would back-drive the lock
sectors, this scenario would presume previous damage to the
sectors, which would permit the sectors to move over the
unlatched cams.
Before recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that
the lock sectors might have been damaged some time prior to the
accident flight to the extent that they could have been moved to
the locked position even though the latching cams were not fully
closed.
During closure of the door, the latch actuator may not be able to
rotate the cams to the fully closed position because of excessive
binding forces between the latch cams and pins. This could occur
if the cargo door is misaligned (out of rig) or if the pull-in hooks
do not pull the door in far enough to properly engage the cams
around the pins. There is sufficient evidence of wear on the pins
and from the previous discrepancies with the door to indicate
that the door was misaligned and not properly rigged.
The smooth wear areas found on the pins from N4713U are signs
of heavy contact (interference) between the cams and pins during
numerous past closings and openings of the door. This wear,
other evidence from the door, and the maintenance history of the
door, suggest strongly that the door was out of rig during the
weeks and months before the accident.
The wear pattern damage to the pull-in hook pins also showed
interference during the normal ground operations prior to the
accident. This is further evidence of an out-of-rig door. It is also
possible that the excessive binding force acting over a period of
time precipitated a failure of the latch actuator. Regardless of the
reason(s), the conditions of the latch pins and pull-in hook pins
showed prolonged out-of-rig operation.
Most of the previous discrepancies with the forward cargo door
on N4713U during December 1988 involved problems with

closing the door electrically. These problems always occurred
when the airplane was fully or nearly fully loaded, just before
departure. The trouble-shooting and corrective actions by UAL
maintenance, which on some occasions only involved cycling the
door and finding it functional, were performed when the airplane
was not fully loaded, during overnight maintenance inspections.
The flexing of the fuselage with a full load of fuel, cargo, and
passengers could have caused distortion of the door frame and
resulted in misalignment between the cams and pins. In this case,
the pull-in hooks may not have pulled the door fully in before the
cam actuator attempted to latch the door. The wear evidence on
the latch pins from N4713U suggests that this event had been
occurring before the accident.
Safety Board investigators also witnessed this event during
inspection and operation of the aft door on another UAL B-747,
N4718U, in HNL. It was noted that the door on N4718U was not
being pulled in fully by the pull-in hooks, so the latch cams
completed the closing cycle with significant interference and
"thunking" sounds. In fact, the out-of-rig door on N4718U failed
to operate electrically at one point during its examination.
By design, any attempt to close the master latch lock handle and
move undamaged lock sectors into place would not be successful
unless the cams were rotated to near the fully latched position.
This condition was substantiated by Boeing tests. Even with
severely damaged lock sectors, as found on the Pan Am B-747, if
the cams were more than 20 turns from the fully closed position
on the Pan Am airplane, the master latch lock handle could not be
stowed. Examination of the recovered N4713U door indicated
that the door lock sectors were generally intact and jammed
against the cams that had been back-driven into the lock sectors.
Consequently, if the latch cams had been in the nearly unlatched
position as found on the recovered door at the time the cargo
handler attempted to move the master latch lock handle, the

interference between the cams and the lock sectors would have
prevented the master latch lock handle from moving to the closed
position. Furthermore, this interference would have prevented
the closure of the pressure relief doors as the airplane
pressurized, irrespective of the possible absence of the pressure
relief door shrouds. This conclusion is supported by extensive
testing of the latch/lock mechanisms following the recovery of
the door.
Therefore, based upon the examination of the lock sectors and the
tests that were conducted, the Safety Board concludes that the
latches were fully closed and that the locking handle was placed
in the stowed position after the cargo was loaded.
2.5 Manual Unlatching of the Door Following Closure
It is possible that the cams could have been manually back-driven
(about 95 turns) after the door had been secured; however, the
UAL ramp personnel involved with dispatching the flight stated
that the door was operated electrically. Furthermore, it seems
unlikely that the ramp personnel would have driven the manual
latch actuator 95 turns toward the open position after the door
was fully latched.
The placard/seal located over the latch actuator manual drive on
the recovered door was found with damage that initially
suggested it had been previously compromised. If this were the
case, it would indicate that someone may have used the manual
drive to operate the door latches on an earlier flight or possibly
immediately before the accident flight. However, the Safety Board
believes that an insertion of a screw driver and rotation of the
plate retaining screw would have caused rotational tearing
around the circumference of the screw head. There was no such
tear. Rather, the damage to the placard/seal was more consistent
with that which would occur from impact and underwater
pressure
forces. Therefore, the evidence strongly suggests that manual

operation of the latch actuator by ground service personnel after
the door was properly closed is unlikely.
2.6
Electrical Unlatching of the Door Following Closure
2.6.1
Conditions or Malfunctions Required to Support
Hypothesis
It was determined in 1987, after the Pan Am incident, that the
locking sectors for B-747's, including those installed on N4713U,
could be overcome by the force of the latch cam actuator,
electrically or mechanically. If the latch cam actuator had been
energized for some reason with the originally designed
unstrengthened lock sectors installed, the latch actuator motor
was capable of driving the latch cams open through properly
positioned lock sectors, whether they were damaged or
undamaged. Therefore, the locking sectors installed as original
equipment for B-747's, and those installed on N4713U, would not
perform the locking function as intended by the design. They
would not "lock" the latches in place as implied by the name "lock
sectors."
The investigation has shown that there are several conditions that
must be met before the latch actuator will electrically drive the
latch cams to the unlatched position on the B-747 after the door
has been properly closed and locked. First, the ground handling
power bus must be energized by having external power
connected, or the APU must be operating and the APU generator
field switch in the cockpit must be set to power the bus via the
No. 2 ground handling power relay. Second, the air/ground relay
must be in the "airplane on the ground" position. These two
conditions are normally present when the airplane is on the
ground before engine startup. Third, there must be a signal to the
door open position in one of the two door open/close switches.
Fourth, the S2 master latch lock switch, which cuts off power to
the door actuators when the handle is stowed, must sense "not
locked."

Therefore, it would take several independent conditions and
some failures to provide for electrical power to be available to
drive the door open electrically once it is closed and locked. The
number of conditions and combinations depend upon the phase
of operation of the airplane.
While the airplane was on the ground, before engine startup, with
the master latch lock handle stowed, the external power
connected (or with the APU running), and the ground handling
bus powered, an "open" signal to the cargo door
latch actuator would have occurred if any of the following
combinations of conditions had been met: (1) a malfunction of the
S2 master latch lock switch and the placement by someone of one
of the door control switches to the "open" position; (2) a
malfunction of the S2 master latch lock switch and certain short
circuits; or (3) a two-wire short circuit path consisting of wire
101-20 shorting with any of the following wires: 108-20, 121-20,
122-20, 124-20, 135-20, or 136-20.
While the airplane was on the ground, after engine startup, and
with the cargo door master latch lock handle stowed and the APU
running, an "open" signal to the door latch actuator would have
occurred if the following conditions had been met: (1) an
energized ground handling bus resulting from the flightcrew
reenergizing the APU generator field or failure of the No. 2
ground handling power relay; (2) a malfunction of the S2 master
latch lock switch; (3) a malfunction of either of the door open/
close switches or the placement of the switch in the "open"
position by someone. An "open" signal would have also occurred
had certain wire short circuits been present with condition (1)
alone, or with conditions (1) and (2).
Regardless of the cause, electrical power to the latch actuator
would have had to persist for the time necessary to rotate the
cams to the nearly open position. If the electrical power had been
applied for a longer time, the latch cams could have opened fully

and caused the pull-in hooks to rotate open, a situation that
would have prevented the airplane from pressurizing after
takeoff. However, it is also possible that the latch actuator stalled
before they opened fully because of the forces of the interference
between the lock sectors and the cams as they were back-driven.
After takeoff, electrical operation of the door latch actuator would
have required: (1) the APU to be running; (2) malfunction of the
air/ground relay, (3) malfunction of the No. 2 ground handling
power relay; and (4) malfunction of the S2 master latch lock
switch and one of the cargo door open/close switches or a short
circuit of the aforementioned wire pairs. Although the flightcrew
could conceivably energize the ground handling bus from the
APU by actuating the APU generator "field" switch, there was no
evidence that they did so.
Thus, regardless of the phase of operation, either a wiring short
circuit or a failure of the S2 master latch lock switch combined
with some other anomaly or action would be required to cause
the latches to move toward the open position. Before the recovery
of the door, the Safety Board was able to examine two of the
electrical relays and the door open/close switches from N4713U
that would have to have failed to allow electrical operation of the
cargo door in flight, with the APU
running. These were the No. 2 ground handling power relay, the
air/ground relay, and the internal and external door open/close
switches. The examination of the relays and switches revealed no
evidence of a single fault or conditions that might have caused an
intermittent failure mode. The arcing noted on the No. 5 terminal
of the outside door control switch was on the door "close" circuit
and could not have been related to a short to the open mode.
Further, because the flightcrew did not note a cargo door warning
light, and the fact that the airplane was able to be pressurized,
confirms that the master latch lock handle was in the closed
position before takeoff. This position would actuate the master

latch lock switch to disconnect power to the door opening
actuators.
According to the flightcrew testimony and the pilots' comments
recorded on the CVR during the flight, the APU was shut down
shortly after takeoff and remained in that condition. Engine
generators cannot power the ground handling bus from which
the cargo door actuating mechanisms are powered. Once the APU
was shut down, there was no power available to any of the cargo
door electrical components. Therefore, an electrical actuation of
the latch cam actuator at the time of the door loss was not
possible.
The Safety Board believes that there is another reason why the
opening of the door could not have been caused by electrical
actuation shortly before the explosive decompression. Because
the door carries the structural loads (hoop stresses) through its
hinge and latches, the latch cams would be heavily loaded against
the latch pins when the airplane was pressurized to the 6.5 psi
differential pressure that was calculated to have been present at
the time of the decompression. In that case, the torque limiter
within the actuator would probably slip well before the actuator
could achieve the torque necessary to drive the cams open against
the frictional lock produced by the high bearing stresses resulting
from pressurization.
2.6.2 Electrical Switches and Wiring Examinations--Recovered
Door
All cargo door position sensing switches (S2 through S9) were
found installed in their proper position. The cargo door recovery
team found the S2 master latch lock switch in the "not-locked"
position immediately after the door was aboard the recovery
ship. This position would be consistent with the master latch lock
handle being open. Further tests of the S2 switch revealed
damage that probably resulted from the pressures under the sea.
The only notable exception was a broken internal bracket that

may have affected the operation of the switch prior to the
accident. Other similar switches did not exhibit this failure. It is
therefore possible that the S2 master latch lock switch failed prior
to the accident, allowing more possibilities for electrical short
circuits to power the latch actuator. Nevertheless, despite
extensive testing, it could not be determined whether the S2
switch was functional before the accident.
The examination of 35 wires that remained with the recovered
cargo door revealed several areas of damaged insulation that
could have permitted an electrical short circuit to power the latch
actuator. However, no evidence was noted of arcing that was
indicative of short circuits. Furthermore, a significant number of
the wires that had the potential for allowing for short circuits to
power the latch actuator were not recovered. Testing conducted
by Boeing and by UAL was inconclusive regarding whether a
short circuit would have left detectable evidence of arcing.
Therefore, the Safety Board was unable to determine whether the
latch actuator was inadvertently powered by a short circuit in the
cargo door wires.
The incident involving a UAL Boeing 747 at JFK Airport on June
13, 1991, confirmed that electrical short circuits in the cargo door
wiring could cause the door to open. In this case, the short
circuits were in the fuselage-to-cargo door wiring bundle where
the bundle was covered by a flexible conduit. Although N4713U
did not have a flexible conduit installed at the forward door
position, its wiring was routed over the top of the door hinge
where exposure to damage could occur. That portion of the
wiring from N4713U was not recovered from the sea. The wires
located at the door hinge area are more susceptible to in-service
damage from movement during the open/close cycle, as
compared with the wires mounted on the door that are normally
static.
Following the incident at JFK, UAL directed that the circuit

breaker that terminates power to the cargo doors be pulled after
the door is closed and before departure of every B-747 flight. UAL
obtained approval for this practice from the FAA and requested
Boeing and the FAA to make such a practice part of the approved
manual for the airplane. Neither Boeing nor the FAA acted on
UAL's request.
Nevertheless, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should
initiate rulemaking to include design considerations for nonplug
transport category aircraft cargo doors that would deactivate the
electrical circuitry to the door actuators after the doors are closed
and locked. The catastrophic nature of the loss of a cargo door
dictates the need to provide additional redundancies and fail-safe
features in the door mechanisms to supplement the hardware
safety features.
2.6.3
Possibility of Electrical Malfunction
Due to the lack of physical evidence, the Safety Board was unable
to conclude that an electrical short caused the cargo door actuator
to move the latch cams to the nearly open position, allowing the
door to separate when the cabin pressure exceeded the loadcarrying capability of the door latches. Neither could this
possibility be eliminated. A momentary actuation of the door
open switch by someone on the ground in the presence of a faulty
S2 switch could also have caused the latches to open through the
closed lock sectors. However, no evidence has been found that
someone actuated the switch after the door was initially closed
and locked.
The Safety Board concludes that it was not possible for the cargo
door to have opened electrically at the time of the loss of the door.
There was no power to the ground handling bus to power the
actuator, even if there had been an electrical short. Further, the
Safety Board concludes that it is highly improbable that an
electrical short could have caused the latches to open after the
airplane was airborne. Although the ground handling bus could

conceivably have been powered, failures of other components
that were tested as functional would also have been necessary.
The Safety Board believes that the electrical operation of the latch
actuators from the fully closed and locked position most likely
occurred before the engines were started when the ground
handling bus was powered. The precise source of the electrical
actuation could not be determined. Once the engines were
started, the possibility of an electrical short decreases significantly
because the ground handling bus is disengaged from the APU
when the engines start. There was no evidence that the flightcrew
reengaged the ground handling bus.
Because the preaccident condition of the S2 master latch lock
switch could not be determined, it could also not be determined
whether its proper functioning would have prevented the
accident. The Safety Board did not determine whether damaged
cargo door wires or a malfunctioning S2 switch could have been
found by UAL maintenance had they been more aggressive in
troubleshooting the cargo door problem in the weeks prior to the
accident.
2.7 Design, Certification, and Continuing Airworthiness Issues
The Safety Board's analysis of this accident went beyond the
conclusions about how the door failed. The Safety Board also
examined the initial
design and certification of the B-747 cargo door, and the
continuing airworthiness system that should have prevented this
accident, to identify the breakdowns in this system that led to the
accident. As is the case with most aviation accidents, there are
many factors that led up to the actual failure of the door on flight
811.
The Safety Board found that there were multiple opportunities
during the design, certification, operation, and maintenance of
the forward cargo door for N4713U for persons to have taken
actions that could have precluded the accident involving flight

811. The circumstances that led to this accident exemplify the
need for human factors considerations in the promulgation of
regulations, the application of regulatory policies, the design of
airplane systems, and the quality of airline operational and
maintenance practices.
The first opportunity to prevent this accident occurred during the
design and certification of the B-747 cargo door mechanical
systems, when the design was chosen and approved, which
allowed for the overriding of the lock sectors by either
mechanical or electrical actuation. It is apparent that the original
design was not tested sufficiently to verify that the locking sectors
in fact "locked" the latch cams in the closed position. This
shortcoming should have become apparent during the initial
certification testing and approval process. Later, it should have
become apparent when Boeing applied for, and the FAA granted,
an alternative method of compliance with the certification
regulations (25.783 [e]) that permitted the elimination of
operational practices that included a visual verification of the
cargo door latch positions via view ports in the doors.
The failure mode analysis performed by Boeing, and the FAA's
acceptance of its content in granting the exemption, probably
were based on the assumption that the lock sectors would always
prevent the master latch lock handle from being in a stowed
position when the latch cams were not fully closed. This
assumption was not valid, as evidenced by the findings in 1987
following the Pan Am incident that the lock sectors could not
prevent the latch cams from being driven from the fully latched
position with the master latch lock handle stowed, while a false
indication was provided to the flightcrew that the cargo door was
properly latched and locked. At the time that Boeing sought
approval of the alternative compliance, Boeing and the FAA
should have reviewed the design and required testing of the door
latch/lock mechanisms to verify their integrity. Thus, the

procedure for direct viewing of the latches via the view ports
before the airplane could be dispatched should not have been
eliminated without adequate verification that the lock sectors
were totally effective.
The next opportunity for the FAA and Boeing to have
reexamined the original assumptions and conclusions about the
B-747 cargo door design and certification was after the findings of
the Turkish Airline DC-10 accident in 1974 near Paris, France. The
concerns for the DC-10 cargo door latch/lock mechanisms and
the human and mechanical failures, singularly and in
combination, that led to that accident, should have prompted a
review of the B-747 cargo door's continuing airworthiness. In the
Turkish Airlines case, a single failure by a ramp service agent,
who closed the door, in combination with a poorly designed
latch/lock system, led to a catastrophic accident. The revisions to
the DC-10 cargo door mechanisms mandated after that accident
apparently were not examined and carried over to the design of
the B-747 cargo doors.
Specifically, the mechanical retrofit of more positive locking
mechanisms on the DC-10 cargo door to preclude an erroneous
locked indication to the flightcrew, and the incorporation of
redundant sensors to show the position of the latches/locks, were
not required to be retrofitted at that time for the B-747. Of similar
concern is the fact that the cargo doors for the L-1011 required
redundant latch/lock indication sensors at initial certification,
during the approximate same time frame the DC-10 and B-747
were certificated.
More recently, when Boeing and the FAA learned about the
circumstances of the Pan Am cargo door opening incident in
March 1987, more timely and positive corrective actions should
have been taken. The Safety Board believes that the findings of
that incident investigation should have called into question the
assumptions and conclusions about the original design and

certification of the B-747 cargo door, especially the alternative
method for verifying that the door was latched and locked that
was sought by Boeing and was granted by the FAA. Since a B-747
cargo door opening in flight was considered to be an
"unacceptable event", once a door did come open in flight, the
FAA and Boeing should have acted much quicker to prevent
another failure.
It took nearly 16 months from the date of the Pan Am Incident
(March 10, 1987) until the FAA issued AD-88-12-04 (July 1, 1988).
And then, the AD allowed 18 or 24 months, depending on the
model B-747, from the date of its issuance for compliance with the
terminating actions of the AD. The fact that Boeing had issued an
Alert SB as a result of the Pan Am incident is an indication of the
apparent urgency with which Boeing treated this issue. Alert SB's
are issued for "safety of flight" reasons, while regular SB's deal
with "reliability" and not necessarily safety of flight items.
Despite this, the terminating action, issued as
revision 3 to the Alert SB, on August 27, 1987, was not mandated
by the FAA for 11 months.
The Safety Board found no evidence that the FAA or Boeing
reassessed the original design and certification conclusions
regarding the safety of the B-747 cargo door during this period.
Several opportunities for preventive action were also missed by
UAL during this period. First, UAL delayed the completion of the
terminating actions of Alert SB 52A2206 (Rev 3 and AD-88-12-04.
In fact, there was no evidence that UAL had intended to comply
with the terminating action of the Alert SB, until it was mandated
by the FAA.
It is understandable that an airline would not take its aircraft out
of service to incorporate revisions that do not appear to be safety
critical. Although by definition an Alert SB is safety related, there
was no implication from Boeing's and FAA's actions regarding
this matter that urgency was required. The airlines rely on the

airframe manufacturers and the FAA to evaluate the need for
urgent airworthiness actions that might take airplanes out of
revenue service. In this case, UAL had scheduled completion of
its B-747 fleet modifications in accordance with the terminating
actions for AD-88-12-04 before the final allowable date; however,
the schedule was based on other heavy maintenance schedules to
prevent unnecessary down-time of its airplanes.
UAL personnel stated after the UAL 811 accident that its
personnel did not fully appreciate the importance, or safety
implications, of the terminating actions, or they would have
incorporated the improvements much earlier. The usual
difficulties in setting short suspense dates for performing
terminating actions in AD's, such as parts availability, did not
seem to exist in this case, because the parts were not complex
components and probably could have been fabricated fairly
quickly in-house by most airlines.
Human performance certainly contributed to UAL's failure to
incorporate an important inspection step into its maintenance
program as mandated by AD-88-12-04. When UAL obtained an
advance draft copy of the forthcoming NPRM that eventually led
to the AD, the airline began preparing its work orders to
implement the forthcoming the AD requirements into its B-747
fleet (30 airplanes at the time). UAL developed its maintenance
work sheets from the text of the draft NPRM, which was virtually
identical to the text of the final rule. As a result of a clerical error,
one of the important inspection steps required by the AD was
omitted.
Apparently, UAL maintenance personnel never compared the
work sheets they received with the actual requirements of the
AD, or if they did, the omission was not detected. FAA inspectors
responsible for oversight of UAL's maintenance program also did
not detect this error because normal surveillance of AD
compliance merely involved verifying the correctness of UAL's

paperwork that listed the applicable AD's and compliance dates.
The inspectors did not actually verify UAL's compliance action
by shop visits, or by comparison of work sheets with AD
provisions. These omissions by the UAL maintenance and quality
assurance personnel, and the limitations of the FAA surveillance
procedures were probably significant in setting the stage for the
events that led to the actual cause of the door separation from
N4713U.
Another matter of concern is the quality of UAL's trend analysis
program. There was no indication that the repeated discrepancies
with the forward cargo door on N4713U "raised a flag" within the
UAL maintenance department. A quality assurance or trend
analysis program should have detected an adverse trend and
should have prompted efforts to resolve the repeated problems. If
it had, any faults in the door electrical system or damage to
mechanical components might have been detected.
In summary, the Safety Board concludes that there were several
opportunities wherein Boeing, the FAA, and UAL could have
taken action during the initial design and certification of the
B-747 cargo door, as well as during the operation and
maintenance of the cargo door installed on N4713U, to ensure the
continuing airworthiness of the cargo door. The Safety Board
further concludes that these deficiencies and oversights
contributed to the cause of this accident.
2.8 Survival Aspects
The Hickam ARFF units and the airport's ARFF units operated on
separate radio networks and thus they could not communicate
directly on-scene by radio. This situation required them to
communicate by voice. Although the two ARFF services had a
common radio frequency (as per the Airport Emergency Plan),
procedures for its use had not yet been developed. The Safety
Board believes that such communication procedures should be
expeditiously developed.

The use of camouflage paint schemes on military ARFF vehicles
may be appropriate for military purposes; however, the Safety
Board believes that camouflage is not appropriate for ARFF
vehicles that are operated at a joint- use airport. It is obvious that
these vehicles must be conspicuous to be seen by other
responding vehicles and by persons who are involved in the
accident, such as airport and airline personnel, crew and
passengers, and off-airport firefighting and rescue vehicles.
The National Fire Protection Association Standards recommend
for primary firefighting, rapid intervention and combined agent
vehicles, that, "Paint finish shall be selected for maximum
visibility and shall be resistant to damage from firefighting
agents."4 Furthermore, Federal Aviation Regulation 14 CFR
139.319 (f) (2) requires emergency vehicles, "Be painted or marked
in colors to enhance contrast with the background environment
and optimize daytime and nighttime visibility and identification."
Further guidance for the high visibility color of ARFF vehicles is
provided in a Federal Aviation Administration Advisory Circular
where the vehicle paint color is specified as, "lime yellow"
Dupont No. 7744 UH or its equivalent.5
Because flight attendants are vital to the safety and survival of the
passengers following a decompression, measures should be taken
to prevent flight attendants from being incapacitated by hypoxia.
The Safety Board believes that oxygen masks should be attached
to the emergency oxygen bottles to avoid any delay in their use in
order to be in compliance with the intent of 14 CFR 25.1447 (c)(4).
Therefore, the FAA should direct its inspector staff to survey
B-747 airplanes for compliance with 14 CFR 25.1447(c)(4), and
correct deficiencies found.
In this accident, the use of megaphones was vital because of the
inability to be heard over the public address (PA) system. Title
14CFR 121.309 (f)(1) requires one megaphone on each airplane
with a seating capacity of more that 60 and less that 100

passengers; 14 CFR 121.309 (f)(2) requires two megaphones in the
cabins on each airplane with a seating capacity of more than 99
passengers. As this decompression demonstrated, additional
megaphones are necessary on wide-body and large narrow-body
airplanes to ensure communication in the cabin during
emergencies when the PA system is inoperative.
Had there been a need for an immediate evacuation, or a water
ditching, rapid egress would not have been possible at doors 2left and 2-right because they were blocked by open storage
compartments and spilled contents. The possibility also exists
that a compartment door could release during a hard landing or
turbulence and swing down and injure a flight attendant. Thus,
the Safety Board believes that improved latches should be
installed and the downward movement of stowage
compartments doors should be restricted to prevent the doors
from striking a seated flight attendant or block the exit door.
The Safety Board believes that the problems with life preserver
donning and adjustment demonstrated in this accident should be
addressed by the FAA. The straps and fittings on life preservers
need to be evaluated to determine where improvements can be
made, and clearer donning instructions should be developed.
TSO-C13d, Life Preservers 1/3/83 prescribes the minimum
performance standards for life preservers. With regard to
donning, the TSO requires:
Donning. It must be demonstrated that an adult, after receiving
only the customary preflight briefing on the use of life preservers,
can don the life preserver within 15 seconds unassisted while
seated. It must be demonstrated that an adult can install the life
preserver on another adult, a child, or an infant within 30 seconds
unassisted. The donning demonstration is begun with the
unpackaged life preserver in hand.
Based on flight attendant interviews and information obtained
from passengers these donning times were exceeded in many

instances.
The Safety Board has made numerous recommendations to the
FAA in the past regarding needed improvements in life preserver
donning instructions, donning procedures, and timing of
donning.6 The FAA has adopted most of the Safety Board's
recommendations in its April 23, 1986, revision to TSO-C13e, Life
Preservers, which now requires the wearer to be able to secure the
preserver with no more than one attachment and make no more
than one adjustment for fit. Also, donning tests are required for
age groups of users starting with 20-29 years and ending with
60-69 years. At least 60% of the test subjects in each age group
must be able to don then life preserver within 25 seconds
unassisted with their seatbelts fastened starting with the life
preserver in its storage package. TSO-C13e contains
requirements that would have eliminated some of the problems
that passengers had in this accident in correctly donning and
adjusting their life preservers.
The Safety Board has recommended (A-85-35 through-37) to the
FAA to amend 14 CFR 121, 125, and 135 to require air carriers to
install life preservers that meet TSO-C13e within a reasonable
time. The FAA adopted TSO-C13e on April 23, 1986, and
originally had specified an effective date of April 23, 1988, after
which all newly manufactured life preservers approved under the
TSO system would have to meet the requirements of TSO-C13e.
The objective of the cut off date was to introduce life preservers
into the fleets with the higher performance level as specified in
TSO-C13e by assuring that replacement articles met the higher
standards. On March 3, 1988, the FAA rescinded the cut off date
to seek further public comments of fleet retrofit in accord with the
proposed rulemaking. See Section 4.0 for FAA action and status of
the recommendations.
3. CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Findings

1.
There were no flightcrew or cabincrew factors in the cause of
the accident or injuries.
2.
There were no air traffic control or weather factors in the
cause of the accident.
3. The airplane had not been maintained in accordance with the
provisions of AD-88-12-04 that required an inspection of the cargo
door locking mechanisms after each time the door was operated
manually and restored to electrical operation. However, this
circumstance was determined not to be a factor in the accident.
4. All but one of the electrical components remaining with the
airplane or found with the cargo door that were necessary to have
malfunctioned in order to cause an inadvertent electrical opening
of the cargo door after dispatch were found to function properly.
5. The forward cargo door lock sectors were found in the
locked position (actually in an "over-locked" position) and
jammed against the latch cams. The latch cams were found in the
nearly open position.
6.
The latch actuator manual drive port seal was found
damaged from the forces involved in the separation of the door
and did not indicate that the drive port had been used to open the
door latches manually before the accident.
7.
Electrical continuity tests indicated that the S2 master latch
lock switch was in the "not locked" position when it was
recovered with the cargo door. Because it had sustained damage
from being submerged in the sea, its preaccident condition could
not be determined.
8. An S2 switch functioning as found after recovery would
permit electrical power to the door during ground operation so
that additional failure modes or activation of the door control
switch could result in movement of the latching cams.
9. All other switches associated with operation of the cargo door
were found damaged from being submerged in the sea; however,
they were determined to be properly installed and probably

functional.
10. Short circuit paths in the cargo door circuit were identified
that could have led to an uncommanded electrical actuation of
the latch actuator; this situation occurred most likely before
engine start, although limited possibilities for an uncommanded
electrical actuation exist after engine start while an airplane is on
the ground with the APU running.
11. It was not possible for electrical short circuits to command
the cargo door to open at the time of the loss of the door, and it is
highly improbable that such an event occurred when the airplane
was airborne during the short period while the APU was
running.
12. Insulation breaches were found on recovered portions of the
cargo door wires that could have allowed short circuiting and
power to the latch actuator, although no evidence of arcing was
noted. All of the wires were not recovered, and tests showed that
arcing evidence may not be detectable.
13. An uncommanded movement of cargo door latches that
occurred on another UAL B-747 on June 13, 1991, was attributed
to insulation damage and a consequent short between wires in
the wiring bundle between the fuselage and the moveable door.
Because the S2 switch functioned properly on that airplane,
movement of the latches would not have occurred after the door
was locked.
14. UAL's maintenance trend analysis program was inadequate
to detect an adverse trend involving the cargo door on N4713U.
This circumstance was determined not to be a factor in the
accident.
15. FAA oversight of the UAL maintenance and inspection
program did not ensure adequate trend analysis and adherence to
the provisions of airworthiness directives. This circumstance was
determined not to be a factor in the accident.
16. The smooth wear patterns on the latch pins of the forward

cargo door installed on N4713U were signs that the door was not
properly aligned (out of rig) for an extended period of time,
causing significant interference during the normal open/close
cycle.
17. The rough heat-tinted wear areas on the latch pins of the
forward cargo door installed on N4713U marked the positions of
the cams at the time the door opened in flight.
18. The design of the B-747 cargo door locking mechanisms did
not provide for the intended "fail-safe" provisions of the locking
and indicating systems for the door.
19. Boeing's Failure Analysis, which was the basis upon which
the FAA granted an alternative method of compliance with the
provisions of 14 CFR 25.783(e), was not valid as evidenced by the
findings of the Pan Am incident in 1987, and the accident
involving flight 811.
20. Boeing and the FAA did not take immediate action to
require the use of the cam position view ports following the Pan
Am incident, and did not include this requirement in the
provisions of the Alert Service Bulletins or AD-88-12-04.
21. There were several opportunities for the manufacturer and
the FAA to have taken action during the service life of the Boeing
747 that might have prevented this accident.
22. The fact that the crash fire rescue vehicles responding to this
accident did not use a common radio frequency led to problems
in communication among the responding vehicles.
23.
The camouflage paint scheme of the military fire rescue
units led to reduced visibility of these units and resulted in at
least one near-collision.
24. Megaphones were used in flight to communicate with
passengers because of the high ambient noise level. However,
more megaphones would have afforded better communication in
all parts of the cabin.
25. Some flight attendants and passengers had difficulties

tightening straps of their life preservers around their waists
because of the fabric used, the design of the adjustment fittings,
and the angle the straps were pulled.
26.
Articles that fell to the floor from stowage bins above the
L-2 and R-2 exits and galley service items had to be cleared away
from the exits before the emergency evacuation could be initiated.
3.2 Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective actions
by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the investigation, including evidence from the
recovered cargo door and a June 13, 1991, incident involving the
uncommanded electrical operation of a cargo door on a UAL
Boeing 747 at JFK Airport, the National Transportation Safety
Board recommends that the FAA:
Require that the electrical actuating systems for nonplug cargo
doors on transport-category aircraft provide for the removal of all
electrical power from circuits on the door after closure (except for
any indicating circuit power necessary to provide positive
indication that the door is properly latched and locked) to
eliminate the possibility of uncommanded actuator movements

caused by wiring short circuits. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-92-21)
As a result of this investigation, on August 23, 1989, the Safety
Board issued the following safety recommendations to the FAA:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) to require that the manual
drive units and electrical actuators for Boeing 747 cargo doors
have torque limiting devices to ensure that the lock sectors,
modified per AD-88-12-04, cannot be overridden during
mechanical or electrical operation of the latch cams. (Class II,
Priority Action)(A-89-92)
Issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) for non-plug cargo doors
on all transport category airplanes requiring the installation of
positive indicators to ground personnel and flightcrews
confirming the actual position of both the latch cams and locks,
independently. (Class II, Priority Action)(A-89-93)
Require that fail-safe design considerations for non-plug cargo
doors on present and future transport category airplanes account
for conceivable human errors in addition to electrical and
mechanical malfunctions. (Class II, Priority Action)(A-89-94)
The FAA responded to Safety Recommendations A-89-92 through
-94 on November 3, 1989. During its evaluation of Safety
Recommendation A-89-92, the FAA determined that Boeing 747
cargo doors with lock sectors, modified in compliance with AD
88-12-04, cannot be overridden during mechanical or
least one torque-limiting device. The Safety Board has reviewed
AD 88-12-04 and has confirmed the FAA's findings. Based on this,
Safety Recommendation A-89-92 has been classified as "Closed-Reconsidered."
The FAA responded to Safety Recommendations A-89-93 and -94
describing action to review all outward opening (nonplug) doors
and all jetpowered transport-category airplanes to determine
what, if any, modifications are needed to ensure that these doors
will not open in flight. The FAA pointed out that the door latch

indicating system is to be only part of the review and that door
designs will be evaluated against criteria specified in 14 CFR
25.783 as amended by Amendment 25-54, and the policy material
published in Advisory Circular 25.783.1, adopted in 1980 and will
take into account human factors involved in the routine operation
of closing and locking doors to ensure that the latch and lock
systems are fail-safe. Further, to emphasize the importance of
human factors, the FAA has developed a training program for
FAA certification personnel to enhance their knowledge of human
factors in aircraft design. This training program will be offered to
approximately 100 certification personnel during the next year.
Based on this response, Safety Recommendations A-89-93 and -94
have been classified as "Open--Acceptable Action." The Safety
Board believes it necessary to point out that this hazard exists for
any pressurized aircraft using nonplug doors and that the FAA
should not be limiting this review to only those transports which
are jetpowered.
On November 29, 1990, Boeing issued service bulletin number
747-52-2224 applicable to all 747-100, 747-200, and 747-300
airplanes to add a new "door latch" switch to all 747 cargo doors.
In addition to the door warning switch that monitors the position
of the pressure relief doors, the new door latch switch is activated
by the latch cam bellcrank to separately sense the position of the
latch cams. The existing "door closed" switch is also replaced with
a double pole switch. The additional pole is used to separately
sense the position of the door. Another single pole switch is also
added to redundantly sense the position of the door. If any of
these switches are not actuated, the warning light on the flight
engineer's panel and a new light added to pilot's glareshield
panel will be illuminated. The modification also requires
installation of new cargo door control panels on the forward and
aft lower cargo doors. The new panel incorporates an additional
light to indicate proper door locking.

The FAA mandated the incorporation of this service bulletin
within 18 months by AD 90-09-06, Amendment 39-6581, effective
May 29, 1990.
Also, as a result of this accident, on May 4, 1990, the National
Transportation Safety Board issued the following safety
recommendations to the FAA:
Amend 14 CFR 25.1447(c)(4) to require that face masks be
attached to the regulators of portable emergency oxygen bottles.
(Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-54)
Require, in accordance with the requirements of 14 CFR 25.1447
(c)(4), that a portable oxygen bottle be located at the flight
attendant stations at exit door 5 right and at exit door 5 left in
B-747 airplanes. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-55)
Require that no articles be placed in storage compartments that
are located over emergency exit doors. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-90-56)
Amend 14 CFR 121.309(f) to require a readily accessible
megaphone at each seat row at which a flight attendant is
stationed. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-57)
Take corrective action to improve direct visibility to passengers
from the upper level flight attendant jumpseat in the B-747
airplanes using eye reference data contained in Federal Aviation
Administration report FAA-AM-75-2 "Anthropometry of Airline
Stewardesses." (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-58)
Issue an Airworthiness Directive to require that stronger latches
be installed in oversized storage compartments that formerly
held liferafts on all B-747 airplanes and also limit the distance that
these compartments can be opened. (Class II, Priority Action)
(A-90-59)
Demonstrate for each make and model of life preserver that it can
be donned, adjusted, and tightened within the elapsed time
required by TSO-C13d. Direct particular attention to the ease with
which straps pass through adjustment fittings when the straps are

pulled at all possible angles. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-60)
Establish a cutoff date of [within 1 year of this recommendation
letter] after which all life preservers manufactured for
passengercarrying aircraft would be required to meet the
specifications of TSO-C13e. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-61)
The FAA first responded to these safety recommendations in a
July 26, 1990, letter. Further responses to various safety
recommendations in the group came in letters dated October 26,
1990 (A-90-59); May 13, 1991 (A-90-58); September 23, 1991
(A-90-55, -56, and -59); and March 9, 1992 (A-90-59). The current
status of each safety recommendation is:
A-90-54: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending outcome of
potential rulemaking initiative by the FAA.
A-90-55: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending a review by
the FAA of B-747 airplanes for compliance with portable oxygen
bottle placement and securement requirements and for
modifications that do not meet the intent of the type certification.
A-90-56: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending a
reexamination by the FAA of the potential for contents of
compartments spilling out during an emergency and obstructing
passengers.
A-90-57: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending the FAA's
review of its position regarding a requirement for multiple
megaphones on passenger airplanes.
A-90-58: "Closed--Reconsidered" as a result of the Safety Board's
acceptance of the FAA position that the cabin jumpseat design on
B-747's does not constitute an unsafe condition.
A-90-59: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the issuance of
an Airworthiness Directive to require stronger latches on
oversized storage compartments on B-747 airplanes.
A-90-60: "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the
implementation of the latest iteration of TSO-C13.
A-90-61: "Open--Unacceptable Response," pending inclusion in

TSO-C13 (latest iteration) of a cutoff date after which all life
preservers manufactured for passenger-carrying aircraft would
be required to meet the specifications of the TSO.
The FAA's March 9, 1992, response to Safety Recommendation
A-90-59 included the final AD addressing this issue. The AD does
meet the intent of the recommendation, which is now classified as
"Closed--Acceptable Action."
Also as a result of this accident, on May 4, 1990, the Safety Board
reiterated the following recommendations to the FAA:
A-85-35
Amend 14 CFR 121 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; ensure that 14 CFR 25
is consistent with the amendments to Part 121.
A-85-36
Amend 14 CFR 125 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; amend Part 125 to
require approved flotation-type seat cushions (TSO-C72) on all
such aircraft; ensure that 14 CFR 25 is consistent with the
amendments of Part 125.
A-85-37
Amend 14 CFR 135 to require that all passenger-carrying air
carrier aircraft operating under this Part be equipped with
approved life preservers meeting the requirements of the most
current revision of TSO-C13 within a reasonable time after the
adoption of the current revision of the TSO; Amend Part 135 to
require approved floatation-type seat cushions (TSO-C72) on all
such aircraft; ensure that 14 CFR SFAR No. 23 is consistent with

the amendments to Part 135.
In a November 28, 1988, letter to the FAA, the Safety Board
recommended that a cutoff date January 1, 1989, be reestablished.
Based on this accident, the Safety Board's again urges the FAA to
establish a cutoff date by which life preservers meeting TSO-C13e
would be introduced into the fleets within a reasonable time
(A-85-36). The Safety Board recognizes that the FAA has complied
with the part of this recommendation pertaining to the flotationtype seat cushions.
Safety Recommendations A-85-35 and -37 are being held in an
"Open--Acceptable Action" status pending the publication of the
final rule. Safety Recommendation A-85-36 is being held in an
"Open--Unacceptable Action" status because Part 125 operations
were not included in the FAA rulemaking action.
As a result of its investigation, on May 4, 1990, the Safety Board
also recommended that the State of Hawaii, Department of
Transportation, Airports Division:
Develop, in cooperation with the Department of Defense,
procedures for direct radio communication between aircraft
rescue and fire fighting vehicles operated by the State of Hawaii
and Hickam Air Force Base that would be used when responding
to airport emergencies at Honolulu International Airport. (Class
II, Priority Action) (A-90-62)
Additionally, as a result of its investigation, on May 4, 1990, the
Safety Board recommended that the Department of Defense:
Develop, in cooperation with the State of Hawaii Department of
Transportation, procedures for direct radio communication
between aircraft rescue and firefighting vehicles operated by
Hickam Air Force Base and the State of Hawaii that would be
used when responding to airport emergencies at Honolulu
International Airport. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-63)
Comply with Federal Regulation 14 CFR 139.319(f)(2) and the
guidance contained in Federal Aviation Administration Advisory

Circular 150/5220-14 by using high visibility color for aircraft
rescue and firefighting vehicles that operate at Honolulu
International Airport. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-64)
The Department of Defense responded to Safety
Recommendations A-90-63 and -64 on August 17, 1990, citing the
establishment of emergency radio communication ability between
ARFF vehicles operated by Hickam Air Force Base and the State
of Hawaii at Honolulu International Airport. Based on this action,
Safety Recommendation A-90-63 was classified as "Closed-Acceptable Action" on December 12, 1990. With the establishment
of the communications system as recommended, the Safety Board
now classifies Safety Recommendation A-90-62 as "Closed-Acceptable Action."
Also, with regard to Safety Recommendation A-90-64, the
Department of Defense pointed out that the Air Force has
initiated a program to rep™ aint the vehicles over a 3-year period
to spread out funding concerns. This safety recommendation is
being held as "Open--Acceptable Response," pending the
completion of the repainting program in 1993.
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5. APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A

INVESTIGATION AND HEARING
1. Investigation
The Washington Headquarters of the National Transportation
Safety Board was notified of the United Airlines accident within a
short time after the occurrence. A full investigation team departed
Washington, D.C. at 1400 eastern daylight time on the same day
and arrived in Honolulu at 0030 Hawaiian standard time the next
day.
The team was composed of the following investigation groups:
Operations, Structures/Systems, Maintenance Records,
Metallurgy, and Survival Factors. In addition, specialist reports
were prepared relevant to the CVR, FDR and radar plots.
Parties to the field investigation were United Airlines, the FAA,
the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, the Air Line Pilots
Association, the International Association of Machinists, and the
Association of Flight Attendants.
2.
Public Hearing
A 3-day public hearing was held in Seattle, Washington,
beginning on April 25, 1989. Parties represented at the hearing
were the FAA, United Airlines, the Boeing Commercial Airplanes
Company, the Air Line Pilots Association, and the International
Association of Machinists.
APPENDIX B
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
Captain David Cronin
Captain David Cronin, 59, was hired by UAL on December 10,
1954. The captain holds Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) Certificate
No. 1268493 with airplane multiengine land ratings and
commercial privileges in airplane single-engine land, sea and
gliders. The captain is type rated in the B747, DC10, DC8, B727,
Convair (CV) 440, CV340, CV240 and the learjet. The captain was
issued a first class medical certificate on November 1, 1988, with
no limitations.

The captain's initial operating experience (IOE) check out in the
B747 occurred in December, 1985. The captain's latest line and
proficiency checks in the B747 were completed in August and
December, 1988, respectively. Training in ditching and evacuation
was included with the proficiency check. The captain had flown a
total of about 28,000 hours, 1,600 to 1,700 hours of which were in
the B747. During the 24-hour, 72-hour and 30-day periods, prior
to the accident, the captain had flown: 1 hour, 5 minutes; 13
hours, 35 minutes; and 76 hours, 18 minutes, respectively.
First Officer Gregory Slader
First Officer Gregory Slader, 48, was hired by UAL on June 15,
1964. The first officer holds ATP Certificate No. 1528630 with
airplane multiengine land ratings and commercial privileges in
airplane single-engine land. The first officer is type rated in B747,
DC10, B727, and B737. The first officer was issued a first class
medical certificate on February 14, 1989, with no limitations.
The first officer's initial operating experience (IOE) check out in
the B747 occurred in August, 1987. The first officer's latest
proficiency check in the B747 was completed in October, 1988.
Training on ditching and evacuation was included with the
proficiency check. The first officer had flown a total of about
14,500 hours, 300 hours of which were in the B747. During the 24hours, 72-hour and 30-day periods prior to the accident, the first
officer had flown: 1 hour, 5 minutes; 13 hours, 35 minutes; and 46
hours, 25 minutes, respectively.
Second Officer Randal Thomas
Second Officer Randal Thomas, 46, was hired by UAL on May 22,
1969. The second officer holds Flight Engineer Certificate No.
1947041 for turbo jet powered airplanes, issued July 18, 1969. The
second officer holds commercial pilot certificate No. 1585899 with
ratings and limitations of airplane single and multiengine land
with instrument privileges. The second officer was issued a first
class medical certificate on December 6, 1988, with no limitations.

The second officer's IOE check out in the B747 occurred in March,
1987. The second officer's latest proficiency check in the B747 was
completed in October, 1988. Training in ditching and evacuation
was included with the proficiency check. He had flown a total of
about 20,000 hours, about 1,200 hours of which were as second
officer on the B747. During his 24-hour, 72-hour and 30 dayperiods, prior to the accident, the second officer had flown: 1
hour, 5 minutes; 13 hours, 35 minutes; and 46 hours, 25 minutes,
respectively.
Flight Attendant and Chief Purser Laura Brentlinger
Flight attendant Laura Brentlinger, 38, was employed by UAL in
May 1982; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
September 19, 1988.
Flight Attendant and AFT Purser Sarah Shanahan
Flight attendant Sarah Shanahan, 42, was employed by UAL in
August 1967; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
October 10, 1988.
Flight Attendant Richard Lam
Flight attendant Richard Lam, 41, was employed by UAL on
April 1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
September 16, 1988.
Flight Attendant John Horita
Flight attendant John Horita, 44, was employed by UAL in June
1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on November 1,
1988.
Flight Attendant Curtis Christensen
Flight attendant Curtis Christensen, 34, was initially employed by
PAA in May 1978. He was subsequently employed by UAL in
February 1986 when UAL purchased PAA Pacific Division. Flight
attendant Chrisensen had completed B747 recurrent training on
December 12, 1988.
Flight Attendant Tina Blundy
Flight attendant Tina Blundy, 36, was employed by UAL in May

1973; and had completed B747 recurrent training on October 28,
1988.
Flight Attendant Jean Nakayama
Flight attendant Jane Nakayama, 37, was employed by UAL in
August 1973; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
December 6, 1988.
Flight Attendant Mae Sapolu
Flight attendant Mae Sapolu, 38, was initially employed by Pan
American Airlines (PAA) in March 1973. She was subsequently
employed by UAL in February 1986; when UAL purchased PAA
Pacific Division. Flight attendant Sapolu completed B747
recurrent training on October 13, 1988.
Flight Attendant Robyn Nakamoto
Flight attendant Robyn Nakamoto, 26, was employed by UAL in
April, 1986, and transferred to the Inflight Service Division in
May, 1988. She was initially trained on the B747 in May 1988; and
had not attended recurrent training.
Flight Attendant Edward Lythgoe
Flight attendant Edward Lythgoe, 37, was employed by UAL in
December 1978; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
October 21, 1988.
Flight Attendant Sharol Preston
Flight attendant Sharol Preston, 39, was employed by UAL in July
1970; and had completed B747 recurrent training on July 29, 1988.
Flight Attendant Ricky Umehira
Flight attendant Ricky Umehira, 35, was employed by UAL in
November 1983; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 15, 1988.
Flight Attendant Darrell Blankenship
Flight attendant Darrell Blankenship, 28, was employed by UAL
in February 1984; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
February 10, 1988.
Flight Attendant Linda Shirley

Flight attendant Linda Shirley, 30, was employed by UAL in
March 1979; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 3, 1989.
Flight Attendant Ilona Benoit
Flight attendant Ilona Benoit, 48, was initially employed by PAA
in November 1969. She was subsequently employed by UAL in
February 1986; and had completed B747 recurrent training on
November 17, 1988.
Lead Ramp Serviceman Paul Engalla
Lead ramp serviceman Paul Engalla was employed by UAL in
1959. Because of his extensive ramp service experience, Mr.
Engalla was selected as a ramp service trainer in 1986.
Ramp Serviceman Daniel Sato
Ramp serviceman Daniel Sato was employed by UAL in May
1987. Company records indicate that his proficiency in the
opening and closing of B747 cargo doors and the operation of
container loads was attained in September 1988.
Ramp Serviceman Brian Kitaoka
Ramp serviceman Brian Kitaoka was employed by UAL in
November 1986. Company records indicate that his proficiency in
the operation of container loaders was attained in November
1987. His proficiency in the opening and closing of B747 cargo
doors was attained in October 1988.
Dispatch Mechanic Steve Hajanos
Dispatch mechanic Steve Hajanos was employed as an airplane
mechanic by UAL on October 30, 1986. He holds FAA Airplane
and Powerplants Certificate No. 362583850, issued November 14,
1981. He was formerly employed by Aloha Airlines as a
maintenance supervisor and by World Airways as a mechanic
and maintenance supervisor. He began his aviation career as an
airplane mechanic in the United States Air Force.
APPENDIX C
AIRPLANE INFORMATION

Type of Date of Maximum Inspection Inspection Cycles Interval
Service No. 1 Current 02/23/89 58,814:24 15,027 Note 1 Previous
02/23/89 58,809:02 15,026 Service No. 2 Current 02/22/89
58,802:35 15,024 65 Hours Previous 02/18/89 58,747:12 15,016
Note 2 A Check Current 02/14/89 58,710:14 15,009 350 Hours
Previous 01/16/89 58,368:57 14,947 B Check Current 11/28/88
57,751:44 14,839 131 Days Previous 07/28/88 56,635:36 14,632 C
Check Current 11/28/88 57,751:44 14,839 393 Days Previous
11/19/87 53,789:00 14,146 MPV Check Current 04/30/84 43,731:0
11,857 5 Years Previous 01/30/80 30,906:0
D Check Current 04/30/84 43,731 19,237 9 Years Previous
09/09/76 19,237 Note 1:
Service No. 1 to be accomplished on
through flights or at trip termination whenever time is less than
12 hours per Maintenance Manual Procedures BX 12-0-1-1.
Note 2: Aircraft with layover of 12 hours or more will receive a
Service No. 2 not to exceed 65 flight hours between checks.
APPENDIX D
INJURY INFORMATION
Flight Crewmember.--The second officer sustained minor
superficial brush burns to both elbows and forearms, during the
evacuation.
Cabin Crewmembers.--The cabin crewmembers sustained the
following injuries during the evacuation:
Flight attendant No. 1 sustained a strained left shoulder;
Flight attendant No. 2 sustained acute thoracic and lumbosacral
strain;
Flight attendant No. 3 sustained a mild right bicep strain;
Flight attendant No. 4 sustained a left elbow contusion, left
shoulder dislocation, and mild lumbosacral strain;
Flight attendant No. 5 sustained a left calf contusion;
Flight attendant No. 6 sustained a mild left elbow bruise;
Flight attendant No. 7 sustained mild left arm and lower back

strain;
Flight attendant No. 8 sustained a soft tissue injury to the back;
Flight attendant No. 9 sustained abrasions to both palms and the
left knee;
Flight attendant No. 10 sustained a fracture of the left tenth rib;
Flight attendant No. 11 sustained a minimal injury to the right
middle finger PIP joint and left first MP joint;
Flight attendant No. 12 sustained a pulled muscle on the left side
of the neck;
Flight attendant No. 13 sustained a comminuted fracture of the
right ulna and radius;
Flight attendant No. 14 sustained a mild thoracic back strain;
Flight attendant No. 15 sustained a non-displaced fracture of C-6,
a cerebral concussion, a fracture of the proximal right humerus,
and multiple lacerations;
A flight attendant, flying as a passenger, sustained mild
lumbosacral strain, a laceration of the right little finger, and a left
elbow abrasion.
Passengers.--Nine Passengers who were seated in seats 8H,
9FGH, 10GH, 11GH, and 12H, were ejected from the fuselage and
were not found; and thus, are assumed to have been fatally
injured in the accident.
Passengers seated in the indicated seats sustained the following
injuries:
Seat
7C
Barotrauma to both ears
9C
Half-inch laceration to the upper left arm, superficial
abrasions to left arm and hand, barotrauma to both ears
9E
Superficial abrasions and contusions to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
10B Superficial abrasions to the left elbow and left middle
finger
10E
Superficial abrasions to the torso and left forearm,

bruising of the left hand and fingers
11E Laceration on the right ankle tendon, multiple bruises
11F
Slight contusion of the right shoulder
13D
Barotrauma to both ears
13E Bleeding in both ears
13H
Contusion to the left periorbital area
14A
Laceration in the parietal occipital area, barotrauma
to both ears
15J Comminuted fracture of the lateral epicondyle of the left
distal humerus (about 5mm separation)
16B Superficial abrasions to the right arm
16J
Barotrauma to both ears
16K
Right temporal abrasions
26A Barotrauma to both ears
26B barotrauma to both ears
26H
Barotitis to both ears, low back pain, irritation to the
right eye due to foreign bodies
27A Barotrauma to the right ear
28J Superficial abrasions and a contusion to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
1The flap track canoe fairings are numbered 1 through 8, from left
outboard to right outboard.
2For ease in reference, the following numbering was used to
relate forward cargo door frames to fuselage body stations (BS):
frame 1--BS 567.10, frame 2--BS 580.95, frame 3--BS 596.75, frame
4--BS 608.15, frame 5--BS 623.96, frame 6--BS 636.02, frame 7--BS
651.50, frame 8--BS 662.90.
3 The "used" switch is the switch through which electricity passes;
the "unused" switch does not have electricity pass through it.
4NFPA 414 - Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting Vehicles, National
Fire Protection Association, 1984, Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA
02269.
5Airport Fire and Rescue Vehicle Specification Guide, AC

150/5220-14, March 15, 1979, Federal Aviation Administration,
Washington, D.C. 20591.
6 Air Carrier Overwater Emergency Equipment and
Procedures" (NTSB/SS-85/02)
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:33 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: So close yet so far

>...WHILE FAA ORDERS INSPECTION OF MD-11 DOOR
WIRING
>It's no surprise that MD-11 aircraft are getting intense scrutiny
>following the Swissair crash. Last week the FAA issued an AD
ordering
>inspection and possible replacement of electrical wiring above
the
>forward passenger doors. The order came after Canadian
investigators,
>examining MD-11s as part of the Swissair crash probe, found

damage in
>some door wiring. The FAA said there is no evidence that this
condition
>is directly related to the crash of Swissair 111, but the AD
requires a
>one-time inspection of the suspect wiring within 10 days.
FAA orders inspection of door wiring in Boeing Airliners, yes it's
really an MD, yes, it's not cargo door but passenger door for
those who want to weasel out.
Here's reality:
Boeing airliner that crashed and killed 230 with bare polyimide
wiring in door area:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax
of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general
purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known
as Poly-X had three in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of
arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA
800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the raceway
below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing spar.

The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570
and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core
conductor when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the
aft end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks
found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is
FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone. Frayed
wires in that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door
to open in flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen
pouring out of a forward cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and
leaking electricity make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist
in Boeing airliners.)

Yes, bare wires found in same area as previous fatal accident,
and yes, FAA refused to examine cargo door wiring in another
inadvertent cargo door opening as recommended by NTSB:

NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel
were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New
York. The airplane was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights
between Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had
accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the

occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle between
the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket and
standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as
well as the damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/1/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to address
these issues. I will provide the Board with a copy of any document that
may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B initially would not open electrically and then opened

electrically without activation of the door open switches. Your letter
indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration agrees with the intent
of these recommendations and is considering the issuance of a notice of
proposed rulemaking to address these issues. The Board urges the FAA
to move expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the Federal
Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open--Acceptable Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the intent of
these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA issued a notice
of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to certain Boeing Model
747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed to require inspection of the
flexible conduit, wiring, and support brackets between the fuselage and
the forward and aft cargo doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the
FAA has further reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door
opening incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The FAA has
determined that in addition to chafing at least four independent failures
must also occur in order to drive the door latches to the open position. In
light of these findings, the FAA determined that the requirements
proposed by the NPRM were unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the
FAA withdrew the NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of
withdrawal for the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89-NM-148-AD)
mandates the installation of a door warning switch located on the lock
sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock sector to ensure that the
latches remain locked against backdriving of the latches by the latch
power drive unit. Failure of lock sectors that are reinforced in
accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even
in the event of such a failure, an indication by means of the door

warning switch will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The
modifications, tests, and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an
acceptable level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo
door power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the Board's
information. The FAA believes that the current requirements of AD
90-09-06 address the full intent of these safety recommendations to
preclude an uncommanded opening of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further action
on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5, 1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations asked that
the FAA issue an airworthiness directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle betweenthe-fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test method or
visual examination); (2) the conduit support bracket and attached
standoff pin-on the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the convoluted
innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged insulation be
repaired before further service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit
support bracket, and standoff pin should result in an immediate
replacement of the conduit as well as. the damaged parts. The inspection
should be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation A-91-84, that

the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped and
issue, if warranted, an airworthiness directive for inspection and repair
of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the
provisions recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of an
FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door opening.
Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an inadvertent inflight
opening of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing.
Further, the FAA determined that at least four independent failures must
occur to drive the door latches to the open position. The FAA also stated
that failure of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a
failure, the door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the
problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the requirements of
AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these recommendations-to
preclude an uncommanded opening of the forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended inspections
could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation during the intrusive
inspection. Therefore, based on the level of redundancy that now exists
to prevent inadvertent door opening in flight, the Safety Board has
classified Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "ClosedReconsidered. The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84

Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel
were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New
York. The airplane was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights
between Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had
accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the
occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-84. Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped and
issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection and repair
of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the
provisions recommended in A-91-83.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/01/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to address
these issues. I will provide the Board with a copy of any document that
may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B initially would not open electrically and then opened
electrically without activation of the door open switches. Your letter
indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration agrees with the intent
of these recommendations and is considering the issuance of a notice of
proposed rulemaking to address these issues. The Board urges the FAA
to move expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the Federal
Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying Safety

Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open-Acceptable Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the intent of
these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA issued a notice
of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to certain Boeing Model
747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed to require inspection of the
flexible conduit, wiring, and support brackets between the fuselage and
the forward and aft cargo doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the
FAA has further reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door
opening incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The FAA has
determined that in addition to chafing at least four independent failures
must also occur in order to drive the door latches to the open position. In
light of these findings, the FAA determined that the requirements
proposed by the NPRM were unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the
FAA withdrew the NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of
withdrawal for the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89-NM-148-AD)
mandates the installation of a door warning switch located on the lock
sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock sector to ensure that the
latches remain locked against backdriving of the latches by the latch
power drive unit. Failure of lock sectors that are reinforced in
accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even
in the event of such a failure, an indication by means of the door
warning switch will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The
modifications, tests, and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an
acceptable level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo
door power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the Board's
information. The FAA believes that the current requirements of AD
90-09-06 address the full intent of these safety recommendations to

preclude an uncommanded opening of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further action
on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5, 1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations asked that
the FAA issue an airworthiness directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle betweenthe-fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test method or
visual examination); (2) the conduit support bracket and attached
standoff pin-on the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the convoluted
innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged insulation be
repaired before further service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit
support bracket, and standoff pin should result in an immediate
replacement of the conduit as well as. the damaged parts. The inspection
should be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation A-91-84, that
the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped and
issue, if warranted, an airworthiness directive for inspection and repair
of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the
provisions recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of an

FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door opening.
Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an inadvertent inflight
opening of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing.
Further, the FAA determined that at least four independent failures must
occur to drive the door latches to the open position. The FAA also stated
that failure of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a
failure, the door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the
problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the requirements of
AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these recommendations-to
preclude an uncommanded opening of the forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended inspections
could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation during the intrusive
inspection. Therefore, based on the level of redundancy that now exists
to prevent inadvertent door opening in flight, the Safety Board has
classified Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "ClosedReconsidered. The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.

But, Mike, you know all this..and still silent. You don't have to
quote me, quote NTSB with Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety
Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84 and quote NTSB with AAR 92/02 about UAL

811, or quote NTSB with TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, or
requote FAA with AD about door wiring in Boeing airliners as
reported in your AvFlash today.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:33 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Actual evidence for TWA 800

>STONE PROJECT DROPPED LIKE A ROCK
>After a week of thinking about it, ABC has pulled out of a deal
to air a
>special promoting the theory that it was a navy missile and not
fuel
>tank wiring that brought down TWA Flight 800. The network
tested the
>waters last week with the announcement of the Oliver Stoneproduced
>program and found they were making more waves than they
wanted.
>According to a statement from the network, ABC had become
"increasingly
>uncomfortable" and decided the program might put the kibosh
on some of
>the network's hard-won news credibility. TWA 800 exploded
over the
>ocean off the coast of Long Island, New York in 1996 just
minutes after
>takeoff from -- here's an Oliver Stone irony -- JFK airport.
Stone is
>staying quiet about any future plans for his conspiracy program.
AVWEB
Well, Mike, not a missile, no ignition source for center tank
explosion, not a bomb, and warnings get buried in FAA and
NTSB bureaucracy, what could TWA 800 be?
A picture of an actual rupture at actual forward midspan latch of

actual forward cargo door of TWA 800 gives a clue to those with
open minds:

You keep on giving ink to missile story nonsense for TWA 800,
how about some time for wiring/cargo door explanation?
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

FAA Missed Warning on
Insulation Burn Test
Concerned Agency Reevaluates Its Role In
Airline Safety

By Don Phillips
Washington Post Staff Writer
Sunday, November 8, 1998; Page A01

Duvon McGuire was a young home-insulation
specialist reading through technical documents 10
years ago when something jumped out at him: a
description of the test used to determine the
flammability of aircraft thermal insulation.
McGuire realized he was no expert in airplanes, but
he was convinced that the test being performed was
"meaningless," and he fired off a memo saying as
much to the group responsible for it.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:33 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Fwd: Photos of ruptures at midspan latches TWA
800

Date: Fri, 23 Oct 1998 15:01:23 -0800
To: NTSB
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of ruptures at midspan latches TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:
6740:forwardlatchruptureforemail.jpg: :Master:
6740:aftlatchruptureforemail.jpg:
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Dear Officials,

Real NTSB evidence. The pictures above are of TWA 800
reconstruction by NTSB. They show the midspan latch areas of
the forward cargo door. The outward peeled skin, red paint
markings and petal shaped ruptures at both midspan latches are
clearly visible.
Real NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02

Real NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have
suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have
been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology,
March 10, 1997 Issue.
Real NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the
recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and
was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking
mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the
closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Real NTSB Evidence Public Docket 516, Systems Exhibit 9A
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation.

Real FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT)
October 1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
Real Government and media Evidence: Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued

for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130
milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the
recording abruptly ended. " News Reports from Associated Press,
Reuters, major newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door

inflight. 27 Mar 97 www.corazon.com

Gentlemen, the match is there. Four forward cargo doors have
ruptured in flight on four high time 747s and left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, severely
damaged number 3 engine, and all causes initially thought to
have been a bomb.
The implications are profound. But first, please, check the cargo
door area wiring, continue checking the fuel tank wiring, and
confirm TWA 800 as a ruptured cargo door event so that the
cause of the door rupture may be discovered and fixed.
If not a meeting, if not a telephone call, will you engage in an
email exchange with me? Is that too much to ask from citizen to
government official?
I welcome criticism, information, rebuttal, advice, and conjecture
about the cause of TWA 800 and others. My evidence I offer for
discussion are two photographs of the forward cargo door. There
is much to be seen in the photographs. <http://
www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowupphoto.html>

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:33 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Fwd: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door
evidence. (2)

Date: Mon, 26 Oct 1998 10:31:34 -0800
To: Govmediamanpols
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door evidence. (2)
Cc:
Bcc:
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Dear elected and appointed officials, manufacturer spokesman,
reporters, and attorney, 26 Oct 98

NTSB evidence. TWA 800 reconstructs pictures clearly show the
midspan latch areas of the forward cargo door. The outward
peeled skin, red paint markings and petal shaped ruptures at both
midspan latches are clearly visible. http://www.corazon.com/
Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html

Friday August 30 1996 7:24 AM EDT
Computer Simulation Pinpoints TWA Blast - NYT
NEW YORK (Reuter) - A computer simulation of the final
moments of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has placed the blast
that downed the plane in a small
site on the jet's right side, The New York Times reported Friday.
The simulation shows that almost everything in the first spray of
metal, luggage and other material blown from the plane came
from a confined area above and
ahead of the right wing.
Significance. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the
wing on the right side.

NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have suggested
unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have been light
reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from
the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology, March 10, 1997
Issue.
NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the recovery
of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the door locking
mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior to the
accident flight to the extent that the door could have been closed
and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door was not
fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and was
supported by the evidence available at the time. However, upon
examination of the door, the damage to the locking mechanism
did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence indicated
that the latch cams had been backdriven from the closed position
into a nearly open position after the door had been closed and
locked. The latch cams had been driven into the lock sectors that
deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-driving.

Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Significance: NTSB made a mistake about probable cause and
corrected it.

NTSB, AAIB, TSB Evidence:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual

crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:

NTSB public Docket:The recording appeared to
terminate very abruptly with a very loud sound. This
termination did not appear to be preceded by any
event or events on the recording. Both of these areas
were the subject of further examination.
Significance: A rare event has been matched, sudden loud sound
on CVR at event time, to four Boeing 747s, all of which had a
hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side. One probable
cause has been confirmed, polyimide electrical system/wiring
which caused forward cargo door to open in flight.

NTSB AAR 92/02 describing normal door operation: "Normally, the
cargo doors are operated electrically by means of a switch located on the
exterior of the fuselage, just forward of the door opening. The switch
controls the opening and closing and the latching of the door. If at any
time the switch is released, the switch will return to a neutral position,

power is removed from all actuators, and movement of the actuators
ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the "closed"
position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door moves toward the
closed position. After the door has reached the near closed position, the
hook position switch transfers the electrical control power to the pull- in
hook actuator, and the cargo door is brought to the closed position by the
pull-in hooks. When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position,
the hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch actuator.
The latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the lower
portion of the door, around the eight latch pins, attached to the lower
door sill. At the same time, the two midspan latch cams, located on the
sides of the door rotate around the two midspan latch pins located on the
sides of the door frame. When the eight latch cams and the two midspan cams reach their fully closed position, electrical power is removed
from the latch actuator by the latch-closed switch. This completes the
electrically powered portion of the door closing operation. The door can
also be operated in the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors across the
latch cams. These are manually moved in place across the open mouth
of each of the eight lower cams through mechanical linkages to the
master latch lock handle. The position of the lock sectors is indicated
indirectly by noting visually the closed position of the two pressure
relief doors located on the upper section of each cargo door. The
pressure relief doors are designed to relieve any residual pressure
differential before the cargo doors are opened after landing, and to
prevent pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are
mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This final
procedure also actuates the master latch
lock switch, removing electrical control power from the opening and
closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo door
warning light through a switch located on one of the pressure relief

doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by reversing the above
procedure."

NTSB email to reporter:
Your proposed article is incorrect First of all, Senator McCain did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no physical
evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo door
came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary. As
stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which, of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform crushing
damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the fuselage and
up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the airplane
(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing 747,
he has

a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold the door
closed.
We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their own
extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr. Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing such an
article.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact
us.
Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82,
Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower
lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching cams
remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along
the lower door sill."

Significance: NTSB appears to be unclear on the concept of
'latch' 'latching cam' 'centering guide' and 'pull-in hooks' for the
forward cargo door, a complex device using mechanical and
electrical means to open and close. Midspan latches 'latch. Pull in
hook 'pull in', and centering guide 'aligns. The two midspan
latches are missing. It can not accurately be said that the forward
cargo door was all latched and all intact until water impact
without that missing evidence to examine.

NTSB Public Docket 516S: Systems Exhibit 9A, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570
and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core
conductor when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the
aft end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks
found."
NTSB public docket 516A: 1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report page 44, 45, 46:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.

NTSB Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had
three in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of

arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA
800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the raceway
below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing spar.
NTSB AAR 92/02:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from
plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle
clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on
the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch position for UAL 811 as
described in NTSB AAR 92/02.

FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT) October
1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel
were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New
York. The airplane was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights
between Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had
accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the
occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle between
the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:

(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket and
standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as
well as the damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.

SEATTLE (October 21, 1998 2:08 p.m. EDT http://
www.nandotimes.com) -- Boeing Co. officials say they're
evaluating whether defective wiring components in some
jetliners will cause new delays on the company's production
lines. A Burndy block is an electrical connector that splices
together wiring, Wolf Glende, chief engineer for 777 systems,
said Wednesday.
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration recommended that the insulation of almost all of
the world's 12,000 passenger jets be replaced because new tests
are likely to find that it can catch fire when exposed to high heat,
the Washington Post reported Thursday.
Crash probe reveals flaw Wiring flaw in crash probe
by Chuck Taylor and James V. Grimaldi
Seattle Times staff reporters
In thoroughly examining 747s after the TWA Flight 800 disaster,

federal investigators have discovered the potential for an
electrical problem inside fuel tanks that could - under what
Boeing considers extraordinary circumstances - lead to an
explosion.
Boeing plans to urge airlines to inspect older-model 747s and
replace an outdated component in some tanks, although the
company calls the chance for danger astronomically remote.
Tiny punctures in wire insulation, found inside an old, out-ofservice 747-100, are the first hard evidence of a potential
problem inside a tank that engineers have designed to be
virtually spark-proof. Crash probe reveals flaw Wiring flaw in
crash probe
Another NTSB theory comes into play here. For months,
investigators have been considering the possibility that a short
circuit outside the tank could enable high-voltage current from
another system to arc into the lower-voltage fuel-measuring
circuit.
Wires from various systems are bundled together on jetliners,
and chafed insulation on high-voltage and lower-voltage wires
could enable such a short circuit.
Significance: Four Boeing 747s that had hull ruptures in flight
forward of the wing on the right side and all had polyimide
insulated wiring with one conclusive cause being electrical/
wiring causing forward cargo door to open inflight. Bare wires
were found in cargo door area of TWA 800. Bare wires were
found in the cargo door area of UAL 811.

October 15, 1998 BY TOM HENRY BLADE STAFF WRITER
A U.S. Airways flight that left Toledo Express Airport with 20
passengers on board turned around in midair Tuesday night and

went back to the airport for an unscheduled landing after the pilot
felt unusual vibrations.
The Federal Aviation Administration said the problem was
related to a luggage compartment door being ajar.
Flight 7002, a DC-9 scheduled to go from Toledo to Pittsburgh
with a 12-minute stop along the way in Akron, landed safely at
8:27 p.m. at Toledo Express, where it had taken off a half-hour
earlier, officials said.
A right front baggage door wasn't properly closed. It popped
open when the plane landed, strewing luggage across the runway,
David Castelveter, U.S. Airways spokesman, said.
No one was hurt. The FAA is investigating whether the problem
was related to human or mechanical error, Don Zochert, agency
spokesman, said.
Mr. Castelveter said the pilot made the decision to turn around
after determining there was a problem with the cargo door.
The door was in an open, latched position, ``indicating the door
was never closed before the aircraft taxied out and took off,''
according to a report filed by the Toledo-Lucas County Port
Authority's airport police and fire unit.
NTSB Docket Number SA-516, TWA 800 Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory
Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that parts were initially
shed from the area just forward of the wing."

Significance: The forward cargo door is forward of the wing on
the right side and continue to open inadvertently on airliners.

NTSB Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the
horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine

section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper
honeycomb surface near the outboard trailing edge
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan blades
had impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the
impact damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft
body impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."

Significance: Probably on fire Fodded engine number three was
mystery igniton source for center tank explosion.

NTSB: United Airlines Flight 811:
"However, the decompression event caused a data loss of approximately
2 1/2 seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values
appeared valid with the exception of the pitch and roll parameters.
Lateral acceleration showed a sharp increase immediately following the
decompression. Vertical acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change just
after the decompression and a slight increase as the airplane began its
descent." NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en route
from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a
sudden loud sound. The sound continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then
almost immediately, the line from the cockpit area microphone to the

cockpit voice recorder at the rear of the pressure cabin was most
probably broken. This was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder." Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
21 "When synchronized with other recordings it was determined, within
the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR stopped
recording simultaneously with the CVR." "Irregular signals were
observed over the last 0.27 inches of the DFDR tape. Laboratory tests
indicated that the irregular signals most likely occurred as a result of the
recorder being subjected to sharp angular accelerations about the lateral
axis of the recorder, causing rapid changes in tape speed over the record
head." Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 22
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The analysis of the recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, which
is detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data simply
stopped. Following careful examination and correlation of the various
sources of recorded information, it was concluded that this occurred
because the electrical power supply to the recorder had been interrupted
at 19:02:50 +- second." UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 37 "The analysis of
the cockpit voice recording, which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded
that there were valid signals available to the DVR when it stopped at
19:02.50 +- second because the power supply to the recorder was
interrupted. It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The wire that carried electrical power from the cockpit to the tape
recorder mounted in the rear of TWA Flight 800 ran down the right side
of he airplane. The wire that carried power to the flight data recorder ran
down the left side. Yet the two were severed within an instant, without
any warning." News Reports

Significance: Abrupt data loss to FDR matches four Boeing 747
hull ruptures in flight forward of the wing on the right side, AI
182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. One probable cause has

been confirmed, polyimide electrical system/wiring which caused
forward cargo door to open in flight.

To review:
1. NTSB and FAA state polyimide insulation wiring is being
investigated for failing in aging airliners in new study.
2. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800 had polyimide insulation
wiring.
3. NTSB recommendeds that aft cargo door wiring be inspected
in 'A 91-83.'
4. Recent airliner accident indicates wiring involved with
scorched insulation and smoke in the cockpit.
5. Recent airliner incident has forward cargo door opening and
strewing baggage outside.
6. Four Boeing 747s had sudden loud sound on the CVR and an
abrupt data loss to the FDR while having a hull rupture in flight
forward of the wing on the right side.
7. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the wing on the
right side.
8. Engine number three: Was on fire causing soot on blades, had
missing blades, threw out blade to impact behind on right
horizontal stabilizer, fire could have caused nearby center tank
explosion, and fod caused by ingesting baggage from adjacent
open cargo bay or metal skin from explosive decompression
from ruptured cargo door.
9. Bare wires found in TWA 800 cargo door area.
10 Bare wires found in UAL 811 cargo door area.
Recommendations:
1. Check cargo door area wiring for bare wire in early model
Boeing 747s.
2. Confirm TWA 800 door opened in flight by checking door

hinge, locking handle, viewing ports, and two midspan latches.
3. Meet, call, email citizen researcher to discuss evidence.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:33 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Fwd: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door
evidence. (3)

Date: Mon, 26 Oct 1998 10:39:07 -0800
To: Govmediamanpols
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door evidence. (3)
Cc:
Bcc:

X-Attachments:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
samfarr@mail.house.gov
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
James Oberstar
Member of Congress
2366 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-2308
oberstar@mail.house.gov

James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
sturnim@ntsb.gov
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov

Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
DICKINA@ntsb.gov

Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov

David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Tom.McSweeny@faa.dot.gov

Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W

Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Ronald.Wojnar@faa.dot.gov

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil.Schalekamp@faa.dot.gov

Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob.Breneman@faa.dot.gov

Russ Young
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group Communications
Russell.Young@PSS.Boeing.com

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com
Josh Kerns
Television Reporter
KOMO TV-Seattle
joshk@komotv.com
Jim McKenna
Reporter,
Aviation Week and Space Technology
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
110363.607@compuserve.com

Dear elected and appointed officials, manufacturer spokesman,
reporters, and attorney, 26 Oct 98

AAIB 2/90 PA 103

NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811
Actual UAL 811 door pieces after recovery showing rupture at

aft midspan latch area.

Significance:
Shape of explosive decompression zone of PA 103 generally
matches UAL 811.
TWA 800 wreckage:

Significance: Red paint marking are were there should only be
white. There is also white paint where there should be red. The
red paint markings only appear on the fuselage above the cargo
door area and indicate outward bulge of fuselage skin during
explosive decompression.
US Air Force photo of E4B, showing improper use of stepladder
on cargo door sill.

Lurid print media drawing of UAL 811.

Significance. High government officials, including the President,
fly in Boeing 747s with outward opening forward cargo doors.
The danger is real to officials, passengers, and crew.

To review:
1. Explosive decompression zone in Boeing 747s in flight at
forward cargo door have a distinctive shape and PA 103 matches
UAL 811.
2. Red paint markings above cargo door for TWA 800 indicate
explosive decompression.
3. There is a real danger to government officials who fly in E4B
or AF 1 to another inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight.
Recommendations:
1. Check cargo door area wiring for bare wire in early model
Boeing 747s.
2. Confirm TWA 800 door opened in flight by checking door
hinge, locking handle, viewing ports, and two midspan latches.
3. Meet, call, email citizen investigator to discuss evidence.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.

Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:33 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Fwd: Reelection/Oliver Stone TWA 800

Date: Mon, 2 Nov 1998 11:38:14 -0800
To: Govmediamanpols
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Reelection/Oliver Stone TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
samfarr@mail.house.gov
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg

Washington, DC 20510-0303
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
James Oberstar
Member of Congress
2366 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-2308
oberstar@mail.house.gov

James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
sturnim@ntsb.gov
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov

Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board

490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
DICKINA@ntsb.gov

Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov

David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager

National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Tom.McSweeny@faa.dot.gov

Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Ronald.Wojnar@faa.dot.gov

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100

1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil.Schalekamp@faa.dot.gov

Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob.Breneman@faa.dot.gov

Russ Young
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group Communications
Russell.Young@PSS.Boeing.com

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com
Josh Kerns
Television Reporter
KOMO TV-Seattle
joshk@komotv.com
Jim McKenna
Reporter,
Aviation Week and Space Technology
McGraw-Hill Companies

1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
110363.607@compuserve.com

Dear elected and appointed officials, manufacturer spokesman,
reporters, and attorney, 2 Nov 98
Tomorrow is election day for politicians. Senator McCain,
Congressmen Farr and Oberstar are up for reelection. Mr. Sam
Farr is the only one of the three I can vote for and will. Here's
why: http://www.corazon.com/farr12.html is the letter from Mr.
Farr to me giving permission to put NTSB Public Docket 516A
Exhibit 4A, Eyewitness Group Report, on my web site. It
represents to me Mr. Farr's understanding of public information
being public and respect for a citizen to actually publish that
information on a web site. It shows me that Mr. Farr actually
interacts with a citizen for a public safety matter, airline safety.
I hope Senator McCain is reelected from Arizona; I would vote
for him if I could and will for President if given the chance.
Oliver Stone is going to do a TV Special on the missile
explanation for TWA 800. I can debunk missile explanation in
every way. Streak, residue, and mystery radar blips can all be
explained. There was no missile shootdown of TWA 800. There
is no conspiracy, coverup or plot about TWA 800. As long as the
streak is not officially and satisfactorily explained, the missile
explanation will live in myth. That myth shall impugn the honor
of the US Navy forever as being a suspect in an accidental
shootdown. Wiring/cargo door satisfactorily explains the streak
phenomenon. It was not a missile but was the red-orange

reflection of the setting sun off a large shiny piece of fuselage
skin of TWA 800 as it started to disintegrate. The up and down
and level reported streaks can be explained to anyone with a
knowledge of 3D space and the perceived movements of objects
in it by a stationary ground observer.
NTSB also considered the shiny piece of metal reflecting
sunlight giving streak explanation:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from
the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a possibility that still
intrigues investigators, the second official said. " Aviation

Week, 10 March

1997.
NTSB has offered the wiring/cargo door explanation for a
probable cause for another high time 747 that suffered a hull
rupture forward of the wing on the right side leaving a sudden
loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt data loss to the FDR, UAL
811:
"The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable
cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe
cargo door in flight and the subsequent explosive decompression. The
door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or wiring in the door
control system which permitted electrical actuation of the door latches
toward the unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff. Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become unlatched after
being properly latched and locked. Also contributing to the accident was
a lack of timely corrective actions by Boeing and the FAA following a
1987 cargo door opening incident on a Pan Am B-747." NTSB AAR

92/02.
NTSB is not wacky to think the streak was reflected metal in

evening sun. NTSB was not wacky to offer wiring/cargo door
explanation for fatal 747 accident. NTSB was not wacky to put
AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 together in Chart 12 of
Sound Spectrum Study for Public Docket 516A because they
were so similar. NTSB was not wacky examining the wiring in
TWA 800 closely and finding bare wires in the cargo door area.
NTSB was not wacky to conduct a day of hearings on aging
airliners during which the problems of polyimide insulation type
wiring, PolyX, were made public. NTSB was not wacky to report
an engine stator blade embedded in the right horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB was not wacky to breakdown number 3 engine and
observe missing blades and soot.
Well, gentleman, I say: The PolyX wiring in TWA 800 probably
cracked in the cargo door area and caused the forward cargo door
to rupture in flight. The streak was a large shiny metal object
reflecting evening red-orange sunlight. The sudden loud sound
was the explosive decompression. The abrupt data loss was the
disruption of cables in the adjacent main equipment compartment
by the 'tremendous explosion' as described by UAL 811 crew
when forward cargo door ruptured/opened in flight. The ignition
source for the center tank explosion was the fodded on fire
number three engine.
Now, when I say conclusions based on NTSB facts and
conclusions, am I wacky? Am I so fringe that I do not warrant
the respect of a meeting in which I may present my data and
conclusions? Why do missile and HIRF and bomb and meteor
proponents all have their turns for investigation and I don't? Why
do officials duck me? What is so horrific about my data and
conclusions? It comes from NTSB, FAA, AAIB, TSB, and Indian
aviation authorities. Is it pride? Is it the 'Not Invented Here'
syndrome? Well, the wiring/cargo door explanation was invented

by NTSB; it is NTSB.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for a high time 747 that suffered
a hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side leaving a
sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt data loss to the
FDR is the NTSB explanation for UAL 811.
It's also my explanation for TWA 800, another high time 747 that
suffered a hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt data loss
to the FDR.
I again ask for some sort of dialogue with government aviation
safety officials regarding TWA 800. I offer face to face, email,
phone, or letter. I have been in a fatal night jet crash and I
understand the importance of action now.
Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
831 659 3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Retired US Army Major
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:29 AM PDT
To: McKennaJim
Subject: Photos of ruptures at midspan latches TWA 800

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Oberstar
Member of Congress
2366 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-2308
James Hall
Chairman,

National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.

Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Dear Officials,

Real NTSB evidence. The pictures above are of TWA 800
reconstruction by NTSB. They show the midspan latch areas of
the forward cargo door. The outward peeled skin, red paint

markings and petal shaped ruptures at both midspan latches are
clearly visible.
Real NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
Real NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have
suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have
been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology,
March 10, 1997 Issue.
Real NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the
recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and
was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking
mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the
closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the

lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Real NTSB Evidence Public Docket 516, Systems Exhibit 9A
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation.
Real FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT)
October 1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
Real Government and media Evidence: Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard

on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130

milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the
recording abruptly ended. " News Reports from Associated Press,
Reuters, major newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97 www.corazon.com

Gentlemen, the match is there. Four forward cargo doors have
ruptured in flight on four high time 747s and left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, severely
damaged number 3 engine, and all causes initially thought to
have been a bomb.
The implications are profound. But first, please, check the cargo
door area wiring, continue checking the fuel tank wiring, and
confirm TWA 800 as a ruptured cargo door event so that the
cause of the door rupture may be discovered and fixed.
If not a meeting, if not a telephone call, will you engage in an
email exchange with me? Is that too much to ask from citizen to
government official?
I welcome criticism, information, rebuttal, advice, and conjecture
about the cause of TWA 800 and others. My evidence I offer for
discussion are two photographs of the forward cargo door. There

is much to be seen in the photographs. <http://
www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowupphoto.html>

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:27 AM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: Photos of ruptures at midspan latches TWA 800

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861

John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Oberstar
Member of Congress
2366 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-2308
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Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter

Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board

490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,

Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Dear Officials,

Real NTSB evidence. The pictures above are of TWA 800
reconstruction by NTSB. They show the midspan latch areas of
the forward cargo door. The outward peeled skin, red paint
markings and petal shaped ruptures at both midspan latches are
clearly visible.
Real NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
Real NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have
suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have
been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft

popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology,
March 10, 1997 Issue.
Real NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the
recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and
was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking
mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the
closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Real NTSB Evidence Public Docket 516, Systems Exhibit 9A
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation.
Real FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT)
October 1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance

sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
Real Government and media Evidence: Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21

Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130
milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the
recording abruptly ended. " News Reports from Associated Press,
Reuters, major newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97 www.corazon.com

Gentlemen, the match is there. Four forward cargo doors have
ruptured in flight on four high time 747s and left a sudden loud

sound on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, severely
damaged number 3 engine, and all causes initially thought to
have been a bomb.
The implications are profound. But first, please, check the cargo
door area wiring, continue checking the fuel tank wiring, and
confirm TWA 800 as a ruptured cargo door event so that the
cause of the door rupture may be discovered and fixed.
If not a meeting, if not a telephone call, will you engage in an
email exchange with me? Is that too much to ask from citizen to
government official?
I welcome criticism, information, rebuttal, advice, and conjecture
about the cause of TWA 800 and others. My evidence I offer for
discussion are two photographs of the forward cargo door. There
is much to be seen in the photographs. <http://
www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowupphoto.html>

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.

US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:26 AM PDT
To: katherine_roome
Subject: Photos of ruptures at midspan latches TWA 800
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Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
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241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
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Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board

490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
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800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
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Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Dear Officials,

Real NTSB evidence. The pictures above are of TWA 800
reconstruction by NTSB. They show the midspan latch areas of
the forward cargo door. The outward peeled skin, red paint
markings and petal shaped ruptures at both midspan latches are

clearly visible.
Real NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
Real NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have
suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have
been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology,
March 10, 1997 Issue.
Real NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the
recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and
was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking
mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the
closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-

driving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Real NTSB Evidence Public Docket 516, Systems Exhibit 9A
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation.
Real FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT)
October 1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who
announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
Real Government and media Evidence: Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a

"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130
milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the

recording abruptly ended. " News Reports from Associated Press,
Reuters, major newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97 www.corazon.com

Gentlemen, the match is there. Four forward cargo doors have
ruptured in flight on four high time 747s and left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, severely
damaged number 3 engine, and all causes initially thought to
have been a bomb.
The implications are profound. But first, please, check the cargo
door area wiring, continue checking the fuel tank wiring, and
confirm TWA 800 as a ruptured cargo door event so that the
cause of the door rupture may be discovered and fixed.
If not a meeting, if not a telephone call, will you engage in an
email exchange with me? Is that too much to ask from citizen to
government official?
I welcome criticism, information, rebuttal, advice, and conjecture
about the cause of TWA 800 and others. My evidence I offer for
discussion are two photographs of the forward cargo door. There
is much to be seen in the photographs. <http://

www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowupphoto.html>

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:24 AM PDT
To: bhogan-publicintegrity.org
Subject: Photos of ruptures at midspan latches TWA 800
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241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
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Robert Francis II
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Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
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490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
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Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
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Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
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National Transportation Safety Board
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Washington, DC 20594
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Director, Aircraft Certification Service
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Washington D.C 20591
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Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
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Transport Airplane Directorate
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Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
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Renton, WA 98055-4056

Dear Officials,

Real NTSB evidence. The pictures above are of TWA 800
reconstruction by NTSB. They show the midspan latch areas of
the forward cargo door. The outward peeled skin, red paint
markings and petal shaped ruptures at both midspan latches are
clearly visible.
Real NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
Real NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have
suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have
been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the

second official said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology,
March 10, 1997 Issue.
Real NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the
recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and
was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking
mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the
closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Real NTSB Evidence Public Docket 516, Systems Exhibit 9A
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation.
Real FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT)
October 1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who

announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
Real Government and media Evidence: Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:

"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130
milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the
recording abruptly ended. " News Reports from Associated Press,
Reuters, major newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97 www.corazon.com

Gentlemen, the match is there. Four forward cargo doors have
ruptured in flight on four high time 747s and left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, severely

damaged number 3 engine, and all causes initially thought to
have been a bomb.
The implications are profound. But first, please, check the cargo
door area wiring, continue checking the fuel tank wiring, and
confirm TWA 800 as a ruptured cargo door event so that the
cause of the door rupture may be discovered and fixed.
If not a meeting, if not a telephone call, will you engage in an
email exchange with me? Is that too much to ask from citizen to
government official?
I welcome criticism, information, rebuttal, advice, and conjecture
about the cause of TWA 800 and others. My evidence I offer for
discussion are two photographs of the forward cargo door. There
is much to be seen in the photographs. <http://
www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowupphoto.html>

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer

Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:24 AM PDT
To: bhogan-publicintegrity.org
Subject: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door evidence. (2)
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Washington, DC 20594
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NTSB evidence. TWA 800 reconstructs pictures clearly show the

midspan latch areas of the forward cargo door. The outward
peeled skin, red paint markings and petal shaped ruptures at both
midspan latches are clearly visible. http://www.corazon.com/
Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html

Friday August 30 1996 7:24 AM EDT
Computer Simulation Pinpoints TWA Blast - NYT
NEW YORK (Reuter) - A computer simulation of the final
moments of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has placed the blast
that downed the plane in a small
site on the jet's right side, The New York Times reported Friday.
The simulation shows that almost everything in the first spray of
metal, luggage and other material blown from the plane came
from a confined area above and
ahead of the right wing.
Significance. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the
wing on the right side.

NTSB explanation: 'Probable Cause
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.'
NTSB AAR 92/02
NTSB missile debunking: 'NTSB investigators have suggested
unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have been light
reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from

the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said.' Aviation Week and Space Technology, March 10, 1997
Issue.
NTSB admission of error and correcting it.: Before the recovery
of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the door locking
mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior to the
accident flight to the extent that the door could have been closed
and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door was not
fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and was
supported by the evidence available at the time. However, upon
examination of the door, the damage to the locking mechanism
did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence indicated
that the latch cams had been backdriven from the closed position
into a nearly open position after the door had been closed and
locked. The latch cams had been driven into the lock sectors that
deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-driving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. From NTSB/AAR-92/02.
Significance: NTSB made a mistake about probable cause and
corrected it.

NTSB, AAIB, TSB Evidence:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew

made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 "It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case." UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:

NTSB public Docket:The recording appeared to
terminate very abruptly with a very loud sound. This
termination did not appear to be preceded by any

event or events on the recording. Both of these areas
were the subject of further examination.
Significance: A rare event has been matched, sudden loud sound
on CVR at event time, to four Boeing 747s, all of which had a
hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side. One probable
cause has been confirmed, polyimide electrical system/wiring
which caused forward cargo door to open in flight.

NTSB AAR 92/02 describing normal door operation: "Normally, the
cargo doors are operated electrically by means of a switch located on the
exterior of the fuselage, just forward of the door opening. The switch
controls the opening and closing and the latching of the door. If at any
time the switch is released, the switch will return to a neutral position,
power is removed from all actuators, and movement of the actuators
ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the "closed"
position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door moves toward the
closed position. After the door has reached the near closed position, the
hook position switch transfers the electrical control power to the pull- in
hook actuator, and the cargo door is brought to the closed position by the
pull-in hooks. When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position,
the hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch actuator.
The latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the lower
portion of the door, around the eight latch pins, attached to the lower
door sill. At the same time, the two midspan latch cams, located on the
sides of the door rotate around the two midspan latch pins located on the
sides of the door frame. When the eight latch cams and the two midspan cams reach their fully closed position, electrical power is removed

from the latch actuator by the latch-closed switch. This completes the
electrically powered portion of the door closing operation. The door can
also be operated in the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors across the
latch cams. These are manually moved in place across the open mouth
of each of the eight lower cams through mechanical linkages to the
master latch lock handle. The position of the lock sectors is indicated
indirectly by noting visually the closed position of the two pressure
relief doors located on the upper section of each cargo door. The
pressure relief doors are designed to relieve any residual pressure
differential before the cargo doors are opened after landing, and to
prevent pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are
mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This final
procedure also actuates the master latch
lock switch, removing electrical control power from the opening and
closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo door
warning light through a switch located on one of the pressure relief
doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by reversing the above
procedure."

NTSB email to reporter:
Your proposed article is incorrect First of all, Senator McCain did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no physical
evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo door
came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary. As

stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which, of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform crushing
damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the fuselage and
up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the airplane
(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing 747,
he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold the door
closed.
We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their own
extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr. Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing such an
article.

If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact
us.
Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82,
Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower
lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching cams
remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along
the lower door sill."

Significance: NTSB appears to be unclear on the concept of
'latch' 'latching cam' 'centering guide' and 'pull-in hooks' for the
forward cargo door, a complex device using mechanical and
electrical means to open and close. Midspan latches 'latch. Pull in
hook 'pull in', and centering guide 'aligns. The two midspan
latches are missing. It can not accurately be said that the forward
cargo door was all latched and all intact until water impact
without that missing evidence to examine.

NTSB Public Docket 516S: Systems Exhibit 9A, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570
and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core
conductor when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the
aft end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks
found."
NTSB public docket 516A: 1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report page 44, 45, 46:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.

B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.

NTSB Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had
three in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of
arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA
800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the raceway
below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing spar.
NTSB AAR 92/02:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from
plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle
clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on
the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch position for UAL 811 as
described in NTSB AAR 92/02.

FAA action: Web posted at: 5:34 p.m. EDT (2134 GMT) October
1, 1998
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Inspections of electrical and other
systems of older aircraft are too general and their maintenance
sometimes haphazard, according to federal officials, who

announced a new safety effort Thursday targeting older aircraft.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel
were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New
York. The airplane was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights
between Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had
accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the
occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle between
the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket and
standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as
well as the damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.

SEATTLE (October 21, 1998 2:08 p.m. EDT http://
www.nandotimes.com) -- Boeing Co. officials say they're
evaluating whether defective wiring components in some
jetliners will cause new delays on the company's production
lines. A Burndy block is an electrical connector that splices
together wiring, Wolf Glende, chief engineer for 777 systems,
said Wednesday.
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration recommended that the insulation of almost all of
the world's 12,000 passenger jets be replaced because new tests
are likely to find that it can catch fire when exposed to high heat,
the Washington Post reported Thursday.
Crash probe reveals flaw Wiring flaw in crash probe
by Chuck Taylor and James V. Grimaldi
Seattle Times staff reporters
In thoroughly examining 747s after the TWA Flight 800 disaster,
federal investigators have discovered the potential for an
electrical problem inside fuel tanks that could - under what
Boeing considers extraordinary circumstances - lead to an
explosion.
Boeing plans to urge airlines to inspect older-model 747s and
replace an outdated component in some tanks, although the
company calls the chance for danger astronomically remote.
Tiny punctures in wire insulation, found inside an old, out-ofservice 747-100, are the first hard evidence of a potential
problem inside a tank that engineers have designed to be
virtually spark-proof. Crash probe reveals flaw Wiring flaw in
crash probe
Another NTSB theory comes into play here. For months,
investigators have been considering the possibility that a short

circuit outside the tank could enable high-voltage current from
another system to arc into the lower-voltage fuel-measuring
circuit.
Wires from various systems are bundled together on jetliners,
and chafed insulation on high-voltage and lower-voltage wires
could enable such a short circuit.
Significance: Four Boeing 747s that had hull ruptures in flight
forward of the wing on the right side and all had polyimide
insulated wiring with one conclusive cause being electrical/
wiring causing forward cargo door to open inflight. Bare wires
were found in cargo door area of TWA 800. Bare wires were
found in the cargo door area of UAL 811.

October 15, 1998 BY TOM HENRY BLADE STAFF WRITER
A U.S. Airways flight that left Toledo Express Airport with 20
passengers on board turned around in midair Tuesday night and
went back to the airport for an unscheduled landing after the pilot
felt unusual vibrations.
The Federal Aviation Administration said the problem was
related to a luggage compartment door being ajar.
Flight 7002, a DC-9 scheduled to go from Toledo to Pittsburgh
with a 12-minute stop along the way in Akron, landed safely at
8:27 p.m. at Toledo Express, where it had taken off a half-hour
earlier, officials said.
A right front baggage door wasn't properly closed. It popped
open when the plane landed, strewing luggage across the runway,
David Castelveter, U.S. Airways spokesman, said.
No one was hurt. The FAA is investigating whether the problem
was related to human or mechanical error, Don Zochert, agency
spokesman, said.

Mr. Castelveter said the pilot made the decision to turn around
after determining there was a problem with the cargo door.
The door was in an open, latched position, ``indicating the door
was never closed before the aircraft taxied out and took off,''
according to a report filed by the Toledo-Lucas County Port
Authority's airport police and fire unit.
NTSB Docket Number SA-516, TWA 800 Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory
Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that parts were initially
shed from the area just forward of the wing."

Significance: The forward cargo door is forward of the wing on
the right side and continue to open inadvertently on airliners.

NTSB Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the
horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper
honeycomb surface near the outboard trailing edge
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan blades
had impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the
impact damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft
body impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body

impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."

Significance: Probably on fire Fodded engine number three was
mystery igniton source for center tank explosion.

NTSB: United Airlines Flight 811:
"However, the decompression event caused a data loss of approximately
2 1/2 seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values
appeared valid with the exception of the pitch and roll parameters.
Lateral acceleration showed a sharp increase immediately following the
decompression. Vertical acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change just
after the decompression and a slight increase as the airplane began its
descent." NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en route
from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a
sudden loud sound. The sound continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then
almost immediately, the line from the cockpit area microphone to the
cockpit voice recorder at the rear of the pressure cabin was most
probably broken. This was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder." Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
21 "When synchronized with other recordings it was determined, within
the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR stopped
recording simultaneously with the CVR." "Irregular signals were
observed over the last 0.27 inches of the DFDR tape. Laboratory tests
indicated that the irregular signals most likely occurred as a result of the
recorder being subjected to sharp angular accelerations about the lateral
axis of the recorder, causing rapid changes in tape speed over the record
head." Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 22
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The analysis of the recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, which
is detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data simply

stopped. Following careful examination and correlation of the various
sources of recorded information, it was concluded that this occurred
because the electrical power supply to the recorder had been interrupted
at 19:02:50 +- second." UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 37 "The analysis of
the cockpit voice recording, which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded
that there were valid signals available to the DVR when it stopped at
19:02.50 +- second because the power supply to the recorder was
interrupted. It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The wire that carried electrical power from the cockpit to the tape
recorder mounted in the rear of TWA Flight 800 ran down the right side
of he airplane. The wire that carried power to the flight data recorder ran
down the left side. Yet the two were severed within an instant, without
any warning." News Reports

Significance: Abrupt data loss to FDR matches four Boeing 747
hull ruptures in flight forward of the wing on the right side, AI
182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. One probable cause has
been confirmed, polyimide electrical system/wiring which caused
forward cargo door to open in flight.

To review:
1. NTSB and FAA state polyimide insulation wiring is being
investigated for failing in aging airliners in new study.
2. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800 had polyimide insulation
wiring.
3. NTSB recommendeds that aft cargo door wiring be inspected
in 'A 91-83.'
4. Recent airliner accident indicates wiring involved with
scorched insulation and smoke in the cockpit.

5. Recent airliner incident has forward cargo door opening and
strewing baggage outside.
6. Four Boeing 747s had sudden loud sound on the CVR and an
abrupt data loss to the FDR while having a hull rupture in flight
forward of the wing on the right side.
7. TWA 800 had hull rupture in flight forward of the wing on the
right side.
8. Engine number three: Was on fire causing soot on blades, had
missing blades, threw out blade to impact behind on right
horizontal stabilizer, fire could have caused nearby center tank
explosion, and fod caused by ingesting baggage from adjacent
open cargo bay or metal skin from explosive decompression
from ruptured cargo door.
9. Bare wires found in TWA 800 cargo door area.
10 Bare wires found in UAL 811 cargo door area.
Recommendations:
1. Check cargo door area wiring for bare wire in early model
Boeing 747s.
2. Confirm TWA 800 door opened in flight by checking door
hinge, locking handle, viewing ports, and two midspan latches.
3. Meet, call, email citizen researcher to discuss evidence.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:03:24 AM PDT
To: bhogan-publicintegrity.org
Subject: Photos of TWA 800/wiring/cargo door evidence. (3)
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AAIB 2/90 PA 103

NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811
Actual UAL 811 door pieces after recovery showing rupture at
aft midspan latch area.

Significance:
Shape of explosive decompression zone of PA 103 generally
matches UAL 811.
TWA 800 wreckage:

Significance: Red paint marking are were there should only be
white. There is also white paint where there should be red. The
red paint markings only appear on the fuselage above the cargo
door area and indicate outward bulge of fuselage skin during
explosive decompression.
US Air Force photo of E4B, showing improper use of stepladder
on cargo door sill.

Lurid print media drawing of UAL 811.

Significance. High government officials, including the President,
fly in Boeing 747s with outward opening forward cargo doors.
The danger is real to officials, passengers, and crew.

To review:
1. Explosive decompression zone in Boeing 747s in flight at
forward cargo door have a distinctive shape and PA 103 matches
UAL 811.
2. Red paint markings above cargo door for TWA 800 indicate
explosive decompression.
3. There is a real danger to government officials who fly in E4B
or AF 1 to another inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight.
Recommendations:
1. Check cargo door area wiring for bare wire in early model
Boeing 747s.
2. Confirm TWA 800 door opened in flight by checking door
hinge, locking handle, viewing ports, and two midspan latches.
3. Meet, call, email citizen investigator to discuss evidence.

Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 28, 1956 10:01:28 AM GMT-07:00
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Please Forward to Mr. Byron Acohido in Alaska

Dear Byron, not shill but you were duped by 'bernie.'
"Big John turned to Sam with a teardrop in his eye, Said Sam
you're lookin' at a lonely lonely man, I'd trade all the gold that's
buried in this land, for one small band of gold to place on sweet
little Jennie's hand." North to Alaska, Johnny Horton.
After reviewing the email below which triggered my
characterization of 'shill' for accepting on face value the
statements of officials, I now can show you why you were duped
by 'Bernie Loeb."
In testimony at the public hearing Mr. Wildey of NTSB explains

how the pieces from cargo door area were really found in the 'red
zone' and then administratively called 'yellow zone', to make the
center tank explanation fit. Is 'tamper' too strong a word for that
mislabeling evidence on purpose? First things off the plane came
from forward of the wing and cargo bay area, according to NTSB
exhibits.
Red paint smears above door of TWA 800 match in principle the
UAL 811 door transferring paint above door when it slammed
upward.
Then note there are ten latches not eight. The two midspan have
no locking sectors so could not be fixed by AD after UAL 811.
The aft midspan latch show evidence of rupture in NTSB
reconstruction photo. The door was not all latched and all intact
as you were told. Only eight of ten checked, that's not all or
conclusive. And FAA official agrees evidence shows outward
explosion at cargo door area. I know you know about 747 cargo
door because you know about UAL 811. Ten latches not eight.
They never checked the two midspan and they are missing on the
wreckage reconstruction.
And, Byron, it's bigger than cargo door opening. It went to
wiring causing door motor to turn on, to moisture getting on bad
poly x wiring to give shorts and fires in 747 cargo holds to 767
having wiring fires, to 737 having fluid in electrical connector
giving uncommanded yaw movements.
So, 737 rudder and 747 cargo door are connected and it's
electrical shorts on moisture on frayed wiring.
I wanted to show you that

'All locks and latches were found in proper positions.'
is not correct, you were duped by Loeb, and
'door was found in
the red zone was incorrect. It was found in the yellow zone,'
is not correct, door is in many pieces and some stayed with the
nose and some didn't and landed in red zone and later changed to
yellow and blamed the divers, you were misled by Loeb.
It upsets me when investigative reporters of repute are put off
with incorrect, misleading replies to your direct questions about
cargo door.
By the way, there is much more corroborative evidence of door
opening inflight, including a stator blade found in the right
horizontal stabilizer, right behind engine number three. Yet P&W
were not made a party to the investigation so no power plant
report release. No enging data released about TWA 800.
It's not right and 747 and 737 problems need you to sort it out.
The link is electrical.

Cheers,
Barry

Byron Acohido of Seattle Times:
"I, in fact, did grill several sources very hard about the forward
cargo

door evidence, including Bernie Loeb. Unless everyone involved
is
lying, (an assumption you'll no doubt make) there is nothing on
the
cargo door that indicates it came loose and was the initiating
event.
All locks and latches were found in proper positions.
According to Bernie Loeb, early information that the door was
found in
the red zone was incorrect. It was found in the yellow zone,
along with
all major parts of the forward fuselage section."
Well, you see, that's not true now. All locks and all latches were
not found in the proper position. I know that for sure; only eight
of ten were checked according to Mr. Breneman and Mr. Wildey.
Pieces of the door and local area were found in the red zone and
changed in status administratively after the fact. Mr. Wildey
explained why that happened.
Mr. Neil Schalekamp of FAA, "While no one scenario has been
categorically proven to the the cause, it is believed, based upon
available data, that the center tank (CWT) explosion preceded
any separation of the forward cargo door. The paint markings and
structural deformation that you cite, do indicate an outward
explosion, generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of
the CWT. Furthermore, you mentioned that the forward cargo
door was recovered a considerable distance from the rest of the
structure. This could be due to its aerodynamic characteristics
and prevailing winds at the time of the accident, rather than
attributing this as the primary cause of the accident."

Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit 15C, Section 41/42, Forward Cargo
Door, dated 22 April 1997, with Mr. Al Dickinson, AS-10, listed
as investigator and Mr. Wildey as author, states, "Examination of
the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the
door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of the
door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
Mr. Wildey's testimony at public hearing: "This
was brought to our attention, and the reason that we
examined this was that three of the four nose landing
doors had a red tag and were recovered from the
earliest part of the debris field and, similarly,
around the nose landing gear area there were some
fuselage pieces that were recovered that had a red tag
on it and were supposedly recovered from the red ‹‹ the
red ‹‹ earliest debris field.
Of course it became a very distinct question,
well, what happened up there, how did these pieces, the
fuselage pieces in the doors get into the red zone?
Well, our group took this as a task to look at. We
made a report on it and we determined that, for
example, on the doors themselves that, yes, those doors
apparently did come off the airplane.
They had a lack of damage on them that was
consistent with early departure. We developed some
hypotheses and scenarios that could allow the doors to
depart from the airplane very early in the sequence,
and it is consistent with the factual observations we
have made.
so, for the doors we said, yes, it appears as
though we have a sequence that could account for the
doors to come off early, and we also examined the
fuselage pieces right around there that had red tags on

them, and we looked at all the features we could find,
and for the fuselage pieces around there we said we
find no physical evidence to suggest that those
particular pieces actually departed the airplane early
on in the sequence.
I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated
as yellow zone parts because we donÕt find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field.
Just as a side note, I am aware that the tags
on those particular fuselage pieces from around the
nose area are the so‹called 2,000 series tags, and that
is not my area of expertise, but these are the ‹‹ these
tags had some questions about their pedigree, if you
will.
But, that is really not our concern. We are
saying, and our group said that we donÕt believe those are red
zone parts and we would treat those as yellow
zone parts for the purposes of analyzing the break‹up
sequence."
09:01 AM ET 02/24/98Rudder system not cause of 737 accidents
- Boeing By Suzanne McElligott SINGAPORE, Feb 24
(Reuters) - Boeing Co. said Tuesday that apart of its 737
aircraft's rudder systems recently called intoquestion by British
authorities could not have been involved inany unexplained
accidents. Britain called on Boeing last week to make urgent
designmodifications after a leak near the rudder system was
identifiedby a government investigation board as the cause of an
incidentin 1995. In a written statement given to Reuters in
response to aquery at the Singapore Aerospace show, the

company said:``Boeing believes the incident was isolated and
that this issuecould not have been involved in any unsolved
airplaneaccidents.'' Britain's Air Accident Investigation Board
(AAIB) had saidthat in a test flight of a 17-year-old 737 in 1995
over southernEngland, an unidentified liquid seeped into the
plane'selectrical and equipment bay, affecting the yaw damper,
whichcontrols rudder movements.

That caused the aircraft to roll uncontrollably from side to side
for seven minutes, according to the report. The pilot regained
control only after descending to 7,500feet (2,300 meters) from
20,000 feet (6,100 meters).

The AAIB report called on Boeing and the U.S. FederalAviation
Administration (FAA) to take quick steps to ensuresimilar
incidents did not occur. The report said the location of the bay
-- beneath the cabinfloor in the area of aircraft doors, galleys and
toilets --``made it vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety
ofsources.'' The particular electrical connection suspected in
the 737incident had not been overhauled in the 17-year life of
theBritish Airways Plc jet, and the AAIB said in its
report``considerable buildup of products of corrosion
andelectrolysis'' was found. The AAIB recommended the 737's
instruction manual bereviewed to ensure it contained clear
instructions for spottingevidence of fluid leaks during routine
maintenance. Boeing said as soon as it received the report, it
chartereda team comprising the FAA, AAIB, airlines and other
interestedparties to review the issue. ``The team has developed
several recommendations, and Boeinghas informed customers
that it is working on a Service Bulletinto address the issue. The
Service Bulletin should be completedand released in mid-1998.''

The Boeing statement said the 1995 incident involvedyawdamper oscillations, ``and a yaw-damper malfunction
canproduce a rudder input of no more than four degrees.'' ``A
yaw-damper malfunction will not affect safety-of-flightand easily
is controllable by the flight crew,'' it said. Uncontrolled rudder
movement was suspected to have played arole in the crashes of
two 737s in the United States. ^REUTERS@
Docket No.
SA-516, Exhibit No. 22B, Trajectory Study Supporting Material,
page 45 in
faded numbers and page 30 in dark numbers. (Encl 17) Among
all the charts
of pieces of the plane coming off and when, there is one chart
that shows
the first to go, that is page 30 chart, Forward cargo door
trajectories.
The first item is A489, fwd lower cargo bay struct, FS 900. That
item left
even before the last ASR radar beacon to Islip radar. The next
item to go
before anything else in the entire plane is A470, R fwd lower
cargo bay
struct, FS 820. There are five other forward cargo bay structures
which are
plotted and leave soon thereafter. On dark page number 29 lower
frame
stringer 40L-42R is shown to leave very early.
The overall appraisal was made by Docket Number SA-516,
Exhibit No. 22A,
Trajectory Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that
parts were

initially shed from the area just forward of the wing."
There is another interesting observation in an exhibit: Docket
No. SA-516,
Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page 33: "5.1
Horizontal
Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal stabilizer
are
sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine section, and
glitter."
On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator
blade from turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the
outboard trailing edge
Engine number three is on the right side inboard and would be
the engine to
throw off a stator blade to penetrate the right horizontal
stabilizer.
Engine number four is too far outboard of stabilizer. The left side
stabilizer had no such engine part penetration.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: October 23, 2008 7:37:20 AM PDT
To: MICHAEL SLEE <mikeslee@flash.net>
Subject: Good documentary subject, controversial, against
conventional wisdom, but then all good documentaries do
that.

Dear Mr. Slee, Thursday, October 23, 2008 at 7:36 AM

The shorted wiring/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive

decompression/inflight breakup explanation for PA 103, AI 182,
UAL 811, and TWA 800.

www.ntsb.org
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
831 659 3552
831 392 5013
www.ntsb.org
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
From: help.news@news.com.au <help.news@news.com.au>
Date: July 25, 2008 8:54:53 PM PDT
To: barry@johnbarrysmith.com <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Story Comment Published

Your comment has been published:
Similar but not exact events: And remember UAL 811.
www.ntsb.org
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
To view your comment online go to: http://www.news.com.au/
heraldsun/comments/0,,24076801-662,00.html
Please note the Editor may have slightly edited your comment to

be suitable for publishing.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: July 25, 2008 10:15:34 AM PDT
To: rfenner@bloomberg.net
Subject: Don't forget UAL 811, another explosive
decompression in a Boeing 747

www.ntsb.org
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
831 659 3552
www.ntsb.org
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: "LING, DOLLY" <DLING@lawa.org>
Date: February 4, 2008 8:29:51 AM PST
To: <mary.hanson@oig.dot.gov>, <steve.chealander@ntsb.org>

Subject: Causative Factor Study of Runway Incursions at
LAX

<<Los Angeles World.tif>>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 18, 2007 9:21:00 AM PDT
To: dgates@seattletimes.com
Subject: More on Boeing

http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
From: Google Alerts <googlealerts-noreply@google.com>
Date: March 25, 2007 11:53:10 PM PDT
To: barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Subject: Google Alert - wiring cargo door explosive
decompression

Google Web Alert for: wiring cargo door
explosive decompression

Inadvertent Opening door
Boeing 747 crash TWA 800
Air India 182 ...
Poly-X wire bundle which held
cargo door motor on power
was chafed by the ...
Explosive decompression
and rupture of forward cargo
door area when aft ...

This as-it-happens Google Alert is brought to you by Google.
Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.

From: "Ricardo Valencia Valencia" <ricardovalp@gmail.com>
Date: May 31, 2006 8:50:25 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@qp6.com>
Subject: page 4

This is the page that you asked for.
Ricardo Valencia

Content-Type: image/jpeg; name="05 pendiente.jpg"
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="05 pendiente.jpg"
X-Attachment-Id: f_envv0crj
Attachment converted: NewMaster:05 pendiente.jpg (JPEG/

ÇICÈ) (00174047)
From: "Ricardo Valencia Valencia" <ricardovalp@gmail.com>
Date: May 31, 2006 8:04:32 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@qp6.com>
Subject: Re: Send missing page, page 4 of report.

I will send you the page 4 in a few minutes. Bye
Ricardo Valencia

From: "Ricardo Valencia Valencia" <ricardovalp@gmail.com>
Date: May 30, 2006 8:17:07 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@qp6.com>
Subject: Re: Question number three

Thanks for reply me. I think i asked you in a wrong way my
question, a lenguage issue. You told me that the FDR and VCR,
when a crash ocurres, send a signal, that's the reason the
authorities recover them. Is there a difference betwenn the
signals of the FDR and the VCR? And what's the difference? Do
the authorities know that the signal they are receiving come from
a FDR o a VCR?
Sorry for bother you
Ricardo Valencia

From: "Ricardo Valencia Valencia" <ricardovalp@gmail.com>
Date: May 30, 2006 7:18:38 AM PDT

To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@qp6.com>
Subject: Question number three

Hi, Barry i got another question. is there a difference between the
sounds of the FDR and the VCR? In other topic, I would like to
know if you hva read the document I sent you. Whado do you
think about it? everything is fine? nothings wrong? I'll apreciate
yoru reply.
Best Regards...
Ricardo Valencia

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: January 21, 2006 7:37:34 PM PST
To: backtalk@motherjones.com
Subject: Backtalk: Flight Risk

Regarding Boeing manufacturing unsafe aircraft and hiding the
fact:
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
Click on Smith AARS for Air India Flight 182Pan Am Flight
103TWA Flight 800.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA, 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com

From: Air Data Research <reports@airsafety.com>
Date: November 9, 2005 12:44:20 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <safety@ntsb.org>
Subject: Re: Airsafety.Com Information Report, 8 November
2005

At 11/9/05 01:47 PM, you wrote:
At 1:43 PM -0600 11/9/05, Air Data Research wrote:
This is a sample issue of the Air Data Research airsafety.com
Information Report and your invitation to receive a
complementary subscription. To enter your subscription, simply
reply to this message and include your name, job title, company
name and email address.

John Barry Smith
ceo, internetpagepublishing.com
safety@ntsb.org
I'm happy to add you to our e-letter distribution list. Hope you
find it useful.
One of the primary purposes of our newsletter is to notify our
friends and clients of the release/revision of aviation
investigation reports by agencies around the world. Our hope is
to not only improve the dissemination of the lessons learned, but
to also notify report users of revisions as they occur.
However our specialty is researching similar occurrences for
parties to aviation accident investigations such as manufacturers,
underwriters and others with a legitimate professional interest in
the investigation. To facilitate our work, we have accumulated in
excess of one and one-half million records of aviation accidents,

incidents and mechanical difficulties compiled by various civil
and military agencies around the world. In addition, we have the
flight operations, maintenance and database expertise to retrieve
all relevant records.
I welcome you as a reader of our newsletter and hope you'll call
on us any time we may be of assistance. Please be sure to add
this email address to your address book or "whitelist" to insure
your spam filter or firewall will allow delivery of our newsletters.
Best,
John

****************************************************
****
John Eakin - Air Data Research
9865 Tower View, Helotes, Texas 78023
210-695-2204 - Fax 210-695-2301
jeakin@airsafety.com - www.airsafety.com
****************************************************
****

From: "Airliners.net Newsletter" <DailyNews@airliners.net>
Date: December 7, 2004 6:04:27 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Airliners.net Daily Aviation News

Reply-To: "Airliners.net Newsletter" <DailyNews@airliners.net>
Good morning,
Here are the Airliners.net aviation headlines for
December 07:
This newsletter is for Airliners.net First Class Members
only. If you are not a First Class Member, you can sign
up here.
You can always access this newsletter from anywhere via
the following address: http://www.airliners.net/news/
newsletter.main

News from United States
1,000 Canadian Airport Uniforms Disappear
KFWB Radio, L.A. - Internation... (US) [More from source], posted 12
hours 20 min 40 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air China Gets Approval To List In London, Hong
Kong
Nasdaq - Global Markets (US) [More from source], posted 5 hours 55
min 56 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air China Gets OK to List Shares in London
Forbes - Business - Healthcare (US) [More from source], posted 3
hours 42 min 19 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air China Signs USD$1.3 Billion Airbus Deal
Airwise - Airline News (US) [More from source], posted 23 hours 58
min 12 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air crash victim 'going to be OK'
Billings Gazette, Montana (US) [More from source], posted 5 hours
11 min 54 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air France Jet Makes Unscheduled Landing
San Luis Obispo, California - ... (US) [More from source], posted 21
hours 13 min 55 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air France jet makes unscheduled landing
SILive, New York - Internation... (US) [More from source], posted 20

Air crash victim 'going to be OK'
Billings Gazette, Montana (US) [More from source], posted 5 hours
11 min 54 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air France Jet Makes Unscheduled Landing
San Luis Obispo, California - ... (US) [More from source], posted 21
hours 13 min 55 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air France jet makes unscheduled landing
SILive, New York - Internation... (US) [More from source], posted 20
hours 55 min 12 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air France KLM November Traffic Up
Airwise - Airline News (US) [More from source], posted 1 hour 9 min
0 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air France plane makes unscheduled landing in
Athens
CBS2, New York - News - World ... (US) [More from source], posted
21 hours 10 min 36 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air France plane makes unscheduled landing in
Athens
San Diego Union-Tribune, Calif... (US) [More from source], posted 18
hours 48 min 15 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Air France-KLM Nov Passenger Traffic Up 4.2% Vs
Year-Ago
iWon (US) [More from source], posted 4 hours 5 min 45 sec ago.
[Find similar stories]

Airbus in Air China Deal
The Street - Latest News (US) [More from source], posted 20 hours
36 min 40 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airline appealing court ruling
WMTW, Maine - Local News (US) [More from source], posted 21
hours 45 min 37 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airline Passenger Pat-Down Screening Comes
Under Scrutiny
Voice of America News - USA (US) [More from source], posted 19
hours 45 min 13 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airlines Bridle Under New US Fedl Security
Directive-Time
Dow Jones Newswires (US) [More from source], posted 4 hours 57
min 25 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airline appealing court ruling
WMTW, Maine - Local News (US) [More from source], posted 21
hours 45 min 37 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airline Passenger Pat-Down Screening Comes
Under Scrutiny
Voice of America News - USA (US) [More from source], posted 19
hours 45 min 13 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airlines Bridle Under New US Fedl Security
Directive-Time
Dow Jones Newswires (US) [More from source], posted 4 hours 57
min 25 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airlines' backers get tougher on industry
Houston Chronicle, Texas (US) [More from source], posted 6 hours
16 min 34 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airlines' lenders tighten screws
Seattle Post-Intelligencer - B... (US) [More from source], posted 7
hours 37 min 44 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airport buying land for parking
Albany Times Union, New York (US) [More from source], posted 2
hours 41 min 0 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airport expansion decision put off until January
Minneapolis Star Tribune, Minn... (US) [More from source], posted 11
hours 11 min 5 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airport gets FAA safety award
The Green Bay News-Chronicle, ... (US) [More from source], posted 4
hours 25 min 50 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airport is on growth path
Glenwood Springs Post Independ... (US) [More from source], posted
1 hour 55 min 10 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airport plans
The Naperville Sun, Illinois (US) [More from source], posted 22 hours
32 min 11 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airport Security Screeners Too Revealing?
First Coast News, Florida (US) [More from source], posted 8 hours 4
min 30 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airport service to go outside U.S.
Rockford Register Star, Illino... (US) [More from source], posted 4

Airport plans
The Naperville Sun, Illinois (US) [More from source], posted 22 hours
32 min 11 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airport Security Screeners Too Revealing?
First Coast News, Florida (US) [More from source], posted 8 hours 4
min 30 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airport service to go outside U.S.
Rockford Register Star, Illino... (US) [More from source], posted 4
hours 57 min 31 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Airport Worker Killed By De-Icing Truck
TheBostonChannel.com, Massachu... (US) [More from source],
posted 19 min 53 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

America Supports You: Airline...
Military.com (US) [More from source], posted 1 hour 5 min 55 sec
ago. [Find similar stories]

America West pondering bid for ATA Airlines
Bizjournals (US) [More from source], posted 20 hours 50 min 45 sec
ago. [Find similar stories]

American adds flights to Ireland
Daily Southtown, Illinois - Bu... (US) [More from source], posted 16
min 50 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

American Airlines Invites You to 'Go to the Snow'
With Great Low Fares to Ski Destinations
AMR Corporation (US) [More from source], posted 14 hours 12 min
51 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

American plans new O'Hare-Dublin flights
Chicago Sun-Times - Business (US) [More from source], posted 2
hours 32 min 51 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Another airline eyes Pease
Nashua Daily Telegraph, New Ha... (US) [More from source], posted
17 min 56 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Apple, American Eagle and Autodesk may have a
tough time improving on their 2004 surges.
TheStreet.com (US) [More from source], posted 55 min 19 sec ago.
[Find similar stories]

ARINSO International to Implement New HR
System for Finnair

Another airline eyes Pease
Nashua Daily Telegraph, New Ha... (US) [More from source], posted
17 min 56 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Apple, American Eagle and Autodesk may have a
tough time improving on their 2004 surges.
TheStreet.com (US) [More from source], posted 55 min 19 sec ago.
[Find similar stories]

ARINSO International to Implement New HR
System for Finnair
HRO Today (US) [More from source], posted 23 hours 35 min 16 sec
ago. [Find similar stories]

ATA Airlines Ending 40 Local Jobs
The Tampa Tribune, Florida - M... (US) [More from source], posted 9
hours 42 min 32 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

ATA expects 40 local layoffs
St. Petersburg Times, Florida (US) [More from source], posted 3
hours 43 min 24 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings, Inc. Announces $60
Million Revolving Credit Facility; Four-Year Term
with Potential One-Year Renewals
Lycos Finance - News (US) [More from source], posted 13 hours 2
min 39 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings, Inc. Announces $60
Million Revolving Credit Facility; Four-Year Term
with Potential One-Year Renewals
Insurance News Net (Press Rele... (US) [More from source], posted
11 hours 37 min 52 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Authorities Search Airport After Illegal Item Found
In Passenger's Bag
NBC 4, Southern California - N... (US) [More from source], posted 17
hours 38 min 47 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Balloon cuts power to airport, 900 homes
The Sacramento Bee, California (US) [More from source], posted 23
hours 41 min 37 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Baritones join chorus of complaint on airport
screening
Minneapolis Star Tribune, Minn... (US) [More from source], posted 22
hours 51 min 37 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Balloon cuts power to airport, 900 homes
The Sacramento Bee, California (US) [More from source], posted 23
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hour 0 min 41 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

In November, the total number of passengers in
Copenhagen Airport increased by 6.4%
HUGIN Online (Press Release) (DK) [More from source], posted 3
hours 33 min 15 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Pertra Awarded Licenses in Offshore Norway APA
Round
HUGIN Online (Press Release) (DK) [More from source], posted 20
hours 21 min 6 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Fred. Olsen Energy ASA - Sale of subsidiary
HUGIN Online (Press Release) (DK) [More from source], posted 1
hour 0 min 41 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

In November, the total number of passengers in
Copenhagen Airport increased by 6.4%
HUGIN Online (Press Release) (DK) [More from source], posted 3
hours 33 min 15 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Pertra Awarded Licenses in Offshore Norway APA
Round
HUGIN Online (Press Release) (DK) [More from source], posted 20
hours 21 min 6 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Singapore
Air India, Indian Bank Offer New Scheme to Visit
Singapore
Yahoo! Singapore Finance (SG) [More from source], posted 4 hours
13 min 15 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

TSA orders airlines, airports to report all security
incidents
The Business Times (online edi... (SG) [More from source], posted 10
hours 56 min 41 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Virgin Atlantic launches direct Hong Kong-Sydney
flight
Channel NewsAsia - Business (SG) [More from source], posted 1 hour
33 min 33 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from United Arab Emirates
Boeing, Middle East Airlines discuss information
management
STRATEGiY (AE) [More from source], posted 22 hours 35 min 37 sec
ago. [Find similar stories]

CAE to provide two simulators for Emirates
Gulf Today - Business (AE) [More from source], posted 7 hours 24
min 45 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Brunei Darussalam

Boeing, Middle East Airlines discuss information
management
STRATEGiY (AE) [More from source], posted 22 hours 35 min 37 sec
ago. [Find similar stories]

CAE to provide two simulators for Emirates
Gulf Today - Business (AE) [More from source], posted 7 hours 24
min 45 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Brunei Darussalam
Asia Pac airline industry booming
Borneo Bulletin (BN) [More from source], posted 5 hours 59 min 34
sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Asia Pacific records booming growth in air travel
The Government of Brunei (BN) [More from source], posted 10 hours
18 min 22 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Colombia
Efromovich ya estΩ en la Junta de Avianca
Portafolio - Econom‚a Hoy (CO) [More from source], posted 10 hours
38 min 18 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

GermΩn Efromovich ya estΩ en la junta directiva
de Avianca
Portafolio - Econom‚a Hoy (CO) [More from source], posted 18 hours
38 min 17 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from European Union
Air France-KLM November 2004 traffic
Euronext - News (EU) [More from source], posted 5 hours 58 min 21
sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Penauille Polyservices : New appointment in
Airport Services
Euronext - News (EU) [More from source], posted 19 hours 26 min
57 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Italy

Air France-KLM November 2004 traffic
Euronext - News (EU) [More from source], posted 5 hours 58 min 21
sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Penauille Polyservices : New appointment in
Airport Services
Euronext - News (EU) [More from source], posted 19 hours 26 min
57 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Italy
Air France plane makes emergency landing in
Athens
Borsa Italiana - News (IT) [More from source], posted 19 hours 30
min 6 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

UPDATE 1-EU decision on Alitalia unlikely this
year-source
Borsa Italiana - News (IT) [More from source], posted 20 hours 12
min 40 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Lebanon
CAE Inc. Provides Two Simulators for Emirates
Airlines
Dar Al Hayat - Business (LB) [More from source], posted 18 hours 34
min 16 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Lufthansa Seals Pay Deal with Pilots
Dar Al Hayat - Business (LB) [More from source], posted 18 hours 34
min 16 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Malta
Emirates' amenity kits bag top honours
di-ve.com - Business & Finance (MT) [More from source], posted 20
hours 49 min 2 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Pilots say four have resigned from Air Malta
The Times, Malta (MT) [More from source], posted 4 hours 14 min
56 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Emirates' amenity kits bag top honours
di-ve.com - Business & Finance (MT) [More from source], posted 20
hours 49 min 2 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Pilots say four have resigned from Air Malta
The Times, Malta (MT) [More from source], posted 4 hours 14 min
56 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Malaysia
Airport Limo aims for Second Board listing next
year
The Star Online (MY) [More from source], posted 10 hours 25 min 3
sec ago. [Find similar stories]

MAS: MDP Abolition No Effect On Bumiputera
Travel Agents
Bernama - Malaysian National N... (MY) [More from source], posted 2
hours 35 min 31 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Norway
Airline ticket prices take off
Aftenposten (NO) [More from source], posted 23 hours 42 min 46
sec ago. [Find similar stories]

SAS Braathens refuses to cut prices
Nettavisen (NO) [More from source], posted 2 hours 11 min 2 sec
ago. [Find similar stories]

News from New Zealand
Regional airline delays its takeoff
Stuff.nz (NZ) [More from source], posted 20 hours 45 min 1 sec ago.
[Find similar stories]

US travel magazine rates retail at Auck Airport
Scoop - Business (NZ) [More from source], posted 14 hours 42 min 9
sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Qatar

Regional airline delays its takeoff
Stuff.nz (NZ) [More from source], posted 20 hours 45 min 1 sec ago.
[Find similar stories]

US travel magazine rates retail at Auck Airport
Scoop - Business (NZ) [More from source], posted 14 hours 42 min 9
sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Qatar
Air China to buy 23 Airbus jetlines
The Peninsula - Business News (QA) [More from source], posted 13
hours 53 min 58 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

British Airways launches e-ticketing facility
The Peninsula - Qatar (QA) [More from source], posted 13 hours 21
min 23 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Bulgaria
A Plane Checked-up for Bomb at the Airport in
Podgorica
Focus English News (BG) [More from source], posted 1 hour 47 min
36 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Bahrain
Boeing-airlines hold key talks
Gulf Daily News - Business (BH) [More from source], posted 11 hours
47 min 33 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Cyprus
Turkish firm to build Cairo airport terminal
Middle East Times - Business (CY) [More from source], posted 2
hours 10 min 37 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Indonesia
Airlines 'not registering workers with Jamsostek'

Turkish firm to build Cairo airport terminal
Middle East Times - Business (CY) [More from source], posted 2
hours 10 min 37 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Indonesia
Airlines 'not registering workers with Jamsostek'
Jakarta Post - National (ID) [More from source], posted 18 hours 28
min 11 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Israel
Air France Flight to Tel Aviv Makes an Unscheduled
Landing
Arutz Sheva (IL) [More from source], posted 20 hours 56 min 15 sec
ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Korea, Republic Of
Korean Air Fills 70 Pct of Seats in November
Yonhap News Agency - Business (KR) [More from source], posted 11
hours 59 min 40 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Philippines
Singapore budget airline is launched
The Manila Bulletin - Business (PH) [More from source], posted 10
hours 8 min 26 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Thailand
THAI-M'SIA GAS PIPELINE : NHRC says Chana land
title deeds are illegal
The Nation (TH) [More from source], posted 12 hours 37 min 46 sec
ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Viet Nam

News from Thailand
THAI-M'SIA GAS PIPELINE : NHRC says Chana land
title deeds are illegal
The Nation (TH) [More from source], posted 12 hours 37 min 46 sec
ago. [Find similar stories]

News from Viet Nam
United Airlines to introduce first direct flight to
Viet Nam this week
Viet Nam News Agency - Busines... (VN) [More from source], posted
1 hour 49 min 37 sec ago. [Find similar stories]

Hot Shots...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top Airliners.net Photos Of The Day
Top Airliners.net Photos Of The Week
Top Airliners.net Photos Of The month
Top Airliners.net Photos Of The Last 6 Month
Top Airliners.net Photos Of The Year
Top Airliners.net Photos Of All Time

Airliners.net Site News...
• Dec. 5th: We've got the brand-new ANA Pokemon
Flower Jumbo. Cool!
• Dec. 3rd: Here it is! The new United livery on their
flagship B747-400!
• Dec. 3rd: See the first Airbus 330 for Asiana
• Dec. 2nd: Brand-new airline from the Philippines,
Astro Air!
• Nov. 29: First pics of Catran, new cargo carrier with
an MD-11

Most popular topics the last 24 hours in the
discussion forum...
• Latest A380 Pics From Airbus: The Factory
• KLM Incident In BCN
• Airline Crashed Twice In One Day, Crashes Again
• 7E7 Nearly Done... Sales Lag
• How Do Transatlantic Relief Pilots Sleep On A 757?
• US Airways May Liquidate In January
• Are These Really 747-100?
• No More Discovery Wings!
• A350 Launch Customer
• HP To Operate ATA Independently!
Subscription Information...
This newsletter is sent to barry@corazon.com
Change email/time zone settings, unsubscribe or switch
to the daily or weekly version of this newsletter at:
http://www.airliners.net/news/editnl.main
From: AVflash <avweb@homer.belvoir.com>
Date: April 8, 2004 12:17:49 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: AVflash 10.15b
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<><><><><><><><><><><>
THIS ISSUE OF AVFLASH IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY ...
Trade-A-Plane
TRADE-A-PLANE, THE WORLD'S LARGEST AVIATION
RESOURCE

There's no better way to buy, sell, and fly! Stop by Sun 'n Fun
Booth
#A-001-003 for your complimentary copy of Trade-A-Plane; call
(800)
337-5263 or (931) 484-5137 and mention this AVflash; or go
online and
order your subscription at http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/tap/
avflash
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
<><><><><><><><><><><>
The Top Headlines From AVweb's Expanded, Illustrated News
Coverage At
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220-full.html.
SBA TO FAA: YANK AIR-TOUR RULE
The Office of Advocacy of the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA)
submitted its comments late last week on the FAA's proposed
new rules
for commercial air tours, and its verdict was succinct: "[The FAA
should] withdraw the rule until the agency is able to obtain
adequate
data." The GA groups were quick to applaud the suggestion. "We
hope the
FAA will take the SBA's comments to heart and pull this
proposed rule,"
said AOPA President Phil Boyer. EAA Vice President Earl
Lawrence agreed.
"EAA and SBA have submitted essentially the same conclusions
with regard
to the lack of available data to substantiate the massive changes
the

proposed rule calls for," Lawrence said. The FAA's Notice of
Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM), published last October, would require
sightseeing
tours that now operate under Part 91 to be certificated and to
comply
with new rules regarding low-level flight, visibility and overwater
ops.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187039
...THOUSANDS OF SMALL BUSINESSES WOULD BE
HURT...
The SBA lays out a detailed rationale to support its opposition to
the
FAA proposal. For starters, the FAA does not adequately explain
any
reason that it needs a new rule, or cite any data to show how the
changes would improve safety, the SBA said. Also, the FAA's
basis for
estimating the impact of the rule is inadequate, the SBA said,
because
there is no clear means to quantify the number of Part 91
operators who
would be affected. The actual incidence of small operators forced
out of
business is likely to be in the thousands, the SBA said, not the
700
"marginal" businesses estimated by the FAA. Also, the SBA is
skeptical
of FAA claims that small operators wouldn't see any change in
their

insurance costs.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187040
...LESS-COSTLY ALTERNATIVES ARE AVAILABLE, SBA
SAYS
The SBA concluded that the FAA needs to start over, and try
harder to
clarify its reasoning and support its assertions with solid data.
The
SBA suggested a few alternatives that the FAA should consider,
such as
requiring Part 91 operators who conduct sightseeing flights to
report
insurance coverage to the local FSDO. That would achieve the
FAA's goal
at much lower cost to the operators than the current proposal, the
SBA
said. The FAA should also take into account regional differences,
for
example, higher accident rates in Alaska, as well as differences in
helicopter and airplane accident rates, rather than analyzing them
all
together.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187041

<><><><><><><><><>Sponsor
Mention<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
YOU TOO CAN BE A WINNER WITH SCHEYDEN,
AVIATION'S FINEST EYEWEAR!

"I was surprised that I won, and even more surprised at the
quality of
these glasses!" said recent AVweb winner Ted Weiner of
Massachusetts. A
pair of Scheydens will be given away every other week to a
lucky AVweb
winner -- a retail value up to $395! The unique flip-up design
has
become the choice of pilots who demand quality and function in
every
aspect of aviation. Handmade titanium frames, quality lenses, a
Rosewood case, plush micro-fiber bag and cloth are standard
equipment on
all styles. For more information (and to register to win), go to
http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/scheyden/avflash
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
<><><><><><><><><><><>
UPHEAVAL AT NBAA
Big changes have taken place at the National Business Aviation
Association (NBAA), and the folks in charge now are trying to
reassure
the membership that all's well. In the wake of President Shelley
Longmuir's sudden departure last week, Donald Baldwin,
chairman of the
board, is serving as interim president until a new president is
hired.
Baldwin wrote in a letter to members on Monday, "Perhaps
understandably,
the staff is concerned that the membership is concerned -- both
with how
NBAA is weathering abrupt change, as well as for NBAA's
future." But

Baldwin is upbeat, concluding that the "NBAA's best days are
yet to
come."
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187042
...SENIOR STAFFERS RETURN...
Longmuir, who had been at the helm only since last June,
resigned
effective April 1, along with Bob Warren, executive vice
president and
chief operating officer. In a statement issued last week, Longmuir
cited
a "difference in vision for leadership" in her departure from the
association, and said she was "proud of the progress I made at
NBAA as
president and CEO." The statement cited Longmuir's work on
securing
access to restricted airspace for GA aircraft as her "signature
effort."
Meanwhile, two veteran staffers who had left the week before
have
returned to their positions -- Bob Blouin, senior vice president,
operations, and Cassandra Bosco, senior manager, media
relations.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187043
...AS COMMITTEE SEEKS NEW LEADER
As for the future, a search committee headed by NBAA Vice
Chairman Ken
Emerick already has begun working to identify a new NBAA
president and

CEO. "We will conduct a thorough search, on a timetable to be
determined," said Emerick. Other members of the committee
include NBAA
board members Sylvia Jennings, James Cooling and Aaron
Hilkemann.
Spencer Stewart, an executive search firm, has been retained to
provide
support for the committee. The timetable and criteria for the
search are
now under development. Emerick asked yesterday that NBAA
members send in
their recommendations to the committee.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187044

<><><><><><><><><>Sponsor
Mention<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
MARV GOLDEN DISCOUNT PILOT SUPPLIES HAS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED
Marv Golden Discount Pilot Supplies is your one-stop pilot shop
for
everything from avionics to watches. APRIL SPECIALS: The
new Sennheiser
HME 100MG (Michael Goulian) limited edition headset is ready
for
shipping; orders are being taken for the new Garmin 296 with
shipping
late April; and purchase any Icom standard transceiver and
receive a
complimentary alkaline battery pack. For all your pilot supplies,
plus

Mother's and Father's Day gifts galore, visit Marv Golden online
at
http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/marvgold/avflash
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
<><><><><><><><><><><>
WRECK PROVES TO BE SAINT-EXUPERY'S P-38
When French writer and aviator Antoine de Saint-Exupery flew
off alone
into a July night in 1944 and vanished, his mysterious end
became an
integral part of the story of his life. Now, hundreds of pieces of a
wrecked Lockheed Lightning, found on the Mediterranean
seabed off the
coast of Provence, have been positively identified as the airplane
he
was flying that night on a wartime spy mission. French
authorities
confirmed the find yesterday, based on a serial number found on
a piece
of the tail. Saint-Exupery is beloved in France as the author of
"The
Little Prince." No body was found, and so far the wreck has not
revealed
any cause for the crash.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187045
NAVY SUES FOR SALVAGED CORSAIR
The wreck of a Navy Corsair that was salvaged from a North
Carolina
swamp in 1990 is now the subject of a court battle in Minnesota.
Late

last month, the U.S. Justice Department filed a lawsuit on behalf
of the
Navy seeking the return of the Corsair from aircraft restorer Lex
Cralley. The Navy is not saying why it is suddenly interested in
the
wreck, but aircraft historians say it has been identified as a rare
Brewster F3A-1 model, perhaps the only one of its kind. Cralley
says he
registered the aircraft with the FAA as a "non-airworthy model"
and has
been slowly working on its restoration. Cralley told the St. Paul
Pioneer Press he's rattled by the lawsuit, but intends to fight it.
The
Corsair could have a value in the millions of dollars.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187046

<><><><><><><><><>Sponsor
Mention<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
AEROBATIC CHAMPION KIRBY CHAMBLISS DEPENDS
ON OREGON AERO TO ELIMINATE
PAIN
U.S. National Champion Kirby Chambliss is one of many
aerobatic winners
performing at this year's Sun 'n Fun Fly-In who depends on
Oregon Aero
for comfort in the cockpit. "I use the Oregon Aero˙ SoftSeat˙ in
my
Edge 540," says Kirby. "When pulling up to 10Gs, the seat
cushion takes
on about 2,000 pounds. It helps to make my performance more

bearable
and also reduces back pain when I'm done performing." Visit
Oregon at
Sun 'n Fun Booth #A-040-042 to see what Kirby's talking about,
and check
out all Oregon Aero's products online at
http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/oregon/avflash
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
<><><><><><><><><><><>
THOSE SCARY ULTRALIGHTS?
Little ultralight aircraft might seem to us like the least likely
vehicles of fear and destruction, but apparently not everyone sees
them
that way. Last week, after Hamas threatened to destroy the
Knesset
building in Jerusalem, one member of that legislature worried
that
terrorists might attack by air, landing on the long flat roof with
gliders or ultralights. In Australia last week, a man was jailed
after
he allegedly "buzzed" his ex-wife's home in his ultralight,
scaring her
and the neighbors. And Canada's intelligence leaders recently
warned
that terrorists might use ultralights or remotely piloted vehicles to
threaten Canadian troops and their allies.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187047
MU-2 FELL 12,000 FEET IN SPIN, NTSB SAYS
A Mitsubishi MU-2 turboprop that crashed near Pittsfield, Mass.,
about

5:30 a.m. on March 25, fell nearly 12,000 feet in less than a
minute,
the NTSB reported in its preliminary findings, released on
Saturday.
Several witnesses said they watched the cargo aircraft descend in
a flat
spin, making grinding, whining or howling sounds. It impacted
the ground
intact, in an upright position, with both engines turning. The
ATP-rated
pilot, who was alone on board, was killed. The conditions at the
time
were VMC, and the pilot had filed an IFR flight plan. The pilot's
last
communication was routine, about nine minutes before the crash.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187048

<><><><><><><><><>Sponsor
Mention<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
OURPLANE FRACTIONAL OWNERS BECOME MORE
PROFICIENT WITH ADVANCED TRAINING
OurPLANE Fractional Aircraft Ownership is the #1 world leader
in
offering brand-new Cessna, Cirrus, and Raytheon aircraft at a
fraction
of the cost of sole aircraft ownership. OurPLANE customers are
offered
training from ElectronicFlight Solutions, including GPS and
avionics
training packages. Another safety benefit from OurPLANE,

where low-cost
aircraft ownership is GUARANTEED! Locations throughout
California,
Texas, New York, and Connecticut. Call (877) 775-2631 and
mention this
AVflash, or go online at http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
ourplane/avflash
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
<><><><><><><><><><><><>
BIZJETS IMPLICATED IN DRUG-SMUGGLING SCHEME
A private jet charter company flying out of California's Van Nuys
Airport allegedly used the planes to transport illegal drugs and
promoted its service as friendly to drug traffickers, authorities
said
last week. Eight suspects, including a co-owner of the company,
SmoothAir Aviation, were arrested after a yearlong investigation
focusing on the company's ties to drug traffickers in Mexico.
Clarence
Adolphus, 46, of SmoothAir, allegedly assured drug traffickers
his
flights were not subject to searches and inspections required at
major
airports, according to the U.S. attorney for California's Central
District. Last November, government agents seized 20,000
tablets of the
drug ecstasy and 345 pounds of marijuana from a SmoothAir jet
leaving
for Atlanta.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187049
LANCAIR AND THE "FASTEST CERTIFIED PISTON-

POWERED AIRCRAFT"
The Lancair Company announced on Monday it will receive
FAA
certification of its new turbocharged Lancair Columbia 400 at the
Sun 'n
Fun Fly-In in Lakeland, Fla., next week. The company says the
new
airplane will be the world's fastest certified piston single. "We
feel
confident that the Columbia 400 will be faster than any current
certified piston-powered aircraft on the market -- fixed-gear or
retractable, single-engine or twin," said Lancair Vice President
Tom
Bowen. "The aircraft has an amazingly broad flight envelope."
Several
senior FAA officials will be on hand to award Lancair the
certification
at a press conference Friday, April 16, Lancair said.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187050

<><><><><><><><><>Sponsor
Mention<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
FLIGHTMAX EX500 WITH INTEGRATED DATALINKTRAINING SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE
Avidyne's FlightMax EX500 provides the best value MFD/
Datalink solution
available for G.A. And it's the easiest to use. To prove it,
Avidyne
has put together a new FlightMax EX500 trainer which allows
you to "fly"

user-defined flight plans and retrieve "datalinked" graphical
weather
and TFRs all along the route -- and randomly access virtually all
pages
and functions of the EX500, just as you would on the real
product. See
the FlightMax EX500 at Sun 'n Fun Booth #D-043-044, or
download your
no-cost EX500 Training Software at
http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/avidyne/avflash
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
<><><><><><><><><><><><>
HEADING TO SUN 'N FUN? HEADS UP FOR SKYDIVERS
If you're planning on flying into Lakeland, Fla., for Sun 'n Fun,
be on
the alert for large formation skydiving over Zephyrhills Airport
between
April 14 and April 18, sunrise to sunset. Zephyrhills (ZPH) is
located
16 nautical miles northwest of Lakeland, on Lakeland's 332degree
radial. The airport will be the site of a world record attempt
involving
140 skydivers and seven jump aircraft. Getting caught in the
middle
could prove ... messy.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187051
ON THE FLY...
The FAA has issued a launch license to Scaled Composites...
The second of three possible sites for new Texas GA airport

declined...
Australian astronomer asked GA flyers to look for new meteor
craters...
California airport may be renamed to honor Jacqueline
Cochran...
ACLU is suing to challenge the TSA's no-fly list...
AEA Convention last month set records for exhibitors and
attendance...
The Save Concorde group wants to name April 9 "Concorde
Day"...
Navy's former aircraft carrier Oriskany to become a reef in
Florida.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187053

<><><><><><><><><>Sponsor
Mention<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
IF YOUR CELL PHONE CAN SURF THE NET, IT CAN
RECEIVE AVIATION WEATHER!
WxServer works with virtually any internet-enabled phone. No
matter
whether you're using Verizon, SprintPCS, AT&T, T-Mobile,
Cingular, or
Nextel, WxServer can give you up-to-the-minute aviation
weather
information. SPECIAL OFFER: This month, AVweb readers
receive $10 off
the regular annual subscription rates, and CFIs can sign up for
the
WxServer referral program at no charge! Check it out at
http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/wxserver/avflash

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
<><><><><><><><><><><><>
NEW ARTICLES AND FEATURES ON AVWEB
___________
WHAT'S NEW
http://www.avweb.com/whatsnew/ What's New -- Products and
Services
Each month, AVweb will bring you a quick survey of the latest
products
and services for pilots, mechanics and aircraft owners. This
month we
have a new audio panel, fiber-optic post lights and more. In some
cases,
AVweb has actually examined the product; in other cases, we are
just
letting you know it exists. If you know of a new product or
service
other AVweb readers should hear about, please send us a note.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187055
BUSINESS AVFLASH
HAVE YOU SIGNED UP yet for AVweb‚s NO-COST twice
monthly Business
AVflash? Reporting on breaking news, Business AVflash also
focuses on
the companies, the products and the industry leaders that make
headlines
in the Business of Aviation. Business AVflash is a must read.
Watch for
a Business AVflash regular feature, TSA WATCH: GA IN THE
"SPOTLIGHT".

Sign up today at http://www.avweb.com/profile/
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187054

<><><><><><><><><>Sponsor
Mention<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
MIKE BUSCH'S SAVVY SEMINAR COMING TO VAN
NUYS, HARRISBURG & OSHKOSH!
Ever had "sticker shock" when you got the bill after an annual?
Spend
an illuminating weekend with Mike Busch -- AVweb founder,
writer,
teacher, pilot, aircraft owner, and A&P mechanic -- at one of his
Savvy
Owner Seminars. Mike will share his 40 years of aviation
experience,
help you become more maintenance-savvy and empowered, and
teach you how
to get better maintenance while saving thousands of dollars. For
seminar details, Mike's no-cost monthly e-newsletter, and dozens
of
maintenance articles, visit http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
savvy/avflash
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
<><><><><><><><><><><><>
AVWEB'S QUESTION OF THE WEEK ...
Which niche of aviation do you think is most likely to be used in
a
future terrorist attack? Do we focus too much on the role of
aviation in

the War on Terror? Weigh in with your thoughts on this week's
"Question
of the Week." PLUS: The results of last week's question on air
shows.
http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187052

<><><><><><><><><>Sponsor
Mention<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
LET YOUR FAMILY KNOW WHEN YOU'LL BE HOME
Sign up for the AVweb Edition of Flight Explorer. It's the PCbased
service that provides a real-time picture of all IFR aircraft in
flight.
Your family simply enters your N-number to track your flight, be
alerted to delays, and get updated ETAs. AVweb Edition Flight
Explorer
costs just $9.95 a month, a small price for such big peace of
mind.
Order at http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/flightexplorer/avflash
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
<><><><><><><><><><><><>
AVWEB'S PICTURE OF THE WEEK ...
AVweb readers keep sending us terrific photos from their
airborne
adventures ˜ and we keep publishing them here. If you thought
last
week's photos were great, wait until to you see the photo Jamie
Lawrence
of Maui Helicopters submitted this week!

http://www.avweb.com/eletter/archives/avflash/220full.html#187038

_______________________________
Sponsor News and Special Offers
Access to AVweb and AVflash is provided by the support of our
fine
sponsors. We appreciate your patronage.
::: GOING TO SUN 'N FUN? PRINT OUT & PACK AVWEB'S
ADVERTISERS LIST
::: Go by and tell AVweb's advertisers how much you
::: appreciate their support of your no-cost AVflashes.
::: http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/snf/avflash
______________
SHOPPING DEALS (http://www.avweb.com/shopping)
DON'T WISH YOUR AIRPLANE HAD ALL THE BELLS
AND WHISTLES
BENNETT AVIONICS makes that wish affordable! Bennett
Avionics meets
your aircraft's needs while maintaining your budget. Used
avionics is
Bennett Avionics' ONLY business. Bennett stocks a complete
line of used
avionics that will add tremendous capability to your aircraft at a
price
that makes sense. Bennett also purchases used avionics
equipment and
will work out an exchange for newer electronics. Bennett

Avionics is
your one-stop used-avionics specialist, online at
http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/bennett/avflash
GAMIJECTORS CAN CUT AIRCRAFT FUEL BILLS BY 20
PERCENT!
Don't be grounded by sky-high gas prices; install GAMIjectors.
Balanced
fuel/air ratios make your engine run smoother, cooler, and more
efficiently. Stop by Sun 'n Fun Booth #A-065-066 and talk to the
GAMI
experts, or order a kit online for your Continental or Lycoming
engine
at http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/gami/avflash
COMM 1 ANNOUNCES INTERACTIVE NAV & VOR/NDB
SIMULATOR TRAINING PROGRAM
Comm 1 Radio Simulator programs contain comprehensive
tutorials and
fully interactive two-way radio exchanges with ATC -- which
you can
experience from the safety and privacy of your computer. Build
skills
and confidence on the ground while saving money and
aggravation. Select
the programs right for your flying needs by visiting Sun 'n Fun
Booth
#C-061, or order online at http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
comm1/avflash
GIVE MOM SOMETHING TO TICKLE HER FUNNY BONE
& SHOW HER LOVE OF FLYING
For Mother's Day, the Carprop is perfect! The Carprop is a

free-spinning propeller mounted on the front of a vehicle to
indicate
the driver's enthusiasm for flying. As the vehicle moves, the
propeller
spins -- but when parked, the propeller goes horizontal so it
doesn't
interfere with the license plate numbers. For the pilot (or
enthusiast)
who has everything, the Carprop is perfect! APRIL SPECIAL:
Complimentary sunglasses with any order placed online at
http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/carprop/avflash
____________
SPONSOR NEWS (http://www.avweb.com/sponsors)
LAZY BUZZARD GOES RACING!!!!
Lazy Buzzard has decided to send his pilot racing. Come late
summer,
the Lazy Buzzard Pitts Special will be tearing around the pylons
at the
Reno Air Races. Check out the site to see the Lazy Buzzard
airplane and
other great stuff! Watch for Lazy Buzzard at air shows
throughout the
year. Be a part of it all and support Lazy Buzzard in his quest for
Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness and Speed. Online at
http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/lazy/avflash
"IFR REFRESHER"'S MAY ISSUE HAS YOU MAKING THE
RIGHT DECISIONS
Highlights in the May issue of "IFR Refresher" include: what
can happen
when you don't fly the procedure; cool reasoning on the old

question "to
go or not to go"; a review of back-to-basics holding procedures;
flying
in Lake Tahoe wx; soggy skies in Lubbock; and flying legally
smart. If
these topics catch your IFR attention, then order "IFR Refresher"
at
http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/belvoir/ifrref/avflash
_____________________________________
We Welcome Your Feedback!
AVflash is a twice-weekly summary of the latest aviation news,
articles, products, features and events featured on AVweb, the
Internet's Aviation Magazine and News Service.
http://www.avweb.com
Letters to the editor intended for publication in AVmail should
be
sent to mailto:editor@avweb.com. Have a comment or
question? Send
it to mailto:newsteam@avweb.com.
Today's issue written by News Writer Mary Grady:
http://www.avweb.com/contact/authors.html#mgrady
AVweb's editorial team: http://avweb.com/contact/authors.html.
Have a product or service to advertise on AVweb? A question
on
marketing? Send it to AVweb's sales team:
mailto:sales@avweb.com.
AVflash is now available in optional easier-to-read graphic

format,
which includes some photos and illustrations. If you prefer, you
can
continue to receive AVflash in text-only format. Simply follow
these
instructions and AVflash will continue to arrive as it always has,
in
text format.
http://www.avweb.com/profile/avflash_text.html

------------------------------------------------------------------Want to subscribe or unsubscribe? Review/update your AVweb
Account?
Forgot your password? No problem! Simply go to our friendly
Member
Services menu. (http://www.avweb.com/help_desk/)
Copyright (C) 2004, Aviation Publishing Group.
All rights reserved.

From: "Courtney Thompson" <CThompso@ngs.org>
Date: May 13, 2003 1:09:39 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: United Airlines Flight 811and match to other
similar accidents

Dear Barry,
Thank you very much for your message. Your website and the

research you have
done have been very enlightening to me personally. I'm working
on a film
exclusively about 811 (and have already been in touch with the
Campbells), but
it is fascinating to hear about other likely cases of poorly
designed cargo
doors and faulty wiring. (Of course, being a fearful flyer my
whole life, it
doesn't exactly help my phobia.) Thank you again - I really do
appreciate the
time you took to answer my questions.
Best wishes,
Courtney Thompson

From: "NYTimes.com" <announce@lga2.nytimes.com>
Date: May 9, 2003 7:52:52 AM PDT
To: barry@CORAZON.COM
Subject: A Few Tips for New Users of NYTimes.com.
Reply-To: "NYTimes.com" <announce@lga2.nytimes.com>

Dear NYTimes.com Member,
By now you've received a welcome e-mail with your Member
ID,
and hopefully you're discovering the incredible news,
information and entertainment features NYTimes.com
makes available to members, every day, for FREE.
If you're having trouble with your membership, let us help

you. Please contact us at help@nytimes.com
This is the second (and final) introductory e-mail you'll
get from us about your new membership. Before we leave you
to your reading, we want you to be aware of some features
that seasoned NYTimes.com members rely on:
You can always e-mail any article of interest to your
colleagues, family and friends (click the link in the
upper-right hand corner of any article page).
Hint: the most-frequently e-mailed articles on the site
are always posted at:
http://ea.nytimes.com/cgi-bin/poppage?position=top?14day
Today's Headlines, a FREE daily e-mail from NYTimes.com,
allows you to receive a personalized list of headlines for
easy scanning of the day's news. Stay informed with fewer
clicks! Click below to personalize this and other e-mails
from NYTimes.com:http://www.nytimes.com/mem/email.html?
14day
To keep up with the latest innovations, enhancements and
special features at NYTimes.com, subscribe to @Times, our
FREE bi-weekly e-mail newsletter. Look under "newsletters"
on your E-Mail Preferences page:
http://www.nytimes.com/mem/email.html?14day
Most people have a subject (or two, or three) that's
important to them. Our FREE weekly e-mail newsletters
organize stories into clean, manageable news digests
covering the subjects you specify. Choose from: advertising,
automotive, books, movies, personal finance, style,
travel and more. Click below to subscribe:
http://www.nytimes.com/mem/email.html?14day

Again, thanks for joining us at NYTimes.com. Please let us
know if we can make your experience more enjoyable or
informative. Please contact us at comments@nytimes.com.
Sincerely,
Craig Calder
VP, Marketing
ABOUT THIS E-MAIL
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This is the second and final introductory e-mail you will
receive. As a member of the BBBOnline Privacy Program and
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting
your privacy. Please do not reply directly to this e-mail;
you may contact us at comments@nytimes.com.

From: "Courtney Thompson" <CThompso@ngs.org>
Date: April 26, 2003 11:46:40 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Your website

Dear Barry,
My name is Courtney Thompson - I am a freelance researcher at
National
Geographic Channels. I am currently fact-checking a
documentary film on Flight

811, and came across your site in my research. You do not seem
to be part of an
organization, and your site seems not to have any sort of official
sponsorship.
So - I am just wondering if you are part of any organization, and
what your
history with airplanes and cargo door/wiring malfunctions might
be (given your
obvious interest.)
Otherwise, I enjoyed your site - it was very easy to navigate and
extremely
informative. It made my research much, much easier.
Thank you very much for your time,
Courtney

From: James Stevenson <JStevenson@RossPerry.com>
Date: January 3, 2002 12:15:39 PM PST
To: James Stevenson <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Eliot Cohen's review of the A-12 book

Eliot Cohen’s review of the A-12 book in Foreign
Affairs is below. The fact that he basically
summarized the book without become an
establishement adversary is a welcome surprise.
Jim

============================

The $5 Billion Misunderstanding: The
Collapse of the Navy's A-12 Stealth
Bomber Program. By James P. Stevenson.
Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2001, 512
pp. $45.00
A decade ago, the Navy's premier airplanedevelopment program dissolved amid
recriminations and lawsuits. The airplane
in question, the a-12, should have provided
heavy, stealthy, long-range strike capability
well into the twenty-first century -- a
capability that is very much in demand, as
recent events have demonstrated. It ended
up instead as a $5 billion plane that never
dropped a bomb. The author, who has spent
a lifetime around the military aviation
industry, has produced a dense work that
paints a dark portrait of the U.S. Navy's
abilities and its integrity in the matter of
acquisition. Stevenson writes that he began
his study suspecting that two contractors --

General Dynamics and McDonnell
Douglas -- had attempted to bilk the Navy.
But he concluded that they were in fact the
victims of a naval establishment eager to
shift the blame that they deserved to the
private sector. The author is also sharply
critical of then Secretary of Defense Dick
Cheney and his aides, who he believes
failed to exercise adequate control over the
Department of the Navy. Neither easy nor
cheerful reading, but an important tale.
(Reviewed by Eliot A. Cohen, Foreign
Affairs, January/February 2002)
From: "Bob Donaldson" <bobdonaldson@yahoo.com>
Date: November 30, 2001 12:22:25 PM PST
To: "WKLiteral" <WKLiteral@localaccess.com>, "William
RBryantnt" <watcher@tidalwave.net>, "WAER"
<WAER@aol.com>, "W Taylor" <WTaylor683@aol.com>,
ViceÊAdmiralÊRichard Allen <anahq@ix.netcom.com>,
"VEENSTRA RON" <veenie47@wworld.com>, "User"
<gprat304@chorus.net>, "twa800@ egroups.com"
<twa800@egroups.com>, "TWA 800"
<twa800@yahoogroups.com>, "Trevor Johnston"
<tj@johnstont.freeserve.co.uk>, "Travis Whitehead"
<travis4@adelphia.net>, "Tony Tolvo"
<cntalucard@WORLDNET.ATT.NET>, "Tom Stalcup"
<stalcupt@hotmail.com>, "Tom Shoemaker"
<might.reply@verizon.net>, "Tom Kelleher"

<psu@monumental.com>, "Sweeney Richard"
<highflyerc172@mediaone.net>, "Suziegail@aol. com"
<Suziegail@aol.com>, "Steve Bongardt"
<b007114s@mindspring.com>, "SteelazNO1@aol. com"
<SteelazNO1@aol.com>, "Stanley Bryant"
<stanleywbryant@aol.com>, "Stan Martin"
<jetmechnwa@aol.com>, "Stan Clark" <stan@could.com>,
"SONICIDE" <sonicide@cybercomm.net>, "Scott Holleran"
<sholleran@earthlink.net>, "Sabrin Max"
<amesgroup@aol.com>, "Russell Young"
<Russell.Young@PSS.Boeing.com>, "Rpk@Pinehurst. Net"
<rpk@pinehurst.net>, "Ron Stanford" <stanford@ccmaui.net>,
"Roger Aronoff" <roger@aim.org>, "ROCHE Serge"
<roche.serge@waika9.com>, "Robin Kirkpatrick"
<robina@optonline.net>, "Robert Huntsman"
<bob@news2day.com>, "Robert Allardyce"
<roberta@vgernet.net>, "Rob LeClair"
<patriot@shippingintl.com>, "Rob Chamberlin"
<rob.chamberlin@mail.house.gov>, "Richard Russell"
<AC6M@aol.com>, "Richard Hirsch" <neteagle@earthlink.net>,
"Richard D. Russell" <rrussell20@cfl.rr.com>, "Polar Jay"
<nightflight747@hotmail.com>, "PhilKlass@aol. com"
<PhilKlass@aol.com>, "Phil Dragoo" <phildragoo@att.net>,
"PepperKay" <PepperKay@aol.com>, "Paul Jasinevicius"
<chipaul41@hotmail.com>, "Paul Angeles"
<angelengr@aol.com>, "Org Reed@Aim." <reed@aim.org>,
"Omniram@Pacbell. Net" <omniram@pacbell.net>,
"Norrin38@Aol. Com" <norrin38@aol.com>, "Net Stitt@Lcc."
<stitt@lcc.net>, "Nathan" <v1230nathan@hotmail.com>, "Nancy
Gladkin" <Calico01@aol.com>, "Myatticbooks@Mindspring.
Com" <myatticbooks@mindspring.com>, "Milillo02@aol. com"
<Milillo02@aol.com>, "Mikegriffith1@cs. com"
<Mikegriffith1@cs.com>, "Mike Wire" <Mwire1@aol.com>, "Mike
Hull" <bardonia@aol.com>, "Michel Breistroff"
<mbreistroff@nordmail.nordnet.fr>, "Michael Donovan"
<mdonovan@quik.com>, "martspec" <martspec@ifn.net>,

"Marshall Houston" <mhoustonx@aol.com>, "Mark Berry"
<danishviking@compuserve.com>, "Marilyn Brady"
<marilyn@evcom.net>, "Marc Hutchins"
<mhutch@twcny.rr.com>, "Mai Raouf"
<mai_raouf@hotmail.com>, "M800 List" <m800@makelist.com>,
"M800 egroups" <m800@egroups.com>, "M800"
<m800@egroups.com>, "M 800" <m800@yahoogroups.com>,
"Lurker G" <gew-bowen@postoffice.worldnet.att.net>,
"Loughridge Guy" <z9286@rmi.net>, "Lori Lynch"
<lgl@pcbcollect.com>, "Lonny McClung" <EagleHook@WORLDNET.ATT.NET>, "Liz Sanders"
<lizsanders@icestorm.net>, "Lisa Perry"
<LPerry2734@aol.com>, "Linda Kunz" <bkunz@gateway.net>,
"Lahr Ray" <raylahr@charter.net>, "L101740@aol. com"
<L101740@aol.com>, "Khristinna Borgeston" <fklb@aol.com>,
"Ken Collins" <editor@enewsmag.com>, "Kelly O'Meara"
<Kpomeara@aol.com>, "Kay Pennington"
<KAY_PEN@msn.com>, "June Donovan"
<flewb4@earthlink.net>, "Jpgregjanssen@aol. com"
<Jpgregjanssen@aol.com>, "Jose Manuel Garcia"
<mariana151146@teleline.es>, "Jon Dougherty"
<jon@usajournal.com>, "Jon Darnall"
<jondarnall@dslextreme.com>, "Johnston Trevor"
<tj@iconoclast.fsnet.co.uk>, "John Parkes"
<dellex@coldell.freeserve.co.uk>, "John Macidull"
<macidull@erols.com>, "John Fazli" <jfazli@ix.netcom.com>,
"John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>, "Joe Cafasso"
<JAnthony@justicemail.com>, "Joaquin_H_Abreu@Hotmail.
Com" <joaquin_h_abreu@hotmail.com>, "Jnpsavage@cs. com"
<Jnpsavage@cs.com>, "Jim Sanders"
<Saint_James_2_1@juno.com>, "JBilly9926@aol. com"
<JBilly9926@aol.com>, "James Dadson &"
<flybuoy@webtv.net>, "Jamal Ics" <jamal_ics@yahoo.com>,
"Jalbus@aol. com" <Jalbus@aol.com>, "Jacques Evans"
<cribsheet@aol.com>, "Jack Seaman" <JHSeaman@aol.com>,
"Jack Reed" <jwreed@nmia.com>, "Jack Cashill"

<JCashill@aol.com>, "Ian Goddard" <ian@goddard.net>, "Ian
Goddard" <igoddard@erols.com>, "Howard Mann"
<hmann@optonline.net>, "Harry Seaman"
<hseaman275@aol.com>, "Hammerle@Toolcity. Net"
<hammerle@toolcity.net>, "Graeme Sephton"
<sephton@admin.umass.edu>, "Glen Schulze"
<gschulze@hotmail.com>, "GerardIsaacson@aol. com"
<GerardIsaacson@aol.com>, "Gerald Posner"
<posner@posner.com>, "George Donaldson"
<BARFDONALDSON@WORLDNET.ATT.NET>, "Gene Amerine"
<gamerine@mindspring.com>, "Fwuffysmail@Juno. Com"
<fwuffysmail@juno.com>, "Fred Meyer"
<FMeyer8775@aol.com>, "Fred Mann"
<engrman@hotmail.com>, "Frank J. Scahill Sr."
<FSCAHILLSR@compuserve.com>, "Fourdjones@Earthlink.
Net" <fourdjones@earthlink.net>, "FCROAMER@aol. com"
<FCROAMER@aol.com>, "Eva Mercel"
<ewmercel@yahoo.com>, "Eric Hermanson"
<eric@ALUM.MIT.EDU>, "Elberson William"
<welberson@hotmail.com>, "Ed Spencer"
<laughlyned@aol.com>, "Dwight Brumley"
<dbrumley@bellsouth.net>, "Doug Farnes" <doug@aim.org>,
"Donald W. Collins" <dwcokla@home.com>, "Donald Rood K."
<don.r@mindspring.com>, "Donald Nibert" <dnibert@pct.edu>,
"Don Toman" <toman@ibm.net>, "Don Irvine" <don@aim.org>,
"Don Annichiarico" <ANNICHIARICOD@Coned.com>,
"DisneyFreak" <disney_land@mindspring.com>, "Dick Fojut"
<dfgraphics@gci-net.com>, "Diane Wilson"
<diane3boyswilson@vertexconsulting.com>, "Devon"
<RodnLurGuy@aol.com>, "Dennis Volin" <kb2vuq@yahoo.com>,
"David Neal" <dlneal@hotmail.com>, "DAVE FORMAN"
<4mn@excite.com>, "Dave" <saltaire@ix.netcom.com>, "Darrell
Hambley" <dth@red.primextech.com>, "Dan Savage"
<mdsavage@earthlink.net>, "Dan Savage"
<savage@SURE.NET>, "Dad12655@aol. com"
<Dad12655@aol.com>, "Critter" <critter@snip.net>, "com

Tom@Kovach." <Tom@Kovach.com>, "com TLLund@aol."
<TLLund@aol.com>, "Com Ready@Theauthor."
<ready@theauthor.com>, "com J1L8C27@aol."
<J1L8C27@aol.com>, "Chuck Stoy" <Stoychuck@aol.com>,
"Chris and Sue" <corpconn@inet.net.nz>, "Charlotte CVH2629"
<CVH2629@aol.com>, "Cbiedka@Tribweb. Com"
<cbiedka@tribweb.com>, "Casey Jim"
<jfcasey@postoffice.worldnet.att.net>, "Carldavies"
<carldavies@earthlink.net>, "Captain Mundo" <cdrn.
49b@prodigy.com>, "Bruce Tiemann"
<bruce.tiemann@colorado.edu>, "Brent W Joray"
<Brent.Joray@Wichita.BOEING.com>, "BlAcMaGiK3@aol. com"
<BlAcMaGiK3@aol.com>, "Billfaith" <faithbjf@earthlink.net>, "Bill
Serrahn" <wjserrahn@hotmail.com>, "Bill Flett" <billflett@core.com>, "Bergman John" <bergie@triax.com>, "Barney
Rawlings" <olflyguy@coastalnet.com>, "Ballinger La Donna"
<lmb@icx.net>, "Back Chat Cool"
<cool_back_chat@yahoo.com>, "Ayres Don & Dotti"
<stitches@dm-tech.net>, "Austin Stephens"
<austin.stephens@intel.com>, "Austin Stephens"
<Austin_Stephens@ccm.intel.com>, "Ask Greta"
<askgreta@turner.com>, "Arnoff Roger" <roger@aim.org>,
"Armbris@aol. com" <Armbris@aol.com>, "Albert Mundo"
<starstream@mediaone.net>, "Al Mundo"
<starstream@mediaone.net>, "Abreu Joaquin"
<jabreu@stanford.edu>, "A Fox Charles" <charlesf2@juno.com>
Cc: "David M. Bresnahan" <David@Bresnahan.com>
Subject: See Message from Author who supported Flight 800
Investigation

|-----Original Message----|From: David M. Bresnahan [mailto:David@Bresnahan.com]
|Sent: Friday, November 30, 2001 2:38 PM
|To: bobdonaldson@yahoo.com

|Subject: Are you able to help with this project
|
|
|Bob,
|
|I'm trying to get this to as many people as possible today
|and tomorrow. If you could forward the message below to your
|list I would greatly appreciate it.
|
|Thanks,
|
|David Bresnahan
|
|-|To: All my readers, listeners, and friends - personal
|request
|
|Bookstores may be prejudiced against my new book because it
|quotes World Trade Center rescue workers talking about their
|Christian faith. I need to show the bookstores that people
|want this book, and I need your kind assistance to do that.
|Even eBay and Half.com have refused to list my book for sale
|for reasons that are unclear.
|
|I urgently need your help. Bookstores are not putting my new
|book on their shelves. The world of book publishing is a
|tough one. My new book is up against stiff competition
|against four others and with your help we can push mine to
|number one on the list.
|
|Bookstores determine what is hot, and therefor what they
|will order and put on the shelves, based on what they see
|going on at Amazon.com. Right now the latest books on the

|9-11 attack have pushed ahead in the ratings.
|
|The bookstores are hesitant about my book because it openly
|talks about spiritual experiences by the rescue workers. The
|wholesale distributor said they will change their mind if
|they see it hit number one on the Amazon.com list. I NEED
|YOUR HELP TO DO THAT.
|
|Just a few hundred sales of my book “9-11 Terror In America”
|is all it will take. The book is a compilation of stories of
|rescue workers in the first 24 hours at Ground Zero. “9-11
|Terror In America” contains over 100 photos taken by the
|rescuers on their own snap shot cameras. The stories are
|inspirational, and part of history that needs to be told.
|
|I have a possibility of getting this book on the Best Seller
|list, but there’s a ton of competition. I need your help to
|push sales over the top and get this on the list.
|
|I need your help today. Please order one or more copies from
|Amazon.com. Just go to http://amazon.com and do a search for
|Bresnahan, or click the link below
|http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/188163695X/
qid=1007078940/sr
|=8-1/ref=sr_8_3_1/102-4282255-4104940
|
|PLEASE DO NOT order any other book from Amazon at this
time
|or it will count against me. My book needs to out sell all
|others for one day. You can help make that happen. PLEASE
|CONSIDER buying an extra copy as a gift.
|
|There is a complete description of the book and several

|reviews as part of the listing at Amazon.com. If you have
|questions about it please ask.
|
|Gratefully yours,
|
|David M. Bresnahan
|
|
|-|David M. Bresnahan
|Office: (801) 562-5362 eFax: (916) 237-4675
|Box 1168, W. Jordan, UT 84084-7168
|http://InvestigativeJournal.com
|http://911TerrorInAmerica.com
|
|

____________________________________________________
_____
Do You Yahoo!?
Get your free @yahoo.com address at http://mail.yahoo.com

From: "Sforza, Dan" <Sforza@northjersey.com>
Date: November 13, 2001 10:14:15 AM PST
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: flight 587

Barry,
Hi, I took over for Doug Most at the Bergen Record. Could you

give me a
call? I was hoping to get your take on this accident, specifically
reports
that the tail section may have broken away from the plane first.
thanks,
Daniel Sforza
Staff Writer
The Record
150 River St.
Hackensack, NJ 07601
201-646-4781
Fax: 201-646-4135
www.northjersey.com

From: James Stevenson <JStevenson@RossPerry.com>
Date: October 10, 2001 12:03:33 PM PDT
To: James Stevenson <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Navy A-12 book presentation

I'll be giving a talk on my new A-12 book on Wed., the 17th of
October.
Here is the information.
Jim Stevenson
TOPIC: Highlights of newly published A-12 Book
DATE: 17 October
TIME: 12-1

FOOD: Bring a brown bag lunch
LOCATION:
Centra Technologies
Suite 301
4121 Wilson Blvd
Arlington, VA 22203
METRO STOP: Ballston on the orange line
Further Information and directions:
http://www.aiaa-ncs.org/arlington/upevents.htm
Books will be for sale for $31.50, the same discount available
from
Amazon.com. (The Naval Institute list price is $45.00.)

From: James Stevenson <JStevenson@RossPerry.com>
Date: September 14, 2001 1:40:44 PM PDT
To: James Stevenson <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: AIAA A-12 update

Some of you have said that the link to the web site for the A-12
meeting, in
which I will discuss my A-12 book, did not work. Here is a
bullet-proof
link.

http://www.aiaa-ncs.org/arlington/
This meeting will be held at the A-Team Headquarters in Rossyln
ADDRESS:
1560 Wilson Blvd.
Suite 400
Arlington, VA. 22209
TIME: 12:00 Noon to 1:30 PM
Bring a bag lunch.
If you click on the link once you get to this site, you can click
again to
get the directions.
Jim Stevenson

From: James Stevenson <JStevenson@RossPerry.com>
Date: September 7, 2001 3:54:36 PM PDT
To: James Stevenson <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: A-12 talk to AIAA

Some of you have expressed an interest in my talk to the
American Institute
for Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) on my A-12 book. The
talk is set for
Thursday, Sept. 20th in Arlington. Here is a web site link in case
you want
to attend.

http://www.aiaa-ncs.org/arlington/Upcoming%20Arlington
%20Chapter%20Events.ht
m
-Jim Stevenson
Telephone (202) 675-8300
Facsimile (801) 459-7535
JStevenson@RossPerry.com

From: "GZ750" <htechnology1@qwest.net>
Date: August 8, 2001 5:26:51 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Hi Barry
Reply-To: "GZ750" <pkd@hoptechno.com>
Thinking about you today when some govt panel said filling tanks
with inert gas was too expensive.
Also when the new FBI chief got some press for his wonderful
work with 103.
Hope all is well with you and Corazon.
Best, Phil & Carol
pkd@hoptechno.com is a better address than thin (which is from
my server farm in the basement).
From: _DoNotDelete-Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Date: July 26, 2001 9:19:32 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Out of Office AutoReply: Still happening....

As of 29th May I no longer work for the BBC.
Email enquiries regarding fully funded Discovery projects can be
directed to
sarah.fleming@bbc.co.uk
Any outstanding enquiries regarding Walk On By can be emailed
to
simon.ashley@bbc.co.uk
If you wish to contact me via email in the meantime please use:
benjamin_whalley@yahoo.com

This e-mail, and any attachment, is confidential. If you have
received
it in error, please delete it from your system, do not use or
disclose
the information in any way, and notify me immediately. The
contents of
this message may contain personal views which are not the views
of the
BBC, unless specifically stated.

From: James Stevenson <JStevenson@RossPerry.com>
Date: July 16, 2001 11:59:37 AM PDT
To: James Stevenson <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Publication of my A-12 book

You have asked in the past when my A-12 book is coming out. I
just heard
from the Naval Institute Press, that "The $5 Billion

Misunderstanding" will
be back from the printers in August 17th.
-Jim Stevenson
Publisher
Ross & Perry, Inc.
717 Second St., N.E., Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20002
Telephone (202) 675-8300
Facsimile (202) 675-8400
Home (240) 631-6886

From: "Joe Livernois" <jlivernois@montereyherald.com>
Date: March 5, 2001 12:53:34 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Disregard Chart 12
Reply-To: jlivernois@montereyherald.com

Okay. Disregarded. But what is it?
Joe

From: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Date: February 14, 2001 8:03:21 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Wishful thinking versus reality

Commercial Pilot Licence.... I think you have one and therefore
may have an
opinion on the importance of decision height in any approach,
especially an

ILS approach in bad wx. Is it not standard procedure is to go
around if not
set up on a stable ILS by DH especially in a pax jet..
I guess my general point is why didn't these AA pilots go
around? Their SOPs
would have told them too. I am wondering whether overconfidence may have
played a part here (as it has done at other major carriers). I often
wonder
at the culture inside certain airlnes and wonder if there is a risk of
a
kind of arrogance- ie. we're AA pilots, ergo the best in the
business, ergo
standard procedures are for average pilots and we aren't of that
ilk...?

Just a thought..
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Wednesday, February 14, 2001 3:36 PM
To: Ben Whalley
Subject: RE: Wishful thinking versus reality
Ben, you've got me intrigued, what is CPL and DH? I assume AA
is American
Airlines.
DH is decision height?
My thought on flying approaches in bad weather is it's 'practice

bleeding.'
The wiring/cargo door explanation needs an animation like the
one for
1420. The CIA and NTSB made one for TWA 800 that people,
like me, laughed
out loud when the nose came off and the cartoon 747 gained
3000 feet.
Cheers,
Barry

Wonder what you made of AA1420 as a holder of CPL?

http://www.ntsb.gov/Events/2000/aa1420

Contains an interesting animation.
What about DH? Or are AA pilots a breed a part?

Ben

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Public Hearing
January 26-29, 2000
Little Rock, Arkansas
American Airlines Flight 1420
Little Rock, Arkansas
June 1, 1999 As part of its ongoing investigation, the NTSB is
holding
a public hearing concerning the fatal crash of American Airlines
Flight
1420.
The accident aircraft, a McDonnell Douglas MD-82 on a
regularly scheduled
passenger flight from Dallas, TX, on June 1, 1999, overran the
end of the
runway, went down an embankment, and impacted approach
light structures
after landing at Little Rock airport. Thunderstorms and heavy
rain were
reported in the area at the time of the accident. There were 11
fatalities, including the aircraft captain, and numerous injuries
among
the 145 passengers and crew aboard the flight.
Preliminary Agenda:
January 26 - Operational Issues
January 27 - Human Performance, Aircraft Performance,
Meteorology
January 28 - Meteorology, Rescue and Fire Fighting, Survival
Factors
Hearing Information

* Transcripts
January 26 (398K)
January 27 (469K)
January 28 (497K)
* Opening Statement by Chairman Hall
* Investigator-in-Charge Opening Statement
*
Animation of Flight 1420
*
Factual Reports from the Public Docket
* Media Advisory
* Press Release SB99-35
* Contacts

Investigation Information
* Investigative Process
* Public Docket
Public Hearings
NTSB Home | News & Events
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From: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Date: February 14, 2001 7:00:53 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Wishful thinking versus reality

Wonder what you made of AA1420 as a holder of CPL?
http://www.ntsb.gov/Events/2000/aa1420
Contains an interesting animation.
What about DH? Or are AA pilots a breed a part?

Ben

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Saturday, February 10, 2001 9:42 PM
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Wishful thinking versus reality
<< Message: Untitled Attachment >> << File: 103bombhole.jpg
>> << File:
811biggestholetexttoo.JPG >> << File: 103bigholetotaldoor.jpg
>>

This e-mail, and any attachment, is confidential. If you have
received
it in error, please delete it from your system, do not use or
disclose
the information in any way, and notify me immediately. The
contents of
this message may contain personal views which are not the views
of the
BBC, unless specifically stated.

From: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Date: January 31, 2001 3:17:40 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Egress

Hello John,
I hope you have recovered from your recent flue.
Just wondering what you make of the verdict at the Scottish court
at camp
Zeist. Here is my wonderful organisation's report
http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/
newsid_1144000/1144893.stm

Regards

Ben

This e-mail, and any attachment, is confidential. If you have
received
it in error, please delete it from your system, do not use or
disclose
the information in any way, and notify me immediately. The
contents of
this message may contain personal views which are not the views
of the
BBC, unless specifically stated.

From: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Date: January 18, 2001 11:07:30 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Supplemental data to phone call

Thank you for the photostat- how amazing to see pertinent facts
censored.
Are you familiar with PPRUNE- professional pilots rumour
network? Despite
the cringeworthy title it does offer a wide network of aviation
affiliated
people- a very good place to further your theories on Boeing
crashes and the
NTSB as a whole. There are something lke 250,000 people
registered to this
site.
http://www.pprune.org

Ben

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Thursday, January 18, 2001 6:15 PM
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Supplemental data to phone call
<< Message: Untitled Attachment >> << File: forbenw.jpg >>

This e-mail, and any attachment, is confidential. If you have
received
it in error, please delete it from your system, do not use or
disclose
the information in any way, and notify me immediately. The
contents of
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From: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Date: January 18, 2001 2:59:49 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: phone call

My apologies for not returning call when expected- I had left the
office

before reading the email. I will call again today.
Thank you
Ben Whalley

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Wednesday, January 17, 2001 5:26 PM
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: phone call
Dear Ben, it's 9:25 and I just got back from my walk and got
your
call at 9:20. Life is so strange, timing is everything. Call again
now, please.
(831) 659-3552 phone
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: January 17, 2001 9:26:03 AM PST
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: phone call

Dear Ben, it's 9:25 and I just got back from my walk and got
your call at 9:20. Life is so strange, timing is everything. Call
again now, please.
(831) 659-3552 phone
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: January 17, 2001 7:55:42 AM PST
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Wiring/cargo door explanation
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
OK, thanks. We've both got plenty on our respective plates.
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2001 10:38 AM
Subject: Re: Wiring/cargo door explanation

Barry:
Please don't send me any more of this extensive material. I
have followed through in a good-faith effort, I have received a
response and consider the matter closed.

David

Dear David, you got it. No more wiring/cargo door stuff. Thanks
for writing the letter to NTSB. I'm sure another prize winning life
saving aviation story will come your way again, of course
supported by documents etc. That latest flame email you
published by a guy against FAA and Kapton was very interesting,
very strong of you to publish against the mainstream government
thinking.
I consider the matter closed.
Cheers,
Barry
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: January 17, 2001 5:48:09 AM PST
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Wiring/cargo door explanation
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Barry:
Please don't send me any more of this extensive material. I
have followed through in a good-faith effort, I have received a
response and consider the matter closed.
David
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Tuesday, January 16, 2001 1:05 PM
Subject: Wiring/cargo door explanation

Dear Mister Jim Hall, Bernard Loeb, Ron Schleede (Ret), Al
Dickinson, Jim Wildey, Bob Swaim of NTSB, and Misters
McSweeny Mr. Ron Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff, Mr. Schalekamp,

Mr. Breneman, Mr. Lyle Streeter of FAA, and FBI agents at the
New York office, 16 Jan 01
This is John Barry Smith responding with a rebuttal to Chairman
Jim Hall of NTSB who states in a 14 December 2000 letter that
the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 has been
considered and ruled out. The NTSB, as represented by the
Chairman, Jim Hall, and Bernard Loeb, Ron Schleede (Ret), Al
Dickinson, Jim Wildey, Bob Swaim states that the NTSB has
considered the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 and
ruled it out based upon evidence and has corresponded with me
numerous times. That evidence is incomplete and NTSB has not
corresponded with me numerous times. NTSB has written me a
few times with short statements of opinion telling me they are
right and I am wrong. In addition, the NTSB has failed to
respond to the specific absolute refuting evidence to the center
tank as the initial event and have consistently refused for over
four years to discuss the wiring/cargo door explanation or even
meet with me to allow me to present a decade of research and
analysis which has led me to conclude that the same probable
cause of faulty wiring leading to a ruptured/open cargo door in
flight has caused four Boeing 747 accidents, including UAL 811
and TWA 800. The actual refuting evidence to the center tank
explanation and the actual confirming evidence of the wiring/
cargo door explanation is listed below in response to NTSB
assertions.
NTSB: "Thank you for your October 2, 2000, letter regarding
Mr. John Barry Smith's assertion that the TWA flight 800
accident was caused by a wiring/switch fault in the accident
airplane's electrical system, which led to the rupture of the
midspan latches of the forward cargo door in flight. He asserts
that this rupture precipitated the sequence of events that led to

the explosion of the fuel/air vapor in the center wing tank
(CWT)."
JBS: Yes, that is my assertion with the clarification that it was
wiring based upon new evidence of the faults of Poly X wiring in
all aircraft, and in particular, early model Boeing 747s such as
TWA 800, which shorted on the door unlatch motor.
NTSB: "As you know, on August 23, 2000, the National
Transportation Safety Board concluded that the probable cause of
the TWA flight 800 accident was an explosion of the CWT
resulting from ignition of the flammable fuel/air mixture in the
tank. The source of ignition energy for the explosion could not be
determined with certainty, but the Board concluded that, of the
sources evaluated by the investigation, the most likely was a
short circuit outside of the CWT that allowed excessive voltage
to enter the CWT through electrical wiring associated with the
fuel quantity indication system.
NTSB: "As you know, on August 23, 2000, the National
Transportation Safety Board concluded..."
JBS: Concluded but not published. The final report is yet to be
available to the public six months after the "National
Transportation Safety Board concluded." Why is that?
NTSB: "The source of ignition energy for the explosion could
not be determined with certainty,..."
JBS: The NTSB does not have an ignition source for the center
tank explosion which is conclusive evidence that the probable
cause of initial event as center tank explosion is not confirmed
and that all other reasonable alternative explanations are
plausible until ruled out by proper and thorough evaluation. A

reasonable alternative mechanical explanation that has precedent
and supported by official documents should be thoroughly
investigated. The wiring/cargo door explanation is mechanical,
plausible, supported by Public Docket evidence, has precedent in
a similar type aircraft and has not been thoroughly investigated
to the standard set by the precedent, UAL 811 in NTSB AAR
92/02. To say an explosion happened and not have the ignition
source positively identified after years of searching and tests is to
say the current explanation is incomplete and very possible not
the initial event. There are three essential factors for a fuel
explosion; air, fuel, ignition source; to not have all three is to
admit the current explanation may be wrong. In fact, the wiring/
cargo door explanation does have an ignition source for the CWT
explosion; a FODDed, on fire engine number three which ignited
the center tank as the disintegrating wreckage fell after the
explosive decompression caused by the ruptured/opened cargo
door in flight allowed the nose to be torn off. This scenario is
supported by wreckage debris locations, CVR and FDR data, and
the precedent of UAL 811's FODDed and on fire engine number
three. The actual refuting evidence of the center tank as the initial
event is the absence of any sooted material on the passengers or
the fuselage forward of the wing indicating the nose came off
first in a generally straight tear line followed by the explosion of
the tank which sooted those parts of the fuselage aft of the
leading edge of the wing. In addition, the sudden loud sound on
the CVR does not match the sound of a center tank explosion as
compared with a known center tank explosion CVR sound in a
NTSB chart. Also, the port side just forward of the wing is
smooth while the starboard side is shattered which indicates a
unilateral event and not the bilateral damage that a center tank
event would show. The NTSB explanation as a center tank
explosion is partly right because the center tank did explode, but
the NTSB has the timing wrong, it was not the cause but a

symptom.
NTSB: "...the most likely was a short circuit outside of the CWT
that allowed excessive voltage to enter the CWT through
electrical wiring associated with the fuel quantity indication
system."
JBS: So very vague as to be meaningless. A short circuit outside
the CWT includes 98% of the aircraft. The wiring/cargo door
explanation has precedent of bare wires in the cargo door area of
the confirmed cargo door accident, UAL 811. TWA 800
wreckage has bare wires in that cargo door area:
The Systems Exhibit 9A, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is
FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone.
Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and caused the
forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL
811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward cargo bay of a
Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity make a powerful
conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing cargo
compartments.)
NTSB: "The Safety Board did consider the possibility that the
TWA flight 800 accident might have been initiated by the inflight separation of the forward cargo door. All eight of the

latching cams along the bottom of the door were found in the
latched position and, along with some pieces of the cargo door
itself, remained attached to the pins along the lower door sill.
There were no indications of preimpact failure of the hinge at the
top of the door. Investigators verified that these cams, pins, and
sill pieces were from the forward cargo door by matching the
fractures to the attaching pieces of structure. This evidence
indicates that the door was closed and locked at impact. Further,
deformation and fracture patterns on the door matched damage to
the adjacent fuselage structure, confirming that the door was in
the closed position at the time of impact.
NTSB: "The Safety Board did consider the possibility that the
TWA flight 800 accident might have been initiated by the inflight separation of the forward cargo door."
JBS: Considered but not investigated nor evaluated to the
standard set for confirmed ruptured/open cargo door in flight,
UAL 811. The UAL 811 AAR 92/02 has a complete
metallurgical examination of the entire door, latches, cams, pins,
overpressure relief doors, manual locking handle, hinge, and
torque tubes. The TWA 800 'consideration' of the forward cargo
door consists of one sentence, Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit
No. 15C, Report Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward
Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached
(along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower
door sill." A one sentence dismissal of a plausible mechanical
explanation with precedent in a similar accident by an
incomplete examination of eight of ten latches is not up to the
aircraft accident investigation standards set by the NTSB in
previous reports.
NTSB: "All eight of the latching cams along the bottom of the

door were found in the latched position and, along with some
pieces of the cargo door itself, remained attached to the pins
along the lower door sill."
JBS: Misleading statement from NTSB of the word "all"; there
are ten latches per cargo door for a total of twenty latches. Only
eight have been recovered and were attached to a cargo door sill
which was found in the aft debris field. The only two references
to a 'sill' in the TAGS database refer to the aft sill, none for the
forward:
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"C122",,,"40 39 46.90","-72 37 27.90","aft cargo
door - lower sill latches and
locks","RF45A","L16","Fuselage","Green","FS 1880",10/12/96
12:55:48,"8/05/96-70",0,0,,
8/25/96 0:00:00,,"C2155",,"C714","40 39 46.40","-72 37
27.80","FS 1810, outer frame aft cargo door panel STR 24R-28R
(aft upper main cargo door
sill)","RF98","16L","Fuselage","Green","FS 1810"
There are no references to any aft or forward cargo door parts in
the addendum to the TAGS database, Exhibit 21F Appendix 5:
"Updated Wreckage Not Included in Tags Table."
Eight is not ten. Ten is complete for forward cargo door; eight is
incomplete. The two missing latches are the midspan latches, the
location of which is exactly where the outward peeled ruptures
occur in the forward cargo door as confirmed by photographs of
the actual shattered forward cargo door wreckage of TWA 800.
"X" marks the spot of the outward peeled rupture of the aft
midspan latch of the forward cargo door of TWA 800. Note hinge
and red paint smears on fuselage skin above shattered door.
The large gaping hole to the left of the yellow tag marks the spot

of the outward peeled rupture of the missing forward midspan
latch of the forward cargo door of TWA 800. Also note red paint
smears above hinge, inward pillowing of skin lower down on
door pieces, and absence of most of recovered door pieces.
NTSB: "There were no indications of preimpact failure of the
hinge at the top of the door."
JBS: There were indications of failure at the top of the door with
red paint smears that would only occur when the door ruptured/
opened in flight. These paint smears match the style of paint
smears of the UAL 811 cargo door area when the door ruptured/
opened out and upward and slammed into the fuselage skin
above leaving door paint on the fuselage.
NTSB: "Investigators verified that these cams, pins, and sill
pieces were from the forward cargo door by matching the
fractures to the attaching pieces of structure."
JBS: The items only refer to the eight pieces recovered and do
not refer to the two missing midspan latches. Metallurgical
examination and report of those "cams, pins, and sill pieces" is
absent, unlike the two AAR of UAL 811.
NTSB: "This evidence indicates that the door was closed and
locked at impact."
JBS: Absolutely false logic and refuted by the incomplete
recovery of evidence and absolutely refuted by photographic
evidence of the actual wreckage of the few recovered door pieces
which show outward petal shaped ruptures, paint smears, and the
location of wreckage debris in the ocean that indicated clearly
the forward cargo door ruptured in flight as the initial event and

separated in pieces which created the entire shattered area around
the forward cargo door on the starboard side. The port side
opposite the cargo door is smooth and unshattered which refutes
the center tank explosion as the initial event since a 'center' event
would cause equal bilateral damage, not the severe unilateral
damage on starboard side, the cargo door side. A latched cargo
door sill in which the rest of the door is shattered and tossed to
the wind is not a door which is closed and locked at impact. The
actual confirming evidence that the forward cargo door opened in
flight is the photographs showing the outward peeled ruptures at
the two midspan latches, the engine blade in the right horizontal
stabilizer, and the sudden loud sound on the CVR which matches
a previous ruptured cargo door in flight on a similar type aircraft.
NTSB: "Further, deformation and fracture patterns on the door
matched damage to the adjacent fuselage structure, confirming
that the door was in the closed position at the time of impact."
JBS: Absolutely incorrect and proven by photographic evidence.
There is no "door'; there are dozens of pieces of the door with
most of it still missing and unrecovered as shown by photographs
and the recovered wreckage database. To say a 'door' is "in the
closed position" when the manual locking handle has not been
recovered and examined to determine if it in the proper position
and stowed is to give a worthless opinion about the status of a
door. A latched cargo door sill in which the rest of the door is
shattered and tossed to the wind is not a door which is in the
closed position at the time of impact. The few pieces of the
forward cargo door which were recovered were found many
hundreds of yards apart from each other according to wreckage
plot and indicate the door did not shatter upon impact but before
impact. The TAGS database lists all the pieces of the forward
cargo door which were recovered and constitute less than 50% of

the door and confirmed by the wreckage reconstruction: (Note
'white' tag which means it was later changed and contradicts the
Chairman's statement below.)
8/4/96 0:00:00,,"B155",,,"40 39 04.30","-72 38 27.20","forward
cargo door lift",,"L22","Fuselage","Yellow",
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B189",,,"40 39 04.30","-72 38 27.20","FS
540-580 STR 24R-30R with top right corner of forward cargo
door","RF3D","L21","Fuselage","Yellow","FS 540-580",
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B221",,,"40 39 04.30","-72 38 27.20","small
section of upper forward cargo
door","RF3E","L21","Fuselage","Yellow",
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B223",,,"40 39 04.30","-72 38 27.20","FS
600-720 STR 24R-26R with rear top part of forward cargo
door","RF3C","L21","Fuselage","Yellow","FS 600-720",
8/8/96 0:00:00,,"B334",,,"40 39 04.70","-72 38 26.80","forward
cargo door segment","RF3M",,"Fuselage","Yellow",,
8/26/96 0:00:00,,"B2015",,,,,"metal strap with internal cargo
door switch for forward cargo door; FS 560; WL 164; RBL
96",,"L21","Fuselage","White","FS 560",
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B2029",,"B223","40 39 04.30","-72 38
27.20","forward cargo door
segment","RF3N",,"Fuselage","Yellow",
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B2101",,"B223","40 39 04.30","-72 38
27.20","aft pressure limiting door forward cargo
door","RF3K",,"Fuselage","Yellow",,
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"B2102",,"B223","40 39 04.30","-72 38
27.20","forward pressure limiting door forward cargo
door","RF3L",,"Fuselage","Yellow",
There are no references to any aft or forward cargo door parts in
the addendum to the TAGS database, Exhibit 21F Appendix 5:
Updated Wreckage Not Included in Tags Table.

NTSB: "You indicate that Mr. Smith claims that "only eight [of
20 door latches from TWA flight 800] have been recovered, and
they are all from one sill found in the aft debris field" and that
"[t]he only cargo door sill found in the aft fuselage debris field
belongs to the rear cargo door, and is not the forward cargo door
sill." The forward cargo door was found in the "yellow"
wreckage recovery zone, which contained the nose portion of the
airplane and pieces of the fuselage forward of about station 840.
The aft portion of the airplane, including wreckage from the rear
cargo door, was found in the "green" wreckage recovery zone,
which contained most of the airplane wreckage, including pieces
of the fuselage aft of about station 1000. Therefore, Mr. Smith is
incorrect in asserting that the only recovered cargo door pieces
were those from the rear cargo door."
NTSB: "The forward cargo door was found in the "yellow"
wreckage recovery zone, which contained the nose portion of the
airplane and pieces of the fuselage forward of about station 840."
JBS: The 'forward cargo door' was not found anywhere. It was
shattered into many pieces (one found in 'white' zone) as shown
by the reconstruction photographs and less than 50% of the total
door was recovered as shown by the TAGS wreckage database.
The important pieces to determine if the cargo door was properly
latched/did not rupture in flight are missing to include the manual
locking handle, and the two midspan latches. None of the
recovered pieces of the forward door were sooted which refutes
the center tank as initial event since the forward door is very near
the center tank. There was only one cargo door sill recovered and
it was found in the aft debris field.
In addition, the color of a tag was changed even though the piece
landed in a different color zone which depicts the actual landing

location of the debris.
"DOCKET NO. SA-516
EXHIBIT NO. 211
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Appendix 8: Tag Renumbering Procedure
(5 pages)
TWA 800 Tags System Procedure
Tag Re-Numbering
OTECH CAJ 9/25/96
Applicability:
When a tag number needs to be changed. Primarily reason: when
the tag alpha designator (A B C or X
Y Z) or color code (RED, YELLOW, GREEN) is found to be at
odds with the debris field in which the
object was actually found. Such tags are referred to as "out-ofarea" tags.
Re-tagging may also be necessary for debris field locations
which cannot be verified. If database
validation processes indicate that existing tag location
information is not verifiable, then re-tagging to
WHITE will be accomplished using this procedure and
associated documentation.
For those situations where documentation indicates that retagging would revise the debris field
location (i.e., the tag color should be changed), back-up
documentation will be maintained to support the
re-tag action."
JBS: At odds with the debris field? The debris field is reality.
Pieces landed where they landed for a physical reason.
Sophisticated location techniques were used and latitude and
longitude locations were logged as the pieces were retrieved.

Where the pieces landed is of paramount importance and to
administratively change the landing location is very misleading
and nonexcusable. The pieces were found to be at odds with the
debris field only using the center tank as the initial event. The
original location of the debris field pieces make sense when
using the wiring/cargo door explanation to explain why fuselage
pieces forward of the wing landed where they did. (The overall
debris appraisal was made by Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit
No. 22A, Trajectory Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution
shows that parts were initially shed from the area just forward of
the wing.") The center tank is not 'just forward of the wing'
while the forward cargo door is. The center tank is aft of the
leading edge of the wing and thus parts were not initially shed
from that area which means it was not the initial event.
NTSB: "Therefore, Mr. Smith is incorrect in asserting that the
only recovered cargo door pieces were those from the rear cargo
door."
JBS: A completely wrong and ignorant statement by Chairman
Hall of NTSB. I never said and do not assert now that "the only
recovered cargo door pieces were those from the rear cargo
door." In fact, I refer over and over to the forward cargo door
pieces; they are conclusive proof that the forward door ruptured
in flight. To say I assert "... the only recovered cargo door pieces
were those from the rear cargo door," is to show conclusively
that the NTSB does not understand the wiring/cargo door
explanation, has not seriously considered the explanation, has not
discussed the explanation with me, and is content with confused
thinking about it.
The wiring/cargo door explanation does refer to the recovered
pieces of the aft cargo door (also to many other parts of TWA

800) and asserts that the only cargo door sill of two which were
on TWA 800 when it took off was found in the aft debris field
and is most likely that of the aft cargo door, a door which is
identical in size, function, and parts to the forward cargo door.
All pieces of the aft cargo door recovered are listed below; (Note
that that there are more pieces recovered for the aft door than for
the forward door and no 'white' changed tags.)
8/4/96 0:00:00,,"C111",,,"40 39 46.90","-72 37 27.90","aft cargo
door cutout (#1860)/seats/fuselage",,,,"Green",,.
8/5/96 0:00:00,,"C122",,,"40 39 46.90","-72 37 27.90","aft cargo
door - lower sill latches and locks","RF45A",
"L16","Fuselage","Green","FS 1880",
8/21/96 0:00:00,,"C644",,,"40 39 46.89","-72 37 26.59","aft
cargo door lower aft
section","RF45F","L15.5","Fuselage","Green","FS 1910",
8/25/96 0:00:00,,"C2155",,"C714","40 39 46.40","-72 37
27.80","FS 1810, outer frame aft cargo door panel STR 24R-28R
(aft upper main cargo door
sill)","RF98","16L","Fuselage","Green","FS 1810"
8/9/96-37" ,,"C2133",,"C673","40 39 47.04","-72 37 26.90","aft
cargo door fragment","RF45G","L16","Fuselage","Green","FS
1810",
8/25/96 0:00:00,,"C1080",,,"40 39 46.40","-72 37 27.80","FS
1900-1940 aft cargo door surround, STR 41R-44R","RF45E","L
15.8","Fuselage","Green","FS 1900-1940",
8/4/96 0:00:00,,"C2252",,"C114","40 39 46.90","-72 37
27.90","FS 1820-1840 STR 23R-27R with aft cargo door
hinge","RF30A","L16","Fuselage","Green","FS 1820-1840"
8/19/96 0:00:00,,"C2336",,"C932","40 39 47.36","-72 37
27.71","FS 1780-1840 STR 38R-46R forward lower corner of aft
cargo door cut-out","RF54E","L16","Fuselage","Green","FS
1780-1840",

8/4/96 0:00:00,,"C2340",,"C112","40 39 46.90","-72 37
27.90","FS 1810-1836 STR 27R-30R, forward right upper corner
of aft cargo door","RF99","L16","Fuselage","Green","FS
1810-1836",
8/4/96 0:00:00,,"C111",,,"40 39 46.90","-72 37 27.90","aft cargo
door cutout (#1860)/seats/fuselage",,,,"Green",,
8/21/96 0:00:00,,"C644",,,"40 39 46.89","-72 37 26.59","aft
cargo door lower aft
section","RF45F","L15.5","Fuselage","Green","FS 1910",
There are no references to any aft or forward cargo door parts in
the addendum to the TAGS database, Exhibit 21F Appendix 5:
Updated Wreckage Not Included in Tags Table.
NTSB: "You also state that Mr. Smith asserts that "all ten
locking latches, the manual locking handle, the viewing ports,
and two 'overpressure relief doors' have not been fully accounted
for in the investigation and are not in the wreckage database."
The Safety Board recovered and accounted for all of the closing
hardware for the forward cargo door. All ten of the closing cams
and pins are in the recovered structure database and are
physically located on the reconstructed portion of the airplane.
(A metallurgical report on the forward cargo door discusses only
the eight latching cams and pins on the bottom of the door and
does not discuss the two alignment pins and cams on the sides of
the door.)
NTSB: "The Safety Board recovered and accounted for all of the
closing hardware for the forward cargo door."
JBS: Absolutely not true: 'all the closing hardware' is missing
from all of the wreckage pieces databases, from the public
docket, from examination and evaluation in Exhibits, and the
actual wreckage reconstruction. In fact, all of the forward cargo

door has not been recovered, accounted for, or evaluated, with
less than 50% recovered and those few consist of 'segments'
'pieces' and 'parts.' The closing hardware is extensive and
included, torque tubes, bellcranks, manual locking handle, ten
cams, pins, latches, and overpressure relief doors within the door.
To claim that all closing hardware for the forward cargo door
was recovered and accounted for is a falsehood.
NTSB: "All ten of the closing cams and pins are in the recovered
structure database and are physically located on the reconstructed
portion of the airplane.
JBS: There is no documentation that of the twenty identical
closing cams and pins, the alleged ten belong to the forward
cargo door and not the aft. There is no documentation of the
missing two midspan latches from the forward cargo door being
found. There is no evaluation of the condition of any of the cams
and pins of either door. In the entire wreckage databases there is
no report of any 'cams' nor 'pins' in the recovered structure
database. The two midspan latches of the forward door are not
physically located on the reconstructed portion of the airplane as
proven by photographs.
NTSB: "(A metallurgical report on the forward cargo door
discusses only the eight latching cams and pins on the bottom of
the door and does not discuss the two alignment pins and cams
on the sides of the door.)"
JBS: Misleading statement by NTSB and metallurgist Jim
Wildey, as the two midspan latches are not trivial 'alignment pins
and cams', but identical cams, pins, and latches to the lower
eight. The top of the door is held by a lengthwise hinge and the
lower sill of the door is held by eight latches. The two sides, each
eight feet tall, are held in by one latch per side, the midspan

latch. The lower eight latches have locking sectors which press
against the cams to prevent inadvertent opening in flight. The
two midspan latches have no locking sectors. This absence of
two sectors per door is the fatal design error of the door in
addition to being outward opening and nonplug. An
Airworthiness Directive issued after the forward cargo door of
UAL 811 ruptured/opened in flight to strengthen the locking
sectors had no effect on the two midspan latches because they
have no locking sectors to strengthen. Those two locations is
where the ruptures occurred in TWA 800, at the midspan latches
where no locking sectors existed, as confirmed by photographs.
To "not discuss the two alignment pins and cams on the sides of
the door" as NTSB admits is to admit to an incomplete
examination and evaluation of the forward cargo door, a door
initially considered to be the initial event of TWA 800.
NTSB: "In your letter, you also indicate that Mr. Smith asserts
that "[b]lades on the Number 3 engine were found damaged, in a
manner consistent with explosive decompression of the adjacent
forward cargo door." However, physical evidence indicated that
damage to the number 3 engine's fan blade airfoils was due to the
blade mid span shrouds shingling (overlapping) and tearing out
part of the airfoils when the engine impacted the water. Further,
the damage noted on the number 3 engine's low- and highpressure compressor airfoils was similar to that observed on the
other three engines' compressor airfoils. None of the four engines
installed on TWA flight 800 had any damage that could have
been caused by the ingestion of a foreign object. Therefore, this
damage does not support Mr. Smith's contention that the forward
cargo door separated in flight.
NTSB: "None of the four engines installed on TWA flight 800
had any damage that could have been caused by the ingestion of

a foreign object. "
JBS: Absolutely incorrect statement as shown by actual
examination of engine number three as reported in the TWA 800
Public Docket:
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
NTSB: "Therefore, this damage does not support Mr. Smith's
contention that the forward cargo door separated in flight."
JBS: The damage to engine number three conclusively supports
the wiring/cargo door explanation that the forward cargo door
separated in flight by showing that foreign objects and door skin
ejected after explosive decompression were ingested into the
adjacent engine number three which led to uncontainment and
the spitting out of a blade into the right horizontal stabilizer
immediately behind the engine. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
7A, Structures Group Report, page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer,
"Some of the items found in the horizontal stabilizer are sections
of seat track, a stator blade from turbine section, and glitter." On
5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator

blade from turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge
JBS: Only 58% of the fan blades were recovered which means
42% were missing. It is very likely the 'stator blade' found in
right horizontal stabilizer was from engine number three which
sits directly in front of it. "Almost all' of the 'impact damage,'
was explained which implies some wasn't explained. All blades
in engine three had soot. Soot means fire. FOD usually means
fire. Only engine number three had any sooting inside engine.
One full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'.
There is nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body
impact means foreign object damage which could mean the soft
bodies of passengers ejected from the open fuselage, as happened
with UAL 811. Streaking could be blood streaks. Missing blades
in engine three and one blade found directly aft in right
horizontal stabilizer recovered far away from main engine means
uncontainment in flight. Uncontainment means engine number
three was not intact at water impact but implies destruction and
fire inflight. The FODDed, uncontained, spewing blades, on fire
engine number three is very likely the plausible ignition source
for the nearby center tank which was disintegrating into fuel
vapor as it fell.
NTSB: "Finally, you state that Mr. Smith asserts that "[t]he
FDR [flight data recorder] plots of TWA [flight] 800, Pan Am
[flight] 103, and UAL [United Airlines flight] 811 are consistent
with the explosive decompression of the right forward cargo
door" and that "[b]ad wiring ... caused the forward cargo doors to
open in flight on high time B747's [including these airplanes and
Air India flight 182] ... and that [t}he photographic, CVR
[cockpit voice recorder], FDR, FOD [foreign object damage],
and other evidence points to a common scenario of cargo door

failure." You also state that Mr. Smith believes "the outward
peeled ruptures in metal shown in photographs ... are clear
evidence of cargo door failure, not of a [CWT] explosion. Mr.
Smith is correct that the United Airlines flight 811 accident was
caused by the in-flight separation of the forward cargo door.
However, the investigation of the Pan Am flight 103 accident (in
which the Safety Board participated extensively) revealed
overwhelming evidence that the accident was precipitated by the
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo compartment, not by
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door. Further, regarding
Mr. Smith's contention that the "outward peeled ruptures" from
the TWA flight 800 airplane are indicative of an in-flight cargo
door failure, the investigation's Sequencing Group (which
included participants from all of the parties to the investigation)
reached a different conclusion. The Sequencing Group
determined that the damage to the airplane was consistent with
an overpressure in the CWT as the initiating event, not a failure
of the cargo door.
NTSB: "Mr. Smith is correct that the United Airlines flight 811
accident was caused by the in-flight separation of the forward
cargo door."
JBS: I asset the above because of NTSB AAR 90/01 and 92/02
regarding UAL 811: NTSB conducted an incomplete
investigation of the forward cargo door of UAL 811 and came to
an incorrect probable cause in AAR 90/01 for its opening in
flight leading to nine fatalities: Improper latching. Upon further
investigation the door was found to be properly latched and the
cause to be electrical. A new AAR was published which was
AAR 92/02, giving the new probable cause. The NTSB TWA 800
investigation in AAR 00-03 is also incomplete leading to the
wrong probable cause as the center tank exploding as the initial

event. A precedent has been set of NTSB conducting an
incomplete investigation leading to an incorrect probable cause
in an AAR leading to the event occurring again (UAL preflight
uncommanded opening of cargo door) and thus having to write
another AAR with the new probable cause. This sequence will
happen again unless further investigation of the wiring/cargo
door explanation is conducted for TWA 800. A precedent has
been set for NTSB to further investigate an accident even though
a final AAR has been published. A precedent has been set for
NTSB to discover and admit an error of opinion and correct it.
From
NTSB AAR 92/02:
NTSB/AAR-92/02
(SUPERSEDES NTSB/AAR-90/01)
The wrong probable cause in AAR 90/01 for UAL 811: "The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
Probable Cause(s) of this Accident was: The sudden opening of
the improperly latched forward lobe cargo door in flight and the
subsequent explosive decompression."
The new probable cause in AAR 92/02 for UAL 811: "Before the
recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed that the
door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in service prior
to the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door
was not fully latched. This belief was expressed in the report and
was supported by the evidence available at the time. However,
upon examination of the door, the damage to the locking
mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the

closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff."
NTSB: "However, the investigation of the Pan Am flight 103
accident (in which the Safety Board participated extensively)
revealed overwhelming evidence that the accident was
precipitated by the explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo
compartment, not by inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door."
JBS: There is not "overwhelming evidence that the accident was
precipitated by the explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo
compartment, not by inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door." That NTSB statement is unsupported opinion and shows
that NTSB also influenced incorrectly the PA 103 probable cause
as reported in AAIB AAR 2/90. Pan Am 103 is another similar

event of TWA 800. It has many similarities that match TWA 800
which are supported by facts, data, and evidence. The wiring/
cargo door explanation concludes PA 103 was an ruptured/open
cargo door inflight, as was Air India Flight 182.
PA 103, AI 182, and TWA 800 are the only Boeing 747 accidents
to have the following unusual and rare similarities:
non Section 41 retrofit
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing in cargo bay.
nose came off
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break in forward cargo door,
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
NTSB: "Further, regarding Mr. Smith's contention that the
"outward peeled ruptures" from the TWA flight 800 airplane are
indicative of an in-flight cargo door failure, the investigation's
Sequencing Group (which included participants from all of the

parties to the investigation) reached a different conclusion. The
Sequencing Group determined that the damage to the airplane
was consistent with an overpressure in the CWT as the initiating
event, not a failure of the cargo door.
JBS: Again, that conclusion is unsupported opinion which is
contradicted by facts, data, and evidence elsewhere in the Public
Docket such as NTSB's own Trajectory Study. The Sequencing
Group is James F. Wildey II, National Resource SpecialistMetallurgy. He is not an aircraft accident investigator. The TWA
800 Public Docket SA-516, Exhibit 18A is the Metallurgy/
Structural Group Chairman Factual Report Sequencing Study,
signed by only Mr. Wildey. Contrary to the NTSB statement
above, the Sequencing Group did not determine that the failure
of the cargo door was not the initiating event as the words,
"Cargo Door' are not to be found in any of the 57 page exhibit.
There is nothing in the "Study" about the forward cargo door,
which is a serious omission as the ruptured/opened door was
initially considered by NTSB to be the initial event and the
forward cargo door lies very close to the center tank. This is
further evidence that the wiring/cargo door explanation has not
been properly evaluated by NTSB.
NTSB: "Mr. Smith's assertion that the CVR evidence for the
four accidents mentioned in your letter indicate a common
scenario is also incorrect. The CVR termination sound
signatures for Pan Am flight 103, Air India flight 182 (both of
which were brought down by bombs exploding in flight), and
TWA flight 800 were all characterized by a rapid increase in
amplitude with no evidence of prior anomalies. In contrast, the
CVR from the United Airlines flight 811 accident involving the
in-flight separation of the cargo door revealed a longer-term
sound signature with a slower onset. Additionally, the loud

terminating sound on the United Airlines flight 81 1 CVR is
preceded by several precursor lower-order events, some of which
were noticed and commented on by the flight crew.
NTSB: "The CVR termination sound signatures for Pan Am
flight 103, Air India flight 182 (both of which were brought down
by bombs exploding in flight), and TWA flight 800 were all
characterized by a rapid increase in amplitude with no evidence
of prior anomalies."
JBS: The CVR examinations for all four accidents have ruled out
a bomb sound and match each other and UAL 811. To state a
bomb went off in an aircraft and yet have the CVR not have a
bomb sound is to logically rule out the bomb as the cause of the
sudden loud sound and thus the accident. An alternative must be
found and it is in the explosive decompression sound. UAL 811
had that explosive decompression sound and it matches AI 182,
TWA 800, and PA 103.
NTSB: "In contrast, the CVR from the United Airlines flight 811
accident involving the in-flight separation of the cargo door
revealed a longer-term sound signature with a slower onset.
Additionally, the loud terminating sound on the United Airlines
flight 81 1 CVR is preceded by several precursor lower-order
events, some of which were noticed and commented on by the
flight crew."
JBS: NTSB Chart 12 below which compares all CVR sound of
the four accidents. They match in the very rare occurrences of a
sudden loud sound, not a bomb sound, which is then almost
immediately followed by an abrupt power cut to the FDR. UAL
811 did not have any 'lower-order events' picked up by the CVR
as the time in the chart is in milliseconds. In spite of much effort

to make the sudden loud sound a bomb sound, the sounds lack
the low frequencies which exist in bomb sounds and the rise time
is too slow for the explosion of a bomb. All of the four sounds
match the known sound of the explosive decompression of UAL
811 forward cargo door rupturing/opening in flight. The NTSB
CVR study omits any detailed analysis of this important sudden
loud sound.

NTSB: "In sum, Mr. Smith's position is simply not supported
by the facts. Our correspondence database indicates that Mr.
Smith has written the Safety Board many letters regarding his
theories about the cause of the TWA flight 800 accident. The
Board has responded to Mr. Smith numerous times, indicating
that Board investigators have considered his theories and that no
evidence exists to support his conclusions. In March 1998, 1
informed Mr. Smith that our correspondence had exhausted this
issue and that he should expect no further response from the
Board on this subject. I am pleased to have had this opportunity
to provide you with details about the Board's position on this
issue. However, I continue to believe that it would not be
productive to correspond with Mr. Smith further about his
theories regarding the cause of the TWA flight 800 accident.
NTSB: "In sum, Mr. Smith's position is simply not supported by
the facts."
JBS: My position is supported by ample facts from four similar
accidents, from the Public Docket, from government AARs, from
photographs, and other official documents.
NTSB: "Our correspondence database indicates that Mr. Smith
has written the Safety Board many letters regarding his theories

about the cause of the TWA flight 800 accident. The Board has
responded to Mr. Smith numerous times,..."
JBS: I have written the NTSB many times but they have not
responded numerous times to me. Senator John McCain wrote
suggesting a meeting with me but NTSB declined. Congressman
Sam Farr has asked for a meeting with me but NTSB, Mr. Drake,
refused and reiterated that, in fact, they will not correspond,
discuss, meet with me ever. (Note the effort to make the
messenger the point of argument instead of the message of
wiring/cargo door explanation. I am trivial; the message of
wiring/cargo door safety item is paramount.)
NTSB: "However, I continue to believe that it would not be
productive to correspond with Mr. Smith further about his
theories regarding the cause of the TWA flight 800 accident."
JBS: Not productive? The NTSB and the FAA have never tried
for a productive exchange of ideas with me. NTSB has selected
random statements and attempted to contradict them while
ignoring the irrefutable facts that rule out center tank explosion
as initial event and support the wiring/cargo door explanation.
Those facts among many which will never go away are:
Sudden loud sound on the CVR.
Stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer.
Photograph of forward cargo door showing paint smears, missing
midspan latches, outward petal shaped rupture holes at midspan,
pillowing inward force on other parts of door.
Three other similar events with similar evidence with one event,
UAL 811, being a confirmed electrical/cargo door caused
accident:
TWA 800 and UAL 811 were both:

aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
and shortly after takeoff
while climbing
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engine #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
smooth port side forward of the wing
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door considered as
probable cause.
bare wires found in cargo door area.
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb
but ruled out later.
In summation:
The matching facts between UAL 811 and TWA 800 are
sufficient to warrant a thorough investigation of the wiring/cargo

door explanation for TWA 800 which would match the standard
of aircraft accident investigation of UAL 811 with its two AARs,
90/01 and 92/02. The wiring/cargo door explanation is supported
by enough evidence to interview the discoverer at length about it.
"When men are ruled by fear, they strive to prevent the very
changes that will abate it." Alan Paton.
NTSB is driven by fear and pride. Pride comes before a fall.
Therein lies the fault/mistake/crime.
The tragedy is not that a government agency, in this case NTSB,
FAA, and FBI, missed something.
The tragedy is not that a civil servant, in this case, James Wildey,
was asked to do something, aircraft accident investigation, in
which he was not qualified as a metallurgist.
The tragedy is not that an agency, NTSB, relied on an official for
an evaluation report which was error filled, laden with mistakes,
and incomplete, the instant quoted letter and Exhibit 15C.
The tragedy is not that an agency composed of individuals, Jim
Hall, Bernard Loeb, Ron Schleede (Ret), Al Dickinson, Jim
Wildey, Bob Swaim of NTSB, and Misters McSweeny Mr. Ron
Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff, Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman, Mr. Lyle
Streeter of FAA, makes up its mind as to a sequence of events,
center tank explosion as initial event, and then tries very hard to
make that sequence make sense even to the extent of altering
evidence, yellow and red location tags to white tags.
The tragedy is not that an agency with a politically connected
appointed official, Jim Hall, not very educated about the area he

has responsibility for, aviation, tries to find a explanation that
does not ruffle too many feathers, a one off explosion with
unknown ignition source.
The tragedy is not that taxpayer money is wasted on a huge
project, TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction, and then the
evidence discovered, ruptured forward cargo door in many pieces
with most missing, is ignored.
The tragedy is not than an official, Mr. Schalekamp, saw the
evidence of ruptured cargo door in flight and agreed, but later
quickly recanted when he realized it was not the official position.
The tragedy is not than an official of an agency, Mr. Streeter of
FAA, refuses to get involved with an issue that the agency can
pass over to another, FAA to NTSB and FBI to NTSB, although
that agency is tasked with the issue, public safety.
The tragedy is not that an investigating agency, NTSB, FAA, and
FBI, focuses solely on an explanation that fits its perceived best
interest, bomb, missile, or random event, while ignoring all
reasonable alternatives which are perceived to be contrary to that
interest, wiring/cargo door explanation.
The tragedy is that the agencies, NTSB, FAA, and FBI, were
informed over a period of years of a serious public safety issue
and actively rejected any evaluation of that issue to the extent of
changing the evidence, to wrongly accuse a citizen, to refuse to
confirm or rule out the presented facts, data, and evidence, and of
refusing to meet with the proponent, or discuss through letters
the reasonable, plausible explanation. To miss a life or death
safety item is human and understandable and sad; to reject a life
or death safety item given by a qualified citizen over a period of
years supported by documentation is inhuman and

incomprehensible and a tragedy. And you, NTSB, FAA, and FBI,
have done that for over four years and are doing that right now.
The metaphor I think of is that of a crossing guard who is told
over and over again a truck is coming and to put down the guard
to protect the children continually crossing the street. The guard
says no. The guard says I'm wrong. The guard says I'm crazy.
The guard says go away. The guard ignores the verbal, written,
graphic warnings supported by documents, photographs, and
testimony that an event which has happened before is going to
happen again, a truck plowing into a group of children at a
crosswalk because the guard refused to put down the barrier. The
guard then attacks me by saying bad things about my character
and motives. The guard never asks, 'Why do you say that a truck
is coming?
And then of course the truck comes, just as TWA 800 came along
as I was presenting my correlation to UAL 811 for PA 103 all
during the early 1990s prior to July 17th, 1996, to media and the
insurance agency. I knew right away what TWA 800 was and
immediately starting informing NTSB, FAA, and FBI of the
forward cargo door problem with Boeing 747s.
The error of judgment which leads to the tragedy is continuously
rejecting for over four years an experienced citizens' opinion
supported by facts, data, evidence, photographs, charts,
documents, interviews with witnesses, and precedent which
contradicts that agency's opinion. I have been in a sudden, night,
fiery, fatal, jet aircraft accident. I have spent forty years in
aviation related endeavors. After years of research, I offer a
mechanical explanation with precedent in a similar type aircraft.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is plausible,
reasonable, and must be further investigated lest it occur again.

Further investigation starts with meeting with me. For a public
safety agency to refuse to meet and discuss a plausible
explanation for a fatal accident with a citizen when the official
version is incomplete is inexcusable and most likely criminal
should another cargo door rupture open in flight leading to
fatalities.
The tragedy is that the agencies entrusted by the public to protect
their lives do not and will not ask the question of an experienced
citizen with supporting documents to explain his public safety
discovery: wiring will again short a door unlatch motor on and
the midspan latches of the forward cargo door of a Boeing 747
will rupture again leading to fatalities, as happened with AI 182,
PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. The public trust has been
betrayed by officials who will not inquire or investigate a
reasonable alternative to their position because of fear and pride.
The question has never come, "Mr. Smith, why do you say that
wiring caused the forward cargo door of TWA 800 to rupture at
the midspan latches?"
In summary: An amateur sleuth going up against the initial
mystery and the authorities believing a different way has a hard
job. He has to be persuasive, charming, have all the right
answers, and at least have some authority who will discuss with
him the alternatives. It worked for Sherlock Holmes in fiction
and the Campbells for UAL 811. The problem is that the persons
who usually go against the common wisdom and discover a
contrary truth are not likable nor charming. They do not say what
the agency wants to hear and thus become well liked. It takes a
confident, tolerant government agency who really wants to do its
job right and solve the mystery of TWA 800 by discussing
alternatives with someone they instinctively don't like. NTSB is
not that agency. Nor the FAA. Nor the FBI.

In sum: What is left for this individual citizen who has labored
more or less alone for over a decade with no support from
government, manufacturer, airline, media, or independent safety
organizations? Bitterness, anger, sarcasm, ridicule, are not usual
persuasive words but they do make one smile and grimace, keep
the morale up, and allow the wiring/cargo door cause to continue
to the next Chairman so I will say one word which sums up my
attitude towards authority who has got it wrong, keeps on
repeating the error, refuses to meet with someone who can
correct that life and death error, and yet officially seriously
evaluates explanations that make no sense such bombs, missiles,
meteorites, and a spontaneous fuel tank explosion with a mystery
ignition source:
HA!
Respectfully submitted,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 16, 2001 1:37:12 PM PST
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Hot off the presses

http://www.corazon.com/TWA800NTSBletterrebuttal.html
Is most recent letter to NTSB about TWA 800 and wiring/cargo
door explanation.
Dear Ben, ah looking for stories for Discovery and they are all
around. It just take a click or two.
1. Ejection story, yes, great and cool and changed my life. But
good story if true. You can check it out at the URL. I discovered
how great it is to have 34 years of life given to me by a man who
died probably giving me my life.
2. Domain story, check out www.bbc2.org and www.bbc2.net
and yes, I am the CEO of www.internetpagepublishing.com. But
great story if true. You can check it out at the URL. http://
www.bbc2.org and http://www.bbc2.net I discovered the interest
based on the human craziness of thinking they can 'own' a puff of
air with a sound in it.
2. PA 103 not a bomb story, yes, weird and how can that be? But

incredible story if true. You can check it out at the URL. http://
www.corazon.com/mountain.html with 165 meg and a thousand
pages of support at http://www.corazon.com
I discovered a great truth, governments use accidents to further
their political goals.
Well, I believe you are there to check out stories and reject the
ones that are interesting but can be ruled out because they are
unsupported by facts, data, and evidence. You will note that all
three of mine are documented by photographs, text, documents,
exhibits, testimony, charts, and personal experience.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
John Barry Smith
ceo@internetpagepublishing.com
www.internetpagepublishing.com
(831) 659 3552

551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
From: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Date: January 16, 2001 8:57:07 AM PST
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Egress

Dear Barry,
Please allow me to introduce myself. My name is Ben Whalley
and I work for
BBC Television in the UK. I am currently putting together ideas
for the
Discovery Channel, one of which is an examination of the
science of egress.
I am emailing you in repsonse to the frank and lucid FCLP
account that
appears on the website. I currently wish to talk to pilots who
have
experienced the ejection procedure and am wondering if it may
be possible to
talk to you about your own personal experience. I would be very
happy to
call you at any suitable time if you could provide me with a
number.
Thank you for your time and help.
Yours sincerely

Ben Whalley
BBC Specialist Factual

This e-mail, and any attachment, is confidential. If you have
received
it in error, please delete it from your system, do not use or
disclose
the information in any way, and notify me immediately. The
contents of
this message may contain personal views which are not the views
of the
BBC, unless specifically stated.

From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: January 2, 2001 11:24:33 AM PST
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Permission to put NTSB letter on website
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
I have no objection so long as it will not be possible to identify me
or my publication in any way.
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Sunday, December 31, 2000 11:44 AM
Subject: Permission to put NTSB letter on website

Dear David, I'd like to put the NTSB letter to you on my site
with your name and address and title blanked out. There would

be no reference to you, your company or your newsletter. Page 1
is below showing blanked out names, the other two pages do not
identify you, only naming me by name many times. They have
never met with me and refuse to this day.
The letter is full of errors, inconsistencies, mistatements,
misleading omissions, and downright lies. I intend to rebut them
with facts data and evidence from the public docket.
For instance:
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
To say all the engines were normal before impact is wrong when
a stator blade was found in the right horizontal stabilizer, right
behind engine number three and the stabilizer was far away from
the recovered engine.
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud

on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan rotor
were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by Chairman
Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58% of the fan
blades were recovered so it is very possible 'stator blade' found in
right horizontal stabilizer was from engine number three directly
in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact damage,' was explained
which implies some wasn't. All had soot. Soot means fire. Only
engine number three had any sooting inside engine. One full
blade and one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is
nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body impact
means foreign object damage. FOD may mean fire. Fire means
soot. Missing blades in engine and one found directly aft in right
horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment. Uncontainment
means engine not intact at water impact but inflight.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 21, 2000 8:27:00 AM PST
To: David_Evans
Subject: Media go to guy...ha!

NTSB CHAIRMAN JIM HALL FIRST AVIATION CASUALTY
OF ELECTION...
Jim Hall, who became a fixture in the aviation industry during
his sixyear tenure as NTSB chairman, announced Monday that he will

resign from
the agency effective January 18. Hall's resignation comes as the
first
tangible evidence within the aviation community that a change of
White
House residents is in the offing and, with it, a possible changing
of
the guard in various positions. A strong, effective and sometimes
unavoidably abrupt spokesman for the federal government, Hall
was a
media "go-to guy" and a central figure to whom the general
public often
looked for immediate answers. To his great credit, he
consistently
stressed that the immediate gratification of pinpointing an
accident
cause in the first hours after an air tragedy was impossible and,
ultimately, not in the best interests of aviation safety.
From: Diane Titterington <diane@aviationspeakers.com>
Date: November 28, 2000 4:07:09 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: I want to be a speaker

Hello Barry,
We are always on the lookout for excellent speakers.
Most of the speakers that come to us have been paid to
give a few dozen presentations. If you are interested in
working with us, I suggest putting your best material
into a dynamic presentation, then present it to groups in your
area; EAA chapters, 99s, CAP, FAA Safety meetings and

even Lions Clubs and such. Practice the program until you
feel good about it.
We would need a video of one of your programs.
Just a video camera on a tripod, far enough back to keep you
in the frame when you move around, works fine. It is good to
have
an audience of at least 150 to 200 as the 'energy' difference is
noticeable.
The most important thing is to have the camera microphone
on your lapel. (***Not clipping the camera microphone on the
speaker
is where 80% get it wrong.) If you use humor, it is good
to have a second mic on the camera to catch the audience
response.
Most newer cameras have a dual mic option. Just a home video
camera is
fine. This does not have to be a multiple camera shoot or
broadcast quality. Getting good sound is the most important
thing.
Audio and video taping oneself as a speaker is a wonderful tool
for self improvement too.
I would like to see the entire program. As you probably
noticed on our web site, we also use clips for our meeting
planners to preview. We mail longer video clips to our clients
also,
as clients will only trust me so far, then they want to see
something that makes them think, "Mmm, this guy is really
good."

Unless you are Chuck Yeager or you get shot down
and eat bugs for three days to become an overnight celebrity,
clients want to see a clip.
The reason we need to see the full program is to help us make the
best
match of the speaker to the client. And of course, the clip
should show a client why they should hire our speaker over
a local pilot buddy.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Cheers,
Diane
-Diane Titterington
The Aviation Speakers Bureau
http://www.aviationspeakers.com
diane@aviationspeakers.com/
TEL: 800-247-1215
INTL: 949-498-2498
FAX: 888-622-4236
ADDRESS: P.O. Box 6030, San Clemente, CA 92674-6030
John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Diane,
I would like to be a speaker. My focus would be on aviation
safety. I
have survived an ejection of a military jet in which my pilot was
killed. I have investigated aviation accidents for twelve years.
My

analysis, although controversial, is on www.corazon.com.
I have experience in speaking in front of small and large groups
of
officers and men regarding aviation and hearing conservation
matters.
Should you think I may have information of value to your
clients,
please call or email me.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 27, 2000 8:04:51 PM PST
To: David_Evans
Subject: Just checkin'

Dear David,
Just checking in. 28 Nov 00 and all's quiet.
All quiet on the TWA 800 front, but not so quiet on the AI 182
front.
To deal with TWA 800 is to deal with US Navy missile guys,
with PA 103, the Libyans, with AI 182, the Sikhs, and with UAL
811? NTSB who said for two years that improper latching by a
ground crewman killed nine people who got sucked to
their....Well, UAL 811 had innocent bystander accused falsely,
just like PA 103 and the Libyans, just like AI 182 and the Sikhs,
and just like TWA 800 and the US Navy. No "one' did it, it was
faulty wiring being faulty.
And everyone wants to blame other humans, especially humans
the accusers don't like.
No one wants to blame the machine, the proud machine from
which jobs and money flow.
It's understandable why NTSB and Dr. Loeb and the "honorable'
Jim Hall are ducking you. You have become a muckraker and
they were never popular.
They ducked Senator McCain, they ducked my congressman

Sam Farr, and they are ducking you, all three men have asked
NTSB to just meet with me to allow me to present my facts, data,
evidence, and analysis for their consideration.
But nooooooo.....Why is that?

Cheers,
Barry
From: KaurSingh@webtv.net (~Shyrone Kaur~)
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 05:08:54 -0500 (EST)
To: burningpunjab@egroups.com, sikhstudent@egroups.com,
sikhyouth@egroups.com,
sikhism@egroups.com, sikhupdates@egroups.com,
thekhalsapride@egroups.com
Cc: barry@corazon.com, sikhcybersangat@hotmail.com
Subject: www.corazon.com - AI 182 Investigation - Sikhs Didn't
Bomb AI 182
Wahe Guru Ji Ka Khalsa, Wahe Guru Ji Ki Fateh!

"Rupture at Midspan Latches of Forward Cargo Door In Flight
Probably
Caused by Wiring/Electrical Fault"
http://www.corazon.com
Barry Smith has conducted a 12 year private and personal
investigation
into other probable causes of the Air India 182 event.

Mr Smith's background involves Aviation Safety and he has no
personal
interests in Sikhism, Indian Politics or the GOI.
He is convinced with every fiber of his expert intelligence, that
the
airliner was not downed by a bomb and also that Sikhs had
absolutely
nothing to do with this tragedy.
It is his belief, through exhaustive research, that the demise of
the
airliner was indeed caused by faulty wiring of the forward cargo
door,
which in his expert and humble opinion, blew open in-flight;
which
caused the sudden decompression of the B747.
A Few Facts:
** Also please note that prior to the airliner's departure from
Toronto
on June 22, 1985, a cargo door was completely removed from the
aircraft
to permit the loading of cargo (a failed engine and engine parts
from a
previous AI flight on June 8, 1985.)
** The failed engine was to mounted as the fifth pod.
** Question: Was there still residue of fuel remaining in the
engine
parts which could have ignited in flight? Answer - Unknown

** There were several security breaches at Toronto the day the
doomed
airliner departed. The crated engine was left unattended outside
the Air
Canada hangar and later moved to an area near the airport
perimeter
fence; between a restricted and unrestricted area.
** Burns Security equipment fails during the xray of luggage
and cargo
and agents had to result to manual security measures. The wands
only
sounded at the time that they were switched on and off; it is not
known
if the wands were indeed operable.
** Work performed on the aircraft prior to departure was
performed by
contracted ground services personnel -- not mechanics.
** Question: Was the door properly re-installed onto the
aircraft?
*** Unfortunate Link: M. Singh and L. Singh purchased tickets
for
interline flight; passengers failed to board aircraft; baggage
loaded
and subsequent baggage bombing in Tokyo.
Boeing had also noted that the cargo door theory was a probable
cause of
this event in their initial reports. However, by external pressures

(RCMP & GOI), this theory was ruled out for the more favorable
"bomb"
and "Sikh terrorist" theories.
Also noted in his reports, are similar findings regarding the
downing of
PA 103, UA 811 and TW 800. Mr Smith's reports again reference
the cargo
door theory for these events. (NOTE: In Aviation Saftey, crashes
are
refered as "events" and "incidents".)
I have been in contact with Mr Smith over the past few weeks
regarding
his reports. He has also contacted Malik's attorneys, and is
willing to
testify in court regarding his evidence.
It is his desire and hope that the RCMP and NSB will again
review his
theory and investigation evidence.
Also of note, Mr Smith has contacted the World Sikh
Organization and his
letter - "Sikhs Did Not Bomb Air India 182"; is posted at the
WSO
website. (enclosed below in this mail)
http://www.world-sikh.org/index.htm
(Click on "Sikhs Didn't Bomb AI 182" under the Current Items)
As I am involved in the aviation field (however not in the field of

safety), I have a personal interest in fatal events. I am very
interested in Mr Smith's theories and find them to be credible.
The reports are very detailed and require much time to research
all
data. In order to have a decisive, non-biased and objective
understanding of the cargo door theory; all of the reports must be
read
and researched. Needless to say, this is very time consuming.
I wish to solicit, from this egroup, at least three to five persons,
whom would be interested and committed to working together in
reviewing
all the evidence of AI 182, TW 800, PA 103 and UA 811.
All said reports prepared by Barry Smith are located at his
website:
http://www.corazon.com
Please advise me of your dedicated interest in this project via
email to
me at:
kaursingh@webtv.net or post directly at
sikhrelations@egroups.com
Thank you for your interest in this project.
Wahe Guru Ji Ka Khalsa, Wahe Guru Ji Fateh.
Chardi Kala,
Shyrone Kaur Singh
kaursingh@webtv.net

sikhcybersangat@hotmail.com
=================================
Sikhs Did Not Bomb AI182
----- Original Message ----From: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
To: <wsopanth@trytel.com>; <wsopanth@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 06, 2000 11:51 AM
Subject: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182
Dear Anne Lowthian, executive director of the World Sikh
Organization
I am an aircraft accident investigator with no official status but I
do have 35 years of experience in aviation and I am a survivor of
a
sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
I have much evidence, facts, and data, that show that Air India
Flight 182 was not 'bombed' by anybody, certainly not Sikhs, but
was
brought down by explosive decompression caused by an open
cargo door
in flight. It's happened before to a similar aircraft with similar
evidence on the data recorders, United Airlines Flight 811 in
February 1989.
corazon.com is the website of mine that will come up if you put
Air
India Flight 182 into several search engines. The site has been up
for four years. The most popular download is the Air India Flight
182

reports from the Canadian and Indian authorities as the statistics
below from one week show. I got the report, scanned it, and put
it on
the site in 1997.
http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
That report shows how flimsy the evidence is of a bomb and how
the
Indian judge really stretched to make such a conclusion.
Subsequent
similar crashes show that the evidence in AI 182 matches a
wiring/cargo door mechanical event.
There is no conspiracy nonsense
with this airplane crash. The red herring of a bomb thousands of
miles away is not relevant.
I've tried to contact the RCMP and TSB but they refuse to
consider
any explanation other than bomb for AI 182.
I invite your attention to http://www.corazon.com.
I ask that you assign an
aviation experienced Sikh to review the data and give opinion.
I'm
available for interviews.
I am not associated with government, the law, the manufacturer,
the
airlines, or any religion.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
http://www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate
holder.
USÊ Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
..........................................................
From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 00:02:55 -0800
To: postmaster@corazon.com
Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================
Program started at Sun, Nov 05 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:13 to Sun, Nov 05
2000 00:15
(7.00 days).
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 38,317
Average successful requests per day: 5,472
Successful requests for pages: 19,806
Average successful requests for pages per day: 2,828
Failed requests: 323
Distinct files requested: 2,252
Distinct hosts served: 4,710
Corrupt logfile lines: 2,493
Data transferred: 0.976 Gbytes
Average data transferred per day: 142.863 Mbytes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------ÊReferrer Report
--------------Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
requests.
#reqs: URL
-----: --5509: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
2748: http://www.corazon.com/
1873: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing747.html
1020: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
672: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
655: http://www.ntsb.org/
430: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
328: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
308: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
286: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
258: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
246: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
245: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html

244: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
230: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
226: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
221: http://www.google.com/search
208: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
207: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
202: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
201: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html
182: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
181: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
173: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
159: http://www.altavista.com/cgi-bin/query
157: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
154: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
149: http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorfaraway.html
148: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
147: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
139: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
136: http://aviation-safety.net/database/1985/850623-2.htm
134: http://www.corazon.com/wreckageplots.html
133: http://www.corazon.com/Inflightdamage.html
128: http://www.corazon.com/aftmidspanlatch.html
126: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
122: http://www.corazon.com/800wxradar.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
116: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html
115: http://www.airdisaster.com/news/1000/29/news.html
113: http://www.corazon.com/Tornoffnose.html
111: http://www.corazon.com/Redherrings.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/Foddedengines.html
106: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/teknik.html

102: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan2.html
93: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan58.html
89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan33.html
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 24, 2000 7:41:09 AM PST
To: diane@aviationspeakers.com
Subject: I want to be a speaker

Dear Diane,
I would like to be a speaker. My focus would be on aviation
safety. I have survived an ejection of a military jet in which my
pilot was killed. I have investigated aviation accidents for twelve
years. My analysis, although controversial, is on
www.corazon.com.
I have experience in speaking in front of small and large groups
of officers and men regarding aviation and hearing conservation
matters.
Should you think I may have information of value to your
clients, please call or email me.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com

barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: November 15, 2000 8:52:38 AM PST
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Tick tick tick...
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
I have had a telephone conversation with Dr. Loeb and am
assured that a written response will be forthcoming.
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: devans@phillips.com
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 1956 11:15 PM
Subject: Tick tick tick...

Dear David, 15 Nov 00
Do you not feel a teensy weensy bit of suspicion that they have
not responded to your 2 Oct letter about discrepancies in their
conclusions about TWA 800 and which support the wiring/cargo
door explanation?
Six weeks to rebut some allegations is too long unless the
allegations are true and they can find no way to put you off.
Well, they continue to refuse to meet with me, as they have done
for four years. They even told my congressman that they would

not meet with me. What are they afraid of?
They talk about missiles and bombs and electromagnetic
interference and space debris but never about a mechanical event
that happened before with similar evidence except to give the
opinion it didn't happen. And they never support that with
substantial data.
They say eight latches were latches, yet the door has ten. The
two latches are missing. The investigation is incomplete.
Well, I assume when you do get a response, if ever, it will be a
polite brushoff and thank your for your interest in aviation safety.
If they do give facts, they must be documented, as mine are, with
source and location in the public record. This is an accident
investigation, not a movie review.
As it stands now, David, you are the last flickering hope for TWA
800 to be evaluated for a wiring/cargo door cause.
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

At 8:49 AM -0500 11/2/00, David Evans wrote:

Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: A trial?
Date: Thu, 2 Nov 2000 08:49:33 -0500
Organization: PBI
X-Priority: 3

The NTSB is preparing a response to my letter. I talked to them a
few days ago.
From: "Andy Rose" <arose@montereyherald.com>
Date: November 6, 2000 1:33:57 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: For Kevin Howe
Reply-To: arose@montereyherald.com

Dear Mr. Smith,
I'll forward your e-mail to kevin. His e-mail is simply
"khowe@montereyherald.com."
As for June Cornea, she no longer works here. It's probably the
same person, but
I never heard anyone call her Juney.
Sincerely,
Andy Rose
John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Mr. Andy Rose,
I tried sending the content below to ''features' but it came back. I
used the email address from your web site.

Regardless, could you forward this to Mr. Howe, it is a story idea
on
corazon.com to complement his story on corazon.org.
I also have cityofmonterey.com, cityofcarmel.com and others
which may
be of interest to the paper.
Cheers,
BarryJohn Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 08:10:13 -0800
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILERDAEMON@outgoing.redshift.com>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Returned mail: Host unknown (Name server:
montereherald.com:
host not found)
Auto-Submitted: auto-generated (failure)
The original message was received at Mon, 6 Nov 2000 08:10:11
-0800
from pm4-188.corp.redshift.com [216.228.4.188]
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<jcornea@montereherald.com>
----- Transcript of session follows -----

550 <jcornea@montereherald.com>... Host unknown (Name
server:
montereherald.com: host not found)
Reporting-MTA: dns; outgoing.redshift.com
Received-From-MTA: DNS; pm4-188.corp.redshift.com
Arrival-Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 08:10:11 -0800
Final-Recipient: RFC822; jcornea@montereherald.com
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.2
Remote-MTA: DNS; montereherald.com
Last-Attempt-Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 08:10:13 -0800
Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from [216.228.4.127] (pm4-188.corp.redshift.com
[216.228.4.188])
by outgoing.redshift.com (8.9.3/) with ESMTP id IAA15123
for <jcornea@montereherald.com>; Mon, 6 Nov 2000
08:10:11 -0800
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Sender: barry@pop.redshift.com
Message-Id: <p0431010bb62c87901fb8@[216.228.4.127]>
Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 08:10:33 -0800
To: jcornea@montereherald.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: For Mr. Howe
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed"
Dear Mr. Kevin Howe: 6 Nov 00
I read your article about Corazon this morning. Their web site is
corazon.org.

I have a web site at corazon.com. It's worth checking out as it is a
public aviation safety site linking four Boeing 747 accidents into
one cause.
corazon.org is a worthy outfit; so is corazon.com
By the way, is 'jcornea' a woman named 'juney' from 1960
Monterey who
lived near the park now filled with tennis courts? I talked with
her
back then while playing baseball as a teenager.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: November 6, 2000 8:38:53 AM PST
To: arose@montereyherald.com
Subject: For Kevin Howe

Dear Mr. Andy Rose,
I tried sending the content below to ''features' but it came back. I
used the email address from your web site.
Regardless, could you forward this to Mr. Howe, it is a story idea
on corazon.com to complement his story on corazon.org.
I also have cityofmonterey.com, cityofcarmel.com and others
which may be of interest to the paper.
Cheers,
BarryJohn Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 08:10:13 -0800
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILERDAEMON@outgoing.redshift.com>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Returned mail: Host unknown (Name server:
montereherald.com: host not found)

Auto-Submitted: auto-generated (failure)

The original message was received at Mon, 6 Nov 2000 08:10:11
-0800
from pm4-188.corp.redshift.com [216.228.4.188]
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<jcornea@montereherald.com>
----- Transcript of session follows ----550 <jcornea@montereherald.com>... Host unknown (Name
server: montereherald.com: host not found)
Reporting-MTA: dns; outgoing.redshift.com
Received-From-MTA: DNS; pm4-188.corp.redshift.com
Arrival-Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 08:10:11 -0800
Final-Recipient: RFC822; jcornea@montereherald.com
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.2
Remote-MTA: DNS; montereherald.com
Last-Attempt-Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 08:10:13 -0800
Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from [216.228.4.127] (pm4-188.corp.redshift.com
[216.228.4.188])
by outgoing.redshift.com (8.9.3/) with ESMTP id IAA15123
for <jcornea@montereherald.com>; Mon, 6 Nov 2000
08:10:11 -0800
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Sender: barry@pop.redshift.com

Message-Id: <p0431010bb62c87901fb8@[216.228.4.127]>
Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 08:10:33 -0800
To: jcornea@montereherald.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: For Mr. Howe
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed"
Dear Mr. Kevin Howe: 6 Nov 00
I read your article about Corazon this morning. Their web site is
corazon.org.
I have a web site at corazon.com. It's worth checking out as it is a
public aviation safety site linking four Boeing 747 accidents into
one cause.
corazon.org is a worthy outfit; so is corazon.com
By the way, is 'jcornea' a woman named 'juney' from 1960
Monterey who lived near the park now filled with tennis courts? I
talked with her back then while playing baseball as a teenager.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.

US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 6, 2000 8:10:33 AM PST
To: jcornea@montereherald.com
Subject: For Mr. Howe

Dear Mr. Kevin Howe: 6 Nov 00
I read your article about Corazon this morning. Their web site is
corazon.org.
I have a web site at corazon.com. It's worth checking out as it is a
public aviation safety site linking four Boeing 747 accidents into
one cause.
corazon.org is a worthy outfit; so is corazon.com
By the way, is 'jcornea' a woman named 'juney' from 1960
Monterey who lived near the park now filled with tennis courts? I
talked with her back then while playing baseball as a teenager.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: November 2, 2000 5:49:33 AM PST
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: A trial?
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
The NTSB is preparing a response to my letter. I talked to them a
few days ago.
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Friday, October 27, 2000 11:34 PM
Subject: A trial?

Dear David, anything from 'honorable' Jim Hall
about TWA 800?
And below, a trial for those guys? Yes, wiring/
cargo door explanation does include AI 182, it's
funny that all the wiring/cargo door explanation
747s are controversial...because they aren't bombs.

Cheers,
Barry

2 Charged in '85 Air India BombingsUpdated 11:02 PM
ET October 27, 2000
full image British Columbia Residents, Ripudaman Singh Malik, Left,...
(AP) By TOM COHEN, Associated Press Writer

TORONTO (AP) - Canadian police arrested two men
of Sikh origin Friday and charged them with killing
331 people in a pair of 1985 bombings that targeted
Air India airlines, including one that downed a jumbo
jet off the coast of Ireland.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police announced the
charges - which amount to Canada's biggest mass
murder - after a 15-year investigation that was the
largest in Canadian history and cost millions of
dollars.
Air India Flight 182 from Montreal to New Delhi,
with a planned stop in London, went down off the
coast of Ireland on June 23, 1985, killing all 329
people aboard. It is believed to be the most deadly
terrorist bombing of an airplane.
That same day, an attempt to sabotage a separate Air
India flight in Tokyo went awry when a bomb

exploded prematurely, killing two baggage handlers.
Canadian investigators have long said they believed
Sikh terrorists seeking revenge for India's 1984 raid
on the Golden Temple in Amritsar, the seat of faith for
the Sikh minority in India, planted a bomb aboard
Flight 182.
A Sikh man is serving a 10-year sentence in Canada
for his involvement in the Tokyo blast.
Police identified the two men arrested Friday as
Ripudaman Singh Malik, 53, and Ajaib Singh Bagri,
51. They are charged with first-degree murder,
conspiracy to commit murder, attempted murder,
conspiring to cause bombs to be put on aircraft and
causing a bomb to be placed on an aircraft.
Malik was arrested in Surrey, just outside Vancouver,
while Bagri was taken into custody in Kamloops,
about 75 miles northeast of Vancouver.
The charges accuse them of planning and carrying out
the two bombings, and causing 331 deaths - 329 on
Flight 182 and the two Tokyo baggage handlers. They
also were charged with conspiring to kill all the
people on both flights.
Investigators said both bombs originated or were
placed on flights originating from Vancouver, and the
conspiracy took place in British Columbia, assistant
commander Beverly Busson said.
Malik, who came to Canada from India in 1972 and

built up major business holdings in Vancouver, headed
a credit union and school where relatives of Sikh
militant Talwinder Singh Parmar have worked.
Parmar was the founder and leader of the Babbar
Khalsa or Tigers of True Faith, a group dedicated to
the creation of Khalistan from India's Punjab state. He
was killed in a 1992 shootout with Indian police.
"We're anticipating future arrests," said Constable
Cate Galliford, a police spokeswoman for the Air
India Task Force set up to investigate the case.
Due to the length and cost of the investigation, the
police have been criticized for failing to arrest any
suspects. In 1998, a team of prosecutors received an
initial police report on possible charges. The
prosecution team was more than doubled last year.
British Columbia Premier Ujjal Dosanjh, a former
attorney general of the province during the
investigation, said before confirmation of the arrests
Friday that the charges would be major step for
Canadian justice.
"I think people of British Columbia, people of
Canada, would finally heave a sigh of relief that the
largest crime, the most significant crime in the history
of Canada, is going to be finally dealt with," said
Dosanjh, a native of India and Canada's first IndoCanadian premier.
From the start, police suspected militants among the

Sikh community in British Columbia, home to about
half of Canada's 200,000 Sikhs, in the disaster.
In 1991, electrician Inderjit Singh Reyat from the
Vancouver Island community of Duncan was
convicted in the Tokyo bombing, which occurred
about an hour before Flight 182 crashed.
Terrorists were blamed for a 1988 crash in Lockerbie,
Scotland, that killed 259 people on the plane and 11
on the ground.
In the world's worst air disaster, 582 people died when
a pair of Boeing 747s operated by Pan American and
KLM collided at airport on Tenerife in Spain's Canary
Islands in 1977.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:00:32 PM PST
To: intouch@pacpress.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747

accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 10, 2000 3:54:27 PM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Keeps me going

Date: Tue, 10 Oct 2000 15:32:04 -0700 (PDT)
From: Andrew Mooney <AndrewM60@excite.com>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Cargo Door Website
X-Sender-Ip: 193.113.185.167

Dear sir: I have just spent a long evening reading through your
"Cargo Door
Website" as regards your analysis of the four 747 accidents

including the
crash over Lockerbie, Scotland.
I can't pretend to be able to offer any further insight into my
feelings or
a compliment having read this other than "Wow". My father was
driving up to
Scotland that night and missed the whole thing by about an hour
- that's my
vague connection and interest to this declared and it's always
been a
subject of quiet interest of mine since then. There's always been
little
pieces of speculation in the British press in particular that the
whole Camp
Ziest trial is turning into a fiasco, but just about the one thing that
they
all agree on is that it was a bomb that brought the plane down!
This even
kicks that assertion out from under anyone who reads it. It's well
reasoned
and methodical to the point where even I can follow it, and I
can't offer a
higher compliment than that.
More people should be alerted to a site like this. I don't how but
you can
count on my support to do that if you need it.
Yours Faithfully.
Andrew Mooney, Huddersfield, West Yorkshire
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>

Date: October 2, 2000 4:53:23 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Ltr to Hall and time is short, as usual...
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Well, let's see what they come up with.
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2000 7:26 PM
Subject: Re: Ltr to Hall and time is short, as usual...

The attached has been mailed.

Very well said, David, succinct and to the point, as they say. I
hope he treats you with the same respect you gave him and
replies in the detail you request.
Below are emails which might back up your hard copy to them:
Main players: Bernard Loeb, Jim Wildey and Al Dickinson, lead
investigator for TWA 800.
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov
DICKINA@ntsb.gov

Cheers,
Barry
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: October 2, 2000 2:55:39 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Ltr to Hall and time is short, as usual...
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
The attached has been mailed.
----- Original Message -----

From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2000 5:20 PM
Subject: Re: Ltr to Hall and time is short, as usual...

OK, I'll incorporate your lsuggestions and will have this in the mail
tonight.

Great, thanks, I hope we are not too late.
Cheers,
Barry
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: October 2, 2000 1:40:55 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Ltr to Hall and time is short, as usual...
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
OK, I'll incorporate your lsuggestions and will have this in the mail
tonight.
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2000 11:58 AM
Subject: Ltr to Hall and time is short, as usual...

Barry: I intend to send the attached in today's late-afternoon
mail. I can add maybe one line -- I want this to fit on one page,
period.
Sorry, it took me longer than I wanted to get to this. The
deadlines are relentless. David
Attachment converted: Master:Hall ltr John Barry Smith.doc
(WDBN/MSWD) (00041D93)
Dear David, I would clarify a few points:

possibility of electrical arcing in the forward right cargo door.
Better:
'possibility of a wiring/switch fault in the electrical system
leading to the rupturing of the midspan latches of the forward
cargo door in flight.'
David, the arcing/shorting may have occurred in wiring outside
the actual forward cargo door but nearby. The actual wiring
location is unknown as was the exact location for UAL 811. All
that is known is that the door unlatch motor gets turned on when
it shouldn't.
causing the door to open partially into the slipstream,
Better:
'causing the midspan latches of the forward cargo door to rupture
outward,'
Well, in UAL 811, yes, door open partially into the slipstream,
but not TWA 800, TWA 800 had the AD that strengthened the
lower eight locking sectors that kept them closed on TWA 800
but did nothing for the midspan latches since they have no
locking sectors. So, the midspan latches partially rotated until the
internal pressure ruptured them outward as shown by photos of
outward petal shaped ruptures at the midspan latches of TWA
800.
David, you quote me accurately below:
Mr. Smith asserts the following:
(All ten locking latches, the manual locking handle, the viewing
ports, and two ìoverpressure relief doorsî have not been fully

accounted for in the investigation and are not in the wreckage
database.
(The only cargo doorsill found in the aft fuselage debris field
belongs to the rear cargo door, and is not the forward cargo
doorsill.
(Blades on the Number 3 engine were found damaged, in a
manner consistent with explosive decompression of the adjacent
forward cargo door.
(The FDR plots of TWA 800, Pan Am 103 and UAL 811 are
consistent with explosive decompression of the right forward
cargo door.
(Bad wiring (e.g., electrical shorts) caused the forward cargo
doors to open in flight on high time B747ís, to include
specifically Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, TWA Flight
800, and United Air Lines Flight 811. Mr. Smith ardently
believes the photographic, CVR, FDR, FOD and other evidence
points to a common scenario of cargo door failure. For example,
the outward peeled ruptures in metal shown in photographs, Mr.
Smith believes, are clear evidence of cargo door failure, not of a
center wing tank explosion.

Mr. Smithís accusations regarding the competency and integrity
of the Safety Board need to be answered definitively, factually
and finally.

Absolutely correct, however, 'accusations' is a strong word, and I
would prefer 'concerns'.
David, this is good and I hope they understand the key words are
'definitively, factually and finally.
I have been rebutted with opinion and never with facts. If they

come back with words like, yeah, "we know about Smith and
he's wrong, we checked it out," that's not good enough, since I
have the facts data and evidence and photos text and documents
to back up my wiring/cargo door explanation.
Just because they say wiring for TWA 800 and me too, is not
good enough because they have not checked the cargo door
wiring. only fuel tank wiring and the fault is still there.
Time is short as they have assigned a number for TWA 800 AAR
and subject to editing is our last chance for answers definitively,
factually and finally.
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
Public Meeting of August 22-23, 2000
Abstract of Final Report
(Subject to Editing)
Aviation Accident Report
In-Flight Breakup Over the Atlantic Ocean
Trans World Airlines (TWA) Flight 800
Boeing 747-131, N93119
near East Moriches, New York
July 17, 1996
NTSB AAR-00/03

Well, David, let's hope they respect your power more than mine
and reply to you with facts.
"deeply dissatisfied' about Wildey is that he reports only eight
latches recovered and examined and told you he had ten and
that's not true. There's twenty identical door latches on TWA 800
and they only have eight, all on one sill found in the aft debris

field. That's fact confirmed in document wreckage database from
NTSB themselves.
I want them to talk to me. Let me confront them with the
contradictory evidence from NTSB itself and try to get them to
pursue a worthy investigation of the wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800. The forward cargo door ruptured
opened in flight and it could have been the explosion of the
center tank that did it. Why deny that cargo door ruptured in
flight? The photo evidence shows it.
The meeting with me is important because it's real and they can't
just fob off the explanation by saying they checked with their
guys and everything's fine, it's the center tank as initial event.
Could you add in there a request that they contact me personally
to 'address my concerns' ? Replying to you is good: 'I would be
most grateful for any assistance you can provide.', as a editor of
an aviation safety newsletter to the industry.
Really, it's absurd that aviation safety personnel will not listen to
nor talk to a citizen with decades of aviation experience who
presents with documents and data an explanation for TWA 800
that is non conspiracy, mechanical, and has happened to another
high time 747. Why? Are they ducking me? And why?
Thanks for effort.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone

551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: October 2, 2000 6:41:39 AM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Ltr to Hall
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Barry: I intend to send the attached in today's late-afternoon mail.
I can add maybe one line -- I want this to fit on one page, period.
Sorry, it took me longer than I wanted to get to this. The deadlines
are relentless. David
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 27, 2000 12:15:02 PM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Still trying

Dear Public Aviation Safety Officials, (Key word Safety)
27 Sep 00
You are about to approve a probable cause for TWA 800 as
spontaneous center tank explosion. You admit the essential
ignition source is unknown. You can not explain the 'streak' and
dismiss it.
So, you have a probable cause that two important ingredients
actually refute, missing ignition source and perceived streak.
There exists a probable cause that fully includes those two
essential ingredients: Wiring/Cargo door rupture leading to

explosive decompression; an explanation supported by
photographs of ruptures at midspan latches of forward cargo
door.
And you know it.
Wiring/cargo door includes the streak as evening setting orange
sun reflecting off pieces of forward fuselage on the right side to
surprised observers on the ground and perceived as a 'streak'.
Wiring/cargo door includes the fiery engine number three
igniting the disintegrating center tank as the wreckage falls after
the nose comes off.
And you know it.
The orange sun does reflect off of decelerating shiny metal and
can be perceived as a streak.
The engine number three was on fire as proven by Powerplant
Report in the Public Docket which shows soot and missing
blades.
And you know it.
Wiring/cargo door explanation has not been given the
consideration it deserves, and one sentence in the Public Docket
discussing only eight of the ten latches and nothing about the
other 80% of the door is cursory and certainly not thorough.
And you know it.
Wiring/Cargo door is not an idea under a hidden stone; it it out in

plain view shouting to be evaluated, and it has been shouting for
four years; yet, you refuse to evaluate it thoroughly; you refuse
to interview me to allow me to present my twelve years of
analysis, facts, data, and evidence for a mechanical explanation
that has happened before to a high time Boeing 747.
And you know it.
As long as the Public Docket exists on CDROM, TWA 800 can
be wiring/cargo door caused.
As long as the sun shines, TWA 800 can be wiring/cargo door
caused.
And you know it.
As public safety officials you are betraying the public trust by
refusing to examine all reasonable probable causes for TWA 800.
Wiring/cargo door explanation is not conspiracy nonsense, it
includes the streak and ignition source, it has happened before,
and it is very very reasonable.
And you know it.
Wiring/cargo door explanation is not going to go away with the
release of the incomplete TWA 800 AAR. Wiring/cargo door will
be evaluated sooner or later by appointees of the current
administration or the next one.
As long as the sun shines, wiring/cargo door is a viable and
reasonable explanation for TWA 800.
And you know it.

Cheers
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: "Hogan, Stephen" <sHogan@APCO-EUROPE.COM>
Date: September 20, 2000 8:33:20 AM PDT
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: 747 (right-forward cargo door problem)

Dear Mr. Corazon,
I am intrigued by your hypothesis regarding the cause of the fatal
accidents involving TWA 800, UAL 811, PA 103 and AI 182. I
would be interested to hear how you first came to the conclusion
that the cause of these accidents was the fwd-cargo door and that
there was in fact a fatal design fault with the B747 series. If you
want to contact me I would appreciate it and I would be very
interested to hear you views.
Kind regards,

Stephen Hogan
APCO
europe
Public Affairs & Strategic Communications
Rue du Trône 130, 1050 Brussels
Stephen Hogan, Associate
Aviation Practice
Registered Office as above - Registered number 590 691,
Belgium
Further information on APCO and its services is available from
www.apco-europe.com
The information and any attachments in this communication are confidential and
may be covered by legal, professional or other privilege. This e-mail is intended
solely for the intended recipient(s). Access to this e-mail by anyone else is
unauthorised. If you are not the intended recipient(s) please immediately delete it
from your system. Any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on any information therein is strictly prohibited and
may be unlawful.
If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please accept our apologies.
We would be grateful if you would either notify the sender or call +32 2 645 98 11
immediately.
Unencrypted Internet communications are not secure. As a result, APCO Europe
does not accept responsibility for the confidentiality of this message nor
guarantee that the sender shown is the actual sender.

From: AVflash@avweb.com (AVweb's AVflash)

Date: September 18, 2000 12:28:20 AM PDT
To: AVflash mailing list:;
Subject: AVflash 6.38a
Reply-To: AVflash@avweb.com (AVweb Support)

----------------------------------------------------------------------AVflash
Vol. 6, Issue 38a
Monday, September 18,
2000
----------------------------------------------------------------------The Top Headlines From AVweb's Expanded, Illustrated
News Coverage At <http://avweb.com/n/?38a>.
LYCOMING GASKET AD UPDATE: RELIEF MAY BE
AVAILABLE SOON...
Lycoming and the FAA are hard at work getting to the bottom of
the
events leading up to the recent (as reported last week by AVweb)
emergency Airworthiness Directive (AD) requiring periodic
replacement
of an oil filter converter plate gasket. Their efforts will probably
lead to a revision of the AD in the next couple of weeks, to
include an
alternate method of compliance. While relief from the AD may
soon be
available, no fix has yet been announced formally and the AD is
still
in full force and effect.
...BUT RAISES OTHER QUESTIONS
With relief supposedly on its way but with the original source of
the
non-conforming gasket material yet to be publicly identified,
some

larger questions are raised by this episode. Among them are:
What does
this problem, plus those suffered by TCM and its crankshaft
customers
earlier this year, say about quality control at the supplier level?
Is anyone auditing their component and raw materials suppliers
to
verify that the materials purchased as conforming to agreed-upon
specifications actually meet those specifications?
NOTE: AVweb's NewsWire <http://avweb.com/n/?38a>
includes much more
detail on the status of this AD, as well as its complete text.
BOEING AGREES TO 737 "FIX"...
It is being called the ultimate safety enhancement to the world's
safest airplane, and it's going to cost Boeing a pretty penny. The
aircraft maker will be paying $200 million so that the 737 -- like
the
Six Million Dollar Man -- can be torn apart only to be put back
together, hopefully with a rudder less likely to suffer rare
glitches.
The NTSB recommended rudder system changes after the crash
of a United
737 in Colorado in 1991 and a USAir 737 in Pennsylvania in
1994. In
the aftermath of those accidents, the FAA ordered changes to the
rudder. The NTSB agreed that those redesigns would help, but
they
argued that there was still a chance of other, less likely failures.
...AS EXPERTS LOOK AT EVEN THE REMOTEST OF
POSSIBILITIES

To ferret out those remote possibilities, the FAA put together a
team
of industry and government experts which determined that only a
redundant rudder system could do away with the possibility of
failures.
Boeing should have a new design by next July, and extensive
testing
will follow to make sure the cure doesn't cause more problems
than the
ailment. A new rudder mechanism will be put in new 737s
starting in
2003 and then retrofitted into the existing fleet, possibly by 2006.
AIRLINES WORK TO COMBAT COCKPIT FATIGUE
You're sitting at your computer terminal at work wishing you
hadn't
watched that three-hour South Park marathon last night. Maybe
just a
quick catnap ... zzzz. You might fall out of your chair or have to
contend with an embarrassing drool stain but at least you don't
have
200 people sitting in the cabin behind you and two more time
zones to
go before you can get some shut-eye. The Air Transport
Association
(ATA) is concerned about the serious safety implications of pilot
fatigue and says it is dealing with it with something called the
Alertness Management Initiative. As part of the initiative, ATA
member
carriers have agreed to several changes. Capt. Duane Woerth,
president
of the Air Line Pilots Association, International called ATA's
initiatives "a delaying tactic," though, adding that FAA rules on

pilot
rest requirements haven't changed for over 15 years.
NOTE: AVweb's NewsWire <http://avweb.com/n/?38a>
includes the
changes called for in the ATA initiative.
AMERICAN AIRLINES WARNS OF "UGLY" SUMMERS
FOR AIRLINE PAXS
Cautioning that there is no easy solution to gridlock at the
nation's
largest airports, American Airlines plans to restructure flight
schedules at its two major hubs to reduce delays. American's
efforts
may not prove to be especially effective, but the airline is making
an
effort, and FAA chief Jane Garvey and DOT Secretary Rodney
Slater
responded with praise. Meanwhile, Arizona Senator John
McCain (R-AZ)
said quite a bit of the blame for delays rests on the shoulders of
pilots, and not just those who fly for United. During a senate
hearing
on air traffic delays the senator also blasted American Airlines'
pilots for a job action they took last summer. And one of the
ways
Congress may try to solve the problem is to create a system of
user
fees. Yes, that old canard is back once again -- perhaps stronger
than
ever -- and advocated this time by something called the Reason
Foundation. Look for the Reason Foundation to publish a study
this

fall calling for creation of an Airways Corporation.
NOTE: AVweb's NewsWire <http://avweb.com/n/?38a>
includes the steps
AA is taking to cut delays, plus the complete text of Senator
McCain's remarks on airline delays.
RENO 2000: THE RESULTS ARE IN
Dago Red, a modified P-51 with veteran race pilot Skip Holm at
the
controls, cruised to victory for the third consecutive year in the
Unlimited Gold finals yesterday at the National Championship
Air Races
in Reno, Nev. Voodoo, another modified P-51 Mustang, was
second across
the finish line, but a protest was filed, alleging that it was ahead
of
the pack at the start. As a result, Voodoo dropped to fifth place.
Second place went to Tom Dwelle's Critical Mass. Third went to
Bill
Rheinschild in Risky Business and Howard Pardue's Sea Fury
finished
fourth. The races boasted record crowds watching the races,
beautiful
weather, and -- thankfully -- no major accidents.
NOTE: AVweb's exclusive coverage of the National
Championship Air
Races 2000 at Reno, Nev., doesn't end here. For all the action,
plus exclusive images: <http://www.avweb.com/toc/atis.html>.
NEW AIRMAN DATABASE ALMOST READY: The FAA is
now taking orders for its

newly revised database of certificate holders. Earlier this year
Congress mandated that the data be released to the public "after"
the
120th day following the date of the enactment of the new law
(AIR-21,
which was signed April 5, 2000). By law, then, the soonest the
FAA
should have released the data was August 4. That didn't happen.
Apparently, the FAA is interpreting "after" to mean "well after."
NOTE: AVweb's NewsWire <http://avweb.com/n/?38a>
includes the
address to write to obtain the new database, plus links to Mike
Busch's editorial on this subject and to the FAA's own Web site.
SPRUCE GOOSE MIGRATES TO NEW HOME: Folks near
McMinnville, Ore., got to
see a real Big Bird this past Saturday. The gigantic Hughes
flying
boat, the HK-1 "Spruce Goose," was transported across a road to
its new
home at The Captain Michael King Smith Evergreen Educational
Institute.
The Spruce Goose will be reassembled and displayed in the asyetunfinished 121,000-square-foot museum and institute. The new
facility
should be dedicated in the spring of 2001.
NOTE: Know the wingspan of the Goose? For more, go to
AVweb's
NewsWire <http://avweb.com/n/?38a>.

FAA TAGS COLONIAL AVIATION: The FAA is warning pilots
of the
possibility that an engine shop in New Port Richey, Fla., made
repairs
to Lycoming and Continental powerplants using unapproved
parts, which
is a BIG no-no. The name of the shop is Colonial Aviation, and
if you
had an overhaul done there, you'll want to call the Tampa FSDO.
Ditto
if you have aircraft, engines, or aircraft parts inventories
maintained, overhauled, or returned to service by Colonial
Aviation or
under Mechanic Certificate No. 043341932. The number for the
Tampa
FSDO is 813-639-1540.
SCHIAVO RETURNS, SCARIER THAN EVER: Former DOT
Inspector General Mary
Schiavo wasn't able to make enough changes in airline safety
while
working with the government and later as an independent dragon
slayer,
so now it appears she has decided the best way to beat the beast
is to
sue it into extinction. Schiavo, hailed as a hero by some but
reviled
by others, is now employed as an aviation attorney. Her first
case is
a suit against Alaska Airlines and everyone else her firm could
think
of on behalf of ten paxs killed on Alaska Airlines Flight 261.

FINAL RULE ON SERVICE DIFFICULTY REPORTS: Is the
data being gathered on
failures, malfunctions and defects by air carriers and repair
station
operators accomplishing what it was supposed to? The FAA
fears it is
not and is asking for comments on the information-collection
requirements of the Service Difficulty Reports (SDRs) before a
final
rule. The FAA wants to improve the reporting system to make it
even
more effective.
NOTE: The complete text of the proposed final rule on SDRs is
available at AVweb's NewsWire <http://avweb.com/n/?38a>.
WHITHER WEATHER -- FAA SEEKS INPUT: If you're
planning to be at the
National Business Aviation Association convention in New
Orleans, La.,
Oct. 10-12, you might want to attend this meeting, too. The FAA
is
holding an informal get-together to solicit input on how you get
and
use weather data and your feelings on new weather products.
NOTE: AVweb's Newswire <http://avweb.com/n/?38a> has
more details on
the date and time of the weather meeting.
CONSUMER REPORTS TAKES ON AIRPORTS: For years
Consumer Reports magazine
has given consumers the goods on the best value and quality in

all
types of items, but now, they're adding something completely
different.
In its October issue, CR will tackle airports. The magazine will
rate
45 airports on everything from food service to availability of
parking
to convenience of rental cars.
ULTRALIGHT PILOT THUMPS TOWER, SCRAMS: There's
one luck ultralight
pilot out there somewhere. The pilot hit a 150-foot personal TV
tower
near West Point, Ind., after buzzing some of his friends. About
45
feet of the tower was sheared off, and three steel cables holding it
in
place were cut. Authorities haven't nailed the culprit yet but do
have
some clues, including a shoe, compass, sunglasses and a can of
beer
that were dropped in the impact.
ON THE FLY...
AOPA, NACTA voiced opposition to ATC privatization in
Senate...
Gulf Air to release ATC tapes of Airbus crash in Bahrain...
FAA issued AD on Sikorsky S-76 helicopter blades...
Groen to certify turbine Hawk 4 Gyroplane before piston
model...
Alan C. Davis of Sierra Vista, Ariz., named Master CFI...
NTSB to hold GA accident prevention symposium in
Washington, D.C....

South African pilots to fly from Belgium to tip of Africa in
Bonanza...
_____________________________
AVweb's AVscoop Award...
Congratulations and an AVweb hat go out to Lynn Lunsford,
this
week's AVscoop winner. Submit news tips via email to
<mailto:newstips@avweb.com>. Rules and information are at
<http://www.avweb.com/newswire/newstips.html>.
_______________________________________
New Articles and Features on AVweb
_______
COLUMNS <http://www.avweb.com/toc/columns.html>
"Pelican's Perch: Those Fire-Breathing Turbos (Part 4)"
In his fourth column of this series, AVweb's John Deakin invites
you
along in the right seat of his turbonormalized IO-550-powered
V35B
Bonanza, explaining each step of his powerplant-management
technique
from engine start to taxi, runup, takeoff and climb. (The
Pelican
promises to cover cruise, descent, landing and shutdown next
time.)
To help illustrate why he does what he does, John presents
detailed
CHT and EGT data on some actual flights, taken from the
Bonanza's
JPI data-logging digital engine monitor, and explains exactly

what
each squiggle on the graph means.
____________
KLYDE MORRIS <http://www.avweb.com/klyde>
Klyde's look-see at the ongoing instructor shortage continues
today.
So, what would you rather do for a career: Flight instruct or ride
in
the pointy end of some high-priced turbine hardware flitting
hither and
yon? Be careful what you wish for.
____________________________________________________
_______________
Reader feedback on AVweb's news coverage and feature
articles:
<http://www.avweb.com/toc/avmail.html>
A bunch of AVmail concerning the countdown to the Kitty
Hawk
centennial, including an unsung hero behind the Wright
Brothers'
first powered flight, an earlier flying replica of the Wright Flyer,
and three men who claim to have beaten Orville and Wilbur in
the
race for heavier-than-air powered flight. Also, reader mail
about
CAP's "war on drugs" activities, Sen. McCain's advocacy of GA
user
fees, the risks that pilots take for the love of flying, TWA's
unlatched pilot window, NATCA's request for an apology from
American

Airlines, "whitetopping" of runways in Tennessee, and the high
price
of military air crashes.
_______________________________________
Sponsor News and Special Offers
________
SHOPPING <http://www.avweb.com/shopping>
AVIONICS WEST POSTS LABOR DAY SPECIALS FOR
SEPTEMBER 18 - OCTOBER 1
For the next two weeks, the following items are on deep-discount
special: Garmin GPSMAP 295 and 195, and Lowrance AirMap
100 and 300
GPS; ICOM A4 Sport, JRC JHP-500, and Yaesu VXA100/16
Pilot and VXA120
Pro II VHF transceiver; David Clark H10-13.4, Denali ANR,
LightSPEED
15XL and 20XL ANR, and Pilot PA17-79 ANR headsets;
Maycom AR108
scanner; and ACK E-01 ELT. Tom also has a limited number of
factoryreconditioned Sandel SN3308 color electronic HSIs priced
thousands of
dollars below new. For prices, send an email to the Avionics
West
auto-responder at <mailto:avionics-specials@avweb.com>, then
order
online at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/avionics>.
HONEYWELL OFFERS ONLINE PILOTS CLUB -- FREE!
The Bendix/King Pilot's Club gives pilots a chance to be part of

the
latest developments in aviation. With new products,
technologies,
applications, and approaches to aircraft electronics emerging
almost
daily, this is an exciting time to be part of general aviation. To
qualify you must hold at least a student medical and be able to
access
the Bendix/King Web site. Benefits: previews of new products,
merchandise specials in the Pilot's Shop, discount when
upgrading GPS
database subscription, and a quarterly electronic newsletter with
updates, news and information about people and events. Become
a part
of "The Club" now at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
bendixking>.
MARV GOLDEN CONTINUES SEPTEMBER SPECIALS CHECK 'EM OUT TODAY!
With superior pricing, fantastic customer service and a great
product
selection, you can't beat Marv Golden for pilot supplies. Marv
has put
the Peltor 7006 on special sale for September along with the
Jeppesen
Techstar computer at only $54.95. Marv has in stock the new
LightSPEED
QFR Solo headset. The lowest prices on David Clark, Telex and
Icom
products can also be found at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
marvgold>.
________

SPONSORS <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors>
CAUTION: ADDICTIVE! GARMIN GNS 530 AVAILABLE
FOR PC "TEST FLIGHTS"
Itching to fly with the latest, state-of-the-art equipment from
Garmin?
Go to Garmin's Web site, download the 530 simulator and take it
for a
test flight on your personal computer. Check out the GPS/NAV/
COM
features. Familiarize yourself with the functions. Enter a flight
plan and take off! Adjust your in-flight speed and execute an
approach. Soon you'll be flying all over the country. No need to
refuel. You'll find yourself planning your next flying adventure.
Flying won't be the same until installation of your 530 is
complete.
Caution: It's addictive! Get your fix at
<http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/garmin>.
AVEMCO MEETS THEIR AIRCRAFT RENTAL
CUSTOMER'S NEEDS IMMEDIATELY
Avemco is supplying their customers with Non-Owner
Certificates of
Insurance online. Pilots who fly rental aircraft have found FBOs
are
requiring proof of insurance prior to allowing them access to the
aircraft. Purchase rental coverage online from Avemco and you
can
immediately print a Certificate of Insurance that provides this
proof
of insurance. This certificate also provides immediate
confirmation of
insurance coverage in the event you are sued for liability arising

from
the use of a rented aircraft. Avemco is the first and only aviation
insurance company that offers non-owned insurance with
immediate
coverage online. Protect yourself when renting an aircraft. Get
all
the details at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/avemco>.
PHOENIX FANJET ONE STEP CLOSER TO
CERTIFICATION
Here's the latest news on these Williams-Rolls turbofan-powered
jets,
the SigmaJet and MagnaJet. The aircraft conformity package, or
"first
of type data package," is complete and will be submitted to the
FAA
soon. All static testing and reports are complete, allowing the
final
15 percent of the Type Certification program to proceed.
Civilian
certification of the Mil Spec SigmaJet is expected in third quarter
2001. Both jets are priced well under the "magic" $2-million
mark, and
will be on the market years before the competition. The
company can't
disclose their customer list, but we understand the majority of
their
initial production run is for major institutional customers. For
more
details go to <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/phoenix>.
FLYING MAGAZINE'S OCTOBER COVER OF NASA SUPER
GUPPY IS WORTH THE PRICE

Flying photographers did it again. This is one of the best photos
of
this aircraft that appeared at EAA's AirVenture 2000. October's
issue
also includes AirVenture coverage, a Mooney Ovation special
report,
flying a Baron 58 safely and part five on a series of IFR
emergencies.
Order your subscription at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
flying>.
ACCORDING TO THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE OF THE NTSB
REPORTER...
NTSB investigators never interviewed most witnesses to the
crash of TWA
Flight 800. Most of the witness material used by the NTSB for
its
investigation consisted of reports that were prepared by FBI
agents,
who recounted what the witnesses told them. At first, and for
more
than two years after the crash, the FBI refused to turn over copies
of
the agents' reports to the NTSB for the safety board's own use
and
eventual release to the public, saying it had to protect the
information for use in any possible criminal prosecutions.
Subscribe
at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/ntsbrepo>.
___________________
Short Final...

More from our "Eye of the beholder" file...
Some local flying club students were visiting the tower for the
first
time and being shown all the equipment, radar screens, radios,
etc., by
the two controllers on duty.
One of the students asked, "Have you ever had a real live
emergency?"
The controllers thought for a minute and then one replied, "Well
yeah,
we did run out of coffee once...."
Contributions to Short Final are welcomed at
<mailto:sf@avweb.com>.
________________________________________
We Welcome Your Feedback!
AVflash is a twice-weekly summary of the latest aviation news,
articles, products, features and events featured on AVweb, the
Internet's Aviation Magazine and News Service.
<http://www.avweb.com>
Letters to the editor intended for publication in AVmail should
be
sent to <mailto:editor@avweb.com>.
The news in this edition of AVflash and AVweb NewsWire was
researched by Jennifer Whitley <mailto:jwhitley@avweb.com>,
written by Liz Swaine <mailto:lswaine@avweb.com>,

edited by Peter Yost <mailto:pyost@avweb.com>,
HTML by Managing Editor Bob Kaputa
<mailto:bkaputa@avweb.com>.
Executive Editor is Jeb Burnside
<mailto:jburnside@avweb.com>.
Editor-in-Chief is Mike Busch <mailto:mbusch@avweb.com>.
Comments to AVweb's editorial team <http://avweb.com/a/
authors.html>
should be sent to <mailto:newsteam@avweb.com>.
Want to subscribe or unsubscribe? Change/update your email
address?
Forgot your AVweb password? No problem! Simply go to our
friendly
"Member Services" menu at <http://www.avweb.com/signup>.
Let's keep the shiny side up, okay?
________________________________________
Copyright (C) 2000, The AVweb Group.
All rights reserved.

From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 30, 2000 4:53:45 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Flood
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>

Thanx.
----- Original Message ----From: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>

To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2000 6:44 PM
Subject: Flood

Please curtail this flood of e-mails. I do not have the time; I must
meet
my
deadlines.

Flood receding, tide ebbing, water going down, breathing again,
the
last straw held...is holding....
Cheers,
Barry

From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 30, 2000 2:58:23 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Full distance
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>

Please curtail this flood of e-mails. I do not have the time; I must
meet my
deadlines.
----- Original Message ----From: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2000 4:06 PM

Subject: Full distance

I am committed to doing a letter and giving you a preview of it
before I
send it to Chairman Hall. He's an honorable guy and I think I'm
going the
full distance with your concern.
David, skip the preview, you have all the details, it's all up to
you. You know what works and what doesn't. I'd include a
picture of
that forward midspan latch rupture, a picture tells words, as they
say.
Honorable guy....we'll see. An honorable man would give all
parties
with plausible tales a chance to tell them. I can meet a
representative of NTSB wherever they say on the West Coast
quickly.
We'll see.
"Your concern" not 'Our concern" or "My concern"? Well, it is
my
concern. And, I'm here, give me your best shot. Where is the
wiring/cargo door explanation not true? Where is it wrong? Facts
data
evidence.
If you try to refute it, the stronger it gets. really. And saying
everybody thinks a certain way is not a fact of refutation.
Try the big picture, David, similar mechanical fault brings down

three airliners and almost another. We can believe that. It's
happened before with engine failure as a cause. This is wiring
short.
A short which leads to A B C but definitely does not lead to
bomb, or
bomb again, or missile, but does to center tank explosion. But for
TWA 800 the short does not directly ignite the center tank, the
electrical failure does what it does on all four airliners, start the
forward cargo door unlatch motor turning which does what it is
supposed to do, turn latches around cams to the open position for
the
forward cargo door. For UAL 811 and PA 103 and AI 182, all
latches
all opened in door, for TWA 800, after an AD to strengthen only
the
bottom eight, the bottom eight stayed latched while on all four
airliners the midspan latches ruptured/opened/fractured in that
door
before impact with surface. All four 747s have similar evidence
in
each forward cargo door.
Where is the disbelief in that? Any refuting evidence?
Lots of refuting opinion but where are the facts data evidence
that
we who consider ourselves involved with aviation safety demand
before
we give our opinion? We can take the hard data, give it to us, we
can
make obvious conclusions about ruptures and sounds.
David, if you don't think the wiring/cargo door explanation

plausible
then I am another weird wacko with crazy idea about why an
airplane
crashed and there's lot of them around. If you do, then it's full
speed ahead.
What is it that has led you to decide to write a letter to Chairman
Hall? What is it in the recent emails that have moved you to
action?
I trust it's facts and evidence and not me alluding to desperate
researcher moaning, holding head in hand, face turned to the
wall.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 30, 2000 1:14:52 PM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: I am not alone and I agree with them

TWA 800: ALPA Report Critical of NTSB Secrecy, New Doubts
Raised

News/Current Events Breaking News News Keywords:
TWA FLIGHT 800 NTSB
Source: ALPA - Airline Pilots Association

Published: 7-26-00

The Airline Pilots Association has issued a scathing report on key
areas
of the NTSB handling of the TWA 800 investigation. While the
document hasn't been officially released, a .pdf copy is available
at
http://twa800.webjump.com
Here is a quote cited at the website:
...the sound spectrum group has never met to review or discuss
any
of the testing that was conducted. The valuable data that was
collected during those tests has never been published, nor has
there been any group or party opportunity to analyze the CVR
from TWA800 in the light of the work that was done.
Furthermore,
the NTSB has not made the analysis of a third party's study on
this
subject available to investigators or the public.
This is an extraordinary accusation by ALPA that once again
calls
into question the integrity of the official investigation. Detailed
sound spectrum analysis is an established tool that can provide
invaluable information as to the nature of an explosion.
Sophisticated
techniques developed from PA103 and other aviation accidents
can
allow investigators to determine from CVR recordings whether
an

explosion was a high explosive detonation or a low-order
deflagration,
such as the fuel-air explosion hypothesized by the NTSB.
Despite the critical importance of this aspect of the investigation
ALPA is in no uncertain terms stating that at best the NTSB has
kept all of this data secret. The failure of the mainstream press
to give even cursory coverage to this sort of development in the
TWA 800 investigation is shameful.
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 30, 2000 10:12:24 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: dog paddlin'
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>

I am committed to doing a letter and giving you a preview of it
before I
send it to Chairman Hall. He's an honorable guy and I think I'm
going the
full distance with your concern.
----- Original Message ----From: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2000 10:25 PM
Subject: dog paddlin'

Dear David, another idea, could you ask Jim Hall to assign
someone to
talk to me? I have never been interviewed and it would be good
to
have it on the record.

Really, I find myself begging public safety officials through a
neutral avenue for a conversation about vitally important safety
issues.
Begging. I don't like that.
But pride comes before a fall and I have no pride when it comes
to
wiring/cargo door explanation.
Well, two things for Hall letter, ask if not all hardware, then do
proper investigation into door and ask Honorable Chairman
James (Jim)
Hall from Tennessee to have one of his staff sit down and talk to
John Barry Smith at
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Or in person of course.
Well, you never know. Good luck.
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 29, 2000 7:25:05 PM PDT
To: David_Evans

Subject: dog paddlin'

Dear David, another idea, could you ask Jim Hall to assign
someone to talk to me? I have never been interviewed and it
would be good to have it on the record.
Really, I find myself begging public safety officials through a
neutral avenue for a conversation about vitally important safety
issues.
Begging. I don't like that.
But pride comes before a fall and I have no pride when it comes
to wiring/cargo door explanation.
Well, two things for Hall letter, ask if not all hardware, then do
proper investigation into door and ask Honorable Chairman
James (Jim) Hall from Tennessee to have one of his staff sit
down and talk to John Barry Smith at
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Or in person of course.
Well, you never know. Good luck.
Barry
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 29, 2000 2:48:43 PM PDT

To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Gasping out question..
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>

Barry: That's the question I asked. It was all latched. Mid span
latches
were found, too, and found in the closed position. That's what he
told me.
He alluded to a failure to mention the mid-span latches in his
report, but
he said they were found. He was very insistent. David
----- Original Message ----From: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2000 3:28 PM
Subject: Gasping out question..

Dear David, my death rattle expels air into one last question to
ask
Jim Wildey.
Could you call him, email him, or otherwise have him respond
one way
or the other to this direct question:
"Is it possible that the forward cargo door of TWA 800 was not
all
latched and all intact at water impact?"
That's all I ask.
Cheers,
Barry

From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 29, 2000 2:45:50 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Last Gasp...
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Barry: I'm not dismissing what you have to say. What I'm saying is
I challenged Wildey on all this -- I've got his answer. The Board
specifically asserted that the cargo door scenario was considered
and ruled out. I'm one guy here. I'm paid to put out a 10-page
newsletter every week. It would take me at least a week to sort
this all out, assuming that Wildey would be willing to devote the
kind of time this would take. And, I'd have to bring it up to
Chairman Hall. I am as willing to crusade as anybody, and I have
made a good faith effort to follow up on your scenario. Like I say, I
find much of what you have to present intriguing, but the Board
has spoken. I know, they've been wrong in the past.
Here's what I'm willing to do (but not today -- the next deadline
approaches) -- I will draft a letter from me to chairman Hall,
raising these issues. I'll give you a chance to read it before I send
it so that we have a good argument. I'm not going to write more
than a 1 to 1.5 page letter. The case needs to be made succinctly.
Hall is an honorable man -- he will detail Wildey to produce a
proposed response.
What sort of set me off was your allusion to me pulling the last
straw out of the hand of a drowning man. I'm not that kinda guy
and I really resented even the allusion.
David
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2000 3:08 PM
Subject: Last Gasp...

Goddamit it...I did not let go of the last straw. I took your input,
weighed it seriously, and took the time during two days of very
intense hearings to directly address this issue with Mr. Wildey.
David

David, David, you might be interested in my domain,
goddamnitgoddamnit.com. Really, I own it after feeling the same
way you do, frustrated.
You are frustrated because you know what Wildey said to you
and you know what I've said to you. I've supported the claim
with exhibits, text, and photographs. He supports his position
with a vague phone call. Having ten latches is vague. What is the
lock status, is there bluing heat marks, which latches are they for
what door, etc etc, that would be specific and conclusive, like
AAR 92/02 for UAL 811.
He's not even an aircraft accident investigator,
goddamnitgoddamnit, David, you know more about aviation
safety than he ever did. He's a metallurgist, not even a pilot. To
directly address this issue with Mr. Wildey, what does that mean?
How many intense minutes did you spend? Three? Five? Did he
do all the talking? Did you show him the photographs or the
NTSB database that refutes his statement of all latched and all
intact? You asked him a few questions that he has been asked for
the last few years and he gave his refined answer over the past
few years, all latched and all intact at water impact, thank you for
your interest in aviation safety...
If anyone should get respect for opinion around here it should be
me. I've got the flying, the maintenance, the accident experience
that all of them lack. But I don't have a title. (Except accident

survivor, a title I am happy to have.)
It's all government officialdom arrogance and pride that prevents
this life and death probable cause from being properly
investigated. I've been working on this for twelve years, David, I
knew all about these doors long before TWA 800. I knew within
days what it was and have held true ever since, only refining the
cause to add wiring as cause of door rupture..
You've been fobbed off with a vague phone call while rejecting
photographs right in front of you that is as specific as you can
get, the actual rupture at the actual missing midspan latches of
the actual Boeing 747 that actually crashed and was called TWA
800.
I'll show it again, big, accurate, and valid. It's not going to go
away. Below is a rupture hole at the forward midspan latch of the
forward cargo door. The midspan latch has not been recovered.
Over half the door hardware has not been recovered. To accept
the conclusion that the door below was all latched and all intact
at water impact is to deny the obvious.
David, it's not over as long as Poly X wiring exists in 747s with
outward opening non plug cargo doors.
TWA 800 was just one of many fatal cargo door accidents. Each
accident has it investigators saying no no no, it was a bomb, it
was a bomb, it was bomb, it was a bomb (AI 182, PA 103, TWA
800, and UAL 811 were all bombs early on) it was missile, ha!
Navy shooting down airliner and keeping it quiet and they
thoroughly investigate it, it was spontaneous center tank
explosion, Ha, no ignition source and the only people who think
it was the center tank acting on its own to blow up is the NTSB.

Ah, logic and reason, why stay in the Air Safety business if facts
data and evidence are ignored and conjecture about conspiracies
are given full attention?

I can see with my own eyes the actual rupture hole above where
the non locking sector type midspan latch ruptured in flight
leaving the outward, petal shaped rupture hole. And this is only
the front midspan latch, the aft latch shows the same shape of
rupture at the X below. Note red hinge on top of door for
alignment.

Ah, what's the use, too busy, to weird, too different, too
annoying...lots of reasons to reject wiring/cargo door explanation
but none make sense to me except to investigate as it should be
and issue report on findings. That has not been done. TWA 800 is
incomplete.
You have a voice that can be heard using facts I've given you. Let
the readers draw conclusions based on the evidence.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith

(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 29, 2000 12:28:15 PM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: Gasping out question..

Dear David, my death rattle expels air into one last question to
ask Jim Wildey.
Could you call him, email him, or otherwise have him respond
one way or the other to this direct question:
"Is it possible that the forward cargo door of TWA 800 was not
all latched and all intact at water impact?"
That's all I ask.
Cheers,
Barry

From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 29, 2000 9:51:47 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: You were my last straw in my grasp and let go...
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Goddamit it...I did not let go of the last straw. I took your input,
weighed it seriously, and took the time during two days of very
intense hearings to directly address this issue with Mr. Wildey.
David
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2000 12:39 PM
Subject: You were my last straw in my grasp and let go...

At 11:56 AM -0400 8/29/00, David Evans wrote:

If there were 3 of us writing Air Safety Week, I'd pursue this Barry.
But there's only me, and I haven't got the time.

Dear Gentlemen Jim Hall, Bernard Loeb, Ron Schleede (Ret),
Al Dickinson, Jim Wildey, Bob Swaim, and Misters McSweeny
Mr. Ron Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff, Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman,
Mr. Lyle Streeter
Someone will have to admit to being not exactly correct in
former statements about the forward cargo door on TWA 800.
Pride comes before a fall and every investigation has a 'fall
guy." (My vote is for Jim Wildey; just joking, Jim, we met and
shook hands at the Baltimore hearing. I enjoyed and respect your
opinions except for initial event of spontaneous center tank
explosion.)
I ask Mr. Wildey to say that yes, based upon wreckage
reconstruction showing shattered door and the fact that not all
twenty of twenty door latches have been recovered, that forward

cargo door could have ruptured in flight, . Twenty latches for two
doors means each door has ten latches and they have not bee
recovered. That's all I ask of Mr. Wildey, to say that yes, the door
could have ruptured in flight. Then leave the cause why it opened
for others to discern. Yes, some damage occurred when the
fuselage hit the water leaving inward pillowing. Yes, eight
latches have been recovered in a cargo door sill and they were
latched. But, to rule out a possibility, there needs to be
substantial evidence that the possibility could not have occurred,
and with forward cargo door there is not substantial evidence that
it did not rupture in flight because most of the hardware in the
door is still missing. On the other hand, there is substantial
evidence that the door did rupture in flight based on photographs
of actual ruptures in the TWA 800 door and the historical
precedent of UAL 811.
I was not exactly correct for the cause of the ruptured cargo door
and may still not be. I figured either pneumatic, hydraulic,
electrical, crew, bomb, missile, center tank explosion, meteor,
EMG, or other, to cause those midspan latches to rupture. Only
electrical made sense because of UAL 811 but it was only after
Baltimore and the great show that NTSB put on about aging
aircraft and the faults of Poly X wiring did I now believe it was
Poly X wiring causing the forward cargo door to rupture in flight
for TWA 800.
But I could be wrong. It could have been the center tank
explosion that blew open that nearby door. I'm not adamant about
the cause of the ruptured cargo door in flight, only that it did
happen and was not all latched and all intact at water impact.
And therein lies the open mind perception: A center tank
explosion could have ruptured that door to rupture, as the photos

show. If the door ruptured in flight, then all plausible causes must
be examined, and they have not been examined. Why reject an
alleged event such at ruptured cargo door if the official version of
spontaneous center tank explosion could have caused it?
Mr. Wildey, please state that based upon a new interpretation of
existing facts, that a new sequence could be possible. The new
sequence states that the center tank explosion was not the initial
event and was a symptom, not a cause of the accident. The
ruptured cargo door was a symptom, not a cause. The cause is
Poly X wiring, a cause NTSB and FAA and Boeing and I all
agree with.
Please indicate, Mr. Wildey, that after looking at the photographs
and checking the number of latches that were recovered, that that
door could have ruptured in flight. If you allow that, Mr. Wildey,
that will allow the aircraft accident investigators to go back in to
TWA 800 and consider an explosive decompression event when a
huge hole appeared in fuselage, just forward of the wing.
Mr. Schalekamp can still say, yes, at first look, it did appear that
the door showed an outward explosive force.
Can somebody ask Mr. Ron Schleede to come out of retirement
and compare UAL 811 and TWA 800? Can Mr. Schleede have
the opportunity to reconsider his statement that a cargo door was
locked and latched after only looking at one of two door sills and
knowing that most of both doors are still missing including
suspect latches at midspan? That conclusion of locked and
latched was made just as the pieces of wreckage were being
brought in and long before the reconstruction was complete
showing the shattered door and missing pieces. He should be
permitted an opportunity to reassess his opinion of all locked and

latched based on current evidence.
>From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
>To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
>Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
>I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and latched!
> --------->From: barry
>To: SCHLEDR
>Subject: TWA crash cause
>Date: Tuesday, 30 July, 1996 01:48
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html is my website
for cargo door
>crash theory.
>To: SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
>From: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: Which cargo door and cam positions
>Cc:
>Bcc:
>X-Attachments:
>
>Mr. Schleede, thank you for your prompt response.
>>I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!
>There are three cargo doors on TWA 800, which one are you talking
about.
>The front cargo door is reported to be in pieces, your sentence above
implies one piece which would means other than front cargo door
checked.
>The lock sectors are locked, but the cams are unlocked. You do not

mention cams.
> What are the positions of the cam locks of the forward cargo door?
John Barry Smith
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Mon, 29 Jul 1996 15:24:00 -0400
Encoding: 17 TEXT
Status:
Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes and
factors.
Thanks for the interest.

From: Dickinson Al <DICKINA@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: mechanical crash cause
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 1996 19:04:00 -0400
Encoding: 129 TEXT
Status:

Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA 800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that they
came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been noted

by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.

Mr. Dickinson, a depressurization event such as proposed for
TWA 800 and experienced by UAL 811 was noticed by the crew
and recorded on the CVR. That sudden loud sound on the CVR
on TWA 800 and UAL 811 is the sudden outflow of air molecules
trying to equalize the low pressure on the outside of the fuselage.
Many of the door/hatch/access/panel/windows were recovered
but many crucial ones are still missing and probably would
indicate they came from the aircraft prior to the initial event. if
recovered The 'red zone' is full of pieces of TWA 800 forward of
the wing and from the forward cargo bay. The trajectory study
indicates that the first objects to leave the aircraft came from
forward of the wing. Mr. Dickinson, would you indicate that the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 could have ruptured in flight? If
you do that, the wiring/cargo door explanation may get the
attention it deserves.
Somebody, please, own up to the obvious: That forward cargo
door area of TWA 800 is shattered, it's wrecked, it shows inward
pillowing on the skin and shows outward petal shaped bulge
rupture at midspan latches, it has paint smears, it has missing
midspan latches as well as missing manual locking handle,
viewing ports, overpressure relief doors and most of the skin.
That door should be a focus of attention and receive the same
type of examination as that received by the door of UAL 811
such as an extensive metallurgical testing and examination and
report. And it's not there for TWA 800. It is for UAL 811 and

NTSB AAR 90/01 and NTSB AAR 92/02. Bomb and missile and
EMG are wacky, little supporting evidence, not plausible, but
possible and were thus thoroughly investigated by NTSB.
Wiring/cargo door is sane, common sense, has happened before,
plausible, and has much evidence to support it and yet has not
been thoroughly investigated but fobbed off with a few sentences
which are not supported by facts. Why is that?
The door is a problem on TWA 800, it was a problem on UAL
811, it can be a problem in the future. The wiring around the
cargo door area needs to be inspected for cracks in the insulation
to bare wire. It's been done already for TWA 800 and yes,
cracked insulation in the wire was found in the cargo door area.
Inspection has not been done for other 747s. The FAA could
issue an AD to inspect the wiring around the cargo door area for
early model 747s, inspecting the areas of wiring which have been
shown to be chafed to bare in the past for UAL 811 and TWA
800:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest

contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A for TWA 800 continues on same page
47, "Evidence of arcing or short circuiting was found in the
fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800) in addition to what was found in
the wiring from the raceway below the left cabin floor and near
the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A for TWA 800 continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811.
Will a junior or senior safety official contact me? Can a senior
safety official order an investigation into allegations supported
by NTSB photos and public docket exhibits that the forward
cargo door of TWA 800 ruptured in flight? Can a senior safety
official order wiring inspections in and around forward cargo
doors of early model Boeing 747s?
Can something be done? Somehow, can that forward cargo door
and wiring be full investigated? Can someone call me to get it
started? Sometime is better than no time. There is still time right
now before the final report goes to press.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 29, 2000 8:56:47 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Still trying Call me
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
If there were 3 of us writing Air Safety Week, I'd pursue this Barry.
But there's only me, and I haven't got the time.
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Friday, August 25, 2000 8:59 PM
Subject: Re: Still trying Call me

No, I asked Jim Wildey. They found all ten.

Well, David, you have caught them in a lie, or maybe Wildey
really thinks that they have ten, whoever told him was wrong.
They have not found all ten of the forward cargo door and they
have not even found all ten of the aft cargo door. And did you
note that he did not say the latch status of the missing and now
'found' two? There are four midspan latches on TWA 800, they
have found none. They do not claim to have found them in
writing, only eight and nowhere in the written database is there,
are there, any midspan latches.
David, this is incontrovertible. You may rightfully ask to see the
metallurgists report, Jim Wildey, on the latches, the lock status,

the locking sectors, the scratch marks, the heat marks on all the
cargo door apparatus. Attached from NTSB AAR is the way a
proper door examination is done. Compare to Jim Wildey's two
sentences in Exhibit 15C of public Docket. Which is incomplete.
UAL 811 cargo door report is the right way to do TWA 800.
They can not produce the twenty latches of the two identical
cargo doors, they can not produce two sills, they can not produce
the two midspan latches from the forward cargo door, they have
not reported on them because they do not have them. Wildey said
in Dec 97, that's a year and four months after event they had
eight of the ten. Two did not mysteriously pop up. They do not
have them.
Regardless, an examination of the entire door as was done for
UAL 811 is justified based on photographs of ruptures at
midspan latch.
What to do? I'd hate to see wiring/cargo door explanation get
rejected on a falsehood.
David, my head is spinning...call me for voice to voice. If you
have communications with Wildey, let me email you something
for him and you pass it along. He has emailed me before years
ago but stopped when I refuted his all latched and all intact at
water impact error. Years ago.

(831) 659-3552 phone
or give me your phone number...
More later...
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

NTSB/AAR-92/02
(SUPERSEDES NTSB/AAR-90/01)
1.16.1 Cargo Door Hardware Examinations
1.16.1.1
Before Recovery of the Door
The following forward cargo door closing and latching
components were returned to the Safety Board's Materials
Laboratory for analysis after they were documented in place on
the airplane:
Two pull-in hook pins, one from the lower end of the forward
side of the door body cutout forward frame, and one from the
lower end of the aft side of the body cutout aft frame, with
housings;
Two mid-span pins, one from the forward side of the door body
cutout forward frame, and one from the aft side of the door body
cutout aft frame.
All components were initially examined while installed on the
airplane. All eight forward cargo door latch pins, with housings,
were removed for further laboratory examination. Also, for
comparison, one of the latch pins, with housing, from the aft
cargo door was also removed. For orientation purposes, the eight
lower latch pin assemblies are referred to by number, with the
No. 1 latch pin being the most forward on the lower door sill, and

the No. 8 pin being the most aft. When referencing a
circumferential location on the latch pins or mid-span pins, a
clock position was used. The clock code was oriented looking
forward with 12 o'clock being straight up and 9 o'clock being
directly inboard.
Based on the orientation of the latching mechanisms, the fully
unlatched latching cams would first contact the latch pins from
about the 1:15 o'clock position to the 7:15 position as the door was
closed. As the cams are being latched around the pins, they
would rotate approximately 80(, making contact with the pins
from about the 4:15 position to the 10:15 position (See figure 7).
Detailed examination of the exposed surface of the pins (the
portion of the pins extending from the housings) revealed various
types of wear and damage. In general, all of the forward door
cargo latch pins had smooth wear over the entire portion of the
pin area contacted by the cams during normal closing and
opening of the door. The pins also had distinct roughened
(smeared) areas between the 6:15 and the 7:30 positions (See
figure 8). The roughened areas had evidence of "heat tinting" and
transfer of cam material to the surface of the pins. On pins 1 and 8
the roughened areas extended past the pin bottom to the 5:00
position. The 7:30 position approximately corresponds to the area
on the pin where the lower surface of the cam would be relative
to the pin when the latch cams are in the unlatched or nearly
unlatched position.
The forward pull-in hook pin was not significantly bent, but the
structure to which it was attached was deformed outward, so the
hook pin was deflected significantly outward. Three of the four
bolts holding the aft pull-in hook pin had sheared, so the hook
pin was also deflected outward. Both hook pin ends were
damaged, but neither pin was significantly deformed along its
length. There was significant heat tinting on the damaged area of
the forward hook pin. Boeing engineering calculations

determined that the pull-in hook pins would fail at a 3.5 psi
differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
1.16.1.2
After Recovery of the Door
The documentation of the recovered cargo door was divided into
four areas: 1) door structure, 2) master latch lock system, 3) latch
system, and 4) hook system. A description of the recovered door
follows.
1. Door Structure:
The cargo door had fractured longitudinally near the mid-span
lap joint near stringer 34R, just beneath the mid-span torque
tubes. Except for an area of missing skin between frames 2 and 3
and a portion of frame webs where the upper latch lock torque
tube had torn out, the frames and skin of the upper door
piece mated to the lower door piece.2 Several areas of the upper
door skin along the longitudinal fracture were bent back. In
addition, a large area of lower door skin between frame 6 and the
aft door edge had peeled downward from the fracture line. The
two door pieces are shown together in Figures 9 and 10.
Examinations of the fracture surfaces of the skin and frames
revealed no evidence of pre-existing cracks. All fractures were
typical of overstress separation.
Seven of the eight lock sector slots in the lower beam showed
evidence of contact and scraping by the lock sectors. Only the No.
1 lock sector slot was undamaged, although the bracket forward
and above the No. 1 slot did appear to have been damaged by
contact from the lock sector (slots numbered 1-8, forward-aft).
The direction of the scraping on the slots could not be determined
conclusively.
The decal covering the latch actuator manual drive port was

found broken circumferentially around the edge of the port cover,
which was loose and rotated from its normal position (See figure
11). There was an impression in the decal similar to a Phillipshead screw slot in line with the center of the retainer screw
securing the cover. There was also a 0.06-inch-long linear slit from
10 to 4 o'clock approximately centered over the retainer screw
head (See figures 12 and 13). There was no rotational tearing and
no loss of decal material in the area covering the screw head
location. During examinations of the door at Boeing, it was noted
that the retainer bracket on the inside of the latch actuator manual
drive port cover was bowed outward; the port cover was not
deformed. The retainer bracket on the inside of the hook actuator
manual drive port cover was similarly bowed outward, and the
port cover was bowed outward.
The hinge that attaches the cargo door to the fuselage is
comprised of several hinge sections--those attached along the
upper edge of the cargo door and those along the fuselage just
above the cargo door cutout--interconnected with hinge pins. The
hinge pins and all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo
door were intact; all hinge sections rotated relatively easily. All
attach bolts from the hinge sections on the door remained
attached; conversely, no bolts remained attached to the hinge
sections on the fuselage. Several areas on the hinge sections, such
as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of contact from
the door during overtravel (See figure 14). In addition, the
fuselage forward hinge sections
were slightly bent. The upper flange of the door, to which the
door hinges are attached, was not deformed. The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above.
Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper door piece
revealed that it had been crushed inward. There were also many
areas on the outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks

could be seen. These marks were generally forward of the aft
pressure-relief door, and the blue marks were located above the
red marks. The UAL paint pattern incorporates red and blue
stripes along the fuselage above the cargo door. Figure 15 is a plot
of the documented paint marks on the upper door piece.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to
which the shrouds attach was missing.
2.
Master Latch Lock System:
All eight lock sectors were found in the locked position--actually
past the fully locked position. They had been pulled through the
lock sector slots in the lower beam of the cargo door. (When they
are fully locked, the lock sectors should be recessed in the lower
beam approximately 3/8 inch). All lock sectors had deflected off
the high shoulder of the latch cams due to interference with the
partially unlatched cams. Prior to disassembly of the components,
the interference between the cams and the lock sectors was
removed by rotating the cams to the latched position.
Examination of the lock sectors disclosed that the bottom of the
lower arm of each lock sector was gouged. For seven of the eight
lock sectors, the distance from the main gouge area to the location
of the interference between the latch cam and the lock sector was
approximately 0.75 inch. (The No. 2 lock sector was corroded and
had fractured at the location of the large gouge common to the
other seven lock sectors. Consequently, it was not in contact with
the No. 2 latch cam when the door was retrieved).
The master latch lock handle housing and trigger were found
relatively flush with the door outer skin. The top of the handle
was recessed approximately 0.50 inch inward from flush, and the
bottom of the handle was protruding approximately 0.40 inch
outward from flush (See figure 16). This
Figure 15.--Documented paint marks on outer skin of upper door
piece. Dashed line is approximately 8 degrees from horizontal.

position of the handle indicates that the lock sectors were in a
position past fully locked. The fuse pin was found in three pieces
but was heavily corroded. The handle housing was undamaged.
Two of the three connecting rods between the master latch lock
handle and the lock sector torque tube were bowed slightly, but
they were otherwise intact. No deformation was observed on any
section of the lock sector torque tube, although one of the six
bearings assembled on the torque tube had been damaged. The
No. 3 bearing inner race and its torque tube locator sleeve were
displaced forward approximately 0.20 inch from the bearing
housing centerline. The outer race was broken and pushed
forward out of the housing.
The lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door
was jammed open into the cutout.
3.
Latch System:
All eight lower latch cams were found in a nearly unlatched
position, and all of them were binding against the lock sectors
except the No. 2 cam (lock sector No. 2 had broken). Latch cams
1-6 were approximately 62 degrees from the fully latched
position, and cams 7 and 8 were approximately 70 degrees from
fully latched. Full rotation of the latch cams is 80 degrees.
Several of the lower latch cams contained compression and
smearing damage on the lower lip of the latch cam cavity
("lower" relative to an open cam). This damage is consistent with
the forceful movement of the cams across the latch pins.
The four rods between the latch actuator torque tube and the four
bellcranks containing the latch cams were attached and

undamaged. No section of the latch actuator torque tube was
damaged, and the bearings/supports along the tube were intact.
The latch actuator was removed and later disassembled. No
anomalies were found.
4. Pull-in Hook System:
The forward and aft pull-in hooks were found near the closed
position. Both of them exhibited wear patterns consistent with
contact with the pull-in hook pins during door operation. For
both the forward and aft hooks, the inboard edge of the pull-in
hook channel contained compression and smearing damage
consistent with a forceful movement of the hooks over the pins
while the hooks were in the closed or nearly closed position.
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 28, 2000 5:56:48 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Refuting all latched and all intact
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Barry: Ron Schleede is retired. The guy you have to deal with is
Jim Wildey, the NTSB's top metallurgist. David
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Saturday, August 26, 2000 2:26 PM
Subject: Refuting all latched and all intact

Dear Chairman Hall, Dr. Loeb, Mr. Schleede, Mr. Dickinson, Mr.
Wildey, Mr. Swaim, 24 August 2000
Copy for FAA: Dear Mr. .McSweeny Mr. Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff,
Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman Mr. Streeter
To properly rule out a suspect, (forward cargo door opening in
flight), that suspect must have an airtight alibi and the story
checks out, especially if the suspect is the prime suspect. Well,

for the forward cargo door, prime suspect, former killer, the story
does not check out; the alibi is full of holes, literally, and the
evidence in hand points right to it.
Look at the photo of the door and its adjacent area particularly to
the left of "RF25":

Prima Facie evidence shows the door to be shattered. Water
impact would push it inward, as is shown on some shattered
pieces. That was water impact. However, there are outward
ruptures at the midspan latches Photo above shows forward
midspan latch area ruptured outward. Aft midspan latch
shattered area and outward bulge petal shape rupture shown
below in NTSB photo

For all 747s there are twenty latches, two sills, and sixteen
locking sectors on two identical main cargo doors. For TWA 800
not all have been recovered to be examined and deemed normal
and therefore able to rule out open cargo door in flight.
For the forward door of TWA 800, according to NTSB written
documents of Exhibit 15C and wreckage database, original and
updated, only eight of the ten latches, one sill, and eight locking
sectors have been recovered and examined. That's not enough for
a thorough examination of a former prime suspect.
UAL 811 shows a proper examination of a forward cargo door
mechanical aspects:

Note excerpt for UAL 811, a confirmed open cargo door event.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.

For UAL 811, a proper examination of the mechanical aspects of
the suspected forward cago door:

NTSB/AAR-92/02
(SUPERSEDES NTSB/AAR-90/01)
1.16.1 Cargo Door Hardware Examinations
1.16.1.1
Before Recovery of the Door
The following forward cargo door closing and latching
components were returned to the Safety Board's Materials
Laboratory for analysis after they were documented in place on
the airplane:
Two pull-in hook pins, one from the lower end of the forward
side of the door body cutout forward frame, and one from the
lower end of the aft side of the body cutout aft frame, with
housings;
Two mid-span pins, one from the forward side of the door body
cutout forward frame, and one from the aft side of the door body
cutout aft frame.
All components were initially examined while installed on the
airplane. All eight forward cargo door latch pins, with housings,
were removed for further laboratory examination. Also, for
comparison, one of the latch pins, with housing, from the aft

cargo door was also removed. For orientation purposes, the eight
lower latch pin assemblies are referred to by number, with the
No. 1 latch pin being the most forward on the lower door sill, and
the No. 8 pin being the most aft. When referencing a
circumferential location on the latch pins or mid-span pins, a
clock position was used. The clock code was oriented looking
forward with 12 o'clock being straight up and 9 o'clock being
directly inboard.
Based on the orientation of the latching mechanisms, the fully
unlatched latching cams would first contact the latch pins from
about the 1:15 o'clock position to the 7:15 position as the door
was closed. As the cams are being latched around the pins, they
would rotate approximately 80(, making contact with the pins
from about the 4:15 position to the 10:15 position (See figure 7).
Detailed examination of the exposed surface of the pins (the
portion of the pins extending from the housings) revealed various
types of wear and damage. In general, all of the forward door
cargo latch pins had smooth wear over the entire portion of the
pin area contacted by the cams during normal closing and
opening of the door. The pins also had distinct roughened
(smeared) areas between the 6:15 and the 7:30 positions (See
figure 8). The roughened areas had evidence of "heat tinting" and
transfer of cam material to the surface of the pins. On pins 1 and
8 the roughened areas extended past the pin bottom to the 5:00
position. The 7:30 position approximately corresponds to the
area on the pin where the lower surface of the cam would be
relative to the pin when the latch cams are in the unlatched or
nearly unlatched position.
The forward pull-in hook pin was not significantly bent, but the
structure to which it was attached was deformed outward, so the
hook pin was deflected significantly outward. Three of the four
bolts holding the aft pull-in hook pin had sheared, so the hook
pin was also deflected outward. Both hook pin ends were

damaged, but neither pin was significantly deformed along its
length. There was significant heat tinting on the damaged area of
the forward hook pin. Boeing engineering calculations
determined that the pull-in hook pins would fail at a 3.5 psi
differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched.
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
1.16.1.2
After Recovery of the Door
The documentation of the recovered cargo door was divided into
four areas: 1) door structure, 2) master latch lock system, 3) latch
system, and 4) hook system. A description of the recovered door
follows.
1. Door Structure:
The cargo door had fractured longitudinally near the mid-span
lap joint near stringer 34R, just beneath the mid-span torque
tubes. Except for an area of missing skin between frames 2 and 3
and a portion of frame webs where the upper latch lock torque
tube had torn out, the frames and skin of the upper door
piece mated to the lower door piece.2 Several areas of the upper
door skin along the longitudinal fracture were bent back. In
addition, a large area of lower door skin between frame 6 and the
aft door edge had peeled downward from the fracture line. The
two door pieces are shown together in Figures 9 and 10.
Examinations of the fracture surfaces of the skin and frames
revealed no evidence of pre-existing cracks. All fractures were
typical of overstress separation.
Seven of the eight lock sector slots in the lower beam showed
evidence of contact and scraping by the lock sectors. Only the
No. 1 lock sector slot was undamaged, although the bracket
forward and above the No. 1 slot did appear to have been
damaged by contact from the lock sector (slots numbered 1-8,

forward-aft). The direction of the scraping on the slots could not
be determined conclusively.
The decal covering the latch actuator manual drive port was
found broken circumferentially around the edge of the port cover,
which was loose and rotated from its normal position (See figure
11). There was an impression in the decal similar to a Phillipshead screw slot in line with the center of the retainer screw
securing the cover. There was also a 0.06-inch-long linear slit
from 10 to 4 o'clock approximately centered over the retainer
screw head (See figures 12 and 13). There was no rotational
tearing and no loss of decal material in the area covering the
screw head location. During examinations of the door at Boeing,
it was noted that the retainer bracket on the inside of the latch
actuator manual drive port cover was bowed outward; the port
cover was not deformed. The retainer bracket on the inside of the
hook actuator manual drive port cover was similarly bowed
outward, and the port cover was bowed outward.
The hinge that attaches the cargo door to the fuselage is
comprised of several hinge sections--those attached along the
upper edge of the cargo door and those along the fuselage just
above the cargo door cutout--interconnected with hinge pins. The
hinge pins and all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo
door were intact; all hinge sections rotated relatively easily. All
attach bolts from the hinge sections on the door remained
attached; conversely, no bolts remained attached to the hinge
sections on the fuselage. Several areas on the hinge sections,
such as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of contact
from the door during overtravel (See figure 14). In addition, the
fuselage forward hinge sections
were slightly bent. The upper flange of the door, to which the
door hinges are attached, was not deformed. The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above.

Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper door piece
revealed that it had been crushed inward. There were also many
areas on the outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks
could be seen. These marks were generally forward of the aft
pressure-relief door, and the blue marks were located above the
red marks. The UAL paint pattern incorporates red and blue
stripes along the fuselage above the cargo door. Figure 15 is a
plot of the documented paint marks on the upper door piece.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to
which the shrouds attach was missing.
2. Master Latch Lock System:
All eight lock sectors were found in the locked position--actually
past the fully locked position. They had been pulled through the
lock sector slots in the lower beam of the cargo door. (When they
are fully locked, the lock sectors should be recessed in the lower
beam approximately 3/8 inch). All lock sectors had deflected off
the high shoulder of the latch cams due to interference with the
partially unlatched cams. Prior to disassembly of the
components, the interference between the cams and the lock
sectors was removed by rotating the cams to the latched position.
Examination of the lock sectors disclosed that the bottom of the
lower arm of each lock sector was gouged. For seven of the eight
lock sectors, the distance from the main gouge area to the
location of the interference between the latch cam and the lock
sector was approximately 0.75 inch. (The No. 2 lock sector was
corroded and had fractured at the location of the large gouge
common to the other seven lock sectors. Consequently, it was not
in contact with the No. 2 latch cam when the door was retrieved).
The master latch lock handle housing and trigger were found
relatively flush with the door outer skin. The top of the handle
was recessed approximately 0.50 inch inward from flush, and the
bottom of the handle was protruding approximately 0.40 inch

outward from flush (See figure 16). This
Figure 15.--Documented paint marks on outer skin of upper door
piece. Dashed line is approximately 8 degrees from horizontal.
position of the handle indicates that the lock sectors were in a
position past fully locked. The fuse pin was found in three pieces
but was heavily corroded. The handle housing was undamaged.
Two of the three connecting rods between the master latch lock
handle and the lock sector torque tube were bowed slightly, but
they were otherwise intact. No deformation was observed on any
section of the lock sector torque tube, although one of the six
bearings assembled on the torque tube had been damaged. The
No. 3 bearing inner race and its torque tube locator sleeve were
displaced forward approximately 0.20 inch from the bearing
housing centerline. The outer race was broken and pushed
forward out of the housing.
The lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door
was jammed open into the cutout.
3.
Latch System:
All eight lower latch cams were found in a nearly unlatched
position, and all of them were binding against the lock sectors
except the No. 2 cam (lock sector No. 2 had broken). Latch cams
1-6 were approximately 62 degrees from the fully latched
position, and cams 7 and 8 were approximately 70 degrees from
fully latched. Full rotation of the latch cams is 80 degrees.
Several of the lower latch cams contained compression and
smearing damage on the lower lip of the latch cam cavity
("lower" relative to an open cam). This damage is consistent with

the forceful movement of the cams across the latch pins.
The four rods between the latch actuator torque tube and the four
bellcranks containing the latch cams were attached and
undamaged. No section of the latch actuator torque tube was
damaged, and the bearings/supports along the tube were intact.
The latch actuator was removed and later disassembled. No
anomalies were found.
4. Pull-in Hook System:
The forward and aft pull-in hooks were found near the closed
position. Both of them exhibited wear patterns consistent with
contact with the pull-in hook pins during door operation. For
both the forward and aft hooks, the inboard edge of the pull-in
hook channel contained compression and smearing damage
consistent with a forceful movement of the hooks over the pins
while the hooks were in the closed or nearly closed position.
Gentlemen,
TWA 800 investigation was extensive but not complete. The
wiring/cargo door explanation needs examination. All ten latches
were not recovered, all then were not examined, all ten were not
given the type of examination that was given to UAL 811, a high
time 747 that had a sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt
power cut to the FDR when its cargo door opened in flight and
which forensic evidence matches TWA 800.
Why do you not contact me? Why do you not interview me and
ask me to rubut any questions or contradiction or impossibilities
in the wiring/cargo door explanation?
Door all latched and intact at water impact is wrong, it is not the
opinion of an aircraft accident investigator who understands
explosive decompression and knows the history of it dating back

to the mid '50s and the Comet.
The evidence, the real and historical evidence that can be seen
with your own eyes and listened to with your own ears says the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened in flight and why it
opened is a good question. I vote for the UAL 811 NTSB second
explanation of electrical and not improperly latched, or bomb, or
missile, or center tank explosion or other.
To reject the wiring/cargo door explanation based upon a
falsehood is a serious error. The falsehood is the forward cargo
door was all latched, locked, intact at water impact. That is based
upon the false data of all ten latches of the forward door
recovered and examined and found to be locked and normal; and
that the shattered areas of the door were caused by water impact
when the ruptures at the midspan latches were outward.
The eight bottom cams have locking sectors to prevent the
latches from unlocking once the unlatch motor gets shorted on by
fault. That AD was done after UAL 811, but the killer here is that
the two midspan latches never had and still don't have locking
sectors. So when all ten try to unlatch, as they are told to do by
the unlatch motor, the bottom eight hold true, while the two
midspan just have to unlatch enough to go over dead center and
the 38115 and more pounds of internal pressure push out the rest
of the door.
Yes, the two midspan latches are the only ones without locking
sectors, a design flaw that is only equalled by have the huge
doors non-plug.
To reject an explanation with precedent, which explains the
streak, and identifies the mystery ignition source, which based

upon wishful thinking of having all the latches, cams, torque
tubes, manual locking handle, and latch pins upon which to base
a rejection, is terribly terribly wrong when you don't have the
manual locking handle, all ten latches, cams, or latch pins.
You don't have the evidence which would lead you to dismiss/
reject/rebut the wiring/cargo door explanation.
However, the wiring/cargo door explanation has massive
historical and forensic evidence to support such a claim, starting
with photographs above which show a very shattered starboard
side forward of the wing cargo door area and, for comparison, a
very smooth port side.

Starboard side above showing shattered cargo door area just
forward of wing.
Below is what all that NTSB has to say about the forward cargo
door and its ten latches:
Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number
97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination
of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the
door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of the
door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
Wreckage database does not have full complement of sills,
latches, or cams.
Regarding the recent response of Shelly Hazle of NTSB with the

below excerpt:
"For example, Mr. Smith claims that there are 10 latches on the
cargo door and that the Board only discusses eight in the above
mentioned report. While a superficial description of the door
might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith is, in fact,
incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in the report actually hold the door closed - the other
two, one on each side of the door are merely "alignment latches"
and do not hold the door closed."

Note that nowhere is there the claim that the two midspan latches
have been recovered, only ignored or ruled unimportant. Ruled
unimportant by Ms. Hazle, not an aircraft accident investigator.
The forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened/shattered/ruptured
in flight and it started at the midspan latches, just like UAL 811.
That claim must be investigated as thoroughly as any other
plausible explanation for TWA 800. Wiring/cargo door has not
been given that same standard of investigation. The investigation
is incomplete and unworthy of NTSB to make final as it stands.
The grounds for rejection of wiring/cargo door explanation are
faulty and contradicted by NTSB evidence of Exhibit and
database.
So, what to do? Hide, run for cover, ignore it, pretend it doesn't
exist, attack the messenger, circle the wagons? Or do the right
thing, the thing you were trained to do, swore to do, paid to do,
want to do, find out why planes crash so they won't crash again,

and to do that you need to find out why TWA 800 crashed and to
do that you must do the aircraft investigator thing, check out all
the plausible explanations and rule them in or rule them out.
To rule out wiring/cargo door, you know more needs to be done
than a few sentences after examination of less than fifty percent
of the many pieces of the forward cargo door.
To rule out the open door inflight you need more than a
condescending sentence about it by Chairman Hall at the Dec 97
Baltimore hearings, or a few sentences by Dr. Loeb at the 23 Aug
00, hearing, or a short exhibit by Mr. Wildey about the bottom
sill.
UAL 811 is the model again for proper AAR for examination of
a forward cargo door suspected of coming open in flight.
The first step is to talk to me and confront me with all the data
and evidence you believe rules out open cargo door in flight, and
eight of ten latches in hand is not good enough. Especially since
the two midspan latches of UAL 811 were never recovered
either.
What is the personal angle to this? Why did Mr. Goelz say I was
'peddling' wiring/cargo door explanation for profit? Why is
wiring/cargo door explanation given NTSB worth equal to 'plane
too heavy to fly that day'? Why am I referred to as 'A member of
the public."
Why the constant denigration of the messenger and never
professional queries about the message?
Where are the technical questions of accidents using acronyms of

PSI, FS, IAS, MSL, NM? I know the questions that open minds
ask because I have been answering them from my web site to the
hundreds of pilots and other who email me discussing the wiring/
cargo door explanation. I know that dozens of FAA and NTSB
and Boeing computers have been logging on to corazon.com
thousands of times over the past four years because I have the IP
resolved of visiting computers below from previous month
statistics:
760: 0.78%:
blv-proxy-01.boeing.com
329: 0.31%:
blv-proxy-02.boeing.com
467: 0.60%:
blv-proxy-03.boeing.com
483: 0.41%:
blv-proxy-04.boeing.com
253: 0.31%:
blv-proxy-05.boeing.com
12: 0.01%:
blv-proxy-06.boeing.com
74: 0.14%:
svifw02.lgb.cal.boeing.com
2:
:
proxy-le0.cal.boeing.com
41: 0.04%:
stl-proxy-01.stl.mo.boeing.com
37: 0.04%:
svwww007.stl.mo.boeing.com
25: 0.02%:
svwww008.stl.mo.boeing.com
65: 0.05%:
slb-proxy-01.boeing.com
108: 0.09%:
www-fw-proxy1.boeing.com
123: 0.09%:
www-fw-proxy2.boeing.com
77: 0.05%:
www-fw-proxy3.boeing.com
373: 0.33%:
www-fw-proxy4.boeing.com
121: 0.11%:
www-fw-proxy5.boeing.com
11: 0.01%:
firewall.ntsb.gov
3:
:
awaproxy.faa.gov
216: 0.30%:
enduser.faa.gov
I know the closed mind questions and they are usually the
conspiracy guys with all capitals, obscenities, misspellings,
multiple exclamation marks, anonymous, and question/statement
full of error, misstatements, and accusations.

I'm not getting the open minded questions from NTSB but am
getting some of the closed mind responses.
I will say this to Chairman Hall, who asked plaintively at the Dec
99 hearing words to the effect, "Why were the passengers above
and near the center fuel tank not burned?"
I answer you now, Chairman Hall, as I did then in an email,
"They were not burned because they were not there to be burned
when the center tank exploded. They had previously been ejected
into the air after the nose came off from the huge hole on the
starboard side where the cargo door used to be. None of the parts
recovered in that nose has sooting. Only later, when the noseless
fuselage is falling and the wings and fuel tank are coming apart,
and the on fire number three engines is spinning and falling too,
do the two meet, ignite, and explode.
The big and little mysteries that are left hanging with the wiring/
center tank explanation are explained with the wiring/cargo door
explanation. Streak, ignition source, lack of burns, engine blade
in right horizontal stabilizer, sooting on blades of engine number
three.
By the way, the statement about all four engines operating
normally until water impact is just as false as forward cargo door
all latched and intact until water impact.
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
The disassembly of the engines did not show any indications that
any of the engines had sustained any uncontainments, case

ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
8. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan rotor were
recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by Chairman Hall
about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades
were recovered so it is very possible 'stator blade' found in right
horizontal stabilizer was from engine number three directly in
front. "Almost all' of the 'impact damage,' was explained which
implies some wasn't. All had soot. Soot means fire. Only engine
number three had any sooting inside engine. One full blade and
one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is nothing
normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body impact means foreign

object damage. FOD may mean fire. Fire means soot. Missing
blades in engine and one found directly aft in right horizontal
stabilizer means uncontainment. Uncontainment means engine
not intact at water impact but inflight.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.
More NTSB produced evidence of wiring/cargo door explanation
being worthy of further investigation:
7. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory Study,
page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that parts were
initially shed from the area just forward of the wing."

4. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Report,
page 30: "It is therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences)
may emerge as new information is acquired whether it be from
newly identified parts, or simply a new interpretation of current
information."

It's not too late to one more final investigation of a new scenario/
sequence that has emerged when given a new interpretation of
current information, as the NTSB author of Exhibit 18A states.
Gentlemen, please do what you said you would do, are supposed

to do, and want to do, check out all the plausible explanations for
TWA 800, including wiring/cargo door explanation.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 25, 2000 11:48:56 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Still trying
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
No, I asked Jim Wildey. They found all ten.
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Friday, August 25, 2000 1:50 PM
Subject: Re: Still trying

Barry: I specifically raised your scenario with NTSB staff during
one of the breaks in the hearings. They are adamant -- ALL
latches were found and accounted for, and all were in the closed

position at impact with the water. David

David, all latches were not found and I have scoured the actual
wreckage database and their own exhibit states only eight of the
ten are identified. Those eight were in a closed position at water
impact.
David, the facts are there, only eight of ten recovered. It's a
simple thing, eight nine or ten. I have queried them on this for
three years and they have never said they had all the latches.
They don't. They don't even have the two sills of the two cargo
doors.
David, they are ducking me and lying to you. So be it. Eight is
not ten, many is not all. The photos show them missing and
ruptured and blown away.
ALL latches were found and accounted for,

Absolute false statement, David, If true, and all ten lached then
OK, door did not open in flight. But look at photos, look at
wreckage database, look at exhibits, look at historical precedent,
and then believe, only eight of the ten latches were recovered and
the other two are missing.
Do you believe an official who says something that defends his
agency with no documentation or photos, or do you believe me
who states a fact and backs it up with documents and
photographs?
Cheers,
Barry

Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82,
Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower
lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching cams
remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along
the lower door sill."
>From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
>To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
>Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
>Encoding: 13 TEXT
>Status:
>
>
>
>I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and latched!
> --------->From: barry
>To: SCHLEDR
>Subject: TWA crash cause
>Date: Tuesday, 30 July, 1996 01:48
>
>
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html is my website
for cargo door
>crash theory.
>To: SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
>From: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: Which cargo door and cam positions
>Cc:
>Bcc:
>X-Attachments:
>

>Mr. Schleede, thank you for your prompt response.
>>I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!
>There are three cargo doors on TWA 800, which one are you talking
about.
>The front cargo door is reported to be in pieces, your sentence above
implies one piece which would means other than front cargo door
checked.
>The lock sectors are locked, but the cams are unlocked. You do not
mention cams.
> What are the positions of the cam locks of the forward cargo door?
John Barry Smith
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Mon, 29 Jul 1996 15:24:00 -0400
Encoding: 17 TEXT
Status:

Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes and
factors.
Thanks for the interest.
From: Dickinson Al <DICKINA@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: mechanical crash cause
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 1996 19:04:00 -0400
Encoding: 129 TEXT
Status:

Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA 800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that they
came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been noted
by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 25, 2000 9:06:23 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Still trying
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Barry: I specifically raised your scenario with NTSB staff during
one of the breaks in the hearings. They are adamant -- ALL
latches were found and accounted for, and all were in the closed
position at impact with the water. David
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Friday, August 25, 2000 4:52 AM
Subject: Still trying

For NTSB: Dear Chairman Hall, Dr. Loeb, Mr. Dickinson, Mr.
Wildey, Mr. Swaim, 24 August 2000
Copy for FAA: Dear Mr. .McSweeny Mr. Wojnar Mr. Dimtroff,

Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Breneman Mr. Streeter
You have done an extensive investigative job on TWA 800;
extensive and expensive but not complete. You have prosecuted
the center tank explosion as the initial event. You have defended
your probable cause from missile or meteor or electromagnetic or
bomb. But you have not defended it properly from wiring/cargo
door explanation. You essentially offer the wiring/center tank
explanation for TWA 800 which is refuted by photographic
evidence of dark soot and suddenly non-soot whiteness on upper
fuselage and smooth port and shattered starboard side just
forward of the wing of TWA 800 reconstruction. A center tank
explosion would do centered spherical sooting and shattering.
The evidence shows unilateral starboard damage and a sudden
break of the fuselage with no fire on one side. You have no
ignition source after trying God with static electricity, pump
manufacturer, and now mechanics drilling and not removing
shavings.
Wiring/center tank explosion is not the initial event.
Wiring/cargo door is. The photographic evidence shows the
shattered door and the outward ruptures at midspan latches. The
ignition source for later center tank fire/explosion is the on fire
engine number three, fodded because it is closest to the forward
cargo door and would ingest foreign objects and catch fire should
that door open or rupture in flight, as happened in UAL 811.
Well, the sound of the CVR and the visual of the wreckage all
support wiring/cargo door, and yet, no investigation other than
checking eight of ten latches of which there are twenty on that
Boeing 747 in two identical cargo doors.
All latched and locked and door intact at water impact? Whose

opinion is that? Certainly not an aircraft accident investigator.
That sounds like a metallurgist's opinion. Is it? Well, it's wrong.
The door was shattered up high and the bottom eight latches of
ten available may have been latched and locked at water impact
but the midspan latches were long gone.
So, why was not the wiring/cargo door explanation given as
much official attention and investigation as the wacky bomb,
missile, EMG, and meteor explanations? Wiring/cargo door has
happened before in similar type aircraft under similar conditions
leaving similar forensic evidence on metal, tape, and paint and
should have had priority.
So, after Senator John McCain personally asked Chairman Hall
to discuss with me the wiring/cargo door explanation, and
Chairman Hall declined, I have come to the conclusion that you
are all ducking me, refusing to think, refusing to talk, refusing to
listen, refusing to consider wiring/cargo door explanation. Is it
because it leads to PA 103 and AI 182? Is it because it was NIH,
not invented here, syndrome? Is it because you hate to admit you
were wrong, even about small things? Is it fear? Fear that the
wiring/cargo door explanation is correct and the implications are
perceived as dire? Dire to who?
It's dire to passengers and crew if you're wrong, NTSB, and
wiring pops a door...again, and again. It's dire to the
manufacturer if it is shown that aging wiring is a problem in
airliners. Wait, that's been done already by NTSB. There is
nothing to fear anymore. The main problem has been identified:
Aging wiring in aging aircraft.
On many main items we agree on TWA 800:
You say mechanical; I say so too

You say aging wiring is problem; I say so too.
Initial event is wiring short, I say so too.
You say catastrophic; I say so too.
You say no bomb or missile or meteor or electromagnetic
interference; I say so too.
Only in details do we disagree:
Your suspect wiring is just aft of the wing leading edge and mine
is just forward.
Initial event after wiring short is cargo door rupture and not
spontaneous center tank explosion.
Center tank exploded later, ignited by on fire engine number
three.
Nose came off after huge hole on starboard side appeared just
forward of wing, (see NTSB photograph for shattered area.)
Streak is piece or pieces of door area of shiny metal reflecting
evening orange sunlight to observers on ground as they spin
away after explosive decompression.
Place of explosive decompression is the two midspan latches of
forward cargo door, (see photos of midspan latches showing
outward open petal rupture. )
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html

Photo above shows a door that was not intact and latched at
water impact but shattered and ruptured at midspan latches early
on.
We are close in probable cause, but far enough away so that the
suspect forward wiring is still there and not yet inspected and
replaced if necessary when cracked, chafed, or worn to bare wire,

as Poly X is wont to do.
Curious that, wiring was inspected in cargo doors of MD 11, fuel
tanks of 747s, but not cargo doors of 747s, although cargo doors
have opened in both designs but only the Boeing 747 has
confirmed wiring/switch problems.
But, what now? Well, wait for another one to fall down I
assume. 1985, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, and 1996 are the years
of open cargo door in flight events for high time Boeing 747s
that I am tracking. It's now 2000.
We will all know at the same time the cause of the next wiring/
cargo door event because it will follow such a predictable
pattern:
Sudden loud sound on the CVR not matched to bomb but
matched to explosive decompression. (Same as AI 182, UAL
811, and PA 103, and TWA 800.) Sudden power cut off to FDR
and secondary transponder. (Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA
103, and TWA 800.) More inflight damage on the right side of
aircraft. (Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA 103, and TWA 800.)
Forward cargo door found in pieces, aft door intact and latched.
(Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA 103, and TWA 800.) Front
section will be torn off from aft section. (Same as AI 182, and PA
103, and TWA 800.) Engine 3 fodded. (Same as AI 182, UAL
811, and PA 103, and TWA 800.) Damage start location in or
near forward cargo hold. (Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA
103, and TWA 800.) At least nine never recovered bodies of
passengers and crew. (Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA 103,
and TWA 800.) Wreckage plot areas will be front section, aft
section, and engines with number three engine apart from other
three. (Same as AI 182, and PA 103, and TWA 800.) Possible
streak of departing door if sun angle and observers is aligned.

(Just like TWA 800.) Aircraft will be a high time Boeing 747.
(Same as AI 182, UAL 811, and PA 103, and TWA 800.)
So, Gentlemen entrusted with the public safety in aviation, you
have not properly ruled out open cargo door inflight for TWA
800 because you have refused to discuss the explanation with the
leading advocate and discoverer of it, that's me, as well as not
having the required evidence such as a smooth cargo door and all
ten latches to substantiate your reason for ruling it out as:
Dr. Loeb of NTSB: "We found no evidence that a structural
failure and decompression initiated the breakup. A thorough
examination of the wreckage by our engineers and metallurgists
did not reveal any evidence of fatigue, corrosion or any other
structural fault that could have led to the breakup. As a side note,
I would like to mention that there was absolutely no evidence of
an in-flight separation of the forward cargo door -one of the
many theories suggested to us by members of the public. The
physical evidence demonstrated that the forward cargo door was
closed and latched at water impact."
That statement above is absolutely false, full of errors, and a
wrong conclusion. All claims are refuted by official documents
and photographs which were emailed to you yesterday.
Until you talk to me, you have not done your job of a complete
aircraft accident investigation for TWA 800. And you know it
after these long four years and hundreds of emails from me filled
with facts such as analysis attached. I've included the analysis
below to refute any accusation of weirdness, lack of research,
faulty reasoning, and inaccuracy of facts presented by me. I'm
not a missile guy or a bomb guy nor any conspiracy person. I'm
the reasonable aviator who has been in a sudden night fiery fatal
jet crash and is saying that for several Boeing 747s, an event that
happened before has happened again for TWA 800 and supports
that plausible claim with extensive facts, data, and evidence.

Until you face, consider, and thoroughly investigate the wiring/
cargo door explanation for TWA 800, you have failed. You have
failed your duty as public safety officials to whom media,
manufacturers, and citizens look toward for a complete
investigation. You did not do a complete investigation. You did a
specialized prosecution of center tank explosion. The wiring/
cargo door explanation is still there, waiting for examination.
And you know it. One exhibitin the Public docket and a sentence
at a public hearing is not a complete investigation of a cause
initially thought to the answer, forward cargo door opened in
flight and ruled out within days based upon cursory examination
of some but not all of the latches and some but not all of the
cargo door.
I again challenge you, as NTSB officials, as public safety
officials, to check out the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA
800 by interacting with the proponent, the one who knows the
most about it. If your mind is changed in some areas, then the
better for it; if not changed, then you may rest that you have done
a complete job of investigation and the better for it also.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.

US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by JBS>
1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to send to engine
teardown facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine engines
at Calverton.
2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per engine is
incredibly fast to disassemble one of the most complex and
precise machines on the planet. It's not a bicycle. A forensic
powerplant teardown is likely to require several man hundred
hours per engine with several thousand hours of metallographic
back up work. Additionally many specialized tools are required
to do this. There should be many thousands of feet of tape or
pictures. Haste is evident in a one day teardown per engine in an
empty hangar with only one engine specialist present.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compressor (LPC) to expose the high pressure

compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by JBS>Why was only engine 3 disassembled further?
What evidence was seen in No. 3 to warrant further
investigation? Why were not the other three engines
disassembled further? The four most important jet engines in an
airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The conclusion statement of no uncontainments is
contradicted by other exhibit which states 'stator blade' was
found in right horizontal stabilizer. The conclusion statement of
no fires in any engines is contradicted later in this same report
with raw data indicating sooting in engine number 3. The
conclusion statement of no penetrations of any engine is
contradicted by raw data in this report indicating soft body
impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples which are mainly
irrelevant in a discussion about engines and teardown results.
33% of engine report is not about engines but about favored
NTSB explanation of center tank fuel explosion as initial event.
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil

surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis by JBS>Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan
rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by
Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58%
of the fan blades were recovered so it is very possible 'stator
blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer was from engine
number three directly in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact
damage,' was explained which implies some wasn't. All had soot.
Soot means fire. Only engine number three had any sooting
inside engine. One full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body
impacts'. There is nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft
body impact means foreign object damage. FOD may mean fire.
Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one found directly
aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.
Uncontainment means engine not intact at water impact but
inflight.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number

three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 34, A section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited
evidence of red paint transfer marks on the upper skin (H8); only
the remnants of the shattered logo light window remain in the
window frame.
The above details a red paint transfer mark on the right
horizontal tail surface of TWA 800 directly aft of the red painted
trim in cargo door area. This area shows missing red paint clearly
in NTSB photo displayed at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
redpaintsmearssoloprint.html>
The NTSB photographs are clear in color and detail. The TWA
800 reconstruction photograph shows abnormal green, white and
red paint on the right side forward of the wing.
Normal TWA red trim paint scheme is seen at<http://
www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html> Only above the
forward cargo door of the reconstructed fuselage of TWA 800 is
seen the abnormal red paint smears.
The sequence is thus: bare aluminum skin is cleaned, primed,
base coat of white applied, then red trim on top of white, then
decals. This sequence is basic painting for Boeing 747s and
confirmed by aviation professionals.

It is not red paint trim on primer with overspray, mask off, then
paint white base coat around the trim.
The red trim is always on top of white base coat and means that
the many, red, and large red paint smears between the passenger
windows are red paint transfer marks. The red paint marks are
not red paint exposed when white above is worn away, it is
always red on top of white, not underneath.
This is further proven by skin which has red paint missing and
thus exposing white undercoat. This is seen at URL <http://
www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html> The white is
always underneath the red. The green is always underneath the
white.
Additionally, the added red paint between the windows is next to
the missing red paint in the trim above the cargo door. Red paint
went from one area to another.
The many red and large red paint transfer marks above the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 indicate the cargo door opened
in flight. The precedent of cargo door paint transfer marks was
set by UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02, page 41.
The red paint transfer marks indicate the red door below
ruptured/opened in flight and slammed into the white paint
above, removing the red trim paint and transferring it on top of
the white paint. This is clearly seen between the passenger
windows.
The red paint evidence coupled with the outward peeled skin on
the side, and in the door area, and in the belly proves an

explosive event occurred inflight in the cargo door area.
The downward crushed main floor beams confirm the explosive
event. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study,
page 20, "Downward separation directions were noted at STA
900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and ""The initial opening of
the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected
result of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the
main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red
area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup."
The petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door pinpoints the location of the initial rupture of
the hull of TWA 800 as seen at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
petalbulge.html> The aft latch is missing, the door frame is
curved outward, and surrounding skin is shaped circular.
The analysis of red paint markings and structural deformation
indicating an outward explosion was briefly held by FAA Branch
Manager Neil Schalekamp of Northwest Region in a letter to me
on 30 Jan 1998. "The paint markings and structural deformation
that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally
accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
The cause of the outward cargo door explosion being the center
tank is refuted by the lack of soot on the few recovered forward
cargo door pieces and other right side fuselage pieces.
Exhibit 20A page 129. Fire and Explosion Group Factual Report.
"RF2 C-004 No sooting No sooting
RF3A-H These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.

Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
RF4 B-103 No sooting No sooting
RF5 A-071 No sooting No sooting
RF6A B-2004 No sooting No sooting
RF6B B-240 No sooting No sooting
RF6C B-318 No sooting No sooting
RF7 A-033 No sooting No sooting
RF8A No sooting No sooting
RF8B B-256 No sooting No sooting
RF8C B-263 No sooting No sooting
RF8D B-068 No sooting No sooting
RF8E B-268 No sooting No sooting
RF8F B-248 No sooting No sooting
RF9A C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9B C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9C C-259 No sooting No sooting"
NTSB investigators also are intrigued by the aircraft forward
door popping open in flight, an explanation supported by red
paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and
petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch. "NTSB investigators
have suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could
have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said." AW&ST 3/10/97

Basic NTSB generated evidence for TWA 800 in photos, text,
sooting diagrams, tables, and drawings, a NTSB produced report
AAR 92/02, and visual interpretations of NTSB photograph at
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html> and on
NTSB CD-ROM proves that the forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened in flight.
The evidence above proves the the cargo door was not all
latched, all locked, and all intact at water impact, as previously
believed based upon examination of only eight of the ten cargo
door latches. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report
Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
"Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
The cause of the door opening in flight is probably the same as
UAL 811, as described in AAR 92/02; chafed wiring shorting on
door unlatch motor based upon NTSB evidence for TWA 800 in
Docket Exhibit 9A page 116: "Some wires found in the section of
W480 from forward of station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A
had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this
bundle were found to expose the core conductor when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
NTSB agrees that a new explanation for the destruction sequence
is possible based on new interpretations of the evidence such as
shown by the red paint smears. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Report, page 30: "It is therefore possible that
new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new information is
acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or simply a

new interpretation of current information."
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 must be
thoroughly investigated to rule in or rule out the reasonable
conclusions reached by the careful analysis of red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, petal shaped bulge
at aft midspan latch, and cracked to bare conductor wires
discovered in TWA 800 by NTSB.
The wreckage of TWA 800 is the victim at autopsy. It is the
victim saying look at me, I exploded in flight, right there at the
aft midspan latch. Just like I did before in 1989 with UAL 811
and left paint smears, outward peeled skin, aft midspan latch
rupture, sudden loud sound on the CVR and power cut to the
FDR. Don't ignore me; don't deny me; do something about me.
Facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.

13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database

38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area

forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.

Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
John Barry Smith
11 Jan 98
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff from hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out
and formed on cold metal fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle
which held cargo door motor on power was chafed by the friction
of continuous vibration against clamp or many door openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water
met the bare wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring
wires and powering on door motor which attempted to turn all
ten cam sectors to unlocked position. At 13700 feet MSL and 300
KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were prevented from
unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the
two midspan latches have no locking sectors at all. The slack in
bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed
the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing the 3.5

PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door
at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by nine foot squarish door burst open at midspan
latch sending the latch and door material spinning away in the
setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away
erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground observers
moving all which ways. The aft door frame was clean of
attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin was torn
vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight
latches held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill
while bottom external skin of door blew away. The top piece of
red topped cargo door opened out and up smashing into the white
fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of
the trim was rubbed away showing the white paint underneath
The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage skin
as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of
door flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer
leaving a red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to
be working normally likely having overtravel impression marks
on the opposite hinge when door overextended to slam on
fuselage above. The top piece of the door shows inward damage
when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds
of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty
feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward
of the wing. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts
to leave the aircraft. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed
out of the huge hole equalizing high pressure inside to low
pressure outside while making a very loud noise. Fuselage skin
was peeled outward at various places on the right side of the
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression

of the forward cargo hold severely disrupted the nearby main
equipment compartment which housed power cables and
abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments. The number three engine also ingested metal in
baggage and started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The
number three engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator
blade from the engine was spit out and impacted directly behind
it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the
left from reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air
rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened
nose and crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and
landed in a dense debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered
while the starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn,
and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed
over twenty feet by forty foot explosive decompression zone.
Outward petal shaped fuselage skin appeared at aft midspan latch
from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown away. Outward
peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from
300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers
inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured
trying to equalize middle ear pressure. The plane maneuvered
with huge gaping wound in front increasing drag. The wind force
disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured
tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured wings,

the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud
fireball putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving
earlier departed nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank
exploded as well as other nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers
were not burned because they were in the earlier separated
nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to sea level in
windblown southeast directly, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank
and other fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and
falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out. Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led
to suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose. Streak of
shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening sun to
ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later
ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in
determining ignition source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel
explosion sound on CVR, unilateral fuselage damage, singe
marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate center tank
explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.

From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 21, 2000 4:54:22 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: Re: TWA 800 smoking gun of midspan ruptures
photo.
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
I'm on it -- will bring this up with NTSB as circumstances permit.
They may be pretty intense at the hearings -- "show time" and all
-- but I will follow through.
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Thursday, August 17, 2000 10:06 PM
Subject: TWA 800 smoking gun of midspan ruptures photo.

Barry: Apparently, y quesitons have sufficiently alarmed the NTSB
that they will spring a big cheese to talk to me "on background."
That interview probably won't happen until after next week's final
TWA 800 hearing. I'll digest this over the weekend. I'm gonna put
factors for and against suicide in a two column table to organize
my thoughts (and probably the article). I'll keep you posted. David

Dear David,

Good luck with NTSB, their attitude is that US plane
manufacturers make good products and if one crashes it must be
somebody elses' fault, unless the evidence is overwhelming
(which is seldom is in catastrophic crashes) and then Boeing gets
looked at.
It's happened with UAL 811, blame the ground crew, 990 blame
the copilot, Boeing 737s augering in blame the pilots, Valujet
blame the cannister people, TWA 800 blame the Navy missiles,
PA 103, blame the terrorists bombs...only later, much later if
ever, is it wiring, and other mechanical things get examined.

If you actually talk to an NTSB official, something I have begged
and tried for four years and been denied at every level, could you
bring up TWA 800? It is in fact an open investigation.
Bring up the facts that:
For TWA 800 open cargo door was first inclination as cause.
only one cargo door sill found and that was in aft debris field and
both sills identical,
only eight bottom latches found and yet door has ten,
two missing latches have huge outward petal shaped rupture
holes as confirmed by photographs of wreckage reconstruction.
UAL 811 was cargo door event and had similar evidence on
CVR and FDR of sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut.
Both planes had now known faulty polyX wiring.
Bare wiring found in cargo door area of both planes.
Engine number three on both planes had missing blades and
internal sooting.
Engine blade of number three of TWA 800 was found embedded
in right horizontal stab, right behind engine number three.
On fire engine three is likely ignition source for center tank fire/
explosion for TWA 800.
David, it is a worthy line of investigation for TWA 800, and not
too late, for wiring/cargo door explanation to be discussed. They
claim that TWA 800 was fully investigated, but not so when two
midspan latches missing and photographs show huge ruptures at
those locations and previous cargo door event give similar
evidence for TWA 800.
Could you direct the NTSB official to me for further
clarifications?
I've been rock steady for four years on this, David, you know

that, open forward cargo door in flight for TWA 800, only later
did I add the probable cause of the ruptured door as wiring.
Look to the left of 'RF 25' in photo below, that's were the
midspan latch belongs on that forward cargo door. It's blown
away. That bottom sill may or may not be the forward sill and the
eight bottom latches may be latched, but the explosive
decompression occurred at the midspan latches.
By the way, port side smooth, starboard side shattered, opposite
to what is expected by 'center' tank explosion but exactly as
expected when huge cargo door get blown away on starboard
side.
Show the NTSB official these photos and say, please explore,
investigate why the petal shaped ruptures exist.

Ah, David, still trying,

Cheers,
Barry

From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 17, 2000 4:02:15 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: I rely on God, not NTSB... EgyptAir 990
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Barry: Apparently, y quesitons have sufficiently alarmed the NTSB
that they will spring a big cheese to talk to me "on background."

That interview probably won't happen until after next week's final
TWA 800 hearing. I'll digest this over the weekend. I'm gonna put
factors for and against suicide in a two column table to organize
my thoughts (and probably the article). I'll keep you posted. David
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Tuesday, August 15, 2000 7:49 PM
Subject: I rely on God, not NTSB... EgyptAir 990

Barry:
The NTSB has dumped 1,200+ pages of documents into
the docket (www.ntsb.gov) on EgyptAir Flight 990. Many
sources are suggesting strongly to me that the CVR
provides ample evidence that Batouti took this airplane
down. However, there may be another view. If you have
followed this case in any detail, would you be willing to give
me your perspective, either way (suiceide vs. machanical
failure). Not more than a page, Barry, as I am very tight for
time this week, but I respect your opinion and am reaching
out for it.
I have fired a number of pertinent questions to the
NTSB. Will post their answers to you.
David
Dear David, I'm flattered. 15 Aug 00
I've been a mechanical 767 EgyptAir guy from soon after the
event and I researched all 767 control problems and found that,
yes, autopilots had disconnected and controls jammed
uncommanded. I feel now and have soon after the event that it
was mechanical and not suicide and have not wavered.
My take is that the crew tried valiantly, both crew, to save the
plane and passengers and did everything right, power, back,
speedbrakes out, etc. The fact that after the engines were shut

down, they were able to climb is a big clue as to what was
causing the uncommanded down elevators.
Attached are some emails I sent soon after event that told me the
problem was mechanical.
To ramble a bit, it is amusing to see Egyptian aviation authorities
railing against NTSB and FBI in exactly the same way as I have
for four years about TWA 800: Irrelevant data included, ignoring
significant evidence, prosecuting a cause instead of investigating,
removing blame from Boeing, shifting blame to vague cause, etc.
Regarding TWA 800, they all say it was center tank with no
ignition source, that's like saying dead by bullet wound but no
bullet, no entry and no exit.
This conspiracy nonsense of bomb or missile or suicide for
airplane crashes is terrible nonsense. It's the Russians saying it
was an American sub that caused their sub to sink. It's cigarette
makers hiding the health problems....Etc etc,.....It's Jim Hall
thinking he is protecting America's interests by protecting Boeing
and blaming others, when in fact few will buy Boeing if they get
charged with murder if one crashes.
Yes, you want one succinct page for 990 that supports
mechanical versus suicide: All I can give is historical evidence of
mechanical has happened before, the Egyptians gave the forensic
evidence that 990 had faults in the control system. I've also
added an email from a friend who sums up the NTSB attitude
with facts as, Bastards.
Most recent 7 June 00: "...the center autopilot made an
uncommanded disconnect." "...the control wheel was jammed in

the straight and level position.", David, I'd be praying too, I rely
on God.
My area is 747 cargo doors, David, 767 control systems are
beyond my ken other than research, but thanks for asking. I'm
sending to you some recent emails to NTSB separately about
TWA 800 just to keep my hand in with you.
Cheers,
Barry

NTSB Identification: CHI00IA152
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of UNITED AIR LINES, INC.
Incident occurred JUN-07-00 at CHICAGO, IL
Aircraft: Boeing 767-222, registration: N603UA
Injuries: 165 Uninjured.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.
On June 7, 2000, at 1236 central daylight time (cdt), a Boeing
767-222, operated by United Airlines, Inc., experienced aileron
control difficulties while in cruise flight at flight level (FL) 390.
The flight diverted to the O'Hare International Airport, Chicago,
Illinois where an uneventful landing was made. There were no
injuries reported to the 154 passengers, 9 cabin attendants, or 2
flight crew members. The 14 CFR Part 121 flight was operating
on an instrument flight rules flight plan. Visual meteorological
conditions prevailed at the O'Hare International Airport at the
time of the event. The flight originated from the John F. Kennedy
International Airport, New York, New York at 1014 cdt, and the
San Francisco International Airport, San Francisco, California,
was the intended destination. The captain reported, in a written

statement, that while in cruise flight at FL 390, with the center
autopilot engaged with lateral navigation (LNAV), vertical
navigation (VNAV) and autothrottles engaged, "...the center
autopilot made an uncommanded disconnect." According to the
captain, the engine indicating and crew alerting system (EICAS)
autopilot disconnect message illuminated and the aircraft master
caution was cancelled. The captain said that autopilot disconnect
warning light and aural warning activated and were subsequently
cancelled. The captain said that he took control of the aircraft and
found that the rudder and elevator systems appeared to be
functioning normally but "...the control wheel was jammed in the
straight and level position." The captain said that approximately
15 pounds of force was applied in order to free the control wheel.
The captain said that the autopilot and autothrottles were not
engaged for the remainder of the flight, an emergency was
declared, and the flight diverted to O'Hare where an uneventful
landing was made.
Index for Jun 2000 | Index of Months
Below sent November 22, 1999: To: IASA
short:iasaeur@worldonline.nl, timothyclark@compuserve.com,
bhogan@publicintegrity.org, sai@cybercenter.cl,
devans@phillips.com, jking1@mediaone.net,
jtlyon@sympatico.ca, tim.dobbyn@reuters.com,
EdwBlock@aol.com, sampson@wantree.com.au,
papcecst@aol.com, mbusch@avweb.com, joshk@komotv.com,
barry@corazon.com, rosebush@bestweb.net,
jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com, andrew@pem.com.au;
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Boeing 767 previous control problems
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according

to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB

microfiche number 52842A Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of
AIR CANADA Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY,
MOAircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP Injuries:
101 Uninjured. THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF
AILERON CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING
AT FL 370. THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING
CHANGES BY USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO
DIVERT TO KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD
BEEN EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE
THE FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS. Probable Cause A FROZEN AILERON
CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD BECOME WORN,
CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER, AND THE
MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE MAINTENANCE/
INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT

General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEMReport Number:
940102004189CLocal Date: 01/02/1994Local Time: 15:13City:
NEWARK
State: NJAirport Name: NEWARK
INTL
Airport Id: EWREvent Type:
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIERMid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONEPhase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISEAircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-222
Airframe Hours: 41003Operator Code:
UALAOperator: UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALAOwner
Name: UNITED AIR LINES INC
Narrative
HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TONEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIERSecondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGOType of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIALRegistration Number:
602UATotal Aboard: 146Fatalities: 0Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLEAircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBSEngine Make:
Engine
Model:
Engine Group:
Number
of Engines: 2Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWNSecondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTORWind Direction
(deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions: Light Condition: DAYFlight Plan
Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULESApproach Type:
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
Pilt-in-Command

Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORTPilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE LANDPilot
Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 14150Total in Make/Model: 148Total Last 90 Days:
148Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEMReport Number:
960625022959CLocal Date: 06/25/1996Local Time: 19:15City:
NEW YORK
State: NYAirport Name: JOHN F
KENNEDY INTL
Airport Id: JFKEvent Type:
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIERMid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: MINORPhase of Flight: CLIMB TO
CRUISEAircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-332
Airframe Hours: 5975Operator Code: DALAOperator: DELTA
AIR LINES INC - DALAOwner Name: DELTA AIR LINES
INC
Narrative
LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.AILERON
CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN WIRE.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIERSecondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERSType of Operation: AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIALRegistration Number: 185DNTotal Aboard:
224Fatalities: 0Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLEAircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBSEngine Make: PWA Engine Model:
PW4060
Engine Group: 4060 Number of Engines: 2Engine
Type: TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULESSecondary
Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTORWind Direction
(deg): 33Wind Speed (mph): 18Visibility (mi): 10Visibility
Restrictions: Light Condition: DAYFlight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULESApproach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORTPilot Rating:
AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LANDPilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 15000Total in Make/Model: 858Total Last 90 Days:
203Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System. Scheduled 14 CFR 129
operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND N.V. (D.B.A.
MARTINAIR) Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON,
MAAircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH Injuries:
202 Uninjured. The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic
(elec) anomolies, en route, including illuminated warning lights,
erroneous display indications, uncommanded autopilot
disconnects, & failure of flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, &
landing (lndg) was made with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust
reversers inop, ground (gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid.
During lndg roll, 4 main tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to
heat/fuse plugs; small main lndg gear fire erupted, but was
extinguished. Flt crew were unaware that thrust reversers & gnd
spoilers were inop. They noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with
the workload of responding to the multiple electrical and system
failures, did not respond to it. Investigation (inv) revealed
systems on several elec buses failed or became intermittently
inop, but other systems on same buses remained operative.
Detailed gnd & flt tests were made, but anomalies could not be

duplicated. Inv revealed negative cable for main battery was not
positively secured due to stripped jam nut, & main battery shunt
was not built up IAW Boeing specs. Boeing indicated loose
battery shunt could cause interruption to gnd. Similar events
were reported with 2 other acft of same operator, but query of
Boeing data base did not find similar events. Boeing 767-300ER
of another operator, same configuration, did not have similar
events. Probable Cause Numerous electrical anomalies as a result
of a loose main battery shunt connection and undetermined
electrical system causes. NYC96IA116 HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a
relief captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).Prior to
departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the airplane
clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight. En route,
the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies where
various warning lights would illuminate, and then extinguish.
These occurrences were also accompanied by uncommanded
auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero fuel weight, as
displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of the flight
management system (FMS), and the blanking of transponder
codes.The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the

passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.During the initial
descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown manually due to
autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.During the last
portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting
System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory messages
which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on request of
the captain. Although no identification could be received from
the Instrument Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left
Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI
seemed valid.On final approach to Boston, numerous warning
lights illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights

illuminated.After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes
were not available. Manual braking was anticipated since the
autobrake selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by
the captain while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1.
Just after touch-down the captain initially used full manual
braking. The cabin crew's observations were as if they were
riding on gravel (pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire
failures just after turning off the runway. The last high speed turn
off to the left was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the
airplane was brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no
effect from the manually selected ground spoilers. In the
meantime all main landing gear tires were blown or deflated and
the airplane was brought to a stop without fully vacating the
runway.A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting
personnel.Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the
passengers disembarked using mobile stairs.The incident
terminated during the hours of daylight at 42 degrees, 21 minutes
North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION The flight was conducted using
an augmented flight crew, which consisted of two captain rated
pilots, and a first officer. All personnel held the appropriate pilot
and medical certificates as issued by the government of The
Netherlands. Following is a summary of crew flight experience:
Captain The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738
hours in the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-incommand in the Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.Relief
Captain (F/O 1) The relief captain had a total time of 4,000
hours, with 1,590 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195
hours in the preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the
Boeing 767.First Officer (F/O 2) The first officer had a total time
of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown

150 hours in the preceding 90 days, all in the Boeing
767.AIRCRAFT INFORMATION The airplane was a Boeing
767- 31AER. The airplane was delivered new to Martinair in
February 1990, in Martinair's specified configuration. The
Boeing production line number was 194. It was maintained
utilizing a maintenance program furnished by Boeing, and
approved by the Directorate of Civil Aviation, The Netherlands.
The last inspection was conducted on May 21, 1996, and the
airplane had operated 98 hours since the inspection. The total
time for the airframe at the time of landing at Boston was 30,802
hours.AERODROME INFORMATION The landing was
accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005 feet long, 150
feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The airplane turned
off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about 1,800 feet of
runway remaining.FLIGHT RECORDERS After the airplane
stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated for over 30 minutes.
The cockpit voice recorder was not retained. The digital flight
data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward to the NTSB
Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout. According to the
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:"1. The...
[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately 7:21:19 in
duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition of the...[air/
ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air', occurred at
1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or 3:53:42 Elapsed
Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated by a spike in
vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45 Elapsed Time.,
The UTC time of touchdown could not be determined, as the
final loss of UTC data occurred at approximately 1813:32 UTC
or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7 minutes prior to
touchdown)...""3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC,
or 4:13:35 Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate
times during the flight...""4. The first change of the Master

Warning discrete from 'No Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at
about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time, while the aircraft was at an altitude
of about 33,000 feet and a latitude/longitude position of about
50.52 degrees North and 22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed
in the Master Warning discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and
9:20:00 Elapsed time.""5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR
heading data was lost for the remainder of the incident flight.
FDR pitch information were also lost for most of the remainder
of the flight.""6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several
parameters were lost to the FDR until after the incident flight
landing. The following parameters were noted to be lost:Roll
Attitude Pitch Attitude UTC Hours UTC Minutes UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed Speedbrake Handle Position""7. Also at
about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground] discrete changed
stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air Driven Pump discrete
changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the HF/L/R Keying
discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to 'Keyed'. These
discretes remained recorded in these states until after aircraft
touchdown. Several additional discretes changed state at about
11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed state after
touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."The Addendum to
the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report stated:"...The anti-skid
fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to 'Fault' state at about
1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data remained then the
'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and rollout, when the
recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state....""According to
the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference voltage is
removed from the FDR during normal flight recording operation,
subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/Ground
discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."TESTS AND
RESEARCH The airplane was examined at Boston, from May
29, through June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due
to melted fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated

due to the casings being worn through. A detailed examination of
the airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures
that were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.The investigation revealed
that the negative cable for the main battery was not positively
secured to the main battery shunt as a result of stripped threads
found in the jam nut area on the stud. Additionally, the main
battery shunt was not built up in accordance with Boeing
specifications. An examination of other Boeing 767s in the
Martinair fleet, and on the production line at Boeing revealed
similar buildup problems with the battery shunt. Boeing
personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may cause
interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static
wicks were found to have higher resistance than specified. On
June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).At Everett, the airplane was
subjected to testing equal to or greater than new airplane delivery
standards. The wiring system was examined in detail for any
anomaly that could have contributed to the problem. An electro
magnetic interference (EMI) test was conducted throughout the
cockpit and cabin with negative results. Additionally, several
components were identified as possible contributors to the event
and were removed for separate testing. None of the testing was
able to duplicate the events reported by the flight crew.Further
testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the airplane could
still dissipate static charges within design specification. On June
10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight profile
included new airplane delivery standards, and additional testing

to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The test
flight was completed without incident.Following the test flight,
as the airplane was prepared for departure to The Netherlands,
the right engine integrated drive generator (IDG) failed to come
on line. The flight was dispatched with the inoperative IDG, per
the airplane minimum equipment list (MEL). The IDG was
changed after the airplane arrived in Amsterdam.The IDG was
forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination. According to
their report:"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins
was lower than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of
corrosion on the base material of these pins was observed. This
conditions could result in an intermittent signal condition from
the IDG input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the
IDG from the AC bus."ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight CrewThe Martinair
quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data for landing with
engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic failures, anti-skid
inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed brakes inoperative,
and leading edge and trailing edge slat and flap configuration
variations. Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed
landing distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet).During interviews the flight crew
acknowledged that they were aware of the ANTI SKID advisory
message on the EICAS, but due to high cockpit work load, they
did not compute their landing distance with the anti-skid
inoperative.Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust
Reversers to Be OperativeThe flight crew reported that upon
touchdown, the spoilers did not automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers were inoperative.The investigation revealed one

common system for the spoilers to automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers to be operative, both air/ground systems must be
in the ground mode. According to Boeing, in the flight mode,
there are 5 spoilers per wing, with a maximum extension angle of
45 degrees. In the ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing,
with a maximum extension angle of 60 degrees. Once deployed
manually in the air mode, a transition to the ground mode would
automatically increase the maximum spoiler angle, and number
of spoilers deployed.In the air mode, the thrust reversers were
inoperative.According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle
at touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown. Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift
from flight idle to ground idle all required the ground mode
signal. According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode
signal was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to
touchdown, and remained in the ground mode throughout the
landing roll. The investigation was unable to determine if the
ground mode signal was received by the engines, ground
spoilers, and thrust reverser systems after touchdown. National
Solar ObservatoryA check with the National Solar Observatory
on Kitt Peak, Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to
explain the events of May 28, 1996.Boeing ReportBoeing
submitted an event summary based upon the detail summary
received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing report
stated:"Most of the reported events from the flight which
diverted to Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to
degraded power on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses.
Extensive testing and analysis has been unable to explain the
degraded dc bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.The
existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss of
primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."Additionally, the investigative team noted that while
particular items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed,

and other items on the same bus remained powered. The
investigation was unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative
components on a bus.Related EventsThe investigation disclosed
that similar events had occurred with two other airplanes in the
Martinair 767 fleet. The affected airplanes were PH-MCG, line
number 279, delivered new to Martinair on September, 1989, and
PH-MCL, line number 415, delivered new to Martinair on
February, 1992. According to data received from Boeing, events
with elements of a similar nature occurred on the following dates
in the aircraft listed, with the May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH
being the most extensive.February 16, 1996PH-MCG March 24,
1996PH-MCHMay 13, 1996PH-MCL May 14, 1996PH-MCG
May 28, 1996PH-MCHIncident Under Investigation September
17, 1996PH-MCHA check of modifications completed,
engineering changes, and Boeing Service Bulletins and Service
Letters was conducted. The only commonality between the three
airplanes was a modification to the forward flight attendant jump
seat in compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination
of the airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.At the request of the
Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search for similar events
within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search found nothing
similar, other than those events which were observed with PHMCG and PH-MCL. Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was
delivered to another customer in the Martinair configuration. A
check with that customer found no history of events similar to
the May 28, 1996 event.As part of an agreement to return the
airplane to line service, a portable airborne digital data system
(PADDS) unit was installed in the airplane to monitor the
electrical system. No findings have been generated which would
explain the events of May 28, 1996.Summary of Events That
OccurredFollowing is a summary of the events as reported by the

flight crew that occurred during the flight. - During preflight
inspection both the captains and first officer clocks had reset to
00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, & R IRS DC FAIL
lights illuminated and then extinguished - occurred multiple
times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated and extinguished. Clocks again display 00:00 several times, EICAS message
FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW changes to the
maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the original ZFW was
entered again. - The VHF ARINC Communications Addressing
and Reporting System (ACARS) system produced and printed
the same message six times on the on-board printer, although the
airplane was out of range. - When transmitting on the high
frequency radio (HF), the EICAS advisory messages FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL VAL appeared. The same
happened during movement of the electrically powered RH
pilot's seat using electrical adjustment control. - HF control
during ocean crossing was difficult, for a long time period only
Gander, New Foundland, could be contacted. In general when
EICAS messages appeared, the related system lights illuminated
as well. - The autopilot (A/P) had problems tracking Lateral
Navigation (LNAV). The A/P caused the aircraft to start slipping
(LH aileron, 8 degree bank, control wheel LH wing down) to
track LNAV; the aircraft was trimmed to wings level (with
autopilot on, using the rudder trim); later, side slipping to the
right occurred, again the aircraft was trimmed. - Electrical
current was felt by touching the captain's utility light, while static
was experienced from the F/O's electronics flight instruments
(EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/T disconnected once and
were reengaged. - In cruise flight many occurrences happened
with different aircraft systems. The occurrences seemed to be
related with crew actions. An example was the C-A/P
disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD switch on the

maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main battery
voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps (C, L and
R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message

disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this

stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator. Additional PersonsAdditional Persons not listed
on page 5 of Factual Report John DeLisiNTSB Aviation
Engineering - Systems Tom JackyNTSB Vehicle Performance Flight Data Recorder Tamis KwikkersDirectorate General of
Civil Aviation - The Netherlands Arthur RiccaFAA Airworthiness - Boston, MAThe airplane was released to
Martinair on June 12, 1996. FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEMReport Number:
930410011849CLocal Date: 04/10/1993Local Time: 12:15City:
KANSAS CITY State: MOAirport Name: KANSAS CITY INTL
Airport Id: MCIEvent Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIERMid
Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONEPhase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISEAircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-200
Airframe Hours: 0Operator Code: ARNFOperator:Owner Name:
AIR CANADA
Narrative
LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE
LUBED CENTERING MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIERSecondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGOType of Operation:

FOREIGN AIR CARRIERRegistration Number: CGAUPTotal
Aboard: 99Fatalities: 0Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLEAircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBSEngine Make: Engine Model: Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWNSecondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTORWind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph): Visibility (mi): Visibility Restrictions: Light
Condition: DAYFlight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULESApproach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORTPilot Rating: Pilot
Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 0Total in Make/Model: 0Total Last 90 Days: 0Total
Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0

Officials of the Egyptian government and EgyptAir working with
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) staff in the
investigation of the Oct. 31, 1999, accident of EgyptAir flight
990 have been made aware of several reports of Boeing 767
elevator control system discrepancies that happened both before
and after the EgyptAir accident. The Boeing 767 elevator control
system contains six hydraulic power control actuators (PCAs),
three attached to the left elevator panel and three attached to the
right panel. The six PCAs are powered by three independent
hydraulic systems to provide the level of redundancy required for
safe flight. The PCAs are controlled by integral servo valves, the
input to which is moved by the pilotís control column through a
mechanical linkage. Of particular interest to the Egyptian

investigation team are those discrepancy reports pertaining to
sheared rivets in an elevator power control actuator (PCA) input
bell crank. Separation of the bell crank rivets result in de-linkage
[of] the mechanical input from the pilotís column to the PCA
servo valve.
The elevator flight control system is designed so that the airplane
can continue safe flight in the event that one of the PCA servo
valve slides become jammed to the servo valve housing. This
safety is provided by the inclusion of a spring mechanism in the
linkage between the input bell crank and the servo valve input
arm. This mechanism, termed a pogo, will provide compliance in
the linkage and permit the input bell crank to rotate normally if
the servo valve arm is unmovable with respect to the actuator.
This action allows the control system to function normally with
respect to the other five elevator PCAs. However, the action of
the Pogo will result in a higher-than-normal load fed back
through the cell crank and the system linkage to the pilotís
control column. Presumably, a pilot could detect this higher-thannormal control load; however, this load estimated to be an
additional 15 pounds might not be noticed by the flight crew.
Should the pogo jam, the input bell crank rivets are designed as a
weak link so that the rivets will shear to completely isolate the
jammed linkage from the rest of the control system. Further, the
shear of the rivets in the bell crank mechanism will remove the
feedback of pogo load to the control column.
A PCA with a jammed servo valve slide will provide continuous
force on the affected elevator panel hinge in either the trailing
edge up or trailing edge down direction depending on [the]
position of the servo valve slide within the valve housing. If the
de-linkage of the bell crank is caused by a condition other than a
jammed servo valve slide, an internal slide spring within the
servo valve will cause hydraulic pressure to be applied to the
retract side of the actuator piston and absent other forces, would

drive the elevator to a hard over trailing edge down position
(airplane nose down). However, because there are three PCAs
attached to both the right and left elevator panels, the functional
PCAs will overpower the aberrant PCA and, given the air loads
encountered during normal flight, will provide commanded
elevator movements for continued safe flight. Although a
jammed servo valve within a PCA might be detected by the flight
crew because of the pogo loads, a de-linked bell crank condition
can remain undetected (latent) by both maintenance personnel
and the flight crew during normal operations unless special
checks are made to isolate the fault. Because of this latent failure
condition, a 400-hour special hydraulic maintenance check of
each elevator PCA was imposed as a Boeing 767 certification
requirement.
A significant level of redundancy in the elevator actuator system
is removed from an airplane operating with a latent PCA
discrepancy since a subsequent single servo valve jam or delinkage on a second PCA attached to the same elevator panel will
cause an uncommanded movement of the elevator panel. A delinkage of two servo valves on one elevator side will command a
movement of the elevator to the full trailing edge down position
or air load imposed limits. Also, as previously mentioned, a
jammed servo valve without de-linkage will impose only an
additional load of about 15 pounds at the control column that
may not be readily noticeable to the pilot, and therefore may also
be latent to the flight crew.
Recent[ly], the Egyptian Investigation Team was informed that
another Boeing 767 operator (believed to be AeroMexico)
reported sheared rivets in the input bell cranks of both the
inboard and center PCAs in the left elevator panel. This incident
reportedly occurred two weeks after the center PCA was
replaced, after the elevator was drooping during a preflight
inspection. The Egyptian Investigation Team has not been given

further information regarding the reasons for the sheared rivets or
previously reported discrepancies of the incident airplaneís flight
controls system and, to date, Boeing has not been able to explain
the reason for any of the de-linkages. The Egyptian Investigation
Team is concerned that these de-linkages are indicating a
potential problem with the elevator control system for a cause
still unknown to both Boeing and operators of the Boeing 767.
The investigation of the EgyptAir Flight 990 accident is
continuing, and no cause of this accident has been determined.
However, it is known that the maneuver preceding the crash
began with an abrupt elevator deflection. Thus, the Egyptian
Investigation Team is interested in pursuing the cause of these
reported control system discrepancies. Because of the above
concerns, whether relevant to this EgyptAir accident or not, the
Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority believes that the continuing
operation of an airplane with an undetected failure of an elevator
PCA and the consequent loss of redundant protection is an
extremely serious safety issue that requires immediate action.
Further, the recently reported shear-outs in more than one
elevator bell crank found weeks after any testing of the elevator
system indicates that the 400-hour interval for conducting the
prescribed special hydraulic maintenance check is inadequate to
determine potential and double actuator faults in the elevator
system.
EgyptAir flight operations has adopted the following actions:
* Pilot awareness, training and recovery.
* Introduce system isolation check by flight crew.
The Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority has approved the abovementioned changes in the pilotís training for recovery and
preflight isolation checks. As a result of the above safety
concerns, the Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority [recommends]
that the Federal Aviation Administration take the following
actions:

1) Require a cockpit indication in the Boeing 767 that will alert
the flight crew to a condition of abnormal PCA operation
wherein a single fault in the elevator could result in
uncommanded elevator movement. Until such a cockpit
indication is installed, require operators of Boeing 767 airplanes
to perform daily checks of the elevator system as now performed
in the 400-hour inspection to isolate faults in the elevator system;
2) Review the Boeing 767 elevator control system design and
conduct further examination of the causes of the reported
discrepancies found in the elevator actuator bell crank, and;
3) In conjunction with The Boeing Company develop cockpit
crew procedures that will aid the crew during flight in
identifying, isolating and negating an uncommanded elevator
hard over condition.
Sincerely,
A.V.M. Abdelfattah Kato
Chairman
Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority
New Information Casts Doubt
On EgyptAir Suicide Theory
by Sean Broderick
06/13/00 10:24:38 AM U.S. EDT
Information in the soon-to-be-made-public docket on the
EgyptAir Flight 990 investigation casts serious doubt on the
much-publicized theory that a first officer purposely flew the jet
into the ocean, sources with knowledge of the probe tell
AviationNow.com and Aviation Week & Space Technology .
The theory was given life after preliminary analysis of the
cockpit voice recorder (CVR) revealed an EgyptAir pilot left
alone in the cockpit -- most likely first officer Gameel el-Batouty
-- manually disconnected the autopilot just before the aircraft
began a steep dive. Analysis of the flight data recorder (FDR)
showed that about 20 seconds into the dive, the Boeing

767-300ERís elevators were being moved in opposite directions,
or ìsplit.î Investigators considered this a clue that Batouty and
captain Ahmed al-Habashy, who re-entered the cockpit as the
dive began, were battling for control of the airplane.
But follow-up analysis of both the CVR and FDR revealed
details that donít fit well with the suicide theory. Investigators
found that the split-elevator readings came when the 767 was
traveling well beyond the aircraftís designed maximum operating
speed ñ possibly close enough to the speed of sound to create a
physical anomaly that could cause the elevators to split without
any input from the cockpit, sources said.
Further, said experts with FDR analysis experience, the recorders
arenít designed to collect data at such speeds, meaning any
readings during that part of Flight 990ís descent could be
unreliable. Data recorded at the instant the elevators reportedly
split also indicates significant abnormalities with either the FDR
data or the forces acting on the jet, sources said. The FDR
indicated abnormal flight control surface deflections at that
instant, including movements of the 767ís outboard ailerons.
Those control surfaces are used only during takeoff and landing,
and should not have been movable at the speed that Flight 990
was traveling, sources said. . (no reason why not, after all they
are powered hydraulically. Random movements are quite
probably attributable to the transonic shock waves of Mach Crit
moving erratically (and not in consonance)Ýon the top and
bottom surfaces. i.e. if the upper shock-spike moved back
(chord-wise) onto the upper surface of the outboard starboard
aileron whilst the lower surface shock-spike was moving forward
(of the hinge-line and back onto the wing proper) then the end
result is an aileron movement (on both wings - and a consequent
self-dampingÝlateral rolling instability). I'd be quite surprised if
it had been otherwise (see table below). Slight yawing/skidding
could mean that the effective chord-length on a swept wing can

be varying significantly and dynamically. Indeed it is this sort of
three-axis interaction periodicityÝthat leads to the phenomenon
of "Dutch Roll" and the requirement for yaw dampers at high
Mach Nos.Ý
The 767 had an advanced FDR, but the recorder canít tell
investigators what forces were being applied to the control
column, control wheel, or rudder pedals. Movements of flight
control surfaces such as the elevators offer the only clues to what
the pilots were doing. After five days of FDR analysis and one
day of CVR analysis turned up no obvious factors that would
have triggered a dive, investigators began to consider ìa
deliberate actî ñ suicide. Sources with knowledge of the probe
believe results from the follow-up recorder analysis, combined
with other findings, show that several other possibilities ñ
including a mechanical failure ñ havenít been exhaustively
explored by investigators and must be considered.
The docket is slated to be made public within the next few
weeks.

United Airlines 767-200 declares emergency
NTSB Identification: NYC00IA036. Scheduled 14 CFR 121
operation of UNITED
AIRLINES. Incident occurred NOV-20-99 at JAMAICA, NY
Aircraft: Boeing 767-200, registration: N610UA. Injuries: 153
Uninjured.
On November 20, 1999, at 2107 eastern standard time, a
Boeing 767-200
N610UA, operated by United Airlines as flight 20, experienced
an inoperative
stabilizer trim system while executing an approach to runway
31R at JFK.

According to the captain, while at 1,400 feet and on final for
runway 31R at
JFK, the first officer stated he was having trouble trimming the
airplane. The
captain checked the trim indicator and noticed it was
approximately 12.5 degrees
nose up.
The captain then attempted to trim the airplane via his yoke
switch and the
manual trim handle, with no success. The captain advised ATC
they needed a
go-around, and requested a block altitude of 2,000 to 3,000 feet.
After changing
to departure control, the captain declared an emergency, and ran
the unscheduled
stabilizer trim quick reference checklist. The first officer flew the
airplane
and communicated with
ATC. The captain completed the checklist, but control of the
stabilizer trim was
not regained. The captain then requested a phone patch to system
aircraft
maintenance control (SAMC) in San Francisco.
While in communication with SAMC the captain had the
purser pull
circuit-breakers H11 and H20, and then reset them after a 30
second cool down
period. The stabilizer trim was still inoperative. SAMC then
requested that the
trim cutout switches be reset. After resetting the switches twice,
normal
operation of the stabilizer trim was reestablished. The captain
took control of

the airplane and had a flight attendant advise the passengers that
an unsafe
indication necessitated the go-around, and that everything was
"now normal."
While at altitude, the captain preformed a controllability check
at approach
speed, and then executed an approach to runway 31L at JFK
without further
incident. The captain added that during the emergency he and the
first officer
did not observed any warning indications, which made
troubleshooting the problem
more difficult. The first officer estimated that it required
approximately 15 to
20 pounds of forward pressure on the yoke to keep the airplane
level. In
addition, he stated that the stabilizer trim indicator was 13 to 14
degrees nose
up.
Once on the ground, maintenance identified that the left stab
position
transmitter
the center stab position transmitter, the left stabilizer trim control
module
brake pressure switch, and the brake pressure switch connector
were faulty.
These items were replaced, and all operational tests were
completed
successfully. After the incident and in a different Boeing
767-200, the same
first officer noted that the stabilizer trim never went above 9
degrees
throughout the entire arrival phase. He classified the arrival as

normal and
similar in profile to the incident flight.
Source <http://www.ntsb.gov/aviatio
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2000 16:46:59 +0100
From: Chris Olsson <olsson@globalnet.co.uk>
X-Accept-Language: en
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: "No unresolved safety issues"
Bastards!
The NTSB has gone too far this time, Barry. They are really
scraping
the bottom of the barrel with their blatant smear campaign
against Gamel
Batouti in the MS990 Public Docket. The nonsense about his
misbehaviour
in the hotel being somehow relevant to the jet upset is perversely
misleading.
The FBI's grubby little exercise is reminiscent of the J Edgar
Hoover
and the McCarthy days. Digging dirt to smear on the unfortunate
victim
of a Boeing upset is stooping as low as the FBI knows how. The
NTSB
should be ashamed of itself.
Anyway, just who the hell do they think they are kidding?
Interestingly, I notice on the FDR data that there was an
uncommanded

roll just before Batouti disconnected the a/p. This does not get
mentioned in the official narrative, but it really ought to be
explained.
Also note that the engine shutdown, which had previously been
quoted as
evidence that the F/O was trying to destroy the aeroplane, was
actually
commanded by the Captain as a reaction to the steep dive. By
the time
the Captain called for that shutdown, the F/O had already shut
the
engines down, presumably for the same reason that the Captain
would
have.
When you look closely at the profferred evidence of suicide, you
can
actually see that there is no such evidence.
This "investigation" is quite the nastiest example of its type that I
have yet seen from the NTSB. It is so blatant.

Cheers,

Chris Olsson

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 16, 2000 8:32:08 PM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: Related articles

FAA says controls of 767 need check. Me too.

ATA and the Aerospace Industries Association say fuel tanks
safe. Me too.
And yet, NTSB says tanks dangerous and controls on 767 safe.
Go figure...
Love the picture I sent you of the forward midspan latch rupture
on forward cargo door of TWA 800, David, that photo came from
victim family member who got access inside hangar. The official
photo of wreckage reconstruction released by NTSB crops out
that outward opening petal shaped rupture. Both midspan latches
do not have locking sectors while rest of cam latches do. They
never recovered the midspan latches nor the other cargo door sill.
And yet they say the investigation has been most exhaustive. Ha!
Cheers,
Barry

02:34 PM ET 08/16/00
FAA Ordering Boeing Check
By LUIS CABRERA=
Associated Press Writer=
SEATTLE (AP) _ Operators of Boeing 767s will be
directed to
inspect a control mechanism that Egyptian officials believe may
be
linked to last year's EgyptAir crash, the Federal Aviation
Administration said Wednesday.

``It's not an emergency airworthiness directive,'' said Les
Dorr, FAA spokesman in Washington, D.C. ``Operators will be
given
some time to do this inspection.''
The FAA's order is expected by early next week, Dorr said.
No flight delays are anticipated from the checks of the
bellcrank mechanism, part of the controls for the elevators on the
tail that control a plane's up or down angle, said Lori Gunter, a
spokeswoman for the Boeing Co.
Egyptian investigators have focused on the possibility that
mechanical malfunction, perhaps involving the elevators, caused
the
Oct. 31 crash of EgyptAir Flight 990, which killed all 217 people
on board.
National Transportation Safety Board officials, however,
say
investigators found no evidence that mechanical problems and
have
focused on the possibility of a deliberate act by the co-pilot.
Gunter said the order stemmed from the discovery of a
problem on
a 767 on the ground. She would not identify the airline operating
that plane.
Gunter said NTSB investigators knew about the matter well
before
they ruled out mechanical problems in the EgyptAir jet.
About half an hour after leaving New York on a flight to
Cairo,
the EgyptAir plane's autopilot turned off without explanation,
and
the airliner dived into the Atlantic.
Elevators are movable control surfaces on the horizontal
stabilizer, the wing-like structure on a plane's vertical tail.

Adjusting the elevators, one on each side of the tail of a 767,
directs the nose of the plane up or down.
Each elevator on the 767 has three hydraulic power control
actuators, assuring that the elevator can still be moved even if
two of the actuators fail.
Each actuator is powered by an independent hydraulic
system that
includes the bellcrank, which has a pin or rivet designed to shear
if the actuator malfunctions, allowing the remaining actuators to
take over.
The bellcrank is supposed to be inspected every 400 hours,
but
recent laboratory tests by Boeing indicate that inspections might
be needed more often, Gunter said.
Boeing officials say they have never had a report of two
actuators failing in flight.
-------------------------------------------------------------------01:37 PM ET 08/16/00
Airline Fuel Tanks Deemed Safe
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID=
Associated Press Writer=
WASHINGTON (AP) _ A three-year study launched in the
wake of the
crash of TWA Flight 800 has concluded that airline fuel tanks are
safe, industry trade groups said Wednesday.
``The world's commercial aircraft fleet continues to be safe
and
that includes the fuel systems,'' said Robert Peel, director of air
worthiness and technical standards of the Air Transport
Association, the airline industry trade association.

He said more than 100,000 work hours were spent
inspecting 990
aircraft operated by 160 airlines as part of the program launched
in August 1997.
Questions about the safety of airline fuel tanks had been
raised
during the investigation of the crash of TWA Flight 800, which
exploded on July 17, 1996, crashing into the ocean off the coast
of
New York's Long Island. All 230 aboard the Boeing 747 bound
from
New York to Paris were killed.
The cause of the disaster remains unsolved four years later
and
the National Transportation Safety Board is scheduled to hold a
meeting next week to discuss that question.
Investigators have determined that the plane's center fuel
tank
exploded but have so far not reported the cause of that blast.
Speculation focused on a variety of possibilities including
static electricity, faulty wiring and vapor in the tank, so the ATA
and the Aerospace Industries Association launched their study to
assess the fuel systems.
Their report concludes that the fuel tank systems are
soundly
designed and do not degrade over time.
``After all of this work, we did not discover any major
safety
problems,'' Peel said in a statement.
However, the report did note that there had been
suggestions
that the use of metal conduits to carry wiring through tanks might
result in ``degradation'' of the wiring.

``This finding was confirmed during the inspection
program and
is being addressed accordingly,'' the report said.
The group issued some suggestions for improvements,
including
better maintenance instructions, periodic inspections for fuel
quantity measurement wiring, periodic inspection of fuel pumps
and
their wiring, fuel lines and fittings and a review of the use of
metal conduits in fuel tanks.
___=
On the Net:
Air Transport Association: http://www.air-transport.org
Aerospace Industries Association: http://www.aiaaerospace.org
National Transportation Safety Board: http://www.ntsb.gov

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: August 15, 2000 3:29:22 PM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: EgyptAir 990
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Barry:
The NTSB has dumped 1,200+ pages of documents into the
docket (www.ntsb.gov) on EgyptAir Flight 990. Many sources are
suggesting strongly to me that the CVR provides ample evidence
that Batouti took this airplane down. However, there may be
another view. If you have followed this case in any detail, would

you be willing to give me your perspective, either way (suiceide
vs. machanical failure). Not more than a page, Barry, as I am very
tight for time this week, but I respect your opinion and am
reaching out for it.
I have fired a number of pertinent questions to the NTSB. Will
post their answers to you.
David
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 14, 2000 10:23:14 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Not to late to report on wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800

QUESTIONS LINGER ABOUT TWA FLIGHT 800...
NTBS employees are said to be eager to wrap up the EgyptAir
case to
move onto other "mysteries." One accident still prominent in
that
category is TWA Flight 800, which exploded and fell into the
Atlantic
Ocean on July 17, 1996. Though Boeing itself told the NTSB
the crash
of the 747-100 was due to an "ignition of flammable vapors in
the
center wing tank, resulting in a loss of structural integrity of the
aircraft," a $32-million in-house investigation has failed to find
the
source of even a possible spark. Government and Boeing
investigators
say they have not found any evidence of bomb damage on the
structure of
the 747 that would indicate a missile strike.

Cheers, Mike,
Still here after four years and still rock steady on wiring/cargo
door for TWA 800 and NTSB, Boeing, FBI? Still grasping.
Cheers
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 25, 2000 8:01:39 AM PDT
To: editor@sundayherald.com
Subject: PA103, Bollier was right.

Dear Sir, Edwin Bollier is right about it not being a bomb inside
PA 103 where the prosecutors say it was. It was explosive
decompression caused by faulty wiring causing the forward
cargo door to unlatch in flight. Full details supported by official
government documents at www.corazon.com

Cheers
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: May 1, 2000 3:39:46 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: <JamesStevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Barry:
From the AAIB report:
"conclusive evidence of a detonating high explosive." p. 4
"explosion on the lower fuselage left side in the forward cargo
bay" p. 21
"baggage containers exhibited damage consistent with being

close to a detonating high explosive." p. 24
"it was positively determined that the explosion had occurred
within a metal container (serial number AVE 4041 PA), the direct
effects also being on the adjacent face of the adjacent fiberglass
container...a buckled section of the metal container skin was
found by an AAIB investigator to contain, trapped within its folds,
an item which was subsequently identified by forensic
experts...as belonging to a specific type of radio-cassette player
and that this had been fitted with an improvised explosive device
(IED)." p. 25
"the container was loaded in position 14L of the forward hold
which placed the explosive charge approximately 25 inches
inboard from the fuselage skin." p. 41
"There can be no doubt that the loud noise on the CVR was
directly associated with the detonation of the IED and that this
explosion initiated the disintegration process and directly caused
the loss of the aircraft." p. 39
That's pretty declaratory stuff. If the AAIB is all wet, the
countervailing case has got to be awfully strong. David
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Monday, May 01, 2000 6:21 PM
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103

According to the AAIB report, it was found on the inside of a
specific baggage container.

Wrong.
Cheers,

Barry
From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: May 1, 2000 2:54:31 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
According to the AAIB report, it was found on the inside of a
specific baggage container. I read the AAIB report over the
weekend. They have no doubt it was a bomb. There may be
some dispute as to what kind or who placed a bomb on the
aircraft, but the AAIB was most definite on that point.
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Friday, April 28, 2000 6:58 PM
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103

Barry: Who's MEBO and what's their interest in this?

They are manufacturers of timers. A piece of plastic 'discovered'
years after PA 103 crashed was identified by FBI as a timer from
bomb found earlier in Germany. MEBO denies it and has always
denied it. The piece of plastic is not a timer but from a PC.
But...the law enforcement needs a timer because they need a
bomb to keep the whole conspiracy fantasy going...so..it's a
timer. Ha!
The only other hard physical evidence is fragment of a cassette
radio which is supposed to have held the 'bomb'. That fragment
was found on the outside of the baggage container. Double Ha!
Cheers
Barry

From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: April 28, 2000 10:45:38 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Barry: Who's MEBO and what's their interest in this?
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: David Evans
Sent: Friday, April 28, 2000 11:46 AM
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103

Barry: David Evans here. I would be most grateful if you could
help me run down a copy of the AAIB report of Pan Am 103. Is it
on the AAIB website? If not, do you have a copy you could mail to
me, at:
David Evans
Phillips Business Information, Inc. (Aviation
Group)
1201 Seven Locks Rd., Suite 300
Potomac, MD 20854
Many thanx.

Hi, David

1. Electronic version of AAIB 2/90 sent by next email.
2. Version on site, www.panam103.com linked to corazon.com
linked to: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
3. Timer manufacturer denies the piece of plastic was made by
him.
"the alleged explosion originated from an impact directly on the

skin of
the PanAm 103 fuselage; and not from within the luggage
container AVE
4041PA (fuelage station 700)."
4. http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
Cheers,
Barry

From: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Date: April 28, 2000 5:55:27 AM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Pan Am 103
Reply-To: "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>
Barry: David Evans here. I would be most grateful if you could
help me run down a copy of the AAIB report of Pan Am 103. Is it
on the AAIB website? If not, do you have a copy you could mail to
me, at:
David Evans
Phillips Business Information, Inc. (Aviation
Group)
1201 Seven Locks Rd., Suite 300
Potomac, MD 20854
Many thanx.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 13, 2000 7:42:24 AM PDT
To: c.lavery-sundaymail.co.uk
Subject: Geek bearing gifts...

Dear Mr. Lavery, 13 April 2000,

In reviewing my notes in answer to your questions regarding the
wiring/cargo door explanation for four Boeing 747 fatal
accidents, and in particular, Pan Am 103, I now realize that the
fourth discovered, although the first to happen, Air India 182,
was initially suggested by Nick Fielding of Mail on Sunday, back
in 1996. That information was very helpful and I am thankful to
Nick for that.
Just recently it appears that the wiring/cargo door explanation
will get a public exposure this weekend and may thus get the
further scrutiny the mechanical alternative explanation for PA
103 deserves. I am thankful to you for that.
May I offer to you and Nick modern day gifts? They last for two
years.
I assume you both worked on the same paper, Mail on Sunday
which is the same as Sunday Mail. I would like to give the
domain mailonsunday.org to Nick and sundaymail.org to you,
Charles. I would hope that http://www.sundaymail.org and http://
www.mailonsunday.org may in time grow to be extensive
personal sites created by great reporters.
These domains as gifts are appropriate because they reflect the
internet without which I could not have researched and presented
the wiring/cargo door explanation for AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811,
and TWA 800 and which brought Nick and you to the
explanation.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com

www.corazon.com
(831) 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Whois Results for mailonsunday.org
-----------------------------------------------------------------------The Data in Network Solutions' WHOIS database is provided by
Network
Solutions for information purposes, and to assist persons in
obtaining
information about or related to a domain name registration
record.
Network Solutions does not guarantee its accuracy. By
submitting a
WHOIS query, you agree that you will use this Data only for
lawful
purposes and that, under no circumstances will you use this Data
to:
(1) allow, enable, or otherwise support the transmission of mass
unsolicited, commercial advertising or solicitations via e-mail
(spam); or (2) enable high volume, automated, electronic
processes
that apply to Network Solutions (or its systems). Network
Solutions
reserves the right to modify these terms at any time. By
submitting
this query, you agree to abide by this policy.
Registrant:
IPP
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,CA 93924

US
Domain Name: mailonsunday.org
Administrative Contact:
Smith, John barry@corazon.com
8316593552
Technical Contact:
Cricelli, Tony sales@redshift.com
831-655-8710
Billing Contact:
Smith, John barry@corazon.com
8316593552

Record last updated on 11-Apr-2000.
Record Created on 11-Apr-2000.
Domain servers in listed order:
NS.REDSHIFT.NET 207.204.9.2
NS0.REDSHIFT.COM 209.54.200.2
The previous information has been obtained either directly from
the
registrant or a registrar of the domain name other than Network
Solutions.
Network Solutions, therefore, does not guarantee its accuracy or
completeness.
Whois Results for sundaymail.org
-----------------------------------------------------------------------The Data in Network Solutions' WHOIS database is provided by

Network
Solutions for information purposes, and to assist persons in
obtaining
information about or related to a domain name registration
record.
Network Solutions does not guarantee its accuracy. By
submitting a
WHOIS query, you agree that you will use this Data only for
lawful
purposes and that, under no circumstances will you use this Data
to:
(1) allow, enable, or otherwise support the transmission of mass
unsolicited, commercial advertising or solicitations via e-mail
(spam); or (2) enable high volume, automated, electronic
processes
that apply to Network Solutions (or its systems). Network
Solutions
reserves the right to modify these terms at any time. By
submitting
this query, you agree to abide by this policy.
Registrant:
IPP
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,CA 93924
US
Domain Name: sundaymail.org
Administrative Contact:
Smith, John barry@corazon.com
8316593552
Technical Contact:

Cricelli, Tony sales@redshift.com
831-655-8710
Billing Contact:
Smith, John barry@corazon.com
8316593552

Record last updated on 11-Apr-2000.
Record Created on 11-Apr-2000.
Domain servers in listed order:
NS.REDSHIFT.NET 207.204.9.2
NS0.REDSHIFT.COM 209.54.200.2
The previous information has been obtained either directly from
the
registrant or a registrar of the domain name other than Network
Solutions.
Network Solutions, therefore, does not guarantee its accuracy or
completeness.
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From: c.lavery@sundaymail.co.uk
Date: April 12, 2000 6:42:25 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103

Mr Smith,
one more question for you, I'm afraid. You say in your CV that
you are a retired
army major but also speak of being involved in naval
intelligence. Can you break
down your military career for me and scan some supporting
papers, medals, awards
etc?
Sorry to ask but it strikes me that a great many people have gone
to some
lengths to attack your credibility over this matter and I want to be
absolutely
sure of every word in print.
Regards
charles lavery
p.s. if there's anything else you think of which supports your
claim, or any
experts you can put me in touch with, I would be grateful.

From: c.lavery@sundaymail.co.uk
Date: April 12, 2000 3:16:51 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103

Mr Smith,
thank you for the excellent materials provided by you which I
have so far only

had a chance to glance through. Were the words noted to Michael
Mansfield QC
actually written by him? And can you tell me more of when the
FBI raided your
home? When was that? Did they take anything away? Did you
tape conversations?
Did they say anything to you re why they had entered your
home?
We may run a story this Sunday as we are of the opinion here
that this should be
in the public domain and your views should be put to our readers
who can then
make up their own minds.
Can you tell me what response was received from the Libyans
over your attempts
to alert them to your theory? Also, am I right in thinking that you
are writing
the soot particles down to something like a flare or a gun going
off in the hold
as part of the larger explosion?
The information you have provided me thus far is fascinating.
Have you looked
further into the chain of evidence as regards the bomb theory? I
see there are
dispatches mentioning the Malta and Frankfurt connections, but
are you aware of
whether the prosecution is able to establish times and guilty
parties?
Defemce wise, wold it not be incredible if the Libyans opted for
your theory. Do
you know what they are planning to stnad on at this time?
please e-mail me back asap.
p.s. I have to say that the story this Sunday will be a broad

overview of your
theory without going into the nitty gritty as far as possible. But it
will be a
starting point and we may be able to take it on from there in
subsequent weeks.
I am also currently seeking legal advice on whether we can run a
story like
this, given that the upcoming trial has Scottish jurisdiction, even
though it is
being held in the Netherlands.
I think we may have a problem with that, given that strictly
speaking we should
wait until the outcome before we make a move on anything,
especially if we
repeat your theory that it was not a bomb.
The Sunday Mail sells over 850,000 copies in the UK every
Sunday, mainly in
Scotland which has a population of just under six million. The
last thing we
want is a defence counsel holding up the paper on the first day of
the trial!!!
Unlikely I know, but to quote a phrase I know you hate, stranger
things have
happened.
regards
charles lavery

From: Richard.Bailey@scotland.gov.uk
Date: April 11, 2000 4:29:29 AM PDT
To: ad@ad.nl, ad@ad.nl, editorial@asharqalawsat.com,
bo.adam@berlinonline.de, KCullen3@cs.com,

barry@corazon.com, ianmckerron@dailymail.co.uk,
gmcilwraith@aol.com, s.nicol@dailyrecord.co.uk,
ausjb@aol.com, allison.coggan@express.co.uk,
leyla.linton@express.co.uk, cathmayer@burdamedia.co.uk,
matt@futurenews.co.uk, iainduff@tinyworld.co.uk,
ian.black@guardian.co.uk, movie.red@worldonline.nl,
gerards@madasafish.com, news@theherald.co.uk,
news@theherald.co.uk, news@theherald.co.uk,
j.osullivan@independent.co.uk, hamed@irna.co.uk,
marjorie.miller@latimes.com, kim.willsher@mailonsunday.co.uk,
sdevree@workmail.com, g.stewart@scottish.mirror.co.uk,
afranco@xs4all.nl, kjennison@nationalpost.com,
nzzvau@attglobal.net, douglas.wight@news-of-the-world.co.uk,
dorota.nosowicz@observer.co.uk, mhrsnyt@hotmail.com,
inq200@newscom.com, rneville@scotsman.com,
askers@currantbun.com, derek.stewart-brown@the-sun.co.uk,
c.lavery@sundaymail.co.uk, james_graff@timemagazine.com,
martinfletcher2@compuserve.com, gillian.harris@thetimes.co.uk, josslats@zonnet.nl, jones@twtmail.com
Subject: Lockerbie Pre Trial Filming Facility

abcdefghijklm
Information Directorate

Op Note St Andrew's House
Regent Road
Edinburgh EH1 3DG
Telephone: 0131-244 1111

NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCAST

10 April 2000

LOCKERBIE TRIAL
MEDIA FACILITY - PRE-FILMING AT KAMP ZEIST
18 APRIL 2000
It is planned to allow controlled access to Kamp Van Zeist, in
The
Netherlands, in advance of the Lockerbie trial so that media
organisations
can gather library footage of the trial facility for use in their
future
coverage of the trial.
The facility will take place between 9.00am - 12.00pm on
Tuesday 18 April
2000 on site at Kamp Zeist in the Netherlands.
Media wishing to attend should assemble by 8.30am on the large
car park at
the Dutch Air Force Museum entrance to the camp, where they
will be met by a
Scottish Executive Press Officer. Late arrivals cannot be
facilitated.
For the purposes of this facility, only 1 cameraman per broadcast
organisation and one photographer per print organisation will be
allowed
onto the site. Please do not send any more than this. Those
organisations
with multiple channels are requested to share the pictures of one
camera

(e.g. BBC, ITN). Radio broadcasters will not be allowed.
You will be permitted to film and photograph inside the court and
the media
facilities and around the site generally.
No interviews will be given. One TV broadcast correspondent
may accompany
each cameraman but may not film any pieces to camera inside
the
Courthouse/room. This facility is solely for the purpose of
gathering
library pictures for your future trial coverage.

ACTION REQUIRED
If you wish to attend it is requested that you e-mail / fax this
office as
soon as possible with the names and details of those you will be
sending.
See bottom for e-mail address and fax number. Telephone
enquiries will not
be dealt with.

Contact: Richard Bailey: 07881 500663
e-mail: indlockerbie@scotland.gov.uk

<mailto:ind.lockerbie@scotland.gov.uk>
Fax: 0131 244 1721
News Release:
Internet: www.scotland.gov.uk

****************************************************
******************
This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely
for
the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.
****************************************************
******************

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 11, 2000 6:07:01 AM PST
To: larschny@aol.com
Subject: Possible story

Dear Mr. Larry Schwartz, 11 Feb 00
My name is John Barry Smith and I am referred to you by Ms.
Shari Peterson, a passenger in United 811.
My research and analysis of facts, data, and evidence shows that
there is a common probable cause for four Boeing 747-100 fatal
accidents. The accidents are Air India 182, PA 103, United 811,
and TWA 800. The official causes are bomb, bomb, wiring/cargo
door open in flight, center tank explosion respectively.
The evidence is extremely similar in all four and I claim that the

probable cause for all four is a faulty electrical switch or wiring
causing the forward cargo door to open in flight, just like United
811, and that consequently, there were no bombs on AI 182 nor
PA 103, and that the center tank did explode on TWA 800, but
after the aircraft started to disintegrate.
My extensive research is available for review at
www.corazon.com
I invite factual rebuttal. There is no conspiracy to put bombs on
747s and there is no conspiracy to hide the correct explanation of
faulty electrical systems. The cause is a mechanical event that
can be corrected.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: Coast Weekly Online <birddog@coastweekly.com>
Date: February 10, 2000 9:41:50 PM PST
To: John Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: Woof woof! Articles

Coast Weekly
www.coastweekly.com
Here is your weekly, custom delivered copy of the Coast Weekly
Online, The Best of Monterey County.
For the best of Monterey County news, arts, entertainment and
classifieds, pick up your free copy of Coast Weekly at any of our
1,000 distribution points county-wide.
Good dog.
<B> <P>Cal-Am, Union Shake Hands</B> [News Briefs]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4799
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
<B> <P>Go, Fred, Go</B> [News Briefs]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4800
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
<B> <P>Farr Gets Down with Basic</B> [News Briefs]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4801
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
<B> <P>Help From HUD</B> [News Briefs]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4802
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
<B> <P>Solving Sewage</B> [News Briefs]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4803
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!

<B> <P>Black R.I. Cop Mistakenly Killed</B> [News Briefs]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4804
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
<B> <P>School Houses</B> [News Briefs]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4805
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
<B> <P>Money for College</B> [News Briefs]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4806
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
History in Stone 02/10/00 [News Features]
By Rebecca Crocker
The Gonzales cemetery--older than the town itself--mirrors the
community's past.
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4807
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
Line in the Sand 02/10/00 [News Features]
By Laurel Chesky
The Marine Sanctuary's citizen advisors get scolded for speaking
their minds to Congress.
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4808
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
Spin Control 02/10/00 [News Features]
By Mark Worth
Is public money being spent on a tax-increase propaganda
campaign?
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4809
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!

The Long Haulers 02/10/00 [News Features]
by Richard Pitnick
Throw out those rubeish Convoy stereotypes of the 1970s.
Today's truckers are high-tech, high-efficiency, hard-driving
players in the global economy.
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4812
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
From CBs to Cellular 02/10/00 [News Features]
by Richard Pitnick
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4813
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
Influences-in-U 02/10/00 [Opinion]
By Aaron S. Birk
Street Talk
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4820
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
What Would Smokey Do? 02/10/00 [Opinion]
Squid Fry
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4821
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
Your Letters 02/10/00 [Opinion]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=4822
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: February 10, 2000 10:45:29 AM PST
To: Haan@wxs.nl
Subject: How much rent for how much space?

Hi, I'm a reporter who will need space. How much rent for how
much space for how long for how far away from Zeist?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
From: Coast Weekly Online <chris@eline.com>
Date: February 10, 2000 3:41:15 AM PST
To: John Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Woof woof!

Thanks for registering.
username: barry@corazon.com
password: m20cc

From: PMDF e-Mail Interconnect
<postmaster@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
Date: November 26, 1999 10:41:49 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Delivery Notification: Delivery has failed

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
UNKNOWN: EN-US

This report relates to a message you sent with the following
header fields:
Message-id: <v04210106b464848368ee@[216.200.48.101]>
Date: Fri, 26 Nov 1999 10:41:19 -0800
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
To: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: Can't relply seen this recent wire incident?
Your message cannot be delivered to the following recipients:
Recipient address: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Reason: Not found in directory

Original-envelope-id:
0FLT00G02ILPZQ@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
Reporting-MTA: dns;eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.1 (Not found in directory)
Original-recipient: rfc822;tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Final-recipient: rfc822;tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Return-path: barry@corazon.com
Received: from DIRECTORY-DAEMON by
eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
(PMDF V5.2-31 #39917) id
<0FLT00G03ILPZQ@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
(original mail from barry@corazon.com); Fri, 26 Nov 1999
18:41:49 +0000 (GMT)
Received: from euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com ([196.7.183.5])
by eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com (PMDF V5.2-31 #39917)

with ESMTP id
<0FLT00G19ILPYW@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com> for
tim.dobbyn@reuters.com; Fri, 26 Nov 1999 18:41:49 +0000
(GMT)
Received: from dtc-nsfw32a.qfe1 (unverified) by
euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
(Content Technologies SMTPRS 2.0.15)
with SMTP id <B0000258154@euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
for
<tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>; Fri, 26 Nov 1999 18:41:55 +0000
Received: from redshift.com ([209.54.200.6]) by dtcnsfw32a.qfe1 via smtpd
(for [196.7.183.5]) with SMTP; Fri, 26 Nov 1999 18:45:37
+0000 (UT)
Received: from [216.200.48.101] (pm6-39.sj.redshift.com
[216.200.49.39])
by RedShift.com (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id KAA26936for
<tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>; Fri, 26 Nov 1999 10:44:33 -0800
Date: Fri, 26 Nov 1999 10:41:19 -0800
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Can't relply seen this recent wire incident?
In-reply-to: <199911261701.JAA08886@RedShift.com>
X-Sender: barry@pop.redshift.com
To: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Message-id: <v04210106b464848368ee@[216.200.48.101]>
MIME-version: 1.0
Content-type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed"
References: <199911261701.JAA08886@RedShift.com>
Dear Tim, acknowledge receipt of this return Email and I have a
lot
to send you. They have been kicked back so far.
Cheers,

Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of ALASKA AIRLINES
Accident occurred NOV-11-99 at PORTLAND,

OR
Aircraft: Boeing 737-400, registration: N772AS
Injuries: 2 Uninjured.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors.
Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.
On November 11, 1999, approximately 1520 Pacific standard
time,
Alaska Airlines
flight 500, a Boeing 737-400
(N772AS), returned to land when the crew noted fuel low
pressure lights and
popped circuit breakers after departure and
climb-out from Portland International Airport, Portland, Oregon.
There were no
injuries to the five crewmembers or 140
passengers, and the airplane's electrical wiring system sustained
minor damage.
The flight was operated under 14 CFR 121,
and was on an instrument flight plan, en route to San Francisco,
California. The
crew stated during climb-out from Portland,
the #2 fuel tank low pressure light illuminated. Thirty seconds
later, the
center tank fuel plow pressure light illuminated. Circuit
breakers for the center right pump and the #2 fuel pump popped.
The
crew elected
to pull the aft pump circuit breaker, and
returned to Portland for an uneventful landing. During the

trouble-shooting
process, the circuits were repowered. A master
caution light illuminated and other circuit breakers opened.
Inspection revealed
heavily sooted and compromised wires (with
melted insulation) in wiring bundles near station 410 in the cargo
hold.
Index for Nov 1999 | Index of Months

----------------------------------------------------------------Visit our Internet site at http://www.reuters.com
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual
sender, except where the sender specifically states them to be
the views of Reuters Ltd.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 26, 1999 10:42:21 AM PST
To: EdwBlock@aol.com
Subject: Can you get through to Tim Dobbyn?

Dear Ed, have you gotten through to Tim Dobbyn?
Mine get kicked back.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Date: Fri, 26 Nov 1999 11:42:18 -0500
From: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: seen this recent wire incident?
To: EdwBlock@aol.com, barry@corazon.com
X-Lotus-FromDomain: REUTERS
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of ALASKA AIRLINES
Accident occurred NOV-11-99 at PORTLAND,
OR
Aircraft: Boeing 737-400, registration: N772AS
Injuries: 2 Uninjured.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors.
Any errors in this report will be corrected when

the final report has been completed.
On November 11, 1999, approximately 1520 Pacific standard
time, Alaska Airlines
flight 500, a Boeing 737-400
(N772AS), returned to land when the crew noted fuel low
pressure lights and
popped circuit breakers after departure and
climb-out from Portland International Airport, Portland, Oregon.
There were no
injuries to the five crewmembers or 140
passengers, and the airplane's electrical wiring system sustained
minor damage.
The flight was operated under 14 CFR 121,
and was on an instrument flight plan, en route to San Francisco,
California. The
crew stated during climb-out from Portland,
the #2 fuel tank low pressure light illuminated. Thirty seconds
later, the
center tank fuel plow pressure light illuminated. Circuit
breakers for the center right pump and the #2 fuel pump popped.
The crew elected
to pull the aft pump circuit breaker, and
returned to Portland for an uneventful landing. During the
trouble-shooting
process, the circuits were repowered. A master
caution light illuminated and other circuit breakers opened.
Inspection revealed
heavily sooted and compromised wires (with
melted insulation) in wiring bundles near station 410 in the cargo
hold.
Index for Nov 1999 | Index of Months

----------------------------------------------------------------Visit our Internet site at http://www.reuters.com
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual
sender, except where the sender specifically states them to be
the views of Reuters Ltd.
From: aapa <aapa@ns.sympatico.ca>
Date: November 26, 1999 10:01:04 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: For Captain Ted Murphy/AFALPA/EgyptAir 990

Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you for the report. The position of the Air Atlantic Pilots'
Association with regards to the Egyptair 990 investigation are
consistant with our normal policy with regards to all
investigations. That is, media should limit reporting to factual
information only and avoid all speculation until the investigation
is complete.
regards,
Capt. Eric G. Grossman, AAPA
John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Mr. Murphy, below is NTSB and AAIB data which support
the mechanical explanation for EgyptAir 990 and refutes the
copilot suicide theory. The events which the FDR show happened
to the 767 have happened before to Boeing airliners in an
uncommanded mode. The uncommanded autopilot and
uncommanded down right elevator events can happen again
because NTSB is off on wild goose chase of human error. That
must change. Your comments in the recent article are much
needed, thank you. Cheers,John Barry Smith(831) 659-3552

phone551 Country Club Drive,Carmel Valley, CA
93924www.corazon.combarry@corazon.comCommercial pilot,
instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 certificate holder.US
Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.US Navy
patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.Air Intelligence Officer,
US NavyRetired US Army Major MSCOwner Mooney M-20C,
1000 hours.Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in
RA-5C
Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.

1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.The above scenario reflects
the facts as released by 19 November 1999. It rules out bomb, or
explosive decompression, or fire and smoke in cockpit, or crew
incapacitation, or copilot suicide/murder, or terrorist act, or crew

inadvertent error. It does rule in mechanical problems which
have happened before to Boeing airliners, uncommanded control
inputs resulting in erratic flight characteristics. Documents from
safety Archives: Contents
Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)Crash Sequence as mechanical cause
Documents below are from US NTSB and FAA, and Australian,
and United Kingdom aviation safety archives.
For the 747:
Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow Airport on 7 October 1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from
14° nose up to 8° nose up due to uncommanded full down travel
of the right elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft control column until, a few seconds later, when the flying
controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of climb
was resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok was
continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:

i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to the
internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in uncommanded
full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
For the 767:
NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of
AIR CANADA Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY,
MO Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP Injuries:
101 Uninjured. THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF
AILERON CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING
AT FL 370. THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING
CHANGES BY USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO
DIVERT TO KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD
BEEN EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE
THE FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON

CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS. Probable Cause A FROZEN AILERON
CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD BECOME WORN,
CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER, AND THE
MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE MAINTENANCE/
INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
940102004189C Local Date: 01/02/1994 Local Time: 15:13
City: NEWARK
State: NJ Airport Name: NEWARK
INTL
Airport Id: EWR Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIRAircraft
Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISE Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-222
Airframe Hours: 41003 Operator Code: UALA Operator:
UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA Owner Name: UNITED AIR
LINES INC
Narrative
HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail

Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL Registration Number: 602UA
Total Aboard: 146 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0Landing Gear:
RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500
LBS Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2 Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN Secondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR Wind Direction
(deg): Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility
Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES Approach Type:
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
Pilt-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE LAND Pilot
Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 14150 Total in Make/Model: 148 Total Last 90
Days: 148 Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
960625022959C Local Date: 06/25/1996 Local Time: 19:15
City: NEW YORK
State: NY Airport Name: JOHN F
KENNEDY INTL Airport Id: JFK Event Type: INCIDENT AIR CARRIER Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: MINOR Phase of Flight: CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-332
Airframe Hours:
5975 Operator Code: DALA Operator: DELTA AIR LINES INC
- DALA Owner Name: DELTA AIR LINES INC

Narrative
LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED. AILERON
CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN WIRE.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL Registration Number: 185DN Total Aboard:
224 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS Engine Make: PWA Engine Model:
PW4060
Engine Group: 4060 Number of Engines: 2 Engine
Type: TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg): 33 Wind Speed (mph): 18 Visibility (mi):
10 Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY Flight Plan
Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 15000 Total in Make/Model: 858 Total Last 90
Days: 203 Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System. Scheduled 14 CFR 129
operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND N.V. (D.B.A.
MARTINAIR) Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH Injuries: 202
Uninjured. The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec)
anomolies, en route, including illuminated warning lights,

erroneous display indications, uncommanded autopilot
disconnects, & failure of flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, &
landing (lndg) was made with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust
reversers inop, ground (gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid.
During lndg roll, 4 main tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to
heat/fuse plugs; small main lndg gear fire erupted, but was
extinguished. Flt crew were unaware that thrust reversers & gnd
spoilers were inop. They noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with
the workload of responding to the multiple electrical and system
failures, did not respond to it. Investigation (inv) revealed
systems on several elec buses failed or became intermittently
inop, but other systems on same buses remained operative.
Detailed gnd & flt tests were made, but anomalies could not be
duplicated. Inv revealed negative cable for main battery was not
positively secured due to stripped jam nut, & main battery shunt
was not built up IAW Boeing specs. Boeing indicated loose
battery shunt could cause interruption to gnd. Similar events
were reported with 2 other acft of same operator, but query of
Boeing data base did not find similar events. Boeing 767-300ER
of another operator, same configuration, did not have similar
events. Probable Cause Numerous electrical anomalies as a result
of a loose main battery shunt connection and undetermined
electrical system causes. NYC96IA116 HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129. The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain,

a relief captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2). Prior to
departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the airplane
clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight. En route,
the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies where
various warning lights would illuminate, and then extinguish.
These occurrences were also accompanied by uncommanded
auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero fuel weight, as
displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of the flight
management system (FMS), and the blanking of transponder
codes. The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI. During the initial
descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown manually due to
autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member

decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded. During the
last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting
System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory messages
which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on request of
the captain. Although no identification could be received from
the Instrument Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left
Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI
seemed valid. On final approach to Boston, numerous warning
lights illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights
illuminated. After touch down reverse thrust and
autospeedbrakes were not available. Manual braking was
anticipated since the autobrake selector did not latch. Braking
was done manually by the captain while the wing spoilers were
extended by the F/O 1. Just after touch-down the captain initially
used full manual braking. The cabin crew's observations were as
if they were riding on gravel (pebbles), and the cockpit crew
suspected tire failures just after turning off the runway. The last
high speed turn off to the left was taken to vacate runway 4R, on
which the airplane was brought to a stop. The pilots reported to
feel no effect from the manually selected ground spoilers. In the
meantime all main landing gear tires were blown or deflated and
the airplane was brought to a stop without fully vacating the
runway. A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and
was immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting
personnel. Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the
passengers disembarked using mobile stairs. The incident
terminated during the hours of daylight at 42 degrees, 21 minutes
North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION The flight was conducted using

an augmented flight crew, which consisted of two captain rated
pilots, and a first officer. All personnel held the appropriate pilot
and medical certificates as issued by the government of The
Netherlands. Following is a summary of crew flight experience:
Captain The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738
hours in the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-incommand in the Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 188 hours in the Boeing 767. Relief
Captain (F/O 1) The relief captain had a total time of 4,000
hours, with 1,590 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195
hours in the preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the
Boeing 767. First Officer (F/O 2) The first officer had a total time
of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown
150 hours in the preceding 90 days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION The airplane was a Boeing 76731AER. The airplane was delivered new to Martinair in February
1990, in Martinair's specified configuration. The Boeing
production line number was 194. It was maintained utilizing a
maintenance program furnished by Boeing, and approved by the
Directorate of Civil Aviation, The Netherlands. The last
inspection was conducted on May 21, 1996, and the airplane had
operated 98 hours since the inspection. The total time for the
airframe at the time of landing at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION The landing was accomplished
on runway 4R which was 10,005 feet long, 150 feet wide, and
had a grooved asphalt surface. The airplane turned off the
runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about 1,800 feet of runway
remaining. FLIGHT RECORDERS After the airplane stopped,
the cockpit voice recorder operated for over 30 minutes. The
cockpit voice recorder was not retained. The digital flight data
recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward to the NTSB
Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout. According to the
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report: "1. The...

[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately 7:21:19 in
duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition of the...[air/
ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air', occurred at
1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or 3:53:42 Elapsed
Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated by a spike in
vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45 Elapsed Time.,
The UTC time of touchdown could not be determined, as the
final loss of UTC data occurred at approximately 1813:32 UTC
or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7 minutes prior to
touchdown)..." "3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC,
or 4:13:35 Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate
times during the flight..." "4. The first change of the Master
Warning discrete from 'No Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at
about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time, while the aircraft was at an altitude
of about 33,000 feet and a latitude/longitude position of about
50.52 degrees North and 22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed
in the Master Warning discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and
9:20:00 Elapsed time." "5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR
heading data was lost for the remainder of the incident flight.
FDR pitch information were also lost for most of the remainder
of the flight." "6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several
parameters were lost to the FDR until after the incident flight
landing. The following parameters were noted to be lost: Roll
Attitude Pitch Attitude UTC Hours UTC Minutes UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed Speedbrake Handle Position" "7. Also at
about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground] discrete changed
stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air Driven Pump discrete
changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the HF/L/R Keying
discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to 'Keyed'. These
discretes remained recorded in these states until after aircraft
touchdown. Several additional discretes changed state at about
11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed state after

touchdown and during the landing roll-out...." The Addendum to
the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report stated: "...The anti-skid
fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to 'Fault' state at about
1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data remained then the
'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and rollout, when the
recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...." "According to
the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference voltage is
removed from the FDR during normal flight recording operation,
subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/Ground
discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...." TESTS AND
RESEARCH The airplane was examined at Boston, from May
29, through June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due
to melted fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated
due to the casings being worn through. A detailed examination of
the airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures
that were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew. The investigation revealed
that the negative cable for the main battery was not positively
secured to the main battery shunt as a result of stripped threads
found in the jam nut area on the stud. Additionally, the main
battery shunt was not built up in accordance with Boeing
specifications. An examination of other Boeing 767s in the
Martinair fleet, and on the production line at Boeing revealed
similar buildup problems with the battery shunt. Boeing
personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may cause
interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane. While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static
wicks were found to have higher resistance than specified. On
June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA). At Everett, the airplane was
subjected to testing equal to or greater than new airplane delivery
standards. The wiring system was examined in detail for any
anomaly that could have contributed to the problem. An electro
magnetic interference (EMI) test was conducted throughout the
cockpit and cabin with negative results. Additionally, several
components were identified as possible contributors to the event
and were removed for separate testing. None of the testing was
able to duplicate the events reported by the flight crew. Further
testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the airplane could
still dissipate static charges within design specification. On June
10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight profile
included new airplane delivery standards, and additional testing
to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The test
flight was completed without incident. Following the test flight,
as the airplane was prepared for departure to The Netherlands,
the right engine integrated drive generator (IDG) failed to come
on line. The flight was dispatched with the inoperative IDG, per
the airplane minimum equipment list (MEL). The IDG was
changed after the airplane arrived in Amsterdam. The IDG was
forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination. According to
their report: "...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins
was lower than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of
corrosion on the base material of these pins was observed. This
conditions could result in an intermittent signal condition from
the IDG input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the
IDG from the AC bus." ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew The Martinair
quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data for landing with
engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic failures, anti-skid
inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed brakes inoperative,
and leading edge and trailing edge slat and flap configuration
variations. Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed

landing distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet). During interviews the flight crew
acknowledged that they were aware of the ANTI SKID advisory
message on the EICAS, but due to high cockpit work load, they
did not compute their landing distance with the anti-skid
inoperative. Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust
Reversers to Be Operative The flight crew reported that upon
touchdown, the spoilers did not automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers were inoperative. The investigation revealed one
common system for the spoilers to automatically deploy, and the
thrust reversers to be operative, both air/ground systems must be
in the ground mode. According to Boeing, in the flight mode,
there are 5 spoilers per wing, with a maximum extension angle of
45 degrees. In the ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing,
with a maximum extension angle of 60 degrees. Once deployed
manually in the air mode, a transition to the ground mode would
automatically increase the maximum spoiler angle, and number
of spoilers deployed. In the air mode, the thrust reversers were
inoperative. According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle
at touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown. Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift
from flight idle to ground idle all required the ground mode
signal. According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode
signal was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to
touchdown, and remained in the ground mode throughout the
landing roll. The investigation was unable to determine if the
ground mode signal was received by the engines, ground
spoilers, and thrust reverser systems after touchdown. National
Solar Observatory A check with the National Solar Observatory

on Kitt Peak, Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to
explain the events of May 28, 1996. Boeing Report Boeing
submitted an event summary based upon the detail summary
received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing report
stated: "Most of the reported events from the flight which
diverted to Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to
degraded power on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses.
Extensive testing and analysis has been unable to explain the
degraded dc bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...." Additionally, the investigative team noted that
while particular items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never
failed, and other items on the same bus remained powered. The
investigation was unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative
components on a bus. Related Events The investigation disclosed
that similar events had occurred with two other airplanes in the
Martinair 767 fleet. The affected airplanes were PH-MCG, line
number 279, delivered new to Martinair on September, 1989, and
PH-MCL, line number 415, delivered new to Martinair on
February, 1992. According to data received from Boeing, events
with elements of a similar nature occurred on the following dates
in the aircraft listed, with the May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH
being the most extensive. February 16, 1996 PH-MCG March
24, 1996 PH-MCH May 13, 1996 PH-MCL May 14, 1996 PHMCG May 28, 1996 PH-MCH Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996 PH-MCH A check of modifications
completed, engineering changes, and Boeing Service Bulletins
and Service Letters was conducted. The only commonality
between the three airplanes was a modification to the forward
flight attendant jump seat in compliance with a Boeing service
bulletin. Examination of the airplane, which included the
electrical wiring behind the modification, failed to find anything

that would have contributed to the events reported by the flight
crew. At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a
search for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The
search found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL. Boeing also reported that
a 767-300 was delivered to another customer in the Martinair
configuration. A check with that customer found no history of
events similar to the May 28, 1996 event. As part of an
agreement to return the airplane to line service, a portable
airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed in the
airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have been
generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred Following is a summary of
the events as reported by the flight crew that occurred during the
flight. - During preflight inspection both the captains and first
officer clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, & R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then
extinguished - occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE
light illuminated and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00
several times, EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. The ZFW changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.),
the original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the

related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected

transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed

the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator. Additional Persons Additional Persons not listed
on page 5 of Factual Report John DeLisi NTSB Aviation
Engineering - Systems Tom Jacky NTSB Vehicle Performance Flight Data Recorder Tamis Kwikkers Directorate General of
Civil Aviation - The Netherlands Arthur Ricca FAA Airworthiness - Boston, MA The airplane was released to
Martinair on June 12, 1996. FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
REPORTGeneral Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM Report Number:
930410011849C Local Date: 04/10/1993 Local Time: 12:15
City: KANSAS CITY State: MO Airport Name: KANSAS CITY
INTL Airport Id: MCI Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG
FROM CRUISE Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-200
Airframe Hours: 0 Operator Code: ARNF Operator: Owner
Name: AIR CANADA
Narrative
LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE
LUBED CENTERING MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER Secondary
Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO Type of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR CARRIER Registration Number: CGAUP Total
Aboard: 99 Fatalities: 0 Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS Engine Make: Engine Model: Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2 Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN Secondary Flight
Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph): Visibility (mi): Visibility Restrictions: Light
Condition: DAY Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT Pilot Rating: Pilot
Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 0 Total in Make/Model: 0 Total Last 90 Days: 0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B,
G-BDXH No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4
turbofan engines Year of Manufacture: 1979 Date & Time

(UTC): 9 August 1996 Location: London Airport - Gatwick Type
of Flight: Scheduled Passenger Persons on Board: Crew - N/K Passengers - N/K Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil Nature
of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body fractured,
control linkage broken Commander's Licence: Airline Transport
Pilot's Licence Commander's Age: N/A Commander's Flying
Experience: N/A Information Source: AAIB Field
Investigation Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the
runway for take off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for
full-and-free movement of the controls. During their rudder
movement check, the lower section of the rudder jammed at a
deflection of 14° to the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No
2 hydraulic system fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was
returned to the terminal gate where initial inspection revealed
damage to the lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its
input linkage. The aircraft was taken out of service. The PCU
was removed and inspection showed that the casing had cracked
circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack had
extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing. This
had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the power
cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move outwards along
the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram was retracted as
far as it was possible with the displaced locking ring and end seal
block. The end of the input feedback lever, which attached to the
power ram eye end fitting, had broken open. The PCU had been
fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and had accumulated
approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights. Metallurgical
examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had originated in the
runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut (see Figures 2a &
b) and propagated to a critical length over 3,000 cycles, with
evidence of four overload events having occurred within the
propagation period. There were no deficiencies in the material
specification and no defects were found in the casing which

would have contributed to the initiation of the failure. The
damage to the end of the input feedback lever had been caused
by the actuator ram end retracting into the displaced locking ring
and end block. The loss of the hydraulic system fluid was also a
result of the displacement of the seal block. There had been two
previously recorded cracks in this area of this type of PCU and a
fourth occurred shortly after this event. The first event, in 1976,
involved an aircraft which had flown 22,000 hours/6,200 flight
cycles, the second in 1992 on an aircraft which had flown 60,000
hours/15,000 cycles and the most recent in an aircraft which had
flown 30,000 cycles, mainly in shorthaul operations. The first of
the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an upper rudder
PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss of one
hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full right
deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised. The second and fourth
failures of this area of the PCU casing both initiated in the thread
undercut zone and were similar to the failure on 'XH', but
without any overload events. The original design of the PCU was
for an aircraft life of 60,000 flight hours/18,000 flight cycles.
Endurance testing with an accepted load spectrum was
successfully performed on a single PCU and accepted for Type
Certification. The overall design philosophy of the rudder system
to meet the requirements of FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the
rudder being made up of two, independently actuated, control

surfaces either of which could malfunction within the limits of its
actuator's power and authority, in any phase of flight, without
loss of adequate rudder control. The design of the PCU
incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the last 12% of its stroke
(see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting the hydraulic fluid
return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce the actuator ram
speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the pressure
developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the higher the ram
speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It was considered
most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for initiating the
fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut zones had been
generated by high snubbing pressures. It was recognised that the
situation in which high ram speeds were most likely to be
achieved near the limit of travel was during the pre-take-off
rudder control check when, in the absence of flight loads, there
was no appreciable damping of rudder movement. As a result of
the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had issued an
Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the Maintenance
Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight controls checks
should be performed slowly and smoothly (not less than 8
seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high snubbing loads.
Examination of the Flight Recorder data from 'XH' showed that
there had been two full travel checks of the rudder during taxy,
the first of which was performed in 3.5 seconds and the second in
7.5 seconds. Whilst these last applications of rudder had induced
the final failure of the PCU, the crack had then existed for some
3,000 cycles. As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator
instigated a special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were
revealed by these checks. The operator also issued a notice to
flight crews, later incorporated into the Flying Manual,
reminding crews of the requirement to perform the rudder travel
check slowly and smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder
application rates at high angles of travel was also introduced and

the results of this showed that about 70% of such events occurred
during the pre-flight control checks.NTSB Identification:
NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB microfiche number
35525A Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of DELTA AIRLINES
Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON, MA Aircraft:
BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA Injuries: 159
Uninjured. DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR THE
OUTER MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH WHEN
THE FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN UNCOMMANDED
GO-ARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT OF THE LOCALIZER
FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL, RWY 22R WAS
SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL LANDING WAS
MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS OFFSET 1500' TO
THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727, WHICH PRECEDED
THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED TO CROSS THE
RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO OBSERVE THE
PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT PASSED THE
OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE BOEING 767
LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD RWY 22R &
NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD SHORT OF THE
RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A REPUTATION FOR
DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH TENDED TO SUPPRESS
OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE AIRLINE OPS MANUAL
GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION CONCERNING MISSED
APPROACHES. THE UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND
MALFUNCTION WAS TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING
HARNESS IN THE THROTTLE QUADRANT.
For the 747: Air Safety Occurrence Report 199701423
Occurrence Type: Incident Location: 5 km N Sydney,
Aerodrome State: New South Wales Date: Friday, 02 May
1997 Time/Zone: 1045 hours EST Investigation Category 3
Highest Injury Level: None
Aircraft Manufacturer: Boeing
Co Aircraft Model: 747-300 Aircraft Registration: N124KK

Serial Number: 23244 Type of Operation: Air Transport , High
Capacity, International Damage to Aircraft: Nil Departure
Point: Sydney, NSW Departure Time: 1045 EST Destination:
Seoul, ROK Crew Details: Role Pilot-In-CommandClass of
Licence Hours on Type Hours Total ATPL 1500.0 20000
Contents FACTUAL INFORMATION ANALYSIS
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS SAFETY ACTION Local safety
action FACTUAL INFORMATION The aircraft was being
operated as a scheduled passenger service from Sydney to Seoul,
with the co-pilot as the handling pilot. The crew reported that the
pre-departure flight control checks were normal. Shortly after
becoming airborne from runway 34L, the co-pilot advised the
pilot in command (PIC) that his control wheel had become
jammed when attempting to make right wing down aileron
inputs. The PIC took control of the aircraft and confirmed that
his control wheel also had become jammed. He retained control
of the aircraft and the co-pilot advised Air Traffic Services (ATS)
that the aircraft was unable to turn to the right. He requested left
turns and radar vectors to the south for fuel dumping prior to
returning to land. ATS initiated a distress phase. The crew
actioned the emergency/abnormal checklist for jammed or
restricted flight controls, which includes the statement "use
maximum force, including a combined effort by both pilots, if
required", but they reported that their attempts made no change
to the system. After fuel dumping was completed, the aircraft
was vectored, using left turns only, to the runway 34L localiser
and configured for the landing. At about 400 ft on final approach,
the aileron controls became free and an uneventful landing was
carried out. Inspection by ground engineers determined that a
plastic cable guard in the left aileron control cable system had
broken. Pieces of shattered plastic were found in the vicinity of
the left lower cable pulley system in the vertical cable run behind
the cabin sidewall, forward of door 1L. The debris and all the

remaining guards were removed from both left and right side
vertical cable runs. The lateral control system, including the load
limiter system, could not be faulted during full system testing. As
there were no replacement cable guards available, the aircraft
was approved to return to service with the guards removed. The
lateral controls on the aircraft consist of hydraulically powered
inboard and outboard ailerons and flight spoilers on each wing.
The controls are connected to the cockpit control wheels by
cables, for pilot input. The cable runs are duplicated on each side
of the aircraft. The left and right cable runs terminate at
quadrants at the bases of the left and right control columns
respectively. The control columns are interconnected by a cable
loop connected to separate quadrants at the bases of the columns.
The right quadrant includes a load limiter which consists of a
detent and spring loaded cam assembly. The load limiter is
designed to "break away" under applied force by the crew to
enable one control wheel to provide lateral control input should
the other side jam for any reason. Roll control is then available,
but considerable force is required to overcome the detent cam in
the load limiter. Other Boeing aircraft types utilise similar
systems. The aircraft manufacturer issued a Service Letter, 747SL-27-134, in December 1993, advising that broken cable guards
could result in high control wheel forces and suggesting that
operators should replace the guards with improved parts when
replacement is required. The guards on the right control system
on the incident aircraft showed evidence of deterioration, as one
guard had been previously repaired with adhesive tape. The
aircraft was leased from an overseas operator. Under the terms of
the lease agreement, all major maintenance was conducted by the
lessor. The last major maintenance inspection was completed on
25 August 1995. At the time of the incident the aircraft total time
in service time was 50,400 hours. The crew remained at the
aircraft whilst the defect was rectified. Both crewmembers

remarked that they were surprised at the force required to
overcome the load limiter when the system was tested. Though
they were aware of the load limiting system from ground training
instruction, they had never been physically exposed to the forces
required to operate the system.ANALYSIS The deteriorated
condition of the plastic cable guards, and the use of tape to effect
a "repair", suggests that the manufacturer's advice regarding
replacement of the guards had not been heeded during major
maintenance inspections. It is likely that, when the plastic cable
guard failed, a piece or pieces of plastic lodged in the left side
cable run aileron control pulley, restricting the cable movement
in one direction. The debris probably dislodged when the aircraft
was at about 400 ft on final approach.
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
1. The aircraft maintenance organisation had not replaced
deteriorated parts with improved parts as suggested by the
aircraft manufacturer. 2. A cable guard had deteriorated to the
extent that it failed and resulted in high control forces in the
lateral control system. 3. The operating crew were not aware of
the high control inputs required to overcome the load limiter in
the lateral control system.
SAFETY ACTION As a result of the investigation, the Bureau of
Air Safety Investigation issued recommendation R970128, to
Qantas and Ansett on 29 September 1997. The recommendation
stated: "The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation recommends that
Australian operators of aircraft manufactured by the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company:
1. develop a simulator training procedure to ensure that aircrew
are familiar with the procedures to be used in the event of lateral
control jamming; and 2. ensure that aircrew are aware of the
control wheel forces required when the override mechanism is
being operated in the event of jammed lateral controls".
A similar recommendation (R970145) was issued to the Boeing

Commercial Airplane Company on 29 September 1997. The
following response was received from Qantas on 26 November
1997: "I refer to your letter reference B97/099 which detailed a
recommendation that a simulator training procedure be
developed to ensure that all aircrew are aware of the procedure to
be used, and control forces required, in the event of aileron
control jamming. Qantas simulators (with the exception of the
B767-200 simulator) are equipped to simulate aileron control
jamming and the control wheel forces required to override and
regain control. This scenario will be made a subject, both for
discussion and demonstration, in the first available recurrent
training simulator session. This will apply to the Boeing
747-400, 747-200/300, 767, 737 and Airbus A300 fleets".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED. The following
response was received from Ansett on 24 June 1998: "I refer to
the above recommendation, which resulted from an incident
involving a Boeing 747 aircraft at Sydney on 2 May 1997, and
provide the following response to that recommendation. The
company conducts ground training for technical crews that
includes instruction on aileron control jamming procedures.
Additionally, simulator training is presently conducted for
Boeing 737 aircraft and will be conducted in the Boeing 767
simulator when that simulator is upgraded to allow such training.
For the Boeing 747, training is conducted in the aircraft, whilst
on the ground, during type endorsement". Response
classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED. The following response
was received from the Boeing Commercial Aeroplane Company
on 13 February 1998: "We have not yet committed any changes
in our simulator training procedures or manuals. We are
reviewing the reported event and looking at possible training and
manual changes which would be implemented for all applicable
Boeing models, not just 747. However, additional time is
necessary for this review before we can come to any conclusion.

I anticipate that this review may take three more months. We
plan to keep your office advised of the progress of our review". A
further response was received on 27 May 1998, and stated:
"Earlier this month I reviewed proposed changes to our
operational documentation concerning flight control jams accross
all our various model airplanes. This has been a slow process
trying to get agreement on. I anticipate that we will have some
changes to be released in a couple of months. These changes
would affect the Flight Manual, the Flight Crew Training
Manual, the Operations Manual and the QRH". Response
classification: OPEN.Local safety action Boeing have also
advised that Service Letter 747-SL-27-134, which addresses the
need to replace deteriorated cable guards, is to be upgraded to
service bulletin status in the near future to add more emphasis to
this discrepancy.
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Contentsbarry@corazon.com Airline Pilots' Group Hits

Out at EgyptAir ProbeUpdated 9:09 AM ET November 26,
1999By Lynda Dugdale

LONDON (Reuters) - An international airline pilots' group
Friday stepped into the controversy over the probe into the
EgyptAir flight 990 crash, denouncing what it said was a media
frenzy about suicide as a cause.
"The big issue is the failure of the industry to resist the
temptation to talk. Authorities have to resist giving an answer
straight away," Captain Ted Murphy of the International
Federation of Airline Pilots' Associations told Reuters.
"We have seen a hint of things to come if we don't improve the
way we handle these things, it is all self-inflicted,"
His comments were prompted by the deaths of all 217 on board

the EgyptAir Boeing 767 which crashed into the Atlantic off
Massachusetts on October 31.
Leaked reports from the cockpit voice recorder which led to a
theory that the co-pilot might have committed suicide were later
retracted by officials because they were inaccurate.
Murphy said people within certain aviation agencies had shown
too great a willingness to release information on the EgyptAir
investigation.
However he stressed that there was an onus on investigators to
release information if it came to light, even if the investigation
was incomplete.
He said problems arose when no immediate cause of a crash was
apparent, and this could lead to all kinds of speculation.
Murphy, president of an association which represents 100,000
commercial pilots in 95 countries, was scathing over how
quickly the suicide theory had gained credibility in the days after
the EgyptAir crash.
"It just appalls me that we had all this personal information about
the co-pilot," Murphy said.
This, combined with incorrect interpretations of the cockpit voice
recorder, "have been deeply hurtful to the families of the
crew...to EgyptAir and to all professional flight crew."
Murphy said the airline industry was extremely concerned with
public perceptions of its safety record. "Even phenomenally good
is not good enough any more," he added.

This message has the following attachments:
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From: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>

Date: November 26, 1999 8:42:18 AM PST
To: EdwBlock@aol.com, barry@corazon.com
Subject: seen this recent wire incident?

Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of ALASKA AIRLINES
Accident occurred NOV-11-99 at PORTLAND,
OR
Aircraft: Boeing 737-400, registration: N772AS
Injuries: 2 Uninjured.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors.
Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.
On November 11, 1999, approximately 1520 Pacific standard
time, Alaska Airlines
flight 500, a Boeing 737-400
(N772AS), returned to land when the crew noted fuel low
pressure lights and
popped circuit breakers after departure and
climb-out from Portland International Airport, Portland, Oregon.
There were no
injuries to the five crewmembers or 140
passengers, and the airplane's electrical wiring system sustained
minor damage.
The flight was operated under 14 CFR 121,
and was on an instrument flight plan, en route to San Francisco,
California. The
crew stated during climb-out from Portland,
the #2 fuel tank low pressure light illuminated. Thirty seconds
later, the
center tank fuel plow pressure light illuminated. Circuit
breakers for the center right pump and the #2 fuel pump popped.

The crew elected
to pull the aft pump circuit breaker, and
returned to Portland for an uneventful landing. During the
trouble-shooting
process, the circuits were repowered. A master
caution light illuminated and other circuit breakers opened.
Inspection revealed
heavily sooted and compromised wires (with
melted insulation) in wiring bundles near station 410 in the cargo
hold.
Index for Nov 1999 | Index of Months

----------------------------------------------------------------Visit our Internet site at http://www.reuters.com
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual
sender, except where the sender specifically states them to be
the views of Reuters Ltd.

From: "Coulthart, Ross" <rcoulthart@nine.com.au>
Date: November 21, 1999 8:44:45 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Please acknowledge receipt of email

Message received.
Ross C.
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Monday, 22 November 1999 15:38

To: Ross Coulthart
Subject: Please acknowledge receipt of email
Dear Ross, please acknowledge receipt of the 18K Echelaon
email sent
11/17/99.
Cheers,
Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 21, 1999 8:38:09 PM PST
To: Ross Coulthart <rcoulthart@ninenet.com.au>
Subject: Please acknowledge receipt of email

Dear Ross, please acknowledge receipt of the 18K Echelaon
email sent 11/17/99.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
From: Luma Kativ <luma.kativ@bbc.co.uk>
Date: November 21, 1999 7:50:55 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Out of Office AutoReply: EgyptAir previous control
problems for B oeing 767

I will be out of the office for a while. If you need to contact me
urgently you can call me on 07930 622 087.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 21, 1999 7:43:44 PM PST
To: luma.kativ@bbc.co.uk
Subject: EgyptAir previous control problems for Boeing 767

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had

uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing

airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
Documents from safety Archives:
Contents

barry@corazon.com
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.

Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence as mechanical cause
Documents below are from US NTSB and FAA, and Australian,
and United Kingdom aviation safety archives.
For the 747:
Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow
Airport on 7 October
1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind
another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in
progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from 14¡
nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel of
the right
elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft
control column until, a few seconds later, when the
flying controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of
climb was
resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok
was continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power
Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to

the internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo
valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard
elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this
could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it
could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
For the 767:
NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of AIR CANADA
Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY, MO
Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP
Injuries: 101 Uninjured.
THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING AT FL 370.
THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING CHANGES BY
USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO DIVERT TO
KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD BEEN
EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE THE
FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE

ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS.
Probable Cause
A FROZEN AILERON CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD
BECOME WORN, CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER,
AND THE MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE/INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE
BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 940102004189C
Local Date: 01/02/1994
Local Time: 15:13
City: NEWARKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
State: NJ
Airport Name: NEWARK
INTLÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airport Id: EWR
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER

Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE
Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-222ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airframe Hours: 41003
Operator Code: UALA
Operator: UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA
Owner Name: UNITED AIR LINES INCÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Narrative
HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO
NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number: 602UA
Total Aboard: 146
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Model:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Group:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR

Wind Direction (deg):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Wind Speed (mph):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Visibility (mi):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Visibility Restrictions:ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type: INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM- FRONT
COURSE
Pilt-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating: AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 14150
Total in Make/Model: 148
Total Last 90 Days: 148
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 960625022959C
Local Date: 06/25/1996
Local Time: 19:15
City: NEW YORKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
State: NY
Airport Name: JOHN F KENNEDY
INTLÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airport Id: JFK
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: MINOR

Phase of Flight: CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-332ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airframe Hours: 5975
Operator Code: DALA
Operator: DELTA AIR LINES INC - DALA
Owner Name: DELTA AIR LINES INCÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Narrative
LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.
AILERON CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN
WIRE.ÊÊÊ
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS
Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number: 185DN
Total Aboard: 224
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make: PWAÊÊ
Engine Model: PW4060ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Group: 4060Ê
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type: TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg): 33
Wind Speed (mph): 18
Visibility (mi): 10

Visibility Restrictions:ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating: AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 15000
Total in Make/Model: 858
Total Last 90 Days: 203
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System.
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND
N.V. (D.B.A. MARTINAIR)
Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH
Injuries: 202 Uninjured.
The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,
en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, & landing (lndg) was made
with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust reversers inop, ground
(gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid. During lndg roll, 4 main
tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to heat/fuse plugs; small main
lndg gear fire erupted, but was extinguished. Flt crew were
unaware that thrust reversers & gnd spoilers were inop. They
noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with the workload of responding
to the multiple electrical and system failures, did not respond to
it. Investigation (inv) revealed systems on several elec buses
failed or became intermittently inop, but other systems on same

buses remained operative. Detailed gnd & flt tests were made,
but anomalies could not be duplicated. Inv revealed negative
cable for main battery was not positively secured due to stripped
jam nut, & main battery shunt was not built up IAW Boeing
specs. Boeing indicated loose battery shunt could cause
interruption to gnd. Similar events were reported with 2 other
acft of same operator, but query of Boeing data base did not find
similar events. Boeing 767-300ER of another operator, same
configuration, did not have similar events.
Probable Cause
Numerous electrical anomalies as a result of a loose main battery
shunt connection and undetermined electrical system causes.
NYC96IA116
HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.
The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a relief
captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).
Prior to departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the
airplane clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight.
En route, the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies
where various warning lights would illuminate, and then
extinguish. These occurrences were also accompanied by
uncommanded auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero
fuel weight, as displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of

the flight management system (FMS), and the blanking of
transponder codes.
The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.
During the initial descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown
manually due to autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P
disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.
During the last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew

Alerting System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory
messages which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on
request of the captain.
Although no identification could be received from the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI seemed valid.
On final approach to Boston, numerous warning lights
illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights illuminated.
After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes were not
available. Manual braking was anticipated since the autobrake
selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by the captain
while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1. Just after
touch-down the captain initially used full manual braking. The
cabin crew's observations were as if they were riding on gravel
(pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire failures just after
turning off the runway. The last high speed turn off to the left
was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the airplane was
brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no effect from the
manually selected ground spoilers. In the meantime all main
landing gear tires were blown or deflated and the airplane was
brought to a stop without fully vacating the runway.
A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting personnel.
Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the passengers
disembarked using mobile stairs.
The incident terminated during the hours of daylight at 42
degrees, 21 minutes North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes
West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
The flight was conducted using an augmented flight crew, which
consisted of two captain rated pilots, and a first officer. All
personnel held the appropriate pilot and medical certificates as
issued by the government of The Netherlands. Following is a

summary of crew flight experience:
Captain
The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738 hours in
the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-in-command in the
Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the preceding 90 days,
including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.
Relief Captain (F/O 1)
The relief captain had a total time of 4,000 hours, with 1,590
hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the Boeing 767.
First Officer (F/O 2)
The first officer had a total time of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in
the Boeing 767. He had flown 150 hours in the preceding 90
days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
The airplane was a Boeing 767- 31AER. The airplane was
delivered new to Martinair in February 1990, in Martinair's
specified configuration. The Boeing production line number was
194. It was maintained utilizing a maintenance program
furnished by Boeing, and approved by the Directorate of Civil
Aviation, The Netherlands. The last inspection was conducted on
May 21, 1996, and the airplane had operated 98 hours since the
inspection. The total time for the airframe at the time of landing
at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION
The landing was accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005
feet long, 150 feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The
airplane turned off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about
1,800 feet of runway remaining.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
After the airplane stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated
for over 30 minutes. The cockpit voice recorder was not retained.
The digital flight data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward

to the NTSB Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout.
According to the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:
"1. The...[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately
7:21:19 in duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition
of the...[air/ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air',
occurred at 1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or
3:53:42 Elapsed Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated
by a spike in vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45
Elapsed Time., The UTC time of touchdown could not be
determined, as the final loss of UTC data occurred at
approximately 1813:32 UTC or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7
minutes prior to touchdown)..."
"3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC, or 4:13:35
Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate times
during the flight..."
"4. The first change of the Master Warning discrete from 'No
Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time,
while the aircraft was at an altitude of about 33,000 feet and a
latitude/longitude position of about 50.52 degrees North and
22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed in the Master Warning
discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and 9:20:00 Elapsed time."
"5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR heading data was lost
for the remainder of the incident flight. FDR pitch information
were also lost for most of the remainder of the flight."
"6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several parameters were lost
to the FDR until after the incident flight landing. The following
parameters were noted to be lost:
Roll Attitude
Pitch Attitude
UTC Hours
UTC Minutes
UTC Seconds

Inertial Vertical Speed
Speedbrake Handle Position"
"7. Also at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground]
discrete changed stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air
Driven Pump discrete changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the
HF/L/R Keying discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to
'Keyed'. These discretes remained recorded in these states until
after aircraft touchdown. Several additional discretes changed
state at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed
state after touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."
The Addendum to the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report
stated:
"...The anti-skid fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to
'Fault' state at about 1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data
remained then the 'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and
rollout, when the recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...."
"According to the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference
voltage is removed from the FDR during normal flight recording
operation, subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/
Ground discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."
TESTS AND RESEARCH
The airplane was examined at Boston, from May 29, through
June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due to melted
fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated due to the
casings being worn through. A detailed examination of the
airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures that
were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.
The investigation revealed that the negative cable for the main
battery was not positively secured to the main battery shunt as a
result of stripped threads found in the jam nut area on the stud.

Additionally, the main battery shunt was not built up in
accordance with Boeing specifications. An examination of other
Boeing 767s in the Martinair fleet, and on the production line at
Boeing revealed similar buildup problems with the battery shunt.
Boeing personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may
cause interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.
While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static wicks
were found to have higher resistance than specified.
On June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).
At Everett, the airplane was subjected to testing equal to or
greater than new airplane delivery standards. The wiring system
was examined in detail for any anomaly that could have
contributed to the problem. An electro magnetic interference
(EMI) test was conducted throughout the cockpit and cabin with
negative results. Additionally, several components were
identified as possible contributors to the event and were removed
for separate testing. None of the testing was able to duplicate the
events reported by the flight crew.
Further testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the
airplane could still dissipate static charges within design
specification.
On June 10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight
profile included new airplane delivery standards, and additional
testing to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The
test flight was completed without incident.
Following the test flight, as the airplane was prepared for
departure to The Netherlands, the right engine integrated drive
generator (IDG) failed to come on line. The flight was dispatched
with the inoperative IDG, per the airplane minimum equipment

list (MEL). The IDG was changed after the airplane arrived in
Amsterdam.
The IDG was forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination.
According to their report:
"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins was lower
than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of corrosion
on the base material of these pins was observed. This conditions
could result in an intermittent signal condition from the IDG
input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the IDG from
the AC bus."
ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew
The Martinair quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data
for landing with engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic
failures, anti-skid inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed
brakes inoperative, and leading edge and trailing edge slat and
flap configuration variations.
Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed landing
distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet).
During interviews the flight crew acknowledged that they were
aware of the ANTI SKID advisory message on the EICAS, but
due to high cockpit work load, they did not compute their
landing distance with the anti-skid inoperative.
Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust Reversers to Be
Operative
The flight crew reported that upon touchdown, the spoilers did
not automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers were
inoperative.

The investigation revealed one common system for the spoilers
to automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers to be operative,
both air/ground systems must be in the ground mode.
According to Boeing, in the flight mode, there are 5 spoilers per
wing, with a maximum extension angle of 45 degrees. In the
ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing, with a maximum
extension angle of 60 degrees.
Once deployed manually in the air mode, a transition to the
ground mode would automatically increase the maximum spoiler
angle, and number of spoilers deployed.
In the air mode, the thrust reversers were inoperative.
According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle at
touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown.
Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift from flight
idle to ground idle all required the ground mode signal.
According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode signal
was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to touchdown,
and remained in the ground mode throughout the landing roll.
The investigation was unable to determine if the ground mode
signal was received by the engines, ground spoilers, and thrust
reverser systems after touchdown.
National Solar Observatory
A check with the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak,
Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to explain the events
of May 28, 1996.
Boeing Report
Boeing submitted an event summary based upon the detail
summary received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing
report stated:
"Most of the reported events from the flight which diverted to
Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to degraded power
on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses. Extensive

testing and analysis has been unable to explain the degraded dc
bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."
Additionally, the investigative team noted that while particular
items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed, and other
items on the same bus remained powered. The investigation was
unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative components on a
bus.
Related Events
The investigation disclosed that similar events had occurred with
two other airplanes in the Martinair 767 fleet. The affected
airplanes were PH-MCG, line number 279, delivered new to
Martinair on September, 1989, and PH-MCL, line number 415,
delivered new to Martinair on February, 1992. According to data
received from Boeing, events with elements of a similar nature
occurred on the following dates in the aircraft listed, with the
May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH being the most extensive.
February 16, 1996
PH-MCG
March 24, 1996
PH-MCH
May 13, 1996
PH-MCL
May 14, 1996
PH-MCG
May 28, 1996
PH-MCH
Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996
PH-MCH
A check of modifications completed, engineering changes, and

Boeing Service Bulletins and Service Letters was conducted. The
only commonality between the three airplanes was a
modification to the forward flight attendant jump seat in
compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination of the
airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.
At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search
for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search
found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL.
Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was delivered to another
customer in the Martinair configuration. A check with that
customer found no history of events similar to the May 28, 1996
event.
As part of an agreement to return the airplane to line service, a
portable airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed
in the airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have
been generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred
Following is a summary of the events as reported by the flight
crew that occurred during the flight.
- During preflight inspection both the captains and first officer
clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, &
R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then extinguished occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated
and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00 several times,
EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW
changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the
original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When

transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track

(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an

electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator.
Additional Persons
Additional Persons not listed on page 5 of Factual Report
John DeLisi
NTSB Aviation Engineering - Systems

Tom Jacky
NTSB Vehicle Performance - Flight Data Recorder
Tamis Kwikkers
Directorate General of Civil Aviation - The
Netherlands
Arthur Ricca
FAA - Airworthiness - Boston, MA
The airplane was released to Martinair on June 12, 1996.
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 930410011849C
Local Date: 04/10/1993
Local Time: 12:15
City: KANSAS CITY
State: MO
Airport Name: KANSAS CITY INTL
Airport Id: MCI
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE
Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-200
Airframe Hours: 0
Operator Code: ARNF
Operator:
Owner Name: AIR CANADA
Narrative
LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED
SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE LUBED CENTERING

MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation: FOREIGN AIR CARRIER
Registration Number: CGAUP
Total Aboard: 99
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 0
Total in Make/Model: 0

Total Last 90 Days: 0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B, G-BDXH
No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4 turbofan
engines
Year of Manufacture: 1979
Date & Time (UTC): 9 August 1996
Location: London Airport - Gatwick
Type of Flight: Scheduled Passenger
Persons on Board: Crew - N/K - Passengers - N/K
Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil
Nature of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body
fractured, control linkage broken
Commander's Licence: Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Commander's Age: N/A
Commander's Flying Experience: N/A
Information Source: AAIB Field Investigation
Ê
Ê
Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the runway for take
off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for full-and-free
movement of the controls. During their rudder movement check,
the lower section of the rudder jammed at a deflection of 14¡ to
the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No 2 hydraulic system
fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was returned to the
terminal gate where initial inspection revealed damage to the
lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its input linkage.
The aircraft was taken out of service.
The PCU was removed and inspection showed that the casing
had cracked circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack
had extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing.

This had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the
power cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move
outwards along the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram
was retracted as far as it was possible with the displaced locking
ring and end seal block. The end of the input feedback lever,
which attached to the power ram eye end fitting, had broken
open. The PCU had been fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and
had accumulated approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights.
Metallurgical examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had
originated in the runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut
(see Figures 2a & b) and propagated to a critical length over
3,000 cycles, with evidence of four overload events having
occurred within the propagation period. There were no
deficiencies in the material specification and no defects were
found in the casing which would have contributed to the
initiation of the failure. The damage to the end of the input
feedback lever had been caused by the actuator ram end
retracting into the displaced locking ring and end block. The loss
of the hydraulic system fluid was also a result of the
displacement of the seal block.
There had been two previously recorded cracks in this area of
this type of PCU and a fourth occurred shortly after this event.
The first event, in 1976, involved an aircraft which had flown
22,000Êhours/6,200Êflight cycles, the second in 1992 on an
aircraft which had flown 60,000 hours/15,000 cycles and the
most recent in an aircraft which had flown 30,000 cycles, mainly
in shorthaul operations.
The first of the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an
upper rudder PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss
of one hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full
right deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of

this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised.
The second and fourth failures of this area of the PCU casing
both initiated in the thread undercut zone and were similar to the
failure on 'XH', but without any overload events.
The original design of the PCU was for an aircraft life of 60,000
flight hours/18,000 flight cycles. Endurance testing with an
accepted load spectrum was successfully performed on a single
PCU and accepted for Type Certification. The overall design
philosophy of the rudder system to meet the requirements of
FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the rudder being made up of two,
independently actuated, control surfaces either of which could
malfunction within the limits of its actuator's power and
authority, in any phase of flight, without loss of adequate rudder
control.
The design of the PCU incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the
last 12% of its stroke (see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting
the hydraulic fluid return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce
the actuator ram speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the
pressure developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the
higher the ram speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It
was considered most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for
initiating the fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut
zones had been generated by high snubbing pressures. It was
recognised that the situation in which high ram speeds were most
likely to be achieved near the limit of travel was during the pretake-off rudder control check when, in the absence of flight
loads, there was no appreciable damping of rudder movement.

As a result of the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had
issued an Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the
Maintenance Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight
controls checks should be performed slowly and smoothly (not
less than 8 seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high
snubbing loads. Examination of the Flight Recorder data from
'XH' showed that there had been two full travel checks of the
rudder during taxy, the first of which was performed in 3.5
seconds and the second in 7.5 seconds. Whilst these last
applications of rudder had induced the final failure of the PCU,
the crack had then existed for some 3,000 cycles.
As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator instigated a
special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were revealed by
these checks. The operator also issued a notice to flight crews,
later incorporated into the Flying Manual, reminding crews of
the requirement to perform the rudder travel check slowly and
smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder application rates at
high angles of travel was also introduced and the results of this
showed that about 70% of such events occurred during the preflight control checks.
NTSB Identification: NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 35525A
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of DELTA AIRLINESÊ
Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA
Injuries: 159 Uninjured.
DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR THE OUTER
MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH WHEN THE
FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN UNCOMMANDED GOARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT OF THE LOCALIZER
FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL, RWY 22R WAS
SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL LANDING WAS
MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS OFFSET 1500' TO

THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727, WHICH PRECEDED
THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED TO CROSS THE
RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO OBSERVE THE
PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT PASSED THE
OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE BOEING 767
LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD RWY 22R &
NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD SHORT OF THE
RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A REPUTATION FOR
DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH TENDED TO SUPPRESS
OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE AIRLINE OPS MANUAL
GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION CONCERNING MISSED
APPROACHES. THE UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND
MALFUNCTION WAS TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING
HARNESS IN THE THROTTLE QUADRANT.
For the 747:
Ê
Ê Air Safety Occurrence Report 199701423
Ê Occurrence Type: Incident
Ê Location: 5 km N Sydney, Aerodrome
Ê State: New South Wales
Ê Date: Friday, 02 May 1997
Ê Time/Zone: 1045 hours EST
Ê Investigation Category 3
Ê Highest Injury Level: None
ÊÊÊ
Ê Aircraft Manufacturer: Boeing Co
Ê Aircraft Model: 747-300
Ê Aircraft Registration: N124KK
Ê Serial Number: 23244
Ê Type of Operation: Air Transport , High Capacity, International
Ê Damage to Aircraft: Nil
Ê Departure Point: Sydney, NSW
Ê Departure Time: 1045 EST

Ê Destination: Seoul, ROK
Ê Crew Details: Ê
ÊÊRole
ÊPilot-In-CommandClass of Licence Hours on Type Hours Total
ATPL 1500.0 20000Ê Ê Ê
Ê Contents
FACTUAL INFORMATION
ANALYSIS
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
SAFETY ACTION
Local safety action Ê
Ê FACTUAL INFORMATION
The aircraft was being operated as a scheduled passenger service
from Sydney to Seoul, with the co-pilot as the handling pilot.
The crew reported that the pre-departure flight control checks
were normal. Shortly after becoming airborne from runway 34L,
the co-pilot advised the pilot in command (PIC) that his control
wheel had become jammed when attempting to make right wing
down aileron inputs. The PIC took control of the aircraft and
confirmed that his control wheel also had become jammed. He
retained control of the aircraft and the co-pilot advised Air
Traffic Services (ATS) that the aircraft was unable to turn to the
right. He requested left turns and radar vectors to the south for
fuel dumping prior to returning to land. ATS initiated a distress
phase. The crew actioned the emergency/abnormal checklist for
jammed or restricted flight controls, which includes the statement
"use maximum force, including a combined effort by both pilots,
if required", but they reported that their attempts made no change
to the system. After fuel dumping was completed, the aircraft
was vectored, using left turns only, to the runway 34L localiser
and configured for the landing. At about 400 ft on final approach,
the aileron controls became free and an uneventful landing was
carried out.

Inspection by ground engineers determined that a plastic cable
guard in the left aileron control cable system had broken. Pieces
of shattered plastic were found in the vicinity of the left lower
cable pulley system in the vertical cable run behind the cabin
sidewall, forward of door 1L. The debris and all the remaining
guards were removed from both left and right side vertical cable
runs. The lateral control system, including the load limiter
system, could not be faulted during full system testing. As there
were no replacement cable guards available, the aircraft was
approved to return to service with the guards removed.
The lateral controls on the aircraft consist of hydraulically
powered inboard and outboard ailerons and flight spoilers on
each wing. The controls are connected to the cockpit control
wheels by cables, for pilot input. The cable runs are duplicated
on each side of the aircraft. The left and right cable runs
terminate at quadrants at the bases of the left and right control
columns respectively. The control columns are interconnected by
a cable loop connected to separate quadrants at the bases of the
columns. The right quadrant includes a load limiter which
consists of a detent and spring loaded cam assembly. The load
limiter is designed to "break away" under applied force by the
crew to enable one control wheel to provide lateral control input
should the other side jam for any reason. Roll control is then
available, but considerable force is required to overcome the
detent cam in the load limiter. Other Boeing aircraft types utilise
similar systems.
The aircraft manufacturer issued a Service Letter, 747SL-27-134, in December 1993, advising that broken cable guards
could result in high control wheel forces and suggesting that
operators should replace the guards with improved parts when
replacement is required. The guards on the right control system
on the incident aircraft showed evidence of deterioration, as one
guard had been previously repaired with adhesive tape.

The aircraft was leased from an overseas operator. Under the
terms of the lease agreement, all major maintenance was
conducted by the lessor. The last major maintenance inspection
was completed on 25 August 1995. At the time of the incident the
aircraft total time in service time was 50,400 hours.
The crew remained at the aircraft whilst the defect was rectified.
Both crewmembers remarked that they were surprised at the
force required to overcome the load limiter when the system was
tested. Though they were aware of the load limiting system from
ground training instruction, they had never been physically
exposed to the forces required to operate the system.
ANALYSIS
The deteriorated condition of the plastic cable guards, and the
use of tape to effect a "repair", suggests that the manufacturer's
advice regarding replacement of the guards had not been heeded
during major maintenance inspections.
It is likely that, when the plastic cable guard failed, a piece or
pieces of plastic lodged in the left side cable run aileron control
pulley, restricting the cable movement in one direction. The
debris probably dislodged when the aircraft was at about 400 ft
on final approach.
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
1. The aircraft maintenance organisation had not replaced
deteriorated parts with improved parts as suggested by the
aircraft manufacturer.
2. A cable guard had deteriorated to the extent that it failed and
resulted in high control forces in the lateral control system.
3. The operating crew were not aware of the high control inputs
required to overcome the load limiter in the lateral control
system.
SAFETY ACTION
As a result of the investigation, the Bureau of Air Safety
Investigation issued recommendation R970128, to Qantas and

Ansett on 29 September 1997. The recommendation stated:
"The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation recommends that
Australian operators of aircraft manufactured by the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company:
1. develop a simulator training procedure to ensure that aircrew
are familiar with the procedures to be used in the event of lateral
control jamming; and
2. ensure that aircrew are aware of the control wheel forces
required when the override mechanism is being operated in the
event of jammed lateral controls".
A similar recommendation (R970145) was issued to the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company on 29 September 1997.
The following response was received from Qantas on 26
November 1997:
"I refer to your letter reference B97/099 which detailed a
recommendation that a simulator training procedure be
developed to ensure that all aircrew are aware of the procedure to
be used, and control forces required, in the event of aileron
control jamming.
Qantas simulators (with the exception of the B767-200
simulator) are equipped to simulate aileron control jamming and
the control wheel forces required to override and regain control.
This scenario will be made a subject, both for discussion and
demonstration, in the first available recurrent training simulator
session. This will apply to the Boeing 747-400, 747-200/300,
767, 737 and Airbus A300 fleets".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED.
The following response was received from Ansett on 24 June
1998:
"I refer to the above recommendation, which resulted from an
incident involving a Boeing 747 aircraft at Sydney on 2 May
1997, and provide the following response to that
recommendation.

The company conducts ground training for technical crews that
includes instruction on aileron control jamming procedures.
Additionally, simulator training is presently conducted for
Boeing 737 aircraft and will be conducted in the Boeing 767
simulator when that simulator is upgraded to allow such training.
For the Boeing 747, training is conducted in the aircraft, whilst
on the ground, during type endorsement".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED.
The following response was received from the Boeing
Commercial Aeroplane Company on 13 February 1998:
"We have not yet committed any changes in our simulator
training procedures or manuals. We are reviewing the reported
event and looking at possible training and manual changes which
would be implemented for all applicable Boeing models, not just
747.
However, additional time is necessary for this review before we
can come to any conclusion. I anticipate that this review may
take three more months. We plan to keep your office advised of
the progress of our review".
A further response was received on 27 May 1998, and stated:
"Earlier this month I reviewed proposed changes to our
operational documentation concerning flight control jams accross
all our various model airplanes. This has been a slow process
trying to get agreement on. I anticipate that we will have some
changes to be released in a couple of months. These changes
would affect the Flight Manual, the Flight Crew Training
Manual, the Operations Manual and the QRH".
Response classification: OPEN.
Local safety action
Boeing have also advised that Service Letter 747-SL-27-134,
which addresses the need to replace deteriorated cable guards, is
to be upgraded to service bulletin status in the near future to add
more emphasis to this discrepancy.
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barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 21, 1999 7:43:17 PM PST
To: jonang@chedd-angier.com
Subject: EgyptAir previous control problems for Boeing 767

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of

unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.

1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
Documents from safety Archives:
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Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence as mechanical cause
Documents below are from US NTSB and FAA, and Australian,
and United Kingdom aviation safety archives.
For the 747:
Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow
Airport on 7 October
1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind
another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in
progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from 14¡
nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel of

the right
elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft
control column until, a few seconds later, when the
flying controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of
climb was
resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok
was continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power
Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to
the internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo
valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard
elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this
could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it
could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
For the 767:
NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of AIR CANADA

Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY, MO
Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP
Injuries: 101 Uninjured.
THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING AT FL 370.
THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING CHANGES BY
USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO DIVERT TO
KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD BEEN
EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE THE
FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS.
Probable Cause
A FROZEN AILERON CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD
BECOME WORN, CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER,
AND THE MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE/INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE

BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 940102004189C
Local Date: 01/02/1994
Local Time: 15:13
City: NEWARKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
State: NJ
Airport Name: NEWARK
INTLÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airport Id: EWR
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE
Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-222ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airframe Hours: 41003
Operator Code: UALA
Operator: UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA
Owner Name: UNITED AIR LINES INCÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Narrative
HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO
NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number: 602UA

Total Aboard: 146
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Model:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Group:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Wind Speed (mph):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Visibility (mi):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Visibility Restrictions:ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type: INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM- FRONT
COURSE
Pilt-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating: AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 14150
Total in Make/Model: 148
Total Last 90 Days: 148
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information

Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 960625022959C
Local Date: 06/25/1996
Local Time: 19:15
City: NEW YORKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
State: NY
Airport Name: JOHN F KENNEDY
INTLÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airport Id: JFK
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: MINOR
Phase of Flight: CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-332ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airframe Hours: 5975
Operator Code: DALA
Operator: DELTA AIR LINES INC - DALA
Owner Name: DELTA AIR LINES INCÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Narrative
LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.
AILERON CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN
WIRE.ÊÊÊ
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS
Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number: 185DN
Total Aboard: 224
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0

Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make: PWAÊÊ
Engine Model: PW4060ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Group: 4060Ê
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type: TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg): 33
Wind Speed (mph): 18
Visibility (mi): 10
Visibility Restrictions:ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating: AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 15000
Total in Make/Model: 858
Total Last 90 Days: 203
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System.
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND
N.V. (D.B.A. MARTINAIR)
Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH
Injuries: 202 Uninjured.

The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,
en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, & landing (lndg) was made
with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust reversers inop, ground
(gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid. During lndg roll, 4 main
tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to heat/fuse plugs; small main
lndg gear fire erupted, but was extinguished. Flt crew were
unaware that thrust reversers & gnd spoilers were inop. They
noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with the workload of responding
to the multiple electrical and system failures, did not respond to
it. Investigation (inv) revealed systems on several elec buses
failed or became intermittently inop, but other systems on same
buses remained operative. Detailed gnd & flt tests were made,
but anomalies could not be duplicated. Inv revealed negative
cable for main battery was not positively secured due to stripped
jam nut, & main battery shunt was not built up IAW Boeing
specs. Boeing indicated loose battery shunt could cause
interruption to gnd. Similar events were reported with 2 other
acft of same operator, but query of Boeing data base did not find
similar events. Boeing 767-300ER of another operator, same
configuration, did not have similar events.
Probable Cause
Numerous electrical anomalies as a result of a loose main battery
shunt connection and undetermined electrical system causes.
NYC96IA116
HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The

flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.
The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a relief
captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).
Prior to departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the
airplane clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight.
En route, the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies
where various warning lights would illuminate, and then
extinguish. These occurrences were also accompanied by
uncommanded auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero
fuel weight, as displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of
the flight management system (FMS), and the blanking of
transponder codes.
The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.
During the initial descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown
manually due to autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P

disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.
During the last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew
Alerting System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory
messages which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on
request of the captain.
Although no identification could be received from the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI seemed valid.
On final approach to Boston, numerous warning lights
illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights illuminated.
After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes were not
available. Manual braking was anticipated since the autobrake
selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by the captain
while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1. Just after
touch-down the captain initially used full manual braking. The
cabin crew's observations were as if they were riding on gravel
(pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire failures just after
turning off the runway. The last high speed turn off to the left
was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the airplane was
brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no effect from the
manually selected ground spoilers. In the meantime all main
landing gear tires were blown or deflated and the airplane was

brought to a stop without fully vacating the runway.
A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting personnel.
Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the passengers
disembarked using mobile stairs.
The incident terminated during the hours of daylight at 42
degrees, 21 minutes North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes
West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
The flight was conducted using an augmented flight crew, which
consisted of two captain rated pilots, and a first officer. All
personnel held the appropriate pilot and medical certificates as
issued by the government of The Netherlands. Following is a
summary of crew flight experience:
Captain
The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738 hours in
the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-in-command in the
Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the preceding 90 days,
including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.
Relief Captain (F/O 1)
The relief captain had a total time of 4,000 hours, with 1,590
hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the Boeing 767.
First Officer (F/O 2)
The first officer had a total time of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in
the Boeing 767. He had flown 150 hours in the preceding 90
days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
The airplane was a Boeing 767- 31AER. The airplane was
delivered new to Martinair in February 1990, in Martinair's
specified configuration. The Boeing production line number was
194. It was maintained utilizing a maintenance program
furnished by Boeing, and approved by the Directorate of Civil

Aviation, The Netherlands. The last inspection was conducted on
May 21, 1996, and the airplane had operated 98 hours since the
inspection. The total time for the airframe at the time of landing
at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION
The landing was accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005
feet long, 150 feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The
airplane turned off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about
1,800 feet of runway remaining.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
After the airplane stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated
for over 30 minutes. The cockpit voice recorder was not retained.
The digital flight data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward
to the NTSB Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout.
According to the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:
"1. The...[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately
7:21:19 in duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition
of the...[air/ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air',
occurred at 1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or
3:53:42 Elapsed Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated
by a spike in vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45
Elapsed Time., The UTC time of touchdown could not be
determined, as the final loss of UTC data occurred at
approximately 1813:32 UTC or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7
minutes prior to touchdown)..."
"3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC, or 4:13:35
Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate times
during the flight..."
"4. The first change of the Master Warning discrete from 'No
Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time,
while the aircraft was at an altitude of about 33,000 feet and a
latitude/longitude position of about 50.52 degrees North and

22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed in the Master Warning
discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and 9:20:00 Elapsed time."
"5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR heading data was lost
for the remainder of the incident flight. FDR pitch information
were also lost for most of the remainder of the flight."
"6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several parameters were lost
to the FDR until after the incident flight landing. The following
parameters were noted to be lost:
Roll Attitude
Pitch Attitude
UTC Hours
UTC Minutes
UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed
Speedbrake Handle Position"
"7. Also at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground]
discrete changed stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air
Driven Pump discrete changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the
HF/L/R Keying discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to
'Keyed'. These discretes remained recorded in these states until
after aircraft touchdown. Several additional discretes changed
state at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed
state after touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."
The Addendum to the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report
stated:
"...The anti-skid fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to
'Fault' state at about 1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data
remained then the 'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and
rollout, when the recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...."
"According to the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference
voltage is removed from the FDR during normal flight recording
operation, subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/
Ground discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."

TESTS AND RESEARCH
The airplane was examined at Boston, from May 29, through
June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due to melted
fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated due to the
casings being worn through. A detailed examination of the
airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures that
were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.
The investigation revealed that the negative cable for the main
battery was not positively secured to the main battery shunt as a
result of stripped threads found in the jam nut area on the stud.
Additionally, the main battery shunt was not built up in
accordance with Boeing specifications. An examination of other
Boeing 767s in the Martinair fleet, and on the production line at
Boeing revealed similar buildup problems with the battery shunt.
Boeing personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may
cause interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.
While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static wicks
were found to have higher resistance than specified.
On June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).
At Everett, the airplane was subjected to testing equal to or
greater than new airplane delivery standards. The wiring system
was examined in detail for any anomaly that could have
contributed to the problem. An electro magnetic interference
(EMI) test was conducted throughout the cockpit and cabin with
negative results. Additionally, several components were
identified as possible contributors to the event and were removed

for separate testing. None of the testing was able to duplicate the
events reported by the flight crew.
Further testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the
airplane could still dissipate static charges within design
specification.
On June 10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight
profile included new airplane delivery standards, and additional
testing to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The
test flight was completed without incident.
Following the test flight, as the airplane was prepared for
departure to The Netherlands, the right engine integrated drive
generator (IDG) failed to come on line. The flight was dispatched
with the inoperative IDG, per the airplane minimum equipment
list (MEL). The IDG was changed after the airplane arrived in
Amsterdam.
The IDG was forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination.
According to their report:
"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins was lower
than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of corrosion
on the base material of these pins was observed. This conditions
could result in an intermittent signal condition from the IDG
input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the IDG from
the AC bus."
ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew
The Martinair quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data
for landing with engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic
failures, anti-skid inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed
brakes inoperative, and leading edge and trailing edge slat and
flap configuration variations.
Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed landing
distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes

- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet).
During interviews the flight crew acknowledged that they were
aware of the ANTI SKID advisory message on the EICAS, but
due to high cockpit work load, they did not compute their
landing distance with the anti-skid inoperative.
Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust Reversers to Be
Operative
The flight crew reported that upon touchdown, the spoilers did
not automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers were
inoperative.
The investigation revealed one common system for the spoilers
to automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers to be operative,
both air/ground systems must be in the ground mode.
According to Boeing, in the flight mode, there are 5 spoilers per
wing, with a maximum extension angle of 45 degrees. In the
ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing, with a maximum
extension angle of 60 degrees.
Once deployed manually in the air mode, a transition to the
ground mode would automatically increase the maximum spoiler
angle, and number of spoilers deployed.
In the air mode, the thrust reversers were inoperative.
According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle at
touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown.
Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift from flight
idle to ground idle all required the ground mode signal.
According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode signal
was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to touchdown,
and remained in the ground mode throughout the landing roll.
The investigation was unable to determine if the ground mode

signal was received by the engines, ground spoilers, and thrust
reverser systems after touchdown.
National Solar Observatory
A check with the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak,
Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to explain the events
of May 28, 1996.
Boeing Report
Boeing submitted an event summary based upon the detail
summary received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing
report stated:
"Most of the reported events from the flight which diverted to
Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to degraded power
on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses. Extensive
testing and analysis has been unable to explain the degraded dc
bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."
Additionally, the investigative team noted that while particular
items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed, and other
items on the same bus remained powered. The investigation was
unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative components on a
bus.
Related Events
The investigation disclosed that similar events had occurred with
two other airplanes in the Martinair 767 fleet. The affected
airplanes were PH-MCG, line number 279, delivered new to
Martinair on September, 1989, and PH-MCL, line number 415,
delivered new to Martinair on February, 1992. According to data
received from Boeing, events with elements of a similar nature
occurred on the following dates in the aircraft listed, with the
May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH being the most extensive.
February 16, 1996

PH-MCG
March 24, 1996
PH-MCH
May 13, 1996
PH-MCL
May 14, 1996
PH-MCG
May 28, 1996
PH-MCH
Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996
PH-MCH
A check of modifications completed, engineering changes, and
Boeing Service Bulletins and Service Letters was conducted. The
only commonality between the three airplanes was a
modification to the forward flight attendant jump seat in
compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination of the
airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.
At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search
for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search
found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL.
Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was delivered to another
customer in the Martinair configuration. A check with that
customer found no history of events similar to the May 28, 1996
event.
As part of an agreement to return the airplane to line service, a
portable airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed
in the airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have
been generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred

Following is a summary of the events as reported by the flight
crew that occurred during the flight.
- During preflight inspection both the captains and first officer
clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, &
R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then extinguished occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated
and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00 several times,
EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW
changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the
original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example

was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned

to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings

level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator.
Additional Persons
Additional Persons not listed on page 5 of Factual Report
John DeLisi
NTSB Aviation Engineering - Systems
Tom Jacky
NTSB Vehicle Performance - Flight Data Recorder
Tamis Kwikkers
Directorate General of Civil Aviation - The
Netherlands
Arthur Ricca
FAA - Airworthiness - Boston, MA
The airplane was released to Martinair on June 12, 1996.
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 930410011849C
Local Date: 04/10/1993
Local Time: 12:15
City: KANSAS CITY
State: MO
Airport Name: KANSAS CITY INTL
Airport Id: MCI
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER

Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE
Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-200
Airframe Hours: 0
Operator Code: ARNF
Operator:
Owner Name: AIR CANADA
Narrative
LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED
SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE LUBED CENTERING
MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation: FOREIGN AIR CARRIER
Registration Number: CGAUP
Total Aboard: 99
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):

Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 0
Total in Make/Model: 0
Total Last 90 Days: 0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B, G-BDXH
No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4 turbofan
engines
Year of Manufacture: 1979
Date & Time (UTC): 9 August 1996
Location: London Airport - Gatwick
Type of Flight: Scheduled Passenger
Persons on Board: Crew - N/K - Passengers - N/K
Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil
Nature of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body
fractured, control linkage broken
Commander's Licence: Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Commander's Age: N/A
Commander's Flying Experience: N/A
Information Source: AAIB Field Investigation
Ê

Ê
Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the runway for take
off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for full-and-free
movement of the controls. During their rudder movement check,
the lower section of the rudder jammed at a deflection of 14¡ to
the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No 2 hydraulic system
fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was returned to the
terminal gate where initial inspection revealed damage to the
lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its input linkage.
The aircraft was taken out of service.
The PCU was removed and inspection showed that the casing
had cracked circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack
had extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing.
This had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the
power cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move
outwards along the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram
was retracted as far as it was possible with the displaced locking
ring and end seal block. The end of the input feedback lever,
which attached to the power ram eye end fitting, had broken
open. The PCU had been fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and
had accumulated approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights.
Metallurgical examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had
originated in the runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut
(see Figures 2a & b) and propagated to a critical length over
3,000 cycles, with evidence of four overload events having
occurred within the propagation period. There were no
deficiencies in the material specification and no defects were
found in the casing which would have contributed to the
initiation of the failure. The damage to the end of the input
feedback lever had been caused by the actuator ram end
retracting into the displaced locking ring and end block. The loss
of the hydraulic system fluid was also a result of the
displacement of the seal block.

There had been two previously recorded cracks in this area of
this type of PCU and a fourth occurred shortly after this event.
The first event, in 1976, involved an aircraft which had flown
22,000Êhours/6,200Êflight cycles, the second in 1992 on an
aircraft which had flown 60,000 hours/15,000 cycles and the
most recent in an aircraft which had flown 30,000 cycles, mainly
in shorthaul operations.
The first of the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an
upper rudder PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss
of one hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full
right deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised.
The second and fourth failures of this area of the PCU casing
both initiated in the thread undercut zone and were similar to the
failure on 'XH', but without any overload events.
The original design of the PCU was for an aircraft life of 60,000
flight hours/18,000 flight cycles. Endurance testing with an
accepted load spectrum was successfully performed on a single
PCU and accepted for Type Certification. The overall design
philosophy of the rudder system to meet the requirements of
FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the rudder being made up of two,
independently actuated, control surfaces either of which could
malfunction within the limits of its actuator's power and
authority, in any phase of flight, without loss of adequate rudder
control.

The design of the PCU incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the
last 12% of its stroke (see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting
the hydraulic fluid return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce
the actuator ram speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the
pressure developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the
higher the ram speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It
was considered most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for
initiating the fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut
zones had been generated by high snubbing pressures. It was
recognised that the situation in which high ram speeds were most
likely to be achieved near the limit of travel was during the pretake-off rudder control check when, in the absence of flight
loads, there was no appreciable damping of rudder movement.
As a result of the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had
issued an Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the
Maintenance Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight
controls checks should be performed slowly and smoothly (not
less than 8 seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high
snubbing loads. Examination of the Flight Recorder data from
'XH' showed that there had been two full travel checks of the
rudder during taxy, the first of which was performed in 3.5
seconds and the second in 7.5 seconds. Whilst these last
applications of rudder had induced the final failure of the PCU,
the crack had then existed for some 3,000 cycles.
As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator instigated a
special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were revealed by
these checks. The operator also issued a notice to flight crews,
later incorporated into the Flying Manual, reminding crews of
the requirement to perform the rudder travel check slowly and
smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder application rates at
high angles of travel was also introduced and the results of this
showed that about 70% of such events occurred during the preflight control checks.

NTSB Identification: NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 35525A
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of DELTA AIRLINESÊ
Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA
Injuries: 159 Uninjured.
DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR THE OUTER
MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH WHEN THE
FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN UNCOMMANDED GOARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT OF THE LOCALIZER
FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL, RWY 22R WAS
SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL LANDING WAS
MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS OFFSET 1500' TO
THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727, WHICH PRECEDED
THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED TO CROSS THE
RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO OBSERVE THE
PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT PASSED THE
OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE BOEING 767
LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD RWY 22R &
NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD SHORT OF THE
RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A REPUTATION FOR
DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH TENDED TO SUPPRESS
OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE AIRLINE OPS MANUAL
GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION CONCERNING MISSED
APPROACHES. THE UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND
MALFUNCTION WAS TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING
HARNESS IN THE THROTTLE QUADRANT.
For the 747:
Ê
Ê Air Safety Occurrence Report 199701423
Ê Occurrence Type: Incident
Ê Location: 5 km N Sydney, Aerodrome
Ê State: New South Wales

Ê Date: Friday, 02 May 1997
Ê Time/Zone: 1045 hours EST
Ê Investigation Category 3
Ê Highest Injury Level: None
ÊÊÊ
Ê Aircraft Manufacturer: Boeing Co
Ê Aircraft Model: 747-300
Ê Aircraft Registration: N124KK
Ê Serial Number: 23244
Ê Type of Operation: Air Transport , High Capacity, International
Ê Damage to Aircraft: Nil
Ê Departure Point: Sydney, NSW
Ê Departure Time: 1045 EST
Ê Destination: Seoul, ROK
Ê Crew Details: Ê
ÊÊRole
ÊPilot-In-CommandClass of Licence Hours on Type Hours Total
ATPL 1500.0 20000Ê Ê Ê
Ê Contents
FACTUAL INFORMATION
ANALYSIS
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
SAFETY ACTION
Local safety action Ê
Ê FACTUAL INFORMATION
The aircraft was being operated as a scheduled passenger service
from Sydney to Seoul, with the co-pilot as the handling pilot.
The crew reported that the pre-departure flight control checks
were normal. Shortly after becoming airborne from runway 34L,
the co-pilot advised the pilot in command (PIC) that his control
wheel had become jammed when attempting to make right wing
down aileron inputs. The PIC took control of the aircraft and
confirmed that his control wheel also had become jammed. He

retained control of the aircraft and the co-pilot advised Air
Traffic Services (ATS) that the aircraft was unable to turn to the
right. He requested left turns and radar vectors to the south for
fuel dumping prior to returning to land. ATS initiated a distress
phase. The crew actioned the emergency/abnormal checklist for
jammed or restricted flight controls, which includes the statement
"use maximum force, including a combined effort by both pilots,
if required", but they reported that their attempts made no change
to the system. After fuel dumping was completed, the aircraft
was vectored, using left turns only, to the runway 34L localiser
and configured for the landing. At about 400 ft on final approach,
the aileron controls became free and an uneventful landing was
carried out.
Inspection by ground engineers determined that a plastic cable
guard in the left aileron control cable system had broken. Pieces
of shattered plastic were found in the vicinity of the left lower
cable pulley system in the vertical cable run behind the cabin
sidewall, forward of door 1L. The debris and all the remaining
guards were removed from both left and right side vertical cable
runs. The lateral control system, including the load limiter
system, could not be faulted during full system testing. As there
were no replacement cable guards available, the aircraft was
approved to return to service with the guards removed.
The lateral controls on the aircraft consist of hydraulically
powered inboard and outboard ailerons and flight spoilers on
each wing. The controls are connected to the cockpit control
wheels by cables, for pilot input. The cable runs are duplicated
on each side of the aircraft. The left and right cable runs
terminate at quadrants at the bases of the left and right control
columns respectively. The control columns are interconnected by
a cable loop connected to separate quadrants at the bases of the
columns. The right quadrant includes a load limiter which
consists of a detent and spring loaded cam assembly. The load

limiter is designed to "break away" under applied force by the
crew to enable one control wheel to provide lateral control input
should the other side jam for any reason. Roll control is then
available, but considerable force is required to overcome the
detent cam in the load limiter. Other Boeing aircraft types utilise
similar systems.
The aircraft manufacturer issued a Service Letter, 747SL-27-134, in December 1993, advising that broken cable guards
could result in high control wheel forces and suggesting that
operators should replace the guards with improved parts when
replacement is required. The guards on the right control system
on the incident aircraft showed evidence of deterioration, as one
guard had been previously repaired with adhesive tape.
The aircraft was leased from an overseas operator. Under the
terms of the lease agreement, all major maintenance was
conducted by the lessor. The last major maintenance inspection
was completed on 25 August 1995. At the time of the incident the
aircraft total time in service time was 50,400 hours.
The crew remained at the aircraft whilst the defect was rectified.
Both crewmembers remarked that they were surprised at the
force required to overcome the load limiter when the system was
tested. Though they were aware of the load limiting system from
ground training instruction, they had never been physically
exposed to the forces required to operate the system.
ANALYSIS
The deteriorated condition of the plastic cable guards, and the
use of tape to effect a "repair", suggests that the manufacturer's
advice regarding replacement of the guards had not been heeded
during major maintenance inspections.
It is likely that, when the plastic cable guard failed, a piece or
pieces of plastic lodged in the left side cable run aileron control
pulley, restricting the cable movement in one direction. The
debris probably dislodged when the aircraft was at about 400 ft

on final approach.
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
1. The aircraft maintenance organisation had not replaced
deteriorated parts with improved parts as suggested by the
aircraft manufacturer.
2. A cable guard had deteriorated to the extent that it failed and
resulted in high control forces in the lateral control system.
3. The operating crew were not aware of the high control inputs
required to overcome the load limiter in the lateral control
system.
SAFETY ACTION
As a result of the investigation, the Bureau of Air Safety
Investigation issued recommendation R970128, to Qantas and
Ansett on 29 September 1997. The recommendation stated:
"The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation recommends that
Australian operators of aircraft manufactured by the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company:
1. develop a simulator training procedure to ensure that aircrew
are familiar with the procedures to be used in the event of lateral
control jamming; and
2. ensure that aircrew are aware of the control wheel forces
required when the override mechanism is being operated in the
event of jammed lateral controls".
A similar recommendation (R970145) was issued to the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company on 29 September 1997.
The following response was received from Qantas on 26
November 1997:
"I refer to your letter reference B97/099 which detailed a
recommendation that a simulator training procedure be
developed to ensure that all aircrew are aware of the procedure to
be used, and control forces required, in the event of aileron
control jamming.
Qantas simulators (with the exception of the B767-200

simulator) are equipped to simulate aileron control jamming and
the control wheel forces required to override and regain control.
This scenario will be made a subject, both for discussion and
demonstration, in the first available recurrent training simulator
session. This will apply to the Boeing 747-400, 747-200/300,
767, 737 and Airbus A300 fleets".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED.
The following response was received from Ansett on 24 June
1998:
"I refer to the above recommendation, which resulted from an
incident involving a Boeing 747 aircraft at Sydney on 2 May
1997, and provide the following response to that
recommendation.
The company conducts ground training for technical crews that
includes instruction on aileron control jamming procedures.
Additionally, simulator training is presently conducted for
Boeing 737 aircraft and will be conducted in the Boeing 767
simulator when that simulator is upgraded to allow such training.
For the Boeing 747, training is conducted in the aircraft, whilst
on the ground, during type endorsement".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED.
The following response was received from the Boeing
Commercial Aeroplane Company on 13 February 1998:
"We have not yet committed any changes in our simulator
training procedures or manuals. We are reviewing the reported
event and looking at possible training and manual changes which
would be implemented for all applicable Boeing models, not just
747.
However, additional time is necessary for this review before we
can come to any conclusion. I anticipate that this review may
take three more months. We plan to keep your office advised of
the progress of our review".
A further response was received on 27 May 1998, and stated:

"Earlier this month I reviewed proposed changes to our
operational documentation concerning flight control jams accross
all our various model airplanes. This has been a slow process
trying to get agreement on. I anticipate that we will have some
changes to be released in a couple of months. These changes
would affect the Flight Manual, the Flight Crew Training
Manual, the Operations Manual and the QRH".
Response classification: OPEN.
Local safety action
Boeing have also advised that Service Letter 747-SL-27-134,
which addresses the need to replace deteriorated cable guards, is
to be upgraded to service bulletin status in the near future to add
more emphasis to this discrepancy.
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barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 21, 1999 7:42:06 PM PST
To: baco-new@seatimes.com
Subject: EgyptAir previous control problems for Boeing 767

Boeing 767

(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The
plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He

immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at
10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
Documents from safety Archives:
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Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence as mechanical cause
Documents below are from US NTSB and FAA, and Australian,
and United Kingdom aviation safety archives.

For the 747:
Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow
Airport on 7 October
1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind
another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in
progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from 14¡
nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel of
the right
elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft
control column until, a few seconds later, when the
flying controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of
climb was
resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok
was continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power
Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to
the internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo
valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right

inboard
elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this
could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it
could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
For the 767:
NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of AIR CANADA
Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY, MO
Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP
Injuries: 101 Uninjured.
THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING AT FL 370.
THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING CHANGES BY
USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO DIVERT TO
KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD BEEN
EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE THE
FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER

PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS.
Probable Cause
A FROZEN AILERON CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD
BECOME WORN, CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER,
AND THE MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE/INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE
BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 940102004189C
Local Date: 01/02/1994
Local Time: 15:13
City: NEWARKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
State: NJ
Airport Name: NEWARK
INTLÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airport Id: EWR
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE
Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-222ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airframe Hours: 41003

Operator Code: UALA
Operator: UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA
Owner Name: UNITED AIR LINES INCÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Narrative
HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO
NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number: 602UA
Total Aboard: 146
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Model:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Group:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Wind Speed (mph):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Visibility (mi):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Visibility Restrictions:ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type: INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM- FRONT

COURSE
Pilt-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating: AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 14150
Total in Make/Model: 148
Total Last 90 Days: 148
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 960625022959C
Local Date: 06/25/1996
Local Time: 19:15
City: NEW YORKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
State: NY
Airport Name: JOHN F KENNEDY
INTLÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airport Id: JFK
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: MINOR
Phase of Flight: CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-332ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airframe Hours: 5975
Operator Code: DALA
Operator: DELTA AIR LINES INC - DALA
Owner Name: DELTA AIR LINES INCÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ

Narrative
LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.
AILERON CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN
WIRE.ÊÊÊ
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS
Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number: 185DN
Total Aboard: 224
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make: PWAÊÊ
Engine Model: PW4060ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Group: 4060Ê
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type: TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg): 33
Wind Speed (mph): 18
Visibility (mi): 10
Visibility Restrictions:ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating: AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND

Pilot Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 15000
Total in Make/Model: 858
Total Last 90 Days: 203
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System.
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND
N.V. (D.B.A. MARTINAIR)
Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH
Injuries: 202 Uninjured.
The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,
en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, & landing (lndg) was made
with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust reversers inop, ground
(gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid. During lndg roll, 4 main
tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to heat/fuse plugs; small main
lndg gear fire erupted, but was extinguished. Flt crew were
unaware that thrust reversers & gnd spoilers were inop. They
noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with the workload of responding
to the multiple electrical and system failures, did not respond to
it. Investigation (inv) revealed systems on several elec buses
failed or became intermittently inop, but other systems on same
buses remained operative. Detailed gnd & flt tests were made,
but anomalies could not be duplicated. Inv revealed negative
cable for main battery was not positively secured due to stripped
jam nut, & main battery shunt was not built up IAW Boeing
specs. Boeing indicated loose battery shunt could cause
interruption to gnd. Similar events were reported with 2 other
acft of same operator, but query of Boeing data base did not find

similar events. Boeing 767-300ER of another operator, same
configuration, did not have similar events.
Probable Cause
Numerous electrical anomalies as a result of a loose main battery
shunt connection and undetermined electrical system causes.
NYC96IA116
HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.
The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a relief
captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).
Prior to departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the
airplane clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight.
En route, the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies
where various warning lights would illuminate, and then
extinguish. These occurrences were also accompanied by
uncommanded auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero
fuel weight, as displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of
the flight management system (FMS), and the blanking of
transponder codes.
The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic

devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.
During the initial descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown
manually due to autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P
disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.
During the last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew
Alerting System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory
messages which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on
request of the captain.
Although no identification could be received from the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI seemed valid.
On final approach to Boston, numerous warning lights

illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights illuminated.
After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes were not
available. Manual braking was anticipated since the autobrake
selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by the captain
while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1. Just after
touch-down the captain initially used full manual braking. The
cabin crew's observations were as if they were riding on gravel
(pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire failures just after
turning off the runway. The last high speed turn off to the left
was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the airplane was
brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no effect from the
manually selected ground spoilers. In the meantime all main
landing gear tires were blown or deflated and the airplane was
brought to a stop without fully vacating the runway.
A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting personnel.
Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the passengers
disembarked using mobile stairs.
The incident terminated during the hours of daylight at 42
degrees, 21 minutes North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes
West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
The flight was conducted using an augmented flight crew, which
consisted of two captain rated pilots, and a first officer. All
personnel held the appropriate pilot and medical certificates as
issued by the government of The Netherlands. Following is a
summary of crew flight experience:
Captain
The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738 hours in
the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-in-command in the
Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the preceding 90 days,
including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.
Relief Captain (F/O 1)

The relief captain had a total time of 4,000 hours, with 1,590
hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the Boeing 767.
First Officer (F/O 2)
The first officer had a total time of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in
the Boeing 767. He had flown 150 hours in the preceding 90
days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
The airplane was a Boeing 767- 31AER. The airplane was
delivered new to Martinair in February 1990, in Martinair's
specified configuration. The Boeing production line number was
194. It was maintained utilizing a maintenance program
furnished by Boeing, and approved by the Directorate of Civil
Aviation, The Netherlands. The last inspection was conducted on
May 21, 1996, and the airplane had operated 98 hours since the
inspection. The total time for the airframe at the time of landing
at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION
The landing was accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005
feet long, 150 feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The
airplane turned off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about
1,800 feet of runway remaining.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
After the airplane stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated
for over 30 minutes. The cockpit voice recorder was not retained.
The digital flight data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward
to the NTSB Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout.
According to the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:
"1. The...[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately
7:21:19 in duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition
of the...[air/ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air',
occurred at 1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or
3:53:42 Elapsed Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated

by a spike in vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45
Elapsed Time., The UTC time of touchdown could not be
determined, as the final loss of UTC data occurred at
approximately 1813:32 UTC or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7
minutes prior to touchdown)..."
"3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC, or 4:13:35
Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate times
during the flight..."
"4. The first change of the Master Warning discrete from 'No
Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time,
while the aircraft was at an altitude of about 33,000 feet and a
latitude/longitude position of about 50.52 degrees North and
22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed in the Master Warning
discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and 9:20:00 Elapsed time."
"5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR heading data was lost
for the remainder of the incident flight. FDR pitch information
were also lost for most of the remainder of the flight."
"6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several parameters were lost
to the FDR until after the incident flight landing. The following
parameters were noted to be lost:
Roll Attitude
Pitch Attitude
UTC Hours
UTC Minutes
UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed
Speedbrake Handle Position"
"7. Also at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground]
discrete changed stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air
Driven Pump discrete changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the
HF/L/R Keying discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to
'Keyed'. These discretes remained recorded in these states until

after aircraft touchdown. Several additional discretes changed
state at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed
state after touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."
The Addendum to the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report
stated:
"...The anti-skid fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to
'Fault' state at about 1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data
remained then the 'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and
rollout, when the recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...."
"According to the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference
voltage is removed from the FDR during normal flight recording
operation, subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/
Ground discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."
TESTS AND RESEARCH
The airplane was examined at Boston, from May 29, through
June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due to melted
fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated due to the
casings being worn through. A detailed examination of the
airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures that
were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.
The investigation revealed that the negative cable for the main
battery was not positively secured to the main battery shunt as a
result of stripped threads found in the jam nut area on the stud.
Additionally, the main battery shunt was not built up in
accordance with Boeing specifications. An examination of other
Boeing 767s in the Martinair fleet, and on the production line at
Boeing revealed similar buildup problems with the battery shunt.
Boeing personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may
cause interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.

While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static wicks
were found to have higher resistance than specified.
On June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).
At Everett, the airplane was subjected to testing equal to or
greater than new airplane delivery standards. The wiring system
was examined in detail for any anomaly that could have
contributed to the problem. An electro magnetic interference
(EMI) test was conducted throughout the cockpit and cabin with
negative results. Additionally, several components were
identified as possible contributors to the event and were removed
for separate testing. None of the testing was able to duplicate the
events reported by the flight crew.
Further testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the
airplane could still dissipate static charges within design
specification.
On June 10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight
profile included new airplane delivery standards, and additional
testing to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The
test flight was completed without incident.
Following the test flight, as the airplane was prepared for
departure to The Netherlands, the right engine integrated drive
generator (IDG) failed to come on line. The flight was dispatched
with the inoperative IDG, per the airplane minimum equipment
list (MEL). The IDG was changed after the airplane arrived in
Amsterdam.
The IDG was forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination.
According to their report:
"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins was lower
than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of corrosion
on the base material of these pins was observed. This conditions

could result in an intermittent signal condition from the IDG
input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the IDG from
the AC bus."
ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew
The Martinair quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data
for landing with engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic
failures, anti-skid inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed
brakes inoperative, and leading edge and trailing edge slat and
flap configuration variations.
Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed landing
distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet).
During interviews the flight crew acknowledged that they were
aware of the ANTI SKID advisory message on the EICAS, but
due to high cockpit work load, they did not compute their
landing distance with the anti-skid inoperative.
Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust Reversers to Be
Operative
The flight crew reported that upon touchdown, the spoilers did
not automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers were
inoperative.
The investigation revealed one common system for the spoilers
to automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers to be operative,
both air/ground systems must be in the ground mode.
According to Boeing, in the flight mode, there are 5 spoilers per
wing, with a maximum extension angle of 45 degrees. In the
ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing, with a maximum
extension angle of 60 degrees.

Once deployed manually in the air mode, a transition to the
ground mode would automatically increase the maximum spoiler
angle, and number of spoilers deployed.
In the air mode, the thrust reversers were inoperative.
According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle at
touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown.
Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift from flight
idle to ground idle all required the ground mode signal.
According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode signal
was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to touchdown,
and remained in the ground mode throughout the landing roll.
The investigation was unable to determine if the ground mode
signal was received by the engines, ground spoilers, and thrust
reverser systems after touchdown.
National Solar Observatory
A check with the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak,
Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to explain the events
of May 28, 1996.
Boeing Report
Boeing submitted an event summary based upon the detail
summary received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing
report stated:
"Most of the reported events from the flight which diverted to
Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to degraded power
on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses. Extensive
testing and analysis has been unable to explain the degraded dc
bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."
Additionally, the investigative team noted that while particular
items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed, and other

items on the same bus remained powered. The investigation was
unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative components on a
bus.
Related Events
The investigation disclosed that similar events had occurred with
two other airplanes in the Martinair 767 fleet. The affected
airplanes were PH-MCG, line number 279, delivered new to
Martinair on September, 1989, and PH-MCL, line number 415,
delivered new to Martinair on February, 1992. According to data
received from Boeing, events with elements of a similar nature
occurred on the following dates in the aircraft listed, with the
May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH being the most extensive.
February 16, 1996
PH-MCG
March 24, 1996
PH-MCH
May 13, 1996
PH-MCL
May 14, 1996
PH-MCG
May 28, 1996
PH-MCH
Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996
PH-MCH
A check of modifications completed, engineering changes, and
Boeing Service Bulletins and Service Letters was conducted. The
only commonality between the three airplanes was a
modification to the forward flight attendant jump seat in
compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination of the
airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.

At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search
for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search
found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL.
Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was delivered to another
customer in the Martinair configuration. A check with that
customer found no history of events similar to the May 28, 1996
event.
As part of an agreement to return the airplane to line service, a
portable airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed
in the airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have
been generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred
Following is a summary of the events as reported by the flight
crew that occurred during the flight.
- During preflight inspection both the captains and first officer
clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, &
R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then extinguished occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated
and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00 several times,
EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW
changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the
original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be

contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed

at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member

reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator.
Additional Persons
Additional Persons not listed on page 5 of Factual Report
John DeLisi
NTSB Aviation Engineering - Systems
Tom Jacky
NTSB Vehicle Performance - Flight Data Recorder
Tamis Kwikkers
Directorate General of Civil Aviation - The
Netherlands
Arthur Ricca
FAA - Airworthiness - Boston, MA

The airplane was released to Martinair on June 12, 1996.
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 930410011849C
Local Date: 04/10/1993
Local Time: 12:15
City: KANSAS CITY
State: MO
Airport Name: KANSAS CITY INTL
Airport Id: MCI
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE
Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-200
Airframe Hours: 0
Operator Code: ARNF
Operator:
Owner Name: AIR CANADA
Narrative
LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED
SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE LUBED CENTERING
MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation: FOREIGN AIR CARRIER
Registration Number: CGAUP
Total Aboard: 99

Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 0
Total in Make/Model: 0
Total Last 90 Days: 0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B, G-BDXH
No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4 turbofan
engines

Year of Manufacture: 1979
Date & Time (UTC): 9 August 1996
Location: London Airport - Gatwick
Type of Flight: Scheduled Passenger
Persons on Board: Crew - N/K - Passengers - N/K
Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil
Nature of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body
fractured, control linkage broken
Commander's Licence: Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Commander's Age: N/A
Commander's Flying Experience: N/A
Information Source: AAIB Field Investigation
Ê
Ê
Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the runway for take
off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for full-and-free
movement of the controls. During their rudder movement check,
the lower section of the rudder jammed at a deflection of 14¡ to
the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No 2 hydraulic system
fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was returned to the
terminal gate where initial inspection revealed damage to the
lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its input linkage.
The aircraft was taken out of service.
The PCU was removed and inspection showed that the casing
had cracked circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack
had extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing.
This had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the
power cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move
outwards along the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram
was retracted as far as it was possible with the displaced locking
ring and end seal block. The end of the input feedback lever,
which attached to the power ram eye end fitting, had broken
open. The PCU had been fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and

had accumulated approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights.
Metallurgical examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had
originated in the runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut
(see Figures 2a & b) and propagated to a critical length over
3,000 cycles, with evidence of four overload events having
occurred within the propagation period. There were no
deficiencies in the material specification and no defects were
found in the casing which would have contributed to the
initiation of the failure. The damage to the end of the input
feedback lever had been caused by the actuator ram end
retracting into the displaced locking ring and end block. The loss
of the hydraulic system fluid was also a result of the
displacement of the seal block.
There had been two previously recorded cracks in this area of
this type of PCU and a fourth occurred shortly after this event.
The first event, in 1976, involved an aircraft which had flown
22,000Êhours/6,200Êflight cycles, the second in 1992 on an
aircraft which had flown 60,000 hours/15,000 cycles and the
most recent in an aircraft which had flown 30,000 cycles, mainly
in shorthaul operations.
The first of the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an
upper rudder PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss
of one hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full
right deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised.

The second and fourth failures of this area of the PCU casing
both initiated in the thread undercut zone and were similar to the
failure on 'XH', but without any overload events.
The original design of the PCU was for an aircraft life of 60,000
flight hours/18,000 flight cycles. Endurance testing with an
accepted load spectrum was successfully performed on a single
PCU and accepted for Type Certification. The overall design
philosophy of the rudder system to meet the requirements of
FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the rudder being made up of two,
independently actuated, control surfaces either of which could
malfunction within the limits of its actuator's power and
authority, in any phase of flight, without loss of adequate rudder
control.
The design of the PCU incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the
last 12% of its stroke (see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting
the hydraulic fluid return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce
the actuator ram speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the
pressure developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the
higher the ram speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It
was considered most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for
initiating the fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut
zones had been generated by high snubbing pressures. It was
recognised that the situation in which high ram speeds were most
likely to be achieved near the limit of travel was during the pretake-off rudder control check when, in the absence of flight
loads, there was no appreciable damping of rudder movement.
As a result of the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had
issued an Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the
Maintenance Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight
controls checks should be performed slowly and smoothly (not
less than 8 seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high
snubbing loads. Examination of the Flight Recorder data from
'XH' showed that there had been two full travel checks of the

rudder during taxy, the first of which was performed in 3.5
seconds and the second in 7.5 seconds. Whilst these last
applications of rudder had induced the final failure of the PCU,
the crack had then existed for some 3,000 cycles.
As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator instigated a
special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were revealed by
these checks. The operator also issued a notice to flight crews,
later incorporated into the Flying Manual, reminding crews of
the requirement to perform the rudder travel check slowly and
smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder application rates at
high angles of travel was also introduced and the results of this
showed that about 70% of such events occurred during the preflight control checks.
NTSB Identification: NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 35525A
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of DELTA AIRLINESÊ
Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA
Injuries: 159 Uninjured.
DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR THE OUTER
MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH WHEN THE
FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN UNCOMMANDED GOARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT OF THE LOCALIZER
FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL, RWY 22R WAS
SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL LANDING WAS
MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS OFFSET 1500' TO
THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727, WHICH PRECEDED
THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED TO CROSS THE
RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO OBSERVE THE
PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT PASSED THE
OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE BOEING 767
LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD RWY 22R &
NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD SHORT OF THE

RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A REPUTATION FOR
DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH TENDED TO SUPPRESS
OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE AIRLINE OPS MANUAL
GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION CONCERNING MISSED
APPROACHES. THE UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND
MALFUNCTION WAS TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING
HARNESS IN THE THROTTLE QUADRANT.
For the 747:
Ê
Ê Air Safety Occurrence Report 199701423
Ê Occurrence Type: Incident
Ê Location: 5 km N Sydney, Aerodrome
Ê State: New South Wales
Ê Date: Friday, 02 May 1997
Ê Time/Zone: 1045 hours EST
Ê Investigation Category 3
Ê Highest Injury Level: None
ÊÊÊ
Ê Aircraft Manufacturer: Boeing Co
Ê Aircraft Model: 747-300
Ê Aircraft Registration: N124KK
Ê Serial Number: 23244
Ê Type of Operation: Air Transport , High Capacity, International
Ê Damage to Aircraft: Nil
Ê Departure Point: Sydney, NSW
Ê Departure Time: 1045 EST
Ê Destination: Seoul, ROK
Ê Crew Details: Ê
ÊÊRole
ÊPilot-In-CommandClass of Licence Hours on Type Hours Total
ATPL 1500.0 20000Ê Ê Ê
Ê Contents
FACTUAL INFORMATION

ANALYSIS
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
SAFETY ACTION
Local safety action Ê
Ê FACTUAL INFORMATION
The aircraft was being operated as a scheduled passenger service
from Sydney to Seoul, with the co-pilot as the handling pilot.
The crew reported that the pre-departure flight control checks
were normal. Shortly after becoming airborne from runway 34L,
the co-pilot advised the pilot in command (PIC) that his control
wheel had become jammed when attempting to make right wing
down aileron inputs. The PIC took control of the aircraft and
confirmed that his control wheel also had become jammed. He
retained control of the aircraft and the co-pilot advised Air
Traffic Services (ATS) that the aircraft was unable to turn to the
right. He requested left turns and radar vectors to the south for
fuel dumping prior to returning to land. ATS initiated a distress
phase. The crew actioned the emergency/abnormal checklist for
jammed or restricted flight controls, which includes the statement
"use maximum force, including a combined effort by both pilots,
if required", but they reported that their attempts made no change
to the system. After fuel dumping was completed, the aircraft
was vectored, using left turns only, to the runway 34L localiser
and configured for the landing. At about 400 ft on final approach,
the aileron controls became free and an uneventful landing was
carried out.
Inspection by ground engineers determined that a plastic cable
guard in the left aileron control cable system had broken. Pieces
of shattered plastic were found in the vicinity of the left lower
cable pulley system in the vertical cable run behind the cabin
sidewall, forward of door 1L. The debris and all the remaining
guards were removed from both left and right side vertical cable
runs. The lateral control system, including the load limiter

system, could not be faulted during full system testing. As there
were no replacement cable guards available, the aircraft was
approved to return to service with the guards removed.
The lateral controls on the aircraft consist of hydraulically
powered inboard and outboard ailerons and flight spoilers on
each wing. The controls are connected to the cockpit control
wheels by cables, for pilot input. The cable runs are duplicated
on each side of the aircraft. The left and right cable runs
terminate at quadrants at the bases of the left and right control
columns respectively. The control columns are interconnected by
a cable loop connected to separate quadrants at the bases of the
columns. The right quadrant includes a load limiter which
consists of a detent and spring loaded cam assembly. The load
limiter is designed to "break away" under applied force by the
crew to enable one control wheel to provide lateral control input
should the other side jam for any reason. Roll control is then
available, but considerable force is required to overcome the
detent cam in the load limiter. Other Boeing aircraft types utilise
similar systems.
The aircraft manufacturer issued a Service Letter, 747SL-27-134, in December 1993, advising that broken cable guards
could result in high control wheel forces and suggesting that
operators should replace the guards with improved parts when
replacement is required. The guards on the right control system
on the incident aircraft showed evidence of deterioration, as one
guard had been previously repaired with adhesive tape.
The aircraft was leased from an overseas operator. Under the
terms of the lease agreement, all major maintenance was
conducted by the lessor. The last major maintenance inspection
was completed on 25 August 1995. At the time of the incident the
aircraft total time in service time was 50,400 hours.
The crew remained at the aircraft whilst the defect was rectified.
Both crewmembers remarked that they were surprised at the

force required to overcome the load limiter when the system was
tested. Though they were aware of the load limiting system from
ground training instruction, they had never been physically
exposed to the forces required to operate the system.
ANALYSIS
The deteriorated condition of the plastic cable guards, and the
use of tape to effect a "repair", suggests that the manufacturer's
advice regarding replacement of the guards had not been heeded
during major maintenance inspections.
It is likely that, when the plastic cable guard failed, a piece or
pieces of plastic lodged in the left side cable run aileron control
pulley, restricting the cable movement in one direction. The
debris probably dislodged when the aircraft was at about 400 ft
on final approach.
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
1. The aircraft maintenance organisation had not replaced
deteriorated parts with improved parts as suggested by the
aircraft manufacturer.
2. A cable guard had deteriorated to the extent that it failed and
resulted in high control forces in the lateral control system.
3. The operating crew were not aware of the high control inputs
required to overcome the load limiter in the lateral control
system.
SAFETY ACTION
As a result of the investigation, the Bureau of Air Safety
Investigation issued recommendation R970128, to Qantas and
Ansett on 29 September 1997. The recommendation stated:
"The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation recommends that
Australian operators of aircraft manufactured by the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company:
1. develop a simulator training procedure to ensure that aircrew
are familiar with the procedures to be used in the event of lateral
control jamming; and

2. ensure that aircrew are aware of the control wheel forces
required when the override mechanism is being operated in the
event of jammed lateral controls".
A similar recommendation (R970145) was issued to the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company on 29 September 1997.
The following response was received from Qantas on 26
November 1997:
"I refer to your letter reference B97/099 which detailed a
recommendation that a simulator training procedure be
developed to ensure that all aircrew are aware of the procedure to
be used, and control forces required, in the event of aileron
control jamming.
Qantas simulators (with the exception of the B767-200
simulator) are equipped to simulate aileron control jamming and
the control wheel forces required to override and regain control.
This scenario will be made a subject, both for discussion and
demonstration, in the first available recurrent training simulator
session. This will apply to the Boeing 747-400, 747-200/300,
767, 737 and Airbus A300 fleets".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED.
The following response was received from Ansett on 24 June
1998:
"I refer to the above recommendation, which resulted from an
incident involving a Boeing 747 aircraft at Sydney on 2 May
1997, and provide the following response to that
recommendation.
The company conducts ground training for technical crews that
includes instruction on aileron control jamming procedures.
Additionally, simulator training is presently conducted for
Boeing 737 aircraft and will be conducted in the Boeing 767
simulator when that simulator is upgraded to allow such training.
For the Boeing 747, training is conducted in the aircraft, whilst
on the ground, during type endorsement".

Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED.
The following response was received from the Boeing
Commercial Aeroplane Company on 13 February 1998:
"We have not yet committed any changes in our simulator
training procedures or manuals. We are reviewing the reported
event and looking at possible training and manual changes which
would be implemented for all applicable Boeing models, not just
747.
However, additional time is necessary for this review before we
can come to any conclusion. I anticipate that this review may
take three more months. We plan to keep your office advised of
the progress of our review".
A further response was received on 27 May 1998, and stated:
"Earlier this month I reviewed proposed changes to our
operational documentation concerning flight control jams accross
all our various model airplanes. This has been a slow process
trying to get agreement on. I anticipate that we will have some
changes to be released in a couple of months. These changes
would affect the Flight Manual, the Flight Crew Training
Manual, the Operations Manual and the QRH".
Response classification: OPEN.
Local safety action
Boeing have also advised that Service Letter 747-SL-27-134,
which addresses the need to replace deteriorated cable guards, is
to be upgraded to service bulletin status in the near future to add
more emphasis to this discrepancy.
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Subject: EgyptAir previous control problems for Boeing 767

Boeing 767
(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence hypothesis using previous mechanical problems
as causes and current evidence to support explanation:
Approx 1:49:40 Plane has started to behave oddly because of
unusual uncommanded control inputs to right elevator. Pilot
utters religious phrase. Religious phrases uttered by devout
Muslims is normal under all conditions and normal under a
stressful one.
1:49:44: Autopilot disconnects. The disconnection is
uncommanded but normal when autopilot senses conflicting
control inputs. The right down elevator is a conflicting input. The

plane continues on but starts flying erratically. Uncommanded
autopilot disconnects have happened before in a Boeing 767 on
May 28, 1996 on a MartinAir according to NTSB ID
NYC96IA116.
1:49:52: Nose down elevator. The malfunction is now right
elevator is full down. A Boeing 747, 747-436, G-BNLY, has had
uncommanded right elevator full down before on October 7,
1993.
1:49:58 The plane starts to dive at 40%. The pilot retards
throttles. Engine thrust is reduced but dive continues according
to NTSB flight profile: http://www.ntsb.gov/events/ea990/
Ea990f~1.jpg
1:50:02 Pilot reenters cockpit and asks, "What's going on?" He
immediately resumes his left seat and starts pulling back on the
yoke to pull plane out of dive, asking his co-pilot, "Help me pull
on this," according to cockpit voice recorder statements released
by NTSB. Pilot does not say, "Stop that, what are you doing, are
you crazy." Pilot does not grab co-pilot to stop him from diving
airplane. Pilot does not say, "Put on mask, where is the fire, pull
circuit breakers." Pilot treats copilot as assistant to help stop
dive.
1:50:08: Speed approaches. 86 Mach, alert sounds. Crew
continues to pull back on yoke. Plane is in steep dive as left
elevator is up and right elevator is full down.
1:50:22: Pilot turns engines off and extends speedbrakes to try to
stop descent. Crew continues to pull back on yoke.
1:50:36: Engines are off, generators are off, plane is dark,
uncommanded force is now off right down elevator and it returns
to normal and plane bottoms out of its dive and starts to climb
bleeding off airspeed from 600 knots at 16300 feet to stall speed
at 24000 feet. Crew is unable to restart engines because of G
forces and darkness of cockpit. Plane stalls at top of power off
climb and descends again to come apart from stress forces at

10000 feet and pieces fall to ocean.
The above scenario reflects the facts as released by 19 November
1999. It rules out bomb, or explosive decompression, or fire and
smoke in cockpit, or crew incapacitation, or copilot suicide/
murder, or terrorist act, or crew inadvertent error. It does rule in
mechanical problems which have happened before to Boeing
airliners, uncommanded control inputs resulting in erratic flight
characteristics.
Documents from safety Archives:
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Boeing 767

(EgyptAir 990)
There have been control problems previously in Boeing airliners
such as the 737, 747, and 767. The events as described for the
aircraft in EgyptAir 990, a 767, would fit an explanation of
uncommanded autopilot disconnect and uncommanded down
right elevator, two malfunctions that have happened before.
Should those two mechanical problems have reappeared, the
crew would have then acted valiantly to try to save the aircraft
from the consequences and did not contribute to the crash. (18
November 1999)
Crash Sequence as mechanical cause
Documents below are from US NTSB and FAA, and Australian,
and United Kingdom aviation safety archives.
For the 747:
Report on the incident to Boeing 747-436, G-BNLY at London
Heathrow
Airport on 7 October
1993
SYNOPSIS
The flight from London Heathrow to Bangkok took off two
minutes behind
another 'Heavy' Boeing 747-400. As the aircraft
climbed through about 100 feet agl with the landing gear
retraction in
progress, the aircraft suddenly pitched down from 14¡
nose up to 8¡ nose up due to uncommanded full down travel of
the right
elevators. The commander, who was the handling
pilot, was able to maintain a reduced rate of climb using almost
full aft
control column until, a few seconds later, when the
flying controls again responded correctly and a normal rate of
climb was

resumed. The flight to and onwards from Bangkok
was continued without further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power
Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to
the internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo
valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full down travel of the right elevators.
ii) A change to the hydraulic pipework associated with the right
inboard
elevator Power Control Unit was implemented on the
Boeing 747-400 series aircraft without appreciation of the impact
that this
could have on the performance of the unit and
consequently on the performance of the aircraft elevator system,
in that it
could exploit the vulnerability of the servo valve
identified in (i) above.
For the 767:
NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of AIR CANADA
Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY, MO
Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP
Injuries: 101 Uninjured.
THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING AT FL 370.
THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING CHANGES BY
USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO DIVERT TO

KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD BEEN
EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE THE
FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS.
Probable Cause
A FROZEN AILERON CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD
BECOME WORN, CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER,
AND THE MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE/INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE
BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 940102004189C
Local Date: 01/02/1994
Local Time: 15:13

City: NEWARKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
State: NJ
Airport Name: NEWARK
INTLÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airport Id: EWR
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE
Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-222ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airframe Hours: 41003
Operator Code: UALA
Operator: UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA
Owner Name: UNITED AIR LINES INCÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Narrative
HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO
NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number: 602UA
Total Aboard: 146
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Model:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ

Engine Group:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Wind Speed (mph):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Visibility (mi):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Visibility Restrictions:ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type: INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM- FRONT
COURSE
Pilt-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating: AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 14150
Total in Make/Model: 148
Total Last 90 Days: 148
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 960625022959C
Local Date: 06/25/1996
Local Time: 19:15
City: NEW YORKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
State: NY
Airport Name: JOHN F KENNEDY

INTLÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airport Id: JFK
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: MINOR
Phase of Flight: CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING
B-767-332ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airframe Hours: 5975
Operator Code: DALA
Operator: DELTA AIR LINES INC - DALA
Owner Name: DELTA AIR LINES INCÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Narrative
LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND
UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.
AILERON CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN
WIRE.ÊÊÊ
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS
Type of Operation: AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number: 185DN
Total Aboard: 224
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make: PWAÊÊ
Engine Model: PW4060ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Group: 4060Ê
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type: TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg): 33
Wind Speed (mph): 18
Visibility (mi): 10
Visibility Restrictions:ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating: AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification: QUALIFIED
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 15000
Total in Make/Model: 858
Total Last 90 Days: 203
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203
NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System.
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND
N.V. (D.B.A. MARTINAIR)
Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH
Injuries: 202 Uninjured.
The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,
en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, & landing (lndg) was made
with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust reversers inop, ground
(gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid. During lndg roll, 4 main
tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to heat/fuse plugs; small main

lndg gear fire erupted, but was extinguished. Flt crew were
unaware that thrust reversers & gnd spoilers were inop. They
noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with the workload of responding
to the multiple electrical and system failures, did not respond to
it. Investigation (inv) revealed systems on several elec buses
failed or became intermittently inop, but other systems on same
buses remained operative. Detailed gnd & flt tests were made,
but anomalies could not be duplicated. Inv revealed negative
cable for main battery was not positively secured due to stripped
jam nut, & main battery shunt was not built up IAW Boeing
specs. Boeing indicated loose battery shunt could cause
interruption to gnd. Similar events were reported with 2 other
acft of same operator, but query of Boeing data base did not find
similar events. Boeing 767-300ER of another operator, same
configuration, did not have similar events.
Probable Cause
Numerous electrical anomalies as a result of a loose main battery
shunt connection and undetermined electrical system causes.
NYC96IA116
HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.
The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a relief
captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).
Prior to departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the

airplane clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight.
En route, the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies
where various warning lights would illuminate, and then
extinguish. These occurrences were also accompanied by
uncommanded auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero
fuel weight, as displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of
the flight management system (FMS), and the blanking of
transponder codes.
The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.
During the initial descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown
manually due to autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P
disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member

decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the
seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.
During the last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew
Alerting System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory
messages which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on
request of the captain.
Although no identification could be received from the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI seemed valid.
On final approach to Boston, numerous warning lights
illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights illuminated.
After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes were not
available. Manual braking was anticipated since the autobrake
selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by the captain
while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1. Just after
touch-down the captain initially used full manual braking. The
cabin crew's observations were as if they were riding on gravel
(pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire failures just after
turning off the runway. The last high speed turn off to the left
was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the airplane was
brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no effect from the
manually selected ground spoilers. In the meantime all main
landing gear tires were blown or deflated and the airplane was
brought to a stop without fully vacating the runway.
A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting personnel.
Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the passengers
disembarked using mobile stairs.
The incident terminated during the hours of daylight at 42
degrees, 21 minutes North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes

West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
The flight was conducted using an augmented flight crew, which
consisted of two captain rated pilots, and a first officer. All
personnel held the appropriate pilot and medical certificates as
issued by the government of The Netherlands. Following is a
summary of crew flight experience:
Captain
The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738 hours in
the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-in-command in the
Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the preceding 90 days,
including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.
Relief Captain (F/O 1)
The relief captain had a total time of 4,000 hours, with 1,590
hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the Boeing 767.
First Officer (F/O 2)
The first officer had a total time of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in
the Boeing 767. He had flown 150 hours in the preceding 90
days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
The airplane was a Boeing 767- 31AER. The airplane was
delivered new to Martinair in February 1990, in Martinair's
specified configuration. The Boeing production line number was
194. It was maintained utilizing a maintenance program
furnished by Boeing, and approved by the Directorate of Civil
Aviation, The Netherlands. The last inspection was conducted on
May 21, 1996, and the airplane had operated 98 hours since the
inspection. The total time for the airframe at the time of landing
at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION
The landing was accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005
feet long, 150 feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The

airplane turned off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about
1,800 feet of runway remaining.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
After the airplane stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated
for over 30 minutes. The cockpit voice recorder was not retained.
The digital flight data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward
to the NTSB Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout.
According to the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:
"1. The...[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately
7:21:19 in duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition
of the...[air/ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air',
occurred at 1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or
3:53:42 Elapsed Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated
by a spike in vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45
Elapsed Time., The UTC time of touchdown could not be
determined, as the final loss of UTC data occurred at
approximately 1813:32 UTC or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7
minutes prior to touchdown)..."
"3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC, or 4:13:35
Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate times
during the flight..."
"4. The first change of the Master Warning discrete from 'No
Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time,
while the aircraft was at an altitude of about 33,000 feet and a
latitude/longitude position of about 50.52 degrees North and
22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed in the Master Warning
discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and 9:20:00 Elapsed time."
"5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR heading data was lost
for the remainder of the incident flight. FDR pitch information
were also lost for most of the remainder of the flight."
"6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several parameters were lost
to the FDR until after the incident flight landing. The following

parameters were noted to be lost:
Roll Attitude
Pitch Attitude
UTC Hours
UTC Minutes
UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed
Speedbrake Handle Position"
"7. Also at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground]
discrete changed stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air
Driven Pump discrete changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the
HF/L/R Keying discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to
'Keyed'. These discretes remained recorded in these states until
after aircraft touchdown. Several additional discretes changed
state at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed
state after touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."
The Addendum to the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report
stated:
"...The anti-skid fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to
'Fault' state at about 1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data
remained then the 'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and
rollout, when the recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...."
"According to the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference
voltage is removed from the FDR during normal flight recording
operation, subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/
Ground discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."
TESTS AND RESEARCH
The airplane was examined at Boston, from May 29, through
June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due to melted
fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated due to the
casings being worn through. A detailed examination of the
airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures that
were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the

electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.
The investigation revealed that the negative cable for the main
battery was not positively secured to the main battery shunt as a
result of stripped threads found in the jam nut area on the stud.
Additionally, the main battery shunt was not built up in
accordance with Boeing specifications. An examination of other
Boeing 767s in the Martinair fleet, and on the production line at
Boeing revealed similar buildup problems with the battery shunt.
Boeing personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may
cause interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.
While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static wicks
were found to have higher resistance than specified.
On June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).
At Everett, the airplane was subjected to testing equal to or
greater than new airplane delivery standards. The wiring system
was examined in detail for any anomaly that could have
contributed to the problem. An electro magnetic interference
(EMI) test was conducted throughout the cockpit and cabin with
negative results. Additionally, several components were
identified as possible contributors to the event and were removed
for separate testing. None of the testing was able to duplicate the
events reported by the flight crew.
Further testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the
airplane could still dissipate static charges within design
specification.
On June 10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight
profile included new airplane delivery standards, and additional

testing to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The
test flight was completed without incident.
Following the test flight, as the airplane was prepared for
departure to The Netherlands, the right engine integrated drive
generator (IDG) failed to come on line. The flight was dispatched
with the inoperative IDG, per the airplane minimum equipment
list (MEL). The IDG was changed after the airplane arrived in
Amsterdam.
The IDG was forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination.
According to their report:
"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins was lower
than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of corrosion
on the base material of these pins was observed. This conditions
could result in an intermittent signal condition from the IDG
input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the IDG from
the AC bus."
ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew
The Martinair quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data
for landing with engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic
failures, anti-skid inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed
brakes inoperative, and leading edge and trailing edge slat and
flap configuration variations.
Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed landing
distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet).
During interviews the flight crew acknowledged that they were
aware of the ANTI SKID advisory message on the EICAS, but
due to high cockpit work load, they did not compute their

landing distance with the anti-skid inoperative.
Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust Reversers to Be
Operative
The flight crew reported that upon touchdown, the spoilers did
not automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers were
inoperative.
The investigation revealed one common system for the spoilers
to automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers to be operative,
both air/ground systems must be in the ground mode.
According to Boeing, in the flight mode, there are 5 spoilers per
wing, with a maximum extension angle of 45 degrees. In the
ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing, with a maximum
extension angle of 60 degrees.
Once deployed manually in the air mode, a transition to the
ground mode would automatically increase the maximum spoiler
angle, and number of spoilers deployed.
In the air mode, the thrust reversers were inoperative.
According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle at
touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown.
Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift from flight
idle to ground idle all required the ground mode signal.
According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode signal
was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to touchdown,
and remained in the ground mode throughout the landing roll.
The investigation was unable to determine if the ground mode
signal was received by the engines, ground spoilers, and thrust
reverser systems after touchdown.
National Solar Observatory
A check with the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak,
Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to explain the events
of May 28, 1996.
Boeing Report

Boeing submitted an event summary based upon the detail
summary received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing
report stated:
"Most of the reported events from the flight which diverted to
Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to degraded power
on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses. Extensive
testing and analysis has been unable to explain the degraded dc
bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."
Additionally, the investigative team noted that while particular
items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed, and other
items on the same bus remained powered. The investigation was
unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative components on a
bus.
Related Events
The investigation disclosed that similar events had occurred with
two other airplanes in the Martinair 767 fleet. The affected
airplanes were PH-MCG, line number 279, delivered new to
Martinair on September, 1989, and PH-MCL, line number 415,
delivered new to Martinair on February, 1992. According to data
received from Boeing, events with elements of a similar nature
occurred on the following dates in the aircraft listed, with the
May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH being the most extensive.
February 16, 1996
PH-MCG
March 24, 1996
PH-MCH
May 13, 1996
PH-MCL
May 14, 1996
PH-MCG

May 28, 1996
PH-MCH
Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996
PH-MCH
A check of modifications completed, engineering changes, and
Boeing Service Bulletins and Service Letters was conducted. The
only commonality between the three airplanes was a
modification to the forward flight attendant jump seat in
compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination of the
airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.
At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search
for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search
found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL.
Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was delivered to another
customer in the Martinair configuration. A check with that
customer found no history of events similar to the May 28, 1996
event.
As part of an agreement to return the airplane to line service, a
portable airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed
in the airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have
been generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred
Following is a summary of the events as reported by the flight
crew that occurred during the flight.
- During preflight inspection both the captains and first officer
clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, &
R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then extinguished occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated
and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00 several times,

EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW
changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the
original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was

engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR
VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position

averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted
on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing

gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator.
Additional Persons
Additional Persons not listed on page 5 of Factual Report
John DeLisi
NTSB Aviation Engineering - Systems
Tom Jacky
NTSB Vehicle Performance - Flight Data Recorder
Tamis Kwikkers
Directorate General of Civil Aviation - The
Netherlands
Arthur Ricca
FAA - Airworthiness - Boston, MA
The airplane was released to Martinair on June 12, 1996.
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source: FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number: 930410011849C
Local Date: 04/10/1993
Local Time: 12:15
City: KANSAS CITY
State: MO
Airport Name: KANSAS CITY INTL
Airport Id: MCI
Event Type: INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision: NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage: NONE
Phase of Flight: FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model: BOEING B-767-200
Airframe Hours: 0
Operator Code: ARNF

Operator:
Owner Name: AIR CANADA
Narrative
LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED
SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE LUBED CENTERING
MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type: SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type: PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation: FOREIGN AIR CARRIER
Registration Number: CGAUP
Total Aboard: 99
Fatalities: 0
Injuries: 0
Landing Gear: RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class: OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines: 2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition: DAY
Flight Plan Filed: INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command

Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT
Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours: 0
Total in Make/Model: 0
Total Last 90 Days: 0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B, G-BDXH
No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4 turbofan
engines
Year of Manufacture: 1979
Date & Time (UTC): 9 August 1996
Location: London Airport - Gatwick
Type of Flight: Scheduled Passenger
Persons on Board: Crew - N/K - Passengers - N/K
Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil
Nature of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body
fractured, control linkage broken
Commander's Licence: Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Commander's Age: N/A
Commander's Flying Experience: N/A
Information Source: AAIB Field Investigation
Ê
Ê
Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the runway for take
off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for full-and-free
movement of the controls. During their rudder movement check,
the lower section of the rudder jammed at a deflection of 14¡ to
the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No 2 hydraulic system
fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was returned to the

terminal gate where initial inspection revealed damage to the
lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its input linkage.
The aircraft was taken out of service.
The PCU was removed and inspection showed that the casing
had cracked circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack
had extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing.
This had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the
power cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move
outwards along the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram
was retracted as far as it was possible with the displaced locking
ring and end seal block. The end of the input feedback lever,
which attached to the power ram eye end fitting, had broken
open. The PCU had been fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and
had accumulated approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights.
Metallurgical examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had
originated in the runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut
(see Figures 2a & b) and propagated to a critical length over
3,000 cycles, with evidence of four overload events having
occurred within the propagation period. There were no
deficiencies in the material specification and no defects were
found in the casing which would have contributed to the
initiation of the failure. The damage to the end of the input
feedback lever had been caused by the actuator ram end
retracting into the displaced locking ring and end block. The loss
of the hydraulic system fluid was also a result of the
displacement of the seal block.
There had been two previously recorded cracks in this area of
this type of PCU and a fourth occurred shortly after this event.
The first event, in 1976, involved an aircraft which had flown
22,000Êhours/6,200Êflight cycles, the second in 1992 on an
aircraft which had flown 60,000 hours/15,000 cycles and the
most recent in an aircraft which had flown 30,000 cycles, mainly
in shorthaul operations.

The first of the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an
upper rudder PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss
of one hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full
right deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised.
The second and fourth failures of this area of the PCU casing
both initiated in the thread undercut zone and were similar to the
failure on 'XH', but without any overload events.
The original design of the PCU was for an aircraft life of 60,000
flight hours/18,000 flight cycles. Endurance testing with an
accepted load spectrum was successfully performed on a single
PCU and accepted for Type Certification. The overall design
philosophy of the rudder system to meet the requirements of
FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the rudder being made up of two,
independently actuated, control surfaces either of which could
malfunction within the limits of its actuator's power and
authority, in any phase of flight, without loss of adequate rudder
control.
The design of the PCU incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the
last 12% of its stroke (see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting
the hydraulic fluid return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce
the actuator ram speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the
pressure developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the
higher the ram speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It
was considered most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for

initiating the fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut
zones had been generated by high snubbing pressures. It was
recognised that the situation in which high ram speeds were most
likely to be achieved near the limit of travel was during the pretake-off rudder control check when, in the absence of flight
loads, there was no appreciable damping of rudder movement.
As a result of the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had
issued an Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the
Maintenance Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight
controls checks should be performed slowly and smoothly (not
less than 8 seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high
snubbing loads. Examination of the Flight Recorder data from
'XH' showed that there had been two full travel checks of the
rudder during taxy, the first of which was performed in 3.5
seconds and the second in 7.5 seconds. Whilst these last
applications of rudder had induced the final failure of the PCU,
the crack had then existed for some 3,000 cycles.
As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator instigated a
special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were revealed by
these checks. The operator also issued a notice to flight crews,
later incorporated into the Flying Manual, reminding crews of
the requirement to perform the rudder travel check slowly and
smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder application rates at
high angles of travel was also introduced and the results of this
showed that about 70% of such events occurred during the preflight control checks.
NTSB Identification: NYC87IA202 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 35525A
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of DELTA AIRLINESÊ
Incident occurred JUL-12-87 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: BOEING 767-232, registration: N106DA
Injuries: 159 Uninjured.
DELTA FLT 752, A BOEING 767, WAS NR THE OUTER

MARKER (OM) ON AN ILS RWY 22L APCH WHEN THE
FLT CONTROL SYS SENSED AN UNCOMMANDED GOARND. THE ACFT DRIFTED RGT OF THE LOCALIZER
FOR OVR 1 MIN. AT ABT 1000' AGL, RWY 22R WAS
SIGHTED TO THE LEFT & A NORMAL LANDING WAS
MADE ON THAT RWY. RWY 22R WAS OFFSET 1500' TO
THE RGT OF RWY 22L. A BOEING 727, WHICH PRECEDED
THE INCIDENT ACFT, WAS CLEARED TO CROSS THE
RGT RWY. THE CONTROLLER FAILED TO OBSERVE THE
PROGRESS OF THE BOEING 767 AFTER IT PASSED THE
OM. THE BOEING 727 CREW SAW THE BOEING 767
LANDING LIGHTS AS THE ACFT APCHD RWY 22R &
NOTIFIED THE TOWER IT WOULD HOLD SHORT OF THE
RWY. THE DELTA CAPTAIN HAD A REPUTATION FOR
DOMINANT BEHAVIOR WHICH TENDED TO SUPPRESS
OTHERS IN THE COCKPIT. THE AIRLINE OPS MANUAL
GAVE MINIMAL DIRECTION CONCERNING MISSED
APPROACHES. THE UNCOMMANDED GO-AROUND
MALFUNCTION WAS TRACED TO A FAULTY WIRING
HARNESS IN THE THROTTLE QUADRANT.
For the 747:
Ê
Ê Air Safety Occurrence Report 199701423
Ê Occurrence Type: Incident
Ê Location: 5 km N Sydney, Aerodrome
Ê State: New South Wales
Ê Date: Friday, 02 May 1997
Ê Time/Zone: 1045 hours EST
Ê Investigation Category 3
Ê Highest Injury Level: None
ÊÊÊ
Ê Aircraft Manufacturer: Boeing Co
Ê Aircraft Model: 747-300

Ê Aircraft Registration: N124KK
Ê Serial Number: 23244
Ê Type of Operation: Air Transport , High Capacity, International
Ê Damage to Aircraft: Nil
Ê Departure Point: Sydney, NSW
Ê Departure Time: 1045 EST
Ê Destination: Seoul, ROK
Ê Crew Details: Ê
ÊÊRole
ÊPilot-In-CommandClass of Licence Hours on Type Hours Total
ATPL 1500.0 20000Ê Ê Ê
Ê Contents
FACTUAL INFORMATION
ANALYSIS
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
SAFETY ACTION
Local safety action Ê
Ê FACTUAL INFORMATION
The aircraft was being operated as a scheduled passenger service
from Sydney to Seoul, with the co-pilot as the handling pilot.
The crew reported that the pre-departure flight control checks
were normal. Shortly after becoming airborne from runway 34L,
the co-pilot advised the pilot in command (PIC) that his control
wheel had become jammed when attempting to make right wing
down aileron inputs. The PIC took control of the aircraft and
confirmed that his control wheel also had become jammed. He
retained control of the aircraft and the co-pilot advised Air
Traffic Services (ATS) that the aircraft was unable to turn to the
right. He requested left turns and radar vectors to the south for
fuel dumping prior to returning to land. ATS initiated a distress
phase. The crew actioned the emergency/abnormal checklist for
jammed or restricted flight controls, which includes the statement
"use maximum force, including a combined effort by both pilots,

if required", but they reported that their attempts made no change
to the system. After fuel dumping was completed, the aircraft
was vectored, using left turns only, to the runway 34L localiser
and configured for the landing. At about 400 ft on final approach,
the aileron controls became free and an uneventful landing was
carried out.
Inspection by ground engineers determined that a plastic cable
guard in the left aileron control cable system had broken. Pieces
of shattered plastic were found in the vicinity of the left lower
cable pulley system in the vertical cable run behind the cabin
sidewall, forward of door 1L. The debris and all the remaining
guards were removed from both left and right side vertical cable
runs. The lateral control system, including the load limiter
system, could not be faulted during full system testing. As there
were no replacement cable guards available, the aircraft was
approved to return to service with the guards removed.
The lateral controls on the aircraft consist of hydraulically
powered inboard and outboard ailerons and flight spoilers on
each wing. The controls are connected to the cockpit control
wheels by cables, for pilot input. The cable runs are duplicated
on each side of the aircraft. The left and right cable runs
terminate at quadrants at the bases of the left and right control
columns respectively. The control columns are interconnected by
a cable loop connected to separate quadrants at the bases of the
columns. The right quadrant includes a load limiter which
consists of a detent and spring loaded cam assembly. The load
limiter is designed to "break away" under applied force by the
crew to enable one control wheel to provide lateral control input
should the other side jam for any reason. Roll control is then
available, but considerable force is required to overcome the
detent cam in the load limiter. Other Boeing aircraft types utilise
similar systems.
The aircraft manufacturer issued a Service Letter, 747-

SL-27-134, in December 1993, advising that broken cable guards
could result in high control wheel forces and suggesting that
operators should replace the guards with improved parts when
replacement is required. The guards on the right control system
on the incident aircraft showed evidence of deterioration, as one
guard had been previously repaired with adhesive tape.
The aircraft was leased from an overseas operator. Under the
terms of the lease agreement, all major maintenance was
conducted by the lessor. The last major maintenance inspection
was completed on 25 August 1995. At the time of the incident the
aircraft total time in service time was 50,400 hours.
The crew remained at the aircraft whilst the defect was rectified.
Both crewmembers remarked that they were surprised at the
force required to overcome the load limiter when the system was
tested. Though they were aware of the load limiting system from
ground training instruction, they had never been physically
exposed to the forces required to operate the system.
ANALYSIS
The deteriorated condition of the plastic cable guards, and the
use of tape to effect a "repair", suggests that the manufacturer's
advice regarding replacement of the guards had not been heeded
during major maintenance inspections.
It is likely that, when the plastic cable guard failed, a piece or
pieces of plastic lodged in the left side cable run aileron control
pulley, restricting the cable movement in one direction. The
debris probably dislodged when the aircraft was at about 400 ft
on final approach.
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS
1. The aircraft maintenance organisation had not replaced
deteriorated parts with improved parts as suggested by the
aircraft manufacturer.
2. A cable guard had deteriorated to the extent that it failed and
resulted in high control forces in the lateral control system.

3. The operating crew were not aware of the high control inputs
required to overcome the load limiter in the lateral control
system.
SAFETY ACTION
As a result of the investigation, the Bureau of Air Safety
Investigation issued recommendation R970128, to Qantas and
Ansett on 29 September 1997. The recommendation stated:
"The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation recommends that
Australian operators of aircraft manufactured by the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company:
1. develop a simulator training procedure to ensure that aircrew
are familiar with the procedures to be used in the event of lateral
control jamming; and
2. ensure that aircrew are aware of the control wheel forces
required when the override mechanism is being operated in the
event of jammed lateral controls".
A similar recommendation (R970145) was issued to the Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company on 29 September 1997.
The following response was received from Qantas on 26
November 1997:
"I refer to your letter reference B97/099 which detailed a
recommendation that a simulator training procedure be
developed to ensure that all aircrew are aware of the procedure to
be used, and control forces required, in the event of aileron
control jamming.
Qantas simulators (with the exception of the B767-200
simulator) are equipped to simulate aileron control jamming and
the control wheel forces required to override and regain control.
This scenario will be made a subject, both for discussion and
demonstration, in the first available recurrent training simulator
session. This will apply to the Boeing 747-400, 747-200/300,
767, 737 and Airbus A300 fleets".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED.

The following response was received from Ansett on 24 June
1998:
"I refer to the above recommendation, which resulted from an
incident involving a Boeing 747 aircraft at Sydney on 2 May
1997, and provide the following response to that
recommendation.
The company conducts ground training for technical crews that
includes instruction on aileron control jamming procedures.
Additionally, simulator training is presently conducted for
Boeing 737 aircraft and will be conducted in the Boeing 767
simulator when that simulator is upgraded to allow such training.
For the Boeing 747, training is conducted in the aircraft, whilst
on the ground, during type endorsement".
Response classification: CLOSED - ACCEPTED.
The following response was received from the Boeing
Commercial Aeroplane Company on 13 February 1998:
"We have not yet committed any changes in our simulator
training procedures or manuals. We are reviewing the reported
event and looking at possible training and manual changes which
would be implemented for all applicable Boeing models, not just
747.
However, additional time is necessary for this review before we
can come to any conclusion. I anticipate that this review may
take three more months. We plan to keep your office advised of
the progress of our review".
A further response was received on 27 May 1998, and stated:
"Earlier this month I reviewed proposed changes to our
operational documentation concerning flight control jams accross
all our various model airplanes. This has been a slow process
trying to get agreement on. I anticipate that we will have some
changes to be released in a couple of months. These changes
would affect the Flight Manual, the Flight Crew Training
Manual, the Operations Manual and the QRH".

Response classification: OPEN.
Local safety action
Boeing have also advised that Service Letter 747-SL-27-134,
which addresses the need to replace deteriorated cable guards, is
to be upgraded to service bulletin status in the near future to add
more emphasis to this discrepancy.
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barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 18, 1999 7:35:39 AM PST
To: Tim Clark <timothyclark@compuserve.com>
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html

http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 18, 1999 7:35:29 AM PST
To: TimDobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html

http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 18, 1999 7:35:03 AM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html

http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 18, 1999 7:34:54 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html

http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 18, 1999 7:34:43 AM PST
To: KRoome <katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com>
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html

http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 18, 1999 7:33:12 AM PST
To: bhogan@publicintegrity.org
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html

http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 18, 1999 7:33:01 AM PST
To: baco-new@seatimes.com
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html

http://www.corazon.com/EgyptAir990767.html
From: "Coulthart, Ross" <rcoulthart@ninenet.com.au>

Date: November 17, 1999 2:34:44 PM PST
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Echelon

Mate,
Tell me more about your brush with Echelon...sounds
fascinating.
R

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 17, 1999 7:35:41 AM PST
To: TimDobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: 767 control problem history matches EgyptAir

Dear Tim, 17 Nov 99
Summary of 767 control probs.
It's happened before. Saying the autopilot disconnect was
intentional and proof of suicide is wrong.
Uncommanded down single elevator and autopilot disconnect is
a viable hypothesis for EgyptAir based on historical events on
Boeing airliners.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

NTSB Identification: CHI93IA152 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 52842A
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of AIR CANADA
Incident occurred APR-10-93 at KANSAS CITY, MO
Aircraft: BOEING 767-233, registration: CGAUP
Injuries: 101 Uninjured.
THE FLIGHT CREW NOTED A LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL (FELT FROZEN), WHILE CRUISING AT FL 370.
THEY WERE ABLE TO MAKE HEADING CHANGES BY
USING THE RUDDER & ELECTED TO DIVERT TO
KANSAS CITY (MCI). THE AIRPLANE HAD BEEN
EXPOSED TO RAIN & STANDING WATER BEFORE THE
FLIGHT. THE CREW FELT THE LOSS OF AILERON
CONTROL MAY HAVE BEEN DUE TO FROZEN WATER IN
THE CONTROL SYSTEM. DURING DESCENT TO MCI,
ABOVE FREEZING AIR TEMPERATURES WERE
ENCOUNTERED, & CONTROL OF THE AILERONS
GRADUALLY RETURNED UNTIL FULL CONTROL WAS
REGAINED. AN UNEVENTFUL LANDING WAS MADE AT
MCI. INVESTIGATION REVEALED WORN AILERON
CONTROL BEARINGS IN THE LATERAL CONTROL
ACTUATOR SYSTEM. THE WORN BEARINGS WERE
TESTED BY SOAKING IN WATER & FREEZING. WATER
PENETRATED A BEARING HOUSING & FROZE INSIDE
THE BEARING RACE, DISABLING THE BEARING.
SUBSEQUENT DISASSEMBLY OF THE BEARING
DISCLOSED CORRODED & WORN BALL BEARINGS.
BOEING SERVICE LETTER (767-S-27-094) & SEVICE
BULLETIN 767-27-0128 WERE ISSUED TO ADDRESS
INSPECTION/REPLACEMENT CRITERIA OF THE
BEARINGS.

Probable Cause
A FROZEN AILERON CONTROL BEARING AFTER IT HAD
BECOME WORN, CORRODED AND EXPOSED TO WATER,
AND THE MANUFACTURER'S INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE/INSPECTION REQUIRMENT OF THE
BEARING(S).
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
[Return to Search Screen]

General Information

Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number:
940102004189C
Local Date:
01/02/1994
Local Time:
15:13
City:
NEWARKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
ÊÊÊ
State:
NJ
Airport Name:
NEWARK
INTLÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airport Id:
EWR
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information

Aircraft Damage:

NONE

Phase of Flight:
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-767-222ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airframe Hours:
41003
Operator Code:
UALA
Operator:
UNITED AIR LINES INC - UALA
Owner Name:
UNITED AIR LINES
INCÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Narrative

HIGH CONTROL WHEEL FORCES EXPERIENCED
INFLILGHT. DIVERTED TO
NEWARK.FLIGHT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS REMOVED
Detail

Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
602UA
Total Aboard:
146
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Model:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Engine Group:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ

Number of Engines:
2
Engine Type:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Wind Speed (mph):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Visibility (mi):ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Visibility Restrictions:ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
INSTRUMENT LANDING
SYSTEM- FRONT COURSE
Pilot-in-Command

Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTIQUALIFIED

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
14150
Total in Make/Model:
148
Total Last 90 Days:
148
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 148
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT

General Information

Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
Report Number:
960625022959C
Local Date:
06/25/1996
Local Time:
19:15
City:
NEW
YORKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
State:
NY
Airport Name:
JOHN F KENNEDY
INTLÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airport Id:
JFK
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-767-332ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Airframe Hours:
5975
Operator Code:
DALA
Operator:
DELTA AIR LINES INC - DALA
Owner Name:
DELTA AIR LINES
INCÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Narrative

LOST RIGHT ENGINE GENERATOR AND

UNCOMMANDED RIGHT ROLL. RETURNED.
AILERON CABLE SEVERED. CHAFFED THRU GEN
WIRE.ÊÊÊ
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
185DN
Total Aboard:
224
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS
PWAÊÊ
PW4060ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
4060Ê
2
TURBOFAN/TURBOJET BYPASS

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
33
Wind Speed (mph):
18
Visibility (mi):
10
Visibility Restrictions:ÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE MULTI-ENGINE LAND
QUALIFIED

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
15000
Total in Make/Model:
858
Total Last 90 Days:
203
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 203

NTSB Identification: NYC96IA116. The docket is stored in the
(offline) NTSB Imaging System.
Scheduled 14 CFR 129 operation of MARTINAIR HOLLAND
N.V. (D.B.A. MARTINAIR)
Incident occurred MAY-28-96 at BOSTON, MA
Aircraft: Boeing 767-31AER, registration: PHMCH
Injuries: 202 Uninjured.
The Boeing 767-300ER had multiple electronic (elec) anomolies,
en route, including illuminated warning lights, erroneous display
indications, uncommanded autopilot disconnects, & failure of
flight (flt) instruments. Flt diverted, & landing (lndg) was made
with zero flaps & slats extended, thrust reversers inop, ground
(gnd) spoilers inop & partial anti-skid. During lndg roll, 4 main
tires failed; & 4 tires deflated due to heat/fuse plugs; small main
lndg gear fire erupted, but was extinguished. Flt crew were
unaware that thrust reversers & gnd spoilers were inop. They
noted ANTI-SKID advisory, but with the workload of responding
to the multiple electrical and system failures, did not respond to

it. Investigation (inv) revealed systems on several elec buses
failed or became intermittently inop, but other systems on same
buses remained operative. Detailed gnd & flt tests were made,
but anomalies could not be duplicated. Inv revealed negative
cable for main battery was not positively secured due to stripped
jam nut, & main battery shunt was not built up IAW Boeing
specs. Boeing indicated loose battery shunt could cause
interruption to gnd. Similar events were reported with 2 other
acft of same operator, but query of Boeing data base did not find
similar events. Boeing 767-300ER of another operator, same
configuration, did not have similar events.
Probable Cause
Numerous electrical anomalies as a result of a loose main battery
shunt connection and undetermined electrical system causes.
NYC96IA116
HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On May 28, 1996, at 1421 eastern daylight time, a Boeing
767-31AER, with Dutch registry PH-MCH, and operated by
Martinair Holland as flight 631, received minor damage during
an unscheduled landing at Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts.
There were no injuries to the 3 pilots, 8 flight attendants, or 191
passengers, and visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
flight had departed Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, at 0649, destined for Orlando, Florida (MCO), and
was operated on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan under
14 CFR 129.
The flight was initiated with three pilots; a captain, a relief
captain (F/O 1), and a first officer (F/O 2).
Prior to departure, the flight crew noted anomalies with the
airplane clocks. Once corrected, they proceeded with the flight.
En route, the airplane experienced numerous electrical anomalies
where various warning lights would illuminate, and then
extinguish. These occurrences were also accompanied by

uncommanded auto-pilot disconnects, changes in airplane zero
fuel weight, as displayed on the control display unit (CDU) of
the flight management system (FMS), and the blanking of
transponder codes.
The flight crew, in radio contact with their dispatch center,
discussed the situation and agreed that they could continue with
the flight. The Boeing Aircraft Company through the Martinair
dispatch center supplied technical assistance. A check of the
passenger cabin revealed that numerous personal electronic
devices (PEDs) were in use. They were requested to be turned
off. At one time while over the North Atlantic, there was a period
of time when no anomalies occurred. Nearing the North
American continent, and with additional anomalies occurring, the
flight crew initially planned to divert to Newark, New Jersey. As
the electrical anomalies continued, additional systems were
affected, and a decision was made to divert to Boston,
Massachusetts. Following the decision to divert, there were
failures of the co-pilots electronic attitude director indictors
(EADI), and electronic horizontal situation indicators (EHSI).
Navigation was lost to the captain's EHSI.
During the initial descent into Boston, the aircraft was flown
manually due to autothrottle disengagement and multiple A/P
disengagements.
When the airplane was configured with flaps 1 (slat extension, no
trailing edge flaps), the two needles on a cockpit gauge which
represented the respective wing slat positions disagreed. The
flight crew checked the runway required for landing with zero
flaps, and the runway available at Boston. With sufficient runway
available, the captain in concert with the other crew member
decided to make no more configuration changes, resulting in a
leading edge slat only approach speed of 162 kts, Flap problems
had been expected by the crew based on the previous events. The
slats were visually inspected to be extended. In the cabin the

seatbelts signs switched on and off uncommanded.
During the last portion of flight, the Engine Indicating and Crew
Alerting System (EICAS) was filled with caution and advisory
messages which were read by F/O 2 from the observers seat on
request of the captain.
Although no identification could be received from the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), the indication on the left Attitude
Director Indicator (ADI) and on the standby ADI seemed valid.
On final approach to Boston, numerous warning lights
illuminated, extinguished, and other warning lights illuminated.
After touch down reverse thrust and autospeedbrakes were not
available. Manual braking was anticipated since the autobrake
selector did not latch. Braking was done manually by the captain
while the wing spoilers were extended by the F/O 1. Just after
touch-down the captain initially used full manual braking. The
cabin crew's observations were as if they were riding on gravel
(pebbles), and the cockpit crew suspected tire failures just after
turning off the runway. The last high speed turn off to the left
was taken to vacate runway 4R, on which the airplane was
brought to a stop. The pilots reported to feel no effect from the
manually selected ground spoilers. In the meantime all main
landing gear tires were blown or deflated and the airplane was
brought to a stop without fully vacating the runway.
A small wheel brake fire developed after landing and was
immediately extinguished by the airport fire fighting personnel.
Approximately 25 minutes after landing, the passengers
disembarked using mobile stairs.
The incident terminated during the hours of daylight at 42
degrees, 21 minutes North latitude and 71 degrees, 00 minutes
West longitude.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
The flight was conducted using an augmented flight crew, which
consisted of two captain rated pilots, and a first officer. All

personnel held the appropriate pilot and medical certificates as
issued by the government of The Netherlands. Following is a
summary of crew flight experience:
Captain
The captain had a total time of 6,600 hours, with 3,738 hours in
the Boeing 767, including 607 hours as pilot-in-command in the
Boeing 767. He had flown 199 hours in the preceding 90 days,
including 188 hours in the Boeing 767.
Relief Captain (F/O 1)
The relief captain had a total time of 4,000 hours, with 1,590
hours in the Boeing 767. He had flown 195 hours in the
preceding 90 days, including 190 hours in the Boeing 767.
First Officer (F/O 2)
The first officer had a total time of 5,180 hours, with 388 hours in
the Boeing 767. He had flown 150 hours in the preceding 90
days, all in the Boeing 767.
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
The airplane was a Boeing 767- 31AER. The airplane was
delivered new to Martinair in February 1990, in Martinair's
specified configuration. The Boeing production line number was
194. It was maintained utilizing a maintenance program
furnished by Boeing, and approved by the Directorate of Civil
Aviation, The Netherlands. The last inspection was conducted on
May 21, 1996, and the airplane had operated 98 hours since the
inspection. The total time for the airframe at the time of landing
at Boston was 30,802 hours.
AERODROME INFORMATION
The landing was accomplished on runway 4R which was 10,005
feet long, 150 feet wide, and had a grooved asphalt surface. The
airplane turned off the runway at taxiway ROMEO, with about
1,800 feet of runway remaining.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
After the airplane stopped, the cockpit voice recorder operated

for over 30 minutes. The cockpit voice recorder was not retained.
The digital flight data recorder (DFDR) was retained and forward
to the NTSB Laboratory in Washington DC, for readout.
According to the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) Specialist's report:
"1. The...[incident] flight, as transcribed was approximately
7:21:19 in duration from liftoff until touchdown. The transition
of the...[air/ground] discrete parameter from 'Ground' to 'Air',
occurred at 1050:10 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), or
3:53:42 Elapsed Time, and the aircraft touchdown, as indicated
by a spike in vertical acceleration data, occurred at 11:25:45
Elapsed Time., The UTC time of touchdown could not be
determined, as the final loss of UTC data occurred at
approximately 1813:32 UTC or 11:18:25 Elapsed Time ( about 7
minutes prior to touchdown)..."
"3. The first loss of the airplane's Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) occurred at approximately 1110:13 UTC, or 4:13:35
Elapsed Time. UTC time was lost at least ten separate times
during the flight..."
"4. The first change of the Master Warning discrete from 'No
Warning' to 'Warning' occurred at about 6:06:00 Elapsed Time,
while the aircraft was at an altitude of about 33,000 feet and a
latitude/longitude position of about 50.52 degrees North and
22.50 degrees West. Repeated changed in the Master Warning
discrete were noted between 7:40:00 and 9:20:00 Elapsed time."
"5. At about 10:45:00 Elapsed time, FDR heading data was lost
for the remainder of the incident flight. FDR pitch information
were also lost for most of the remainder of the flight."
"6. At about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, several parameters were lost
to the FDR until after the incident flight landing. The following
parameters were noted to be lost:
Roll Attitude
Pitch Attitude
UTC Hours

UTC Minutes
UTC Seconds
Inertial Vertical Speed
Speedbrake Handle Position"
"7. Also at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, the...[air/ground]
discrete changed stated from 'Air" to 'Ground', and the Air
Driven Pump discrete changed stated from 'Off' to 'On', and the
HF/L/R Keying discrete changed state from 'Not Keyed' to
'Keyed'. These discretes remained recorded in these states until
after aircraft touchdown. Several additional discretes changed
state at about 11:17:30 Elapsed Time, and subsequently changed
state after touchdown and during the landing roll-out...."
The Addendum to the Flight Data Recorder Factual Report
stated:
"...The anti-skid fault discrete changed from the 'No Fault' to
'Fault' state at about 1101:00 Elapsed Time. The parameter data
remained then the 'Fault' state until after airplane touchdown and
rollout, when the recorded data returned to the 'No Fault' state...."
"According to the airplane manufacturer, if the 28V reference
voltage is removed from the FDR during normal flight recording
operation, subsequent readout of the FDR will result in...The Air/
Ground discrete will always indicate 'Ground'...."
TESTS AND RESEARCH
The airplane was examined at Boston, from May 29, through
June 2, 1996. The four inboard tires had deflated due to melted
fuse plugs, and the four outboard tires were deflated due to the
casings being worn through. A detailed examination of the
airplane was conducted in an attempt to induce the failures that
were reported by the flight crew. The testing included the
electrical system, shock testing, and engine runs both in the air
and ground mode. The testing was unable to duplicate the
failures reported by the flight crew.
The investigation revealed that the negative cable for the main

battery was not positively secured to the main battery shunt as a
result of stripped threads found in the jam nut area on the stud.
Additionally, the main battery shunt was not built up in
accordance with Boeing specifications. An examination of other
Boeing 767s in the Martinair fleet, and on the production line at
Boeing revealed similar buildup problems with the battery shunt.
Boeing personnel commented that a loose battery shunt may
cause interruptions to the ground on the main battery bus of the
airplane.
While the airplane was in Boston, several of the static wicks
were found to have higher resistance than specified.
On June 3, 1996, the airplane was ferried to the Boeing plant at
Everett, Washington, for additional testing. The flight was
conducted on a special flight permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).
At Everett, the airplane was subjected to testing equal to or
greater than new airplane delivery standards. The wiring system
was examined in detail for any anomaly that could have
contributed to the problem. An electro magnetic interference
(EMI) test was conducted throughout the cockpit and cabin with
negative results. Additionally, several components were
identified as possible contributors to the event and were removed
for separate testing. None of the testing was able to duplicate the
events reported by the flight crew.
Further testing of the static wicks at Everett found that the
airplane could still dissipate static charges within design
specification.
On June 10th, the airplane was given a flight test. The test flight
profile included new airplane delivery standards, and additional
testing to determine the source of events on May 28, 1996. The
test flight was completed without incident.
Following the test flight, as the airplane was prepared for
departure to The Netherlands, the right engine integrated drive

generator (IDG) failed to come on line. The flight was dispatched
with the inoperative IDG, per the airplane minimum equipment
list (MEL). The IDG was changed after the airplane arrived in
Amsterdam.
The IDG was forwarded to Sunstrand for further examination.
According to their report:
"...The gold plating on the IDG connector 'A' pins was lower
than the engineering print requirements. Evidence of corrosion
on the base material of these pins was observed. This conditions
could result in an intermittent signal condition from the IDG
input speed sensor which could lead to tripping of the IDG from
the AC bus."
ADDITIONAL DATA/INFORMATION
Landing Information Available to Flight Crew
The Martinair quick reference handbook (QRH) contained data
for landing with engine inoperative, single and dual hydraulic
failures, anti-skid inoperative, wheel brakes inoperative, speed
brakes inoperative, and leading edge and trailing edge slat and
flap configuration variations.
Examination of the QRH revealed the basic computed landing
distance would be increased by using the following
multiplication factors for inoperative components: Speed Brakes
- Auto Inoperative 1.43; No Flap, No Slat Landing 1.45; AntiSkid Inoperative 2.14. The addition factor for landing with
Thrust Reversers Inoperative - Good Braking Action was 30
meters (98.43 feet).
During interviews the flight crew acknowledged that they were
aware of the ANTI SKID advisory message on the EICAS, but
due to high cockpit work load, they did not compute their
landing distance with the anti-skid inoperative.
Failure of Spoilers to Auto Deploy, and Thrust Reversers to Be
Operative
The flight crew reported that upon touchdown, the spoilers did

not automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers were
inoperative.
The investigation revealed one common system for the spoilers
to automatically deploy, and the thrust reversers to be operative,
both air/ground systems must be in the ground mode.
According to Boeing, in the flight mode, there are 5 spoilers per
wing, with a maximum extension angle of 45 degrees. In the
ground mode, there are 6 spoilers per wing, with a maximum
extension angle of 60 degrees.
Once deployed manually in the air mode, a transition to the
ground mode would automatically increase the maximum spoiler
angle, and number of spoilers deployed.
In the air mode, the thrust reversers were inoperative.
According to Boeing, the engines were at flight idle at
touchdown, and changed to ground idle about 7 seconds after
touchdown.
Use of thrust reversers, ground spoilers, and the shift from flight
idle to ground idle all required the ground mode signal.
According to the flight data recorder, the ground mode signal
was recorded as being in the ground mode prior to touchdown,
and remained in the ground mode throughout the landing roll.
The investigation was unable to determine if the ground mode
signal was received by the engines, ground spoilers, and thrust
reverser systems after touchdown.
National Solar Observatory
A check with the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak,
Arizona found no bursts of solar radiation to explain the events
of May 28, 1996.
Boeing Report
Boeing submitted an event summary based upon the detail
summary received from Martinair. The summary of the Boeing
report stated:
"Most of the reported events from the flight which diverted to

Boston on May 28th, 1996, can be attributed to degraded power
on the hot battery bus, left dc and right dc buses. Extensive
testing and analysis has been unable to explain the degraded dc
bus power as was seen on the Martinair airplane.
The existing design will allow for single bus losses with no loss
of primary systems and multiple bus loss will still allow safe
operation...."
Additionally, the investigative team noted that while particular
items on a bus had failed, the whole bus never failed, and other
items on the same bus remained powered. The investigation was
unable to explain the selectivity of inoperative components on a
bus.
Related Events
The investigation disclosed that similar events had occurred with
two other airplanes in the Martinair 767 fleet. The affected
airplanes were PH-MCG, line number 279, delivered new to
Martinair on September, 1989, and PH-MCL, line number 415,
delivered new to Martinair on February, 1992. According to data
received from Boeing, events with elements of a similar nature
occurred on the following dates in the aircraft listed, with the
May 28, 1996, events in PH-MCH being the most extensive.
February 16, 1996
PH-MCG
March 24, 1996
PH-MCH
May 13, 1996
PH-MCL
May 14, 1996
PH-MCG
May 28, 1996
PH-MCH
Incident Under Investigation
September 17, 1996

PH-MCH
A check of modifications completed, engineering changes, and
Boeing Service Bulletins and Service Letters was conducted. The
only commonality between the three airplanes was a
modification to the forward flight attendant jump seat in
compliance with a Boeing service bulletin. Examination of the
airplane, which included the electrical wiring behind the
modification, failed to find anything that would have contributed
to the events reported by the flight crew.
At the request of the Safety Board, Boeing conducted a search
for similar events within the Boeing 757/767 fleet. The search
found nothing similar, other than those events which were
observed with PH-MCG and PH-MCL.
Boeing also reported that a 767-300 was delivered to another
customer in the Martinair configuration. A check with that
customer found no history of events similar to the May 28, 1996
event.
As part of an agreement to return the airplane to line service, a
portable airborne digital data system (PADDS) unit was installed
in the airplane to monitor the electrical system. No findings have
been generated which would explain the events of May 28, 1996.
Summary of Events That Occurred
Following is a summary of the events as reported by the flight
crew that occurred during the flight.
- During preflight inspection both the captains and first officer
clocks had reset to 00:00. - L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, &
R IRS DC FAIL lights illuminated and then extinguished occurred multiple times. - APU FUEL VALVE light illuminated
and extinguished. - Clocks again display 00:00 several times,
EICAS message FLAP/SLAT ELEC appears. - The ZFW
changes to the maximum ZFW 130.8 t (288,000 lbs.), the
original ZFW was entered again. - The VHF ARINC
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)

system produced and printed the same message six times on the
on-board printer, although the airplane was out of range. - When
transmitting on the high frequency radio (HF), the EICAS
advisory messages FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L
IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL and APU FUEL
VAL appeared. The same happened during movement of the
electrically powered RH pilot's seat using electrical adjustment
control. - HF control during ocean crossing was difficult, for a
long time period only Gander, New Foundland, could be
contacted. In general when EICAS messages appeared, the
related system lights illuminated as well. - The autopilot (A/P)
had problems tracking Lateral Navigation (LNAV). The A/P
caused the aircraft to start slipping (LH aileron, 8 degree bank,
control wheel LH wing down) to track LNAV; the aircraft was
trimmed to wings level (with autopilot on, using the rudder trim);
later, side slipping to the right occurred, again the aircraft was
trimmed. - Electrical current was felt by touching the captain's
utility light, while static was experienced from the F/O's
electronics flight instruments (EFI) switch. - The auto throttles A/
T disconnected once and were reengaged. - In cruise flight many
occurrences happened with different aircraft systems. The
occurrences seemed to be related with crew actions. An example
was the C-A/P disconnected after pushing the ELEC/HYD
switch on the maintenance panel ON in order to observe the main
battery voltage (28V at that time). - During this time, the A/Ps
(C, L and R) disconnected about 50 to 70 times. The frequent A/P
disconnects were conformed by the number 2 cabin attendant in
the rear cabin who clearly noticed aircraft lateral motion during
each A/P disconnect. After each A/P disconnect another A/P was
engaged. - The ZFW indication changed to 142.4 t (in excess of
the maximum ZFW), the actual ZFW was entered again. Several times the EICAS messages L IRS DC FAIL, C IRS DC
FAIL, R IRS DC FAIL, L FUEL SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR

VAL and APU FUEL VAL appeared and disappeared. - The A/P
caused the aircraft to bank 8 degrees R and L to maintain track
(LNAV). After 2 minutes L/R banking, with a maximum track
error of 0.1 NM L and R from track, the autoflight mode HDG
SEL was selected on chief pilot's request, being a mode without
FMS input. The wind was 330 degrees/variable between 20-29
kts, no DME updates were received. - The ACARS DATA/
VOICE transfer switch switched from data to voice and back,
every now and then. The related ACARS messages were printed
at the Martinair Operations Control Center (OCC). - The selected
transponder setting 2430 from Gander changed to 0000 several
times (not confirmed by ATC) and was reselected. - The DC
voltage on the standby/battery bus (DC-V STBY/BAT) on the
EICAS ELEC page dropped to 2 V. The DC current (DC-A)
showed 0 and the ECIAS messages APU FUEL VAL, L FUEL
SPAR VAL, R FUEL SPAR VAL, L IRS DC FAIL, R IRS DC
FAIL, CARGO BTL 1 and CARGO BLT 2 appeared while the A/
P again disconnected. - The flap/slats indicator moved to a
position halfway between 0 and 1 causing the red overspeed
band on the speed-tape to come down and no overspeed warning
occurred. the EICAS showed the caution message LE SLAT
DISAGREE. Shortly thereafter the flaps/slats indicators returned
to 0, the red band moved back to normal and the EICAS message
disappeared. - The EICAS caution message "R IRS ON DC"
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System on DC power). Only
2 minutes later the EICAS caution message R IRS FAULT
appeared (Right Inertial Reference System fault). The IRS
INSTRUMENT SOURCE switch was selected to ALTN, each
FMC was connected now to its selected IRS only, IRS position
averaging was not available. - In the cabin, all emergency lights
started to illuminate and remained on. - While the captain was
still in contact with Martinair on the left HF radio, this radio
failed. New York aeronautical radio inc. (ARINC) was contacted

on the C VHF radio to continue the phone-patch with Martinair.
Control of the aircraft was transferred to the captain due to an
electronic flight information system (EFIS) failure on the F/O's
side. The captain completed the VHF contact with Martinair on
the C VHF radio while flying the aircraft manually. Shortly
thereafter the navigation data was lost on the captain's HSI. Due
to the rapidly deteriorating technical status of the aircraft a PAN
call was given to ATC by the PNF. - In order to maintain attitude
information, the left IRS was selected to ATT. One crew member
reported that this action was accomplished after having observed
the EICAS caution messages C IRS ON DC followed by C IRS
FAULT and L IRS ON DC followed by L IRS FAULT, indicating
a failure of the center and left IRSs. - The aircraft was flown
manually on radar vectors, using the standby magnetic compass
for headings due to the navigation equipment failure, with no
IRS/NAV function, no FMCs, no VORs, no RDMI/VOR and
compass functions and no EHSIs were available. Due to the
failed FMCs no amber band was available on the speed tape.
Around this time one of the right fuel pumps indicated a low
output pressure. - Although the right wing fuel tank contained
about 1000 kg (2200 lbs) more fuel than the left tank, the aircraft
had to be flown with right control wheel inputs to keep the wings
level. The crew reported to have no aileron trim available at this
stage. ATC was frequently informed about the technical status of
the aircraft and a 20 NM line-up was requested while descending
to 4000 ft. - During flap extension the flap indicator disagree
(one needle between 0 and 1, one needle on 1). The EICAS
caution message LE SLAT DISAGREE appeared. - There are
two light bulbs in each landing gear indicator. After the landing
gear was extended, only one bulb illuminated in each landing
gear indicator.
Additional Persons
Additional Persons not listed on page 5 of Factual Report

John DeLisi
NTSB Aviation Engineering - Systems
Tom Jacky
NTSB Vehicle Performance - Flight Data Recorder
Tamis Kwikkers
Directorate General of Civil Aviation - The
Netherlands
Arthur Ricca
FAA - Airworthiness - Boston, MA
The airplane was released to Martinair on June 12, 1996.
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information

Data Source:
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM
930410011849C
04/10/1993
12:15
KANSAS CITY
MO
KANSAS CITY INTL

Airport Id:
Event Type:
Mid Air Collision:

MCI
INCIDENT - AIR CARRIER
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
Phase of Flight:
Aircraft Make/Model:

NONE
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE
BOEING B-767-200

Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
Operator:
Owner Name:

0
ARNF
AIR CANADA

Narrative

LOST AILERON CONTROL IN FLIGHT.DIVERTED TO
KANSAS CITY.LANDED
SAFELY.TWAA MAINTENANCE LUBED CENTERING
MECHANISM.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND CARGO
Type of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR CARRIER
Registration Number:
CGAUP
Total Aboard:
99
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0
Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

RETRACT TRICYCLE
OVER 12500 LBS

2

Environmental/Operations Information

Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Qualification:

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT

Flight Time (Hours)
Total Hours:
0
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
AAIB Bulletin No: 8/98 Ref: EW/C96/8/5 Category: 1.1
INCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-236B, G-BDXH
No & Type of Engines:
4 Rolls Royce RB211-524D4 turbofan
engines
Year of Manufacture: 1979
Date & Time (UTC): 9 August 1996
Location:
London Airport - Gatwick
Type of Flight: Scheduled Passenger
Persons on Board:
Crew - N/K - Passengers - N/K

Injuries: Crew - Nil - Passengers - Nil
Nature of Damage: Lower rudder hydraulic actuator body
fractured, control linkage broken
Commander's Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Commander's Age: N/A
Commander's Flying Experience: N/A
Information Source: AAIB Field Investigation
Ê
Ê
Whilst the aircraft was being taxied out to the runway for take
off, the crew carried out the pre-flight checks for full-and-free
movement of the controls. During their rudder movement check,
the lower section of the rudder jammed at a deflection of 14¡ to
the right and, shortly afterwards, a loss of No 2 hydraulic system
fluid contents was observed. The aircraft was returned to the
terminal gate where initial inspection revealed damage to the
lower rudder Power Control Unit (PCU) and its input linkage.
The aircraft was taken out of service.
The PCU was removed and inspection showed that the casing
had cracked circumferentially, near to the ram end, and the crack
had extended in an axial direction to the free edge of the casing.
This had permitted the externally threaded locking ring, and the
power cylinder end seal block which it secured, to move
outwards along the ram towards the eye end. As found, the ram
was retracted as far as it was possible with the displaced locking
ring and end seal block. The end of the input feedback lever,
which attached to the power ram eye end fitting, had broken
open. The PCU had been fitted to this aircraft at manufacture and
had accumulated approximately 70,500 hours and 12,000 flights.
Metallurgical examination revealed that high cycle fatigue had
originated in the runout radius of the cylinder thread undercut
(see Figures 2a & b) and propagated to a critical length over
3,000 cycles, with evidence of four overload events having

occurred within the propagation period. There were no
deficiencies in the material specification and no defects were
found in the casing which would have contributed to the
initiation of the failure. The damage to the end of the input
feedback lever had been caused by the actuator ram end
retracting into the displaced locking ring and end block. The loss
of the hydraulic system fluid was also a result of the
displacement of the seal block.
There had been two previously recorded cracks in this area of
this type of PCU and a fourth occurred shortly after this event.
The first event, in 1976, involved an aircraft which had flown
22,000Êhours/6,200Êflight cycles, the second in 1992 on an
aircraft which had flown 60,000 hours/15,000 cycles and the
most recent in an aircraft which had flown 30,000 cycles, mainly
in shorthaul operations.
The first of the cylinder casing thread failures occurred on an
upper rudder PCU, during a take off; the aircraft suffered the loss
of one hydraulic system and the upper rudder jammed at full
right deflection. That failure had resulted from fatigue cracking
originating in the root of the innermost thread in the casing,
which was found to have very sharp radius corners. As a result of
this failure, the manufacturer introduced an inspection of the
threads at overhaul. In addition, a controlled root radius on the
thread was incorporated into subsequent manufacture, as a
product improvement. Later, an increase of the radius in the
thread undercut was also introduced as a further product
improvement. The need to ensure that the locking ring was
properly tightened was also emphasised.
The second and fourth failures of this area of the PCU casing
both initiated in the thread undercut zone and were similar to the
failure on 'XH', but without any overload events.
The original design of the PCU was for an aircraft life of 60,000
flight hours/18,000 flight cycles. Endurance testing with an

accepted load spectrum was successfully performed on a single
PCU and accepted for Type Certification. The overall design
philosophy of the rudder system to meet the requirements of
FAR/JAR 25.671 resulted in the rudder being made up of two,
independently actuated, control surfaces either of which could
malfunction within the limits of its actuator's power and
authority, in any phase of flight, without loss of adequate rudder
control.
The design of the PCU incorporated a 'snubbing' action over the
last 12% of its stroke (see Figure 2b) which worked by restricting
the hydraulic fluid return flow. The purpose of this was to reduce
the actuator ram speed as it approached the end of its stroke; the
pressure developed in the snubbed volume was greater, the
higher the ram speed as the piston entered the snubbing zone. It
was considered most likely that the cyclic loads responsible for
initiating the fatigue cracking in the thread root and undercut
zones had been generated by high snubbing pressures. It was
recognised that the situation in which high ram speeds were most
likely to be achieved near the limit of travel was during the pretake-off rudder control check when, in the absence of flight
loads, there was no appreciable damping of rudder movement.
As a result of the first failure in 1976, the manufacturer had
issued an Operations Manual Bulletin and a revision to the
Maintenance Manual, both to the effect that all rudder flight
controls checks should be performed slowly and smoothly (not
less than 8 seconds for a full cycle) to avoid generating high
snubbing loads. Examination of the Flight Recorder data from
'XH' showed that there had been two full travel checks of the
rudder during taxy, the first of which was performed in 3.5
seconds and the second in 7.5 seconds. Whilst these last
applications of rudder had induced the final failure of the PCU,
the crack had then existed for some 3,000 cycles.
As a result of this failure on 'XH', the operator instigated a

special check of high cycle PCUs; no defects were revealed by
these checks. The operator also issued a notice to flight crews,
later incorporated into the Flying Manual, reminding crews of
the requirement to perform the rudder travel check slowly and
smoothly. A programme to monitor rudder application rates at
high angles of travel was also introduced and the results of this
showed that about 70% of such events occurred during the preflight control checks.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 16, 1999 1:05:24 PM PST
To: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Subject: It's not pilot crime, it's mechanical

Tim, it's not pilot suicide, it's uncommanded down elevator, it's
happened before.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.

Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: PMDF e-Mail Interconnect
<postmaster@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
Date: November 15, 1999 1:41:24 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Delivery Notification: Delivery has failed

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
UNKNOWN: EN-US
This report relates to a message you sent with the following
header fields:
Message-id: <v0421011fb4562e5e1866@[216.200.48.242]>
Date: Mon, 15 Nov 1999 13:41:53 -0800
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
To: TimDobbyn <timdobbyn@reuters.com>
Subject: Uncommanded full down elevator for EgyptAir maybe
Your message cannot be delivered to the following recipients:
Recipient address: timdobbyn@reuters.com
Reason: Not found in directory

Original-envelope-id:
0FL900002DL0U2@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
Reporting-MTA: dns;eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.1 (Not found in directory)
Original-recipient: rfc822;timdobbyn@reuters.com
Final-recipient: rfc822;timdobbyn@reuters.com

Return-path: barry@corazon.com
Received: from DIRECTORY-DAEMON by
eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
(PMDF V5.2-31 #39917) id
<0FL900003DL0U2@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
(original mail from barry@corazon.com); Mon, 15 Nov 1999
21:41:24 +0000 (GMT)
Received: from euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com ([196.7.183.5])
by eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com (PMDF V5.2-31 #39917)
with ESMTP id
<0FL9000HCDKZHX@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com> for
timdobbyn@reuters.com; Mon, 15 Nov 1999 21:41:23 +0000
(GMT)
Received: from dtc-nsfw32a.qfe1 (unverified) by
euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
(Content Technologies SMTPRS 2.0.15)
with SMTP id <B0000103150@euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
for
<timdobbyn@reuters.com>; Mon, 15 Nov 1999 21:41:42 +0000
Received: from redshift.com ([209.54.200.6]) by dtcnsfw32a.qfe1 via smtpd
(for [196.7.183.5]) with SMTP; Mon, 15 Nov 1999 21:44:46
+0000 (UT)
Received: from [216.200.48.242] (pm8-141.sj.redshift.com
[216.200.49.141])
by RedShift.com (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id NAA21311for
<timdobbyn@reuters.com>; Mon, 15 Nov 1999 13:43:49 -0800
Date: Mon, 15 Nov 1999 13:41:53 -0800
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Uncommanded full down elevator for EgyptAir maybe
X-Sender: barry@mail.redshift.com
To: TimDobbyn <timdobbyn@reuters.com>

Message-id: <v0421011fb4562e5e1866@[216.200.48.242]>
MIME-version: 1.0
Content-type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed"
To: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Descent possibly explained.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Tim, in your call to me, you asked why the descent and who
did
it. That was ten or so days ago. Well, you were ahead of the game
as
that is now the key question. I have changed from reverser
causing it
and humans directing it to computer/hydraulics giving nose
down.
I now believe it could have been uncommanded elevator down
with
pilots trying to regain control with yanking yokes and stopping
engines or trying to restart them.
Recall that Boeing has had trouble with rudder uncommanded
movements
on 737s possibly by hydraulic valves.
Here's some data/opinion from sources:
Cheers,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

What would be the effect upon a heavy(ish) 767 at FL330 shortly
after ToC,
if a PCU servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full
down travel of one elevator?
A zero-g bunt, leading to severe overspeed?
A mismatch between the elevator positions on the FDR?

What would be the effect upon the engines of a trans-sonic speed
such as
M.94?
Mach compression effects in the throat of the intake nacelles?
Compressor stall?

Overtemp?
Flame out?

Does the inflight restart procedure of the engines involve
selecting both
engine start selectors to Flight and both fuel control switches to
Cutoff?
Did MS990 enter a bunt?
Did MS990 go to zero-g?
Did MS990 overspeed?
Did MS990 select both fuel control switches to cutoff?
Was there a mismatch between the two elevators?

i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power
Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to
the internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo
valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full down travel of the right elevators.

The only computer between the yoke and the elevator is the
Force Feel

Computer.

From: PMDF e-Mail Interconnect
<postmaster@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
Date: November 15, 1999 12:54:29 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Delivery Notification: Delivery has failed

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
UNKNOWN: EN-US
This report relates to a message you sent with the following
header fields:
Message-id: <v04210114b45621e3282e@[216.200.48.242]>
Date: Mon, 15 Nov 1999 12:52:56 -0800
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
To: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Subject: Descent possibly explained.
Your message cannot be delivered to the following recipients:
Recipient address: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Reason: Not found in directory

Original-envelope-id:
0FL900E02BESUM@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com

Reporting-MTA: dns;eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.1 (Not found in directory)
Original-recipient: rfc822;tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Final-recipient: rfc822;tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Return-path: barry@corazon.com
Received: from DIRECTORY-DAEMON by
eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
(PMDF V5.2-31 #39917) id
<0FL900E03BESUM@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
(original mail from barry@corazon.com); Mon, 15 Nov 1999
20:54:28 +0000 (GMT)
Received: from euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com ([196.7.183.5])
by eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com (PMDF V5.2-31 #39917)
with ESMTP id
<0FL9002DJBES29@eupig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com> for
tim.dobbyn@reuters.com; Mon, 15 Nov 1999 20:54:28 +0000
(GMT)
Received: from dtc-nsfw32a.qfe1 (unverified) by
euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com
(Content Technologies SMTPRS 2.0.15)
with SMTP id <B0000102584@euvig1.dtc.lon.ime.reuters.com>
for
<tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>; Mon, 15 Nov 1999 20:54:48 +0000
Received: from redshift.com ([209.54.200.6]) by dtcnsfw32a.qfe1 via smtpd
(for [196.7.183.5]) with SMTP; Mon, 15 Nov 1999 20:57:52
+0000 (UT)
Received: from [216.200.48.242] (pm7-82.sj.redshift.com
[216.200.49.82])
by RedShift.com (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id MAA07692

for
<tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>; Mon, 15 Nov 1999 12:56:30 -0800
Date: Mon, 15 Nov 1999 12:52:56 -0800
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Descent possibly explained.
X-Sender: barry@mail.redshift.com
To: tim.dobbyn@reuters.com
Message-id: <v04210114b45621e3282e@[216.200.48.242]>
MIME-version: 1.0
Content-type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed"
Dear Tim, in your call to me, you asked why the descent and who
did
it. That was ten or so days ago. Well, you were ahead of the game
as
that is now the key question. I have changed from reverser
causing it
and humans directing it to computer/hydraulics giving nose
down.
I now believe it could have been uncommanded elevator down
with
pilots trying to regain control with yanking yokes and stopping
engines or trying to restart them.
Recall that Boeing has had trouble with rudder uncommanded
movements
on 737s possibly by hydraulic valves. Recall that engines off
means
hydraulics off and dive stopped.
Here's some data/opinion from sources:

Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

What would be the effect upon a heavy(ish) 767 at FL330 shortly
after ToC,
if a PCU servo valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full
down travel of one elevator?
A zero-g bunt, leading to severe overspeed?
A mismatch between the elevator positions on the FDR?

What would be the effect upon the engines of a trans-sonic speed
such as
M.94?

Mach compression effects in the throat of the intake nacelles?
Compressor stall?
Overtemp?
Flame out?

Does the inflight restart procedure of the engines involve
selecting both
engine start selectors to Flight and both fuel control switches to
Cutoff?
Did MS990 enter a bunt?
Did MS990 go to zero-g?
Did MS990 overspeed?
Did MS990 select both fuel control switches to cutoff?
Was there a mismatch between the two elevators?

i) The secondary slide of the servo valve of the inboard elevator
Power
Control Unit (PCU) was capable of overtravelling to
the internal retract stop; with the primary slide moved to the limit
imposed by the extend linkage stop, the four chambers of the
actuator were all connected to both hydraulic supply and return,
the servo
valve was in full cross-flow resulting in
uncommanded full down travel of the right elevators.

The only computer between the yoke and the elevator is the
Force Feel
Computer.

From: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>
Date: November 11, 1999 7:41:09 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>,
sampson@wantree.com.au
Subject: EgyptAir, controlled descent

So what are we to make of this disengagement of the autopilot
followed by a
seemingly controlled descent? Usually you would want to
conserve altitude to
maximize your chances of making an airport.. What
circumstances call for a rapid
descent? I have some ideas but would rather hear from you folks.

----------------------------------------------------------------Visit our Internet site at http://www.reuters.com
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual
sender, except where the sender specifically states them to be
the views of Reuters Ltd.

From: Health Manager <Health_Manager@medscape.m0.net>
Date: November 8, 1999 3:14:36 PM PST
To: dave@corazon.com
Subject: Introducing CBS.HealthWatch.com
Reply-To: Health_Manager@medscape.m0.net

Dear David Delaney,
It's our pleasure to announce a great new Medscape site that was
launched this week - CBS.HealthWatch.com!
CBS.HealthWatch.com
This newest channel within the Medscape Network was
developed with you
in mind! At CBSHealthWatch we focus on the needs of health
care
consumers. We've continued our tradition of bringing you the
most
authoritative, reliable, and innovative health news and
information on
the Web. Plus--because we know you actively manage your
health--we've
also developed great health management tools that will simplify
the
task! When you see how CBSHealthWatch combines news and
information
with great health tools and customizable online communities, we
know
you'll agree that you have everything you and your doctor need
to help
you feel your best every day!

We look forward to seeing you at CBS.HealthWatch.com!
Sincerely,
Medscape Member Relations

At Medscape, we realize that your lifestyle needs may change
from time
to time, and we want to make sure you always find value from
our mailings.
If, however, you would like to stop receiving your Medscape
emails,
use the URL below to unsubscribe at any time. We will process
your request promptly.
http://medscape1.m0.net/m/u/med/m.asp?e=dave
%40corazon.com
When your situation and/or needs change and you would like to
resume
your Medscape emails, please submit your request in the Contact
Us
service area on the site.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 7, 1999 3:29:07 PM PST
To: editorial@theonion.com
Subject: Do reviews of DTV, satellite TV

Dear Onion Sir,

You are great, your reviews of cinema are great, your reviews of
video are great, but...but...a lot of us have DTV or satellite TV
which shows, for 3 bucks, films that fall in the cracks; never to
theaters, too soon for Tape or DVD, and too soon for cable/
network movies.
And yes, there are gems in there, it takes about ten 3 buck tries to
get a great movie. Could you help with your advice?
Cheers,
Barry Smith John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: "Lyn S. Romano" <rosebush@bestweb.net>
Date: November 6, 1999 8:15:32 AM PST
To: "Adam Smyth" <as@asuklaw.demon.co.uk>
Cc: "Patrick Price" <PAPCECST@aol.com>, "John Sampson"
<sampson@wantree.com.au>, "John King"

<jking1@mediaone.net>, "John Barry Smith"
<barry@corazon.com>, "Jim R Hausman"
<JimHausman@compuserve.com>, "James Stevenson"
<jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>, "Edward Block"
<EdwBlock@aol.com>, "Barbara Fetherolf"
<BabsF342@aol.com>
Subject: Fw: AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS

----- Original Message ----From: <Avifirejnl@aol.com>
To: <undisclosed-recipients:;>
Sent: Saturday, November 06, 1999 10:20 AM
Subject: AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS

AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS:
November 6, 1999 - Terrorism Experts: Events Don't Fit Mold
Of Sabotage
WASHINGTON (USA) - Not only is there no evidence so far of
foul play in
Sunday's crash of EgyptAir Flight 990, but the crash also does
not appear
to
fit the pattern of midair aircraft bombings, terrorism experts said.
More typical, experts said, was the 1985 bombing by Sikh
terrorists of an
Air
India flight over the Irish Sea that killed 329 people. They also
cited
the

1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland,
in which 260
people died. Experts believe that bomb's timer was set so the
device would
explode over the Atlantic Ocean, but went off over Scotland
because the
flight was two hours late leaving London's Heathrow Airport.
U.S. officials concerned with security issues said any major
progress in
determining whether there was sabotage probably will have to
wait while
the
Boeing 767's wreckage recovered from the sea floor is examined.
``It's going to be the forensics side that's going to do it,'' said one
U.S.
official, speaking on condition of anonymity. ``It's going to take a
long
time.'' Referring to the aircraft's precipitous plunge, he said: ``It's
suspicious. But there are certainly no indications that it was a
terrorist
attack.''
Officials said Sunday night that preliminary radar tracks showed
that
Flight
990 was at 33,000 feet when it began what appears to be a steep
dive.
Within
36 seconds, it had dropped to 19,100 feet, a descent rate of about
23,000
feet per minute.

Experts pointed out that midair bombings are extremely rare.
``You are talking about very sophisticated types of operations
that
require
considerable expertise and planning,'' said Bruce Hoffman, a
terrorism
expert
at the RAND Corp., a think tank that consults for the Pentagon.
``It's not
amateur hour.''
Airport security measures have become harder to penetrate,
experts said:
All
the carry-on and checked baggage that was loaded aboard
EgyptAir 990 in
New
York passed through the most sophisticated screening device on
the market,
the $1 million CTX 5000 X-ray machine.
Airplane bombings also require money, fake passports and
intimate
knowledge
of air routes, schedules and pressure- and timer-detonated fuses.
For these reasons, the few successful midair bombings have
mostly been the
work of state intelligence agencies. These included the downing
of Pan Am
Flight 103 and the 1989 bombing of a French-owned UTA

airliner over a
remote
area of Niger that killed 170 people, both of which are believed
to have
been
perpetrated by Libyan agents. North Korean agents were blamed
for a midair
explosion aboard a Korean Airlines flight off Burma in 1987 that
killed
115
people.
Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi, however, has recently been
trying to show a
more moderate face to the world, even turning over the two
suspects in the
Pan Am bombing for a forthcoming trial in the Netherlands.
Yet for determined extremists, midair attacks remain an option
because of
the
ease with which bomb-making technology can be obtained.
It was only by a stroke of luck that Philippines police in 1994
derailed a
plan by Ramzi Yousef, convicted as the architect of the 1993
World Trade
Center bombing in New York, to detonate explosives on 12 U.S.bound planes
over the Pacific Ocean over a two-day period.
A fire in a Manila apartment block led police to a flat rented by a
Yousef

associate, where they found a laptop computer belonging to the
British-educated Islamic militant. It contained files outlining the
airliner
bombing plot.
Less than a month earlier, Yousef had tested the device he
intended to use
in
the bombing spree. After boarding a Philippines Airlines flight
bound for
Tokyo from Manila, he connected a timer made from a Casio
digital watch to
a
tiny detonator attached to contact lens solution bottles containing
the
explosive nitroglycerin.
He hid the device under his seat and left the aircraft during a
stopover
in
the Philippine city of Cebu. Two hours later, it exploded, killing
a
Japanese
passenger and injuring a dozen other people.
Nevertheless, with so little known about the final minutes of
EgyptAir
990,
intelligence officials said it is impossible to rule out the
possibility
that
terrorism may have caused the crash.

Egypt has been a leading target of both international terrorists
and
domestic
Islamic militants ever since President Anwar Sadat -- who was
assassinated
in
1981 -- broke with the rest of the Arab world to make peace with
Israel.
Egypt briefly harbored the ousted shah of Iran, angering Iran's
Islamic
revolutionaries, and cooperated with the United States against
Gadhafi and
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.
More AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS:-----November 6, 1999 - If You See A Goose, Duck
PHILADELPHIA, Pennsylvania (USA) - Rick Winick was sure
he was going to
die.
As his American Airlines flight to Dallas climbed into the sky
near
Philadelphia International Airport, he heard three sharp thumps
in the
right
rear engine.
"The entire plane filled up with this smell . . . like an electrical
burning
smell. I knew right away we were in real trouble," said Winick,
36.

He added: "The plane started to shake."
People in back shouted "fire." Flight attendants ordered
passengers to
brace.
The pilot announced the two-engine McDonnell-Douglas MD-80
was making an
emergency return to the airport.
"I thought it was all over," said Winick, of Holland, Bucks
County, a
sales
manager who was en route that morning last month to a specialty
chemicals
conference in Dallas.
"It happened so fast . . . I was just thinking that I bought a new
house
and
have a 3-year-old son, and I'm going to die going to a trade
show."
Winick and more than 100 other passengers on Flight 1533
survived the Oct.
20
collision with a flock of Canada geese, one of the nation's biggest
airborne
perils.
But the drama underscores the danger that lurks in skies shared
by
airplanes

and birds and the shortcomings of efforts to keep birds away
from airplane
flight paths.
Last year, more than 3,600 U.S. aircraft were clobbered by geese,
ducks,
gulls and other birds, usually while taking off or landing. Three
dozen of
those known hits happened at Philadelphia International,
according to Ed
Cleary, a wildlife biologist with the Federal Aviation
Administration,
which
also logged a local runway collision with deer.
"Canada geese are probably the scariest, the most dangerous
species right
now," said Richard Dolbeer of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, head of
the
federal Bird Strike Committee USA. Besides weighing in at a
hefty 10
pounds,
the geese "are often found at airports. They're attracted to large
grassy
areas," he said.
Plus, the Philadelphia airport sits next to a goose hangout, the
John
Heinz
National Wildlife Refuge.
"There have been more and more potentially deadly incidents of

aircraft
collisions with Canada geese," said Tom Tomsa, a USDA
biologist who has
taught crews at Philly to scare and chase the birds. "They're a
flocking
bird, they're flying together and they're slow moving . . . When
they get
up
to fly, they just cannot out-maneuver a jet plane."
So far this decade, Philly has had more than 325 bird-plane
collisions,
some
with heavy damage but none with deaths or injuries.
"We have a very happy ending here, but this is quite serious,"
said
American
Airlines spokesman John Hotard of Winick's flight to Dallas. The
pilot of
Flight 1533 returned safely to the airport, with no need for the
fire and
rescue equipment that had raced onto the field.
But the plane, said Hotard, was idled for at least a day. Repairs to
the
damaged right No. 2 engine cost the airline "thousands of
dollars."
There was no fire on board, despite the shouts from the back of
the plane.
Hotard speculated the evil smell may have been the turbine
blades of the

engine "slicing and dicing that bird."
A lot of that goes on with jet turbines, which can quickly suck in
even a
plump fowl like a Canada goose. Dolbeer's committee estimates
bird-plane
collisions cause $300 million worth of damage a year.
Worse, the encounters can be deadly. The estimated all-time
human toll
from
bird-plane collisions stands at about 300 worldwide.
Among them were two dozen airmen who died when an Air
Force AWACS plane
struck Canada geese on takeoff and crashed at Anchorage,
Alaska, in
September
1995.
"It just shows that Canada geese are capable of bringing down a
large,
wide-bodied jet," said Dolbeer. "If that had been a commercial
jet, a lot
of
passengers could have been killed."
An Air France Concorde SST took $5.3 million in damage from
a
goose-plagued
landing at New York's Kennedy Airport that June. There were no
casualties,
said Dolbeer, but "if that had been during takeoff, it might not

have been
such a happy ending."
Along the river drives, a goose looks fluffy and plump. But in the
air, an
airplane going 150 mph strikes a goose with the impact of a halfton
weight
dropped from a height of 10 feet.
As wildlife thrives, the conflict between birds and planes
increases. So
do
attempts - ranging from sirens to firecracker noises - to scare the
birds
away.
"We've done such a great job in wildlife management in North
America over
the
last 30 or 40 years," said Dolbeer, "banning dangerous
pesticides . . .
and
setting aside millions of acres of wildlife refuges . . . It's
something
we
should be proud of. But because of this, we've had this
tremendous
increase
in conflict between humans and wildlife."
Take Philly International, where the bird-plane conflicts involve
"mainly

Canada geese, gulls and starlings," says airport spokesman Mark
Pesce.
"We're next to the wildlife preserve.
We're in an area where there's water around us. It's a place where
wildlife
tend to go," Pesce said.
Airplanes take off and land about a half-million times a year
here. Birds
using the same airspace take off and land a lot more often than
that.
With the increase in airport business and the burgeoning bird
population,
odds increase of more conflict.
The FAA says aircraft clashed with birds 326 times, and with
deer four
times,
at Philly International between Jan. 1, 1990, and April 30, 1999.
Canada geese totaled the No. 1 engine of a Boeing 737 during
takeoff on
Aug.
11, 1998.
Gulls were sucked into the engine of a climbing Boeing 767 that
same
month,
forcing a return to Philadelphia. Five engine blades were
damaged.

A U.S. Airways 757 departing with 169 passengers slammed into
two deer
during takeoff on March 22, 1998. The deer died and the aircraft
was
damaged.
Biologists have shot all the deer at the airport twice, last
December and
in
1995.
But the growing populations of Canada geese and other birds
pose a more
elusive problem. They can fly away when hunters fire the first
shot, then
come back later on.
To discourage the airport flock, Tomsa and other biologists shake
the eggs
that the geese lay to "addle" them and prevent them from
hatching.
The airport also puts wire mesh over ponds to keep birds from
settling in.
Crews routinely chase Canada geese and other birds, using
vehicles
equipped
with sirens, horns and lights. They fire shells that whistle, scream
and
explode like fireworks.

Nobody has shot any of the airport geese yet, but Tomsa said that
"tends
to
become necessary" as birds start ignoring the scare routine.
As for Rick Winick, he's still a frequent business flier out of
Philadelphia.
"I got on another flight an hour later and got on with my life," he
said.
"The job I'm in, I don't have much choice. I have to fly," said
Winick.
"I've
flown 15 years and I've never had a serious issue until this
one . . .
Statistically, I'm more likely to get killed driving to Pittsburgh."
More AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS:-----November 6, 1999 - Continental to Add Defibrillators to Jets
Next Year
HOUSTON, Texas (USA) - Continental Airlines Inc., the fifthlargest U.S.
carrier, said it will install heart- resuscitating devices on its entire
fleet of 361 jets to improve in-flight safety.
Continental will begin installing portable defibrillators made by
Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Agilent Technologies unit in the middle of
next
year.
The airline will also train its crew to use the devices, which use

electric
shocks to restart a heart.
The Houston-based carrier's announcement follows similar
moves by other
airlines and airports. Delta Air Lines Inc. in June said it was
speeding
up
installation of the devices on its aircraft, while Chicago O'Hare
International and Midway airports in May became the first U.S.
airports to
make the devices available for public use in an emergency.
Hewlett-Packard in August filed plans to spin off its Agilent unit.
Palo
Alto, California-based Agilent, which had sales of $8 billion in
fiscal
1998,
expects to raise $1.1 billion in its initial public offering.
Continental rose 13/16 to 40 9/16, while Hewlett-Packard rose
15/16 to 77
15/16.

William Mulcahey
Editor - Aviation Fire Journal
The Internet Magazine Of Worldwide Aviation Fire Protection
www.aviationfirejournal.com

From: "Lyn S. Romano" <rosebush@bestweb.net>
Date: November 5, 1999 8:15:25 AM PST
To: "Adam Smyth" <as@asuklaw.demon.co.uk>
Cc: "Patrick Price" <PAPCECST@aol.com>, "John King"
<jking1@mediaone.net>, "John Barry Smith"
<barry@corazon.com>, "Jim R Hausman"
<JimHausman@compuserve.com>, "Jim Bennett"
<W9FW@aol.com>, "James Stevenson"
<jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>, "Edward Block"
<EdwBlock@aol.com>, "David Evans" <devans@phillips.com>,
"Barbara Fetherolf" <BabsF342@aol.com>
Subject: Fw: AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS

----- Original Message ----From: <Avifirejnl@aol.com>
To: <undisclosed-recipients:;>
Sent: Friday, November 05, 1999 11:01 AM
Subject: AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS

AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS:
November 5, 1999 - Report Finds No Boeing Fuel Tank Study
Conspiracy
WASHINGTON (USA) - Congressional investigators probing
Boeing Co's
failure
to pass a 1980 report on fuel tank safety to federal officials
probing a
1996
TWA crash found no evidence of a conspiracy to hide the report,
a senior

lawmaker said Thursday.
Senator Chuck Grassley, the Iowa Republican who initiated the
probe,
nevertheless said he would maintain a close watch on the
company.
"I remain concerned about a pattern of under-reporting by
Boeing that I
intend to continue to investigate into the future," said Grassley,
chairman
of Judiciary subcommittee on administrative oversight.
The 19-year-old report on fuel tank heating in a military version
of the
Boeing 747 was prepared for the U.S. Air Force, which also
failed to pass
it
on to the National Transportation Safety Board probing the 1996
TWA 800
explosion.
NTSB believes an electrical fault touched off fuel fumes in TWA
800's
center
fuel tank killing all 230 on board just after take-off from New
York.
The potential for the blast was aided by heating of the fuel before
takeoff
by air conditioning units located under the tank, according to
NTSB
research.

"When it's a matter of public safety, the ethic for both
manufacturers and
regulators must be to over-report," Grassley said.
Boeing has said the report was not given to the NTSB because its
civilian
airliner division did not know of the report prepared by the
company's
military unit.
Boeing also argues the study was primarily about fuel pump
performance,
and
not safety, in a military version that was prone to greater heating
because
it had four, rather than three air conditioning units under the
center
tank.
"The General Accounting Office investigators found no evidence
of a
conspiracy on Boeing's part to withhold the study," Grassley told
reporters.
Grassley said if NTSB had the report earlier it could have
pressed the
Federal Aviation Administration to order changes in fuel tank
operation
and
design sooner than the proposals FAA issued last week.
More AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS:------

November 5, 1999 - FAA Slammed Over Safety
PHILADELPHIA, Pennsylvania (USA) - A Pennsylvania
aviation expert is
taking
the Federal Aviation Administration to task for what he calls its
"tombstone
mentality" toward airline safety. Arthur Wolk says it will be some
time
before the cause of this week's EgyptAir disaster is known. But
he says
the
F-A-A has been sluggish in the past to deal with known faults,
including
problems with thrust reversers on Boeing 76-7's. It was an
EgyptAir 7-67
that
plunged into the Atlantic off Nantucket on Sunday, killing all 217
people
on
board. Wolk says safety agencies need to act quickly to prevent
public
confidence from being eroded further
More AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS:-----November 5, 1999 - Hepatitis `C' Infections Hit Philadelphia Fire
Department

PHILADELPHIA, Pennsylvania (USA) - The following was
released today by

Philadelphia Local 22 of the International Association of Fire
Fighters:
There will be an educational seminar conducted at the
Philadelphia
Firefighter's Union Hall at 5th & Willow Streets on THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 4th
at
9:30 a.m. This event will be sponsored by the American Liver
Foundation.
Guest speakers shall include Dr. Kenneth Rothstein and Karen
Bond, R.N.,
from
Einstein Hospital in Philadelphia. Information will be made
available to
Fire
Fighters and Fire Paramedics who have tested positive and are
infected
with
the Hepatitis "C" virus. Other interested members of the
Philadelphia Fire
Department are invited to attend. There is an enormous threat to
the
health
of fire department personnel. This threat comes from exposure to
blood
from
Hepatitis "C" infected people. Every time a fire fighter or fire
paramedic
operates at the scene of an accident, a fire or any other situation
where
infected blood may be contacted, there is a risk. Accidental
needle sticks
are becoming more and more of a problem, not only at the scene

of a
typical
medical emergency, but also when our members respond to
darkened vacant
houses used by addicts as shooting galleries. These properties
have always
been fire hazards. Now they are health hazards too.
THERE ARE AN UNDETERMINED NUMBER OF BOTH
ACTIVE AND RETIRED MEMBERS THAT
HAVE
EITHER CONTRACTED THIS DISEASE OR HAVE DIED
FROM IT!
All questions concerning this very serious liver disease will be
answered.
At
3:30 p.m., the Home Access Health Corporation shall begin
testing any
member,
both active and retired, for antibodies to the Hepatitis "C" virus.
This
testing is free of charge and shall also take place at the union
hall. We
must find out if this problem is as wide-spread as it appears to be.
This
could be the beginning of a very serious epidemic. Thank you,
GEORGE T.
CASEY, President, Local No. 22, I.A.F.F. 215-440-4400.
Contact: George T.
Casey, President, Local No. 22, International Association of Fire
Fighters,
215-440-4400

More AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS:-----November 5, 1999 - Airport Fined In Security Breach
SIOUX CITY, Iowa (USA) - Sioux-Gateway Airport is fined
after a security
breach was discovered during a routine inspection. Inspectors
found
individuals had access to the airport's runway through a gate at
Jetsun
Aviation... a leased facility that serves private planes. To seal up
the
hole
and prevent further fines, airport officials have put the gate on
Sioux-Gateways' computer system. The FAA fined the airport
900 dollars,
which Jetsun has agreed to pay.
More AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS:-----November 5, 1999 - Newpaper Series Of Interest
FLORIDA (USA) - See the ongoing news series "Errors In The
Air - The Fine
Line Between Flight Safety and Disaster ""
(http://sun-sentinel.com/news/specials/piloterror/) <A
HREF="http://sun-sentinel.com/news/specials/piloterror/">Pilot
Error</A>

From: Tim Dobbyn <tim.dobbyn@reuters.com>

Date: November 4, 1999 8:42:38 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Right turn into drag

Left (port) thrust reverser was inoperative, NTSB said at briefing
wednesday.

----------------------------------------------------------------Visit our Internet site at http://www.reuters.com
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual
sender, except where the sender specifically states them to be
the views of Reuters Ltd.

From: AVflash@avweb.com (AVweb's AVflash)
Date: November 3, 1999 10:49:13 PM PST
To: AVflash mailing list:;
Subject: AVflash 5.44b
Reply-To: Help@avweb.com (AVweb Support)

----------------------------------------------------------------------AVflash
Vol. 5, Issue 44b
Thursday, November 4,
1999
----------------------------------------------------------------------Welcome to AVflash, a twice-weekly summary of the latest
aviation news,
articles, products, features and events featured on AVweb, the
Internet's aviation magazine and news service at <http://
www.avweb.com>.
Want to subscribe or unsubscribe? Change/update your email

address?
Forgot your AVweb password? No problem! Simply go to our
friendly
"Member Services" menu at <http://www.avweb.com/signup>.
_______________________________________
In This Issue Of AVflash...
** NEW FEATURE: Question Of The Week
** Top Headlines from AVweb's NewsWire
** New members of AVweb's News Team
** New Articles and Features on AVweb
** AVweb's Question Of The Week
** Sponsor News and Special Offers
_______________________________________
NEW FEATURE: Question Of The Week
Starting with this, our first midweek edition of AVflash, we're
pleased
to introduce another new feature: AVweb's Question Of The
Week (QOTW).
Each Thursday, we will solicit your views on a timely aviationoriented
question, and invite you to respond online via our new QOTW
Web page at
<http://www.avweb.com/qotw>. Results will be tabulated a
week later in
AVflash, together with our next QOTW. Just remember: on
Mondays, it's
Short Final ... on Thursdays, it's QOTW.
AVweb's first Question Of The Week debuts in this issue.

_______________________________________
Top Headlines from AVweb's NewsWire
EGYPTAIR FLIGHT 990 EFFORTS TURN FROM "RESCUE"
TO "RECOVERY"...
Acknowledging the sadly obvious, the U.S. Coast Guard on
Monday
officially abandoned its search for survivors from EgyptAir
Flight 990,
a Boeing 767 that crashed into the waters off Nantucket Island
early
Sunday morning. The Coast Guard's efforts will now focus on
recovering
crash debris and the victims' remains, while the National
Transportation
Safety Board takes the lead in the investigation and anxiously
awaits
retrieval of the flight's data recorders. The recorders' "pinging"
has
been heard, and their location is known, but recovery has been
delayed
by inclement weather.
...AS NEW INFORMATION SURFACES ON FLIGHT PATH,
AIRCRAFT HISTORY...
Analysis of radar data showed that in the last 37 seconds of its
flight,
the 767 twisted away from its assigned northeast heading to
make a long
right turn. No reason for the deviation is known as yet.
Meanwhile,
the crew that flew the jet from Cairo told investigators that the

aircraft recently had a problem with one of its thrust reversers,
and it
had been disabled. Investigators cautioned that it is too soon to
attach any significance to that detail. U.S. officials, including
President Clinton in a statement made from Oslo, continued to
emphasize
there was no information to suggest sabotage.
...AND WX SLOWS RECOVERY EFFORTS...
The recovery effort for Flight 990 is expected to be even more
difficult
than the aftermath of the TWA Flight 800 crash in 1996. That
crash
occurred closer to shore, in summer, and divers were able to
work six or
seven days a week; but in the late-fall New England weather,
crews will
be lucky to get two good days a week. The ocean is about 250
feet deep
in the crash area, 60 miles southeast of Nantucket Island, and
notorious
for strong, cold, and unpredictable currents. Divers' "bottom
time" at
that depth is limited to 20 minutes. A remotely operated vehicle
is
expected to be used to recover the data recorders, once weather
allows
operations to resume.
...WHILE THE VICTIMS' FAMILIES TRY TO COPE
Victims' families are gathering in Newport, R.I., where the U.S.
Coast
Guard has set up its command station at the Newport Naval

Station. As
the week progressed, a subdued general media focused more on
profiling
the victims and their shattered families than speculation on
"probable
cause" or terrorist theories. The list of passengers on Flight 990
included 106 Americans, 65 Egyptians, 22 Canadians, 3 Syrians,
2
Sudanese and 1 Chilean.
NTSB BLAMES CREW AS KOREAN AIR DISASTER
INVESTIGATION WRAPS UP...
As it gears up for what will be the long and arduous investigation
of
the EgyptAir crash, the NTSB held a hearing Tuesday to begin
the final
stages of closing the files on Korean Air Flight 801, a Boeing 747
that
crashed on Guam in August 1997, killing 228 people. The
expected
official finding, which comes as no surprise, will point to pilot
error
as the prime cause. Contributing factors that were emphasized at
the
hearing were crew fatigue, poor training by Korean Air, the
failure of a
controller to monitor the aircraft during its descent, and an
inoperative minimum safe altitude warning system at the Guam
airport.
...AND FINGER-POINTING CONTINUES IN WAKE OF TWA
800 ACCIDENT
As AVweb reported Monday, the NTSB expressed irritation with

Boeing last
week over its delay in passing along an old report on center fuel
tank
heating in its jumbo jets. This week, hackles were raised again
after
the Government Accounting Office (GAO) revealed that the FBI
failed to
forward a crucial report to the NTSB. The report, by the Bureau
of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, pointed early on to the explosion
of a
center fuel tank as the cause of the TWA Flight 800 crash in
1996. The
BATF report was never forwarded to the NTSB after the FBI
received it in
January 1997.
BOEING HALTS DELIVERIES ON FOUR MODELS OF
AIRLINERS
Rounding out a tough week at Renton, the Boeing Company has
halted
delivery of all 747s, 757s, 767s and 777s because of the
discovery of a
cockpit drip shield that burns too easily. Hundreds of airplanes
shipped in recent years also incorporate the "nonconforming"
part. The
drip shield encloses the cockpit and protects wiring and
instruments
from damage by water vapor condensation. "It's not related to
any
accident, incident or in-service event," said Jeff Hawk of the
Boeing
Commercial Airplane Group. Hawk also said, "We do not see

this as an
immediate safety concern." The FAA agreed with that
assessment. The
FAA said it and Boeing were still deciding what to do about
airplanes
already in service.
SAN JOSE HELICOPTER CRASH KILLS TWO: A veteran
pilot and a mechanic were
killed last week when their MD530N helicopter, operated by the
San Jose
Police Department, crashed onto a city street two miles from the
airport. The McDonnell Douglas "NOTAR" helicopter uses air
ducted
through the tail boom for anti-torque control, instead of a
traditional
tail rotor. The five-year-old helicopter was on a maintenance test
flight, but the pilot had not indicated any problems before the
crash.
This is thought to be the first fatal crash of an MD NOTAR
chopper.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY EVELYN (AND CONGRATS!): Aviator
Evelyn Johnson turns 90
today, and will be honored by Woman Pilot magazine this month
as a
recipient of one of its annual Woman Pilot Awards. The awards
recognize
the unsung heroines who are doing extraordinary things for
aviation.
But of course, you already read about her, in Joe Godfrey's
profile:
<http://www.avweb.com/articles/profiles/ejohnson/>.

CESSNA, KING TEAM UP ON NEW COMPUTER-BASED
INSTRUCTION: Cessna Pilot
Center and King Schools have jointly developed a Computer
Based
Instruction (CBI) curriculum for instrument training, which will
complement their existing private pilot CBI program. The core
of the
instrument CBI program is a CD-ROM and supporting textbook.
Cessna
plans to release the instrument course to Cessna Pilot Centers
early
next spring.
WOW! FREQUENT-FLYER MILES TO THE MOON: In what
is billed as the firstof-its-kind college-credit course, the Rochester Institute of
Technology
(RIT) in Rochester, N.Y., will offer a course in Space Tourism
next
semester. The course, which will explore orbital mechanics,
marketing,
economics and packaging science, will deal with thorny issues
like "What
food does a space hotel serve?" RIT wants its students to be
prepared
for the next wave in adventure tourism.
REVOLUTION HELICOPTER FLIES NO MORE: The
Revolution Helicopter
Corporation, maker of the Mini-500 helicopter kit, has closed its
doors.
In a letter to customers, embittered company president Dennis

Fetters
blamed his company's downfall on "a small group of wellorganized
people," whom the letter goes on to name. Others blame his
problems on
the Mini-500's checkered safety record.
JOHN GLENN: THIRD AMERICAN IN SPACE: Our oldest
space traveler has
published his autobiography on the anniversary of his return to
space at
age 77. "John Glenn: A Memoir" hit bookstores Tuesday, and
offers his
take on how being a "straight arrow" may have cost him the
honor of
being "First American in Space." When NASA asked the
original seven
astronauts to vote on who should be the first in space if they
couldn't
go, Alan Shepard won -- and Glenn says he lost because he'd
been
scolding his astro-mates about their skirt-chasing.
APA -- "WHAT'S $45 MILLION AMONG FRIENDS?": With a
$45.5 million fine
payable to American Airlines hanging over its pilots' heads, the
Allied
Pilots Association (APA) has entered into serious negotiations to
improve relations with the company. APA has agreed to enter
into
contract-extension negotiations and to establish new problemsolving
procedures. Disputes about American's takeover of Reno Air led

to an
eight-day sickout last February that disrupted travel nationwide,
and
brought down the wrath of Federal Judge Joe Kendall upon the
union's
heads (and wallets). APA hopes relations will improve enough
for the
fine to be forgiven in exchange for union concessions.
YOU MEAN PILLS SHOW UP ON AN X-RAY? (HOW NOT
TO SMUGGLE): Three
travelers from the Netherlands were arrested last week after U.S.
Customs agents discovered 200,000 pills of the illegal drug
Ecstasy in
their checked luggage. The three had the misfortune to be
bumped from
their overbooked flight to Newark International Airport, and their
luggage arrived in the U.S. before they did. Agents who posed
as
airline workers delivering the bags to their hotel arrested the
three
travelers, who face up to 20 years in prison if convicted.
BULLETPROOF YOUR BIRD: Armacel Armor Corporation has
just released its
new line of Lexcel Ballistic Aircraft Panels, a lightweight
composite
material developed to protect Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk
helicopters.
Installed in your plane, the panels offer protection from AK-47
rounds
and .44 Magnum handguns -- just the thing if your neighbors are
taking

potshots at you on final.
DESPITE BIG BUCKS, AOPA GETS COLD SHOULDER
FROM ATLANTIC CITY'S MAYOR:
The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association last week wrapped
up its EXPO
'99 in Atlantic City, N.J., and everyone but Mayor James Whelan
appeared
happy with the event. Whelan has had a long-standing desire to
close
Bader Field, but has been thwarted so far in his attempts. To the
horror of Atlantic City residents whose income is tied to the
convention
business, the mayor told the local newspaper, "I don't care if they
(AOPA) ever come back to Atlantic City," despite the $7 million
in local
spending generated by EXPO. When's the next election, Mayor?
NOTE: Be sure to check out AVweb's exclusive coverage of
AOPA's EXPO
'99: <http://www.avweb.com/articles/aopa99>.
CHRISTEN US "CHAGRINED": Our Monday story about the
christening of a
Skyhawk should have stated that the CFI was a reluctant
participant in a
supposedly well-planned stunt, and that safety of flight was never
compromised. For more details from those readers who
straightened us
out, see this week's AVmail. AVweb regrets the inaccuracies.
ON THE FLY...
EAA named Scott Spangler as editor for its monthly

publications...
A Delta Boeing 767 made an emergency landing in Brussels on
Sunday...
A Cessna 310 crashed at sea after leaving Key West, killing
four...
ERAU's Daytona campus reached agreement with its flight
instructors...
160 pilots at AirNet Systems voted not to join Teamsters Union...
Israel's El Al airline hired first Arab flight attendant in 10 years...
GAMA reported $5.5 billion in billings through 3rd Quarter
1999...
US Airways flight attendants threatened to strike...
Shuttle commander Eileen Collins received N.Y. state's highest
award.
WANT MORE?
For expanded, illustrated coverage of these stories and more,
check out
AVweb's NewsWire at <http://www.avweb.com/toc/
newswire.html>.
CREDITS...
The news in this edition of AVflash and AVweb NewsWire was
researched by Jennifer Whitley <mailto:jwhitley@avweb.com>,
written by Kim Broadwell <mailto:kbwell@avweb.com>,
edited by Mary Grady <mailto:mgrady@avweb.com>,
and produced by Bob Kaputa <mailto:bkaputa@avweb.com>.
Executive Editor is Jeb Burnside
<mailto:jburnside@avweb.com>.
Editor-in-Chief is Mike Busch <mailto:mbusch@avweb.com>.
_______________________________________
New members of AVweb's News Team

AVweb's expansion to a twice-weekly news cycle has required us
to beef
up the AVweb News team. We're delighted to introduce three
new staffers
who will be instrumental in allowing us to bring you more
aviation news
in a more timely fashion than ever before:
KIM BROADWELL (who wrote this issue's news) is a
physician/pilot who has
combined both worlds as a specialist in aerospace medicine. He
has been
an FAA Aviation Medical Examiner since 1980, and has served
as flight
surgeon for NASA at the Johnson Space Center, director of the
medical
clinic at Logan International Airport, an Army flight surgeon, and
as a
faculty member at Duke University and the University of
Rochester. Kim
and his aviation-oriented, ex-NASA wife live in Rochester, N.Y.,
with
their son, an E-90 King Air charter aircraft, and an A-36 Bonanza
used
to visit the King Air when it's in the shop. He holds Commercial
SMEL
and Instrument ratings, and is working on his ATP.
DENNY ARAR is a seasoned journalist who has written and
edited for The
Associated Press and the Los Angeles Daily News and who
presently serves

as a senior associate news editor at PC World magazine. She is
also a
regular contributor to Pilot Getaways magazine. Denny lives in
San
Francisco, and is a student pilot nearing her private checkride.
(She
has also logged lots of right-seat time flying with her pilothusband.)
GLENN PEW comes to AVweb with a strong background in
experimental
aircraft. He has been involved in production design and quality
assurance for two experimental aircraft manufacturers, and
worked as a
consultant for homebuilders of composite aircraft. As a research
editor
for Boardroom, Inc., a direct-mail newsletter and book publisher,
Glenn
works with a team of experts and freelance writers to hone useful
copy
for the masses. He also edits a section of Boardroom's Web site.
A
private pilot since 1991, Glenn lives in New York City and is
building
an aerobatic experimental.
_______________________________________
New Articles and Features on AVweb
____
ATIS <http://www.avweb.com/toc/atis.html>
"Time For Change?"
GUEST COMMENTARY: As flight delays in the U.S. rise to
alarming

levels, everyone acknowledges that the system is broken, but
nobody
agrees how to fix it. The controller's union blames the airlines
for impossible scheduling practices. The airlines blame the
FAA's
ATC command center ("central flow") for excessive delays and
in-trail
spacing, while the FAA blames the weather. Meantime, airports
are
saturated, runway incursions are increasing alarmingly, and
pilots
are screaming about position-and-hold and LAHSO. While the
FAA
desperately tries to modernize the crumbling U.S. ATC
infrastructure
one piece at a time, Australia is about to launch a whole new
cleansheet-design ATC system. Ken Cubbin says that the U.S. has
all the
money and resources it needs to create an aviation system for
the
21st century, but seems to lack the political will to do so.
______
AVMAIL <http://www.avweb.com/toc/avmail.html>
Reader mail about ATC's unsung heroes, when to declare an
emergency,
EgyptAir 990 conspiracy theories, TWA 800 missile theories,
Payne
Stewart Learjet crash theories, contract towers, active vs. passive
headsets, Rick Durden's column on first solo, jet fuel skimming
in
Milan, CO contamination in a Cessna T210 cockpit, errors in

AVweb's
reporting of the Cessna prop-christening incident, and (saving the
best
for last) an airline pilot who praises Mary Schiavo.
_______________________________________
AVweb's Question Of The Week...
Here is your chance to register your opinion on important
aviation
issues. Multiple-choice responses are tabulated immediately, so
you can
compare your opinions with those submitted by other readers.
You can
also share any additional comments you may have, and read the
comments
of other respondents online. The final results will be summarized
in
next Thursday's AVflash.
*** THIS WEEK'S QUESTION ***
This week, we would like to hear your views on the budget of the
Federal
Aviation Administration. Where do you think increased FAA
funding is
needed most urgently: ATC, FSS, oversight and enforcement,
certification, major air-carrier airports, or small reliever airports?
Where do you think decreased FAA funding would do the least
harm?
To register your response to this Question Of The Week, and to
see how
other readers have responded, go to <http://www.avweb.com/

qotw>.
Suggestions for AVweb's QOTW are welcomed at
<mailto:qotw@avweb.com>.
_______________________________________
Sponsor News and Special Offers
________
SPONSORS <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors>
ALLIEDSIGNAL INTRODUCES NEW SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS TOOLS FOR G.A.
At NBAA '99, AlliedSignal introduced two Integrated Hazard
Avoidance
Systems (IHAS) and two new color multifunction displays
(MFD) that, when
combined, provide a comprehensive safety solution previously
unavailable
to general aviation. The IHAS 8000 and IHAS 5000 systems
integrate and
display position, weather, traffic and terrain information on a
Bendix/King KMD 850 or KMD 550 multifunction display. The
systems are
cost-effective, flexible and pilot-friendly, and can be configured
for
any type of GA aircraft. The IHAS 8000/KMD 850 is designed
for radarequipped piston, turboprop and turbofan aircraft, while the IHAS
5000/KMD 550 is intended for non-radar-equipped aircraft. Get
more
information at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/alliedsignal>.
WHOLESALE LIFE INSURANCE BROKERAGE -- JUST

WHAT THE NAME IMPLIES
The experts at Wholesale Life Insurance Brokerage design
insurance
portfolios and provide insurance solutions for business leaders
and
professionals across the country. Their extensive experience in
impaired risk situations allows them to find the best products and
gain
the best health ratings, providing you with the least-expensive
solutions based on your health status and company preferences.
Learn
more at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/wholesale>.
________
SHOPPING <http://www.avweb.com/shopping>
SUMMIT AVIATION OFFERS COMPLETE FAR/AIM ON
CD-ROM -- JUST 10 BUCKS!
Summit Aviation, publisher of the renowned Computerized
Aviation
Reference Library, has a new low-cost CD-ROM complete with
all the
current FARs (Parts l through 199) along with the latest AIM.
The CD
also includes the latest Folio search engine to help you find just
what
you're looking for, fast. Priced at the incredibly low price of $10,
including shipping and handling, these CD-ROMs won't last
long. Order
online at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/summit> while
supplies last.
________________________________________

Thanks for reading AVflash.
Have a great weekend ... see you Monday.
Let's all be careful up there!
Copyright (C) 1999, The AVweb Group.
All rights reserved.

From: "Aircraft Accident Digest" <hranter@inter.nl.net>
Date: November 3, 1999 1:49:57 PM PST
To: List Member <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Accident Digest 99-31 B767 EgyptAir

Aircraft Accident Digest - http://aviation-safety.net
ACCIDENT DIGEST 99-31:

Note:
Apologies for the late notification on the accident regarding
Egypt Air
Flt 990. I have just returned from a holiday in China, so this is
just a
general description of the accident.
More information, as well as background info on the reverser
issue (though
the possible reverser problems on flt 990 are still rumours!!) etc.
will
be posted on the Aviation Safety Network in the following days.

Please note this information is preliminary; new information will
be

added on the Aviation Safety Network at http://aviationsafety.net.
The 1999 yearlist of accidents always contains the most recent
information on each accident.
Date:
31.10.99
Time:
01.52 EST
Type:
Boeing 767-366ER
Operator:
Egypt Air
Registration: SU-GAP
C/n:
24542/282
Year built: 1989
Total airframe hrs: 30000+ hours
Cycles:
6900+ cycles
Crew:
15 fatalities / 15 on board
Passengers: 202 fatalities / 202 on board
Total:
217 fatalities / 217 on board
Location:
Nantucket Island, MA; 60 mls SE off (USA)
Phase:
Cruise
Nature:
Scheduled Passenger
Flight:
New York-John F. Kennedy IAP, NY - Cairo IAP
(Flightnumber 990)
Remarks:
Flight 990 (Los Angeles - New York - Cairo) was scheduled to
leave New
York at 22.30h, but departure was delayed until 01.19h. The
flight was
cleared to climb to FL 330 and enter Oceanic Airspace en route
to Cairo.
The flight's last radio communication with air traffic controllers
at the
New York Air Route Traffic Control Center was at 01:47 EST.
Three minutes

later the aircraft was seen to descend rapidly. The position at the
last
radar return was 40deg 20' north latitude, 60deg 54' west
longitude. The
aircraft crashed into the sea off Nantucket.
---------Source:
Mark Stephenson; Bill Harms; Tommy Maurer; NTSB; BBC;
Boeing

--------------------Background info:
AIRCRAFT PROFILE BOEING 767
# hull-losses: 6
# B767s built: 763+
* cabin layout: 10 First Class, 22 Business Class, 185 Economy
Class seats
* engines: 2 Pratt & Whitney PW4060
* 2nd worst Boeing 767 accident
* Last Boeing 767 hull-loss: 23 NOV 96 Ethiopian Airlines off
Comoro
Islands- 125 fatalities
* Aircraft history:
SU-GAP Egypt Air
15 SEP 1989 first flight
26 SEP 1989 delivered
name: "Thutmosis III"

OPERATOR PROFILE EGYPT AIR
* website: http://www.egyptair.com.eg

* founded: 1932 (as Misrair, renamed United Arab Airlines in
1960 and
renamed Egypt Air in 1970)
* 39th post-1945 Egypt Air hull-loss (Misrair 4; UAA 23, Egypt
Air 12)
* worst Egypt Air accident
COUNTRY PROFILE USA:
* last fatal airliner accident in USA: 1 JUN 1999 (MD-83
American Airlines
at Little Rock, AR - 11 fatalities)
* 4th worst airliner accident in USA
COUNTRY PROFILE EGYPT:
* last fatal accident involving an Egyptian airliner: 10 MAR
1998 (Boeing
707 SU-PBA, Air Memphis at Mombasa, Kenya- all 6 on board
killed)
* worst airliner accident involving an Egyptian airliner
* Egypt is rated Category 1 (meeting ICAO standards) in FAA's
International Aviation Safety Assessment Program (IASA)

Best regards,
Harro
ICQ #8011342

____________________________________________________
__________________
To unsubscribe, write to HR1-unsubscribe@listbot.com

Start Your Own FREE Email List at http://www.listbot.com/

From: bhogan@publicintegrity.org
Date: November 1, 1999 7:31:09 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: RE: EgyptAir

Barry,
The answer, I think, is yes. This, as I recall, was the subject of
the now-infamous TWA letter, and there was some testimony on
the
Hill last month from an NTSB official that mentioned the 767
and
Kapton.
Let me know if I can provide more information.
Best,
Bill

____________________________________________________
_________________
Bill Hogan
Telephone: 202.466.1300
Director of Investigative Projects
Facsimile:
202.466.1102

The Center for Public Integrity
bhogan@publicintegrity.org
910 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
www.publicintegrity.org

E-mail:

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Sunday, October 31, 1999 8:36 AM
To: IASA short
Subject: EgyptAir

Did the 767 of EgyptAir have polyimide wiring?
It's relevant.
It's also a Boeing widebody airliner that comes apart in the air
shortly after takeoff at night with little warning.
At this time it can be added to PA 103, TWA 800, and UAL 811.
Two other matches to all, not confirmed, are that it took off late
and did not give a distress signal before fatal event.
The cycle begins anew...
Cheers,
Barry Smith

From: Tom Mangold <tom.mangold@bbc.co.uk>
Date: October 20, 1999 7:39:27 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: 737 rudder problem...wiring..as usual...again//
reply

Dear John Barry Smith.
I am now well into a new story and no longer need information
on aircraft
wiring. Could you possibly remoive me from your e mailing
list ? I would be
most grateful. Many thanks. Tom Mangold. BBC TV London.
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Monday, September 27, 1999 9:44 PM
To: IASA short
Subject: 737 rudder problem...wiring..as usual...again
In my opinion the 737 uncommanded rudder problems are the
same as the
model below. Changing valves or approaching at higher airspeed
will
not fix the problem of fluid meeting electrical connector
connected
to yaw damper. Here below is the model for 737 fatal accidents,
just
as UAL 811 is the model for 747 accidents. Nothing new in the
world
except History that they have not read!

And I do remember Orville and Wilbur, I told them to put the tail
in
back of the plane but they wouldn't listen, as usual...again.
Note below that "Mayday" is the scariest word in the pilot
language,
other than 'eject' and pilots never use it except when doom is
imminent.
Cheers,
Barry
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/gbgji.htm
Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Aircraft Incident Report No: 1/98 (EW/C95/10/4)
Report on the incident to Boeing 737-236 Advanced, G-BGJI 15
nm
north-west of Bournemouth International Airport on 22 October
1995
Contents
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1.3 Damage to aircraft
1.4 Other damage
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1.8 Aids to navigation
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1.10 Aerodrome information
1.11 Flight recorders
1.12 Aircraft examination
1.13 Medical and pathological information
1.14 Fire
1.15 Survival information
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1.18 Additional information
1.19 Useful or effective investigative techniques
2. Analysis
2.1 General
2.2 M-Cab simulator analysis
2.3 Continued engagement of Yaw Damper system
2.4 Possible sources of connector contamination
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4. Safety Recommendations
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Registered Owner:
British Airways
PLC
Operator:
British Airways
PLC
Aircraft Type:
Boeing 737-236
Advanced
Nationality:
British
Registration:
G-BGJI
Place of Incident:
15 nm north-west
of
Bournemouth
International Airport
Latitude: 50°
55.72' North
Longitude:

002° 12.55' East
Date and Time:
22 October
1995 at 1609 hrs
All times in
this report are UTC

Synopsis
The incident was notified promptly to the Air Accidents
Investigation
Branch (AAIB) by the operator and the investigation began that
evening. The AAIB team comprised Mr D F King (Investigatorin-Charge),
Mr P D Gilmartin (Operations), Mr C G Pollard (Engineering),
Mr S W
Moss (Engineering), Mr A N Cable (Engineering) Ms A Evans
(Flight
Recorders).
The crew reported at 1330 hrs at Gatwick to carry out a postheavy
maintenance check, test flight on the aircraft. The first officer
(F/O) completed the external check, while the commander
completed the
'Flight
Deck Preparation' items of the aircraft checklist. A Standby
(STBY)
Rudder system check was carried out with no abnormalities
noted and
during taxi before take-off, the Yaw Damper indicator showed
normal

response to turns.
When the aircraft was in straight and level flight at FL200 with
an
indicated airspeed of 290 kt, Autopilot and Autothrottle engaged
and
Yaw Damper ON, the aircraft experienced roll/yaw oscillations.
The
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) showed that the Autopilot and
Autothrottle
were disengaged, and the commander reported that the Yaw
Damper was
switched OFF but the crew were unable to stop the oscillations.
A MAYDAY call was broadcast at 1609 hrs. The crew had the
impression
that the bank angle would have continued to increase had
opposite
roll control inputs not been applied.
A descent was made to around FL75 and as the airspeed was
allowed to
reduce towards 250 kt the oscillations began to decay rapidly and
stopped. The total duration of the roll/yaw event was about seven
minutes.
A low speed handling check was carried out, and it was found
that the
aircraft handled well at a speed 150 kt, with Flap 15° selected
and
with the landing gear down. It was decided to return to London
Gatwick
Airport in this configuration, and the MAYDAY was downgraded
to a

PAN. The crew recovered the aircraft to Gatwick without further
incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
(i)
Contamination of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler, in
the
Electronic and Equipment Bay, by an unidentified fluid
had occurred
at some time prior to the incident flight and
compromised the function
of its pin to pin insulation.
(ii)
Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between
certain
adjacent
pins had affected the phase and magnitude of the signals
transmitted to
the Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby stimulating a forced
Dutch
Roll
mode of the aircraft.
(iii)
The location of the Electronic and Equipment (E&E) Bay,
beneath the
cabin floor in the area of the aircraft doors, galleys
and toilets made it
vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
(iv)
The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch

Roll
oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the
malfunctioning
Yaw Damper system.

F

From: Bob Kaputa <bkaputa@avweb.com>
Date: October 18, 1999 9:42:53 AM PDT
To: "John Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: User Name/Password Reminder Request

At 12:41 PM 10/18/1999 , you wrote:
I have forgotten my AVweb user name and password.
Please send me a reminder.
Name: John Smith
E-Mail: barry@corazon.com
Thank you!

I can't seem to find either your name or email address in our
member
database. Either your original signup failed, or we have
somehow lost your
member record.

In either event, I'm afraid the only solution is to ask you to sign
up again.
Sorry for the inconvienence.

________________________________
Bob Kaputa
Managing Editor
AVweb, The Internet's Aviation Magazine
and News Service
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: bkaputa@avweb.com

From: AVflash@avweb.com (AVweb's AVflash)
Date: October 17, 1999 10:49:19 PM PDT
To: AVflash mailing list:;
Subject: AVflash 5.42
Reply-To: Help@avweb.com (AVweb Support)

----------------------------------------------------------------------AVflash
Vol. 5, Issue 42
Monday, October 18, 1999
----------------------------------------------------------------------Welcome to AVflash, a weekly summary of the latest aviation
news,
articles, products, features and events featured on AVweb, the
Internet's aviation magazine and news service at <http://
www.avweb.com>.
_______________________________________
Top Headlines from AVweb's NewsWire

NBAA '99: CLEARED FOR HIGHER...
Last week's 52nd Annual Meeting and Convention of the
National Business
Aviation Association (NBAA) was about as good as it gets:
Almost 30,000
of the business and corporate aviation faithful gathered in Atlanta
for
three solid days of meetings, seminars, press conferences and -oh yeah
-- exhibits of the latest and greatest goods, services and flying
hardware. This year's theme -- Business Aircraft Utilization
Strategies
-- built on the foundation laid by a glossy 48-page brochure
produced by
the NBAA and including the results of a survey by J.D. Power
and
Associates of companies in the U.S. operating business (read
turbine)
aircraft.
...WHILE GRAY SKIES FAIL TO DAMPEN ENTHUSIASM
Despite occasionally gloomy weather outside the Georgia World
Congress
Center, the mood and outlook inside were decidedly upbeat.
Make no
mistake -- these are the good times for the industry, with many
aircraft
manufacturers announcing record sales milestones and others
introducing
new, more capable products to help force their competition into
raising
the bar once again. While the robust -- until last week, ironically

-U.S. economy can claim a large share of the credit, the explosive
growth
in fractional ownership must be credited, also.
NOTE: Couldn't make it to Atlanta last week? Be sure to check
out
AVweb's exclusive coverage of the NBAA's 52nd Annual
Meeting and
Convention, including a collection of images from the exhibit
floor
and the more than 100 aircraft on static display.
SOLVING THE FLIGHT DELAYS DILEMMA...
The House Transportation Committee asked for answers last
week about
airline flight delays, and it got an earful in what quickly turned
into
a finger-pointing convention. The Air Transport Association
went on the
offensive, telling lawmakers if the FAA doesn't fix the system, air
travel will descend into gridlock. By the year 2008, the ATA
forecasts,
the number of passengers will increase 43 percent, spurring a
need for
an additional 2,500 planes and causing a 250 percent rise in
delays.
...WHO'S REALLY TO BLAME?
There's plenty of blame to go around. Air traffic controllers say
airlines fuel the problem by scheduling more flights than airports
can
physically handle, and the FAA says the weather accounts for 75

percent
of delays. The Air Line Pilots Association told lawmakers the
first
move in changing things for the better is to take the Aviation
Trust
Fund off-budget, so its money can be programmed into longterm support
for what will undoubtedly be a long-term undertaking.
OAKLAND AREA PILOTS BREATHE SIGH OF RELIEF
The Port of Oakland, California's 1999-2003 Strategic Plan isn't
as bad
as first believed. An AVweb subscriber who has read the plan
says some
of the language could easily be misinterpreted -- for example, the
Port
is indeed tearing down GA hangars, but says it will replace them
with
updated facilities. Pilots in Oakland tell AVweb they are
thankful the
Strategic Plan is out in the open, and they have banded together
to
ensure promises are kept.
USAF FIREFLY OUT, PRIVATE TRAINING IN
The Air Force last week said it will quit flying the T-3A Firefly,
and
expand its Introductory Flight Training program for pilot
candidates at
FAA-certified civilian flight schools. Candidates will now need
50
hours of flying, up from 40, and must complete their private
pilot's

license.
DIAMOND TAKES A LICKING AND KEEPS ON CLICKING
A spunky little Diamond DA40-180 is being "rode hard and hung
up wet"...
and it isn't missing a beat. Diamond Aircraft of Austria's fourplace
DA40-180 has been flown 500 hours since September 1, and just
made its
10,000th landing. Next, the plane will be operated 24 hours a
day for
two weeks, then the "little aircraft that could" will be shipped to
Canada and fly until the engine hits TBO. The DA40-180 will
conclude
certification early next year and then enter production.
HERCULES AND CREW COMPLETE DARING MEDICAL
MISSION
Warmer weather (relatively speaking) finally came, and an
LC-130 left
McMurdo Station on the Antarctic coast Saturday and flew to the
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Research Station to retrieve Dr. Jerri
Nielsen
and leave another doctor in her place. The biggest danger for the
Herc
was that the minus-58-degree temperatures would increase the
viscosity
of the hydraulic fluid to the point that systems would become
sluggish
or fail. The 47-year-old Nielsen, who discovered a lump in her
breast
five months ago, will be flown on to the United States for
treatment.

AIR BOTSWANA SUICIDE CRASH
An Air Botswana pilot grounded because of an undisclosed
medical problem
last week killed himself and destroyed most of the airline's fleet.
Captain Chris Phatswe, 35, took an ATR42 from the airline's
hangars at
Sir Seretse Khama Airport in Gaborone, circled the city twice,
then did
loops over the airport before diving into two parked planes.
Phatswe
gave airport controllers enough notice to clear the area of people
but
not of the planes, which were sitting on the tarmac awaiting
passenger
boarding.
HOUSE, SENATE BEGIN CONFERENCE WRANGLE: This
week, House and Senate
lawmakers sit down to Round One on their different versions of
AIR21/H.R. 1000, to reauthorize the FAA. The bills hold the keys to
unlock
the aviation trust fund so tax dollars from aviation users will go
toward improving aviation, of all things. Both include versions
of the
"Hoover Bill," which would curb the FAA's abuse of emergency
authority
to revoke pilot certificates.
ERAU INSTRUCTORS VOTE TO STRIKE: Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University
and its unionized flight instructors, whose slow contract

negotiations
AVweb has told you about, seem to have stalled. Word is that
last week,
union members voted to reject ERAU's "last, best offer" and
strike.
Sources told AVweb the two sides are far apart on many issues.
QUESTION YOUR TCAS? Information that's come out in the
aftermath of a
near-collision of a Korean Air Boeing 747-200 and a British
Airways
Boeing 747-400 may lead pilots to doubt their Traffic Alert and
Collision Avoidance Systems. On June 28, the two planes, with
a total
of 419 pax and crew, passed just 600 feet from each other. They
were
2,000 feet apart until the TCAS on the Korean Air 747 told the
pilots to
"climb, climb," taking the plane nearly into the path of the
British
jumbo. AlliedSignal, which now owns Bendix, the maker of the
system, is
issuing a safety bulletin to make sure all units are checked.
COLORADO MOA CHANGES GA-FRIENDLY: Good news
for GA in Colorado. Some of
the proposed changes to Military Operations Areas have been
rewritten to
reduce the impact on general aviation. Under an agreement
between the
military, AOPA, the state pilots association and Department of
Aviation,
the military has agreed to a list of changes. Those changes take

effect
December 31.
BIG NUMBERS, HIGH TIMES -- AOPA EXPO NEARING
GO: If you're planning to
go to AOPA's big EXPO '99, be ready to wade through a crowd.
AOPA tells
us pre-registration for the October 21-23 event in Atlantic City,
N.J.,
is running 19 percent ahead of its previous meeting there, in
1995. For
news you need, log onto <http://www.aopa.org/expo>.
NOTE: AVweb will be at AOPA Expo '99. Look for our
exclusive
coverage next week and, if you're there, be sure to stop by the
booth
(#635) to meet our staff. We'll see you there!
RETURN OF THE VULCAN: No, not Spock. We're talking
about the Vulcan jet
bomber, the last of which to fly taxied down a runway in England
earlier
this month. The rotund lady hasn't sung yet, though. The project
team
at The Vulcan Operating Company is working to find money to
restore the
Vulcan to airshow flying status. Of the 16 remaining Vulcans, 13
are
static displays; the other three can taxi only. We'll keep you
updated.
BUYING YOUR BIZJET ON THE WEB: We can do just about

anything else via
the Net so why not sell -- or buy -- a business jet? Gulfstream
has
done just that, selling a $22.9 million Gulfstream IV via
computer.
While we would like to say the G-IV was listed on our new
AVweb auction
site, it was in fact sold from Gulfstream's Web site.
RIGHTY TIGHTY, LEFTY LOOSEY: We at AVweb can see it
now: in the
aftermath of a Northwest Airlines "oops," the FAA's newest
required
placard. On Thursday, an NWA DC-9 departing Chicago's
Midway Airport
lost a tire, which rolled through a fence and hit a car. A pregnant
woman in the car was taken to the hospital for observation, and
the
plane continued on, landing safely. The FAA and NTSB are
taking a
closer look.
HUMANS VS. COMPUTERS: Airbus Industrie has just
completed a report
defending the safety of its latest digital fly-by-wire and glasscockpit
aircraft designs. The Airbus study reacts to a survey conducted
by
Australia's Bureau of Air Safety Investigation. Of the Australian
airline pilots who took a survey, 43 percent agreed that their
skills
have decreased "since I started flying advanced-technology
aircraft."

NOTE: AVweb's Newswire includes a copy of the Bureau of
Air Safety
Investigation's report.
FORMER EASTERN PILOTS SEEK COMPENSATION: About
700 former Eastern
Airlines pilots involved in a lawsuit against Continental Airlines
are
hoping for a payday. The pilots argue that the transfer of assets
from
Eastern to Continental constituted a merger, and they should
have been
merged on the seniority list with Continental pilots. Last week,
they
asked a federal bankruptcy court to value their claims for
compensation.
WHAT? THIS? FLY? It's really no wonder so many people out
west think
UFOs are running rampant amongst the saguaro cactus. Last
week at
Edwards Air Force Base, NASA showed off a giant wing called
Helios that
will fly in the rarefied air at 100,000 feet for up to six months at a
time. Folks also saw Proteus, Burt Rutan's odd child, and Altus
II, an
unmanned drone that looks like a cruise missile, plus the Perseus
B
(which crashed on the median of I-40 a couple of weeks ago).
NASA hopes
its unusual-looking progeny will ultimately help crack mysteries
from

astronomy to meteorology.
CURB YOUR QAT -- IT'S THE LAW: Yemenis spend much of
their time chewing
on a narcotic plant called qat, so a couple of government
mandates this
week are causing a hazy stir. Yemen's president just said "no" to
qat
for on-duty military and police, and Yemen's national airline
banned
travelers from their beloved leaves.
ON THE FLY...
Indicted mechanic Mauro Valenzuela on the run, call FBI with
info...
Major U.S. airlines reported profit in second quarter of '99...
Pilots of Qantas Bangkok flight that overran runway suspended...
Former Marine Richard Ashby, pilot in gondola incident, out of
prison...
Reno Air pilots sued AA & APA, not ALPA, per last week's
AVflash...
Rome's Fiumicino Airport ran out of fuel last week, causing
delays...
Air Canada sets shareholder meeting, urges rejection of Onex
bid...
Texas Aviation Hall of Fame set to open in Galveston Nov. 13...
Taiwanese AF Mirage downed by bird; pilots escape...
Boeing Co. completes last Classic 737 fuselage.
AVSCOOP AWARD:
Congratulations and an AVweb hat go out to Greg WestonGreen,
this week's AVscoop winner. Submit news tips via email to

<mailto:newstips@avweb.com>. Rules and information are at
<http://www.avweb.com/newswire/newstips.html>.
-------------------------------------------------------------READ FULL DETAILS OF THESE STORIES ON AVWEB'S
NEWSWIRE AT
<http://www.avweb.com/toc/newswire.html>
Want to unsubscribe? Change/update your email address?
Forgot your AVweb password? No problem! Simply go to
<http://www.avweb.com/signup> and use our friendly
"Member Services" menu.
-------------------------------------------------------------This week's news in AVflash and AVweb NewsWire was
researched by Jennifer Whitley <mailto:jwhitley@avweb.com>,
written by Liz Swaine <mailto:lswaine@avweb.com>,
edited by Mary Grady <mailto:mgrady@avweb.com>,
and produced by Bob Kaputa <mailto:bkaputa@avweb.com>.
Executive Editor is Jeb Burnside
<mailto:jburnside@avweb.com>.
Editor-in-Chief is Mike Busch <mailto:mbusch@avweb.com>.
-------------------------------------------------------------SHORT FINAL...
From our "unanswerable questions" file...
This (reportedly) really happened at a nontowered airport in
Northern
California. The pilot of a Cessna 180 on amphibious floats, en
route
from Kentucky to Alaska, called for an airport advisory, and the
Unicom
operator issued the following:

"Wind calm. No reported traffic. Use runway 32 or 14, your
choice."
The 180 pilot replied, "Which runway is longer?"
Contributions to Short Final are welcomed at
<mailto:bkaputa@avweb.com>.
_______________________________________
New Articles and Features on AVweb
________
AUCTIONS <http://auction.avweb.com>
AVweb reader Don Gates of Edwards, Calif., writes: "You
weren't kidding
when you said that there are killer deals out there on the new
AVweb
Auctions site. I just sold a KX-170B that was collecting dust in
my
garage for $450 plus shipping. Whatta deal -- this radio
routinely
brings $800-plus ... [but] I don't need the radio, and I *do* need
the
cash!" More than 300 items are up for bid, waiting for you to
name your
own price. Sellers have one more week to auction items without
paying
the normal listing fees and sales commissions. (Bidders never
pay any
fees.)
______

AVMAIL <http://www.avweb.com/toc/avmail.html>
We received a torrent of reader mail on last week's WSJ story
about
cellphone use aloft. Mail also about John Deakin's column on
shortfield takeoffs, Roger Long's article on lift, Mike Busch's
comments on
keeping maintenance records in the aircraft, AA turbulence
lawsuit,
Qantas 747 overrun, Cessna 401 pitot-cover crash, Boeing's
inadvertent
"recycling" of 737 rudders, problems with Jeppesen FliteStar v8,
the
reopening of Tipton airport in Maryland, and much, much more.
_______
COLUMNS <http://www.avweb.com/toc/columns.html>
"As The Beacon Turns: Risk Taker"
Decisions, decisions. Are you an impulsive decision-maker,
always in
a hurry to choose? Or, do you take your time, thoroughly
evaluating
every situation? AVweb's Michael Maya Charles takes an
impulsive
pilot and puts him on the road to becoming a safer, thoughtful
one.
______
SAFETY <http://www.avweb.com/toc/safety.html>
"Close-Up: Fatal Crash of Piper Aztec"
In November 1997, reader Eric Gourley sent AVweb his
eyewitness
account of a horrifying crash at the Carson City, Nev., airport

that
killed the pilot and three passengers. Gourley's impression at
the
time was that the cause was a mishandled engine failure. A
year
later, the NTSB blamed an unlatched nose baggage door. Here
are both
reports in their entirety. They make sobering reading.
________
SHOPPING <http://www.avweb.com/shopping>
AIRSPORT OFFERS $100 OFF ALL ALTITUDE ALERTER
MODELS -- ONE WEEK ONLY!
AirSport is the only manufacturer of altitude alerters that work
by
listening to what your transponder and encoder are actually
reporting to
ATC, both Mode A (squawk) and Mode C (altitude). AirSport
alerters are
portable, but can also be permanently installed. Until October
24,
AirSport is offering a special $100 discount on all four models to
AVweb
subscribers. Order online at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
airsport>.
AVIONICS WEST POSTS SPECIALS FOR OCTOBER 18-31
Telex just introduced its amazing 7-oz. ANR 500, and Avionics
West has
it at a deep discount! Other headset deals include the
LightSPEED 15K,
David Clark H10-13.4, and Pilot PA17-76. Portable GPS units

on sale
include the Lowrance AirMap 100 and 300, plus the Garmin GPS
III Pilot
and GPSMAP 195. Also on sale: ACK's E-01 ELT and A30
altitude encoder,
ICOM's IC-R2 multi-band scanner, and IIMorrow's GX55 panelmounted GPS.
Prices at <mailto:avionics-specials@avweb.com>, order online
at
<http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/avionics>.
GLEIM CHARGES INTO Y2K WITH A 10%-OFF SPECIAL
ON FAR/AIM 2000
Order before November 11 to receive 10% off the regular price
of $14.95
for Gleim's new FAR/AIM 2000 book. This makes a great
holiday gift for
any pilot, and shows you are ready to fly into the next century.
Beat
the rush and save at <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/gleim>.
PHOTON OFFERS INTRODUCTORY DISCOUNT ON ITS
NEW MICRO-LIGHT III
Photon's brand new Micro-Light III is encased in durable
polyurethane.
The red and yellow lights use new brighter LEDs and the blue
light is
three times brighter than the previous blue. The white light is the
first solid-state white in the world. All colors of the Micro-Light
III
are regularly priced at $22 to $24 (same as the Micro-Light II).
But
order now and save $2.00 on any Micro-Light III.

<http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/photon>
SUMMIT OFFERS FREE DEMO OF AVIATION REFERENCE
LIBRARY CD-ROM
If you are attending AOPA Expo, stop by Summit Aviation's
booth #1333 to
receive a demo for their Computerized Aviation Reference
Library and a
FREE FAR/AIM CD which contains all FARs, the AIM, and
Folio 4.2 search
engine. For AVweb readers unable to attend AOPA, you can
order this
free demo CD online, paying only $10 to cover shipping and
handling.
Sorry, no phone orders on this special -- please order online at
<http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/summit>.
LAST CHANCE: NOLLY PRODUCTIONS' video specials for
the career-minded end
on October 24. Save $9.99 to $33.59 by ordering any of Nolly's
"Career
Path" and "Airline Preparation" videos now at
<http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/nolly>.
________
SPONSORS <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors>
AVEMCO OFFERS INEXPENSIVE LIABILITY INSURANCE
FOR RENTER-PILOTS
Most renter-pilots unknowingly fly without insurance, assuming
the
owner's or FBO's coverage will protect them from financial loss.
Wrong!

In case of an accident, the owner or FBO, the passengers or
others may
seek compensation from the pilot. Ask Avemco about its
inexpensive nonowner insurance coverage. See <http://www.avweb.com/
sponsors/avemco> or
call 800-353-9114.
PILOT INSURANCE CENTER WARNS PILOTS OF
IMPENDING REGULATION
If you think you can put off buying life insurance, think again. A
new
regulation is pending that would take away a pilot's ability to
secure
long-term life insurance, and would make you pay more for
shorter-term
insurance. While working hard to fight this regulation, PIC urges
everyone to get a free quote soon. Because of insurance reserve
system
regulations, next year's life insurance rates are sure to increase
significantly, and 30-year policies will be history. Check PIC's
Web
site <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/piclife> or call
800-380-8376 to
secure your no-obligation quote now.
VISION AEROBICS FEATURES NAVAL VISION EXPERT AT
AOPA EXPO
Dr. William Monaco, former chief of naval aviation vision
research, will
be available to talk with pilots at the Vision Aerobics booth
(#1602) at
AOPA Expo '99 on Friday, October 22 (1 PM to 3 PM), and

Saturday,
October 23 (10 AM to noon). Dr. Monaco will discuss topics
ranging from
the aviation medical exam to scan strategies for collision
avoidance.
Order your copy of the new, upgraded Vision Aerobics version
3.0 eye
exercise software by October 24 for $94 and the company will
ship it to
you free, anywhere in the world (a savings of $11 or more).
<http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/vision>
________________________________________
Thanks for reading AVflash.
See you next week.
Let's all be careful up there!
Copyright (C) 1999, The AVweb Group.
All rights reserved.

From: FDNYARFF@aol.com
Date: October 8, 1999 12:52:15 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: May I receive by email Air Crash Rescue News?

In a message dated 10/08/1999 10:43:59 AM Eastern Daylight
Time,
barry@corazon.com writes:
<< Dear Sir, can you email me Air Crash Rescue News at
barry@corazon.com?

I have been getting it and enjoying its timeliness and
completness
from IASA and would like to get it direct. >>
John,
This benefit is only available as part of subscription benefits to
AVIATION
FIRE JOURNAL at www.aviationfirejournal.com.
If you would like to receive AIR CRASH RESCUE NEWS
reports "only", it is
available for US $15 per year. You can send a cheque to :
W. Mulcahey
PO Box 976
Baldwin Place, NY 10598
Best,
William Mulcahey
Editor

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 8, 1999 7:41:24 AM PDT
To: FDNYARFF@aol.com
Subject: May I receive by email Air Crash Rescue News?

Dear Sir, can you email me Air Crash Rescue News at
barry@corazon.com?
I have been getting it and enjoying its timeliness and
completness from IASA and would like to get it direct.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: "James T Lyon" <jtlyon@sympatico.ca>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Air Crash Rescue News
Date: Fri, 8 Oct 1999 00:04:45 -0400
X-Priority: 3
Dear John:
I've been so tied up in work and travelling that I can't remember
whether or
not I sent you the information. I know I meant to. The man to
reach is Bill
Mulcahy at <FDNYARFF@aol.com>. He and I have not met,

but he knows my name,
I think. If you have any difficulty, please let me know.
Keep the independent mind!
regards,
James.
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
To: jtlyon@sympatico.ca <jtlyon@sympatico.ca>
Date: Thursday, September 30, 1999 3:39 PM
Subject: Air Crash Rescue News

Dear James,
They cut me off and I don't get any emails from IASA anymore.
The one
I miss is the Air Crash Rescue News, do you know how I can get
it
direct?
Cheers
Barry

From: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Date: September 5, 1999 10:43:47 PM PDT

To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: UAL 811 from Campbell's POV

Barry
Thanks for keeping us in touch.
Warm regards
Nick
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Saturday, 4 September 1999 01:48
To: NFarrow@ninenet.com.au
Subject: UAL 811 from Campbell's POV
Use of this material is
155 Townsend Road
conditional on
WELLINGTON 6003
acknowledgement of the
NEW ZEALAND
writer and permission to
use all or part thereof
Phone. 64 4 883058
must be obtained before
October 1989
use.

COUNTDOWN TO DISASTER
The "gross negligence" behind the United 811 incident
By Kevin Campbell

On the night of February 24, 1989, the unthinkable happened

when the
forward cargo door on United Airlines Flight 811 opened in flight
85 miles
south of Honolulu. The malfunction caused an explosive
decompression that
ripped a 21x10foot hole in the side of the Boeing 747, plunging
nine
passengers to their deaths in the Pacific Ocean, 23,000 feet
below.
An unforeseen accident? Not according to the evidence presented
at the
recent public enquiry held in Seattle, Wash., by the National
Transportation Safety Board.
Aircraft No. N4713U was the 89th 747 jumbo jet built by the
Boeing
Commercial Airplane Co. and was delivered new to United
Airlines on Nov.
3, 1970. At the time of the Flight 811 incident it was the oldest
747
delivered new remaining in United's fleet.
The following is a chronology of events relating to N4713U's
history and
to that fateful night over the Pacific last February.
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July 18, 1975
Boeing discovers a design deficiency in the eight manual latch

lock
sectors on its 747 cargo doors and issues Service Bulletin No.
747522105.
This requires that aluminum plates be riveted to the existing lock
sectors
to strengthen them in performing their designed function of
preventing the
latch cams from opening inadvertently. This modification affects
264 747
aircraft worldwide. United chooses to ignore the recommended
modification
on its 747s.
March 10, 1987
A 747 operated by Pan American World Airlines experiences loss
of cabin
pressure at 21,000 feet shortly after departing from London. It
dives to
15,000 feet, where it repressurizes. However, on climbing back
to 21,000
feet the plane again loses cabin pressure and returns to London.
Inspection there reveals that the forward cargo door had opened
about 11/2
inches. The door is inspected, reclosed manually and the flight
once again
departs for San Francisco. There, a more thorough inspection
reveals that
all eight lock sectors on the forward cargo door are damaged and
one is
broken.
This incident raises alarm in airline circles since it is the first

time a
747 cargo door has opened in flight and Boeing carries out an
immediate
investigation of the incident
The investigation shows that on Pan Am's 747s, out of
Flight 811
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357 latches checked 80 can be partly opened, and on five doors
all eight
latch locks can be overridden so that the doors can open even
though the
outer door handles are closed and the cockpit warning lights are
not
illuminated.
April 8, 1987
Following its investigation Boeing issues "Alert" Service
Bulletin No.
74752A2206. The opening paragraph reads, in part, "The tests
and operation
or modification per this bulletin will prevent inadvertent opening
of the
lower lobe cargo doors on the ground or in flight. Opening of a
lower lobe
cargo door in flight could result in rapid decompression which
may exceed
the capacity of the decompression venting system, resulting in
collapse of
the passenger cabin floor and possible damage to the airplane

electrical
and hydraulic systems."
An "alert" service bulletin is one that affects the
airworthiness
of the aircraft concerned and this Boeing bulletin required that
the
modifications originally suggested for the eight lock sectors in
July 1975
be redone. This time, however, steel plates were to be substituted
for the
original aluminum reinforcing plates. The soft aluminum had not
proved
strong enough to keep the cam locks from opening before the
outer handle
was opened on the cargo doors.
This modification now affects 326 747s worldwide. The
substitution of
steel plates requires about 50 man hours of labor for each plane
and
involves a "down time" for the plane
Flight 811
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(time out of service) of some 15 hours. The kit of replacement
parts
supplied by Boeing costs the airlines US$1,207 and, counting
labor and
incidentals, the overall cost of the modification is estimated at
less
than US$2,000 per plane. Reorder delivery time of the kits is 54
weeks.

Dismayed by this delay, Pan Am asks Boeing for specifications
on the
parts, makes its own, and installs them on all of its 747s. United,
however, once again takes no action on the service bulletin.
August 27, 1987
Boeing issues "Alert" Service Bulletin No. 74752A2209, which
adds a
further 356 747 aircraft worldwide that require the latest cargo
door lock
modification. This brings the total number of 747s affected to
682
worldwide, of which 156 are U.S. registered.
"Alert" Service Bulletins 74752A2206 and 2209 are revised and
reissued a
total of seven times up to April 14, 1988. In addition to these
service
bulletins, Boeing sent out a further seven service letters between
March
20, 1987 and April 5, 1988, detailing developments in its
investigation
and providing test procedures for checking cargo door locks.
Service Letter 747SL5238A called for a onetime confidence
check on the
older 747s--those with line positions prior to 327. Boeing said
that this
onetime test "should not cause damage to the latch hardware."
Flight 811
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The test consisted of leaving the outer latch lock handle closed
and
moving the door open switch to the open position to confirm that
the
latches would not open. If it was found that the latches would
open, the
door actuation system was to be deactivated after the door was
closed
prior to each flight. This was to be done by pulling the contact
breakers
CBC285 door control and CBC814 door actuation for the front
cargo door and
CBC915 ground handling bus, CBC288 door control and
CBC815 door actuation
for the rear door. Alternatively, the deactivation could be done by
disconnecting, capping and stowing the electrical connector to
the latch
actuators. The onetime test was also to be done manually.
Four days after this service letter was issued, Service Letter
747SL52388
was sent out. It stopped the onetime test because two airline
operators
had reported the test had damaged their latch hardware.
This brief experiment is significant. Boeing devised a test to
confirm the
integrity of its locking system. But the test showed that the
locking
system could be damaged by electrical misoperation of the
system, so they

stopped the test. In effect, they developed a method to prevent
electrical
misoperation that would have prevented the Flight 811 incident,
but
because they were so shocked that the lock sectors were failing
that they
forgot about the method of preventing electrical misoperation.
Instead, in
subsequent service letters Boeing devised a test that only showed
there
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was no electrical malfunction in the system at the time of the test.
The
test was now performed with the outer handle open so it would
not damage

the lock system.
Still, United takes no action on Boeing's service bulletins
January 28, 1988
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issues a Notice of
Proposed Rule
Making (NPRM), FAA docket number 87NM-148-AD, which
will make the
modification of the 747 cargo door lock sectors mandatory on
U.S.
registered aircraft. United notes on the NPRM "no action
required."
May 20, 1988
FAA issues Airworthiness Directive AD 881204, effective July
1,1988,
making it mandatory to inspect the cargo door lock sectors
within 30 days
and to repair within 18 months lock sectors not reinforced as per
the July
1975 service bulletin, or two years if reinforced.
United inspects its lock sectors, but defers modifying them until
the FAA
deadline. It copies the requirements contained in AD 881204 into
its
operations manuals, but omits six crucial words: "and operations
are
resumed and reinspection" from a section that read, "the special
procedures specified in paragraph A2B above for manual door

operation must
be continued and performed prior to takeoff following each
operation of
the door until electrical
Flight 811
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restoration and operations are resumed and reinspection of lock
sectors
has been accomplished in accordance with paragraph A2A,
above."
Paragraph A2A calls for visual inspection for broken, bent, or
otherwise
damaged lock sectors which could affect the integrity of the door
locking
mechanism. It requires that such damage be repaired prior to
further
flight, in accordance with FAA approved procedures.
The FAA did not discover United's noncompliance until about six
weeks
after the Flight 811 incident and all of the following manual
operations
of N4713U's forward cargo door go uninspected:
--On December 5, 1988, in Honolulu ground service reports that
the forward
cargo door will not open.
Corrective action: Cranked door latches to close and recycled.
Checked OK.

--December 6, 1988, also in Honolulu, report that forward cargo
door will
not open electrically.
Corrective action: Cranked door latches to close and recycled.
Checked OK.
Following this report, the door operated successfully 10
occasions.
--December 11, 1988, Auckland. Report that forward cargo door
failed to
fully close electrically, but after manually cranking "pull in"
hooks half
a turn the door closed and the latches ran satisfactorily.
Corrective action: Adjusted hook switches, deferred maintenance
item 0827
initiated.
--December 11, 1988, Honolulu. Report that door cycled
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three times, opened and closed normally. Corrective action:
Cleared
deferred maintenance item 827.
Following this report, the door operated normally on two
occasions
--December 12, 1988, Auckland, report that forward cargo door
failed to
close electrically. Manually turned hooks to close with door

switch
selector closed until power transferred to catch motor. Hook
motor switch
requires rerigging.
Corrective action: Deferred maintenance item 831 initiated.
--December 12, 1988, Sydney, report that forward cargo door
will not latch
electrically. When closed manually, latches fail to close
sufficiently to
close master latch lock after repeated attempts.
Corrective action: Latches opened manually door recycled again
and
operation was normal electrically. Deferred maintenance item
0831
continued open for future repair.
--December 14, 1988, Auckland, report that when the aircraft
landed the
forward cargo door operated like the deferred write-up. The aft
lower
corner of the door appeared to be trailing. Suspected that the
problem may
be caused by the hook motor overheating.
Note: Adjusted S8 door switch, the door operates OK. The
adjustment stop
for S8 is bent.
Corrective action: Deferred maintenance item 0831 continued
open for
future repair.
Flight 811
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--December 14, 1988, Honolulu, manual operation.
--December 14, 1988, Los Angeles, manual operation.
--December 14, 1988, Honolulu, manual operation
--December 14, 1988, Honolulu manual operation.
--December 16, 1988, Osaka, manual operation.
--December 17, 1988, Honolulu, report necessary to cycle
door
three times to get it to latch manually.
Corrective action Deferred, maintenance item 0331 continued
open for
future repair
--December 17, 1988, Narita, manual operation.
--December 17, 1988, Hong Kong, report deferred maintenance
item 0831.
Corrective action; Replaced hook position relay K1, Checked
door several
times. It checked OK. Deferred maintenance item 0831
corrected.
Following this report, the door operated normally six times
--December 22, 1988, Narita, report that prior to departure
forward cargo
door inoperative electrically Manually closed. Corrective action:
Deferred
maintenance item 0835 initiated for future repair

--December 22, 1988, Seattle, door manually operated
--December 22, 1986, Chicago, report on deferred maintenance
item 0835.
Corrective action: Operated door several times; could not
duplicate
failure. Checked hook closed switch and hook position switch for
being
closed per MM523460 procedure 13. Deferred maintenance item
0835
corrected.
Flight 811
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Following this report, the door operated normally 27 times.
--January 1, 1989, San Francisco, report forward pit manual lock
seal
broken.
Corrective action: Recycled per placard on door and
documented. No door
problems.
Following this report, the door operated normally 20 times.
--January 15, 1989, San Francisco, report that forward cargo
door seal,
lower aft corner, was torn and loose from retainer.
Corrective action: Repaired seal.
Following this report the door operated normally until February

24, 1989.
On that date, Flight 811 departs Honolulu bound for Auckland.
Following
is a brief chronology of what then transpired, based on recorded
and
eyewitness accounts.
Departure at 1:55 a.m., with 337 passengers and a crew of 18.
2:07:09 The cockpit voice recorder (CVR) records Second
Officer Randal Thomas saying "Oh yeah, we're in good shape.
Beautiful."
2:09:07.4 CVR records Capt. David Cronin saying, "What the
Flight 811
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_____was that?"
2:09:08.2 CVR records First Officer Gregory "Al" Slader
saying, "I don't know."
(At this time the aircraft is climbing through 23,000 feet, about
85
nautical miles south of Honolulu International Airport Hawaii.)
2:09:09.2

CVR records the sound of a loud "bang."

In the absence of the final findings of the NTSB investigation, to
be
released probably early in 1990, the writer has reconstructed the
following sequence of events, based primarily on evidence

presented at the
NTSB's public hearing on the Flight 811 incident.
By the time United 811 reached 23,000 feet the aircraft had
pressurized to
approximately 5.7 psi, exerting a pressure of many tons on the
forward
cargo door.
At approximately 2:09:06 the forward cargo door open/close
switch arcs out
to the open position and commences the door open sequence.
The latch cams
rotate towards open bending the inadequately designed lock
sectors out of
the way. When the latch cams reach the approximately 70% open
position the
pressure becomes too great for the latch cams and they burst with
explosive force from the lock pins at 2:09:07.4 causing the
thump heard by
many on board.
Flight 81 1
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At this point the door is now hanging on the pull in hook pins
which have
also been severely damaged, many passengers report hearing the
hiss of
pressure escaping from the hold at this time. The latch cams
however,
continue to open and start the next phase of the opening
sequence, the

opening of the pull in hooks. Some 1.8 seconds later this next
phase in
the opening sequence is completed and the escaping pressure
forces open
the door. The 300 knot slip stream then tears the door hinge
mounting beam
from the side of the fuselage together with the outer passenger
floor
beams, frames and stringers in the area above the cargo door.
Along with
the floor went passenger seats 9 G and H, 10 G and H, 11 G and
H, and 12 G
and H, and along with their seats went the occupants: Barbara
Fallon, 48,
of Long Beach California; John Swan, 52, of Sydney Australia;
Rose Harley,
61, of Hackensack, N.J.; Mary HandleyDesso, 61, of Bay City,
Mich.; Harry
Craig, 42, and his wife Susan, 41, of Morristown, N.J.: and Dr.
John
Crawford, 51, of Sydney Australia.
With the immediate decompression of the cabin a wave of air
swept with
explosive force from the rear of the aircraft forward. When it
reached the
area of the hole torn by the door part of the wave escaped,
Flight 811
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and the rest continued forward. It hit the wall formed by the first
class

section lavatories, tore loose the mountings, and moved the
whole wall
forward 12 inches. The force then bounced off the wall and
veered for the
hole. In the process it swept Mr. Fallon, 49, out of seat 9F, on the
aisle
in the centre section, and through the opening. Mr. Fallon's seat
belt was
not fastened, but that may have made no difference. He was
blown out of
the plane with such force that the aisle armrest of his seat was
bent
toward the opening 40 degrees.
But that wasn't the extent of the rushing pressure wave. A portion
of it
continued all the way to the front of the plane and then careened
back
toward the hole. It hit seats 8G&H from the front, breaking them
off or
ripping them free of their floor mounts. The seats and their single
occupant, Lee Campbell, 24, of Wellington, New Zealand, were
swept
backwards from their still intact section of floor and out the hole.
Death for at least one of the nine people swept from the aircraft
must
have been virtually instantaneous. One or more of the passengers
were
sucked into the plane's number three engine. The others may
have died
quickly from shock, or the trauma of striking the plane's fuselage
or

wing. Had anyone survived the initial shocks of leaving the
plane, they
could not have survived impact with the ocean, a fourminute fall
below.
Flight 811
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Evidence presented at the NTSB hearing clearly showed that the
door
operating switch had a loose wire and signs of arcing, it is
therefore a
reasonable assumption that this was the cause of the door
opening, as well
as the possible cause of the string of problems with the doors
electrical
system dating back to December 5, 1988,
A clear conclusion among all of the contributing causes,
however, is that
747s with steel reinforced lock sectors would hot have suffered
the same
fatal failure of the locking system as did N4713U.
It remains to be seen what degree of blame is placed on United's
failure
to comply with the repeated recommendations and directives to
install the
steel reinforcements. But based on the evidence at hand, it would
seem
safe to conclude that a simple US$2,000 modification on
N4713U's cargo
door would have saved nine lives, scores of injuries and untold
grief.

March 3, 1989
FAA issues telegraphic AD 7890554, which supercedes AD
881204 and requires
that all U.S. registered 747s not already modified with steel
locking
sectors on their cargo doors install this modification within 30
days. The
directive also requires a visual check through external viewports
to
ensure proper engagement of the latch cams prior to takeoff. The
latter
check is temporary. It will lapse when design modifications are
made to
the electrical door
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open warning system that will tell the flight crew when a door is
open, or
there is a malfunction in the latching system that could lead to an
inadvertent opening.
At the conclusion of the NTSB's hearing on the Flight 811
incident a
member of the board privately concurred with the writer's
assessment of
the causes. He said that the incident represented an "act of gross
negligence."

After spending more than six months in Honolulu being sifted
for clues to
the 811 disaster, plane number N4713U is now being readied for
a return to
service. It may not fly for United, but somewhere it will still bear
its
manufacturer's identifying number. It might be worth
remembering. (N4713U
was renumbered on its return to service.
The new number is N4724U.)
Flight 811
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Of Further interest . . .
Other points of public interest emerging from the NTSB's Flight
811
hearing:
1. United has used power tools to open and close malfunctioning
cargo
doors, in violation of Boeing's recommended operating
procedure. FAA rules
now prohibit the use of power tools for such purposes.
2. Included in United's service manual was a technical tip
advising not to
bother cleaning the external view parts or using the visual check
system
for ensuring that cargo doors were properly closed and locked.
Even though

this check was a requirement of Boeing operating procedure,
United had
omitted the words "check latch alignment stripes through
viewing ports in
door" from its maintenance manual. This check is now mandated
by the FAA.
3. The door open indicating system on 747 No. N4713U would
not pass
current FAA certification requirements.
4. Boeing had never undertaken a study to determine the effect of
a cargo
door opening in flight.
5. The decompression venting system on a 747 will only
accommodate a 20
squarefoot skin loss. A cargo door measures about 70 square feet.
6. Of 25 service bulletins issued by Boeing applicable to the
cargo doors
on N4713U, United had only complied with seven. Three of
these related to
the placing of placards on
Flight 811
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the doors, one was a modification to the door seal, one was a
repositioning of the wiring, one was a modification to the outer
handle,
and one was the placing of shrouds over the pressure relief doors
so they

would not blow shut while the main door was open and turn off
the "door
open" warning light in the cockpit. Although these shrouds had
been
mounted on N4713U, they were found to be missing on the rear
cargo door.
7. At the time of the Flight 811 incident, out of the 156 U.S.
registered 747s, 25 belonging to United Airlines had not had their
cargo
doors modified according to Boeing and FAA instructions.
Among these was
N4713U. Pan Am and TWA, other major users of the 747, had on
the other
hand modified all of their aircraft.
8. According to Corporate Crime Reporter, a Washington
based news
letter, nine U.S. airlines were fined a total of US$2.6 million in
unannounced FAA civil enforcement actions over the last five
years. The
largest amount of fines, US$800,000, were levied against United
Airlines.
The FAA is investigating additional breaches of regulations in
connection with the Flight 811 incident and further fines may
follow.
9.
Only four of the 15 United flight attendants board
Flight
811 at the time of the incident have returned to duty.
From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT

Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com
CC: rocketman@hawaii.rr.com
Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your
kind
comments
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt
here in
Waikiki
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were
late
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may , He did not
arrive
until
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st
june . Our
son
in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the
new baby . I
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be
managing OK
.
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and
got
your
site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had
obviously
done your homework . Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as
we moved
into
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve
if he had

been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo
doors { I
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have
found the
reason
myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the
one page
]
Steve did not know what your motives were so I thought I would
contact you
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with
me this trip
as
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC
Panorama progam
for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the
release to the
media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the
Discovery
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC
depending on wether
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco
followed a
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday
program titled
"Fire
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire in Feb of this year .I had lent
BBC
some
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the
cause of 811
and
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to

Disaster"
detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the
811 disaster
.
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to
you if you
have never seen them.
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and
have appeared
in
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in
NZ
newspapers
,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and
did a
Documentry
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent
Steve
was
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my
theory
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program
the NTSB
theory
they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I
had to
be
correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the
Americas Cup
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page
article on our
efforts
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron

Acihido of
the
Seattle Times among others .
In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they
started with a
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures
of the
damage
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause . We attended the
NTSB
hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from
the NTSB
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would
only give
us
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first
recess
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the
press
table
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of
proceedings we gave
an
interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we
went back in
to
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife
Susan
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of
stuff
here
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB
guys were

coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and
were
off .
It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was "
Countdown
to Disaster"
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many
times .On one
visit
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements
and wrote
to
everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were
First and
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited
everyone
who
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New
York
Florida
San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle .
Boeing would
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins
Coie]
and
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the
accident
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of
last resort
for
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United
maintenance base in
San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it

did not
work
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told
them were
they
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it
ended up with
the
Senior VP United Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort
around the base
and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood
in the
cargo
bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the
Conduit at
the
top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had
originated
from. as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly
painted
747with a
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I
checked my
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it
was N4713U
renumbered and they had to admit it was .
We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried
every
avenue
to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was
phoned
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had
a

contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct
the door was
to
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the
Campbells
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that
the door
is
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we
could not
see
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we
entered the
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours
later we
held
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they
admitted we were
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed
but not
to
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released .
After lunch
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you
still think
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in
fact the
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.
I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my
findings
on
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .

I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we
had the
problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in
hooks
opened
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what
811`s
did
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the
fuselage
as
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it .
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK
and they
could
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 . The new report
however
still
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at
23000 ft
insisting it happened before takeoff . This is a much less scary
scenario
for
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards
preclude
it
from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground
switch
which I
believe is a load of baloney .Are you aware that the original door
design
for
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the

cockpit of
a
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the
door
latch actuators? I had the document that showed this system
deleted by
whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the
aircraft was
certified with this system or not as it never made it into
production . I
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I
guess
that
would have opened up liability problems for Boeing I lent the
document to
a
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have
plenty of
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart
Mc Clure
and answer any that I can .
Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel
702 831 7746
Fax
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the
last bit of
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went
up
and
sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can
see that
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe
that had

it
been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41
section
joint
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am
103 and TWA
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I
actually
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor
off the
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by
the cargo
containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid
floor left
in
business class was were our son sat in 12H But the shock wave
went from
the
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the
hole ]
forward
12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke
his seat
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of
the first
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had
air
cavities in them Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and
called on
all
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m
it was
at

22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a
perfect landing
at
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around
for another
attempt { I have the CVR printout and it makes chilling
reading } What
was
heard ? The CVR has a thump followed 1.8 seconds later by a
loud explosion
{
I failed in my bid to listen to the actual tape ,I only wanted to
actually
hear the sound myself but was denied }Talking to the passengers
some off
them
heard a hiss followed by an explosion described as being like "A
thousand
handclaps " no one saw the passengers go . One passenger in first
class
{with
a Ph D in physics } nearest to the door said he heard something
start up
immediately prior to the thump . the NTSB never interviewed
him and
dismissed
this as being the elevator to the galley but the steward was
already in
the
galley at the time of the explosion and I dont think the elevator
was
moving
. So the sequence was a whir a thump a hiss and then 1.8

seconds later
the
explosion . Dave had time to say " what the # was that " and Al
replied "I
don't know "between the thump and the explosion The CVR's
power was then
off
for 21.4 seconds
I have the all the NTSB photos and my own of the door frame
area,the side
frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins are
all
goughed but otherwise OK the forward mid span pin is also
goughed and the
mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span
pin was
goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had
broken . It
takes 1.5 seconds for the 8 C Locks on the bottom of the door to
open
followed by the opening of the pull in hooks , with the 1.8
second time
gap
when the hiss was heard I take that to be the time that the door
had blown
off the 8 C Locks and it was held by the pull in hooks until they
also
opened
sufficiently for the door to blow off them as well . Something had
to be
different to PAN AM 10 out of London where the door was
closed by the
slipstream and they got back safely.

At least one passenger was ingested by engine no 3 . I have the
Coroners
report on what they found and I have seen what they removed
from the
engine
apart from the body bits . It was not our son as we had to give a
DNA
sample
and the result was negative Steve recently spoke to someone
who inspected
the engine the day it happened and thought the red on the turbine
was seat
material until he touched it and realised what it was They told us
that
they
gave the aircraft parts a Hawaiian burial at sea but I doubt it ,
they
certainly did not give us the seat parts that we could have used in
an
action
against the seat manufacturer [ Weber Aircraft Co ]
We have photos of damage to the wings , the top of the aircraft
and to the
vertical stabiliser , we hope that one of these killed our son as we
know
he
could have survived the fall to the sea 22000 ft and over 4
minutes below
.
parts were still falling out of the sky after 811 was back on the
ground
in
Honolulu. We have the reports from all the services that attended

the
accident . We found they knew Lee was missing by about 4 AM
local time but
it
was not till about 12 Hrs later that they phoned us from Chicago
and said
he
was missing presumed dead .The damage to No3 engine was
caused by a body
or
bodies , luggage and aircraft parts . Damage to No 4 was mainly
by luggage
.
N4713U did not have the lock sectors strengthed by aluminium
{the first
fix]but I would think that PAN AM 103 would have as PAN AM
did not wait
for
Boeing to supply the steel kits but made their own and fitted
them to
their
fleet after the London incident , as they realised the implications
of not
doing so . As detailed in "Countdown " Boeing devised a one
time test to
check the integrity of the cargo door locking system , they told
the
airlines
to hit the door open switch to see what happened , a day later
they
stopped
the test as operators were calling to say it was damaging the
planes ,

obviously lots of aircraft had failed S2 switches and the actuators
were
live
just waiting for a stray arc to doom the plane and the passengers
and the
FAA still gave up to 2 years to replace the lock sectors with steel
ones .
Regards Kevin and Susan Campbell

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 26, 1999 1:01:06 AM PDT
To: Tim Clark <timothyclark@compuserve.com>
Subject: Personal note

Dear Tim,
A personal note, I'm English, born in '44 to English parents. We
came over to USA in 1947. I have relatives in Portsmouth. When
I visit I observe they are very careful about electricity, I guess it's
the 220 versus 110 we have here. For instance they refuse to
have a cord tied into a knot, as if the electricity does not like to
do a loop de loop. It's genuine fear of shorts and fires.
Did you see 'Little Voice' with Michael Caine? The plot hinges
and ends with electrical short in home. When I lived in Southsea
as an adult I had to pay the meter, very quaint and very
dangerous when it jammed. I got free electricity but it was not
safe.

The point? British are very aware of dangers of chafed, poor
quality wiring and will not dismiss alternative to 'bomb' for 103
if its wiring and documented as such. You have done the first step
with Kapton/Polyx show on Die by Wire. To do 103 as wiring
would be a logical followup if documented which it is because it
matches UAL 811 which is documented as electrical by NTSB.
Let's not do a "Die by Wire..Again' show.
And heck, 103 story only gets hotter as 103 trial gets closer.
The fact the door is there in a hangar and unexamined and
unreported in AAIB 2/90 is so tantalizing to me. You can do it,
get access, examine, take pictures and show a reasonable
mechanaicl alternative to conspiracy bomb explanation which
has been in dispute for a decade.
Cheers,
Barry
From: Timothy Clark <timothyclark@compuserve.com>
Date: August 25, 1999 4:13:19 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: It's our fault they get it wrong.

Blame the press - its an international sport. Clinton blamed the
media for
Monica, but who was inappropriate? Back here we had a cabinet
minister
called Ron Davies who went hunting a rent boy in a London park
and got
mugged. He had to resign and blamed the media, denying that
he was in any

way gay. He got away with that until he propositioned two
undercover
journalists. That screwed him!
Anyway the reason for this message is that I want to send you an
e-mail but
my computer won't accept the details. So by replying to this one,
your
name automatically goes on my address list.
Best regards
Tim Clark

From: katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: August 23, 1999 10:00:20 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

I will be out of the office from 08/23/99 until 09/07/99.
I will respond to your message when I return.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 6, 1999 10:39:18 PM PDT
To: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Subject: RE: Eschelon/Wiring

But there seems a break in the connection you draw between this
intelligence
gathering and aviation safety. Unless I'm mistaken, I don't see
how

Echelon is "involved" other than in an almost incidental way.
You appear to
have come into contact with the Secret Service because your
efforts to raise
aviation safety issues meant you accidentally used a sensitive
sequence of
words and triggered a reflex reponse.
The reflex response was not authorized by the person who is said
to have authorized it. It is an autonomous computer response that
today says check out this guy. Tomorrow, arrest and jail. Next
day, shoot him, and the agents are just following ordrers, sir.
Do you not see the danger of commands being issued by
something purporting to be that authority? It's called
impersonating an officer. The order to investigate me came from
"McCain's office" but it didn't. It came from Echelon.
Am I glossing over something? Also, I wonder what you meant
when you
referred to videotape and written evidence which link the two?
The videotape is of the SS interview with me, about an hour. Me
and the two agents. Lots of good stuff on that tape, part of which
is agent telling me they were there because the referral came
from McCain's office.
The letter from Senator McCain, as shown on web page, states he
did not order it, he did not make the referral.
McCain denies it. So who did order the investigation? And
having armed agents in your house unexpected with the authority
to shoot to kill will get one's attention.

Aviation safety gets involved because of the wiring/cargo door
explanation for B747 crashes and the President just happens to
fly a 747. If he flew in a MD 11, I would not have been
concerned nor mailed what I did, although, now we know that
wiring is the culprit and can be present in other models than 747.
It is a coincidence of wiring/cargo door and Echelon and you
being knowledgeable in both, that's why I emailed you.
How many other people do you know who have been on the end
side of Echelon? None. I have strong evidence I have been
affected by it.
By the way I wrote lots of warnings to high officials about
wiring/cargo door and go no response. Only the Echelon ordered
action took place while I was ignored for my requests for
meetings for discussion.
Below is my email to officials a few years ago when I actually
thought a citizen with experience and facts regarding a safety
issue might be listened to. Ha!
Cheers,
Barry

To: president@whitehouse.gov

From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: The President, Airplane crash cause and danger
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
WEBMASTERS: Please forward this email to appropriate staff
to reach the President as you see fit. Attached photo give
<message exceeds local size/length limits> so it was deleted.
Thank you, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. President, Bill Clinton
Dear Mr. Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Dear Mr. Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Dear Mr. Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
James Hall
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
Robert Francis
Dear Mr. Investigator, National Transportation Safety Board,
Ron Schleede
Dear Ms. Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Dear Mr. Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, James Kallstrom

Mr. Bill Clinton, President of the United States of America
Dear Mr. President,
Hello, Sir. I have important news to give. Your life is in
immediate danger, although slight, hopefully slight, when you fly
on Air Force One, a Boeing 747-200B. This type aircraft has a
history of inadvertent forward cargo door openings in flight.

Hindsight and the internet have enabled me to link several
crashes of early model Boeing 747s to a common cause, the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Documentation, pictures, comments, and emails from all over the
world regarding this discovery are on the internet web site at
http://www.corazon.com
Your life, the lives of those who fly with you, and all the
passengers on early model Boeing 747s are at risk to this door
opening outward and upward, tearing off in the slipstream
exposing a large gash in the nose which tears off.
The door openings at altitude mimic a bomb. It is not a bomb.
The world will be a bit less dangerous once the causes are
determined to be mechanical and not evil.
Have you ever had a car door, or hood, or trunk open
unexpectedly? I have; itÕs not unusual. If you have, then please
give thought to possible airplane door opening and the severe
consequences.
Please be responsive to this informed citizen.
Mr. Clinton, leader from follower, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff, Clinton Administration
I feel like saying, Leon, Leon, Leon, as that was the way I
thought of you when I voted for you as Congressman several
times in Monterey.
Mr. Panetta, we met in 1980 in your second floor office on
Alvarado where I personally thanked you for inquiring on my
behalf on a personnel matter while I was stationed in Korea. The
last time I saw you, you were walking alone across Toro Park
during Earth Day in 1992, just before your selection as Budget
Director. I remember thinking, what a job politics is shaking
hands at a post hippie ecology get together. I was with a friend

selling United Nations videos, not a hot seller. I live up on
Country Club Drive in Carmel Valley and pass your familyÕs
hand painted sign, Villa Bella Donna, every day on the way to
drop my daughter off at Tularcitos Pre-School.
I have come to alert you, sir, of danger to you, the President, and
all passengers who fly in early model Boeing 747s. Yes, this is
unorthodox, an email letter from a member of the public but
then, I trust, as a former congressman, that you believe that
occasionally a citizen may have something important to say. I do;
here it is: The forward cargo doors of early model Boeing 747s
are inadvertently opening in flight, tearing off door and skin,
allowing the slipstream to enter the large gash which tears off the
nose leading to total destruction and the deaths of all aboard.
This has happened several times before and appeared to be
explosions. The attached picture is of a Boeing 747 that almost
had the nose come off.
Mr. Panetta, former representative of the people from former
constituent, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as
the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 or call me at 408 659
3552 or visit my web site at http://www.corazon.com. Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Mr. Federico Peˆa , Secretary of Transportation,
Dear Mr. Secretary, I invite you to a visit to my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. named after my wife, Corazon Luna
Smith.
Mr. Peˆa, traveller to traveller, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. David Hinson, Director, Federal Aviation Authority,
Dear Director, I am looking at my FAA pilotÕs license, number
1787797, commercial pilot, airplane single engine land,

instrument airplane, of which I am very, very proud. I also
received a Part 135 certificate from your agency. I was also a US
Navy Lieutenant Naval Flight Officer in RVAH -1, RA-5C
Vigilantes. My ejection story and US Navy accident report are on
my web site at http://www.corazon.com along with the official
accident reports on UAL Flight 811 and Pan Am 103.
All of the four Boeing 747 crashes described were caused, in my
opinion, by the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight. The web site provides documentation, reasoning, and
opinion supporting that hypothesis.
At minimum, there now exists a mysterious early model Boeing
747 crash. Air Force One is an early model Boeing 747. There
are several hundred early model Boeing 747s now flying. The
location of the start of destruction for TWA Flight 800 and others
is near the forward cargo hold. I ask that you seal the door shut to
prevent explosives from being placed there or to prevent the door
from accidentally opening.
The forward cargo door has two Airworthiness Directives
against it and has killed nine persons already in UAL Flight 811.
A glance at the attached picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the
large gash in the right side of its nose may persuade you a nose
could easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.
Mr. Hinson, naval officer to naval officer, I ask that you check
out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA
Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Hall , Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board,
Dear Mr. Chairman, in 1992, the NTSB conducted a very
complete and well explained accident report on the crash of UAL
Flight 811 in which a cargo door came open in flight and nine
passengers where sucked out of their seats to their deaths. Use
the key of 811 to unlock 800.

The thrust of the crash investigation should then focus on what
causes the forward cargo door to open inadvertently. The NTSB
stated electrical short to the door control system in UAL 811. For
others, an explosive device could do it, or random electrical
signals in the avionics bay might do it. There are eleven rational
causes for accidental door openings listed on the web site at
http://www.corazon.com. The cause of the door openings is
unknown and must be discovered.
Mr. Hall, passenger to passenger, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation
Safety Board
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, IÕve seen you on TV and believe you
are a compassionate man above all. I appeal to you to prevent the
future deaths of innocent passengers in early model Boeing 747s
whose forward cargo door may inadvertently open outward and
upward, tearing off with skin into the slipstream, exposing a
large gash in the side of nose which then tears all the way off.
Please compare evidence collected in the explained cargo door
crash of UAL 811 to those of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103,
and currently, TWA Flight 800.
The specific similarities will be: 1: Short loud sound on CVR. 2.
Abrupt power cut. 3. Fodded number three engine. 4. Radar blips
during destruction. 5. Never recovered bodies sitting in similar
seats above and just aft of the cargo door. 6. Same type of
aircraft, Boeing 747 series 100 or 200 with high flight time. 7.
Destruction sequence starts forward of the wing. Sun angle
lighting may confirm spinning loose cargo door near New York
in July at 8:30 PM at 13,500 feet would be reflected as streak.
Other similarities in four crashes include: nose tears off,
explosive decompression mimics bomb, crew talking on radios

when event happens, night takeoff, and pressurization changes to
hull at catastrophic event.
The forward cargo door has opened inadvertently many times,
usually on the ground. It has opened several times in the air with
only minor or moderate damage. Airworthiness Directives were
issued after those events. It has opened in flight leading to total
destruction three times, in my opinion, which is supported by
documentation on my web site at http://www.corazon.com. A
glance at the attached picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the large
gash in the right side of its nose may persuade you a nose could
easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.
Mr. Francis, survivor consoler from jet crash survivor, I ask that
you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board.
Dear Mr. Investigator, you have seen the hole on UAL Flight
811. Could that hole become larger in the slipstream and tear the
whole nose off? I think so.
You investigated UAL Flight 811. That model of plane was a
Boeing 747-121. That Boeing 747-121 crash, off Honolulu in
February 1989, left conclusive evidence that was very similar to
another Boeing 747 crash years earlier which killed 329 people
off the Irish coast in 1985. That plane was a Boeing 747-237B.
A Boeing 747-122 also crashed with similar evidence trails left.
And yet another Boeing 747-131 also crashed with similar
evidence trails left. Three destroyed and one that killed only nine
and returned to land and tell its story which was inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Facts, facts, facts. There are 105 pages of facts on my web site.
If you were to go on the internet to the World Wide Web and go
to Universal Resource Locator, URL address http://

www.corazon.com you will fine 105 pages of documentation,
support, argument, and correspondence from all over the world
regarding this matter, the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door of early model 747s, one of which is Air Force One.
Regarding the four Boeing 747 crashes, Air India Flight 182,
Boeing 747-237B; Pan Am Flight 103, Boeing 747-121A; UAL
Flight 811, Boeing 747-122; and TWA Flight 800, Boeing
747-131.:
Fact: All four crashes were early model Boeing 747s.
Fact: All four crashes had deaths.
Fact: All four crashes had a short loud sound before destruction.
Fact: All four crashes had abrupt power cut.
Fact: All four crashes had start of destruction start near forward
cargo hold.
Fact: All four crashes had apparent explosions in forward cargo
hold area.
Fact: All four crashes had explosive decompression.
Fact: Three crashes had nose snap off.
Fact: Three crashes had radar blips during destruction, possibly
all four.
Fact: Three crashes had nine or more missing bodies never
recovered, possibly all four.
Fact: Three crashes had number three engine ingesting foreign
object damage, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had mysterious blip before destruction door on
radar, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had crew talking on radio when catastrophic
event occurred, possibly all four.
Fact: One crash had visual clue, possibly all four.
All of the above clues fit the puzzle that is solved by the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door of early model
high flight time Boeing 747s inflight.
Mr. Schleede, pilot to pilot, I ask that you check out the forward

cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Ms. Janet Reno, Attorney General,
Dear Ms. Attorney General, your late mother would have loved
this cargo door story. It has everything: mystery, money, politics,
death, red herrings, explosions, prime suspects, and of course,
tragedy.
Prevention is not as glamorous but more powerful than curing.
Please prevent more deaths in early model Boeing 747s rather
than heal the injured after the crash.
Ms. Reno, former State Attorney from a former Preventive
Medicine hearing conservationist, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Louis Freeh , Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Dear Mr. Director, the solution to the mystery of these plane
crashes is a common mechanical fault. Although the previous
investigations came to different conclusions, there is no cover up,
there is no plot, there is no conspiracy; it is just honest people
describing reality from their own best interest point of view, and
they are wrong. We've all done it, not seeing the object we don't
want to see, not hearing what we don't want to hear, and not
believing what we don't want to believe.
Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity, and there is no qualifier in front of
ÔInvestigationÓ, and this email is unencrypted and sent in the
clear, and man to man, I ask that you check out the forward cargo
door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800. My Social
Security Number is 562-58-2308. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Kallstrom, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation.

Dear Mr. Agent, there was an explosion in TWA Flight 800. It
was called explosive decompression. It happened when the
forward cargo door opened in flight exposing the higher pressure
air in the cargo compartment to the lower outside air pressure.
The decompression mimicked a bomb. The deceleration
following the nose tearing off in the slipstream caused many
items to smash into bulkheads, mimicking a bomb. The fuel from
the disintegrating wing vaporized and exploded, mimicking a
bomb.
The cargo door has a criminal profile that begs to be
investigated. It has killed nine passengers already under similar
circumstances and has two Airworthiness Directives against it. It
is the prime suspect in TWA Flight 800. Please examine attached
photo of damaged Boeing 747 for clues to determine how a nose
of a 747 could tear off in a split second, as has happened several
times already and may happen again.
Mr. Kallstrom, professional sleuth from amateur sleuth, I ask
that you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the
crash of TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
CC: Boeing Company
US Air Force
TWA

From: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Date: June 6, 1999 8:37:25 PM PDT

To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Eschelon/Wiring

Dear Barry
Thankyou for your messages. Of course, we're always
interested to hear
more about the workings of Echelon.
The 'Dictionary' system it uses to sieve the electronic soup for
words of
special interest is, I'm sure, well understood by you - and looking
at the
paragraph you highlighted it's perhaps not too difficult to see
why the
American Secret Service would pay attention to it.
But there seems a break in the connection you draw between this
intelligence
gathering and aviation safety. Unless I'm mistaken, I don't see
how
Echelon is "involved" other than in an almost incidental way.
You appear to
have come into contact with the Secret Service because your
efforts to raise
aviation safety issues meant you accidentally used a sensitive
sequence of
words and triggered a reflex reponse.
Am I glossing over something? Also, I wonder what you meant
when you
referred to videotape and written evidence which link the two?

Warm regards
Nick

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Monday, 7 June 1999 00:59
To: NFarrow@ninenet.com.au
Subject: Eschelon/Wiring
Dear Nick,
John Barry Smith here, we discussed UAL 811 and others
regarding cargo
doors and wiring a while ago for a show you did for Sunday
about wiring.
I'm told you know about Echelon.
I have video tape and written evidence that Echelon is involved
with the
wiring/cargo door issue.
Specifically: My email to Senator John McCain about the
President's Boeing
747 crashing because of a wiring/cargo door problem was
monitored by
Echelon which then, possibily autonomously, sent out Secret
Service agents

to my home within 24 hours to intereview me. I have on tape the
Secret
Service agent saying the referral about me came from 'McCains
office." I
wrote him asking for explanation. Senator McCain, in a personal
letter to
me, specifically denies ever alerting, requesting, informing any
government agency to investigate either me or my family. And
yet it
happened. I believe the Senator. I believe the Secret Service
agent. How
then?
Here's the offending paragraph that the Secret Service were
specifically
interested in.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in
this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with
varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why
not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we attacked and
bombed North
Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed
Libya. After TWA
800 in 1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be
good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command
Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with outward opening cargo
doors) have

that forward door open in flight tearing off fuselage skin
allowing the
300 knot CAS slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to
the death
and destruction of all aboard including the President and other
high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong.
Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the answer. (The
door has
failed before.)
The agent specifically said that computers search out certain
keywords and
my words qualified.
I was baffled for a year until I read about Echelon. The
dangerous part is
that it is working in the name of authority without authority
being
informed of its actions. A true artificial intelligence run amok for
good
intentions.
Well, John McCain is a declared presidential candidate; he
should be
interested that computers are monitoring his email from his
citizens and
acting unilaterally in his name without his knowledge.
My interest is wiring/cargo door explanation. The SS cleared me,
the
messenger, but did not followup about my message.

Any interest?
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Date: Sun, 06 Jun 1999 15:29:17 +0800
From: John Sampson <sampson@iinet.net.au>
X-Accept-Language: en
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: Aart van der Wal <iasaeur@worldonline.nl>,
Andrew Howard <andrew@pem.com.au>,
Ross Coulthart <RCOULTHART@ninenet.com.au>,
"Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>

CC: Patrick Price <PAPCECST@aol.com>,
"James P. Stevenson"
<jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>,
james lyon <jtlyon@sympatico.ca>, edward block
<edwblock@aol.com>
Subject: Congress, NSA butt heads over Echelon
FYI
For those familiar with ECHELON, the world-wide
AUSCANNZUKUS
telecommunications espionage system, link 1& 1a below will be
of
interest.Those not so familiar should perhaps first look at links 2
through 4 first. Big Brother is watching you.
I'd venture that this (link 1) story has emanated from the
excellent
coverage given by Ross Coulthart and Nick Farrow some weeks
ago (links 3 &
4).
It demonstrates the power of the Intelligence Community
(being able
to say "NO" to a Congressional Select Committee). No need to
wonder what
abuses they have to hide. I can assure you that your worst
nightmares fall
short of the mark.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 6, 1999 2:50:43 PM PDT
To: NFarrow-ninenet.com.au
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/mccain2.html

http://www.corazon.com/mccain2.html
gives John McCain's response to me denying he ever ordered a
SS investigation, an investigation which the SS says came from
"McCain's office."
Hmmm....
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 6, 1999 8:32:28 AM PDT
To: NFarrow@ninenet.com.au
Subject: Prescient

Dear Nick, reviewing my emails to Senator McCain, note Item 2
below sent almost two years ago. Am I prescient or what?
Cheers,
Barry

John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation

United States Senate
Dear Senator John McCain,

Sunday, June 29, 1997

This evening I watched Discovery Channel as a B-17 pilot was
describing his P-51 escorts in WWII. He said he watched the
Mustangs as the sky suddenly 'glittered' when they dropped their
wing drop tanks upon sighting the enemy. The glitter was the sun
reflecting off the spinning away shiny objects, in this case drop
tanks at 180 knots giving glitter. In the case of TWA 800, it was
the forward cargo door spinning away in the evening sunlight at
300 knots giving streak.
So, TWA 800 is all facts and data and physical laws and
therefore cut, dried and boring. The Secret Service investigation
initiating event is not all data and physical laws and therefore
more interesting. Who sent the armed agents? Will somebody
please tell me?
1. Not you, sir. I believe that with all my heart.
2. Not me.
3. Not your staff.
4. No one else said they did it.
5. The Secret Service agent on the scene said, "McCain's office"
did it.
Let's assume everyone is correct. Is there an explanation?
1. How about an intern on your staff who overreacted? Unlikely
but possible.
2. How about a monitoring computer that screens all Senators'
email and acts unilaterally upon suspicious ones? Possible. Have
I stumbled upon a security firewall? I have previously repeated
the offending paragraph and assume the computer, if it exists,
would have again triggered a response. I have had not further
contact from the Secret Service.
3. How about a monitoring agency who is alerted to suspicious

emails by a computer and then acts based on human
interpretation? Possible.
What other rational explanation can there be?
Regardless of the initiating source, a Secret Service
investigation was carried out under your name, Senator McCain.
If not initiated by you, that is a serious irregularity with
potentially severe consequences. Today a nobody citizen, me;
tomorrow, a somebody person such as a member of a powerful
family. If I were a Kennedy family member asking who referred
the Secret Service to me for investigation, I would be getting an
answer.
If the Secret Service is just carrying out orders from some other
monitoring agency, that is another serious irregularity. Sooner or
later the monitoring agency will be tempted to delete any
unfavorable information about itself. Such as this email.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 15, 1999 8:18:03 AM PDT
To: TimClark
Subject: Contact/summaries

Dear Tim, 15 May, 99
Thank you for your call this morning, it is always a pleasure to
talk about aviation safety/plane crashes with someone who
knows what they are talking about and in this case, more than I
know. I learned a lot this morning, thanks for the input about Silk
Air.
Regarding UAL 811 and requests for data, I've going to send
several long emails which contain the total NTSB AAR reports
about the accident. Then I'll send the Bournemouth 737 event.

Some thoughts about PA 103 and AI 182 and TWA 800, they
were all thought to be bombs and they all had polyX wiring and
they are all controversial as to the exact cause. I contend they
match UAL 811 except the noses came off. If you put value in
cockpit voice recorders which all reasonable persons do, as
shown by the Silkair CVR of the fire extinguisher hitting a head,
then the below should be of interest:
Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued

for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15
"It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft
structure. The short period between the beginning of the event
and the loss of electrical power suggests that the latter is more
likely to be the case."UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The recording
appeared to terminate very abruptly with a very loud
sound. This termination did not appear to be preceded
by any event or events on the recording.
Exhibit 12B , Group ChairmanÕs Factual Report of Investigation
Sound Spectrum Study, page 5.
In summary: Below is from the first AAR and now known to be
wrong:
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the

improperly latched forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and
the subsequent explosive decompression.
The below is from the second AAR for UAL 811 now known to
be correct because of Mr. Campbell and New Zealand Televison
which got NTSB to go get the damn door at the bottom of the
ocean.
The door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or wiring in
the door control system which permitted electrical actuation of
the door latches toward the unlatched position after initial door
closure and before takeoff.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing
747-122, experienced an explosive decompression as it was
climbing between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from
Honolulu, Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3
flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation

was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door,
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle.
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed
in the report and was supported by the evidence available at the
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent

explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective
actions by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door
opening incident on a Pan Am B-747.

Below is the wiring for TWA 800: From Public Docket 516A:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."

The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual Report
page 44 45 46:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.

Below is wiring recommendation from NTSB to FAA, and
ignored, about wiring causing cargo door to open for UAL
preflight B 747 :
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.

Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.

Below is summary of Bournemouth 737 from AAIB report:
When the aircraft was in straight and level flight at FL200 with
an indicated airspeed of 290 kt, Autopilot and Autothrottle
engaged and Yaw Damper ON, the aircraft experienced roll/yaw
oscillations. The
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) showed that the Autopilot and
Autothrottle were disengaged, and the commander reported that
the Yaw Damper was switched OFF but the crew were unable to
stop the oscillations.
A MAYDAY call was broadcast at 1609 hrs. The crew had the
impression that the bank angle would have continued to increase
had opposite roll control inputs not been applied.
A descent was made to around FL75 and as the airspeed was
allowed to reduce towards 250 kt the oscillations began to decay
rapidly and stopped. The total duration of the roll/yaw event was
about seven
minutes.
A low speed handling check was carried out, and it was found
that the aircraft handled well at a speed 150 kt, with Flap 15
¡ selected and with the landing gear down. It was decided to
return to London Gatwick

Airport in this configuration, and the MAYDAY was downgraded
to a PAN. The crew recovered the aircraft to Gatwick without
further incident.
The investigation identified the following causal factors:
(i)
Contamination of the connector on the Yaw Damper
Coupler, in the
Electronic and Equipment Bay, by an unidentified fluid
had occurred
at some time prior to the incident flight and compromised
the function
of its pin to pin insulation.
(ii)
Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between
certain adjacent
pins had affected the phase and magnitude of the signals
transmitted to
the Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby stimulating a forced
Dutch Roll
mode of the aircraft.
(iii)
The location of the Electronic and Equipment (E&E) Bay,
beneath the
cabin floor in the area of the aircraft doors, galleys and
toilets made it
vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
(iv)
The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch Roll
oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the
malfunctioning

Yaw Damper system.

Tim, I look forward to your phone call tomorrow but if we miss,
we have email. Another thing, it is so enjoyable to speak with a
person fluent in English and does not hem and haw.
www.corazon.com has over a thousand pages of documentation
to support the wiring/cargo door explanation for 747s and
includes much data on DC 10 events also.
I'm here to answer any questions you have as best I can. I'll try to
keep it technical because facts, data, and evidence are what really
counts.
Cheers,
Barry,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: "AVweb AVscoop" <newstips@avweb.com>
Date: April 27, 1999 11:42:02 PM PDT
Subject: Thanks for your news tip!
Reply-To: "AVweb AVscoop" <newstips@avweb.com>

This is an automated message acknowledging receipt of your
news tip.
Thank you very much for submitting it. We will consider your
submission
(along with the others we received this week) in the selection of
our
weekly "AVscoop" award.
__________________________
Joseph E. (Jeb) Burnside
Executive Editor
AVweb, The Internet's Aviation Magazine
and News Service
http://www.avweb.com

From: "Medscape's Medpulse"
<webmaster@mail.medscape.com>
Date: April 16, 1999 2:53:36 PM PDT
To: Recipient List Suppressed:;
Subject: Medscape's Orthopedics MedPulse 16-Apr-99 -Patient Information Available At Medscape

____________________________________________________
___________________
MEDSCAPE's Orthopedics MedPulse(R) <<<

__________________________ Volume 4, Number 15
________________________

Medscape, The #1 Free Internet Medical Site
http://www.medscape.com
^^^^^^^^^^^^This Week's MedPulse Sponsored by
drugstore.com^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Allergy Relief At drugstore.com
Got your allergy survival gear? drugstore.com has a wide
selection of allergy medication to help get you through the
season - all at great prices. Shop our allergy and sinus
department for your favorite brand names.
http://www.drugstore.com/cat/21/tmpl/default.asp?
catid=392&aid=7&aparam=em49
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

____________________________________________________
____________________
____________________________ ANNOUNCEMENTS
_____________________________
PATIENT INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT MEDSCAPE
While Medscape is known primarily for professional medical
information, we
also offer contents geared to patients and families! Grouped by
disease-state, Medscape's patient literature includes fact sheets,
clinical
trials information, and agency directories from top medical
sources. Click

on your Medscape homepage's 'Patient Resources' link or search
our 'Info
for Patients' database to access these important resources.

____________________________________________________
___________________
___________________ NEW FEATURE ARTICLES THIS
WEEK ____________________
HETEROGENEITY OF BONE MINERAL DENSITY ACROSS
SKELETAL SITES AND ITS
CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
The diagnosis of osteopenia/osteoporosis should be made by
measuring the
density of more than one site, including at least the spine and hip.
Journal of Clinical Densitometry 1(4):339-353, 1998
Read it here: http://orthopedics.medscape.com/3570.rhtml
TODAY'S QUESTION -TODAY'S ?? - TREATMENT OF PULMONARY EMBOLI
Should an inferior vena cava filter be used in patients with a
pulmonary
embolism (PE) or deep vein thrombosis who are also diagnosed
with cancer?
Read it here: http://orthopedics.medscape.com/3585.rhtml
____________________________________________________
___________________
___________________________ MEMBER NEWS
________________________________

SPECIAL APRIL SAVINGS FOR MEDSCAPE MEMBERS!
Spend over $150 in the Medscape MedBookStore during April
and your order
will be shipped free of charge via UPS ground. (Sorry, U.S.
orders only.)
MedBookStore is the world's largest medical bookstore, with
more than
90,000 medical titles. Come and place an order today at
http://medscape.medbookstore.com.
____________________________________________________
___________________
_____________________________ USER SUPPORT
____________________________
TO UNSUBSCRIBE FROM MEDPULSE, or to change the
edition of MedPulse you
receive, go to http://www.medscape.com/Home/registration/
profile/Profile.html
to edit your profile. You must have your USER ID and password
to modify
your profile. If you have forgotten your USER ID or Password,
click here
http://www.medscape.com/Home/registration/GAI/
GetUserAccount.cfm to
retrieve your account information.
For answers to frequently asked questions or technical support,
go to:
http://www.medscape.com/Home/Help/Tech/FS-Tech.html

TECHNICAL SUPPORT & MEMBER HOTLINE
800-661-9789

From: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Date: March 30, 1999 7:24:08 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Sunday Fire in the Sky

Dear Barry
I do appreciate your comments.
Yes, you are, of course, quite right! This story about wiring is far
wider
than what we were able to shoe-horn into 40 minutes.
I think if we had three times the time available to us (and 10
times the
amount of patience we can ask from our audience) then perhaps
we could have
done it justice.
I must admit though, it is gratifying to learn that someone with
such a
depth of knowledge on this subject as you do considers we may
have produced
a half decent piece.
Warm regards

Nick Farrow
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Wednesday, 31 March 1999 03:52
To: nfarrow@ninenet.com.au
Subject: Sunday Fire in the Sky
Dear Nick,
Thanks for video tape of Fire in the Sky. It was very well done,
of
course,
very even handed and factual. I learned a lot.
From my point of view, wiring has caused other things other than
fire,
although fire gets the attention.
After seeing the pictures of UAL 811 from the side after door
gone, I was
reminded how perfectly the shape of missing skin matched the
shape of
missing skin for PA 103, as shown in UK AAIB report.
The Valujet crash was covered as a potential wiring caused crash,
as it
well may have been. There was no connection from UAL 811 to
other high
time
747 accidents that left a sudden loud sound on the CVR and
abrupt data
loss

to the FDR and about 30 other significant matches. Too bad.
Well, thanks to Kevin Campbell for pushing it, it appears a
citizen on his
own does more to advance safety then government with its
millions. His
contribution goes further than solving UAL 811 and his son's
death, it
explains the death of another 829 in the same circumstances.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 30, 1999 9:52:00 AM PST
To: nfarrow@ninenet.com.au
Subject: Sunday Fire in the Sky

Dear Nick,
Thanks for video tape of Fire in the Sky. It was very well done,
of course, very even handed and factual. I learned a lot.
From my point of view, wiring has caused other things other than
fire, although fire gets the attention.
After seeing the pictures of UAL 811 from the side after door
gone, I was reminded how perfectly the shape of missing skin
matched the shape of missing skin for PA 103, as shown in UK
AAIB report.
The Valujet crash was covered as a potential wiring caused crash,
as it well may have been. There was no connection from UAL
811 to other high time 747 accidents that left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and abrupt data loss to the FDR and about 30
other significant matches. Too bad.
Well, thanks to Kevin Campbell for pushing it, it appears a
citizen on his own does more to advance safety then government
with its millions. His contribution goes further than solving UAL
811 and his son's death, it explains the death of another 829 in
the same circumstances.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith

(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: announce@inbox.nytimes.com (New York Times
subscription robot)
Date: March 18, 1999 11:04:35 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Welcome to The New York Times on the Web
Reply-To: announce@inbox.nytimes.com

Welcome vigilante3,
Thank you for registering for The New York Times on the Web!
Your ID is vigilante3
You selected your password at registration.
Your e-mail address is barry@corazon.com
The Times on the Web brings you the authority and integrity of
The
New York Times, with the immediacy, utility and depth of the
Internet.
You'll find the daily contents of The Times, along with news

updates every
10 minutes from the Associated Press and throughout the day
from
New York Times editors.
You'll also find reports and features exclusive to the Web in our
Technology and Books areas. You can explore a 365-day archive
of The New York Times for free, and download articles at a small
charge.
The site also features:
== Up-to-the-minute sports scores and statistics
== Breaking market news and custom stock portfolios
== Current weather conditions and five-day forecasts
for more than 1,500 cities worldwide
== A free, searchable library of more than 50,000 New York
Times
book reviews
== A searchable database of help wanted listings
== The crossword puzzle, bridge and chess columns, available
by subscription
Thanks again for registering. Please visit us again soon at
http://www.nytimes.com
Sincerely,
Rich Meislin
Editor in Chief
The New York Times Electronic Media company
*****************************************

Please do not reply to this message. If you did not authorize
this registration, someone has mistakenly registered using your
e-mail address. We regret the inconvenience; please see
http://www.nytimes.com/subscribe/help/cancel.html for
instructions.
For more information about The New York Times on the Web
and your registration, please visit the Help Center at:
http://www.nytimes.com/subscribe/help/

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 16, 1999 6:37:45 AM PST
To: jking1@mediaone.net, sampson@iinet.net.au,
avanderwal@compuserve.com, BHogan@publicintegrity.org,
devans@phillips.com, EdwBlock@aol.com,
PAPCECST@aol.com, timothyclark@compuserve.com, hauif@datacomm.ch, res.gehriger@sfdrs.srg-ssr.ch,
tvb1@prodigy.net, BabsF342@aol.com,
rosebush2@hotmail.com, clittle@cari.net, GADunham@aol.com,
barry@corazon.com, "lyn romano" <rosebush2@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re[2]: FRESH QUESTIONS ABOUT WHETER 737
SAFETY FIXES DID THE

If I may suggest, the question is whether the FAA-approved
design
meets its own standard for one in a billion failures. If that is
one per billion flight hours, then even one hardover in a fleet
that has accumulated 90 million hours doesn't meet standard. I
will
press on this matter this week: what is the denominator in that
one
in a billion standard -- it could be hours, it could be one in a

billion rudder actuations. Who knows? But I plan to pull this
string.
The same issue came up on the 747 classics and fuel tank
explosions. The probability is supposed to be one in a billion
there, too. No one ever proved one way or the other whether
one in
a billion was met.
Stay tuned.

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Re: FRESH QUESTIONS ABOUT WHETER 737
SAFETY FIXES DID THE JO
Author: "lyn romano" <rosebush2@hotmail.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/16/99 9:02 AM

Good Morning John & All,
I will quote from this article.. as I believe it sums up the entire
'piece'

"A more benign recommendation is to create redundancy in the
rudder
control system, which some say is accomplished by the existing
modifications. Supporters of that approach note that the 737 has
more
then 90 million flight hours, yet ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER
OF INCIDENTS
TRACEABLE TO THE RUDDER"

I suppose... we're back to cost benefit huh?...
Not enough dead yet to warrant any $$costly$$ changes.
And so it goes.
And.. now?, with any 'luck' at all,.... IASA......will achieve the
task
of 'remodifying' their prehistoric mindset.
My Best
Lyn
Chairman
IASA/U.S.

From: John King <jking1@mediaone.net>
To: John Sampson <sampson@iinet.net.au>,Aart van der Wal
<avanderwal@compuserve.com>,Bill Hogan
<BHogan@publicintegrity.org>,David Evans
<devans@phillips.com>, Edward
Block <EdwBlock@aol.com>,Patrick Price
<PAPCECST@aol.com>,Timothy Clark
<timothyclark@compuserve.com>,max lenz <hauif@datacomm.ch>,res gehriger
<res.gehriger@sfdrs.srg-ssr.ch>,Tim van Beveren
<tvb1@prodigy.net>,"BabsF342@aol.com"
<BabsF342@aol.com>,lyn romano
<rosebush2@hotmail.com>,"James A. Bergquist"
<clittle@cari.net>,
GADunham@aol.com,John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: FRESH QUESTIONS ABOUT WHETER 737 SAFETY
FIXES DID THE JOB
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 1999 06:02:18 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
From jking1@mediaone.net Tue Mar 16 03:14:20 1999
Received: from mediaone.net (006097b6e32e.ne.mediaone.net
[24.128.232.189])by chmls05.mediaone.net (8.8.7/8.8.7) with
ESMTP id
GAA13098;Tue, 16 Mar 1999 06:14:01 -0500 (EST)
Message-ID: <36EE3A39.1024DFB4@mediaone.net>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en]C-MOENE (Win95; U)
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by
chmls05.mediaone.net id GAA13098
To all:
This item from the news wire.
Quote--FRESH QUESTIONS ABOUT WHETHER 737
SAFETY FIXES DID THE JOB
8.06 p.m. ET (0106 GMT) March 15, 1999
Source: http://www.foxmarketwire.com/wires/0315/
f_ap_0315_43.sml
WASHINGTON - Government safety officials are considering
whether to
recommend wholesale changes to the rudders of Boeing 737s
after an
incident last month raised doubts about previous modifications of
the
world's mostly widely used airliner.
Federal and private aviation officials thought they had fixed
problems with the 737 in a safety effort dating back to a crash

near
Pittsburgh in 1994. But fresh concern was raised on Feb. 23,
when a
MetroJet 737 that had received the post-crash modifications
started to
roll on its own.
Now the members of the National Transportation Safety Board
are
divided over whether to recommend changes that could cost the
airlines
up to $100 million, or live with the ones that have already been
made.
One high-level NTSB official, speaking on the condition of
anonymity, said the "tweaks'' ordered by the Federal Aviation
Administration have not solved anything.
A resolution may come next week, when the five-member board
meets
to
settle on the probable cause of the September 1994 crash of
USAir
Flight
427. That 737 inexplicably spiraled into a ravine outside
Pittsburgh
after a flight from Chicago. All 132 aboard were killed.
The board may also discuss three other incidents: The 1991
crash of
a United Airlines 737 on approach to Colorado Springs, Colo.; a
flight
control disturbance to an Eastwind 737 on approach to
Richmond, Va., in
1996; and flight control problems with a United Airlines 737
before
takeoff from Seattle on Feb. 19.

In the aftermath of the USAir crash, the NTSB, the FAA and the
airplane's maker, the Seattle-based Boeing Co., opened an
investigation
that surpassed the TWA Flight 800 inquiry in length and will
likely run
second to it in terms of cost.
All three entities agree that the rudder on the USAir plane, a
control surface that runs up the tail and moves the nose left and
right,
went to its full left position shortly after the plane flew through
the
wake of an aircraft ahead of it.
They disagree about what sent the plane into its 6,000-foot
death
spiral.
Boeing points to the two-man flight crew, saying they held the
left
rudder pedal to the floor as they tried to regain control.
"Experienced crews do not always respond to flight path upsets
in a
predictable or routine manner, particularly when they are
suddenly
surprised,'' the company said in a submission to the safety board.
Some investigators believe the rudder control reversed itself, so
a
pilot pressing on the right pedal to straighten the nose would
have
unknowingly held the rudder in the wrong position.
The FAA believes the answer will never be known. Instead, it is
relying on three mandatory changes made in the aftermath of the
crash:
a
redesign of the rudder's hydraulic control unit to prevent rudder

reversal, new training for crews in handling turbulence and a
reduction
in the amount of rudder a pilot can apply in high-risk situations.
"We have attempted to cover all potential scenarios because
there
isn't conclusive evidence to identify any one of them,'' said
Thomas
McSweeny, associate FAA administrator for regulation and
certification.
Safety board officials aren't so sure. While they don't have the
power to require changes, their recommendations are widely
publicized
and are likely to resonate with the public. The 737 is the most
common
passenger jet, with nearly 3,000 worldwide. Southwest Airlines,
the
popular discount carrier, has an all-737 fleet.
According to those familiar with a draft report of the safety
board's conclusions, one potential recommendation is to install
dual
power-control devices in older 737s.
Currently the planes have two primary rudder control systems
that
merge in a single soda can-sized hydraulic device known as the
power
control unit. Boeing and the FAA redesigned the unit in the
aftermath
of
the crash and required airlines to install it by August.
Switching to a dual control system would require new hydraulic
and
electrical rigging that could harm other aircraft systems. Aviation
analysts also say it could cost from $60 million to $100 million

and
create considerable aircraft downtime.
A more benign recommendation is to create redundancy in the
rudder
control system, which some say is accomplished by the existing
modifications.
Supporters of that approach note that the 737 has more than 90
million flight hours, yet only a limited number of incidents
traceable
to the rudder.
The MetroJet incident raised fresh concerns, however. The
plane,
flown by the discount subsidiary of the renamed US Airways,
started to
roll while cruising at 33,000 feet from Orlando, Fla., to Hartford,
Conn.
Using training adopted in the aftermath of the Flight 427 crash,
the
pilots regained control of the aircraft and landed safely in
Baltimore.
Among the concerns, according to the top NTSB official:
--The MetroJet rudder moved 8.5 degrees off center, perhaps
indicating
a new rudder control problem.
--The pilots regained control only after switching to backup
systems
and
rebalancing engine power, an achievable task at cruise altitude
but
more
complicated in the harried moments before landing.
--The power control unit in the MetroJet, which was updated to
the

post-USAir design, showed no problems, which may indicate a
hidden flaw
or problems elsewhere in the rudder system. It runs the length of
the
plane.
c 1999, News America Digital Publishing, Inc. d/b/a Fox Market
Wire.
All
rights reserved. Fox Market Wire is a trademark of 20th Century
Fox
Film
Corp. c 1999 Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material
may
not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. c 1999
Reuters
Ltd. All right

____________________________________________________
__
Get Your Private, Free Email at http://www.hotmail.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 12, 1999 8:23:11 AM PST
To: news_ed@canoe.ca
Subject: AI 182 Air India

Dear Sir,

It was not a bomb, it was a mechanical problem, bad wiring
caused forward cargo door to open in flight.
Check out corazon.com for supporting documents.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 18, 1999 9:26:12 PM PST
To: jameswallace@seattle-pi.com
Subject: Boeing 747 wiring/cargo door accidents

www.corazon.com has extensive documentation and support for
the wiring/cargo door explanation for four Boeing 747 crashes.
Cheers
John Barry Smith

(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 15, 1999 9:21:35 AM PST
To: jonangier.com
Subject: Nova

TV PROGRAM NOVA HIGHLIGHTS AIRCRAFT SAFETY:
Before the introduction of
cable TV channels specializing in science subjects, there was the
PBS
science series NOVA. On Feb. 16-17, NOVA will air "ESCAPE!
Because
Accidents Happen," a four-part miniseries. AVweb previewed
one of the
four episodes, "Plane Crash," which covers military and civilian
aircraft safety, and found it up to NOVA's usual high standards.
Check
your local listings.
Dear Jon, now you know why John Ware lost interest in wiring/

cargo door explanation for four 747 accidents. He did the same
as you, believed the pattern, asked for some other opinion and
then walked away muttering budget.
If explanation is false then don't do it because it's wrong.
If explanation is right then worth large budget and time.
Right or wrong is determined by facts data evidence, not opinion,
not even the opinion of this messenger.
Where are the facts, data, evidence to rebut/refute the wiring
cargo door explanation?
I understand you need to sell the idea of show before it goes into
production. If you can't sell it, then so be it. I understand money
rules for media, manufacturer and airlines. It's only government
that is supposed to be safety first and profit later. That's why I
have put my efforts for the last few years into persuading NTSB
and FAA that a worthy line of investigation into TWA 800 and
others is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight, probably caused by electrical malfunction, just like UAL
811.
I need help with FAA and NTSB. They will not even meet with
me. Don't you think, knowing what you know of the facts, that at
least a meeting is warranted between citizen and public safety
official to review my research, data, and conclusions?
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Angier <jonang@chedd-angier.com>
Date: February 10, 1999 9:14:56 AM PST

To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Lyn Romano/facts
Reply-To: jonang@chedd-angier.com

Dear Barry,
Thanks for your message. I'm not sure what Lyn Romano wants,
but I can't see how Swissair
111 can be blamed on aging wiring -- more likely shoddy
workmanship during wiring
installation, it appears, particularly around the inflight
entertainment system. I
believe the subsequent inspections of MD 11s found a lot of
badly installed wiring.
The MIT guy was not really much direct help, because he
personally does not have any
specific knowledge of the 747 crashes. He did make some
suggestions about how I could
follow up on things like identifying other cargo door incidents,
but I have not had the
time to get to that yet.
The article is correct when it says that most documentary makers
do not have the budget
(which comes to the same thing as time) to carry out in-depth
research of their subjects.
That is exactly the situation I am in with this story -- we have to
make a certain amount
of TV in a given time, and already I can see that to research the
747 story adequately
would take way beyond our normal schedule. I'm not ready to
give up just yet, although I
will have to fit it around other work.

Be talking to you.
John

From: John Angier <jonang@chedd-angier.com>
Date: February 3, 1999 4:29:19 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Contact
Reply-To: jonang@chedd-angier.com

Hi John Barry Smith (what do people call you?). What happened
to PA 125? They were at
20,000 ft. Did they return to London? How do you know about
this incident? John Angier

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 2, 1999 8:09:29 PM PST
To: jonang@chedd-angier.com
Subject: Contact

Dear Jon,
Very nice talking with you. Good Luck.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Date: January 20, 1999 10:36:00 PM PST
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: FW:

-----Original Message----From: Farrow, Nick
Sent:
Thursday, 21 January 1999 05:29
To: 'barry@corazo.com'
Subject:
Dear Barry
Thanks for the docs. As you know, I'm particularly interested in
pursuing
your theory that Kapton was the cause of the tragedy.
That really would give us an extremely hard edge to this story.
So, is the following paragraph an accurate synopsis of your
interpretation?

"811 was loomed with PolyX, identical to Kapton - but simply
given a
different product name. This wiring shorted/arced and so
(whatever the
other contributing factors) permitted the electrical actuation of
the door
latches toward the 'open' position. In other words, faulty wires
primed
the door to blow".
If that IS an accurate representation of your position, why:
1) Does the NTSB attribute the accident to the door opening due
to a
faulty switch --- OR --- wiring?
2) Was there no sign of arcing or short circuits?
3) Does the NTSB state that it was UNable to state whether the
latch
actuator was inadvertently powered by a short
circuit?
4) Does the NTSB state that it was "highly improbable" that an
electrical
short could have caused the latches to open?
I do, of course, appreciate that the evidence of arcing or short
circuits
may still be at the bottom of the sea...
Also:
5) What documentation is available which states that Poly X =
Kapton?
6) What documentation exists which shows 811 was loomed with

Poly X?
I'm sure you'll email me back pointing out that the answers and
evidence
were staring me in the face all along!
Warm regards
Nick Farrow
If you'd like to know more about Sunday, our website is at
http://sunday.ninemsn.com.au

From: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Date: January 20, 1999 5:43:19 PM PST
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>

Dear Barry
My apologies: I have this feeling that I may be about to start
bombarding
you with requests for information!
A quick one. Has the cockpit voice recording of the incident
ever put into
the public domain?
If so, would you suggest a way I could access it, fast?
Nick

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 20, 1999 5:25:24 AM PST
To: Schuetz
Subject: Boeing versions, AF version, and your version

This is how the $1 billion explosion was reported in the
'Boeing News' published on January 15, 1999. "Flight data,
'fresh eyes' used
to help revalidate the rocket
"The Delta III return-to-flight team is looking at the rocket in
new ways.
After the investigation team pinned the cause of the Aug. 26
failure on the
control system reacting to a rocking motion, they identified the
corrective
action as a direct change to the systems software. The software
essentially
will ignore the rocking motion on future flights. The return-toflight team
then went the next step: applying the lessons learned to the
entire vehicle
and its subsystems. Using the information gained from the first
minute of
flight, they applied it to the remaining 35 minutes of the flight
profile.
"One thing we learned from intrgrating Delta 259 was that we
needed to
redesign a WIRE-HARNESS connector between the solid motors
and the core
vehicle," said Dan Collins, Delt III return-to-flight program
lead.. . . ."

Now compare that story with the one written below by Steven
Young. It would
appear that Boeing doesn't even want their employees to know
about DEFECTIVE
WIRING.
Frayed wiring caused $1 billion explosion of spy satellite
Copyright 1999 Nando Media
Copyright 1999 Reuters News Service
By STEVEN YOUNG
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (January 15, 1999 8:29 p.m. EST
http://www.nandotimes.com) - Frayed electrical wiring caused
last year's $1
billion explosion of a Titan 4 rocket that carried a spy satellite,
the U.S.
Air Force said Friday.
The powerful rocket and its top-secret cargo blew apart in the
skies above
Cape Canaveral on Aug. 12, 1998, in one of the most expensive
space disasters
in history.
A U.S. Air Force Space Command accident investigation board
said the damaged
wiring caused a short circuit that left the rocket's guidance
systems without
power for a fraction of a second. The 20-story booster lost its
sense of
direction, tipped over and exploded in a shower of rocket fuel
just 41 seconds
after launch. At the time, the Titan 4 was traveling close to the
speed of

sound at an altitude of 17,000 feet.
"Electrical shorts in the ... wiring harness most likely caused the
vehicle to
catastrophically fail," the Space Command said in a statement.
"The board
found clear and convincing evidence that wire insulation damage
existed."
For the first time, the Air Force confirmed that the mishap cost
more than $1
billion. It said the Air Force and Lockheed Martin , the rocket's
builder,
have "taken actions to address the findings of the investigation."
Two Titan 4B rockets, a newer version than the 4A model that
exploded,
currently are being prepared for launch from Cape Canaveral,
although the Air
Force has yet to set any launch dates.
"We are proceeding with preparations, but are awaiting final
approval to
launch," an Air Force spokesman at Cape Canaveral said.
The spy satellite destroyed in August's explosion was being
launched for the
U.S. National Reconnaissance Office and, according to space
experts, was to
have listened in on foreign government and military
communications in global
hot spots.
From: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Date: January 19, 1999 10:16:43 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: RE: UAL811

Dear Barry
One thought... Kapton wiring being the 'documented' cause of the
811
incident. Do you have the documents?
I'd be extremely interested to hear more.
Warm regards
Nick Farrow
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Wednesday, 20 January 1999 03:34
To: NFarrow@ninenet.com.au
Subject: UAL811
Dear Nick,
UAL 811 is the only documented PolyX/Kapton wiring
implicated documented
fatality air crash.
corazon.com has all the details.
smcclure@quake.net is Stuart McClure who was on 811 and he
may know about
Campbell whereabouts or how to find him.
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 14:50:16 -0700
From: Stuart McClure <smcclure@quake.net>

MIME-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 811 Responses...
Have you spoken with David Cronin the pilot? I used to have his
address
and phone number. He might be able to answer some more
questions.
I really don't know how we all survived that event. With so many
strikes
against us that night (huge hole in fuselage, only 2 engines
available,
heavy plane) - I sometimes wonder how the hell we came back
alive. It
doesn't make sense. So much so that sometimes I think that we
all did
die out there that night and this is just a dream. Weird eh? As the
20/20 special showed, Capt. Cronin mentioned that the engineers
ran it
through their simulation computers and could not explain why
the plane
made it back.
1. What did you hear exactly, instant by instant. For instance,
was
there a
whine of a motor turning on? Was there a thump, then exposion?
What was
the
sequence of the loud noise, was it suddenly loud then got a little
quieter
and stayed steady or did it suddenly get loud and stay at that

loudness
for
a long time. Were there variations in the loudness? Was the
rushing
sound
inside the cabin different from the initial decompression sound?
Was it
quiet or just normal noise on 747 in climb, then sudden loud
explosion
sound then a little reduction of noise into rushing noise louder
then
normal climb but quieter than initial explosion. How long in
seconds or
fraction of seconds did the initial loud sound last?
I was half asleep when it occurred (takeoff at 2:30am) so my
memory of
events before the thud is murky. Also, I was in the last section of
the
plane (seat 44G) so did not hear the distinct noises you mention
that
someone closer to the hole might (like a motor turning on).
What I did
hear and experience was a loud thud/pop that woke me up and
then a cloud
of dust, white smoke, or steam (possibly from the
decompression) rushing
into the cabin. Then a great deal of wind, noise, vibration. I don't
remember any non-human noises after that initial jolt.
2. Did you examine the hole after you landed? What did the

bottom sill
look
like? Was it broken into three parts? Anything you can remember
about
the
door frame and pins and torn upper skin is important.
No, I didn't get to see the hole once on the ground. In fact, I
didn't
even know there was a hole until we got on the tramac and
passengers
started to mingle. Despite siting on the right side of the middle
row, I
exited the plane from the exit behind the left wing. I promised by
mother on the descent that I wouldn't leave her (because she
didn't know
how to swim) and went left with her once we landed.
3. Did you see blood on the vertical stabilizer as some accounts
have
it?
No.
Can you confirm any ingestion of passengers into number 3
engine.
I had heard from the media days later that they found the remains
of a
body in #3 engine. But that is all.
Do you know what happened to the engines after you landed?
No.
Did you see any evidence of bodies or baggage striking the wing

or tail
or fuselage?
No.
4. Was the plane surrounded by Air Force guard personnel when
you
deplaned?
No, but I do remember a great number of rescue vehicles
including
police, fire trucks, and the yellow airports rescue vehicles. They
were
spraying foam and water everywhere.
Was there any other extra security around?
No, but they tried to rush us off the tarmac. I remember being
dazed
once on the ground but it still seemed as though they wanted us
out of
their quickly.
4A. What did the pilot or copilot tell you over the intercom?
The only word from the pilot (at least I thought it was the pilot)
was
"2 minutes to touch down".
Describe everything the crew told you, if anything, during time
from
event to
landing and deplaning.
I remember many things about this period. Especially the
absolute
distraught white look in every flight attendant's face. They were
running up and down the aisles, using bullhorns to talk to us. The

head
flight attendant was a woman who went to each section giving
instructions to passengers on how to open the doors once we
landed. She
designated certain people closest to the doors to be the first
people to
try when the time came. Then she designated secondary people
to open the
doors if the first people could'nt. They told us to put on our life
jackets and inflate one side, then the other side once in the water.
They told us to get in the crash position, and then kept yelling at
once
if we lifted our heads - "Keep your heads down!" - which seemed
like an
$#%* eternity.
Once we got on the ground, I just remember sliding down the
slide and
people yelling, "Run, it's going to blow!"
5. What did you think was going on during the event to landing?
I thought that they were trying to assess the damage to determine
a
crash landing evacuation plan.
When exactly did the realization come to you that it was cargo
door
popping open?
Again, only after we had landed and got talking to other
passengers on
the tarmac.
Why did you think bomb, if you did?

I did think it was a bomb at first but then we thought lightening
strike
(the sky was filled with lightening clouds that night). I guess the
recent Lockerbie accident made us think it was a bomb at first.
6. Did you see any fire from engine number 3.
Absolutely, yes! Long streaks of fire. It was the first engine to
flame.
Or number 4?
Absolutely, yes! But it flamed after #3.
Any description of damage to plane you observed after landing is
important.
Unfortunately, because we de-planed on the left, we never got to
see the
engines or hole.
7. Did the interior lights go out at event time and come back on
later,
if
so, how much later.
The interior light had gone off for takeoff but were turned on
immediately after the explosion. They remained on until we
landed. It
was dark during the deplaning (I remember thinking, wow those aisle
lights on the floor actually work!)
8. Did you observe any prior electrical anomalies to the event,
lights
flickering, movie not working, etc?

No, they were just taking off, I was trying to sleep, and they were
just
pulling out the beverage carts.
9. Did you notice any strange ground events prior to takeoff like
delay
loading baggage, or reopening doors for late baggage or
passengers.
No.
10. Did rain within two hours of takeoff?
I am fairly sure that it had been raining, but it wasn't when we
took
off.
Did you takeoff late and why.
I believe we were late getting into Honolulu from LA.
11. Did you ever see inside the forward cargo hold? What did
you see?
Were
the frame and seals intact?
Sorry, I never saw that.
12. After the event did you notice what the aircraft did? Did it
swerve
one

direction or the other left or right? Did it climb or descend
immediately.
This is the first few seconds after event, not later. What did the
plane do
later, about ten seconds after event and pilot took control.
This is the weirdest part of that night. Right after the initial jolt,
I just remember the plane slowing down and then dropping. All
of us in
the area didn't even feel us turn around. I remember asking the
guy
across the aisle from me and the guy in front of him if they felt
us
turn around - they both said no. We shook hands and he said to
me "Looks
like this is it. Nice to have known you." Two kids next to him
traveling
alone were what I remember the most.
13. Could you tell when the pilot shut down engine 3 and four?
Was
there
any vibration that ceased when he did.
We could tell when the flames went out on the engines. We sat
right
behind the #3 and #4 engines. There was vibration and noise the
whole
way back to Hawaii. I did not notice a different vibration when
the
engines were turned off.
14. After you deplaned what wild stories were going around as to

the
cause?
There were no wild stories that I remember, just mention of
multiple
people being sucked out in flight.
Reply-To: "Chris Hinch" <chinch@arl.co.nz>
From: "Chris Hinch" <chinch@arl.co.nz>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: UAL 811 door/TWA 800 door
Date: Wed, 22 Apr 1998 11:48:27 +1200
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Priority: 3
Good morning John
I have printed out your document and will endeavour to get it to
Mr
Campbell
with a suitable covering note. I would think that a nondisclosure
agreement
will have been part of his settlement with United, and he may not
be able,
or willing, to follow this matter further.
I will, however, endeavour to get this material to him.
Regards
Chris
____
Chris Hinch

Phone: +64-3-477-2995

Animation Research Ltd
Fax: +64-3-479-9751
Systems Manager
e-mail: chinch@arl.co.nz
442 Moray Place, PO Box 5580, Dunedin, New Zealand
RV-8 Builder #80630
From: Chris Hinch <chris@dcc.govt.nz>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Cargo Doors & UAL 811
Date: Thu, 22 Aug 96 22:29:00 NZT
Encoding: 90 TEXT
Status:

Barry
Hang in there.
I was on a computer graphics team that developed computer
animation
sequences for a documentary about UAL811. The animation
sequences showed
how the door latching mechanisms work for the cargo door in
question.
At that time, the official story was that a ground handler had
damaged
the latching mechanism and/or not closed the door properly. The
father
of a New Zealand teenager killed on the flight argued against
this, and
as a result, the TVNZ documentary was commisioned, presenting
his theory

that an electrical failure initiated the door opening sequence with
the
'L' shape of the locking latches making them susceptable to
deformation.
In order to create the animation sequences, we had to study and
understand the issues involved. We then predicted that if the
door was
found, what the relative positions of the cams and interlocks
would be,
and that the L locking bars would be deformed by the backdriven
cams.
The documentary was rebuffed by United, who said that that they
were
aware, prior to the accident, that the L locks could be deformed
by
initiating the door open sequence while locked, and that a
modification
had been issued to strengthen them. As that modification had
*apparently*
been fitted to 811, we were "therefore" wrong. In addition, local
airlines said that a special 'strengthening' modification had been
fitted
to their fleet of B747's, "therefore" it was okay to keep flying.
But when the door was retrieved, the locks were deformed as
predicted,
and the cams were in the positions we predicted. Obviously, if
fitted,
the modification was not strong enough. This meant that it could
happen
again, and I was approached by TVNZ to say so on camera. I

did so but
did not realise the personal and professional cost that would
occur as a
result.
I was not aware that the NTSB had changed their position, and I
cannot
tell you the personal feeling of relief, vindication and resolution
that
I felt reading their revised executive summary at your web site.
Thank
you very, very much.
But now, the horrifying feeling that our words will continue to go
unheeded, and that more people will die - especially when we
hear
airlines continuing to say that they are "okay" because they have
fitted
the "special" strengthening mod.
Can you confirm if 811 had the rivetted L plates modification
added? Did
800? 103? Can you confirm or determine if any one has actually
initiated
the opening sequence on the ground, with the door fully closed,
with the
L plates modification fitted? Can Boeing/NTSB categorically
demonstrate
that the mod fitted will prevent deformation when the cams are
backdriven?
I wish you the very very best of luck. Remain focused, persistent
and

rational in your arguments, and they cannot argue.
By the way - check 811's pilot statement (on record I believe)
that the
only reason the aircraft didn't come apart underneath him was
that he had
just taken it off AP and let go of the controls at the point of event
he felt that fighting the aircraft (or trying to keep it straight, as
the
AP would have done) would have resulted in catastrophic failure.
In the other accidents, were they on AP?
Cheers
Chris Hinch
chris@dcc.govt.nz

From: "Farrow, Nick" <NFarrow@ninenet.com.au>
Date: January 19, 1999 9:01:13 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: UAL811

Barry
This is a great help.
My thanks.
Nick
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Wednesday, 20 January 1999 03:34
To: NFarrow@ninenet.com.au
Subject: UAL811
Dear Nick,
UAL 811 is the only documented PolyX/Kapton wiring
implicated documented
fatality air crash.
corazon.com has all the details.
smcclure@quake.net is Stuart McClure who was on 811 and he
may know about
Campbell whereabouts or how to find him.
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 14:50:16 -0700
From: Stuart McClure <smcclure@quake.net>
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 811 Responses...

Have you spoken with David Cronin the pilot? I used to have his
address
and phone number. He might be able to answer some more
questions.
I really don't know how we all survived that event. With so many
strikes
against us that night (huge hole in fuselage, only 2 engines
available,
heavy plane) - I sometimes wonder how the hell we came back
alive. It
doesn't make sense. So much so that sometimes I think that we
all did
die out there that night and this is just a dream. Weird eh? As the
20/20 special showed, Capt. Cronin mentioned that the engineers
ran it
through their simulation computers and could not explain why
the plane
made it back.
1. What did you hear exactly, instant by instant. For instance,
was
there a
whine of a motor turning on? Was there a thump, then exposion?
What was
the
sequence of the loud noise, was it suddenly loud then got a little
quieter
and stayed steady or did it suddenly get loud and stay at that
loudness
for
a long time. Were there variations in the loudness? Was the
rushing

sound
inside the cabin different from the initial decompression sound?
Was it
quiet or just normal noise on 747 in climb, then sudden loud
explosion
sound then a little reduction of noise into rushing noise louder
then
normal climb but quieter than initial explosion. How long in
seconds or
fraction of seconds did the initial loud sound last?
I was half asleep when it occurred (takeoff at 2:30am) so my
memory of
events before the thud is murky. Also, I was in the last section of
the
plane (seat 44G) so did not hear the distinct noises you mention
that
someone closer to the hole might (like a motor turning on).
What I did
hear and experience was a loud thud/pop that woke me up and
then a cloud
of dust, white smoke, or steam (possibly from the
decompression) rushing
into the cabin. Then a great deal of wind, noise, vibration. I don't
remember any non-human noises after that initial jolt.
2. Did you examine the hole after you landed? What did the
bottom sill
look
like? Was it broken into three parts? Anything you can remember
about

the
door frame and pins and torn upper skin is important.
No, I didn't get to see the hole once on the ground. In fact, I
didn't
even know there was a hole until we got on the tramac and
passengers
started to mingle. Despite siting on the right side of the middle
row, I
exited the plane from the exit behind the left wing. I promised by
mother on the descent that I wouldn't leave her (because she
didn't know
how to swim) and went left with her once we landed.
3. Did you see blood on the vertical stabilizer as some accounts
have
it?
No.
Can you confirm any ingestion of passengers into number 3
engine.
I had heard from the media days later that they found the remains
of a
body in #3 engine. But that is all.
Do you know what happened to the engines after you landed?
No.
Did you see any evidence of bodies or baggage striking the wing
or tail
or fuselage?
No.

4. Was the plane surrounded by Air Force guard personnel when
you
deplaned?
No, but I do remember a great number of rescue vehicles
including
police, fire trucks, and the yellow airports rescue vehicles. They
were
spraying foam and water everywhere.
Was there any other extra security around?
No, but they tried to rush us off the tarmac. I remember being
dazed
once on the ground but it still seemed as though they wanted us
out of
their quickly.
4A. What did the pilot or copilot tell you over the intercom?
The only word from the pilot (at least I thought it was the pilot)
was
"2 minutes to touch down".
Describe everything the crew told you, if anything, during time
from
event to
landing and deplaning.
I remember many things about this period. Especially the
absolute
distraught white look in every flight attendant's face. They were
running up and down the aisles, using bullhorns to talk to us. The
head
flight attendant was a woman who went to each section giving
instructions to passengers on how to open the doors once we
landed. She

designated certain people closest to the doors to be the first
people to
try when the time came. Then she designated secondary people
to open the
doors if the first people could'nt. They told us to put on our life
jackets and inflate one side, then the other side once in the water.
They told us to get in the crash position, and then kept yelling at
once
if we lifted our heads - "Keep your heads down!" - which seemed
like an
$#%* eternity.
Once we got on the ground, I just remember sliding down the
slide and
people yelling, "Run, it's going to blow!"
5. What did you think was going on during the event to landing?
I thought that they were trying to assess the damage to determine
a
crash landing evacuation plan.
When exactly did the realization come to you that it was cargo
door
popping open?
Again, only after we had landed and got talking to other
passengers on
the tarmac.
Why did you think bomb, if you did?
I did think it was a bomb at first but then we thought lightening
strike
(the sky was filled with lightening clouds that night). I guess the
recent Lockerbie accident made us think it was a bomb at first.

6. Did you see any fire from engine number 3.
Absolutely, yes! Long streaks of fire. It was the first engine to
flame.
Or number 4?
Absolutely, yes! But it flamed after #3.
Any description of damage to plane you observed after landing is
important.
Unfortunately, because we de-planed on the left, we never got to
see the
engines or hole.
7. Did the interior lights go out at event time and come back on
later,
if
so, how much later.
The interior light had gone off for takeoff but were turned on
immediately after the explosion. They remained on until we
landed. It
was dark during the deplaning (I remember thinking, wow those aisle
lights on the floor actually work!)
8. Did you observe any prior electrical anomalies to the event,
lights
flickering, movie not working, etc?
No, they were just taking off, I was trying to sleep, and they were
just
pulling out the beverage carts.

9. Did you notice any strange ground events prior to takeoff like
delay
loading baggage, or reopening doors for late baggage or
passengers.
No.
10. Did rain within two hours of takeoff?
I am fairly sure that it had been raining, but it wasn't when we
took
off.
Did you takeoff late and why.
I believe we were late getting into Honolulu from LA.
11. Did you ever see inside the forward cargo hold? What did
you see?
Were
the frame and seals intact?
Sorry, I never saw that.
12. After the event did you notice what the aircraft did? Did it
swerve
one
direction or the other left or right? Did it climb or descend
immediately.
This is the first few seconds after event, not later. What did the
plane do

later, about ten seconds after event and pilot took control.
This is the weirdest part of that night. Right after the initial jolt,
I just remember the plane slowing down and then dropping. All
of us in
the area didn't even feel us turn around. I remember asking the
guy
across the aisle from me and the guy in front of him if they felt
us
turn around - they both said no. We shook hands and he said to
me "Looks
like this is it. Nice to have known you." Two kids next to him
traveling
alone were what I remember the most.
13. Could you tell when the pilot shut down engine 3 and four?
Was
there
any vibration that ceased when he did.
We could tell when the flames went out on the engines. We sat
right
behind the #3 and #4 engines. There was vibration and noise the
whole
way back to Hawaii. I did not notice a different vibration when
the
engines were turned off.
14. After you deplaned what wild stories were going around as to
the
cause?
There were no wild stories that I remember, just mention of

multiple
people being sucked out in flight.
Reply-To: "Chris Hinch" <chinch@arl.co.nz>
From: "Chris Hinch" <chinch@arl.co.nz>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: UAL 811 door/TWA 800 door
Date: Wed, 22 Apr 1998 11:48:27 +1200
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Priority: 3
Good morning John
I have printed out your document and will endeavour to get it to
Mr
Campbell
with a suitable covering note. I would think that a nondisclosure
agreement
will have been part of his settlement with United, and he may not
be able,
or willing, to follow this matter further.
I will, however, endeavour to get this material to him.
Regards
Chris
____
Chris Hinch
Phone: +64-3-477-2995
Animation Research Ltd
Fax: +64-3-479-9751
Systems Manager
e-mail: chinch@arl.co.nz
442 Moray Place, PO Box 5580, Dunedin, New Zealand

RV-8 Builder #80630
From: Chris Hinch <chris@dcc.govt.nz>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Cargo Doors & UAL 811
Date: Thu, 22 Aug 96 22:29:00 NZT
Encoding: 90 TEXT
Status:

Barry
Hang in there.
I was on a computer graphics team that developed computer
animation
sequences for a documentary about UAL811. The animation
sequences showed
how the door latching mechanisms work for the cargo door in
question.
At that time, the official story was that a ground handler had
damaged
the latching mechanism and/or not closed the door properly. The
father
of a New Zealand teenager killed on the flight argued against
this, and
as a result, the TVNZ documentary was commisioned, presenting
his theory
that an electrical failure initiated the door opening sequence with
the
'L' shape of the locking latches making them susceptable to
deformation.

In order to create the animation sequences, we had to study and
understand the issues involved. We then predicted that if the
door was
found, what the relative positions of the cams and interlocks
would be,
and that the L locking bars would be deformed by the backdriven
cams.
The documentary was rebuffed by United, who said that that they
were
aware, prior to the accident, that the L locks could be deformed
by
initiating the door open sequence while locked, and that a
modification
had been issued to strengthen them. As that modification had
*apparently*
been fitted to 811, we were "therefore" wrong. In addition, local
airlines said that a special 'strengthening' modification had been
fitted
to their fleet of B747's, "therefore" it was okay to keep flying.
But when the door was retrieved, the locks were deformed as
predicted,
and the cams were in the positions we predicted. Obviously, if
fitted,
the modification was not strong enough. This meant that it could
happen
again, and I was approached by TVNZ to say so on camera. I
did so but
did not realise the personal and professional cost that would
occur as a
result.

I was not aware that the NTSB had changed their position, and I
cannot
tell you the personal feeling of relief, vindication and resolution
that
I felt reading their revised executive summary at your web site.
Thank
you very, very much.
But now, the horrifying feeling that our words will continue to go
unheeded, and that more people will die - especially when we
hear
airlines continuing to say that they are "okay" because they have
fitted
the "special" strengthening mod.
Can you confirm if 811 had the rivetted L plates modification
added? Did
800? 103? Can you confirm or determine if any one has actually
initiated
the opening sequence on the ground, with the door fully closed,
with the
L plates modification fitted? Can Boeing/NTSB categorically
demonstrate
that the mod fitted will prevent deformation when the cams are
backdriven?
I wish you the very very best of luck. Remain focused, persistent
and
rational in your arguments, and they cannot argue.
By the way - check 811's pilot statement (on record I believe)
that the

only reason the aircraft didn't come apart underneath him was
that he had
just taken it off AP and let go of the controls at the point of event
he felt that fighting the aircraft (or trying to keep it straight, as
the
AP would have done) would have resulted in catastrophic failure.
In the other accidents, were they on AP?
Cheers
Chris Hinch
chris@dcc.govt.nz

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 19, 1999 8:33:16 PM PST
To: NFarrow@ninenet.com.au
Subject: UAL811

Dear Nick,
UAL 811 is the only documented PolyX/Kapton wiring
implicated documented fatality air crash.

corazon.com has all the details.
smcclure@quake.net is Stuart McClure who was on 811 and he
may know about Campbell whereabouts or how to find him.
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 14:50:16 -0700
From: Stuart McClure <smcclure@quake.net>
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 811 Responses...
Have you spoken with David Cronin the pilot? I used to have his
address
and phone number. He might be able to answer some more
questions.
I really don't know how we all survived that event. With so many
strikes
against us that night (huge hole in fuselage, only 2 engines
available,
heavy plane) - I sometimes wonder how the hell we came back
alive. It
doesn't make sense. So much so that sometimes I think that we
all did
die out there that night and this is just a dream. Weird eh? As the
20/20 special showed, Capt. Cronin mentioned that the engineers
ran it
through their simulation computers and could not explain why
the plane
made it back.
1. What did you hear exactly, instant by instant. For instance,

was
there a
whine of a motor turning on? Was there a thump, then exposion?
What was
the
sequence of the loud noise, was it suddenly loud then got a little
quieter
and stayed steady or did it suddenly get loud and stay at that
loudness
for
a long time. Were there variations in the loudness? Was the
rushing
sound
inside the cabin different from the initial decompression sound?
Was it
quiet or just normal noise on 747 in climb, then sudden loud
explosion
sound then a little reduction of noise into rushing noise louder
then
normal climb but quieter than initial explosion. How long in
seconds or
fraction of seconds did the initial loud sound last?
I was half asleep when it occurred (takeoff at 2:30am) so my
memory of
events before the thud is murky. Also, I was in the last section of
the
plane (seat 44G) so did not hear the distinct noises you mention
that
someone closer to the hole might (like a motor turning on).
What I did

hear and experience was a loud thud/pop that woke me up and
then a cloud
of dust, white smoke, or steam (possibly from the
decompression) rushing
into the cabin. Then a great deal of wind, noise, vibration. I don't
remember any non-human noises after that initial jolt.
2. Did you examine the hole after you landed? What did the
bottom sill
look
like? Was it broken into three parts? Anything you can remember
about
the
door frame and pins and torn upper skin is important.
No, I didn't get to see the hole once on the ground. In fact, I
didn't
even know there was a hole until we got on the tramac and
passengers
started to mingle. Despite siting on the right side of the middle
row, I
exited the plane from the exit behind the left wing. I promised by
mother on the descent that I wouldn't leave her (because she
didn't know
how to swim) and went left with her once we landed.
3. Did you see blood on the vertical stabilizer as some accounts
have
it?
No.
Can you confirm any ingestion of passengers into number 3
engine.

I had heard from the media days later that they found the remains
of a
body in #3 engine. But that is all.
Do you know what happened to the engines after you landed?
No.
Did you see any evidence of bodies or baggage striking the wing
or tail
or fuselage?
No.
4. Was the plane surrounded by Air Force guard personnel when
you
deplaned?
No, but I do remember a great number of rescue vehicles
including
police, fire trucks, and the yellow airports rescue vehicles. They
were
spraying foam and water everywhere.
Was there any other extra security around?
No, but they tried to rush us off the tarmac. I remember being
dazed
once on the ground but it still seemed as though they wanted us
out of
their quickly.
4A. What did the pilot or copilot tell you over the intercom?
The only word from the pilot (at least I thought it was the pilot)
was
"2 minutes to touch down".

Describe everything the crew told you, if anything, during time
from
event to
landing and deplaning.
I remember many things about this period. Especially the
absolute
distraught white look in every flight attendant's face. They were
running up and down the aisles, using bullhorns to talk to us. The
head
flight attendant was a woman who went to each section giving
instructions to passengers on how to open the doors once we
landed. She
designated certain people closest to the doors to be the first
people to
try when the time came. Then she designated secondary people
to open the
doors if the first people could'nt. They told us to put on our life
jackets and inflate one side, then the other side once in the water.
They told us to get in the crash position, and then kept yelling at
once
if we lifted our heads - "Keep your heads down!" - which seemed
like an
$#%* eternity.
Once we got on the ground, I just remember sliding down the
slide and
people yelling, "Run, it's going to blow!"
5. What did you think was going on during the event to landing?
I thought that they were trying to assess the damage to determine
a
crash landing evacuation plan.

When exactly did the realization come to you that it was cargo
door
popping open?
Again, only after we had landed and got talking to other
passengers on
the tarmac.
Why did you think bomb, if you did?
I did think it was a bomb at first but then we thought lightening
strike
(the sky was filled with lightening clouds that night). I guess the
recent Lockerbie accident made us think it was a bomb at first.
6. Did you see any fire from engine number 3.
Absolutely, yes! Long streaks of fire. It was the first engine to
flame.
Or number 4?
Absolutely, yes! But it flamed after #3.
Any description of damage to plane you observed after landing is
important.
Unfortunately, because we de-planed on the left, we never got to
see the
engines or hole.
7. Did the interior lights go out at event time and come back on
later,
if
so, how much later.
The interior light had gone off for takeoff but were turned on
immediately after the explosion. They remained on until we

landed. It
was dark during the deplaning (I remember thinking, wow those aisle
lights on the floor actually work!)
8. Did you observe any prior electrical anomalies to the event,
lights
flickering, movie not working, etc?
No, they were just taking off, I was trying to sleep, and they were
just
pulling out the beverage carts.
9. Did you notice any strange ground events prior to takeoff like
delay
loading baggage, or reopening doors for late baggage or
passengers.
No.
10. Did rain within two hours of takeoff?
I am fairly sure that it had been raining, but it wasn't when we
took
off.
Did you takeoff late and why.
I believe we were late getting into Honolulu from LA.
11. Did you ever see inside the forward cargo hold? What did
you see?

Were
the frame and seals intact?
Sorry, I never saw that.
12. After the event did you notice what the aircraft did? Did it
swerve
one
direction or the other left or right? Did it climb or descend
immediately.
This is the first few seconds after event, not later. What did the
plane do
later, about ten seconds after event and pilot took control.
This is the weirdest part of that night. Right after the initial jolt,
I just remember the plane slowing down and then dropping. All
of us in
the area didn't even feel us turn around. I remember asking the
guy
across the aisle from me and the guy in front of him if they felt
us
turn around - they both said no. We shook hands and he said to
me "Looks
like this is it. Nice to have known you." Two kids next to him
traveling
alone were what I remember the most.
13. Could you tell when the pilot shut down engine 3 and four?
Was
there
any vibration that ceased when he did.
We could tell when the flames went out on the engines. We sat

right
behind the #3 and #4 engines. There was vibration and noise the
whole
way back to Hawaii. I did not notice a different vibration when
the
engines were turned off.
14. After you deplaned what wild stories were going around as to
the
cause?
There were no wild stories that I remember, just mention of
multiple
people being sucked out in flight.
Reply-To: "Chris Hinch" <chinch@arl.co.nz>
From: "Chris Hinch" <chinch@arl.co.nz>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: UAL 811 door/TWA 800 door
Date: Wed, 22 Apr 1998 11:48:27 +1200
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Priority: 3
Good morning John
I have printed out your document and will endeavour to get it to
Mr Campbell
with a suitable covering note. I would think that a nondisclosure
agreement
will have been part of his settlement with United, and he may not
be able,
or willing, to follow this matter further.

I will, however, endeavour to get this material to him.
Regards
Chris
____
Chris Hinch
Phone: +64-3-477-2995
Animation Research Ltd
Fax: +64-3-479-9751
Systems Manager
e-mail: chinch@arl.co.nz
442 Moray Place, PO Box 5580, Dunedin, New Zealand
RV-8 Builder #80630
From: Chris Hinch <chris@dcc.govt.nz>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Cargo Doors & UAL 811
Date: Thu, 22 Aug 96 22:29:00 NZT
Encoding: 90 TEXT
Status:

Barry
Hang in there.
I was on a computer graphics team that developed computer
animation
sequences for a documentary about UAL811. The animation
sequences showed
how the door latching mechanisms work for the cargo door in
question.
At that time, the official story was that a ground handler had

damaged
the latching mechanism and/or not closed the door properly. The
father
of a New Zealand teenager killed on the flight argued against
this, and
as a result, the TVNZ documentary was commisioned, presenting
his theory
that an electrical failure initiated the door opening sequence with
the
'L' shape of the locking latches making them susceptable to
deformation.
In order to create the animation sequences, we had to study and
understand the issues involved. We then predicted that if the
door was
found, what the relative positions of the cams and interlocks
would be,
and that the L locking bars would be deformed by the backdriven
cams.
The documentary was rebuffed by United, who said that that they
were
aware, prior to the accident, that the L locks could be deformed
by
initiating the door open sequence while locked, and that a
modification
had been issued to strengthen them. As that modification had
*apparently*
been fitted to 811, we were "therefore" wrong. In addition, local
airlines said that a special 'strengthening' modification had been
fitted
to their fleet of B747's, "therefore" it was okay to keep flying.

But when the door was retrieved, the locks were deformed as
predicted,
and the cams were in the positions we predicted. Obviously, if
fitted,
the modification was not strong enough. This meant that it could
happen
again, and I was approached by TVNZ to say so on camera. I
did so but
did not realise the personal and professional cost that would
occur as a
result.
I was not aware that the NTSB had changed their position, and I
cannot
tell you the personal feeling of relief, vindication and resolution
that
I felt reading their revised executive summary at your web site.
Thank
you very, very much.
But now, the horrifying feeling that our words will continue to go
unheeded, and that more people will die - especially when we
hear
airlines continuing to say that they are "okay" because they have
fitted
the "special" strengthening mod.
Can you confirm if 811 had the rivetted L plates modification
added? Did
800? 103? Can you confirm or determine if any one has actually
initiated

the opening sequence on the ground, with the door fully closed,
with the
L plates modification fitted? Can Boeing/NTSB categorically
demonstrate
that the mod fitted will prevent deformation when the cams are
backdriven?
I wish you the very very best of luck. Remain focused, persistent
and
rational in your arguments, and they cannot argue.
By the way - check 811's pilot statement (on record I believe)
that the
only reason the aircraft didn't come apart underneath him was
that he had
just taken it off AP and let go of the controls at the point of event
he felt that fighting the aircraft (or trying to keep it straight, as
the
AP would have done) would have resulted in catastrophic failure.
In the other accidents, were they on AP?
Cheers
Chris Hinch
chris@dcc.govt.nz

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: January 13, 1999 3:54:13 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Petition - Women in Afghanistan - Read, Weep &
Sign

From: Protopages@aol.com
Date: Wed, 13 Jan 1999 13:34:08 EST
To: sberard@powerlink.net, ngriffin@midcoast.com,
shanson@clinic.net,
goddess@mint.net, PMoria@aol.com,
addisons@niagara.com,
cusland@biddeford.com, ivwiand@pivot.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Subject: Read, Weep and Sign
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by
rtfm.midcoast.com
id NAA06529
Status:
Kimberly M. Rempel wrote:
Anyone interested in signing the petition below (as a protest
against
the situation of women in Afghanistan) are encouraged to do so.
Please
pass this e-mail onto others who may also be interested in
signing.
Thanks
Carol Hunter
Canadian Co-operative Association
This is a petition to support immediate interest and action about

the
situation in Afghanistan. Women's Rights are being violated and
just
because it is not a issue at "home" in the United States does not
mean that it should not be supported. This petition, when large
enough,
will be presented to the Women's Majority on Brandeis/and/or in
the
Boston Area, in addition to perhaps Amnesty International, and
to other
organizations and the President, as a representation of people and
Brandeis students, faculty, administration who want immediate
attention
to this issue.
The following information was prepared by Kathleen Barbosa,
Connecticut
College, who is Representative and Officer of the Feminist
Political Majority on her campus.
**** Please Sign at the bottom to support and include your
town.*****
If you receive this list with more than 50 names on it, please
email
a copy of it to sarabande@brandeis.edu
<mailto:sarabande@brandeis.edu;
If you decide not to sign, please be considerate and do not kill
the
petition.
Thank you.
****It is best to copy rather than forward the petition. Just select

this entire document, copy it, and paste it into a new e-mail. Add
your
name to the bottom of the list, and send it on.*****
The situation is getting so bad that one person in an editorial of
the
times compared the treatment of women there to the treatment of
Jews
in pre-holocaust Poland. Since the Taliban took power in 1996,
women
have had to wear burqua and have been beaten and stoned in
public for
not having the proper attire, even if this means simply not having
the
mesh covering in front of their eyes.
One woman was beaten to DEATH by an angry mob of
fundamentalists for
accidentally exposing her arm while she was driving. Another
was
stoned to death for trying to leave the country with a man that
was not
a relative.
Women are not allowed to work or even go out in public without
a male
relative; professional women such as professors,
translators,doctors,
lawyers, artists and writers have been forced from their jobs and
stuffed into their homes, so that depression is becoming so
widespread
that it has reached emergency levels. There is no way in such an
extreme Islamic society to know the suicide rate with certainty,

but
relief workers are estimating that the suicide rate among women,
who
cannot find proper medication and treatment for severe
depression and
would rather take their lives than live in such conditions, has
increased significantly. Homes where a woman is present must
have
their windows painted so that she can never be seen by outsiders.
They
must wear silent shoes so that they are never heard.
Women live in fear of their lives for the slightest misbehavior.
Because
they cannot work, those without male relatives or husbands are
either
starving to death or begging on the street, even if they hold
Ph.D.'s.
there are almost no medical facilities available for women, and
relief
workers, in protest, have mostly left the country, taking medicine
and
psychologists and other things necessary to treat the skyrocketing
level of depression among women. At one of the rare hospitals
for
women, a reporter found still, nearly lifeless bodies lying
motionless
on top of beds, wrapped in their burqua, unwilling to speak, eat
or do
anything, but are slowly wasting away. Others have gone mad
and were
seen crouched in corners, perpetually rocking or crying, most of

them
in
fear. One doctor is considering, when what little medication that
is
left finally runs out, leaving these women in front of the
president's
residence as a form of peaceful protest. It is at the point where
the
term 'human rights violations' have become an understatement.
Husbands
have the power of life and death over their women relatives,
especially
their wives, but an angry mob has just as much right to stone or
beat a
woman, often to death, for
exposing an inch of flesh or offending them in the the slightest
way.
David Cornwell has told me that we in the United States should
not
judge the Afghan people for such treatment because it is a
'cultural
thing', but this is not even true. Women enjoyed relative
freedom, to
work, dress generally as they wanted, and drive and appear in
public
alone until only 1996 -- the rapidity of this transition is the main
reason for the depression and suicide; women who were once
educators or
doctors or simply used to basic human freedoms are now
severely
restricted and treated as sub-human in the name of right-wing
fundamentalist Islam.

It is not their tradition or 'culture', but is alien to them, and it
is
extreme even for those cultures where fundamentalism is the
rule.
Besides, if we could excuse everything on cultural grounds, then
we
should not be appalled that the Carthaginians sacrificed their
infant
children, that little girls are circumcised in parts of Africa, that
blacks in the deep south in the 1930's were lynched, prohibited
from
voting and forced to submit to unjust Jim Crow laws. Everyone
has a
right to a tolerable human existence, even if they are women in a
Muslim
country in a part of the world that Americans do not understand.
If we can threaten military force in Kosovo in the name of
human rights
for the sake of ethnic Albanians, Americans can certainly
express
peaceful outrage at the oppression, murder and injustice
committed
against women by the Taliban.
Kathleen Barbosa

STATEMENT:
****** In signing this, we agree that the current treatment of
women

in Afghanistan is completely UNACCEPTABLE and deserves
support and
action by the people of the United States and the U.S.
Government and
that the current situation overseas will not be tolerated. Women's
Rights is not a small issue anywhere and it is UNACCEPTABLE
for women
in
1998 to be treated as sub-human and so much as property.
Equality and
human decency is a RIGHT not a freedom, whether one lives in
Afghanistan
or the United States.*****

1) Kathleen Barbosa, New London, CT
2) Melissa J. Buckheit Waltham, MA
3) Olga Broumas, Brewster, MA
4) Heather Feldman, Waltham, MA
5) Robert L. Hawkins, Waltham, MA
6) Ann Vollmann Bible, Cambridge, MA
7) Joy Garnett, New York, NY
8) Cynthia Pannucci, New York, NY
9) Ken Knowlton, Merrimack NH
10) Eric Somers, Poughkeepsie, NY
11) Faith Watson, Philadelphia, PA
12) Sherry Branch, Orlando, Fl.
13) Susie Ellis, Strasburg, VA
14) Christine Jurzykowski, TX
15) John Steiner
16) Wendy Volkmann
17) Leonie Walker, Portola Valley, CA
18) Kate O'Hanlan, Portola Valley, CA

19) Rayona Sharpnack, Redwood City, CA
20) Rita Hovakimian, San Francisco, CA
21) Karen Andes, San Rafael, CA
22) Carolena Nericcio, San Francisco, CA
23) Kajira Djoumahna, Santa Rosa, CA
24) Deborah Rennie, Mill Valley, CA
25) M. Esther Colwell, San Rafael, CA
26) Kate Colwell M.D., Kensington, CA
27) Heather Conrad, Kensington, CA
28) Bonnie S. Arthur, Penngrove, CA
29) Kay R Kerriden, Penngrove, CA
30) Sharon Bard, Santa Rosa CA
31) Sedonia Cahill, Forestville, CA
32) Jason Serinus, Oakland, CA
33) Merle Peek, Denver, CO
34) Adele LeBlanc, Bearsville, NY
35) Erica Chase-Salerno, New Paltz, NY
36) Maike Engelhardt, Bremen, Germany
37) Kathrin Siegmund, Hannover, Germany
38) Jules Dougherty, International Falls, MN
39) Winona Patterson, Palatine, IL
40) Amanda Abbott Downers Grove, IL
41) Kim Morneau, ON - Canada
42) Carol Hunter, ON - Canada
43) Kimberly Rempel NS - Canada
44) Graeme Dyck, NS - Canada
45) Susan Buchanan, Manitoba - Canada
46) Patti Harras, Vancouver - Canada
47) Donaleen Saul, Vancouver - Canada
48) Lynne Campbell, Scarborough, Maine ˜ USA
49) Nancy Griffin, Thomaston, Maine USA
50) Jonathan Wills, Bressay, Shetland, Scotland

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail: <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland, Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042.
*While you're here - visit our Shetland wildlife site at
<http://www.shetland-wildlife-tours.zetnet.co.uk>
and don't miss
The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: January 12, 1999 1:03:43 PM PST
To: LP-SCOT1@NEW.LABOUR.ORG.UK,
v.e.cooke@sms.ed.ac.uk, 113621.3116@compuserve.com,
bmiller@europarl.eu.int, bmillermep@aol.com,
cathy.jamieson@zetnet.co.uk, christinemay@cableinet.co.uk,
cwu.aberdeen@btinternet.com,
david.martin@geo2.poptel.org.uk, ecosy@europarl.eu.int,
edgarc@parliament.uk, elainemurray@compuserve.com,
ethomson@absoft.co.uk, 9608191m@student.gla.ac.uk,
g.mcgregor@unison.co.uk, gilzean@classic.msn.com, gmbbrussels@geo2.poptel.org.uk, gp89278@glaxowellcome.co.uk,
hdowie@compuserve.com, heleneadie@aol.com,
imcfatridge@ferguson.force9.co.uk, j.begg-2@sms.ed.ac.uk,
jackmcconn@aol.com, jane.saren@gpc-mas.co.uk,
9702584d@student.gla.ac.uk, jinnes@dunit.demon.co.uk,
johanne@cableinet.co.uk, lp-scot1@geo2.poptel.org.uk,
lsutherland@tgwu.org.uk, macbeanr@parliament.uk,
mackenzie.newnham@severntrent.co.uk,
macmillanm@parliament.uk, malcolm.macleod@ed.ac.uk,
malcolm@srv0.phm.ed.ac.uk, marion@carradale.demon.co.uk,
aflockhart@compuserve.com,
marymacdonald@alness.freeserve.co.uk,

monkhousek@parliament.uk, mooreyp@parliament.uk,
odonnellf@parliament.uk, r.grant@unison.co.uk,
s.boyack@eca.ac.uk, sdm564@novell2.bham.ac.uk,
t.m.sharp@sms.ed.ac.uk, tiernans@parliament.uk,
tmw2@st.andrews.ac.uk, alan.bartholomew@lineone.net,
turnbullk@parliament.uk, u08ro@abdn.ac.uk,
v.m.murray-1@sms.ed.ac.uk, vpj@strath.ac.uk, wcr@standrews.ac.uk, alantweedie@ednet.co.uk,
alex.connolly@dundee.ncr.com, almo@broadcast.net,
almo@wiclp.freeserve.co.uk, Palast, 5live.planning@bbc.co.uk,
9804415Y@student.gla.ac.uk, 9804929S@student.gla.ac.uk,
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Subject: Fwd: FW: Virus Warning !!

*********** BEGIN FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
On 12/01/99, at 19:21, rg.architects@zetnet.co.uk
<rg.architects@zetnet.co.uk> wrote:
Subject:

Virus Warning !!

Just to let you know
Someone is sending out a very desirable screen-saver, the
Budweiser Frogs
"BUDDYLST.ZIP". If you download it, you will lose
everything!!!
Your hard drive will crash and someone from the Internet will
get your
screen name and password! DO NOT DOWNLOAD THIS
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!!!
IT JUST WENT INTO circulation yesterday, as far as we know.
Please
distribute/inform this message. This is a new, very malicious
virus and
not
many people know about it. This information was announced
yesterday
morning
from Microsoft. Please share it with everyone that might access
the
Internet. Once again, pass this along to EVERYONE in your
address book so
that this may be stopped. Also do not open or even look at any
mail that
says "RETURNED OR UNABLE TO DELIVER". This virus
will attach itself to
your
computer components and render them useless.
Immediately delete mail items that say this. AOL has said that
this is a
very dangerous virus and that there is NO remedy for it at this

time.
Please practice cautionary measures and forward this to all your
on-line
friends ASAP
David Kipling
NWH International Ltd
dkipling@nwhi.com
Mobile: 07801 258045
Tel: 0131 472 1110
Fax: 0131 474 1445

Richard Gibson Architects
72a Commercial Street
Lerwick
Shetland ZE1 0DL
Tel: (01595) 695000
Fax: (01595) 694117

*********** END FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail: <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland, Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042.
*While you're here - visit our Shetland wildlife site at
<http://www.shetland-wildlife-tours.zetnet.co.uk>

and don't miss
The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/>

From: AVflash@avweb.com (AVweb's AVflash)
Date: December 13, 1998 9:55:30 PM PST
To: AVflash mailing list:;
Subject: AVflash 4.50
Reply-To: Help@avweb.com (AVweb Support)

----------------------------------------------------------------------AVflash
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Monday, December 14,
1998
----------------------------------------------------------------------Welcome to AVflash, a weekly summary of the latest aviation
news,
articles, products, features and events featured on AVweb, the
Internet's aviation magazine and news service at <http://
www.avweb.com>.
_______________________________________
Top Headlines from AVweb's NewsWire
NORTHEAST ATC PROBLEMS LEAD TO CLOSE CALL...
AVweb readers recall the computer problems plaguing the
Southern
California TRACON in recent months. The bad news? Now the
opposite
corner of the country is seeing similar problems. A computer at
Boston
Center malfunctioned last week, resulting in two Europe-bound
jumbo jets
nearly colliding off Long Island. A British Caledonian L-1011

and a
Delta Airlines B-767 came within a little more than a mile of
each other
at FL330. The good news? TCAS did its job and alerted each
flight crew
to the other aircraft's position.
...AS CONTROLLER ERROR BLAMED FOR LAGUARDIA
NMAC
Meanwhile, FAA officials said an air traffic controller's error is to
blame for a US Airways B-737 coming within 50 feet of a
private King Air
90 at LaGuardia airport on Dec. 2. The King Air was on a
runway waiting
to depart when the 737 was given permission to land on the same
runway.
Shades of LAX, but with a luckier outcome: the jet flew directly
over
the King Air and landed in front of it.
SAFETY ADVISORIES TARGET CESSNA TURBO TWINS...
For nearly two years, the FAA has been working on a new AD
against the
exhaust systems of turbocharged twin Cessnas to supersede AD
75-23-08
R5. Still no new AD, but last week the FAA did mail a Special
Airworthiness Information Bulletin to owners recommending
that pilots
visually inspect the tailpipes with a flashlight prior to each flight.
The FAA says that an AD is still possible, but acknowledged that
since
awareness was heightened by a 1997 letter from the Cessna
Pilots

Association <http://www.cessna.org/twinexha.html>, "the
number of
reported inflight fires and accidents related to this problem have
diminished."
...AND TWIN CESSNA BREATHER VENTS
In another SAIB mailed to owners of Cessna 300- and 400-series
twins,
the FAA warns of several cases in which the engine crankcase
breather
vents iced over in flight, resulting in abnormally high crankcase
pressure that blew out the front crankcase oil seal and resulted in
loss
of oil. The FAA advisory strongly recommends complying with
the Cessna
service bulletin concerning alternate venting provisions. The
FAA also
says it is considering another AD to mandate such compliance.
NOTE: AVweb's NewsWire includes additional details and the
full text
of the two Special Airworthiness Information Bulletins on these
twin
Cessnas.
SEATBELT BUCKLE AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE
RELEASED
Figured the reason you couldn't get that aircraft seat belt buckled
is
because of your expanding waistline? Well, you can relax a
little. An
AD was issued last week that applies to over 12,000 restraint
systems

made by Aircraft Belts Inc. and installed in many GA aircraft.
Two
failures (count 'em, two!) have been reported in which the buckle
assembly locking mechanism did not engage properly. The AD
requires,
within 10 hours time-in-service, a one-time inspection, with
replacement
if necessary. Aircraft Belts will provide required replacement
parts
for free. If you're still having problems buckling up after the AD
is
complied with, it might be time to hit the gym.
NOTE: AVweb's NewsWire includes more details and the full
text of the
seatbelt buckle AD.
NUMEROUS SURVIVORS IN THAI AIRBUS CRASH
A Thai Airways Airbus carrying 132 pax and 14 crew crashed in
southern
Thailand Friday on its third attempt to land during a violent
tropical
storm. Flight TG 261, an Airbus A310-200, went down in a
swamp next to
a rubber plantation two miles from the provincial airport at Surat
Thani
and caught fire. Forty-five people survived, including members
of the
cabin crew, with 101 casualties. One of the survivors said that
after
the third landing attempt the aircraft "became unstable, going up
and
down and listing to one side." The ILS had been removed for

airport
construction. Both flight recorders have been recovered.
QUICK ANSWERS TO SWISSAIR 111 CRASH UNLIKELY...
As most in the industry expected, the investigation into the cause
of
the crash of Swissair Flight 111 is not going to produce any
quick
answers. Talking to victims' families in Paris and Geneva,
Benoit
Bouchard, chairman of Canada's Transportation Safety Board,
said it may
be two years before the investigation is complete.
...WHILE FAA ORDERS INSPECTION OF MD-11 DOOR
WIRING
It's no surprise that MD-11 aircraft are getting intense scrutiny
following the Swissair crash. Last week the FAA issued an AD
ordering
inspection and possible replacement of electrical wiring above
the
forward passenger doors. The order came after Canadian
investigators,
examining MD-11s as part of the Swissair crash probe, found
damage in
some door wiring. The FAA said there is no evidence that this
condition
is directly related to the crash of Swissair 111, but the AD
requires a
one-time inspection of the suspect wiring within 10 days.
CANADIAN SNOWBIRD PILOT DIES IN CRASH: A
Canadair CT-114 Tutor jet of

the Canadian Force's elite Snowbirds aerobatics squadron
crashed last
Thursday on a training mission, killing the pilot, Capt. Michael
VandenBos. The plane was one of six flying formation when it
touched
wings with another jet and crashed into a field about 25 miles
south of
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.
FOURTH STAR AWARDED TO FORMER TUSKEGEE
AIRMAN: President Clinton
promoted Lieutenant General Benjamin Oliver Davis Jr. to the
grade of
General on the retired list of the United States Air Force. A
graduate
of West Point, Davis was one of the first members of the allblack 99th
Pursuit Squadron created by the Army Air Corps at Tuskegee
Institute in
Alabama in 1941. He went on to command the famous all-black
332nd
Fighter Group which never lost a bomber to enemy fighters
during 200
escort missions in Europe during World War II.
CIRRUS DESIGN CHOOSES GARMIN: Left at the altar by
Trimble when they
quit the biz, Cirrus has hitched up with Garmin to supply
avionics for
the SR20 four-place single. The base configuration includes one
GNS 430
GPS/nav/comm and the GNC 250XL GPS/comm, but Cirrus
expects dual GNS

430s to be most popular set-up.
ASPEN PARKING PERILS: Anyone who has ever flown to
Aspen during ski
season can't help notice the traffic jam of bizjets at the airport.
Seems the airport FBO is getting a little nervous towing and
moving all
that expensive aluminum around. The FBO is now requiring
aircraft
owners to sign a hold-harmless agreement releasing the FBO
from any
damage they may cause. If you don't sign the release, the FBO
will
charge you from $100 to $500 per night for parking. Skiing isn't
getting any cheaper, is it?
VIOLENT PASSENGER GETS STIFF PRISON SENTENCE:
No more Mr. Nice Guy for
airlines dealing with unruly passengers. A drunken passenger
convicted
of assaulting a Cathay Pacific pilot and flight attendant has been
jailed for two years in Britain. In what sounds more like the
moves
from a pro wrestling match, passenger George Winter had to be
handcuffed
after he reportedly kicked the male first officer in the groin, and
then
head-butted a male cabin crew member during a flight last
January.
DO YOU KNOW THE WAY TO PADUCAH? Wonder how
many times Superman made this
same mistake? AVweb has learned that last Monday a Trans

World Express
Jetstream turboprop with eight passengers accidentally landed at
Metropolis, Ill. instead of its intended destination of Paducah,
Ky.
After the mistake was realized, the passengers had to hail a cab
to
Paducah, since the Jetstream could only take off empty from the
short
runway.
HOME, HOME ON THE PLANE: Bruce Campbell of Oregon
recently moved into
his new home -- an old Olympic Airways B-727 that he bought at
a salvage
auction for $100,000. When he's done ripping out the faded blue
seats
and overhead compartments, Campbell will have 1,066 square
feet, plenty
of room for his TV, stereo, and furniture. With the recent plans
of
many airlines to retire their old airplanes, AVweb readers may
want to
keep their eyes out for similar house-plane bargains. No
termites,
anyway.
LEARN TO FLY IN THREE EASY LESSONS! A Qantas pilot
has been suspended
after allegations he let three passengers take the controls of his
jets
during international flights. Two men say they were allowed to
fly a
Qantas 767 and 747 for up to 20 minutes in separate incidents in

1990
and 1996. One of the men, who was a part-time officer in the
RAAF
cadets at the time, even has a photo of himself flying the plane.
ON THE FLY...
Southwest Airlines begins service from Islip, N.Y. in March
1999...
TWA places orders worth $3.9 billion with Boeing and Airbus...
Britten-Norman Islander crash in Quebec leaves 7 dead, 3
survive...
EAA AirVenture '99 at OSH to feature "airshow legends"...
Boeing cancels 737 production plans for Long Beach, expect
more layoffs.
AVSCOOP AWARD:
Congratulations and an AVweb cap go out to Troy Markamich,
this week's AVscoop winner. Submit news tips via email to
<mailto:newstips@avweb.com>. Rules and information are at
<http://www.avweb.com/newswire/newstips.html>.
-------------------------------------------------------------READ FULL DETAILS OF THESE STORIES ON AVWEB'S
NEWSWIRE AT
<http://www.avweb.com/toc/newswire.html>
Want to unsubscribe? Change/update your email address?
Forgot your AVweb password? No problem! Simply go to
<http://www.avweb.com/signup> and use our friendly
"Member Services" menu.
-------------------------------------------------------------This week's news in AVflash and AVweb NewsWire was
researched by Bob Kaputa <mailto:bkaputa@avweb.com> and

written by Peter Yost <mailto:pyost@avweb.com>.
News Editor is Doug Ritter <mailto:dritter@avweb.com>.
Executive Editor is Jeb Burnside
<mailto:jburnside@avweb.com>.
Editor-in-Chief is Mike Busch <mailto:mbusch@avweb.com>.
-------------------------------------------------------------SHORT FINAL...
Cessna: "Miami, Cessna 24737 is at five thousand five hundred."
Center: "Cessna 24737, roger, Fort Pierce altimeter three zero
one
five."
Cessna: "This is 24737 -- was that setting for me?"
Without missing a beat, Center replied, "No, actually that was for
everyone."
Contributions to Short Final are welcomed at
<mailto:bkaputa@avweb.com>.
_______________________________________
New Articles and Features on AVweb
______
AVMAIL <http://www.avweb.com/toc/avmail.html>
This week's mail contained lots of reaction to Mike Busch's Y2K
editorial, a bunch of mail from air traffic controllers (some
critical,
some supportive), and more feedback from readers using digitalreadout
carbon monoxide detectors in their aircraft. Also mail about

staggering
increases in liability insurance for maintenance shops, Boeing's
preChristmas layoffs, the FAR Part 66 NPRM governing
certification of
aircraft mechanics, TWA 800, Bose's "X" headset, the FAA's pay
raise for
controllers, and more details of Hawaiian helicopter tour pilot
Luca
Rostagno's "bust" by undercover FAA inspectors.
_______
COLUMNS <http://www.avweb.com/toc/columns.html>
"Eye Of Experience: Consistency And Logic In The FAA?"
No one has ever accused the FAA of being either logical or
consistent
in the interpretation of its regulations. AVweb's Howard Fried
examines some classic examples of the FAA's often less-thansensible
approach, both in regulations and in how we train to fly. We've
loaned Howard our Kevlar flack jacket.
_______
REVIEWS <http://www.avweb.com/toc/reviews.html>
"GAMIjectors for Lycomings"
General Aviation Modifications Inc. originally developed its
GAMIjectors to correct fuel distribution problems on big-bore
Continental engines. Recently, however, GAMI received FAA
approval
for installation of the precision-balanced injectors on most
Lycoming
engines as well. The balancing process is quite different for
Lycs,

but the outcome is the same: a smoother engine that can be
leaned
aggressively without running rough. AVweb publisher Carl
Marbach
recently flew his newly re-engined Aerostar to Ada, Okla., for
the
GAMIjector treatment, and offers this detailed PIREP.
________
TRAINING <http://www.avweb.com/toc/training.html>
"The Cloud"
Sometimes we forget how much knowledge we've acquired
over the years
and hours in the air. What's obvious to us can be pretty
bewildering
to a newbie pilot just starting out. But Linda Pendleton, a
10,000hour ATP type-rated in Citations and Lears, recalls one stressful
moment from her first solo cross-country flight 25 years ago as
vividly as the day it happened. Whether you've logged 30 hours
or
30,000, we're sure you'll get as big a kick out of reading this
delightful reminiscence as we did.
________
SHOPPING <http://www.avweb.com/shopping>
DELTA TECHNOLOGY OFFERS HOLIDAY SALE ON
DESTINATION DIRECT
The 32-bit Version 4.0 of Delta Technology's top-rated
"Destination
Direct" flight planning software for Windows 95/98/NT is on sale
for the

next two weeks. This is the software that we at AVweb use for
our own
flight planning. Get $15 off the Personal Edition or $25 off the
Professional Edition when you purchase DD online. But the sale
ends
Dec. 27, so don't dawdle. <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
deltatec>.
LAST-CHANCE SPECIALS (expiring this week):
BUTTERFIELD PRESS is offering a 10% discount on any
online order
placed by Dec. 20 for two or more aviation books and videos.
Titles
include "The GPS & Nav/Comm Buyer's Guide," "Choosing
Your Homebuilt,"
"You Want To Build and Fly a WHAT?" and "Aircraft Buying
Advice From The
Experts." <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/butterfi>.
AVIATION SHOPPING NETWORK is offering the ELITE
Personal Simulator
for $599 ($90 off), the Pilot Avionics P-51C children's headset
for just
$84.95 ($15 off), and the Flywrite Logbook and Journal for
$16.95 (33%
off). Expires Dec. 20. <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
avshop>.
ADDITIONAL HOLIDAY SPECIALS:
AVIONICS WEST has extended its sale prices for two more
weeks on the
Lowrance AirMap 100 and 300, Garmin GPSMAP-195, GPS III
and GPS 92, ICOM
IC-A22, CMM ATM, LightSPEED 15K and 20K, and Pilot

Avionics PA17-76,
PA17-79, and PA11-60. For prices, phone 1-805-928-3601 or
email
<mailto:avionics-specials@avweb.com>. Prices good through
Dec. 27.
<http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/avionics>
FLIGHT LEVEL CORPORATION is offering its top-rated
Flight Level
LogBook Version 2.5 software for $79 (reg. $99) until December
27.
<http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/fltlevel>.
ODYSSEY AVIATION PUBLICATIONS is offering 10%-off
on Brian Jacobson's
two terrific books "Purchasing & Evaluating Airplanes" and
"Flying On
The Gages" through December 27. <http://www.avweb.com/
sponsors/odyssey>
LIGHTSPEED TECHNOLOGIES has extended its holiday
offer of a beautiful
black-and-gold LightSPEED-logo pilot flight bag FREE when
you order two
LightSPEED ANR headsets factory-direct. New expiration date
for this
offer is December 27. A photo of the LightSPEED flight bag
appears at
<http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/litspeed>.
CURRENT PRODUCTIONS is offering $5.00 off on its video
"Flying Down
To The Cayman Islands," plus a variety of special holiday
discounts on
selected video packages covering the Bahamas, Caribbean,
Caymans, Baja
and Belize. <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/current>

GLEIM PUBLICATIONS is offering their complete Private
Pilot Kit
(everything you need to earn your private certificate, other than
the
airplane and CFI) for just $99.95. You save over $45 by buying
the kit.
Complete kits for Instrument and Commercial are available, too.
For
online orders of these kits by the end of December, Gleim is
offering
FREE SHIPPING to the lower 48. <http://www.avweb.com/
sponsors/gleim>
ARCHIE TRAMMEL has a 10%-off holiday special on his
world-famous
weather radar training video course. Until Dec. 27, you can
order it
online for just $125 plus $5 S&H (regularly $139 plus $7.50
S&H).
Includes the video, course guide, pilot's operating guide, two
superb
weather flying books, and more. <http://www.avweb.com/
sponsors/ajt>
________
SPONSORS <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors>
NEW SPONSOR: SANDEL AVIONICS
Sandel Avionics manufactures the innovative SN3308 ColorMap
HSI, the
world's first three-inch Electronic HSI. Sandel's remarkable
instrument
is small enough to fit perfectly in virtually any GA panel, and its
$7,895 price tag is about the same as an ordinary mechanical

HSI. But,
that's where the similarity ends, because the SN3308 is a
magnificent
multifunction color display that serves as an HSI, RMI, and
moving map,
and provides an integrated EFIS-style readout of nav data from
your VOR,
GPS, Loran, ADF, DME and marker beacon receivers. AVweb
regular Joe
Godfrey recently gave the Sandel SN3308 a rave review in The
Aviation
Consumer, and AVweb editor Mike Busch was so impressed with
the SN3308
that he's presently installing one in his Cessna 310. (Watch for
Mike's
review soon.) FAA-certified as a primary navigation display
under TSO
C-113, the Sandel SN3308 is truly "the glass cockpit for the rest
of
us." Full details and photos at <http://www.avweb.com/
sponsors/sandel>.
TRY OUT FLIGHTBRIEF ONLINE SERVICES...FREE!
FlightBrief, the Internet's original comprehensive real-time
weather and
flight planning source for general aviation and corporate pilots,
now
offers THE TOTAL SOLUTION for your preflight needs!
FlightBrief
provides the most up-to-date weather graphic you can get: a
UNISYS suite
of animated three- to five-minute Doppler Radar updates, 30minute

National Satellite imagery, up-to-the minute current conditions,
and
accurate aviation-specific forecast/NWS maps. Now, it's the
Internet's
only location for professional flight planning and FLIGHT
PLAN FILING
direct to the FAA. Go to <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
fltbrief> and,
for your FREE trial, log on when prompted with user name
"flight" and
password "brief" (don't enter the quotation marks). If you like
what
you see (and you will), subscribe today for only $9.95 per month
and
receive your first month of service FREE!
BELVOIR PUBLICATIONS: DECEMBER DIGEST POSTED
Belvoir has just uploaded its latest "Belvoir Aviation Digest"
containing summaries of articles in the December issues of
AVIATION
CONSUMER, AVIATION SAFETY, IFR, IFR REFRESHER,
and LIGHT PLANE
MAINTENANCE magazines. <http://www.avweb.com/
sponsors/belvoir>
________________________________________
Thanks for reading AVflash.
See you next week.
Let's all be careful up there!
Copyright (C) 1998, The AVweb Group.
All rights reserved.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 1, 1998 9:48:42 AM PST
To: "Erin Duggan" <eduggan@syracuse.com>
Subject: Re: Flight 103

I'm a reporter in New York doing a story on Flight 103. Do you
believe a bomb caused the explosion or a fault in the plane?Erin
Duggan
eduggan@syracuse.com
Erin Duggan
Reporter in New York
eduggan@syracuse.com
Dear Ms. Duggan, 2 Dec 98
It was not a bomb. There was a shotgun type discharge in the
forward cargo hold on the right side. The forward cargo door
opened in flight probably caused by faulty electrical switch or
wiring. The piece of plastic that was supposed to hold the 'bomb'
was in fact found on the outside of the enclosing baggage
container, not inside as expected.
Details on 1200 html pages of www.corazon.com.
What is your newspaper?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 1, 1998 9:48:10 AM PST
To: "Erin Duggan" <eduggan@syracuse.com>
Subject: Re: Flight 103

I'm a reporter in New York doing a story on Flight 103. Do you
believe a bomb caused the explosion or a fault in the plane?Erin
Duggan
eduggan@syracuse.com
Erin Duggan
Reporter in New York
eduggan@syracuse.com
Dear Mr. Duggan, 2 Dec 98
It was not a bomb. There was a shotgun type discharge in the
forward cargo hold on the right side. The forward cargo door
opened in flight probably caused by faulty electrical switch or
wiring. The piece of plastic that was supposed to hold the 'bomb'
was in fact found on the outside of the enclosing baggage

container, not inside as expected.
Details on 1200 html pages of www.corazon.com.
What is your newspaper?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 13, 1998 8:12:14 AM PST
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Whitecaps

I will pursue it when I can but financial necessity has now
obliged me to
take a full-time job for the next four months as a lecturer in
environmental studies at the Shetland College.

Eco freak! Greenpeacer. What else, there must be dozens of bad
names for people who say share, integrate, adapt, fit in,
contribute to environment instead of raping, reaping, killing,
changing, exploiting and destroying it for money.
So my journalism will be
spare-time for a while , I fear. But I am still interested and will
get to
AAIB in due course, possibly by a proxy who is a pilot and on
the executive
committee of the pilots' union.
Cool, have him contact me.
I will be meeting a Channel 4 TV person
about it in London this weekend.
Channel 4, muckrakers. If only I were gay I could complain
about being outed and they would do a story.

I have looked in detail at the pictures but can't see whether the
door is
latched or not. I just don't have enough technical ability.
Aye, there's the rub. it looks all latched on all of them on takeoff
and the only way is with magnifying glass close up, not forty feet
away. And latched or unlatched is not the first problem, rupture
is problem and that can be caused by other than unlatching. 811
is the model and it says electrical unlatch but could be other.
Your story: Amazing ship, amazing seas. Must get windy out

there, some whitecaps too, I bet.
Catch you later,
Barry the Dude,
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: November 13, 1998 1:57:38 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Dear Blokes, Assume what?

Dear Hombre,
Dear Barry,
I will pursue it when I can but financial necessity has now
obliged me to
take a full-time job for the next four months as a lecturer in
environmental studies at the Shetland College. So my journalism
will be
spare-time for a while , I fear. But I am still interested and will
get to
AAIB in due course, possibly by a proxy who is a pilot and on
the executive
committee of the pilots' union. I will be meeting a Channel 4 TV
person
about it in London this weekend.
I have looked in detail at the pictures but can't see whether the
door is
latched or not. I just don't have enough technical ability.
My 'last' news story - attached - may be of interest.

Cheers
Jonathan
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 12/11/98, at 18:46, John Barry Smith wrote:
If three devices exist in a certain state such as open or closed,
and two
devices are reported to be in a closed state, is it assumed the third
one
is the same which is closed or different which is open than the
other
reported closed two if the third state is not reported?
PA 103 has three doors, either open or closed. Two doors, the aft
cargo
door and the bulk cargo door, were reported in post accident
analysis by
AAIB to be closed. Status of third door, the forward, was
unreported. What
is the assumption?
I'm assuming it was open because if it was closed they would
have told us,
just like they told us of the closed status of the other two door
devices.
They didn't tell us so it was in open state.
So, PA 103 forward cargo door may be in unlatched position, the
information
was just not reported.

Jonathan, a lair to explore is AAIB. Let's plan it. The name is
Ken Smart
to visit. Could you just look at some pictures of the starboard
side of
the
PA 103 reconstruction?
Adios,
Barry the Hombre
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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(00016E35)
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>
This message has the following attachments:
file://localhost/Users/barry/Library/Mail/
Attachments/.DS_Store
file://localhost/Users/barry/Library/Mail/
Attachments/.DS_Store
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: November 13, 1998 1:57:38 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Dear Blokes, Assume what?

--=====_91095105818467=_
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Dear Hombre,
Dear Barry,
I will pursue it when I can but financial necessity has now
obliged me to

take a full-time job for the next four months as a lecturer in
environmental studies at the Shetland College. So my journalism
will be
spare-time for a while , I fear. But I am still interested and will
get to
AAIB in due course, possibly by a proxy who is a pilot and on
the executive
committee of the pilots' union. I will be meeting a Channel 4 TV
person
about it in London this weekend.
I have looked in detail at the pictures but can't see whether the
door is
latched or not. I just don't have enough technical ability.
My 'last' news story - attached - may be of interest.

WARNING: The remainder of this 1423K message has not been
transferred. Turn on the ÒFetchÓ button in the icon bar and
check mail again to get the whole thing.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 12, 1998 6:46:08 PM PST
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Dear Blokes, Assume what?

If three devices exist in a certain state such as open or closed,
and two devices are reported to be in a closed state, is it assumed
the third one is the same which is closed or different which is
open than the other reported closed two if the third state is not
reported?

PA 103 has three doors, either open or closed. Two doors, the aft
cargo door and the bulk cargo door, were reported in post
accident analysis by AAIB to be closed. Status of third door, the
forward, was unreported. What is the assumption?
I'm assuming it was open because if it was closed they would
have told us, just like they told us of the closed status of the other
two door devices. They didn't tell us so it was in open state.
So, PA 103 forward cargo door may be in unlatched position, the
information was just not reported.
Jonathan, a lair to explore is AAIB. Let's plan it. The name is
Ken Smart to visit. Could you just look at some pictures of the
starboard side of the PA 103 reconstruction?
Adios,
Barry the Hombre
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: November 9, 1998 6:34:58 PM PST
To: bressay.ps@shetland.sch.uk, du.bryden@hient.co.uk,
ian.napier@nafc.ac.uk, jpb@ifaw.org,
robbie.kelman@uk.greenpeace.org, kevin.osborn@zetnet.co.uk,
kyoung@ifaw.org, paulr.fisher@zetnet.co.uk,
PDenton@wwfnet.org, nhi782@abdn.ac.uk,
Peter.Denton@wwfuk.infonet.com,
Pete.Roche@uk.greenpeace.org, shetland.tourism@zetnet.co.uk,
s.nesting.ps@shetland.sch.uk
Subject: news copy for infor CREW

CREW 02:10 10/11/98 SHETLAND NEWS

Two helicopters evacuated 30 crew from BP and Shell's 'Atlantic
Frontier'
oilfield in a storm early this morning [TUES] as the last gasp of
Hurricane
Mitch roared across Shetland.
Shetland Coastguard's helicopter Oscar Charlie and an RAF
helicopter from
Lossiemouth were scrambled at 10.25 last night [MON], shortly
after a
massive wave smashed into the bows of the 154,000 tonne oil
production
vessel 'Schiehallion', causing 'superficial damage' to the
superstructure,
according to a spokesman for operators BP.
Coastguards said the weather was 'ferocious', with winds 'in
excess of 40
knots' and the seas were 15 metres high.
Non-essential crew were evacuated to the nearby drilling rig
'Stena Dee',
leaving 45 workers on board the 'Schiehallion', BP said. The
spokesman
could give no details of the damage but denied reports that an
anchor cable
had parted in the storm.
'There is no problem with the anchors,' he said. 'There are no
injuries and
there was no pollution. Production was shut down anyway at the
time because
of the weather.'

The Shetland Coastguard helicopter, commanded by Capt. Paul
Bentley,
returned to its Sumburgh base shortly before 2 a.m. The aircraft
had flown
two earlier missions during the day, in the first big storm of the
winter.
On landing at Sumburgh Capt. Bentley said conditions had been
'pretty
bloody horrendous' when they left for Schiehallion, with winds
gusting to
55 knots. On arrival at the vessel at ten minutes to midnight, the
moon
showed waves around 50 feet high beneath the helicopter. The
Foinaven
production ship, a few miles away was 'reporting a 29 metre
heave, a
hundred feet', he said.
'She was moving around a bit,' Capt. Bentley said. 'We just
hovered off the
stern of the ship for a while and then picked our moment to put
down on the
helideck. We took two lifts of 10 people at a time and the RAF
took one.
The Stena Dee was nine miles away. It was a precautionary
evacuation.'
Early this morning [TUES] weather in the area was moderating,
with winds
down to gale force eight.

(Background)
The shuttle tanker 'Loch Rannoch', which loads oil through a
flexible
pipeline from the stern of the 'Schiehallion', was riding out the
storm 10
miles away at the time of the incident, BP said.
'Schiehallion' started production earlier this year as the second
floating
production, storage and offloading (FPSO) system in the new
'Atlantic
Frontier' oilfields. In a similar incident on the nearby Foinaven
FPSO in
February last year a giant wave damaged railings 100 feet above
sea level.
Earlier this year there was a minor oilspill at the Schiehallion
oilfield
when the shuttle tanker 'Nordic Savonita' rammed the stern of the
FPSO
during loading operations and caused minor damage. A faulty
satellite
positioning system was blamed.
The production vessels are anchored in 1,400 feet of water on the
edge of
the continental shelf, amid some of the roughest deep water ever
drilled by
the oil industry.
Installation and commissioning of both the Schiehallion and
Foinaven

oilfields was repeatedly delayed by severe weather in what is
regarded by
mariners as the roughest part of the north-east Atlantic. The
severe
weather at the site is exacerbated by strong and unpredictable
currents
which can produce so-called 'freak waves' when they run counter
to storm
surges and heavy swells. The area has a fearsome reputation
among
fishermen.
Greenpeace have repeatedly warned that pollution in the West
Shetland
oilfields could not be cleaned up and could damage fish shoals
and the
hundreds of whales whose seasonal migration routes pass near to
the new oil
installations.
ENDS
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From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: November 9, 1998 4:34:27 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Got pages, thanks

Dear Barry,
Roger. To what extent could the re-numbering be because of
debris being
moved by weather? There was a bad storm which moved quite a
lot, as I
recall. We need to take that into account, I think.
It seems to me that this all comes down to whether that door was
latched

all around or not when it hit the sea, and whether there was
confusion
between the forward and rear cargo door fragments from the
debris field.
If you have time, please could you refresh my memory on the
details of
this? I now have such a vast pile of material from you that I am
finding it
hard to find things.
As for the unburnt wreckage and bodies, it seems to me that this
could be
explained by the velocity of the forward section of the fuselage
continuing
on its trajectory after the cwt - if the cwt was the initial event. I
have
looked carefully at the photos of the cwt explosion damage and it
is not
evident to me that the pattern shown proves cwt was the initial
event. But
I am not an 'expert', of course.
After Wednesday I'll know whether a new customer is interested
in looking
at this whole business with a view to making a documentary and/
or a
newspaper feature.
Cheers
Jonathan

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 08/11/98, at 10:48, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Jonathan,
Got the sheets, thanks. The most interesting is the renumbering
of tags
when 'at odds with debris field.' Could not be more Alice in
Wonderland
than that. The debris field is reality. What they mean is when
center tank
explanation is refuted by debris field realty, change debris field
and to
do that, change tags. Amazing, really.
Of course, wiring/cargo door explanation is not at odds with
reality of
debris field. It fits.
Cheers,
Barry
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:

+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 8, 1998 10:48:57 AM PST
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Got pages, thanks

Dear Jonathan,
Got the sheets, thanks. The most interesting is the renumbering
of tags when 'at odds with debris field.' Could not be more Alice
in Wonderland than that. The debris field is reality. What they
mean is when center tank explanation is refuted by debris field
realty, change debris field and to do that, change tags. Amazing,
really.
Of course, wiring/cargo door explanation is not at odds with
reality of debris field. It fits.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 2, 1998 9:18:03 PM PST
To: jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Subject: No fax

Now then, if you haven't got a fax I am at a loss how to get this
stuff to you for
review.
I will try to get it
copied here tomorrow and mailed to you.
That's fine. Just send entire copy, I'll reimburse you. 551 Country
Club Drive CA 93924.
I'll scan the relevant parts and email them to you digitally.
Barry
From: jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Date: November 2, 1998 6:19:59 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: Faxual intercourse

Dear Barry,
Many thanks for that stuff - even if it did lock up my friend's
phone line here in
Alexandria Va for seven minutes on an international line!
Unfortunately my ISP does not
have a US pop and I have to log on via London while I'm over
here, so please keep 'em
really brief until I return to base on the 6th November.
DC9, huh? Yikes! I flew down here from Toronto in one of them
and it appears from the
sound of it to be steam-powered. I write this under the flight path
into National Cowboy

Airport where these ancient machines (and even 727s and early
737s from the Museum of
Flight, for heaven's sakes), rumble overhead at 45-second
intervals.
Now then, if you haven't got a fax I am at a loss how to get this
stuff to you for
review because all I have is hard copy (not sure if NTSB knew I
was printing stuff out
but they left me unattended in the docket room for hours, tee
hee). I will try to get it
copied here tomorrow and mailed to you. Or could I fax it to a
Kinkos or somewhere like
that near to you?
I am sure I could have got more but in the limited time available
I thought I should
just grab as much as I could. Apparently much of it is on the
NTSB website but not all,
so my hope is that I have got some of the unpublished material.
Otherwise I will scan it at home and try to send it as attached
files but previous
experience suggests this may not work. There are pages of it
and, significantly it
seemed to my inexpert eye, there are a lot of bits of cargo door
and cargo bay listed as
unallocated.
Needless to say, I don't want you to say where you got this
material, OK?
In haste to take my whistleblower chum out to dinner, preferably

somewhere to the side
of the DC9 flight path as I don't want to take a direct hit from
Samsonite during the
hors d'oevres. No drinks tonight as I am suffering from a
hangover after a fairly
sensational evening at a jazz club last night with an old college
pal I hadn't seen for
25 years and a bottle of the finest Highland Park. This was my
annual treat and by golly
I deserved it after traipsing reverentially round Mount Vernon all
afternoon (at one
point I was asked by the guide to recite the pledge of allegiance
and may thus have
committed treason, for which the penalty in the UK is still
topping). I also saw the
excellent 'Capitol Steps' review in Georgetown which was less
than reverential to your
chief executive officer and hysterically funny. My jaw still aches.
Cheers
Jonathan

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 2, 1998 8:04:03 AM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: TWA 800 Oliver Stone

FIRST JFK, NOW TWA: You knew it was going to happen, it
was just a
matter of when. The Master-Of-All-Things-Conspiratorial,

Oliver Stone,
is making the TWA 800 tragedy into a TV "Special." Stone will
focus on
his belief that a missile knocked the plane out of the sky. James
Kallstrom, who led the FBI investigation into the 1996 disaster,
called
Stone and others who promote alternative conspiratorial theories
for the
destruction of the 747 "bottom feeders in small dark crevices of
doubt
and hypocrisy."
Dear Mike, your AVWeb covers TWA800 conspiracy goings on
but ignores reality of similarities of four high time 747s that
suffer hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side that
leaves a sudden loud sound and abrupt data loss to the flight
recorders. And they all match UAL811, a confirmed reality
explanation of wiring/cargo door caused event.
Who is the 'bottom feeder'?
Cheers,
Barry Smith
From: jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Date: October 30, 1998 11:02:10 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: DC in confidence

Greetings, Crazy Horse!
Just to keep you posted I am in Washington (at my own expense,
by the way, so I have

not been bought by anyone - yet, alas!) near the lair of the Great
Satan and today spent
some hours at NTSB's pokey little offices in L'Enfant Plaza. I
went through a lot of
stuff, double-checking your facts and comparing your TWA 800
sequence with what the NTSB
has on the public dockets so far. It all tallied and I am still
convinced you have made
a good case, particularly as there are gaps in the other
explanations. I printed out
some stuff which I will fax to you for comment when I get to a
fax machine which can
scan, although you may have seen it already. It concerns relabelling of finds and lists
of 'unallocated' finds. Remind me of your fax number, please.
It was made clear to me that they do not yet have a source of
ignition for the CWT
explosion and they specifically said they were still looking at all
the possibilities.
That includes the wiring and cargo door possibility. They may
not yet agree with you
but your arguments are not being ignored. I got the same
message yesterday from a lawyer
who represents some of the bereaved families. I spent the
afternoon with him in his
office, going over the arguments.
It could be a year yet before the analysis of the agreed facts is
completed and a
conclusion published. Some people in there seem to think they
may never get a conclusion
but after the latest stuff on the Swissair plane in today's

Washington Post there is
'renewed interest' in wiring problems. So the cause is by no
means lost.
I am going to try to revive the story with the BBC and will also
be talking to Channel 4
on my way home through Glasgow next week.
This is a confidential briefing between us and Chris, so please
don't copy it to
third parties as I want to talk to my NTSB and lawyer contacts
again on the same
basis. I thought it only fair to keep you posted.
Have a happy Hallowe'en and even more fun on polling day.
Cheers
Jonathan

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 16, 1998 9:37:16 AM PDT
To: ohio@akron.infi.net
Subject: More open cargo doors on airliners

Dear Editor, the below story refers to open cargo door in flight
for an airliner. There are many more, four of which were fatal.
www.corazon.com has details. The below DC9 had PolyX/
Kapton wiring and the cause of improperly latched is not proven.

Regards,

John Barry Smith
831 659 3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Vibrations force plane to return to Toledo
October 15, 1998BY TOM HENRY
BLADE STAFF WRITER A U.S. Airways flight that left Toledo
Express Airport with 20 passengers on board turned around in
midair Tuesday night and went back to the airport for an
unscheduled landing after the pilot felt unusual vibrations.
The Federal Aviation Administration said the problem was
related to a luggage compartment door being ajar.
Flight 7002, a DC-9 scheduled to go from Toledo to Pittsburgh
with a 12-minute stop along the way in Akron, landed safely at
8:27 p.m. at Toledo Express, where it had taken off a half-hour

earlier, officials said.
A right front baggage door wasn't properly closed. It popped
open when the plane landed, strewing luggage across the runway,
David Castelveter, U.S. Airways spokesman, said.
No one was hurt. The FAA is investigating whether the problem
was related to human or mechanical error, Don Zochert, agency
spokesman, said.
Mr. Castelveter said the pilot made the decision to turn around
after determining there was a problem with the cargo door.
The door was in an open, latched position, ``indicating the door
was never closed before the aircraft taxied out and took off,''
according to a report filed by the Toledo-Lucas County Port
Authority's airport police and fire unit.
Of 15 bags loaded, only one was believed to be missing. Two
others were found on the runway last night, the report said.
The airplane was repaired, and cleared to depart that night. It
skipped the Akron stop, and got into Pittsburgh at 11:30 p.m.,
nearly 2 1/2 hours later than originally scheduled, Mr.
Castelveter said.
Only crew members made that trip. Passengers went on different
flights yesterday, he said.
While somewhat rare, baggage doors occasionally are not closed
properly or pop open, Mr. Zochert said. ``It seldom happens,
given the hundreds of thousands of flights, but it has happened
before,'' he said.
According to FAA records, mechanics reported in September,
1990, a similar problem with the DC-9 that was involved
Tuesday. Those records show that the crew, upon takeoff from
the airport in Columbia, S.C., reported a light indicating a
problem with the rear cargo door. The plane would not pressurize
and the pilots returned safely to the Columbia airport. The crew
then found the door was not shut properly.
The DC-9-31 was built in 1969. It is a twin-engine jet aircraft

that had 85 seats.
Copyright 1998 The Blade. All rights reserved.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 16, 1998 9:25:12 AM PDT
To: webeditor@toledoblade.com
Subject: For editor: More cargo door problems with airliners

Dear Editor, the below story refers to open cargo door in flight
for an airliner. There are many more, four of which were fatal.
www.corazon.com has details. The below DC9 had PolyX/
Kapton wiring and the cause of improperly latched is not proven.
Regards,

John Barry Smith
831 659 3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Vibrations force plane to return to Toledo
October 15, 1998BY TOM HENRY
BLADE STAFF WRITER A U.S. Airways flight that left Toledo
Express Airport with 20 passengers on board turned around in
midair Tuesday night and went back to the airport for an
unscheduled landing after the pilot felt unusual vibrations.
The Federal Aviation Administration said the problem was
related to a luggage compartment door being ajar.
Flight 7002, a DC-9 scheduled to go from Toledo to Pittsburgh
with a 12-minute stop along the way in Akron, landed safely at
8:27 p.m. at Toledo Express, where it had taken off a half-hour
earlier, officials said.
A right front baggage door wasn't properly closed. It popped
open when the plane landed, strewing luggage across the runway,
David Castelveter, U.S. Airways spokesman, said.
No one was hurt. The FAA is investigating whether the problem
was related to human or mechanical error, Don Zochert, agency
spokesman, said.
Mr. Castelveter said the pilot made the decision to turn around
after determining there was a problem with the cargo door.
The door was in an open, latched position, ``indicating the door
was never closed before the aircraft taxied out and took off,''
according to a report filed by the Toledo-Lucas County Port
Authority's airport police and fire unit.
Of 15 bags loaded, only one was believed to be missing. Two
others were found on the runway last night, the report said.
The airplane was repaired, and cleared to depart that night. It
skipped the Akron stop, and got into Pittsburgh at 11:30 p.m.,
nearly 2 1/2 hours later than originally scheduled, Mr.
Castelveter said.

Only crew members made that trip. Passengers went on different
flights yesterday, he said.
While somewhat rare, baggage doors occasionally are not closed
properly or pop open, Mr. Zochert said. ``It seldom happens,
given the hundreds of thousands of flights, but it has happened
before,'' he said.
According to FAA records, mechanics reported in September,
1990, a similar problem with the DC-9 that was involved
Tuesday. Those records show that the crew, upon takeoff from
the airport in Columbia, S.C., reported a light indicating a
problem with the rear cargo door. The plane would not pressurize
and the pilots returned safely to the Columbia airport. The crew
then found the door was not shut properly.
The DC-9-31 was built in 1969. It is a twin-engine jet aircraft
that had 85 seats.
Copyright 1998 The Blade. All rights reserved.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 13, 1998 10:56:01 AM PDT
To: web@nrc.nl
Subject: Letter to Commission on El Al 1862

AAN DE VOORZITTER VAN DE PARLEMENTAIRE
ENQUETECOMMISSIE,
BIJLMERMEERRRAMP, BOEING 747, EL AL VLUCHT
1862,
TWEEDE KAMER DER STATEN GENERAAL,
POSTBUS 20018
2500 EA DEN HAAG
THE NETHERLANDS

TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE PARLIAMENTARY ENQUIRY
COMMISSION,
BIJLMERMEER DISASTER, BOEING 747, EL AL FLIGHT
1862,
HOUSE OF COMMONS,
PO BOX 20018
2500 EA THE HAGUE
THE NETHERLANDS
Dear Commission Members, 13 October 1998
Regarding El Al Flight 1862:
The official cause of number three fuse pin failing allowing
number 3 engine to fall off taking number four with it leading to
uncontrollable flight may not be entirely correct.
A more likely explanation is number three engine ingesting a
foreign object, catching fire, vibrating, fuse pins failing as
designed, engine number 3 falling off taking engine number 4
with it leading to uncontrollable flight. The metal foreign object
could have come from the adjacent forward cargo bay which
allowed small metal objects to be sucked out of a slightly open
cargo door.
A slightly open cargo door in flight has occurred before, PA 125
in March of 1987.
When engine number three of a Boeing 747 ingests foreign
objects from an open door cargo bay, it catches fire as shown by
UAL Flight 811 of February 1989.

When engine number 3 of a Boeing 747 falls off from FOD, it
takes number four with it as shown in Air India Flight 182 in
June of 1985.
When a fuse pin fails in flight and the engine falls off, there is no
fire and the adjacent engine stays on the wing, as reported in
NTSB AAR 93/06 for JAL 46E.in March 1993.
El Al 1862 had an adjacent engine fall off and fire was likely,
making the probable cause closer to a fodded engine than a fuse
pin initial failure.
The cargo door/FOD explanation is more likely only if engine
number 3 of El Al 1862 caught fire.
Was there a fire in engine number three of El Al 1982? It is
crucial and if not conclusively ruled out, I suggest that the
probable cause of El Al 1862 be reconsidered.
I believe there was a fire. The eyewitnesses said there was a fire
on the starboard wing and the pilot said there was a fire in
number 3.
To rule out fire by saying the pilot was wrong, the eyewitnesses
were wrong, and the instruments were wrong is not conclusive.
The cargo door/FOD explanation is now only possible because of
hindsight, similar subsequent accidents, and further analysis. The
initial investigation did not have that knowledge available to
them at the time.
I have further documentation to support claim that cargo door/
FOD explanation is more likely the probable cause for El Al

1962 than initial fuse pin failure in engine number 3. I am
available for discussion at phone 831 659 3552 or email at
barry@corazon.com. My address is 551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924.
Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
831 659 3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

AAR 92/02: 1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122,
N740PA, operating as flight 125 from London to New York,
experienced an incident involving the forward cargo door.
According to Pan Am and Boeing officials who investigated this
incident, the flightcrew experienced pressurization problems as
the airplane was climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew
began a descent and the pressurization problem ceased about
15,000 feet. The crew began to climb again, but about 20,000
feet, the cabin altitude began to rise rapidly again. The flight

returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the forward
cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom
with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle
closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
According to the persons who examined the airplane, the cargo
door had been closed manually and the manual master latch lock
handle was stowed, in turn closing the pressure relief doors and
extinguishing the cockpit cargo door warning light. Subsequent
investigation on N740PA revealed that the latch lock sectors had
been damaged and would not restrain the latch cams from being
driven open electrically or manually. It was concluded by Boeing
and Pan Am that the ground service person who closed the cargo
door apparently had back-driven (opened) the latches manually
after the door had been closed and locked. The damage to the
sectors, and the absence of other mechanical or electrical failures
supported this conclusion.
Further testing of the door components from N740PA and
attempts to recreate the events that led to the door opening in
flight revealed that the lock sectors, even in their damaged
condition, prevented the master latch lock handle from being
stowed, until the latch cams had been rotated to within 20 turns
(using the manual 1/2 inch socket drive) of being fully closed. A
full cycle, from closed to open, is about 95 turns with the manual
drive system.
AAR 92/11, Page 7 of full Dutch report on El Al 1962, ,
"Witnesses heard one or more banging sounds and saw a dark
plume of smoke trailing the aircraft. Some witnesses saw objects
fall. Other witnesses also saw fire on the right wing which
eventually disappeared."
AAR 92/02 for UAL 811:The National Transportation Safety

Board determines that the probable cause of this accident was the
sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression. The door opening
was attributed to a faulty switch or wiring in the door control
system which permitted electrical actuation of the door latches
toward the unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff. Contributing to the cause of the accident was a
deficiency in the design of the cargo door locking mechanisms,
which made them susceptible to deformation, allowing the door
to become unlatched after being properly latched and locked.
Also contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective
actions by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door
opening incident on a Pan Am B-747.
AAR 92/02 for UAL 811:1.14 Fire There was no fire in the
cabin or fuselage. The fires in engines No. 3 and 4 were
extinguished after the engines were shut down.
AAR 93/06 for JAL 46E in which a fuse pin failed and number
two engine fell off but aircraft returned safely.
"Engine number two: There was no evidence of fire on the
engine outer cases or nacelle components."
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: October 7, 1998 3:15:08 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Show on wiring

Dear Barry,
You had better go with ABC. I can't sell this to the BBC.
Cheers and good luck.

Jonathan
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 30/09/98, at 09:38, John Barry Smith wrote:
Well, a TV producer called me last night. He's with ABC and
they are doing
a show tonight on 20/20 on kapton wiring. We had a nice chat.
Wha' hoppen' to Mcdonald? Still waiting for 'proof'? Ha!
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetland-

news.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 5, 1998 7:35:32 PM PDT
To: web@nrc.nl
Subject: Regarding El Al 1862

Dear Aviation Correspondent for NRC Handelsblad, 5 Oct 98
The cause of the crash of El Al 1862 may very well be different
than the official version of corroded fuse pin failing and the
number three pylon and engine falling off taking engine number
four with it. A better explanation is an inadvertently opened
forward cargo door allowed foreign objects in the cargo bay to be
sucked into engine number three causing vibration and fire which
caused the fuse pin to fail as designed allowing the engine to fall
taking number four engine with it.
The cargo door explanation is based on subsequent similar
accidents, JAL 46E and UAL 811.
The key factor is fire. The cargo door explanation includes fire in
number three while the fuse pin explanation rules out fire in
number three. When engine number three ingests foreign objects
for the cargo bay there is fire, UAL 811.
Was there a fire in engine number three of El Al 1862? Well, the
pilot said so, the eyewitnesses said so, and the fire warning light
said so. The cargo door explanation believes the pilot, the
eyewitnesses and the instruments.

The fuse pin explanation required no fire because when an
engine falls off a Boeing 747 in flight, as it has before, JAL 46E,
there is no fire.
For the official fuse pin explanation to be correct, the pilot must
have been wrong, the eyewitnesses must be wrong, and the
instruments must be wrong.
I say the pilot was right, the eyewitnesses were right, and the
instruments were right.
The cargo door explanation is a better explanation for El Al
1862. The full cargo door explanation is available at
www.corazon.com.
I am available to discuss this with your aviation experts at the
phone, address, and email below.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.

Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Possible forward cargo door caused accidents:
China Airlines
El Al Flight 1862
Two possible cargo door caused crashes, pending further
investigation are :
December 29, 1991, Boeing 747-2R7
China Airlines (Taiwan) Freighter, five on board, all killed.
Wanli; near (Taiwan)
Aircraft reported two starboard engines lost and crashed shortly
after takeoff.
October 4, 1992, Boeing 747-258F
El Al (Israel) Four on board, all killed and 47 on the ground
Amsterdam (Netherlands)
Aircraft crashed shortly after takeoff.
The reasoning is that of the two above crashes, the sequence is
closer to the confirmed events of UAL 811 cargo door, than to
the confirmed events of JAL 46E fuse pin failure, yet the offical
probable cause of EL AL and China Airlines is that of fuse pin
failure.
The number three engine of above two Boeing 747s came off in
flight, it then took number four engine with it as it fell away.
Both aircraft subsequently crashed killing all aboard. The official
cause was corroded fuse pins had failed. The fuse pins hold the
pylon which holds the engine to the wing.

The various permutations that two airplanes with four engines
could have with each having an engine falling off is sixteen, 1
and 1, 1 and 2, 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 1, 2 and 2, 2 and 3, 2 and
4, 3 and 1, 3 and 2, 3 and 3, 3 and 4, 4 and 1, 4 and 2, 4 and 3,
and 4 and 4.
For fifteen of the above permutations a cargo door would not be
considered, for only one could the opening cargo door be
considered as the underlying cause, that is engine number 3 on
one plane and engine number 3 on the other. And it was both
engines number three that failed, defying the random chances of
corroded fuse pins failing. In addition, the flight mode of
climbing (increasing internal air pressure,) is when most cargo
door openings occur. More confirming evidence is required but
difficult to get from China or Israel.
If a forward cargo door opened in flight but did not come off but
allowed some baggage to be sucked into the number three engine
the engine would vibrate and catch fire. The fuse pins would do
as designed and fail, allowing the dangerous engine and pylon to
fall free. Unfortunately, the destructing engine number three
would eject metal into adjacent number four or spin away and
strike it causing that engine to fail and fall off also.
On the other three complete cargo door caused crashes of Boeing
747s, the number three engine was fodded and detached from the
wing early in the destruction sequence. On the fourth cargo door
caused accident, engines number three and four were fodded so
badly they vibrated and were about to fail when they were shut
down by the flight crew and remained attached.
When a sudden unexpected mechanical event occurs, certain
mechanical events follow. There have been four confirmed
instances where pylon fuse pins fail and the aircraft is there to be
available for inspection. Certain sequences occurred when those

fuse pins failed.
JAL, Evergreen, Air India, and NWA.
They occur during a stress event such as severe turbulence or
hard landing.
In flight for JAL and Evergreen:
There is no fire or fire warning light and the pilot does not report
a fire.
The engine detaches, goes forward, flips up and back, taking
wing leading edge material with it affecting flap action but not
affecting adjacent engine.
Pilot immediately reports engine lost when engine falls away.
There is no delay between report of trouble and report of engine
lost.
Things fall from the aircraft.
There have been two unconfirmed but official explanations of
fuse pin failure for two Boeing 747 crashes. The mechanical
sequence which occurs after the initial sudden unexpected
mechanical event does not follow the confirmed sequence, but
does follow the confirmed mechanical sequence when a forward
cargo door opens in flight.
The two confirmed instances where the forward cargo door failed
and the aircraft is available for inspection a certain sequence was
followed.
PA 125 for the first item and UAL 811 for all.
They did not occur during a stress event such as severe
turbulence or hard landing.
They occurred during climb shortly after takeoff.
There was a fire and a fire warning light on engine number 3.
There was a many second delay between fire in engine 3 and
point of total engine failure.
The adjacent engine 4 is severely affected up to failure.

Flaps are affected.
Things fall from the aircraft.
Fire for engine number 3 was caused by objects from forward
baggage hold after cargo door opened.
Engine number 4 object damage caused by baggage objects and
debris from on fire failing engine number 3.
The two possible cargo door caused crashes, El Al 1862 and the
Wanli China airlines, followed a mechanical sequence after the
sudden unexpected event.
They did not occur during a stress event such as severe
turbulence or hard landing.
They occurred during climb shortly after takeoff.
There was a fire and a fire warning light on engine number 3.
There was a many second delay between fire in engine 3 and
point of total engine failure.
The adjacent engine 4 was severely affected up to failure.
Flaps are affected.
Things fall from the aircraft.
The crash pattern for El Al and China Wanli fits the forward
cargo door opening sequence better than the confirmed fuse
failing, pylon and engine falling off sequence.
19:28:09 Crew: Affirmative, Mayday, Mayday, Mayday.
19:28:11 ATC: Turn right heading 260, field eh ...behind you
eh...in your - to the west eh...distance 18 miles.
19:28:17 Crew: Roger, we have fire on engine number number 3,
we have fire on engine number 3.
19:28:22 ATC: Roger, heading 270 for downwind.
19:28:24 Crew: 270 downwind.
19:28:31 ATC: (c/s) 1862, surface wind 040 at 21 knots.
19:28:35 Crew: Roger.
19:28:45 Crew: (c/s) 1862, lost number 3 and number 4 engine,

number 4 and number 4 engine.
"Witnesses heard one or more banging sounds and saw a dark
plume of smoke trailing the aircraft," the report said. "Some
witnesses saw objects fall. Other witnesses also saw fire on the
right wing which eventually disappeared. When the aircraft
turned
right, two vapour trails were seen to emerge from the wingtips."
The official report, excerpt below, misstates crew indicated a loss
of thrust, they did not indicate a loss of thrust, they indicated
they had fire and they indicated they later lost an engine but they
did not indicate loss of thrust. Indicating loss of thrust is saying
engine spooling down, or EPR dropping or some such, saying
you have a fire does not indicate loss of thrust. And a pilot does
not need unlimited field of view to realize he has lost 50000
pounds of weight off one side of his plane, his yoke will tell him.
From report:
"At 1928:17 hours, the crew reported a fire on Nr. 3 and
subsequently they indicated [a] loss of thrust on engines Nr. 3
and Nr. 4," the report said. [The report attributed the flight crew's
announcement of a fire on the Nr. 3 engine to a "double fault
indication of the engine-fire logic, which triggered a fire warning,
and the crew's limited field of view from the cockpit to the wing
area.]"
So, which one is more credible? The experienced El Al pilot
current in type who says fire twice? The corroborated
eyewitnesses who make statements that make sense such as
vapor trails which match fuel dumping, and a fire on right wing,
not left, and goes out, not stays on until impact? Or a official
report that says pilot was wrong, eyewitnesses are wrong, and
never happened before double fault occurred?
Assume the pilot was correct and the crew reports corroborate
the eyewitness report of fire on right wing. Can a fuse pin failing
cause a fire and knock off adjacent engine? Maybe, never been

done but possible. Fuse pin failing did not affect adjacent engine
in confirmed fuse pin failures. Can a door opening and stuff
pushed out and fodding engine causing fire in number 3 and
affecting adjacent engine? Certainly, been done on confirmed
accident.
If fuse pins goes, the engine does not dangle there for a while. It
goes immediately.
If door opens and engine Fodded, it catches fire and continues to
hang on to wing up to delayed destruction.
Reading the CVR for El Al as a fodded number 3, the sequence
all fits with eyewitness corroboration, crew reports and
destruction sequence which does things that have happened
before.
For fuse pin the crew has to be wrong, the corroborated
eyewitnessess have to be wrong, the destruction sequence has to
do things that haven't happened before.
Note pilot was consistent. He said fire on three and lost 3 and
four later on. He's not confused, like the tower. Crew was
precise, repeating the important stuff. Between fire call and lost
call were two other precise correct responses. To conclude crew
did not know what exactly was happening to their plane is not
right. To assume double fault with wiring to fit a pin explanation
is not right.
To assume crew was correct, corroborated eyewitnesses, and
previous similar accidents are correct is right.
More information is required to rule in or rule out forward cargo
door opening in flight for El Al and China Wanli.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 1, 1998 9:53:55 AM PDT
To: monica_warnock-mcgraw-hill.com

Subject: For Ms. Roome

Dear Ms. Roome, come and get me. Why do you run away? If
you can't whack the gnats how are you expected to swat the
mosquitoes?
I'm still trying to get attention to wring/cargo door explanation
for plane crashes. If you had proceeded before and wiring had
become prominent, Swissair 111 might not have happened. I say
polyimide type wiring is causing crashes, you tried to get me to
remove a story from AvWeek that supports wiring/cargo door
explanation, and then a plane crashes with poyimide type wiring
as suspect for cause of reported smoke in cabin.
Send Mr. McKenna to inteview me, Do something, just don't sit
there.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Posted at 6:27 a.m. PDT Thursday, October 1, 1998
Papers file copyright suit against Web site
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- In a case with broad implications in
cyberspace, the Los Angeles Times and The Washington Post
filed a copyright-infringement lawsuit against a Web site that
posts their stories without permission.
The federal lawsuit filed Tuesday in federal court in Los Angeles
accuses the Free Republic site of using hundreds of stories from
the newspapers, violating their copyrights and diverting users
and potential revenue from their own Web sites.
Rex Heinke, an attorney for the newspapers, said the Free
Republic site has been posting the stories ``on a very large scale
for a very long time.''
The Fresno-based site posts the stories and allows users to write
comments about them. The site's operator, Jim Robinson, said he
has ignored warnings from the newspapers because the practice
is protected by the First Amendment and the ``fair use'' doctrine
of copyright law.
The doctrine allows portions of copyrighted works to be
duplicated when presented in the context of commentary, such as
a book review that contains excerpts.
``I'm resolved to do whatever it takes to win this case,'' said
Robinson, a computer programmer. ``I will not back down.'' He
said he is being singled out because of his political leanings. The
Free Republic site features many right-wing messages.
The suit is widely seen as a potentially groundbreaking attempt
to address how copyright protections apply to the Internet.
``It's a very important lawsuit because it's a question that needs
to be settled,'' said John Shepard Wiley Jr., a law professor at the

University of California, Los Angeles.
``The Net is one giant copying machine, and producers, authors
and content providers have been worried that the Net would
threaten their basic economic incentives,'' he said.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 1, 1998 9:53:11 AM PDT
To: katherine_roome
Subject: Hey, me too!

Dear Ms. Roome, come and get me. Why do you run away? If
you can't whack the gnats how are you expected to swat the
mosquitoes?
I'm still trying to get attention to wring/cargo door explanation
for plane crashes. If you had proceeded before and wiring had
become prominent, Swissair 111 might not have happened. I say
polyimide type wiring is causing crashes, you tried to get me to
remove a story from AvWeek that supports wiring/cargo door
explanation, and then a plane crashes with poyimide type wiring
as suspect for cause of reported smoke in cabin.
Send Mr. McKenna to inteview me, Do something, just don't sit
there.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com

barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Posted at 6:27 a.m. PDT Thursday, October 1, 1998
Papers file copyright suit against Web site
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- In a case with broad implications in
cyberspace, the Los Angeles Times and The Washington Post
filed a copyright-infringement lawsuit against a Web site that
posts their stories without permission.
The federal lawsuit filed Tuesday in federal court in Los Angeles
accuses the Free Republic site of using hundreds of stories from
the newspapers, violating their copyrights and diverting users
and potential revenue from their own Web sites.
Rex Heinke, an attorney for the newspapers, said the Free
Republic site has been posting the stories ``on a very large scale
for a very long time.''
The Fresno-based site posts the stories and allows users to write
comments about them. The site's operator, Jim Robinson, said he
has ignored warnings from the newspapers because the practice
is protected by the First Amendment and the ``fair use'' doctrine
of copyright law.
The doctrine allows portions of copyrighted works to be
duplicated when presented in the context of commentary, such as
a book review that contains excerpts.

``I'm resolved to do whatever it takes to win this case,'' said
Robinson, a computer programmer. ``I will not back down.'' He
said he is being singled out because of his political leanings. The
Free Republic site features many right-wing messages.
The suit is widely seen as a potentially groundbreaking attempt
to address how copyright protections apply to the Internet.
``It's a very important lawsuit because it's a question that needs
to be settled,'' said John Shepard Wiley Jr., a law professor at the
University of California, Los Angeles.
``The Net is one giant copying machine, and producers, authors
and content providers have been worried that the Net would
threaten their basic economic incentives,'' he said.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 30, 1998 7:38:21 PM PDT
To: contact@publicintegrity.org
Subject: Wiring

Dear Sir or Madam, I just saw the 20/20 show about Kapton
wiring with Center for Public Integrity prominently displayed.
There exists documentation that shows that Kapton style wiring
has caused a fatal US civilian airliner, UAL 811 in February
1989, when the electrical malfunction caused the forward cargo
door to open inflight. It's in NSTB AAR 92/02 and available at
www.corazon.com.
I also contend that kapton style wiring has caused other forward
cargo doors to open in flight causing fatalities. That
documentation is also at www.corazon.com.
My research is nine years deep.

I'm available for further discussion via email or telephone.
Cheers,

John Barry Smith
831 659 3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
TWA 800 NTSB exhibits:
1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual Report
page 44 45 46:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
C. Nov 1, 1997 Identical problem reported as A above. The fire
from shorted
wires in chafed wiring bundle in forward cargo compartment
either happened
twice, once in 1996 and once in 1997, as the report states, or it's

the
same event reported twice with a wrong date. Probably wrong
date and right dates are both 1996.
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only

within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 30, 1998 10:00:01 AM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: UAL 811 is polyimide style wiring

Dear David,
Could you mention UAL 811 when bad wiring comes up in
discussion? It is the only confirmed fatal electrical polyimide
style wiring commercial accident. There are pictures of the bare
wires in AAR 92/02. It was not a fire but bad wiring does bad
things, all different.
Bad polyimide style wiring causes bad problems.
Polyimide type wiring causes fires in cargo bays. Shown by
NTSB exhibits for Boeing 747 cargo bay fires. Valujet has much
evidence that polyimide type fire occurred in cargo bay.
Polyimide type wiring causes yaw damper to move erratically.
Shown by AAIB report of Boeing 737 calling Mayday for seven

minutes as fluid in connector with polyimide wiring caused
rudder to flap back and forth, very similar to the two unexplained
737 crashes still under investigation.
Polyimide type wiring causes cargo doors to open inadvertently.
Shown by NTSB AAR 92/02 in which the electrical system
composed of polyimide type wiring caused the fatal accident
when cargo door opened in flight.
Polyimide type wiring suspected of causing cockpit fires. Shown
by TSB reports electrical problems for Swissair Flight 111.
And media questions about UAL 811 and wiring, I'll be glad to
field.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 30, 1998 9:43:46 AM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: 20/20 doing show on plane wiring.

Dear Josh,
An ABC TV producer called me last night and we had a nice
chat. He might be interested in your footage of our intereview in
which we, many months ago, discuss bad polyimide wiring
causing a fatal accident, UAL 811, the only confirmed polyimide
electrcial system fatal accident.
Below is email from the wiring/fire guys, I'm a wiring/cargo door
guy. Wiring does all sorts of bad things when it shorts.
But, you were there first and you have the footage to prove it. It's
on 20/20 tonight.
Cheers,
Barry

Thanks Barry:
After two years, this flight 111 has moved this wiring issue
much further
than any of us could have hoped. This same media has been as
much as an
obstacle as has the FAA/NTSB that has hidden these insulation
failures from
flight crews and public alike. 20/20's limited version tonight will

include a
video of wire bundles burning but they will not include the
interviews with Ed
Block and Pat Price. 30 million people will witness the
horrifying effects of
what these fires look like.
Not so with Dateline. We expect even more. Dave Evans,
editior of
Aviation Safety Week, and we, believe the iniale break out came
with the
Canadian press picking up the earlier Kapton story from Aviation
Week.
Swissair then confirmed its usage then the documentation (navy
letters
included) carried the story. Of course the Navy disliked the
poly-x as well.
My contact at ABC New York was Mishi Ebrahim, ABC News,
147 Columbus Blv'd,
3rd floor, 10023. Tel. 212-456-6106. Also Vic Walters in
Florida at
305-573-8640. I believe their motivation comes not from a
willingness to
follow the facts but rather playing catch-up with developing
events. Ed and
Patrick are giving virtually daily interviews now. Call them for
up-dates. Ed
spoke with Mary Schiavo this past Saturday and Mary claims the
FAA lists over
1,350 in-flights. Even if she were only 25% right - wow.
John Barry Smith wrote:

Dear John, thanks for referral, ABC called. He was a co producer
for the
segment on Kapton which I shall tape tomorrow night. Do you
have their
names, the producers? I gave him corazon.com and
barry@corazon.com
I had pictures ready of real bare chafed polyimide type wiring
that have
caused real deaths for UAL 811 but he wanted the plane with
wiring picture.
But....he did not know about UAL 811 being electrical caused
and having
same kapton time wiring. We had a good chat about wiring
causing things
like cargo doors to open in flight.
So, point, if wiring is problem then how bad? Well, it's killed
confirmed
with UAL 811 as electrical, probably Swissair 111 and more and
more like
Valujet had wiring fire starting cannisters starting tires, 747,
MD11,
MD80. and on and on.
Do you have any contact with ABC? I want to send the bad
chafed bare wiring
pictures to them anyway, it's the real thing, they are from AAR
92/02, page
35.
Cheers,

Barry
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 30, 1998 9:39:19 AM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Show on wiring

Well, a TV producer called me last night. He's with ABC and
they are doing a show tonight on 20/20 on kapton wiring. We had
a nice chat.
Wha' hoppen' to Mcdonald? Still waiting for 'proof'? Ha!
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 28, 1998 8:36:44 PM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: ABC wiring

Dear Barry,
Please be quiet. You really are not helping at all. A period of
silence
would be appropriate. Deluging Neil McDonald with vast piles
of stuff is
not going to persuade him. None of it is of any interest unless
you can
prove that there was no bomb on PA103. So far you haven't done
that and

shouting that the experts are wrong does not alter their opinion.
The wiring story is a different matter but again selling it is not
helped
by avalanches of e-mail. So I am not going to tell you the e-mail
address
of the BBC guy I'm speaking to in London as this time I don't
want it
screwed up.
JWGW

Not good to tell a free speech guy, me, to be quiet.
Not good to tell a free press guy, me, to have silence.
Not good to tell a hard typing guy, me, to stop sending.
Not good to tell a logical fellow he must disprove A before B is
true.
Not good to falsely accuse a fellow, me, of shouting experts are
wrong.
Not good to act like government bureaucrat and hold back vital
information.
At first it was talk to the man. Now it is not talk to the man. See
the problem? I do.
Where are your comments about content? That is important, not
style. Jonathan, my style is my own, and that includes when and

where, and how much and how loud and how long and who I talk
to. Now content, that is facts and important and I defer to more
accurate content. Style criticism I brush away. People who
discover great truths that go contrary to public belief are not
charmers, they are unpleasant; it goes with the territory.
Be careful you don't get your wish, Jonathan, yesterday telling
me to talk to the guy, today telling me to hush and tomorrow
begging me to reply. On/off, on/off, am I a parrot? A stunned
parrot? A parrot who has met his demise?
Well, I await the bye and bye for Neil Mcdonald to see the light,
in the meantime I must get busy with the following email I just
received:
ABC News (New York) called tonight to say the 20/20 story on
kapton
wire will run this Wednesday night. They also asked for any
available
pictures or 'blueprints' that illustrate how the wire bundels look
as
they pass through the aircraft.
How about it anyone? can we help them with that ? On such
short
notice I haven't any way to help them. Can you? If so, contact
me
immediately so I can put you in touch with these reportors.
Of course I can help them, PA 103 and TWA 800 and UAL 811
and AI 182 all had that Kapton style wiring which is under
suspicion. Of course UAL 811 is the only confirmed kapton type
wired wide body to have fatals.

Let's see if ABC complains about being inundated with 'stuff'.
Keep the heid,
Barry
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 28, 1998 3:07:09 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: Hector/lecture/picture:

Dear Barry,
Please be quiet. You really are not helping at all. A period of
silence
would be appropriate. Deluging Neil McDonald with vast piles
of stuff is
not going to persuade him. None of it is of any interest unless
you can
prove that there was no bomb on PA103. So far you haven't done
that and
shouting that the experts are wrong does not alter their opinion.
The wiring story is a different matter but again selling it is not
helped
by avalanches of e-mail. So I am not going to tell you the e-mail
address
of the BBC guy I'm speaking to in London as this time I don't
want it
screwed up.
JWGW

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 28, 1998 11:22:25 AM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Hector/lecture/picture:

Dear Mr. Mcdonald,
It appears than Jonathan Wills is in a bit of a snit with me for
quoting him to you in my previous email. I would tell you what
he said exactly but can't since Jonathan said words to the effect
that I am never to quote from him again and he's probably never
going to talk to me again too. If he is in trouble because of me,
then I apologize and promise not to do it again. Jonathan Wills
and I have been corresponding for over a year with very cordial
and informative discussions taking place. He has always been
accurate, cautious and persistent. I did not know the degree of
secrecy that goes on with newspapers and TV reporters and
producers. Now I do.
Burn this email upon receipt.

Yes, I make fun, I can't help it. I have had top secret clearance,
I've planned multi-megaton thermonuclear bombing attacks on
USSR and China for my RA5C off a US Navy carrier, I flew in
combat missions, I know secrecy. There is a time for secrecy.
Now is not that time for me.
PA 103 was a civilian airliner in UK territory during peacetime.
Because of the secrecy a wrong conclusion was reached upon the
cause and the real cause has happened thrice more, UAL 811 in
1989, UAL preflight in 1991, and TWA 800 in 1996. That's my
claim and because of all this infighting about who gets to do
what, it may happen again.
"If I may give an opinion," remarked the strange gentleman,
"we've had just a little too much secrecy over this business
already. For my part, I should like all Europe and America to
hear the rights of it." A. Conan Doyle, "The Adventure of the
Noble Bachelor," said by the strange gentleman in Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes.
Mr. Mcdonald, you could break this case wide open in fifteen
minutes. All you have to do is get access to Farnborough hangar
and PA 103 forward cargo door and check the ten latches. They
should all be latched around the latching pins. Circumstantial
evidence shows they will not be.
"Circumstantial evidence is occasionally very convincing, as
when you find a trout in the milk, to quote Thoreau's example."
A. Conan Doyle, "The Adventure of the Noble Bachelor," quoted
by Mr. Holmes in Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.
What the hell does that mean?

Here's the pitch, Mr. Mcdonald, when you investigate a group for
being wrong, explosive experts in this case, and a representative
of that group says everything is fine, not to worry, sound as a
pound, and strange things happen in explosions; then please don't
walk away whistling satisfied.
Yes, I'm telling you how to do your job. I'm telling you, I'm
telling AAIB, I'm telling NTSB, I'm telling Indians and TSB, and
I'm telling Jonathan Wills of the Sheltland News.
That is my style and so far, is my right, as a free thinking, free
speaking, free writing American on the internet. Another wacky
guy on the net with another wacky explanation for PA
103......except..except....
A reporter from an online newsaper based on islands to the
northeast of Scotland and who wishes to remain anonymous,
recently emailed me and accused me of hectoring and lecturing a
TV producer for a large UK network.
Hector and Lecture? Ha!
hec¥tor \"hek-ter\ vb [hector bully, fr. Hector, champion of Troy
in Greek legend] 1 : swagger 2 : to intimidate by bluster or
personal pressure
I had to look it up.
At first I denied swaggering and intimidating. But now I plead
guilty. Holding the facts of 103 in my hand that show a gun type
discharge and refute a bomb type blast occurring in the forward
cargo hold allows me to swagger. The piece of plastic which is

supposed to be on the inside but isn't, is intimidating to those that
believe a Toshiba Cassette recorder held a semtex plastic
explosive which was set off by a timer.
I shall add 'picture' to my list of rudenesses.
I hector, lecture, and picture.
I lecture with the facts of sooty directed mild blast, small
explosion, not heard on CVR event which fully fits gun type
discharge and makes very unlikely a powerful noisy spherical
bomb explosion in that cargo bay.
I hector by showing discrepancies in the English of the AAIB
report, pointing out inconsistencies in the official conclusions,
laughing at the disparity between the reality of the damage in
baggage container and the fantasy of mach stem bouncing
pressure waves, and raising a skeptical eyebrow at omitted
forward cargo door latch status, absent photos of starboard side
of nose, and no reference in AAIB report to UAL 811, an event
which happened after PA 103 and matched it.
811 and 103 were aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model-100
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
shape of hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side is
rectangle with specific rectangular shape.
fodded number three engine
on fire number three engine.

sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
broken floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
Now I picture:
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800wreckageredpaint.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html
http://www.corazon.com/outwardpeeledskin.html
http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
http://www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
The above show the cargo door area of TWA 800, another 747
that matched PA 103.

TWA 800 and PA 103 were aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
broken floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
I picture with pictures for PA 103 in the AAIB report 02/90 with
pictures of baggage containers showing limited damage, small
shatter zone on fuselage skin, reconstrution drawings of
starboard side that show first and most damage occurring at
forward cargo door, and the picture of a normal 747 baggage
container with data plate on the outside, not the inside.
So, Mr. Mcdonald, Why is not the 'd' of Mcdonald not
capitalized? I guess McDonald's hamburgers has influenced even
popular spelling. Such is the power of the mob.

103 was not a bomb, the evidence upon which that conclusion is
based shows it is a gunshot type discharge. The cause of PA 103
coming apart was the 300 knot slipstream which was allowed to
tear nose off by the instant formation of a huge 30 foot by 40
foot explosive decompression hole forward of the wing on the
right side when cargo door ruptured in flight. The door probably
opened because of an electrical fault, as supported by UAL 811,
another 747 that suffered a hull rupture forward of the wing after
take off that left a sudden loud sound, abrupt data loss to FDR,
fodded number 3 and on and on with significant facts that match
811 to 103.
Controversy is my middle name. It always happens when truth
meets falsehood.
Being born in Birkenhead in 1944 I trust I have inherited a love
of sleuthing so peculiar to the British species. "They inherit
Plantagenet blood by direct descent, and Tudor on the distaff
side. Ha!" A. Conan Doyle, "The Adventure of the Noble
Bachelor," stated by Mr. Holmes in Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, reason for exclamation by Holmes not understood.
Do you not wonder about all that contradictory to bomb evidence
thus provided to you by Mr. Wills, Mr. Mcdonald? Would you
not like to make sense of it? All the evidence makes sense to me.
I'm the one saying a sooty directed mild blast that is not heard by
the CVR fits a gunshot type discharge and the damage was, in
fact, sooty, directed, mild and not heard on the CVR. My
explanation is airtight; the bombers have trouble and say things
like strange things happen in explosions. I'll say, like explosive
experts turning a sooty mild directed quiet discharge into a
powerful plastic spherical noisy explosion, now that's strange.

What is your goal in this, Mr. Mcdonald? High ratings? Correct
injustice? Improve quality of life for your citizens?
Mine is to stop death by preventing plane crashes; in particular,
high time 747s that suffer a hull rupture forward of the wing in
flight leading to nine never recovered bodies, rupture in forward
cargo door, damage to number three engine, a sudden loud sound
on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, outward peeled skin
in door area, initially thought to be a bomb, and had poly x
wiring, as had Air India 182, PA 103, UAL 811 and TWA 800.
The evidence chooses the flight numbers, not me.
If PA 103 did not match the other three in many significant ways
I would not be writing and attempting to interest you in the
aviation story of the decade in order to persuade you to use your
investigative power to confirm the wiring/cargo door cause of
high time 747s so that the officials will direct the manufacturer to
fix the problem so that it does not happen again.
But PA 103 does match UAL 811, AI 182, and TWA 800 and
here I am.
Check with the Libyan embassy to gauge their reaction to the 'no
bomb' evidence for PA 103. What does their 'explosive expert'
think of the evidence?
Ask AAIB for photographs of the starboard side of 103 wreckage
to match other similar accidents.
Ask for the latch status for the only cargo door of the four on
board 103 that was not reported, the forward cargo door. All
other three cargo doors were reported latched.

Ask AAIB who found the plastic fragment deemed a MEBO
timer by defrocked explosive FBI expert Tom Thurman and
where was it exactly found?
Ask AAIB what was the kind of 'explosive residue' reported,
gunpower or plastic type residue?
There is much that you can do with the power of the press that I
cannot, a single Yank in a converted garage in California with a
modem, computer, and stacks of official government aircraft
accident reports littering nearby tables.
Talk to me. Have your explosive expert talk to me. Have your
aviation expert talk to me. I'm here. I'm not anonymous, I have
credentials. I know what I'm talking about.
So does Chris Olsson, Chris_Olsson@CompuServe.com, a
technical expert in matters aviation from Scotland who knows PA
103 inside and out. He is also of the bomb device persuasion but
his undertanding of the wiring/cargo door explanation is
extensive. Ask him if the forward cargo door of PA 103 came
open in flight, yes or no. Then ask for substantiation for
conclusion; it will be there.
Once persuaded that the forward cargo door for PA 103 opened
in flight, Mr. Mcdonald the next thing to determine is why.
Then everyone gets to say why, a bomb, the gun discharge, a
missile, a center tank explosion, a meteor, or an electrical fault
such as shorted poly x wiring driving the cam sectors of the
forward cargo door to the unlatched position, as has happened
before with UAL 811, another high time 747 that......

Openness; that's me. You can be as secret as you want, I shall be
as open as I can be. I waited a weekend for you to make up your
mind, Mr. Mcdonald, before I passed on the important discovery
of plastic fragment on outside, not inside, to US government
aviation safety officials. It was not right. I am not in this for
scoops or ratings or prestige; I'm here to prevent death and I
know, from personal intimate experience in a sudden night fatal
fiery jet airplane crash, that sudden noisy death don't wait for no
steenkin' weekend.
Drama is my first name.
So, I type away to a BBC TV producer when I should be
scrutinizing PA 103 once again for innocuous details that are
only seen as important with hindsight and several similar
accidents.
Fool may be my last name.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Postscript of course. Note, Mr. Mcdonald, on the picture of the
'bomb' area on port side of PA 103 the absence of forward
petalling skin. Forward petalling occurs whenever a powerful
explosion tears through a pressurized hull and can be seen on the
TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction around the two ruptured
midspan latches. PA 103 port side has only aft peeling skin
caused by high speed slipstream.
There was no powerful explosion at the small 20 inch shatter
zone on port side of 103, the evidence is not there.

The artist's impression in AAIB shows a massive hole with
forward, top, bottom, and aft petalling skin. The photographs and
reconstruction drawings from debris pattern show otherwise in
positive contradiction. But in case you doubt the large all
petalled artist's impression of a large powerful plastic bomb in
the cargo bay, the artist's impression is repeated on another page,
a repetition no AAR, aircraft accident report, has ever done
before.
It's as if they really really want you to believe it was a bomb.
Maybe it works. It worked for most of the people on this planet.
But not me. I trust my life to photographs of real things, not
artist's impressions of flimsy assumptions.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 28, 1998 11:21:39 AM PDT
To: neil.mcdonald@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Hector/lecture/picture:Wiring/cargo door for PA 103

Dear Mr. Mcdonald,
It appears than Jonathan Wills is in a bit of a snit with me for

quoting him to you in my previous email. I would tell you what
he said exactly but can't since Jonathan said words to the effect
that I am never to quote from him again and he's probably never
going to talk to me again too. If he is in trouble because of me,
then I apologize and promise not to do it again. Jonathan Wills
and I have been corresponding for over a year with very cordial
and informative discussions taking place. He has always been
accurate, cautious and persistent. I did not know the degree of
secrecy that goes on with newspapers and TV reporters and
producers. Now I do.
Burn this email upon receipt.
Yes, I make fun, I can't help it. I have had top secret clearance,
I've planned multi-megaton thermonuclear bombing attacks on
USSR and China for my RA5C off a US Navy carrier, I flew in
combat missions, I know secrecy. There is a time for secrecy.
Now is not that time for me.
PA 103 was a civilian airliner in UK territory during peacetime.
Because of the secrecy a wrong conclusion was reached upon the
cause and the real cause has happened thrice more, UAL 811 in
1989, UAL preflight in 1991, and TWA 800 in 1996. That's my
claim and because of all this infighting about who gets to do
what, it may happen again.
"If I may give an opinion," remarked the strange gentleman,
"we've had just a little too much secrecy over this business
already. For my part, I should like all Europe and America to
hear the rights of it." A. Conan Doyle, "The Adventure of the
Noble Bachelor," said by the strange gentleman in Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes.

Mr. Mcdonald, you could break this case wide open in fifteen
minutes. All you have to do is get access to Farnborough hangar
and PA 103 forward cargo door and check the ten latches. They
should all be latched around the latching pins. Circumstantial
evidence shows they will not be.
"Circumstantial evidence is occasionally very convincing, as
when you find a trout in the milk, to quote Thoreau's example."
A. Conan Doyle, "The Adventure of the Noble Bachelor," quoted
by Mr. Holmes in Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.
What the hell does that mean?
Here's the pitch, Mr. Mcdonald, when you investigate a group for
being wrong, explosive experts in this case, and a representative
of that group says everything is fine, not to worry, sound as a
pound, and strange things happen in explosions; then please don't
walk away whistling satisfied.
Yes, I'm telling you how to do your job. I'm telling you, I'm
telling AAIB, I'm telling NTSB, I'm telling Indians and TSB, and
I'm telling Jonathan Wills of the Sheltland News.
That is my style and so far, is my right, as a free thinking, free
speaking, free writing American on the internet. Another wacky
guy on the net with another wacky explanation for PA
103......except..except....
A reporter from an online newsaper based on islands to the
northeast of Scotland and who wishes to remain anonymous,
recently emailed me and accused me of hectoring and lecturing a
TV producer for a large UK network.

Hector and Lecture? Ha!
hec¥tor \"hek-ter\ vb [hector bully, fr. Hector, champion of Troy
in Greek legend] 1 : swagger 2 : to intimidate by bluster or
personal pressure
I had to look it up.
At first I denied swaggering and intimidating. But now I plead
guilty. Holding the facts of 103 in my hand that show a gun type
discharge and refute a bomb type blast occurring in the forward
cargo hold allows me to swagger. The piece of plastic which is
supposed to be on the inside but isn't, is intimidating to those that
believe a Toshiba Cassette recorder held a semtex plastic
explosive which was set off by a timer.
I shall add 'picture' to my list of rudenesses.
I hector, lecture, and picture.
I lecture with the facts of sooty directed mild blast, small
explosion, not heard on CVR event which fully fits gun type
discharge and makes very unlikely a powerful noisy spherical
bomb explosion in that cargo bay.
I hector by showing discrepancies in the English of the AAIB
report, pointing out inconsistencies in the official conclusions,
laughing at the disparity between the reality of the damage in
baggage container and the fantasy of mach stem bouncing
pressure waves, and raising a skeptical eyebrow at omitted
forward cargo door latch status, absent photos of starboard side
of nose, and no reference in AAIB report to UAL 811, an event
which happened after PA 103 and matched it.

811 and 103 were aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model-100
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
shape of hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side is
rectangle with specific rectangular shape.
fodded number three engine
on fire number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
broken floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
Now I picture:
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html

http://www.corazon.com/TWA800wreckageredpaint.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html
http://www.corazon.com/outwardpeeledskin.html
http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
http://www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
The above show the cargo door area of TWA 800, another 747
that matched PA 103.
TWA 800 and PA 103 were aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
broken floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door

bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
I picture with pictures for PA 103 in the AAIB report 02/90 with
pictures of baggage containers showing limited damage, small
shatter zone on fuselage skin, reconstrution drawings of
starboard side that show first and most damage occurring at
forward cargo door, and the picture of a normal 747 baggage
container with data plate on the outside, not the inside.
So, Mr. Mcdonald, Why is not the 'd' of Mcdonald not
capitalized? I guess McDonald's hamburgers has influenced even
popular spelling. Such is the power of the mob.
103 was not a bomb, the evidence upon which that conclusion is
based shows it is a gunshot type discharge. The cause of PA 103
coming apart was the 300 knot slipstream which was allowed to
tear nose off by the instant formation of a huge 30 foot by 40
foot explosive decompression hole forward of the wing on the
right side when cargo door ruptured in flight. The door probably
opened because of an electrical fault, as supported by UAL 811,
another 747 that suffered a hull rupture forward of the wing after
take off that left a sudden loud sound, abrupt data loss to FDR,
fodded number 3 and on and on with significant facts that match
811 to 103.
Controversy is my middle name. It always happens when truth
meets falsehood.
Being born in Birkenhead in 1944 I trust I have inherited a love
of sleuthing so peculiar to the British species. "They inherit
Plantagenet blood by direct descent, and Tudor on the distaff
side. Ha!" A. Conan Doyle, "The Adventure of the Noble
Bachelor," stated by Mr. Holmes in Adventures of Sherlock

Holmes, reason for exclamation by Holmes not understood.
Do you not wonder about all that contradictory to bomb evidence
thus provided to you by Mr. Wills, Mr. Mcdonald? Would you
not like to make sense of it? All the evidence makes sense to me.
I'm the one saying a sooty directed mild blast that is not heard by
the CVR fits a gunshot type discharge and the damage was, in
fact, sooty, directed, mild and not heard on the CVR. My
explanation is airtight; the bombers have trouble and say things
like strange things happen in explosions. I'll say, like explosive
experts turning a sooty mild directed quiet discharge into a
powerful plastic spherical noisy explosion, now that's strange.
What is your goal in this, Mr. Mcdonald? High ratings? Correct
injustice? Improve quality of life for your citizens?
Mine is to stop death by preventing plane crashes; in particular,
high time 747s that suffer a hull rupture forward of the wing in
flight leading to nine never recovered bodies, rupture in forward
cargo door, damage to number three engine, a sudden loud sound
on the CVR, an abrupt data loss to the FDR, outward peeled skin
in door area, initially thought to be a bomb, and had poly x
wiring, as had Air India 182, PA 103, UAL 811 and TWA 800.
The evidence chooses the flight numbers, not me.
If PA 103 did not match the other three in many significant ways
I would not be writing and attempting to interest you in the
aviation story of the decade in order to persuade you to use your
investigative power to confirm the wiring/cargo door cause of
high time 747s so that the officials will direct the manufacturer to
fix the problem so that it does not happen again.
But PA 103 does match UAL 811, AI 182, and TWA 800 and

here I am.
Check with the Libyan embassy to gauge their reaction to the 'no
bomb' evidence for PA 103. What does their 'explosive expert'
think of the evidence?
Ask AAIB for photographs of the starboard side of 103 wreckage
to match other similar accidents.
Ask for the latch status for the only cargo door of the four on
board 103 that was not reported, the forward cargo door. All
other three cargo doors were reported latched.
Ask AAIB who found the plastic fragment deemed a MEBO
timer by defrocked explosive FBI expert Tom Thurman and
where was it exactly found?
Ask AAIB what was the kind of 'explosive residue' reported,
gunpower or plastic type residue?
There is much that you can do with the power of the press that I
cannot, a single Yank in a converted garage in California with a
modem, computer, and stacks of official government aircraft
accident reports littering nearby tables.
Talk to me. Have your explosive expert talk to me. Have your
aviation expert talk to me. I'm here. I'm not anonymous, I have
credentials. I know what I'm talking about.
So does Chris Olsson, Chris_Olsson@CompuServe.com, a
technical expert in matters aviation from Scotland who knows PA
103 inside and out. He is also of the bomb device persuasion but
his undertanding of the wiring/cargo door explanation is

extensive. Ask him if the forward cargo door of PA 103 came
open in flight, yes or no. Then ask for substantiation for
conclusion; it will be there.
Once persuaded that the forward cargo door for PA 103 opened
in flight, Mr. Mcdonald the next thing to determine is why.
Then everyone gets to say why, a bomb, the gun discharge, a
missile, a center tank explosion, a meteor, or an electrical fault
such as shorted poly x wiring driving the cam sectors of the
forward cargo door to the unlatched position, as has happened
before with UAL 811, another high time 747 that......
Openness; that's me. You can be as secret as you want, I shall be
as open as I can be. I waited a weekend for you to make up your
mind, Mr. Mcdonald, before I passed on the important discovery
of plastic fragment on outside, not inside, to US government
aviation safety officials. It was not right. I am not in this for
scoops or ratings or prestige; I'm here to prevent death and I
know, from personal intimate experience in a sudden night fatal
fiery jet airplane crash, that sudden noisy death don't wait for no
steenkin' weekend.
Drama is my first name.
So, I type away to a BBC TV producer when I should be
scrutinizing PA 103 once again for innocuous details that are
only seen as important with hindsight and several similar
accidents.
Fool may be my last name.
Cheers,

John Barry Smith
Postscript of course. Note, Mr. Mcdonald, on the picture of the
'bomb' area on port side of PA 103 the absence of forward
petalling skin. Forward petalling occurs whenever a powerful
explosion tears through a pressurized hull and can be seen on the
TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction around the two ruptured
midspan latches. PA 103 port side has only aft peeling skin
caused by high speed slipstream.
There was no powerful explosion at the small 20 inch shatter
zone on port side of 103, the evidence is not there.
The artist's impression in AAIB shows a massive hole with
forward, top, bottom, and aft petalling skin. The photographs and
reconstruction drawings from debris pattern show otherwise in
positive contradiction. But in case you doubt the large all
petalled artist's impression of a large powerful plastic bomb in
the cargo bay, the artist's impression is repeated on another page,
a repetition no AAR, aircraft accident report, has ever done
before.
It's as if they really really want you to believe it was a bomb.
Maybe it works. It worked for most of the people on this planet.
But not me. I trust my life to photographs of real things, not
artist's impressions of flimsy assumptions.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 26, 1998 9:56:20 AM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Hector

Barry:
Don't ever quote my private letters to you in correspondence to
others. Not
ever.
Ok. You can quote me whenever you want to whomever you
want but no more quotes from you to anybody. That's a promise.

You just broke a rule and landed me in the shit.
What rule? What shit?
And also unpaid for weeks
of work on this.
Me too!
I am going away for a week. I may or may not feel like talking to
you when
I get back.
Ah, a tiff. I'll be here.

Your attitude to Mcdonald is way, way too pushy.
I run into this all the time, Jonathan. My style is always criticized
but content not mentioned. I'm the messenger giving very
unpleasant news and every defect is seized and exaggerated. If I
were giving pleasant news all style problems would be forgiven
and explained away.
My attitude to Mcdonald is too pushy, Ha! So what? What does
that have to do with death?
See, you are going towards your goal of money with secrecy,
tact, political maneuvering, old boy network, and scoops plus
entertainment value. Fine, that's your style. You do it your way.
I am going toward goal of stopping death in plane crashes with
one specific area, high time 747 having hull rupture in flight and
the style to get that done is whatever I think needs to be done
within the law and nonviolent. It includes being pushy. I included
your quotes about Mcdonald to show I was not being pushy and
that I had been referred, not walking in door uninvited.
OK, never quoted again. That leads to anonymous sources, high
administration sources who do not with to be identified, and all
that other leak, rumor stuff that rules politics today. Soon, it's
black hoods over interviewees in dark rooms with altered voices.
You lecture and you
hector.
It's the schoolteacher in me.

hec¥tor \"hek-ter\ vb [hector bully, fr. Hector, champion of Troy
in Greek legend] 1 : swagger 2 : to intimidate by bluster or
personal pressure
I intimidate by personal pressure, that's funny, a guy with a
computer in a garage with a few government documents and I
'intimidate' BBC. Ha! It's the tiny piece of plastic that
intimidates, not me.
Where's my swagger? I thought I was begging. "Please call
me, please talk to me..." I sounded like Monica after Clinton
broke off the affair.
Swagger, hector....perception. They are internally generated
emotions towards my writing, Jonathan, I have no control over
your perceptions. You call it swagger, I call it begging.
And you just blew it.
Blew what? I am not the problem here, the problem is airplanes
falling out of the sky and killing your citizens and you now know
the official reason does not make sense and that it can happen
again.
Maybe you should try some lecturing and hectoring, it might
have more success than having a TV guy check with an
explosive guy if the explosive guy was right and the guy says,
yes, I'm right, and the TV guy says, OK, and walks away. Fine,
that's great BBC investigative journalism. And you can cut and
paste that out and send it to him. You can send every email I have
ever sent to you to anybody.
Good guys act like good guys; bad guys act like bad guys. Bad

guys also talk, write and pretend to be good guys, there's the rub.
If you believe that you know about a safety item that threatens
your citizens you will do the good guy thing whatever that is.
Goodbye

Jonathan

Goodbye
Barry
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 26, 1998 1:28:27 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Just sent to Neil Mcdonald

Barry:
Don't ever quote my private letters to you in correspondence to
others. Not
ever.
You just broke a rule and landed me in the shit. And also unpaid
for weeks
of work on this.
I am going away for a week. I may or may not feel like talking to
you when
I get back.

Your attitude to Mcdonald is way, way too pushy. You lecture
and you
hector. And you just blew it.
Goodbye
Jonathan
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 25/09/98, at 23:39, John Barry Smith wrote:
Jonathan Wills>Don't go on at me about it. Write to the man
yourself. His
e-mail is
<neil.mcdonald@bbc.co.uk>.
Dear Mr. Neil Mcdonald, 25 Sep 98
Background:
JWills>The producer does not need to call you yet. He is still
going
through the
mountain of facts which are all very familiar to you but very
unfamiliar
(and maybe unbvelievable) to him. When he has his list of
questions he
will
certainly call you. He will probably also come and visit you,
possibly
with
his boss, my friend the head of news (and with me as bag-carrier,

I
hope).
His name is Neil Mcdonald and he did the Frontline Scotland
show with
Cannistrano et al. He is a mucho serioso hombre and, naturally,
will be
worried about his reputation if he screws this up and is accused
of being
hoodwinked by an obsessive. Hence the extreme caution of his
approach.
The
story I want him to run is that reviled persistent correspondent
was
right
all along and the experts could not or would not see the truth
staring at
them out of the wreckage. Or at the very least that a so-called
amateur
has shown up serious errors in the official version.
The BBC man got back to me as promised. His adviser, a former
British
military explosives expert, insists plastic explosive can indeed
make
soot
marks and that the initial shock wave was indeed spherical. He
also says
strange things happen in explosions, like a momentary vacuum
which could
explain the position of the fragment of circuit board behind the
exterior
nameplate. Can't say I find this very convincing but he is the
expert. He

is also adamant that there were plastic explosive residues. I am
not
quoting verbatim.
However, Neil Mcdonald is not satisfied, says he is sure there is
something
fishy and is seeking a second opinion. He will get back to me by
next
Wednesday, 30th September, by which time his other sources
will have put
in
their detailed comments on your material. At present, however, it
does
not
look as if we have persuaded him that the no-bomb theory is
feasible
enough
to spend resources investigating it.
He does think there's a story in the more general wiring scandal
but he
will not be following it up because his budget for this kind of
story is
mainly going on PA103 and the build-up to the 10th anniversary.
Discussion:
http://www.corazon.com/811and103comparisonweb.html shows
two pictures,
both
attached to this email. Both are from government AARs.
They match in explosive decompression zone shape. The one for

PA 103 is in
the appendix under reconstruction drawings based on wreckage
found near
datum line. The nose of 103 snapped to the right because of this
large
hole; it did not snap to the left because of the 'bomb' hole, all 20
inches
of it.
Mr. Mcdonald, I do not have to 'prove' anything to you. I have
provided
doubt about the existence of a 'bomb' in PA 103 by using a piece
of
plastic
being in an unusual place. That is enough to do a story about
how
'conclusive' bomb explanation is, which is to say, it isn't. You
asked the
people who are being investigated, the bomb guys, if they were
right or
wrong. They said they were right. Oh. So you quit? You are
satisified with
their answers?
The explosives experts have called a gunshot type discharge a
bomb type
blast. They are wrong based on evidence. Look at the baggage
container
yourself. Read the text. I did not make the small six inch sooted
stanchion, or give sooty directed blast alongside adjacent
container, or
write the words, 'mild', 'small', sooty,' 'directed,' when describing
the

actual damage in container. I did not write sudden loud sound on
CVR does
not match a bomb. I did not put the word, 'outside' when
describing
location of very important piece of plastic. AAIB did. They
wrote all
those
words in AAIB 2/90.
I did not examine the bomb evidence by a lawyer who showed it
for what it
is, flimsy fantasies of policemen. You did. You did with Frontline
Scotland
with Mr. Mansfield. He showed that the concoction of Libyan
terrorists
putting bomb on board a plane which ended up on PA 103 was
contradicted by
real evidence.
So I know you know that bomb on 103 is already weak. Now
you have one of
the two pieces of plastic which shows up outside the container
into which
it is supposed to be.
Then you now have reasonable mechanical alternative of wiring/
cargo door
explanation for 103 with precedent, UAL 811, offered to you by
me.
So, talk to me. If you check out the bomb story with the
explosive expert,
check out the wiring/cargo door story with the wiring/cargo door

expert,
me.
Using hindsight, low hysteria level, subsequent similar crashes,
and newly
discovered evidence, the story is there, no bomb; yes gunshot;
and yes
cargo door pop in flight.
Query me. And if you want credential, we are talking about a
sudden fiery
night fatal jet airplane crash, first and foremost, and I am an
expert in
sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crashes since I have the
credential
of being in one and surviving.
I'm open, not anonymous. I give facts, not 'strange things happen'
or
words
to that affect when confronted by rebutting evidence. I used
documentation
to support my claims. NTSB AAR 92/02 is the AAR for UAL
811 and is the
model for three other high time early model Boeing 747s that
suffer hull
rupture forward of the wing in flight and leave sudden loud
sound on the
CVR and abrupt data loss to the FDR while also causing at least
nine never
recovered bodies.
I've notified Libyan authorities of the wiring/cargo door

explanation.
Letter attached.
You'll have to judge for yourself bomb or not for PA 103. All I
can do is
direct you to the best evidence and that is photos of the actual
baggage
container, the fuselage skin, and the damage caused. The reality
of the
evidence is not powerful, noisy, clean, spherical explosive
device. The
reality is 'mild, sooty, small, and directed' gunshot discharge.
That's
rather like a shotgun or flare gun, not bomb.
If you reject my wiring/cargo door explanation, use facts, not
opinions of
those I question. If you reject my wiring/cargo door explanation
present
me
with the rejecting arguments.
Eleven people in Scotland had a plane fall on their heads and kill
them
while they were in their homes and cars. The survivors think they
know why
the plane fell; they are wrong. They are hateful and eager for
revenge.
There is no hate nor revenge. It was a machine doing what
machines do,
wear
out and go wrong; in this case, badly designed insulation chafing
to bare

wire and shorting on door unlatch actuator motor which allowed
forward
cargo door latches to unlatch in flight which caused explosive
decompression to occur which allowed the 300 knot wind to tear
off nose
into the large hole. The explosive decompression triggered off a
nearby
gun
type device in cargo hold such as boating flare gun which caused
a mild
sooty directed discharge into baggage container and a 20 inch
hole in side
of fuselage.
Call me, give me the third degree. I rebut with facts, not
generalities.
We
can do any interview or idea exchange via the internet, there is
no need
for face to face interview and costly airfares and hotels. I can
send and
receive pictures with email and can post to web site. Let's use the
high
tech advantage we have.

Regards,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com

www.corazon.com
From AAIB:
"An explosive detonation within a fuselage, in reasonably close
proximity
to the skin, will produce a high intensity shock wave which will
propagate
outwards from the centre of detonation.
It was confirmed by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and Development Establishment (RARDE), after
detailed physical
and
chemical examination, that these items showed conclusive
evidence of a
detonating high performance plastic explosive"
Reality of gunshot type damage below with facts:
"During the wreckage recovery operation it became apparent that
some
items,
identified as parts of baggage containers, exhibited blast damage.
With the two container reconstructions placed together it became
apparent
that a relatively mild blast had exited container 4041 through the
rear
lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged at an angle on
the forward face of container 7511. This had punched a hole,
Figure F-10,
approximately 8 inches square some 10 inches up from its base
and removed
the surface of this face inboard from the hole for some
50 inches. Radiating out from the hole were areas of sooting, and

other
black deposits, extending to the top of the container.
The downward heaving of the floor in this area was sufficient to
stretch
the floor material, far enough to be cut by
cargo bay sub structure, and distort the adjacent fuselage frames.
Because of the overhang of the container's sloping side,
fragments from
both the device itself and the container wall impacted the
projecting
external flange of the container base edge member, producing
micro
cratering and sooting.
A small region of structure bounded approximately by frames
700 & 720 and
stringers 38L & 40L, had clearly been shattered and blasted
through by
material exhausting directly from an explosion centred
immediately inboard
of this location.
Equally so, there were no signs of explosive blast damage or
sooting
evident on any part of the structure or the interior fittings.
These surrounding skin panels were moderately sooted in the
regions
adjacent to the shatter zone, but otherwise were lightly sooted or
free of
soot altogether. (Forensic analysis of the soot deposits on frame
and skin
material from this area confirmed the presence of explosive
residues.)
The remainder of the structure forming the cargo deck and lower
hull was,

generally, more randomly distorted and did not display the clear
indications of explosive processes which were evident on the
skin panels
and frames nearer the focus of the explosion.
From this it was positively determined that the explosion had
occurred
within the metal container (serial number AVE 4041 PA), the
direct effects
of this being evident also on the forward face of the adjacent
fibreglass
container (serial number AVN 7511 PA) and on the local airframe
on the
left
side of the aircraft in the region of station 700.
A panel of skin on the right side of the aircraft, roughly opposite
the
explosion, had been torn off the frames, beginning at the top
edge of the
panel situated just below the window belt and tearing downwards
towards
the
belly [Appendix B, Figure B-20, region F]. This panel was curled
downwards
in a manner which suggested significant excess energy.
Where these panels formed the boundary of the shatter zone, the
metal in
the immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted, and the
inner
surfaces were pitted and sooted - rather as if a very large shotgun
had
been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage at close range."
Questions for me? Here's a few:

1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103,
and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
Facts? I've got a few:
Below for TWA 800 which support wiring/cargo door and then
after TWA 800
matches to PA 103
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.

13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly
at
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of
the
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch

33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner,
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are
in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles
off coast of Long Island.

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal
flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is still
believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last nine
years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short
sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.

Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Frontline Scotland:
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Let is assume that these two are
saying 'we are not
responsible', right. Then I go to the scene of the crime itself, the
last
stage of it, which is Scotland. And one examines closely what
was found
there and what I mean is concrete evidence, not suspicion and
allegation.
And then the moment you start that process you work back to
Heathrow, what
happened at Heathrow? How sure are we in the various points in
the journey
of the so-called container? Can we be sure about at Heathrow
that
definitely take us unequivocally is the word that is often used in a
case,
unequivocally take us back from Heathrow to Frankfurt, and then
at
Frankfurt the same exercise has to be undergone that
unequivocally take us
back to Malta, because it's all based on this one premise that it
started
in Malta and was put on in Malta, same thing, what are the links
in the
chain from the airport at Malta that go right back to the offices
where it
is suggested this whole improvised explosive was put together,
and if I

could show that there were serious flaws and gaps in the chain,
then I
would have to say there isn't a case for the people I represent to
face.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: The evidence to show here that,
for example, the
description of the person that he gave sometime afterwards,
doesn't appear
to fit, and certainly in so far as the age is concerned there's a big
difference between fifty and thirty-six and the nature of the build
and so
on. Now one appreciates you might mis-describe somebody,
even if you have
seen them, you might remember certain details incorrectly, so
that doesn't
automatically invalidate. But the fact that he's actually picked out
someone else altogether to begin with would almost certainly
render the
identification inadmissible. Now the further question - date
seems to be
very much at large, because the shopkeeper associates the
purchase with a
time at which his brother is watching a football match, and it
now appears
that the football match that the brother was watching must have
occurred
on
another date in view of the time of the broadcast of the football
match
itself. Now if it's on another date altogether than the one being
alleged,
namely 7th December as opposed to an earlier date in November,

it throws
the whole business of this identification into disarray. And I can't
see
at
the moment any thread that's left in tact.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: I understand the points being
made about Mr Bollier,
that he may be impeachable. Of course he may be, and loads of
witnesses
may
be impeachable. They're going to have to go to him, so if he's
impeachable
they're destroying their own case. They're going to have to go to
him, so
if he's impeachable they're destroying their own case. They're
going to
have to go to the manufacturer of, if you like, the overall device,
the
timer, they're going to have to go to him and get some sort of
evidence or
else what are they going to do, say 'well we don't know how
many timers'?
SHELLEY: The investigators are quite firm in their belief that
one of
their
finest explosives experts, as they describe him, matched up this
fragment
of circuit board to the MST-13 timer, and they're in no doubt
whatsoever
that it was a Libyan timer, and therefore it must have been the
Libyans
who

carried out this attack.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well I'd like to make just one
point about forensic
science. Forensic science is not immutable. They're not written in
tablets
of stone, and the biggest mistake that anyone can make - public,
expert or
anyone else alike - is to believe that forensic science is somehow
beyond
reproach, it is not. The biggest miscarriages of justice in the
United
Kingdom, many of them emanate from cases in which forensic
science has
been
shown to be wrong. And the moment a forensic scientist or
anyone else says
'I am sure this marries up with that∑' I get worried. As far as I
can
see
nothing has been put into the public arena that would
satisfactorily
answer
the questions of continuity such that you could say these two
Libyans used
that fragment of circuit board that is missing. To say that maybe
the
Libyan government or its Intelligence Services had some circuit
boards
that
may have been similar is completely insufficient.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: It is not clear from the public

information on both
sides of the Atlantic where certain observations are made about
the
manufacturer of the bomb, whether these observations emanate
from a
witness, or where they may be just supposition, in other words
putting two
circumstances together and supposing this is what happened. If
for a
moment
one imagines, because that's all one can do, nothing has been
made public,
that there is a person saying I saw them do X, Y or Z, then of
course that
adds another dimension. But there is a further qualification to
that kind
of evidence, because one has to ask, 'Who is the person making
the
suggestion?', 'What is the background of the person making the
suggestion?', 'What incentives have been given to that person?',
and all
one has to remember is that certainly within the United Kingdom
the use of
evidence that is for evidential purposes as opposed to intelligence
gathering, the use in court of material gleamed from what used to
be
called
supergrasses or informers are used very carefully indeed, and in
fact
often
now they're not used at all. Very good reason∑∑.these people
have an
axe to

grind, there's a good reason why they might want to embellish,
guild the
lily a bit and add a bit, because they're being presented with
money,
security, changed identities and they are in fact beholden to the
authority
which is wanting them to give evidence.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well it's an extraordinary
argument that Cannistraro
is putting forward. If on the one hand you show by
documentation, by
interviewing baggage handlers, which I understood happened
here, by
examining the person who was supervising the whole of the
baggage
handlers∑.you're able to show it's a watertight case, then they say
'oh,
it
could have been suborned'. If you on the other hand have no
documentation,
and you aren't able to show what cases went on∑.they say 'ah,
ah, very
suspicious, why haven't you got the documentation?', so it seems
on the
CIA
approach to life, you can't win unless you've got a particular
hypothesis
which is theirs, namely the Libyans did it therefore everything
else flows
from it. And I think one has to be extremely careful about this,
because
if

essentially on that thesis it would mean that the documents in
Malta have
all had to have been forged, it would also mean that the chief
supervisor
obviously has been paid off and so on, and they have no
evidence, it's all
very well to say all this, what are they saying, that the head
supervisor
of Air Malta is in the Libyan pocket, is being paid, there's no
evidence
of
this at all. These are accusations it seems to be without any
foundation
at
all.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well I can only emphasise again
that all this
illustrates is suspicion. If you already have a case against these
two,
evidence that shows that they made the bomb in Malta and they
trundle
along
to the airport with their ∑..a suitcase and they put Air Malta tags
on
it,
alright, then an entry in a diary supports all that. But if you don't
have
that, then the entry in the diary merely looks on the face of it
suspicious.
But one has to ask the further questions - Where is the evidence?
Obviously
a case did get on the plane and it was the case that contained the

bomb,
and that it did have fraudulent Air Malta tags on it.
Now where's the evidence from Malta? As far as I know there
isn't any,
because the suggestion in Malta is that it couldn't have gone on
the plane
on Malta.
Where is the evidence in Frankfurt of a case with Air Malta tags,
the one
that had somehow or another got on in Malta coming off the
plane? There
isn't any. There is some suggestion of an extra case in Frankfurt
at the
time frame that fits, that's about it. There certainly doesn't appear
to
be
any evidence at the Lockerbie end, let alone at the Heathrow end
of an Air
Malta case with tags on coming through. Therefore none of this
really
adds
up to more than an odd entry in a diary, and yes maybe he
shouldn't have
been doing it, but that's all it adds up to.
David Bean & Associates
Business Consulting
37101 Highway 1
Monterey, CA 93940
tel: 831-625-1851
fax: 831-625-1809
email: db@beanbag1.com

Colonel Muammar al Qadhafi
Tripoli, Libya
5 pages by fax
RE: PAN AM 103
Dear Colonel Qadhafi,
I have been asked to contact you on behalf of Major John Barry
Smith, U.S.
Army (retired), regarding Pan Am 103 and his research
describing an
electrical failure causing explosive decompression as the cause
of the
crash, not a bomb. Major Smith's
goal is to prevent such an accident from happening again. Major
Smith
offers to consult with your aviation experts on his research as a
possible
explanation for the crash of Pan Am 103. We look forward to
hearing from
your representative
Thank you for your kind consideration of this information.
Sincerely,

David Bean
w/attachments
Mr. Smith's letter (below) was sent on 9/23/98 to 17 officials of

the U.S.
Congress, NTSB and FAA, including:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
John McCain III
Member of Congress
James Oberstar
Member of Congress
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
Dear Officials,
23 Sep 98
According to AAIB 2/90, Pan Am 103, the plastic fragment
which is supposed
to be the cassette recorder into which a plastic explosive was
placed
turns
out to have been discovered on the outside of the baggage
container, not
the inside.
A piece of real evidence for a bombing for PA 103 is a fingernail
sized
fragment of plastic. It now turns out that that fragment was
located in a

place that rules out it being part of a circuit board that is part of a
cassette which is part of a bomb placed by terrorists in the
baggage
container of the forward cargo bay. The fragment is likely not
related to
any bomb because the fragment was found on the outside of the
container,
not the inside. [please see information below & at website]
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
email:
barry@corazon.com
website:
http://www.corazon.com
The proof is in the evidence. Figure F-5 of AAIB 02/92 shows
the 'bombed'

baggage container AVE 4041 PA having a rectangular plate
affixed in the
upper left quadrant with the letter 'c' inside it. The text
explanation
which corresponds to 'c' reads, "Container manufacturer's data
plate
containing burnt piece of material which itself contained a
fragment of
circuit board."
The text on page F-2 states, "While this work was in progress a
buckled
section of skin from container 4041 was found by an AAIB
Inspector to
contain, trapped within its folds, an item which was subsequently
identified by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and
Development Establishment (RARDE) as belonging to a specific
type of
radio-cassette player and that this had been fitted with an
improvised
explosive device."
Figure F-13 also shows this container manufacturer's data plate
as a
rectangle in the same location as Figure F-5 with the location of
the IED
pinpointed on the inside of the container ten inches above the
floor.
Figure F-2 shows a photograph of a normal container with the
manufacturer's
name plate clearly visible on the outside of the container in the

upper
left quadrant.
There is much other evidence to rule out a bomb based on the
evidence of
the baggage container. The actual damage shows a directed,
mild, sooty
blast of twenty five inches long through clothes, suitcase, and
metal
baggage container to fuselage skin at which point the directed
energy
blasted a small hole twenty inches by twenty inches. A plastic
high
explosive would not leave soot in the initial pressure wave,
would be
spherical, and would certainly directly make a hole larger than
twenty
inches by twenty inches in the fuselage skin.
To put it another way, a high explosive device would have left no
soot in
initial pressure wave, be spherical, and do massive damage to
anything
with
a few feet. That evidence is not there for high explosive device.
The evidence of the reconstructed baggage container of PA 103
clearly
shows
it was a much smaller device that caused the sooting and small
hole in the
skin than a high explosive plastic bomb placed twenty five inches
away.

What could it be then, it not a bomb? Well, it could have been a
rather
large shotgun or a boat flare gun, both items if fired inadvertently
would
fit the evidence of mild, directed, sooty blast of twenty five
inches.
The only piece of hard evidence to support bomb explanation for
PA 103 is
a
fragment of plastic which was found in a position that makes it
very
unlikely that it was part of bomb or other device that ignited in
the
forward cargo hold of PA 103 at the initial event time.
The corroborating evidence of the rest of the pieces of the
baggage
container confirm the small size of the charge, the sooty low
explosive
nature, and the short directed blast that makes it gun type damage
and not
bomb type damage.
There is much other corroborative evidence that explains that PA
103 was
probably an explosive decompression event forward of the wing
as a result
of a hull rupture in the forward cargo door area.
Regarding Pan Am 103 and the 'bombers': Accused are innocent
until proven

guilty. Goal is to save American passenger's lives by preventing
another
PA
103 type accident. Justice for the not guilty means cleared of
unjust
accusation. Justice for the guilty means replacing old wiring and
securing
cargo doors. I've been trying US authorities for years to give
serious
consideration to wiring/cargo door explanation for PA 103 and
others but
have been rejected.
I am now attempting to contact Libyan officials regarding the
wiring/cargo
door explanation for Pan Am 103 because it was not a bomb.
Nobody put a
bomb on board. Their guys did not do it because nobody did it.
Justice is
justice. I will defend Sikh terrorists from the accusation of
bombing
AirIndia 182 and I will defend the United States Navy of the
accusation of
accidentally shooting down TWA 800 and covering it up. There
is no
conspiracy, coverup or plot to destroy Boeing 747s by placing
bombs in the
forward cargo hold.
This is life and death. Wiring is causing cargo doors to open in
flight on
high time Boeing 747s including PA 103.

Please forward this email to appropriate State Department
officials. I
consider this email notification to the US Government of my
intent to
contact Libyan authorities regarding a plane crash and its cause. I
encourage State Department officials to contact me at their
earliest
convenience.
I again request a meeting with US aviation officials or US law
enforcement
officials to present my research for discussion regarding the
wiring/cargo
door explanation for PA 103, AI 182, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
News Report: "...the Federal Aviation Administration is
preparing to order
the inspection and replacement of wiring that could cause fires in
aging
airplanes."
Wiring has caused fires in Boeing 747 cargo holds before:
"A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found. B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle
arcing and
resultant fire at aft bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on
747-200
freighter. Page 45, 747-200
reported on October 12, 1996: Wire bundle arcing and resultant
fire at aft
bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on a 747-200

freighter. This
occurred with the airplane on the ground, during post C-check
functional
test.
Note: Portions of the damaged wire bundles were forwarded to
Boeing for
evaluation in determining the cause of the damage. The results of
the
analysis indicated the primary conductor(s) sustained mechanical
or
thermal
damage prior to the application of electrical power." Source:
NTSB Exhibit
9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual Report page 44,
45, 46.
Bare wires were found in TWA 800 cargo door area: "The
Systems Exhibit 9A
continues, page 116: "Some wires found in the section of W480
from
forward
of station 570 and
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle
from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found.""

PolyX/Kapton/polyimide insulation have caused problems before
in Navy
aircraft. "Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems
Command to
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you
know, the
problems with poly-x wire are well known to headquarters and
its use had
been curtailed.""
Bare wires in the cargo door area and the electrical system have
caused
fatalities in a Boeing 747 before, UAL 811 described in AAR
92/02: "Plug
P3
and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from plug
pin tips.
The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle clamp
positions.
These
areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on the door latch
actuator
motor to the unlatch position."
NTSB recognizes the danger of bad polyimide wiring in Boeing
747 cargo
bays
and recommended inspections before: "Data_Source: U.S. NTSB
Safety
Recommendations Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13,
1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel were unable
to

electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at John
F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New York. The airplane was
one of two
used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and
JFK. This
particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the
time of the occurrence. Recommendations: A-91-83. Issue an
Airworthiness
Directive applicable to all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible
conduit
protecting the wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo
door to
require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or
visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm
of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted
innercore."
The precedents are clear, dear Government Officials, bad
polyimide wiring
causes problems, TWA 800 had polyimide wiring; bad polyimide
wiring in
electrical system in cargo door area causes fatalities, TWA 800
had bad

polyimide wiring in cargo door area; NTSB recommends
checking wiring in
cargo door area of Boeing 747s, and FAA is preparing to order
the
inspection and replacement of wiring that could cause fires in
aging
airplanes.
The conclusion is clear: wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA
800 and
other high time Boeing 747 that suffer hull rupture forward of the
wing in
flight needs to be seriously considered. I repeat: I again request a
meeting with US aviation officials or US law enforcement
officials to
present my research for discussion regarding the wiring/cargo
door
explanation for PA 103, AI 182, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
http://www.beanbag1.com
*** Flare ignites in luggage at Miami airport
A smoking suitcase led U.S. authorities to arrest a French tour
operator for transporting hazardous materials, possibly averting
an
air disaster, The Miami Herald reported. Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a
French
citizen living in Taunsstein, Germany, was charged with
transporting
hazardous materials after a flare gun apparently ignited in his
suitcase. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday.

Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the suitcase
sitting on
a baggage cart about to be taken on a US Airways flight to
Philadelphia. The flare that ignited was one of five boating-type
safety flares in the suitcase, which also contained clothing. See
01:49 PM ET 06/05/98
Flare ignites in suitcase at Miami airport

(Adds investigators' quotes, details)
By Jane Sutton
MIAMI (Reuters) - A flare gun ignited inside a French tour
operator's suitcase only minutes before he was to board a flight
at Miami International Airport and could have caused a major air
disaster, investigators said Friday.
Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the
suitcase
sitting on a baggage cart about to be taken to a US Airways
flight to Philadelphia on Wednesday.
Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a French citizen living in
Taunusstein,
Germany, was arrested and charged with transporting hazardous
materials. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday and he remained in jail Friday.
``Had that thing gone off in the cargo hold in the suitcase,
everyone on that flight would have perished,'' Assistant U.S.
Attorney Wilfredo Fernandez said.
``We would have had another ValuJet,'' he said, referring to
a cargo fire that caused a ValuJet flight to plunge into the
Florida Everglades in 1996, killing all 110 people aboard.
Flares of that type generate their own oxygen and burn at
2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, Fernandez said.

The Department of Transportation and the Federal
Aviation
Administration's Office of Civil Aviation Security are
investigating the incident, DOT spokesman Jeff Nelligan said.
A US Airways spokesman, Rick Weintraub, said the carrier
will cooperate fully with the investigation.
The bag had been checked through security and tagged to
a
connecting flight to Frankfurt. The flare that ignited was one
of five boating-type safety flares in the suitcase, which also
contained clothing. Three of the flares were loaded into a flare
gun, ready to fire, Fernandez said.
He said investigators were still trying to determine what
caused the flare gun to go off and whether the suitcase had been
X-rayed. Inspectors also found pepper spray in Cauvin's carry-on
luggage, the arrest report said.
Cauvin's attorney, Paul McKenna, said Cauvin is an avid
scuba diver who had been visiting the Florida Keys. Cauvin
acknowledged to police that he had packed the flares in his
suitcase but said he had thought they could not go off.
The incident illustrates a growing problem with passengers
loading hazardous materials into their luggage, Fernandez said.
In a pending case in Fort Lauderdale, a woman was charged with
packing a plastic jug of gasoline and a small motorbike into
luggage she intended to check. It was discovered when the
gasoline container leaked, he said.
``It's not like it's a flurry of cases but it's the second
one in the last three months,'' Fernandez said. ``I don't know
if it's ignorance, if it's negligence. It's certainly
criminal.''
The U.S. House Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee on Aviation is studying how to improve airline
security and whether all baggage must be X-rayed, Nelligan said.

``The issue is still open. The machines that they use for
this are pretty slow,'' he said. A recent hearing before the
subcommittee focused on questions such as ``Should we look at
all bags, both checked and carry-on? How long would this take?''
he said.
^REUTERS@

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 25, 1998 11:40:35 PM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson

Subject: Just sent to Neil Mcdonald

Jonathan Wills>Don't go on at me about it. Write to the man
yourself. His e-mail is
<neil.mcdonald@bbc.co.uk>.
Dear Mr. Neil Mcdonald, 25 Sep 98
Background:
JWills>The producer does not need to call you yet. He is still
going through the
mountain of facts which are all very familiar to you but very
unfamiliar
(and maybe unbvelievable) to him. When he has his list of
questions he will
certainly call you. He will probably also come and visit you,
possibly with
his boss, my friend the head of news (and with me as bag-carrier,
I hope).
His name is Neil Mcdonald and he did the Frontline Scotland
show with
Cannistrano et al. He is a mucho serioso hombre and, naturally,
will be
worried about his reputation if he screws this up and is accused
of being
hoodwinked by an obsessive. Hence the extreme caution of his
approach. The
story I want him to run is that reviled persistent correspondent
was right
all along and the experts could not or would not see the truth
staring at
them out of the wreckage. Or at the very least that a so-called

amateur
has shown up serious errors in the official version.
The BBC man got back to me as promised. His adviser, a former
British
military explosives expert, insists plastic explosive can indeed
make soot
marks and that the initial shock wave was indeed spherical. He
also says
strange things happen in explosions, like a momentary vacuum
which could
explain the position of the fragment of circuit board behind the
exterior
nameplate. Can't say I find this very convincing but he is the
expert. He
is also adamant that there were plastic explosive residues. I am
not
quoting verbatim.
However, Neil Mcdonald is not satisfied, says he is sure there is
something
fishy and is seeking a second opinion. He will get back to me by
next
Wednesday, 30th September, by which time his other sources
will have put in
their detailed comments on your material. At present, however, it
does not
look as if we have persuaded him that the no-bomb theory is
feasible enough
to spend resources investigating it.
He does think there's a story in the more general wiring scandal
but he

will not be following it up because his budget for this kind of
story is
mainly going on PA103 and the build-up to the 10th anniversary.
Discussion:
http://www.corazon.com/811and103comparisonweb.html shows
two pictures, both attached to this email. Both are from
government AARs.
They match in explosive decompression zone shape. The one for
PA 103 is in the appendix under reconstruction drawings based
on wreckage found near datum line. The nose of 103 snapped to
the right because of this large hole; it did not snap to the left
because of the 'bomb' hole, all 20 inches of it.
Mr. Mcdonald, I do not have to 'prove' anything to you. I have
provided doubt about the existence of a 'bomb' in PA 103 by
using a piece of plastic being in an unusual place. That is enough
to do a story about how 'conclusive' bomb explanation is, which
is to say, it isn't. You asked the people who are being
investigated, the bomb guys, if they were right or wrong. They
said they were right. Oh. So you quit? You are satisified with
their answers?
The explosives experts have called a gunshot type discharge a
bomb type blast. They are wrong based on evidence. Look at the
baggage container yourself. Read the text. I did not make the
small six inch sooted stanchion, or give sooty directed blast
alongside adjacent container, or write the words, 'mild', 'small',
sooty,' 'directed,' when describing the actual damage in container.
I did not write sudden loud sound on CVR does not match a
bomb. I did not put the word, 'outside' when describing location

of very important piece of plastic. AAIB did. They wrote all
those words in AAIB 2/90.
I did not examine the bomb evidence by a lawyer who showed it
for what it is, flimsy fantasies of policemen. You did. You did
with Frontline Scotland with Mr. Mansfield. He showed that the
concoction of Libyan terrorists putting bomb on board a plane
which ended up on PA 103 was contradicted by real evidence.
So I know you know that bomb on 103 is already weak. Now
you have one of the two pieces of plastic which shows up outside
the container into which it is supposed to be.
Then you now have reasonable mechanical alternative of wiring/
cargo door explanation for 103 with precedent, UAL 811, offered
to you by me.
So, talk to me. If you check out the bomb story with the
explosive expert, check out the wiring/cargo door story with the
wiring/cargo door expert, me.
Using hindsight, low hysteria level, subsequent similar crashes,
and newly discovered evidence, the story is there, no bomb; yes
gunshot; and yes cargo door pop in flight.
Query me. And if you want credential, we are talking about a
sudden fiery night fatal jet airplane crash, first and foremost, and
I am an expert in sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crashes
since I have the credential of being in one and surviving.
I'm open, not anonymous. I give facts, not 'strange things happen'
or words to that affect when confronted by rebutting evidence. I
used documentation to support my claims. NTSB AAR 92/02 is

the AAR for UAL 811 and is the model for three other high time
early model Boeing 747s that suffer hull rupture forward of the
wing in flight and leave sudden loud sound on the CVR and
abrupt data loss to the FDR while also causing at least nine never
recovered bodies.
I've notified Libyan authorities of the wiring/cargo door
explanation. Letter attached.
You'll have to judge for yourself bomb or not for PA 103. All I
can do is direct you to the best evidence and that is photos of the
actual baggage container, the fuselage skin, and the damage
caused. The reality of the evidence is not powerful, noisy, clean,
spherical explosive device. The reality is 'mild, sooty, small, and
directed' gunshot discharge. That's rather like a shotgun or flare
gun, not bomb.
If you reject my wiring/cargo door explanation, use facts, not
opinions of those I question. If you reject my wiring/cargo door
explanation present me with the rejecting arguments.
Eleven people in Scotland had a plane fall on their heads and kill
them while they were in their homes and cars. The survivors
think they know why the plane fell; they are wrong. They are
hateful and eager for revenge. There is no hate nor revenge. It
was a machine doing what machines do, wear out and go wrong;
in this case, badly designed insulation chafing to bare wire and
shorting on door unlatch actuator motor which allowed forward
cargo door latches to unlatch in flight which caused explosive
decompression to occur which allowed the 300 knot wind to tear
off nose into the large hole. The explosive decompression
triggered off a nearby gun type device in cargo hold such as
boating flare gun which caused a mild sooty directed discharge

into baggage container and a 20 inch hole in side of fuselage.
Call me, give me the third degree. I rebut with facts, not
generalities. We can do any interview or idea exchange via the
internet, there is no need for face to face interview and costly
airfares and hotels. I can send and receive pictures with email
and can post to web site. Let's use the high tech advantage we
have.

Regards,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From AAIB:
"An explosive detonation within a fuselage, in reasonably close
proximity to the skin, will produce a high intensity shock wave
which will propagate outwards from the centre of detonation.
It was confirmed by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and Development Establishment (RARDE), after
detailed physical and chemical examination, that these items
showed conclusive evidence of a detonating high performance
plastic explosive"
Reality of gunshot type damage below with facts:
"During the wreckage recovery operation it became apparent that
some items, identified as parts of baggage containers, exhibited

blast damage.
With the two container reconstructions placed together it became
apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container 4041
through the rear lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged
at an angle on
the forward face of container 7511. This had punched a hole,
Figure F-10, approximately 8 inches square some 10 inches up
from its base and removed the surface of this face inboard from
the hole for some
50 inches. Radiating out from the hole were areas of sooting, and
other black deposits, extending to the top of the container.
The downward heaving of the floor in this area was sufficient to
stretch the floor material, far enough to be cut by
cargo bay sub structure, and distort the adjacent fuselage frames.
Because of the overhang of the container's sloping side,
fragments from both the device itself and the container wall
impacted the projecting external flange of the container base
edge member, producing micro cratering and sooting.
A small region of structure bounded approximately by frames
700 & 720 and stringers 38L & 40L, had clearly been shattered
and blasted through by material exhausting directly from an
explosion centred immediately inboard of this location.
Equally so, there were no signs of explosive blast damage or
sooting evident on any part of the structure or the interior fittings.
These surrounding skin panels were moderately sooted in the
regions adjacent to the shatter zone, but otherwise were lightly
sooted or free of soot altogether. (Forensic analysis of the soot
deposits on frame and skin material from this area confirmed the
presence of explosive residues.)
The remainder of the structure forming the cargo deck and lower
hull was, generally, more randomly distorted and did not display
the clear indications of explosive processes which were evident
on the skin panels and frames nearer the focus of the explosion.

From this it was positively determined that the explosion had
occurred within the metal container (serial number AVE 4041
PA), the direct effects of this being evident also on the forward
face of the adjacent fibreglass container (serial number AVN
7511 PA) and on the local airframe on the left side of the aircraft
in the region of station 700.
A panel of skin on the right side of the aircraft, roughly opposite
the explosion, had been torn off the frames, beginning at the top
edge of the panel situated just below the window belt and tearing
downwards towards the belly [Appendix B, Figure B-20, region
F]. This panel was curled downwards in a manner which
suggested significant excess energy.
Where these panels formed the boundary of the shatter zone, the
metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted,
and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - rather as if a very
large shotgun had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage
at close range."
Questions for me? Here's a few:
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103,
and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
Facts? I've got a few:
Below for TWA 800 which support wiring/cargo door and then

after TWA 800 matches to PA 103
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area

27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.

50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last
nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.

Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Frontline Scotland:
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Let is assume that these two are
saying 'we are not responsible', right. Then I go to the scene of
the crime itself, the last stage of it, which is Scotland. And one
examines closely what was found there and what I mean is
concrete evidence, not suspicion and allegation. And then the
moment you start that process you work back to Heathrow, what
happened at Heathrow? How sure are we in the various points in
the journey of the so-called container? Can we be sure about at
Heathrow that definitely take us unequivocally is the word that is
often used in a case, unequivocally take us back from Heathrow
to Frankfurt, and then at Frankfurt the same exercise has to be
undergone that unequivocally take us back to Malta, because it's
all based on this one premise that it started in Malta and was put
on in Malta, same thing, what are the links in the chain from the
airport at Malta that go right back to the offices where it is
suggested this whole improvised explosive was put together, and
if I could show that there were serious flaws and gaps in the
chain, then I would have to say there isn't a case for the people I
represent to face.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: The evidence to show here that,
for example, the description of the person that he gave sometime
afterwards, doesn't appear to fit, and certainly in so far as the age
is concerned there's a big difference between fifty and thirty-six
and the nature of the build and so on. Now one appreciates you
might mis-describe somebody, even if you have seen them, you
might remember certain details incorrectly, so that doesn't
automatically invalidate. But the fact that he's actually picked out

someone else altogether to begin with would almost certainly
render the identification inadmissible. Now the further question date seems to be very much at large, because the shopkeeper
associates the purchase with a time at which his brother is
watching a football match, and it now appears that the football
match that the brother was watching must have occurred on
another date in view of the time of the broadcast of the football
match itself. Now if it's on another date altogether than the one
being alleged, namely 7th December as opposed to an earlier
date in November, it throws the whole business of this
identification into disarray. And I can't see at the moment any
thread that's left in tact.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: I understand the points being
made about Mr Bollier, that he may be impeachable. Of course
he may be, and loads of witnesses may be impeachable. They're
going to have to go to him, so if he's impeachable they're
destroying their own case. They're going to have to go to him, so
if he's impeachable they're destroying their own case. They're
going to have to go to the manufacturer of, if you like, the overall
device, the timer, they're going to have to go to him and get some
sort of evidence or else what are they going to do, say 'well we
don't know how many timers'?
SHELLEY: The investigators are quite firm in their belief that
one of their finest explosives experts, as they describe him,
matched up this fragment of circuit board to the MST-13 timer,
and they're in no doubt whatsoever that it was a Libyan timer,
and therefore it must have been the Libyans who carried out this
attack.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well I'd like to make just one
point about forensic science. Forensic science is not immutable.
They're not written in tablets of stone, and the biggest mistake

that anyone can make - public, expert or anyone else alike - is to
believe that forensic science is somehow beyond reproach, it is
not. The biggest miscarriages of justice in the United Kingdom,
many of them emanate from cases in which forensic science has
been shown to be wrong. And the moment a forensic scientist or
anyone else says 'I am sure this marries up with that·' I get
worried. As far as I can see nothing has been put into the public
arena that would satisfactorily answer the questions of continuity
such that you could say these two Libyans used that fragment of
circuit board that is missing. To say that maybe the Libyan
government or its Intelligence Services had some circuit boards
that may have been similar is completely insufficient.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: It is not clear from the public
information on both sides of the Atlantic where certain
observations are made about the manufacturer of the bomb,
whether these observations emanate from a witness, or where
they may be just supposition, in other words putting two
circumstances together and supposing this is what happened. If
for a moment one imagines, because that's all one can do,
nothing has been made public, that there is a person saying I saw
them do X, Y or Z, then of course that adds another dimension.
But there is a further qualification to that kind of evidence,
because one has to ask, 'Who is the person making the
suggestion?', 'What is the background of the person making the
suggestion?', 'What incentives have been given to that person?',
and all one has to remember is that certainly within the United
Kingdom the use of evidence that is for evidential purposes as
opposed to intelligence gathering, the use in court of material
gleamed from what used to be called supergrasses or informers
are used very carefully indeed, and in fact often now they're not
used at all. Very good reason··.these people have an axe to grind,
there's a good reason why they might want to embellish, guild

the lily a bit and add a bit, because they're being presented with
money, security, changed identities and they are in fact beholden
to the authority which is wanting them to give evidence.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well it's an extraordinary
argument that Cannistraro is putting forward. If on the one hand
you show by documentation, by interviewing baggage handlers,
which I understood happened here, by examining the person who
was supervising the whole of the baggage handlers·.you're able
to show it's a watertight case, then they say 'oh, it could have
been suborned'. If you on the other hand have no documentation,
and you aren't able to show what cases went on·.they say 'ah, ah,
very suspicious, why haven't you got the documentation?', so it
seems on the CIA approach to life, you can't win unless you've
got a particular hypothesis which is theirs, namely the Libyans
did it therefore everything else flows from it. And I think one has
to be extremely careful about this, because if essentially on that
thesis it would mean that the documents in Malta have all had to
have been forged, it would also mean that the chief supervisor
obviously has been paid off and so on, and they have no
evidence, it's all very well to say all this, what are they saying,
that the head supervisor of Air Malta is in the Libyan pocket, is
being paid, there's no evidence of this at all. These are
accusations it seems to be without any foundation at all.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well I can only emphasise again
that all this illustrates is suspicion. If you already have a case
against these two, evidence that shows that they made the bomb
in Malta and they trundle along to the airport with their ·..a
suitcase and they put Air Malta tags on it, alright, then an entry in
a diary supports all that. But if you don't have that, then the entry
in the diary merely looks on the face of it suspicious.
But one has to ask the further questions - Where is the evidence?

Obviously a case did get on the plane and it was the case that
contained the bomb, and that it did have fraudulent Air Malta
tags on it.
Now where's the evidence from Malta? As far as I know there
isn't any, because the suggestion in Malta is that it couldn't have
gone on the plane on Malta.
Where is the evidence in Frankfurt of a case with Air Malta tags,
the one that had somehow or another got on in Malta coming off
the plane? There isn't any. There is some suggestion of an extra
case in Frankfurt at the time frame that fits, that's about it. There
certainly doesn't appear to be any evidence at the Lockerbie end,
let alone at the Heathrow end of an Air Malta case with tags on
coming through. Therefore none of this really adds up to more
than an odd entry in a diary, and yes maybe he shouldn't have
been doing it, but that's all it adds up to.
David Bean & Associates
Business Consulting
37101 Highway 1
Monterey, CA 93940
tel: 831-625-1851
fax: 831-625-1809
email: db@beanbag1.com
Colonel Muammar al Qadhafi
Tripoli, Libya
5 pages by fax
RE: PAN AM 103
Dear Colonel Qadhafi,
I have been asked to contact you on behalf of Major John Barry

Smith, U.S.
Army (retired), regarding Pan Am 103 and his research
describing an
electrical failure causing explosive decompression as the cause
of the
crash, not a bomb. Major Smith's
goal is to prevent such an accident from happening again. Major
Smith
offers to consult with your aviation experts on his research as a
possible
explanation for the crash of Pan Am 103. We look forward to
hearing from
your representative
Thank you for your kind consideration of this information.
Sincerely,

David Bean
w/attachments
Mr. Smith's letter (below) was sent on 9/23/98 to 17 officials of
the U.S.
Congress, NTSB and FAA, including:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
John McCain III
Member of Congress

James Oberstar
Member of Congress
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
Dear Officials,
23 Sep 98
According to AAIB 2/90, Pan Am 103, the plastic fragment
which is supposed
to be the cassette recorder into which a plastic explosive was
placed turns
out to have been discovered on the outside of the baggage
container, not
the inside.
A piece of real evidence for a bombing for PA 103 is a fingernail
sized
fragment of plastic. It now turns out that that fragment was
located in a
place that rules out it being part of a circuit board that is part of a
cassette which is part of a bomb placed by terrorists in the
baggage
container of the forward cargo bay. The fragment is likely not
related to
any bomb because the fragment was found on the outside of the
container,
not the inside. [please see information below & at website]
Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
email:
barry@corazon.com
website:
http://www.corazon.com
The proof is in the evidence. Figure F-5 of AAIB 02/92 shows
the 'bombed'
baggage container AVE 4041 PA having a rectangular plate
affixed in the
upper left quadrant with the letter 'c' inside it. The text
explanation
which corresponds to 'c' reads, "Container manufacturer's data
plate
containing burnt piece of material which itself contained a
fragment of
circuit board."
The text on page F-2 states, "While this work was in progress a

buckled
section of skin from container 4041 was found by an AAIB
Inspector to
contain, trapped within its folds, an item which was subsequently
identified by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and
Development Establishment (RARDE) as belonging to a specific
type of
radio-cassette player and that this had been fitted with an
improvised
explosive device."
Figure F-13 also shows this container manufacturer's data plate
as a
rectangle in the same location as Figure F-5 with the location of
the IED
pinpointed on the inside of the container ten inches above the
floor.
Figure F-2 shows a photograph of a normal container with the
manufacturer's
name plate clearly visible on the outside of the container in the
upper
left quadrant.
There is much other evidence to rule out a bomb based on the
evidence of
the baggage container. The actual damage shows a directed,
mild, sooty
blast of twenty five inches long through clothes, suitcase, and
metal
baggage container to fuselage skin at which point the directed
energy

blasted a small hole twenty inches by twenty inches. A plastic
high
explosive would not leave soot in the initial pressure wave,
would be
spherical, and would certainly directly make a hole larger than
twenty
inches by twenty inches in the fuselage skin.
To put it another way, a high explosive device would have left no
soot in
initial pressure wave, be spherical, and do massive damage to
anything with
a few feet. That evidence is not there for high explosive device.
The evidence of the reconstructed baggage container of PA 103
clearly shows
it was a much smaller device that caused the sooting and small
hole in the
skin than a high explosive plastic bomb placed twenty five inches
away.
What could it be then, it not a bomb? Well, it could have been a
rather
large shotgun or a boat flare gun, both items if fired inadvertently
would
fit the evidence of mild, directed, sooty blast of twenty five
inches.
The only piece of hard evidence to support bomb explanation for
PA 103 is a
fragment of plastic which was found in a position that makes it
very
unlikely that it was part of bomb or other device that ignited in

the
forward cargo hold of PA 103 at the initial event time.
The corroborating evidence of the rest of the pieces of the
baggage
container confirm the small size of the charge, the sooty low
explosive
nature, and the short directed blast that makes it gun type damage
and not
bomb type damage.
There is much other corroborative evidence that explains that PA
103 was
probably an explosive decompression event forward of the wing
as a result
of a hull rupture in the forward cargo door area.
Regarding Pan Am 103 and the 'bombers': Accused are innocent
until proven
guilty. Goal is to save American passenger's lives by preventing
another PA
103 type accident. Justice for the not guilty means cleared of
unjust
accusation. Justice for the guilty means replacing old wiring and
securing
cargo doors. I've been trying US authorities for years to give
serious
consideration to wiring/cargo door explanation for PA 103 and
others but
have been rejected.
I am now attempting to contact Libyan officials regarding the
wiring/cargo

door explanation for Pan Am 103 because it was not a bomb.
Nobody put a
bomb on board. Their guys did not do it because nobody did it.
Justice is
justice. I will defend Sikh terrorists from the accusation of
bombing
AirIndia 182 and I will defend the United States Navy of the
accusation of
accidentally shooting down TWA 800 and covering it up. There
is no
conspiracy, coverup or plot to destroy Boeing 747s by placing
bombs in the
forward cargo hold.
This is life and death. Wiring is causing cargo doors to open in
flight on
high time Boeing 747s including PA 103.
Please forward this email to appropriate State Department
officials. I
consider this email notification to the US Government of my
intent to
contact Libyan authorities regarding a plane crash and its cause. I
encourage State Department officials to contact me at their
earliest
convenience.
I again request a meeting with US aviation officials or US law
enforcement
officials to present my research for discussion regarding the
wiring/cargo
door explanation for PA 103, AI 182, UAL 811, and TWA 800.

News Report: "...the Federal Aviation Administration is
preparing to order
the inspection and replacement of wiring that could cause fires in
aging
airplanes."
Wiring has caused fires in Boeing 747 cargo holds before:
"A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found. B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle
arcing and
resultant fire at aft bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on
747-200
freighter. Page 45, 747-200
reported on October 12, 1996: Wire bundle arcing and resultant
fire at aft
bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on a 747-200
freighter. This
occurred with the airplane on the ground, during post C-check
functional
test.
Note: Portions of the damaged wire bundles were forwarded to
Boeing for
evaluation in determining the cause of the damage. The results of
the
analysis indicated the primary conductor(s) sustained mechanical
or thermal
damage prior to the application of electrical power." Source:
NTSB Exhibit
9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual Report page 44,
45, 46.

Bare wires were found in TWA 800 cargo door area: "The
Systems Exhibit 9A
continues, page 116: "Some wires found in the section of W480
from forward
of station 570 and
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found.""
PolyX/Kapton/polyimide insulation have caused problems before
in Navy
aircraft. "Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems
Command to
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you
know, the
problems with poly-x wire are well known to headquarters and
its use had
been curtailed.""
Bare wires in the cargo door area and the electrical system have
caused
fatalities in a Boeing 747 before, UAL 811 described in AAR
92/02: "Plug P3
and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from plug
pin tips.
The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle clamp
positions. These
areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on the door latch

actuator
motor to the unlatch position."
NTSB recognizes the danger of bad polyimide wiring in Boeing
747 cargo bays
and recommended inspections before: "Data_Source: U.S. NTSB
Safety
Recommendations Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13,
1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel were unable
to
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at John
F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New York. The airplane was
one of two
used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and
JFK. This
particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the
time of the occurrence. Recommendations: A-91-83. Issue an
Airworthiness
Directive applicable to all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible
conduit
protecting the wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo
door to
require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or
visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm

of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted
innercore."
The precedents are clear, dear Government Officials, bad
polyimide wiring
causes problems, TWA 800 had polyimide wiring; bad polyimide
wiring in
electrical system in cargo door area causes fatalities, TWA 800
had bad
polyimide wiring in cargo door area; NTSB recommends
checking wiring in
cargo door area of Boeing 747s, and FAA is preparing to order
the
inspection and replacement of wiring that could cause fires in
aging
airplanes.
The conclusion is clear: wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA
800 and
other high time Boeing 747 that suffer hull rupture forward of the
wing in
flight needs to be seriously considered. I repeat: I again request a
meeting with US aviation officials or US law enforcement
officials to
present my research for discussion regarding the wiring/cargo
door
explanation for PA 103, AI 182, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
http://www.beanbag1.com
*** Flare ignites in luggage at Miami airport

A smoking suitcase led U.S. authorities to arrest a French tour
operator for transporting hazardous materials, possibly averting
an
air disaster, The Miami Herald reported. Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a
French
citizen living in Taunsstein, Germany, was charged with
transporting
hazardous materials after a flare gun apparently ignited in his
suitcase. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday.
Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the suitcase
sitting on
a baggage cart about to be taken on a US Airways flight to
Philadelphia. The flare that ignited was one of five boating-type
safety flares in the suitcase, which also contained clothing. See
01:49 PM ET 06/05/98
Flare ignites in suitcase at Miami airport

(Adds investigators' quotes, details)
By Jane Sutton
MIAMI (Reuters) - A flare gun ignited inside a French tour
operator's suitcase only minutes before he was to board a flight
at Miami International Airport and could have caused a major air
disaster, investigators said Friday.
Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the
suitcase
sitting on a baggage cart about to be taken to a US Airways
flight to Philadelphia on Wednesday.
Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a French citizen living in
Taunusstein,

Germany, was arrested and charged with transporting hazardous
materials. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday and he remained in jail Friday.
``Had that thing gone off in the cargo hold in the suitcase,
everyone on that flight would have perished,'' Assistant U.S.
Attorney Wilfredo Fernandez said.
``We would have had another ValuJet,'' he said, referring to
a cargo fire that caused a ValuJet flight to plunge into the
Florida Everglades in 1996, killing all 110 people aboard.
Flares of that type generate their own oxygen and burn at
2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, Fernandez said.
The Department of Transportation and the Federal
Aviation
Administration's Office of Civil Aviation Security are
investigating the incident, DOT spokesman Jeff Nelligan said.
A US Airways spokesman, Rick Weintraub, said the carrier
will cooperate fully with the investigation.
The bag had been checked through security and tagged to
a
connecting flight to Frankfurt. The flare that ignited was one
of five boating-type safety flares in the suitcase, which also
contained clothing. Three of the flares were loaded into a flare
gun, ready to fire, Fernandez said.
He said investigators were still trying to determine what
caused the flare gun to go off and whether the suitcase had been
X-rayed. Inspectors also found pepper spray in Cauvin's carry-on
luggage, the arrest report said.
Cauvin's attorney, Paul McKenna, said Cauvin is an avid
scuba diver who had been visiting the Florida Keys. Cauvin
acknowledged to police that he had packed the flares in his
suitcase but said he had thought they could not go off.
The incident illustrates a growing problem with passengers
loading hazardous materials into their luggage, Fernandez said.

In a pending case in Fort Lauderdale, a woman was charged with
packing a plastic jug of gasoline and a small motorbike into
luggage she intended to check. It was discovered when the
gasoline container leaked, he said.
``It's not like it's a flurry of cases but it's the second
one in the last three months,'' Fernandez said. ``I don't know
if it's ignorance, if it's negligence. It's certainly
criminal.''
The U.S. House Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee on Aviation is studying how to improve airline
security and whether all baggage must be X-rayed, Nelligan said.
``The issue is still open. The machines that they use for
this are pretty slow,'' he said. A recent hearing before the
subcommittee focused on questions such as ``Should we look at
all bags, both checked and carry-on? How long would this take?''
he said.
^REUTERS@
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 25, 1998 11:39:20 PM PDT
To: neil.mcdonald@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Wiring/cargo door guy here

Jonathan Wills>Don't go on at me about it. Write to the man
yourself. His e-mail is
<neil.mcdonald@bbc.co.uk>.
Dear Mr. Neil Mcdonald, 25 Sep 98
Background:
JWills>The producer does not need to call you yet. He is still

going through the
mountain of facts which are all very familiar to you but very
unfamiliar
(and maybe unbvelievable) to him. When he has his list of
questions he will
certainly call you. He will probably also come and visit you,
possibly with
his boss, my friend the head of news (and with me as bag-carrier,
I hope).
His name is Neil Mcdonald and he did the Frontline Scotland
show with
Cannistrano et al. He is a mucho serioso hombre and, naturally,
will be
worried about his reputation if he screws this up and is accused
of being
hoodwinked by an obsessive. Hence the extreme caution of his
approach. The
story I want him to run is that reviled persistent correspondent
was right
all along and the experts could not or would not see the truth
staring at
them out of the wreckage. Or at the very least that a so-called
amateur
has shown up serious errors in the official version.
The BBC man got back to me as promised. His adviser, a former
British
military explosives expert, insists plastic explosive can indeed
make soot
marks and that the initial shock wave was indeed spherical. He
also says
strange things happen in explosions, like a momentary vacuum
which could

explain the position of the fragment of circuit board behind the
exterior
nameplate. Can't say I find this very convincing but he is the
expert. He
is also adamant that there were plastic explosive residues. I am
not
quoting verbatim.
However, Neil Mcdonald is not satisfied, says he is sure there is
something
fishy and is seeking a second opinion. He will get back to me by
next
Wednesday, 30th September, by which time his other sources
will have put in
their detailed comments on your material. At present, however, it
does not
look as if we have persuaded him that the no-bomb theory is
feasible enough
to spend resources investigating it.
He does think there's a story in the more general wiring scandal
but he
will not be following it up because his budget for this kind of
story is
mainly going on PA103 and the build-up to the 10th anniversary.
Discussion:
http://www.corazon.com/811and103comparisonweb.html shows
two pictures, both attached to this email. Both are from
government AARs.
They match in explosive decompression zone shape. The one for

PA 103 is in the appendix under reconstruction drawings based
on wreckage found near datum line. The nose of 103 snapped to
the right because of this large hole; it did not snap to the left
because of the 'bomb' hole, all 20 inches of it.
Mr. Mcdonald, I do not have to 'prove' anything to you. I have
provided doubt about the existence of a 'bomb' in PA 103 by
using a piece of plastic being in an unusual place. That is enough
to do a story about how 'conclusive' bomb explanation is, which
is to say, it isn't. You asked the people who are being
investigated, the bomb guys, if they were right or wrong. They
said they were right. Oh. So you quit? You are satisified with
their answers?
The explosives experts have called a gunshot type discharge a
bomb type blast. They are wrong based on evidence. Look at the
baggage container yourself. Read the text. I did not make the
small six inch sooted stanchion, or give sooty directed blast
alongside adjacent container, or write the words, 'mild', 'small',
sooty,' 'directed,' when describing the actual damage in container.
I did not write sudden loud sound on CVR does not match a
bomb. I did not put the word, 'outside' when describing location
of very important piece of plastic. AAIB did. They wrote all
those words in AAIB 2/90.
I did not examine the bomb evidence by a lawyer who showed it
for what it is, flimsy fantasies of policemen. You did. You did
with Frontline Scotland with Mr. Mansfield. He showed that the
concoction of Libyan terrorists putting bomb on board a plane
which ended up on PA 103 was contradicted by real evidence.
So I know you know that bomb on 103 is already weak. Now
you have one of the two pieces of plastic which shows up outside

the container into which it is supposed to be.
Then you now have reasonable mechanical alternative of wiring/
cargo door explanation for 103 with precedent, UAL 811, offered
to you by me.
So, talk to me. If you check out the bomb story with the
explosive expert, check out the wiring/cargo door story with the
wiring/cargo door expert, me.
Using hindsight, low hysteria level, subsequent similar crashes,
and newly discovered evidence, the story is there, no bomb; yes
gunshot; and yes cargo door pop in flight.
Query me. And if you want credential, we are talking about a
sudden fiery night fatal jet airplane crash, first and foremost, and
I am an expert in sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crashes
since I have the credential of being in one and surviving.
I'm open, not anonymous. I give facts, not 'strange things happen'
or words to that affect when confronted by rebutting evidence. I
used documentation to support my claims. NTSB AAR 92/02 is
the AAR for UAL 811 and is the model for three other high time
early model Boeing 747s that suffer hull rupture forward of the
wing in flight and leave sudden loud sound on the CVR and
abrupt data loss to the FDR while also causing at least nine never
recovered bodies.
I've notified Libyan authorities of the wiring/cargo door
explanation. Letter attached.
You'll have to judge for yourself bomb or not for PA 103. All I
can do is direct you to the best evidence and that is photos of the

actual baggage container, the fuselage skin, and the damage
caused. The reality of the evidence is not powerful, noisy, clean,
spherical explosive device. The reality is 'mild, sooty, small, and
directed' gunshot discharge. That's rather like a shotgun or flare
gun, not bomb.
If you reject my wiring/cargo door explanation, use facts, not
opinions of those I question. If you reject my wiring/cargo door
explanation present me with the rejecting arguments.
Eleven people in Scotland had a plane fall on their heads and kill
them while they were in their homes and cars. The survivors
think they know why the plane fell; they are wrong. They are
hateful and eager for revenge. There is no hate nor revenge. It
was a machine doing what machines do, wear out and go wrong;
in this case, badly designed insulation chafing to bare wire and
shorting on door unlatch actuator motor which allowed forward
cargo door latches to unlatch in flight which caused explosive
decompression to occur which allowed the 300 knot wind to tear
off nose into the large hole. The explosive decompression
triggered off a nearby gun type device in cargo hold such as
boating flare gun which caused a mild sooty directed discharge
into baggage container and a 20 inch hole in side of fuselage.
Call me, give me the third degree. I rebut with facts, not
generalities. We can do any interview or idea exchange via the
internet, there is no need for face to face interview and costly
airfares and hotels. I can send and receive pictures with email
and can post to web site. Let's use the high tech advantage we
have.

Regards,

John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From AAIB:
"An explosive detonation within a fuselage, in reasonably close
proximity to the skin, will produce a high intensity shock wave
which will propagate outwards from the centre of detonation.
It was confirmed by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and Development Establishment (RARDE), after
detailed physical and chemical examination, that these items
showed conclusive evidence of a detonating high performance
plastic explosive"
Reality of gunshot type damage below with facts:
"During the wreckage recovery operation it became apparent that
some items, identified as parts of baggage containers, exhibited
blast damage.
With the two container reconstructions placed together it became
apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container 4041
through the rear lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged
at an angle on
the forward face of container 7511. This had punched a hole,
Figure F-10, approximately 8 inches square some 10 inches up
from its base and removed the surface of this face inboard from
the hole for some
50 inches. Radiating out from the hole were areas of sooting, and
other black deposits, extending to the top of the container.

The downward heaving of the floor in this area was sufficient to
stretch the floor material, far enough to be cut by
cargo bay sub structure, and distort the adjacent fuselage frames.
Because of the overhang of the container's sloping side,
fragments from both the device itself and the container wall
impacted the projecting external flange of the container base
edge member, producing micro cratering and sooting.
A small region of structure bounded approximately by frames
700 & 720 and stringers 38L & 40L, had clearly been shattered
and blasted through by material exhausting directly from an
explosion centred immediately inboard of this location.
Equally so, there were no signs of explosive blast damage or
sooting evident on any part of the structure or the interior fittings.
These surrounding skin panels were moderately sooted in the
regions adjacent to the shatter zone, but otherwise were lightly
sooted or free of soot altogether. (Forensic analysis of the soot
deposits on frame and skin material from this area confirmed the
presence of explosive residues.)
The remainder of the structure forming the cargo deck and lower
hull was, generally, more randomly distorted and did not display
the clear indications of explosive processes which were evident
on the skin panels and frames nearer the focus of the explosion.
From this it was positively determined that the explosion had
occurred within the metal container (serial number AVE 4041
PA), the direct effects of this being evident also on the forward
face of the adjacent fibreglass container (serial number AVN
7511 PA) and on the local airframe on the left side of the aircraft
in the region of station 700.
A panel of skin on the right side of the aircraft, roughly opposite
the explosion, had been torn off the frames, beginning at the top
edge of the panel situated just below the window belt and tearing
downwards towards the belly [Appendix B, Figure B-20, region
F]. This panel was curled downwards in a manner which

suggested significant excess energy.
Where these panels formed the boundary of the shatter zone, the
metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted,
and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - rather as if a very
large shotgun had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage
at close range."
Questions for me? Here's a few:
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103,
and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
Facts? I've got a few:
Below for TWA 800 which support wiring/cargo door and then
after TWA 800 matches to PA 103
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door

9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all

35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing

fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last
nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Frontline Scotland:
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Let is assume that these two are
saying 'we are not responsible', right. Then I go to the scene of
the crime itself, the last stage of it, which is Scotland. And one
examines closely what was found there and what I mean is
concrete evidence, not suspicion and allegation. And then the
moment you start that process you work back to Heathrow, what

happened at Heathrow? How sure are we in the various points in
the journey of the so-called container? Can we be sure about at
Heathrow that definitely take us unequivocally is the word that is
often used in a case, unequivocally take us back from Heathrow
to Frankfurt, and then at Frankfurt the same exercise has to be
undergone that unequivocally take us back to Malta, because it's
all based on this one premise that it started in Malta and was put
on in Malta, same thing, what are the links in the chain from the
airport at Malta that go right back to the offices where it is
suggested this whole improvised explosive was put together, and
if I could show that there were serious flaws and gaps in the
chain, then I would have to say there isn't a case for the people I
represent to face.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: The evidence to show here that,
for example, the description of the person that he gave sometime
afterwards, doesn't appear to fit, and certainly in so far as the age
is concerned there's a big difference between fifty and thirty-six
and the nature of the build and so on. Now one appreciates you
might mis-describe somebody, even if you have seen them, you
might remember certain details incorrectly, so that doesn't
automatically invalidate. But the fact that he's actually picked out
someone else altogether to begin with would almost certainly
render the identification inadmissible. Now the further question date seems to be very much at large, because the shopkeeper
associates the purchase with a time at which his brother is
watching a football match, and it now appears that the football
match that the brother was watching must have occurred on
another date in view of the time of the broadcast of the football
match itself. Now if it's on another date altogether than the one
being alleged, namely 7th December as opposed to an earlier
date in November, it throws the whole business of this
identification into disarray. And I can't see at the moment any

thread that's left in tact.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: I understand the points being
made about Mr Bollier, that he may be impeachable. Of course
he may be, and loads of witnesses may be impeachable. They're
going to have to go to him, so if he's impeachable they're
destroying their own case. They're going to have to go to him, so
if he's impeachable they're destroying their own case. They're
going to have to go to the manufacturer of, if you like, the overall
device, the timer, they're going to have to go to him and get some
sort of evidence or else what are they going to do, say 'well we
don't know how many timers'?
SHELLEY: The investigators are quite firm in their belief that
one of their finest explosives experts, as they describe him,
matched up this fragment of circuit board to the MST-13 timer,
and they're in no doubt whatsoever that it was a Libyan timer,
and therefore it must have been the Libyans who carried out this
attack.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well I'd like to make just one
point about forensic science. Forensic science is not immutable.
They're not written in tablets of stone, and the biggest mistake
that anyone can make - public, expert or anyone else alike - is to
believe that forensic science is somehow beyond reproach, it is
not. The biggest miscarriages of justice in the United Kingdom,
many of them emanate from cases in which forensic science has
been shown to be wrong. And the moment a forensic scientist or
anyone else says 'I am sure this marries up with that·' I get
worried. As far as I can see nothing has been put into the public
arena that would satisfactorily answer the questions of continuity
such that you could say these two Libyans used that fragment of
circuit board that is missing. To say that maybe the Libyan
government or its Intelligence Services had some circuit boards

that may have been similar is completely insufficient.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: It is not clear from the public
information on both sides of the Atlantic where certain
observations are made about the manufacturer of the bomb,
whether these observations emanate from a witness, or where
they may be just supposition, in other words putting two
circumstances together and supposing this is what happened. If
for a moment one imagines, because that's all one can do,
nothing has been made public, that there is a person saying I saw
them do X, Y or Z, then of course that adds another dimension.
But there is a further qualification to that kind of evidence,
because one has to ask, 'Who is the person making the
suggestion?', 'What is the background of the person making the
suggestion?', 'What incentives have been given to that person?',
and all one has to remember is that certainly within the United
Kingdom the use of evidence that is for evidential purposes as
opposed to intelligence gathering, the use in court of material
gleamed from what used to be called supergrasses or informers
are used very carefully indeed, and in fact often now they're not
used at all. Very good reason··.these people have an axe to grind,
there's a good reason why they might want to embellish, guild
the lily a bit and add a bit, because they're being presented with
money, security, changed identities and they are in fact beholden
to the authority which is wanting them to give evidence.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well it's an extraordinary
argument that Cannistraro is putting forward. If on the one hand
you show by documentation, by interviewing baggage handlers,
which I understood happened here, by examining the person who
was supervising the whole of the baggage handlers·.you're able
to show it's a watertight case, then they say 'oh, it could have
been suborned'. If you on the other hand have no documentation,

and you aren't able to show what cases went on·.they say 'ah, ah,
very suspicious, why haven't you got the documentation?', so it
seems on the CIA approach to life, you can't win unless you've
got a particular hypothesis which is theirs, namely the Libyans
did it therefore everything else flows from it. And I think one has
to be extremely careful about this, because if essentially on that
thesis it would mean that the documents in Malta have all had to
have been forged, it would also mean that the chief supervisor
obviously has been paid off and so on, and they have no
evidence, it's all very well to say all this, what are they saying,
that the head supervisor of Air Malta is in the Libyan pocket, is
being paid, there's no evidence of this at all. These are
accusations it seems to be without any foundation at all.
MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC: Well I can only emphasise again
that all this illustrates is suspicion. If you already have a case
against these two, evidence that shows that they made the bomb
in Malta and they trundle along to the airport with their ·..a
suitcase and they put Air Malta tags on it, alright, then an entry in
a diary supports all that. But if you don't have that, then the entry
in the diary merely looks on the face of it suspicious.
But one has to ask the further questions - Where is the evidence?
Obviously a case did get on the plane and it was the case that
contained the bomb, and that it did have fraudulent Air Malta
tags on it.
Now where's the evidence from Malta? As far as I know there
isn't any, because the suggestion in Malta is that it couldn't have
gone on the plane on Malta.
Where is the evidence in Frankfurt of a case with Air Malta tags,
the one that had somehow or another got on in Malta coming off
the plane? There isn't any. There is some suggestion of an extra
case in Frankfurt at the time frame that fits, that's about it. There
certainly doesn't appear to be any evidence at the Lockerbie end,

let alone at the Heathrow end of an Air Malta case with tags on
coming through. Therefore none of this really adds up to more
than an odd entry in a diary, and yes maybe he shouldn't have
been doing it, but that's all it adds up to.
David Bean & Associates
Business Consulting
37101 Highway 1
Monterey, CA 93940
tel: 831-625-1851
fax: 831-625-1809
email: db@beanbag1.com
Colonel Muammar al Qadhafi
Tripoli, Libya
5 pages by fax
RE: PAN AM 103
Dear Colonel Qadhafi,
I have been asked to contact you on behalf of Major John Barry
Smith, U.S.
Army (retired), regarding Pan Am 103 and his research
describing an
electrical failure causing explosive decompression as the cause
of the
crash, not a bomb. Major Smith's
goal is to prevent such an accident from happening again. Major
Smith
offers to consult with your aviation experts on his research as a
possible
explanation for the crash of Pan Am 103. We look forward to

hearing from
your representative
Thank you for your kind consideration of this information.
Sincerely,

David Bean
w/attachments
Mr. Smith's letter (below) was sent on 9/23/98 to 17 officials of
the U.S.
Congress, NTSB and FAA, including:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
John McCain III
Member of Congress
James Oberstar
Member of Congress
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
Dear Officials,
23 Sep 98

According to AAIB 2/90, Pan Am 103, the plastic fragment
which is supposed
to be the cassette recorder into which a plastic explosive was
placed turns
out to have been discovered on the outside of the baggage
container, not
the inside.
A piece of real evidence for a bombing for PA 103 is a fingernail
sized
fragment of plastic. It now turns out that that fragment was
located in a
place that rules out it being part of a circuit board that is part of a
cassette which is part of a bomb placed by terrorists in the
baggage
container of the forward cargo bay. The fragment is likely not
related to
any bomb because the fragment was found on the outside of the
container,
not the inside. [please see information below & at website]
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.

US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
email:
barry@corazon.com
website:
http://www.corazon.com
The proof is in the evidence. Figure F-5 of AAIB 02/92 shows
the 'bombed'
baggage container AVE 4041 PA having a rectangular plate
affixed in the
upper left quadrant with the letter 'c' inside it. The text
explanation
which corresponds to 'c' reads, "Container manufacturer's data
plate
containing burnt piece of material which itself contained a
fragment of
circuit board."
The text on page F-2 states, "While this work was in progress a
buckled
section of skin from container 4041 was found by an AAIB
Inspector to
contain, trapped within its folds, an item which was subsequently
identified by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and
Development Establishment (RARDE) as belonging to a specific
type of
radio-cassette player and that this had been fitted with an
improvised
explosive device."

Figure F-13 also shows this container manufacturer's data plate
as a
rectangle in the same location as Figure F-5 with the location of
the IED
pinpointed on the inside of the container ten inches above the
floor.
Figure F-2 shows a photograph of a normal container with the
manufacturer's
name plate clearly visible on the outside of the container in the
upper
left quadrant.
There is much other evidence to rule out a bomb based on the
evidence of
the baggage container. The actual damage shows a directed,
mild, sooty
blast of twenty five inches long through clothes, suitcase, and
metal
baggage container to fuselage skin at which point the directed
energy
blasted a small hole twenty inches by twenty inches. A plastic
high
explosive would not leave soot in the initial pressure wave,
would be
spherical, and would certainly directly make a hole larger than
twenty
inches by twenty inches in the fuselage skin.
To put it another way, a high explosive device would have left no
soot in
initial pressure wave, be spherical, and do massive damage to

anything with
a few feet. That evidence is not there for high explosive device.
The evidence of the reconstructed baggage container of PA 103
clearly shows
it was a much smaller device that caused the sooting and small
hole in the
skin than a high explosive plastic bomb placed twenty five inches
away.
What could it be then, it not a bomb? Well, it could have been a
rather
large shotgun or a boat flare gun, both items if fired inadvertently
would
fit the evidence of mild, directed, sooty blast of twenty five
inches.
The only piece of hard evidence to support bomb explanation for
PA 103 is a
fragment of plastic which was found in a position that makes it
very
unlikely that it was part of bomb or other device that ignited in
the
forward cargo hold of PA 103 at the initial event time.
The corroborating evidence of the rest of the pieces of the
baggage
container confirm the small size of the charge, the sooty low
explosive
nature, and the short directed blast that makes it gun type damage
and not
bomb type damage.

There is much other corroborative evidence that explains that PA
103 was
probably an explosive decompression event forward of the wing
as a result
of a hull rupture in the forward cargo door area.
Regarding Pan Am 103 and the 'bombers': Accused are innocent
until proven
guilty. Goal is to save American passenger's lives by preventing
another PA
103 type accident. Justice for the not guilty means cleared of
unjust
accusation. Justice for the guilty means replacing old wiring and
securing
cargo doors. I've been trying US authorities for years to give
serious
consideration to wiring/cargo door explanation for PA 103 and
others but
have been rejected.
I am now attempting to contact Libyan officials regarding the
wiring/cargo
door explanation for Pan Am 103 because it was not a bomb.
Nobody put a
bomb on board. Their guys did not do it because nobody did it.
Justice is
justice. I will defend Sikh terrorists from the accusation of
bombing
AirIndia 182 and I will defend the United States Navy of the
accusation of
accidentally shooting down TWA 800 and covering it up. There
is no
conspiracy, coverup or plot to destroy Boeing 747s by placing

bombs in the
forward cargo hold.
This is life and death. Wiring is causing cargo doors to open in
flight on
high time Boeing 747s including PA 103.
Please forward this email to appropriate State Department
officials. I
consider this email notification to the US Government of my
intent to
contact Libyan authorities regarding a plane crash and its cause. I
encourage State Department officials to contact me at their
earliest
convenience.
I again request a meeting with US aviation officials or US law
enforcement
officials to present my research for discussion regarding the
wiring/cargo
door explanation for PA 103, AI 182, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
News Report: "...the Federal Aviation Administration is
preparing to order
the inspection and replacement of wiring that could cause fires in
aging
airplanes."
Wiring has caused fires in Boeing 747 cargo holds before:
"A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found. B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle

arcing and
resultant fire at aft bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on
747-200
freighter. Page 45, 747-200
reported on October 12, 1996: Wire bundle arcing and resultant
fire at aft
bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on a 747-200
freighter. This
occurred with the airplane on the ground, during post C-check
functional
test.
Note: Portions of the damaged wire bundles were forwarded to
Boeing for
evaluation in determining the cause of the damage. The results of
the
analysis indicated the primary conductor(s) sustained mechanical
or thermal
damage prior to the application of electrical power." Source:
NTSB Exhibit
9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual Report page 44,
45, 46.
Bare wires were found in TWA 800 cargo door area: "The
Systems Exhibit 9A
continues, page 116: "Some wires found in the section of W480
from forward
of station 570 and
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480

bundle from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found.""
PolyX/Kapton/polyimide insulation have caused problems before
in Navy
aircraft. "Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems
Command to
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you
know, the
problems with poly-x wire are well known to headquarters and
its use had
been curtailed.""
Bare wires in the cargo door area and the electrical system have
caused
fatalities in a Boeing 747 before, UAL 811 described in AAR
92/02: "Plug P3
and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from plug
pin tips.
The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle clamp
positions. These
areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on the door latch
actuator
motor to the unlatch position."
NTSB recognizes the danger of bad polyimide wiring in Boeing
747 cargo bays
and recommended inspections before: "Data_Source: U.S. NTSB
Safety
Recommendations Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13,
1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel were unable
to

electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at John
F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New York. The airplane was
one of two
used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and
JFK. This
particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the
time of the occurrence. Recommendations: A-91-83. Issue an
Airworthiness
Directive applicable to all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible
conduit
protecting the wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo
door to
require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or
visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm
of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted
innercore."
The precedents are clear, dear Government Officials, bad
polyimide wiring
causes problems, TWA 800 had polyimide wiring; bad polyimide
wiring in
electrical system in cargo door area causes fatalities, TWA 800
had bad

polyimide wiring in cargo door area; NTSB recommends
checking wiring in
cargo door area of Boeing 747s, and FAA is preparing to order
the
inspection and replacement of wiring that could cause fires in
aging
airplanes.
The conclusion is clear: wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA
800 and
other high time Boeing 747 that suffer hull rupture forward of the
wing in
flight needs to be seriously considered. I repeat: I again request a
meeting with US aviation officials or US law enforcement
officials to
present my research for discussion regarding the wiring/cargo
door
explanation for PA 103, AI 182, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
http://www.beanbag1.com
*** Flare ignites in luggage at Miami airport
A smoking suitcase led U.S. authorities to arrest a French tour
operator for transporting hazardous materials, possibly averting
an
air disaster, The Miami Herald reported. Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a
French
citizen living in Taunsstein, Germany, was charged with
transporting
hazardous materials after a flare gun apparently ignited in his
suitcase. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday.

Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the suitcase
sitting on
a baggage cart about to be taken on a US Airways flight to
Philadelphia. The flare that ignited was one of five boating-type
safety flares in the suitcase, which also contained clothing. See
01:49 PM ET 06/05/98
Flare ignites in suitcase at Miami airport

(Adds investigators' quotes, details)
By Jane Sutton
MIAMI (Reuters) - A flare gun ignited inside a French tour
operator's suitcase only minutes before he was to board a flight
at Miami International Airport and could have caused a major air
disaster, investigators said Friday.
Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the
suitcase
sitting on a baggage cart about to be taken to a US Airways
flight to Philadelphia on Wednesday.
Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a French citizen living in
Taunusstein,
Germany, was arrested and charged with transporting hazardous
materials. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday and he remained in jail Friday.
``Had that thing gone off in the cargo hold in the suitcase,
everyone on that flight would have perished,'' Assistant U.S.
Attorney Wilfredo Fernandez said.
``We would have had another ValuJet,'' he said, referring to
a cargo fire that caused a ValuJet flight to plunge into the
Florida Everglades in 1996, killing all 110 people aboard.
Flares of that type generate their own oxygen and burn at
2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, Fernandez said.

The Department of Transportation and the Federal
Aviation
Administration's Office of Civil Aviation Security are
investigating the incident, DOT spokesman Jeff Nelligan said.
A US Airways spokesman, Rick Weintraub, said the carrier
will cooperate fully with the investigation.
The bag had been checked through security and tagged to
a
connecting flight to Frankfurt. The flare that ignited was one
of five boating-type safety flares in the suitcase, which also
contained clothing. Three of the flares were loaded into a flare
gun, ready to fire, Fernandez said.
He said investigators were still trying to determine what
caused the flare gun to go off and whether the suitcase had been
X-rayed. Inspectors also found pepper spray in Cauvin's carry-on
luggage, the arrest report said.
Cauvin's attorney, Paul McKenna, said Cauvin is an avid
scuba diver who had been visiting the Florida Keys. Cauvin
acknowledged to police that he had packed the flares in his
suitcase but said he had thought they could not go off.
The incident illustrates a growing problem with passengers
loading hazardous materials into their luggage, Fernandez said.
In a pending case in Fort Lauderdale, a woman was charged with
packing a plastic jug of gasoline and a small motorbike into
luggage she intended to check. It was discovered when the
gasoline container leaked, he said.
``It's not like it's a flurry of cases but it's the second
one in the last three months,'' Fernandez said. ``I don't know
if it's ignorance, if it's negligence. It's certainly
criminal.''
The U.S. House Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee on Aviation is studying how to improve airline
security and whether all baggage must be X-rayed, Nelligan said.

``The issue is still open. The machines that they use for
this are pretty slow,'' he said. A recent hearing before the
subcommittee focused on questions such as ``Should we look at
all bags, both checked and carry-on? How long would this take?''
he said.
^REUTERS@
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 25, 1998 2:40:44 PM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: I'm sorry for the things I've said.

JBS>I'm sick of all the sick fucks who put conspiracy in
everything to make them blind with hate and rage and that
includes Jim Swire.
I said I was sick. Dr. Swire looks sick from the recent photos of
him, all thin and sucked in. And I understand. I would be sick too
if my daughter were to die suddenly. He wants less pain, not
more, and conspiracy thinking is less pain than my electrical/
mechanical explanation of trivial short that should have been
fixed before. So, Dr. Swire is not a sick fuck. I'm wrong on that. I
am sick.
It is the bitter taste of defeat that has affected my judgment. I did
not get the part. I will not be a star. It's just not fair.
Failed audition. And I never got to sing!
So, youse guys, confidence vote. Is the wiring/cargo door
explanation for PA 103 holding true? Is 103 not a bomb type
improvised bomb but instead a gunshot type improvised

explosive device?
Let's get picky. If you believe it was a bomb, say so.
I say not. And I look to evidence, not an anonymous former
military explosives expert.
Date: Fri, 25 Sep 1998 21:53:43 +0100
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: Shitty Sooty
Dear Barry,
I did my best and you certainly did get to put your case because I
sent him
all your stuff, he read it carefully and he also looked at your
website.
Dear Jonathan, you did more than your best. I did not do my
best. I failed, again...as usual. How do you know he read it
carefully? People who read it carefully ask the same questions
you do.
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103,
and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?

The problem is that you cannot (yet) quote scientific authority to
prove
that what they found or said they found in the wreckage is not the
residue
of a bomb. Full stop.
Full stop? I can not prove it was not a UFO either. Disproving
negatives is impossible. Let them prove to me the forward cargo
door did not break in half and depart plane as one of the very
earliest events to happen to 103 as shown by reconstruction
drawing of distance from datum study in appendix of AAIB
report. They can't and it did and do you know the implications of
that fact? It matches UAL 811. Which was not a bomb.
I proved that a tiny bit of plastic, a very important tiny bit of
plastic, was really in a real place on a real baggage container
where it should not have been, if reason prevails. If nonsense
prevails it's, 'strange things happen in explosions'. Ha, that
scientificially explains it from anonymous expert who avoids
facts.
I provided reasonable doubt, Johanthan and Chris; an honest
investigating agency would pursue the lead, especially because
of its ramifications.
When you do we have a story.
You have a story now. Let me see former military explosive
expert smile sweetly in to camera of Frontline and say, "Strange
things happen....." when asked about very important tiny bit of
plastic being where it shouldn't. Yeah, right, they sure do.

Assertion is no more
valuable with your signature than Jim Hall's. What I need for the
BBC are
facts.
Jonathan, Jonathan, facts? I can and will innundate you with
facts:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.

24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted

47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
All above support wiring/cargo door for TWA 800 which
matches PA 103:
Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door

bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last
nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Facts!
You have one big fact missing - no-one who does know about
explosives has yet backed your non-sooty initial blast wave
theory. I like
the theory. I like the whole explanation. But it just plain ain't
proven
yet.
You are asking the people accused of screwing up to prove they
screwed up. They politely decline. And then avoid the
embarrassment of talking about facts like mild, small, sooty,
muffled and directed discharge when they are pretending
powerful clean, spherical and noisy blast.
This is a plane crash, not an armed bank robbery. Talk to plane
guys.

Don't go on at me about it. Write to the man yourself. His e-mail
is

<neil.mcdonald@bbc.co.uk>.
Thank you. I accept your invitation. Is he expecting me? Please
make the introductions so he can anticipate my arrival on his
mental doorstep.
But if you rant at him like you just did to me
OK, that was wrong, and apology offered above. It was wrong. I
was not wrong, the keyboard was wrong. No, I'm wrong. It was
an angry frustrated rant that did feel good for a while until I
reflected on what I had said and it was wrong. I'm sorry.
he'll run a mile and we'll be back to square one.
I never left square one.
Remember he has already
studied your stuff in very great detail and is himself an expert on
the
whole PA 103 story.
Yeah, but hey, another 'expert' on PA 103 who missed tiny plastic
piece on outside not inside. No one ever reads the appendix but
me. See, research and facts.
That does not make him a conspirator. So be nice, like
we know you can.
I have done all I can on it this week. I have a living to earn and
so far
have lost rather a lot of money following this up. I will try again
next

week but not until there's some cash in from other much less
interesting
work.
That means no more this week, and none next week until
competing work? What is this money thing? Reality? Well, you
have to do what you have to do.

Good luck and keep the heid.
What the hell is a 'heid.' The head direction during a sailing
voyage, the dead ahead direction during storms?
Let me work on my post to Mr. Neil McDonald.
So not smooth funning Musketeers but babbling quibbling apes
with car keys. And why did not Graeme Storey reply back to me?
No one talks to me.
Silent and sullen,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 25, 1998 1:53:43 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: Shitty Sooty

Dear Barry,

I did my best and you certainly did get to put your case because I
sent him
all your stuff, he read it carefully and he also looked at your
website.
The problem is that you cannot (yet) quote scientific authority to
prove
that what they found or said they found in the wreckage is not the
residue
of a bomb. Full stop. When you do we have a story. Assertion is
no more
valuable with your signature than Jim Hall's. What I need for the
BBC are
facts. You have one big fact missing - no-one who does know
about
explosives has yet backed your non-sooty initial blast wave
theory. I like
the theory. I like the whole explanation. But it just plain ain't
proven
yet.
Don't go on at me about it. Write to the man yourself. His e-mail
is
<neil.mcdonald@bbc.co.uk>. But if you rant at him like you just
did to me
he'll run a mile and we'll be back to square one. Remember he
has already
studied your stuff in very great detail and is himself an expert on
the
whole PA 103 story. That does not make him a conspirator. So be
nice, like
we know you can.
I have done all I can on it this week. I have a living to earn and

so far
have lost rather a lot of money following this up. I will try again
next
week but not until there's some cash in from other much less
interesting
work.
Good luck and keep the heid.
Jonathan

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 25/09/98, at 10:31, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Barry,
The BBC man got back to me as promised. His adviser, a former
British
military explosives expert,
Ahh...an unbiased opinioni, I like that, an explosives expert who
is asked
to refute ten years of explosive lore about a mythic bombed
plane....and
does it with:

insists plastic explosive can indeed make soot
marks
Of course they 'make' soot marks, atom bombs 'make soot

marks', but the
soot does not embed itself in the primary pressure wave as the
103
stanchion shows. And soot only confirms gunshot type damage.
Plastic
explosives are not sooty themselves, they do make soot when
they cause
burning nearby. Big difference.

and that the initial shock wave was indeed spherical.
It was indeed spherical if you are blind and can not see the
baggage
container evidence of directed blast and the text descriptions of
the
actual guy who looked at the evidence and wrote, 'directed.'

He also says
strange things happen in explosions, like a momentary vacuum
which could
explain the position of the fragment of circuit board behind the
exterior
nameplate.
Or up his ass.
Can't say I find this very convincing but he is the expert.
He is the expert in defending his profession with contradictions
to hard
evidence with consequences to passengers. Because of this

thinking above,
TWA 800 230 people died. Understand?
Experts, shemexperts.
He
is also adamant that there were plastic explosive residues.
Like where, what name, what object, what residue. Pesky things
like
supporting documentation from biased experts are always
interesting. UFO
guys are adament it was a UFO but then never give any facts that
can be
documented.
I'm adament it's wiring/cargo door explanation and no
bomb...period...that's it? No, I have thousands of pages of
documention,
such a plastic fragment 30 inches from a supposed powerful
plastic
explosion found on the outside of a baggage container which in
reality of
a
real bomb, there would be no baggage container left, and
especially no
data
plate on the outside with burnt material holding plastic fragment.

I am not
quoting verbatim.

Don't need to, I get the drift, I'm wrong, the AAIB facts in report
are
wrong, he is an expert, trust him, and everything is OK.

However, Neil Mcdonald is not satisfied, says he is sure there is
something
fishy and is seeking a second opinion. He will get back to me by
next
Wednesday, 30th September, by which time his other sources
will have put
in
their detailed comments on your material. At present, however, it
does
not
look as if we have persuaded him that the no-bomb theory is
feasible
enough
to spend resources investigating it.
Righto. Everytime I read 'resources' I know there is trouble
ahead. I
should check with my resource manager on that.
Youse guys, look at the real port side of real PA 103 at real skin
and
see
the real small bomb hole there with no forward petalling. No
bomb made
that hole. I've seen moving pictures of real bombs making real
big holes
in
pressurized hulls of 707 and 747 and they look like the bomb

damage it is.
103 does not have that damage. Start thinking for yourselves and
not
biased
experts.
When you only have a hammer every problem is a nail.
But then, what do I know, I'm not an explosives expert, just a
sudden
night
fiery fatal jet airplane crash expert.

He does think there's a story in the more general wiring scandal
but he
will not be following it up because his budget for this kind of
story is
mainly going on PA103 and the build-up to the 10th anniversary.
Yeah, and 103 had that bad wiring but so boring. The scandal is
police
state mentality of fear being exploited by police and 'explosives
experts.'

So I am
taking the wiring story to another man in the BBC, this time in
London.
You can tell right away if he has an open mind, he'll ask one of
the seven
questions:

1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103,
and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?

Nobody said this was going to be easy. If BBC Scotland won't
bite then I
suggest we revert to Plan A which is to concentrate on selling the
wiring
story. That in turn could bolster the no-bomb-on-PA103 story, but
only if
you can firm up the evidence against a semtex explosion.
Fuck Semtex, I am not a bomb guy, I am wiring/cargo door guy.
You firm up
evidence about semtex, I'm sick of all the sick fucks who put
conspiracy
in
everything to make them blind with hate and rage and that
includes Jim
Swire. The BBC former..explosives expert did not 'firm' up
Semtex in his
report, how can I? Saying Semtex makes soot and the bomb was
spherical and
strange things happen in explosions is a brushoff contrary to
facts.

From AAIB:

An explosive detonation within a fuselage, in reasonably close
proximity
to
the skin, will produce a high intensity shock wave which will
propagate
outwards from the centre of detonation.
It was confirmed by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and Development Establishment (RARDE), after
detailed physical
and
chemical examination, that these items showed conclusive
evidence of a
detonating high performance plastic explosive

Reality of gunshot type damage below with facts:
During the wreckage recovery operation it became apparent that
some items,
identified as parts of baggage containers, exhibited blast damage.
With the two container reconstructions placed together it became
apparent
that a relatively mild blast had exited container 4041 through the
rear
lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged at an angle on
the forward face of container 7511. This had punched a hole,
Figure F-10,
approximately 8 inches square some 10 inches up from its base
and removed
the surface of this face inboard from the hole for some

50 inches. Radiating out from the hole were areas of sooting, and
other
black deposits, extending to the top of the container.
The downward heaving of the floor in this area was sufficient to
stretch
the floor material, far enough to be cut by
cargo bay sub structure, and distort the adjacent fuselage frames.
Because of the overhang of the container's sloping side,
fragments from
both the device itself and the container wall impacted the
projecting
external flange of the container base edge member, producing
micro
cratering and sooting.
A small region of structure bounded approximately by frames
700 & 720 and
stringers 38L & 40L, had clearly been shattered and blasted
through by
material exhausting directly from an explosion centred
immediately inboard
of this location.
Equally so, there were no signs of explosive blast damage or
sooting
evident on any part of the structure or the interior fittings.
These surrounding skin panels were moderately sooted in the
regions
adjacent to the shatter zone, but otherwise were lightly sooted or
free of
soot altogether. (Forensic analysis of the soot deposits on frame
and skin
material from this area confirmed the presence of explosive
residues.)
The remainder of the structure forming the cargo deck and lower

hull was,
generally, more randomly distorted and did not display the clear
indications of explosive processes which were evident on the
skin panels
and frames nearer the focus of the explosion.
From this it was positively determined that the explosion had
occurred
within the metal container (serial number AVE 4041 PA), the
direct effects
of this being evident also on the forward face of the adjacent
fibreglass
container (serial number AVN 7511 PA) and on the local airframe
on the
left
side of the aircraft in the region of station 700.
A panel of skin on the right side of the aircraft, roughly opposite
the
explosion, had been torn off the frames, beginning at the top
edge of the
panel situated just below the window belt and tearing downwards
towards
the
belly [Appendix B, Figure B-20, region F]. This panel was curled
downwards
in a manner which suggested significant excess energy.
Where these panels formed the boundary of the shatter zone, the
metal in
the immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted, and the
inner
surfaces were pitted and sooted - rather as if a very large shotgun
had
been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage at close range.

A tanker has just bumped into a loading vessel 100 miles
offshore so I
had
better go and report on that. Cheerio for now.
Cheerio, thanks for trying. I note that I am rebuffed by opinion
again,
never facts. It's a clue.
My best friend here called me yesterday with news of his
diagnosis of
cancer on his nose. Surgery right away. Puts things in
perspective.
Love the' strange things happen when bombs go off' explanation
for hard
refuting evidence, Chris used it too. Oh, to explain every science
anomaly
with 'strange things happen', makes it so easy.
Look, Jonathan, star investigative journalist, tell BBC, then when
they go
to the people they are investigating, explosives experts who were
wrong
about 103 and others, and they say, everything is just hunky
dory; then
don't say, OK, thanks for your time, and walk away.
Why did not BBC give explosives guy the third degree with hard
AAIB
refuting evidence besides chip on outside of container?

PA 103 was a plane crash, ask plane crash experts for opinions,
not the
police and the bomb squad.
And MacDonald never called me, never asked me for
documentation, never
gave
me the third degree. I'm never queried by those that reject my
documented
conclusions, that's a clue.
Closed minds looking for a secure lock to keep it closed.
Now I know why Gaddafi refuses to turn over his guys, he would
not get a
fair trial. I have lost a lot of respect for BBC investigative
journalism.
Always rejected by opinion, never by facts.
I did not put write these words first, ' mild, small, sooty, directed,'
in
that AAIB report, the person who did was the person who
actually examined
the actual evidence in the 103 reconstruction. That's what I put
my life
in, not some 'explosives experts' we now know by reading UK
and US lab
investigations are politically biased.
Do you have faith in the precision of the English language,
Jonathan and
Chris? I do, and I understand the words, 'mild, small, sooty, and
directed', and they don't mean 'powerful, large, clean, and

spherical.'
A bomb is powerful, large, clean, and spherical. PA 103 was mild
small
sooty and directed, like a gunshot type device, see the difference?
Understand the problem? See reality? Getting pissed off at my
condescending
sarcastic questions?
Another wasted opportunity and I never got my chance to present
the
evidence to let it speak for itself. Only one side was heard and it
wasn't
mine.
People really really want 103 to be a bomb. And now they were
patted on
the
head and reassured, 'everything is OK, don't listen to that crazy
man over
there, it was a bomb and you know it is because I say so and I'm
an
expert,
now goodbye, spend your money on better things.'
And the people do.
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 25, 1998 10:32:18 AM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Shitty Sooty

Dear Barry,
The BBC man got back to me as promised. His adviser, a former
British
military explosives expert,

Ahh...an unbiased opinioni, I like that, an explosives expert who
is asked to refute ten years of explosive lore about a mythic
bombed plane....and does it with:

insists plastic explosive can indeed make soot
marks
Of course they 'make' soot marks, atom bombs 'make soot
marks', but the soot does not embed itself in the primary pressure
wave as the 103 stanchion shows. And soot only confirms
gunshot type damage. Plastic explosives are not sooty
themselves, they do make soot when they cause burning nearby.
Big difference.

and that the initial shock wave was indeed spherical.
It was indeed spherical if you are blind and can not see the
baggage container evidence of directed blast and the text
descriptions of the actual guy who looked at the evidence and
wrote, 'directed.'

He also says
strange things happen in explosions, like a momentary vacuum
which could
explain the position of the fragment of circuit board behind the
exterior
nameplate.
Or up his ass.

Can't say I find this very convincing but he is the expert.
He is the expert in defending his profession with contradictions
to hard evidence with consequences to passengers. Because of
this thinking above, TWA 800 230 people died. Understand?
Experts, shemexperts.
He
is also adamant that there were plastic explosive residues.
Like where, what name, what object, what residue. Pesky things
like supporting documentation from biased experts are always
interesting. UFO guys are adament it was a UFO but then never
give any facts that can be documented.
I'm adament it's wiring/cargo door explanation and no
bomb...period...that's it? No, I have thousands of pages of
documention, such a plastic fragment 30 inches from a supposed
powerful plastic explosion found on the outside of a baggage
container which in reality of a real bomb, there would be no
baggage container left, and especially no data plate on the
outside with burnt material holding plastic fragment.

I am not
quoting verbatim.
Don't need to, I get the drift, I'm wrong, the AAIB facts in report
are wrong, he is an expert, trust him, and everything is OK.

However, Neil Mcdonald is not satisfied, says he is sure there is
something
fishy and is seeking a second opinion. He will get back to me by
next
Wednesday, 30th September, by which time his other sources
will have put in
their detailed comments on your material. At present, however, it
does not
look as if we have persuaded him that the no-bomb theory is
feasible enough
to spend resources investigating it.
Righto. Everytime I read 'resources' I know there is trouble
ahead. I should check with my resource manager on that.
Youse guys, look at the real port side of real PA 103 at real skin
and see the real small bomb hole there with no forward
petalling. No bomb made that hole. I've seen moving pictures of
real bombs making real big holes in pressurized hulls of 707 and
747 and they look like the bomb damage it is. 103 does not have
that damage. Start thinking for yourselves and not biased experts.
When you only have a hammer every problem is a nail.
But then, what do I know, I'm not an explosives expert, just a
sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash expert.

He does think there's a story in the more general wiring scandal
but he
will not be following it up because his budget for this kind of
story is
mainly going on PA103 and the build-up to the 10th anniversary.

Yeah, and 103 had that bad wiring but so boring. The scandal is
police state mentality of fear being exploited by police and
'explosives experts.'

So I am
taking the wiring story to another man in the BBC, this time in
London.
You can tell right away if he has an open mind, he'll ask one of
the seven questions:
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103,
and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?

Nobody said this was going to be easy. If BBC Scotland won't
bite then I
suggest we revert to Plan A which is to concentrate on selling the
wiring
story. That in turn could bolster the no-bomb-on-PA103 story, but
only if
you can firm up the evidence against a semtex explosion.
Fuck Semtex, I am not a bomb guy, I am wiring/cargo door guy.
You firm up evidence about semtex, I'm sick of all the sick fucks

who put conspiracy in everything to make them blind with hate
and rage and that includes Jim Swire. The BBC
former..explosives expert did not 'firm' up Semtex in his report,
how can I? Saying Semtex makes soot and the bomb was
spherical and strange things happen in explosions is a brushoff
contrary to facts.
From AAIB:

An explosive detonation within a fuselage, in reasonably close
proximity to the skin, will produce a high intensity shock wave
which will propagate outwards from the centre of detonation.
It was confirmed by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and Development Establishment (RARDE), after
detailed physical and chemical examination, that these items
showed conclusive evidence of a detonating high performance
plastic explosive

Reality of gunshot type damage below with facts:
During the wreckage recovery operation it became apparent that
some items, identified as parts of baggage containers, exhibited
blast damage.
With the two container reconstructions placed together it became
apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container 4041
through the rear lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged
at an angle on
the forward face of container 7511. This had punched a hole,
Figure F-10, approximately 8 inches square some 10 inches up
from its base and removed the surface of this face inboard from
the hole for some

50 inches. Radiating out from the hole were areas of sooting, and
other black deposits, extending to the top of the container.
The downward heaving of the floor in this area was sufficient to
stretch the floor material, far enough to be cut by
cargo bay sub structure, and distort the adjacent fuselage frames.
Because of the overhang of the container's sloping side,
fragments from both the device itself and the container wall
impacted the projecting external flange of the container base
edge member, producing micro cratering and sooting.
A small region of structure bounded approximately by frames
700 & 720 and stringers 38L & 40L, had clearly been shattered
and blasted through by material exhausting directly from an
explosion centred immediately inboard of this location.
Equally so, there were no signs of explosive blast damage or
sooting evident on any part of the structure or the interior fittings.
These surrounding skin panels were moderately sooted in the
regions adjacent to the shatter zone, but otherwise were lightly
sooted or free of soot altogether. (Forensic analysis of the soot
deposits on frame and skin material from this area confirmed the
presence of explosive residues.)
The remainder of the structure forming the cargo deck and lower
hull was, generally, more randomly distorted and did not display
the clear indications of explosive processes which were evident
on the skin panels and frames nearer the focus of the explosion.
From this it was positively determined that the explosion had
occurred within the metal container (serial number AVE 4041
PA), the direct effects of this being evident also on the forward
face of the adjacent fibreglass container (serial number AVN
7511 PA) and on the local airframe on the left side of the aircraft
in the region of station 700.
A panel of skin on the right side of the aircraft, roughly opposite
the explosion, had been torn off the frames, beginning at the top
edge of the panel situated just below the window belt and tearing

downwards towards the belly [Appendix B, Figure B-20, region
F]. This panel was curled downwards in a manner which
suggested significant excess energy.
Where these panels formed the boundary of the shatter zone, the
metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted,
and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - rather as if a very
large shotgun had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage
at close range.

A tanker has just bumped into a loading vessel 100 miles
offshore so I had
better go and report on that. Cheerio for now.
Cheerio, thanks for trying. I note that I am rebuffed by opinion
again, never facts. It's a clue.
My best friend here called me yesterday with news of his
diagnosis of cancer on his nose. Surgery right away. Puts things
in perspective.
Love the' strange things happen when bombs go off' explanation
for hard refuting evidence, Chris used it too. Oh, to explain every
science anomaly with 'strange things happen', makes it so easy.
Look, Jonathan, star investigative journalist, tell BBC, then when
they go to the people they are investigating, explosives experts
who were wrong about 103 and others, and they say, everything
is just hunky dory; then don't say, OK, thanks for your time, and
walk away.
Why did not BBC give explosives guy the third degree with hard
AAIB refuting evidence besides chip on outside of container?

PA 103 was a plane crash, ask plane crash experts for opinions,
not the police and the bomb squad.
And MacDonald never called me, never asked me for
documentation, never gave me the third degree. I'm never
queried by those that reject my documented conclusions, that's a
clue.
Closed minds looking for a secure lock to keep it closed.
Now I know why Gaddafi refuses to turn over his guys, he would
not get a fair trial. I have lost a lot of respect for BBC
investigative journalism. Always rejected by opinion, never by
facts.
I did not put write these words first, ' mild, small, sooty, directed,'
in that AAIB report, the person who did was the person who
actually examined the actual evidence in the 103 reconstruction.
That's what I put my life in, not some 'explosives experts' we
now know by reading UK and US lab investigations are
politically biased.
Do you have faith in the precision of the English language,
Jonathan and Chris? I do, and I understand the words, 'mild,
small, sooty, and directed', and they don't mean 'powerful, large,
clean, and spherical.'
A bomb is powerful, large, clean, and spherical. PA 103 was mild
small sooty and directed, like a gunshot type device, see the
difference? Understand the problem? See reality? Getting pissed
off at my condescending sarcastic questions?

Another wasted opportunity and I never got my chance to present
the evidence to let it speak for itself. Only one side was heard
and it wasn't mine.
People really really want 103 to be a bomb. And now they were
patted on the head and reassured, 'everything is OK, don't listen
to that crazy man over there, it was a bomb and you know it is
because I say so and I'm an expert, now goodbye, spend your
money on better things.'
And the people do.
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 25, 1998 8:38:11 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: SOOTY

Dear Barry,
The BBC man got back to me as promised. His adviser, a former
British
military explosives expert, insists plastic explosive can indeed
make soot
marks and that the initial shock wave was indeed spherical. He
also says
strange things happen in explosions, like a momentary vacuum

which could
explain the position of the fragment of circuit board behind the
exterior
nameplate. Can't say I find this very convincing but he is the
expert. He
is also adamant that there were plastic explosive residues. I am
not
quoting verbatim.
However, Neil Mcdonald is not satisfied, says he is sure there is
something
fishy and is seeking a second opinion. He will get back to me by
next
Wednesday, 30th September, by which time his other sources
will have put in
their detailed comments on your material. At present, however, it
does not
look as if we have persuaded him that the no-bomb theory is
feasible enough
to spend resources investigating it.
He does think there's a story in the more general wiring scandal
but he
will not be following it up because his budget for this kind of
story is
mainly going on PA103 and the build-up to the 10th anniversary.
So I am
taking the wiring story to another man in the BBC, this time in
London.
Nobody said this was going to be easy. If BBC Scotland won't
bite then I
suggest we revert to Plan A which is to concentrate on selling the

wiring
story. That in turn could bolster the no-bomb-on-PA103 story, but
only if
you can firm up the evidence against a semtex explosion.
A tanker has just bumped into a loading vessel 100 miles
offshore so I had
better go and report on that. Cheerio for now.
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 25, 1998 12:45:45 AM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: No burning; no soot

explosive
a substance that undergoes rapid decomposition or combustion,
evolving much heat and producing a large volume of gas. The
heat evolved causes the gas to expand greatly, exerting the

enormous pressure of explosions. Important explosives include
TNT (trinitrotoluene), DYNAMITE, and NITROGLYCERIN.
Chemical explosives are of two general kinds. Some, e.g.,
GUNPOWDER, are mixtures of readily combustible but not
necessarily explosive substances, which, when set off (by
ignition), undergo very rapid combustion. Others, called high
explosives (e.g., TNT), are compounds whose molecules are
unstable and can undergo explosive decomposition (detonation)
without burning. The latter kind is used in warfare (e.g., in
bombs, explosive shells, torpedoes, and missile warheads) and
for blasting rock in mining and construction work.
Nondetonating explosives, e.g., gunpowder and modern
smokeless powders, are used as propellants for bullets and in
fireworks. Nuclear explosives release energy by transformation
of the atomic nucleus (see ATOMIC BOMB; HYDROGEN
BOMB; NUCLEAR ENERGY).
The Concise Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia, Third Edition
Copyright © 1994, Columbia University Press.
JBS>High explosives, such as used in bombs, such as Semtex,
are compounds that decompose without burning. I say that means
no soot.
nitroglycerin
(C3H5N3O9), colorless, oily, liquid EXPLOSIVE. An unstable
compound that decomposes violently when heated or jarred,
nitroglycerin is made less sensitive to shock when mixed with an
absorbent material to form DYNAMITE. Nitroglycerin is also a
component of smokeless powder and is used in medicine for
relief from the symptoms of angina pectoris. It was first produced
commercially by Alfred NOBEL.
JBS>Smokeless means no smoke, no smoke means no soot.

Gunshot residue is a combination of materials that are emitted
from firearms during the firing process. This material includes,
unburned gunpowder particles, burned gunpowder particulate,
vaporous lead, and particulate lead.

When a firearm is fired the burning gunpowder creates pressure
and this pressure forces the bullet down the barrel and down
range. The pressure building behind the bullet is released as the
bullet exits the muzzle and the gunshot residues are also blown
out of the firearm's barrel at a high velocity. Because these
particles are very small and lack mass they lose their energy very
fast and typically will only travel a maximum of between 3 and 5
feet.
2) Close Range
Close range gunshots will typically result in a very concentrated
deposit of residue around the bullet entrance hole and will
include a sooty deposit of visible residue. A close range gunshot
will typically be in the near contact to approximately 12 inch
range of fire.
JBS>Was Pan Am 103 checked for gunshot residue?
Cheers,
Barry

Firearms examiners routinely examine clothing and other items
from shooting incidents for the presence of gunshot residue.

There are a number of examinations and chemical tests firearms
examiners will perform to detect the concentration and size of
the pattern of deposited residue. The firearms examiner can then
test a submitted firearm and determine at what distance it will
deposit a similar pattern of gunshot residue and in turn possibly
prove or disprove the circumstances surrounding the shooting.
Several years ago a shooting occurred in Louisville where a 14
year old male was shot in the back. In what appeared to be a
"drive-by" shooting, a friend of the victim stated that the shot
was fired from a car some 50 feet from where the victim was
standing. Investigators from both local and federal departments
immediately started a massive search for the assailant. After
about a week of unsuccessful searching the victim's shirt was
brought to the lab for examination. The shirt was analyzed and
found to have a significant deposit of gunshot residue around the
bullet hole in the back. The presence of the residue on the shirt
directly conflicted with the scenario described by the only
witness to the shooting. Gunshot residues emitted from a firearm
do not travel in the distances described by the witness. The
investigators were advised of the findings and using this new
information confronted the victim's friend. The 16 year-old
friend confessed to the shooting and admitted that he had
accidentally shot his friend. He stated that he made up the story
about the shot having been fired from a passing car. Had the
evidence been submitted to the lab earlier and if the investigators
had not immediately assumed the witness was telling the truth
hundreds of man-hours would have been saved.
Gunshot residue is a combination of materials that are emitted
from firearms during the firing process. This material includes,
unburned gunpowder particles, burned gunpowder particulate,
vaporous lead, and particulate lead.
When a firearm is fired the burning gunpowder creates pressure
and this pressure forces the bullet down the barrel and down

range. The pressure building behind the bullet is released as the
bullet exits the muzzle and the gunshot residues are also blown
out of the firearm's barrel at a high velocity. Because these
particles are very small and lack mass they lose their energy very
fast and typically will only travel a maximum of between 3 and 5
feet.
Examinations Conducted
There are basically three steps taken by the firearms examiner to
process an item for the presence of gunshot residue. The first
examination that the firearms examiner will conduct is to visually
and microscopically examine the exhibit submitted. The firearms
examiner will document the presence of any gunshot residues
found around the bullet hole and note the shape and appearance
of the hole. The next two steps involve chemically processing the
exhibit to enhance the visibility of residues that are not visible to
the eye.
The first chemical test is called the Griess Test. This is a test to
detect the presence of nitrite residues. Nitrite residues are a
particulate by-product of burned gunpowder. The Griess Test is
performed by first treating a piece of 8X10 photographic paper
with a chemical that makes it change color when contacted with
nitrite residue. The exhibit is placed against the piece of photo
paper with the bullet hole centered on the paper. The back of the
exhibit being examined is then steam ironed using a dilute acetic
acid solution to make the steam. The acetic acid vapors will
penetrate the exhibit and react with any nitrite particles present
on the exhibit to cause an orange dot to form on the photographic
paper.
The next chemical test performed is sometimes referred to as the
Sodium Rhodizionate Test. The exhibit being examined is first
sprayed with a weak solution of a mixture of Sodium
Rhodizionate and distilled water. The exhibit is then sprayed
with a buffer solution. These chemicals will react with any lead

that may be present and turn the lead a very bright pink. The pink
color is only an indication of the presence of lead residue. To
confirm the presence of lead residue the area is then treated with
a diluted Hydrochloric Acid solution. If the pink turns to a blue
then the presence of lead is confirmed.
Untreated Treated
The above images are an auto's headrest that was shot at close
range.
After processing a garment for gunshot residue the suspect
firearm can be fired at various distances into test cloth. These test
cloths are processed in the same way the exhibit was processed
and the resulting residue patterns produced by the firearm are
used to estimate the muzzle-to-target distance.
Results
By examining the target material a firearms examiner may be
able to determine the muzzle-to-target distance as 1) Contact/
Near Contact, 2) Close range, 3) Intermediate range, or 4)
Unknown.
1) Contact/Near Contact
A contact or near contact gunshot will normally deposit a very
intense ring of residue right around the margins of the bullet
hole, higher velocity firearms can rip and tear clothing, and the
heat and flame from the burning gunpowder can melt synthetic
fibers.
Contact
2) Close Range
Close range gunshots will typically result in a very concentrated
deposit of residue around the bullet entrance hole and will
include a sooty deposit of visible residue. A close range gunshot
will typically be in the near contact to approximately 12 inch
range of fire.

Close Range
3) Intermediate range
An intermediate range gunshot usually will deposit a significant
amount of particulate residue that is not easily seen with the eye
but can be detected through a microscopic examination and
through chemical enhancement. An intermediate range gunshot
can range from just beyond the 12 inch range out to 24 to 36
inches. This depends greatly upon the caliber, barrel length and
powder type used in the ammunition.
Intermediate Range
4) Undetermined range.
When no residues are found around the bullet hole it can mean
that the firearm was at a distance far enough away that the
residues did not reach the garment or that there was possibly an
intervening object between the firearm and target when fired.
When firearms examiners are presented with this situation they
will generally report that no muzzle-to-target distance could be
determined.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 24, 1998 6:31:47 PM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Back in the USS, back in the USSR...

Where the hell did
you learn to write so damn well, you tecky old navigator, you?
I give full credit to Arthur Conan Doyle and Agatha Christie,
read during my formative years. I still defer, so far, to youse
guys.
Which is why
I must soon come over and check you out.
Really, the house is here. Bring your laptop and a modem.
I have asked Chris to come with me
to NTSB to be technical assessor.
Great idea. He can try some real beer, real California beer, not
that sissy stuff up there.
I know he's a
PA103 sceptic
Aren't we all?
Chris can hold two different trains of thought in his head at the
same time and consider the pros and cons of each.
It's also hard to think one way for ten years and suddenly change.
Not a bomb? How could that be? I'll tell you, it's from believing
the fucking experts like Thurman and Dickinson.
Every bombing I look into, like the Avianca this morning, and
bomb just fades away or at least it's not what they think the bomb
was or there is some argument. The real bombings, such as KAL

707 with North Korean spies on board who left bomb and got
off, all offer corroborative proof. The real bombings that land
anyway all have conclusive proof of bombing evidence. They
don't need million dollar sniffers to find the residue or casings.
I've been looking at avi of 747 at Farnborough they blew up, I'm
pretty sure it's the one, and the sequence is amazing. It's in slow
motion and clear, the floor goes down regardless of bomb or door
pop, and then the fuselage skin goes out and everything blows
out. The window breaks the same way for TWA 800, the
stretching outward of the skin could explain the red paint smears
as stretching white paint away revealing red, the broken floor
beams downward match 800 too. If NTSB could see this avi,
wiring/cargo door explanation makes a match and refutes center
tank. It's a long file, you guys, 8 meg, I can send it but it's been
converted to quick time. Can you convert it back to windows
avi? It's from the Learning Channel Blast masters show. There
are even two angles, one with camera close to skin and one
further away. Cool. It happens so fast and yet Dickinson says
crew can detect explosive decompression.
I am
confident that if you can convince him (which you have yet to
do, let's
face it) you can convince anyone.
Bomb guys are that way, all I can do is say directed, sooty, quiet,
and mild all day long and then point to AAIB report that says no
bomb sound, sooty, directed, and mild, Gunshot evidence, yes;
bomb evidence, no. Then listen as bomb guy says powerful,
spherical, noisy, and non sooty.
After seeing real airliners get really blown up by real bombs in

this video, the evidence is even more convincing: Bombs do
bomb things and gunshots do gunshot things. The evidence for
182, 103 and 800 is not bomb and for 103 its gunshot type
evidence.
And Rashid Jibril Mohamad Rahsid Mohamad did not have
anything to do with it.
Hey, have you ever heard of a guy called Gerry Lear? Some kind
of
Washington lawyer for air crash victims' families. The name
came up in
conversation today
No, only Sterns, Wold, Kriendler, Gratino, Bell. Lee Kriendler is
the big fish, he's the center tank as intial event guy, he said it first,
it's his theory, not NTSBs. Hes the guy that got 500 million real
dollars for 103 being a bomb and Pan Am willfully misconduced
themselves by allowing it on board.
You have now completely buggered up all chance of my
finishing this
lucrative but crap tourist brochure contract on time, damn you.
Tourists are important, we live on their cash here on Monterey
Peninsula. And they've all left for the season! No more traffic
jams, no more slowpokes doing their sightseeing at 15 mph.
Tourist brochure....come here, give us your money, we'll show
you a good time, you won't get sick, come back, the end.
What do they really want? I think just to eat off different plates.

I've a bloody good mind to sopend some money and come over
there on the
next flight and give you the third degree
I'm right here, shine that light on me, deny me water, slap me
around a bit, issue threats, then ask some good questions, you
have already.
1. Why the gray color on lower cargo door pieces? Is it soot? Or
more likely gray paint that matches soot color?
2. Are the red paint markings between the passenger windows
above forward cargo door on top of the white indicating transfer
or are they underneath indicating peeled white paint? Regardless,
what caused the unusual markings?
3. Why are the red paint markings where they shouldn't be and
why is the red paint missing from below the windows?
4. Is there overtravel impression damage on the hinge knuckles?
5. How many of the twenty cargo door latches have been
recovered and examined?
6. What is the status of the one recovered overpressure relief
door, open or closed?
7. Have the midspan latch pins been recovered and does the aft
pin show heat damage?
8. Have the two identical cargo door sills been recovered and do
both have all the lower eight latches latched and locked?
9. Why are the lower cargo door pieces not labeled and what are
the labels?
10. Why is port side forward of the wing so smooth and the
starboard, cargo door side so shattered outward?
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103,

and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
PPS But I am still worried about your lack of forensic evidence
for the
non-sooty Semtex statement.
Me too, I have a call in to explosive expert. On the web, all the
links that go to non government sources about high explosives
are all dead, and all the government links never tell you what
evidence the explosives leave.
For sure we can say gunshots leave soot and soot is there. AAIB
knows better than we do about semtex and soot, ask him. Soot
from semtex after explosion that burns clothes, but first pressure
wave has no soot.
Just like for center tank to explode from fuel explosion there will
be soot on tank....and there isn't...on the parts that left plane first
and fell in red zone, and there is soot on the parts of center tank
that stayed with wing. So fire after nose off, not before.
Using nitroglycerine-based smokeless powder, Johnston finds
that what humans expect the dog to be smelling-nitroglycerine,
in this case-is not in fact what the dog is responding to. Indeed,
when a type of nitroglycerine-based smokeless powder is
presented to a dog, the odor the dog associates with the material,
the odor signature, is composed of acetone, toluene, and
limonene.

Does 'smokeless' mean no soot?
I am going to have a wee chat with a friend of
mine who is an expert on international terrorism and who, by the
way,
turned down your theory a year past yesterday.
Oh, you mean he did not immediately jump at the chance to
make his profession look bad and disgrace the brightest stars? He
did not agree that 182 and 103 were not bombs, thereby cutting
the anti terrorist budgets in half for the next ten years? Self
interest, those guys will never believe it was not a bomb for 182
and 103, just like the JFK guys will aways believe two or more
shooters. And you may be a JFK conspiracy guy. I'm not.
They are still trying to prove bomb or center tank spontaneous
explosion. Some day they will get evidence to match, while
ignoring UAL 811 AAR 92/02 all the while.
But not us!
I remain,
Your obediant servant,
John Barry Smith, Esquire

Simulated terrorist bomb blast fire breaches fuselage

Copyright 1998 Nando.net
Copyright 1998 Scripps-McClatchy Western

SOCORRO, N.M. (June 6, 1998 8:14 p.m. EDT http://
www.nando.net) - A simulated aircraft terrorist-bomb explosion
conducted in Socorro for the Federal Aviation Administration did
not breach the fuselage, but the resulting fire did.
"It always amazes me how well aluminum will burn," said Ken
Hacker, director of the FAA Aircraft Hardening Project based in
Atlantic City, N.J.
The internal fire, fed by real aircraft luggage obtained by the
FAA from actual passenger losses over the last few years, was so
hot it perforated the aluminum aircraft skin about 40 seconds
after the explosion. Thick black smoke spewed out of a two-foot
gash in the plane wall and then from test chamber openings once
the chamber was depressurized.
Hacker said the experiment was designed to be as realistic as
possible, including conducting it at typical aircraft pressures and
using real luggage, real luggage bins and a section of a real
aircraft luggage compartment. He said the FAA buys the luggage
from a reseller who gets it from the airlines, which frequently
pay passengers before their lost luggage is found or can never
identify the owners.
"We've got a stockpile of about 10,000 suitcases," Hacker said
with a laugh. "That's about as real as you can get."
All the components are fitted inside the pressurized test cylinder,
which is 20 feet in diameter and 34 feet tall. The bomb was
placed inside a piece of luggage within one of the aluminum bins
inside the aircraft luggage hold.
The fire took about an hour to extinguish by standby firefighters
from the Socorro Fire Department.
Media observers were perched in a concrete-and-steel house on a
mountain plateau about 300 feet from the test chamber. Declared
a success, the experiment was conducted without a hitch at the
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology's Energetic
Materials Research Test Center in a mountain canyon directly

west of the institute and Downtown Socorro.
David Collis, associate director of the center, said the test site is
about 32 miles square and is operated by about 110 employees. It
has a budget of about $8 million. Explosive tests are conducted
there for various companies and federal agencies, including the
departments of Defense, Energy and Justice.
The site contains several Army tanks and numerous gutted
military aircraft.
What Thursday's FAA test showed will take weeks to analyze,
but Hacker was among officials who won a bet over whether the
aircraft wall, from a Boeing 747, would be able to contain the
blast.
Hacker said the amount of explosives used is classified, though it
is typical of terrorist devices.
The test was the first in a series of 12 being conducted for the
FAA at the test center to determine:
- How airplanes might be better structurally engineered to be
more bomb-resistant.
- What size bomb causes catastrophic damage, so airport
explosives detectors can be refined to detect those devices.
- And what bomb-resistant materials might be incorporated into
aircraft luggage compartments. Hacker said that later the FAA
and aircraft manufacturers might develop predictive computer
models that could be tools in bomb-proofing planes and in
investigating accidents.
The FAA is paying the New Mexico Tech center $1.2 million to
conduct the current series of experiments over the next year.
Boeing researchers are assisting the center.
Thursday's test, which used military C-4 plastic explosive, was
intended to establish a baseline against which to compare future
tests using other types of explosives.
Dennis Hunter, the center's associate director for safety and
security, said the experiment, which was recorded by video

cameras outside and inside the chamber, will be analyzed before
the next blast, which will probably be next month.
By LAWRENCE SPOHN, Scripps-McClatchy Western Service.
Spohn writes for The Albuquerque Tribune in Albuquerque,
N.M.

Some Key Aircraft Bombings

* February 1970--A Swissair craft on a Zurich to Tel Aviv
flight exploded in the air, killing 47. The attack was laid to
Palestinian militants.
* June 15, 1972--A Cathay Pacific Airways jet went down
over the Central Highlands of Vietnam, killing 81 people aboard.
* Sept. 8, 1974--TWA lost a jet in the Ionian Sea near the
Greek coast; 88 people died in the mid-flight explosion.
* Jan. 1, 1976--A Lebanese air carrier, Middle East Airlines,
lost one of its craft to terrorist action in the desert between
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia; 82 people died.
* October 1976--A Cubana Airlines flight went down shortly
after leaving Barbados; anti-Castro Cubans were later arrested in
the attack.
* August 1982--A bomb aboard a PanAm jet on a TokyoHonolulu flight killed one person. The attack was tied to Islamic
Fundamentalists.

* Sept. 23, 1983--A Gulf Air jet crashed into the Persian Gulf
30 miles from Abu Dhabai, killing 112.
* June 23, 1985--Air India lost a 747 over the North Atlantic,
off the coast of Ireland, killing 329; Sikh separatists operating
from Canada were suspected.
* April 1986--TWA had a bomb explode aboard a Rome to
Athens flight, killing four people. The attack was laid to
Palestinians and a man linked to that explosion, and the August
1982 PanAm attack, was arrested in Greece.
* Nov. 29, 1987--A Korean Airlines jet was blasted out of the
sky by a bomb; a man and a woman detained at a previous stop
as suspects in the case took poison. The man died; the woman
survived the suicide attempt and later confessed that she had
carried out the attack at the behest of the North Korean
government. The crash into the sea off Burma killed all 115
people aboard.
* Dec. 21, 1988--PanAm lost a 747 on a flight that originated
in Frankfurt and landed at London. There were 259 killed aboard
the plane and 11 on the ground at Lockerbie, Scotland. The
attack was first laid to the PFLP- GC. Later Libyan agents
suspected.
* Sept. 19, 1989--UTA flight 772 was lost in the Sahara over
Niger to a midair explosion that killed all aboard. The DC-10
was lost on the Ndjamena, Chad, to Marseilles, France, leg of a
flight that began in Brazzaville, Congo and was to end at Paris.
Libyan agents suspected.

* Nov. 27, 1989--The bombing of an Avianca flight near
Soacha, Colombia, killed 107 people. The attack was laid to the
Medellin drug cartel's EXTRADITABLES.
* Dec. 11, 1994--Bomb explodes aboard a Manila to Tokyo
flight, killing one passenger. The explosion was reported to be a
test by Islamic militants of a plan to knock down a series of
aircraft and kill 4,000 passengers in a blitz intended to punish the
United States for its support of Israel.

Between 1949 and 1989 there 47 explosion incidents aboard
aircraft that took the lives of passengers and/or crew aboard
commercial jets, according to a report from the President's
Commission on Aviation Security and Terrorism.
The largest terrorism-related death toll is also the largest aerial
death toll--the March 27, 1977--collission on the runway at
Tenerife, Canary Islands, of a KLM flight and a PanAm plane;
583 of the 644 people aboard were killed. The crash involved an
aircraft which had been diverted from another airfield because of
a terrorist threat.

From: Dickinson Al <DICKINA@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: mechanical crash cause
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 1996 19:04:00 -0400
Encoding: 129 TEXT
Status:

Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA 800
crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.
---------From: barry[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Sunday, 15 September, 1996 10:11
To: DICKINA
Subject: mechanical crash cause

Mr. Dickinson, when a door/hatch/access panel/window is at the
scene of
a
breakup, that door/hatch/access panel/window must be
investigated. That
is
a basic tenet of crash investigation starting with the British

Comet
which
had metal fatigue around the square passenger windows. The
Comet is a
good
example of a mystery crash that could have been called a bomb
but wasn't
because of outstanding accident investigation. The Comet was
another
explosive decompression accident, just like Air India 182, Pan
Am 103,
and
TWA 800 that looked like a bomb and wasn't.
The basic tenet of checking the holes in the hull near breakup is
being
ignored in TWA 800. The computer located scene of destruction
in TWA 800
is
the exact spot on the aircraft where the cargo door hole exists
when the
door comes off, as in UAL 811 picture,(http://
www.corazon.com/). On the
right side, forward of the wing is your location of destruction and
the
cargo door is right there. To not thoroughly investigate the
forward
cargo
door is to betray the profession of aircraft accident investigation.
You are being handed the solution to three of the biggest aircraft
crash
mysteries ever, Air India 182, Pan Am 103, and now TWA 800.
They were all

brought down when the nose tore off when a huge gaping hole in
the right
side of their nose was exposed when the outward opening
forward cargo
door
cracked open and tore off in the slipstream taking fuselage skin
with it.
UAL 811 is the key and your report of UAL 811 has the answers
to TWA 800.
The question as to why the doors open is also mostly answered
in the
UAL
811 report which states on three occassions the doors opened
uncommanded
when an electrical short affected frayed wire bundles to the door.
Why this investigation is so important is that there are 747s still
flying as we write that are at risk to coming apart. The NTSB is
dawdling
with bombs and missiles and other exciting stuff while ignoring
the
basics,
mechanical failure. One such failure is door opening in flight.
My question is: why is such an obvious avenue of investigation
not
being
pursued? It is so obvious that a mechanical cargo door system
with two
ADs
against it found at the scene of the destruction must be ruled in or
out
immediately, and the fact that nothing has been mentioned about
the
defective item for seven weeks is very suspicious. Can it truly be

ignorance? Are the wild goose chases of bombs and missiles
really
misleading you? Of course there was a fuel tank explosion; it
happened
later and five thousand feet lower; it is not the cause of the crash
but
an
effect of what happens when a forward cargo door opens in
flight, tears
of
nose, rest of plane disintegrates on the way down, just like Pan
Am 103.
Does the claim of door for 103 scare you off? The bomb cause
can easily
be debunked by a careful review of the AAIB report on the crash.
It is
all
there, it was a small blast after the door caused explosive
decompression
but the blast did not bring the plane down. It was a red herring
which
was
followed by the avid bomb fishermen.
I was interviewed by Newsday recently for a story to run on
Sunday and
I
go on the New York radio station WBAI again Wednesday night
to talk about
the cargo door theory. It's only drops in the bucket to persuade
the NTSB
to go down the avenue of mechanical malfunction of the cargo
door as
cause.

You are the most important person there, can you request that
the door
be
ruled out as a cause just because it would be following good
accident
investigation procedure? The formal accident reports all have
weather,
crew
experience, airplane flight hours, and any corrosion found, etc. It
would
be obvious to ask were there there any proven defective
mechanical
systems
at the scene of destruction? Well, yes, there was, the forward
cargo
door.
Was it ruled out?
The claim of the cause of TWA 800 being cargo door is being
made by me,
a
commercial pilot, instrument rated, Part 135 certificate holder,
military
aircrewman and navigator, combat experienced, jet crash
survivor, and
internet user. My web site at http://www.corazon.com has
hundreds of
pages
of documentation. This is a substantial effort on my part
reflecting
years
of aircraft intelligence officer training and flying experience.
Why ignore an informed, concerned member of the public who
is answering

your agency's appeal for public help? This is not wartime with a
secret
airplane. This is peacetime with a civilian airplane. All the
secrecy is
not good. All the non interaction with the public is not good.
Staged
briefings are not good. Ignoring basic investigation procedures is
not
good.
The investigation of TWA 800 so far is not good and is shown
by not
having determined the cause seven weeks after the event.
The cause is there; it is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo
door in flight, as has happened before, happened now, and will
happen
again.
John Barry Smith

The tale listens to the pattern.
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 24, 1998 2:46:14 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Smart

Dear Barry,
That is probably the best sequence you have yet written.

Masterly. Thank
you. What we in Scotland call an absolute stoaterrr. I am
definitely taking
that on my laptop with me into the Lion's den at NTSB. Where
the hell did
you learn to write so damn well, you tecky old navigator, you? I
am
beginning to suspect you are really Byron Acohido in disguise.
Which is why
I must soon come over and check you out. I have asked Chris to
come with me
to NTSB to be technical assessor. Hope that's OK with you. I
know he's a
PA103 sceptic but he has a beautiful brain (pity about the body)
and I am
confident that if you can convince him (which you have yet to
do, let's
face it) you can convince anyone. I have not yet worked out how
to pay his
fare but I will.
Hey, have you ever heard of a guy called Gerry Lear? Some kind
of
Washington lawyer for air crash victims' families. The name
came up in
conversation today.
You have now completely buggered up all chance of my
finishing this
lucrative but crap tourist brochure contract on time, damn you.
I've a bloody good mind to sopend some money and come over
there on the

next flight and give you the third degree. Fortunately, I have no
money.
But I will have after I write this bloody tourist brochure!
Cheers
Jonathan
PS And thanks again. That stuff is shit-hot-good!
PPS But I am still worried about your lack of forensic evidence
for the
non-sooty Semtex statement. I am going to have a wee chat with
a friend of
mine who is an expert on international terrorism and who, by the
way,
turned down your theory a year past yesterday. He works for the
other main
Scottish TV channel. So we're not done yet, even if the BBC do
live up to
your foul suspicions.
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 24, 1998 10:52:57 AM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: How Thurman did it.

From FBI lab report investigation, and the world believes 103
was a bomb based on this guy.
Accused but not convicted of fabricated evidence.

Well, guys, the below stuff shows the FBI lab is scewed up and it
shows that the Avianca bombing of 1989 was also dicey. #45
27.11.89 Boeing 727-21
HK-1803 Avianca (Colombia)
107(107) nr Bogota (Colombia)
The aircraft exploded shortly after take-off.
The FBI examined everything Thurman had ever done....except
the one thing he did he is famous for, which got him
promoted....ID the timer of the bomb for 103. Amazing.
Barry
http://www.criminaljustice.org/MEDIA/fbilabreport/

RESULTS : The results of chemical and physical analyses of
specimen Q1 are consistent with the presence of ammonium
nitrate. Ammonium nitrate is one of the two components used in
binary high explosives.

Ê
The results of chemical and physical analyses of specimen Q2
are consistent with the presence of nitromethane. Nitromethane is
one of the two components used in binary high explosives.
Ê
The results of chemical and physical analyses of specimen Q4
are consistent with the presence of pentaerythritol tetranitrate
(PETN) high explosive. PETN is used in detonation cord.
Ê
(Emphasis added). Thurman's report stated:
Ê

Present in specimens Q1 and Q2 are the two components which
comprise the Kinestik two-component explosive system. The
white powder, which was identified as ammonium nitrate, for
this explosive is contained within a white plastic container in
specimen Q1 and is labeled by the manufacturer AKinestik 1
Solid . . . .
Ê
The second part (liquid) of this two-component system is present
in specimen Q2 and contained in a clear plastic tube and labeled
by the manufacturer as Akinapouch Kinestik 1 Liquid . This
liquid, which is red in color, was identified as nitromethane. . . .
Ê
Present in specimen Q[4] is a 28 1/4 length of Austin AA-Cord
detonating cord having a high explosive core load of 25 grains
per foot of PETN.
Ê
(Emphasis added). No further mention of Whitehurst's dictation

is in the report.
Ê
The difference between the dictation and the report is significant.
When an examiner concludes that results are Aconsistent with
the presence of a substance, he is expressing an expert opinion
that the substance may be present in the specimen, but not
necessarily (because he has not confirmed it). Such a conclusion
is equivocal. When an examiner Aidentifie[s] the presence of a
substance, or states that the specimen Aha[s] a substance, he is
expressing an expert opinion that the substance is definitely in
the specimen.
Ê
Obviously, Whitehurst's dictation was not included in Thurman's
report verbatim, and it appears that Thurman misreported or
changed the analytical conclusions Whitehurst had reached.
Ê
Thurman's response is that the opinions expressed in his report
were his own. He chose to omit Whitehurst's dictation entirely.

Second, the report was misleading. We cannot reject Thurman's
OIG testimony that he had no intent to mislead, but the reader
could easily assume that when the report said a substance was
Aidentified, this meant the substance was identified scientifically.
Thurman should have stated explicitly in the report that the
Aidentification was made from the packaging and physical
characteristics.
Ê
Third, it was imprecise for Thurman to say he had Aidentified the
substances. In a forensic science sense, the only way to identify a
chemical material is by some defensible form of analysis. Just
recognizing the packaging and physical characteristics is
insufficient.

Case 90623042 (1989) involved, according to Thurman, Aan
oversight by him, in which he stated that the analytical results
were Aconsistent with the presence of PETN when the AE stated
that the results Aidentified the presence of PETN. Of the thirteen
cases analyzed in this subsection, this is the only one in which
Thurman Aaltered the dictation to make the findings less definite.
On the surface, the change here would seem to rebut the notion
that there was a pattern of overstating the significance of the AE's
dictation. Upon analysis, however, this case seems to be Athe
exception that proves the rule. According to Thurman, all the
alterations except this one were intentional. But for Thurman's
Aoversight, the pattern would be unvarying.
Of the fifty-two reports written by Thurman in which Whitehurst
was the AE, only twenty included the dictation verbatim. This
violation of the Aunwritten LD rule is attributable largely to
Ronay. We conclude that Thurman is also responsible (1) for
ambiguities and errors in his reports and (2) for not revising his
report in the William Wirt Middle School case in accordance
with Burmeister's objections.
I. Principal Findings and Recommendations
Ê

A. Findings Regarding Alleged Misconduct And Performance
Deficiencies
Ê

We did not substantiate the vast majority of the hundreds of
allegations made by Whitehurst, including the many instances in
which he alleged that Laboratory examiners had committed
perjury or fabricated evidence. We found, however, significant
instances of testimonial errors, substandard analytical work, and
deficient practices. Those findings with respect to individual
cases appear in Section III of this Executive Summary and are
treated in detail in Part Three of the Report. The types of
problems we found included:

* Because we recommended that the EU be restructured so
that its unit chief and examiners have scientific backgrounds, EU
Chief J. Thomas Thurman and all non-scientist EU examiners
should be reassigned outside the Laboratory when the
restructuring is accomplished. In the interim, the FBI should
assess whether Thurman should continue to hold a supervisory
position.

EU Chief J. Thomas Thurman deserves special censure for his
inadequate supervisory review of Williams' report in the
Oklahoma City bombing case. Because we concluded that all
examiners in the EU, including the Chief, should have a
scientific background, we recommended that he be reassigned
outside the Laboratory when that restructuring occurs.
We concluded that Frederic Whitehurst cannot effectively
function within the Laboratory and suggested that the FBI
consider what role, if any, he can usefully serve in other
components of the FBI. In making that determination, the FBI

and the Department of Justice must weigh the significant
contribution he has made by raising issues that needed to be
addressed within the Laboratory against (1) the harm he has
caused to innocent persons by making many inflammatory but
unsubstantiated allegations, and (2) the doubts that exist about
whether he has the requisite common sense and judgment to
serve as a forensic examiner.
Ê
Finally, Whitehurst alleged that in 1993, the FBI ordered him to
undergo psychiatric evaluation and therapy in retaliation for his
raising various complaints against the FBI Laboratory. We
concluded that the Laboratory personnel did not act with a
retaliatory purpose in referring the matter to the FBI Health Care
Program Unit (HCPU) and the FBI Employee Assistance
Program (EAP).

D. The Avianca Case (Part Three, Section E)
Ê
The Avianca case involved the midair explosion aboard Avianca
Airlines Flight 203 shortly after its takeoff from Bogota,
Colombia, on November 27, 1989. Everyone onboard, including
two Americans, were killed in the crash. Agent Richard Hahn, at
that time an examiner in the EU, was assigned to the team of
Americans sent to Colombia to assist with the investigation.
Hahn collected evidence at the crime scene, examined evidence,
and prepared a final report. He also testified both in the first trial
in New York, which ended in a mistrial, and the second trial,
which resulted in the 1994 conviction of Dandeny MunozMosquera (Munoz).
Ê
In 1990 Whitehurst conducted chemical analysis of evidence

found at the scene, and his findings were part of Hahn's final
report for the Laboratory. After the Munoz trials, Whitehurst
alleged that Hahn fabricated evidence, committed perjury, and
testified outside his area of expertise in those trials.
Ê
Whitehurst's first disagreement with Hahn's testimony concerned
the type of explosive used in the blast. Hahn testified in both
trials that a high velocity explosive was used in the bombing,
based on his observation of indentations on the fuselage known
as Apitting and Acratering, a phenomenon in which an explosion
causes small indentations on metal surfaces. We concluded that
Hahn's correlation of the pitting and cratering to a high velocity
explosive within a narrow range of velocity of detonation was
scientifically unsound and not justified by his experience.
Moreover, in light of scientific literature Whitehurst submitted to
Hahn before the second trial, Hahn erred by not inquiring about
the validity of the theory upon which he based his testimony
concerning pitting and cratering.
Ê
Next, Whitehurst alleged that Hahn gave inappropriate testimony
regarding Whitehurst's 1990 findings of two explosives (RDX
and PETN) in the evidence from the aircraft, because Hahn failed
to mention the conclusions set forth in a memorandum written by
Whitehurst in 1994. That memorandum, written on the same day
Hahn testified in the first trial, addressed whether the FBI could
scientifically disprove a story advanced by someone in Colombia
(the AConfessor ) who Aconfessed to the Avianca bombing and
claimed that the defendant was not involved. We found that
Hahn's testimony in the first trial was unobjectionable in that
respect (since he was unaware of the memorandum) but that his
testimony in the second was incomplete for having failed to take
into account certain aspects of the analysis advanced by
Whitehurst in the memorandum. We further concluded that SAS

Chief Kearney contributed to Hahn's incomplete testimony by
not properly resolving the issues raised in Whitehurst's
memorandum.
Ê
Whitehurst's memorandum was a deeply flawed document,
however, because it: (1) reached an invalid conclusion (from
Whitehurst's failure properly to review his own laboratory work)
about whether he could scientifically exclude the explosive the
Confessor said was used; (2) misstated a conversation he had had
with Hahn on a material point; (3) rendered a misleading and
overstated opinion suggesting that the data was Aconsistent with
a potential defense; and (4) improperly raised questions about
whether contamination may have accounted for Whitehurst's
original scientific findings.
Ê
Finally, Hahn testified to a theory that a fuel-air explosion
followed the initial blast and that certain of the passengers'
injuries were indicative of such an explosion. That testimony was
flawed and exceeded Hahn's expertise.
Ê
The Avianca case was an unfortunate instance in which
communication broke down between examiners and supervisors
in the Laboratory, and in which the EU examiner testified to
opinions that were not justified by his experience or the
applicable science or that exceeded his expertise. It was not, as
Whitehurst alleges, an illustration of a Laboratory examiner
committing perjury or fabricating evidence. And indeed,
Whitehurst's own conduct in this matter, especially his 1994
memorandum, was seriously flawed.
Avianca http://www.criminaljustice.org/MEDIA/fbilabreport/
06avianc.htm

Hahn also told us that his opinion that the explosive had a VOD
of at least 20,000 feet per second rested on two factors in
addition to the pitting and cratering: (1) the Ashattering of an Ibeam on the aircraft showing that the explosive was Avery
brisant and (2) the short amount of time the gas jet would have
had to cause the pitting before the explosive shock wave and the
depressurization of the cabin pushed the fuselage away. This
explanation is problematic for three reasons. First, Hahn's VOD
opinions at the trials only relied on the pitting and cratering.
Second, the evidence that the I-beam in fact was Ashattered by
the explosive is weak. All that one can say with certainty is that a
portion of the I-beam, like many other portions of the aircraft,
was missing. Hahn made no scientific comparison between (1)
the ends of the I-beam that were adjacent to the missing piece
and (2) the ends of other items adjacent to missing pieces, to
determine whether the breakage of the I-beam was necessarily
from a brisant explosive. Further, in the opinion of Walter
Korsgaard, the FAA expert who investigated the Avianca crash,
the wing box that contained the I-beam was violated after the
second (fuel-air) explosion. Third, regardless of the VOD of the
explosive, a gas jet will precede the shock wave and hit the target
before the shock wave pushes it away. Hahn made no
calculations of the difference in speed between a jet from an
explosive with a VOD of 20,000 feet per second and a jet from
an explosive with a VOD of, say, 16,000 feet per second.
Needless to say, jets from either explosive would travel
extraordinarily fast. Hahn has no scientific basis for concluding
that the depressurization of the cabin would have pushed the
fuselage away before it could have been hit by a jet from an
explosive with a VOD below 20,000 feet per second.

Hahn testified in both trials that, after the explosive device was

detonated on the Avianca aircraft, a fire started resulting in a
secondary explosion, which he described as a Afuel-air
explosion, that destroyed the aircraft. In the first trial he stated
that Awe reached the conclusion as to what happened. By
implication, this meant that Hahn reached the conclusion in
consultation with the FAA and NTSB representatives at the crime
scene. In contrast, in the second trial Hahn stated that the
scenario he described was Amy conclusion. This statement of the
conclusion is problematic because Hahn is not an expert in
Afuel-air explosions.
Walter Korsgaard was the FAA representative who investigated
the Avianca crash; he is an expert on fuel-air explosions on
aircraft. Like Hahn, Korsgaard concluded that a fuel-air
explosion occurred on the Avianca flight. Korsgaard's opinion as
to what happened, however, differed from Hahn's in certain
respects. Korsgaard's report states:
Ê

Based on the above evidence and various eye witness accounts,
the following sequence of events can be developed:
Ê
-- [1] IED [improvised explosive device] detonates in area under
seat number 14F and frame station 783 on passenger cabin floor.
Ê
-- [2] Passenger cabin floor penetrated.
Ê
-- [3] Passenger cabin fuselage skin and top of center fuselage
fuel tank middle bladder section penetrated.
Ê
-- [4] Passenger cabin relatively slowly begins to decompress and

pressurize[d] center fuselage fuel tank.
Ê
-- [5] A fuel/air explosion and fuel ignition is initiated in top of
center fuselage fuel tank spreading rapidly thru [sic] vent holes
to right and left number 2 fuel tank wet wing sections and back
into passenger cabin as pressure in fuel tank exceeds cabin
pressure.
Ê
-- [6] Structure integrity of center fuselage wing box section and
right and left wet wing fuel tank sections of number 2 fuel tank
bulkheads are violated.
Ê
-- [7] Fuel in wet wing fuel tanks numbers 1 and 2 is ignited.
Ê
-- [8] The APU [auxillary power unit] located at rear of center
fuselage wing box section is blown to rear of aircraft by the force
of the fuel/air explosion within this center section fuel tank.
Ê
Korsgaard continues the sequence of events by describing how
the aircraft broke up and came to the ground.
Ê
In the two trials and in his OIG interview, Hahn testified to a
scenario different from Korsgaard's. Hahn agreed with the first
three events described by Korsgaard: an IED detonated under
seat 14F, breaching the center fuselage fuel bladder tank and the
side of the aircraft. Then their accounts diverge. Hahn made no
mention, as Korsgaard did (Event 4), that the passenger cabin
Arelatively slowly beg[an] to decompress and pressurizes center
fuselage fuel tank. In fact earlier in Hahn's testimony in the
second trial he said that certain aircraft damage indicated Arapid
depressurization of the cabin.
Ê

The next event, according to Korsgaard (Event 5), was that Aa
fuel/air explosion and fuel ignition is initiated in top of center
fuselage fuel tank. According to Hahn, on the other hand, the
next event is a fire that burned Adirty, throwing a lot of hot
gaseous material into the air, a lot of hot matter into the air.
According to Hahn, the fuel-air explosion did not come until
later:
Ê

[W]hat I believe happened is that a small explosive device
functioned, breaching the aircraft, opening the side of the
fuselage, opening up the bladder box or the bladder fuel cells
inside the wing, blasted and started a fire.
Ê
That fire burned for a number of seconds, probably in the
neighborhood of a minute, at which point in time the hot gases
and hot particula[te] matter from that fire caused the secondary
explosion of fuel air explosion. That broke the aircraft apart.
Ê
Moreover, according to Hahn, the fuel-air explosion did not
occur in the fuel tank, as Korsgaard stated, but rather Ainside the
fuselage (first trial). As Hahn described it in his OIG interview:
Ê

So the fire [that was set off by the explosive device] is burning as
that fuel is venting and it's burning not only fuel, but it's going to
be burning carpeting and seat cushions and fabrics, rugs,
whatever is there on board that aircraft. . . . [E]ventually it

reaches a point where you have enough heat and hot gasses and
hot flammable gasses and particulate matter in the air where it
flashes over, and when it flashes over, the aircraft comes apart.
Ê
In the first trial and in the OIG interview, Hahn compared the
fuel-air explosion in Avianca to a fuel-air explosion in a grain
elevator, in which small particulate matter from the grain is
suspended in the air. Korsgaard said nothing about Aparticulate
matter from the interior of the cabin playing a role in the fuel-air
explosion.
Ê
Thus, Hahn's theory regarding a fuel-air explosion differed from
Korsgaard's in three principal respects. The first difference
related to the sequence of events: Korsgaard thought the event
that followed the detonation of the IED was the fuel-air
explosion and the fire, whereas Hahn testified that the detonation
led to a fire that burned probably for about a minute and then the
fuel-air explosion occurred. The second difference related to the
location of the fuel-air explosion: the center fuel tank
(Korsgaard) as opposed to the fuselage (Hahn). Finally,
Korsgaard did not say, as Hahn did, that Aparticulate matter
played a role in the explosion.
Ê
Because Hahn is not an expert in fuel-air explosions, he should
have simply testified to the opinion of Korsgaard (or to the
opinion of another qualified expert)--with an attribution and
without embellishment. Hahn ventured beyond his expertise
when he developed and testified to his own theory of a fuel-air
explosion.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 24, 1998 9:41:10 AM PDT

To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Smart

Still cain't fine nuttin' on 'Semtex.'
Please keep looking. I am about to take this to the AAIB, where
my street
cred is quite good after reporting impartially on four of their jobs
in
Shetland in the past 20 years. When I do, I need to be able to
argue the
sooty point from a position of unimpeachable knowledge.
Will do, it's sort of a hidden subject. C4 is similar but also
hidden. It's like child porn, bombs on internet is taboo. When
searching for Semtex, my website came up because talk about
103 always includes the word Semtex.
Let's agree that you have enough to say gunpowder is sooty. It's
burning stuff.
Enough to support probably plastic explosive is not sooty. It's
molecules rearranging each other.

RA Davis of AAIB was important to AI 182 report. In AAIB for
103 they talk about AI 182 all the time. They are inextricably
linked.
I wrote Ken Smart a while ago, got no response.
in¥ex¥tri¥ca¥ble \'i-nik-"stri-ke-bel, (')i-"nek-(')stri-\ adj 1 :
forming a maze or tangle from which it is impossible to get free
2 : incapable of being disentangled or untied ˜ in¥ex¥tri¥ca¥bly

\-ble\ adv
That sounds like wiring/cargo door explanation.
Malev flight, talk about hysteria. It's why the terrorists do what
they do, it works. They worry about muffled phone calls from
strangers but ignore identified pilot who has been in sudden
night....crash and reasonably tells them with documentation
about a hazard far worse then one bomb on one plane.
Emotion rules! Reason waits.
Cheers,
Barry
Below sent to Ken Smart
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
United Kingdom
Dear Mr Smart,
98

21 Jan

My name is John Barry Smith and I have been referred to you by
someone who is to hear you speak at a lecture a a lecture tonight,
Wednesday.
Cargo door.

The cause of several Boeing 747s has been the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Analysis follows this
introduction letter. UAL 811 NTSB AAR 92/02 is the model. The
problem occurs to different airlines and different airports but
only to high cycle Boeing 747s.
Based upon nine years hindsight, two other similar accidents to
Boeing 747s (UAL 811 and TWA 800), the new knowledge of
possible benign explanation for high explosive residue such as a
dog sniffing test, troop uniform contamination, or heart medicine,
and glaring inconsistencies and omissions in AAIB 2/90 such as
no latch status of forward cargo door reported, Pan Am 103
should be reopened. It was not a conspiracy to put a bomb on
board, the door popped.
It's a big deal. It's quite complex. I would hope you would check
out www.corazon.com or email me at barry@corazon.com with
questions.
My credential is I am a survivor of a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash talking about sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane
crashes.
Regards,
Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
Friction, not Fiction.
John Barry Smith
11 Jan 98
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out
and formed on cold metal fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle
which held cargo door motor on power was chafed by the friction
of continuous vibration against clamp or many door openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water
met the bare wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring
wires and powering on door motor which attempted to turn all
ten cam sectors to unlocked position. At 13700 feet MSL and 300
KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were prevented from
unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the
two midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in
bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed
the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door
at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan
latch sending the latch and door material spinning away in the
setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away
erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground observers
moving all which ways. The aft door frame was clean of
attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin was torn
vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight

latches held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill
while bottom external skin of door blew away. The top piece of
red topped cargo door opened out and up smashing into the white
fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of
the trim was rubbed away showing the white paint underneath
The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage skin
as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of
door flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer
leaving a red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to
be working normally likely having overtravel impression marks
on the opposite hinge when door overextended to slam on
fuselage above. The top piece of the door shows inward damage
when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds
of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty
feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward
of the wing. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts
to leave the aircraft. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed
out of the huge hole equalizing high pressure inside to low
pressure outside while making a very loud noise. Fuselage skin
was peeled outward at various places on the right side of the
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression
of the forward cargo hold severely disrupted the nearby main
equipment compartment which housed power cables and
abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments. The number three engine also ingested metal in
baggage and started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The
number three engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator

blade from the engine was spit out and impacted directly behind
it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the
left from reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air
rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened
nose and crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and
landed in a dense debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered
while the starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn,
and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed
over twenty feet by forty foot explosive decompression zone.
Outward petal shaped fuselage skin appeared at aft midspan latch
from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown away. Outward
peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from
300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers
inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured
trying to equalize middle ear pressure. The plane maneuvered
with huge gaping wound in front increasing drag. The wind force
disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured
tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured wings,
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud
fireball putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving
earlier departed nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank

exploded as well as other nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers
were not burned because they were in the earlier separated
nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to sea level in
windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank
and other fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and
falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out. Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led
to suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose. Streak of
shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening sun to
ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later
ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in
determining ignition source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel
explosion sound on CVR, unilateral fuselage damage, singe
marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate center tank
explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.
Questions about center tank explosion as initial event which
evidence raises.
1. Sudden loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder is described as

start of aircraft breakup but not sound of explosion. Sound on
CVR does not match other staged Boeing 747 center tank
explosion. How can an explosion in the center tank be powerful
enough to start the aircraft breakup and blow off nose of Boeing
747 and not be heard on CVR?
Sudden loud sound is sound of explosive decompression which
gives a sudden loud sound when forward cargo door ruptures/
opens in flight. The TWA 800 sudden loud sound was linked to
PA 103 sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to AI 182
sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to DC-10 cargo
door explosive decompression on CVR. UAL 811 had a cargo
door rupture/open in flight and recorded a sudden loud sound on
the CVR. The sound is the sudden rushing of air molecules
which were compressed now moving fast outward to equalize
with the lower pressure outside air.
2. Center tank explosion would be spherical, not directed, and
would either give no damage forward of the wing or about equal
damage on both sides of the fuselage of TWA 800. The wreckage
reconstruction shows smooth skin with little damage forward of
the wing on the port/left side yet severe, shattered, torn, and
frayed damage on the starboard/right side of the fuselage in the
cargo door area. How can a center tank explosion cause
unilateral damage only on starboard side?
Explosive decompression and rupture of forward cargo door area
when aft midspan latch ruptures would give shattered, torn and
frayed, damage to cargo door area while leaving port/left/
opposite side smooth and light damage. Cargo door rupture
would give the unilateral damage on starboard side as shown by
TWA 800 wreckage.

3. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows outward peeled skin,
outward rupture hole, and paint transfers. Water impact damage
would be inward, not outward. How could water impact damage
produce outward peeled skin, outward rupture hole, and paint
transfers?
Explosive decompression in nose of TWA 800 would give
outward peeled skin in nose, outward rupture hole, and paint
transfers as internal high pressure rushes outward to equalize
with the low outside pressure.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows red paints smears
only above the forward cargo door area and nowhere else on both
side of the Boeing 747 fuselage. This indicates that the red
painted door below ruptured/opened outward, slammed upward,
and smashed into the white painted area above and transferred
red paint from door onto white paint between windows. How did
red paint smears get where they are?
After the rupture at aft midspan latch the door fractured and
upper piece of the red painted door was pushed outward, rotated
on its hinge, slammed upward and smashed into the white
painted fuselage skin above, transferring red paint to the white
painted area between the passengers windows, as shown by the
TWA 800 reconstruction. UAL 811 also had paint transfer from
door to fuselage when its door opened in flight.
5. A center tank explosion would be far enough away from power
cables to allow the Flight Data Recorder to record longer than the
abrupt power cut it suffered. How can a center tank explosion
which is not loud enough to be heard on the CVR and some
distance away be strong enough to abruptly cease power to the
FDR?

The explosive decompression in the cargo compartment would
severely disrupt the cargo hold floor and the adjacent main
equipment compartment in which the FDR and power cables are
located. The severe disruption would abruptly cease power to the
FDR. UAL 811 also had abrupt power cut when its cargo door
opened in flight.
6. How could forward cargo door rupture/open when bottom
eight latches are latched and locked in TWA reconstruction?
The forward cargo door of Boeing 747s is about nine feet by
eight feet square. It has a hinge on the top and eight cam latches
on the bottom. On each nine foot side is one midspan latch. The
bottom eight cam latches go around eight latching pins. Over
each cam latch is a locking sector. The two midspan latches have
no locking sectors. The forward cargo door could rupture at the
midspan latch and the hinge and bottom eight latches could still
be attached to fuselage skin. The top of the door with hinge
attached would tear off with the fuselage skin and spin away. The
bottom eight latches could stay attached to bottom sill and
continue down to the sea with the nose. The middle of the large
door can still be ruptured/opened while the lower part stays
attached to airframe. Doors can open/rupture with most or all
latches latched. TWA 800 reconstruction shows aft mid span
latch missing which implies it became unlatched. The aft door
frame sill is smooth and not attached to door which implies door
opened in that area.
7. How could forward cargo door rupture cause center tank
explosion?
When cargo door ruptures in flight a huge hole is created in nose

which the 300 knot slipstream tears off. The falling, noseless,
structurally compromised aircraft disintegrated into wings of
rupturing fuel tanks, fuselage pieces including center tank, and
spinning hot on fire jet engine. When falling debris reached about
7500 feet, the fodded on fire engine number three ignited the fuel
cloud and center fuel tank into a fireball. Center tank fire/
explosion occurred but later and lower than forward cargo door
rupture initial event.
Event, consequence, significance, source for destruction
sequence:
1. Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996.
NTSB exhibits gave takeoff time and temperatures plus the
airconditioning system in Boeing 747s.
2. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage skin.
Water was available to ground any bare wires to fuselage skin.
Observation made of water cascading out of forward cargo hold
of Boeing airliner by John Barry Smith standing in concourse at
San Francisco Airport on December 6, 1997.
3. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp
or many door openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle
was worn through to insulation and then worn through to bare
wire.

Bare wires can be shorted to ground causing power to go to door
motor. NTSB exhibits list two forward cargo hold charred wiring
fires. NTSB hearing on aging aircraft detailed problems with
poly-x wiring chafing from vibration. NTSB AAR 92/02 detailed
problems with chafing wires causing door motor to turn on. TWA
800 had poly-x wiring.
4. Condensed water met the bare wire and shorted against
fuselage metal charring wires and powering on door motor which
attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked position.
Event explains how door motor got power to turn on. NTSB
exhibits list two previous cargo hold charred wire fires. NTSB
AAR 92/02 lists two uncommanded cargo door opening on
Boeing 747s caused by electrical problems, UAL preflight and
UAL 811.
5. At 13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam
sectors were prevented from unlocking because of strengthened
locking sectors. However, the two midspan latches have no
locking sectors.
The eight bottom latches held tight to locking pins because of
AD 88-12-04 which strengthened all the eight locking sectors.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the AD, door, and all latches.
6. The slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam
latches allowed the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center
allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the
forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.
UAL 811 had small rupture at aft midspan latch as shown in
photograph in NTSB AAR 92/02. NTSB exhibit lists 3.5 PSI

pressure differential. TWA 800 was extremely old aircraft with
over 93000 flight hours.
7. The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at
midspan latch sending the latch and door material spinning away
in the setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun
away erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground
observers moving all which ways.
Press reports reveal eyewitnesses say different colored streaks
going every which way from all directions. Time of 8:31 PM and
angle of low sun to aircraft in east and observers to the west had
to be perfectly aligned for spinning falling shiny piece of metal
to reflect as streak to observers.
8. The aft door frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged
outward.
Aft midspan latch blown away at rupture time and caused
outward bulge. NTSB reconstruction photograph shows bulge
and missing latch.
9. Fuselage skin was torn vertically.
Explosive decompression bursts outward limited by stringers and
bulkheads which are vertical and match the other cargo door
accident, UAL 811. NTSB photograph shows the vertical tears of
TWA 800.
10. The door fractured and shattered.
NTSB photograph shows the damage. 38000 pounds of force
were suddenly released onto now weakened door and it burst

apart. 99 inches times 110 inches times 3.5 PSI equals 38115
pounds of force on the ten latches and hinge.
11. The bottom eight latches held tight to the bottom eight latch
pins on bottom sill while bottom external skin of door blew
away.
The bottom of large door held tight while middle of door
ruptured in a troublesome section of a high time Boeing 747,
Section 41 and Section 42. TWA 800 had not yet had the Section
41 retrofit. NTSB exhibit states bottom eight latches latched.
12. The top piece of red topped cargo door opened out and up
smashing into the white fuselage skin above it leaving the red
paint of the door on the white paint between passenger windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the
white paint underneath. The top piece of the door took the hinge
with it and fuselage skin as it is tore away.
The loose red painted trim piece and top of door flew directly aft
and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a red paint
transfer mark on it.
The hinge still appears to be working normally likely having
overtravel impression marks on the opposite hinge when door
overextended to slam on fuselage above.
The top piece of the door shows inward damage when it hit
fuselage above.
Sequence of door opening out and up and transferring paint
above is described in text and drawing in NTSB AAR 92/02.
Inward movement of top of door is described in AAR 92/02.

Normal working hinge attached to top of door is described in
AAR 92/02. Overtravel impression damage is described in text
and picture in AAR 92/02.
13. The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand
pounds of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about
twenty feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose
forward of the wing.
NTSB photograph shows decompression rectangle zone on right
side of nose.
14. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave
the aircraft.
The first parts of plane to depart indicate trouble started there.
NTSB exhibits show first parts to leave were from cargo
structure.
15. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole equalizing high pressure inside to low pressure outside
while making a very loud noise.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states crew of UAL 811 heard a 'tremendous
explosion,' when door opened in flight.
16. Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the
right side of the nose.
Outward peeling indicates force from within, not without. UAL
811 had same outward peeling of fuselage skin in cargo door
area.

17. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound.
Sound matches other Boeing 747 sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression and a DC-10 cargo door decompression sound
according to NTSB chart.
18. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment
which housed power cables and abruptly shut off power to the
Flight Data Recorder.
Cables for power and signal run through the forward cargo hold
to the adjacent MEC. The cargo floor is severely disrupted when
explosive decompression occurs in cargo hold according to
AAIB 2/90 report and will cut off power abruptly.
19. At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.
Where did those bodies go? What happened to them to reduce
them to bone fragments requiring DNA analysis to identify? At
least nine bodies always disappear when explosive
decompression occurs in high time Boeing 747s according to
AAIB, NTSB, TSB and Indian reports.
20. The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and
started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three
engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator blade from the
engine was spit out and impacted directly behind it in the right
horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the sequence of FOD into number

three and also number four and the subsequent vibration and fire.
21. The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised.
AAR 92/02, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe
the downward movement of the floor beams above cargo
compartment.
22. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air rushed into
the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling skin
outward.
AAR 92/02 describes the actions of the aircraft after door opened
in flight.
23. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it into the large hole.
AAIB and TSB/Indian reports describe how nose came off after
explosion in forward cargo hold at 300 KCAS of two Boeing
747s.
24. The nose tore off and landed in a dense debris heap apart
from the rest of the plane.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian Court, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits
describe the dense nose debris field present when nose comes off
in flight of three Boeing 747s.

25. The port side forward of the wing was smooth and
unshattered while the starboard side forward of the wing was
shattered, torn, and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and
severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty foot explosive
decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch
was blown away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout.
Fuselage skin remained smooth next to blown out skin.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian, and NTSB photographs describe the
lesser damage port side nose compared to the more severely
damaged starboard side as well as the outward peeled skin on
nose of three Boeing 747s.
27. The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated
from 300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers.
Passengers inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which
ruptured trying to equalize middle ear pressure.
Passenger injuries are described in NTSB exhibits, TSB/Indian
report, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB exhibits.
28. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and
wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The
broken fuselage, the ruptured wings, the fuel cloud, the center
tank, and the spinning, on fire engine number three met at 7500
feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball putting singe marks
on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed nose burn and
singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other nearby
fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they
were in the earlier separated nose. The debris fell and spread out
from 7500 feet to sea level in windblown southeast direction,

leaving a wide debris field. Ground observers heard the fireball
explosion of the center tank and other fuel and looked up. They
saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
NTSB exhibits describe the breakup sequence and NTSB video
shows fireball seconds later and thousands of feet lower than
initial event. Engine number three was on fire for AAIB 2/90 and
number four was on fire for NTSB AAR 92/02 after cargo hold
ruptures.
29. Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out.
Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led to
suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose.
Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening
sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but
later ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event.
Press reports, FBI reports, and NTSB reports describe the bomb,
missile and center tank explanations.
30. There were difficulties in determining ignition source, fuel
volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to
corroborate center tank explosion as initial explosion.
NTSB public hearing reveals the gaps in the center tank as initial

event explanation.
31. Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.
NTSB Exhibit 15C, part two, is used to rule out cargo door
rupture. It has one sentence.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 24, 1998 9:41:03 AM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: First domino

Below is the killer judge dooming many hundreds to die. Read
how he stretches to make 182 a bomb in direct contradiction to
evidence that it was explo decom. All with good intentions, of
course, which is to exculpate India and blame the Sikhs.
The dominos of 103 811 and 800 started to fall right at the
moment the judge says,'Court Ques:
Am I to understand that
the absence of a low frequency component would not therefore
necessarily mean that the sound was not that of an explosion?'
Triple negative. Love the bomb guys, always good for a chuckle.

RA Davis of AAIB is an important man. He would be an official
AAIB official who would agree with wiring/cargo door for 182.
It is considered that a device of sufficient power to produce this
effect could not fail to be detected on the CVR. The B-747
explosions referred to earlier, blew holes several feet wide in the
structure but the crew were still able to control and operate the
aircraft >
Amen brother!
Cheers,
Barry

3.4.6.12 Mr. R.A. Davis's Report and Deposition
Mr. R.A. Davis in his report on the analysis of CVR has stated
that he did not have with him a faithful copy of the original CVR
tape. The tape supplied to his contained signals which warranted
investigation but any measurement could be hampered by a
decreased signal to noise ratio due to the copying process. Mr.
Davis however analysed the tape which admittedly according to
him was not of good quality. Mr. Davis in his report states that he
carried out a spectrum analysis of the different channels of the
CVR. The spectra did contain the sound of a bang. He however,
could not find any significant low frequency content in the
spectrum which according to him, would have been expected if
the sound was of a high explosive detonation.
3.4.6.13 While carrying out detailed study of the tape he also

looked out for any evidence of various audio warning signals
which may have been buried in the noise. One such audio
warning which could have been detected was that of
pressurisation warning. Mr. Davis stated that this warning
possessed a very defined frequency spectrum which was not
present in the signal of the CVR of Kanishka. With regard to this
he, however, stated that absence of this signal was not surprising
as any decompression would take a finite time before reaching
the warning level. Mr. Davis further observed that the presence
of warnings due to attititude display disagreement, excessive
speed and fire were investigated but with negative results.
3.4.6.14 During the course of investigations, Mr. Davis had
compared Kanishka CVR recording with the recordings of an
explosive decompression on a DC-10, a bomb in the freight hold
of a B-737 and a gun shot on the flight deck of a B-737.
According to Mr. Davis the spectrum of VCR tape of B-737
showed a much low frequency content with very little content at
upper frequencies. This bomb, in the forward baggage hold of
B-737, had exploded while the aircraft was at a low level and
therefore the CVR did not have the sound accompanied with that
of depressurization. That aircraft had landed safely. Mr. Davis,
however, observed that if Kanishka's accident was caused by
detonation of a high explosive device, then the spectra should
have shown large low frequency content, but this was absent. He
further opined that, even if there was a possibility of a bomb
remote from the flight deck and of a low power, even then the
characteristics of a bomb would still be apparent in the time
record. He also analysed the spectrum of the sound of the hand
gun shot on a B-737 flight deck and according to him the said
signal was sharp edged and did not compare with that of
Kanishka's signal.
3.4.6.15 Mr. Davis also analysed the sounds recorded on the
ATC tape. He concluded that the sounds emanated from Air

India's Kanishka aircraft. According to him the transmission
from the ATC is "chopped" until at approximately 2.7 seconds
into the transmission a loud noise lasting about 200 milliseconds
is heard. This is followed about 0.5 seconds later by a sound
which increases in volume. This sound was similar to that heard
in other accidents where there had been a rapid increase in
airspeed.
In the noise which continues until the end of the transmission is
heard a crying sound. This was originally thought to be a human
cry. He, however, noted that a human cry would contain more
harmonics than was noticed in this case. It was also reported by
Mr. Davis that knocking sounds which were heard during the
transmission were initially thought to be due to hand-held
microphone vibration. This was discounted because of the
frequency of the sounds. He noticed that almost identical sounds
were heard on the DC-10 CVR after the decompression had
occured and the source of that sound had not been identified. On
the DC-10 the pressurization audio warning commenced 2.2
seconds after the decompression. Analysing the ATC tape Mr.
Davis observed that no such warning was identified during the
open microphone transmission.
3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows :"It is considered that from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied
for analysis, there is no evidence of a high explosive device
having detonated on AI 182.
"There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified.
"Although there is no evidence of a high-explosive device, the
possibility cannot be ruled out that a detonation occurred in a
location remote from the flight deck and was not detected on the
microphone. Such a situation would be most unusual, if not
unique, in that we have never failed to detect sounds of structural
failure, decompression, explosives etc., on any accident CVR,

even though the event occurred at the rear of the aircraft. If such
a device was used on AI 182 it is considered that it would have to
be a very small device in order not to be detected (unlikely in
itself). Such a device would be unlikely to cause the sudden total
destruction which occurred in this instance. It is considered that a
device of sufficient power to produce this effect could not fail to
be detected on the CVR. The B-747 explosions referred to
earlier, blew holes several feet wide in the structure but the crew
were still able to control and operate the aircraft.
"It must be concluded that without positive evidence of an
explosive device from either the wreckage or pathological
examinations, some other cause has to be established for the
accident".
3.4.6.17 In reply to a question it was stated by Mr. Davis, when
he was examined in Court, that it was true that there was no
evidence that rapid decompression was caused by any structural
failure. In an answer to another question, as to whether in his
opinion there is a low frequency content present in every
situation whereever there has been a high explosive device
detonated, Mr. Davis answered in the affirmative, he however
added that "But we do not have sufficient numbers to indicate
that that would always be the case". Mr. Davis, however, agreed
that DC-10 aircraft was quite dissimilar to Boeing 747, and the
sound of an explosive decompression in the aft cargo hold of a
DC-10 would not be identical to an explosive decompression in
the aft cargo hold of a Boeing 747.
3.4.6.18 Mr. Davis further agreed that he was looking for low
frequencies in Kanishka tape, but he did not know what type of
low frequencies should be looked out for because there was no
available data anywhere in the world for the sound of a bomb
explosion in a Boeing 747. Mr. Davis was however emphatic in
saying that he could not measure the distance of the origin of the
sound from the cockpit area mike. In his report, and also in the

earlier part of the examination, Mr. Davis had referred to the
absence of low frequency component in the spectrum and had
sought to conclude that such absence showed that there was no
detonation of a high explosive device. In an answer to the
question put by the Court however, Mr. Davis appeared to have
altered his stand. This is evident from the following deposition of
Mr. Davis :"Court Ques Am I to understand that there must necessarily be a
low frequency whenever an explosion occurs?
Ans.
No. What we thought was there would be. There was
only one sample of explosion in B-737. But we would need more
accidents of that nature to able to say that yes we must have a
low frequency component.
Court Ques: Am I to understand that the absence of a low
frequency component would not therefore necessarily mean that
the sound was not that of an explosion?
Ans.
Because of the absence of a low frequency component
we would not be able to say positively that there was an
explosion or it was not explosion."
Court Ques : Would the frequency of a particular type of sound
change depending upon the environment in which that sound
occurs?
Ans Yes.
Court Ques If an event results in low frequency sounds in one
type of environment, can it mean that the same event can result
in a high frequency sound in a different environment?
Ans.
That must be possible".
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 24, 1998 2:29:47 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Combustion/noncombustion

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 23/09/98, at 21:42, John Barry Smith wrote:
Still cain't fine nuttin' on 'Semtex.'

...
Please keep looking. I am about to take this to the AAIB, where
my street
cred is quite good after reporting impartially on four of their jobs
in
Shetland in the past 20 years. When I do, I need to be able to
argue the
sooty point from a position of unimpeachable knowledge.
Thanks
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at

<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 23, 1998 9:43:45 PM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Combustion/noncombustion

Still cain't fine nuttin' on 'Semtex.'

explosive
a substance that undergoes rapid decomposition or combustion,
evolving much heat and producing a large volume of gas. The
heat evolved causes the gas to expand greatly, exerting the
enormous pressure of explosions. Important explosives include
TNT (trinitrotoluene), DYNAMITE, and NITROGLYCERIN.
Chemical explosives are of two general kinds. Some, e.g.,
GUNPOWDER, are mixtures of readily combustible but not
necessarily explosive substances, which, when set off (by
ignition), undergo very rapid combustion. Others, called high
explosives (e.g., TNT), are compounds whose molecules are
unstable and can undergo explosive decomposition (detonation)
without burning. The latter kind is used in warfare (e.g., in
bombs, explosive shells, torpedoes, and missile warheads) and
for blasting rock in mining and construction work.
Nondetonating explosives, e.g., gunpowder and modern
smokeless powders, are used as propellants for bullets and in
fireworks. Nuclear explosives release energy by transformation
of the atomic nucleus (see ATOMIC BOMB; HYDROGEN
BOMB; NUCLEAR ENERGY

nitroglycerin
(C3H5N3O9), colorless, oily, liquid EXPLOSIVE. An unstable
compound that decomposes violently when heated or jarred,
nitroglycerin is made less sensitive to shock when mixed with an
absorbent material to form DYNAMITE. Nitroglycerin is also a
component of smokeless powder and is used in medicine for
relief from the symptoms of angina pectoris. It was first produced
commercially by Alfred NOB

gun
a device that discharges shot, shells, or bullets from a straight
tube. A gun using the explosion of GUNPOWDER or some other
explosive substance to propel the projectile is called a firearm;
types include ARTILLERY (large firearms), MORTAR, and
SMALL ARMS. Certain other guns use compressed air produced
by a spring-operated plunger (e.g., BB gun) or a lever-and-pump
system (e.g., air rifle) to propel the projectile. EL.).

gunpowder
explosive mixture of saltpeter (75%), sulfur (10%), and charcoal
(15%). It is believed to have originated as early as the 9th cent. in
China, where it was used for making fireworks, and to have been
introduced into Europe in the 14th cent. Its use revolutionized
warfare. Gunpowder was the only explosive in wide use until the
mid-19th cent., when it was superseded by NITROGLYCERINbased EXPLOSIVES.

shock wave
wave formed of a zone of extremely high pressure within a fluid
(see FLUID MECHANICS), especially one such as the
atmosphere, that propagates through the fluid at supersonic
speed, i.e., faster than the speed of SOUND. Shock waves are
caused by the sudden, violent disturbance of a fluid, such as that
created by a powerful explosion or by the supersonic flow of a
fluid over a solid object (see SONIC BOOM).
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 23, 1998 4:26:15 PM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Blowjob

Thank you for being the only American today who has not told
me filthy
Monica jokes.
Ted Kennedy says to Clinton, "I told you I should have driven
her home. "
The one word you never hear and explains everything: Blowjob.
Oh, and remember you only got a blind copy of my crawling
letter to the
NTSB PR man. Officially, they don't know you saw it. So don't
let on you
know where I'm going and why. If they show any knowledge
then they must be

reading our mail.
Righto.
List so far:
updated official final wreckage database report.
actual powerplant report by Pratt and Whitney
missing exhibits not handed out to press or public
field notes on all cargo door wreckage including latches.
analysis of CVR loud sound
sequential radar data by time
high quality close up photos of starboard side forward of the
wing.
confirmation two cargo door sills found, not one.
analysis of 'stator blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer.
color photos of unreconstructed wreckage parts.
any wiring descriptions of bare wires found in nose
Try the Cork Examiner via the
Net
OK, I'm checking into Narita baggage cart explosion, very weird
event. I'm slogging through AI 182.
I've just received a 103 CD from the 103 web site. It has a lot of
good stuff but mostly bomb stuff. What's funny is she put on the
CD my stuff where I scanned AAIB report special parts and she
downloaded them. So, from UK to me to scanner to web to her to
CD to me. Amazing how information travels.
Barry,

Don't fuck things up by flailing like a bull in china shop. Zealots
destroy their cause.
Pilot, pilot, I really think we should land this thing as soon as
possible, waiting is not smart. It's a luxury we can't afford.
And just exactly how am I fucking things up?
To withhold knowledge of evidence for fame, glory, or money
for TV interview is wrong. I did it for a weekend and it was
wrong.
This is not a royal scandal scoop over the Daily Mail, this is life
and death plane crash information.
I can take the high road on this one.
If he says
"give them time to check the facts" then you must do exactly that
for as
long as he recommends.
I did for a weekend and I have never dealt with BBC over this
fragment. I have not blown any story. The fragment has been on
the outside of that container for nine years and it will be there
tomorrow.
If the Beeb is to treat the subject at all, they will treat it seriously
and they will research it thoroughly. Let Wills do the Beeb
contact his
way.
I am. What is the problem?

Let me hear BBC say well, we were going to do a story on 103
until that stupid son of a bitch Smith wrote a letter to aviation
officials about evidence he recently discovered which refuted a
bomb and blew all the interest in the story out the window. Now
nobody cares about physical evidence which refutes bomb for
103 which means the U fuckin' N is wrong to oppress a foreign
country. Even if they deserve it. Ha!
Let Wills deal with
the way to handle these guys.
I am.
OK, OK getting my ass chewed for what? For talking about a
discovery?
Using your rules I would have kept it secret from you and just
kept it for others. See, you encourage secrecy but it works
against you more than helps you.
Well, now you know how I work, open, exchange info, keep
expenses to a minimum and try to keep the errors few and trivial.
See, I don't believe there is a coverup for 103 being a door and
not a bomb, so ambushing officials doesn't work in my style. I
want officials to be prepared to answer questions.
I'm acting like a good guy because in this narrow sliver of life, I
am. A rare event and much cherished by me.
My goal is to get an electrician to replace wiring in old 747s and
a mechanic to seal up the doors or make them plug type. It's not

to get on TV with a closeup with sweat dripping off my nose.
There are enough smoking guns in the 103 report and the 800
report and the 182 report that yell not bomb causing explo decom
forward of the wing but cargo door pop and that probably popped
because of electrical problem such as chafed bare polyimide
wiring.
So, Jonathan, when you next talk to your guys, tell them you are
dealing with a 'difficult' asshole who don't follow no orders. But
would enjoy meeting Shelly, especially after Chris gave such a
great description of her heroics in Pakistan. Yes, add Shelly as
interviewer.
New lawyers for 103...now is the time, they are ripe for any new
angle. 103 anniversary coming, hot stories. This time in six
months it's old news again.
Something else that you need to remember about Wills is that he
is fully
familiar with Acohido's 737 rudder story and with the fact that it
was the
Acohido story which triggered the first real action by Boeing and
the FAA
to address that problem seriously.
Yeah, and then the Bournemouth 737 fluid in yaw damper story
happens and Acohido rudder failure discovery Pulitizer Prize
may be bogus, it's wiring again for 737s, not faulty acutator.
Lots of politics going on. I always go back to twisted metal and
sudden loud sounds.

But hey, I'm still in a good mood. Blame any problems the BBC
have on me, the grizzled hair sticking out everywhere, wacky
researcher who actually stumbled on to something.

Cheers,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>

Date: September 23, 1998 3:05:25 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: Missing exhibits

If you actually get that raw data in a dim lonely bare room, copy
everything, Chris and I will sort it out.
Yup, that's what I thought. I need you guys to tell me exactly
what to look
for. I will act dumb and ask the attendant to copy it for me. Don't
worry
about the cost just now. If I get in there I will be working for the
BBC
and they will be paying.
Excuse me, got to go. My computer has just been fixed (now got
a slide and
neg scvanner, handy). Must get back to writing these sodding
tourist
leaflets that pay so well. AAAAAAAArgh!
Oh, and remember you only got a blind copy of my crawling
letter to the
NTSB PR man. Officially, they don't know you saw it. So don't
let on you
know where I'm going and why. If they show any knowledge
then they must be
reading our mail.
Tradecraft, OK?
Cheers (and my regards to the lads on Menwith Hill if you're
reading this,

assholes)
Jonathan
Believe me,. I'd love you to send me some money up front but it
is an
absolute no-no. Unfortunately, we members of the NUJ are
bound by all sorts
of professional codes of conduct (stop laughing at the back,
there,
Olsson!) and, believe it or not, it would be 'improper'. Life really
is a
beach.
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 23/09/98, at 09:36, John Barry Smith wrote:
Chris, do you recall the absent exhibits from TWA 800. We made
list and
yours was more complete than mine.
Any more stuff you can think of, I think this may be an 'in' for
TWA 800.
They have offered public documents, to now deny access would
be bad press.
They offered not knowing what we know about what is out there.
At the very least an
updated official final wreckage database report.
actual powerplant report by Pratt and Whitney
missing exhibits not handed out to press or public
field notes on all cargo door wreckage including latches.

analysis of CVR loud sound
sequential radar data by time
high quality close up photos of starboard side forward of the
wing.
confirmation two cargo door sills found, not one.
analysis of 'stator blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer.
color photos of unreconstructed wreckage parts.
any wiring descriptions of bare wires found in nose.
Jonathan, if there is any expense in the procurement of these
pictures or
documents, I will reimburse you. A dollar a color copy is fine for
any
pictures of TWA 800 that are clear, I will pay. Any copying
expenses are
fine, I will pay. If you need some cash ahead of time, tell me.
If you actually get that raw data in a dim lonely bare room, copy
everything, Chris and I will sort it out.
It looks like to me they have invited you into the vault
unattended. Ha!
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 23, 1998 3:05:35 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: http://www.undp.org/missions/libya/locker1.htm

Fascinating. I had not seen this before. Many thanks.
No idea about Cork and can't work on it now. Try the Cork
Examiner via the
Net.
JWGW
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 23/09/98, at 12:14, John Barry Smith wrote:

Libya's take on the whole thing.

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 23, 1998 3:05:32 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Timing

I know, I know, I know. Nobody said this was going to be easy.
We'll see
what happens Friday. Keep me posted on any response from the
high ups to
your letter.
Cheers
Jonathan
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********

On 23/09/98, at 09:26, John Barry Smith wrote:
Date: Wed, 23 Sep 1998 10:04:50 +0100
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear
Dear Barry,
I really wish you hadn't done that. You may have screwed up our
chances
with the BBC. I told them we'd wait. Oh shit!
We did wait. We waited for as long as they asked, the weekend.
You guys
are
putting on a show and you're not ready yet. I'm trying to prevent
plane
crashes and the wiring is ready to start shorting.

That March 1998 story I wrote was ignored by the media (some
50 outlets)
to
whom it was sent. They thought I'd been conned by a crank.
We are brothers! Bonded by perceived lunacy. Jonathan, you
know that 103
has a strong liklihood of not being a bomb but being something
mechanical
based on hindsight and similar crashes. You were the first
journalist to
say that in print. There is always someone first and he is always

called
crazy. You will be very proud of the 19 Mar 98 article some day.
"Conned by a crank" See, attack the messenger, never the
evidence, it's a
clue. They did not say you don't know about red paint smears,
outward
peeled skin, sudden loud sound, or now, pieces of 'bomb' on the
outside of
the container, not inside.
This reliance on experts or reputable people versus amateurs is
nonsense
in
life and death matters when only evidence counts. We may have
screwed up
our chances with BBC, ha! If anything the story is hotter, now
that Libya
is involved. But what do I know?
That is why we
are still trying to get the BBC (and the others who will follow) to
take
it
seriously.
Jonathan, want you mean is to take me seriously. The evidence of
nine
missing bodies for four accidents is serious enough.
That is why we must be patient.
Coming up on ten years, Jonathan.

But you are not being patient.
BBC asked for a weekend, they got a weekend.
You have just given away the story we were trying to sell
exclusive to
the
BBC.
See, exclusive....they are in the selling game and I'm in the
stopping
death game. Stopping death tells everybody what is going on,
selling is
licenses, nondisclosure statements, laywers and money.

What will probably happen is that the authorities will, yet again,
ignore you, and the media will do likewise.
You mean, the authorities won't like me anymore? The media
will start
ignoring me? Ha! The authorities never liked me and the media
has always
ignored me. What's new?
If so, we will still have a new
angle on the story for the BBC to lead with. But if your e-mail is
picked
up by the media then the BBC will probably not do a special on
it.

What is it with the BBC and it's "If I didn't get it first, I'm not
going
to report it?" 99% of BBC stuff comes from elsewhere.

Please, you do the aviation technicalities and I'll sell the story as
best
I can.
Jonathan, I have not tried to sell the story to anyone, ever. I've
turned
down two offers by publishers to do a book on wiring/cargo
door. I
reported a discovered aviation safety related item to authorities.
Period.
To withhold that info for even a weekend was distasteful to me.
But let's not get the roles confused.
Exactly. You sell it and I'll help by giving interviews you set up.
I'll
present datat to get the wiring replaced and the doors sealed and
you can
follow the bison as they twist and turn to make it happen.

This stuff is too good to
throw away on a tightly-packed herd of regulatory bison in their
protective
circle. And now they have advance warning that we're coming
for them with

the clincher (which is what the piece of plastic is, either way you
look
at
it).
Naw.....I've had lots of clinchers, lots of smoking guns, they don't
move.
Bare wring in TWA 800 cargo door area is a smoking gun. Red
paint smears.
Ruptured outward peeled skin at two midspan latches. Soot. And
on an on.
We need to splash this story and the only way to do it is to do it
big.
That means the BBC. The rest will follow. A period of silence
would bve
appropriate until the BBC get back to me. I have asked for a
decision by
Friday.
Tell 'em The Libyan News Agency may beat them to the story.
Frontline Scotland knows the bomb explanation evaporates when
examined.
Now
they have a plausible mechanical alternative explanation that has
precedent
and supported by official documents. It's a no brainer to do a
story. Of
course they do a story. Of course any PA 103 story has interest
potential
with ten year anniversary coming up.

It's not your fault or my fault if story does not break, it's
Frontline
Scotland.
This greediness, this glory seeking, this timidity, by the TV is
exactly
like NTSB and FBI. If you want to know why wiring/cargo door
explanation
is
not accepted, look to BBC, nobody looks good. See, Jonathan,
looking good
is not on my list of high priorities as it is with most authorities.
BBC has been running stories for nine years about bombers, do
you think
they will start doing stories that show they were wrong for nine
years?
It's why myths live and get embellished and live forever.
Everybody
involved with the myth wants to look good, not the buffoons they
are,
regardless of good intentions.
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 23, 1998 3:05:28 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Put quite simply...

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 23/09/98, at 16:26, John Barry Smith wrote:
OOoooh, they work so hard. You did not ask for 'investigator'.
Absolutely!

Furthermore, as Mr. Goelz has indicated, we have been in
communication with Mr. Smith and are familiar with his views.
Communication means two way, they have been one way.
Agreed.

We have,
however, found no physical evidence that would lend any
credence to Mr.
Smith's theories related to TWA 800. Put quite simply, our
investigative
staff believes that Mr. Smith is wrong.
Put quite simply, NTSB, you were wrong on UAL 811 in AAR
90.01 and had to
make new AAR 92.02, so opinions about don't count for much.
Why is 'Mr.
Smith' wrong?
You betcha.

If you decide to visit the Safety Board's Public Affairs Office
on
October 29, we would be happy to meet with you. You may also
want to
take

the opportunity of a visit to review the full docket of information
on
the
TWA 800 investigation which is available in the Public Inquires
section
at
the NTSB (490 L'Enfant Plaza SW, Washington, DC 20594).
"Full' does not mean full. It means the good stuff is missing. 4A,
wreckage
database, close up photos of starboard side forward of the wing
and more.
Right. Now do we tell 'em what we want to see before I get in
there, or do
I act stupid and just gather everything?
Ming you, on a lot of this stuff I wouldn't be acting. I really am
stupid.

In the interim,
should you require any public documents not readily available
from the
NTSB
world wide web site (www.ntsb.gov), I would be happy to try to
provide
those
to you. Please let me know if this might be the case.

Well, let me make a list and check it twice.

Please do. That will be most useful.

Jonathan, it's something, it gets you into the building and starts a
sequence of questions and answers. Sooner or later they will
have to
acknowledge evidence such as red paint smears and stop
knocking "Mr.
Smith"
that idiot.
I'm encouraged. Let me make a list of public documents not
readily
available from the
NTSB
world wide web site (www.ntsb.gov),'

Please do, dear boy!
(Thank Gawd I don't have to)
I would be happy to try to provide
those
to you. Please let me know if this might be the case.
Yeah, that's the crack in the door, Jonathan. There are field notes
when
they recovered all the forward and aft door parts and latches.

Those field
notes are invaluable as they are raw data and unfiltered. There's
much
more
to request. Let me work on that. I'll get it to you as soon as I can
so
you
can request it early to make Mr. Schlamm 'happy.'
Tee hee hee.
This would be funny if it were not so bloody serious.

Hmm.....
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Hey, I thought I was supposed to be having a period of silence
while I work
on these DAMNED tourist leaflets. You have never seen such
crap in your
life. At least my name will not appear on them and no-one will
think to

follow the money. So my secret is safe.
Cheers
JWGW

PS
Thank you for being the only American today who has not told
me filthy
Monica jokes. But then you're not entirely American, of course,
which may
explain it the British reserve in such matters which gentlemen
never
discuss. My Washington lawyer, a man of the most stern moral
rectitude, was
passing on some extremely dubious stuff this afternoon.
Appparently it's
appeared on CNN!
We have always looked to the US for a moral lead. I must speak
to my friend
Pat Roberston about this...

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.

Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 23, 1998 2:37:08 PM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: James Wildey II

James Wildey is the guy to get to talk to if you can while in DC.
He is the metallurgist, knows about PA 103, examined the cargo
door of TWA 800, and says it was all latched, all locked at water
impact. He's not an investigator. He is the pefect guy to fit your
'technical expert' description and could be spared for an hour
interview, especially since Dr. Loeb does TV interviews with
British TV documentaries.
He's 6 foot 7 and articulate. He wrote the sequence study also.
He knows the ins and outs.
Cheers,
Barry
02:15 PM ET 09/23/98
Libya changes defence lawyers in Lockerbie case

By Abdelaziz Barrouhi
TUNIS, Sept 23 (Reuters) - Libya has replaced the defence
lawyers for two Libyan suspects wanted in the Lockerbie

bombing
and appointed a former minister to lead the new team, Libyan
lawyers said on Wednesday.
The head of the sacked team said the move was ``a strong
signal'' that the defence case for the two suspects would from
now on reflect the government's political line rather than legal
considerations.
The appointments also put off, at least for the time being,
a meeting between Libyan, American, British and German
lawyers
in Tripoli to discuss a U.S.-British proposal for a trial in the
Netherlands.
Libyan lawyers said the government appointed former
Foreign
Affairs Minister Kamal Maghour as head of the new team,
replacing Ibrahim Legwell.
``The Libyan administration has decided to set up a
consortium made up of a number of Libyan law offices to take on
the responsibility of the criminal defence for the two Libyan
suspects,'' Legwell, speaking to Reuters in Tunis by telephone,
said.
``I have turned down an invitation to join the new team
because of differences in strategy with Kamal Maghour who was
officially charged with the responsibility of heading the new
team,'' he added.
Legwell said that he and his team had been chosen by the
two
suspects and the fact the government appointed a new team
might
be a ``strong signal that the legal defence for the two suspects
may begin to increasingly reflect the official Libyan political
concerns rather than more of the legal conditions.''
Legwell's team was to meet with foreign lawyers to look

into
whether the U.S.-British offer would satisfy the call for a
neutrality of the court as well as legal garantees provided for
the suspects before, during and after the trial.
But with the latest developments, Legwell said he would
not
now meet the British, American and German lawyers.
News of the appointment of the new team came a day after
Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi received in Libya Jim Swire, a
spokesman for the british families of the crash victims, and
Scottish lawyer Robert Black.
The United States and Britain last month proposed a plan
for
the trial in the Netherlands of the two Libyan suspects, Abdel
basset Ali Mohamed al-Megrahi and Lamen Khalifa Fhimah, in
the
1988 bombing of a Pan Am airliner over Lockerbie, Scotland,
that
killed 270 people.
They said the plan, including arrangements between
Britain
and the Netherlands for the trial, were not negotiable. Libya
criticised the plan and called for negotiations with the U.S.,
Britain and the Netherlands in order to seek garantees.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 23, 1998 12:15:28 PM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: http://www.undp.org/missions/libya/locker1.htm

Libya's take on the whole thing.

Permanent Mission
of Socialist People's
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
to the United Nations
The Question of Lockerbie
Position Paper
(December, 1997)
INTRODUCTION:
1. On 14 November 1991 an indictment was handed down by
the United States District Court of the District of Columbia
against two Libyan citizens alleging their involvement in the
crash of Pan Am flight 103 over the town of Lockerbie, Scotland
on 21 December 1988 (document A/46/831, S/23317).Ê
On the same day, the Lord Advocate of Scotland made an
announcement alleging that there was sufficient evidence to
justify asking the court for warrants for the arrest of the same
two Libyan citizens on charges of conspiracy, murder and
contravention of the Aviation Security Act of 1982 (document A/
46/826, S/23307).

2. On 20 December 191, the Permanent Mission of France
circulated as an official document of the General Assembly and
the Security Council, a communique from the Presidency of the
French Republic and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with regard

to the crash of the UTA flight 722 on 19 September 1989
(document A/46/825, S/23306), calling on Libya:
a. To produce all the material evidence in its possession and to
facilitate access to all documents that might be useful for
establishing the truth.
b. To facilitate the necessary contacts and meetings, inter alia,
for the assembly of witnesses.
c. To authorize the responsible Libyan officials to respond to
any request made by the examining magistrate responsible for
judicial investigation.

3. On 27 November 1991, the United States of America and the
United Kingdom circulated a joint declaration (document A/
46/827 and S/23308) demanding that Libya:
a. Surrender for trial all those charged with the crime; and
accept responsibility for the actions of Libyan officials;
b. Disclose all it knows of this crime, including the names of
all those responsible, and allow full access to all witnesses,
documents and other material evidence, including all the
remaining timers;
c. Pay appropriate compensation.

4. On the same day, 27 November 1991, a joint declaration
issued by the United States of America, France, and the United
Kingdom states that, following the investigation carried out into
the bombings of Pan Am 103 and UTA 772, the three states have
presented specific demands to the Libyan authorities related to

the judicial procedures that are under way, and called or LibyaÕs
compliance with all these demands, that Libya cease all forms of
terrorist action and all assistance to terrorist groups.

5. It did not take very long for the pre-meditated purpose of
these countries to become quite clear. These countries sought to
get the Security Council to adopt a resolution to pressure Libya
into surrendering its citizens and foregoing its rights under
international law which are clearly established in the 1971
Montreal Convention. In a few days, these countries submitted to
the Security Council a draft resolution, exercised all sorts of
pressure, and within a month, the Security Council adopted its
resolution 731 (1992) on 21 January 1992. This took place
during a period that witnessed the peak of what SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan has described eloquently and accurately as a
"frenzy era" in his report entitled "Renewal of the United
Nations: A Programme of Reform" (document A/51/950)
6. What is the real truth about Lockerbie? Both the United
States and the United Kingdom know, more than anybody else
that Libya has nothing to do at all with the tragic accident of Pan
Am flight 103. Both the United States and the United Kingdom
alleged that two Libyan placed a time bomb in a bag on board a
Maltese Airlines flight which took off from Malta, that the bag
was unaccompanied baggage, that it was transferred in Frankfurt
Airport from the Maltese airliner to an American airliner whose
destination was London; and that this same unaccompanied bag
was transferred again in a London Airport from the airliner
originating in Frankfurt to Pan Am flight 103, which later took
off and exploded over Lockerbie.Ê

Can anyone imagine, how can unaccompanied bag move itself
from one airliner to another and from one airport to another with
utmost precision !

7. The Government of Malta investigated the matter and
concluded that there were no unaccompanied bags on the said
flight. The competent authorities in Germany, in turn,
investigated the matter and found nothing to corroborate the
story about the bag.
Ê
THE LEGAL ASPECT:
8. Right from the start, Libya dealt with the suspicion in two of
its citizens, within a framework of the 1971 Montreal
Convention for the Suppression on Unlawful Acts against the
Safety of civil aviation which accords Libya the judicial
competence for trying the two suspects. The two suspects were
arrested. Two judges were entrusted with investigating the case.
They started their investigation and contacted the judicial
authorities in the countries concerned. These judicial authorities
in the United States and the United Kingdom, however, refused
to offer any sort of cooperation. This led the investigation to an
impasse and it had to stop.

9. In a letter addressed to the Secretary of State of the United
States and the Foreign Minister of the United Kingdom by the
Secretary of the PeopleÕs Committee for Foreign Liaison and
International Cooperation, Libya called for the implementation

of article (14) of the 1971 Montreal Convention which states that
"any dispute between two or more contracting states, that could
not be settled through negotiations, shall be referred to
arbitration, at the request of any one of these states. Should the
parties to the dispute fail to agree on the arbitration panel within
six months of the submission of the request for referring the
dispute to arbitration, anyone of the parties may refer to the
dispute to the International Court of Justice, by an application,
under the statute of the Court." That is what Libya had to do;
namely, to resort to the International Court of Justice, in view of
the rejection of the other parties of both negotiations and
arbitration. The case is still before the International Court of
Justice. Thus, Libya has met all its commitments under
applicable international law, in the case of its dispute with the
countries concerned (S/23441).

10. Security Council resolution 731 (1992) called on Libya to
respond - namely to give an answer - to the requests of the three
countries concerned. That is exactly what Libya did when it
exercised its judicial competence, in accordance with article (7)
of the 1971 Montreal Convention for the Suppression of
Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation, and adopted
the legal procedures called for under article (6) of the same
convention, and called on the countries concerned to cooperate
with it in accordance with article (11) of the convention.

11. Security Council resolution 731 (1992) was adopted in
contravention of the principles and purposes of the Charter of the
United Nations whose article (27) paragraph (3) states that,

decisions of the Council on all other matters shall be made by an
affirmative vote of nine members including the concurring votes
of the permanent members", which did not happen in the case of
resolution 731 (1992). Moreover, article (33) paragraph (1) states
that, "the parties to any dispute, the continuance of which is
likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and
security, shall, first of all seek a solution by negotiation, inquiry,
mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to
regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means of
their own choice". Paragraph (2) of the same article states, "the
Security Council shall call upon the parties to settle their dispute
by such means". In addition, article (36) paragraph (3) states that,
"in making recommendations under this article, the Security
Council should also take into consideration that legal disputes
should, as a general rule, be referred by the parties to the
International Court of Justice."

* Notwithstanding the content of the paragraphs above, and
the legal nature of the question where the case at issue is a
dispute over judicial competence between states parties to the
1971 Montreal Convention, the Security Council adopted its two
resolutions 748 (1992) and 883 (1993) [based on resolution 731
(1992)] with all sorts of sanctions against Libya, boycotts and
embargoes. These measures have jeopardized the lives of
Libyans and non-Libyans. Accounts of the serious impact of the
sanctions on the Libyan Arab people periodically reported to the
Security Council. The latest of such a report is contained in
document S/1997/404. This has been a "collective punishment"
that can neither be legally defended nor morally condoned since
the two suspects were not investigated, were not tried and they

have not been convicted of anything.
Ê
THE POLITICAL ASPECT:
* Libya has submitted several initiatives aimed at the
acceleration of investigating the two suspects, revealing the truth
and identifying the real culprit responsible for the tragic incident
of Pan Am flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland. These initiatives
included a call for investigators from the United States and the
United Kingdom or representatives of international committee or
organizations to be present at the investigation and trial of the
two suspects. Libya has also accepted a trial in a neutral country
(document S/23416, S/23417).

14. Libya offered to resort to the International Court of Justice
to ascertain the veracity of the accusations leveled against the
two Libyan suspects. It has also offered to hand over the two
suspects to the UNDP office in Tripoli for investigation, and has
also proposed that the Secretary-General could establish a legal
committee composed of judges known for their fairness and
impartiality to investigate the matter, find the facts, and verify the
seriousness of the allegations against the two suspects, including
conducting a full investigation. If the Secretary-General would
determine that the allegations were serious, then, the Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya would not object to surrendering the two
suspects, under the personal supervision of the Secretary-General
to a third party on condition that they may not be handed over to
the United States of America or Scotland (S/23672).

15. Libya did not object to an investigation and trial to be
conducted by the Committee of Seven established by the League
of Arab States, or through the United Nations before a fair and
just court to be agreed upon. It has also declared its readiness to
enter into negotiations with the United States and the United
Kingdom, under the supervision of the Secretary-General of the
United Nations, (for the two countries unilaterally broke
diplomatic relations with Libya, and no extradition treaties exists
with the two countries) with the aim of reaching an agreement on
holding a trial in a neutral country acceptable to the parties to the
dispute, and which offer all guarantees for uncovering the truth
(document S/26313, S/23918, S/24209, and S/24961).

16. The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya has announced that, as a state,
it has no objection to the appearance of the two suspects before
the Scottish judiciary. However, the two suspects defense
lawyers, who are British, Scottish, Americans, and other
nationalities, warned the two suspects against appearing in a
court in any of the two countries because of the prior
condemnation by the mass media, as well as by government
officials in the two countries (document S/26500, S/26523, S/
26629).

17. Libya, out of respect for the regional and international
organizations and the role entrusted to them by Chapter VIII of
the Charter, accepted the proposals and initiatives submitted by
the League of Arab States, the Organization of African Unity, the
Organization of the Islamic Conference, and the Non-Aligned

Movement, which represent the majority of the international
community. These initiatives are:

a. The trial of the two suspects in a third country to be
designated by the Security Council.
b. The trial of the two suspects by Scottish judges, at the seat
of the International Court of Justice, under Scottish law.
c. The establishment of a special criminal court, at the seat of
the International Court of Justice to try the two suspects.
(document A/52/465, S/1997/497 and S/1997/549)
18. It is also well known that the Security Council has not
adopted any provisions that call for the surrender of our citizens
to foreign countries. Instead of focusing their efforts on reaching
a speedy solution for the dispute, the United States of America
and the United Kingdom, on the contrary, have focused all their
efforts on imposing, continuing, and tightening of the sanctions
against Libya; exploiting the international circumstances that
were prevalent at the start of this dispute; and in a clear violation
of the provisions of the United Nations Charter which calls for
the settlement of disputes among states by peaceful means
(articles 27, 33 and 36).

19. The rejection by the United States of America and the
United Kingdom of all the initiatives submitted by Libya or the
regional and international organizations for holding the trial of

the two suspects in a place that meets the requirements of
neutrality and impartiality has unfortunately led to the delay of
the trial of the two suspects all this time. This is despite the fact
that these two countries afford the accused, amongst their
citizens, the opportunity to change the venue of their trial. A case
in point is the trial of the defendants in the terrorist act that took
place in Oklahoma, where the venue of the trial was changed to
Denver, Colorado. Libya believes that the two Libyan suspects in
the Lockerbie accident, have also the right to stand before a just
court at venue free from the atmosphere of prior condemnation
prevalent in the United States and in Scotland, as is the case with
their citizens, and as provided for in article 14 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
Ê
Ê
LIBYAÕS RESPONSE TO SECURITY COUNCIL
RESOLUTIONS:
20. Libya has declared, at all official levels, her unequivocal
condemnation of terrorism in all its forms and manifestations. It
called upon the United Nations to dispatch whoever it sees
suitable to ascertain that Libya has no relation whatsoever with
terrorism (documents S/23221, S/23226, S/23396, S/23414, S/
23416, S/23641, S/23672, S/23918, S/24961 and S/1995/624, S/
1995/633, S/1996/7, S/1997/176, S/1997/218, and S/1997/880).

21. Libya has cooperated fully with the United Kingdom
concerning the Irish Republican Army. The United Kingdom
expressed her satisfaction with this cooperation in a letter from
the Permanent Representative of the United Kingdom to the

President of the Security Council (document S/1995/973).

22. France, too, has expressed her appreciation for LibyaÕs full
cooperation with the investigating judge of the UTA 772 incident
in a letter by the investigating judge to the French Foreign
Minister (document S/1997/858).

23. Libya accepted the two Libyan suspects be tried by a just
and fair court in a neutral country (document S/2496, S/26313).

24. Libya encouraged the two suspects to accept to appear
before the Scottish judiciary in Scotland (document S/26500, S/
26523, S/26629).

25. Despite LibyaÕs positive and sincere response to Security
Council resolutions and the flexibility she has shown in order to
reach a just and peaceful solution to this dispute, the United
States and the United Kingdom insist on rejecting all the
practical initiatives; be they those presented by Libya or those
from regional and international organizations. In addition, the
United States continues to prevent the Security Council from
implementing paragraph 2 of resolution 748 (1992). This
position can only strengthen the already strong suspicions which
Libya has about the real political aims of the two countries
towards Libya. These suspicions can only be removed by the

closing of this file as soon as possible.
Ê
CONCLUSION:
26. Ever since the issue was forced upon the Security Council,
many statements, both official and unofficial, have been issued,
many books and articles have been published, many audio and
visual recordings have been presented, and many seminars and
conferences were held - all of which concluded that Libya is
innocent of the allegations made against her. Eminent people
from all over the world have spoken in favor of lifting these
sanctions imposed on Libya. Among them, His Holiness Pope
John Paul II, who called in an unambiguous terms for the lifting
of the sanctions on 31 October 1997 (document S/1997/857).
Many organizations have adopted resolutions demanding the
lifting of the sanctions which have been imposed on Libya.

27. Inspite of all this, Libya is still suffering since 1992 from
these unjust sanctions imposed on her, in a clear violation of the
Charter of the United Nations, specially articles 27(3), 33(1), and
36, in deliberate disregard of the 1971 Montreal Convention.

28. As is stipulated in all laws and legislations, sanctions are
imposed as a punishment for the commitment of a crime or of a
prohibited act proved as such through an impartial and fully
independent investigation, and whose perpetrator has been tried
and convicted by a just and fair court. However, the sanctions
imposed on Libya took place in the absence of all legal and

logical conditions which permit the imposition of such sanctions.
The two Libyan citizens are only suspects. They have not
appeared before a court, and no conviction has been issued
against them. The legal rule is that an accused person is innocent
until proven guilty, has been completely ignored. Libya was
accused of being responsible for an incident with which it had
nothing to do. The Security Council was pushed into the
imposing sanctions against Libya. These sanctions are in fact a
"collective punishment" against an entire country, state, and
people. The United States and Britain assumed by functions of an
arbiter, investigator, and a judge, and issued convictions in
advance without any proof or investigation, without a trial or a
verdict. They have even asked for compensation. Is there a more
serious violation of the rights of individuals and peoples?

29. Libya has fully responded to the demands of Security
Council resolutions. The responsibility for the delay in the
implementation of the parts of these resolutions that were not
implemented falls on the two countries concerned. Libya and its
people should not bear the results of that delay.

30. The international community represented by international
and regional organizations, such as the League of Arab States,
the Organization of African Unity, the Organization of the
Islamic Conference, the Non-Aligned Movement, and in addition
to several countries which are not members of these
organizations, is convinced that Libya has no problem with the
Security Council. The problem is between the United States and
the United Kingdom on one hand, and Libya on the other, and

should be solved by a peaceful means provided for in the Charter
of the United Nations for solving disputes among states.

31. The Security CouncilÕs review of the sanctions last July
10th, Security CouncilÕs Ministerial Meeting of 25 September
(document S/PV.3819), and the latest review on 7th November
1997 and the debate that took place, are the best proof that the
Security Council is cognizant and appreciative of all what Libya
has done and offered, and of the flexibility and realism it has
shown in dealing with this dispute. It is high time for the other
parties to show flexibility and do what is required of them in
order to reach a peaceful, fair, and just solution to this dispute.

32. If the two countries really want to reach a solution to this
dispute, they can accept one of the three options offered by the
African Summit and the League of Arab States referred above.

33. Any other initiatives that fall outside this frame and do not
seek to achieve these goals or tend to waste time in order to
perpetrate the sanctions imposed on Libya, will only protract the
suffering of the families of the victims, who call for expediting
the trial to uncover the truth; and support the holding of the trial
in The Hague or a third neutral country, and to stop exploiting
this tragedy for political ends that will not be realized.
In light of the foregoing, we request that:

1. The sanctions imposed upon Libya in accordance with
Security council resolution 748 (1992) and 883 (1993) be lifted
because they represent a collective punishment of an entire
people for the mere suspicion of two of LibyaÕs citizens, who
have not been condemned in accordance with any judicial
verdict;
2. The two suspects be tried expeditiously by a just and fair
court at a venue where there is no prior condemnation of the two
suspects;
3. That the issue of LibyaÕs alleged relations to terrorism
(paragraph 2 of resolution 748 (1992)), be closed. For Libya has
condemned terrorism in all its forms and manifestations, and
offered to cooperate with the Security Council and the World
Community to combat terrorism. However, it is the other party
who hinders the closure of this question. Moreover, the world at
large knows where the terrorists live and who financed them.
34. Preventing the Security Council from implementing
paragraph (2) of resolution 748 (1992) added to LibyaÕs strong
suspicions in the true political objectives of the two countries
concerned. The only thing that could remove these suspicions is
a closure of this file as soon as possible.
35. The Secretary-General has an important role to play in
reaching a solution for this problem by exercising his good
offices, under the Charter, with the concerned parties, with the
aim of bringing all of them to the negotiating table, in order to
agree on the procedures for the trial of the two suspects, and its
venue in order to put an end to the tragedy of the families of the
victims, and lift the sanctions imposed on the Libyan people
immediately. If the other two parties to the problem are unwilling

to have a face-to-face meetings with Libya, Libya would be
ready to start immediately to enter into indirect contacts, through
the Secretary-General, in order to achieve the desired aim.
Ê
lbyun@undp.org

Paper Presented by
The Delegation of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
to the Summit Meeting of the Heads of States and Governments
of the Non-Aligned Movement
regarding the recent developments in the
"Lockerbie Question"
This paper contains all the elements that were included in the
speech of
H.E. Mr. Abuzed O. Dorda
before the Security Council on 27 August 1998
1. Merely because two persons were suspected, without any
evidence or proof, in connection with an incident that took place
many years ago, and that did not threaten international peace and
security then, the Security Council, under well-known and
acknowledged pressures and in clear contravention of paragraph
3 of Article 27, as well as Articles 32,33, and 36, adopted
resolution 731 (1992).
2. The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya immediately lodged a protest
with the International Court of Justice in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations.
3. The Security Council thereafter adopted resolution 748 (1992)

and then resolution 883 (1993), which imposed an embargo on
Libya, under Chapter VII of the Charter, but in contravention of
the Charter, and on the basis of resolution 731 (1992), which is
also in contravention of the Charter.
4. There have been many developments regarding this issue over
the past seven years. Libya has continued to suffer from an
embargo imposed by the law of force rather than with the force
of law, and in contravention of the Charter and relevant
international conventions.
5. The international community, convinced the justice of the
Libyan cause and out of concern for the United Nations in order
to avoid the manipulation of the Security Council by some
members for their political purposes, and given the absence of
international balance during the past decade, regional
organizations put forward a number of proposals and undertook a
number of initiatives during the past seven years. Those
proposals and initiatives, however, were completely disregarded
by the other two parties to the dispute.
6. Faced with disregard from the other parties to the dispute,
international and regional organizations were forced to take a
firmer stand.
The International Court of Justice issued a judgment on 27
February 1998 against the United States and another against the
United Kingdom asserting its competence to consider the case on
the basis of the 1971 Montreal Convention and rejected their
challenges contesting the competence of the Court.
The international community expressed its strong support for the
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya during the Security Council open debate

on 20 March 1998.
The Organization of African Unity adopted its historic
Ouagadougou resolution after all its past efforts, initiatives and
appeals were ignored throughout the past years.
The Ministerial Conference of the Heads of States and
Governments of the Non-Aligned Movement in Cartagena
(18-20 May 1998) adopted a recommendation to be submitted to
the 12th Ministerial Summit of the Movement regarding the
dispute.
7. After all that time, and as a result of all those developments,
the other parties to the dispute finally accepted a trial in a third
country, in order not to allow the international community to
impose its will, i.e. through the Security Council which acts
according to the Charter on behalf of the international
community. That was on Monday, 24 August 1998. On Tuesday,
25 August 1998, a draft resolution was introduced to the Council.
On Wednesday, 26 August 1998, it was formally introduced to
the Council, and on Thursday, 27 August 1998, it is being put to
a vote.
8. Libya received the text of the letter to the Secretary-General
from the other parties and the accompanying documents on the
evening of Monday, 24 August. It was asked to express its
agreement even before those documents were translated into
Arabic.
9. Libya and the international community had been waiting for
years and years. During those years, Libya and the international
community have put forward many proposals. The other parties
finally announced their acceptance on Monday, 24 August 1998,

adding to it a number of legal documents and expected Libya, the
Security Council, and the international community to agree
within hours to what they themselves have delayed for so many
years.
10. On the basis of our experience with the other parties - an
experience with historical dimensions that goes back even before
this present dispute -- we have had real concerns ever since an
announcement appeared in The Guardian on 21 July 1998, which
was followed by formal statements on the issue. We do not say
this today only. We said it that same week to the President of the
Security Council for the month of July, Ambassador Lavrov, and
we said it to all the members of the Security Council with Annan
during a meeting held in his office specifically for this purpose.
We whom we requested a meeting and did meet with them or
with their representatives during that period. We said the same
thing to the Secretary-General Kofi submitted to him and to
several Security Council members, as well as to the members of
the Committees of Five, Six, and Seven established by the
Organization of African Unity, the Non Aligned Movement, and
the Arab League, a written text regarding our concerns, which
are the following:
A. Now that the United States and the United Kingdom have
declared their formal position accepting to the trial of the two
suspects in the Netherlands, the following points should be of
importance to test the seriousness of these two parties to achieve
justice and are not using their acceptance to serve their political
ends, which are:
1. To foil the Ouagadougou resolution;
2. To preempt the Non-Aligned Summit Meeting in South Africa;
3. To maintain the sanctions;

4. To isolate the world community and its regional organizations
from
Libya.
B. However, the following points should be considered:
1. Accepting the trial in a neutral country should mean that the
legal authorities of the countries concerned have to deal with this
issue as the case is purely technical and legal. In addition to the
law and the judges, there are other complicated and detailed
questions that should be dealt with by the appropriate legal
authorities.
a. Guarantees for the two suspects with regard to their security
and rights throughout the different stages; their non-extradition
to the other two concerned states; and the designation of the
guarantor party or parties.
b. The investigation procedures and the trial proceedings;
c. The prosecution;
d. The legal reference;
e. Witnesses for the prosecution, and the defense, and the
evidence;
f. Responsibilities of all parties in case of acquittal, or
accusations, or conviction. These are technical and legal issues,
an agreement to be reached about it should it be left to the legal
authorities in the concerned countries;
2. Lifting or suspending the sanctions.
3. The question of the appearance of the two suspects before the
Court. There is no indication whatsoever in Security Council
resolutions about the handing over of the suspects, therefore,
what should be the modalities for the appearance and who will

bear the responsibility of the appearance of the suspects in
Court.?
4. As the Organization of African Unity and the Arab League are
considered to be the source of the initiative, they should play
major roles in all forthcoming stages, especially as guarantors
and witness to future developments. What will be the role of
such regional organizations be?
5. It is important that these organizations continue to stand firm
on their positions until they are fully implemented, be it with
regard to the appearance of the two suspects before the Court or
the suspension and the lifting of the sanctions.
11. When Libya expressed those concerns, a priori, and before
the other party to the dispute announced its formal position, it
was the intention of Libya, as we repeatedly said at the time to
the presidency and members of the Security Council and to the
Secretary-General, to avoid any difficulties or obstacles that
would complicate the situation and return it to the starting point.
Our concerns were serious and legitimate.
12. To insist on placing all the parties the difficult situation, and
to impose the acceptance of the position of the United States and
the United Kingdom within hours - despite the fact that there is
surely a need for all to have adequate time to examine all the
legal documents, which are very complicated and multifaceted merely adds to both our past and present doubts.
13. The other party suspended consideration in the Security
Council of the two judgments made by the International Court of
Justice under the pretext that it required sufficient time for its
experts to study the two judgments. The same argument holds

true today.
14. In light of what has been stated, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
emphasizes the following to the Non-Aligned Movement and to
the international community:
A. We welcome the acceptance by the United States of America
and the United Kingdom of the proposals already made by the
League of Arab States, the Organization of African Unity, and
supported by the Organization of the Islamic Conference, and the
Non-Aligned Movement more than four years ago. We consider
this as a positive step that would result in a satisfactory and just
solution for all, to this dispute that has lasted far too long and
from which our people, as well as the families of the victims
have suffered.
B. The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya accepts that the two suspects be
tried in a Scottish court in the Netherlands by Scottish judges,
according to Scottish law. We reaffirm this position today. We
have already accepted it as is known and documented in the
Security Council. This is a serious, irreversible position. There is
still an important question that must be reaffirmed and which we
have taken up with the Security Council and the SecretaryGeneral many times, that,
The issue will now return to its original status: a legal matter.
15. Just like the judicial authorities in the two other countries
have studied the legal aspect of all the documents accompanying
the letter from the two states to the Secretary-General, and this
was reaffirmed in the statements made by various officials,
particularly the statement made a few weeks ago by Ms. Reno,
the Attorney-General of the United States of America. Likewise,

the Libyan judicial authorities now have the duty and right to
consider the different procedural and legal issues pertaining to
the different arrangements and judicial aspects. For our part, we
are prepared to undertake such considerations either directly with
the judicial authorities of the states concerned or through the
Secretary-General.
16. We look forward to closing the entire file on this matter.
Libya has proved its seriousness and flexibility throughout every
stage. We reaffirm that the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya shall remain
serious and pragmatic during the next stage.
17. With regard to Security Council resolution 1192 (1998)
adopted on 27 August 1998, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
emphasizes the following:
First: Its acceptance that the two suspects be tried in a Scottish
Court in the Netherlands, according to Scottish law by Scottish
judges.
Second: Since the trial is a legal matter, the Libyan judicial and
legal authorities have the right and duty, as a constitutionally
independent judicial authority, to deal with all matters relating to
the implementation of this political decision, as regards the
guarantees that should be provided for the two suspects and all
other procedural matters of legal nature during all phases of the
trial, and after its conclusion, and the consequent results of either
acquittal or conviction.
Third: Whereas the judicial authorities of the two countries of the
other party have exercised their powers and responsibilities in
this case between them and with the judicial authorities in the
Netherlands, the Libyan judicial authorities also have the same

right to discuss and agree to all that relates to its citizens, of the
necessary arrangements, guarantees, and procedures to ensure all
their rights which are internationally accepted and stipulated in
the international covenants and conventions, during the trial.
Fourth: Any attempt at by-passing the Libyan judicial authorities
and the defense of the two suspects, in ensuring their
constitutional and legal responsibilities and duties, will only
mean that what has been accepted by the other party was nothing
more than a maneuver to overcome a circumstance which we
have explained, in order to take back the dispute to its starting
point.
Fifth: The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya reaffirms once again that it is
completely serious to see this file closed, and to assure that,
should a degree of seriousness be demonstrated by the other
party, this file would be closed before long.
18. In conclusion, the Ouagadougou Summit, the convening of
this summit and the recommendations before by the Cartagena
Ministerial Meeting, were, in fact, the driving force that brought
about those developments quickly. In order to maintain the
momentum of these developments in a positive direction and in
order to avoid any setbacks or retreats, the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya calls upon the Summit to endorse the following:

1. Adopt the Cartagena recommendation calling for the lifting of
the unjust sanctions imposed on the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,
since there is no justification for their continuation, indeed, for
their imposition in the first place - while the two suspects have
not been tried and have not been convicted by a court, how can
punishment precede conviction, especially now that Libya has

officially accepted their appearance before the proposed court?
2. Affirm the right of the Libyan judicial authorities in dealing
with questions of legal procedure pertaining to the two suspects
and all legal arrangements before and after the trial in conformity
with their constitutional responsibilities on an equal footing with
their counterparts in the other states concerned.
3. The Non-Aligned Movement should accept to play a role in
the new phase regarding guarantees and participation, as an
observer, during the trial.

Please accept the consideration of our respect and appreciation
for the firm support by all members of the Movement for the just
cause of our country.

The Delegation of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 23, 1998 12:10:52 PM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Love the Indians, 182 still in Cork?

1.1.4
The aircraft in question - Kanishka, was named after the
most powerful and famous king of the Kushanas who perhaps
ruled in India from AD 78 to AD 103. Besides being a great
conqueror, he was an ardent supporter and follower of Budhism -

a religion which preaches non-violence. Emperor Kanishka,
however, met a violent end. After 25 years of reign he was killed
by some of his own subjects. His life was thus brought to an
abrupt end.
1.1.5
It is indeed ironical that the Jumbo Jet which bore the
name 'Kanishka' also met with a violent and a sudden end on that
fateful morning of 23rd June, 1985
It is indeed ironical that a mechanical fault was ignored and a
violent act was blamed which justified other violent acts against
the imagined perps.
(a) For getting first hand information, the Court had to
personally inspect the wreckage which had been recovered and
was housed in a boat yard in Cork.
Still in Cork?
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 23, 1998 9:37:54 AM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Missing exhibits

Chris, do you recall the absent exhibits from TWA 800. We made
list and yours was more complete than mine.
Any more stuff you can think of, I think this may be an 'in' for
TWA 800. They have offered public documents, to now deny
access would be bad press. They offered not knowing what we

know about what is out there.
At the very least an
updated official final wreckage database report.
actual powerplant report by Pratt and Whitney
missing exhibits not handed out to press or public
field notes on all cargo door wreckage including latches.
analysis of CVR loud sound
sequential radar data by time
high quality close up photos of starboard side forward of the
wing.
confirmation two cargo door sills found, not one.
analysis of 'stator blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer.
color photos of unreconstructed wreckage parts.
any wiring descriptions of bare wires found in nose.
Jonathan, if there is any expense in the procurement of these
pictures or documents, I will reimburse you. A dollar a color
copy is fine for any pictures of TWA 800 that are clear, I will pay.
Any copying expenses are fine, I will pay. If you need some cash
ahead of time, tell me.
If you actually get that raw data in a dim lonely bare room, copy
everything, Chris and I will sort it out.
It looks like to me they have invited you into the vault
unattended. Ha!
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 23, 1998 9:27:29 AM PDT

To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Put quite simply...

Dear Mr Schlamm,
Many thanks for your reply to my recent phone message. I am
grateful for
the offer of facilities to consult the full docket on TWA800 and
expect to
be at your offices around 2.30pm on Thursday 29th October,
assuming that my
flight from Toronto arrives on time. I would also like to consult
there the
following day. I will be reviewing meantime the material on your
website.
I quite understand the pressure of business on your staff.
However, I hope
you will appreciate that as a journalist I must make every effort
to get my
facts absolutely correct. This is why I have repeatedly asked for
forensic
detail on the NTSB's refutation of Mr Smith's explanation for the
sequence
of events in the destruction of TWA800. I was already aware that
your staff
believe Mr Smith is wrong and I have to respect their
professional
abilities but it does seem to me that Mr Smith's points are so very
serious
as to make a detailed, technical rebuttal imperative if
unsubstantiated
theories are not to gain wider currency. We all have beliefs. Facts
are

what matter in a case like this.
It is for that reason that I cannot understand the refusal to meet
with me
and have someone go through the evidence line-by-line. The
detailed
refutation must already exist on paper and/or in a computer,
surely, and it
would only take an hour or so for someone to take me through
the file where
it is kept. I do assure you that I have an open mind on this and, if
I am
satisfied that the NTSB is right and Mr Smith is wrong, I shall
not
hesitate to say so. At present I am not satisfied because the NTSB
has not
taken me into its confidence on the detailed interpretation of the
evidence. The story will not go away just because you tell
reporters that
your staff believe the theory to be wrong.
So I do respectfully ask you to reconsider and arrange for a wellbriefed
NTSB staffer (not necessarily one of your investigators, whom I
would not
wish to deflect from their prime tasks) to meet with me on
October 29 or
30, or on November 2 or 3. While in Washington I may be
contacted via my US
lawyer, Ken Adams (tel. 202 828 2202) whose office is not far
from yours.
Thank you for your time and courtesy.

With best wishes,
Yours sincerely
[Dr Jonathan Wills]
Editor
The Shetland News Agency
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 23/09/98, at 10:10, Schlamm Paul wrote:
To: Mr. Jonathan Mills
From: Paul Schlamm, Office of Public Affairs, NTSB
This is in response to your telephone message of last week
requesting a meeting with an NTSB "technical expert" on
October 29 to
discuss the theories of Mr. John Barry Smith.
I regret that due to the pressing requirements of the TWA
800
investigation and other accident investigations in which the
Safety Board
is
involved, we are unable to accommodate your request. As you
might
imagine,
we receive many requests for meetings with our investigators,
and we have
found that it is not feasible for us to be continually pulling them
away

from their work, if we are to fulfill the NTSB's investigative
mandate.
OOoooh, they work so hard. You did not ask for 'investigator'.
Furthermore, as Mr. Goelz has indicated, we have been in
communication with Mr. Smith and are familiar with his views.
Communication means two way, they have been one way.

We have,
however, found no physical evidence that would lend any
credence to Mr.
Smith's theories related to TWA 800. Put quite simply, our
investigative
staff believes that Mr. Smith is wrong.
Put quite simply, NTSB, you were wrong on UAL 811 in AAR
90.01 and had to make new AAR 92.02, so opinions about don't
count for much. Why is 'Mr. Smith' wrong?

If you decide to visit the Safety Board's Public Affairs Office
on
October 29, we would be happy to meet with you. You may also
want to take
the opportunity of a visit to review the full docket of information
on the
TWA 800 investigation which is available in the Public Inquires
section at
the NTSB (490 L'Enfant Plaza SW, Washington, DC 20594).

"Full' does not mean full. It means the good stuff is missing. 4A,
wreckage database, close up photos of starboard side forward of
the wing and more.

In the interim,
should you require any public documents not readily available
from the
NTSB
world wide web site (www.ntsb.gov), I would be happy to try to
provide
those
to you. Please let me know if this might be the case.

Well, let me make a list and check it twice.
Jonathan, it's something, it gets you into the building and starts a
sequence of questions and answers. Sooner or later they will
have to acknowledge evidence such as red paint smears and stop
knocking "Mr. Smith" that idiot.
I'm encouraged. Let me make a list of public documents not
readily available from the
NTSB
world wide web site (www.ntsb.gov),'
I would be happy to try to provide
those
to you. Please let me know if this might be the case.
Yeah, that's the crack in the door, Jonathan. There are field notes

when they recovered all the forward and aft door parts and
latches. Those field notes are invaluable as they are raw data and
unfiltered. There's much more to request. Let me work on that.
I'll get it to you as soon as I can so you can request it early to
make Mr. Schlamm 'happy.'
Hmm.....
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 23, 1998 9:27:13 AM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Timing

Date: Wed, 23 Sep 1998 10:04:50 +0100
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear
Dear Barry,
I really wish you hadn't done that. You may have screwed up our
chances
with the BBC. I told them we'd wait. Oh shit!
We did wait. We waited for as long as they asked, the weekend.
You guys are putting on a show and you're not ready yet. I'm
trying to prevent plane crashes and the wiring is ready to start
shorting.

That March 1998 story I wrote was ignored by the media (some
50 outlets) to
whom it was sent. They thought I'd been conned by a crank.
We are brothers! Bonded by perceived lunacy. Jonathan, you
know that 103 has a strong liklihood of not being a bomb but
being something mechanical based on hindsight and similar
crashes. You were the first journalist to say that in print. There is
always someone first and he is always called crazy. You will be
very proud of the 19 Mar 98 article some day.
"Conned by a crank" See, attack the messenger, never the
evidence, it's a clue. They did not say you don't know about red
paint smears, outward peeled skin, sudden loud sound, or now,
pieces of 'bomb' on the outside of the container, not inside.
This reliance on experts or reputable people versus amateurs is
nonsense in life and death matters when only evidence counts.
We may have screwed up our chances with BBC, ha! If anything
the story is hotter, now that Libya is involved. But what do I
know?
That is why we
are still trying to get the BBC (and the others who will follow) to
take it
seriously.
Jonathan, want you mean is to take me seriously. The evidence of
nine missing bodies for four accidents is serious enough.
That is why we must be patient.
Coming up on ten years, Jonathan.

But you are not being patient.
BBC asked for a weekend, they got a weekend.
You have just given away the story we were trying to sell
exclusive to the
BBC.
See, exclusive....they are in the selling game and I'm in the
stopping death game. Stopping death tells everybody what is
going on, selling is licenses, nondisclosure statements, laywers
and money.

What will probably happen is that the authorities will, yet again,
ignore you, and the media will do likewise.
You mean, the authorities won't like me anymore? The media
will start ignoring me? Ha! The authorities never liked me and
the media has always ignored me. What's new?
If so, we will still have a new
angle on the story for the BBC to lead with. But if your e-mail is
picked
up by the media then the BBC will probably not do a special on
it.
What is it with the BBC and it's "If I didn't get it first, I'm not
going to report it?" 99% of BBC stuff comes from elsewhere.

Please, you do the aviation technicalities and I'll sell the story as
best
I can.
Jonathan, I have not tried to sell the story to anyone, ever. I've
turned down two offers by publishers to do a book on wiring/
cargo door. I reported a discovered aviation safety related item to
authorities. Period. To withhold that info for even a weekend was
distasteful to me.
But let's not get the roles confused.
Exactly. You sell it and I'll help by giving interviews you set up.
I'll present datat to get the wiring replaced and the doors sealed
and you can follow the bison as they twist and turn to make it
happen.

This stuff is too good to
throw away on a tightly-packed herd of regulatory bison in their
protective
circle. And now they have advance warning that we're coming
for them with
the clincher (which is what the piece of plastic is, either way you
look at
it).
Naw.....I've had lots of clinchers, lots of smoking guns, they don't
move. Bare wring in TWA 800 cargo door area is a smoking gun.
Red paint smears. Ruptured outward peeled skin at two midspan
latches. Soot. And on an on.

We need to splash this story and the only way to do it is to do it
big.
That means the BBC. The rest will follow. A period of silence
would bve
appropriate until the BBC get back to me. I have asked for a
decision by
Friday.
Tell 'em The Libyan News Agency may beat them to the story.
Frontline Scotland knows the bomb explanation evaporates when
examined. Now they have a plausible mechanical alternative
explanation that has precedent and supported by official
documents. It's a no brainer to do a story. Of course they do a
story. Of course any PA 103 story has interest potential with ten
year anniversary coming up.
It's not your fault or my fault if story does not break, it's
Frontline Scotland.
This greediness, this glory seeking, this timidity, by the TV is
exactly like NTSB and FBI. If you want to know why wiring/
cargo door explanation is not accepted, look to BBC, nobody
looks good. See, Jonathan, looking good is not on my list of high
priorities as it is with most authorities.
BBC has been running stories for nine years about bombers, do
you think they will start doing stories that show they were wrong
for nine years?
It's why myths live and get embellished and live forever.
Everybody involved with the myth wants to look good, not the

buffoons they are, regardless of good intentions.
Cheers,
Barry
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 23, 1998 8:05:03 AM PDT
To: schlamp@NTSB.gov
Cc: neil.mcdonald-gwnca@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Re: Interview Request

Dear Mr Schlamm,
Many thanks for your reply to my recent phone message. I am
grateful for
the offer of facilities to consult the full docket on TWA800 and
expect to
be at your offices around 2.30pm on Thursday 29th October,
assuming that my
flight from Toronto arrives on time. I would also like to consult
there the
following day. I will be reviewing meantime the material on your
website.
I quite understand the pressure of business on your staff.
However, I hope
you will appreciate that as a journalist I must make every effort
to get my
facts absolutely correct. This is why I have repeatedly asked for
forensic
detail on the NTSB's refutation of Mr Smith's explanation for the
sequence
of events in the destruction of TWA800. I was already aware that
your staff

believe Mr Smith is wrong and I have to respect their
professional
abilities but it does seem to me that Mr Smith's points are so very
serious
as to make a detailed, technical rebuttal imperative if
unsubstantiated
theories are not to gain wider currency. We all have beliefs. Facts
are
what matter in a case like this.
It is for that reason that I cannot understand the refusal to meet
with me
and have someone go through the evidence line-by-line. The
detailed
refutation must already exist on paper and/or in a computer,
surely, and it
would only take an hour or so for someone to take me through
the file where
it is kept. I do assure you that I have an open mind on this and, if
I am
satisfied that the NTSB is right and Mr Smith is wrong, I shall
not
hesitate to say so. At present I am not satisfied because the NTSB
has not
taken me into its confidence on the detailed interpretation of the
evidence. The story will not go away just because you tell
reporters that
your staff believe the theory to be wrong.
So I do respectfully ask you to reconsider and arrange for a wellbriefed
NTSB staffer (not necessarily one of your investigators, whom I
would not

wish to deflect from their prime tasks) to meet with me on
October 29 or
30, or on November 2 or 3. While in Washington I may be
contacted via my US
lawyer, Ken Adams (tel. 202 828 2202) whose office is not far
from yours.
Thank you for your time and courtesy.
With best wishes,
Yours sincerely
[Dr Jonathan Wills]
Editor
The Shetland News Agency
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 23/09/98, at 10:10, Schlamm Paul wrote:
To: Mr. Jonathan Mills
From: Paul Schlamm, Office of Public Affairs, NTSB
This is in response to your telephone message of last week
requesting a meeting with an NTSB "technical expert" on
October 29 to
discuss the theories of Mr. John Barry Smith.
I regret that due to the pressing requirements of the TWA
800
investigation and other accident investigations in which the
Safety Board

is
involved, we are unable to accommodate your request. As you
might
imagine,
we receive many requests for meetings with our investigators,
and we have
found that it is not feasible for us to be continually pulling them
away
from their work, if we are to fulfill the NTSB's investigative
mandate.
Furthermore, as Mr. Goelz has indicated, we have been in
communication with Mr. Smith and are familiar with his views.
We have,
however, found no physical evidence that would lend any
credence to Mr.
Smith's theories related to TWA 800. Put quite simply, our
investigative
staff believes that Mr. Smith is wrong.
If you decide to visit the Safety Board's Public Affairs Office
on
October 29, we would be happy to meet with you. You may also
want to take
the opportunity of a visit to review the full docket of information
on the
TWA 800 investigation which is available in the Public Inquires
section at
the NTSB (490 L'Enfant Plaza SW, Washington, DC 20594). In
the interim,
should you require any public documents not readily available
from the
NTSB

world wide web site (www.ntsb.gov), I would be happy to try to
provide
those
to you. Please let me know if this might be the case.

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 23, 1998 2:04:50 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear

Dear Barry,
I really wish you hadn't done that. You may have screwed up our
chances
with the BBC. I told them we'd wait. Oh shit!
That March 1998 story I wrote was ignored by the media (some
50 outlets) to

whom it was sent. They thought I'd been conned by a crank. That
is why we
are still trying to get the BBC (and the others who will follow) to
take it
seriously. That is why we must be patient. But you are not being
patient.
You have just given away the story we were trying to sell
exclusive to the
BBC. What will probably happen is that the authorities will, yet
again,
ignore you, and the media will do likewise. If so, we will still
have a new
angle on the story for the BBC to lead with. But if your e-mail is
picked
up by the media then the BBC will probably not do a special on
it.
Please, you do the aviation technicalities and I'll sell the story as
best
I can. But let's not get the roles confused. This stuff is too good
to
throw away on a tightly-packed herd of regulatory bison in their
protective
circle. And now they have advance warning that we're coming
for them with
the clincher (which is what the piece of plastic is, either way you
look at
it).
We need to splash this story and the only way to do it is to do it
big.
That means the BBC. The rest will follow. A period of silence
would bve

appropriate until the BBC get back to me. I have asked for a
decision by
Friday.
Cheers
Jonathan
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 22, 1998 8:16:48 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Whoah, there! Too late!

Dear Barry,
Hey, hey hey! Coo-oo-ool it.

Too late. I did the deed. Nibbling was not good enough. Email to
US officials appended.
You are sounding paranoid. The BBC guy is
just doing what he has to do, OK? It doesn't stink at all - yet. If
he does
what you suspect then it will stink, but not yet. You and I must
both be
patient. He is not stalling. He is very interested, as I told you.
Whatever else this is going to be, it won't be fast because what
you are
saying goes against conventional wisdom. Of course they're not
going to
rush out with open arms and say come on in fella and join the
party. That
is why all your painstaking accomulation of evidence has been
necessary.

Yeah, yeah, you sound like the pilot of an MD11 who smelled
smoke in the cabin and the copilot is saying, let's do something
right now. And the pilot says >Hey, hey hey! Coo-oo-ool it.

The producer does not need to call you yet. He is still going
through the
mountain of facts which are all very familiar to you but very
unfamiliar
(and maybe unbvelievable) to him. When he has his list of
questions he will
certainly call you. He will probably also come and visit you,
possibly with
his boss, my friend the head of news (and with me as bag-carrier,

I hope).
You as text guy, they as video guy. Equal billing. Then add the
sound guy in there someplace too.
His name is Neil Mcdonald and he did the Frontline Scotland
show with
Cannistrano et al.
OK, that is jackpot. He already knows the evidence evaporates
when examined with bomb explanation. He hired Mansfield.
He is a mucho serioso hombre and, naturally, will be
worried about his reputation if he screws this up and is accused
of being
hoodwinked by an obsessive.
I am not obsessive, at least that's why my psychiatrists' office
receptionist told me to say when I called her the tenth time to
confirm my 11 oclock appointment. (That is funny.)
Hence the extreme caution of his approach. The
story I want him to run is that reviled persistent correspondent
was right
all along
You're the first to take wiring/cargo door seriously and it's offiical
on 19 March 1998, story appended.

and the experts could not or would not see the truth staring at
them out of the wreckage. Or at the very least that a so-called
amateur

has shown up serious errors in the official version.
Making them look bad helps?

I have a pile of shit to wade through here to keep the bank off my
back so
you may not hear from me for a few days. It doesn't mean I've
lost interest
or deserted the cause. Just that I have discovered from my tax
return this
evening that I made a loss last year. This must be altered, and
quick.
Be of good cheer. One way or another, I am going to get this
story out. But
I want to do it properly and irrefutably, with the full weight of
the BBC's
authority behind us, not with some tuppeny-happenny little local
TV station
or tab newspaper that can be dismissed by the suits as
'sensationalism'.
Let the truth have the power, not the messenger. Have faith in the
evidence from wherever it comes or how presented.

I see from the files that I have now been working on this for
more than a
year. It's that bugger Olsson's fault.
Ain't that the truth! He's the guy that pointed me to the report that
had the size of the shatter zone as 20 inches, much too small for

any type of close in high explosive detonation. That refuted
bomb right there. I was on the cargo door trail for 103 and really
was surprised by all this 'bomb' evidence that was talked about
but never shown.
We started out talking about a First
World War torpedo casualty west of Shetland and look what he's
led me into!
Foinaven was great. Worthy of a TV show in itself.

I hope you heard that, Chris.
Good night, you maniacs.
Yours maniacally
Jonathan
PS And Lars is a Swedish name, btw, not Swiss. So nul pointson
the name
game, Mr Smith.
I defer to you English experts and that's why the AAIB is so
important, there are several phrases in there that don't ring true
for an English speaker proud of his language but do ring true for
American quickly inserting strange meanings into innocent
statements. And the strange meaning in the strange language
always is about the absolutely, positive, conclusive, no doubt
about it, for sure, 'bomb'.
Have you caught them yet?

Well, Jonathan, I'm moving forward, for better or for worse. I'm
landing this baby right now. As best I can and as fast as I can.
Cheers,
Barry

New theory on cause of jumbo crash

-----------------------------------------------------------------------19th March 1998
by Jonathan Wills
A senior US senator has asked crash investigators to look
seriously at the theory that a faulty cargo door, rather than an
explosion in empty fuel tanks, was the immediate cause of the
TWA 800 jumbo jet disaster off Long Island, New York, last
year.
If proved correct, the theory could cause huge liability problems
for the Boeing Company - and also raise questions about the
terrorist bomb explanation for the Pan Am 103 crash at
Lockerbie 10 years ago, which involved a similar aircraft.
Senator John McCain, chairman of the Senate Transportation
Committee, has written to Jim Hall, chairman of the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) asking him to look at
evidence gathered by retired military air reconnaisance navigator
John Barry Smith.
Mr Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, also qualified as an
instrument-rated commercial pilot and has made an extensive
study of several Boeing 747 crashes and incidents involving the
large cargo door on the front, right-hand side of the aircraft.
He rejects conspiracy theories and says the evidence strongly

suggests that condensation shorted damaged wiring which then
turned a motor to unlatch the forward cargo door on TWA800 in
flight. Mr Smith believes the sudden, explosive loss of pressure
in the hull then tore the plane's nose off. A cloud of fuel was
ignited by the engines as the plane broke up, causing the fireball
seen shortly before the wreckage crashed into the sea off East
Moriches, Long Island.
Senator McCain, who is a former US Navy carrier jet pilot, did
not say whether he agreed with Mr Smith or not but, in a letter of
4th March, asked the NTSB to give 'a prompt response' to the
request to set up a meeting.
Mr Smith said today [THURS]: 'That's all I want, a chance to let
the evidence, as I see it, speak. My goal is to persuade NTSB that
a reasonable line of inquiry, worthy of the same effort as that
done for bomb, missile, and center tank, is the wiring/cargo door
rupture explanation.'
In a letter to the NTSB chairman, Mr Smith detailed what he had
found from a painstaking examination of the evidence published
so far by the FBI and NTSB inquiries. He wrote:
'The wiring/cargo door rupture concerns are:
1. Water in forward cargo bay [probably from condensation as
the aircraft climbed into very cold air from the heat of JFK
airport on a summer evening];
2. Chafed bare wire touched by water;
3. Electrical short occurs;
4. Forward door motor turns on to unlatch position;
5. Aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches;
6. Pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch;
7. Cargo door tears into pieces. Some pieces stay with nose,
some don't;
8. Explosive decompression occurs, shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side, exposing 20 foot by 40 foot
hole in nose, producing sudden loud sound on Cockpit Voice

Recorder;
9. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off;
10. Ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire;
11. Wing and wing fuel tanks, engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down;
12. Fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center wing tank;
13. Fireball observed on the ground;
14. [On] water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material [is]
among first to land.'
Mr Smith, who holds dual US/British nationality, said forward
cargo doors on older 747s had opened in flight before, including
on a United Airlines flight that managed to land despite the
damage. He told NTSB chairman Hall: 'It's time to go back [to
look at the cargo door]. There's a lot more there than meets the
eye at first glance. The whole story is there. It answers your
question of "Why so few bodies burnt?" The answer is, basically,
they were not there to be burned. They were blown away by the
first initial non-fiery explosive decompression and they were in
the severed, unburnt nose section. When the center tank finally
did catch fire/explode, there were no passengers in front of the
fiery explosion to be burnt.
'The main concern of all aviation safety persons is that this
sequence can happen again unless the wiring/cargo door rupture
explanation is ruled in or out by a reasonable line of inquiry by
NTSB...'
Mr Smith has courted controversy and been dismissed as a crank
in the past for suggesting that a similar cargo door failure, rather
than a Libyan bomb, could have caused the Lockerbie disaster in
1988. He insists the similarities with TWA 800 include the
distribution of debris on the ground, the loud noise on the cockpit
voice recorder, and the sequence of damage to the aircraft,

starting with the forward cargo bay and the inner, right-hand
engine.
So far, crash investigators and most aviation experts disagree
with him but today [THURS] he again said there was no
conclusive evidence of a Semtex bomb on PA103. For example,
the British Air Accidents Investigation Branch referred to 'soot
marks' from a 'relatively mild blast'.
'Semtex bombs are not sooty. Period,' he said. 'Why don't these
bomb believers ever ask any questions about the contradictory
evidence? Why stay silent in the face of an alternative
explanation with evidence? The silence is hard to understand.
[I'm] never rebutted with facts but only opinions and silence.
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Dear Officials,
23 Sep 98
According to AAIB 2/90, Pan Am 103, the plastic fragment
which is supposed to be the cassette recorder into which a plastic

explosive was placed turns out to have been discovered on the
outside of the baggage container, not the inside.
A piece of real evidence for a bombing for PA 103 is a fingernail
sized fragment of plastic. It now turns out that that fragment was
located in a place that rules out it being part of a circuit board
that is part of a cassette which is part of a bomb placed by
terrorists in the baggage container of the forward cargo bay. The
fragment is likely not related to any bomb because the fragment
was found on the outside of the container, not the inside.
The proof is in the evidence. Figure F-5 of AAIB 02/92 shows
the 'bombed' baggage container AVE 4041 PA having a
rectangular plate affixed in the upper left quadrant with the letter
'c' inside it. The text explanation which corresponds to 'c' reads,
"Container manufacturer's data plate containing burnt piece of
material which itself contained a fragment of circuit board."
The text on page F-2 states, "While this work was in progress a
buckled section of skin from container 4041 was found by an
AAIB Inspector to contain, trapped within its folds, an item
which was subsequently identified by forensic scientists at the
Royal Armaments Research and Development Establishment
(RARDE) as belonging to a specific type of radio-cassette player
and that this had been fitted with an improvised explosive
device."
Figure F-13 also shows this container manufacturer's data plate
as a rectangle in the same location as Figure F-5 with the
location of the IED pinpointed on the inside of the container ten
inches above the floor.
Figure F-2 shows a photograph of a normal container with the

manufacturer's name plate clearly visible on the outside of the
container in the upper left quadrant.
There is much other evidence to rule out a bomb based on the
evidence of the baggage container. The actual damage shows a
directed, mild, sooty blast of twenty five inches long through
clothes, suitcase, and metal baggage container to fuselage skin at
which point the directed energy blasted a small hole twenty
inches by twenty inches. A plastic high explosive would not
leave soot in the initial pressure wave, would be spherical, and
would certainly directly make a hole larger than twenty inches by
twenty inches in the fuselage skin.
To put it another way, a high explosive device would have left no
soot in initial pressure wave, be spherical, and do massive
damage to anything with a few feet. That evidence is not there
for high explosive device.
The evidence of the reconstructed baggage container of PA 103
clearly shows it was a much smaller device that caused the
sooting and small hole in the skin than a high explosive plastic
bomb placed twenty five inches away.
What could it be then, it not a bomb? Well, it could have been a
rather large shotgun or a boat flare gun, both items if fired
inadvertently would fit the evidence of mild, directed, sooty blast
of twenty five inches.
The only piece of hard evidence to support bomb explanation for
PA 103 is a fragment of plastic which was found in a position
that makes it very unlikely that it was part of bomb or other
device that ignited in the forward cargo hold of PA 103 at the
initial event time.

The corroborating evidence of the rest of the pieces of the
baggage container confirm the small size of the charge, the sooty
low explosive nature, and the short directed blast that makes it
gun type damage and not bomb type damage.
There is much other corroborative evidence that explains that PA
103 was probably an explosive decompression event forward of
the wing as a result of a hull rupture in the forward cargo door
area.
Regarding Pan Am 103 and the 'bombers':
Accused are innocent until proven guilty.
Goal is to save American passenger's lives by preventing another
PA 103 type accident.
Justice for the not guilty means cleared of unjust accusation.
Justice for the guilty means replacing old wiring and securing
cargo doors.
I've been trying US authorities for years to give serious
consideration to wiring/cargo door explanation for PA 103 and
others but have been rejected.
I am now attempting to contact Libyan officials regarding the
wiring/cargo door explanation for Pan Am 103 because it was
not a bomb. Nobody put a bomb on board. Their guys did not do
it because nobody did it. Justice is justice. I will defend Sikh
terrorists from the accusation of bombing Air India 182 and I will
defend the United States Navy of the accusation of accidentally
shooting down TWA 800 and covering it up. There is no
conspiracy, coverup or plot to destroy Boeing 747s by placing
bombs in the forward cargo hold.
This is life and death. Wiring is causing cargo doors to open in

flight on high time Boeing 747s including PA 103.
Please forward this email to appropriate State Department
officials. I consider this email notification to the US Government
of my intent to contact Libyan authorities regarding a plane crash
and its cause. I encourage State Department officials to contact
me at their earliest convenience.
I again request a meeting with US aviation officials or US law
enforcement officials to present my research for discussion
regarding the wiring/cargo door explanation for PA 103, AI 182,
UAL 811, and TWA 800.
News Report: "...the Federal Aviation Administration is
preparing to order the inspection and replacement of wiring that
could cause fires in aging airplanes."
Wiring has caused fires in Boeing 747 cargo holds before:
"A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
Page 45, 747-200 reported on October 12, 1996: Wire bundle
arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of forward lower lobe
cargo hold on a 747-200 freighter. This occurred with the
airplane on the ground, during post C-check functional test.
Note: Portions of the damaged wire bundles were forwarded to
Boeing for evaluation in determining the cause of the damage.
The results of the analysis indicated the primary conductor(s)
sustained mechanical or thermal damage prior to the application
of electrical power."
Source: NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group

Factual Report page 44, 45, 46.
Bare wires were found in TWA 800 cargo door area:
"The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found.""
PolyX/Kapton/polyimide insulation have caused problems before
in Navy aircraft.
"Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems Command
to National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As
you know, the problems with poly-x wire are well known to
headquarters and its use had been curtailed.""
Bare wires in the cargo door area and the electrical system have
caused fatalities in a Boeing 747 before, UAL 811 described in
AAR 92/02:
"Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches
from plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to
wire bundle clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed
bare wires shorted on the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch
position."
NTSB recognizes the danger of bad polyimide wiring in Boeing
747 cargo bays and recommended inspections before:
"Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance

personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore."
The precedents are clear, dear Government Officials, bad
polyimide wiring causes problems, TWA 800 had polyimide
wiring; bad polyimide wiring in electrical system in cargo door
area causes fatalities, TWA 800 had bad polyimide wiring in
cargo door area; NTSB recommends checking wiring in cargo
door area of Boeing 747s, and FAA is preparing to order the
inspection and replacement of wiring that could cause fires in
aging airplanes.
The conclusion is clear: wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA
800 and other high time Boeing 747 that suffer hull rupture
forward of the wing in flight needs to be seriously considered. I
repeat: I again request a meeting with US aviation officials or US

law enforcement officials to present my research for discussion
regarding the wiring/cargo door explanation for PA 103, AI 182,
UAL 811, and TWA 800.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
Checking up on Kapton
Airplane wiring is a source of suspicion
BY MARGARET LOFTUS
As investigators of the recent Swissair 111 crash focus on
evidence of an electrical fire, the Federal Aviation Administration
is preparing to order the inspection and replacement of wiring
that could cause fires in aging airplanes.
While the inspections will focus on the older planes, many
aviation safety experts say the FAA's plan won't alleviate their
concerns over wiring used in newer planes flying today. The
wiring is insulated with Kapton, a polymer that scientists have
found is prone to rare but catastrophic "arc tracking." When the

wire is subjected to chafing, vibration, and moisture, the insulator
may crack, allowing the current to jump to other wires in the
bundle, which become fuel for a fire. The Navy and Air Force no
longer use Kapton as a primary wire insulator. The FAA refused
comment on Kapton, but it has said in the past that arc tracking
has not been a problem on commercial aircraft.
In the early 1990s, Boeing and McDonnell-Douglas (now
merged) phased out Kapton in favor of new Teflon-coated
Kapton. A Boeing spokeswoman says: "We've never found
anything that indicates a problem with the wiring."
Wiring is made to last the anticipated life of a plane. But about
2,500 commercial planes in the United States are flying beyond
their original design life. "Wiring is becoming the new villain of
air safety, " says David Evans, editor of Air Safety Week, "and it
has been brought to light by a relatively young aircraft."

Canadian and Indian report on Air India Flight 182 reports:
"The examination of the floating and the other wreckage shows
that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl,
right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This damage
could have occurred only if objects had been ejected from the
front portion of the aircraft when it was still in the air. The cargo
door of the front cargo compartment was also found ruptured
from above. This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the objects
to come out and thereby damaging the components on the right
hand side."

EDINBURGH, Scotland (AP) - Scotland's chief prosecutor
announced

Tuesday he will lead a six-member team to prosecute two
Libyans
Charged with 1988 bombing of a Pan Am passenger jet over
Lockerbie,
Scotland. Abdel Basset Ali al-Megrahi and Lamen Khalifa
Fhimah, who
were indicted in the United States and Scotland, are to be tried by
Scottish judges at a court in The Netherlands. Libya and the
suspects
are still arguing over terms of the prosecution. The crash killed
270
people and prompted the United Nations to impose sanctions on
Libya.
The sanctions ban air travel to and from Libya, freeze Libyan
assets
abroad and bar the sale of some oil equipment. ###
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 22, 1998 2:56:11 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: Whoah, there!

Dear Barry,
Hey, hey hey! Coo-oo-ool it. You are sounding paranoid. The
BBC guy is
just doing what he has to do, OK? It doesn't stink at all - yet. If
he does
what you suspect then it will stink, but not yet. You and I must
both be
patient. He is not stalling. He is very interested, as I told you.
Whatever else this is going to be, it won't be fast because what
you are

saying goes against conventional wisdom. Of course they're not
going to
rush out with open arms and say come on in fella and join the
party. That
is why all your painstaking accomulation of evidence has been
necessary.
The producer does not need to call you yet. He is still going
through the
mountain of facts which are all very familiar to you but very
unfamiliar
(and maybe unbvelievable) to him. When he has his list of
questions he will
certainly call you. He will probably also come and visit you,
possibly with
his boss, my friend the head of news (and with me as bag-carrier,
I hope).
His name is Neil Mcdonald and he did the Frontline Scotland
show with
Cannistrano et al. He is a mucho serioso hombre and, naturally,
will be
worried about his reputation if he screws this up and is accused
of being
hoodwinked by an obsessive. Hence the extreme caution of his
approach. The
story I want him to run is that reviled persistent correspondent
was right
all along and the experts could not or would not see the truth
staring at
them out of the wreckage. Or at the very least that a so-called
amateur
has shown up serious errors in the official version.

I have a pile of shit to wade through here to keep the bank off my
back so
you may not hear from me for a few days. It doesn't mean I've
lost interest
or deserted the cause. Just that I have discovered from my tax
return this
evening that I made a loss last year. This must be altered, and
quick.
Be of good cheer. One way or another, I am going to get this
story out. But
I want to do it properly and irrefutably, with the full weight of
the BBC's
authority behind us, not with some tuppeny-happenny little local
TV station
or tab newspaper that can be dismissed by the suits as
'sensationalism'.
I see from the files that I have now been working on this for
more than a
year. It's that bugger Olsson's fault. We started out talking about a
First
World War torpedo casualty west of Shetland and look what he's
led me into!
I hope you heard that, Chris.
Good night, you maniacs.
Yours maniacally
Jonathan

PS And Lars is a Swedish name, btw, not Swiss. So nul pointson
the name
game, Mr Smith.

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 22/09/98, at 09:14, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Barry,
They are nibbling. The BBC in Glasgow have asked for a week
to check over
your facts and arguments against what they already have on file
and to
run
it past some of their confidential informants.
You and they know what you are doing with this 'confidential'
informants,
and 'check over facts' but I think it stinks. This is not a criminal
case.
This is all open and above board. We are the good guys and they
should
start acting like good guys. Like calling me and talking. Like
names and
titles and addresses. But OK, it's their show and they get to run it
like
they want. I see problems ahead with hoods over faces and dark
figures
talking in shadows and that is totally wrong.

An open mind sees it right away and closed minds say things like
well,
give
me time to figure out why you're wrong, and if I can't do it in
three
days,
give me a week, and then at the end of the week, give me a
month.
An open mind would have had questions for you Jonathan that I
can
recognize
as open mind questions. They stalled, that's a closed mind. Too
bad.
They are not at all
interested in what others say about your alleged personality and
will
ignore the 'obsessive' tags. What matters is the facts and the
logic. As
the producer said: 'They called Galileo a nutcase, after all.'
And he was, everybody knows the sun goes round the earth, I
can see it
myself and I don't have to look through that funny long thing at
the sky,
thank you very much.
They are going through your website and I have given them
loads of other
documentation.
Jackpot! The evidence gets to speak! Oh, Lordy, it's all over, the

red
paint marks, the outward peeled skin, the sudden loud sounds.....
I spoke to the producer this morning and he agreed that at
the very least there appear to be some very serious questions
about the
logic of the prosecutors' case. But, as this is so very sensitive in
this
country, he insists on being absolutely rigorous in checking
everything
out
at each stage before he goes any further.
The AAIB report is OK to quote, I assume, the picture of normal
baggage
container is OK and the data plate is on the outside, and the
AAIB did
report fragment on plate and IED inside. So, only official data
and
observation so far. That should be safe to report.
Now, what they want to do about wishful thinking of spherical
powerful non
sooty bomb blast that makes big initial noise on CVR that is
needed to
blow off nose and send Mach stem waves all around the plane
and is
official
conclusion but sadly contradicted by real evidence that can been,
smelled,
heard, and felt which indicates reality is officially described as a
mild,
sooty, directed blast unheard on CVR which resembles a rather

large
shotgun......is up to them.
Fantasy versus reality, the classic conundrum. Which helps me
most, is the
thought of most, all except crash survivors who know the reality
is always
the best, regardless of imagined consequences.
It's a gun not a bomb. It happened after, not before. It's small, not
big.
Get off that small sooty area and get on huge 30 foot by 40 foot
hole on
starboard side.
The above is me, Jonathan, talking to BBC, so you can see where
my
attitude
is strong and may backfire.
It's frustrating but that is the
way these things are done in the BBC. His response is standard
procedure.
So we will just have to be patient.
Yeah, right, like the Swissair 111 pilots, let's go through the
emergency
checklist for smoke in the air conditioning duct, you got it back
there,
Lars? It's in the nav bag somewhere. Time and altitude are the
two things
you never have enough of during emergencies. And I call

unsuspected bad
wiring in cargo door areas of early 747s an emergency. Mayday,
Mayday, bad
wiring in early 747s in cargo door area leading to door open in
flight and
death. Mayday.
So, I'm now unrestrained from these four days of not talking
about outside
plastic fragment.

They are only interested in the PA103 aspect, so the more general
story
about the state of wiring design and maintenance in Boeing and
other
aircraft can now be pushed in other quarters.
103 is fine, that's my favorite. Wiring is the main culprit
probably, and
cargo door is his minion.
I am going to try some
serious UK Sunday papers but this will take a couple of weeks,
again
because editors will insist on checking it out.
John Ware of BBC, check with him.
Nick Fielding of Mail On Sunday, check with him.
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
There is probably professional jealousy here and there, but I
don't care,

I
want it all open, fast, accurate, and truthful. Sneaky stuff is never
fast
fair or accurate and never truthful.
So be of good cheer and keep taking the tablets.
What tablets? My Viagra?

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 22, 1998 9:15:47 AM PDT

To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: BBC nibbiling

Dear Barry,
They are nibbling. The BBC in Glasgow have asked for a week
to check over
your facts and arguments against what they already have on file
and to run
it past some of their confidential informants.
You and they know what you are doing with this 'confidential'
informants, and 'check over facts' but I think it stinks. This is not
a criminal case. This is all open and above board. We are the
good guys and they should start acting like good guys. Like
calling me and talking. Like names and titles and addresses. But
OK, it's their show and they get to run it like they want. I see
problems ahead with hoods over faces and dark figures talking in
shadows and that is totally wrong.
An open mind sees it right away and closed minds say things like
well, give me time to figure out why you're wrong, and if I can't
do it in three days, give me a week, and then at the end of the
week, give me a month.
An open mind would have had questions for you Jonathan that I
can recognize as open mind questions. They stalled, that's a
closed mind. Too bad.
They are not at all
interested in what others say about your alleged personality and
will
ignore the 'obsessive' tags. What matters is the facts and the
logic. As

the producer said: 'They called Galileo a nutcase, after all.'
And he was, everybody knows the sun goes round the earth, I
can see it myself and I don't have to look through that funny long
thing at the sky, thank you very much.
They are going through your website and I have given them
loads of other
documentation.
Jackpot! The evidence gets to speak! Oh, Lordy, it's all over, the
red paint marks, the outward peeled skin, the sudden loud
sounds.....
I spoke to the producer this morning and he agreed that at
the very least there appear to be some very serious questions
about the
logic of the prosecutors' case. But, as this is so very sensitive in
this
country, he insists on being absolutely rigorous in checking
everything out
at each stage before he goes any further.
The AAIB report is OK to quote, I assume, the picture of normal
baggage container is OK and the data plate is on the outside, and
the AAIB did report fragment on plate and IED inside. So, only
official data and observation so far. That should be safe to report.
Now, what they want to do about wishful thinking of spherical
powerful non sooty bomb blast that makes big initial noise on
CVR that is needed to blow off nose and send Mach stem waves
all around the plane and is official conclusion but sadly
contradicted by real evidence that can been, smelled, heard, and

felt which indicates reality is officially described as a mild, sooty,
directed blast unheard on CVR which resembles a rather large
shotgun......is up to them.
Fantasy versus reality, the classic conundrum. Which helps me
most, is the thought of most, all except crash survivors who
know the reality is always the best, regardless of imagined
consequences.
It's a gun not a bomb. It happened after, not before. It's small, not
big.
Get off that small sooty area and get on huge 30 foot by 40 foot
hole on starboard side.
The above is me, Jonathan, talking to BBC, so you can see where
my attitude is strong and may backfire.
It's frustrating but that is the
way these things are done in the BBC. His response is standard
procedure.
So we will just have to be patient.
Yeah, right, like the Swissair 111 pilots, let's go through the
emergency checklist for smoke in the air conditioning duct, you
got it back there, Lars? It's in the nav bag somewhere. Time and
altitude are the two things you never have enough of during
emergencies. And I call unsuspected bad wiring in cargo door
areas of early 747s an emergency. Mayday, Mayday, bad wiring
in early 747s in cargo door area leading to door open in flight and
death. Mayday.
So, I'm now unrestrained from these four days of not talking

about outside plastic fragment.

They are only interested in the PA103 aspect, so the more general
story
about the state of wiring design and maintenance in Boeing and
other
aircraft can now be pushed in other quarters.
103 is fine, that's my favorite. Wiring is the main culprit
probably, and cargo door is his minion.
I am going to try some
serious UK Sunday papers but this will take a couple of weeks,
again
because editors will insist on checking it out.
John Ware of BBC, check with him.
Nick Fielding of Mail On Sunday, check with him.
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
There is probably professional jealousy here and there, but I
don't care, I want it all open, fast, accurate, and truthful. Sneaky
stuff is never fast fair or accurate and never truthful.
So be of good cheer and keep taking the tablets.
What tablets? My Viagra?
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 22, 1998 2:37:12 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: BBC

Dear Barry,
They are nibbling. The BBC in Glasgow have asked for a week
to check over
your facts and arguments against what they already have on file
and to run
it past some of their confidential informants. They are not at all
interested in what others say about your alleged personality and
will
ignore the 'obsessive' tags. What matters is the facts and the
logic. As
the producer said: 'They called Galileo a nutcase, after all.'
They are going through your website and I have given them
loads of other
documentation. I spoke to the producer this morning and he
agreed that at
the very least there appear to be some very serious questions
about the
logic of the prosecutors' case. But, as this is so very sensitive in
this
country, he insists on being absolutely rigorous in checking
everything out
at each stage before he goes any further. It's frustrating but that is
the
way these things are done in the BBC. His response is standard
procedure.
So we will just have to be patient.
They are only interested in the PA103 aspect, so the more general
story
about the state of wiring design and maintenance in Boeing and

other
aircraft can now be pushed in other quarters. I am going to try
some
serious UK Sunday papers but this will take a couple of weeks,
again
because editors will insist on checking it out. Also I still have
that paid
hack work to do which I put off last week to work on this. And
now the sun
has come out. Damn!
So be of good cheer and keep taking the tablets.
Jonathan

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 21, 1998 10:15:30 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: 103 book

Book? Love to. But I can talk to a publisher if you like.
Well, sure. There is another person in the US, Phil Dunn,
working right now on wiring/cargo door book and I have been in
correspondence with him for several months. He's a professional
journalist like yourself. Chris and I are the only amateurs.
There's room for everybody. There is a lot of material already on
my website and other places. Strike while the iron is hot. It gets
hotter with trial.

It would be a great book but we still have some forensic loose
ends here.
These are some of the questions that people are going to fire at us
and we
better have good answers:
Roger dodger.

You say Semtex isn't sooty. Fine. Who else says it?
Hey, me and my big brother, that's who. You got a problem with
that?
I do, not good enough. So I am researching semtex for
confirmation of its non soot explosive abilities.
It is estimated that about Six ounces of Semtex cruelly brought
down the Pan Am 103 Boeing 747 over Lockerbie. Crash of
French DC-10 in September 1989 over Chad is also attributable
to Semtex.
And the UTA DC 10 reads like an explosive decompression also,
but that's another story.

In Reply to: Semtex posted by Jerry Goossens on December 11,
1997 at 15:49:29:
Semtex, being extremely stable, is extremely difficult to explode
accidentally, unless it is detonated with a detonator or Initiator. It
has a texture of Plastercene and is like kneaded dough, with
bouncy elasticity. It is odorless and has low level of fumes

(Nitrogen Molecules) when dormant. This makes it difficult to
detect it with the normal "Sniffer" machines and animals.
Molded shapes of Semtex are said to have the capability of
passing undetected through the x-ray luggage screening
machines installed at the airports. The most sure way of detecting
Semtex is by bathing it in Neutrons to bring up the atomic
pictures. However such equipment is extremely expensive.
The Semtex is similar to the American explosive C4 which is a
mixture of RDX and PETN explosives. Semtex, being the plastic
explosives has about 27 similar explosives manufactured all over
the world under different patents and names.
Semtex is being used in local improvising and manufacture of
accelerants for detonating larger bombs. The large are the size
that were used in the attack at Canary Wharf and Manchaster
some time back. Semtex is also being used to improvise Mortar
Bombs. The Semtex explosive is extremely powerful as
compared to other explosives.
Some more Semtex was discovered in a Bomb Making Factory
in a Co Cavan Farm house in Slate. Suspected to be IRA facility,
This was the third such factory suspected to belong to IRA, the
other two being Kilcock, Co Kildare (March 1993) and
Clonaslee, Co Laois. The facilities also contained Semtex.
Semtex was also discovered in a cache in a locker of left luggage
in Chelsea during a routine check of the lockers whose dues were
not paid since long.
It is estimated that about Six ounces of Semtex cruelly brought
down the Pan Am 103 Boeing 747 over Lockerbie. Crash of
French DC-10 in September 1989 over Chad is also attributable
to Semtex.
The PIRA is said to be quite competent in the use of the plastic
explosive Semtex which allegedly was supplied to them between
1983 and 1986. Indian Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) is
also considered to be one of the largest consumers of Semtex.

India acquired the fancy for Semtex soon after the overhauling
and streamlining of the RAW under the KGB tutelage, whose
Advisors were hectic in training and Indoctrinating the Indian
Security Agencies in early seventies. She is also now said to be a
producer if untagged indigenous Semtex to be used in Cover
Operations in Sri Lanka, China and Afghanistan. Semtex was
used in the bomb explosion by RAW agents at Shoukhat Khanum
Memorial Hospital being run by Imran Khan in Pakistan.
The French, on a tip off intercepted a ship Eksund carrying
consignment of weapons for smuggling. This interception was
one of the interceptions meant for IRA. However, it is said,
another ship managed to smuggle large quantities of Semtex to
IRA. It is estimated that 6 Tons of Semtex was smuggled during
this period in the eighties. It is estimated that only half of this
Semtex has been used so far while the remaining three tons
remains to be used.
The IRA have used the original military version of semtex
supplied by Libya for the past few years.It has been used in some
form in all their devices from the mid 1980,s,even large car
bomb devices with mainly a fertiliser based home made mix
needed a semtex booster to complete detonation..They used to
use P4 or Franjex when available for under car devices then
when semtex arrived they were able to cut the amount used in
half for same effect usually half a pound would cause the desired
effect.Semtex had the advantage of being normal shapeable,very
stable plastic but with no odour for sensors or dogs to detect and
being twice as powerful as anything else.I am aware that they
possessed about 5 tonnes during the late 1980,s they used about
1.5 and lost about 1.5 so should have at least 2 left.I have been
on the receiving end of this stuff whilst a police officer in
Northern Ireland so I can personally tell you this stuff was a god
send to terrorism.

From Nova:
NARRATOR: Now, the Loizeaux family is in Hungary preparing
to destroy old Soviet scud missile launchers. NATO top brass
will be coming to witness the decommissioning, so they are
planning to turn it into an explosive event. They are using
whatever explosives are locally available, in this case the plastic
explosive Semtex.
MARK LOIZEAUX: This is a fourth of a 2.5 kg Semtex block
that we're suspending inside the cabins. We don't want to put it
against any elements, because it would sent it much too far,
there's so much energy here. That'll do it. Semtex is a
Czechoslovakian product and it is what we in the industry say
"hot." Because you literally can mold it, it is a plastic explosive.
You can mold it into any shape that you want. It also is forgiving
in that you can handle it pretty aggressively. It's not that it's
difficult to set off, but nothing that I'm doing is going to create a
problem, that's for sure. It's going to take a blasting cap, or, in
this case, a piece of detonating cord, to set it off. But once the
Semtex gets going, nothing is going to stop it.
NARRATOR: So, one small chapter of the arms race will soon
come to an end. The man who made the race possible was Alfred
Nobel, the inventor of dynamite. The nature of warfare was
transformed by his ideas. Nobel was quick to realize that if his
high explosives were used in weapons instead of gunpowder,
there would be enormous advantages.
SIDNEY ALFORD: Now, the trouble with gunpowder as a
propellant for small arms, you can see, is that smoke. You can
see it. You can't but see it. Imagine you're firing with perhaps
twenty colleagues using the same sort of powder. You can be sure
that the enemy can most certainly see it. That's very unhealthy.
Nobel realized that it would be most advantageous if he could
develop a powder which didn't produce that awful smoke.

NARRATOR: By mixing nitrocellulose with nitroglycerine,
Nobel was able to produce a smokeless powder. He called it
ballastite, and it's still used today.

Press Statement by James P. Rubin, Spokesman
June 22, 1998
Plastic Explosives Marking Convention
Yesterday, June 21, 1998, marked another major step in the
campaign by the United States and many other nations to join
together to combat the threat posed by international terrorism.
On that date, the Convention on the Marking of Plastic
Explosives for the Purpose of Detection entered into force for
those nations that have ratified the Convention so far.
Negotiated in the wake of the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 in
December 1988, the Convention seeks international cooperation
in the control and handling of plastic explosives. It mandates the
use of selected chemical marking agents in the manufacture of
plastic explosives to facilitate their detection by commercially
available mechanical detectors and canines.
To date, 51 nations have signed the Convention and 38 have
ratified, accepted, approved, or acceded to it. The United States
signed the Convention on March 1, 1991 and obtained U.S.
Senate advice and consent to ratification on November 20, 1993.
Following passage of legislation by the U.S. Congress that
implements the Convention on April 24, 1996 (contained in the
Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act), the United States
deposited its instrument of ratification with the International
Civil Aviation Organization in Montreal on April 9, 1997.

Anticipating U.S. ratification of the Convention, the U.S. Army,
which manufactures nearly 95% of the plastic explosives
produced by the United States, began marking plastic explosives
in the manufacturing phase beginning in 1995.
The Department of the Treasury's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms has issued temporary regulations to implement the
pertinent provisions of the Antiterrorism and Effective Death
Penalty Act of 1996. These regulations address requirements for
marking and storing plastic explosives and for transactions
involving marked and unmarked plastic explosives. Now that the
Convention has entered into force, ATF will re-issue the
regulations in final form.
This Convention is but one step in a long-range international
effort to combat terrorist use of explosives. States Parties to this
Convention commit to an international control regime ultimately
aimed at diminishing and eliminating the availability of a very
difficult-to-detect explosive form (unmarked plastic explosives)
that has been attractive to terrorists over the years.
This Convention can do little to impact plastic explosives that
may already be in the hands of terrorists. Action against that
threat can only come from advances in explosive detection
technologies (some of which have already been realized), better
training and procedures for inspectors and security personnel,
and international implementation of agreed upgraded security
standards for checking baggage and cargo.
The Convention, however, signals the intention of the
international community to cooperate in practical ways to begin
to address the problem posed specifically by plastic explosives,
and by explosives in general. To that end, it should be applauded

and joined by all nations that seek to cooperate in combating this
threat.
The United States calls upon all other nations that have yet to
become party to this Convention to do so in order to strengthen
even further the international control regime on plastic
explosives. We also call for all nations that have not yet done so
to become party to the other ten antiterrorism conventions,
including the newest one, the International Convention for the
Suppression of Terrorist Bombings, which opened for signature
last January.
Marking Plastic Explosives for the Purpose of Detection

* In the wake of the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over
Scotland in December 1988, the United States and a number of
other nations began a dedicated effort to examine plastic
explosives and to identify some means to make such explosives
more detectable.
*
RIFLE/SHOTGUN POWDER
Rifle powder and shotgun powder are really the same from a
practicle
standpoint. They are both nitrocellulose based propellants. They
will be
referred to as gunpowder in all future references. Smokeless
gunpowder is made
by the action of concentrated nitric and sulfuric acid upon cotton
or some
other cellulose material. This material is then dissolved by
solvents and then

reformed in the desired grain size. When dealing with smokeless
gunpowder,
the grain size is not nearly as important as that of black powder.
Both large
and small grained smokeless powder burn fairly slowly
compared to black powder
when unconfined, but when it is confined, gunpowder burns both
hotter and with
more gaseous expansion, producing more pressure. Therefore,
the grinding
process that is often necessary for other propellants is not
necessary for
smokeless powder. owder costs about $9.00 per pound. In most
states any
citizen with a valid driver's license can buy it, since there are
currently
few restrictions on rifles or shotguns in the U.S. There are now
ID checks in
many states when purchasing powder at a retail outlet. Mailorders aren't
subject to such checks. Rifle powder and pyrodex may be
purchased by mail
order, but UPS charges will be high, due to DOT regulations on
packaging.
Black powders burn either quickly or very slowly
depending on the
composition of such a mixture; however, these powders
produce smoke, often
great amounts, and is most useful in applications where smoke
is no object.
It is the best for communicating fire and for producing a quick,
hot flame.

Black powder is used in both propellant charges for shrapnel
shells, in
saluting and blank fire charges, as the bursting charge of
practice shells
and bombs, as a propelling charge in certain pyrotechnic pieces,
and, either
with or without the admixture of other substances which
modify the rate of
burning, in the time-train rings and in other parts of fuses.
Below is a list
of black powders and their compositions.
What are the
references? As this is the key to the whole theory we absolutely
have to
show impeccable sources on a statement like that.
Understand. Wilco. Concur.

And what exactly is it that goes off in the baggage container and
makes
that blast damage? It has to be something.
I've spent nine years on that one. Shotgun is too small maybe and
flare gun might be it. It's not a grenade. It's directed sooty and
mild and give 20 inch hole 25 inches away. Must be thousands of
devices like that. Need to check manifest or wreckage database.
Jonathan, if you can get access, or ask Storey to get access, to the
photos or 103 on starboard side, the wreckage database, the
powerplant report, forward door examination report, and
wreckage plot, we can crack this case conclusively,

*** Flare ignites in luggage at Miami airport
A smoking suitcase led U.S. authorities to arrest a French tour
operator for transporting hazardous materials, possibly averting
an
air disaster, The Miami Herald reported. Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a
French
citizen living in Taunsstein, Germany, was charged with
transporting
hazardous materials after a flare gun apparently ignited in his
suitcase. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday.
Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the suitcase
sitting on
a baggage cart about to be taken on a US Airways flight to
Philadelphia. The flare that ignited was one of five boating-type
safety flares in the suitcase, which also contained clothing. See
01:49 PM ET 06/05/98
Flare ignites in suitcase at Miami airport

(Adds investigators' quotes, details)
By Jane Sutton
MIAMI (Reuters) - A flare gun ignited inside a French tour
operator's suitcase only minutes before he was to board a flight
at Miami International Airport and could have caused a major air
disaster, investigators said Friday.
Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the
suitcase
sitting on a baggage cart about to be taken to a US Airways
flight to Philadelphia on Wednesday.

Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a French citizen living in
Taunusstein,
Germany, was arrested and charged with transporting hazardous
materials. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday and he remained in jail Friday.
``Had that thing gone off in the cargo hold in the suitcase,
everyone on that flight would have perished,'' Assistant U.S.
Attorney Wilfredo Fernandez said.
``We would have had another ValuJet,'' he said, referring to
a cargo fire that caused a ValuJet flight to plunge into the
Florida Everglades in 1996, killing all 110 people aboard.
Flares of that type generate their own oxygen and burn at
2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, Fernandez said.
The Department of Transportation and the Federal
Aviation
Administration's Office of Civil Aviation Security are
investigating the incident, DOT spokesman Jeff Nelligan said.
A US Airways spokesman, Rick Weintraub, said the carrier
will cooperate fully with the investigation.
The bag had been checked through security and tagged to
a
connecting flight to Frankfurt. The flare that ignited was one
of five boating-type safety flares in the suitcase, which also
contained clothing. Three of the flares were loaded into a flare
gun, ready to fire, Fernandez said.
He said investigators were still trying to determine what
caused the flare gun to go off and whether the suitcase had been
X-rayed. Inspectors also found pepper spray in Cauvin's carry-on
luggage, the arrest report said.
Cauvin's attorney, Paul McKenna, said Cauvin is an avid
scuba diver who had been visiting the Florida Keys. Cauvin
acknowledged to police that he had packed the flares in his
suitcase but said he had thought they could not go off.

The incident illustrates a growing problem with passengers
loading hazardous materials into their luggage, Fernandez said.
In a pending case in Fort Lauderdale, a woman was charged with
packing a plastic jug of gasoline and a small motorbike into
luggage she intended to check. It was discovered when the
gasoline container leaked, he said.
``It's not like it's a flurry of cases but it's the second
one in the last three months,'' Fernandez said. ``I don't know
if it's ignorance, if it's negligence. It's certainly
criminal.''
The U.S. House Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee on Aviation is studying how to improve airline
security and whether all baggage must be X-rayed, Nelligan said.
``The issue is still open. The machines that they use for
this are pretty slow,'' he said. A recent hearing before the
subcommittee focused on questions such as ``Should we look at
all bags, both checked and carry-on? How long would this take?''
he said.
^REUTERS@

Oh, and if it is damaged wiring causing a short which opens the
door, why
hasn't it happened more often?
Answers on web site, all these questions are open minded person
questions and as soon as I hear them, and I want to hear them
from the public, I know the truth will win because facts data
evidence come into play. It doesn't happen all the time because
several rare events have to be in place all at once. Moisture, bare
wire, out of rig old door, sloppy worn bellcranks, worn lock

sectors all have to be in alignment for event to happen. As we
speak many of those are in combination, but most are not.
Why does not wiring short all the time? Only some of the time.
Lots of factors have to be in order and that's rare, thank
goodness.

Is it that some people's maintenance
inspections are better than others?
Maybe.

If so, what do airline maintenance
records tell us about the frequency of this kind of fault being
detected
and corrected by conscientious airline engineers and FAA
inspectors?
The call it trend analysis and it works.

How do
we get hold of those records?
Well, SDRs are on FAA websites. I've done searches on cargo
doors and they all have history of leaking, opening, and
rupturing.

And another thing I need to know fairly urgently - how many

people have
died in 747 crashes where there is a suspicion at least that the
aircraft
was a contributory factor (i.e. excluding Teneriffe and other
disasters
clearly the direct result of human error)?
UAL 811 had nine dead.
747 Fatal Events

2.27 March 1977; KLM 747-200 and Pan Am 747-100;
Tenerife, Canary Islands: Because of limited visibility and
communications difficulties between air traffic control and the
KLM aircraft,
the KLM 747 started its takeoff while the Pan Am aircraft
was on the same runway. All 234 passengers and 14 crew were
killed in the KLM 747. Nine of the 16 crew and 321 of the 380
passengers on
the Pan Am flight were killed.
3.3 November 1977; El Al 747; over Belgrade, Yugoslavia:
One passenger died after an decompression event.
4.1 January 1978; Air India 747-200; Bombay, India: The plane
crashed in the sea shortly after takeoff, killing all 190 passengers
and 23 crew. Flight International magazine states that this
accident
was due to a failure of an attitude detector.
9.23 June 1985; Air India 747-200; Atlantic Ocean, near the
Irish coast: The flight, which originated in Toronto and was en

route to Bombay, had a bomb explode on board near the Irish
coast.
The aircraft broke up in flight and crashed into the sea. All
307 passengers and 22 crew were killed.
10.12 August 1985; Japan Air Lines 747SR; Mt. Ogura, Japan:
The aircraft had a sudden decompression that damaged hydraulic
systems and the vertical fin. That damage also disabled the flight
controls for the rudder and elevator. All 15 crew members
and 505 of the 509 passengers were killed.
12.28 November 1987; South African Airlines 747- 200 Combi;
over Indian Ocean: The aircraft crashed during a flight between
Taiwan and South Africa apparently due to a fire in the main
deck
cargo area. All 141 passengers and 19 crew were killed.
14.21 December 1988; Pan Am 747-100; near Lockerbie,
Scotland: A bomb detonated in the forward cargo compartment
led to an in flight breakup of the aircraft. All 16 crew and 243
passengers
perished.
Offical AAIB accident report of this event
15.24 February 1989; United Air Lines 747-100; near Hawaii:
Forward cargo door blew out during climb and part of the
fuselage and interior also blew out of the aircraft. Nine of the 336
passengers
were killed.
16.20 February 1992; Aerolineas Argentinas 747; en route to
Los Angeles from Argentina: One passenger died of food
poisoning.

18.17 July 1996; TWA 747-100; Atlantic Ocean near Long
Island, NY: The aircraft was on a flight from New York to Paris
and had a catastrophic in flight breakup shortly after departure.
All 18
crew and 212 passengers perished.

2553 dead by plane fault, not crew fault. Including all cargo door
crashes.

Still waiting to hear from BBC.....
Cheers,
Barry
Regarding the below, hey you asked about maintance problems
on doors...Incredible, huh?

Service Difficulty Report

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747122
Aircraft Serial No. : 19881
Difficulty Date
: 01 August 1992

Operator Desig.
: UALA
A/C N Number
: 4720U
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
OAK - EXTENSIVE CORROSION TO SKIN AND
SURROUNDING STRUCTURE ON THE AIRCRAFT ON THE
AFT CARGO DOOR. THE
CORROSION IS RESTRICTED TO THE LOWER INTERIOR
DOOR AND RUNS FORWARD TO AFT. THE SKIN
EXFOLIATED AT ACCESS
DOOR DOUBLERS AND THE SUPPORT STRUCTURE HAS
CORROSION AT FORWARD AND AFT SECTIONS OF THE
DOOR. S/D REPLACED ALL SMALLER PARTS AND REPAIRED SKIN
AND MAJOR SUPPORT STRUCTURE PER SRM EXCEPT
AT SECOND FROM
FRONT ACCESS DOOR. SECOND FROM FRONT ACCESS
PANEL SKIN AND DOUBLER REPAIRED PER EVA
G95-3761.
Part Name
: SKIN
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #29
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Aircraft Serial No. : 21704
Difficulty Date
: 13 January 1993
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
A/C N Number
: 622US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING NON ROUTINE CHECK, FOUND CORROSION
AROUND NUTPLATES ON LOWER DOOR FRAME.
INSTALLED REPAIR PER
SRM 51-40-03, FIGURE 1. L/P 0494416.
Part Name
: DOOR
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Part Time
: 50670 since Overhaul
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING

Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19659
Difficulty Date
: 28 February 1993
Operator Desig.
: TWRA
A/C N Number
: 604FF
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
FORWARD CARGO DOOR CASTING HAS CORROSION.
TOTAL CYCLES 17,341.
Part Name
: CASTING
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Part Total Time
: 78473
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Eastern US office #15
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747151
Aircraft Serial No. : 19786
Difficulty Date
: 21 March 1993
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
A/C N Number
: 609US

Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING LINE CHECK, THE FORWARD CARGO DOOR
WAS STRUCK BY THE DOCK SYSTEM, CAUSING A SKIN
PUNCTURE AND
ASSOCIATED DAMAGE. THE DAMAGE IS LOCATED AT
THE FORWARD END OF THE DOOR APPROXIMATELY 20
INCHES FROM THE
TOP. L/P 0509143.
Part Name
: SKIN
Manufacture Part Number : 65B043081
Part Condition
: PUNCTURED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Part Time
: 04876 since Overhaul
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747151
Aircraft Serial No. : 19780
Difficulty Date
: 20 March 1993
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
A/C N Number
: 603US

Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND DOUBLER
DAMAGED ON LOWER END OF EXTERNAL SKIN NEAR
THE AFT EDGE OF THE BULK
CARGO DOOR. REPAIRED PER EA 66-51584, REV 'B' AND
SRM 52-10-02, FIG 7, L/P 0509047.
Part Name
: DOUBLER
Manufacture Part Number : 65B045141
Part Condition
: DAMAGED
Part/Defect Loc.
: BULK CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Aircraft Serial No. : 20357
Difficulty Date
: 28 March 1993
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
A/C N Number
: 612US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other

Stage of Flight

: Insp/Maint

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND AFT CARGO SILL
LATCH SUPPORT TRUSS FITTING CRACKED, FS 1911.
REPLACED LATCH
SUPPORT TRUSS FITTING. L/P 0510746.
Part Name
: TRUSS FITTING
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1911
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Aircraft Serial No. : 20357
Difficulty Date
: 28 March 1993
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
A/C N Number
: 612US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:

DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND NR 10 AND NR 16
AFT CARGO DOOR LATCH SUPPORT FITTINGS
CRACKED. REPLACED LATCH
SUPPORT FITTINGS. L/P 0510747, 0510745.
Part Name
: SUPPORT FITTING
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747131
Aircraft Serial No. : 19672
Difficulty Date
: 29 March 1993
Operator Desig.
: TWRA
A/C N Number
: 608FF
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
SKIN AT FORWARD EDGE OF BULK CARGO DOOR
APPROX 20 INCHES ABOVE THE SILL FOUND CRACKED
ON B-CHECK. REPAIRED
IAW 747 SRM.

Part Name
: SKIN
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Part Total Time
: 88005
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Eastern US office #15
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747238B
Aircraft Serial No. : 21140
Powerplant Manufacturer : PWA
Powerplant Model
: JT9D7J
Difficulty Date
: 12 April 1993
Operator Desig.
: UALA
A/C N Number
: 159UA
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
AFT CARGO DOOR BELL CRANK CRACKED OVER 270
DEGREES OF SURFACE. PART REPLACED AND DOOR
RIGGED.
Part Name

: BELLCRANK

Manufacture Part Number : 65B073478
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Part Total Time
: 58179
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #29
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines
Engine Type
: 750 HP and over Turbofan/Turbojet
Bypass Engine

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123
Aircraft Serial No. : 20323
Difficulty Date
: 23 April 1993
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
A/C N Number
: 671UP
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Climb
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
THE SIDE CARGO LIGHT ILLUMINATED SHORTLY
AFTER DEPARTURE FROM ONT. THE AIRCRAFT COULD
NOT BE PRESSURIZED.
THE CREW DUMPED FUEL DOWN TO MAX LANDING
WEIGHT AND RETURNED TO ONT. MAINTENANCE
FOUND THE MAIN

CARGO DOOR SHEAR PIN SHEARED AND REPLACED
PIN. OPS CHECK WAS NORMAL.
Part Name
: SHEAR PIN
Manufacture Part Number : 69B156232
Part Condition
: BROKEN
Part/Defect Loc.
: MAIN CARGO DR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747143
Aircraft Serial No. : 19729
Difficulty Date
: 27 April 1993
Operator Desig.
: CALA
A/C N Number
: 17010
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
LAX - INSPECTION FOUND AFT CARGO DOOR
INTERNAL BOTTOM FRAME WEB AT AFT CORNER
CORRODED. REPAIRED PER ECRA
5230-01203.

Part Name
: FRAME
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Part Total Time
: 73691
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southwestern US office #09
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123
Aircraft Serial No. : 20391
Difficulty Date
: 29 April 1993
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
A/C N Number
: 677UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
AFT LOWER CORNER, LOWER AFT CARGO DOOR,
INNER SKIN OF CLOSEOUT PAN HAS LIGHT-TO-HEAVY
CORROSION IN SEVERAL
AREAS. MAINTENANCE CLEANED AND REPAIRED
AREA IN ACCORDANCE WITH EO B747-5230-4537-A.
Part Name
Part Condition

: SKIN
: CORRODED

Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CRGO DR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747212B
Aircraft Serial No. : 20712
Difficulty Date
: 10 May 1993
Operator Desig.
: EIAA
A/C N Number
: 485EV
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING C-CHECK INSPECTION, FOUND CORROSION IN
THE FUSELAGE AFT LOWER CARGO DOOR SILL PLATE
(GOUGING NOTED).
PLATE IS ATTACHMENT POINT FOR LATCH FITTING.
CAUSE UNKNOWN (GOUGE). REPAIR BY SPOT FACING
CORRODED AREA IN
IT'S ENTIRETY, INSTALL INTERFERENCE FIT REPAIR
PLUG. ACCOMPLISHED PER EVERGREEN INTERNATION
AIRLINES (EIA)
ENGINEERING CHANGE/REPAIR AUTHORIZATION
(ECRA) 485-53-039-2. (W)

Part Name
: SILL PLATE
Manufacture Part Number : 65B04642
Part Condition
: CORROSION
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Part Total Time
: 66362
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Northwest Mountain office #09
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747212B
Aircraft Serial No. : 20712
Difficulty Date
: 10 May 1993
Operator Desig.
: EIAA
A/C N Number
: 485EV
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING A C-CHECK, IT WAS DISCOVERED THAT THE
INNER SKIN OF THE AFT CARGO DOOR HAD
CORRODED AT
APPROXIMATELY STA 1850 AND STRINGER 29R AT A
GILLINER ATTACHMENT LOCATION. THE DAMAGE WAS
REPAIRED BY CUTTING

OUT THE CORROSION AND FABRICATING A REPAIR
FILLER AND A REPAIR DOUBLER AND INSTALLING
REPAIR PARTS WET WITH
BMS 5-95 AND MS20470D-5 RIVETS. ACCOMPLISHED
PER EVERGREEN INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES (EIA)
ENGINEERING
CHANGE/REPAIR AUTHORIZATION (ECRA) 485-52-060-2.
(W)
Part Name
: SKIN
Part Condition
: CORROSION
Part/Defect Loc.
: FUS STA 1850
Part Total Time
: 66362
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Northwest Mountain office #09
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747212B
Aircraft Serial No. : 20712
Difficulty Date
: 10 May 1993
Operator Desig.
: EIAA
A/C N Number
: 485EV
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:

DURING A C-CHECK IT WAS DISCOVERED THAT THE
INNER SKIN OF THE AFT CARGO DOOR HAD
CORRODED AT APPROXIMATELY
STATION 1850 AND STRINGER 29R AT A GULLINER
ATTACHMENT LOCATION. THE DAMAGE WAS
REPAIRED BY CUTTING OUT THE
CORROSION AND FABRICATING A REPAIR FILLER AND
A REPAIR DOUBLER AND INSTALLING REPAIR PARTS
WET WITH BMS 5-95
AND MS 20470D-5 RIVETS. ACCOMPLISHED PER EIA
ECRA 485-52-060-2. (W)
Part Name
: SKIN
Part Condition
: CORROSION
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1850
Part Total Time
: 66362
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Northwest Mountain office #09
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123
Aircraft Serial No. : 20100
Difficulty Date
: 20 July 1993
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
A/C N Number
: 674UP
Precautionary Procedure : None

Nature
Stage of Flight

: Other
: Insp/Maint

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING C-CHECK INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE FOUND
A 2 INCH CRACK IN THE RADIUS OF THE VERTICAL
BRACE FOR DOOR
HINGE ATTACHMENT FITTING IN THE FORWARD SIDE
OF THE FORWARD DOOR HINGE. MAINTENANCE
REMOVED THE
DAMAGED ANGLE, FABRICATED A NEW PART AND
INSTALLED PER SRM 51-10-01.
Part Name
: ANGLE
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Aircraft Serial No. : 20357
Difficulty Date
: 10 September 1993
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
A/C N Number
: 612US
Precautionary Procedure : None

Nature
Stage of Flight

: Other
: Insp/Maint

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND THE AFT CARGO
DOOR EXTERIOR SKIN HEAVILY CORRODED.
CORROSION IS LOCATED AT
LOWER AFT CORNER UNDER AN EXISTING DOUBLER.
CUT OUT DAMAGED INNER BONDED SKIN AND
INSTALLED FABRICATED
DOUBLER PER SRM 52-10-07, FIG.7. L/P 0548934.
Part Name
: SKIN
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747451
Aircraft Serial No. : 24223
Difficulty Date
: 16 September 1993
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
A/C N Number
: 668US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other

Stage of Flight

: Insp/Maint

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC INSPECTION, CORROSION WAS
FOUND ON THE FORWARD CARGO DOOR FORWARD
MIDSPAN LATCH
TORQUE TUBE. REPLACED TORQUE TUBE AND LATCH
ASSEMBLY.
Part Name
: TUBE
Manufacture Part Number : 65B073396
Part Condition
: CORROSION
Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747238B
Aircraft Serial No. : 20535
Difficulty Date
: 10 November 1993
Operator Desig.
: CALA
A/C N Number
: 17025
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Climb

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
EWR - FLT 0028 - AIRCRAFT CABIN PRESSURE COULD
NOT BE MAINTAINED ABOVE 17,000 FEET. ALL PACKS
AND DUCT PRESSURE
WERE NORMAL AND THERE WERE NO SYSTEM FAIL
LIGHTS OR DOOR WARNING LIGHTS. THE AIRCRAFT
WAS RETURNED TO
EWR. MAINTENANCE FOUND THE AFT CARGO DOOR
FORWARD PRESSURE RELIEF DOOR SHROUD CRACKED
AND THE DOOR
SEAL WAS MISSING. THE DOOR SHROUD AND SEAL
WERE REPLACED. THE AIRCRAFT WAS PRESSURIZED
AND NO LEAKS WERE
NOTED. (W)
Part Name
: SHROUD
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southwestern US office #09
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Aircraft Serial No. : 21704
Difficulty Date
: 18 April 1994
Operator Desig.
: NWAA

A/C N Number
: 622US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND DENT ON LOWER
AFT CORNER OF THE AFT CARGO DOOR. BONDED
DOOR SKIN ASSEMBLY IS
MADE FROM .062 INCH 2024-T3 AL. MADE REPAIR PER
EA 66-80153.
Part Name
: SKIN
Part Condition
: DENTED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123F
Aircraft Serial No. : 20391
Difficulty Date
: 04 May 1994
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
A/C N Number
: 677UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other

Stage of Flight

: Insp/Maint

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
IN AMSTERDAM DURING C-CHECK, MAINTENANCE
FOUND AFT CARGO DOOR AT BS 1920 STR 39 ON INNER
SIDE 'T' SECTION
CRACKED. MAINTENANCE MANUFACTURED NEW 'T'
SECTION AND INSTALLED RENEWED 'T' PROFILE IAW
SRM 51-30-02.
Part Name
: CARGO DOOR
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1920
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123F
Aircraft Serial No. : 20324
Difficulty Date
: 20 June 1994
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
A/C N Number
: 672UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING 'C' CHECK AT AMS MAINTENANCE FOUND 2EA
CORROSION CRACKS FOUND IN SKIN, AFT BULK
CARGO DOOR AT BS 2035,
STR 33/34. MAINTENANCE REMOVED CORROSION AND
REPAIRED SKIN IAW SRM 53-30-03 FIG 17.
Part Name
: SKIN
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 20353
A/C Total Time
: 59816
A/C Total Cycles
: 15470
Difficulty Date
: 05 July 1994
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 683UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING 'C' CHECK AT AMS, MAINTENANCE FOUND
FWD CARGO DOOR SKIN EDGE DEFORMED AT AFT
SIDE. MAINTENANCE
INSTALLED DOUBLER AND FILLER I.A.W. SRM 51-30-02,
53-30-03, AND UPS MINOR REPAIR/ALTERATION
AUTHORIZATION
747-52-0028.
Part Name
: SKIN
Part Condition
: DEFORMED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Name
: UNITED PARCEL SERVICE CO
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 20353
A/C Total Time
: 59816
A/C Total Cycles
: 15470
Difficulty Date
: 05 July 1994
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 683UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:

DURING 'C' CHECK AT AMS, MAINTENANCE FOUND
LIGHT CORROSION SPOTS ON FRAME ABOVE BELL
CRANK NR 3 AROUND
ANCHOR NUTS AT FWD CARGO DOOR INSIDE FROM BS
623 TO 662.
Part Name
: FRAME
Part Condition
: CORROSION
Part/Defect Loc.
: BS 623-662
Name
: UNITED PARCEL SERVICE CO
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747227B
Aircraft Serial No. : 21682
A/C Total Time
: 56664
Difficulty Date
: 31 August 1994
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 635US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: MSP
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND CORROSION ON AFT
CARGO DOOR BOTTOM HORIZONTAL FRAME AT FS

1836. FABRICATED
REPAIR AND INSTALLED.
Part Name
: DOOR FRAME
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1836
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747227B
Aircraft Serial No. : 21682
A/C Total Time
: 56664
Difficulty Date
: 31 August 1994
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 635US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: MSP
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND AFT CARGO DOOR
BOTTOM HORIZONTAL FRAME CORRODED AT FS 1833.
FABRICATED REPAIR
AND INSTALLED.
Part Name

: FRAME

Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1833
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747227B
Aircraft Serial No. : 21682
A/C Total Time
: 56664
Difficulty Date
: 31 August 1994
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 635US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: MSP
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND THE AFT CARGO
DOOR BOTTOM HORIZONTAL FRAME CORRODED AT FS
1836. FABRICATED
REPAIR AND INSTALLED.
Part Name
: DOOR
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1836
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier

District Office

: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747227B
Aircraft Serial No. : 21682
A/C Total Time
: 56664
Difficulty Date
: 29 August 1994
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 635US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: MSP
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, THE AFT CARGO DOOR
LOWER BEAM WEB WAS FOUND WITH CORROSION
AROUND NUT PLATE
HOLE AT FS 1850. DISCREPANT LOWER BEAM WEB IS
MADE FROM .125 INCHES 7075-T6 ALUMINUM. MADE
REPAIR PER EA 66-89737.
Part Name
: WEB
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1850
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747132
Aircraft Serial No. : 19896
Difficulty Date
: 06 September 1994
Operator Desig.
: EIAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 481EV
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
: Dump Fuel
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Climb
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
JFK - ON TAKEOFF AFT CARGO DOOR LT ILLUMINATED.
UNABLE TO PRESSURIZE, DUMPED 50,000 POUNDS,
LANDED JFK. UPON
ARRIVING AT JFK , FOUND AFT CARGO VENT DOORS
OPENED AND DOOR HANDLE UNLOCKED. CHECKED
OPERATION OF DOOR
AND HANDLE PER MM 52-34-12 AND MM 52-34-00. OPS
CHECKED OK. ADJUST LATCH PIN PER MM 52-34-12
PAGE 234 AND
PRESSURIZED OK. PER MM 21-31-00. OPS CHECKED OK
AND INDICATION OK. (W)
Part Name
: DOOR
Part Condition
: NOT LATCHED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO COMPT
Name
: EVERGREEN INTERNATIONAL
AIRLINES IN

Submitter Code
District Office

: Carrier
: Northwest Mountain office #09

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251F
Aircraft Serial No. : 23887
A/C Total Time
: 29362
A/C Total Cycles
: 6796
Difficulty Date
: 20 October 1994
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 639US
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
: Dump Fuel
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Take Off
Station
: VHHH
Flight #
: 0904
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
AFTER TAKEOFF, AFT CARGO DOOR LIGHT
ILLUMINATED. CREW FOLLOWED COCKPIT OPERATING
PROCEDURE, DUMPED 75,000
LBS OF FUEL, AND RETURNED TO HKG. FOUND HOOK
ACTUATOR DEACTIVATED. REPLACED HOOK
ACTUATOR PER MM 52-71-00
AND DOOR WARNING SWITCH (S3) PER MM 52-71-00.
PERFORMED CHECK AND UNITS TESTED NORMAL.
AIRCRAFT RETURNED TO
SERVICE.

Part Name
: SWITCH
Manufacture Part Number : C210251
Part Condition
: FAILED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123F
Aircraft Serial No. : 20100
A/C Total Time
: 58043
A/C Total Cycles
: 17232
Difficulty Date
: 26 October 1994
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 674UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING 'C' CHECK IN AMSTERDAM, MAINTENANCE
FOUND AFT CARGO COMP TORSION BOX STA 1640-1660,
DOOR ASSY
CORRODED AND CRACKED AT STA 1660. REPLACED
DOOR ASSY PER MM 53-21-03.
Part Name

: CARGO DOOR ASSY

Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1640-1660
Name
: UNITED PARCEL SERVICE CO
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123F
Aircraft Serial No. : 20100
A/C Total Time
: 58043
A/C Total Cycles
: 17232
Difficulty Date
: 26 October 1994
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 674UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING 'C' CHECK IN AMSTERDAM, MAINTENANCE
FOUND DOOR ASSY FROM TORQUE BOX AT STA 680
CORRODED. REPLACED
DOOR ASSY PER MM 53-42-00.
Part Name
: CARGO DOOR ASSY
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 680
Name
: UNITED PARCEL SERVICE CO
Submitter Code
: Carrier

District Office

: Southern US office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747245F
Aircraft Serial No. : 20826
Difficulty Date
: 27 November 1994
Operator Desig.
: FDEA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 640FE
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Take Off
Station
: ORD
Flight #
: 77
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
ON ROTATION, AFT CARGO DOOR OPENED. REPLACED
SPRING ON LOCK PIN AND ADJ PER MM 52-34-12.
Part Name
: SPRING
Manufacture Part Number : MS245851290
Part Condition
: FAILED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Name
: FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #04

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING

Aircraft Model
: 747122
Aircraft Serial No. : 19878
A/C Total Time
: 80672
A/C Total Cycles
: 18869
Powerplant Manufacturer : PWA
Powerplant Model
: JT9D7A
Difficulty Date
: 24 October 1994
Operator Desig.
: UALA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 4717U
Precautionary Procedure : Emer. Descent
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Cruise
Station
: NRT
Flight #
: 0825
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
AT 37000 FEET UNABLE TO MAINTAIN CABIN
PRESSURE. MADE EMERGENCY DESCENT. REPLACED
MISSING SEAL ON AFT CARGO
DOOR.
Part Name
: SEAL
Manufacture Part Number : 60B1000010
Part Condition
: MISSING
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: UNITED AIRLINES INC.
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #29

ATA Code

: 5230

Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Aircraft Serial No. : 20357
A/C Total Time
: 80753
Difficulty Date
: 11 January 1995
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 612US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: MSP
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND THE FORWARD
CARGO DOOR ANGLE STIFFENER TO DOOR SKIN
ABOVE FORWARD OPENING
ARM FITTING WITH A 2 INCH CRACK. FABRICATED
NEW PART FROM .063 INCH 7075-0 AND INSTALLED
REPAIR.
Part Name
: STIFFENER
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251B

Aircraft Serial No. : 20357
A/C Total Time
: 80752
Difficulty Date
: 05 January 1995
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 612US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: MSP
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, THE FORWARD LOWER
CARGO DOOR LOWER FRAME WEB WAS FOUND
CORRODED AT ELECTRICAL
SWITCH HOLE. THE FRAME WEB (65B04697-601) IS
MADE FROM 0.125 INCH 7075-T6 ALUMINUM. MADE
REPAIR PER EA 66-93685.
Part Name
: FRAME WEB
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 20347
Difficulty Date
: 27 April 1995

Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 832FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
AT JFK, WHILE OPENING MAIN DECK CARGO DOOR,
FOUND NR 11 AND NR 12 DOOR LATCH LOCK ARMS
CRACKED. REPLACED
LOCK ARMS PER GATX MM 52-32-00. AIRCRAFT
RELEASED FOR SERVICE.
Part Name
: LOCK ARM
Manufacture Part Number : A523H03171
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19648
A/C Total Time
: 86895
A/C Total Cycles
: 19797
Difficulty Date
: 28 May 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier

A/C N Number
: 831FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: TLV
Flight #
: D CK
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
CORROSION IN ANGLE BRACKET AT CUTOUT FOR THE
FORWARD CARGO DOOR. REPAIRED ANGLE BRACKET
PER BOEING SRM
51-40-03.
Part Name
: ANGLE
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19648
A/C Total Time
: 86895
A/C Total Cycles
: 19797
Difficulty Date
: 28 May 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 831FT
Precautionary Procedure : None

Nature
Stage of Flight
Station
Flight #

: Other
: Insp/Maint
: TLV
: D CK

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
CORROSION IN FWD AND AFT CARGO DOOR HINGES,
LEVEL 1. REMOVED CORROSION PER BOEING SRM
51-10-01 AND TREATED
PER 51-10-02.
Part Name
: HINGE
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747132
Aircraft Serial No. : 20246
A/C Total Time
: 74133
A/C Total Cycles
: 22309
Difficulty Date
: 30 June 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 857FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint

Station
Flight #

: SAT
: B CK

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
FORWARD CARGO BAY DOOR FORWARD SEAL LAND 10
INCHES AND 30 INCHES UP FROM INBOARD BOTTOM
CORNER IS BENT.
STRAIGHTENED PER BOEING SRM 51-40-03.
Part Name
: SEAL LAND
Part Condition
: BENT
Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19648
A/C Total Time
: 86895
A/C Total Cycles
: 19797
Difficulty Date
: 30 June 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 831FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: TLV
Flight #
: D CK

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
CRACKED ANGLE BULK CARGO DOOR INTERNAL AT
AFT LOWER CORNER. REPAIRED PER BOEING SRM
51-40-03.
Part Name
: ANGLE
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19648
A/C Total Time
: 86895
A/C Total Cycles
: 19797
Difficulty Date
: 30 June 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 831FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: TLV
Flight #
: D CK
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:

CORROSION IN THE LOWER AFT CARGO DOOR HINGE
SEGMENTS. REMOVED CORROSION PER BOEING SRM
51-10-01, WITHIN
LIMITS PER SRM 53-10-01.
Part Name
: HINGE
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19648
A/C Total Time
: 86895
A/C Total Cycles
: 19797
Difficulty Date
: 04 July 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 831FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: TLV
Flight #
: D CK
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
CRACK IN SKIN AT NR 4L DOOR LOWER HINGE
CUTOUT. REPAIRED BY BLEND OUT, WITHIN LIMITS

PER BOEING SRM 52-00-02.
Part Name
: SKIN
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: NR 4L DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19648
A/C Total Time
: 86895
A/C Total Cycles
: 19797
Difficulty Date
: 03 July 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 831FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: TLV
Flight #
: D CK
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
CORROSION ON FORWARD CARGO DOOR HINGE
OUTER SIDE. REMOVED CORROSION PER BOEING SRM
51-10-01 TREATED PER
51-10-02.

Part Name
: SKIN
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19648
A/C Total Time
: 86895
A/C Total Cycles
: 19797
Difficulty Date
: 03 July 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 831FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: TLV
Flight #
: D CK
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
CORROSION LOWER CARGO DOOR EXTERNAL UPPER
HINGE SEGMENTS. REMOVED CORROSION PER BOEING
SRM 51-10-01,
51-10-02.
Part Name
Part Condition

: HINGE
: CORRODED

Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19648
A/C Total Time
: 86895
A/C Total Cycles
: 19797
Difficulty Date
: 03 July 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 831FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: TLV
Flight #
: D CK
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
MAIN SIDE CARGO DOOR FWD INTERIOR SIDE
PRESSURE SEAL GROOVE IS DAMAGED AND CRACKED
IN 2 PLACES. REPAIRED PER
BOEING SRM 51-40-01.
Part Name
: SEAL GROOVE
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC

Submitter Code
District Office

: Carrier
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747132
Aircraft Serial No. : 19896
Difficulty Date
: 14 May 1995
Operator Desig.
: EIAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 481EV
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Climb
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
JFK - LOG PAGE A3752 - AFT CARGO LIGHT
ILLUMINATED ON TAKEOFF ROLL ALONG WITH CARGO
DOOR ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT
ON PILOTS CLEAR SHIELDS. ABNORMAL CHECKLIST
COMPLETED AND LANDING WAS UNEVENTUAL.
FOUND LOWER AFT CARGO
DOOR VENT DOOR RELEASE HANDLE OPEN.
RESECURED HANDLE AND OPERATED HANDLE
NUMEROUS TIMES. LIGHT OPERATED
NORMALLY IAW MM 52-34-0. OPERATION OF AFT
CARGO DOOR VENT DOOR HANDLE AND TRIGGER
ASSY AND INDICATION
SYSTEM ALL CHECKED OK. (X)
Part Name

: VENT DOOR HANDLE

Part Condition
: NOT SECURED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: EVERGREEN INTERNATIONAL
AIRLINES IN
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Northwest Mountain office #09

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747122
Aircraft Serial No. : 19757
A/C Total Time
: 72049
A/C Total Cycles
: 18120
Difficulty Date
: 09 August 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 852FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: SIN
Flight #
: C CK
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
CORROSION ON ANGLE ON AFT CARGO DOOR,
FORWARD OF NEGATIVE PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
CUTOUT. REPLACED ANGLE.
Part Name
Part Condition
Part/Defect Loc.

: ANGLE
: CORRODED
: CARGO DOOR

Name
Submitter Code
District Office

: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
: Carrier
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19642
A/C Total Time
: 90326
A/C Total Cycles
: 20211
Difficulty Date
: 02 October 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 830FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: VCP
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
UPON ARRIVAL VCP, UNABLE TO OPEN SIDE CARGO
DOOR. WHILE ATTEMPTING TO TROUBLESHOOT DOOR
HYDRAULIC
PROBLEM, DOOR HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR RUPTURED.
FOUND BENT LINE CAPPED WHICH CAUSED RUPTURE.
REPLACED
RESERVOIR IAW MM 52-35-00.
Part Name
: RESERVOIR
Manufacture Part Number : A290K09089
Part Condition
: RUPTURED

Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123
Aircraft Serial No. : 20323
A/C Total Time
: 56907
A/C Total Cycles
: 17274
Difficulty Date
: 24 October 1995
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 671UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
WHILE IN AMS FOR C-CHECK, MAINTENANCE FOUND A
CRACK IN AFT LOWER CORNER OF DOOR 4 LT, DURING
INTERNAL
INSPECTION. MAINTENANCE REPAIRED THE CRACK
IAW SRM 52-10-02 FIGURE 10.
Part Name
: CORNER
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: L4 DOOR
Name
: UNITED PARCEL SERVICE CO
Submitter Code
: Carrier

District Office

: Southern US office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19648
A/C Total Time
: 87819
A/C Total Cycles
: 20017
Difficulty Date
: 29 November 1995
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 831FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: BFM
Flight #
: B CK
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
FOUND RUST ON BOLT AND HOLE AT NR 3 LATCH
LOWER ATTACH POINT FOR AFT CARGO DOOR.
REMOVED CORROSION PER
SRM 51-10-01, TREATED AND PRIMED PER SRM 51-10-02.
Part Name
: BOLT
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747151
Aircraft Serial No. : 19780
A/C Total Time
: 80922
Difficulty Date
: 30 November 1995
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 603US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: MSP
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND CORROSION ON THE
AFT CARGO DOOR LOWER BEAM WEB BS 1850 AND BS
1900. REPAIRED
WEB (P/N 65B04721-1) PER EA 66-104402, EA 66-104387.
Part Name
: WEB
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1850-1900
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747124

Aircraft Serial No. : 19733
A/C Total Time
: 53047
A/C Total Cycles
: 18683
Difficulty Date
: 18 January 1996
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 855FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: TLV
Flight #
: C CK
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
FOUND LEVEL ONE CORROSION ON FWD DOOR UPPER
HINGE CONNECTING TO FUS SKIN BS 560 TO 660.
REMOVED CORROSION
IAW SRM 51-10-01, FOUND WITHIN LIMITS OF SRM
53-10-01.
Part Name
: HINGE
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747124
Aircraft Serial No. : 19733

A/C Total Time
: 53047
A/C Total Cycles
: 18683
Difficulty Date
: 18 January 1996
Operator Desig.
: P5CA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 855FT
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: TLV
Flight #
: C CK
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
FOUND LEVEL ONE CORROSION ON AFT CARGO DOOR
UPPER HINGE CONNECTING TO FUS SKIN BS 1820 TO
1960. REMOVED
CORROSION IAW SRM 51-10-01, FOUND WITHIN LIMITS
OF SRM 53-10-01.
Part Name
: HINGE
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: POLAR AIR CARGO INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #23

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 7472J9F
Aircraft Serial No. : 21668
A/C Total Time
: 45543

Difficulty Date
: 30 January 1996
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 630US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: MSP
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING P-CHECK, FOUND A CRACK IN THE AFT CARGO
DOOR LATCH HOOK FITTING, LOWER FORWARD
CORNER. REPLACED
FITTING.
Part Name
: FITTING
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251F
Aircraft Serial No. : 21321
A/C Total Time
: 61141
Difficulty Date
: 20 January 1996
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 619US

Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Station
: MSP
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND CORROSION ON THE
FORWARD CARGO DOOR LOWER BEAM AT BS 585, 590
AND 610.
REPAIRED BEAM (P/N 65B04697-2) PER EA 67-99406 AND
-99378.
Part Name
: BEAM
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 585-610
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251F
Aircraft Serial No. : 21321
A/C Total Time
: 61141
Difficulty Date
: 24 January 1996
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 619US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint

Station

: MSP

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING PERIODIC CHECK, FOUND CORROSION ON THE
AFT CARGO DOOR LOWER BEAM WEB BS 1880.
REPAIRED WEB (P/N
65B04721-1) PER EA 67-99380.
Part Name
: WEB
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1880
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Aircraft Serial No. : 23111
A/C Total Time
: 45787
A/C Total Cycles
: 7155
Difficulty Date
: 03 March 1996
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 631US
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
: Emer. Descent
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Cruise
Station
: RPMM
Flight #
: 0007

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING CRUISE, PRESSURIZATION AUTO FAIL LIGHT
ILLUMINATED ACCOMPANIED BY A LOSS OF
PRESSURIZATION. AIRCRAFT
DIVERTED TO MNL AND LANDED WITHOUT INCIDENT.
REPLACED AIR/GROUND RELAY R229, RIGHT OUTFLOW
VALVE
ACTUATOR AND AUTO PRESSURE CONTROLLER.
REPAIRED DENT IN FORWARD CARGO DOOR
DEPRESSOR SEAL AND
OPERATIONAL CHECK GOOD.
Part Name
: SEAL
Part Condition
: DAMAGED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

ATA Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747151
Aircraft Serial No. : 19778
A/C Total Time
: 83077
Difficulty Date
: 29 February 1996
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 601US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other

Stage of Flight
Station

: Insp/Maint
: MSP

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING P-CHECK, FOUND CORROSION ON THE BULK
CARGO DOOR FORWARD LOWER CORNER FRAME.
REPAIRED FRAME (P/N
65B07094-1) PER EA 66-99453.
Part Name
: FRAME
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 21, 1998 2:04:07 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: 103 book

Got home after 11 hours at sea to find no response from BBC. I
checked and,
would you believe it, the world's greatest communications
organisation had
given the head of news in Scotland a new laptop that won't pick
up his
e-mail while he's away from the office. Seriously.
I will be working in the office here tomorrow morning and will
call the

producer of Frontline Scotland who has now been handed the
brieifing I
wrote.
Book? Love to. Big problem is getting an advance on royalties
sufficient to
live on while writing it. I have a strict rule not to start writing big
things unless there is a wage coming in from it. The alternative is
bankruptcy and then you are so busy scraping a living you don't
get to
write anything. But I can talk to a publisher if you like. Only I
won't
know until mid-October what my other workload is going to be
this winter.
And after bitter experience I no longer do night shifts - strictly
9-5.
It's actually the quickest way to get things done. I'm not trying to
be
negative, just realistic.
It would be a great book but we still have some forensic loose
ends here.
These are some of the questions that people are going to fire at us
and we
better have good answers:
You say Semtex isn't sooty. Fine. Who else says it? What are the
references? As this is the key to the whole theory we absolutely
have to
show impeccable sources on a statement like that.
And what exactly is it that goes off in the baggage container and
makes

that blast damage? It has to be something.
Oh, and if it is damaged wiring causing a short which opens the
door, why
hasn't it happened more often? Is it that some people's
maintenance
inspections are better than others? If so, what do airline
maintenance
records tell us about the frequency of this kind of fault being
detected
and corrected by conscientious airline engineers and FAA
inspectors? How do
we get hold of those records?
And another thing I need to know fairly urgently - how many
people have
died in 747 crashes where there is a suspicion at least that the
aircraft
was a contributory factor (i.e. excluding Teneriffe and other
disasters
clearly the direct result of human error)?
In haste but not despair
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.

Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 21, 1998 9:44:57 AM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: How about bare wiring in TWA 800 cargo area?

Dear David, "Wiring is becoming the new villain of air safety, "
says David Evans, editor of Air Safety Week,"
Too right! You were onto it before me with fire for VJ. I was onto
it before anybody for cargo door based on UAL 811, the only
documented fatal widebody crash with Kapton/polyX type cause
factor.
UAL 811. It's the key to several crashes, it's the victim that lived
to tell about it.
UAL 811 and the connections to TWA 800 and electrical
problems in both is worth a story, don't you think? No opinion,
just connecting facts with facts.
Cheers,
Barry

TWA 800: The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks

in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
UAL 811 matches TWA 800

aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
and shortly after takeoff
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
fire in number three engine
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
post side smooth forward of the wing.
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
bare wire found in cargo door area.
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing
parts initially shed from just forward of the wing.
first pieces of structure to leave aircraft in flight from forward
cargo bay.
forward cargo door frayed
hoop stress found in cargo door area
door skin shattered outward.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR

short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt data loss to FDR
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door in flight considered
initially thought to be a bomb
but later ruled out.

Checking up on Kapton
Airplane wiring is a source of suspicion
BY MARGARET LOFTUS
As investigators of the recent Swissair 111 crash focus on
evidence of an electrical fire, the Federal Aviation Administration
is preparing to order the inspection and replacement of wiring
that could cause fires in aging airplanes.
While the inspections will focus on the older planes, many
aviation safety experts say the FAA's plan won't alleviate their
concerns over wiring used in newer planes flying today. The
wiring is insulated with Kapton, a polymer that scientists have
found is prone to rare but catastrophic "arc tracking." When the
wire is subjected to chafing, vibration, and moisture, the insulator
may crack, allowing the current to jump to other wires in the
bundle, which become fuel for a fire. The Navy and Air Force no
longer use Kapton as a primary wire insulator. The FAA refused
comment on Kapton, but it has said in the past that arc tracking
has not been a problem on commercial aircraft.
In the early 1990s, Boeing and McDonnell-Douglas (now
merged) phased out Kapton in favor of new Teflon-coated
Kapton. A Boeing spokeswoman says: "We've never found
anything that indicates a problem with the wiring."
Wiring is made to last the anticipated life of a plane. But about
2,500 commercial planes in the United States are flying beyond
their original design life. "Wiring is becoming the new villain of

air safety, " says David Evans, editor of Air Safety Week, "and it
has been brought to light by a relatively young aircraft."
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station

570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 20, 1998 10:31:31 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Sooty?

Chris, what sayst thou? Non spherical sooty semtex mild bomb?
Explosives are not my subject, but I do know that weird and
wacky things do
happen in explosions.
Right, like tremendous powerful explosion that puts piece of
bomb on outside of mainly intact baggage container, now that's
weird.
The "sooty" description was laughed at by an explosives expert
of my
acquaintance when I mentioned it to him. He said that Semtex
burns too
cleanly to leave soot. Such soot is likely to be a
combustion product from surrounding material such as clothes in
baggage.

Except, raw data shows that soot came for primary pressure
wave, as stated in AAIB report. And pitted area of stanchion is
sooted pits. Soot not from semtex caused fire is secondary event.
"Where these panels formed the boundary of the shatter zone, the
metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted,
and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - rather as if a very
large shotgun had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage
at close range."
"These surrounding skin panels were moderately sooted in the
regions adjacent to the shatter zone, but otherwise were lightly
sooted or free of soot altogether. (Forensic analysis of the soot
deposits on frame and skin material from this area confirmed the
presence of explosive residues.)"
Note the absence of 'high' in the description of the 'residues'. See,
'high' does not have 'soot'.
"Sections of frames 700 and 720 from the area of the explosion
were also recovered and identified. Attached to frame 720 were
the remnants of a section of the aluminium baggage container
(side) guide rail, which was heavily distorted and displayed deep
pitting together with very heavy sooting, indicating that it had
been very close to the explosive charge."
"The heavy container base was distorted and torn downwards,
causing buckling of the adjoining section of frame 700, and the
container sides were blasted through and torn, particularly in the
aft lower corner. Some of the material in the direct path of the
explosive pressure front was reduced to shrapnel sized pieces
which were rapidly accelerated outwards behind the primary

shock front. Because of the overhang of the container's sloping
side, fragments from both the device itself and the container wall
impacted the projecting external flange of the container base
edge member, producing micro cratering and sooting."
Yeah, sooting from fragments from device itself. Not semtex
bomb.
"Clear evidence of soot and small impact craters were apparent
on the internal surfaces of all fragments of container and
structure from the shatter zone, confirming that the this material
had not had time to move before it was hit by the cloud of
shrapnel, unburnt explosive residues and sooty combustion
products generated at the seat of the explosion"
Yeah, fast pressure wave gave the pitting soot. Combustion soot
came later and did not pit metal with soot.
The "non-spherical" nature of the PA103 explosion is a total
mystery to me
and a bit of a puzzle to the experts.
Ha! Of course it's a mystery, like the Unicorn is a mystery to
biologists. It's a mystery because bomb and unicorn do not exist.
They are wishful thinking myths.
The AAIB Report does mention that
the mach stem theory was not provable as the required science
had not yet
been done.
It's a lot easier to prove when there is a big powerful spherical
non sooty explosion to start with. Impossible with mild directed

sooty blast. The Mach stem writer has a disclaimeron every
page.
It is not only laymen like us who are puzzled by the fact that
there was only a small hole in the fuselage "directly affected by
the
blast" adjacent to the bomb and a much larger hole on the other
side.
At same time or earlier than small shatter zone. And pieces
ejected by radar plot on both right and left at first sweep of
primaries.
Perhaps the greater hole on the Stbd side is simply due to
explosive
decompression effects which were so spectacularly demonstrated
in UA811
when baggage was flung as far as the outboard engine solely due
to venting
of cabin pressure.
Well, yes, exactly right, Chris, now how did explo decom occur
on Stbd side?

Something which has never been explained by the experts is why
the Toshiba
bomb exploded so soon after takeoff.
I can explain it. It exploded so soon after take off because the
Unicorn just flew by it and pushed the remote button in its teeth.
Start with wrong assumption and get in thought path trouble

eventually.
It was known to have a barostatic
device to start the timer only after aircraft had started climbing.
Chris, Chris, you are going missile guy on me here, "It was
known..."? There are two less than fingernail sized pieces of
plastic in reality and you have constructed a barostatic timer out
of fantasy. But isn't it good to banter with each other?
We
also know that the Iranian client sought revenge for the bombing
at sea of
an Airbus. Islamic revenge, as esposed by Sharia Law, requires
that the
act of vengeance be as close as possible to the original crime. I
believe
that they would have wanted the Pan Am airliner to crash into the
sea, not
on land. Knowing that LHR-JFK is a six or seven hour flight, I
would have
expected such a bomb to be timed to detonate 2 to 4 hours after
commencing
climbout.
Yeah, yeah, every country on the planet has enough enemies to
blame when catastophy occurs. And you are trying to read the
minds of the insane, terrorists killers. Your opinion about
terrorist's motives and planning carries no weight because you
are sane. I just love the scratching of the MEBO fragment, what
a giveaway as a plant. It is so phony as oh terrorist stratching off
evidence like serial numbers on killer gun. Like putting, "Hello
Hitler' on 2000 pound bombs dropped on Berlin. Those loaders

did not believe for a minute the words would be readable, and the
terrorist would not scratch out a timer manufacturer mark. But a
FBI lab tech would knowing how easy it would be to see through
the scratch and the accolades for ID ing it.
The scratched out MEBO is the too pat, too nice, proof to me it is
a fake.

Questions like these have not been answered. Perhaps they've
never been
asked.
Perhaps?
Here's one, mild directed sooty gun type discharge supported by
real raw data is really a powerful spherical non sooty semtex
high explosive bomb that makes no sound on CVR that has a
fragment on outside of its holding container? Ha!
Well, this is good fun and worthy of a book.
Changing made up minds must be the most difficult of all human
tasks. Debunking myths.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 20, 1998 9:50:02 AM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: 103 book

Dear Barry,
Try <graeme.storey@virgin.net> He has changed ISP and the
old address
doesn't work any more.
Right, thanks.

I mention money simply because I am a self-employed journalist
and have
broken all my rules by working far too many hours on this one
with no
guarantee of payment.
Ah, Jonathan, true reporting. True journalism. You are not a
media whore on this one. Later we grovel for the cash.
But I'm hooked now so will keep at it.
Not for the payoff but for the content, the injustice, the righting
of a wrong based on facts, data, and evidence, not on opinion.
Doing what we do is a luxury which can be afforded only a few
times in life. Let's be right on the ones we choose. I always go
back to the raw data for confirmation of most correct explanation
in this life and death matter.

Interviewees
commonly receive a facility fee - but don't get too excited. It may
not be

much. I will argue that as you have done so much work on this
you ought to
receive a share of the production fee as well, which would be
more like the
average industrial wage. This is public service broadcasting and
as hard up
as ever it was, although the bosses are fat cats these days.
Book. I am stumped emotionally writing a book. It's for money.
It's to persuade people that don't know about planes. It's a
distraction. But, Jonathan, I suggest let's collaborate on a book.
That's honest money. I have the content and you have the style.
Chris, are you up for this? Chris can be bomb guy for 103, I will
be wiring/cargo door guy, and Jonathan can be neutral reporter/
author/investigative journalist just doing his job.
There is a plethora of data, analyis, public domain evidence, it
just needs to be cleaned up and put in readable, coherent ,
persuasive form.
We need to strike while the iron is hot, stir the pot, and for the
next few months up until the dark evening at 7:02PM on 21
December 1998, this story is hot.

There will be plenty of e-mail and hi-tech coms with my BBC
contacts once
they take the hook. To encourage them to do that I am
forwarding them your
answers to my queries and also the jackpot stuff about the
explosions. Can
you tell me who produced the TV show you watched? We need

to contact them
and get permission to use their archive footage if the BBc go
with it.
The Learning Channel which is part of the Discovery Channel.
http://www.discovery.com/ TLC is The Learning Channel ,
details at end of email http://www.tlc.com/Blastmasters. I still
see all those bombs going off in airliners on purpose and how
they look like bombs going off in airliners. And then to match the
raw real, unfudged metal of PA 103 and laugh at the disparity.
It's like calling a firecracker a hydrogen bomb.

Knowing the BBC, they probably won't make a decision Monday
and if we press
them the answer is more likely to be No than Yes. And others
will already
have read our correspondence so will be subtly trying to
influence
decision-making, of that we may be certain.
And laughing at 103 not a bomb. I'm hoping they say, so what,
it's nuts, but then we need filler for 103 anniversary anyway.
So we will take it softly,
softly. My contact is the boss of news in Scotland and has
authority to
make things move very fast. He also knows I do not take bum
steers to him.
You the Man!

If he turns it down, I am also very well connected at Scottish
Television
(commercial) and will take it the the head honcho there. And if
he won't
take it we go to London.
Sooner or later, the raw data will speak and say, hey, look at me,
I'm real, not some shadowy mideast terrorist cell.
And thanks for your contact's comment on the semtex issue,
Chris. It
confirms my suspicions. I too had asked about the barometric
timer, many
years ago, and received the answer (from whom I do not recall)
that the
timer was set to detonate over the sea and had a barometric
override so,
because the plane was running very late (How late? We should
check that),
I'm trying. I know it was late but don't have source. It's important
because all four planes were late for takeoff and took off not in
sunlight. It's a match but don't know significance.
the device went off as soon as it reached 31k because the clock
had run out
by then. I have to say I found this convincing at the time but the
new
evidence on what actually happens when one of these things goes
off now
makes that question irrelevant.
Right, the old bomb explanation has lots of holes in it. I love self

reflexive statements. Sorry.

I also agree on the points about Sharia and the Dutch airbase
venue. If we
three musketeers know this much, governments must know
much, much more and
almost certainly want the trial to be stalled so they can continue
to blame
Gaddafi. Even if it was a bomb (and my mind is still open,
believe it or
not)
Extremely good, Jonathan. The three musketeers have specialty
roles, and you are the voice of moderation, the concerned citizen
just trying to find out what happened, thank you very much, so
will everybody please just calm down and let's start again.
Chris gets to the do the ranting bombing sons of bitches thing. I
get to do the bored happened before happened again mechanical
those darn machines thing.
then the evidence is that it almost certainly was not Gadafi's
work.
So we have a story anyway.
Exactly. I appeal to British sleuths to find rational explanation for
plastic 'bomb' fragment on outside of container, not inside.
We have to be quick because, if and when summonses are served
on the two
accused, we will come under Scots Law sub-judice rules (which
prevent any

media comment whatsoever during a trial - the Americans should
try that
sometime)
Hellooooo Scotland, ever hear of the internet? Welcome to 1998,
not 1948.
Can the 'The Shetland News' link to non Scottish sites that do, by
gosh, have comment during a trial? I think so. With moral
disclaimer of course.
and we will have to start all over again with an American or
Canadian TV company.
I've been intereviewed in my home months ago by Josh Kerns of
KOMO TV ABC of Seattle Washington who flew down for
segment. I have held back on telling him about the outside
fragment on your request, Jonathan. Main point, I can give you
contact with him. JoshK@komotv.com
Keep the heid and I'll buy youse baith a bunnet.
Keep your powder dry and I'll buy you both a bonnet.

Jonathan d'Artagnon
Barry the Dude.
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On Active Duty
As terrorist threats increase, the West is developing smart bombs
and high-tech defenses.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Air Time(s) Eastern Time:
TLC - 18 Sep 1998 - 10:00 PM
TLC - 18 Sep 1998 - 01:00 AM
TLC - 20 Sep 1998 - 01:00 PM
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 20, 1998 7:36:28 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: Three Musketeers.

Dear Barry,
Try <graeme.storey@virgin.net> He has changed ISP and the

old address
doesn't work any more.
I mention money simply because I am a self-employed journalist
and have
broken all my rules by working far too many hours on this one
with no
guarantee of payment. But I'm hooked now so will keep at it.
Interviewees
commonly receive a facility fee - but don't get too excited. It may
not be
much. I will argue that as you have done so much work on this
you ought to
receive a share of the production fee as well, which would be
more like the
average industrial wage. This is public service broadcasting and
as hard up
as ever it was, although the bosses are fat cats these days.
There will be plenty of e-mail and hi-tech coms with my BBC
contacts once
they take the hook. To encourage them to do that I am
forwarding them your
answers to my queries and also the jackpot stuff about the
explosions. Can
you tell me who produced the TV show you watched? We need
to contact them
and get permission to use their archive footage if the BBc go
with it.
Knowing the BBC, they probably won't make a decision Monday
and if we press
them the answer is more likely to be No than Yes. And others

will already
have read our correspondence so will be subtly trying to
influence
decision-making, of that we may be certain. So we will take it
softly,
softly. My contact is the boss of news in Scotland and has
authority to
make things move very fast. He also knows I do not take bum
steers to him.
If he turns it down, I am also very well connected at Scottish
Television
(commercial) and will take it the the head honcho there. And if
he won't
take it we go to London.
And thanks for your contact's comment on the semtex issue,
Chris. It
confirms my suspicions. I too had asked about the barometric
timer, many
years ago, and received the answer (from whom I do not recall)
that the
timer was set to detonate over the sea and had a barometric
override so,
because the plane was running very late (How late? We should
check that),
the device went off as soon as it reached 31k because the clock
had run out
by then. I have to say I found this convincing at the time but the
new
evidence on what actually happens when one of these things goes
off now
makes that question irrelevant.

I also agree on the points about Sharia and the Dutch airbase
venue. If we
three musketeers know this much, governments must know
much, much more and
almost certainly want the trial to be stalled so they can continue
to blame
Gaddafi. Even if it was a bomb (and my mind is still open,
believe it or
not) then the evidence is that it almost certainly was not Gadafi's
work.
So we have a story anyway.
We have to be quick because, if and when summonses are served
on the two
accused, we will come under Scots Law sub-judice rules (which
prevent any
media comment whatsoever during a trial - the Americans should
try that
sometime) and we will have to start all over again with an
American or
Canadian TV company.
Will be in touch again as soon as I hear anything but it won't be
before
tomorrow night UK time because I am at sea all day tomorrow.
Keep the heid and I'll buy youse baith a bunnet.
Cheers
Jonathan d'Artagnon

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 18/09/98, at 21:43, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Jonathan and Chris, are we the three muskeeters? Or the
three
mousekateers?

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 19, 1998 10:02:54 AM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: It's a hot story.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Ê Last Updated 8:05 AM ET September 19, 1998 Ê
Briton Invited To Libya For Lockerbie Talks
LONDON (Reuters) - The man representing British families
killed in the Lockerbie air disaster flew to Libya Saturday for

talks with government officials about proposals to stage a trial in
the Netherlands of the two Libyans accused of the bombing.
Jim Swire, whose daughter was among the 270 people killed
when Pan Am flight 103 exploded over the Scottish town of
Lockerbie in 1988, made the trip at the invitation of Libyan
officials.
"It is a major development because it is the first time that Jim
Swire has been officially invited. The invitation came out of the
blue Tuesday," a spokesman for Swire's UK Families Flight 103
told Reuters.
The invitation to discussions in Libya was passed through the
Libyan interests section of the Saudi Arabian embassy in
London. It was not clear who Swire and Scottish Law Professor
Robert Black would meet in Tripoli but the spokesman said they
expected to have talks with the Libyan justice minister.
Britain and the United States have agreed to allow the two
Libyans accused of the bombing to be tried in the Netherlands
under Scottish law.
Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi, who originally proposed that
the trial should be held in a neutral country, has yet to commit
himself to the plan and has sought assurances that the men would
not be sent from the Netherlands to the United States or Britain.
Swire, who represents about 30 British families, has traveled
extensively over the past 10 years in a bid to resolve the trial
issue. He met Gaddafi in Tripoli in April on a mission to
persuade both the Libyans as well as Britain and the United
States to agree to a trial in a neutral country. London and
Washington finally agreed to the proposal in August.
Swire has always acted in a private capacity but his spokesman
said his lack of political or commercial interest in the outcome of
the dispute allowed the Libyan authorities to view him in the role
of "honest broker."
Swire and Black did not know how long they would remain in

Tripoli.oker."
Swire and Black did not know how long they would remain in
Tripoli.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 19, 1998 12:08:30 AM PDT
To: Wills/Olsson
Subject: Jackpot/TLC

I've just watched film taken inside a 747 when bomb goes off in
pressurized lower cargo hold. The floor buckles and breaks
downward, the window belt splits, vertical tears appear and the
whole side blows out, debris from inside cabin blows out, fog
forms.
Floor beams definitely break downward. On The Learning
Channel tonight, Blastmasters is the title. It had lots of bombs
going off in airliners and none looked like the evidence of PA
103.
So, in slow motion I run the tape. There are about five explosions
in airliners, cockpits cargo holds, and 747 pressurized hull at
Farnborough. Very interesting. When a bomb goes off in airliner
cargo holds it looks like it. It is a blast that blows area into very
small pieces over a very large area. They even blow up the same
baggage container of PA 103. It blows up into many small pieces.
In all cases the bomb film evidence of cargo hold and in suitcase
in same baggage container shows it was not a bomb for 103. The
evidence of the baggage container and skin nearby for 103 does
not match all the bomb film evidence of confirmed plastic semtex
bomb going off in documentary of Farnborough Air France 747.
The size of shatter zone is much bigger, the pieces are much

smaller. It's spherical. It's what a bomb damage should look like.
The evidence of 103 is different, it's a mild directed sooty blast
giving a shatter zone of 20 inches by 20 inches. I blush to use
inches after seeing the expolosion on film which could be
measured in yards, as 90 feet or 30 yards of shatter zone.
There is even a picture of the plastic chip. The narration indicates
its the circuit board to boombox chip, it has straight silver lines
on it. The MEBO one is brown and smaller as I recall. So there
are two fragments. I saw on TV the plastic chip from 103 that is
called the boombox fragment, and we know that was found on
the data plate and data plate is on the outside of container not
inside. It is the subject of my thought as we wait for BBC reply
to do story and then just by happenstance I see the chip on TV
tonight. What a coincidence.
They also had pictures of containers with invoice and data plate
visible on the outside but the containers were for an Airbus or
non 747 cargo hold. I taped it all of course.
Most dramatic is the inside picture of seats and floor and
windows as the explosive decompression occurs. It easy to see
getting sucked out into number 3, it's easy to see fod going out
and into number three. I could match the inside visible explo
decom damage with the outside photographs.
Amazing.
So, Monday.
Cheers,
Barry

Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 18, 1998 9:44:47 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Three Musketeers.

Dear Jonathan and Chris, are we the three muskeeters? Or the
three mousekateers?
My email to Graeme Storey keeps getting kicked back. What is
going on there?
I've been thinking. BBC Weekend? How high tech is that? Can
you contact them and have them call me on the phone or do
email between all of us? Let's get some high tech
communications here. I have digital camera and can send
pictures if needed. All this flying all over the place, why, do it on
the internet.
luma.kativ@bbc.co.uk is John Ware's email. Can we start a fire
here?
I know, getting involved.
So, I'm about to tape a TV show that has the Farnborough
explosion and the internal camera that shows floor beams
collapsing downward as explosive decompression takes place in
a 747 with cameras rolling. They did pressurize that Air France
B 747 before blowing it with semtex which gave blast pattern
and pieces so opposite as supposedly happened with PA 103.

Now is the time. The tenth anniversary is arriving. I say make
pitch that any PA 103 story is of interest during the anniversary
usual sad flowers and candlelight and tears....and hatred at an
enemy which is imagined, Libyan or whoever terrorists that put a
bomb on board and it blew plane out of sky. And we know it
didn't and they didn't. Based on evidence.
Starting with plastic fragment outside not inside. Oh, Sherlock
Smith on that one.
With high tech stuff any interviews can be done right here, in
house on internet, on phone, digital pictures exchanged. So, BBC
what will they say?
Jonathan, you keep mentioning money, what money is there is
this discovery? Speaker demand?
Chris, what sayst thou? Non spherical sooty semtex mild bomb?
Or sooty, mild, directed gun type device?
Which one does the evidence support in reality?
Well, anyway, pins and needles 'til Monday.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 18, 1998 11:31:29 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Selected excerpts from AAIB on 103

Below are selected excerpts from 02/90 AAIB report on 103.

Most of the bomb biased opinon has been excised. I have not
added a word. Read this from point of view of wiring/cargo door
explanation and see if it fits.
Cheers,
Barry
Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Report on the accident to
Boeing 747-121, N739PA
at Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire, Scotland
on 21December 1988

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------Operator:
Pan American World Airways
Aircraft Type:
Boeing 747-121
Nationality: United States of America
Registration: N 739 PA
Place of Accident
Lockerbie, Dumfries, Scotland
Latitude 55¡ 07' N
Longitude 003¡ 21' W
Date and Time (UTC):
21 December 1988 at 19.02:50 hrs
All times in this report are UTC

The aircraft, Flight PA103 from London Heathrow to New York,
had been in level cruising flight at flight level 310 (31,000 feet)

for approximately seven minutes when the last secondary radar
return was received just before 19.03 hrs. The radar then showed
multiple primary returns fanning out downwind. Major portions
of the wreckage of the aircraft fell on the town of Lockerbie with
other large parts landing in the countryside to the east of the
town. Lighter debris from the aircraft was strewn along two
trails, the longest of which extended some 130 kilometres to the
east coast of England. Within a few days items of wreckage were
retrieved upon which forensic scientists found conclusive
evidence of a detonating high explosive. The airport security and
criminal aspects of the accident are the subject of a separate
investigation and are not covered in this report which
concentrates on the technical aspects of the disintegration of the
aircraft.
The report concludes that the detonation of an improvised
explosive device led directly to the destruction of the aircraft
with the loss of all 259 persons on board and 11 of the residents
of the town of Lockerbie. Five recommendations are made of
which four concern flight recorders, including the funding of a
study to devise methods of recording violent positive and
negative pressure pulses associated with explosions. The final
recommendation is that Airworthiness Authorities and aircraft
manufacturers undertake a systematic study with a view to
identifying measures that might mitigate the effects of explosive
devices and improve the tolerance of the aircraft's structure and
systems to explosive damage.

1. FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1 History of the Flight

Boeing 747, N739PA, arrived at London Heathrow Airport from
San Francisco and parked on stand Kilo 14, to the south-east of
Terminal 3. Many of the passengers for this aircraft had arrived
at Heathrow from Frankfurt, West Germany on a Boeing 727,
which was positioned on stand Kilo 16, next to N739PA. These
passengers were transferred with their baggage to N739PA which
was to operate the scheduled Flight PA103 to New York
Kennedy. Passengers from other flights also joined Flight PA103
at Heathrow. After a 6 hour turnround, Flight PA103 was pushed
back from the stand at 18.04 hrs and was cleared to taxy on the
inner taxiway to runway 27R. The only relevant Notam warned
of work in progress on the outer taxiway. The departure was
unremarkable.
Flight PA103 took-off at 18.25 hrs. As it was approaching the
Burnham VOR it took up a radar heading of 350¡ and flew below
the Bovingdon holding point at 6000 feet. It was then cleared to
climb initially to flight level (FL) 120 and subsequently to FL
310. The aircraft levelled off at FL 310 north west of Pole Hill
VOR at 18.56 hrs. Approximately 7 minutes later, Shanwick
Oceanic Control transmitted the aircraft's oceanic clearance but
this transmission was not acknowledged. The secondary radar
return from Flight PA103 disappeared from the radar screen
during this transmission. Multiple primary radar returns were
then seen fanning out downwind for a considerable distance.
Debris from the aircraft was strewn along two trails, one of
which extended some 130 km to the east coast of England. The
upper winds were between 250¡ and 260¡ and decreased in
strength from 115 kt at FL 320 to 60 kt at FL 100 and 15 to 20 kt
at the surface.
Two major portions of the wreckage of the aircraft fell on the
town of Lockerbie; other large parts, including the flight deck

and forward fuselage section, landed in the countryside to the
east of the town. Residents of Lockerbie reported that, shortly
after 19.00 hrs, there was a rumbling noise like thunder which
rapidly increased to deafening proportions like the roar of a jet
engine under power. The noise appeared to come from a meteorlike object which was trailing flame and came down in the northeastern part of the town. A larger, dark, delta shaped object,
resembling an aircraft wing, landed at about the same time in the
Sherwood area of the town. The delta shaped object was not on
fire while in the air, however, a very large fireball ensued which
was of short duration and carried large amounts of debris into the
air, the lighter particles being deposited several miles downwind.
Other less well defined objects were seen to land in the area.
1.2 Injuries to persons
Injuries Crew Passengers Others
Fatal
16 243 11
Serious - - 2
Minor/None - - 3
CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO INDEX
1.3 Damage to aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed
1.4 Other damage
The wings impacted at the southern edge of Lockerbie,
producing a crater whose volume, calculated from a
photogrammetric survey, was approximately 560 cubic metres.
The weight of material displaced by the wing impact was
estimated to be well in excess of 1500 tonnes. The wing impact
created a fireball, setting fire to neighbouring houses and

carrying aloft debris which was then blown downwind for
several miles. It was subsequently established that domestic
properties had been so seriously damaged as a result of fire and/
or impact that 21 had to be demolished and an even greater
number of homes required substantial repairs. Major portions of
the aircraft, including the engines, also landed on the town of
Lockerbie and other large parts, including the flight deck and
forward fuselage section, landed in the countryside to the east of
the town. Lighter debris from the aircraft was strewn as far as the
east coast of England over a distance of 130 kilometres.
Leading particulars
Aircraft type:
Boeing 747-121
Constructor's serial number: 19646
Engines: 4 Pratt and Whitney JT9D-7A turbofan
1.6.2 General description
The Boeing 747 aircraft, registration N739PA, was a
conventionally designed long range transport aeroplane. A
diagram showing the general arrangement is shown at Appendix
B, Figure B-1 together with the principal dimensions of the
aircraft.
The fuselage of the aircraft type was of approximately circular
section over most of its length, with the forward fuselage having
a diameter of 21† feet where the cross-section was constant. The
pressurised section of the fuselage (which included the forward
and aft cargo holds) had an overall length of 190 feet, extending
from the nose to a point just forward of the tailplane. In normal
cruising flight the service pressure differential was at the
maximum value of 8.9 pounds per square inch. The fuselage was
of conventional skin, stringer and frame construction, riveted

throughout, generally using countersunk flush riveting for the
skin panels. The fuselage frames were spaced at 20 inch intervals
and given the same numbers as their stations, defined in terms of
the distance in inches from the datum point close to the nose of
the aircraft [Appendix B, Figure B-2]. The skin panels were
joined using vertical butt joints and horizontal lap joints. The
horizontal lap joints used three rows of rivets together with a
cold bonded adhesive.
Accommodation within the aircraft was predominately on the
main deck, which extended throughout the whole length of the
pressurised compartment. A separate upper deck was
incorporated in the forward part of the aircraft. This upper deck
was reached by means of a spiral staircase from the main deck
and incorporated the flight crew compartment together with
additional passenger accommodation. The cross-section of the
forward fuselage differed considerably from the near circular
section of the remainder of the aircraft, incorporating an
additional smaller radius arc above the upper deck section joined
to the main circular arc of the lower cabin portion by elements of
straight fuselage frames and flat skin.
In order to preserve the correct shape of the aircraft under
pressurisation loading, the straight portions of the fuselage
frames in the region of the upper deck floor and above it were
required to be much stiffer than the frame portions lower down in
the aircraft. These straight sections were therefore of very much
more substantial construction than most of the curved sections of
frames lower down and further back in the fuselage. There was
considerable variation in the gauge of the fuselage skin at various
locations in the forward fuselage of the aircraft.
The fuselage structure of N739PA differed from that of the

majority of Boeing 747 aircraft in that it had been modified to
carry special purpose freight containers on the main deck, in
place of seats. This was known as the Civil Reserve Air Fleet
(CRAF) modification and enabled the aircraft to be quickly
converted for carriage of military freight containers on the main
deck during times of national emergency. The effect of this
modification on the structure of the fuselage was mainly to
replace the existing main deck floor beams with beams of more
substantial cross-section than those generally found in passenger
carrying Boeing 747 aircraft. A large side loading door, generally
known as the CRAF door, was also incorporated on the left side
of the main deck aft of the wing.
Below the main deck, in common with other Boeing 747 aircraft,
were a number of additional compartments, the largest of which
were the forward and aft freight holds used for the storage of
cargo and baggage in standard air-transportable containers. These
containers were placed within the aircraft hold by means of a
freight handling system and were carried on a system of rails
approximately 2 feet above the outer skin at the bottom of the
aircraft, there being no continuous floor, as such, below these
baggage containers. The forward freight compartment had a
length of approximately 40 feet and a depth of approximately 6
feet. The containers were loaded into the forward hold through a
large cargo door on the right side of the aircraft.

Internal fuselage cavities
Because of the conventional skin, frame and stringer type of
construction, common to all large public transport aircraft, the
fuselage was effectively divided into a series of 'bays'. Each bay,
comprising two adjacent fuselage frames and the structure

between them, provided, in effect, a series of interlinking cavities
bounded by the frames, floor beams, fuselage skins and cabin
floor panels etc. The principal cavities thus formed were:
A continuation of the semi-circular cavity into the space
behind the cabin wall liner [Appendix B, Figure B-3, detail E].
This space was restricted somewhat by the presence of the
window assembly, but nevertheless provided a continuous cavity
extending upwards to the level of the upper deck floor. Forward
of station 740, this cavity was effectively terminated at its upper
end by the presence of diaphragms which formed extensions of
the upper deck floor panels; aft of station 740, the cavity
communicated with the ceiling space and the cavity in the
fuselage crown aft of the upper deck.
Maintenance details
N739PA first flew in 1970 and spent its whole service life in the
hands of Pan American World Airways Incorporated. Its
Certificate of Airworthiness was issued on 12 February 1970 and
remained in force until the time of the accident, at which time the
aircraft had completed a total of 72,464 hours flying and 16,497
flight cycles. Details of the last 4 maintenance checks carried out
during the aircraft's life are shown below:

DATE SERVICE HOURS CYCLES
27 Sept 88 C Check (Interior upgrade)
71,502 16,347
2 Nov 88
B Service Check 71,919 16,406
27 Nov 88 Base 1 72,210 16,454
13 Dec 88 Base 2 72,374 16,481
The CRAF modification programme was undertaken in

September 1987. At the same time a series of modifications to
the forward fuselage from the nose back to station 520 (Section
41) were carried out to enable the aircraft to continue in service
without a continuing requirement for structural inspections in
certain areas.
All Airworthiness Directives relating to the Boeing 747 fuselage
structure between stations 500 and 1000 have been reviewed and
their applicability to this aircraft checked. In addition, Service
Bulletins relating to the structure in this area were also reviewed.
The applicable Service Bulletins, some of which implement the
Airworthiness Directives are listed below together with their
subjects. The dates, total aircraft times and total aircraft cycles at
which each relevant inspection was last carried out have been
reviewed and their status on aircraft N739PA at the time of the
accident has been established.
SB 53-2200 Lower Cargo Doorway Lower Sill Truss and Latch
Support Fitting Inspection Repair and Replacement.
This documentation, when viewed together with the detailed
content of the above service bulletins, shows the aircraft to have
been in compliance with the requirements laid down in each of
those bulletins. Some maintenance items were outstanding at the
time the aircraft was despatched on the last flight, however, none
of these items relate to the structure of the aircraft and none had
any relevance to the accident.
The weather consisted of intermittent rain or showers.
From examination of the wind profile (see below), there
appeared to be insufficient shear both vertically and horizontally
to produce any clear air turbulence but there may have been

some light turbulence.
From the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) tape it was known that
Shanwick was transmitting Flight PA103's transatlantic clearance
when the CVR stopped. By synchronising the Shanwick tape and
the CVR it was possible to establish that a loud sound was heard
on the CVR cockpit area microphone (CAM) channel at 19.02:50
hrs ±1 second.
The flight recorder control panel was located in the flight deck
overhead panel. The FDAU was in the main equipment centre at
the front end of the forward hold and the flight recorder was
mounted in the aft equipment centre.
Decoding and reduction of the data from the accident flight
showed that no abnormal behaviour of the data sensors had been
recorded and that the recorder had simply stopped at 19.02:50 hrs
±1 second.
A computer database of approximately 1200 significant items of
wreckage was compiled and included a brief description of each
item and the location where it was found
The aircraft wing impacted in the Sherwood Crescent area of the
town leaving a crater approximately 47 metres (155 feet) long
with a volume calculated to be 560 cubic metres.
The CRAF door itself (latched) apart from the top area
containing the hinge;
Other items found in the wreckage included both body landing
gears, the right wing landing gear, the left and right landing gear
support beams and the cargo door (frames 1800-1920) which was

latched.
Equally so, there were no signs of explosive blast damage or
sooting evident on any part of the structure or the interior fittings.
It was noted however that a heavy, semi-eliptical scuff mark was
present on the lower right side of the fuselage at approximately
station 360. This was later matched to the intake profile of the No
3 engine.
There were no indications that the crew had attempted to react to
rapid decompression or loss of control or that any emergency
preparations had been actioned prior to the catastrophic
disintegration.
Also at the western end of the northern trail were the lower rear
fuselage at Rosebank Crescent, and the group of Nos. 1, 2 and 4
engines which fell in Lockerbie.
Fragments of the whole of the left tailplane and the outboard
portion of the right tailplane were distributed almost entirely
throughout the southern trail
Between 21 and 27 km east of the main impact point (either side
of Langholm) substantial sections of tailplane skin were found,
some bearing distinctive signs of contact with debris moving
outwards and backwards relative to the fuselage.
Also found in this area were numerous isolated sections of
fuselage frame, clearly originating from the crown region above
the forward upper deck.
Approximately 90% of the hull wreckage was successfully

recovered, identified, and laid out on the floor in a twodimensional reconstruction
Items of wreckage added to the reconstructions was given a
reference number and recorded on a computer database together
with a brief description of the item and the location where it was
found.
The reconstruction revealed the presence of damage consistent
with an explosion on the lower fuselage left side in the forward
cargo bay area.
A small region of structure bounded approximately by frames
700 & 720 and stringers 38L & 40L, had clearly been shattered
and blasted through by material exhausting directly from an
explosion centred immediately inboard of this location.
The material from this area, hereafter referred to as the 'shatter
zone', was mostly reduced to very small fragments, only a few of
which were recovered, including a strip of two skins [Appendix
B, Figure B-15] forming part of the lap joint at the stringer 39L
position.
Where these panels formed the boundary of the shatter zone, the
metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted,
and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - rather as if a very
large shotgun had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage
at close range.
These surrounding skin panels were moderately sooted in the
regions adjacent to the shatter zone, but otherwise were lightly
sooted or free of soot altogether. (Forensic analysis of the soot
deposits on frame and skin material from this area confirmed the

presence of explosive residues.)
All of these skin panels had pulled away from the supporting
structure and had been bent and torn in a manner which indicated
that, as well as fracturing in the star burst pattern, they had also
petalled outwards producing characteristic, tight curling of the
sheet material.
Attached to frame 720 were the remnants of a section of the
aluminium baggage container (side) guide rail, which was
heavily distorted and displayed deep pitting together with very
heavy sooting, indicating that it had been very close to the
explosive charge.
The remainder of the structure forming the cargo deck and lower
hull was, generally, more randomly distorted and did not display
the clear indications of explosive processes which were evident
on the skin panels and frames nearer the focus of the explosion.
In addition, the mode of failure of the butt joint at station 520
suggested that there had been a rapid overpressure load in this
area, causing the fastener heads to 'pop' in the region of stringers
13L to 16L, rather than producing shear in the fasteners.
Further evidence of localised overpressure damage remote from
the source of the explosion was found during the full threedimensional reconstruction, detailed later in paragraph 1.12.3.2.
However, it was apparent that beyond the boundary of the
petalled region, the disintegration process had involved multiple
fractures taking place simultaneously - extremely complex
parallel processes which made the sequencing of events not
amenable to conventional analysis.

Examination of the structure of the fin revealed evidence of inflight damage to the leading edge caused by the impact of
structure or cabin contents.
Discrimination between forward and rear cargo hold containers
was relatively straightforward as the rear cargo hold wreckage
was almost entirely confined to Lockerbie, whilst that from the
forward hold was scattered along the southern wreckage trail.
From this it was positively determined that the explosion had
occurred within the metal container (serial number AVE 4041
PA), the direct effects of this being evident also on the forward
face of the adjacent fibreglass container (serial number AVN
7511 PA) and on the local airframe on the left side of the aircraft
in the region of station 700.
While this work was in progress a buckled section of the metal
container skin was found by an AAIB Inspector to contain,
trapped within its folds, an item which was subsequently
identified by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and Development Establishment (RARDE) as
belonging to a specific type of radio-cassette player and that this
had been fitted with an improvised explosive device (IED).
Examination of all other components of the remaining containers
revealed only damage consistent with ejection into the high
speed slipstream and/or ground impact, and that only one device
had detonated within the containers on board the aircraft.
The two-dimensional reconstruction successfully established that
there had been an explosion in the forward hold; its location was
established and the general damage characteristics in the vicinity

of the explosion were determined.
The three-dimensional reconstruction provided additional
information about the region of tearing and petalling around the
shatter zone.
It also identified a number of other regions of structural damage,
remote from the explosion, which were clearly associated with
severe and rapidly applied pressure loads acting normal to the
skin's internal surface.
These were sufficiently sharp-edged to pre-empt the resolution of
pressure induced loads into membrane tension stresses in the
skin: instead, the effect was as though these areas of skin had
been struck a severe 'pressure blow' from within the hull.
The two types of damage, i.e. the direct blast/tearing/petalling
damage and the quite separate areas of 'pressure blow' damage at
remote sites were evidently caused by separate mechanisms,
though it was equally clear that each was caused by explosive
processes, rather than more general disintegration.
Regions of skin separation remote from the site of the explosion
were evident in a number of areas. These principally were:
(i) A large section of upper fuselage skin extending from station
500 back to station 760,
(iii) A section of thick belly skin extending from station 560,
stringers 40R to 44R, and tapering back to a point at stringer
45R/station720 [Appendix B, Figure B-19 and B-20, region E],
had separated from the structure as a result of a very heavy
'pressure blow' load at its forward end which had popped the
heads off a large number of substantial skin fasteners. The panel

had then torn away rearwards from the structure, curling up
tightly onto itself as it did so - indicating that considerable excess
energy was involved in the separation process (over and above
that needed simply to separate the skin material from its
supporting structure).
(iv) A panel of skin on the right side of the aircraft, roughly
opposite the explosion, had been torn off the frames, beginning
at the top edge of the panel situated just below the window belt
and tearing downwards towards the belly [Appendix B, Figure
B-20, region F]. This panel was curled downwards in a manner
which suggested significant excess energy.
The cabin floor structure was badly disrupted, particularly in the
general area above the explosion, where the floor beams had
suffered localised upward loading sufficient to fracture them, and
the floor panels were missing
(i) Buckling of the window belts on both sides of the aircraft
was evident between stations 660 and 800. That on the left side
appeared to be the result of in-plane bending in a nose up sense,
followed by fracture. The belt on the right side had a large radius
curve suggesting lateral deflection of the fuselage possibly
accompanied by some longitudinal compression. This terminated
in a peeling failure of the riveted joint at station 800.
The fuselage left side lower lobe from station 740 back to the
wing box cut-out, and from the window level down to the cargo
deck floor (the fracture line along stringer 38L), had peeled
outwards, upwards and rearwards - separating from the rest of
the fuselage at the window belt. The whole of this separated
section had then continued to slide upwards and rearwards, over
the fuselage, before being carried back in the slipstream and

colliding with the outer leading edge of the right horizontal
stabiliser, completely disrupting the outer half.
A large, clear, imprint of semi-eliptical form was apparent on the
lower right side at station 360 which had evidently been caused
by the separating forward fuselage section striking the No 3
engine as it swung rearwards and to the right (confirmed by No 3
engine fan cowl damage).
Examination of the rebuilt tailplane structure at AAIB
Farnborough left little doubt that it had been destroyed by debris
striking its leading edges. In addition, the presence on the skins
of smear marks indicated that some unidentified soft debris had
contacted those surfaces whilst moving with both longitudinal
and lateral velocity components relative to the aircraft.
The right tailplane exhibited massive leading edge impact
damage on the outboard portion which also appeared to have
progressed to disruption of the aft torsion box.
The No 3 engine had fallen 1,100 metres north of the other three
engines, striking the ground on its rear face, penetrating a road
surface and coming to rest without any further change of
orientation i.e. with the front face remaining uppermost.
The intake area contained a number of loose items originating
from within the cabin or baggage hold. It was not possible
initially to determine whether any of the general damage to any
of the engine fans or the ingestion noted in No 3 engine intake
occurred whilst the relevant engines were delivering power or at
a later stage.
No 2 engine (situated closest to the site of the explosion) had

evidence of blade "shingling" in the area of the shrouds
consistent with the results of major airflow disturbance whilst
delivering power.
No 3 engine, identified on site as containing ingested debris
from within the aircraft, nonetheless had no evidence of the type
of shingling seen on the blades of No 2 engine.
The intake structure was found to have been crushed
longitudinally by an impact on the front face although, as stated
earlier, it had struck the ground on its rear face whilst falling
vertically.
All 3 engines had evidence of blade tip rubs on the fan cases
having a combination of circumference and depth greater than
hitherto seen on any investigation witnessed on Boeing 747
aircraft by the Pratt and Whitney specialists. Subsequent
examination of No 4 engine confirmed that it had a similar deep,
large circumference tip rub.
Tip rubs of a depth and circumference noted on all four engines
could be expected to reduce the fan rotational energy on each to a
negligible value within approximately 5 seconds.
There was no pathological indication of an in-flight fire and no
evidence that any of the victims had been injured by shrapnel
from the explosion. There was also no evidence which
unequivocally indicated that passengers or cabin crew had been
killed or injured by the effects of a blast.
The bodies of 10 passengers were not recovered and of these, 8
had been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positioned over the
wing at the front of the economy section.

Of the several large pieces of aircraft wreckage which fell in the
town of Lockerbie, one was seen to have the appearance of a ball
of fire with a trail of flame. Its final path indicated that this was
the No 3 engine, which embedded itself in a road in the northeast part of the town.
The three remaining engines landed in the Netherplace area of
the town. One severed a water main and the other two, although
initially on fire, were no risk to persons or property and the fires
were soon extinguished.
A large, dark, delta shaped object was seen to fall at about the
same time in the Sherwood area of the town. It was not on fire
while in the air, however, a fireball several hundred feet across
followed the impact.
It was determined that the major part of both wings, which
included the aircraft fuel tanks, had formed the crater.
An explosive detonation within a fuselage, in reasonably close
proximity to the skin, will produce a high intensity spherically
propagating shock wave which will expand outwards from the
centre of detonation. On reaching the inner surface of the
fuselage skin, energy will partially be absorbed in shattering,
deforming and accelerating the skin and stringer material in its
path. Much of the remaining energy will be transmitted, as a
shock wave, through the skin and into the atmosphere but a
significant amount of energy will be returned as a reflected shock
wave, which will travel back into the fuselage interior where it
will interact with the incident shock to produce Mach stem
shocks - re-combination shock waves which can have pressures
and velocities of propagation greater than the incident shock.

The last secondary return from the aircraft was recorded at
19.02:46.9 hrs, identifying N739PA at Flight Level 310, and at
the next radar return there is no SSR data, only 4 primary returns.
It was concluded that the aircraft was, by this time, no longer a
single return and, considering the approximately 1 nautical mile
spread of returns across track, that items had been ejected at high
speed probably to both right and left of the aircraft.
The British Geological Survey has a number of seismic
monitoring stations in Southern Scotland. Stations close to
Lockerbie recorded a seismic event measuring 1.6 on the Richter
scale and, with appropriate corrections for the times of the waves
to reach the sensors, it was established that this occurred at
19.03:36.5 hrs ±1 second
The narrow northern trail was shown to be created by debris
released from the aircraft in a vertical dive between 19,000 and
9,000 feet overhead Lockerbie.
The southern trail, longer and straight for most of its length,
appeared to have been created by wreckage released during the
initial disintegration at altitude whilst the aircraft was in level
flight.
Thus wreckage in the southern trail positioned well to the east
could be assumed to have retained negligible velocity along
aircraft track after separation and the along-track distribution
could be used to establish an approximate sequence of initial
disintegration.
The geographical position of the final secondary return at

19.02:46.9 hrs was calculated by RSRE to be OS Grid Reference
15257772, annotated Point A in Appendix B, Figure B-4, with an
accuracy considered to be better than ±300 metres This return
was received 3.1±1 seconds before the loud sound was recorded
on the CVR at 19.02:50 hrs. By projecting from this position
along the track of 321¡(Grid) for 3.1±1 seconds at the
groundspeed of 434 kts, the position of the aircraft was
calculated to be OS Grid Reference 14827826, annotated Point B
in Appendix B, Figure B-4, within an accuracy of ±525 metres.
Based on the evidence of recorded data only, Point B therefore
represents the geographical position of the aircraft at the moment
the loud sound was recorded on the CVR.
The datum line, discussed at paragraph 1.12.1.6, was derived
from a detailed analysis of the distribution of specific items of
wreckage, including those exhibiting positive evidence of a
detonating high performance plastic explosive.
The items used to define the datum line, included those
exhibiting positive evidence of a detonating high performance
plastic explosive, would have been the first pieces to have been
released from the aircraft.
There can, therefore, be no doubt that the loud noise on the CVR
was directly associated with the detonation of the IED and that
this explosion initiated the disintegration process and directly
caused the loss of the aircraft.
The analysis of the cockpit voice recording, which is detailed in
Appendix C, concluded that there were valid signals available to
the CVR when it stopped at 19.02:50 hrs ±1 second because the
power supply to the recorder was interrupted.

It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the result
of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure.
The short period between the beginning of the event and the loss
of electrical power suggests that the latter is more likely to be the
case.
In the aftermath of the Air India Boeing 747 accident (AI 182) in
the North Atlantic on 23 June 1985, RARDE were asked
informally by AAIB to examine means of differentiating, by
recording violent cabin pressure pulses, between the detonation
of an explosive device within the cabin (positive pulse) and a
catastrophic structural failure (negative pulse).
From the detailed examination of the reconstructed luggage
containers, discussed at paragraph 1.12.2.4 and in Appendix F, it
was evident that the IED had been located within a metal
container (serial number AVE 4041 PA), near its aft outboard
quarter as shown in Appendix F, Figure F-13. It was also clear
that the container was loaded in position 14L of the forward hold
which placed the explosive charge approximately 25 inches
inboard from the fuselage skin at frame 700. There was no
evidence to indicate that there was more than one explosive
charge.
To produce the fan blade tip rub damage noted on all engines by
means of airflow inclined to the axes of the nacelles would have
required a marked nose down change of aircraft pitch attitude
combined with a roll rate to the left while all of the engines were
attached to the wing.
The shingling damage noted on the fan blades of No 2 engine
can only be attributed to airflow disturbance caused by ingestion

related fan blade damage occurring when substantial power was
being delivered.
This is readily explained by the fact that No 2 engine intake is
positioned some 27 feet aft and 30 feet outboard of the site of the
explosion and that the interior of the intake exhibited a number
of prominent paint smears and general foreign object damage.
By similar reasoning, the absence of such shingling damage on
blades of No 3 engine was a reliable indication that it suffered no
ingestion until well into the accident sequence.
The combination of the position of the explosive device and the
forward speed of the aircraft was such that significant sized
debris resulting from the explosion would have been available to
be ingested by No 2 engine within milliseconds of the explosion.
In view of the fact that the tip rub damage observed on the fan
case of No 2 engine is of similar magnitude to that observed on
the other three engines it is reasonable to deduce that a
manoeuvre of the aircraft occurred before most of the energy of
the No 2 engine fan was lost due to the effect of ingestion (seen
only in this engine).
It was therefore concluded from this evidence that the wing with
all of the engines attached had achieved a marked nose down and
left roll attitude change well within 5 seconds of the explosion.
Examination of the three major structural elements either side of
the region of station 800 on the right side of the fuselage makes it
clear that to produce the curvature of the window belt and
peeling of the riveted joint at the R2 door aperture requires the
door pillar to be securely in position and able to react

longitudinal and lateral loads. This in turn requires the large
section of fuselage on the right side between stations 760 and
1000 (incorporating the right half of the floor) to be in position in
order to locate the lower end of the door pillar. Thus both these
sections must have been in position until the section from station
560 to 800 (right side) had completed its deflection to the right
and peeled from the door pillar. Separation of the forward
fuselage must thus have been complete by the time all three
items mentioned above had fallen free.
The wreckage found in each of the bands enabled an
approximate sequence of break-up to be established. It was clear
that as the distance travelled from the datum line increased, items
of wreckage further from the station of the IED were
encountered. The items shown on the diagram as falling on the
250 metre band also include those fragments of lower forward
fuselage skin having evidence of explosive damage and
presumed to have separated as a direct result of the blast.
However, a few portions of the upper forward fuselage were also
found within the 250 metre band, suggesting that these items had
also separated as a result of the blast.
By the time the 300 metre line was reached much of the structure
from the right side in the region of the explosive device had been
shed. This included the area of window belt, referred to in
paragraph 2.6 above, which gave clear indications that the
forward structure had detached to the right and finally peeled
away at station 800. It also included the areas of adjacent
structure immediately to the rear of station 800 about which the
forward structure would have had to pivot. By the time the 600
metre line was reached, there was clearly insufficient structure
left to connect the forward fuselage with the remainder of the
aircraft. Wreckage between the 600 and 900 metre lines

consisted of structure still further from the site of the IED.
Thus, there is little doubt that separation of the forward fuselage
was complete within 2 to 3 seconds of the explosion.
The separate assessment of the known grid references of
tailplane and elevator wreckage in the southern trail revealed that
those items were evenly distributed about the 600 metre line and
therefore that most of the tailplane damage occurred after
separation of the forward fuselage was complete.
The engine evidence, timing and mode of disintegration of the
fuselage and tailplane suggests that the latter did not sustain
significant damage until the forward fuselage disintegration was
well advanced and the pitch/roll manoeuvre was also well under
way.
The distribution of fin debris between the trails suggests that
disintegration of the fin began shortly before the vertical descent
was established.
The loss of the fin would have made this possible and also
subjected the structure to large side loads. It is possible that such
side loading would have assisted the disintegration of the rear
fuselage and also have caused bending failure of the pylon
attachments of the remaining three engines.
The trajectory analysis carried out by Cranfield Institute of
Technology calculated impact speeds of 120 kts for the nose
section, and 260 kts for the engines and pylons.
The engine evidence indicated that there had been a large nose
down attitude change of the aircraft early in the event.

The Cranfield analysis also showed that the rear fuselage had
disintegrated while essentially in a vertical descent between
19,000 and 9,000 feet over Lockerbie.
The impact location of Nos 1, 2, and 4 engines closely grouped
in Lockerbie was consistent with their nearly vertical fall from a
point above the town.
(i) The initial explosion triggered a sequence of events which
effectively destroyed the structural integrity of the forward
fuselage. Little more then remained between stations 560 and
760 (approximately) than the window belts and the cabin
sidewall structure immediately above and below the windows,
although much of the cargo-hold floor structure appears to have
remained briefly attached to the aircraft. [Appendix B, Figure
B-24]
(ii) The main portion of the aircraft simultaneously entered a
manoeuvre involving a marked nose down and left roll attitude
change, probably as a result of inputs applied to the flying
control cables by movement of structure.
Failure of the left window belt then occurred, probably in the
region of station 710, as a result of torsional and bending loads
on the fuselage imparted by the manoeuvre (i.e. the movement of
the forward fuselage relative to the remainder of the aircraft was
an initial twisting motion to the right, accompanied by a nose up
pitching deflection).
(iv) The forward fuselage deflected to the right, pivoting about
the starboard window belt, and then peeled away from the
structure at station 800.

During this process the lower nose section struck the No 3 engine
intake causing the engine to detach from its pylon. This fuselage
separation was apparently complete within 3 seconds of the
explosion.
Structure and contents of the forward fuselage struck the tail
surfaces contributing to the destruction of the outboard starboard
tailplane and causing substantial damage to the port unit. This
damage occurred approximately 600 metres track distance after
the explosion and therefore appears to have happened after the
fuselage separation was complete.
Fuselage structure continued to break away from the aircraft
and the separated forward fuselage section as they descended.
Once established in the vertical dive, the fin torque box
continued to disintegrate, possibly permitting the remainder of
the aircraft to yaw sufficiently to cause side load separation of
Nos 1, 2 and 4 engines, complete with their pylons.
The fracture and damage pattern analysis was mainly of an
interpretive nature involving interlocking pieces of subtle
evidence such as paint smears, fracture and rivet failure
characteristics, and other complex features.
In the interests of brevity, this analysis will not discuss the
detailed interpretation of individual fractures or damage features.
Instead, the broader 'damage picture' which emerged from the
detailed work will be discussed in the context of the explosive
mechanisms which might have produced the damage, with a
view to identifying those features of greatest significance.

The direct effect of the explosive detonation within the container
was to produce a high intensity spherically propagating shock
wave which expanded from the centre of detonation close to the
side of the container, shattering part of the side and base of the
container as it passed through into the gap between the container
and the fuselage skin.
In breaking out of the container, some internal reflection and
Mach stem interaction would have occurred, but this would have
been limited by the absorptive effect of the baggage inboard,
above, and forward of the charge. The force of the explosion
breaking out of the container would therefore have been directed
downwards and rearwards.
The heavy container base was distorted and torn downwards,
causing buckling of the adjoining section of frame 700, and the
container sides were blasted through and torn, particularly in the
aft lower corner.
Some of the material in the direct path of the explosive pressure
front was reduced to shrapnel sized pieces which were rapidly
accelerated outwards behind the primary shock front.
Because of the overhang of the container's sloping side,
fragments from both the device itself and the container wall
impacted the projecting external flange of the container base
edge member, producing micro cratering and sooting.
Metallurgical examination of the internal surfaces of these craters
identified areas of melting and other features which were
consistent only with the impact of very high energy particles
produced by an explosion at close quarters.

Analysis of material on the crater surfaces confirmed the
presence of several elements and compounds foreign to the
composition of the edge member, including material consistent
with the composition of the sheet aluminium forming the sloping
face of the container.
On reaching the inner surface of the fuselage skin, the incident
shock wave energy would partially have been absorbed in
shattering, deforming and accelerating the skin and stringer
material in its path. Much of its energy would have been
transmitted, as a shock wave, through the skin and into the
atmosphere [Appendix B, Figure B-25], but a significant amount
of energy would have been returned as a reflected shock wave,
back into the cavity between the container and the fuselage skin
where Mach stem shock waves would have been formed.
Evidence of rapid shattering was found in a region approximately
bounded by frames 700 & 720 and stringers 38L & 40L, together
with the lap joint at 39L.
The shattered fuselage skin would have taken a significant time
to move, relative to the timescales associated with the primary
shock wave propagation. Clear evidence of soot and small
impact craters were apparent on the internal surfaces of all
fragments of container and structure from the shatter zone,
confirming that the this material had not had time to move before
it was hit by the cloud of shrapnel, unburnt explosive residues
and sooty combustion products generated at the seat of the
explosion
The release of stored energy as the skin ruptured, combined with
the outflow of high pressure gas through the aperture, produced a
characteristic curling of the skin 'petals' - even against the

slipstream.
A third fracture propagated circumferentially downwards along
frame 740, under the belly, and up the right side of the fuselage
almost as far as the window belt - a distance of approximately 23
feet.
The cracks propagating upwards as part of the petalling process
did not extend beyond the window line.
However, there are indications that by the time the fractures had
run several feet, the velocity of fracture had slowed sufficiently
to allow the free (forward) edge of the skin panel to overtake the
fracture fronts, as it flexed upwards, and forcibly strike the
fuselage skin above, producing clear witness marks on both
items.
It appears that the presence of this initial ('clean') hole, together
with the stiff window belt above, encouraged other more slowly
running tears to break into it, rather than propagating outwards
away from the main hole.
The three very large tears extending beyond the boundary of the
petalled region resulted in a critical reduction of fuselage
structural integrity.
Preliminary calculations of critical crack dimensions for a
fuselage skin punctured by a 20 by 20 inches jagged hole
indicated that unstable crack growth would not have occurred
unless the skin stress had been substantially greater than the
stress level due to normal pressurisation loads alone.
It was therefore clear that explosive overpressure must have

produced the gross enlargement of the initially small shattered
hole in the hull.
Furthermore, it was apparent from the degree of curling and
petalling of the skin panels within the star-burst region that this
overpressure had been relatively long term, compared with the
shock wave overpressure which had produced the shatter zone.
An outline of the fracture propagation analysis is given at
Appendix D. This analysis, using theoretical fracture mechanics,
showed that, after the incident shock wave had produced the
shatter zone, significant explosive overpressure loads were
needed to drive the star-burst fractures out to the boundary of the
petalled skin zone.
Thereafter, residual gas overpressure combined with fuselage
pressurisation loads were sufficient to produce the two major
longitudinal cracks and a single major circumferential crack,
extending from the window belt down to beyond the keel
centreline.
2.12.1.3 Damage to the cabin floor structure
The floor beams in the region immediately above the baggage
container in which the explosive had detonated were extensively
broken, displaying clear indications of overload failure due to
buckling caused by localised upward loading of the floor
structure.
No direct evidence of bruising was found on the top panel of the
container. It therefore appears that the container did not itself
impact the floor beams, but instead the floor immediately above
the container was broken through as a result of explosive

overpressure as gases emerged from the ruptured container and
loaded the floor panels.
Data on floor strengths, provided by Boeing, indicated that the
cabin floor (with the CRAF modification) would fail at a uniform
static differential pressure of between 3.5 and 3.9 psi (high
pressure below the cabin floor), and that the floor panel to floor
beam attachments would not fail before the floor beams. Whilst
there is no direct evidence of the pressure loading on the floor
structure immediately following detonation, there can be no
doubt that in the region of station 700 it would have exceeded the
ultimate failure load by a large margin.
When Mach stem shocks are produced not only are the shock
pressures very high but they propagate at very high velocity
parallel to the reflecting surface. In the context of the lower
fuselage structure in the region of Mach stem formation, it can
readily be seen that the Mach stem will be perfectly orientated to
enter the narrow cavity formed between the outer skin and the
cargo liner/containers, bounded by the fuselage frames
[Appendix B, Figure B-25]. This cavity enables the Mach stem
shock wave to propagate, without causing damage to the walls
(due to the relatively low pressure where the Mach stem sweeps
their surface), and reach regions of the fuselage remote from the
source of the explosion. Furthermore, energy losses in the cavity
are likely to be less than would occur in the 'free' propagation
case, resulting in the efficient transmission of explosive energy.
The cavity would tend to act like a 'shock tube', used for high
speed aerodynamic research, confining the shock wave and
keeping it running along the cavity axis, with losses being
limited to kinetic heating due to friction at the walls.
Paragraph 1.6.3 contains a general description of the structural

arrangements in the area of the cargo hold. Before proceeding
further and considering how the shock waves might have
propagated through this network of cavities, it should be pointed
out that the timescale associated with the propagation of the
shock waves is very short compared with the timescale
associated with physical movement and separation of skin and
structure fractured or damaged by the shock. Therefore, for the
purpose of assessing the shock propagation through the cavities,
the explosive damage to the hull can be ignored and the structure
regarded as being intact. A further simplification can usefully be
made by considering the structure to be rigid. This assumption
would, if the analysis were quantitative, result in overestimations of the shock strengths. However, for the purposes of
a purely qualitative assessment, the assumption should be valid,
in that the general trends of behaviour should not be materially
altered.
It has already been argued that the shock wave emerging from
the container was, in part, reflected back off the inner surface of
the fuselage skin, forming a Mach stem shock wave which would
then have tended to travel into the semi-circular lower lobe
cavity.
As part of a research program carried out into the design of
ventilation systems for blast hardened installations intended to
survive the long duration blast waves following the detonation of
nuclear weapons, the propagation of blast waves along the
primary passages and into the side branches of ventilation ducts
was studied.
It is therefore evident that the attenuation of shock waves
propagating through the fuselage cavities, all of which were short
with hardly any right angle turns, would have been minimal.

In a rigid, smooth walled structure, this mechanism produces
secondary shock overpressures in the side branch of between
30% and 50% of the value of the primary shock, together with a
corresponding attenuation of the primary shock wave pressure by
approximately 20% to 25%.
This potential for the splitting up and re-transmission of shock
wave energy within the lower hull cavities is of extreme
importance in the context of this accident.
Though the precise form of the interactions is too complex to
predict quantitatively, it is evident that the lower hull cavities
will serve to convey the overpressure efficiently to other parts of
the aircraft.
Thus, considerable scope exists for: the additive recombination
of blast waves at cavity junctions; for the sustaining of the shock
overpressure over a greater time period; and, for the generation
of multiple shocks produced by the delay in shock propagation
inherent in the different shock path (i.e. cavity) lengths.
Whilst it has not been possible to find a specific mechanism to
explain the regions of localised skin separation and peel-back
(i.e. the 'pressure blow' regions referred to in para 2.12.2), they
were almost certainly the result of high intensity shock
overpressures produced locally in those regions as a result of the
additive recombination of shock waves transmitted through the
lower hull cavities.
Similarly, 'end blockage effects' produced by the cargo door
frame might have been responsible for local enhancements in the
area of the belly skin separation and curl-back at station 560

[Appendix B, Figure B-19 and B-20, region E].
The separation of the large section of upper fuselage skin
[Appendix B, Figure B-19 and B-20, detail B] was almost
certainly associated with a local overpressure in the side cavities
between the main deck window line and the upper deck floor,
where the cavity is effectively closed off. It is considered that the
most probable mechanism producing this region of impulse
overpressure was a reflection from the closed end of the cavity,
possibly combined with further secondary reflections from the
window assembly, the whole being driven by reflective
overpressures at the forward end of the longitudinal manifold
cavity caused by the forward end of the cargo hold.
The local overpressure inside the sidewall cavity would have
been backed up by a general cabin overpressure resulting from
the floor breakthrough, giving rise to an increased pressure acting
on the inner face of the cabin side liner panels. This would have
provided pseudo mass to the panels, effectively preventing them
from moving inwards and allowing them to react the impulse
pressure within the cavity, producing the region of local high
pressure evidenced by the region of quilting on the skin panels
[Appendix B, Figure B-19, region C].
The design of the air-conditioning/depressurisation-venting
systems on the Boeing 747 (and on most other commercial
aircraft) is seen as a significant factor in the transmission of
explosive energy, as it provides a direct connection between the
main passenger cabin and the lower hull at the confluence of the
lower hull cavities below the crease beam. The floor level air
conditioning vents along the length of the cabin provided a series
of apertures through which explosive shock waves, propagating
through the sub floor cavities, would have radiated into the main

cabin.
Once the shock waves entered the cabin space, the form of
propagation would have been significantly different from that
which occurred in the cavities in the lower hull. Again, the
precise form of such radiation cannot be predicted, but it is clear
that the energy would potentially have been high and there would
also (potentially) have been a large number of shock waves
radiating into the cabin, both from individual vents and in total,
with further potential to recombine additively or to 'follow one
another up' producing, in effect, sustained shock overpressures.
Within the cabin, the presence of hard, reflective, surfaces are
likely to have been significant. Again, the precise way in which
the shock waves interacted is vastly beyond the scope of current
analytical methods and computing power, but there clearly was
considerable potential for additive recombination of the many
different shock waves entering at different points along the cabin
and the reflected shock waves off hard surfaces in the cabin
space, such as the toilet and galley compartments and overhead
lockers.
These recombination effects, though not understood, are known
phenomena. Appendix B, Figure B-26 shows how shock waves
radiating from floor level might have been reflected in such a
way as produce shock loading on a localised area of the pressure
hull.
2.12.2.3 Supersonic gas flows
The gas produced by the explosive would have resulted in a
supersonic flow of very high pressure gas through the structural
cavities, which would have followed up closely behind the shock

waves.
Essentially, the shock waves are likely to have delivered initial
'pressure blows' which would then have been followed up
immediately by more sustained pressures resulting from the high
pressure supersonic gas flows.
The processes which take place when an explosive detonates
inside an aircraft fuselage are complex and, to a large extent,
fickle in terms of the precise manner in which the processes
occur.
2.14 Summary
It was established that the detonation of an IED, loaded in a
luggage container positioned on the left side of the forward cargo
hold, directly caused the loss of the aircraft.
The direct explosive forces produced a large hole in the fuselage
structure and disrupted the main cabin floor.
Major cracks continued to propagate from the large hole under
the influence of the service pressure differential.
The indirect explosive effects produced significant structural
damage in areas remote from the site of the explosion.
The combined effect of the direct and indirect explosive forces
was to destroy the structural integrity of the forward fuselage,
allow the nose and flight deck area to detach within a period of 2
to 3 seconds, and subsequently allow most of the remaining
aircraft to disintegrate while it was descending nearly vertically
from 19,000 to 9,000 feet.

3. CONCLUSIONS

(a) Findings
(i) The crew were properly licenced and medically fit to
conduct the flight.
(ii) The aircraft had a valid Certificate of Airworthiness and had
been maintained in compliance with the regulations.
(iii) There was no evidence of any defect or malfunction in the
aircraft that could have caused or contributed to the accident.
(iv) The structure was in good condition and the minimal areas
of corrosion did not contribute to the in-flight disintegration.
(v) One minor fatigue crack approximately 3 inches long was
found in the fuselage skin but this had not been exploited during
the disintegration.
(vi) An improvised explosive device detonated in luggage
container serial number AVE 4041 PA which had been loaded at
position 14L in the forward hold. This placed the device
approximately 25 inches inboard from the skin on the lower left
side of the fuselage at station 700.
(vii)The analysis of the flight recorders, using currently accepted
techniques, did not reveal positive evidence of an explosive
event.
(viii)
The direct explosive forces produced a large hole in the
fuselage structure and disrupted the main cabin floor. Major
cracks continued to propagate from the large hole under the
influence of the service pressure differential.

(ix) The indirect explosive effects produced significant structural
damage in areas remote from the site of the explosion.
(x) The combined effect of the direct and indirect explosive
forces was to destroy the structural integrity of the forward
fuselage.
(xi) Containers and items of cargo ejected from the fuselage
aperture in the forward hold, together with pieces of detached
structure, collided with the empennage severing most of the left
tailplane, disrupting the outer half of the right tailplane, and
damaging the fin leading edge structure.
(xii)The forward fuselage and flight deck area separated from the
remaining structure within a period of 2 to 3 seconds.
(xiii)
The No 3 engine detached when it was hit by the
separating forward fuselage.
(xiv)
Most of the remaining aircraft disintegrated while it was
descending nearly vertically from 19,000 to 9,000 feet.
(xv) The wing impacted in the town of Lockerbie producing a
large crater and creating a fireball.
(b) Cause
The in-flight disintegration of the aircraft was caused by the
detonation of an improvised explosive device located in a
baggage container positioned on the left side of the forward
cargo hold at aircraft station 700.
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Canadian Aviation Safety Bureau
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Independent Union of Flight Attendants
National Transportation Safety Board
Pan American World Airways
United Technologies International Operations (Pratt and
Whitney)

This showed that
the recorder stopped while there was an incoming data stream
from the FDAU. The recorder, therefore, stopped because its
electrical supply was disconnected. The tape signal was
examined for any transients or noise signals that would have
indicated the presence of electrical disturbances prior to the
recorder stopping. None was found and this indicated that there

had been a quick clean break of the electrical supply.
The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
in crew behaviour. The tape record ended with a sudden loud
sound on the CAM channel followed almost immediately by the
cessation of recording.
The tests were repeated on other CVRs with similar results and it
is therefore concluded that Flight PA103's CVR stopped because
its electrical power was removed.
Figures C-9A to C-9D show the recorded signals for the Air India
B747 (AI 182) accident in the North Atlantic on 23 June 1985.
These show that there is a large transient on the CAM track
indicating
earthing or shorting of the CAM signal wires and that recorder
power-down is more prolonged, indicating attempts to restore the
electrical power supply either by bus switching or healing of the
fault. The
Flight PA103 CVR shows no attempts at power restoration with
the break being clean and final.
It is not clear if the recorded sound is the result of the explosion
or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period
between the beginning of the event and the loss of electrical
power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case.
In the aftermath of the Air India Boeing 747 accident (AI 182) in
the North Atlantic on 23 June 1985 the Royal Armaments
Research and Development Establishment (RARDE) were asked
informally by

AAIB to examine means of differentiating, by recording violent
cabin pressure pulses, between the detonation of an explosive
device within the cabin (positive pulse) and a catastrophic
structural failure
(negative pulse)
The flight recorders were located in the left rear fuselage just
forward of the rear pressure bulkhead. Audio information to the
CVR ran along the left hand side of the aircraft, at stringer 11.
Electrical power to
the CVR followed a similar route on the right hand side of the
aircraft crossing to the left side above the rear passenger toilets.
DFDR electrical power and signal information followed the same
route as the
CVR audio information.
In the absence of any additional information only two
possibilities are apparent:
i) That all 4 generators were simultaneously affected causing a
total loss of AC electrical power. The feeders for the left and
right side generators run on opposite sides of the aircraft under
the passenger cabin
floor.
The only situation envisaged that could cause simultaneous loss
of all 4 generators is the disruption of the passenger cabin floor
across its entire width.
ii) That disruption of the main equipment centre, housing the
control units for the AC electrical system, caused the loss of all
AC power. However, again it would have to affect both the left
and right sides of

the aircraft as the control equipment is located at left and right
extremes of the main equipment centre.
The nature of the event may also produce effects that are not
understood. It is also to be noted that a sudden loss of electrical
power to the flight recorders has been reported in other B747
accidents, e.g. Air
India, AI 182.
Using this and calculating the time for the various waves to reach
the recording stations it was possible for the British Geological
Survey to conclude that the event occurred at 19.03:36.5 hrs ± 1
second.
From this it was possible to determine that the sound on the CVR
occurred at 19.02:50 hrs ±1 second.
From this it was determined, within this accuracy, that electrical
power was removed from the CVR and FDR at the same time.
From the recorded radar data it was possible to determine that the
last recorded SSR return was at 19.02:46.9 hrs and that by the
next rotation of the radar head a number of primary returns, some
left and right
of track, were evident.
There was a single primary return received by both Great Dun
Fell and Claxby radars
approximately 16 seconds before SSR returns were lost.
In the case of this accident the rotational speeds of the radar
heads varied from approximately 10 seconds for the Lowther Hill
Radar to 8 Seconds for the Great Dun Fell Radar.

Whilst it was possible to obtain accurate positional information
within a resolution of 0.09¡ of bearing and ± 1/16 nautical mile
range for an aircraft from SSR, incorporating mode C height
encoding, primary
radar provided only slant range and bearing and therefore
positional information with respect to the ground was not
accurate.
The structural break-up of an aircraft releases many items which
were excellent radar reflectors eg. aluminium cladding, luggage
containers, sections of skin and aircraft structure.
Reading along track (towards the
top left of Figure C-14) there are 6 SSR returns with the sixth
and final SSR return shown decoded: squawk code 0357
(identifying the aircraft as N739PA); mode C indicating FL310;
and the time in seconds
(68566.9 seconds from 00:00, i.e. 19.02:46.9 hrs).
At the next radar return there is no SSR data, only 4 primary
returns. One return is along track close to the expected position
of the aircraft if it had continued at its previous speed and
heading. There are 2
returns to the left of track and 1 to the right of track.
It can, however, be concluded that the aircraft is
no longer a single return and, considering the approximately 1
nautical mile spread of returns across track, that items have been
ejected at high speed probably to both right and left of the
aircraft.
The geographical position of the final secondary return at

19.02:46.9 hrs was calculated by RSRE to be OS Grid Reference
15257772, annotated Point A in Appendix B, Figure B-4, with an
accuracy
considered to be better than ±300 metres This return was
received 3.1±1 seconds before the loud sound was recorded on
the CVR at 19.02:50 hrs. By projecting from this position along
the track of 321¡(Grid)
for 3.1±1 seconds at the groundspeed of 434 kts, the position of
the aircraft was calculated to be OS Grid Reference 14827826,
annotated Point B in Appendix B, Figure B-4, within an accuracy
of ±525
metres. Based on the evidence of recorded data only, Point B
therefore represents the geographical position of the aircraft at
the moment the loud sound was recorded on the CVR.

Conclusions
The almost instant destruction of Flight PA103 resulted in no
direct evidence on the cause of the accident being preserved on
the DFDR. The CVR CAM track contained a loud sound 170
milliseconds before
recording ceased. Sixty milliseconds of this sound were while
power was applied to the recorder; after this period the amplitude
decreased. It cannot be determine whether the decrease was
because of reducing
recorder drive or if the sound itself decreased in amplitude.
Analysis of both flight recorders shows that they stopped because
the electrical supply was removed and that there were valid
signals available to
both recorders at that time.
From the analysis of the CVR, DFDR, ATC tapes, radar data and

the seismic records it
was concluded that the loud sound on the CVR occurred at
19.02:50 hrs ±1 second and wreckage from the aircraft crashed
on Lockerbie at 19.03:36.5 hrs ±1 second, giving a time interval
of 46.5 ±2 seconds
between these two events.
Eight seconds after the sound on the CVR the Great Dun Fell
radar showed 4 primary radar returns.
CRITICAL CRACK CALCULATIONS
It was assumed that the fuselage rupture and associated star-burst
petalling process was driven by an expanding 'bubble' of high
pressure gas, produced by the conversion of solid explosive
material into gas
products. As the explosive gas pressures reduced due to
dissipation through the structure and external venting, the service
differential pressure loading would have taken over from the
explosive pressures as
the principal force driving the skin fractures.
The high temperature gas would initially have been confined
within the container where, because of the low volume, the
pressure would have been extremely high (too high for
containment) and the gas
bubble would have expanded violently into the cavities of the
fuselage between the outer skin and the container. This gas
bubble would have continued to expand, with an accompanying
fall in pressure due to
the increasing volume combined with a corresponding drop in
temperature.

The precise nature of the gas expansion process could not be
determined directly from the evidence and it was therefore
necessary to make a number of assumptions about its behaviour,
based on the geometry
of the hull and the area of fuselage skin which the high pressure
bubble would have ruptured.
The following structural model was assumed:
(i)
The pressurised hull was considered to be a cylinder of
radius 128
inches, divided into regular lengths by stiff frames.
(ii)
The contributions of the stringers and frames beyond the
petalled
region were considered to be the equivalent of a reduction
of stress
in the skins by 20%, corresponding to an increase in skin
thickness
from 0.064 inches to 0.080 inches.
(iii)
Standing skin loads were assumed to be present due to
the service
differential pressure, i.e.. it was assumed that no
significant venting
of internal cabin pressure occurred within the relevant
timescale.
Hoop direction -conventional membrance reaction into
hoop
stresses
The results of the analysis indicated that, once the large petalled

hole had been produced by explosive gas overpressure, the hoop
stresses generated by fuselage pressurisation loads acting alone
would have
been sufficient to drive cracks longitudinally for large distances
beyond the boundaries of the petalled hole.
The existing cargo bay liner is a thin fibreglass laminate which
lines the roof and sidewalls of the cargo hold. There is no floor as
such; instead, the containers are supported on rails running fore
and aft on the
tops of the fuselage frame lower segments. In a number of areas,
there are zipped fabric panels let into the liner to provide access
to equipment located behind. The liner 'ceiling' is suspended on
plastic pillars
approximately 2 centimeters below the bottom of the main cabin
floor beams. The purpose of the liner is solely to act as a general
barrier to protect wiring looms and systems components.
However, the degree of reinforcement needed at the blow-out
aperture need only be sufficient to limit tearing and to sustain the
aircraft long enough to
complete the flight unpressurised.
BAGGAGE CONTAINER EXAMINATION,
RECONSTRUCTION AND RELATIONSHIP TO THE
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE
1. Introduction
During the wreckage recovery operation it became apparent that
some items, identified as parts of baggage containers, exhibited
blast damage.

It was confirmed by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and Development Establishment (RARDE), after
detailed physical and chemical examination, that these items
showed conclusive evidence of a detonating high performance
plastic explosive.
It was evident, from the main wreckage layout that
the IED had been located in the forward cargo hold and, although
all baggage container wreckage was examined, only items from
the forward hold showing the relevant characteristics were
considered for the
reconstruction. This Appendix documents the reconstruction of
two particular containers and, from their position within the
forward fuselage, defines the location of the IED.
Each container was essentially a 5
feet cube with a 17 inch extension over its full length to the left
of the access aperture.
The strength of this type of container superstructure was
provided by the various extruded
section edge members, attached to a robust floor panel, with a
thin aluminum skin providing baggage containment and
weatherproofing.
4. Container Identification
Discrimination between forward and rear cargo hold containers
was relatively straightforward as the rear cargo hold wreckage
was almost entirely confined to the town of Lockerbie and was
characteristically
different from that from the forward hold, in that it was generally
severely crushed and covered in mud. The forward hold debris,

by comparison, was mostly recovered from the southern
wreckage trail some
distance from Lockerbie and had mainly been torn into relatively
large sections.
As a result of this two containers, one metal and one fibreglass,
were identified as exhibiting damage likely to have been caused
by the IED. From the Pan Am records the metal container of
these two had been positioned at position 14L, and the fibreglass
at position 21L (adjacent positions, 4th and 5th from the front of
the forward cargo hold on the left side). The serial numbers of
these
containers were respectively AVE 4041 PA and AVN 7511 PA.
Approximately 85% of container 4041 was identified, the main
missing sections being the aft half of the sloping face skin and all
of the curtain. Two items were included which could not be
fracture or tear
matched to container 4041, however, they showed the particular
type of blast damage exhibited only by items from this container.

While this work was in progress a buckled section of skin from
container 4041 was found by an AAIB Inspector to contain,
trapped within its folds, an item which was subsequently
identified by forensic
scientists at the Royal Armaments Research and Development
Establishment (RARDE) as belonging to a specific type of radiocassette player and that this had been fitted with an improvised
explosive device.
Examination of all other component parts of the remaining
containers from the front and rear cargo holds did not reveal any

evidence of blast damage similar to that found on containers
4041 and 7511.
6. Wreckage Distribution
Those items which were positively identified as parts of
container 4041 or 7511, and for which a grid reference was
available, were found to have fallen close to the southern edge of
the southern wreckage
trail. This indicated that one of the very early events in the
aircraft break-up sequence was the blast damage to, and ejection
of, parts of these two containers.
Witness marks between this floor and the aircraft structure, tie
down rail, roller rail and
relative areas of blast damage left no doubt that container 4041
had been located at position 14L at the time of detonation.
The general character of damage that could be seen on the
reconstructions of containers 4041 and 7511 was not of a type
seen on the wreckage of any of the other containers examined. In
particular, the
reconstruction of the floor of container 4041 revealed an area of
severe distortion, tearing and blackening localised in its aft
outboard quarter which, together with the results of the forensic
examination of
items from this part of the container, left no doubt that the IED
had detonated within this container.
Within container 4041 the lack of direct blast damage (of the
type seen on the outboard floor edge member and lower portions
of the aft face structural members) on most of the floor panel in
the heavily

distorted area suggested that this had been protected by,
presumably, a piece of luggage.
The downward heaving of the floor in this area was sufficient to
stretch the floor material, far enough to be cut by
cargo bay sub structure, and distort the adjacent fuselage frames.
This supported the view that the item of baggage containing the
IED had been positioned fairly close to the floor but not actually
placed upon
it.
The installation of the floor of container 4041 into the fuselage
reconstruction (Figure F-11) showed the blast to have been
centered almost directly above frame 700 and that its main
effects had not only
been directed mostly downwards and outboard but also
rearwards
The blast effects on the aircraft skin were onto stringer 39L but
centered at station 710 (Figure F-12). Downwards crushing at the
top, and
rearwards distortion of frame 700 was apparent as well as
rearwards distortion of frame 720.
With the two container reconstructions placed together it became
apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container 4041
through the rear lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged
at an angle on
the forward face of container 7511. This had punched a hole,
Figure F-10, approximately 8 inches square some 10 inches up
from its base and removed the surface of this face inboard from
the hole for some

50 inches. Radiating out from the hole were areas of sooting, and
other black deposits, extending to the top of the container. No
signs were present of any similar damage on other external or
internal faces of
container 7511 or the immediately adjacent containers 14R and
21R.
The above assessment of the directions of distortion, comparison
of damage to both containers, and the related airframe damage
adjacent to the container position, enabled the most probable
lateral and vertical
location of the IED to be established as shown in Figure F-13,
centered longitudinally on station 700.
9. Conclusions
Throughout the general examination of the aircraft wreckage,
direct evidence of blast damage was exhibited on the airframe
only in the area bounded, approximately, by stations 700 and 720
and stringers 38L
and 40L. Blast damage was found only on pieces of containers
4042 and 7511, the relative location and character of which left
no doubt that it was directly associated with airframe damage.
Thus, these two
containers had been loaded in positions 14L and 21L as recorded
on the Pan Am cargo loading documents. There was also no
doubt that the IED had been located within container 14L,
specifically in its aft
outboard quarter as indicated in Figure F-13, centered on station
700.
Blast damage to the forward face of container 7511 was as a
direct result of hot gases/fragments escaping from the aft face of

container 4041. No evidence was seen to suggest that more than
one IED had
detonated on Flight PA103.
MACH STEM SHOCK WAVE EFFECTS
1. Introduction
An explosive detonation within a fuselage, in reasonably close
proximity to the skin, will produce a high intensity shock wave
which will propagate outwards from the centre of detonation. On
reaching the
inner surface of the fuselage skin, energy will partially be
absorbed in shattering, deforming and accelerating the skin and
stringer material in its path. Much of the remaining energy will
be transmitted, as a
shock wave, through the skin and into the atmosphere but a
significant amount of energy will be returned as a reflected shock
wave, which will travel back into the fuselage interior where it
will interact with
the incident shock to produce Mach stem shocks - recombination shock waves which can have pressures and
velocities of propagation greater than the incident shock.
On this basis, a
charge standoff distance of approximately 25 to 27 inches would
have resulted in a shattered region of some 18 to 20 inches in
diameter, broadly comparable to the size of the shattered region
evident on the
three-dimensional wreckage reconstruction.
Whilst the analytical method makes no allowance for the effect
of the IED casing, or any other baggage or container structure

interposed between the charge and the fuselage skin, the presence
of such a
barrier would have tended to absorb energy rather than re-direct
the transmitted shock wave; therefore its presence would have
been more critical in terms of charge size than of position.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 18, 1998 11:20:20 AM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Ducks in a row

Dear Barry,
The BBC have asked for the weekend to think it over. That looks
good. They
didn't say 'Oh, we've seen this crazy guy's stuff already'.
Think it over....like the chip is not on the outside?
And Dec 21 1998 is coming closer, the timing is right for 103
stories. They will want more info, fine. I'm here.

Some points raised today in the spirit of healthy scepticism:
I invite all rebuttal, this is a life and death matter. Lay every

doubt on me.

the AAIB
appears to explain the destruction on the starboard side of the
PA103 cargo
hold as the reflected (and thus amplified?) blast of the alleged
Semtex
bomb in the baggage container on the port side. Is it physically
possible
that it could have made a larger hole on the starboard side than
on the
port?
Ah, love those real questions about evidence and not shadowy
questions about terrorists....
103 has larger hole on starboard side. It is larger than tiny port
side hole. It happened faster then port side hole. The pieces of
cargo door went out first before anything else except small 20
inch hole on port side. The large, fast happening, happened first
hole on port side matches extremely close the shape of the
explosive decompression of UAL 811 picture of cargo door hole.
All this is clear in the reconstruction drawings in AAIB report,
in your hands, or downloaded from AAIB website or my web site
or borrowed from somebody because the yellow AAIB report is
our reference book, like it or not.
Reconstruction drawings show sequence of disintegration in time
sequence and it is clear starboard side suffers more damage first
than port side.

Very important, starboard side hole is larger than and happened
sooner than the port side.
To understand 'bomb' for 103 carefully examine the baggage
container photos and text in AAIB report. It's clearly gun type
damage and clearly not bomb type damage. They are different
and one is there and the other is not.
Skin and container evidence reveal gun type discharge that did
mild directed sooty charge on port side giving 20 inch hole. Skin
and other evidence reveal massive 20 by 40 foot hole appearing
at initial event time on starboard side that matches on all sides
the 10 by 30 foot hole in UAL 811. 811 smaller hole and nose
stayed on, larger hole like 103, 800, and 182, and nose comes
off.
Now, to this Mach stem nonsense. To read that with a straight
face is to prove one's gullibility. Start with big spherical blast
with hard surfaces nearby and get Mach stem reflected energy
waves. Start with mild directed discharge of sooty device in
clothes, in a suitcase in a metal baggage container with a cargo
bay liner and then metal fuselage skin and then out through 20
inch hole and there is very little energy left to bounce around air
conditioning ducts, bounce off close frames, bounce around
corner and blow out skin fifty feet away being called a Mach
stem wave.
Start with wrong assumption of powerful spherical non sooty
bomb and then it works in theory. Start with evidence you can
see and feel and you have explosive decompression at 8.9PSI
that is a powerful explosion which causes all the evidentiary
evidence that discharges a gun type device nearby.

The 'bomb' makes no sound on the CVR because it has no low
frequencies which real bombs need. It leaves soot on primary
charge wave, which semtex does not do, it gains energy as it
dissipates through absortive material such as clothes and
luggage, and it gives a small hole in side of 747 that can easily
withstand a 20 by 20 inch hole in skin. Answer to impossible
explantion? It's the wrong explanation, it's not a bomb.
It's door pop that give explo decom that disrupts container that
allows 'shotgun' 'flare gun' or other type device found in
wreckage debris to fire giving mild directed sooty discharge
which shoots 20 inch hole in skin from 25 inches away.
Evidence, it's on our side. Fantasy is against us.
Review: Starboard side has much larger hole as you ask.
Powerful reflected energy waves nonsense. Gun type device
discharge.
Whenever AAIB 103 report states facts, the wiring cargo door
explanation rings true. Whenever opinions come in, it's a huge
bomb contrary to evidence.
And who says Semtex is always
non-sooty, anyway?
Me. Initial pressure wave is non sooty and 103 evidence is
described as initial pressure wave as sooty. Now, the rest of the
clothes could be burned and soot form after semtex goes off. But
the evidence is described as primary pressure waves pitted metal
stanchion with soot. Not semtex bomb.
Your rather large shotgun or flare in luggage does not appear as

plausible
as a bomb, it is said.
Exactly right.
What exactly would be the insulating and channelling
effect of the rest of the baggage?

Well, big blast, not much effect. Mild blast it absorbs the energy.
Also the top of this baggage container that holds this powerful
spherical 'bomb' was unbruised. The top of container did not
break the floor beams above. They were broken and the opinion,
based on wrong assumption of bomb, was that bomb did it
upwards. It is never described as downward floor beams based on
evidence, only supposition. It mentions floor beams twice, once
as broken downwards but later the phrasing is broken no
direction given, but almost certainly upward from bomb blast.
Also the location of device is near metal skin. Energy
dissipation of spherical bomb would go through clothes first
before metal but didn't.
If one looks at the Farnborough Air France 747 blow up, one can
see the tiny fragments created when real big powerful plastic
explosive goes off. Then look at the baggage container of 103
and see no way did a bomb go off in there, but a gun type device
did.
But if you're wrong, what is that diamond return on the ground
radar? The
cargo door or what?

Ah, the green diamond, the title of my web site in August 1996.
A real mystery, I have no answer, but lots of conjecture. And 800
had radar anomaly too. And 811 had radar returns at door open
event. 182 was too far away for primary radar.
The Green Diamond. Possible explanation, engine cowling come
loose.
And what is that blip on No 3 engine graph, a full
minute before break-up begins (not sure that graph is properly
correlated
with ground radar records).
Yeah, and 800 and 182 all had EPR gripes on or before fatal
flight. I explain that as the electrical shorts are happening. Wire
bundle that has latch actuator power and EPR gauge info may be
the same.
So, EPR gripes big mystery. Possible explanation, electrical short
in wires.
Nobody said this was going to be easy. In any case we appear to
have a good
story on the wiring thing and if we can get that on air then the
PA103 link
may follow. But they are definitely interested.
And so they should be. The only thing against the story is it may
make all those commentators who have been spouting fear and
terror and revenge for nine years will look bad and nobody likes
to look bad.
But....British pride ourselves on our sleuthing ability. It's no

coincidence that Holmes and Poirot come from UK.
And that piece of plastic was on nameplate...on the outside, not
the inside. It's got to be resolved. I have little power to get
answers from AAIB, BBC may have great power.
Like, let's see one picture of 103 reconstuction of the starboard
side in addition to the three pictures of the port side.
Like, report latch status of the ten latches of the forward cargo
door of 103, in addition to the already reported latch status of the
aft and CRAF door, doors far away from site of damage, yet
forward door very near.
Like, any strange paint smears in forward cargo door area?
Like, any overtravel impressin damage on door hinge?
Like, any heat damage on midspan latch pins?
AAIB can confirm forward cargo door open inflight in twenty
mintues of examining the wreckage. I could if I could see the
wreckage.
You could too, if you were allowed in hangar. Dr. Swire could.
Just need to know where to look.
We are not getting confessions from criminals, we are looking at
dead metal and reading its story.
Latch status, floor beams, paint smears, outward peeled skin,
bare wires...it's all real and available for examination.

Let that be our goal, confirm wiring/cargo door explanation by
examination of evidence under supervision. That's not too much
to ask ten years after the event, is it?
Well, good work, Jonathan, persuasion is not one of my strengths
and it appears to be yours. If we are to be rebuffed, let it be for
real reasons such as the evidence and not rejected because of
emotional whims of editors. Let us ask for reasons why story not
done if that is the case. That piece of plastic will always be on
the outside of that container regardless of the BBC or the The
Shetland News.
If story is accepted, let us have our ducks in row. 1. Not a bomb.
2. A gun type device. 3. Discharge did not cause crash. 4. Cargo
door opened in flight. 5. Why it opened has wiring cause as most
likely based on precedent and recent crash.
I await any queries by email or phone. 831 659 3552 and
barry@corazon.com
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>

Date: September 18, 1998 9:58:38 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: Hope springs eternal

Dear Barry,
The BBC have asked for the weekend to think it over. That looks
good. They
didn't say 'Oh, we've seen this crazy guy's stuff already'.
Some points raised today in the spirit of healthy scepticism: the
AAIB
appears to explain the destruction on the starboard side of the
PA103 cargo
hold as the reflected (and thus amplified?) blast of the alleged
Semtex
bomb in the baggage container on the port side. Is it physically
possible
that it could have made a larger hole on the starboard side than
on the
port?
Your rather large shotgun or flare in luggage does not appear as
plausible
as a bomb, it is said. What exactly would be the insulating and
channelling
effect of the rest of the baggage? Could it distort the effects of a
'normal' spherical, non-sooty Semtex blast? And who says
Semtex is always
non-sooty, anyway?
But if you're wrong, what is that diamond return on the ground
radar? The

cargo door or what? And what is that blip on No 3 engine graph,
a full
minute before break-up begins (not sure that graph is properly
correlated
with ground radar records).
Nobody said this was going to be easy. In any case we appear to
have a good
story on the wiring thing and if we can get that on air then the
PA103 link
may follow. But they are definitely interested.
I'll keep you and Chris posted.
Cheers
JWGW
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON>
Date: September 17, 1998 4:53:03 PM PDT

To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Warning: could not send message for past 4 hours

**********************************************
** THIS IS A WARNING MESSAGE ONLY **
** YOU DO NOT NEED TO RESEND YOUR MESSAGE
**
**********************************************
The original message was received at Thu, 17 Sep 1998 12:07:40
-0700
from pm8-146.mry.redshift.com [207.204.196.146]
----- The following addresses had transient non-fatal errors ----<editor@shetland-news.co.uk>
----- Transcript of session follows ----451 <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>... shetland-news.co.uk:
Name server timeout
Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 5 days old
Reporting-MTA: dns; mail.redshift.com
Arrival-Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 12:07:40 -0700
Final-Recipient: RFC822; editor@shetland-news.co.uk
Action: delayed
Status: 4.4.3
Last-Attempt-Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 16:53:03 -0700
Will-Retry-Until: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 12:07:40 -0700
Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from [207.204.196.101] (pm8-146.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.196.146])

by mail.redshift.com (8.9.1/8.9.1a) with ESMTP id
MAA20185
for <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>; Thu, 17 Sep 1998
12:07:40 -0700
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 12:07:40 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020906b226a8c3010d@[207.204.196.101]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: Graeme Storey <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: One or two small plastic fragments from circuit board?
Dear Graeme, Jonathan, Chris, 17 Sep 98
There is confusion about the AAIB plastic fragment. It is called a
part of
the boombox which housed the bomb, but not the timer in the
bomb in the
boombox.
Are there two small plastic fragments or two? And why do they
only talk
about the MEBO fragment?
I'm not up to all this bomb conspiracy intricate details, two
fragments or
two? And when and where found by who?
Shelley of Frontline>Among the crash debris a tiny fragment of
circuit
board was found. It was identified as part of the timer which had
detonated
the bomb.

In the weeks after the bombing police, soldiers and volunteers
got down on
their hands and knees to hunt for debris from Flight 103. From
Lockerbie
across here to Kielder Forest in Northumbria they carried out a
meticulous
search over 850 square miles of land. Among ten thousand items
recovered
one was to provide the link investigators needed to prove an act
of
international terrorism. It was a small fragment of circuits board
similar
to this.
The fragment lay for months among the thousands of other
pieces of
evidence collected until its significance was finally recognised in
1990.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO: It was the evidence that the British
government came
up with concerning the microchip, the identification of that
microchip as
part of a timing device.
SHELLEY: Forensic experts in the UK examined the fragment in
minute
detail. Then they sent photographs of it over here to the FBI. It
was an
FBI investigator, Thomas Thurman, who matched the fragment
of circuit
board with a timer used by Libyan terrorists.

Chris Ronay: 'essential' to trace fragment of bomb CHRIS
RONAY (Former
Head of FBI Explosives Unit): In the FBI laboratory the agent
who was
running the investigation from our perspective received this
photograph
and began to search the archives of the terrorist timers and
further
investigation was able to match this little fragment with a
particular, a
specific circuit board that had been used in the past by terrorists
and
had identifying features. So in the end that little fragment
matched up
perfectly with Libyan timers that had been purchased some years
before
THOMAS THURMAN (FBI Forensic Investigator): June 15th of
1990. I remember
the date because this impression on me. Just because of the
euphoria of
making that identification.
(Aug 1990, AAIB 2.90 issued.)
SHELLEY: Thurman said he made the match with a timer
confiscated from
Libyan sponsored terrorist in the West African country of Togo in
1986.
But this important detail seems to have caused confusion among
investigators. The CIA's own Head of Counter Terrorism at the
time was
under the impression when we spoke to him that the Lockerbie

fragment was
matched with a Libyan timer seized in Senegal in 1988. Only
after our
persistent enquiries did he and the FBI eventually agree there had
been
photographs of the Senegal timer and in intact timer from Togo
with which
the match was made.
EDWIN BOLLIER: No. This fragment, which was allegedly
found in Lockerbie,
was only shown to us in a photograph. As the supplier of these
MST-13
timers I wanted to see the original. I spent a week in Washington,
where I
could not be shown the original piece. I was directed to Scotland,
where I
also spent a week. There too, I, as the chief witness, was not
granted
access to this piece. The reason why I wanted to see the original
piece
was that we ascertained that features of this photo prove to us
that it
depicts a falsified fragment.
SHELLEY: But that's quite a serious claim to make that the
investigators
may have falsified evidence. You must be able to back it up
somehow?
EDWIN BOLLIER: If I see the original, if the evidence is laid on
a table,
for example, in front of a court. I can explain to a court why it is
that
this piece could not have functioned. At the moment, however, I

don't want
to give this information to the media. That's why I want this to be
clarified and see the original.
So, fellow investigators, I don't know if there are two fragments
or one.
Regardless, the one in the AAIB report was on the outside of the
container
so it probably did not house the bomb if it was the boombox
circuit board
and it did not set off the bomb if it was the timer circuit board.
Again, I say, every time the bomb explanation is examined
contradictions
and impossibilities pop up. Every time the wiring/cargo door
explanation is
examined, it all makes sense.
You may take my picture down in the The Shetland News Hall of
Fame, or at
least turn it face to wall.
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 17, 1998 3:36:27 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Hope springs eternal

I have also e-mailed him a detailed account of the
theory (sorry to call it that but I have to appear 'neutral' - call it
neutered if you like) and he will get back to me first thing
tomorrow.
I use the word 'explanation.' Theory or hypothesis are fine for
scientific papers, mine is more a detailed explanation.

It will help a very great deal if nothing, but absolutely nothing, of
the
latest nameplate evidence appears meantime on your website or
is
disseminated in correspondence. If it does it will seriously
jeopardise my
chances of getting the BBC to take this story seriously and spent
some
money filming it in California, Seattle and Washington. I cannot
emphasise

that too much, so if it's already on the site please take it off again.
Got it, Scoop! And has to stay that way. I've asked the four I've
told to keep it quiet.
And there's
only one way to get paid and that's do the story. Simultaneous
publication
on Shetland News, of course.
Money honey. No honey, no money.

And if you're listening out there, Olsson, we need you on this job
as a
technical assessor. Or someone even more eminent. Any
suggestions.
Chris, Technical Assessor, already proving his worth with one or
two fragments background.
CO, TA, and the T&A does not stand for tits and ass.

I will contact all three of you within 24 hours with a progress
report.
Until then, radio silence, OK?
Loose lips...
Now, background info should be OK, John Ware called me in
November 1997 and questioned me at length. He kept on saying,

'Very interesting.' He said he would talk to an aviation expert
named Ashcroft or Ashburn, and get back to me. He never did. I
suspect Ashcroft said wiring/cargo door for PA 103 and others
was a load of rubbish. So Ware dropped it and went to making
trains run on time.
So, BBC in the form of John Ware has done some research and is
aware of the general outlines of wiring/cargo door for PA 103.
Mr. Cargill may want to know that. Or not.
Inward/outward as opposite as black/white:
Data plate on outside not inside.
Outward peeled skin in door area not inward from water
crushing.
Floor beams down, not up.
Well, hope springs eternal.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 17, 1998 2:45:41 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Discretion

It will help a very great deal if nothing, but absolutely nothing, of
the
latest nameplate evidence appears meantime on your website or
is

disseminated in correspondence. If it does it will seriously
jeopardise my
chances of getting the BBC to take this story seriously and spent
some
money filming it in California, Seattle and Washington. I cannot
emphasise
that too much, so if it's already on the site please take it off again.

It was never on website. Only you and Chris and local friends
have been told about it plus one other correspondent. I will tell
him to keep it quiet although I'm sure he would anyway.
Barry
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 17, 1998 2:31:51 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com, graeme.storey@virgin.net
Subject: Re: A 'The Shetland News' story idea

[snipped]
So, guys, what do you think? Is this a Flash, read all about it,
stop the
presses type story or what?
Am I a real reporter for The Shetland News or what? Have I
joined the
revered ranks of The Shetland News reporters such as Jonathan
Wills and
Chris Olsson?
Throw me a bone here, I've been freeze dried for thirty years.
The

unmaking
of a myth starts with a single piece of plastic on the wrong side
of a
container.
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
Dear Barry,
It is, as you said, the story of the decade. And you are all those
things
you said and much more revered (and feared) than any of us. And
you are not
freeze-dried. You may be crazy but *not* freeze-dried. So here's
your bone:
I have tonight dropped everything else and had a very long talk
on the
phone to the head of news at BBC Scotland, Ken Cargill, who is
an old
college friend of mine. I have also e-mailed him a detailed
account of the
theory (sorry to call it that but I have to appear 'neutral' - call it
neutered if you like) and he will get back to me first thing
tomorrow.
It will help a very great deal if nothing, but absolutely nothing, of
the
latest nameplate evidence appears meantime on your website or

is
disseminated in correspondence. If it does it will seriously
jeopardise my
chances of getting the BBC to take this story seriously and spent
some
money filming it in California, Seattle and Washington. I cannot
emphasise
that too much, so if it's already on the site please take it off again.
I must be crazy to drop all those lucrative tourist brochures to
work on
this. But let's go for it. You deserve it. So do I, come to that. I
can't
afford to pay any more attention to this unless I get paid. And
there's
only one way to get paid and that's do the story. Simultaneous
publication
on Shetland News, of course.
And if you're listening out there, Olsson, we need you on this job
as a
technical assessor. Or someone even more eminent. Any
suggestions.
I will contact all three of you within 24 hours with a progress
report.
Until then, radio silence, OK?
JWGW
Seelonce...seelonce ...seelonce

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 17, 1998 12:09:20 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: One or two small plastic fragments from circuit
board?

Dear Graeme, Jonathan, Chris, 17 Sep 98
There is confusion about the AAIB plastic fragment. It is called a
part of the boombox which housed the bomb, but not the timer in
the bomb in the boombox.
Are there two small plastic fragments or two? And why do they
only talk about the MEBO fragment?
I'm not up to all this bomb conspiracy intricate details, two
fragments or two? And when and where found by who?
Shelley of Frontline>Among the crash debris a tiny fragment of
circuit board was found. It was identified as part of the timer

which had detonated the bomb.
In the weeks after the bombing police, soldiers and volunteers
got down on their hands and knees to hunt for debris from Flight
103. From Lockerbie across here to Kielder Forest in
Northumbria they carried out a meticulous search over 850
square miles of land. Among ten thousand items recovered one
was to provide the link investigators needed to prove an act of
international terrorism. It was a small fragment of circuits board
similar to this.
The fragment lay for months among the thousands of other
pieces of evidence collected until its significance was finally
recognised in 1990.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO: It was the evidence that the British
government came up with concerning the microchip, the
identification of that microchip as part of a timing device.
SHELLEY: Forensic experts in the UK examined the fragment in
minute detail. Then they sent photographs of it over here to the
FBI. It was an FBI investigator, Thomas Thurman, who matched
the fragment of circuit board with a timer used by Libyan
terrorists.
Chris Ronay: 'essential' to trace fragment of bomb CHRIS
RONAY (Former Head of FBI Explosives Unit): In the FBI
laboratory the agent who was running the investigation from our
perspective received this photograph and began to search the
archives of the terrorist timers and further investigation was able
to match this little fragment with a particular, a specific circuit
board that had been used in the past by terrorists and had
identifying features. So in the end that little fragment matched up
perfectly with Libyan timers that had been purchased some years

before
THOMAS THURMAN (FBI Forensic Investigator): June 15th of
1990. I remember the date because this impression on me. Just
because of the euphoria of making that identification.
(Aug 1990, AAIB 2.90 issued.)
SHELLEY: Thurman said he made the match with a timer
confiscated from Libyan sponsored terrorist in the West African
country of Togo in 1986. But this important detail seems to have
caused confusion among investigators. The CIA's own Head of
Counter Terrorism at the time was under the impression when we
spoke to him that the Lockerbie fragment was matched with a
Libyan timer seized in Senegal in 1988. Only after our persistent
enquiries did he and the FBI eventually agree there had been
photographs of the Senegal timer and in intact timer from Togo
with which the match was made.
EDWIN BOLLIER: No. This fragment, which was allegedly
found in Lockerbie, was only shown to us in a photograph. As
the supplier of these MST-13 timers I wanted to see the original.
I spent a week in Washington, where I could not be shown the
original piece. I was directed to Scotland, where I also spent a
week. There too, I, as the chief witness, was not granted access
to this piece. The reason why I wanted to see the original piece
was that we ascertained that features of this photo prove to us
that it depicts a falsified fragment.
SHELLEY: But that's quite a serious claim to make that the
investigators may have falsified evidence. You must be able to
back it up somehow?
EDWIN BOLLIER: If I see the original, if the evidence is laid on
a table, for example, in front of a court. I can explain to a court

why it is that this piece could not have functioned. At the
moment, however, I don't want to give this information to the
media. That's why I want this to be clarified and see the original.
So, fellow investigators, I don't know if there are two fragments
or one. Regardless, the one in the AAIB report was on the
outside of the container so it probably did not house the bomb if
it was the boombox circuit board and it did not set off the bomb
if it was the timer circuit board.
Again, I say, every time the bomb explanation is examined
contradictions and impossibilities pop up. Every time the wiring/
cargo door explanation is examined, it all makes sense.
You may take my picture down in the The Shetland News Hall of
Fame, or at least turn it face to wall.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 17, 1998 12:08:59 PM PDT
To: Graeme_Storey
Subject: One or two small plastic fragments from circuit
board?

Dear Graeme, Jonathan, Chris, 17 Sep 98

There is confusion about the AAIB plastic fragment. It is called a
part of the boombox which housed the bomb, but not the timer in
the bomb in the boombox.
Are there two small plastic fragments or two? And why do they
only talk about the MEBO fragment?
I'm not up to all this bomb conspiracy intricate details, two
fragments or two? And when and where found by who?
Shelley of Frontline>Among the crash debris a tiny fragment of
circuit board was found. It was identified as part of the timer
which had detonated the bomb.
In the weeks after the bombing police, soldiers and volunteers
got down on their hands and knees to hunt for debris from Flight
103. From Lockerbie across here to Kielder Forest in
Northumbria they carried out a meticulous search over 850
square miles of land. Among ten thousand items recovered one
was to provide the link investigators needed to prove an act of
international terrorism. It was a small fragment of circuits board
similar to this.
The fragment lay for months among the thousands of other
pieces of evidence collected until its significance was finally
recognised in 1990.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO: It was the evidence that the British
government came up with concerning the microchip, the
identification of that microchip as part of a timing device.
SHELLEY: Forensic experts in the UK examined the fragment in

minute detail. Then they sent photographs of it over here to the
FBI. It was an FBI investigator, Thomas Thurman, who matched
the fragment of circuit board with a timer used by Libyan
terrorists.
Chris Ronay: 'essential' to trace fragment of bomb CHRIS
RONAY (Former Head of FBI Explosives Unit): In the FBI
laboratory the agent who was running the investigation from our
perspective received this photograph and began to search the
archives of the terrorist timers and further investigation was able
to match this little fragment with a particular, a specific circuit
board that had been used in the past by terrorists and had
identifying features. So in the end that little fragment matched up
perfectly with Libyan timers that had been purchased some years
before
THOMAS THURMAN (FBI Forensic Investigator): June 15th of
1990. I remember the date because this impression on me. Just
because of the euphoria of making that identification.
(Aug 1990, AAIB 2.90 issued.)
SHELLEY: Thurman said he made the match with a timer
confiscated from Libyan sponsored terrorist in the West African
country of Togo in 1986. But this important detail seems to have
caused confusion among investigators. The CIA's own Head of
Counter Terrorism at the time was under the impression when we
spoke to him that the Lockerbie fragment was matched with a
Libyan timer seized in Senegal in 1988. Only after our persistent
enquiries did he and the FBI eventually agree there had been
photographs of the Senegal timer and in intact timer from Togo
with which the match was made.
EDWIN BOLLIER: No. This fragment, which was allegedly

found in Lockerbie, was only shown to us in a photograph. As
the supplier of these MST-13 timers I wanted to see the original.
I spent a week in Washington, where I could not be shown the
original piece. I was directed to Scotland, where I also spent a
week. There too, I, as the chief witness, was not granted access
to this piece. The reason why I wanted to see the original piece
was that we ascertained that features of this photo prove to us
that it depicts a falsified fragment.
SHELLEY: But that's quite a serious claim to make that the
investigators may have falsified evidence. You must be able to
back it up somehow?
EDWIN BOLLIER: If I see the original, if the evidence is laid on
a table, for example, in front of a court. I can explain to a court
why it is that this piece could not have functioned. At the
moment, however, I don't want to give this information to the
media. That's why I want this to be clarified and see the original.
So, fellow investigators, I don't know if there are two fragments
or one. Regardless, the one in the AAIB report was on the
outside of the container so it probably did not house the bomb if
it was the boombox circuit board and it did not set off the bomb
if it was the timer circuit board.
Again, I say, every time the bomb explanation is examined
contradictions and impossibilities pop up. Every time the wiring/
cargo door explanation is examined, it all makes sense.
You may take my picture down in the The Shetland News Hall of
Fame, or at least turn it face to wall.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 17, 1998 12:17:37 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: For Graeme

Dear Jonathan, my story idea to Graeme may not have gotten
through. Could you forward it?
Cheers,
Barry

Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 00:11:26 -0700
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Subject: Warning: could not send message for past 4 hours
Auto-Submitted: auto-generated (warning-timeout)
**********************************************
** THIS IS A WARNING MESSAGE ONLY **
** YOU DO NOT NEED TO RESEND YOUR MESSAGE
**

**********************************************
The original message was received at Wed, 16 Sep 1998
19:53:10 -0700
from pm12-53.mry.redshift.com [207.204.10.53]
----- The following addresses had transient non-fatal errors ----<editor@shetland-news.co.uk>
----- Transcript of session follows ----451 <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>... shetland-news.co.uk:
Name server timeout
Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 5 days old
Reporting-MTA: dns; mail.redshift.com
Arrival-Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 19:53:10 -0700
Final-Recipient: RFC822; editor@shetland-news.co.uk
Action: delayed
Status: 4.4.3
Last-Attempt-Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 00:11:26 -0700
Will-Retry-Until: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 19:53:10 -0700
Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from [207.204.196.172] (pm12-53.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.10.53])
by mail.redshift.com (8.9.1/8.9.1a) with ESMTP id
TAA23727
for <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>; Wed, 16 Sep 1998
19:53:10 -0700
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 19:53:10 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020909b225b2b01446@[207.204.196.172]>

Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: Graeme Storey <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: A 'The Shetland News' story idea
Dear Graeme, Dear Jonathan, Dear Chris, 16 Sept98
Well, gentleman, a story idea. The story is that the only piece of
real
evidence for a bombing for PA 103 is a fingernail sized fragment
of
plastic. It now turns out that that fragment was located in a place
that
rules out it being part of a circuit board that is part of a timer
which is
part of a bomb placed by terrorists in the baggage container of
the forward
cargo bay. The fragment is likely not related to any timer in a
bomb
because the fragment was found on the outside of the container,
not the
inside. How the fragment got attached to the outside data plate
on the
container is unknown but it most likely was placed there long
after the
container pieces were brought into the reassembly area. When
those
container pieces were brought in my assumption is they were
examined
minutely and any fragment in burnt material in the outside name
plate would
have been immediately detected.

The proof is in the evidence. Figure F-5 of AAIB 02/92 shows
the 'bombed'
baggage container AVE 4041 PA having a rectangular plate
affixed in the
upper left quadrant with the letter 'c' inside it. The text
explanation
which corresponds to 'c' reads, "Container manufacturer's data
plate
containing burnt piece of material which itself contained a
fragment of
circuit board."
The text on page F-2 states, "While this work was in progress a
buckled
section of skin from container 4041 was found by an AAIB
Inspector to
contain, trapped within its folds, an item which was subsequently
identified by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and
Development Establishment (RARDE) as belonging to a specific
type of
radio-cassette player and that this had been fitted with an
improvised
explosive device."
Figure F-13 also shows this container manufacturer's data plate
as a
rectangle in the same location as Figure F-5 with the location of
the IED
pinpointed on the inside of the container ten inches above the
floor.

Figure F-2 shows a photograph of a normal container with the
manufacturer's
name plate clearly visible on the outside of the container in the
upper
left quadrant.
There is much other evidence to rule out a bomb based on the
evidence of
the baggage container. The actual damage shows a directed,
mild, sooty
blast of twenty five inches long through clothes, suitcase, and
metal
baggage container to fuselage skin at which point the directed
energy
blasted a small hole twenty inches by twenty inches. A plastic
high
explosive would not leave soot in the initial pressure wave,
would be
spherical, and would certainly directly make a hole larger than
twenty
inches by twenty inches in the fuselage skin.
To put it another way, a high explosive device would have left no
soot in
initial pressure wave, be spherical, and do massive damage to
anything with
a few feet. That evidence is not there for high explosive device.
The evidence of the reconstructed baggage container of PA 103
clearly shows
it was a much smaller device that caused the sooting and small
hole in the
skin than a high explosive plastic bomb placed twenty five inches

away.
What could it be then, it not a bomb? Well, it could have been a
rather
large shotgun or a boat flare gun, both items if fired inadvertently
would
fit the evidence of mild, directed, sooty blast of twenty five
inches.
The only piece of hard evidence to support bomb explanation for
PA 103 is a
fragment of plastic which was found in a position that makes it
very
unlikely that it was part of bomb or other device that ignited in
the
forward cargo hold of PA 103 at the initial event time.
The corroborating evidence of the rest of the pieces of the
baggage
container confirm the small size of the charge, the sooty low
explosive
nature, and the short directed blast that makes it gun type damage
and not
bomb type damage.
There is much other corroborative evidence that explains that PA
103 was
probably an explosive decompression event forward of the wing
as a result
of a hull rupture in the forward cargo door area.
To be continued:

www.corazon.com/103pageF5contdraw.html
103pageF9blastsoot.html
103pageF6bagcont.html
103pageF2baggage.html
103pageF3wreckanaly.html
103pageF4conclusions.html
103pageF3contfloor.html
103pageF10bagcontain.html
103pageF11contfloor.html
103pageF12skinfracture.html
103pageF13blastfusel.html
103pageF1baggage.html
So, guys, what do you think? Is this a Flash, read all about it,
stop the
presses type story or what?
Am I a real reporter for The Shetland News or what? Have I
joined the
revered ranks of The Shetland News reporters such as Jonathan
Wills and
Chris Olsson?
Throw me a bone here, I've been freeze dried for thirty years.
The unmaking
of a myth starts with a single piece of plastic on the wrong side
of a
container.
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON>
Date: September 17, 1998 12:11:26 AM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Warning: could not send message for past 4 hours

**********************************************
** THIS IS A WARNING MESSAGE ONLY **
** YOU DO NOT NEED TO RESEND YOUR MESSAGE
**
**********************************************
The original message was received at Wed, 16 Sep 1998
19:53:10 -0700
from pm12-53.mry.redshift.com [207.204.10.53]
----- The following addresses had transient non-fatal errors ----<editor@shetland-news.co.uk>
----- Transcript of session follows ----451 <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>... shetland-news.co.uk:
Name server timeout
Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 5 days old
Reporting-MTA: dns; mail.redshift.com
Arrival-Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 19:53:10 -0700
Final-Recipient: RFC822; editor@shetland-news.co.uk
Action: delayed

Status: 4.4.3
Last-Attempt-Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 00:11:26 -0700
Will-Retry-Until: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 19:53:10 -0700
Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from [207.204.196.172] (pm12-53.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.10.53])
by mail.redshift.com (8.9.1/8.9.1a) with ESMTP id
TAA23727
for <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>; Wed, 16 Sep 1998
19:53:10 -0700
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 19:53:10 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020909b225b2b01446@[207.204.196.172]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: Graeme Storey <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: A 'The Shetland News' story idea
Dear Graeme, Dear Jonathan, Dear Chris, 16 Sept98
Well, gentleman, a story idea. The story is that the only piece of
real
evidence for a bombing for PA 103 is a fingernail sized fragment
of
plastic. It now turns out that that fragment was located in a place
that
rules out it being part of a circuit board that is part of a timer
which is
part of a bomb placed by terrorists in the baggage container of
the forward
cargo bay. The fragment is likely not related to any timer in a
bomb

because the fragment was found on the outside of the container,
not the
inside. How the fragment got attached to the outside data plate
on the
container is unknown but it most likely was placed there long
after the
container pieces were brought into the reassembly area. When
those
container pieces were brought in my assumption is they were
examined
minutely and any fragment in burnt material in the outside name
plate would
have been immediately detected.
The proof is in the evidence. Figure F-5 of AAIB 02/92 shows
the 'bombed'
baggage container AVE 4041 PA having a rectangular plate
affixed in the
upper left quadrant with the letter 'c' inside it. The text
explanation
which corresponds to 'c' reads, "Container manufacturer's data
plate
containing burnt piece of material which itself contained a
fragment of
circuit board."
The text on page F-2 states, "While this work was in progress a
buckled
section of skin from container 4041 was found by an AAIB
Inspector to
contain, trapped within its folds, an item which was subsequently
identified by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments
Research and

Development Establishment (RARDE) as belonging to a specific
type of
radio-cassette player and that this had been fitted with an
improvised
explosive device."
Figure F-13 also shows this container manufacturer's data plate
as a
rectangle in the same location as Figure F-5 with the location of
the IED
pinpointed on the inside of the container ten inches above the
floor.
Figure F-2 shows a photograph of a normal container with the
manufacturer's
name plate clearly visible on the outside of the container in the
upper
left quadrant.
There is much other evidence to rule out a bomb based on the
evidence of
the baggage container. The actual damage shows a directed,
mild, sooty
blast of twenty five inches long through clothes, suitcase, and
metal
baggage container to fuselage skin at which point the directed
energy
blasted a small hole twenty inches by twenty inches. A plastic
high
explosive would not leave soot in the initial pressure wave,
would be
spherical, and would certainly directly make a hole larger than
twenty

inches by twenty inches in the fuselage skin.
To put it another way, a high explosive device would have left no
soot in
initial pressure wave, be spherical, and do massive damage to
anything with
a few feet. That evidence is not there for high explosive device.
The evidence of the reconstructed baggage container of PA 103
clearly shows
it was a much smaller device that caused the sooting and small
hole in the
skin than a high explosive plastic bomb placed twenty five inches
away.
What could it be then, it not a bomb? Well, it could have been a
rather
large shotgun or a boat flare gun, both items if fired inadvertently
would
fit the evidence of mild, directed, sooty blast of twenty five
inches.
The only piece of hard evidence to support bomb explanation for
PA 103 is a
fragment of plastic which was found in a position that makes it
very
unlikely that it was part of bomb or other device that ignited in
the
forward cargo hold of PA 103 at the initial event time.
The corroborating evidence of the rest of the pieces of the
baggage
container confirm the small size of the charge, the sooty low

explosive
nature, and the short directed blast that makes it gun type damage
and not
bomb type damage.
There is much other corroborative evidence that explains that PA
103 was
probably an explosive decompression event forward of the wing
as a result
of a hull rupture in the forward cargo door area.
To be continued:

www.corazon.com/103pageF5contdraw.html
103pageF9blastsoot.html
103pageF6bagcont.html
103pageF2baggage.html
103pageF3wreckanaly.html
103pageF4conclusions.html
103pageF3contfloor.html
103pageF10bagcontain.html
103pageF11contfloor.html
103pageF12skinfracture.html
103pageF13blastfusel.html
103pageF1baggage.html
So, guys, what do you think? Is this a Flash, read all about it,
stop the
presses type story or what?
Am I a real reporter for The Shetland News or what? Have I
joined the

revered ranks of The Shetland News reporters such as Jonathan
Wills and
Chris Olsson?
Throw me a bone here, I've been freeze dried for thirty years.
The unmaking
of a myth starts with a single piece of plastic on the wrong side
of a
container.
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 16, 1998 7:54:22 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: A 'The Shetland News' story idea

Dear Graeme, Dear Jonathan, Dear Chris, 16 Sept98
Well, gentleman, a story idea. The story is that the only piece of
real evidence for a bombing for PA 103 is a fingernail sized
fragment of plastic. It now turns out that that fragment was

located in a place that rules out it being part of a circuit board
that is part of a timer which is part of a bomb placed by terrorists
in the baggage container of the forward cargo bay. The fragment
is likely not related to any timer in a bomb because the fragment
was found on the outside of the container, not the inside. How
the fragment got attached to the outside data plate on the
container is unknown but it most likely was placed there long
after the container pieces were brought into the reassembly area.
When those container pieces were brought in my assumption is
they were examined minutely and any fragment in burnt material
in the outside name plate would have been immediately detected.
The proof is in the evidence. Figure F-5 of AAIB 02/92 shows
the 'bombed' baggage container AVE 4041 PA having a
rectangular plate affixed in the upper left quadrant with the letter
'c' inside it. The text explanation which corresponds to 'c' reads,
"Container manufacturer's data plate containing burnt piece of
material which itself contained a fragment of circuit board."
The text on page F-2 states, "While this work was in progress a
buckled section of skin from container 4041 was found by an
AAIB Inspector to contain, trapped within its folds, an item
which was subsequently identified by forensic scientists at the
Royal Armaments Research and Development Establishment
(RARDE) as belonging to a specific type of radio-cassette player
and that this had been fitted with an improvised explosive
device."
Figure F-13 also shows this container manufacturer's data plate
as a rectangle in the same location as Figure F-5 with the
location of the IED pinpointed on the inside of the container ten
inches above the floor.

Figure F-2 shows a photograph of a normal container with the
manufacturer's name plate clearly visible on the outside of the
container in the upper left quadrant.
There is much other evidence to rule out a bomb based on the
evidence of the baggage container. The actual damage shows a
directed, mild, sooty blast of twenty five inches long through
clothes, suitcase, and metal baggage container to fuselage skin at
which point the directed energy blasted a small hole twenty
inches by twenty inches. A plastic high explosive would not
leave soot in the initial pressure wave, would be spherical, and
would certainly directly make a hole larger than twenty inches by
twenty inches in the fuselage skin.
To put it another way, a high explosive device would have left no
soot in initial pressure wave, be spherical, and do massive
damage to anything with a few feet. That evidence is not there
for high explosive device.
The evidence of the reconstructed baggage container of PA 103
clearly shows it was a much smaller device that caused the
sooting and small hole in the skin than a high explosive plastic
bomb placed twenty five inches away.
What could it be then, it not a bomb? Well, it could have been a
rather large shotgun or a boat flare gun, both items if fired
inadvertently would fit the evidence of mild, directed, sooty blast
of twenty five inches.
The only piece of hard evidence to support bomb explanation for
PA 103 is a fragment of plastic which was found in a position
that makes it very unlikely that it was part of bomb or other
device that ignited in the forward cargo hold of PA 103 at the

initial event time.
The corroborating evidence of the rest of the pieces of the
baggage container confirm the small size of the charge, the sooty
low explosive nature, and the short directed blast that makes it
gun type damage and not bomb type damage.
There is much other corroborative evidence that explains that PA
103 was probably an explosive decompression event forward of
the wing as a result of a hull rupture in the forward cargo door
area.
To be continued:

www.corazon.com/103pageF5contdraw.html
103pageF9blastsoot.html
103pageF6bagcont.html
103pageF2baggage.html
103pageF3wreckanaly.html
103pageF4conclusions.html
103pageF3contfloor.html
103pageF10bagcontain.html
103pageF11contfloor.html
103pageF12skinfracture.html
103pageF13blastfusel.html
103pageF1baggage.html
So, guys, what do you think? Is this a Flash, read all about it,
stop the presses type story or what?
Am I a real reporter for The Shetland News or what? Have I
joined the revered ranks of The Shetland News reporters such as

Jonathan Wills and Chris Olsson?
Throw me a bone here, I've been freeze dried for thirty years.
The unmaking of a myth starts with a single piece of plastic on
the wrong side of a container.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 16, 1998 7:54:04 PM PDT
To: Graeme_Storey
Subject: A 'The Shetland News' story idea

Dear Graeme, Dear Jonathan, Dear Chris, 16 Sept98
Well, gentleman, a story idea. The story is that the only piece of
real evidence for a bombing for PA 103 is a fingernail sized
fragment of plastic. It now turns out that that fragment was
located in a place that rules out it being part of a circuit board
that is part of a timer which is part of a bomb placed by terrorists
in the baggage container of the forward cargo bay. The fragment
is likely not related to any timer in a bomb because the fragment
was found on the outside of the container, not the inside. How
the fragment got attached to the outside data plate on the
container is unknown but it most likely was placed there long
after the container pieces were brought into the reassembly area.
When those container pieces were brought in my assumption is
they were examined minutely and any fragment in burnt material
in the outside name plate would have been immediately detected.
The proof is in the evidence. Figure F-5 of AAIB 02/92 shows
the 'bombed' baggage container AVE 4041 PA having a

rectangular plate affixed in the upper left quadrant with the letter
'c' inside it. The text explanation which corresponds to 'c' reads,
"Container manufacturer's data plate containing burnt piece of
material which itself contained a fragment of circuit board."
The text on page F-2 states, "While this work was in progress a
buckled section of skin from container 4041 was found by an
AAIB Inspector to contain, trapped within its folds, an item
which was subsequently identified by forensic scientists at the
Royal Armaments Research and Development Establishment
(RARDE) as belonging to a specific type of radio-cassette player
and that this had been fitted with an improvised explosive
device."
Figure F-13 also shows this container manufacturer's data plate
as a rectangle in the same location as Figure F-5 with the
location of the IED pinpointed on the inside of the container ten
inches above the floor.
Figure F-2 shows a photograph of a normal container with the
manufacturer's name plate clearly visible on the outside of the
container in the upper left quadrant.
There is much other evidence to rule out a bomb based on the
evidence of the baggage container. The actual damage shows a
directed, mild, sooty blast of twenty five inches long through
clothes, suitcase, and metal baggage container to fuselage skin at
which point the directed energy blasted a small hole twenty
inches by twenty inches. A plastic high explosive would not
leave soot in the initial pressure wave, would be spherical, and
would certainly directly make a hole larger than twenty inches by
twenty inches in the fuselage skin.

To put it another way, a high explosive device would have left no
soot in initial pressure wave, be spherical, and do massive
damage to anything with a few feet. That evidence is not there
for high explosive device.
The evidence of the reconstructed baggage container of PA 103
clearly shows it was a much smaller device that caused the
sooting and small hole in the skin than a high explosive plastic
bomb placed twenty five inches away.
What could it be then, it not a bomb? Well, it could have been a
rather large shotgun or a boat flare gun, both items if fired
inadvertently would fit the evidence of mild, directed, sooty blast
of twenty five inches.
The only piece of hard evidence to support bomb explanation for
PA 103 is a fragment of plastic which was found in a position
that makes it very unlikely that it was part of bomb or other
device that ignited in the forward cargo hold of PA 103 at the
initial event time.
The corroborating evidence of the rest of the pieces of the
baggage container confirm the small size of the charge, the sooty
low explosive nature, and the short directed blast that makes it
gun type damage and not bomb type damage.
There is much other corroborative evidence that explains that PA
103 was probably an explosive decompression event forward of
the wing as a result of a hull rupture in the forward cargo door
area.
To be continued:

www.corazon.com/103pageF5contdraw.html
103pageF9blastsoot.html
103pageF6bagcont.html
103pageF2baggage.html
103pageF3wreckanaly.html
103pageF4conclusions.html
103pageF3contfloor.html
103pageF10bagcontain.html
103pageF11contfloor.html
103pageF12skinfracture.html
103pageF13blastfusel.html
103pageF1baggage.html
So, guys, what do you think? Is this a Flash, read all about it,
stop the presses type story or what?
Am I a real reporter for The Shetland News or what? Have I
joined the revered ranks of The Shetland News reporters such as
Jonathan Wills and Chris Olsson?
Throw me a bone here, I've been freeze dried for thirty years.
The unmaking of a myth starts with a single piece of plastic on
the wrong side of a container.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 16, 1998 1:11:13 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Re: Baggage container nameplate, corazon.com/
103pageF5contdraw.html

Presumably the defence lawyers for the Libyans will point out
the problem
with the plastic and the nameplate?
No one on the planet knows about that except me, who realized it
with astonishment a week ago, Chris Olsson whom I informed
within a day in our continuing discussions about PA 103, and you
this morning. Three people. It looks like the only skullduggery in
all four accidents. It looked like a safe plant a year after the event
and terrorists blamed the whole while from Syrians, to Iranians,
to ah ha! the Libyans. Then started the Malta nonsense.
Frontline Scotland demolished all that fantasy fast. Excerpt
below: Even Mansfield does not know about fragment on outside
of container, not inside as it should be. Sherlock Holmes and
Hercule Poirot would be so proud of me.
It was a small fragment of circuits board similar to this. The
indictment against the Libyans was later to claim that it could
only have come from a batch made in Switzerland and supplied
to the Libyan Intelligence Service. It was the breakthrough that
was to change the whole course of the criminal investigation.
The fragment lay for months among the thousands of other
pieces of evidence collected until its significance was finally
recognised in 1990. It was the key piece of evidence which
turned investigators attentions away from the PFLPGC and
towards Libya. The clothes in Malta had already given them one
link in the chain of evidence, now the timer provided another.
VINCENT CANNISTRARO: It was the evidence that the British
government came up with concerning the microchip, the
identification of that microchip as part of a timing device. It was
quite crucial in focusing the investigation on the Libyans, there's

no question about that.
SHELLEY: Forensic experts in the UK examined the fragment in
minute detail. Then they sent photographs of it over here to the
FBI. It was an FBI investigator, Thomas Thurman, who matched
the fragment of circuit board with a timer used by Libyan
terrorists.
Chris Ronay: 'essential' to trace fragment of bomb CHRIS
RONAY (Former Head of FBI Explosives Unit): In the FBI
laboratory the agent who was running the investigation from our
perspective received this photograph and began to search the
archives of the terrorist timers and further investigation was able
to match this little fragment with a particular, a specific circuit
board that had been used in the past by terrorists and had
identifying features. So in the end that little fragment matched up
perfectly with Libyan timers that had been purchased some years
before. It was essential really to trace this bit of the bomb itself
that remained to the Libyans and link, if you will, full circle the
forensic evidence with investigation that was going on.
SHELLEY: The FBI would not allow us to interview the man
who made the match, Thomas Thurman. But the day after the
suspects were named he talked about his discovery on American
TV.
THOMAS THURMAN (FBI Forensic Investigator): June 15th of
1990. I remember the date because this impression on me. Just
because of the euphoria of making that identification. I knew at
that point that the timer for the device that caused the explosion
had been identified to the exclusion of anything else. What I was
looking for is the circuit tracking gear and a particular bend, and
in the circuit pattern here, which matches up as you see in this
photograph, the touchpad that you can see, are identical. And
then we have the circuit tracking that comes across this way, and
the uniqueness of this is the imperfections in when the circuit
track bends, it comes down. We have the same imperfections

here, in the circuit, and when you look at it under a microscope it
comes, it just jumps right out at you.
SHELLEY: Thurman said he made the match with a timer
confiscated from Libyan sponsored terrorist in the West African
country of Togo in 1986. But this important detail seems to have
caused confusion among investigators. The CIA's own Head of
Counter Terrorism at the time was under the impression when we
spoke to him that the Lockerbie fragment was matched with a
Libyan timer seized in Senegal in 1988. Only after our persistent
enquiries did he and the FBI eventually agree there had been
photographs of the Senegal timer and in intact timer from Togo
with which the match was made. Thurman's reputation as a
forensic expert has also become the subject of much debate. A
US Department of Justice investigation in April found he had
been routinely altering the reports of scientists working in FBI
Explosives Unit - the unit where he made the Lockerbie match in
1990. Fifty-two of the reports which he supervised between 1987
and 1992 were reviewed in the inquiry. Only twenty had not been
altered by him. In thirteen of the reports Thurman's alterations
had changed the meaning of what had been written, resulting in
albeit unintentionally a bias to the prosecution case. Allegations
against Thurman and several of his colleagues have been made
by Frederic Whitehurst, a chemist with the FBI for fifteen years.
Can you be confident then that any of the work that these
individual were involved in from the mid eighties is competent?
FREDERIC WHITEHURST (FBI Forensic Science
Laboratory):I'm not. I would propose that any·.any court, any
hearing that would be using that information would seriously
review it and have outside expertise. Experts review that stuff.
SHELLEY: Frontline has learned that Thomas Thurman has only
had six months of formal scientific training in the Army. His
degree is in political science. We've also obtained confidential
FBI memos which question Thurman's ability to do his job. One

memo says:
V/O"It is clear that SSA Thurman does not understand the
scientific issues involved with the interpretation and significance
of explosives and explosives residue composition. He therefore
should realise this deficiency and differentiate between his
personal opinions and scientific fact. An expert's opinion should
be based upon objective, scientific findings and be separated
from personal predilections and biases."
SHELLEY: It concludes:
V/O:"SSA Thurman acted irresponsibly. He should be held
accountable. He should be disciplined accordingly".
SHELLEY: The Department recommended that Thurman be
reassigned from his position as Chief of the Explosives Unit and
replaced by someone with a scientific background.
If the individual who was changing your reports was to testify in
court, would you feel confident about the quality of the evidence
he was able to give?
FREDERIC WHITEHURTS: Not at all. I would want to review
every word, every word that came out of his mouth. Every piece
of paper, everything, the basis for everything that came out of
that individual. There'd be no question in my mind, there'd·..I'd
be screaming concern, and I have screamed the concern very
loudly.
THURMAN: ··..this is the front of the timer, it has MST-13 on
the timer, that's what we're calling it, MST-13··..
SHELLEY: It was Thurman's matching of the timer which led
investigators towards the Libyans. The US fact sheet pointed out
that all the MST-13 timers produced were delivered to the
Libyans. It says twenty were delivered in 1985 and no more were
made. But that's been challenged by the manufacturer of the
timers.
We came to Zurich to speak to Edwin Bollier, the man who
manufactured and sold the MST-13 timer which investigators

detonated the bomb on board Pan Am 103. When the case
against the Libyans was set out in November 1991 investigators
said that all the MST-13 timers manufactured by Bollier's
company MEBO were delivered to the Libyans, and only the
Libyans. But Mr Bollier told them later that he'd also sold a
batch to the East German Secret Police, the Stazi. In the 1980s it
was well known that the Stazi had links with a Syrian based
terrorist group, the PFLP-GC. So if other terrorists had access to
these same timers it raises questions about the strength of the
case against the Libyans.
Mr Bollier has extensive contacts with Libya. He met one of the
suspects, Megrahi several times, and rented office space to one
Megrahi's colleagues. He currently shares the same Swiss lawyer
as the two suspects. Nevertheless he is insistent that timers were
sold both to the Germans and to the Libyans.
Edwin Bollier: GDR also bought same timersEDWIN BOLLIER
(Subtitles): (MEBO Telecommunications)I have to add
something here. The fragment from an MST-13 timer which was
allegedly found at Lockerbie can only have come from either the
first or the zero series. So it's true that both countries had the
same timers.
SHELLEY: Well the authorities say the type of timer that was
identified in the Lockerbie bombing was in the sole possession of
the Libyans. As the manufacturer, is that true in your opinion?
EDWIN BOLLIER: At the beginning of the investigations
initially when questioned, we had forgotten, or no longer knew,
that we had actually provided the GDR with such timers. Later,
our technician, ascertained that we had also supplied the GDR
with such timers. Only after the collapse of the GDR did the
BKA's investigations reveal that the GDR had also bought such
timers.
SHELLEY: Investigators though maintain that even if Bollier
had supplied timers elsewhere, the Libyan timers were distinct.

VINCENT CANNISTRARO: These we knew were designed and
constructed at the orders of the Libyan Intelligence Service.
Second point is that the circuit boards of the timing devices that
the Stazi had were a different phenolic board, they were a
different colour than the ones that the Libyans were using in their
intelligence operations, and the reason we knew that is because
we had access to some of the Libyans timing devices from the
cache that was seized in Senegal.
SHELLEY: But Bollier disagrees. He made the timers in only
two colours, green and brown. Both colours were sold to the
Libyans, but both were also sold in a batch of seven to the Stazi
in September 1985.
Have you ever been shown the actual fragment of circuit board
that was found by the Lockerbie investigators?
EDWIN BOLLIER: No. This fragment, which was allegedly
found in Lockerbie, was only shown to us in a photograph. As
the supplier of these MST-13 timers I wanted to see the original.
I spent a week in Washington, where I could not be shown the
original piece. I was directed to Scotland, where I also spent a
week. There too, I, as the chief witness, was not granted access
to this piece. The reason why I wanted to see the original piece
was that we ascertained that features of this photo prove to us
that it depicts a falsified fragment.
SHELLEY: But that's quite a serious claim to make that the
investigators may have falsified evidence. You must be able to
back it up somehow?
Jonathan, PA 103 is worth all your efforts, it's the story of a
lifetime, one decade and counting. And when in doubt for PA 103
look at the baggage container, it's not a bomb. When in doubt for
TWA 800, look at photo of midspan latch ruptures, not a center
tank explosion. When in doubt for UAL 811, look at picture of
large hole in side of nose, not a bomb as originally thought by

crew. When in doubt for AI 182, read CVR analysis, not a a
bomb.
All bad wiring caused events.
Lockerbie Scotland citizens hate the wrong thing. It's a double
tragedy, to die in your bed and then have your relatives spend the
rest of their lives hating other humans who are not guilty.
Cheers,
Barry
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 16, 1998 12:47:00 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Baggage container nameplate, corazon.com/
103pageF5contdraw.html

Wow. Thanks again. I will get to work on that. Unfortunately I
have some
urgent hack work to do first or not earn any cash this week.
Damn! Damn!
Damn!
Thank you for reminding me about their invitation to get back to
them. I
presume I have seen most of your correspondence with them and
seeing the
rest would not add to what I already know, viz, they haven;'t
really
answered you in enough detail, or indeed at all.
Er, I haven't published anything yet so I'm still a good boy at
NTSB, if a

cheeky one. But your point is otherwise correct.
Presumably the defence lawyers for the Libyans will point out
the problem
with the plastic and the nameplate?
Cheers in sordid haste to slave for Mammon.
JWGW
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 16, 1998 10:00:17 AM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Baggage container nameplate, corazon.com/
103pageF5contdraw.html

I am going to phone 'em up and give Mr Goelz polite
notice of my arrival on his doorstep on the afternoon of October
29.
You're not a stranger, Jonathan. They have gotten personal with

you by implying you don't know your business by printing a
story you have not checked out. So, in a fashion, you are
checking with them for a new story as per their request, yes? You
are complying with their advice in their email to you. I love it,
hoisted on petard.
NTSB> If you have further questions or concerns, please feel
free to contact
us.
Well, OK, NTSB, here I am. Ha!
Dear Dr. Wills,
Your proposed article is incorrect. First of all, Senator McCain
did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator
asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no
physical
evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo
door came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary.
As
stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which,
of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):

Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along
with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform
crushing
damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the
fuselage and up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This
crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the
airplane
(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right
wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush
area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing
747, he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith
claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board
only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a
superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr.
Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto
the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were

discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on
each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold
the door
closed.
We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their
own
extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to
all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr.
Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing
such an
article.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to
contact
us.
Sincerely,
Shelly Hazle

Do I have to part with money to get ADs?
No, free from FAA. If your guy is in aviation he has access to

them in hard copy at place of work. The cargo door ADS are full
of wiring corrections if you are looking for wiring problems.
Is there not a
public domain website where they are displayed? Or have I
missed that bit
in your message?
Well, the recent ones are at http://www1.drive.net/evird.acgi
$pass*8218582!_h-www.landings.com/_landings/pages/
reports.html
http://www3.landings.com/cgi-bin/get_file?
pass=10994071&ads_links.html
The old ones are not posted but need to be ordered. I did it by
phone to FAA.
If you order 'em and there is a charge, I'll buy 'em, you copy 'em
and send 'em to me. All except those damn AD s on center tank.
And the exhibits on TWA 800 have ADs too. Exhibit 11P.
EX_11P.pdf in TWA 800 exhibits has a few hundred ADs listed.
Exhibits are on NTSB web site. It's a big file, 1 meg.

Source is a regular guy who just wants to keep his job, btw.
Fear is everywhere, just because I am not afraid does not mean
others are not. I have nothing to lose in the way of job and career
and money but othes do, including NTSB FAA officials who are
not covering up, but just trying to hang in there as doing their
job, and probably know they are failing as they watch bodies fall
into the sea.

But, the point, a Scottish newspaper is rebuffed in efforts to
clarify several startling similarities between TWA 800 and PA
103. Recent developments reveal a startling similarity between
Swissair 111 and TWA 800 and PA 103, they all had the same
dangerous type aromatic polyimide insulation wiring. Now why
can't Scotland get straight answers to straight questions about
Boeing 747 wreckage evidence of TWA 800 that matches PA
103? Both are unresolved accident investigations.
If UAL 811 is never mentioned in the FAA review of wiring
problems in airliners, I will know for sure something fishy is
going on. UAL 811 is the only documented fatal widebody fatal
accident in a polyimide wiring plane. To ignore that means it's on
purpose.
The pictures of the baggage container that held the 'bomb' for
103 will persuade anyone that it was not a spherical powerful,
non sooty plastic explosive but was instead a mild directed sooty
blast from possibly a 'rather large shotgun'.
The killer is this Jonathan, the only bit of fragment of plastic,
upon which the fantasy of bombers and conspiracy and terrorists
was constructed, was found a year later on the baggage container
that held the 'bomb' inside....and the piece of plastic was found
tucked into the baggage container nameplate...which is on the
outside. The outside, not the inside. Ha!
corazon.com/103pageF5contdraw.html
The evidence.
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 15, 1998 3:11:51 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Info AD, phone, wiring

Brilliant, Barry. Many thanks. You are a treasure. And a
meticulously
organised one at that. I am going to phone 'em up and give Mr
Goelz polite
notice of my arrival on his doorstep on the afternoon of October
29.
Do I have to part with money to get ADs? I don't have any. Is
there not a
public domain website where they are displayed? Or have I
missed that bit
in your message?
Source is a regular guy who just wants to keep his job, btw. The
enclosed
is a little number he passed on from a frightened flightdeck friend
last
year. I don't know it if made any UK press as I was on holiday in
West
Virginia at the time it went out.
Cheers
Jonathan

MISS 30/10/97 SHETLAND NEWS
An air miss just north of London a month ago involved planes
from British
Airways and the airline's proposed new US partner, American
Arlines, it has
been revealed.
An informed source in the US said there were a total of about
450 people
aboard the British Airways Boeing 757 and the American
Airlines Boeing 747
when they passed too close for comfort at breakfast time on
Sunday
September 29.
As the American Jumbo climbed out of danger, a pilot was heard
to say over
the radio: 'I know Bob Ayling [BA's Chief Executive] wants us to
get closer
together, but not THAT close.'
The source said the BA flightdeck crew could see the Jumbo as it
descended
to the same flight level as them, 12,000 feet, over Bovingdon in
Hertfordshire, apparently on instructions from Air Traffic
Control. Onboard
collision-avoidance radar sounded the alarm just as Air Traffic
Control
realised the problem and directed the American Airlines plane
out of
danger.

The Civil Aviation Authority published an 'air proximity incident'
report
the following day, confirming that both aircraft were inbound to
Heathrow
under air traffic control. The report did not identify the airlines
involved.
A CAA spokesman had no further comment yesterday [THURS]
but said details
were 'subject to confirmation' and would be fully and
independently
investigated. He said roughly 80 per cent of 'airprox' incidents
(formerly
airmisses) were 'found to have involved no risk'.
On average, one air miss is reported in British airspace every
nine to 10
days .
ENDS
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 15, 1998 2:43:33 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Info AD, phone, wiring

Dear Barry,
I need your help with the following, if you can supply info asap.
I have a
new, expert, confidential source who says your stuff is worthy of
further
investigation. I can't say more at present, I fear. Source very
wisely
communicates only by Royal Mail.
Dear Jonathan, I am leery of the secret guys like the above. But I
deal with you and you are above board. And you know sources
and reporter stuff more than I do. So, I'm helping you, not
shadowy source.

1

What is the phone number for NTSB?

http://www.ntsb.gov/Info/SOURCES.HTM
SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The Safety Board conducts an accident investigation in a public
environment. For a major accident, press briefings are held on
scene in the days immediately following the accident. A public

docket containing
factual information about the accident is available within a few
months. Usually within a year, the Board Members will review a
draft of the accident report in a public meeting at Safety Board
headquarters in
Washington, D.C. Soon after the meeting, the Board's Public
Affairs Office issues an abstract containing the Board's
conclusions, probable cause statement, and safety
recommendations from the accident report.
The final report of a major accident is subsequently printed for
public distribution. For nonmajor accidents, the investigator-incharge is available to answer media inquiries, and a public
docket containing factual
information is also available. Nonmajor accident reports
generally are available in a computerized format ("brief of
accident") and are issued about a year after the accident. Almost
all factual information about
an accident and all final documents issued by the Board are
available to the public in some form. The following is a listing of
sources of information from the NTSB, some of which is
available on the NTSB web
site.
Public Affairs Office: (202) 314-6100. Press releases, speeches,
annual reports to Congress, post-meeting abstracts, news media
liaison.
Public Inquiries Branch: (800) 877-6799 or (202) 314-6551. All
docketed material such as factual reports on pending accidents
and final accident reports. Accidents must be cited by date and
location of
occurrence.

Office of Safety Recommendations: (202) 314-6170. List of
Most Wanted Safety Recommendations, recommendation letters
(cited by recommendation number), printouts of status of
pending
recommendations (by number).
Freedom of Information Act Officer: (202) 314-6540 or (800)
877-6799. Melba D. Moye
Office of Family Affairs: (202) 314-6185. Information on
Speeches, Presentations, and Articles and Legislation, Reports,
and other Documents Relating to Family Assistance
Administrative Law Judges: (202) 314-6150. Inquiries about
pending appeals of airmen, mechanics or mariners to certificate
actions taken by the Department of Transportation. See below for
copies of
Opinions and Orders. Law Judge hearings are open to the public.
Analysis and Data Division: (202) 314-6550. Database research
of aviation accidents and incidents. Produces monthly and annual
aviation accident statistics.
National Technical Information Service: (800) 553-6847. An
agency of the Department of Commerce, NTIS sells Safety
Board publications such as final accident reports, safety studies,
statistical
compilations and Opinions and Orders. the NTSB web site
contains a list of publications with their associated NTIS order
numbers; selected publications are also available for viewing or
download.
http://www.ntis.gov

General Microfilm Corp. (GM): 301-929-8888; 301-933-8676
(fax). Preliminary and probable cause reports; factual
investigation reports; hearing exhibit items. (see GILS record)
Hawkins Publishing Company: (410) 798-1677. Another private
source from which to obtain Opinions and Orders.

NTSB Home Page | NTSB Information Page

2 Do you have, or where can I get, copies of all Airworthiness
Directives
for Boeing 747-100 series on the following subjects:
General Microfilm Corp. (GM): 301-929-8888; 301-933-8676
(fax). Preliminary and probable cause reports; factual
investigation reports; hearing exhibit items. (see GILS record)

ADs can be ordered from FAA http://nasdac.faa.gov/safety_data/
http://www1.drive.net/evird.acgi$pass*8218582!_hwww.landings.com/_landings/pages/reports.html
http://www3.landings.com/cgi-bin/get_file?
pass=10994071&ads_links.html
ADs on cargo door are on my website.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/747AD88-12-04page1.html

a

wiring looms

b

centre wing tank dangers

c

FDRs

e

CVRs

3 Also, how is the CVR powered in the 747, 737 and MD11?
Main bussbar or
self-contained, trickle-charged battery?
I'm not sure but the AAR 92/02 AAIB 02/92, and Indian report of
AI 182 describes it pretty good. That's for 747s. They are all off a
main generator. None have self contained trickle charged battery.
None for all. Yes, they should.

Am trying to get hold of alarming technical reports by sparkies
who they
opened up the tummies of some old Jumbos after TWA 800.
Apparently
management had brown undergarments on hjearing the scale of
the damage to
insulation.
Yeah, I hear that all the time. The old stuff is just left there and
the new stuff is put in. That old wiring now can set up fields as
power surges all around it. It's very bad.
They must be grounded. As Navy did with F14 or UK with
Tornadoes.

Temporary repairs were effected on a certain airline's planes.
Permanent repairs may be impossible because of the scale of the
job and,
unbelievably, the fact that some areas of wiring are not readily
accessible. Can this be true?
More than not readily accessible, damn near impossible. One
reason, as stated publically in testimony under oath at Baltimore
hearing is wiring is not inspected as often as FAA would like
because the inspection causes more problems that it fixes after all
the opening up and tearing apart and looking and then putting it
all back together. So they don't.
When thinking wiring, think neves in your body. Some nerves
easy to get to, others impossible and even to examine some
nerves means destroying a lot of tissue going in.
Wires in planes are worse.

This had better produce some saleable copy soon. I am spending
a fortune in
my time on it. But it's more worthwhile than the other job on
hand at
present - writing tourist brochures.
Wiring/cargo door for PA 103 is an industry in itself once the
connection is made to sudden loud sound on CVR and cut to
FDR on four 747s and the one known cause was electrical using

polyimide Kapton/ polyX insulation.
Electrical wiring/switch has killed before using polyimide
insulation and it's confirmed and documented, AAR 92/02. On
website of course.
Any questions that are factual that your source has, lay 'em on
me, I'm here.
Cheers,
Barry
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Oberstar
Member of Congress
2366 Rayburn House Office Building
U.S House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-2308

James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,

Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters

800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Dear Officials, 14 Sep 98
I quote,
"WASHINGTON (AP) -- The government is preparing to

increase inspections of airliner wiring -- suspect in the crash of
Swissair Flight 111 -- as part of an effort to tighten supervision of
older aircraft."
And, "An electrical fault remains the prime suspect in the1996
crash of a TWA plane soon after leaving New York on its way to
Paris. Fuel and air fumes in the Boeing 747 center fuel tank
exploded killing all 230passengers and crew.
Earlier this year a large portion of the Boeing 737 fleet was
grounded by the FAA for immediate inspection of wires
travelling through the wing tanks to fuel pumps.
Garvey said she would announce in the next few weeks a joint
initiative with the airline industry to address electrical problems.
"It will be a multi-pronged approach including more research but
we will also have some more immediate steps," she said before
testifying to a Senate panel on Year 2000 computer problems."
Dear officials, will someone in authority please note that NTSB
discovered bad wiring in TWA 800 cargo door area, a Poly X
polyimide wired plane?
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
NTSB also discovered Poly X wiring in UAL 811. UAL 811 was
an electrical caused fatal Boeing 747 accident. TWA 800 and
Swissair 111 are suspected electrical caused fatal accidents.

Will somebody in authority acknowledge UAL 811 existed and
killed nine people and is the only confirmed and documented
electrically caused fatal accident in a polyimide wired airliner?
The cargo door gets blamed but it did what it was told, unlatch.
The PolyX polyimide wiring is the culprit.
Everybody looked bad with UAL 811, Boeing for design, United
for record keeping, FAA for delay, and then NTSB for getting the
initial probable cause incomplete requiring AAR 90/01 to be
superseded with AAR 92/02.
Everybody looked good by acknowledging the problems and
attempting to fix them.
Although UAL 811 was horrible, it must be revisited.
To investigate cargo door area wiring in all early PolyX wired
Boeing 747s based upon Swissair 111, UAL 965, UAL 811, and
TWA 800 is prudent, in accordance with senior officials'
suggestions, and fits the facts.
When the wring review is conducted by FAA, sooner or later
UAL 811 will come up because it is a confirmed PolyX/
polyimide switch/wiring caused fatal accident in a commercial
wide body. Then the matches of UAL 811 to TWA 800 will
become apparent. Then the PolyX bare wires in the cargo door
area of TWA 800 will be recognized for the significant discovery
they are. Then the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800
will receive the thorough investigation it deserves.
At least, that's the logic.

UAL 811 is the key to many mystery crashes. It's on website of
course, www.corazon..com./811page90conclusions1.html
I know all the answers but nobody asks me the questions.
(Passengers on Swissair probably took video of events inside
cabin of Swissair 111 before it went in. That very valuable
evidence is in the water and can be retrieved and analyzed.)
The Bournemouth Boeing 737 with rudder problems was caused
by fluid in a yaw damper electrical connection. There have been
other fatal rudder related Boeing 737 problems.
The Valujet 592 MD80 was a fire in the cargo bay. There have
been other cargo bay fires caused by electrical problems.
UAL 811 was an electrical caused hull rupture forward of the
wing on a Boeing 747. There have been three other Boeing 747s
with hull ruptures forward of the wing, all four leaving a sudden
loud sound on the CVR and abrupt data loss to the recorders,
including TWA 800.
Discerning a pattern is the first sign of intelligence. I have
discerned a pattern of hull ruptures forward of the wing in high
time Boeing 747s that leave many significant similarities which
indicate the forward cargo door ruptured in flight. That's one
pattern; hull ruptures and forward cargo door.
Another pattern is mysterious accidents in many airliners that can
be explained as electrical problems supported by confirmed
previous electrical causes giving similar evidence.
FAA is about to conduct a thorough review of electrical problems

in airliners. Please consider a known fatal electrical caused
accident in depth, UAL 811. Please match UAL 811 to TWA 800
as hull ruptures forward of the wing in flight. Please investigate
TWA 800 as an electrical caused hull rupture. Please contact me
for further clarification.
I again request a meeting with FAA or NTSB officials to present
my evidence for discussion regarding electrical problems, past,
present, and future, in Boeing 747s that suffer hull ruptures in
flight forward of the wing.
Citizens can contribute to aviation safety. First, they must be
heard, then considered, then questioned.
I await your call.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.

Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door

location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811.
UAL 811 matches TWA 800
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
and shortly after takeoff
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt data loss to FDR
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
fire in number three engine
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
post side smooth forward of the wing.
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
bare wire found in cargo door area.
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing
parts initially shed from just forward of the wing.
first pieces of structure to leave aircraft in flight from forward
cargo bay.
forward cargo door frayed
hoop stress found in cargo door area
door skin shattered outward.

inadvertent opening of forward cargo door in flight considered
initially thought to be a bomb
but later ruled out.
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 15, 1998 1:42:27 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Request for assistance

Dear Barry,
I need your help with the following, if you can supply info asap.
I have a
new, expert, confidential source who says your stuff is worthy of
further
investigation. I can't say more at present, I fear. Source very
wisely
communicates only by Royal Mail.
1

What is the phone number for NTSB?

2 Do you have, or where can I get, copies of all Airworthiness
Directives
for Boeing 747-100 series on the following subjects:
a

wiring looms

b

centre wing tank dangers

c

FDRs

e

CVRs

3 Also, how is the CVR powered in the 747, 737 and MD11?
Main bussbar or
self-contained, trickle-charged battery?
Am trying to get hold of alarming technical reports by sparkies
who they
opened up the tummies of some old Jumbos after TWA 800.
Apparently
management had brown undergarments on hjearing the scale of
the damage to
insulation. Temporary repairs were effected on a certain airline's
planes.
Permanent repairs may be impossible because of the scale of the
job and,
unbelievably, the fact that some areas of wiring are not readily
accessible. Can this be true?
This had better produce some saleable copy soon. I am spending
a fortune in
my time on it. But it's more worthwhile than the other job on
hand at
present - writing tourist brochures.
Aaaaaaargh!
Cheers
Jonathan.
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,

Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 14, 1998 9:03:20 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Kapton danger

AVweb>...AS KAPTON, THE MD-11, AND WIRING GO
UNDER A MICROSCOPE
Fingers were also being pointed at the wire insulation -- called
Kapton
-- used by McDonnell Douglas when it manufactured the MD-11.
Kapton's
properties, initial reports indicate, include decomposing under
the kind
of heat expected from a short circuit, forming highly conductive
carbon
deposits. Those deposits, in turn, can cause other short circuits.
In
related news, the FAA appears poised to finish a long-awaited
proposal
aimed at replacing the wiring bundles in older jets. Although the
Swissair MD-11 was only seven years old, the FAA's efforts can
likely be
expected to receive additional emphasis from this crash.

Yeah, Mike, and PA 103, UAL 811, AI 182, and TWA 800 all had
Kapton/poly X type wiring. And I've been saying wiring/cargo
door caused TWA 800 for two years. And UAL 811 was
confirmed electrical switch/wiring caused fatal accident. And
TWA 800 had bare wires found in cargo door area, same as UAL
811.
TWA 800: The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
So, bare wires in cargo door area of carcass of TWA 800 and
nobody cares? The wires are known killer wires. The wires are
suspected in recent killer crash. The wires are in area of
confirmed electrical crash. The clues are right there in front of
you.
Cheers,
Barry

Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest

contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 10, 1998 5:33:00 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Tummy bad all over

My priority is

to get answers to your TWA800 points (which may not be the
ones you want,
of course) and only then widen it to PA103.
Ah, ha, I have faith in the correct answer always being correct,
that's what I've discovered during these years of research, the raw
data always supports wiring/cargo door.

If they
won't let me in the door then, fine, I have two stories, not one.
But it
will be a big, big article, that is now certain. And NTSB are
already in
the shit with me for their evasiveness.
As soon as you said the magic words, cargo door, the door
slammed shut. Hard to pry open.

You are aware, of course, that all transatlantic e-mail on these
subjects
is routinely read by the Thought Police on behalf of Tony and
Bill? In
other words, they know exactly what we have been saying to
each other from
way back. That's the beauty of e-mail and why they gave up
attempts to
control the Internet. The spooks can control us so much better by
leaving
it open. Why we still pay the fuckers is beyond me. I believe
snail-mail is
still fairly confidential.

Regarding the above I have only a few words to say about that
via email:
"Come and get me, you sons of bitches!"
But he is
enthusiastic for you and Chris to be our corrs. at the trial and
that's
good. For you and us, I hope.
Yeah, all I need now is a trial to cover.
Well, Scotland will never forget PA 103 and never will I.
Cheers,
Barry
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 10, 1998 3:02:08 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Wiring bad all over

Dear Barry,
Many thanks. More good stuff. I will get to it when I can. My
priority is
to get answers to your TWA800 points (which may not be the
ones you want,
of course) and only then widen it to PA103. Otherwise they will
run a mile.
They also like to keep things compartmentalised. I have also
decided to

defer writing anything for publication until I go to NTSB in DC.
If they
won't let me in the door then, fine, I have two stories, not one.
But it
will be a big, big article, that is now certain. And NTSB are
already in
the shit with me for their evasiveness.
You are aware, of course, that all transatlantic e-mail on these
subjects
is routinely read by the Thought Police on behalf of Tony and
Bill? In
other words, they know exactly what we have been saying to
each other from
way back. That's the beauty of e-mail and why they gave up
attempts to
control the Internet. The spooks can control us so much better by
leaving
it open. Why we still pay the fuckers is beyond me. I believe
snail-mail is
still fairly confidential.
Don't worry about not hearing back from Graeme. He works
12-16 hours a day
or more and has to concentrate on what's in front of him to
survive
financially, so it may be a while before you get a reply. But he is
enthusiastic for you and Chris to be our corrs. at the trial and
that's
good. For you and us, I hope.
Got to sleep. House full of sick kids. Some tummy bug.

Bye-ee
JWGW

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 10, 1998 12:18:22 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Wiring bad all over

Dear Jonathan, your new request may work, it certainly is well
phrased.
Dr. Loeb is the real kingpin behind TWA 800 being center tank
fire as initial event. He controlled the prosecution of that
bystander at the public hearing in Baltimore in Dec 97. And he's
not an aircraft accident investigator at all, never has been and yet
he runs the investigation.

Al Dickinson is the lead investigator on TWA 800.
Goelz is the managing director and he may be the one to respond
but don't know his email address. NTSB pays much money for
Public Relations and then they all hide. T. Mason is his assistant.
Wiring is heating up as culprit for many crashes, not just
Swissair and wiring culprit fits my wiring/cargo door explanation
for TWA 800 and PA 103. After all, I have been calling it wiring/
cargo door for nine months and cargo door probably caused by
wiring for nine years for PA 103. By the way, after another
exhausting analysis of PA 103, it is clearer now than ever no
bomb but 'large shotgun' after cargo door pop. The no bomb
answer is seen in the reconstructed baggage containers that no
way housed a non sooty semtex high explosive with a spherical
charge. The evidence is everything. I would love to get into
discussion with British 103 experts. AAIB does not respond to
my queries, I wrote Ken Smart of AAIB. Ken Smart would be
good contact to discuss poly x wiring in PA 103 and bad poly x
wiring in TWA 800 and Kapton/poly x wiring in Swissair 111.
Poly x and Kapton are essentially the same teflon poly aromatic
wiring made by Raychem and DuPont.
NTSB and FAA are really on the hook over this wiring thing, it
goes very deep. For instance FAA refused to check aft cargo door
wiring at the recommendation of NTSB after wiring caused the
aft door to open on the ground of a UAL preflight of a 747 in
1991. Today NTSB refuses to check wiring in cargo door areas
of 747s even though bad wiring found in cargo door area of TWA
800.
Everybody looks bad, as usual, after a crash.

Sell that story?
Haven't heard back from Graeme Storey. My mail to him below.
Cheers,
Barry
Cast of characters below:
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Peter Goelz
Managing Director
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

To: "Graeme Storey" <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Ace Reporter
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:6740:storeyship.jpg:
Graeme Storey
The Editor
The Shetland News
Lerwick, Shetland, UK
Dear Graeme, 4 Sep 98

GS>Too often we see people who have focused on their enemies
and end up bitter and sad as a result. How much better to focus
on the good, beautiful, worthwhile things of life and be
contented, happy stable people ourselves.
That's me, I'm afraid. I spend much of my time trying to persuade
officials who don't like me to think a certain way and to do
certain things which they really, really, don't want to do. The only
reason I do it is because my life was saved in a sudden night
fiery fatal jet plane crash and I don't want it to happen again. And
it just did.

I read the piece by your daughter. That dome is the best movie
set for a James Bond movie ever made. My six year old has been
with me through this whole wiring/cargo door saga. Before she
could talk she would bring me AAIB 90/01 PA 103 UK report
and point out total plane, point to forward cargo door, and then
point to the pieces on the ground, including the famous nose on
side of hill shot. As she got older she would ask me as I was
typing on my computer to read her a story before she went to
sleep. I would say, "Sure sure, in a minute, just let me finish this
part, I'll meet you there." She would leave me to my typing. I
would type away, and then with a start, remember, rush to
bedroom and there she would be, sound asleep...with storybook
on pillow beside her. Dad let her down again. So, now, I force
myself away from fantasy land and into reality land whenever
she makes requests like that.
One of your photos brought back memories. The ship .jpg is
attached to confirm I can send digital photos to you clearly via
email. As a young enlisted man in the Navy I would sit in the
bow of a P2V-5 patrol aircraft as we did ship reconnaissance off
Florida. We did that during the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962
right into Havana Harbor. Every ship we picked up on radar
would be photographed and analyzed for compliance for missile
removal agreement. To get the right altitude for overhead shot of
open hatches we would need ship's length. To get ship length we
referred to Lloyds of London shipping reference book which had
name and length. To confirm identification of ship we would
always name the sequence of funnels, masts, and kingposts.
Every time I see a ship in profile, as I did with your photo, I
automatically classify the ship. Here's the one for your ship:
Mast, kingpost, mast, kingpost, funnel, mast. Group 1.

All that was done as we approached at 200 knots at 200 feet for
side view, then ID the ship, get length, figure altitude, climb,
circle and fly for overhead shot. Much fun and we did about
twenty ship every six hours.
We have photography in common which will come in handy
when we analyze the pictures of TWA 800.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800wreckageredpaint.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
For visual landmarks the red paint marks and the outward peeled
skin indicate outward explosion and support wiring/cargo door
expanation while refuting center tank as initial event. Can you
see the red paint marks and the outward peeled skin at midspan
latches? For sound landmark the sudden loud sound is the key.
All four aircraft have that feature.
http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
I would be delighted to give you the required accreditation, and
also accreditation for Chris Olsson. I have read some of your
incredibly detailed, thoughtful and meticulous work, and am very
impressed.
Well, thanks. Accuracy, accuracy, accuracy. Plus who, what,
where, when, why, how, and how much make good stories.
Please tell me the people I must contact to arrange for the
opening of any doors, and I will do it straight away.
Thanks. Why do I request press credentials? It's not love or
money, so must be power. I wish to have access to material made

public through the press media. An ordinary citizen is lower than
whale shit to officials. I do not expect to get entry into the court
or hall or even get to interview the principals, although I would
certainly ask. By being a member of the press I assume I would
be among those that at least have a passing knowledge of the
issues under discussion. I would learn.
What would the Shetland News expect in return? What kind of
stories would be approriate and of interest to your readers? My
suggestion would be to treat PA 103 as a mighty ship brought
down by natural forces and human errors, always a tragedy and
well understood by a seafaring people. I would compare the
Boeing 747 to the recent shipwrecks off your coast. What was
the evidence that showed hatches open or hull fractured that
allowed it to sink and then present PA 103 evidence to show the
same thing happened. The implications of the misdiagnosis of PA
103's demise are profound. Lockerbie may now receive more
compensation for having metal fall on them at night. There are
villains out there but not as many as had been thought. Peace
may break out.
Essentially, a press credential is for me to get into the stadium
even though most of the best seats are taken already. But that's
better than hanging outside hearing the crowd roar from inside.
My unique point of view is that I am a UK citizen as well as
USA. My father and mother came over when I was two in 1946.
My dad still goes nuts whenever I say 103 was not a bomb. He
really has faith in the infallibility of government. Since I worked
in government for 24 years, I don't. I could be Foreign
Correspondent, or Letter from California. It would be hard for
me to connect to the Shetlands though, since I've never been
there, but then I can read the Shetland News and just what
exactly is a 'Up-Helly-Aa's'? Sounds sexy to me.

The unique position of The Shetland News is Scotland and
Scotland is PA 103 and that's what it's all about. Lockerbie was
totally innocent. The passengers paid their nickel and took their
choice...and lost. Eleven in Lockerbie did not have a chance. So,
inquiries from a The Shetland News carry more weight than most
papers. At least, that's the theory.
There is not a lot of money to throw around, so if any costs are
likely I would need to know well in advance.
Well in advance I say, no money required, but thanks for
bringing it up. I pride myself on not accepting money for this...so
far. There is a man just starting a book on wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800 and PA 103; he may make some cash.
He offered to include me but not as author so I declined. I'm not
in it for the money, but that's what they all say, I bet. My wiring/
cargo door discovery is well documented back to 1990 for PA
103 and within days of TWA 800 event so credit is not an issue. I
want the wiring replaced and the cargo doors sealed on high time
Boeing 747s, that's all. No more hull ruptures in flight, as has
happened four times already, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and
TWA 800.
So, no money between us, but maybe secondary sales to BBC or
others, should the interest be there and you can swing a deal with
them. I would share in that. By the way, John Ware of Panorama
interviewed me for several hours by phone one cold morning.
Then he dropped it. I don't know why.
Please contact me direct and we can discuss what I can to to help
with this.

No help needed financially, thank you, but I do need help in
getting straightforward answers from unstraightforward public
officials to straightforward questions from me about a straight
forward cargo door that is now very crooked and in many pieces.
For starters with TWA 800:
1. Why the gray color on lower cargo door pieces? Is it soot? Or
more likely gray paint that matches soot color?
2. Are the red paint markings between the passenger windows
above forward cargo door on top of the white indicating transfer
or are they underneath indicating peeled white paint? Regardless,
what caused the unusual markings?
3. Why are the red paint markings where they shouldn't be and
why is the red paint missing from below the windows?
4. Is there overtravel impression damage on the hinge knuckles?
5. How many of the twenty cargo door latches have been
recovered and examined?
6. What is the status of the one recovered overpressure relief
door, open or closed?
7. Have the midspan latch pins been recovered and does the aft
pin show heat damage?
8. Have the two identical cargo door sills been recovered and do
both have all the lower eight latches latched and locked?
9. Why are the lower cargo door pieces not labeled and what are
the labels?
10. Why is port side forward of the wing so smooth and the
starboard, cargo door side so shattered outward?
For starters for PA 103:
1. What is the status of the midspan latches of the forward cargo
door?
2. Are there any pictures of the starboard side of PA 103
reconstruction?

3. What is the wreckage plot of debris and database of items
recovered?
4. Is engine breakdown report available?
I can happily even arrange such things as business cards etc for
you and Chris, if that would help .....
That would be cool. Let's wait on that.
The internet is of great interest to both of us. I look forward to
taking pictures with my digital Kodak DC-120, downloading
them to computer and sending them off with story to you. I'd like
to start as soon as possible.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder. 1993
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
1966-1969
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours. 1962-1965
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours. 1989-1993
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
1967
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy. 1970-73
Reporter for Carmel Valley Sun. 1988

Master's Degree CSUF, Communicative Disorders. 1970-1974

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 10, 1998 3:38:31 AM PDT
To: LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Cc: DICKINA@ntsb.gov, SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov,
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov
Subject: Request for reply to correspondence

Dear Mr Loebber,
I am a freelance journalist in Scotland and for some time now I
have been
trying to get detailed responses from the NTSB to my questions
concerning
the disturbing points raised by Mr John Barry Smith in respect of
the TWA
800 accident. As you will see from the enclosed copies, I have
not so far
been favoured with a reply to my most recent letters or a
response to my
request for a briefing when I visit Washington in late October/
early
November.
You will appreciate that on questions of this gravity there is a
need for
detailed, specific, forensic answers rather than merely expert
assurances.
I am sure these points can in fact be dealt with quite quickly, if
only I
can reach the right person, and would be most grateful if you
could

expedite matters for me. My over-riding concern is that what I
write on
this subject is as accurate as possible.
With thanks in anticipation,
Yours sincerely,
[Dr Jonathan Wills]
Editor
The Shetland News Agency
PS For your information, I arrive at Washington National Airport
on flight
AC 548 at 1255 on Friday 29 October and have the rest of that
afternoon
available for a meeting with an NTSB representative. I could also
be
available in DC at any time on Monday 2 November or the
morning of Tuesday
3 November.
Copies of previous NTSB correspondence follow:
Dear Mr Towanna,
I would be grateful of you could ask the appropriate NTSB
official to
comment in detail on Mr Smith's discussion of the evidence
posted by Mr
Seaman. I assume there are answers to the points he raises but
cannot trace
sufficient detail in earlier NTSB published material so would be

grateful
for your guidance.
I now have a date for my visit to Washington DC and would be
glad to know
if anyone from the NTSB would be available to meet with me on
Friday 30th
October or Monday 2nd November.
Yours sincerely
Jonathan Wills
Editor
Shetland News Agency

[NO REPLY RECEIVED BY 9/9/98]

*********** BEGIN FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
On 12/08/98, at 02:24, John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
wrote:
Dear Investigative Journalists, 11 Aug 98
Mr. John Seaman sent me two photographs of the forward cargo
door area of
TWA 800. Below is analysis.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
Dear Mr. John Seaman, this afternoon I received your two
photographs of
the
forward cargo door forward section of TWA 800. Both of the
photos were
scanned and uploaded to corazon.com.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
Download time is less
than a minute.
Thank you very much. You have done a great service. These are
very
important. It's what NTSB should have done.
The pictures are very revealing while tantalizing for what is just
out of
frame. The photos are high quality and will hold together when
blown up
many times.
My caption of the photos reads:
Above two photographs are of TWA 800 forward cargo door
forward section
and
windows above it. Note: 1. Red paint markings where it should
be white
paint. 2. White paint where it should be red. 3. Evenly spaced
horizontal
white dots among the red paint. 4. Lower right door area has
difference

between door piece and frame damage. 5. Outward peeled skin in
door area,
under belly, and forward of door area. 6. Inward crushed skin. 7.
Missing
door skin, manual locking handle, forward midspan latch and
viewing ports.
8. Different tone of white to gray on lower part of piece of door.
9. Red
tags with the yellow tags.
Discussion:
Important questions are raised by the photos: Calling all photo
interpreters, mechanics, pilots, modelers, painters, metallurgists
and
astute observers; I solicit your opinions. The pictures are very
complex
and require much analysis.
Below is rough analysis based on a few minutes' observation.
1. Red paint markings between windows: Are they red on top of
white or red
underneath white? I claim red on top of white based on style of
smearing
which matches scuffing, not peeling. There is also a small area
which
blown
up reveals a dark circle of primer, then white, then red. However,
the
rings around the windows are unmarked. Either the ring is
recessed, or
alumimun which does not take smears, or the white is peeled
revealing

white. Regardless, this strange pattern of red paint markings only
occurs
above, forward, and aft of the forward cargo door and must be
explained.
The red is not supposed to be there, and is, why is that?
2. Missing white paint underneath the windows. The peeling is
usually
clean, as opposed to the streaking red paint markings above. This
is what
peeled paint looks like. The TWA paint scheme is supposed to be
white
between windows and for about three inches below, then two
foot horizontal
red band, then a white horizontal band for about eight inches,
then a
broad
horizontal red band of about two feet. The top of door is red and
the
bottom is white. The missing red paint is only evident above the
cargo
door
area and must be explained. The red is supposed to be there and
isn't, why
is that?
3. Mystery white dots are interspersed among red paint, they are
horizontal
and evenly spaced. They may be rivet heads underneath
subjected to stress
and peeled paint above. What is causing the horizontal even
spaced white
dots?

4. Lower right door area shows different damage to adjacent door
frame
which indicates the door was not in place at water impact.
Contrast this
door area with R2 door which is intact and matches door to
frame.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
5. Outward peeled skin shows violent explosion, not crushing
pillowing
water impact. Both midspan latch areas show this outward peeled
skin.
6. Inward crushed, pillowed skin is what water impact would
look like and
exists on bottom of door and adjacent area. It contrasts to
shattered
outward skin in belly, in door area, and up high on fuselage,
roughly a
rectangle and would fit an explosive decompression zone of PA
103, AI 182,
and UAL 811.
7. The door is not a 'door', it is pieces of door with most pieces
missing.
This is a door which has obviously suffered a catastrophic
shattering
event. Most of the heavy hardware is missing, not recovered, and
not hung.
Contrasted to exact opposite side on nose, the skin is smooth and
not
shattered with skin intact. The outward shattered skin shows why

a bomb is
always suspected in explosive decompression events.
8. The color of door pieces and adjacent skin changes from
bright white to
gray. Gray matches singe color. Is the gray a factor of shadow in
hangar,
or normal paint scheme, or soot. If soot, then the aft cargo door
sill has
been confused with forward and placed incorrectly in the forward
door
position. The aft sill was reported sooted while all the other door
pieces
are unsooted. Is the gray soot? Unlikely TWA had gradual color
of bright
white to gray. Lighting in hangar for these pictures is such as to
not
give
shadows. Why is lower part of fuselage gray?
9. Red tags are supposed to mean found in the red zone but the
few pieces
of cargo door were reported to be in yellow zone, yet red tags are
hanging
on pieces around door hinge. Why are the red tags there and what
do they
mean? Also note the yellow tag number '76' under the yellow tag
'RF 25'.
All other tags have a letter prefix denoting location on aircraft
such as
right fuselage, RF, or left fuselage, LF. What does "76" mean?
This is a rough analysis. Opinions welcomed.

Again, I would like to thank Mr. John Seaman for these very
valuable
photographs of a critical area of TWA 800. If any more are
available of
any
skin area of the right side of TWA 800, they would be
appreciated and also
immediately posted on the site for all to see and analyze.
Bear in mind that this area, forward of the wing on the right side
was the
prime suspect as long as the bomb idea in forward cargo bay was
in play.
The computer simulation of ejected material pinpointed the
initial event
as
occurring at this precise location. When the residue evidence for
bomb
explantion by FBI was not confirmed, the evidence was ignored
and an
alternate to explain all the shattered skin was not pursued. Also,
the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door was the prime
suspect for
FAA
and NTSB who inspected the wreckage as it came into the
hangar but when
the
lower sill of a cargo door was found to be still latched, it was
assumed
the sill was from the forward door and that the entire door was
latched

and
locked so FAA and NTSB looked elsewhere for initial event.
To look at these photographs and state that all the latches are
latched,
the door was functioning normally, the door was intact and in its
frame at
water impact is nonsense and confounds common sense. The
paint markings,
the outward peeled skin, the mismatch of door and frame, the
missing
hardward including locking handles and latches speak otherwise.
Any more closeup photographs of this most important area
would be most
appreciated. Thank you again, Mr. Seaman.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

*********** END FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********

Dear Mr Towanna,

I wonder if I could just check that you received my letter of 12th
August
and, if so, when I may expect a reply. I have a busy research
schedule in
DC and would like to firm up a meeting with an NTSB
representative for
October 29 or November 2, if this is possible and convenient.
Regards
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

[NO REPLY RECEIVED BY 9/9/98]

This message discovered today in a 'pending' file is being re-sent
in case
it did not reach you earlier.
Please confirm receipt.
Regards
Jonathan Wills

Dear Mr Towana, on behalf of Mr Goelz,

Many thanks for your letter. I have interspersed my (*asterisked)
comments
in the following copy of your text and have taken the liberty of
copying
this correspondence to others.
Please understand that I am not a protagonist of Mr Smith's
theory. I
merely think that you and the other authorities have not
conclusively shown
it to be impossible. With respect, it is not sufficient to refer me
to
assurances by experts. I stopped falling for that one more than 20
years
ago. By asking me to do this you are being patronising, although
you
probably do not realise it. Expert they may be but their
assurances cannot
be accepted by any respectable journalist without seeing the
detailed
reasoning behind their conclusions. This involves them taking us
lay people
into their confidence and explaining to us, in intricate forensic
detail,
the arguments for and against the interpretation of each piece of
evidence.
If it is too technical for us to understand, then it may well be a
useful
exercise for your experts to translate the officialese and jargon
into
plain English. If Mr Smith's 50 points are wrong, why not tell us
in detail
exactly how they are wrong?

Rudyard Kipling is not a hero in the US, nor over here these
days, because
of his associations with a racist imperialism which we all now
deplore, but
he did say something interesting. It went like this:
"I keep six honest serving men
(They taught me all I knew):
"Their Names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who."
That's all we are asking for, Mr Goelz: What? Why? When?
How? Where? Who?
Stick to that and you and I can't go far wrong. I hope you will not
think
me patronising.
I look forward to receiving the NTSB's detailed response to Mr
Smith's no
doubt irritating and persistent questions and will try to delay the
article
I have in prospect until I do. I would also welcome your response
to Mr
Chris Olsson's latest comments, which I presume you will have
seen. If not,
please let me know and I will forward them to you.
I have to be in Newfoundland on business in late October and
would be happy
to re-route via New York or Washington DC at my own expense,
there to meet
with your officials to discuss this further and, if thought

convenient and
appropriate, to consult original documentation. Please let me
know your
response to this proposal.
With thanks for your time and attention,
Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 29/07/98, at 15:29, Mason Towanna wrote [on behalf of Peter
Goelz]:

[Copy with J.Wills' responses asterisked*]

July 29, 1998

Mr. Jonathan Wills
Editor
Shetland News Agency
Jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Dear Mr. Wills:

"The National Transportation Safety Board and apparently
numerous others
have been receiving communications from Mr. Smith for about 2
years.
* Is this a problem for you? I mean, to receive
communications from
people? Do you not welcome the interest of a person who,
however
irritating he may be to you, appears to have some professional
knowledge of
the technical details and has repeatedly declared his interest
in factual
rather than speculative inquiry? If it is not a problem for you,
why
mention it? Or do you have a corporate policy to denigrate
persistent
correspondents? Many organisations do, but I thought NTSB
might be
different, in view of the obvious public safety aspects of your
work.
"The Safety Board has considered Mr. Smith‚s theory and has
found no
evidence to support it.
* Please may I see your detailed, point-by-point reasoning in
reply to
(for the sake of convenience) the 50 points he has
recently
published in
summary of his arguments?
"We have responded to Mr. Smith on a number of occasions

outlining to him
our findings.
* I do not doubt it. However, Mr Smith says you have not
satisfied him on
a number of points. He may be right or he may be
wrong but
as a reporter I
would like to know what is your response to his reactions to your
refutations. Or do you intend just to say that your experts are
right and
he is wrong? If so, please let me know. If you are not willing to
get into
detailed discussion, fair enough. But the public may well draw
adverse
inferences from what might appear to be an absence of
candour on your
part, and may even entertain conspiracy theories which you, and
probably I,
might find unwelcome and
unpleasant. But conspiracy
theorists are a
natural consequence of a lack of candour, as I'm sure you already
know.

"Mr. Smith has not accepted our findings and has taken his
theory, an
electrical failure ...
*As I understand it, the suggestion is that wear and tear on
wiring,
coupled with the formation of condensation, caused the
alleged
short-circuit which allegedly opened the door in flight. That is

not
exactly an 'electrical failure' but more like faulty design/
materials
specification and/or lack of preventative maintenance. Your use
of the
phrase makes me wonder if you have in fact had time to read
the details of
what Mr Smith is actually saying. I agree that it can very, very
tiresome
to wade through all his technical detail but you, at least, have
the
consolation of being paid for it. I have not so far earned a penny
from the
time I have spent on this story and may never do so. So
consider yourself
fortunate in that respect, at least.
"...that results in the separation of the of the forward cargo door,
and
repeatedly tried to peddle it as the answer to the TWA tragedy.
* Might I suggest that the use of the word 'peddle' is
inappropriate and
pejorative? Peddling involves sale and as far as I am aware there
is not
the slightest evidence that Mr Smith has tried to sell his
information to
anyone. I suspect that in fact this whole exercise has cost him
rather a
lot of money. In Scots Law the imputation that one is peddling
something
when one is not might well be actionable, but I have no
knowledge of US

statutes or case law on this.
"The Safety Board is well aware of past cargo door failures in
transport
category aircraft and we did examine early in the investigative
process the
possibility of such a failure on flight 800. The physical evidence
simply
does not support Mr. Smith‚s theory.
*Could you please provide me with the detailed reports
(verbatim) of all
your and the FBI's investigations into this possibility?
Did
they deal
with Mr Smith's points about the midspan latches, the absence of
sooting on
the forward section, the red paint marks, or the debris impacts
on No. 3
engine and the right horizontal stabiliser, for example? Please
share all
your
information with me.
"Mr. Smith‚s style and persistence does not mask the
fundamental flaw in
his approach. He apparently embarked on his quest with his
conclusion
firmly locked in place and unfortunately no amount of factual
evidence will
dissuade him.
*I would respectfully suggest that Mr Smith's style is
irrelevant and his
persistence may well be justifiable and admirable.
After

lengthy
correspondence with him, I personally do not believe that he has
a
conclusion locked in place. If I did, I would not have taken this
matter
up. He has, after all, repeatedly invited detailed rebuttal of his
theory.
What appears to be missing, to my layman's eye, is precisely
that factual
evidence which refutes his ideas, line by line, rivet by rivet, paint
smear
by paint smear. You may have produced this evidence elsewhere.
I have not
seen it if you have. It may be lying unpublished in the
NTSB's files. If
it is, why not publish it? Or is there still some legal consideration
preventing full disclosure of all the evidence?
Please forgive
my
ignorance of US law enforcement agencies' investigative
procedures and
evidential rules.

"Let me reiterate, our investigative team believes that Mr. Smith
is wrong.

*I have grasped that now. But, let me also reiterate: why,
exactly?
"There is no evidence of a cargo door failure on flight 800.
*But what do you say in detail to Mr Smith‚s arguments that

there is
precisely such evidence, and a great deal of it?
"There is evidence that a fuel air explosion took place in the
heated,
almost empty center wing tank causing the structural failure of
the
aircraft. The investigation is continuing in an effort to determine
the
source of ignition.
*But what do you say to Mr Smith's detailed points against
the CWT
explosion as the primary cause? And have you found any bare
wires in the
CWT? Is he right in saying that there were no bare wires there
but there
were bare wires in the forward cargo bay?
"Due to the press of this and other responsibilities, it is unlikely
that
the Safety Board will be able to respond to Mr. Smith‚s inquiries
in
depth.
*In that case I fear that more or less well-informed
speculation and
freelance investigation are likely to continue unabated. What
you seem to
be saying is: 'John Barry Smith is wrong because we say so and
we don't
have the time/can't be bothered
to say why.' As a British
journalist I am

well used to such responses from our own arrogant, secretive and
overbearing state bureaucracy but I am surprised to find such a
position
being taken by a body which I had always imagined to uphold
the best
republican principles of impartial and open public service.
*I hope the NTSB can see its way to do better than this.

"Sincerely,
"Peter Goelz
Managing Director
*Yours equally sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetland-

news.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 10, 1998 3:38:28 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Here's a vote getter

What a load of circumstantial, inferential shite! Are we taxpayers
subsidising this presumptuous Welsh harridan?
Lordy lordy!
Cheers
JWGW
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 09/09/98, at 13:44, John Barry Smith wrote:
http://www.infobeat.com/stories/cgi/story.cgi?
id=2555971041-28a
06:28 AM ET 09/09/98
Ancient skeletons show women worked harder

from Jonathan Wills,

e-mail:

<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 9, 1998 10:19:26 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Hazle out of loop

Dear Jonathan, Miss Shelly Hazle is no longer recognized.
Hmmm....Below is email sent to NTSB Vice Chairman for
consideration using old boy network. We'll see. You might ask
another NTSB spokesperson for reply to your query which has
not been responded to.
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Those guys are still there.
Cheers,
Barry

From: System Administrator <postmaster@NTSB.gov>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Undeliverable: Please forward to Mr. Francis.
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 1998 21:28:56 -0400
Your message
To: hazles@NTSB.gov
Subject: Please forward to Mr. Francis.
Sent: Wed, 9 Sep 1998 21:30:39 -0400
did not reach the following recipient(s):
hazles@NTSB.gov on Wed, 9 Sep 1998 21:28:49 -0400
The recipient name is not recognized
MSEXCH:IMS:NTSB US Government:NTSB:EXCSVR 0
(000C05A6) Unknown Recipient

----Message-ID: <l03020902b21c658aa695@[207.204.196.92]>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
To: hazles@NTSB.gov
Subject: Please forward to Mr. Francis.
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 1998 21:30:39 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.1960.3)

X-MS-Embedded-Report:

Dear Ms. Hazle,
Please forward to Mr. Robert Francis, a mutual friend has asked
Mr. Francis
to devote a few minutes to me.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Dear Mr. Francis, 9 Sep 98
Jim Bennett emailed me and said he asked if you could devote a
few minutes
to my wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800. Jim and I
were stationed
together in Albany, Georgia while he was a manufacturer's tech
rep and I
was a fledgling Navy reconnaissance navigator flying North
American built
RA-5C Vigilantes. I 'm glad he mentioned my name as that
hopefully takes me
out of the weirdo guy on net with another wacky TWA 800
theory category and
into the 'let's check it out' category.

The urgency is Swissair 111 which is linked to TWA 800 and
UAL 811 by the
aromatic polyimide tape insulation used in all three.
My explanation for TWA 800 is the NTSB explanation for UAL
811, another
PolyX wired high time 747 that had its hull rupture forward of
the wing
after take off.
My explanation for TWA 800 agrees with the NTSB explanation
of center tank
fire/explosion. I just back up the initial time and altitude by about
five
thousand feet and about thirty seconds.
My explanation and the NTSB explanation has PolyX/Kapton as
probable
villain. We agree on so much.
To the point: TWA 800 carcass has a NTSB discovered bare
PolyX wiring
bundle in cargo door area as described below in NTSB exhibit:
Systems Exhibit 9A page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480

bundle from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
Mr. Francis, that bare wire is real. It's in the TWA 800 cargo door
area,
not the center tank area which had no real bare wire found. The
cargo door
area has had bad wiring before in UAL 811. UAL 811 matches
TWA 800 in many
significant matches. Swissair has Kapton/Poly X wiring.
Please ask FAA to check all cargo door wiring for high time
Boeing 747s.
Please locate and examine all the ten latches on the forward door
of TWA
800 to support claim it was all latched and all locked at water
impact.
Please arrange a meeting between me and a NTSB representative
at his
convenient place and time for me to present further evidence that
I have
researched over a nine year period that supports wiring/cargo
door
explanation for TWA 800 and others.
Thank you for the few minutes of your time and consideration.
Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135

certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

X-Sender: sai@cybercenter.cl
Date: Fri, 04 Sep 1998 08:35:08 -0300
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Jim Bennett <sai@cybercenter.cl>
Subject: Re: Kapton
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by
mail.redshift.com id
FAA25295
Hi Barry,
Sorry I haven't gotten back with you. I've been swamped with
problems here
concerning my visa and my auto importation with customs - not
to mention
work!

I was very sorry to hear about Swissair 111. It was an MD-11
and I am not
sure if Kapton was aboard or one of the hybrid derivatives. It
bears
consideration and we'll have to wait and see if they can recover
the
cockpit recorder and/or debris with the components.
I did send my video tape to Bob Francis of the NRL/NATC
ballistics tests
with KAPTON which was done by Frank Campbell. I also asked
him if he would
give you a few minutes to talk about your theories on the door. I
haven't
heard back from him yet but in view of this new crash, I suspect
he is
going to be busy coordinating with the Canadian Transp. Board.
Thanks,
Jim
At 05:19 PM 9/3/1998 -0700, you wrote:
Dear Jim, if Kapton the villain then wiring/cargo door for TWA
800 must be
reexamined.
Cheers,
Barry

Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's

Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of
June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose
wire on the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of
June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose
wire on the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.

747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or
short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800)
in addition
to what was found in the wiring from the raceway below the left
cabin floor
and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is FS
560-670 and cracked

wires discovered are within that zone. Frayed wires in that area
have
shorted before and caused the forward cargo door to open in
flight, NTSB
AAR 92/02 UAL 811.
UAL 811 matches TWA 800
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
and shortly after takeoff
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
post side smooth forward of the wing.
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
bare wire found in cargo door area.
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo
door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
parts initially shed from just forward of the wing.
first pieces of structure to leave aircraft in flight from forward
cargo
bay.
forward cargo door frayed
hoop stress found in cargo door area

door skin shattered outward.
midspan latch status undetermined.
fodded number three engine
fire in number three engine
missing blades from number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door in flight considered
and initially thought to be a bomb
but later ruled out.

Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered.
All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the
outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan
blades had
impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of
the impact
damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts
along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which

had some streaking extending rearward.
Pictures URLs below of right side of TWA 800 that show red
paint markings,
outward peeled skin, ruptures at midspan latches, inward
crushing from
water impact, and general explosive decompression zone that
contrasts with
smooth opposite port side damage.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800wreckageredpaint.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 9, 1998 1:49:44 PM PDT
To: Graeme_Storey
Subject: Hmmm....suspicions confirmed, precedent set.

06:28 AM ET 09/09/98
Ancient skeletons show women worked harder

CARDIFF, Sept 9 (Reuters) - Ancient skeletons found on
a
remote island off Scotland showed women did more heavy
manual
work than men 400 years ago, a scientist said on Wednesday.
By examining the spines of people who lived and died on

the
island of Ensay between the 16th and 19th centuries, Dr Joanna
Sofaer Deverenski of Cambridge University said women suffered
physically from strenuous labour.
``We know that women did most of the heavy lifting
work,''
she told a press conference at Britain's annual science
conference.
``They were getting osteoarthritis at an early age. It
suggests they were very stressed because of what they were
doing.''
While the men fished or hunted, the women of the island
of
Ensay carried heavy loads of peat and other materials in creels,
a sort of basket, on their backs.
The weight put increased stress on their spines which
caused
pitting in the bones and osteophytes, or bony spurs.
In contrast, bones from a medieval site in Yorkshire,
northern England, showed that men in the village of Wharram
Percy worked much harder than the women.
Animal-drawn carts, which were impractical on Ensay
because
of its rough terrain, were used in the Yorkshire village where
Sofaer Deverenski noted a much lower incidence of
osteoarthritis.
She plans to look at changes in other parts of the human
skeleton from a wider range of populations for more clues about
ancient lifestyles and how the skeletons of people were affected
by the work they did.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 9, 1998 1:45:27 PM PDT

To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Here's a vote getter

http://www.infobeat.com/stories/cgi/story.cgi?
id=2555971041-28a
06:28 AM ET 09/09/98
Ancient skeletons show women worked harder

CARDIFF, Sept 9 (Reuters) - Ancient skeletons found on
a
remote island off Scotland showed women did more heavy
manual
work than men 400 years ago, a scientist said on Wednesday.
By examining the spines of people who lived and died on
the
island of Ensay between the 16th and 19th centuries, Dr Joanna
Sofaer Deverenski of Cambridge University said women suffered
physically from strenuous labour.
``We know that women did most of the heavy lifting
work,''
she told a press conference at Britain's annual science
conference.
``They were getting osteoarthritis at an early age. It
suggests they were very stressed because of what they were
doing.''
While the men fished or hunted, the women of the island
of
Ensay carried heavy loads of peat and other materials in creels,
a sort of basket, on their backs.
The weight put increased stress on their spines which
caused
pitting in the bones and osteophytes, or bony spurs.

In contrast, bones from a medieval site in Yorkshire,
northern England, showed that men in the village of Wharram
Percy worked much harder than the women.
Animal-drawn carts, which were impractical on Ensay
because
of its rough terrain, were used in the Yorkshire village where
Sofaer Deverenski noted a much lower incidence of
osteoarthritis.
She plans to look at changes in other parts of the human
skeleton from a wider range of populations for more clues about
ancient lifestyles and how the skeletons of people were affected
by the work they did.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 8, 1998 12:08:35 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Wiring on TWA 800 bad too.

Also Monday, the plane's manufacturer, Boeing Co.,
acknowledged that much of the electrical
wiring aboard the
plane was insulated with aromatic polyimide
tape, known by the
trade name Kapton. The tape has been banned
from use in U.S.
Navy planes because of poor performance, Air
Safety Week, an
industry newsletter, reported Monday.
Dear David, wiring..... we knew it all along.
Now VJ should be reopened and TWA 800 cargo door area
reinvestigated too.

Big picture, wiring goes bad after time and causes strange things
to happpen in wide body airliners...fire, yaw dampers on, gauge
fluctutations, cargo door unlatch motor on, smoke in cabin and
cockpit, circuit breakers to pop. all documented events by bare
wiring shorting. I'm saying it explains crashes blamed on other
causes like center tank explosion and bomb and bomb and
improper latching.
And since the wiring cause has not been confirmed for TWA 800
and others, it can happen again. And NTSB found a bare wire
TWA 800 in the same area as the bare wire that opened the door
on UAL 811. And they do nothing. If you print one thing, print
NTSB Board investigators found a bare wire in TWA 800 cargo
door area and NTSB has done nothing about it. Nothing.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
There is the smoking gun that wiring shot at TWA 800.

Cheers,
Barry

Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A

Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."

The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The wire that carried electrical power from the cockpit to the
tape recorder mounted in the rear of TWA Flight 800 ran down
the right side of he airplane. The wire that carried power to the
flight data recorder ran down the left side. Yet the two were
severed within an instant, without any warning."
FAA LTR DTD: 11/1/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations

and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open--Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four

independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These

recommendations asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness
directive applicable to all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible
conduit protecting the wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and
aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors

that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-84. Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the

forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so
equipped and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for
inspection and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying
wiring bundle, similar to the provisions recommended in
A-91-83.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/01/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open-Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA

issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.

I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations
asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness directive applicable to
all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible

conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 4, 1998 4:39:25 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>

Subject: Swissair wiring and TWA 800 wiring

Swissair 111 - Nova Scotia - BBC tonight reports "wiring fault"
had been
flagged up before the crash.
I know absolutely nothing about this, having been away for some
days. What
is the score? Was it an old 747?

Dear Jonathan, seven year old MD-11.
My explanation is chafing, smoke, fire, burn through of flight
cables, loss of control, dive, disintegration, impact with water.
All circumstantial but best that can be done 36 hours after event.
Is this development of any significance to your own researches?
If it is, I
have a story I can sell to one of the dailies over here.
Big picture, wiring. Small pictures: wiring causes cargo door to
open in flight for 747, causes yaw damper to acutate for 737s,
causes control cables to be affected in MD-11.
So, significance to my research is that I say wiring in cargo door
area is causing fatal crash of wide body airliner, and current
event indicates wiring in aft area may cause fatal crash of wide
body airliner.
As soon as wiring is called chief suspect for Swissair then all

wiring is called into question. And that is significant for wiring/
cargo door explanation for TWA 800 and others.
So news today, is AD on wiring for MD 11, smoke in cockpit,
and control problems as shown by descent into sea. I add
uncontrollable plane by burnt through cables allowing plane to
dive and disintegrate by forces at 8000 feet, then shower to water
impact.
It can still be hazardous cargo and many other things, but we do
the best with what we have.
But, for sure wiring/cargo door explanation has bad wiring in
TWA 800 , it was there for chrissake and has caused fatal crash
before, and Swissair is now leaning towards wiring. So looks
sellable to me.
Cheers,
Barry
TWA 800: The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
03.09.98
McDonnell Douglas MD-11
HB-IWF (48448/465) Swissair
occupants: 14 crew + 215 passengers = 229.
fatalities: 14 crew + 215 passengers = 229.

Scheduled Passenger ..Approach
location: Halifax; nr (Canada)
flight New York-John F. Kennedy IAP, NY - Geneve-Coitrin
Flightnr.: 111
Flight 111 (a codesharing flight with Delta Airlines) departed
New York-JFK
for Geneva at 20.18h local time. The crew contacted ATC and
reported a
problem on board requesting
emergency vectoring to the nearest airport. The crew proceeded
to conduct a
fuel dump procedure enroute when the aircraft disappeard from
radar
approximately 35nm from the airport off the Nova Scotia coast.
The debris field has been identified by the Rescue Coordination
Centre,
Halifax, as of this time as follows:
44:27:3N 64W
44:27:3N 64:02:8W
44:29:3N 64:02:8W
44:29:3N 64W
This accident is the 18th worst in aviation history.
Source:
Mark Stephenson, Hubert Ronan, Tommy Maurer, Lukas Lusser,
Ken Robinson
Boeing News release
(http://www.boeing.com/news/breakingnews/
news_release_980902s.html)
CNN (http://www.cnn.com/WORLD/americas/9809/03/
swissair.crash.05/index.html)

Swissair (http://www.swissair.com/)
AIRCRAFT PROFILE MD-11:
(http://www.boeing.com/commercial/md-11family/index.html)
# produced: 178
# hull-losses: 2 (totalling 229 fatalities)
Year built: 1991
worst MD-11 accident
engines: 3 Pratt&Whitney PW4462
paxseats: First Class 18 / Business Class 42 / Economy Class 197
name: "Vaud"
total # of flights: ca 6400
total cycles: ca 35000
* Aircraft history:
05 AUG 91 HB-IWF Swissair delivered

COUNTRY PROFILE SWITZERLAND:
* Switzerland is rated Category 1 (meeting ICAO standards) in
FAA's
International Aviation Safety Assessment Program (IASA)
COUNTRY PROFILE CANADA:
* 2nd worst civil airliner accident in Canada
* last fatal civil airliner accident in Canada: 18 JUN 1998 (Metro
Propair)

OPERATOR PROFILE SWISSAIR:
* 11th Swissair accident (of which 8 were fatal accidents)
(listing can be
found in the SR111 special section)

* worst Swissair accident
* last fatal Swissair accident: 08 OCT 79 DC-8 at Athens
The Geneva-bound plane departed from New York's John F.
Kennedy International Airport at 8:18 p.m. Wednesday and
crashed about 90 minutes later near Halifax,
the capital of Nova Scotia.
Sixteen minutes passed between the crew's first
report of trouble -- including smoke in the cockpit, in Canadian
airspace at 33,000 feet -- and the plane's disappearance
from radar scopes at about 8,000 feet, said Roy
Bears of the Canadian Transportation Safety Board.
Five minutes after the aircraft's crew reported the
smoke and headed toward Halifax, it began descending to dump
fuel, said Tony Rushton, vice president of the
Canadian air traffic controllers' union.
In another five minutes, the crew declared an
emergency -- and just moments later, the aircraft's transponder,
which automatically transmits its identity and altitude,
stopped functioning, Rushton said.
Controllers still could monitor the plane on radar
until all contact finally was lost.
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Dear Officials,
Below are recent quotes from senior NTSB officials about the
icing Comair crash and how they relate to TWA 800:
"Any time we see an accident like this repeating itself, on
information we should have already learned, it's an indictment
of the whole system,'' said James Hall, chairman of the safety
board.
That's so true. Hull ruptures forward of the wing on the right side
are accidents repeating themselves, four times to be exact, AI
182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. One of them was caused
by chafed bare wire shorting on door unlatch motor, UAL 811.
Information NTSB learned about TWA 800 shows bare wire in
same cargo door area below:
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
To not evaluate that information that NTSB has already learned

is an indictment of the whole system.
"I have correspondence from the FAA that this is just one
engineer's opinion," said an exasperated Bernard Loeb, NTSB
director of aviation safety.
"One engineer's opinion..." Well, here is one FAA engineer's
opinion, "While no scenario has been categorically proven to be
the cause, it is believed, based upon available data, that the
center wing tank (CWT) explosion preceded any separation of
the forward cargo door. The paint markings and structural
deformation that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion,
generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
30 Jan 1998 letter from Neil Schalekamp, FAA engineer, to JBS:
To not evaluate that information from one FAA engineer is an
indictment of the whole system.
Electrical problems causing fires and shorts exist in cargo holds
of wide body airliners according to FAA and NTSB. It's
happened before. To not evaluate that information that NTSB has
already learned and apply it to TWA 800 is an indictment of the
whole system.
If the Swissair 111 crash, a wide body airliner, turns out to be
electrical problems in the cargo hold area, then the TWA 800
crash explanation as electrical problems in the cargo hold should
be reinvestigated. To not do so would be an indictment of the
whole system.
I again request a meeting with US government officials to
present my evidence for discussion concerning bare wiring in the
forward cargo hold of TWA 800, a problem repeating itself as

learned by NTSB.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
US Navy Air Intelligence Officer
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.

GOOSE BAY, Newfoundland, Sept. 4 (UPI) A Royal
Airlines passenger plane has made an
emergency
landing at Canadian Forces Base Goose Bay, in
Labrador, after the pilot reported smoke in the
cockpit.

No one was injured in the incident, but
passengers
who disembarked at Goose Bay today said they
were
shaken by the incident.

The emergency occurred as search teams were
still
recovering debris from the Atlantic Ocean near
Peggy's Cove, Nova Scotia, where Swissair
Flight
111 crashed on Wednesday night.

Several passengers on board Royal Air Flight
240 said
the crash at Peggy's Cove was uppermost on
everyone's mind when the emergency occurred,
and
some of the flight attendants had tears in their
eyes.

The Royal Airlines Boeing 757 was on a flight

from
Toronto to Glasgow, Scotland, when the
emergency
occurred about 5 a.m. EDT, when the plane was
about 160 miles east of Goose Bay.

There has been no word on the cause of the
problem,
but Royal Airlines has sent a repair team to
Goose
Bay to fix the plane.

Some of the passengers say they do not want to
board
the plane again

MD-11 wiring was subject of
FAA concern
WASHINGTON (AP) -- U.S. aviation
officials recommended
wiring changes two years ago in the type of

plane that crashed
Wednesday off the coast of Nova Scotia.
The recommendation
was aimed at preventing a potential
electrical fault that could
lead to fire or control problems.
The directive wasn't mandatory for foreign
airlines and it was
not immediately known whether Swissair
made the
recommended alterations.
Swissair did state that it had made repairs
covered in a separate,
1997 FAA airworthiness directive
concerning a potential
cockpit wiring problem.
Pilots of the Swissair MD-11 jumbo jet that
went down en route
from New York to Geneva reported smoke
in the cockpit, but
the cause of the crash is unknown.
The source of the smoke remains unknown.
But the Federal
Aviation Administration issued an
airworthiness directive in
March 1996, calling for installation of a
cable guard to separate
the flight control cables from the electrical
wiring on a

cabin-attendant console in the rear of this
type of plane.
The agency said its action was prompted
by reports of burnt
electrical wire cable caused by chafing of
the wire against flight
control cables.
The repair was intended to prevent chafing
of these wire cables,
which could result in a fire hazard or
damage to critical cables
controlling the rudder and rear stabilizer,
the FAA said.
The crashed Swissair plane was among
those covered by the
directive, but since all of those were in
foreign service, the
directive was not mandatory for them. The
FAA said it issued
the directive in case any of the planes were
purchased by U.S.
carriers. The cost of the repair was
estimated at about $1,600
per plane. McDonnell Douglas also sent
owners of the planes a
notice describing the needed repair.
Canadian authorities are in charge of the
crash inquiry, but on
hand to assist them is a team from the U.S.

National
Transportation Safety Board.
Leading that team is Greg Feith, who was
in charge of the
investigation into the May 1996 ValuJet
crash in the Florida
Everglades that killed 110 people. The
McDonnell Douglas
DC-9 plunged in flames.
The ValuJet crew was desperately trying to
return to Miami
when it went down in the swamp. The
Swissair crew first
thought of heading for Boston but things
deteriorated rapidly,
the airline said, so they tried unsuccessfully
for the smaller, but
closer, airport at Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Nervous about possible retaliation against
U.S. targets after
missile strikes on suspected terrorist
facilities in Afghanistan
and Sudan, the Clinton administration was
quick to discount the
likelihood of such a cause for the crash.
Attorney General Janet Reno said ``all
initial information
indicates that it was an accident.''

FBI Director Louis Freeh was more
noncommittal, telling a
Senate Judiciary subcommittee that his
agency is examining
passenger manifests from the plane.
``A lot of things are being done at the (New
York) airport to
secure what could be evidence or
information that is required to
make decisions,'' he said. ``We don't have
any indication at this
point what caused that tragedy.''
FBI spokesman Frank Scafidi said the
passenger manifests
could be important later if the FBI or other
U.S. authorities
formally get more involved. The FBI is not
searching the list
for anyone suspicious, he said.
The U.S. team of investigators includes
specialists in aircraft
operating systems and crew performance.
Also participating are
the Federal Aviation Administration and
specialists from the
Boeing Co. The MD-11 is an updated
version of the McDonnell
Douglas DC-10. McDonnell Douglas is
now part of Boeing.

Safety board officials stressed they are
there strictly to assist
Canadian authorities.

From: PAPCECST@aol.com
Date: Thu, 3 Sep 1998 19:47:00 EDT
To: jking1@mediaone.net
Cc: polytech@att.net, ywam@writeme.com,
GSDMED@aol.com, clittle@cari.net,
omega@omegainc.com, outside@gte.net, MGoldfein@beloDC.com,
webmaster@flight592.com, TOPGUNJPD@aol.com,
goldsmit@foxnews.com,
EdwBlock@aol.com, KPennington@webtv.net,
devans@phillips.com,
christine.negroni@turner.com, adcock@newsday.com,
myanes@warwick.net,
barry@corazon.com, jfarah@ibm.net,
BobDonaldson@Yahoo.com,
KEVIN.NUNN@LHT.DLH.DE
Mime-Version: 1.0
Subject: Flight #111 CRASH. Smoke in the Cockpit!
John et al,
I'm sending a proceedure that I have posted on my web site to
show how 'Swiss
air could have been saved if the pilot had known about this
proceedure.
FLIGHT 111 "Smoke in the Cockpit - CRASH!

It would appear that the flight crew was unfamiliar with this
proceedure. The
plane, a DC-10, was produced with 'KAPTON WIRING." This
A/C wiring is highly
explosive and dangerous! Any airplane produced with KAPTON
wiring, whether
old or new, is carrying a potentional 'Incendiary Bomb' onboard
waiting for
the right condition to ignite. All it takes is, for the 'insulating
material'
to be damaged/penetrated by environmental forces ie., vibration,
certain
liquids, moisture, rapid changes in temperature, routing stress on
certain
wire bundles, mis-handling etc., and you can have a very
dangerous 'electrical
fire.' This proceedure should be a fundamental requirement for
all flight
crews.
Smoke in the Cockpit Proceedure is one of the posts at my site:
http://members.aol.com/papcecst/
What every PILOT and FLIGHT ENGINEER should know for
FLIGHT SAFETY!
Most airplanes flying today have dangerous wire installations on
board their
aircraft. 737 and 757's that were built after 1992, that have BMS
13-60 wire,
are protected from having insulation electrical arc resistance
fires. BMS

13-60 wire has been qualified and tested specifically for
ELECTRICAL ARC
RESISTANCE which means that during an arc tracking fire, the
insulation of the
wire will NOT act as a fuel for the fire. Smoke should no longer
be a problem!
To quote Alex Taylor, Engineer in charge at Boeing for
developing
specifications for aircraft wire, We are the only airframe or
aerospace
manufacturing company that has developed a specification
for and qualified, lightweight, high performance, arc resistance,
composite
construction, general purpose airframe wire and cable. In
addition, we are
the first company in the aerospace industry to issue a wire and
cable
specification that uses SPC as the basis for assuring the quality of
the
product. BMS 13-60 is the standard to which the rest of the
industry will
aspire." To further quote Alex Taylor concerning our test
facilities, "We are
the beneficiary of the best ARC TRACKING
resistance test set-up in the industry." I know, because I
participated in the
development and testing of this wire and developing the test
laboratory.
If the pilot is flying any other type of aircraft, other than a late
1992
model 737, 757, he should be prepared to act in an emergency,

for an arc
tracking fire in the cockpit) as follows:
· 1. If the pilot starts experiencing smoke in the cockpit or in the
cabin, he
should immediately switch to EMERGENCY POWER
(BATTERY POWER). An arc tracking
fire will continue to travel along the wire bundle as long as there
is power
on one of the wires in the wire bundle. An arc tracking fire can
destroy
several wire bundles if the power is allowed to supply the fire
with
electrical energy!
EXAMPLE: FAA test document dated March 1995
"Electrical Short Circuit and
Current Overload Tests on Aircraft Wiring by Ms. Patricia Cahill,
page 1. "On
January 18, 1990, a US Air MD-80, en route to Cleveland from
Buffalo, was
forced to return to Buffalo when the cockpit filled with smoke
from overheated
electrical insulation. The left generator tripped off-line and the
captain
turned the right control switch to the "Off" position. He selected
emergency
power and initially was able to clear the smoke. The captain then
started the
auxiliary power unit (APU), and the cockpit again started to fill
with smoke.
The APU electrical power was then shut off and emergency
electrical power was

turned back on. The aircraft returned to Buffalo with no further
reports of
smoke." Did the FAA make these findings known to the pilots as
an alert
notice? If they didn't, why?
· 2. An emergency landing field should be selected and proceed
for an
emergency landing. Resetting a circuit breaker that has tripped
will only
compound an arc tracking fire particularly if smoke was detected.
EXAMPLE: US Air 757 flight from Phoenix to Pittsburgh
12/11/96 made an
emergency landing in Indiana. Passengers saw sparks, smoke and
fire coming
from underneath side panels. This was an arc tracking fire and
the pilot and
passengers were lucky they got to make an emergency landing.
(Only the
entertainment system wiring was involved in this arc tracking
condition.)
· 3. If the pilot experiences unusual changes in flight controls,
electronic
instruments, or other unusual indications, an arc tracking
condition maybe
taking place somewhere deep in the aircraft. Usually an arc
tracking condition
takes time to develop before the FLASH OVER-(SHORT
CIRCUIT.) The condition
produces spurious signals that can effect other instruments,
controls and

systems. DO NOT HESITATE to REPORT ANY UNUSUAL
FLYING CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
at the conclusion of the flight. An arc tracking condition may
have started
and needs immediate attention for the safety of future
passengers.
· 4. Pay attention to any circuit breakers that may have tripped
during the
flight. Be sure to report the circuit involved. It should be checked
by
maintenance for signs of ARCING! The older the airplane is, the
greater
chances of a possible arc tracking fire. An arc tracking fire can
generate
heat in excess of 2,000 degrees! It can generate other fires due to
the heat
of the fire and what materials are in the surrounding area
including fuel
fumes!
Patrick A. Price
9/3/98

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: September 4, 1998 3:18:28 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Swissair

Swissair 111 - Nova Scotia - BBC tonight reports "wiring fault"
had been
flagged up before the crash.

I know absolutely nothing about this, having been away for some
days. What
is the score? Was it an old 747?
Is this development of any significance to your own researches?
If it is, I
have a story I can sell to one of the dailies over here.
Regards
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 4, 1998 12:29:43 AM PDT
To: "Graeme Storey" <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>
Subject: Ace Reporter

Graeme Storey
The Editor

The Shetland News
Lerwick, Shetland, UK
Dear Graeme, 4 Sep 98

GS>Too often we see people who have focused on their enemies
and end up bitter and sad as a result. How much better to focus
on the good, beautiful, worthwhile things of life and be
contented, happy stable people ourselves.
That's me, I'm afraid. I spend much of my time trying to persuade
officials who don't like me to think a certain way and to do
certain things which they really, really, don't want to do. The only
reason I do it is because my life was saved in a sudden night
fiery fatal jet plane crash and I don't want it to happen again. And
it just did.
I read the piece by your daughter. That dome is the best movie
set for a James Bond movie ever made. My six year old has been
with me through this whole wiring/cargo door saga. Before she
could talk she would bring me AAIB 90/01 PA 103 UK report
and point out total plane, point to forward cargo door, and then
point to the pieces on the ground, including the famous nose on
side of hill shot. As she got older she would ask me as I was
typing on my computer to read her a story before she went to
sleep. I would say, "Sure sure, in a minute, just let me finish this
part, I'll meet you there." She would leave me to my typing. I
would type away, and then with a start, remember, rush to
bedroom and there she would be, sound asleep...with storybook
on pillow beside her. Dad let her down again. So, now, I force
myself away from fantasy land and into reality land whenever
she makes requests like that.

One of your photos brought back memories. The ship .jpg is
attached to confirm I can send digital photos to you clearly via
email. As a young enlisted man in the Navy I would sit in the
bow of a P2V-5 patrol aircraft as we did ship reconnaissance off
Florida. We did that during the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962
right into Havana Harbor. Every ship we picked up on radar
would be photographed and analyzed for compliance for missile
removal agreement. To get the right altitude for overhead shot of
open hatches we would need ship's length. To get ship length we
referred to Lloyds of London shipping reference book which had
name and length. To confirm identification of ship we would
always name the sequence of funnels, masts, and kingposts.
Every time I see a ship in profile, as I did with your photo, I
automatically classify the ship. Here's the one for your ship:
Mast, kingpost, mast, kingpost, funnel, mast. Group 1.
All that was done as we approached at 200 knots at 200 feet for
side view, then ID the ship, get length, figure altitude, climb,
circle and fly for overhead shot. Much fun and we did about
twenty ship every six hours.
We have photography in common which will come in handy
when we analyze the pictures of TWA 800.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800wreckageredpaint.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
For visual landmarks the red paint marks and the outward peeled
skin indicate outward explosion and support wiring/cargo door
expanation while refuting center tank as initial event. Can you
see the red paint marks and the outward peeled skin at midspan

latches? For sound landmark the sudden loud sound is the key.
All four aircraft have that feature.
http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
I would be delighted to give you the required accreditation, and
also accreditation for Chris Olsson. I have read some of your
incredibly detailed, thoughtful and meticulous work, and am very
impressed.
Well, thanks. Accuracy, accuracy, accuracy. Plus who, what,
where, when, why, how, and how much make good stories.
Please tell me the people I must contact to arrange for the
opening of any doors, and I will do it straight away.
Thanks. Why do I request press credentials? It's not love or
money, so must be power. I wish to have access to material made
public through the press media. An ordinary citizen is lower than
whale shit to officials. I do not expect to get entry into the court
or hall or even get to interview the principals, although I would
certainly ask. By being a member of the press I assume I would
be among those that at least have a passing knowledge of the
issues under discussion. I would learn.
What would the Shetland News expect in return? What kind of
stories would be approriate and of interest to your readers? My
suggestion would be to treat PA 103 as a mighty ship brought
down by natural forces and human errors, always a tragedy and
well understood by a seafaring people. I would compare the
Boeing 747 to the recent shipwrecks off your coast. What was
the evidence that showed hatches open or hull fractured that
allowed it to sink and then present PA 103 evidence to show the
same thing happened. The implications of the misdiagnosis of PA

103's demise are profound. Lockerbie may now receive more
compensation for having metal fall on them at night. There are
villains out there but not as many as had been thought. Peace
may break out.
Essentially, a press credential is for me to get into the stadium
even though most of the best seats are taken already. But that's
better than hanging outside hearing the crowd roar from inside.
My unique point of view is that I am a UK citizen as well as
USA. My father and mother came over when I was two in 1946.
My dad still goes nuts whenever I say 103 was not a bomb. He
really has faith in the infallibility of government. Since I worked
in government for 24 years, I don't. I could be Foreign
Correspondent, or Letter from California. It would be hard for
me to connect to the Shetlands though, since I've never been
there, but then I can read the Shetland News and just what
exactly is a 'Up-Helly-Aa's'? Sounds sexy to me.
The unique position of The Shetland News is Scotland and
Scotland is PA 103 and that's what it's all about. Lockerbie was
totally innocent. The passengers paid their nickel and took their
choice...and lost. Eleven in Lockerbie did not have a chance. So,
inquiries from a The Shetland News carry more weight than most
papers. At least, that's the theory.
There is not a lot of money to throw around, so if any costs are
likely I would need to know well in advance.
Well in advance I say, no money required, but thanks for
bringing it up. I pride myself on not accepting money for this...so
far. There is a man just starting a book on wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800 and PA 103; he may make some cash.
He offered to include me but not as author so I declined. I'm not

in it for the money, but that's what they all say, I bet. My wiring/
cargo door discovery is well documented back to 1990 for PA
103 and within days of TWA 800 event so credit is not an issue. I
want the wiring replaced and the cargo doors sealed on high time
Boeing 747s, that's all. No more hull ruptures in flight, as has
happened four times already, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and
TWA 800.
So, no money between us, but maybe secondary sales to BBC or
others, should the interest be there and you can swing a deal with
them. I would share in that. By the way, John Ware of Panorama
interviewed me for several hours by phone one cold morning.
Then he dropped it. I don't know why.
Please contact me direct and we can discuss what I can to to help
with this.
No help needed financially, thank you, but I do need help in
getting straightforward answers from unstraightforward public
officials to straightforward questions from me about a straight
forward cargo door that is now very crooked and in many pieces.
For starters with TWA 800:
1. Why the gray color on lower cargo door pieces? Is it soot? Or
more likely gray paint that matches soot color?
2. Are the red paint markings between the passenger windows
above forward cargo door on top of the white indicating transfer
or are they underneath indicating peeled white paint? Regardless,
what caused the unusual markings?
3. Why are the red paint markings where they shouldn't be and
why is the red paint missing from below the windows?
4. Is there overtravel impression damage on the hinge knuckles?
5. How many of the twenty cargo door latches have been

recovered and examined?
6. What is the status of the one recovered overpressure relief
door, open or closed?
7. Have the midspan latch pins been recovered and does the aft
pin show heat damage?
8. Have the two identical cargo door sills been recovered and do
both have all the lower eight latches latched and locked?
9. Why are the lower cargo door pieces not labeled and what are
the labels?
10. Why is port side forward of the wing so smooth and the
starboard, cargo door side so shattered outward?
For starters for PA 103:
1. What is the status of the midspan latches of the forward cargo
door?
2. Are there any pictures of the starboard side of PA 103
reconstruction?
3. What is the wreckage plot of debris and database of items
recovered?
4. Is engine breakdown report available?
I can happily even arrange such things as business cards etc for
you and Chris, if that would help .....
That would be cool. Let's wait on that.
The internet is of great interest to both of us. I look forward to
taking pictures with my digital Kodak DC-120, downloading
them to computer and sending them off with story to you. I'd like
to start as soon as possible.
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder. 1993
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
1966-1969
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours. 1962-1965
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours. 1989-1993
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
1967
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy. 1970-73
Reporter for Carmel Valley Sun. 1988
Master's Degree CSUF, Communicative Disorders. 1970-1974
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 3, 1998 4:54:07 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Congratulations!

Dear Jonathan,
Well, well, well, congratulations. Hmmm...Shetlanders having
their own MP.
in the Shetland branch weÕve always insisted on our right and
our duty to criticise the leadership
frankly when we think theyÕre going wrong. WeÕll
continue to do so when necessary.

I agree, it is a right and duty to correct that which you love. To be
indifferent or acquiesce is the wrong. I love airplanes, you love
the Shetlands.
I received an email from Mr. Storey which is very encouraging.
I'm drafting a reply now.
You have a full plate now, Jonathan.
Bye for now,
Barry

Press Release from
Shetland Labour Party
3rd September 1998
Shetland Labour Party last night [WED]
unanimously elected Jonathan Wills as its new chair, in place of
James Paton, whose career is taking him away from the islands.
Vice-chair Averil Simpson was returned unopposed
and treasurer Blair Bruce is to take on the duties of secretary as
well, after the departure for university of Keith Gray.
Dr Wills (51), married with four children, is a
journalist and wildlife guide who lives in the island of Bressay.
He has been involved in Labour politics since student days at
Edinburgh University and stood as Labour
candidate for Orkney and Shetland in the two general elections

of 1974.
More recently, he was turned down by Scottish
LabourÕs panel to select potential candidates for the Scottish
Parliament but says he still hopes to be adopted as LabourÕs
Shetland candidate next spring.
After the meeting, Dr Wills said: "ItÕs true our
local partyÕs had some disappointments and difficulties recently
but there was an encouraging turnout for the annual general
meeting tonight and morale is definitely improving.
WhoeverÕs selected as candidate, members will be working over
the next eight months towards a Labour victory in the
first ever election where - thanks to Donald Dewar
delivering his promise - Shetlanders will have our own MP
instead of sharing with Orkney.
"As loyal Labour Party members we support the
good things the GovernmentÕs doing - such as the Good Friday
Agreement, expanding nursery education, bringing
Dounreay under control at last, and starting to
tackle Third World debt - but in the Shetland branch weÕve
always insisted on our right and our duty to criticise the
leadership
frankly when we think theyÕre going wrong.
WeÕll continue to do so when necessary. I believe party
headquarters will come to respect this robust and independent
approach
to politics," Dr Wills said.
The meeting heard that the Shetland partyÕs
finances were in good shape for the coming campaign, and
agreed to send delegates to the special Scottish Labour Party

Conference in Glasgow on 19th September and to
the National Conference in Blackpool on the 27th.
There was a unanimous vote of thanks to James
Paton for his chairmanship and all the work he had put in as
Westminster parliamentary candidate last year. Mr Paton, a
former Labour Party worker in Strasbourg and
consultant on European affairs for Shetland Islands Council, is
bidding for the Labour nomination in the Highlands and
Islands European Parliament constituency.
From: "Graeme Storey" <editor@shetland-news.co.uk>
Date: September 3, 1998 3:11:46 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Subject: Lockerbie et al

Hi there
Jonathan Wills has forwarded me your request to represent The
Shetland News at the Lockerbie trial. As you are probably aware,
I am now editor and Managing Director of the newspaper, and
JW has asked me to contact you direct.
I would be delighted to give you the required accreditation, and
also accreditation for Chris Olsson. I have read some of your
incredibly detailed, thoughtful and meticulous work, and am very
impressed.
Please tell me the people I must contact to arrange for the
opening of any doors, and I will do it straight away. There is not
a lot of money to throw around, so if any costs are likely I would
need to know well in advance. Trouble is we (The Shetland
News) depend on the good favour of many contributors, and only

exceptional work or regularity of contribution gets hard cash.
Sorry to be so mercenary, but that's the bottom line.
Please contact me direct and we can discuss what I can to to help
with this.
I can happily even arrange such things as business cards etc for
you and Chris, if that would help .....
Cheers
Graeme Storey
(Editor)

-The Editor<editor@shetland-news.co.uk> Tel:- +44(0)
1595-696201
Lerwick, Shetland, UK
Fax:- +44(0)
1595-696897
The UK's first, Internet only news-magazine
Read 'The Shetland News' daily at http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 28, 1998 2:18:40 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Masterful similarities.

Dear Jonathan, since you said they were masterful, I repeated the
similairies.

Cheers,
Barry

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,

Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board

490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch

Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Dear Officials, 28 August 1998
Dr. Loeb of NTSB has recently commented on the importance of
matching similar number of incidents in a recent story about the
Comair icing crash:
"Perhaps most damning of all was an FAA engineer's memo from
1996 that noted the large number of incidents and suggested that
the EMB-120's minimum recommended speed while holding for
landing was too low.
"I have correspondence from the FAA that this is just one
engineer's opinion," said an exasperated Bernard Loeb, NTSB
director of aviation safety. The memo was marked draft and
appears to have only circulated to a few other FAA staff."
I offer three instances of matching similarities to TWA 800, an
accident under active investigation:
Pan Am 103 leads to TWA 800. The match is too complete to be
dismissed without discussion.

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
PA 103 and TWA 800 are the same above and both thought to be
bombs and one of them wasn't!
TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747

which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
PA103, TWA 800, and UAL 811 were all initially thought to be
bombs yet two of them were not!
And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR

loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
PA 103, TWA 800, UAL 811, and AI 182, all initially thought to
be bombs...and two of them were not!
If NTSB is going to blame FAA for not noticing a number of
similar incidents for the Comair accident, they leave themselves
wide open for criticism from FAA for ignoring the number of
similar accidents to TWA 800. I ask NTSB to avoid the same
criticism by noticing the similar accidents.
NTSB denials of wiring/cargo door explanation and refusing to
meet with me to discuss the explanation have been discussed in a
recent letter to me by my Congressman, the Honorable Sam Farr,
17th District, D-California. The letter can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/correspondence.html and http://
www.corazon.com/farr22.html as are all your letters to me placed
on the web.
My reply to Mr. Farr is enclosed.

I again request a meeting with NTSB or FAA officials to present
my evidence from official reports that indicate the forward cargo
door of TWA 800 opened in flight and the cargo door area should
be thoroughly investigated to rule in or rule out that event based
upon a number of similar accidents.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
Enclosure below:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Dear Congressman Farr,

28 August 1998

You are my elected representative in the finest political body on
the planet, the United States Congress to include the House of
Representatives. You wrote me a letter on 18 August 1998 which
I received today. It has caused me much thought.
I put your letter on my website at:
http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html leads to
http://www.corazon.com/farr22.html
Thank you for your reply to my request to arrange a meeting
between NTSB and me. Here is my thoughtful reply to your
quotes:
You state: "Although I recognize that you feel injured by recent
statements from the NTSB, it would not be profitable to continue
to seek a meeting for you with agency officials."
Reading that is like a steel stake through my heart. 'Profitable'? I
have spent thousands of dollars of my own money and years of
research and have yet to receive a penny from private or
government sources. I assume, Mr. Farr, you mean 'profitable' in
the figurative sense, not the financial sense.
Well, 'profitable' for a meeting with NTSB... Well, sir, I say it
would and you say it wouldn't. It would be pilot to pilot, aviation
talking to aviation about aviation. It would work. "Continue to
seek meeting"...well, only Senator McCain has asked NTSB to
meet with me and they rebuffed him. They may accede to your
request. Let's try it.
How else then to persuade the NTSB to take another look at the

forward cargo door area of TWA 800 if they ignore my emails
and refuse a face to face meeting in order to present my evidence
for discussion?
"Injured..." Well, just pride and I'm a big boy, I will get over it.
The injured is NTSB's reputation for neutrality by denigrating a
US citizen to a foreigner in official correspondence. I'm talking
evidence of red paint markings and missing latches and they are
talking slurs of 'peddling'. Why is that? What was the purpose of
that?
You write: "I have been glad to help you communicate with the
NTSB, but the agency's continued denial of your theory does not
provide any encouragement that further communications will be
worthwhile."
Give it a try, sir! You have power. To further communicate with
NTSB will be worthwhile to you. They do not ignore you as they
do me. They respond to you. Ask NTSB specific questions. I
suggest why the red paint markings between the passenger
windows above the cargo door exist, or where is the missing
80% of the door, how many forward cargo door latches have they
recovered, or why is door shattered outward.
NTSB and I disagree on very small points, about 50 seconds and
six thousand feet, and when door opened. We agree the center
tank exploded but NTSB says it happened 50 seconds earlier and
six thousand feet higher than when and where I say it happened. I
say door opened in flight; they say it opened after water impact.
We are so close, could you mediate our differences, Mr. Farr?
Would you attend the meeting between NTSB investigators and
me to resolve minor differences of time and distance in this
major investigation?

By the way, NTSB has given denials before regarding a forward
cargo door fatal accident, UAL 811, and corrected itself to its
credit. NTSB denied for a year that the forward cargo door of
UAL 811 was opened in flight by an electrical problem and
steadfastly proclaimed that improper latching did it...until they
recovered all of the door pieces and discovered it was chafed to
bare wire that caused it to open in flight, not improper latching.
NTSB then issued a new NTSB AAR, 92/02, to replace the
erroneous one, AAR 90/01. The benefit of NTSB admitting the
error of probable cause and correcting it is shown today by me
using that corrected AAR to match to TWA 800.
NTSB denials have a precedent of being wrong about forward
cargo doors on high time Boeing 747s that suffer a hull rupture
forward of the wing on the right side, just like TWA 800. Only
the evidence counts and it says forward cargo door opened in
flight. Even a FAA engineer agreed for a while with that
conclusion.
You wrote: "Although it is clear that you disagree with the
NTSB, I am not trained in any profession which would give me
the expert knowledge needed to evaluate your theory or NTSB's
arguments against it."
Don't denigrate your thinking abilities, Mr. Farr! You have all the
expert knowledge needed to evaluate my theory or NTSB's
arguments against it. Let me be the judge of your ability and I
judge you more than capable to judge my theory for TWA 800,
which is identical to NTSB's theory for UAL 811, wiring/cargo
door initial event.
May I please remind you of a question you asked of me during

my short presentation in our meeting, "What causes the door to
open?" you asked.
That is a great question. It got right to the core of the problem.
You understood exactly the problem of explosive decompression
blowing out big hole in side of airplane nose and the 300 knot
slipstream tearing nose off. That's basic physics and you already
understand all the principles of my wiring/cargo door
explanation.
I think the cause for door opening in flight for TWA 800 was bad
wiring, exactly like UAL 811, but it could have been something
else. That's why a thorough investigation into the cargo door area
is required.
Chafed wiring to bare metal was found in the cargo door area of
TWA 800, just like UAL 811. How many more smoking guns
need to go off?
Mr. Farr, stick with me on this, please. Can you arrange a
meeting with NTSB for all three of us? Will they consent to meet
with you, I dare ask? NTSB received the suggestion of Senator
McCain to meet with me and rejected it.
I assume you are following the local Monterey County Herald
series about the inability of public citizens to access public
information as required by California law. It's now a federal
problem. Not only do local and state officials deny access to
public records by members of the public, federal officials deny
access to themselves for discussion by the same public citizens.
Is this the government we have today? Secretive and unwilling to
talk to a reasonable, experienced, polite citizen pilot talking
about real evidence in a plane crash?

You approved my posting on my website of NTSB Exhibit 4A
which indicates you believe in a free exchange of ideas between
government and citizen with exceptions of national security.
TWA 800 is a civilian airliner in US airspace with no VIPs on
board during peacetime and not caused by a criminal act. How
open can it be?
For the record, it's been two years, hundreds of emails, thousands
of pages, dozens of photographs, many repeated over and over
again requests, and still no meeting with FAA or NTSB officials.
Why is that? My explanation is all factual and based on
precedent; there are no weird bombs or missiles or coverups in it.
And yet, no meeting. What is the big deal about meeting with a
citizen to talk about an airplane crash, you did it, sir.
Mr. Farr, you also told me in our meeting that 'you admired my
passion because you feel that is what made our country great.' Is
that true, or is my cynical self saying that's just political flattery?
Well, regardless, I got chill bumps, so it worked for me. I am a
Vietnam air combat veteran and my sense of duty and loyalty to
my country is strong. I seek no favors from officialdom, no
grants of government funds, no special dispensation for any
clients; I am a citizen who seeks to meet and talk and reason with
public officials about a matter of national interest under current
investigation.
I come to the government because I respect its power. I want my
government to be powerful. I also want it to be smart. To be
smart is to be open minded. I want it to be open minded.
Is open minded refusing to meet with me? Is NTSB open minded
on this, Mr. Farr?

To review your August 18 letter, Congressman, you say that a
meeting between NTSB and me would not be profitable;
communications from you to NTSB will not be worthwhile; and
you are not trained enough to understand me or NTSB.
Mr. Farr, I disagree on all three.
A meeting between NTSB and me would be profitable, it
depends on who I meet with.
Communication between you and NTSB will be worthwhile, it
depends on what you write.
You are way trained enough to understand my theory and NTSBs
arguments against it. You've shown that already.
You have never said you don't agree with me, only that others do.
Do you remember my pictures of that blown outward shattered
skin with bulges, paint markings and missing pieces of the
forward cargo door area of TWA 800? It was the first suspected
area by FAA and NTSB. It has failed before. It has very
suspicious paint markings. Well, my request for a meeting with
NTSB is to persuade them that that area deserves a second look.
Can you arrange that? Can you request that cargo door area
review yourself? Can I meet with you to further clarify my
theory if you are unclear on it?
Below are pictures on website to substantiate my text about
evidence.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800wreckageredpaint.html

The national interest in TWA 800 is about to turn international.
There will be a trial of the next century with terrorism as the
accused in the Pan Am 103 event.
And of course Pan Am 103 leads to TWA 800. The match is too
complete to be dismissed without discussion.
Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
PA 103 and TWA 800 are the same above and both thought to be

bombs and one of them wasn't!
TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
PA103, TWA 800, and UAL 811 were all initially thought to be
bombs yet two of them were not!
And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.

UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
PA 103, TWA 800, UAL 811, and AI 182, all initially thought to
be bombs...and two of them were not!
One of those still thought to be a bomb, AI 182, has an active
investigation going on with no resolution in sight. The other
suspected bombing is soon to be on trial with international
repercussions, PA 103. They both are linked by evidence to TWA
800, an accident still under active investigation. The four fatal
accidents match; I claim they have one common cause, the
NTSB cause for one of them, UAL 811, wiring/cargo door
explanation.

I ask you, sir, to become involved. Americans are intimately
involved in the upcoming international trial from the FBI, the
State Department, Boeing, to most of the victims, all Americans.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 28, 1998 9:50:51 AM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Freelance

That figures. The NTSB have still not replied to my request for
detailed
refutation of your material and for a meeting in DC in late
October/early
November. I must chase them up next week.
They replied before so it is unusual not to get a later reply. I'm

hitting hard on the red paint markings based on their sudden
refusal to reply to you about your query, not even the brushoff.
Loeb and Dickinson give interviews to BBC for TV, will not
meet with me, and now will not reply to you.

As for credentials at the trial in the Netherlands, I will have to
ask
Graeme Storey, the current editor of The Shetland News, but
Chris was our
rep at TWA 800 and did an excellent job so I can't see there will
be a
problem but we have no money (thanks to that stupid court case
which killed
off our advertising) so you'll have to find your own fares.
Agreed, I thought freelance implied all expenses paid by me. As
for fee for story, just spell my name right, J o h n S m i t h. The
selfish goal is not to inform the Shetlands of the American take
on the trial, although that would happen, it's not to get inside the
trial, probably impossible, but to put cloak on of respectability
when I ask questions and request to interview people. Plus I get
access to handout materials for the press. It's a ticket into a
stadium that's already crowded and best seats taken but it's better
than banging on the fence outside.
I can write a short piece now on the subject of Pan Am 103 from
American point of view. I was born in UK and living in America,
I'm Alistair Cooke! We can call it, "Letter from California."
I will talk to
Graeme next week about it when I get back from a trip which
starts this

afternoon.
Thanks.
The summary of coincidences is masterly.
Coincidences.....hmmmm, that's like OJ buying those Italian
shoes, very rare, which bloody footprints matched at scene of
crime, and was shoe size of OJ, and bloody gloves he had
bought, and a long knife he had bought, but coincidence!
Can you imagine four ship sinkings/fatal accidents with that
many similarities and having four different explanations? And
one made it back to port and found opened hatches as cause?
Those similarities are not proof, they are enough to say, let's
thorougly investigate the area of damage to rule in or rule out.
Not replying to a credentialed reporter about a specific item of
evidence that can be checked in a minute is proof area is not
thoroughly investigated.
Do you have any higher horsepower to get them to respond?
Even to acknowledge the red paint markings would be
something, an advance. To declare the obvious is considered an
advance....what a state of fear they must be in.
You should send the updated material to Tam Dalyell MP, House
of Commons,
London SW1A 0AA, who may know how to contact the defence.
I don't. Or, I
suppose, you could ask at the nearest Libyan consulate. On the
other hand,
perhaps you should send all your material to the Lord Advocate,
Parliament

House, High Street, Edinburgh EH1
Thanks, will do. I've decided at this time to not contact any
Libyans directly. But, Mr. Dalyell and Lord Advocate sound
much better anyway. All I want to is to talk to some aviation
expert that knows about pressurized hulls and not someone who
knows about drug routes and rogue CIA agents.
"I keep six honest serving men
(They taught me all I knew):
"Their Names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who."
Key word, 'honest.'
Sanctions are to be lifted when Libya turns over suspects,
suspended until conclusion of trial. So, Libya may turn over
suspects tomorrow or very soon. Then US has motive to speed
trial up and Libya to slow it down.
The two key players must testify, FBI Thurman who 'found' piece
of plastic, and Gaddafi who 'ordered' bombing. Both are
problems. US will be faced with sending citizen to Netherlands
and head of state hates to be interrogated. But big issues.
Cheers,
Barry

Libya calls for talks on Lockerbie trial
TUNI

S, Tunisia
(Reute
rs) - The Libyan
gover
nment on Friday
called
on the United
States,
Britain and the
Nether
lands to enter into
negoti
ations on judicial
proced
ures for the trial
in the
Netherlands of
two
Libyan suspects in
the
Lockerbie bombing.
Libya'
s Foreign Ministry, in a strongly critical
comm
ent on a U.N. Security Council resolution
adopte
d on Thursday backing the U.S.-British plan
for the
trial, said it was not committed by the
agree
ment between Britain and the Netherlands
attach

ed to the resolution.
"We
call on the concerned parties, the United States,
Britai
n and the Netherlands, to negotiate with it
(Libya
) as soon as possible about the (judicial)
arrang
ements....," the ministry said in a statement
read
on Libyan state-run television monitored in
Tunis.
The
United States has said that the Lockerbie trial
plan is
not negotiable.
"Whil
e the Jamahiriyah (Libya) announces it accepts
what
came in the resolution on the trial of the two
suspec
ts in Holland...(it calls) for negotiations on the
arrang
ements and the necessary guarantees for the
two
suspects, directly or through the U.N.
secret
ary-general or any other party agreed on," the
statem
ent said.

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: August 28, 1998 1:19:21 AM PDT
To: MASONTO@NTSB.gov
Subject: Re: NTSB Comments Re: Barry J. Smith

This message discovered today in a 'pending' file is being re-sent
in case
it did not reach you earlier.
Please confirm receipt.
Regards
Jonathan Wills

Dear Mr Towana, on behalf of Mr Goelz,
Many thanks for your letter. I have interspersed my (*asterisked)
comments
in the following copy of your text and have taken the liberty of
copying
this correspondence to others.
Please understand that I am not a protagonist of Mr Smith's
theory. I
merely think that you and the other authorities have not
conclusively shown
it to be impossible. With respect, it is not sufficient to refer me
to
assurances by experts. I stopped falling for that one more than 20

years
ago. By asking me to do this you are being patronising, although
you
probably do not realise it. Expert they may be but their
assurances cannot
be accepted by any respectable journalist without seeing the
detailed
reasoning behind their conclusions. This involves them taking us
lay people
into their confidence and explaining to us, in intricate forensic
detail,
the arguments for and against the interpretation of each piece of
evidence.
If it is too technical for us to understand, then it may well be a
useful
exercise for your experts to translate the officialese and jargon
into
plain English. If Mr Smith's 50 points are wrong, why not tell us
in detail
exactly how they are wrong?
Rudyard Kipling is not a hero in the US, nor over here these
days, because
of his associations with a racist imperialism which we all now
deplore, but
he did say something interesting. It went like this:
"I keep six honest serving men
(They taught me all I knew):
"Their Names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who."
That's all we are asking for, Mr Goelz: What? Why? When?

How? Where? Who?
Stick to that and you and I can't go far wrong. I hope you will not
think
me patronising.
I look forward to receiving the NTSB's detailed response to Mr
Smith's no
doubt irritating and persistent questions and will try to delay the
article
I have in prospect until I do. I would also welcome your response
to Mr
Chris Olsson's latest comments, which I presume you will have
seen. If not,
please let me know and I will forward them to you.
I have to be in Newfoundland on business in late October and
would be happy
to re-route via New York or Washington DC at my own expense,
there to meet
with your officials to discuss this further and, if thought
convenient and
appropriate, to consult original documentation. Please let me
know your
response to this proposal.
With thanks for your time and attention,
Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 29/07/98, at 15:29, Mason Towanna wrote [on behalf of Peter
Goelz]:

[Copy with J.Wills' responses asterisked*]

July 29, 1998

Mr. Jonathan Wills
Editor
Shetland News Agency
Jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Dear Mr. Wills:
"The National Transportation Safety Board and apparently
numerous others
have been receiving communications from Mr. Smith for about 2
years.
* Is this a problem for you? I mean, to receive
communications from
people? Do you not welcome the interest of a person who,
however
irritating he may be to you, appears to have some professional
knowledge of
the technical details and has repeatedly declared his interest
in factual

rather than speculative inquiry? If it is not a problem for you,
why
mention it? Or do you have a corporate policy to denigrate
persistent
correspondents? Many organisations do, but I thought NTSB
might be
different, in view of the obvious public safety aspects of your
work.
"The Safety Board has considered Mr. Smith‚s theory and has
found no
evidence to support it.
* Please may I see your detailed, point-by-point reasoning in
reply to
(for the sake of convenience) the 50 points he has
recently
published in
summary of his arguments?
"We have responded to Mr. Smith on a number of occasions
outlining to him
our findings.
* I do not doubt it. However, Mr Smith says you have not
satisfied him on
a number of points. He may be right or he may be
wrong but
as a reporter I
would like to know what is your response to his reactions to your
refutations. Or do you intend just to say that your experts are
right and
he is wrong? If so, please let me know. If you are not willing to
get into
detailed discussion, fair enough. But the public may well draw

adverse
inferences from what might appear to be an absence of
candour on your
part, and may even entertain conspiracy theories which you, and
probably I,
might find unwelcome and
unpleasant. But conspiracy
theorists are a
natural consequence of a lack of candour, as I'm sure you already
know.

"Mr. Smith has not accepted our findings and has taken his
theory, an
electrical failure ...
*As I understand it, the suggestion is that wear and tear on
wiring,
coupled with the formation of condensation, caused the
alleged
short-circuit which allegedly opened the door in flight. That is
not
exactly an 'electrical failure' but more like faulty design/
materials
specification and/or lack of preventative maintenance. Your use
of the
phrase makes me wonder if you have in fact had time to read
the details of
what Mr Smith is actually saying. I agree that it can very, very
tiresome
to wade through all his technical detail but you, at least, have
the
consolation of being paid for it. I have not so far earned a penny
from the

time I have spent on this story and may never do so. So
consider yourself
fortunate in that respect, at least.
"...that results in the separation of the of the forward cargo door,
and
repeatedly tried to peddle it as the answer to the TWA tragedy.
* Might I suggest that the use of the word 'peddle' is
inappropriate and
pejorative? Peddling involves sale and as far as I am aware there
is not
the slightest evidence that Mr Smith has tried to sell his
information to
anyone. I suspect that in fact this whole exercise has cost him
rather a
lot of money. In Scots Law the imputation that one is peddling
something
when one is not might well be actionable, but I have no
knowledge of US
statutes or case law on this.
"The Safety Board is well aware of past cargo door failures in
transport
category aircraft and we did examine early in the investigative
process the
possibility of such a failure on flight 800. The physical evidence
simply
does not support Mr. Smith‚s theory.
*Could you please provide me with the detailed reports
(verbatim) of all
your and the FBI's investigations into this possibility?
Did

they deal
with Mr Smith's points about the midspan latches, the absence of
sooting on
the forward section, the red paint marks, or the debris impacts
on No. 3
engine and the right horizontal stabiliser, for example? Please
share all
your
information with me.
"Mr. Smith‚s style and persistence does not mask the
fundamental flaw in
his approach. He apparently embarked on his quest with his
conclusion
firmly locked in place and unfortunately no amount of factual
evidence will
dissuade him.
*I would respectfully suggest that Mr Smith's style is
irrelevant and his
persistence may well be justifiable and admirable.
After
lengthy
correspondence with him, I personally do not believe that he has
a
conclusion locked in place. If I did, I would not have taken this
matter
up. He has, after all, repeatedly invited detailed rebuttal of his
theory.
What appears to be missing, to my layman's eye, is precisely
that factual
evidence which refutes his ideas, line by line, rivet by rivet, paint
smear
by paint smear. You may have produced this evidence elsewhere.
I have not

seen it if you have. It may be lying unpublished in the
NTSB's files. If
it is, why not publish it? Or is there still some legal consideration
preventing full disclosure of all the evidence?
Please forgive
my
ignorance of US law enforcement agencies' investigative
procedures and
evidential rules.

"Let me reiterate, our investigative team believes that Mr. Smith
is wrong.

*I have grasped that now. But, let me also reiterate: why,
exactly?
"There is no evidence of a cargo door failure on flight 800.
*But what do you say in detail to Mr Smith‚s arguments that
there is
precisely such evidence, and a great deal of it?
"There is evidence that a fuel air explosion took place in the
heated,
almost empty center wing tank causing the structural failure of
the
aircraft. The investigation is continuing in an effort to determine
the
source of ignition.
*But what do you say to Mr Smith's detailed points against
the CWT

explosion as the primary cause? And have you found any bare
wires in the
CWT? Is he right in saying that there were no bare wires there
but there
were bare wires in the forward cargo bay?
"Due to the press of this and other responsibilities, it is unlikely
that
the Safety Board will be able to respond to Mr. Smith‚s inquiries
in
depth.
*In that case I fear that more or less well-informed
speculation and
freelance investigation are likely to continue unabated. What
you seem to
be saying is: 'John Barry Smith is wrong because we say so and
we don't
have the time/can't be bothered
to say why.' As a British
journalist I am
well used to such responses from our own arrogant, secretive and
overbearing state bureaucracy but I am surprised to find such a
position
being taken by a body which I had always imagined to uphold
the best
republican principles of impartial and open public service.
*I hope the NTSB can see its way to do better than this.

"Sincerely,
"Peter Goelz

Managing Director
*Yours equally sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: August 28, 1998 1:19:19 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: 103 trial

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********

On 27/08/98, at 12:50, John Barry Smith wrote:
[snipped]
Wiring/cargo door defense must be presented to the defense for
consideration. I don't know how to get it to them.
You should send the updated material to Tam Dalyell MP, House
of Commons,
London SW1A 0AA, who may know how to contact the defence.
I don't. Or, I
suppose, you could ask at the nearest Libyan consulate. On the
other hand,
perhaps you should send all your material to the Lord Advocate,
Parliament
House, High Street, Edinburgh EH1.
See also my reply to your other message today.
Cheers
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: August 28, 1998 1:19:18 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Two things

That figures. The NTSB have still not replied to my request for
detailed
refutation of your material and for a meeting in DC in late
October/early
November. I must chase them up next week.
As for credentials at the trial in the Netherlands, I will have to
ask
Graeme Storey, the current editor of The Shetland News, but
Chris was our
rep at TWA 800 and did an excellent job so I can't see there will
be a
problem but we have no money (thanks to that stupid court case
which killed
off our advertising) so you'll have to find your own fares. I will
talk to
Graeme next week about it when I get back from a trip which
starts this
afternoon.
The summary of coincidences is masterly.
Cheers

Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: August 28, 1998 1:19:17 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Blank sheet of paper filled.

SNAP!
TA
JWGW
DABS 11:55 07/03/98 SHETLAND NEWS
from Jonathan Wills in Perth
Members of the new Scottish Parliament may have to be
fingerprinted before
they vote electronically, according to a computer expert.

Robert Beattie of IBM told a fringe meeting at the Scottish
Labour
Conference that new technology could make the new parliament
much more
efficient than its counterpart in Westminster. Each MSP would
have a laptop
computer with access to e-mail, the Internet and huge online
research
libraries.
MSPs would not need to go through lobbies to vote, he said, but
could just
press a button. They did not even need to be in the parliament
building.
But there had to be security checks to make sure that only elected
members
voted.
One of the electronic recognition systems being considered was
automatic
scanning of fingerprints, he said.
Elsewhere on the conference fringe, Foreign Secretary Robin
Cook said it
was ridiculous that 'in the age of the binary computer we're still
voting
by the principle of the sheepfold'.
Mr Beattie joked that the technology existed for holograms to
stand in for
MSPs in the debating chamber while they got on with
constituency business

at home.
'At least there would be no danger of fisticuffs.' he said.
Chairing the meeting with IBM and BT in the Perth Leisure
Pool, Douglas
Alexander, MP for Paisley South, said: 'I've been called a clone
but never
a hologram.'
ENDS

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 27/08/98, at 23:27, John Barry Smith wrote:
From Scotsman: Let's fill the blank piece of paper.
Cheers,
Barry

Assembly code
A specialist panel was set up this year to advise on the Scottish
parliament's use of information and communication technologies.
[SNIPPED]

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>

Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 27, 1998 11:28:43 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Blank sheet of paper filled.

From Scotsman: Let's fill the blank piece of paper.
Cheers,
Barry

Assembly code
A specialist panel was set up this year to advise on the Scottish
parliament's use of information and communication technologies.
Announcing the 14-strong panel, with members drawn from
industry, academia, government and the civil service, Henry
McLeish, the Minister for Devolution, said there were exciting
opportunities just waiting to be grasped.
"The new Scottish parliament has a unique opportunity to be at
the forefront of information and communication technologies

from the beginning," he said. "MSPs, their staff and the staff of
the
parliament itself must have the tools they need to do their job as
efficiently and effectively and new technology will allow them to
do this. In addition, the parliament must be as accessible as
possible. By using new technology, information about the
parliament, about MSPs and about the parliament's business can
be made available very quickly throughout Scotland and indeed
throughout the world."
The remit of the specialist panel is to recommend how
technology may: promote internal efficiency and innovative ways
of working; provide information about its proceedings and its
work to the
widest possible audience in the most accessible way; make it as
easy as possible for the parliament and individual MSPs to
exchange information with external organisations and the public
and
encourage democratic participation and involvement
No-one knows what the panel will recommend. It is not due to
report to the all-party Consultative Steering Group, which
advises on every aspect of the parliament's inner workings, until
October.
However, it is known that the panel has been asked to draw upon
a report produced last summer by the Advisory Committee on
Telematics for the Scottish Parliament.
That report, commissioned by the John Wheatley Centre - now
the Centre for Scottish Public Policy - recommended the
establishing of a Scottish parliamentary website and a dedicated,
digitally-delivered free TV channel to allow public access to
(and interactivity with) each MSP.

Greater openness was to be promoted through "electronic
surgeries" and "electronic town meetings", while public access
terminals and communication sites should be situated in post
offices and
libraries.
Perhaps most importantly, however, was the core belief that "the
Scottish parliament must be a 'champion' for the development of
on-line public communication sites and dedicated information
kiosks. Universal access must be granted to citizens as
consumers of public services."
The report continued: "The Scottish parliament should
experiment early with citizens' panels, citizens' inquiries and
deliberative polling groups, in each of which new technology and
conventional
communications can be used. The task is to develop the
participative potential of telematics without creating or
privileging a technological elite."
Thus the Scottish parliament is to lead from the front. If, as
suggested, the purpose-built parliament to be erected at Holyrood
does sport upturned boat structures reminiscent of Scotland's
pelagic
past, they will most likely shelter an IT infrastructure superior to
anything seen in the rest of the world.
Robert Beattie, chair of the Telematics Advisory Committee
which produced the report, was instrumental in formulating
many of those proposals. Now on the specialist IT panel, Beattie,
who is
the community investment manager with IBM Scotland, knows

more than most about which proposals are likely to become
reality once the parliament finally sits at Holyrood, around 2001.
"We have a blank sheet of paper," says Beattie. "We don't have
anybody who is still alive from the last parliament, so we have to
apply common sense.
"With the first phase, we'll see the introduction of standard
business applications: MSPs will have a laptop, with desktop
machines for their staff with a standard word processor and
spreadsheet.
Backing that up would be a database. That would allow them to
see to the running order of the parliament, all the business
processes."

Assembly code
Once the basics are in place, Beattie says the way will be open
for the introduction of "more interesting applications". He says,
for example, that politicians from the more remote areas of
Scotland
could save on travelling by video-conferencing, or even by
sending a virtual image of themselves to present their points for
them.
"An MSP from Stornoway in the Western Isles could use a
hologram in the debating chamber in Edinburgh," says Beattie.
"It saves fisticuffs being harmful."
He adds: "In fact, we don't really need a parliament building at
all. That's not going to happen, but with things like electronic

voting being much more secure now, it's a major step forward.
The
parliamentary process is exercising a public face of technology
that wouldn't have been seen five years ago."
Beattie says the implementation of technology may bring
politics into vogue by involving the public in the whole process.
"Democratic participation is the big issue, particularly how the
parliament engages with the Scottish people," he says. "If you
look at the democratic process, the public vote gets less and less
because they don't think they can change anything. So we might
use citizens' juries - take a topic and take a randomly selected
group of people to debate this topic.
"If we listen carefully to what people are saying, we listen to the
voice of people who will be voicing their particular fears. We
now know the bits of information to concentrate on to help them
feel
more secure about it. Equally, we can say to politicians, 'Are you
willing to change your views based on what the public are
saying?'

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 27, 1998 11:20:31 PM PDT
To: luma.kativ-bbc.co.uk
Subject: 103 is a hot story, it matches others

Dear Mr. John Ware,
17 Aug 98
Pan Am 103 is a hot story and gets hotter. The thinking will
eventually track to similar events for comparison. Here's some:

PA 103, TWA 800, Air India 182, UAL 811.
103 and 800:
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture foward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflght damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
Two thought to be bombs, and in one of them, it wasn't!
and 800 leads to 811.
aged
high flight time
early model Boeing 747

which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt
data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
103, 800, 811 all initially thought to be bombs..and two of them
were not!
And 811 leads to 182.
811 and 182:
103 and 800
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747

suffers hull rupture foward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflght damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
103, 800, 811, and 182, all initally thought to be bombs...and two
of them were not!
And today, one of them, which is still thought to be a bomb, goes
on trial with international attention. Mr. Ware, you understand
the connection of the four. Why did you drop the wiring/cargo
door story? Only evidence can rebut. Mine is above and below.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800wreckageredpaint.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy navigator, RA 5C 650 hours.

US Navy patrol crewman, P2V5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA 5C.
phone 831 659 3552
From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: August 27, 1998 11:06:00 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: 103 hot story, similar to 800

Greetings Barry-Thanks for your continued correspondence. I
have been
saving everything, but have not had time to do anything with it.
My
mother's ongoing illness is dominating much of my time, so I'm
not really
developing any special stories or projects right now. As
previously
mentioned, I did refer your theories and concerns to Russ Young
at Boeing.
As you well know, they and NTSB dismiss them. However, that
does not mean
I have dropped the story. Time permitting, I will begin further
digging and
exploration. In the meantime, keep in touch and I'll write soon.
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith
To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: 103 hot story, similar to 800
Date: Thursday, August 27, 1998 8:39PM

Dear Josh, 103 is hot story and you interview with me fits
because of
similarity to TWA 800.
103 leads to TWA 800. The match is too complete to be
dismissed without
discussion.
103 and 800:
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture foward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflght damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
And in one of them, it wasn't!
Still trying to get heard.

Cheers,
Barry
and 800 leads to 811.
(1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4)
which took off
in no sun (5) running late (6) and shortly after takeoff (7)
experienced a
sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold which left a (8)
short (9)
sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
(12) abrupt
(13) data loss to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object
damage to
starboard engines #3 (16) more severe inflight damage on
starboard side,
(17) nine never recovered bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward
cargo door
area on starboard side, (19) rupture at forward cargo door at aft
midspan
latch, (20) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (21)
vertical
fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo
door, and
(22) destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a
bomb.
103, 800, 811 all initially thought to be bombs..and two of them
were not!
And 811 leads to 182.

811 and 182:
103 and 800
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture foward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflght damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
103, 800, 811, and 182, all initally thought to be bombs...and two
of them
were not!

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 27, 1998 8:39:10 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: 103 hot story, similar to 800

Dear Josh, 103 is hot story and you interview with me fits
because of similarity to TWA 800.
103 leads to TWA 800. The match is too complete to be
dismissed without discussion.
103 and 800:
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture foward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflght damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door

bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
And in one of them, it wasn't!
Still trying to get heard.
Cheers,
Barry
and 800 leads to 811.
(1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4)
which took off in no sun (5) running late (6) and shortly after
takeoff (7) experienced a sudden initial event in the forward
cargo hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound
on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) data loss to the
flight data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard
engines #3 (16) more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
(17) nine never recovered bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward
cargo door area on starboard side, (19) rupture at forward cargo
door at aft midspan latch, (20) outward peeled skin on upper
forward fuselage, (21) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the
wing and aft of forward cargo door, and (22) destruction initially
thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
103, 800, 811 all initially thought to be bombs..and two of them
were not!
And 811 leads to 182.
811 and 182:
103 and 800

high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture foward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflght damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
103, 800, 811, and 182, all initally thought to be bombs...and two
of them were not!
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 27, 1998 8:35:26 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Two things

Two things, Jonathan,
First, NTSB and FAA know who you are and that you know me
because I have quoted from NTSB replies to you in my letters to
NTSB and FAA. They may not reply to you because that would
be like replying to me. Sorry. Is there a workaround?

My congressman replied to my request for apology for NTSB
saying I was trying to 'peddle' my wiring/cargo door explanation
as said in your reply from NTSB. http://www.corazon.com/
correspondence.html
http://www.corazon.com/farr22.html
He says he knows I've been 'injured' by that. I'm OK, I'll get over
it....just give me some time alone to nurse my dreadfully hurt
feelings...in a dark room....
Second: Can I be a freelance credentialed reporter from the USA
to represent The Shetland News in the Netherlands during the
trial of PA 103? An opinion from an American about 103 would
give balance to the Libyan angle, the Scot angle, and the British
angle. The creential is important, as I learned in Baltimore.
May I nominate Chris Olsson for the Scot angle? Who knows
more about 103, more about the case, more about Scots law,
more about the locations and victims, more about airplanes, more
about the internet, and who can write like riding a bicycle?
I call it gearing up the the Trial of the Next Century. It will be the
first internet trial of an international level. And you are there in
the front row, Jonathan.
And of course 103 leads to TWA 800. The match is too complete
to be dismissed without discussion.
103 and 800
high time
early model
poly x wired

Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture foward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflght damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
And in one of them, it wasn't!
and 800 leads to 811.
811 and 800:
(1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4)
which took off in no sun (5) running late (6) and shortly after
takeoff (7) experienced a sudden initial event in the forward
cargo hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound
on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) data loss to the
flight data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard
engines #3 (15) poly x wired (16) more severe inflight damage
on starboard side, (17) nine never recovered bodies, (18) torn off
skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side, (19) rupture at

forward cargo door at aft midspan latch, (20) outward peeled
skin on upper forward fuselage, (21) vertical fuselage tear lines
forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, and (22)
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
103, 800, 811 all initially thought to be bombs..and two of them
were not!
And 811 leads to 182.
811 and 182:
103 and 800
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture foward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflght damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

103, 800, 811, and 182, all initally thought to be bombs...and two
of them were not!
I say all four not bombs.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 27, 1998 12:50:56 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: 103 trial

Dear Jonathan, once again fate has put Scotland on the frontline
of attention. The Scottish legal system will be scrutinized,
particularly the 'not proven' verdict. One which I predict the three
judges will hand out.
Wiring/cargo door defense must be presented to the defense for
consideration. I don't know how to get it to them.
I know the accused didn't do it, nobody did. I work from that
assumption. Everyone else works from the assumption that the
dirty bastards better not get away with it on a technicality.
I would also defend the Sikh terrorists of AI 182 and the US
Navy for TWA 800.
But, very interesting times ahead. Let's see if the evidence of red
paint markings gets a chance to speak for itself.
By the way, new picture at http://www.corazon.com/

TWA800wreckageredpaint.html
Also note RF 18C is red tagged which means red zone which
means blew out first and 18C is right above cargo door, the
middle of which is still missing.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 18, 1998 5:54:05 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Re: Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Everywhere I look it's Newfoundland. Yesterday a story of
woman being killed by sled dogs there. Last night fantastic show
on TV about the Transatlantic cable ending in St. Johns. Amazing
history. That cable story is heroic....and now forgotten. Cyrus
Field and his five attempts.
From wire and morse code to fiber optic and 600000 voice calls
in 130 years. Well, from American revolution to connected by
cable to Britain in 75 years is more amazing. The Great Eastern
ship is a movie in itself. 200 sailors to raise the anchor.
I see the spread of the telegraph and the spread of the internet as
the same. Fast, explosive, controversial, profitable, and exciting.
And unstoppable.
Cheers,

Barry
Ahab

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: August 18, 1998 2:51:08 PM PDT
To: MASONTO@NTSB.gov

Dear Mr Towanna,
I wonder if I could just check that you received my letter of 12th
August
and, if so, when I may expect a reply. I have a busy research
schedule in
DC and would like to firm up a meeting with an NTSB
representative for
October 29 or November 2, if this is possible and convenient.
Regards
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetland-

news.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: August 18, 1998 2:44:31 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Newfoundland

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 12/08/98, at 16:51, John Barry Smith wrote:
[snipped] >
By the way, destination weather in Newfoundland and NY is the
big worry
for
you, if IFR, try to cancel. Then choose a reputable carrier with
new
planes
and I'm sure it will be a safe satisfactory flight. Even 747-400s
would be
OK, but not 747 -100 or -200 series.
Cheers,
Barry

It's OK - it's an Air Canada 767.

No reply yet from NTSB to my request for a meeting in DC. Nor
will there
be, I suspect.
WX here continues appalling.
Am going out (on foot) to drown my sorrows.
Cheers
Ahab
his mark
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 15, 1998 1:54:08 AM PDT
To: ezehr@capaccess.org
Subject: Another alternate TWA 800 explanation

Dear Mr. Edward Zehr,

www.corazon.com has a reasonable mechanical explanation with
precedent for TWA 800 which is not missile nor center tank as
initial event, inadvertent rupture of forward cargo door in flight.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 13, 1998 10:49:03 AM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Re: Newfoundland

In haste to go whale-watching again - a nice foggy, calm
morning for it.

They go right by Monterey on migration. The spouts give them
away In my FAA Part 135 charter operation I flew clients on
whale watching overflights up and down the coast. We would get
to about 1000 feet above and orbit for a while. They were like
green submarines with the calves smaller. They have also
watching Orca separating the calves from mothers and then
killing the calves.
Newfoundland was always foggy and cold. I remember our flight
crew, if particularly hung over and did not want to bounce
around the sky for 13 hours on patrol would call out, "Here
foggy, here foggy' for wx to go below minimums. We usually got
our wish.
Cheers,

Barry
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: August 13, 1998 1:14:33 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Newfoundland

I wrote and you wrote...
[snipped]
The implications of that are so
appalling for them, i.e. Boeing, FAA, NTSB, the US and UK
Govts, the UN,
etc - that they really must want the normal forensic rules to be
suspended.
It doesn't make them bad people. Just scared and bewildered.
And not
wanting to repay the Libyans all that dough.
What dough?

All the billions it has cost to impose and maintain sanctions on a
country
that may not have been the villain of this piece after all. And the
reparations for the bombing raid on Tripoli. And the lost
revenues from
having international flights to Libya banned all these years. And
the rest.
I am flying Air Canada from Glasgow to Toronto and then Air

Nova Toronto-St
John's. Will certainly check it's not a 100 or 200 series Jumbo.
In haste to go whale-watching again - a nice foggy, calm
morning for it.
Global warming? Not here, pal!
Cheers
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 12, 1998 4:51:55 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Newfoundland

Dear Barry,
Many thanks for the kind invitation. I'd love to but this trip only
goes as

far west as DC, thanks to constraints of time and money. It's
mainly a
visit to Newfoundland to give two lectures about the oil industry
at one of
these conferences.

Ah, Newfoundland. What found memories I have of Argentia
Newfoundland in the summer of 1962. I was an 18 year old
electronic tech flying in P2V doing sub and iceberg patrols out of
US Navy base there. What fun. Newfoundland has to be one of
the harshest places on the planet to live. I respect those that do.

. I may have to go to LA again in
the spring and if so I'll certainly be heading your way.
Great. If driving and going up Highway 1, be careful. My wife is
a nurse in ortho ward and gets UK and Australia tourists every
year that drive off cliff going wrong way. Last week a 13 year
old girl from Wales died that way. You probably get the same
thing, so sad. Correct side to drive on is the middle with no one
on left or right.

This latest stuff of yours is brilliant. How the hell can they refuse
to
answer straight factual questions like these?
I've asked myself that over and over again. No coverup because
it's too broad from FAA to NTSB to Boeing, all refuse to talk to
me or answer reasonable fact based questions. But you have the

power.

I am more and more convinced
that they want any verdict except one that says maybe Lockerbie
wasn't a
bomb and maybe we should re-examine it.
I know, it all comes back to PA 103. And it's only because
hindsight and the deaths of 230 more people that it is even
considered at all. Let sleeping dogs lie is their policy I'm afraid.
But not for me. Wake 'em up!
The implications of that are so
appalling for them, i.e. Boeing, FAA, NTSB, the US and UK
Govts, the UN,
etc - that they really must want the normal forensic rules to be
suspended.
It doesn't make them bad people. Just scared and bewildered.
And not
wanting to repay the Libyans all that dough.
What dough?
This is why I do not believe
they really want a trial of the two Libyan suspects. Any decent
defence
lawyer would wipe the floor with their evidence.
Right, so it's calling bluff time.
But you probably are persistent and a tad obsessive. I've often

been called
that myself. It's a compliment.
Right, when did obsession become a dirty word?
Big picture, it's not a dangerous to fly out there from people
enemies as public thinks, but more dangerous from machine
failures. But one is fixable and the other isn't. I would like to
think that when wiring/cargo door explanation is confirmed and
problems fixed that the fun of flying will come back for many
and stop this checking in three hours before and suspicions of
one's flying passengers.
By the way, destination weather in Newfoundland and NY is the
big worry for you, if IFR, try to cancel. Then choose a reputable
carrier with new planes and I'm sure it will be a safe satisfactory
flight. Even 747-400s would be OK, but not 747 -100 or -200
series.
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: August 12, 1998 3:19:11 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Make it to California, stay here.

Dear Barry,
Many thanks for the kind invitation. I'd love to but this trip only
goes as
far west as DC, thanks to constraints of time and money. It's

mainly a
visit to Newfoundland to give two lectures about the oil industry
at one of
these conferences. I also have to try to see a National Geographic
editor
about a project I have been working on for some time, hence the
trip to DC.
But mainly, of course, I want to see whoever's playing at Blues
Alley in
Georgetown, being a bit of a jazz addict. I may have to go to LA
again in
the spring and if so I'll certainly be heading your way.
This latest stuff of yours is brilliant. How the hell can they refuse
to
answer straight factual questions like these? I am more and more
convinced
that they want any verdict except one that says maybe Lockerbie
wasn't a
bomb and maybe we should re-examine it. The implications of
that are so
appalling for them, i.e. Boeing, FAA, NTSB, the US and UK
Govts, the UN,
etc - that they really must want the normal forensic rules to be
suspended.
It doesn't make them bad people. Just scared and bewildered.
And not
wanting to repay the Libyans all that dough. This is why I do not
believe
they really want a trial of the two Libyan suspects. Any decent
defence
lawyer would wipe the floor with their evidence.

But you probably are persistent and a tad obsessive. I've often
been called
that myself. It's a compliment.
All the best
Jonathan
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 12/08/98, at 12:33, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Jonathan, sounds like a reasonable request to me.
By the way, if you can make it to California, come spend some
time in
Monterey, it's on the coast and beautiful. Lots of marine
activities from
the Aquarium to Moss Landing laboratories. Stay at my house.
We have spare
bedrooms.
New analysis of pictures shows:
1. The mystery horizontal white even dispersed dots may be
dimples where
the rivets have pulled in the outside skin a small amount, enough
that
when
the red painted metal from below slammed upward the dimpled
white did not
get the red paint transfer.
2. There are no labels on the lower cargo door pieces while all

other
large
pieces have labels. The lower part of the door pieces including
the sill
latches and locks may have been mixed up with the reported
finding of the
aft cargo door sill and therefore the forward lower door piece
needs
confirmed location label.
3. One of the two over pressure relief doors may be hung on the
wreckage,
open or closed status not able to be determined.
4. There are apparently two outward peeled skin ruptures in the
forward
cargo door area, one at the aft midspan latch and the other at the
forward
midspan latch, and both latches are still missing from the
database nor
hung on the reconstruction.
5. The cargo door hinge shows evidence of overtravel impression
damage
with
some fuselage hinge knuckles showing bare metal while some of
the door
knuckles keep its red paint.
6. The mystery '76' tag is probably 'RF 70" described as
'Avionics Bay'
piece.

Cheerfully,
Barry

Dear Mr Towanna,
I would be grateful of you could ask the appropriate NTSB
official to
comment in detail on Mr Smith's discussion of the evidence
posted by Mr
Seaman. I assume there are answers to the points he raises but
cannot
trace
sufficient detail in earlier NTSB published material so would be
grateful
for your guidance.
I now have a date for my visit to Washington DC and would be
glad to know
if anyone from the NTSB would be available to meet with me on
Friday 30th
October or Monday 2nd November.
Yours sincerely
Jonathan Wills
Editor
Shetland News Agency

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 12, 1998 12:33:52 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Make it to California, stay here.

Dear Jonathan, sounds like a reasonable request to me.
By the way, if you can make it to California, come spend some
time in Monterey, it's on the coast and beautiful. Lots of marine

activities from the Aquarium to Moss Landing laboratories. Stay
at my house. We have spare bedrooms.
New analysis of pictures shows:
1. The mystery horizontal white even dispersed dots may be
dimples where the rivets have pulled in the outside skin a small
amount, enough that when the red painted metal from below
slammed upward the dimpled white did not get the red paint
transfer.
2. There are no labels on the lower cargo door pieces while all
other large pieces have labels. The lower part of the door pieces
including the sill latches and locks may have been mixed up with
the reported finding of the aft cargo door sill and therefore the
forward lower door piece needs confirmed location label.
3. One of the two over pressure relief doors may be hung on the
wreckage, open or closed status not able to be determined.
4. There are apparently two outward peeled skin ruptures in the
forward cargo door area, one at the aft midspan latch and the
other at the forward midspan latch, and both latches are still
missing from the database nor hung on the reconstruction.
5. The cargo door hinge shows evidence of overtravel impression
damage with some fuselage hinge knuckles showing bare metal
while some of the door knuckles keep its red paint.
6. The mystery '76' tag is probably 'RF 70" described as
'Avionics Bay' piece.

Cheerfully,

Barry

Dear Mr Towanna,
I would be grateful of you could ask the appropriate NTSB
official to
comment in detail on Mr Smith's discussion of the evidence
posted by Mr
Seaman. I assume there are answers to the points he raises but
cannot trace
sufficient detail in earlier NTSB published material so would be
grateful
for your guidance.
I now have a date for my visit to Washington DC and would be
glad to know
if anyone from the NTSB would be available to meet with me on
Friday 30th
October or Monday 2nd November.
Yours sincerely
Jonathan Wills
Editor
Shetland News Agency

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>

Date: August 12, 1998 4:15:47 AM PDT
To: MASONTO@NTSB.gov
Subject: Request for comment on Mr Smith's observations
about Mr Seaman's evidence.

Dear Mr Towanna,
I would be grateful of you could ask the appropriate NTSB
official to
comment in detail on Mr Smith's discussion of the evidence
posted by Mr
Seaman. I assume there are answers to the points he raises but
cannot trace
sufficient detail in earlier NTSB published material so would be
grateful
for your guidance.
I now have a date for my visit to Washington DC and would be
glad to know
if anyone from the NTSB would be available to meet with me on
Friday 30th
October or Monday 2nd November.
Yours sincerely
Jonathan Wills
Editor
Shetland News Agency
*********** BEGIN FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
On 12/08/98, at 02:24, John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
wrote:

Dear Investigative Journalists, 11 Aug 98
Mr. John Seaman sent me two photographs of the forward cargo
door area of
TWA 800. Below is analysis.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
Dear Mr. John Seaman, this afternoon I received your two
photographs of
the
forward cargo door forward section of TWA 800. Both of the
photos were
scanned and uploaded to corazon.com.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
Download time is less
than a minute.
Thank you very much. You have done a great service. These are
very
important. It's what NTSB should have done.
The pictures are very revealing while tantalizing for what is just
out of
frame. The photos are high quality and will hold together when
blown up
many times.
My caption of the photos reads:

Above two photographs are of TWA 800 forward cargo door
forward section
and
windows above it. Note: 1. Red paint markings where it should
be white
paint. 2. White paint where it should be red. 3. Evenly spaced
horizontal
white dots among the red paint. 4. Lower right door area has
difference
between door piece and frame damage. 5. Outward peeled skin in
door area,
under belly, and forward of door area. 6. Inward crushed skin. 7.
Missing
door skin, manual locking handle, forward midspan latch and
viewing ports.
8. Different tone of white to gray on lower part of piece of door.
9. Red
tags with the yellow tags.
Discussion:
Important questions are raised by the photos: Calling all photo
interpreters, mechanics, pilots, modelers, painters, metallurgists
and
astute observers; I solicit your opinions. The pictures are very
complex
and require much analysis.
Below is rough analysis based on a few minutes' observation.
1. Red paint markings between windows: Are they red on top of
white or red
underneath white? I claim red on top of white based on style of
smearing

which matches scuffing, not peeling. There is also a small area
which
blown
up reveals a dark circle of primer, then white, then red. However,
the
rings around the windows are unmarked. Either the ring is
recessed, or
alumimun which does not take smears, or the white is peeled
revealing
white. Regardless, this strange pattern of red paint markings only
occurs
above, forward, and aft of the forward cargo door and must be
explained.
The red is not supposed to be there, and is, why is that?
2. Missing white paint underneath the windows. The peeling is
usually
clean, as opposed to the streaking red paint markings above. This
is what
peeled paint looks like. The TWA paint scheme is supposed to be
white
between windows and for about three inches below, then two
foot horizontal
red band, then a white horizontal band for about eight inches,
then a
broad
horizontal red band of about two feet. The top of door is red and
the
bottom is white. The missing red paint is only evident above the
cargo
door
area and must be explained. The red is supposed to be there and
isn't, why

is that?
3. Mystery white dots are interspersed among red paint, they are
horizontal
and evenly spaced. They may be rivet heads underneath
subjected to stress
and peeled paint above. What is causing the horizontal even
spaced white
dots?
4. Lower right door area shows different damage to adjacent door
frame
which indicates the door was not in place at water impact.
Contrast this
door area with R2 door which is intact and matches door to
frame.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
5. Outward peeled skin shows violent explosion, not crushing
pillowing
water impact. Both midspan latch areas show this outward peeled
skin.
6. Inward crushed, pillowed skin is what water impact would
look like and
exists on bottom of door and adjacent area. It contrasts to
shattered
outward skin in belly, in door area, and up high on fuselage,
roughly a
rectangle and would fit an explosive decompression zone of PA
103, AI 182,
and UAL 811.

7. The door is not a 'door', it is pieces of door with most pieces
missing.
This is a door which has obviously suffered a catastrophic
shattering
event. Most of the heavy hardware is missing, not recovered, and
not hung.
Contrasted to exact opposite side on nose, the skin is smooth and
not
shattered with skin intact. The outward shattered skin shows why
a bomb is
always suspected in explosive decompression events.
8. The color of door pieces and adjacent skin changes from
bright white to
gray. Gray matches singe color. Is the gray a factor of shadow in
hangar,
or normal paint scheme, or soot. If soot, then the aft cargo door
sill has
been confused with forward and placed incorrectly in the forward
door
position. The aft sill was reported sooted while all the other door
pieces
are unsooted. Is the gray soot? Unlikely TWA had gradual color
of bright
white to gray. Lighting in hangar for these pictures is such as to
not
give
shadows. Why is lower part of fuselage gray?
9. Red tags are supposed to mean found in the red zone but the
few pieces
of cargo door were reported to be in yellow zone, yet red tags are
hanging

on pieces around door hinge. Why are the red tags there and what
do they
mean? Also note the yellow tag number '76' under the yellow tag
'RF 25'.
All other tags have a letter prefix denoting location on aircraft
such as
right fuselage, RF, or left fuselage, LF. What does "76" mean?
This is a rough analysis. Opinions welcomed.
Again, I would like to thank Mr. John Seaman for these very
valuable
photographs of a critical area of TWA 800. If any more are
available of
any
skin area of the right side of TWA 800, they would be
appreciated and also
immediately posted on the site for all to see and analyze.
Bear in mind that this area, forward of the wing on the right side
was the
prime suspect as long as the bomb idea in forward cargo bay was
in play.
The computer simulation of ejected material pinpointed the
initial event
as
occurring at this precise location. When the residue evidence for
bomb
explantion by FBI was not confirmed, the evidence was ignored
and an
alternate to explain all the shattered skin was not pursued. Also,
the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door was the prime

suspect for
FAA
and NTSB who inspected the wreckage as it came into the
hangar but when
the
lower sill of a cargo door was found to be still latched, it was
assumed
the sill was from the forward door and that the entire door was
latched
and
locked so FAA and NTSB looked elsewhere for initial event.
To look at these photographs and state that all the latches are
latched,
the door was functioning normally, the door was intact and in its
frame at
water impact is nonsense and confounds common sense. The
paint markings,
the outward peeled skin, the mismatch of door and frame, the
missing
hardward including locking handles and latches speak otherwise.
Any more closeup photographs of this most important area
would be most
appreciated. Thank you again, Mr. Seaman.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

*********** END FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 9, 1998 2:10:29 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Those pesky open hatches.

A second inquiry, held in 1975, concluded that an
open hatch door may have been responsible for the
trawler's sinking.
UK

Investigators photograph
trawler wreck
The survey ship, the Mansel 18 is at the wreck site
A robot submarine has begun sending back pictures
of the Gaul, the British trawler which sank in heavy
seas off the Norwegian coast 24 years ago.

Two relatives of the 36 crew who
died are on board a survey ship,
the Mansel 18, which is carrying
out the investigation into why the
trawler went down.
There have been rumours the Gaul had been spying
on the Soviet fleet and might have been torpedoed.
High-definition pictures are being sent from the
seabed by the ROV (remote-operated vehicle) in an
attempt to establish whether the bodies of the crew
are still on board and to discover why the trawler
sank.
One of the relatives, Ken Collier, who lost his father
on the Gaul, said he and the other families wanted
to
able to bury their dead and finally solve the riddle
which has blighted their lives.
"We want to know the truth. The families haven't

been able to get on with their lives properly because
we haven't buried (the dead), and I think it's about
time we did."
The vessel went down, without sending a distress
signal, in February 1974.

Bad weather was blamed
for the tragedy, but
fishermen interviewed for a
television documentary last
week claimed that the
Gaul's skipper, Peter
Nellist, had taken part in
spying operations.
Vice-Admiral Sir Ray
Halliday, Director of Naval
Intelligence at the time of
the Gaul's sinking, recently
admitted that fishermen
had played a covert role in
the Cold War.
"Because their fishing ventures took them into areas
where the Soviet navy would be passing through
from time to time, they could observe them and
photograph them and pass to us their course and
speeds," he said.
A second inquiry, held in 1975, concluded that an
open hatch door may have been responsible for the

trawler's sinking.

The Mansal 18, which has been
chartered by the Marine Accident
Investigation Branch, will spend
about three days at the site of the
wreck but no attempt will be made
to raise it on this trip.
A spokesman for the MAIB said: "The possibility of
the Gaul being raised has not even been discussed.
We will be completing the survey and then decide
any further moves on the basis of what we find."
From: MAILER-DAEMON@uunet.uu.net (Mail Delivery
Subsystem)
Date: August 6, 1998 1:16:07 PM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Returned mail: Cannot send message within 5 days

The original message was received at Thu, 30 Jul 1998 17:36:09
-0400 (EDT)
from redshift.com [209.54.200.6]
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com>
----- Transcript of session follows ----<mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com>... Deferred: Connection
refused by gatekeeper.nytimes.com.
Message could not be delivered for 5 days
Message will be deleted from queue

Reporting-MTA: dns; relay3.UU.NET
Arrival-Date: Thu, 30 Jul 1998 17:36:09 -0400 (EDT)
Final-Recipient: rfc822; mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Action: failed
Status: 4.4.7
Remote-MTA: dns; gatekeeper.nytimes.com
Last-Attempt-Date: Thu, 6 Aug 1998 16:16:07 -0400 (EDT)
Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from mail.redshift.com by relay3.UU.NET with
ESMTP
(peer crosschecked as: redshift.com [209.54.200.6])
id QQfahy24835; Thu, 30 Jul 1998 17:36:09 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from [207.204.196.167] (pm10-160.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.197.160]) by mail.redshift.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with
ESMTP id OAA27112; Thu, 30 Jul 1998 14:27:10 -0700
Date: Thu, 30 Jul 1998 14:27:10 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020906b1e628e89dee@[207.204.196.167]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
To: Press:;
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: PressConference3
Dear Members of the Fourth Establishment:
One of you, an editor/reporter for the Shetland News, inquired
politely of
NTSB and received back an uninformative and insulting
response:

29 July 1998
"Mr. Jonathan Wills
Jonathan.wills@virgin.net
The National Transportation Safety Board and apparently
numerous others
have been receiving communications from Mr. Smith for about 2
years. The
Safety Board has considered Mr. Smith's theory and has found no
evidence to
support it. We have responded to Mr. Smith on a number of
occasions
outlining to him our findings. Mr. Smith has not accepted our
findings and
has taken his theory, an electrical failure that results in the
separation
of the forward cargo door, and repeatedly tried to peddle it as the
answer
to the TWA tragedy. The Safety Board is well aware of past
cargo door
failures in transport category aircraft and we did examine early in
the
investigative process the possibility of such a failure on flight
800. The
physical evidence simply does not support Mr. Smith's theory.
Mr. Smith's style and persistence does not mask the fundamental
flaw in his
approach. He apparently embarked on his quest with his
conclusion firmly
locked in place and unfortunately no amount of factual evidence
will
dissuade him. Let me reiterate, our investigative team believes

that Mr.
Smith is wrong. There is no evidence of a cargo door failure on
flight
800. There is evidence that a fuel air explosion took place in the
heated,
almost empty center wing tank causing the structural failure of
the
aircraft. The investigation is continuing in an effort to determine
the
source of ignition.
Due to the press of this and other responsibilities, it is unlikely
that
the Safety Board will be able to respond to Mr. Smith's inquiries
in depth."
Please note last sentence which admits that wiring/cargo door
explanation
has not had in depth investigation. Note insult that I'm 'peddling'
wiring/cargo door explanation. Note opinions unsupported by
facts. Note
patronizing tone to the reporter who wanted information, not
slurs.
My response to NTSB and other government officials is attached.
The point is that NTSB is not forthcoming about wiring/cargo
door
explanation. They are playing dumb about it. Why? If it is
nonsense then it
is easily rebutted with facts about the message, not slander of the
messenger.

But, NTSB at least responds to inquiries from the press,
regardless of how
empty of content they are. You have not yet received a letter that
says
NTSB or FAA will not longer respond to your inquiries. You
have not yet
been accused of selling junk to unwitting and vulnerable victims.
You have
not yet been labeled a person with a basic misunderstanding of
the facts.
So, you have a chance to rule in or rule out inadvertent opening
of the
forward cargo door for TWA 800 in flight by well formed
specific questions
that you construct. What in your mind would happen if the door
did pop at
13700 feet at 300 knots? And then, did it happen or not? The
evidence is
there to be evaluated.
TWA 800 is an active ongoing investigaton, not closed, or
suspended. Now is
the time, not after the final report is issued.
If you accept 'experts' opinions then fine, the 'experts' say door
did not
open in flight but don't respond to specific facts that say it did,
such as
outward peeled skin, red paint smears, downward floor beams,
and outward
petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html

If you consider yourself an 'investigative' journalist, I ask that
you ask
for corroboration for justification of 'expert' opinions.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
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241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303

James Hall
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490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
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Robert Francis II
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National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
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Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
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National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
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Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
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National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Peter Goelz
Managing Director
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
T. Mason
Assistant, Managing Director
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration

Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear Elected and appointed officials involved with the
investigation of TWA
800, 30 July 1998
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.
But no thank you for calling me a peddler. Are you trying to
distract me
with insults? (Fifty facts, data, and evidence to support wiring/
cargo door
explanation for TWA 800 are attached. The message is the
important thing,
not the style of the messenger.)
"ped*dle \"ped-el\ vb ped*dled; ped*dling : to sell or offer for
sale from
place to place ˜ ped*dler also ped*lar \"ped-ler\ n "
Who called me a 'peddler'? Well, NTSB did. "Mr. Smith has not
accepted our
findings and has taken his theory, an electrical failure that results
in
the separation of the forward cargo door, and repeatedly tried to
peddle it
as the answer to the TWA tragedy."
This is a grievous insult. It is actually Mr. Mason acting for Mr.
Goelz
acting for Mr. Wildey acting for Dr. Loeb acting for Chairman

Jim Hall said
I 'peddle'. So it is, in effect, Chairman Jim Hall calling a citizen
investigator a 'peddler' regarding an explanation for the partial
obliteration of TWA 800 offered to authority for consideration,
not for
sale.
Chairman Jim Hall, I address you directly, my wiring/cargo door
explanation
includes a center tank explosion and rules out missile explanation
while
explaining the streak. I offer a solution to the wiring/cargo door
problem
by grounding all high time Boeing 747s for emergency repair to
include: 1.
Replacing all the wiring. Or better yet, go wireless. 2. Turning all
outward opening nonplug cargo doors into plug type cargo doors.
Or better
yet, sealing all big holes cut in pressurized hulls and leave the
small
passenger plug doors intact.
NTSB also called me 'persistent' in the same statement as
'peddle'. Thank
you. I trust that 'persistent' is not yet a dirty word. I trust that
'persistent' is not yet a dirty word. It's true and attached are year
1996
emails to Mr Dickinson of NTSB to show my persistence.
per*sist \per-"sist, -"zist\ vb 1 : to go on resolutely or stubbornly
in
spite of difficulties 2 : to continue to exist ˜ per*sis*tence \-"sistens,

-"zis-\ n ˜ per*sis*ten*cy \-ten-se\ n ˜ per*sis*tent \-tent\ adj ˜
per*sis*tent*ly adv
To call my wiring/cargo door explanation an insignificant piece
of almost
trash with few buyers insults yourself too, Chairman Hall,
because I say
center tank did explode, debunk missile theory, and conclude
with bad polyX
wiring and you say all those things too. To demean wiring/cargo
door
explanation is to demean yourself.
To call wiring/cargo door explanation unworthy of serious
consideration is
to demean Representative Sam Farr and Senator John McCain,
both elected
officials who have expressed interest in writings to NTSB
(attached).
Why do you or your representative not meet me face to face,
Chairman Hall?
Why do you refuse to respond to my detailed evidence? I'm on
your side.
Your actions towards me are in direct contradiction of your
recent words
(attached) "to pursue many avenues of inquiry in assembling the
definitive
report on the circumstances surrounding the accident."
Chairman Hall, you have insulted me personally. Calling
someone a 'peddler'
is an insult, with my apologies to the real peddlers of this world.

And you
did it behind my back. Twice behind my back have you insulted
me through
your chain of command for TWA 800. Why the personal
disparagement?
1. "Mr. Smith has not accepted our findings and has taken his
theory, an
electrical failure that results in the separation of the forward
cargo
door, and repeatedly tried to peddle it as the answer to the TWA
tragedy. "
Mr. Mason, NTSB.
2. "Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the
Boeing 747, he
has a basic misunderstanding of the facts." Shelley Hazle, NTSB.
Tell me where my 'basic understanding of the facts' are. Tell me
one fact I
have wrong of the hundreds I have reported to you and
specifically in the
fifty (attached) that directly support wiring/cargo door
explanation and
were culled from NTSB, FAA, and other government documents.
Tell me why you think I'm trying to 'peddle' my wiring/cargo
door
explanation. To whom? The insult is deep because it implies I am
trying to
make money off misery and taking advantage of the grieving. I
make no money
off wiring/cargo door explanation and I have a very good basic

understanding of the facts. I have spent nine years researching
hull
ruptures in high time Boeing 747s and have never received one
penny while
expending thousands of dollars. I have compiled thousands of
pages of
documents, photographs, drawings, for research and analysis.
I ask for the respect due a citizen air crash survivor and
commercial pilot
that you not call me bad names behind my back, Chairman Hall.
Either tell
me to my face, or tell your staff to stick to the facts and omit
personal
attacks on the messenger. It's not me that irritates you; it's the
evidence
that contradicts center tank as initial event and puts wiring/cargo
door in
plain view.
So, Chairman Hall from Tennessee, is it up to me to be the
Southern
gentleman to take the high road and always be polite even when
insulted
with lies? I would accept as an adequate apology a meeting with
your
representatives to present my evidence for discussion at a time
and place
of your convenience. I stick to the facts, data, and evidence and
leave the
name calling to the missile guys.
Chairman Hall, you recently stated in a letter to Elaine Scarry,

"However,
please be assured that the Safety Board is considering every
possible event
that could have led to this accident, including EMI or HIRF."
Apparently you consider one sentence in Exhibit 15C about five
percent of a
door, the lower sill, as fulfilling the obligation 'to consider every
possible event'. That door is a confirmed killer of nine, UAL 811,
and gets
one sentence and an hour of examination of a small portion of it.
Methane gas has killed no airliner passenger and yet got the
NTSB ordered
attention of four scientists for a day to consider it.
HIRF has killed no airliner passengers and yet has at least ten
months of
NTSB ordered consideration.
Center tank blowing up spontaneously in a 747 has never killed
an airliner
passenger and yet gets two years and millions of dollars of NTSB
investigation.
You are formal with CDR Donaldson and his unsubstantiated
missile
explanation. You are polite to Ms. Scarry with her never before
HIRF
explanation. You checked out the bizarre methane gas
explanation. Meteor
explanation received time and serious consideration at the
hearings. All

these explanations have never caused a fatal hull rupture of an
early model
747 in flight but you still devote time and respectful discourse
with the
proponents.
And yet you are rude to me, Chairman Hall, the person with a
consistent
explanation with precedent, UAL 811, which you initially agreed
with,
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. So, why
are you
calling me names and being polite with others?
And the prime, early on suspect, the forward cargo door, gets one
sentence
and no discussion permitted from a citizen investigator. That's
hardly
'consideration'.
(By the way, the official probable cause for UAL 811 as listed in
the
current NTSB accident database is improper latching which is
wrong. The
forward cargo door of UAL 811 was properly latched. The error
of probable
cause was corrected with AAR 92/02 and it's time to correct the
NTSB
accident database to reflect that correction.)
Normally, personal discussion is not warranted in official
correspondence
but I will take my cue from NTSB spokespersons Ms. Hazle and

Mr. Mason who
wrote behind my back to a reporter how misinformed I was, how
superficial
my research was, how I didn't know what I was talking about,
and how I was
trying to profit from grief.
So, my personal comments to personal people:
I believe you to be hard working, dedicated public servants who
are
ordinary people caught up in extraordinary circumstances. There
is no
coverup of wiring/cargo door cause for TWA 800. There is no
conspiracy to
refuse to thoroughly investigate the original suspicion of
inadvertent
opening of forward cargo door in flight for TWA 800. There is no
plot to
hide a design defect of a large outward opening non-plug cargo
door in wide
body airliners. There is no laziness to examine the wreckage
evidence for
overtravel impression damage on the door hinge, the large red
paint
markings, outward peeled skin, and petal bulge at aft midspan
latch for
confirmation of forward cargo door opening in flight. There is no
fear that
years of work into PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 will be for
nought.
I believe that the TWA 800 investigation by NTSB has been a

zealous
prosecution of center tank explosion by an unknown ignition
source as
initial event to the exclusion of another reasonable mechanical
explanation
with precedent, wiring/cargo door.
I keep thinking about the baggage handler for UAL 811 that lived
for two
years with the knowledge that everyone around him thought him
to be
responsible for the deaths for nine and serious injuries to five
passengers
because he did not close a door properly, and he knows he did.
I keep thinking of the father of the dead teenage son on UAL 811
that
pressed to have the door recovered from the bottom of the ocean
which
revealed the true cause of the cargo door opening in flight, not
improper
latching but chafed wire to bare conductor to short door unlatch
motor on.
I keep thinking about FAA Neil Schalekamp who said that the
paint markings
and structural deformation indicated an outward explosion in
cargo door
area and later said he agreed with others who said it was not.
I keep hearing Chairman Hall asking in effect, "Why were not
more
passengers burnt?"

All the while knowing he heard the answer that they were not
there to be
burnt because the nose had already separated before the center
tank
explosion.
I keep hearing Jim Wildey saying words to the effect, "Yes, there
were hoop
stresses found in the cargo door area."
All the while knowing hoop stresses would not be there if the
door had been
intact to water impact.
I keep reading Jim Wildey's explanation of downward fractured
floor beams
as an initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe matches the
evidence.
All the while knowing that description exactly fits the wiring/
cargo door
explanation of explosive decompression pulling floor beams
down, not
blowing them upwards as a center tank explosion would.
I keep reading Jim Wildey's report on engine number three that
had missing
blades, sooted blades, and soft body impacts.
All the while knowing that engine number three was on fire, had
uncontainment, and ingested FOD from the nearby and open
cargo hold which

caused the fire and provided the ignition source for the fireball
and
probably center tank explosion.
I keep reading the NTSB investigator's evaluation of the first
objects to
leave TWA 800 were forward of the wing, not in the wing.
All the while knowing the forward cargo hold is forward of the
wing and the
center tank is not.
I keep thinking of the NTSB investigator who discovered the
cracked to bare
conductor wiring found in the cargo door area of TWA 800, the
same type
chafed wire in the same area of the same high time early model
Boeing 747,
UAL 811.
I keep thinking of the NTSB investigator who painstaking
examined the right
horizontal stabilizer that had a red paint transfer mark, glitter,
and an
engine 'stator blade' embedded in it.
All the while knowing the engines were said to have no
uncontainments,
glitter was in the forward cargo hold, and red painted metal was
above the
cargo door, directly in front of the stabilizer.
I keep thinking about the NTSB 'second official' who was

intrigued by the
thought that the forward door popping open could have caused
the streak of
light.
All the while knowing he may have been sent to Miami for
another accident
to investigate after report in Aviation Week was published.
I keep hearing senior government officials reiterating how safety
is number
one priority and no stone will be left unturned in pursuit of the
truth of
TWA 800.
All the while knowing that wiring/cargo door explanation has
been on the
table for consideration since 48 hours after the event and was
ruled out
with one sentence about eight of ten latches checked.
I keep reading that Mr. Dickinson says 'A depressurization event
most
certainly would have been noted by the crew and recorded on the
CVR.'
All the while knowing how sudden and catastrophic UAL 811
was when that
forward door popped.
I keep reading that Ron Schleede wrote, "I have examined the
cargo door
from twa 800--it is locked and latched!"

All the while knowing both cargo doors are in shattered pieces
and most of
the forward door is still missing, including the two midspan
latches.
I keep reading Shelly Hazle writing: "Although Mr. Smith does
display some
knowledge of the Boeing 747, he has a basic misunderstanding
of the facts.
For example, Mr. Smith claims that there are 10 latches on the
cargo door
and that the Board only discusses eight in the above mentioned
report."
All the while knowing there are ten and the Board only discusses
eight;
basic facts clearly understood.
I keep reading a 18 Nov 96 letter from FAA Mr. McSweeny, to
Congressman
Farr: "The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has no
evidence that door
failures played a role in the TWA flight 800 accident."
All the while knowing FAA Bob Breneman only examined the
lower eight and
did not know the status of the two midspan latches and FAA Mr.
Schalekamp
believed that the door area opened outward in flight.
I keep reading 24 Oct 1997 letter from Chairman Hall, NTSB to
Congressman

Farr: "Please be assured that our team has examined all of the
structure
recovered from TWA flight 800, approximately 95%--including
all of the
cargo door mechanisms and structures. Early on in the
investigation we
determined conclusively that the cargo doors were latched and
locked at
impact with the water, and there was no evidence of any failure
of any of
the latching mechanisms on the doors."
Knowing all the while all most the cargo door mechanisms and
structures
where not recovered to be examined to be concluded they were
all latched
and locked at water impact.
I keep on reading the 20 November 1997 Letter from Peter
Goelz to Sandy
Hentges of Congressman's Farr's office:
"As Congressman Farr was advised by letter dated October 24,
1997, early in
the investigation we determined conclusively that the cargo
doors were
latched and locked at impact with the water, and there was no
evidence of
any failure of any of the latching mechanisms on the doors."
Knowing all the while it is impossible to conclusively rule out
cargo door
opening in flight with 80% of the door still missing and shattered
door

pieces as evidence of failure of something in that door expecially
since
the area has outward peeled skin, outward petal bulge at latch,
and water
impact gives 'pillowing' effect, not shattering.
I keep on reading the 19 December 1997 letter from Chairman
Hall, NTSB to
me: "However, to repeat, the investigation of the accident
involving TWA
flight 800 has revealed no evidence to suggest that a failure of a
cargo
door precipitated the event."
All the while knowing Chairman Hall and NTSB officials refuse
to meet with
me to allow me to present evidence to show precisely that; 'a
failure of a
cargo door precipitated the event' while chafed wiring probably
precipitated the rupture/failure of the door.
I keep on reading the 17 March 1998 letter from Chairman Hall
to me: "As
stated in our most recent letter dated March 10, 1998, the TWA
flight 800
investigative team has gathered sufficient facts to rule out this
possibility of an in-flight opening of a cargo door. We do not
believe a
meeting is necessary to further discuss this issue."
All the while knowing that Senator McCain thought it a good
idea to have a
meeting and the wiring/cargo door explanation warrants further

discussion.
I keep on reading responses to me regarding further
communications from
public safety officials:
10 March 1998 letter of John B. Drake of NTSB to JBS :
"We consider our correspondence on this subject to be complete.
Should you
continue to reiterate your position on this issue in future
correspondence,
you should expect no further response from the Safety Board."
30 Jan 1998 letter of Neil Schalekamp of FAA to JBS :
"Please note that this office will no longer be responding to your
further
inquiries about these same concerns, including your February 6
and February
9 letters that I just received."
All the while knowing they are public safety officials rebuffing a
retired
military officer, a crash survivor, and one who documents every
statement
to support wiring/cargo door explanation for a fatal crash that
can happen
again, the cause of which is under active investigation with a
significant
event officially unexplained, the ignition source.
And most of all I keep on hearing in my head and seeing on
paper the very
rare events of sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by the
abrupt power

cut to the FDR on four high time Boeing 747s in flight, AI 182,
PA 103, UAL
811, and TWA 800, a difficult event to reproduce. Only four
Boeing 747
accidents have that sequence, and one of them is TWA 800. Only
one of them
has conclusive evidence of the cause, chafed wiring to door
unlatch motor,
UAL 811.
Lastly, because it happened yesterday, 29 July 1998, I think of
Peter
Goelz, Managing Director of NTSB saying, "Due to the press of
this and
other responsibilities, it is unlikely that the Safety Board will be
able
to respond to Mr. Smith's inquiries in depth."
Which is upfront admission that wiring/cargo door explanation
has had only
shallow consideration, not the 'in depth' investigation it warrants.
I ask again for a meeting with NTSB and FAA officials to present
my
evidence for wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 and
other hull
ruptures in flight of high time Boeing 747s.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Attachments below to support statements made in body of text:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.

23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner,
cargo holds have bilges.

42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived
as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the
wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty foot hole in

nose
producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating
tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.
Evidence available to check to rule in or rule out cargo door
involvement.
1. hinge overtravel impression damage to match AAR 92/02
2. aft midspan latch pin for heat damage to match AAR 92/02
3. aft midspan latch for damage
4. put door back together from shattered pieces to show petal
rupture
5. stator blade from which engine
6. red paint matching from cargo door area to right horizon stab
7. chafed wire bundles to bare wire in forward cargo hold to
match AAR 92/02
Below is current incorrect NTSB explanation for UAL 811 on
NTSB website and
requires correction from improper latching to chafed wiring.
"NTSB Identification: DCA89MA027 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche
number 37772A
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of UNITED AIRLINES

(D.B.A. UNITED
AIRLINES,INC.)
Accident occurred FEB-24-89 at HONOLULU, HI
Aircraft: BOEING 747-122, registration: N4713U
Injuries: 9 Fatal, 5 Serious, 33 Minor, 309 Uninjured.
FTL #811 WAS A SCHEDULED PASSENGER FLIGHT FROM
LOS ANGELES TO SYDNEY,
AUSTRALIA, WITH STOPS IN HONOLULU (HNL), HI, AND
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND. THE
FLT WAS UNEVENTFUL UNTIL AFTER DEPARTURE
FROM HNL. WHILE CLIMBING FROM
FL220 TO FL230 THE CREW HEARD A "THUMP"
FOLLOWED BY AN EXPLOSION. AN
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WAS EXPERIENCED AND
THE #3 AND #4 ENGS WERE
SHUTDOWN BECAUSE OF FOD. THE FLT RETURNED TO
HNL AND PASSENGERS WERE
EVACUATED. INSPECTION REVEALED THE FORWARD
LOWER LOBE CARGO DOOR DEPARTED
INFLT CAUSING EXTENSIVE DAMAGE TO THE
FUSELAGE AND CABIN ADJACENT TO THE
DOOR. NINE PASSENGERS WERE EJECTED AND LOST AT
SEA. INVESTIGATION CENTERED
AROUND DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION OF THE DOOR
WHICH ALLOWED IT TO BE
IMPROPERLY LATCHED, AND THE OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE TO ASSURE
AIRWORTHINESS OF THE DOOR AND LATCHING
MECHANISM. (SEE NTSB/AAR-90/01)
Probable Cause
THE SUDDEN OPENING OF THE IMPROPERLY LATCHED
FORWARD LOBE CARGO DOOR IN
FLIGHT AND THE SUBSEQUENT EXPLOSIVE

DECOMPRESSION. CONTRIBUTING TO THE
ACCIDENT WAS A DEFICIENCY IN THE DESIGN OF THE
CARGO DOOR LOCKING
MECHANISMS, WHICH MADE THEM SUSCEPTIBLE TO
INSERVICE DAMAGE, AND WHICH
ALOWED THE DOOR TO BE UNATCHED, YET TO SHOW
A PROPERLY LATCHED AND LOCKED
POSITION. ALSO CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT
WAS THE LACK OF PROPER
MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF THE CARGO
DOOR BY UNITED AIRLINES, AND A LACK
OF TIMELY CORRECTIVE ACTIONS BY BOEING AND
THE FAA FOLLOWING A PREVIOUS
DOOR OPENING INCIDENT.
Index for Feb 1989 | Index of Months

Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page
20, "Downward
separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800,
and
780..." and ""The initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g.
LF6A)
would have the expected result of rapid depressurization
accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA
1000. The
red area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA
600 would
not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural
breakup."

Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of
June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose
wire on the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or
short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800)
in addition
to what was found in the wiring from the raceway below the left
cabin floor
and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:

"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS
560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone.
Frayed wires in
that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door
to open in
flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811.
Neil Schalekamp>"The paint markings and structural
deformation that you
cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to be
caused by
the explosion of the CWT"
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots
saw could have been light reflections from the skin of the
aircraft,
tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the
aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second
official said."

Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 22B, Trajectory Study
Supporting Material,
page 45 in faded numbers and page 30 in dark numbers. One
chart that shows
the first items to go, that is page 30 chart, Forward cargo door
trajectories. The first item is A489, fwd lower cargo bay struct,
FS 900.
The next item to go before anything else in the entire plane is
A470, R fwd
lower cargo bay struct, FS 820. There are five other forward
cargo bay
structures which are plotted and leave soon thereafter. On dark
page number
29 lower frame stringer 40L-40R is shown to leave very early.
Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory Study,
page 3: "The
wreckage distribution shows that parts were initially shed from
the area
just forward of the wing."5. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 12B, Sound
Spectrum Study, page 21, Chart 12. The sudden loud sound on
the CVR which
is followed by an abrupt power cut which occurred on four high
time Boeing
747s is displayed for comparison. TWA 800, Pan Am 103, Air
India 182, and
United Airlines 811 are plotted together in that sequence.
8. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33:
"5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the

horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page
34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper
honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered.
All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the
outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan
blades had
impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of
the impact
damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts
along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93 Since the issuance of this NPRM, the
FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has

confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening of the cargo door
cannot be
caused solely by wire chafing.
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!
From: Dickinson Al <DICKINA@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: mechanical crash cause
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 1996 19:04:00 -0400
Encoding: 129 TEXT
Status:
Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA 800
crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for

any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.
NTSB Public Affairs Office: (202) 314-6100 The following
statement was
released today by Jim Hall, Chairman of the National
Transportation Safety
Board, following the issuance yesterday of a final report by
Congressman
Jim Traficant of Ohio, on the investigation of the crash of TWA
flight 800:
"I am gratified that, after an exhaustive review of the federal
government's investigation of the tragic loss of TWA flight 800,
Congressman Traficant has agreed that the inquiry has been
thorough and
forthcoming, and that the evidence has supported our belief that
an
explosion of the aircraft's center fuel tank was the event that
brought the
plane down.
"I am particularly pleased that the Congressman's report endorses
the
integrity and hard work of the men and women of the National
Transportation
Safety Board and the many other government agencies that have
been
selflessly pursuing the cause of this accident for two years.
"I want to thank Congressman Traficant, a senior member of the
House
Transportation Committee, Chairman John Duncan and the
committee staff who

entered this review in an attempt to sort out the many alternative
theories
proposed by parties outside the investigation.
"As we approach the 2nd anniversary of this tragedy, I want to
assure the
family members of those who perished, as well as all the
American people,
that the Safety Board is continuing to pursue many avenues of
inquiry in
assembling the definitive report on the circumstances
surrounding the
accident."
- 30 Neil Schalekamp of FAA> "The paint markings and structural
deformation that
you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to
be caused
by the explosion of the CWT"
1. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page
20, "Downward
separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800,
and
780..." and ""The initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g.
LF6A)
would have the expected result of rapid depressurization
accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA
1000. The
red area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA
600 would
not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated

structural
breakup."
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1
Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page
34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper
honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge.
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered.
All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the
outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan
blades had
impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of
the impact
damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts
along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward."

The overall debris appraisal was made by Docket Number
SA-516, Exhibit No.
22A, Trajectory Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows
that parts
were initially shed from the area just forward of the wing."
Dear Dr. Wills,
Your proposed article is incorrect. First of all, Senator McCain
did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator
asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no
physical
evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo
door came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary.
As
stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which,
of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along
with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.

Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform
crushing
damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the
fuselage and up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This
crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the
airplane
(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right
wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush
area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing
747, he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith
claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board
only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a
superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr.
Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto
the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on
each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold
the door

closed.
We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their
own
extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to
all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr.
Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing
such an
article.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to
contact
us.
Sincerely,
Shelly Hazle
July 29, 1998

Mr. Jonathan Wills
Jonathan.wills@virgin.net
The National Transportation Safety Board and apparently
numerous others
have been receiving communications from Mr. Smith for about 2
years. The
Safety Board has considered Mr. Smith's theory and has found no
evidence to
support it. We have responded to Mr. Smith on a number of

occasions
outlining to him our findings. Mr. Smith has not accepted our
findings and
has taken his theory, an electrical failure that results in the
separation
of the forward cargo door, and repeatedly tried to peddle it as the
answer
to the TWA tragedy. The Safety Board is well aware of past
cargo door
failures in transport category aircraft and we did examine early in
the
investigative process the possibility of such a failure on flight
800. The
physical evidence simply does not support Mr. Smith's theory.
Mr. Smith's style and persistence does not mask the fundamental
flaw in his
approach. He apparently embarked on his quest with his
conclusion firmly
locked in place and unfortunately no amount of factual evidence
will
dissuade him. Let me reiterate, our investigative team believes
that Mr.
Smith is wrong. There is no evidence of a cargo door failure on
flight
800. There is evidence that a fuel air explosion took place in the
heated,
almost empty center wing tank causing the structural failure of
the
aircraft. The investigation is continuing in an effort to determine
the
source of ignition.

Due to the press of this and other responsibilities, it is unlikely
that
the Safety Board will be able to respond to Mr. Smith's inquiries
in depth.

Sincerely,
Peter Goelz
Managing Director
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the
forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I appreciated hearing
from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as
soon as a response is available, but please let me know if there is
anything further that I can do for you in the interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Excerpt of 4 Mar 98 letter from Senator John McCain to me: "I
have received
your letter regarding the forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800,
and your

interest in meeting with someone at the National Transportation
Safety
Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked
for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Emails to Mr. Dickinson of NTSB for 1996
Below emails through September 1996
9/12/96
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Prime suspect
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Please rule out cargo door as the cause of TWA Flight 800. It is a
matter
of life and death. It is a prime suspect with two ADs against it
and it was
at the scene of destruction, on the right side foward of the wing.
It has
already killed nine passengers in UAL Flight 811.
To come upon a crime scene with 230 dead people stabbed to
death and a
bloody knife is in plain sight and to not pursue that bloody knife
as the
killer weapon is not good. To continue to look for a bomb that
stabbed all
the victims to death is not good.

Investigation on a mechanical object that may have failed and
led to the
killing of the people is good. Especially if the object has
documented
failures three times before, two Airworthiness Directives to try to
stop
failure, and the mechanical object is located extremely near the
scene of
the start of the destruction of the aircraft, forward right side, and
the
death of all aboard. The mechanical object is the forward cargo
door. It is
the prime suspect and it is guilty.
It is an extremely important discovery.
If true. Is it true? Did the outward opening cargo doors
inadvertently
open on early model Boeing 747s which were torn off in the 333
mile per
hour slipstream pulling fuselage skin with it a exposing large
nine foot by
fifteen foot gash in right side of nose just forward of the wing
allowing
wind forces to tear whole plane's nose off, thereby leaving short,
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, cutting off power abruptly,
throwing
debris into the number three engine, forcing decapitated nose to
crash to
the surface, allowing the rest of the aircraft to disintegrate to the
surface, resulting in the aircraft destroyed and all crew and
passengers
dead?
Did it that happen that way for Air India Flight 182 in 1985,

Pan Am 103
in 1988, and TWA 800 in 1996? And almost happen for UAL 811
in 1989, nine
dead, where the only difference from the others is the nose did
not come
all the way off and only nine passengers were swept out of their
seats to
their deaths?
I say yes, yes, yes, yes and can document every step of the way.
No
exaggerations, no slanting; only facts and conservative logic. It is
on my
website. http://www.corazon.om You must review/scan/browse
the pages for
the explanation. It is all there.
I say this with a smile on my face to hide my fear, but this is a
matter
of life or death. Hundreds of these 747s are flying right now with
the
potential of the door to tear off and cause another large gaping
hole in
the side of the nose which may or may not lead to the destruction
of the
aircraft and the death of all aboard. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
call
4086593552
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: mechanical crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Mr. Dickinson, when a door/hatch/access panel/window is at the
scene of a
breakup, that door/hatch/access panel/window must be
investigated. That is
a basic tenet of crash investigation starting with the British
Comet which
had metal fatigue around the square passenger windows. The
Comet is a good
example of a mystery crash that could have been called a bomb
but wasn't
because of outstanding accident investigation. The Comet was
another
explosive decompression accident, just like Air India 182, Pan
Am 103, and
TWA 800 that looked like a bomb and wasn't.
The basic tenet of checking the holes in the hull near breakup is
being
ignored in TWA 800. The computer located scene of destruction
in TWA 800 is
the exact spot on the aircraft where the cargo door hole exists
when the
door comes off, as in UAL 811 picture,(http://
www.corazon.com/). On the
right side, forward of the wing is your location of destruction and
the
cargo door is right there. To not thoroughly investigate the
forward cargo
door is to betray the profession of aircraft accident investigation.
You are being handed the solution to three of the biggest aircraft
crash
mysteries ever, Air India 182, Pan Am 103, and now TWA 800.
They were all

brought down when the nose tore off when a huge gaping hole in
the right
side of their nose was exposed when the outward opening
forward cargo door
cracked open and tore off in the slipstream taking fuselage skin
with it.
UAL 811 is the key and your report of UAL 811 has the answers
to TWA 800.
The question as to why the doors open is also mostly answered
in the UAL
811 report which states on three occassions the doors opened
uncommanded
when an electrical short affected frayed wire bundles to the door.
Why this investigation is so important is that there are 747s still
flying as we write that are at risk to coming apart. The NTSB is
dawdling
with bombs and missiles and other exciting stuff while ignoring
the basics,
mechanical failure. One such failure is door opening in flight.
My question is: why is such an obvious avenue of investigation
not being
pursued? It is so obvious that a mechanical cargo door system
with two ADs
against it found at the scene of the destruction must be ruled in or
out
immediately, and the fact that nothing has been mentioned about
the
defective item for seven weeks is very suspicious. Can it truly be
ignorance? Are the wild goose chases of bombs and missiles
really
misleading you? Of course there was a fuel tank explosion; it
happened
later and five thousand feet lower; it is not the cause of the crash

but an
effect of what happens when a forward cargo door opens in
flight, tears of
nose, rest of plane disintegrates on the way down, just like Pan
Am 103.
Does the claim of door for 103 scare you off? The bomb cause
can easily
be debunked by a careful review of the AAIB report on the crash.
It is all
there, it was a small blast after the door caused explosive
decompression
but the blast did not bring the plane down. It was a red herring
which was
followed by the avid bomb fishermen.
I was interviewed by Newsday recently for a story to run on
Sunday and I
go on the New York radio station WBAI again Wednesday night
to talk about
the cargo door theory. It's only drops in the bucket to persuade
the NTSB
to go down the avenue of mechanical malfunction of the cargo
door as cause.
You are the most important person there, can you request that
the door be
ruled out as a cause just because it would be following good
accident
investigation procedure? The formal accident reports all have
weather, crew
experience, airplane flight hours, and any corrosion found, etc. It
would
be obvious to ask were there there any proven defective
mechanical systems
at the scene of destruction? Well, yes, there was, the forward

cargo door.
Was it ruled out?
The claim of the cause of TWA 800 being cargo door is being
made by me, a
commercial pilot, instrument rated, Part 135 certificate holder,
military
aircrewman and navigator, combat experienced, jet crash
survivor, and
internet user. My web site at http://www.corazon.com has
hundreds of pages
of documentation. This is a substantial effort on my part
reflecting years
of aircraft intelligence officer training and flying experience.
Why ignore an informed, concerned member of the public who
is answering
your agency's appeal for public help? This is not wartime with a
secret
airplane. This is peacetime with a civilian airplane. All the
secrecy is
not good. All the non interaction with the public is not good.
Staged
briefings are not good. Ignoring basic investigation procedures is
not good.
The investigation of TWA 800 so far is not good and is shown
by not
having determined the cause seven weeks after the event.
The cause is there; it is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo
door in flight, as has happened before, happened now, and will
happen again.
John Barry Smith
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov

From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Thank you for saying thank you
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Dickinson, thank you for replying, my faith in a responsive
government
official to an informed concerned citizen is about to be restored.
I'm reading and re-reading your email very carefully. Permit me
to be picky.
We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash.
To be specific:
1. Did you get the forward cargo door? Was the forward cargo
door found
closest to the event site indicating it came off with the first batch
of
debris? Initial news reports indicated this was so. Does the
forward cargo
door have the latch cams in the unlocked position while the lock
sectors
are in the locked position? That was the way of UAL 811. The
FBI may have
altered the position of the latches while examining for residue.
2. Do the main floor beams bend downward as in explosive
decompression or
upward as in bomb blast?
3. Does engine number 3 show EPR blip just before destruction,
as did Pan
Am 103?

4. Is radar blip anomaly of 800 on right side of track similar to
Pan Am
103 just before destruction?
5. Is engine number three the only fodded engine? What kind of
fod? Pan
Am 103 had engine cowling fod also.
6. Does short loud sound of TWA 800 match short loud sounds
of Air India
182, Pan Am 103, and UAL 811. Short loud sound on Air India is
described in
Canadian report as matching short loud sound of explosive
decompression of
DC-10.
Do the unrecovered bodies match the seating of the unrecovered
bodies UAL
811, and Pan 103, all of whom sat in about the same rows at
TWA 800.
In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event.
The event is catastrophic and almost instantaneous. The short
loud sound
indicates something happened. I offer door opened, tore off large
patch of
skin allowing 300 knot force air to blow out other side of
fuselage
tearing off nose severing power supply allowing only short loud
sound of
CVR and abrupt power cut on FDR.
A depressurization event most certainly would have been noted
by

the crew and recorded on the CVR.
Yes, sir, and only when the nose does not tear off and allows the
copilot
to report a bomb went off to the tower, as happened to UAL 811.
The
explosive decompression of door opening and the subsequent
explosion of
fuel air mix later mimic bomb. It is the classic red herring, in this
case
two red herrings.
When the depressurization event such as Pan Am 125 and UAL
811 do not tear
nose off quickly the crew does notice comes around and lands
safely. When
an older airframe by 35000 hours (TWA 800 had 93000 hours)
has door open,
the nose comes off and there is no time for crew to talk about it
or for
cvr or fdr to record consequences.
We will continue to look for any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you. Your questions indicate an open mind. Thank
goodness this
bomb/missile exciting nonsense is waning and the basic difficult
work of
real problems can be checked out. I realize the immense
implications of the
cargo door and not bombs on Air India 182, Pan Am 103, and
TWA 800. I can
show cargo door on Pan Am 103 and debunk the bomb too, a
mean feat. My web
has the cold hard data and I invite you, sir, to peruse at leisure

and
respond with best criticism to my theory of frayed wire door
control
bundle, worn latches, damaged door cams, and fuselage flex and
door motor
gets power which unlatches door which pops open, tears out and
up taking
skin with it exposing nine foot by 15 foot hole which allows 300
knots wind
force to blow in and blow out other side of fuselage tearing off
entire
nose to land in separate debris trail, allowing fuselage and wings
to fall
and disintegrate later and form own debris trail. The door
opening caused
explosive decompression which spewed baggage and passengers
outside and
then they were sucked into number 3 engine fodding it. The door
and debris
are picked up on radar.
That is the mold of UAL 811 into which the other crashes fit.
The mystery
now for me is why do doors open in flight? The web site has
several
possible explanations from cargo shift to VHF transmitters
triggering power
to door actuator. But that is conjecture.
To be sure, door openings have caused the noses to be torn off
Air India
182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800, and almost UAL 811. All the
clues match. Why
and when and how the doors opened is a current mystery. The
cause is still

out there and another early model 747 with outward opening
forward cargo
door may again disintegrate in flight. I suggest emergency AD to
weld
forward cargo door shut until investigation of TWA 800 complete
and door is
cleared or not cleared.
Mr. Dickinson, indulge me a primitive analogy: imagine a soda
can with
the tab pressing on round partially cut aluminum. Pressing thumb
against
round area inside scribe mark can not open can but once tab
using lever
action cracks scribe area, poof, soda/debris is ejected, and round
area can
now be pushed down/open with little finger. Add a 300 knot
slipstream on
lip of area and you don't need little finger to push open, the air
does.
The integrity of the pressurized hull, soda can/747 is impeached
by
tab/door open and nature's laws take over, pressure equalizing,
wind force,
tearing action, weight; aerodynamic changes engineers never
figured would
happen and are not supposed to happen. Crack the pressurized
hull of 747
exposing large nine foot by 15 foot hole, as in UAL 811, and by
golly, nose
coming off in ensuing 300 knot wind is plausible and warrants
further
investigation. Especially since that door has killed before for
sure.

My morale is lifted significantly, sir, I now believe the
investigation
will focus on plausible reality and start ruling out mechanical
causes.
Let's put than damn door at the top of the list.
Please visit my extensive web site at <http://www.corazon.com>
I welcome
comments and criticism. The cause must be found and quickly
before it
happens again.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
9/19/96
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: The Pattern, the Cause.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Well, the first blush of excitement has passed after receiving a
communication from you, a member of the investigation team.
My quick reply
was to establish contact and to confirm I am vitally interested in
everything you have to say. Now that I am relaxed other thoughts
have
occurred to me.
Other ideas have been rebutted but one of mine has not. Can it
be
rebutted? I offer the explanation of the streak being the cargo
door
ejected and spinning away from 800 just before destruction. I
contend that

at that altitude, 13700 feet, at 830PM on July 17th, past Long
Island in
lat/long that indeed a metal object spinning, descending,
reflecting dusk
sunlight, would be perceived as a streak by human eyes. If that
can be
rejected by sun angle, black non reflective door, too small, too
high, too
low, or whatever, please do it. If not, then please put the streak as
door
as a possible answer. Put it in the 'could be' category.
The radar anomaly of 800 before destruction...can that be put in
the
'could be' category also? Pan Am 103 also had the radar anomaly
at same
time. Would a metal object the size of a cargo door give primary
radar
return? I say yes.
I contend the door was seen visually, seen on radar, heard on cvr,
and
felt in engine number three. Please rebut if possible.
There is another angle that may put your hairs on end. Air India
182 and
Pan Am 103 were transmitting on VHF when event occurred.
Can you confirm
for me what exactly the pilot/copilot of TWA 800 were doing at
event time,
to the second? If either of the flight crew were transmitting then
something very very interesting is going on. Then confirm
through raw
notes, if you can, what exactly, to the second, the flight crew of
UAL 800
were doing at the time the door tore loose. If transmitting then

the clues
point for certain to some interaction in the avionics bay between
VHF power
supply/transmitting antenna and door actuator motor. One plane
transmitting
at event is ordinary, Air India 182, two planes AI 182 and PA 103
is
coincidence, three planes would be amazing and four would be a
certain
connection. I am very interested in the actions of the crews at
instant of
event.Were they transmitting?
This raises the other point I wanted to mention: The internet and
hindsight have permitted me to look at the forest of early 747s
crashes and
see the pattern. Just looking at the tree of each crash is not
revealing.
Each government, India, Canada, UK, and USA look at the fallen
tree and
can't explain why it fell so the political answer is given which is
to
offend the least and to benefit the most. In the case of Air India
182, Pan
Am 103, and maybe TWA 800 that reason is outside evil forces
such as
foreign bombers. They did not have the advantage of hindsight
and did the
best they could.
The pattern is this, similar models of early Boeing 747s with
outward
opening doors have these documented events occur:
UAL preflight has uncommanded door opening traced to faulty
wiring.

Pan Am 125 has uncommanded door opening in flight traced to
faulty wiring.
UAL 811 has uncommanded door opening in flight traced to
faulty wiring
which leaves nine never recovered dead in certain seats, fod in
number
three engine, radar blips at destruction, short loud sound on cvr,
abrupt
power loss, explosive decompression in forward cargo hold, and
crew
thinking a bomb had gone off.
Pan Am 103 has event occur in flight near cargo door, leaving
ten never
recovered bodies in certain seats, fod in number three engine,
radar blips
at destruction, short loud sound on cvr, abrupt power loss,
explosion in
cargo hold, nose torn off, and people on ground thinking a bomb
had gone
off.
Air India 182 has event occur in flight near cargo door, fod in
engines,
short loud sound on cvr described as explosive decompression,
abrupt power
loss, explosion in cargo hold, nose torn off, and people on ground
thinking
a bomb had gone off.
TWA 800 has event occur in flight near cargo door, leaving so
far
seventeen never recovered bodies in certain seats, fod in number
three
engine, radar blips at destruction, short loud sound on cvr, abrupt
power

loss, explosion in cargo hold, nose torn off, and people on ground
thinking
a bomb had gone off.
The pattern is there, the links are there. It goes directly from
uncommanded door opening on ground with no damage to
uncommanded door
openings in flight with total damage.
There are more potentially relevant clues which fit the pattern of
UAL
811, night takeoffs, talking on the radios, sequence of
destruction, bent
floor beams, similar damage to tail and wings, deployment of
oxygen masks,
and blow out of pressure equalizing doors in fuselage and door.
The forest of six linked fallen trees make up the forest. One
fallen tree
is explained. By looking at the other trees alone the cause is
unknown but
looking at the forest of them all the cause is plain to see because
the
pattern matches the explained fallen tree.
That's why, sir, I have been able to connect the crashes to
determine the
common cause as inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight.
Debunking the bomb in 103 is relatively easy now that TWA 800
evidence has
shown that traces of explosive on fragments can be benign. There
was a
blast in the cargo hold of 103 but not a bomb big enough to bring
down the
plane. It was another red herring. My web site provides pictures
of the

reconstruction of 103 to see the pattern of destruction starting at
the
cargo door. The text of the UK report also describes the mild
blast in the
cargo hold.
Regardless, the issue at the moment is the cause of the crash of
TWA 800
and I propose a full effort to rule out or rule in the forward cargo
door,
that villain with three ADs against it who has killed nine already
and was
near the scene of the recent crime.
The messenger, me, should not be confused with the message,
cargo door,
but the messenger must be considered so here I am: Regarding
airplanes:
models at 12, control line models at 13. Navy enlisted
aircrewman at age
17-21 operating, maintaining avionics and radar on P2V
antisubmarine plane,
two burnin' and two churnin', Navy officer navigator bombardier
on twin jet
carrier RA5C age 22-26, private pilot, then commercial pilot,
instrument
rated, with Part 135 certificate holder. Air intelligence officer in
Navy
Reserve.
Involved in fatal jet crash, on web site as crash of Buno 149314.
US Army major as audiologist retiring in 1984.
I have to get the information out and web site is mode of the
day, six
years ago it was newsletter when I was president of EAA chapter
204 when I

first published column stating 103 was not bomb but cargo door.
Then
writing letters in 1992 to Flying magazine where editor
commented on my
theory. Writing to insurance agency in 1995. Finally, the internet!
With
search engines and email and ftp and web sites.
So either stone tablets, hand press, or skywriting, the story will
go
out, inadvertent opening of forward cargo doors in early model
747s is
causing catastrophic crashes. Fix the doors; weld them shut.
Now. Please.
I predicted a crash like TWA 800 in writing in 1990. It
happened, I don't
want it to happen again.
Mr. Dickinson, I again invite you to my extensive web site with
official
accident reports of Air India 182, UAL 811, Pan Am 103, Navy
149314, and
news reports of TWA 800. There are also a few fiction stories
regarding
this matter written to relieve my frustration in getting through to
important official government agents, such as yourself. Your
opinion counts
much more than mine or the press. I really want to know what
you think
about this cargo door theory.
Another idea to throw out is to put video cameras in the cargo
holds of
early model 747s and watch how the door moves in and out
during pressure
changes. It may move a lot or not at all. If it fluctuates at all then

something is wrong such as loose latches or worn cams, just
waiting for
door open motor to turn on for a few seconds, enough to crack
the door to
allow the slipstream to tear it away...
Mr. Dickinson, as a retired military officer, a middle class family
man,
aviation enthusiast, I offer the feet on the ground documented
cause of
door popping open when it shouldn't as cause of crash of TWA
800 and
others. Please reply.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: Dickinson Al <DICKINA@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: mechanical crash cause
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 1996 19:04:00 -0400
Encoding: 129 TEXT
Status:

Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA 800
crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been

noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.

To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Cargo door, what else?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Dickinson, your 'Thanks for your interest in aviation safety'
bromide
triggered off this email. I needed the kickstart. John Barry Smith
Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash,
DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC
webmaster@ntsb.gov
Al Dickinson, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC
webmaster@ntsb.gov
Robert Knight, Producer/Host Earthwatch, WBAI, New York
City, USA,
rknight@escape.com
Mike Busch, Editor-in-Chief, AVweb, AVsig member,
Cyberspace, editor@avweb.com

Nick Fielding, Reporter, Mail on Sunday, London, UK,
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Byron Acohido, Reporter, Seattle Times, AVsig member, Seattle,
USA,
baco-new@seatimes.com
Bob Kaputa, Managing Editor, AVsig member Cyberspace
help@avweb.com
Jessica Kowal, Reporter, Newsday, Long Island, USA,
plugin@newsday.com
Messrs. and Ms. Francis, Schleede, Dickinson, Knight, Busch,
Fielding,
Acohido, Kaputa, and Kowal,
23 Sep 96
I have established contact via email with you before so I know
you are
receiving my information. Mr. Kaputa and Mr. Francis have
direct
conversation links to Mr. Busch and Mssrs, Schleede and
Dickinson so are
included in this email.
Determining the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 is urgent.
Several
hundred of the same type of early model Boeing 747 are flying
with
passengers as I type. The US government flies four E-4B and Air
Force One,
all modified Boeing 747-200s. All those 747s are at risk from a
cause
officially unknown at this time.
I know the cause. It is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door
in flight. This cause is documented at my website <http://

www.corazon.com>
with over 50 megabytes of data extracted from four government
accident
reports, news articles and based on thirty five years of flying
experience.
You have sent me emails regarding this possible cause. Your
replies would
be adequate from a layman who has a passing interest in plane
crashes but
totally unsatisfactory from aviation career professionals or
investigative
journalists.
Let's go through them, it shan't take long.
"From Mr. Schleede on 29 July 96:
Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes
and factors.
Thanks for the interest.
---------From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM
Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause
that must
be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989."
end email.
Well, Mr. Schleede, I am not assured you are checking that, in
fact, I am

quite unassured you are not checking that.
Another email:
"From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!"
end email.
Mr. Schleede, there are three cargo doors on 800, you never
replied to my
question of which one; did you check?
an email from Mr. Dickinson:
"Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA
800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety."
end email.
Mr. Dickinson, thank you for your imterest in aviation safety.

Spelling
error indicates you never proof read your email and two verb
tense errors
indicate you may not know better. And yes, the crew would have
noticed
depressurization event when their eardrums blew out. Did you
check their
bodies for baro-trauma? And yes, the event was recorded on the
CVR as short
loud sound.
email from Mr. Busch:
"Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion."
end email.
Like another mystery crash and 300 more dead to add to the 838
dead and
four crashes already, before sufficient hard data is available to
draw a
conclusion?
an AVweb ezine comment:
"This one could find its way onto "The X-files." Speculation that
an
errant missile launched by a U.S. warship or aircraft downed
TWA 800
abounds in cyberspace; ditto theories purporting that a baggage
door
came open in-flight, or that ET did it -- actually, that a meteorite
pierced the plane. Of course, it's all being covered up by the
government, many say."
end excerpt.
Between a missile and an alien fits the cargo door; birds that fly

together flock together, weirdos love company.
an excerpt from print article, Ms. Kowal,
"Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since his finger
was
slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old, has contacted
the White
House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and airline insurance
companies to alert
them to his view of the problem."
end excerpt.
Well, I knew that when the questions referred to my smashed
finger and
ignored 800 dead persons, this was not a serious interview, and I
never
said "coverup."
an email from Mr. Acohido:
"I agree your thesis is plausible."
end excerpt of email.
What? What? Plausible? And then Mr. Acohido asked
reasonable, relevant, and
probing questions regarding that thesis. Hope lives!
an email from Mr. Knight.
"This is one of the most cogent malfunction scenarios I have
encountered so far, especially since the detail reported by
REUTERS, the NY Times and others on 30 Jul 96 that a cargo
door
fell into the sea well ahead of the fuselage and the decapitated
cabin of TW800."
Ah! Articulate reasoning!
Yes, gentlemen and lady, hope lives that reason, logic, and clear
thinking
will prevail and the truth of the cargo door will emerge, one way
or the

other.
See, if I'm wrong, and I could be wrong about the cargo door
cause, no
one dies. If you are wrong, someone dies. And will, the clock is
ticking.
The time between Pan Am 103 and UAL 811 was 65 days. The
time between
uncommanded door opening of UAL preflight and TWA 800 was
almost five
years. It's been 77 days since TWA 800 and counting as I type
this.
I'm assuming you know about the uncommanded cargo door
opening of June
13, 1991, on a UAL preflight where the cargo door started to
open by itself
and the ground crew could not stop it until the circuit breakers
were
pulled in the cockpit? Put that on the list of times the door
opened when
it shouldn't. The list includes that one plus Pan Am 125, UAL
811, Air
India 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800.
Well, maybe you don't know about it. I'm assuming that
government
officials assigned to investigate one of the more serious accidents
to
occur in the country's history are well qualified by education,
experience,
and demeanor. But I could be wrong. The evidence as shown by
correspondence
is of inarticulate, incoherent bumblers who don't have any focus
on what
they are doing. At best the response to detailed and reasonable

documented
evidence about the accident cause presented by an informed
citizen
responding to a public appeal for help has been a vague brush
off. I am
left with the impression that the priority of government
investigators is
not the urgent mystery solution but figuring out how to get on the
next
boondoggle flight to London, or Paris, or Athens. What is the per
diem in
Paris, anyway, must be a bunch.
The press, ah, the press. Gives me chills to think of the First
Amendment. And stomach cramps to realize what that means in
reality. It
means that the press is now a shill to government press releases
and a copy
machine for TV sound bites and photo ops.
I'm assuming that press and radio reporters are interested in their
subject, curious, and feel satisfaction when presenting all aspects
of an
issue. But I could be wrong. The evidence as shown by
correspondence and
several articles is of meek, narrow minded, uninformed
sensationalists.
(With one exception yet to be fully tested and one still on the
fence.) I
am left with the impression of reporters who look at computer
screens and
cut and paste what other reporters have cut and pasted from
manufacturer
and government pufferies. As soon as an original idea passes into
your

consciousness you cut and run. Safer on the fence, in the cave,
don't
commit.
You are not doing your job, gentlemen and lady. You are failing.
You are
betraying your professions. You are living a lie.
You have had your asses kissed so often you think your shit
don't stink.
The proof is that today, this minute, the cause of the crash of
TWA 800
is officially unknown. The proof is that today, the only
explanation given
any depth of investigation in the papers, ezines, TV, and radio is
bomb,
bomb, bomb.
One focus, one failure, and that's it. 77 days and 7 million
dollars and
what do you have? Another day older and deeper in debt.
OK, let's sit down and have a meeting now that the pleasantries
are over.
It's a round table. My name is John Barry Smith. We've all flown
supersonic in combat, ejected from flaming jet aircraft, landed on
pitching
carrier decks at night, flown passengers for hire, written aviation
articles for pay, and constructed extensive web sites on the
internet,
haven't we? Oh, we haven't? Am I the only one to have done all
those
things? Well, then I guess I will open the meeting.
I've discovered something. I didn't invent it. Through hindsight
and the
internet I've discovered a link to several Boeing 747 crashes over
a period

of eleven years. It is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door
inflight. It is a common type of mechanical malfunction. It has
happened
before on this type aircraft. The event is well documented on
cockpit tapes
and data recorders. The consequences of the event are clearly
shown on
wreckage. The event has been seen visually, tracked on radar,
heard on
audio tapes, felt by engines and passengers bodies, and thought
about by
many people.
It is a mystery no more. The cause of the crashes of Air India
182, Pan
103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 was the forward cargo door
opening outward when
it shouldn't, tearing off skin forming nine foot by 15 foot gash in
the
side of the nose of the early model Boeing 747 allowing a 300
knot
airstream to flow into the fractured and broken floor beam
compartments and
snapping off the nose leaving a short loud sound of explosive
decompression
on the audio tape, abrupt power loss to data recorder, fodding of
number
three engine, and at least nine missing bodies.
After we get over the mental hurdle of the cargo door causing
the
crashes, the next mystery is why do the doors open inadvertently.
There are
twelve possible reasons and many more to be discovered. That is

the proper
focus, why do doors open?
But back to the cargo door cause. What is it that makes you
reluctant to
consider the door as culprit? Too ordinary? Not exciting enough?
I think of a musical hook in a song...what can be the hook for
the cargo
door theory. It is not enough to discover a great truth, but it must
be
presented in a persuasive manner.
The O rings were put into a glass of ice water to show
brittleness.
I can use a soda can as a pressurized hull. If the integrity of the
can/hull is not cracked, it is impossible to open can/hull by
pressing down
with fingers/wind on round drink opening. But when cracked by
tab
lever/open door, the soda/baggage spews out into face/engine 3.
Then the
cracked drink hole/nose can be easily pushed open by finger/
airstream.
You are not plumbers who know not the force of 300 knot
slipstream. You
are not a movie viewer who watches Arnold Schwartzenegger in
movie
"Erasers" holds on to the outside of a flying jet passenger
airplane with
his bare hands and believes it. You know that 300 knots of
slipstream is
twice as much force as any natural force on earth, twice as
powerful as the
recent hurricane Fran that tore roofs off and leveled houses. And
they were

sealed up.
You are not the car driver who hears baggage door and thinks
car trunk.
You know that a forward cargo door of a Boeing 747 is huge,
eight feet by
nine feet, and when that poorly designed door opens outward into
the 300
knot slipstream it gets torn up and away leaving an even larger
nine foot
by fifteen foot hole in the nose. When the combination of the
large hole
and forceful air come together, the nose gets snapped off in an
instant.
The picture of UAL 811 with the huge gash in the nose after it
landed may
be the hook for you, but not for me. For me the connecting event
which ties
it all together is the .6 second loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorders.
This is the link inside the links.
It started with the DC-10 cargo door explosive decompression
event
recorded on tape. That short loud sound matched the short loud
sound on the
cockpit tape of Air India 182. The short loud sound on the tape of
Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 are similar also. The loud sound does not have
the short
rise time of a bomb explosion. The sound is followed by an
abrupt power
loss. The sound is explained by acoustic experts as describing a
structural
breakup or explosive decompression.

Structural breakup or explosive decompression is what happens
when the
forward cargo door comes off in flight based upon the events of
UAL 811.
Once the link of the short sound and abrupt power loss connects
AI 182,
Pan Am 103, and TWA 800, then the similarities of the
consequences match
UAL 811 which is a confirmed, explained forward cargo door
opening in
flight with fodded engines, missing bodies, wreckage patterns,
radar blips,
and breakup locations.
What else is there, gentlemen, before you start a vigorous
investigation?
Can you overcome the horror of falling down into the abyss of
killing men
woman and children by incorrectly giving accident cause of Air
India 182,
Pan Am 103 and maybe TWA 800 as bombs? Are you afraid of
the dominoes
falling on you as the cargo door cause ripples out to Boeing,
FAA, DOT, the
President, NTSB, FBI, and the airlines?
Maybe you are and maybe you shouldn't be. The government
system gives you
protection to defend you against that fear. The NTSB is an
independent
board aloof from political influence. The press is protected by the
First
Amendment which allows conjecture, speculation, and
hypothesizing without
fear of censorship.

The two institutions you represent, the press and independent
boards, are
acting as if the police were standing outside your offices with
handcuffs.
And that's why it is always the guy in the converted garage, me,
who
finds out all this interesting neat stuff first, before the guys who
are
supposed to find it first and tell all these rest of us about it.
Facts, facts, facts. My hypothesis, which is documented by
facts, is
never rebutted by facts but by attacking the messenger. Hey, easy
target,
this messenger is telling you unpleasant truths, not the pleasant
lies you
are used to. The type of messenger who tells unpleasant truths,
me, is not
the kind of guy you like and want to be friends with. So what?
You're not
gonna like me anymore? You never liked me, so what? Cargo
doors don't fall
in love and they don't read Airworthiness Directives.
I assume you know about AD 88-12-04 ("To Insure That
Inadvertent Opening
Of The Lower Cargo Door Will Not Occur In Flight,") issued on
May 13, 1988?
And (AD) ADT 89-05-54 which superseded AD 88-12-04?
Ah, the cargo door, protected by friends in high places, Boeing;
convicted of killing nine in UAL 811, suspected as culprit in AI
182,
ignored as suspect in Pan Am 103, and idly mentioned in TWA
800 although
the villain was on the scene of the crime, as stated by

investigators,
forward of the wing on the right side, and left first.
The invisible suspect: A great big hunk of malfunctioning piece
of
aluminum complex mechanical system that happens to be right
there at the
scenes of destruction of similar model aircraft, forward cargo
hold Air
India 182, forward cargo hold Pan Am 103, forward cargo hold
TWA 800.
Well, let's us the word coverup here as a word to consider. I
reject the
word. I believe from day one there is no coverup, no plot, and no
conspiracy to protect the killer from identification.
The reason the obvious suspect has not been fully investigated is
blind
self interest by the detectives and fear of their supervisors who
definitely do not want the suspect named. The President of the
United
States, the boss of all of us has stated, "These terrorist acts..."
referring to the Olympic village bombing and the crash of TWA
800. He
thinks it's not a cargo door. He thinks it's a bomb; who are we to
disagree
with a person who holds our lives in his hands?
Well, I do. Mr. Clinton is not a pilot, he's not a sound expert, he's
never crashed in a plane, he's never stuck his hand out into a fast
moving
slipstream while flying, and he's not an avionics technician. Well,
I am,
and I disagree that it was a terrorist act. It was not a bomb or
missile or
alien. It was the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in

flight.
Of course the President does not want a cargo door fault, he's a
politician
and this cargo door cause is trouble politically. Well, too bad,
that's his
problem and his job to solve it. My problem is to find out why
TWA 800
crashed and I solved it.
You can too. This is how. Go to the website at http://
corazon.com and
review the literature. I've just added about thirty pages from the
Canadian
and Indian accident report of Air India Flight 182. The
documentation for
the description of the short sound as explosive decompression
and not bomb
sound is there on page 23.
Obtain the thick official accident reports from the governments
of US,
Canada, India, and UK.
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/aaibhome.htm will lead you to 103.
http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/english.html will lead you to 182
http://www.ntsb.gov/ will lead you to 811
I encourage the NTSB to put technical data of the 800 crash on
the TWA 800
link on the NTSB homepage; things like engine breakdown info,
wreckage plot
of items found, cvr and fdr tape printouts.
Compare all the many similarities in the reports to all the
crashes: loud
sound, type model A/C, fod, wreckage, passenger injuries,
missing bodies,
abrupt power loss, crew activity, destruction datum, and many

many more,
some trivial and some possibly significant. The crashes of UAL
811, AI 182,
PA 103, and TWA 800 are inextricably linked together by many
clues and one
event, the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Get to where I am on the mental ledge to the peak of
understanding these
crashes, the door openings are causing the crashes but why do
the doors
open when they shouldn't? Could be bomb, could be cargo shift,
could be
transient electronic interference to door motor, could be nine
other
possibilities and I want to hear more.
Review, investigate, think, write, discuss, conclude, commit. Get
to it.
See, gentlemen and lady, if I am wrong, I am the bad person and
I'm
sorry. If you are wrong, people die, you are the bad persons and
sorry
doesn't help. You have to prove me wrong. You can not ignore
cargo door as
possibility. Rule the door out. Prove me wrong. Do not ignore.
Respond.
Interact. Now. Any questions? Meeting adjourned until next time.
John Barry Smith, Amateur Sleuth
SSN: 562 58 2308
Phone: 408 659 3552
email: barry@corazon.com
website: http://www.corazon.com
fax: 408 625 1809

snail mail: 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re-create streak
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
To re-create streak, charter C-130, take up some old cargo doors,
open back
cargo door (the way cargo doors should be), determine time that
would match
sun angle from July 17 to present time, get to 13700 feet, up to
300 knots,
toss out door, make another pass toss out door, ask witnesses on
ground if
they saw streak. I say yes. John Barry Smith
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Cargo door theory waiting in line
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Al Dickinson and Mr. Ron Schleede, John Barry Smith
here waiting
patiently in line for my theory to be considered as a cause for
TWA 800.
I've watched as bomb came and went, missile came and went,
fuel center tank

came and went, and now toying around with unexplained. Is it
my turn yet?
The cargo door theory? Well, there is no conspiracy, no coverup,
no plot to
conceal the truth of the cause of TWA 800, it's just a matter of
time, of
waiting my turn. Is it the cargo door turn yet? Please call me
when it is.
I know you will leave no stone unturned in your pursuit of the
true cause
of that crash.
How about pilot error? I personally believe not but it must be
considered
and ruled out because it is the number one cause of all aircraft
accidents.
Can a pilot crash a 747? Of course by flying straight down to the
ground.
Can a pilot crash a 747 and leave the clues left by TWA 800?
Radar blips,
short loud sound, fodded engine, abrupt power loss, nose torn
off, and
streak? I say no but let's look. Let's say a pilot jammed full left
rudder,
pulled the stick all the way aft, gave full right wing down on
yoke, and
then pulled power all the way back to idle. Plane yaws left, goes
nose up,
right wing down, stalls, spins, crashes but not in .6 second of
loud sound
on tape and abrupt power loss on flight data recorder with
nothing unusual
before that. So, I say that after consideration there is no way a
pilot or

flight crew member can cause a 747 to destroy itself within the
evidence
constraints of TWA 800. The cargo door can.
The mechanical malfunction that you have been saying for two
months is
the right answer. You have the right answer. Cargo door. Pictures
on web
site www.corazon.com from your report, NTSB on UAL 811
show it all.
Let the cargo door have its turn in the spotlight. Offer it up for
consideration as a plausible mechanical explanation for TWA
800.
I have been reading about another theorist about the cause and
he said he
had a vicious exchange with NTSB investigators. Well, that's not
right. I
was wrong also. I couldn't help it. If you believed you knew the
cause of
airplane crashes and the cause was still there and could happen
any minute,
then you would be impatient too.
So, I am patient, is it cargo door turn yet?
FBI said bomb, you said maybe mechanical and you are right.
You have
always been right. It is mechanical and specifically, the door
closing and
opening mechanism on the forward cargo door.
I await the cargo door turn for investigation. Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Oct 96
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com

Subject: A lawyer from Justice has the answer!
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
What is going on here? The Justice Department is now making
decisions about
TWA 800? And she's right! How about a nine foot by 15 foot
hole could cause
a crash...and did...when the forward cargo door opened in flight.
Is the
cargo door turn yet to be investigated? Is bomb done, and missile
done, and
unexplained done, and center fuel tank done? Time for the
obvious yet?
John Barry Smith
WASHINGTON (Reuter) - Investigators may dredge the Atlantic
Ocean floor
for more wreckage of TWA Flight 800 in an effort to learn what
caused the
plane
to crash, U.S. Deputy Attorney General Jamie Gorelick said
Thursday.
"We are considering dredging," she told the weekly Justice
Department news
conference when asked about the investigation into the July 17
explosion
of the
Paris-bound jetliner shortly after takeoff from Kennedy
International
Airport.

"Even a small hole in the plane could cause the crash...and it is
for that
reason that recovery of as much of the plane -- wreckage -- as
possible is
necessary,"
Gorelick said. She added that it could be an eight-inch or 10-inch
hole.
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Mantra
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
"It's looking more and more like mechanical failure because of
the lack of
other evidence," said one senior law enforcement official. "It's
important
to
understand that the NTSB is not just chanting a mantra when
they
say they are looking into mechanical causes."
Mantra, cargo door, cargo door, cargo door...
Mechanical causes is plural, fuel tank explosion is singular, what
other
mechanical causes are you looking into? A nine foot by 15 foot
hole in side
of nose at 300 knots? Called the cargo door theory?
Well, still waiting patiently in line for cargo door theory turn.
I got the following off your web site...

The Safety Board conducts an accident investigation in a public
environment. For a major accident, press briefings are held on
scene in
the days immediately
following the accident. A public docket containing factual
information
about the accident is available within a few months. Usually
within a
year, the Board
Members will review a draft of the accident report in a public
meeting at
Safety Board headquarters in Washington, D.C. Soon after the
meeting, the
Board's
Public Affairs Office issues an abstract containing the Board's
conclusions, probable cause statement, and safety
recommendations from the
accident
report. The final report of a major accident is subsequently
printed for
public distribution.
Looking forward to the public docket and public meeting in DC.
Do you take
questions from the floor, like cargo door cause? Check it out,
that's all
the request is and will be. Check it out. John Barry Smith
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Mechanical cause Cargo Door
Cc:
Bcc:

X-Attachments:
Yes, it is a mechanical problem.
Please examine cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD 88-12-04
complied
with on TWA 800.
Please examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
Please examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
Please note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces.
Please note position of cargo door when found, close to event
site or far away.
John Barry Smith
Dr. Bernard S. Loeb, director of aviation safety for the National
Transportation Safety Board, reflected the new stance of many in
his agency
when he said last week that the missile and bomb theories
were now "lower probability." He added, "That means there is a
higher
probability
that it's a mechanical issue."
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: balloon popping, public docket, cargo door
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Mr. Dickinson, a hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the

hole in
balloon. The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The
next time
the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch. The
patch has
trouble before. The patch is not examined? The patch is not
examined
closely? An experienced balloon investigator would go right to
the patch
as the cause of the popping and rule it in or out. And check out
previous
balloon poppings.
Please examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04
complied with on TWA 800.
Please examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
Please examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
Please note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces and if
skin
attached to it.
Please note position of cargo door when found, close to event
site or far away.
John Barry Smith
When will the public docket be available?
The following was emailed to me.
Yesterday, Tuesday
At Boeing Commercial Aircraft, The 747 engineering team
discounted any
possibility of a center or other fuel tank problems as a failure site

for
TWA:800..

To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: rebuild cargo door area
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Alfred W. Dickinson, the lead investigator on the crash
for
the National Transportation Safety Board, said examining a
rebuilt plane
would
give investigators a different perspective from examining
pieces.
Yes, and be sure to rebuild the forward cargo door area, just like
Pan Am
103.
Reasons why center tank fire not initial event but happened later.
1. Center tank fire would give equal destruction to both sides of
aircraft,
not right side as reconstruction will show and early evaluation
reported.
More severe right side damage is consistent with open cargo
door and other
747 cargo door crashes.
2. Wreckage trail would be one big one, not two trails with one
small with
nose inside closest to event site, and the other large and further

away
which is consistent with cargo door opening and similar with
other cargo
door 747 crashes.
3. All engines would be fodded equally and they aren't.
4. CVR and FDR would be different than that which exists now,
which match
other 747 cargo door crashes. TWA 800 should match Iran 747
center tank
fire but won't. Also destruction pattern of Iran 747 is different
than 800,
wreckage pattern is different with left wing apart from rest of
debris.
There was a center tank fire but after the initial event which was
prime
suspect cargo door doing what it has done before, opened in
flight, causing
nose to separate and rest of fuselage to fall and disintegrate into
fuel
vapor and spinning hot jet engines.
5. Eyewitness reports of fireball at 7500 feet and initial event at
13700 feet.
6. Fire evidence would be on nose section and isn't because nose
separated
before fire happened.
The final Pan Am 103 report had the radar anomaly just before
destruction, is TWA 800 going to report the same anomaly? The
Pan Am 103
reconstruction had the entire fuselage including the forward
cargo door, is
TWA 800?
Pan Am 103 omitted the condition of the forward cargo door but
did report

the status of the CRAF door and the aft door, is TWA 800 going
to omit that
vital data also?
Maintenance history was omitted in Pan Am 103, is TWA 800
going to omit
that also?
A first order of business when an aircraft breaks up in flight is to
locate locus of damage. When that site is near a large door
known to have
failed before with deathly results the maintenance history of that
particular door must be investigated for compliance with ADs
and previous
gripes against the door.
1 Was TWA 800 in compliance with 88-12-04?
2 Did it have previous cargo door gripes against it?
3 Were the lock sectors locked and the cam sectors unlocked in
the door?
The door has been recovered in pieces, why not walk out there
and check the
door cam and lock sectors.
The cargo door theory relies on facts and things which can be
checked. Why
have you not checked out the matching CVR tapes to UAL 811,
AI 182, PA 103,
and the explosive decompression of a DC-10 which was matched
to AI 182
which was matched to PA 103 which matched to TWA 800?
Is the horror of a structural defect in a production aircraft so
horrible
that it can't even be checked out and the wishful thinking cause
of a one
time cause driving on the investigation?
To not consider the cargo door seriously as the cause of TWA

800 is more
than oversight, more than negligence, it would be intentional,
and I can't
believe that. John Barry Smith
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: One Consistent Theory, Cargo Door
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
From day one, July 18th, one crash cause theory has been
consistently
correct, inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
It fits
all the evidence as it becomes available during the investigation.
1. Radar anomaly just before destruction...cargo door spinning
away within
primary radar range.
2. Streak...cargo door spinning away at dusk at 13700 feet.
3. Short loud sound on CVR, explosive decompression sound
matches PA 103,
which matches AI 182 which matches DC-10 cargo door
explosive decompression
on CVR.
4. Abrupt power loss on FDR indicating nose separating instantly
which
would occur when nine foot by 15 foot gash is exposed when
cargo door rips
away and allows 300 knot slipstream to enter.
5. At least nine missing bodies sitting in same general area above
and aft

of cargo door which indicates bodies swept out and into jet
engines
vaporizing bodies which can't be found even after extensive,
lengthy, and
comprehensive searches.
6. Fodded engine number three when cargo door opens and jet
sucks in contents.
7. Two wreckage trails, one of nose and the other of rest of
aircraft which
indicates nose came off first when decapitated by 300 knot
slipstream into
gash.
8. More severe flying object damage on right side of aircraft, the
cargo
door side.
9. Locus of destruction above and forward of the wing on the
right side,
exactly where the hole appears when cargo door rips away.
10. Fire in center tank after nose separates and rest of severed
fuselage
and disintegrating wing fall into ball of fuel vapor and spinning
jet
engines.
Gentleman, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Alfred W. Dickinson, Mr.
Ron Schleede,
let me use this use of cyberspace to address you directly. TWA
800 is a
tree in a forest of four; TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and UAL 811.
Lift your
gaze up from TWA 800 to the other crashes.
How many Boeing 747s have ever crashed and left a short loud
sound on the
CVR? Four. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800.

How many Boeing 747s have crashed, left a short loud sound on
the CVR and
then had an abrupt power loss? Four. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811,
and TWA 800.
How many Boeing 747s have crashed, left a short loud sound on
the CVR,
had an abrupt power loss, and have at least nine never recovered
bodies?
Four. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
How many Boeing 747s have crashed, left a short loud sound on
the CVR, had
an abrupt power loss, had at least nine never recovered bodies,
had high
flight time airframe, fodded engines, and outward opening cargo
doors with
four Airworthiness Directives? Four. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811,
and TWA 800.
How many Boeing 747s have totally destructed, left a short loud
sound on
the CVR, had an abrupt power loss, had at least nine never
recovered
bodies, had high flight time airframe, fodded engines, outward
opening
cargo doors , and left two wreckage trails? Three. AI 182, PA
103, and TWA
800.
AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800 are three similar trees in the forest
of
crashed and destroyed Boeing 747s. They have the same cause.
The cargo door must be thoroughly investigated as the cause
since it is
known to be defective, was at the scene of destruction, and when
it

malfunctions can cause the total destruction event.
When the cause is determined to be the cargo door the credit for
the
discovery can go to the experts in AI 182 investigation in 1985
who
suggested the loud sound on the CVR matches the
decompression of the DC-10
and the sound would occur in an explosive decompression such
as an opening
forward cargo door. The cargo door idea existed in 1985 in the
official
report of AI 182. The expert was right then and I am right now
and you can
be right tomorrow.
You have said, and I have said, since day one this TWA crash
cause could
be mechanical. We are right. Now that the sabotage and
accidental shooting
have been ruled out, the mechanical takes center stage. Yes there
was a
fire, but after the event of door opening which occurred after the
initial
event of...ah, the mystery to be solved...why the doors are
opening
inadvertently. UAL 811 has several possible reasons, one of
which is
electrical short. Many questions are raised on the issue though,
why and
when does the door become unlocked? There is a sticky issue
and worthy of
the best aircraft investigators in the world, far above my humble
observations.
So, as a 35 year aviation professional, a jet crash survivor, and

an
informed member of the public answering a call for help made
by the
authorities, I, John Barry Smith, urge you gentlemen, Dr.
Bernard Loeb,
Director, Office of Aviation Safety, NTSB; Mr. Alfred W.
Dickinson, lead
investigator-TWA 800; Mr. Ron Schleede, investigator-TWA
800; check out the
forward cargo door.
John Barry Smith
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Now try cargo door theory
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Flight 800 Fuel Probe Shows No
Sign of Sparks
7:55pm EST, 10/30/96
NEW YORK - Tests on two sections of fuel probes
from TWA
Flight 800 that might have provided clues to why
the
plane
crashed in July revealed no signs of mechanical
failure,
investigators said Wednesday.
The two sections showed no evidence of electrical

arcing, or
sparking, which would have indicated a power
surge
in the Boeing
747's center fuel tank.
Mr. Dickinson, now will you try out the cargo door theory? No
bomb, no
missile, no ignition source for initial fire event, now to
alternative
mechanical problem, inadvertent opening of forward cargo door
in flight.
John Barry Smith
November 1996
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: clues and money
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
WASHINGTON, Oct. 31 (UPI) _ Investigators are searching
(Thursday) for new
promising clues to what destroyed TWA Flight 800 after two fuel
probes
showed no signs of having caused the deadly explosion that
killed 230
people. The probes, which carry a tiny electrical current, had
been
considered a possible source of a spark that could have caused
the 747's

center fuel tank to blow up.
Yes, Mr. Dickinson, new clues. New clues match old clues in
other Boeing
747 accidents, CVR, FDR, missing bodies, inflight damage,
destruction start
location, fodded engines, missing bodies, and unlocked cam
sectors, and are
the same for the crashes. Same everything. New clues can be
found in the
official accident reports of Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811
which are
on my web site and available for review at a click. The new clues
are there.
The sudden loud sound on the CVR of a DC-10 explosive
decompression is
matched to Air India 182 which is matched to Pan Am 103 which
is matched to
TWA 800. The clues and links are there to show the cause of the
crashes was
the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Now is the time to investigate the cargo door as initial cause.
SMITHTOWN, N.Y. - The cost of the
TWA Flight 800 investigation has ballooned to
$23.9 million, four times the amount Congress
set aside for the non-criminal side of the probe,
according to documents and sources.
Mr. Dickinson, instead of blowing up a plane, take just the cargo
doors and
throw them out of a C-130 at 13700 feet at the same sun angle as
July 17th
at same location and observe streak as door spins away in the
setting

orange sun. Also observe on radar as spinning door gives strange
radar
anomaly return on scopes.
Time to get to square one and do research. Compare official
government
safety agency reports of AI 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and
TWA 800 all side
by side and note similarities of CVR, FDR, FOD, damage start
location,
missing bodies and seating, and inflight damage sequence on
right side, the
cargo door side. Time for a scholarly approach to solving
mystery. My web
site has charts with all similarities shown. It is remarkable, either
they
were all brought down by bombs, center tank fires, or cargo
doors but it is
one cause for all four.
A forward cargo door investigation can be justified to save
money as
cheaper to check out and it is reasonable to investigate a
previously
malfunctioning complex mechanical object close to scene of
destruction.
As you reconstruct the fuselage you will see the similarities of
the skin
tearing to Pan Am 103 and AI 182 and UAL 811. You will solve
the TWA
mystery and two others at the same time. Big mysteries have big
solutions.
Foward cargo door. John Barry Smith
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov

From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Garage Door, Cargo Door in the Lineup
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Amendment to suggestion to take a couple of cargo doors and
toss them out
of C-130 at same sun angle as July17th near NYC...add another
seven feet of
metal to door to approximate the nine foot by 15 foot piece of
metal of
door and fuselage skin that tears off when door opens. The size
of the
object that created the streak is the same size as hole in side of
811, a
double car garage door. In fact, take a double car garage door,
bend it a
little, paint it white and silver, then throw it out of a C-130 going
as
fast as it can to get to close to 300 knots and watch streak appear.
Then
have ground radar pick up double car garage door as it goes out
of C-130
and spins to ocean. Both visual and radar returns will be seen
from that
double car garage door as it falls from 13700 feet at sun angle of
July
17th, 8:35PM off East Moriches.
Dr. Loeb, I appeal to your respect for education and research. I
have an
advanced degree from a university. I was an Air Intelligence
Officer in

the Navy. I have done a study of studies and extracted similarties,
made
conclusions and produced my own study, it's called the cargo
door website.
The studies were the official accident reports of AI 182, PA 103,
UAL 811,
and my own blazing jet crash, BUNO 149314 and all are on the
website.
Although I do not have hands on experience with the actual
evidence of
the TWA crash, I can deduce the evidence as it was being
discovered based
upon the documented sequence of Air India 182, Pan Am 103,
and UAL 811
described in the studies. I can deduce that the floor beams above
the cargo
door of TWA 800 will be bent down. I can induce that the
accident will
happen again to another early model high time Boeing 747 when
the door pops
again.
Four crashes with similarities and one is explained. Moderately
damaged
UAL 811 was the one almost destroyed plane that made it back
to tell what
happened. The other three total destruction crashes have matches
on all the
important parameters, CVR, FDR, FOD, missing bodies, damage
start location,
destruction sequence, and other clues. All four have the same
reproducible
mechanical cause.
To put it another way, how many Boeing 747 crashes have ever

ended with a
short loud sound? Four. That match puts the four airplanes in a
group. How
many Boeing 747 crashes have abrupt power cut? Four, and it's
the same four
so the group is tight. Then add the similarities of fodded engines,
damage
location start at forward cargo hold, more severe inflight damage
on right
side, at least nine missing bodies, radar blips at time of
destruction, and
the four crashes of the same type aircraft are inextricably linked
together
like cookies from a tin pattern. The name of the pattern is
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. The cookies are UAL
811, AI
182, PA 103, and TWA 800.
It's the cargo door theory's turn for TWA 800. The fringe
thinkers had
friendly missile fire theory. It was an entertaining story based on
true
streak observation. It was investigated and discounted from lack
of
evidence, I believe. The FBI had bomb theory and that was based
on the true
fact there was an explosion, an explosive decompression which
mimics a
bomb. That theory has been discounted, I believe from lack of
evidence. The
NTSB had center tank fire which is true, there was a fire after
disintegrating fuselage and wing mixed fuel and hot jet engines.
The fire

as initial event is discounted, I believe from lack of evidence.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable cause theory,
with
evidence, the mechanical problem theory of inadvertent opening
cargo door
in flight leading to large gash in nose the size of double car
garage door
allowing twice hurricane force winds to enter and tear off
weakened nose in
a second leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD,
sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same
seating, same inflight damage to right side of aircraft in leading
edges of
wing and horizontal stabilizer, damage start location of forward
cargo hold
in front of the wing on the right side, and it's happened before.
It's no
weird coincidence that four airplanes have same destruction
evidence, they
had the same cause, cargo door. The cargo door theory has
corroborative
evidence of real things that can be touched, listened to, and felt.
Mr. Dickinson, I appeal to your respect for hands on evidence.
Pick up the
pieces of the forward cargo door of TWA 800, do they have the
steel lock
sectors to replace the aluminum as per AD 88-12-04? Are the
cam sectors in
the locked or unlocked position? Are the lock sectors and cam
sectors worn
or gouged? What is the condition of the manual locking handle?

Is there any
frayed wiring around the motor actuators? What are the computer
simulations
of 300 knot wind entering nine foot by 15 foot hole in side of
weakened
nose of 747 with 93000 hours on airframe? What would a large
metal sheet
look like being ejected from an aircraft at 13700 feet at dusk to
observers
on the ground? Would radar pick it up? Are the floor beams bent
down just
above the cargo door?
You are lead investigator on TWA 800, do you call the shots on
the
direction the investigation takes? I suggest the cargo door
direction to
ensure a complete investigation to leave no stone unturned, no
door
unopened, no avenue unexplored...
Mr. Schleede, fortunately you were the lead investigator on UAL
811 and
can offer confirmation of matches of evidence to TWA 800. Does
the sudden
loud sound on CVR of 811 match sudden loud sound TWA 800?
Does the engine
breakdown of FOD in engines 3 and 4 match 811? Why the same
missing bodies
in same general seating of 811 and 800? Is the inflight damage
sequence of
800 the same as 811 damage to leading edges, root fillet, flaps,
and tail?
Gentlemen, an inflight structural breakup of a pressurized
aircraft hull

has occurred and the locus of destruction is near a hole cut in the
hull
and patched with a door. The patch failed. The British Comets
had a
pressurized hull with cut holes that disintegrated at passenger
windows.
The patch failed. Meet the new boss, same as the old boss, hole
cut in
pressurized hull that failed to plug, outward opening forward
cargo door on
high time early Boeing 747 that opened when it shouldn't.
The real mystery right now is why the doors are opening. It's
happened,
in my opinion, six times in eleven years, 1985, 1987, 1988, 1989,
1991,
1996. The events just listed are all documented on my web site
which is a
study of those events based upon studies by government safety
boards and
quotations of safety board members to the reputable press.
Cargo door's time in the investigative spotlight; put cargo door
in the
lineup. Let's see if truth picks it. John Barry Smith

To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus fire
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Al Dickinson, please consider the following analysis...

Friday, 15 November, 1996
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of
wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.

Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still
satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of
the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us examine
them side by
side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no
effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing mode of
flight and might
assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to
explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white fuselage skin
attached
spinning away at orange dusk on clear summer night at 13700
feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large
metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning away at
13700 feet
close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded
and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door opened and
with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which
tore off nose severing power to main equipment compartment
housing

transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit
voice recorder before power is severed. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin
tore away causing explosive decompression loud sound to be
recorded on
cockpit voice recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and
cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away
and allowed
300 knot wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose
severing
power to main equipment compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers
sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage skin tore
away
exposing passengers who were ejected in decompression and
sucked into
number 3 jet engine and cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage
in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off
nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects
debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore away exposing
baggage

compartment which explosive decompression ejects material into
engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown
ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away and
allowed
300 knot wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose
allowing rest
of wing and fuselage to fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel
vapor and
spinning jet engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with
fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive decompression to
occur in
passenger compartment and cargo hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls
into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and
allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side which tore off
nose which
fell into tight wreckage trail and rest of aircraft fell and
disintegrated
into larger wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center
tank explodes, severs nose which falls into tight wreckage
pattern and rest
of aircraft disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo
door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash

on right
side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and
rest of
aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of
wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or: Cargo
door and
fuselage skin tears away just forward of the wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why
the cargo door theory is more credible than the center tank
explosion
theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure,
Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition source
which isn't
supposed to be ignition source while cargo door is a complicated,
previously known to fail and kill, mechanical system with four
airworthiness directives against if. Cargo door more likely
failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be
reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude,
clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as spinning
door.
Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely. Cargo door
more
likely streak.

Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning
away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby ground
radar. Center
tank would not give return. Cargo door more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and
nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash appears allowing
300 knot
wind to enter and tear off nose would both cause abrupt
secondary radar
return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both
give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until sound matched to fuel
tank
explosion or explosive decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing
nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both
cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause
nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away and
allowed 300
knot wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose just
forward of
the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause engines to be fodded. Tie.

Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to
fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would
both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door
opening would both cause explosive type damage on wreckage.
Tie unless no
fire explosive damage found on nose section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening
would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center
tank explosion and cargo door would both cause nose wreckage
to be closer
to rest of aircraft wreckage. Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo
door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of
wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would cause
breakup at
forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is traced to above
and forward
of the wing on the right side, nearer to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both
cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo

door and
none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is more
likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight
can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines
Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial event was
not a
center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of
fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center
tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure
damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and
forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where the hole is
formed
when the cargo door tears away with fuselage skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank
explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches
TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist with much
evidence which

matches TWA 800 and UAL 811, none of which was caused by a
center tank
fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA
800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme weather and
lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there
was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04
complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away
indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.

10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating
decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on
separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight
aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape
Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine
foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will tear nose
of in an
second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side
of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing and
horizontal
stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to
take several two car garage doors painted silver and white and
push them
out the back of a C-130 going as fast as it can at 13700 feet on
clear
evening with same sun angle as July 17th near New York and
look for streak
and radar primary return. They will be there, two mysteries

explained at
reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The
balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next inflation
the
balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch. The patch
has failed
before. The patch is a likely cause of the balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is
the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole can not
be opened
by pressing on it with fingers. But once the semi cut hole/door
seal is
broken by pressing on the hole with the metal tab using leverage,
the soda
fluid/debris escapes in the explosive decompression and flies into
face/engines. Now the semi cut hole can easily be pressed down
further with
little force from finger because the structural integrity of the
soda
can/hull has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause
theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent opening
cargo
door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in nose the size of
double
car garage door allowing twice hurricane force winds to enter
and tear off
weakened nose in a second leaving evidence of visual streak,

radar blips,
FOD, sudden loud sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same
missing
bodies in general same seating, damage start location of forward
cargo hold
in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to
TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight 811, and it
will happen
again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message
of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to email
barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Safety responsibility
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Dickinson, an important mission may fail because a door did
not do what
it was supposed to do; just like cargo doors which are supposed
to stay
closed but don't. An inadvertent opening cargo door is not a
science
fiction/weirdo explanation for an explosive decompression on a
747. It
happens all the time.

Every fire fighter has to respond to a 'fire' call even though that
firefighter may believe it is a false alarm. He can not ignore the
'fire'
call because it is his duty, regardless of his personal feelings.
I contend that the person assigned to the NTSB (S means
Safety) must
respond to a call of "Danger" even though he may believe it is a
false
alarm.
I report to you that there is 'danger' in high time Boeing 747s in
which
the forward cargo door may open. As evidence of the event
happening in the
past I refer to AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
(Documentation on web
site www.corazon.com)
Deductions from those crashes lead to the conclusion that TWA
800 had an
inadvertently opened cargo door. Inductions from those crashes
lead to the
conclusion that it can happen again to other similar high time
Boeing 747s,
approximately 650 now flying.
I urge you, as I would urge a firefighter to check out a fire that I
believe was caused by an event and may cause another fire until
fixed, to
check out the crash of TWA 800 being caused by an
inadvertently opened
forward cargo door that may cause other Boeing 747s to crash
until fixed.
The cargo door did what it was not supposed to do, just like the
Columbia
space Shuttle mission now flying overhead with its

malfunctioning door.
High time spacecraft=malfunctioning door; high time
747=malfunctioning door.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - NASA officials are due to meet
Saturday morning to discuss a jammed hatch on Columbia
that
has kept astronauts leaving the shuttle for planned space
walks.> The most likely explanation was that two of the six
latches on
the door were misaligned, Bantle said at a news
conference
Friday. The latches could be out of adjustment by as little
as
one-20,000th of an inch.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination,
experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04
complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.

9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away
indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating
decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on
separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight
aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape
Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine
foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will tear nose
of in an
second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side
of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing and
horizontal
stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to
take several two car garage doors painted silver and white and
push them
out the back of a C-130 going as fast as it can at 13700 feet on

clear
evening with same sun angle as July 17th near New York and
look for streak
and radar primary return. They will be there, two mysteries
explained at
reasonable cost.
If I should not send my inquiries from the public, that's me, to
you, NTSB
investigator, who should I send them to?
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
December 1996
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: You're right
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Al Dickinsin, if you are the senior investigator, you are right.
Static
electricity is a cop out. There is no evidence of it. There is
however
evidence that engine number 3 was the ignition source as it is
burnt, the
only engine to show burn damage. It was falling with the rest of
the
disintegrating fuselage and wing and ignited the vaporing fuel.
All this
fireball stuff was after the nose came off after the 300 knot wind
blew in
big hole made by departing cargo door.

I make my plea again, please check out inadvertent opening of
the forward
cargo door in flight as the cause of TWA 800. It fits all the
evidence.
Converse with me. Read my documentation on my web site at
www.corazon.com.
Email questions. The facts speak for themselves once they are
assembled in
a coherent fashion. Cargo door opened, plane crashed. Balloon
popped.
Door explains streak, radar anomaly, fireball, wreckage plot,
inflight
damage, missing bodies, engine fod, CVR and FDR data. It's all
there, Mr.
Dickinson, really. John Barry Smith

The senior investigator working on the wreckage, who insisted
on
anonymity, said crash investigators had recovered only a few
pieces of the pipe in question, "but nothing you could draw
any
conclusion from."
The pipe is called the cross-feed manifold, and the safety
board
officials in Washington said on Friday that they believed a flaw
in the pipe might have allowed static electricity to build,
resulting in a spark that could have ignited fuel vapors in the
plane's

center fuel tank.
But the senior investigator, who said he was speaking for
other
safety board investigators in the Calverton, N.Y., hangar, said the
theory was purely hypothetical and not based on any
evidence. In
fact, he added, investigators have recovered so few pieces of
the pipe that they have not even added it to a reconstruction
of
the center fuel tank wreckage.
"Static is not something we are confident of," this
investigator
said.
To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Safety responsibility
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Dickinson, an important mission may fail because a door did
not do what
it was supposed to do; just like cargo doors which are supposed
to stay
closed but don't. An inadvertent opening cargo door is not a
science
fiction/weirdo explanation for an explosive decompression on a
747. It
happens all the time.
Every fire fighter has to respond to a 'fire' call even though that

firefighter may believe it is a false alarm. He can not ignore the
'fire'
call because it is his duty, regardless of his personal feelings.
I contend that the person assigned to the NTSB (S means
Safety) must
respond to a call of "Danger" even though he may believe it is a
false
alarm.
I report to you that there is 'danger' in high time Boeing 747s in
which
the forward cargo door may open. As evidence of the event
happening in the
past I refer to AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
(Documentation on web
site www.corazon.com)
Deductions from those crashes lead to the conclusion that TWA
800 had an
inadvertently opened cargo door. Inductions from those crashes
lead to the
conclusion that it can happen again to other similar high time
Boeing 747s,
approximately 650 now flying.
I urge you, as I would urge a firefighter to check out a fire that I
believe was caused by an event and may cause another fire until
fixed, to
check out the crash of TWA 800 being caused by an
inadvertently opened
forward cargo door that may cause other Boeing 747s to crash
until fixed.
The cargo door did what it was not supposed to do, just like the
Columbia
space Shuttle mission now flying overhead with its
malfunctioning door.

High time spacecraft=malfunctioning door; high time
747=malfunctioning door.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - NASA officials are due to meet
Saturday morning to discuss a jammed hatch on Columbia
that
has kept astronauts leaving the shuttle for planned space
walks.> The most likely explanation was that two of the six
latches on
the door were misaligned, Bantle said at a news
conference
Friday. The latches could be out of adjustment by as little
as
one-20,000th of an inch.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination,
experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04
complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or

far away
indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating
decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on
separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight
aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape
Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine
foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will tear nose
of in an
second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side
of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing and
horizontal
stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to
take several two car garage doors painted silver and white and
push them
out the back of a C-130 going as fast as it can at 13700 feet on
clear

evening with same sun angle as July 17th near New York and
look for streak
and radar primary return. They will be there, two mysteries
explained at
reasonable cost.
If I should not send my inquiries from the public, that's me, to
you, NTSB
investigator, who should I send them to?
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA 800 report
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Dickinson, I'm trying to save the 747 from extinction. No
one will fly
in an airplane that might blow up if you scuff your shoes on the
carpet.
They will fly in the 747 that had a problem but is now fixed. The
problem
would be the forward cargo door comes open when it shouldn't.
Fix for real
on the fifth AD on that door. It's not like it's a surprise the door is
failing and causing the crashes of 800 and others. Non plug
outward opening
doors are well known as killers.
Mr. Alfred Dickinson, lead investigator to the TWA 800 crash,
writer of
the accident report, I beg/invite you to listen/investigate the

forward
cargo door as cause.
When you write the report, if you go with center tank fire, which
is true,
there was a center tank fire/explosion, you will have trouble as
fire/explosion as initial event. The problem is not the ignition
source
(engine number 3, the burnt one,) but the timing. First nose
separates,
rest falls to 7500 feet and fireball. Time between nose separating
and
fireball about 24 seconds. Plus eyewitnessess said fireball later,
and seen
from the air at 7500 feet, and seen on radar.
So, if not fire/explosion as initial event, what? I respectfully
submit
the previous identified killer of mechanical defect, like your
center tank
fire killer, of ...forward right side lower lobe outward opening,
four
Airworthiness Directives against, great big vulnerable cargo
door...which
just opened a little bit, but got caught up in the slipstream, torn
away,
taking skin with it, reflecting in evening sun, picked up on radar,
and so
weakening the nose with missing structural members, bent and
fractured
floor beams, that the 300 knot wind blew in and blew nose off,
just like
that, cutting off power, too.
Full support and documentation for this mechanical fault
explanation on

www.corazon.com
Mr. Dickinson, really, please, exhaust all reasonable
explanations before
committing. Cargo door is reasonable. It merits a chance. Please
investigate as cause. Why door opened I can not say. That is
mystery to me.
That answer is important and is found by experts like you and
your crew
after identifying the door as faulty. I can do that. Contact me at
408 659
3552 phone or email at barry@corazon.com. I can factually
explain any
confusion or refute any doubts you may have.
This is a matter of life and death, as we speak, hundreds of
planes are
flying with this hazard. I realize the gravity of the situation.
John Barry Smith
End of 1996

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 4, 1998 10:45:26 PM PDT

To: monica_warnock-mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Referral for submission

Dear Ms. Warnock, 4 Aug 98
I have been approached, for the second time, by a publisher who
wants me to write a book about wiring/cargo door explanation
for TWA 800 and others. Well, I don't want to go to strangers so I
thought I'd check with you. Do you know which part of
McGraw-Hill handles aviation books? Can you refer me to
someone? Do I need an agent? Do you know any agents?
I'm a babe in the publishing woods on this one. My priority for
two years for TWA 800 is getting the doors fixed and I've used
correspondence with NTSB to attempt that.
But, if a book gets their attention, as Elaine Scarry did with
HIRF, and James Sanders did with missile explanation, then it is
a deed I must do.
Cheerfully,
John Barry Smith
From: Anders Hagen <aha@SAMSON.STUD.HIVOLDA.NO>
Date: August 4, 1998 6:32:21 AM PDT
To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
Subject: More on hijacking
Reply-To: Flight 800 discussion list
<FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>

URGENT Private plane hijacked in eastern Congo,
government says KINSHASA, Congo (AP) _ A private
plane was hijacked in the eastern Congolese city of
Goma on Tuesday and has been forced to fly to a

military base in the country's west, a government
spokesman said. MORE 041330 aug 98GMT

From: Anders Hagen <aha@SAMSON.STUD.HIVOLDA.NO>
Date: August 4, 1998 6:27:54 AM PDT
To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
Subject: NEWSALERT!
Reply-To: Flight 800 discussion list
<FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>

Private airliner hijacked in eastern Congo,
government says.
More later
Anders

From: Anders Hagen <aha@SAMSON.STUD.HIVOLDA.NO>
Date: August 3, 1998 1:16:31 PM PDT
To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
Subject: thanks!!
Reply-To: Flight 800 discussion list
<FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>

I just wanted to say a big "thanks" to everyone who bothered to
answer my
request on pilot suicide. you guys are great.
BTW, did anone else read the Wall Street Journals story on
SilkAir MI
185? thats one chilling story... Just had to give it to my
readers :-).

I'll post my original story on the norwegian company that
researches TWA
800, someday. i'll have to translate it into american first...
The article presented information i received from CMR (The
company). it
was the already familiar "heated by the airconditioning packs"story. No
explanation for the ignition of the Fuel/vapor-mixture in the
central
wing tank was given.
Sources, that i cannot reveal, did say that CMR had found the
location of
the blast within the thank. (Or perhaps without. I didnt ask
that!!!) This
location is secret.
I myself am open to what the probable cause of the accident was.
But the
witness reports of a possible missile are compelling..
I knew one of the persons who died on july 17. 1996.
I served in the army with Lars Gr¿nnbakken Hansen (norwegian)
(22). I was
not very familiar with him, as I was already a veteran when he
first
entered, and i finished my mandatory service about 3 months
later. i did
speak to him on three or four occations, and he seemed like a
nice guy.
he didnt deserve his fate, as did nobody aboard TWA 800.

Its a tragedy that no answer has been given.
BTW: I had a chat with some NTBS spokesman, and he said the
investigation
will be closed down in less than a year, no matter if the cause of
the
accident is determined or not. He said the NTSb will then focus
on making
flights safer by making it impossile to make fuel/vapor mixtures
flammable in the fuel tanks during flight.
Go figure
regards
Anders W. Hagen
reporter
VG, Oslo, Norway

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 3, 1998 12:40:57 PM PDT
To: aha@SAMSON.STUD.HIVOLDA.NO
Subject: Pilot suicides more

Hi, here's some more
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
1. MIA89LAMS1
Abstract: NTSB Identification: MIA89LAMS1 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 38520A Accident occurred
FEB-06-89 at MISSING ACFT, AO Aircraft: PIPER PA-28-151,

registration: N6834J Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE AIRCRAFT
AND A STUDENT PILOT ARE REPORTED MISSING. THE
STUDENT PILOT'S CAR WAS FOUND AT THE OPERA
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/mia/89ams1.htm - size 903
bytes - 12/1/97 11:17:14 PM GMT
2. LAX91FA116
Abstract: NTSB Identification: LAX91FA116 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 45272A Accident occurred
MAR-02-91 at MONTEREY PARK, CA Aircraft: PIPER
PA-28R-200,
registration: N5290T Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE PILOT
UNEXPLAINABLY QUIT WORK AND LEFT HOME TEN
DAYS BEFORE THE ACCIDENT. SEVEN DAYS LATER THE
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/lax/91a116.htm - size 1,507
bytes - 12/1/97 10:09:14 PM GMT
3. DEN91FA110
Abstract: NTSB Identification: DEN91FA110 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 50540A Accident occurred
AUG-06-91 at HYGIENE, CO Aircraft: CESSNA 177,
registration: N3185T
Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE PILOT MADE A DISTRESS CALL,
GIVING HIS POSITION AND SAYING THAT HE WAS
"GOING IN. THE WEATHER WAS VFR. THE
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/den/91a110.htm - size 1,480
bytes - 12/1/97 11:21:45 PM GMT
4. lnarr_94a113.htm
Abstract: CHI94FA113 HISTORY OF FLIGHT On March
23, 1994, about 0030 central standard time, a Piper PA- 28-180
airplane, N3365R, was destroyed when it collided with terrain
shortly

after takeoff from runway 26 left (26L) at the Spirit of St.
Louis Airport, Chesterfield, Missouri. The solo private pilot was
fa
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/chi/lnarr_94a113.htm - size
6,172 bytes - 3/12/98 2:33:13 PM GMT
5. SEA96FA022
Abstract: NTSB Identification: SEA96FA022. The docket is
stored in the (offline) NTSB Imaging System. Accident occurred
NOV-21-95 at PROVO, UT Aircraft: Cessna 152, registration:
N6392Q
Injuries: 1 Fatal. At about 1430 mst, a jury found that the
pilot was guilty of a "pyramid scheme. About 1/2 hour later, he
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/sea/96a022.htm - size 1,678
bytes - 3/11/98 3:15:07 PM GMT
6. LAX89LA335
Abstract: NTSB Identification: LAX89LA335 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 45147A Accident occurred
JUL-09-89 at NAPA, CA Aircraft: LUSCOMBE 8A, registration:
N77969
Injuries: 1 Fatal. ON THE EVENING OF 7/9/89 THE
PILOT TELEPHONED FRIENDS. HE WAS REPORTED TO
BE DESPONDENT, INDICATED THAT HE WAS GO
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/lax/89a335.htm - size 983
bytes - 12/1/97 10:05:13 PM GMT
7. CHI94FA113
Abstract: NTSB Identification: CHI94FA113. The docket is
stored in the (offline) NTSB Imaging System. Accident occurred
MAR-23-94 at CHESTERFIELD, MO Aircraft: PIPER
PA-28-180,
registration: N3365R Injuries: 1 Fatal. WITNESSES

OBSERVED THE AIRPLANE TAXIING AT A HIGH SPEED
TOWARD THE RUNWAY, AND SHORTLY THEREA
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/chi/94a113.htm - size 1,406
bytes - 3/12/98 2:30:54 PM GMT
8. BFO88FA003
Abstract: NTSB Identification: BFO88FA003 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 35723A Accident occurred
OCT-16-87 at INDIAN HEAD, MD Aircraft: CESSNA 172H,
registration:
N9WB Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE NON-CERTIFICATED PLT
TOOK THE ACFT WITHOUT PROPER AUTHORITY. A
NOTE WAS FOUND IN HIS AUTOMOBILE THAT SHO
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/bfo/88a003.htm - size 895
bytes - 12/1/97 10:39:03 PM GMT
9. BFO96LA029
Abstract: NTSB Identification: BFO96LA029. The docket is
stored in the (offline) NTSB Imaging System. Accident occurred
DEC-04-95 at SEVILLE, OH Aircraft: Cessna 150K,
registration:
N5900G Injuries: 1 Fatal. Witnesses saw an airplane flying
erratically in the vicinity of the accident site. After about 8 minut
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/bfo/96a029.htm - size 1,442
bytes - 3/11/98 2:42:15 PM GMT
10. ATL86FA007
Abstract: NTSB Identification: ATL86FA007 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 30190A Accident occurred
OCT-18-85 at CHARLESTON, SC Aircraft: PIPER PA-34-200T,
registration: N1944H Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE AIRCRAFT
WAS OBSERVED ON RADAR AS IT APPROACHED THE
JOINT CIVIL - MILITARY AIRPORT. IT PASSED OVER

http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/atl/86a007.htm - size 1,407
bytes - 12/1/97 10:25:22 PM GMT

Documents 11 to 20 of 52 matching the query "suicide".
New query

11. ATL90LA084
Abstract: NTSB Identification: ATL90LA084 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 42925A Accident occurred
MAR-18-90 at BEAUFORT, NC Aircraft: CESSNA 150M,
registration:
N704EA Injuries: 1 Uninjured. THE PILOT CONFESSED
TO POLICE THAT HE BECAME INTOXICATED AND FLEW
THE AIRPLANE WITHOUT AUTHORIZATION. HE
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/atl/90a084.htm - size 879 bytes
- 12/1/97 10:31:28 PM GMT
12. ANC88LA053
Abstract: NTSB Identification: ANC88LA053 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 35692A Accident occurred
MAY-03-88 at KOTZEBUE, AK Aircraft: CESSNA 150L,
registration:
N6592G Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE AIRCRAFT CRASHED
FIVE MILES SOUTH OF THE CITY ALONG THE BEACH

LINE. FAA INSPECTORS, THE ALASKA STATE TROO
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/anc/88a053.htm - size 1,623
bytes - 12/3/97 2:10:34 PM GMT
13. table10.csv
Abstract: Table 10. Accidents, Fatalities, and Rates, 1982
through 1997, U.S. General Aviation, Accidents , Fatalities ,
Accidents per 100,000 Flight Hours "
Year,All,Fatal,Total,Aboard, Flight
Hours , All , Fatal 1982, 3,233 "591, 1,187 " 1,170 "
29,640,000 " 10.90 , 1.99 1983, 3,077 "556, 1,069 " 1,062 "
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/table10.csv - size 1,966 bytes 2/24/98 8:51:23 PM GMT
14. table5.csv
Abstract: Table 5. Accidents, Fatalities, and Rates, 1982
through 1997, for U.S. Air Carriers Operating Under 14 CFR
121, Scheduled and Nonscheduled Service (Airlines) since
March 20, 1997
includes aircraft with 10 or more seats formerly operated
under 14 CFR 135) Accidents,Fatalities, Accidents per 100,000
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/table5.csv - size 3,563 bytes 2/24/98 8:51:32 PM GMT
15. table6.csv
Abstract: Table 6. Accidents, Fatalities, and Rates, 1982
through 1997, for U.S. Air Carriers Operating Under 14 CFR
121, Scheduled Service (Airlines) since March 20, 1997 includes
aircraft
with 10 or more seats formerly operated under 14 CFR 135)
Accidents,Fatalities, Accidents per 100,000 Flight Hours " Acc
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/table6.csv - size 4,135 bytes 2/24/98 8:51:34 PM GMT

16. table8.csv
Abstract: Table 8. Accidents, Fatalities, and Rates, 1982
through 1997, for U.S. Air Carriers Operating Under 14 CFR
135, Scheduled Service " since March 20, 1997 only aircraft with
fewer
than 10 seats) Accidents,Fatalities, Accidents per 100,000
Flight Hours " Accidents per 1,000,000 Miles Flown " Accidents
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/table8.csv - size 3,671 bytes 3/5/98 4:15:03 PM GMT
17. SEA94FA034
Abstract: NTSB Identification: SEA94FA034. The docket is
stored in the (offline) NTSB Imaging System. Accident occurred
NOV-22-93 at MOUNTAIN HOME, ID Aircraft: PIPER
PA-46-310P, registration: N84PM Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE
PILOT HAD BEEN CHARGED WITH "LEWD AND
LASCIVIOUS CONDUCT WITH A MINOR. HE WAS JAILED
ON
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/sea/94a034.htm - size 1,718
bytes - 3/12/98 5:22:23 PM GMT
18. lnarr_96a022.htm
Abstract: SEA96FA022 HISTORY OF FLIGHT On
November 21, 1995, approximately 1515 hours mountain
standard time, a Cessna 152, N6392Q, registered to High Valley
Aviation, and being
flown by a private pilot, was destroyed during a collision
with terrain several miles east of Provo, Utah. The pilot was
fatally inj
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/sea/lnarr_96a022.htm - size
4,942 bytes - 3/11/98 3:16:39 PM GMT

19. NYC84IA015
Abstract: NTSB Identification: NYC84IA015 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 23753A Scheduled 14 CFR
135 operation of PENNSYLVANIA AIRLINES, INC. Incident
occurred
OCT-28-83 at MIDDLETOWN, PA Aircraft: SHORT
SD3-30, registration: N26288 Injuries: 1 Fatal, 29 Uninjured.
AFTER TAKEOFF ON A FLT TO WASH
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/nyc/84a015.htm - size 1,403
bytes - 12/2/97 12:31:28 PM GMT
20. NYC91FA095
Abstract: NTSB Identification: NYC91FA095 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 46004A Accident occurred
MAR-21-91 at SIMSBURY, CT Aircraft: CESSNA 120,
registration:
N4117N Injuries: 2 Fatal. THE MISSING AIRPLANE WAS
FOUND 10 DAYS AFTER IT DEPARTED, CRASHED IN A
STATE FOREST. THE PILOT WAS FOUND DEAD
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/nyc/91a095.htm - size 1,053
bytes - 12/2/97 12:50:54 PM GMT

Documents 21 to 30 of 52 matching the query "suicide".
New query

21. NYC92LA083
Abstract: NTSB Identification: NYC92LA083 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 46091A Scheduled 14 CFR
135 operation of MESABA AIRLINES Accident occurred
APR-17-92 at
LEXINGTON, KY Aircraft: FAIRCHILD SA-227AC,
registration: N27465 Injuries: 1 Minor, 4 Uninjured. THE
AIRPLANE WAS TAXIING TO THE GATE A
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/nyc/92a083.htm - size 1,165
bytes - 12/2/97 12:52:30 PM GMT
22. NYC96LA044
Abstract: NTSB Identification: NYC96LA044. The docket is
stored in the (offline) NTSB Imaging System. Accident occurred
DEC-29-95 at PYMATUNING, PA Aircraft: Cessna 182E,
registration: N3290Y Injuries: 1 Fatal. The airplane had
departed between 1900 and 2000. About 2215 it was observed on
radar in a climbing
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/nyc/96a044.htm - size 2,260
bytes - 3/11/98 3:12:17 PM GMT
23. MIA85FA140
Abstract: NTSB Identification: MIA85FA140 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 27986A Accident occurred
MAR-31-85 at ROCKLEDGE, FL Aircraft: PIPER PA-28-180,
registration:
N5180S Injuries: 1 Fatal. ON MARCH 31, 1985 THE
RENTAL ACFT DEPARTED MERRITT ISLAND FLON
APRIL 1, 1985 THE ACFT WAS FOUND CRASHED
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/mia/85a140.htm - size 1,025
bytes - 12/1/97 11:08:28 PM GMT

24. MIA88FA081
Abstract: NTSB Identification: MIA88FA081 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 35824A Accident occurred
JAN-02-88 at PARKLAND, FL Aircraft: CESSNA 152,
registration:
N24480 Injuries: 1 Fatal. ACFT WAS SEEN
DESCENDING IN A NEAR VERTICAL DIVE AT A HIGH
RATE OF SPEED WITH NO ROTATION ALONG THE ROLL
AXIS.
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/mia/88a081.htm - size 1,499
bytes - 12/1/97 11:13:54 PM GMT
25. MIA90FA017
Abstract: NTSB Identification: MIA90FA017 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 39863A Accident occurred
OCT-25-89 at COLUMBIA, MS Aircraft: CESSNA 150L,
registration:
N19007 Injuries: 1 Fatal. AFTER THE PLT TOOK OFF,
THE ACFT WAS OBSERVED TO ENTER A CLIMB, WHICH
CONTINUED UNTIL THE ACFT WAS OUT OF SIG
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/mia/90a017.htm - size 965
bytes - 12/1/97 11:17:20 PM GMT
26. MIA95LA032
Abstract: NTSB Identification: MIA95LA032. The docket is
stored in the (offline) NTSB Imaging System. Accident occurred
DEC-03-94 at MIAMI, FL Aircraft: CESSNA 172D, registration:
N707PP Injuries: 1 Fatal, 1 Uninjured. The pilot reported
that he was in cruise flight at 5,000 feet agl and had slowed to 70
mph.
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/mia/95a032.htm - size 1,936
bytes - 3/11/98 9:44:15 PM GMT

27. lnarr_95a032.htm
Abstract: MIA95LA032 On December 3, 1994, about 1246
eastern standard time, a Cessna 172D, N707PP, registered to
Hodelin F. Rene, operating as a 14 CFR Part 91 aerial
photography flight,
reported to FAA air traffic control while in cruise flight, that
his female passenger jumped out of the airplane in the vic
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/mia/lnarr_95a032.htm - size
4,860 bytes - 3/11/98 9:45:09 PM GMT
28. LAX83FA371
Abstract: NTSB Identification: LAX83FA371 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 23099A Accident occurred
JUL-31-83 at PLEASANTON, CA Aircraft: CESSNA 152,
registration:
N6599L Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE ACFT CRASHED IN A
STEEP NOSE DOWN ATTITUDE IN HILLY TERRAIN.
DEBRIS WAS SCATTERED FOR ABOUT 100 FT BUT T
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/lax/83a371.htm - size 1,564
bytes - 12/1/97 11:48:05 PM GMT
29. LAX84FA221
Abstract: NTSB Identification: LAX84FA221 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 23530A Accident occurred
FEB-15-84 at EDWARDS AFB, CA Aircraft: TAYLORCRAFT
BC12D-85, registration: N5603M Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE
ACFT COLLIDED WITH THE GROUND AND ROLLED
INVERTED IN THE DESERT NEAR EDWARDS AFB.
EXAMINATION
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/lax/84a221.htm - size 960
bytes - 12/1/97 11:49:54 PM GMT
30. LAX89DUG02

Abstract: NTSB Identification: LAX89DUG02 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 46182A Accident occurred
JAN-22-89 at CAJALCO, CA Aircraft: MASON AJM-1,
registration:
N87AJ Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE PILOT RADIOED HE HAD
CONTROL DIFFICULTIES WITH HIS AIRCRAFT AND
DECLINED ASSISTANCE TO LAND AT NEARBY AIRPO
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/lax/89ug02.htm - size 1,497
bytes - 12/1/97 10:05:13 PM GMT

Documents 31 to 40 of 52 matching the query "suicide".
New query

31. LAX91LA387
Abstract: NTSB Identification: LAX91LA387 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 45500A Accident occurred
SEP-07-91 at PHOENIX, AZ Aircraft: ROTORWAY
INTERNATIONAL
EXEC 90, registration: N7456T Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE
HELICOPTER WAS A FACTORY BUILT PROTOTYPE FOR A
NEW KIT DESIGN AND THE PILOT WAS A COMPA
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/lax/91a387.htm - size 1,495
bytes - 12/1/97 10:11:19 PM GMT

32. LAX92LA228
Abstract: NTSB Identification: LAX92LA228 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 47841A Accident occurred
MAY-31-92 at STRAWBERRY, AZ Aircraft: CESSNA 172RG,
registration: N9645B Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE PILOT
INDICATED TO A FRIEND THAT HE PLANNED TO END
HIS LIFE. THE PILOT WAS REPORTEDLY EMOTIONALLY
UPSE
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/lax/92a228.htm - size 1,371
bytes - 12/1/97 10:13:21 PM GMT
33. LAX98FA043
Abstract: NTSB Identification: LAX98FA043 Accident
occurred NOV-24-97 at SAN DIEGO, CA Aircraft: Cessna
172N, registration: N6364D Injuries: 1 Fatal. On November 24,
1997, at 1352
hours Pacific standard time, a Cessna 172N, N6463D,
descended into the Pacific ocean while maneuvering
approximately 1 mile west o
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/lax/98a043.htm - size 2,658
bytes - 12/19/97 12:30:13 PM GMT
34. FTW84LAMS5
Abstract: NTSB Identification: FTW84LAMS5 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 26252A Accident occurred
SEP-02-84 at MISSING ACFT, UN Aircraft: CESSNA 152,
registration:
N93480 Injuries: 1 Fatal. N93480 DEPARTED
LAFAYETTE, LA ON A REPORTED 2 HR SIGHT-SEEING
FLT OVER THE GULF OF MEXICO & FAILED TO RETU
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/ftw/84ams5.htm - size 830
bytes - 12/1/97 11:26:39 PM GMT

35. DEN85FA120
Abstract: NTSB Identification: DEN85FA120 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 29367A Accident occurred
APR-22-85 at LAPORTE, CO Aircraft: CESSNA P210N,
registration:
N6208W Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE PLT WAS A BUSINESS
MAN, INVOLVED IN BUILDING/CONSTRUCTION WORK.
ON THE MORNING OF THE ACDNT, HE HAD BREAK
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/den/85a120.htm - size 1,609
bytes - 12/1/97 11:14:26 PM GMT
36. DEN89FA184
Abstract: NTSB Identification: DEN89FA184 For details,
refer to NTSB microfiche number 39248A Accident occurred
AUG-06-89 at ALBUQUERQUE, NM Aircraft: CESSNA 172M,
registration: N64263 Injuries: 1 Fatal. DRG THE FLT, THE
ACFT FLEW INTO THE WEST FACE OF THE SANDIA
MOUNTAINS AT ABOUT THE 9000 FT LEVEL. BEFORE T
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/den/89a184.htm - size 1,261
bytes - 12/1/97 11:19:54 PM GMT
37. CHI96FA169
Abstract: NTSB Identification: CHI96FA169. The docket is
stored in the (offline) NTSB Imaging System. Accident occurred
MAY-23-96 at SAINT CLAIR, MO Aircraft: Beech F33A,
registration: N8273G Injuries: 1 Fatal. A witness reported
seeing the airplane circling low overhead in a "clockwise to
rectangular" patter
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/chi/96a169.htm - size 1,302
bytes - 3/10/98 6:29:59 PM GMT
38. BFO85FA006
Abstract: NTSB Identification: BFO85FA006 For details,

refer to NTSB microfiche number 27742A Accident occurred
NOV-06-84 at WATERFORD, VA Aircraft: PIPER J3C-65,
registration:
N70645 Injuries: 1 Fatal. THE AIRCRAFT WAS
OBSERVED FLYING AROUND THE AIRSTRIP AT DUSK.
AS IT PASSED OVER THE APRX CENTER OF THE FIEL
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/bfo/85a006.htm - size 1,341
bytes - 12/1/97 10:37:58 PM GMT
39. lnarr_96a029.htm
Abstract: BFO96LA029 HISTORY OF FLIGHT On
December 4, 1995, at 1158 eastern standard time, a Cessna
150K, N5900G, impacted the terrain south of Seville, Ohio. The
private pilot, the
sole occupant, was fatally injured and the airplane was
destroyed. No flight plan was filed and visual meteorological
conditions
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/bfo/lnarr_96a029.htm - size
5,434 bytes - 3/11/98 2:43:41 PM GMT
40. ANC93LA105
Abstract: NTSB Identification: ANC93LA105. The docket is
stored in the (offline) NTSB Imaging System. Scheduled 14 CFR
135 operation of BERING AIR, INC. (D.B.A. BERING AIR)
Accident occurred JUN-29-93 at GAMBELL, AK Aircraft:
PIPER PA-31-350, registration: N4112D Injuries: 1 Serious, 7
Uninjured. AT A REMOTE
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/anc/93a105.htm - size 1,250
bytes - 3/12/98 7:10:52 PM GMT

Documents 41 to 50 of 52 matching the query "suicide".

New query

41. lnarr_96a169.htm
Abstract: CHI96FA169 HISTORY OF FLIGHT On May 23,
1996, at about 1245 central daylight time (cdt) a Beech Bonanza
F-33A, N8273G, piloted by an instrument rated private pilot,
impacted
trees and terrain while maneuvering approximately twelve
miles southeast of the Saint Clair Regional Airport, Saint Clair,
Mis
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/chi/lnarr_96a169.htm - size
7,730 bytes - 3/10/98 6:39:48 PM GMT
42. lnarr_94a098.htm
Abstract: LAX94LA098 On January 18, 1994, at 1555 hours
Pacific standard time, a Piper PA-28-180, N56811, collided with
a power transmission pole after the pilot bailed out near Borrego
Springs,
California. The airplane, operated by Four Winds Aviation,
Inc. Carlsbad, California, was destroyed by impact force
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/lax/lnarr_94a098.htm - size
5,024 bytes - 3/12/98 5:14:59 PM GMT
43. lnarr_93a128.htm
Abstract: BFO93FA128 HISTORY OF FLIGHT On Sunday,
July 18, 1993, at 1515 eastern daylight time, a Taylorcraft BC12,

N34009, owned and operated by the pilot, collided with trees
after
turning onto the downwind leg of the Danbury Airport
runway 26 traffic pattern. The pilot was fatally injured. The
passenger re
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/bfo/lnarr_93a128.htm - size
6,910 bytes - 3/12/98 7:18:37 PM GMT
44. lnarr_94a034.htm
Abstract: SEA94FA034 HISTORY OF FLIGHT On
November 22, 1993, at 0111 mountain standard time, a Piper
PA-46-310P, N84PM, registered to and being flown by Phillip G.
Aslett, a
certificated private, instrument-rated pilot, was destroyed
when the aircraft collided with terrain during an uncontrolled
descent ten n
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/sea/lnarr_94a034.htm - size
13,798 bytes - 3/12/98 5:24:12 PM GMT
45. Untitled
Abstract: Table 10. Accidents, Fatalities, and Rates, 1982
through 1997, U.S. General Aviation Accidents Fatalities
Accidents per 100,000 Flight Hours Year All Fatal Total Aboard
Flight Hours All
Fatal 1982 3,233 591 1,187 1,170 29,640,000 10.90 1.99
1983 3,077 556 1,069 1,062 28,673,000 10.73 1.94 1984 3,017
545NTSB Home Page.
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/table10.htm - size 7,921 bytes
- 2/24/98 8:52:56 PM GMT
46. Untitled
Abstract: Table 8. Accidents, Fatalities, and Rates, 1982
through 1997, for U.S. Air Carriers Operating Under 14 CFR

135, Scheduled Service (since March 20, 1997 only aircraft with
fewer than 10
seats) Corrected March 5, 1998 Accidents Fatalities
Accidents per 100,000 Flight Hours Accidents per 1,000,000
Mile
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/table8.htm - size 13,782 bytes
- 3/5/98 4:15:05 PM GMT
47. Untitled
Abstract: Table 5. Accidents, Fatalities, and Rates, 1982
through 1997, for U.S. Air Carriers Operating Under 14 CFR
121, Scheduled and Nonscheduled Service (Airlines) (since
March 20, 1997
includes aircraft with 10 or more seats formerly operated
under 14 CFR 135) Accidents Fatalities Accidents per 100,000 F
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/table5.htm - size 15,430 bytes
- 2/24/98 8:53:07 PM GMT
48. Untitled
Abstract: Table 6. Accidents, Fatalities, and Rates, 1982
through 1997, for U.S. Air Carriers Operating Under 14 CFR
121, Scheduled Service (Airlines) (since March 20, 1997
includes aircraft with
10 or more seats formerly operated under 14 CFR 135)
Accidents Fatalities Accidents per 100,000 Flight Hours Accid
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/table6.htm - size 15,419 bytes
- 2/24/98 8:53:10 PM GMT
49. lnarr_97a152.htm
Abstract: MIA97FA152 HISTORY OF FLIGHT On May 2,
1997, about 1313 eastern daylight time, a Bellanca 8KCAB,
N5057F, registered to a private owner, crashed into an open field
near New

Smyrna Beach, Florida. Visual meteorological conditions
prevailed and no flight plan was filed for the 14 CFR Part 91
personal f
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/mia/lnarr_97a152.htm - size
14,944 bytes - 7/1/98 11:42:16 AM GMT
50. lnarr_97a042.htm
Abstract: FTW97FA042 HISTORY OF FLIGHT On
November 17, 1996, at 1505 mountain standard time, a Piper
Aerostar 601P, N251B, was destroyed when it collided with
terrain while
maneuvering near Eagle, Colorado. The private, noninstrument rated pilot and four passengers were fatally injured.
Instrument meteorolog
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/ftw/lnarr_97a042.htm - size
29,214 bytes - 3/10/98 7:30:52 PM GMT

51. prsrel97.xlw
Abstract: 6 SMIS B … 8 ˆØˆØå.z 8 ˆØˆØå.z 8 ˆØˆØå.z 8
ˆØˆØå.z 8 ˆØˆØå.z 8 ˆØˆØå.z
http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/prsrel97.xlw - size 151,704
bytes - 3/5/98 4:14:56 PM GMT
52. Remarks of Jim Hall on 4/15/97
Abstract: Remarks of Chairman Jim Hall National
Transportation Safety Board at PROMIT 97 International Expo
and Congress Miami Beach, Florida, April 15, 1997 Thank you
for that warm
introduction. It is fitting that I come before an organization
dedicated to sharing solutions for preventing and mitigating the

http://www.ntsb.gov/speeches/jh970415.htm - size 27,606
bytes - 12/3/97 1:59:46 PM GMT

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 3, 1998 12:27:21 PM PDT
To: aha@SAMSON.STUD.HIVOLDA.NO
Subject: pilot suicide

Dear Mr. Hagen, 3 Aug 98
Regarding pilot suicide in flight,
1. Captain Button in an Air Force A 10 killed himself by flying
into a mountain.
2. A flight engineer attacked with a hammer a FedEXflight crew
inflight.
3. A disgruntled ground handler killed a PSA flight crew in flight.
4. Many small airplane crashes have been attributed to suicide.
It's a good subject.
Mine is wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 and others
as described in www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

From: Anders Hagen <aha@SAMSON.STUD.HIVOLDA.NO>
Date: August 3, 1998 11:27:42 AM PDT
To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
Subject: HELP! Pilot Suicide
Reply-To: Flight 800 discussion list
<FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>

HI , Im new to this list, and this is my opportunity to say "Hi" to
all
of you.
Im a reporter with Norways largest newspaper VG. Right now im
writing/researching the SilkAir/pilot suicide story.
I need help to find source on how common pilot suicide is, as
well as
previous documented cases. preferrably good sources.
just to prove Im not a complete stranger to TWA flight 800: the
july 31.
reuter message that a norwegian firm is searching for clues in the
accident is a good story. i wrote it first for my paper.
enough about the bragging. I need help soon, I have a deadline
tonight.
_________BTW. being new to the list and all: I hope im not to forward just
coming
straight forward with this request.
Greetings & regards
Anders W. Hagen
reporter VG

oslo, Norway

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 3, 1998 9:46:39 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Good article, do the same for wiring/cargo door

GARVEY CITES AVWEB'S INFLUENCE ON FAA'S
TICKETING PROGRAM DECISION
While AOPA and ALPA issued their press releases earlier in the
week, on
Saturday Garvey held her "Meet The Boss" session at EAA
AirVenture
Oshkosh. She came prepared and the first topic of significance in
her
opening remarks was the ticketing program, "I know a number of
you have
been very concerned about that..." Garvey took note of the influx
of
comments on the program and then singled out AVweb's
ticketing
program editorial, "Why The Big Fuss Over FAA Ticketing?",
for special
mention. "I want to point out one item...I read in AVweb, Mike
Busch I
think wrote a terrific...that was a great column, a great couple of
pages on both the perspective of what the ticket program...both
why we
were trying to do it and then some real concerns, and I thought
what was

terrific about that article is that you had some very specific
suggestions for improvement, so I really appreciate that." She
said her
staff would be examining those suggestions and others over the
next ten
days or two weeks. "I heard you...we heard you...and I promise
you
we'll take those issues very, very seriously and thank you again
for
getting all of that in."
From: MAILER-DAEMON@uunet.uu.net (Mail Delivery
Subsystem)
Date: August 2, 1998 11:40:35 AM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Returned mail: Cannot send message within 5 days

The original message was received at Tue, 28 Jul 1998 13:12:59
-0400 (EDT)
from redshift.com [209.54.200.6]
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com>
----- Transcript of session follows ----<mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com>... Deferred: Connection
refused by gatekeeper.nytimes.com.
Message could not be delivered for 5 days
Message will be deleted from queue
Reporting-MTA: dns; relay3.UU.NET
Arrival-Date: Tue, 28 Jul 1998 13:12:59 -0400 (EDT)
Final-Recipient: rfc822; mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com

Action: failed
Status: 4.4.7
Remote-MTA: dns; gatekeeper.nytimes.com
Last-Attempt-Date: Sun, 2 Aug 1998 14:40:34 -0400 (EDT)
Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from mail.redshift.com by relay3.UU.NET with
ESMTP
(peer crosschecked as: redshift.com [209.54.200.6])
id QQezzw11603; Tue, 28 Jul 1998 13:12:59 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from [207.204.196.108] (pm10-159.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.197.159]) by mail.redshift.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with
ESMTP id KAA02036; Tue, 28 Jul 1998 10:11:00 -0700
Date: Tue, 28 Jul 1998 10:11:00 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020901b1e353a705dc@[207.204.196.108]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: Press:;
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Wiring/CargoDoor PressConference2
Esteemed members of the media, welcome to CyberSpace
Wiring/CargoDoor
PressConference2. Check your firearms with the Sergeant-atArms, please.
Following quote is from Michael D. Busch, AVweb, 30 July
1996:
We haven't (and won't) "push" any theory, Barry. We just report,
we don't
theorize.

Well, here's something to report: NTSB is adding to the public
docket on
TWA 800.
The most recent official statement from Chairman Jim Hall of
NTSB to a
citizen making enquiries is below: Citizen is a retired Boeing 747
pilot
who wrote to me:
"Barry: I just received in the mail a response from NTSB
Chairman James
Hall: here it is word for word:
"Thank you for your June 2, 1998, letter, which follows your
April 27,
1998, letter, regarding the National Transportation Safety Board's
ongoing
investigation of the accident involving TWA flight 800. In your
letters,
you expressed concern that a cargo door failure could have led to
the
accident and structural breakup of the airplane.
I note that you have previously expressed similar views to the
Safety
Board, and I have explained and answered your questions in our
previous
response. The Safety Board's public docket on this accident,
which was
opened on December 7, 1997, contains all of the factual reports
that had
been developed in the investigation up to that date. We are in the
process

of adding additional detailed factual structures and systems
documentation
to the public docket. I hope this information will help you to
resolve your
concerns about this investigation.
Thank you for your interest in the Safety Board's investigation."
This was signed by Jim Hall"
Note that NTSB is adding to the public docket in the structures
and systems
documents. That contradicts Peter Goelz of NTSB who earlier
stated the
investigation is over in Village Voice article 15 July
1998>"Despite this
open question, and many others, Goelz says the NTSB is
satisfied with its
work and does not plan to expend more efforts and funds in the
attempt to
identify what caused TWA Flight 800 to blow up. With the
exception of the
Witness Group, the investigation is over, and further studies or
analyses
will be undertaken only if new evidence comes to light, he told
the Voice. "
What is being added to the TWA 800 public docket, why, and
when? How can we
receive it?
The retired Boeing 747 pilot is now responding to Chairman Hall
with the

following questions:
1. Was the forward cargo door examined for evidence of
fatigue or
corrosion?
2. Is it distinguishable from the rear cargo door?
3. Have both forward and rear sills been found with latches
intact?
4. How is it possible that the center tank could explode and
leave no
soot residue on any internal portions of the fuselage?
5. How is it possible that the center tank exploded when it was
still
intact, when some of its pieces show little if any evidence of
sooting?
Heavy sooting ceases at the tear line, and the matching piece is
relatively
clean. How is this possible if the tank was intact when it
exploded?
6. Can you explain the lack of soot in the nose section?
7. Was the cabin floor bulged upward from the fuel tank
explosion?
8. Were both cargo doors found attached to the fuselage when
it was
recovered?
9. Were both doors complete and intact?
10. Or were only the latches and hinge found with the
wreckage?
11. How do you explain the smears of red paint on the area
normally
painted white (above the forward cargo door hinge)?
12. Why are the red paint smears found only in the area above
the hinge?

Dear Members of the Fourth Establishment and CyberAttendees,
another
participant is apparently missing in action: Matt Wald of the New
York
Times is unreachable. PressConference1 email was not received
in five days
so was sent back. If anyone can contact him to inform him of the
Wiring/CargoDoor CyberSpace PressConferences, please do. I've
appended
previous emails between us to give a flavor of the exchange and
to note
questions asked already by Mr. Wald about wiring/cargo door
explanation for
TWA 800.
Below is from Mr. Acohido to me, over a year ago, after
interview with Dr.
Bernard Loeb of NTSB:
Byron Acohido>"I, in fact, did grill several sources very hard
about the
forward cargo door evidence, including Bernie Loeb. Unless
everyone
involved is lying, (an assumption you'll no doubt make) there is
nothing
on the cargo door that indicates it came loose and was the
initiating
event. All locks and latches were found in proper positions.
According to
Bernie Loeb, early information that the door was found in
the red zone was incorrect. It was found in the yellow zone,
along with
all major parts of the forward fuselage section."

Well, if someone could tell Mr. Acohido he was mislead by Dr.
Loeb, he
might be interested. Note the 'all locks and latches were found in
proper
positions' statement. We now know (the above from Mr. Acohido
was written
before wreckage reconstruction of TWA 800 was made public)
that only eight
of the ten latches were recovered and 'door' is not a 'door' to be
found in
one place but dozens of pieces of 'door', most of which are still
missing.
And no one is lying. I prefer the phrase, 'Overzealous
prosecution of a
particular explanation to the exclusion of reasonable
alternatives," as an
explanation for NTSB lapses in proper investigation procedures.
And now, as SpokesPerson of the CyberSpace Wiring/CargoDoor
PressConference, I must announce my resignation.....to spend
more time with
my family. It's been a pleasure to work with you gentleman over
a period of
days.
May I introduce the new PressSecretary/MediaRepresentative/
SpokesPerson of
the Wiring/CargoDoor Cyber/PressConference? No? Well,
maybe later.
Below is an excerpt from an email from Mr. Chris Olsson, NTSB
credentialed

reporter, to NTSB hearings:
Gentlemen,
As an attendee of the Public Hearing into TWA800 which was
held in
Baltimore during December of last year, I have some
observations to make
about the "Public Docket".
At the Press Briefing on the Sunday prior to the opening of the
Public
Hearing I asked Peter Goelz (now Managing Director of the
NTSB, then
MD-designate and Chief cog of the NTSB PR machine) what
criteria were used
by the Board in determining which factual documents would be
released in
the publically accessible docket. In explanation he quoted two
examples
of documents which would not be included. He mentioned that
the engine
teardown Report would not be included "because it will have no
bearing on
the final outcome of the investigation"; and the Meteorological
Report:
because "weather factors are not relevant to the crash".
I was intrigued at his prediction of what would, or would not,
have a
"bearing on the final outcome of the investigation". For Peter to
know
what the outcome would be suggested that the outcome was

already knowable
at that time. For me to learn the final outcome of the
investigation on
the day before the Hearing opened would indeed have been a
scoop worthy of
any Editor's most noteworthy organ. Alas, Peter did not
elucidate what
predetermined outcome he had in mind. There are, after all,
limits to what
his Chairman called "an exercise in public accountability".
The other example which Peter quoted became something of a
puzzle to me
later in the afternoon when I perused the thousands of pages of
the printed
version of the Public Docket. There, before my own eyes, was
the
Meteorological Report which Peter had quoted as an example of
what was
being omitted from the publically issued Docket. My
puzzlement was further
exacerbated when I realised that the fundamental thesis of the
NTSB
explanation for the destruction of TWA800 is based upon the
environmental
temperature which is believed to have produced an explosive
fuel/air
mixture in the CWT. The NTSB case is predicated upon the
ambient
temperature of TWA800 on the ramp at JFK.
OK, so I understand why the NTSB INcluded the Meteorological
Factual Report

(Exhibit 5-A), but I did not understand why Peter Goelz felt that
it should
be an example of what should have been EXcluded. The
document contains a
"Trip Report to Sandia National Laboratories" (a distinguished
military
research establishment somewhat akin to RAE Farnborough) in
which the
following remarkable statement is made:
"An acoustic expert in the area of explosions who was at the
meeting noted
that the sound of the explosion as noted in witness accounts is
not
consistent with an explosion only of the center fuel tank. The
data he has
analyzed indicates that the explosive force, as determined by
witness
accounts, is equivalent to about 1 ton of TNT. This is many times
more than
what would be expected in only a center fuel tank explosion."
Is this why Peter Goelz thought the Meteorological Report
should have been
EXcluded from the Public Docket?
The Public Docket is publically accessible through the
WorldWideWeb.
Interestingly, the NTSB WebSite, which broadcasts the Public
Docket to the
public, has completely excised the Met Report (Exhibit 5-A)
from the public
record. No explanation for its absence is put in place of the

censored
document.
The air temperature at JFK and the duration of the aircraft's
sojourn in
that temperature is the very essence of the NTSB's proffered
explanation of
their plausible hypothesis for the circumstances surrounding the
destruction of TWA800. It is quite bizarre that the NTSB should
censor all
of the data which they hope to use to explain their theory of an
overheated
fuel tank. The Meteorological Report's suppression is both
bizarre and
blatant. Such censorship of air safety data does nothing to
enhance air
safety and does little to enhance the credibility of the NTSB.
The air temperature at JFK is also described in another "Exhibit"
- the
Operational Factors Report - (Exhibit 2-A). Oddly, that too has
been
excised from the NTSB WWW publically accessible version of
the otherwise
witheld "Public Docket". Coincidence? Maybe. No explanation
for the
suppression of the two documents which support the NTSB's
own preferred
theory is published. Knowledgable insiders may have noticed
some contrary
and perhaps unsupportable statements of fact from which the
Board wishes to
distance itself. I have too. Perhaps the Board has also. Why

else would
they excise the two relevant documents from (ostensibly)
publically
accessible website? Exhibits 2 and 5 were withdrawn from the
public gaze
without announcement or explanation. That is the craft of the
censor.
How strange that the Board Chairman should be so
contemptuously dismissive
of any queries about anything to do with TWA800. His Board
has suppressed
its own data which it should have put forward to the Wide World
Web. His
Board has also declined to address itself to any of the 50 points
put
forward by John Barry Smith in his laboriously explained
alternative
hypothesis. The combination of suppressing their own
information, together
with their refusal to admit the existence of alternative hypotheses
such as
that proffered by John Barry Smith, does not sit well with the
Board
members' s oft professed claim that they have examined every
possible cause
of TWA800 at least ten times. The NTSB denial sits awkwardly
with its own
record.
The promulgation of air safety data is the very quintessence of
air safety.
The NTSB has been most notable in its continued suppression of

the the
most important information about the cause of the deaths of the
230 victims
of Trans World Airlines Flight 800.
Even basic air accident investigation information, such as
eyewitness
testimony, has been actively suppressed by the NTSB. The FBI
bears a large
part of the responsibility for the NTSB's failure to properly
examine the
evidence of more than a hundred people who observed the last
moments of the
breakup of TWA800, but the excessively submissive supine
response of the
Vice-Chairman to the overweening dominance of the thuggish
FBI does no
credit to the NTSB and has been the single most prominent factor
in the
Board's failure to get to grips with this disaster and its place
within the
series of comparable Boeing disasters.
Of course the FBI can be blamed for the NTSB's failure to either
collect
essential eyewitness evidence or to admit the daylight of the
public gaze
upon such knowledge, but the Board has been found to be a
willing
acquiescent in this suppression of publically sourced and owned
information. For example, a close examination of the CD-ROM
disc shows
that the master disc was made 5 days before the FBI demanded

the withdrawal
of the eyewitness testimony and that the disc shows that the
eyewitness
testimony was withdrawn from that disc 5 days before the FBI
requested that
withdrawal. The eagerness of the NTSB to acquiesce in an as yet
unrequested request from the FBI demanding suppression of the
eyewitness
evidence does little to suggest that the NTSB is likely to be eager
to
release its knowledge of investigated evidence to the public.
Even now, many months after the FBI has admitted that there is
not an iota
of evidence suggesting foul play, the NTSB actively suppresses
evidence
which it holds. This does no credit to either the FBI or the NTSB
and
certainly contributes nothing towards preventing the next
unexplained
Boeing disaster. The inadequacies of the NTSB in preventing the
continued
suppression of air safety data will continue to look very bad
when,
predictably, there is yet another of these unexplained Boeing
disasters.
The cupboard full of excuses such as: pilot suicide; pilot
forgetting which
way to push rudder pedal as a result of using a toboggan in
childhood;
mountain wave; pilot aerobatting the airliner from straight &
level flight
in pursuit of a rogue attitude indicating instrument; etc, etc is

becoming
increasingly bare. They are now having to recycle some of their
threadbare
excuses. They shied away from becoming involved in
explaining why a
Lockheed C-130 inexplicably had a quadruple engine failure and
crashed with
ample fuel aboard. The USAF brought forward the fact that the
US military
had suffered no less than seventy-two incidents over a ten-year
period in
which a C-130 (Hercules) has inexplicably lost power to all
engines. In all
seventy-two, the cause has been listed either as "unknown" or as
"electrical". 72 cases of quadruple flameout! That is amazing.
The NTSB
looked at the problem, shuddered and walked away. Good move
Jimbo! The
NTSB formally declined to get involved last January despite the
puzzled and
plaintive pleadings of the baffled military. That was just after the
TWA800 investigative fiasco became publically and selfevidently
unmanageable.
Secrecy and denial are perpetuators of these apparently
inexplicable
disasters, not a solution. This is the most culpable burden of
guilt that
the Board can bear. The Board endlessly continues to turn its
back on
inconvenient questions, such as have been asked by John Barry
Smith. If

reasonable answers to his questions are available to the Board
then the
Board should release those answers. Ignore-ance of technical
questions is
no better than ignorance of the answers. Neither excuse is
acceptable in
Justice. Either is inevitably fatal in its consequence.
The Board is well aware of its normal practice of releasing
eyewitness
reports relating to air accidents. The Board has actively
suppressed its
knowledge of eyewitness evidence relating to the destruction of
the
aircraft known to posterity as TWA800. Many months after
TWA800 another
(unrelated) 747 accident occurred in Guam. The NTSB Report
into that
accident had no hesitation in releasing the eyewitness testimony
relating
to that accident, despite the fact that at least one of the
eyewitnesses
was actually illegally located within a restricted military area at
the
time of his observation. The NTSB, quite rightly, decided that
the
eyewitness testimony was an important input to the public
understanding of
what occurred. The board also decided to publically release the
wreckage
distribution data of the Guam accident, despite the fact that the
wreckage
was distributed within a restricted area and the fact that the

survey data
was entirely obtained by US Military surveyors who were
employed by the US
Air Force and not by the NTSB. The TWA800 wreckage
distribution database
remains an NTSB secret despite the fact that all the wreckage lay
outwith
any military area. No excuse for that secrecy has been offered.
Secrecy
is anathema to air safety. It is the antithesis of public
accountability,
especially when an illusory facade of public accountability is
placed in
front of the truth of the secrecy of withheld information.
Why has the NTSB insisted on continuing to suppress essential
air safety
information relating to a routine civil airliner accident?
Why has the NTSB insisted on suppressing the wreckage
distribution
database?
Why has the NTSB supported the FBI in suppressing eyewitness
accounts of
the final few seconds of the breakup of the disintegrating
airliner?
Why has the NTSB withdrawn the Meteorological Report
(Exhibit 5A) from its
publically accountable record on its publically accessible
WorldWideWebSite?

Why has the NTSB withdrawn the Operational Factors Report
(Exhibit 2A)
from its publically accountable record on its publically accessible
WorldWideWebSite?
Why does the NTSB respond to questions from journalists, such
as those
posed by Dr Wills, in such a hostile manner that the Board never
ever gets
around to discussing such simple matters as whether or not the
phrase "all
8 latches" is an honest representation of the 10 latches which
both Boeing
and the NTSB have admitted to exist in a well documented case
of the
mid-span latches of the forward cargo door of a Boeing 747
being
inadvertently opened due to a wiring fault on a high-time Boeing
747 with fatal consequences?
John Barry Smith may be right about his theory of an endemic
wiring defect
in high-time Boeing 747s or he may be wrong. That is not the
vital issue.
The truly worrisome fact is that the NTSB is so contemptuously
dismissive
of anything other than the wisdom handed down from above by
the controlling
"Parties" who should be being investigated by the Board.
Those controlling parties i.e. the manufacturers, operators and
certifiers of the fatally crashing airliners, are the very people who

should be being investigated *BY* the NTSB. Instead, the
NTSB is happily
content to allow the investigatees to *BE* the surrogate
investigators.
Thus is how the gamekeeper innocently hands over control of the
game to the
poacher. After all, who else knows the game-keepers job better
than the
poacher? External interlocutors are perceived as a threat by the
keepers
of game. Questioners of the status-quo are the perceived enemy
and the
NTSB gives short shrift to anyone who is not perceived to be
sycophantic.
This why the polite questioning posed by Dr Wills was rebuffed
with such
rudery by Mz Hazle. She rebuffed him because she detected that
he was not
simply trying to obtain and forward the received pronouncements
of her
employer. She brushed him off because she noted that he had
previously
expressed similar views to the Safety Board that a cargo door
failure could
have led to the accident and structural breakup of the airplane.
She
judged the outcome of his question and shied away from it. The
Board's
response to Dr Wills does not augur well for an investigative
institution
and may be indicative of the culture of that organisation.

Another distinguished investigative journalist from a quality
broadsheet
in the top left hand corner of the country encountered a
comparable
response when he looked closely at some isolated (but related)
incidences
of extreme rarity which showed a systemic problem in an
otherwise superbly
safe aircraft which is produced by a highly reputable maker of
some of the
finest airliners in the world. He was industrially blackballed for
his
efforts. He was not wrong, just villified by those who felt
threatened by
the encroachment of Truth upon locally sacred territory.
Actually, the
manufacturer tacitly acknowledged the importance and
correctness of his
concerns by implementing corrective action as soon as a series of
well-informed articles was published. The certifying agency fell
into step
with the manufacturer like a well schooled sheepdog, as ever.
Heel! Come
By! Good dog! Ever loyal. An AD will follow an SB as a
biscuit follows a
well executed roundup of the sheep from the hill. It was ever
thus.
The concealers of Truth do Truth a severe injustice as they
continue to
bluff and bluster their way through their actual duty of disclosure
of
Truth. The continued concealment of normally accessible and

discussable
information does nothing for Truth except call it into question.
Into the
vacuum of Truth will swirl a vortex of dark and fantastic
imaginings. Such
fantasies will emerge as a miriad of conspiracy theories and halfbaked
notions such as the continued lunacy of the missile shootdown
theories.
These dark dreams are given life only by the continued
suppression of the
cleansing sunlight of exposed Truth. The NTSB's continued
quashing of
enlightened questions and answers only serves to amplify the
feedback howls
from the lack of useful input.
Open questions should be asked by people such as Dr Wills and
should be
answered openly be people such as those who bear the
responsibility of
giving credit to Jim Hall's account of public answerability which
he calls
"an exercise in public accountability". His tenure of
responsibility in
his office may be limited by the political constraints imposed by
the 22nd
Amendment of the US Constitution, but his moral responsibiltiy
if he fails
to prevent the next comparably preventable disaster will be of an
altogether higher order. He should address the simple technical
questions
without further obfuscation and make all the knowable answers

publically
available without delay. For the next victims of avoidable
airliner
disasters, life depends on his effective action. That is the
severest
responsibility.
Cheers,

Chris Olsson"

Thank you Mr. Olsson, for your cogent analysis and excellent
research
skills. It's news to me that NTSB is arbitrarily excluding public
docket
information. It's hard enough to get stuff into the public docket,
never
mind having to keep it there.
To the questions Mr. Olsson raises about NTSB strange actions
regarding TWA
800: I can only inadequately reply, 'You'll have to ask them,
because I
sure as hell don't know."
Allow me to introduce myself as the replacement for the
previous
SpokesPerson who resigned.....to spend more time with his
family. I'm the
discoverer of the cargo door problem for several high time
Boeing 747 hull
ruptures in flight. So, I'm acting as dual role as discoverer and
messenger
during Wiring/CargoDoor PressConference2.

As I look about me in the lush conference room with our laptops
connected
to modems and all eyes on the screen and all ears on the speaker,
I have to
ask myself, "Is this the all powerful media before me?"
Personally, I don't see it.
And yes, what movie was that quote paraphrased from? It's a
conversation
between a corrupt New York cop and a Moscow hitwoman. Her
reply to the cop
who can't see her power is, "Keep looking." Ha! Yes, we are all
media
freaks, from our wireless phones, to our answering machines
remotely
accessed, to GPS, to websites and webrings; they all transmit
intelligence
and we are tuned in.
Welcome to airplane crash investigation, 1998 style, everybody
joins in. I
understand that reporters who see themselves as primarily
reporters who
report on government reports will feel threatened, as all middle
men are
when confronted with the internet. If a citizen can report what's
going on
in accident investigations, then why do they need me, is the
thought, next
followed by walking out the door muttering about idiots who
offer contrary
to NTSB explanations for crashes.

Members present at Wiring/CargoDoor PressConference2, I do
not consider you
shills or dupes. I consider you investigative journalists with a
specialty
in aviation.
That means questions. Questions to authority such as FBI,
NTSB, and FAA. It
means questions to wacky guys on the net with wacky theories
for wacky
airplane crashes. It means lots of reading.
In that regard, The JohnBarrySmith CyberReport on TWA 800.
Version 1.0., is
now released and appended at the end of this email for easy
download.
Don't rush, there's enough copies for everyone. Don't you miss
the smell of
the fresh ink of the duplicating machine handouts?
Cyber/Report may appear as only a few CyberPages on the
CyberScreen but the
CyberLinks are deep and extensive. The total actual pages
directly
referenced with URLs that pertain to TWA 800 total over four
thousand five
hundred. Everything relevant to Wiring/CargoDoor explanation
has been
explored and if it hasn't, please tell me, so I can explore it.
If I present myself as familiar it is because I feel comfortable
presenting

data, facts, and evidence to journalists because I consider myself
one.
I've worked for a newspaper, published specialty newsletters, and
maintained a website for over two years. I've been interviewed
for TV,
radio, magazines, and newspapers. I understand the ratio of
wheat to chaff,
gold to ore... diamonds to rough... and signal to noise. And there
is lots
of noise.
Wiring/CargoDoor explanation for hull ruptures in high time
Boeing 747s is
real. It has been around for 13 years. It has precedent. It is
supported by
facts, data, and evidence. It is the biggest crash investigation
story of
the decade. It directly involves six countries. It affects the
transfer of
literally billions of dollars. It personally concerns the heads of
state of
USA, UK, and Libya. Thousands of lives have been lost as a
consequence of
the Wiring/CargoDoor cause being misdiagnosed. More anguish
will probably
follow.
My goal is to prevent death in airplane crashes from hull ruptures
resulting from inadvertent opening of forward cargo doors which
leads to
explosive decompression and consequent destruction.
The way that will be done is for Boeing to replace the wiring and

make the
outward doors into a plug type. Boeing may act on FAA orders
via ADs. The
FAA may act when suggested by NTSB investigators of the
confirmed cause of
the accidents. NTSB may be prodded into thoroughly
investigating the
Wiring/CargoDoor explanation when queried by intelligent,
probing questions
from the media. Questions to NTSB from the media may be
prompted by these
PressConferences and release of materials such as the The
JohnBarrySmith
CyberReport on TWA 800. Version 1.0.
That's my goal and that's how I am trying to get there. I await
questions.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Attachments:
1. Below is email exchange between Matt Wald of NY Times and
JBS:
Date: Sat, 25 Jul 1998 00:45:49 -0400 (EDT)
From: MAILER-DAEMON@uunet.uu.net (Mail Delivery

Subsystem)
Subject: Returned mail: Cannot send message within 5 days
To: <barry@corazon.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Auto-Submitted: auto-generated (failure)
The original message was received at Sun, 19 Jul 1998 20:48:38
-0400 (EDT)
from redshift.com [209.54.200.6]
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com>
----- Transcript of session follows ----<mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com>... Deferred: Connection
refused by
gatekeeper.nytimes.com.
Message could not be delivered for 5 days
Message will be deleted from queue
Below is email from Mr. Wald to me March of 1997.
X-Sender: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 1997 15:43:36 -0500
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Matt Wald <Mattwald@nytimes.com>
Subject: Re: Radar blip explained for TWA 800
There is some evidence that I believe contradicts some of the
ideas in your
thesis, but let me start with a simple question. Can you get
explosive

decompression of a plane at less than 14,000 feet?
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
1627 Eye St. NW, Washington DC 20006
202-862-0363
Fax: 202-862-0340
X-Sender: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 1997 18:38:43 -0500
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Matt Wald <Mattwald@nytimes.com>
Subject: Re: Yes, sir.
That's not exactly my question. At 13,700 feet, in a cabin
pressurized to
5,000 feet, is the pressure difference big enough to make the
plane come
apart? The United flight near honolulu survived loss of the cabin
door, and
I believe it was at a far higher altitude.
At 12:50 PM 3/14/97 -0800, you wrote:
There is some evidence that I believe contradicts some of the
ideas in your
thesis, but let me start with a simple question. Can you get
explosive
decompression of a plane at less than 14,000 feet?
Yes, sir. About 5 PSI is the amount and enough to push door into
slipstream
where the ultimate destructive force of 300 knots takes over.
More questions, more answers, really. I think I've got it covered.

John Barry Smith

"Troubles hurt the most
when they prove self-inflicted."
Sophocles
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
1627 Eye St. NW, Washington DC 20006
202-862-0363
Fax: 202-862-0340
X-Sender: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 1997 13:23:22 -0500
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Matt Wald <Mattwald@nytimes.com>
Subject: Re: Cargo door
I'm in the office briefly today between stories.
Your message has some ideas in it that differ from the
evidence as I
understand it from investigators, about radar, what came off the
plane
first, and what is consistent with the observed FDR and CVR
data. I'm not
going to go into a long discussion, but could you please answer
the
question: can you get explosive decrompression under 14,000

feet?
(this won't look like a bomb, by the way; it doesn't produce
the
same kind of damage to metal.)
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
1627 Eye St. NW, Washington DC 20006
202-862-0363
Fax: 202-862-0340
X-Sender: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 1997 20:09:12 -0500
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Matt Wald <Mattwald@nytimes.com>
Subject: Re: Follow up on Aviation Week story
The people with first-hand information don't think it was the
cargo door;
they say the pattern of debris tells them that the initial event was
an
explosion in teh center fuel tank. I don't think you can tell a
cargo door
on an FAA radar, because the resolution isn't fine enough. I don't
want to
seem rude, but frankly, I think my time is more productively
spent on other
stories.
--- Matt Wald

2. "Questions, yes, questions", Rutger Haur, "Blade Runner."

Questions
below have been raised in the two Wiring/CargoDoor
PressConferences:
1. Could a member of the press further query Mr. McSweeny on
that very
point? In or out?
2. Could a member of the press further query Ms. Hazle on the
very points
Dr. Wills raised?
3. Where is the power of the press? What is it?
4. Who else will look closely at this alternate reasonable
mechanical cause
with precedent for TWA 800, if not you?
5. Why have not NTSB and FAA or Boeing figured it out
already? Coverup?
6. The nose of UAL 811 stayed on, why did AI 182, PA 103, and
TWA 800 noses
come off?
7. What was the ultimate destructive force if not the explosive
decompression for AI 182, PA 103 and TWA 800?
8. Why doesn't it happen all the time?
9. PA 103 and AI 182 not bombs?
10. Did the center tank of TWA 800 explode?
11. Why not a missile for TWA 800, what was the streak?
12. What causes the door to open in flight?
13. Where exactly did the damage start for TWA 800?
14. What and where is your evidence for you answers?
15. Why has the NTSB insisted on continuing to suppress
essential air safety
information relating to a routine civil airliner accident?
16. Why has the NTSB insisted on suppressing the wreckage
distribution

database?
17. Why has the NTSB supported the FBI in suppressing
eyewitness accounts of
the final few seconds of the breakup of the disintegrating
airliner?
18. Why has the NTSB withdrawn the Meteorological Report
(Exhibit 5A) from its
publically accountable record on its publically accessible
WorldWideWebSite?
19. Why has the NTSB withdrawn the Operational Factors
Report (Exhibit 2A)
from its publically accountable record on its publically accessible
WorldWideWebSite?
20. Was the forward cargo door examined for evidence of fatigue
or corrosion?
21. Is it distinguishable from the rear cargo door?
22. Have both forward and rear sills been found with latches
intact?
23. How is it possible that the center tank could explode and
leave no soot
residue on any internal portions of the fuselage?
24. How is it possible that the center tank exploded when it was
still
intact, when some of its pieces show little if any evidence of
sooting?
Heavy sooting ceases at the tear line, and the matching piece is
relatively
clean. How is this possible if the tank was intact when it
exploded?
25. Can you explain the lack of soot in the nose section?
26. Was the cabin floor buldged upward from the fuel tank
explosion?
27. Were both cargo doors found attached to the fuselage when it

was recovered?
28. Were both doors complete and intact?
29. Or were only the latches and hinge found with the wreckage?
30. How do you explain the smears of red paint on the area
normally painted
white (above the forward cargo door hinge)?
31. Why are the red paint smears found only in the area above
the hinge?
32. What is being added to the docket, why, and when? How to
receive it?

3. JohnBarrySmith Wiring/CargoDoor CyberReport on TWA
800, Release 1.0:
Contents:
A. NTSB website with many, but not all, TWA 800 public
docket exhibits
and biographies of the senior officials.
http://www.ntsb.gov/Events/twa800/default.htm
B. NTSB website with summaries of aircraft accidents for
decades.
http://www.ntsb.gov/Aviation/months.htm
C. NTSB CD-ROM of TWA 800 exhibits plus hundreds of poor
quality
photographs in .jpg format, available free from NTSB.
D. Citizen websites about TWA 800:
Richard Hirsch:
http://home.earthlink.net/~neteagle

Mike Hull:
http://members.aol.com/bardonia
Tom Shoemaker:
http://www.webexpert.net/rosedale/twacasefile
Mike Rivero:
http://www.accessone.com/~rivero/CRASH/TWA/twa.html
Ian Goddard:
http://Ian.Goddard.net
Harro Ranter:
http://web.inter.NL.net/users/H.Ranter/
Patrick Price:
http://members.aol.com/papcecst/index.html
John Barry Smith:
http://www.corazon.com
E. Boeing 747 history and reference URLs.
1. http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html> Basic Boeing
747 information.
2. http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html> Illustrated
history
of Boeing 747, problems, construction pictures, and stretching.
3. http://www.corazon.com/747-121dimensions.html> Drawing
of Boeing 747-121
4. http://www.corazon.com/cargo door and nose of Boeing 747
5. http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html>Boeing 747
Specifications
and history
6. http://www.corazon.com/747seating.html>Boeing 747-100

series and-200
series seating.
7. http://www.corazon.com/747crashes.html> List of Boeing
747 crashes.
8. http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorfaraway.html">Forward
cargo door
far, medium and close up photos.
9. http://www.corazon.com/pressurization1.html">Aircraft
pressurization
theory.
10. http://www.corazon.com/aerodynamics.html">Boundary
layer aerodynamics.
F. Specific URLs for Wiring/CargoDoor explanation for TWA
800 and
others: Includes correspondence from public officials, NTSB
exhibits not
generally available, animated gifs of radar plots, FAA ADs, and
analysis by
John Barry Smith
1. http://www.corazon.com/
forwardcargodoorpicts.html<Contents
of links to door on site to show latch pins, openings, hinge, seal,
and
lock sectors.
2. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html">Boeing
747 TWA 800
hull rupture at cargo door area and destruction sequence
3. http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html">Red paint
smears,
outward peeled skin, outward petal bulge aft midspan latch of
cargo door.
4. http://www.corazon.com/747windows.html">Boeing 747

Windows during
manufacture
5. http://www.corazon.com/
twa800cargodoorsillmixup.html">Cargo door
sill, latches and locks possible mixup
6. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800eyewitness.html>Witness
Group
Factual Report NTSB Docket Number SA 516, Exhibit 4A and
Forward Cargo Door
Exhibit 15C
7. http://www.corazon.com/Exhibit8ACover.html"> Powerplant
Group Chairman's
Factual Report NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A.
8. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html"> Picture
of Hull
Rupture in NTSB TWA 800 Photo with annotation
9. http://www.corazon.com/
destructionsequence.html">Destruction Sequence
10. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html" Press Kit Pictures
and Text
11. http://www.corazon.com/800radarblipsani.html">TWA 800
animated radar
returns showing mystery blips.
12. http://www.corazon.com/800radarblipsani1.html">TWA
800 animated
radar returns from different radar. 800streakexplained.html"
13. http://www.corazon.com/800streakexplained.html">The
observed
streak is explained as reflected evening sunlight off fuselage as
door piece
spins away.
14. http://www.corazon.com/800cargodoor.html">TWA 800
forward cargo

door information from news reports.
15. http://www.corazon.com/ntsbcommentlatches.html">
NTSB comments on all doors of TWA 800 being latched.
16. http://www.corazon.com/00avweekintrigue.html">The
NTSB states
intrigued by forward door popping open in Aviation Week.
17. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html">Extracts
from news
sources concerning cargo door on TWA 800.
18. http://www.corazon.com/800newsreports.html">TWA
Flight 800 news
report extracts, Boeing 747.
19. http://www.corazon.com/800newsreports1.html"> More
news reports
about TWA Flight 800.
20. http://www.corazon.com/800newsreports2.html">More
news reports
about TWA Flight 800.
21. http://www.corazon.com/800newsreports3.html"> More
news reports
about TWA Flight 800.
22. http://www.corazon.com/
http://www.corazon.com/800crashsitemap.html">Actual photo of
TWA Flight 800
Boeing 747, crash site maps and recovered wreckage
23. http://www.corazon.com/
800wxradar.html">800wxradar.html Photos of
weather radar of crash, maps and aviation chart of site.
24. http://www.corazon.com/
800partsphoto.html">800partsphoto 800 cargo
door in pieces.
25. http://www.corazon.com/
800engine3.html">800engine3.html Photo of

damaged engine 3 as it was brought up.
26. http://www.corazon.com/
800publicappeal.html">800publicappeal.html
Public appeal for help...granted.
27.
http://www.corazon.com/
800doorversusfire.html">800doorversusfire.html TWA
800 cargo door theory versus center tank fire analysis
28. http://www.corazon.com/800blipsaninine.html">Extended
version of
animated radar blips.
29. http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorasstreak.html">Picture
of streak
source and experiment to confirm it.
30. http://www.corazon.com/Exhibit8ACover.html>Powerplant
Report cover.
31. http://www.corazon.com/800summary.html">Compiled
information about
TWA 800
32. http://www.corazon.com/
destructionsequence.html">Destruction Sequence
33. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html">TWA
800 Cargo door
area reconstruction showing rupture at aft midspan latch of
forward cargo
door inflight.
34. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html">Pictures and Text of
fuselage
ruptures at forward cargo door of PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800,
and AI 182
35. http://www.corazon.com/
811and800work.html">Comparison between UAL
811 and TWA 800

36. http://www.corazon.com/
forwardcargodoorpicts.html">Forward Cargo
Door Pictures
37. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html">Pictures and Text
of fuselage
ruptures at forward cargo door
38. http://www.corazon.com/
introductiontext.html">Introduction
39. http://www.corazon.com/
811bigholephotobetter.html">Introduction
Photograph
40. http://www.corazon.com/
TWA800PA103UA811.html">Introduction Page
41. http://www.corazon.com/
reconstructmatches.html">Reconstruction
pictures/drawings of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800
42. http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html">Reasoning
behind cargo door
hypothesis
43. http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html">The Radar Blips
44. http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html"> Pictures and
drawings of
cargo door and nose of Boeing 747
45. http://www.corazon.com/
800811103182closeup.html>Closeups of forward
cargo door.
46. http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html>High
resolution
picture of TWA 800 wreckage.
47. http://www.corazon.com/Redherrings.html">The Red
Herring: Bomb!
48. http://www.corazon.com/
inadvertentopening.html">Opening of the

Forward Cargo Door in Flight
49. http://www.corazon.com/crashchart0.html">Chart of three
Boeing 747
crashes and similarities presenting a pattern.
50. http://www.corazon.com/crashchart1.html">Chart of three
different
Boeing 747 crashes/incidents and similarities.
51. http://www.corazon.com/AD79-17-02.html">First
Airworthiness
Directive against forward cargo door.
52. http://www.corazon.com/
747AD88-12-04page1.html">Airworthiness
Directive 88-12-04 Original AD to prevent inadvertent opening
of forward
cargo door, later amended by AD 89-05-54, not available, later
amended by
AD 90-09-06.
53. http://www.corazon.com/AD90-09-06.html">Airworthiness
Directive
90-09-06 Current AD to try again to stop doors from opening
when they
shouldn't.
54. http://www.corazon.com/800summary.html">TWA Flight
800 , UAL Flight
811, Pan Am Flight 103, Air India Flight 182 Summaries and
explanations.
55. http://www.corazon.comvariousdooraccidents.html">
Accounts of
various cargo door accidents/incidents.
56. http://www.corazon.com/eprlatenight.html">More
Similarities in hull
rupture accidents for Boeing 747s.
57. http://www.corazon.com/wreckageplots.html">The

Wreckage Plots
58. http://www.corazon.com/747passdoor.html">747 plug type
passenger
door failed
59. http://www.corazon.com/mysterywhy.html">Why Does
Door Rupture/Open?
60. http://www.corazon.com/chasm.html">Door Goes; Nose
Goes? When door
ruptures, how and why nose comes off.
61. http://www.corazon.com/dbcontents.html">Unofficial and
unauthenticated debris database.
62. http://www.corazon.com/
correspondence.html">Correspondence from
Congress, NTSB, and FAA
63. http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html">Aviation Week article
which
Aviation Week ordered removed.
64. http://www.corazon.com/"811reportcontentpage.html">To
UAL
Flight 811 NTSB accident report
65. http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html">Extracts
from
NTSB accident report.
66. http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html">To UK
Pan Am
Flight 103 accident report
67. http://www.corazon.com/PA103essentials.html">Extracts
from AAIB
accident report.
68. http://www.corazon.comAirIndiareportcontents.html">To
Canadian and
Indian Air India Flight 182 accident report
69. http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html">Extracts

from Canadian
report
70. http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html">Details on Accidents
includes
AARs, photos, text, drawings, and related accidents, Air India
182, PA 103,
UAL 811, and TWA 800 with URL links to hundreds of other
corazon.com pages
about hull ruptures in flight on high time Boeing 747s.
G. Archives of TWA 800 Flight 800 Discussion Group with
many posts about
Wiring/CargoDoor explanation. <http://
HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM/ >
H. Sumaries.:
1. http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html">The Damage
Start Location
2. http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html">The
Sudden Loud Sounds on CVR
3. http://www.corazon.com/Abruptpowercut.html">The Abrupt
Power Cuts to FDR
4. http://www.corazon.com/Foddedengines.html">The Fodded
Engines
5. http://www.corazon.com/Inflightdamage.html">The Inflight
Damage
6. http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html">The Missing
Bodies
7. http://www.corazon.com/Tornoffnose.html">Same Cut Point
Torn Off Noses
8. http://www.corazon.com/
destructionsequence.html">Destruction Sequence

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 1, 1998 4:47:44 PM PDT
To: monica_warnock-mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: For Ms. Roome

Dear Ms. Warnock,
Please forward to Ms. Roome, enclosed is about McGraw-Hill
and I'm sure she'd be intereted.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: htscpo_administrator@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Sat, 01 Aug 98 14:32:36 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: cc:Mail Link to SMTP Undeliverable Message
Mime-Version: 1.0
Message is undeliverable.
Reason: Unable to access cc:Mail Post office.
Please retry later.

Original text follows:
---------------------

Received: from interlock.mgh.com by ccnode.mcgraw-hill.com
(ccMail Link to SMTP R6.00.02)
; Sat, 01 Aug 98 13:15:31 -0500
Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from mail.redshift.com (redshift.com) by
interlock.mgh.com with SMTP id AA11818
(InterLock SMTP Gateway 3.0); Sat, 1 Aug 1998 13:15:56
-0400
Received: from [207.204.196.83] (pm8-169.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.196.169]) by mail.redshift.com (8.9.1/8.8.8) with
ESMTP id KAA32511; Sun, 2 Aug 1998 10:15:53 -0700
Date: Sun, 2 Aug 1998 10:15:53 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020901b1e894037a24@[207.204.196.83]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
To: Press:
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: PressRelease2
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-Mime-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by
mail.redshift.com id KAA32511
Dear Aviation Journalists, 1 Aug 98
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html is URL of
correspondence
between JohnBarrySmith, SpokesPerson for Wiring/CargoDoor
alternate
explantation for TWA 800, and McGraw-Hill, parent of Aviation

Week and
Space Technology, in which McGraw-Hill demands that John
Barry Smith remo=
ve
an Aviation Week scanned article from Smith's Wiring/
CargoDoor WebSite,
www.corazon.com.
Below is recent speech by James T. McKenna of Aviation Week
that represen=
ts
us all.
Comments on Mr. McKenna's speech are by Mr. Smith as JBS>:
"Viewpoint: Don't Keep Air Safety Data From Public"
JBS>Right on!
James T. McKenna, Aviation Week & Space Technology's
transport and safety
editor, spoke on the media's role in aviation safety, at SAE
Aerospace's
recent ``Advances in Aviation Safety'' conference in Florida. This
articl=
e
[uploaded to the InterNet by Aviation Week Group] is based on
his speech:
The commercial aviation industry is committed to driving its
accident rat=
e
toward zero. To do this, we are told, airlines, manufacturers and

the FAA
must share operational data and forge a focused safetyimprovement agenda.
We're told safety efforts must not be sidetracked by the public
and polit=
ical
frenzy following the latest crash, a frenzy typically fed by the
media.
There is no monolith that is ``the media.'' Reporters on the
aviation bea=
t
include all types of people, in stiff competition with each other.
We hav=
e
one thing in common. We don't trust you. Don't take that
personally. We'=
re
trained not to trust anyone. We're professional skeptics.
JBS>Right on! You tell 'em, Jim!
Some sources face more skepticism than others. The FAA, for
instance, has=
a
record of not being straight with the media. Too often, agency
officials =
seem
to adopt a three-pronged strategy for dealing publicly with safety
questi=
ons:
first, deny there is a problem; second, defend the organization;
third,

deflect the criticism. Aviation companies have been known to
adopt the
strategy as well.
JBS>Right on! You tell 'em, Jim! Sequence: 1. Deny, 2. Defend,
3. Deflect.
Got it. (Add 'insult')
In your defense, you collectively operate the safest air
transportation
system in the world. But that's what you're supposed to do. Data
sharing =
is
absolutely essential to making that system safer. But we--that's
the
editorial we--are not convinced you will ever share data. Your
record on =
the
effort is mixed.
JBS>You tell 'em, Jim! So sad.
FAA Administrator Jane Garvey vowed last October to quickly
issue rules
permitting airlines, pilots and the FAA to collect, share and
analyze dat=
a
under the Flight Operations Quality Assurance, or FOQA,
program. We have =
yet
to see the FOQA rules. She said partnerships in which the FAA,
an airline=
and

its employees exchange data without fear of punishment are
essential to
advancing safety. Yet the FAA has a new, ``quick-ticket'' program
that al=
lows
FAA inspectors to take immediate, unilateral administrative
action agains=
t
certificate holders for alleged FAR violations. This program
could destro=
y in
one day the trust that it took years to establish in the safety
partnersh=
ips
at American and US Airways. The FAA keeps touting its Global
Analysis and
Information Network. But after three years, there seems to be
little to s=
how
for it.
The Air Transport Assn., which represents the major airlines in
the U.S.,
heads the industry effort to set a rational safety agenda. But in
March, =
the
ATA demoted Michael Rioux, the executive who had been
leading the safety
agenda charge.
JBS>Hmmm...not a team player?
Assuming the FAA and industry succeed in pulling a data-

sharing team
together, where will your information come from? Are you going
to talk to=
the
mechanics who keep airplanes flying and know the fleet
operations problem=
s
intimately? Will the industry foreswear the ``shoot the
messenger''
mentality, common throughout maintenance operations, that
teaches mechani=
cs
to keep their traps shut about potential problems.
JBS>Good questions. 1. Who knows? 2. Probably not. 3. I doubt
it.
Many industry officials state they will not share data unless it is
shiel=
ded
from litigants and reporters writing scare stories. This sounds
like an
excuse. You must share data or you condemn your crews and
passengers to d=
ie
in accidents whose causes were or should have been known to
you and corre=
cted
by you.
JBS>Bravo! Author! Repeat!
You must share data or you condemn your crews and passengers

to die
in accidents whose causes were or should have been known to
you and corre=
cted
by you.
JBS>For example: large squarish outward opening doors in
pressurized hull=
s
that inadvertently open in flight for Boeing 747s and leave
sudden loud
sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR,
confirmed for one an=
d
suspected in three others. Five Airworthiness Directives on the
cargo doo=
rs
over a period of nineteen years have been issued, always after the
door
opens when it shouldn't after having been 'fixed.'
It's your job to run a safe operation. It's the job of your lawyers
and public relations staffs to make juries and the public see why
you nee=
d to
share data to be safe.
JBS>Too true.
You can't shield safety data from the public. You may get a
shielding sys=
tem
in place. But some day, a detailed and embarrassing set of data

will be
leaked.
JBS>Such as wreckage database and eyewitness report for TWA
800.
1. http://www.corazon.com/dbcontents.html >Unofficial and
unauthenticated
debris database.
2. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800eyewitness.html >Witness
Group
You shouldn't shield that data. It's not yours. It belongs to the
public that pays for the system that certificates, moves and
monitors you=
r
aircraft and provides the revenue that keeps the industry running.
You
operate a public conveyance and a public trust.
JBS>Hear! Hear! And don't you officials forget it!
Finally, you need to share data because you need the confidence
of the pu=
blic
and their representatives in Congress--and their funding. You
need the me=
dia,
too. We are the window through which the public and Congress
view aviatio=
n
safety. If you want to focus on the trouble areas for safety, if you
want=
to

stop chasing the dreaded ``cause du jour,'' if you want to retain
the
confidence of travelers and politicians, you must share safety
data.
JBS>"Must' is not too strong a word.
You must share it with each other. You must share with the
public--throug=
h
the media--the data on each potential safety problem and the
specifics of
what you're doing to address them. Don't try to sell the public or
the me=
dia
on safety gains. Make them partners in the effort.
--AW&ST Viewpoints 06/08/98
Copyright =A91998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. All
Rights Reserved.
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To: Press:
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: PressRelease1
Dear Scribes; 1 Aug 98
Below is PressRelease1 from Wiring/CargoDoor MediaRep John
Barry Smith:
Citizen Investigator Politely Asks for Apology! Dateline: 1
August 1998,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
John Barry Smith, discoverer of a common cause of the fatal
accidents of
four high time Boeing 747s, politely asked for an apology from
NTSB

representatives who accused the Wiring/CargoDoor explanation
proponent of
trying to 'peddle' his explanation. Mr. Smith also asked his
elected
represenatives to ask NTSB for an apology. A meeting with
NTSB officials
and the researcher to discuss the Wiring/CargoDoor explanation
was deemed
an acceptable apology by the citizen investigator. Response from
NTSB is
pending.
John Barry Smith
'The Peddler'
Apology requests 1 and 2:
Apology request letter 1 below:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Dear Mr. Farr, 31 July 1998
NTSB has called me a peddler. I'm not. It was an intentional
insult. I have
received not a penny from anyone for my wiring/cargo door
explanation and
have spent thousands of dollars and hours of my own money and

time
researching it. It is not offered for sale. A peddler is not a nice
name
for a former Navy Lt flying off Enterprise in a RA-5C into
combat. I don't
like it.
I request an apology from the Safety Board. The apology can be
in the form
of a meeting during which I can present my evidence to show I
am not a
peddler and that the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800
is worthy of
further review. (NTSB peddling accusation attached.)
NTSB has slandered me behind my back to a foreign news
organization while
refusing to meet with a citizen at the suggestion of an elected
official.
That's not right. Both errors can be corrected.
Could you ask NTSB to meet with me? I will travel up to Seattle
to meet
with them in their NTSB offices at their convenient time.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Below from NTSB sent to Mr. Wills, Editor, Shetland News,U.K.
July 29, 1998
Mr. Jonathan Wills
Jonathan.wills@virgin.net
The National Transportation Safety Board and apparently
numerous others
have been receiving communications from Mr. Smith for about 2
years. The
Safety Board has considered Mr. Smith's theory and has found no
evidence to
support it. We have responded to Mr. Smith on a number of
occasions
outlining to him our findings. Mr. Smith has not accepted our
findings and
has taken his theory, an electrical failure that results in the
separation
of the forward cargo door, and repeatedly tried to peddle it as the
answer
to the TWA tragedy. The Safety Board is well aware of past
cargo door
failures in transport category aircraft and we did examine early in
the
investigative process the possibility of such a failure on flight
800. The
physical evidence simply does not support Mr. Smith's theory.
Mr. Smith's style and persistence does not mask the fundamental
flaw in his
approach. He apparently embarked on his quest with his
conclusion firmly

locked in place and unfortunately no amount of factual evidence
will
dissuade him. Let me reiterate, our investigative team believes
that Mr.
Smith is wrong. There is no evidence of a cargo door failure on
flight
800. There is evidence that a fuel air explosion took place in the
heated,
almost empty center wing tank causing the structural failure of
the
aircraft. The investigation is continuing in an effort to determine
the
source of ignition.
Due to the press of this and other responsibilities, it is unlikely
that
the Safety Board will be able to respond to Mr. Smith's inquiries
in depth.

Sincerely,
Peter Goelz
Managing Director
4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John McCain stating, "I have
received
your letter regarding the forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800,
and your
interest in meeting with someone at the National Transportation
Safety
Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.

I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked
for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."

Below from NTSB to Shetland News:
Dear Dr. Wills,
Your proposed article is incorrect. First of all, Senator McCain
did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator
asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no
physical
evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo
door came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary.
As
stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which,
of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along
with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.

Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform
crushing
damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the
fuselage and up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This
crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the
airplane
(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right
wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush
area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing
747, he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith
claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board
only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a
superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr.
Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto
the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on
each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold
the door

closed.
We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their
own
extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to
all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr.
Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing
such an
article.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to
contact
us.
Sincerely,
Shelly Hazle
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris

Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes

Apology request letter 2 below:

John McCain
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
Dear Senator McCain, 31 July 98
NTSB has called me a peddler. I'm not. It was an intentional

insult. I have
received not a penny from anyone for my wiring/cargo door
explanation and
have spent thousands of dollars and hours of my own money and
time
researching it. It is not offered for sale. A peddler is not a nice
name
for a former Navy Lt flying off Enterprise in a RA-5C into
combat. I don't
like it.
I request an apology from the Safety Board. The apology can be
in the form
of a meeting during which I can present my evidence to show I
am not a
peddler and that the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800
is worthy of
further review. (NTSB peddling accusation attached.)
In addition, the honor of the US Navy will forever by impugned
as the
villain in shooting down TWA 800 with a missile and covering it
up as long
as the eyewitness reported streak remains unexplained. Wiring/
cargo door
explains the streak as a shiny metal object leaving TWA 800
during first
few seconds and reflecting red-orange setting sunlight to ground
observers
miles away. I can clear any blemish from the Navy's honor also.
You told me once: "I have received your letter regarding the
forward cargo

door of TWA Flight 800, and your interest in meeting with
someone at the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) relating your
concerns. I have
contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns. I have
asked for a
prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Could you ask them again?
NTSB has slandered me behind my back to a foreign news
organization while
refusing to meet with a citizen at the suggestion of an elected
official to
discuss a matter in Committee for review. That's not right. Both
errors
can be corrected.

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Below from NTSB sent to Mr. Wills, Editor, Shetland News,U.K.
July 29, 1998

Mr. Jonathan Wills
Jonathan.wills@virgin.net
The National Transportation Safety Board and apparently
numerous others
have been receiving communications from Mr. Smith for about 2
years. The
Safety Board has considered Mr. Smith's theory and has found no
evidence to
support it. We have responded to Mr. Smith on a number of
occasions
outlining to him our findings. Mr. Smith has not accepted our
findings and
has taken his theory, an electrical failure that results in the
separation
of the forward cargo door, and repeatedly tried to peddle it as the
answer
to the TWA tragedy. The Safety Board is well aware of past
cargo door
failures in transport category aircraft and we did examine early in
the
investigative process the possibility of such a failure on flight
800. The
physical evidence simply does not support Mr. Smith's theory.
Mr. Smith's style and persistence does not mask the fundamental
flaw in his
approach. He apparently embarked on his quest with his
conclusion firmly
locked in place and unfortunately no amount of factual evidence
will
dissuade him. Let me reiterate, our investigative team believes

that Mr.
Smith is wrong. There is no evidence of a cargo door failure on
flight
800. There is evidence that a fuel air explosion took place in the
heated,
almost empty center wing tank causing the structural failure of
the
aircraft. The investigation is continuing in an effort to determine
the
source of ignition.
Due to the press of this and other responsibilities, it is unlikely
that
the Safety Board will be able to respond to Mr. Smith's inquiries
in depth.

Sincerely,
Peter Goelz
Managing Director
4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John McCain stating, "I have
received
your letter regarding the forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800,
and your
interest in meeting with someone at the National Transportation
Safety
Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked
for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."

Below from NTSB to Shetland News:
Dear Dr. Wills,
Your proposed article is incorrect. First of all, Senator McCain
did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator
asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no
physical
evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo
door came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary.
As
stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which,
of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along
with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform
crushing

damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the
fuselage and up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This
crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the
airplane
(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right
wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush
area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing
747, he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith
claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board
only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a
superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr.
Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto
the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on
each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold
the door
closed.
We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their
own

extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to
all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr.
Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing
such an
article.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to
contact
us.
Sincerely,
Shelly Hazle

Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded

the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 29, 1998 5:33:07 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: NTSB Comments Re: Barry J. Smith Re: J Wills

Jonathan, 29 July 98
We speak from the same mind; in a democracy in peacetime
with a civil matter, citizens and public officials are on the same
side with the luxury of time to discuss important matters in the

open. It's called an open democratic society and one in which I
choose to live.

Dear Mr Towana, on behalf of Mr Goelz,
Many thanks for your letter. I have interspersed my (*asterisked)
comments
in the following copy of your text and have taken the liberty of
copying
this correspondence to others.
Please understand that I am not a protagonist of Mr Smith's
theory. I
merely think that you and the other authorities have not
conclusively shown
it to be impossible. With respect, it is not sufficient to refer me
to
assurances by experts. I stopped falling for that one more than 20
years
ago.
Me too, especially since the trust almost killed me. They said a
RA5C could maintain level flight with gear and flaps down with
the remaining engine at 100%. It can't. It descends.
The email for the guy MASONTO@NTSB.gov, I think means
his last name is 'Mason' and first name starts with 'TO', probably
'Tom' Mason.
By asking me to do this you are being patronising, although you
probably do not realise it. Expert they may be but their

assurances cannot
be accepted by any respectable journalist without seeing the
detailed
reasoning behind their conclusions. This involves them taking us
lay people
into their confidence and explaining to us, in intricate forensic
detail,
the arguments for and against the interpretation of each piece of
evidence.
If it is too technical for us to understand, then it may well be a
useful
exercise for your experts to translate the officialese and jargopn
into
plain English. If Mr Smith's 50 points are wrong, why not tell us
in detail
exactly how they are wrong?
Especially easy since Smith is a bozo.

Rudyard Kipling is not a hero in the US, nor over here these
days, because
of his associations with a racist imperialism which we all now
deplore, but
he did say something interesting. It went like this:
"I keep six honest serving men
(They taught me all I knew):
"Their Names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who."
I always add, 'how much,' for quantity.

That's all we are asking for, Mr Goelz: What? Why? When?
How? Where? Who?
Stick to that and you and I can't go far wrong. I hope you will not
think
me patronising.
I look forward to receiving the NTSB's detailed response to Mr
Smith's no
doubt irritating and persistent questions and will try to delay the
article
I have in prospect until I do. I would also welcome your response
to Mr
Chris Olsson's latest comments, which I presume you will have
seen. If not,
please let me know and I will forward them to you.
I have to be in Newfoundland on business in late October and
would be happy
to re-route via New York or Washington DC at my own expense,
there to meet
with your officials to discuss this further and, if thought
convenient and
appropriate, to consult original documentation. Please let me
know your
response to this proposal.
With thanks for your time and attention,
Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 29/07/98, at 15:29, Mason Towanna wrote [on behalf of Peter
Goelz]:

[Copy with J.Wills' responses asterisked*]

July 29, 1998

Mr. Jonathan Wills
Editor
Shetland News Agency
Jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Dear Mr. Wills:
"The National Transportation Safety Board and apparently
numerous others
have been receiving communications from Mr. Smith for about 2
years.
Clue! Clue! Persistence is not a dirty word. Note that in two
years NTSB still declines to meet even once while giving much
time to meteor, HIRF, missile, and methane gas.

* Is this a problem for you? I mean, to receive
communications from

people? Do you not welcome the interest of a person who,
however
irritating he may be to you, appears to have some professional
knowledge of
the technical details and has repeatedly declared his interest
in factual
rather than speculatitive inquiry? If it is not a problem for you,
why
mention it? Or do you have a corporate policy to denigrate
persistent
correspondents? Many organisations do, but I thought NTSB
might be
different, in view of the obvious public safety aspects of your
work.
"The Safety Board has considered Mr. Smith‚s theory and has
found no
evidence to support it.
Opinion noted. Absence of facts to support opinion noted...as
usual.

* Please may I see your detailed, point-by-point reasoning in
reply to
(for the sake of convenient) the 50 points he has recently
published in
summary of his arguments?
"We have responded to Mr. Smith on a number of occasions
outlining to him
our findings.

Responded with the same unsupported opinion, never discussion.

* I do not doubt it. However, Mr Smith says you have not
satisfied him on
a number of points. He may be right or he may be
wrong but
as a reporter I
would like to know what is your response to his reactions to your
refutations. Or do you intend just to say that your experts are
right and
he is wrong? If so, please let me know. If you are not willing to
get into
detailed discussion, fair enough. But the public may well draw
adverse
inferences from what might appear to be an absence of candour
on your
part, and may even entertain conspiracy theories which you, and
probably I,
might find unwelcome and
unpleasant. But conspiracy
theorists are a
natural consequence of a lack of candour, as I'm sure you already
know.

"Mr. Smith has not accepted our findings and has taken his
theory, an
electrical failure ...
I have accepted the finding of center tank explosion, just a few
seconds later and lower.
'Electrical failure'? and 'door open'? It's a rupture of door at latch

and a wire short, big difference. They are telling me my
explanation and misquoting me?

*As I understand it, the suggestion is that wear and tear on
wiring,
coupled with the formation of condensation, caused the
alleged
short-circuit which allegedly open the door in flight. That is not
exactly
an 'electrical failure' but more like faulty
design/specification
and/or
lack of preventative maintenance.
Right. Layperson understands; NTSB not.

Your use of the phrase makes me wonder if
you have in fact had time to read the details of what Mr Smith
is actually
saying. I agree that it can very, very tiresome to wade through all
his
technical detail but you, at least, have the consolation of being
paid for
it. I have not so far earned a penny from the time I have spent
on this

story and may never do so. So consider yourself fortunate in that
respect,
at least.
"...that results in the separation of the of the forward cargo door,
and
repeatedly tried to peddle it as the answer to the TWA tragedy.
Yeah, 'peddle,' that is a tough word. That word shall come back
to haunt NTSB. It really upsets me in many ways, a junk guy
with his wagon and donkey selling semi junk to strangers,
making money on trash, etc, They know how to insult so it hurts.
I have spent nine years and thousands of dollars never accepting
one penny, and yet, 'peddle,' and they are the ones taking trips all
over the world for 'research, getting per diem money for staying
in hotels and hardship for being 100 miles from home.
That word demands apology somewhere along the line.
Main point, I am trivial, messenger style is trivial, message is
serious. They are very good at knocking the trivial messenger but
avoid the seriouis message or wiring/cargod door explanation.

* Might I suggest that the use of the word 'peddle' is
inappropriate and
pejorative? Peddling involves sale and as far as I am aware there
is not
the slightest evidence that Mr Smith has tried to sell his
information to

anyone. I suspect that in fact this whole exercise has cost him
rather a
lot of money. In Scots Law the imputation that one is peddling
something
when one is not might well be actionable, but I have no
knowledge of US
statutes or case law on this.
"The Safety Board is well aware of past cargo door failures in
transport
category aircraft and we did examine early in the investigative
process the
possibility of such a failure on flight 800. The physical evidence
simply
does not support Mr. Smith‚s theory.
Clue! Clue! It's happened before! It's called precedent.
Clue! Clue! NTSB thought early on the cargo door was culprit.
That's called prime suspect.
So exactly why did they clear the prime suspect? Because eight
of ten latches were locked and 80% of door is still missing? Not
good enough Inspector Mirren.

*Could you please provide me with the detailed reports
(verbatim) of all
your and the FBI's investigations into this possibility?
Did
they deal
with Mr Smith's points about the midspan latches, the absence of
sooting on
the forward section, the red paint marks, or the debris impacts
on No. 3

engine and the right horizontal stabiliser, for example? Please
share all
your
information with me.

Yeah, pesky facts, pesky details, pesky reality about the message,
very irritating when more fun to make generalization about the
obstinance of someone who disagrees with you. Soon, Jonathan
you will be getting letters about you and your 'numerous
inquiries' and 'numerous' rebuttals in detail by NTSB.

"Mr. Smith‚s style and persistence does not mask the
fundamental flaw in
his approach. He apparently embarked on his quest with his
conclusion
firmly locked in place and unfortunately no amount of factual
evidence will
dissuade him.
*I would respectfully suggest that Mr Smith's style is
irrelevant and his
persistence may well be justifiable and admirable.
After
lengthy
correspondence with him, I personally do not believe that he has
a
conclusion locked in place. If I did, I would not have taken this
matter
up. He has, after all, repeatedly invited detailed rebuttal of his
theory.
What appears to be missing, to my layman's eye, is precisely
that factual
evidence which refutes his ideas, line by line, rivet by rivet, paint

smear
by paint smear. You may have produced this evidence elsewhere.
I have not
seen it if you have. It may be lying unpublished in the
NTSB's files. If
it is, why not publish it? Or is there still some legal consideration
preventing full disclosure of all the evidence?
Please forgive
my
ignorance of US law enforcement agencies' investigative
procedures and
evidential rules.

"Let me reiterate, our investigative team believes that Mr. Smith
is wrong.
Say it a hundred times, maybe the team gets more right with
repetition, sort of like praying.

*I have grasped that now. But, let me also reiterate: why,
exactly?
"There is no evidence of a cargo door failure on flight 800.

First, who said the door failed? The door probably did what it
was told to do, unlatch. That signal coupled with other factors led
to rupture at aft latch. To say 'cargo door failure' is misleading.
The nose 'failed' too, when it came off. It's all words that slant
one way and then rebutted because easier. And there is one hell
of a lot of evidence that shows door ruptured/opened/failed, like

photographs and text from NTSB own lower level investigators
and part of public record, shrinking every day as it turns out.

*But what do you say in detail to Mr Smith‚s arguments that
there is
precisely such evidence, and a great deal of it?
"There is evidence that a fuel air explosion took place in the
heated,
almost empty center wing tank causing the structural failure of
the
aircraft. The investigation is continuing in an effort to determine
the
source of ignition.
Center tank explosion is granted, but later and lower with
explained ignition source, engine number 3.

*But what do you say to Mr Smith's detailed points against
the CWT
explosion as the primary cause? And have you found any bare
wires in the
VWT? Is he right in saying that there were no bare wires there
but there
were bare wires in the forward cargo bay?
No bare wires in center tank of TWA 800 but yes bare wires in
cargo door area. As stated in NTSB documents.
"Due to the press of this and other responsibilities, it is unlikely
that

the Safety Board will be able to respond to Mr. Smith‚s inquiries
in
depth.
Hey! How about in shallow? How about on the side? How about
anyway you can, other than brushoff with generalities and
bromides?
Main point, Jonathan, as a neutral reporter, a reasonable with
precedent mechanical explanation has not gotten the thorough
examination it deserves, and certainly less than weird ideas like
methane gas, meteor, or HIRF have received. Why? Because the
messenger is irritating and persistent? Not good enough reason. I
have never had a discussion with any NTSB official after two
years of asking over and over again. Why? Too busy? Ha! Not
too busy to do TV Specials on how hard they are working, how
hard they are examining every theory, how distressed they are at
not finding a satisfactory explanation in two years of trying.
Clue! Two years and not final answer means maybe the answer
they have is wrong, time to try another one, how about wiring/
cargo door, one with precedent and suspected early on?
Yes, but....but, wiring/cargo door is horror for NTSB, FAA,
Boeing and TWA. They all said it couldn't happen. If it turns out
it did happen again, they face horror, administrative horror of
loss of job and face...but then the passengers who do not fall to
their deaths in the next one, won't face the horror, the real horror,
if the wiring is replaced and the outward doors turned into plug
type.
Jonathan, thanks for effort, you get responses. If ever in doubt,
forget about me and just look at photo and see the outward
peeled skin, the petal shaped bulge at aft latch, the red paint

smears, read about the downward moved floor beams over the
door area, and read about the sudden loud sound on the CVR and
abrupt power cut to the FDR...that matche three other hull
ruptures in flight on high time Boeing 747s.
It all leads to PA 103 eventually. And I know they know that
because they put the sounds of all four on a chart and they match
Chart 12 attached.
Cheers,
Barry

*In that case I fear that more or less well-informed
speculation and
freelance investigation are likely to continue unabated. What
you seem to
be saying is: 'John Barry Smith is wrong because we say so and

we don't
have the time/can't be bothered
to say why.' As a British
journalist I am
well used to such responses from our own arrogant, secretive and
overbearing state bureaucracy but I am surprised to find such a
position
being taken by a body which I had always imagined to uphold
the best
republican principles of impartial and open public service.
*I hope the NTSB can see its way to do better than this.

"Sincerely,
"Peter Goelz
Managing Director
*Yours equally sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland, Scotland
ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:

+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 29, 1998 4:12:46 PM PDT
To: MASONTO@NTSB.gov
Cc: hazles@NTSB.gov
Subject: Corrected version of message sent earlier

Due to an administrative error you were sent an uncorrected draft
of this
message earlier today. What follows is the corrected final text of
the
message.
Regards
Wills Shetland News

Dear Mr Towana, on behalf of Mr Goelz,
Many thanks for your letter. I have interspersed my (*asterisked)
comments
in the following copy of your text and have taken the liberty of
copying
this correspondence to others.

Please understand that I am not a protagonist of Mr Smith's
theory. I
merely think that you and the other authorities have not
conclusively shown
it to be impossible. With respect, it is not sufficient to refer me
to
assurances by experts. I stopped falling for that one more than 20
years
ago. By asking me to do this you are being patronising, although
you
probably do not realise it. Expert they may be but their
assurances cannot
be accepted by any respectable journalist without seeing the
detailed
reasoning behind their conclusions. This involves them taking us
lay people
into their confidence and explaining to us, in intricate forensic
detail,
the arguments for and against the interpretation of each piece of
evidence.
If it is too technical for us to understand, then it may well be a
useful
exercise for your experts to translate the officialese and jargon
into
plain English. If Mr Smith's 50 points are wrong, why not tell us
in detail
exactly how they are wrong?
Rudyard Kipling is not a hero in the US, nor over here these
days, because
of his associations with a racist imperialism which we all now
deplore, but
he did say something interesting. It went like this:

"I keep six honest serving men
(They taught me all I knew):
"Their Names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who."
That's all we are asking for, Mr Goelz: What? Why? When?
How? Where? Who?
Stick to that and you and I can't go far wrong. I hope you will not
think
me patronising.
I look forward to receiving the NTSB's detailed response to Mr
Smith's no
doubt irritating and persistent questions and will try to delay the
article
I have in prospect until I do. I would also welcome your response
to Mr
Chris Olsson's latest comments, which I presume you will have
seen. If not,
please let me know and I will forward them to you.
I have to be in Newfoundland on business in late October and
would be happy
to re-route via New York or Washington DC at my own expense,
there to meet
with your officials to discuss this further and, if thought
convenient and
appropriate, to consult original documentation. Please let me
know your
response to this proposal.
With thanks for your time and attention,

Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 29/07/98, at 15:29, Mason Towanna wrote [on behalf of Peter
Goelz]:

[Copy with J.Wills' responses asterisked*]

July 29, 1998

Mr. Jonathan Wills
Editor
Shetland News Agency
Jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Dear Mr. Wills:
"The National Transportation Safety Board and apparently
numerous others
have been receiving communications from Mr. Smith for about 2
years.
* Is this a problem for you? I mean, to receive

communications from
people? Do you not welcome the interest of a person who,
however
irritating he may be to you, appears to have some professional
knowledge of
the technical details and has repeatedly declared his interest
in factual
rather than speculative inquiry? If it is not a problem for you,
why
mention it? Or do you have a corporate policy to denigrate
persistent
correspondents? Many organisations do, but I thought NTSB
might be
different, in view of the obvious public safety aspects of your
work.
"The Safety Board has considered Mr. Smith‚s theory and has
found no
evidence to support it.
* Please may I see your detailed, point-by-point reasoning in
reply to
(for the sake of convenience) the 50 points he has
recently
published in
summary of his arguments?
"We have responded to Mr. Smith on a number of occasions
outlining to him
our findings.
* I do not doubt it. However, Mr Smith says you have not
satisfied him on
a number of points. He may be right or he may be
wrong but

as a reporter I
would like to know what is your response to his reactions to your
refutations. Or do you intend just to say that your experts are
right and
he is wrong? If so, please let me know. If you are not willing to
get into
detailed discussion, fair enough. But the public may well draw
adverse
inferences from what might appear to be an absence of
candour on your
part, and may even entertain conspiracy theories which you, and
probably I,
might find unwelcome and
unpleasant. But conspiracy
theorists are a
natural consequence of a lack of candour, as I'm sure you already
know.

"Mr. Smith has not accepted our findings and has taken his
theory, an
electrical failure ...
*As I understand it, the suggestion is that wear and tear on
wiring,
coupled with the formation of condensation, caused the
alleged
short-circuit which allegedly opened the door in flight. That is
not
exactly an 'electrical failure' but more like faulty design/
materials
specification and/or lack of preventative maintenance. Your use
of the
phrase makes me wonder if you have in fact had time to read

the details of
what Mr Smith is actually saying. I agree that it can be very, very
tiresome to wade through all his technical detail but you, at
least, have
the consolation of being paid for it, busy as you no doubt are. I
have not
so far earned a penny from the time I have spent on this story and
may
never do so. So consider yourself fortunate in that
respect, at
least.
"...that results in the separation of the of the forward cargo door,
and
repeatedly tried to peddle it as the answer to the TWA tragedy.
* Might I suggest that the use of the word 'peddle' is
inappropriate and
pejorative? Peddling involves sale and as far as I am aware there
is not
the slightest evidence that Mr Smith has tried to sell his
information to
anyone. I suspect that in fact this whole exercise has cost him
rather a
lot of money. In Scots Law the imputation that one is peddling
something
when one is not might well be actionable, but I have no
knowledge of US
statutes or case law on this.
"The Safety Board is well aware of past cargo door failures in
transport
category aircraft and we did examine early in the investigative
process the

possibility of such a failure on flight 800. The physical evidence
simply
does not support Mr. Smith‚s theory.
*Could you please provide me with the detailed reports
(verbatim) of all
your and the FBI's investigations into this possibility?
Did
they deal
with Mr Smith's points about the midspan latches, the absence of
sooting on
the forward section, the red paint marks, or the debris impacts
on No. 3
engine and the right horizontal stabiliser, for example? Please
share all
your
information with me.
"Mr. Smith‚s style and persistence does not mask the
fundamental flaw in
his approach. He apparently embarked on his quest with his
conclusion
firmly locked in place and unfortunately no amount of factual
evidence will
dissuade him.
*I would respectfully suggest that Mr Smith's style is
irrelevant and his
persistence may well be justifiable and admirable.
After
lengthy
correspondence with him, I personally do not believe that he has
a
conclusion locked in place. If I did, I would not have taken this
matter
up. He has, after all, repeatedly invited detailed rebuttal of his

theory.
What appears to be missing, to my layman's eye, is precisely
that factual
evidence which refutes his ideas, line by line, rivet by rivet, paint
smear
by paint smear. You may have produced this evidence elsewhere.
I have not
seen it if you have. It may be lying unpublished in the
NTSB's files. If
it is, why not publish it? Or is there still some legal consideration
preventing full disclosure of all the evidence?
Please forgive
my
ignorance of US law enforcement agencies' investigative
procedures and
evidential rules.

"Let me reiterate, our investigative team believes that Mr. Smith
is wrong.

*I have grasped that now. But, let me also reiterate: why,
exactly?
"There is no evidence of a cargo door failure on flight 800.
*But what do you say in detail to Mr Smith‚s arguments that
there is
precisely such evidence, and a great deal of it?
"There is evidence that a fuel air explosion took place in the
heated,
almost empty center wing tank causing the structural failure of

the
aircraft. The investigation is continuing in an effort to determine
the
source of ignition.
*But what do you say to Mr Smith's detailed points against
the CWT
explosion as the primary cause? And have you found any bare
wires in the
CWT? Is he right in saying that there were no bare wires there
but there
were bare wires in the forward cargo bay?
"Due to the press of this and other responsibilities, it is unlikely
that
the Safety Board will be able to respond to Mr. Smith‚s inquiries
in
depth.
*In that case I fear that more or less well-informed
speculation and
freelance investigation are likely to continue unabated. What
you seem to
be saying is: 'John Barry Smith is wrong because we say so and
we don't
have the time/can't be bothered
to say why.' As a British
journalist I am
well used to such responses from our own arrogant, secretive and
overbearing state bureaucracy but I am surprised to find such a
position
being taken by a body which I had always imagined to uphold
the best
republican principles of impartial and open public service.

*I hope the NTSB can see its way to do better than this.

"Sincerely,
"Peter Goelz
Managing Director
*Yours equally sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>

Date: July 28, 1998 3:55:24 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Recipient of Hall's letter was retired 747 pilot,
not editor of Shetland News.

Roger, Chris Olsson's stuff is brilliant. What a forensic mind!
(And you!)
He is a great ally to have. I have copied this stuff to Gordon
Brewer at
BBC2 TV 'Newsnight' flagship serious current affairs
programme. He has
agreed to look at it. I hope he can get someone to take it
seriously.
In terrible haste - working almost round the clock on the boat to
make the
bank payments in the few weeks of summer left to us.
But am watching you closely and reading all the stuff.
Cheers
Jonathan
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 25/07/98, at 23:20, John Barry Smith wrote:

I note with interest that Jim Hall, in a recent communication to
the
Editor
of The Shetland News Agency, says:

"The Safety Board's public docket on this accident, which was
opened on
December 7, 1997, contains all of the factual reports that had
been
developed in the investigation up to that date. We are in the
process
of adding additional detailed factual structures and systems
documentation
to the public docket."
I quoted an unnamed 'correspondent', not you, who received the
above
quote
from Chairman Hall. The quote is correct, the recipient is not.
The
recipient is a retired 747 pilot who agrees with wiring/cargo door
explanation and is querying Hall for some technical answers and
getting
brushed off. He would be glad to talk about TWA 800 if you have
any
questions about the bird.
Chris's analysis is remarkable in that he discovered new NTSB
anomalies of
missing documents, I have to ask, what is going on?
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com

http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 29, 1998 3:19:04 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Fwd: NTSB Comments Re: Barry J. Smith

*********** BEGIN FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
On 29/07/98, at 19:33, Mason Towanna
<MASONTO@NTSB.gov> wrote:

<<MrSmith.doc>>

*********** END FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
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from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 29, 1998 2:25:21 PM PDT

To: MASONTO@NTSB.gov
Subject: Re: NTSB Comments Re: Barry J. Smith

Dear Mr Towana, on behalf of Mr Goelz,
Many thanks for your letter. I have interspersed my (*asterisked)
comments
in the following copy of your text and have taken the liberty of
copying
this correspondence to others.
Please understand that I am not a protagonist of Mr Smith's
theory. I
merely think that you and the other authorities have not
conclusively shown
it to be impossible. With respect, it is not sufficient to refer me
to
assurances by experts. I stopped falling for that one more than 20
years
ago. By asking me to do this you are being patronising, although
you
probably do not realise it. Expert they may be but their
assurances cannot
be accepted by any respectable journalist without seeing the
detailed
reasoning behind their conclusions. This involves them taking us
lay people
into their confidence and explaining to us, in intricate forensic
detail,
the arguments for and against the interpretation of each piece of
evidence.
If it is too technical for us to understand, then it may well be a

useful
exercise for your experts to translate the officialese and jargopn
into
plain English. If Mr Smith's 50 points are wrong, why not tell us
in detail
exactly how they are wrong?
Rudyard Kipling is not a hero in the US, nor over here these
days, because
of his associations with a racist imperialism which we all now
deplore, but
he did say something interesting. It went like this:
"I keep six honest serving men
(They taught me all I knew):
"Their Names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who."
That's all we are asking for, Mr Goelz: What? Why? When?
How? Where? Who?
Stick to that and you and I can't go far wrong. I hope you will not
think
me patronising.
I look forward to receiving the NTSB's detailed response to Mr
Smith's no
doubt irritating and persistent questions and will try to delay the
article
I have in prospect until I do. I would also welcome your response
to Mr
Chris Olsson's latest comments, which I presume you will have
seen. If not,
please let me know and I will forward them to you.

I have to be in Newfoundland on business in late October and
would be happy
to re-route via New York or Washington DC at my own expense,
there to meet
with your officials to discuss this further and, if thought
convenient and
appropriate, to consult original documentation. Please let me
know your
response to this proposal.
With thanks for your time and attention,
Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 29/07/98, at 15:29, Mason Towanna wrote [on behalf of Peter
Goelz]:

[Copy with J.Wills' responses asterisked*]

July 29, 1998

Mr. Jonathan Wills

Editor
Shetland News Agency
Jonathan.wills@virgin.net
Dear Mr. Wills:
"The National Transportation Safety Board and apparently
numerous others
have been receiving communications from Mr. Smith for about 2
years.
* Is this a problem for you? I mean, to receive
communications from
people? Do you not welcome the interest of a person who,
however
irritating he may be to you, appears to have some professional
knowledge of
the technical details and has repeatedly declared his interest
in factual
rather than speculatitive inquiry? If it is not a problem for you,
why
mention it? Or do you have a corporate policy to denigrate
persistent
correspondents? Many organisations do, but I thought NTSB
might be
different, in view of the obvious public safety aspects of your
work.
"The Safety Board has considered Mr. Smith‚s theory and has
found no
evidence to support it.
* Please may I see your detailed, point-by-point reasoning in

reply to
(for the sake of convenient) the 50 points he has recently
published in
summary of his arguments?
"We have responded to Mr. Smith on a number of occasions
outlining to him
our findings.
* I do not doubt it. However, Mr Smith says you have not
satisfied him on
a number of points. He may be right or he may be
wrong but
as a reporter I
would like to know what is your response to his reactions to your
refutations. Or do you intend just to say that your experts are
right and
he is wrong? If so, please let me know. If you are not willing to
get into
detailed discussion, fair enough. But the public may well draw
adverse
inferences from what might appear to be an absence of candour
on your
part, and may even entertain conspiracy theories which you, and
probably I,
might find unwelcome and
unpleasant. But conspiracy
theorists are a
natural consequence of a lack of candour, as I'm sure you already
know.

"Mr. Smith has not accepted our findings and has taken his
theory, an
electrical failure ...

*As I understand it, the suggestion is that wear and tear on
wiring,
coupled with the formation of condensation, caused the
alleged
short-circuit which allegedly open the door in flight. That is not
exactly
an 'electrical failure' but more like faulty
design/specification
and/or
lack of preventative maintenance. Your use of the phrase makes
me wonder if
you have in fact had time to read the details of what Mr Smith
is actually
saying. I agree that it can very, very tiresome to wade through all
his
technical detail but you, at least, have the consolation of being
paid for
it. I have not so far earned a penny from the time I have spent
on this
story and may never do so. So consider yourself fortunate in that
respect,
at least.
"...that results in the separation of the of the forward cargo door,
and
repeatedly tried to peddle it as the answer to the TWA tragedy.
* Might I suggest that the use of the word 'peddle' is
inappropriate and
pejorative? Peddling involves sale and as far as I am aware there
is not
the slightest evidence that Mr Smith has tried to sell his
information to

anyone. I suspect that in fact this whole exercise has cost him
rather a
lot of money. In Scots Law the imputation that one is peddling
something
when one is not might well be actionable, but I have no
knowledge of US
statutes or case law on this.
"The Safety Board is well aware of past cargo door failures in
transport
category aircraft and we did examine early in the investigative
process the
possibility of such a failure on flight 800. The physical evidence
simply
does not support Mr. Smith‚s theory.
*Could you please provide me with the detailed reports
(verbatim) of all
your and the FBI's investigations into this possibility?
Did
they deal
with Mr Smith's points about the midspan latches, the absence of
sooting on
the forward section, the red paint marks, or the debris impacts
on No. 3
engine and the right horizontal stabiliser, for example? Please
share all
your
information with me.
"Mr. Smith‚s style and persistence does not mask the
fundamental flaw in
his approach. He apparently embarked on his quest with his
conclusion
firmly locked in place and unfortunately no amount of factual

evidence will
dissuade him.
*I would respectfully suggest that Mr Smith's style is
irrelevant and his
persistence may well be justifiable and admirable.
After
lengthy
correspondence with him, I personally do not believe that he has
a
conclusion locked in place. If I did, I would not have taken this
matter
up. He has, after all, repeatedly invited detailed rebuttal of his
theory.
What appears to be missing, to my layman's eye, is precisely
that factual
evidence which refutes his ideas, line by line, rivet by rivet, paint
smear
by paint smear. You may have produced this evidence elsewhere.
I have not
seen it if you have. It may be lying unpublished in the
NTSB's files. If
it is, why not publish it? Or is there still some legal consideration
preventing full disclosure of all the evidence?
Please forgive
my
ignorance of US law enforcement agencies' investigative
procedures and
evidential rules.

"Let me reiterate, our investigative team believes that Mr. Smith
is wrong.

*I have grasped that now. But, let me also reiterate: why,
exactly?
"There is no evidence of a cargo door failure on flight 800.
*But what do you say in detail to Mr Smith‚s arguments that
there is
precisely such evidence, and a great deal of it?
"There is evidence that a fuel air explosion took place in the
heated,
almost empty center wing tank causing the structural failure of
the
aircraft. The investigation is continuing in an effort to determine
the
source of ignition.
*But what do you say to Mr Smith's detailed points against
the CWT
explosion as the primary cause? And have you found any bare
wires in the
VWT? Is he right in saying that there were no bare wires there
but there
were bare wires in the forward cargo bay?
"Due to the press of this and other responsibilities, it is unlikely
that
the Safety Board will be able to respond to Mr. Smith‚s inquiries
in
depth.
*In that case I fear that more or less well-informed
speculation and

freelance investigation are likely to continue unabated. What
you seem to
be saying is: 'John Barry Smith is wrong because we say so and
we don't
have the time/can't be bothered
to say why.' As a British
journalist I am
well used to such responses from our own arrogant, secretive and
overbearing state bureaucracy but I am surprised to find such a
position
being taken by a body which I had always imagined to uphold
the best
republican principles of impartial and open public service.
*I hope the NTSB can see its way to do better than this.

"Sincerely,
"Peter Goelz
Managing Director
*Yours equally sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor
The Shetland News Agency

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>

Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 28, 1998 7:06:09 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Writing my congressmen.

To: samfarrhrhousegov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Congressional Inquiry into TWA 800 completed?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Dear Mr. Farr, 28 July 1998

Chairman Hall reports below that the House Transportation
Committee, chaired by John Duncan with senior member
Traficant, sorted out alternative theories for TWA 800. Chairman
Hall states he is continuing to pursue many avenues of inquiry.
As the Congressman who asked in writing to Congressman
Duncan for his attention in the cargo door explanation alternative
theory, do you not feel suprised that we was not called, queried,
emailed at all about it? It was a total surprise to me to find out
that Congress had investigated TWA 800 and agreed with NTSB
explanation.
As a Congressman who has put in many letters of inquiry to
officials at FAA, NTSB, DOT, and Congress about wiring/cargo
door explanation, (an alternate theory), do you not warrant more
respect and consideration for your opinon that door possibly
opened in flight?
Were you informed of the Congressional Inquiry into TWA 800
in July? Was your input solicited? Were you ignored?
Can you refer Congressional investigators to me now? It can't be
too late since Chairman Hall states they are pursuing many
avenues of inquiry. One more avenue can't hurt. TWA 800 is still,
as I type, an active, open investigation. And eight latches is still
not ten latches.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------The following statement was released today by Jim Hall,
Chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board, following
the issuance yesterday of a final report by Congressman Jim
Traficant of Ohio, on the investigation of the crash of TWA flight

800:
"I am gratified that, after an exhaustive review of the federal
government‚s investigation of the tragic loss of TWA flight 800,
Congressman Traficant has agreed that the inquiry has been
thorough and forthcoming, and that the evidence has supported
our belief that an explosion of the aircraft‚s center fuel tank was
the event that brought the plane down.
"I am particularly pleased that the Congressman‚s report
endorses the integrity and hard work of the men and women of
the National Transportation Safety Board and the many other
government agencies that have been selflessly pursuing the cause
of this accident for two years.
"I want to thank Congressman Traficant, a senior member of the
House Transportation Committee, Chairman John Duncan and
the committee staff who entered this review in an attempt to sort
out the many alternative theories proposed by parties outside the
investigation.
"As we approach the 2nd anniversary of this tragedy, I want to
assure the family members of those who perished, as well as all
the American people, that the Safety Board is continuing to
pursue many avenues of inquiry in assembling the definitive
report on the circumstances surrounding the accident."
- 30 NTSB Public Affairs Office: (202) 314-6100

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

To: jjduncan@mail.house.gov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Alternative theories to TWA 800 not sorted out
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
2400 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman Duncan, 28 July 1998
Based upon the below statement from NTSB it appears that the
House had conducted an investigation into alternate theories
about TWA 800 and sorted them out. The conclusion was that the
evidence supported the NTSB explanation.
Well, you know that you did not 'sort out' alternative theories
because you never contacted me or Congressman Sam Farr, both
of whom have written you asking for your attention into the
wiring/cargo door explanation, an alternate explanation.
Congressman Farr put in many letters of inquiry to officials at
FAA, NTSB, DOT, and one to you, Mr. Duncan, about wiring/
cargo door explanation, (an alternate theory for TWA 800). Does
not Congressman Farr warrant more respect and consideration
for his opinion that the cargo door possibly opened in flight than
to be ignored?
The following statement was released today by Jim Hall,

Chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board, following
the issuance yesterday of a final report by Congressman Jim
Traficant of Ohio, on the investigation of the crash of TWA flight
800:
"I am gratified that, after an exhaustive review of the federal
government‚s investigation of the tragic loss of TWA flight 800,
Congressman Traficant has agreed that the inquiry has been
thorough and forthcoming, and that the evidence has supported
our belief that an explosion of the aircraft‚s center fuel tank was
the event that brought the plane down.
"I am particularly pleased that the Congressman‚s report
endorses the integrity and hard work of the men and women of
the National Transportation Safety Board and the many other
government agencies that have been selflessly pursuing the cause
of this accident for two years.
"I want to thank Congressman Traficant, a senior member of the
House Transportation Committee, Chairman John Duncan and
the committee staff who entered this review in an attempt to sort
out the many alternative theories proposed by parties outside the
investigation.
"As we approach the 2nd anniversary of this tragedy, I want to
assure the family members of those who perished, as well as all
the American people, that the Safety Board is continuing to
pursue many avenues of inquiry in assembling the definitive
report on the circumstances surrounding the accident."
- 30 NTSB Public Affairs Office: (202) 314-6100
Senator John McCain has also expressed interest in the alternate
theory of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight
for TWA 800 in several letters to NTSB, but then, he's a Senator,
not a House member, so his opinion carries less weight in a
House inquiry, although he is a former jet pilot.

And the next time the House does an inquiry into a matter of
public interest, could you tell the public so that we may submit
relevant information?
It's not too late, Congressman Duncan, for a reasonable,
mechanical alternate theory to be 'sorted out'. TWA 800 is still an
active investigation and controversial. Of course it was not a
missile. Of course it was not a bomb. Of course the center tank
exploded. And of course the forward cargo door opened in flight.
Can you refer your Congressional investigators to me so that I
may present my supporting evidence to them for their
consideration?

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

To: jjduncan@mail.house.gov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Congressman Farr/Senator McCain/TWA 800 cargo
door
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
2400 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman Duncan, 19 Mar 98
This is John Barry Smith, referred by Congressman Sam Farr,
my
representative here in California. I write to you as the Chairman
of the
House Aviation Sub Committee. TWA 800 is the subject. I ask
that you look
into my alternate mechanical explanation, wiring/cargo door
rupture.
Your fellow Congressman, Sam Farr, has invited your attention
to this
matter in a August 5 1997 letter to you which states, "I recently
met with
a constituent who believes the cause of the TWA 800 crash may
have been the
inadvertent opening of the cargo door. Should you decide to
investigate
this theory, you may wish to contact Mr. John Barry Smith. He
can be
reached at: 511 (sic, should be 551) Country Club Drive, Carmel
Valley, CA
93924 or 408 659 3552. I am also including a copy of my most
recent
correspondence from Mr. Smith which makes reference to his
hypothesis. I
appreciate your attention to this matter. Sincerely, Signed: Sam

Farr,
Member of Congress."
Mr. Duncan, upon receipt of the letter to you from Mr. Farr, I
emailed you
the following two letters:
To: jjduncan@hr.house.gov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Referral from Fellow Congressman Farr, D-CA
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
2400 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman Duncan,
This is John Barry Smith, referred by Congressman Sam Farr,
my
representative here in California. In a August 5, 1997 letter to
you, copy
to me, Mr. Farr submitted my hypothesis of the cause of the
crash of TWA
800 being the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Fellow Congressman Farr said he appreciated your attention in
this
matter. I await your attention and stand ready to assist.
From your web site biography:
Representative Duncan served in the Tennessee Army National

Guard and the
U.S. Army Reserves, starting as an enlisted man and rising to the
rank of
Captain.
Well, sir, my wife and I are both former enlisted and both
became officers,
my wife in the U.S. Army Reserve and me in the Regular Army.
We have
something in common.
As a retired officer and combat veteran of Vietnam, I assure you
my
hypothesis warrants further investigation. Please assign an
aviation
literate staff member to interview me. My web site at
www.corazon provides
overview and background on the matter.
I'm at your service, sir.
Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (Ret)
408 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email barry@corazon.com
To: jjduncan@hr.house.gov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: TWA 800 concern referred by fellow Congressman Farr
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.

U.S. House of Representatives
2400 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman Duncan, 18 Sep 97
This is John Barry Smith, referred by Congressman Sam Farr,
my
representative here in California. In a August 5, 1997 letter to
you, copy
to me, Mr. Farr submitted my hypothesis of the cause of the
crash of TWA
800 being the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
In a recent quote from you in the newspaper you state "...all
those
concerns need to be examined." I agree, sir. Congressman Farr
and I have a
concern about TWA 800. Please examine it.
Fellow Congressman Farr said he appreciated your attention in
this
matter. I await your attention and stand ready to assist.
From your web site biography:
Representative Duncan served in the Tennessee Army National
Guard and the
U.S. Army Reserves, starting as an enlisted man and rising to the
rank of
Captain.
Well, sir, my wife and I are both former enlisted and both
became officers,
my wife in the U.S. Army Reserve and me in the Regular Army.
We have
something in common.

As a retired officer and combat veteran of Vietnam, I assure you
my
hypothesis warrants further investigation. Please assign an
aviation
literate staff member to interview me. My web site at
www.corazon provides
overview and background on the matter.
I'm at your service, sir.
Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (Ret)
408 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
"In Washington, Duncan said he had no quarrel with what the
investigators
were doing, but added that he was``not entirely satisfied at this
point.''
``There have been numerous people who have raised concerns
and questions
about what happened to this plane and I think that all of those
concerns
need to be examined before we say this is all there is,'' Duncan
said."
Congressman Duncan, I received no replies nor contact at all
from you.
Previously, Senator John McCain, Chairman of the Senate
Committee on
Commerce, Transportation, and Science wrote me to say:

Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
A new development has occurred. Senator John McCain has
written me now to

say,""I have received your letter regarding the forward cargo
door of TWA
Flight 800, and your interest in meeting with someone at the
National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked
for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Upon receipt of the letter from Senator McCain I responded to
Mr. Farr,
Chairman Hall, and Senator McCain below:
To: samfarrhrhousegov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: NTSB/cargo door meeting/Senator McCain
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
Dear Congressman Farr, 17 Mar 98
Senator McCain has apparently prodded NTSB to take a meeting
with me
regarding forward cargo door of TWA 800.

Below are two letters in response to that proposed meeting. It is
very
important. I shall report back how the meeting went.
Best Regards,
Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate

Dear Senator McCain,

17 Mar 98

I've just received your 4 Mar 98 letter to me stating that on my
behalf you
have contacted the NTSB regarding my concerns. Thank you
very much, sir.
You mentioned my '... interest in meeting someone at the NTSB
relating your
concerns." I have thought about this at length and have offered
the
following suggestions to Chairman Hall to satisfy your implied
request for

a meeting between NTSB and me to relate my concerns about the
forward cargo
door of TWA 800.
I offer to travel to Seattle, Washington, from California to meet
with NTSB
officials in their offices. I suggest Wednesday, April 1, 1998 in
Room 201
of NTSB NW Regional Office, Seattle, at 8 a.m.
My goal is to persuade NTSB that a reasonable line of inquiry,
worthy of
the same effort as that done for bomb, missile, and center tank, is
the
wiring/cargo door rupture explanation. The wiring/cargo door
rupture
concerns are:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the
wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty foot hole in
nose
producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
9. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
10. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.

11. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
12. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating
tanks, including center tank.
13. fireball observed on the ground.
14. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material among first to
land.
I've attached my response letter to Chairman Hall to this letter.
I will report back to you with a summary, Senator; thank you
again for
arranging the meeting between NTSB and me. It's the wiring/
cargo door's
turn to justify itself.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB

National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washington, DC 20594-2000

Dear Chairman Hall,

17 Mar 98
I've just received a 4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John
McCain
stating, "I have received your letter regarding the forward cargo
door of
TWA Flight 800, and your interest in meeting with someone at
the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked
for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Chairman Hall, I interpret that to mean that Senator McCain
wishes that the
NTSB and I get together in a meeting to relate my concerns
about the
forward cargo door of TWA 800. That seems reasonable enough.
To accurately
and efficiently relate my concerns to NTSB, may I present the
following
suggestions:

I offer to travel to Seattle, Washington, from California to meet
with NTSB
officials in their offices. That's the closest office to me and
previous
government officials who have written to me regarding forward
cargo door
and TWA 800.
(From NTSB web site: NTSB Northwest Regional Office 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
19518 Pacific Highway South
Room 201
Seattle, Washington 98188)
The sooner the better; may I suggest Wednesday, April 1, 1998
in Room 201
of NTSB NW Regional Office at 8 a.m?
A meeting goal would be to discuss with me my concerns
regarding the
forward cargo door of TWA 800. My goal is to persuade NTSB
that a
reasonable line of inquiry, worthy of the same effort as that done
for
bomb, missile, and center tank, is the wiring/cargo door rupture
explanation. The wiring/cargo door rupture concerns are:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some

don't.
8. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the
wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty foot hole in
nose
producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
9. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
10. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
11. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
12. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating
tanks, including center tank.
13. fireball observed on the ground.
14. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material among first to
land.
Every concern will be documented with US government and
other official
reports, exhibits, testimony, and charts. I will bring my laptop
computer
with internet access to reach NTSB TWA 800 website and other
government
sites for reference. All that will be required is an outside phone
line,
some chairs, a table, and some good lighting.
The main concern, as is the main concern of all aviation safety
persons, is
that can happen again unless wiring/cargo door rupture
explanation is ruled
in or out by a reasonable line of inquiry by NTSB which is my

goal of the
meeting which Senator McCain has suggested take place.
Senator McCain mentions, 'someone' at NTSB to meet with me.
May I suggest
several persons to be invited to the meeting?
1. NTSB Chief of Northwest Region and staff that are available.
2. Mr. Breneman of FAA who has hands on experience with the
forward cargo
door of TWA 800 assisting NTSB at Calverton.
3. Mr. Neil Schalekamp of FAA who offered conclusion of
evidence of TWA 800
being outward explosion at cargo door area but later changed
mind.
It's far away but I certainly invite you, Mr. Chairman, and would
be
honored should you attend, as well as Dr. Loeb, Mr. Wildey, Mr.
Drake, Mr.
Dickinson, and Mr. Schleede, all of whom are very familiar with
wiring/cargo door explanation and would contribute much to
resolving my
concerns about the forward cargo door of TWA 800. Also most
helpful would
be Mr. Lyle Streeter, the FAA link to NTSB. Mr. Streeter is a
professional
aircraft accident investigator whose opinions about aircraft
accidents
carry weight. If not able to attend in person, then email, phone
and
letters are available of course to us.

This meeting of minds is a very welcome opportunity to clear the
air and
resolve some differences of opinion about TWA 800 and it's
cause. Harsh
letters between NTSB and me have crossed paths in the last few
weeks. It's
distracting from the mechanical explanation of TWA 800 which
relies on
facts, data and evidence which is what I shall address in the
proposed
meeting in Seattle.
I truly believe this meeting will be very fruitful, Mr. Chairman.
Goals are
to establish that the cargo door of TWA 800 opened in flight or
did not,
it's happened before to other 747s or has not, present new
evidence which
has shown up in wreckage reconstruction or has not; and
therefore, a
reasonable line of inquiry is the wiring/cargo door rupture
explanation or
it is not.
I will report back to Senator McCain with the evaluation of
wiring/cargo
door rupture explanation by NTSB in words a former US Navy
carrier jet
pilot will understand, which is to say, technical and makes sense.
Chairman Hall, NTSB and FAA went right to that suspicious
forward cargo
door of TWA 800 from day one. It's time to go back. There's a lot

more
there than meets the eye at first glance. The whole story is there.
It
answers your question of, "Why so few bodies burned?" The
answer is
basically, "They were not there to be burned. They were blown
away by the
first initial non-fiery explosive decompression and they were in
the
severed unburnt nose section. When the center tank finally did
catch
fire/explode, there were no passengers in front of the fiery
explosion to
be burnt."
To ask your question, sir, as you did about the unburnt
passengers, is to
understand the center tank as initial event does not ring all the
way true.
There is doubt about the actual initial event in your mind.
I can resolve it.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Congressman Duncan, I ask that you contact me concerning this
most

important matter concerning the national interest, aviation safety
and the
industrial reputation of a major industry. The wiring cargo door
explanation for TWA 800 has the interest of Congressman Farr
and Senator
McCain. Please tell me what is needed to persuade you that the
center tank
as initial event for TWA 800 is not initial but secondary and the
real
initial event was water meeting chafed wire shorting door unlatch
motor on
leading to destruction.
Fellow Tennesseean Jim Hall feels the center tank exploded in
flight. It
did. But it was not the first to go. Fire is a usual secondary
symptom and
rarely an initiating cause.
The forward cargo door has already nine confirmed by NTSB
kills with UAL
811. It happened again as the evidence shows. I am available to
show you.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 28, 1998 6:48:13 PM PDT
To: ksdo@broadcast.com
Subject: For Roger Hedgecock

Dear Mr. Hedgecock, 28 July 1998
My former pilot and skipper, CAPT (Navy Ret) Burton J.
Larkins called me today to tell me about a show he had just heard
on his radio in San Diego. He said that you had given a whole
hour to CDR. William Donaldson to discuss his missile
explanation for TWA 800. Fine, your giving attention to alternate
theories is admirable. Can you give attention to mine, wiring/
cargo door?
Support for my claim that chafed wiring led to inadvertent
opening of forward cargo door in flight which led to nose coming
off and destruction of TWA 800 and others is detailed on my web
site, www.corazon.com, 1000 pages of documents, data,
evidence, photos, and analysis.
I was a Navy LT who flew with CDR Larkins in our RA5C off
USS Enterprise in 1968 off North Vietnam. Captain Larkins
phone is 1619 297 9478 to check my bonafides. We both have
interesting opinions about jet crashes since we both flew in them.
I can also debunk missile/s explanation for TWA 800.
This research into hull ruptures in flight of high time Boeing
747s, including TWA 800, has been going on nine years for me.
The wiring/cargo door explanation has Congressional interest as
attached referenced emails show.

I invite you to check everything out, and if it seems newsworthy
to discuss over the air, I'm at barry@corazon.com or 831 659
3552 here in Carmel Valley, CA,, the Carmel Valley near
Monterey, not the one near San Diego.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Text of 12/19/96 email Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and he has informed me of your findings. I have since
forwarded the material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John McCain stating, "I have
received your letter regarding the forward cargo door of TWA
Flight 800, and your interest in meeting with someone at the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) relating your
concerns.

I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me
know if there is anything further that I can do for you in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 28, 1998 6:48:06 PM PDT
To: roger@rogerhedgecock.com
Subject: Wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800

Dear Mr. Hedgecock, 28 July 1998
My former pilot and skipper, CAPT (Navy Ret) Burton J.
Larkins called me today to tell me about a show he had just heard
on his radio in San Diego. He said that you had given a whole
hour to CDR. William Donaldson to discuss his missile
explanation for TWA 800. Fine, your giving attention to alternate
theories is admirable. Can you give attention to mine, wiring/

cargo door?
Support for my claim that chafed wiring led to inadvertent
opening of forward cargo door in flight which led to nose coming
off and destruction of TWA 800 and others is detailed on my web
site, www.corazon.com, 1000 pages of documents, data,
evidence, photos, and analysis.
I was a Navy LT who flew with CDR Larkins in our RA5C off
USS Enterprise in 1968 off North Vietnam. Captain Larkins
phone is 1619 297 9478 to check my bonafides. We both have
interesting opinions about jet crashes since we both flew in them.
I can also debunk missile/s explanation for TWA 800.
This research into hull ruptures in flight of high time Boeing
747s, including TWA 800, has been going on nine years for me.
The wiring/cargo door explanation has Congressional interest as
attached referenced emails show.
I invite you to check everything out, and if it seems newsworthy
to discuss over the air, I'm at barry@corazon.com or 831 659
3552 here in Carmel Valley, CA,, the Carmel Valley near
Monterey, not the one near San Diego.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Text of 12/19/96 email Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,

Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and he has informed me of your findings. I have since
forwarded the material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John McCain stating, "I have
received your letter regarding the forward cargo door of TWA
Flight 800, and your interest in meeting with someone at the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) relating your
concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me

know if there is anything further that I can do for you in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 28, 1998 9:36:12 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: History repeats

MB worth repeating>Speculation like this is fascinating, but it
has no place in responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion
We haven't (and won't) "push" any theory, Barry. We just report,
we don't
theorize.

Rest of July 1996 emails to you and to me from you below:
Cheers,
Barry
To: mbusch@avweb.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA Flight 800 crash cause 3
Cc:
Bcc:

X-Attachments: :Master:
31652:crash811doorpictcrop.JPG: :Master:
31652:crash103drawdoorpictcrop.JPG:
Dear Mike, 24 Jul 96
The theory is that inadvertent cargo door openings have caused
the crashes of TWA Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and United
Flight 811.
Attached as jpg files are two illustrations: one is a photo from
the NTSB accident report of United Flight 811 after landing with
it's cargo door torn off. The rectangle shows the area of tearing
and loss. The other illustration is a drawing from the UK
accident report of Pan AM Flight 103 showing the sequence of
destruction. This drawing shows the similarity of disintergration.
The shapes are the same, the doors were broken in half at the
same breakline, and the sizes are the same. There are other
interesting drawings in the UK report but at this time we are
testing the concept of scanning documents and attaching them as
jpgs to send to you as email. Please tell me your success at this
mode and the quality of pictures.
Below are two reports from the NTSB archives just for reference.
The Flight 103 report is blank on the NTSB web page, probably
because it is a foreign report. (But I ordered it from a company
who responded to my request on your AVWEB page. He read
your web page, saw my request and emailed me. I emailed back
and ordered the two reports from the company for total 120
dollars. I had tried for months to do something that took one day
using AVWEB.)
More info: the sounds of the two flight recorders on 103 and 811
are similar at time of door coming off. The 811 door was found
unlatched at the bottom of Pacific; 103 door was found and latch
condition omitted in report while the other two cargo doors were

reported as latched. Radar blip anomalies were detected on 103
and 800 just before disintergration. Door spinning away would
give such blips and also for 800 appear as visual streak as it
reflected the evening sun.
The doors of 811 and 103 came off and 125 opened, no doubt.
The cause of the 811 was improper latching and design. The
stated cause of 103 was bomb in cargo hold.
All four aircraft were very eary 747-100 series with over 58000
flights hours. Many early 747's, such as Pan Am 103, had their
cargo doors and cargo area reworked for military use thereby
tampering with original design.
False positive for explosives on TWA Flight 800 was reported
today, could have happened on 103.
Yes, I am saying Pan Am 103 crash cause was an inadvertent
opening cargo door and not a bomb. Yes, I am saying United 811
and Pan Am 125 were a cargo doors. Yes, I am saying TWA 800
crash cause was a cargo door.
I predict the door on 800 will be found broken in half and
unlatched. I predict the flight data recorders will have simliar
sounds at time of destruction to the 103 and 811 tapes. I predict
the breakup sequence of the airframe will be similar.
Here is the analogy: A balloon not inflated when pricked does
nothing, such as inadvertant door opening on runway (as 747
cargo doors have done several documented times). A balloon
partially pricked does nothing, such as a door opening but not
coming off (Pan Am Flight 125). A balloon pricked when fully
inflated pops, such as door opening at 31000 feet (Pan Am 103).
A balloon pricked when partially inflated hisses and deflates,
such as door opening at 21000 feet (United Flight 811), or 13500
feet, (TWA Flight 800). And then wind force takes over and tears
the fuselage apart. (How lucky were the passengers on Flight 125
and Flight 811!)
Mike, much much more, but more background on me: I was an

audiologist for ten years and can analyze sounds such as the
flight data recorder tapes. I was a radar operator for nine years
and can understand picking up large cargo doors as returns. I was
an air intelligence officer/reconnaissance attack navigator for
eight years and understand need for careful research, evaluation,
and conclusions. I was involved in an ejection where the pilot
died and I suffered back injury. I know accident investigation is
important.
Mike, please stick with me on this. Give me your best rebuttals,
please.
1. This excerpt is from the United Flight 811
cargo door report used as background info.
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways
B-747-122, N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York,
experienced an incident involving the forward cargo door.
According to Pan Am and Boeing officials who investigated this
incident, the flightcrew experienced pressurization problems as
the airplane was climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew
began a descent and the pressurization problem ceased about
15,000 feet. The crew began to climb again, but about 20,000
feet, the cabin altitude began to rise rapidly again. The flight
returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the
forward cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the
bottom with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock
handle closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
2. Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of TRANSWORLD
AIRWAYS (D.B.A. TWA)

Accident occurred JUL-17-96 at EAST
MORICHES, NY
Aircraft: Boeing 747, registration:
N93119
Injuries: 230 Fatal.
On July 17, 1996, about 8:45pm, TWA flight 800, N93119, a
Boeing 747-100, crashed into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of
Long Island shortly after
takeoff from Kennedy International Airport. The airplane was on
a regularly scheduled flight to Paris, France. The initial reports
are that witnesses saw an
explosion and then debris descending to the ocean. There are no
reports of the flightcrew reporting a problem to air traffic control.
The airplane was
manufactured in November 1971. It has accumulated about
93,303 flight hours and 16,869 cycles. On board the airplane
were 212 passengers and 18
crewmembers. The airplane was destroyed and there were no
survivors.

3.
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of UNITED
AIRLINES (D.B.A. UNITED AIRLINES,INC.)
Accident occurred FEB-24-89 at
HONOLULU, HI
Aircraft: BOEING 747-122, registration:
N4713U
Injuries: 9 Fatal, 5 Serious, 33 Minor, 309
Uninjured.
FTL #811 WAS A SCHEDULED PASSENGER FLIGHT FROM
LOS ANGELES TO SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, WITH STOPS IN

HONOLULU (HNL), HI, AND
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND. THE FLT WAS
UNEVENTFUL UNTIL AFTER DEPARTURE FROM HNL.
WHILE CLIMBING FROM FL220 TO FL230 THE CREW
HEARD A "THUMP" FOLLOWED BY AN EXPLOSION. AN
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WAS EXPERIENCED AND
THE #3 AND #4 ENGS WERE SHUTDOWN
BECAUSE OF FOD. THE FLT RETURNED TO HNL AND
PASSENGERS WERE EVACUATED. INSPECTION
REVEALED THE FORWARD LOWER LOBE CARGO
DOOR DEPARTED INFLT CAUSING EXTENSIVE DAMAGE
TO THE FUSELAGE AND CABIN ADJACENT TO THE
DOOR. NINE PASSENGERS WERE EJECTED
AND LOST AT SEA. INVESTIGATION CENTERED
AROUND DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION OF THE DOOR
WHICH ALLOWED IT TO BE IMPROPERLY
LATCHED, AND THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
TO ASSURE AIRWORTHINESS OF THE DOOR AND
LATCHING MECHANISM. (SEE
NTSB/AAR-90/01)
Probable Cause
THE SUDDEN OPENING OF THE IMPROPERLY LATCHED
FORWARD LOBE CARGO DOOR IN FLIGHT AND THE
SUBSEQUENT EXPLOSIVE
DECOMPRESSION. CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT
WAS A DEFICIENCY IN THE DESIGN OF THE CARGO
DOOR LOCKING MECHANISMS, WHICH MADE
THEM SUSCEPTIBLE TO INSERVICE DAMAGE, AND
WHICH ALOWED THE DOOR TO BE UNATCHED, YET TO
SHOW A PROPERLY LATCHED AND LOCKED
POSITION. ALSO CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT
WAS THE LACK OF PROPER MAINTENANCE AND
INSPECTION OF THE CARGO DOOR BY UNITED

AIRLINES, AND A LACK OF TIMELY CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS BY BOEING AND THE FAA FOLLOWING A
PREVIOUS DOOR OPENING INCIDENT.
Index for Feb 1989 | Index of Months
To: mbusch@avweb.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA crash cause 4
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
I wrote you the following two days before the recorders were
found... "I predict the door on 800 will be found broken in half
and unlatched. I predict the flight data recorders will have simliar
sounds at time of destruction to the 103 and 811 tapes. I predict
the breakup sequence of the airframe will be similar."
One prediction true (similar sounds to 103 and 811) and others
to follow. The streak seen was the cargo doors spinning and
reflecting in the evening dusk sun. The radar blip before
destruction was the cargo door coming off. The culprit was seen
visually and on radar.
Real bombs have gone off on 747s before; they don't cause
catastrophic destruction; they blow holes in skin or floor and
planes lands safely.
#47 10.12.94 Boeing 747-283B
EI-BWF Philippine Air Lines (Philippines)
1(293) Minami Diato Isl.; nr. (Japan)
On a flight from Manila to Tokyo via Cebu, a bomb exploded in
the passenger
cabin beneath seat 26K. A succesfull emergency landing at
Okinawa was made at

12.45h.
The muslim group Abu Sayyaf claimed responsibility
.#34 18.01.84 Boeing 747
Air France
0(261) Karachi, 70mls (Pakistan)
An in-flight explosion after leaving Karachi blew a hole in the
right rear
cargo hold and caused a loss of cabin pressure. An emergency
descent to
5000ft was made and the aircraft returned to Karachi.
#31 11.08.82 Boeing 747-121
N754PA Pan American World Airways (USA)
1() Hawaii; 140mls (USA)
On a flight from Tokyo one passenger was killed when a bomb,
located under
the seat cushion, exploded. The explosion also resulted in a hole
in the
floor and damage to the ceiling and overhead racks. A safe
landing was made
at Honolulu.
Mike, based upon one true prediction and reasonable explanation
of observed events does not my theory/hypothesis merit more
attention? You said you would pass around the idea to your your
staff; what happened? Does any of your staff live near the San
Francisco bay area; I could go there and show them the extensive
documentation such as the similarities between the three flights,
103, 800, and 811. (Similar early 747s, similar sounds on tape,
similar time after takeoff, similar radar blip before destruction,
and soon similar broken cargo door and breakup pattern.)
Only a hole the size of the forward cargo door opening up will
quickly destroy a 747. It was the opening and tearing off of the
cargo door that caused Flight 800 to disintergrate. It happened
before, it happened now, and it will happen again.

The small picture is that a mechanical problem crashed an
airplane; happens all the time. The big picture is that there is a
pattern of crashes which are caused by the same mechanical
problem which remains unfixed killing hundreds of passengers.
And the cause is going unexplained because it is in the perceived
best interests of the government, the manufacturer and the airline
to blame act of god terrorists rather than a real life screwup in
design, maintenance, and oversight. It's human nature to avoid
responsibility and blame others. But when dealing with aircraft
accident investigations the truth must be discovered and let the
chips fall where they may because we may be the next victims
when we fly.
email me or call 408 6593552 John Barry Smith

To: mbusch@avweb.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
You are sitting on the aviation story of the decade. Inadvertent
forward cargo door openings are causing crashes of 747s killing
hundreds while bombs are being blamed. Bombings would be
inconsistent in type of aircraft and time of detonation and
damage caused. Flight 800, and Flight 103 all were all 747-121
identically destroyed shortly after takeoff. The only consistent
mechanical cause to explain that is inadvertent opening of
forward cargo door. Flight 811 is the victim that came back to
identify the killer. It is the same as the others but did not
completely come apart, only partly. Please have one of your staff

call me for further discussion. Barry Smith 408 659 3552.
To: mbusch@avweb.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
I predict the door on 800 will be found broken in half and
unlatched. I predict the flight data recorders will have simliar
sounds at time of destruction to the 103 and 811 tapes. I predict
the breakup sequence of the airframe will be similar.
Well, Mike, two out three predictions so far are correct, we wait
for the third to come true. Loved your recent issue where you
push the bomb theory. Balanced reporting. Excitement sells, hey,
boring doors coming off doesn't.
Check out website http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html for
more interesting info on aviation web stuff on crashes.
To: mbusch@avweb.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Sorry for the sarcasm
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mike, Sorry for the sarcasm. Barry.
X-Sender: mbusch@avweb.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 1996 07:46:41 -0700
To: barry@corazon.com

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Subject: Re: TWA crash cause
Status:
At 10:25 PM 7/29/96 -0700, you wrote:
Loved your recent issue where you push the bomb theory.
Balanced reporting. Excitement sells, hey, boring doors coming
off doesn't.
We haven't (and won't) "push" any theory, Barry. We just report,
we don't
theorize.
FYI...I've been conscientiously forwarding all of your messages
to our news
staff (Paul Bertorelli, Mary Grady, Dave Higdon, Bob Kaputa).
Paul, Mary
and Dave are professional newspaper reporters who write our
avnews; Bob and
I edit/proof their stuff and format it for AVflash and NewsWire
every week.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058
To: mbusch@avweb.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: another prediction come true

Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mike, quote today follows from yahoo news and San Jose
Mercury News. "Investigators also said that a cargo door,
presumably the front one, had been found significantly closer to
Kennedy International Airport, where
the flight originated, than almost all of the other parts located so
far."
Does not that quote, which indicates the door came off first,
warrant an interview from one of your hotshot investigative
reporters? 408 659 3552
To: mbusch@avweb.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: My phone number
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
408 659 3552 is my phone number, call anytime. I'm getting
comments on the cargo door website already. It is in such
disarray, soon to be organized I hope. My thoughts are as
disorganized trying to integrate daily news reports. http://
www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html and http://
www.corazon.com/barryhome.html is my home page. One email
sought more info and that was from a television producer.
To: mbusch@avweb.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: cargo door quote authority
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Mike, after rereading your email I realize you are looking for
source of quote about location of cargo door. It was in my
morning San Jose Mercury News and also below in yahoo top
news summary I think they get from Reuters. My read on the
reason the door was found closest to NY is different than the
below opinion. My reason is door is closest because it came off
first and it came of first because it became unlatched and popped
open and tore off at 400Kts. Just like Flight 811 and just like Pan
Am 103 The dominoes will fall. ( By the way when a two ton
landing gear falls 13000 feet into ocean it will cause damage and
that does not mean bomb unless you really stretch and I'm not.
I'll take the ordinary explanation of heavy object hits water at
high speed and fractures.)
[ Yahoo | Write Us | Search | Info ]
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Report: TWA Wreckage Shows Evidence of Bomb
NEW YORK (Reuter) - The front landing gear of the TWA

Boeing 747 that crashed July 17 shows damage from a powerful
blast inside the plane,
the first physical evidence that the plane was brought down by a
bomb, The New York Times reported Wednesday.
The landing gear would have been retracted into its housing
inside the fuselage long before the plane exploded and the
hydraulic mechanism that
retracts it was found to have ``serious concussive damage,'' the
newspaper quoted a federal investigator as saying.
``By the way it had been smashed, the bomb experts thought it
had been very close to the source of the explosion,'' said the
investigator, who
was not named.
The front cargo hold carrying passengers' baggage was just
behind the landing gear. The first-class seating area was above.
Investigators said they believed a bomb might have been in one
of the passengers' bags, or maybe in a food cart or a bathroom in
the cabin
above the landing gear.
However, ABC News said a National Transportation Safety
Board official denied the newspaper's report. The plane crashed
into the Atlantic
Ocean off Long Island and 230 passengers and crew were killed.
For the last week, law enforcement officials investigating the
crash of the New York-to-Paris flight have been saying they
believed the plane was
destroyed by a bomb, but they have been waiting to find a piece

of clear physical evidence to support their theory. The landing
gear was recovered
by divers on Saturday.
Samples of apparent residue found on the landing gear have been
sent to a Federal Bureau of Investigation laboratory in
Washington to find if
they hold chemical traces of an explosive. So far such conclusive
physical evidence has not been found.
One investigator who viewed the hydraulic unit described the
damage as ``more like a crack than a tear.''
``The vast majority of the wreckage has been these torn, mangled
pieces of thin metal, from the fuselage,'' he said. ''This was a
huge piece of
thick steel and it had been blasted, that is the only way to
describe it.''
Investigators also said that a cargo door, presumably the front
one, had been found significantly closer to Kennedy International
Airport, where
the flight originated, than almost all of the other parts located so
far.
That find tended to support the theory that a bomb exploded in
the forward cargo hold, blowing off the door.
Both ABC and CBS, however, reported that the newspaper's
report had been denied by an NTSB official.
Assistant FBI Director James Kallstrom, who predicted two days
ago that investigators would have more clues by now, said he felt

more
optimistic after a second heavy duty U.S. Navy salvage ship
came on the scene on Tuesday afternoon.
``I suspect when we get more of the plane, we will know the
answer,'' Kallstrom said.
Officials have said that giving priority to the recovery of victims'
bodies over the recovery of evidence has slowed the
investigation somewhat.
But, Robert Francis, vice chairman of the National
Transportation Safety Board, said: ``We're going to know why
this airplane came down in the
water.''
Both Francis and Kallstrom insist they lack the critical evidence
needed to decide on any one of their three leading theories -- a
bomb, missile or
mechanical faliure -- or to rule any one out. The Paris-bound
plane erupted in a fireball about 70 miles (113 km) east of New
York City.
``There are unprecedented things that happen on these complex
aircraft that are not forseeable,'' Francis said. ``We really have
got to get the
rest of the airplane to answer the question.''
Francis acknowledged that investigators studying the cause of
the crash could have weeks or months of work ahead of them.
Investigators were eagerly waiting for the salvage ship, the USS
Grapple, to retrieve a large piece of wreckage from the front

section of the plane.
``I think we'll find out soon how critical it is,'' Kallstrom said.
Officials believe the front of the Boeing 747 broke off first, and
the rest of the plane apparently remained airborne for several
seconds before
falling into the water.
The location of debris in two distinct areas lends weight to the
theory that a bomb exploded in a forward cargo hold.
The Grapple is equipped to lift many thousands of pounds (kg) of
material, but Rear Admiral Edward Kristensen cautioned that
many other
pieces of debris entangled with the plane's front section could
complicate the process.
On Tuesday, searchers retrieved part of the plane's galley, a cargo
door and a piece of its outer skin. Several seats from its first class
and
business section were visible on a barge filled with debris that
pulled up to shore not far from the site of the crash off East
Moriches, New York.
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Comments to: reuters-admin@yahoo.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 26, 1998 1:03:18 AM PDT
To: editor@villagevoice.com
Subject: Wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800

Dear Village Voice, 25 July 1998
My name is John Barry Smith and I have a website at
www.corazon.com that has extensive documentation to support
the explanation that bad wiring caused the forward cargo door to
open in flight for TWA 800 and other high time Boeing 747s
leading to the accident. I can debunk the missile explanation in
your recent issue. I'm available for discussion should you choose
to pursue a reasonable with precedent mechanical explanation for
TWA 800. 831 659 3552 is the phone and email is
barry@corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 25, 1998 11:21:25 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Recipient of Hall's letter was retired 747 pilot, not
editor of Shetland News.

I note with interest that Jim Hall, in a recent communication to
the Editor
of The Shetland News Agency, says:
"The Safety Board's public docket on this accident, which was
opened on
December 7, 1997, contains all of the factual reports that had
been
developed in the investigation up to that date. We are in the
process
of adding additional detailed factual structures and systems
documentation
to the public docket."
I quoted an unnamed 'correspondent', not you, who received the
above quote from Chairman Hall. The quote is correct, the
recipient is not. The recipient is a retired 747 pilot who agrees
with wiring/cargo door explanation and is querying Hall for
some technical answers and getting brushed off. He would be
glad to talk about TWA 800 if you have any questions about the
bird.
Chris's analysis is remarkable in that he discovered new NTSB

anomalies of missing documents, I have to ask, what is going on?
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 25, 1998 4:54:03 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Re: Feelings...woe, woe, woe, feelings....

I thought they HAD found bare wires in the CWT. No? If not,
this stinks.
A mechanic found possibly arcing wires near a center tank of a
737, so FAA and NTSB ordered wiring checks on all 737s. Now
they've expanded it to 747s with no bare wires found in any
center tank of 747 including TWA 800. But bare wires were
found in cargo door area of TWA 800, the same area that caused
UAL 811. It stinks.
And this discovered today by correspondent:
Exhibit 7a. 2.1 Forward Fuselage
2.1.1 Section 41 and Forward End of Section 42
There was no evidence of in-flight or post-crash fire damage to
pieces of
this
section of the fuselage structure. There are numerous locations of
dark/blackened
discoloration near the electrical standoffs and ground terminals

(LF 1 lB
and RF4).
RF3 is the name for all few pieces of the forward cargo door
debris, so RF 4 is adjacent and had electrical problems also in
TWA 800.
No evidence of inflight damage? Give me a break, look at the
picture. Outward peeled skin and shattered in to tiny missing
pieces is not water impact but explosive decompression up high.
I am going to be away for the next few days but will be thinking
this all
over in the back of my mind as I steer the boat around some 200
miles of
rocks with which I am familiar but not contemptuous.
Right, and watch out for hull ruptures..from within or without.
Good luck.
Just met seven Orcas a mile from my house. This is a good
omen.
In Monterey Bay they are now observing pods of killer whales
stalking and in teamwork separate a whale calf from mother and
kill it and eat it. Pretty Orcas, so pretty.
I thought dolphins were a good omen, watch out for Orcas. They
are so smart.
I think what the cargo door explanation does for me is make me
realize the relationship between machines and humans and who

is in charge.
We aren't. This is shown by Windows Microsoft computers that
will not turn off when you tell the computer to do so. Amazing, it
just stops and won't turn off until the human does something the
computer feels should be done.
In my world, the machine does exactly what I tell it when I tell it.
With cargo door I realize that human emotions or negotiation
skills are worthless keeping that door closed or open. It goes
when it has to and physical laws determine that.
Machines, can't live with 'em, and can't shoot 'em.
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 25, 1998 3:09:40 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Feelings...woe, woe, woe, feelings....

Good man. That's the spirit. No, I won't change my style either.
Excellent
letter to FAA. I thought they HAD found bare wires in the CWT.
No? If not,
this stinks.
I am going to be away for the next few days but will be thinking

this all
over in the back of my mind as I steer the boat around some 200
miles of
rocks with which I am familiar but not contemptuous.
Just met seven Orcas a mile from my house. This is a good
omen.
Hang on in there.
Cheers
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 25, 1998 3:09:42 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: PressConference6 Questions listed.

Received and understood.

I am going to try BBC Newsnight again.
Regards
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 24, 1998 3:28:58 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Feelings...woe, woe, woe, feelings....

Dear Barry,
I have discovered that some people really do think you are
obsessive.
So what? When did 'obsession' become a dirty word? Every
discoverer is 'obsessed' with his discovery. Obsession is difficult
to achieve and hard to sustain. That's why the big discoveries

only happen once in a while. It's been 13 years for AI 182.
Even
if you are, I don't mind at all if what you're saying is right. And
Shelly
Hazle's reply, which you quoted, simply doesn't answer your
points.
Right. It all boils down to is the wiring/cargo door explanation
correct or not. And that's why discussions about me are trivial,
but OK, no problem, I'm not charming.
By saying he too ought to subsiatniate and detail his critique, I
have
probably offended Byron Acohido now, which is a pity because
he is areally
fine guy and his stuff on the 737 was good - and actually got
published by
the Seattle/Boeingville Times, which was also good, even if
perhaps it
didn't get to the bottom of everything.
Maybe he's not a good guy if he does not reply to your request
for substantiation for such an abrupt action and email. Ask him to
come back. He's an investigative reporter, for chrissake. They
investigate, not run away.
Once they label you an obsessive, you have a problem.
Internal perceptions by others of me is out of my control.
What happens to persistent questioners like
you is not pleasant and not fair.

No problem and my problem.
So I am going to stick with this one, as and when time permits.
But, if I
may speak frankly without offending you, I do think you ought
to cool the
tone a little. By which I mean a lot.
Yeah, I know, style problems. No can do, Jonathan, sorry, got to
be me and all that. I don't tell you how to change your tone in
your political diatribes in your local area, now do I? Do you hear
me saying to you, cool it dude, you'll only piss them off?
Jonathan, full speed ahead, me on wiring/cargo door and you for
election. If we lose we lost it our way. If we are right, we will be
affirmed regardless of our style.
bristles with quirky,
jokey, angry personality and the muttonheads we are dealing
with don't like
that.
Too bad. Their problem. I disregard opinion which is based on
whether the listener 'likes' me or not.
Quirky, jokey and angry? Guilty as charged, and wouldn't have it
any other way, thank you very much.
Your facts are purely and admirably
factual but your literary style (which I like, btw) bristles with
quirky,
jokey, angry personality and the muttonheads we are dealing

with don't like
that. It makes it easier for them to dismiss you. And believe me,
brother,
dismiss you they will if they can.
Fine. The persons I seek to persuade are those that say, 'Smith,
what do you have, where did you get this, how long was that,
when did this happen', and not, 'your hair is too long, your verbs
too rude, or you didn't say 'please' pretty enough.'

You're the skipper on this trip but I would suggest that we now
need to
line up some fairly high-level politicos and pressure groups to
say: 'Hey,
Mr President, Mr Prime Minister! We think this guy may have
something here.
Maybe you should ask for a re-examination of the evidence. Just
to prove
him wrong, if the 'experts' can prove him wrong.'
Right.
That would be my next
step. The great thing in this business is you never know how near
you may
be to breakthrough.
Right, hope springs eternal.
Another obvious tack would be to ensure that the Scottish legal
authorities
are aware of your evidence and interpretation of it, if they do go

ahead
with holding a trial of the two Libyans in a third country.
Right. It's only fair and Scots are fair.
I have some
contacts in the Edinburgh establishment and may be able to route
stuff to
the appropriate Scottish officials and politicians, but absolutely
without
any publicity of my role.
Fine, I'm here for any questions by authorities in my best kit and
smile. I really am cool with higher authority. I was a reporter for
a local newspaper and did newsletter in desktop publishing and
have web site so I feel comfortable with the 'press' and may
appear to be less formal....because I am.
It is also very important that if you are approached by the
Libyans or
anyone working for them that you do not talk to them.
Hmm......who then?
Boeing and the NTSB
would absolutely love to smear you as a Libyan stooge. But I'm
sure you are
aware of that danger.
Well, if they have more than 42 combat missions over North
Vietnam in defense of the USA, then let them smear me. Ha!
They may try and frame you that way anyway. But I am

confident that if Scotland's High Court examines your evidence
dispassionately, it will have great difficulty in saying with
confidence
that there was a bomb on PA103, let alone who put it there.
There was already internal dispute in AAIB PA 103 report
between the bomb guys and the structural failure guys. Cargo
door as structural failure is supported by AAIB report. The facts
will speak for themselves if they ever get a turn.

You could still be mistaken. I don't think you are. You certainly
don't.
But we ought always to keep that possibility in the back of our
minds.
I always say I could be wrong. I could be wrong.
Anyway, I wish you all the best in your continuing efforts to get
this
investigated properly. If there is anything I can do to help, please
let me
know.
You sound like a politician, really, Jonathan. Well, since you
ask....no more burning children alive in their beds.
I will be putting up the story to a UK Sunday paper as a feature
for
next month, and will let you know how I get on.
Great. I have no faith in me but all in the evidence as shown as
wreckage, facts, data, text, and photographs.

Please keep this letter confidential between us.
RightO.
Cheers,
Barry.
Below is email to FAA this AM.

To: FAA
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Check cargo door area wiring too on 747s.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Streeter and FAA officials, 24 July 1998
Very good to check the wiring in older 747s...in and around the
center tank only? There were no bare wires found in the center
tank of TWA 800 and bare wires in 747s center tanks have never
caused explosions before, but it good to be safe than sorry.
Now about those bare wires that were found in the cargo door
area of TWA 800 and about that previous fatal accident caused
by bare wires in the cargo door area... to not check those wires in
early 747s is not right, that is not safe, that can lead to being
sorry. Why ignore known dangerous bare wires in previous 747
accident that were found in TWA 800 fatal accident carcass?
(Sources below from NTSB and FAA reports.)

Not right. Can be corrected. Check the bad wiring of early 747s
that has been confirmed bad in the past, confirmed bad on TWA
800 wreckage and may confirm bad now or planes flying around.
I again request a meeting with FAA officials to allow me to
present my nine years of research into hull ruptures in flight of
high time 747s for analysis by government experts who can then
ask questions to rule in or rule out the wiring/cargo door
explanation.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith

PREVIOUSLY, the FAA had proposed or
put into effect inspection and
replacement
programs dealing with wiring and
equipment
outside the tanks.
Among the new demands: an inspection
of
the center fuel tank, tests of its
components,
separate measurements of the insulation
in the
fuel measuring system, replacement of
fuel
probes and the installation of flame
arresters on
scavenger pumps on 214 of the aircraft.

Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.

Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
Wiring problems in UAL preflight when cargo door opened
uncommanded, 1991.
Check the wiring as described in Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);

(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wiring problem in 1989 with UAL 811 as described in NTSB
AAR 92/02:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches
from plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to
wire bundle clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed
bare wires shorted on the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch
position for UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02.

FAA proposes new work on
747s
Agency announces new inspections of center fuel
tanks
ASS
OCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON, July 23 ÑIn a new response to
the explosion of TWA Flight 800, the
Federal Aviation Administration
announced Thursday a new series of
inspections, tests and replacement work
inside the center fuel tanks on older
Boeing 747s. The latest proposed
airworthiness directive would apply to
251 planes.
PREVIOUSLY, the FAA had proposed or
put into effect inspection and replacement
programs dealing with wiring and

equipment
outside the tanks.
TWA Flight 800 was flown on a
Boeing
747-100 series, an original model of the
aircraft.
All 230 aboard died in an explosion
shortly after
the plane took off from New York en
route to
Paris. Investigators believe it was
triggered by a
spark inside the center fuel tank.
Among the new demands: an
inspection of
the center fuel tank, tests of its
components,
separate measurements of the insulation
in the
fuel measuring system, replacement of
fuel
probes and the installation of flame
arresters on
scavenger pumps on 214 of the aircraft.
The FAA intends to complete the
order after
a period of comment from the airlines and
analysis by the agency.
Some of the actions are in response to
recommendations made by the National
Transportation Safety Board, but others
do not
fully satisfy the boardÕs requests.

For example, the NTSB
recommended
periodic inspections of the center fuel
tanks, Òbut
for the time being, the FAA is proposing a
one-time inspection to address the
potentially
unsafe conditions,Ó an FAA statement
said.
Costs for the work, which will have
to be
borne by the airplanesÕ owners, would
vary from
$28,000 to $63,000.
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 24, 1998 2:28:58 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Personal not for publication

Dear Barry,
I have discovered that some people really do think you are
obsessive. Even
if you are, I don't mind at all if what you're saying is right. And
Shelly
Hazle's reply, which you quoted, simply doesn't answer your
points.
By saying he too ought to subsiatniate and detail his critique, I
have
probably offended Byron Acohido now, which is a pity because
he is areally

fine guy and his stuff on the 737 was good - and actually got
published by
the Seattle/Boeingville Times, which was also good, even if
perhaps it
didn't get to the bottom of everything.
Once they label you an obsessive, you have a problem. I know.
Over the past
25 years I have dealt with numerous informants who were thus
labelled, but
who turned out to be right after all. They had one hell of a time,
personally and financially, most of them. I have a hunch that you
are one
of them but at least e-mail should keep down your expenses,
even if you are
giving up a lot of your time. What happens to persistent
questioners like
you is not pleasant and not fair. But that's how it is in a world run
by
corporations and their hirelings.
So I am going to stick with this one, as and when time permits.
But, if I
may speak frankly without offending you, I do think you ought
to cool the
tone a little. By which I mean a lot. Your facts are purely and
admirably
factual but your literary style (which I like, btw) bristles with
quirky,
jokey, angry personality and the muttonheads we are dealing
with don't like
that. It makes it easier for them to dismiss you. And believe me,
brother,

dismiss you they will if they can.
You're the skipper on this trip but I would suggest that we now
need to
line up some fairly high-level politicos and pressure groups to
say: 'Hey,
Mr President, Mr Prime Minister! We think this guy may have
something here.
Maybe you should ask for a re-examination of the evidence. Just
to prove
him wrong, if the 'experts' can prove him wrong.' That would be
my next
step. The great thing in this business is you never know how near
you may
be to breakthrough.
Another obvious tack would be to ensure that the Scottish legal
authorities
are aware of your evidence and interpretation of it, if they do go
ahead
with holding a trial of the two Libyans in a third country. I have
some
contacts in the Edinburgh establishment and may be able to route
stuff to
the appropriate Scottish officials and politicians, but absolutely
without
any publicity of my role.
It is also very important that if you are approached by the
Libyans or
anyone working for them that you do not talk to them. Boeing
and the NTSB
would absolutely love to smear you as a Libyan stooge. But I'm

sure you are
aware of that danger. They may try and frame you that way
anyway. But I am
confident that if Scotland's High Court examines your evidence
dispassionately, it will have great difficulty in saying with
confidence
that there was a bomb on PA103, let alone who put it there.
You could still be mistaken. I don't think you are. You certainly
don't.
But we ought always to keep that possibility in the back of our
minds.
Anyway, I wish you all the best in your continuing efforts to get
this
investigated properly. If there is anything I can do to help, please
let me
know. I will be putting up the story to a UK Sunday paper as a
feature for
next month, and will let you know how I get on.
Please keep this letter confidential between us.
Yours aye
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44

(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 23, 1998 6:25:48 PM PDT
To: 71762.2034@compuserve.com
Subject: TWA 800 alternative explanation to NTSB

Dear Mr. Grant, 23 July 1998
My name is John Barry Smith, discoverer and representative of
the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 accident and
others.
Will you ask CDR Donaldson why he does not ally himself with
an alternative explanation that agrees with him on important
points? I agree with CDR Donaldson that the center fuel tank did
not suddenly explode on its own from a mystery ignition source.
Will you ask CDR Donaldson why he does not name the
alternative explanations such as, meteor, methane gas, HIRF,
midair, missile or missiles of course, and wiring/cargo door, as
described in detail on web site, www.corazon.com. I invite
discussion on all.
As long as the streak is not satisfactorily explained the streak as
missile explanation must be explored.
As long as red paint marks were discovered between passenger

windows of TWA 800, and there is outward peeled skin on right
side of nose, and there is a petal shaped bulge rupture at the aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door, and as long as those two
midspan latches have not been recovered, examined, and
evaluated, and as long as bare wires were discovered in TWA
800 cargo door area, and as long as there is a sudden loud sound
and abrupt power cut to the TWA 800 flight recorders that
matches another wiring/cargo door accident (UAL 811)
recorders, then the wiring/cargo door explanation must be
explored. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
I invite you, Mr. Grant, to explore it with the discoverer.
Should you be interested in being open minded and controversial
at the same time, relying on facts to back you up, then email me
at barry@corazon.com.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly

associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only

within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 23, 1998 4:02:45 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: JBS: Please copy this to your mailing list. It doesn't
work from my end. JWGW

Dear All,
This is to confirm that I did attend John Barry Smith's press
conference
because I am still interested in what he is saying, although I just
might
share some people's reservations about the way he sometimes
says it.
It seems to me that Mr Smith has assembled 50 points which
need detailed
refutation or substantiation. The way he presents them, they do
seem to
support his view that the cargo door opening was the first and
crucial
event in TWA 800 and maybe the Pan Am 103 and Air India

disasters.
I agree that we should all ignore Mr Smith's personality defects,
if he has
any, and concentrate on the facts. I have a great respect for Byron
Acohido
and his expert view carries a lot of weight, but he too must refute
Mr
Smith point by point rather than by general dismissal. Or am I
missing
something?
Even if Mr Smith is completely crazy and/or a deluded obsessive
(which I do
not suggest for a moment) he is, surely, entitled to factual replies
and
careful, patient, analysis of his theory. I have asked the NTSB to
provide
me with their own detailed discussion and refutation of the Smith
Hypothesis. I have not yet received a reply.
My interest? I was an off-duty reporter in Edinburgh on the night
of the
Lockerbie crash. I regularly travel in large passenger aircraft.
And my
house lies directly under the flight path of many planes flying
between
northern Europe and the west coast of North America.
So let's keep this calm and logical. (You too, Barry!)
Best wishes

Jonathan Wills
Editor
Shetland News Agency
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 23/07/98, at 18:48, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear PressConference Attendees, our ranks grow thinner. 23 July
1998
The following is entered into the record:
Date: Thu, 23 Jul 1998 06:53:28 -0700
From: Byron Acohido <bacohido@seattletimes.com>
Reply-To: bacohido@seattletimes.com
Organization: Seattle Times
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Do not use my name!
Excuse me, I WAS NOT at your so-called press conference. I've
asked you
before not to use my name in association with your theory. I DO
NOT
subscribe to your theory. After examining TWA 800 in probably
as much
detail as any reporter, it's clear to me that the center fuel tank
exploded due to accidental ignition and the cargo door HAD
NOTHING TO DO
WITH IT. You're entitled to your speculation, of course. But I
demand
that you stop using my name to somehow add legitamcy to your

misguided
musings. Again, please stop using my name in any way, shape or
form
connected with your theory.
--Byron Acohido
For the record, Byron Acohido, was not at the 'so-called' press
conference.
I do not associate his name with the wiring/cargo door theory. He
does not
subscribe to the theory. He believes accidental ignition source
blew up
center tank. He believes cargo door had nothing to do with TWA
800. I do
not use his name to add 'legitamcy' (sic) to my 'misguided
musings'. Byron
Acohido's name is not connected in any way, shape, or form with
wiring/cargo door theory. Consider this an official correction,
handed out
to the remaining, but possibly withering, CyberSpace
PressConference
Attendees. And welcome back from Alaska, Byron.
Well, another opinion heard from, rebutting facts absent...as
usual. Does
anyone have any real questions for me, other than opinions about
my
personality, motives, or attempts to add legitimacy to my wild
and wacky
explanation for a high time 747 hull rupture forward of the wing
which
left
a sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the

FDR? Which
one you ask? Well, could be AI 182, or PA 103, or UAL 811, or
TWA 800,
since all were high time early model 747s that had hull rupture
forward of
the wing, similar recorder evidence, and many, many more
significant
similarities.
I welcome factual questions how outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, and
outward bulge at aft midspan latch for TWA 800 could get that
way and how
come they match UAL 811, a known wiring/cargo door problem.
Well, you won't find conspiracies, coverups or plots with wiring
cargo
door
explanation, just precedent and references to official documents
such as
NTSB AAR 92/02. Not much excitement there. You won't find
originality
since
wiring cargo door problems in 747s have been known for
decades and well
documented. In fact, cargo door opening in flight was the very
first prime
suspect as the TWA 800 wreckage was brought into Calverton
hangar, even
before the recorders were recovered and the sudden loud sound
and abrupt
power cut matched UAL 811. You won't find mystery ignition
sources or

unexplained body injuries with wiring/cargo door, it all makes
sense in
time and distance in wiring/cargo door destruction sequence.
Ignition
source is on fire fodded engine number three whose missing
blades,
internal
sooting, and soft body impacts are documented by NTSB Exhibit
8A,
Powerplant report. Passengers above and forward of the center
tank were
not
burned because they were not there to be burned. The nose had
come off
seconds earlier, with them inside, before center tank exploded.
So, wiring/cargo door is not very exciting, just boring facts, data,
and
evidence. Does anybody have any contrary facts, data, and
evidence to the
wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800? Science is my
mode of
understanding airplane crashes.
I know CyberSpace PressConference and wiring/cargo door is
different. Is
that not one of the goals of mass media? To explore and present
the
different? My idea of a press conference is to make available a
person
with
controversial views to the press for stringent inquiry to either
rebut the

nonsense or pursue the reality. It is not a shill government show
to be
repeated as stated. It's not about sex or ratings. It's about life and
death in a matter we are all familiar with, airplane crashes.
Science
explains airplane crashes, not mystery ignition sources.
Questions about
science lead to understanding.
Are there any science questions about TWA 800 and the wiring/
cargo door
explanation for TWA 800 and others?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
[snipped]
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 23, 1998 9:57:58 AM PDT

To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Relive history

Ah, those exciting days during the week after the crash of TWA
800, everybody guessing and most saying bomb....except for me,
saying cargo door. Still true, still crazy after all these years.
As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion.
Still waiting?

Cheers,
Barry

X-Sender: mbusch@avweb.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 1996 11:38:44 -0700
To: barry@corazon.com (by way of Bob Kaputa
<barry@corazon.com>)
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Subject: Re: TWA crash cause explained
Status:
Barry,
I've sent your note to all the members of the AVweb news team
for reaction.
Questions:

(A) How could a baggage door bring down a 747 from such a
low altitude,
other than (say) by hitting and shearing a major control surface
of the tail
(pretty unlikely)? In the past, baggage doors have brought down
transport
jets because of rapid decompression damage...but from less than
12,000 feet
of altitude, it seems to me that the decompression would have
been a non-event.
(B) Even if a baggage door could bring down the 747, why didn't
the crew get
off a Mayday first? It would seem to me that the only
explanation is that
either the crew was incapacitated or the aircraft suffered a
massive
electrical failure. Neither of these scenarios works with the
baggage door
theory.
Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion.
Thanks very much for your note. It raises a possibility that I had
not
previously considered.
Best...Mike
________________________________
Michael D. Busch

Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058
To: mbusch@avweb.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA Crash speculation
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mike, Thank you for your reply regarding inadvertant cargo
door opening as crash cause. I am now collecting my thoughts
and preparing a report, as all good former reporters, like me, do.
I believe you have an open mind and can discuss this coherently.
I'm using my experience of 2000 hours of radar operation as
crewmember, 650 hours of carrier jet navigator experience, one
successful ejection, and a thousand hours of commercial
instrument rated single engine flight time to put this all together
and get the goal, which is to find the cause of the crash, do
something to prevent it from happening again, and move on.
The accident reports of United Flight 811, Pan Am 103, and my
crash are all interesting and relevant. I may have to scan some
enclosures in them and include them as attachments to email to
you. I will prepare a report. Thanks again for interest and
wiliingness to listen and comment.
Briefly, while I'm here...(A) How could a baggage door bring
down a 747 from such a low altitude,
other than (say) by hitting and shearing a major control surface
of the tail

My reply is how could baggage door bring down DC10 in France
killing everyone? (The first of many baggage door problems.)
Imagine opening car hood at 100 MPH and then large aircraft
door at 450KTS. Total and fast ripping apart like a sardine car.
(B) Even if a baggage door could bring down the 747, why didn't
the crew get
off a Mayday first? Because it happens so fast. Pan Am 103 door
came off (bomb cause is reason, they say.) and fuselage
disintegrated in seconds as clearly desribed in accident report
with diagrams.
Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting.
OOooo, Mike, that hurts.
Sincerely and thanks again for responding, be in touch by email
soon, Barry.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 22, 1998 10:54:26 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Has is been two years already?

sent 22 July 1996, still true except radar blip is still mystery.
Cheers,
Barry

To: editor@avweb.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA crash explanation
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:
The cuprit was caught on radar. A radar blip fell with the aircraft,
news
reports state. The cargo door opened inadvertantly and the skin
peeled
back like a sardine can leading to disintergration of fulelage and
of
wing storing fuel to fireball. The cargo door fell, reflecting in the
sunlight as it spun down to the ocean giving the impression of
streak.
Extensive research on UA Flight 811, Pan Am 103 and other
accidents has
led me to this inescapable conclusion. I welcome contrary
discussion.
I am an experienced aviation professional. May I speak with
anyone on your staff? email barry@corazon.com Telephone 408
6593552, address, 551 Country Club Drive Carmel Valley CA
93924
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 22, 1998 10:38:08 AM PDT
To: RBarn64850@aol.com
Subject: Re: PressConference Attendees and Query to NTSB

I'm not sure what your motives are, but you have used my name
as being in
attendance of your "press conference" regarding the TWA 800
cargo door thesis.
I WAS NOT in attendance and wish that you correct your "PR"
that is being sent

to other people.
Royal Barnard
The Mountain Times
Will do. You came to me, remember? You never left, until now.
Consider yourself absent, never attended. My motive? What was
yours?
Love the caps.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 22, 1998 10:13:57 AM PDT
To: Viewer_Relations@discovery.com
Subject: Re: Referral to you from
Bonnie@online.discovery.com

Thank you for contacting Viewer Relations. We appreciate all of
your
comments and suggestions. They will be passed on to our
program management
and executives and will be taken into consideration. Comments
such as
yours are very important to us, as viewer opinions tell us what
we can
improve on and what our audience enjoys. Thanks again for
writing. Feel
free to contact us at 1-888-404-5969 with any further concerns or
comments.
Sincerely,

Viewer Relations
Nice brushoff. Your opinion is very important to me. Thanks
again for writing. Feel free to contact me at 831 659 3552.
Sincerely,
Viewer.
From: Viewer_Relations@discovery.com
Date: July 22, 1998 7:28:10 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Referral to you from
Bonnie@online.discovery.com

Thank you for contacting Viewer Relations. We appreciate all of
your
comments and suggestions. They will be passed on to our
program management
and executives and will be taken into consideration. Comments
such as
yours are very important to us, as viewer opinions tell us what
we can
improve on and what our audience enjoys. Thanks again for
writing. Feel
free to contact us at 1-888-404-5969 with any further concerns or
comments.
Sincerely,
Viewer Relations

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 21, 1998 7:10:07 PM PDT
To: hazles@NTSB.gov

Cc: ww97@primenet.com
Subject: Attention: Duty Press Officer, NTSB Washington DC

Please confirm receipt of my inquiry of yesterday, even if you are
not
immediately able to reply in detail.
Regards
Jonathan Wills
Editor
Shetland News Agency
Copy of yesterday's correspondence attached for info:
Dear Shelly,
I have received the following from John Barry Smith. Whatever
one thinks of
Mr Smith's style and presentation (which, I confess, I find
original and
refreshing) the material does seem extremely detailed. As a
reporter with
extensive experience of reporting on aircraft accidents, including
the 1979
Dan-Air 748, 1986 Boeing Chinook, 1996 Loganair Air
Ambulance and other UK
Air Accident Investigation Branch inquiries), I find Mr Smith's
theory
increasingly persuasive.
I wonder if I could trouble you for an equally detailed NTSB
commentary on
the evidence and arguments Mr Smith puts forward? I presume

that your
officials will have gone over this ground painstakingly and will
have on
file detailed replies to Mr Smith's concerns, so that my request
need not
generate additional work for NTSB staff.
The reason I ask is that I am anxious to present as balanced a
picture as
possible in the article I am writing about this for circulation in
the UK
press. Obviously there is a Lockerbie angle and I do not wish to
distress
anyone unncessarily but if what Mr Smith says is true then it
would appear
that there is, at the very least, an alternative and plausible
explanation
to the almost universally accepted Libyan bomb theory.
I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience
and, as a
courtesy to Mr Smith, am copying this to him.
Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor,
Shetland News Agency
*********** BEGIN FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
On 20/07/98, at 00:49, John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
wrote:

The PressConference has started:
Greetings to members of the press from the person who called
this press
conference, this cyberspace press conference, John Barry Smith
representing
an alternative explanation for the crash of TWA 800, wiring/
cargo door.
As other TWA 800 explanations have press conferences such as
FBI with
bomb,
NTSB with center tank first, NTSB hearings for meteor, and
tomorrow, 20
July 1998, for the missile people; and today, 19 July 1998 is
wiring/cargo
door press conference.
Regarding alternate explanations: I was not specifically invited
but I
had
received the following: "You are invited to attend this special
[missile]
briefing for the media at 9:00 A.M., Monday, July 20, 1998 in
the
ballroom
of the Army and Navy Club, 901 17th St., N.W., Washington,
DC. A
continental breakfast will be served. The briefing is under the
auspices
of ARAP, Associated Retired Aviation Professionals. Donaldson's
report can

be found at http://members.aol.com/fl800/index.html."
Good luck to the missile people and their press conference
tomorrow. All
alternate theories need to be investigated thoroughly and receive
scrutiny
from the public and their representatives, the media.
Today is Wiring/Cargo Door PressConference in cyberspace.
Members of the press, TV, radio, newsletters, and magazines,
paper and
electronic, welcome to the wiring/cargo door explanation
presented by John
Barry Smith.
No conspiracies, no coverups, and no plots. Just facts, data,
evidence,
and
closely reasoned conclusions that your hard cynical eyes can see
through
in
an instant if nonsense. You can tell the real from the false just by
looking at it. Let's look at it.
Dim lights, focus on screen. Cyberslideshow starts.
TWA 800
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch

6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak in all 747s
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
of TWA 800
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly
at
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin

above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of
the
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner,
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing of TWA 800
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are
in

red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles
off coast of Long Island
Raise lights, slide show machine off.
Dear investigative editors and reporters: the above are all facts
and can
be confirmed by official government sources such as accident
reports,
photographs, and testimony. You have corroboration in your files
of
previous emails from me over a period of years. I am available at
your
convenience to document any of the above facts to your
satisfaction. Or
delete the fact as unworthy of consideration as possibly tainted.
We have all met before, either in person, on the phone, in email,
or by
letter. You know a lot about the wiring/cargo door explanation to
ask
intelligent questions which will either rule it in or rule it out. If

ruled
out, wiring/cargo door explanation can be dismissed and another
wasted
press conference, grab some sandwiches on the way out. If ruled
in, then
decisive, quick action must be taken which is left up to you. If
still in
doubt, one way or the other, ask questions to resolve
discrepancies in
your
mind.
What questions do you have of me, the press conference caller,
who stands
before you, the press conference attendees, having presented his
reasonable
mechanical explanation for TWA 800 that has happened before
and is not yet
confirmed and fixed?
You know all the basics and you know about me, so I await a
good question
about TWA 800.
If you ask, "Mr. Night Fiery Fatal Jet Crash Survivor Smith, how
do you
think it happened?"
My answer is below.
Dim Lights, focus on screen, start slide show.
Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800

John Barry Smith
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold
conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New
York on July
17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold
metal
fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor
on power was
chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or
many door
openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn
through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water
met the
bare
wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring wires and
powering on
door
motor which attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked
position. At
13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors
were prevented
from unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors.
However, the two
midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in bellcranks,
torque
tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed the aft midspan
latch to
rotate just past center allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to
rupture
outward the forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.

The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan
latch
sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting
sun which
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and
appeared as
red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways.
The aft door
frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged outward.
Fuselage skin
was
torn vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom
eight
latches
held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill while
bottom
external skin of door blew away. The top piece of red topped
cargo door
opened out and up smashing into the white fuselage skin above it
leaving
the red paint of the door on the white paint between passenger
windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the
white paint
underneath The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and
fuselage
skin as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top
of door
flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer
leaving a
red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to be
working

normally likely having overtravel impression marks on the
opposite hinge
when door overextended to slam on fuselage above. The top
piece of the
door
shows inward damage when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds
of
internal
force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet wide
and forty
feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing. Parts
of the
cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave the aircraft. The
now
uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge hole
equalizing high
pressure inside to low pressure outside while making a very loud
noise.
Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the right
side of
the
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as
a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression of the
forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment
which housed
power
cables and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone

fragments.
The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and
started on fire
from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine with
pylon
started to vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out
and
impacted directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and
broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural
members of door
and frame were gone and compromised. The flight attitude of the
aircraft
was askew to the left from reaction of explosive decompression
to the
right. Air rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and
frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened
nose and
crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and landed in a
dense
debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered
while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and
frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet
by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped
fuselage skin

appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch
was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage
skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from
300 knots
and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers inside
fuselage had
baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to equalize
middle ear
pressure. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in
front increasing
drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel
poured out
of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the
ruptured
wings, the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire
engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud
fireball
putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier
departed
nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well
as other
nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because
they were in
the earlier separated nose.The debris fell and spread out from
7500 feet
to
sea level in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris
field.

Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank
and other
fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb
in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out. Debris ejected to
the right
from explosive decompression led to suspicion of missile
exploding on left
side of nose. Streak of shiny metal object spinning away
reflecting
evening
sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but
later
ruled
out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center
tank
explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in determining
ignition
source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR,
unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to
corroborate
center tank explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is
initially rejected because bottom eight latches are found latched

around
locking pins while two midspan latches are unexamined and
status
unreported.
Questions about center tank explosion as initial event which
evidence
raises.
1. Sudden loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder is described as
start of
aircraft breakup but not sound of explosion. Sound on CVR does
not match
other staged Boeing 747 center tank explosion. How can an
explosion in the
center tank be powerful enough to start the aircraft breakup and
blow off
nose of Boeing 747 and not be heard on CVR?
Sudden loud sound is sound of explosive decompression which
gives a sudden
loud sound when forward cargo door ruptures/opens in flight.
The TWA 800
sudden loud sound was linked to PA 103 sudden loud sound on
CVR which was
linked to AI 182 sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to
DC-10 cargo
door explosive decompression on CVR. UAL 811 had a cargo
door rupture/open
in flight and recorded a sudden loud sound on the CVR. The
sound is the
sudden rushing of air molecules which were compressed now
moving fast

outward to equalize with the lower pressure outside air.
2. Center tank explosion would be spherical, not directed, and
would
either
give no damage forward of the wing or about equal damage on
both sides of
the fuselage of TWA 800. The wreckage reconstruction shows
smooth skin
with
little damage forward of the wing on the port/left side yet severe,
shattered, torn, and frayed damage on the starboard/right side of
the
fuselage in the cargo door area. How can a center tank explosion
cause
unilateral damage only on starboard side?
Explosive decompression and rupture of forward cargo door area
when aft
midspan latch ruptures would give shattered, torn and frayed,
damage to
cargo door area while leaving port/left/opposite side smooth and
light
damage. Cargo door rupture would give the unilateral damage on
starboard
side as shown by TWA 800 wreckage.
3. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows outward peeled skin,
outward
rupture hole, and paint transfers. Water impact damage would be
inward,
not
outward. How could water impact damage produce outward

peeled skin,
outward
rupture hole, and paint transfers?
Explosive decompression in nose of TWA 800 would give
outward peeled skin
in nose, outward rupture hole, and paint transfers as internal high
pressure rushes outward to equalize with the low outside
pressure.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows red paints smears
only above the
forward cargo door area and nowhere else on both side of the
Boeing 747
fuselage. This indicates that the red painted door below ruptured/
opened
outward, slammed upward, and smashed into the white painted
area above and
transferred red paint from door onto white paint between
windows. How did
red paint smears get where they are?
After the rupture at aft midspan latch the door fractured and
upper piece
of the red painted door was pushed outward, rotated on its hinge,
slammed
upward and smashed into the white painted fuselage skin above,
transferring
red paint to the white painted area between the passengers
windows, as
shown by the TWA 800 reconstruction. UAL 811 also had paint
transfer from
door to fuselage when its door opened in flight.

5. A center tank explosion would be far enough away from power
cables to
allow the Flight Data Recorder to record longer than the abrupt
power cut
it suffered. How can a center tank explosion which is not loud
enough to
be
heard on the CVR and some distance away be strong enough to
abruptly cease
power to the FDR?
The explosive decompression in the cargo compartment would
severely
disrupt
the cargo hold floor and the adjacent main equipment
compartment in which
the FDR and power cables are located. The severe disruption
would abruptly
cease power to the FDR. UAL 811 also had abrupt power cut
when its cargo
door opened in flight.
6. How could forward cargo door rupture/open when bottom
eight latches are
latched and locked in TWA reconstruction?
The forward cargo door of Boeing 747s is about nine feet by
eight feet
square. It has a hinge on the top and eight cam latches on the
bottom. On
each nine foot side is one midspan latch. The bottom eight cam
latches go

around eight latching pins. Over each cam latch is a locking
sector. The
two midspan latches have no locking sectors. The forward cargo
door could
rupture at the midspan latch and the hinge and bottom eight
latches could
still be attached to fuselage skin. The top of the door with hinge
attached
would tear off with the fuselage skin and spin away. The bottom
eight
latches could stay attached to bottom sill and continue down to
the sea
with the nose. The middle of the large door can still be ruptured/
opened
while the lower part stays attached to airframe. Doors can open/
rupture
with most or all latches latched. TWA 800 reconstruction shows
aft mid
span
latch missing which implies it became unlatched. The aft door
frame sill
is
smooth and not attached to door which implies door opened in
that area.
7. How could forward cargo door rupture cause center tank
explosion?
When cargo door ruptures in flight a huge hole is created in nose
which
the
300 knot slipstream tears off. The falling, noseless, structurally
compromised aircraft disintegrated into wings of rupturing fuel

tanks,
fuselage pieces including center tank, and spinning hot on fire jet
engine.
When falling debris reached about 7500 feet, the fodded on fire
engine
number three ignited the fuel cloud and center fuel tank into a
fireball.
Center tank fire/explosion occurred but later and lower than
forward cargo
door rupture initial event.
Event, consequence, significance, source for destruction
sequence:
1. Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold
conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New
York on July
17, 1996.
NTSB exhibits gave takeoff time and temperatures plus the
airconditioning
system in Boeing 747s.
2. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage
skin.
Water was available to ground any bare wires to fuselage skin.
Observation
made of water cascading out of forward cargo hold of Boeing
airliner by
John Barry Smith standing in concourse at San Francisco Airport

on
December
6, 1997.
3. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was chafed by
the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or many door
openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation
and
then worn through to bare wire.
Bare wires can be shorted to ground causing power to go to door
motor.
NTSB
exhibits list two forward cargo hold charred wiring fires. NTSB
hearing on
aging aircraft detailed problems with poly-x wiring chafing from
vibration.
NTSB AAR 92/02 detailed problems with chafing wires causing
door motor to
turn on. TWA 800 had poly-x wiring.
4. Condensed water met the bare wire and shorted against
fuselage metal
charring wires and powering on door motor which attempted to
turn all ten
cam sectors to unlocked position.
Event explains how door motor got power to turn on. NTSB
exhibits list two
previous cargo hold charred wire fires. NTSB AAR 92/02 lists

two
uncommanded cargo door opening on Boeing 747s caused by
electrical
problems, UAL preflight and UAL 811.
5. At 13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam
sectors were
prevented from unlocking because of strengthened locking
sectors. However,
the two midspan latches have no locking sectors.
The eight bottom latches held tight to locking pins because of
AD 88-12-04
which strengthened all the eight locking sectors. NTSB AAR
92/02 describes
the AD, door, and all latches.
6. The slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam
latches
allowed the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing
the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door
at the aft
midspan latch.
UAL 811 had small rupture at aft midspan latch as shown in
photograph in
NTSB AAR 92/02. NTSB exhibit lists 3.5 PSI pressure
differential. TWA 800
was extremely old aircraft with over 93000 flight hours.
7. The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at
midspan latch

sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting
sun which
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and
appeared as
red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways.
Press reports reveal eyewitnesses say different colored streaks
going
every
which way from all directions. Time of 8:31 PM and angle of
low sun to
aircraft in east and observers to the west had to be perfectly
aligned for
spinning falling shiny piece of metal to reflect as streak to
observers.
8. The aft door frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged
outward.
Aft midspan latch blown away at rupture time and caused
outward bulge.
NTSB
reconstruction photograph shows bulge and missing latch.
9. Fuselage skin was torn vertically.
Explosive decompression bursts outward limited by stringers and
bulkheads
which are vertical and match the other cargo door accident, UAL
811. NTSB
photograph shows the vertical tears of TWA 800.
10. The door fractured and shattered.

NTSB photograph shows the damage. 38000 pounds of force
were suddenly
released onto now weakened door and it burst apart. 99 inches
times 110
inches times 3.5 PSI equals 38115 pounds of force on the ten
latches and
hinge.
11. The bottom eight latches held tight to the bottom eight latch
pins on
bottom sill while bottom external skin of door blew away.
The bottom of large door held tight while middle of door
ruptured in a
troublesome section of a high time Boeing 747, Section 41 and
Section 42.
TWA 800 had not yet had the Section 41 retrofit. NTSB exhibit
states
bottom
eight latches latched.
12. The top piece of red topped cargo door opened out and up
smashing into
the white fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door
on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of
the trim was
rubbed away showing the white paint underneath. The top piece
of the door
took the hinge with it and fuselage skin as it is tore away.
The loose red painted trim piece and top of door flew directly aft

and
impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a red paint
transfer mark
on it.
The hinge still appears to be working normally likely having
overtravel
impression marks on the opposite hinge when door overextended
to slam on
fuselage above.
The top piece of the door shows inward damage when it hit
fuselage above.
Sequence of door opening out and up and transferring paint
above is
described in text and drawing in NTSB AAR 92/02. Inward
movement of top of
door is described in AAR 92/02. Normal working hinge attached
to top of
door is described in AAR 92/02. Overtravel impression damage
is described
in text and picture in AAR 92/02.
13. The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand
pounds of
internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet
wide
and
forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing.
NTSB photograph shows decompression rectangle zone on right
side of nose.

14. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave
the
aircraft.
The first parts of plane to depart indicate trouble started there.
NTSB
exhibits show first parts to leave were from cargo structure.
15. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole
equalizing high pressure inside to low pressure outside while
making a
very
loud noise.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states crew of UAL 811 heard a 'tremendous
explosion,' when
door opened in flight.
16. Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the
right side
of
the nose.
Outward peeling indicates force from within, not without. UAL
811 had same
outward peeling of fuselage skin in cargo door area.
17. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a
sudden loud sound.

Sound matches other Boeing 747 sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression
and a DC-10 cargo door decompression sound according to
NTSB chart.
18. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo hold
severely
disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment which housed
power cables
and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
Cables for power and signal run through the forward cargo hold
to the
adjacent MEC. The cargo floor is severely disrupted when
explosive
decompression occurs in cargo hold according to AAIB 2/90
report and will
cut off power abruptly.
19. At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.
Where did those bodies go? What happened to them to reduce
them to bone
fragments requiring DNA analysis to identify? At least nine
bodies always
disappear when explosive decompression occurs in high time
Boeing 747s
according to AAIB, NTSB, TSB and Indian reports.
20. The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and
started on
fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine

with pylon
started to vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out
and
impacted directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the sequence of FOD into number
three and also
number four and the subsequent vibration and fire.
21. The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and
broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural
members of door
and frame were gone and compromised.
AAR 92/02, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe
the downward
movement of the floor beams above cargo compartment.
22. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction
of explosive decompression to the right. Air rushed into the hole
and
weakened other skin and frame peeling skin outward.
AAR 92/02 describes the actions of the aircraft after door opened
in
flight.
23. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it
into the large hole.

AAIB and TSB/Indian reports describe how nose came off after
explosion in
forward cargo hold at 300 KCAS of two Boeing 747s.
24. The nose tore off and landed in a dense debris heap apart
from the
rest
of the plane.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian Court, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits
describe the dense
nose debris field present when nose comes off in flight of three
Boeing
747s.
25. The port side forward of the wing was smooth and
unshattered while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and
frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet
by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped
fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch
was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage
skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian, and NTSB photographs describe the
lesser damage
port
side nose compared to the more severely damaged starboard side

as well as
the outward peeled skin on nose of three Boeing 747s.
27. The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated
from 300
knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers
inside
fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to
equalize
middle ear pressure.
Passenger injuries are described in NTSB exhibits, TSB/Indian
report, AAIB
2/90, and NTSB exhibits.
28. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing drag.
The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured
out of
ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the
ruptured wings,
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number
three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball
putting
singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed
nose burn
and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other
nearby fuel
tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they were in
the earlier
separated nose. The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to
sea level

in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground
observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank and other
fuel
and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
NTSB exhibits describe the breakup sequence and NTSB video
shows fireball
seconds later and thousands of feet lower than initial event.
Engine
number
three was on fire for AAIB 2/90 and number four was on fire for
NTSB AAR
92/02 after cargo hold ruptures.
29. Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of
bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out.
Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led to
suspicion
of missile exploding on left side of nose.
Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening
sun to
ground
observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center
tank
explosion as initial event.

Press reports, FBI reports, and NTSB reports describe the bomb,
missile
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
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From owner-flight-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM Tue Jul 21
19:15:08 1998
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 21, 1998 6:18:29 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: KOMO was there.

Dear Josh, KOMO in the middle of the action.
Cheers,
Barry

Posted at 4:58 p.m. PDT Tuesday, July 21,
1998

2 wanted in restaurant
slayings dead in
murder-suicide
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) -- Two of three
men sought in
the slayings of five at a Vietnamese
restaurant died this
morning in an apparent murder-suicide as
police closed
in.
The two men were in the back seat of a car
carrying five
people, said police spokesman Jim
Mattheis. Police had
the car under surveillance at the waterfront,
and ``as we
approached, it appeared one reached over,
shot the other
and then shot himself,'' Mattheis said.
Mattheis said he did not know what
became of the other
three people in the car.
Five teens were arrested over the weekend
in the July 5
shootings at the Trang Dai restaurant and
karaoke bar.
Five people were killed and five others
wounded. Three
other people were still sought: Ri Ngoc Le,

22, his
brother Khanh Van Trinh, 17, and Samath
Mom, 18.
Mattheis said he couldn't confirm which
two of those
three suspects died today, or whether the
third one was in
the car with them.
KOMO-TV reported the men had gone to
the waterfront
to meet with their attorney. Mattheis said
he could not
confirm that.
``We had information that they were going
to be here,''
he said from the scene.
All eight suspects were charged with five
counts each of
aggravated first-degree murder and assault.
In custody
are Jimmie Chea, 18; Sarun Truck Ngeth,
19, Marvin
Lofi Leo; 17, John Phet, 16, and Veasna
Sok, 17.
Prosecutors haven't announced whether
they would seek
the death penalty for the suspects who are
18 or over.
The most the 16- and 17-year-olds could

face is life in
prison without hope of parole.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 21, 1998 11:56:55 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Boeing speaks!

From: "Young, Russell" <Russell.Young@PSS.Boeing.com>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "'Al Dickinson'" <dickina@ntsb.gov>
Subject: FW: For Russ Young of Boeing Safety Office
Date: Tue, 21 Jul 1998 10:42:46 -0700
X-Priority: 3
MIME-Version: 1.0
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your recent e-mail message, as well as the hard
copy you
sent by U.S. Mail.
Although I admire your interest in enhancing air safety, I see no
reason
for us to meet to discuss your theories. A variety of qualified
Boeing
employees -- including air safety investigators and structures
engineers
-- have already examined your web site and read the materials
you
distributed at the public hearing into TWA 800 last December in
Baltimore. I also know of at least two occasions when you have
talked

with Boeing accident investigators about your theories. They
have all
reached the same conclusion: your theories do not explain what
happened
to Pan Am 103 or Air India 182, nor are they consistent with
what is
known about TWA 800.
The National Transportation Safety Board's investigation into the
TWA
800 tragedy continues, with Boeing participating as a party to the
investigation. If you have any new information that you have not
already shared with the NTSB, I suggest that you contact the
investigator-in-charge, Al Dickinson.
Russ
Russ Young
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group Communications
(425) 237-0223

Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your recent e-mail message, as well as the hard
copy you
sent by U.S. Mail.
Russ
Russ Young
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group Communications
(425) 237-0223
Dear Mr. Young, 21 July 98

Thank you for your recent email replying to email. Contact,
finally!
Although I admire your interest in enhancing air safety, I see no
reason
for us to meet to discuss your theories.
Well, to be precise, and I really like to be precise when dealing
with preventing airplane crashes, having been in one myself, I
have one theory, not 'theories.'
It's the wiring/cargo door theory based upon Boeing statements
in NTSB AAR 92/02 and TWA 800 testimony at the public
hearings.
The forward cargo door on TWA 800 opened in flight and I can
persuade Boeing safety officials if given a chance to present my
researched evidence and allow Boeing engineers to question my
findings and permit me to provide satisfactory clarifications.
A variety of qualified Boeing
employees -- including air safety investigators and structures
engineers
-- have already examined your web site and read the materials
you
distributed at the public hearing into TWA 800 last December in
Baltimore.
Good, they read it. No questions? No questions about two high
time Boeing early model 747s, TWA 800 and UAL 811, that have
hull ruptures in flight forward of the wing, fod number three
engine to fire, and leave a sudden loud sound and abrupt power

cut to the flight recorders? Not one question? See the problem?
And then add two more 747s that have similar evidence, AI 182
and PA 103, to make four 747s in similar fatal accidents and you
have no questions of the researcher who links all four to one
cause?
NTSB accepts input from citizen researchers such as Elaine
Scarry with her HIRF theory; can Boeing do the same for this
wiring/cargo door citizen researcher? I'm a click away at
barry@corazon.com or a phone call away at 831 659 3552.
I also know of at least two occasions when you have talked
with Boeing accident investigators about your theories.
Not investigators; only engineers or safety officers, never
investigators. I would love to speak to Boeing accident
investigators. I request that.
They have all
reached the same conclusion: your theories do not explain what
happened
to Pan Am 103 or Air India 182, nor are they consistent with
what is
known about TWA 800.
Opinion noted;absence of facts to support opinon noted. Request
facts. Some of my facts are appended at end of this email. NTSB
photo .jpg attached to this email of hull rupture of TWA 800 for
reference.
The National Transportation Safety Board's investigation into the
TWA
800 tragedy continues, with Boeing participating as a party to the

investigation. If you have any new information that you have not
already shared with the NTSB, I suggest that you contact the
investigator-in-charge, Al Dickinson.
So, if new information comes along, go to NTSB and leave
Boeing alone? That is sort of strange from a manufacturer who
puts safety as a high priority. I always imagined Boeing as
wanting to know instantly if any threat exists to their fine product
which can be fixed to prevent crashes. They would certainly call
the fellow up to allow him to explain such a serious charge
against the finest airplane manufacturer in the world. They would
not ignore him for two years. I did not imagine Boeing brushing
off a pilot, a crash survivor, a nine year researcher with
thousands of page of documents with a 'Go away, kid, you bother
me' reply.
I was hoping to have discussions with a Boeing person who
knows about airplanes and why they crash, not someone adept at
dismissing potentially disturbing news. The problem is the
evidence and the evidence is not going away. My evidence is
appended to this email. To summarize proof of forward cargo
door opening in flight, I offer from NTSB photograph of TWA
800, outward peeled skin, large red paint transfer markings
between windows, and petal shaped bulge rupture at aft midspan
latch, all in cargo door area, all match UAL 811 and coupled
with 80 percent of the TWA forward cargo door not recovered or
examined and the the two crucial midspan latches missing, the
theory warrants a thorough investigation by Boeing.
By the way, I'm on Boeing's side. The best airplanes for a
manufacturer are the ones that sell the most, the ones that sell the
most are the ones that fly the most, the ones that fly the most are
the safest ones. Early 747s have bad PolyX wiring and must be

grounded and retrofitted. Early 747s have forward cargo doors in
weak areas of structure and must be sealed or retrofiffed with
plug type. I've identified the problems for you and told you the
fixes.
I again ask for a meeting with Boeing safety investigators or
engineers to present my evidence. Email is a fine medium to
exchange ideas and to rebut nonsense. If I'm wrong, your
investigators and engineers will be quickly able to refute
conclusions and dismiss me. But you must try, not ignore and
hope. If I'm right, then Boeing has identified a subtle cause of the
crashes of several of their planes over a decade. The problem can
be fixed. The planes can continue to fly, not fade away, which
appears to be the fate of the 747, a plane which is mysteriously
coming apart in the air.
Boeing may hope it's a missile for TWA 800, but it's not. I can
debunk missile. Boeing may hope it's not the center tank blowing
up spontaneously and you are right, it didn't. Boeing may not
want to bring up past accidents which reflected poorly upon
Boeing, such as UAL 811, which reflected poorly on everybody,
but it must. UAL 811 is TWA 800 with the nose staying on.
I can persuade you if given a chance. Evidence below is offered
for consideration or rebuttal by Boeing to barry@corazon.com or
I will meet with you at your time and place and convenience.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

1. >Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A
Systems Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page
47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X
wire was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.

Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
2. Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is

associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."

UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15
"It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft
structure. The short period between the beginning of the event
and the loss of electrical power suggests that the latter is more
likely to be the case."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130
milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the
recording abruptly ended. "
News Reports from Associated Press, Reuters, major
newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97
Abrupt Power Cut

Each aircraft had an abrupt power cut less than a second after the
loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder. The nose has come off
after it was crumpled into the cargo door hole by the 300 knot
CAS wind force.

United Airlines Flight 811:
"However, the decompression event caused a data loss of
approximately 2 1/2 seconds. When the data resumed being
recorded, all values appeared valid with the exception of the
pitch and roll parameters. Lateral acceleration showed a sharp
increase immediately following the decompression. Vertical
acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change just after the
decompression and a slight increase as the airplane began its
descent."
NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
"When synchronized with other recordings it was determined,
within the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR
stopped recording simultaneously with the CVR." "Irregular
signals were observed over the last 0.27 inches of the DFDR
tape. Laboratory tests indicated that the irregular signals most
likely occurred as a result of the recorder being subjected to
sharp angular accelerations about the lateral axis of the recorder,
causing rapid changes in tape speed over the record head."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 22

Pan Am Flight 103:
"The analysis of the recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA,
which is detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data
simply stopped. Following careful examination and correlation
of the various sources of recorded information, it was concluded
that this occurred because the electrical power supply to the
recorder had been interrupted at 19:02:50 +- second."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 37
"The analysis of the cockpit voice recording, which is detailed in
Appendix C, concluded that there were valid signals available to
the DVR when it stopped at 19:02.50 +- second because the
power supply to the recorder was interrupted. It is not clear if the
sound at the end of the recording is the result of the explosion or
is from the break-up of the aircraft structure."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The wire that carried electrical power from the cockpit to the
tape recorder mounted in the rear of TWA Flight 800 ran down
the right side of he airplane. The wire that carried power to the
flight data recorder ran down the left side. Yet the two were
severed within an instant, without any warning."
News Reports from Associated Press, Reuters, major
newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four

accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight.
3. 30 Jan 1998 letter from Neil Schalekamp, FAA, to JBS:
"While no scenario has been categorically proven to be the
cause, it is believed, based upon available data, that the center
wing tank (CWT) explosion preceded any separation of the
forward cargo door. The paint markings and structural
deformation that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion,
generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT.
Furthermore, you mentioned that the forward cargo door was
recovered a considerable distance from the rest of the structure.
This could be due to its aerodynamic characteristics and
prevailing winds at the time of the accident, rather than
attributing this as the primary cause of the accident."
"You may not agree with the reasoning of the official accident
investigators, but I want you to understand the evidence to date
indicates that the CWT explosion preceded any fuselage breakup,
including damage to the forward cargo door."
4. Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
John Barry Smith
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out
and formed on cold metal fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle
which held cargo door motor on power was chafed by the friction
of continuous vibration against clamp or many door openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water
met the bare wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring

wires and powering on door motor which attempted to turn all
ten cam sectors to unlocked position. At 13700 feet MSL and 300
KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were prevented from
unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the
two midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in
bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed
the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door
at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan
latch sending the latch and door material spinning away in the
setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away
erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground observers
moving all which ways. The aft door frame was clean of
attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin was torn
vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight
latches held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill
while bottom external skin of door blew away. The top piece of
red topped cargo door opened out and up smashing into the white
fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of
the trim was rubbed away showing the white paint underneath
The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage skin
as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of
door flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer
leaving a red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to
be working normally likely having overtravel impression marks
on the opposite hinge when door overextended to slam on
fuselage above. The top piece of the door shows inward damage
when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds

of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty
feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward
of the wing. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts
to leave the aircraft. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed
out of the huge hole equalizing high pressure inside to low
pressure outside while making a very loud noise. Fuselage skin
was peeled outward at various places on the right side of the
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression
of the forward cargo hold severely disrupted the nearby main
equipment compartment which housed power cables and
abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments. The number three engine also ingested metal in
baggage and started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The
number three engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator
blade from the engine was spit out and impacted directly behind
it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the
left from reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air
rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened
nose and crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and
landed in a dense debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered
while the starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn,
and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed

over twenty feet by forty foot explosive decompression zone.
Outward petal shaped fuselage skin appeared at aft midspan latch
from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown away. Outward
peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from
300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers
inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured
trying to equalize middle ear pressure. The plane maneuvered
with huge gaping wound in front increasing drag. The wind force
disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured
tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured wings,
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud
fireball putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving
earlier departed nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank
exploded as well as other nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers
were not burned because they were in the earlier separated
nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to sea level in
windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank
and other fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and
falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out. Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led
to suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose. Streak of
shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening sun to
ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later
ruled out.

Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in
determining ignition source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel
explosion sound on CVR, unilateral fuselage damage, singe
marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate center tank
explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.
Questions about center tank explosion as initial event which
evidence raises.
1. Sudden loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder is described as
start of aircraft breakup but not sound of explosion. Sound on
CVR does not match other staged Boeing 747 center tank
explosion. How can an explosion in the center tank be powerful
enough to start the aircraft breakup and blow off nose of Boeing
747 and not be heard on CVR?
Sudden loud sound is sound of explosive decompression which
gives a sudden loud sound when forward cargo door ruptures/
opens in flight. The TWA 800 sudden loud sound was linked to
PA 103 sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to AI 182
sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to DC-10 cargo
door explosive decompression on CVR. UAL 811 had a cargo
door rupture/open in flight and recorded a sudden loud sound on
the CVR. The sound is the sudden rushing of air molecules
which were compressed now moving fast outward to equalize
with the lower pressure outside air.

2. Center tank explosion would be spherical, not directed, and
would either give no damage forward of the wing or about equal
damage on both sides of the fuselage of TWA 800. The wreckage
reconstruction shows smooth skin with little damage forward of
the wing on the port/left side yet severe, shattered, torn, and
frayed damage on the starboard/right side of the fuselage in the
cargo door area. How can a center tank explosion cause
unilateral damage only on starboard side?
Explosive decompression and rupture of forward cargo door area
when aft midspan latch ruptures would give shattered, torn and
frayed, damage to cargo door area while leaving port/left/
opposite side smooth and light damage. Cargo door rupture
would give the unilateral damage on starboard side as shown by
TWA 800 wreckage.
3. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows outward peeled skin,
outward rupture hole, and paint transfers. Water impact damage
would be inward, not outward. How could water impact damage
produce outward peeled skin, outward rupture hole, and paint
transfers?
Explosive decompression in nose of TWA 800 would give
outward peeled skin in nose, outward rupture hole, and paint
transfers as internal high pressure rushes outward to equalize
with the low outside pressure.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows red paints smears
only above the forward cargo door area and nowhere else on both
side of the Boeing 747 fuselage. This indicates that the red
painted door below ruptured/opened outward, slammed upward,
and smashed into the white painted area above and transferred

red paint from door onto white paint between windows. How did
red paint smears get where they are?
After the rupture at aft midspan latch the door fractured and
upper piece of the red painted door was pushed outward, rotated
on its hinge, slammed upward and smashed into the white
painted fuselage skin above, transferring red paint to the white
painted area between the passengers windows, as shown by the
TWA 800 reconstruction. UAL 811 also had paint transfer from
door to fuselage when its door opened in flight.
5. A center tank explosion would be far enough away from power
cables to allow the Flight Data Recorder to record longer than the
abrupt power cut it suffered. How can a center tank explosion
which is not loud enough to be heard on the CVR and some
distance away be strong enough to abruptly cease power to the
FDR?
The explosive decompression in the cargo compartment would
severely disrupt the cargo hold floor and the adjacent main
equipment compartment in which the FDR and power cables are
located. The severe disruption would abruptly cease power to the
FDR. UAL 811 also had abrupt power cut when its cargo door
opened in flight.
6. How could forward cargo door rupture/open when bottom
eight latches are latched and locked in TWA reconstruction?
The forward cargo door of Boeing 747s is about nine feet by
eight feet square. It has a hinge on the top and eight cam latches
on the bottom. On each nine foot side is one midspan latch. The
bottom eight cam latches go around eight latching pins. Over
each cam latch is a locking sector. The two midspan latches have

no locking sectors. The forward cargo door could rupture at the
midspan latch and the hinge and bottom eight latches could still
be attached to fuselage skin. The top of the door with hinge
attached would tear off with the fuselage skin and spin away. The
bottom eight latches could stay attached to bottom sill and
continue down to the sea with the nose. The middle of the large
door can still be ruptured/opened while the lower part stays
attached to airframe. Doors can open/rupture with most or all
latches latched. TWA 800 reconstruction shows aft mid span
latch missing which implies it became unlatched. The aft door
frame sill is smooth and not attached to door which implies door
opened in that area.
7. How could forward cargo door rupture cause center tank
explosion?
When cargo door ruptures in flight a huge hole is created in nose
which the 300 knot slipstream tears off. The falling, noseless,
structurally compromised aircraft disintegrated into wings of
rupturing fuel tanks, fuselage pieces including center tank, and
spinning hot on fire jet engine. When falling debris reached about
7500 feet, the fodded on fire engine number three ignited the fuel
cloud and center fuel tank into a fireball. Center tank fire/
explosion occurred but later and lower than forward cargo door
rupture initial event.
Event, consequence, significance, source for destruction
sequence:
1. Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996.

NTSB exhibits gave takeoff time and temperatures plus the
airconditioning system in Boeing 747s.
2. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage skin.
Water was available to ground any bare wires to fuselage skin.
Observation made of water cascading out of forward cargo hold
of Boeing airliner by John Barry Smith standing in concourse at
San Francisco Airport on December 6, 1997.
3. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp
or many door openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle
was worn through to insulation and then worn through to bare
wire.
Bare wires can be shorted to ground causing power to go to door
motor. NTSB exhibits list two forward cargo hold charred wiring
fires. NTSB hearing on aging aircraft detailed problems with
poly-x wiring chafing from vibration. NTSB AAR 92/02 detailed
problems with chafing wires causing door motor to turn on. TWA
800 had poly-x wiring.
4. Condensed water met the bare wire and shorted against
fuselage metal charring wires and powering on door motor which
attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked position.
Event explains how door motor got power to turn on. NTSB
exhibits list two previous cargo hold charred wire fires. NTSB
AAR 92/02 lists two uncommanded cargo door opening on
Boeing 747s caused by electrical problems, UAL preflight and
UAL 811.

5. At 13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam
sectors were prevented from unlocking because of strengthened
locking sectors. However, the two midspan latches have no
locking sectors.
The eight bottom latches held tight to locking pins because of
AD 88-12-04 which strengthened all the eight locking sectors.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the AD, door, and all latches.
6. The slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam
latches allowed the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center
allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the
forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.
UAL 811 had small rupture at aft midspan latch as shown in
photograph in NTSB AAR 92/02. NTSB exhibit lists 3.5 PSI
pressure differential. TWA 800 was extremely old aircraft with
over 93000 flight hours.
7. The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at
midspan latch sending the latch and door material spinning away
in the setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun
away erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground
observers moving all which ways.
Press reports reveal eyewitnesses say different colored streaks
going every which way from all directions. Time of 8:31 PM and
angle of low sun to aircraft in east and observers to the west had
to be perfectly aligned for spinning falling shiny piece of metal
to reflect as streak to observers.
8. The aft door frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged

outward.
Aft midspan latch blown away at rupture time and caused
outward bulge. NTSB reconstruction photograph shows bulge
and missing latch.
9. Fuselage skin was torn vertically.
Explosive decompression bursts outward limited by stringers and
bulkheads which are vertical and match the other cargo door
accident, UAL 811. NTSB photograph shows the vertical tears of
TWA 800.
10. The door fractured and shattered.
NTSB photograph shows the damage. 38000 pounds of force
were suddenly released onto now weakened door and it burst
apart. 99 inches times 110 inches times 3.5 PSI equals 38115
pounds of force on the ten latches and hinge.
11. The bottom eight latches held tight to the bottom eight latch
pins on bottom sill while bottom external skin of door blew
away.
The bottom of large door held tight while middle of door
ruptured in a troublesome section of a high time Boeing 747,
Section 41 and Section 42. TWA 800 had not yet had the Section
41 retrofit. NTSB exhibit states bottom eight latches latched.
12. The top piece of red topped cargo door opened out and up
smashing into the white fuselage skin above it leaving the red
paint of the door on the white paint between passenger windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the

white paint underneath. The top piece of the door took the hinge
with it and fuselage skin as it is tore away.
The loose red painted trim piece and top of door flew directly aft
and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a red paint
transfer mark on it.
The hinge still appears to be working normally likely having
overtravel impression marks on the opposite hinge when door
overextended to slam on fuselage above.
The top piece of the door shows inward damage when it hit
fuselage above.
Sequence of door opening out and up and transferring paint
above is described in text and drawing in NTSB AAR 92/02.
Inward movement of top of door is described in AAR 92/02.
Normal working hinge attached to top of door is described in
AAR 92/02. Overtravel impression damage is described in text
and picture in AAR 92/02.
13. The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand
pounds of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about
twenty feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose
forward of the wing.
NTSB photograph shows decompression rectangle zone on right
side of nose.
14. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave
the aircraft.
The first parts of plane to depart indicate trouble started there.

NTSB exhibits show first parts to leave were from cargo
structure.
15. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole equalizing high pressure inside to low pressure outside
while making a very loud noise.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states crew of UAL 811 heard a 'tremendous
explosion,' when door opened in flight.
16. Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the
right side of the nose.
Outward peeling indicates force from within, not without. UAL
811 had same outward peeling of fuselage skin in cargo door
area.
17. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound.
Sound matches other Boeing 747 sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression and a DC-10 cargo door decompression sound
according to NTSB chart.
18. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment
which housed power cables and abruptly shut off power to the
Flight Data Recorder.
Cables for power and signal run through the forward cargo hold
to the adjacent MEC. The cargo floor is severely disrupted when
explosive decompression occurs in cargo hold according to
AAIB 2/90 report and will cut off power abruptly.

19. At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.
Where did those bodies go? What happened to them to reduce
them to bone fragments requiring DNA analysis to identify? At
least nine bodies always disappear when explosive
decompression occurs in high time Boeing 747s according to
AAIB, NTSB, TSB and Indian reports.
20. The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and
started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three
engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator blade from the
engine was spit out and impacted directly behind it in the right
horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the sequence of FOD into number
three and also number four and the subsequent vibration and fire.
21. The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised.
AAR 92/02, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe
the downward movement of the floor beams above cargo
compartment.
22. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air rushed into
the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling skin
outward.

AAR 92/02 describes the actions of the aircraft after door opened
in flight.
23. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it into the large hole.
AAIB and TSB/Indian reports describe how nose came off after
explosion in forward cargo hold at 300 KCAS of two Boeing
747s.
24. The nose tore off and landed in a dense debris heap apart
from the rest of the plane.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian Court, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits
describe the dense nose debris field present when nose comes off
in flight of three Boeing 747s.
25. The port side forward of the wing was smooth and
unshattered while the starboard side forward of the wing was
shattered, torn, and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and
severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty foot explosive
decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch
was blown away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout.
Fuselage skin remained smooth next to blown out skin.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian, and NTSB photographs describe the
lesser damage port side nose compared to the more severely
damaged starboard side as well as the outward peeled skin on
nose of three Boeing 747s.
27. The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated
from 300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers.

Passengers inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which
ruptured trying to equalize middle ear pressure.
Passenger injuries are described in NTSB exhibits, TSB/Indian
report, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB exhibits.
28. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and
wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The
broken fuselage, the ruptured wings, the fuel cloud, the center
tank, and the spinning, on fire engine number three met at 7500
feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball putting singe marks
on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed nose burn and
singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other nearby
fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they
were in the earlier separated nose. The debris fell and spread out
from 7500 feet to sea level in windblown southeast direction,
leaving a wide debris field. Ground observers heard the fireball
explosion of the center tank and other fuel and looked up. They
saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
NTSB exhibits describe the breakup sequence and NTSB video
shows fireball seconds later and thousands of feet lower than
initial event. Engine number three was on fire for AAIB 2/90 and
number four was on fire for NTSB AAR 92/02 after cargo hold
ruptures.
29. Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out.
Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led to
suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose.

Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening
sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but
later ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event.
Press reports, FBI reports, and NTSB reports describe the bomb,
missile and center tank explanations.
30. There were difficulties in determining ignition source, fuel
volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to
corroborate center tank explosion as initial explosion.
NTSB public hearing reveals the gaps in the center tank as initial
event explanation.
31. Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.
NTSB Exhibit 15C, part two, is used to rule out cargo door
rupture. It has one sentence.
5. Fifty facts that support forward cargo door opening in flight by
chafed wiring shorting door motor for TWA 800.
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches

7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak in all 747s
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side of TWA 800
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch

33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing of TWA 800
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: July 21, 1998 11:54:39 AM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: He did not answer charges, he ran away.

From: "Young, Russell" <Russell.Young@PSS.Boeing.com>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "'Al Dickinson'" <dickina@ntsb.gov>
Subject: FW: For Russ Young of Boeing Safety Office
Date: Tue, 21 Jul 1998 10:42:46 -0700
X-Priority: 3
MIME-Version: 1.0
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your recent e-mail message, as well as the hard
copy you
sent by U.S. Mail.
Although I admire your interest in enhancing air safety, I see no
reason
for us to meet to discuss your theories. A variety of qualified
Boeing
employees -- including air safety investigators and structures
engineers
-- have already examined your web site and read the materials
you
distributed at the public hearing into TWA 800 last December in
Baltimore. I also know of at least two occasions when you have
talked
with Boeing accident investigators about your theories. They
have all
reached the same conclusion: your theories do not explain what
happened
to Pan Am 103 or Air India 182, nor are they consistent with

what is
known about TWA 800.
The National Transportation Safety Board's investigation into the
TWA
800 tragedy continues, with Boeing participating as a party to the
investigation. If you have any new information that you have not
already shared with the NTSB, I suggest that you contact the
investigator-in-charge, Al Dickinson.
Russ
Russ Young
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group Communications
(425) 237-0223

Josh, my reply below:
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your recent e-mail message, as well as the hard
copy you
sent by U.S. Mail.
Russ
Russ Young
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group Communications
(425) 237-0223
Dear Mr. Young, 21 July 98
Thank you for your recent email replying to email. Contact,
finally!

Although I admire your interest in enhancing air safety, I see no
reason
for us to meet to discuss your theories.
Well, to be precise, and I really like to be precise when dealing
with preventing airplane crashes, having been in one myself, I
have one theory, not 'theories.'
It's the wiring/cargo door theory based upon Boeing statements
in NTSB AAR 92/02 and TWA 800 testimony at the public
hearings.
The forward cargo door on TWA 800 opened in flight and I can
persuade Boeing safety officials if given a chance to present my
researched evidence and allow Boeing engineers to question my
findings and permit me to provide satisfactory clarifications.
A variety of qualified Boeing
employees -- including air safety investigators and structures
engineers
-- have already examined your web site and read the materials
you
distributed at the public hearing into TWA 800 last December in
Baltimore.
Good, they read it. No questions? No questions about two high
time Boeing early model 747s, TWA 800 and UAL 811, that have
hull ruptures in flight forward of the wing, fod number three
engine to fire, and leave a sudden loud sound and abrupt power
cut to the flight recorders? Not one question? See the problem?
And then add two more 747s that have similar evidence, AI 182
and PA 103, to make four 747s in similar fatal accidents and you

have no questions of the researcher who links all four to one
cause?
NTSB accepts input from citizen researchers such as Elaine
Scarry with her HIRF theory; can Boeing do the same for this
wiring/cargo door citizen researcher? I'm a click away at
barry@corazon.com or a phone call away at 831 659 3552.
I also know of at least two occasions when you have talked
with Boeing accident investigators about your theories.
Not investigators; only engineers or safety officers, never
investigators. I would love to speak to Boeing accident
investigators. I request that.
They have all
reached the same conclusion: your theories do not explain what
happened
to Pan Am 103 or Air India 182, nor are they consistent with
what is
known about TWA 800.
Opinion noted;absence of facts to support opinon noted. Request
facts. Some of my facts are appended at end of this email. NTSB
photo .jpg attached to this email of hull rupture of TWA 800 for
reference.
The National Transportation Safety Board's investigation into the
TWA
800 tragedy continues, with Boeing participating as a party to the
investigation. If you have any new information that you have not
already shared with the NTSB, I suggest that you contact the
investigator-in-charge, Al Dickinson.

So, if new information comes along, go to NTSB and leave
Boeing alone? That is sort of strange from a manufacturer who
puts safety as a high priority. I always imagined Boeing as
wanting to know instantly if any threat exists to their fine product
which can be fixed to prevent crashes. They would certainly call
the fellow up to allow him to explain such a serious charge
against the finest airplane manufacturer in the world. They would
not ignore him for two years. I did not imagine Boeing brushing
off a pilot, a crash survivor, a nine year researcher with
thousands of page of documents with a 'Go away, kid, you bother
me' reply.
I was hoping to have discussions with a Boeing person who
knows about airplanes and why they crash, not someone adept at
dismissing potentially disturbing news. The problem is the
evidence and the evidence is not going away. My evidence is
appended to this email. To summarize proof of forward cargo
door opening in flight, I offer from NTSB photograph of TWA
800, outward peeled skin, large red paint transfer markings
between windows, and petal shaped bulge rupture at aft midspan
latch, all in cargo door area, all match UAL 811 and coupled
with 80 percent of the TWA forward cargo door not recovered or
examined and the the two crucial midspan latches missing, the
theory warrants a thorough investigation by Boeing.
By the way, I'm on Boeing's side. The best airplanes for a
manufacturer are the ones that sell the most, the ones that sell the
most are the ones that fly the most, the ones that fly the most are
the safest ones. Early 747s have bad PolyX wiring and must be
grounded and retrofitted. Early 747s have forward cargo doors in
weak areas of structure and must be sealed or retrofiffed with
plug type. I've identified the problems for you and told you the

fixes.
I again ask for a meeting with Boeing safety investigators or
engineers to present my evidence. Email is a fine medium to
exchange ideas and to rebut nonsense. If I'm wrong, your
investigators and engineers will be quickly able to refute
conclusions and dismiss me. But you must try, not ignore and
hope. If I'm right, then Boeing has identified a subtle cause of the
crashes of several of their planes over a decade. The problem can
be fixed. The planes can continue to fly, not fade away, which
appears to be the fate of the 747, a plane which is mysteriously
coming apart in the air.
Boeing may hope it's a missile for TWA 800, but it's not. I can
debunk missile. Boeing may hope it's not the center tank blowing
up spontaneously and you are right, it didn't. Boeing may not
want to bring up past accidents which reflected poorly upon
Boeing, such as UAL 811, which reflected poorly on everybody,
but it must. UAL 811 is TWA 800 with the nose staying on.
I can persuade you if given a chance. Evidence below is offered
for consideration or rebuttal by Boeing to barry@corazon.com or
I will meet with you at your time and place and convenience.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
1. >Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A
Systems Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page

47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X
wire was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."

The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
2. Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at the confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud
sound matched the decompression sound of a confirmed cargo
door crash. The sudden loud sound never matches a bomb sound.
Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The
sudden loud sound is short only because power is cut to the
cockpit voice recorder.

United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR
returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was
no indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual
crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed
almost immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew
were copying their transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15
"It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the

result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft
structure. The short period between the beginning of the event
and the loss of electrical power suggests that the latter is more
likely to be the case."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher
the only audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130
milliseconds, or just over one-tenth of a second, before the
recording abruptly ended. "
News Reports from Associated Press, Reuters, major
newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97
Abrupt Power Cut

Each aircraft had an abrupt power cut less than a second after the
loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder. The nose has come off
after it was crumpled into the cargo door hole by the 300 knot
CAS wind force.
United Airlines Flight 811:

"However, the decompression event caused a data loss of
approximately 2 1/2 seconds. When the data resumed being
recorded, all values appeared valid with the exception of the
pitch and roll parameters. Lateral acceleration showed a sharp
increase immediately following the decompression. Vertical
acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change just after the
decompression and a slight increase as the airplane began its
descent."
NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
"When synchronized with other recordings it was determined,
within the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR
stopped recording simultaneously with the CVR." "Irregular
signals were observed over the last 0.27 inches of the DFDR
tape. Laboratory tests indicated that the irregular signals most
likely occurred as a result of the recorder being subjected to
sharp angular accelerations about the lateral axis of the recorder,
causing rapid changes in tape speed over the record head."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 22
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The analysis of the recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA,
which is detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data

simply stopped. Following careful examination and correlation
of the various sources of recorded information, it was concluded
that this occurred because the electrical power supply to the
recorder had been interrupted at 19:02:50 +- second."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 37
"The analysis of the cockpit voice recording, which is detailed in
Appendix C, concluded that there were valid signals available to
the DVR when it stopped at 19:02.50 +- second because the
power supply to the recorder was interrupted. It is not clear if the
sound at the end of the recording is the result of the explosion or
is from the break-up of the aircraft structure."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The wire that carried electrical power from the cockpit to the
tape recorder mounted in the rear of TWA Flight 800 ran down
the right side of he airplane. The wire that carried power to the
flight data recorder ran down the left side. Yet the two were
severed within an instant, without any warning."
News Reports from Associated Press, Reuters, major
newspapers, press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type, radar
returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power
cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one
class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause had the same effects. Another accident with the same
similarities except for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also
be included in that class. The unifying cause for all four
accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight.

3. 30 Jan 1998 letter from Neil Schalekamp, FAA, to JBS:
"While no scenario has been categorically proven to be the
cause, it is believed, based upon available data, that the center
wing tank (CWT) explosion preceded any separation of the
forward cargo door. The paint markings and structural
deformation that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion,
generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT.
Furthermore, you mentioned that the forward cargo door was
recovered a considerable distance from the rest of the structure.
This could be due to its aerodynamic characteristics and
prevailing winds at the time of the accident, rather than
attributing this as the primary cause of the accident."
"You may not agree with the reasoning of the official accident
investigators, but I want you to understand the evidence to date
indicates that the CWT explosion preceded any fuselage breakup,
including damage to the forward cargo door."
4. Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
John Barry Smith
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out
and formed on cold metal fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle
which held cargo door motor on power was chafed by the friction
of continuous vibration against clamp or many door openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water
met the bare wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring
wires and powering on door motor which attempted to turn all
ten cam sectors to unlocked position. At 13700 feet MSL and 300
KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were prevented from

unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the
two midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in
bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed
the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door
at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan
latch sending the latch and door material spinning away in the
setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away
erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground observers
moving all which ways. The aft door frame was clean of
attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin was torn
vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight
latches held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill
while bottom external skin of door blew away. The top piece of
red topped cargo door opened out and up smashing into the white
fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of
the trim was rubbed away showing the white paint underneath
The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage skin
as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of
door flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer
leaving a red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to
be working normally likely having overtravel impression marks
on the opposite hinge when door overextended to slam on
fuselage above. The top piece of the door shows inward damage
when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds
of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty
feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward
of the wing. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts

to leave the aircraft. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed
out of the huge hole equalizing high pressure inside to low
pressure outside while making a very loud noise. Fuselage skin
was peeled outward at various places on the right side of the
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression
of the forward cargo hold severely disrupted the nearby main
equipment compartment which housed power cables and
abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments. The number three engine also ingested metal in
baggage and started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The
number three engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator
blade from the engine was spit out and impacted directly behind
it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the
left from reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air
rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened
nose and crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and
landed in a dense debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered
while the starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn,
and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed
over twenty feet by forty foot explosive decompression zone.
Outward petal shaped fuselage skin appeared at aft midspan latch
from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown away. Outward

peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from
300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers
inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured
trying to equalize middle ear pressure. The plane maneuvered
with huge gaping wound in front increasing drag. The wind force
disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured
tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured wings,
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud
fireball putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving
earlier departed nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank
exploded as well as other nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers
were not burned because they were in the earlier separated
nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to sea level in
windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank
and other fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and
falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out. Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led
to suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose. Streak of
shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening sun to
ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later
ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in

determining ignition source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel
explosion sound on CVR, unilateral fuselage damage, singe
marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate center tank
explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.
Questions about center tank explosion as initial event which
evidence raises.
1. Sudden loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder is described as
start of aircraft breakup but not sound of explosion. Sound on
CVR does not match other staged Boeing 747 center tank
explosion. How can an explosion in the center tank be powerful
enough to start the aircraft breakup and blow off nose of Boeing
747 and not be heard on CVR?
Sudden loud sound is sound of explosive decompression which
gives a sudden loud sound when forward cargo door ruptures/
opens in flight. The TWA 800 sudden loud sound was linked to
PA 103 sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to AI 182
sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to DC-10 cargo
door explosive decompression on CVR. UAL 811 had a cargo
door rupture/open in flight and recorded a sudden loud sound on
the CVR. The sound is the sudden rushing of air molecules
which were compressed now moving fast outward to equalize
with the lower pressure outside air.
2. Center tank explosion would be spherical, not directed, and
would either give no damage forward of the wing or about equal

damage on both sides of the fuselage of TWA 800. The wreckage
reconstruction shows smooth skin with little damage forward of
the wing on the port/left side yet severe, shattered, torn, and
frayed damage on the starboard/right side of the fuselage in the
cargo door area. How can a center tank explosion cause
unilateral damage only on starboard side?
Explosive decompression and rupture of forward cargo door area
when aft midspan latch ruptures would give shattered, torn and
frayed, damage to cargo door area while leaving port/left/
opposite side smooth and light damage. Cargo door rupture
would give the unilateral damage on starboard side as shown by
TWA 800 wreckage.
3. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows outward peeled skin,
outward rupture hole, and paint transfers. Water impact damage
would be inward, not outward. How could water impact damage
produce outward peeled skin, outward rupture hole, and paint
transfers?
Explosive decompression in nose of TWA 800 would give
outward peeled skin in nose, outward rupture hole, and paint
transfers as internal high pressure rushes outward to equalize
with the low outside pressure.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows red paints smears
only above the forward cargo door area and nowhere else on both
side of the Boeing 747 fuselage. This indicates that the red
painted door below ruptured/opened outward, slammed upward,
and smashed into the white painted area above and transferred
red paint from door onto white paint between windows. How did
red paint smears get where they are?

After the rupture at aft midspan latch the door fractured and
upper piece of the red painted door was pushed outward, rotated
on its hinge, slammed upward and smashed into the white
painted fuselage skin above, transferring red paint to the white
painted area between the passengers windows, as shown by the
TWA 800 reconstruction. UAL 811 also had paint transfer from
door to fuselage when its door opened in flight.
5. A center tank explosion would be far enough away from power
cables to allow the Flight Data Recorder to record longer than the
abrupt power cut it suffered. How can a center tank explosion
which is not loud enough to be heard on the CVR and some
distance away be strong enough to abruptly cease power to the
FDR?
The explosive decompression in the cargo compartment would
severely disrupt the cargo hold floor and the adjacent main
equipment compartment in which the FDR and power cables are
located. The severe disruption would abruptly cease power to the
FDR. UAL 811 also had abrupt power cut when its cargo door
opened in flight.
6. How could forward cargo door rupture/open when bottom
eight latches are latched and locked in TWA reconstruction?
The forward cargo door of Boeing 747s is about nine feet by
eight feet square. It has a hinge on the top and eight cam latches
on the bottom. On each nine foot side is one midspan latch. The
bottom eight cam latches go around eight latching pins. Over
each cam latch is a locking sector. The two midspan latches have
no locking sectors. The forward cargo door could rupture at the
midspan latch and the hinge and bottom eight latches could still
be attached to fuselage skin. The top of the door with hinge

attached would tear off with the fuselage skin and spin away. The
bottom eight latches could stay attached to bottom sill and
continue down to the sea with the nose. The middle of the large
door can still be ruptured/opened while the lower part stays
attached to airframe. Doors can open/rupture with most or all
latches latched. TWA 800 reconstruction shows aft mid span
latch missing which implies it became unlatched. The aft door
frame sill is smooth and not attached to door which implies door
opened in that area.
7. How could forward cargo door rupture cause center tank
explosion?
When cargo door ruptures in flight a huge hole is created in nose
which the 300 knot slipstream tears off. The falling, noseless,
structurally compromised aircraft disintegrated into wings of
rupturing fuel tanks, fuselage pieces including center tank, and
spinning hot on fire jet engine. When falling debris reached about
7500 feet, the fodded on fire engine number three ignited the fuel
cloud and center fuel tank into a fireball. Center tank fire/
explosion occurred but later and lower than forward cargo door
rupture initial event.
Event, consequence, significance, source for destruction
sequence:
1. Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996.
NTSB exhibits gave takeoff time and temperatures plus the
airconditioning system in Boeing 747s.

2. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage skin.
Water was available to ground any bare wires to fuselage skin.
Observation made of water cascading out of forward cargo hold
of Boeing airliner by John Barry Smith standing in concourse at
San Francisco Airport on December 6, 1997.
3. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp
or many door openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle
was worn through to insulation and then worn through to bare
wire.
Bare wires can be shorted to ground causing power to go to door
motor. NTSB exhibits list two forward cargo hold charred wiring
fires. NTSB hearing on aging aircraft detailed problems with
poly-x wiring chafing from vibration. NTSB AAR 92/02 detailed
problems with chafing wires causing door motor to turn on. TWA
800 had poly-x wiring.
4. Condensed water met the bare wire and shorted against
fuselage metal charring wires and powering on door motor which
attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked position.
Event explains how door motor got power to turn on. NTSB
exhibits list two previous cargo hold charred wire fires. NTSB
AAR 92/02 lists two uncommanded cargo door opening on
Boeing 747s caused by electrical problems, UAL preflight and
UAL 811.
5. At 13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam
sectors were prevented from unlocking because of strengthened

locking sectors. However, the two midspan latches have no
locking sectors.
The eight bottom latches held tight to locking pins because of
AD 88-12-04 which strengthened all the eight locking sectors.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the AD, door, and all latches.
6. The slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam
latches allowed the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center
allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the
forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.
UAL 811 had small rupture at aft midspan latch as shown in
photograph in NTSB AAR 92/02. NTSB exhibit lists 3.5 PSI
pressure differential. TWA 800 was extremely old aircraft with
over 93000 flight hours.
7. The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at
midspan latch sending the latch and door material spinning away
in the setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun
away erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground
observers moving all which ways.
Press reports reveal eyewitnesses say different colored streaks
going every which way from all directions. Time of 8:31 PM and
angle of low sun to aircraft in east and observers to the west had
to be perfectly aligned for spinning falling shiny piece of metal
to reflect as streak to observers.
8. The aft door frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged
outward.
Aft midspan latch blown away at rupture time and caused

outward bulge. NTSB reconstruction photograph shows bulge
and missing latch.
9. Fuselage skin was torn vertically.
Explosive decompression bursts outward limited by stringers and
bulkheads which are vertical and match the other cargo door
accident, UAL 811. NTSB photograph shows the vertical tears of
TWA 800.
10. The door fractured and shattered.
NTSB photograph shows the damage. 38000 pounds of force
were suddenly released onto now weakened door and it burst
apart. 99 inches times 110 inches times 3.5 PSI equals 38115
pounds of force on the ten latches and hinge.
11. The bottom eight latches held tight to the bottom eight latch
pins on bottom sill while bottom external skin of door blew
away.
The bottom of large door held tight while middle of door
ruptured in a troublesome section of a high time Boeing 747,
Section 41 and Section 42. TWA 800 had not yet had the Section
41 retrofit. NTSB exhibit states bottom eight latches latched.
12. The top piece of red topped cargo door opened out and up
smashing into the white fuselage skin above it leaving the red
paint of the door on the white paint between passenger windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the
white paint underneath. The top piece of the door took the hinge
with it and fuselage skin as it is tore away.

The loose red painted trim piece and top of door flew directly aft
and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a red paint
transfer mark on it.
The hinge still appears to be working normally likely having
overtravel impression marks on the opposite hinge when door
overextended to slam on fuselage above.
The top piece of the door shows inward damage when it hit
fuselage above.
Sequence of door opening out and up and transferring paint
above is described in text and drawing in NTSB AAR 92/02.
Inward movement of top of door is described in AAR 92/02.
Normal working hinge attached to top of door is described in
AAR 92/02. Overtravel impression damage is described in text
and picture in AAR 92/02.
13. The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand
pounds of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about
twenty feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose
forward of the wing.
NTSB photograph shows decompression rectangle zone on right
side of nose.
14. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave
the aircraft.
The first parts of plane to depart indicate trouble started there.
NTSB exhibits show first parts to leave were from cargo
structure.

15. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole equalizing high pressure inside to low pressure outside
while making a very loud noise.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states crew of UAL 811 heard a 'tremendous
explosion,' when door opened in flight.
16. Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the
right side of the nose.
Outward peeling indicates force from within, not without. UAL
811 had same outward peeling of fuselage skin in cargo door
area.
17. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound.
Sound matches other Boeing 747 sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression and a DC-10 cargo door decompression sound
according to NTSB chart.
18. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment
which housed power cables and abruptly shut off power to the
Flight Data Recorder.
Cables for power and signal run through the forward cargo hold
to the adjacent MEC. The cargo floor is severely disrupted when
explosive decompression occurs in cargo hold according to
AAIB 2/90 report and will cut off power abruptly.
19. At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.

Where did those bodies go? What happened to them to reduce
them to bone fragments requiring DNA analysis to identify? At
least nine bodies always disappear when explosive
decompression occurs in high time Boeing 747s according to
AAIB, NTSB, TSB and Indian reports.
20. The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and
started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three
engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator blade from the
engine was spit out and impacted directly behind it in the right
horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the sequence of FOD into number
three and also number four and the subsequent vibration and fire.
21. The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised.
AAR 92/02, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe
the downward movement of the floor beams above cargo
compartment.
22. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air rushed into
the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling skin
outward.
AAR 92/02 describes the actions of the aircraft after door opened
in flight.

23. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it into the large hole.
AAIB and TSB/Indian reports describe how nose came off after
explosion in forward cargo hold at 300 KCAS of two Boeing
747s.
24. The nose tore off and landed in a dense debris heap apart
from the rest of the plane.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian Court, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits
describe the dense nose debris field present when nose comes off
in flight of three Boeing 747s.
25. The port side forward of the wing was smooth and
unshattered while the starboard side forward of the wing was
shattered, torn, and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and
severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty foot explosive
decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch
was blown away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout.
Fuselage skin remained smooth next to blown out skin.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian, and NTSB photographs describe the
lesser damage port side nose compared to the more severely
damaged starboard side as well as the outward peeled skin on
nose of three Boeing 747s.
27. The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated
from 300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers.
Passengers inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which
ruptured trying to equalize middle ear pressure.

Passenger injuries are described in NTSB exhibits, TSB/Indian
report, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB exhibits.
28. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and
wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The
broken fuselage, the ruptured wings, the fuel cloud, the center
tank, and the spinning, on fire engine number three met at 7500
feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball putting singe marks
on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed nose burn and
singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other nearby
fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they
were in the earlier separated nose. The debris fell and spread out
from 7500 feet to sea level in windblown southeast direction,
leaving a wide debris field. Ground observers heard the fireball
explosion of the center tank and other fuel and looked up. They
saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
NTSB exhibits describe the breakup sequence and NTSB video
shows fireball seconds later and thousands of feet lower than
initial event. Engine number three was on fire for AAIB 2/90 and
number four was on fire for NTSB AAR 92/02 after cargo hold
ruptures.
29. Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out.
Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led to
suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose.
Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening
sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but

later ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event.
Press reports, FBI reports, and NTSB reports describe the bomb,
missile and center tank explanations.
30. There were difficulties in determining ignition source, fuel
volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to
corroborate center tank explosion as initial explosion.
NTSB public hearing reveals the gaps in the center tank as initial
event explanation.
31. Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.
NTSB Exhibit 15C, part two, is used to rule out cargo door
rupture. It has one sentence.
5. Fifty facts that support forward cargo door opening in flight by
chafed wiring shorting door motor for TWA 800.
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door

9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak in all 747s
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side of TWA 800
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all

35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing of TWA 800
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 21, 1998 10:44:16 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Trial, exposure, attention,understanding

Posted at 9:51 a.m. PDT Tuesday, July 21,
1998
US, Britain consider
alternative trial sites
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Ten years after the
bombing of
a Pan Am jetliner, the United States and
Britain are
considering trial of two accused Libyans
under Scottish
law in the Netherlands, a senior U.S.
official said today.
However, a decision on a ``practical
alternative'' to a trial
in the United States or Britain, which
Libyan leader
Moammar Gadhafi has rejected, has not
been reached
yet, said the official, who spoke to The
Associated Press
on condition of anonymity.
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
Albright and
Sandy Berger, the national security

assistant to President
Clinton, arranged, meanwhile, to telephone
members of
the families of the victims to inform them
of
developments.
The State Department spokesman, James P.
Rubin,
reiterated that Libya must submit the
suspects to U.S. or
Scottish courts. ``It's been 10 years,'' he
said. ``The
victims and their families have been
waiting too long for
justice.''
The bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over
Lockerbie,
Scotland, killed all 259 people on board,
most of them
Americans, and 11 others on the ground. It
was Britain's
worst terrorist attack.
``We have been exploring alternative ways
to bring the
suspects to justice,'' Rubin said. ``So far,
we haven't
found any practical alternatives to a trial in
the United
States or Scotland.

``The bottom line is the heinous nature of
this crime
requires the standards that only the United
States or
British justice systems can provide,'' he
said.
The Guardian. a newspaper in Britain, said
British
Foreign Secretary Robin Cook and
Albright would
announce in the next few days that the trial
could take
place in The Hague, the Netherlands.
The Hague is home to the International
Court of Justice
and the Bosnia War Crimes Tribunal.
The Guardian said the decision followed
growing
evidence that 6-year-old U.N. sanctions
imposed on
Libya were not working.
The Foreign Office would not comment on
the specifics
of the report. ``U.N. Security Council
resolutions require
the Libyans to surrender the two men,'' said
a
spokeswoman, speaking on condition of
anonymity.

``British policy remains that Libya must
comply with
these binding resolutions.''
Rubin also said the U.N. sanctions must be
enforced.
A 1992 U.N. resolution that imposed an
arms and air
embargo on Libya to force Gadhafi to hand
over the
suspects calls for trial in the United States
or Britain.
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora died in
the attack and
who has lobbied for the men to be tried in a
neutral
venue, said it was time to break the
impasse. ``Common
sense dictates that something has to be
done.''
The two suspects -- Libyan intelligence
agents Abdel
Basset al-Megrahi and Lamen Khalifa
Fhimah -- were
indicted in Scotland and the United States
in 1991 for
planting the bomb that blew up the airliner
over
Lockerbie.

Some countries have eased sanctions since
Libya agreed
earlier this year to turn over the two
suspects for trial in a
third country under Scottish law. The
United States and
Britain rejected the offer.
The British have cited practical difficulties,
such as the
need for legislation to allow a trial in a
third country, and
the unseemliness of the accused choosing
where they are
to be tried.
In December, the ninth anniversary of the
bombing,
relatives of British victims presented a
petition
demanding that the government accept the
Libyan
proposal.
Swire, who represents some of the British
relatives, met
with leaders of the Organization of African
Unity and the
Arab League in April to press them to
persuade Gadhafi
to hand the suspects over. He returned
home saying the
Libyan proposal, which would see the men

tried by an
international panel of judges headed by a
Scottish judge,
was workable.
Bert Ammerman, 51, of River Vale, N.J.,
who lost his
younger brother Tom in the Dec. 21, 1988,
disaster, said
the Guardian report, if true, is what he has
advocated for
the past four years.
``We're calling Gadhafi's bluff. Now it's
back in his court
and he's the one being squeezed,'' said
Ammerman,
principal of Northern Valley Regional High
School at
Demarest, N.J.
However, some families will oppose the
decision, he
said.

US, UK agree to Lockerbie
trial in The Hague
LONDON (Reuters) -- Britain and the
United States have
decided two Libyans accused of bombing a

Pan Am
airliner over Lockerbie, Scotland in 1988
can face trial in
the Hague under Scottish law, Britain's
Guardian
newspaper reported today.
The paper said Britain's Foreign Secretary
Robin Cook
and U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright will
announce the decision simultaneously in
London and
Washington in the next few days.
A spokesman for Britain's Foreign Office
would not
confirm such an announcement is to take
place. ``Our
policy remains unchanged, and that is
Libya must
surrender the suspects for trial in Scotland
or the U.S.,''
said the spokesman.
The Guardian said Britain and the United
States had
reached agreement on the issue earlier this
month, but
had been unable to announce it until a new
government
had been installed in the Netherlands,
whose approval is

needed for the trial to go ahead.
Dutch Queen Beatrix asked acting Prime
Minister Wim
Kok on Monday to appoint a new cabinet,
the final step
in forming a new government after
elections on May 6.
Libya has said it would hand over the
suspects if a trial
was held in a neutral venue by an
international panel of
judges. Britain and the United States insist
on a trial in
one of their countries.
The U.N. Security Council imposed
sanctions on Libya
in 1992 for failing to extradite the two
men.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 20, 1998 7:47:56 PM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Perfect

Perfect.
Barry
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 20, 1998 4:31:14 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com, hazles@NTSB.gov
Subject: Fwd: Wiring/Cargo Door PressConference today, 19

July 1998

Dear Shelly,
I have received the following from John Barry Smith. Whatever
one thinks of
Mr Smith's style and presentation (which, I confess, I find
original and
refreshing) the material does seem extremely detailed. As a
reporter with
extensive experience of reporting on aircraft accidents, including
the 1979
Dan-Air 748, 1986 Boeing Chinook, 1996 Loganair Air
Ambulance and other UK
Air Accident Investigation Branch inquiries), I find Mr Smith's
theory
increasingly persuasive.
I wonder if I could trouble you for an equally detailed NTSB
commentary on
the evidence and arguments Mr Smith puts forward? I presume
that your
officials will have gone over this ground painstakingly and will
have on
file detailed replies to Mr Smith's concerns, so that my request
need not
generate additional work for NTSB staff.
The reason I ask is that I am anxious to present as balanced a
picture as
possible in the article I am writing about this for circulation in
the UK
press. Obviously there is a Lockerbie angle and I do not wish to

distress
anyone unncessarily but if what Mr Smith says is true then it
would appear
that there is, at the very least, an alternative and plausible
explanation
to the almost universally accepted Libyan bomb theory.
I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience
and, as a
courtesy to Mr Smith, am copying this to him.
Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Editor,
Shetland News Agency
*********** BEGIN FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
On 20/07/98, at 00:49, John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
wrote:
The PressConference has started:
Greetings to members of the press from the person who called
this press
conference, this cyberspace press conference, John Barry Smith
representing
an alternative explanation for the crash of TWA 800, wiring/
cargo door.
As other TWA 800 explanations have press conferences such as
FBI with

bomb,
NTSB with center tank first, NTSB hearings for meteor, and
tomorrow, 20
July 1998, for the missile people; and today, 19 July 1998 is
wiring/cargo
door press conference.
Regarding alternate explanations: I was not specifically invited
but I
had
received the following: "You are invited to attend this special
[missile]
briefing for the media at 9:00 A.M., Monday, July 20, 1998 in
the
ballroom
of the Army and Navy Club, 901 17th St., N.W., Washington,
DC. A
continental breakfast will be served. The briefing is under the
auspices
of ARAP, Associated Retired Aviation Professionals. Donaldson's
report can
be found at http://members.aol.com/fl800/index.html."
Good luck to the missile people and their press conference
tomorrow. All
alternate theories need to be investigated thoroughly and receive
scrutiny
from the public and their representatives, the media.
Today is Wiring/Cargo Door PressConference in cyberspace.
Members of the press, TV, radio, newsletters, and magazines,
paper and

electronic, welcome to the wiring/cargo door explanation
presented by John
Barry Smith.
No conspiracies, no coverups, and no plots. Just facts, data,
evidence,
and
closely reasoned conclusions that your hard cynical eyes can see
through
in
an instant if nonsense. You can tell the real from the false just by
looking at it. Let's look at it.
Dim lights, focus on screen. Cyberslideshow starts.
TWA 800
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.

13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak in all 747s
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
of TWA 800
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly
at
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of
the
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and
locking handle missing from recovery effort

32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner,
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing of TWA 800
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are
in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles

off coast of Long Island
Raise lights, slide show machine off.
Dear investigative editors and reporters: the above are all facts
and can
be confirmed by official government sources such as accident
reports,
photographs, and testimony. You have corroboration in your files
of
previous emails from me over a period of years. I am available at
your
convenience to document any of the above facts to your
satisfaction. Or
delete the fact as unworthy of consideration as possibly tainted.
We have all met before, either in person, on the phone, in email,
or by
letter. You know a lot about the wiring/cargo door explanation to
ask
intelligent questions which will either rule it in or rule it out. If
ruled
out, wiring/cargo door explanation can be dismissed and another
wasted
press conference, grab some sandwiches on the way out. If ruled
in, then
decisive, quick action must be taken which is left up to you. If
still in
doubt, one way or the other, ask questions to resolve
discrepancies in
your
mind.

What questions do you have of me, the press conference caller,
who stands
before you, the press conference attendees, having presented his
reasonable
mechanical explanation for TWA 800 that has happened before
and is not yet
confirmed and fixed?
You know all the basics and you know about me, so I await a
good question
about TWA 800.
If you ask, "Mr. Night Fiery Fatal Jet Crash Survivor Smith, how
do you
think it happened?"
My answer is below.
Dim Lights, focus on screen, start slide show.
Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
John Barry Smith
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold
conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New
York on July
17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold
metal
fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor
on power was
chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or
many door

openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn
through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water
met the
bare
wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring wires and
powering on
door
motor which attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked
position. At
13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors
were prevented
from unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors.
However, the two
midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in bellcranks,
torque
tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed the aft midspan
latch to
rotate just past center allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to
rupture
outward the forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan
latch
sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting
sun which
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and
appeared as
red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways.
The aft door
frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged outward.
Fuselage skin
was

torn vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom
eight
latches
held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill while
bottom
external skin of door blew away. The top piece of red topped
cargo door
opened out and up smashing into the white fuselage skin above it
leaving
the red paint of the door on the white paint between passenger
windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the
white paint
underneath The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and
fuselage
skin as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top
of door
flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer
leaving a
red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to be
working
normally likely having overtravel impression marks on the
opposite hinge
when door overextended to slam on fuselage above. The top
piece of the
door
shows inward damage when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds
of
internal
force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet wide
and forty

feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing. Parts
of the
cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave the aircraft. The
now
uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge hole
equalizing high
pressure inside to low pressure outside while making a very loud
noise.
Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the right
side of
the
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as
a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression of the
forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment
which housed
power
cables and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.
The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and
started on fire
from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine with
pylon
started to vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out
and
impacted directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and
broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural

members of door
and frame were gone and compromised. The flight attitude of the
aircraft
was askew to the left from reaction of explosive decompression
to the
right. Air rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and
frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened
nose and
crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and landed in a
dense
debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered
while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and
frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet
by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped
fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch
was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage
skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from
300 knots
and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers inside
fuselage had
baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to equalize
middle ear

pressure. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in
front increasing
drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel
poured out
of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the
ruptured
wings, the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire
engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud
fireball
putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier
departed
nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well
as other
nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because
they were in
the earlier separated nose.The debris fell and spread out from
7500 feet
to
sea level in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris
field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank
and other
fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb
in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out. Debris ejected to
the right
from explosive decompression led to suspicion of missile
exploding on left
side of nose. Streak of shiny metal object spinning away

reflecting
evening
sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but
later
ruled
out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center
tank
explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in determining
ignition
source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR,
unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to
corroborate
center tank explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is
initially rejected because bottom eight latches are found latched
around
locking pins while two midspan latches are unexamined and
status
unreported.
Questions about center tank explosion as initial event which
evidence
raises.
1. Sudden loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder is described as
start of
aircraft breakup but not sound of explosion. Sound on CVR does

not match
other staged Boeing 747 center tank explosion. How can an
explosion in the
center tank be powerful enough to start the aircraft breakup and
blow off
nose of Boeing 747 and not be heard on CVR?
Sudden loud sound is sound of explosive decompression which
gives a sudden
loud sound when forward cargo door ruptures/opens in flight.
The TWA 800
sudden loud sound was linked to PA 103 sudden loud sound on
CVR which was
linked to AI 182 sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to
DC-10 cargo
door explosive decompression on CVR. UAL 811 had a cargo
door rupture/open
in flight and recorded a sudden loud sound on the CVR. The
sound is the
sudden rushing of air molecules which were compressed now
moving fast
outward to equalize with the lower pressure outside air.
2. Center tank explosion would be spherical, not directed, and
would
either
give no damage forward of the wing or about equal damage on
both sides of
the fuselage of TWA 800. The wreckage reconstruction shows
smooth skin
with
little damage forward of the wing on the port/left side yet severe,
shattered, torn, and frayed damage on the starboard/right side of

the
fuselage in the cargo door area. How can a center tank explosion
cause
unilateral damage only on starboard side?
Explosive decompression and rupture of forward cargo door area
when aft
midspan latch ruptures would give shattered, torn and frayed,
damage to
cargo door area while leaving port/left/opposite side smooth and
light
damage. Cargo door rupture would give the unilateral damage on
starboard
side as shown by TWA 800 wreckage.
3. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows outward peeled skin,
outward
rupture hole, and paint transfers. Water impact damage would be
inward,
not
outward. How could water impact damage produce outward
peeled skin,
outward
rupture hole, and paint transfers?
Explosive decompression in nose of TWA 800 would give
outward peeled skin
in nose, outward rupture hole, and paint transfers as internal high
pressure rushes outward to equalize with the low outside
pressure.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows red paints smears
only above the

forward cargo door area and nowhere else on both side of the
Boeing 747
fuselage. This indicates that the red painted door below ruptured/
opened
outward, slammed upward, and smashed into the white painted
area above and
transferred red paint from door onto white paint between
windows. How did
red paint smears get where they are?
After the rupture at aft midspan latch the door fractured and
upper piece
of the red painted door was pushed outward, rotated on its hinge,
slammed
upward and smashed into the white painted fuselage skin above,
transferring
red paint to the white painted area between the passengers
windows, as
shown by the TWA 800 reconstruction. UAL 811 also had paint
transfer from
door to fuselage when its door opened in flight.
5. A center tank explosion would be far enough away from power
cables to
allow the Flight Data Recorder to record longer than the abrupt
power cut
it suffered. How can a center tank explosion which is not loud
enough to
be
heard on the CVR and some distance away be strong enough to
abruptly cease
power to the FDR?

The explosive decompression in the cargo compartment would
severely
disrupt
the cargo hold floor and the adjacent main equipment
compartment in which
the FDR and power cables are located. The severe disruption
would abruptly
cease power to the FDR. UAL 811 also had abrupt power cut
when its cargo
door opened in flight.
6. How could forward cargo door rupture/open when bottom
eight latches are
latched and locked in TWA reconstruction?
The forward cargo door of Boeing 747s is about nine feet by
eight feet
square. It has a hinge on the top and eight cam latches on the
bottom. On
each nine foot side is one midspan latch. The bottom eight cam
latches go
around eight latching pins. Over each cam latch is a locking
sector. The
two midspan latches have no locking sectors. The forward cargo
door could
rupture at the midspan latch and the hinge and bottom eight
latches could
still be attached to fuselage skin. The top of the door with hinge
attached
would tear off with the fuselage skin and spin away. The bottom
eight
latches could stay attached to bottom sill and continue down to
the sea

with the nose. The middle of the large door can still be ruptured/
opened
while the lower part stays attached to airframe. Doors can open/
rupture
with most or all latches latched. TWA 800 reconstruction shows
aft mid
span
latch missing which implies it became unlatched. The aft door
frame sill
is
smooth and not attached to door which implies door opened in
that area.
7. How could forward cargo door rupture cause center tank
explosion?
When cargo door ruptures in flight a huge hole is created in nose
which
the
300 knot slipstream tears off. The falling, noseless, structurally
compromised aircraft disintegrated into wings of rupturing fuel
tanks,
fuselage pieces including center tank, and spinning hot on fire jet
engine.
When falling debris reached about 7500 feet, the fodded on fire
engine
number three ignited the fuel cloud and center fuel tank into a
fireball.
Center tank fire/explosion occurred but later and lower than
forward cargo
door rupture initial event.
Event, consequence, significance, source for destruction

sequence:
1. Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold
conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New
York on July
17, 1996.
NTSB exhibits gave takeoff time and temperatures plus the
airconditioning
system in Boeing 747s.
2. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage
skin.
Water was available to ground any bare wires to fuselage skin.
Observation
made of water cascading out of forward cargo hold of Boeing
airliner by
John Barry Smith standing in concourse at San Francisco Airport
on
December
6, 1997.
3. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was chafed by
the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or many door
openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation
and
then worn through to bare wire.

Bare wires can be shorted to ground causing power to go to door
motor.
NTSB
exhibits list two forward cargo hold charred wiring fires. NTSB
hearing on
aging aircraft detailed problems with poly-x wiring chafing from
vibration.
NTSB AAR 92/02 detailed problems with chafing wires causing
door motor to
turn on. TWA 800 had poly-x wiring.
4. Condensed water met the bare wire and shorted against
fuselage metal
charring wires and powering on door motor which attempted to
turn all ten
cam sectors to unlocked position.
Event explains how door motor got power to turn on. NTSB
exhibits list two
previous cargo hold charred wire fires. NTSB AAR 92/02 lists
two
uncommanded cargo door opening on Boeing 747s caused by
electrical
problems, UAL preflight and UAL 811.
5. At 13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam
sectors were
prevented from unlocking because of strengthened locking
sectors. However,
the two midspan latches have no locking sectors.
The eight bottom latches held tight to locking pins because of

AD 88-12-04
which strengthened all the eight locking sectors. NTSB AAR
92/02 describes
the AD, door, and all latches.
6. The slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam
latches
allowed the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing
the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door
at the aft
midspan latch.
UAL 811 had small rupture at aft midspan latch as shown in
photograph in
NTSB AAR 92/02. NTSB exhibit lists 3.5 PSI pressure
differential. TWA 800
was extremely old aircraft with over 93000 flight hours.
7. The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at
midspan latch
sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting
sun which
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and
appeared as
red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways.
Press reports reveal eyewitnesses say different colored streaks
going
every
which way from all directions. Time of 8:31 PM and angle of
low sun to
aircraft in east and observers to the west had to be perfectly

aligned for
spinning falling shiny piece of metal to reflect as streak to
observers.
8. The aft door frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged
outward.
Aft midspan latch blown away at rupture time and caused
outward bulge.
NTSB
reconstruction photograph shows bulge and missing latch.
9. Fuselage skin was torn vertically.
Explosive decompression bursts outward limited by stringers and
bulkheads
which are vertical and match the other cargo door accident, UAL
811. NTSB
photograph shows the vertical tears of TWA 800.
10. The door fractured and shattered.
NTSB photograph shows the damage. 38000 pounds of force
were suddenly
released onto now weakened door and it burst apart. 99 inches
times 110
inches times 3.5 PSI equals 38115 pounds of force on the ten
latches and
hinge.
11. The bottom eight latches held tight to the bottom eight latch
pins on
bottom sill while bottom external skin of door blew away.

The bottom of large door held tight while middle of door
ruptured in a
troublesome section of a high time Boeing 747, Section 41 and
Section 42.
TWA 800 had not yet had the Section 41 retrofit. NTSB exhibit
states
bottom
eight latches latched.
12. The top piece of red topped cargo door opened out and up
smashing into
the white fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door
on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of
the trim was
rubbed away showing the white paint underneath. The top piece
of the door
took the hinge with it and fuselage skin as it is tore away.
The loose red painted trim piece and top of door flew directly aft
and
impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a red paint
transfer mark
on it.
The hinge still appears to be working normally likely having
overtravel
impression marks on the opposite hinge when door overextended
to slam on
fuselage above.
The top piece of the door shows inward damage when it hit

fuselage above.
Sequence of door opening out and up and transferring paint
above is
described in text and drawing in NTSB AAR 92/02. Inward
movement of top of
door is described in AAR 92/02. Normal working hinge attached
to top of
door is described in AAR 92/02. Overtravel impression damage
is described
in text and picture in AAR 92/02.
13. The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand
pounds of
internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet
wide
and
forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing.
NTSB photograph shows decompression rectangle zone on right
side of nose.
14. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave
the
aircraft.
The first parts of plane to depart indicate trouble started there.
NTSB
exhibits show first parts to leave were from cargo structure.
15. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole
equalizing high pressure inside to low pressure outside while

making a
very
loud noise.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states crew of UAL 811 heard a 'tremendous
explosion,' when
door opened in flight.
16. Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the
right side
of
the nose.
Outward peeling indicates force from within, not without. UAL
811 had same
outward peeling of fuselage skin in cargo door area.
17. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a
sudden loud sound.
Sound matches other Boeing 747 sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression
and a DC-10 cargo door decompression sound according to
NTSB chart.
18. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo hold
severely
disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment which housed
power cables
and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
Cables for power and signal run through the forward cargo hold

to the
adjacent MEC. The cargo floor is severely disrupted when
explosive
decompression occurs in cargo hold according to AAIB 2/90
report and will
cut off power abruptly.
19. At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.
Where did those bodies go? What happened to them to reduce
them to bone
fragments requiring DNA analysis to identify? At least nine
bodies always
disappear when explosive decompression occurs in high time
Boeing 747s
according to AAIB, NTSB, TSB and Indian reports.
20. The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and
started on
fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine
with pylon
started to vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out
and
impacted directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the sequence of FOD into number
three and also
number four and the subsequent vibration and fire.
21. The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and
broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural

members of door
and frame were gone and compromised.
AAR 92/02, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe
the downward
movement of the floor beams above cargo compartment.
22. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction
of explosive decompression to the right. Air rushed into the hole
and
weakened other skin and frame peeling skin outward.
AAR 92/02 describes the actions of the aircraft after door opened
in
flight.
23. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it
into the large hole.
AAIB and TSB/Indian reports describe how nose came off after
explosion in
forward cargo hold at 300 KCAS of two Boeing 747s.
24. The nose tore off and landed in a dense debris heap apart
from the
rest
of the plane.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian Court, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits
describe the dense
nose debris field present when nose comes off in flight of three

Boeing
747s.
25. The port side forward of the wing was smooth and
unshattered while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and
frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet
by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped
fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch
was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage
skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian, and NTSB photographs describe the
lesser damage
port
side nose compared to the more severely damaged starboard side
as well as
the outward peeled skin on nose of three Boeing 747s.
27. The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated
from 300
knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers
inside
fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to
equalize
middle ear pressure.
Passenger injuries are described in NTSB exhibits, TSB/Indian

report, AAIB
2/90, and NTSB exhibits.
28. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing drag.
The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured
out of
ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the
ruptured wings,
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number
three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball
putting
singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed
nose burn
and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other
nearby fuel
tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they were in
the earlier
separated nose. The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to
sea level
in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground
observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank and other
fuel
and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
NTSB exhibits describe the breakup sequence and NTSB video
shows fireball
seconds later and thousands of feet lower than initial event.
Engine
number
three was on fire for AAIB 2/90 and number four was on fire for

NTSB AAR
92/02 after cargo hold ruptures.
29. Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of
bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out.
Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led to
suspicion
of missile exploding on left side of nose.
Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening
sun to
ground
observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center
tank
explosion as initial event.
Press reports, FBI reports, and NTSB reports describe the bomb,
missile
and
center tank explanations.
30. There were difficulties in determining ignition source, fuel
volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral
fuselage
damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate
center tank
explosion as initial explosion.

NTSB public hearing reveals the gaps in the center tank as initial
event
explanation.
31. Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight
is
initially rejected because bottom eight latches are found latched
around
locking pins while two midspan latches are unexamined and
status
unreported.
NTSB Exhibit 15C, part two, is used to rule out cargo door
rupture. It has
one sentence.

Raise lights, exhibit over, bring the lights back up, machine off,
drink
coffee, check watch, get out of happy daydream and back into
death and
destruction, TWA 800.
Dear Electronic members of the aviation oriented press who are
comfortable
with email: To reply to my calling of the Wiring/Cargo Door
explanation
Press Conference of 19 July 1998, all you need do is hit the
'reply'
button, type in your thoughts, questions, insults, praise or
remonstrations

and hit 'send'.
re*mon*strate \ri-"man-'strat\ vb -strat*ed; -strat*ing : to plead in
opposition to something : speak in protest or reproof syn
expostulate,
object, protest
After transmitting your thoughts to me via email about this issue
close to
our hearts, aviation safety, I will respond with as much attention
as I
can. Your words are important to me, either to knock down or
build up.
Over
the two years I have responded in depth and in length to you.
I invite close criticism of interpretations of fact I have made. I
may be
wrong.
I can debunk center tank as first, missile never happened, and
meteor is
unlikely but still possible until a more likely reason...such as
wiring/cargo door, and event which has happened before is
confirmed. But,
let the alternative explanations have their day, and they have.
This is Wiring/Cargo Door day PressConference.
Is it all quiet? Are there no questions? Are there no shouts of 'Mr.
President, Mr. President!", whoops, wrong press conference.
Is my style not serious enough to warrant respect? As someone

who knows
about death in plane crashes let me tell you I am very serious
when I make
fun of press conferences. This cyberspace one is better. It has cut
and
paste. It has speed plus accountability. It has attachments. All my
words
are recorded. I had best be consistent.
I've attached a picture of the hull rupture zone of TWA 800. I
hope you
get
it. It's called Pressconference1.JPG and has the color visual
image on
NTSB
photograph of the red paint smears, outward peeled skin, and
petal shaped
bulge at the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door of TWA
800
carcass
in the hangar in Calverton.
Here is an email I sent exactly two years ago, 19 July 1996.
"To: newyork@fbi.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Crash Theory
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
I have a reasonable explanation for the cause of crash of TWA
flight 800.
May I speak with someone involved with aircraft accident

investigations? I
have extensive aircraft experience and am a retired military
officer. It's
worth listening to.
email at barry@corazon.com
phone 4086593552
address 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley Ca 93924"
Dear Attendees to the Wiring/Cargo door PressConference of 19
July 1998,
the above is still true today, many days and months later. The
address is
the same too but the area code is now 831. 831 6559 3552 is
phone.
So, shall we play the cyberspace press conference game? I'm
ready,
willing,
and able. Let the interviews start.
The honor of the first question goes to....first come, first served;
now
that's democratic.
Regards,

John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
8316593552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley Ca 93924

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

*********** END FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
Attachment converted: Master:Pressconference1.JPG (JPEG/
JVWR) (0000F948)
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>
This message has the following attachments:
file://localhost/Users/barry/Library/Mail/
Attachments/.DS_Store

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 16, 1998 12:15:35 AM PDT
To: Bonnie <bonnie@online.discovery.com>
Subject: Re: For TLC TWA 800

I forwarded your letter to the TV side of Discovery Channel
(their email
address is Viewer_Relations@discovery.com).

DearBonnie, thank you.

Due to the high volume of
requests, it may take a week or two for them to get back to you.
Fine.
If you'd
like a quicker response, you can call them at 1-888-404-5969
Monday Friday 8 AM - 6 PM EST.
Thanks.

Here's the URL link for Discovery's Television FAQ list which
may help
answer some of your questions:

http://www.discovery.com/about/tv.html

OK, I'll go there.
Thanks for checking out Discovery Online!
Thank you for thanking me!
KOMO-TV Channel 4 ABC Seattle did an interview with me.
Josh Kerns was the aviation correspondent/interviewer.
JoshK@komotv.com
Regards,
Bonnie@online.discovery.com
Regards,
Barry Smith
Wiring/cargo door guy for TWA 800

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 16, 1998 12:15:29 AM PDT
To: Viewer_Relations@discovery.com
Subject: Referral to you from Bonnie@online.discovery.com

Dear Viewer Relation person, 15 July 98
Well, I was referred to you by Bonnie@online.discovery.com
who feels my input for TWA 800 as wiring/cargo door cause was
in your area.
Essentially you did a story on the NTSB investigation for TWA
800; now do citizen investigations to include recent Dr. Elaine
Scarry, HIRF citizen investigator, and this wiring/cargo door

citizen investigator John Barry Smith. You can get full grasp of
my nine year depth of research and 1200 page website with
scanned in accident reports and analysis at www.corazon.com of
hull ruptures in high time Boeing 747s.
Below is email I sent to Bonnie.
I welcome queries.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley CA 93924
I forwarded your letter to the TV side of Discovery Channel
(their email
address is Viewer_Relations@discovery.com).

DearBonnie, Thank you.

Due to the high volume of
requests, it may take a week or two for them to get back to you.
Fine.
If you'd
like a quicker response, you can call them at 1-888-404-5969
Monday Friday 8 AM - 6 PM EST.

Thanks.

Here's the URL link for Discovery's Television FAQ list which
may help
answer some of your questions:

http://www.discovery.com/about/tv.html
OK, I'll go there.
Thanks for checking out Discovery Online!
Thank you for thanking me!
KOMO-TV Channel 4 ABC Seattle did an interview with me.
Josh Kerns was the aviation correspondent/interviewer.
JoshK@komotv.com
Regards,
Bonnie@online.discovery.com
Regards,
Barry Smith
Wiring/cargo door guy for TWA 800

From: Bonnie <bonnie@online.discovery.com>
Date: July 15, 1998 6:19:31 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@CORAZON.COM>

Subject: Re: For TLC TWA 800

At 06:02 7/11/98 +0000, you wrote:
www.corazon. com has details on an alternative mechanical
explanation for
TWA 800 and has precedent, wiring chafing to short forward
cargo door motor
to unlatch postion allowing explosive decompression when door
ruptures.
It's a reasonable explanation for TLC investigators as they do the
series
on TWA 800.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
I forwarded your letter to the TV side of Discovery Channel
(their email
address is Viewer_Relations@discovery.com). Due to the high
volume of
requests, it may take a week or two for them to get back to you.
If you'd
like a quicker response, you can call them at 1-888-404-5969
Monday Friday 8 AM - 6 PM EST.
Here's the URL link for Discovery's Television FAQ list which
may help

answer some of your questions:

http://www.discovery.com/about/tv.html
Thanks for checking out Discovery Online!
Regards,
Bonnie@online.discovery.com

From: Bonnie <bonnie@online.discovery.com>
Date: July 15, 1998 5:51:59 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@CORAZON.COM>
Subject: Re: For TLC TWA 800

At 06:02 7/11/98 +0000, you wrote:
www.corazon. com has details on an alternative mechanical
explanation for
TWA 800 and has precedent, wiring chafing to short forward
cargo door motor
to unlatch postion allowing explosive decompression when door
ruptures.
It's a reasonable explanation for TLC investigators as they do the
series
on TWA 800.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
I forwarded your letter to the TV side of Discovery Channel
(their email
address is Viewer_Relations@discovery.com). Due to the high
volume of
requests, it may take a week or two for them to get back to you.
If you'd
like a quicker response, you can call them at 1-888-404-5969
Monday Friday 8 AM - 6 PM EST.
Here's the URL link for Discovery's Television FAQ list which
may help
answer some of your questions:

http://www.discovery.com/about/tv.html
Thanks for checking out Discovery Online!
Regards,
Bonnie@online.discovery.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 15, 1998 9:57:33 AM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: I get the below all the time

People want to know why wiring/cargo door is not considered. I
get emails like the below all the time. They usually say I should
go to 60 Minutes.
Cheers,
Barry

From: Jescarent@aol.com
Date: Wed, 15 Jul 1998 10:08:57 EDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Subject: TWA 800
I have read much of your very interesting report. One question
comes to mind.
Why is your theory not among the reported likely causes of the
crash? The
FBI/NTSB is proposing the center fuel tank explosion caused by
internal spark.
Others outside of the Gov't are indicating a missle. Again, why
no mention of
the cargo door. I look forward to your reply. Thanks.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 15, 1998 12:03:13 AM PDT
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: RE: Citizen input TWA 800

Josh, too bad about Mom, my mom is 80 and losing her memory
and is fighting it. Brains.
Barry-needless to say, I was dismayed that her "theory" was
given such
legitimacy.
I'm for all theories getting attention...including mine. I can
debunk the missile, bomb, and center tank as initial event. Can't
debunk HIRF and will always be could be but there is better
alternative, wiring/cargo door. HIRF is like static electricity, who
can say it was or was not there?
And HIRF is New York Review of Books theory, it was them
who pulled HIRF out of the morass of theories, she is an English
professor at Harvard. Let KOMO of Seattle, near Boeing and
chooses citizen input from pilot crash survivor documented
working on theory for nine years. NY Review has HIRF, NTSB
has center tank, FBI had bomb and missile and KOMO have
wiring/cargo door. And wiring/cargo door has facts from TWA
800 exhibits, not old Air Force studies.
I continue to push for cargo door story, and am told that one
of these days I will actually be given time to do it. In the interim,
I
brought up your name to a Boeing PR person who handles safety
issues (Russ
Young). Needless to say, he is very aware of you and your
theory. I am
confident I can get them to respond on camera to your charges.
Well, that's good, Boeing is the one to ultimately fix the problem
and that's what I want. Their problem is that fixing aging wiring

is a big big problem. Not easy and not cheap and not fast.
And my 'charges' are not really charges, just reasoned
conclusions based on evidence, hard evidence. But I can see how
they might see the conclusions as 'charges.' But I'm still no
conspiracy no coverup no plot all the way. I'm sure if Boeing
believed wiring cargo door explanation for TWA 800 they would
check it out. Why not talk to me? That's what gets me, why not
talk to me if they are 'very aware' of theory. Talk to the horse's
mouth, me.
Well, I'm here and my hopes are up for wiring/cargo door to
receive public scrutiny, as the others have.
As for NTSB
or FAA, that's another matter.
On the personal front, I apologize for not writing recently. I have
been
communting between Seattle and LA because my mother was
diagnosed with brain
tumors and had emergency surgery. I continue to do so, so I'm in
and out
for the next few weeks while she recovers. But I'll keep in touch.
Keep me
posted. By the way, I'm very amused by your correspondence
with Aviation
Week. I wouldn't want to be on the other end of your writing,
but it sure
is fun to watch from the sidelines.

Have not heard a peep from Aviation Week/McGraw Hill.

Cheers,
Barry
From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: July 14, 1998 4:26:00 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Citizen input TWA 800

Barry-needless to say, I was dismayed that her "theory" was
given such
legitimacy. I continue to push for cargo door story, and am told
that one
of these days I will actually be given time to do it. In the interim,
I
brought up your name to a Boeing PR person who handles safety
issues (Russ
Young). Needless to say, he is very aware of you and your
theory. I am
confident I can get them to respond on camera to your charges.
As for NTSB
or FAA, that's another matter.
On the personal front, I apologize for not writing recently. I have
been
communting between Seattle and LA because my mother was
diagnosed with brain
tumors and had emergency surgery. I continue to do so, so I'm in
and out
for the next few weeks while she recovers. But I'll keep in touch.
Keep me
posted. By the way, I'm very amused by your correspondence
with Aviation
Week. I wouldn't want to be on the other end of your writing,

but it sure
is fun to watch from the sidelines.
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith
To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: Citizen input TWA 800
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 1998 3:08PM
Dear Josh,
It was nice to notice NTSB taking action on citizen input from
personal
research on TWA 800....a woman English professor working on a
theory for a
year. Great.
KOMO did not show wiring/cargo door story because NTSB
does not endorse it.
NTSB endorses HIRF because it helps their mystery ignition
source so they
investigate it.
So now KOMO repeats HIRF story of citizen input getting
attention from
NTSB. It's still a circle.
Below is my effort to get wiring/cargo door a fair hearing.
Cheers,
Barry Smith

To: samfarrhrhousegov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Civilian input to NTSB
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Dear Congressman Farr, 14 July 1998
NTSB has accepted input from a civilian researcher, Dr. Elaine
Scarry,
regarding her explantion for TWA 800. Can you ask NTSB to
meet with me to
allow me to present my explanation from this civilian researcher
about TWA
800?
Attached are several emails in my attempt to ask elected
representatives to
ask appointed officials to meet with a civilian researcher to
present a
safety issue which can be corrected.
Turns of attention have been granted to missile, bomb, meteor,

methane gas,
HIRF, and fuel tank explosion, but not wiring/cargo door cause.
Can you
give wiring/cargo door cause a turn of attention by asking NTSB
to meet
with me to allow me to present my research and conclusions?
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
Dear Senator McCain, 14 July 98
Chairman Hall is acting on input from a civilian researcher, Dr.
Elaine
Scarry. Can you ask Chairman Hall to accept input from this
civilain
researcher? I am a pilot and air crash survivor and have been
working on
this for nine years. She is an English professor who has been
working on

HIRF for a year and a half. She has had her turn. May I have my
turn now?
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Below is my letter to Chairman requesting a meeting to present
my data.
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Dear Chairman Hall, 14 July 1998
I note with interest your acting on input from a citizen researcher,
Dr.
Elaine Scarry, regarding a possible explanation for TWA 800 that
complements the NTSB explanation.
Will you please accept input from this citizen researcher who
also has an
explanation which complements the NTSB explanation? My
explanation is
chafed to bare conductor shorting on forward cargo door motor
allowing a
rupture at the aft midspan latch leading to large explosive

decomression
hole leading to nose coming off allowing center tank to explode
seconds
later and thousands of feet lower when ignited by fiery fodded
engine
number three.
I know you know that all is not well with the center tank as
initial event
explanation because of your question at the hearing, "Why were
not more
passengers burnt?" The answer is they were not there to be burnt
because
the nose had come off before the center tank explosion, not after.
Dr. Scarry is an English professor who has worked on her HIRF
explanation
for over a year. I am a pilot and air crash survivor who has
researched my
wiring/cargo door explanation for hull ruptures on high time
747s that
leave a sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut on the recorders
for nine
years. Will your NTSB representative meet with me and allow
me to present
my research data and conclusions so that a discussion may take
place
regarding this explanation which is patterned after NTSB AAR
92/02, UAL 811?
I can meet in Seattle or Los Angleles in NTSB offices at your
convenient
time.

Your quote, "However, please be assured that the Safety Board is
considering every possible event that could have led to this
accident,
including EMI or HIRF. "
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Below is your letter to Dr. Scarry:
Dear Ms. Scarry:
Thank you for your March 13, 1998, letter regarding the National
Transportation Safety Board's investigation of the accident
involving TWA
flight 800. In your letter, you provided a summary of your article
in The
New York Review of Books regarding the possibility that
electromagnetic
interference (EMI) or High Intensity Radiated Fields (HIRF)
could have
caused the accident.
ELAINE SCARRY
An Exchange on TWA 800 3
I have read your article and found it quite interesting. The Safety
Board's
investigative team has considered the possibility that EMI or

HIRF was a
factor in the accident and has been actively pursuing the events
that could
have led to the ignition of the fuel/air mixture in the center fuel
tank.
The investigative team is working with private contractors and
the military
to determine the effects of EMI or HIRF on Boeing 747s.
If EMI or HIRF had ignited the fuel/air vapor, other systems on
the TWA
flight 800 airplane would have also been affected to some degree.
The
examination of the flight 800 flight data recorder and the cockpit
voice
recorder did not indicate any unusual signals before the end of
the data.
Additionally, it would be unusual if only one airplane operating
in the
area was affected by EMI or HIRF. The flightcrews of other
airplanes
operating nearby did not report any problems with their
airplanes. These
are just a few of the issues that will be addressed as we continue
our
investigation. However, please be assured that the Safety Board
is
considering every possible event that could have led to this
accident,
including EMI or HIRF.
Once again, thank you for sending me a copy of your article.
Sincerely,

Jim Hall
April 30, 1998
To: samfarrhrhousegov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Congressional action on TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Dear Congressman Farr, 14 July 1998
I note with regret that Mr. Duncan ignored your previous request
that he
give attention to wiring/cargo door explanation in your letter to
him of
August 5 1997.
He did investigate the missile explanation at the request of
Congressman
Traficant. Could you ask Mr. Duncan to give wiring/cargo door
explanation a
fair chance?

"Rep. James A. Traficant Jr., Ohio Democrat, who earlier had
backed the
missile theory, renounces that scenario as incredible in a draft
report to
House aviation subcommittee Chairman John Duncan, who
authorized the
investigation."

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
House report dismisses TWA missile theory
-----------------------------------------------------------------------By Frank J. Murray
THE WASHINGTON TIMES
-----------------------------------------------------------------------A report commissioned by a House subcommittee investigating
the explosion
of TWA Flight 800 endorses key government findings and
dismisses the theory
that a missile brought down the plane.
Rep. James A. Traficant Jr., Ohio Democrat, who earlier had
backed the
missile theory, renounces that scenario as incredible in a draft
report to
House aviation subcommittee Chairman John Duncan, who
authorized the

investigation. A copy of the report, dated today, was obtained by
The
Washington Times.
Mr. Traficant dismisses claims that the Boeing 747 was
brought down by
a U.S. Navy ship, terrorist missile, electromagnetic missile,
meteorite or
a bomb.
"If, for argument's sake, the government is covering up the real
cause
of this tragedy it is a cover-up involving hundreds, if not
thousands, of
individuals," Mr. Traficant says in embracing the view shared by
the
National Transportation Safety Board, FBI, Central Intelligence
Agency and
the Boeing Co.
A group headed by retired Navy Cmdr. William S. Donaldson
has charged
that two missiles fired from separate locations at sea and near
shore hit
the airliner and that top government officials covered up the
terrorist
attack sponsored by a foreign government.
That group, Associated Retired Aviation Professionals with
financial
support from Accuracy in Media, will call July 20 for
appointment of an
independent counsel or congressional investigation to look into
their
cover-up charges.
"My investigation has fully confirmed the findings of the
NTSB, FBI

and CIA," Mr. Traficant says in the draft report, which was
prompted by
Cmdr. Donaldson's suspicions.
The report says an accidental explosion of the nearly empty
center
wing tank destroyed the aging plane, killing all 230 persons
aboard July
17, 1996.
That conclusion was welcomed by NTSB Managing Director
Peter Goelz.
"We attempted to be fully responsive to all of Congressman
Traficant's
inquiries, and we hope we have provided him with all of the
information
necessary so that he can report back to his committee," Mr.
Goelz said.
The NTSB yesterday characterized as "extremely remote"
suggestions
that electromagnetic interference (EMI) from warships or
warplanes ignited
the explosion. That possibility was suggested by Harvard
professor Elaine
Scarry in published correspondence with NTSB Chairman James
Hall.
Bernard Loeb, NTSB director of aviation safety, said EMI was
considered from the outset and virtually ruled out. However,
NTSB has
contracted with the Defense Department's Joint Spectrum Center
in Annapolis
to further investigate EMI's overall effects on aircraft.
Coming from a member of Congress who met and cooperated
with
"conspiracy theorists," the new report may blunt the impact of

the
principal critics.
"Despite the good intentions of many of these individuals,
their
assertions are not based on the available evidence," Mr. Traficant
says.
His draft report is based on a 10-month investigation of the
explosion,
which occurred shortly after Flight 800 left New York's John F.
Kennedy
International Airport for Paris.
Cmdr. Donaldson said he was stunned to learn from a reporter
yesterday
that his findings were dismissed so lightly by Mr. Traficant.
"There isn't any real possibility that it was an accident," Cmdr.
Donaldson said yesterday in defending his own 96-page analysis
of crash
evidence.
Cmdr. Donaldson conceded he was wrong to describe as "fact"
that the
airliner was targeted by state-sponsored terrorists, "an act of war"
he
charged was concealed by the Clinton administration for political
reasons
before the 1996 election.
"That is an assumption. It shouldn't be classified as fact,"
Cmdr.
Donaldson said, admitting anger at being dismissed by Mr.
Traficant's staff
without even a phone call to notify him.
"I wrote most of the questions they sent to the FBI and NTSB
early
on," Cmdr. Donaldson said.

His case includes a report that the same plane survived being
hit
twice by lightning in Rome 15 months before the crash, that one
witness
whose story remains untold was an FBI supervisor, and that a
former
destroyer gunnery officer described the angle and attack in
uncanny detail
but received little credence from investigators.
"We're going to have witnesses there who saw the aircraft shot
down,"
Cmdr. Donaldson said in an interview.
Part of his case rests on the claim -- backed by a TWA flight
captain
who worked as engineer on the flight from Athens to New York
--that the
center wing tank was bone dry. However, records show that
scorch marks at
the rear of the tank indicated 3.75 inches of fuel when it flared.

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 14, 1998 3:09:26 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: Citizen input TWA 800

Dear Josh,
It was nice to notice NTSB taking action on citizen input from
personal research on TWA 800....a woman English professor
working on a theory for a year. Great.
KOMO did not show wiring/cargo door story because NTSB
does not endorse it.
NTSB endorses HIRF because it helps their mystery ignition
source so they investigate it.
So now KOMO repeats HIRF story of citizen input getting
attention from NTSB. It's still a circle.
Below is my effort to get wiring/cargo door a fair hearing.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
To: samfarrhrhousegov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Civilian input to NTSB
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives

Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Dear Congressman Farr, 14 July 1998
NTSB has accepted input from a civilian researcher, Dr. Elaine
Scarry, regarding her explantion for TWA 800. Can you ask
NTSB to meet with me to allow me to present my explanation
from this civilian researcher about TWA 800?
Attached are several emails in my attempt to ask elected
representatives to ask appointed officials to meet with a civilian
researcher to present a safety issue which can be corrected.
Turns of attention have been granted to missile, bomb, meteor,
methane gas, HIRF, and fuel tank explosion, but not wiring/cargo
door cause. Can you give wiring/cargo door cause a turn of
attention by asking NTSB to meet with me to allow me to
present my research and conclusions?
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation

United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
Dear Senator McCain, 14 July 98
Chairman Hall is acting on input from a civilian researcher, Dr.
Elaine Scarry. Can you ask Chairman Hall to accept input from
this civilain researcher? I am a pilot and air crash survivor and
have been working on this for nine years. She is an English
professor who has been working on HIRF for a year and a half.
She has had her turn. May I have my turn now?
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Below is my letter to Chairman requesting a meeting to present
my data.
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Dear Chairman Hall, 14 July 1998
I note with interest your acting on input from a citizen researcher,
Dr. Elaine Scarry, regarding a possible explanation for TWA 800

that complements the NTSB explanation.
Will you please accept input from this citizen researcher who
also has an explanation which complements the NTSB
explanation? My explanation is chafed to bare conductor
shorting on forward cargo door motor allowing a rupture at the
aft midspan latch leading to large explosive decomression hole
leading to nose coming off allowing center tank to explode
seconds later and thousands of feet lower when ignited by fiery
fodded engine number three.
I know you know that all is not well with the center tank as
initial event explanation because of your question at the hearing,
"Why were not more passengers burnt?" The answer is they were
not there to be burnt because the nose had come off before the
center tank explosion, not after.
Dr. Scarry is an English professor who has worked on her HIRF
explanation for over a year. I am a pilot and air crash survivor
who has researched my wiring/cargo door explanation for hull
ruptures on high time 747s that leave a sudden loud sound and
abrupt power cut on the recorders for nine years. Will your
NTSB representative meet with me and allow me to present my
research data and conclusions so that a discussion may take place
regarding this explanation which is patterned after NTSB AAR
92/02, UAL 811?
I can meet in Seattle or Los Angleles in NTSB offices at your
convenient time.
Your quote, "However, please be assured that the Safety Board is
considering every possible event that could have led to this
accident, including EMI or HIRF. "

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Below is your letter to Dr. Scarry:
Dear Ms. Scarry:
Thank you for your March 13, 1998, letter regarding the National
Transportation Safety Board's investigation of the accident
involving TWA flight 800. In your letter, you provided a
summary of your article in The New York Review of Books
regarding the possibility that electromagnetic interference (EMI)
or High Intensity Radiated Fields (HIRF) could have caused the
accident.
ELAINE SCARRY
An Exchange on TWA 800
3
I have read your article and found it quite interesting. The Safety
Board's investigative team has considered the possibility that
EMI or HIRF was a factor in the accident and has been actively
pursuing the events that could have led to the ignition of the fuel/
air mixture in the center fuel tank. The investigative team is
working with private contractors and the military to determine
the effects of EMI or HIRF on Boeing 747s.
If EMI or HIRF had ignited the fuel/air vapor, other systems on
the TWA flight 800 airplane would have also been affected to
some degree. The examination of the flight 800 flight data

recorder and the cockpit voice recorder did not indicate any
unusual signals before the end of the data. Additionally, it would
be unusual if only one airplane operating in the area was affected
by EMI or HIRF. The flightcrews of other airplanes operating
nearby did not report any problems with their airplanes. These
are just a few of the issues that will be addressed as we continue
our investigation. However, please be assured that the Safety
Board is considering every possible event that could have led to
this accident, including EMI or HIRF.
Once again, thank you for sending me a copy of your article.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSincerely,
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊJim Hall
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊApril 30, 1998
To: samfarrhrhousegov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Congressional action on TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Dear Congressman Farr, 14 July 1998

I note with regret that Mr. Duncan ignored your previous request
that he give attention to wiring/cargo door explanation in your
letter to him of August 5 1997.
He did investigate the missile explanation at the request of
Congressman Traficant. Could you ask Mr. Duncan to give
wiring/cargo door explanation a fair chance?
"Rep. James A. Traficant Jr., Ohio Democrat, who earlier had
backed the missile theory, renounces that scenario as incredible
in a draft report to House aviation subcommittee Chairman John
Duncan, who authorized the investigation."

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
House report dismisses TWA missile theory
-----------------------------------------------------------------------By Frank J. Murray
THE WASHINGTON TIMES
-----------------------------------------------------------------------A report commissioned by a House subcommittee investigating
the explosion of TWA Flight 800 endorses key government
findings and dismisses the theory that a missile brought down the
plane.
ÊÊÊÊÊRep. James A. Traficant Jr., Ohio Democrat, who earlier
had backed the missile theory, renounces that scenario as

incredible in a draft report to House aviation subcommittee
Chairman John Duncan, who authorized the investigation. A
copy of the report, dated today, was obtained by The Washington
Times.
ÊÊÊÊÊMr. Traficant dismisses claims that the Boeing 747 was
brought down by a U.S. Navy ship, terrorist missile,
electromagnetic missile, meteorite or a bomb.
ÊÊÊÊÊ"If, for argument's sake, the government is covering up
the real cause of this tragedy it is a cover-up involving hundreds,
if not thousands, of individuals," Mr. Traficant says in embracing
the view shared by the National Transportation Safety Board,
FBI, Central Intelligence Agency and the Boeing Co.
ÊÊÊÊÊA group headed by retired Navy Cmdr. William S.
Donaldson has charged that two missiles fired from separate
locations at sea and near shore hit the airliner and that top
government officials covered up the terrorist attack sponsored by
a foreign government.
ÊÊÊÊÊThat group, Associated Retired Aviation Professionals
with financial support from Accuracy in Media, will call July 20
for appointment of an independent counsel or congressional
investigation to look into their cover-up charges.
ÊÊÊÊÊ"My investigation has fully confirmed the findings of the
NTSB, FBI and CIA," Mr. Traficant says in the draft report,
which was prompted by Cmdr. Donaldson's suspicions.
ÊÊÊÊÊThe report says an accidental explosion of the nearly
empty center wing tank destroyed the aging plane, killing all 230
persons aboard July 17, 1996.
ÊÊÊÊÊThat conclusion was welcomed by NTSB Managing
Director Peter Goelz.
ÊÊÊÊÊ"We attempted to be fully responsive to all of
Congressman Traficant's inquiries, and we hope we have
provided him with all of the information necessary so that he can
report back to his committee," Mr. Goelz said.

ÊÊÊÊÊThe NTSB yesterday characterized as "extremely remote"
suggestions that electromagnetic interference (EMI) from
warships or warplanes ignited the explosion. That possibility was
suggested by Harvard professor Elaine Scarry in published
correspondence with NTSB Chairman James Hall.
ÊÊÊÊÊBernard Loeb, NTSB director of aviation safety, said
EMI was considered from the outset and virtually ruled out.
However, NTSB has contracted with the Defense Department's
Joint Spectrum Center in Annapolis to further investigate EMI's
overall effects on aircraft.
ÊÊÊÊÊComing from a member of Congress who met and
cooperated with "conspiracy theorists," the new report may blunt
the impact of the principal critics.
ÊÊÊÊÊ"Despite the good intentions of many of these
individuals, their assertions are not based on the available
evidence," Mr. Traficant says. His draft report is based on a 10month investigation of the explosion, which occurred shortly
after Flight 800 left New York's John F. Kennedy International
Airport for Paris.
ÊÊÊÊÊCmdr. Donaldson said he was stunned to learn from a
reporter yesterday that his findings were dismissed so lightly by
Mr. Traficant.
ÊÊÊÊÊ"There isn't any real possibility that it was an accident,"
Cmdr. Donaldson said yesterday in defending his own 96-page
analysis of crash evidence.
ÊÊÊÊÊCmdr. Donaldson conceded he was wrong to describe as
"fact" that the airliner was targeted by state-sponsored terrorists,
"an act of war" he charged was concealed by the Clinton
administration for political reasons before the 1996 election.
ÊÊÊÊÊ"That is an assumption. It shouldn't be classified as fact,"
Cmdr. Donaldson said, admitting anger at being dismissed by
Mr. Traficant's staff without even a phone call to notify him.
ÊÊÊÊÊ"I wrote most of the questions they sent to the FBI and

NTSB early on," Cmdr. Donaldson said.
ÊÊÊÊÊHis case includes a report that the same plane survived
being hit twice by lightning in Rome 15 months before the crash,
that one witness whose story remains untold was an FBI
supervisor, and that a former destroyer gunnery officer described
the angle and attack in uncanny detail but received little credence
from investigators.
ÊÊÊÊÊ"We're going to have witnesses there who saw the aircraft
shot down," Cmdr. Donaldson said in an interview.
ÊÊÊÊÊPart of his case rests on the claim -- backed by a TWA
flight captain who worked as engineer on the flight from Athens
to New York --that the center wing tank was bone dry. However,
records show that scorch marks at the rear of the tank indicated
3.75 inches of fuel when it flared.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 13, 1998 11:48:18 AM PDT
To: asimovn@sfgate.com
Subject: TWA 800

Dear Madam,
Below is Chron Story about TWA 800 from person with new
explanation.
I also have a new explanation, wiring short from chafed wire to
tun on door motor to allow unlatching to rupture to explo decom
large hole to nose off is understood for high time 747s, including
TWA 800. Full details on website www.corazon.com.
If the Chron can do a story about TWA 800 new explanation
from New Yorker how about one from a Northern Californian?

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Harvard Professor's Theory on Flight 800
Staff and Wire Ê Monday,ÊJuly 13, 1998
-----------------------------------------------------------------------A Harvard University English professor believes electromagnetic
interference -- possibly from military craft -- might be
responsible for the downing of TWA Flight 800.
Elaine Scarry's theory is being investigated by the National
Transportation Safety Board as part of its inquiry into the July
17, 1996, crash off Long Island, chairman James Hall said.
Scarry said the interference could have come from one of about
10 military ships or planes in the vicinity. Those craft may have
used the kind of powerful signaling equipment that could affect
another craft's systems, she said.
She explained her interest in electromagnetic interference as
fitting into her academic specialty -- cross-disciplinary studies,
which she described as ``looking at certain questions to see how
they occur across different fields or disciplines,'' such as law,
medicine and science.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 12, 1998 1:02:35 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Whoops

Posted at 8:52 p.m. PDT Saturday, July 11, 1998
Nuclear dumping cover-up exposed
Scripps Howard News Service
EDINBURGH, Scotland -- Shell is secretly planning to dump
tons of radioactive waste from the Brent Spar oil rig at the
troubled Dounreay nuclear research plant in Scotland.
The move, which has been covered up by the British
Government, will re-ignite the bitter dispute over secret imports
of nuclear waste into Britain.
Official documents reveal that Shell is seeking to remove up to
14 ton of waste from the disused oil storage buoy to treat and
store it at Dounreay. Ministers were informed of the move two
months ago, but no announcement was made.
The cover-up -- four months after Ministers failed to inform the
public about the import of nuclear waste from Georgia -- has
been condemned by environmentalists.
Documents disclosed to The Observer reveal that Shell has
applied for a Government license to remove more than 50 cubic
meters of contaminated pipework from the Brent Spar, moored in
a Norwegian fjord.
More than 10 tons of concentrated radioactive scale is lodged in
the pipes. Shell plans to use a private contractor based at
Dounreay to remove the scale and treat it before transferring it to
low-level nuclear waste pits.
Government inspectors condemned storage pits at the Caithness
plant as outdated, overflowing and dangerous. One report from
the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate earlier this year prompted
Scottish Secretary, Donald Dewar, and John Battle, the Energy
Minister, to ax the plant.
Dewar was praised by environmentalists when he pledged that

Dounreay would not sign new contracts to process nuclear waste.
But the Scottish Office and the Department of Trade and Industry
have backed Shell's behind-the-scenes move.
Mike Townsley of Greenpeace said: ``Dewar said safety
standards at Dounreay were so lax that no more nuclear waste
should be imported. He is going back on his word. Neither the
Government nor Shell have learned anything from the original
Brent Spar fiasco. They tried to cover up what they were up to
and got their fingers burnt. They told us they would be open and
honest in the future but they are up to their old tricks again.'''
Townsley acknowledged that secrecy surrounding movements of
weapons-grade nuclear waste could be justified on security
grounds but said there was no excuse for covering up movements
of waste from the North Sea.
```There are no military or national security implications about
radioactive scale in oil platforms. It is time for the Government
and the oil and nuclear industries to shed their obsessive secrecy
to enable us to have a proper debate about how we treat nuclear
waste.'''
Eric Faulds, a Shell spokesman in Aberdeen, confirmed Saturday
that the company had applied to import the waste ``with the
knowledge of the Department of Trade and Industry.''
A DTI spokesman said officials had been informed, but he
``could not explain'' why no public announcement had been
made.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 10, 1998 11:02:57 PM PDT
To: letters@discovery.com
Subject: For TLC TWA 800

www.corazon. com has details on an alternative mechanical
explanation for TWA 800 and has precedent, wiring chafing to

short forward cargo door motor to unlatch postion allowing
explosive decompression when door ruptures. It's a reasonable
explanation for TLC investigators as they do the series on TWA
800.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 2, 1998 8:43:10 AM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Soccer/flare/Flying

Dear Barry,
I have read your latest exchange of letters. It looks even more
convincing.
Someone senior is trying very hard not to look at this, right?
Very hard to ignore wiring/cargo door but not coverup, I think. I
believe it is hard prosecution of center tank to the exclusion of
others suspects, especially one who has friends in high places
and has been cleared by FAA and NTSB previously. The result is
the same, the culprit is free to kill again. And did when I first
cottoned on to it in 1990.
The below was written in 1992 in Flying Magazine in the editor's
column and was in response to a letter I sent him.
[Go To Citation] Magazine: Flying, July, 1992

Section: LEFTSEAT

ARE IFR PILOTS SAFER?
A friend asked me if I thought he would be a safer pilot if he
earned
his instrument rating. My first inclination was to say yes. The
IFR-rated pilot doesn't scud-run or blunder around at low altitude
in
poor visibility, so he must be safer, right? Then again, many
instrument-qualified pilots lose control and crash while flying in
or
near thunderstorms, or inexplicably descend below minimums on
approach
and hit the terrain; VFR pilots aren't likely to make those
mistakes, so
maybe they are safer.
What I thought was an easy, obvious and automatic answer-that
an
IFR-rated pilot is automatically safer-was not so simple. The
correct
answer to my friend's question is that both VFR and IFR-rated
pilots can
fly safely, but the instrument pilot faces a greater number of
difficult
decisions. The only safe and sane choice for the VFR pilot is to
stay on
the ground if the weather is not good, solid VFP, But there is no
comparable yardstick for the instrument pilot. Airports, for
example,
are seldom below approach minimums-- particularly ILS

minimums-but many
other types of hostile weather conditions other than low ceiling
and
visibility can make IFR flight hazardous.
I thought about the conversation with my friend as I listened to
the FSS
briefer read a relentlessly awful forecast for a trip from Texas to
Connecticut in late spring. A cold front had gone stationary,
stretching
from Texas to Pennsylvania. A chance of thunderstorms was
forecast for
every inch of the 1,400-mile trip. Moderate or greater turbulence,
chance of icing over Pennsylvania, strong surface winds over
Tennessee
and West Virginia, fog on the East Coast and a severe
thunderstorm watch
for east Texas and Louisiana rounded out the threats. The only
missing
weather hazard was blowing dust.
If any--not to mention all--of the forecast conditions had also
been
reported, my decision would have been easy. I would have stayed
on the
ground. But, as usual, the giant thunderstorms were not yet
showing on
radar, there were only a couple of pilot reports-none indicating
severe
turbulence or icing-and since it would take eight hours to fly
home,
current weather at my destination didn't matter much. I faced two
choices: Take off and see how far I could travel before finding

the bad
stuff, or sit on the ground and wait for a better forecast.
I decided the weather was good enough to take off. It was 500
over and
two at Austin with fog. I was on top by 4,000 feet with higher
clouds
above, flying in smooth air and feeling smug. That VFR guy
would still
be on the ground talking to the briefer while I'm up here in visual
conditions headed home. Yes, it was clearly better to have the
instrument rating.
I changed my mind again over Kentucky. The cumulus were
building. At
first I was on top of all but scattered buildups that I could zig and
zag around. Then the clouds rose to meet me and I could no
longer see
the higher buildups. These were not yet thunderstorms but were
bumpy and
wet with vertical currents strong enough to require large pitch
and
airspeed changes to hold altitude. The cloud bases were about
3,000 feet
above the ground with good visibility. VFR pilots were down
there flying
in what must have been choppy air, but not sitting on the edge of
their
seats wondering if the next dark cloud was now a thunderstorm.
Yes, I
had my radar and Stormscope to reassure me that I wasn't about
to drill
a real wingbreaker; but that didn't make the bumps nor all of my

anxiety
go away as thoroughly as flying clear of clouds and rain would.
The thunderstorms were waiting at the eastern edge of West Vi
radar
spotted the heavy rain; I went north of the only cell it painted,
and
descended into smooth stratus clouds at 7,000 feet. I asked the
Washington approach controllers if they were painting any
weather and
they said "only that big line you just came through." Big fine?
Yep. In
the next two minutes the controller read a sigmet warning of a
building
line of thunderstorms with tops to 45,000 feet, hail to two inches
and
possible tornadoes. That's pretty standard stuff for a sigmet-they
always throw in the hail and tornadoes when the tops go above
40,000
feet -but I had no idea I had been flirting with a line of severe
storms. I thought I had missed an isolated cell because that's all I
saw. I imagined the accident report if I had not made it "Pilot
flies
into line of level-five thunderstorms that were forecast and
reported."
The living would read that and think, "Mat a jerk. I'd never do
that."
The rest of the trip was in smooth stratus or, occasionally,
between
layers with light rain. An ILS in two miles viz with 500 broken
ceiling
got me home on schedule. In 7.5 hours of flying I had spent 3.8

hours in
the clouds. The forecasts had been largely correct; there were in
fact
severe thunderstorms and some moderate or greater bumps, I did
collect a
layer of frost at one point, and the fog was waiting at White
Plains
when I got home. If I had been a hour earlier or later the
conditions I
found would have been different and I might have been forced to
land
short of home.
The decisions to take off and to continue were not easy, nor was I
ever
confident that I would be able to continue all the way to my final
destination without turning around or landing short. The VFR
pilot's
decision would have been easy and very safe on a day like that.
The
instrument rating offered me some hard choices but did allow me
to make
the trip with some level of safety. So, back to the original
question.
Is an instrument-rated pilot automatically safer? I think the
answer is
no, but the IFR pilot has the power to even the odds through the
decisions he makes. Be warned: Those decisions are never easy.

Door bomb?
John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a

provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the
similarities
between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United
Flight 811
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both
airplanes
involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural
damage to
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to
Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.
The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very
deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change
its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff
caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates
that an
electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated
latches to
open in flight.
Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on
the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and
other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am
flight was
at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure

and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three
engine. He
believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher
altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo
door
opened on the Pan Am flight.
It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are
working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage
caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure
could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small
and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is
incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United
cargo door
failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor.
The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door
latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives
the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands
a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have
failed
without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo

door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.

The right man for NBAA

The National Business Aircraft Association has named the best
possible
man as their new president. Jack Olcott is one of the most skilled
pilots I have ever flown with and is the personification of all that
works well in corporate aviation. Jack is extremely serious about
safety, dedicated to technological advances in general aviation
and very
conservative in appearance, demeanor and personality. He's like
a white
G-IV with a single trim stripe, capable but understated.
I worked for Jack at Business & Commercial Aviation magazine,
where he
had been editor since 1978. Jack began his aviation writing
career at
Flying in 1974 and then moved to B/CA, which was then our
sister
publication. I was technical editor of B/CA when Jack was
appointed
editor and I'll never forget our first edit meeting. Jack looked at
us
pilot-writer types and said, "You are the transducers of the
passing
scene." I do at least know what a transducer is, though I never
thought
I was one. But that's the way Jack talks and thinks. He's serious.

Olcott was trained as an aeronautical engineer and spent time as
a test
pilot working on NASA projects. When Flying sent him to do a
pilot
report on the tiny single-seat BD-5 pusher homebuilt, he felt
obliged to
spin the controversial airplane even though he had been warned
the
engine would probably quit in a spin. He spun it over the airport,
the
engine quit, he landed and rolled out onto the taxiway in front of
Jim
Bede's hangar. I asked him why he would spin an airplane of
such
unproven and potentially lethal flying qualities and he said he
couldn't
in good conscience write a report for Flying's hundreds of
thousands of
readers without knowing for sure how the airplane would really
react.
That's the kind of aviation skill and dedication the NBAA is
installing
and the aviation press is losing. Good luck, Jack, I know you will
represent corporate aviation very well.
ILLUSTRATION: J. Mac McClellan

~~~~~~~~

By J. MAC MCCLELLAN
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Here's what I wrote Flying: Still true today:
Editor, Flying
Dear Sir, or Madam, Thursday, March 19, 1992
The crash of Pan Am 103 was a cargo door malfunction, just like
Flight 811. Pan Am 103 was not blown out of the sky by a bomb
but by the sudden depressurization of a cargo door opening either
by mechanical failure or uncommanded input by an electrical
short. Flight 811 did not disintergrate because it was only at
23000 feet. If it had been as high in altitude as Pan Am 103,
Flight 811 would also have popped, just as a balloon partially
inflated will deflate, whereas a balloon fully inflated will pop.
There is more hard, physical evidence to prove a cargo door than
there is to prove a bomb on 103. The number three engine of the
103 747 was filled with baggage debris, just as the number three
engine of Flight 811 was. The bomb theorists have the bomb

blowing a hole on the left side. No debris were found in the left
hand engines. All bomb proof evidence is invisible molecules on
traces of bits, pieces, and fragments of twisted metal detected by
machines and interpreted by humans vitally biased towards a
postive finding.
Both 747's were older models previously owned and maintained
by Pan Am.
A cargo door malfunction was never considered or ruled out by
the investigation board when the possibility of accidental
structural failure is always likely and must be evaluated.
Why the belief of a bomb? Because all interested parties believe
it is in their best interests to believe it was the act of irrational
terrorists, sort of like an act of God, rather than the flawed
design, creation, and maintenance of America's number one
export, commercial aircraft. It is better to believe it was a random
act of violence than to have to face the fact of sloppy American
work which requires rethinking and changing by the
manufacturer, the airline, the FAA, and the vast anti-terrorism
infrastructure.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
(408) 659-3552

I am going
to do another story on it as soon as I can and try to get it in a big
UK
paper.
I was delighted at England's defeat. And Scotland's.

Heresy!

If they'd won we'd
never have heard the end of the nationalist nonsense for the rest
of the
year. My football-free zone remains in force! I append my latest
essay to
explain why!
I've been watching soccer for over forty years off and on and
have never seen a goal in real time. Really, the goals have
already been scored before I watch or it ends tied or in penalty
kicks. Not one goal. And no cheerleaders with skirts flouncing.
And rare blood. I mean, where the fun?
the bunch of inveterate no-hopers in the Scotland squad
Is that no hoper or no hopper? I like hopper, there's a lot of that
in soccer, hop up and bash your head in while your two hands
stand helplessly by.

Soccer is a model for war and people can't seem to tell the
difference between pretend war and real war. They named a big
airport after John Wayne, a guy who never went to real war but
won a lot of fake ones. In aviation, content is everything, the
engine quits when the fuel runs out regardless of who is on
board, the winners or the losers.
As with oil spills, there is a natural conspiracy between the
polluter and the polluted to talk down the seriousness of the
situation.
Between the operator, (airline) and the manufacturer (Boeing),
and add the oversight (government) and you have the holy three.

Triumphalism and blind loyalty is required of
candidates, it seems, not sober analysis of the unpalatable.
People pay money to be lied to about how cool, rich, young and
desirable they are, and run away from facts that they are apes
with car keys, and forgot where they parked the car.
sober analysis of the unpalatable.....design, manufacturing defect
in leading export which results in death for 838 people over
eleven years....no no no no, tell me again how I know what's best
for a billion people, capitalism and religion and voting and China
doesn't know anything about how to govern themselves having
only been going on for a few thousand years to our two hundred.
If you want to analyze the unpalatable, AAIB blew the 103
investigation with biased bomb on flimsy evidence and left
wiring door unfixed and it killed again in 1996. And source for
mystery mild directed sooty blast in forward cargo hold has an

answer: Boating flare: See below:
So I'll be standing as an Independent come next May, not a
Tonytubby.
I'll vote for you.
By the way, the nuclear thing is getting worse and worse and
worse. It's an immature reaction to fear. American has spent 4.5
trillion dollars on nukes since 1939, amazing. Squandered its
wealth, worse than pyramids or stone heads. Between land mines
and radioactivity, the world gets smaller and smaller. It's called
painting oneself into a corner. And the paint does not dry for
10000 years.
Cheers,
Barry
*** Flare ignites in luggage at Miami airport
A smoking suitcase led U.S. authorities to arrest a French tour
operator for transporting hazardous materials, possibly averting
an
air disaster, The Miami Herald reported. Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a
French
citizen living in Taunsstein, Germany, was charged with
transporting
hazardous materials after a flare gun apparently ignited in his
suitcase. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday.
Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the suitcase
sitting on
a baggage cart about to be taken on a US Airways flight to

Philadelphia. The flare that ignited was one of five boating-type
safety flares in the suitcase, which also contained clothing. See
01:49 PM ET 06/05/98
Flare ignites in suitcase at Miami airport

(Adds investigators' quotes, details)
By Jane Sutton
MIAMI (Reuters) - A flare gun ignited inside a French tour
operator's suitcase only minutes before he was to board a flight
at Miami International Airport and could have caused a major air
disaster, investigators said Friday.
Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the
suitcase
sitting on a baggage cart about to be taken to a US Airways
flight to Philadelphia on Wednesday.
Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a French citizen living in
Taunusstein,
Germany, was arrested and charged with transporting hazardous
materials. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday and he remained in jail Friday.
``Had that thing gone off in the cargo hold in the suitcase,
everyone on that flight would have perished,'' Assistant U.S.
Attorney Wilfredo Fernandez said.
``We would have had another ValuJet,'' he said, referring to
a cargo fire that caused a ValuJet flight to plunge into the
Florida Everglades in 1996, killing all 110 people aboard.
Flares of that type generate their own oxygen and burn at
2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, Fernandez said.
The Department of Transportation and the Federal
Aviation
Administration's Office of Civil Aviation Security are

investigating the incident, DOT spokesman Jeff Nelligan said.
A US Airways spokesman, Rick Weintraub, said the carrier
will cooperate fully with the investigation.
The bag had been checked through security and tagged to
a
connecting flight to Frankfurt. The flare that ignited was one
of five boating-type safety flares in the suitcase, which also
contained clothing. Three of the flares were loaded into a flare
gun, ready to fire, Fernandez said.
He said investigators were still trying to determine what
caused the flare gun to go off and whether the suitcase had been
X-rayed. Inspectors also found pepper spray in Cauvin's carry-on
luggage, the arrest report said.
Cauvin's attorney, Paul McKenna, said Cauvin is an avid
scuba diver who had been visiting the Florida Keys. Cauvin
acknowledged to police that he had packed the flares in his
suitcase but said he had thought they could not go off.
The incident illustrates a growing problem with passengers
loading hazardous materials into their luggage, Fernandez said.
In a pending case in Fort Lauderdale, a woman was charged with
packing a plastic jug of gasoline and a small motorbike into
luggage she intended to check. It was discovered when the
gasoline container leaked, he said.
``It's not like it's a flurry of cases but it's the second
one in the last three months,'' Fernandez said. ``I don't know
if it's ignorance, if it's negligence. It's certainly
criminal.''
The U.S. House Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee on Aviation is studying how to improve airline
security and whether all baggage must be X-rayed, Nelligan said.
``The issue is still open. The machines that they use for
this are pretty slow,'' he said. A recent hearing before the
subcommittee focused on questions such as ``Should we look at

all bags, both checked and carry-on? How long would this take?''
he said.
^REUTERS@
12:14 PM ET 07/01/98
FAA warns air travelers on carrying fireworks

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Fireworks found in airline
passengers' bags can result in fines of up to $250,000 and five
years in prison, the Federal Aviation Administration reminded
travelers Wednesday.
FAA said the illegal transport of fireworks in checked or
carry-on bags was a particular problem around the July 4
Independence Day holiday.
``Fireworks of all shapes and sizes - from Roman candles
to
the smallest poppers and sparklers - are strictly prohibited
from passengers' bags,'' FAA civil aviation security official
Cathal Flynn said in a statement.
``Not only would you be risking fines or even criminal
prosecution ... you would endanger yourself and everyone else
on
board,'' Flynn said.
Concern about hazardous cargo was heightened by the
1996
ValuJet crash into the Florida Everglades after a fire broke out
in its cargo hold just after takeoff from Miami. All 110 people
on board were killed.
A Frenchman whose smoking suitcase was pulled from a
baggage

cart at Miami International Airport recently was fined $3,000
for illegally transporting boating safety flares.
^REUTERS@

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 2, 1998 1:05:18 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: wiring, etc

Dear Barry,
I have read your latest exchange of letters. It looks even more
convincing.
Someone senior is trying very hard not to look at this, right? I am
going
to do another story on it as soon as I can and try to get it in a big
UK
paper.
I was delighted at England's defeat. And Scotland's. If they'd won
we'd
never have heard the end of the nationalist nonsense for the rest
of the
year. My football-free zone remains in force! I append my latest
essay to
explain why!
Cheers
Jonathan

BRESSAY ESSAY FOR JULY 2ND 1998
FROM JONATHAN WILLS
Farewell to Stalin's Granny - and welcome to my football-free
zone.
My unilateral declaration of a football-free zone on the boat
where I
work during the tourist season has proved fairly successful so far.
Bookings are up and many of the clientele appear to be refugees
from
the mania in France. Ashore at the old home twenty it has been
ignored. I am still having to sit through World Cuppery at
breakfast,
lunch and tea.
It's not that watching footer is more boring than watching any
other
sport. It's certainly more interesting than Grand Prix motor
racing,
with or without Blair-approved tobacco advertising. I just feel
sorry
for people who feel they must spend our few brief days of
summer
inside watching the telly.
Besides, our own lot always let us down. Every four years we
have
this ludicrous build-up in the Scottish media, cultivating the
fantasy that the bunch of inveterate no-hopers in the Scotland
squad

can pull it off this time, and every four years it all goes for a
rattle of dirt. Perhaps if they made the World Cup an annual
event
(God forbid!) there would be less hype and we could quietly get
used
to regular thrashings, without every newspaper, TV and radio
station
being flooded with soccerbores dissecting their defeats in so
many,
many words of so very few syllables.
As I write this, there is growing excitement and speculation in
the
ben end of the house (the end where the telly is) about England's
chances in Tuesday's game. The third-born is, after all, a quarter
English and could plausibly transfer his loyalties to the Auld
Enemy,
now that the Jocks have gotten their jotters and the Norskies have
knuckled under to the Italians, for Heaven's sake. He needn't
bother.
I've tried to tell him but he has a 12-year-old's resolute optimism
so he won't listen and won't abandon hope. Not, yet, anyway.
After all, I'm so ancient that I actually remember 1966 and all
that
- I never got to the game, of course, but I was dancing in the
streets of Battersea the night England won. I vaguely recall
drinking
beer out of a policeman's helmet while swinging from a lamppost, and
the policeman topping it up with a pint glass. I felt very ill next
day at my desk in the Lower Sydenham Readimix concretebatching plant

and sent several wrong loads to bemused customers on building
sites
in north-west Kent. Such was the mood of national euphoria that
no-one complained to the boss.
Little did I suspect that for the next 32 years the England team
would let down the fans again and again and again. You'd think
that
for the kind of money they earn they could try to stay off the
bevy
and out of bovver for a week or two before the big match,
wouldn't
you? No chance. I long ago concluded that the Scottish and
English
teams had forfeited any claim on my bi-national loyalties, and
switched my energies to sea-angling.
I may have mentioned this before but it's worth noting again that
the
piscatorial art has more participants than Association Football
and
gets a lot less airtime - not surprisingly, because as spectator
sports go it's a complete dud, rivalling even televised golf and
concrete-batching on the radio as a turn-off. But at least you
usually have something you can take home and eat after a day at
the
sea angling, even if it may be mildly radioactive, thanks to our
friends at the safest nuclear plant in the world, Doun There.
The recent revelations about Caithness's last best hope,
particularly
its scandalous waste shaft, have revived concerns about how
much

radioactive garbage Dounreay really has been pumping into our
air and
water over the years. I take some satisfaction in never having
believed a word Dounreay's public relations team told me, and
also in
printing their blether verbatim now and then, just for the record.
It is also pleasant to see the Labour Government getting at least
something right, by putting Dounreay on death row, not that they
had
much choice after the latest exposures. We may still harbour
doubts
about the extent of 'open government' in respect of Dounreay's
dirty
secrets but, as Bob McLennan MP pointed out, it is clear that
Caithnessians will be working there for hundreds of years to
clean
up, contain and, if possible, dispose of the mess. So we don't
have
to feel guilty about them losing their jobs, after all.
As with oil spills, there is a natural conspiracy between the
polluter and the polluted to talk down the seriousness of the
situation. We saw with the Braer how entirely justifiable global
publicity about a very large oil spill damaged the market price of
Shetland seafood, many months after the not quite so widely
publicised miracle clean-up by Mother Nature. There are doubts
about
oil residues in some shellfish and coastal sediments, but most
fishermen are keeping fairly quiet about it, even in the face of
provocation - the International Oil Spill Compensation Fund
(joint
proprietor: HM Government) is still delaying some compensation

payments, over five years after the spill.
The Norwegians have recently found minute traces of radioactive
contamination from Windscale, almost twice as far away as
Dounreay.
It makes you wonder what's in our own shellfish. If anyone's
taking
and analysing samples - and bitter experience of Government
incompetenece after Chernobyl leads me to suspect that there
may well
be no-one doing that - then where are the results published?
At least with a big oil spill we know that the worst effects do
fade
to almost nothing after a decade or so. Invisible and insidious,
radioactive pollution has the potential to be an even bigger scare
story and to do much more damage to the fish trade for a much
longer
time. The more our fears are shown to have been justified all
along,
the more we may expect the seafood industry to change the
subject,
and who can blame them?
The question of compensation for the direct and indirect
commercial
effects of radioactive pollution will not go away, however. Even
the
most shameless oil companies can usually be persuaded to pay
up if
there's a big spill and, after the financial fiasco of the Braer
non-compensation, the International Oil Pollution Compensation
Fund

has doubled its cash reserve for any one incident (not that it's
much
use to the Shetland victims of the tanker's owner, Michael
Hudner,
who paid little or nothing).
In contrast, Dounreay's legacy is purely a Government
responsibility,
all the way down the shaft to China. After they used public
money to
bribe some of their chums to buy bits of the nuclear conspiracy (I
nearly said 'industry'), the Tories made sure that the Government,
meaning us, would foot the bill for decommissioning old nuclear
plants and decontaminating the environment (as far as that is
practicable) for many centuries to come.
In any sensible country, of course, those responsible for this
disaster would already have had their gongs recalled by the
Palace
and would be on bail awaiting trial, including, I am sorry to say,
two otherwise admirable MPs, those long-time nuclear apologists
Tony
Benn and Tam Dalyell. But bigger and more influential
reputations
than theirs are at stake and the cost of making the world safe for
future generations after our nuclear half-century is literally
incalculable. We are talking about sums of money which will
dwarf the
Scottish Parliament's paltry tax-raising powers. And loads of the
trouble is in Scotland, humming away on civilian and military
sites.
Who pays the nuclear laundry bill could well cause an early fight

between Holyrood and Westminster, particularly if the Christian
Mr
Blair persists in retaining an operational Trident fleet based in
Scotland, albeit allegedly with fewer warheads, as the
centrepiece of
his ethical defence policy. It may well be the reason the Nats are
granted their demand for an early referendum on independence.
They
would be wise to wait a while: after living 36 years north of the
Border this Anglo-Scot, for one, reckons his canny countrymen
and
cannier countrywomen will vote to give the devolved parliament
and
its benches of New Labour suits a chance to prove that, as That
Bloody Woman used to say during our 18 years under a Tory
army of
occupation: 'There is no alternative'.
In case you've been at the sea angling for the past month and
haven't
heard, I won't be sitting with the New Labour suits if I go to Auld
Reekie. Stalin's Granny decided I wasn't good enough. Too hairy,
probably, and I did point out to her at the interview that I'd been
in favour of one-member-one-vote a long time before it was
fashionable, not that they've actually implemented it yet. I was
also
incautious enough to say I thought the party's public relations
people had made a complete mess of things and should all be
fired.
And it can't have helped when I blamed Mr Blair's timid agenda
for
the two per cent fall in the Labour vote in Orkney and Shetland
at

the May 1997 election. Triumphalism and blind loyalty is
required of
candidates, it seems, not sober analysis of the unpalatable.
So I'll be standing as an Independent come next May, not a
Tonytubby.
It was hardly a surprise in the end but I did think it would hurt
more than it did, after spending so long trying to make excuses
for
these reactionary wretches and their dilute-to-taste Tory policies.
In fact, after it became clear what sort of craven, conformist,
metropolitan ignoramus Granny and her three henchwomen on
the
selection panel really wanted to run as their candidate in
Shetland,
being blackballed was a relief and felt like an unsolicited
testimonial. It will be a fun run, if only to show up the extent to
which the Public Relations Tendency now controlling the party
has
betrayed True Labour's principles.
Jonathan Wills
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end
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>

Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 1, 1998 11:31:17 AM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Re: Wiring big culprit

Because they didn't understand that publishing a public domain
web page is
an explicit invitation to make links to it, whether unsolicited or
approved
or not.
Right.

Needless to say, we have cut off all their free
links from us and they are now more or less a dead site.
Good.

Yes, but according to AvWeek, the possibility of a wiring fault is
now

being admitted or at least considered by the authorities - or have
I
misunderstood?
Wiring is admitted a problem for Boeing 747s and 737s by
Boeing, FAA and NTSB. But, they are looking at fuel tank
wiring, not cargo door wiring. Right church, wrong pew. Peeking
under the wrong covers.
And TWA 800 has cracked to bare wire poly x wiring found in
cargo door area, and still nothing.
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the

raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
My reply below to Congressman Farr. You're part of it with
Hazle, thanks for sending me her reply, it helps I think.
I watched England and Argentina last night. Too bad. I'd hate to
lose in such a crappy way.
Cheers,
Barry

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
Dear Congressman Farr,
29 June 1998
Thank you for your June 16th letter to me and enclosing the
reply from Chairman Hall regarding the forward cargo door of
TWA 800.
I also note your last sentence which reads "...anything...with
other issues..." which implies assistance for anything but TWA
800.
Well, one last try, Mr. Farr. This is it. My last effort. Please help
one more time.
He is wrong about the latches. If he were right, I would not be
here.
He said that all latches were closed. That is not right. Chairman
Hall has been misinformed. He can not say all latches closed
because NTSB does not have all ten of the latches, they only
have eight.
It's as simple as that. There are ten latches on the forward cargo
door and NTSB has recovered eight. Eight is not ten. Only eight
from the lower sill have been recovered and examined; the two

midspan latches are still missing. The aft latch is shown by photo
evidence to have ruptured in flight.
Earlier, Ms. Hazle of NTSB said that only eight had been
recovered but the missing two were unimportant. That's not true
also. All ten of the latching cams go around all ten of the latching
pins to complete the ten latching actions. All ten latches are
important.
Until all ten of the latches have been recovered, examined and
declared locked, the failure of one of them can not be ruled out.
It's as simple as that.
If you ask Chairman Hall how many latches of the forward cargo
door his 'metallurgists and structures engineers have carefully
examined', and the reply is anything less than ten, will you please
ask him to pursue the wiring/cargo door explanation or at least
meet with me to allow me to present my researched evidence as I
did with you?
It's all on the line, Mr. Farr, eight is not ten. Eight is not all. All is
needed and it's not there. That's why I'm here. (A line by line
rebuttal to Chairman Hall's letter is appended.)
On a personal note, I've just returned from the Salinas
Courthouse where I spoke before the Monterey County Planning
Commission regarding the expansion of the Carmel Valley
Airport. After watching the complicated procedures it gave me a
greater appreciation of politics and the difficulty of changing
minds once made up.

Sincerely

John Barry Smith
MAJ, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley CA 93924
408 659 3552
email barry@corazon.com

Line by line rebuttal to Chairman Hall's June 8, 1998 letter:
Chairman Hall, "...Mr. Smith expressed his belief that the failure
or cargo door led to the accident."
Chairman Hall has misstated my 'belief.' My belief is a wiring
short led to the accident. As NTSB states a wiring short led to
center tank explosion led to the accident, I say a wiring short led
to cargo door rupturing in flight leading to the accident. Cargo
door did not 'fail'; it did what it was told to do, unlatch.
Chairman Hall, "...numerous letters..."

Yes, that's correct. Three hundred and thirty eight to NTSB
officials since July 20, 1996, three days after TWA 800, all with
same consistent explanation; hull rupture forward of the wing on
the right side at cargo door area. Thirty five to you, Mr. Farr,
since August 24, 1996.
Chairman Hall, "Examination of the wreckage has not revealed
any evidence..."
This is the Chairman of NTSB's opinion about a probable cause
and is same as the Chairman of NTSB's opinion in 1990 about
the forward cargo door for UAL 811 in AAR 90/01 which was in
error and corrected with AAR 92/02. The forward cargo door has
opened and fooled before.
Chairman Hall, "The cargo doors were found with their
respective fuselage sections..."
Not accurate. Only 60% in pieces of the aft cargo door and only
20% in pieces of the forward cargo door were found, recovered
and examined. Twenty percent of a door is not 'a door.'
Chairman Hall, "...the examination of the cargo door latches
found that they were closed at the time of impact."
Not true. There are ten latches on each door and only eight of the
forward door were examined because only eight were recovered.
Above quote also implies some latches opened but not in flight.
Chairman Hall, "Safety Board metallurgists and structures
engineers have carefully examined the cargo door..."

Not true because it's impossible. Only 60% in pieces of the aft
cargo door and only 20% in pieces of the forward cargo door
were found so it was impossible to carefully examine the cargo
doors. Missing from the forward cargo door recovery are two
midspan latches, manual locking handle, eight viewing ports, two
overpressure relief doors, and 80% of the door skin. Most of the
forward cargo door is not in wreckage recovery database nor
hung on wreckage reconstruction.
Chairman Hall, "...carefully examined...the latching
mechanisms..."
Not true. Only eight of the ten latching mechanisms were
recovered to be examined. Two latches have not been examined
at all.
Chairman Hall, "...carefully examined...the surrounding
structure...''
Not accurate. Most of the surrounding structure is missing. Many
nearby large red unusual paint markings were not evaluated.
Chairman Hall, "...found no evidence of pre-impact failure..."
Not supported opinion. There is much clear visual evidence of
pre-impact failure with petal shaped rupture at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on side and belly, unilateral shattered
fuselage in cargo door area, and several large red paint markings
between passenger windows only above cargo door.

Chairman Hall, "..no evidence... that the door had opened in
flight."

Not true. A FAA structures engineer at one time agreed that paint
markings and structural deformation indicated an outward
explosion in cargo door area. There is much hard, real, and
documented evidence below that forward cargo door ruptured/
opened in flight.
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present 20.
section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.

24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. TWA 800 matched to AI 182, PA 103, and UAL 811.
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-

orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: July 1, 1998 11:09:03 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Wiring big culprit

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 29/06/98, at 17:50, John Barry Smith wrote:

Why were they so upset? Because you implied that you wrote it?
Or had paid
for it?
Because they didn't understand that publishing a public domain
web page is
an explicit invitation to make links to it, whether unsolicited or
approved
or not. We never implied that we wrote their material and would
not have
done because it was pretty low grade stuff. They accused us of
incorporating their material on our site when in fact we did no
such thing.
We paid them nothing and in fact already had a carte-blanche

written
agreement from them to link to their site. They were, in short, a
bunch of
hysterical, ill-informed idiots and eventually, on the doorstep of
the
court, their own lawyer told them so and got them to settle out of
court
for exactly the deal they'd been offered 13 months earlier - i.e.
we link
to them as and when we like and, purely as a courtesy, we make
it clear
what we are linking to. Needless to say, we have cut off all their
free
links from us and they are now more or less a dead site.
[snipped]
If my one scanned article is in violation of the law, then 'fair use'
is a
sham.
As I said, I don't think it would be construed by any normal
person as
anything other than fair use, but what a bunch of lawyers might
make of it
is entirely another matter and technically McGraw Hill may
actually be in
the right, judging by the case law and legal opinions I saw during
our
ordeal with m'learned friends. I imagine that the plaintiff could
only be
awarded derisory damages but I hope it won't come to a test in
court.

The
pursuit of the TWA truth is more important than rowing with
AvWeek about
copyright and requires all your prodigious energies. Please try to
stay
out
of court. It is horrible and screws up the rest of one's work. I
know.
Out of court yes, rowing with AvWeek to draw attention to the
content is
important. They care about style, I care about content. I've heard
nothing
from McGraw-Hill.

I am very glad to see that you appear to be making progress. The
ungagged
pilots' evidence is intriguing but contradictory.
No progress, in fact, NTSB has tried again to shut the door is
inaccuracies. Letter attached. Looks grim for the home team.
Yes, but according to AvWeek, the possibility of a wiring fault is
now
being admitted or at least considered by the authorities - or have
I
misunderstood?
[snipped]

Good on you anyway and keep at 'em.
Cheers
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 29, 1998 5:50:32 PM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Wiring big culprit

Yes, your use of their material looks like fair use to me but it is
not
analogous to what we did because we only linked to a website.
Why were they so upset? Because you implied that you wrote it?
Or had paid for it?

What you have
done is incorporation. It's entirely pro bono publico as far as I
can see
but McGraw Hill may actually be in the right, legally, so take
care.
If my one scanned article is in violation of the law, then 'fair use'
is a sham.

The
pursuit of the TWA truth is more important than rowing with
AvWeek about
copyright and requires all your prodigious energies. Please try to
stay out
of court. It is horrible and screws up the rest of one's work. I
know.
Out of court yes, rowing with AvWeek to draw attention to the
content is important. They care about style, I care about content.
I've heard nothing from McGraw-Hill.

I am very glad to see that you appear to be making progress. The
ungagged
pilots' evidence is intriguing but contradictory.
No progress, in fact, NTSB has tried again to shut the door is
inaccuracies. Letter attached. Looks grim for the home team.
I have heard nothing more from Jim Swire. Have you?
Nothing, I'm very disappointed that he never asked a question.

It's the sign of a mind made up.

I'm still planning to return to this story in September when I have
finished with the summer season, which at present claims every
wakling hour
to stop the repo men coming for the boat. I will even annoy that
NTSB lady
again. BTW you must not wind them up with sexist comments,
you politically
incorrect old fellow, you!
I had to, I'm doing this for free so need my laugh now and then.
Big culprit, wiring. Small victims, yaw dampers, cargo doors,
fuel tanks, fires, smoke, and instrument malfunctions.
Cheers,
Barry
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: June 29, 1998 2:26:47 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Copyright

Dear Barry - sorry, I had a lightning strike and my computer has
been down
for eight days of total chaos. Hence the late reply.
Yes, your use of their material looks like fair use to me but it is
not
analogous to what we did because we only linked to a website.
What you have

done is incorporation. It's entirely pro bono publico as far as I
can see
but McGraw Hill may actually be in the right, legally, so take
care. The
pursuit of the TWA truth is more important than rowing with
AvWeek about
copyright and requires all your prodigious energies. Please try to
stay out
of court. It is horrible and screws up the rest of one's work. I
know.
I am very glad to see that you appear to be making progress. The
ungagged
pilots' evidence is intriguing but contradictory.
I have heard nothing more from Jim Swire. Have you?
I'm still planning to return to this story in September when I have
finished with the summer season, which at present claims every
wakling hour
to stop the repo men coming for the boat. I will even annoy that
NTSB lady
again. BTW you must not wind them up with sexist comments,
you politically
incorrect old fellow, you!
In haste and in brief but still on your case, brother!
Cheers
Jonathan
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********

On 20/06/98, at 10:41, John Barry Smith wrote:

This large message has been converted to an attachment.

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 25, 1998 12:58:03 PM PDT
To: mheditor@montereyherald.com
Subject: Air crash

For Mr. Thom Akeman, Herald Staff writer.
Dear Mr. Akeman, I noticed that you were the reporter that broke
the John Denver NTSB report story. Good work. I read your
story on the net six hours before the Herald was delivered to my
house.

My name is John Barry Smith, as mentioned in the Country
Herald today, 25 June 1998, in the Carmel Valley Airpark story,
page B1 and B2.
I also have an aviation crash story, TWA 800. I have a large
website and have done much research into that crash and three
other hull rupture in flight Boeing 747 accidents.
Would you be interested in a reasonable, alternative mechanical
cause for TWA 800, not accepted by NTSB? It's all documented.
I'm covering what you may not care about. Or may.
I'm at 408 659 3552 or barry@corazon.com.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 23, 1998 3:57:56 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Having trouble getting through

Date: Tue, 23 Jun 1998 17:21:39 -0400 (EDT)
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILERDAEMON@phillips.com>
Subject: Returned mail: Cannot send message within 4 days
To: <barry@corazon.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Auto-Submitted: auto-generated (failure)
The original message was received at Fri, 19 Jun 1998 17:08:20
-0400 (EDT)

from oahu [172.17.17.1]
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<devans@phillips.com>
(expanded from: <devans@phillips.com>)
----- Transcript of session follows ----451 <devans@phillips.com>... I/O error: Error 0
Message could not be delivered for 4 days
Message will be deleted from queue
Reporting-MTA: dns; kauai.corp.phillips.com
Arrival-Date: Fri, 19 Jun 1998 17:08:20 -0400 (EDT)
Final-Recipient: RFC822; <devans@phillips.com>
X-Actual-Recipient: RFC822; devans@inetb.corp.phillips.com
Action: failed
Status: 4.4.7
Remote-MTA: DNS; inetb.corp.phillips.com
Last-Attempt-Date: Tue, 23 Jun 1998 17:21:39 -0400 (EDT)
Return-Path: barry@corazon.com
Received: from oahu.corp.phillips.com (oahu [172.17.17.1]) by
kauai.corp.phillips.com (8.8.8/8.7.3) with SMTP id RAA28860
for <devans@phillips.com>; Fri, 19 Jun 1998 17:08:20 -0400
(EDT)
Received: from mail.redshift.com ([209.54.200.6]) by
oahu.corp.phillips.com
via smtpd (for kauai.phillips.com [172.17.17.10]) with
SMTP; 19 Jun 1998 21:07:37 UT
Received: from [207.204.196.70] (pm8-165.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.196.165]) by mail.redshift.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with
ESMTP id OAA03214 for <devans@phillips.com>; Fri, 19 Jun

1998 14:06:56 -0700
Date: Fri, 19 Jun 1998 14:06:56 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020907b1b02075c070@[207.204.196.70]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;
boundary="============_-1313857264==_============"
To: devans@phillips.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: AVWeek lawyer and my response
Dear David, here is attached letter from McGraw-Hill and my
response. I
realize you may be on their side on this but it's important
everyone knows
what's going on.
You say wiring for VJ but NTSB doesn't.
I say wiring to cargo door for TWA 800 but NTSB doesn't.
We are the same.

Cheers,
Barry

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Tel 212 512 4064

Fax 212 512 3907
Dear Ms. Roome, 19 June 1998
Thank you your letter of June 10, 1998 in which you thank me
for my
anticipated cooperation.
Well, as Carly Simon sang, anticipation is half the fun; or words
to that
effect.
Let me analyze your letter word by word, giving it the attention it
deserves:
"I have received a significant amount of correspondence between
you and
Aviation Week & Space Technology..."
Yes, at my request you received it.
"Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on
your Web site to the entire world does not constitute fair use."
Who says? A lawyer representing one party? Not very conclusive
is it? Let's
hear from the other side. If you get to interpret the law, then so
do I.
Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on my
Web site to the entire world does constitute fair use.

So, difference of opinion.
"Had you prepared an abstract summarizing the article and given
credit to
Aviation Week, you would have a credible argument."
A credible argument for what? For permission? For fair use?
Do you understand the whole purpose of scanning in exact article
and not
giving summary? I could have summarized the article but that
would have
missed the very point of researched and quoted articles. Often the
important data is in the article but not appreciated by the
summarizer.
Many times I have read summaries that say one thing, but the
raw data says
otherwise.
I will give an example at the end of this email. It's about airplane
engines so might not interest your pretty little head.
Yes, that's a goad. I suspect you may be about to write off the
whole
wiring/cargo door/AvWeek article on website thing as irritating
and
unworthy of your efforts and I wish to continue to hold your
interest.
OK, I'll put it in now, but it's detailed. TWA 800 engine report is
summarized:

"NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual
Report, "The disassembly of the engines did not show any
indications that
any of the engines had sustained any uncontainments, case
ruptures, fires,
or penetrations.""
And yet later the raw data reveals:
"Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered.
All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the
outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan
blades had
impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of
the impact
damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts
along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward.""
You see, Ms. Roome, the summarizer is wrong; he is
contradicted by the raw
data; there were fires, penetrations, and uncontainments. That's

what
research is all about. And let us hope that the 'four soft body
impacts'
were not four real soft bodies, but may have been since humans
were
ingested into number three engine in a similar accident, UAL
811.
I put the raw data on my web site. The raw data was your
reporter
interviewing public officials and quoting them. I quoted you. It's
a chain
of mental custody of the idea that an NTSB official was intrigued
that the
streak of TWA 800 could be the forward door popping open in
flight. It's
true. It was.
Well, enough of content, back to style. Key word in your position
is
'entire.' What do you mean by 'entire'?
Here's how I would define 'entire' in this matter: If in my nonprofit,
full credit given, research oriented website I:
1. Scanned in a book by an author. Not fair use.
2. Scanned in one full month of a monthly magazine. Not fair
use.
3. Scanned in a many page insert to one month of a monthly
magazine that
covers one subject. Not fair use.
4. Scanned in twenty articles of twenty articles written about a
subject in

a monthly magazine over a period of years. Not fair use.
5. Scanned in one article (graphics as well) totalling one full size
page
of one month issue of 100 pages which is also one article of
twenty about
one subject, TWA 800, and excised all advertising. Fair use.
Yes, using one percent of an issue's pages, giving credit, not
making any
money, and it's for research presentation to public at large is fair
use.
That's my position. Let me repeat yours:
"However, transmitting the article exactly as it originally was
published,
(with the graphics as well) does not constitute fair use."
Yes, it does.
I contend the article in question was an excerpt from a series on
TWA 800
in AvWeek published over a long period of time.
So, no profit, credit given, research, and now excerpt. It's all
there for
fair use.
But why the problem? Why would you want me to not quote you
exactly? It
seems to me summaries are the dangerous quotes, exact ones are
the safest.
You encourage inaccuracy by recommending summaries instead
of exact scans.

Messengers, messages, and media.
We are the two messengers: I'm a retired military officer in a
converted
garage with a phone line and a computer. You are a ....you are a
.....Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies. I assume a nice corner office, view,
satisfactory
salary and qualified staff. I wish I had the same. Vice President
implies a
President. Vice President of what? McGraw-Hill? How many
Vice-Presidents?
Associate? How many associates? I don't see 'lawyer' or
'attorney' or
'solicitor' there, just 'counsel.' So the three descriptions given of
you
do not tell me much. If the word 'judge' were there, then the
article would
of course come off my website.
We have two messages. You say my style of exact instead of
summary is wrong
and must change. I say your content is right and should be
followed up. How
I present my content is really second to the truth of the content.
Your
content in the article is correct. It is very important. Your reporter
did
a good job. AvWeek did a good job. Follow it up. Style of
summary or entire
article is secondary to accuracy of content. Your content is

accurate.
We use two media: Yours is letter in envelope carried to me.
Mine is email
sent electronically.
If you are going to talk style to me, Ms. Roome, then let's talk
style.
McGraw-Hill, Ms. Warnock, came to me out of the blue telling
me what to do
in my website and called me law violator. I am now defending
myself by
going on offense.
Your style is out of time. It's behind the times. It's unhip. You are
not
hep to what's hot. Just as talking jive slang of forty years ago is
behind
the times, using a letter, a phone and a fax is also behind the
times.
On your letterhead you list a phone and fax and address. That's
fine for
1990, take away the fax and it's fine for 1980, take away the
phone and
it's fine for 1910, take away the last four digits of the zip and it's
fine
for 1985, take away the entire zip and it's fine for 1970, take
away entire
address and it's fine for 1670.
But what you don't have on the letterhead shows your style is not
fine for

June 19th, 1998. Your letter is dated June 10th, it was
postmarked June
12th, and I received it in my mail box on June 16th. Six days
from your
mind to my mind. Ha! Pony Express was faster.
As a pilot I know the value of accurate, fast communications. It's
vital
when flying, as in success or failure. Email and websites have
been around
for years. You have no email address nor web site URL on your
letterhead.
Are you not aware of the telecommunications revolution going
on around you?
Do you not read Aviation Week's daily briefing on your web site
every
morning, as I do? <http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> A lot of
time and money
has been put into your website and to ignore its existence is an
insult to
those employees.
So for you to tell me what is right and what's wrong to put on my
website
carries little weight. You're telling me how to run a website and
you know
little about it. Get hip, girl. There has to be something in Elle
about the
internet.
Yes, yes, that's provocation to keep boredom at bay.

Let's continue:
"There is little to be gained in a prolonged dispute regarding this
matter."
I reply: There is much to be gained in a prolonged dispute
regarding this
matter. For you and me. Aviation Week helps to confirm the
cause of an
airplane crash I have discovered which is being considered by
NTSB. When
cause is confirmed, it can be fixed so that the cause does not
repeat.
Lives are saved. Aviation travel is better.
"For the future, if you would like to bring attention to articles
published
in Aviation Week, please do so by distributing an abstract
summary of the
article."
Advice noted. Thanks for saying 'please.'
"We thank you for your anticipated cooperation."
Hmm.....fruitless anticipation, unrequited cooperation; your
article stays
posted on my web site. And I'm adding your letter and my
response too. The
matter gets larger, not smaller. It's not going away.
Shall I be David to your Goliath? The flea to your dog? The bat
in your

hair? The thorn in your paw?
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> is the URL
to confirm my
position. URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator and is the
address of a
page on a site on the web. HTTP is Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
and is the
standard by which one computer recognizes another computer.
WWW is world
wide web. Web is different than Email and different from FTP
(File Transfer
Protocol), IRC (Internet Relay Chat), and newsgroups. Corazon
is the name
of a domain which includes all pages under the name corazon,
which is the
name of my wife. Dot com is the type of domain, in this case
commercial as
different from .org or .net or .gov. My site could be commercial
and
profitable but isn't. Dot html is hypertext markup language which
is the
standard by which each computer can read each other's pages.
<800avweekintrigue> is the name of the page in which I have
put: 1. All
McGraw-Hill correspondence which was scanned in and given
credit.
2. My responses.
3. The disputed for style but not content 10 March 1997 article.
There you have it, Ms. Roome, internet in one short lesson; very
basic and
very important. To get to the disputed article just put in

<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> without the
brackets, into
the 'open location' menu selection of your browser, or just put in
'corazon' and you will go to my home page.
<http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> is the URL of your website
of one of your
magazines.
'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page
that gives me and the rest of the world for free several headlines
and
short synopsis with link to a larger story the reading of which
requires a
password which I don't have. Here's an example of what you give
away for
free, Ms. Room:
"Today's Aviation News
Thursday, June 18, 1998
* Pilots Form Own Alliance
* Auto Makers Tap Pro Air
* PAL Lays Off 5,000
* Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
* Recce Satellite Declassified
* Chinese Gain With Launches
* Russia Orbits Six Birds
* USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
Daniel P. Burnham will leave his position as a vice chairman of
AlliedSignal Inc. to become president and chief operating officer
of

Raytheon Co. on July 1, the companies announced yesterday.
Burnham will
succeed Dennis J. Picard as chairman and chief executive officer
of
Raytheon on Dec. 1. Picard, 65, has previously announced his
intent to
retire. Frederic M. Poses, 55, will become president and COO of
AlliedSignal. He will oversee all the aerospace businesses, as
well as
Electronic Materials, Truck Brake Systems, Business Services,
International
and the company's growth and productivity initiatives. Aerospace Daily
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
Air Force Air Combat Command determined that two F-16s
belonging to the
421st Fighter Squadron collided Jan. 7 because the two pilots
failed to use
proper "see and avoid" techniques to ensure a clear flight path
while
entering and leaving an engagement. The two F-l6s collided
while performing
in a six-aircraft tactical intercept training mission over the Utah
Test
and Training Range. The accident happened during the fourth
intercept pass
when the leader of the attacking flight collided with the trailing
wingman
in the aggressor formation. -Aero Safety & Maintenance
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc."
------------------------------------------------------------------

AvWeek has an excellent web site. Here is something else from
your site:
"Jobs
Issue of:
June 15, 1998
June 8, 1998
June 1, 1998
Home Welcome to Aviation Week & Space Technology Jobs
Page on the web.
The weekly recruitment ads are kept up for three weeks, allowing
access to
those who can not get a copy of the issue or who wish to be more
discreet
in their job search. The ads are updated/cycled weekly. Click on
the issue
date on the left side to access the desired issue.
To respond to a Box ad (include Box #) send to: Aviation Week
& Space
Technology; Classified Dept.; 1221 Avenue of The Americas,
42nd Floor, New
York, N.Y. 10020.
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Classified
June 15, 1998
Positions Available
--------------------------------------------------------------EXPECT GREAT AND GET IT
In engineering terms, the definition of a great job is universal:
Great
projects. Great people. The latest technology. In fact, the place to
go to
get that great job is universal, too. Raytheon Systems Company.

Around the
globe, if there's an industry that needs world-class engineering
and
state-of-the-art technology, we're in it. From aircraft and
infrastructure
to supercomputers and wireless communications. Call us today
or visit us on
the Web and find your next great job. Then go out and get it.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Code SEL
The Software Engineering Laboratory has opportunities available
for
individuals with experience in the development, design, and code
of
integrated software packages. Qualified candidates will work on
various
applications such as radar systems, air traffic control, wide area
surveillance, transportation systems, missile systems, and
satellite
communications."
Well, Ms. Roome, let me see, what does Raytheon want?
"...individuals with
experience in the development, design, and code of integrated
software
packages"
Hmmm....not me.
But, it's a job offer for a software guy from Raytheon to anybody
who reads
the job offer column of Aviation Week Online. And note
classified ad from

Raytheon supplements article about Raytheon in Daily News.
Note Daily News
has safety related article about F-16s crashing into each other.
TWA 800
crash cause is a relevant subject for AvWeek to investigate.
How about if I search your archives and see if the article in
dispute is on
your web site for the world to see for free.
Voila! Up popped the below after a search string of 'Meyer
Streak 10 March
1997':
"ANG PILOT: TWA JET HIT BY OBJECT
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of
TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what they saw
immediately
before destruction of the Boeing 747-131 jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from
the east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart,
propelling some of its passengers high enough that they did not
hit the
water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th
Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag order
preventing him from

giving interviews about the 1996 disaster off Long Island, N.Y.
The
copilot, Capt. Christian Baur, remains under FBI restrictions not
to speak
about the accident. But two officials familiar with his testimony
told
Aviation Week & Space Technology in detail what he told
investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to
speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news media
(AW&ST July
29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose Aviation Week as the first
news
organization to hear a detailed account of his recollections and
his
testimony to federal investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of
the crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long Island
about 12 mi.
north of the TWA crash site. Baur, the copilot, was at the controls
practicing instrument approaches. The crew was awaiting
darkness so they
could begin training with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light
appeared from the opposite direction of the flight of TWA 800
(which was
flying from west to east after takeoff from Kennedy Airport), a
possible
indication of an intercepting missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the

accident occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right
(west) to my
left (east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who
have heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left side of the
cockpit,
saw a streak moving from left to right toward the approaching
TWA aircraft
before the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like
burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told investigators
from the
National Transportation Safety Board, FBI and a Federal antiterrorist task
force. "I was trying to figure out what it was. It was the wrong
color for
flares. It struck an object coming from the right and made it
explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly between two light aircraft that tow banners along the
beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that
time of day, and that's what they assumed," the second official
said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots
saw could have been light reflections from the skin of the
aircraft,
tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the
aircraft

popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second
official said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he
admits that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight. Moreover,
Meyer adds,
"Whatever Chris saw on the left side I didn't see because he
blocked my
view." Baur disputes this, saying that the explosions and crash
were
virtually dead ahead of the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down
Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski International Airport at
Westhampton
Beach, N.Y. It had started a climbing left turn to the south when
the
accident occurred. The Sun had not yet set and the sky was still
bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight
and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said.
"Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a number of
years in
Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of them at me. But,
that was
25-year-old missile technology, which left smoke trails. I
understand today
that they are made with smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave
trails. What

I saw was a streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually
descending arc. He points out that he never saw the actual
airframe of the
TWA 747 within the streak or subsequent explosions or smoke
trails. It was
virtually identical to the trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight
curve. But unlike a meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he
said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer
describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowish-white explosion that
looked
identical to the detonation of an antiaircraft shell. He did not
suggest an
antiaircraft weapon was fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said.
"One to two seconds later, there was a second, hard explosion
almost pure
white in color. The position of that explosion appeared to be
slightly
below and behind where one would have anticipated the streak of
light to
have gone. The trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly
bent down
and slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third
explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if there was an
explosion
and fireball or if the third explosion turned into the fireball.

"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as
a tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball four
times the
diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left
(east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions created a
"huge
waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first official said.
"The
column of flame was being whipped around violently. First it was
tumbling,
and then it refined itself into a spiral. The explosions were all
before
the cascade of flame began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG
operations that night were to have included flares dropped by a
HC-130
transport aircraft. The crew then called the Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like
clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur actually
made the
call and reported a possible midair collision, the second official
involved
in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m.,
Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely to be
correct
although he can't be sure.

Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer
functioned as copilot and primary communicator. As they
approached the
crash site, after about 4 min. of flight, debris was still falling so
they
slowed to avoid being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft
body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a tornado,"
the
second official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after
the accident.
"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I
saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at terminal velocity
and
fuselage fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi. per hour. The things
falling at
high speed were bodies still strapped in their seats. That is
logically
inconsistent if they came from the same explosion at the same
time. On
reflection, I have concluded that the bodies must have been
blown upward
before they came down. That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the
particulate there was metal and paper, some of it glowing.
Through all of

that, things would come racing through -- two or three highspeed objects
like sacks of potatoes. I believed them to be bodies that had been
blown
upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the
passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic
forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories,
Meyer and other ANG officials remain adamant that their unit
was not part
of any larger, undisclosed, multiservice operation. Operations the
night of
the crash were standard training flights to maintain currency with
night
vision goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not
extend more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern coast. The
HC-130 would
drop flares, rafts and a para-rescueman and later refuel the
helicopter in
a communications-out, lights-out operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer
said. Nor were there indications of the operations of drone
aircraft,
another theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of the
crash. "No,
there would have been some kind of notice." - AW&ST 3/10/97"

Hello again, Ms. Roome. Yes, that matches the scanned article in
dispute on
my web site. My picture of your article has the additional words,
"Witnesses believe and explosion ripped apart Flight 800 over
Long Island,
but deny involvement in a cover-up," and graphics as well.
So there is a difference between the electronic version of the 10
March
1997 article in the Aviation Week website archives for free and
the
electronic scanned in version of the 10 March 1997 article on my
website at
www.corazon.com for free. I have the more accurate one. I have
complete
text and the graphics too.
I'm forsaking snail mail, 32 cents, and a week's wait for
exchange for
accurate, fast, and cheap communications: email. This reply is
going to be
sent email to Ms. Monica Warnock, via Ms. Mary Frances
Koerner to you. I
know the links work because that's how you received your
'significant
correspondence'. I know it's fast because Ms. Warnock and I
exchanged
several emails in one day. I know its accurate because important
passages
are cut and pasted exactly as stated.
The bottom of your letter takes me back in time to typewriters

and carbon
paper...KDR/lah means KDR was the author, that's you, lah is the
secretary,
note lower case. CC is copy to Mary Frances Koerner.
This is what a modern email look like:
"To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Posted article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock, One minute after midnight, 1 June 1998.
Please inform Ms. Koerner and other executives as you deem
appropriate that
the deed is done. The 10 March 1997 AV Week article is back up
on
www.corazon.com at http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html"
Hello hello again, Ms. Roome, 'no dice' is my reply to your
request to do
abstracts and not entire articles.
Now it's my turn:
Dear Ms. Roome, the cause of an airplane crash, TWA 800, has
been
discovered by me. The cause is water to bare wire shorts on door
motor to

unlatch position to rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo
door to
explosive decompression to nose off to falling disintegration to
fireball
to water impact. The wiring/cargo door cause can still happen
again until
fixed. To get it fixed the manufacturer has to be persuaded and
told to do
it. FAA is the agency that will tell Boeing to fix the wiring and
the cargo
door. NTSB is the agency to recommend to FAA to tell Boeing to
fix the
wiring/cargo door. NTSB does not believe that the streak that
was seen
during the TWA 800 accident was the forward door popping
open. It was and
it did.
Your most excellent reporter, Mr. Fulghum, was able to elicit
from an NTSB
official that the streak may have been the forward door popping
open
inflight. The NTSB official is right. Your reporter was right to
write it
up. Your editors were right to include it in the story. Your
publisher was
right to print it up by the thousands. And I was right to quote it in
its
entirety by publishing it on my nonprofit, credit given research
oriented
website.
The legal case is infinitely more complex than at first glance. It

can set
precedents. Information about aircraft is what it's all about. I'm
using
yours that you went to great effort and expense to obtain. I
understand
that. I also understand that in the public's interest sometimes
copying for
free is justified: Fair use. Do you think I unfairly used your 10
Mar 97
article? If so, then continue to fight.
Can you win? No, you can't win. Give up. Write me a polite note
of apology
and gracious permission to continue to post the very accurate,
very
complete 10 March 1997 article by David A. Fulghum on my
1200 page website
about TWA 800. That's a story in itself. Do a story on internet
copyright
and Aviation Week. You don't have to apologize to me for calling
me an
outlaw in the first email from Ms. Warnock.
What are the terms for cut and pasting from your AvWeek
website to my
website? Let me quote from site:
"All use of The McGraw-Hill Companies' World Wide Web
pages is subject to
the terms and conditions set forth below. Any use of such Web
pages
constitutes the user's agreement to abide by the following terms
and

conditions.
All information provided by The McGraw-Hill Companies and
its affiliates is
owned by or licensed to The McGraw-Hill Companies and its
affiliates (the
"McGraw-Hill Information"). The McGraw-Hill Companies and
its licensors
retain all proprietary rights to the McGraw-Hill Information. The
McGraw-Hill Companies has the right to use all material entered
into these
Web pages (other than third-party material transmitted through
private
electronic mail) in any of The McGraw-Hill Companies' print or
electronic
publications. Except for making one hard copy print of limited
portions of
the McGraw-Hill Information on an ad hoc basis, or
downloading as expressly
authorized by The McGraw-Hill Companies, McGraw-Hill
Information may not be
reproduced, transmitted or distributed without The McGraw-Hill
Companies'
permission.
The McGraw-Hill Companies makes no guarantees or warranties
as to the
accuracy or completeness of or results to be obtained from
accessing and
using the McGraw-Hill Information. Neither The McGraw-Hill
Companies nor
its affiliates shall be liable to any user or anyone else for any
inaccuracy, error or omission, regardless of cause, in The
McGraw-Hill
Information or for any damages resulting therefrom.

Users entering materials on any of these Web pages are
responsible for the
content of that material. The McGraw-Hill Companies has no
responsibility
for the content of any messages or information posted by users,
or for the
content of information of third-parties on the Internet, even if
accessed
through The McGraw-Hill Companies' pages. However, The
McGraw-Hill
Companies retains the right, which it may or may not exercise, in
its sole
discretion, to review, edit or delete from the service any thirdparty
material which The McGraw-Hill Companies deems to be illegal,
offensive or
otherwise inappropriate.
Users may through hypertext or other computer "links" gain
access to other
sites on the Internet which are not part of The McGraw-Hill
Companies' Web
pages. The McGraw-Hill Companies assumes no responsibility
for any material
outside of the McGraw-Hill Companies Web pages which may
be accessed
through any such "link."
The user agrees to indemnify The McGraw-Hill Companies from
any damages,
losses, costs or expenses which The McGraw-Hill Companies, its
affiliates,
their respective employees and authorized representatives may
incur as a
result of material entered into these Web pages by the user."

What does that mean? It would take a lawyer to understand all
that. I think
it means, "It's not our fault." One hard copy? Or limited portions
on an
'ad hoc' basis? I love it when you speak Latin to me. I have not
entered
any material to your web site so I guess most of the above does
not apply
to me.
Before McGraw-Hill got its telecommunications/publishing act
together, I
used to go down to the library, find the issue, pay the copy
machine 25
cents a page, bring copies home, cut out advertising, scan in
pages of text
and pictures, (text and graphics are the same to the scanner),
compress the
large scanned image, put image into page, link page to others,
upload page
to web server, and check results.
I did all that because it is very, very important. It's a matter of life
and death. But I guess all the guys tell you that.
Yes, yes, yes, sexist, so what? It's funny and informal, just what
email is
all about. It's a new level of communication. It has the power of
the
written word but the emotion of the spoken. It has the depth of a
book but
the shallowness of a newspaper.

This dispute is important because I have been following forward
cargo doors
on high time Boeing 747s for nine years. I know about them and
what they
do. They kill people. They have in the past with UAL 811, they
did with TWA
800, and they will again.
The cargo door is actually an innocent bystander who was caught
in the
crossfire of the wiring short that told the door to open inflight.
And AvWeek agreed to the extent of interviewing an NTSB
official who agreed
to the extent of saying he was intrigued by the possibility of the
forward
door popping open in flight for TWA 800. We both want that
information into
the public domain and we both did it. Yours in print in 1997 and
both of us
on web in 1997.
My goal is to prevent death by preventing plane crashes by
preventing
forward cargo doors from opening in flight on high time Boeing
747s which
allows explosive decompression to occur leading to nose being
torn off and
total destruction.
My drive comes from being a survivor of a sudden, night, fiery,
fatal jet

airplane crash.
Let AvWeek followup on the content of the article in dispute.
Please
recommend to the editors to direct a reporter, Mr. McKenna or
Mr. Fulghum,
to interview me or ask that the reporter peruse my web site at
www.corazon.com.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 has interest in
high places;
text of letters from Congressman Farr and Senator McCain are
attached.
In summary, Ms. Roome, the disputed AvWeek article stays on
website. I
contend it's fair use. I urge you to put content first and request
editors
to check out wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800.
Whatever you do, please don't drop the issue. All aspects are
important
from website copyright infringement to NTSB opinions about
streaks and
doors.
I've attached some technical stuff about red paint marks on the
carcass of
TWA 800 that would be of interest to an aviation reporter who
knows about
aircraft accident investigations.
I've attached an excerpt from Flying Magazine from July 1992

that shows I
was onto this cargo door cause for high time 747s four years
before TWA
800.
The issues are internet and airplane crashes, both of which I am
intimately
familiar with, feel strongly about, and wish to resolve any small
differences with authority.
We are on the same larger side, Ms. Roome, proper
compensation for a job
well done, accurate fast cheap transmission of information, and
aviation
safety. Let us continue this most interesting dialogue, Ms.
Roome.
Please pursue me, this scofflaw, this insolent fool, this sincere
guy under
all the gruff. McGraw-Hill standards of publishing and the rules
thereof
shall be upheld!
McGraw-Hill came to me first. I welcome your reply.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.

Attachments:
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the
forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I appreciated hearing
from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as
soon as a response is available, but please let me know if there is
anything further that I can do for you in the interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/96 email from Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the

potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded the
material
you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee for their
review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were
transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton, New
York, for
disassembly. The disassembly of the engines commenced on
August 12, 1996,
in the presence of the Powerplants Group. The disassembly was
completed on
August 16, 1996."
Analysis by JBS>
1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to send to engine
teardown
facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine engines at

Calverton.
2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per engine is
incredibly
fast to disassemble one of the most complex and precise
machines on the
planet. It's not a bicycle. A forensic powerplant teardown is likely
to
require several man hundred hours per engine with several
thousand hours of
metallographic back up work. Additionally many specialized
tools are
required to do this. There should be many thousands of feet of
tape or
pictures. Haste is evident in a one day teardown per engine in an
empty
hangar with only one engine specialist present.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing
the cowling, external components, fan, and low pressure
compressor (LPC) to
expose the high pressure compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor,
high
pressure turbine (HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine
exhaust
cases. Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and
partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any
indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case
ruptures, fires, or penetrations."

Analysis by JBS>Why was only engine 3 disassembled further?
What evidence
was seen in No. 3 to warrant further investigation? Why were not
the other
three engines disassembled further? The four most important jet
engines in
an airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The
conclusion statement of no uncontainments is contradicted by
other exhibit
which states 'stator blade' was found in right horizontal stabilizer.
The
conclusion statement of no fires in any engines is contradicted
later in
this same report with raw data indicating sooting in engine
number 3. The
conclusion statement of no penetrations of any engine is
contradicted by
raw data in this report indicating soft body impacts on blades.
The
conclusion statement of everything normal in the engines is
contradicted by
photograph of TWA 800 engine retrieval showing forward stator
stage missing
and irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples which are mainly
irrelevant in a
discussion about engines and teardown results. 33% of engine
report is not
about engines but about favored NTSB explanation of center
tank fuel
explosion as initial event.

Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered.
All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the
outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan
blades had
impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of
the impact
damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts
along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis by JBS>Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan
rotor were
recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by Chairman Hall
about TWA
800 recovered wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades were
recovered so it is
very possible 'stator blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer
was from
engine number three directly in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact
damage,'
was explained which implies some wasn't. All had soot. Soot

means fire.
Only engine number three had any sooting inside engine. One
full blade and
one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is nothing
normally soft
inside a jet engine. Soft body impact means foreign object
damage. FOD may
mean fire. Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one
found directly
aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.
Uncontainment means
engine not intact at water impact but inflight.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1
Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page
34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper
honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had
foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had partial
disintegration.
Engine 3 was the only engine to give such evidence. Engine
number three is
next to forward cargo hold, an area known to give FOD to engine
3 when
cargo door inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire
engine

number three could provide the mystery ignition source for the
center tank
fire/explosion/fireball.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 34, A
section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited evidence of red
paint
transfer marks on the upper skin (H8); only the remnants of the
shattered
logo light window remain in the window frame
The above details a red paint transfer mark on the right
horizontal tail
surface of TWA 800 directly aft of the red painted trim in cargo
door area.
This area shows missing red paint clearly in NTSB photo
displayed at URL
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html>
The NTSB photographs are clear in color and detail. The TWA
800
reconstruction photograph shows abnormal green, white and red
paint on the
right side forward of the wing.
Normal TWA red trim paint scheme is seen
at<http://www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html> Only above
the forward cargo
door of the reconstructed fuselage of TWA 800 is seen the
abnormal red
paint smears.
The sequence is thus: bare aluminum skin is cleaned, primed,

base coat of
white applied, then red trim on top of white, then decals. This
sequence is
basic painting for Boeing 747s and confirmed by aviation
professionals.
It is not red paint trim on primer with overspray, mask off, then
paint
white base coat around the trim.
The red trim is always on top of white base coat and means that
the many,
red, and large red paint smears between the passenger windows
are red paint
transfer marks. The red paint marks are not red paint exposed
when white
above is worn away, it is always red on top of white, not
underneath.
This is further proven by skin which has red paint missing and
thus
exposing white undercoat. This is seen at URL
<http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html> The white
is always
underneath the red. The green is always underneath the white.
Additionally, the added red paint between the windows is next to
the
missing red paint in the trim above the cargo door. Red paint
went from one
area to another.
The many red and large red paint transfer marks above the

forward cargo
door of TWA 800 indicate the cargo door opened in flight. The
precedent of
cargo door paint transfer marks was set by UAL 811 as described
in NTSB AAR
92/02, page 41.
The red paint transfer marks indicate the red door below
ruptured/opened in
flight and slammed into the white paint above, removing the red
trim paint
and transferring it on top of the white paint. This is clearly seen
between
the passenger windows.
The red paint evidence coupled with the outward peeled skin on
the side,
and in the door area, and in the belly proves an explosive event
occurred
inflight in the cargo door area.
The downward crushed main floor beams confirm the explosive
event. Docket
No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20,
"Downward
separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800,
and
780..." and ""The initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g.
LF6A)
would have the expected result of rapid depressurization
accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA
1000. The

red area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA
600 would
not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural
breakup."
The petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the
forward
cargo door pinpoints the location of the initial rupture of the hull
of TWA
800 as seen at URL <http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html>
The aft latch
is missing, the door frame is curved outward, and surrounding
skin is
shaped circular.
The analysis of red paint markings and structural deformation
indicating an
outward explosion was briefly held by FAA Branch Manager
Neil Schalekamp of
Northwest Region in a letter to me on 30 Jan 1998. "The paint
markings and
structural deformation that you cite, do indicate an outward
explosion,
generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
The cause of the outward cargo door explosion being the center
tank is
refuted by the lack of soot on the few recovered forward cargo
door pieces
and other right side fuselage pieces.
Exhibit 20A page 129. Fire and Explosion Group Factual Report.
"RF2 C-004 No sooting No sooting

RF3A-H These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
RF4 B-103 No sooting No sooting
RF5 A-071 No sooting No sooting
RF6A B-2004 No sooting No sooting
RF6B B-240 No sooting No sooting
RF6C B-318 No sooting No sooting
RF7 A-033 No sooting No sooting
RF8A No sooting No sooting
RF8B B-256 No sooting No sooting
RF8C B-263 No sooting No sooting
RF8D B-068 No sooting No sooting
RF8E B-268 No sooting No sooting
RF8F B-248 No sooting No sooting
RF9A C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9B C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9C C-259 No sooting No sooting"
NTSB investigators also are intrigued by the aircraft forward
door popping
open in flight, an explanation supported by red paint smears,
outward
peeled skin, downward floor beams, and petal shaped bulge at aft
midspan
latch. "NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the

streaks the
pilots saw could have been light reflections from the skin of the
aircraft,
tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the
aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second
official said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Basic NTSB generated evidence for TWA 800 in photos, text,
sooting
diagrams, tables, and drawings, a NTSB produced report AAR
92/02, and
visual interpretations of NTSB photograph at
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html> and on
NTSB CD-ROM
proves that the forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened in flight.
The evidence above proves the the cargo door was not all
latched, all
locked, and all intact at water impact, as previously believed
based upon
examination of only eight of the ten cargo door latches. Docket
Number
SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82, Section 41/42
Joint, Forward
Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of
the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
The cause of the door opening in flight is probably the same as

UAL 811, as
described in AAR 92/02; chafed wiring shorting on door unlatch
motor based
upon NTSB evidence for TWA 800 in Docket Exhibit 9A page
116: "Some wires
found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 and
identified as
BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the
cracks in this
bundle were found to expose the core conductor when examined
by microscope.
Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from
station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
NTSB agrees that a new explanation for the destruction sequence
is possible
based on new interpretations of the evidence such as shown by
the red paint
smears. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing
Report, page 30: "It
is therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences) may emerge
as new
information is acquired whether it be from newly identified parts,
or
simply a new interpretation of current information."
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 must be
thoroughly
investigated to rule in or rule out the reasonable conclusions
reached by
the careful analysis of red paint smears, outward peeled skin,
downward

floor beams, petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch, and cracked
to bare
conductor wires discovered in TWA 800 by NTSB.
The wreckage of TWA 800 is the victim at autopsy. It is the
victim saying
look at me, I exploded in flight, right there at the aft midspan
latch.
Just like I did before in 1989 with UAL 811 and left paint
smears, outward
peeled skin, aft midspan latch rupture, sudden loud sound on the
CVR and
power cut to the FDR. Don't ignore me; don't deny me; do
something about me.
Facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text,
drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound

11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank

34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner,
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.

2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived
as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the
wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty foot hole in
nose
producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating
tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.

Title:Are IFR pilots safer?
Subject:FLIGHT training
Source:Flying, Jul92, Vol. 119 Issue 7, p102, 3p, 1 illustration

John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a
provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the
similarities
between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United
Flight 811
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both
airplanes
involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural
damage to
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to
Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.
The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very
deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change
its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff
caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates
that an
electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated
latches to
open in flight.
Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on
the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and
other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am
flight was

at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure
and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three
engine. He
believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher
altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo
door
opened on the Pan Am flight.
It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are
working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage
caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure
could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small
and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is
incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United
cargo door
failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor.
The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door
latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives
the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands
a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have
failed

without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo
door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 20, 1998 3:07:52 PM PDT
To: jonkatz@bellatlantic.net
Subject: Digesting: http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html

Dear Mr. Katz, the below was your last email to me, over a year
ago. Well, something new has come up. McGraw-Hill has
ordered me to remove something from my web site. I refused.
Their top lawyer wrote me, my response is below. The originals
from McGraw-Hill are at http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html
and I've attached the lastest from them::mghcredantic.jpg:
It's conflict. My interest is again the content of the disputed
article, theirs is the style. Either way, it's controversial.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

Date: Thu, 29 May 1997 12:18:22 +0000
From: jonkatz <jonkatz@bellatlantic.net>
Reply-To: jonkatz@bellatlantic.net
Organization: Hotwired
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Digestion
I'm digesting, John.

To: katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: AvWeek article on corazon.com
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Dear Ms. Roome, 20 June 1998
I've just received by email an article by James McKenna of
AvWeek that applies to our discussion so I'm sending now what I
sent yesterday to Ms. Warnock via her email address and his
article. Plus my apology to you for omitting an 'e' from your
name in the text.
Regarding Mr. McKenna's speech: He is exactly correct. He is
bang on. Please refer him to me. I can corroborate everything he
says with real data and real events. He will want to know my
research. This is not missile conspiracy nonsense, this is
reasonable, happened before, mechanical explanation for TWA
800 and others. It's science.
Also please forward to him the data about airplanes included in

my response to you below. I must be able to present the
wreckage evidence to knowledgable aviation reporters for their
interpretation. Again, the content of AvWeek is correct.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Reply for Ms. Roome/AvWeek article on website
www.corazon.com
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:6740:mghcredantic.jpg:
Dear Ms. Warnock, 19 June 1998
Thank you for sending on my previous reply to the lawyers. I
received a letter from Ms. Roome the other day. My reply is
below, can you ensure that she receives it, as well as Ms.
Koerner?
I thank you for your anticipated cooperation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Tel 212 512 4064
Fax 212 512 3907
Dear Ms. Roome, 19 June 1998
Thank you your letter of June 10, 1998 in which you thank me
for my anticipated cooperation.
Well, as Carly Simon sang, anticipation is half the fun; or words
to that effect.
Let me analyze your letter word by word, giving it the attention it
deserves:
"I have received a significant amount of correspondence between
you and Aviation Week & Space Technology..."
Yes, at my request you received it.
"Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on your Web site to the entire world does not constitute
fair use."
Who says? A lawyer representing one party? Not very conclusive

is it? Let's hear from the other side. If you get to interpret the
law, then so do I.
Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on my Web site to the entire world does constitute fair
use.
So, difference of opinion.
"Had you prepared an abstract summarizing the article and given
credit to Aviation Week, you would have a credible argument."
A credible argument for what? For permission? For fair use?
Do you understand the whole purpose of scanning in exact article
and not giving summary? I could have summarized the article
but that would have missed the very point of researched and
quoted articles. Often the important data is in the article but not
appreciated by the summarizer. Many times I have read
summaries that say one thing, but the raw data says otherwise.
I will give an example at the end of this email. It's about airplane
engines so might not interest your pretty little head.
Yes, that's a goad. I suspect you may be about to write off the
whole wiring/cargo door/AvWeek article on website thing as
irritating and unworthy of your efforts and I wish to continue to
hold your interest.
OK, I'll put it in now, but it's detailed. TWA 800 engine report is
summarized:
"NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group

Chairman's Factual Report, "The disassembly of the engines did
not show any indications that any of the engines had sustained
any uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations.""
And yet later the raw data reveals:
"Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward.""
You see, Ms. Roome, the summarizer is wrong; he is
contradicted by the raw data; there were fires, penetrations, and
uncontainments. That's what research is all about. And let us
hope that the 'four soft body impacts' were not four real soft
bodies, but may have been since humans were ingested into
number three engine in a similar accident, UAL 811.
I put the raw data on my web site. The raw data was your
reporter interviewing public officials and quoting them. I quoted
you. It's a chain of mental custody of the idea that an NTSB
official was intrigued that the streak of TWA 800 could be the
forward door popping open in flight. It's true. It was.
Well, enough of content, back to style. Key word in your position
is 'entire.' What do you mean by 'entire'?

Here's how I would define 'entire' in this matter: If in my nonprofit, full credit given, research oriented website I:
1. Scanned in a book by an author. Not fair use.
2. Scanned in one full month of a monthly magazine. Not fair
use.
3. Scanned in a many page insert to one month of a monthly
magazine that covers one subject. Not fair use.
4. Scanned in twenty articles of twenty articles written about a
subject in a monthly magazine over a period of years. Not fair
use.
5. Scanned in one article (graphics as well) totalling one full size
page of one month issue of 100 pages which is also one article of
twenty about one subject, TWA 800, and excised all advertising.
Fair use.
Yes, using one percent of an issue's pages, giving credit, not
making any money, and it's for research presentation to public at
large is fair use. That's my position. Let me repeat yours:
"However, transmitting the article exactly as it originally was
published, (with the graphics as well) does not constitute fair
use."
Yes, it does.
I contend the article in question was an excerpt from a series on
TWA 800 in AvWeek published over a long period of time.
So, no profit, credit given, research, and now excerpt. It's all
there for fair use.
But why the problem? Why would you want me to not quote you
exactly? It seems to me summaries are the dangerous quotes,

exact ones are the safest. You encourage inaccuracy by
recommending summaries instead of exact scans.
Messengers, messages, and media.
We are the two messengers: I'm a retired military officer in a
converted garage with a phone line and a computer. You are
a ....you are a .....Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies. I assume a nice corner office, view,
satisfactory salary and qualified staff. I wish I had the same. Vice
President implies a President. Vice President of what? McGrawHill? How many Vice-Presidents? Associate? How many
associates? I don't see 'lawyer' or 'attorney' or 'solicitor' there, just
'counsel.' So the three descriptions given of you do not tell me
much. If the word 'judge' were there, then the article would of
course come off my website.
We have two messages. You say my style of exact instead of
summary is wrong and must change. I say your content is right
and should be followed up. How I present my content is really
second to the truth of the content. Your content in the article is
correct. It is very important. Your reporter did a good job.
AvWeek did a good job. Follow it up. Style of summary or entire
article is secondary to accuracy of content. Your content is
accurate.
We use two media: Yours is letter in envelope carried to me.
Mine is email sent electronically.
If you are going to talk style to me, Ms. Roome, then let's talk
style. McGraw-Hill, Ms. Warnock, came to me out of the blue

telling me what to do in my website and called me law violator. I
am now defending myself by going on offense.
Your style is out of time. It's behind the times. It's unhip. You are
not hep to what's hot. Just as talking jive slang of forty years ago
is behind the times, using a letter, a phone and a fax is also
behind the times.
On your letterhead you list a phone and fax and address. That's
fine for 1990, take away the fax and it's fine for 1980, take away
the phone and it's fine for 1910, take away the last four digits of
the zip and it's fine for 1985, take away the entire zip and it's fine
for 1970, take away entire address and it's fine for 1670.
But what you don't have on the letterhead shows your style is not
fine for June 19th, 1998. Your letter is dated June 10th, it was
postmarked June 12th, and I received it in my mail box on June
16th. Six days from your mind to my mind. Ha! Pony Express
was faster.
As a pilot I know the value of accurate, fast communications. It's
vital when flying, as in success or failure. Email and websites
have been around for years. You have no email address nor web
site URL on your letterhead. Are you not aware of the
telecommunications revolution going on around you?
Do you not read Aviation Week's daily briefing on your web site
every morning, as I do? <http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> A lot
of time and money has been put into your website and to ignore
its existence is an insult to those employees.
So for you to tell me what is right and what's wrong to put on my
website carries little weight. You're telling me how to run a

website and you know little about it. Get hip, girl. There has to
be something in Elle about the internet.
Yes, yes, that's provocation to keep boredom at bay.
Let's continue:
"There is little to be gained in a prolonged dispute regarding this
matter."
I reply: There is much to be gained in a prolonged dispute
regarding this matter. For you and me. Aviation Week helps to
confirm the cause of an airplane crash I have discovered which is
being considered by NTSB. When cause is confirmed, it can be
fixed so that the cause does not repeat. Lives are saved. Aviation
travel is better.
"For the future, if you would like to bring attention to articles
published in Aviation Week, please do so by distributing an
abstract summary of the article."
Advice noted. Thanks for saying 'please.'
"We thank you for your anticipated cooperation."
Hmm.....fruitless anticipation, unrequited cooperation; your
article stays posted on my web site. And I'm adding your letter
and my response too. The matter gets larger, not smaller. It's not
going away.
Shall I be David to your Goliath? The flea to your dog? The bat
in your hair? The thorn in your paw?

<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> is the URL
to confirm my position. URL stands for Uniform Resource
Locator and is the address of a page on a site on the web. HTTP
is Hyper Text Transfer Protocol and is the standard by which one
computer recognizes another computer. WWW is world wide
web. Web is different than Email and different from FTP (File
Transfer Protocol), IRC (Internet Relay Chat), and newsgroups.
Corazon is the name of a domain which includes all pages under
the name corazon, which is the name of my wife. Dot com is the
type of domain, in this case commercial as different from .org
or .net or .gov. My site could be commercial and profitable but
isn't. Dot html is hypertext markup language which is the
standard by which each computer can read each other's pages.
<800avweekintrigue> is the name of the page in which I have
put: 1. All McGraw-Hill correspondence which was scanned in
and given credit.
2. My responses.
3. The disputed for style but not content 10 March 1997 article.
There you have it, Ms. Roome, internet in one short lesson;
very basic and very important. To get to the disputed article just
put in <http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
without the brackets, into the 'open location' menu selection of
your browser, or just put in 'corazon' and you will go to my
home page.
<http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> is the URL of your website
of one of your magazines.
'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Room:

"Today's Aviation News
Thursday, June 18, 1998
* Pilots Form Own Alliance
* Auto Makers Tap Pro Air
* PAL Lays Off 5,000
* Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
* Recce Satellite Declassified
* Chinese Gain With Launches
* Russia Orbits Six Birds
* USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
Daniel P. Burnham will leave his position as a vice chairman of
AlliedSignal Inc. to become president and chief operating officer
of Raytheon Co. on July 1, the companies announced yesterday.
Burnham will succeed Dennis J. Picard as chairman and chief
executive officer of Raytheon on Dec. 1. Picard, 65, has
previously announced his intent to retire. Frederic M. Poses, 55,
will become president and COO of AlliedSignal. He will oversee
all the aerospace businesses, as well as Electronic Materials,
Truck Brake Systems, Business Services, International and the
company's growth and productivity initiatives. -Aerospace Daily
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
Air Force Air Combat Command determined that two F-16s
belonging to the 421st Fighter Squadron collided Jan. 7 because
the two pilots failed to use proper "see and avoid" techniques to
ensure a clear flight path while entering and leaving an
engagement. The two F-l6s collided while performing in a sixaircraft tactical intercept training mission over the Utah Test and
Training Range. The accident happened during the fourth
intercept pass when the leader of the attacking flight collided

with the trailing wingman in the aggressor formation. -Aero
Safety & Maintenance
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc."
-----------------------------------------------------------------AvWeek has an excellent web site. Here is something else from
your site:
"Jobs
Issue of:
June 15, 1998
June 8, 1998
June 1, 1998
Home Welcome to Aviation Week & Space Technology Jobs
Page on the web.Ê The weekly recruitment ads are kept up for
three weeks, allowing access to those who can not get a copy of
the issue or who wish to be more discreet in their job search. The
ads are updated/cycled weekly.Ê Click on the issue date on the
left side to access the desired issue.Ê
To respond to a Box ad (include Box #) send to: Aviation Week
& Space
Technology; Classified Dept.; 1221 Avenue of The Americas,
42nd Floor, New York, N.Y. 10020.
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Classified
June 15, 1998
Positions Available
--------------------------------------------------------------EXPECT GREAT AND GET IT
In engineering terms, the definition of a great job is universal:
Great projects. Great people. The latest technology. In fact, the
place to go to get that great job is universal, too. Raytheon
Systems Company. Around the globe, if there's an industry that
needs world-class engineering and state-of-the-art technology,

we're in it. From aircraft and infrastructure to supercomputers
and wireless communications. Call us today or visit us on the
Web and find your next great job. Then go out and get it.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Code SEL
The Software Engineering Laboratory has opportunities available
for individuals with experience in the development, design, and
code of integrated software packages. Qualified candidates will
work on various applications such as radar systems, air traffic
control, wide area surveillance, transportation systems, missile
systems, and satellite communications."
Well, Ms. Roome, let me see, what does Raytheon want?
"...individuals with experience in the development, design, and
code of integrated software packages"
Hmmm....not me.
But, it's a job offer for a software guy from Raytheon to anybody
who reads the job offer column of Aviation Week Online. And
note classified ad from Raytheon supplements article about
Raytheon in Daily News. Note Daily News has safety related
article about F-16s crashing into each other. TWA 800 crash
cause is a relevant subject for AvWeek to investigate.
How about if I search your archives and see if the article in
dispute is on your web site for the world to see for free.
Voila! Up popped the below after a search string of 'Meyer
Streak 10 March 1997':
"ANG PILOT: TWA JET HIT BY OBJECT
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON

Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what
they saw immediately before destruction of the Boeing 747-131
jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from
the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart, propelling some of its passengers high enough that they
did not hit the water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial
explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag
order preventing him from giving interviews about the 1996
disaster off Long Island, N.Y. The copilot, Capt. Christian Baur,
remains under FBI restrictions not to speak about the accident.
But two officials familiar with his testimony told Aviation Week
& Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news
media (AW&ST July 29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose
Aviation Week as the first news organization to hear a detailed
account of his recollections and his testimony to federal
investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of the crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long
Island about 12 mi. north of the TWA crash site. Baur, the
copilot, was at the controls practicing instrument approaches.
The crew was awaiting darkness so they could begin training
with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light appeared from the opposite direction of the flight
of TWA 800 (which was flying from west to east after takeoff

from Kennedy Airport), a possible indication of an intercepting
missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right
(west) to my left (east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he
said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who have heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left
side of the cockpit, saw a streak moving from left to right toward
the approaching TWA aircraft before the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told
investigators from the National Transportation Safety Board, FBI
and a Federal anti-terrorist task force. "I was trying to figure out
what it was. It was the wrong color for flares. It struck an object
coming from the right and made it explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly between two light aircraft that tow banners along the
beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time of day, and that's what they assumed," the second
official said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots saw could have been light reflections from the skin of
the aircraft, tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward
door of the aircraft popping open, a possibility that still intrigues
investigators, the second official said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight.
Moreover, Meyer adds, "Whatever Chris saw on the left side I
didn't see because he blocked my view." Baur disputes this,
saying that the explosions and crash were virtually dead ahead of
the aircraft.

The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski
International Airport at Westhampton Beach, N.Y. It had started a
climbing left turn to the south when the accident occurred. The
Sun had not yet set and the sky was still bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said. "Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a
number of years in Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of
them at me. But, that was 25-year-old missile technology, which
left smoke trails. I understand today that they are made with
smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave trails. What I saw was a
streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending arc. He points out that he never saw the
actual airframe of the TWA 747 within the streak or subsequent
explosions or smoke trails. It was virtually identical to the
trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve. But unlike a
meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowishwhite explosion that looked identical to the detonation of an
antiaircraft shell. He did not suggest an antiaircraft weapon was
fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said. "One to two seconds later, there was a second, hard
explosion almost pure white in color. The position of that
explosion appeared to be slightly below and behind where one
would have anticipated the streak of light to have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there

was a third explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if
there was an explosion and fireball or if the third explosion
turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball
four times the diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left (east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions
created a "huge waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first
official said. "The column of flame was being whipped around
violently. First it was tumbling, and then it refined itself into a
spiral. The explosions were all before the cascade of flame
began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG operations that night were to have included flares dropped
by a HC-130 transport aircraft. The crew then called the
Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur
actually made the call and reported a possible midair collision,
the second official involved in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m., Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely
to be correct although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned as copilot and primary communicator. As they
approached the crash site, after about 4 min. of flight, debris was
still falling so they slowed to avoid being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a
tornado," the second official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after the accident.

"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at
terminal velocity and fuselage fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi.
per hour. The things falling at high speed were bodies still
strapped in their seats. That is logically inconsistent if they came
from the same explosion at the same time. On reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before
they came down. That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the particulate there was metal and paper, some of it
glowing. Through all of that, things would come racing through
-- two or three high-speed objects like sacks of potatoes. I
believed them to be bodies that had been blown upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories, Meyer and other ANG officials remain
adamant that their unit was not part of any larger, undisclosed,
multiservice operation. Operations the night of the crash were
standard training flights to maintain currency with night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern
coast. The HC-130 would drop flares, rafts and a para-rescueman
and later refuel the helicopter in a communications-out, lightsout operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer said. Nor were there indications of the operations of drone
aircraft, another theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of
the crash. "No, there would have been some kind of notice." AW&ST 3/10/97"

Hello again, Ms. Roome. Yes, that matches the scanned article in
dispute on my web site. My picture of your article has the
additional words, "Witnesses believe and explosion ripped apart
Flight 800 over Long Island, but deny involvement in a coverup," and graphics as well.
So there is a difference between the electronic version of the 10
March 1997 article in the Aviation Week website archives for
free and the electronic scanned in version of the 10 March 1997
article on my website at www.corazon.com for free. I have the
more accurate one. I have complete text and the graphics too.
I'm forsaking snail mail, 32 cents, and a week's wait for
exchange for accurate, fast, and cheap communications: email.
This reply is going to be sent email to Ms. Monica Warnock, via
Ms. Mary Frances Koerner to you. I know the links work
because that's how you received your 'significant
correspondence'. I know it's fast because Ms. Warnock and I
exchanged several emails in one day. I know its accurate because
important passages are cut and pasted exactly as stated.
The bottom of your letter takes me back in time to typewriters
and carbon paper...KDR/lah means KDR was the author, that's
you, lah is the secretary, note lower case. CC is copy to Mary
Frances Koerner.
This is what a modern email look like:
"To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Posted article on website.
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock, One minute after midnight, 1 June 1998.
Please inform Ms. Koerner and other executives as you deem
appropriate that the deed is done. The 10 March 1997 AV Week
article is back up on www.corazon.com at http://
www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
Hello hello again, Ms. Roome, 'no dice' is my reply to your
request to do abstracts and not entire articles.
Now it's my turn:
Dear Ms. Roome, the cause of an airplane crash, TWA 800, has
been discovered by me. The cause is water to bare wire shorts on
door motor to unlatch position to rupture at aft midspan latch of
forward cargo door to explosive decompression to nose off to
falling disintegration to fireball to water impact. The wiring/
cargo door cause can still happen again until fixed. To get it fixed
the manufacturer has to be persuaded and told to do it. FAA is
the agency that will tell Boeing to fix the wiring and the cargo
door. NTSB is the agency to recommend to FAA to tell Boeing to
fix the wiring/cargo door. NTSB does not believe that the streak
that was seen during the TWA 800 accident was the forward door
popping open. It was and it did.
Your most excellent reporter, Mr. Fulghum, was able to elicit
from an NTSB official that the streak may have been the forward
door popping open inflight. The NTSB official is right. Your
reporter was right to write it up. Your editors were right to
include it in the story. Your publisher was right to print it up by

the thousands. And I was right to quote it in its entirety by
publishing it on my nonprofit, credit given research oriented
website.
The legal case is infinitely more complex than at first glance. It
can set precedents. Information about aircraft is what it's all
about. I'm using yours that you went to great effort and expense
to obtain. I understand that. I also understand that in the public's
interest sometimes copying for free is justified: Fair use. Do you
think I unfairly used your 10 Mar 97 article? If so, then continue
to fight.
Can you win? No, you can't win. Give up. Write me a polite note
of apology and gracious permission to continue to post the very
accurate, very complete 10 March 1997 article by David A.
Fulghum on my 1200 page website about TWA 800. That's a
story in itself. Do a story on internet copyright and Aviation
Week. You don't have to apologize to me for calling me an
outlaw in the first email from Ms. Warnock.
What are the terms for cut and pasting from your AvWeek
website to my website? Let me quote from site:
"All use of The McGraw-Hill Companies' World Wide Web
pages is subject to the terms and conditions set forth below. Any
use of such Web pages constitutes the user's agreement to abide
by the following terms and conditions.
All information provided by The McGraw-Hill Companies and
its affiliates is owned by or licensed to The McGraw-Hill
Companies and its affiliates (the "McGraw-Hill Information").
The McGraw-Hill Companies and its licensors retain all
proprietary rights to the McGraw-Hill Information. The
McGraw-Hill Companies has the right to use all material entered

into these Web pages (other than third-party material transmitted
through private electronic mail) in any of The McGraw-Hill
Companies' print or electronic publications. Except for making
one hard copy print of limited portions of the McGraw-Hill
Information on an ad hoc basis, or downloading as expressly
authorized by The McGraw-Hill Companies, McGraw-Hill
Information may not be reproduced, transmitted or distributed
without The McGraw-Hill Companies' permission.
The McGraw-Hill Companies makes no guarantees or warranties
as to the accuracy or completeness of or results to be obtained
from accessing and using the McGraw-Hill Information. Neither
The McGraw-Hill Companies nor its affiliates shall be liable to
any user or anyone else for any inaccuracy, error or omission,
regardless of cause, in The McGraw-Hill Information or for any
damages resulting therefrom.
Users entering materials on any of these Web pages are
responsible for the content of that material. The McGraw-Hill
Companies has no responsibility for the content of any messages
or information posted by users, or for the content of information
of third-parties on the Internet, even if accessed through The
McGraw-Hill Companies' pages. However, The McGraw-Hill
Companies retains the right, which it may or may not exercise, in
its sole discretion, to review, edit or delete from the service any
third-party material which The McGraw-Hill Companies deems
to be illegal, offensive or otherwise inappropriate.
Users may through hypertext or other computer "links" gain
access to other sites on the Internet which are not part of The
McGraw-Hill Companies' Web pages. The McGraw-Hill
Companies assumes no responsibility for any material outside of
the McGraw-Hill Companies Web pages which may be accessed
through any such "link."
The user agrees to indemnify The McGraw-Hill Companies from
any damages, losses, costs or expenses which The McGraw-Hill

Companies, its affiliates, their respective employees and
authorized representatives may incur as a result of material
entered into these Web pages by the user."
What does that mean? It would take a lawyer to understand all
that. I think it means, "It's not our fault." One hard copy? Or
limited portions on an 'ad hoc' basis? I love it when you speak
Latin to me. I have not entered any material to your web site so I
guess most of the above does not apply to me.
Before McGraw-Hill got its telecommunications/publishing act
together, I used to go down to the library, find the issue, pay the
copy machine 25 cents a page, bring copies home, cut out
advertising, scan in pages of text and pictures, (text and graphics
are the same to the scanner), compress the large scanned image,
put image into page, link page to others, upload page to web
server, and check results.
I did all that because it is very, very important. It's a matter of life
and death. But I guess all the guys tell you that.
Yes, yes, yes, sexist, so what? It's funny and informal, just what
email is all about. It's a new level of communication. It has the
power of the written word but the emotion of the spoken. It has
the depth of a book but the shallowness of a newspaper.
This dispute is important because I have been following forward
cargo doors on high time Boeing 747s for nine years. I know
about them and what they do. They kill people. They have in the
past with UAL 811, they did with TWA 800, and they will again.
The cargo door is actually an innocent bystander who was caught
in the crossfire of the wiring short that told the door to open

inflight.
And AvWeek agreed to the extent of interviewing an NTSB
official who agreed to the extent of saying he was intrigued by
the possibility of the forward door popping open in flight for
TWA 800. We both want that information into the public domain
and we both did it. Yours in print in 1997 and both of us on web
in 1997.
My goal is to prevent death by preventing plane crashes by
preventing forward cargo doors from opening in flight on high
time Boeing 747s which allows explosive decompression to
occur leading to nose being torn off and total destruction.
My drive comes from being a survivor of a sudden, night, fiery,
fatal jet airplane crash.
Let AvWeek followup on the content of the article in dispute.
Please recommend to the editors to direct a reporter, Mr.
McKenna or Mr. Fulghum, to interview me or ask that the
reporter peruse my web site at www.corazon.com.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 has interest in
high places; text of letters from Congressman Farr and Senator
McCain are attached.
In summary, Ms. Roome, the disputed AvWeek article stays on
website. I contend it's fair use. I urge you to put content first and
request editors to check out wiring/cargo door explanation for
TWA 800.
Whatever you do, please don't drop the issue. All aspects are
important from website copyright infringement to NTSB

opinions about streaks and doors.
I've attached some technical stuff about red paint marks on the
carcass of TWA 800 that would be of interest to an aviation
reporter who knows about aircraft accident investigations.
I've attached an excerpt from Flying Magazine from July 1992
that shows I was onto this cargo door cause for high time 747s
four years before TWA 800.
The issues are internet and airplane crashes, both of which I am
intimately familiar with, feel strongly about, and wish to resolve
any small differences with authority.
We are on the same larger side, Ms. Roome, proper
compensation for a job well done, accurate fast cheap
transmission of information, and aviation safety. Let us continue
this most interesting dialogue, Ms. Roome.
Please pursue me, this scofflaw, this insolent fool, this sincere
guy under all the gruff. McGraw-Hill standards of publishing and
the rules thereof shall be upheld!
McGraw-Hill came to me first. I welcome your reply.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.

Attachments:
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me
know if there is anything further that I can do for you in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/96 email from Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris

Paul and he has informed me of your findings. I have since
forwarded the material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by JBS>
1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to send to engine
teardown facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine engines
at Calverton.
2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per engine is
incredibly fast to disassemble one of the most complex and
precise machines on the planet. It's not a bicycle. A forensic
powerplant teardown is likely to require several man hundred
hours per engine with several thousand hours of metallographic
back up work. Additionally many specialized tools are required
to do this. There should be many thousands of feet of tape or
pictures. Haste is evident in a one day teardown per engine in an
empty hangar with only one engine specialist present.

Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compressor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by JBS>Why was only engine 3 disassembled further?
What evidence was seen in No. 3 to warrant further
investigation? Why were not the other three engines
disassembled further? The four most important jet engines in an
airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The conclusion statement of no uncontainments is
contradicted by other exhibit which states 'stator blade' was
found in right horizontal stabilizer. The conclusion statement of
no fires in any engines is contradicted later in this same report
with raw data indicating sooting in engine number 3. The
conclusion statement of no penetrations of any engine is
contradicted by raw data in this report indicating soft body
impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples which are mainly
irrelevant in a discussion about engines and teardown results.
33% of engine report is not about engines but about favored
NTSB explanation of center tank fuel explosion as initial event.

Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis by JBS>Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan
rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by
Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58%
of the fan blades were recovered so it is very possible 'stator
blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer was from engine
number three directly in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact
damage,' was explained which implies some wasn't. All had soot.
Soot means fire. Only engine number three had any sooting
inside engine. One full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body
impacts'. There is nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft
body impact means foreign object damage. FOD may mean fire.
Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one found directly
aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.
Uncontainment means engine not intact at water impact but
inflight.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal

Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 34, A section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited
evidence of red paint transfer marks on the upper skin (H8); only
the remnants of the shattered logo light window remain in the
window frame.
The above details a red paint transfer mark on the right
horizontal tail surface of TWA 800 directly aft of the red painted
trim in cargo door area. This area shows missing red paint clearly
in NTSB photo displayed at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
redpaintsmearssoloprint.html>
The NTSB photographs are clear in color and detail. The TWA
800 reconstruction photograph shows abnormal green, white and
red paint on the right side forward of the wing.
Normal TWA red trim paint scheme is seen at<http://
www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html> Only above the
forward cargo door of the reconstructed fuselage of TWA 800 is
seen the abnormal red paint smears.

The sequence is thus: bare aluminum skin is cleaned, primed,
base coat of white applied, then red trim on top of white, then
decals. This sequence is basic painting for Boeing 747s and
confirmed by aviation professionals.
It is not red paint trim on primer with overspray, mask off, then
paint white base coat around the trim.
The red trim is always on top of white base coat and means that
the many, red, and large red paint smears between the passenger
windows are red paint transfer marks. The red paint marks are
not red paint exposed when white above is worn away, it is
always red on top of white, not underneath.
This is further proven by skin which has red paint missing and
thus exposing white undercoat. This is seen at URL <http://
www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html> The white is
always underneath the red. The green is always underneath the
white.
Additionally, the added red paint between the windows is next to
the missing red paint in the trim above the cargo door. Red paint
went from one area to another.
The many red and large red paint transfer marks above the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 indicate the cargo door opened
in flight. The precedent of cargo door paint transfer marks was
set by UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02, page 41.
The red paint transfer marks indicate the red door below
ruptured/opened in flight and slammed into the white paint
above, removing the red trim paint and transferring it on top of

the white paint. This is clearly seen between the passenger
windows.
The red paint evidence coupled with the outward peeled skin on
the side, and in the door area, and in the belly proves an
explosive event occurred inflight in the cargo door area.
The downward crushed main floor beams confirm the explosive
event. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study,
page 20, "Downward separation directions were noted at STA
900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and ""The initial opening of
the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected
result of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the
main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red
area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup."
The petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door pinpoints the location of the initial rupture of
the hull of TWA 800 as seen at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
petalbulge.html> The aft latch is missing, the door frame is
curved outward, and surrounding skin is shaped circular.
The analysis of red paint markings and structural deformation
indicating an outward explosion was briefly held by FAA Branch
Manager Neil Schalekamp of Northwest Region in a letter to me
on 30 Jan 1998. "The paint markings and structural deformation
that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally
accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
The cause of the outward cargo door explosion being the center
tank is refuted by the lack of soot on the few recovered forward

cargo door pieces and other right side fuselage pieces.
Exhibit 20A page 129. Fire and Explosion Group Factual Report.
"RF2 C-004 No sooting No sooting
RF3A-H These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
RF4 B-103 No sooting No sooting
RF5 A-071 No sooting No sooting
RF6A B-2004 No sooting No sooting
RF6B B-240 No sooting No sooting
RF6C B-318 No sooting No sooting
RF7 A-033 No sooting No sooting
RF8A No sooting No sooting
RF8B B-256 No sooting No sooting
RF8C B-263 No sooting No sooting
RF8D B-068 No sooting No sooting
RF8E B-268 No sooting No sooting
RF8F B-248 No sooting No sooting
RF9A C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9B C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9C C-259 No sooting No sooting"
NTSB investigators also are intrigued by the aircraft forward
door popping open in flight, an explanation supported by red
paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and
petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch. "NTSB investigators

have suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could
have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Basic NTSB generated evidence for TWA 800 in photos, text,
sooting diagrams, tables, and drawings, a NTSB produced report
AAR 92/02, and visual interpretations of NTSB photograph at
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html> and on
NTSB CD-ROM proves that the forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened in flight.
The evidence above proves the the cargo door was not all
latched, all locked, and all intact at water impact, as previously
believed based upon examination of only eight of the ten cargo
door latches. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report
Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
"Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
The cause of the door opening in flight is probably the same as
UAL 811, as described in AAR 92/02; chafed wiring shorting on
door unlatch motor based upon NTSB evidence for TWA 800 in
Docket Exhibit 9A page 116: "Some wires found in the section
of W480 from forward of station 570 and identified as
BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft
end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation
cracks found."

NTSB agrees that a new explanation for the destruction sequence
is possible based on new interpretations of the evidence such as
shown by the red paint smears. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Report, page 30: "It is therefore possible that
new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new information is
acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or simply a
new interpretation of current information."
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 must be
thoroughly investigated to rule in or rule out the reasonable
conclusions reached by the careful analysis of red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, petal shaped bulge
at aft midspan latch, and cracked to bare conductor wires
discovered in TWA 800 by NTSB.
The wreckage of TWA 800 is the victim at autopsy. It is the
victim saying look at me, I exploded in flight, right there at the
aft midspan latch. Just like I did before in 1989 with UAL 811
and left paint smears, outward peeled skin, aft midspan latch
rupture, sudden loud sound on the CVR and power cut to the
FDR. Don't ignore me; don't deny me; do something about me.
Facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward

peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank

34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.

6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.

Title:Are IFR pilots safer?
Subject:FLIGHT training
Source:Flying, Jul92, Vol. 119 Issue 7, p102, 3p, 1 illustration
John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a
provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the
similarities
between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United
Flight 811
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both
airplanes

involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural
damage to
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to
Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.
The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very
deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change
its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff
caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates
that an
electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated
latches to
open in flight.
Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on
the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and
other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am
flight was
at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure
and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three
engine. He
believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher
altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo
door

opened on the Pan Am flight.
It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are
working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage
caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure
could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small
and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is
incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United
cargo door
failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor.
The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door
latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives
the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands
a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have
failed
without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo
door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Ms. Roome's name
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock,
I made an error. That's not's a sin. Making an error and not
correcting it is. So I must ask you please to add a correction to
the earlier email I asked you to forward to Ms. Koerner and Ms.
Roome, 19 June 1998.
My spell checker approved 'Room' as spelled correctly but in
wasn't, I should have typed "Roome" in the below excerpt:
"'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Room:"
This is correction to that error I made, the paragraph should read:
"'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Roome:"
Please convey my apologies to Ms. Roome for my inexcusable
lack of attention to detail.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Viewpoint: Don't Keep Air Safety Data From Public
James T. McKenna, Aviation Week & Space Technology's
transport and safety
editor, spoke on the media's role in aviation safety, at SAE
Aerospace's
recent ``Advances in Aviation Safety'' conference in Florida. This
article
[uploaded to the InterNet by Aviation Week Group] is based on
his speech:
The commercial aviation industry is committed to driving its
accident rate
toward zero. To do this, we are told, airlines, manufacturers and
the FAA
must share operational data and forge a focused safetyimprovement agenda.
We're told safety efforts must not be sidetracked by the public
and political
frenzy following the latest crash, a frenzy typically fed by the
media.
There is no monolith that is ``the media.'' Reporters on the
aviation beat
include all types of people, in stiff competition with each other.
We have
one thing in common. We don't trust you. Don't take that
personally. We're
trained not to trust anyone. We're professional skeptics.
Some sources face more skepticism than others. The FAA, for

instance, has a
record of not being straight with the media. Too often, agency
officials seem
to adopt a three-pronged strategy for dealing publicly with safety
questions:
first, deny there is a problem; second, defend the organization;
third,
deflect the criticism. Aviation companies have been known to
adopt the
strategy as well.
In your defense, you collectively operate the safest air
transportation
system in the world. But that's what you're supposed to do. Data
sharing is
absolutely essential to making that system safer. But we--that's
the
editorial we--are not convinced you will ever share data. Your
record on the
effort is mixed.
FAA Administrator Jane Garvey vowed last October to quickly
issue rules
permitting airlines, pilots and the FAA to collect, share and
analyze data
under the Flight Operations Quality Assurance, or FOQA,
program. We have yet
to see the FOQA rules. She said partnerships in which the FAA,
an airline and
its employees exchange data without fear of punishment are
essential to
advancing safety. Yet the FAA has a new, ``quick-ticket'' program
that allows

FAA inspectors to take immediate, unilateral administrative
action against
certificate holders for alleged FAR violations. This program
could destroy in
one day the trust that it took years to establish in the safety
partnerships
at American and US Airways. The FAA keeps touting its Global
Analysis and
Information Network. But after three years, there seems to be
little to show
for it.
The Air Transport Assn., which represents the major airlines in
the U.S.,
heads the industry effort to set a rational safety agenda. But in
March, the
ATA demoted Michael Rioux, the executive who had been
leading the safety
agenda charge.
Assuming the FAA and industry succeed in pulling a datasharing team
together, where will your information come from? Are you going
to talk to the
mechanics who keep airplanes flying and know the fleet
operations problems
intimately? Will the industry foreswear the ``shoot the
messenger''
mentality, common throughout maintenance operations, that
teaches mechanics
to keep their traps shut about potential problems.
Many industry officials state they will not share data unless it is

shielded
from litigants and reporters writing scare stories. This sounds
like an
excuse. You must share data or you condemn your crews and
passengers to die
in accidents whose causes were or should have been known to
you and corrected
by you. It's your job to run a safe operation. It's the job of your
lawyers
and public relations staffs to make juries and the public see why
you need to
share data to be safe.
You can't shield safety data from the public. You may get a
shielding system
in place. But some day, a detailed and embarrassing set of data
will be
leaked. You shouldn't shield that data. It's not yours. It belongs to
the
public that pays for the system that certificates, moves and
monitors your
aircraft and provides the revenue that keeps the industry running.
You
operate a public conveyance and a public trust.
Finally, you need to share data because you need the confidence
of the public
and their representatives in Congress--and their funding. You
need the media,
too. We are the window through which the public and Congress
view aviation
safety. If you want to focus on the trouble areas for safety, if you
want to

stop chasing the dreaded ``cause du jour,'' if you want to retain
the
confidence of travelers and politicians, you must share safety
data.
You must share it with each other. You must share with the
public--through
the media--the data on each potential safety problem and the
specifics of
what you're doing to address them. Don't try to sell the public or
the media
on safety gains. Make them partners in the effort.
--AW&ST Viewpoints 06/08/98
Copyright ©1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 20, 1998 10:41:12 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Copyright

Dear Jonathan, below is battle with McGraw-Hill similar to you
battle, I thought you might be interested. Any advice?
Chris Olsson is helping me on this McGraw-Hill 'discussion.'
Cheers,
Barry.
To: katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: AvWeek article on corazon.com
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Dear Ms. Roome, 20 June 1998
I've just received by email an article by James McKenna of
AvWeek that applies to our discussion so I'm sending now what I
sent yesterday to Ms. Warnock via her email address and his
article. Plus my apology to you for omitting an 'e' from your
name in the text.
Regarding Mr. McKenna's speech: He is exactly correct. He is
bang on. Please refer him to me. I can corroborate everything he
says with real data and real events. He will want to know my
research. This is not missile conspiracy nonsense, this is
reasonable, happened before, mechanical explanation for TWA
800 and others. It's science.
Also please forward to him the data about airplanes included in
my response to you below. I must be able to present the
wreckage evidence to knowledgable aviation reporters for their
interpretation. Again, the content of AvWeek is correct.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Reply for Ms. Roome/AvWeek article on website
www.corazon.com
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:6740:mghcredantic.jpg:
Dear Ms. Warnock, 19 June 1998
Thank you for sending on my previous reply to the lawyers. I
received a letter from Ms. Roome the other day. My reply is
below, can you ensure that she receives it, as well as Ms.
Koerner?
I thank you for your anticipated cooperation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies

1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Tel 212 512 4064
Fax 212 512 3907
Dear Ms. Roome, 19 June 1998
Thank you your letter of June 10, 1998 in which you thank me
for my anticipated cooperation.
Well, as Carly Simon sang, anticipation is half the fun; or words
to that effect.
Let me analyze your letter word by word, giving it the attention it
deserves:
"I have received a significant amount of correspondence between
you and Aviation Week & Space Technology..."
Yes, at my request you received it.
"Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on your Web site to the entire world does not constitute
fair use."
Who says? A lawyer representing one party? Not very conclusive
is it? Let's hear from the other side. If you get to interpret the
law, then so do I.
Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on my Web site to the entire world does constitute fair
use.

So, difference of opinion.
"Had you prepared an abstract summarizing the article and given
credit to Aviation Week, you would have a credible argument."
A credible argument for what? For permission? For fair use?
Do you understand the whole purpose of scanning in exact article
and not giving summary? I could have summarized the article
but that would have missed the very point of researched and
quoted articles. Often the important data is in the article but not
appreciated by the summarizer. Many times I have read
summaries that say one thing, but the raw data says otherwise.
I will give an example at the end of this email. It's about airplane
engines so might not interest your pretty little head.
Yes, that's a goad. I suspect you may be about to write off the
whole wiring/cargo door/AvWeek article on website thing as
irritating and unworthy of your efforts and I wish to continue to
hold your interest.
OK, I'll put it in now, but it's detailed. TWA 800 engine report is
summarized:
"NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report, "The disassembly of the engines did
not show any indications that any of the engines had sustained
any uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations.""
And yet later the raw data reveals:
"Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades

with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward.""
You see, Ms. Roome, the summarizer is wrong; he is
contradicted by the raw data; there were fires, penetrations, and
uncontainments. That's what research is all about. And let us
hope that the 'four soft body impacts' were not four real soft
bodies, but may have been since humans were ingested into
number three engine in a similar accident, UAL 811.
I put the raw data on my web site. The raw data was your
reporter interviewing public officials and quoting them. I quoted
you. It's a chain of mental custody of the idea that an NTSB
official was intrigued that the streak of TWA 800 could be the
forward door popping open in flight. It's true. It was.
Well, enough of content, back to style. Key word in your position
is 'entire.' What do you mean by 'entire'?
Here's how I would define 'entire' in this matter: If in my nonprofit, full credit given, research oriented website I:
1. Scanned in a book by an author. Not fair use.
2. Scanned in one full month of a monthly magazine. Not fair
use.
3. Scanned in a many page insert to one month of a monthly

magazine that covers one subject. Not fair use.
4. Scanned in twenty articles of twenty articles written about a
subject in a monthly magazine over a period of years. Not fair
use.
5. Scanned in one article (graphics as well) totalling one full size
page of one month issue of 100 pages which is also one article of
twenty about one subject, TWA 800, and excised all advertising.
Fair use.
Yes, using one percent of an issue's pages, giving credit, not
making any money, and it's for research presentation to public at
large is fair use. That's my position. Let me repeat yours:
"However, transmitting the article exactly as it originally was
published, (with the graphics as well) does not constitute fair
use."
Yes, it does.
I contend the article in question was an excerpt from a series on
TWA 800 in AvWeek published over a long period of time.
So, no profit, credit given, research, and now excerpt. It's all
there for fair use.
But why the problem? Why would you want me to not quote you
exactly? It seems to me summaries are the dangerous quotes,
exact ones are the safest. You encourage inaccuracy by
recommending summaries instead of exact scans.
Messengers, messages, and media.
We are the two messengers: I'm a retired military officer in a
converted garage with a phone line and a computer. You are

a ....you are a .....Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies. I assume a nice corner office, view,
satisfactory salary and qualified staff. I wish I had the same. Vice
President implies a President. Vice President of what? McGrawHill? How many Vice-Presidents? Associate? How many
associates? I don't see 'lawyer' or 'attorney' or 'solicitor' there, just
'counsel.' So the three descriptions given of you do not tell me
much. If the word 'judge' were there, then the article would of
course come off my website.
We have two messages. You say my style of exact instead of
summary is wrong and must change. I say your content is right
and should be followed up. How I present my content is really
second to the truth of the content. Your content in the article is
correct. It is very important. Your reporter did a good job.
AvWeek did a good job. Follow it up. Style of summary or entire
article is secondary to accuracy of content. Your content is
accurate.
We use two media: Yours is letter in envelope carried to me.
Mine is email sent electronically.
If you are going to talk style to me, Ms. Roome, then let's talk
style. McGraw-Hill, Ms. Warnock, came to me out of the blue
telling me what to do in my website and called me law violator. I
am now defending myself by going on offense.
Your style is out of time. It's behind the times. It's unhip. You are
not hep to what's hot. Just as talking jive slang of forty years ago
is behind the times, using a letter, a phone and a fax is also
behind the times.

On your letterhead you list a phone and fax and address. That's
fine for 1990, take away the fax and it's fine for 1980, take away
the phone and it's fine for 1910, take away the last four digits of
the zip and it's fine for 1985, take away the entire zip and it's fine
for 1970, take away entire address and it's fine for 1670.
But what you don't have on the letterhead shows your style is not
fine for June 19th, 1998. Your letter is dated June 10th, it was
postmarked June 12th, and I received it in my mail box on June
16th. Six days from your mind to my mind. Ha! Pony Express
was faster.
As a pilot I know the value of accurate, fast communications. It's
vital when flying, as in success or failure. Email and websites
have been around for years. You have no email address nor web
site URL on your letterhead. Are you not aware of the
telecommunications revolution going on around you?
Do you not read Aviation Week's daily briefing on your web site
every morning, as I do? <http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> A lot
of time and money has been put into your website and to ignore
its existence is an insult to those employees.
So for you to tell me what is right and what's wrong to put on my
website carries little weight. You're telling me how to run a
website and you know little about it. Get hip, girl. There has to
be something in Elle about the internet.
Yes, yes, that's provocation to keep boredom at bay.
Let's continue:

"There is little to be gained in a prolonged dispute regarding this
matter."
I reply: There is much to be gained in a prolonged dispute
regarding this matter. For you and me. Aviation Week helps to
confirm the cause of an airplane crash I have discovered which is
being considered by NTSB. When cause is confirmed, it can be
fixed so that the cause does not repeat. Lives are saved. Aviation
travel is better.
"For the future, if you would like to bring attention to articles
published in Aviation Week, please do so by distributing an
abstract summary of the article."
Advice noted. Thanks for saying 'please.'
"We thank you for your anticipated cooperation."
Hmm.....fruitless anticipation, unrequited cooperation; your
article stays posted on my web site. And I'm adding your letter
and my response too. The matter gets larger, not smaller. It's not
going away.
Shall I be David to your Goliath? The flea to your dog? The bat
in your hair? The thorn in your paw?
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> is the URL
to confirm my position. URL stands for Uniform Resource
Locator and is the address of a page on a site on the web. HTTP
is Hyper Text Transfer Protocol and is the standard by which one
computer recognizes another computer. WWW is world wide
web. Web is different than Email and different from FTP (File
Transfer Protocol), IRC (Internet Relay Chat), and newsgroups.

Corazon is the name of a domain which includes all pages under
the name corazon, which is the name of my wife. Dot com is the
type of domain, in this case commercial as different from .org
or .net or .gov. My site could be commercial and profitable but
isn't. Dot html is hypertext markup language which is the
standard by which each computer can read each other's pages.
<800avweekintrigue> is the name of the page in which I have
put: 1. All McGraw-Hill correspondence which was scanned in
and given credit.
2. My responses.
3. The disputed for style but not content 10 March 1997 article.
There you have it, Ms. Roome, internet in one short lesson;
very basic and very important. To get to the disputed article just
put in <http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
without the brackets, into the 'open location' menu selection of
your browser, or just put in 'corazon' and you will go to my
home page.
<http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> is the URL of your website
of one of your magazines.
'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Room:
"Today's Aviation News
Thursday, June 18, 1998
* Pilots Form Own Alliance
* Auto Makers Tap Pro Air
* PAL Lays Off 5,000
* Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
* Recce Satellite Declassified

* Chinese Gain With Launches
* Russia Orbits Six Birds
* USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
Daniel P. Burnham will leave his position as a vice chairman of
AlliedSignal Inc. to become president and chief operating officer
of Raytheon Co. on July 1, the companies announced yesterday.
Burnham will succeed Dennis J. Picard as chairman and chief
executive officer of Raytheon on Dec. 1. Picard, 65, has
previously announced his intent to retire. Frederic M. Poses, 55,
will become president and COO of AlliedSignal. He will oversee
all the aerospace businesses, as well as Electronic Materials,
Truck Brake Systems, Business Services, International and the
company's growth and productivity initiatives. -Aerospace Daily
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
Air Force Air Combat Command determined that two F-16s
belonging to the 421st Fighter Squadron collided Jan. 7 because
the two pilots failed to use proper "see and avoid" techniques to
ensure a clear flight path while entering and leaving an
engagement. The two F-l6s collided while performing in a sixaircraft tactical intercept training mission over the Utah Test and
Training Range. The accident happened during the fourth
intercept pass when the leader of the attacking flight collided
with the trailing wingman in the aggressor formation. -Aero
Safety & Maintenance
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc."
-----------------------------------------------------------------AvWeek has an excellent web site. Here is something else from
your site:
"Jobs

Issue of:
June 15, 1998
June 8, 1998
June 1, 1998
Home Welcome to Aviation Week & Space Technology Jobs
Page on the web.Ê The weekly recruitment ads are kept up for
three weeks, allowing access to those who can not get a copy of
the issue or who wish to be more discreet in their job search. The
ads are updated/cycled weekly.Ê Click on the issue date on the
left side to access the desired issue.Ê
To respond to a Box ad (include Box #) send to: Aviation Week
& Space
Technology; Classified Dept.; 1221 Avenue of The Americas,
42nd Floor, New York, N.Y. 10020.
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Classified
June 15, 1998
Positions Available
--------------------------------------------------------------EXPECT GREAT AND GET IT
In engineering terms, the definition of a great job is universal:
Great projects. Great people. The latest technology. In fact, the
place to go to get that great job is universal, too. Raytheon
Systems Company. Around the globe, if there's an industry that
needs world-class engineering and state-of-the-art technology,
we're in it. From aircraft and infrastructure to supercomputers
and wireless communications. Call us today or visit us on the
Web and find your next great job. Then go out and get it.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Code SEL
The Software Engineering Laboratory has opportunities available
for individuals with experience in the development, design, and

code of integrated software packages. Qualified candidates will
work on various applications such as radar systems, air traffic
control, wide area surveillance, transportation systems, missile
systems, and satellite communications."
Well, Ms. Roome, let me see, what does Raytheon want?
"...individuals with experience in the development, design, and
code of integrated software packages"
Hmmm....not me.
But, it's a job offer for a software guy from Raytheon to anybody
who reads the job offer column of Aviation Week Online. And
note classified ad from Raytheon supplements article about
Raytheon in Daily News. Note Daily News has safety related
article about F-16s crashing into each other. TWA 800 crash
cause is a relevant subject for AvWeek to investigate.
How about if I search your archives and see if the article in
dispute is on your web site for the world to see for free.
Voila! Up popped the below after a search string of 'Meyer
Streak 10 March 1997':
"ANG PILOT: TWA JET HIT BY OBJECT
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what
they saw immediately before destruction of the Boeing 747-131
jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from
the west.

However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart, propelling some of its passengers high enough that they
did not hit the water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial
explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag
order preventing him from giving interviews about the 1996
disaster off Long Island, N.Y. The copilot, Capt. Christian Baur,
remains under FBI restrictions not to speak about the accident.
But two officials familiar with his testimony told Aviation Week
& Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news
media (AW&ST July 29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose
Aviation Week as the first news organization to hear a detailed
account of his recollections and his testimony to federal
investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of the crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long
Island about 12 mi. north of the TWA crash site. Baur, the
copilot, was at the controls practicing instrument approaches.
The crew was awaiting darkness so they could begin training
with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light appeared from the opposite direction of the flight
of TWA 800 (which was flying from west to east after takeoff
from Kennedy Airport), a possible indication of an intercepting
missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right
(west) to my left (east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he
said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two

officials who have heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left
side of the cockpit, saw a streak moving from left to right toward
the approaching TWA aircraft before the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told
investigators from the National Transportation Safety Board, FBI
and a Federal anti-terrorist task force. "I was trying to figure out
what it was. It was the wrong color for flares. It struck an object
coming from the right and made it explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly between two light aircraft that tow banners along the
beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time of day, and that's what they assumed," the second
official said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots saw could have been light reflections from the skin of
the aircraft, tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward
door of the aircraft popping open, a possibility that still intrigues
investigators, the second official said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight.
Moreover, Meyer adds, "Whatever Chris saw on the left side I
didn't see because he blocked my view." Baur disputes this,
saying that the explosions and crash were virtually dead ahead of
the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski
International Airport at Westhampton Beach, N.Y. It had started a
climbing left turn to the south when the accident occurred. The
Sun had not yet set and the sky was still bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.

"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said. "Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a
number of years in Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of
them at me. But, that was 25-year-old missile technology, which
left smoke trails. I understand today that they are made with
smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave trails. What I saw was a
streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending arc. He points out that he never saw the
actual airframe of the TWA 747 within the streak or subsequent
explosions or smoke trails. It was virtually identical to the
trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve. But unlike a
meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowishwhite explosion that looked identical to the detonation of an
antiaircraft shell. He did not suggest an antiaircraft weapon was
fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said. "One to two seconds later, there was a second, hard
explosion almost pure white in color. The position of that
explosion appeared to be slightly below and behind where one
would have anticipated the streak of light to have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if
there was an explosion and fireball or if the third explosion
turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball
four times the diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started

from left (east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions
created a "huge waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first
official said. "The column of flame was being whipped around
violently. First it was tumbling, and then it refined itself into a
spiral. The explosions were all before the cascade of flame
began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG operations that night were to have included flares dropped
by a HC-130 transport aircraft. The crew then called the
Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur
actually made the call and reported a possible midair collision,
the second official involved in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m., Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely
to be correct although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned as copilot and primary communicator. As they
approached the crash site, after about 4 min. of flight, debris was
still falling so they slowed to avoid being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a
tornado," the second official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after the accident.
"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at
terminal velocity and fuselage fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi.
per hour. The things falling at high speed were bodies still
strapped in their seats. That is logically inconsistent if they came
from the same explosion at the same time. On reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before

they came down. That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the particulate there was metal and paper, some of it
glowing. Through all of that, things would come racing through
-- two or three high-speed objects like sacks of potatoes. I
believed them to be bodies that had been blown upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories, Meyer and other ANG officials remain
adamant that their unit was not part of any larger, undisclosed,
multiservice operation. Operations the night of the crash were
standard training flights to maintain currency with night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern
coast. The HC-130 would drop flares, rafts and a para-rescueman
and later refuel the helicopter in a communications-out, lightsout operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer said. Nor were there indications of the operations of drone
aircraft, another theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of
the crash. "No, there would have been some kind of notice." AW&ST 3/10/97"
Hello again, Ms. Roome. Yes, that matches the scanned article in
dispute on my web site. My picture of your article has the
additional words, "Witnesses believe and explosion ripped apart
Flight 800 over Long Island, but deny involvement in a coverup," and graphics as well.

So there is a difference between the electronic version of the 10
March 1997 article in the Aviation Week website archives for
free and the electronic scanned in version of the 10 March 1997
article on my website at www.corazon.com for free. I have the
more accurate one. I have complete text and the graphics too.
I'm forsaking snail mail, 32 cents, and a week's wait for
exchange for accurate, fast, and cheap communications: email.
This reply is going to be sent email to Ms. Monica Warnock, via
Ms. Mary Frances Koerner to you. I know the links work
because that's how you received your 'significant
correspondence'. I know it's fast because Ms. Warnock and I
exchanged several emails in one day. I know its accurate because
important passages are cut and pasted exactly as stated.
The bottom of your letter takes me back in time to typewriters
and carbon paper...KDR/lah means KDR was the author, that's
you, lah is the secretary, note lower case. CC is copy to Mary
Frances Koerner.
This is what a modern email look like:
"To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Posted article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock, One minute after midnight, 1 June 1998.
Please inform Ms. Koerner and other executives as you deem
appropriate that the deed is done. The 10 March 1997 AV Week

article is back up on www.corazon.com at http://
www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
Hello hello again, Ms. Roome, 'no dice' is my reply to your
request to do abstracts and not entire articles.
Now it's my turn:
Dear Ms. Roome, the cause of an airplane crash, TWA 800, has
been discovered by me. The cause is water to bare wire shorts on
door motor to unlatch position to rupture at aft midspan latch of
forward cargo door to explosive decompression to nose off to
falling disintegration to fireball to water impact. The wiring/
cargo door cause can still happen again until fixed. To get it fixed
the manufacturer has to be persuaded and told to do it. FAA is
the agency that will tell Boeing to fix the wiring and the cargo
door. NTSB is the agency to recommend to FAA to tell Boeing to
fix the wiring/cargo door. NTSB does not believe that the streak
that was seen during the TWA 800 accident was the forward door
popping open. It was and it did.
Your most excellent reporter, Mr. Fulghum, was able to elicit
from an NTSB official that the streak may have been the forward
door popping open inflight. The NTSB official is right. Your
reporter was right to write it up. Your editors were right to
include it in the story. Your publisher was right to print it up by
the thousands. And I was right to quote it in its entirety by
publishing it on my nonprofit, credit given research oriented
website.
The legal case is infinitely more complex than at first glance. It
can set precedents. Information about aircraft is what it's all
about. I'm using yours that you went to great effort and expense

to obtain. I understand that. I also understand that in the public's
interest sometimes copying for free is justified: Fair use. Do you
think I unfairly used your 10 Mar 97 article? If so, then continue
to fight.
Can you win? No, you can't win. Give up. Write me a polite note
of apology and gracious permission to continue to post the very
accurate, very complete 10 March 1997 article by David A.
Fulghum on my 1200 page website about TWA 800. That's a
story in itself. Do a story on internet copyright and Aviation
Week. You don't have to apologize to me for calling me an
outlaw in the first email from Ms. Warnock.
What are the terms for cut and pasting from your AvWeek
website to my website? Let me quote from site:
"All use of The McGraw-Hill Companies' World Wide Web
pages is subject to the terms and conditions set forth below. Any
use of such Web pages constitutes the user's agreement to abide
by the following terms and conditions.
All information provided by The McGraw-Hill Companies and
its affiliates is owned by or licensed to The McGraw-Hill
Companies and its affiliates (the "McGraw-Hill Information").
The McGraw-Hill Companies and its licensors retain all
proprietary rights to the McGraw-Hill Information. The
McGraw-Hill Companies has the right to use all material entered
into these Web pages (other than third-party material transmitted
through private electronic mail) in any of The McGraw-Hill
Companies' print or electronic publications. Except for making
one hard copy print of limited portions of the McGraw-Hill
Information on an ad hoc basis, or downloading as expressly
authorized by The McGraw-Hill Companies, McGraw-Hill
Information may not be reproduced, transmitted or distributed

without The McGraw-Hill Companies' permission.
The McGraw-Hill Companies makes no guarantees or warranties
as to the accuracy or completeness of or results to be obtained
from accessing and using the McGraw-Hill Information. Neither
The McGraw-Hill Companies nor its affiliates shall be liable to
any user or anyone else for any inaccuracy, error or omission,
regardless of cause, in The McGraw-Hill Information or for any
damages resulting therefrom.
Users entering materials on any of these Web pages are
responsible for the content of that material. The McGraw-Hill
Companies has no responsibility for the content of any messages
or information posted by users, or for the content of information
of third-parties on the Internet, even if accessed through The
McGraw-Hill Companies' pages. However, The McGraw-Hill
Companies retains the right, which it may or may not exercise, in
its sole discretion, to review, edit or delete from the service any
third-party material which The McGraw-Hill Companies deems
to be illegal, offensive or otherwise inappropriate.
Users may through hypertext or other computer "links" gain
access to other sites on the Internet which are not part of The
McGraw-Hill Companies' Web pages. The McGraw-Hill
Companies assumes no responsibility for any material outside of
the McGraw-Hill Companies Web pages which may be accessed
through any such "link."
The user agrees to indemnify The McGraw-Hill Companies from
any damages, losses, costs or expenses which The McGraw-Hill
Companies, its affiliates, their respective employees and
authorized representatives may incur as a result of material
entered into these Web pages by the user."
What does that mean? It would take a lawyer to understand all
that. I think it means, "It's not our fault." One hard copy? Or
limited portions on an 'ad hoc' basis? I love it when you speak

Latin to me. I have not entered any material to your web site so I
guess most of the above does not apply to me.
Before McGraw-Hill got its telecommunications/publishing act
together, I used to go down to the library, find the issue, pay the
copy machine 25 cents a page, bring copies home, cut out
advertising, scan in pages of text and pictures, (text and graphics
are the same to the scanner), compress the large scanned image,
put image into page, link page to others, upload page to web
server, and check results.
I did all that because it is very, very important. It's a matter of life
and death. But I guess all the guys tell you that.
Yes, yes, yes, sexist, so what? It's funny and informal, just what
email is all about. It's a new level of communication. It has the
power of the written word but the emotion of the spoken. It has
the depth of a book but the shallowness of a newspaper.
This dispute is important because I have been following forward
cargo doors on high time Boeing 747s for nine years. I know
about them and what they do. They kill people. They have in the
past with UAL 811, they did with TWA 800, and they will again.
The cargo door is actually an innocent bystander who was caught
in the crossfire of the wiring short that told the door to open
inflight.
And AvWeek agreed to the extent of interviewing an NTSB
official who agreed to the extent of saying he was intrigued by
the possibility of the forward door popping open in flight for
TWA 800. We both want that information into the public domain
and we both did it. Yours in print in 1997 and both of us on web

in 1997.
My goal is to prevent death by preventing plane crashes by
preventing forward cargo doors from opening in flight on high
time Boeing 747s which allows explosive decompression to
occur leading to nose being torn off and total destruction.
My drive comes from being a survivor of a sudden, night, fiery,
fatal jet airplane crash.
Let AvWeek followup on the content of the article in dispute.
Please recommend to the editors to direct a reporter, Mr.
McKenna or Mr. Fulghum, to interview me or ask that the
reporter peruse my web site at www.corazon.com.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 has interest in
high places; text of letters from Congressman Farr and Senator
McCain are attached.
In summary, Ms. Roome, the disputed AvWeek article stays on
website. I contend it's fair use. I urge you to put content first and
request editors to check out wiring/cargo door explanation for
TWA 800.
Whatever you do, please don't drop the issue. All aspects are
important from website copyright infringement to NTSB
opinions about streaks and doors.
I've attached some technical stuff about red paint marks on the
carcass of TWA 800 that would be of interest to an aviation
reporter who knows about aircraft accident investigations.
I've attached an excerpt from Flying Magazine from July 1992

that shows I was onto this cargo door cause for high time 747s
four years before TWA 800.
The issues are internet and airplane crashes, both of which I am
intimately familiar with, feel strongly about, and wish to resolve
any small differences with authority.
We are on the same larger side, Ms. Roome, proper
compensation for a job well done, accurate fast cheap
transmission of information, and aviation safety. Let us continue
this most interesting dialogue, Ms. Roome.
Please pursue me, this scofflaw, this insolent fool, this sincere
guy under all the gruff. McGraw-Hill standards of publishing and
the rules thereof shall be upheld!
McGraw-Hill came to me first. I welcome your reply.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.

Attachments:
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me
know if there is anything further that I can do for you in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/96 email from Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and he has informed me of your findings. I have since
forwarded the material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain

U.S. Senator
JM/jes
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by JBS>
1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to send to engine
teardown facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine engines
at Calverton.
2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per engine is
incredibly fast to disassemble one of the most complex and
precise machines on the planet. It's not a bicycle. A forensic
powerplant teardown is likely to require several man hundred
hours per engine with several thousand hours of metallographic
back up work. Additionally many specialized tools are required
to do this. There should be many thousands of feet of tape or
pictures. Haste is evident in a one day teardown per engine in an
empty hangar with only one engine specialist present.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compressor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially

disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by JBS>Why was only engine 3 disassembled further?
What evidence was seen in No. 3 to warrant further
investigation? Why were not the other three engines
disassembled further? The four most important jet engines in an
airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The conclusion statement of no uncontainments is
contradicted by other exhibit which states 'stator blade' was
found in right horizontal stabilizer. The conclusion statement of
no fires in any engines is contradicted later in this same report
with raw data indicating sooting in engine number 3. The
conclusion statement of no penetrations of any engine is
contradicted by raw data in this report indicating soft body
impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples which are mainly
irrelevant in a discussion about engines and teardown results.
33% of engine report is not about engines but about favored
NTSB explanation of center tank fuel explosion as initial event.
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the

leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis by JBS>Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan
rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by
Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58%
of the fan blades were recovered so it is very possible 'stator
blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer was from engine
number three directly in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact
damage,' was explained which implies some wasn't. All had soot.
Soot means fire. Only engine number three had any sooting
inside engine. One full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body
impacts'. There is nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft
body impact means foreign object damage. FOD may mean fire.
Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one found directly
aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.
Uncontainment means engine not intact at water impact but
inflight.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such

evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 34, A section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited
evidence of red paint transfer marks on the upper skin (H8); only
the remnants of the shattered logo light window remain in the
window frame.
The above details a red paint transfer mark on the right
horizontal tail surface of TWA 800 directly aft of the red painted
trim in cargo door area. This area shows missing red paint clearly
in NTSB photo displayed at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
redpaintsmearssoloprint.html>
The NTSB photographs are clear in color and detail. The TWA
800 reconstruction photograph shows abnormal green, white and
red paint on the right side forward of the wing.
Normal TWA red trim paint scheme is seen at<http://
www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html> Only above the
forward cargo door of the reconstructed fuselage of TWA 800 is
seen the abnormal red paint smears.
The sequence is thus: bare aluminum skin is cleaned, primed,
base coat of white applied, then red trim on top of white, then
decals. This sequence is basic painting for Boeing 747s and
confirmed by aviation professionals.
It is not red paint trim on primer with overspray, mask off, then

paint white base coat around the trim.
The red trim is always on top of white base coat and means that
the many, red, and large red paint smears between the passenger
windows are red paint transfer marks. The red paint marks are
not red paint exposed when white above is worn away, it is
always red on top of white, not underneath.
This is further proven by skin which has red paint missing and
thus exposing white undercoat. This is seen at URL <http://
www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html> The white is
always underneath the red. The green is always underneath the
white.
Additionally, the added red paint between the windows is next to
the missing red paint in the trim above the cargo door. Red paint
went from one area to another.
The many red and large red paint transfer marks above the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 indicate the cargo door opened
in flight. The precedent of cargo door paint transfer marks was
set by UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02, page 41.
The red paint transfer marks indicate the red door below
ruptured/opened in flight and slammed into the white paint
above, removing the red trim paint and transferring it on top of
the white paint. This is clearly seen between the passenger
windows.
The red paint evidence coupled with the outward peeled skin on
the side, and in the door area, and in the belly proves an
explosive event occurred inflight in the cargo door area.

The downward crushed main floor beams confirm the explosive
event. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study,
page 20, "Downward separation directions were noted at STA
900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and ""The initial opening of
the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected
result of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the
main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red
area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup."
The petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door pinpoints the location of the initial rupture of
the hull of TWA 800 as seen at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
petalbulge.html> The aft latch is missing, the door frame is
curved outward, and surrounding skin is shaped circular.
The analysis of red paint markings and structural deformation
indicating an outward explosion was briefly held by FAA Branch
Manager Neil Schalekamp of Northwest Region in a letter to me
on 30 Jan 1998. "The paint markings and structural deformation
that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally
accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
The cause of the outward cargo door explosion being the center
tank is refuted by the lack of soot on the few recovered forward
cargo door pieces and other right side fuselage pieces.
Exhibit 20A page 129. Fire and Explosion Group Factual Report.
"RF2 C-004 No sooting No sooting
RF3A-H These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but

there is no apparent sooting.
These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
RF4 B-103 No sooting No sooting
RF5 A-071 No sooting No sooting
RF6A B-2004 No sooting No sooting
RF6B B-240 No sooting No sooting
RF6C B-318 No sooting No sooting
RF7 A-033 No sooting No sooting
RF8A No sooting No sooting
RF8B B-256 No sooting No sooting
RF8C B-263 No sooting No sooting
RF8D B-068 No sooting No sooting
RF8E B-268 No sooting No sooting
RF8F B-248 No sooting No sooting
RF9A C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9B C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9C C-259 No sooting No sooting"
NTSB investigators also are intrigued by the aircraft forward
door popping open in flight, an explanation supported by red
paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and
petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch. "NTSB investigators
have suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could
have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Basic NTSB generated evidence for TWA 800 in photos, text,

sooting diagrams, tables, and drawings, a NTSB produced report
AAR 92/02, and visual interpretations of NTSB photograph at
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html> and on
NTSB CD-ROM proves that the forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened in flight.
The evidence above proves the the cargo door was not all
latched, all locked, and all intact at water impact, as previously
believed based upon examination of only eight of the ten cargo
door latches. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report
Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
"Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
The cause of the door opening in flight is probably the same as
UAL 811, as described in AAR 92/02; chafed wiring shorting on
door unlatch motor based upon NTSB evidence for TWA 800 in
Docket Exhibit 9A page 116: "Some wires found in the section
of W480 from forward of station 570 and identified as
BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft
end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation
cracks found."
NTSB agrees that a new explanation for the destruction sequence
is possible based on new interpretations of the evidence such as
shown by the red paint smears. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Report, page 30: "It is therefore possible that
new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new information is
acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or simply a
new interpretation of current information."

The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 must be
thoroughly investigated to rule in or rule out the reasonable
conclusions reached by the careful analysis of red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, petal shaped bulge
at aft midspan latch, and cracked to bare conductor wires
discovered in TWA 800 by NTSB.
The wreckage of TWA 800 is the victim at autopsy. It is the
victim saying look at me, I exploded in flight, right there at the
aft midspan latch. Just like I did before in 1989 with UAL 811
and left paint smears, outward peeled skin, aft midspan latch
rupture, sudden loud sound on the CVR and power cut to the
FDR. Don't ignore me; don't deny me; do something about me.
Facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.

14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than

identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty

foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.

Title:Are IFR pilots safer?
Subject:FLIGHT training
Source:Flying, Jul92, Vol. 119 Issue 7, p102, 3p, 1 illustration
John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a
provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the
similarities
between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United
Flight 811
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both
airplanes
involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural
damage to
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to
Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.
The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very

deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change
its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff
caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates
that an
electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated
latches to
open in flight.
Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on
the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and
other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am
flight was
at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure
and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three
engine. He
believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher
altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo
door
opened on the Pan Am flight.
It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are
working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage
caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure

could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small
and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is
incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United
cargo door
failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor.
The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door
latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives
the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands
a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have
failed
without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo
door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Ms. Roome's name
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock,
I made an error. That's not's a sin. Making an error and not
correcting it is. So I must ask you please to add a correction to

the earlier email I asked you to forward to Ms. Koerner and Ms.
Roome, 19 June 1998.
My spell checker approved 'Room' as spelled correctly but in
wasn't, I should have typed "Roome" in the below excerpt:
"'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Room:"
This is correction to that error I made, the paragraph should read:
"'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Roome:"
Please convey my apologies to Ms. Roome for my inexcusable
lack of attention to detail.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Viewpoint: Don't Keep Air Safety Data From Public
James T. McKenna, Aviation Week & Space Technology's
transport and safety
editor, spoke on the media's role in aviation safety, at SAE

Aerospace's
recent ``Advances in Aviation Safety'' conference in Florida. This
article
[uploaded to the InterNet by Aviation Week Group] is based on
his speech:
The commercial aviation industry is committed to driving its
accident rate
toward zero. To do this, we are told, airlines, manufacturers and
the FAA
must share operational data and forge a focused safetyimprovement agenda.
We're told safety efforts must not be sidetracked by the public
and political
frenzy following the latest crash, a frenzy typically fed by the
media.
There is no monolith that is ``the media.'' Reporters on the
aviation beat
include all types of people, in stiff competition with each other.
We have
one thing in common. We don't trust you. Don't take that
personally. We're
trained not to trust anyone. We're professional skeptics.
Some sources face more skepticism than others. The FAA, for
instance, has a
record of not being straight with the media. Too often, agency
officials seem
to adopt a three-pronged strategy for dealing publicly with safety
questions:
first, deny there is a problem; second, defend the organization;
third,

deflect the criticism. Aviation companies have been known to
adopt the
strategy as well.
In your defense, you collectively operate the safest air
transportation
system in the world. But that's what you're supposed to do. Data
sharing is
absolutely essential to making that system safer. But we--that's
the
editorial we--are not convinced you will ever share data. Your
record on the
effort is mixed.
FAA Administrator Jane Garvey vowed last October to quickly
issue rules
permitting airlines, pilots and the FAA to collect, share and
analyze data
under the Flight Operations Quality Assurance, or FOQA,
program. We have yet
to see the FOQA rules. She said partnerships in which the FAA,
an airline and
its employees exchange data without fear of punishment are
essential to
advancing safety. Yet the FAA has a new, ``quick-ticket'' program
that allows
FAA inspectors to take immediate, unilateral administrative
action against
certificate holders for alleged FAR violations. This program
could destroy in
one day the trust that it took years to establish in the safety
partnerships
at American and US Airways. The FAA keeps touting its Global

Analysis and
Information Network. But after three years, there seems to be
little to show
for it.
The Air Transport Assn., which represents the major airlines in
the U.S.,
heads the industry effort to set a rational safety agenda. But in
March, the
ATA demoted Michael Rioux, the executive who had been
leading the safety
agenda charge.
Assuming the FAA and industry succeed in pulling a datasharing team
together, where will your information come from? Are you going
to talk to the
mechanics who keep airplanes flying and know the fleet
operations problems
intimately? Will the industry foreswear the ``shoot the
messenger''
mentality, common throughout maintenance operations, that
teaches mechanics
to keep their traps shut about potential problems.
Many industry officials state they will not share data unless it is
shielded
from litigants and reporters writing scare stories. This sounds
like an
excuse. You must share data or you condemn your crews and
passengers to die
in accidents whose causes were or should have been known to
you and corrected

by you. It's your job to run a safe operation. It's the job of your
lawyers
and public relations staffs to make juries and the public see why
you need to
share data to be safe.
You can't shield safety data from the public. You may get a
shielding system
in place. But some day, a detailed and embarrassing set of data
will be
leaked. You shouldn't shield that data. It's not yours. It belongs to
the
public that pays for the system that certificates, moves and
monitors your
aircraft and provides the revenue that keeps the industry running.
You
operate a public conveyance and a public trust.
Finally, you need to share data because you need the confidence
of the public
and their representatives in Congress--and their funding. You
need the media,
too. We are the window through which the public and Congress
view aviation
safety. If you want to focus on the trouble areas for safety, if you
want to
stop chasing the dreaded ``cause du jour,'' if you want to retain
the
confidence of travelers and politicians, you must share safety
data.
You must share it with each other. You must share with the
public--through

the media--the data on each potential safety problem and the
specifics of
what you're doing to address them. Don't try to sell the public or
the media
on safety gains. Make them partners in the effort.
--AW&ST Viewpoints 06/08/98
Copyright ©1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 20, 1998 9:55:55 AM PDT
To: katherine_roome@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: AvWeek article on corazon.com

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Dear Ms. Roome, 20 June 1998
I've just received by email an article by James McKenna of
AvWeek that applies to our discussion so I'm sending now what I
sent yesterday to Ms. Warnock via her email address and his
article. Plus my apology to you for omitting an 'e' from your
name in the text.
Regarding Mr. McKenna's speech: He is exactly correct. He is
bang on. Please refer him to me. I can corroborate everything he
says with real data and real events. He will want to know my
research. This is not missile conspiracy nonsense, this is

reasonable, happened before, mechanical explanation for TWA
800 and others. It's science.
Also please forward to him the data about airplanes included in
my response to you below. I must be able to present the
wreckage evidence to knowledgable aviation reporters for their
interpretation. Again, the content of AvWeek is correct.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Reply for Ms. Roome/AvWeek article on website
www.corazon.com
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:6740:mghcredantic.jpg:
Dear Ms. Warnock, 19 June 1998
Thank you for sending on my previous reply to the lawyers. I
received a letter from Ms. Roome the other day. My reply is
below, can you ensure that she receives it, as well as Ms.
Koerner?

I thank you for your anticipated cooperation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Tel 212 512 4064
Fax 212 512 3907
Dear Ms. Roome, 19 June 1998
Thank you your letter of June 10, 1998 in which you thank me
for my anticipated cooperation.
Well, as Carly Simon sang, anticipation is half the fun; or words
to that effect.
Let me analyze your letter word by word, giving it the attention it
deserves:
"I have received a significant amount of correspondence between
you and Aviation Week & Space Technology..."
Yes, at my request you received it.
"Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it

available on your Web site to the entire world does not constitute
fair use."
Who says? A lawyer representing one party? Not very conclusive
is it? Let's hear from the other side. If you get to interpret the
law, then so do I.
Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on my Web site to the entire world does constitute fair
use.
So, difference of opinion.
"Had you prepared an abstract summarizing the article and given
credit to Aviation Week, you would have a credible argument."
A credible argument for what? For permission? For fair use?
Do you understand the whole purpose of scanning in exact article
and not giving summary? I could have summarized the article
but that would have missed the very point of researched and
quoted articles. Often the important data is in the article but not
appreciated by the summarizer. Many times I have read
summaries that say one thing, but the raw data says otherwise.
I will give an example at the end of this email. It's about airplane
engines so might not interest your pretty little head.
Yes, that's a goad. I suspect you may be about to write off the
whole wiring/cargo door/AvWeek article on website thing as
irritating and unworthy of your efforts and I wish to continue to
hold your interest.

OK, I'll put it in now, but it's detailed. TWA 800 engine report is
summarized:
"NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report, "The disassembly of the engines did
not show any indications that any of the engines had sustained
any uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations.""
And yet later the raw data reveals:
"Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward.""
You see, Ms. Roome, the summarizer is wrong; he is
contradicted by the raw data; there were fires, penetrations, and
uncontainments. That's what research is all about. And let us
hope that the 'four soft body impacts' were not four real soft
bodies, but may have been since humans were ingested into
number three engine in a similar accident, UAL 811.
I put the raw data on my web site. The raw data was your
reporter interviewing public officials and quoting them. I quoted
you. It's a chain of mental custody of the idea that an NTSB
official was intrigued that the streak of TWA 800 could be the

forward door popping open in flight. It's true. It was.
Well, enough of content, back to style. Key word in your position
is 'entire.' What do you mean by 'entire'?
Here's how I would define 'entire' in this matter: If in my nonprofit, full credit given, research oriented website I:
1. Scanned in a book by an author. Not fair use.
2. Scanned in one full month of a monthly magazine. Not fair
use.
3. Scanned in a many page insert to one month of a monthly
magazine that covers one subject. Not fair use.
4. Scanned in twenty articles of twenty articles written about a
subject in a monthly magazine over a period of years. Not fair
use.
5. Scanned in one article (graphics as well) totalling one full size
page of one month issue of 100 pages which is also one article of
twenty about one subject, TWA 800, and excised all advertising.
Fair use.
Yes, using one percent of an issue's pages, giving credit, not
making any money, and it's for research presentation to public at
large is fair use. That's my position. Let me repeat yours:
"However, transmitting the article exactly as it originally was
published, (with the graphics as well) does not constitute fair
use."
Yes, it does.
I contend the article in question was an excerpt from a series on
TWA 800 in AvWeek published over a long period of time.
So, no profit, credit given, research, and now excerpt. It's all

there for fair use.
But why the problem? Why would you want me to not quote you
exactly? It seems to me summaries are the dangerous quotes,
exact ones are the safest. You encourage inaccuracy by
recommending summaries instead of exact scans.
Messengers, messages, and media.
We are the two messengers: I'm a retired military officer in a
converted garage with a phone line and a computer. You are
a ....you are a .....Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies. I assume a nice corner office, view,
satisfactory salary and qualified staff. I wish I had the same. Vice
President implies a President. Vice President of what? McGrawHill? How many Vice-Presidents? Associate? How many
associates? I don't see 'lawyer' or 'attorney' or 'solicitor' there, just
'counsel.' So the three descriptions given of you do not tell me
much. If the word 'judge' were there, then the article would of
course come off my website.
We have two messages. You say my style of exact instead of
summary is wrong and must change. I say your content is right
and should be followed up. How I present my content is really
second to the truth of the content. Your content in the article is
correct. It is very important. Your reporter did a good job.
AvWeek did a good job. Follow it up. Style of summary or entire
article is secondary to accuracy of content. Your content is
accurate.
We use two media: Yours is letter in envelope carried to me.

Mine is email sent electronically.
If you are going to talk style to me, Ms. Roome, then let's talk
style. McGraw-Hill, Ms. Warnock, came to me out of the blue
telling me what to do in my website and called me law violator. I
am now defending myself by going on offense.
Your style is out of time. It's behind the times. It's unhip. You are
not hep to what's hot. Just as talking jive slang of forty years ago
is behind the times, using a letter, a phone and a fax is also
behind the times.
On your letterhead you list a phone and fax and address. That's
fine for 1990, take away the fax and it's fine for 1980, take away
the phone and it's fine for 1910, take away the last four digits of
the zip and it's fine for 1985, take away the entire zip and it's fine
for 1970, take away entire address and it's fine for 1670.
But what you don't have on the letterhead shows your style is not
fine for June 19th, 1998. Your letter is dated June 10th, it was
postmarked June 12th, and I received it in my mail box on June
16th. Six days from your mind to my mind. Ha! Pony Express
was faster.
As a pilot I know the value of accurate, fast communications. It's
vital when flying, as in success or failure. Email and websites
have been around for years. You have no email address nor web
site URL on your letterhead. Are you not aware of the
telecommunications revolution going on around you?
Do you not read Aviation Week's daily briefing on your web site
every morning, as I do? <http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> A lot
of time and money has been put into your website and to ignore

its existence is an insult to those employees.
So for you to tell me what is right and what's wrong to put on my
website carries little weight. You're telling me how to run a
website and you know little about it. Get hip, girl. There has to
be something in Elle about the internet.
Yes, yes, that's provocation to keep boredom at bay.
Let's continue:
"There is little to be gained in a prolonged dispute regarding this
matter."
I reply: There is much to be gained in a prolonged dispute
regarding this matter. For you and me. Aviation Week helps to
confirm the cause of an airplane crash I have discovered which is
being considered by NTSB. When cause is confirmed, it can be
fixed so that the cause does not repeat. Lives are saved. Aviation
travel is better.
"For the future, if you would like to bring attention to articles
published in Aviation Week, please do so by distributing an
abstract summary of the article."
Advice noted. Thanks for saying 'please.'
"We thank you for your anticipated cooperation."
Hmm.....fruitless anticipation, unrequited cooperation; your
article stays posted on my web site. And I'm adding your letter
and my response too. The matter gets larger, not smaller. It's not
going away.

Shall I be David to your Goliath? The flea to your dog? The bat
in your hair? The thorn in your paw?
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> is the URL
to confirm my position. URL stands for Uniform Resource
Locator and is the address of a page on a site on the web. HTTP
is Hyper Text Transfer Protocol and is the standard by which one
computer recognizes another computer. WWW is world wide
web. Web is different than Email and different from FTP (File
Transfer Protocol), IRC (Internet Relay Chat), and newsgroups.
Corazon is the name of a domain which includes all pages under
the name corazon, which is the name of my wife. Dot com is the
type of domain, in this case commercial as different from .org
or .net or .gov. My site could be commercial and profitable but
isn't. Dot html is hypertext markup language which is the
standard by which each computer can read each other's pages.
<800avweekintrigue> is the name of the page in which I have
put: 1. All McGraw-Hill correspondence which was scanned in
and given credit.
2. My responses.
3. The disputed for style but not content 10 March 1997 article.
There you have it, Ms. Roome, internet in one short lesson;
very basic and very important. To get to the disputed article just
put in <http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
without the brackets, into the 'open location' menu selection of
your browser, or just put in 'corazon' and you will go to my
home page.
<http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> is the URL of your website
of one of your magazines.
'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several

headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Room:
"Today's Aviation News
Thursday, June 18, 1998
* Pilots Form Own Alliance
* Auto Makers Tap Pro Air
* PAL Lays Off 5,000
* Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
* Recce Satellite Declassified
* Chinese Gain With Launches
* Russia Orbits Six Birds
* USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
Daniel P. Burnham will leave his position as a vice chairman of
AlliedSignal Inc. to become president and chief operating officer
of Raytheon Co. on July 1, the companies announced yesterday.
Burnham will succeed Dennis J. Picard as chairman and chief
executive officer of Raytheon on Dec. 1. Picard, 65, has
previously announced his intent to retire. Frederic M. Poses, 55,
will become president and COO of AlliedSignal. He will oversee
all the aerospace businesses, as well as Electronic Materials,
Truck Brake Systems, Business Services, International and the
company's growth and productivity initiatives. -Aerospace Daily
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
Air Force Air Combat Command determined that two F-16s
belonging to the 421st Fighter Squadron collided Jan. 7 because
the two pilots failed to use proper "see and avoid" techniques to
ensure a clear flight path while entering and leaving an

engagement. The two F-l6s collided while performing in a sixaircraft tactical intercept training mission over the Utah Test and
Training Range. The accident happened during the fourth
intercept pass when the leader of the attacking flight collided
with the trailing wingman in the aggressor formation. -Aero
Safety & Maintenance
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc."
-----------------------------------------------------------------AvWeek has an excellent web site. Here is something else from
your site:
"Jobs
Issue of:
June 15, 1998
June 8, 1998
June 1, 1998
Home Welcome to Aviation Week & Space Technology Jobs
Page on the web.Ê The weekly recruitment ads are kept up for
three weeks, allowing access to those who can not get a copy of
the issue or who wish to be more discreet in their job search. The
ads are updated/cycled weekly.Ê Click on the issue date on the
left side to access the desired issue.Ê
To respond to a Box ad (include Box #) send to: Aviation Week
& Space
Technology; Classified Dept.; 1221 Avenue of The Americas,
42nd Floor, New York, N.Y. 10020.
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Classified
June 15, 1998
Positions Available
--------------------------------------------------------------EXPECT GREAT AND GET IT
In engineering terms, the definition of a great job is universal:

Great projects. Great people. The latest technology. In fact, the
place to go to get that great job is universal, too. Raytheon
Systems Company. Around the globe, if there's an industry that
needs world-class engineering and state-of-the-art technology,
we're in it. From aircraft and infrastructure to supercomputers
and wireless communications. Call us today or visit us on the
Web and find your next great job. Then go out and get it.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Code SEL
The Software Engineering Laboratory has opportunities available
for individuals with experience in the development, design, and
code of integrated software packages. Qualified candidates will
work on various applications such as radar systems, air traffic
control, wide area surveillance, transportation systems, missile
systems, and satellite communications."
Well, Ms. Roome, let me see, what does Raytheon want?
"...individuals with experience in the development, design, and
code of integrated software packages"
Hmmm....not me.
But, it's a job offer for a software guy from Raytheon to anybody
who reads the job offer column of Aviation Week Online. And
note classified ad from Raytheon supplements article about
Raytheon in Daily News. Note Daily News has safety related
article about F-16s crashing into each other. TWA 800 crash
cause is a relevant subject for AvWeek to investigate.
How about if I search your archives and see if the article in
dispute is on your web site for the world to see for free.
Voila! Up popped the below after a search string of 'Meyer

Streak 10 March 1997':
"ANG PILOT: TWA JET HIT BY OBJECT
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what
they saw immediately before destruction of the Boeing 747-131
jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from
the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart, propelling some of its passengers high enough that they
did not hit the water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial
explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag
order preventing him from giving interviews about the 1996
disaster off Long Island, N.Y. The copilot, Capt. Christian Baur,
remains under FBI restrictions not to speak about the accident.
But two officials familiar with his testimony told Aviation Week
& Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news
media (AW&ST July 29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose
Aviation Week as the first news organization to hear a detailed
account of his recollections and his testimony to federal
investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of the crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long
Island about 12 mi. north of the TWA crash site. Baur, the
copilot, was at the controls practicing instrument approaches.
The crew was awaiting darkness so they could begin training

with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light appeared from the opposite direction of the flight
of TWA 800 (which was flying from west to east after takeoff
from Kennedy Airport), a possible indication of an intercepting
missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right
(west) to my left (east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he
said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who have heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left
side of the cockpit, saw a streak moving from left to right toward
the approaching TWA aircraft before the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told
investigators from the National Transportation Safety Board, FBI
and a Federal anti-terrorist task force. "I was trying to figure out
what it was. It was the wrong color for flares. It struck an object
coming from the right and made it explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly between two light aircraft that tow banners along the
beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time of day, and that's what they assumed," the second
official said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots saw could have been light reflections from the skin of
the aircraft, tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward
door of the aircraft popping open, a possibility that still intrigues
investigators, the second official said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight.

Moreover, Meyer adds, "Whatever Chris saw on the left side I
didn't see because he blocked my view." Baur disputes this,
saying that the explosions and crash were virtually dead ahead of
the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski
International Airport at Westhampton Beach, N.Y. It had started a
climbing left turn to the south when the accident occurred. The
Sun had not yet set and the sky was still bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said. "Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a
number of years in Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of
them at me. But, that was 25-year-old missile technology, which
left smoke trails. I understand today that they are made with
smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave trails. What I saw was a
streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending arc. He points out that he never saw the
actual airframe of the TWA 747 within the streak or subsequent
explosions or smoke trails. It was virtually identical to the
trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve. But unlike a
meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowishwhite explosion that looked identical to the detonation of an
antiaircraft shell. He did not suggest an antiaircraft weapon was
fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said. "One to two seconds later, there was a second, hard
explosion almost pure white in color. The position of that
explosion appeared to be slightly below and behind where one

would have anticipated the streak of light to have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if
there was an explosion and fireball or if the third explosion
turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball
four times the diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left (east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions
created a "huge waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first
official said. "The column of flame was being whipped around
violently. First it was tumbling, and then it refined itself into a
spiral. The explosions were all before the cascade of flame
began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG operations that night were to have included flares dropped
by a HC-130 transport aircraft. The crew then called the
Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur
actually made the call and reported a possible midair collision,
the second official involved in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m., Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely
to be correct although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned as copilot and primary communicator. As they
approached the crash site, after about 4 min. of flight, debris was
still falling so they slowed to avoid being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the

aircraft body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a
tornado," the second official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after the accident.
"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at
terminal velocity and fuselage fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi.
per hour. The things falling at high speed were bodies still
strapped in their seats. That is logically inconsistent if they came
from the same explosion at the same time. On reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before
they came down. That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the particulate there was metal and paper, some of it
glowing. Through all of that, things would come racing through
-- two or three high-speed objects like sacks of potatoes. I
believed them to be bodies that had been blown upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories, Meyer and other ANG officials remain
adamant that their unit was not part of any larger, undisclosed,
multiservice operation. Operations the night of the crash were
standard training flights to maintain currency with night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern
coast. The HC-130 would drop flares, rafts and a para-rescueman
and later refuel the helicopter in a communications-out, lightsout operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"

Meyer said. Nor were there indications of the operations of drone
aircraft, another theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of
the crash. "No, there would have been some kind of notice." AW&ST 3/10/97"
Hello again, Ms. Roome. Yes, that matches the scanned article in
dispute on my web site. My picture of your article has the
additional words, "Witnesses believe and explosion ripped apart
Flight 800 over Long Island, but deny involvement in a coverup," and graphics as well.
So there is a difference between the electronic version of the 10
March 1997 article in the Aviation Week website archives for
free and the electronic scanned in version of the 10 March 1997
article on my website at www.corazon.com for free. I have the
more accurate one. I have complete text and the graphics too.
I'm forsaking snail mail, 32 cents, and a week's wait for
exchange for accurate, fast, and cheap communications: email.
This reply is going to be sent email to Ms. Monica Warnock, via
Ms. Mary Frances Koerner to you. I know the links work
because that's how you received your 'significant
correspondence'. I know it's fast because Ms. Warnock and I
exchanged several emails in one day. I know its accurate because
important passages are cut and pasted exactly as stated.
The bottom of your letter takes me back in time to typewriters
and carbon paper...KDR/lah means KDR was the author, that's
you, lah is the secretary, note lower case. CC is copy to Mary
Frances Koerner.
This is what a modern email look like:

"To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Posted article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock, One minute after midnight, 1 June 1998.
Please inform Ms. Koerner and other executives as you deem
appropriate that the deed is done. The 10 March 1997 AV Week
article is back up on www.corazon.com at http://
www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
Hello hello again, Ms. Roome, 'no dice' is my reply to your
request to do abstracts and not entire articles.
Now it's my turn:
Dear Ms. Roome, the cause of an airplane crash, TWA 800, has
been discovered by me. The cause is water to bare wire shorts on
door motor to unlatch position to rupture at aft midspan latch of
forward cargo door to explosive decompression to nose off to
falling disintegration to fireball to water impact. The wiring/
cargo door cause can still happen again until fixed. To get it fixed
the manufacturer has to be persuaded and told to do it. FAA is
the agency that will tell Boeing to fix the wiring and the cargo
door. NTSB is the agency to recommend to FAA to tell Boeing to
fix the wiring/cargo door. NTSB does not believe that the streak
that was seen during the TWA 800 accident was the forward door
popping open. It was and it did.
Your most excellent reporter, Mr. Fulghum, was able to elicit

from an NTSB official that the streak may have been the forward
door popping open inflight. The NTSB official is right. Your
reporter was right to write it up. Your editors were right to
include it in the story. Your publisher was right to print it up by
the thousands. And I was right to quote it in its entirety by
publishing it on my nonprofit, credit given research oriented
website.
The legal case is infinitely more complex than at first glance. It
can set precedents. Information about aircraft is what it's all
about. I'm using yours that you went to great effort and expense
to obtain. I understand that. I also understand that in the public's
interest sometimes copying for free is justified: Fair use. Do you
think I unfairly used your 10 Mar 97 article? If so, then continue
to fight.
Can you win? No, you can't win. Give up. Write me a polite note
of apology and gracious permission to continue to post the very
accurate, very complete 10 March 1997 article by David A.
Fulghum on my 1200 page website about TWA 800. That's a
story in itself. Do a story on internet copyright and Aviation
Week. You don't have to apologize to me for calling me an
outlaw in the first email from Ms. Warnock.
What are the terms for cut and pasting from your AvWeek
website to my website? Let me quote from site:
"All use of The McGraw-Hill Companies' World Wide Web
pages is subject to the terms and conditions set forth below. Any
use of such Web pages constitutes the user's agreement to abide
by the following terms and conditions.
All information provided by The McGraw-Hill Companies and
its affiliates is owned by or licensed to The McGraw-Hill

Companies and its affiliates (the "McGraw-Hill Information").
The McGraw-Hill Companies and its licensors retain all
proprietary rights to the McGraw-Hill Information. The
McGraw-Hill Companies has the right to use all material entered
into these Web pages (other than third-party material transmitted
through private electronic mail) in any of The McGraw-Hill
Companies' print or electronic publications. Except for making
one hard copy print of limited portions of the McGraw-Hill
Information on an ad hoc basis, or downloading as expressly
authorized by The McGraw-Hill Companies, McGraw-Hill
Information may not be reproduced, transmitted or distributed
without The McGraw-Hill Companies' permission.
The McGraw-Hill Companies makes no guarantees or warranties
as to the accuracy or completeness of or results to be obtained
from accessing and using the McGraw-Hill Information. Neither
The McGraw-Hill Companies nor its affiliates shall be liable to
any user or anyone else for any inaccuracy, error or omission,
regardless of cause, in The McGraw-Hill Information or for any
damages resulting therefrom.
Users entering materials on any of these Web pages are
responsible for the content of that material. The McGraw-Hill
Companies has no responsibility for the content of any messages
or information posted by users, or for the content of information
of third-parties on the Internet, even if accessed through The
McGraw-Hill Companies' pages. However, The McGraw-Hill
Companies retains the right, which it may or may not exercise, in
its sole discretion, to review, edit or delete from the service any
third-party material which The McGraw-Hill Companies deems
to be illegal, offensive or otherwise inappropriate.
Users may through hypertext or other computer "links" gain
access to other sites on the Internet which are not part of The
McGraw-Hill Companies' Web pages. The McGraw-Hill
Companies assumes no responsibility for any material outside of

the McGraw-Hill Companies Web pages which may be accessed
through any such "link."
The user agrees to indemnify The McGraw-Hill Companies from
any damages, losses, costs or expenses which The McGraw-Hill
Companies, its affiliates, their respective employees and
authorized representatives may incur as a result of material
entered into these Web pages by the user."
What does that mean? It would take a lawyer to understand all
that. I think it means, "It's not our fault." One hard copy? Or
limited portions on an 'ad hoc' basis? I love it when you speak
Latin to me. I have not entered any material to your web site so I
guess most of the above does not apply to me.
Before McGraw-Hill got its telecommunications/publishing act
together, I used to go down to the library, find the issue, pay the
copy machine 25 cents a page, bring copies home, cut out
advertising, scan in pages of text and pictures, (text and graphics
are the same to the scanner), compress the large scanned image,
put image into page, link page to others, upload page to web
server, and check results.
I did all that because it is very, very important. It's a matter of life
and death. But I guess all the guys tell you that.
Yes, yes, yes, sexist, so what? It's funny and informal, just what
email is all about. It's a new level of communication. It has the
power of the written word but the emotion of the spoken. It has
the depth of a book but the shallowness of a newspaper.
This dispute is important because I have been following forward
cargo doors on high time Boeing 747s for nine years. I know
about them and what they do. They kill people. They have in the

past with UAL 811, they did with TWA 800, and they will again.
The cargo door is actually an innocent bystander who was caught
in the crossfire of the wiring short that told the door to open
inflight.
And AvWeek agreed to the extent of interviewing an NTSB
official who agreed to the extent of saying he was intrigued by
the possibility of the forward door popping open in flight for
TWA 800. We both want that information into the public domain
and we both did it. Yours in print in 1997 and both of us on web
in 1997.
My goal is to prevent death by preventing plane crashes by
preventing forward cargo doors from opening in flight on high
time Boeing 747s which allows explosive decompression to
occur leading to nose being torn off and total destruction.
My drive comes from being a survivor of a sudden, night, fiery,
fatal jet airplane crash.
Let AvWeek followup on the content of the article in dispute.
Please recommend to the editors to direct a reporter, Mr.
McKenna or Mr. Fulghum, to interview me or ask that the
reporter peruse my web site at www.corazon.com.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 has interest in
high places; text of letters from Congressman Farr and Senator
McCain are attached.
In summary, Ms. Roome, the disputed AvWeek article stays on
website. I contend it's fair use. I urge you to put content first and
request editors to check out wiring/cargo door explanation for

TWA 800.
Whatever you do, please don't drop the issue. All aspects are
important from website copyright infringement to NTSB
opinions about streaks and doors.
I've attached some technical stuff about red paint marks on the
carcass of TWA 800 that would be of interest to an aviation
reporter who knows about aircraft accident investigations.
I've attached an excerpt from Flying Magazine from July 1992
that shows I was onto this cargo door cause for high time 747s
four years before TWA 800.
The issues are internet and airplane crashes, both of which I am
intimately familiar with, feel strongly about, and wish to resolve
any small differences with authority.
We are on the same larger side, Ms. Roome, proper
compensation for a job well done, accurate fast cheap
transmission of information, and aviation safety. Let us continue
this most interesting dialogue, Ms. Roome.
Please pursue me, this scofflaw, this insolent fool, this sincere
guy under all the gruff. McGraw-Hill standards of publishing and
the rules thereof shall be upheld!
McGraw-Hill came to me first. I welcome your reply.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.

Attachments:
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me
know if there is anything further that I can do for you in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/96 email from Senator McCain:

Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and he has informed me of your findings. I have since
forwarded the material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by JBS>
1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to send to engine
teardown facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine engines
at Calverton.
2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per engine is
incredibly fast to disassemble one of the most complex and
precise machines on the planet. It's not a bicycle. A forensic
powerplant teardown is likely to require several man hundred
hours per engine with several thousand hours of metallographic

back up work. Additionally many specialized tools are required
to do this. There should be many thousands of feet of tape or
pictures. Haste is evident in a one day teardown per engine in an
empty hangar with only one engine specialist present.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compressor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by JBS>Why was only engine 3 disassembled further?
What evidence was seen in No. 3 to warrant further
investigation? Why were not the other three engines
disassembled further? The four most important jet engines in an
airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The conclusion statement of no uncontainments is
contradicted by other exhibit which states 'stator blade' was
found in right horizontal stabilizer. The conclusion statement of
no fires in any engines is contradicted later in this same report
with raw data indicating sooting in engine number 3. The
conclusion statement of no penetrations of any engine is
contradicted by raw data in this report indicating soft body
impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples which are mainly

irrelevant in a discussion about engines and teardown results.
33% of engine report is not about engines but about favored
NTSB explanation of center tank fuel explosion as initial event.
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis by JBS>Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan
rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by
Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58%
of the fan blades were recovered so it is very possible 'stator
blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer was from engine
number three directly in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact
damage,' was explained which implies some wasn't. All had soot.
Soot means fire. Only engine number three had any sooting
inside engine. One full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body
impacts'. There is nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft
body impact means foreign object damage. FOD may mean fire.
Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one found directly
aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.
Uncontainment means engine not intact at water impact but
inflight.

Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 34, A section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited
evidence of red paint transfer marks on the upper skin (H8); only
the remnants of the shattered logo light window remain in the
window frame.
The above details a red paint transfer mark on the right
horizontal tail surface of TWA 800 directly aft of the red painted
trim in cargo door area. This area shows missing red paint clearly
in NTSB photo displayed at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
redpaintsmearssoloprint.html>
The NTSB photographs are clear in color and detail. The TWA
800 reconstruction photograph shows abnormal green, white and
red paint on the right side forward of the wing.

Normal TWA red trim paint scheme is seen at<http://
www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html> Only above the
forward cargo door of the reconstructed fuselage of TWA 800 is
seen the abnormal red paint smears.
The sequence is thus: bare aluminum skin is cleaned, primed,
base coat of white applied, then red trim on top of white, then
decals. This sequence is basic painting for Boeing 747s and
confirmed by aviation professionals.
It is not red paint trim on primer with overspray, mask off, then
paint white base coat around the trim.
The red trim is always on top of white base coat and means that
the many, red, and large red paint smears between the passenger
windows are red paint transfer marks. The red paint marks are
not red paint exposed when white above is worn away, it is
always red on top of white, not underneath.
This is further proven by skin which has red paint missing and
thus exposing white undercoat. This is seen at URL <http://
www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html> The white is
always underneath the red. The green is always underneath the
white.
Additionally, the added red paint between the windows is next to
the missing red paint in the trim above the cargo door. Red paint
went from one area to another.
The many red and large red paint transfer marks above the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 indicate the cargo door opened
in flight. The precedent of cargo door paint transfer marks was
set by UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02, page 41.

The red paint transfer marks indicate the red door below
ruptured/opened in flight and slammed into the white paint
above, removing the red trim paint and transferring it on top of
the white paint. This is clearly seen between the passenger
windows.
The red paint evidence coupled with the outward peeled skin on
the side, and in the door area, and in the belly proves an
explosive event occurred inflight in the cargo door area.
The downward crushed main floor beams confirm the explosive
event. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study,
page 20, "Downward separation directions were noted at STA
900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and ""The initial opening of
the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected
result of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the
main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red
area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup."
The petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door pinpoints the location of the initial rupture of
the hull of TWA 800 as seen at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
petalbulge.html> The aft latch is missing, the door frame is
curved outward, and surrounding skin is shaped circular.
The analysis of red paint markings and structural deformation
indicating an outward explosion was briefly held by FAA Branch
Manager Neil Schalekamp of Northwest Region in a letter to me
on 30 Jan 1998. "The paint markings and structural deformation
that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally

accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
The cause of the outward cargo door explosion being the center
tank is refuted by the lack of soot on the few recovered forward
cargo door pieces and other right side fuselage pieces.
Exhibit 20A page 129. Fire and Explosion Group Factual Report.
"RF2 C-004 No sooting No sooting
RF3A-H These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
RF4 B-103 No sooting No sooting
RF5 A-071 No sooting No sooting
RF6A B-2004 No sooting No sooting
RF6B B-240 No sooting No sooting
RF6C B-318 No sooting No sooting
RF7 A-033 No sooting No sooting
RF8A No sooting No sooting
RF8B B-256 No sooting No sooting
RF8C B-263 No sooting No sooting
RF8D B-068 No sooting No sooting
RF8E B-268 No sooting No sooting
RF8F B-248 No sooting No sooting
RF9A C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9B C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9C C-259 No sooting No sooting"

NTSB investigators also are intrigued by the aircraft forward
door popping open in flight, an explanation supported by red
paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and
petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch. "NTSB investigators
have suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could
have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Basic NTSB generated evidence for TWA 800 in photos, text,
sooting diagrams, tables, and drawings, a NTSB produced report
AAR 92/02, and visual interpretations of NTSB photograph at
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html> and on
NTSB CD-ROM proves that the forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened in flight.
The evidence above proves the the cargo door was not all
latched, all locked, and all intact at water impact, as previously
believed based upon examination of only eight of the ten cargo
door latches. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report
Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
"Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
The cause of the door opening in flight is probably the same as
UAL 811, as described in AAR 92/02; chafed wiring shorting on
door unlatch motor based upon NTSB evidence for TWA 800 in
Docket Exhibit 9A page 116: "Some wires found in the section
of W480 from forward of station 570 and identified as
BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor

when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft
end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation
cracks found."
NTSB agrees that a new explanation for the destruction sequence
is possible based on new interpretations of the evidence such as
shown by the red paint smears. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Report, page 30: "It is therefore possible that
new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new information is
acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or simply a
new interpretation of current information."
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 must be
thoroughly investigated to rule in or rule out the reasonable
conclusions reached by the careful analysis of red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, petal shaped bulge
at aft midspan latch, and cracked to bare conductor wires
discovered in TWA 800 by NTSB.
The wreckage of TWA 800 is the victim at autopsy. It is the
victim saying look at me, I exploded in flight, right there at the
aft midspan latch. Just like I did before in 1989 with UAL 811
and left paint smears, outward peeled skin, aft midspan latch
rupture, sudden loud sound on the CVR and power cut to the
FDR. Don't ignore me; don't deny me; do something about me.
Facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge

5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces

31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.

2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.

Title:Are IFR pilots safer?
Subject:FLIGHT training
Source:Flying, Jul92, Vol. 119 Issue 7, p102, 3p, 1 illustration
John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a
provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the
similarities

between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United
Flight 811
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both
airplanes
involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural
damage to
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to
Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.
The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very
deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change
its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff
caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates
that an
electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated
latches to
open in flight.
Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on
the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and
other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am
flight was
at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure
and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three
engine. He

believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher
altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo
door
opened on the Pan Am flight.
It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are
working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage
caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure
could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small
and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is
incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United
cargo door
failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor.
The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door
latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives
the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands
a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have
failed
without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo
door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.

To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Ms. Roome's name
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock,
I made an error. That's not's a sin. Making an error and not
correcting it is. So I must ask you please to add a correction to
the earlier email I asked you to forward to Ms. Koerner and Ms.
Roome, 19 June 1998.
My spell checker approved 'Room' as spelled correctly but in
wasn't, I should have typed "Roome" in the below excerpt:
"'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Room:"
This is correction to that error I made, the paragraph should read:
"'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Roome:"
Please convey my apologies to Ms. Roome for my inexcusable
lack of attention to detail.

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Viewpoint: Don't Keep Air Safety Data From Public
James T. McKenna, Aviation Week & Space Technology's
transport and safety
editor, spoke on the media's role in aviation safety, at SAE
Aerospace's
recent ``Advances in Aviation Safety'' conference in Florida. This
article
[uploaded to the InterNet by Aviation Week Group] is based on
his speech:
The commercial aviation industry is committed to driving its
accident rate
toward zero. To do this, we are told, airlines, manufacturers and
the FAA
must share operational data and forge a focused safetyimprovement agenda.
We're told safety efforts must not be sidetracked by the public
and political
frenzy following the latest crash, a frenzy typically fed by the
media.
There is no monolith that is ``the media.'' Reporters on the
aviation beat
include all types of people, in stiff competition with each other.
We have
one thing in common. We don't trust you. Don't take that

personally. We're
trained not to trust anyone. We're professional skeptics.
Some sources face more skepticism than others. The FAA, for
instance, has a
record of not being straight with the media. Too often, agency
officials seem
to adopt a three-pronged strategy for dealing publicly with safety
questions:
first, deny there is a problem; second, defend the organization;
third,
deflect the criticism. Aviation companies have been known to
adopt the
strategy as well.
In your defense, you collectively operate the safest air
transportation
system in the world. But that's what you're supposed to do. Data
sharing is
absolutely essential to making that system safer. But we--that's
the
editorial we--are not convinced you will ever share data. Your
record on the
effort is mixed.
FAA Administrator Jane Garvey vowed last October to quickly
issue rules
permitting airlines, pilots and the FAA to collect, share and
analyze data
under the Flight Operations Quality Assurance, or FOQA,
program. We have yet
to see the FOQA rules. She said partnerships in which the FAA,
an airline and

its employees exchange data without fear of punishment are
essential to
advancing safety. Yet the FAA has a new, ``quick-ticket'' program
that allows
FAA inspectors to take immediate, unilateral administrative
action against
certificate holders for alleged FAR violations. This program
could destroy in
one day the trust that it took years to establish in the safety
partnerships
at American and US Airways. The FAA keeps touting its Global
Analysis and
Information Network. But after three years, there seems to be
little to show
for it.
The Air Transport Assn., which represents the major airlines in
the U.S.,
heads the industry effort to set a rational safety agenda. But in
March, the
ATA demoted Michael Rioux, the executive who had been
leading the safety
agenda charge.
Assuming the FAA and industry succeed in pulling a datasharing team
together, where will your information come from? Are you going
to talk to the
mechanics who keep airplanes flying and know the fleet
operations problems
intimately? Will the industry foreswear the ``shoot the
messenger''
mentality, common throughout maintenance operations, that

teaches mechanics
to keep their traps shut about potential problems.
Many industry officials state they will not share data unless it is
shielded
from litigants and reporters writing scare stories. This sounds
like an
excuse. You must share data or you condemn your crews and
passengers to die
in accidents whose causes were or should have been known to
you and corrected
by you. It's your job to run a safe operation. It's the job of your
lawyers
and public relations staffs to make juries and the public see why
you need to
share data to be safe.
You can't shield safety data from the public. You may get a
shielding system
in place. But some day, a detailed and embarrassing set of data
will be
leaked. You shouldn't shield that data. It's not yours. It belongs to
the
public that pays for the system that certificates, moves and
monitors your
aircraft and provides the revenue that keeps the industry running.
You
operate a public conveyance and a public trust.
Finally, you need to share data because you need the confidence
of the public
and their representatives in Congress--and their funding. You
need the media,

too. We are the window through which the public and Congress
view aviation
safety. If you want to focus on the trouble areas for safety, if you
want to
stop chasing the dreaded ``cause du jour,'' if you want to retain
the
confidence of travelers and politicians, you must share safety
data.
You must share it with each other. You must share with the
public--through
the media--the data on each potential safety problem and the
specifics of
what you're doing to address them. Don't try to sell the public or
the media
on safety gains. Make them partners in the effort.
--AW&ST Viewpoints 06/08/98
Copyright ©1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. All Rights
Reserved.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 19, 1998 10:45:28 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: AVweek response

Dear David, here is attached letter from McGraw-Hill and my
response. I
realize you may be on their side on this but it's important
everyone knows
what's going on.

You say wiring for VJ but NTSB doesn't.
I say wiring to cargo door for TWA 800 but NTSB doesn't.
We are the same.

Cheers,
Barry

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Tel 212 512 4064
Fax 212 512 3907
Dear Ms. Roome, 19 June 1998
Thank you your letter of June 10, 1998 in which you thank me
for my
anticipated cooperation.
Well, as Carly Simon sang, anticipation is half the fun; or words
to that
effect.
Let me analyze your letter word by word, giving it the attention it
deserves:

"I have received a significant amount of correspondence between
you and
Aviation Week & Space Technology..."
Yes, at my request you received it.
"Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on
your Web site to the entire world does not constitute fair use."
Who says? A lawyer representing one party? Not very conclusive
is it? Let's
hear from the other side. If you get to interpret the law, then so
do I.
Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on my
Web site to the entire world does constitute fair use.
So, difference of opinion.
"Had you prepared an abstract summarizing the article and given
credit to
Aviation Week, you would have a credible argument."
A credible argument for what? For permission? For fair use?
Do you understand the whole purpose of scanning in exact article
and not
giving summary? I could have summarized the article but that
would have
missed the very point of researched and quoted articles. Often the
important data is in the article but not appreciated by the

summarizer.
Many times I have read summaries that say one thing, but the
raw data says
otherwise.
I will give an example at the end of this email. It's about airplane
engines so might not interest your pretty little head.
Yes, that's a goad. I suspect you may be about to write off the
whole
wiring/cargo door/AvWeek article on website thing as irritating
and
unworthy of your efforts and I wish to continue to hold your
interest.
OK, I'll put it in now, but it's detailed. TWA 800 engine report is
summarized:
"NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual
Report, "The disassembly of the engines did not show any
indications that
any of the engines had sustained any uncontainments, case
ruptures, fires,
or penetrations.""
And yet later the raw data reveals:
"Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered.
All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the

full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the
outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan
blades had
impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of
the impact
damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts
along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward.""
You see, Ms. Roome, the summarizer is wrong; he is
contradicted by the raw
data; there were fires, penetrations, and uncontainments. That's
what
research is all about. And let us hope that the 'four soft body
impacts'
were not four real soft bodies, but may have been since humans
were
ingested into number three engine in a similar accident, UAL
811.
I put the raw data on my web site. The raw data was your
reporter
interviewing public officials and quoting them. I quoted you. It's
a chain
of mental custody of the idea that an NTSB official was intrigued
that the
streak of TWA 800 could be the forward door popping open in

flight. It's
true. It was.
Well, enough of content, back to style. Key word in your position
is
'entire.' What do you mean by 'entire'?
Here's how I would define 'entire' in this matter: If in my nonprofit,
full credit given, research oriented website I:
1. Scanned in a book by an author. Not fair use.
2. Scanned in one full month of a monthly magazine. Not fair
use.
3. Scanned in a many page insert to one month of a monthly
magazine that
covers one subject. Not fair use.
4. Scanned in twenty articles of twenty articles written about a
subject in
a monthly magazine over a period of years. Not fair use.
5. Scanned in one article (graphics as well) totalling one full size
page
of one month issue of 100 pages which is also one article of
twenty about
one subject, TWA 800, and excised all advertising. Fair use.
Yes, using one percent of an issue's pages, giving credit, not
making any
money, and it's for research presentation to public at large is fair
use.
That's my position. Let me repeat yours:
"However, transmitting the article exactly as it originally was
published,
(with the graphics as well) does not constitute fair use."

Yes, it does.
I contend the article in question was an excerpt from a series on
TWA 800
in AvWeek published over a long period of time.
So, no profit, credit given, research, and now excerpt. It's all
there for
fair use.
But why the problem? Why would you want me to not quote you
exactly? It
seems to me summaries are the dangerous quotes, exact ones are
the safest.
You encourage inaccuracy by recommending summaries instead
of exact scans.
Messengers, messages, and media.
We are the two messengers: I'm a retired military officer in a
converted
garage with a phone line and a computer. You are a ....you are a
.....Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies. I assume a nice corner office, view,
satisfactory
salary and qualified staff. I wish I had the same. Vice President
implies a
President. Vice President of what? McGraw-Hill? How many
Vice-Presidents?
Associate? How many associates? I don't see 'lawyer' or

'attorney' or
'solicitor' there, just 'counsel.' So the three descriptions given of
you
do not tell me much. If the word 'judge' were there, then the
article would
of course come off my website.
We have two messages. You say my style of exact instead of
summary is wrong
and must change. I say your content is right and should be
followed up. How
I present my content is really second to the truth of the content.
Your
content in the article is correct. It is very important. Your reporter
did
a good job. AvWeek did a good job. Follow it up. Style of
summary or entire
article is secondary to accuracy of content. Your content is
accurate.
We use two media: Yours is letter in envelope carried to me.
Mine is email
sent electronically.
If you are going to talk style to me, Ms. Roome, then let's talk
style.
McGraw-Hill, Ms. Warnock, came to me out of the blue telling
me what to do
in my website and called me law violator. I am now defending
myself by
going on offense.
Your style is out of time. It's behind the times. It's unhip. You are

not
hep to what's hot. Just as talking jive slang of forty years ago is
behind
the times, using a letter, a phone and a fax is also behind the
times.
On your letterhead you list a phone and fax and address. That's
fine for
1990, take away the fax and it's fine for 1980, take away the
phone and
it's fine for 1910, take away the last four digits of the zip and it's
fine
for 1985, take away the entire zip and it's fine for 1970, take
away entire
address and it's fine for 1670.
But what you don't have on the letterhead shows your style is not
fine for
June 19th, 1998. Your letter is dated June 10th, it was
postmarked June
12th, and I received it in my mail box on June 16th. Six days
from your
mind to my mind. Ha! Pony Express was faster.
As a pilot I know the value of accurate, fast communications. It's
vital
when flying, as in success or failure. Email and websites have
been around
for years. You have no email address nor web site URL on your
letterhead.
Are you not aware of the telecommunications revolution going
on around you?

Do you not read Aviation Week's daily briefing on your web site
every
morning, as I do? <http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> A lot of
time and money
has been put into your website and to ignore its existence is an
insult to
those employees.
So for you to tell me what is right and what's wrong to put on my
website
carries little weight. You're telling me how to run a website and
you know
little about it. Get hip, girl. There has to be something in Elle
about the
internet.
Yes, yes, that's provocation to keep boredom at bay.
Let's continue:
"There is little to be gained in a prolonged dispute regarding this
matter."
I reply: There is much to be gained in a prolonged dispute
regarding this
matter. For you and me. Aviation Week helps to confirm the
cause of an
airplane crash I have discovered which is being considered by
NTSB. When
cause is confirmed, it can be fixed so that the cause does not
repeat.
Lives are saved. Aviation travel is better.

"For the future, if you would like to bring attention to articles
published
in Aviation Week, please do so by distributing an abstract
summary of the
article."
Advice noted. Thanks for saying 'please.'
"We thank you for your anticipated cooperation."
Hmm.....fruitless anticipation, unrequited cooperation; your
article stays
posted on my web site. And I'm adding your letter and my
response too. The
matter gets larger, not smaller. It's not going away.
Shall I be David to your Goliath? The flea to your dog? The bat
in your
hair? The thorn in your paw?
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> is the URL
to confirm my
position. URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator and is the
address of a
page on a site on the web. HTTP is Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
and is the
standard by which one computer recognizes another computer.
WWW is world
wide web. Web is different than Email and different from FTP
(File Transfer
Protocol), IRC (Internet Relay Chat), and newsgroups. Corazon
is the name
of a domain which includes all pages under the name corazon,

which is the
name of my wife. Dot com is the type of domain, in this case
commercial as
different from .org or .net or .gov. My site could be commercial
and
profitable but isn't. Dot html is hypertext markup language which
is the
standard by which each computer can read each other's pages.
<800avweekintrigue> is the name of the page in which I have
put: 1. All
McGraw-Hill correspondence which was scanned in and given
credit.
2. My responses.
3. The disputed for style but not content 10 March 1997 article.
There you have it, Ms. Roome, internet in one short lesson; very
basic and
very important. To get to the disputed article just put in
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> without the
brackets, into
the 'open location' menu selection of your browser, or just put in
'corazon' and you will go to my home page.
<http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> is the URL of your website
of one of your
magazines.
'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page
that gives me and the rest of the world for free several headlines
and
short synopsis with link to a larger story the reading of which
requires a
password which I don't have. Here's an example of what you give

away for
free, Ms. Room:
"Today's Aviation News
Thursday, June 18, 1998
* Pilots Form Own Alliance
* Auto Makers Tap Pro Air
* PAL Lays Off 5,000
* Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
* Recce Satellite Declassified
* Chinese Gain With Launches
* Russia Orbits Six Birds
* USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
Daniel P. Burnham will leave his position as a vice chairman of
AlliedSignal Inc. to become president and chief operating officer
of
Raytheon Co. on July 1, the companies announced yesterday.
Burnham will
succeed Dennis J. Picard as chairman and chief executive officer
of
Raytheon on Dec. 1. Picard, 65, has previously announced his
intent to
retire. Frederic M. Poses, 55, will become president and COO of
AlliedSignal. He will oversee all the aerospace businesses, as
well as
Electronic Materials, Truck Brake Systems, Business Services,
International
and the company's growth and productivity initiatives. Aerospace Daily
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
Air Force Air Combat Command determined that two F-16s
belonging to the
421st Fighter Squadron collided Jan. 7 because the two pilots
failed to use
proper "see and avoid" techniques to ensure a clear flight path
while
entering and leaving an engagement. The two F-l6s collided
while performing
in a six-aircraft tactical intercept training mission over the Utah
Test
and Training Range. The accident happened during the fourth
intercept pass
when the leader of the attacking flight collided with the trailing
wingman
in the aggressor formation. -Aero Safety & Maintenance
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc."
-----------------------------------------------------------------AvWeek has an excellent web site. Here is something else from
your site:
"Jobs
Issue of:
June 15, 1998
June 8, 1998
June 1, 1998
Home Welcome to Aviation Week & Space Technology Jobs
Page on the web.
The weekly recruitment ads are kept up for three weeks, allowing
access to
those who can not get a copy of the issue or who wish to be more
discreet
in their job search. The ads are updated/cycled weekly. Click on
the issue

date on the left side to access the desired issue.
To respond to a Box ad (include Box #) send to: Aviation Week
& Space
Technology; Classified Dept.; 1221 Avenue of The Americas,
42nd Floor, New
York, N.Y. 10020.
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Classified
June 15, 1998
Positions Available
--------------------------------------------------------------EXPECT GREAT AND GET IT
In engineering terms, the definition of a great job is universal:
Great
projects. Great people. The latest technology. In fact, the place to
go to
get that great job is universal, too. Raytheon Systems Company.
Around the
globe, if there's an industry that needs world-class engineering
and
state-of-the-art technology, we're in it. From aircraft and
infrastructure
to supercomputers and wireless communications. Call us today
or visit us on
the Web and find your next great job. Then go out and get it.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Code SEL
The Software Engineering Laboratory has opportunities available
for
individuals with experience in the development, design, and code
of
integrated software packages. Qualified candidates will work on

various
applications such as radar systems, air traffic control, wide area
surveillance, transportation systems, missile systems, and
satellite
communications."
Well, Ms. Roome, let me see, what does Raytheon want?
"...individuals with
experience in the development, design, and code of integrated
software
packages"
Hmmm....not me.
But, it's a job offer for a software guy from Raytheon to anybody
who reads
the job offer column of Aviation Week Online. And note
classified ad from
Raytheon supplements article about Raytheon in Daily News.
Note Daily News
has safety related article about F-16s crashing into each other.
TWA 800
crash cause is a relevant subject for AvWeek to investigate.
How about if I search your archives and see if the article in
dispute is on
your web site for the world to see for free.
Voila! Up popped the below after a search string of 'Meyer
Streak 10 March
1997':
"ANG PILOT: TWA JET HIT BY OBJECT

DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of
TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what they saw
immediately
before destruction of the Boeing 747-131 jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from
the east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart,
propelling some of its passengers high enough that they did not
hit the
water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th
Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag order
preventing him from
giving interviews about the 1996 disaster off Long Island, N.Y.
The
copilot, Capt. Christian Baur, remains under FBI restrictions not
to speak
about the accident. But two officials familiar with his testimony
told
Aviation Week & Space Technology in detail what he told
investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to
speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news media
(AW&ST July
29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose Aviation Week as the first
news
organization to hear a detailed account of his recollections and

his
testimony to federal investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of
the crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long Island
about 12 mi.
north of the TWA crash site. Baur, the copilot, was at the controls
practicing instrument approaches. The crew was awaiting
darkness so they
could begin training with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light
appeared from the opposite direction of the flight of TWA 800
(which was
flying from west to east after takeoff from Kennedy Airport), a
possible
indication of an intercepting missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right
(west) to my
left (east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who
have heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left side of the
cockpit,
saw a streak moving from left to right toward the approaching
TWA aircraft
before the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like
burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told investigators
from the
National Transportation Safety Board, FBI and a Federal anti-

terrorist task
force. "I was trying to figure out what it was. It was the wrong
color for
flares. It struck an object coming from the right and made it
explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly between two light aircraft that tow banners along the
beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that
time of day, and that's what they assumed," the second official
said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots
saw could have been light reflections from the skin of the
aircraft,
tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the
aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second
official said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he
admits that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight. Moreover,
Meyer adds,
"Whatever Chris saw on the left side I didn't see because he
blocked my
view." Baur disputes this, saying that the explosions and crash
were
virtually dead ahead of the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down
Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski International Airport at

Westhampton
Beach, N.Y. It had started a climbing left turn to the south when
the
accident occurred. The Sun had not yet set and the sky was still
bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight
and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said.
"Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a number of
years in
Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of them at me. But,
that was
25-year-old missile technology, which left smoke trails. I
understand today
that they are made with smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave
trails. What
I saw was a streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually
descending arc. He points out that he never saw the actual
airframe of the
TWA 747 within the streak or subsequent explosions or smoke
trails. It was
virtually identical to the trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight
curve. But unlike a meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he
said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer
describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowish-white explosion that
looked
identical to the detonation of an antiaircraft shell. He did not

suggest an
antiaircraft weapon was fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said.
"One to two seconds later, there was a second, hard explosion
almost pure
white in color. The position of that explosion appeared to be
slightly
below and behind where one would have anticipated the streak of
light to
have gone. The trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly
bent down
and slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third
explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if there was an
explosion
and fireball or if the third explosion turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as
a tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball four
times the
diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left
(east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions created a
"huge
waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first official said.
"The
column of flame was being whipped around violently. First it was
tumbling,
and then it refined itself into a spiral. The explosions were all
before

the cascade of flame began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG
operations that night were to have included flares dropped by a
HC-130
transport aircraft. The crew then called the Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like
clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur actually
made the
call and reported a possible midair collision, the second official
involved
in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m.,
Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely to be
correct
although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer
functioned as copilot and primary communicator. As they
approached the
crash site, after about 4 min. of flight, debris was still falling so
they
slowed to avoid being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft
body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a tornado,"
the
second official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after
the accident.

"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I
saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at terminal velocity
and
fuselage fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi. per hour. The things
falling at
high speed were bodies still strapped in their seats. That is
logically
inconsistent if they came from the same explosion at the same
time. On
reflection, I have concluded that the bodies must have been
blown upward
before they came down. That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the
particulate there was metal and paper, some of it glowing.
Through all of
that, things would come racing through -- two or three highspeed objects
like sacks of potatoes. I believed them to be bodies that had been
blown
upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the
passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic
forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories,
Meyer and other ANG officials remain adamant that their unit
was not part
of any larger, undisclosed, multiservice operation. Operations the

night of
the crash were standard training flights to maintain currency with
night
vision goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not
extend more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern coast. The
HC-130 would
drop flares, rafts and a para-rescueman and later refuel the
helicopter in
a communications-out, lights-out operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer
said. Nor were there indications of the operations of drone
aircraft,
another theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of the
crash. "No,
there would have been some kind of notice." - AW&ST 3/10/97"
Hello again, Ms. Roome. Yes, that matches the scanned article in
dispute on
my web site. My picture of your article has the additional words,
"Witnesses believe and explosion ripped apart Flight 800 over
Long Island,
but deny involvement in a cover-up," and graphics as well.
So there is a difference between the electronic version of the 10
March
1997 article in the Aviation Week website archives for free and
the
electronic scanned in version of the 10 March 1997 article on my
website at
www.corazon.com for free. I have the more accurate one. I have

complete
text and the graphics too.
I'm forsaking snail mail, 32 cents, and a week's wait for
exchange for
accurate, fast, and cheap communications: email. This reply is
going to be
sent email to Ms. Monica Warnock, via Ms. Mary Frances
Koerner to you. I
know the links work because that's how you received your
'significant
correspondence'. I know it's fast because Ms. Warnock and I
exchanged
several emails in one day. I know its accurate because important
passages
are cut and pasted exactly as stated.
The bottom of your letter takes me back in time to typewriters
and carbon
paper...KDR/lah means KDR was the author, that's you, lah is the
secretary,
note lower case. CC is copy to Mary Frances Koerner.
This is what a modern email look like:
"To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Posted article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock, One minute after midnight, 1 June 1998.

Please inform Ms. Koerner and other executives as you deem
appropriate that
the deed is done. The 10 March 1997 AV Week article is back up
on
www.corazon.com at http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html"
Hello hello again, Ms. Roome, 'no dice' is my reply to your
request to do
abstracts and not entire articles.
Now it's my turn:
Dear Ms. Roome, the cause of an airplane crash, TWA 800, has
been
discovered by me. The cause is water to bare wire shorts on door
motor to
unlatch position to rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo
door to
explosive decompression to nose off to falling disintegration to
fireball
to water impact. The wiring/cargo door cause can still happen
again until
fixed. To get it fixed the manufacturer has to be persuaded and
told to do
it. FAA is the agency that will tell Boeing to fix the wiring and
the cargo
door. NTSB is the agency to recommend to FAA to tell Boeing to
fix the
wiring/cargo door. NTSB does not believe that the streak that
was seen
during the TWA 800 accident was the forward door popping

open. It was and
it did.
Your most excellent reporter, Mr. Fulghum, was able to elicit
from an NTSB
official that the streak may have been the forward door popping
open
inflight. The NTSB official is right. Your reporter was right to
write it
up. Your editors were right to include it in the story. Your
publisher was
right to print it up by the thousands. And I was right to quote it in
its
entirety by publishing it on my nonprofit, credit given research
oriented
website.
The legal case is infinitely more complex than at first glance. It
can set
precedents. Information about aircraft is what it's all about. I'm
using
yours that you went to great effort and expense to obtain. I
understand
that. I also understand that in the public's interest sometimes
copying for
free is justified: Fair use. Do you think I unfairly used your 10
Mar 97
article? If so, then continue to fight.
Can you win? No, you can't win. Give up. Write me a polite note
of apology
and gracious permission to continue to post the very accurate,
very

complete 10 March 1997 article by David A. Fulghum on my
1200 page website
about TWA 800. That's a story in itself. Do a story on internet
copyright
and Aviation Week. You don't have to apologize to me for calling
me an
outlaw in the first email from Ms. Warnock.
What are the terms for cut and pasting from your AvWeek
website to my
website? Let me quote from site:
"All use of The McGraw-Hill Companies' World Wide Web
pages is subject to
the terms and conditions set forth below. Any use of such Web
pages
constitutes the user's agreement to abide by the following terms
and
conditions.
All information provided by The McGraw-Hill Companies and
its affiliates is
owned by or licensed to The McGraw-Hill Companies and its
affiliates (the
"McGraw-Hill Information"). The McGraw-Hill Companies and
its licensors
retain all proprietary rights to the McGraw-Hill Information. The
McGraw-Hill Companies has the right to use all material entered
into these
Web pages (other than third-party material transmitted through
private
electronic mail) in any of The McGraw-Hill Companies' print or
electronic
publications. Except for making one hard copy print of limited

portions of
the McGraw-Hill Information on an ad hoc basis, or
downloading as expressly
authorized by The McGraw-Hill Companies, McGraw-Hill
Information may not be
reproduced, transmitted or distributed without The McGraw-Hill
Companies'
permission.
The McGraw-Hill Companies makes no guarantees or warranties
as to the
accuracy or completeness of or results to be obtained from
accessing and
using the McGraw-Hill Information. Neither The McGraw-Hill
Companies nor
its affiliates shall be liable to any user or anyone else for any
inaccuracy, error or omission, regardless of cause, in The
McGraw-Hill
Information or for any damages resulting therefrom.
Users entering materials on any of these Web pages are
responsible for the
content of that material. The McGraw-Hill Companies has no
responsibility
for the content of any messages or information posted by users,
or for the
content of information of third-parties on the Internet, even if
accessed
through The McGraw-Hill Companies' pages. However, The
McGraw-Hill
Companies retains the right, which it may or may not exercise, in
its sole
discretion, to review, edit or delete from the service any thirdparty
material which The McGraw-Hill Companies deems to be illegal,

offensive or
otherwise inappropriate.
Users may through hypertext or other computer "links" gain
access to other
sites on the Internet which are not part of The McGraw-Hill
Companies' Web
pages. The McGraw-Hill Companies assumes no responsibility
for any material
outside of the McGraw-Hill Companies Web pages which may
be accessed
through any such "link."
The user agrees to indemnify The McGraw-Hill Companies from
any damages,
losses, costs or expenses which The McGraw-Hill Companies, its
affiliates,
their respective employees and authorized representatives may
incur as a
result of material entered into these Web pages by the user."
What does that mean? It would take a lawyer to understand all
that. I think
it means, "It's not our fault." One hard copy? Or limited portions
on an
'ad hoc' basis? I love it when you speak Latin to me. I have not
entered
any material to your web site so I guess most of the above does
not apply
to me.
Before McGraw-Hill got its telecommunications/publishing act
together, I
used to go down to the library, find the issue, pay the copy
machine 25

cents a page, bring copies home, cut out advertising, scan in
pages of text
and pictures, (text and graphics are the same to the scanner),
compress the
large scanned image, put image into page, link page to others,
upload page
to web server, and check results.
I did all that because it is very, very important. It's a matter of life
and death. But I guess all the guys tell you that.
Yes, yes, yes, sexist, so what? It's funny and informal, just what
email is
all about. It's a new level of communication. It has the power of
the
written word but the emotion of the spoken. It has the depth of a
book but
the shallowness of a newspaper.
This dispute is important because I have been following forward
cargo doors
on high time Boeing 747s for nine years. I know about them and
what they
do. They kill people. They have in the past with UAL 811, they
did with TWA
800, and they will again.
The cargo door is actually an innocent bystander who was caught
in the
crossfire of the wiring short that told the door to open inflight.
And AvWeek agreed to the extent of interviewing an NTSB
official who agreed

to the extent of saying he was intrigued by the possibility of the
forward
door popping open in flight for TWA 800. We both want that
information into
the public domain and we both did it. Yours in print in 1997 and
both of us
on web in 1997.
My goal is to prevent death by preventing plane crashes by
preventing
forward cargo doors from opening in flight on high time Boeing
747s which
allows explosive decompression to occur leading to nose being
torn off and
total destruction.
My drive comes from being a survivor of a sudden, night, fiery,
fatal jet
airplane crash.
Let AvWeek followup on the content of the article in dispute.
Please
recommend to the editors to direct a reporter, Mr. McKenna or
Mr. Fulghum,
to interview me or ask that the reporter peruse my web site at
www.corazon.com.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 has interest in
high places;
text of letters from Congressman Farr and Senator McCain are
attached.
In summary, Ms. Roome, the disputed AvWeek article stays on

website. I
contend it's fair use. I urge you to put content first and request
editors
to check out wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800.
Whatever you do, please don't drop the issue. All aspects are
important
from website copyright infringement to NTSB opinions about
streaks and
doors.
I've attached some technical stuff about red paint marks on the
carcass of
TWA 800 that would be of interest to an aviation reporter who
knows about
aircraft accident investigations.
I've attached an excerpt from Flying Magazine from July 1992
that shows I
was onto this cargo door cause for high time 747s four years
before TWA
800.
The issues are internet and airplane crashes, both of which I am
intimately
familiar with, feel strongly about, and wish to resolve any small
differences with authority.
We are on the same larger side, Ms. Roome, proper
compensation for a job
well done, accurate fast cheap transmission of information, and
aviation
safety. Let us continue this most interesting dialogue, Ms.

Roome.
Please pursue me, this scofflaw, this insolent fool, this sincere
guy under
all the gruff. McGraw-Hill standards of publishing and the rules
thereof
shall be upheld!
McGraw-Hill came to me first. I welcome your reply.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.

Attachments:
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing

interest in the
forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I appreciated hearing
from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as
soon as a response is available, but please let me know if there is
anything further that I can do for you in the interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/96 email from Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded the
material
you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee for their
review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes

NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were
transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton, New
York, for
disassembly. The disassembly of the engines commenced on
August 12, 1996,
in the presence of the Powerplants Group. The disassembly was
completed on
August 16, 1996."
Analysis by JBS>
1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to send to engine
teardown
facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine engines at
Calverton.
2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per engine is
incredibly
fast to disassemble one of the most complex and precise
machines on the
planet. It's not a bicycle. A forensic powerplant teardown is likely
to
require several man hundred hours per engine with several
thousand hours of
metallographic back up work. Additionally many specialized
tools are
required to do this. There should be many thousands of feet of
tape or
pictures. Haste is evident in a one day teardown per engine in an
empty

hangar with only one engine specialist present.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing
the cowling, external components, fan, and low pressure
compressor (LPC) to
expose the high pressure compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor,
high
pressure turbine (HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine
exhaust
cases. Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and
partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any
indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case
ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by JBS>Why was only engine 3 disassembled further?
What evidence
was seen in No. 3 to warrant further investigation? Why were not
the other
three engines disassembled further? The four most important jet
engines in
an airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The
conclusion statement of no uncontainments is contradicted by
other exhibit
which states 'stator blade' was found in right horizontal stabilizer.
The
conclusion statement of no fires in any engines is contradicted
later in
this same report with raw data indicating sooting in engine

number 3. The
conclusion statement of no penetrations of any engine is
contradicted by
raw data in this report indicating soft body impacts on blades.
The
conclusion statement of everything normal in the engines is
contradicted by
photograph of TWA 800 engine retrieval showing forward stator
stage missing
and irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples which are mainly
irrelevant in a
discussion about engines and teardown results. 33% of engine
report is not
about engines but about favored NTSB explanation of center
tank fuel
explosion as initial event.
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with
complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered.
All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the
outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan
blades had
impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of
the impact
damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the

midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts
along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis by JBS>Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan
rotor were
recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by Chairman Hall
about TWA
800 recovered wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades were
recovered so it is
very possible 'stator blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer
was from
engine number three directly in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact
damage,'
was explained which implies some wasn't. All had soot. Soot
means fire.
Only engine number three had any sooting inside engine. One
full blade and
one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is nothing
normally soft
inside a jet engine. Soft body impact means foreign object
damage. FOD may
mean fire. Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one
found directly
aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.
Uncontainment means
engine not intact at water impact but inflight.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1

Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page
34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper
honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had
foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had partial
disintegration.
Engine 3 was the only engine to give such evidence. Engine
number three is
next to forward cargo hold, an area known to give FOD to engine
3 when
cargo door inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire
engine
number three could provide the mystery ignition source for the
center tank
fire/explosion/fireball.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 34, A
section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited evidence of red
paint
transfer marks on the upper skin (H8); only the remnants of the
shattered
logo light window remain in the window frame
The above details a red paint transfer mark on the right
horizontal tail
surface of TWA 800 directly aft of the red painted trim in cargo
door area.

This area shows missing red paint clearly in NTSB photo
displayed at URL
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html>
The NTSB photographs are clear in color and detail. The TWA
800
reconstruction photograph shows abnormal green, white and red
paint on the
right side forward of the wing.
Normal TWA red trim paint scheme is seen
at<http://www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html> Only above
the forward cargo
door of the reconstructed fuselage of TWA 800 is seen the
abnormal red
paint smears.
The sequence is thus: bare aluminum skin is cleaned, primed,
base coat of
white applied, then red trim on top of white, then decals. This
sequence is
basic painting for Boeing 747s and confirmed by aviation
professionals.
It is not red paint trim on primer with overspray, mask off, then
paint
white base coat around the trim.
The red trim is always on top of white base coat and means that
the many,
red, and large red paint smears between the passenger windows
are red paint
transfer marks. The red paint marks are not red paint exposed

when white
above is worn away, it is always red on top of white, not
underneath.
This is further proven by skin which has red paint missing and
thus
exposing white undercoat. This is seen at URL
<http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html> The white
is always
underneath the red. The green is always underneath the white.
Additionally, the added red paint between the windows is next to
the
missing red paint in the trim above the cargo door. Red paint
went from one
area to another.
The many red and large red paint transfer marks above the
forward cargo
door of TWA 800 indicate the cargo door opened in flight. The
precedent of
cargo door paint transfer marks was set by UAL 811 as described
in NTSB AAR
92/02, page 41.
The red paint transfer marks indicate the red door below
ruptured/opened in
flight and slammed into the white paint above, removing the red
trim paint
and transferring it on top of the white paint. This is clearly seen
between
the passenger windows.

The red paint evidence coupled with the outward peeled skin on
the side,
and in the door area, and in the belly proves an explosive event
occurred
inflight in the cargo door area.
The downward crushed main floor beams confirm the explosive
event. Docket
No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20,
"Downward
separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800,
and
780..." and ""The initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g.
LF6A)
would have the expected result of rapid depressurization
accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA
1000. The
red area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA
600 would
not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural
breakup."
The petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the
forward
cargo door pinpoints the location of the initial rupture of the hull
of TWA
800 as seen at URL <http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html>
The aft latch
is missing, the door frame is curved outward, and surrounding
skin is
shaped circular.

The analysis of red paint markings and structural deformation
indicating an
outward explosion was briefly held by FAA Branch Manager
Neil Schalekamp of
Northwest Region in a letter to me on 30 Jan 1998. "The paint
markings and
structural deformation that you cite, do indicate an outward
explosion,
generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
The cause of the outward cargo door explosion being the center
tank is
refuted by the lack of soot on the few recovered forward cargo
door pieces
and other right side fuselage pieces.
Exhibit 20A page 129. Fire and Explosion Group Factual Report.
"RF2 C-004 No sooting No sooting
RF3A-H These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
RF4 B-103 No sooting No sooting
RF5 A-071 No sooting No sooting
RF6A B-2004 No sooting No sooting
RF6B B-240 No sooting No sooting
RF6C B-318 No sooting No sooting

RF7 A-033 No sooting No sooting
RF8A No sooting No sooting
RF8B B-256 No sooting No sooting
RF8C B-263 No sooting No sooting
RF8D B-068 No sooting No sooting
RF8E B-268 No sooting No sooting
RF8F B-248 No sooting No sooting
RF9A C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9B C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9C C-259 No sooting No sooting"
NTSB investigators also are intrigued by the aircraft forward
door popping
open in flight, an explanation supported by red paint smears,
outward
peeled skin, downward floor beams, and petal shaped bulge at aft
midspan
latch. "NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the
streaks the
pilots saw could have been light reflections from the skin of the
aircraft,
tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the
aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second
official said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Basic NTSB generated evidence for TWA 800 in photos, text,
sooting
diagrams, tables, and drawings, a NTSB produced report AAR
92/02, and
visual interpretations of NTSB photograph at
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html> and on

NTSB CD-ROM
proves that the forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened in flight.
The evidence above proves the the cargo door was not all
latched, all
locked, and all intact at water impact, as previously believed
based upon
examination of only eight of the ten cargo door latches. Docket
Number
SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82, Section 41/42
Joint, Forward
Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of
the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
The cause of the door opening in flight is probably the same as
UAL 811, as
described in AAR 92/02; chafed wiring shorting on door unlatch
motor based
upon NTSB evidence for TWA 800 in Docket Exhibit 9A page
116: "Some wires
found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 and
identified as
BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the
cracks in this
bundle were found to expose the core conductor when examined
by microscope.
Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from
station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."

NTSB agrees that a new explanation for the destruction sequence
is possible
based on new interpretations of the evidence such as shown by
the red paint
smears. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing
Report, page 30: "It
is therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences) may emerge
as new
information is acquired whether it be from newly identified parts,
or
simply a new interpretation of current information."
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 must be
thoroughly
investigated to rule in or rule out the reasonable conclusions
reached by
the careful analysis of red paint smears, outward peeled skin,
downward
floor beams, petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch, and cracked
to bare
conductor wires discovered in TWA 800 by NTSB.
The wreckage of TWA 800 is the victim at autopsy. It is the
victim saying
look at me, I exploded in flight, right there at the aft midspan
latch.
Just like I did before in 1989 with UAL 811 and left paint
smears, outward
peeled skin, aft midspan latch rupture, sudden loud sound on the
CVR and
power cut to the FDR. Don't ignore me; don't deny me; do
something about me.

Facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text,
drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right

side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner,
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing

44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived
as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the
wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty foot hole in
nose
producing sudden loud sound on CVR.

10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating
tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.

Title:Are IFR pilots safer?
Subject:FLIGHT training
Source:Flying, Jul92, Vol. 119 Issue 7, p102, 3p, 1 illustration
John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a
provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the
similarities
between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United
Flight 811
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both
airplanes
involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural
damage to
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to
Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.
The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very

deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change
its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff
caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates
that an
electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated
latches to
open in flight.
Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on
the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and
other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am
flight was
at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure
and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three
engine. He
believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher
altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo
door
opened on the Pan Am flight.
It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are
working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage
caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure

could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small
and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is
incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United
cargo door
failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor.
The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door
latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives
the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands
a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have
failed
without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo
door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 19, 1998 10:20:40 PM PDT
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Ms. Roome's name

Dear Ms. Warnock,
I made an error. That's not's a sin. Making an error and not
correcting it is. So I must ask you please to add a correction to
the earlier email I asked you to forward to Ms. Koerner and Ms.
Roome, 19 June 1998.

My spell checker approved 'Room' as spelled correctly but in
wasn't, I should have typed "Roome" in the below excerpt:
"'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Room:"
This is correction to that error I made, the paragraph should read:
"'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Roome:"
Please convey my apologies to Ms. Roome for my inexcusable
lack of attention to detail.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 19, 1998 2:07:06 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: AVWeek lawyer and my response

Dear David, here is attached letter from McGraw-Hill and my
response. I realize you may be on their side on this but it's
important everyone knows what's going on.

You say wiring for VJ but NTSB doesn't.
I say wiring to cargo door for TWA 800 but NTSB doesn't.
We are the same.

Cheers,
Barry

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Tel 212 512 4064
Fax 212 512 3907
Dear Ms. Roome, 19 June 1998
Thank you your letter of June 10, 1998 in which you thank me
for my anticipated cooperation.
Well, as Carly Simon sang, anticipation is half the fun; or words
to that effect.
Let me analyze your letter word by word, giving it the attention it
deserves:
"I have received a significant amount of correspondence between
you and Aviation Week & Space Technology..."

Yes, at my request you received it.
"Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on your Web site to the entire world does not constitute
fair use."
Who says? A lawyer representing one party? Not very conclusive
is it? Let's hear from the other side. If you get to interpret the
law, then so do I.
Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on my Web site to the entire world does constitute fair
use.
So, difference of opinion.
"Had you prepared an abstract summarizing the article and given
credit to Aviation Week, you would have a credible argument."
A credible argument for what? For permission? For fair use?
Do you understand the whole purpose of scanning in exact article
and not giving summary? I could have summarized the article
but that would have missed the very point of researched and
quoted articles. Often the important data is in the article but not
appreciated by the summarizer. Many times I have read
summaries that say one thing, but the raw data says otherwise.
I will give an example at the end of this email. It's about airplane
engines so might not interest your pretty little head.
Yes, that's a goad. I suspect you may be about to write off the
whole wiring/cargo door/AvWeek article on website thing as

irritating and unworthy of your efforts and I wish to continue to
hold your interest.
OK, I'll put it in now, but it's detailed. TWA 800 engine report is
summarized:
"NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report, "The disassembly of the engines did
not show any indications that any of the engines had sustained
any uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations.""
And yet later the raw data reveals:
"Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward.""
You see, Ms. Roome, the summarizer is wrong; he is
contradicted by the raw data; there were fires, penetrations, and
uncontainments. That's what research is all about. And let us
hope that the 'four soft body impacts' were not four real soft
bodies, but may have been since humans were ingested into
number three engine in a similar accident, UAL 811.
I put the raw data on my web site. The raw data was your

reporter interviewing public officials and quoting them. I quoted
you. It's a chain of mental custody of the idea that an NTSB
official was intrigued that the streak of TWA 800 could be the
forward door popping open in flight. It's true. It was.
Well, enough of content, back to style. Key word in your position
is 'entire.' What do you mean by 'entire'?
Here's how I would define 'entire' in this matter: If in my nonprofit, full credit given, research oriented website I:
1. Scanned in a book by an author. Not fair use.
2. Scanned in one full month of a monthly magazine. Not fair
use.
3. Scanned in a many page insert to one month of a monthly
magazine that covers one subject. Not fair use.
4. Scanned in twenty articles of twenty articles written about a
subject in a monthly magazine over a period of years. Not fair
use.
5. Scanned in one article (graphics as well) totalling one full size
page of one month issue of 100 pages which is also one article of
twenty about one subject, TWA 800, and excised all advertising.
Fair use.
Yes, using one percent of an issue's pages, giving credit, not
making any money, and it's for research presentation to public at
large is fair use. That's my position. Let me repeat yours:
"However, transmitting the article exactly as it originally was
published, (with the graphics as well) does not constitute fair
use."
Yes, it does.
I contend the article in question was an excerpt from a series on

TWA 800 in AvWeek published over a long period of time.
So, no profit, credit given, research, and now excerpt. It's all
there for fair use.
But why the problem? Why would you want me to not quote you
exactly? It seems to me summaries are the dangerous quotes,
exact ones are the safest. You encourage inaccuracy by
recommending summaries instead of exact scans.
Messengers, messages, and media.
We are the two messengers: I'm a retired military officer in a
converted garage with a phone line and a computer. You are
a ....you are a .....Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies. I assume a nice corner office, view,
satisfactory salary and qualified staff. I wish I had the same. Vice
President implies a President. Vice President of what? McGrawHill? How many Vice-Presidents? Associate? How many
associates? I don't see 'lawyer' or 'attorney' or 'solicitor' there, just
'counsel.' So the three descriptions given of you do not tell me
much. If the word 'judge' were there, then the article would of
course come off my website.
We have two messages. You say my style of exact instead of
summary is wrong and must change. I say your content is right
and should be followed up. How I present my content is really
second to the truth of the content. Your content in the article is
correct. It is very important. Your reporter did a good job.
AvWeek did a good job. Follow it up. Style of summary or entire
article is secondary to accuracy of content. Your content is

accurate.
We use two media: Yours is letter in envelope carried to me.
Mine is email sent electronically.
If you are going to talk style to me, Ms. Roome, then let's talk
style. McGraw-Hill, Ms. Warnock, came to me out of the blue
telling me what to do in my website and called me law violator. I
am now defending myself by going on offense.
Your style is out of time. It's behind the times. It's unhip. You are
not hep to what's hot. Just as talking jive slang of forty years ago
is behind the times, using a letter, a phone and a fax is also
behind the times.
On your letterhead you list a phone and fax and address. That's
fine for 1990, take away the fax and it's fine for 1980, take away
the phone and it's fine for 1910, take away the last four digits of
the zip and it's fine for 1985, take away the entire zip and it's fine
for 1970, take away entire address and it's fine for 1670.
But what you don't have on the letterhead shows your style is not
fine for June 19th, 1998. Your letter is dated June 10th, it was
postmarked June 12th, and I received it in my mail box on June
16th. Six days from your mind to my mind. Ha! Pony Express
was faster.
As a pilot I know the value of accurate, fast communications. It's
vital when flying, as in success or failure. Email and websites
have been around for years. You have no email address nor web
site URL on your letterhead. Are you not aware of the
telecommunications revolution going on around you?

Do you not read Aviation Week's daily briefing on your web site
every morning, as I do? <http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> A lot
of time and money has been put into your website and to ignore
its existence is an insult to those employees.
So for you to tell me what is right and what's wrong to put on my
website carries little weight. You're telling me how to run a
website and you know little about it. Get hip, girl. There has to
be something in Elle about the internet.
Yes, yes, that's provocation to keep boredom at bay.
Let's continue:
"There is little to be gained in a prolonged dispute regarding this
matter."
I reply: There is much to be gained in a prolonged dispute
regarding this matter. For you and me. Aviation Week helps to
confirm the cause of an airplane crash I have discovered which is
being considered by NTSB. When cause is confirmed, it can be
fixed so that the cause does not repeat. Lives are saved. Aviation
travel is better.
"For the future, if you would like to bring attention to articles
published in Aviation Week, please do so by distributing an
abstract summary of the article."
Advice noted. Thanks for saying 'please.'
"We thank you for your anticipated cooperation."
Hmm.....fruitless anticipation, unrequited cooperation; your

article stays posted on my web site. And I'm adding your letter
and my response too. The matter gets larger, not smaller. It's not
going away.
Shall I be David to your Goliath? The flea to your dog? The bat
in your hair? The thorn in your paw?
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> is the URL
to confirm my position. URL stands for Uniform Resource
Locator and is the address of a page on a site on the web. HTTP
is Hyper Text Transfer Protocol and is the standard by which one
computer recognizes another computer. WWW is world wide
web. Web is different than Email and different from FTP (File
Transfer Protocol), IRC (Internet Relay Chat), and newsgroups.
Corazon is the name of a domain which includes all pages under
the name corazon, which is the name of my wife. Dot com is the
type of domain, in this case commercial as different from .org
or .net or .gov. My site could be commercial and profitable but
isn't. Dot html is hypertext markup language which is the
standard by which each computer can read each other's pages.
<800avweekintrigue> is the name of the page in which I have
put: 1. All McGraw-Hill correspondence which was scanned in
and given credit.
2. My responses.
3. The disputed for style but not content 10 March 1997 article.
There you have it, Ms. Roome, internet in one short lesson; very
basic and very important. To get to the disputed article just put in
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> without the
brackets, into the 'open location' menu selection of your browser,
or just put in 'corazon' and you will go to my home page.
<http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> is the URL of your website

of one of your magazines.
'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Room:
"Today's Aviation News
Thursday, June 18, 1998
* Pilots Form Own Alliance
* Auto Makers Tap Pro Air
* PAL Lays Off 5,000
* Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
* Recce Satellite Declassified
* Chinese Gain With Launches
* Russia Orbits Six Birds
* USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
Daniel P. Burnham will leave his position as a vice chairman of
AlliedSignal Inc. to become president and chief operating officer
of Raytheon Co. on July 1, the companies announced yesterday.
Burnham will succeed Dennis J. Picard as chairman and chief
executive officer of Raytheon on Dec. 1. Picard, 65, has
previously announced his intent to retire. Frederic M. Poses, 55,
will become president and COO of AlliedSignal. He will oversee
all the aerospace businesses, as well as Electronic Materials,
Truck Brake Systems, Business Services, International and the
company's growth and productivity initiatives. -Aerospace Daily
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
Air Force Air Combat Command determined that two F-16s

belonging to the 421st Fighter Squadron collided Jan. 7 because
the two pilots failed to use proper "see and avoid" techniques to
ensure a clear flight path while entering and leaving an
engagement. The two F-l6s collided while performing in a sixaircraft tactical intercept training mission over the Utah Test and
Training Range. The accident happened during the fourth
intercept pass when the leader of the attacking flight collided
with the trailing wingman in the aggressor formation. -Aero
Safety & Maintenance
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc."
-----------------------------------------------------------------AvWeek has an excellent web site. Here is something else from
your site:
"Jobs
Issue of:
June 15, 1998
June 8, 1998
June 1, 1998
Home Welcome to Aviation Week & Space Technology Jobs
Page on the web.Ê The weekly recruitment ads are kept up for
three weeks, allowing access to those who can not get a copy of
the issue or who wish to be more discreet in their job search. The
ads are updated/cycled weekly.Ê Click on the issue date on the
left side to access the desired issue.Ê
To respond to a Box ad (include Box #) send to: Aviation Week
& Space
Technology; Classified Dept.; 1221 Avenue of The Americas,
42nd Floor, New York, N.Y. 10020.
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Classified
June 15, 1998
Positions Available

--------------------------------------------------------------EXPECT GREAT AND GET IT
In engineering terms, the definition of a great job is universal:
Great projects. Great people. The latest technology. In fact, the
place to go to get that great job is universal, too. Raytheon
Systems Company. Around the globe, if there's an industry that
needs world-class engineering and state-of-the-art technology,
we're in it. From aircraft and infrastructure to supercomputers
and wireless communications. Call us today or visit us on the
Web and find your next great job. Then go out and get it.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Code SEL
The Software Engineering Laboratory has opportunities available
for individuals with experience in the development, design, and
code of integrated software packages. Qualified candidates will
work on various applications such as radar systems, air traffic
control, wide area surveillance, transportation systems, missile
systems, and satellite communications."
Well, Ms. Roome, let me see, what does Raytheon want?
"...individuals with experience in the development, design, and
code of integrated software packages"
Hmmm....not me.
But, it's a job offer for a software guy from Raytheon to anybody
who reads the job offer column of Aviation Week Online. And
note classified ad from Raytheon supplements article about
Raytheon in Daily News. Note Daily News has safety related
article about F-16s crashing into each other. TWA 800 crash
cause is a relevant subject for AvWeek to investigate.
How about if I search your archives and see if the article in

dispute is on your web site for the world to see for free.
Voila! Up popped the below after a search string of 'Meyer
Streak 10 March 1997':
"ANG PILOT: TWA JET HIT BY OBJECT
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what
they saw immediately before destruction of the Boeing 747-131
jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from
the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart, propelling some of its passengers high enough that they
did not hit the water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial
explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag
order preventing him from giving interviews about the 1996
disaster off Long Island, N.Y. The copilot, Capt. Christian Baur,
remains under FBI restrictions not to speak about the accident.
But two officials familiar with his testimony told Aviation Week
& Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news
media (AW&ST July 29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose
Aviation Week as the first news organization to hear a detailed
account of his recollections and his testimony to federal
investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of the crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long

Island about 12 mi. north of the TWA crash site. Baur, the
copilot, was at the controls practicing instrument approaches.
The crew was awaiting darkness so they could begin training
with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light appeared from the opposite direction of the flight
of TWA 800 (which was flying from west to east after takeoff
from Kennedy Airport), a possible indication of an intercepting
missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right
(west) to my left (east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he
said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who have heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left
side of the cockpit, saw a streak moving from left to right toward
the approaching TWA aircraft before the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told
investigators from the National Transportation Safety Board, FBI
and a Federal anti-terrorist task force. "I was trying to figure out
what it was. It was the wrong color for flares. It struck an object
coming from the right and made it explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly between two light aircraft that tow banners along the
beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time of day, and that's what they assumed," the second
official said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots saw could have been light reflections from the skin of
the aircraft, tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward
door of the aircraft popping open, a possibility that still intrigues

investigators, the second official said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight.
Moreover, Meyer adds, "Whatever Chris saw on the left side I
didn't see because he blocked my view." Baur disputes this,
saying that the explosions and crash were virtually dead ahead of
the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski
International Airport at Westhampton Beach, N.Y. It had started a
climbing left turn to the south when the accident occurred. The
Sun had not yet set and the sky was still bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said. "Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a
number of years in Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of
them at me. But, that was 25-year-old missile technology, which
left smoke trails. I understand today that they are made with
smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave trails. What I saw was a
streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending arc. He points out that he never saw the
actual airframe of the TWA 747 within the streak or subsequent
explosions or smoke trails. It was virtually identical to the
trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve. But unlike a
meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowishwhite explosion that looked identical to the detonation of an
antiaircraft shell. He did not suggest an antiaircraft weapon was
fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer

said. "One to two seconds later, there was a second, hard
explosion almost pure white in color. The position of that
explosion appeared to be slightly below and behind where one
would have anticipated the streak of light to have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if
there was an explosion and fireball or if the third explosion
turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball
four times the diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left (east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions
created a "huge waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first
official said. "The column of flame was being whipped around
violently. First it was tumbling, and then it refined itself into a
spiral. The explosions were all before the cascade of flame
began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG operations that night were to have included flares dropped
by a HC-130 transport aircraft. The crew then called the
Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur
actually made the call and reported a possible midair collision,
the second official involved in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m., Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely
to be correct although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned as copilot and primary communicator. As they

approached the crash site, after about 4 min. of flight, debris was
still falling so they slowed to avoid being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a
tornado," the second official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after the accident.
"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at
terminal velocity and fuselage fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi.
per hour. The things falling at high speed were bodies still
strapped in their seats. That is logically inconsistent if they came
from the same explosion at the same time. On reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before
they came down. That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the particulate there was metal and paper, some of it
glowing. Through all of that, things would come racing through
-- two or three high-speed objects like sacks of potatoes. I
believed them to be bodies that had been blown upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories, Meyer and other ANG officials remain
adamant that their unit was not part of any larger, undisclosed,
multiservice operation. Operations the night of the crash were
standard training flights to maintain currency with night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern
coast. The HC-130 would drop flares, rafts and a para-rescueman

and later refuel the helicopter in a communications-out, lightsout operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer said. Nor were there indications of the operations of drone
aircraft, another theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of
the crash. "No, there would have been some kind of notice." AW&ST 3/10/97"
Hello again, Ms. Roome. Yes, that matches the scanned article in
dispute on my web site. My picture of your article has the
additional words, "Witnesses believe and explosion ripped apart
Flight 800 over Long Island, but deny involvement in a coverup," and graphics as well.
So there is a difference between the electronic version of the 10
March 1997 article in the Aviation Week website archives for
free and the electronic scanned in version of the 10 March 1997
article on my website at www.corazon.com for free. I have the
more accurate one. I have complete text and the graphics too.
I'm forsaking snail mail, 32 cents, and a week's wait for
exchange for accurate, fast, and cheap communications: email.
This reply is going to be sent email to Ms. Monica Warnock, via
Ms. Mary Frances Koerner to you. I know the links work
because that's how you received your 'significant
correspondence'. I know it's fast because Ms. Warnock and I
exchanged several emails in one day. I know its accurate because
important passages are cut and pasted exactly as stated.
The bottom of your letter takes me back in time to typewriters
and carbon paper...KDR/lah means KDR was the author, that's
you, lah is the secretary, note lower case. CC is copy to Mary
Frances Koerner.

This is what a modern email look like:
"To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Posted article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock, One minute after midnight, 1 June 1998.
Please inform Ms. Koerner and other executives as you deem
appropriate that the deed is done. The 10 March 1997 AV Week
article is back up on www.corazon.com at http://
www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
Hello hello again, Ms. Roome, 'no dice' is my reply to your
request to do abstracts and not entire articles.
Now it's my turn:
Dear Ms. Roome, the cause of an airplane crash, TWA 800, has
been discovered by me. The cause is water to bare wire shorts on
door motor to unlatch position to rupture at aft midspan latch of
forward cargo door to explosive decompression to nose off to
falling disintegration to fireball to water impact. The wiring/
cargo door cause can still happen again until fixed. To get it fixed
the manufacturer has to be persuaded and told to do it. FAA is
the agency that will tell Boeing to fix the wiring and the cargo
door. NTSB is the agency to recommend to FAA to tell Boeing to
fix the wiring/cargo door. NTSB does not believe that the streak
that was seen during the TWA 800 accident was the forward door

popping open. It was and it did.
Your most excellent reporter, Mr. Fulghum, was able to elicit
from an NTSB official that the streak may have been the forward
door popping open inflight. The NTSB official is right. Your
reporter was right to write it up. Your editors were right to
include it in the story. Your publisher was right to print it up by
the thousands. And I was right to quote it in its entirety by
publishing it on my nonprofit, credit given research oriented
website.
The legal case is infinitely more complex than at first glance. It
can set precedents. Information about aircraft is what it's all
about. I'm using yours that you went to great effort and expense
to obtain. I understand that. I also understand that in the public's
interest sometimes copying for free is justified: Fair use. Do you
think I unfairly used your 10 Mar 97 article? If so, then continue
to fight.
Can you win? No, you can't win. Give up. Write me a polite note
of apology and gracious permission to continue to post the very
accurate, very complete 10 March 1997 article by David A.
Fulghum on my 1200 page website about TWA 800. That's a
story in itself. Do a story on internet copyright and Aviation
Week. You don't have to apologize to me for calling me an
outlaw in the first email from Ms. Warnock.
What are the terms for cut and pasting from your AvWeek
website to my website? Let me quote from site:
"All use of The McGraw-Hill Companies' World Wide Web
pages is subject to the terms and conditions set forth below. Any
use of such Web pages constitutes the user's agreement to abide

by the following terms and conditions.
All information provided by The McGraw-Hill Companies and
its affiliates is owned by or licensed to The McGraw-Hill
Companies and its affiliates (the "McGraw-Hill Information").
The McGraw-Hill Companies and its licensors retain all
proprietary rights to the McGraw-Hill Information. The
McGraw-Hill Companies has the right to use all material entered
into these Web pages (other than third-party material transmitted
through private electronic mail) in any of The McGraw-Hill
Companies' print or electronic publications. Except for making
one hard copy print of limited portions of the McGraw-Hill
Information on an ad hoc basis, or downloading as expressly
authorized by The McGraw-Hill Companies, McGraw-Hill
Information may not be reproduced, transmitted or distributed
without The McGraw-Hill Companies' permission.
The McGraw-Hill Companies makes no guarantees or warranties
as to the accuracy or completeness of or results to be obtained
from accessing and using the McGraw-Hill Information. Neither
The McGraw-Hill Companies nor its affiliates shall be liable to
any user or anyone else for any inaccuracy, error or omission,
regardless of cause, in The McGraw-Hill Information or for any
damages resulting therefrom.
Users entering materials on any of these Web pages are
responsible for the content of that material. The McGraw-Hill
Companies has no responsibility for the content of any messages
or information posted by users, or for the content of information
of third-parties on the Internet, even if accessed through The
McGraw-Hill Companies' pages. However, The McGraw-Hill
Companies retains the right, which it may or may not exercise, in
its sole discretion, to review, edit or delete from the service any
third-party material which The McGraw-Hill Companies deems
to be illegal, offensive or otherwise inappropriate.
Users may through hypertext or other computer "links" gain

access to other sites on the Internet which are not part of The
McGraw-Hill Companies' Web pages. The McGraw-Hill
Companies assumes no responsibility for any material outside of
the McGraw-Hill Companies Web pages which may be accessed
through any such "link."
The user agrees to indemnify The McGraw-Hill Companies from
any damages, losses, costs or expenses which The McGraw-Hill
Companies, its affiliates, their respective employees and
authorized representatives may incur as a result of material
entered into these Web pages by the user."
What does that mean? It would take a lawyer to understand all
that. I think it means, "It's not our fault." One hard copy? Or
limited portions on an 'ad hoc' basis? I love it when you speak
Latin to me. I have not entered any material to your web site so I
guess most of the above does not apply to me.
Before McGraw-Hill got its telecommunications/publishing act
together, I used to go down to the library, find the issue, pay the
copy machine 25 cents a page, bring copies home, cut out
advertising, scan in pages of text and pictures, (text and graphics
are the same to the scanner), compress the large scanned image,
put image into page, link page to others, upload page to web
server, and check results.
I did all that because it is very, very important. It's a matter of life
and death. But I guess all the guys tell you that.
Yes, yes, yes, sexist, so what? It's funny and informal, just what
email is all about. It's a new level of communication. It has the
power of the written word but the emotion of the spoken. It has
the depth of a book but the shallowness of a newspaper.

This dispute is important because I have been following forward
cargo doors on high time Boeing 747s for nine years. I know
about them and what they do. They kill people. They have in the
past with UAL 811, they did with TWA 800, and they will again.
The cargo door is actually an innocent bystander who was caught
in the crossfire of the wiring short that told the door to open
inflight.
And AvWeek agreed to the extent of interviewing an NTSB
official who agreed to the extent of saying he was intrigued by
the possibility of the forward door popping open in flight for
TWA 800. We both want that information into the public domain
and we both did it. Yours in print in 1997 and both of us on web
in 1997.
My goal is to prevent death by preventing plane crashes by
preventing forward cargo doors from opening in flight on high
time Boeing 747s which allows explosive decompression to
occur leading to nose being torn off and total destruction.
My drive comes from being a survivor of a sudden, night, fiery,
fatal jet airplane crash.
Let AvWeek followup on the content of the article in dispute.
Please recommend to the editors to direct a reporter, Mr.
McKenna or Mr. Fulghum, to interview me or ask that the
reporter peruse my web site at www.corazon.com.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 has interest in
high places; text of letters from Congressman Farr and Senator
McCain are attached.

In summary, Ms. Roome, the disputed AvWeek article stays on
website. I contend it's fair use. I urge you to put content first and
request editors to check out wiring/cargo door explanation for
TWA 800.
Whatever you do, please don't drop the issue. All aspects are
important from website copyright infringement to NTSB
opinions about streaks and doors.
I've attached some technical stuff about red paint marks on the
carcass of TWA 800 that would be of interest to an aviation
reporter who knows about aircraft accident investigations.
I've attached an excerpt from Flying Magazine from July 1992
that shows I was onto this cargo door cause for high time 747s
four years before TWA 800.
The issues are internet and airplane crashes, both of which I am
intimately familiar with, feel strongly about, and wish to resolve
any small differences with authority.
We are on the same larger side, Ms. Roome, proper
compensation for a job well done, accurate fast cheap
transmission of information, and aviation safety. Let us continue
this most interesting dialogue, Ms. Roome.
Please pursue me, this scofflaw, this insolent fool, this sincere
guy under all the gruff. McGraw-Hill standards of publishing and
the rules thereof shall be upheld!
McGraw-Hill came to me first. I welcome your reply.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.

Attachments:
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me
know if there is anything further that I can do for you in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr

Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/96 email from Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and he has informed me of your findings. I have since
forwarded the material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by JBS>
1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to send to engine
teardown facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine engines
at Calverton.
2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per engine is
incredibly fast to disassemble one of the most complex and

precise machines on the planet. It's not a bicycle. A forensic
powerplant teardown is likely to require several man hundred
hours per engine with several thousand hours of metallographic
back up work. Additionally many specialized tools are required
to do this. There should be many thousands of feet of tape or
pictures. Haste is evident in a one day teardown per engine in an
empty hangar with only one engine specialist present.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compressor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by JBS>Why was only engine 3 disassembled further?
What evidence was seen in No. 3 to warrant further
investigation? Why were not the other three engines
disassembled further? The four most important jet engines in an
airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The conclusion statement of no uncontainments is
contradicted by other exhibit which states 'stator blade' was
found in right horizontal stabilizer. The conclusion statement of
no fires in any engines is contradicted later in this same report
with raw data indicating sooting in engine number 3. The
conclusion statement of no penetrations of any engine is
contradicted by raw data in this report indicating soft body
impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing and

irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples which are mainly
irrelevant in a discussion about engines and teardown results.
33% of engine report is not about engines but about favored
NTSB explanation of center tank fuel explosion as initial event.
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis by JBS>Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan
rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by
Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58%
of the fan blades were recovered so it is very possible 'stator
blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer was from engine
number three directly in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact
damage,' was explained which implies some wasn't. All had soot.
Soot means fire. Only engine number three had any sooting
inside engine. One full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body
impacts'. There is nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft
body impact means foreign object damage. FOD may mean fire.
Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one found directly
aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.

Uncontainment means engine not intact at water impact but
inflight.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 34, A section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited
evidence of red paint transfer marks on the upper skin (H8); only
the remnants of the shattered logo light window remain in the
window frame.
The above details a red paint transfer mark on the right
horizontal tail surface of TWA 800 directly aft of the red painted
trim in cargo door area. This area shows missing red paint clearly
in NTSB photo displayed at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
redpaintsmearssoloprint.html>
The NTSB photographs are clear in color and detail. The TWA

800 reconstruction photograph shows abnormal green, white and
red paint on the right side forward of the wing.
Normal TWA red trim paint scheme is seen at<http://
www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html> Only above the
forward cargo door of the reconstructed fuselage of TWA 800 is
seen the abnormal red paint smears.
The sequence is thus: bare aluminum skin is cleaned, primed,
base coat of white applied, then red trim on top of white, then
decals. This sequence is basic painting for Boeing 747s and
confirmed by aviation professionals.
It is not red paint trim on primer with overspray, mask off, then
paint white base coat around the trim.
The red trim is always on top of white base coat and means that
the many, red, and large red paint smears between the passenger
windows are red paint transfer marks. The red paint marks are
not red paint exposed when white above is worn away, it is
always red on top of white, not underneath.
This is further proven by skin which has red paint missing and
thus exposing white undercoat. This is seen at URL <http://
www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html> The white is
always underneath the red. The green is always underneath the
white.
Additionally, the added red paint between the windows is next to
the missing red paint in the trim above the cargo door. Red paint
went from one area to another.
The many red and large red paint transfer marks above the

forward cargo door of TWA 800 indicate the cargo door opened
in flight. The precedent of cargo door paint transfer marks was
set by UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02, page 41.
The red paint transfer marks indicate the red door below
ruptured/opened in flight and slammed into the white paint
above, removing the red trim paint and transferring it on top of
the white paint. This is clearly seen between the passenger
windows.
The red paint evidence coupled with the outward peeled skin on
the side, and in the door area, and in the belly proves an
explosive event occurred inflight in the cargo door area.
The downward crushed main floor beams confirm the explosive
event. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study,
page 20, "Downward separation directions were noted at STA
900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and ""The initial opening of
the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected
result of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the
main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red
area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup."
The petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door pinpoints the location of the initial rupture of
the hull of TWA 800 as seen at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
petalbulge.html> The aft latch is missing, the door frame is
curved outward, and surrounding skin is shaped circular.
The analysis of red paint markings and structural deformation
indicating an outward explosion was briefly held by FAA Branch

Manager Neil Schalekamp of Northwest Region in a letter to me
on 30 Jan 1998. "The paint markings and structural deformation
that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally
accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
The cause of the outward cargo door explosion being the center
tank is refuted by the lack of soot on the few recovered forward
cargo door pieces and other right side fuselage pieces.
Exhibit 20A page 129. Fire and Explosion Group Factual Report.
"RF2 C-004 No sooting No sooting
RF3A-H These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
RF4 B-103 No sooting No sooting
RF5 A-071 No sooting No sooting
RF6A B-2004 No sooting No sooting
RF6B B-240 No sooting No sooting
RF6C B-318 No sooting No sooting
RF7 A-033 No sooting No sooting
RF8A No sooting No sooting
RF8B B-256 No sooting No sooting
RF8C B-263 No sooting No sooting
RF8D B-068 No sooting No sooting
RF8E B-268 No sooting No sooting
RF8F B-248 No sooting No sooting
RF9A C-117 No sooting No sooting

RF9B C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9C C-259 No sooting No sooting"
NTSB investigators also are intrigued by the aircraft forward
door popping open in flight, an explanation supported by red
paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and
petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch. "NTSB investigators
have suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could
have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Basic NTSB generated evidence for TWA 800 in photos, text,
sooting diagrams, tables, and drawings, a NTSB produced report
AAR 92/02, and visual interpretations of NTSB photograph at
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html> and on
NTSB CD-ROM proves that the forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened in flight.
The evidence above proves the the cargo door was not all
latched, all locked, and all intact at water impact, as previously
believed based upon examination of only eight of the ten cargo
door latches. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report
Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
"Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
The cause of the door opening in flight is probably the same as
UAL 811, as described in AAR 92/02; chafed wiring shorting on
door unlatch motor based upon NTSB evidence for TWA 800 in
Docket Exhibit 9A page 116: "Some wires found in the section

of W480 from forward of station 570 and identified as
BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft
end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation
cracks found."
NTSB agrees that a new explanation for the destruction sequence
is possible based on new interpretations of the evidence such as
shown by the red paint smears. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Report, page 30: "It is therefore possible that
new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new information is
acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or simply a
new interpretation of current information."
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 must be
thoroughly investigated to rule in or rule out the reasonable
conclusions reached by the careful analysis of red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, petal shaped bulge
at aft midspan latch, and cracked to bare conductor wires
discovered in TWA 800 by NTSB.
The wreckage of TWA 800 is the victim at autopsy. It is the
victim saying look at me, I exploded in flight, right there at the
aft midspan latch. Just like I did before in 1989 with UAL 811
and left paint smears, outward peeled skin, aft midspan latch
rupture, sudden loud sound on the CVR and power cut to the
FDR. Don't ignore me; don't deny me; do something about me.
Facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear

2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing

28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.

Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.

Title:Are IFR pilots safer?
Subject:FLIGHT training
Source:Flying, Jul92, Vol. 119 Issue 7, p102, 3p, 1 illustration
John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a

provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the
similarities
between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United
Flight 811
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both
airplanes
involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural
damage to
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to
Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.
The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very
deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change
its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff
caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates
that an
electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated
latches to
open in flight.
Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on
the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and
other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am
flight was
at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure

and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three
engine. He
believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher
altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo
door
opened on the Pan Am flight.
It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are
working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage
caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure
could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small
and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is
incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United
cargo door
failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor.
The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door
latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives
the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands
a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have
failed
without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo

door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 19, 1998 1:34:32 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: Aviation Week

Dear Josh,
Well, you were bang on on you appraisal of the Aviation Week
article on my website. You said there might be a problem with
the entire article and you were right. Attached is letter from
McGraw-Hill lawyer pointing out that very fact. My reply below:
Cheers,
Barry

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Tel 212 512 4064
Fax 212 512 3907
Dear Ms. Roome, 19 June 1998

Thank you your letter of June 10, 1998 in which you thank me
for my anticipated cooperation.
Well, as Carly Simon sang, anticipation is half the fun; or words
to that effect.
Let me analyze your letter word by word, giving it the attention it
deserves:
"I have received a significant amount of correspondence between
you and Aviation Week & Space Technology..."
Yes, at my request you received it.
"Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on your Web site to the entire world does not constitute
fair use."
Who says? A lawyer representing one party? Not very conclusive
is it? Let's hear from the other side. If you get to interpret the
law, then so do I.
Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on my Web site to the entire world does constitute fair
use.
So, difference of opinion.
"Had you prepared an abstract summarizing the article and given
credit to Aviation Week, you would have a credible argument."
A credible argument for what? For permission? For fair use?

Do you understand the whole purpose of scanning in exact article
and not giving summary? I could have summarized the article
but that would have missed the very point of researched and
quoted articles. Often the important data is in the article but not
appreciated by the summarizer. Many times I have read
summaries that say one thing, but the raw data says otherwise.
I will give an example at the end of this email. It's about airplane
engines so might not interest your pretty little head.
Yes, that's a goad. I suspect you may be about to write off the
whole wiring/cargo door/AvWeek article on website thing as
irritating and unworthy of your efforts and I wish to continue to
hold your interest.
OK, I'll put it in now, but it's detailed. TWA 800 engine report is
summarized:
"NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report, "The disassembly of the engines did
not show any indications that any of the engines had sustained
any uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations.""
And yet later the raw data reveals:
"Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud

on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward.""
You see, Ms. Roome, the summarizer is wrong; he is
contradicted by the raw data; there were fires, penetrations, and
uncontainments. That's what research is all about. And let us
hope that the 'four soft body impacts' were not four real soft
bodies, but may have been since humans were ingested into
number three engine in a similar accident, UAL 811.
I put the raw data on my web site. The raw data was your
reporter interviewing public officials and quoting them. I quoted
you. It's a chain of mental custody of the idea that an NTSB
official was intrigued that the streak of TWA 800 could be the
forward door popping open in flight. It's true. It was.
Well, enough of content, back to style. Key word in your position
is 'entire.' What do you mean by 'entire'?
Here's how I would define 'entire' in this matter: If in my nonprofit, full credit given, research oriented website I:
1. Scanned in a book by an author. Not fair use.
2. Scanned in one full month of a monthly magazine. Not fair
use.
3. Scanned in a many page insert to one month of a monthly
magazine that covers one subject. Not fair use.
4. Scanned in twenty articles of twenty articles written about a
subject in a monthly magazine over a period of years. Not fair
use.
5. Scanned in one article (graphics as well) totalling one full size
page of one month issue of 100 pages which is also one article of
twenty about one subject, TWA 800, and excised all advertising.

Fair use.
Yes, using one percent of an issue's pages, giving credit, not
making any money, and it's for research presentation to public at
large is fair use. That's my position. Let me repeat yours:
"However, transmitting the article exactly as it originally was
published, (with the graphics as well) does not constitute fair
use."
Yes, it does.
I contend the article in question was an excerpt from a series on
TWA 800 in AvWeek published over a long period of time.
So, no profit, credit given, research, and now excerpt. It's all
there for fair use.
But why the problem? Why would you want me to not quote you
exactly? It seems to me summaries are the dangerous quotes,
exact ones are the safest. You encourage inaccuracy by
recommending summaries instead of exact scans.
Messengers, messages, and media.
We are the two messengers: I'm a retired military officer in a
converted garage with a phone line and a computer. You are
a ....you are a .....Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies. I assume a nice corner office, view,
satisfactory salary and qualified staff. I wish I had the same. Vice
President implies a President. Vice President of what? McGrawHill? How many Vice-Presidents? Associate? How many

associates? I don't see 'lawyer' or 'attorney' or 'solicitor' there, just
'counsel.' So the three descriptions given of you do not tell me
much. If the word 'judge' were there, then the article would of
course come off my website.
We have two messages. You say my style of exact instead of
summary is wrong and must change. I say your content is right
and should be followed up. How I present my content is really
second to the truth of the content. Your content in the article is
correct. It is very important. Your reporter did a good job.
AvWeek did a good job. Follow it up. Style of summary or entire
article is secondary to accuracy of content. Your content is
accurate.
We use two media: Yours is letter in envelope carried to me.
Mine is email sent electronically.
If you are going to talk style to me, Ms. Roome, then let's talk
style. McGraw-Hill, Ms. Warnock, came to me out of the blue
telling me what to do in my website and called me law violator. I
am now defending myself by going on offense.
Your style is out of time. It's behind the times. It's unhip. You are
not hep to what's hot. Just as talking jive slang of forty years ago
is behind the times, using a letter, a phone and a fax is also
behind the times.
On your letterhead you list a phone and fax and address. That's
fine for 1990, take away the fax and it's fine for 1980, take away
the phone and it's fine for 1910, take away the last four digits of
the zip and it's fine for 1985, take away the entire zip and it's fine
for 1970, take away entire address and it's fine for 1670.

But what you don't have on the letterhead shows your style is not
fine for June 19th, 1998. Your letter is dated June 10th, it was
postmarked June 12th, and I received it in my mail box on June
16th. Six days from your mind to my mind. Ha! Pony Express
was faster.
As a pilot I know the value of accurate, fast communications. It's
vital when flying, as in success or failure. Email and websites
have been around for years. You have no email address nor web
site URL on your letterhead. Are you not aware of the
telecommunications revolution going on around you?
Do you not read Aviation Week's daily briefing on your web site
every morning, as I do? <http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> A lot
of time and money has been put into your website and to ignore
its existence is an insult to those employees.
So for you to tell me what is right and what's wrong to put on my
website carries little weight. You're telling me how to run a
website and you know little about it. Get hip, girl. There has to
be something in Elle about the internet.
Yes, yes, that's provocation to keep boredom at bay.
Let's continue:
"There is little to be gained in a prolonged dispute regarding this
matter."
I reply: There is much to be gained in a prolonged dispute
regarding this matter. For you and me. Aviation Week helps to
confirm the cause of an airplane crash I have discovered which is
being considered by NTSB. When cause is confirmed, it can be

fixed so that the cause does not repeat. Lives are saved. Aviation
travel is better.
"For the future, if you would like to bring attention to articles
published in Aviation Week, please do so by distributing an
abstract summary of the article."
Advice noted. Thanks for saying 'please.'
"We thank you for your anticipated cooperation."
Hmm.....fruitless anticipation, unrequited cooperation; your
article stays posted on my web site. And I'm adding your letter
and my response too. The matter gets larger, not smaller. It's not
going away.
Shall I be David to your Goliath? The flea to your dog? The bat
in your hair? The thorn in your paw?
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> is the URL
to confirm my position. URL stands for Uniform Resource
Locator and is the address of a page on a site on the web. HTTP
is Hyper Text Transfer Protocol and is the standard by which one
computer recognizes another computer. WWW is world wide
web. Web is different than Email and different from FTP (File
Transfer Protocol), IRC (Internet Relay Chat), and newsgroups.
Corazon is the name of a domain which includes all pages under
the name corazon, which is the name of my wife. Dot com is the
type of domain, in this case commercial as different from .org
or .net or .gov. My site could be commercial and profitable but
isn't. Dot html is hypertext markup language which is the
standard by which each computer can read each other's pages.
<800avweekintrigue> is the name of the page in which I have

put: 1. All McGraw-Hill correspondence which was scanned in
and given credit.
2. My responses.
3. The disputed for style but not content 10 March 1997 article.
There you have it, Ms. Roome, internet in one short lesson;
very basic and very important. To get to the disputed article just
put in <http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
without the brackets, into the 'open location' menu selection of
your browser, or just put in 'corazon' and you will go to my
home page.
<http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> is the URL of your website
of one of your magazines.
'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Room:
"Today's Aviation News
Thursday, June 18, 1998
* Pilots Form Own Alliance
* Auto Makers Tap Pro Air
* PAL Lays Off 5,000
* Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
* Recce Satellite Declassified
* Chinese Gain With Launches
* Russia Orbits Six Birds
* USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
Daniel P. Burnham will leave his position as a vice chairman of
AlliedSignal Inc. to become president and chief operating officer

of Raytheon Co. on July 1, the companies announced yesterday.
Burnham will succeed Dennis J. Picard as chairman and chief
executive officer of Raytheon on Dec. 1. Picard, 65, has
previously announced his intent to retire. Frederic M. Poses, 55,
will become president and COO of AlliedSignal. He will oversee
all the aerospace businesses, as well as Electronic Materials,
Truck Brake Systems, Business Services, International and the
company's growth and productivity initiatives. -Aerospace Daily
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
Air Force Air Combat Command determined that two F-16s
belonging to the 421st Fighter Squadron collided Jan. 7 because
the two pilots failed to use proper "see and avoid" techniques to
ensure a clear flight path while entering and leaving an
engagement. The two F-l6s collided while performing in a sixaircraft tactical intercept training mission over the Utah Test and
Training Range. The accident happened during the fourth
intercept pass when the leader of the attacking flight collided
with the trailing wingman in the aggressor formation. -Aero
Safety & Maintenance
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc."
-----------------------------------------------------------------AvWeek has an excellent web site. Here is something else from
your site:
"Jobs
Issue of:
June 15, 1998
June 8, 1998
June 1, 1998
Home Welcome to Aviation Week & Space Technology Jobs
Page on the web.Ê The weekly recruitment ads are kept up for
three weeks, allowing access to those who can not get a copy of

the issue or who wish to be more discreet in their job search. The
ads are updated/cycled weekly.Ê Click on the issue date on the
left side to access the desired issue.Ê
To respond to a Box ad (include Box #) send to: Aviation Week
& Space
Technology; Classified Dept.; 1221 Avenue of The Americas,
42nd Floor, New York, N.Y. 10020.
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Classified
June 15, 1998
Positions Available
--------------------------------------------------------------EXPECT GREAT AND GET IT
In engineering terms, the definition of a great job is universal:
Great projects. Great people. The latest technology. In fact, the
place to go to get that great job is universal, too. Raytheon
Systems Company. Around the globe, if there's an industry that
needs world-class engineering and state-of-the-art technology,
we're in it. From aircraft and infrastructure to supercomputers
and wireless communications. Call us today or visit us on the
Web and find your next great job. Then go out and get it.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Code SEL
The Software Engineering Laboratory has opportunities available
for individuals with experience in the development, design, and
code of integrated software packages. Qualified candidates will
work on various applications such as radar systems, air traffic
control, wide area surveillance, transportation systems, missile
systems, and satellite communications."
Well, Ms. Roome, let me see, what does Raytheon want?
"...individuals with experience in the development, design, and

code of integrated software packages"
Hmmm....not me.
But, it's a job offer for a software guy from Raytheon to anybody
who reads the job offer column of Aviation Week Online. And
note classified ad from Raytheon supplements article about
Raytheon in Daily News. Note Daily News has safety related
article about F-16s crashing into each other. TWA 800 crash
cause is a relevant subject for AvWeek to investigate.
How about if I search your archives and see if the article in
dispute is on your web site for the world to see for free.
Voila! Up popped the below after a search string of 'Meyer
Streak 10 March 1997':
"ANG PILOT: TWA JET HIT BY OBJECT
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what
they saw immediately before destruction of the Boeing 747-131
jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from
the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart, propelling some of its passengers high enough that they
did not hit the water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial
explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag
order preventing him from giving interviews about the 1996

disaster off Long Island, N.Y. The copilot, Capt. Christian Baur,
remains under FBI restrictions not to speak about the accident.
But two officials familiar with his testimony told Aviation Week
& Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news
media (AW&ST July 29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose
Aviation Week as the first news organization to hear a detailed
account of his recollections and his testimony to federal
investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of the crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long
Island about 12 mi. north of the TWA crash site. Baur, the
copilot, was at the controls practicing instrument approaches.
The crew was awaiting darkness so they could begin training
with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light appeared from the opposite direction of the flight
of TWA 800 (which was flying from west to east after takeoff
from Kennedy Airport), a possible indication of an intercepting
missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right
(west) to my left (east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he
said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who have heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left
side of the cockpit, saw a streak moving from left to right toward
the approaching TWA aircraft before the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told
investigators from the National Transportation Safety Board, FBI
and a Federal anti-terrorist task force. "I was trying to figure out

what it was. It was the wrong color for flares. It struck an object
coming from the right and made it explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly between two light aircraft that tow banners along the
beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time of day, and that's what they assumed," the second
official said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots saw could have been light reflections from the skin of
the aircraft, tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward
door of the aircraft popping open, a possibility that still intrigues
investigators, the second official said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight.
Moreover, Meyer adds, "Whatever Chris saw on the left side I
didn't see because he blocked my view." Baur disputes this,
saying that the explosions and crash were virtually dead ahead of
the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski
International Airport at Westhampton Beach, N.Y. It had started a
climbing left turn to the south when the accident occurred. The
Sun had not yet set and the sky was still bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said. "Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a
number of years in Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of
them at me. But, that was 25-year-old missile technology, which
left smoke trails. I understand today that they are made with
smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave trails. What I saw was a
streak of light, not a smoke trail."

The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending arc. He points out that he never saw the
actual airframe of the TWA 747 within the streak or subsequent
explosions or smoke trails. It was virtually identical to the
trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve. But unlike a
meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowishwhite explosion that looked identical to the detonation of an
antiaircraft shell. He did not suggest an antiaircraft weapon was
fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said. "One to two seconds later, there was a second, hard
explosion almost pure white in color. The position of that
explosion appeared to be slightly below and behind where one
would have anticipated the streak of light to have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if
there was an explosion and fireball or if the third explosion
turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball
four times the diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left (east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions
created a "huge waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first
official said. "The column of flame was being whipped around
violently. First it was tumbling, and then it refined itself into a
spiral. The explosions were all before the cascade of flame
began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.

ANG operations that night were to have included flares dropped
by a HC-130 transport aircraft. The crew then called the
Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur
actually made the call and reported a possible midair collision,
the second official involved in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m., Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely
to be correct although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned as copilot and primary communicator. As they
approached the crash site, after about 4 min. of flight, debris was
still falling so they slowed to avoid being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a
tornado," the second official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after the accident.
"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at
terminal velocity and fuselage fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi.
per hour. The things falling at high speed were bodies still
strapped in their seats. That is logically inconsistent if they came
from the same explosion at the same time. On reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before
they came down. That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the particulate there was metal and paper, some of it
glowing. Through all of that, things would come racing through
-- two or three high-speed objects like sacks of potatoes. I
believed them to be bodies that had been blown upward."

The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories, Meyer and other ANG officials remain
adamant that their unit was not part of any larger, undisclosed,
multiservice operation. Operations the night of the crash were
standard training flights to maintain currency with night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern
coast. The HC-130 would drop flares, rafts and a para-rescueman
and later refuel the helicopter in a communications-out, lightsout operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer said. Nor were there indications of the operations of drone
aircraft, another theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of
the crash. "No, there would have been some kind of notice." AW&ST 3/10/97"
Hello again, Ms. Roome. Yes, that matches the scanned article in
dispute on my web site. My picture of your article has the
additional words, "Witnesses believe and explosion ripped apart
Flight 800 over Long Island, but deny involvement in a coverup," and graphics as well.
So there is a difference between the electronic version of the 10
March 1997 article in the Aviation Week website archives for
free and the electronic scanned in version of the 10 March 1997
article on my website at www.corazon.com for free. I have the
more accurate one. I have complete text and the graphics too.
I'm forsaking snail mail, 32 cents, and a week's wait for

exchange for accurate, fast, and cheap communications: email.
This reply is going to be sent email to Ms. Monica Warnock, via
Ms. Mary Frances Koerner to you. I know the links work
because that's how you received your 'significant
correspondence'. I know it's fast because Ms. Warnock and I
exchanged several emails in one day. I know its accurate because
important passages are cut and pasted exactly as stated.
The bottom of your letter takes me back in time to typewriters
and carbon paper...KDR/lah means KDR was the author, that's
you, lah is the secretary, note lower case. CC is copy to Mary
Frances Koerner.
This is what a modern email look like:
"To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Posted article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock, One minute after midnight, 1 June 1998.
Please inform Ms. Koerner and other executives as you deem
appropriate that the deed is done. The 10 March 1997 AV Week
article is back up on www.corazon.com at http://
www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
Hello hello again, Ms. Roome, 'no dice' is my reply to your
request to do abstracts and not entire articles.
Now it's my turn:

Dear Ms. Roome, the cause of an airplane crash, TWA 800, has
been discovered by me. The cause is water to bare wire shorts on
door motor to unlatch position to rupture at aft midspan latch of
forward cargo door to explosive decompression to nose off to
falling disintegration to fireball to water impact. The wiring/
cargo door cause can still happen again until fixed. To get it fixed
the manufacturer has to be persuaded and told to do it. FAA is
the agency that will tell Boeing to fix the wiring and the cargo
door. NTSB is the agency to recommend to FAA to tell Boeing to
fix the wiring/cargo door. NTSB does not believe that the streak
that was seen during the TWA 800 accident was the forward door
popping open. It was and it did.
Your most excellent reporter, Mr. Fulghum, was able to elicit
from an NTSB official that the streak may have been the forward
door popping open inflight. The NTSB official is right. Your
reporter was right to write it up. Your editors were right to
include it in the story. Your publisher was right to print it up by
the thousands. And I was right to quote it in its entirety by
publishing it on my nonprofit, credit given research oriented
website.
The legal case is infinitely more complex than at first glance. It
can set precedents. Information about aircraft is what it's all
about. I'm using yours that you went to great effort and expense
to obtain. I understand that. I also understand that in the public's
interest sometimes copying for free is justified: Fair use. Do you
think I unfairly used your 10 Mar 97 article? If so, then continue
to fight.
Can you win? No, you can't win. Give up. Write me a polite note
of apology and gracious permission to continue to post the very

accurate, very complete 10 March 1997 article by David A.
Fulghum on my 1200 page website about TWA 800. That's a
story in itself. Do a story on internet copyright and Aviation
Week. You don't have to apologize to me for calling me an
outlaw in the first email from Ms. Warnock.
What are the terms for cut and pasting from your AvWeek
website to my website? Let me quote from site:
"All use of The McGraw-Hill Companies' World Wide Web
pages is subject to the terms and conditions set forth below. Any
use of such Web pages constitutes the user's agreement to abide
by the following terms and conditions.
All information provided by The McGraw-Hill Companies and
its affiliates is owned by or licensed to The McGraw-Hill
Companies and its affiliates (the "McGraw-Hill Information").
The McGraw-Hill Companies and its licensors retain all
proprietary rights to the McGraw-Hill Information. The
McGraw-Hill Companies has the right to use all material entered
into these Web pages (other than third-party material transmitted
through private electronic mail) in any of The McGraw-Hill
Companies' print or electronic publications. Except for making
one hard copy print of limited portions of the McGraw-Hill
Information on an ad hoc basis, or downloading as expressly
authorized by The McGraw-Hill Companies, McGraw-Hill
Information may not be reproduced, transmitted or distributed
without The McGraw-Hill Companies' permission.
The McGraw-Hill Companies makes no guarantees or warranties
as to the accuracy or completeness of or results to be obtained
from accessing and using the McGraw-Hill Information. Neither
The McGraw-Hill Companies nor its affiliates shall be liable to
any user or anyone else for any inaccuracy, error or omission,
regardless of cause, in The McGraw-Hill Information or for any

damages resulting therefrom.
Users entering materials on any of these Web pages are
responsible for the content of that material. The McGraw-Hill
Companies has no responsibility for the content of any messages
or information posted by users, or for the content of information
of third-parties on the Internet, even if accessed through The
McGraw-Hill Companies' pages. However, The McGraw-Hill
Companies retains the right, which it may or may not exercise, in
its sole discretion, to review, edit or delete from the service any
third-party material which The McGraw-Hill Companies deems
to be illegal, offensive or otherwise inappropriate.
Users may through hypertext or other computer "links" gain
access to other sites on the Internet which are not part of The
McGraw-Hill Companies' Web pages. The McGraw-Hill
Companies assumes no responsibility for any material outside of
the McGraw-Hill Companies Web pages which may be accessed
through any such "link."
The user agrees to indemnify The McGraw-Hill Companies from
any damages, losses, costs or expenses which The McGraw-Hill
Companies, its affiliates, their respective employees and
authorized representatives may incur as a result of material
entered into these Web pages by the user."
What does that mean? It would take a lawyer to understand all
that. I think it means, "It's not our fault." One hard copy? Or
limited portions on an 'ad hoc' basis? I love it when you speak
Latin to me. I have not entered any material to your web site so I
guess most of the above does not apply to me.
Before McGraw-Hill got its telecommunications/publishing act
together, I used to go down to the library, find the issue, pay the
copy machine 25 cents a page, bring copies home, cut out
advertising, scan in pages of text and pictures, (text and graphics

are the same to the scanner), compress the large scanned image,
put image into page, link page to others, upload page to web
server, and check results.
I did all that because it is very, very important. It's a matter of life
and death. But I guess all the guys tell you that.
Yes, yes, yes, sexist, so what? It's funny and informal, just what
email is all about. It's a new level of communication. It has the
power of the written word but the emotion of the spoken. It has
the depth of a book but the shallowness of a newspaper.
This dispute is important because I have been following forward
cargo doors on high time Boeing 747s for nine years. I know
about them and what they do. They kill people. They have in the
past with UAL 811, they did with TWA 800, and they will again.
The cargo door is actually an innocent bystander who was caught
in the crossfire of the wiring short that told the door to open
inflight.
And AvWeek agreed to the extent of interviewing an NTSB
official who agreed to the extent of saying he was intrigued by
the possibility of the forward door popping open in flight for
TWA 800. We both want that information into the public domain
and we both did it. Yours in print in 1997 and both of us on web
in 1997.
My goal is to prevent death by preventing plane crashes by
preventing forward cargo doors from opening in flight on high
time Boeing 747s which allows explosive decompression to
occur leading to nose being torn off and total destruction.

My drive comes from being a survivor of a sudden, night, fiery,
fatal jet airplane crash.
Let AvWeek followup on the content of the article in dispute.
Please recommend to the editors to direct a reporter, Mr.
McKenna or Mr. Fulghum, to interview me or ask that the
reporter peruse my web site at www.corazon.com.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 has interest in
high places; text of letters from Congressman Farr and Senator
McCain are attached.
In summary, Ms. Roome, the disputed AvWeek article stays on
website. I contend it's fair use. I urge you to put content first and
request editors to check out wiring/cargo door explanation for
TWA 800.
Whatever you do, please don't drop the issue. All aspects are
important from website copyright infringement to NTSB
opinions about streaks and doors.
I've attached some technical stuff about red paint marks on the
carcass of TWA 800 that would be of interest to an aviation
reporter who knows about aircraft accident investigations.
I've attached an excerpt from Flying Magazine from July 1992
that shows I was onto this cargo door cause for high time 747s
four years before TWA 800.
The issues are internet and airplane crashes, both of which I am
intimately familiar with, feel strongly about, and wish to resolve
any small differences with authority.

We are on the same larger side, Ms. Roome, proper
compensation for a job well done, accurate fast cheap
transmission of information, and aviation safety. Let us continue
this most interesting dialogue, Ms. Roome.
Please pursue me, this scofflaw, this insolent fool, this sincere
guy under all the gruff. McGraw-Hill standards of publishing and
the rules thereof shall be upheld!
McGraw-Hill came to me first. I welcome your reply.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.

Attachments:
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:

Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me
know if there is anything further that I can do for you in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/96 email from Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and he has informed me of your findings. I have since
forwarded the material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they

were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by JBS>
1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to send to engine
teardown facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine engines
at Calverton.
2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per engine is
incredibly fast to disassemble one of the most complex and
precise machines on the planet. It's not a bicycle. A forensic
powerplant teardown is likely to require several man hundred
hours per engine with several thousand hours of metallographic
back up work. Additionally many specialized tools are required
to do this. There should be many thousands of feet of tape or
pictures. Haste is evident in a one day teardown per engine in an
empty hangar with only one engine specialist present.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compressor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by JBS>Why was only engine 3 disassembled further?
What evidence was seen in No. 3 to warrant further
investigation? Why were not the other three engines

disassembled further? The four most important jet engines in an
airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The conclusion statement of no uncontainments is
contradicted by other exhibit which states 'stator blade' was
found in right horizontal stabilizer. The conclusion statement of
no fires in any engines is contradicted later in this same report
with raw data indicating sooting in engine number 3. The
conclusion statement of no penetrations of any engine is
contradicted by raw data in this report indicating soft body
impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples which are mainly
irrelevant in a discussion about engines and teardown results.
33% of engine report is not about engines but about favored
NTSB explanation of center tank fuel explosion as initial event.
Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis by JBS>Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan

rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by
Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58%
of the fan blades were recovered so it is very possible 'stator
blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer was from engine
number three directly in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact
damage,' was explained which implies some wasn't. All had soot.
Soot means fire. Only engine number three had any sooting
inside engine. One full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body
impacts'. There is nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft
body impact means foreign object damage. FOD may mean fire.
Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one found directly
aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.
Uncontainment means engine not intact at water impact but
inflight.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,

page 34, A section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited
evidence of red paint transfer marks on the upper skin (H8); only
the remnants of the shattered logo light window remain in the
window frame.
The above details a red paint transfer mark on the right
horizontal tail surface of TWA 800 directly aft of the red painted
trim in cargo door area. This area shows missing red paint clearly
in NTSB photo displayed at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
redpaintsmearssoloprint.html>
The NTSB photographs are clear in color and detail. The TWA
800 reconstruction photograph shows abnormal green, white and
red paint on the right side forward of the wing.
Normal TWA red trim paint scheme is seen at<http://
www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html> Only above the
forward cargo door of the reconstructed fuselage of TWA 800 is
seen the abnormal red paint smears.
The sequence is thus: bare aluminum skin is cleaned, primed,
base coat of white applied, then red trim on top of white, then
decals. This sequence is basic painting for Boeing 747s and
confirmed by aviation professionals.
It is not red paint trim on primer with overspray, mask off, then
paint white base coat around the trim.
The red trim is always on top of white base coat and means that
the many, red, and large red paint smears between the passenger
windows are red paint transfer marks. The red paint marks are
not red paint exposed when white above is worn away, it is
always red on top of white, not underneath.

This is further proven by skin which has red paint missing and
thus exposing white undercoat. This is seen at URL <http://
www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html> The white is
always underneath the red. The green is always underneath the
white.
Additionally, the added red paint between the windows is next to
the missing red paint in the trim above the cargo door. Red paint
went from one area to another.
The many red and large red paint transfer marks above the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 indicate the cargo door opened
in flight. The precedent of cargo door paint transfer marks was
set by UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02, page 41.
The red paint transfer marks indicate the red door below
ruptured/opened in flight and slammed into the white paint
above, removing the red trim paint and transferring it on top of
the white paint. This is clearly seen between the passenger
windows.
The red paint evidence coupled with the outward peeled skin on
the side, and in the door area, and in the belly proves an
explosive event occurred inflight in the cargo door area.
The downward crushed main floor beams confirm the explosive
event. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study,
page 20, "Downward separation directions were noted at STA
900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and ""The initial opening of
the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected
result of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the
main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red

area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup."
The petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door pinpoints the location of the initial rupture of
the hull of TWA 800 as seen at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
petalbulge.html> The aft latch is missing, the door frame is
curved outward, and surrounding skin is shaped circular.
The analysis of red paint markings and structural deformation
indicating an outward explosion was briefly held by FAA Branch
Manager Neil Schalekamp of Northwest Region in a letter to me
on 30 Jan 1998. "The paint markings and structural deformation
that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally
accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
The cause of the outward cargo door explosion being the center
tank is refuted by the lack of soot on the few recovered forward
cargo door pieces and other right side fuselage pieces.
Exhibit 20A page 129. Fire and Explosion Group Factual Report.
"RF2 C-004 No sooting No sooting
RF3A-H These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
RF4 B-103 No sooting No sooting

RF5 A-071 No sooting No sooting
RF6A B-2004 No sooting No sooting
RF6B B-240 No sooting No sooting
RF6C B-318 No sooting No sooting
RF7 A-033 No sooting No sooting
RF8A No sooting No sooting
RF8B B-256 No sooting No sooting
RF8C B-263 No sooting No sooting
RF8D B-068 No sooting No sooting
RF8E B-268 No sooting No sooting
RF8F B-248 No sooting No sooting
RF9A C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9B C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9C C-259 No sooting No sooting"
NTSB investigators also are intrigued by the aircraft forward
door popping open in flight, an explanation supported by red
paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and
petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch. "NTSB investigators
have suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could
have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Basic NTSB generated evidence for TWA 800 in photos, text,
sooting diagrams, tables, and drawings, a NTSB produced report
AAR 92/02, and visual interpretations of NTSB photograph at
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html> and on
NTSB CD-ROM proves that the forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened in flight.
The evidence above proves the the cargo door was not all

latched, all locked, and all intact at water impact, as previously
believed based upon examination of only eight of the ten cargo
door latches. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report
Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
"Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
The cause of the door opening in flight is probably the same as
UAL 811, as described in AAR 92/02; chafed wiring shorting on
door unlatch motor based upon NTSB evidence for TWA 800 in
Docket Exhibit 9A page 116: "Some wires found in the section
of W480 from forward of station 570 and identified as
BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft
end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation
cracks found."
NTSB agrees that a new explanation for the destruction sequence
is possible based on new interpretations of the evidence such as
shown by the red paint smears. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Report, page 30: "It is therefore possible that
new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new information is
acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or simply a
new interpretation of current information."
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 must be
thoroughly investigated to rule in or rule out the reasonable
conclusions reached by the careful analysis of red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, petal shaped bulge
at aft midspan latch, and cracked to bare conductor wires
discovered in TWA 800 by NTSB.

The wreckage of TWA 800 is the victim at autopsy. It is the
victim saying look at me, I exploded in flight, right there at the
aft midspan latch. Just like I did before in 1989 with UAL 811
and left paint smears, outward peeled skin, aft midspan latch
rupture, sudden loud sound on the CVR and power cut to the
FDR. Don't ignore me; don't deny me; do something about me.
Facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present

20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing

44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from

disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.

Title:Are IFR pilots safer?
Subject:FLIGHT training
Source:Flying, Jul92, Vol. 119 Issue 7, p102, 3p, 1 illustration
John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a
provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the
similarities
between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United
Flight 811
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both
airplanes
involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural
damage to
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to
Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.
The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very
deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change
its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff
caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates

that an
electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated
latches to
open in flight.
Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on
the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and
other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am
flight was
at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure
and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three
engine. He
believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher
altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo
door
opened on the Pan Am flight.
It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are
working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage
caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure
could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small
and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is
incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United

cargo door
failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor.
The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door
latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives
the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands
a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have
failed
without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo
door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 19, 1998 1:33:48 PM PDT
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Reply for Ms. Roome/AvWeek article on website
www.corazon.com

Dear Ms. Warnock, 19 June 1998
Thank you for sending on my previous reply to the lawyers. I
received a letter from Ms. Roome the other day. My reply is
below, can you ensure that she receives it, as well as Ms.
Koerner?
I thank you for your anticipated cooperation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Tel 212 512 4064
Fax 212 512 3907
Dear Ms. Roome, 19 June 1998
Thank you your letter of June 10, 1998 in which you thank me
for my anticipated cooperation.
Well, as Carly Simon sang, anticipation is half the fun; or words
to that effect.
Let me analyze your letter word by word, giving it the attention it
deserves:
"I have received a significant amount of correspondence between
you and Aviation Week & Space Technology..."
Yes, at my request you received it.
"Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on your Web site to the entire world does not constitute
fair use."
Who says? A lawyer representing one party? Not very conclusive

is it? Let's hear from the other side. If you get to interpret the
law, then so do I.
Scanning an entire article from Aviation Week and making it
available on my Web site to the entire world does constitute fair
use.
So, difference of opinion.
"Had you prepared an abstract summarizing the article and given
credit to Aviation Week, you would have a credible argument."
A credible argument for what? For permission? For fair use?
Do you understand the whole purpose of scanning in exact article
and not giving summary? I could have summarized the article
but that would have missed the very point of researched and
quoted articles. Often the important data is in the article but not
appreciated by the summarizer. Many times I have read
summaries that say one thing, but the raw data says otherwise.
I will give an example at the end of this email. It's about airplane
engines so might not interest your pretty little head.
Yes, that's a goad. I suspect you may be about to write off the
whole wiring/cargo door/AvWeek article on website thing as
irritating and unworthy of your efforts and I wish to continue to
hold your interest.
OK, I'll put it in now, but it's detailed. TWA 800 engine report is
summarized:
"NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group

Chairman's Factual Report, "The disassembly of the engines did
not show any indications that any of the engines had sustained
any uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations.""
And yet later the raw data reveals:
"Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward.""
You see, Ms. Roome, the summarizer is wrong; he is
contradicted by the raw data; there were fires, penetrations, and
uncontainments. That's what research is all about. And let us
hope that the 'four soft body impacts' were not four real soft
bodies, but may have been since humans were ingested into
number three engine in a similar accident, UAL 811.
I put the raw data on my web site. The raw data was your
reporter interviewing public officials and quoting them. I quoted
you. It's a chain of mental custody of the idea that an NTSB
official was intrigued that the streak of TWA 800 could be the
forward door popping open in flight. It's true. It was.
Well, enough of content, back to style. Key word in your position
is 'entire.' What do you mean by 'entire'?

Here's how I would define 'entire' in this matter: If in my nonprofit, full credit given, research oriented website I:
1. Scanned in a book by an author. Not fair use.
2. Scanned in one full month of a monthly magazine. Not fair
use.
3. Scanned in a many page insert to one month of a monthly
magazine that covers one subject. Not fair use.
4. Scanned in twenty articles of twenty articles written about a
subject in a monthly magazine over a period of years. Not fair
use.
5. Scanned in one article (graphics as well) totalling one full size
page of one month issue of 100 pages which is also one article of
twenty about one subject, TWA 800, and excised all advertising.
Fair use.
Yes, using one percent of an issue's pages, giving credit, not
making any money, and it's for research presentation to public at
large is fair use. That's my position. Let me repeat yours:
"However, transmitting the article exactly as it originally was
published, (with the graphics as well) does not constitute fair
use."
Yes, it does.
I contend the article in question was an excerpt from a series on
TWA 800 in AvWeek published over a long period of time.
So, no profit, credit given, research, and now excerpt. It's all
there for fair use.
But why the problem? Why would you want me to not quote you
exactly? It seems to me summaries are the dangerous quotes,

exact ones are the safest. You encourage inaccuracy by
recommending summaries instead of exact scans.
Messengers, messages, and media.
We are the two messengers: I'm a retired military officer in a
converted garage with a phone line and a computer. You are
a ....you are a .....Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies. I assume a nice corner office, view,
satisfactory salary and qualified staff. I wish I had the same. Vice
President implies a President. Vice President of what? McGrawHill? How many Vice-Presidents? Associate? How many
associates? I don't see 'lawyer' or 'attorney' or 'solicitor' there, just
'counsel.' So the three descriptions given of you do not tell me
much. If the word 'judge' were there, then the article would of
course come off my website.
We have two messages. You say my style of exact instead of
summary is wrong and must change. I say your content is right
and should be followed up. How I present my content is really
second to the truth of the content. Your content in the article is
correct. It is very important. Your reporter did a good job.
AvWeek did a good job. Follow it up. Style of summary or entire
article is secondary to accuracy of content. Your content is
accurate.
We use two media: Yours is letter in envelope carried to me.
Mine is email sent electronically.
If you are going to talk style to me, Ms. Roome, then let's talk
style. McGraw-Hill, Ms. Warnock, came to me out of the blue

telling me what to do in my website and called me law violator. I
am now defending myself by going on offense.
Your style is out of time. It's behind the times. It's unhip. You are
not hep to what's hot. Just as talking jive slang of forty years ago
is behind the times, using a letter, a phone and a fax is also
behind the times.
On your letterhead you list a phone and fax and address. That's
fine for 1990, take away the fax and it's fine for 1980, take away
the phone and it's fine for 1910, take away the last four digits of
the zip and it's fine for 1985, take away the entire zip and it's fine
for 1970, take away entire address and it's fine for 1670.
But what you don't have on the letterhead shows your style is not
fine for June 19th, 1998. Your letter is dated June 10th, it was
postmarked June 12th, and I received it in my mail box on June
16th. Six days from your mind to my mind. Ha! Pony Express
was faster.
As a pilot I know the value of accurate, fast communications. It's
vital when flying, as in success or failure. Email and websites
have been around for years. You have no email address nor web
site URL on your letterhead. Are you not aware of the
telecommunications revolution going on around you?
Do you not read Aviation Week's daily briefing on your web site
every morning, as I do? <http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> A lot
of time and money has been put into your website and to ignore
its existence is an insult to those employees.
So for you to tell me what is right and what's wrong to put on my
website carries little weight. You're telling me how to run a

website and you know little about it. Get hip, girl. There has to
be something in Elle about the internet.
Yes, yes, that's provocation to keep boredom at bay.
Let's continue:
"There is little to be gained in a prolonged dispute regarding this
matter."
I reply: There is much to be gained in a prolonged dispute
regarding this matter. For you and me. Aviation Week helps to
confirm the cause of an airplane crash I have discovered which is
being considered by NTSB. When cause is confirmed, it can be
fixed so that the cause does not repeat. Lives are saved. Aviation
travel is better.
"For the future, if you would like to bring attention to articles
published in Aviation Week, please do so by distributing an
abstract summary of the article."
Advice noted. Thanks for saying 'please.'
"We thank you for your anticipated cooperation."
Hmm.....fruitless anticipation, unrequited cooperation; your
article stays posted on my web site. And I'm adding your letter
and my response too. The matter gets larger, not smaller. It's not
going away.
Shall I be David to your Goliath? The flea to your dog? The bat
in your hair? The thorn in your paw?

<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html> is the URL
to confirm my position. URL stands for Uniform Resource
Locator and is the address of a page on a site on the web. HTTP
is Hyper Text Transfer Protocol and is the standard by which one
computer recognizes another computer. WWW is world wide
web. Web is different than Email and different from FTP (File
Transfer Protocol), IRC (Internet Relay Chat), and newsgroups.
Corazon is the name of a domain which includes all pages under
the name corazon, which is the name of my wife. Dot com is the
type of domain, in this case commercial as different from .org
or .net or .gov. My site could be commercial and profitable but
isn't. Dot html is hypertext markup language which is the
standard by which each computer can read each other's pages.
<800avweekintrigue> is the name of the page in which I have
put: 1. All McGraw-Hill correspondence which was scanned in
and given credit.
2. My responses.
3. The disputed for style but not content 10 March 1997 article.
There you have it, Ms. Roome, internet in one short lesson;
very basic and very important. To get to the disputed article just
put in <http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
without the brackets, into the 'open location' menu selection of
your browser, or just put in 'corazon' and you will go to my
home page.
<http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm> is the URL of your website
of one of your magazines.
'awgnet' is the name of your commercial domain. 'awgnews.htm'
is the page that gives me and the rest of the world for free several
headlines and short synopsis with link to a larger story the
reading of which requires a password which I don't have. Here's
an example of what you give away for free, Ms. Room:

"Today's Aviation News
Thursday, June 18, 1998
* Pilots Form Own Alliance
* Auto Makers Tap Pro Air
* PAL Lays Off 5,000
* Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
* Recce Satellite Declassified
* Chinese Gain With Launches
* Russia Orbits Six Birds
* USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Raytheon Hires AlliedSignal's Burnham
Daniel P. Burnham will leave his position as a vice chairman of
AlliedSignal Inc. to become president and chief operating officer
of Raytheon Co. on July 1, the companies announced yesterday.
Burnham will succeed Dennis J. Picard as chairman and chief
executive officer of Raytheon on Dec. 1. Picard, 65, has
previously announced his intent to retire. Frederic M. Poses, 55,
will become president and COO of AlliedSignal. He will oversee
all the aerospace businesses, as well as Electronic Materials,
Truck Brake Systems, Business Services, International and the
company's growth and productivity initiatives. -Aerospace Daily
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------USAF Rules On F-16 Collision
Air Force Air Combat Command determined that two F-16s
belonging to the 421st Fighter Squadron collided Jan. 7 because
the two pilots failed to use proper "see and avoid" techniques to
ensure a clear flight path while entering and leaving an
engagement. The two F-l6s collided while performing in a sixaircraft tactical intercept training mission over the Utah Test and
Training Range. The accident happened during the fourth
intercept pass when the leader of the attacking flight collided

with the trailing wingman in the aggressor formation. -Aero
Safety & Maintenance
Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc."
-----------------------------------------------------------------AvWeek has an excellent web site. Here is something else from
your site:
"Jobs
Issue of:
June 15, 1998
June 8, 1998
June 1, 1998
Home Welcome to Aviation Week & Space Technology Jobs
Page on the web.Ê The weekly recruitment ads are kept up for
three weeks, allowing access to those who can not get a copy of
the issue or who wish to be more discreet in their job search. The
ads are updated/cycled weekly.Ê Click on the issue date on the
left side to access the desired issue.Ê
To respond to a Box ad (include Box #) send to: Aviation Week
& Space
Technology; Classified Dept.; 1221 Avenue of The Americas,
42nd Floor, New York, N.Y. 10020.
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Classified
June 15, 1998
Positions Available
--------------------------------------------------------------EXPECT GREAT AND GET IT
In engineering terms, the definition of a great job is universal:
Great projects. Great people. The latest technology. In fact, the
place to go to get that great job is universal, too. Raytheon
Systems Company. Around the globe, if there's an industry that
needs world-class engineering and state-of-the-art technology,

we're in it. From aircraft and infrastructure to supercomputers
and wireless communications. Call us today or visit us on the
Web and find your next great job. Then go out and get it.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Code SEL
The Software Engineering Laboratory has opportunities available
for individuals with experience in the development, design, and
code of integrated software packages. Qualified candidates will
work on various applications such as radar systems, air traffic
control, wide area surveillance, transportation systems, missile
systems, and satellite communications."
Well, Ms. Roome, let me see, what does Raytheon want?
"...individuals with experience in the development, design, and
code of integrated software packages"
Hmmm....not me.
But, it's a job offer for a software guy from Raytheon to anybody
who reads the job offer column of Aviation Week Online. And
note classified ad from Raytheon supplements article about
Raytheon in Daily News. Note Daily News has safety related
article about F-16s crashing into each other. TWA 800 crash
cause is a relevant subject for AvWeek to investigate.
How about if I search your archives and see if the article in
dispute is on your web site for the world to see for free.
Voila! Up popped the below after a search string of 'Meyer
Streak 10 March 1997':
"ANG PILOT: TWA JET HIT BY OBJECT
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON

Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what
they saw immediately before destruction of the Boeing 747-131
jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from
the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart, propelling some of its passengers high enough that they
did not hit the water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial
explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag
order preventing him from giving interviews about the 1996
disaster off Long Island, N.Y. The copilot, Capt. Christian Baur,
remains under FBI restrictions not to speak about the accident.
But two officials familiar with his testimony told Aviation Week
& Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news
media (AW&ST July 29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose
Aviation Week as the first news organization to hear a detailed
account of his recollections and his testimony to federal
investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of the crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long
Island about 12 mi. north of the TWA crash site. Baur, the
copilot, was at the controls practicing instrument approaches.
The crew was awaiting darkness so they could begin training
with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light appeared from the opposite direction of the flight
of TWA 800 (which was flying from west to east after takeoff

from Kennedy Airport), a possible indication of an intercepting
missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right
(west) to my left (east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he
said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who have heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left
side of the cockpit, saw a streak moving from left to right toward
the approaching TWA aircraft before the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told
investigators from the National Transportation Safety Board, FBI
and a Federal anti-terrorist task force. "I was trying to figure out
what it was. It was the wrong color for flares. It struck an object
coming from the right and made it explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly between two light aircraft that tow banners along the
beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time of day, and that's what they assumed," the second
official said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots saw could have been light reflections from the skin of
the aircraft, tongues of flame from the airliner or the forward
door of the aircraft popping open, a possibility that still intrigues
investigators, the second official said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight.
Moreover, Meyer adds, "Whatever Chris saw on the left side I
didn't see because he blocked my view." Baur disputes this,
saying that the explosions and crash were virtually dead ahead of
the aircraft.

The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski
International Airport at Westhampton Beach, N.Y. It had started a
climbing left turn to the south when the accident occurred. The
Sun had not yet set and the sky was still bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said. "Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a
number of years in Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of
them at me. But, that was 25-year-old missile technology, which
left smoke trails. I understand today that they are made with
smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave trails. What I saw was a
streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending arc. He points out that he never saw the
actual airframe of the TWA 747 within the streak or subsequent
explosions or smoke trails. It was virtually identical to the
trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve. But unlike a
meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowishwhite explosion that looked identical to the detonation of an
antiaircraft shell. He did not suggest an antiaircraft weapon was
fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said. "One to two seconds later, there was a second, hard
explosion almost pure white in color. The position of that
explosion appeared to be slightly below and behind where one
would have anticipated the streak of light to have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there

was a third explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if
there was an explosion and fireball or if the third explosion
turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball
four times the diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left (east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions
created a "huge waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first
official said. "The column of flame was being whipped around
violently. First it was tumbling, and then it refined itself into a
spiral. The explosions were all before the cascade of flame
began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG operations that night were to have included flares dropped
by a HC-130 transport aircraft. The crew then called the
Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur
actually made the call and reported a possible midair collision,
the second official involved in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m., Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely
to be correct although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned as copilot and primary communicator. As they
approached the crash site, after about 4 min. of flight, debris was
still falling so they slowed to avoid being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a
tornado," the second official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after the accident.

"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at
terminal velocity and fuselage fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi.
per hour. The things falling at high speed were bodies still
strapped in their seats. That is logically inconsistent if they came
from the same explosion at the same time. On reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before
they came down. That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the particulate there was metal and paper, some of it
glowing. Through all of that, things would come racing through
-- two or three high-speed objects like sacks of potatoes. I
believed them to be bodies that had been blown upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories, Meyer and other ANG officials remain
adamant that their unit was not part of any larger, undisclosed,
multiservice operation. Operations the night of the crash were
standard training flights to maintain currency with night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern
coast. The HC-130 would drop flares, rafts and a para-rescueman
and later refuel the helicopter in a communications-out, lightsout operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer said. Nor were there indications of the operations of drone
aircraft, another theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of
the crash. "No, there would have been some kind of notice." AW&ST 3/10/97"

Hello again, Ms. Roome. Yes, that matches the scanned article in
dispute on my web site. My picture of your article has the
additional words, "Witnesses believe and explosion ripped apart
Flight 800 over Long Island, but deny involvement in a coverup," and graphics as well.
So there is a difference between the electronic version of the 10
March 1997 article in the Aviation Week website archives for
free and the electronic scanned in version of the 10 March 1997
article on my website at www.corazon.com for free. I have the
more accurate one. I have complete text and the graphics too.
I'm forsaking snail mail, 32 cents, and a week's wait for
exchange for accurate, fast, and cheap communications: email.
This reply is going to be sent email to Ms. Monica Warnock, via
Ms. Mary Frances Koerner to you. I know the links work
because that's how you received your 'significant
correspondence'. I know it's fast because Ms. Warnock and I
exchanged several emails in one day. I know its accurate because
important passages are cut and pasted exactly as stated.
The bottom of your letter takes me back in time to typewriters
and carbon paper...KDR/lah means KDR was the author, that's
you, lah is the secretary, note lower case. CC is copy to Mary
Frances Koerner.
This is what a modern email look like:
"To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Posted article on website.
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock, One minute after midnight, 1 June 1998.
Please inform Ms. Koerner and other executives as you deem
appropriate that the deed is done. The 10 March 1997 AV Week
article is back up on www.corazon.com at http://
www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
Hello hello again, Ms. Roome, 'no dice' is my reply to your
request to do abstracts and not entire articles.
Now it's my turn:
Dear Ms. Roome, the cause of an airplane crash, TWA 800, has
been discovered by me. The cause is water to bare wire shorts on
door motor to unlatch position to rupture at aft midspan latch of
forward cargo door to explosive decompression to nose off to
falling disintegration to fireball to water impact. The wiring/
cargo door cause can still happen again until fixed. To get it fixed
the manufacturer has to be persuaded and told to do it. FAA is
the agency that will tell Boeing to fix the wiring and the cargo
door. NTSB is the agency to recommend to FAA to tell Boeing to
fix the wiring/cargo door. NTSB does not believe that the streak
that was seen during the TWA 800 accident was the forward door
popping open. It was and it did.
Your most excellent reporter, Mr. Fulghum, was able to elicit
from an NTSB official that the streak may have been the forward
door popping open inflight. The NTSB official is right. Your
reporter was right to write it up. Your editors were right to
include it in the story. Your publisher was right to print it up by

the thousands. And I was right to quote it in its entirety by
publishing it on my nonprofit, credit given research oriented
website.
The legal case is infinitely more complex than at first glance. It
can set precedents. Information about aircraft is what it's all
about. I'm using yours that you went to great effort and expense
to obtain. I understand that. I also understand that in the public's
interest sometimes copying for free is justified: Fair use. Do you
think I unfairly used your 10 Mar 97 article? If so, then continue
to fight.
Can you win? No, you can't win. Give up. Write me a polite note
of apology and gracious permission to continue to post the very
accurate, very complete 10 March 1997 article by David A.
Fulghum on my 1200 page website about TWA 800. That's a
story in itself. Do a story on internet copyright and Aviation
Week. You don't have to apologize to me for calling me an
outlaw in the first email from Ms. Warnock.
What are the terms for cut and pasting from your AvWeek
website to my website? Let me quote from site:
"All use of The McGraw-Hill Companies' World Wide Web
pages is subject to the terms and conditions set forth below. Any
use of such Web pages constitutes the user's agreement to abide
by the following terms and conditions.
All information provided by The McGraw-Hill Companies and
its affiliates is owned by or licensed to The McGraw-Hill
Companies and its affiliates (the "McGraw-Hill Information").
The McGraw-Hill Companies and its licensors retain all
proprietary rights to the McGraw-Hill Information. The
McGraw-Hill Companies has the right to use all material entered

into these Web pages (other than third-party material transmitted
through private electronic mail) in any of The McGraw-Hill
Companies' print or electronic publications. Except for making
one hard copy print of limited portions of the McGraw-Hill
Information on an ad hoc basis, or downloading as expressly
authorized by The McGraw-Hill Companies, McGraw-Hill
Information may not be reproduced, transmitted or distributed
without The McGraw-Hill Companies' permission.
The McGraw-Hill Companies makes no guarantees or warranties
as to the accuracy or completeness of or results to be obtained
from accessing and using the McGraw-Hill Information. Neither
The McGraw-Hill Companies nor its affiliates shall be liable to
any user or anyone else for any inaccuracy, error or omission,
regardless of cause, in The McGraw-Hill Information or for any
damages resulting therefrom.
Users entering materials on any of these Web pages are
responsible for the content of that material. The McGraw-Hill
Companies has no responsibility for the content of any messages
or information posted by users, or for the content of information
of third-parties on the Internet, even if accessed through The
McGraw-Hill Companies' pages. However, The McGraw-Hill
Companies retains the right, which it may or may not exercise, in
its sole discretion, to review, edit or delete from the service any
third-party material which The McGraw-Hill Companies deems
to be illegal, offensive or otherwise inappropriate.
Users may through hypertext or other computer "links" gain
access to other sites on the Internet which are not part of The
McGraw-Hill Companies' Web pages. The McGraw-Hill
Companies assumes no responsibility for any material outside of
the McGraw-Hill Companies Web pages which may be accessed
through any such "link."
The user agrees to indemnify The McGraw-Hill Companies from
any damages, losses, costs or expenses which The McGraw-Hill

Companies, its affiliates, their respective employees and
authorized representatives may incur as a result of material
entered into these Web pages by the user."
What does that mean? It would take a lawyer to understand all
that. I think it means, "It's not our fault." One hard copy? Or
limited portions on an 'ad hoc' basis? I love it when you speak
Latin to me. I have not entered any material to your web site so I
guess most of the above does not apply to me.
Before McGraw-Hill got its telecommunications/publishing act
together, I used to go down to the library, find the issue, pay the
copy machine 25 cents a page, bring copies home, cut out
advertising, scan in pages of text and pictures, (text and graphics
are the same to the scanner), compress the large scanned image,
put image into page, link page to others, upload page to web
server, and check results.
I did all that because it is very, very important. It's a matter of life
and death. But I guess all the guys tell you that.
Yes, yes, yes, sexist, so what? It's funny and informal, just what
email is all about. It's a new level of communication. It has the
power of the written word but the emotion of the spoken. It has
the depth of a book but the shallowness of a newspaper.
This dispute is important because I have been following forward
cargo doors on high time Boeing 747s for nine years. I know
about them and what they do. They kill people. They have in the
past with UAL 811, they did with TWA 800, and they will again.
The cargo door is actually an innocent bystander who was caught
in the crossfire of the wiring short that told the door to open

inflight.
And AvWeek agreed to the extent of interviewing an NTSB
official who agreed to the extent of saying he was intrigued by
the possibility of the forward door popping open in flight for
TWA 800. We both want that information into the public domain
and we both did it. Yours in print in 1997 and both of us on web
in 1997.
My goal is to prevent death by preventing plane crashes by
preventing forward cargo doors from opening in flight on high
time Boeing 747s which allows explosive decompression to
occur leading to nose being torn off and total destruction.
My drive comes from being a survivor of a sudden, night, fiery,
fatal jet airplane crash.
Let AvWeek followup on the content of the article in dispute.
Please recommend to the editors to direct a reporter, Mr.
McKenna or Mr. Fulghum, to interview me or ask that the
reporter peruse my web site at www.corazon.com.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 has interest in
high places; text of letters from Congressman Farr and Senator
McCain are attached.
In summary, Ms. Roome, the disputed AvWeek article stays on
website. I contend it's fair use. I urge you to put content first and
request editors to check out wiring/cargo door explanation for
TWA 800.
Whatever you do, please don't drop the issue. All aspects are
important from website copyright infringement to NTSB

opinions about streaks and doors.
I've attached some technical stuff about red paint marks on the
carcass of TWA 800 that would be of interest to an aviation
reporter who knows about aircraft accident investigations.
I've attached an excerpt from Flying Magazine from July 1992
that shows I was onto this cargo door cause for high time 747s
four years before TWA 800.
The issues are internet and airplane crashes, both of which I am
intimately familiar with, feel strongly about, and wish to resolve
any small differences with authority.
We are on the same larger side, Ms. Roome, proper
compensation for a job well done, accurate fast cheap
transmission of information, and aviation safety. Let us continue
this most interesting dialogue, Ms. Roome.
Please pursue me, this scofflaw, this insolent fool, this sincere
guy under all the gruff. McGraw-Hill standards of publishing and
the rules thereof shall be upheld!
McGraw-Hill came to me first. I welcome your reply.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.

Attachments:
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me
know if there is anything further that I can do for you in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/96 email from Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris

Paul and he has informed me of your findings. I have since
forwarded the material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by JBS>
1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to send to engine
teardown facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine engines
at Calverton.
2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per engine is
incredibly fast to disassemble one of the most complex and
precise machines on the planet. It's not a bicycle. A forensic
powerplant teardown is likely to require several man hundred
hours per engine with several thousand hours of metallographic
back up work. Additionally many specialized tools are required
to do this. There should be many thousands of feet of tape or
pictures. Haste is evident in a one day teardown per engine in an
empty hangar with only one engine specialist present.

Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compressor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by JBS>Why was only engine 3 disassembled further?
What evidence was seen in No. 3 to warrant further
investigation? Why were not the other three engines
disassembled further? The four most important jet engines in an
airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The conclusion statement of no uncontainments is
contradicted by other exhibit which states 'stator blade' was
found in right horizontal stabilizer. The conclusion statement of
no fires in any engines is contradicted later in this same report
with raw data indicating sooting in engine number 3. The
conclusion statement of no penetrations of any engine is
contradicted by raw data in this report indicating soft body
impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples which are mainly
irrelevant in a discussion about engines and teardown results.
33% of engine report is not about engines but about favored
NTSB explanation of center tank fuel explosion as initial event.

Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Analysis by JBS>Less than half of complete fan blades in the fan
rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by
Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58%
of the fan blades were recovered so it is very possible 'stator
blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer was from engine
number three directly in front. "Almost all' of the 'impact
damage,' was explained which implies some wasn't. All had soot.
Soot means fire. Only engine number three had any sooting
inside engine. One full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body
impacts'. There is nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft
body impact means foreign object damage. FOD may mean fire.
Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one found directly
aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.
Uncontainment means engine not intact at water impact but
inflight.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal

Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number
three alone had foreign object damage in flight, had fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight. A fodded and on fire engine number
three could provide the mystery ignition source for the center
tank fire/explosion/fireball.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 34, A section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited
evidence of red paint transfer marks on the upper skin (H8); only
the remnants of the shattered logo light window remain in the
window frame.
The above details a red paint transfer mark on the right
horizontal tail surface of TWA 800 directly aft of the red painted
trim in cargo door area. This area shows missing red paint clearly
in NTSB photo displayed at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
redpaintsmearssoloprint.html>
The NTSB photographs are clear in color and detail. The TWA
800 reconstruction photograph shows abnormal green, white and
red paint on the right side forward of the wing.
Normal TWA red trim paint scheme is seen at<http://
www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html> Only above the
forward cargo door of the reconstructed fuselage of TWA 800 is
seen the abnormal red paint smears.

The sequence is thus: bare aluminum skin is cleaned, primed,
base coat of white applied, then red trim on top of white, then
decals. This sequence is basic painting for Boeing 747s and
confirmed by aviation professionals.
It is not red paint trim on primer with overspray, mask off, then
paint white base coat around the trim.
The red trim is always on top of white base coat and means that
the many, red, and large red paint smears between the passenger
windows are red paint transfer marks. The red paint marks are
not red paint exposed when white above is worn away, it is
always red on top of white, not underneath.
This is further proven by skin which has red paint missing and
thus exposing white undercoat. This is seen at URL <http://
www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html> The white is
always underneath the red. The green is always underneath the
white.
Additionally, the added red paint between the windows is next to
the missing red paint in the trim above the cargo door. Red paint
went from one area to another.
The many red and large red paint transfer marks above the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 indicate the cargo door opened
in flight. The precedent of cargo door paint transfer marks was
set by UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02, page 41.
The red paint transfer marks indicate the red door below
ruptured/opened in flight and slammed into the white paint
above, removing the red trim paint and transferring it on top of

the white paint. This is clearly seen between the passenger
windows.
The red paint evidence coupled with the outward peeled skin on
the side, and in the door area, and in the belly proves an
explosive event occurred inflight in the cargo door area.
The downward crushed main floor beams confirm the explosive
event. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study,
page 20, "Downward separation directions were noted at STA
900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and ""The initial opening of
the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected
result of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the
main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red
area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup."
The petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door pinpoints the location of the initial rupture of
the hull of TWA 800 as seen at URL <http://www.corazon.com/
petalbulge.html> The aft latch is missing, the door frame is
curved outward, and surrounding skin is shaped circular.
The analysis of red paint markings and structural deformation
indicating an outward explosion was briefly held by FAA Branch
Manager Neil Schalekamp of Northwest Region in a letter to me
on 30 Jan 1998. "The paint markings and structural deformation
that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally
accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT."
The cause of the outward cargo door explosion being the center
tank is refuted by the lack of soot on the few recovered forward

cargo door pieces and other right side fuselage pieces.
Exhibit 20A page 129. Fire and Explosion Group Factual Report.
"RF2 C-004 No sooting No sooting
RF3A-H These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
These pieces are part of the
forward main cargo door.
Some have grimy corrosion
inhibiting compound (CIC), but
there is no apparent sooting.
RF4 B-103 No sooting No sooting
RF5 A-071 No sooting No sooting
RF6A B-2004 No sooting No sooting
RF6B B-240 No sooting No sooting
RF6C B-318 No sooting No sooting
RF7 A-033 No sooting No sooting
RF8A No sooting No sooting
RF8B B-256 No sooting No sooting
RF8C B-263 No sooting No sooting
RF8D B-068 No sooting No sooting
RF8E B-268 No sooting No sooting
RF8F B-248 No sooting No sooting
RF9A C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9B C-117 No sooting No sooting
RF9C C-259 No sooting No sooting"
NTSB investigators also are intrigued by the aircraft forward
door popping open in flight, an explanation supported by red
paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and
petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch. "NTSB investigators

have suggested unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could
have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Basic NTSB generated evidence for TWA 800 in photos, text,
sooting diagrams, tables, and drawings, a NTSB produced report
AAR 92/02, and visual interpretations of NTSB photograph at
<http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html> and on
NTSB CD-ROM proves that the forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened in flight.
The evidence above proves the the cargo door was not all
latched, all locked, and all intact at water impact, as previously
believed based upon examination of only eight of the ten cargo
door latches. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report
Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
"Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
The cause of the door opening in flight is probably the same as
UAL 811, as described in AAR 92/02; chafed wiring shorting on
door unlatch motor based upon NTSB evidence for TWA 800 in
Docket Exhibit 9A page 116: "Some wires found in the section
of W480 from forward of station 570 and identified as
BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft
end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation
cracks found."

NTSB agrees that a new explanation for the destruction sequence
is possible based on new interpretations of the evidence such as
shown by the red paint smears. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Report, page 30: "It is therefore possible that
new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new information is
acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or simply a
new interpretation of current information."
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 must be
thoroughly investigated to rule in or rule out the reasonable
conclusions reached by the careful analysis of red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, petal shaped bulge
at aft midspan latch, and cracked to bare conductor wires
discovered in TWA 800 by NTSB.
The wreckage of TWA 800 is the victim at autopsy. It is the
victim saying look at me, I exploded in flight, right there at the
aft midspan latch. Just like I did before in 1989 with UAL 811
and left paint smears, outward peeled skin, aft midspan latch
rupture, sudden loud sound on the CVR and power cut to the
FDR. Don't ignore me; don't deny me; do something about me.
Facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward

peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank

34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.

6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.

Title:Are IFR pilots safer?
Subject:FLIGHT training
Source:Flying, Jul92, Vol. 119 Issue 7, p102, 3p, 1 illustration
John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a
provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the
similarities
between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United
Flight 811
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both
airplanes

involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural
damage to
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to
Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.
The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very
deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change
its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff
caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates
that an
electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated
latches to
open in flight.
Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on
the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and
other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am
flight was
at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure
and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three
engine. He
believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher
altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo
door

opened on the Pan Am flight.
It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are
working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage
caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure
could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small
and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is
incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United
cargo door
failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor.
The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door
latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives
the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands
a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have
failed
without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo
door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: June 13, 1998 1:58:56 PM PDT

To: graeme.storey@virgin.net
Cc: erlend.barclay@zetnet.co.uk, hans.marter@zetnet.co.uk,
john.waters@zetnet.co.uk
Subject: Independent Labour candidate for Shetland

Sundside, Bressay, Shetland, ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44 (0)1595 820
344.
E-mail: <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
News Release from Jonathan Wills
Independent Labour prospective candidate for Shetland in the
Scottish
Parliament elections
14/06/98 0800BST Issued via the Press Association, Glasgow
The news that the conservative loyalists currently in control of
the
Labour Party do not consider me or my party colleague James
Paton good
enough to contest the Scottish Parliament elections for the party
is not a
surprise. Many former Labour parliamentary candidates and
long-term party
supporters like us have been ditched - in my case without party
officials
even having the manners to inform me of the decision before I
learned it
from the Press Association.
I take the party‚s decision as a personal compliment. It is a relief,
because it had become clear in recent months that the party

leadership was
increasingly in conflict with the aspirations of most voters in
Shetland
and other rural areas.
While I have welcomed and praised the new Government‚s
achievements such as the moves to reduce Third World debt, the New Deal for
the young
unemployed, the extension of nursery education, the proposed
partial reform
of the Lords and, of course, the creation of the Scottish
Parliament
itself, I have found it more and more difficult to defend other
Government
actions which appeared unnecessary, reactionary, economically
inept and
even morally repugnant.
The policies on single-parent benefit, student grants and tuition
fees are
particularly objectionable. This parsimonious, moralising attitude
to the
needy and deserving is peculiarly offensive when the Prime
Minister appears
willing to spend billions on a wholly unnecessary nuclear
arsenal, on the
European Fighter Aircraft and on military contractors who are
unable to
deliver anything on time and within budget.
On purely local issues, I cannot defend the decision by my old
friend the

Chancellor of the Exchequer to renege on a promise to write off
Shetland
Islands Council‚s housing debt - which was incurred to help the
last
Labour Government‚s efforts to speed up the development of the
offshore
oil industry. Gordon Brown‚s failure to help rural areas on fuel
prices
is also inexcusable. Nor can I make excuses for Lord Sewel, our
disappointing Scottish Fisheries Minister, who appears not to
understand
the urgency of the crises facing agriculture and fishing in the
north.
In the Labour Party I joined almost 30 years ago it was possible,
indeed
normal, to have such public differences of opinion with
colleagues. It was
called the spirit of comradely debate. That spirit has been
crushed by the
apparatchiks now in control. The measures passed at this year‚s
Scottish
Party Conference, reducing conference to the annual general
meeting of a
fan club, was the final triumph of the Advertising Tendency in
the party.
I look forward to contesting the election next May as an
Independent Labour
candidate, promoting the democratic, socialist policies which
have proved
so successful in Shetland Islands Council over the past two
decades, while

the rest of the country was enduring the convulsions of
Thatcherism - a
virus which, it seems, is not yet eradicated from Downing Street.
If Labour bosses dare to parachute in a Œsuit‚ to fight the
Shetland
seat, they will be humiliated.
ENDS
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from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland,
Scotland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205. Mobile: +44 (0)831 217 042. Fax:
+44
(0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
*While you're here - visit our Shetland seabirds site at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/websites/bressaboats>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 6, 1998 5:19:06 PM PDT
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: Confrontational...

Barry-just read through all your correspondences with Av Week.
Seeing as
internet publishing is relatively new, it's hard to get a read on
"fair
use".
Dear Josh, right, everything on the net is new territory. Did you
see where the interenet got blamed for Bob Hope's death
announcement by press and TV? Well, it was AP that made error,

not internet. AP feeds everyone. I think press and TV see the net
as a competitor instead of ally.
But based on the excerpted material you included, it sounds like
you
indeed have fair use in terms of content. In terms of actually
scanning the
article, I would guess they may have a legitimate claim because
you are
actually displaying a portion of a magazine they actually charge
for,
thereby potentially denying them revenue (which in reality we
know is not
the case.)
The irony is that the law is to protect plagiarizing and ends up
encouraging it. I could have paraphrased it but the irony, again, I
wanted the authority of Aviation Week so scanned it and gave
full credit as source, like a footnote. I think it comes down to
money and since I ain't makin' none, no problem.
One observation-there seems to be a slightly confrontational
tone and informality to all your letters that could anger someone
there
enough to pick a fight with you-a fight they probably have deep
pockets to
wage.
Yeah, it's a personality flaw of mine. You are so right. It's
overreaction of rejection for years. I can't help it. Even when
being polite the anger of not being taken seriously comes
through. I am only truly polite to those that rebut me with facts,
present alternative explanation for evidence, and geneally know

what they are talking about.
With Av Week the resentment was triggered by her saying I
broke the law and she's not a judge or jury or proscecutor and
then she said no permission will be granted for reprint followed
by instructions on how to apply for permission to reprint.
"Slightly confrontational tone',,,get more flies with honey than
vinegar. I know.
This could actually get you more attention, which isn't
necessarily a
bad thing. An old saying in my business-any press is good press.
And then let the evidence speak for itself.
As email below shows it's down to red paint smears, outward
skin, and downward floor beams. Things that can be touched and
not denied. Remember the red paint smears? The cracked wires
discovered in TWA 800 cargo door area may have the cargo door
unlatch motor power wire as one of them. That is a reasonable
request to authorities, check the cracked wire names and
functions, especially since NTSB FAA all say wiring caused the
crash.
Still
trying to get some time to actually pursue producing your story
(It's not a
priority for my management right now, but a story that will get
produced!)
Probably after a repeat of wiring short, not before.

See the German reaction to national transportation tragedy? Did
not say bomb but found bad wheel quickly, grounded all trains
and slowed others. And now will fix problem. The German trains
will be up and running quickly.
It was a mechanical problem that was likely, wheel fails at high
speed.
Cargo door pops at altitude. And it has precedent and it matches
TWA 800.

Keep in touch.
Josh
You too, good luck,
Barry
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303

James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,

Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters

800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear Official Persons who feel responsibility in explaining TWA
800,
5 June 1998
There are cracked wires to the bare conductors in the cargo door
area of TWA 800 as described by NTSB Systems Exhibit 9A,
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of

station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found." Page 47 also states,
"Evidence of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage
of N93119, (TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the
wiring from the raceway below the left cabin floor and near the
forward wing spar.
That's a fact and NTSB told me so. To be prudent, determine if
the forward cargo door unlatch motor power on wire is among
those cracked to the bare wires located by NTSB in TWA 800.
NTSB did it before with UAL 811 in AAR 92/02 where a bare
chafed wire turned on the forward cargo door unlatch motor.
There is a precedent of bare wires in that area causing a fatal
accident in a high time Boeing 747. It would be prudent to rule
out that event happening again by checking the bare wires
discovered by NTSB in TWA 800 wreckage in cargo door area to
see if it is the door unlatch motor wire.
True power always wants to know if it may be wrong and
immediately take steps to confirm or rebut. True power knows
error is weakness and will immediately correct the error to
become strong again. Fake power ignores any evidence of error.
It is weak and will fail. NTSB discovers the cause and makes
recommendations to FAA. FAA orders the manufacturer to fix
the problem. The problem is old cracked wiring. I come to
elected officials, NTSB, and FAA officials because only you have
to power to persuade the manufacturer to replace defective, old,
and chafed wiring if necessary and it is necessary.
Very many, very red, and very large red paint smears exist on

TWA 800 above the forward cargo door area on top of normal
white paint in between the passenger windows. That's a fact and
NTSB showed it to me by presenting the TWA 800
reconstruction photograph in which the many, large, red paint
smears are clearly evident. <http://www.corazon.com/
TWA800hullrupture.html> A precedent has been set of paint
transfer marks in that area by UAL 811 as described in NTSB
AAR 90/01 and AAR 92/02. <http://www.corazon.com/
811page42paintondoor.html>
It would be prudent to confirm or rule out the red paint smears
indicating an open cargo door in flight or not. One way would be
to examine the cargo door hinge for overtravel impression
damage, another precedent set by UAL 811 in NTSB in AAR
92/02. <http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html>
There is outward peeled skin high up on the right side of TWA
800, also more outward shattered skin on the belly, and most of
all, there is outward peeled skin forward of the wing on the right
side, centered around the outward petal shaped bulge at the aft
midspan latch of the forward cargo door. That's a fact and I know
that because NTSB presented the photograph of TWA 800
wreckage reconstruction and described the outward peeled skin
in NTSB exhibits.
Main deck floor beams above the forward cargo hold were
broken downward in UAL 811 during the explosive
decompression. That also happened in TWA 800. An explanation
was offered by Mr. James Wildey of NTSB: Docket No. SA-516,
Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20, "The initial
opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the
expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA

1000. The red area recovery of interior components as far
forward as STA 600 would not be inconsistent with this floor
collapse and associated structural breakup."
The red paint smears and the outward peeled skin strongly
indicate the forward cargo door opened in flight, an opinion
shortly held by Mr. Fred Schalekamp of FAA:
30 Jan 1998 letter from Neil Schalekamp, FAA, to JBS: "The
paint markings and structural deformation that you cite, do
indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to be caused
by the explosion of the CWT."
That's a fact and NTSB and FAA told me so in a letter and shown
in sooting diagrams in exhibits. To not see the very red, very
many, and very large unusual paint smears, and to not see the
outward, not inward, peeled skin is to defy reality. The red
smears, downward floor beams, and the outward skin are there
and strongly indicate cargo door opened in flight based on
physics and precedent.
The forward cargo door did open in flight, but not by the
overpressure of a center tank explosion because the cargo door
pieces were unsooted, just like the forward pieces of the center
fuel tank.
What else could cause the forward cargo door to open inflight?
There is a precedent, UAL 811, as described in NTSB AAR
90/01 and AAR 92/02 in which a high time Boeing 747 suffered
a hull rupture in flight forward of the wing which left a sudden
loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR,
paint transfer marks in cargo door area, and outward peeled skin,
all caused by chafed to bare wire conductor in the cargo door

area. <http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html>
TWA 800 had a hull rupture forward of the wing which left a
sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the
FDR, paint transfer marks in cargo door area, outward peeled
skin, and chafed to bare wire conductor discovered in cargo door
area.
That is enough of a match to justify inspection of cargo door
wiring in early Boeing 747s irrespective of other corroborative
evidence of faulty Poly-X wiring discovered in Boeing airliners
under NTSB and FAA orders.
Bare shorted wires have also caused fires in forward cargo holds
of Boeing 747s before.
NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report page 44, 45, 46. "1996, burning smell in forward cargo
compartment, found damaged wiring shorted to ground, charring
found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200
freighter."
It would be prudent to inspect cargo door wiring in the forward
cargo hold of early 747s since that wiring has been shown to be
faulty in general, early Boeing airliner wiring has been shown to
be faulty in particular, UAL 811, and faulty cargo door area
wiring has shown up in the same area on a new fatal accident,
TWA 800.
A solution to the mystery of the ignition source of the fireball and
center tank fire may well be a fodded and on fire engine number

3 igniting disintegrating wing fuel tanks thousands of feet lower
and seconds later than the initial event.
TWA 800 engine number three shows foreign object damage,
fire, and uncontainment in the NTSB powerplant report and the
structures report.
Exhibit 8A, page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page 33: "5.1
Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page
34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the
upper honeycomb surface near the outboard trailing edge.
A prudent action would be to rule in or rule out the precedent of
UAL 811 applied to TWA 800. A risky action is to ignore many
large red paint smears, downward broken floor beams, and much
outward peeled skin and their clear implication of cargo door
open in flight. The red paint smears will not fade away; they will
always be many, large, and red in the photographs on the NTSB

CD-ROM. The floorbeams will always be broken in Exhibit 18A.
The outward peeled skin will always be shattered outward on the
belly, the upper fuselage, and around the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door in the photographs of TWA 800 on the NTSB
CD-ROM. Engine number three will always be sooted, blades
missing, and have soft body impacts as shown by NTSB Exhibit
8A.
A more prudent action is to ground all Boeing 747s with Poly-X
wiring for total inspections and replacement of that wiring. A
total wiring inspection casts the net wider to catch faulty wiring.
By inspecting all the wiring to include the fuel tank wiring, the
yaw damper wiring, and the known previously faulty cargo door
power wiring, all wiring can all be cleared as intact and pose no
danger of shorting on, as has happened before fatally.
I understand the difficulty and turmoil the grounding would
cause. Boeing would have much work to rewire the planes if
necessary. If not feasible, new airliners would have to be built
and the grounded ones used for parts, similar to what the Navy
has done with their Poly-X F-14 Tomcats.
Am I a traitor? Does my belief of a wiring cargo door fault for
TWA 800 and other early 747s hurt my country? Specifically, the
Northwest quadrant which has an economy derived from the
design, manufacture, and selling of 747s.
Here's my answer to myself on that one. No, I am not a traitor, I
am a patriot. Here's why.
Seattle is successful and must remain so. Seattle is successful
because nearby is built successful airplanes. Successful airplanes
are the best selling ones. The best selling ones are the most made

ones. The most made ones are the ones that make the most
money. The ones that make the most money are the ones that fly
the most. The ones that fly the most are the safest ones. The
safest airplane is the most successful airplane. Period.
So, to present an explanation for an unsafe event, the crash of
TWA 800, an early Boeing 747, is a good thing to do, even if
proven wrong later. The goal is to makes safe airplanes which
will fly the the most and be sold the most and be made the most,
thereby keeping our country's economy thriving.
My personal goal is to prevent death by preventing airplane
crashes by preventing hull ruptures in flight on early 747s by
preventing cracked bare wires shorting on the door unlatch motor
thereby allowing the aft midspan latch to rupture and allow the
middle of the forward cargo door to burst open causing a large
explosive decompression which allows the 300 knot slipstream
to tear nose off. This inner goal was determined by the selfless
action of my pilot who saved my life in a sudden night fiery fatal
jet plane crash years ago and which I have never forgotten.
It is the duty of aviation professionals to strive to explain TWA
800. And yet, this loyal citizen is rebuffed when presenting to
NTSB NTSB derived evidence of a supplemental explanation to
TWA 800. Why is that?
If I can't have a real conversation with NTSB or FAA officials
regarding TWA 800, here is an imaginary one that sums up the
past two years.
JBS: "Hello, NTSB, I'm answering your plea for public
assistance regarding the cause of TWA 800."

NTSB: "What do you want?"
"I believe the initial event is moisture meeting chafed to bare
wire and shorting on cargo door motor to unlatch position
causing rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door in
flight leading to thirty by forty foot hole of explosive
decompression which allows 300 knot slipstream to tear nose off
which leads to disintegrating aft fuselage, wings, and tail which
ignite into fireball when fiery fodded engine number three meets
vaporizing fuel thousands of feet lower and seconds later."
"No."
"There are many similarities to an event that happened before,
UAL 811, and TWA 800."
"You're crazy. Who are you?"
"Commercial licensed pilot, instrument rated, 1000 PIC hours,
Navy jet navigator, aircraft owner, FAA Part 135 certificate
holder, avionics technician, and survivor of sudden night fiery
fatal jet airplane crash talking about a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash."
"Go away."
"The evidence of red paint smears, outward peeled skin, and
petal bulge at aft midspan latch support conclusion forward cargo
door opened in flight, just like UAL 811."
"I'm ignoring you and will not respond to further comments."
"You are safety aviation officials who say you turn over every

stone, who check out every explanation, who really want to
know what happened to TWA 800, regardless of cause. Listen to
me; talk to me."
"You are a wacky guy on the internet, you are bothering the real
investigators and getting in the way, you have been told over and
over again in great detail that you are wrong and we are right,
you don't have your basic facts straight about the door, you
should check with us before you say your nonsense to others, and
you are a flake and we don't like you."
"Maybe, but so what? The messenger's style is independent of
the truth of his content. Moisture and shorted wiring caused the
crash of TWA 800. Why do you not ask questions to me, as real
investigators do, as I ask you?"
"We don't ask questions of citizens that we don't already know
the answers to, we just make statements such as this: No, your're
wrong, you're crazy, go away, we will not respond, goodbye, and
thank you your for your interest in aviation safety."
Below is real:
10 March 1998 letter of John B. Drake of NTSB to JBS :
"We consider our correspondence on this subject to be complete.
Should you continue to reiterate your position on this issue in
future correspondence, you should expect no further response
from the Safety Board."
30 Jan 1998 letter of Neil Schalekamp of FAA to JBS :
"Please note that this office will no longer be responding to your
further inquiries about these same concerns, including your
February 6 and February 9 letters that I just received."

17 March 1998 letter of Jim Hall of NTSB to JBS :
"We do not believe a meeting is necessary to further discuss this
issue."
Summarized conversation between me and ordinary citizens who
visit my web site:
Visitor: "What does NTSB and FAA say when you tell them
about wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800?"
JBS: "They write that all cargo doors were all latched, all locked,
and all intact at water impact, they have told me that over and
over again and they will not respond to any further inquiries from
me."
"What do they say about the red paint smears?"
"They pretend they don't exist except one FAA official who did
but changed his mind and now pretends they don't exist."
"What do they say about the outward peeled skin?"
"They say it was caused by inward water impact."
"What do they say about the petal outward bulge at aft midspan
latch of forward cargo door?"
"They pretend it does not exist except one FAA official who did
but changed his mind and now pretends it doesn't exist."
"What do they say about the missing manual locking handle, the
two overpressure relief doors, the viewing ports, the torque
tubes, the two pull-in hooks, the midspan latches, and the other

eighty percent of forward cargo door skin?"
"They say they are unimportant."
"What do they say about the Orange Zone pieces, the possible
mixup in cargo door sills, the unsooted pieces of center fuel tank,
the thirty by forty foot shattered skin zone forward of the wing
on the right side, the chafed to bare wire discovery in cargo door
area, and the many significant matches to UAL 811?"
"Nothing. They say nothing. Well, actually they told me to go
away, and stay away."
"Have you gone to your congressman?"
"Yes, Sam Farr, and he has asked many time to NTSB and FAA
for information."
"What happened?"
"They wrote to him that the door was all latched, all locked, all
intact at water impact, they have told me that many times, and
thanked him for his interest in aviation safety."
"Did you contact any other elected politician?"
"Yes, Senator John McCain, jet plane crash survivor and
Chairman of the Committed that oversees NTSB."
"What happened?"
"He reviewed my data and submitted it to his committee for
review. He asked me to wait until the hearings. He asked the

NTSB to meet with me to related my concerns about the forward
cargo door of TWA 800."
"What happened?"
"The Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation still
has the matter under review, I waited until the hearings, I went to
the hearings. The suggested meeting by Senator McCain between
NTSB officials and me was refused by Chairman Hall of NTSB
saying there was sufficient evidence to rule out the cargo door
opening in flight, he has told me that many times in great detail
and a meeting was not necessary."
"Have you tried the press?"
"Yes, I've had several radio and TV interviews. Some get airplay
and some don't."
"Have you tried Boeing?"
"Yes, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas both contacted before the
merger. The two safety officers were polite and referred me to
NTSB. Boeing engineers referred me to the Public Relations
office of Boeing. The Boeing Public Relations office referred me
to the NTSB. NTSB told me to go away."
"Have you tried the internet?"
Yes, I have a 1200 page, 100 meg website which has been online
since July, 1996 and visited about 70000 times, according to
page counters."
"What are you doing now?"

"I'm continuing to write to appropriate officials presenting the
evidence and trusting it will speak for itself. It's not going to go
away."
"Have you tried calling them?"
"No, my wife and daughter were approached in my home by two
armed federal agents within twenty four hours of me posting an
email to Senator McCain about Air Force One crashing. Calling
on the telephone out of the blue would be much too aggressive.
Prior to the Secret Service interrogation, phone calls usually
ended up with the official shouting and hanging up. So now I
continue to write non-threatening, polite, full of facts letters and
emails."
"Are you saying government public safety aviation officials in
writing refuse to adequately respond to your request for a
meeting to discuss facts, evidence, documents, photos, which
clearly indicate a forward cargo door opening in flight on TWA
800?"
"Yes."
"They will not call you, write to you, or respond to polite letters
with sources listed?"
"Nope."
"Are these the same guys that say safety is priority number one,
they will turn over every stone, never give up to get a full
explanation, and respond to every public inquiry?"

"Yup."
"Who are you? A wacky guy on the 'net?"
"Maybe, although I use government AARs for sources, and I'm
also a survivor of a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash, a
commercial licensed pilot, instrument rated, FAA Part 135
certificate holder, light aircraft owner, jet carrier navigator,
avionics technician including radar operator, and a retired
military officer in a converted garage with a computer and a
phone line."
"And you've tried for almost two years to meet face to face with
the public officials involved with TWA 800?"
"Yes."
What happened?
"Nothing yet. But I'm still trying. It's only been two years for
TWA 800. The investigation is open and active. The evidence is
not changing or going away."
And I am still trying:
Real facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch

6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch

and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.

3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.
I may not be alone: "NTSB investigators have suggested
unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have been light
reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from
the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Regarding the Aviation Week and Space Technology article
quoted above, the following is supplied: <http://
www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>

Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Dear Ms. Monica Warnock,

21 May 1998

You wrote to me:> You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
I replied>Consider it done. And not because you threatened me,
but because you may be right."
Ms. Warnock, I now believe you to be wrong.
I'm putting the 10 March 97 Aviation Week and Space
Technology article in dispute back up on my web site at
www.corazon.com at one minute after midnight on 1 June 1998.
Here's why: The content is everything and the content of the
article is very, very important. I agree with the content. AvWeek
agrees with content. The public officials quoted in your article
agree with the content. The content quotes a public NTSB
official who says that the cause of TWA 800 may have been
forward door popping open. It also said the streak seen before
TWA 800 crash may have been reflection off the skin of aircraft.
I agree with that. It is very important. Let us call it the door pop
streak article.
Ms. Warnock, you have done your job well by searching the web
for Avweek articles. You found one. You then followed orders
and directed it be removed. It was removed. The problem is now

above your level of authority. So I direct my comments to your
boss: Mary Francis Koerner, the
Manager of Bureaus.
Will you please see that this letter goes to her?
Dear Ms. Koerner, I am told several things:
1. Get the door pop streak article off my web site.
2. I should ask permission to put AvWeek articles on web site.
3. Permission will be denied.
I asked permission. It was denied. You were right.
You have done all you can do. The problem is now above your
level of authority. I assume you would refer me to 'The Lawyers.'
I direct my statements to the lawyers.
Will you please see that this letter goes to them?
Dear AvWeek lawyers:
Ah, copyright, don't you love it?
My name is John Barry Smith. I have a 1200 page, 100 meg
website at www.corazon.com mainly devoted to high time
Boeing 747 accidents in which the hull ruptures in flight forward
of the wing. It contains mostly government scanned in aviation
accident reports, AARs, and occasionally copyrighted material
from media, such as yours.
Please note, let us stipulate:
1. My site is non profit. I have not made a penny on anything
related to that website. In fact, much of my money has gone out,

nothing has come in, a problem as my wife will attest.
2. It is research oriented with airplane crash related comments,
investigations, reports, pictures, and text.
3. I give full and clear credit to the sources I quote. AvWeek was
clearly stated as the author of the door pop streak 10 Mar 97
article in question. In fact, that is very important, that's why I
quote clearly and give credit to Aviation Week by scanning in the
entire article instead of paraphrasing, which would be quicker to
download but not have the authority of the best aviation
magazine on the planet, Aviation Week and Space Technology.
And I omitted the advertising on the pages, too.
Now for argument:
1. I stole nothing from you.
2. It's fair use.
3. I can publish that article without your permission if certain
conditions are met, and are: Non profit, small parts used, and
credit given.
"Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they
approve or not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least
clear cut, limits to copyright. The basic problem is that words
like "fair" or "reasonable" cannot be defined with the precision
non-lawyers (or many law students) would like. Until 20 years
ago, fair use did not appear in U.S. legislation, but it now
occupies about half of the copyright statute. In the U.S., partial or
limited reproduction of another's work may be permitted under
this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to

uses that advance public interests such as education or
scholarship. On the other hand, it is unlikely to be available if
one fails to credit the original artist or author. It is not apt to be
available to those who profit or interfere with original artists' or
authors' ability to derive income from their works."
" 1998 Franklin Pierce Law Center. All rights reserved." (I hope
I have fair use to quote the above.)
I believe I advance the public interest in aviation safety, I credit
the original speaker, the reporter, and the magazine, and I do not
profit from it. I have fair use.
Conclusion: It will take a Judge to order me to remove the 10
March 97 AvWeek article from my website after it is put back up
on 1 June 1998 or to permit me to continue to post it.
So, Lawyers, the problem is above your level of authority. I turn
my attention to the Managing Editor:
Will you please see that this letter goes to him?
Dear Managing Editor,
What's the beef? You and your reporter, David Fulghum, have
done a fine piece of work. You have pinpointed the cause of a
mystery crash now under current investigation, TWA 800. It was
the door popping open in flight. The NTSB official you quoted
was correct. The streak was the skin spinning away reflecting
evening red orange sunlight to observers below. The official was
correct and he was quoted correctly by your aviation reporter.
The implications of the truth you printed are profound. The cause
now leads to chafed wiring shorting on cargo door unlatch motor
and allowing rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door

which opened in flight. Exactly as has happened before with
UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02. The 300 knot
slipstream tore the nose off TWA 800 because the explosive
decompression shatter zone was much bigger on TWA 800 than
on UAL 811, as shown by NTSB reconstruction photo of TWA
800 wreckage.
I encourage you to do a follow up story on the wiring/cargo door
explanation as described on the website in question,
www.corazon.com. Mr. Fulghum and Mr. McKenna are familiar
with the details of TWA 800 and wiring cargo door explanation.
Attached:
1. Correspondence between AvWeek Ms. Warnock and me.
2. Three .jpgs of the images published on website of 10 March
door pop streak article.
3. Recent email to Government officials regarding this matter.
Please note accurate numbers and sources given.
So, I must publish your copyrighted material, the 10 March 97
article on my website at URL http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html on June 1, 1998.
I'm at email barry@corazon.com or 408 659 3552 or 551
Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924.
I encourage discussion regarding this matter. It's a hot story even
though almost two years old. Wiring is the main culprit, not the
door, not the center tank. NSTB is in the right church but the
wrong pew. Wiring is the problem and it's in places other than the

fuel tank tubes. It's in the cargo door unlatching motor circuits.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 10:24:37 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Aviation Week
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright
law which
states that permission must be granted before our material is
used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove
these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material
from your

website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Dear Madam, 14 May 1998
A thousand pardons. I immediately request permission to reprint

Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA
Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my website,
www.corazon.com. (Corazon is my wife's name.)
The reason I scanned in exact image instead of paraphrasing text
was to be precise and show source, very important for a research
paper.
Should my request be denied, I shall of course, immediately
comply with your request and remove the article from my web
site.
AWST is a fine magazine and one which I have read diligently
for over thirty years. I have watched AWST's web site mature as
time goes on. http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm is on my
bookmarks list and I check it first thing every morning. I'm in
your database of subscribers. Keep up the good work!
Regarding this life and death matter of a sudden night fiery fatal
jet plane crash about which I have published a 1200 page website
presenting my shorted wiring opening forward cargo door in
flight explanation to the general public in a non profit effort:
1. You surely understand I can not alter my website just on an
unsolicited email out of the blue from:
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
The absence of title indicates your request may be personal in

nature and not official. Please confirm your official title which
corresponds to your request that I delete an article from AWST
from my site. You may be spoofing me and my asking for
credentials is prudent and an established protocol.
2. Your response indicates an interest in the subject of TWA 800.
Could you refer a reporter to me so I can present my wiring/
cargo door explanation to him/her? I would appreciate the
opinion of an aviation professional regarding my nine years of
amateur research into hull ruptures of hour high time Boeing
747s. Your reporter, David Fuhlgum, in the referenced article,
was able to elicit important material from NTSB officials
regarding TWA 800; the forward door may have popped open in
flight, and the streak may have been pieces of the aircraft
reflecting evening sun. I am able to amplify those observations
by an anonymous NTSB 'second official' using NTSB
documents and photographs. It's a good story and one worthy of
AWST's interest. FAA, NSTB, and Boeing are all saying wiring
in older Boeing airliners is fraying and shorting causing
problems, and so am I, long before the officials came to the
realization.
3. >or we will consider legal action.
Why, O why did you threaten me? Your first contact, out of the
blue, and it contains a threat of 'legal action'. What does that
mean? I don't think it means a good thing. It just sets a wrong
tone. Is politeness gone from even presentations about a plane
crash?
4. >Your website is in violation of this law.
Whoa! You are calling me a criminal? Just like that? I'm breaking

the law? I'm a lawbreaker? This is very disturbing. Maybe that's
the way AWST works with the big boys who only respond to
threats, not to polite requests with explanation attached. I'm not a
big boy. I'm a retired military officer working out of a converted
garage in California. I don't like anybody telling me I'm breaking
the law unless it's a policeman, judge, or jury. And I still don't
like it, but I obey. I really can't tell my friends that I changed my
cherished web site because of a strange unauthenticated email
from some babe named Monica at McGraw-Hill, now can I? I
mean, am I a man or a mouse?
See, a threat always turns a pleasant conversation into stressful
one. Squeek, squeek.
To review:
1. I respectfully request permission to display scanned in
images of Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG
Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my personal
website, www.corazon.com.
2. Please to show credentials, madam.
4. Refer reporter to me regarding a subject that you feel strongly
enough to want to affect with correspondence, TWA 800.
5. Keep up the good work covering aviation subjects around the
world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 13:48:41 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She
is the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.

My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is
the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to
present the AWST article on my web site. I shall search through
it and delete it. Do I need permission to post your email in its
place to explain why the article was deleted? I should explain
why the article was removed to squelch any conspiracy coverup
nonsense that pervades this TWA 800 investigation.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
So sad.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as

you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMOTV, Channel 4, ABC, in Seattle Washington and the arrive within
the hour. I'm preparing for it so am unable now to find page,
delete, change links, upload it to server right now. But how long
to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that
quoting AWST in a non profit website about aviation safety helps
AWST, but what do I know.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred
me, is that OK?

I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and
then send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have
cleansed the dirty deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 14:47:54 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy
right nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine

with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Done
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock,
You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Consider it done. And not because you threatened me, but
because you may be right.
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
is the URL which now has deleted article. Completed 6:57PM 14
May 97, nine hours after your request. The TV interview went
swimmingly. In fact, the interviewer from KOMO TV ABC
Seattle, asked that I send him an email of the article in question.

He was interested to hear about your request.
I just want you to know that you have made an old man very
very sad. I shall have to research the web, as is my wont, to find
out for sure if the copyright laws exist to keep non profit
websites from fairly using one article of a magazine to support an
aviation safety hypothesis. I make no money from this site, on
the contrary, it costs me money to keep it up. The site is 1200
pages deep with on one page assigned to article. The goal of the
website is aviation safety, a common goal with Aviation Week.
The officials quoted on the article are public officials whose
comments are public.
It seems to me that permission should not be necessary for me to
put your article on my website as long as I give credit to the
author and make no money from it.
It seems to me that when permission was requested to put the
article on my website, permission should have been granted.
You said 'protect your magazine,' as motive for requesting I
delete the article. Protection from whom? Me? Aviation Week
needs protection from me? I am a retired guy working out of a
converted garage with a computer and a modem. You have
nothing to fear from me, we are on the same side, aviation safety.
Regardless, the excellent article by David Fulghum in the March
10, 1997 issue has been deleted at your request. Should it
become apparent that I do have the fair right to use your article
under conditions which I fulfill, then, pop! up it goes again. I
shall let you know in advance so you may attempt to dissuade me
if you wish. It just seems that a guy ought to be able to pull out
old magazine articles to quote from when he's trying to persuade

visitors of an aviation safety point. In case I'm wrong, and I'm
never wrong, I have erred on the side of safety and complied
with your request.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right
nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of
TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what they saw
immediately
before destruction of the Boeing 747-131 jetliner.

One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the
east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart,
propelling some of its passengers high enough that they did not
hit the
water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th
Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag order
preventing him from
giving interviews about the 1996 disaster off Long Island, N.Y.
The copilot,
Capt. Christian Baur, remains under FBI restrictions not to speak
about the
accident. But two officials familiar with his testimony told
Aviation Week &
Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to
speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news media
(AW&ST July
29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose Aviation Week as the first
news
organization to hear a detailed account of his recollections and
his
testimony to federal investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating

north of the
crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long Island about
12 mi. north
of the TWA crash site. Baur, the copilot, was at the controls
practicing
instrument approaches. The crew was awaiting darkness so they
could begin
training with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light
appeared from the opposite direction of the flight of TWA 800
(which was
flying from west to east after takeoff from Kennedy Airport), a
possible
indication of an intercepting missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident
occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right (west) to my
left
(east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who have
heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left side of the cockpit,
saw a
streak moving from left to right toward the approaching TWA
aircraft before
the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like

burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told investigators
from the
National Transportation Safety Board, FBI and a Federal antiterrorist task
force. "I was trying to figure out what it was. It was the wrong
color for
flares. It struck an object coming from the right and made it
explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly
between two light aircraft that tow banners along the beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time
of day, and that's what they assumed," the second official said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots
saw could have been light reflections from the skin of the
aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open,
a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits
that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight. Moreover, Meyer
adds,
"Whatever Chris saw on the left side I didn't see because he
blocked my
view." Baur disputes this, saying that the explosions and crash

were
virtually dead ahead of the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down
Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski International Airport at
Westhampton
Beach, N.Y. It had started a climbing left turn to the south when
the
accident occurred. The Sun had not yet set and the sky was still
bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight
and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said.
"Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a number of
years in
Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of them at me. But,
that was
25-year-old missile technology, which left smoke trails. I
understand today
that they are made with smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave
trails. What I
saw was a streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending
arc. He points out that he never saw the actual airframe of the
TWA 747
within the streak or subsequent explosions or smoke trails. It was

virtually
identical to the trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve.
But unlike
a meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer
describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowish-white explosion that
looked
identical to the detonation of an antiaircraft shell. He did not
suggest an
antiaircraft weapon was fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said. "One
to two seconds later, there was a second, hard explosion almost
pure white in
color. The position of that explosion appeared to be slightly
below and
behind where one would have anticipated the streak of light to
have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third
explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if there was an
explosion and
fireball or if the third explosion turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a
tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball four times

the
diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left
(east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions created a
"huge
waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first official said.
"The column
of flame was being whipped around violently. First it was
tumbling, and
then it refined itself into a spiral. The explosions were all before
the
cascade of flame began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG
operations that night were to have included flares dropped by a
HC-130
transport aircraft. The crew then called the Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like
clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur actually
made the
call and reported a possible midair collision, the second official
involved
in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m.,
Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely to be
correct

although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned
as copilot and primary communicator. As they approached the
crash site, after
about 4 min. of flight, debris was still falling so they slowed to
avoid
being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft
body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a tornado,"
the second
official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after
the accident.
"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I
saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at terminal velocity
and fuselage
fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi. per hour. The things falling at
high speed
were bodies still strapped in their seats. That is logically
inconsistent
if they came from the same explosion at the same time. On
reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before
they came down.
That indicates a violent explosion."

On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the
particulate there was metal and paper, some of it glowing.
Through all of
that, things would come racing through -- two or three highspeed objects
like sacks of potatoes. I believed them to be bodies that had been
blown upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the
passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories,
Meyer and other ANG officials remain adamant that their unit
was not part of
any larger, undisclosed, multiservice operation. Operations the
night of the
crash were standard training flights to maintain currency with
night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend
more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern coast. The HC-130
would drop
flares, rafts and a para-rescueman and later refuel the helicopter
in a

communications-out, lights-out operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer said.
Nor were there indications of the operations of drone aircraft,
another
theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of the crash. "No,
there would
have been some kind of notice."
AW&ST 3/10/97
Until the streak is adequately explained, the missile explanation
will always be possible. I say missile explanation will always be
could be, but wasn't. The evidence refutes every missile
explanation suggested event. Likewise for meteor and bomb
explanations, they will always be could have been, but weren't.
The center tank did catch fire and there was a fireball, so center
tank explanation will always be could have been and was, the
only issue is when.
The wiring/ cargo door explanation explains the streak, refutes
the bomb and meteor, and supplements the center tank
explanation.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is the more
correct, more complete explanation.
I urge that Boeing 747s with Poly-X wiring be grounded until
wiring is checked in cargo door areas known to have been faulty
in the past.

I again request to meet with NTSB officials to present my wiring/
cargo door explanation.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.
From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: June 6, 1998 5:08:00 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Web intrigue Aviation Week McGraw-Hi

Barry-just read through all your correspondences with Av Week.
Seeing as
internet publishing is relatively new, it's hard to get a read on
"fair
use". But based on the excerpted material you included, it
sounds like you
indeed have fair use in terms of content. In terms of actually

scanning the
article, I would guess they may have a legitimate claim because
you are
actually displaying a portion of a magazine they actually charge
for,
thereby potentially denying them revenue (which in reality we
know is not
the case.) One observation-there seems to be a slightly
confrontational
tone and informality to all your letters that could anger someone
there
enough to pick a fight with you-a fight they probably have deep
pockets to
wage. This could actually get you more attention, which isn't
necessarily a
bad thing. An old saying in my business-any press is good press.
Still
trying to get some time to actually pursue producing your story
(It's not a
priority for my management right now, but a story that will get
produced!)
Keep in touch.
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith
To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: Web intrigue Aviation Week McGraw-Hill
http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html
Date: Monday, June 01, 1998 9:46PM

http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html

Dear Josh,
battle joined with Aviation Week McGraw-Hill lawyers over
article about
NTSB saying cargo door may have popped open in flight and
caused streak.
Total details on the above URL. Your opinion would be
appreciated about the
copyright aspect.
http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html gives all
government responses
from Senator McCain to Chairman Hall to technicians from the
FAA and NTSB.
That idea came from you asking me for copies of letters from
them.
The McGraw-Hill Aviation Week thing could be quite political,
it's web
intrigue at its best.
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 5, 1998 11:41:17 PM PDT
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: Cracked wires found in TWA 800 cargo door area

Dear Lou,
Still fighting for wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800.

I sent this part to you on Dec 18th, 1996:
'Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.'
Note UAL 811 was caused by the same frayed wiring, Poly-X,
that was on TWA 800 and found in same area, the cargo
doorarea, as shown by NTSB exhibits.
There are cracked wires to the bare conductors in the cargo door
area of TWA 800 as described by NTSB Systems Exhibit 9A,
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only

within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found." Page 47 also states,
"Evidence of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage
of N93119, (TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the
wiring from the raceway below the left cabin floor and near the
forward wing spar.
The below letter details my fight with Aviaton Week and the
cracked wires in TWA 800 that means the wiring check should be
expanded to those wires that have already killed nine.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board

490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear Official Persons who feel responsibility in explaining TWA
800,
5 June 1998
There are cracked wires to the bare conductors in the cargo door
area of TWA 800 as described by NTSB Systems Exhibit 9A,
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station

570-900 were insulation cracks found." Page 47 also states,
"Evidence of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage
of N93119, (TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the
wiring from the raceway below the left cabin floor and near the
forward wing spar.
That's a fact and NTSB told me so. To be prudent, determine if
the forward cargo door unlatch motor power on wire is among
those cracked to the bare wires located by NTSB in TWA 800.
NTSB did it before with UAL 811 in AAR 92/02 where a bare
chafed wire turned on the forward cargo door unlatch motor.
There is a precedent of bare wires in that area causing a fatal
accident in a high time Boeing 747. It would be prudent to rule
out that event happening again by checking the bare wires
discovered by NTSB in TWA 800 wreckage in cargo door area to
see if it is the door unlatch motor wire.
True power always wants to know if it may be wrong and
immediately take steps to confirm or rebut. True power knows
error is weakness and will immediately correct the error to
become strong again. Fake power ignores any evidence of error.
It is weak and will fail. NTSB discovers the cause and makes
recommendations to FAA. FAA orders the manufacturer to fix
the problem. The problem is old cracked wiring. I come to
elected officials, NTSB, and FAA officials because only you have
to power to persuade the manufacturer to replace defective, old,
and chafed wiring if necessary and it is necessary.
Very many, very red, and very large red paint smears exist on
TWA 800 above the forward cargo door area on top of normal
white paint in between the passenger windows. That's a fact and
NTSB showed it to me by presenting the TWA 800
reconstruction photograph in which the many, large, red paint

smears are clearly evident. <http://www.corazon.com/
TWA800hullrupture.html> A precedent has been set of paint
transfer marks in that area by UAL 811 as described in NTSB
AAR 90/01 and AAR 92/02. <http://www.corazon.com/
811page42paintondoor.html>
It would be prudent to confirm or rule out the red paint smears
indicating an open cargo door in flight or not. One way would be
to examine the cargo door hinge for overtravel impression
damage, another precedent set by UAL 811 in NTSB in AAR
92/02. <http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html>
There is outward peeled skin high up on the right side of TWA
800, also more outward shattered skin on the belly, and most of
all, there is outward peeled skin forward of the wing on the right
side, centered around the outward petal shaped bulge at the aft
midspan latch of the forward cargo door. That's a fact and I know
that because NTSB presented the photograph of TWA 800
wreckage reconstruction and described the outward peeled skin
in NTSB exhibits.
Main deck floor beams above the forward cargo hold were
broken downward in UAL 811 during the explosive
decompression. That also happened in TWA 800. An explanation
was offered by Mr. James Wildey of NTSB: Docket No. SA-516,
Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20, "The initial
opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the
expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA
1000. The red area recovery of interior components as far
forward as STA 600 would not be inconsistent with this floor
collapse and associated structural breakup."

The red paint smears and the outward peeled skin strongly
indicate the forward cargo door opened in flight, an opinion
shortly held by Mr. Fred Schalekamp of FAA:
30 Jan 1998 letter from Neil Schalekamp, FAA, to JBS: "The
paint markings and structural deformation that you cite, do
indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to be caused
by the explosion of the CWT."
That's a fact and NTSB and FAA told me so in a letter and shown
in sooting diagrams in exhibits. To not see the very red, very
many, and very large unusual paint smears, and to not see the
outward, not inward, peeled skin is to defy reality. The red
smears, downward floor beams, and the outward skin are there
and strongly indicate cargo door opened in flight based on
physics and precedent.
The forward cargo door did open in flight, but not by the
overpressure of a center tank explosion because the cargo door
pieces were unsooted, just like the forward pieces of the center
fuel tank.
What else could cause the forward cargo door to open inflight?
There is a precedent, UAL 811, as described in NTSB AAR
90/01 and AAR 92/02 in which a high time Boeing 747 suffered
a hull rupture in flight forward of the wing which left a sudden
loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR,
paint transfer marks in cargo door area, and outward peeled skin,
all caused by chafed to bare wire conductor in the cargo door
area. <http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html>
TWA 800 had a hull rupture forward of the wing which left a
sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the

FDR, paint transfer marks in cargo door area, outward peeled
skin, and chafed to bare wire conductor discovered in cargo door
area.
That is enough of a match to justify inspection of cargo door
wiring in early Boeing 747s irrespective of other corroborative
evidence of faulty Poly-X wiring discovered in Boeing airliners
under NTSB and FAA orders.
Bare shorted wires have also caused fires in forward cargo holds
of Boeing 747s before.
NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report page 44, 45, 46. "1996, burning smell in forward cargo
compartment, found damaged wiring shorted to ground, charring
found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200
freighter."
It would be prudent to inspect cargo door wiring in the forward
cargo hold of early 747s since that wiring has been shown to be
faulty in general, early Boeing airliner wiring has been shown to
be faulty in particular, UAL 811, and faulty cargo door area
wiring has shown up in the same area on a new fatal accident,
TWA 800.
A solution to the mystery of the ignition source of the fireball and
center tank fire may well be a fodded and on fire engine number
3 igniting disintegrating wing fuel tanks thousands of feet lower
and seconds later than the initial event.
TWA 800 engine number three shows foreign object damage,

fire, and uncontainment in the NTSB powerplant report and the
structures report.
Exhibit 8A, page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud
on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page 33: "5.1
Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page
34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the
upper honeycomb surface near the outboard trailing edge.
A prudent action would be to rule in or rule out the precedent of
UAL 811 applied to TWA 800. A risky action is to ignore many
large red paint smears, downward broken floor beams, and much
outward peeled skin and their clear implication of cargo door
open in flight. The red paint smears will not fade away; they will
always be many, large, and red in the photographs on the NTSB
CD-ROM. The floorbeams will always be broken in Exhibit 18A.
The outward peeled skin will always be shattered outward on the
belly, the upper fuselage, and around the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door in the photographs of TWA 800 on the NTSB

CD-ROM. Engine number three will always be sooted, blades
missing, and have soft body impacts as shown by NTSB Exhibit
8A.
A more prudent action is to ground all Boeing 747s with Poly-X
wiring for total inspections and replacement of that wiring. A
total wiring inspection casts the net wider to catch faulty wiring.
By inspecting all the wiring to include the fuel tank wiring, the
yaw damper wiring, and the known previously faulty cargo door
power wiring, all wiring can all be cleared as intact and pose no
danger of shorting on, as has happened before fatally.
I understand the difficulty and turmoil the grounding would
cause. Boeing would have much work to rewire the planes if
necessary. If not feasible, new airliners would have to be built
and the grounded ones used for parts, similar to what the Navy
has done with their Poly-X F-14 Tomcats.
Am I a traitor? Does my belief of a wiring cargo door fault for
TWA 800 and other early 747s hurt my country? Specifically, the
Northwest quadrant which has an economy derived from the
design, manufacture, and selling of 747s.
Here's my answer to myself on that one. No, I am not a traitor, I
am a patriot. Here's why.
Seattle is successful and must remain so. Seattle is successful
because nearby is built successful airplanes. Successful airplanes
are the best selling ones. The best selling ones are the most made
ones. The most made ones are the ones that make the most
money. The ones that make the most money are the ones that fly
the most. The ones that fly the most are the safest ones. The
safest airplane is the most successful airplane. Period.

So, to present an explanation for an unsafe event, the crash of
TWA 800, an early Boeing 747, is a good thing to do, even if
proven wrong later. The goal is to makes safe airplanes which
will fly the the most and be sold the most and be made the most,
thereby keeping our country's economy thriving.
My personal goal is to prevent death by preventing airplane
crashes by preventing hull ruptures in flight on early 747s by
preventing cracked bare wires shorting on the door unlatch motor
thereby allowing the aft midspan latch to rupture and allow the
middle of the forward cargo door to burst open causing a large
explosive decompression which allows the 300 knot slipstream
to tear nose off. This inner goal was determined by the selfless
action of my pilot who saved my life in a sudden night fiery fatal
jet plane crash years ago and which I have never forgotten.
It is the duty of aviation professionals to strive to explain TWA
800. And yet, this loyal citizen is rebuffed when presenting to
NTSB NTSB derived evidence of a supplemental explanation to
TWA 800. Why is that?
If I can't have a real conversation with NTSB or FAA officials
regarding TWA 800, here is an imaginary one that sums up the
past two years.
JBS: "Hello, NTSB, I'm answering your plea for public
assistance regarding the cause of TWA 800."
NTSB: "What do you want?"
"I believe the initial event is moisture meeting chafed to bare
wire and shorting on cargo door motor to unlatch position

causing rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door in
flight leading to thirty by forty foot hole of explosive
decompression which allows 300 knot slipstream to tear nose off
which leads to disintegrating aft fuselage, wings, and tail which
ignite into fireball when fiery fodded engine number three meets
vaporizing fuel thousands of feet lower and seconds later."
"No."
"There are many similarities to an event that happened before,
UAL 811, and TWA 800."
"You're crazy. Who are you?"
"Commercial licensed pilot, instrument rated, 1000 PIC hours,
Navy jet navigator, aircraft owner, FAA Part 135 certificate
holder, avionics technician, and survivor of sudden night fiery
fatal jet airplane crash talking about a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash."
"Go away."
"The evidence of red paint smears, outward peeled skin, and
petal bulge at aft midspan latch support conclusion forward cargo
door opened in flight, just like UAL 811."
"I'm ignoring you and will not respond to further comments."
"You are safety aviation officials who say you turn over every
stone, who check out every explanation, who really want to
know what happened to TWA 800, regardless of cause. Listen to
me; talk to me."

"You are a wacky guy on the internet, you are bothering the real
investigators and getting in the way, you have been told over and
over again in great detail that you are wrong and we are right,
you don't have your basic facts straight about the door, you
should check with us before you say your nonsense to others, and
you are a flake and we don't like you."
"Maybe, but so what? The messenger's style is independent of
the truth of his content. Moisture and shorted wiring caused the
crash of TWA 800. Why do you not ask questions to me, as real
investigators do, as I ask you?"
"We don't ask questions of citizens that we don't already know
the answers to, we just make statements such as this: No, your're
wrong, you're crazy, go away, we will not respond, goodbye, and
thank you your for your interest in aviation safety."
Below is real:
10 March 1998 letter of John B. Drake of NTSB to JBS :
"We consider our correspondence on this subject to be complete.
Should you continue to reiterate your position on this issue in
future correspondence, you should expect no further response
from the Safety Board."
30 Jan 1998 letter of Neil Schalekamp of FAA to JBS :
"Please note that this office will no longer be responding to your
further inquiries about these same concerns, including your
February 6 and February 9 letters that I just received."
17 March 1998 letter of Jim Hall of NTSB to JBS :
"We do not believe a meeting is necessary to further discuss this
issue."

Summarized conversation between me and ordinary citizens who
visit my web site:
Visitor: "What does NTSB and FAA say when you tell them
about wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800?"
JBS: "They write that all cargo doors were all latched, all locked,
and all intact at water impact, they have told me that over and
over again and they will not respond to any further inquiries from
me."
"What do they say about the red paint smears?"
"They pretend they don't exist except one FAA official who did
but changed his mind and now pretends they don't exist."
"What do they say about the outward peeled skin?"
"They say it was caused by inward water impact."
"What do they say about the petal outward bulge at aft midspan
latch of forward cargo door?"
"They pretend it does not exist except one FAA official who did
but changed his mind and now pretends it doesn't exist."
"What do they say about the missing manual locking handle, the
two overpressure relief doors, the viewing ports, the torque
tubes, the two pull-in hooks, the midspan latches, and the other
eighty percent of forward cargo door skin?"
"They say they are unimportant."

"What do they say about the Orange Zone pieces, the possible
mixup in cargo door sills, the unsooted pieces of center fuel tank,
the thirty by forty foot shattered skin zone forward of the wing
on the right side, the chafed to bare wire discovery in cargo door
area, and the many significant matches to UAL 811?"
"Nothing. They say nothing. Well, actually they told me to go
away, and stay away."
"Have you gone to your congressman?"
"Yes, Sam Farr, and he has asked many time to NTSB and FAA
for information."
"What happened?"
"They wrote to him that the door was all latched, all locked, all
intact at water impact, they have told me that many times, and
thanked him for his interest in aviation safety."
"Did you contact any other elected politician?"
"Yes, Senator John McCain, jet plane crash survivor and
Chairman of the Committed that oversees NTSB."
"What happened?"
"He reviewed my data and submitted it to his committee for
review. He asked me to wait until the hearings. He asked the
NTSB to meet with me to related my concerns about the forward
cargo door of TWA 800."
"What happened?"

"The Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation still
has the matter under review, I waited until the hearings, I went to
the hearings. The suggested meeting by Senator McCain between
NTSB officials and me was refused by Chairman Hall of NTSB
saying there was sufficient evidence to rule out the cargo door
opening in flight, he has told me that many times in great detail
and a meeting was not necessary."
"Have you tried the press?"
"Yes, I've had several radio and TV interviews. Some get airplay
and some don't."
"Have you tried Boeing?"
"Yes, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas both contacted before the
merger. The two safety officers were polite and referred me to
NTSB. Boeing engineers referred me to the Public Relations
office of Boeing. The Boeing Public Relations office referred me
to the NTSB. NTSB told me to go away."
"Have you tried the internet?"
Yes, I have a 1200 page, 100 meg website which has been online
since July, 1996 and visited about 70000 times, according to
page counters."
"What are you doing now?"
"I'm continuing to write to appropriate officials presenting the
evidence and trusting it will speak for itself. It's not going to go
away."

"Have you tried calling them?"
"No, my wife and daughter were approached in my home by two
armed federal agents within twenty four hours of me posting an
email to Senator McCain about Air Force One crashing. Calling
on the telephone out of the blue would be much too aggressive.
Prior to the Secret Service interrogation, phone calls usually
ended up with the official shouting and hanging up. So now I
continue to write non-threatening, polite, full of facts letters and
emails."
"Are you saying government public safety aviation officials in
writing refuse to adequately respond to your request for a
meeting to discuss facts, evidence, documents, photos, which
clearly indicate a forward cargo door opening in flight on TWA
800?"
"Yes."
"They will not call you, write to you, or respond to polite letters
with sources listed?"
"Nope."
"Are these the same guys that say safety is priority number one,
they will turn over every stone, never give up to get a full
explanation, and respond to every public inquiry?"
"Yup."
"Who are you? A wacky guy on the 'net?"

"Maybe, although I use government AARs for sources, and I'm
also a survivor of a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash, a
commercial licensed pilot, instrument rated, FAA Part 135
certificate holder, light aircraft owner, jet carrier navigator,
avionics technician including radar operator, and a retired
military officer in a converted garage with a computer and a
phone line."
"And you've tried for almost two years to meet face to face with
the public officials involved with TWA 800?"
"Yes."
What happened?
"Nothing yet. But I'm still trying. It's only been two years for
TWA 800. The investigation is open and active. The evidence is
not changing or going away."
And I am still trying:
Real facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side

8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at

all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.

7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.
I may not be alone: "NTSB investigators have suggested
unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have been light
reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from
the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Regarding the Aviation Week and Space Technology article
quoted above, the following is supplied: <http://
www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology

Dear Ms. Monica Warnock,

21 May 1998

You wrote to me:> You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
I replied>Consider it done. And not because you threatened me,
but because you may be right."
Ms. Warnock, I now believe you to be wrong.
I'm putting the 10 March 97 Aviation Week and Space
Technology article in dispute back up on my web site at
www.corazon.com at one minute after midnight on 1 June 1998.
Here's why: The content is everything and the content of the
article is very, very important. I agree with the content. AvWeek
agrees with content. The public officials quoted in your article
agree with the content. The content quotes a public NTSB
official who says that the cause of TWA 800 may have been
forward door popping open. It also said the streak seen before
TWA 800 crash may have been reflection off the skin of aircraft.
I agree with that. It is very important. Let us call it the door pop
streak article.
Ms. Warnock, you have done your job well by searching the web
for Avweek articles. You found one. You then followed orders
and directed it be removed. It was removed. The problem is now
above your level of authority. So I direct my comments to your
boss: Mary Francis Koerner, the
Manager of Bureaus.

Will you please see that this letter goes to her?
Dear Ms. Koerner, I am told several things:
1. Get the door pop streak article off my web site.
2. I should ask permission to put AvWeek articles on web site.
3. Permission will be denied.
I asked permission. It was denied. You were right.
You have done all you can do. The problem is now above your
level of authority. I assume you would refer me to 'The Lawyers.'
I direct my statements to the lawyers.
Will you please see that this letter goes to them?
Dear AvWeek lawyers:
Ah, copyright, don't you love it?
My name is John Barry Smith. I have a 1200 page, 100 meg
website at www.corazon.com mainly devoted to high time
Boeing 747 accidents in which the hull ruptures in flight forward
of the wing. It contains mostly government scanned in aviation
accident reports, AARs, and occasionally copyrighted material
from media, such as yours.
Please note, let us stipulate:
1. My site is non profit. I have not made a penny on anything
related to that website. In fact, much of my money has gone out,
nothing has come in, a problem as my wife will attest.
2. It is research oriented with airplane crash related comments,
investigations, reports, pictures, and text.

3. I give full and clear credit to the sources I quote. AvWeek was
clearly stated as the author of the door pop streak 10 Mar 97
article in question. In fact, that is very important, that's why I
quote clearly and give credit to Aviation Week by scanning in the
entire article instead of paraphrasing, which would be quicker to
download but not have the authority of the best aviation
magazine on the planet, Aviation Week and Space Technology.
And I omitted the advertising on the pages, too.
Now for argument:
1. I stole nothing from you.
2. It's fair use.
3. I can publish that article without your permission if certain
conditions are met, and are: Non profit, small parts used, and
credit given.
"Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they
approve or not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least
clear cut, limits to copyright. The basic problem is that words
like "fair" or "reasonable" cannot be defined with the precision
non-lawyers (or many law students) would like. Until 20 years
ago, fair use did not appear in U.S. legislation, but it now
occupies about half of the copyright statute. In the U.S., partial or
limited reproduction of another's work may be permitted under
this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to
uses that advance public interests such as education or
scholarship. On the other hand, it is unlikely to be available if
one fails to credit the original artist or author. It is not apt to be
available to those who profit or interfere with original artists' or

authors' ability to derive income from their works."
" 1998 Franklin Pierce Law Center. All rights reserved." (I hope
I have fair use to quote the above.)
I believe I advance the public interest in aviation safety, I credit
the original speaker, the reporter, and the magazine, and I do not
profit from it. I have fair use.
Conclusion: It will take a Judge to order me to remove the 10
March 97 AvWeek article from my website after it is put back up
on 1 June 1998 or to permit me to continue to post it.
So, Lawyers, the problem is above your level of authority. I turn
my attention to the Managing Editor:
Will you please see that this letter goes to him?
Dear Managing Editor,
What's the beef? You and your reporter, David Fulghum, have
done a fine piece of work. You have pinpointed the cause of a
mystery crash now under current investigation, TWA 800. It was
the door popping open in flight. The NTSB official you quoted
was correct. The streak was the skin spinning away reflecting
evening red orange sunlight to observers below. The official was
correct and he was quoted correctly by your aviation reporter.
The implications of the truth you printed are profound. The cause
now leads to chafed wiring shorting on cargo door unlatch motor
and allowing rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
which opened in flight. Exactly as has happened before with
UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02. The 300 knot
slipstream tore the nose off TWA 800 because the explosive
decompression shatter zone was much bigger on TWA 800 than

on UAL 811, as shown by NTSB reconstruction photo of TWA
800 wreckage.
I encourage you to do a follow up story on the wiring/cargo door
explanation as described on the website in question,
www.corazon.com. Mr. Fulghum and Mr. McKenna are familiar
with the details of TWA 800 and wiring cargo door explanation.
Attached:
1. Correspondence between AvWeek Ms. Warnock and me.
2. Three .jpgs of the images published on website of 10 March
door pop streak article.
3. Recent email to Government officials regarding this matter.
Please note accurate numbers and sources given.
So, I must publish your copyrighted material, the 10 March 97
article on my website at URL http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html on June 1, 1998.
I'm at email barry@corazon.com or 408 659 3552 or 551
Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924.
I encourage discussion regarding this matter. It's a hot story even
though almost two years old. Wiring is the main culprit, not the
door, not the center tank. NSTB is in the right church but the
wrong pew. Wiring is the problem and it's in places other than the
fuel tank tubes. It's in the cargo door unlatching motor circuits.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 10:24:37 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Aviation Week
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright
law which
states that permission must be granted before our material is
used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove
these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material
from your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock

Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Dear Madam, 14 May 1998
A thousand pardons. I immediately request permission to reprint
Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA
Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my website,
www.corazon.com. (Corazon is my wife's name.)

The reason I scanned in exact image instead of paraphrasing text
was to be precise and show source, very important for a research
paper.
Should my request be denied, I shall of course, immediately
comply with your request and remove the article from my web
site.
AWST is a fine magazine and one which I have read diligently
for over thirty years. I have watched AWST's web site mature as
time goes on. http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm is on my
bookmarks list and I check it first thing every morning. I'm in
your database of subscribers. Keep up the good work!
Regarding this life and death matter of a sudden night fiery fatal
jet plane crash about which I have published a 1200 page website
presenting my shorted wiring opening forward cargo door in
flight explanation to the general public in a non profit effort:
1. You surely understand I can not alter my website just on an
unsolicited email out of the blue from:
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
The absence of title indicates your request may be personal in
nature and not official. Please confirm your official title which
corresponds to your request that I delete an article from AWST
from my site. You may be spoofing me and my asking for
credentials is prudent and an established protocol.

2. Your response indicates an interest in the subject of TWA 800.
Could you refer a reporter to me so I can present my wiring/
cargo door explanation to him/her? I would appreciate the
opinion of an aviation professional regarding my nine years of
amateur research into hull ruptures of hour high time Boeing
747s. Your reporter, David Fuhlgum, in the referenced article,
was able to elicit important material from NTSB officials
regarding TWA 800; the forward door may have popped open in
flight, and the streak may have been pieces of the aircraft
reflecting evening sun. I am able to amplify those observations
by an anonymous NTSB 'second official' using NTSB
documents and photographs. It's a good story and one worthy of
AWST's interest. FAA, NSTB, and Boeing are all saying wiring
in older Boeing airliners is fraying and shorting causing
problems, and so am I, long before the officials came to the
realization.
3. >or we will consider legal action.
Why, O why did you threaten me? Your first contact, out of the
blue, and it contains a threat of 'legal action'. What does that
mean? I don't think it means a good thing. It just sets a wrong
tone. Is politeness gone from even presentations about a plane
crash?
4. >Your website is in violation of this law.
Whoa! You are calling me a criminal? Just like that? I'm breaking
the law? I'm a lawbreaker? This is very disturbing. Maybe that's
the way AWST works with the big boys who only respond to
threats, not to polite requests with explanation attached. I'm not a
big boy. I'm a retired military officer working out of a converted

garage in California. I don't like anybody telling me I'm breaking
the law unless it's a policeman, judge, or jury. And I still don't
like it, but I obey. I really can't tell my friends that I changed my
cherished web site because of a strange unauthenticated email
from some babe named Monica at McGraw-Hill, now can I? I
mean, am I a man or a mouse?
See, a threat always turns a pleasant conversation into stressful
one. Squeek, squeek.
To review:
1. I respectfully request permission to display scanned in
images of Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG
Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my personal
website, www.corazon.com.
2. Please to show credentials, madam.
4. Refer reporter to me regarding a subject that you feel strongly
enough to want to affect with correspondence, TWA 800.
5. Keep up the good work covering aviation subjects around the
world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 13:48:41 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She
is the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding

copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of

Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is
the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to
present the AWST article on my web site. I shall search through
it and delete it. Do I need permission to post your email in its
place to explain why the article was deleted? I should explain
why the article was removed to squelch any conspiracy coverup
nonsense that pervades this TWA 800 investigation.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
So sad.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMO-

TV, Channel 4, ABC, in Seattle Washington and the arrive within
the hour. I'm preparing for it so am unable now to find page,
delete, change links, upload it to server right now. But how long
to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that
quoting AWST in a non profit website about aviation safety helps
AWST, but what do I know.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred
me, is that OK?
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my

identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and
then send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have
cleansed the dirty deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 14:47:54 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy
right nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,

thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Done
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock,
You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Consider it done. And not because you threatened me, but
because you may be right.
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
is the URL which now has deleted article. Completed 6:57PM 14
May 97, nine hours after your request. The TV interview went
swimmingly. In fact, the interviewer from KOMO TV ABC
Seattle, asked that I send him an email of the article in question.
He was interested to hear about your request.
I just want you to know that you have made an old man very
very sad. I shall have to research the web, as is my wont, to find

out for sure if the copyright laws exist to keep non profit
websites from fairly using one article of a magazine to support an
aviation safety hypothesis. I make no money from this site, on
the contrary, it costs me money to keep it up. The site is 1200
pages deep with on one page assigned to article. The goal of the
website is aviation safety, a common goal with Aviation Week.
The officials quoted on the article are public officials whose
comments are public.
It seems to me that permission should not be necessary for me to
put your article on my website as long as I give credit to the
author and make no money from it.
It seems to me that when permission was requested to put the
article on my website, permission should have been granted.
You said 'protect your magazine,' as motive for requesting I
delete the article. Protection from whom? Me? Aviation Week
needs protection from me? I am a retired guy working out of a
converted garage with a computer and a modem. You have
nothing to fear from me, we are on the same side, aviation safety.
Regardless, the excellent article by David Fulghum in the March
10, 1997 issue has been deleted at your request. Should it
become apparent that I do have the fair right to use your article
under conditions which I fulfill, then, pop! up it goes again. I
shall let you know in advance so you may attempt to dissuade me
if you wish. It just seems that a guy ought to be able to pull out
old magazine articles to quote from when he's trying to persuade
visitors of an aviation safety point. In case I'm wrong, and I'm
never wrong, I have erred on the side of safety and complied
with your request.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right
nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of
TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what they saw
immediately
before destruction of the Boeing 747-131 jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the
east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from the west.

However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart,
propelling some of its passengers high enough that they did not
hit the
water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th
Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag order
preventing him from
giving interviews about the 1996 disaster off Long Island, N.Y.
The copilot,
Capt. Christian Baur, remains under FBI restrictions not to speak
about the
accident. But two officials familiar with his testimony told
Aviation Week &
Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to
speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news media
(AW&ST July
29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose Aviation Week as the first
news
organization to hear a detailed account of his recollections and
his
testimony to federal investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of the
crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long Island about
12 mi. north
of the TWA crash site. Baur, the copilot, was at the controls

practicing
instrument approaches. The crew was awaiting darkness so they
could begin
training with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light
appeared from the opposite direction of the flight of TWA 800
(which was
flying from west to east after takeoff from Kennedy Airport), a
possible
indication of an intercepting missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident
occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right (west) to my
left
(east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who have
heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left side of the cockpit,
saw a
streak moving from left to right toward the approaching TWA
aircraft before
the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like
burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told investigators
from the
National Transportation Safety Board, FBI and a Federal antiterrorist task

force. "I was trying to figure out what it was. It was the wrong
color for
flares. It struck an object coming from the right and made it
explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly
between two light aircraft that tow banners along the beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time
of day, and that's what they assumed," the second official said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots
saw could have been light reflections from the skin of the
aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open,
a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits
that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight. Moreover, Meyer
adds,
"Whatever Chris saw on the left side I didn't see because he
blocked my
view." Baur disputes this, saying that the explosions and crash
were
virtually dead ahead of the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about

halfway down
Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski International Airport at
Westhampton
Beach, N.Y. It had started a climbing left turn to the south when
the
accident occurred. The Sun had not yet set and the sky was still
bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight
and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said.
"Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a number of
years in
Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of them at me. But,
that was
25-year-old missile technology, which left smoke trails. I
understand today
that they are made with smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave
trails. What I
saw was a streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending
arc. He points out that he never saw the actual airframe of the
TWA 747
within the streak or subsequent explosions or smoke trails. It was
virtually
identical to the trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve.
But unlike
a meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.

Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer
describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowish-white explosion that
looked
identical to the detonation of an antiaircraft shell. He did not
suggest an
antiaircraft weapon was fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said. "One
to two seconds later, there was a second, hard explosion almost
pure white in
color. The position of that explosion appeared to be slightly
below and
behind where one would have anticipated the streak of light to
have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third
explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if there was an
explosion and
fireball or if the third explosion turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a
tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball four times
the
diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started

from left
(east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions created a
"huge
waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first official said.
"The column
of flame was being whipped around violently. First it was
tumbling, and
then it refined itself into a spiral. The explosions were all before
the
cascade of flame began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG
operations that night were to have included flares dropped by a
HC-130
transport aircraft. The crew then called the Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like
clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur actually
made the
call and reported a possible midair collision, the second official
involved
in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m.,
Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely to be
correct
although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned

as copilot and primary communicator. As they approached the
crash site, after
about 4 min. of flight, debris was still falling so they slowed to
avoid
being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft
body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a tornado,"
the second
official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after
the accident.
"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I
saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at terminal velocity
and fuselage
fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi. per hour. The things falling at
high speed
were bodies still strapped in their seats. That is logically
inconsistent
if they came from the same explosion at the same time. On
reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before
they came down.
That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.

"Among the
particulate there was metal and paper, some of it glowing.
Through all of
that, things would come racing through -- two or three highspeed objects
like sacks of potatoes. I believed them to be bodies that had been
blown upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the
passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories,
Meyer and other ANG officials remain adamant that their unit
was not part of
any larger, undisclosed, multiservice operation. Operations the
night of the
crash were standard training flights to maintain currency with
night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend
more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern coast. The HC-130
would drop
flares, rafts and a para-rescueman and later refuel the helicopter
in a
communications-out, lights-out operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer said.

Nor were there indications of the operations of drone aircraft,
another
theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of the crash. "No,
there would
have been some kind of notice."
AW&ST 3/10/97
Until the streak is adequately explained, the missile explanation
will always be possible. I say missile explanation will always be
could be, but wasn't. The evidence refutes every missile
explanation suggested event. Likewise for meteor and bomb
explanations, they will always be could have been, but weren't.
The center tank did catch fire and there was a fireball, so center
tank explanation will always be could have been and was, the
only issue is when.
The wiring/ cargo door explanation explains the streak, refutes
the bomb and meteor, and supplements the center tank
explanation.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is the more
correct, more complete explanation.
I urge that Boeing 747s with Poly-X wiring be grounded until
wiring is checked in cargo door areas known to have been faulty
in the past.
I again request to meet with NTSB officials to present my wiring/
cargo door explanation.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 5, 1998 11:30:17 PM PDT
To: jonkatz@bellatlantic.net
Subject: Story of net and copyright fight

Dear Mr. Katz,
I'm fighting for fair use on the net.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology

Dear Ms. Monica Warnock,

21 May 1998

You wrote to me:> You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
I replied>Consider it done. And not because you threatened me,
but because
you may be right."
Ms. Warnock, I now believe you to be wrong.
I'm putting the 10 March 97 Aviation Week and Space
Technology article in
dispute back up on my web site at www.corazon.com at one
minute after
midnight on 1 June 1998.
Here's why: The content is everything and the content of the
article is
very, very important. I agree with the content. AvWeek agrees
with content.
The public officials quoted in your article agree with the content.
The
content quotes a public NTSB official who says that the cause of
TWA 800
may have been forward door popping open. It also said the streak
seen
before TWA 800 crash may have been reflection off the skin of
aircraft. I
agree with that. It is very important. Let us call it the door pop
streak

article.
Ms. Warnock, you have done your job well by searching the web
for Avweek
articles. You found one. You then followed orders and directed it
be
removed. It was removed. The problem is now above your level
of authority.
So I direct my comments to your boss: Mary Francis Koerner,
the
Manager of Bureaus.
Will you please see that this letter goes to her?
Dear Ms. Koerner, I am told several things:
1. Get the door pop streak article off my web site.
2. I should ask permission to put AvWeek articles on web site.
3. Permission will be denied.
I asked permission. It was denied. You were right.
You have done all you can do. The problem is now above your
level of
authority. I assume you would refer me to 'The Lawyers.' I direct
my
statements to the lawyers.
Will you please see that this letter goes to them?
Dear AvWeek lawyers:
Ah, copyright, don't you love it?

My name is John Barry Smith. I have a 1200 page, 100 meg
website at
www.corazon.com mainly devoted to high time Boeing 747
accidents in which
the hull ruptures in flight forward of the wing. It contains mostly
government scanned in aviation accident reports, AARs, and
occasionally
copyrighted material from media, such as yours.
Please note, let us stipulate:
1. My site is non profit. I have not made a penny on anything
related to
that website. In fact, much of my money has gone out, nothing
has come in,
a problem as my wife will attest.
2. It is research oriented with airplane crash related comments,
investigations, reports, pictures, and text.
3. I give full and clear credit to the sources I quote. AvWeek was
clearly
stated as the author of the door pop streak 10 Mar 97 article in
question.
In fact, that is very important, that's why I quote clearly and give
credit
to Aviation Week by scanning in the entire article instead of
paraphrasing,
which would be quicker to download but not have the authority
of the best
aviation magazine on the planet, Aviation Week and Space
Technology. And I
omitted the advertising on the pages, too.

Now for argument:
1. I stole nothing from you.
2. It's fair use.
3. I can publish that article without your permission if certain
conditions
are met, and are: Non profit, small parts used, and credit given.
"Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they
approve or
not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least clear cut,
limits
to copyright. The basic problem is that words like "fair" or
"reasonable"
cannot be defined with the precision non-lawyers (or many law
students)
would like. Until 20 years ago, fair use did not appear in U.S.
legislation, but it now occupies about half of the copyright
statute. In
the U.S., partial or limited reproduction of another's work may be
permitted under this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to
uses that
advance public interests such as education or scholarship. On the
other
hand, it is unlikely to be available if one fails to credit the
original
artist or author. It is not apt to be available to those who profit or
interfere with original artists' or authors' ability to derive income
from
their works."
" 1998 Franklin Pierce Law Center. All rights reserved." (I hope

I have
fair use to quote the above.)
I believe I advance the public interest in aviation safety, I credit
the
original speaker, the reporter, and the magazine, and I do not
profit from
it. I have fair use.
Conclusion: It will take a Judge to order me to remove the 10
March 97
AvWeek article from my website after it is put back up on 1 June
1998 or to
permit me to continue to post it.
So, Lawyers, the problem is above your level of authority. I turn
my
attention to the Managing Editor:
Will you please see that this letter goes to him?
Dear Managing Editor,
What's the beef? You and your reporter, David Fulghum, have
done a fine
piece of work. You have pinpointed the cause of a mystery crash
now under
current investigation, TWA 800. It was the door popping open in
flight. The
NTSB official you quoted was correct. The streak was the skin
spinning away
reflecting evening red orange sunlight to observers below. The
official was

correct and he was quoted correctly by your aviation reporter.
The
implications of the truth you printed are profound. The cause
now leads to
chafed wiring shorting on cargo door unlatch motor and allowing
rupture at
aft midspan latch of forward cargo door which opened in flight.
Exactly as
has happened before with UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR
92/02. The 300
knot slipstream tore the nose off TWA 800 because the explosive
decompression shatter zone was much bigger on TWA 800 than
on UAL 811, as
shown by NTSB reconstruction photo of TWA 800 wreckage.
I encourage you to do a follow up story on the wiring/cargo door
explanation as described on the website in question,
www.corazon.com. Mr.
Fulghum and Mr. McKenna are familiar with the details of TWA
800 and wiring
cargo door explanation.
Attached:
1. Correspondence between AvWeek Ms. Warnock and me.
2. Three .jpgs of the images published on website of 10 March
door pop
streak article.
3. Recent email to Government officials regarding this matter.
Please note
accurate numbers and sources given.

So, I must publish your copyrighted material, the 10 March 97
article on my
website at URL http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html on June 1,
1998.
I'm at email barry@corazon.com or 408 659 3552 or 551
Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924.
I encourage discussion regarding this matter. It's a hot story even
though
almost two years old. Wiring is the main culprit, not the door, not
the
center tank. NSTB is in the right church but the wrong pew.
Wiring is the
problem and it's in places other than the fuel tank tubes. It's in the
cargo door unlatching motor circuits.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 10:24:37 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Aviation Week
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,

Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright
law which
states that permission must be granted before our material is
used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove
these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material
from your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Dear Madam, 14 May 1998
A thousand pardons. I immediately request permission to reprint
Aviation
Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By
Object," March 10,
1997 on my website, www.corazon.com. (Corazon is my wife's
name.)
The reason I scanned in exact image instead of paraphrasing text
was to be
precise and show source, very important for a research paper.
Should my request be denied, I shall of course, immediately
comply with
your request and remove the article from my web site.
AWST is a fine magazine and one which I have read diligently

for over
thirty years. I have watched AWST's web site mature as time
goes on.
http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm is on my bookmarks list and I
check it first
thing every morning. I'm in your database of subscribers. Keep
up the good
work!
Regarding this life and death matter of a sudden night fiery fatal
jet
plane crash about which I have published a 1200 page website
presenting my
shorted wiring opening forward cargo door in flight explanation
to the
general public in a non profit effort:
1. You surely understand I can not alter my website just on an
unsolicited
email out of the blue from:
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
The absence of title indicates your request may be personal in
nature and
not official. Please confirm your official title which corresponds
to your
request that I delete an article from AWST from my site. You
may be

spoofing me and my asking for credentials is prudent and an
established
protocol.
2. Your response indicates an interest in the subject of TWA 800.
Could you
refer a reporter to me so I can present my wiring/cargo door
explanation to
him/her? I would appreciate the opinion of an aviation
professional
regarding my nine years of amateur research into hull ruptures of
hour high
time Boeing 747s. Your reporter, David Fuhlgum, in the
referenced article,
was able to elicit important material from NTSB officials
regarding TWA
800; the forward door may have popped open in flight, and the
streak may
have been pieces of the aircraft reflecting evening sun. I am able
to
amplify those observations by an anonymous NTSB 'second
official' using
NTSB documents and photographs. It's a good story and one
worthy of AWST's
interest. FAA, NSTB, and Boeing are all saying wiring in older
Boeing
airliners is fraying and shorting causing problems, and so am I,
long
before the officials came to the realization.
3. >or we will consider legal action.
Why, O why did you threaten me? Your first contact, out of the

blue, and it
contains a threat of 'legal action'. What does that mean? I don't
think it
means a good thing. It just sets a wrong tone. Is politeness gone
from even
presentations about a plane crash?
4. >Your website is in violation of this law.
Whoa! You are calling me a criminal? Just like that? I'm breaking
the law?
I'm a lawbreaker? This is very disturbing. Maybe that's the way
AWST works
with the big boys who only respond to threats, not to polite
requests with
explanation attached. I'm not a big boy. I'm a retired military
officer
working out of a converted garage in California. I don't like
anybody
telling me I'm breaking the law unless it's a policeman, judge, or
jury.
And I still don't like it, but I obey. I really can't tell my friends
that
I changed my cherished web site because of a strange
unauthenticated email
from some babe named Monica at McGraw-Hill, now can I? I
mean, am I a man
or a mouse?
See, a threat always turns a pleasant conversation into stressful
one.
Squeek, squeek.

To review:
1. I respectfully request permission to display scanned in
images of
Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA
Hit By Object,"
March 10, 1997 on my personal website, www.corazon.com.
2. Please to show credentials, madam.
4. Refer reporter to me regarding a subject that you feel strongly
enough
to want to affect with correspondence, TWA 800.
5. Keep up the good work covering aviation subjects around the
world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 13:48:41 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Dear Mr. Barry,

I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She
is the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to

regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is
the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.

Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to
present the
AWST article on my web site. I shall search through it and delete
it. Do I
need permission to post your email in its place to explain why
the article
was deleted? I should explain why the article was removed to
squelch any
conspiracy coverup nonsense that pervades this TWA 800
investigation.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
So sad.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo
door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMO-TV, Channel
4, ABC, in
Seattle Washington and the arrive within the hour. I'm preparing
for it so

am unable now to find page, delete, change links, upload it to
server right
now. But how long to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that
quoting AWST
in a non profit website about aviation safety helps AWST, but
what do I
know.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred
me, is
that OK?
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space

Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and
then
send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have
cleansed the dirty
deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 14:47:54 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy
right nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine

with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Done
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock,
You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Consider it done. And not because you threatened me, but
because you may be
right.
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
is the URL which now has deleted article. Completed 6:57PM 14
May 97, nine
hours after your request. The TV interview went swimmingly. In

fact, the
interviewer from KOMO TV ABC Seattle, asked that I send him
an email of the
article in question. He was interested to hear about your request.
I just want you to know that you have made an old man very
very sad. I
shall have to research the web, as is my wont, to find out for sure
if the
copyright laws exist to keep non profit websites from fairly using
one
article of a magazine to support an aviation safety hypothesis. I
make no
money from this site, on the contrary, it costs me money to keep
it up. The
site is 1200 pages deep with on one page assigned to article. The
goal of
the website is aviation safety, a common goal with Aviation
Week. The
officials quoted on the article are public officials whose
comments are
public.
It seems to me that permission should not be necessary for me to
put your
article on my website as long as I give credit to the author and
make no
money from it.
It seems to me that when permission was requested to put the
article on my
website, permission should have been granted.

You said 'protect your magazine,' as motive for requesting I
delete the
article. Protection from whom? Me? Aviation Week needs
protection from me?
I am a retired guy working out of a converted garage with a
computer and a
modem. You have nothing to fear from me, we are on the same
side, aviation
safety.
Regardless, the excellent article by David Fulghum in the March
10, 1997
issue has been deleted at your request. Should it become apparent
that I do
have the fair right to use your article under conditions which I
fulfill,
then, pop! up it goes again. I shall let you know in advance so
you may
attempt to dissuade me if you wish. It just seems that a guy ought
to be
able to pull out old magazine articles to quote from when he's
trying to
persuade visitors of an aviation safety point. In case I'm wrong,
and I'm
never wrong, I have erred on the side of safety and complied
with your
request.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Mr. Smith,

I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right
nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of
TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what they saw
immediately
before destruction of the Boeing 747-131 jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the
east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart,
propelling some of its passengers high enough that they did not
hit the
water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial explosion.

Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th
Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag order
preventing him from
giving interviews about the 1996 disaster off Long Island, N.Y.
The copilot,
Capt. Christian Baur, remains under FBI restrictions not to speak
about the
accident. But two officials familiar with his testimony told
Aviation Week &
Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to
speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news media
(AW&ST July
29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose Aviation Week as the first
news
organization to hear a detailed account of his recollections and
his
testimony to federal investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of the
crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long Island about
12 mi. north
of the TWA crash site. Baur, the copilot, was at the controls
practicing
instrument approaches. The crew was awaiting darkness so they
could begin
training with night vision goggles.

The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light
appeared from the opposite direction of the flight of TWA 800
(which was
flying from west to east after takeoff from Kennedy Airport), a
possible
indication of an intercepting missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident
occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right (west) to my
left
(east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who have
heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left side of the cockpit,
saw a
streak moving from left to right toward the approaching TWA
aircraft before
the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like
burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told investigators
from the
National Transportation Safety Board, FBI and a Federal antiterrorist task
force. "I was trying to figure out what it was. It was the wrong
color for
flares. It struck an object coming from the right and made it
explode."

Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly
between two light aircraft that tow banners along the beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time
of day, and that's what they assumed," the second official said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots
saw could have been light reflections from the skin of the
aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open,
a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits
that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight. Moreover, Meyer
adds,
"Whatever Chris saw on the left side I didn't see because he
blocked my
view." Baur disputes this, saying that the explosions and crash
were
virtually dead ahead of the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down
Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski International Airport at
Westhampton
Beach, N.Y. It had started a climbing left turn to the south when
the

accident occurred. The Sun had not yet set and the sky was still
bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight
and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said.
"Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a number of
years in
Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of them at me. But,
that was
25-year-old missile technology, which left smoke trails. I
understand today
that they are made with smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave
trails. What I
saw was a streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending
arc. He points out that he never saw the actual airframe of the
TWA 747
within the streak or subsequent explosions or smoke trails. It was
virtually
identical to the trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve.
But unlike
a meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer
describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowish-white explosion that
looked

identical to the detonation of an antiaircraft shell. He did not
suggest an
antiaircraft weapon was fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said. "One
to two seconds later, there was a second, hard explosion almost
pure white in
color. The position of that explosion appeared to be slightly
below and
behind where one would have anticipated the streak of light to
have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third
explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if there was an
explosion and
fireball or if the third explosion turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a
tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball four times
the
diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left
(east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions created a
"huge
waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first official said.
"The column

of flame was being whipped around violently. First it was
tumbling, and
then it refined itself into a spiral. The explosions were all before
the
cascade of flame began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG
operations that night were to have included flares dropped by a
HC-130
transport aircraft. The crew then called the Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like
clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur actually
made the
call and reported a possible midair collision, the second official
involved
in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m.,
Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely to be
correct
although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned
as copilot and primary communicator. As they approached the
crash site, after
about 4 min. of flight, debris was still falling so they slowed to
avoid
being hit.

"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft
body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a tornado,"
the second
official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after
the accident.
"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I
saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at terminal velocity
and fuselage
fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi. per hour. The things falling at
high speed
were bodies still strapped in their seats. That is logically
inconsistent
if they came from the same explosion at the same time. On
reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before
they came down.
That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the
particulate there was metal and paper, some of it glowing.
Through all of
that, things would come racing through -- two or three highspeed objects

like sacks of potatoes. I believed them to be bodies that had been
blown upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the
passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories,
Meyer and other ANG officials remain adamant that their unit
was not part of
any larger, undisclosed, multiservice operation. Operations the
night of the
crash were standard training flights to maintain currency with
night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend
more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern coast. The HC-130
would drop
flares, rafts and a para-rescueman and later refuel the helicopter
in a
communications-out, lights-out operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer said.
Nor were there indications of the operations of drone aircraft,
another
theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of the crash. "No,
there would
have been some kind of notice."

AW&ST 3/10/97
Until the streak is adequately explained, the missile explanation
will
always be possible. I say missile explanation will always be
could be, but
wasn't. The evidence refutes every missile explanation suggested
event.
Likewise for meteor and bomb explanations, they will always be
could have
been, but weren't.
The center tank did catch fire and there was a fireball, so center
tank
explanation will always be could have been and was, the only
issue is when.
The wiring/ cargo door explanation explains the streak, refutes
the bomb
and meteor, and supplements the center tank explanation.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is the more
correct, more
complete explanation.
I urge that Boeing 747s with Poly-X wiring be grounded until
wiring is
checked in cargo door areas known to have been faulty in the
past.
I again request to meet with NTSB officials to present my wiring/
cargo door

explanation.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 5, 1998 11:30:07 PM PDT
To: CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Subject: Story of net and copyright fight

Dear CNN,
I'm fighting for fair use on the net.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau

Aviation Week & Space Technology
Dear Ms. Monica Warnock,

21 May 1998

You wrote to me:> You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
I replied>Consider it done. And not because you threatened me,
but because
you may be right."
Ms. Warnock, I now believe you to be wrong.
I'm putting the 10 March 97 Aviation Week and Space
Technology article in
dispute back up on my web site at www.corazon.com at one
minute after
midnight on 1 June 1998.
Here's why: The content is everything and the content of the
article is
very, very important. I agree with the content. AvWeek agrees
with content.
The public officials quoted in your article agree with the content.
The
content quotes a public NTSB official who says that the cause of
TWA 800
may have been forward door popping open. It also said the streak
seen
before TWA 800 crash may have been reflection off the skin of
aircraft. I

agree with that. It is very important. Let us call it the door pop
streak
article.
Ms. Warnock, you have done your job well by searching the web
for Avweek
articles. You found one. You then followed orders and directed it
be
removed. It was removed. The problem is now above your level
of authority.
So I direct my comments to your boss: Mary Francis Koerner,
the
Manager of Bureaus.
Will you please see that this letter goes to her?
Dear Ms. Koerner, I am told several things:
1. Get the door pop streak article off my web site.
2. I should ask permission to put AvWeek articles on web site.
3. Permission will be denied.
I asked permission. It was denied. You were right.
You have done all you can do. The problem is now above your
level of
authority. I assume you would refer me to 'The Lawyers.' I direct
my
statements to the lawyers.
Will you please see that this letter goes to them?
Dear AvWeek lawyers:

Ah, copyright, don't you love it?
My name is John Barry Smith. I have a 1200 page, 100 meg
website at
www.corazon.com mainly devoted to high time Boeing 747
accidents in which
the hull ruptures in flight forward of the wing. It contains mostly
government scanned in aviation accident reports, AARs, and
occasionally
copyrighted material from media, such as yours.
Please note, let us stipulate:
1. My site is non profit. I have not made a penny on anything
related to
that website. In fact, much of my money has gone out, nothing
has come in,
a problem as my wife will attest.
2. It is research oriented with airplane crash related comments,
investigations, reports, pictures, and text.
3. I give full and clear credit to the sources I quote. AvWeek was
clearly
stated as the author of the door pop streak 10 Mar 97 article in
question.
In fact, that is very important, that's why I quote clearly and give
credit
to Aviation Week by scanning in the entire article instead of
paraphrasing,
which would be quicker to download but not have the authority
of the best
aviation magazine on the planet, Aviation Week and Space
Technology. And I

omitted the advertising on the pages, too.
Now for argument:
1. I stole nothing from you.
2. It's fair use.
3. I can publish that article without your permission if certain
conditions
are met, and are: Non profit, small parts used, and credit given.
"Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they
approve or
not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least clear cut,
limits
to copyright. The basic problem is that words like "fair" or
"reasonable"
cannot be defined with the precision non-lawyers (or many law
students)
would like. Until 20 years ago, fair use did not appear in U.S.
legislation, but it now occupies about half of the copyright
statute. In
the U.S., partial or limited reproduction of another's work may be
permitted under this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to
uses that
advance public interests such as education or scholarship. On the
other
hand, it is unlikely to be available if one fails to credit the
original
artist or author. It is not apt to be available to those who profit or
interfere with original artists' or authors' ability to derive income
from

their works."
" 1998 Franklin Pierce Law Center. All rights reserved." (I hope
I have
fair use to quote the above.)
I believe I advance the public interest in aviation safety, I credit
the
original speaker, the reporter, and the magazine, and I do not
profit from
it. I have fair use.
Conclusion: It will take a Judge to order me to remove the 10
March 97
AvWeek article from my website after it is put back up on 1 June
1998 or to
permit me to continue to post it.
So, Lawyers, the problem is above your level of authority. I turn
my
attention to the Managing Editor:
Will you please see that this letter goes to him?
Dear Managing Editor,
What's the beef? You and your reporter, David Fulghum, have
done a fine
piece of work. You have pinpointed the cause of a mystery crash
now under
current investigation, TWA 800. It was the door popping open in
flight. The
NTSB official you quoted was correct. The streak was the skin
spinning away

reflecting evening red orange sunlight to observers below. The
official was
correct and he was quoted correctly by your aviation reporter.
The
implications of the truth you printed are profound. The cause
now leads to
chafed wiring shorting on cargo door unlatch motor and allowing
rupture at
aft midspan latch of forward cargo door which opened in flight.
Exactly as
has happened before with UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR
92/02. The 300
knot slipstream tore the nose off TWA 800 because the explosive
decompression shatter zone was much bigger on TWA 800 than
on UAL 811, as
shown by NTSB reconstruction photo of TWA 800 wreckage.
I encourage you to do a follow up story on the wiring/cargo door
explanation as described on the website in question,
www.corazon.com. Mr.
Fulghum and Mr. McKenna are familiar with the details of TWA
800 and wiring
cargo door explanation.
Attached:
1. Correspondence between AvWeek Ms. Warnock and me.
2. Three .jpgs of the images published on website of 10 March
door pop
streak article.
3. Recent email to Government officials regarding this matter.

Please note
accurate numbers and sources given.
So, I must publish your copyrighted material, the 10 March 97
article on my
website at URL http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html on June 1,
1998.
I'm at email barry@corazon.com or 408 659 3552 or 551
Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924.
I encourage discussion regarding this matter. It's a hot story even
though
almost two years old. Wiring is the main culprit, not the door, not
the
center tank. NSTB is in the right church but the wrong pew.
Wiring is the
problem and it's in places other than the fuel tank tubes. It's in the
cargo door unlatching motor circuits.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 10:24:37 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Aviation Week
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com

Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright
law which
states that permission must be granted before our material is
used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove
these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material
from your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Dear Madam, 14 May 1998
A thousand pardons. I immediately request permission to reprint
Aviation
Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By
Object," March 10,
1997 on my website, www.corazon.com. (Corazon is my wife's
name.)
The reason I scanned in exact image instead of paraphrasing text
was to be
precise and show source, very important for a research paper.
Should my request be denied, I shall of course, immediately
comply with
your request and remove the article from my web site.

AWST is a fine magazine and one which I have read diligently
for over
thirty years. I have watched AWST's web site mature as time
goes on.
http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm is on my bookmarks list and I
check it first
thing every morning. I'm in your database of subscribers. Keep
up the good
work!
Regarding this life and death matter of a sudden night fiery fatal
jet
plane crash about which I have published a 1200 page website
presenting my
shorted wiring opening forward cargo door in flight explanation
to the
general public in a non profit effort:
1. You surely understand I can not alter my website just on an
unsolicited
email out of the blue from:
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
The absence of title indicates your request may be personal in
nature and
not official. Please confirm your official title which corresponds
to your

request that I delete an article from AWST from my site. You
may be
spoofing me and my asking for credentials is prudent and an
established
protocol.
2. Your response indicates an interest in the subject of TWA 800.
Could you
refer a reporter to me so I can present my wiring/cargo door
explanation to
him/her? I would appreciate the opinion of an aviation
professional
regarding my nine years of amateur research into hull ruptures of
hour high
time Boeing 747s. Your reporter, David Fuhlgum, in the
referenced article,
was able to elicit important material from NTSB officials
regarding TWA
800; the forward door may have popped open in flight, and the
streak may
have been pieces of the aircraft reflecting evening sun. I am able
to
amplify those observations by an anonymous NTSB 'second
official' using
NTSB documents and photographs. It's a good story and one
worthy of AWST's
interest. FAA, NSTB, and Boeing are all saying wiring in older
Boeing
airliners is fraying and shorting causing problems, and so am I,
long
before the officials came to the realization.
3. >or we will consider legal action.

Why, O why did you threaten me? Your first contact, out of the
blue, and it
contains a threat of 'legal action'. What does that mean? I don't
think it
means a good thing. It just sets a wrong tone. Is politeness gone
from even
presentations about a plane crash?
4. >Your website is in violation of this law.
Whoa! You are calling me a criminal? Just like that? I'm breaking
the law?
I'm a lawbreaker? This is very disturbing. Maybe that's the way
AWST works
with the big boys who only respond to threats, not to polite
requests with
explanation attached. I'm not a big boy. I'm a retired military
officer
working out of a converted garage in California. I don't like
anybody
telling me I'm breaking the law unless it's a policeman, judge, or
jury.
And I still don't like it, but I obey. I really can't tell my friends
that
I changed my cherished web site because of a strange
unauthenticated email
from some babe named Monica at McGraw-Hill, now can I? I
mean, am I a man
or a mouse?
See, a threat always turns a pleasant conversation into stressful
one.

Squeek, squeek.
To review:
1. I respectfully request permission to display scanned in
images of
Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA
Hit By Object,"
March 10, 1997 on my personal website, www.corazon.com.
2. Please to show credentials, madam.
4. Refer reporter to me regarding a subject that you feel strongly
enough
to want to affect with correspondence, TWA 800.
5. Keep up the good work covering aviation subjects around the
world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 13:48:41 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0

Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She
is the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.

James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is
the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation

Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to
present the
AWST article on my web site. I shall search through it and delete
it. Do I
need permission to post your email in its place to explain why
the article
was deleted? I should explain why the article was removed to
squelch any
conspiracy coverup nonsense that pervades this TWA 800
investigation.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
So sad.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo
door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMO-TV, Channel
4, ABC, in

Seattle Washington and the arrive within the hour. I'm preparing
for it so
am unable now to find page, delete, change links, upload it to
server right
now. But how long to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that
quoting AWST
in a non profit website about aviation safety helps AWST, but
what do I
know.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred
me, is
that OK?

I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and
then
send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have
cleansed the dirty
deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 14:47:54 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy
right now-

as long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Done
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock,
You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Consider it done. And not because you threatened me, but
because you may be
right.
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
is the URL which now has deleted article. Completed 6:57PM 14

May 97, nine
hours after your request. The TV interview went swimmingly. In
fact, the
interviewer from KOMO TV ABC Seattle, asked that I send him
an email of the
article in question. He was interested to hear about your request.
I just want you to know that you have made an old man very
very sad. I
shall have to research the web, as is my wont, to find out for sure
if the
copyright laws exist to keep non profit websites from fairly using
one
article of a magazine to support an aviation safety hypothesis. I
make no
money from this site, on the contrary, it costs me money to keep
it up. The
site is 1200 pages deep with on one page assigned to article. The
goal of
the website is aviation safety, a common goal with Aviation
Week. The
officials quoted on the article are public officials whose
comments are
public.
It seems to me that permission should not be necessary for me to
put your
article on my website as long as I give credit to the author and
make no
money from it.
It seems to me that when permission was requested to put the
article on my

website, permission should have been granted.
You said 'protect your magazine,' as motive for requesting I
delete the
article. Protection from whom? Me? Aviation Week needs
protection from me?
I am a retired guy working out of a converted garage with a
computer and a
modem. You have nothing to fear from me, we are on the same
side, aviation
safety.
Regardless, the excellent article by David Fulghum in the March
10, 1997
issue has been deleted at your request. Should it become apparent
that I do
have the fair right to use your article under conditions which I
fulfill,
then, pop! up it goes again. I shall let you know in advance so
you may
attempt to dissuade me if you wish. It just seems that a guy ought
to be
able to pull out old magazine articles to quote from when he's
trying to
persuade visitors of an aviation safety point. In case I'm wrong,
and I'm
never wrong, I have erred on the side of safety and complied
with your
request.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right
nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of
TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what they saw
immediately
before destruction of the Boeing 747-131 jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the
east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart,
propelling some of its passengers high enough that they did not

hit the
water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th
Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag order
preventing him from
giving interviews about the 1996 disaster off Long Island, N.Y.
The copilot,
Capt. Christian Baur, remains under FBI restrictions not to speak
about the
accident. But two officials familiar with his testimony told
Aviation Week &
Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to
speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news media
(AW&ST July
29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose Aviation Week as the first
news
organization to hear a detailed account of his recollections and
his
testimony to federal investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of the
crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long Island about
12 mi. north
of the TWA crash site. Baur, the copilot, was at the controls
practicing
instrument approaches. The crew was awaiting darkness so they
could begin

training with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light
appeared from the opposite direction of the flight of TWA 800
(which was
flying from west to east after takeoff from Kennedy Airport), a
possible
indication of an intercepting missile or some other object.
Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident
occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right (west) to my
left
(east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who have
heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left side of the cockpit,
saw a
streak moving from left to right toward the approaching TWA
aircraft before
the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like
burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told investigators
from the
National Transportation Safety Board, FBI and a Federal antiterrorist task
force. "I was trying to figure out what it was. It was the wrong
color for
flares. It struck an object coming from the right and made it

explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly
between two light aircraft that tow banners along the beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time
of day, and that's what they assumed," the second official said.
NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots
saw could have been light reflections from the skin of the
aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open,
a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits
that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight. Moreover, Meyer
adds,
"Whatever Chris saw on the left side I didn't see because he
blocked my
view." Baur disputes this, saying that the explosions and crash
were
virtually dead ahead of the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down
Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski International Airport at
Westhampton

Beach, N.Y. It had started a climbing left turn to the south when
the
accident occurred. The Sun had not yet set and the sky was still
bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight
and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.
"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said.
"Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a number of
years in
Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of them at me. But,
that was
25-year-old missile technology, which left smoke trails. I
understand today
that they are made with smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave
trails. What I
saw was a streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending
arc. He points out that he never saw the actual airframe of the
TWA 747
within the streak or subsequent explosions or smoke trails. It was
virtually
identical to the trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve.
But unlike
a meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer

describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowish-white explosion that
looked
identical to the detonation of an antiaircraft shell. He did not
suggest an
antiaircraft weapon was fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said. "One
to two seconds later, there was a second, hard explosion almost
pure white in
color. The position of that explosion appeared to be slightly
below and
behind where one would have anticipated the streak of light to
have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third
explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if there was an
explosion and
fireball or if the third explosion turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a
tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball four times
the
diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left
(east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions created a
"huge

waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first official said.
"The column
of flame was being whipped around violently. First it was
tumbling, and
then it refined itself into a spiral. The explosions were all before
the
cascade of flame began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.
ANG
operations that night were to have included flares dropped by a
HC-130
transport aircraft. The crew then called the Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like
clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur actually
made the
call and reported a possible midair collision, the second official
involved
in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m.,
Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely to be
correct
although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned
as copilot and primary communicator. As they approached the
crash site, after
about 4 min. of flight, debris was still falling so they slowed to

avoid
being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft
body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a tornado,"
the second
official said.
Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after
the accident.
"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I
saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at terminal velocity
and fuselage
fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi. per hour. The things falling at
high speed
were bodies still strapped in their seats. That is logically
inconsistent
if they came from the same explosion at the same time. On
reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before
they came down.
That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the
particulate there was metal and paper, some of it glowing.
Through all of

that, things would come racing through -- two or three highspeed objects
like sacks of potatoes. I believed them to be bodies that had been
blown upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the
passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.
In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories,
Meyer and other ANG officials remain adamant that their unit
was not part of
any larger, undisclosed, multiservice operation. Operations the
night of the
crash were standard training flights to maintain currency with
night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend
more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern coast. The HC-130
would drop
flares, rafts and a para-rescueman and later refuel the helicopter
in a
communications-out, lights-out operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer said.
Nor were there indications of the operations of drone aircraft,
another
theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of the crash. "No,

there would
have been some kind of notice."
AW&ST 3/10/97
Until the streak is adequately explained, the missile explanation
will
always be possible. I say missile explanation will always be
could be, but
wasn't. The evidence refutes every missile explanation suggested
event.
Likewise for meteor and bomb explanations, they will always be
could have
been, but weren't.
The center tank did catch fire and there was a fireball, so center
tank
explanation will always be could have been and was, the only
issue is when.
The wiring/ cargo door explanation explains the streak, refutes
the bomb
and meteor, and supplements the center tank explanation.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is the more
correct, more
complete explanation.
I urge that Boeing 747s with Poly-X wiring be grounded until
wiring is
checked in cargo door areas known to have been faulty in the
past.

I again request to meet with NTSB officials to present my wiring/
cargo door
explanation.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.
Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 5, 1998 9:07:33 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Got latest issue, thanks/wiring cargo door

Dear David, got latest issue, and Valujet seems to be electrical
first, cannisters later.
You quoted unnamed source in the Valujet crash saying plane
had many electrical gripes before crash. Hey, that's no fair! You
will be called on a crusade doing that.

Anyway, getting Valujet reopened is almost impossible, just think
what it will be like to reopen TWA 800. The trick is to get the
wiring done now before final report issued. And to do that the
wiring of TWA 800 link to wiring cargo door needs to be made
and that can be done by referring, not to unnamed sources, but
NTSB AAR 92/02, chafed wiring causing door to hull rupture,
just like TWA 800.
At least bring up UAL 811 and TWA 800 as very similar, both
with wiring problems discovered after accident, in same area of
plane, cargo hold.
There are cracked wires to the bare conductors in the cargo door
area of TWA 800 as described by NTSB Systems Exhibit 9A,
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found." Page 47 also states,
"Evidence of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage
of N93119, (TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the
wiring from the raceway below the left cabin floor and near the
forward wing spar.

Once wiring is shown to start many bad thing, then it will be
easier to show Valujet as electrical first, then cannisters, just like
TWA 800 is wiring first, then center tank fire fourth or fifth, but
on first.
Cheers,

Barry
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board

490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100

1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear Official Persons who feel responsibility in explaining TWA
800,
5 June 1998
There are cracked wires to the bare conductors in the cargo door
area of TWA 800 as described by NTSB Systems Exhibit 9A,
page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found." Page 47 also states,
"Evidence of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage
of N93119, (TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the
wiring from the raceway below the left cabin floor and near the
forward wing spar.
That's a fact and NTSB told me so. To be prudent, determine if
the forward cargo door unlatch motor power on wire is among
those cracked to the bare wires located by NTSB in TWA 800.
NTSB did it before with UAL 811 in AAR 92/02 where a bare
chafed wire turned on the forward cargo door unlatch motor.
There is a precedent of bare wires in that area causing a fatal

accident in a high time Boeing 747. It would be prudent to rule
out that event happening again by checking the bare wires
discovered by NTSB in TWA 800 wreckage in cargo door area to
see if it is the door unlatch motor wire.
True power always wants to know if it may be wrong and
immediately take steps to confirm or rebut. True power knows
error is weakness and will immediately correct the error to
become strong again. Fake power ignores any evidence of error.
It is weak and will fail. NTSB discovers the cause and makes
recommendations to FAA. FAA orders the manufacturer to fix
the problem. The problem is old cracked wiring. I come to
elected officials, NTSB, and FAA officials because only you have
to power to persuade the manufacturer to replace defective, old,
and chafed wiring if necessary and it is necessary.
Very many, very red, and very large red paint smears exist on
TWA 800 above the forward cargo door area on top of normal
white paint in between the passenger windows. That's a fact and
NTSB showed it to me by presenting the TWA 800
reconstruction photograph in which the many, large, red paint
smears are clearly evident. <http://www.corazon.com/
TWA800hullrupture.html> A precedent has been set of paint
transfer marks in that area by UAL 811 as described in NTSB
AAR 90/01 and AAR 92/02. <http://www.corazon.com/
811page42paintondoor.html>
It would be prudent to confirm or rule out the red paint smears
indicating an open cargo door in flight or not. One way would be
to examine the cargo door hinge for overtravel impression
damage, another precedent set by UAL 811 in NTSB in AAR
92/02. <http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html>

There is outward peeled skin high up on the right side of TWA
800, also more outward shattered skin on the belly, and most of
all, there is outward peeled skin forward of the wing on the right
side, centered around the outward petal shaped bulge at the aft
midspan latch of the forward cargo door. That's a fact and I know
that because NTSB presented the photograph of TWA 800
wreckage reconstruction and described the outward peeled skin
in NTSB exhibits.
Main deck floor beams above the forward cargo hold were
broken downward in UAL 811 during the explosive
decompression. That also happened in TWA 800. An explanation
was offered by Mr. James Wildey of NTSB: Docket No. SA-516,
Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20, "The initial
opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the
expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA
1000. The red area recovery of interior components as far
forward as STA 600 would not be inconsistent with this floor
collapse and associated structural breakup."
The red paint smears and the outward peeled skin strongly
indicate the forward cargo door opened in flight, an opinion
shortly held by Mr. Fred Schalekamp of FAA:
30 Jan 1998 letter from Neil Schalekamp, FAA, to JBS: "The
paint markings and structural deformation that you cite, do
indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to be caused
by the explosion of the CWT."
That's a fact and NTSB and FAA told me so in a letter and shown
in sooting diagrams in exhibits. To not see the very red, very
many, and very large unusual paint smears, and to not see the

outward, not inward, peeled skin is to defy reality. The red
smears, downward floor beams, and the outward skin are there
and strongly indicate cargo door opened in flight based on
physics and precedent.
The forward cargo door did open in flight, but not by the
overpressure of a center tank explosion because the cargo door
pieces were unsooted, just like the forward pieces of the center
fuel tank.
What else could cause the forward cargo door to open inflight?
There is a precedent, UAL 811, as described in NTSB AAR
90/01 and AAR 92/02 in which a high time Boeing 747 suffered
a hull rupture in flight forward of the wing which left a sudden
loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR,
paint transfer marks in cargo door area, and outward peeled skin,
all caused by chafed to bare wire conductor in the cargo door
area. <http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html>
TWA 800 had a hull rupture forward of the wing which left a
sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the
FDR, paint transfer marks in cargo door area, outward peeled
skin, and chafed to bare wire conductor discovered in cargo door
area.
That is enough of a match to justify inspection of cargo door
wiring in early Boeing 747s irrespective of other corroborative
evidence of faulty Poly-X wiring discovered in Boeing airliners
under NTSB and FAA orders.
Bare shorted wires have also caused fires in forward cargo holds
of Boeing 747s before.

NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report page 44, 45, 46. "1996, burning smell in forward cargo
compartment, found damaged wiring shorted to ground, charring
found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200
freighter."
It would be prudent to inspect cargo door wiring in the forward
cargo hold of early 747s since that wiring has been shown to be
faulty in general, early Boeing airliner wiring has been shown to
be faulty in particular, UAL 811, and faulty cargo door area
wiring has shown up in the same area on a new fatal accident,
TWA 800.
A solution to the mystery of the ignition source of the fireball and
center tank fire may well be a fodded and on fire engine number
3 igniting disintegrating wing fuel tanks thousands of feet lower
and seconds later than the initial event.
TWA 800 engine number three shows foreign object damage,
fire, and uncontainment in the NTSB powerplant report and the
structures report.
Exhibit 8A, page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades
with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were
recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil
surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent forward
slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to
the airfoils could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud

on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft
body impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page 33: "5.1
Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page
34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the
upper honeycomb surface near the outboard trailing edge.
A prudent action would be to rule in or rule out the precedent of
UAL 811 applied to TWA 800. A risky action is to ignore many
large red paint smears, downward broken floor beams, and much
outward peeled skin and their clear implication of cargo door
open in flight. The red paint smears will not fade away; they will
always be many, large, and red in the photographs on the NTSB
CD-ROM. The floorbeams will always be broken in Exhibit 18A.
The outward peeled skin will always be shattered outward on the
belly, the upper fuselage, and around the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door in the photographs of TWA 800 on the NTSB
CD-ROM. Engine number three will always be sooted, blades
missing, and have soft body impacts as shown by NTSB Exhibit
8A.
A more prudent action is to ground all Boeing 747s with Poly-X
wiring for total inspections and replacement of that wiring. A
total wiring inspection casts the net wider to catch faulty wiring.
By inspecting all the wiring to include the fuel tank wiring, the
yaw damper wiring, and the known previously faulty cargo door
power wiring, all wiring can all be cleared as intact and pose no
danger of shorting on, as has happened before fatally.

I understand the difficulty and turmoil the grounding would
cause. Boeing would have much work to rewire the planes if
necessary. If not feasible, new airliners would have to be built
and the grounded ones used for parts, similar to what the Navy
has done with their Poly-X F-14 Tomcats.
Am I a traitor? Does my belief of a wiring cargo door fault for
TWA 800 and other early 747s hurt my country? Specifically, the
Northwest quadrant which has an economy derived from the
design, manufacture, and selling of 747s.
Here's my answer to myself on that one. No, I am not a traitor, I
am a patriot. Here's why.
Seattle is successful and must remain so. Seattle is successful
because nearby is built successful airplanes. Successful airplanes
are the best selling ones. The best selling ones are the most made
ones. The most made ones are the ones that make the most
money. The ones that make the most money are the ones that fly
the most. The ones that fly the most are the safest ones. The
safest airplane is the most successful airplane. Period.
So, to present an explanation for an unsafe event, the crash of
TWA 800, an early Boeing 747, is a good thing to do, even if
proven wrong later. The goal is to makes safe airplanes which
will fly the the most and be sold the most and be made the most,
thereby keeping our country's economy thriving.
My personal goal is to prevent death by preventing airplane
crashes by preventing hull ruptures in flight on early 747s by
preventing cracked bare wires shorting on the door unlatch motor
thereby allowing the aft midspan latch to rupture and allow the
middle of the forward cargo door to burst open causing a large

explosive decompression which allows the 300 knot slipstream
to tear nose off. This inner goal was determined by the selfless
action of my pilot who saved my life in a sudden night fiery fatal
jet plane crash years ago and which I have never forgotten.
It is the duty of aviation professionals to strive to explain TWA
800. And yet, this loyal citizen is rebuffed when presenting to
NTSB NTSB derived evidence of a supplemental explanation to
TWA 800. Why is that?
If I can't have a real conversation with NTSB or FAA officials
regarding TWA 800, here is an imaginary one that sums up the
past two years.
JBS: "Hello, NTSB, I'm answering your plea for public
assistance regarding the cause of TWA 800."
NTSB: "What do you want?"
"I believe the initial event is moisture meeting chafed to bare
wire and shorting on cargo door motor to unlatch position
causing rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door in
flight leading to thirty by forty foot hole of explosive
decompression which allows 300 knot slipstream to tear nose off
which leads to disintegrating aft fuselage, wings, and tail which
ignite into fireball when fiery fodded engine number three meets
vaporizing fuel thousands of feet lower and seconds later."
"No."
"There are many similarities to an event that happened before,
UAL 811, and TWA 800."

"You're crazy. Who are you?"
"Commercial licensed pilot, instrument rated, 1000 PIC hours,
Navy jet navigator, aircraft owner, FAA Part 135 certificate
holder, avionics technician, and survivor of sudden night fiery
fatal jet airplane crash talking about a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash."
"Go away."
"The evidence of red paint smears, outward peeled skin, and
petal bulge at aft midspan latch support conclusion forward cargo
door opened in flight, just like UAL 811."
"I'm ignoring you and will not respond to further comments."
"You are safety aviation officials who say you turn over every
stone, who check out every explanation, who really want to
know what happened to TWA 800, regardless of cause. Listen to
me; talk to me."
"You are a wacky guy on the internet, you are bothering the real
investigators and getting in the way, you have been told over and
over again in great detail that you are wrong and we are right,
you don't have your basic facts straight about the door, you
should check with us before you say your nonsense to others, and
you are a flake and we don't like you."
"Maybe, but so what? The messenger's style is independent of
the truth of his content. Moisture and shorted wiring caused the
crash of TWA 800. Why do you not ask questions to me, as real
investigators do, as I ask you?"

"We don't ask questions of citizens that we don't already know
the answers to, we just make statements such as this: No, your're
wrong, you're crazy, go away, we will not respond, goodbye, and
thank you your for your interest in aviation safety."
Below is real:
10 March 1998 letter of John B. Drake of NTSB to JBS :
"We consider our correspondence on this subject to be complete.
Should you continue to reiterate your position on this issue in
future correspondence, you should expect no further response
from the Safety Board."
30 Jan 1998 letter of Neil Schalekamp of FAA to JBS :
"Please note that this office will no longer be responding to your
further inquiries about these same concerns, including your
February 6 and February 9 letters that I just received."
17 March 1998 letter of Jim Hall of NTSB to JBS :
"We do not believe a meeting is necessary to further discuss this
issue."
Summarized conversation between me and ordinary citizens who
visit my web site:
Visitor: "What does NTSB and FAA say when you tell them
about wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800?"
JBS: "They write that all cargo doors were all latched, all locked,
and all intact at water impact, they have told me that over and
over again and they will not respond to any further inquiries from
me."
"What do they say about the red paint smears?"

"They pretend they don't exist except one FAA official who did
but changed his mind and now pretends they don't exist."
"What do they say about the outward peeled skin?"
"They say it was caused by inward water impact."
"What do they say about the petal outward bulge at aft midspan
latch of forward cargo door?"
"They pretend it does not exist except one FAA official who did
but changed his mind and now pretends it doesn't exist."
"What do they say about the missing manual locking handle, the
two overpressure relief doors, the viewing ports, the torque
tubes, the two pull-in hooks, the midspan latches, and the other
eighty percent of forward cargo door skin?"
"They say they are unimportant."
"What do they say about the Orange Zone pieces, the possible
mixup in cargo door sills, the unsooted pieces of center fuel tank,
the thirty by forty foot shattered skin zone forward of the wing
on the right side, the chafed to bare wire discovery in cargo door
area, and the many significant matches to UAL 811?"
"Nothing. They say nothing. Well, actually they told me to go
away, and stay away."
"Have you gone to your congressman?"
"Yes, Sam Farr, and he has asked many time to NTSB and FAA

for information."
"What happened?"
"They wrote to him that the door was all latched, all locked, all
intact at water impact, they have told me that many times, and
thanked him for his interest in aviation safety."
"Did you contact any other elected politician?"
"Yes, Senator John McCain, jet plane crash survivor and
Chairman of the Committed that oversees NTSB."
"What happened?"
"He reviewed my data and submitted it to his committee for
review. He asked me to wait until the hearings. He asked the
NTSB to meet with me to related my concerns about the forward
cargo door of TWA 800."
"What happened?"
"The Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation still
has the matter under review, I waited until the hearings, I went to
the hearings. The suggested meeting by Senator McCain between
NTSB officials and me was refused by Chairman Hall of NTSB
saying there was sufficient evidence to rule out the cargo door
opening in flight, he has told me that many times in great detail
and a meeting was not necessary."
"Have you tried the press?"
"Yes, I've had several radio and TV interviews. Some get airplay

and some don't."
"Have you tried Boeing?"
"Yes, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas both contacted before the
merger. The two safety officers were polite and referred me to
NTSB. Boeing engineers referred me to the Public Relations
office of Boeing. The Boeing Public Relations office referred me
to the NTSB. NTSB told me to go away."
"Have you tried the internet?"
Yes, I have a 1200 page, 100 meg website which has been online
since July, 1996 and visited about 70000 times, according to
page counters."
"What are you doing now?"
"I'm continuing to write to appropriate officials presenting the
evidence and trusting it will speak for itself. It's not going to go
away."
"Have you tried calling them?"
"No, my wife and daughter were approached in my home by two
armed federal agents within twenty four hours of me posting an
email to Senator McCain about Air Force One crashing. Calling
on the telephone out of the blue would be much too aggressive.
Prior to the Secret Service interrogation, phone calls usually
ended up with the official shouting and hanging up. So now I
continue to write non-threatening, polite, full of facts letters and
emails."

"Are you saying government public safety aviation officials in
writing refuse to adequately respond to your request for a
meeting to discuss facts, evidence, documents, photos, which
clearly indicate a forward cargo door opening in flight on TWA
800?"
"Yes."
"They will not call you, write to you, or respond to polite letters
with sources listed?"
"Nope."
"Are these the same guys that say safety is priority number one,
they will turn over every stone, never give up to get a full
explanation, and respond to every public inquiry?"
"Yup."
"Who are you? A wacky guy on the 'net?"
"Maybe, although I use government AARs for sources, and I'm
also a survivor of a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash, a
commercial licensed pilot, instrument rated, FAA Part 135
certificate holder, light aircraft owner, jet carrier navigator,
avionics technician including radar operator, and a retired
military officer in a converted garage with a computer and a
phone line."
"And you've tried for almost two years to meet face to face with
the public officials involved with TWA 800?"
"Yes."

What happened?
"Nothing yet. But I'm still trying. It's only been two years for
TWA 800. The investigation is open and active. The evidence is
not changing or going away."
And I am still trying:
Real facts presented by NTSB about TWA 800 in exhibits,
photographs, text, drawings, and testimony:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
peeled skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
cargo door area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.

19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right
side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
abruptly at tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin
above cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch
and locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at
all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in
data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than
identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a
Boeing airliner, cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing

43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
door are in red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was redorange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
was intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and
structural deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996
eight miles off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and
perceived as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.

13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit
water.
I may not be alone: "NTSB investigators have suggested
unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have been light
reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from
the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." AW&ST 3/10/97
Regarding the Aviation Week and Space Technology article
quoted above, the following is supplied: <http://
www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Dear Ms. Monica Warnock,

21 May 1998

You wrote to me:> You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
I replied>Consider it done. And not because you threatened me,
but because you may be right."
Ms. Warnock, I now believe you to be wrong.

I'm putting the 10 March 97 Aviation Week and Space
Technology article in dispute back up on my web site at
www.corazon.com at one minute after midnight on 1 June 1998.
Here's why: The content is everything and the content of the
article is very, very important. I agree with the content. AvWeek
agrees with content. The public officials quoted in your article
agree with the content. The content quotes a public NTSB
official who says that the cause of TWA 800 may have been
forward door popping open. It also said the streak seen before
TWA 800 crash may have been reflection off the skin of aircraft.
I agree with that. It is very important. Let us call it the door pop
streak article.
Ms. Warnock, you have done your job well by searching the web
for Avweek articles. You found one. You then followed orders
and directed it be removed. It was removed. The problem is now
above your level of authority. So I direct my comments to your
boss: Mary Francis Koerner, the
Manager of Bureaus.
Will you please see that this letter goes to her?
Dear Ms. Koerner, I am told several things:
1. Get the door pop streak article off my web site.
2. I should ask permission to put AvWeek articles on web site.
3. Permission will be denied.
I asked permission. It was denied. You were right.
You have done all you can do. The problem is now above your
level of authority. I assume you would refer me to 'The Lawyers.'
I direct my statements to the lawyers.

Will you please see that this letter goes to them?
Dear AvWeek lawyers:
Ah, copyright, don't you love it?
My name is John Barry Smith. I have a 1200 page, 100 meg
website at www.corazon.com mainly devoted to high time
Boeing 747 accidents in which the hull ruptures in flight forward
of the wing. It contains mostly government scanned in aviation
accident reports, AARs, and occasionally copyrighted material
from media, such as yours.
Please note, let us stipulate:
1. My site is non profit. I have not made a penny on anything
related to that website. In fact, much of my money has gone out,
nothing has come in, a problem as my wife will attest.
2. It is research oriented with airplane crash related comments,
investigations, reports, pictures, and text.
3. I give full and clear credit to the sources I quote. AvWeek was
clearly stated as the author of the door pop streak 10 Mar 97
article in question. In fact, that is very important, that's why I
quote clearly and give credit to Aviation Week by scanning in the
entire article instead of paraphrasing, which would be quicker to
download but not have the authority of the best aviation
magazine on the planet, Aviation Week and Space Technology.
And I omitted the advertising on the pages, too.
Now for argument:

1. I stole nothing from you.
2. It's fair use.
3. I can publish that article without your permission if certain
conditions are met, and are: Non profit, small parts used, and
credit given.
"Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they
approve or not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least
clear cut, limits to copyright. The basic problem is that words
like "fair" or "reasonable" cannot be defined with the precision
non-lawyers (or many law students) would like. Until 20 years
ago, fair use did not appear in U.S. legislation, but it now
occupies about half of the copyright statute. In the U.S., partial or
limited reproduction of another's work may be permitted under
this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to
uses that advance public interests such as education or
scholarship. On the other hand, it is unlikely to be available if
one fails to credit the original artist or author. It is not apt to be
available to those who profit or interfere with original artists' or
authors' ability to derive income from their works."
" 1998 Franklin Pierce Law Center. All rights reserved." (I hope
I have fair use to quote the above.)
I believe I advance the public interest in aviation safety, I credit
the original speaker, the reporter, and the magazine, and I do not
profit from it. I have fair use.
Conclusion: It will take a Judge to order me to remove the 10
March 97 AvWeek article from my website after it is put back up
on 1 June 1998 or to permit me to continue to post it.

So, Lawyers, the problem is above your level of authority. I turn
my attention to the Managing Editor:
Will you please see that this letter goes to him?
Dear Managing Editor,
What's the beef? You and your reporter, David Fulghum, have
done a fine piece of work. You have pinpointed the cause of a
mystery crash now under current investigation, TWA 800. It was
the door popping open in flight. The NTSB official you quoted
was correct. The streak was the skin spinning away reflecting
evening red orange sunlight to observers below. The official was
correct and he was quoted correctly by your aviation reporter.
The implications of the truth you printed are profound. The cause
now leads to chafed wiring shorting on cargo door unlatch motor
and allowing rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
which opened in flight. Exactly as has happened before with
UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02. The 300 knot
slipstream tore the nose off TWA 800 because the explosive
decompression shatter zone was much bigger on TWA 800 than
on UAL 811, as shown by NTSB reconstruction photo of TWA
800 wreckage.
I encourage you to do a follow up story on the wiring/cargo door
explanation as described on the website in question,
www.corazon.com. Mr. Fulghum and Mr. McKenna are familiar
with the details of TWA 800 and wiring cargo door explanation.
Attached:
1. Correspondence between AvWeek Ms. Warnock and me.

2. Three .jpgs of the images published on website of 10 March
door pop streak article.
3. Recent email to Government officials regarding this matter.
Please note accurate numbers and sources given.
So, I must publish your copyrighted material, the 10 March 97
article on my website at URL http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html on June 1, 1998.
I'm at email barry@corazon.com or 408 659 3552 or 551
Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924.
I encourage discussion regarding this matter. It's a hot story even
though almost two years old. Wiring is the main culprit, not the
door, not the center tank. NSTB is in the right church but the
wrong pew. Wiring is the problem and it's in places other than the
fuel tank tubes. It's in the cargo door unlatching motor circuits.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 10:24:37 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Aviation Week
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/

800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright
law which
states that permission must be granted before our material is
used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove
these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material
from your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Dear Madam, 14 May 1998
A thousand pardons. I immediately request permission to reprint
Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA
Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my website,
www.corazon.com. (Corazon is my wife's name.)
The reason I scanned in exact image instead of paraphrasing text
was to be precise and show source, very important for a research
paper.
Should my request be denied, I shall of course, immediately
comply with your request and remove the article from my web
site.
AWST is a fine magazine and one which I have read diligently
for over thirty years. I have watched AWST's web site mature as
time goes on. http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm is on my
bookmarks list and I check it first thing every morning. I'm in

your database of subscribers. Keep up the good work!
Regarding this life and death matter of a sudden night fiery fatal
jet plane crash about which I have published a 1200 page website
presenting my shorted wiring opening forward cargo door in
flight explanation to the general public in a non profit effort:
1. You surely understand I can not alter my website just on an
unsolicited email out of the blue from:
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
The absence of title indicates your request may be personal in
nature and not official. Please confirm your official title which
corresponds to your request that I delete an article from AWST
from my site. You may be spoofing me and my asking for
credentials is prudent and an established protocol.
2. Your response indicates an interest in the subject of TWA 800.
Could you refer a reporter to me so I can present my wiring/
cargo door explanation to him/her? I would appreciate the
opinion of an aviation professional regarding my nine years of
amateur research into hull ruptures of hour high time Boeing
747s. Your reporter, David Fuhlgum, in the referenced article,
was able to elicit important material from NTSB officials
regarding TWA 800; the forward door may have popped open in
flight, and the streak may have been pieces of the aircraft
reflecting evening sun. I am able to amplify those observations
by an anonymous NTSB 'second official' using NTSB

documents and photographs. It's a good story and one worthy of
AWST's interest. FAA, NSTB, and Boeing are all saying wiring
in older Boeing airliners is fraying and shorting causing
problems, and so am I, long before the officials came to the
realization.
3. >or we will consider legal action.
Why, O why did you threaten me? Your first contact, out of the
blue, and it contains a threat of 'legal action'. What does that
mean? I don't think it means a good thing. It just sets a wrong
tone. Is politeness gone from even presentations about a plane
crash?
4. >Your website is in violation of this law.
Whoa! You are calling me a criminal? Just like that? I'm breaking
the law? I'm a lawbreaker? This is very disturbing. Maybe that's
the way AWST works with the big boys who only respond to
threats, not to polite requests with explanation attached. I'm not a
big boy. I'm a retired military officer working out of a converted
garage in California. I don't like anybody telling me I'm breaking
the law unless it's a policeman, judge, or jury. And I still don't
like it, but I obey. I really can't tell my friends that I changed my
cherished web site because of a strange unauthenticated email
from some babe named Monica at McGraw-Hill, now can I? I
mean, am I a man or a mouse?
See, a threat always turns a pleasant conversation into stressful
one. Squeek, squeek.
To review:

1. I respectfully request permission to display scanned in
images of Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG
Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my personal
website, www.corazon.com.
2. Please to show credentials, madam.
4. Refer reporter to me regarding a subject that you feel strongly
enough to want to affect with correspondence, TWA 800.
5. Keep up the good work covering aviation subjects around the
world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 13:48:41 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She

is the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.

I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is
the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to

present the AWST article on my web site. I shall search through
it and delete it. Do I need permission to post your email in its
place to explain why the article was deleted? I should explain
why the article was removed to squelch any conspiracy coverup
nonsense that pervades this TWA 800 investigation.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
So sad.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMOTV, Channel 4, ABC, in Seattle Washington and the arrive within
the hour. I'm preparing for it so am unable now to find page,
delete, change links, upload it to server right now. But how long
to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation

Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that
quoting AWST in a non profit website about aviation safety helps
AWST, but what do I know.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred
me, is that OK?
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and
then send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have
cleansed the dirty deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Monica Warnock

Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 14:47:54 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy
right nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Done
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear Ms. Warnock,
You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Consider it done. And not because you threatened me, but
because you may be right.
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
is the URL which now has deleted article. Completed 6:57PM 14
May 97, nine hours after your request. The TV interview went
swimmingly. In fact, the interviewer from KOMO TV ABC
Seattle, asked that I send him an email of the article in question.
He was interested to hear about your request.
I just want you to know that you have made an old man very
very sad. I shall have to research the web, as is my wont, to find
out for sure if the copyright laws exist to keep non profit
websites from fairly using one article of a magazine to support an
aviation safety hypothesis. I make no money from this site, on
the contrary, it costs me money to keep it up. The site is 1200
pages deep with on one page assigned to article. The goal of the
website is aviation safety, a common goal with Aviation Week.
The officials quoted on the article are public officials whose
comments are public.
It seems to me that permission should not be necessary for me to
put your article on my website as long as I give credit to the
author and make no money from it.

It seems to me that when permission was requested to put the
article on my website, permission should have been granted.
You said 'protect your magazine,' as motive for requesting I
delete the article. Protection from whom? Me? Aviation Week
needs protection from me? I am a retired guy working out of a
converted garage with a computer and a modem. You have
nothing to fear from me, we are on the same side, aviation safety.
Regardless, the excellent article by David Fulghum in the March
10, 1997 issue has been deleted at your request. Should it
become apparent that I do have the fair right to use your article
under conditions which I fulfill, then, pop! up it goes again. I
shall let you know in advance so you may attempt to dissuade me
if you wish. It just seems that a guy ought to be able to pull out
old magazine articles to quote from when he's trying to persuade
visitors of an aviation safety point. In case I'm wrong, and I'm
never wrong, I have erred on the side of safety and complied
with your request.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right
nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is

<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
DAVID A. FULGHUM/WASHINGTON
Two New York Air National Guard pilots, with the best view of
the crash of
TWA Flight 800 last July, are disagreeing about what they saw
immediately
before destruction of the Boeing 747-131 jetliner.
One believes the airliner was struck by a fast-moving object
coming from the
east, while the other saw only a fiery trail from the west.
However, both believe a violent explosion ripped the aircraft
apart,
propelling some of its passengers high enough that they did not
hit the
water's surface until 3-4 min. after the initial explosion.
Maj. Frederick C. Meyer, pilot of an HH-60 helicopter from the
ANG's 106th
Rescue Wing, has just been freed from an FBI gag order
preventing him from
giving interviews about the 1996 disaster off Long Island, N.Y.
The copilot,

Capt. Christian Baur, remains under FBI restrictions not to speak
about the
accident. But two officials familiar with his testimony told
Aviation Week &
Space Technology in detail what he told investigators.
In the days immediately after the accident, before being ordered
not to
speak, Meyer discussed his initial impressions with news media
(AW&ST July
29, 1996, p. 32). Last week, he chose Aviation Week as the first
news
organization to hear a detailed account of his recollections and
his
testimony to federal investigators.
Meyer and Baur were in one of the wing's two aircraft operating
north of the
crash site. The helicopter was operating over Long Island about
12 mi. north
of the TWA crash site. Baur, the copilot, was at the controls
practicing
instrument approaches. The crew was awaiting darkness so they
could begin
training with night vision goggles.
The key point on which the two pilots disagree is whether a
streak of light
appeared from the opposite direction of the flight of TWA 800
(which was
flying from west to east after takeoff from Kennedy Airport), a
possible
indication of an intercepting missile or some other object.

Meyer's attention was first called to the area of the sky where the
accident
occurred "by a streak of light moving from my right (west) to my
left
(east)," the same direction as the TWA flight, he said.
Baur's account differs on this point. According to the two
officials who have
heard both pilots' accounts, Baur, on the left side of the cockpit,
saw a
streak moving from left to right toward the approaching TWA
aircraft before
the initial explosion.
"Almost due south [of the helicopter], there was a hard white
light, like
burning pyrotechnics, in level flight," Baur told investigators
from the
National Transportation Safety Board, FBI and a Federal antiterrorist task
force. "I was trying to figure out what it was. It was the wrong
color for
flares. It struck an object coming from the right and made it
explode."
Baur's first impression was that there had been a midair collision,
possibly
between two light aircraft that tow banners along the beach.
"They had witnessed these aircraft come very close to each other
at that time
of day, and that's what they assumed," the second official said.

NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilots
saw could have been light reflections from the skin of the
aircraft, tongues
of flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open,
a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said.
Meyer could not actually see the aircraft, but only the streak, and
he admits
that Baur, a younger man, has better eyesight. Moreover, Meyer
adds,
"Whatever Chris saw on the left side I didn't see because he
blocked my
view." Baur disputes this, saying that the explosions and crash
were
virtually dead ahead of the aircraft.
The helicopter was executing a missed approach and was about
halfway down
Runway 24 at the Francis S. Gabreski International Airport at
Westhampton
Beach, N.Y. It had started a climbing left turn to the south when
the
accident occurred. The Sun had not yet set and the sky was still
bright.
According to Meyer, the streak was about 15-20 deg. above his
line of sight
and perhaps 15 deg. left of the aircraft's centerline.

"I don't know if it was a missile that struck the airliner," Meyer
said.
"Nothing at that moment said 'missile' to me. I spent a number of
years in
Vietnam and had seen missiles fired, some of them at me. But,
that was
25-year-old missile technology, which left smoke trails. I
understand today
that they are made with smokeless rocket fuel and don't leave
trails. What I
saw was a streak of light, not a smoke trail."
The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very shallow,
gradually descending
arc. He points out that he never saw the actual airframe of the
TWA 747
within the streak or subsequent explosions or smoke trails. It was
virtually
identical to the trajectory of a meteor, with only a slight curve.
But unlike
a meteor, the streak was red-orange in color, he said.
Meyer observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec. Then there
was what Meyer
describes as a hard, very sudden, yellowish-white explosion that
looked
identical to the detonation of an antiaircraft shell. He did not
suggest an
antiaircraft weapon was fired at TWA Flight 800, however.
"It left a cloud of smoke just like a flak explosion does," Meyer
said. "One
to two seconds later, there was a second, hard explosion almost

pure white in
color. The position of that explosion appeared to be slightly
below and
behind where one would have anticipated the streak of light to
have gone. The
trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and
slowed."
A new detail in Meyer's story was that almost immediately there
was a third
explosion and fireball. Meyer doesn't remember if there was an
explosion and
fireball or if the third explosion turned into the fireball.
"That was a soft explosion unlike the first two," Meyer said. "It
began as a
tiny point and it grew very rapidly into a huge fireball four times
the
diameter of the Sun. I was dumbstruck."
Baur also saw three explosions. But he contends that they started
from left
(east) and went to right (west). He said the explosions created a
"huge
waterfall of flame that cascaded down," the first official said.
"The column
of flame was being whipped around violently. First it was
tumbling, and
then it refined itself into a spiral. The explosions were all before
the
cascade of flame began."
In the helicopter, Baur spoke first, asking if it was pyrotechnics.

ANG
operations that night were to have included flares dropped by a
HC-130
transport aircraft. The crew then called the Gabreski tower.
"We said we'd observed a fireball south of the field and we would
like
clearance to the beach to investigate," Meyer said. Baur actually
made the
call and reported a possible midair collision, the second official
involved
in the investigation said.
The crash time has been variously reported as being from 8:31 to
8:45 p.m.,
Meyer said. He believes the earlier time is more likely to be
correct
although he can't be sure.
Baur continued to fly the helicopter during the search while
Meyer functioned
as copilot and primary communicator. As they approached the
crash site, after
about 4 min. of flight, debris was still falling so they slowed to
avoid
being hit.
"As they got closer, within two or three miles, Baur could see the
aircraft
body, not tumbling, but in a vortex almost like inside a tornado,"
the second
official said.

Meyer made another revelation that was the result of long
reflection after
the accident.
"I was looking ahead . . . as we approached the crash site,"
Meyer said. "I
saw some debris at 1,200-1,300 ft. falling at terminal velocity
and fuselage
fragments tumbling at 40-50 mi. per hour. The things falling at
high speed
were bodies still strapped in their seats. That is logically
inconsistent
if they came from the same explosion at the same time. On
reflection, I have
concluded that the bodies must have been blown upward before
they came down.
That indicates a violent explosion."
On this point, the two pilots' accounts agree, the officials said.
"Debris was falling like snow," according to Baur's testimony.
"Among the
particulate there was metal and paper, some of it glowing.
Through all of
that, things would come racing through -- two or three highspeed objects
like sacks of potatoes. I believed them to be bodies that had been
blown upward."
The pilots' opinion differ from the conclusion of inspectors that
all the
passengers were in the fuselage when it ripped apart from
aerodynamic forces.

In an attempt to debunk the most egregious coverup and
conspiracy theories,
Meyer and other ANG officials remain adamant that their unit
was not part of
any larger, undisclosed, multiservice operation. Operations the
night of the
crash were standard training flights to maintain currency with
night vision
goggles, rescue operations and in-air refueling.
The HH-60 flight was to be of about two hours' duration and
would not extend
more than 2 mi. off the Long Island southern coast. The HC-130
would drop
flares, rafts and a para-rescueman and later refuel the helicopter
in a
communications-out, lights-out operation.
"No other people of other services were on the base at the time,"
Meyer said.
Nor were there indications of the operations of drone aircraft,
another
theory that has surfaced as the possible cause of the crash. "No,
there would
have been some kind of notice."
AW&ST 3/10/97
Until the streak is adequately explained, the missile explanation
will always be possible. I say missile explanation will always be
could be, but wasn't. The evidence refutes every missile
explanation suggested event. Likewise for meteor and bomb

explanations, they will always be could have been, but weren't.
The center tank did catch fire and there was a fireball, so center
tank explanation will always be could have been and was, the
only issue is when.
The wiring/ cargo door explanation explains the streak, refutes
the bomb and meteor, and supplements the center tank
explanation.
The wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is the more
correct, more complete explanation.
I urge that Boeing 747s with Poly-X wiring be grounded until
wiring is checked in cargo door areas known to have been faulty
in the past.
I again request to meet with NTSB officials to present my wiring/
cargo door explanation.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Citizen: USA
Major: US Army Retired
Pilot: Commercial, instrument rated, FAA Part 135 certificate.

Navigator: RA5C Vigilante
Owner: Mooney M20C
Survivor: Sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash.
From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: June 2, 1998 10:13:00 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Web intrigue Aviation Week McGraw-Hi

Hi Barry-will look at it this afternoon when I'm done with my
story for the
day.
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith
To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: Web intrigue Aviation Week McGraw-Hill
http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html
Date: Monday, June 01, 1998 9:46PM

http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html
Dear Josh,
battle joined with Aviation Week McGraw-Hill lawyers over
article about
NTSB saying cargo door may have popped open in flight and
caused streak.
Total details on the above URL. Your opinion would be
appreciated about the
copyright aspect.

http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html gives all
government responses
from Senator McCain to Chairman Hall to technicians from the
FAA and NTSB.
That idea came from you asking me for copies of letters from
them.
The McGraw-Hill Aviation Week thing could be quite political,
it's web
intrigue at its best.
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 1, 1998 9:46:05 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: Web intrigue Aviation Week McGraw-Hill http://
www.corazon.com/TBA.html

http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html
Dear Josh,

battle joined with Aviation Week McGraw-Hill lawyers over
article about NTSB saying cargo door may have popped open in
flight and caused streak. Total details on the above URL. Your
opinion would be appreciated about the copyright aspect.
http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html gives all
government responses from Senator McCain to Chairman Hall to
technicians from the FAA and NTSB. That idea came from you
asking me for copies of letters from them.
The McGraw-Hill Aviation Week thing could be quite political,
it's web intrigue at its best.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 1, 1998 9:43:20 PM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html

http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html
Dear Mike,
battle joined with Aviation Week McGraw-Hill lawyers over
article about NTSB saying cargo door may have popped open in
flight and caused streak. Total details on the above URL. Your
opinion would be appreciated about the copyright aspect.
http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html gives all
government responses from Senator McCain to Chairman Hall to

technicians from the FAA and NTSB.
Cheers,
Barry
Latest email below:
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.

Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear elected, appointed, and employed US government officials
involved with TWA 800 investigation, 29 May 1998
Gentleman, I respectfully address all as if this were a cyberspace
meeting and it is my turn to speak. Most of us have exchanged
letters, emails, conversations in person or telephone calls in the
past. The case for wiring/cargo door opening in flight as an
explanation for the TWA accident grows stronger every day with
evidence such as this:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.

(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)

NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report, page 44:
"Response: There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on
the 747 in 1996. There operator reported that a burning smell
was noted during cargo loading in the forward cargo
compartment. Cargo loading system wiring was found damaged
and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at station 650, below
the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip
was found broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A
hole was found burned through the bottom angle of the cargo
floor cross member, where the wiring clip attached, and charring
was evident in the surrounding insulation blanket. Repairs were
made."
Page 44: "Response: There were seven reported wiring fires on
the 747 in 1996."
Page 45: "f. 747-200 reported on October 12, 1996
Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of forward
lower lobe cargo hold on a747-200 freighter. This occurred with
the airplane on the ground, during post C-check functional test.
Note: Portions of the damaged wire bundles were forwarded to
Boeing for evaluation in determining the cause of the damage.
The results of the analysis indicated the primary conductor(s)
sustained mechanical or thermal damage prior to the application
of electrical power."
Page 46, "g. 747-400 reported on November 1, 1997, (see
response to question 1)
There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on the 747 in
1996. There operator reported that a burning smell was noted
during cargo loading in the forward cargo compartment. Cargo
loading system wiring was found damaged and shorted to ground

below the cargo floor at station 650, below the aft right corner of
a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip was found broken
enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole was found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross
member, where the wiring clip attached, and charring was
evident in the surrounding insulation blanket. Repairs were
made."
Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems Command
to National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As
you know, the problems with poly-x wire are well known to
headquarters and its use had been curtailed."
FAA Aircraft Certification Service Mission Statement:
http://www.faa.gov/avr/air/hq/mission.htm
"Aviation Safety Begins With Safe Aircraft
The Aircraft Certification Service is responsible for the safety of
civil aircraft. The inherent safety of an aircraft is a function of its
design integrity and its manufacturing quality. It is the mission of
the Aircraft Certification Service to promote safety by:
Prescribing safety standards governing the design, production
quality, and airworthiness of civil aeronautical products;
Administering design, production quality, and finished product
certification programs in compliance with the prescribed safety
standards;
Monitoring safety performance, and acting to provide continued
operational safety of aircraft;
Working in partnership with aviation safety authorities of other
countries to continuously improve the safety of the international
air transportation system and achieve international harmonization
of aircraft certification standards and practices.
Our program priorities are:
ÊÊÊÊÊFIRST: Continued operational safety including

surveillance.
ÊÊÊÊÊSECOND: Safety standards, policies, and procedures.
ÊÊÊÊÊTHIRD: Type, production, and airworthiness
certification."
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me
know if there is anything further that I can do for you in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/86 email Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and he has informed me of your findings. I have since
forwarded the material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee for their review.

Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
Excerpt of 4 Mar 98 letter from Senator John McCain to me: "I
have received your letter regarding the forward cargo door of
TWA Flight 800, and your interest in meeting with someone at
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) relating your
concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
FAA and NTSB and manufacturers are taking efforts to inspect
fuel tank wiring on all airliners. Cargo door wiring on Boeing
747s should also be inspected. A wiring caused inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door of TWA 800 in flight should
also be investigated.
It's prudent.
1. Check known faulty Poly X wiring in cargo door areas of early
747s for chafed to bare wires.
2. Figure out explanation of red paint smears, outward peeled
skin, and petal bulge at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
of TWA 800.
3. Attempt to locate missing eighty percent of forward cargo door
by either finding it in Orange Zone, Calverton hangar, or from

the bottom of the ocean.
4. Meet face to face with a citizen, as the suggestion of Senator
McCain, to discuss and consider real evidence as discovered in
research of NTSB and FAA documents regarding wiring/cargo
door explanation for TWA 800.
Following the example of Congressman Farr of open discussion
of TWA 800 and the inclusion of relevant correspondence in
letters, I have put all your correspondence to me on my web site
www.corazon.com. All emails and scanned letters are seen at
<http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html>
Democracy and the internet in action.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 1, 1998 9:12:08 AM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: Prudent/normal/reasonable

Dear David,
Quoting from NTSB exhibits below is not a personal crusade,
since you did it before in recent issue:

The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or
short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800)
in addition
to what was found in the wiring from the raceway below the left
cabin floor
and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
Talking about wiring is not a personal crusade since you have
done it before in earlier issues.
Quoting from an NTSB AAR is not a personal crusade since
you've done it before. AAR 92/02 UAL 811.
No, the reason is fear of looking bad if wrong. And everyone
says wiring/cargo door is wrong, so why take the risk of being
wrong and looking bad?
The reason is safety. Wiring/ cargo door is a reasonable line of
investigation, that's all. Reasonable, not weird, not strange, not
different, not never happened before, not unlikely, not unknown,
just reasonable.

To ignore reasonable in safety matters for Air Safety Week is not
right.
To ingore weird, strange, rare, unusual, and unlikely in Air
Safety Week may be right.
To print quotes from official documents which support wiring
short that happened before happened again when the evidence
matches is right.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is reasonable. To
talk about it is normal. To investigate it is prudent.
What does DER stand for?
And if we had more personal crusdades for safety, something
might get done about it.
Cheers,
Barry

Barry:
Appreciate the comments. While the article contains a pretty
fair amount on 747 wiring, to include the cargo door problem
in
1996, it may be time to raise some issues concerning cargo
doors.
I'm gong to a DER conference in Ft. Worth and will have an
opportunity to probe the issue. I'm thinking of doing an
extended
brief.
I have to be careful not to be perceived as being on some sort

of personal crusade.
Many thanks, David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Right church, wrong pew.
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 5/30/98 5:22 PM

Dear David, just got your25 May 98 Air Safety Week.
Good read. Can you believe it?
I've enclosed the below I just sent to officials and we both
quoted the
same sources on two different occasions in the same article!
Amazing.
But not a word that I could find about bad wiring in 747s.....that
open
cargo doors, as has happened before, Not maybe bad wiring like
center tank,
but for sure bad wiring, bad cargo door area wiring in UAL 811
and TWA 800.
And the poly x wiring in cargo door area of 811 and 800 is poly
x, not
extruded teflon.
But not a word in your issu.

It's worth using facts about wiring in 747s for a story at this hot
time,
yes? If not now, then when? When the story is cold and no one
cares any
more about poly x wiring causing problems in Boeing and other
airliners.
Specifically cracked to bare wire poly x in TWA 800 shorting on
door
unlatch motor, as has happened before in UAL 811, nine dead.
I know, David, try try try, I'm trying to get wiring/cargo door
explanation
noticed and it's not working.
To do a story on a possible wiring caused accident for TWA 800
and the
consequent inspection of 747s and not mention a confirmed tried
and true
bad poly x wiring caused fatal accident UAL 811 and therefore
encourage the
inspection of all wiring in 747s, including fuel tank, cargo door,
and yaw
dampers is...is...well, shucks, it's just something.
I put all the government correspondence from them to me on my
website, some
good ones.
<http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html>
Matched quotes, expanded with sources below:

Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of
June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose
wire on the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report, page 44:
"Response: There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on
the 747 in
1996. There operator reported that a burning smell was noted
during cargo
loading in the forward cargo compartment. Cargo loading system
wiring was
found damaged and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at

station 650,
below the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p"
clip was
found broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole
was found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross
member, where the
wiring clip attached, and charring was evident in the surrounding
insulation blanket. Repairs were made."
Cheers,
Barry

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Hall
Chairman,

National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.

Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear elected, appointed, and employed US government officials
involved with
TWA 800 investigation, 29 May 1998
Gentleman, I respectfully address all as if this were a cyberspace
meeting
and it is my turn to speak. Most of us have exchanged letters,
emails,
conversations in person or telephone calls in the past. The case
for

wiring/cargo door opening in flight as an explanation for the
TWA accident
grows stronger every day with evidence such as this:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of
June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose
wire on the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or
short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800)
in addition
to what was found in the wiring from the raceway below the left

cabin floor
and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS
560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone.
Frayed wires in
that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door
to open in
flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring
out of a
forward cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking
electricity make
a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report, page 44:
"Response: There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on
the 747 in
1996. There operator reported that a burning smell was noted
during cargo

loading in the forward cargo compartment. Cargo loading system
wiring was
found damaged and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at
station 650,
below the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p"
clip was
found broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole
was found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross
member, where the
wiring clip attached, and charring was evident in the surrounding
insulation blanket. Repairs were made."
Page 44: "Response: There were seven reported wiring fires on
the 747 in 1996."
Page 45: "f. 747-200 reported on October 12, 1996
Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of forward
lower lobe
cargo hold on a747-200 freighter. This occurred with the
airplane on the
ground, during post C-check functional test.
Note: Portions of the damaged wire bundles were forwarded to
Boeing for
evaluation in determining the cause of the damage. The results of
the
analysis indicated the primary conductor(s) sustained mechanical
or thermal
damage prior to the application of electrical power."
Page 46, "g. 747-400 reported on November 1, 1997, (see
response to
question 1)

There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on the 747 in
1996. There
operator reported that a burning smell was noted during cargo
loading in
the forward cargo compartment. Cargo loading system wiring
was found
damaged and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at station
650, below
the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip
was found
broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole was
found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross
member, where the
wiring clip attached, and charring was evident in the surrounding
insulation blanket. Repairs were made."
Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems Command
to National
Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you know,
the problems
with poly-x wire are well known to headquarters and its use had
been
curtailed."
FAA Aircraft Certification Service Mission Statement:
http://www.faa.gov/avr/air/hq/mission.htm
"Aviation Safety Begins With Safe Aircraft
The Aircraft Certification Service is responsible for the safety of
civil
aircraft. The inherent safety of an aircraft is a function of its
design
integrity and its manufacturing quality. It is the mission of the

Aircraft
Certification Service to promote safety by:
Prescribing safety standards governing the design, production
quality, and
airworthiness of civil aeronautical products;
Administering design, production quality, and finished product
certification programs in compliance with the prescribed safety
standards;
Monitoring safety performance, and acting to provide continued
operational
safety of aircraft;
Working in partnership with aviation safety authorities of other
countries
to continuously improve the safety of the international air
transportation
system and achieve international harmonization of aircraft
certification
standards and practices.
Our program priorities are:
FIRST: Continued operational safety including surveillance.
SECOND: Safety standards, policies, and procedures.
THIRD: Type, production, and airworthiness certification."
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the
forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I appreciated hearing
from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as

soon as a response is available, but please let me know if there is
anything further that I can do for you in the interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/86 email Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded the
material
you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee for their
review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
Excerpt of 4 Mar 98 letter from Senator John McCain to me: "I

have received
your letter regarding the forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800,
and your
interest in meeting with someone at the National Transportation
Safety
Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked
for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
FAA and NTSB and manufacturers are taking efforts to inspect
fuel tank
wiring on all airliners. Cargo door wiring on Boeing 747s should
also be
inspected. A wiring caused inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door of
TWA 800 in flight should also be investigated.
It's prudent.
1. Check known faulty Poly X wiring in cargo door areas of early
747s for
chafed to bare wires.
2. Figure out explanation of red paint smears, outward peeled
skin, and
petal bulge at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door of TWA
800.
3. Attempt to locate missing eighty percent of forward cargo door
by either
finding it in Orange Zone, Calverton hangar, or from the bottom
of the

ocean.
4. Meet face to face with a citizen, as the suggestion of Senator
McCain,
to discuss and consider real evidence as discovered in research of
NTSB and
FAA documents regarding wiring/cargo door explanation for
TWA 800.
Following the example of Congressman Farr of open discussion
of TWA 800 and
the inclusion of relevant correspondence in letters, I have put all
your
correspondence to me on my web site www.corazon.com. All
emails and scanned
letters are seen at
<http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html>
Democracy and the internet in action.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 1, 1998 9:11:45 AM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Copyright http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html

http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
You may be on the other side of the fence on this one, David. If
you do the an article on wiring/cargo door I will scan it, give
credit to you, and post it. The principle is the same. I will also
link to your site.
I hope you agree that an excerpt from your Air Safety Week with
credit for my non profit site is 'fair use', a controversial word for
publishers like you.
Regards,
Barry
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: June 1, 1998 5:28:11 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Right church, wrong pew.

Barry:
Appreciate the comments. While the article contains a pretty

fair amount on 747 wiring, to include the cargo door problem
in
1996, it may be time to raise some issues concerning cargo
doors.
I'm gong to a DER conference in Ft. Worth and will have an
opportunity to probe the issue. I'm thinking of doing an
extended
brief.
I have to be careful not to be perceived as being on some
sort
of personal crusade.
Many thanks, David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Right church, wrong pew.
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 5/30/98 5:22 PM

Dear David, just got your25 May 98 Air Safety Week.
Good read. Can you believe it?
I've enclosed the below I just sent to officials and we both
quoted the
same sources on two different occasions in the same article!
Amazing.
But not a word that I could find about bad wiring in 747s.....that
open

cargo doors, as has happened before, Not maybe bad wiring like
center tank,
but for sure bad wiring, bad cargo door area wiring in UAL 811
and TWA 800.
And the poly x wiring in cargo door area of 811 and 800 is poly
x, not
extruded teflon.
But not a word in your issu.
It's worth using facts about wiring in 747s for a story at this hot
time,
yes? If not now, then when? When the story is cold and no one
cares any
more about poly x wiring causing problems in Boeing and other
airliners.
Specifically cracked to bare wire poly x in TWA 800 shorting on
door
unlatch motor, as has happened before in UAL 811, nine dead.
I know, David, try try try, I'm trying to get wiring/cargo door
explanation
noticed and it's not working.
To do a story on a possible wiring caused accident for TWA 800
and the
consequent inspection of 747s and not mention a confirmed tried
and true
bad poly x wiring caused fatal accident UAL 811 and therefore
encourage the
inspection of all wiring in 747s, including fuel tank, cargo door,
and yaw

dampers is...is...well, shucks, it's just something.
I put all the government correspondence from them to me on my
website, some
good ones.
<http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html>
Matched quotes, expanded with sources below:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of
June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose
wire on the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."

NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report, page 44:
"Response: There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on
the 747 in
1996. There operator reported that a burning smell was noted
during cargo
loading in the forward cargo compartment. Cargo loading system
wiring was
found damaged and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at
station 650,
below the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p"
clip was
found broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole
was found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross
member, where the
wiring clip attached, and charring was evident in the surrounding
insulation blanket. Repairs were made."
Cheers,
Barry

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861

John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake

Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters

800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Dear elected, appointed, and employed US government officials
involved with
TWA 800 investigation, 29 May 1998
Gentleman, I respectfully address all as if this were a cyberspace
meeting
and it is my turn to speak. Most of us have exchanged letters,
emails,
conversations in person or telephone calls in the past. The case
for
wiring/cargo door opening in flight as an explanation for the
TWA accident
grows stronger every day with evidence such as this:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of
June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose
wire on the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to

mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or
short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800)
in addition
to what was found in the wiring from the raceway below the left
cabin floor
and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.
Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS
560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone.
Frayed wires in
that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door
to open in
flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring
out of a
forward cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking

electricity make
a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)
NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report, page 44:
"Response: There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on
the 747 in
1996. There operator reported that a burning smell was noted
during cargo
loading in the forward cargo compartment. Cargo loading system
wiring was
found damaged and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at
station 650,
below the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p"
clip was
found broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole
was found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross
member, where the
wiring clip attached, and charring was evident in the surrounding
insulation blanket. Repairs were made."
Page 44: "Response: There were seven reported wiring fires on
the 747 in 1996."
Page 45: "f. 747-200 reported on October 12, 1996
Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of forward
lower lobe
cargo hold on a747-200 freighter. This occurred with the
airplane on the
ground, during post C-check functional test.
Note: Portions of the damaged wire bundles were forwarded to

Boeing for
evaluation in determining the cause of the damage. The results of
the
analysis indicated the primary conductor(s) sustained mechanical
or thermal
damage prior to the application of electrical power."
Page 46, "g. 747-400 reported on November 1, 1997, (see
response to
question 1)
There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on the 747 in
1996. There
operator reported that a burning smell was noted during cargo
loading in
the forward cargo compartment. Cargo loading system wiring
was found
damaged and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at station
650, below
the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip
was found
broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole was
found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross
member, where the
wiring clip attached, and charring was evident in the surrounding
insulation blanket. Repairs were made."
Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems Command
to National
Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you know,
the problems
with poly-x wire are well known to headquarters and its use had
been

curtailed."
FAA Aircraft Certification Service Mission Statement:
http://www.faa.gov/avr/air/hq/mission.htm
"Aviation Safety Begins With Safe Aircraft
The Aircraft Certification Service is responsible for the safety of
civil
aircraft. The inherent safety of an aircraft is a function of its
design
integrity and its manufacturing quality. It is the mission of the
Aircraft
Certification Service to promote safety by:
Prescribing safety standards governing the design, production
quality, and
airworthiness of civil aeronautical products;
Administering design, production quality, and finished product
certification programs in compliance with the prescribed safety
standards;
Monitoring safety performance, and acting to provide continued
operational
safety of aircraft;
Working in partnership with aviation safety authorities of other
countries
to continuously improve the safety of the international air
transportation
system and achieve international harmonization of aircraft
certification
standards and practices.
Our program priorities are:
FIRST: Continued operational safety including surveillance.
SECOND: Safety standards, policies, and procedures.
THIRD: Type, production, and airworthiness certification."

Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the
forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I appreciated hearing
from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as
soon as a response is available, but please let me know if there is
anything further that I can do for you in the interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/86 email Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded the
material
you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee for their
review.

Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
Excerpt of 4 Mar 98 letter from Senator John McCain to me: "I
have received
your letter regarding the forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800,
and your
interest in meeting with someone at the National Transportation
Safety
Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked
for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
FAA and NTSB and manufacturers are taking efforts to inspect
fuel tank
wiring on all airliners. Cargo door wiring on Boeing 747s should
also be
inspected. A wiring caused inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door of
TWA 800 in flight should also be investigated.
It's prudent.
1. Check known faulty Poly X wiring in cargo door areas of early
747s for
chafed to bare wires.

2. Figure out explanation of red paint smears, outward peeled
skin, and
petal bulge at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door of TWA
800.
3. Attempt to locate missing eighty percent of forward cargo door
by either
finding it in Orange Zone, Calverton hangar, or from the bottom
of the
ocean.
4. Meet face to face with a citizen, as the suggestion of Senator
McCain,
to discuss and consider real evidence as discovered in research of
NTSB and
FAA documents regarding wiring/cargo door explanation for
TWA 800.
Following the example of Congressman Farr of open discussion
of TWA 800 and
the inclusion of relevant correspondence in letters, I have put all
your
correspondence to me on my web site www.corazon.com. All
emails and scanned
letters are seen at
<http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html>
Democracy and the internet in action.
Regards,
John Barry Smith

551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 31, 1998 11:12:19 PM PDT
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Posted article on website.

Dear Ms. Warnock, One minute after midnight, 1 June 1998.
Please inform Ms. Koerner and other executives as you deem
appropriate that the deed is done. The 10 March 1997 AV Week
article is back up on www.corazon.com at http://
www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
I haven't heard a thing from you, Ms. Koerner, the lawyers, the
managing editor, nor Mr. McKenna. Cat got your tongues?
As of today, I shall assume you agree with me that my posting

your article is covered by the fair use provisions of copyright law
because my site is non profit, research oriented, I give credit to
authors, and it's an excerpt.
So, you have authorized reprint of an Aviation Week article to
other than the AvWeek website.
If not, please hasten to tell me.
And really, the important point, the content of the article as
streak as popped door for TWA 800 is still there. Is anybody
going to contact me from AvWeek?
You'd think somebody would like to talk to a guy who publishes
your articles on the web when told not to do so and invites
attention to a wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 and
others.
I await a call from Av Week.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: May 30, 1998 6:06:43 PM PDT
To: graeme.storey@virgin.net
Cc: brian.gregson@zetnet.co.uk, erlend.barclay@zetnet.co.uk,
hans.marter@zetnet.co.uk, john.waters@zetnet.co.uk
Subject: Bressay Essay embargoed Thursday June 4th - see
attached file for layout & fonts

see attached file for layout & fonts

The Bressay Essay
4th June 1998
by Jonathan Wills
(this feature also appears in The Orcadian)
A telly zapper AWOL in Ireland.

It was bound to happen one day. This time the telly clicker had
finally,
like terminally, gone Absent With Out Leave. Normally you can
read the Riot
Act to the heirs and heiress to the Mills Willions and eventually
they
will, with a greater or lesser degree of shamefacedness, produce
the
missing electronic zapper from the stickiest recesses of our
hideous sofa
(ugly it may be but, with a fashionable Œthrow‚ draped over it, it
‚s
900 quid cheaper than that sofa I really want out of the club
book). This
time it had gone for good.
Normally I wouldn‚t care. The mislaying of the flicker, and the
ensuing
domestic strife, would be but a faint burbling on the edge of my
consciousness. For I am not a telly person. Or, at least, I wasn‚t,
until
I read a sad story in the sooth papers, a while back, about the
sudden

death of that actor fellow who played Father Ted so well in the
TV series
of the same name, not that I‚d ever seen or heard of it, you
understand.
So I spoke to the youngsters, TV experts the both of them, and
asked what
sort of a sitcom it was, at all. Sure, you‚ll love it, Dad, so you
will,
they said. But, hold on a minute, children, I remonstrated, how
can it be
that the show can still be on the air, now, after your main man
himself is
dead and gone and all and such a shame? This is not a problem,
Father, they
simultaneously replied, for, don‚t you see, all the programmes is
pre-recorded and what you‚re after watching tonight was filmed
months
ago, long before your man popped his ecclesiastical clogs, such a
sad
occasion indeed, to be sure, and don‚t be worrying your head
about it,
Father, Œtis only pretend after all, so it is and won‚t you have
another drop of your tincture, sure, doesn‚t it make you feel
better,
now?
So I watched an episode of Father Ted with them. And another.
And another.
Hooked, so I was. According to a professional colleague of mine,
Father
Dougal, Father Jack and Mrs Doyle are also what the
cognoscenti call
figments of the director‚s imagination. Made up, in other words.

Not to
me they‚re not. Despite an Anglo-Sheltic-Presbyterian
upbringing, I
learned my Latin from a Catholic lawyer, my chess from a Jesuit
priest (the
late and eternally lamented Father Ryan of Lerwick) and my
drinking habits
from an unfrocked seminarist known only to God. Believe me, I
have met
people like Father Dougal, Father Jack and Mrs Doyle. If they
didn‚t
exist, you‚d have to invent them. My only niggle is that your
Father
Dougal also appears to have his own one-man, stand-up comic
show on Irish
TV, with the living spit of the young fellow talking away like
blazes, and
very vulgarly too at times I may say, for the best part of an hour
and with
only the adverts to give him pause for a breath. Can this be the
same chap
and, if so, how is it done, with mirrors, or what? Could Father
Dougal be
an actor himself, even? I keep asking myself this, and not only in
the
waking hours, for it‚s haunting my dreams as well, the worry, so
it is.
After this magical discovery, my children reckoned I was ready
for even
more Papist propaganda, me whose only recorded religious belief
is that if
there was a God up there in the firmament at all, with the old

white beard
and flowing robes and the holy angels all about him and that,
then Patrick
Moore who was speaking in the village hall here only the other
night and
your Hubble telescope would have taken the Old Fellow‚s
picture by now
and had it in the National Geographic, so they would. In the
absence of
that, I reckon we are but mites crawling over a speck of dirty
dust
whirling round a dying candle in an insignificant corner of a not
very
interesting small galaxy somewhere on the outer edge of sweet
Fanny Adams
and consequently I hold all organised religions in impartial
disregard and
detestation, which will please Eric Stockton, the Sage of Sanday,
if no-one
else, so it will.
So the bairns called me in from chasing the gander out of the
pratie hole
to watch Ballykissangel and a fine show it was, good family
viewing and
thoroughly enjoyable and politically correct too, specially with
your Brian
Quigley being foiled in his wicked conniving capitalist plots and
so forth.
Week after week it went on and great was the pleasure therein.
Sore I was
indeed if the gander or the exigencies of my sundry services to
Her

Majesty‚s Press and the Great British Public kept me from it of
an
evening, but the young persons were always there with an
authoritative
summary to keep me up to date with the plots if I missed them.
They even
know how to work the VCR, which is a wonder and a credit to
the local
education authority although it‚s a pity they no longer give them
the
Latin as well, so it is.
So there was I, a model viewer and loyal withall and not channelhopping to
your rival terrestrial transmissions at all, when what should the
cynical
media rascals do but start taking liberties with me emotions, so
they did.
Now, I‚m all for originality in your sitcom plotting but, damn it
all,
our lovely Assumpta dying of the electric shock in the basement
of the
Bally Kay boozer, sudden-like, without a word of subtitled
warning to the
viewer of a delicate disposition, and her on the verge of
consummating the
hanky panky with the English curate - well, flummoxed is a quiet
word for
what it did to me, I can tell you.
Right off the television for weeks, grief-stricken, so I was, for I
rather
fancied your Assumpta myself in a pre-Raphaelite sort of way, so

I did,
notwithstanding the funny name and the sharp manner. Her
terminal demise
without hope of resuscitation came as a terrible shock, if you‚ll
pardon
the expression. I mean, given a good blood transfusion, a square
meal of
reestit mutton and a 13 amp fuse and she could have been my
kind of Galway
girl, so she could and all.
The young persons tried in vain to console me, saying that,
unlike Father
Ted, she was really only pretending to be dead of the alternating
current
and was still alive, if not in the studio then certainly with her
Holy
Father up there in heaven, or possibly even in Ealing Broadway
on her way
to the set of her next production. The fruits of my lions appeared
quite
unmoved by the subterranean taproom tragedy but then, unlike
me, they have
not led sheltered lives. They have been watching the children‚s
television since they were children, after all, so they have and isn
‚t it
the whole truth?
After this traumatic excursion into couch-potato-land I returned
to my
first love, the wireless, but wasn‚t it the interminable Irish
Question
again that I heard on and on and on and on, with your Tony Blair

settling
the Fenians‚ and Orangemen‚s hash once and for all, or so he
thinks?
It was just as well the eejits signed their names to Stormont
papers for,
Mo Mowlam or no Mowlam, some of us were about ready to tell
both sides of
the fence that we‚d had enough of the lot of them, were sick of
paying
soldiers to keep them from killing even more of each other, didn
‚t want
either side to Œwin‚ or even be in our country any longer if that
was
the way they were going to carry on, and would be more than
pleased to see
the United Nations take over the Six Counties forthwith,
preferably with
Finnish and Mozambican troops who couldn‚t understand a
damned word of
the bigoted insults the protagonists exchange daily.
Did you hear that, Gerry Adams, Ian Paisley and the rest of the
minority
nutters out there? We, the democratic majority, don‚t want you in
our
country and neither do most decent citizens of the Irish Republic.
We
don‚t give a damn what you say as long as you stop your
murderous
wickedness. If you won‚t stop it, we are now more willing than
perhaps we
realise to countenance draconian action against you. If they chain

you up
in dungeons, if they bump off the worst of you in Œcovert
actions‚, if
the special services do terrible things to your bank accounts and
reputations, no-one on this side of the Irish Sea, and very few on
the
other, will care very much. Starve yourselves to death if you like.
This
time few will bother their erse.
For many years, in fears of making things even worse, I have
refrained from
saying such things in print. Since my first visit to Ulster, in 1972,
I
have believed that, far from letting the murdering terrorists on
both sides
run their jails as if they were prisoners of war under the Geneva
Convention, we should have forced Protestant Unionist detainees
to share
cells (and slop-buckets, for all we care) with Catholic
Nationalists,
without exception. They might eventually have talked to one
another and
perhaps realised that they were both victims of fairy stories. Or
they
might have killed each other and been headlines, for a day. So
what?
In sympathy with most of the victims‚ families on both sides, I
cannot
yet reconcile myself to the thought that people who have
deliberately
killed innocent, uninvolved children, women and men should

serve less than
their full sentences. I am only willing to contemplate it if the
loonies on
both sides really do hand in their weapons, now. If they don‚t,
then
almost anything goes and I will be too busy campaigning, about
Environmentally Sensitive Area payments for crofters, to go
marching for
the rights of Œpolitical‚ prisoners.
Even after the Œsettlement‚, some of us humanists still have in
mind to
extirpate a prime cause of the Troubles - denominational
worship, to say
nothing of religious indoctrination, in schools receiving public
funds.
This goes for the Northern Isles, the north of Ireland and the west
of
Scotland - where the Catholic/Protestant divide is still the
unspoken (and
unspeakable) crisis at the heart of Scottish Labour and the SNP.
I realise that, having been educated in the Anglican English
Midlands and
an Ecumenical/Pagan Shetland, I may have had a privileged
upbringing: the
first time I realised that Catholics and Protestants were still in
serious
conflict was in 1966, my second year at Edinburgh University,
when I caught
the wrong train and arrived at Glasgow Queen Street an hour
after an ŒOld
Firm‚ match.

There are few areas of education where the US is ahead of us
but, if
parents want religious education for their children, they really
should
provide it at home or pay for religious schools from their own
funds. If
they are willing to pay, I would grant them a partial exemption
from that
portion of their taxes which finances public education. But they
would have
to reimburse the state for the cost of educating any state-trained
teacher
working in a private religious school.
The secular education question is the slow-burning fuse which
will detonate
soon after the new Scottish Parliament meets, a year from now and
possibly before it discovers and objects to the many limits which
Westminster has placed upon its powers. You may be sure of this
because
none of the political parties appears willing to discuss it.
Jonathan Wills
ENDS
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from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 30, 1998 5:22:47 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Right church, wrong pew.

Dear David, just got your25 May 98 Air Safety Week.
Good read. Can you believe it?
I've enclosed the below I just sent to officials and we both
quoted the same sources on two different occasions in the same

article! Amazing.
But not a word that I could find about bad wiring in 747s.....that
open cargo doors, as has happened before, Not maybe bad wiring
like center tank, but for sure bad wiring, bad cargo door area
wiring in UAL 811 and TWA 800.
And the poly x wiring in cargo door area of 811 and 800 is poly
x, not extruded teflon.
But not a word in your issu.
It's worth using facts about wiring in 747s for a story at this hot
time, yes? If not now, then when? When the story is cold and no
one cares any more about poly x wiring causing problems in
Boeing and other airliners. Specifically cracked to bare wire poly
x in TWA 800 shorting on door unlatch motor, as has happened
before in UAL 811, nine dead.
I know, David, try try try, I'm trying to get wiring/cargo door
explanation noticed and it's not working.
To do a story on a possible wiring caused accident for TWA 800
and the consequent inspection of 747s and not mention a
confirmed tried and true bad poly x wiring caused fatal accident
UAL 811 and therefore encourage the inspection of all wiring in
747s, including fuel tank, cargo door, and yaw dampers
is...is...well, shucks, it's just something.
I put all the government correspondence from them to me on my
website, some good ones.
<http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html>

Matched quotes, expanded with sources below:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report, page 44:
"Response: There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on
the 747 in 1996. There operator reported that a burning smell
was noted during cargo loading in the forward cargo
compartment. Cargo loading system wiring was found damaged
and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at station 650, below
the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip
was found broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A
hole was found burned through the bottom angle of the cargo
floor cross member, where the wiring clip attached, and charring
was evident in the surrounding insulation blanket. Repairs were

made."
Cheers,
Barry

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.

Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear elected, appointed, and employed US government officials
involved with TWA 800 investigation, 29 May 1998
Gentleman, I respectfully address all as if this were a cyberspace
meeting and it is my turn to speak. Most of us have exchanged
letters, emails, conversations in person or telephone calls in the
past. The case for wiring/cargo door opening in flight as an
explanation for the TWA accident grows stronger every day with
evidence such as this:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800)
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration
areas.

(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence
of arcing or short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119,
(TWA 800) in addition to what was found in the wiring from the
raceway below the left cabin floor and near the forward wing
spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a forward
cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing
airliners.)

NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report, page 44:
"Response: There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on
the 747 in 1996. There operator reported that a burning smell
was noted during cargo loading in the forward cargo
compartment. Cargo loading system wiring was found damaged
and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at station 650, below
the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip
was found broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A
hole was found burned through the bottom angle of the cargo
floor cross member, where the wiring clip attached, and charring
was evident in the surrounding insulation blanket. Repairs were
made."
Page 44: "Response: There were seven reported wiring fires on
the 747 in 1996."
Page 45: "f. 747-200 reported on October 12, 1996
Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of forward
lower lobe cargo hold on a747-200 freighter. This occurred with
the airplane on the ground, during post C-check functional test.
Note: Portions of the damaged wire bundles were forwarded to
Boeing for evaluation in determining the cause of the damage.
The results of the analysis indicated the primary conductor(s)
sustained mechanical or thermal damage prior to the application
of electrical power."
Page 46, "g. 747-400 reported on November 1, 1997, (see
response to question 1)
There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on the 747 in
1996. There operator reported that a burning smell was noted
during cargo loading in the forward cargo compartment. Cargo
loading system wiring was found damaged and shorted to ground

below the cargo floor at station 650, below the aft right corner of
a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip was found broken
enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole was found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross
member, where the wiring clip attached, and charring was
evident in the surrounding insulation blanket. Repairs were
made."
Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems Command
to National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As
you know, the problems with poly-x wire are well known to
headquarters and its use had been curtailed."
FAA Aircraft Certification Service Mission Statement:
http://www.faa.gov/avr/air/hq/mission.htm
"Aviation Safety Begins With Safe Aircraft
The Aircraft Certification Service is responsible for the safety of
civil aircraft. The inherent safety of an aircraft is a function of its
design integrity and its manufacturing quality. It is the mission of
the Aircraft Certification Service to promote safety by:
Prescribing safety standards governing the design, production
quality, and airworthiness of civil aeronautical products;
Administering design, production quality, and finished product
certification programs in compliance with the prescribed safety
standards;
Monitoring safety performance, and acting to provide continued
operational safety of aircraft;
Working in partnership with aviation safety authorities of other
countries to continuously improve the safety of the international
air transportation system and achieve international harmonization
of aircraft certification standards and practices.
Our program priorities are:
ÊÊÊÊÊFIRST: Continued operational safety including

surveillance.
ÊÊÊÊÊSECOND: Safety standards, policies, and procedures.
ÊÊÊÊÊTHIRD: Type, production, and airworthiness
certification."
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me
know if there is anything further that I can do for you in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/86 email Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and he has informed me of your findings. I have since
forwarded the material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee for their review.

Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
Excerpt of 4 Mar 98 letter from Senator John McCain to me: "I
have received your letter regarding the forward cargo door of
TWA Flight 800, and your interest in meeting with someone at
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) relating your
concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
FAA and NTSB and manufacturers are taking efforts to inspect
fuel tank wiring on all airliners. Cargo door wiring on Boeing
747s should also be inspected. A wiring caused inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door of TWA 800 in flight should
also be investigated.
It's prudent.
1. Check known faulty Poly X wiring in cargo door areas of early
747s for chafed to bare wires.
2. Figure out explanation of red paint smears, outward peeled
skin, and petal bulge at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
of TWA 800.
3. Attempt to locate missing eighty percent of forward cargo door
by either finding it in Orange Zone, Calverton hangar, or from

the bottom of the ocean.
4. Meet face to face with a citizen, as the suggestion of Senator
McCain, to discuss and consider real evidence as discovered in
research of NTSB and FAA documents regarding wiring/cargo
door explanation for TWA 800.
Following the example of Congressman Farr of open discussion
of TWA 800 and the inclusion of relevant correspondence in
letters, I have put all your correspondence to me on my web site
www.corazon.com. All emails and scanned letters are seen at
<http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html>
Democracy and the internet in action.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 27, 1998 10:17:08 PM PDT
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: Seattle economy/cargo door

Thanks Barry-The wheels of change move slowly, but they are
moving. I'll be
in touch soon.

Josh

You mean there's hope? A ray of sunshine through those
overcast Seattle skies?
Helloooooooo Seattle! Having a good time?
My opinion is there is little chance of anything bad about Boeing
being put on the air in Seattle unless it is the US government
saying it.
Am I a traitor? Does my belief of a wiring cargo door fault for
TWA 800 and other early 747s hurt my country? Specifically, the
Northwest Quadrant which has an economy derived from the
design, manufacture, and selling of 747s.
Here's my answer to myself on that one. No, I am not a traitor, I
am a patriot. Here's why.
Seattle is successful and must remain so. Seattle is successful
because nearby is built successful airplanes. Successful airplanes
are the best selling ones. The best selling ones are the most made
ones. The most made ones are the ones that make the most
money. The ones that make the most money are the ones that fly
the most. The ones that fly the most are the safest ones. The
safest airplane is the most successful airplane. Period. So, to
present an explanation for an unsafe event, the crash of TWA
800, an early Boeing 747, is a good thing to do, even if wrong.
There will be many wrong explanations offered and it is hoped,
the right one. It is the duty to search for the safest airplane that
should allow KOMO to show alternative mechanical explanation
that incorporates NTSB explanation too, the wiring/cargo door

explanation.
Safe airplane flies the most and makes the most money for airline
who orders more from Boeing who makes more and pays the
money to employees who watch KOMO TV and buy the
products seen offered there. We understand the economic
principle and the moral principle, now to do it.
Have the editor email me is you can not persuade him/her to run
story. It's never been on TV before, you would be the first to
present documented reasonable supported by Senator McCain
idea that wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is a
reasonable line of inquiry.
Especially since the livelihood of millions of citizens in your
neck of the woods depends on the outcome of TWA 800 NTSB
investigation. And it's turning into a world wide fear of flying
until conclusive proof of what's wrong is presented.
This is serious stuff and getting seriouser.
Cheers,
Barry
Documents:
pru¥dent \"prud-ent\ adj 1 : shrewd in the management of
practical affairs 2 : cautious, discreet 3 : provident, frugal syn
judicious, foresighted, sensible, sane ˜ pru¥dence \-ens\ n ˜ pru
¥den¥tial \pru-"den-chel\ adj ˜ pru¥dent¥ly adv

FAA, Boeing, NTSB now agree that wiring is a problem in
airliners. OK, they had evidence of chafed/frayed/cracked wiring

in tubes in fuel tanks on a few planes so they expanded the
inspection to many planes. That's prudent.
However, there is another wiring problem that should be
inspected also, that's the chafed wiring causing cargo door motor
to short on. That has happened before on UAL 811 and PA 125
and UAL preflight, three NTSB confirmed events as described in
NTSB AAR 92/02.
And cracked to bare wire has been discovered in the same
fuselage station area in TWA 800 as was in UAL 811.
TWA 800 NTSB Public Docket Exhibit 9A page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found." Please note that
BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location
is FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within that zone.
When three high time Boeing 747s have confirmed cargo door
wiring problems, and a current accident plane, TWA 800, is
found to have cracked to bare wire in same general area, it is
prudent to inspect all high time 747s for cracked to bare wire
cargo door places.
After UAL preflight uncommanded opening of cargo door the
following recommendations were made to FAA:
NTSB Safety Recommendations Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit

for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
After UAL 811: NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811 cargo door
accident:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches
from plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to
wire bundle clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed
bare wires shorted on the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch
position.
Other wiring events in 747 forward cargo holds:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
Source: NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report page 44, 45, 46:
It is cautious, sensibile, foresighted and shrewd to check for
chafed to bare wire in the cargo door area for high time Boeing
747s, based on past events and newly discovered evidence.
The authorities are in the right church, but the wrong pew for
TWA 800.
The right church is wiring; the right pew is cargo door related

wiring.

From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: May 27, 1998 5:05:00 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Complete correspondence from gov't

Thanks Barry-The wheels of change move slowly, but they are
moving. I'll be
in touch soon.
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith
To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: Complete correspondence from gov't
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 1998 3:41PM
http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: May 27, 1998 3:41:35 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: Complete correspondence from gov't

http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 22, 1998 11:59:47 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: 747 wiring checks.

Josh, right church, wrong pew. Still too radical to refer to 747
wiring problems in TWA 800 as stated in NTSB documents?
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found." NTSB Public Docket
Exhibit 9A page 116:
Please note that BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring.
Cargo door location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811.
Other wiring events in 747 forward cargo holds:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.

B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
Source: NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report page 44, 45, 46:
Cheers,
Barry

Recommendation to check fuel tanks stems from TWA crash two
years ago
May 22, 1998: 5:44 p.m. ET

Boeing 737 inspections: Half of older models show wear and tear
- May 11, 1998
Boeing profits plunge - April 22, 1998
Boeing taking $350 million charge - April 9, 1998

Boeing
Federal Aviation Administration
More related sites... SEATTLE (Reuters) - Boeing Co. said on
Friday it has recommended that 747 operators inspect the center
fuel tanks of the jetliners and replace some parts. The
recommendations stemmed from the crash of TWA Flight 800
nearly two years ago.
The service bulletins involve inspection of the center fuel tank to
check wiring and grounding straps, pumps, fuel lines, fittings and

other equipment, and installation of a "flame arrestor" for a
scavenge pump.
Boeing, the world's largest commercial aircraft maker, said the
service bulletins are to alert airlines to possible Federal Aviation
Administration rules that would require the moves.
Fuel-tank ignition sources have received heightened attention
since the 1996 crash of a TWA 747 plane off New York that
killed all 230 people on board when fumes in its center fuel tank
exploded.
Boeing said that so far center wing tanks on 213 of the
approximately 1,000 747s in service have been inspected with no
significant problems found. The inspection includes checking
wiring and grounding straps, pumps, fuel lines and fittings, and
electrical bonding checks.
The second recommendation calls for the replacement of clamps,
or terminal blocks, that hold wires linked to fuel probes.
The third recommendation calls for the installation of a flame
arrestor at the open end of the scavenge pump inlet tube. That
part was not recovered from the wreckage of the TWA plane, but
Boeing said testing has not revealed a condition that would
generate an ignition source
Boeing recommends inspections for 747 fuel tanks
SEATTLE (Reuters) -- Boeing Co. said Friday it has
recommended that 747 operators inspect the center fuel tanks of
the jetliners and replace some parts, in moves prompted by the
crash of TWA Flight 800 nearly two years ago.
The so-called service bulletins involve inspection of the center
fuel tank to check wiring and grounding straps, pumps, fuel lines
and fittings and other equipment, as well as installation of a
"flame arrestor" for a scavenge pump.
Boeing said the service bulletins are to alert airlines to possible

Federal Aviation Administration rules that would require the
actions.
Fuel tank ignition sources have received heightened attention
since the 1996 crash of a TWA 747 off New York killed all 230
people on board when fumes in its center fuel tank exploded.
Boeing said that, so far, center wing tanks on 213 of the
approximately 1,000 747s in service have been inspected with no
significant problems found.
The second recommendation calls for the replacement of clamps,
or terminal blocks, that hold wires linked to fuel probes.
The third recommendation calls for the installation of a flame
arrestor at the open end of the so-called scavenge pump inlet
tube. That part was not recovered from the wreckage of TWA
Flight 800, but Boeing said testing to this point has not revealed
a condition that would generate an ignition source.
Copyright 1998 Reuters Limited. All rights reserved.
From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: May 21, 1998 10:27:00 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Aviation Correspondent

Barry-Tracy works nights. If something happens then, I'm
hopefully long
gone for the day. We just finished sweeps, so I haven't been able
to pursue
cargo door questions. Will pursue in earnest after memorial day,
and let
you know asap.
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith

To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: Aviation Correspondent
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 1998 12:35PM
Dear Josh, I saw a woman named Tracy Something doing a 737
story on KOMO
the other night. What happened? Why not you?
What's going on? Any airplay on wiring/cargo door? Any
responses to
questions?
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 20, 1998 5:52:09 PM PDT
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Copyright website www.corazon.com dispute

Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology

Dear Ms. Monica Warnock,

21 May 1998

You wrote to me:> You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
I replied>Consider it done. And not because you threatened me,
but because you may be right."
Ms. Warnock, I now believe you to be wrong.
I'm putting the 10 March 97 Aviation Week and Space
Technology article in dispute back up on my web site at
www.corazon.com at one minute after midnight on 1 June 1998.
Here's why: The content is everything and the content of the
article is very, very important. I agree with the content. AvWeek
agrees with content. The public officials quoted in your article
agree with the content. The content quotes a public NTSB
official who says that the cause of TWA 800 may have been
forward door popping open. It also said the streak seen before
TWA 800 crash may have been reflection off the skin of aircraft.
I agree with that. It is very important. Let us call it the door pop
streak article.
Ms. Warnock, you have done your job well by searching the web
for Avweek articles. You found one. You then followed orders
and directed it be removed. It was removed. The problem is now
above your level of authority. So I direct my comments to your
boss: Mary Francis Koerner, the Manager of Bureaus.

Will you please see that this letter goes to her?
Dear Ms. Koerner, I am told several things:
1. Get the door pop streak article off my web site.
2. I should ask permission to put AvWeek articles on web site.
3. Permission will be denied.
I asked permission. It was denied. You were right.
You have done all you can do. The problem is now above your
level of authority. I assume you would refer me to 'The Lawyers.'
I direct my statements to the lawyers.
Will you please see that this letter goes to them?
Dear AvWeek lawyers:
Ah, copyright, don't you love it?
My name is John Barry Smith. I have a 1200 page, 100 meg
website at www.corazon.com mainly devoted to high time
Boeing 747 accidents in which the hull ruptures in flight forward
of the wing. It contains mostly government scanned in aviation
accident reports, AARs, and occasionally copyrighted material
from media, such as yours.
Please note, let us stipulate:
1. My site is non profit. I have not made a penny on anything
related to that website. In fact, much of my money has gone out,
nothing has come in, a problem as my wife will attest.
2. It is research oriented with airplane crash related comments,
investigations, reports, pictures, and text.

3. I give full and clear credit to the sources I quote. AvWeek was
clearly stated as the author of the door pop streak 10 Mar 97
article in question. In fact, that is very important, that's why I
quote clearly and give credit to Aviation Week by scanning in the
entire article instead of paraphrasing, which would be quicker to
download but not have the authority of the best aviation
magazine on the planet, Aviation Week and Space Technology.
And I omitted the advertising on the pages, too.
Now for argument:
1. I stole nothing from you.
2. It's fair use.
3. I can publish that article without your permission if certain
conditions are met, and are: Non profit, small parts used, and
credit given.
"Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they
approve or not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least
clear cut, limits to copyright. The basic problem is that words
like "fair" or "reasonable" cannot be defined with the precision
non-lawyers (or many law students) would like. Until 20 years
ago, fair use did not appear in U.S. legislation, but it now
occupies about half of the copyright statute. In the U.S., partial or
limited reproduction of another's work may be permitted under
this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to
uses that advance public interests such as education or
scholarship. On the other hand, it is unlikely to be available if
one fails to credit the original artist or author. It is not apt to be
available to those who profit or interfere with original artists' or

authors' ability to derive income from their works."
"© 1998 Franklin Pierce Law Center. All rights reserved."
(I hope I have fair use to quote the above.)
I believe I advance the public interest in aviation safety, I credit
the original speaker, the reporter, and the magazine, and I do not
profit from it. I have fair use.
Conclusion: It will take a Judge to order me to remove the 10
March 97 AvWeek article from my website after it is put back up
on 1 June 1998 or to permit me to continue to post it.
So, Lawyers, the problem is above your level of authority. I turn
my attention to the Managing Editor:
Will you please see that this letter goes to him?
Dear Managing Editor,
What's the beef? You and your reporter, David Fulghum, have
done a fine piece of work. You have pinpointed the cause of a
mystery crash now under current investigation, TWA 800. It was
the door popping open in flight. The NTSB official you quoted
was correct. The streak was the skin spinning away reflecting
evening red orange sunlight to observers below. The official was
correct and he was quoted correctly by your aviation reporter.
The implications of the truth you printed are profound. The cause
now leads to chafed wiring shorting on cargo door unlatch motor
and allowing rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
which opened in flight. Exactly as has happened before with
UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02. The 300 knot
slipstream tore the nose off TWA 800 because the explosive

decompression shatter zone was much bigger on TWA 800 than
on UAL 811, as shown by NTSB reconstruction photo of TWA
800 wreckage.
I encourage you to do a followup story on the wiring/cargo door
explanation as described on the website in question,
www.corazon.com. Mr. Fulghum and Mr. McKenna are familiar
with the details of TWA 800 and wiring cargo door explanation. I
welcome phone interview with them.
Attached:
1. Correspondence between AvWeek Ms. Warnock and me.
2. Three .jpgs of the images published on website of 10 March
door pop streak article.
3. Recent email to Government officials regarding this matter.
Please note accurate numbers and sources given.
So, I must publish your copyrighted material, the 10 March 97
article on my website at URL http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html on June 1, 1998.
I'm at email barry@corazon.com or 408 659 3552 or 551
Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924.
I encourage discussion regarding this matter. It's a hot story even
though almost two years old. Wiring is the main culprit, not the
door, not the center tank. NSTB is in the right church but the
wrong pew. Wiring is the problem and it's in places other than the
fuel tank tubes. It's in the cargo door unlatching motor circuits.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith

From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 10:24:37 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Aviation Week
Mime-Version: 1.0

To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright
law which
states that permission must be granted before our material is
used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove
these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material
from your

website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314

To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Dear Madam, 14 May 1998

A thousand pardons. I immediately request permission to reprint
Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA
Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my website,
www.corazon.com. (Corazon is my wife's name.)
The reason I scanned in exact image instead of paraphrasing text
was to be precise and show source, very important for a research
paper.
Should my request be denied, I shall of course, immediately
comply with your request and remove the article from my web
site.
AWST is a fine magazine and one which I have read diligently
for over thirty years. I have watched AWST's web site mature as
time goes on. http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm is on my
bookmarks list and I check it first thing every morning. I'm in
your database of subscribers. Keep up the good work!
Regarding this life and death matter of a sudden night fiery fatal
jet plane crash about which I have published a 1200 page website
presenting my shorted wiring opening forward cargo door in
flight explanation to the general public in a non profit effort:
1. You surely understand I can not alter my website just on an
unsolicited email out of the blue from:
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314

The absence of title indicates your request may be personal in
nature and not official. Please confirm your official title which
corresponds to your request that I delete an article from AWST
from my site. You may be spoofing me and my asking for
credentials is prudent and an established protocol.
2. Your response indicates an interest in the subject of TWA 800.
Could you refer a reporter to me so I can present my wiring/
cargo door explanation to him/her? I would appreciate the
opinion of an aviation professional regarding my nine years of
amateur research into hull ruptures of hour high time Boeing
747s. Your reporter, David Fuhlgum, in the referenced article,
was able to elicit important material from NTSB officials
regarding TWA 800; the forward door may have popped open in
flight, and the streak may have been pieces of the aircraft
reflecting evening sun. I am able to amplify those observations
by an anonymous NTSB 'second official' using NTSB
documents and photographs. It's a good story and one worthy of
AWST's interest. FAA, NSTB, and Boeing are all saying wiring
in older Boeing airliners is fraying and shorting causing
problems, and so am I, long before the officials came to the
realization.
3. >or we will consider legal action.
Why, O why did you threaten me? Your first contact, out of the
blue, and it contains a threat of 'legal action'. What does that
mean? I don't think it means a good thing. It just sets a wrong
tone. Is politeness gone from even presentations about a plane
crash?
4. >Your website is in violation of this law.

Whoa! You are calling me a criminal? Just like that? I'm breaking
the law? I'm a lawbreaker? This is very disturbing. Maybe that's
the way AWST works with the big boys who only respond to
threats, not to polite requests with explanation attached. I'm not a
big boy. I'm a retired military officer working out of a converted
garage in California. I don't like anybody telling me I'm breaking
the law unless it's a policeman, judge, or jury. And I still don't
like it, but I obey. I really can't tell my friends that I changed my
cherished web site because of a strange unauthenticated email
from some babe named Monica at McGraw-Hill, now can I? I
mean, am I a man or a mouse?
See, a threat always turns a pleasant conversation into stressful
one. Squeek, squeek.
To review:
1. I respectfully request permission to display scanned in
images of Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG
Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my personal
website, www.corazon.com.
2. Please to show credentials, madam.
4. Refer reporter to me regarding a subject that you feel strongly
enough to want to affect with correspondence, TWA 800.
5. Keep up the good work covering aviation subjects around the
world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 13:48:41 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0

Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She
is the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as

you have indicated you are willing to do.
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology

To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.

Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is
the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to
present the AWST article on my web site. I shall search through
it and delete it. Do I need permission to post your email in its
place to explain why the article was deleted? I should explain
why the article was removed to squelch any conspiracy coverup
nonsense that pervades this TWA 800 investigation.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
So sad.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space

Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMOTV, Channel 4, ABC, in Seattle Washington and the arrive within
the hour. I'm preparing for it so am unable now to find page,
delete, change links, upload it to server right now. But how long
to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that
quoting AWST in a non profit website about aviation safety helps
AWST, but what do I know.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.

Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred
me, is that OK?
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and
then send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have
cleansed the dirty deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 14:47:54 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0

Mr. Smith,

I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy
right nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Done
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock,
You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Consider it done. And not because you threatened me, but
because you may be right.

http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
is the URL which now has deleted article. Completed 6:57PM 14
May 97, nine hours after your request. The TV interview went
swimmingly. In fact, the interviewer from KOMO TV ABC
Seattle, asked that I send him an email of the article in question.
He was interested to hear about your request.
I just want you to know that you have made an old man very
very sad. I shall have to research the web, as is my wont, to find
out for sure if the copyright laws exist to keep non profit
websites from fairly using one article of a magazine to support an
aviation safety hypothesis. I make no money from this site, on
the contrary, it costs me money to keep it up. The site is 1200
pages deep with on one page assigned to article. The goal of the
website is aviation safety, a common goal with Aviation Week.
The officials quoted on the article are public officials whose
comments are public.
It seems to me that permission should not be necessary for me to
put your article on my website as long as I give credit to the
author and make no money from it.
It seems to me that when permission was requested to put the
article on my website, permission should have been granted.
You said 'protect your magazine,' as motive for requesting I
delete the article. Protection from whom? Me? Aviation Week
needs protection from me? I am a retired guy working out of a
converted garage with a computer and a modem. You have
nothing to fear from me, we are on the same side, aviation safety.
Regardless, the excellent article by David Fulghum in the March

10, 1997 issue has been deleted at your request. Should it
become apparent that I do have the fair right to use your article
under conditions which I fulfill, then, pop! up it goes again. I
shall let you know in advance so you may attempt to dissuade me
if you wish. It just seems that a guy ought to be able to pull out
old magazine articles to quote from when he's trying to persuade
visitors of an aviation safety point. In case I'm wrong, and I'm
never wrong, I have erred on the side of safety and complied
with your request.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right
nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology

Copyright on the Internet
Thomas G. Field, Jr.
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Introduction
This discussion focuses on copyright issues of most concern to
those who post to or own email lists or have put up web pages -as well as to those who might want to use another's email posting
or to copy material from another web page.
As pointed out in a couple of other discussions at this site, for
example, Copyright in Computer Software, copyright encourages
the creative efforts of authors, artists and others. It does so by
giving such people the right to exclude others from using their
works in certain ways.
Copyright arises automatically as soon as some aspect of a
protectable work has been fixed in a tangible medium (such as an

internet server). Notice is not required; registration is required
only if legal action is warranted and the work originates in the
U.S. (Apologies to those abroad, but this is hereafter presumed.)
However, giving notice (such as at the bottom of this page) and
promptly registering works provide legal advantages. Those
advantages are explained below, along with basic limits to
copyright protection.
Several matters such as the fundamental distinction between
works that are and are not "for hire," deposit details and issues to
consider in transferring copyright interests are not particularly
relevant to that focus and are not revisited here. However,
anyone in the business of putting web pages up for others
definitely needs to address such matters. Again, see Copyright in
Computer Software or the more general discussion, Copyright
Basics, at the Copyright Office.

Limits to Copyright
Copyright is the right to exclude, not to publish.
Copyright does not give its owners the right to sell or distribute
works. Consider, for example, a libelous email message or web
page. While both would be protected by copyright, this is of little
importance if their posting would incur liability. Also, of course,
rights to post information can be affected by laws governing,
e.g., obscenity, or rights of privacy or publicity.
Basic limits to copyright protection.
There are several fundamental limits to copyright protection. For
example, expression, not facts or ideas, is protected. Also, a
second work that merely happens to be very similar (or even
identical) to an earlier work does not infringe, if it is, in fact,
independently created. However, because these topics are treated

elsewhere, they are not pursued here.
Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they
approve or not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least
clear cut, limits to copyright. The basic problem is that words
like "fair" or "reasonable" cannot be defined with the precision
non-lawyers (or many law students) would like. Until 20 years
ago, fair use did not appear in U.S. legislation, but it now
occupies about half of the copyright statute. In the U.S., partial or
limited reproduction of another's work may be permitted under
this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to
uses that advance public interests such as education or
scholarship. On the other hand, it is unlikely to be available if
one fails to credit the original artist or author. It is not apt to be
available to those who profit or interfere with original artists' or
authors' ability to derive income from their works.
Commercial uses of another's work are particularly frowned
upon. But what does this mean? On one end of the scale, for
example, anyone who posts an email message in such a way as to
suggest that its author endorses some commercial product,
without explicit permission, is asking for serious trouble! On the
other, lunch is rarely free. Most magazines, newspapers and even
many professional journals are operated by for-profit entities.
That the latter kind of commercialism does not negate fair use
defenses has been made clear by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Licenses may also be implied in fact (as when someone posts a
message to a public email list). Both forwarding and archiving
email messages seem to be impliedly allowed -- possibly subject
to an author's right to revoke implied permission when
reasonable. People (including myself) regularly post messages
that they wish they had not sent. Is it reasonable to ask someone
who automatically archives list content to find and delete

messages sent inadvertently? In my opinion, it would often not
be. Authors should be careful in what they send; under the best of
circumstances, it will be difficult to eradicate inadvertent
postings.
Few who post to email lists would object if their messages are
forwarded to others who might be interested. However, in doing
so, or in using part of a prior message in responding to an earlier
message, one should be careful not to change the original
author's meaning. No one impliedly authorizes another to
attribute to them an embarrassing (or worse) message they did
not write!
Likewise, few would object to having their messages archived,
perhaps on a web page. Archiving clearly serves the interests of
list members who may occasionally want to revisit topics
addressed earlier. Indeed, most would prefer having archives to
seeing old topics rehashed again and again -- the reason one
often sees lists of frequently asked questions (FAQs).
Expressed Licenses -- Put it on the table!
Many email copyright problems could be avoided if list owners
would broadcast, at least on initial subscription, a notice such as
the one below. [List owners who care to use it are hereby granted
permission but should not regard it as legal advice. I certainly do
not suggest it as a fool-proof way to avoid copyright (much less
any other) problems.]
Those who post to this list retain their copyright. However,
subscribers grant a non-exclusive license to the list owner,
directly or indirectly, to archive, and to other subscribers to
forward, any message posted here.
**All archiving of messages posted to this list is forbidden
without express permission of their authors or the list owner!**
No site that conditions access on payment of a fee will be
approved by the list owner as an archive.

No subscriber, by merely posting to this list, grants implied
permission to associate his or her message directly with any
commercial product or service. Nevertheless, subscribers should
bear in mind that virtually anyone will have access to their
messages. If there is *anyone* you would not want to see some
message, do not post it here!
I recently encountered a site that confidently asserts that list
owners have the right to approve the forwarding of email from
one list to another. Barring such a provision in a welcome
message (note that none appears in the example set out above), I
am unaware of any legal basis for it. Perhaps it is a netiquette
rule I have not previously enountered, but those are not
ordinarily enforced in the courts.
To avoid some copyright questions, one web author posts this
amusing noice:
WARNING: I reserve the right to use any email you send to me
as either a testimonial of how great this page is, or as an (rare)
example of the stupid things people send to me via email. If you
do not want your email to be used in such a manner, mark it
confidential....
Special situations.
Email lists are exceedingly diverse. For an extreme example,
consider a prostate cancer listserv. Here are excerpts from the
welcome message:
Now that you have subscribed, you are encouraged to send a note
introducing yourself.... If your concern is about a prostate cancer
diagnosis, also include your PSA blood test result, Gleason score,
and cancer stage.
...
All messages to the list are archived. If you have deleted or
missed messages these can be found by accessing the archives

with this message.... [It goes on to list several archives.]
Each subscriber to that list (as well as to a host of similar ones)
should weigh his individual risks as well as the substantial
benefits to himself and others of having personal medical
information made public and archived. Authors who post to such
lists should consider the ramifications of doing so. Copyright
provides limited abilility to control the access of others to what
one has published. Thus, for example, employees' adverse
medical information could possibly end up in the hands of
employers who would find an incentive to discharge them for
spurious reasons. When potential misuse of information poses a
serious threat, email users should keep messages private.
Licenses to foward or archive private messages will rarely be
implied.
Private lists. The possibility of "private" lists also exists -- in the
sense that all who sign up expressedly agree, e.g., not to forward
list messages or to delete the identity of authors before doing so.
Also, if list messages are archived at all, access could be limited,
e.g., by use of passwords -- or they could be archived
anonymously. Such an approach should be able to avoid even
"fair use" of messages.
Notice and Registration
As mentioned above, web pages and email messages are
protected by copyright as soon as they are created. Copyright
notice and registration are not required -- although the last is
needed prior to bringing suit. For example, contrary to what
some seem to believe, and consistent with the sample email list
notice above, even public messages cannot be used by anyone
else as they please.
In the U.S., copyright notice eliminates the potential defense of
innocent infringement and increases the chances that willful

infringement will be found. The latter is far more serious because
statutory damages for willful infringement are much larger -- up
to $100,000, compared to $200! Thus, if copyright is a major
concern, those who post email messages or serve up web pages
should give explicit notice.
More significantly, statutory damages and attorney fees can be
obtained only if works are promptly registered after publication
-- publication presumably occurs when a message is posted to a
public list or a web page is made available to anyone who cares
to visit. Although the statute is not a paragon of clarity on this
point, it appears that if registration is sought within three months
of publication, statutory damages and attorney fees, as well as
more common remedies, are available for prior infringement.
While it takes several months for a certificate of registration to
issue, once that happens (if the initial application was complete),
the filing date becomes the registration date.
Whether to Register
Prolific email users or web publishers would find registration
prohibitively expensive if every individual item had to be
registered, even at $20 each -- particularly if their efforts
generate no income. Although prompt registration provides
remedies that make suit affordable, it might not appear, on
balance, to be "worth it."
The situation is much improved by being able to register multiple
works as a collection. For example, the entire contents of a web
site should no more require multiple registrations than a book
with many chapters and numerous illustrations -- or a CD with
text and music, still and animated graphics, and software.
Such registration is a good buy. Simple forms, containing basic
instructions, are available from the Copyright Office as well as,
e.g.,the BMI web site. To register, send the proper form (TX for

most works, but see form GR/CP too) with the $20 fee.
It is also necessary to send materials that identify the work.
Email should be very straight forward, but even ordinary web
pages present problems. Should one send a printout of the page
or the code that generates it? If the content is all that is
important, I would send only screen printouts. If the code were
also important, I would register it like software; see, e.g., ¤
202.20 of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations. One
problem with treating the content of a large web site like
software is: What constitues the first and last 25 pages of code?!
If a web site is particularly ornate with, e.g., embedded java
scripts, sounds and video, as well as text and graphics, problems
are compounded. A web author could give it his or her best shot
and see what happens -- subject to the risk of being unable to rely
on the original filing date. If that risk seems serious, a web author
should consult an experienced lawyer.

Avoiding Suit
Subject to limitations briefly discussed above, copyright gives its
owners the exclusive right to reproduce and otherwise reap, e.g.,
the goodwill or economic benefits of their work. Sometimes a
question arises as to whether a second, similar work was copied
or was independently created. If the person creating the second
work had access to the original, and the works are very similar,
copying is likely to be presumed.
Unless liability is exempted by fair use or an express or implied
license, copyright arms its owner with remedies going well
beyond those normally afforded to an injured party. Further,
while finding infringement of graphics works can be difficult,
those who copy text may be easily found with any of several
powerful net search engines.

Web artists have asked if it is OK to base a graphic on another's
work. The safe answer is "No!" The real question is not whether
one is liable but whether one is likely to be sued. Those who use
a relatively small amount of another's work -- if it is not copied
in detail or is altered to the point that it cannot be recognized -are not apt to be. Yet, this is a litigious society, and it is much
smarter to work from scratch (or, for example, to use clip art sold
for that purpose)! Even things posted on web sites as being in the
public domain may not be. Commercial products, in contrast,
should be accompanied by a warranty.
In no event, echoing what has already been cautioned, should
anyone use another's text or graphics for commercial purposes
without express permission! Any use that generates income
directly or interferes with a copyright holder's potential income
dramatically increases the chance of suit. Such use is also more
apt to be regarded as willful -- again, increasing potential
statutory damages from $200 to as much as $100,000!
As some web authors have failed to appreciate (as one can see
from all the pages that say "X used to be here, but..."), using
another's copyrighted graphics (particularly commercial
cartoons) are almost sure to generate nasty threats -- regardless
of how it's done. (See the discussion of links and frames below.)
Links and Frames
Links and frames present problems that may be unique to the
internet, and copyright is not the sole basis for suit. Linking to
others' web sites is unlikely to cause copyright problems under
present law, but see the interesting discussion of image links at
the Oppedahl & Larson page. It discusses, for example, the
catch-22 of being liable for copying on one hand and being
criticized for linking on the other. The tension can be reduced if
those who object to links say so on their page. Some of those

may also say that they prefer that their graphics be copied to
other servers for various reasons. Yet, again, consider the risk
that people with such pages do not own copyright in graphics (or
whatever) they urge you to copy.
In any case, links to unaffiliated sites should clearly avoid any
misrepresentation of authorship or endorsement. Further,
commercial sites may well object to their content being framed at
another site -- particularly if their content is surrounded by
another's paid advertising. At least one such case has already
arisen, but it was settled without a decision that could be used as
precedent.
Finally, linking or framing aside, one must exercise great caution
in referring to others (or their products or services) in a
derogatory way.
The Bottom Line
Litigation is expensive; experienced lawyers often say that there
are "no winners". That aside, whether particular activities might
ultimately be found legal is wholly irrelevant if they don't
generate enough income or are not otherwise worth the cost of
defending a suit. No one should get so entangled (as lawyers
sometimes do) in legal details that they fail to consider this key
point.
For more information, see Web Law FAQ, at the Oppedahl &
Larson site. See also, William S. Strong, Copyright in the New
World of Electronic Publishing. The last goes far toward
repudiating conventional "wisdom" that the Internet requires
fundamentally reworking copyright law.
Modified 3/29/98
URL: HTTP://WWW.FPLC.EDU/TFIELD/COPYNET.HTM
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Dear Officials

21 May 1998

The missing eighty percent of the forward cargo door of TWA
800 may be in the Orange debris field. The retrieved items have
tag numbers 9000 to 9999:
Public Docket SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group
Chairman's Factual Report of Investigation, page 5, "In addition,
an area 2.7. nautical miles in radius, centered at 40 degrees 38
minutes 54 seconds North, 072 degrees 40 minutes 23 seconds
West, was defined. The portions of this area that did not already
lie in either the Red, Yellow or Green zone were designated the
Orange Zone. The center of this zone corresponds to the last
secondary radar return from the aircraft."
"The database created to track recovered parts is known as the
TAGS database. A series of metal tags were issued to be attached
to the recovered parts as durable identification tags. The metal
tags were colored one of six possible colors."
"Orange Recovered from areas other than Areas 1, 2 or 3 during

the trawling operation."
"9000-9999 Issued by the trawlers working the western half of
the Orange zone."
Gentlemen, please note there are no Orange Zone pieces in the
TAGS database. There is no mention anywhere of the pieces
which were found in the Orange zone by trawlers and issued
9000 series metal identification tags. Eighty percent of the
forward cargo door is missing. The NTSB Trajectory Study
Exhibit, page 50, shows pieces from the forward cargo bay were
the first to leave TWA 800 and left at the same time as the last
secondary radar beacon was returned. It is very likely that the
missing pieces of the forward cargo door are in the Orange zone
and may have already been retrieved and tagged with 9000 series
tags.
Where are the Orange zone pieces recovered from TWA 800?
What pieces were they? Where did they come from on the
aircraft? Where are the missing eighty per cent of the forward
cargo door?
I direct the questions for answers to Mr. David Mayer, the person
in charge of the wreckage database.
The larger point is this, chafed wiring to the core is reported on
TWA 800 in NTSB Public Docket Exhibit 9A page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station

570-900 were insulation cracks found."
Please note that BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring.
Cargo door location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811.
Fuel tank wiring is shown to be chafed to bare wire. The TWA
800 NTSB document shows cargo door area wiring is chafed to
bare wire also. FAA and NTSB officials are taking efforts to
inspect fuel tank wiring. Cargo door wiring should also be
inspected, especially since cargo door wiring is a known killer of
nine in UAL 811 accident.
There's more reason to inspect cargo door wiring in 747s as
stated in NTSB Exhibits:
"A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
Source: NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report page 44, 45, 46."
These are real reports of real events showing real danger. They
are reported to you, Mr. McSweeny.
To be blind to the red paint smears above the cargo door of TWA
800 is not right; your rods and cones respond to color the same as
mine. Those red paint smears indicate door opened in flight, just
like paint smears indicated door opened in flight for UAL 811.
Are they not there? Are there not many? Are they not red?

I see them and Mr. Schalekamp of FAA saw them, so I know
they exist as well as being in pictures on the NTSB CD-ROM of
TWA 800. They are not going to fade away with time.
The forward cargo door opened in flight for TWA 800. To
disregard paint smears, outward peeled skin on the side and
bottom of fuselage, and the petal shaped outward bulge at the aft
midspan latch of the forward cargo door is very strange, it's not
right. It's not worthy of NTSB.
It's one thing to be forceful in prosecuting the center tank as the
initial villain, but it's another thing to ignore a previous killer of
nine that left very similar evidence to this crime as in another
crime.
To check the cargo door wiring as well as the fuel tank wiring is
wise and prudent. To not do so is reckless in the face of
compelling evidence. I direct that opinion to Dr. Loeb.
A citizen has done much research into high time Boeing 747
accidents involving hull ruptures in flight. I ask that I be allowed
a meeting during which I may present evidence for consideration
and discussion to government aviation safety officials.
I pose that request to Congressman Farr and Senator McCain. It
is apparent the aviation officials themselves will not comply
without orders from above. I need help.
To me, the following is reasonable and prudent:
1. Check known faulty Poly X wiring in cargo door areas of early
747s for chafed to bare wires.

2. Offer explanation of red paint smears, outward peeled skin,
and petal bulge at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door of
TWA 800.
3. Locate missing eighty percent of forward cargo door by either
finding it in Orange Zone, Calverton hangar, or locating it on the
bottom of the ocean.
4. Meet with citizen, as the suggestion of a Senator, to discuss
and consider real evidence as discovered in research of NTSB
and FAA documents regarding wiring/cargo door explanation for
TWA 800.
Will you please be reasonable and prudent?
I ask that question of all.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 20, 1998 12:35:30 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: Aviation Correspondent

Dear Josh, I saw a woman named Tracy Something doing a 737
story on KOMO the other night. What happened? Why not you?

What's going on? Any airplay on wiring/cargo door? Any
responses to questions?
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 14, 1998 11:04:44 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: It reads funny to me. http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html

Dear Josh, below is my new page for the Aviation Week deleted
article. The correspondence reads funny to me. I like the part
where she says she can't and won't give permission for reprints to
anyone, then sends me to proper procedure to request the
permission which she has just told me will be refused.
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
Cheers,
Barry.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Deleted at request of Aviation Week:
Ê
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 10:24:37 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Aviation Week
Mime-Version: 1.0
Ê
To: barry@corazon.com

Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997. Our
records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright law
which
states that permission must be granted before our material is
used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ê
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,

Your website "http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997. Our
records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Dear Madam, 14 May 1998
A thousand pardons. I immediately request permission to reprint
Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA
Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my website,
www.corazon.com. (Corazon is my wife's name.)
The reason I scanned in exact image instead of paraphrasing text
was to be precise and show source, very important for a research
paper.
Should my request be denied, I shall of course, immediately
comply with your request and remove the article from my web
site.
AWST is a fine magazine and one which I have read diligently
for over thirty years. I have watched AWST's web site mature as
time goes on. http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm is on my
bookmarks list and I check it first thing every morning. I'm in
your database of subscribers. Keep up the good work!
Regarding this life and death matter of a sudden night fiery fatal
jet plane crash about which I have published a 1200 page website
presenting my shorted wiring opening forward cargo door in
flight explanation to the general public in a non profit effort:
1. You surely understand I can not alter my website just on an
unsolicited email out of the blue from:
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau

Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
The absence of title indicates your request may be personal in
nature and not official. Please confirm your official title which
corresponds to your request that I delete an article from AWST
from my site. You may be spoofing me and my asking for
credentials is prudent and an established protocol.
2. Your response indicates an interest in the subject of TWA 800.
Could you refer a reporter to me so I can present my wiring/
cargo door explanation to him/her? I would appreciate the
opinion of an aviation professional regarding my nine years of
amateur research into hull ruptures of hour high time Boeing
747s. Your reporter, David Fuhlgum, in the referenced article,
was able to elicit important material from NTSB officials
regarding TWA 800; the forward door may have popped open in
flight, and the streak may have been pieces of the aircraft
reflecting evening sun. I am able to amplify those observations
by an anonymous NTSB 'second official' using NTSB documents
and photographs. It's a good story and one worthy of AWST's
interest. FAA, NSTB, and Boeing are all saying wiring in older
Boeing airliners is fraying and shorting causing problems, and so
am I, long before the officials came to the realization.
3. >or we will consider legal action.
Why, O why did you threaten me? Your first contact, out of the
blue, and it contains a threat of 'legal action'. What does that
mean? I don't think it means a good thing. It just sets a wrong
tone. Is politeness gone from even presentations about a plane
crash?
4. >Your website is in violation of this law.
Whoa! You are calling me a criminal? Just like that? I'm breaking
the law? I'm a lawbreaker? This is very disturbing. Maybe that's
the way AWST works with the big boys who only respond to

threats, not to polite requests with explanation attached. I'm not a
big boy. I'm a retired military officer working out of a converted
garage in California. I don't like anybody telling me I'm breaking
the law unless it's a policeman, judge, or jury. And I still don't
like it, but I obey. I really can't tell my friends that I changed my
cherished web site because of a strange unauthenticated email
from some babe named Monica at McGraw-Hill, now can I? I
mean, am I a man or a mouse?
See, a threat always turns a pleasant conversation into stressful
one. Squeek, squeek.
To review:
1. I respectfully request permission to display scanned in images
of Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA
Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my personal website,
www.corazon.com.
2. Please to show credentials, madam.
4. Refer reporter to me regarding a subject that you feel strongly
enough to want to affect with correspondence, TWA 800.
5. Keep up the good work covering aviation subjects around the
world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Ê
Ê
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 13:48:41 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.

Mime-Version: 1.0
Ê
Ê
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of Aviation
Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is
the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints &
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than our
own.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:

1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202) 383-2332.
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Ê
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ê
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of Aviation
Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is
the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints &
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to
present the AWST article on my web site. I shall search through
it and delete it. Do I need permission to post your email in its
place to explain why the article was deleted? I should explain
why the article was removed to squelch any conspiracy coverup

nonsese that pervades this TWA 800 investigation.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than our
own.
So sad.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMOTV, Channel 4, ABC, in Seattle Washington and the arrive within
the hour. I'm preparing for it so am unable now to find page,
delete, change links, upload it to server right now. But how long
to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that
quoting AWST in a non profit website about aviation safety helps
AWST, but what do I know.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G

Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202) 383-2332.
Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred
me, is that OK?
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and
then send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have
cleansed the dirty deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 14:47:54 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right
nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred you.
Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock

Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Ê
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today.
Dear Ms. Warnock,
Thanks.
When it arrives, you are welcome to
place it on your website.
Ê
Thanks.
Ê
We understand that you are busy right nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's fine
with us.
Thanks.
The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
Thanks.
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred you.
Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Thanks.
Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Again, thanks.
Cheers,

John Barry Smith

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Comment: This shall be the yellowed piece of paper I will
retrieve from a dusty file cabinet and wave in the face of young
whippersnappers laughing at an old coot who said a cargo door
caused the crash of TWA 800. "or the forward door of the aircraft
popped open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said." Oh, and the experienced eyewitness calls
the streak right too, "...a very shallow, gradually descending arc."
It's the door spinning away reflecting sunlight. The falling door
was picked up on radar too for many seconds as it fell to the sea.
What more does it take?
Well, it looks like I won't be removing a yellowed piece of paper
from a dusy file cabinet towave in the face of young
whippersnappers laughing at an old coot. 14 May 1998.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------forwardcargodoorpict.html
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 14, 1998 10:49:19 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: You are on website. http://www.corazon.com/
komo.html

Dear Josh, the below link goes to home page of wiring/cargo
door and next link takes you to KOMO interview page with
pictures. Cool.
Cheers,
Barry

http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html

http://www.corazon.com/komo.html
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 14, 1998 7:47:45 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: Visit/Aviation Week article

Dear Josh, thanks for stopping by. I believe the interview went
well and the ideas expressed will be given a fair chance to be
considered.
I've enclosed an email to Aviation Week regarding their request I
delete an article of theirs. I did.
Also attached are the three .jpgs scans of the article. It's a good
one, very important because it is the NTSB supporting key points
of my explanation, forward door popping open in flight, and
streak as reflecting metal. Someone in NTSB agreed with me.
I repeat, I will travel to Seattle to talk with FAA and/or NTSB
and or Boeing officials regarding the wiring/cargo door
explanation, and it might be newsworthy to have you there to
film it and ask questions, should you wish. It is important to me,
a life and death matter. If you can arrange any meeting between
me and Boeing/NTSB/FAA, I will certainly take the effort to
present the evidence as you saw today.
Regards,
Barry
Dear Ms. Warnock,

You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Consider it done. And not because you threatened me, but
because you may be right.
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
is the URL which now has deleted article. Completed 6:57PM 14
May 97, nine hours after your request. The TV interview went
swimmingly. In fact, the interviewer from KOMO TV ABC
Seattle, asked that I send him an email of the article in question.
He was interested to hear about your request.
I just want you to know that you have made an old man very
very sad. I shall have to research the web, as is my wont, to find
out for sure if the copyright laws exist to keep non profit
websites from fairly using one article of a magazine to support an
aviation safety hypothesis. I make no money from this site, on
the contrary, it costs me money to keep it up. The site is 1200
pages deep with on one page assigned to article. The goal of the
website is aviation safety, a common goal with Aviation Week.
The officials quoted on the article are public officials whose
comments are public.
It seems to me that permission should not be necessary for me to
put your article on my website as long as I give credit to the
author and make no money from it.
It seems to me that when permission was requested to put the
article on my website, permission should have been granted.

You said 'protect your magazine,' as motive for requesting I
delete the article. Protection from whom? Me? Aviation Week
needs protection from me? I am a retired guy working out of a
converted garage with a computer and a modem. You have
nothing to fear from me, we are on the same side, aviation safety.
Regardless, the excellent article by David Fulghum in the March
10, 1997 issue has been deleted at your request. Should it
become apparent that I do have the fair right to use your article
unders conditions which I fulfill, then, pop! up it goes again. I
shall let you know in advance so you may attempt to dissuade me
if you wish. It just seems that a guy ought to be able to pull out
old magazine articles to quote from when he's trying to persuade
visitors of an aviation safety point. In case I'm wrong, and I'm
never wrong, I have erred on the side of safety and complied
with your request.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right
nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is

<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
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Introduction
This discussion focuses on copyright issues of most concern to

those who post to or own email lists or have put up web pages -as well as to those who might want to use another's email posting
or to copy material from another web page.
As pointed out in a couple of other discussions at this site, for
example, Copyright in Computer Software, copyright encourages
the creative efforts of authors, artists and others. It does so by
giving such people the right to exclude others from using their
works in certain ways.
Copyright arises automatically as soon as some aspect of a
protectable work has been fixed in a tangible medium (such as an
internet server). Notice is not required; registration is required
only if legal action is warranted and the work originates in the
U.S. (Apologies to those abroad, but this is hereafter presumed.)
However, giving notice (such as at the bottom of this page) and
promptly registering works provide legal advantages. Those
advantages are explained below, along with basic limits to
copyright protection.
Several matters such as the fundamental distinction between
works that are and are not "for hire," deposit details and issues to
consider in transferring copyright interests are not particularly
relevant to that focus and are not revisited here. However,
anyone in the business of putting web pages up for others
definitely needs to address such matters. Again, see Copyright in
Computer Software or the more general discussion, Copyright
Basics, at the Copyright Office.

Limits to Copyright
Copyright is the right to exclude, not to publish.
Copyright does not give its owners the right to sell or distribute
works. Consider, for example, a libelous email message or web

page. While both would be protected by copyright, this is of little
importance if their posting would incur liability. Also, of course,
rights to post information can be affected by laws governing,
e.g., obscenity, or rights of privacy or publicity.
Basic limits to copyright protection.
There are several fundamental limits to copyright protection. For
example, expression, not facts or ideas, is protected. Also, a
second work that merely happens to be very similar (or even
identical) to an earlier work does not infringe, if it is, in fact,
independently created. However, because these topics are treated
elsewhere, they are not pursued here.
Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they
approve or not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least
clear cut, limits to copyright. The basic problem is that words
like "fair" or "reasonable" cannot be defined with the precision
non-lawyers (or many law students) would like. Until 20 years
ago, fair use did not appear in U.S. legislation, but it now
occupies about half of the copyright statute. In the U.S., partial or
limited reproduction of another's work may be permitted under
this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to
uses that advance public interests such as education or
scholarship. On the other hand, it is unlikely to be available if
one fails to credit the original artist or author. It is not apt to be
available to those who profit or interfere with original artists' or
authors' ability to derive income from their works.
Commercial uses of another's work are particularly frowned
upon. But what does this mean? On one end of the scale, for
example, anyone who posts an email message in such a way as to
suggest that its author endorses some commercial product,
without explicit permission, is asking for serious trouble! On the
other, lunch is rarely free. Most magazines, newspapers and even

many professional journals are operated by for-profit entities.
That the latter kind of commercialism does not negate fair use
defenses has been made clear by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Licenses may also be implied in fact (as when someone posts a
message to a public email list). Both forwarding and archiving
email messages seem to be impliedly allowed -- possibly subject
to an author's right to revoke implied permission when
reasonable. People (including myself) regularly post messages
that they wish they had not sent. Is it reasonable to ask someone
who automatically archives list content to find and delete
messages sent inadvertently? In my opinion, it would often not
be. Authors should be careful in what they send; under the best of
circumstances, it will be difficult to eradicate inadvertent
postings.
Few who post to email lists would object if their messages are
forwarded to others who might be interested. However, in doing
so, or in using part of a prior message in responding to an earlier
message, one should be careful not to change the original
author's meaning. No one impliedly authorizes another to
attribute to them an embarrassing (or worse) message they did
not write!
Likewise, few would object to having their messages archived,
perhaps on a web page. Archiving clearly serves the interests of
list members who may occasionally want to revisit topics
addressed earlier. Indeed, most would prefer having archives to
seeing old topics rehashed again and again -- the reason one
often sees lists of frequently asked questions (FAQs).
Expressed Licenses -- Put it on the table!
Many email copyright problems could be avoided if list owners
would broadcast, at least on initial subscription, a notice such as
the one below. [List owners who care to use it are hereby granted
permission but should not regard it as legal advice. I certainly do
not suggest it as a fool-proof way to avoid copyright (much less

any other) problems.]
Those who post to this list retain their copyright. However,
subscribers grant a non-exclusive license to the list owner,
directly or indirectly, to archive, and to other subscribers to
forward, any message posted here.
**All archiving of messages posted to this list is forbidden
without express permission of their authors or the list owner!**
No site that conditions access on payment of a fee will be
approved by the list owner as an archive.
No subscriber, by merely posting to this list, grants implied
permission to associate his or her message directly with any
commercial product or service. Nevertheless, subscribers should
bear in mind that virtually anyone will have access to their
messages. If there is *anyone* you would not want to see some
message, do not post it here!
I recently encountered a site that confidently asserts that list
owners have the right to approve the forwarding of email from
one list to another. Barring such a provision in a welcome
message (note that none appears in the example set out above), I
am unaware of any legal basis for it. Perhaps it is a netiquette
rule I have not previously enountered, but those are not
ordinarily enforced in the courts.
To avoid some copyright questions, one web author posts this
amusing noice:
WARNING: I reserve the right to use any email you send to me
as either a testimonial of how great this page is, or as an (rare)
example of the stupid things people send to me via email. If you
do not want your email to be used in such a manner, mark it
confidential....
Special situations.
Email lists are exceedingly diverse. For an extreme example,

consider a prostate cancer listserv. Here are excerpts from the
welcome message:
Now that you have subscribed, you are encouraged to send a note
introducing yourself.... If your concern is about a prostate cancer
diagnosis, also include your PSA blood test result, Gleason score,
and cancer stage.
...
All messages to the list are archived. If you have deleted or
missed messages these can be found by accessing the archives
with this message.... [It goes on to list several archives.]
Each subscriber to that list (as well as to a host of similar ones)
should weigh his individual risks as well as the substantial
benefits to himself and others of having personal medical
information made public and archived. Authors who post to such
lists should consider the ramifications of doing so. Copyright
provides limited abilility to control the access of others to what
one has published. Thus, for example, employees' adverse
medical information could possibly end up in the hands of
employers who would find an incentive to discharge them for
spurious reasons. When potential misuse of information poses a
serious threat, email users should keep messages private.
Licenses to foward or archive private messages will rarely be
implied.
Private lists. The possibility of "private" lists also exists -- in the
sense that all who sign up expressedly agree, e.g., not to forward
list messages or to delete the identity of authors before doing so.
Also, if list messages are archived at all, access could be limited,
e.g., by use of passwords -- or they could be archived
anonymously. Such an approach should be able to avoid even
"fair use" of messages.

Notice and Registration
As mentioned above, web pages and email messages are
protected by copyright as soon as they are created. Copyright
notice and registration are not required -- although the last is
needed prior to bringing suit. For example, contrary to what
some seem to believe, and consistent with the sample email list
notice above, even public messages cannot be used by anyone
else as they please.
In the U.S., copyright notice eliminates the potential defense of
innocent infringement and increases the chances that willful
infringement will be found. The latter is far more serious because
statutory damages for willful infringement are much larger -- up
to $100,000, compared to $200! Thus, if copyright is a major
concern, those who post email messages or serve up web pages
should give explicit notice.
More significantly, statutory damages and attorney fees can be
obtained only if works are promptly registered after publication
-- publication presumably occurs when a message is posted to a
public list or a web page is made available to anyone who cares
to visit. Although the statute is not a paragon of clarity on this
point, it appears that if registration is sought within three months
of publication, statutory damages and attorney fees, as well as
more common remedies, are available for prior infringement.
While it takes several months for a certificate of registration to
issue, once that happens (if the initial application was complete),
the filing date becomes the registration date.

Whether to Register

Prolific email users or web publishers would find registration
prohibitively expensive if every individual item had to be
registered, even at $20 each -- particularly if their efforts
generate no income. Although prompt registration provides
remedies that make suit affordable, it might not appear, on
balance, to be "worth it."
The situation is much improved by being able to register multiple
works as a collection. For example, the entire contents of a web
site should no more require multiple registrations than a book
with many chapters and numerous illustrations -- or a CD with
text and music, still and animated graphics, and software.
Such registration is a good buy. Simple forms, containing basic
instructions, are available from the Copyright Office as well as,
e.g.,the BMI web site. To register, send the proper form (TX for
most works, but see form GR/CP too) with the $20 fee.
It is also necessary to send materials that identify the work.
Email should be very straight forward, but even ordinary web
pages present problems. Should one send a printout of the page
or the code that generates it? If the content is all that is
important, I would send only screen printouts. If the code were
also important, I would register it like software; see, e.g., ¤
202.20 of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations. One
problem with treating the content of a large web site like
software is: What constitues the first and last 25 pages of code?!
If a web site is particularly ornate with, e.g., embedded java
scripts, sounds and video, as well as text and graphics, problems
are compounded. A web author could give it his or her best shot
and see what happens -- subject to the risk of being unable to rely
on the original filing date. If that risk seems serious, a web author
should consult an experienced lawyer.

Avoiding Suit
Subject to limitations briefly discussed above, copyright gives its
owners the exclusive right to reproduce and otherwise reap, e.g.,
the goodwill or economic benefits of their work. Sometimes a
question arises as to whether a second, similar work was copied
or was independently created. If the person creating the second
work had access to the original, and the works are very similar,
copying is likely to be presumed.
Unless liability is exempted by fair use or an express or implied
license, copyright arms its owner with remedies going well
beyond those normally afforded to an injured party. Further,
while finding infringement of graphics works can be difficult,
those who copy text may be easily found with any of several
powerful net search engines.
Web artists have asked if it is OK to base a graphic on another's
work. The safe answer is "No!" The real question is not whether
one is liable but whether one is likely to be sued. Those who use
a relatively small amount of another's work -- if it is not copied
in detail or is altered to the point that it cannot be recognized -are not apt to be. Yet, this is a litigious society, and it is much
smarter to work from scratch (or, for example, to use clip art sold
for that purpose)! Even things posted on web sites as being in the
public domain may not be. Commercial products, in contrast,
should be accompanied by a warranty.
In no event, echoing what has already been cautioned, should
anyone use another's text or graphics for commercial purposes
without express permission! Any use that generates income
directly or interferes with a copyright holder's potential income
dramatically increases the chance of suit. Such use is also more
apt to be regarded as willful -- again, increasing potential
statutory damages from $200 to as much as $100,000!
As some web authors have failed to appreciate (as one can see

from all the pages that say "X used to be here, but..."), using
another's copyrighted graphics (particularly commercial
cartoons) are almost sure to generate nasty threats -- regardless
of how it's done. (See the discussion of links and frames below.)

Links and Frames
Links and frames present problems that may be unique to the
internet, and copyright is not the sole basis for suit. Linking to
others' web sites is unlikely to cause copyright problems under
present law, but see the interesting discussion of image links at
the Oppedahl & Larson page. It discusses, for example, the
catch-22 of being liable for copying on one hand and being
criticized for linking on the other. The tension can be reduced if
those who object to links say so on their page. Some of those
may also say that they prefer that their graphics be copied to
other servers for various reasons. Yet, again, consider the risk
that people with such pages do not own copyright in graphics (or
whatever) they urge you to copy.
In any case, links to unaffiliated sites should clearly avoid any
misrepresentation of authorship or endorsement. Further,
commercial sites may well object to their content being framed at
another site -- particularly if their content is surrounded by
another's paid advertising. At least one such case has already
arisen, but it was settled without a decision that could be used as
precedent.
Finally, linking or framing aside, one must exercise great caution
in referring to others (or their products or services) in a
derogatory way.

The Bottom Line
Litigation is expensive; experienced lawyers often say that there
are "no winners". That aside, whether particular activities might
ultimately be found legal is wholly irrelevant if they don't
generate enough income or are not otherwise worth the cost of
defending a suit. No one should get so entangled (as lawyers
sometimes do) in legal details that they fail to consider this key
point.

For more information, see Web Law FAQ, at the Oppedahl &
Larson site. See also, William S. Strong, Copyright in the New
World of Electronic Publishing. The last goes far toward
repudiating conventional "wisdom" that the Internet requires
fundamentally reworking copyright law.

Modified 3/29/98
URL: HTTP://WWW.FPLC.EDU/TFIELD/COPYNET.HTM
© 1998 Franklin Pierce Law Center. All rights reserved.
This page has been visited 4175 times since 2/25/98.
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 10:24:37 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Aviation Week
Mime-Version: 1.0

To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright
law which
states that permission must be granted before our material is
used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove
these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material
from your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314

To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is
the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to
present the AWST article on my web site. I shall search through
it and delete it. Do I need permission to post your email in its
place to explain why the article was deleted? I should explain
why the article was removed to squelch any conspiracy coverup
nonsese that pervades this TWA 800 investigation.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.

So sad.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMOTV, Channel 4, ABC, in Seattle Washington and the arrive within
the hour. I'm preparing for it so am unable now to find page,
delete, change links, upload it to server right now. But how long
to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that
quoting AWST in a non profit website about aviation safety helps
AWST, but what do I know.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G

Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred
me, is that OK?
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and
then send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have
cleansed the dirty deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 14, 1998 7:13:49 PM PDT
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Done

Dear Ms. Warnock,

You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Consider it done. And not because you threatened me, but
because you may be right.
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
is the URL which now has deleted article. Completed 6:57PM 14
May 97, nine hours after your request. The TV interview went
swimmingly. In fact, the interviewer from KOMO TV ABC
Seattle, asked that I send him an email of the article in question.
He was interested to hear about your request.
I just want you to know that you have made an old man very
very sad. I shall have to research the web, as is my wont, to find
out for sure if the copyright laws exist to keep non profit
websites from fairly using one article of a magazine to support an
aviation safety hypothesis. I make no money from this site, on
the contrary, it costs me money to keep it up. The site is 1200
pages deep with on one page assigned to article. The goal of the
website is aviation safety, a common goal with Aviation Week.
The officials quoted on the article are public officials whose
comments are public.
It seems to me that permission should not be necessary for me to
put your article on my website as long as I give credit to the
author and make no money from it.
It seems to me that when permission was requested to put the

article on my website, permission should have been granted.
You said 'protect your magazine,' as motive for requesting I
delete the article. Protection from whom? Me? Aviation Week
needs protection from me? I am a retired guy working out of a
converted garage with a computer and a modem. You have
nothing to fear from me, we are on the same side, aviation safety.
Regardless, the excellent article by David Fulghum in the March
10, 1997 issue has been deleted at your request. Should it
become apparent that I do have the fair right to use your article
unders conditions which I fulfill, then, pop! up it goes again. I
shall let you know in advance so you may attempt to dissuade me
if you wish. It just seems that a guy ought to be able to pull out
old magazine articles to quote from when he's trying to persuade
visitors of an aviation safety point. In case I'm wrong, and I'm
never wrong, I have erred on the side of safety and complied
with your request.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right
nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine

with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology

Copyright on the Internet
Thomas G. Field, Jr.
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Introduction

This discussion focuses on copyright issues of most concern to
those who post to or own email lists or have put up web pages -as well as to those who might want to use another's email posting
or to copy material from another web page.
As pointed out in a couple of other discussions at this site, for
example, Copyright in Computer Software, copyright encourages
the creative efforts of authors, artists and others. It does so by
giving such people the right to exclude others from using their
works in certain ways.
Copyright arises automatically as soon as some aspect of a
protectable work has been fixed in a tangible medium (such as an
internet server). Notice is not required; registration is required
only if legal action is warranted and the work originates in the
U.S. (Apologies to those abroad, but this is hereafter presumed.)
However, giving notice (such as at the bottom of this page) and
promptly registering works provide legal advantages. Those
advantages are explained below, along with basic limits to
copyright protection.
Several matters such as the fundamental distinction between
works that are and are not "for hire," deposit details and issues to
consider in transferring copyright interests are not particularly
relevant to that focus and are not revisited here. However,
anyone in the business of putting web pages up for others
definitely needs to address such matters. Again, see Copyright in
Computer Software or the more general discussion, Copyright
Basics, at the Copyright Office.

Limits to Copyright
Copyright is the right to exclude, not to publish.
Copyright does not give its owners the right to sell or distribute

works. Consider, for example, a libelous email message or web
page. While both would be protected by copyright, this is of little
importance if their posting would incur liability. Also, of course,
rights to post information can be affected by laws governing,
e.g., obscenity, or rights of privacy or publicity.
Basic limits to copyright protection.
There are several fundamental limits to copyright protection. For
example, expression, not facts or ideas, is protected. Also, a
second work that merely happens to be very similar (or even
identical) to an earlier work does not infringe, if it is, in fact,
independently created. However, because these topics are treated
elsewhere, they are not pursued here.
Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they
approve or not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least
clear cut, limits to copyright. The basic problem is that words
like "fair" or "reasonable" cannot be defined with the precision
non-lawyers (or many law students) would like. Until 20 years
ago, fair use did not appear in U.S. legislation, but it now
occupies about half of the copyright statute. In the U.S., partial or
limited reproduction of another's work may be permitted under
this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to
uses that advance public interests such as education or
scholarship. On the other hand, it is unlikely to be available if
one fails to credit the original artist or author. It is not apt to be
available to those who profit or interfere with original artists' or
authors' ability to derive income from their works.
Commercial uses of another's work are particularly frowned
upon. But what does this mean? On one end of the scale, for
example, anyone who posts an email message in such a way as to
suggest that its author endorses some commercial product,
without explicit permission, is asking for serious trouble! On the

other, lunch is rarely free. Most magazines, newspapers and even
many professional journals are operated by for-profit entities.
That the latter kind of commercialism does not negate fair use
defenses has been made clear by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Licenses may also be implied in fact (as when someone posts a
message to a public email list). Both forwarding and archiving
email messages seem to be impliedly allowed -- possibly subject
to an author's right to revoke implied permission when
reasonable. People (including myself) regularly post messages
that they wish they had not sent. Is it reasonable to ask someone
who automatically archives list content to find and delete
messages sent inadvertently? In my opinion, it would often not
be. Authors should be careful in what they send; under the best of
circumstances, it will be difficult to eradicate inadvertent
postings.
Few who post to email lists would object if their messages are
forwarded to others who might be interested. However, in doing
so, or in using part of a prior message in responding to an earlier
message, one should be careful not to change the original
author's meaning. No one impliedly authorizes another to
attribute to them an embarrassing (or worse) message they did
not write!
Likewise, few would object to having their messages archived,
perhaps on a web page. Archiving clearly serves the interests of
list members who may occasionally want to revisit topics
addressed earlier. Indeed, most would prefer having archives to
seeing old topics rehashed again and again -- the reason one
often sees lists of frequently asked questions (FAQs).
Expressed Licenses -- Put it on the table!
Many email copyright problems could be avoided if list owners
would broadcast, at least on initial subscription, a notice such as
the one below. [List owners who care to use it are hereby granted
permission but should not regard it as legal advice. I certainly do

not suggest it as a fool-proof way to avoid copyright (much less
any other) problems.]
Those who post to this list retain their copyright. However,
subscribers grant a non-exclusive license to the list owner,
directly or indirectly, to archive, and to other subscribers to
forward, any message posted here.
**All archiving of messages posted to this list is forbidden
without express permission of their authors or the list owner!**
No site that conditions access on payment of a fee will be
approved by the list owner as an archive.
No subscriber, by merely posting to this list, grants implied
permission to associate his or her message directly with any
commercial product or service. Nevertheless, subscribers should
bear in mind that virtually anyone will have access to their
messages. If there is *anyone* you would not want to see some
message, do not post it here!
I recently encountered a site that confidently asserts that list
owners have the right to approve the forwarding of email from
one list to another. Barring such a provision in a welcome
message (note that none appears in the example set out above), I
am unaware of any legal basis for it. Perhaps it is a netiquette
rule I have not previously enountered, but those are not
ordinarily enforced in the courts.
To avoid some copyright questions, one web author posts this
amusing noice:
WARNING: I reserve the right to use any email you send to me
as either a testimonial of how great this page is, or as an (rare)
example of the stupid things people send to me via email. If you
do not want your email to be used in such a manner, mark it
confidential....
Special situations.

Email lists are exceedingly diverse. For an extreme example,
consider a prostate cancer listserv. Here are excerpts from the
welcome message:
Now that you have subscribed, you are encouraged to send a note
introducing yourself.... If your concern is about a prostate cancer
diagnosis, also include your PSA blood test result, Gleason score,
and cancer stage.
...
All messages to the list are archived. If you have deleted or
missed messages these can be found by accessing the archives
with this message.... [It goes on to list several archives.]
Each subscriber to that list (as well as to a host of similar ones)
should weigh his individual risks as well as the substantial
benefits to himself and others of having personal medical
information made public and archived. Authors who post to such
lists should consider the ramifications of doing so. Copyright
provides limited abilility to control the access of others to what
one has published. Thus, for example, employees' adverse
medical information could possibly end up in the hands of
employers who would find an incentive to discharge them for
spurious reasons. When potential misuse of information poses a
serious threat, email users should keep messages private.
Licenses to foward or archive private messages will rarely be
implied.
Private lists. The possibility of "private" lists also exists -- in the
sense that all who sign up expressedly agree, e.g., not to forward
list messages or to delete the identity of authors before doing so.
Also, if list messages are archived at all, access could be limited,
e.g., by use of passwords -- or they could be archived
anonymously. Such an approach should be able to avoid even
"fair use" of messages.

Notice and Registration
As mentioned above, web pages and email messages are
protected by copyright as soon as they are created. Copyright
notice and registration are not required -- although the last is
needed prior to bringing suit. For example, contrary to what
some seem to believe, and consistent with the sample email list
notice above, even public messages cannot be used by anyone
else as they please.
In the U.S., copyright notice eliminates the potential defense of
innocent infringement and increases the chances that willful
infringement will be found. The latter is far more serious because
statutory damages for willful infringement are much larger -- up
to $100,000, compared to $200! Thus, if copyright is a major
concern, those who post email messages or serve up web pages
should give explicit notice.
More significantly, statutory damages and attorney fees can be
obtained only if works are promptly registered after publication
-- publication presumably occurs when a message is posted to a
public list or a web page is made available to anyone who cares
to visit. Although the statute is not a paragon of clarity on this
point, it appears that if registration is sought within three months
of publication, statutory damages and attorney fees, as well as
more common remedies, are available for prior infringement.
While it takes several months for a certificate of registration to
issue, once that happens (if the initial application was complete),
the filing date becomes the registration date.

Whether to Register

Prolific email users or web publishers would find registration
prohibitively expensive if every individual item had to be
registered, even at $20 each -- particularly if their efforts
generate no income. Although prompt registration provides
remedies that make suit affordable, it might not appear, on
balance, to be "worth it."
The situation is much improved by being able to register multiple
works as a collection. For example, the entire contents of a web
site should no more require multiple registrations than a book
with many chapters and numerous illustrations -- or a CD with
text and music, still and animated graphics, and software.
Such registration is a good buy. Simple forms, containing basic
instructions, are available from the Copyright Office as well as,
e.g.,the BMI web site. To register, send the proper form (TX for
most works, but see form GR/CP too) with the $20 fee.
It is also necessary to send materials that identify the work.
Email should be very straight forward, but even ordinary web
pages present problems. Should one send a printout of the page
or the code that generates it? If the content is all that is
important, I would send only screen printouts. If the code were
also important, I would register it like software; see, e.g., ¤
202.20 of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations. One
problem with treating the content of a large web site like
software is: What constitues the first and last 25 pages of code?!
If a web site is particularly ornate with, e.g., embedded java
scripts, sounds and video, as well as text and graphics, problems
are compounded. A web author could give it his or her best shot
and see what happens -- subject to the risk of being unable to rely
on the original filing date. If that risk seems serious, a web author
should consult an experienced lawyer.

Avoiding Suit
Subject to limitations briefly discussed above, copyright gives its
owners the exclusive right to reproduce and otherwise reap, e.g.,
the goodwill or economic benefits of their work. Sometimes a
question arises as to whether a second, similar work was copied
or was independently created. If the person creating the second
work had access to the original, and the works are very similar,
copying is likely to be presumed.
Unless liability is exempted by fair use or an express or implied
license, copyright arms its owner with remedies going well
beyond those normally afforded to an injured party. Further,
while finding infringement of graphics works can be difficult,
those who copy text may be easily found with any of several
powerful net search engines.
Web artists have asked if it is OK to base a graphic on another's
work. The safe answer is "No!" The real question is not whether
one is liable but whether one is likely to be sued. Those who use
a relatively small amount of another's work -- if it is not copied
in detail or is altered to the point that it cannot be recognized -are not apt to be. Yet, this is a litigious society, and it is much
smarter to work from scratch (or, for example, to use clip art sold
for that purpose)! Even things posted on web sites as being in the
public domain may not be. Commercial products, in contrast,
should be accompanied by a warranty.
In no event, echoing what has already been cautioned, should
anyone use another's text or graphics for commercial purposes
without express permission! Any use that generates income
directly or interferes with a copyright holder's potential income
dramatically increases the chance of suit. Such use is also more
apt to be regarded as willful -- again, increasing potential
statutory damages from $200 to as much as $100,000!

As some web authors have failed to appreciate (as one can see
from all the pages that say "X used to be here, but..."), using
another's copyrighted graphics (particularly commercial
cartoons) are almost sure to generate nasty threats -- regardless
of how it's done. (See the discussion of links and frames below.)

Links and Frames
Links and frames present problems that may be unique to the
internet, and copyright is not the sole basis for suit. Linking to
others' web sites is unlikely to cause copyright problems under
present law, but see the interesting discussion of image links at
the Oppedahl & Larson page. It discusses, for example, the
catch-22 of being liable for copying on one hand and being
criticized for linking on the other. The tension can be reduced if
those who object to links say so on their page. Some of those
may also say that they prefer that their graphics be copied to
other servers for various reasons. Yet, again, consider the risk
that people with such pages do not own copyright in graphics (or
whatever) they urge you to copy.
In any case, links to unaffiliated sites should clearly avoid any
misrepresentation of authorship or endorsement. Further,
commercial sites may well object to their content being framed at
another site -- particularly if their content is surrounded by
another's paid advertising. At least one such case has already
arisen, but it was settled without a decision that could be used as
precedent.
Finally, linking or framing aside, one must exercise great caution
in referring to others (or their products or services) in a
derogatory way.

The Bottom Line
Litigation is expensive; experienced lawyers often say that there
are "no winners". That aside, whether particular activities might
ultimately be found legal is wholly irrelevant if they don't
generate enough income or are not otherwise worth the cost of
defending a suit. No one should get so entangled (as lawyers
sometimes do) in legal details that they fail to consider this key
point.

For more information, see Web Law FAQ, at the Oppedahl &
Larson site. See also, William S. Strong, Copyright in the New
World of Electronic Publishing. The last goes far toward
repudiating conventional "wisdom" that the Internet requires
fundamentally reworking copyright law.

Modified 3/29/98
URL: HTTP://WWW.FPLC.EDU/TFIELD/COPYNET.HTM
© 1998 Franklin Pierce Law Center. All rights reserved.
This page has been visited 4175 times since 2/25/98.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 14, 1998 12:03:48 PM PDT
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com

Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on
website.

Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today.
Dear Ms. Warnock,
Thanks.
When it arrives, you are welcome to
place it on your website.

Thanks.

We understand that you are busy right nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us.
Thanks.
The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
Thanks.

If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.

Thanks.
Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Again, thanks.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith

From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: May 14, 1998 12:47:54 PM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on
website.

Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome
to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy
right nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's
fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred
you. Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.

Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 14, 1998 11:17:52 AM PDT
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on
website.

Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is
the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to
present the AWST article on my web site. I shall search through
it and delete it. Do I need permission to post your email in its
place to explain why the article was deleted? I should explain
why the article was removed to squelch any conspiracy coverup
nonsese that pervades this TWA 800 investigation.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology

does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
So sad.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMOTV, Channel 4, ABC, in Seattle Washington and the arrive within
the hour. I'm preparing for it so am unable now to find page,
delete, change links, upload it to server right now. But how long
to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that
quoting AWST in a non profit website about aviation safety helps
AWST, but what do I know.

James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred
me, is that OK?
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and
then send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have
cleansed the dirty deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology

From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com

Date: May 14, 1998 11:48:41 AM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on
website.

Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of
Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She
is the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints
&
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation
Week on
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology
does not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than
our own.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space
Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your
website, as
you have indicated you are willing to do.
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but
protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section
"Photocopy

and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation
Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau:
1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202)
383-2332.
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week &
Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have
about my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 14, 1998 9:42:01 AM PDT
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Request permission to present article on website.

To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/

800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Dear Madam, 14 May 1998
A thousand pardons. I immediately request permission to reprint
Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA
Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my website,
www.corazon.com. (Corazon is my wife's name.)
The reason I scanned in exact image instead of paraphrasing text
was to be precise and show source, very important for a research
paper.
Should my request be denied, I shall of course, immediately
comply with your request and remove the article from my web
site.
AWST is a fine magazine and one which I have read diligently
for over thirty years. I have watched AWST's web site mature as
time goes on. http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm is on my
bookmarks list and I check it first thing every morning. I'm in
your database of subscribers. Keep up the good work!
Regarding this life and death matter of a sudden night fiery fatal
jet plane crash about which I have published a 1200 page website
presenting my shorted wiring opening forward cargo door in

flight explanation to the general public in a non profit effort:
1. You surely understand I can not alter my website just on an
unsolicited email out of the blue from:
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
The absence of title indicates your request may be personal in
nature and not official. Please confirm your official title which
corresponds to your request that I delete an article from AWST
from my site. You may be spoofing me and my asking for
credentials is prudent and an established protocol.
2. Your response indicates an interest in the subject of TWA 800.
Could you refer a reporter to me so I can present my wiring/
cargo door explanation to him/her? I would appreciate the
opinion of an aviation professional regarding my nine years of
amateur research into hull ruptures of hour high time Boeing
747s. Your reporter, David Fuhlgum, in the referenced article,
was able to elicit important material from NTSB officials
regarding TWA 800; the forward door may have popped open in
flight, and the streak may have been pieces of the aircraft
reflecting evening sun. I am able to amplify those observations
by an anonymous NTSB 'second official' using NTSB
documents and photographs. It's a good story and one worthy of
AWST's interest. FAA, NSTB, and Boeing are all saying wiring
in older Boeing airliners is fraying and shorting causing
problems, and so am I, long before the officials came to the
realization.

3. >or we will consider legal action.
Why, O why did you threaten me? Your first contact, out of the
blue, and it contains a threat of 'legal action'. What does that
mean? I don't think it means a good thing. It just sets a wrong
tone. Is politeness gone from even presentations about a plane
crash?
4. >Your website is in violation of this law.
Whoa! You are calling me a criminal? Just like that? I'm breaking
the law? I'm a lawbreaker? This is very disturbing. Maybe that's
the way AWST works with the big boys who only respond to
threats, not to polite requests with explanation attached. I'm not a
big boy. I'm a retired military officer working out of a converted
garage in California. I don't like anybody telling me I'm breaking
the law unless it's a policeman, judge, or jury. And I still don't
like it, but I obey. I really can't tell my friends that I changed my
cherished web site because of a strange unauthenticated email
from some babe named Monica at McGraw-Hill, now can I? I
mean, am I a man or a mouse?
See, a threat always turns a pleasant conversation into stressful
one. Squeek, squeek.
To review:
1. I respectfully request permission to display scanned in
images of Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG
Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997 on my personal
website, www.corazon.com.

2. Please to show credentials, madam.
4. Refer reporter to me regarding a subject that you feel strongly
enough to want to affect with correspondence, TWA 800.
5. Keep up the good work covering aviation subjects around the
world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright
law which
states that permission must be granted before our material is
used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove
these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from
your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau

Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314

From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: May 14, 1998 8:24:37 AM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Aviation Week

To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
Your website "http://www.corazon.com/
800avweekintrigue.html" contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997.
Our records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles
on
your website.
Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright
law which
states that permission must be granted before our material is
used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove
these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material
from your

website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 13, 1998 7:41:45 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Wiring/cargo door

Dear David, I see you are getting all the wiring information from
Pat Price. Here's my input. A TV crew from KOMO told me they
would be here tomorrow for interview. They are flying in from
Seattle to me here in Carmel Valley, CA.
Cheers,
Barry
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
John McCain III

Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief

Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W

Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear NTSB and FAA Officials involved with TWA 800

investigation,

12 May 1998

Good work finding cracks in frayed wire in Boeing airliners and
taking such quick action to investigate and confirm. As the
mechanic reported frayed wires detected, I report frayed wires
detected. Please take the same decisive action to investigate and
confirm. I ask that you expand your investigation into frayed
wiring to Boeing 747s based upon the following discovery of
frayed to the core wiring in TWA 800.
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found." NTSB Public Docket
Exhibit 9A page 116:
Please note that BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring.
Cargo door location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811.
Other wiring events in 747 forward cargo holds:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
Source: NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report page 44, 45, 46:

Please expand chafed Poly X wiring checks to Boeing 747s in
the cargo door areas.
To review:
A. Examine the extensive wreckage evidence to consider as an
explanation: Wiring short from bare wire to door unlatch motor
to door rupture at aft midspan latch resulting in explosive
decompression of thirty foot by forty foot hole in the nose of
TWA 800 on the right side forward of the wing. The weakened
nose would then be torn off by the 300 knot slipstream.
B. Check the cargo door wiring as described in NTSB Safety
Recommendations Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
C. Check the cargo door wiring as described in NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811 cargo door accident:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches
from plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to
wire bundle clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed
bare wires shorted on the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch
position.
D. Examine for wiring cracks five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from station 570-900 as described in TWA 800 Public

Docket Exhibit 9A, page 116.
E. Check for damaged wiring in forward cargo compartment as
described in NTSB Exhibit 9C.
Regarding the recent response of Shelly Hazle of NTSB with the
below excerpt:
"For example, Mr. Smith claims that there are 10 latches on the
cargo door and that the Board only discusses eight in the above
mentioned report. While a superficial description of the door
might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith is, in fact,
incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in the report actually hold the door closed - the other
two, one on each side of the door are merely "alignment latches"
and do not hold the door closed."
If you believe that four eight foot slices into a large sausage
shaped pressurized hull do not need 'latches' then you are beyond
reason. Please be reasonable. There are four eight foot slices in a
747 hull, two each for each cargo door. All four slices have one
midspan latch to latch the door closed by its latching action of
latching cam around the latching pin. One latch for eight feet of
slice. And it has no locking sector to stop the latching cam from
becoming unlatched around its latching pin when the door
unlatch motor turns on when cracked Poly X wiring shorts, as it
has done exactly before. That one midspan latch cam around the
latching pin may be sufficient provided there is no effort to
unlatch it. If there is, it unlatches slightly and internal 3.5
pressure differential ruptures door at aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door, as it has done before. As the photograph of
TWA 800 shows with outward peeled skin, red paint smears, and

outward petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch, that aft midspan
latched and ruptured cargo door in flight, as it has done before.
Latches latch. All ten latches in each cargo door are essential to
hold door closed. All midspan latches have not been recovered to
be examined. The master locking handle has not been recovered
to determine manual locking status.
Cracked wiring causes bad things to happen. You are checking
the fuel tank explosion consequence, please check the cargo door
opening in flight consequence. You now know that cracked to the
bare core wiring was found in TWA 800 cargo door zone. You
know that cracked wiring caused cargo door to open in flight
before causing fatalities. You know that cracked wiring has
caused fires in the forward cargo bay before, very close to center
fuel tank. Please check out the cracked wiring caused forward
cargo door to open in flight explanation for TWA 800.
I ask again for NTSB officials to meet with me so I can relate my
concerns about the forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800.
Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: May 12, 1998 2:36:40 PM PDT
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: Questions for interviews.

Josh, Wildey, Schleede, and Mayer of NTSB and Breneman of
FAA are the two guys with hands on experience with the door
and can give you raw data.
Schalekamp of FAA understands concept of red paint smears and
outward peeled skin indication forward cargo door opened
inflight.
Breneman and Schalekamp are in the Seattle area and watch
KOMO.
Goal, to confirm forward cargo door opened in flight based on
the evidence. Either it did or it didn't.
Barry-Have you had any discussions with Boeing officials?
Steve Bell of Perkins Coie
1201 Third Avenue, 40th Floor
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
They are Boeing's lawyers. Bell told me Boeing knew of cargo
door explanation but ruled it out because NTSB ruled it out.
Boeing PR woman referred me to NTSB.
John Hamilton, Boeing Safety Office who referred me to PR
woman.
And unofficially with two Boeing field engineers and one retired
Boeing safety engineer who said they were told not to talk about
it.

Also, who is Shelly Hazle of NTSB and is hers the only "official
governmental response" to your concerns?
She is the PR woman. No, I have letters from Hall, Drake,
Wildey, email from Schleede and Dickinson, all from NTSB.
Also letters from my Congressman, Sam Farr, and Senator
McCain.
"Dear Mr. Smith: 1 May 1998
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing
interest in the forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I
appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to
you again as soon as a response is available, but please let me
know if there is anything further that I can do for your in the
interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Senator John McCain stating, "I have received your letter
regarding the forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800, and your
interest in meeting with someone at the National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Dear Mr. Smith,

Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator

If I could interview anybody I
wanted for this story (and more importantly to answer your
questions) who
would I want to talk to?
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.

Washington, DC 20594-200
Ask him why he declined to meet with me as per suggestion of
Senator McCain. Ask him if he thinks wiring/cargo door
explanation for TWA 800 is a reasonable line of investigation.

Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ask Mr. Dickinson how he can determine that none of the pieces
of doors came off TWA 800 with only 20 percent of the forward
door recovered and examined.
Ask him if he thinks wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800
is a reasonable line of investigation.
From: Dickinson Al <DICKINA@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: mechanical crash cause
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 1996 19:04:00 -0400
Encoding: 129 TEXT
Status:

Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA 800
crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access

panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.
---------From: barry[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Sunday, 15 September, 1996 10:11
To: DICKINA
Subject: mechanical crash cause

Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ask Mr. Schleede how did he know it was the aft cargo door sill
he examined when he told me it was latched and locked. Also
why could he say that door was latched and locked based on only

eight of the ten latches and 80 percent of the door missing and
not recovered.
Ask him if he thinks wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800
is a reasonable line of investigation.
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:

I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!
---------From: barry
To: SCHLEDR
Subject: TWA crash cause
Date: Tuesday, 30 July, 1996 01:48

http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html is my
website for cargo door
crash theory.
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Ask him if he thinks wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800
is a reasonable line of investigation.
Mr. Wildey is the one guy to get in depth interview if you can.
He was in on many reports. I've attached correspondence to him
below.
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ask him if both of the cargo door sills have been recovered. Ask
why nothing is in the wreckage database about the forward sill,
latches or locks. Ask him how he knew the forward cargo door
sill is the forward and not the aft.

Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Ask him why he is not checking cracked wiring that is reported
by the NTSB in an area of a 747 that has cracked and killed
before, the cargo door wiring. "Some wires found in the section
of W480 from forward of station 570 and identified as
BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor

when examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft
end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were insulation
cracks found." NTSB Public Docket Exhibit 9A page 116:
Ask him how he could certify as safe outward opening cargo
doors. Ask him how he could certify as safe only one midspan
latche with no locking sector for eight feet of cut into a
pressurized fuselage. Ask him why he refused to comply with
NTSB request to check aft cargo door wiring as stated in NTSB
Safety Recommendations Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Ask him if he thinks wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800
is a reasonable line of investigation.

Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ask him if he thinks wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800
is a reasonable line of investigation.

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Ask him why he thought TWA 800 has suffered outward
explosion at cargo door area. What did he mean by paint
markings and strutural deformation.
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Ask him how he knew the cargo door sill he examined was the
forward or the aft. Ask him if he ever examined both of them and
how does he know he did not mix up the two identical cargo door
sills.
Cheers,
Barry

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist

National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Dear Gentlemen,

18 December 1997.

I address you both as representing the United States government.
You are officials and have the education, experience, and desire
to investigate an aircraft accident of national importance. I know
the differences between legislative branch and executive branch
and NTSB and FAA, but in a matter of life and death, which this
is, I prefer to address open minds, not fixed titles.
Mr. Streeter and Mr. Wildey, both of you asked a question
regarding the cargo door rupture explanation for TWA 800
during the recent public inquiry. They were important questions
and revealed an interest in an answer not yet known.
The formal question from Mr. Streeter to Mr. Wildey was, "Were
there hoop stress fractures found on the wreckage of TWA 800
near the area of damage?" or words to that effect. The answer
from Mr. Wildey was "Yes, and around stringer 40R," or words
to that effect.
The informal question from Mr. Wildey to me was, "What did

you think of the cargo door presentation?" or words to that effect.
My answer to Mr. Wildey was "Very interesting, I wish to
correspond with you about it."
I am now corresponding. I believe that discussion between an
informed member of the public and officials about a matter of
national importance, testimony on the public record, released
public docket exhibits, and previously released government
accident reports is appropriate and acceptable, even necessary
sometimes. It takes everyone to help solve this mystery. FAA
web page states, "The Office of Accident Investigation (AAI) is
the principal organization within the FAA with respect to aircraft
accident investigation and all activities related to the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)."
We were all at the TWA 800 fact finding inquiry in Baltimore.
Were facts found? I certainly found some, important ones. I've
put them together to attempt to persuade you that the forward
cargo door aft midspan rupture explanation is a worthy line of
investigation. The first goal is a comprehensive professional
examination of that forward cargo door area to rule in or rule out
rupture at aft midspan latch.
You can do that; I can't.
Specific suggestions:
1. Examine aft midspan latch pin for damage as was observed on
UAL 811, NTSB AAR 92/02 page 33, "The forward midspan
latch pin was relatively undamaged. The aft midspan latch pin
had definite areas of damage. Both pins had wear areas where the
cams would contact the pins during latching. (Encl 1)
2. Examine the TWA 800 door hinge for damage as was observed
in AAR 92/02, page 35, "Several areas on the hinge sections,

such as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of contact
from the door during overtravel (See figure 14.) In addition the
fuselage forward hinge sections were slightly bent." (Encl 2)
Figure 14 is on page 40 and shows photograph of the hinge
overtravel damage. (Encl 3)
3. Examine two midspan latches from forward cargo door for
damage. The criterion for determining if latches latched was to
check to see if still locked and attached to adjacent fuselage sill
or frame. The bottom eight latches of TWA 800 door were
attached to sill so conclusion latched. The two midspan latches
are unattached to frame so conclusion unlatched. The door frame
is smooth where the aft midspan latch is supposed to be attached
but isn't.
4. Examine forward and aft pull-in hooks of TWA 800 for
compression and smearing damage as was observed in AAR
92/02, page 45. (Encl 4)
5. Examine door and fuselage for paint transfer from one to the
other as was observed in AAR 92/02, page 41. (Encl 5) Red paint
smears on TWA 800 on white paint between passenger windows
above cargo door may have come from red paint on top of cargo
door. The red paint smears are large and frequent only along the
top of the cargo door area and not found on the other 460 feet of
fuselage trim. This indicates door below opened outward and
slammed upward into fuselage, giving overtravel over 143
degrees on the hinge and transferring red paint from door onto
white paint between passenger windows. The opening door with
hinge attached took red trim fuselage skin with it and that may
have slammed upward also onto white painted skin. Red paint
smears are not scraped away white paint revealing red
underneath but red paint on top of white paint. White paint
scraped away reveals green primer.
6. Examine outer skin contour of the upper door piece for inward
crushing as was observed in AAR 92/02, page 41. (Encl 5) Door

blows outward and top of door smashes into fuselage above
giving inward crushing not by water impact. Photo of TWA 800
top door piece shows such damage. (Encl 6)
7. Examine master latch lock handle housing and trigger for
position. AAR 92/02, page 41, found it relatively flush with door
outer skin. (Encl 5)
8. Examine floor beams again of TWA 800 to confirm statement
in Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page
20, "Downward separation directions were noted at STA 900,
880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and ""The initial opening of the
fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected result
of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the main
deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red area
recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup." (Encl 7) This observation matches
downward buckling as was reported in AAR 92/02, page 4, "The
floor beams adjacent to and inboard of the cargo door area had
been fractured and buckled downward." (Encl 8)
9. Confirm evidence on TWA 800 of direct circumferential
tension or hoop stress tension found on lower right side skin in
the red zone only, as stated in Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
7A, Structures Group Chairman's Factual Report of
Investigation, page 11. (Encl 9) This observation coincides with
AAR 92/02 which states on page 11, "The cargo door and its
associated hardware are designed to carry circumferential (hoop)
load arising from pressurization of the airplane." (Encl 10) If
cargo door was fully latched and intact until water impact then
there should be no hoop tension fractures. If the door was
missing in flight, hoop tension fractures could be expected to be
found and they were on TWA 800 leading to conclusion door was
missing in flight.
10. Confirm door frame of TWA 800 which abuts aft edge of

door is curved outward in petal shaped bulge indicating outward
force rupture. Aft midspan latch is unattached to aft midspan
latch pin halfway up the door frame. Edge of door frame is
smooth indicating door not missing by force but by unlatching of
aft midspan latch. (Encl 6)
11. Establish large round rupture hole in TWA 800 photo
centered at aft midspan latch is in fact a hole or something
otherwise. (Encl 6)
12. Confirm outward peeled skin on TWA 800 upper skin as
shown in photograph (Encl 6) which indicates outward force
which matches AAR 92/02, page 6 photograph of peeled upper
skin in same location. (Encl 11)
Essentially, Mr. Wildey and Mr. Streeter, TWA 800 can be
matched to UAL 811 through NTSB AAR 92/02 and the TWA
800 public inquiry exhibits. UAL 811 was an inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. TWA 800 may be
also. A complete examination of the TWA 800 cargo door area
should be done to compare with the UAL 811 cargo door area as
reported in AAR 92/02. There are other things to examine in that
TWA 800 door such as two overpressure relief doors for open or
closed, torque tubes for bending, and viewing ports for direction
of damage similar to AAR 92/02, page 44. (Encl 23)
Mr. Wildey, a complete examination of TWA 800 cargo door area
requires more than the sentence from "Docket No. SA-516,
Exhibit Number 15C, Report Number 97-82, Section 41/42 Joint,
Forward Cargo Door, page 1, "Examination of the lower lobe
forward cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching
cams remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the
pins along the lower door sill." (Encl 12) The door is a known
killer near the scene of its specialty crime, pressurized hull
rupture. Exoneration of cargo door requires more than a cursory

analysis.
Eight latches is not enough when ten exist. Twenty percent of
door material is not enough when 100% exists. The incomplete
early examination of the cargo door before reconstruction was
completed has resulted in three distinct misinterpretations which
continue to this day:
1. Entire door latched after initial event.
2. Door intact and attached to nose at water impact.
3. Water impact caused initial shattering of cargo door area.
Cargo door explanation proposes the door was not fully latched
at water impact, it was mostly latched, only 80%. The door was
not totally intact at water impact, it was partially intact; only the
bottom 10% was attached to bottom sill of frame. The aft
midspan rupture gave outward force to fuselage and door frame
skin which burst outward. Explosive decompression and
subsequent tearing off of nose caused initial shattering of cargo
door area. The water impact gave any inward crushing damage to
already shattered cargo door area.
Mr. Wildey, I noticed your name is author of report, No 97-82 of
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Section 41/42 Joint,
Forward Cargo Door, although you must have relied on
investigator Al Dickinson, AS-10 for input. The report is dated
April 22, 1997, a month before the reconstruction was completed
and the red paint smears, outward bulge at aft midspan latch and
general shattered effect became apparent. Mr. Ron Schleede of
NTSB was kind enough to report the cargo door was locked and
latched to me in an email on August 11, 1996, ten months before
reconstruction completed. (Encl 13) Cargo door area was among
the last parts to be reconstructed according to the pictures on the
CD-ROM from NTSB about TWA 800.

It is apparent a hasty conclusion was reached about the status of
the forward cargo door based upon incomplete evidence
available at the time of only eight bottom latches latched and that
hasty conclusion has not been modified. In Docket No. SA-516,
Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Report, page 30, you write: "It is
therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as
new information is acquired whether it be from newly identified
parts, or simply a new interpretation of current
information." (Encl 14)
Mr. Wildey, Yes, Yes, Yes! Can you do that? Can you write a new
sequence as new information and new interpretation is acquired?
Can you add an addendum/correction/errata sheet to Exhibit 15C,
Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door? It would be written
after the reconstruction was completed in May which showed
new evidence such as red paint smears which have allowed for a
new interpretation of events. A further examination of the
forward cargo door area is now warranted.
Mr. Streeter, as an accident investigator I believe you put value
in finding similar accidents to the one under current investigation
from which similarities may be observed and conclusions drawn.
The NTSB has done that for TWA 800: Docket No. SA-516,
Exhibit No. 12-B, Sound Spectrum Study, page 21, Chart 12.
(Encl 15) The sudden loud sound on the CVR which is followed
by an abrupt power cut which occurred on four high time Boeing
747s is displayed for comparison. TWA 800, Pan Am 103, Air
India 182, and United Airlines 811 are plotted together in that
sequence by the NTSB. In addition, a Philippines 737 sound is
added at the bottom.
The linchpin of the cargo door explanation is the sudden loud

sound on the CVR. I believe that to be the sudden rushing sound
of the air molecules as they push outward to equalize the higher
inner pressure to the lower outside pressure. (The Air India 182
CVR sudden loud sound is matched to the CVR sudden loud
sound on the DC-10 cargo door crash in the Canadian
government accident report. (Encl 16))
It is apparent to me that the four Boeing 747 accidents shown in
Chart 12 match in everything but duration and that is measured
in microseconds. All are less than a second. All are followed by
an abrupt power cut. The cargo door explanation states all
Boeing 747 sudden loud sounds are produced by explosive
decompression followed by severe disruption of the adjacent
main equipment compartment cutting off power to FDR and
CVR. The initial disruptive force is the explosive decompression
but the ultimate destructive force is the 300 knots slipstream
tearing off the entire nose.
The sudden loud sound does not match bomb or center tank
explosion and is left as unexplained or called a vague structural
breakup sound. A decompression air rushing sound would
explain the sound spectrum of rise time, frequency components
and amplitude. The abrupt power cut could be explained by
nearby cables in adjacent main equipment compartment
disrupted by the explosive force of the decompression.
Gentlemen, another clue to accident cause is the sequence of
breakup and that is determined from wreckage plot. What departs
the aircraft first may well be near the initial event. The NTSB has
provided a study: Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 22B,
Trajectory Study Supporting Material, page 45 in faded numbers
and page 30 in dark numbers. (Encl 17) Among all the charts of
pieces of the plane coming off and when, there is one chart that

shows the first to go, that is page 30 chart, Forward cargo door
trajectories. The first item is A489, fwd lower cargo bay struct,
FS 900. That item left even before the last ASR radar beacon to
Islip radar. The next item to go before anything else in the entire
plane is A470, R fwd lower cargo bay struct, FS 820. There are
five other forward cargo bay structures which are plotted and
leave soon thereafter. On dark page number 29 lower frame
stringer 40L-42R is shown to leave very early. (Encl 18)
The overall appraisal was made by Docket Number SA-516,
Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory Study, page 3: "The wreckage
distribution shows that parts were initially shed from the area just
forward of the wing." (Encl 19) Please carefully agree,
gentleman, cargo door is just forward of the wing and the center
tank is not.
There is another interesting observation in an exhibit: Docket
No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page 33:
"5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the
horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." (Encl 20) On 5.1.1 Right
Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from
turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the
outboard trailing edge. (Encl 21)
Engine number three is on the right side inboard and would be
the engine to throw off a stator blade to penetrate the right
horizontal stabilizer. Engine number four is too far outboard of
stabilizer. The left side stabilizer had no such engine part
penetration.
Cargo door explanation relies heavily on engine number three
data. It is the one to catch on fire, lands apart from the other

three, throws off FOD into number four, ingests humans, and is
heavily damaged upon retrieval. Engine number three may well
be the ignition source for the center tank fire/explosion according
to the cargo door explanation. The door ruptures/opens out and
tears off, big hole appears, starboard engines ingest foreign
objects, 300 knots tears nose off, wings and fuel tanks and
fuselage fall and disintegrate and fodded on-fire engine number
three or four ignites fuel vapor cloud and center tank at 7500 feet
many seconds and thousands of feet lower after initial event of
door rupture.
The four engines hold vital accident clues. To ignore and omit
that information is wrong. They are four vacuum cleaners at the
scene of the crime. The door rupture or center tank explosion
would send debris into the engines. How much debris, what kind
it is, what did the engines do, and what happened to them is
vitally important. Blade tip rubs and inlet cowling damage
reports are extremely relevant. Pratt and Whitney was not even a
party to the investigation and no exhibit item was released of the
engine breakdown. This is a grievous error, gentleman, can you
correct it?
A stator blade was embedded in the right horizontal stabilizer
right behind engine number three. This indicates engine number
three was fodded early on and threw off pieces which is
consistent with cargo door explanation and inconsistent with
center tank explosion in which engines windmill and fall intact to
water.
NTSB AAR 92/02, page 2, has engine number three fodded by
baggage debris and throwing off fod into engine number four
which caught fire. Both engines had to be shut down. (Encl 22)
Early news reports had TWA 800 engine number three fodded

with inlet cowl material and the only engine to show burn
damage. UAL 811 had dents in right horizontal stabilizer and
torn, punctured, and dented inlet cowl material according to AAR
92/02, page 7. (Encl 24)
The engine breakdown report is vital and is connected to the
TWA 800 investigation by the stator blade in right horizontal
stabilizer. The engines are involved; they are not innocent
bystanders. Engine number three may be the center tank
mysterious ignition source. Can you get powerplant breakdown
report exhibit released? Can you confirm for yourselves engine
number three burnt, fodded, or otherwise different from 1, 2, or
4?
The cargo door rupture explanation is very detailed and explains
the evidence, from streak to red paint smears to center tank
explosion. Please inquire for more details or peruse
www.corazon.com. At this stage I believe you gentlemen are not
yet that interested in 'how' but 'if' door shattered in flight or on
water impact. We agree door area did shatter but 'when' is the
question. We agree the center tank exploded but 'when' is the
question.
NTSB currently has center tank explodes first, then door shatters
later, I suggest door area shatters first, then center tank explodes
later. Door, then tank; or tank, then door? There is our item of
difference in a concise sentence.
I offer hard evidence to support 'yes, door did rupture/open in
flight for TWA 800.' (When center tank exploded is for later.)
1. Floor beam downward movement.
2. Hoop stress fractures.
3. Red paint smears.

4. Curved outward smooth door frame at aft edge of missing
door piece.
5. Outward peeled skin.
6. Petal shaped outward rupture hole at aft midspan latch.
7. Aft midspan latch not attached to latch pin.
8. Inward crush of top piece of door.
Possible hard evidence of door rupture in flight:
1. Hinge overtravel impression damage.
2. Aft midspan latch pin damage.
3. Other matching items to confirmed cargo door opening, UAL
811, may be discovered with exhaustive examination of cargo
door area.
Mr. Streeter and Mr. Wildey, here is my big picture overview:
(Everybody means us.)
1. Everybody knows the poly-X wiring in early model Boeing
747s, including TWA 800, had problems of easily chafing in
vibration in the past. Cargo door explanation says that happened
again to TWA 800.
2. Everybody knows that chafed wiring can cause a forward
cargo door motor to go to the unlatched position with UAL 811.
Cargo door explanation says that happened again to TWA 800.
3. Everybody knows that high cycle Boeing 747s have a weak
structural area aft of the flight deck and forward of the wing
called Section 41 which requires retrofit of structural
strengthening after 20000 cycles. Cargo door explanation says
TWA 800 at 18000+ cycles had not had that retrofit and cargo
door area was thus weak.
4. Everybody knows that a forward cargo door opening on an (1)
aged (2) high flight time/high cycles (3) early model Boeing 747,
UAL 811 (4) which took off in dusk or darkness (5) running late
(6) and during climb (7) experienced a sudden initial event near
the leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a (8) short (9)

sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
(12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign
object damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more severe inflight
damage on starboard side, (16) nine never recovered bodies, (17)
port fuselage side forward of the wing relatively undamaged,
(18) shattered, torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door area
on starboard side, (19) unusual paint smears in forward cargo
door area, (20) rupture appearance of skin at aft midspan latch of
the forward cargo door, (21) outward peeled skin on upper
forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the
wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23) had hinge stay attached
to top piece of forward cargo door, (24) and destruction initially
thought to be have been caused by a bomb but (25) later
conclusively ruled out. Cargo door explanation says that all
twenty five happened again to TWA 800.
Everybody knows an aged aircraft, TWA 800, with problem
wiring, poly-X, with a weak area, Section 41, which had a
previous fatal electrical fault cargo door opening in same model
and type, UAL 811, could have a similar problem. AAR 92/02,
page 92. (Encl 25) Cargo door explanation and evidence says
that happened again to TWA 800. But only one believes it. And
now maybe you two gentleman.
At least believe the evidence enough to complete an exhaustive
examination of the forward cargo door of TWA 800 on the
wreckage reconstruction. Thank goodness it's there. The landing
gear doors, which have never killed anyone, got twenty two
paragraphs of damage description in Exhibit 7A; the forward
cargo door which has nine confirmed kills, got one sentence in
Exhibit 15C.
At least believe the evidence enough to request that the

powerplant breakdown exhibit be released as part of the public
docket so that the results may be examined and compared with
other engine breakdown reports of similar accidents, UAL 811,
AI 182, and PA 103, a grouping suggested by NTSB document
Chart 12 in Exhibit 12-B.
At least believe the evidence enough to pursue the cargo door
explanation by going to www.corazon.com and reviewing
analysis of government accident reports and contact me at
barry@corazon.com.
At least believe the current evidence enough to personally
examine possible new evidence such as hinge and latch pin of
TWA 800 door hanging on wreckage reconstruction.
Mr. Wildey, there were three large poster photographs of TWA
800 reconstruction behind you on the platform during the inquiry
hearing. One was of hundreds of pieces of wreckage, one was of
starboard side and one was of port side of wrecked aircraft. We
three all saw those three pictures every day. They were real and
included real things. I have discussed real things that were in
those three pictures so close to us at the hearing: 1. Hinge, 2.
Pins, 3. Peeled skin, 4. Door frame, 5. Red paint smears, 6.
Round rupture hole, 7. Bottom latches, 8. Missing door material,
9. Downward floor beams, 10. Hoop stress fractures, 11.
Shattered starboard skin, 12. Smooth port skin, 13. Door manual
locking handle, 14. Door pull in hooks. 15. Center tank, 16.
Vertical tears, 17. Right horizontal stabilizer.
During the hearing on the other side of the stage were rotated
large poster photographs. For the first few days one photograph
was of the CVR sudden loud sound showing rise time and
frequency analysis. I have discussed that real thing and the real

things connected to it by NTSB Chart 12 in Exhibit 12-B, which
groups UAL 811, PA 103, and AI 182 and TWA 800 together.
The three photographs of wreckage showed a hangar floor with
parts and reconstruction. Nearby were other rooms with real
things in them. I have discussed those real things:
1. Flight Data Recorder, 2. Engines. 3. Cabin interior.
At the inquiry in front of us on tables were reams and reams of
paper compiled into exhibits for review and analysis. I have
discussed those exhibits:
1. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page
20, "Downward separation directions were noted at STA 900,
880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and ""The initial opening of the
fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected result
of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the main
deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red area
recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup."
2. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group
Chairman's Factual Report of Investigation, page 11 which
discusses direct circumferential tension or hoop stress tension
found on lower right side skin in the red zone only.
3. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number
97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination
of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the
door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of the
door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
4. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Report,
page 30: "It is therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences)
may emerge as new information is acquired whether it be from
newly identified parts, or simply a new interpretation of current

information."
5. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 12-B, Sound Spectrum
Study, page 21, Chart 12. The sudden loud sound on the CVR
which is followed by an abrupt power cut which occurred on four
high time Boeing 747s is displayed for comparison. TWA 800,
Pan Am 103, Air India 182, and United Airlines 811 are plotted
together in that sequence.
6. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 22B, Trajectory Study
Supporting Material, page 45 in faded numbers and page 30 in
dark numbers. One chart that shows the first items to go, that is
page 30 chart, Forward cargo door trajectories. The first item is
A489, fwd lower cargo bay struct, FS 900. The next item to go
before anything else in the entire plane is A470, R fwd lower
cargo bay struct, FS 820. There are five other forward cargo bay
structures which are plotted and leave soon thereafter. On dark
page number 29 lower frame stringer 40L-40R is shown to leave
very early.
7. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory Study,
page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that parts were
initially shed from the area just forward of the wing."
8. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge.
Other real evidence was discussed as stated in official
government accident reports:
1. US NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL Flight 811.
2. Canadian and Indian Aviation Occurrence, Air India Flight
182.

3. UK AAIB 2/90 PA Flight 103.
4. US NTSB CD-ROM .jpg pictures of TWA 800.
I realize not everything stated in reports is exact. It is as precise
as possible and when discussing thousands of pieces of wreckage
of a catastrophic mystery airplane crash there is room for
modification of conclusions. Cargo door explanation is
constantly altering precise sequence to accommodate new
evidence such as downward floor beams and hoop stresses in
TWA 800 forward area.
For open minds there are seven basic questions. For closed minds
there are none.
The open minds ask these questions in any order:
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103, and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
Let me answer those basic questions briefly:
1. I don't know about AI 182, PA 103, or TWA 800, but UAL 811
door open cause was electrical short to door motor to unlatch
position which overrode safety locking sectors and failed switch
and door unlatched and opened. PA 103 and UAL 811 had total
forward cargo door openings while AI 182 and TWA 800 had
rupture at aft midspan latch with bottom eight latches holding
tight. Door openings were probably a result of aging aircraft, out
of rig door, chafed aging faulty poly-x wiring, weakened Section

41 area, design weakness of no locking sectors for midspan
latches, AAR 92/02, page 12, (Encl 26) and only one latch per
eight feet of vertical door. AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800 had
similar circumstances.
2. Cargo door opens and huge ten by thirty foot hole appears in
nose, structural members of door and frame are missing, floor
beams are fractured, bent, and broken, aircraft direction is askew,
flight control surfaces affected, engines damaged, and 300 knots,
more than the fastest hurricane or force five tornado on earth, hits
damaged area and tears nose off within three to five seconds.
3. Nose of UAL 811 may have stayed on because pilot said he
had just come off autopilot and did not fight plane as it gyrated,
or plane was younger than others, or the time from door opening
to tearing off was 1.5 seconds and allowed the pressurization to
be relieved somewhat and six less feet of width of hole was torn
off. Cargo door inadvertently opened on the ground during UAL
preflight in 1991 and no damage was done. Cargo door opened in
flight two inches on PA 125 in 1987 and stayed attached to
fuselage and only damage was cost of fuel dumped. Cargo door
opened in flight for UAL 811 in 1989 and nine died when door
tore off. Cargo door explanation for AI 182, PA 103, and TWA
800 has door opening inflight, tearing off, and then nose tearing
off leading to three similar accident wreckage patterns, debris
fields and total destruction. Door openings have different
consequences depending on altitude, speed and mode of flight.
4. Yes, not a bomb for AI 182 and PA 103 as initial event.
Evidence refutes bomb explanation and is in government
accident reports which careful analysis will reveal and
documented on www.corazon.com. Those accident investigators
did not have the benefit of hindsight, the internet, or several
subsequent similar accidents to compare and draw different
conclusions.
5. Center tank exploded yes, but after door ruptured/opened, hole

appeared in nose, nose torn off in wind, fuselage falling with
disintegrating fuel tanks and ignited by fodded and on fire engine
number 3 or 4 at 7500 feet thereby explaining the Chairman's
question, "Why so few bodies burned?" The answer is they were
not there to be burned. The nose came off with the passengers
inside cabin and descended to ocean alone. The center tank
exploded into nothingness not the passenger compartment.
6. Explosive decompression is enough to rupture pressurized hull
at weak spot, one latch for eight feet of door, in a weak area,
Section 41, but not enough to tear nose off. The ultimate
destructive force is the 300 knots of slipstream, more powerful
than any wind on earth. If cargo door popped in balloon, the
large hole would appear but the nose would stay on. In a tornado,
nose comes off within three to five seconds.
7. There is no conspiracy, no plot, no coverup by anyone
involved with the cargo door explanation:
a. No conspiracy of Sikh terrorists named Singh to put a bomb on
AI 182; the door ruptured in flight.
b. No conspiracy of Libyan terrorists or whoever to put a bomb
on PA 103; the door ruptured in flight.
c. No conspiracy to detonate a bomb on UAL 811 as the
passengers thought, as the crew thought and told the tower who
told the Coast Guard and crash crews on the ground as they
prepared for a wounded 747 coming in after a bomb blast; the
door ruptured in flight.
d. No conspiracy to put a bomb on TWA 800, no conspiracy of
terrorists to shoot a missile, no coverup by US Navy to hide
accidental shootdown, no coverup by Boeing, NTSB, FAA, TWA
who know the cargo door is the problem and are hiding that
knowledge; the door ruptured in flight.
There is no conspiracy or cover up or plot but it is
understandable for the public and others to believe that

explanation: Cargo door cause is subtle.
1. The explosive decompression of door rupture mimics a bomb
with noise and blast effects.
2. The events happen years apart in different jurisdictions with
different airlines.
3. Explosive decompression of door rupture leaves no direct
evidence such as soot, only noise on CVR tape.
4. The cargo door manufacturer and operator are large and highly
respected companies.
5. Explosive decompression causes secondary diversionary
effects such as fireball from center tank explosion and relatively
mild blast in cargo compartment of incendiary device.
6. A door opening and slipstream are considered trivial things by
the public who thinks of a car trunk opening at highway speed
not understanding high internal force of pressurization, large size
of cargo door, and destructive force of 320 miles per hour on
weakened structure.
7. Cargo door explanation assumes responsibility for rupture by
manufacturer, operator, government, while bomb or missile can
be blamed elsewhere.
Everybody involved is doing the best they can, including us, to
find out what happened to TWA 800 based upon what we know,
our experience, and the evidence.
So, gentleman, thank you for reading and thinking so far, let me
end with respectful requests and an anecdote.
Please:
1. Conduct a complete examination of the forward cargo door
area on the TWA 800 reconstruction and add an addendum to
Exhibit 15C and then release the document to the public docket.
2. Request with good reasons that the powerplant group exhibit

be released to the public docket.
3. Investigate the entire cargo door explanation for four high time
Boeing 747 accidents by visiting www.corazon.com, critically
analyzing presentation and email comments to barry@corazon.
Here's a true story that just happened to me two weeks ago:
On the way to the NTSB hearing from SFO I noticed my
assigned Boeing 757, not 747, come into the gate after a flight
from Miami. As the baggage handler opened up the forward
outward opening, non-plug cargo door, at least two pints of water
rained down on him. He did not appear disturbed and then went
about his business.
I deduced that the hot humid air in the cargo compartment
condensed after take off from Miami into water on the cold metal
fuselage skin and pooled inside until door opened and released
outside on the ground in San Francisco. This much water on
possibly chafed wire bundles in the forward cargo compartment
would explain how wires got shorted out to turn on door motor to
unlatch position for UAL 811 taking off from Honolulu. It would
explain why three of the four 747s had door open in climb or
shortly thereafter. We've all had the air conditioner turn on inside
a hot humid car or passenger compartment and have water vapor
condense into fog; or go out in the morning to have metal car
covered in dew with no rain; or start descent in jet and have
water vapor fill the cockpit. It is possible that enough fog and
dew inside a large metal cargo door compartment could condense
into two pints of water.
Water and chafed old faulty wiring in a known weak structure
with a known faulty device is a dangerous combination. Let us
make it safe.

Best Regards,
John Barry Smith
FAA commercial licensed pilot, instrument rated, former Part
135 certificate holder.
Light aircraft owner, Mooney M20C
2000 hours Navy aircrewman radar operator/electronics
technician, P2V-5FS.
650 hours Navy reconnaissance navigator on carrier jet, RA-5C.
Survivor by ejection in sudden, night, fiery, fatal, jet airplane
crash, June 14th, 1967.
From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: May 12, 1998 2:21:00 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: new

Barry-Have you had any discussions with Boeing officials? If
so, who?
Also, who is Shelly Hazle of NTSB and is hers the only "official
governmental response" to your concerns? If I could interview
anybody I
wanted for this story (and more importantly to answer your
questions) who
would I want to talk to?
Let me know. I'll call you later.
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith
To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: new

Date: Tuesday, May 12, 1998 11:21AM

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Washington, DC
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,

Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board

490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
David Mayer
NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch

Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear NTSB and FAA Officials involved with TWA 800
investigation, 12 May
1998
Good work finding cracks in frayed wire in Boeing airliners and
taking such
quick action to investigate and confirm. I ask that you expand
your
investigation into frayed wiring in Boeing airliners to Boeing
747s based
upon the following discovery of frayed to the core wiring in
TWA 800.
As the mechanic reported frayed wires detected, I report frayed
wires
detected. Please take the same decisive action to investigate and
confirm.
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation.

Most of the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor
when examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found." NTSB Public
Docket Exhibit
9A page 116:
Please note that BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring.
Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within that zone.
Frayed wires
in that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo
door to open
in flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811.
Other wiring events in 747 forward cargo holds:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
Source: NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report
page 44, 45, 46:
Please expand chafed Poly X wiring checks to Boeing 747s in
the cargo door
areas.
To review:

A. Examine the extensive wreckage evidence to consider as an
explanation:
Wiring short from bare wire to door unlatch motor to door
rupture at aft
midspan latch resulting in explosive decompression of thirty foot
by forty
foot hole in the nose of TWA 800 on the right side forward of the
wing. The
weakened nose would then be torn off by the 300 knot
slipstream.
B. Check the cargo door wiring as described in NTSB Safety
Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or
visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm
of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
C. Check the cargo door wiring as described in NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811 cargo
door accident:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches
from plug
pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle
clamp

positions. These areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on
the door
latch actuator motor to the unlatch position.
D. Examine for wiring cracks five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle
from station 570-900 as described in TWA 800 Public Docket
Exhibit 9A, page
116.
E. Check for damaged wiring in forward cargo compartment as
described in
NTSB Exhibit 9C.
Regarding the recent response of Shelly Hazle of NTSB with the
below
excerpt:
"For example, Mr. Smith claims that there are 10 latches on the
cargo door
and that the Board only discusses eight in the above mentioned
report.
While a superficial description of the door might imply that there
are 10
latches, Mr. Smith is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all
hold
the door onto the fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door,
which
were discussed in the report actually hold the door closed - the
other two,
one on each side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and
do not hold
the door closed."

If you believe that four eight foot slices into a large sausage
shaped
pressurized hull do not need 'latches' then you are beyond reason.
Please
be reasonable. There are four eight foot slices in a 747 hull, two
each for
each cargo door. All four slices have one midspan latch to latch
the door
closed by its latching action of latching cam around the latching
pin. One
latch for eight feet of slice. And it has no locking sector to stop
the
latching cam from becoming unlatched around its latching pin
when the door
unlatch motor turns on when cracked Poly X wiring shorts, as it
has done
exactly before. That one midspan latch cam around the latching
pin may be
sufficient provided there is no effort to unlatch it. If there is, it
unlatches slightly and internal 3.5 pressure differential ruptures
door at
aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door, as it has done
before. As the
photograph of TWA 800 shows with outward peeled skin, red
paint smears, and
outward petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch, that aft midspan
latched
and ruptured cargo door in flight, as it has done before.
Latches latch. All ten latches in each cargo door are essential to
hold
door closed. All midspan latches have not been recovered to be

examined.
The master locking handle has not been recovered to determine
manual
locking status.
Cracked wiring causes bad things to happen. You are checking
the fuel tank
explosion consequence, please check the cargo door opening in
flight
consequence. You now know that cracked to the bare core wiring
was found in
TWA 800 cargo door zone. You know that cracked wiring caused
cargo door to
open in flight before causing fatalities. You know that cracked
wiring has
caused fires in the forward cargo bay before, very close to center
fuel
tank. Please check out the cracked wiring caused forward cargo
door to open
in flight explanation for TWA 800.
I ask again for NTSB officials to meet with me so I can relate my
concerns
about the forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800.
Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

barry@corazon.com

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 12, 1998 11:21:01 AM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: new
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Dear NTSB and FAA Officials involved with TWA 800
investigation, 12 May 1998
Good work finding cracks in frayed wire in Boeing airliners and
taking such quick action to investigate and confirm. I ask that
you expand your investigation into frayed wiring in Boeing

airliners to Boeing 747s based upon the following discovery of
frayed to the core wiring in TWA 800.
As the mechanic reported frayed wires detected, I report frayed
wires detected. Please take the same decisive action to
investigate and confirm.
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of
station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks
in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were found to
expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station
570-900 were insulation cracks found." NTSB Public Docket
Exhibit 9A page 116:
Please note that BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring.
Cargo door location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within
that zone. Frayed wires in that area have shorted before and
caused the forward cargo door to open in flight, NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811.
Other wiring events in 747 forward cargo holds:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
Source: NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group
Factual Report page 44, 45, 46:
Please expand chafed Poly X wiring checks to Boeing 747s in
the cargo door areas.

To review:
A. Examine the extensive wreckage evidence to consider as an
explanation: Wiring short from bare wire to door unlatch motor
to door rupture at aft midspan latch resulting in explosive
decompression of thirty foot by forty foot hole in the nose of
TWA 800 on the right side forward of the wing. The weakened
nose would then be torn off by the 300 knot slipstream.
B. Check the cargo door wiring as described in NTSB Safety
Recommendations Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
C. Check the cargo door wiring as described in NTSB AAR
92/02 UAL 811 cargo door accident:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches
from plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to
wire bundle clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed
bare wires shorted on the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch
position.
D. Examine for wiring cracks five feet of the aft end of the W480
bundle from station 570-900 as described in TWA 800 Public
Docket Exhibit 9A, page 116.
E. Check for damaged wiring in forward cargo compartment as

described in NTSB Exhibit 9C.
Regarding the recent response of Shelly Hazle of NTSB with the
below excerpt:
"For example, Mr. Smith claims that there are 10 latches on the
cargo door and that the Board only discusses eight in the above
mentioned report. While a superficial description of the door
might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith is, in fact,
incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in the report actually hold the door closed - the other
two, one on each side of the door are merely "alignment latches"
and do not hold the door closed."
If you believe that four eight foot slices into a large sausage
shaped pressurized hull do not need 'latches' then you are beyond
reason. Please be reasonable. There are four eight foot slices in a
747 hull, two each for each cargo door. All four slices have one
midspan latch to latch the door closed by its latching action of
latching cam around the latching pin. One latch for eight feet of
slice. And it has no locking sector to stop the latching cam from
becoming unlatched around its latching pin when the door
unlatch motor turns on when cracked Poly X wiring shorts, as it
has done exactly before. That one midspan latch cam around the
latching pin may be sufficient provided there is no effort to
unlatch it. If there is, it unlatches slightly and internal 3.5
pressure differential ruptures door at aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door, as it has done before. As the photograph of
TWA 800 shows with outward peeled skin, red paint smears, and
outward petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch, that aft midspan
latched and ruptured cargo door in flight, as it has done before.

Latches latch. All ten latches in each cargo door are essential to
hold door closed. All midspan latches have not been recovered to
be examined. The master locking handle has not been recovered
to determine manual locking status.
Cracked wiring causes bad things to happen. You are checking
the fuel tank explosion consequence, please check the cargo door
opening in flight consequence. You now know that cracked to the
bare core wiring was found in TWA 800 cargo door zone. You
know that cracked wiring caused cargo door to open in flight
before causing fatalities. You know that cracked wiring has
caused fires in the forward cargo bay before, very close to center
fuel tank. Please check out the cracked wiring caused forward
cargo door to open in flight explanation for TWA 800.
I ask again for NTSB officials to meet with me so I can relate my
concerns about the forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800.
Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 12, 1998 11:06:12 AM PDT
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: Re: renewed effort

Dear Josh, the below written to you Feb 19, 1998, about three
months ago. Bare wire chafing. You could have done a bare wire
chafing story then and you would have been three months ahead
of all the reporters now doing bare wire chafing stories.
And it might have influenced an expansion of bare wire chafing
investigations from fuel tanks to cargo door area, an area in
which bare wire chafing has killed nine, unlike bare wire chafing
in fuel tanks which have killed none.
Renewed effort.
I am reviewing notes and data you sent, and will
present later today. I'll let you know what happens.
Good luck, it's never too late.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

I trust in the power of the evidence to persuade that the cause of
four fatal 747 accidents was bare wiring chafing to fuselage to
turn a door motor on which causes aft midspan latch rupture at
forward cargo door leading to door opening leading to explosive
decompression leading to nose off leading to disintegrating
falling fuselage and wing tanks leading to fireball including the
center fuel tank ignited by fodded on-fire starboard engines

To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Wiring/cargo door Boeing
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:1537:800starboard.JPG:
Dear Josh,
Well, KOMO! Our family in Carmel Valley California just got
our satellite dish and watch KOMO every night. We get Seattle,
SF, and LA on west coast.
Who are you, and what is your interest/role in air safety?
Been flying for fifty years, commercial pilot, instrument rated,
for experience, Masters degree for education, and retired military
officer for profession. For motive: survivor of sudden night fiery
fatal jet airplane crash.
I'd
be interested in corresponding with you, especially regarding
Boeing related
news.
Fine, I take this high time Boeing 747 fuselage rupture forward
of the wing causing a fatal accident and leaving a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and abrupt power cut to the FDR very, very
seriously, and it's happened exactly that way four times, AI 182,
PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
Speaking of which, what if anything do you know about 747
engine
cowlings falling out or off?

Well, funny you should say that. I hypothesized earlier to explain
strange radar blips for 800 and 103 as engine cowling coming
off, damaging bleed air and causing overpressure in cargo hold
which blew door open. Cowlings come off 747 engines often.
I've ruled that out for moment but could change with any
corroborating evidence. Rough notes on cowling below. I want
wreckage plot from NTSB (but unreleased) to determine, among
other things, location of those engine cowlings. Cowling could
also explain streak as shiny metal object spinning away reflecting
red orange setting sun to observers below. Cowling is definitely
of interest.
The forest of cargo door related 747 accidents has four trees,
TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and UAL 811. Boeing and NTSB are
minutely examining one tree and ignoring the other trees.
I'm hearing some interesting tidbits, but
given my inexperience in this field, not sure how to interpret
what I'm
hearing.
No problem, quick learner I bet.
Also, engine powerplant report was unreleased and it is vital.
First, they are four vacuum cleaners at scene of crime and
scooped up evidence. That breakdown report of what was inside
them must be released. Second, a stator blade was found in right
horizontal stabilizer of TWA 800, right behind engine number 3.
That stator blade indicates the engines did not spin down
normally and therefore of no interest to TWA 800 and therefore
not made a party to the investigation. Pratt and Whitney must be
made a party, one of the their engines came apart in flight, so

powerplant report must be released.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge."
Engine number three is on the right side inboard and would be
the engine to throw off a stator blade to penetrate the right
horizontal stabilizer. Engine number four is too far outboard of
stabilizer. The left side stabilizer had no such engine part
penetration.
Very important: Stator blade was embedded in the right
horizontal stabilizer right behind engine number three. This
indicates engine number three was fodded early on and threw off
pieces which is consistent with cargo door explanation and
inconsistent with center tank explosion as initial event in which
engines windmill and fall intact to water.
I understand the responsibility of the press to report responsibly
on matters vital to the people they represent, such as Boeing, and
that's why every statement I make is documented. The cowling
evidence came from government reports and the stator blade info
came from NTSB public docket information. Internally Boeing is
said to know me by name and to have checked out the cargo
door/wiring explanation and have rejected it. They don't say why.
I seek interview with professionals in Boeing to present my case.
I welcome criticism and rebuttal using factual evidence which
obey the laws of physics.

You might act as middleman. I can provide a list of provocative
questions that might bring forth substantive answers for you, if
you wish.
By the way, FAA at Renton have now changed position of all
cargo doors all latched and all locked to water impact for 800 to
cargo door opened in flight but it was the center tank explosion
that did it.
I quote the FAA directorate involved, Mr. Neil Schalekamp,
manager of Propulsion and Cabin Safety, Airplane Transport
Directorate, FAA, 1601 Lind Ave, Renton WA., in response to
my analysis to red paint smears and outward opening skin:
"While no one scenario has been categorically proven to the the
cause, it is believed, based upon available data, that the center
tank (CWT) explosion preceded any separation of the forward
cargo door. The paint markings and structural deformation that
you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to
be caused by the explosion of the CWT. Furthermore, you
mentioned that the forward cargo door was recovered a
considerable distance from the rest of the structure. This could be
due to its aerodynamic characteristics and prevailing winds at the
time of the accident, rather than attributing this as the primary
cause of the accident."
Mr. Kerns, you are onto a big story, larger than TWA 800. It's
gets to three other cargo door related crashes, only one agreed
upon, UAL 811. If you want to know what happened to TWA
800, just read UAL 811, NTSB AAR 92/02 and then have the
hole bigger and the nose comes off for 800, 182, and 103. The
evidence in the government reports are to be believed, the pages

were scanned in and are on web site, www.corazon.com
Also, as you read the conclusions about PA 103 incredulously,
please don't say "No", say "Why do I say that?"
Click on Details page two for much more stuff of web site. The
site is about a thousand printed pages deep, sorry for the long
download times but I had to have the actual report scanned, no
paraphrases or OCR allowed for authenticity.
This is not an exciting missile conspiracy story but reality of
metal obeying laws of physics and doing things it has done
before. Every step of the way is documented with evidence and
reasonable conclusions. Some are contrary and controversial but
correct nonetheless.
I'm on Boeing's side. I want safe planes. I want Boeing to be
successful. Safer planes sell the best. Build em, fly em, break
em, fix em, fly em again.
There is no conspiracy, coverup, or plot. It is people doing what
they think is in the best interest of themselves and their company.
I trust in the power of the evidence to persuade that the cause of
four fatal 747 accidents was bare wiring chafing to fuselage to
turn a door motor on which causes aft midspan latch rupture at
forward cargo door leading to door opening leading to explosive
decompression leading to nose off leading to disintegrating
falling fuselage and wing tanks leading to fireball including the
center fuel tank ignited by fodded on-fire starboard engines.
I've enclosed a lot but it's the tip of the iceberg that just grazed,
not gashed, Titanic.

Looking forward to hearing from you.
I've attached a .jpg of TWA 800 to determine if you can receive
color photos from me. File name is 800starboard.JPG:

Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out
and formed on cold metal fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle
which held cargo door motor on power was chafed by the friction
of continuous vibration against clamp or many door openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water
met the bare wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring
wires and powering on door motor which attempted to turn all
ten cam sectors to unlocked position. At 13700 feet MSL and 300
KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were prevented from

unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the
two midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in
bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed
the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door
at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan
latch sending the latch and door material spinning away in the
setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away
erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground observers
moving all which ways. The aft door frame was clean of
attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin was torn
vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight
latches held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill
while bottom external skin of door blew away. The top piece of
red topped cargo door opened out and up smashing into the white
fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of
the trim was rubbed away showing the white paint underneath
The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage skin
as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of
door flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer
leaving a red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to
be working normally likely having overtravel impression marks
on the opposite hinge when door overextended to slam on
fuselage above. The top piece of the door shows inward damage
when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds
of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty
feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward
of the wing. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts

to leave the aircraft. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed
out of the huge hole equalizing high pressure inside to low
pressure outside while making a very loud noise. Fuselage skin
was peeled outward at various places on the right side of the
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression
of the forward cargo hold severely disrupted the nearby main
equipment compartment which housed power cables and
abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments. The number three engine also ingested metal in
baggage and started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The
number three engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator
blade from the engine was spit out and impacted directly behind
it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the
left from reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air
rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened
nose and crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and
landed in a dense debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered
while the starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn,
and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed
over twenty feet by forty foot explosive decompression zone.
Outward petal shaped fuselage skin appeared at aft midspan latch
from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown away. Outward

peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from
300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers
inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured
trying to equalize middle ear pressure. The plane maneuvered
with huge gaping wound in front increasing drag. The wind force
disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured
tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured wings,
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud
fireball putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving
earlier departed nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank
exploded as well as other nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers
were not burned because they were in the earlier separated
nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to sea level in
windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank
and other fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and
falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out. Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led
to suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose. Streak of
shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening sun to
ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later
ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in

determining ignition source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel
explosion sound on CVR, unilateral fuselage damage, singe
marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate center tank
explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.
Questions about center tank explosion as initial event which
evidence raises.
1. Sudden loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder is described as
start of aircraft breakup but not sound of explosion. Sound on
CVR does not match other staged Boeing 747 center tank
explosion. How can an explosion in the center tank be powerful
enough to start the aircraft breakup and blow off nose of Boeing
747 and not be heard on CVR?
Sudden loud sound is sound of explosive decompression which
gives a sudden loud sound when forward cargo door ruptures/
opens in flight. The TWA 800 sudden loud sound was linked to
PA 103 sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to AI 182
sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to DC-10 cargo
door explosive decompression on CVR. UAL 811 had a cargo
door rupture/open in flight and recorded a sudden loud sound on
the CVR. The sound is the sudden rushing of air molecules
which were compressed now moving fast outward to equalize
with the lower pressure outside air.
2. Center tank explosion would be spherical, not directed, and
would either give no damage forward of the wing or about equal

damage on both sides of the fuselage of TWA 800. The wreckage
reconstruction shows smooth skin with little damage forward of
the wing on the port/left side yet severe, shattered, torn, and
frayed damage on the starboard/right side of the fuselage in the
cargo door area. How can a center tank explosion cause
unilateral damage only on starboard side?
Explosive decompression and rupture of forward cargo door area
when aft midspan latch ruptures would give shattered, torn and
frayed, damage to cargo door area while leaving port/left/
opposite side smooth and light damage. Cargo door rupture
would give the unilateral damage on starboard side as shown by
TWA 800 wreckage.
3. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows outward peeled skin,
outward rupture hole, and paint transfers. Water impact damage
would be inward, not outward. How could water impact damage
produce outward peeled skin, outward rupture hole, and paint
transfers?
Explosive decompression in nose of TWA 800 would give
outward peeled skin in nose, outward rupture hole, and paint
transfers as internal high pressure rushes outward to equalize
with the low outside pressure.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows red paints smears
only above the forward cargo door area and nowhere else on both
side of the Boeing 747 fuselage. This indicates that the red
painted door below ruptured/opened outward, slammed upward,
and smashed into the white painted area above and transferred
red paint from door onto white paint between windows. How did
red paint smears get where they are?

After the rupture at aft midspan latch the door fractured and
upper piece of the red painted door was pushed outward, rotated
on its hinge, slammed upward and smashed into the white
painted fuselage skin above, transferring red paint to the white
painted area between the passengers windows, as shown by the
TWA 800 reconstruction. UAL 811 also had paint transfer from
door to fuselage when its door opened in flight.
5. A center tank explosion would be far enough away from power
cables to allow the Flight Data Recorder to record longer than the
abrupt power cut it suffered. How can a center tank explosion
which is not loud enough to be heard on the CVR and some
distance away be strong enough to abruptly cease power to the
FDR?
The explosive decompression in the cargo compartment would
severely disrupt the cargo hold floor and the adjacent main
equipment compartment in which the FDR and power cables are
located. The severe disruption would abruptly cease power to the
FDR. UAL 811 also had abrupt power cut when its cargo door
opened in flight.
6. How could forward cargo door rupture/open when bottom
eight latches are latched and locked in TWA reconstruction?
The forward cargo door of Boeing 747s is about nine feet by
eight feet square. It has a hinge on the top and eight cam latches
on the bottom. On each nine foot side is one midspan latch. The
bottom eight cam latches go around eight latching pins. Over
each cam latch is a locking sector. The two midspan latches have
no locking sectors. The forward cargo door could rupture at the
midspan latch and the hinge and bottom eight latches could still
be attached to fuselage skin. The top of the door with hinge

attached would tear off with the fuselage skin and spin away. The
bottom eight latches could stay attached to bottom sill and
continue down to the sea with the nose. The middle of the large
door can still be ruptured/opened while the lower part stays
attached to airframe. Doors can open/rupture with most or all
latches latched. TWA 800 reconstruction shows aft mid span
latch missing which implies it became unlatched. The aft door
frame sill is smooth and not attached to door which implies door
opened in that area.
7. How could forward cargo door rupture cause center tank
explosion?
When cargo door ruptures in flight a huge hole is created in nose
which the 300 knot slipstream tears off. The falling, noseless,
structurally compromised aircraft disintegrated into wings of
rupturing fuel tanks, fuselage pieces including center tank, and
spinning hot on fire jet engine. When falling debris reached about
7500 feet, the fodded on fire engine number three ignited the fuel
cloud and center fuel tank into a fireball. Center tank fire/
explosion occurred but later and lower than forward cargo door
rupture initial event.
Event, consequence, significance, source for destruction
sequence:
1. Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996.
NTSB exhibits gave takeoff time and temperatures plus the
airconditioning system in Boeing 747s.

2. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage skin.
Water was available to ground any bare wires to fuselage skin.
Observation made of water cascading out of forward cargo hold
of Boeing airliner by John Barry Smith standing in concourse at
San Francisco Airport on December 6, 1997.
3. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp
or many door openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle
was worn through to insulation and then worn through to bare
wire.
Bare wires can be shorted to ground causing power to go to door
motor. NTSB exhibits list two forward cargo hold charred wiring
fires. NTSB hearing on aging aircraft detailed problems with
poly-x wiring chafing from vibration. NTSB AAR 92/02 detailed
problems with chafing wires causing door motor to turn on. TWA
800 had poly-x wiring.
4. Condensed water met the bare wire and shorted against
fuselage metal charring wires and powering on door motor which
attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked position.
Event explains how door motor got power to turn on. NTSB
exhibits list two previous cargo hold charred wire fires. NTSB
AAR 92/02 lists two uncommanded cargo door opening on
Boeing 747s caused by electrical problems, UAL preflight and
UAL 811.
5. At 13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam
sectors were prevented from unlocking because of strengthened

locking sectors. However, the two midspan latches have no
locking sectors.
The eight bottom latches held tight to locking pins because of
AD 88-12-04 which strengthened all the eight locking sectors.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the AD, door, and all latches.
6. The slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam
latches allowed the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center
allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the
forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.
UAL 811 had small rupture at aft midspan latch as shown in
photograph in NTSB AAR 92/02. NTSB exhibit lists 3.5 PSI
pressure differential. TWA 800 was extremely old aircraft with
over 93000 flight hours.
7. The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at
midspan latch sending the latch and door material spinning away
in the setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun
away erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground
observers moving all which ways.
Press reports reveal eyewitnesses say different colored streaks
going every which way from all directions. Time of 8:31 PM and
angle of low sun to aircraft in east and observers to the west had
to be perfectly aligned for spinning falling shiny piece of metal
to reflect as streak to observers.
8. The aft door frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged
outward.
Aft midspan latch blown away at rupture time and caused

outward bulge. NTSB reconstruction photograph shows bulge
and missing latch.
9. Fuselage skin was torn vertically.
Explosive decompression bursts outward limited by stringers and
bulkheads which are vertical and match the other cargo door
accident, UAL 811. NTSB photograph shows the vertical tears of
TWA 800.
10. The door fractured and shattered.
NTSB photograph shows the damage. 38000 pounds of force
were suddenly released onto now weakened door and it burst
apart. 99 inches times 110 inches times 3.5 PSI equals 38115
pounds of force on the ten latches and hinge.
11. The bottom eight latches held tight to the bottom eight latch
pins on bottom sill while bottom external skin of door blew
away.
The bottom of large door held tight while middle of door
ruptured in a troublesome section of a high time Boeing 747,
Section 41 and Section 42. TWA 800 had not yet had the Section
41 retrofit. NTSB exhibit states bottom eight latches latched.
12. The top piece of red topped cargo door opened out and up
smashing into the white fuselage skin above it leaving the red
paint of the door on the white paint between passenger windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the
white paint underneath. The top piece of the door took the hinge
with it and fuselage skin as it is tore away.

The loose red painted trim piece and top of door flew directly aft
and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a red paint
transfer mark on it.
The hinge still appears to be working normally likely having
overtravel impression marks on the opposite hinge when door
overextended to slam on fuselage above.
The top piece of the door shows inward damage when it hit
fuselage above.
Sequence of door opening out and up and transferring paint
above is described in text and drawing in NTSB AAR 92/02.
Inward movement of top of door is described in AAR 92/02.
Normal working hinge attached to top of door is described in
AAR 92/02. Overtravel impression damage is described in text
and picture in AAR 92/02.
13. The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand
pounds of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about
twenty feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose
forward of the wing.
NTSB photograph shows decompression rectangle zone on right
side of nose.
14. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave
the aircraft.
The first parts of plane to depart indicate trouble started there.
NTSB exhibits show first parts to leave were from cargo
structure.

15. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole equalizing high pressure inside to low pressure outside
while making a very loud noise.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states crew of UAL 811 heard a 'tremendous
explosion,' when door opened in flight.
16. Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the
right side of the nose.
Outward peeling indicates force from within, not without. UAL
811 had same outward peeling of fuselage skin in cargo door
area.
17. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound.
Sound matches other Boeing 747 sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression and a DC-10 cargo door decompression sound
according to NTSB chart.
18. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment
which housed power cables and abruptly shut off power to the
Flight Data Recorder.
Cables for power and signal run through the forward cargo hold
to the adjacent MEC. The cargo floor is severely disrupted when
explosive decompression occurs in cargo hold according to
AAIB 2/90 report and will cut off power abruptly.
19. At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.

Where did those bodies go? What happened to them to reduce
them to bone fragments requiring DNA analysis to identify? At
least nine bodies always disappear when explosive
decompression occurs in high time Boeing 747s according to
AAIB, NTSB, TSB and Indian reports.
20. The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and
started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three
engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator blade from the
engine was spit out and impacted directly behind it in the right
horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the sequence of FOD into number
three and also number four and the subsequent vibration and fire.
21. The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised.
AAR 92/02, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe
the downward movement of the floor beams above cargo
compartment.
22. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air rushed into
the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling skin
outward.
AAR 92/02 describes the actions of the aircraft after door opened
in flight.

23. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it into the large hole.
AAIB and TSB/Indian reports describe how nose came off after
explosion in forward cargo hold at 300 KCAS of two Boeing
747s.
24. The nose tore off and landed in a dense debris heap apart
from the rest of the plane.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian Court, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits
describe the dense nose debris field present when nose comes off
in flight of three Boeing 747s.
25. The port side forward of the wing was smooth and
unshattered while the starboard side forward of the wing was
shattered, torn, and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and
severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty foot explosive
decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch
was blown away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout.
Fuselage skin remained smooth next to blown out skin.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian, and NTSB photographs describe the
lesser damage port side nose compared to the more severely
damaged starboard side as well as the outward peeled skin on
nose of three Boeing 747s.
27. The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated
from 300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers.
Passengers inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which
ruptured trying to equalize middle ear pressure.

Passenger injuries are described in NTSB exhibits, TSB/Indian
report, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB exhibits.
28. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and
wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The
broken fuselage, the ruptured wings, the fuel cloud, the center
tank, and the spinning, on fire engine number three met at 7500
feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball putting singe marks
on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed nose burn and
singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other nearby
fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they
were in the earlier separated nose. The debris fell and spread out
from 7500 feet to sea level in windblown southeast direction,
leaving a wide debris field. Ground observers heard the fireball
explosion of the center tank and other fuel and looked up. They
saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
NTSB exhibits describe the breakup sequence and NTSB video
shows fireball seconds later and thousands of feet lower than
initial event. Engine number three was on fire for AAIB 2/90 and
number four was on fire for NTSB AAR 92/02 after cargo hold
ruptures.
29. Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out.
Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led to
suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose.
Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening
sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but

later ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event.
Press reports, FBI reports, and NTSB reports describe the bomb,
missile and center tank explanations.
30. There were difficulties in determining ignition source, fuel
volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to
corroborate center tank explosion as initial explosion.
NTSB public hearing reveals the gaps in the center tank as initial
event explanation.
31. Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.
Rough cowling notes below:
Damage to
No 3 engine and cowling
After shutdown it was discovered that a significant section
of the No 3 engine cowling was missing. Several large sections
of cowling were found on
The JT9D engine hinged side cowlings provide access to
the engine compressor case, combustion chamber and turbine
areas, various engine
accessories and power plant equipment. The 15th stage
bleed ports are incorporated on the right side cowling panel for

discharging bleed air
The cowlings are located and supported on their top edge
by six hinge hooks containing recesses which engage a series of
rollers carried by the
support structure on the top of the engine nacelle. The
lower edges of the left and right hinged cowlings are joined
together by six adjustable latches
which engage in 'U' bolts on the bottom of the right hand
cowling.
Examination of the cowlings revealed that the left cowling
had detached first, and had then caused the rear of the right hand
cowling to detach. All of
the left hand cowling was recovered in one piece except
for one hook hinge which was not found. Of the other five hook
hinges, three had recesses in
any other aircraft to which the cowling had been fitted
with those hinge hooks.
The front of the right hand cowling, containing four hook
latches and four 'U' bolts had remained attached to the engine,
whilst the rear section had
latches and its associated locating spigot on the rear
section of the right hand cowling.
The possibility was considered that the cowling had been
distorted because of the lack of proper roller engagement. If this
had been the case an
engine surge may have caused an overpressure within the
cowling, leading to its release. Although the FDR did not show
evidence of a surge it was
On 26th September 1996 Boeing issued a telex to all 747
customers which reviewed the causes of side cowling losses. In
summary, excluding this
The operator's procedures require that the opening and
closing of the side cowlings should be documented, there were

no such entries relating to
The failure of the No 3 EGT gauge was caused by
secondary damage to the No 3 engine as a result of the cowling
separation.

Barry-My deepest apologies for the long silence. We have been
"sweeps"
focused for the last month in a half in hopes of boosting ratings,
and all
efforts have been solely in that area. As such, I have had to put
my pet
projects on hold, including our discussions.
However, with the new discoveries regarding older 737's, I have
renewed my
effort to convince the powers that be that a bigger story is worthy
of our
examination (your story.) I am reviewing notes and data you
sent, and will
present later today. I'll let you know what happens.
Hope all else is well.
Josh Kerns
KOMO TV
joshk@komotv.com

From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: May 12, 1998 11:56:00 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: renewed effort

Barry-My deepest apologies for the long silence. We have been

"sweeps"
focused for the last month in a half in hopes of boosting ratings,
and all
efforts have been solely in that area. As such, I have had to put
my pet
projects on hold, including our discussions.
However, with the new discoveries regarding older 737's, I have
renewed my
effort to convince the powers that be that a bigger story is worthy
of our
examination (your story.) I am reviewing notes and data you
sent, and will
present later today. I'll let you know what happens.
Hope all else is well.
Josh Kerns
KOMO TV
joshk@komotv.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 28, 1998 1:22:25 PM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: Need rest of door to examine

Bary: I thought Air India and Pan Am 103 were destroyed by
terrorist bombs. David
David, politely I reply: You thought wrong.
I can go through it piece by piece to debunk bomb and support
cargo door opening in flight. In fact, AI 182 the cargo door did
open in flight and cause the destruction, but the Indians had a
choice, bomb or structural failure. They picked bomb.

PA103 is easier to show no bomb than TWA 800.
My web site has all details but extensive research and analysis of
data had gone into conclusion. It's not wild claims but carefully
thought out over nine years conclusions.
And when FAA NTSB and Boeing all look at TWA 800 and say,
yes, the paint and the petal bulge mean door opened, then it leads
to UAL 811 door opening and then to PA 103 and then to AI 182
and everybody involved, and I mean everybody says 'no way'. So
rather than take long trip to AI 182 via 103 and 811, they never
start at all. I know it's a big deal, so what, the evidence makes it
so, not me.
Give me your best shot for 182 and 103, easily rebuffed. Of
course I'll be relying on the UK and Indian and Canadian AARs,
not talk show conspiracy nuts.
I'd send a lot on 103 and 182 to show the door explanation but
what the heck, that might inundate.
But at least believe I believe 182, 103 811 and 800 were all cargo
door open in flight caused and what caused the door to open is
for conjecture, some say bombs, some say center tank and some
say wiring short to door motor.
And it all starts with missing midspan latches on TWA 800, it all
starts with red paint smears above cargo door, and with petal
shaped outward bulge at midspan latch. Plus of course the
sudden short loud sound on the CVR at event time. Very rare
sound and found on only four 747s. Plus the abrupt power cut to
FDR and CVR at event time. Very rare and only found on four

747s. Real evidence you can see and hear.
Ask NTSB about the four midspan latches for the two cargo
doors and where are they. Ask about the aft cargo door sill in
wreckage database but no forward sill listed. Are there two sills
recovered? Ask about the manual locking handle on the forward
door. If NTSB says door all latched and locked, shouldn't they at
least check the locking handle?
And if they don't have it, they need to get it, and all the rest of
the 80 % of the forward door they don't have. Which is the prime
suspect killer of TWA 800. As NTSB wenting looking for from
day one.
Cheers,
Barry

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: April 28, 1998 12:26:16 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Your questions will be answered, mine are not.

Barry:
I will ask. David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Your questions will be answered, mine are not.
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 4/26/98 8:52 AM

Dear David,
Your questions to NTSB will be answered. hazles@NTSB.gov is
the email of
the PR woman who will get answers for you.
Do you agree that the forward cargo door sill recovery is
essential for
investigation TWA 800?
Do you agree NTSB recovered the aft but not the forward?
Do you agree it is out there someplace under the ocean?
Either the NTSB has recovered and examined the forward cargo
door sill or
it hasn't.
Either the NTSB has recovered and examined the aft cargo door
sill or it

hasn't.
Can't have it both ways since there is only one in the wreckage
database
and the plane took off with two.
If you inquire about the status of the forward and aft cargo door
sills to
NTSB, they will respond one way or the other.
They can refuse my inquiries, and have, by saying they have
already replied
numerous times and in great detail, but they will respond to you.
All you have to do is ask.
Regards,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: April 28, 1998 11:37:24 AM PDT

To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: door sill

Bary: I thought Air India and Pan Am 103 were destroyed by
terrorist bombs. David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Re: door sill
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 4/27/98 8:21 PM

Barry:
It sure looks like you're onto something. Very troubling. OK,
are we dealing with incompetence, or an effort to avoid
focusing on
the door, the water that could cause a short and cause the door
to
open, or what? It's either ineptitude or a conscious motivation
to
obfuscate. What's your take?
David,
Both, mostly ineptitude. It's human to avoid horror and that door
opening
inflight is horror for everyone who is looking at it deciding if it
opened
in flight or not. If it did, and it did, FAA NTSB Boeing is in
trouble
because they all said it couldn't happen.

Aft door has recovered the sill latches and locks and hinge.
Forward door has recovered hinge but no mention of any of the
sill, ten
latches, eight locking sectors, manual locking handle and more.
Aft door has not killed anyone.
Forward door has killed nine confirmed.
There is no concerted coordinated effort to consider forward door
as event,
only piecemeal, staggered, and diffused with many people
involved who may
or may know something about cargo doors and how they work.
Regardless, door opened in flight as shown by red paint smears,
outward
peeled skin, petal bulge at aft midspan latches, missing midspan
latches,
and most of door missing from expected location.
There is enough evidence now to justify a detailed examination
of the
forward cargo door area of TWA 800.
The nonsense of midspan latches being alignment only is very
upsetting.
The below from NTSB rep Shelley Hazle as you told me before
speaks for
someone else:
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing

747, he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith
claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board
only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a
superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr.
Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto
the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on
each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold
the door
closed.
This is nonsense. Proof is UAL 811 that has forward midspan
'latch'
'alignment' pin showing no damage and the aft midspan 'latch'
'alignment'
pin showing extensive heat damage. In fact, it may have been the
'latching'
action of that aft midspan latch that held that door closed for the
1.5
seconds described in NTSB AAR 92/02 before door opened fully
that allowed
sufficient decompression that only a ten foot by twenty foot piece
of
fuselage skin was ripped off, instead of the thirty for forty foot
hole the

other planes had, thus allowing UAL 811 nose to stay on and the
others to
come off.
Is there not enough missing parts, enough confusion about what
is what,
enough history to do a thorough investigation of that forward
door?
What more is needed to prod safety investigators into asking
questions,
checking out the contradictions, and resolving the discrepancies
once and
for all? This is a known killer of nine people. It is worth the
effort.
Four cargo doors ruptured/fractured in flight at aft midspan latch
of
forward cargo door as shown by official text, drawings, and
photographs, AI
182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
Will someone please check out the total door and not just the
20% recovered?
There is urgency.
I invite checking my numbers. From tomorrow as zero, April
28th.
June 23, 1985, AI 182, nose off at forward cargo bay, 329 dead.
No forward
sill recovered.

March 10, 1987, PA 125, forward cargo door open in flight, 0
dead. Latches
unlatched on forward sill.
December 21, 1988, PA 103, nose off at forward cargo bay, 270
dead. No
forward sill status reported.
February 24, 1989, UAL 811, forward cargo door open in flight,
9 dead.
Latches unlatched on forward sill.
June 13, 1991, UAL preflight, uncommanded aft cargo door open
on ground. 0
dead. Latches unlatched on aft sill.
July 17, 1996, TWA 800, nose off at forward cargo bay, 270
dead. No forward
sill recovered, possibly pieces.
AI 182 to TWA 800 is approx 3993 days.
Approx 666 days between events.
Approx 649 days since TWA 800.
Approx 17 days to go. From April 29 to May 15.
65 days minimum, four years and eleven months for maximum
between events.
0 deaths to 329 deaths as consequence.
So, law of averages says an uncommanded starboard side cargo
door will open
on an early model Boeing 747 with varying consequences from
trivial to
severe within three months of July 17th, 1996 to June 23, 2001
with the
mean occurring on May 15th, 1998. The airline with the most
747s, 41, and
the oldest average at 19.9 years, is Northwest Airlines.

So, a NWA 747 has uncommanded cargo door opening in May
1998 if the law of
averages is enforced. I'm working on stopping that from
happening.
Regards,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 27, 1998 8:21:40 PM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: Re: door sill

Barry:
It sure looks like you're onto something. Very troubling. OK,
are we dealing with incompetence, or an effort to avoid
focusing on
the door, the water that could cause a short and cause the door
to
open, or what? It's either ineptitude or a conscious motivation
to
obfuscate. What's your take?

David,
Both, mostly ineptitude. It's human to avoid horror and that door
opening inflight is horror for everyone who is looking at it
deciding if it opened in flight or not. If it did, and it did, FAA
NTSB Boeing is in trouble because they all said it couldn't
happen.
Aft door has recovered the sill latches and locks and hinge.
Forward door has recovered hinge but no mention of any of the
sill, ten latches, eight locking sectors, manual locking handle and
more.
Aft door has not killed anyone.
Forward door has killed nine confirmed.
There is no concerted coordinated effort to consider forward door
as event, only piecemeal, staggered, and diffused with many
people involved who may or may know something about cargo
doors and how they work.
Regardless, door opened in flight as shown by red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, petal bulge at aft midspan latches, missing
midspan latches, and most of door missing from expected
location.
There is enough evidence now to justify a detailed examination
of the forward cargo door area of TWA 800.
The nonsense of midspan latches being alignment only is very
upsetting.

The below from NTSB rep Shelley Hazle as you told me before
speaks for someone else:
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing
747, he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith
claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board
only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a
superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr.
Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto
the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on
each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold
the door
closed.
This is nonsense. Proof is UAL 811 that has forward midspan
'latch' 'alignment' pin showing no damage and the aft midspan
'latch' 'alignment' pin showing extensive heat damage. In fact, it
may have been the 'latching' action of that aft midspan latch that
held that door closed for the 1.5 seconds described in NTSB
AAR 92/02 before door opened fully that allowed sufficient
decompression that only a ten foot by twenty foot piece of
fuselage skin was ripped off, instead of the thirty for forty foot
hole the other planes had, thus allowing UAL 811 nose to stay on
and the others to come off.

Is there not enough missing parts, enough confusion about what
is what, enough history to do a thorough investigation of that
forward door?
What more is needed to prod safety investigators into asking
questions, checking out the contradictions, and resolving the
discrepancies once and for all? This is a known killer of nine
people. It is worth the effort.
Four cargo doors ruptured/fractured in flight at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door as shown by official text, drawings, and
photographs, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
Will someone please check out the total door and not just the
20% recovered?
There is urgency.
I invite checking my numbers. From tomorrow as zero, April
28th.
June 23, 1985, AI 182, nose off at forward cargo bay, 329 dead.
No forward sill recovered.
March 10, 1987, PA 125, forward cargo door open in flight, 0
dead. Latches unlatched on forward sill.
December 21, 1988, PA 103, nose off at forward cargo bay, 270
dead. No forward sill status reported.
February 24, 1989, UAL 811, forward cargo door open in flight,
9 dead. Latches unlatched on forward sill.
June 13, 1991, UAL preflight, uncommanded aft cargo door open
on ground. 0 dead. Latches unlatched on aft sill.
July 17, 1996, TWA 800, nose off at forward cargo bay, 270

dead. No forward sill recovered, possibly pieces.
AI 182 to TWA 800 is approx 3993 days.
Approx 666 days between events.
Approx 649 days since TWA 800.
Approx 17 days to go. From April 29 to May 15.
65 days minimum, four years and eleven months for maximum
between events.
0 deaths to 329 deaths as consequence.
So, law of averages says an uncommanded starboard side cargo
door will open on an early model Boeing 747 with varying
consequences from trivial to severe within three months of July
17th, 1996 to June 23, 2001 with the mean occurring on May
15th, 1998. The airline with the most 747s, 41, and the oldest
average at 19.9 years, is Northwest Airlines.
So, a NWA 747 has uncommanded cargo door opening in May
1998 if the law of averages is enforced. I'm working on stopping
that from happening.
Regards,
Barry
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: April 27, 1998 3:33:18 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: door sill

Barry:
It sure looks like you're onto something. Very troubling. OK,
are we dealing with incompetence, or an effort to avoid
focusing on

the door, the water that could cause a short and cause the door
to
open, or what? It's either ineptitude or a conscious motivation
to
obfuscate. What's your take?
David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: door sill
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 4/27/98 1:08 PM

David, NTSB is now saying, from the hangar tag person, David
Mayer, that
the forward lower sill latches and locks were recovered but in
three pieces
and the latches were latched and locked. He gave reference
numbers of RF
3A, 3G, and 3H for the sill pieces.
Problems:
1. Nowhere in wreckage item database is any mention of forward
sill or
latches and locks on any of the thirteen forward cargo door
pieces listed
2. The given reference numbers are contradicted by the database:
a. 3A is under the belly away from door.
b. 3G is described as cargo door hinge, nine feet away from
bottom sill.

c. 3H is described as stringer with cargo door attached.
3. 80% of door still missing, including midspan latches and
manual locking
handle.
4. Bottom sill latches and locks not visible in photo
reconstruction of TWA
800.
5. Aft cargo door sill latches and locks are specifically named in
database
as one piece.
6. Exhibit 15C refers to forward 'lower door sill' as one piece and
not pieces.
7. If door intact at water impact then most of door should be
recovered in
same area, not most missing.
Confusion reigns!
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: April 27, 1998 1:08:14 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: door sill

David, NTSB is now saying, from the hangar tag person, David
Mayer, that the forward lower sill latches and locks were
recovered but in three pieces and the latches were latched and
locked. He gave reference numbers of RF 3A, 3G, and 3H for the
sill pieces.
Problems:
1. Nowhere in wreckage item database is any mention of forward
sill or latches and locks on any of the thirteen forward cargo door
pieces listed
2. The given reference numbers are contradicted by the database:
a. 3A is under the belly away from door.
b. 3G is described as cargo door hinge, nine feet away from
bottom sill.
c. 3H is described as stringer with cargo door attached.
3. 80% of door still missing, including midspan latches and
manual locking handle.
4. Bottom sill latches and locks not visible in photo
reconstruction of TWA 800.
5. Aft cargo door sill latches and locks are specifically named in
database as one piece.
6. Exhibit 15C refers to forward 'lower door sill' as one piece and
not pieces.
7. If door intact at water impact then most of door should be
recovered in same area, not most missing.
Confusion reigns!
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: April 26, 1998 2:45:33 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Back OK, any news?

Dear Barry
Sorry, sorry, sorry. Not had a moment to do a thing more about it.
Not for
lack of inclination, merely lack of time. Too busy doing the
necessaries to
stay solvent. This one doesn't pay till the story comes in and
while it's
coming in you'd starve. So instead I do crap that pays, alas. Also,
we are
getting the boat ready for the summer season when tourists queue
up to pay
me money to take them to sea. This has to take priority.
If this tale is still running when my boat season ends in late
August, I
will return to it. If there's a week of shitty weather before then
and I
can't get to sea then I'll do some more work on it. If this trainee
I've
just hired turns out to be any good (which I doubt) then I'll put
him on to
it once he's turned in enough crap to justify his weekly wage.
What you need a is well-resourced, serious, independent and
indefatigable

major newspaper to take this on. UInfortunately there are not too
many of
them around any more.
I blame the accountants and I wish there was more I could do
right now
because your stuff absolutely has to be properly investigated and
so far it
hasn't been.
Cheers
Jonathan
PS This does not meen I don't want you to keep me posted.
Quite the
reverse.

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 26/04/98, at 08:56, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Jonathan, here's my latest, how are you doin? Any
responses from NTSB
to further inquiries?
Cheers,
Barry

Sam Farr

Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Washington, DC
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510-0303
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny

Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.

Renton, WA 98055-4056

Dear US government officials involved with the TWA 800
investigation,

22 April 1998
A. You know the forward cargo door of TWA 800 is very
important:
1. You checked it first as the wreckage was brought into
Calverton hangar
for the very thing I say happened then and say now, unlatching in
flight
of
the latching cams, specifically, the aft midspan latch.
2. The forward cargo door has unlatched several times before,
one with
fatal consequences, UAL 811, which has many significant
matches of
evidence
including a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder and
an abrupt
power cut the Flight Data Recorder.
B. You know you don't have the forward cargo door main pieces
to include
the lower sill, latches, and locks, manual locking handle,
overpressure
relief doors, and the two midspan latches.

1. They are not listed in the wreckage database of items
recovered.
2. They are not hung on the wreckage reconstruction in
Calverton hangar.
3. They are never referred to correctly in any TWA 800 exhibits.
C. You know you made a misidentification mixup of aft cargo
door sill
latches and locks for the forward cargo door sill latches and
locks.
1. They are both identical shaped and sized.
2. The aft door sill was found in the aft fuselage and aft cargo
door
pieces debris field.
3. The forward cargo door sill was not found in the nose and
forward door
parts debris field.
4. The misidentification was made in haste, under pressure, and
is an
understandable human error.
D. You know you need to have the forward cargo door sill, all
latches and
locks as well as manual locking handle.
1. It is necessary for a thorough examination of the hull rupture
of TWA
800 that came apart first as shown by trajectory study and
wreckage
database, forward of the wing on the right side in the forward
cargo bay.
2. The results of the examination of the forward cargo sill,
latches and
locks, and manual locking handle can change the entire probable

cause of
the TWA 800 accident, as was shown by the corrected AAR of
UAL 811 after
door was retrieved.
E. You know where it is:
1. There is extensive radar data that shows hundreds of small
items that
were ejected from TWA 800 and tracked to ocean surface.
2. The currents are known.
3. The winds are known.
4. The wreckage database shows latitude and longitude of
various cargo
door
pieces and other items to leave first.
5. Forward door sill is probably within these one minute
geographical
coordinates of a box: 40:37:50 latitude north up to 40:38:50
degrees,
minutes, seconds north by 72:39:20 west longitude over to
72:40:20
degrees,
minutes, seconds of west longitude. This one mile square datum
box
estimate
is based on NTSB wreckage database items plotted out and
NTSB trajectory
study items studied.
F. You know how to get it.
1. Thousands of items have already been recovered using known
retrieval
procedures.

2. US Navy dredges and recovery ships as well as personnel are
available
to
continue their previous work.
G. You know what to do with it when you get it.
1. Examine the ten latches for unlatching around the latch cams.
2. Examine the latch pins for heat damage.
3. Examine the paint for transfer marks from fuselage.
4. Examine for outward peeled skin.
5. Examine for outward petal shaped rupture/bulge at aft
midspan latch.
6. Examine for soot.
7. Examine for bare chafed wires.
8. Correlate found latitude/longitude location and incorporate in
breakup
sequence.
9. Match door latches, skin, cams, locking sectors, overpressure
relief
doors, viewing ports, torque tubes, and paint to similar evidence
of same
items in NTSB AAR 92/02.
H. You know when to get it.
1. As soon as you knew you did not have it.
2. As soon as you knew you need it.
3. As soon as you knew how to get it.
4. As soon as you knew where to get it.
That time was two weeks ago. Every day that goes by with no
forward door
sill latches and locks recovered and examined is compounding
the

understandable error of judgment into nonunderstandable error of
negligence.
When an outfielder misjudges his position and a ball whizzes by
him next
to
the line, a run scores and he may get an error.
When safety officials and other officials responsible for the lives
of the
citizens misjudge their position and an accident occurs, someone
dies and
they may get an error.
When the outfielder consistently misjudges his position and
refuses to act
to correct his misjudgment even when told by coaches, fans, and
the media,
and a ball whizzes by him and a run scores, he is released from
active
duty
or retired.
When safety officials and other officials responsible for the lives
of the
citizens they are sworn to protect continue to misjudge their
position and
refuse to act to correct the misjudgment even when pointed out
by elected
officials, newspapers, and an informed and experienced citizen,
and an
accident occurs, they are prosecuted for criminal negligence.

Why the difference? One is a game and the other is real life.
I have been in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal, jet airplane crash. It is
no
game. It is real life.
If the carrot of satisfaction of a job well done by thoroughness of
an
investigation into TWA 800 does not sway you into action, then
the stick
of
punishment may.
As a former Naval Flight Officer who has flown low level
navigation
missions through Italy in training, I strongly disagree with the
US
prosecution for negligent homicide of the flight crew who
misjudged their
position and cut the cable. Apparently top level US government
officials
are sending a message to others in service that they are held
accountable
for screwups even while under orders and on duty. The crew and
senior
officers tried to cover it up but were quickly found out.
Quick action needs to be taken now. Search, locate, retrieve, and
examine
the complete forward cargo door of TWA 800 to include the sill,
all ten
latches, all eight locks, manual locking handle, viewing ports,
overpressure relief doors, torque tubes, and missing skin.

While waiting for the recovery effort to produce the forward door
sill,
latches and locks:
A. Examine the extensive wreckage evidence you do have to
consider as an
explanation wiring short from bare wire to door unlatch motor to
door
rupture at aft midspan latch resulting in explosive decompression
of
thirty
foot by forty foot hole in the nose of TWA 800 on the right side
forward
of
the wing. The weakened nose would then be torn off by the 300
knot
slipstream.
B. Check the wiring as described in Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr:
A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or
visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm
of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
C. And check the wiring as described in NTSB AAR 92/02:

Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches
from plug
pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle
clamp
positions. These areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on
the door
latch actuator motor to the unlatch position for UAL 811 as
described in
NTSB AAR 92/02.
Retrieve Door! Time's a wastin'!
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER

Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILERDAEMON@phillips.com>
Date: April 26, 1998 12:57:12 PM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Warning: could not send message for past 4 hours

**********************************************
** THIS IS A WARNING MESSAGE ONLY **
** YOU DO NOT NEED TO RESEND YOUR MESSAGE
**
**********************************************
The original message was received at Sun, 26 Apr 1998 11:52:23
-0400 (EDT)
from oahu [172.17.17.1]
----- The following addresses had transient non-fatal errors ----<devans@phillips.com>
(expanded from: <devans@phillips.com>)
----- Transcript of session follows ----<devans@phillips.com>... Deferred: Connection refused by
inetb.corp.phillips.com.
Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 4 days old
Reporting-MTA: dns; kauai.corp.phillips.com
Arrival-Date: Sun, 26 Apr 1998 11:52:23 -0400 (EDT)

Final-Recipient: RFC822; <devans@phillips.com>
X-Actual-Recipient: RFC822; devans@inetb.corp.phillips.com
Action: delayed
Status: 4.4.1
Remote-MTA: DNS; inetb.corp.phillips.com
Last-Attempt-Date: Sun, 26 Apr 1998 15:57:12 -0400 (EDT)
Will-Retry-Until: Thu, 30 Apr 1998 11:52:23 -0400 (EDT)
Return-Path: barry@corazon.com
Received: from oahu.corp.phillips.com (oahu [172.17.17.1]) by
kauai.corp.phillips.com (8.8.8/8.7.3) with SMTP id LAA14033
for <devans@phillips.com>; Sun, 26 Apr 1998 11:52:23 -0400
(EDT)
Received: from mail.redshift.com ([209.54.200.6]) by
oahu.corp.phillips.com
via smtpd (for kauai.phillips.com [172.17.17.10]) with
SMTP; 26 Apr 1998 15:52:23 UT
Received: from [207.204.196.76] (pm7-76.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.196.76]) by mail.redshift.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with
ESMTP id IAA31717 for <devans@phillips.com>; Sun, 26 Apr
1998 08:52:15 -0700
Date: Sun, 26 Apr 1998 08:52:15 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020900b168a4a5d000@[207.204.196.82]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: devans@phillips.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Your questions will be answered, mine are not.
Dear David,
Your questions to NTSB will be answered. hazles@NTSB.gov is
the email of

the PR woman who will get answers for you.
Do you agree that the forward cargo door sill recovery is
essential for
investigation TWA 800?
Do you agree NTSB recovered the aft but not the forward?
Do you agree it is out there someplace under the ocean?
Either the NTSB has recovered and examined the forward cargo
door sill or
it hasn't.
Either the NTSB has recovered and examined the aft cargo door
sill or it
hasn't.
Can't have it both ways since there is only one in the wreckage
database
and the plane took off with two.
If you inquire about the status of the forward and aft cargo door
sills to
NTSB, they will respond one way or the other.
They can refuse my inquiries, and have, by saying they have
already replied
numerous times and in great detail, but they will respond to you.
All you have to do is ask.
Regards,

Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 26, 1998 8:56:14 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Back OK, any news?

Dear Jonathan, here's my latest, how are you doin? Any
responses from NTSB to further inquiries?
Cheers,
Barry

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg

Washington, DC 20515-2861
Washington, DC
John McCain III
Member of Congress
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Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
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Washington, DC 20594
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Washington, DC 20594
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Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
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Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
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Washington, DC 20594
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
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Washington, DC 20594
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Dear US government officials involved with the TWA 800

investigation,

22 April 1998
A. You know the forward cargo door of TWA 800 is very
important:
1. You checked it first as the wreckage was brought into
Calverton hangar for the very thing I say happened then and say
now, unlatching in flight of the latching cams, specifically, the aft
midspan latch.
2. The forward cargo door has unlatched several times before,
one with fatal consequences, UAL 811, which has many
significant matches of evidence including a sudden loud sound
on the cockpit voice recorder and an abrupt power cut the Flight
Data Recorder.
B. You know you don't have the forward cargo door main pieces
to include the lower sill, latches, and locks, manual locking
handle, overpressure relief doors, and the two midspan latches.
1. They are not listed in the wreckage database of items
recovered.
2. They are not hung on the wreckage reconstruction in
Calverton hangar.
3. They are never referred to correctly in any TWA 800 exhibits.
C. You know you made a misidentification mixup of aft cargo
door sill latches and locks for the forward cargo door sill latches
and locks.
1. They are both identical shaped and sized.
2. The aft door sill was found in the aft fuselage and aft cargo
door pieces debris field.
3. The forward cargo door sill was not found in the nose and

forward door parts debris field.
4. The misidentification was made in haste, under pressure, and
is an understandable human error.
D. You know you need to have the forward cargo door sill, all
latches and locks as well as manual locking handle.
1. It is necessary for a thorough examination of the hull rupture
of TWA 800 that came apart first as shown by trajectory study
and wreckage database, forward of the wing on the right side in
the forward cargo bay.
2. The results of the examination of the forward cargo sill,
latches and locks, and manual locking handle can change the
entire probable cause of the TWA 800 accident, as was shown by
the corrected AAR of UAL 811 after door was retrieved.
E. You know where it is:
1. There is extensive radar data that shows hundreds of small
items that were ejected from TWA 800 and tracked to ocean
surface.
2. The currents are known.
3. The winds are known.
4. The wreckage database shows latitude and longitude of
various cargo door pieces and other items to leave first.
5. Forward door sill is probably within these one minute
geographical coordinates of a box: 40:37:50 latitude north up to
40:38:50 degrees, minutes, seconds north by 72:39:20 west
longitude over to 72:40:20 degrees, minutes, seconds of west
longitude. This one mile square datum box estimate is based on
NTSB wreckage database items plotted out and NTSB trajectory
study items studied.
F. You know how to get it.
1. Thousands of items have already been recovered using known

retrieval procedures.
2. US Navy dredges and recovery ships as well as personnel are
available to continue their previous work.
G. You know what to do with it when you get it.
1. Examine the ten latches for unlatching around the latch cams.
2. Examine the latch pins for heat damage.
3. Examine the paint for transfer marks from fuselage.
4. Examine for outward peeled skin.
5. Examine for outward petal shaped rupture/bulge at aft
midspan latch.
6. Examine for soot.
7. Examine for bare chafed wires.
8. Correlate found latitude/longitude location and incorporate in
breakup sequence.
9. Match door latches, skin, cams, locking sectors, overpressure
relief doors, viewing ports, torque tubes, and paint to similar
evidence of same items in NTSB AAR 92/02.
H. You know when to get it.
1. As soon as you knew you did not have it.
2. As soon as you knew you need it.
3. As soon as you knew how to get it.
4. As soon as you knew where to get it.
That time was two weeks ago. Every day that goes by with no
forward door sill latches and locks recovered and examined is
compounding the understandable error of judgment into
nonunderstandable error of negligence.
When an outfielder misjudges his position and a ball whizzes by
him next to the line, a run scores and he may get an error.

When safety officials and other officials responsible for the lives
of the citizens misjudge their position and an accident occurs,
someone dies and they may get an error.
When the outfielder consistently misjudges his position and
refuses to act to correct his misjudgment even when told by
coaches, fans, and the media, and a ball whizzes by him and a
run scores, he is released from active duty or retired.
When safety officials and other officials responsible for the lives
of the citizens they are sworn to protect continue to misjudge
their position and refuse to act to correct the misjudgment even
when pointed out by elected officials, newspapers, and an
informed and experienced citizen, and an accident occurs, they
are prosecuted for criminal negligence.
Why the difference? One is a game and the other is real life.
I have been in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal, jet airplane crash. It is
no game. It is real life.
If the carrot of satisfaction of a job well done by thoroughness of
an investigation into TWA 800 does not sway you into action,
then the stick of punishment may.
As a former Naval Flight Officer who has flown low level
navigation missions through Italy in training, I strongly disagree
with the US prosecution for negligent homicide of the flight crew
who misjudged their position and cut the cable. Apparently top
level US government officials are sending a message to others in
service that they are held accountable for screwups even while
under orders and on duty. The crew and senior officers tried to
cover it up but were quickly found out.

Quick action needs to be taken now. Search, locate, retrieve, and
examine the complete forward cargo door of TWA 800 to include
the sill, all ten latches, all eight locks, manual locking handle,
viewing ports, overpressure relief doors, torque tubes, and
missing skin.
While waiting for the recovery effort to produce the forward door
sill, latches and locks:
A. Examine the extensive wreckage evidence you do have to
consider as an explanation wiring short from bare wire to door
unlatch motor to door rupture at aft midspan latch resulting in
explosive decompression of thirty foot by forty foot hole in the
nose of TWA 800 on the right side forward of the wing. The
weakened nose would then be torn off by the 300 knot
slipstream.
B. Check the wiring as described in Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
C. And check the wiring as described in NTSB AAR 92/02:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches
from plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to
wire bundle clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed
bare wires shorted on the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch
position for UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02.

Retrieve Door! Time's a wastin'!
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 26, 1998 8:52:21 AM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Your questions will be answered, mine are not.

Dear David,
Your questions to NTSB will be answered. hazles@NTSB.gov is
the email of the PR woman who will get answers for you.
Do you agree that the forward cargo door sill recovery is
essential for investigation TWA 800?
Do you agree NTSB recovered the aft but not the forward?
Do you agree it is out there someplace under the ocean?
Either the NTSB has recovered and examined the forward cargo
door sill or it hasn't.
Either the NTSB has recovered and examined the aft cargo door
sill or it hasn't.

Can't have it both ways since there is only one in the wreckage
database and the plane took off with two.
If you inquire about the status of the forward and aft cargo door
sills to NTSB, they will respond one way or the other.
They can refuse my inquiries, and have, by saying they have
already replied numerous times and in great detail, but they will
respond to you.
All you have to do is ask.
Regards,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 22, 1998 11:35:26 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Is inaction news?

Dear David, latest below sent to officials. It bugs me that military
officers get charged with murder and negligent civilian officials
get promoted.
Cheers,
Barry
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives

Congress of the United States
1117 Longworth Bldg
Washington, DC 20515-2861
Washington, DC
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Member of Congress
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Renton, WA 98055-4056

Dear US government officials involved with the TWA 800
investigation,

22 April 1998
A. You know the forward cargo door of TWA 800 is very
important:
1. You checked it first as the wreckage was brought into
Calverton hangar for the very thing I say happened then and say
now, unlatching in flight of the latching cams, specifically, the aft
midspan latch.
2. The forward cargo door has unlatched several times before,
one with fatal consequences, UAL 811, which has many
significant matches of evidence including a sudden loud sound
on the cockpit voice recorder and an abrupt power cut the Flight
Data Recorder.
B. You know you don't have the forward cargo door main pieces
to include the lower sill, latches, and locks, manual locking
handle, overpressure relief doors, and the two midspan latches.
1. They are not listed in the wreckage database of items
recovered.
2. They are not hung on the wreckage reconstruction in
Calverton hangar.
3. They are never referred to correctly in any TWA 800 exhibits.
C. You know you made a misidentification mixup of aft cargo
door sill latches and locks for the forward cargo door sill latches
and locks.
1. They are both identical shaped and sized.
2. The aft door sill was found in the aft fuselage and aft cargo

door pieces debris field.
3. The forward cargo door sill was not found in the nose and
forward door parts debris field.
4. The misidentification was made in haste, under pressure, and
is an understandable human error.
D. You know you need to have the forward cargo door sill, all
latches and locks as well as manual locking handle.
1. It is necessary for a thorough examination of the hull rupture
of TWA 800 that came apart first as shown by trajectory study
and wreckage database, forward of the wing on the right side in
the forward cargo bay.
2. The results of the examination of the forward cargo sill,
latches and locks, and manual locking handle can change the
entire probable cause of the TWA 800 accident, as was shown by
the corrected AAR of UAL 811 after door was retrieved.
E. You know where it is:
1. There is extensive radar data that shows hundreds of small
items that were ejected from TWA 800 and tracked to ocean
surface.
2. The currents are known.
3. The winds are known.
4. The wreckage database shows latitude and longitude of
various cargo door pieces and other items to leave first.
5. Forward door sill is probably within these one minute
geographical coordinates of a box: 40:37:50 latitude north up to
40:38:50 degrees, minutes, seconds north by 72:39:20 west
longitude over to 72:40:20 degrees, minutes, seconds of west
longitude. This one mile square datum box estimate is based on
NTSB wreckage database items plotted out and NTSB trajectory
study items studied.

F. You know how to get it.
1. Thousands of items have already been recovered using known
retrieval procedures.
2. US Navy dredges and recovery ships as well as personnel are
available to continue their previous work.
G. You know what to do with it when you get it.
1. Examine the ten latches for unlatching around the latch cams.
2. Examine the latch pins for heat damage.
3. Examine the paint for transfer marks from fuselage.
4. Examine for outward peeled skin.
5. Examine for outward petal shaped rupture/bulge at aft
midspan latch.
6. Examine for soot.
7. Examine for bare chafed wires.
8. Correlate found latitude/longitude location and incorporate in
breakup sequence.
9. Match door latches, skin, cams, locking sectors, overpressure
relief doors, viewing ports, torque tubes, and paint to similar
evidence of same items in NTSB AAR 92/02.
H. You know when to get it.
1. As soon as you knew you did not have it.
2. As soon as you knew you need it.
3. As soon as you knew how to get it.
4. As soon as you knew where to get it.
That time was two weeks ago. Every day that goes by with no
forward door sill latches and locks recovered and examined is
compounding the understandable error of judgment into
nonunderstandable error of negligence.
When an outfielder misjudges his position and a ball whizzes by

him next to the line, a run scores and he may get an error.
When safety officials and other officials responsible for the lives
of the citizens misjudge their position and an accident occurs,
someone dies and they may get an error.
When the outfielder consistently misjudges his position and
refuses to act to correct his misjudgment even when told by
coaches, fans, and the media, and a ball whizzes by him and a
run scores, he is released from active duty or retired.
When safety officials and other officials responsible for the lives
of the citizens they are sworn to protect continue to misjudge
their position and refuse to act to correct the misjudgment even
when pointed out by elected officials, newspapers, and an
informed and experienced citizen, and an accident occurs, they
are prosecuted for criminal negligence.
Why the difference? One is a game and the other is real life.
I have been in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal, jet airplane crash. It is
no game. It is real life.
If the carrot of satisfaction of a job well done by thoroughness of
an investigation into TWA 800 does not sway you into action,
then the stick of punishment may.
As a former Naval Flight Officer who has flown low level
navigation missions through Italy in training, I strongly disagree
with the US prosecution for negligent homicide of the flight crew
who misjudged their position and cut the cable. Apparently top
level US government officials are sending a message to others in
service that they are held accountable for screwups even while

under orders and on duty. The crew and senior officers tried to
cover it up but were quickly found out.
Quick action needs to be taken now. Search, locate, retrieve, and
examine the complete forward cargo door of TWA 800 to include
the sill, all ten latches, all eight locks, manual locking handle,
viewing ports, overpressure relief doors, torque tubes, and
missing skin.
While waiting for the recovery effort to produce the forward door
sill, latches and locks:
A. Examine the extensive wreckage evidence you do have to
consider as an explanation wiring short from bare wire to door
unlatch motor to door rupture at aft midspan latch resulting in
explosive decompression of thirty foot by forty foot hole in the
nose of TWA 800 on the right side forward of the wing. The
weakened nose would then be torn off by the 300 knot
slipstream.
B. Check the wiring as described in Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
C. And check the wiring as described in NTSB AAR 92/02:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches
from plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to
wire bundle clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed

bare wires shorted on the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch
position for UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02.
Retrieve Door! Time's a wastin'!
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 21, 1998 3:11:12 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Cargo door retrieval

Dear David, thanks for Air Safety Week about TWA 800 and fuel
sensors. You have done a very nice job or presenting the NTSB
thinking on the matter with respones by FAA and manufacturer.
But, is explaining what the government thinks always best for
safety?
The known killer door was definitely mixed up by NTSB and
FAA and it is definitely still missing. It must be found retrieved
and examined, just like UAL 811, another high time 747 that had
hull rupture forward of the wing leaving sudden loud sound on
CVR and abrupt power cut to FDR, two very difficult things to
do.
If you don't offer reasonable explanation, wiring/cargo door for

800, backed up by facts, documents, and evidence, who will?
I just saw a show on TWA 841, where the crew was blamed by
NTSB for messing in the cockpit and sending 727 into roll.
Then there's the new Silk 737 crash where NTSB suggests pilot
is supposed to have committed suicide.
Then there's UAL 811 were NTSB blamed a ground handler for
improper latching of the cargo door that came off in flight.
Then there's the French and Soviet NTSBs blaming a TU 144
pilot for grandstanding at the Paris Air show and crashing.
Now there's wackos saying US Navy shot down TWA 800.
Those damn Humans! They keep hurting the wonderful innocent
machines!
841 could not have been cracked actuator.
Silk could not have been urine in electical connector turning yaw
damper on.
811 could not have been chafed wiring turning on door motor to
unlatch.
TU 144 could not have been when he just violently missed a
Mirage recon jet trying to secretly photograph him.
800 could not have been water on bare chafed wire turning on
door motor to unlatch position.
I say it could.
Cheers,
Barry
Below was just sent to officials, history has repeated its
To: LOEBBERntsbgov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: Retrieve forward cargo door sill of TWA 800
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
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Dear Dr. Loeb,
20 April 1998
Please do what good investigators do, go back to the crime scene
and look for more evidence that should be there. You have NTSB
documents that reveal you don't have all of the TWA 800
wreckage and you have NTSB documents that reveal the missing
cargo door sill is very important. So, I suggest, ask, insist,
demand that you go back to the scene, look for it, find it, and get
it. Call out the dredgers. Everyone will understand, it's what
happens in thorough investigations, and TWA 800 is certainly
going to be that.
To make a human error of hasty confusion over two identical
shaped and sized objects such as the aft and forward cargo door
sills of Boeing 747s is understandable and forgiven when
corrected.
To not correct error when detected is inhuman and not forgiven.

The error of cargo door mixup was reported to you on April 8th
and subsequent days. It is now April 20, twelve days later, almost
two weeks, a hundred eternities to pilots, and still no effort is
apparent to retrieve door.
What is going on? Time's a wastin'!
Wiring to be checked for bare wire chafing in TWA 800 and
location to search for forward cargo door follow:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches
from plug pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to
wire bundle clamp positions. These areas are where the chafed
bare wires shorted on the door latch actuator motor to the unlatch
position for UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02. Water
also entered the door switches because water poured out of the
switches when retrieved from the ocean.
Location on ocean floor to search, find, retrieve, examine, and
determine ten latch status and eight locking sector status of
forward cargo door of TWA 800: Forward door sill is probably
within this one minute geographical coordinates of a box:
40:37:50 latitude north up to 40:38:50 degrees, minutes, seconds
north by 72:39:20 west longitude over to 72:40:20 degrees,
minutes, seconds of west longitude. This one mile square datum
box estimate is based on NTSB wreckage database items plotted
out and NTSB trajectory study items studied.
All radar track anomalies in NTSB Exhibit 13A of objects
leaving TWA 800 should be plotted to ocean surface and
searched at that spot.

There is much radar data on TWA 800 and the forward door can
be tracked to 300 foot depth ocean probable location, just as was
done with UAL 811 in which NTSB AAR 92/02, page 26,
describes the procedure to track, search, locate, and retrieve the
forward cargo door from the ocean floor. Radar returns, wind
data, and ocean currents were used to retrieve the door from
14,200 feet on the first pass. Seven dives later they had the pieces
of the forward cargo door from which the true cause of the
inadvertent opening in flight as chafed bare wiring shorting on
door motor to unlatch position was revealed.
The below information is from the NTSB investigator who
helped locate the forward cargo door of UAL 811 in 1990:
Date: Sat, 17 Aug 1996 12:52:15 -0700
From: wmor@ix.netcom.com (William M. O'Rourke)
Subject: UAL811
To: barry@corazon.com
Status:
JBS:
I'll try to answer your questions here re. UAL811 but the
answers may not be the ones you're looking for.

1. Ron Schleede was the Chief of the Accident Investigation
Division at the time of the accident and oversaw much
of the on-scene investigation. He is highly expereinced
and a reliable investigator. He started his career with
the NTSB at the Denver Field Office after flying F-100's
with the USAF.

2. I never saw the actual door but was informed that it was
in two pieces versus the single (entire) door we based
our calculations on. I learned that the USN utilized our
estimate of impact point & time and applied their detailed
knowledge of under water current data. The result was that
they drew a 5 NM box around a point they calculated would
have been the resting place of the door. Thier ship then
entered at the NW corner of the box steaming on a track
towards the SE corner. At about the half-way point, on the
first run, they located the debris field on the ocean floor
in approximately 14,000 feet of water.
3. I DID NOT SEE ANY BLIPS! What I did see was a
computer
printout of FAA and USN FACSFAC ground based radars
which
listed all primary & secondary (transponder) returns covering
the area we specified in our data reduction request.
Since the Navy's FACSFAC processor (computer) was more
state-of-the-art than the FAA system, plus it had more feeds, we
utilized the USN data for the most accurate data presentation.
From the data in the printout, we could not tell which target
was the door or which was debris. Further, we had no way of
telling which was which. What the printout did tell us was
whether it was a long-run length or short-run length target.
Generally, you could say that a long-run target is a strong
target while the short-run length was a weak target. However,
the difference twixt the two is actually more of radar cross
section of a target. As an example, picture a billboard of
15 feet high, 30 feet wide and 6 inches thick. If you look at
the billboard staright on, you see its full 15x30 foot area

or an object with a surface area of 450 sq. feet. However, when
you view the same billboard from end-on, you see an object
with
a total area of 7.5 square feet. Hence, an excellent example of
the primary difference between a long & short run length
target.
With respect to the UAL811 incident, we were very lucky in
that
while the flight was climbing out of HNL, a WX ballon was
also
on its way up. This gave use very accurate winds which
enabled
us to validate winds aloft info recorded on the DFDR. The
largest
problem I had was to coorelate the various timing involved
from
all of the data sets. Since the most accurate timing source was
the FAA's ARTCC tapes, we had to adjust FAA & USN radar
data, CVR,
DFDR, NWS, and FAA tower tapes to one single time base.
The above are the same techniques we used in reconstruction of
flight tracks of accident incident aircraft as well as the Shuttle
Challenger accident.
Although my primary job was as an ATC investigator at the
NTSB, I got stuck with doing radar data since I had a radar
background going back to 1957 as a GCI controller, a brief stint
on RC-121D's, TDY to a DDR and DER as well as TDY to
VP-26 while at NQX (ASP-20).
If you give me your snail-mail address, I send you a copy of the

Factual Report - Radar Reconstruction, that I completed on this
case. I think I still have a copy of it around here somewhere.
I retired from NTSB in May 1991 after 34-years and do not even
have a copy of the amended UAL811 report. I do know that they
had to amend the report based on the information the recovered
door revealed.
Mike O'Rourke
wmor@ix.netcom.com
Below letter discusses the efforts to get door examined.
From: Chris Hinch <chris@dcc.govt.nz>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Cargo Doors & UAL 811
Date: Thu, 22 Aug 96 22:29:00 NZT
Encoding: 90 TEXT
Status:

Barry
Hang in there.
I was on a computer graphics team that developed computer
animation sequences for a documentary about UAL811. The
animation sequences showed how the door latching mechanisms
work for the cargo door in question.
At that time, the official story was that a ground handler had
damaged the latching mechanism and/or not closed the door
properly. The father of a New Zealand teenager killed on the

flight argued against this, and as a result, the TVNZ documentary
was commisioned, presenting his theory that an electrical failure
initiated the door opening sequence with the 'L' shape of the
locking latches making them susceptable to deformation.
In order to create the animation sequences, we had to study and
understand the issues involved. We then predicted that if the
door was found, what the relative positions of the cams and
interlocks would be, and that the L locking bars would be
deformed by the backdriven cams.
The documentary was rebuffed by United, who said that that they
were aware, prior to the accident, that the L locks could be
deformed by initiating the door open sequence while locked, and
that a modification had been issued to strengthen them. As that
modification had *apparently* been fitted to 811, we were
"therefore" wrong. In addition, local airlines said that a special
'strengthening' modification had been fitted to their fleet of
B747's, "therefore" it was okay to keep flying.
But when the door was retrieved, the locks were deformed as
predicted, and the cams were in the positions we predicted.
Obviously, if fitted, the modification was not strong enough.
This meant that it could happen again, and I was approached by
TVNZ to say so on camera. I did so but did not realise the
personal and professional cost that would occur as a result.
I was not aware that the NTSB had changed their position, and I
cannot tell you the personal feeling of relief, vindication and
resolution that I felt reading their revised executive summary at
your web site. Thank you very, very much.
But now, the horrifying feeling that our words will continue to go

unheeded, and that more people will die - especially when we
hear airlines continuing to say that they are "okay" because they
have fitted the "special" strengthening mod.
Can you confirm if 811 had the rivetted L plates modification
added? Did 800? 103? Can you confirm or determine if any one
has actually initiated the opening sequence on the ground, with
the door fully closed, with the L plates modification fitted? Can
Boeing/NTSB categorically demonstrate that the mod fitted will
prevent deformation when the cams are backdriven?
I wish you the very very best of luck. Remain focused, persistent
and rational in your arguments, and they cannot argue.
By the way - check 811's pilot statement (on record I believe)
that the only reason the aircraft didn't come apart underneath him
was that he had just taken it off AP and let go of the controls at
the point of event - he felt that fighting the aircraft (or trying to
keep it straight, as the AP would have done) would have resulted
in catastrophic failure.
In the other accidents, were they on AP?
Cheers
Chris Hinch
chris@dcc.govt.nz
Dear gentleman, the ball is in your court. You have the facts
presented to you. It is time for your action. To not act and not
correct error when given startling information indicating serious
error in investigative thinking is wrong.
To review:

1. Why forward cargo door pieces including sill are important to
recover. It is shown in NTSB AAR 92/02 that the forward door
can unlatch in flight and kill passengers in an early Boeing 747.
2. Why cargo door sill of TWA 800 is aft door sill: Because it
was found in the aft fuselage debris field in which other aft cargo
door pieces were found.
3. Why forward cargo door sill is missing: It was not found in the
forward cargo bay debris field in which other forward cargo door
pieces were found, it is not listed in the entire wreckage database,
and it is not hung on wreckage reconstruction.
4. Where is it: Forward door sill is probably within this one
minute geographical coordinates of a box: 40:37:50 latitude
north up to 40:38:50 degrees, minutes, seconds north by 72:39:20
west longitude over to 72:40:20 degrees, minutes, seconds of
west longitude.
5. Where is wire chafed: Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance
between three to four inches from plug pin tips. The P4 damage
location may correspond to wire bundle clamp positions.
To repeat: Correct error of cargo door mixup. Retrieve forward
door. Bring me into the investigation; I know a lot about the
problem, I can help in this life and death matter. Question me. To
use assets that are available is smart. To reject proven assets who
volunteer to assist is wrong. I have been right since day one of
the TWA 800 accident, I'm still right, and I will be right as new
questions come up. Time is not on your side; I am.
Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
408 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: April 16, 1998 12:02:52 PM PDT
To: graeme.storey@virgin.net
Subject: Away on business

SERVICE MESSAGE
FROM SHETLAND NEWS AGENCY
19:43 16/04/98
ATTENTION: ALL NEWSDESKS, PRESS OFFICERS AND
CONTACTS
==============================================
=======
I WILL BE AWAY ON BUSINESS IN ORKNEY, GLASGOW
AND ABERDEEN FROM 1000 HRS
FRIDAY 17TH APRIL UNTIL 0900 HRS THURSDAY 23RD
APRIL.
THE DUTY REPORTER WILL BE HANS MARTER, PHONE
01806 577 332.
DURING THIS PERIOD I CAN BE CONTACTED BY E-MAIL
AT
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>.
IN EMERGENCY ONLY, PLEASE ASK MY WIFE, LESLEY
ROBERTS, TO PASS ON A
MESSAGE.

HER WORK PHONE NUMBER IS 01595 694 488 AND OUR
HOME NUMBER 01595 820 205.
PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOUR NEWSDESK STAFF ARE
AWARE OF THESE ARRANGEMENTS.
ENDS
FROM SHETLAND NEWS AGENCY (NUJ, ALCS, SFN)
SUNDSIDE, BRESSAY, SHETLAND, ZE2 9ER.
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 15, 1998 10:37:31 AM PDT
To: editor@villagevoice.com
Subject: TWA 800 cargo door for Robert Davey

TWA 800 wreckage database shows lower cargo door sill mixed
up with identical forward cargo door sill. The implications of this
error are profound. Complete details on www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: April 14, 1998 5:14:26 PM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: Finally questions... 747 cargo door

First of all, Shelly Hazle didn't
write that letter back to you. That was written by one of the
NTSB's professional staff, not a flack. What was said in that
letter was way above Ms. Hazle's knowledge level.
Ah, interesting. And...cut a eight foot slice into a pressurized
hull, put one latch with no locking sector in middle, and then say
the molecules of compressed air don't press on that latch,
because it aligns? And then to ignore the petal shaped rupture
hole at that aft midspan latch in wreckage reconstruction?

It looks to me like you have stumbled onto something: they
looked at the wrong door?!
Yes, but understandable human error, unintentional.

Of course, they could never own up to
that sort of goof.
David, they have to, it's one of the unavoidables. No fudging
around on that one. Especially since they went right to that
forward door on day one because they knew it could be the
culprit.

What OTHER goofs might have been made?
Many, like saying no fire, uncontainment or fod in the engines
and the raw data shows fire fod and uncontainment.

That's a
line of inquiry they would dearly love to avoid.
Can't do it with a free press on their necks. They can do it with
wacky guy on the net on their backs.

I have sent your e-mail to Will Rogers. He's a parent of one
of
the victims. He was at the NTSB hearings with me. I think Will
and
I both distinctly remember them talking about how fine
everything
was with the forward cargo door latches.
I will explain everything to all family members, that's my
promise. Whatever it takes, they get my best answers.

Now, let's speculate a bit here. Let's say it was a cargo door,
and not wiring internal to the center wing tank. What motive
would
they have to avoid pressing this avenue of inquiry.
Wishful thinking and not plot or conspiracy. They do not want
cargo door because FAA said it couldn't happen again. Motive

explained in attached letter I sent to them to explain motive of
not pressing inquiry. But a good question.

Seems the
wiring problems they're owning up to are bad enough. I'm
sorry, I
just saw the Mel Gibson movie "Conspiracy Theory." Am I
getting
paranoid here or what?
Yes. Selfishness, fear, and ignorance explain strange human
actions, not conspiracy.

One thing is for sure, if the wiring shorted on the cargo door
motor, that's a much more frequent likelihood than another
CWT
explosion.
Yes, every two years door pops with fatal consequences by my
count. Every few months door pops with only fuel dump and
landing as consequence.

But would it cause the whole plane to be lost?
Yes, dude, and good question. It's called why did UAL 811 nose
stay off and it's one of the seven questions open minds ask.
Pilot says nose stayed on UAL 811 because he had just come off

autopilot and did not fight plane when door popped. I believe it is
because of the 1.5 second delay between door pop, pull in hooks
held, the door opened up fully tearing hole in nose. But the delay
allowed some pressure to escape so hole is much smaller than
103, 182 and 800. The 811 hole is ten feet by thirty and the other
three have explosive decompression rectanagles of thirty feet by
forty feet, big difference. Hole was smaller at door pop, that's
why 811 nose stayed on. And 300 knots on nose of any
weakened nose can tear it off. That's more than a force 5 tornado.
'The killer tornado that hit Alabama this week was among the
most
powerful storms on record, meteorologists said Friday. The
tornado,
spawned by a "supercell" thunderstorm that swept into westcentral
Alabama late Wednesday, was ranked an F-5, the top of the
Fujita
scale. The F-5 tornado, with winds ranging from 261 to 318 mph
is
measured by the damage it causes rather than actual wind speed
because wind instruments usually are not capable of
withstanding such
force.'

Remember, UAL 811
was at 20,000 ft.+ when the door blew and the pilots were still
able to bring the airplane back to Honolulu. The pressure
differential at 14,000 ft. for TWA 800 was substantially less,
suggesting Capt. Kevorkian and his crew could have stood at
least

as good a chance to return for an emergency landing at JFK.
The 3.5 PSI for TWA 800 was enough to rupture door not blow
nose off. If in balloon, TWA 800 would have been OK, but the
300 knots of tornado tore the nose of weakened floor beams and
big hole in nose. Two air forces, compressed to rupture door at
aft latch of cargo door and 300 knots, 320 MPH, to tear nose off.
It all holds together, David. Wiring to door motor on to unlatch
and then rupture is the solution to TWA 800, and it's happened
before.

Who's the Dr. Wills that Shelly Hazle was writing to?
Regards,
Jonathan Wills of NTSB accredited newspaper Shetland News.
Their interest is PA 103 which fell nearby in Scotland.
jonathan.wills@virgin.net is his email, he would love to talk to
you. It was a good article, it was based on upcoming, never to
happen, meeting suggested by McCain twixt me and NTSB.
David, it's real, it's a scoop, it can be checked out, NTSB will
reply to you, you know the right questions, you have the names
of real people involved. If high level attention is being given to
wiring/cargo door inquiries, as you say, then the below points
will require high level response, and you will get it. Wiring
problems for 747s will lead to wiring problem for DC 9 and
Valujet 592. It's mulitple sclerosis and grand mal seizures on
planes when wiring shorts and things turn or or off when they
shouldn't. It is a very serious problem. Very hard to detect.
Citizens have for Valujet and TWA 800.

Thanks for open minded type questions, they are very important.
Cheers,
Barry
Ask for the correspondence between NTSB and me, as they
suggest, in order to buttress your next story.
Point out the wrong door error as shown in NTSB wreckage
database, on corazon.com website, reference below.
Point out NTSB Exhibit 8A which concludes no fire,
uncontainments or foreign object damage to engines, when raw
data shows there was fire, FOD, and uncontainment: reference
below.
Point out that eight of ten latches checked is not sufficient to rule
out midspan latch rupture regardless of which door had the eight
latches checked. Reference basic physics of pressure inside a
balloon.
Point out that NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811 was another high time
Boeing 747 that had fuselage rupture in flight that left a sudden
loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR, just
like TWA 800 and others, PA 103 and AI 182, all grouped in
Chart 12 of NTSB exhibit 12B.
Point out NTSB safety brief recommended to FAA to check out
wiring for cargo doors in Boeing 747s, wiring which NTSB now
say is suspect.

To: SCHLEDRntsbgov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: FAA/NTSB link to wiring/cargo door cause for TWA
800

Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Washington, DC
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800

National Transportation Safety Board
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.

Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear Mr. Schleede,
1 April
1998
Senator McCain, you were absolutely right when you recently
said about a GAO report, "I am very concerned that once again
the FAA has fallen short by not fully utilizing its capabilities to
help determine potential aviation safety and security problems."
Well, honest agencies such as FAA and NTSB make honest
mistakes, and honest agencies make honest corrections.
A motive has been discovered to explain why FAA Certification
Service is so adament that the cargo door of TWA 800 did not
open in flight. It's because they earlier said it couldn't happen.
There is another motive for not examining the entire door before
declaring it all latched and all locked and all intact at water
impact which is the Certification Service saying that the eight
locking sectors for the ten latches in the door were sufficient to
keep door closed in flight when it originally certified the Boeing
747. And NTSB relied on FAA examination of TWA 800 door for
belief it was all latched, all locked, and all intact until water
impact.
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84 states: "Since the issuance of this NPRM,
the FAA has further reviewed the circumstances surrounding this
door opening incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire
chafing. The FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at
least four independent failures must also occur in order to drive
the door latches to the open position. In light of these findings,
the FAA determined that the requirements proposed by the

NPRM were unnecessary."
FAA Aircraft Certification Service has thus said door was safe
when designed but when it opened in flight anyway said it
couldn't happen again after it was supposed to have been fixed. It
was not safe when designed and it did happen again because the
problems of water in hold and midspan latches not having
locking sectors were not recognized at the time.
The attachment below details the sequence of NTSB asking that
the wire conduits to the cargo doors of early Boeing 747s be
inspected. It gives the FAA response that it couldn't happen, so
the check was not necessary. It is NTSB saying cargo door could
come inadvertently open electrically and FAA saying it couldn't.
NTSB was well aware of the wiring problems involved with
cargo doors of Boeing 747s and asked that the wiring be checked
again. FAA demurred.
This NPRM attachment explains so much.
It explains why Bob Brenerman knew and went to forward cargo
door as soon as wreckage was brought to Calverton within days.
FAA knew there was a problem with doors and knew they could
have caused problem as shown by circumstances of TWA 800:
NTSB had previously said door may open in flight, FAA knew it
had before, and TWA 800 looked like hull rupture at forward
cargo door.
It explains why FAA was so quick to say door was not the
problem when only bottom eight latches checked out of ten
available and the rest of complex door parts ignored: FAA had
said door opening could not happen and did not want to be
wrong.

It explains why Mr. Wildey so readily agreed with FAA cursory
examination and hasty conclusion door was all latched, all
locked, and all intact at water impact: NTSB had said door might
open in flight and was reassured by FAA saying it couldn't and
NTSB accepted it. He does not want to be wrong.
It explains why Mr. Schalekamp so quickly retracted his
statement of outward explosion of hull forward of the wing on
the right side in the cargo hold area: FAA had said it couldn't
happen and his evaluation of paint markings and structural
deformation directly contradicted that appraisal. He does not
want to say FAA is wrong.
It explains why Mr. McSweeny continues to state TWA 800 had
no door problem while providing no evidence to support
conclusion and ignores contrary evidence it did: He said it
couldn't happen and does not want to be wrong.
It explains why FAA Northwest Region is the only FAA branch
to go public agreeing with center tank as initial event: FAA
Northwest Region desperately wants TWA 800 to not be a door
opening in flight: They said it couldn't happen and do not want to
be wrong.
It explains why Mr. McSweeny will not reply directly to
knowledge that the midspan latches have no locking sectors and
rupture appears at aft midspan latch: FAA certification service
said midspan locking sectors were not necessary when certifying
cargo door as acceptable as designed. He does not want to be
wrong.
It explains why FAA and NTSB and Boeing all ignore possible

cargo door involvement with TWA 800 and insist on
preposterous position of forward cargo door all latched, all
locked, and all intact until water impact, contrary to visual proof
of wreckage reconstruction of outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, petal bulge at aft latch, and rectangular shatter zone in
cargo door area: All said the door was safe when designed with
only eight locking sectors; when it finally broke it was supposed
to have been fixed; a door opening was not supposed to ever
happen again; and recommended safety actions concerning
wiring and the door were rebuffed. Cargo door opening in flight
for TWA 800 may make them all wrong, unless center tank
explosion blew it open. FAA, NTSB and Boeing do not want to
be wrong. Nobody does.
All aviation safety persons in Boeing and government are now
living a nightmare. Something, the cargo door, they said was safe
when designed is now shown not to be so and resulted in a
failure and fatalities, Pan Am 125 and UAL 811. Something that
broke was supposed to have been fixed but wasn't and resulted in
another failure, UAL preflight. Something that could have been
checked, wasn't, and may now have resulted in more fatalities,
TWA 800. That was horror preamble, this is the current
nightmare: The wiring chafed short problem causing cargo doors
to open in flight is still there on all early Boeing 747s still flying.
I am saying cargo door opening in flight could happen again and
did with TWA 800. The new reasons, not known by FAA at the
time, are that water in the cargo hold can bypass the four safety
feature switches upon which FAA relied on to prevent the inflight
opening and the midspan latches do require locking sectors.
The certification should not have been granted for the door with
only eight locking sectors installed instead of ten possible. There

is bias against believing door opened in flight at rupture at aft
midspan latch because FAA said the midspan latches were safe
and did not require locking sectors. The latches required locking
sectors then and still do now.
FAA said that door could not open by chafing alone relying on
safety features all bypassed by water around the chafed wiring.
Water and fluid are known to get into forward cargo hold by my
personal viewing, by recent Bournemouth Boeing 737 AAIB
incident report, the cargo hold has a bilge to hold the expected
water, water condenses in the warm humid hold when subjected
to cold conditioned air, two large potable water tanks are in hold,
the seals are notorious for leaking, and a rain shower engulfed
TWA 800 an hour before takeoff on the fatal flight.
The forward cargo door opened in flight for TWA 800, that is
plain to see in the reconstruction photo of structural deformation
and paint markings. What caused it to open is conjecture based
on precedent and scant evidence. I agree with NTSB in A-91-83
and A-91-84 that the wiring in cargo door conduits is involved.
To maintain door did not open in flight and the rectangular
shatter zone forward of the wing on the right side of TWA 800
was all caused by water impact is untenable based on visual hard
evidence of paint markings and structural deformation.
Additional evidence for forward cargo door opening in flight is
the petal bulge at aft midspan latch, the missing midspan latches,
missing 80% of door material, the outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, and the shape of shatter zone matches that of another
cargo door opening in flight, UAL 811.
Mr. Tom McSweeny, I ask that you overcome those two biases of
saying door was safe with only eight locking sectors and it could
not open in flight again and conduct a thorough investigation of

possible forward cargo door opening in flight for TWA 800.
Institutional memory is a strong factor in investigations and it's
very difficult to admit error but in areas of life and death, pride
must be overcome and objectivity sought. That door opening in
flight has not yet been checked out as it should be.
Mr. Neil Schalekamp, you believed at one time the forward cargo
door area did open outward in flight based on structural
deformation and paint markings. Will you please inform Mr.
McSweeny of your findings and conclusions.
Mr. Bob Brenerman, you examined the forward cargo door of
TWA 800 and saw the bottom eight latches latched. Will you
please tell Mr. McSweeny that you reported on only the eight
latches and not the ten available, nor did you examine the manual
locking handle, the overpressure relief doors, the viewing ports
or the torque tubes.
Chairman Jim Hall, please note the NTSB was right on target by
zeroing in on the wire conduits as stated in A-91-83 and A-91-84:
"Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle,
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83." That is
exactly what I would recommend after all these years of research
into door openings of early 747s which tracked down the culprit
to chafed wiring, a problem well known to the NTSB and FAA
all this while. You were right to hold hearing on aging airliners
and old wiring problems. Please follow your own
recommendation and thoroughly investigate the wiring/cargo
door rupture explanation for TWA 800.

Mr. Al Dickinson and Mr. Ron Schleede, would you follow
NTSB recommendation in A-91-83 and examine the flexible
conduit protecting the wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft
cargo door; specifically:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Mr. Jim Wildey, your exhibit report of 15C remains the final
official word on the forward cargo door status of TWA 800.
Knowing that you based your conclusion of door all latched and
all locked and all intact at water impact on information from the
service which has a very strong bias that the door not open in
flight, would you reevaluate your findings and conclusions to
reflect the new evidence shown in TWA 800 wreckage
reconstruction such as paint markings and structural
deformation? Note that the midspan latches have no locking
sectors to strengthen and water does get into the forward cargo
hold in flight.
Mr. Lyle Streeter, can you set up a meeting with me and
government aircraft safety investigators to discuss this issue of
whether forward cargo door opened in flight or not for TWA
800? Phone, or letter, or email, or in person is fine, but the details
in the evidence need to be talked about in a give and take
session, not just letters back and forth with general conclusions.
Although NTSB may have primary responsibility for
investigating aircraft accidents, FAA Safety Office is now
expected to be fully utilizing its capabilities to help determine

potential aviation safety and security problems.
Gentleman, every single thing I say about the accident cause of
TWA 800 and other Boeing 747s suffering hull rupture in flight
forward of the wing on the right side which leaves a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR has
happened before, is documented in government accident reports,
and the danger known about by FAA and NTSB.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is reasonable and
worthy of a thorough investigation. It is not weird such as
missile, bomb, or meteor, explanations which have been granted
much consideration. Center tank explosion occurred but it was an
effect of the wiring short, just as cargo door opening and engines
being fodded, not the initial event but secondary.
Safety People, the unlikely happened, again. That damned cargo
door opened in flight, as it did in 1987, 1989, and 1991 by your
official count and again in 1985, 1988, and 1996 by my
additional count.
It's a big problem and needs a big fix. Wiring is becoming
chafed, meeting water and shorting, giving a petite mal of trivial
electrical devices turning on or off and a grand mal seizure when
the door motor turns on when it shouldn't.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Attachment below:

NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.

Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/1/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open--Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA

issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.

I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These
recommendations asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness
directive applicable to all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible
conduit protecting the wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and
aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions

recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84
Last Updated: 03-13-95

[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-84. Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the
forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so
equipped and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for
inspection and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying
wiring bundle, similar to the provisions recommended in
A-91-83.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/01/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of

additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open-Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch

will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations
asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness directive applicable to
all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should

result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety

Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
How does nose come off when forward cargo door pops?
When the forward cargo door on Boeing 747s opens
inadvertently several consequences can occur.
1. Door opens and minor consequences if plane is on ground.
(UAL preflight)
2. Door opens two inches but the mid span latches hold and no
baggage is sucked into number 3 engine: Minor consequences as
plane turns around and lands. (Pan Am 125).
3. Door opens, mid span latches hold but baggage is possibly
sucked into number three engine: Severe consequences as
number 3 engine is fodded, blades nicked, vibration, fire, and
engine separates and strikes number 4 engine which fails and
separates from wing also. Plane then crashes with total
destruction and death. (Possibly El Al 747 and China Airlines
747 freighters)
4. Door opens, mid span latches hold for 1.5 seconds, then give
way and door is torn away exposing huge hole in side of nose:
Moderate consequences as nine people are sucked out to deaths,
number three engine is fodded and throws engine parts into
number 4 engine which fails also. Engines stay on wing if shut
down in time and plane lands if near airport. (UAL 811)
5. Door opens, mid span latches don't delay full opening, door

tears up and away exposing huge hole in nose into which 300
knot slipstream enters and same force presses on weakened,
damaged nose, tearing it off, severing power and destroying
airworthiness: Severe consequences as headless plane crashes
with total destruction and death (AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800)
How can nose come off when door opens and tears away?
The door is eight feet by nine feet in size and outward opening,
hinged on top. When it bulges out into the 300 knot slipstream
just a few inches, or just a few degrees of its opening arc, the
slipstream pushes against the door and flips it up and away
tearing off fuselage skin and stringers with it. The amount of skin
torn away is a minimum additional area of nine feet by ten feet.
So a hole estimated officially of between nine by 15 feet or
estimated by others of ten by forty feet is opened on the front
right side of the airborne 747. Assuming a conservative estimate
of ten by fifteen feet, that is one hundred and fifty square feet of
hole exposed to the slipstream.
The structurally important floor beams above the absent door are
bent, missing, and fractured during the explosive decompression
and the pressure equalizing process.
The slipstream is 300 knots or 330 miles per hour of air flowing
over the nose and into the hole. The same high pressure air is
also pressing on the front of the now weakened and slightly
canted nose. The 300 knots is not ground speed or true air speed
but the actual speed of the air molecules pressing against the
speed sensor, the pitot tube. Three hundred knots is twice as fast
but ten times the power of the fastest winds on earth. Ten times
the force of the hurricanes that tear boarded up buildings apart
enters the nose of the 747.

The nose of the 747 has been considerably weakened when the
door comes off and exposes the huge hole. The door is a
structural member and contributes to the strength of the forward
fuselage when pressurized. When the door goes the nose is now
weakened by the absence of that structural member which
departs taking the top reinforced sill. The reinforced frame is
now compromised on one side, the top. When the door goes,
explosive decompression occurs, the severity of which is
dependent upon the altitude of the plane, that is, the pressure
differential between the inside cargo compartment and the
outside free air. If the plane is high enough when the door comes
off, the higher pressure air in the cargo compartment rushes out
to equalize with the lower pressure outside air. The passenger
compartment high pressure air now tries to equalize with the now
lower pressure cargo compartment air. It does and pushes down
on the structural member floor beams, breaking, bending, and
fracturing them downward. The nose is now severely weakened
by the missing door, missing skin and stringers, and bent and
fractured floor beams.
The passing 300 knot air molecules alongside the nose enter the
huge hole and puff up and blow out the side of the fuselage on
the other side of the nose, the port side. Now debris from the left
side and the right side enter the number two and three engines
causing them to fail, throwing off parts which are ingested by
numbers one and four engines. All four engines fail and tear
away with their pylons from the wing destroying the structural
integrity of the fuel laden wing which disintegrates into a ball of
parts, fuel, and hot spinning jet engines.
The nose of the 747 now has a huge amount of fuselage skin torn
away, the structural beams are weakened, the flight attitude of the
plane is askew, and extremely high wind pressure is pressing into

and onto the compromised nose of the 747 forward of the wing
as well as the front of the nose. The ejection of the cargo door to
the right may have yawed the nose to the left or induced a roll to
the left wing down position. The autopilot may attempt to correct
the yaw with stabilizer inputs putting directional stress on the
airframe. The nose crumples into the huge hole on the starboard
side. The entire forward section of the plane, (one of the three
sections joined in construction,) is torn away and falls alone in a
dense heap on the ground or under the water. The sequence takes
under three seconds to twenty four seconds from the time the
door opens just a few inches to nose separation.
Brutal analogy: The nose of the 747 is really the head which
holds the brain of the main electrical compartment and the flight
crew. The neck of the 747 is the area just forward of the wing.
The body of the 747 is the wings and center fuselage. The tail of
the 747 is the aft fuselage and vertical and horizontal stabilizers.
When the door goes it tears a gash in the neck which severs
tendons and muscles holding the head on and up. A huge outside
force then pushes into the hole in the neck blowing out the other
side of the neck, cutting more muscles and tendons.The
weakened head lolls about and is then decapitated by the fast
wind force. The head smashes to the surface in a dense heap. The
lifeless body and tail fall to the surface coming apart as they fall
laying a large destruction pattern.
A less brutal anthropomorphic analogy is an egg which is strong
until creased with a spoon, then weak. Or a soda can strong until
tab pops can, then weak. Or a balloon is strong until pricked.
Comet jet airliners were strong until metal fatigue around a large
window tore away. Boeing 747s are strong until door opens, gets
torn out, up and away taking skin, stringers with it and bending
and fracturing floor beams. Then all those wonderfully designed

strong objects are weak, and fail.
That's how the nose of a Boeing 747 comes off when the forward
cargo door opens inadvertently in flight. (AI 182, PA 103, and
TWA 800.)
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: April 14, 1998 3:23:24 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: wsrogers@csrlink.net
Subject: 747 cargo door

Barry:
Thanks for the recent e-mail. First of all, Shelly Hazle didn't
write that letter back to you. That was written by one of the
NTSB's professional staff, not a flack. What was said in that
letter was way above Ms. Hazle's knowledge level.
It looks to me like you have stumbled onto something: they
looked at the wrong door?! Of course, they could never own
up to
that sort of goof. What OTHER goofs might have been made?
That's a
line of inquiry they would dearly love to avoid.
I have sent your e-mail to Will Rogers. He's a parent of one
of
the victims. He was at the NTSB hearings with me. I think
Will and
I both distinctly remember them talking about how fine
everything
was with the forward cargo door latches.
Now, let's speculate a bit here. Let's say it was a cargo door,
and not wiring internal to the center wing tank. What motive
would
they have to avoid pressing this avenue of inquiry. Seems the

wiring problems they're owning up to are bad enough. I'm
sorry, I
just saw the Mel Gibson movie "Conspiracy Theory." Am I
getting
paranoid here or what?
One thing is for sure, if the wiring shorted on the cargo door
motor, that's a much more frequent likelihood than another
CWT
explosion.
But would it cause the whole plane to be lost? Remember,
UAL 811
was at 20,000 ft.+ when the door blew and the pilots were still
able to bring the airplane back to Honolulu. The pressure
differential at 14,000 ft. for TWA 800 was substantially less,
suggesting Capt. Kevorkian and his crew could have stood at
least
as good a chance to return for an emergency landing at JFK.
Who's the Dr. Wills that Shelly Hazle was writing to?
Regards,
David

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 14, 1998 10:06:49 AM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Wiring

Dear David, just read your issues of Air Safety Week. Good
work.
The July 28th 1997 issue is relevant to TWA 800. It was not
known back then by me about the connnection to cargo door
motor of UAL 811 and bad poly x wiring in TWA 800.

Note the 'let's turn radar on' comment right before wiring
problems....as a former radar operator in airplanes, I know the
juice that requires, it often knocked off line alternators. I think
the radar on is connected somehow to wiring short to fire to o2
cannisters to fire.
Well, bad wiring too for TWA 800 as NTSB tells us. Bad wiring
for UAL 811, as NTSB told us.
I offer the suggestion it's time to connect the two. The forward
door opening in flight is now believable by authority agains
because of the aft cargo door sill mixup and calling it the
forward. The forward door opening in flight was traced to poly x
wiring in UAL 811 which gave many significant similarities to
TWA 800.
The sill mixup removes the foundation of NTSB of saying
forward door could not open in flight because the bottom eight
latches were all locked because the forward door sill has not been
recovered to be examined. Until the forward sill latches and
locks are recovered an examined, the forward door opening in
flight is very understandable based on the evidence revealed in
the last 20 months, such as the exhibits and the wreckage
reconstruction.
The link of bad wiring and TWA 800 is there in the exhibits, the
link of bad poly x wiring and cargo door opening is in NTSB
AAR 92/02, the link of cargo door opening and TWA 800 is in
the wreckage reconstruction and the door area looks like a door
opened in flight leaving similar evidence as UAL 811 of paint
markings and structural deformation.

At least inquire to NTSB about the possibility of forward door
opening in flight now that forward door sill in shown not to be all
latched and locked. If they now say it's possible, pending
retrieveal of forward door sill, then the newsworthy possible
cause of bad wiring causing TWA 800 is there. NTSB has
already said bad wiring caused the crash, they just said the bad
wiring caused a fuel tank to explode, I just say it shorted on a
door motor, as it has before.
Below are some correspondence and references:
Cheers,
Barry
hazles@NTSB.gov is spokeswoman for NTSB. Here is how she
responded to recent reporter inquiry: She insulted him and me.
On 08/04/98, at 21:25, Hazle Shelly <hazles@NTSB.gov>
wrote:
Dear Dr. Wills,
Your proposed article is incorrect. First of all, Senator McCain
did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator
asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no
physical

evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo
door came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary.
As
stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which,
of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along
with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform
crushing
damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the
fuselage and up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This
crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the
airplane
(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right
wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush
area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing
747, he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith
claims

that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board
only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a
superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr.
Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto
the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on
each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold
the door
closed.
We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their
own
extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to
all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr.
Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing
such an
article.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to
contact
us.
Sincerely,
Shelly Hazle

My reply to Dr. Wills:
To: Jonathan_Wills
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Rebuttal/new questions to ask
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:14698:mccainmeetingntsb.jpg:
Dear Jonathan,
First of all, Senator McCain did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith.
Attached is letter from Senator McCain to me which I interpret
as the senator asking NTSB to meet with me to relate my
concerns about the forward cargo door. That conclusion is bland,
conservative, and entirely reasonable based on the wording.
The Senator asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Absolutely not true and close to a lie. They have never ever
responded to my concerns. They have told me generalities a few
times. When rebutted with facts, they never reply.
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along
with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.

Now we know they looked at the wrong door. They have never
examined the forward door latches because they have not been
recovered to examine.
You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr.
Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing
such an
article.
Please do so. That is a good idea. That will refute the statement
above of detailed and numerous responses to me. The public
record is very important.
Your story was all facts, Jonathan. Why are they so upset? Why
are they annoyed?
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing
747, he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith
claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board
only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a
superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr.
Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto
the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in

the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on
each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold
the door
closed.
Ah, some meat. Let's use basic physics here, Jonathan, ten
latches and a hinge hold the door in. One long hinge on top, and
eight latches below. Each eight foot side has one latch. Now, do
the molecules of internal air pressure at 3.5 PSI know the
difference between top, bottom, or sides when they try to
decompress? It's 38115 pounds of pressure on the inside of that
door and it's equal on all inches, not just the bottom.
There is nothing superficial about my discussion and research
into forward cargo doors on high time 747s.
And of course, there is that petal shaped rupture bulge at the aft
midspan latch of forward door of TWA 800 and the aft midspan
latch rupture of the forward door of UAL 811, as shown in NTSB
AAR 92/02 to support circumstantial evidence.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to
contact
us
Please do, Jonathan. I suggest pointing out to them that Exhibit
15C, which she quotes, is impossible because the forward sill
and latches were not recovered but the aft cargo door sill and
latches were recovered. The aft sill was found with other aft
cargo door skin in the terminal debris field which is where the
wings and rest of fuselage were found, far away from the red
zone and nose debris field where the forward cargo door hinge

and a few pieces of top forward door skin were found, but no
latches and locks and sill.
Bob Breneman of FAA looked at the wrong door.
They can't run away from that one.
By the way, they admitted for the first time the cargo door has ten
latches. Very important.
I'm getting emotional here when they say I have a basic
misunderstanding of the facts and they got the wrong door.
You are on to something here, Jonathan, and it all leads back to
PA 103.
When you contact them again, as they encourage you to do, I
suggest the following:
Ask for the correspondence between NTSB and me, as they
suggest, in order to buttress your next story.
Point out the wrong door error as shown in NTSB wreckage
database, on corazon.com website, reference below.
Point out NTSB Exhibit 8A which concludes no fire,
uncontainments or foreign object damage to engines, when raw
data shows there was fire, FOD, and uncontainment: reference
below.
Point out that eight of ten latches checked is not sufficient to rule
out midspan latch rupture regardless of which door had the eight
latches checked. Reference basic physics of pressure inside a
balloon.
Point out that NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811 was another high time
Boeing 747 that had fuselage rupture in flight that left a sudden

loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR, just
like TWA 800 and others, PA 103 and AI 182, all grouped in
Chart 12 of NTSB exhibit 12B.
Point out NTSB safety brief recommended to FAA to check out
wiring for cargo doors in Boeing 747s, wiring which NTSB now
say is suspect. Reference below.
Let us see how petulant they are when you ask for facts using
their own documents to show contradictions. They impugn your
reporter abilities and my research abilities. That's a mistake on
their part.
I'm here to answer any questions, Jonathan. This is a quick reply
and I'm still upset at personal insults. The good news is they have
not ignored you and have opened the door to you, invited really.
As in:> please feel free to contact
us,
We will, thank you very much.
Regards,
Barry
My phone is 408 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley CA 93924
By the way, most of this rebutting evidence is coming from their
own exhibits which they tried to suppress, 4A, 8A, and wreckage
database. Why try to suppress public documents?
Discussion of wrong door:

Bob Breneman, the FAA structural engineer who made the
examination and concluded forward door all latched and locked,
could not have examined the forward door latches and locks
because they were not recovered. They are not in the database
and they are not in the wreckage reconstruction in the hangar.
The forward door is only 20% recovered and sill and latches are
missing.
But in the terminal field (that includes the wings and rest of
headless 747 fuselage and aft door) was found on page 14 of 71
of wreckage database, "C122, RF45A 40 39 47.00 latitude, 72 37
27. 90 longitude, aft cargo door- lower sill latches & locks."
Exhibit 15 C "Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached
(along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower
door sill."
So in the hangar jumbled with wreckage days after crash, as
wreckage was brought in, Bob Brenerman of FAA looked at
bottom latches of a cargo door and saw them locked and hastily
said forward door all latched and locked. He got the two identical
doors mixed up. He never corrected his error.
The forward door reconstruction shows all the pieces of those
items found in database. Most of the forward door is missing in
wreckage reconstruction and most of forward door is missing in
database. The sill and latches and locks are missing in database
and reconstruction. 80% of forward door is still out there
someplace.
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,

Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>1. Wrong to send to empty
hangar, right to send to engine teardown facility. Wrong thing
done in haste to examine engines at Calverton. 2. Five days for
four engines? One day and a bit per engine is incredbly fast to
disassemble one of the most complex and precise machines on
the planet. It's not a bicycle. Haste is evident.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compresssor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Why was only engine 3
disassembled further? What evidence was seen in No. 3 to
warrant further investigation? Why were not the other three
engines disassembled further? The four most important jet
engines in an airplane crash in history were not given
comprehensive teardowns. The conclusion statement of no
uncontainments is contradicted by other exhibit which states
'stator blade' was found in right horizontal stabilizer. The

conclusion statement of no fires in any engines is contradicted
later in same report with raw data indicating sooting in engine
number 3. The conclusion statement of no penetrations of any
engine is contradicted by raw data in same report indicating soft
body impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing, and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples, mainly irrelevant in
discussion about engines and teardown results. 33% of engine
report is not about engines.
Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3 disassembly,
"Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with complete
or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of
the outer midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half
of the fan blades had impact damage to the leading and trailing
edges. Almost all of the impact damage to the airfoils could be
matched to contact with the midspan shroud on an adjacent
blade. One full length blade had four soft body impacts along the
leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward. "
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Less than half of complete fan
blades in the fan rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered
figure given by Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered
wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades were recovered so it is
very possible 'stator blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer
was from engine number three. All had soot. Soot means fire.
Only engine number three had any sooting inside engine. One

full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is
nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body impact
means foreign object damage. FOD means fire. Fire means soot.
Missing blades in engine and one found directly aft in right
horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment. Uncontainment
means engine not intact at water impact but inflight. Analysis
above on raw data gives conclusions engine number three alone
had foreign object damage in flight, had internal fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight.

NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit

for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.

Door sill mixup confirmed and explained below:
The aft cargo door sill, latches and locks have been recovered.
The forward door sill, latches and locks have not. The aft door
sill, latches and locks are in the wreckage database as found on
page 14 of 71, "C122, RF45A 40 39 47.00 latitude, 72 37 27. 90
longitude, aft cargo door- lower sill latches & locks."
The aft sill was found with companion aft cargo door skin in the
terminal debris field as expected which is where the wings and
rest of fuselage were found, far away from the nose debris field
where the forward cargo door hinge and a few pieces of top
forward door skin were found as expected, but no forward door
latches and locks or sill found.

To repeat: The aft sill was found where it was expected, with
other aft door skin in the expected location, wing and aft fuselage
debris field. The forward sill was not found where it was
expected, with other forward door skin in the expected location,
the nose field; it was not found at all.
When confronted with a cargo door sill, latches and locks in a
crowded, noisy hangar deck floor with pieces of wreckage all
around and time pressure for a conclusion, Mr. Breneman
deduced the recovered door sill, latches and locks were from the
forward door, not the aft. He was wrong. He did not check later
to see what debris field it was found in. That would have
confirmed it was the aft door sill as it was recovered from the
same area of other aft cargo door skin and hinge. He would have
continued looking for the forward cargo door sill and latches and
would have confirmed they were missing. They were missing
then and they are still missing twenty months later.
The aft door sill was confused as the forward door sill. It's an
understandable mistake. They have the same size, shape and
function. The wrong suspect, the aft door, was examined and
found to be mostly innocent and released while the real suspect,
the forward door, lies dormant and unexamined.
Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number
97-82, Section 1/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination of
the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that all eight of the
door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of the
door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill," is now shown
to be conclusively wrong because the forward door sill, latches
and locks have not been recovered to be examined.
The forward door sill and latches and locks have not been

recovered because they are not in the wreckage database of all
the items recovered. They are also not in the reconstruction at
Calverton. They are still out there on the ocean floor because
TWA 800 certainly had the forward cargo door sill, latches and
locks on board and functioning normally when it took off the
night of 17 July 1996.
To summarize: Aft cargo door lower sill, latches and locks found
and recovered and examined.
Forward cargo door lower sill, latches and locks not found, not
recovered, and not examined.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 10, 1998 9:31:40 AM PDT
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Bad back.

Many thanks for the detailed comments. I will certainly put the
questions
to NTSB but not until next week. The reason is that I am ill - an
old back
injury has flared up and I absolutely have to get it fixed (by lying
flat,
dammit!) before the end of the month, when I go to sea for 12
weeks.
I've had back problems all my life, being 6 feet 4 and ejecting at
night and landing hard. Lying flat is good up to a certain point
and then it is a bad cycle. The muscles atrophe and put more
stress on vertebrae. Gravity is the problem. See if you can
exercise horizontally. Keep muscle tone but don't put pressure on
spine. It's possible.

Still never heard back from Jim Swire, btw, nor received his
petition
forms. So if you come across him, tell him I'm still waiting.
OK, he has been shook. To have nine years of strong belief
shaken by facts is disconcerting.
My 'proposed' story was in fact published on our website, where
you can
still find it, if you can find anything among the new design.
I read it then. Did you write two or one? I just checked Shetland
New website and it is empty.
Jonathan, if you are on your back you can do research. Check out
www.corazon.com in depth for PA 103. I'm here to answer
questions. If 103 a bomb, then you have wasted some hours or
days, if 103 wiring to door open to 'relatively mild blast' 'like a
rather large shotgun' (AAIB quotes) then you are on to the
biggest aviation story of the decade.
Low risk, high reward.
Good luck with the back. Pain drugs just make you go to sleep.
It's a problem.
And then to sea for three months? With no internet? It's a
problem.
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: April 10, 1998 8:34:00 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: chris_olsson@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: Rebuttal/new questions to ask

Dear Barry (and Chris),
Many thanks for the detailed comments. I will certainly put the
questions
to NTSB but not until next week. The reason is that I am ill - an
old back
injury has flared up and I absolutely have to get it fixed (by lying
flat,
dammit!) before the end of the month, when I go to sea for 12
weeks.
So, patience, please and softly softly catchee Shelley...
Still never heard back from Jim Swire, btw, nor received his
petition
forms. So if you come across him, tell him I'm still waiting.
My 'proposed' story was in fact published on our website, where
you can
still find it, if you can find anything among the new design.
Cheers (well, grioans actually)
Jonathan

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 9, 1998 2:13:01 PM PDT
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: Scoop late but not missed

Dear Josh, timing is everything...
During your vacation NTSB and Boeing agree wiring is bad in
early 747s including TWA 800. I've said that for four months.
The forward cargo door sill latches and locks were not found, the
aft door sill and latches and locks were. FAA and NTSB mixed
up the doors.
And forward spar of center wing, in the middle of NTSB
''explosion' has no burns, scorching, or soot on it.
Wreckage database is on website www.corazon.com and is a gold
mine of info.
So, it's back to square one with the forward cargo door being
opened in flight by a bare chafed wire short for TWA 800,
exactly as happened to UAL 811 in NTSB.

Timing is everything. Maybe your editor will be interested now.
Cheers,
Barry
Discussion wrong door:
Bob Breneman, the FAA structural engineer who made the
examination and concluded forward door all latched and locked,
could not have examined the forward door latches and locks
because they were not recovered. They are not in the database
and they are not in the wreckage reconstruction in the hangar.
The forward door is only 20% recovered and sill and latches are
missing.
But in the terminal field (that includes the wings and rest of
headless 747 fuselage and aft door) was found on page 14 of 71
of wreckage database, "C122, RF45A 40 39 47.00 latitude, 72 37
27. 90 longitude, aft cargo door- lower sill latches & locks."
Exhibit 15 C "Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached
(along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower
door sill."
So in the hangar jumbled with wreckage days after crash, as
wreckage was brought in, Bob Brenerman of FAA looked at
bottom latches of a cargo door and saw them locked and hastily
said forward door all latched and locked. He got the two identical
doors mixed up. He never corrected his error.
The forward door reconstruction shows all the pieces of those
items found in database. Most of the forward door is missing in
wreckage reconstruction and most of forward door is missing in

database. The sill and latches and locks are missing in database
and reconstruction. 80% of forward door is still out there
someplace.
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>1. Wrong to send to empty
hangar, right to send to engine teardown facility. Wrong thing
done in haste to examine engines at Calverton. 2. Five days for
four engines? One day and a bit per engine is incredbly fast to
disassemble one of the most complex and precise machines on
the planet. It's not a bicycle. Haste is evident.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compresssor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Why was only engine 3
disassembled further? What evidence was seen in No. 3 to

warrant further investigation? Why were not the other three
engines disassembled further? The four most important jet
engines in an airplane crash in history were not given
comprehensive teardowns. The conclusion statement of no
uncontainments is contradicted by other exhibit which states
'stator blade' was found in right horizontal stabilizer. The
conclusion statement of no fires in any engines is contradicted
later in same report with raw data indicating sooting in engine
number 3. The conclusion statement of no penetrations of any
engine is contradicted by raw data in same report indicating soft
body impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing, and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples, mainly irrelevant in
discussion about engines and teardown results. 33% of engine
report is not about engines.
Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3 disassembly,
"Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with complete
or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of
the outer midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half
of the fan blades had impact damage to the leading and trailing
edges. Almost all of the impact damage to the airfoils could be
matched to contact with the midspan shroud on an adjacent
blade. One full length blade had four soft body impacts along the
leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward. "
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Less than half of complete fan

blades in the fan rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered
figure given by Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered
wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades were recovered so it is
very possible 'stator blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer
was from engine number three. All had soot. Soot means fire.
Only engine number three had any sooting inside engine. One
full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is
nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body impact
means foreign object damage. FOD means fire. Fire means soot.
Missing blades in engine and one found directly aft in right
horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment. Uncontainment
means engine not intact at water impact but inflight. Analysis
above on raw data gives conclusions engine number three alone
had foreign object damage in flight, had internal fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight.

NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:

A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
Sam Farr
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Aerospace Engineer,
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Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear Chairman Hall,
1 April
1998
Senator McCain, you were absolutely right when you recently
said about a GAO report, "I am very concerned that once again
the FAA has fallen short by not fully utilizing its capabilities to
help determine potential aviation safety and security problems."
Well, honest agencies such as FAA and NTSB make honest
mistakes, and honest agencies make honest corrections.
A motive has been discovered to explain why FAA Certification
Service is so adament that the cargo door of TWA 800 did not
open in flight. It's because they earlier said it couldn't happen.

There is another motive for not examining the entire door before
declaring it all latched and all locked and all intact at water
impact which is the Certification Service saying that the eight
locking sectors for the ten latches in the door were sufficient to
keep door closed in flight when it originally certified the Boeing
747. And NTSB relied on FAA examination of TWA 800 door for
belief it was all latched, all locked, and all intact until water
impact.
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84 states: "Since the issuance of this NPRM,
the FAA has further reviewed the circumstances surrounding this
door opening incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire
chafing. The FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at
least four independent failures must also occur in order to drive
the door latches to the open position. In light of these findings,
the FAA determined that the requirements proposed by the
NPRM were unnecessary."
FAA Aircraft Certification Service has thus said door was safe
when designed but when it opened in flight anyway said it
couldn't happen again after it was supposed to have been fixed. It
was not safe when designed and it did happen again because the
problems of water in hold and midspan latches not having
locking sectors were not recognized at the time.
The attachment below details the sequence of NTSB asking that
the wire conduits to the cargo doors of early Boeing 747s be
inspected. It gives the FAA response that it couldn't happen, so
the check was not necessary. It is NTSB saying cargo door could
come inadvertently open electrically and FAA saying it couldn't.
NTSB was well aware of the wiring problems involved with
cargo doors of Boeing 747s and asked that the wiring be checked

again. FAA demurred.
This NPRM attachment explains so much.
It explains why Bob Brenerman knew and went to forward cargo
door as soon as wreckage was brought to Calverton within days.
FAA knew there was a problem with doors and knew they could
have caused problem as shown by circumstances of TWA 800:
NTSB had previously said door may open in flight, FAA knew it
had before, and TWA 800 looked like hull rupture at forward
cargo door.
It explains why FAA was so quick to say door was not the
problem when only bottom eight latches checked out of ten
available and the rest of complex door parts ignored: FAA had
said door opening could not happen and did not want to be
wrong.
It explains why Mr. Wildey so readily agreed with FAA cursory
examination and hasty conclusion door was all latched, all
locked, and all intact at water impact: NTSB had said door might
open in flight and was reassured by FAA saying it couldn't and
NTSB accepted it. He does not want to be wrong.
It explains why Mr. Schalekamp so quickly retracted his
statement of outward explosion of hull forward of the wing on
the right side in the cargo hold area: FAA had said it couldn't
happen and his evaluation of paint markings and structural
deformation directly contradicted that appraisal. He does not
want to say FAA is wrong.
It explains why Mr. McSweeny continues to state TWA 800 had
no door problem while providing no evidence to support

conclusion and ignores contrary evidence it did: He said it
couldn't happen and does not want to be wrong.
It explains why FAA Northwest Region is the only FAA branch
to go public agreeing with center tank as initial event: FAA
Northwest Region desperately wants TWA 800 to not be a door
opening in flight: They said it couldn't happen and do not want to
be wrong.
It explains why Mr. McSweeny will not reply directly to
knowledge that the midspan latches have no locking sectors and
rupture appears at aft midspan latch: FAA certification service
said midspan locking sectors were not necessary when certifying
cargo door as acceptable as designed. He does not want to be
wrong.
It explains why FAA and NTSB and Boeing all ignore possible
cargo door involvement with TWA 800 and insist on
preposterous position of forward cargo door all latched, all
locked, and all intact until water impact, contrary to visual proof
of wreckage reconstruction of outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, petal bulge at aft latch, and rectangular shatter zone in
cargo door area: All said the door was safe when designed with
only eight locking sectors; when it finally broke it was supposed
to have been fixed; a door opening was not supposed to ever
happen again; and recommended safety actions concerning
wiring and the door were rebuffed. Cargo door opening in flight
for TWA 800 may make them all wrong, unless center tank
explosion blew it open. FAA, NTSB and Boeing do not want to
be wrong. Nobody does.
All aviation safety persons in Boeing and government are now
living a nightmare. Something, the cargo door, they said was safe

when designed is now shown not to be so and resulted in a
failure and fatalities, Pan Am 125 and UAL 811. Something that
broke was supposed to have been fixed but wasn't and resulted in
another failure, UAL preflight. Something that could have been
checked, wasn't, and may now have resulted in more fatalities,
TWA 800. That was horror preamble, this is the current
nightmare: The wiring chafed short problem causing cargo doors
to open in flight is still there on all early Boeing 747s still flying.
I am saying cargo door opening in flight could happen again and
did with TWA 800. The new reasons, not known by FAA at the
time, are that water in the cargo hold can bypass the four safety
feature switches upon which FAA relied on to prevent the inflight
opening and the midspan latches do require locking sectors.
The certification should not have been granted for the door with
only eight locking sectors installed instead of ten possible. There
is bias against believing door opened in flight at rupture at aft
midspan latch because FAA said the midspan latches were safe
and did not require locking sectors. The latches required locking
sectors then and still do now.
FAA said that door could not open by chafing alone relying on
safety features all bypassed by water around the chafed wiring.
Water and fluid are known to get into forward cargo hold by my
personal viewing, by recent Bournemouth Boeing 737 AAIB
incident report, the cargo hold has a bilge to hold the expected
water, water condenses in the warm humid hold when subjected
to cold conditioned air, two large potable water tanks are in hold,
the seals are notorious for leaking, and a rain shower engulfed
TWA 800 an hour before takeoff on the fatal flight.
The forward cargo door opened in flight for TWA 800, that is

plain to see in the reconstruction photo of structural deformation
and paint markings. What caused it to open is conjecture based
on precedent and scant evidence. I agree with NTSB in A-91-83
and A-91-84 that the wiring in cargo door conduits is involved.
To maintain door did not open in flight and the rectangular
shatter zone forward of the wing on the right side of TWA 800
was all caused by water impact is untenable based on visual hard
evidence of paint markings and structural deformation.
Additional evidence for forward cargo door opening in flight is
the petal bulge at aft midspan latch, the missing midspan latches,
missing 80% of door material, the outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, and the shape of shatter zone matches that of another
cargo door opening in flight, UAL 811.
Mr. Tom McSweeny, I ask that you overcome those two biases of
saying door was safe with only eight locking sectors and it could
not open in flight again and conduct a thorough investigation of
possible forward cargo door opening in flight for TWA 800.
Institutional memory is a strong factor in investigations and it's
very difficult to admit error but in areas of life and death, pride
must be overcome and objectivity sought. That door opening in
flight has not yet been checked out as it should be.
Mr. Neil Schalekamp, you believed at one time the forward cargo
door area did open outward in flight based on structural
deformation and paint markings. Will you please inform Mr.
McSweeny of your findings and conclusions.
Mr. Bob Brenerman, you examined the forward cargo door of
TWA 800 and saw the bottom eight latches latched. Will you
please tell Mr. McSweeny that you reported on only the eight
latches and not the ten available, nor did you examine the manual
locking handle, the overpressure relief doors, the viewing ports

or the torque tubes.
Chairman Jim Hall, please note the NTSB was right on target by
zeroing in on the wire conduits as stated in A-91-83 and A-91-84:
"Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle,
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83." That is
exactly what I would recommend after all these years of research
into door openings of early 747s which tracked down the culprit
to chafed wiring, a problem well known to the NTSB and FAA
all this while. You were right to hold hearing on aging airliners
and old wiring problems. Please follow your own
recommendation and thoroughly investigate the wiring/cargo
door rupture explanation for TWA 800.
Mr. Al Dickinson and Mr. Ron Schleede, would you follow
NTSB recommendation in A-91-83 and examine the flexible
conduit protecting the wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft
cargo door; specifically:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Mr. Jim Wildey, your exhibit report of 15C remains the final
official word on the forward cargo door status of TWA 800.
Knowing that you based your conclusion of door all latched and
all locked and all intact at water impact on information from the

service which has a very strong bias that the door not open in
flight, would you reevaluate your findings and conclusions to
reflect the new evidence shown in TWA 800 wreckage
reconstruction such as paint markings and structural
deformation? Note that the midspan latches have no locking
sectors to strengthen and water does get into the forward cargo
hold in flight.
Mr. Lyle Streeter, can you set up a meeting with me and
government aircraft safety investigators to discuss this issue of
whether forward cargo door opened in flight or not for TWA
800? Phone, or letter, or email, or in person is fine, but the details
in the evidence need to be talked about in a give and take
session, not just letters back and forth with general conclusions.
Although NTSB may have primary responsibility for
investigating aircraft accidents, FAA Safety Office is now
expected to be fully utilizing its capabilities to help determine
potential aviation safety and security problems.
Gentleman, every single thing I say about the accident cause of
TWA 800 and other Boeing 747s suffering hull rupture in flight
forward of the wing on the right side which leaves a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR has
happened before, is documented in government accident reports,
and the danger known about by FAA and NTSB.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is reasonable and
worthy of a thorough investigation. It is not weird such as
missile, bomb, or meteor, explanations which have been granted
much consideration. Center tank explosion occurred but it was an
effect of the wiring short, just as cargo door opening and engines
being fodded, not the initial event but secondary.

Safety People, the unlikely happened, again. That damned cargo
door opened in flight, as it did in 1987, 1989, and 1991 by your
official count and again in 1985, 1988, and 1996 by my
additional count.
It's a big problem and needs a big fix. Wiring is becoming
chafed, meeting water and shorting, giving a petite mal of trivial
electrical devices turning on or off and a grand mal seizure when
the door motor turns on when it shouldn't.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Attachment below:
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[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.

Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/1/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's

investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open--Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.

Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These
recommendations asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness
directive applicable to all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible
conduit protecting the wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and
aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support

bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the

forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-84. Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the
forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so
equipped and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for
inspection and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying
wiring bundle, similar to the provisions recommended in
A-91-83.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/01/91

The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open-Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening

of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations
asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness directive applicable to
all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused

solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 9, 1998 2:11:52 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Door error/engine fod/unsooted front spar TWA 800

Dear David,
The error of door mixup is severe. The engines were fodded and
had fire. The front spar of center tank which was in NTSB
'explosion' is unburnt and unsooted. NTSB says wiring bad in
TWA 800.

It all adds up to bare chafed wire shorting on door motor to
unlatch..exactly like UAL 811 in NTSB AAR 92/02, on web site
of course as well as the wreckage database.
Cheers,
Barry
References below:
Bob Breneman, the FAA structural engineer who made the
examination and concluded forward door all latched and locked,
could not have examined the forward door latches and locks
because they were not recovered. They are not in the database
and they are not in the wreckage reconstruction in the hangar.
The forward door is only 20% recovered and sill and latches are
missing.
But in the terminal field (that includes the wings and rest of
headless 747 fuselage and aft door) was found on page 14 of 71
of wreckage database, "C122, RF45A 40 39 47.00 latitude, 72 37
27. 90 longitude, aft cargo door- lower sill latches & locks."
Exhibit 15 C "Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached
(along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower
door sill."
So in the hangar jumbled with wreckage days after crash, as
wreckage was brought in, Bob Brenerman of FAA looked at
bottom latches of a cargo door and saw them locked and hastily
said forward door all latched and locked. He got the two identical

doors mixed up. He never corrected his error.
The forward door reconstruction shows all the pieces of those
items found in database. Most of the forward door is missing in
wreckage reconstruction and most of forward door is missing in
database. The sill and latches and locks are missing in database
and reconstruction. 80% of forward door is still out there
someplace.
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>1. Wrong to send to empty
hangar, right to send to engine teardown facility. Wrong thing
done in haste to examine engines at Calverton. 2. Five days for
four engines? One day and a bit per engine is incredbly fast to
disassemble one of the most complex and precise machines on
the planet. It's not a bicycle. Haste is evident.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compresssor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not

show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Why was only engine 3
disassembled further? What evidence was seen in No. 3 to
warrant further investigation? Why were not the other three
engines disassembled further? The four most important jet
engines in an airplane crash in history were not given
comprehensive teardowns. The conclusion statement of no
uncontainments is contradicted by other exhibit which states
'stator blade' was found in right horizontal stabilizer. The
conclusion statement of no fires in any engines is contradicted
later in same report with raw data indicating sooting in engine
number 3. The conclusion statement of no penetrations of any
engine is contradicted by raw data in same report indicating soft
body impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing, and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples, mainly irrelevant in
discussion about engines and teardown results. 33% of engine
report is not about engines.
Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3 disassembly,
"Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with complete
or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of
the outer midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half
of the fan blades had impact damage to the leading and trailing
edges. Almost all of the impact damage to the airfoils could be
matched to contact with the midspan shroud on an adjacent

blade. One full length blade had four soft body impacts along the
leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward. "
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Less than half of complete fan
blades in the fan rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered
figure given by Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered
wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades were recovered so it is
very possible 'stator blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer
was from engine number three. All had soot. Soot means fire.
Only engine number three had any sooting inside engine. One
full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is
nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body impact
means foreign object damage. FOD means fire. Fire means soot.
Missing blades in engine and one found directly aft in right
horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment. Uncontainment
means engine not intact at water impact but inflight. Analysis
above on raw data gives conclusions engine number three alone
had foreign object damage in flight, had internal fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight.

NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),

Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
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Dear Chairman Hall,
1 April
1998
Senator McCain, you were absolutely right when you recently
said about a GAO report, "I am very concerned that once again
the FAA has fallen short by not fully utilizing its capabilities to
help determine potential aviation safety and security problems."
Well, honest agencies such as FAA and NTSB make honest

mistakes, and honest agencies make honest corrections.
A motive has been discovered to explain why FAA Certification
Service is so adament that the cargo door of TWA 800 did not
open in flight. It's because they earlier said it couldn't happen.
There is another motive for not examining the entire door before
declaring it all latched and all locked and all intact at water
impact which is the Certification Service saying that the eight
locking sectors for the ten latches in the door were sufficient to
keep door closed in flight when it originally certified the Boeing
747. And NTSB relied on FAA examination of TWA 800 door for
belief it was all latched, all locked, and all intact until water
impact.
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84 states: "Since the issuance of this NPRM,
the FAA has further reviewed the circumstances surrounding this
door opening incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire
chafing. The FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at
least four independent failures must also occur in order to drive
the door latches to the open position. In light of these findings,
the FAA determined that the requirements proposed by the
NPRM were unnecessary."
FAA Aircraft Certification Service has thus said door was safe
when designed but when it opened in flight anyway said it
couldn't happen again after it was supposed to have been fixed. It
was not safe when designed and it did happen again because the
problems of water in hold and midspan latches not having
locking sectors were not recognized at the time.
The attachment below details the sequence of NTSB asking that
the wire conduits to the cargo doors of early Boeing 747s be

inspected. It gives the FAA response that it couldn't happen, so
the check was not necessary. It is NTSB saying cargo door could
come inadvertently open electrically and FAA saying it couldn't.
NTSB was well aware of the wiring problems involved with
cargo doors of Boeing 747s and asked that the wiring be checked
again. FAA demurred.
This NPRM attachment explains so much.
It explains why Bob Brenerman knew and went to forward cargo
door as soon as wreckage was brought to Calverton within days.
FAA knew there was a problem with doors and knew they could
have caused problem as shown by circumstances of TWA 800:
NTSB had previously said door may open in flight, FAA knew it
had before, and TWA 800 looked like hull rupture at forward
cargo door.
It explains why FAA was so quick to say door was not the
problem when only bottom eight latches checked out of ten
available and the rest of complex door parts ignored: FAA had
said door opening could not happen and did not want to be
wrong.
It explains why Mr. Wildey so readily agreed with FAA cursory
examination and hasty conclusion door was all latched, all
locked, and all intact at water impact: NTSB had said door might
open in flight and was reassured by FAA saying it couldn't and
NTSB accepted it. He does not want to be wrong.
It explains why Mr. Schalekamp so quickly retracted his
statement of outward explosion of hull forward of the wing on
the right side in the cargo hold area: FAA had said it couldn't
happen and his evaluation of paint markings and structural

deformation directly contradicted that appraisal. He does not
want to say FAA is wrong.
It explains why Mr. McSweeny continues to state TWA 800 had
no door problem while providing no evidence to support
conclusion and ignores contrary evidence it did: He said it
couldn't happen and does not want to be wrong.
It explains why FAA Northwest Region is the only FAA branch
to go public agreeing with center tank as initial event: FAA
Northwest Region desperately wants TWA 800 to not be a door
opening in flight: They said it couldn't happen and do not want to
be wrong.
It explains why Mr. McSweeny will not reply directly to
knowledge that the midspan latches have no locking sectors and
rupture appears at aft midspan latch: FAA certification service
said midspan locking sectors were not necessary when certifying
cargo door as acceptable as designed. He does not want to be
wrong.
It explains why FAA and NTSB and Boeing all ignore possible
cargo door involvement with TWA 800 and insist on
preposterous position of forward cargo door all latched, all
locked, and all intact until water impact, contrary to visual proof
of wreckage reconstruction of outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, petal bulge at aft latch, and rectangular shatter zone in
cargo door area: All said the door was safe when designed with
only eight locking sectors; when it finally broke it was supposed
to have been fixed; a door opening was not supposed to ever
happen again; and recommended safety actions concerning
wiring and the door were rebuffed. Cargo door opening in flight
for TWA 800 may make them all wrong, unless center tank

explosion blew it open. FAA, NTSB and Boeing do not want to
be wrong. Nobody does.
All aviation safety persons in Boeing and government are now
living a nightmare. Something, the cargo door, they said was safe
when designed is now shown not to be so and resulted in a
failure and fatalities, Pan Am 125 and UAL 811. Something that
broke was supposed to have been fixed but wasn't and resulted in
another failure, UAL preflight. Something that could have been
checked, wasn't, and may now have resulted in more fatalities,
TWA 800. That was horror preamble, this is the current
nightmare: The wiring chafed short problem causing cargo doors
to open in flight is still there on all early Boeing 747s still flying.
I am saying cargo door opening in flight could happen again and
did with TWA 800. The new reasons, not known by FAA at the
time, are that water in the cargo hold can bypass the four safety
feature switches upon which FAA relied on to prevent the inflight
opening and the midspan latches do require locking sectors.
The certification should not have been granted for the door with
only eight locking sectors installed instead of ten possible. There
is bias against believing door opened in flight at rupture at aft
midspan latch because FAA said the midspan latches were safe
and did not require locking sectors. The latches required locking
sectors then and still do now.
FAA said that door could not open by chafing alone relying on
safety features all bypassed by water around the chafed wiring.
Water and fluid are known to get into forward cargo hold by my
personal viewing, by recent Bournemouth Boeing 737 AAIB
incident report, the cargo hold has a bilge to hold the expected
water, water condenses in the warm humid hold when subjected

to cold conditioned air, two large potable water tanks are in hold,
the seals are notorious for leaking, and a rain shower engulfed
TWA 800 an hour before takeoff on the fatal flight.
The forward cargo door opened in flight for TWA 800, that is
plain to see in the reconstruction photo of structural deformation
and paint markings. What caused it to open is conjecture based
on precedent and scant evidence. I agree with NTSB in A-91-83
and A-91-84 that the wiring in cargo door conduits is involved.
To maintain door did not open in flight and the rectangular
shatter zone forward of the wing on the right side of TWA 800
was all caused by water impact is untenable based on visual hard
evidence of paint markings and structural deformation.
Additional evidence for forward cargo door opening in flight is
the petal bulge at aft midspan latch, the missing midspan latches,
missing 80% of door material, the outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, and the shape of shatter zone matches that of another
cargo door opening in flight, UAL 811.
Mr. Tom McSweeny, I ask that you overcome those two biases of
saying door was safe with only eight locking sectors and it could
not open in flight again and conduct a thorough investigation of
possible forward cargo door opening in flight for TWA 800.
Institutional memory is a strong factor in investigations and it's
very difficult to admit error but in areas of life and death, pride
must be overcome and objectivity sought. That door opening in
flight has not yet been checked out as it should be.
Mr. Neil Schalekamp, you believed at one time the forward cargo
door area did open outward in flight based on structural
deformation and paint markings. Will you please inform Mr.
McSweeny of your findings and conclusions.

Mr. Bob Brenerman, you examined the forward cargo door of
TWA 800 and saw the bottom eight latches latched. Will you
please tell Mr. McSweeny that you reported on only the eight
latches and not the ten available, nor did you examine the manual
locking handle, the overpressure relief doors, the viewing ports
or the torque tubes.
Chairman Jim Hall, please note the NTSB was right on target by
zeroing in on the wire conduits as stated in A-91-83 and A-91-84:
"Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle,
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83." That is
exactly what I would recommend after all these years of research
into door openings of early 747s which tracked down the culprit
to chafed wiring, a problem well known to the NTSB and FAA
all this while. You were right to hold hearing on aging airliners
and old wiring problems. Please follow your own
recommendation and thoroughly investigate the wiring/cargo
door rupture explanation for TWA 800.
Mr. Al Dickinson and Mr. Ron Schleede, would you follow
NTSB recommendation in A-91-83 and examine the flexible
conduit protecting the wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft
cargo door; specifically:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.

Mr. Jim Wildey, your exhibit report of 15C remains the final
official word on the forward cargo door status of TWA 800.
Knowing that you based your conclusion of door all latched and
all locked and all intact at water impact on information from the
service which has a very strong bias that the door not open in
flight, would you reevaluate your findings and conclusions to
reflect the new evidence shown in TWA 800 wreckage
reconstruction such as paint markings and structural
deformation? Note that the midspan latches have no locking
sectors to strengthen and water does get into the forward cargo
hold in flight.
Mr. Lyle Streeter, can you set up a meeting with me and
government aircraft safety investigators to discuss this issue of
whether forward cargo door opened in flight or not for TWA
800? Phone, or letter, or email, or in person is fine, but the details
in the evidence need to be talked about in a give and take
session, not just letters back and forth with general conclusions.
Although NTSB may have primary responsibility for
investigating aircraft accidents, FAA Safety Office is now
expected to be fully utilizing its capabilities to help determine
potential aviation safety and security problems.
Gentleman, every single thing I say about the accident cause of
TWA 800 and other Boeing 747s suffering hull rupture in flight
forward of the wing on the right side which leaves a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR has
happened before, is documented in government accident reports,
and the danger known about by FAA and NTSB.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is reasonable and
worthy of a thorough investigation. It is not weird such as

missile, bomb, or meteor, explanations which have been granted
much consideration. Center tank explosion occurred but it was an
effect of the wiring short, just as cargo door opening and engines
being fodded, not the initial event but secondary.
Safety People, the unlikely happened, again. That damned cargo
door opened in flight, as it did in 1987, 1989, and 1991 by your
official count and again in 1985, 1988, and 1996 by my
additional count.
It's a big problem and needs a big fix. Wiring is becoming
chafed, meeting water and shorting, giving a petite mal of trivial
electrical devices turning on or off and a grand mal seizure when
the door motor turns on when it shouldn't.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Attachment below:

NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a

Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/1/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with

a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open--Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA

determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These
recommendations asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness
directive applicable to all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible

conduit protecting the wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and
aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the

door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-84. Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the
forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so
equipped and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for

inspection and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying
wiring bundle, similar to the provisions recommended in
A-91-83.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/01/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open-Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed

to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further

action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations
asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness directive applicable to
all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.

The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 9, 1998 1:22:26 PM PDT
To: luma.kativ-bbc.co.uk
Subject: TWA 800 cargo door mixup error/engine fire

Dear Mr. Ware,

The forward cargo door of TWA 800, which you have been
assured by NTSB was fully latched and locked, was not. They
examined the aft cargo door and called it the forward door. The
forward door had no latches or locks recovered to be examined.
Below is discussion:
Also engines were fodded and had fire; and NTSB now says
wiring bad on TWA 800, and NTSB had earlier said to FAA to
check cargo door wiring but FAA demurred. There's a lot more
discoveries since we spoke and I well remember your voice
saying over and over again, "Very interesting, very interesting,
I'll be in touch."
Making trains run on time is important, so is preventing plane
crashes, don't give up.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552
Bob Breneman, the FAA structural engineer who made the
examination and concluded forward door all latched and locked,
could not have examined the forward door latches and locks
because they were not recovered. They are not in the database
and they are not in the wreckage reconstruction in the hangar.
The forward door is only 20% recovered and sill and latches are
missing.
But in the terminal field (that includes the wings and rest of
headless 747 fuselage and aft door) was found on page 14 of 71
of wreckage database, "C122, RF45A 40 39 47.00 latitude, 72 37
27. 90 longitude, aft cargo door- lower sill latches & locks."

Exhibit 15 C "Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached
(along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower
door sill."
So in the hangar jumbled with wreckage days after crash, as
wreckage was brought in, Bob Brenerman of FAA looked at
bottom latches of a cargo door and saw them locked and hastily
said forward door all latched and locked. He got the two identical
doors mixed up. He never corrected his error.
The forward door reconstruction shows all the pieces of those
items found in database. Most of the forward door is missing in
wreckage reconstruction and most of forward door is missing in
database. The sill and latches and locks are missing in database
and reconstruction. 80% of forward door is still out there
someplace.
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>1. Wrong to send to empty
hangar, right to send to engine teardown facility. Wrong thing
done in haste to examine engines at Calverton. 2. Five days for
four engines? One day and a bit per engine is incredbly fast to

disassemble one of the most complex and precise machines on
the planet. It's not a bicycle. Haste is evident.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compresssor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Why was only engine 3
disassembled further? What evidence was seen in No. 3 to
warrant further investigation? Why were not the other three
engines disassembled further? The four most important jet
engines in an airplane crash in history were not given
comprehensive teardowns. The conclusion statement of no
uncontainments is contradicted by other exhibit which states
'stator blade' was found in right horizontal stabilizer. The
conclusion statement of no fires in any engines is contradicted
later in same report with raw data indicating sooting in engine
number 3. The conclusion statement of no penetrations of any
engine is contradicted by raw data in same report indicating soft
body impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing, and
irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples, mainly irrelevant in
discussion about engines and teardown results. 33% of engine
report is not about engines.

Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3 disassembly,
"Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with complete
or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of
the outer midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half
of the fan blades had impact damage to the leading and trailing
edges. Almost all of the impact damage to the airfoils could be
matched to contact with the midspan shroud on an adjacent
blade. One full length blade had four soft body impacts along the
leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward. "
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Less than half of complete fan
blades in the fan rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered
figure given by Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered
wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades were recovered so it is
very possible 'stator blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer
was from engine number three. All had soot. Soot means fire.
Only engine number three had any sooting inside engine. One
full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is
nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body impact
means foreign object damage. FOD means fire. Fire means soot.
Missing blades in engine and one found directly aft in right
horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment. Uncontainment
means engine not intact at water impact but inflight. Analysis
above on raw data gives conclusions engine number three alone
had foreign object damage in flight, had internal fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight.

NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket

and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
Sam Farr
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Dear Chairman Hall,
1 April
1998
Senator McCain, you were absolutely right when you recently
said about a GAO report, "I am very concerned that once again
the FAA has fallen short by not fully utilizing its capabilities to
help determine potential aviation safety and security problems."
Well, honest agencies such as FAA and NTSB make honest
mistakes, and honest agencies make honest corrections.
A motive has been discovered to explain why FAA Certification
Service is so adament that the cargo door of TWA 800 did not
open in flight. It's because they earlier said it couldn't happen.
There is another motive for not examining the entire door before
declaring it all latched and all locked and all intact at water
impact which is the Certification Service saying that the eight
locking sectors for the ten latches in the door were sufficient to
keep door closed in flight when it originally certified the Boeing
747. And NTSB relied on FAA examination of TWA 800 door for
belief it was all latched, all locked, and all intact until water
impact.
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84 states: "Since the issuance of this NPRM,
the FAA has further reviewed the circumstances surrounding this
door opening incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire
chafing. The FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at
least four independent failures must also occur in order to drive
the door latches to the open position. In light of these findings,
the FAA determined that the requirements proposed by the
NPRM were unnecessary."

FAA Aircraft Certification Service has thus said door was safe
when designed but when it opened in flight anyway said it
couldn't happen again after it was supposed to have been fixed. It
was not safe when designed and it did happen again because the
problems of water in hold and midspan latches not having
locking sectors were not recognized at the time.
The attachment below details the sequence of NTSB asking that
the wire conduits to the cargo doors of early Boeing 747s be
inspected. It gives the FAA response that it couldn't happen, so
the check was not necessary. It is NTSB saying cargo door could
come inadvertently open electrically and FAA saying it couldn't.
NTSB was well aware of the wiring problems involved with
cargo doors of Boeing 747s and asked that the wiring be checked
again. FAA demurred.
This NPRM attachment explains so much.
It explains why Bob Brenerman knew and went to forward cargo
door as soon as wreckage was brought to Calverton within days.
FAA knew there was a problem with doors and knew they could
have caused problem as shown by circumstances of TWA 800:
NTSB had previously said door may open in flight, FAA knew it
had before, and TWA 800 looked like hull rupture at forward
cargo door.
It explains why FAA was so quick to say door was not the
problem when only bottom eight latches checked out of ten
available and the rest of complex door parts ignored: FAA had
said door opening could not happen and did not want to be
wrong.

It explains why Mr. Wildey so readily agreed with FAA cursory
examination and hasty conclusion door was all latched, all
locked, and all intact at water impact: NTSB had said door might
open in flight and was reassured by FAA saying it couldn't and
NTSB accepted it. He does not want to be wrong.
It explains why Mr. Schalekamp so quickly retracted his
statement of outward explosion of hull forward of the wing on
the right side in the cargo hold area: FAA had said it couldn't
happen and his evaluation of paint markings and structural
deformation directly contradicted that appraisal. He does not
want to say FAA is wrong.
It explains why Mr. McSweeny continues to state TWA 800 had
no door problem while providing no evidence to support
conclusion and ignores contrary evidence it did: He said it
couldn't happen and does not want to be wrong.
It explains why FAA Northwest Region is the only FAA branch
to go public agreeing with center tank as initial event: FAA
Northwest Region desperately wants TWA 800 to not be a door
opening in flight: They said it couldn't happen and do not want to
be wrong.
It explains why Mr. McSweeny will not reply directly to
knowledge that the midspan latches have no locking sectors and
rupture appears at aft midspan latch: FAA certification service
said midspan locking sectors were not necessary when certifying
cargo door as acceptable as designed. He does not want to be
wrong.
It explains why FAA and NTSB and Boeing all ignore possible
cargo door involvement with TWA 800 and insist on

preposterous position of forward cargo door all latched, all
locked, and all intact until water impact, contrary to visual proof
of wreckage reconstruction of outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, petal bulge at aft latch, and rectangular shatter zone in
cargo door area: All said the door was safe when designed with
only eight locking sectors; when it finally broke it was supposed
to have been fixed; a door opening was not supposed to ever
happen again; and recommended safety actions concerning
wiring and the door were rebuffed. Cargo door opening in flight
for TWA 800 may make them all wrong, unless center tank
explosion blew it open. FAA, NTSB and Boeing do not want to
be wrong. Nobody does.
All aviation safety persons in Boeing and government are now
living a nightmare. Something, the cargo door, they said was safe
when designed is now shown not to be so and resulted in a
failure and fatalities, Pan Am 125 and UAL 811. Something that
broke was supposed to have been fixed but wasn't and resulted in
another failure, UAL preflight. Something that could have been
checked, wasn't, and may now have resulted in more fatalities,
TWA 800. That was horror preamble, this is the current
nightmare: The wiring chafed short problem causing cargo doors
to open in flight is still there on all early Boeing 747s still flying.
I am saying cargo door opening in flight could happen again and
did with TWA 800. The new reasons, not known by FAA at the
time, are that water in the cargo hold can bypass the four safety
feature switches upon which FAA relied on to prevent the inflight
opening and the midspan latches do require locking sectors.
The certification should not have been granted for the door with
only eight locking sectors installed instead of ten possible. There
is bias against believing door opened in flight at rupture at aft

midspan latch because FAA said the midspan latches were safe
and did not require locking sectors. The latches required locking
sectors then and still do now.
FAA said that door could not open by chafing alone relying on
safety features all bypassed by water around the chafed wiring.
Water and fluid are known to get into forward cargo hold by my
personal viewing, by recent Bournemouth Boeing 737 AAIB
incident report, the cargo hold has a bilge to hold the expected
water, water condenses in the warm humid hold when subjected
to cold conditioned air, two large potable water tanks are in hold,
the seals are notorious for leaking, and a rain shower engulfed
TWA 800 an hour before takeoff on the fatal flight.
The forward cargo door opened in flight for TWA 800, that is
plain to see in the reconstruction photo of structural deformation
and paint markings. What caused it to open is conjecture based
on precedent and scant evidence. I agree with NTSB in A-91-83
and A-91-84 that the wiring in cargo door conduits is involved.
To maintain door did not open in flight and the rectangular
shatter zone forward of the wing on the right side of TWA 800
was all caused by water impact is untenable based on visual hard
evidence of paint markings and structural deformation.
Additional evidence for forward cargo door opening in flight is
the petal bulge at aft midspan latch, the missing midspan latches,
missing 80% of door material, the outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, and the shape of shatter zone matches that of another
cargo door opening in flight, UAL 811.
Mr. Tom McSweeny, I ask that you overcome those two biases of
saying door was safe with only eight locking sectors and it could
not open in flight again and conduct a thorough investigation of
possible forward cargo door opening in flight for TWA 800.

Institutional memory is a strong factor in investigations and it's
very difficult to admit error but in areas of life and death, pride
must be overcome and objectivity sought. That door opening in
flight has not yet been checked out as it should be.
Mr. Neil Schalekamp, you believed at one time the forward cargo
door area did open outward in flight based on structural
deformation and paint markings. Will you please inform Mr.
McSweeny of your findings and conclusions.
Mr. Bob Brenerman, you examined the forward cargo door of
TWA 800 and saw the bottom eight latches latched. Will you
please tell Mr. McSweeny that you reported on only the eight
latches and not the ten available, nor did you examine the manual
locking handle, the overpressure relief doors, the viewing ports
or the torque tubes.
Chairman Jim Hall, please note the NTSB was right on target by
zeroing in on the wire conduits as stated in A-91-83 and A-91-84:
"Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle,
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83." That is
exactly what I would recommend after all these years of research
into door openings of early 747s which tracked down the culprit
to chafed wiring, a problem well known to the NTSB and FAA
all this while. You were right to hold hearing on aging airliners
and old wiring problems. Please follow your own
recommendation and thoroughly investigate the wiring/cargo
door rupture explanation for TWA 800.
Mr. Al Dickinson and Mr. Ron Schleede, would you follow

NTSB recommendation in A-91-83 and examine the flexible
conduit protecting the wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft
cargo door; specifically:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Mr. Jim Wildey, your exhibit report of 15C remains the final
official word on the forward cargo door status of TWA 800.
Knowing that you based your conclusion of door all latched and
all locked and all intact at water impact on information from the
service which has a very strong bias that the door not open in
flight, would you reevaluate your findings and conclusions to
reflect the new evidence shown in TWA 800 wreckage
reconstruction such as paint markings and structural
deformation? Note that the midspan latches have no locking
sectors to strengthen and water does get into the forward cargo
hold in flight.
Mr. Lyle Streeter, can you set up a meeting with me and
government aircraft safety investigators to discuss this issue of
whether forward cargo door opened in flight or not for TWA
800? Phone, or letter, or email, or in person is fine, but the details
in the evidence need to be talked about in a give and take
session, not just letters back and forth with general conclusions.
Although NTSB may have primary responsibility for
investigating aircraft accidents, FAA Safety Office is now
expected to be fully utilizing its capabilities to help determine
potential aviation safety and security problems.

Gentleman, every single thing I say about the accident cause of
TWA 800 and other Boeing 747s suffering hull rupture in flight
forward of the wing on the right side which leaves a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR has
happened before, is documented in government accident reports,
and the danger known about by FAA and NTSB.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is reasonable and
worthy of a thorough investigation. It is not weird such as
missile, bomb, or meteor, explanations which have been granted
much consideration. Center tank explosion occurred but it was an
effect of the wiring short, just as cargo door opening and engines
being fodded, not the initial event but secondary.
Safety People, the unlikely happened, again. That damned cargo
door opened in flight, as it did in 1987, 1989, and 1991 by your
official count and again in 1985, 1988, and 1996 by my
additional count.
It's a big problem and needs a big fix. Wiring is becoming
chafed, meeting water and shorting, giving a petite mal of trivial
electrical devices turning on or off and a grand mal seizure when
the door motor turns on when it shouldn't.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Attachment below:

NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further

service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/1/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open--Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to

certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.

I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These
recommendations asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness
directive applicable to all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible
conduit protecting the wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and
aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.

The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance

personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-84. Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the
forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so
equipped and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for
inspection and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying
wiring bundle, similar to the provisions recommended in
A-91-83.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/01/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the

Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open-Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,

and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations
asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness directive applicable to
all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the

damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.

The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 9, 1998 10:00:25 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: I'm still pissed, but using the energy

Dear Jonathan, let me use the emotion of the moment to reply
again. I've just sent the following to Ron Schleede of NTSB,
investigator on TWA 800. Note he and Mr. Breneman are the
only two guys that admit examining a cargo door, all the rest
relied on those two guys.
Also, on rereading your email, you refer to 'proposed story'. I
thought they replied to your earlier story. I have not seen your
'proposed story' but I have faith it is the same high quality as all
your stories I have read over the past two years.
Also, to point out again, the aft midspan latch of the forward
cargo door of PA 103, in AAIB 2/90 shows fracture, just like
UAL 811. It will all come back to PA 103, and then to AI 182.
Bad wiring is the culprit, cargo door is innocent bystander. It did
103, not a bomb.
This wrong door for NTSB and FAA is a serious error and will
unlock the whole wiring/cargo door explanation. Now they can't
say the forward door was all latched and all locked, so they have
to check it out. With queries from you to assist their motivation.
Ha!

Regards,
Barry
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Dear Mr. Schleede, big big problem. 9 Apr 98

8/11/96, I said which door are you talking about.
It turns out, almost two years later, you were talking about the
wrong door.
Bob Breneman, the FAA structural engineer who made the
examination and concluded forward door all latched and locked,
could not have examined the forward door latches and locks
because they were not recovered. They are not in the database
and they are not in the wreckage reconstruction in the hangar.
The forward door is only 20% recovered and sill and latches are
missing.
But in the terminal field (that includes the wings and rest of
headless 747 fuselage and aft door) was found on page 14 of 71
of wreckage database, "C122, RF45A 40 39 47.00 latitude, 72 37
27. 90 longitude, aft cargo door- lower sill latches & locks."
Exhibit 15 C "Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached
(along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower
door sill."
So in the hangar jumbled with wreckage days after crash, as
wreckage was brought in, Bob Brenerman of FAA looked at
bottom latches of a cargo door and saw them locked and hastily

said forward door all latched and locked. He got the two identical
doors mixed up. He never corrected his error.
The forward door reconstruction shows all the pieces of those
items found in database. Most of the forward door is missing in
wreckage reconstruction and most of forward door is missing in
database. The sill and latches and locks are missing in database
and reconstruction. 80% of forward door is still out there
someplace.
What to do about it? Please pass along to Mr. Dickinson, his
name is on Exhibit 15C which talks about the wrong door. Dr.
Loeb would be interested to know about the wrong door, too.
And for sure, Chairman Hall. I've already told Mr. Jim Wildey,
author of 15C.
I suggest starting all over again about the forward cargo door
starting with the wreckage reconstruction and petal bulge at aft
midspan latch, red paint smears, and outward peeled skin, all like
UAL 811, NTSB AAR 92/02, which we know by heart,
especially the bare chafed wiring shorting on door motor to
unlatch position. Bad wiring on UAL 811 and now NTSB says
bad wiring on TWA 800, we think alike.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT

Status:

I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!
---------From: barry
To: SCHLEDR
Subject: TWA crash cause
Date: Tuesday, 30 July, 1996 01:48

http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html is my
website for cargo door
crash theory.
To: SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Which cargo door and cam positions
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Schleede, thank you for your prompt response.
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!
There are three cargo doors on TWA 800, which one are you
talking about.
The front cargo door is reported to be in pieces, your sentence
above implies one piece which would means other than front
cargo door checked.
The lock sectors are locked, but the cams are unlocked. You do

not mention cams.
What are the positions of the cam locks of the forward cargo
door? John Barry Smith
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Mon, 29 Jul 1996 15:24:00 -0400
Encoding: 17 TEXT
Status:

Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes
and factors.
Thanks for the interest.
---------From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM

Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause
that must
be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: April 9, 1998 9:22:58 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Rebuttal/new questions to ask

Dear Jonathan,
First of all, Senator McCain did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith.
Attached is letter from Senator McCain to me which I interpret
as the senator asking NTSB to meet with me to relate my
concerns about the forward cargo door. That conclusion is bland,
conservative, and entirely reasonable based on the wording.
The Senator asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Absolutely not true and close to a lie. They have never ever
responded to my concerns. They have told me generalities a few
times. When rebutted with facts, they never reply.
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along
with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
Now we know they looked at the wrong door. They have never
examined the forward door latches because they have not been
recovered to examine.
You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr.

Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing
such an
article.
Please do so. That is a good idea. That will refute the statement
above of detailed and numerous responses to me. The public
record is very important.
Your story was all facts, Jonathan. Why are they so upset? Why
are they annoyed?
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing
747, he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith
claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board
only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a
superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr.
Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto
the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on
each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold
the door
closed.
Ah, some meat. Let's use basic physics here, Jonathan, ten

latches and a hinge hold the door in. One long hinge on top, and
eight latches below. Each eight foot side has one latch. Now, do
the molecules of internal air pressure at 3.5 PSI know the
difference between top, bottom, or sides when they try to
decompress? It's 38115 pounds of pressure on the inside of that
door and it's equal on all inches, not just the bottom.
There is nothing superficial about my discussion and research
into forward cargo doors on high time 747s.
And of course, there is that petal shaped rupture bulge at the aft
midspan latch of forward door of TWA 800 and the aft midspan
latch rupture of the forward door of UAL 811, as shown in NTSB
AAR 92/02 to support circumstantial evidence.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to
contact
us
Please do, Jonathan. I suggest pointing out to them that Exhibit
15C, which she quotes, is impossible because the forward sill
and latches were not recovered but the aft cargo door sill and
latches were recovered. The aft sill was found with other aft
cargo door skin in the terminal debris field which is where the
wings and rest of fuselage were found, far away from the red
zone and nose debris field where the forward cargo door hinge
and a few pieces of top forward door skin were found, but no
latches and locks and sill.
Bob Breneman of FAA looked at the wrong door.
They can't run away from that one.

By the way, they admitted for the first time the cargo door has ten
latches. Very important.
I'm getting emotional here when they say I have a basic
misunderstanding of the facts and they got the wrong door.
You are on to something here, Jonathan, and it all leads back to
PA 103.
When you contact them again, as they encourage you to do, I
suggest the following:
Ask for the correspondence between NTSB and me, as they
suggest, in order to buttress your next story.
Point out the wrong door error as shown in NTSB wreckage
database, on corazon.com website, reference below.
Point out NTSB Exhibit 8A which concludes no fire,
uncontainments or foreign object damage to engines, when raw
data shows there was fire, FOD, and uncontainment: reference
below.
Point out that eight of ten latches checked is not sufficient to rule
out midspan latch rupture regardless of which door had the eight
latches checked. Reference basic physics of pressure inside a
balloon.
Point out that NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811 was another high time
Boeing 747 that had fuselage rupture in flight that left a sudden
loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR, just
like TWA 800 and others, PA 103 and AI 182, all grouped in
Chart 12 of NTSB exhibit 12B.
Point out NTSB safety brief recommended to FAA to check out
wiring for cargo doors in Boeing 747s, wiring which NTSB now
say is suspect. Reference below.

Let us see how petulant they are when you ask for facts using
their own documents to show contradictions. They impugn your
reporter abilities and my research abilities. That's a mistake on
their part.
I'm here to answer any questions, Jonathan. This is a quick reply
and I'm still upset at personal insults. The good news is they have
not ignored you and have opened the door to you, invited really.
As in:> please feel free to contact
us,
We will, thank you very much.
Regards,
Barry
My phone is 408 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley CA 93924
By the way, most of this rebutting evidence is coming from their
own exhibits which they tried to suppress, 4A, 8A, and wreckage
database. Why try to suppress public documents?
Discussion of wrong door:
Bob Breneman, the FAA structural engineer who made the
examination and concluded forward door all latched and locked,
could not have examined the forward door latches and locks
because they were not recovered. They are not in the database
and they are not in the wreckage reconstruction in the hangar.
The forward door is only 20% recovered and sill and latches are
missing.

But in the terminal field (that includes the wings and rest of
headless 747 fuselage and aft door) was found on page 14 of 71
of wreckage database, "C122, RF45A 40 39 47.00 latitude, 72 37
27. 90 longitude, aft cargo door- lower sill latches & locks."
Exhibit 15 C "Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached
(along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower
door sill."
So in the hangar jumbled with wreckage days after crash, as
wreckage was brought in, Bob Brenerman of FAA looked at
bottom latches of a cargo door and saw them locked and hastily
said forward door all latched and locked. He got the two identical
doors mixed up. He never corrected his error.
The forward door reconstruction shows all the pieces of those
items found in database. Most of the forward door is missing in
wreckage reconstruction and most of forward door is missing in
database. The sill and latches and locks are missing in database
and reconstruction. 80% of forward door is still out there
someplace.
NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group
Chairman's Factual Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they
were transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton,
New York, for disassembly. The disassembly of the engines
commenced on August 12, 1996, in the presence of the
Powerplants Group. The disassembly was completed on August
16, 1996."

Analysis by John Barry Smith>1. Wrong to send to empty
hangar, right to send to engine teardown facility. Wrong thing
done in haste to examine engines at Calverton. 2. Five days for
four engines? One day and a bit per engine is incredbly fast to
disassemble one of the most complex and precise machines on
the planet. It's not a bicycle. Haste is evident.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted
of removing the cowling, external components, fan, and low
pressure compresssor (LPC) to expose the high pressure
compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high pressure turbine
(HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust cases.
Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not
show any indications that any of the engines had sustained any
uncontainments, case ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Why was only engine 3
disassembled further? What evidence was seen in No. 3 to
warrant further investigation? Why were not the other three
engines disassembled further? The four most important jet
engines in an airplane crash in history were not given
comprehensive teardowns. The conclusion statement of no
uncontainments is contradicted by other exhibit which states
'stator blade' was found in right horizontal stabilizer. The
conclusion statement of no fires in any engines is contradicted
later in same report with raw data indicating sooting in engine
number 3. The conclusion statement of no penetrations of any
engine is contradicted by raw data in same report indicating soft
body impacts on blades. The conclusion statement of everything
normal in the engines is contradicted by photograph of TWA 800
engine retrieval showing forward stator stage missing, and

irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples, mainly irrelevant in
discussion about engines and teardown results. 33% of engine
report is not about engines.
Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3 disassembly,
"Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with complete
or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the
fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
full length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of
the outer midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half
of the fan blades had impact damage to the leading and trailing
edges. Almost all of the impact damage to the airfoils could be
matched to contact with the midspan shroud on an adjacent
blade. One full length blade had four soft body impacts along the
leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body impact, which
had some streaking extending rearward. "
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Less than half of complete fan
blades in the fan rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered
figure given by Chairman Hall about TWA 800 recovered
wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades were recovered so it is
very possible 'stator blade' found in right horizontal stabilizer
was from engine number three. All had soot. Soot means fire.
Only engine number three had any sooting inside engine. One
full blade and one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is
nothing normally soft inside a jet engine. Soft body impact
means foreign object damage. FOD means fire. Fire means soot.
Missing blades in engine and one found directly aft in right
horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment. Uncontainment
means engine not intact at water impact but inflight. Analysis
above on raw data gives conclusions engine number three alone

had foreign object damage in flight, had internal fire, and had
partial disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such
evidence. Engine number three is next to forward cargo hold, an
area known to give FOD to engine 3 when cargo door
inadvertently opens in flight.

NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;

(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: April 9, 1998 5:14:03 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: Chris_Olsson@compuserve.com
Subject: Fwd:

Dear Barry,
They sound pretty confident of themselves. I suspect you will
have a
detailed refutation.
Regards
Jonathan

*********** BEGIN FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
On 08/04/98, at 21:25, Hazle Shelly <hazles@NTSB.gov>
wrote:
Dear Dr. Wills,
Your proposed article is incorrect. First of all, Senator McCain

did
not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator
asked that
the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
times and in great detail.
Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no
physical
evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo
door came
unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary.
As
stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which,
of
course, is a public document and available at our web site
www.ntsb.gov):
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed
that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along
with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform
crushing
damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the
fuselage and up
above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This
crushing
damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the
airplane

(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right
wing low
attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush
area.
Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing
747, he has
a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith
claims
that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board
only
discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a
superficial
description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr.
Smith
is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto
the
fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were
discussed in
the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on
each
side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold
the door
closed.
We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their
own
extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to
all. You
are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr.
Smith and
the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing
such an

article.
If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to
contact
us.
Sincerely,
Shelly Hazle

*********** END FORWARDED MESSAGE ***********
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: April 8, 1998 1:13:59 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: A Star is Born

Barry: Many thanks!

______________________________ Reply Separator

_________________________________
Subject: A Star is Born
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 4/7/98 3:52 PM

Dear David,
Congrats!
Cheers,
Barry
Excite Home
News Click Here Wire Business Channel Portfolio Phillips
Business
Information, Inc.
Editor Wins Excellence Award Tuesday, April 7 10:42 AM ET
POTOMAC, Md., April 7 /PRNewswire/ -- Phillips Business
Information,
Inc.'s (Phillips) Managing Editor David Evans recently won a
Sigma Delta
Chi excellence in journalism award from the Society of
Professional
Journalists (SPJ). Evans is the managing editor for Phillips'
aviation
newsletters, which include Airline Financial News, Aircraft
Value News,
World Airline News, Commuter/Regional Airline News, Air
Cargo Report and
Air Safety Week.SPJ honored Evans in the public service
category for a

series of Air Safety Week stories -- "TWA Flight 800: Dissection
of a
Disaster" -- that examined the investigation into the July 17,
1996
crash. The tragedy killed 230 passengers minutes after leaving
JFK
International Airport."We are proud of Dave's accomplishment,"
said
Phillips President Thomas Thompson. "This prestigious award
demonstrates
Phillips' commitment to our readers and to journalistic
excellence."
"Every year, the Sigma Delta Chi awards represent the best of
American
journalism," said Fred Brown, president of the society and a past
award
winner. "For almost 90 years, SPJ has stood for quality,
responsible
journalism. It's appropriate that we recognize the best efforts in
upholding that tradition every year."Founded in 1909 as Sigma
Delta Chi,
SPJ is the nation's largest and most broad-based journalism
organization. SPJ has 13,500 members dedicated to encouraging
the free
practice of journalism, stimulating high standards of ethical
behavior
and perpetuating a free press.Phillips Business Information, Inc.,
headquartered in Potomac, Md., provides a broad range of
business
information resources for executives in specialized industries. Its
markets include aviation, defense, telecommunications, video,
media and
electronic commerce. The company is a subsidiary of Phillips

Publishing
International, Inc., a diversified publisher with sales of $300
million
for calendar 1997. Source: Phillips Business Information,
Inc.Contact:
Kellie McIntyre, ext. 2074, or Sharon Riggs, ext. 6120, of
Phillips,
301-340-7788c 1997, PR Newswire Symbol Lookup My
Channel Industry News
PR Newswire Business Wire Business Channel Portfolio
Feedback,
c1997 Excite Inc.

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 8, 1998 9:26:23 AM PDT
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Wiring/refusal

Dear Jonathan,
Hall refusal letter attached. I sent it to you on 3/24/also as an
attachment. The file name is hallnomeeting17mar.jpg

Chris Olsson has .jpg also. If you do not receive picture of letter,
tell me and I'll try something else. Below is entire text:
"Chairman John McCain has forwarded to the National
Transportation Safety Board your correspondence dated February
13, 1998, requesting a meeting with Safety Board personnel.
As stated in our most recent letter dated March 10, 1998, the
TWA flight 800 investigation team has gathered sufficient facts to
rule out the possibility of an in-flight opening of a cargo door. We
do not believe a meeting is necessary to further discuss this
issue."
Did Sen. McCain say anything about Hall's refusal to meet you?
Not yet. He was in news doing billion dollar tobacco settlement
this past week.
Do you have
the letter of refusal from Hall?
Yes, attached.
New news. Database is on website corazon.com. It is a goldmine
of information. The big thing for now is the evidence that FAA
inspected the wrong door!
The forward door is only 20% recovered and sill and latches are
missing; but in the terminal field that includes the wings and rest
of headless 747 fuselage and aft door was found on page 14 of
71, "C122, RF45A 40 39 47.00 lat, 72 37 27. 90 long, aft cargo
door- lower sill latches& locks."

So in the hangar jumbled with wreckage days after crash, as
wreckage was brought in, Bob Brenerman of FAA looked at
bottom latches of cargo door and saw them locked and said
forward door all latched and locked. He never corrected his error.
The forward door shows all the pieces in the photograph of
reconstruction that match those items found in database. It's very
scant. Do you have the picture? Most of the forward door is
missing in photo and most of forward door is missing in
database. It's still out there someplace. Aft door was not
reconstructed in hangar as too far away from center tank.
So, not only were the two midspan latches not checked in the
forward door, the entire let of 10 latches was not checked.
NTSB is still trying to find mystery spark for center tank as
initial event. Now they say wiring. Well, wiring is the problem
but it turned door motor on to unlatch position.
To not meet with fellow who says wiring is problem with TWA
800 and then say wiring is problem with TWA 800 is strange.
There is also evidence in database of label tampering of center
tank items that fell in reality were NTSB did not want them to
fall so they changed the label to make them fall where they were
consistent with center tank as initial event. Those are the '2000'
series tags and the NTSB blamed the divers for logging them
wrong. The divers did not get to defend themselves against the
charge.
The database is raw data at its best. I'm busy plotting the 1200
plus items on grid. It's all on website of course.

The big thing now for me is everyone agrees wiring is problem. I
say much bigger than 800 to include 103, 182, and 811, all early
747s that did strange things. Plus now all the wiring problems I
sent you. Early 747s should be grounded.
I aim to directly confront Bob Brenerman of Seattle FAA who
did the actual inspection and conclusion of forward door all
latched and locked and got the identical shaped and sized door
mixed up. Plus he had the powerful motive to have door locked,
FAA said it could not come unlatched in flight.
And it did, and 230 all died, TWA 800. And it happened before
and nine died, UAL 811. And I add it happened twice before and
270 and 329 died in PA 103 and AI 182.
Good luck, I have all the backup documentation if you need it to
support all the above claims. Facts data and evidence are hard to
refute.
Cheers,
Barry
Specific wiring spots to be checked and still aren't:
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations
asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness directive applicable to
all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle
between-the-fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited
inspection of:

(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support bracket
and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the forward lift
actuator
mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking
in the convoluted innercore.

Here's some raw data of strange things that happened to 747s that
could be traced to wiring shorts giving fire, motors on, doors
opening, and instruments failing.

#15, PA103 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp), Construction number
19646, 25 Jan 70, forward door
#16 PA 125 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp), Construction number
19647, 121, pa, n740pa, 31 jan 70, forward door.
#40 19779 747 151 24 Apr 70 fire aft cargo bay NWA
#72 19896 747 132 9 sep 70
#73 19677 747 131 n53111 15 sep 70 Iran lightning
#87 20108, 747-123 AA registration number 9669, 28 Oct 70
cargo door.
#89, UAL811-Poly-x(Raychem), Construction number 19875,
20 Oct 70, forward door

#101 19878 747 122 ual n4717u 7 dec 70
#115 20323 747 123 aa n9671 10 feb 71
#124 19959 747 237b vt ebd 8 mar 71 ai roll after to into sea,
faulty instrument
#139, Poly-x, Construction number 19879, 122, ual, n4718u, 16
may 71, Aft door
#141 203 58 747 251b nwa n613us 22 jun 71
#153, TWA 800, is polyX Construction number 20083, 18 Aug
71,
#217 20535 747 238b 13 jul 73
#242 20826 747 245f 12 jul 74
#330, AI82 Poly-x, Construction number 21473 19 Jun 78,
forward door.
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: April 8, 1998 8:11:46 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Wiring URGENT

Dear Barry,
The attached is what BBC Radio in London ran this morning.
Have you any comment?

(If you can't read these files they say the NTSB has ordered
checks on many
older 747s because of suspected wiring faults, particularly in fuel
guage
wiring)
Did Sen. McCain say anything about Hall's refusal to meet you?
Do you have
the letter of refusal from Hall?
I can get coverage for this if I'm quick.
Cheers
Jonathan
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from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 7, 1998 3:52:43 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom

Subject: A Star is Born

ÊDear David,
Congrats!
Cheers,
Barry
Excite Home
ÊNews Click Here ÊMy Channel ÊIndustry News ÊPR
Newswire ÊBusiness
Wire ÊBusiness Channel ÊPortfolio Phillips Business
Information, Inc.
Editor Wins Excellence Award Tuesday, April 7 10:42 AM ET
POTOMAC, Md., April 7 /PRNewswire/ -- Phillips Business
Information,
Inc.'s (Phillips) Managing Editor David Evans recently won a
Sigma Delta
Chi excellence in journalism award from the Society of
Professional
Journalists (SPJ). Evans is the managing editor for Phillips'
aviation
newsletters, which include Airline Financial News, Aircraft
Value News,
World Airline News, Commuter/Regional Airline News, Air
Cargo Report and
Air Safety Week.SPJ honored Evans in the public service
category for a
series of Air Safety Week stories -- "TWA Flight 800: Dissection
of a
Disaster" -- that examined the investigation into the July 17,
1996

crash. The tragedy killed 230 passengers minutes after leaving
JFK
International Airport."We are proud of Dave's accomplishment,"
said
Phillips President Thomas Thompson. "This prestigious award
demonstrates
Phillips' commitment to our readers and to journalistic
excellence."
"Every year, the Sigma Delta Chi awards represent the best of
American
journalism," said Fred Brown, president of the society and a past
award
winner. "For almost 90 years, SPJ has stood for quality,
responsible
journalism. It's appropriate that we recognize the best efforts in
upholding that tradition every year."Founded in 1909 as Sigma
Delta Chi,
SPJ is the nation's largest and most broad-based journalism
organization. SPJ has 13,500 members dedicated to encouraging
the free
practice of journalism, stimulating high standards of ethical
behavior
and perpetuating a free press.Phillips Business Information, Inc.,
headquartered in Potomac, Md., provides a broad range of
business
information resources for executives in specialized industries. Its
markets include aviation, defense, telecommunications, video,
media and
electronic commerce. The company is a subsidiary of Phillips
Publishing
International, Inc., a diversified publisher with sales of $300
million
for calendar 1997. Source: Phillips Business Information,

Inc.Contact:
Kellie McIntyre, ext. 2074, or Sharon Riggs, ext. 6120, of
Phillips,
301-340-7788© 1997, PR Newswire Symbol LookupÊMy
Channel ÊIndustry News
ÊPR Newswire ÊBusiness Wire ÊBusiness Channel ÊPortfolio
Feedback,
©1997 Excite Inc.
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: April 6, 1998 2:08:58 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Wreckage database/wiring in 70 71

Barry: Many thanks! David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Wreckage database/wiring in 70 71
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 4/6/98 11:15 AM

I am mailing a couple copies to you today. Intersting, Exhibit
8A
was not released at the Baltimore hearing (!)

Nor was exhibit 4A, eyewitness, nor wreckage database lat/long,
all three
now on website, www.corazon.com

Also eerie connection to strange problems, fires, instrument
malfunction,
doors opening laid to Boeing 747s made in 1970 and 1971, all
with known bad
wiring and all could be caused by wiring shorts.
Cheers,
Barry
Raw data:
#15, PA103 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp), Construction number
19646, 25 Jan 70,
forward door
#16 PA 125 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp), Construction number
19647, 121, pa,
n740pa, 31 jan 70, forward door.
#40 19779 747 151 24 Apr 70 fire aft cargo bay NWA
#72 19896 747 132 9 sep 70
# 73 19677 747 131 n53111 15 sep 70 Iran lightning
#87 20108, 747-123 AA registration number 9669, 28 Oct 70
cargo door.
#89, UAL811-Poly-x(Raychem), Construction number 19875,
20 Oct 70, forward
door
#101 19878 747 122 ual n4717u 7 dec 70

#115 20323 747 123 aa n9671 10 feb 71
#124 19959 747 237b vt ebd 8 mar 71 ai roll after to into sea,
faulty
instrument
#139, Poly-x, Construction number 19879, 122, ual, n4718u, 16
may 71, Aft door
#141 203 58 747 251b nwa n613us 22 jun 71
#153, TWA 800, is polyX Construction number 20083, 18 Aug
71,
#217 20535 747 238b 13 jul 73
#242 20826 747 245f 12 jul 74
#330, AI82 Poly-x, Construction number 21473 19 Jun 78,
forward door.
#594 23111 747 251B nwa n631us 28 feb 84
#673 55 Wire, Construction number 23736, 222b, ual,
n151ua, 1 mar 87,
aft door
#680 23887 747 251f nwa 18 may 87
488 22171 747 244b saa zs sas 12 oct 80 SAA 747 244d ZS
SAS? 11/28 87 fire
main compartment

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 6, 1998 11:15:40 AM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: Wreckage database/wiring in 70 71

I am mailing a couple copies to you today. Intersting, Exhibit
8A
was not released at the Baltimore hearing (!)

Nor was exhibit 4A, eyewitness, nor wreckage database lat/long,
all three now on website, www.corazon.com
Also eerie connection to strange problems, fires, instrument
malfunction, doors opening laid to Boeing 747s made in 1970
and 1971, all with known bad wiring and all could be caused by
wiring shorts.
Cheers,
Barry
Raw data:

#15, PA103 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp), Construction number
19646, 25 Jan 70, forward door
#16 PA 125 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp), Construction number
19647, 121, pa, n740pa, 31 jan 70, forward door.
#40 19779 747 151 24 Apr 70 fire aft cargo bay NWA
#72 19896 747 132 9 sep 70
# 73 19677 747 131 n53111 15 sep 70 Iran lightning
#87 20108, 747-123 AA registration number 9669, 28 Oct 70
cargo door.
#89, UAL811-Poly-x(Raychem), Construction number 19875,
20 Oct 70, forward door
#101 19878 747 122 ual n4717u 7 dec 70
#115 20323 747 123 aa n9671 10 feb 71
#124 19959 747 237b vt ebd 8 mar 71 ai roll after to into sea,
faulty instrument
#139, Poly-x, Construction number 19879, 122, ual, n4718u, 16
may 71, Aft door
#141 203 58 747 251b nwa n613us 22 jun 71
#153, TWA 800, is polyX Construction number 20083, 18 Aug
71,

#217 20535 747 238b 13 jul 73
#242 20826 747 245f 12 jul 74
#330, AI82 Poly-x, Construction number 21473 19 Jun 78,
forward door.
#594 23111 747 251B nwa n631us 28 feb 84
#673 55 Wire, Construction number 23736, 222b, ual,
n151ua, 1 mar 87, aft door
#680 23887 747 251f nwa 18 may 87
488 22171 747 244b saa zs sas 12 oct 80 SAA 747 244d ZS
SAS? 11/28 87 fire main compartment
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: April 6, 1998 9:54:59 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Wiring

I am mailing a couple copies to you today. Intersting, Exhibit
8A
was not released at the Baltimore hearing (!)

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Re: Wiring
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 4/3/98 11:20 AM

Barry: Re your exchange with Ed Block.
We need to be careful to keep the wiring problem in context.
Dear David, I agree. Firm ground for me on cargo door opening
in flight for
TWA 800 and others. Firm wiring for UAL 811. Then it gets
flimsy. Probable
wiring for 103 182, and 800 based on history an precedent but
until chafed
wires found, it's estimate.
For other planes...
I
agree that there is compelling evidence of a BIG problem here,
but
not to take one theory too far.
I've been deep into the 737 rudder servo-control unit issue. I
would rule out wiring in the Pittsburgh and Colo. Springs
crashes
... much more likely a rudder hardover from a bad servo-valve.
And why did servo valve do its bad thing? The coincidence of
hard roll for
Pitts and Colo and hard roll for Bournemouth, and tail problems
for Silk Air
are too much. It's justification for further investigation, that's all.
If
Bournemouth close to ground when short happened, it would
have looked
exactly like Pitts and Colo, roll into ground.

NTSB and others do not go back and reexamine old crashes
when new info
comes up, they only look at current crash.
Regarding the AAIB report of the 737 with the yaw control
problem, the connector indeed is the problem. Wiring seems to
be
much less so.
Right, it's the principle of water meets electricity and bad things
happen,
whether it's water from rain or toilet and electricity is in bare
wire or
bare connector. I mean, it ain't hydraulics or pneumatics we are
talking
here.
With these comments in mind, I am very much in agreement
that
there is a serious problem here. The Gore Commission looked
at
maybe hard-timing aircraft electrical systems, but decided not
to
include wiring in its aging aircraft program. Too bad.
Have I sent you issues of Air Safety Week in which we have
addressed the wiring issue? If not, send me your mailing
address
again.
Thanks, 551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924.

NTSB has told FAA all about wiring and cargo door problems
before, I have
not discovered some new problem, I'm saying old problem
happened again. and
again and again, and again. 182, 103, 811 800.
Do you realize I have been trying every week for 20 months to
just get an
interview/discussion with FAA or NTSB about this and rebuffed
at all
levels? Isn't that insane? Public servants will not listen to
citizens.
They do a lot of telling, but no listening or discussing. But then
Boeing
is the same way.
I'm the cargo door guy, not the wiring guy, still learning about
that. And
wiring is even more boring than cargo door.
Are you following the engine story of TWA 800? Number three
fodded, fire,
and uncontainment according to raw data in Exhibit 8A but
conclusion
stated no fire, no fod and no uncontainment. Hmm... On website
www.corazon.com
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: April 3, 1998 2:21:28 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Wiring

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 02/04/98, at 17:34, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Jonathan, wiring is new villain, and larger than cargo doors.
Below was sent to a wiring expert, Ed Block.
The plot sickens.
Cheers,
Barry

[snipped]
Wow! This looks big. Keep me posted, please, particularly if the
senator
wants to say something in public about this. I agree he seems the
best
person to go to. But remember we eveil media jackals are always
at your
service if the politicos let you down. As they probably will.
Good Hunting. I think you're on to something.
Cheers
Jonathan

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1998 11:20:47 AM PST
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: Re: Wiring

Barry: Re your exchange with Ed Block.
We need to be careful to keep the wiring problem in context.
Dear David, I agree. Firm ground for me on cargo door opening
in flight for TWA 800 and others. Firm wiring for UAL 811.
Then it gets flimsy. Probable wiring for 103 182, and 800 based
on history an precedent but until chafed wires found, it's
estimate.
For other planes...

I
agree that there is compelling evidence of a BIG problem here,
but
not to take one theory too far.
I've been deep into the 737 rudder servo-control unit issue. I
would rule out wiring in the Pittsburgh and Colo. Springs
crashes
... much more likely a rudder hardover from a bad servo-valve.
And why did servo valve do its bad thing? The coincidence of
hard roll for Pitts and Colo and hard roll for Bournemouth, and
tail problems for Silk Air are too much. It's justification for
further investigation, that's all. If Bournemouth close to ground
when short happened, it would have looked exactly like Pitts and
Colo, roll into ground.
NTSB and others do not go back and reexamine old crashes
when new info comes up, they only look at current crash.
Regarding the AAIB report of the 737 with the yaw control
problem, the connector indeed is the problem. Wiring seems to
be
much less so.
Right, it's the principle of water meets electricity and bad things
happen, whether it's water from rain or toilet and electricity is in
bare wire or bare connector. I mean, it ain't hydraulics or
pneumatics we are talking here.
With these comments in mind, I am very much in agreement
that
there is a serious problem here. The Gore Commission looked

at
maybe hard-timing aircraft electrical systems, but decided not
to
include wiring in its aging aircraft program. Too bad.
Have I sent you issues of Air Safety Week in which we have
addressed the wiring issue? If not, send me your mailing
address
again.
Thanks, 551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924.
NTSB has told FAA all about wiring and cargo door problems
before, I have not discovered some new problem, I'm saying old
problem happened again. and again and again, and again. 182,
103, 811 800.
Do you realize I have been trying every week for 20 months to
just get an interview/discussion with FAA or NTSB about this
and rebuffed at all levels? Isn't that insane? Public servants will
not listen to citizens. They do a lot of telling, but no listening or
discussing. But then Boeing is the same way.
I'm the cargo door guy, not the wiring guy, still learning about
that. And wiring is even more boring than cargo door.
Are you following the engine story of TWA 800? Number three
fodded, fire, and uncontainment according to raw data in Exhibit
8A but conclusion stated no fire, no fod and no uncontainment.
Hmm... On website www.corazon.com
Cheers,
Barry

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: April 3, 1998 10:48:30 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Wiring

Barry: Re your exchange with Ed Block.
We need to be careful to keep the wiring problem in context. I
agree that there is compelling evidence of a BIG problem here,
but
not to take one theory too far.
I've been deep into the 737 rudder servo-control unit issue. I
would rule out wiring in the Pittsburgh and Colo. Springs
crashes
... much more likely a rudder hardover from a bad servo-valve.
Regarding the AAIB report of the 737 with the yaw control
problem, the connector indeed is the problem. Wiring seems to
be
much less so.
With these comments in mind, I am very much in agreement
that
there is a serious problem here. The Gore Commission looked
at
maybe hard-timing aircraft electrical systems, but decided not
to
include wiring in its aging aircraft program. Too bad.
Have I sent you issues of Air Safety Week in which we have

addressed the wiring issue? If not, send me your mailing
address
again.
David

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 2, 1998 6:03:31 PM PST
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Wiring villain

Dear David,
Wiring is new villain and in hot pursuit.
Below is email discussion between wiring expert Ed Block and
me.
Cheers,
Barry
To: Edw Block <EdwBlock@aol.com>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: We need to join forces.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ed,
We need to join up.
PA 103, line number 15, Construction number 19646, 25 Jan 70,

unknown wiring.
UAL 811, line number 89, Construction number 19875, 20 Oct
70, Poly X by Ed Block
TWA 800, line number 153, Construction number 20083, 18 Aug
71, Poly X by NTSB
AI 182, line number 330, Construction number 21473 19 Jun 78,
Stilan by Ed Block

Dear Barry, I need the fuselage or line # on the rest of those a/c
you mention
but TWA800 is poly-x according to the N.T.S.B.'s own exhibits.
Every 747 from
ship 51 until 1975 has poly-x.
What before ship 51? Very important, what wire did PA 103
have?
This was followed by the same mfg.'s replacement
known as stilan, used until 1978.
When in 1978? What did AI 182 have?
This material had" stress" cracks, and was
susceptible to de-icing fluid and hydraulic fluid.
Susceptible to fluid, very important. The fluid is the joker not
considered by FAA.
So the last three planes had known bad wiring, polyx and stilan,
and PA 103 unknown. Why did they start with poly x on ship 51?
Because the earlier wire was bad? What kind was it?

I just received an answer
from Jim Hall of the N.T.S.B. saying they didn't feel a briefing
by me on
wiring issues was necessary at this time.
I just received a letter from Hall saying meeting with me not
necessary.
I
am fascinated that no one seems to appreciate the connection
between 147 F-14s
crashing, and another 110 being grounded due to this wire, and
the plague of
unexplained anomalies effecting commercial a/c with this same
wire.
And that's where we need to join forces. I can show 747 cargo
doors are opening in flight and one opened because of poly x
chafed wire, UAL 811. One 737 had uncommanded rolls by yaw
damper of rudder because of undetermined fluid in electrical
connector according to AAIB. You say F14s grounded because of
poly x.
Did the Pittsburgh and Colorado Springs 737 rudder crashes have
poly x wiring?

Do you have any thoughts as to how to make
this information front page?
Yes, but not via the press. We need to go directly to the horse's
ass, excuse me, mouth, Jim Hall.

He may refuse us individually but not both. And John McCain
has personally asked NTSB to meet with me and still Hall
refused.
I was in a tunnel of cargo door problems of 747s and came out
into a big room and there were you guys, the wiring guys, saying
yeah, we know about the problem all along.
The big picture is bad wiring, the small pictures are rudders and
doors moving when they shouldn't. I call it a grand mal seizure
when wires short.
I've attached a letter I just sent to many:
Together we are more powerful than two people. And Valujet
may be wiring caused also. So, MD80, 737, and 747, and F14s
all linked to wiring and only a few are officially called wiring.
There is one strong person there someplace in officialdom who
will fight for the true cause, regardless of consequences, if we
can persuade him or her. The way to do it is just keep plugging
away with facts. This scandal yelling coverup stuff is
counterproductive.
Senator McCain is the one, I think. Let us prepare a joint letter
for him. Ask him to ask again for joint meeting between NTSB
and both of us at same time. It's an idea.
Standing by for confirmation of type wiring for 103 and 182. 811
and 800 had polyx and 811 for sure had chafed wiring leading to
door opening. It's an important match. We are on to something
very important. Note NTSB knew exactly where to look for the
chafing in cargo holds of 747s. Note TWA 800 had many

electrical anomalies from fuel transfer pumps to EPR gauge. By
the way, all four 747s had EPR problems before or during fatal
flight.
Regards,
Barry

Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Washington, DC
James Hall
Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board
Bernard Loeb,
Director of Aviation Safety
National Transportation Safety Board
Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board

Ron Schleede,
Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,

Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear Chairman Hall,
1 April
1998
Senator McCain, you were absolutely right when you recently
said about a GAO report, "I am very concerned that once again
the FAA has fallen short by not fully utilizing its capabilities to
help determine potential aviation safety and security problems."
Well, honest agencies such as FAA and NTSB make honest
mistakes, and honest agencies make honest corrections.
A motive has been discovered to explain why FAA Certification
Service is so adament that the cargo door of TWA 800 did not
open in flight. It's because they earlier said it couldn't happen.
There is another motive for not examining the entire door before
declaring it all latched and all locked and all intact at water
impact which is the Certification Service saying that the eight
locking sectors for the ten latches in the door were sufficient to
keep door closed in flight when it originally certified the Boeing
747. And NTSB relied on FAA examination of TWA 800 door for
belief it was all latched, all locked, and all intact until water
impact.
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84 states: "Since the issuance of this NPRM,
the FAA has further reviewed the circumstances surrounding this
door opening incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire
chafing. The FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at

least four independent failures must also occur in order to drive
the door latches to the open position. In light of these findings,
the FAA determined that the requirements proposed by the
NPRM were unnecessary."
FAA Aircraft Certification Service has thus said door was safe
when designed but when it opened in flight anyway said it
couldn't happen again after it was supposed to have been fixed. It
was not safe when designed and it did happen again because the
problems of water in hold and midspan latches not having
locking sectors were not recognized at the time.
The attachment below details the sequence of NTSB asking that
the wire conduits to the cargo doors of early Boeing 747s be
inspected. It gives the FAA response that it couldn't happen, so
the check was not necessary. It is NTSB saying cargo door could
come inadvertently open electrically and FAA saying it couldn't.
NTSB was well aware of the wiring problems involved with
cargo doors of Boeing 747s and asked that the wiring be checked
again. FAA demurred.
This NPRM attachment explains so much.
It explains why Bob Brenerman knew and went to forward cargo
door as soon as wreckage was brought to Calverton within days.
FAA knew there was a problem with doors and knew they could
have caused problem as shown by circumstances of TWA 800:
NTSB had previously said door may open in flight, FAA knew it
had before, and TWA 800 looked like hull rupture at forward
cargo door.
It explains why FAA was so quick to say door was not the
problem when only bottom eight latches checked out of ten

available and the rest of complex door parts ignored: FAA had
said door opening could not happen and did not want to be
wrong.
It explains why Mr. Wildey so readily agreed with FAA cursory
examination and hasty conclusion door was all latched, all
locked, and all intact at water impact: NTSB had said door might
open in flight and was reassured by FAA saying it couldn't and
NTSB accepted it. He does not want to be wrong.
It explains why Mr. Schalekamp so quickly retracted his
statement of outward explosion of hull forward of the wing on
the right side in the cargo hold area: FAA had said it couldn't
happen and his evaluation of paint markings and structural
deformation directly contradicted that appraisal. He does not
want to say FAA is wrong.
It explains why Mr. McSweeny continues to state TWA 800 had
no door problem while providing no evidence to support
conclusion and ignores contrary evidence it did: He said it
couldn't happen and does not want to be wrong.
It explains why FAA Northwest Region is the only FAA branch
to go public agreeing with center tank as initial event: FAA
Northwest Region desperately wants TWA 800 to not be a door
opening in flight: They said it couldn't happen and do not want to
be wrong.
It explains why Mr. McSweeny will not reply directly to
knowledge that the midspan latches have no locking sectors and
rupture appears at aft midspan latch: FAA certification service
said midspan locking sectors were not necessary when certifying
cargo door as acceptable as designed. He does not want to be

wrong.
It explains why FAA and NTSB and Boeing all ignore possible
cargo door involvement with TWA 800 and insist on
preposterous position of forward cargo door all latched, all
locked, and all intact until water impact, contrary to visual proof
of wreckage reconstruction of outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, petal bulge at aft latch, and rectangular shatter zone in
cargo door area: All said the door was safe when designed with
only eight locking sectors; when it finally broke it was supposed
to have been fixed; a door opening was not supposed to ever
happen again; and recommended safety actions concerning
wiring and the door were rebuffed. Cargo door opening in flight
for TWA 800 may make them all wrong, unless center tank
explosion blew it open. FAA, NTSB and Boeing do not want to
be wrong. Nobody does.
All aviation safety persons in Boeing and government are now
living a nightmare. Something, the cargo door, they said was safe
when designed is now shown not to be so and resulted in a
failure and fatalities, Pan Am 125 and UAL 811. Something that
broke was supposed to have been fixed but wasn't and resulted in
another failure, UAL preflight. Something that could have been
checked, wasn't, and may now have resulted in more fatalities,
TWA 800. That was horror preamble, this is the current
nightmare: The wiring chafed short problem causing cargo doors
to open in flight is still there on all early Boeing 747s still flying.
I am saying cargo door opening in flight could happen again and
did with TWA 800. The new reasons, not known by FAA at the
time, are that water in the cargo hold can bypass the four safety
feature switches upon which FAA relied on to prevent the inflight
opening and the midspan latches do require locking sectors.

The certification should not have been granted for the door with
only eight locking sectors installed instead of ten possible. There
is bias against believing door opened in flight at rupture at aft
midspan latch because FAA said the midspan latches were safe
and did not require locking sectors. The latches required locking
sectors then and still do now.
FAA said that door could not open by chafing alone relying on
safety features all bypassed by water around the chafed wiring.
Water and fluid are known to get into forward cargo hold by my
personal viewing, by recent Bournemouth Boeing 737 AAIB
incident report, the cargo hold has a bilge to hold the expected
water, water condenses in the warm humid hold when subjected
to cold conditioned air, two large potable water tanks are in hold,
the seals are notorious for leaking, and a rain shower engulfed
TWA 800 an hour before takeoff on the fatal flight.
The forward cargo door opened in flight for TWA 800, that is
plain to see in the reconstruction photo of structural deformation
and paint markings. What caused it to open is conjecture based
on precedent and scant evidence. I agree with NTSB in A-91-83
and A-91-84 that the wiring in cargo door conduits is involved.
To maintain door did not open in flight and the rectangular
shatter zone forward of the wing on the right side of TWA 800
was all caused by water impact is untenable based on visual hard
evidence of paint markings and structural deformation.
Additional evidence for forward cargo door opening in flight is
the petal bulge at aft midspan latch, the missing midspan latches,
missing 80% of door material, the outward peeled skin, red paint
smears, and the shape of shatter zone matches that of another
cargo door opening in flight, UAL 811.

Mr. Tom McSweeny, I ask that you overcome those two biases of
saying door was safe with only eight locking sectors and it could
not open in flight again and conduct a thorough investigation of
possible forward cargo door opening in flight for TWA 800.
Institutional memory is a strong factor in investigations and it's
very difficult to admit error but in areas of life and death, pride
must be overcome and objectivity sought. That door opening in
flight has not yet been checked out as it should be.
Mr. Neil Schalekamp, you believed at one time the forward cargo
door area did open outward in flight based on structural
deformation and paint markings. Will you please inform Mr.
McSweeny of your findings and conclusions.
Mr. Bob Brenerman, you examined the forward cargo door of
TWA 800 and saw the bottom eight latches latched. Will you
please tell Mr. McSweeny that you reported on only the eight
latches and not the ten available, nor did you examine the manual
locking handle, the overpressure relief doors, the viewing ports
or the torque tubes.
Chairman Jim Hall, please note the NTSB was right on target by
zeroing in on the wire conduits as stated in A-91-83 and A-91-84:
"Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle,
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83." That is
exactly what I would recommend after all these years of research
into door openings of early 747s which tracked down the culprit
to chafed wiring, a problem well known to the NTSB and FAA
all this while. You were right to hold hearing on aging airliners
and old wiring problems. Please follow your own

recommendation and thoroughly investigate the wiring/cargo
door rupture explanation for TWA 800.
Mr. Al Dickinson and Mr. Ron Schleede, would you follow
NTSB recommendation in A-91-83 and examine the flexible
conduit protecting the wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft
cargo door; specifically:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Mr. Jim Wildey, your exhibit report of 15C remains the final
official word on the forward cargo door status of TWA 800.
Knowing that you based your conclusion of door all latched and
all locked and all intact at water impact on information from the
service which has a very strong bias that the door not open in
flight, would you reevaluate your findings and conclusions to
reflect the new evidence shown in TWA 800 wreckage
reconstruction such as paint markings and structural
deformation? Note that the midspan latches have no locking
sectors to strengthen and water does get into the forward cargo
hold in flight.
Mr. Lyle Streeter, can you set up a meeting with me and
government aircraft safety investigators to discuss this issue of
whether forward cargo door opened in flight or not for TWA
800? Phone, or letter, or email, or in person is fine, but the details
in the evidence need to be talked about in a give and take
session, not just letters back and forth with general conclusions.

Although NTSB may have primary responsibility for
investigating aircraft accidents, FAA Safety Office is now
expected to be fully utilizing its capabilities to help determine
potential aviation safety and security problems.
Gentleman, every single thing I say about the accident cause of
TWA 800 and other Boeing 747s suffering hull rupture in flight
forward of the wing on the right side which leaves a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR has
happened before, is documented in government accident reports,
and the danger known about by FAA and NTSB.
Wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is reasonable and
worthy of a thorough investigation. It is not weird such as
missile, bomb, or meteor, explanations which have been granted
much consideration. Center tank explosion occurred but it was an
effect of the wiring short, just as cargo door opening and engines
being fodded, not the initial event but secondary.
Safety People, the unlikely happened, again. That damned cargo
door opened in flight, as it did in 1987, 1989, and 1991 by your
official count and again in 1985, 1988, and 1996 by my
additional count.
It's a big problem and needs a big fix. Wiring is becoming
chafed, meeting water and shorting, giving a petite mal of trivial
electrical devices turning on or off and a grand mal seizure when
the door motor turns on when it shouldn't.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552

barry@corazon.com
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Attachment below:

NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all
Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;

(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/1/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open--Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure
of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current

requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These
recommendations asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness
directive applicable to all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible
conduit protecting the wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and
aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing

747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation
during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief

Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance
personnel were unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B, N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK),
Jamaica, New York. The airplane was one of two used
exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, Japan, and JFK.
This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547
cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-84. Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the
forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so
equipped and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for
inspection and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying
wiring bundle, similar to the provisions recommended in
A-91-83.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/01/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations
and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. I will provide the Board with
a copy of any document that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a
Boeing 747-222B initially would not open electrically and then
opened electrically without activation of the door open switches.
Your letter indicates that the Federal Aviation Administration
agrees with the intent of these recommendations and is

considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of
additional information concerning the action to be taken by the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Safety Board is classifying
Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open-Acceptable
Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the
intent of these recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA
issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to
certain Boeing Model 747 series airplanes. This NPRM proposed
to require inspection of the flexible conduit, wiring, and support
brackets between the fuselage and the forward and aft cargo
doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA has further
reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The
FAA has determined that in addition to chafing at least four
independent failures must also occur in order to drive the door
latches to the open position. In light of these findings, the FAA
determined that the requirements proposed by the NPRM were
unnecessary. On December 21, 1992, the FAA withdrew the
NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the notice of withdrawal for
the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89NM-148-AD) mandates the installation of a door warning switch
located on the lock sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock
sector to ensure that the latches remain locked against
backdriving of the latches by the latch power drive unit. Failure

of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with AD
90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests,
and inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable
level of safety to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door
power drive unit and possible injury to maintenance or cargo
handling personnel. I have enclosed a copy of the AD for the
Board's information. The FAA believes that the current
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded opening
of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further
action on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) response of April 5,
1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations
asked that the FAA issue an airworthiness directive applicable to
all Boeing 747 airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the
wiring bundle between-the-fuselage and aft cargo door to require
an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical
test method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support
bracket and attached standoff pin-on the upper arm of the
forward lift actuator mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the
presence of cracking in the convoluted innercore.

The Board further recommended that wires with damaged
insulation be repaired before further service. Damage to the
flexible conduit, conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should
result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as well as. the
damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation
A-91-84, that the FAA evaluate the design, installation, and
operation of the forward cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing
747 airplanes so equipped and issue, if warranted, an
airworthiness directive for inspection and repair of the flexible
conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the provisions
recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of
an FAA review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door
opening. Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an
inadvertent inflight opening of the cargo door cannot be caused
solely by wire chafing. Further, the FAA determined that at least
four independent failures must occur to drive the door latches to
the open position. The FAA also stated that failure of lock sectors
that are reinforced in accordance with AD 90-09-06 has been
shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of such a failure, the
door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the
requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full intent of these
recommendations-to preclude an uncommanded opening of the
forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended
inspections could result in damage to the wire bundle insulation

during the intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of
redundancy that now exists to prevent inadvertent door opening
in flight, the Safety Board has classified Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Closed-Reconsidered.
The Board will closely monitor incidents related to the
uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document this position.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 2, 1998 5:34:21 PM PST
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Wiring

Dear Jonathan, wiring is new villain, and larger than cargo doors.
Below was sent to a wiring expert, Ed Block.
The plot sickens.
Cheers,
Barry
To: Edw Block <EdwBlock@aol.com>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: We need to join forces.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ed,
We need to join up.

PA 103, line number 15, Construction number 19646, 25 Jan 70,
unknown wiring.
UAL 811, line number 89, Construction number 19875, 20 Oct
70, Poly X by Ed Block
TWA 800, line number 153, Construction number 20083, 18 Aug
71, Poly X by NTSB
AI 182, line number 330, Construction number 21473 19 Jun 78,
Stilan by Ed Block

Dear Barry, I need the fuselage or line # on the rest of those a/c
you mention
but TWA800 is poly-x according to the N.T.S.B.'s own exhibits.
Every 747 from
ship 51 until 1975 has poly-x.
What before ship 51? Very important, what wire did PA 103
have?
This was followed by the same mfg.'s replacement
known as stilan, used until 1978.
When in 1978? What did AI 182 have?
This material had" stress" cracks, and was
susceptible to de-icing fluid and hydraulic fluid.
Susceptible to fluid, very important. The fluid is the joker not
considered by FAA.
So the last three planes had known bad wiring, polyx and stilan,
and PA 103 unknown. Why did they start with poly x on ship 51?
Because the earlier wire was bad? What kind was it?

I just received an answer
from Jim Hall of the N.T.S.B. saying they didn't feel a briefing
by me on
wiring issues was necessary at this time.
I just received a letter from Hall saying meeting with me not
necessary.
I
am fascinated that no one seems to appreciate the connection
between 147 F-14s
crashing, and another 110 being grounded due to this wire, and
the plague of
unexplained anomalies effecting commercial a/c with this same
wire.
And that's where we need to join forces. I can show 747 cargo
doors are opening in flight and one opened because of poly x
chafed wire, UAL 811. One 737 had uncommanded rolls by yaw
damper of rudder because of undetermined fluid in electrical
connector according to AAIB. You say F14s grounded because of
poly x.
Did the Pittsburgh and Colorado Springs 737 rudder crashes have
poly x wiring?

Do you have any thoughts as to how to make
this information front page?
Yes, but not via the press. We need to go directly to the horse's
ass, excuse me, mouth, Jim Hall.

He may refuse us individually but not both. And John McCain
has personally asked NTSB to meet with me and still Hall
refused.
I was in a tunnel of cargo door problems of 747s and came out
into a big room and there were you guys, the wiring guys, saying
yeah, we know about the problem all along.
The big picture is bad wiring, the small pictures are rudders and
doors moving when they shouldn't. I call it a grand mal seizure
when wires short.
I've attached a letter I just sent to many:
Together we are more powerful than two people. And Valujet
may be wiring caused also. So, MD80, 737, and 747, and F14s
all linked to wiring and only a few are officially called wiring.
There is one strong person there someplace in officialdom who
will fight for the true cause, regardless of consequences, if we
can persuade him or her. The way to do it is just keep plugging
away with facts. This scandal yelling coverup stuff is
counterproductive.
Senator McCain is the one, I think. Let us prepare a joint letter
for him. Ask him to ask again for joint meeting between NTSB
and both of us at same time. It's an idea.
Standing by for confirmation of type wiring for 103 and 182. 811
and 800 had polyx and 811 for sure had chafed wiring leading to
door opening. It's an important match. We are on to something
very important. Note NTSB knew exactly where to look for the

chafing in cargo holds of 747s. Note TWA 800 had many
electrical anomalies from fuel transfer pumps to EPR gauge. By
the way, all four 747s had EPR problems before or during fatal
flight.
Regards,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: April 2, 1998 2:54:07 PM PST
To: DrJimSwire@aol.com
Cc: Chris_Olsson@compuserve.com, barry@corazon.com
Subject: Petition

Dear Dr Swire,
We appeared to be having serious trouble making e-mail contact
last time I
tried to get in touch. I hope this gets through. I replied several
times to
your request to collect signatures for the petition but never
received an
acknowledgement. Instead I got messages from AOL saying you
either did not
exist, had ceased to have an e-mail account or had disappeared,
none of
which is plausible.
AOL are notorious as one of the worst e-mail providers in the
western
spiral arm of the galaxy. I strongly recommend that you look for
another
provider, such as Virgin.net (whose cyberspace is much better

run than
either their trains or their planes, and is also much cheaper than
most
competitors - they didn't pay me to say that).
Anyway, I really do want to help your campaign but I don't have
your
snailmail address, phone or fax numbers so I am still trying to
contact you
the only way I know, by e-mail. If you receive this, please do
post the
petition forms immediately to the snailmail address below and
my wife and I
will do everything we can to help.
With best wishes and contining admiration for all you are doing,
Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Wills
Copy recipients please copy this to Dr Swire, in hopes that you
may be able
to reach him where I cannot.
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: March 26, 1998 1:39:35 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: List for AAIB reports.

Good luck! The British system is to appoint expert chaps to look
at these
things on our behalf, then for them to issue a report which avoids
the
awkward questions. Thirty years later the raw data becomes
public, if it
has not been destroyed in the mantime.
If they accede to your request, it'll be a first.
Cheers
JWGW
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 25/03/98, at 19:49, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Chris and Jonathan, below is list, any additions or
substractions?
Barry
The following is a list of reports to be requested from AAIB. The
reason
is
to complement AAIB 2/90 to further understand the events which

led to the
destruction of PA 103. The raw data is known to exist because
summaries
are
included in AAIB 2/90. Through hindsight and the official
reports of other
similar crashes new interpretations may be made. It's the same as
keeping
frozen specimens stored; over the years, physicians may go back
and look
at
the old specimens with newer understanding. The initial report
may now be
inadequate.
1. Engine teardown report. This is a report that describes the
results of
a
teardown of the recovered four Pratt & Whitney JTD-9 jet
engines.
Information will reveal the condition of the various fan stages,
any
sooting, any blades or vanes missing, the FOD information, and
any
uncontainments. This information will indicate whether more
debris was
ejected from the starboard side or the port side and what kind of
debris
it
was. AAIB 2/90 had engine analysis conclusions but not the raw
data.
2. Wreckage plot database. This is a report which contains the

lat/long of
every piece of recovered wreckage. From this database items can
be plotted
on a chart and an indication of which pieces left the aircraft first
can
be
determined. AAIB 2/90 had the plot of major pieces but did not
name the
individual pieces.
3. Meteorlogical report. AAIB 2/90 described the weather at
accident site
but not the weather at departure point, Heathrow.
4. Injuries to persons, medical and pathological information.
AAIB 2/90
had
general descriptions of injuries but the raw data will give specific
injuries to specific seats from which deductions may be made as
to
location
of explosion.
5. Aircraft information to include maintenance history. AAIB
2/90 gave
scant details on PA 103. The raw data will include the
maintenance history
and previous problems with the plane as well as list all the
Airworthiness
Directives implemented.
6. Flight data recorder printout of all parameters. AAIB 2/90
gave plot of

numbers but actual numbers are needed, especially the last
fraction of a
second before power was lost.
7. Raw data used to support the sequence of destruction. This
data will
include the examination of the floor beams, floor panels, and
fuselage
skin.
8. Raw data used to support the manoeuvre following the
explosion
conclusions.
9. Raw data used to support the detachment of forward fuselage
conclusions.
10. Metallurgist reports on examination of wreckage. This data
should also
report the latch status of the cargo doors as well as the cause of
the
various metal tearing and shearing.
11. Photographs of starboard side of the aircraft.
12. Data on examination of the wiring.
13. Data on fuel tank disintegrations.
14. Data on spectrum analysis of cockpit voice recorder sudden
loud sound.
15. Data on trajectory study material.

16. Data on condition of various items if not covered by above
requests;
specifically, forward cargo door and all its mechanisms, potable
water
tanks, air conditioning packs, and engine cowlings.

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 25, 1998 7:50:25 PM PST
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: Why do cargo door story

Also, just talked again with my boss. He was very skeptical,
wondering why
NTSB, FAA, Boeing etc. would all ignore something like this.
His basic
response was "How can one this one guy be right and all of these
government
agencies be wrong?" Want to take a crack at that one?
Yes.
Dear Josh Kerns' Boss,
This is John Barry Smith and the answer to your question is,
"Easy." To amplify my answer I would add all the government
agencies were not wrong, just not totally right. A destruction
sequence may have fourteen major steps:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
9. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
10. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch

fire.
11. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
12. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
13. fireball observed on the ground.
14. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material among first to
land.
The government agencies, FAA and NTSB, have stopped at step
13. I have taken it back to step one. They were right about the
center tank explosion for TWA 800 but it was not the initial
event. A wire short probably was; a rupture at the aft midspan
latch certainly was.
Why do a story on cargo door? What matters is that the wiring/
cargo door mechanical explanation is reasonable and warrants a
line of inquiry by NTSB. Now, is the explanation reasonable?
Yes. Has it been investigated thoroughly? No.
Well, I have matched TWA 800 to other high time Boeing 747s
that suffered a hull rupture forward of the wing after takeoff
leaving a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder and an
abrupt power cut to the flight data recorder. The four aircraft
have many other significant similarities to include debris pattern,
foreign object damage to starboard engines, and rectanglular
shaped shatter zone around the forward cargo door. The many
gross similarities among the four fatal 747 accidents indicate that
one common cause did it and the once cause which is confirmed
is the chafed wiring shorting on door motor to unlatch position
which led to rupture at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door, United Airlines flight 811 out of Honolulu in February
1989.

NTSB has not done an extensive investigation of the forward
cargo door and has directed its efforts to support its explanation
of center fuel tank explosion by mystery ignition source as the
inital event. That is the wrong part, initial event.
Your question was disturbing in one way; it reveals a desire to go
with the flow, do what others have done, report what the officials
release. Well, fine. Is there room for investigative journalism at
your station on a matter documented with numbers and data from
NTSB and other official aviation accident boards all the way?
And I mean all the way, all fourteen steps above documented
with history, precedent and raw data from NTSB reports.
I wish you had asked Josh, "Why does he think the cargo door is
the cause of TWA 800?" That question has factual answers. Your
original question is a political one and confrontational with the
government. To ask a government agency to solve a mystery is
funny. Solving mysteries steps on people's feet, makes waves,
and rocks the boat. Not popular and not a way to get promoted.
The real answer to your question is, "I don't know why they are
wrong; I just know I'm right."
I can't get through to Boeing; they refuse to answer me and I've
tried the PR route, Coie law firm, personal contact with two
Boeing engineers, and a contact to a retired Boeing safety officer.
None will comment except to say they can't talk about it.
NTSB and FAA now tell me they refuse to respond to any more
of my correspondence on this matter. Chairman Hall has rebuffed
Senator John McCain who attempted to set up a meeting with me
and NTSB to relate my concerns regarding the forward cargo
door. I can't get higher than Chairman McCain of the NTSB

oversight Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
and if he can't get me a meeting with NTSB, who can?
To sum up, wiring cargo door explanation is a reasonable one for
TWA 800 because it's happened before to high time Boeing 747s
and left similar evidence in TWA 800. It is a worthy line of
investigation by NTSB and that has not been done. I can
document that statement with correspondence between me and
Mr. Bob Brenerman and Neil Schalekamp of FAA Northwest
Region in Seattle.
I am on Boeing's side. A safe plane is a good selling plane.
Mystery crashes are bad for sales. A good selling plane is good
for Seattle and the country. In aviation planes fly, break, get
fixed, and fly again. At this stage of the TWA 800 investigation
there is no satisfactory proof of the center tank being the thing
that broke and Boeing agrees with me as well as the fuel pump
and fuel probe manufacturers.
Don't you think it a bit strange when an appointed official denies
a request from a very powerful elected official to hold a meeting
with an informed citizen about a matter under current
investigation?
Where's the story? Well, aviation safety is dear to my heart since
I came within two documented seconds of dying in a sudden,
night, fiery, fatal, jet airplane crash. I was saved by an ejection
seat and my pilot thinking of me in time of peril to tell me to
eject. As a former intelligence officer, I realize that current
citizens using the internet of web and email to communicate and
research around the world can do better than current government
agencies who can not even receive pictures. My wiring cargo
door explanation owes much to the web, I could not have done it

without it.
I'm a retired military officer working out of my home in Carmel
Valley, California. I'll be glad to answer any questions you have
about his matter at 408 659 3552. Website at www.corazon.com
has extensive details on explanation.
Regards,
John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 25, 1998 7:49:44 PM PST
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: List for AAIB reports.

Dear Chris and Jonathan, below is list, any additions or
substractions?
Barry
The following is a list of reports to be requested from AAIB. The
reason is to complement AAIB 2/90 to further understand the
events which led to the destruction of PA 103. The raw data is

known to exist because summaries are included in AAIB 2/90.
Through hindsight and the official reports of other similar
crashes new interpretations may be made. It's the same as
keeping frozen specimens stored; over the years, physicians may
go back and look at the old specimens with newer understanding.
The initial report may now be inadequate.
1. Engine teardown report. This is a report that describes the
results of a teardown of the recovered four Pratt & Whitney
JTD-9 jet engines. Information will reveal the condition of the
various fan stages, any sooting, any blades or vanes missing, the
FOD information, and any uncontainments. This information will
indicate whether more debris was ejected from the starboard side
or the port side and what kind of debris it was. AAIB 2/90 had
engine analysis conclusions but not the raw data.
2. Wreckage plot database. This is a report which contains the
lat/long of every piece of recovered wreckage. From this
database items can be plotted on a chart and an indication of
which pieces left the aircraft first can be determined. AAIB 2/90
had the plot of major pieces but did not name the individual
pieces.
3. Meteorlogical report. AAIB 2/90 described the weather at
accident site but not the weather at departure point, Heathrow.
4. Injuries to persons, medical and pathological information.
AAIB 2/90 had general descriptions of injuries but the raw data
will give specific injuries to specific seats from which deductions
may be made as to location of explosion.
5. Aircraft information to include maintenance history. AAIB
2/90 gave scant details on PA 103. The raw data will include the

maintenance history and previous problems with the plane as
well as list all the Airworthiness Directives implemented.
6. Flight data recorder printout of all parameters. AAIB 2/90
gave plot of numbers but actual numbers are needed, especially
the last fraction of a second before power was lost.
7. Raw data used to support the sequence of destruction. This
data will include the examination of the floor beams, floor
panels, and fuselage skin.
8. Raw data used to support the manoeuvre following the
explosion conclusions.
9. Raw data used to support the detachment of forward fuselage
conclusions.
10. Metallurgist reports on examination of wreckage. This data
should also report the latch status of the cargo doors as well as
the cause of the various metal tearing and shearing.
11. Photographs of starboard side of the aircraft.
12. Data on examination of the wiring.
13. Data on fuel tank disintegrations.
14. Data on spectrum analysis of cockpit voice recorder sudden
loud sound.
15. Data on trajectory study material.
16. Data on condition of various items if not covered by above

requests; specifically, forward cargo door and all its mechanisms,
potable water tanks, air conditioning packs, and engine cowlings.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 25, 1998 3:32:44 PM PST
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: RE: McCain/NTSB meeting/cargo door

Greetings BarryA couple of things. the McCain attachment only has his response
(or that's
all I'm getting), not your letter to him that prompted the response.
Do you
have that available?
Yes, Josh, at end of this email.
Also, just talked again with my boss. He was very skeptical,
wondering why
NTSB, FAA, Boeing etc. would all ignore something like this.
His basic
response was "How can one this one guy be right and all of these
government
agencies be wrong?" Want to take a crack at that one?

Yes, preparing response.
However, my boss did say if we can answer that question, he'll
welcome my
moving forward with a story.
I can answer it. In a word, 'easy'. In two words, they are right,
just not all right. We agree on fireball/center tank explosion, I've
just backed it up about 40 seconds. And mainly, cargo door does
not have to be proved right, just proved to be a reasonable line of
inquiry and why has that not been done.

I'm going on vacation this saturday for a week. I'll await your
response,
then we can reconnect and figure out where to go from there.
Hope all is well down there.
Josh
Yes, me too.
Chairman Hall nixed meeting as proposed by Senator McCain.
Very strange. His letter is attached a .jpg.
Cheers,
Barry

John McCain III
Member of Congress
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation

United States Senate
Washington, DC
Dear Senator McCain,
13 Feb 98
I need to talk to the TWA 800 chief theoretician, whoever that is.
The evidence is clear, door opened in flight, now discussion on
what it means needs to take place. Can you arrange a meeting?
An important new agreement has been implicitly agreed upon by
FAA and NTSB regarding the forward cargo door of TWA 800: It
opened in flight. It was not all latched and all locked and all
intact at water impact but separated in flight. The new
conjectured cause of the door opening in flight has been
identified as the center tank explosion as the initial event. I offer
evidence that the initial event was bare chafed wire shorting to
ground and turning on door unlatch motor leading to rupture at
aft midspan latch leading to explosive decompression leading to
nose off leading to center tank explosion in observed fireball.
FAA and NTSB position is center tank explosion and soon
thereafter forward cargo door separated in flight. I contend door
separated in flight and soon thereafter the center tank exploded.
The difference in agreement is which came first, the tank
explosion, then the door separation; or door separated, then
center tank explosion. The evidence on hand reveals the correct
sequence.
I have attached a letter requesting to be interviewed by aircraft
accident investigator professionals regarding this door first
sequence. The letter lays out the reasons for door first then tank

explosion, and against tank first, then door separation. I wish to
speak with the chief TWA 800 theoretician.
The conclusion of door opened in flight may appear reasonable
and is. The implications of that conclusion are profound. It
cracks the case for TWA 800. It explains the evidence. It matches
other door opened in flight Boeing 747 accidents from which
other conclusions may be drawn. It makes clear the forest of four
cargo door separating in flight 747 accidents of which TWA 800
is but the latest and probably not the last.
Four fatal 747 accidents in which the aft midspan latch is
ruptured and the forward cargo door separated in flight: AI 182,
PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800, and the cause is the same,
either all bombs, or all missiles, or all center tank explosions or
all meteors, or all chafed wire shorting to ground...as clearly
described in NTSB AAR 92/02 for UAL 811, the tree in the
forest that was not totally cut down and thus available to be
examined closely for the cause that almost did it in.
Door separating first in flight explains streak, explains the nonburned bodies, explains the ignition source of the fireball,
explains the abrupt stop of sooting on top of fuselage, explains
intact passenger door and shattered nearby cargo door, explains
location of cargo bay wreckage in red zone, explains sudden loud
sound on CVR, and explains abrupt power cut to FDR.
The next step is to examine the wreckage reconstruction of TWA
800 for bare chafed wires in the forward cargo hold that match
AAR 92/02 bare wires on page 54 with enlargement on page 55.
As always, I invite questions and demands for documentation to
support my claims.

Very Respectfully Submitted,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 25, 1998 3:25:14 PM PST
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Request for data list to submit

Dear Jonathan, Dr. Swire has agreed to help. I'm working on the
list, do you have any specific requests?
I'll send my rough draft to you for review. You know about
accidents and what is needed to analyse it. Boats and trains and
planes are fundamentally the same.
This is our one shot. Let's be reasonable and polite.
Cheers,
Barry

From: DrJimSwire <DrJimSwire@aol.com>
Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 16:05:10 EST

To: barry@corazon.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Subject: Re: Raw data needed, please
Dear Barry,
Yes I could try, but my only likely source would be AAIB
Farnborough.
I would need precise details of what is required. I already have
the
photograph you want of the forward end of the L wing root and
surrounding
fuselage skin.
You would need to list your requirements which I would then
forward to AAIB.
Of course they are the authors of the theory and might be miffed.
All the best, Jim
Dear Barry,
Yes I could try, but my only likely source would be AAIB
Farnborough.
Great, thanks. Farnborough is the horse's mouth, perfect.
I would need precise details of what is required.
Right, Dr. Swire, let me have some time and I'll get back soon
with precise details.
I already have the
photograph you want of the forward end of the L wing root and
surrounding
fuselage skin.

Well, it's the right wing root and surrounding skin, AAIB put
photograph of port side in 2/90 but omitted starboard, the cargo
door side.
You would need to list your requirements which I would then
forward to AAIB.
Will do.
Of course they are the authors of the theory and might be miffed.
If they are true to the accident investigator creed, they will not be
miffed but curious because we know that an accident is never
fully explained and the more is known the better.
If they are politicians they may be. I just hope that the request
gets to an accident investigator, not an upper level manager who
cares more about image than substance.
Everything requested from them will be known to exist, not be
criminally connected and thus 'sensitive', easy to procure and
transmit, be relevant to accident, and be justified as necessary to
amplify AAIB 2/90.
Best Regards,
Barry

From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: March 25, 1998 10:56:00 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: McCain/NTSB meeting/cargo door

Greetings BarryA couple of things. the McCain attachment only has his response
(or that's
all I'm getting), not your letter to him that prompted the response.
Do you
have that available?
Also, just talked again with my boss. He was very skeptical,
wondering why
NTSB, FAA, Boeing etc. would all ignore something like this.
His basic
response was "How can one this one guy be right and all of these
government
agencies be wrong?" Want to take a crack at that one?
However, my boss did say if we can answer that question, he'll
welcome my
moving forward with a story.
I'm going on vacation this saturday for a week. I'll await your
response,
then we can reconnect and figure out where to go from there.
Hope all is well down there.
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith
To: Kerns, Josh

Subject: RE: McCain/NTSB meeting/cargo door
Date: Wednesday, March 18, 1998 11:12AM
<<File Attachment: MSGBDY1.TXT>> <<File Attachment:
MCCAINMEETINGNTSB.JPG>>
Barry-interesting development. Do you have copy of letter you
sent to
McCain?
I attached it as .jpg to previous email, I'll attach it again, it's
called
mccainmeetingntsb.jpg
Why McCain as opposed to other lawmakers?
He responded last year and put cargo door item into committee
for review.
He's the Chairman of the committee that oversees NTSB.
He's also a former naval flight officer/pilot.

I have to assume I will get the go ahead.
Well, either me up there or you down here. I think of TV and
cargo door as
documentary not expose of government or business malfeasance.
It's a
documentary of average guy on internet with web site and email
who can do
amazing things with communication and reseach abilities now
available to
average citizen.

We only criticize the things we love, we ignore the things we
hate or just
get by them. Criticism is to make it better because we care and
want it
better. I love the 747 and all planes. To say a piece is wrong and
can be
fixed is good for airplanes, not bad. Emotion and flattery and hurt
feelings have no place with high temperatures and high speed.
Safe
airplanes are good selling airplanes. Good selling airplanes are
good for
Boeing and that's good for Seattle. To point out faults and causes
of
unsafe planes is to help planes, not hurt them. And I speak from
experience.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 24, 1998 8:15:25 PM PST
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Re: Raw data is the best data.

I keep six honest working men,
They taught me all I knew.
Their names are What and Why and When

- and How and Where and Who.
Keep me posted on what that Senator says, now!
Will do.
And one needs to be added, 'how much,' for quantity. 'Why' is the
last one and the hardest to answer.
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: March 24, 1998 5:36:41 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Raw data is the best data.

Good luck!
You are absolutely right, of course.
I have a quote from Kipling somewhere in my desk:
I keep six honest working men,
They taught me all I knew.
Their names are What and Why and When
- and How and Where and Who.
Keep me posted on what that Senator says, now!
Cheers

Jonathan
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 24/03/98, at 14:37, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Jonathan, trying to the get the real stuff, not just opinions.
Barry

Dear Dr. Swire, 24 March 98
Recent revelations in official exhibits of TWA 800 have shown
that
conclusions are many times refuted in the report later on by the
raw data
[snipped]
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 24, 1998 2:37:43 PM PST
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Raw data is the best data.

Dear Jonathan, trying to the get the real stuff, not just opinions.
Barry

Dear Dr. Swire, 24 March 98
Recent revelations in official exhibits of TWA 800 have shown
that conclusions are many times refuted in the report later on by
the raw data. This most recently has been shown by the
conclusion of no fire or uncontainments in the TWA 800 engines
but the raw data shows missing blades, soft body impacts, and
soot in engine number three, the same engine that had fire and
foreign object damage for PA 103.
Of the literally thousands of page of aviation accident
investigation work available for PA 103, we have 60 pages in
AAIB report to evaluate. The raw data is missing. Can you you
help me get it?
Can you request that raw data be released to you? It's not
criminal and therefore sensitive; it's observation and numbers.
Specifically for PA 103:
1. The lat/long of the recovered pieces of wreckage. A database is
mentioned so it exists. It will be thick and precise.
2. The engine teardown report. This forensic examination will
have reports on the foreign object damage and what kind it was,
the fire damage and sooting, the blades missing, and any other
material the four vacuum cleaners picked up at the scene.
3. Photographs of the starboard side of the wreckage

reconstruction. Especially closeups forward of the wing on the
right side including the forward cargo hold, an area of interest
since it is reputed to have held the 'bomb'.
4. Weather reports at Heathrow on night of 21 Dec 88.
5. Complete report of wreckage metallurgist structure
examination to the minute detail.
6. FDR readout in numbers of last few seconds of flight.
TWA 800 has shown that much data is generated for the accident
report but only that which fits the examiners explanation is
included. Let us see it all.
This is public money generated material that is not sensitive; it
should be yours. If you can get it, please share it with me, Chris
Olsson, and Jonathan Wills. We are amateur sleuths but do
professional interpretations. Chris Olsson has a profession,
surveyor, that relies on accuracy for efficiency, Jonathan Wills
has a profession that knows accuracy is vital for creditability,
journalist, and I had a profession that knows accuracy is the
difference between life and death, jet navigator.
PA 103 is not alone. It matches other crashes in gross similarities
but the details are everything. We need the details. I think you
can get them. Will you try?
Should you decide to try, please tell me so I can ask Chris and
Jonathan what other specific raw data items should we seek
before the request is made. It must be reasonable and ask for data
we know was collected, still exists in files or hangars, and is easy
to produce at little expense.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: March 24, 1998 1:05:52 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Meeting denied

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 24/03/98, at 09:34, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Jonathan, problem, meeting denied. Does this have the
stink of
coverup
or just the stink of fear. Letter attached is from appointee
Chairman Hall
telling me and Senator McCain, an elected official, no meeting,
bad idea,
forget it, work done and completed and goodbye.
I don't like it.
It certainly suggests a closed mind. In the case of PA103 there
might be an
explanation (if not an excuse) because the idea of a bomb is so
very widely
accepted, but with TWA800 it really does seem that the matter is

much more
open. You are therefore justified in suspecting ulterior motives, I
would
say.

But the rejected story is probably just as good.
It certainly is. See below.
What is going on? If Mr.
Dalyell or the politician responsible for AAIB asked AAIB to
meet with
someone to talk about an ongoing investigation, would the
appointee tell
the elected politician to go fish?
In this country, almost certainly. It is the standard reflex among
our
uncivil servants, as many new Labour ministers are now
discovering. You
have a Freedom of Information Act in the US and it is generally
easier
(although more expensive) to get at the truth over there. Mr
Dalyell has
been brushed aside many times. What makes him different is that
he keeps
trying.
Regrouping.
You betcha. What would revive it as a story for the papers is the
Senator's

reaction. This is, on the face of it, a snub to a very senior and
knowledgeable politician. All he was asking for was for them to
look at
your stuff. He didn't endorse your theories, merely said they were
interesting and warranted serious investigation. If he is outraged
and/or
alleges cover-up, then we are in business. Keep me posted.
Cheers,
Barry
Cheers
JWGW

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 24, 1998 9:34:14 AM PST
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Meeting denied

Dear Jonathan, problem, meeting denied. Does this have the
stink of coverup or just the stink of fear. Letter attached is from
appointee Chairman Hall telling me and Senator McCain, an
elected official, no meeting, bad idea, forget it, work done and
completed and goodbye.
I don't like it.
But the rejected story is probably just as good. What is going on?
If Mr. Dalyell or the politician responsible for AAIB asked AAIB
to meet with someone to talk about an ongoing investigation,
would the appointee tell the elected politician to go fish?
Regrouping.
Cheers,
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 24, 1998 9:29:51 AM PST
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Read and weep

Citizen request for meeting denied by appointed official even
after request from elected official. What is going on? Attachment
of letter from Chairman Hall to me.
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 24, 1998 9:27:42 AM PST
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: MD-80/737/747 wiring common cause of accidents.

We are in agreement. Completely.
Now what? Maybe we can get an editor of a safety newsletter to
do a story on the connection between wiring and 737, Valujet,
and 747 using only official reports such as 747 UAL 811 NTSB
AAR 92/02, and UK AAIB report on 737 Bournemouth, and two
wiring cargo hold shorted fires in 747. All official and confirmed.
The victims came back to tell what happened, the dead ones
didn't, Valujet, Pittsburgh, Colorado Springs, Silk Air, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800.
Frayed old wiring and water don't mix. By the way, TWA 800
has rainshower end an hour before fatal flight. Just during the
time of baggage loading with cargo door open to get all that rain
inside. To meet old and known bad poly-x wiring.
Cheers,
Barry
'Britain's Air Accident Investigation Board (AAIB) had said that
in a test flight of a 17-year-old 737 in 1995 over
southernEngland, an unidentified liquid seeped into the
plane'selectrical and equipment bay, affecting the yaw damper,
whichcontrols rudder movements.'

Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft Incident Report No:
1/98
(EW/C95/10/4) Report on the incident to Boeing 737-236

Advanced, G-BGJI
15 nm north-west of Bournemouth International Airport on 22
October 1995
ContentsSynopsisFactual Information1.1 History of flight 1.2
Injuries to
persons 1.3 Damage to aircraft 1.4 Other damage 1.5 Personnel
information 1.6 Aircraft information 1.7 Meteorological
information 1.8
Aids to navigation 1.9 Communications 1.10 Aerodrome
information 1.11
Flight recorders 1.12 Aircraft examination 1.13 Medical and
pathological
information 1.14 Fire 1.15 Survival information 1.16 Tests and
research
1.17 Organisational and management information 1.18
Additional
information 1.19 Useful or effective investigative techniques 2.
Analysis2.1 General 2.2 M-Cab simulator analysis 2.3 Continued
engagement of Yaw Damper system 2.4 Possible sources of
connector
contamination 3. Conclusions3(a) Findings 3(b) Causal factors4.
Safety
Recommendations 5. Appendices Appendix 1 - Schematic of
Yaw Damper
system Appendix 2 - E&E Bay Racks - including airstair stowage
& toilet
pipeAppendix 3 - FDR Plots - Figure 1 - Figure 2 - Figure 3 Figure 4
Appendix 4 - Photographs of deposits on connector D295 and
YDC cover
plate - Figure 1 - Figures 2 and 3Appendix 5 - Initial M-Cab
plots Figure 1 - Figure 2Appendix 6 - Construction of connector D295
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Registered Owner: British Airways PLC
Operator:
British Airways PLC
Aircraft Type:
Boeing 737-236 Advanced
Nationality: British
Registration: G-BGJI
Place of Incident: 15 nm north-west of
Bournemouth International Airport
Latitude: 50¡ 55.72' North
Longitude: 002¡ 12.55' East
Date and Time: 22 October 1995 at 1609 hrs
All times in this report are UTC Synopsis The incident was
notified
promptly to the Air Accidents Investigation Branch (AAIB) by
the
operator and the investigation began that evening. The AAIB
team
comprised MrÊDÊFÊKing (Investigator-in-Charge),
MrÊPÊDÊGilmartin
(Operations), MrÊCÊGÊPollard (Engineering), MrÊSÊW Moss
(Engineering),
Mr A N Cable (Engineering) Ms A Evans (Flight Recorders). The
crew
reported at 1330Êhrs at Gatwick to carry out a post-heavy
maintenance
check, test flight on the aircraft. The first officer (F/O) completed
the external check, while the commander completed the 'Flight

Deck
Preparation' items of the aircraft checklist. A Standby (STBY)
Rudder
system check was carried out with no abnormalities noted and
during taxi
before take-off, the Yaw Damper indicator showed normal
response to
turns. When the aircraft was in straight and level flight at FL200
with
an indicated airspeed of 290Êkt, Autopilot and Autothrottle
engaged and
Yaw Damper ON, the aircraft experienced roll/yaw oscillations.
The
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) showed that the Autopilot and
Autothrottle
were disengaged, and the commander reported that the Yaw
Damper was
switched OFF but the crew were unable to stop the oscillations.
A MAYDAY
call was broadcast at 1609Êhrs. The crew had the impression that
the
bank angle would have continued to increase had opposite roll
control
inputs not been applied. A descent was made to around FL75 and
as the
airspeed was allowed to reduce towards 250Êkt the oscillations
began to
decay rapidly and stopped. The total duration of the roll/yaw
event was
about seven minutes. A low speed handling check was carried
out, and it
was found that the aircraft handled well at a speed 150Êkt, with
FlapÊ15¡ selected and with the landing gear down. It was

decided to
return to London Gatwick Airport in this configuration, and the
MAYDAY
was downgraded to a PAN. The crew recovered the aircraft to
Gatwick
without further incident. The investigation identified the
following
causal factors: (i) Contamination of the connector on the Yaw
Damper Coupler, in the
Electronic and Equipment Bay, by an unidentified fluid had
occurred at
some time prior to the incident flight and compromised the
function of
its pin to pin insulation.
(ii) Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between certain
adjacent pins
had affected the phase and magnitude of the signals transmitted
to the
Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby stimulating a forced Dutch Roll
mode of the
aircraft.
(iii) The location of the Electronic and Equipment (E&E) Bay,
beneath the
cabin floor in the area of the aircraft doors, galleys and toilets
made
it vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
(iv) The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch Roll
oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the
malfunctioning
Yaw Damper system.

09:01 AM ET 02/24/98Rudder system not cause of 737 accidents
- Boeing By Suzanne McElligott SINGAPORE, Feb 24
(Reuters) - Boeing Co. said Tuesday that apart of its 737
aircraft's rudder systems recently called intoquestion by British
authorities could not have been involved inany unexplained
accidents. Britain called on Boeing last week to make urgent
designmodifications after a leak near the rudder system was
identifiedby a government investigation board as the cause of an
incidentin 1995. In a written statement given to Reuters in
response to aquery at the Singapore Aerospace show, the
company said:``Boeing believes the incident was isolated and
that this issuecould not have been involved in any unsolved
airplaneaccidents.'' Britain's Air Accident Investigation Board
(AAIB) had saidthat in a test flight of a 17-year-old 737 in 1995
over southernEngland, an unidentified liquid seeped into the
plane'selectrical and equipment bay, affecting the yaw damper,
whichcontrols rudder movements.

That caused the aircraft to roll uncontrollably from side to side
for seven minutes, according to the report. The pilot regained
control only after descending to 7,500feet (2,300 meters) from
20,000 feet (6,100 meters).

The AAIB report called on Boeing and the U.S. FederalAviation
Administration (FAA) to take quick steps to ensuresimilar
incidents did not occur. The report said the location of the bay
-- beneath the cabinfloor in the area of aircraft doors, galleys and
toilets --``made it vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety
ofsources.'' The particular electrical connection suspected in
the 737incident had not been overhauled in the 17-year life of
theBritish Airways Plc jet, and the AAIB said in its

report``considerable buildup of products of corrosion
andelectrolysis'' was found. The AAIB recommended the 737's
instruction manual bereviewed to ensure it contained clear
instructions for spottingevidence of fluid leaks during routine
maintenance. Boeing said as soon as it received the report, it
chartereda team comprising the FAA, AAIB, airlines and other
interestedparties to review the issue. ``The team has developed
several recommendations, and Boeinghas informed customers
that it is working on a Service Bulletinto address the issue. The
Service Bulletin should be completedand released in mid-1998.''
The Boeing statement said the 1995 incident involvedyawdamper oscillations, ``and a yaw-damper malfunction
canproduce a rudder input of no more than four degrees.'' ``A
yaw-damper malfunction will not affect safety-of-flightand easily
is controllable by the flight crew,'' it said. Uncontrolled rudder
movement was suspected to have played arole in the crashes of
two 737s in the United States. ^REUTERS@
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 24, 1998 6:46:15 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: MD-80/737/747 wiring common cause of
accidents.

We are in agreement. Completely.

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: MD-80/737/747 wiring common cause of accidents.
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/23/98 8:17 AM

Barry: Yep, precisely. First an electrical fire, then ignition of
O2 cannisters. Basic problem: an old, poorly-maintained
jetliner.
An electrical fire waiting to happen. David
OK, we are as one. Old frayed wires link you to MD-80 cargo
hold fire, me
to 747 doors popping open in flight, and me and others to 737s
uncommanded
rudder anomalies. Not oxygen cannisters, not bombs and center
tank
explosions, and not rudder actuators.
So, do we join the 'crank' list? Because we disagree with the
official line
that sees eight plane crashes and can not see the common link,
the big
picture, the common cause? And we do?
At the rate of investigation, wiring will be named the culprit 20
years
after the models are retired. Ha!
Every now known wiring accident is controversial. Every one.
It's because
wiring is not named as culprit, only the innocent bystanders,
cannisters,
fuel tanks, cargo doors, and actuators. Officials are identifying a
symptom
and fixing it, while leaving the cause to kill again.
And Silk Air may the first to happen after the cause was named,

wiring
turning things on when they shouldn't.
Regards,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 23, 1998 8:17:18 AM PST
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: MD-80/737/747 wiring common cause of accidents.

Barry: Yep, precisely. First an electrical fire, then ignition of
O2 cannisters. Basic problem: an old, poorly-maintained
jetliner.
An electrical fire waiting to happen. David
OK, we are as one. Old frayed wires link you to MD-80 cargo
hold fire, me to 747 doors popping open in flight, and me and
others to 737s uncommanded rudder anomalies. Not oxygen
cannisters, not bombs and center tank explosions, and not rudder
actuators.

So, do we join the 'crank' list? Because we disagree with the
official line that sees eight plane crashes and can not see the
common link, the big picture, the common cause? And we do?
At the rate of investigation, wiring will be named the culprit 20
years after the models are retired. Ha!
Every now known wiring accident is controversial. Every one.
It's because wiring is not named as culprit, only the innocent
bystanders, cannisters, fuel tanks, cargo doors, and actuators.
Officials are identifying a symptom and fixing it, while leaving
the cause to kill again.
And Silk Air may the first to happen after the cause was named,
wiring turning things on when they shouldn't.
Regards,
Barry
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 23, 1998 6:52:50 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: McCain/NTSB/cargo door meeting

Barry: Yep, precisely. First an electrical fire, then ignition of
O2 cannisters. Basic problem: an old, poorly-maintained
jetliner.
An electrical fire waiting to happen. David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________

Subject: Re: McCain/NTSB/cargo door meeting
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/20/98 10:08 PM

I
would love to attend.
Dear David,
Yeah, why not?

I think they got it wrong on ValuJet 592.
If you are saying bad wiring shorted and started fire which set of
oxygen
cannisters, then I'm listening.
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 20, 1998 10:08:31 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: Re: McCain/NTSB/cargo door meeting

I
would love to attend.
Dear David,
Yeah, why not?

I think they got it wrong on ValuJet 592.
If you are saying bad wiring shorted and started fire which set of
oxygen cannisters, then I'm listening.
Cheers,
Barry
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 20, 1998 2:18:59 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: McCain/NTSB/cargo door meeting

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Description: cc:Mail note part
Barry: That is a very professional, thorough and courteous
letter
to Chairman Hall. I would be most curious to hear if they take
you

up on what sure looks to me like a structured, objective
agenda. I
would love to attend. Chairman Hall religiously reads Air
Safety
Week.
Those guys are convinced the explosion occurred in the
center
wing tank. It's gonna take a lot for them to change course. But,
then, I think they got it wrong on ValuJet 592.
David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: McCain/NTSB/cargo door meeting
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/18/98 9:34 PM

Dear David, it appears Senator McCain thinks there may be
something to the
forward cargo door explanation, .jpg of letter attached.
My reply to Chairman Hall below:

Regards,
John Barry Smith
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB

National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washington, DC 20594-2000

Dear Chairman Hall,

17 Mar 98

I've just received a 4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John
McCain
stating, "I have received your letter regarding the forward cargo
door of
TWA Flight 800, and your interest in meeting with someone at
the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked
for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Chairman Hall, I interpret that to mean that Senator McCain
wishes that the
NTSB and I get together in a meeting to relate my concerns
about the
forward cargo door of TWA 800. That seems reasonable enough.
To accurately
and efficiently relate my concerns to NTSB, may I present the
following
suggestions:
I offer to travel to Seattle, Washington, from California to meet
with NTSB
officials in their offices. That's the closest office to me and

previous
government officials who have written to me regarding forward
cargo door
and TWA 800.
(From NTSB web site: NTSB Northwest Regional Office 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
19518 Pacific Highway South
Room 201
Seattle, Washington 98188)
The sooner the better; may I suggest Wednesday, April 1, 1998
in Room 201
of NTSB NW Regional Office at 8 a.m?
A meeting goal would be to discuss with me my concerns
regarding the
forward cargo door of TWA 800. My goal is to persuade NTSB
that a
reasonable line of inquiry, worthy of the same effort as that done
for
bomb, missile, and center tank, is the wiring/cargo door rupture
explanation. The wiring/cargo door rupture concerns are:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the

wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty foot hole in
nose
producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
9. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
10. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
11. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
12. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating
tanks, including center tank.
13. fireball observed on the ground.
14. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material among first to
land.
Every concern will be documented with US government and
other official
reports, exhibits, testimony, and charts. I will bring my laptop
computer
with internet access to reach NTSB TWA 800 website and other
government
sites for reference. All that will be required is an outside phone
line,
some chairs, a table, and some good lighting.
The main concern, as is the main concern of all aviation safety
persons, is
that can happen again unless wiring/cargo door rupture
explanation is ruled
in or out by a reasonable line of inquiry by NTSB which is my
goal of the
meeting which Senator McCain has suggested take place.

Senator McCain mentions, 'someone' at NTSB to meet with me.
May I suggest
several persons to be invited to the meeting?
1. NTSB Chief of Northwest Region and staff that are available.
2. Mr. Breneman of FAA who has hands on experience with the
forward cargo
door of TWA 800 assisting NTSB at Calverton.
3. Mr. Neil Schalekamp of FAA who offered conclusion of
evidence of TWA 800
being outward explosion at cargo door area but later changed
mind.
It's far away but I certainly invite you, Mr. Chairman, and would
be
honored should you attend, as well as Dr. Loeb, Mr. Wildey, Mr.
Drake, Mr.
Dickinson, and Mr. Schleede, all of whom are very familiar with
wiring/cargo door explanation and would contribute much to
resolving my
concerns about the forward cargo door of TWA 800. Also most
helpful would
be Mr. Lyle Streeter, the FAA link to NTSB. Mr. Streeter is a
professional
aircraft accident investigator whose opinions about aircraft
accidents
carry weight. If not able to attend in person, then email, phone
and
letters are available of course to us.
This meeting of minds is a very welcome opportunity to clear the
air and
resolve some differences of opinion about TWA 800 and it's

cause. Harsh
letters between NTSB and me have crossed paths in the last few
weeks. It's
distracting from the mechanical explanation of TWA 800 which
relies on
facts, data and evidence which is what I shall address in the
proposed
meeting in Seattle.
I truly believe this meeting will be very fruitful, Mr. Chairman.
Goals are
to establish that the cargo door of TWA 800 opened in flight or
did not,
it's happened before to other 747s or has not, present new
evidence which
has shown up in wreckage reconstruction or has not; and
therefore, a
reasonable line of inquiry is the wiring/cargo door rupture
explanation or
it is not.
I will report back to Senator McCain with the evaluation of
wiring/cargo
door rupture explanation by NTSB in words a former US Navy
carrier jet
pilot will understand, which is to say, technical and makes sense.
Chairman Hall, NTSB and FAA went right to that suspicious
forward cargo
door of TWA 800 from day one. It's time to go back. There's a lot
more
there than meets the eye at first glance. The whole story is there.
It

answers your question of, "Why so few bodies burned?" The
answer is
basically, "They were not there to be burned. They were blown
away by the
first initial non-fiery explosive decompression and they were in
the
severed unburnt nose section. When the center tank finally did
catch
fire/explode, there were no passengers in front of the fiery
explosion to
be burnt."
To ask your question, sir, as you did about the unburnt
passengers, is to
understand the center tank as initial event does not ring all the
way true.
There is doubt about the actual initial event in your mind.
I can resolve it.

Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Description: cc:Mail note part

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: March 19, 1998 7:18:02 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: McCain/NTSB/cargo door meeting

At 09:35 PM 3/18/98 -0700, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Mike, it appears Senator McCain thinks there may be
something to the
forward cargo door explanation, .jpg of letter attached.
Please keep me posted concerning if/when that meeting takes
place.
_______________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Internet's aviation magazine
and news service
URL: http://www.avweb.com
Email: mbusch@avweb.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1998 9:35:05 PM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: McCain/NTSB/cargo door meeting

Dear Mike, it appears Senator McCain thinks there may be
something to the forward cargo door explanation, .jpg of letter
attached.
My reply to Chairman Hall below:

Regards,
John Barry Smith
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washington, DC 20594-2000

Dear Chairman Hall,

17 Mar 98

I've just received a 4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John
McCain stating, "I have received your letter regarding the
forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800, and your interest in
meeting with someone at the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Chairman Hall, I interpret that to mean that Senator McCain
wishes that the NTSB and I get together in a meeting to relate my

concerns about the forward cargo door of TWA 800. That seems
reasonable enough. To accurately and efficiently relate my
concerns to NTSB, may I present the following suggestions:
I offer to travel to Seattle, Washington, from California to meet
with NTSB officials in their offices. That's the closest office to
me and previous government officials who have written to me
regarding forward cargo door and TWA 800.
(From NTSB web site: NTSB Northwest Regional Office 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
19518 Pacific Highway South
Room 201
Seattle, Washington 98188)
The sooner the better; may I suggest Wednesday, April 1, 1998
in Room 201 of NTSB NW Regional Office at 8 a.m?
A meeting goal would be to discuss with me my concerns
regarding the forward cargo door of TWA 800. My goal is to
persuade NTSB that a reasonable line of inquiry, worthy of the
same effort as that done for bomb, missile, and center tank, is the
wiring/cargo door rupture explanation. The wiring/cargo door
rupture concerns are:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area

forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
9. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
10. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
11. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
12. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
13. fireball observed on the ground.
14. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material among first to
land.
Every concern will be documented with US government and
other official reports, exhibits, testimony, and charts. I will bring
my laptop computer with internet access to reach NTSB TWA
800 website and other government sites for reference. All that
will be required is an outside phone line, some chairs, a table,
and some good lighting.
The main concern, as is the main concern of all aviation safety
persons, is that can happen again unless wiring/cargo door
rupture explanation is ruled in or out by a reasonable line of
inquiry by NTSB which is my goal of the meeting which Senator
McCain has suggested take place.
Senator McCain mentions, 'someone' at NTSB to meet with me.
May I suggest several persons to be invited to the meeting?
1. NTSB Chief of Northwest Region and staff that are available.
2. Mr. Breneman of FAA who has hands on experience with the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 assisting NTSB at Calverton.
3. Mr. Neil Schalekamp of FAA who offered conclusion of

evidence of TWA 800 being outward explosion at cargo door
area but later changed mind.
It's far away but I certainly invite you, Mr. Chairman, and would
be honored should you attend, as well as Dr. Loeb, Mr. Wildey,
Mr. Drake, Mr. Dickinson, and Mr. Schleede, all of whom are
very familiar with wiring/cargo door explanation and would
contribute much to resolving my concerns about the forward
cargo door of TWA 800. Also most helpful would be Mr. Lyle
Streeter, the FAA link to NTSB. Mr. Streeter is a professional
aircraft accident investigator whose opinions about aircraft
accidents carry weight. If not able to attend in person, then email,
phone and letters are available of course to us.
This meeting of minds is a very welcome opportunity to clear the
air and resolve some differences of opinion about TWA 800 and
it's cause. Harsh letters between NTSB and me have crossed
paths in the last few weeks. It's distracting from the mechanical
explanation of TWA 800 which relies on facts, data and
evidence which is what I shall address in the proposed meeting
in Seattle.
I truly believe this meeting will be very fruitful, Mr. Chairman.
Goals are to establish that the cargo door of TWA 800 opened in
flight or did not, it's happened before to other 747s or has not,
present new evidence which has shown up in wreckage
reconstruction or has not; and therefore, a reasonable line of
inquiry is the wiring/cargo door rupture explanation or it is not.
I will report back to Senator McCain with the evaluation of
wiring/cargo door rupture explanation by NTSB in words a
former US Navy carrier jet pilot will understand, which is to say,
technical and makes sense.

Chairman Hall, NTSB and FAA went right to that suspicious
forward cargo door of TWA 800 from day one. It's time to go
back. There's a lot more there than meets the eye at first glance.
The whole story is there. It answers your question of, "Why so
few bodies burned?" The answer is basically, "They were not
there to be burned. They were blown away by the first initial
non-fiery explosive decompression and they were in the severed
unburnt nose section. When the center tank finally did catch fire/
explode, there were no passengers in front of the fiery explosion
to be burnt."
To ask your question, sir, as you did about the unburnt
passengers, is to understand the center tank as initial event does
not ring all the way true. There is doubt about the actual initial
event in your mind.
I can resolve it.

Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1998 9:34:36 PM PST
To: devansphillipscom

Subject: McCain/NTSB/cargo door meeting

Dear David, it appears Senator McCain thinks there may be
something to the forward cargo door explanation, .jpg of letter
attached.
My reply to Chairman Hall below:

Regards,
John Barry Smith
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washington, DC 20594-2000

Dear Chairman Hall,

17 Mar 98

I've just received a 4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John
McCain stating, "I have received your letter regarding the
forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800, and your interest in
meeting with someone at the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Chairman Hall, I interpret that to mean that Senator McCain

wishes that the NTSB and I get together in a meeting to relate my
concerns about the forward cargo door of TWA 800. That seems
reasonable enough. To accurately and efficiently relate my
concerns to NTSB, may I present the following suggestions:
I offer to travel to Seattle, Washington, from California to meet
with NTSB officials in their offices. That's the closest office to
me and previous government officials who have written to me
regarding forward cargo door and TWA 800.
(From NTSB web site: NTSB Northwest Regional Office 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
19518 Pacific Highway South
Room 201
Seattle, Washington 98188)
The sooner the better; may I suggest Wednesday, April 1, 1998
in Room 201 of NTSB NW Regional Office at 8 a.m?
A meeting goal would be to discuss with me my concerns
regarding the forward cargo door of TWA 800. My goal is to
persuade NTSB that a reasonable line of inquiry, worthy of the
same effort as that done for bomb, missile, and center tank, is the
wiring/cargo door rupture explanation. The wiring/cargo door
rupture concerns are:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.

8. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
9. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
10. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
11. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
12. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
13. fireball observed on the ground.
14. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material among first to
land.
Every concern will be documented with US government and
other official reports, exhibits, testimony, and charts. I will bring
my laptop computer with internet access to reach NTSB TWA
800 website and other government sites for reference. All that
will be required is an outside phone line, some chairs, a table,
and some good lighting.
The main concern, as is the main concern of all aviation safety
persons, is that can happen again unless wiring/cargo door
rupture explanation is ruled in or out by a reasonable line of
inquiry by NTSB which is my goal of the meeting which Senator
McCain has suggested take place.
Senator McCain mentions, 'someone' at NTSB to meet with me.
May I suggest several persons to be invited to the meeting?
1. NTSB Chief of Northwest Region and staff that are available.
2. Mr. Breneman of FAA who has hands on experience with the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 assisting NTSB at Calverton.

3. Mr. Neil Schalekamp of FAA who offered conclusion of
evidence of TWA 800 being outward explosion at cargo door
area but later changed mind.
It's far away but I certainly invite you, Mr. Chairman, and would
be honored should you attend, as well as Dr. Loeb, Mr. Wildey,
Mr. Drake, Mr. Dickinson, and Mr. Schleede, all of whom are
very familiar with wiring/cargo door explanation and would
contribute much to resolving my concerns about the forward
cargo door of TWA 800. Also most helpful would be Mr. Lyle
Streeter, the FAA link to NTSB. Mr. Streeter is a professional
aircraft accident investigator whose opinions about aircraft
accidents carry weight. If not able to attend in person, then email,
phone and letters are available of course to us.
This meeting of minds is a very welcome opportunity to clear the
air and resolve some differences of opinion about TWA 800 and
it's cause. Harsh letters between NTSB and me have crossed
paths in the last few weeks. It's distracting from the mechanical
explanation of TWA 800 which relies on facts, data and
evidence which is what I shall address in the proposed meeting
in Seattle.
I truly believe this meeting will be very fruitful, Mr. Chairman.
Goals are to establish that the cargo door of TWA 800 opened in
flight or did not, it's happened before to other 747s or has not,
present new evidence which has shown up in wreckage
reconstruction or has not; and therefore, a reasonable line of
inquiry is the wiring/cargo door rupture explanation or it is not.
I will report back to Senator McCain with the evaluation of
wiring/cargo door rupture explanation by NTSB in words a
former US Navy carrier jet pilot will understand, which is to say,

technical and makes sense.
Chairman Hall, NTSB and FAA went right to that suspicious
forward cargo door of TWA 800 from day one. It's time to go
back. There's a lot more there than meets the eye at first glance.
The whole story is there. It answers your question of, "Why so
few bodies burned?" The answer is basically, "They were not
there to be burned. They were blown away by the first initial
non-fiery explosive decompression and they were in the severed
unburnt nose section. When the center tank finally did catch fire/
explode, there were no passengers in front of the fiery explosion
to be burnt."
To ask your question, sir, as you did about the unburnt
passengers, is to understand the center tank as initial event does
not ring all the way true. There is doubt about the actual initial
event in your mind.
I can resolve it.

Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1998 3:52:09 PM PST

To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Re: Senator John McCain/NTSB meeting

Dear Barry,
I can't seem to raise the NTSB on the fax number I have for
them. Do you
have an e-mail address for Jim Hall, please?

I wish.

Here's some others.

DICKINA@ntsb.gov Al Dickinson is lead investigator for TWA
800
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov Dr. Loeb, director aviation safety
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov Ron Schleede is on TWA 800 team
POLLOCA@NTSB.gov is Al Pollock communications director.
They will probably refer you to Public Relations Peter Goelz
with no email.
In a nutshell, here are connections to 103 below.
Good Luck,
They know Shetland News because NTSB accredited a reporter

for NTSB hearings. Ha! This could be considered a followup
inquiry based upon the Baltimore hearings and NTSB evidence
released.
Barry

. UAL 811 aircraft was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early
model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5) running late
(6) and shortly after takeoff (7) experienced a sudden initial
event in the forward cargo hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden
(10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt
(13) power cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object
damage to starboard engines #3 and (15) #4, (16) more severe
inflight damage on starboard side, (17) at least nine never
recovered bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward cargo door area
on starboard side, (19) longitudinal break at midline of the
forward cargo door at midspan latch, (20) outward peeled skin on
upper forward fuselage, (21) vertical fuselage tear lines forward
of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, and (22) destruction
initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
So was PA 103

Pan Am 103 was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model
Boeing 747 (4) which took off in dusk or darkness (5) running
late (6) and during first phase of flight (7) experienced a sudden
initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage which left
a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice
recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data recorder,
(14) foreign object damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more

severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at least nine never
recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of the wing
relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression zone as
large rectangle centered around cargo door, (19) debris pattern of
dense nose area and rest of plane spread out (20) longitudinal
break at midline of the forward cargo door at midspan latch, (21)
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical
fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo
door, (23) destruction sequence of event as nose comes off and
rest of plane falls and disintegrates (24) and destruction initially
thought to be have been caused by a bomb
So was TWA 800.
Pan Am 103 was an: (1) not new (2) over 20000 hours flight time
(3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in dusk or
darkness (5) running late (6) and during flight (7) experienced a
sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage
which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight
data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engine #3,
(15) more severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at least
nine never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of
the wing relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression
zone as large rectangle centered around cargo door, (19) debris
pattern of dense nose area and rest of plane spread out (20)
unusual damage to the forward cargo door (21) outward peeled
skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines
forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23)
destruction sequence of event as nose comes off and rest of plane
falls and disintegrates (24) and destruction initially thought to be
have been caused by a bomb.

So was Air India 182.
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From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: March 18, 1998 1:45:19 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Senator John McCain/NTSB meeting

Dear Barry,
I can't seem to raise the NTSB on the fax number I have for
them. Do you
have an e-mail address for Jim Hall, please?
Cheers
Jonathan
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1998 1:33:28 PM PST
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Re: Senator John McCain/NTSB meeting

Dear Barry,
OK. I'll run the story once I've asked NTSB what their response
is.
They probably don't even know yet what their response is. You
asking may jog their memory and decision process...or make
them run for cover. Who knows what goes through the minds of
bureaucrats when asked a question from the press.
Somehow I don't think the AAIB are going to take the no-bomb
theory
seriously. I know Jim Swire is not convinced.
Well, then, why the hell don't these 'bomb' believers ever ask any
questions about the contradictory evidence? Why stay silent in
the face of alternate explanation with evidence. Semtex bombs
are not sooty. Period. PA 103 had soot imbedded at 'relatively
mild blast' site. Not semtex bomb. Period. The silence is hard to
understand. Never rebutted with facts but only opinions and
silence.
But at least it should be
looked at and certainly examined in court if there is ever a trial.
Too bloody right.
PS Can I describe you as 'a Californian researcher and retired

military
pilot' or do you prefer a more specific designation?
Not a military pilot but military aircrewman then jet recon
navigator and at same time civilian commercial pilot, instrument
rated. Eyes knocked me out of military pilot training so took
navigator.
Essentially retired military officer who is also survivor by two
seconds of sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash. That event
would change anyone and it changed me. Amateur internet sleuth
is good. Cool, rich, handsome, funny guy is good too. I wish that
one were true.
UK citizen is good and true. I'm a dual citizen. Lockerbie is part
of my country too.
Cheers,
Barry.

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: March 18, 1998 12:18:38 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Senator John McCain/NTSB meeting

Dear Barry,
OK. I'll run the story once I've asked NTSB what their response
is.
Somehow I don't think the AAIB are going to take the no-bomb
theory

seriously. I know Jim Swire is not convinced. But at least it
should be
looked at and certainly examined in court if there is ever a trial. I
haven't heard back from Tam Dalyell. He didn't show up at the
Labour Party
Conference I attended. I will give him a week or two and then
call him
again.
Many thanks for agreeing to my doing the story - and good luck.
Jonathan
PS Can I describe you as 'a Californian researcher and retired
military
pilot' or do you prefer a more specific designation?

*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 18/03/98, at 09:05, John Barry Smith wrote:
That sounds like progress. Is it public? As in, can I write a news
story
about it? Or do you want to keep a low profile until the meeting
is
agreed/held?

Jonathan, I've learned that good guys act certain ways and bad
guys act
certain ways. Both talk the same way.

Good guys are open and share. Bad guys don't. So, letter is
public, I'm
proud of it to. A powerful leader, a jet pilot, a politician who may
be
the
next President, a Chairman of the highest transportation
Committee, says
to
the Safety Board of which he oversees, "Meet with this guy, hear
him out,
and check out his forward cargo door story."
That's all I want, a chance to let the evidence, as I see it, speak.
And
it
says wiring, short, unlatch, rupture, open, explo decom, nose off,
fireball, water impact.
And of course, sad to say, that's what I say the evidence shows
happened
to
PA 103. I would also love the chance to present the evidence of
PA 103 to
AAIB. If Mr. Dalyell would ask AAIB the same request as
Senator McCain,
the
wheels would start to roll.

PS I never heard back from Jim Swire so if you are in contact
with him
please ask him to call me on 01595 820 205 or fax me on 01595
820 344 and

I
will organise his petition locally.

I just have his email. If I could get a meeting with AAIB, I would
ask Dr.
Swire to attend too , he knows the history of the investigation.
I'll send him this email.
Secrecy sucks, except in wartime, and even then it screws many
things up.
Hell, we know that, we are reporters/observers/evaluators of the
daily
scene.
Sincerely,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER

Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1998 10:53:11 AM PST
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: RE: McCain/NTSB meeting/cargo door

Barry-interesting development. Do you have copy of letter you
sent to
McCain?
I attached it as .jpg to previous email, I'll attach it again, it's
called mccainmeetingntsb.jpg
Why McCain as opposed to other lawmakers?
He responded last year and put cargo door item into committee
for review.
He's the Chairman of the committee that oversees NTSB.
He's also a former naval flight officer/pilot.

I have to assume I will get the go ahead.
Well, either me up there or you down here. I think of TV and
cargo door as documentary not expose of government or business
malfeasance. It's a documentary of average guy on internet with
web site and email who can do amazing things with
communication and reseach abilities now available to average
citizen.

We only criticize the things we love, we ignore the things we
hate or just get by them. Criticism is to make it better because we
care and want it better. I love the 747 and all planes. To say a
piece is wrong and can be fixed is good for airplanes, not bad.
Emotion and flattery and hurt feelings have no place with high
temperatures and high speed. Safe airplanes are good selling
airplanes. Good selling airplanes are good for Boeing and that's
good for Seattle. To point out faults and causes of unsafe planes
is to help planes, not hurt them. And I speak from experience.
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: March 18, 1998 10:46:00 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: McCain/NTSB meeting/cargo door

Barry-interesting development. Do you have copy of letter you
sent to
McCain? Why McCain as opposed to other lawmakers? Just
curious. By the
way, my boss has left town on a family death, so no word on
whether we're
progressing or not on this, but I have to assume I will get the go
ahead.
I'll talk to you soon. Josh

---------From: John Barry Smith
To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: McCain/NTSB meeting/cargo door
Date: Wednesday, March 18, 1998 10:17AM
<<File Attachment: MSGBDY1.TXT>> <<File Attachment:
MCCAINMEETINGNTSB.JPG>>
Josh, Senator McCain has contacted NTSB to essentially say,
"Meet with this
guy, listen to his cargo door story, and check it out."
Letter attached at .jpg from Senator McCain. It is very important.
Letter below is to Chairman Hall offering meeting in his NTSB
regional
office in Seattle.
Interesting development. Cargo door has interest in high places.
Sincerely,
Barry

Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman

490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washington, DC 20594-2000

Dear Chairman Hall,

17 Mar 98
I've just received a 4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John
McCain
stating, "I have received your letter regarding the forward cargo
door of
TWA Flight 800, and your interest in meeting with someone at
the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked
for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Chairman Hall, I interpret that to mean that Senator McCain
wishes that the
NTSB and I get together in a meeting to relate my concerns
about the
forward cargo door of TWA 800. That seems reasonable enough.
To accurately
and efficiently relate my concerns to NTSB, may I present the
following
suggestions:
I offer to travel to Seattle, Washington, from California to meet
with NTSB

officials in their offices. That's the closest office to me and
previous
government officials who have written to me regarding forward
cargo door
and TWA 800.
(From NTSB web site: NTSB Northwest Regional Office 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
19518 Pacific Highway South
Room 201
Seattle, Washington 98188)
The sooner the better; may I suggest Wednesday, April 1, 1998
in Room 201
of NTSB NW Regional Office at 8 a.m?
A meeting goal would be to discuss with me my concerns
regarding the
forward cargo door of TWA 800. My goal is to persuade NTSB
that a
reasonable line of inquiry, worthy of the same effort as that done
for
bomb, missile, and center tank, is the wiring/cargo door rupture
explanation. The wiring/cargo door rupture concerns are:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area

forward of the
wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty foot hole in
nose
producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
9. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
10. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
11. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
12. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating
tanks, including center tank.
13. fireball observed on the ground.
14. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material among first to
land.
Every concern will be documented with US government and
other official
reports, exhibits, testimony, and charts. I will bring my laptop
computer
with internet access to reach NTSB TWA 800 website and other
government
sites for reference. All that will be required is an outside phone
line,
some chairs, a table, and some good lighting.
The main concern, as is the main concern of all aviation safety
persons, is
that can happen again unless wiring/cargo door rupture
explanation is ruled
in or out by a reasonable line of inquiry by NTSB which is my
goal of the
meeting which Senator McCain has suggested take place.

Senator McCain mentions, 'someone' at NTSB to meet with me.
May I suggest
several persons to be invited to the meeting?
1. NTSB Chief of Northwest Region and staff that are available.
2. Mr. Breneman of FAA who has hands on experience with the
forward cargo
door of TWA 800 assisting NTSB at Calverton.
3. Mr. Neil Schalekamp of FAA who offered conclusion of
evidence of TWA 800
being outward explosion at cargo door area but later changed
mind.
It's far away but I certainly invite you, Mr. Chairman, and would
be
honored should you attend, as well as Dr. Loeb, Mr. Wildey, Mr.
Drake, Mr.
Dickinson, and Mr. Schleede, all of whom are very familiar with
wiring/cargo door explanation and would contribute much to
resolving my
concerns about the forward cargo door of TWA 800. Also most
helpful would
be Mr. Lyle Streeter, the FAA link to NTSB. Mr. Streeter is a
professional
aircraft accident investigator whose opinions about aircraft
accidents
carry weight. If not able to attend in person, then email, phone
and
letters are available of course to us.
This meeting of minds is a very welcome opportunity to clear the
air and

resolve some differences of opinion about TWA 800 and it's
cause. Harsh
letters between NTSB and me have crossed paths in the last few
weeks. It's
distracting from the mechanical explanation of TWA 800 which
relies on
facts, data and evidence which is what I shall address in the
proposed
meeting in Seattle.
I truly believe this meeting will be very fruitful, Mr. Chairman.
Goals are
to establish that the cargo door of TWA 800 opened in flight or
did not,
it's happened before to other 747s or has not, present new
evidence which
has shown up in wreckage reconstruction or has not; and
therefore, a
reasonable line of inquiry is the wiring/cargo door rupture
explanation or
it is not.
I will report back to Senator McCain with the evaluation of
wiring/cargo
door rupture explanation by NTSB in words a former US Navy
carrier jet
pilot will understand, which is to say, technical and makes sense.
Chairman Hall, NTSB and FAA went right to that suspicious
forward cargo
door of TWA 800 from day one. It's time to go back. There's a lot
more
there than meets the eye at first glance. The whole story is there.

It
answers your question of, "Why so few bodies burned?" The
answer is
basically, "They were not there to be burned. They were blown
away by the
first initial non-fiery explosive decompression and they were in
the
severed unburnt nose section. When the center tank finally did
catch
fire/explode, there were no passengers in front of the fiery
explosion to
be burnt."
To ask your question, sir, as you did about the unburnt
passengers, is to
understand the center tank as initial event does not ring all the
way true.
There is doubt about the actual initial event in your mind.
I can resolve it.

Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1998 10:01:03 AM PST
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: McCain/NTSB meeting/cargo door

Josh, Senator McCain has contacted NTSB to essentially say,
"Meet with this guy, listen to his cargo door story, and check it
out."
Letter attached at .jpg from Senator McCain. It is very important.
Letter below is to Chairman Hall offering meeting in his NTSB
regional office in Seattle.
Interesting development. Cargo door has interest in high places.
Sincerely,
Barry

Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washington, DC 20594-2000

Dear Chairman Hall,
17 Mar 98
I've just received a 4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John
McCain stating, "I have received your letter regarding the
forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800, and your interest in
meeting with someone at the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Chairman Hall, I interpret that to mean that Senator McCain
wishes that the NTSB and I get together in a meeting to relate my
concerns about the forward cargo door of TWA 800. That seems
reasonable enough. To accurately and efficiently relate my
concerns to NTSB, may I present the following suggestions:
I offer to travel to Seattle, Washington, from California to meet
with NTSB officials in their offices. That's the closest office to
me and previous government officials who have written to me
regarding forward cargo door and TWA 800.

(From NTSB web site: NTSB Northwest Regional Office 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
19518 Pacific Highway South
Room 201
Seattle, Washington 98188)
The sooner the better; may I suggest Wednesday, April 1, 1998
in Room 201 of NTSB NW Regional Office at 8 a.m?
A meeting goal would be to discuss with me my concerns
regarding the forward cargo door of TWA 800. My goal is to
persuade NTSB that a reasonable line of inquiry, worthy of the
same effort as that done for bomb, missile, and center tank, is the
wiring/cargo door rupture explanation. The wiring/cargo door
rupture concerns are:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
9. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
10. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch
fire.
11. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
12. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.

13. fireball observed on the ground.
14. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material among first to
land.
Every concern will be documented with US government and
other official reports, exhibits, testimony, and charts. I will bring
my laptop computer with internet access to reach NTSB TWA
800 website and other government sites for reference. All that
will be required is an outside phone line, some chairs, a table,
and some good lighting.
The main concern, as is the main concern of all aviation safety
persons, is that can happen again unless wiring/cargo door
rupture explanation is ruled in or out by a reasonable line of
inquiry by NTSB which is my goal of the meeting which Senator
McCain has suggested take place.
Senator McCain mentions, 'someone' at NTSB to meet with me.
May I suggest several persons to be invited to the meeting?
1. NTSB Chief of Northwest Region and staff that are available.
2. Mr. Breneman of FAA who has hands on experience with the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 assisting NTSB at Calverton.
3. Mr. Neil Schalekamp of FAA who offered conclusion of
evidence of TWA 800 being outward explosion at cargo door
area but later changed mind.
It's far away but I certainly invite you, Mr. Chairman, and would
be honored should you attend, as well as Dr. Loeb, Mr. Wildey,
Mr. Drake, Mr. Dickinson, and Mr. Schleede, all of whom are
very familiar with wiring/cargo door explanation and would
contribute much to resolving my concerns about the forward
cargo door of TWA 800. Also most helpful would be Mr. Lyle

Streeter, the FAA link to NTSB. Mr. Streeter is a professional
aircraft accident investigator whose opinions about aircraft
accidents carry weight. If not able to attend in person, then email,
phone and letters are available of course to us.
This meeting of minds is a very welcome opportunity to clear the
air and resolve some differences of opinion about TWA 800 and
it's cause. Harsh letters between NTSB and me have crossed
paths in the last few weeks. It's distracting from the mechanical
explanation of TWA 800 which relies on facts, data and
evidence which is what I shall address in the proposed meeting
in Seattle.
I truly believe this meeting will be very fruitful, Mr. Chairman.
Goals are to establish that the cargo door of TWA 800 opened in
flight or did not, it's happened before to other 747s or has not,
present new evidence which has shown up in wreckage
reconstruction or has not; and therefore, a reasonable line of
inquiry is the wiring/cargo door rupture explanation or it is not.
I will report back to Senator McCain with the evaluation of
wiring/cargo door rupture explanation by NTSB in words a
former US Navy carrier jet pilot will understand, which is to say,
technical and makes sense.
Chairman Hall, NTSB and FAA went right to that suspicious
forward cargo door of TWA 800 from day one. It's time to go
back. There's a lot more there than meets the eye at first glance.
The whole story is there. It answers your question of, "Why so
few bodies burned?" The answer is basically, "They were not
there to be burned. They were blown away by the first initial
non-fiery explosive decompression and they were in the severed
unburnt nose section. When the center tank finally did catch fire/

explode, there were no passengers in front of the fiery explosion
to be burnt."
To ask your question, sir, as you did about the unburnt
passengers, is to understand the center tank as initial event does
not ring all the way true. There is doubt about the actual initial
event in your mind.
I can resolve it.

Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1998 9:05:46 AM PST

To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Re: Senator John McCain/NTSB meeting

That sounds like progress. Is it public? As in, can I write a news
story
about it? Or do you want to keep a low profile until the meeting
is
agreed/held?

Jonathan, I've learned that good guys act certain ways and bad
guys act certain ways. Both talk the same way.
Good guys are open and share. Bad guys don't. So, letter is
public, I'm proud of it to. A powerful leader, a jet pilot, a
politician who may be the next President, a Chairman of the
highest transportation Committee, says to the Safety Board of
which he oversees, "Meet with this guy, hear him out, and check
out his forward cargo door story."
That's all I want, a chance to let the evidence, as I see it, speak.
And it says wiring, short, unlatch, rupture, open, explo decom,
nose off, fireball, water impact.
And of course, sad to say, that's what I say the evidence shows
happened to PA 103. I would also love the chance to present the
evidence of PA 103 to AAIB. If Mr. Dalyell would ask AAIB the
same request as Senator McCain, the wheels would start to roll.

PS I never heard back from Jim Swire so if you are in contact
with him
please ask him to call me on 01595 820 205 or fax me on 01595
820 344 and I

will organise his petition locally.

I just have his email. If I could get a meeting with AAIB, I would
ask Dr. Swire to attend too , he knows the history of the
investigation.
I'll send him this email.
Secrecy sucks, except in wartime, and even then it screws many
things up. Hell, we know that, we are reporters/observers/
evaluators of the daily scene.
Sincerely,
Barry
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: March 18, 1998 12:52:40 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Senator John McCain/NTSB meeting

That sounds like progress. Is it public? As in, can I write a news
story
about it? Or do you want to keep a low profile until the meeting
is
agreed/held?
Best wishes
Jonathan
PS I never heard back from Jim Swire so if you are in contact

with him
please ask him to call me on 01595 820 205 or fax me on 01595
820 344 and I
will organise his petition locally.
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 17/03/98, at 19:57, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Jonathan, Senator McCain sent me a letter. It may set up a
meeting
between NTSB and me. I would surely love that.
Cheers,
Barry

[snipped]
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 17, 1998 7:57:53 PM PST
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Senator John McCain/NTSB meeting

Dear Jonathan, Senator McCain sent me a letter. It may set up a
meeting between NTSB and me. I would surely love that.
Cheers,
Barry

Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washington, DC 20594-2000

Dear Chairman Hall,

17 Mar 98

I've just received a 4 Mar 98 letter to me from Senator John
McCain stating, "I have received your letter regarding the
forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800, and your interest in
meeting with someone at the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns.
I have asked for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
Chairman Hall, I interpret that to mean that Senator McCain
wishes that the NTSB and I get together in a meeting to relate my
concerns about the forward cargo door of TWA 800. That seems
reasonable enough. To accurately and efficiently relate my
concerns to NTSB, may I present the following suggestions:

I offer to travel to Seattle, Washington, from California to meet
with NTSB officials in their offices. That's the closest office to
me and previous government officials who have written to me
regarding forward cargo door and TWA 800.
(From NTSB web site: NTSB Northwest Regional Office 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
19518 Pacific Highway South
Room 201
Seattle, Washington 98188)
The sooner the better; may I suggest Wednesday, April 1, 1998
in Room 201 of NTSB NW Regional Office at 8 a.m?
A meeting goal would be to discuss with me my concerns
regarding the forward cargo door of TWA 800. My goal is to
persuade NTSB that a reasonable line of inquiry, worthy of the
same effort as that done for bomb, missile, and center tank, is the
wiring/cargo door rupture explanation. The wiring/cargo door
rupture concerns are:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some
don't.
8. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area
forward of the wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty
foot hole in nose producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
9. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
10. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch

fire.
11. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
12. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from
disintegrating tanks, including center tank.
13. fireball observed on the ground.
14. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material among first to
land.
Every concern will be documented with US government and
other official reports, exhibits, testimony, and charts. I will bring
my laptop computer with internet access to reach NTSB TWA
800 website and other government sites for reference. All that
will be required is an outside phone line, some chairs, a table,
and some good lighting.
The main concern, as is the main concern of all aviation safety
persons, is that can happen again unless wiring/cargo door
rupture explanation is ruled in or out by a reasonable line of
inquiry by NTSB which is my goal of the meeting which Senator
McCain has suggested take place.
Senator McCain mentions, 'someone' at NTSB to meet with me.
May I suggest several persons to be invited to the meeting?
1. NTSB Chief of Northwest Region and staff that are available.
2. Mr. Breneman of FAA who has hands on experience with the
forward cargo door of TWA 800 assisting NTSB at Calverton.
3. Mr. Neil Schalekamp of FAA who offered conclusion of
evidence of TWA 800 being outward explosion at cargo door
area but later changed mind.
It's far away but I certainly invite you, Mr. Chairman, and would

be honored should you attend, as well as Dr. Loeb, Mr. Wildey,
Mr. Drake, Mr. Dickinson, and Mr. Schleede, all of whom are
very familiar with wiring/cargo door explanation and would
contribute much to resolving my concerns about the forward
cargo door of TWA 800. Also most helpful would be Mr. Lyle
Streeter, the FAA link to NTSB. Mr. Streeter is a professional
aircraft accident investigator whose opinions about aircraft
accidents carry weight. If not able to attend in person, then email,
phone and letters are available of course to us.
This meeting of minds is a very welcome opportunity to clear the
air and resolve some differences of opinion about TWA 800 and
it's cause. Harsh letters between NTSB and me have crossed
paths in the last few weeks. It's distracting from the mechanical
explanation of TWA 800 which relies on facts, data and
evidence which is what I shall address in the proposed meeting
in Seattle.
I truly believe this meeting will be very fruitful, Mr. Chairman.
Goals are to establish that the cargo door of TWA 800 opened in
flight or did not, it's happened before to other 747s or has not,
present new evidence which has shown up in wreckage
reconstruction or has not; and therefore, a reasonable line of
inquiry is the wiring/cargo door rupture explanation or it is not.
I will report back to Senator McCain with the evaluation of
wiring/cargo door rupture explanation by NTSB in words a
former US Navy carrier jet pilot will understand, which is to say,
technical and makes sense.
Chairman Hall, NTSB and FAA went right to that suspicious
forward cargo door of TWA 800 from day one. It's time to go
back. There's a lot more there than meets the eye at first glance.

The whole story is there. It answers your question of, "Why so
few bodies burned?" The answer is basically, "They were not
there to be burned. They were blown away by the first initial
non-fiery explosive decompression and they were in the severed
unburnt nose section. When the center tank finally did catch fire/
explode, there were no passengers in front of the fiery explosion
to be burnt."
To ask your question, sir, as you did about the unburnt
passengers, is to understand the center tank as initial event does
not ring all the way true. There is doubt about the actual initial
event in your mind.
I can resolve it.

Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: March 14, 1998 11:44:00 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Get you get an early answer?

Barry-I will do my best to get an answer. My guess is it will be

yes, but
there's no way to tell. I'll follow up and again present the
arguments you
presented, and see where it goes. I'll be in touch this week either
way.
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith
To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: Get you get an early answer?
Date: Saturday, March 14, 1998 8:54PM
I have made a formal presentation to my boss about launching
headlong into an investigation into faulty wiring on some 747
cargo doors,
and am awaiting the go ahead. It looks good. I'm going on
vacation for a
couple of weeks, and I'll contact you as soon as I return.

Josh, so I'm pushy, can you get an answer before you go? If yes,
two weeks
is good time to prepare. If no, then time to think of other things.
If
maybe, then of course, it's pins and needles.
I received a letter today from NTSB senior official. He said the
door
investigation was complete and they will not respond to any
more of my
letters.
So, do you think that is right or wrong? If you think eight latches

checked
of ten available is complete or it's OK if a citizen talking aviation
safety with an aviation safety official is told the aviation safety
official will not talk aviation safety with citizen anymore even
though an
active aviation safety investigation, TWA 800, is underway, then
I'm wrong.
If you think all ten latches of forward cargo door should be
examined for
evidence of aft midspan latch rupture, not just eight, and a US
Government
public aviation safety official should talk about aviation safety
with a
citizen for as long as the citizen makes sense, then I'm right and
time's
awastin', git on down here.
The engine powerplant report has leaked and has many
interesting
observations of the four engines.
Your boss will say yes, depending on time and budget.
Regards,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1998 9:46:22 PM PST
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: Get you get an early answer?

I have made a formal presentation to my boss about launching
headlong into an investigation into faulty wiring on some 747
cargo doors,
and am awaiting the go ahead. It looks good. I'm going on
vacation for a
couple of weeks, and I'll contact you as soon as I return.

Josh, so I'm pushy, can you get an answer before you go? If yes,
two weeks is good time to prepare. If no, then time to think of
other things. If maybe, then of course, it's pins and needles.
I received a letter today from NTSB senior official. He said the
door investigation was complete and they will not respond to any
more of my letters.
So, do you think that is right or wrong? If you think eight latches
checked of ten available is complete or it's OK if a citizen talking
aviation safety with an aviation safety official is told the aviation
safety official will not talk aviation safety with citizen anymore
even though an active aviation safety investigation, TWA 800, is
underway, then I'm wrong.
If you think all ten latches of forward cargo door should be
examined for evidence of aft midspan latch rupture, not just

eight, and a US Government public aviation safety official
should talk about aviation safety with a citizen for as long as the
citizen makes sense, then I'm right and time's awastin', git on
down here. The links have dried out from El Nino and are all
lush green.
The engine powerplant report has leaked and has many
interesting observations of the four engines.
Your boss will say yes, depending on time and budget.
Regards,
Barry
From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: March 14, 1998 7:06:00 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Bring a crew down

Greetings Barry-Great to hear from you. I was just thinking
about you
yesterday. I have made a formal presentation to my boss about
launching
headlong into an investigation into faulty wiring on some 747
cargo doors,
and am awaiting the go ahead. It looks good. I'm going on
vacation for a
couple of weeks, and I'll contact you as soon as I return. Take
care.
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith

To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: Bring a crew down
Date: Friday, March 13, 1998 9:32PM
Josh, why not bring yourself and a cameraman down and do semi
documentary
on guy who has alternate mechanical explanation for a crash of
an aircraft
your viewers are vitally interested in? You two could stay here in
my
house. Then during time off the links are available.
I can show here the whole setup of computer, scanner, digital
camera,
printers and other communication and research devices a citizen
has
available in which he can support such a claim that a shorted
wire turned a
door motor on and led to the explosive decompression of TWA
800 and other
controversial crashes. You can grill me like Mike Wallace. A real
expose.
Should be fun.
Cheers,
Barry
408 659 3552

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 13, 1998 9:22:20 PM PST
To: Kerns_Josh
Subject: Bring a crew down

Josh, why not bring yourself and a cameraman down and do semi
documentary on guy who has alternate mechanical explanation
for a crash of an aircraft your viewers are vitally interested in?
You two could stay here in my house. Then during time off the
links are available.
I can show here the whole setup of computer, scanner, digital
camera, printers and other communication and research devices a
citizen has available in which he can support such a claim that a
shorted wire turned a door motor on and led to the explosive
decompression of TWA 800 and other controversial crashes. You
can grill me like Mike Wallace. A real expose. Should be fun.
Cheers,
Barry
408 659 3552
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 12, 1998 5:41:54 PM PST
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Probably got through

The trouble is, I don't have a snail-mail or phone number or fax
number for

Dr Swire.
Do you?
Dear Jonathan, no, only email from aol
Maybe he should get hooked up to a competent ISP, such as
Virgin, who never
give any trouble?
AOL is a phenomenon, terrible service, expensive, slow,
censorous, and gets bigger and bigger.
I will keep trying because I would like to get those petitions on
the go
here.
Right.
Dr. Swire did email he did receive one of my kicked back emails
so it looks like the email to aol may get through to him.
Below is his first email and after that is my reply.
Cheers,
Barry
From: DrJimSwire <DrJimSwire@aol.com>
Date: Mon, 9 Mar 1998 19:42:16 EST
To: barry@corazon.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Subject: PA 103

Content-ID: <0_889490536@inet_out.mail.aol.com.1>
Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Please see attached.
Content-ID: <0_889490536@inet_out.mail.aol.com.2>
Content-type: text/plain;
name="BARRY@CO"
Content-disposition: inline
Barry,
I have the material received by Tam Dalyell MP (UK). It reached
him via <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Your arguments are very interesting, nor would I underestimate
the power of commercial clout to pervert the truth.
I have of course studied the AAIB report into PA 103 and been to
see the reconstruction at AAIB Farnborough. There is no doubt
of the remarkable similarity between PA 103, TWA 800 and Air
India.
Air India was closely linked to the explosion of a similar bomb at
Narita airport Tokyo on the same day in the baggage handling
shed. The Canadian evidence about the conspirators who made
that and also booked their case onto the fatal flight via a feeder
service is convincing. This despite the fact that the crash into
deep ocean destroyed much of the forensics.
TWA 800 was also a salt water site though shallow and
immediately and intensively searched. TWA showed just how
good and rapid a solvent salt water is for explosive residues.

Lockerbie was the only one on land and the explosive residues
were found beyond a doubt. In addition the debris recovered
from the contents of the forward cargo hold provided blast/heat
evidence, which not only confirmed a bomb but enabled precise
location of the locus of the explosion.
I find the technical explanation of the propagation of the fuselage
rupture provided by AAIB convincing. Nor do I believe that
AAIB have in any way been 'got at' to reach a false conclusion
for some other agency. Why don't you ask to meet with AAIB
technical staff to discuss this? They are very willing to do all
they can to explain how they reached their conclusions.
I do think your work is entirely convincing in suggesting that the
structural strength of the 747 hull just forward of the wing, in
flight at altitude, is compromised and that the weakness does
involve the forward cargo door area.
Thus the structural failure in all these disasters has followed an
almost identical pattern. This weakness was exploited in PA 103
by a 'tiny' bomb (estimated at about 350 Gms of Semtex H. H has
an even higher ignition velocity than standard Semtex and
therefore would generate stronger Mach stem shocks, Gm for
Gm.
There was consternation in the industry that so small a charge
could destroy such an aircraft, and your work on the
disintegration unites all three disasters and raises the question of
whether some form of hull reinforcement should be introduced,
both to the cargo door closure system and the surrounding hull.
That is just the sort of question which might be suppressed 'in the

interests of avoiding disruption of the industry/ commercial
damage to Boeing'
Imagine all the world's 747s being taken out of service for major
structural modification. Suppose it was not feasable; what then !
Great work, but I remain convinced that the trigger to the disaster
which killed my daughter aboard the 103 was a small Semtex H
bomb at the position shown by AAIB.
As far as TWA was concerned I suspect you may well be entirely
accurate. I love the reflection off the jettisoned door as an
explanation for 'the streak'. Have you checked the position of the
sun relative to the plane and the observers?
Anything new you come up with would be most interesting to
hear about.
Best wishes,
Dr Jim Swire, spokesman, UK families-Flight 103.
March 9th 98
To: DrJimSwire
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Reply1
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:6740:bsladrswire.JPG: :Master:
6740:Chart 12.jpg: :Master:6740:LAPA103drswire.jpg:
Dr. Jim Swire, spokesman, UK families-Flight 103.

Dear Dr. Jim Swire, 10 March 1998
Dad.
I have a daughter too, sir.
Mine's alive and yours isn't.
The horror of it diverts my mind into the punctuation of the
word, 'yours'. Is it "your's"? The pronoun refers to your daughter.
That's what it's all about, yes? Could she have lived? Yes, Dr.
Swire, and that's where the horror is. Three and a half years
earlier another early model 747 had done the same thing as your
daughter's airplane, only over water. And they got it wrong and
said bomb. It wasn't. It was something that could have and
should have but still isn't fixed, chafed wiring causing door to
pop open in flight.
Two years before PA 103 it happened again to another early
model 747, but this time there were no fatalities. The FAA
changes which were ordered after that cargo door opening, Pan
Am Flight 125, were too slow to be implemented to save the nine
passengers swept to their deaths in UAL 811 and also too slow to
be implemented for PA 103. When bare wire shorts to metal
fuselage things turn on when they shouldn't and off when they
shouldn't. It's affecting Boeing 767s and 737s also.
So, you want comfort and I give pain. I'm sorry. I know I would
kill to protect my daughter. When she cuts her finger or bumps
her head I get a physical pain, a shiver, in my stomach. I imagine
anything worse happening to her and the fear and anger is too
much and I have to quit. You, Sir, are living a nightmare. I

understand.
My motivation is I am a survivor of a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash by two seconds. I ejected from a flaming recon jet
while practicing for landing on a carrier. My pilot died. He saved
my life by thinking enough of me to tell me to eject, which I
immediately did. He has given me thirty years of life and I intend
to prevent death by preventing airplane crashes.
In this particular event, Pan Am 103 was believed by me to be a
cargo door event in January 1989, before UAL 811 of February
1989. I wrote about the connection of PA 103 and UAL 811 into
the April 1990 monthly newsletter of Chapter 204 of the
Experimental Aircraft Association, of which I was later honored
by being elected President. I only resigned a year later when my
infant daughter came along. She is now 6, Laura Ashley. My
wife works full time as a Registered Nurse and I am the stay at
home "Mom."
In July 1992 my connection of PA 103 and UAL 811 was
published in Flying magazine by the editor who agreed with the
many similarities.
In 1995 I had telephone and written correspondence regarding
the PA 103 cargo door explanation with the Chairman of the
Executive Committee of the insurance company of PA 103. He
repeated the mantra of bomb did it, they found the bomb, they
found the guys that did it, and they proved it was terrorism.
I ordered the yellow copy of AAIB 2/90, the first book my
daughter identified as a book, because Daddy was always reading
it. I was just talking with her about your email and Laura Ashley
asked two questions, "How old was his daughter," and "Why was

she traveling alone."
When an early model 747 of Saudi airlines hit a cargo plane over
India and crashed I was a little surprised. When an early model
747 of Korean Airlines crashed into the ground at Guam in bad
weather, I was a little surprised. When TWA 800 burst apart
forward of the wing shortly after takeoff and left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR, I was not
surprised at all. I watched the family members at the funerals and
knew why they were crying and how it happened. I had been
tracking this door problem on 747s for seven years. Now it's
nine.
The internet has given communications and research abilities
previously unknown in the history of the planet...to private
citizens. Thank goodness you have email. With aol.com I can
send pictures to you. I have attached several. It's not unusual for
a citizen to determine events which are contrary to government
officials in this day of the internet.
I'm a private citizen, Dr. Swire; my ax to grind is to prevent
death from airplane crashes, pure and simple.
Yours is to understand it.
Here's an offer, an idea, a way to go to reach our goals: Request
of Mr. Dalyell that he request the AAIB to reopen their previous
investigation of PA 103, AAIB 2/90, based upon hindsight, three
very similar fatal accidents, possible benign explanation for any
high explosive residue, a discredited investigator, two
subsequently discovered fuselage weaknesses , a reasonable
alternative mechanical explanation supported by evidence, and a
reinterpretation of the AAIB 2/90 based upon that hindsight.

To be specific about PA 103:
1. It's been over nine years, so that is hindsight.
2. AI 182, UAL 811, and TWA 800 are the three matches.
3. Heart medicine, troop uniform residue, dog sniffing test would
be benign explanations for positive needle movement on a high
explosive detector.
4. The one person who found the only hard piece of timer
evidence, a half fingernail sized piece of plastic discovered
months later with serial number conveniently placed, was
recently removed from his office of Chief of the Explosive Lab
for the US FBI for evidence mismanagement.
5. Poly-X wiring is now known to be susceptible to chafing from
vibration and has been replaced in modern 747s. Section 41, in
the fuselage rupture zone, now requires extensive strengthening
because of discovered structural weaknesses. PA 103 had the
poly-x wiring and had not had the Section 41 retrofit.
6. The now available reasonable alternative mechanical
explanation is the bare wire shorted to metal fuselage to turn
door motor on to unlatch position leading to door opening in
flight to explosive decompression creating a hole twenty feet
wide by forty feet high allowing the 300 knot slipstream to tear
the nose off leading to fuselage disintegration as it fell onto
Lockerbie.
7. When the possibility is considered that a cargo door popping
open was precipitating factor for the destruction, AAIB 2/90
facts, data, and evidence makes sense.
So, Dr. Swire, what to do?
John Ware of BBC Panorama called me a few months back
asking the type of questions only open minded persons ask. We
had an interesting two hour conversation on the phone.

Here are the open minded questions:
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103, and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
8. Why does it not happen all the time?
For you to write me is very important because it indicates you
are willing to consider other explanations. You still hold fast to
the one but are willing to listen to the other. Fair enough. It
shows me you really want to know in your mind and heart what
happened and why, but so far, the offered explanations don't ring
true enough. And I know why. Because they aren't true enough.
Your arguments are very interesting, nor would I underestimate
the power of commercial clout to pervert the truth.
What does this mean? Does it mean that money rules? I accept
that. And the best airplane sells the best. A safe airplane is a best
airplane. Money wants the truth. Boeing must be persuaded to fix
the wiring on all these planes. It's a big problem. But it is in their
best interest to have problems fixed and not just reoccurring
every few years, as they have been.
My arguments are interesting, you say? How so, sir? Which
ones?
been to see the reconstruction at AAIB Farnborough

Is it true only port side reconstructed? If so, reopen the
investigation right there. How could they possibly do only one
side, especially when the drawing of the reconstruction shows
starboard much more damaged and sooner than port side?
Because the 'relatively mild blast' was on the port side, that's
why. The starboard side is where all the action is, including
disrupted floor panels and beams, skin missing, inflight damage
to right wing fillet, and fiery engine number three.
There is much to be learned from the wreckage, Dr. Swire,
enough to persuade even the hardest sceptic. And it's there and
it's real and you can get to it. Take a camera, no touching, just
take pictures where I suggest. We could learn and confirm much
from your film. I can get very specific, down to the inch. You can
be persuaded by the hard evidence, which is the best way. It all
comes down to the wreckage evidence at Farnborough. It will
have to be reexamined sooner or later.
There is no doubt of the remarkable similarity between PA 103,
TWA 800 and Air India.
Thank you for the observation. I know the differences very well
too. They have to be reconciled. I have four early model 747s
accidents to be consistent with my explanation, much more
difficult than one. A new consistent match to cargo door pattern
surfaced today. The wreckage plot for TWA 800 has leaked after
previous attempts to halt its release. It shows the engines plotted
as PA 103 and AI 182 predicted which is to say: engines number
1, 2, and 4 lie together while engine 3 lands alone and apart. Just
like PA 103; just like AI 182, and now just like TWA 800.
TWA 800 similarities alone are sufficient to reopen PA 103. Then

you add what you just said above, 'There is no doubt of the
remarkable similarity between PA 103, TWA 800 and Air India.'
To see the similarities is to be broad minded. It's attempting to
find a pattern and then draw conclusions based upon the pattern.
I have done that and the linchpin is the sudden loud sound on the
CVR followed by abrupt power cut. The only four 747s of over a
thousand made and thirty hull losses that have the sudden loud
sound followed by the abrupt power cut are 182, 103, 811, and
now 800. It is rare and difficult to sever the head of a Boeing 747
in a few seconds and to abruptly cut power in less than a second.
All four aircraft have the same catastrophic cause, so either all
bombs, or all center tank explosions, or all missiles, or all
meteors, or all door motor shorted on to unlatch position leading
to explosive decompression and sudden loud sound on the CVR
and abrupt power cut to the FDR, exactly as shown by the victim
aircraft who returned, UAL 811. I always go back to NTSB AAR
92/02, UAL 811. If you want to know what happened to PA 103
up to the nose coming off, read NTSB AAR 92/02. After the nose
comes off AAIB 2/90 is accurate. All reports for 182, 103, and
811 are on web site www.corazon.com
That raises the point, if cargo door opened in flight for 103, so
what? It could have been the 'bomb' which blew it open. Yes, sir,
exactly right. Can you say that the cargo door opened in flight for
PA 103? If you can, based on the evidence, then we can discuss
the cause of the cargo door opening. It's a very important point,
door opening inflight, its cause to be debated based upon other
similar accidents for assistance.
Hindsight, we both have it. We respect history.
The cause of your pain is a larger issue than what you now think
of religions fighting each other or revenge or other evil human

motives that affect a few but in fact, the PA 103 cause is
machines obeying the natural laws of vibration, wear,
contamination, and air pressure.
The Comet! Yoke Peter is PA 103 thirty something years later.
When were the Comet depressurizations occurring? Mid-fifties?
Well, the small squarish window of the Comet ruptured in a
corner and led to a blowout and fuselage disintegration. So in the
late sixties aircraft manufacturers designed and built nonplug
outward opening large squarish things that weren't windows, they
were called doors and somehow immune from inadvertent
openings.
They weren't. And one opened. It was on a DC 10 in ground test.
The cargo door blew out under pressurization. Another one
opened. A DC-10 over Ontario, Canada in 1972. Another one
opened, a DC-10 near Paris in 1974. Another one opened. I say
an early model Boeing 747 suffered an explosive decompression
forward of the wing over the Atlantic Ocean near Cork, Ireland
in 1985. Another one opened. An early model Boeing 747
suffered a mild explosive decompression forward of the wing out
of London in 1987. Another one opened. I say an early model
Boeing 747 suffered an explosive decompression forward of the
wing out of London in 1988. Another one opened. An early
model Boeing 747 suffered an explosive decompression forward
of the wing out of Honolulu in 1989. Another one opened. I say
an early model Boeing 747 suffered an explosive decompression
forward of the wing out of New York in 1996.
The listed above cargo door openings in two model aircraft,
DC-10 and Boeing 747, are confirmed by governments for three
DC-10 events (ground test, Ontario, and Paris), and two Boeing

747 events (London 1987 and Honolulu in 1989. The probable
three to be added are AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800.
There is no doubt of the remarkable similarity between PA 103,
TWA 800 and Air India.
Dr. Swire, a match. The three I insist, demand, entreat to be
added are the very ones you say have a 'remarkable similarity.'
Right there is enough to request a reopening of the AAIB
investigation. Let us use the benefit of time which gave us
hindsight.
By the way, the forward cargo door of PA 103 became an
improvised explosive device or IED. The door is certainly a
complex device, it does cause an 'explosive' decompression, and
it was not meant to explode, but did, so it was improvised. It's
why the English language is so powerful in its precision. The
AAIB will be willing to reopen the PA 103 investigation because
their main conclusion is correct, an IED caused the destruction,
but it was not an intentional bomb, but an unintentional door pop.
Could it be those evil Libyans or evil anybodies actually didn't
do it? Could those bastards actually be innocent? It's a shock all
these years, I know. Eight years of misdirected hatred. There is
actually a larger anger involved, unfixed mechanical explanations
for crashes that permit them to reoccur.
I wrote to Mr. Ken Smart of the current AAIB team on PA 103,
letter attached, but no reply yet. What could AAIB do if they
reopen 103 investigation that they haven't already done?
1. Reexamine the evidence in general of wreckage, CVR, and
FDR readouts and other circumstances to see if they match AI

182, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
2. Reconstruct starboard side of PA 103.
3. Examine forward cargo door hinge for overtravel impression
damage on the opposite hinge as it slammed out and upward.
4. Examine for paint transfer marks above the cargo door onto
the fuselage above.
5. Examine the aft midspan latch pin for heat damage while the
other pins will be normal.
6. Examine for chafed bare wire bundle which would include the
door motor on power wire.
7. Examine CVR sudden loud sounds for match to sudden loud
sounds of 182, 811, and 800 in frequency spectrum analysis.
8. Examine last fraction of a second of the FDR for match to 182,
811, and 800.
9. Examine cargo door area for hoop stresses, only apparent if
door opened in flight.
10. Reconstruct cargo door to observe if small rupture at aft
midspan latch.
11. Examine cargo manifests to see what type of incendiary
objects might have been carried in baggage containers.
12. Report latch status of forward cargo door, an important
determination omitted in AAIB report. There is nothing about the
forward cargo door in the report although it was very close to the
scene of the crime and subsequently implicated in fatalities.
13. Review maintenance records of PA 103 prior to fatal flight to
see if there were any cargo door discrepancies.
14. Plot wreckage pattern to see if door area pieces were first to
leave aircraft.
15. Conduct tests to find object that can reproduce a 50 inch
directed sooty blast that makes a 20 inch hole in metal skin.
Let me insert a question I recently previously posed to Mr. Chris
Olsson of Edinburgh, Scotland, a gentleman who spoke with you

a year and a half ago about the cargo door explanation for PA
103. You dismissed it as nonsense with nary a question. I was
very disappointed but understood.
'What are your goals in this matter regarding the thorny issue
regarding the circumstances of the tragic accident on the night of
December 21st, 1988 involving a Boeing 747 whose hull rupture
forward of the wing caused the nose to come off and led to the
deaths of 259 on board and eleven persons on the ground?'
Chris_Olsson@compuserve.com is his email; 01383 824022 is
his phone. We shared a hotel room during the Baltimore TWA
800 hearings. If you call him, he can confirm who I am and my
interest in PA 103. Chris also thinks a bomb went off in PA 103
and that is what opened the cargo door. He knows AAIB 2/90
very well, as do we all.
Dr. Swire, let us eliminate any bias for me or against me. The
messenger is independent to the truth of his message. I am
attempting to change some of your deeply held beliefs. You will
not like me for that. I can give you new beliefs about the cause of
PA 103 but the old beliefs can not be discarded without
explanation. So, to explain PA 103 satisfactorily the correct cause
must be conclusive while the previous cause must be explained
as to how it could have been erroneously accepted these nine
years.
Let's start:
1. Would a cargo door opening in flight cause explosive
decompression? Yes.
2. Does explosive decompression seem like an explosive? Yes.
3. Does explosive decompression make a loud noise? Yes.
4. Does explosive decompression cause outward twisted metal?

Yes.
5. Does explosive decompression occur suddenly? Yes.
6. Do bombs seem like an explosive, make a loud noise, cause
outward twisted metal, and occur suddenly? Yes.
To conclude: Bomb and explosive decompression can be easily
confused at first examination. But it would be a misdiagnosis for
bomb for PA 103 based on what we know now.
Did PA 103 have a sudden loud sound and twisted outward
metal? Yes.
Did UAL 811 have a sudden loud sound and twisted outward
metal? Yes.
Was it thought that UAL 811 was a bomb? Yes, the crew told the
tower it was a bomb and the tower told the nearby ships a 747
had a bomb go off. Only later was it discovered it was not a
bomb that caused the explosive decompression but a shorted
door motor to the on position that unlatched the forward cargo
door in flight.
Was it thought TWA 800 was a bomb? Yes. Only later was it
ruled out.
Is it thought PA 103 was a bomb? Yes.
Is it thought AI 182 was a bomb? Yes.
So it is not unusual for a bomb to be suspected as a cause when
explosive decompression occurs. For PA 103 to be erroneously
thought to be caused by a bomb is reasonable. And it happened.
PA 103 is thought to be caused by a bomb.
Dr. Swire, there is no conspiracy, no plot, and no coverup
involved with PA 103. It was a mechanical event; door popped.
Sad to say, but true. Not trivial, in fact, a larger cause and effect
than some nuts with a bomb. The problem with PA 103 affects all
aging airliners and hundreds of thousands of passengers every
day. It happens rarely but when it does happen it is usually

catastrophic. There is no coverup to hide the cargo door as the
cause. There is a united effort to keep the planes safe and
revenue flowing from paying passengers. The cargo door cause
and faulty wiring problem is very severe and it is understandable
if the explanation is not aggressively pursued by the
manufacturer while officials are reluctant to even discuss it.
The only two people who want the matter resolved one way or
the other are you and me, two people touched forever by a
sudden fiery fatal night jet airplane crash. We don't care about
money, or reputations, or promotions, or retirement. We care
about why and how something happened, how to stop it from
happening again and let the chips fall where they may.
Bomb can be debunked by reading the AAIB report. To do so
requires give and take on our part. Tell me the most persuasive
proof you have that a bomb detonated on PA 103 and caused the
nose to come off leading to destruction. I can rebut with facts.
Then tell me the most persuasive argument against cargo door. I
will again rebut with facts. It will not be fun, but necessary.
In summary of no bomb: High explosive bombs give spherical
effect, make a loud noise, leave no soot, make a large hole, and
lose energy as the blast is absorbed by nearby material. PA 103
'bomb' was directed for 50 inches, not picked up by CVR, left
soot, made a 20 inch hole in fuselage skin, and gained energy as
it went through suitcases, baggage containers, and bounced
around air conditioning ducts.
The person with the best view, the AAIB investigator who
actually looked at the reconstruction area of the 'bomb' in the
baggage container described it thus, "Where these panels formed
the boundary of the shatter zone, the metal in the immediate

locality was ragged, heavily distorted, and the inner surfaces
were pitted and sooted-rather as if a very large shotgun had been
fired at the inner surface of the fuselage at close range."
Dr. Swire, I offer the explanation for the soot, small hole from
directed mild blast, and jagged skin in the 20 inch shatter zone as
the result of a shotgun, or flare, or fireworks, or other incendiary
device which would normally be safe unless a very powerful
explosive force occurred nearby, setting off the sooty blast
device. That explosive force was the explosive decompression
which occurred when nearby door popped open in flight.
A reasonable goal can be reached. At minimum could you
arrange an interview or email contact with me with an AAIB
member who is familiar with PA 103? At maximum can the
AAIB PA 103 investigation be officially reopened to consider
new evidence, only recently apparent?
PA 103 conclusions need to be reevaluated and the wreckage
needs to be reexamined based on hindsight. How to get to that
goal is not known to me. If you had ten minutes with the
wreckage and knew where to look, you could rule in or rule out
cargo door opening flight. UAL 811 is the model to match to PA
103 wreckage. NTSB AAR 92/02 for UAL 811 has pictures of
chafed wire, overtravel impression damage, text of latch pin
damage, and a drawing of the door paint transfer marks. For PA
103, I predict the forward cargo door hinge will be intact and will
present overtravel impression damage on the opposite hinge as it
slammed out and upward. There will be paint transfer marks
above the cargo door onto the fuselage above. The aft midspan
latch pin will show heat damage while the other pins will be
normal. There will be chafed bare wire bundle which will include
the door motor on power wire.

NTSB has also noticed '...the remarkable similarity between PA
103, TWA 800 and Air India.' Chart 12 of NTSB Public Docket
SA 516, Exhibit 12B, Sound Spectrum Group Chairman's Factual
Report presents the four trees in the forest, AI 182, PA 103, UAL
811, and TWA 800 by displaying the CVR tape printout of the
sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut. All four match in
everything but duration and that variable was independent of the
sound source. I've attached Chart 12 as a .jpg for viewing.
That Chart 12 is enough to justify reopening the PA 103
investigation.
To the nitty gritty...
Air India was closely linked to the explosion of a similar bomb at
Narita airport Tokyo on the same day in the baggage handling
shed. The Canadian evidence about the conspirators who made
that and also booked their case onto the fatal flight via a feeder
service is convincing.
Too thin, Jim, too thin! Baggage cart bomb 8000 miles away is a
stretch. The whole thing of Sikh terrorists named Singh and
switched tickets is too flimsy. Consider this, bombs placed on
airplanes usually go off on that flight. Only PA 103 and AI 182
have the 'bomb' placed at point 'x' on plane 'a' and then bomb
gets moved at point 'z' to plane 'b'. For AI 182, another step is
added. Incredible, the 'bomb' was placed on a plane in
Vancouver, it flew to Toronto, changed planes, took off, flew to
Montreal, changed passengers and baggage, then took off and
flew for five hours before pressure hull rupture event occurred.
Air India 182 is not closely linked to Narita; ticket booking
circumstances are not convincing. And of course, hindsight of

thirteen years and three other subsequent similar accidents to
match AI 182 give pause as to original explanation of bomb.
Also for AI 182, testimony in Indian court proceedings states
sudden loud sound does not match bomb because of absent lower
frequencies but does match explosive decompression sound of
DC-10 CVR, no explosive evidence was found, no fire, no burns,
no pieces, and an expert on the witness stand actually suggested
cargo door opening in flight could cause the structural
disintegration that would match the CVR sudden loud sound. AI
182 is the easiest, after UAL 811, to show cargo door cause. In
fact, AI 182 Indian probable cause says fuselage ruptured on the
right side at forward cargo door but it was a bomb that did it.
TWA showed just how good and rapid a solvent salt water is for
explosive residues.
It's the pitting that stays when bomb goes off. No pitting for
TWA 800. Only sooted pitting for PA 103. Semtex no soot.
Lockerbie was the only one on land and the explosive residues
were found beyond a doubt.
High explosive residue can now be shown as benign for heart
medicine, troop uniform contamination, or dog sniffing test.
Sooted residue may have come from sooty incendiary device.
In addition the debris recovered from the contents of the forward
cargo hold provided blast/heat evidence, which not only
confirmed a bomb but enabled precise location of the locus of the
explosion.
Confirmed mild directed blast with soot, not confirmed semtex
bomb. The precise location of '...shotgun..' was determined.

I find the technical explanation of the propagation of the fuselage
rupture provided by AAIB convincing.
Here we differ a lot. I shook my head in amazement as this
'relatively mild blast' bounced around clothes, suitcases, baggage
containers, and gained power! It then bounced around air
conditioning ducts and gained even more power! It then blew the
nose off a 747! Even nuclear bombs lose power over time and
distance. Mach stem explanation to turn 'mild blast' into
something strong enough to quickly sever head of 747 is
nonsense. It is as bizarre as a headless TWA 800 gaining 3000
feet in twenty seconds as the US officials would have us believe.
Nonsense. Propagation of fuselage rupture by AAIB makes sense
only when a huge twenty foot by thirty foot hole appeared in side
of nose when door popped open and tore skin away, but no sense
when twenty inch hole appeared when sooty 'shotgun' went off.
Nor do I believe that AAIB have in any way been 'got at' to reach
a false conclusion for some other agency.
Ah, ha! An open minded statement. No conspiracy, no plot, no
coverup. Everyone is doing the best they can. AAIB is doing the
best they can and did the best they could nine years ago. We must
take advantage of hindsight and history. AAIB did not have that
opportunity. We do.
There are no conspiracies with these accidents. No conspiracy of
Sikhs, no plots by Libyans, no unknown bombers for UAL and
TWA nor missiles by terrorists or US Navy, nor coverup by
Boeing or TWA or the NTSB and AAIB of real cause. It's
accidents by failed machinery caused by aging. It can be fixed. It
must be.

Why don't you ask to meet with AAIB technical staff to discuss
this? They are very willing to do all they can to explain how they
reached their conclusions.
Good idea, I have tried, a Mr. Ken Smart of AAIB. No reply yet.
I would relish a discussion with AAIB. Can you arrange it?
Email is perfect.
I do think your work is entirely convincing in suggesting that the
structural strength of the 747 hull just forward of the wing, in
flight at altitude, is compromised and that the weakness does
involve the forward cargo door area.
The cargo door is an innocent bystander in a sense. The door did
what it was told to do, unlatch. The villain is time and wear and
tear on wiring plus out of rig door. The English, of which I
consider myself one, being born in Birkenhead in 1944, are very
concerned about wiring. It's 220 volts and powerful. Frayed
wiring is not a joke. My aunts in Portsmouth very carefully
untangled electrical wires. I laughed as if the electricity goes in a
circle and doesn't work. They told me twisted into knots wires
get crimped and frayed and short and start fires or worse. I don't
laugh anymore and untangle all my electrical cords.
Thus the structural failure in all these disasters has followed an
almost identical pattern.
Yes. Very astute.
This weakness was exploited in PA 103 by a 'tiny' bomb
(estimated at about 350 Gms of Semtex H.

Except for that pesky soot.
Imagine all the world's 747s being taken out of service for major
structural modification
It's being done and has been done over the years. A Section 41
retrofit takes months and millions. It happens to every Boeing
747 at 20000 cycles. As it turns out, the magic evil number is
about 16000 cycles, that's when it happens, 16,869 for TWA 800,
15,028 for UAL 811, and 16,481 for PA 103.
As far as TWA was concerned I suspect you may well be entirely
accurate. I love the reflection off the jettisoned door as an
explanation for 'the streak'. Have you checked the position of the
sun relative to the plane and the observers?
Absolutely, Chris Olsson helped on that and the angles are
perfect for a shiny object in the east to reflect the red orange
sunlight and be perceived as streak to observers below to the
west. But the object may not have been door piece but another
shiny object that left first, such as water tanks, or baggage
containers, or a maintenance hatch from the center tank that was
unburnt, shiny, and two feet by three feet in size. No streaks for
182 or 103 because they were in pitch darkness or far out of view
of land observers.
Anything new you come up with would be most interesting to
hear about.
Well, this email must contain something new, yes?
Great work, but I remain convinced that the trigger to the disaster
which killed my daughter aboard the 103 was a small Semtex H

bomb at the position shown by AAIB.
Well, Dr. Swire, not great work, but failed work if you are not
persuaded that further investigation into bomb versus explosive
decompression is not warranted by you and AAIB based on
hindsight and new evidence.
I will protect my daughter. I have a chance. You didn't. You
thought it was safe. It wasn't. I am asking that you protect my
daughter and all the daughters of the world by taking action that
you think will work to get the AAIB PA 103 investigation
reopened based upon hindsight and new evidence. You have the
power to do that, Dr. Swire. Let me help you if I can.
Best Regards,
Barry,
John Barry Smith
Major, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Attachments below:
The open minds ask these questions in any order:
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103, and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?

4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
8. Why does it not happen all the time?
Let me answer those basic questions briefly:
1. I don't know about AI 182, PA 103, or TWA 800, but UAL 811
door open cause was electrical short to door motor to unlatch
position which overrode safety locking sectors and failed switch
and door unlatched and opened. PA 103 and UAL 811 had total
forward cargo door openings while AI 182 and TWA 800 had
rupture at aft midspan latch with bottom eight latches holding
tight. Door openings were probably a result of aging aircraft, out
of rig door, chafed aging faulty poly-x wiring, weakened Section
41 area, design weakness of no locking sectors for midspan
latches.
2. Cargo door opens and huge ten by thirty foot hole appears in
nose, structural members of door and frame are missing, floor
beams are fractured, bent, and broken, aircraft direction is askew,
flight control surfaces affected, engines damaged, and 300 knots,
more than the fastest
hurricane or force five tornado on earth, hits damaged area and
tears nose
off within three to five seconds.
3. Nose of UAL 811 may have stayed on because explosive
decompression hole was much smaller than others. The pilot also
said he had just come off autopilot and did not fight plane as it
gyrated, or plane was younger than others, or the time from door
opening to tearing off was 1.5 seconds and allowed the
pressurization to be relieved somewhat and six less feet of width
of hole was torn off. Cargo door inadvertently opened on the
ground during UAL preflight in 1991 and no damage was done.

Cargo door opened in flight two inches on PA 125 in 1987 and
stayed attached to fuselage and only damage was cost of fuel
dumped. Cargo door opened in flight for UAL 811 in 1989 and
nine died when door tore off. Cargo door explanation for AI 182,
PA 103, and TWA 800 has door opening inflight, tearing off, and
then nose tearing off leading to three similar accident wreckage
patterns, debris fields and total destruction. Door openings have
different consequences depending on altitude, speed and mode of
flight.
4. Yes, not a bomb for AI 182 and PA 103 as initial event.
Evidence refutes bomb explanation and is in government
accident reports which careful analysis will reveal and
documented on www.corazon.com. Those accident investigators
did not have the benefit of hindsight, the internet, or several
subsequent similar accidents to compare and draw different
conclusions.
5. Center tank exploded yes, but after door ruptured/opened, hole
appeared in nose, nose torn off in wind, fuselage falling with
disintegrating fuel tanks and ignited by fodded and on fire engine
number 3 or 4 at 7500 feet thereby explaining the Chairman's
question, "Why so few bodies burned?" The answer is they were
not there to be burned. The nose came off with the
passengers inside cabin and descended to ocean alone. The center
tank exploded into nothingness not the passenger compartment.
6. Explosive decompression is enough to rupture pressurized hull
at weak spot, one latch for eight feet of door, in a weak area,
Section 41, but not enough to tear nose off. The ultimate
destructive force is the 300 knots of slipstream, more powerful
than any wind on earth. If cargo door popped in balloon, the
large hole would appear but the nose would stay on. In a tornado,
nose comes off within three to five seconds.
7. There is no conspiracy, no plot, no coverup by anyone
involved with the cargo door explanation:

a. No conspiracy of Sikh terrorists named Singh to put a bomb on
AI 182;
the door ruptured in flight.
b. No conspiracy of Libyan terrorists or whoever to put a bomb
on PA 103;
the door ruptured in flight.
c. No conspiracy to detonate a bomb on UAL 811 as the
passengers thought,
as the crew thought and told the tower who told the Coast Guard
and crash
crews on the ground as they prepared for a wounded 747 coming
in after a
bomb blast; the door ruptured in flight.
d. No conspiracy to put a bomb on TWA 800, no conspiracy of
terrorists to
shoot a missile, no coverup by US Navy to hide accidental
shootdown, no
coverup by Boeing, NTSB, FAA, TWA who know the cargo door
is the problem
and are hiding that knowledge; the door ruptured in flight.
There is no conspiracy or cover up or plot but it is
understandable for the public and others to believe that
explanation: Cargo door cause is subtle.
1. The explosive decompression of door rupture mimics a bomb
with noise and blast effects.
2. The events happen years apart in different jurisdictions with
different airlines.
3. Explosive decompression of door rupture leaves no direct
evidence such as soot, only noise on CVR tape.
4. The cargo door manufacturer and operator are large and highly
respected companies.
5. Explosive decompression causes secondary diversionary

effects such as fireball from center tank explosion and relatively
mild blast in cargo compartment of incendiary device.
6. A door opening and slipstream are considered trivial things by
the public who thinks of a car trunk opening at highway speed
not understanding high internal force of pressurization, large size
of cargo door, and destructive force of 320 miles per hour on
weakened structure.
7. Cargo door explanation assumes responsibility for rupture by
manufacturer, operator, government, while bomb or missile can
be blamed elsewhere.
8. Why does it not happen all the time? Because many variables
have to be lined up for door to rupture. The moisture has to be
present, the wire has to be chafed, the water has to short the wire
to metal skin, the door has to be out of rig, the torque tubes need
to have slack in them, the door motor has to be strong and left on
long enough, the pull in hooks need to be worn and fail, the
wiring has to be old, the Section 41 has to be weakened by age,
and the variables all have to be present at a certain instant. It's
rare.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
United Kingdom
Dear Mr Smart,
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My name is John Barry Smith and I have been referred to you by

someone who is to hear you speak at a lecture a a lecture tonight,
Wednesday.
Cargo door.
The cause of several Boeing 747s has been the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Analysis follows this
introduction letter. UAL 811 NTSB AAR 92/02 is the model. The
problem occurs to different airlines and different airports but
only to high cycle Boeing 747s.
Based upon nine years hindsight, two other similar accidents to
Boeing 747s (UAL 811 and TWA 800), the new knowledge of
possible benign explanation for high explosive residue such as a
dog sniffing test, troop uniform contamination, or heart medicine,
and glaring inconsistencies and omissions in AAIB 2/90 such as
no latch status of forward cargo door reported, Pan Am 103
should be reopened. It was not a conspiracy to put a bomb on
board, the door popped.
It's a big deal. It's quite complex. I would hope you would check
out www.corazon.com or email me at barry@corazon.com with
questions.
My credential is I am a survivor of a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash talking about sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane
crashes.
Regards,
Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

408 659 3552

How Could Pan Am 103 Not Be a Bomb?
Pan Am Flight 103 not brought down by bomb explanation.
The official UK AAIB report never says the word 'bomb' in the
entire report; it calls the blast source an 'improvised explosive
device'. The English writing in English about an English accident
would have said 'bomb' if they wanted to mean bomb. They
meant and said 'improvised explosive device'. They could have
said 'plastic high explosive bomb' but they didn't. They didn't
because the evidence is not there. There is evidence of an
improvised explosive device, so they said it, leaving many
choices but still unnamed specifically.
There was a blast in the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103. It
was not a bomb and the blast force was not enough to destroy the
structural integrity of the nose and the relatively mild blast
happened after the forward cargo door opened. It is also difficult
to disprove a negative.
The conclusion that an improvised explosive device detonated
inside the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103 is based on several
facts in official report:
1. A shatter zone was found on the port side just forward of the
wing. This shatter zone reveals a reported hole of 18 to 20 inches
in size. This small sized hole is too small to blow off the nose of
a 747. Bombs have gone off in 747s before making small holes
which did not destroy the plane which turned around and landed
safely. The 747 was designed to withstand a small sized hole. All

blast damage evidence is too weak for a bomb but normal for a
small device.

2. The destruction area is described as if a rather large shotgun
had gone off at close range. A rather large shotgun is not a bomb.
3. The destruction area is described as directed, with a straight
line of destruction of 25 inches to 50 inches. A bomb blast is
spherical. There is no evidence of a spherical blast but evidence
of a straight line blast.
4. There is no evidence of plastic explosive in the blast area or
shatter zone, only soot and explosive residue which might come
from a shotgun.
5. All evidence of high plastic explosive is stated as being on
passenger items which are never named, listed or described.
Traces of explosive residue on fragments mean very small
invisible amounts of something are found on something very
small. There were millions of very small pieces of wreckage,
including pieces of plastic in circuit boards in alarm clocks.
6. Evidence of traces of high explosive on fragments of wreckage
is now shown to be benign and explained as normal heart
medicine, or residue from the uniforms of soldiers, or traces left
over from a dog sniffing exercise.
7. No pieces of a bomb were found.
8. FBI investigator who made his career on "cracking the
mystery of the bombing Pan Am Flight 103 for Pan Am 103" in
1989 was removed and transferred by the FBI on 29 Jan, 1997.
Tom Thurman, unit chief of the explosives division was
transferred because of questions concerning sloppiness and

mismanagement. The Justice report, prepared with the help of
several world-renowned forensic experts, found that in some
cases the bureau laboratory exercised lax control over evidence
and that accountability over findings needed to be improved.
Conflicting evidence that it was not a bomb was available for
interpretation from official report:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR matches Air India 182 sudden
loud sound which matches explosive decompression on a cargo
door caused crash of a DC-10. A bomb big enough to blow nose
off of Boeing 747 would be heard on CVR. Sudden loud sound
on Pan Am 103 does not match a bomb. The sound has been
officially described as probably Pan Am 103 undergoing
structural breakup.

2. Reconstruction diagrams show more severe damage on right
side of fuselage, the cargo door side, while light damage is on
left side, the small shatter zone side.
3. Reconstruction diagrams match the destruction pattern of a
known cargo door failure in a Boeing 747, UAL 811, in amount
of skin torn away, stringers exposed, bent floor beams, and cargo
door broken in half.
4. Engines number three and four suffered foreign object
damage, with engine number three on fire and landing separate
from the engines number 1, 2, and 4. Engine number three
suffered most inflight damage and it is on opposite side of small
blast hold, but on cargo door side.
5. Blast was directed not spherical. Yet official report has an

artist's interpretation of a large spherical blast, and the inaccurate
drawing is repeated a few pages later.
6. Door coming off picked up on radar which would explain
subsequent destruction.
7. Type and sequence of destruction matches other 747 crashes, a
known cargo door caused crash, a tenuous bomb explanation
crash, and an unknown crash.
8. "Relatively mild blast..."
9. Bomb theory as presented in AAIB report is contradictory,
evasive, inconsistent, and has several errors of fact. There is
mistaken grammar in verb tense and poor choice of verb 'exhibit.'
These types of error are not made by British authors writing in
English for an official United Kingdom report. This section was
written by different person than rest of report. Later the same
writer states noise is no doubt bomb. Next page of report, written
by different person, refers to noise as most likely aircraft
structure break-up. Serious contradiction in same report one page
apart.
The condition of the aft door, far from locus of damage in
forward cargo hold, is reported to be intact and latched. The
condition of the forward cargo door, near the scene of damage
start of forward cargo hold, is omitted, unreported, not stated,
passed over, neglected. A glaring oversight.
10. For the bombers the sound on CVR was of the bomb,
(although sound never matches any bomb sound.) it was lucky to
have been placed near air conditioning ducts to direct to blast to
other areas of the plane, (even though bombs that caused the
same size hole in other Boeing 747s turn around and land safely.)
the detonating altitude fuze did not go off on the flight from
Frankfurt to London but did go off by itself over Lockerbie, but

distresses the Libyan secret agents who put the suitcase bought in
Malta on the plane because now the evidence would show it was
a bomb and the bombers are upset because they wanted the plane
to explode over water so it would not be known it was a terrorist
act? And the reason terrorists do terrorists acts is to be noticed
for their cause and to be noticed is bad? Non sense, it makes no
sense, it's entertaining nonsense.
What might explain the blast, if not a bomb? Diplomatic pouches
were carried in the forward cargo hold. Guns or booby traps
might have been inside them and went off when the huge
explosive decompression occurred when the cargo door tore off
at 31000 feet. Or a passenger had fireworks or other incendiary
device inside his luggage, which was passed because cargo was
not checked or the device did not look suspicious. The fireworks
or blasting caps were not fuzed and would be safe as long as a
explosive force was not present near it. But the explosive
decompression might have set them off, after the door went.
There may be other devices normally carried inside the cargo
compartment which detonate when exposed to large explosive
decompression such as fire extinguishers or emergency power
units. There are many alternate explanations for the small blast
hole and explosive residue and soot other than a bomb.
Based on the new research discovery that traces of explosive
residue on aircraft fragments can be benign, the investigation
into Pan Am 103 should be reopened on that information alone.
If the traces are not from a bomb, then no bomb evidence. A
small piece of plastic may give timer evidence, but no bomb
evidence.
There is no such thing as a stealth bomb which leaves no residue
and makes no sound unless explosive decompression is accepted
which makes a loud sound, causes loose items to crash into each

other, leaves no residue, and is not a bomb.
After all is said and done, it could have been a small blast which
forced the door open, however, based on other accidents where
the door opening led to destruction, the likely cause of the door
opening is not a small blast in the forward cargo compartment
but an electrical short which caused the door open motor to turn
on, forcing the door to open past the cam locks, just like it did
previously in three other instances of inadvertent cargo door
openings.
OK, what about the wonderful spy story with foreign
governments, CIA, coverups, bombs, timers, pants bought in
Malta, etc, hey, great story, make a great movie, but not true; just
entertaining fiction. That story has so many holes in it that it is
incoherent. The tellers disagree among themselves every time
they tell it. The exaggeration of the warning, the non explosion
on the way from Frankfurt to London, the bad luck of flight
course deviation, the exaggeration of the too small blast into
reverberating around air conditioning ducts would all be funny, if
not so serious consequences occurred later on. Pan Am 103
looked like AI 182, and so it should, the cause is the same. But
the wrong conclusion of AI 182 led to the wrong conclusion of
PA 103 which almost led to the wrong conclusion of TWA 800 as
all being bombs.
Comment: How can so many experts be wrong? You'll have to
ask the experts. There is no conspiracy, no coverup and no plot.
Administrative errors are made and administrative errors get
corrected. There was a small blast, but not a bomb. There was an
explosion, explosive decompression, which makes a loud sound
and mimics a bomb in consequences. Wishful thinking, blaming
others, and avoiding responsibility leads to errors of fact. The
explanation may end up with sequence in dispute: door opened
then small blast, or small blast then door opened. PA 103 door

with cam lock evidence resides in hangar in UK. AI 182 door at
bottom of sea. TWA 800 door in hangar in USA.

Tam Dalyell MP
House of Commons
LONDON SW1A 0AA
Dear Mr. Dalyell,
27
February 1998
My name is John Barry Smith and I present the opinion to you,
sir, that the cause of the Pan Am 103 accident was chafed wiring
shorting to metal fuselage which turned on cargo door motor
which unlatched the door in flight which opened and caused
explosive decompression which allowed the 300 knot slipstream
to tear the nose off which led to disintegration of the aircraft as it
fell onto Lockerbie. The explosive decompression of the forward
cargo hold also caused a 'relatively mild blast rather like a large
shotgun' in a nearby baggage container.
Yes, accidental mechanical cause for PA 103; yes, no bomb.
There was no conspiracy, no coverup, no plot to destroy PA 103.
The same electrical cause for PA 103 happened to another high
time Boeing 747 two months later, UAL 811, as described in
NTSB AAR 92/02. Both aircraft had many significant similarities
including sudden loud sound on the CVR and abrupt power cut
to the FDR. There are two other probable accidents related to
faulty wiring in 747s, Air India 182 and TWA 800. One common
cause, four similar fatal accidents.

Documentation and support for my cargo door/wiring claim is
contained in UK, US, Canadian, and Indian governmental
aviation accident reports.
Explosive decompression mimics a bomb and it is
understandable that a bomb cause was pursued. Terrorism rather
than mechanical cause was also more palatable to most parties
concerned, except those on the ground.
UK AAIB report has PA 103 suffering fuselage rupture forward
of the wing leading to destruction. That's true. So is the probable
cause as an improvised explosive device, but it wasn't a bomb; it
was the large forward cargo door inadvertently opening in flight
allowing explosive decompression. The opened cargo door
became an improvised explosive device, the technical phrase
used in the AAIB report.
The evidence for bomb has now been weakened by recent
revelations about TWA 800, a similar accident. High explosive
residue can be attributed to a benign cause such as troop
uniforms, or heart medicine, or dog sniffing test. The tiny piece
of plastic with convenient serial numbers on it was 'discovered'
months later by a now disgraced FBI agent, Tom Thurman, who
was removed from his post as chief of the explosives section of
the FBI laboratory for evidence mismanagement.
Subsequent similar accidents, UAL 811 and TWA 800, make it
possible to now offer a reasonable alternative mechanical
explanation to be investigated for PA 103. Hindsight, subsequent
accidents, and the research and communications ability of the
internet have made it possible to look at the very controversial
PA 103 accident cause with a new and different perspective that
was unavailable to investigators at the time.

I have been researching this cargo door problem on high time
Boeing 747s for nine years using my forty years of civilian and
military flying experience. Mr. Jonathan Wills describes you as a
scientist, Mr. Dalyell, and I welcome scientific questions about
the cargo door/wiring destruction cause of PA 103.
Best Regards,
John Barry Smith
Major, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: March 12, 1998 1:21:31 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: DrJimSwire@aol.com
Subject: Re: Trouble with AOL

Dear Barry,
The trouble is, I don't have a snail-mail or phone number or fax
number for
Dr Swire.
Do you?
Maybe he should get hooked up to a competent ISP, such as
Virgin, who never
give any trouble?

I will keep trying because I would like to get those petitions on
the go
here.
JWGW
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 12/03/98, at 12:18, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Jonathan, me too, Dr. Swire AOL address gets returned.
I hope it gets through eventually. This is so exasperating.
Cheers,
Barry
Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 13:26:06 -0500 (EST)
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILERDAEMON@aol.com>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Returned mail: User unknown
Auto-Submitted: auto-generated (failure)
The original message was received at Thu, 12 Mar 1998
13:26:04 -0500 (EST)
from mail.redshift.com [165.227.94.16]
Your mail is being returned due to one or more non-delivery
conditions
listed below:
(Refer to the " ----- Transcript of session follows ----- " section)

1: SMTP 550 .... User Unknown
Your recipient no longer exists on AOL.
2: SMTP 550 .... Mailbox Full
Your recipient's mailbox is full.
3: SMTP 550 .... is not accepting mail from this sender
Your recipient has blocked mail from you.
4: SMTP 550 ... Delivery not authorized
Your site has been blocked from sending mail to AOL.
-AOL Postmaster
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<DrJimSwire@aol.com>
----- Transcript of session follows ----... while talking to air26.mail.aol.com.:
RCPT To:<DrJimSwire@aol.com>
<<< 550 Mailbox not found
550 <DrJimSwire@aol.com>... User unknown
----- Original message follows ----Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from mail.redshift.com (mail.redshift.com
[165.227.94.16])
by relay08.mx.aol.com (8.8.5/8.8.5/AOL-4.0.0)
with ESMTP id NAA05686 for <DrJimSwire@aol.com>;
Thu, 12 Mar 1998 13:26:04 -0500 (EST)
Received: from [207.204.196.148] (pm8-148.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.196.148]) by mail.redshift.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with

ESMTP id
KAA07634 for <DrJimSwire@aol.com>; Thu, 12 Mar 1998
10:25:59 -0800
Message-Id: <l03020901b12dca732a3c@[207.204.196.99]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 10:27:31 -0800
To: DrJimSwire <DrJimSwire@aol.com>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: More stuff
Dear Dr. Swire, appended below are more thoughts about PA
103. The letter
sent to Mr. Mandela by Mr. Beamish was replied to by the
President's
Secretary who said it would get the President's attention, but no
response
yet.
DrS>There is no doubt of the remarkable similarity between PA
103, TWA 800
and Air India.
We are in full agreement on that, Dr. Swire, and if you see that,
and you
do, you see everything. Below are further similarities.
Regarding strategy: A reopening of 103 by AAIB must be in
your best
interests. It will again prove the dirty bastards did it and put
added
pressure for trial; or it will show some other cause and lead
investigators

to new dirty bastards; or it will find a mechanical problem that
will
require fixing and therefore stop tragedy from reoccurring. It's a
win-win-win thing, I think. Could a reopening of 103 by AAIB
work against
you? I don't see how. Would it muddy the water or clear it up? I
think any
attention on 103 is helpful, as long as the facts are right. And
AAIB has
the best facts, yes? We are talking about an aircraft accident, not
a bank
robbery.
Also appended is a page from my website called
www.corazon.com/PA103essentials.html It gives actual text from
AAIB 2/90
to
support observations.
Should you find the time, we could go over every line from
AAIB 2/90 to
show that with different perspective, inadvertent opening of the
forward
cargo door in flight which ignited small incendiary device in hold
makes
more sense than 'small Semtex H bomb at the position shown by
AAIB.'
Best Regards,
Barry

1. UAL 811 was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model
Boeing
747
(4) which took off in dusk or darkness (5) running late (6) and
during
climb (7) experienced a sudden initial event near the leading
edge of wing
in fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound
on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight
data
recorder, (14) unusual damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more
severe
inflight damage on starboard side, (16) nine never recovered
bodies, (17)
port fuselage side forward of the wing relatively undamaged,
(18) torn,
and frayed skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
(19) unusual
paint smears in forward cargo door area, (20) rupture at aft
midspan latch
of the forward cargo door, (21) outward peeled skin on upper
forward
fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and
aft of
forward cargo door, (23) had hinge stay attached to detached top
piece of
forward cargo door, (24) and destruction initially thought to be
have been
caused by a bomb but (25) later conclusively ruled out.
So was TWA 800.
2. UAL 811 aircraft was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early

model
Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5) running late (6)
and shortly
after takeoff (7) experienced a sudden initial event in the forward
cargo
hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit
voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data
recorder,
(14) foreign object damage to starboard engines #3 and (15) #4,
(16) more
severe inflight damage on starboard side, (17) at least nine never
recovered bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward cargo door area
on
starboard side, (19) longitudinal break at midline of the forward
cargo
door at midspan latch, (20) outward peeled skin on upper
forward fuselage,
(21) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of
forward
cargo door, and (22) destruction initially thought to be have been
caused
by a bomb.
So was PA 103
3. UAL 811 aircraft was a: (1) not new (2) over 20000 hours
flight time
(3)
early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5)
running late (6)
and during the flight (7) experienced a sudden initial event in the
forward
cargo hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound

on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight
data
recorder, (14) unusual effects on starboard engine #3, (16) more
severe
inflight damage on starboard side, (17) at least nine never
recovered
bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard
side,
(19) unusual damage at the forward cargo door, (20) outward
peeled skin on
upper forward fuselage, (21) vertical fuselage tear lines forward
of the
wing and aft of forward cargo door, and (22) destruction initially
thought
to be have been caused by a bomb.
So was Air India 182
4. Pan Am 103 was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early
model
Boeing
747 (4) which took off in dusk or darkness (5) running late (6)
and during
first phase of flight (7) experienced a sudden initial event near the
leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden
(10)
loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13)
power
cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to
starboard
engine #3, (15) more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
(16) at
least nine never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward

of the
wing relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression zone
as large
rectangle centered around cargo door, (19) debris pattern of
dense nose
area and rest of plane spread out (20) longitudinal break at
midline of
the
forward cargo door at midspan latch, (21) outward peeled skin on
upper
forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the
wing
and
aft of forward cargo door, (23) destruction sequence of event as
nose
comes
off and rest of plane falls and disintegrates (24) and destruction
initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb
So was TWA 800.
5. Air India 182 was an: (1) not new (2) over 20000 hours flight
time (3)
early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in dusk or darkness
(5) running
late (6) and during flight (7) experienced a sudden initial event
near the
leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden
(10)
loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13)
power
cut to the flight data recorder, (14) unusual damage to starboard
engine

#3, (15) more severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at
least
nine
never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of the
wing
relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression zone as
large rectangle
centered around cargo door, (19) debris pattern of dense nose
area and
rest
of plane spread out (20) cargo door area damage described as
being outward
force with frayed skin and bottom latches attached to sill (21)
outward
peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear
lines
forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23)
destruction
sequence of event, nose come off and rest of plane falls and
disintegrates
(24) and destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a
bomb
So was TWA 800.
6. Pan Am 103 was an: (1) not new (2) over 20000 hours flight
time (3)
early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in dusk or darkness
(5) running
late (6) and during flight (7) experienced a sudden initial event
near
the
leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden

(10)
loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13)
power
cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to
starboard
engine #3, (15) more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
(16) at
least nine never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward
of the
wing relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression zone
as large
rectangle centered around cargo door, (19) debris pattern of
dense nose
area and rest of plane spread out (20) unusual damage to the
forward cargo
door (21) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (22)
vertical
fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo
door,
(23)
destruction sequence of event as nose comes off and rest of plane
falls
and
disintegrates (24) and destruction initially thought to be have
been
caused
by a bomb.
So was Air India 182.
Date: Thu, 6 Nov 1997 19:04:55 -0500
From: Tony Beamish <TonyBeamish@compuserve.com>
Subject: S A & BOEING

Sender: Tony Beamish <TonyBeamish@compuserve.com>
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0

Barry,
I sent this letter on 25 October 1997 by recorded delivery. It
would have
been received by now.

===================
President Nelson Mandela
Tuynhuis
Cape Town
8001
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Dear Mr President,
I am writing to you as one of your citizens. I am presently in the
United
Kingdom for post-graduate legal studies.

I have today read in the English newspapers that you are meeting
with the
British Prime Minister, Mr Tony Blair. The story says that he will
discuss
with you your support of Libyas decision to not hand over their

citizens
who are wanted in respect of the Pan Am Flight 103 "bombing"
over
Lockerbie, Scotland.

The rights or wrongs of your decision to support Libya are not
what I am
writing to you about. What concerns me greatly is the "bomb"
hypothesis.
There is documented evidence to suggest that the Lockerbie
Disaster - as
it
is called in Britain - was not due to a bomb at all but due to a
cargo
door
defect. The same defect apparently caused the TWA Flight 800
crash in
July
last year when the aircraft departed New York for Paris.

An American investigator named John Barry Smith has
investigated these two
and several other Boeing 747 disasters and his conclusions are
slowly
gaining wide support. He has an internet website. May I suggest
to you
that your staff look up the information for you on the internet at
the
following web address: http://www.corazon.com You can also
contact Mr
Smith on the following e-mail address: barry@corazon.com

Mr Mandela, as a lawyer I have no doubt that you will appreciate
the fact
that people who investigate virtually anything, sometimes come
up with the
most bizarre findings. This is either because they start out with a
faulted hypothesis or they simply cannot think logically or they
have some
motive for rejecting the truth.

Although Mr Smith's website and other information is of a highly
technical
nature, it is clearly explained by Mr Smith. He has summed up
the Pan Am
Lockerbie disaster - and other Boeing 747 crashes - in a manner
which is
understandable to the lay person.

I enclose two articles from the website called "How could Pan
Am 103 not
be
a bomb?" and "Red Herring: Bomb". I hope that these articles
and the
website will assist you in dealing with the Libyan question.
Please feel
free to contact me or Mr Smith if you have any further questions.

Yours sincerely,

Tony Beamish
Dr. Swire, below are excerpts from URL on www.corazon.com
website called
PA
103essentials.html. The web page has scanned text from AAIB
report to
support observations.

Boeing 747 Pan Am Flight 103 essentials cargo door cause

Ten never recovered bodies. page 3

High internal pressure of 8.9 PSI.
page 6

Sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut. page 15

No evidence of
blast or sooting. Engine number 3 detached. page 17

Blast described as
rather large shotgun. page 19 and 20

Locus of damage as forward cargo
hold. page 22

High internal pressure inside fuselage. page 24

Number 3
engine lands alone and on fire and fodded.

In flight disintegration, no
injuries from shrapnel or blast. page 30

Blast hole 18 to 20 inches in
diameter. page 33

Items ejected left and right of aircraft. page
34

Items not named or listed or located on wreckage plot. Grammar
error
of 'included'. page 36

Items not named or listed and phrase repeated in
non explosion section. Positive evidence not named. page 36

"No doubt"
here but later refuted. page 37

Break up of aircraft is more likely the
cause of the sound, not sound of explosion. page 38

Nose can come off
quickly. page 41

Three engines, minus number 3, land together. page
43

Blast was 25 inches long and made hole 10 to 20 inches big.
page
56

Radar return is cargo door spinning away. page C 11

Relatively
mild blast made small hole. page F 4

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 12, 1998 12:18:11 PM PST
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Trouble with AOL

Dear Jonathan, me too, Dr. Swire AOL address gets returned.
I hope it gets through eventually. This is so exasperating.
Cheers,
Barry
Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 13:26:06 -0500 (EST)

From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILERDAEMON@aol.com>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Returned mail: User unknown
Auto-Submitted: auto-generated (failure)
The original message was received at Thu, 12 Mar 1998
13:26:04 -0500 (EST)
from mail.redshift.com [165.227.94.16]
Your mail is being returned due to one or more non-delivery
conditions listed below:
(Refer to the " ----- Transcript of session follows ----- " section)
1: SMTP 550 .... User Unknown
Your recipient no longer exists on AOL.
2: SMTP 550 .... Mailbox Full
Your recipient's mailbox is full.
3: SMTP 550 .... is not accepting mail from this sender
Your recipient has blocked mail from you.
4: SMTP 550 ... Delivery not authorized
Your site has been blocked from sending mail to AOL.
-AOL Postmaster
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<DrJimSwire@aol.com>
----- Transcript of session follows ----... while talking to air26.mail.aol.com.:

RCPT To:<DrJimSwire@aol.com>
<<< 550 Mailbox not found
550 <DrJimSwire@aol.com>... User unknown
----- Original message follows ----Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from mail.redshift.com (mail.redshift.com
[165.227.94.16])
by relay08.mx.aol.com (8.8.5/8.8.5/AOL-4.0.0)
with ESMTP id NAA05686 for <DrJimSwire@aol.com>;
Thu, 12 Mar 1998 13:26:04 -0500 (EST)
Received: from [207.204.196.148] (pm8-148.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.196.148]) by mail.redshift.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with
ESMTP id KAA07634 for <DrJimSwire@aol.com>; Thu, 12
Mar 1998 10:25:59 -0800
Message-Id: <l03020901b12dca732a3c@[207.204.196.99]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 10:27:31 -0800
To: DrJimSwire <DrJimSwire@aol.com>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: More stuff
Dear Dr. Swire, appended below are more thoughts about PA
103. The letter
sent to Mr. Mandela by Mr. Beamish was replied to by the
President's
Secretary who said it would get the President's attention, but no
response
yet.
DrS>There is no doubt of the remarkable similarity between PA

103, TWA 800
and Air India.
We are in full agreement on that, Dr. Swire, and if you see that,
and you
do, you see everything. Below are further similarities.
Regarding strategy: A reopening of 103 by AAIB must be in
your best
interests. It will again prove the dirty bastards did it and put
added
pressure for trial; or it will show some other cause and lead
investigators
to new dirty bastards; or it will find a mechanical problem that
will
require fixing and therefore stop tragedy from reoccurring. It's a
win-win-win thing, I think. Could a reopening of 103 by AAIB
work against
you? I don't see how. Would it muddy the water or clear it up? I
think any
attention on 103 is helpful, as long as the facts are right. And
AAIB has
the best facts, yes? We are talking about an aircraft accident, not
a bank
robbery.
Also appended is a page from my website called
www.corazon.com/PA103essentials.html It gives actual text from
AAIB 2/90 to
support observations.
Should you find the time, we could go over every line from
AAIB 2/90 to

show that with different perspective, inadvertent opening of the
forward
cargo door in flight which ignited small incendiary device in hold
makes
more sense than 'small Semtex H bomb at the position shown by
AAIB.'
Best Regards,
Barry

1. UAL 811 was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model
Boeing 747
(4) which took off in dusk or darkness (5) running late (6) and
during
climb (7) experienced a sudden initial event near the leading
edge of wing
in fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound
on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight
data
recorder, (14) unusual damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more
severe
inflight damage on starboard side, (16) nine never recovered
bodies, (17)
port fuselage side forward of the wing relatively undamaged,
(18) torn,
and frayed skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
(19) unusual
paint smears in forward cargo door area, (20) rupture at aft
midspan latch
of the forward cargo door, (21) outward peeled skin on upper

forward
fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and
aft of
forward cargo door, (23) had hinge stay attached to detached top
piece of
forward cargo door, (24) and destruction initially thought to be
have been
caused by a bomb but (25) later conclusively ruled out.
So was TWA 800.
2. UAL 811 aircraft was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early
model
Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5) running late (6)
and shortly
after takeoff (7) experienced a sudden initial event in the forward
cargo
hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit
voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data
recorder,
(14) foreign object damage to starboard engines #3 and (15) #4,
(16) more
severe inflight damage on starboard side, (17) at least nine never
recovered bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward cargo door area
on
starboard side, (19) longitudinal break at midline of the forward
cargo
door at midspan latch, (20) outward peeled skin on upper
forward fuselage,
(21) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of
forward
cargo door, and (22) destruction initially thought to be have been
caused

by a bomb.
So was PA 103
3. UAL 811 aircraft was a: (1) not new (2) over 20000 hours
flight time (3)
early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5)
running late (6)
and during the flight (7) experienced a sudden initial event in the
forward
cargo hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound
on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight
data
recorder, (14) unusual effects on starboard engine #3, (16) more
severe
inflight damage on starboard side, (17) at least nine never
recovered
bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard
side,
(19) unusual damage at the forward cargo door, (20) outward
peeled skin on
upper forward fuselage, (21) vertical fuselage tear lines forward
of the
wing and aft of forward cargo door, and (22) destruction initially
thought
to be have been caused by a bomb.
So was Air India 182
4. Pan Am 103 was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early
model Boeing
747 (4) which took off in dusk or darkness (5) running late (6)
and during
first phase of flight (7) experienced a sudden initial event near the

leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden
(10)
loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13)
power
cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to
starboard
engine #3, (15) more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
(16) at
least nine never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward
of the
wing relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression zone
as large
rectangle centered around cargo door, (19) debris pattern of
dense nose
area and rest of plane spread out (20) longitudinal break at
midline of the
forward cargo door at midspan latch, (21) outward peeled skin on
upper
forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the
wing and
aft of forward cargo door, (23) destruction sequence of event as
nose comes
off and rest of plane falls and disintegrates (24) and destruction
initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb
So was TWA 800.
5. Air India 182 was an: (1) not new (2) over 20000 hours flight
time (3)
early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in dusk or darkness
(5) running
late (6) and during flight (7) experienced a sudden initial event
near the

leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden
(10)
loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13)
power
cut to the flight data recorder, (14) unusual damage to starboard
engine
#3, (15) more severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at
least nine
never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of the
wing
relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression zone as
large rectangle
centered around cargo door, (19) debris pattern of dense nose
area and rest
of plane spread out (20) cargo door area damage described as
being outward
force with frayed skin and bottom latches attached to sill (21)
outward
peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear
lines
forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23)
destruction
sequence of event, nose come off and rest of plane falls and
disintegrates
(24) and destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a
bomb
So was TWA 800.
6. Pan Am 103 was an: (1) not new (2) over 20000 hours flight
time (3)
early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in dusk or darkness
(5) running

late (6) and during flight (7) experienced a sudden initial event
near the
leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden
(10)
loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13)
power
cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to
starboard
engine #3, (15) more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
(16) at
least nine never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward
of the
wing relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression zone
as large
rectangle centered around cargo door, (19) debris pattern of
dense nose
area and rest of plane spread out (20) unusual damage to the
forward cargo
door (21) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (22)
vertical
fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo
door, (23)
destruction sequence of event as nose comes off and rest of plane
falls and
disintegrates (24) and destruction initially thought to be have
been caused
by a bomb.
So was Air India 182.
Date: Thu, 6 Nov 1997 19:04:55 -0500
From: Tony Beamish <TonyBeamish@compuserve.com>
Subject: S A & BOEING

Sender: Tony Beamish <TonyBeamish@compuserve.com>
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0

Barry,
I sent this letter on 25 October 1997 by recorded delivery. It
would have
been received by now.

===================
President Nelson Mandela
Tuynhuis
Cape Town
8001
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Dear Mr President,
I am writing to you as one of your citizens. I am presently in the
United
Kingdom for post-graduate legal studies.

I have today read in the English newspapers that you are meeting
with the
British Prime Minister, Mr Tony Blair. The story says that he will
discuss
with you your support of Libyas decision to not hand over their

citizens
who are wanted in respect of the Pan Am Flight 103 "bombing"
over
Lockerbie, Scotland.

The rights or wrongs of your decision to support Libya are not
what I am
writing to you about. What concerns me greatly is the "bomb"
hypothesis.
There is documented evidence to suggest that the Lockerbie
Disaster - as it
is called in Britain - was not due to a bomb at all but due to a
cargo door
defect. The same defect apparently caused the TWA Flight 800
crash in July
last year when the aircraft departed New York for Paris.

An American investigator named John Barry Smith has
investigated these two
and several other Boeing 747 disasters and his conclusions are
slowly
gaining wide support. He has an internet website. May I suggest
to you
that your staff look up the information for you on the internet at
the
following web address: http://www.corazon.com You can also
contact Mr
Smith on the following e-mail address: barry@corazon.com

Mr Mandela, as a lawyer I have no doubt that you will appreciate

the fact
that people who investigate virtually anything, sometimes come
up with the
most bizarre findings. This is either because they start out with a
faulted hypothesis or they simply cannot think logically or they
have some
motive for rejecting the truth.

Although Mr Smith's website and other information is of a highly
technical
nature, it is clearly explained by Mr Smith. He has summed up
the Pan Am
Lockerbie disaster - and other Boeing 747 crashes - in a manner
which is
understandable to the lay person.

I enclose two articles from the website called "How could Pan
Am 103 not be
a bomb?" and "Red Herring: Bomb". I hope that these articles
and the
website will assist you in dealing with the Libyan question.
Please feel
free to contact me or Mr Smith if you have any further questions.

Yours sincerely,
Tony Beamish
Dr. Swire, below are excerpts from URL on www.corazon.com
website called PA

103essentials.html. The web page has scanned text from AAIB
report to
support observations.

Boeing 747 Pan Am Flight 103 essentials cargo door cause

Ten never recovered bodies. page 3

High internal pressure of 8.9 PSI.
page 6

Sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut. page 15

No evidence of
blast or sooting. Engine number 3 detached. page 17

Blast described as
rather large shotgun. page 19 and 20

Locus of damage as forward cargo
hold. page 22

High internal pressure inside fuselage. page 24

Number 3
engine lands alone and on fire and fodded.

In flight disintegration, no
injuries from shrapnel or blast. page 30

Blast hole 18 to 20 inches in
diameter. page 33

Items ejected left and right of aircraft. page
34

Items not named or listed or located on wreckage plot. Grammar
error
of 'included'. page 36

Items not named or listed and phrase repeated in
non explosion section. Positive evidence not named. page 36

"No doubt"
here but later refuted. page 37

Break up of aircraft is more likely the
cause of the sound, not sound of explosion. page 38

Nose can come off
quickly. page 41

Three engines, minus number 3, land together. page
43

Blast was 25 inches long and made hole 10 to 20 inches big.
page
56

Radar return is cargo door spinning away. page C 11

Relatively
mild blast made small hole. page F 4

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 12, 1998 10:27:31 AM PST

To: DrJimSwire
Subject: More stuff

Dear Dr. Swire, appended below are more thoughts about PA
103. The letter sent to Mr. Mandela by Mr. Beamish was replied
to by the President's Secretary who said it would get the
President's attention, but no response yet.
DrS>There is no doubt of the remarkable similarity between PA
103, TWA 800 and Air India.
We are in full agreement on that, Dr. Swire, and if you see that,
and you do, you see everything. Below are further similarities.
Regarding strategy: A reopening of 103 by AAIB must be in
your best interests. It will again prove the dirty bastards did it
and put added pressure for trial; or it will show some other cause
and lead investigators to new dirty bastards; or it will find a
mechanical problem that will require fixing and therefore stop
tragedy from reoccurring. It's a win-win-win thing, I think. Could
a reopening of 103 by AAIB work against you? I don't see how.
Would it muddy the water or clear it up? I think any attention on
103 is helpful, as long as the facts are right. And AAIB has the
best facts, yes? We are talking about an aircraft accident, not a
bank robbery.
Also appended is a page from my website called
www.corazon.com/PA103essentials.html It gives actual text from
AAIB 2/90 to support observations.
Should you find the time, we could go over every line from
AAIB 2/90 to show that with different perspective, inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight which ignited small
incendiary device in hold makes more sense than 'small Semtex

H bomb at the position shown by AAIB.'
Best Regards,
Barry

1. UAL 811 was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model
Boeing 747 (4) which took off in dusk or darkness (5) running
late (6) and during climb (7) experienced a sudden initial event
near the leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a (8) short
(9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
(12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data recorder, (14)
unusual damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more severe
inflight damage on starboard side, (16) nine never recovered
bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of the wing relatively
undamaged, (18) torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door
area on starboard side, (19) unusual paint smears in forward
cargo door area, (20) rupture at aft midspan latch of the forward
cargo door, (21) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
(22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of
forward cargo door, (23) had hinge stay attached to detached top
piece of forward cargo door, (24) and destruction initially
thought to be have been caused by a bomb but (25) later
conclusively ruled out.
So was TWA 800.
2. UAL 811 aircraft was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early
model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5) running late
(6) and shortly after takeoff (7) experienced a sudden initial
event in the forward cargo hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden
(10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt

(13) power cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object
damage to starboard engines #3 and (15) #4, (16) more severe
inflight damage on starboard side, (17) at least nine never
recovered bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward cargo door area
on starboard side, (19) longitudinal break at midline of the
forward cargo door at midspan latch, (20) outward peeled skin on
upper forward fuselage, (21) vertical fuselage tear lines forward
of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, and (22) destruction
initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
So was PA 103
3. UAL 811 aircraft was a: (1) not new (2) over 20000 hours
flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in
darkness (5) running late (6) and during the flight (7)
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight
data recorder, (14) unusual effects on starboard engine #3, (16)
more severe inflight damage on starboard side, (17) at least nine
never recovered bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward cargo door
area on starboard side, (19) unusual damage at the forward cargo
door, (20) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (21)
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and (22) destruction initially thought to be have been
caused by a bomb.
So was Air India 182
4. Pan Am 103 was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early
model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in dusk or darkness (5)
running late (6) and during first phase of flight (7) experienced a
sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage

which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight
data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engine #3,
(15) more severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at least
nine never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of
the wing relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression
zone as large rectangle centered around cargo door, (19) debris
pattern of dense nose area and rest of plane spread out (20)
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch, (21) outward peeled skin on upper forward
fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and
aft of forward cargo door, (23) destruction sequence of event as
nose comes off and rest of plane falls and disintegrates (24) and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb
So was TWA 800.
5. Air India 182 was an: (1) not new (2) over 20000 hours flight
time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in dusk or
darkness (5) running late (6) and during flight (7) experienced a
sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage
which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight
data recorder, (14) unusual damage to starboard engine #3, (15)
more severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at least nine
never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of the
wing relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression zone
as large rectangle centered around cargo door, (19) debris pattern
of dense nose area and rest of plane spread out (20) cargo door
area damage described as being outward force with frayed skin
and bottom latches attached to sill (21) outward peeled skin on
upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward
of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23) destruction

sequence of event, nose come off and rest of plane falls and
disintegrates (24) and destruction initially thought to be have
been caused by a bomb
So was TWA 800.
6. Pan Am 103 was an: (1) not new (2) over 20000 hours flight
time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in dusk or
darkness (5) running late (6) and during flight (7) experienced a
sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage
which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight
data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engine #3,
(15) more severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at least
nine never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of
the wing relatively undamaged, (18) explosive decompression
zone as large rectangle centered around cargo door, (19) debris
pattern of dense nose area and rest of plane spread out (20)
unusual damage to the forward cargo door (21) outward peeled
skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines
forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23)
destruction sequence of event as nose comes off and rest of plane
falls and disintegrates (24) and destruction initially thought to be
have been caused by a bomb.
So was Air India 182.
Date: Thu, 6 Nov 1997 19:04:55 -0500
From: Tony Beamish <TonyBeamish@compuserve.com>
Subject: S A & BOEING
Sender: Tony Beamish <TonyBeamish@compuserve.com>
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0

Barry,
I sent this letter on 25 October 1997 by recorded delivery. It
would have
been received by now.

===================
President Nelson Mandela
Tuynhuis
Cape Town
8001
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Dear Mr President,
I am writing to you as one of your citizens. I am presently in the
United
Kingdom for post-graduate legal studies.

I have today read in the English newspapers that you are meeting
with the
British Prime Minister, Mr Tony Blair. The story says that he will
discuss
with you your support of Libyas decision to not hand over their
citizens
who are wanted in respect of the Pan Am Flight 103 "bombing"
over

Lockerbie, Scotland.

The rights or wrongs of your decision to support Libya are not
what I am
writing to you about. What concerns me greatly is the "bomb"
hypothesis.
There is documented evidence to suggest that the Lockerbie
Disaster - as it
is called in Britain - was not due to a bomb at all but due to a
cargo door
defect. The same defect apparently caused the TWA Flight 800
crash in July
last year when the aircraft departed New York for Paris.

An American investigator named John Barry Smith has
investigated these two
and several other Boeing 747 disasters and his conclusions are
slowly
gaining wide support. He has an internet website. May I suggest
to you
that your staff look up the information for you on the internet at
the
following web address: http://www.corazon.com You can also
contact Mr
Smith on the following e-mail address: barry@corazon.com

Mr Mandela, as a lawyer I have no doubt that you will appreciate
the fact
that people who investigate virtually anything, sometimes come
up with the

most bizarre findings. This is either because they start out with a
faulted hypothesis or they simply cannot think logically or they
have some
motive for rejecting the truth.

Although Mr Smith's website and other information is of a highly
technical
nature, it is clearly explained by Mr Smith. He has summed up
the Pan Am
Lockerbie disaster - and other Boeing 747 crashes - in a manner
which is
understandable to the lay person.

I enclose two articles from the website called "How could Pan
Am 103 not be
a bomb?" and "Red Herring: Bomb". I hope that these articles
and the
website will assist you in dealing with the Libyan question.
Please feel
free to contact me or Mr Smith if you have any further questions.

Yours sincerely,
Tony Beamish
Dr. Swire, below are excerpts from URL on www.corazon.com
website called PA 103essentials.html. The web page has scanned
text from AAIB report to support observations.

Boeing 747 Pan Am Flight 103 essentials cargo door cause

Ten never recovered bodies. page 3

High internal pressure of 8.9 PSI. page 6

Sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut. page 15

No evidence of blast or sooting. Engine number 3 detached. page
17

Blast described as rather large shotgun. page 19 and 20

Locus of damage as forward cargo hold. page 22

High internal pressure inside fuselage. page 24

Number 3 engine lands alone and on fire and fodded.

In flight disintegration, no injuries from shrapnel or blast. page

30

Blast hole 18 to 20 inches in diameter. page 33

Items ejected left and right of aircraft. page 34

Items not named or listed or located on wreckage plot. Grammar
error of 'included'. page 36

Items not named or listed and phrase repeated in non explosion
section. Positive evidence not named. page 36

"No doubt" here but later refuted. page 37

Break up of aircraft is more likely the cause of the sound, not
sound of explosion. page 38

Nose can come off quickly. page 41

Three engines, minus number 3, land together. page 43

Blast was 25 inches long and made hole 10 to 20 inches big.
page 56

Radar return is cargo door spinning away. page C 11

Relatively mild blast made small hole. page F 4

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: March 11, 1998 3:28:36 PM PST
To: MAILER-DAEMON@aol.com
Cc: DrJimSwire@aol.com, barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Returned mail: User unknown

Please try again, even if it is AOL.
Thanks
J Wills
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 11/03/98, at 12:48, Mail Delivery Subsystem wrote:
The original message was received at Wed, 11 Mar 1998
12:48:45 -0500 (EST)
from newmail.virgin.net [194.168.54.44]
Your mail is being returned due to one or more non-delivery
conditions
listed below:

(Refer to the " ----- Transcript of session follows ----- " section)
1: SMTP 550 .... User Unknown
Your recipient no longer exists on AOL.
2: SMTP 550 .... Mailbox Full
Your recipient's mailbox is full.
3: SMTP 550 .... is not accepting mail from this sender
Your recipient has blocked mail from you.
4: SMTP 550 ... Delivery not authorized
Your site has been blocked from sending mail to AOL.
-AOL Postmaster
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<DrJimSwire@aol.com>
----- Transcript of session follows ----... while talking to air07.mail.aol.com.:
RCPT To:<DrJimSwire@aol.com>
<<< 550 Mailbox not found
550 <DrJimSwire@aol.com>... User unknown
----- Original message follows ----Return-Path: <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Received: from newmail.virgin.net (newmail.virgin.net
[194.168.54.44])
by relay30.mx.aol.com (8.8.5/8.8.5/AOL-4.0.0)
with ESMTP id MAA02227;
Wed, 11 Mar 1998 12:48:45 -0500 (EST)

Received: from wills ([194.168.72.237]) by newmail.virgin.net
(Post.Office MTA v3.1.2 release (PO203-101c)
ID# 1-55555U125000L125000S0) with SMTP id
AAA17796;
Wed, 11 Mar 1998 17:48:44 +0000
Message-ID:
<199803111747330720.0A996ED5@mail.virgin.net>
X-Mailer: Calypso Version 2.30.23
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 17:47:33 +0000
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
To: MAILER-DAEMON@aol.com
Cc: DrJimSwire@aol.com
Subject: Re: Returned mail: User unknown
Urgent attention newmail.virgin.net
This message is inexplicable. Of course the user is known. I have
exchanged
several e-mails with the address shown in the past three days.
Please
check, try again and advise on progress.
Jonathan Wills
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 11/03/98, at 10:43, Mail Delivery Subsystem wrote:
The original message was received at Wed, 11 Mar 1998
10:43:37 -0500
(EST)
from newmail.virgin.net [194.168.54.44]

Your mail is being returned due to one or more non-delivery
conditions
listed below:
(Refer to the " ----- Transcript of session follows ----- " section)
1: SMTP 550 .... User Unknown
Your recipient no longer exists on AOL.
2: SMTP 550 .... Mailbox Full
Your recipient's mailbox is full.
3: SMTP 550 .... is not accepting mail from this sender
Your recipient has blocked mail from you.
4: SMTP 550 ... Delivery not authorized
Your site has been blocked from sending mail to AOL.
-AOL Postmaster
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<DrJimSwire@aol.com>
----- Transcript of session follows ----... while talking to air29.mail.aol.com.:
RCPT To:<DrJimSwire@aol.com>
<<< 550 Mailbox not found
550 <DrJimSwire@aol.com>... User unknown
----- Original message follows ----Return-Path: <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Received: from newmail.virgin.net (newmail.virgin.net
[194.168.54.44])

by relay21.mx.aol.com (8.8.5/8.8.5/AOL-4.0.0)
with ESMTP id KAA27060 for <DrJimSwire@aol.com>;
Wed, 11 Mar 1998 10:43:37 -0500 (EST)
Received: from wills ([194.168.74.74]) by newmail.virgin.net
(Post.Office MTA v3.1.2 release (PO203-101c)
ID# 1-55555U125000L125000S0) with SMTP id
AAH24286
for <DrJimSwire@aol.com>; Wed, 11 Mar 1998 15:43:36
+0000
Message-ID:
<199803111542250790.0A26DA9B@mail.virgin.net>
X-Mailer: Calypso Version 2.30.23
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 15:42:25 +0000
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
To: DrJimSwire@aol.com
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103
Dear Dr Swire,
I'm a member of the Labour Party (still, despite everything) and
am
dismayed and mystified by the reactions of Blair and Cook. Very
few
people
agree with them on this, I suspect.
I'd be glad to put a petition form in our local post office and also
in
the
main newsagents in Lerwick, which should bring you a couple of
hundred
signatures, I would think. More significant might be the fact that
we are

at the edge, as it were, and it would help to demonstrate the
country-wide
support you enjoy.
Please post the forms to:
Dr Jonathan Wills
Sundside
BRESSAY
Shetland
ZE2 9ER

Best wishes,
Jonathan Wills
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 10/03/98, at 19:24, DrJimSwire wrote:
Thank you for your kind remarks.
In view of statements from Robin Cook that it was impossible,
and Tony
Blair
that it would be an insult to Scotland, to set up a neutral country
trial,
under Scots law (which the Libyans say they would accept) and
which our
group
accept as a fair forum, I have started a petition in Scotland only
(you

count
up there of course!)
The petition is under House of Commons rules, which means it
has to be
done by
'snail mail'. It asks people to sign up if they agree that Scots law
should
indeed be used in this way to try the accused.
Would you consider helping distribute sheets for signing? If so
I'll
mail
some
with further info, given your full postal address.
Dont worry if you feel this is not your scene.
Best wishes, Jim Swire.
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: March 11, 1998 9:47:33 AM PST
To: MAILER-DAEMON@aol.com
Cc: DrJimSwire@aol.com
Subject: Re: Returned mail: User unknown

Urgent attention newmail.virgin.net
This message is inexplicable. Of course the user is known. I have
exchanged
several e-mails with the address shown in the past three days.
Please
check, try again and advise on progress.
Jonathan Wills
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 11/03/98, at 10:43, Mail Delivery Subsystem wrote:
The original message was received at Wed, 11 Mar 1998
10:43:37 -0500 (EST)
from newmail.virgin.net [194.168.54.44]
Your mail is being returned due to one or more non-delivery

conditions
listed below:
(Refer to the " ----- Transcript of session follows ----- " section)
1: SMTP 550 .... User Unknown
Your recipient no longer exists on AOL.
2: SMTP 550 .... Mailbox Full
Your recipient's mailbox is full.
3: SMTP 550 .... is not accepting mail from this sender
Your recipient has blocked mail from you.
4: SMTP 550 ... Delivery not authorized
Your site has been blocked from sending mail to AOL.
-AOL Postmaster
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<DrJimSwire@aol.com>
----- Transcript of session follows ----... while talking to air29.mail.aol.com.:
RCPT To:<DrJimSwire@aol.com>
<<< 550 Mailbox not found
550 <DrJimSwire@aol.com>... User unknown
----- Original message follows ----Return-Path: <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Received: from newmail.virgin.net (newmail.virgin.net
[194.168.54.44])
by relay21.mx.aol.com (8.8.5/8.8.5/AOL-4.0.0)

with ESMTP id KAA27060 for <DrJimSwire@aol.com>;
Wed, 11 Mar 1998 10:43:37 -0500 (EST)
Received: from wills ([194.168.74.74]) by newmail.virgin.net
(Post.Office MTA v3.1.2 release (PO203-101c)
ID# 1-55555U125000L125000S0) with SMTP id
AAH24286
for <DrJimSwire@aol.com>; Wed, 11 Mar 1998 15:43:36
+0000
Message-ID:
<199803111542250790.0A26DA9B@mail.virgin.net>
X-Mailer: Calypso Version 2.30.23
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 15:42:25 +0000
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
To: DrJimSwire@aol.com
Subject: Re: Pan Am 103
Dear Dr Swire,
I'm a member of the Labour Party (still, despite everything) and
am
dismayed and mystified by the reactions of Blair and Cook. Very
few people
agree with them on this, I suspect.
I'd be glad to put a petition form in our local post office and also
in
the
main newsagents in Lerwick, which should bring you a couple of
hundred
signatures, I would think. More significant might be the fact that
we are
at the edge, as it were, and it would help to demonstrate the
country-wide

support you enjoy.
Please post the forms to:
Dr Jonathan Wills
Sundside
BRESSAY
Shetland
ZE2 9ER

Best wishes,
Jonathan Wills
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 10/03/98, at 19:24, DrJimSwire wrote:
Thank you for your kind remarks.
In view of statements from Robin Cook that it was impossible,
and Tony
Blair
that it would be an insult to Scotland, to set up a neutral country
trial,
under Scots law (which the Libyans say they would accept) and
which our
group
accept as a fair forum, I have started a petition in Scotland only
(you
count
up there of course!)

The petition is under House of Commons rules, which means it
has to be
done by
'snail mail'. It asks people to sign up if they agree that Scots law
should
indeed be used in this way to try the accused.
Would you consider helping distribute sheets for signing? If so
I'll mail
some
with further info, given your full postal address.
Dont worry if you feel this is not your scene.
Best wishes, Jim Swire.
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: "David H. Stern, M.D." <dstern@copi.com>
Date: March 11, 1998 1:10:19 AM PST

To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: message
Reply-To: <dstern@copi.com>

-----BEGIN PGP SIGNED MESSAGE----Hash: SHA1
I am sorry for taking so long to reply to this message. It is
tough to be an Editor when you are a (busy) Family Doctor,
Husband, and Father, to boot.
I am the Editor of Deep Times. I can't say what my role in the
message was, because I don't know what the message was.
Looking at your (very interesting) website, I would guess it
had something to do with either TWA 800 or Pan Am 103.
Thanks for contacting me, and let me know if I can be of any
help.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
********** <David H. Stern, M.D. <dstern@copi.com>
**********
____________________________________________________
__________
\
/|****************************************|\
/
\\ //|
DEEP TIMES NEWS SERVICE
|\\ //
\\\ ///|
http://www.copi.com/articles
|\\\ ///
\\\\ ////|****************************************|\\\\ ////
\\\\\/////| Encrypted Email Always Gets Preference |\\\\\/////
\\\\XX////|****************************************|\\\
\XX////
\\\XXXX///| See http://www.pgp.com/ for PGP 5.0!! |\\\XXXX///
\\XXXXXX//| Encryption has never been so easy! |\

\XXXXXX//
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE----Version: PGP for Personal Privacy 5.0
Charset: noconv
iQA/AwUBNQZU8AT4IiDrvxiqEQKjiwCdEZqk/
Cvty2Ah4eRtentR3MAKkL8An2xv
EaFVg6ND9pN3LxoR5kOG+gBr
=iNMX
-----END PGP SIGNATURE---------Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 21, 1998 9:24 AM
To: dstern@copi.com
Subject: Re: message

I noticed I was cc'ed an interesting message originally
addressed to you. I wondered what your role in this was.
Do you have a listing on the Web?

www.corazon.com website
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
********** <David H. Stern, M.D. <dstern@copi.com>
**********

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 9, 1998 10:11:06 AM PST
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Dr. Swire/reopen 103

Urgent attention newmail.virgin.net
This message is inexplicable. Of course the user is known. I have
exchanged
several e-mails with the address shown in the past three days.
Please
check, try again and advise on progress.
Jonathan Wills
Dear Jonathan, this sort of thing is scary but probably has
innocent answer. When dealing with AOL, expect the worse and
get it.

I just sent a long email to Dr. Swire using identical email
address, I hope it gets through. I've attached it to this email. It's
very important. The goal is to reopen 103 AAIB investigation
based upon hindsight and new evidence.
A trial would be good too, anything to get discussion going about
the evidence. This reluctance to hold trial in neutral country is
troubling to me. Even if in biased country the press would cover
it, and even if acquited the evidence will be out there. It's as if
they don't want a neutral country, a fair trial, but only biased on
one side. The good guys don't act like that.
So, if no trial about the evidence, reopen AAIB 103
investigation! They do it all the time.
It's an end run, around the obstacle.
It's a great idea, and doable. You to Dr. Swire to Tam Dalyell to
AAIB and off it goes...
Cheers,
Barry.

From: DrJimSwire <DrJimSwire@aol.com>
Date: Mon, 9 Mar 1998 19:42:16 EST
To: barry@corazon.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Subject: PA 103

Barry,

I have the material received by Tam Dalyell MP (UK). It reached
him via <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Your arguments are very interesting, nor would I underestimate
the power of commercial clout to pervert the truth.
I have of course studied the AAIB report into PA 103 and been to
see the reconstruction at AAIB Farnborough. There is no doubt
of the remarkable similarity between PA 103, TWA 800 and Air
India.
Air India was closely linked to the explosion of a similar bomb at
Narita airport Tokyo on the same day in the baggage handling
shed. The Canadian evidence about the conspirators who made
that and also booked their case onto the fatal flight via a feeder
service is convincing. This despite the fact that the crash into
deep ocean destroyed much of the forensics.
TWA 800 was also a salt water site though shallow and
immediately and intensively searched. TWA showed just how
good and rapid a solvent salt water is for explosive residues.
Lockerbie was the only one on land and the explosive residues
were found beyond a doubt. In addition the debris recovered
from the contents of the forward cargo hold provided blast/heat
evidence, which not only confirmed a bomb but enabled precise
location of the locus of the explosion.
I find the technical explanation of the propagation of the fuselage
rupture provided by AAIB convincing. Nor do I believe that
AAIB have in any way been 'got at' to reach a false conclusion
for some other agency. Why don't you ask to meet with AAIB

technical staff to discuss this? They are very willing to do all
they can to explain how they reached their conclusions.
I do think your work is entirely convincing in suggesting that the
structural strength of the 747 hull just forward of the wing, in
flight at altitude, is compromised and that the weakness does
involve the forward cargo door area.
Thus the structural failure in all these disasters has followed an
almost identical pattern. This weakness was exploited in PA 103
by a 'tiny' bomb (estimated at about 350 Gms of Semtex H. H has
an even higher ignition velocity than standard Semtex and
therefore would generate stronger Mach stem shocks, Gm for
Gm.
There was consternation in the industry that so small a charge
could destroy such an aircraft, and your work on the
disintegration unites all three disasters and raises the question of
whether some form of hull reinforcement should be introduced,
both to the cargo door closure system and the surrounding hull.
That is just the sort of question which might be suppressed 'in the
interests of avoiding disruption of the industry/ commercial
damage to Boeing'
Imagine all the world's 747s being taken out of service for major
structural modification. Suppose it was not feasable; what then !
Great work, but I remain convinced that the trigger to the disaster
which killed my daughter aboard the 103 was a small Semtex H
bomb at the position shown by AAIB.
As far as TWA was concerned I suspect you may well be entirely

accurate. I love the reflection off the jettisoned door as an
explanation for 'the streak'. Have you checked the position of the
sun relative to the plane and the observers?
Anything new you come up with would be most interesting to
hear about.
Best wishes,
Dr Jim Swire, spokesman, UK families-Flight 103.
March 9th 98

To: DrJimSwire
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Reply1
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:6740:bsladrswire.JPG: :Master:
6740:Chart 12.jpg: :Master:6740:LAPA103drswire.jpg:
Dr. Jim Swire, spokesman, UK families-Flight 103.

Dear Dr. Jim Swire, 10 March 1998
Dad.
I have a daughter too, sir.
Mine's alive and yours isn't.
The horror of it diverts my mind into the punctuation of the

word, 'yours'. Is it "your's"? The pronoun refers to your daughter.
That's what it's all about, yes? Could she have lived? Yes, Dr.
Swire, and that's where the horror is. Three and a half years
earlier another early model 747 had done the same thing as your
daughter's airplane, only over water. And they got it wrong and
said bomb. It wasn't. It was something that could have and
should have but still isn't fixed, chafed wiring causing door to
pop open in flight.
Two years before PA 103 it happened again to another early
model 747, but this time there were no fatalities. The FAA
changes which were ordered after that cargo door opening, Pan
Am Flight 125, were too slow to be implemented to save the nine
passengers swept to their deaths in UAL 811 and also too slow to
be implemented for PA 103. When bare wire shorts to metal
fuselage things turn on when they shouldn't and off when they
shouldn't. It's affecting Boeing 767s and 737s also.
So, you want comfort and I give pain. I'm sorry. I know I would
kill to protect my daughter. When she cuts her finger or bumps
her head I get a physical pain, a shiver, in my stomach. I imagine
anything worse happening to her and the fear and anger is too
much and I have to quit. You, Sir, are living a nightmare. I
understand.
My motivation is I am a survivor of a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash by two seconds. I ejected from a flaming recon jet
while practicing for landing on a carrier. My pilot died. He saved
my life by thinking enough of me to tell me to eject, which I
immediately did. He has given me thirty years of life and I intend
to prevent death by preventing airplane crashes.
In this particular event, Pan Am 103 was believed by me to be a

cargo door event in January 1989, before UAL 811 of February
1989. I wrote about the connection of PA 103 and UAL 811 into
the April 1990 monthly newsletter of Chapter 204 of the
Experimental Aircraft Association, of which I was later honored
by being elected President. I only resigned a year later when my
infant daughter came along. She is now 6, Laura Ashley. My
wife works full time as a Registered Nurse and I am the stay at
home "Mom."
In July 1992 my connection of PA 103 and UAL 811 was
published in Flying magazine by the editor who agreed with the
many similarities.
In 1995 I had telephone and written correspondence regarding
the PA 103 cargo door explanation with the Chairman of the
Executive Committee of the insurance company of PA 103. He
repeated the mantra of bomb did it, they found the bomb, they
found the guys that did it, and they proved it was terrorism.
I ordered the yellow copy of AAIB 2/90, the first book my
daughter identified as a book, because Daddy was always reading
it. I was just talking with her about your email and Laura Ashley
asked two questions, "How old was his daughter," and "Why was
she traveling alone."
When an early model 747 of Saudi airlines hit a cargo plane over
India and crashed I was a little surprised. When an early model
747 of Korean Airlines crashed into the ground at Guam in bad
weather, I was a little surprised. When TWA 800 burst apart
forward of the wing shortly after takeoff and left a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR, I was not
surprised at all. I watched the family members at the funerals and
knew why they were crying and how it happened. I had been

tracking this door problem on 747s for seven years. Now it's
nine.
The internet has given communications and research abilities
previously unknown in the history of the planet...to private
citizens. Thank goodness you have email. With aol.com I can
send pictures to you. I have attached several. It's not unusual for
a citizen to determine events which are contrary to government
officials in this day of the internet.
I'm a private citizen, Dr. Swire; my ax to grind is to prevent
death from airplane crashes, pure and simple.
Yours is to understand it.
Here's an offer, an idea, a way to go to reach our goals: Request
of Mr. Dalyell that he request the AAIB to reopen their previous
investigation of PA 103, AAIB 2/90, based upon hindsight, three
very similar fatal accidents, possible benign explanation for any
high explosive residue, a discredited investigator, two
subsequently discovered fuselage weaknesses , a reasonable
alternative mechanical explanation supported by evidence, and a
reinterpretation of the AAIB 2/90 based upon that hindsight.
To be specific about PA 103:
1. It's been over nine years, so that is hindsight.
2. AI 182, UAL 811, and TWA 800 are the three matches.
3. Heart medicine, troop uniform residue, dog sniffing test would
be benign explanations for positive needle movement on a high
explosive detector.
4. The one person who found the only hard piece of timer
evidence, a half fingernail sized piece of plastic discovered
months later with serial number conveniently placed, was

recently removed from his office of Chief of the Explosive Lab
for the US FBI for evidence mismanagement.
5. Poly-X wiring is now known to be susceptible to chafing from
vibration and has been replaced in modern 747s. Section 41, in
the fuselage rupture zone, now requires extensive strengthening
because of discovered structural weaknesses. PA 103 had the
poly-x wiring and had not had the Section 41 retrofit.
6. The now available reasonable alternative mechanical
explanation is the bare wire shorted to metal fuselage to turn
door motor on to unlatch position leading to door opening in
flight to explosive decompression creating a hole twenty feet
wide by forty feet high allowing the 300 knot slipstream to tear
the nose off leading to fuselage disintegration as it fell onto
Lockerbie.
7. When the possibility is considered that a cargo door popping
open was precipitating factor for the destruction, AAIB 2/90
facts, data, and evidence makes sense.
So, Dr. Swire, what to do?
John Ware of BBC Panorama called me a few months back
asking the type of questions only open minded persons ask. We
had an interesting two hour conversation on the phone.
Here are the open minded questions:
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103, and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?

8. Why does it not happen all the time?
For you to write me is very important because it indicates you
are willing to consider other explanations. You still hold fast to
the one but are willing to listen to the other. Fair enough. It
shows me you really want to know in your mind and heart what
happened and why, but so far, the offered explanations don't ring
true enough. And I know why. Because they aren't true enough.
Your arguments are very interesting, nor would I underestimate
the power of commercial clout to pervert the truth.
What does this mean? Does it mean that money rules? I accept
that. And the best airplane sells the best. A safe airplane is a best
airplane. Money wants the truth. Boeing must be persuaded to fix
the wiring on all these planes. It's a big problem. But it is in their
best interest to have problems fixed and not just reoccurring
every few years, as they have been.
My arguments are interesting, you say? How so, sir? Which
ones?
been to see the reconstruction at AAIB Farnborough
Is it true only port side reconstructed? If so, reopen the
investigation right there. How could they possibly do only one
side, especially when the drawing of the reconstruction shows
starboard much more damaged and sooner than port side?
Because the 'relatively mild blast' was on the port side, that's
why. The starboard side is where all the action is, including
disrupted floor panels and beams, skin missing, inflight damage
to right wing fillet, and fiery engine number three.

There is much to be learned from the wreckage, Dr. Swire,
enough to persuade even the hardest sceptic. And it's there and
it's real and you can get to it. Take a camera, no touching, just
take pictures where I suggest. We could learn and confirm much
from your film. I can get very specific, down to the inch. You can
be persuaded by the hard evidence, which is the best way. It all
comes down to the wreckage evidence at Farnborough. It will
have to be reexamined sooner or later.
There is no doubt of the remarkable similarity between PA 103,
TWA 800 and Air India.
Thank you for the observation. I know the differences very well
too. They have to be reconciled. I have four early model 747s
accidents to be consistent with my explanation, much more
difficult than one. A new consistent match to cargo door pattern
surfaced today. The wreckage plot for TWA 800 has leaked after
previous attempts to halt its release. It shows the engines plotted
as PA 103 and AI 182 predicted which is to say: engines number
1, 2, and 4 lie together while engine 3 lands alone and apart. Just
like PA 103; just like AI 182, and now just like TWA 800.
TWA 800 similarities alone are sufficient to reopen PA 103. Then
you add what you just said above, 'There is no doubt of the
remarkable similarity between PA 103, TWA 800 and Air India.'
To see the similarities is to be broad minded. It's attempting to
find a pattern and then draw conclusions based upon the pattern.
I have done that and the linchpin is the sudden loud sound on the
CVR followed by abrupt power cut. The only four 747s of over a
thousand made and thirty hull losses that have the sudden loud
sound followed by the abrupt power cut are 182, 103, 811, and
now 800. It is rare and difficult to sever the head of a Boeing 747
in a few seconds and to abruptly cut power in less than a second.

All four aircraft have the same catastrophic cause, so either all
bombs, or all center tank explosions, or all missiles, or all
meteors, or all door motor shorted on to unlatch position leading
to explosive decompression and sudden loud sound on the CVR
and abrupt power cut to the FDR, exactly as shown by the victim
aircraft who returned, UAL 811. I always go back to NTSB AAR
92/02, UAL 811. If you want to know what happened to PA 103
up to the nose coming off, read NTSB AAR 92/02. After the nose
comes off AAIB 2/90 is accurate. All reports for 182, 103, and
811 are on web site www.corazon.com
That raises the point, if cargo door opened in flight for 103, so
what? It could have been the 'bomb' which blew it open. Yes, sir,
exactly right. Can you say that the cargo door opened in flight for
PA 103? If you can, based on the evidence, then we can discuss
the cause of the cargo door opening. It's a very important point,
door opening inflight, its cause to be debated based upon other
similar accidents for assistance.
Hindsight, we both have it. We respect history.
The cause of your pain is a larger issue than what you now think
of religions fighting each other or revenge or other evil human
motives that affect a few but in fact, the PA 103 cause is
machines obeying the natural laws of vibration, wear,
contamination, and air pressure.
The Comet! Yoke Peter is PA 103 thirty something years later.
When were the Comet depressurizations occurring? Mid-fifties?
Well, the small squarish window of the Comet ruptured in a
corner and led to a blowout and fuselage disintegration. So in the
late sixties aircraft manufacturers designed and built nonplug

outward opening large squarish things that weren't windows, they
were called doors and somehow immune from inadvertent
openings.
They weren't. And one opened. It was on a DC 10 in ground test.
The cargo door blew out under pressurization. Another one
opened. A DC-10 over Ontario, Canada in 1972. Another one
opened, a DC-10 near Paris in 1974. Another one opened. I say
an early model Boeing 747 suffered an explosive decompression
forward of the wing over the Atlantic Ocean near Cork, Ireland
in 1985. Another one opened. An early model Boeing 747
suffered a mild explosive decompression forward of the wing out
of London in 1987. Another one opened. I say an early model
Boeing 747 suffered an explosive decompression forward of the
wing out of London in 1988. Another one opened. An early
model Boeing 747 suffered an explosive decompression forward
of the wing out of Honolulu in 1989. Another one opened. I say
an early model Boeing 747 suffered an explosive decompression
forward of the wing out of New York in 1996.
The listed above cargo door openings in two model aircraft,
DC-10 and Boeing 747, are confirmed by governments for three
DC-10 events (ground test, Ontario, and Paris), and two Boeing
747 events (London 1987 and Honolulu in 1989. The probable
three to be added are AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800.
There is no doubt of the remarkable similarity between PA 103,
TWA 800 and Air India.
Dr. Swire, a match. The three I insist, demand, entreat to be
added are the very ones you say have a 'remarkable similarity.'
Right there is enough to request a reopening of the AAIB
investigation. Let us use the benefit of time which gave us

hindsight.
By the way, the forward cargo door of PA 103 became an
improvised explosive device or IED. The door is certainly a
complex device, it does cause an 'explosive' decompression, and
it was not meant to explode, but did, so it was improvised. It's
why the English language is so powerful in its precision. The
AAIB will be willing to reopen the PA 103 investigation because
their main conclusion is correct, an IED caused the destruction,
but it was not an intentional bomb, but an unintentional door pop.
Could it be those evil Libyans or evil anybodies actually didn't
do it? Could those bastards actually be innocent? It's a shock all
these years, I know. Eight years of misdirected hatred. There is
actually a larger anger involved, unfixed mechanical explanations
for crashes that permit them to reoccur.
I wrote to Mr. Ken Smart of the current AAIB team on PA 103,
letter attached, but no reply yet. What could AAIB do if they
reopen 103 investigation that they haven't already done?
1. Reexamine the evidence in general of wreckage, CVR, and
FDR readouts and other circumstances to see if they match AI
182, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
2. Reconstruct starboard side of PA 103.
3. Examine forward cargo door hinge for overtravel impression
damage on the opposite hinge as it slammed out and upward.
4. Examine for paint transfer marks above the cargo door onto
the fuselage above.
5. Examine the aft midspan latch pin for heat damage while the
other pins will be normal.
6. Examine for chafed bare wire bundle which would include the
door motor on power wire.

7. Examine CVR sudden loud sounds for match to sudden loud
sounds of 182, 811, and 800 in frequency spectrum analysis.
8. Examine last fraction of a second of the FDR for match to 182,
811, and 800.
9. Examine cargo door area for hoop stresses, only apparent if
door opened in flight.
10. Reconstruct cargo door to observe if small rupture at aft
midspan latch.
11. Examine cargo manifests to see what type of incendiary
objects might have been carried in baggage containers.
12. Report latch status of forward cargo door, an important
determination omitted in AAIB report. There is nothing about the
forward cargo door in the report although it was very close to the
scene of the crime and subsequently implicated in fatalities.
13. Review maintenance records of PA 103 prior to fatal flight to
see if there were any cargo door discrepancies.
14. Plot wreckage pattern to see if door area pieces were first to
leave aircraft.
15. Conduct tests to find object that can reproduce a 50 inch
directed sooty blast that makes a 20 inch hole in metal skin.
Let me insert a question I recently previously posed to Mr. Chris
Olsson of Edinburgh, Scotland, a gentleman who spoke with you
a year and a half ago about the cargo door explanation for PA
103. You dismissed it as nonsense with nary a question. I was
very disappointed but understood.
'What are your goals in this matter regarding the thorny issue
regarding the circumstances of the tragic accident on the night of
December 21st, 1988 involving a Boeing 747 whose hull rupture
forward of the wing caused the nose to come off and led to the
deaths of 259 on board and eleven persons on the ground?'

Chris_Olsson@compuserve.com is his email; 01383 824022 is
his phone. We shared a hotel room during the Baltimore TWA
800 hearings. If you call him, he can confirm who I am and my
interest in PA 103. Chris also thinks a bomb went off in PA 103
and that is what opened the cargo door. He knows AAIB 2/90
very well, as do we all.
Dr. Swire, let us eliminate any bias for me or against me. The
messenger is independent to the truth of his message. I am
attempting to change some of your deeply held beliefs. You will
not like me for that. I can give you new beliefs about the cause of
PA 103 but the old beliefs can not be discarded without
explanation. So, to explain PA 103 satisfactorily the correct cause
must be conclusive while the previous cause must be explained
as to how it could have been erroneously accepted these nine
years.
Let's start:
1. Would a cargo door opening in flight cause explosive
decompression? Yes.
2. Does explosive decompression seem like an explosive? Yes.
3. Does explosive decompression make a loud noise? Yes.
4. Does explosive decompression cause outward twisted metal?
Yes.
5. Does explosive decompression occur suddenly? Yes.
6. Do bombs seem like an explosive, make a loud noise, cause
outward twisted metal, and occur suddenly? Yes.
To conclude: Bomb and explosive decompression can be easily
confused at first examination. But it would be a misdiagnosis for
bomb for PA 103 based on what we know now.
Did PA 103 have a sudden loud sound and twisted outward
metal? Yes.

Did UAL 811 have a sudden loud sound and twisted outward
metal? Yes.
Was it thought that UAL 811 was a bomb? Yes, the crew told the
tower it was a bomb and the tower told the nearby ships a 747
had a bomb go off. Only later was it discovered it was not a
bomb that caused the explosive decompression but a shorted
door motor to the on position that unlatched the forward cargo
door in flight.
Was it thought TWA 800 was a bomb? Yes. Only later was it
ruled out.
Is it thought PA 103 was a bomb? Yes.
Is it thought AI 182 was a bomb? Yes.
So it is not unusual for a bomb to be suspected as a cause when
explosive decompression occurs. For PA 103 to be erroneously
thought to be caused by a bomb is reasonable. And it happened.
PA 103 is thought to be caused by a bomb.
Dr. Swire, there is no conspiracy, no plot, and no coverup
involved with PA 103. It was a mechanical event; door popped.
Sad to say, but true. Not trivial, in fact, a larger cause and effect
than some nuts with a bomb. The problem with PA 103 affects all
aging airliners and hundreds of thousands of passengers every
day. It happens rarely but when it does happen it is usually
catastrophic. There is no coverup to hide the cargo door as the
cause. There is a united effort to keep the planes safe and
revenue flowing from paying passengers. The cargo door cause
and faulty wiring problem is very severe and it is understandable
if the explanation is not aggressively pursued by the
manufacturer while officials are reluctant to even discuss it.
The only two people who want the matter resolved one way or
the other are you and me, two people touched forever by a
sudden fiery fatal night jet airplane crash. We don't care about

money, or reputations, or promotions, or retirement. We care
about why and how something happened, how to stop it from
happening again and let the chips fall where they may.
Bomb can be debunked by reading the AAIB report. To do so
requires give and take on our part. Tell me the most persuasive
proof you have that a bomb detonated on PA 103 and caused the
nose to come off leading to destruction. I can rebut with facts.
Then tell me the most persuasive argument against cargo door. I
will again rebut with facts. It will not be fun, but necessary.
In summary of no bomb: High explosive bombs give spherical
effect, make a loud noise, leave no soot, make a large hole, and
lose energy as the blast is absorbed by nearby material. PA 103
'bomb' was directed for 50 inches, not picked up by CVR, left
soot, made a 20 inch hole in fuselage skin, and gained energy as
it went through suitcases, baggage containers, and bounced
around air conditioning ducts.
The person with the best view, the AAIB investigator who
actually looked at the reconstruction area of the 'bomb' in the
baggage container described it thus, "Where these panels formed
the boundary of the shatter zone, the metal in the immediate
locality was ragged, heavily distorted, and the inner surfaces
were pitted and sooted-rather as if a very large shotgun had been
fired at the inner surface of the fuselage at close range."
Dr. Swire, I offer the explanation for the soot, small hole from
directed mild blast, and jagged skin in the 20 inch shatter zone as
the result of a shotgun, or flare, or fireworks, or other incendiary
device which would normally be safe unless a very powerful
explosive force occurred nearby, setting off the sooty blast
device. That explosive force was the explosive decompression

which occurred when nearby door popped open in flight.
A reasonable goal can be reached. At minimum could you
arrange an interview or email contact with me with an AAIB
member who is familiar with PA 103? At maximum can the
AAIB PA 103 investigation be officially reopened to consider
new evidence, only recently apparent?
PA 103 conclusions need to be reevaluated and the wreckage
needs to be reexamined based on hindsight. How to get to that
goal is not known to me. If you had ten minutes with the
wreckage and knew where to look, you could rule in or rule out
cargo door opening flight. UAL 811 is the model to match to PA
103 wreckage. NTSB AAR 92/02 for UAL 811 has pictures of
chafed wire, overtravel impression damage, text of latch pin
damage, and a drawing of the door paint transfer marks. For PA
103, I predict the forward cargo door hinge will be intact and will
present overtravel impression damage on the opposite hinge as it
slammed out and upward. There will be paint transfer marks
above the cargo door onto the fuselage above. The aft midspan
latch pin will show heat damage while the other pins will be
normal. There will be chafed bare wire bundle which will include
the door motor on power wire.
NTSB has also noticed '...the remarkable similarity between PA
103, TWA 800 and Air India.' Chart 12 of NTSB Public Docket
SA 516, Exhibit 12B, Sound Spectrum Group Chairman's Factual
Report presents the four trees in the forest, AI 182, PA 103, UAL
811, and TWA 800 by displaying the CVR tape printout of the
sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut. All four match in
everything but duration and that variable was independent of the
sound source. I've attached Chart 12 as a .jpg for viewing.

That Chart 12 is enough to justify reopening the PA 103
investigation.
To the nitty gritty...
Air India was closely linked to the explosion of a similar bomb at
Narita airport Tokyo on the same day in the baggage handling
shed. The Canadian evidence about the conspirators who made
that and also booked their case onto the fatal flight via a feeder
service is convincing.
Too thin, Jim, too thin! Baggage cart bomb 8000 miles away is a
stretch. The whole thing of Sikh terrorists named Singh and
switched tickets is too flimsy. Consider this, bombs placed on
airplanes usually go off on that flight. Only PA 103 and AI 182
have the 'bomb' placed at point 'x' on plane 'a' and then bomb
gets moved at point 'z' to plane 'b'. For AI 182, another step is
added. Incredible, the 'bomb' was placed on a plane in
Vancouver, it flew to Toronto, changed planes, took off, flew to
Montreal, changed passengers and baggage, then took off and
flew for five hours before pressure hull rupture event occurred.
Air India 182 is not closely linked to Narita; ticket booking
circumstances are not convincing. And of course, hindsight of
thirteen years and three other subsequent similar accidents to
match AI 182 give pause as to original explanation of bomb.
Also for AI 182, testimony in Indian court proceedings states
sudden loud sound does not match bomb because of absent lower
frequencies but does match explosive decompression sound of
DC-10 CVR, no explosive evidence was found, no fire, no burns,
no pieces, and an expert on the witness stand actually suggested
cargo door opening in flight could cause the structural
disintegration that would match the CVR sudden loud sound. AI
182 is the easiest, after UAL 811, to show cargo door cause. In

fact, AI 182 Indian probable cause says fuselage ruptured on the
right side at forward cargo door but it was a bomb that did it.
TWA showed just how good and rapid a solvent salt water is for
explosive residues.
It's the pitting that stays when bomb goes off. No pitting for
TWA 800. Only sooted pitting for PA 103. Semtex no soot.
Lockerbie was the only one on land and the explosive residues
were found beyond a doubt.
High explosive residue can now be shown as benign for heart
medicine, troop uniform contamination, or dog sniffing test.
Sooted residue may have come from sooty incendiary device.
In addition the debris recovered from the contents of the forward
cargo hold provided blast/heat evidence, which not only
confirmed a bomb but enabled precise location of the locus of the
explosion.
Confirmed mild directed blast with soot, not confirmed semtex
bomb. The precise location of '...shotgun..' was determined.
I find the technical explanation of the propagation of the fuselage
rupture provided by AAIB convincing.
Here we differ a lot. I shook my head in amazement as this
'relatively mild blast' bounced around clothes, suitcases, baggage
containers, and gained power! It then bounced around air
conditioning ducts and gained even more power! It then blew the
nose off a 747! Even nuclear bombs lose power over time and
distance. Mach stem explanation to turn 'mild blast' into

something strong enough to quickly sever head of 747 is
nonsense. It is as bizarre as a headless TWA 800 gaining 3000
feet in twenty seconds as the US officials would have us believe.
Nonsense. Propagation of fuselage rupture by AAIB makes sense
only when a huge twenty foot by thirty foot hole appeared in side
of nose when door popped open and tore skin away, but no sense
when twenty inch hole appeared when sooty 'shotgun' went off.
Nor do I believe that AAIB have in any way been 'got at' to reach
a false conclusion for some other agency.
Ah, ha! An open minded statement. No conspiracy, no plot, no
coverup. Everyone is doing the best they can. AAIB is doing the
best they can and did the best they could nine years ago. We must
take advantage of hindsight and history. AAIB did not have that
opportunity. We do.
There are no conspiracies with these accidents. No conspiracy of
Sikhs, no plots by Libyans, no unknown bombers for UAL and
TWA nor missiles by terrorists or US Navy, nor coverup by
Boeing or TWA or the NTSB and AAIB of real cause. It's
accidents by failed machinery caused by aging. It can be fixed. It
must be.
Why don't you ask to meet with AAIB technical staff to discuss
this? They are very willing to do all they can to explain how they
reached their conclusions.
Good idea, I have tried, a Mr. Ken Smart of AAIB. No reply yet.
I would relish a discussion with AAIB. Can you arrange it?
Email is perfect.
I do think your work is entirely convincing in suggesting that the

structural strength of the 747 hull just forward of the wing, in
flight at altitude, is compromised and that the weakness does
involve the forward cargo door area.
The cargo door is an innocent bystander in a sense. The door did
what it was told to do, unlatch. The villain is time and wear and
tear on wiring plus out of rig door. The English, of which I
consider myself one, being born in Birkenhead in 1944, are very
concerned about wiring. It's 220 volts and powerful. Frayed
wiring is not a joke. My aunts in Portsmouth very carefully
untangled electrical wires. I laughed as if the electricity goes in a
circle and doesn't work. They told me twisted into knots wires
get crimped and frayed and short and start fires or worse. I don't
laugh anymore and untangle all my electrical cords.
Thus the structural failure in all these disasters has followed an
almost identical pattern.
Yes. Very astute.
This weakness was exploited in PA 103 by a 'tiny' bomb
(estimated at about 350 Gms of Semtex H.
Except for that pesky soot.
Imagine all the world's 747s being taken out of service for major
structural modification
It's being done and has been done over the years. A Section 41
retrofit takes months and millions. It happens to every Boeing
747 at 20000 cycles. As it turns out, the magic evil number is
about 16000 cycles, that's when it happens, 16,869 for TWA 800,
15,028 for UAL 811, and 16,481 for PA 103.

As far as TWA was concerned I suspect you may well be entirely
accurate. I love the reflection off the jettisoned door as an
explanation for 'the streak'. Have you checked the position of the
sun relative to the plane and the observers?
Absolutely, Chris Olsson helped on that and the angles are
perfect for a shiny object in the east to reflect the red orange
sunlight and be perceived as streak to observers below to the
west. But the object may not have been door piece but another
shiny object that left first, such as water tanks, or baggage
containers, or a maintenance hatch from the center tank that was
unburnt, shiny, and two feet by three feet in size. No streaks for
182 or 103 because they were in pitch darkness or far out of view
of land observers.
Anything new you come up with would be most interesting to
hear about.
Well, this email must contain something new, yes?
Great work, but I remain convinced that the trigger to the disaster
which killed my daughter aboard the 103 was a small Semtex H
bomb at the position shown by AAIB.
Well, Dr. Swire, not great work, but failed work if you are not
persuaded that further investigation into bomb versus explosive
decompression is not warranted by you and AAIB based on
hindsight and new evidence.
I will protect my daughter. I have a chance. You didn't. You
thought it was safe. It wasn't. I am asking that you protect my
daughter and all the daughters of the world by taking action that

you think will work to get the AAIB PA 103 investigation
reopened based upon hindsight and new evidence. You have the
power to do that, Dr. Swire. Let me help you if I can.
Best Regards,
Barry,
John Barry Smith
Major, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
Attachments below:
The open minds ask these questions in any order:
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103, and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
8. Why does it not happen all the time?
Let me answer those basic questions briefly:
1. I don't know about AI 182, PA 103, or TWA 800, but UAL 811
door open cause was electrical short to door motor to unlatch
position which overrode safety locking sectors and failed switch

and door unlatched and opened. PA 103 and UAL 811 had total
forward cargo door openings while AI 182 and TWA 800 had
rupture at aft midspan latch with bottom eight latches holding
tight. Door openings were probably a result of aging aircraft, out
of rig door, chafed aging faulty poly-x wiring, weakened Section
41 area, design weakness of no locking sectors for midspan
latches.
2. Cargo door opens and huge ten by thirty foot hole appears in
nose, structural members of door and frame are missing, floor
beams are fractured, bent, and broken, aircraft direction is askew,
flight control surfaces affected, engines damaged, and 300 knots,
more than the fastest
hurricane or force five tornado on earth, hits damaged area and
tears nose
off within three to five seconds.
3. Nose of UAL 811 may have stayed on because explosive
decompression hole was much smaller than others. The pilot also
said he had just come off autopilot and did not fight plane as it
gyrated, or plane was younger than others, or the time from door
opening to tearing off was 1.5 seconds and allowed the
pressurization to be relieved somewhat and six less feet of width
of hole was torn off. Cargo door inadvertently opened on the
ground during UAL preflight in 1991 and no damage was done.
Cargo door opened in flight two inches on PA 125 in 1987 and
stayed attached to fuselage and only damage was cost of fuel
dumped. Cargo door opened in flight for UAL 811 in 1989 and
nine died when door tore off. Cargo door explanation for AI 182,
PA 103, and TWA 800 has door opening inflight, tearing off, and
then nose tearing off leading to three similar accident wreckage
patterns, debris fields and total destruction. Door openings have
different consequences depending on altitude, speed and mode of
flight.
4. Yes, not a bomb for AI 182 and PA 103 as initial event.

Evidence refutes bomb explanation and is in government
accident reports which careful analysis will reveal and
documented on www.corazon.com. Those accident investigators
did not have the benefit of hindsight, the internet, or several
subsequent similar accidents to compare and draw different
conclusions.
5. Center tank exploded yes, but after door ruptured/opened, hole
appeared in nose, nose torn off in wind, fuselage falling with
disintegrating fuel tanks and ignited by fodded and on fire engine
number 3 or 4 at 7500 feet thereby explaining the Chairman's
question, "Why so few bodies burned?" The answer is they were
not there to be burned. The nose came off with the
passengers inside cabin and descended to ocean alone. The center
tank exploded into nothingness not the passenger compartment.
6. Explosive decompression is enough to rupture pressurized hull
at weak spot, one latch for eight feet of door, in a weak area,
Section 41, but not enough to tear nose off. The ultimate
destructive force is the 300 knots of slipstream, more powerful
than any wind on earth. If cargo door popped in balloon, the
large hole would appear but the nose would stay on. In a tornado,
nose comes off within three to five seconds.
7. There is no conspiracy, no plot, no coverup by anyone
involved with the cargo door explanation:
a. No conspiracy of Sikh terrorists named Singh to put a bomb on
AI 182;
the door ruptured in flight.
b. No conspiracy of Libyan terrorists or whoever to put a bomb
on PA 103;
the door ruptured in flight.
c. No conspiracy to detonate a bomb on UAL 811 as the
passengers thought,
as the crew thought and told the tower who told the Coast Guard
and crash

crews on the ground as they prepared for a wounded 747 coming
in after a
bomb blast; the door ruptured in flight.
d. No conspiracy to put a bomb on TWA 800, no conspiracy of
terrorists to
shoot a missile, no coverup by US Navy to hide accidental
shootdown, no
coverup by Boeing, NTSB, FAA, TWA who know the cargo door
is the problem
and are hiding that knowledge; the door ruptured in flight.
There is no conspiracy or cover up or plot but it is
understandable for the public and others to believe that
explanation: Cargo door cause is subtle.
1. The explosive decompression of door rupture mimics a bomb
with noise and blast effects.
2. The events happen years apart in different jurisdictions with
different airlines.
3. Explosive decompression of door rupture leaves no direct
evidence such as soot, only noise on CVR tape.
4. The cargo door manufacturer and operator are large and highly
respected companies.
5. Explosive decompression causes secondary diversionary
effects such as fireball from center tank explosion and relatively
mild blast in cargo compartment of incendiary device.
6. A door opening and slipstream are considered trivial things by
the public who thinks of a car trunk opening at highway speed
not understanding high internal force of pressurization, large size
of cargo door, and destructive force of 320 miles per hour on
weakened structure.
7. Cargo door explanation assumes responsibility for rupture by
manufacturer, operator, government, while bomb or missile can
be blamed elsewhere.

8. Why does it not happen all the time? Because many variables
have to be lined up for door to rupture. The moisture has to be
present, the wire has to be chafed, the water has to short the wire
to metal skin, the door has to be out of rig, the torque tubes need
to have slack in them, the door motor has to be strong and left on
long enough, the pull in hooks need to be worn and fail, the
wiring has to be old, the Section 41 has to be weakened by age,
and the variables all have to be present at a certain instant. It's
rare.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
United Kingdom
Dear Mr Smart,
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My name is John Barry Smith and I have been referred to you by
someone who is to hear you speak at a lecture a a lecture tonight,
Wednesday.
Cargo door.
The cause of several Boeing 747s has been the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Analysis follows this
introduction letter. UAL 811 NTSB AAR 92/02 is the model. The
problem occurs to different airlines and different airports but
only to high cycle Boeing 747s.

Based upon nine years hindsight, two other similar accidents to
Boeing 747s (UAL 811 and TWA 800), the new knowledge of
possible benign explanation for high explosive residue such as a
dog sniffing test, troop uniform contamination, or heart medicine,
and glaring inconsistencies and omissions in AAIB 2/90 such as
no latch status of forward cargo door reported, Pan Am 103
should be reopened. It was not a conspiracy to put a bomb on
board, the door popped.
It's a big deal. It's quite complex. I would hope you would check
out www.corazon.com or email me at barry@corazon.com with
questions.
My credential is I am a survivor of a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash talking about sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane
crashes.
Regards,
Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

How Could Pan Am 103 Not Be a Bomb?
Pan Am Flight 103 not brought down by bomb explanation.
The official UK AAIB report never says the word 'bomb' in the
entire report; it calls the blast source an 'improvised explosive
device'. The English writing in English about an English accident

would have said 'bomb' if they wanted to mean bomb. They
meant and said 'improvised explosive device'. They could have
said 'plastic high explosive bomb' but they didn't. They didn't
because the evidence is not there. There is evidence of an
improvised explosive device, so they said it, leaving many
choices but still unnamed specifically.
There was a blast in the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103. It
was not a bomb and the blast force was not enough to destroy the
structural integrity of the nose and the relatively mild blast
happened after the forward cargo door opened. It is also difficult
to disprove a negative.
The conclusion that an improvised explosive device detonated
inside the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103 is based on several
facts in official report:
1. A shatter zone was found on the port side just forward of the
wing. This shatter zone reveals a reported hole of 18 to 20 inches
in size. This small sized hole is too small to blow off the nose of
a 747. Bombs have gone off in 747s before making small holes
which did not destroy the plane which turned around and landed
safely. The 747 was designed to withstand a small sized hole. All
blast damage evidence is too weak for a bomb but normal for a
small device.

2. The destruction area is described as if a rather large shotgun
had gone off at close range. A rather large shotgun is not a bomb.
3. The destruction area is described as directed, with a straight
line of destruction of 25 inches to 50 inches. A bomb blast is
spherical. There is no evidence of a spherical blast but evidence

of a straight line blast.
4. There is no evidence of plastic explosive in the blast area or
shatter zone, only soot and explosive residue which might come
from a shotgun.
5. All evidence of high plastic explosive is stated as being on
passenger items which are never named, listed or described.
Traces of explosive residue on fragments mean very small
invisible amounts of something are found on something very
small. There were millions of very small pieces of wreckage,
including pieces of plastic in circuit boards in alarm clocks.
6. Evidence of traces of high explosive on fragments of wreckage
is now shown to be benign and explained as normal heart
medicine, or residue from the uniforms of soldiers, or traces left
over from a dog sniffing exercise.
7. No pieces of a bomb were found.
8. FBI investigator who made his career on "cracking the
mystery of the bombing Pan Am Flight 103 for Pan Am 103" in
1989 was removed and transferred by the FBI on 29 Jan, 1997.
Tom Thurman, unit chief of the explosives division was
transferred because of questions concerning sloppiness and
mismanagement. The Justice report, prepared with the help of
several world-renowned forensic experts, found that in some
cases the bureau laboratory exercised lax control over evidence
and that accountability over findings needed to be improved.
Conflicting evidence that it was not a bomb was available for
interpretation from official report:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR matches Air India 182 sudden
loud sound which matches explosive decompression on a cargo

door caused crash of a DC-10. A bomb big enough to blow nose
off of Boeing 747 would be heard on CVR. Sudden loud sound
on Pan Am 103 does not match a bomb. The sound has been
officially described as probably Pan Am 103 undergoing
structural breakup.

2. Reconstruction diagrams show more severe damage on right
side of fuselage, the cargo door side, while light damage is on
left side, the small shatter zone side.
3. Reconstruction diagrams match the destruction pattern of a
known cargo door failure in a Boeing 747, UAL 811, in amount
of skin torn away, stringers exposed, bent floor beams, and cargo
door broken in half.
4. Engines number three and four suffered foreign object
damage, with engine number three on fire and landing separate
from the engines number 1, 2, and 4. Engine number three
suffered most inflight damage and it is on opposite side of small
blast hold, but on cargo door side.
5. Blast was directed not spherical. Yet official report has an
artist's interpretation of a large spherical blast, and the inaccurate
drawing is repeated a few pages later.
6. Door coming off picked up on radar which would explain
subsequent destruction.
7. Type and sequence of destruction matches other 747 crashes, a
known cargo door caused crash, a tenuous bomb explanation
crash, and an unknown crash.
8. "Relatively mild blast..."

9. Bomb theory as presented in AAIB report is contradictory,
evasive, inconsistent, and has several errors of fact. There is
mistaken grammar in verb tense and poor choice of verb 'exhibit.'
These types of error are not made by British authors writing in
English for an official United Kingdom report. This section was
written by different person than rest of report. Later the same
writer states noise is no doubt bomb. Next page of report, written
by different person, refers to noise as most likely aircraft
structure break-up. Serious contradiction in same report one page
apart.
The condition of the aft door, far from locus of damage in
forward cargo hold, is reported to be intact and latched. The
condition of the forward cargo door, near the scene of damage
start of forward cargo hold, is omitted, unreported, not stated,
passed over, neglected. A glaring oversight.
10. For the bombers the sound on CVR was of the bomb,
(although sound never matches any bomb sound.) it was lucky to
have been placed near air conditioning ducts to direct to blast to
other areas of the plane, (even though bombs that caused the
same size hole in other Boeing 747s turn around and land safely.)
the detonating altitude fuze did not go off on the flight from
Frankfurt to London but did go off by itself over Lockerbie, but
distresses the Libyan secret agents who put the suitcase bought in
Malta on the plane because now the evidence would show it was
a bomb and the bombers are upset because they wanted the plane
to explode over water so it would not be known it was a terrorist
act? And the reason terrorists do terrorists acts is to be noticed
for their cause and to be noticed is bad? Non sense, it makes no
sense, it's entertaining nonsense.
What might explain the blast, if not a bomb? Diplomatic pouches
were carried in the forward cargo hold. Guns or booby traps

might have been inside them and went off when the huge
explosive decompression occurred when the cargo door tore off
at 31000 feet. Or a passenger had fireworks or other incendiary
device inside his luggage, which was passed because cargo was
not checked or the device did not look suspicious. The fireworks
or blasting caps were not fuzed and would be safe as long as a
explosive force was not present near it. But the explosive
decompression might have set them off, after the door went.
There may be other devices normally carried inside the cargo
compartment which detonate when exposed to large explosive
decompression such as fire extinguishers or emergency power
units. There are many alternate explanations for the small blast
hole and explosive residue and soot other than a bomb.
Based on the new research discovery that traces of explosive
residue on aircraft fragments can be benign, the investigation
into Pan Am 103 should be reopened on that information alone.
If the traces are not from a bomb, then no bomb evidence. A
small piece of plastic may give timer evidence, but no bomb
evidence.
There is no such thing as a stealth bomb which leaves no residue
and makes no sound unless explosive decompression is accepted
which makes a loud sound, causes loose items to crash into each
other, leaves no residue, and is not a bomb.
After all is said and done, it could have been a small blast which
forced the door open, however, based on other accidents where
the door opening led to destruction, the likely cause of the door
opening is not a small blast in the forward cargo compartment
but an electrical short which caused the door open motor to turn
on, forcing the door to open past the cam locks, just like it did
previously in three other instances of inadvertent cargo door
openings.

OK, what about the wonderful spy story with foreign
governments, CIA, coverups, bombs, timers, pants bought in
Malta, etc, hey, great story, make a great movie, but not true; just
entertaining fiction. That story has so many holes in it that it is
incoherent. The tellers disagree among themselves every time
they tell it. The exaggeration of the warning, the non explosion
on the way from Frankfurt to London, the bad luck of flight
course deviation, the exaggeration of the too small blast into
reverberating around air conditioning ducts would all be funny, if
not so serious consequences occurred later on. Pan Am 103
looked like AI 182, and so it should, the cause is the same. But
the wrong conclusion of AI 182 led to the wrong conclusion of
PA 103 which almost led to the wrong conclusion of TWA 800 as
all being bombs.
Comment: How can so many experts be wrong? You'll have to
ask the experts. There is no conspiracy, no coverup and no plot.
Administrative errors are made and administrative errors get
corrected. There was a small blast, but not a bomb. There was an
explosion, explosive decompression, which makes a loud sound
and mimics a bomb in consequences. Wishful thinking, blaming
others, and avoiding responsibility leads to errors of fact. The
explanation may end up with sequence in dispute: door opened
then small blast, or small blast then door opened. PA 103 door
with cam lock evidence resides in hangar in UK. AI 182 door at
bottom of sea. TWA 800 door in hangar in USA.

Tam Dalyell MP
House of Commons
LONDON SW1A 0AA
Dear Mr. Dalyell,

27
February 1998
My name is John Barry Smith and I present the opinion to you,
sir, that the cause of the Pan Am 103 accident was chafed wiring
shorting to metal fuselage which turned on cargo door motor
which unlatched the door in flight which opened and caused
explosive decompression which allowed the 300 knot slipstream
to tear the nose off which led to disintegration of the aircraft as it
fell onto Lockerbie. The explosive decompression of the forward
cargo hold also caused a 'relatively mild blast rather like a large
shotgun' in a nearby baggage container.
Yes, accidental mechanical cause for PA 103; yes, no bomb.
There was no conspiracy, no coverup, no plot to destroy PA 103.
The same electrical cause for PA 103 happened to another high
time Boeing 747 two months later, UAL 811, as described in
NTSB AAR 92/02. Both aircraft had many significant similarities
including sudden loud sound on the CVR and abrupt power cut
to the FDR. There are two other probable accidents related to
faulty wiring in 747s, Air India 182 and TWA 800. One common
cause, four similar fatal accidents.
Documentation and support for my cargo door/wiring claim is
contained in UK, US, Canadian, and Indian governmental
aviation accident reports.
Explosive decompression mimics a bomb and it is
understandable that a bomb cause was pursued. Terrorism rather
than mechanical cause was also more palatable to most parties
concerned, except those on the ground.
UK AAIB report has PA 103 suffering fuselage rupture forward

of the wing leading to destruction. That's true. So is the probable
cause as an improvised explosive device, but it wasn't a bomb; it
was the large forward cargo door inadvertently opening in flight
allowing explosive decompression. The opened cargo door
became an improvised explosive device, the technical phrase
used in the AAIB report.
The evidence for bomb has now been weakened by recent
revelations about TWA 800, a similar accident. High explosive
residue can be attributed to a benign cause such as troop
uniforms, or heart medicine, or dog sniffing test. The tiny piece
of plastic with convenient serial numbers on it was 'discovered'
months later by a now disgraced FBI agent, Tom Thurman, who
was removed from his post as chief of the explosives section of
the FBI laboratory for evidence mismanagement.
Subsequent similar accidents, UAL 811 and TWA 800, make it
possible to now offer a reasonable alternative mechanical
explanation to be investigated for PA 103. Hindsight, subsequent
accidents, and the research and communications ability of the
internet have made it possible to look at the very controversial
PA 103 accident cause with a new and different perspective that
was unavailable to investigators at the time.
I have been researching this cargo door problem on high time
Boeing 747s for nine years using my forty years of civilian and
military flying experience. Mr. Jonathan Wills describes you as a
scientist, Mr. Dalyell, and I welcome scientific questions about
the cargo door/wiring destruction cause of PA 103.
Best Regards,
John Barry Smith

Major, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 9, 1998 9:58:35 AM PST
To: <dstern@copi.com>
Subject: Doors

I am the Editor of Deep Times. I can't say what my role in the
message was, because I don't know what the message was.
Me either.
You said you were cc'd, but no copy?
I noticed I was cc'ed an interesting message originally
addressed to you.
This is the second time an editor has received and sent something
to me about cargo doors and 747s that he knew nothing about.
Very strange.
Looking at your (very interesting) website, I would guess it
had something to do with either TWA 800 or Pan Am 103.
Thanks for contacting me, and let me know if I can be of any
help.

Well, for starters could you defuse the distrust between
government officials and the citizens they are sworn to support?
Never have the officials been more afraid of citizens. And vice
versa.
I am a non conspiracy guy, as in, no conspiracy to bomb AI 182,
no conspiracy to bomb Pan Am 103, no missile coverup of TWA
800, just an electrical short to turn cargo door motor on to
unlatch and door popped and nose came off...on three 747s that
are in the middle of conspiracy nonsense.
Conspiracy/coverup/plot thinkers are in the majority, not the
minority. Conspiracies exist but not on these three accidents.
And mechanical stuff like doop pop does not sell, is boring, and
trivializes tragic death. Conspiracy puts aura of intrigue and
absolves many of responsibility...it's not our fault, it's the bad
guys..over there, see 'em?
Well, ah, no. I don't.
But, I could be wrong. There is certainly a contaminated
investigation by NTSB and FAA to push center tank as initial
event to the exclusion of alternative explanations including
suppressed public dockets and tampering with evidence.
let me know if I can be of any
help.
Well, can you get questions answered by public officials? I can
supply a list of questions that can not reasonably be ducked and
substantive answeres would refute center tank as initial event.
They ignore my entreaties.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 1998 5:13:20 PM PST
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Man o Man, we think alike.

Much as I admire and enjoy America, I am afraid your Postal
Service is
awful. So why not e-mail me the letter to Tam Dalyell and I will
print it
out here and post it overnight to him via our excellent GPO?
I just this minute emailed you the letter. Ten minutes ago I snail
mailed it.
http://www.corazon.com/811and103comparisonweb.html is the
picture/drawing page I attached to the single page text summary.
If you want to download and print that URL, then the letter
would be complete.
Eureka! Didn't Chris Olsson use your e-mail to send me stuff
while he was
in Baltimore for the NTSB hearing?
Yes.
I'm damn sure he did, now I think of it.

He is what we call a stickler. Very hard to convince but, once
convinced,
unshakeable. I worked with him on some Irish spook stuff years
ago, and
also on tanker disasters.
Sticklers are perfect for science and cargo door/wiring, which is
what PA 103 is; but poor for love and hate which is what bomb
is. I hope he asks questions. I can tell right away the open and
closed minded by the questions. Following is open minded for
which there are very good answers:
1. How and why does forward cargo door open in flight?
2. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for AI
182, PA 103,
and TWA 800?
3. Why did nose of UAL 811 stay on?
4. AI 182 and PA 103 not a bomb?
5. TWA 800 not center tank as initial event?
6. Explosive decompression enough to tear nose off?
7. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
I'll even add one, Why does it not happen all the time?

We're pretty keen on wildlife, specially whales, and
always welcome travel pieces. We have a Florida correspondent
and an Alaska
correspondent and even one in Montana, so why not one in
Monterey?
I used to fly tourists for charter to go whale watching during
these months during the migration. They look like green

submarines.
Also, anything about how new tech is making geography history,
by making
the word 'remote' meaningless.
Yeah, the guy on Everest freezing to death calling his wife on the
cellular phone and saying goodbye is the best example and true.
Right - but, alas, it is not yet clear whether the satellite link will
cost
less. If it doesn't, people will slog on with the mish-mash of
microwave
and copper wire. But one of the reasons I surf so little is that it's
desperately slow in this little island at the end of the filament.
Computers and the net: Always too slow, not enough memory,
and costs too much.
Cheers,
Barry.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 1998 4:52:39 PM PST
To: Jonathan_Wills
Subject: Compressed to one page for Mr. Dalyell

Dear Jonathan,
Below is my one page summary. I also attached a picture of a PA
103 drawing that matches UAL 811. Both pictures drawn from

US and UK government accident reports. I just mailed it.
Cheers,
Barry

Tam Dalyell MP
House of Commons
LONDON SW1A 0AA
Dear Mr. Dalyell,
27
February 1998
My name is John Barry Smith and I present the opinion to you,
sir, that the cause of the Pan Am 103 accident was chafed wiring
shorting to metal fuselage which turned on cargo door motor
which unlatched the door in flight which opened and caused
explosive decompression which allowed the 300 knot slipstream
to tear the nose off which led to disintegration of the aircraft as it
fell onto Lockerbie. The explosive decompression of the forward
cargo hold also caused a 'relatively mild blast rather like a large
shotgun' in a nearby baggage container.
Yes, accidental mechanical cause for PA 103; yes, no bomb.
There was no conspiracy, no coverup, no plot to destroy PA 103.
The same electrical cause for PA 103 happened to another high
time Boeing 747 two months later, UAL 811, as described in
NTSB AAR 92/02. Both aircraft had many significant similarities
including sudden loud sound on the CVR and abrupt power cut

to the FDR. There are two other probable accidents related to
faulty wiring in 747s, Air India 182 and TWA 800. One common
cause, four similar fatal accidents.
Documentation and support for my cargo door/wiring claim is
contained in UK, US, Canadian, and Indian governmental
aviation accident reports.
Explosive decompression mimics a bomb and it is
understandable that a bomb cause was pursued. Terrorism rather
than mechanical cause was also more palatable to most parties
concerned, except those on the ground.
UK AAIB report has PA 103 suffering fuselage rupture forward
of the wing leading to destruction. That's true. So is the probable
cause as an improvised explosive device, but it wasn't a bomb; it
was the large forward cargo door inadvertently opening in flight
allowing explosive decompression. The opened cargo door
became an improvised explosive device, the technical phrase
used in the AAIB report.
The evidence for bomb has now been weakened by recent
revelations about TWA 800, a similar accident. High explosive
residue can be attributed to a benign cause such as troop
uniforms, or heart medicine, or dog sniffing test. The tiny piece
of plastic with convenient serial numbers on it was 'discovered'
months later by a now disgraced FBI agent, Tom Thurman, who
was removed from his post as chief of the explosives section of
the FBI laboratory for evidence mismanagement.
Subsequent similar accidents, UAL 811 and TWA 800, make it
possible to now offer a reasonable alternative mechanical
explanation to be investigated for PA 103. Hindsight, subsequent

accidents, and the research and communications ability of the
internet have made it possible to look at the very controversial
PA 103 accident cause with a new and different perspective that
was unavailable to investigators at the time.
I have been researching this cargo door problem on high time
Boeing 747s for nine years using my forty years of civilian and
military flying experience. Mr. Jonathan Wills describes you as a
scientist, Mr. Dalyell, and I welcome scientific questions about
the cargo door/wiring destruction cause of PA 103.
Best Regards,
John Barry Smith
Major, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: February 27, 1998 4:16:11 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Tam

Much as I admire and enjoy America, I am afraid your Postal
Service is
awful. So why not e-mail me the letter to Tam Dalyell and I will
print it
out here and post it overnight to him via our excellent GPO?
Hmmm?

[snipped]
I'll concentrate on the scientist, scientific method, evidence,
proof,
repeatable experiments, conservative conclusion. (Love the
Dolly guys
doing
the calf.)

You got it!
[snipped]
New clue. It was in the computer someplace. Here's something I
did that
was
embarrassing, I click in address book 'new message to' person 'x'
but I
accidentally hit adjacent person 'y'. I then send email not
checking the
'to' address and email goes to unintended person with
consequences varying
with who was who. And I have received email accidentally that
way too.
So, are there any names next to 'b' for barry that might have been
the
intended receipent but barry@corazon.com was selected by
error? Or are
there any nicknames that include many email addresses under
one name

umbrella and barry@corazon.com was accidentally included?
Eureka! Didn't Chris Olsson use your e-mail to send me stuff
while he was
in Baltimore for the NTSB hearing?
I'm damn sure he did, now I think of it.
Bother! I was rather hoping GCHQ, Menwith Hill and the CIA
were reading our
mail. Ah, well, maybe we're just not upsetting them enough yet.

Well, I'm very encouraged by what you have to say about Mr.
Dalyell;
scientists I can talk to in our language of pounds per square inch,
calibrated air speed, and things like amps and volts.
He is what we call a stickler. Very hard to convince but, once
convinced,
unshakeable. I worked with him on some Irish spook stuff years
ago, and
also on tanker disasters.

The thing I've learned about a truth is that it withstands scrutiny.
I ask
not for faith in my opinion but faith in the evidence.
If you think of any local angle stories that might fit in The
Shetland
News

from Monterey tell me and I'll check them out.
I certainly will. We're pretty keen on wildlife, specially whales,
and
always welcome travel pieces. We have a Florida correspondent
and an Alaska
correspondent and even one in Montana, so why not one in
Monterey?
Also, anything about how new tech is making geography history,
by making
the word 'remote' meaningless. And funnies. Lord how I love
my funnies.

The below is amazing, it
fits the email I just sent.
26th February 1998An innovative project is underway to solve
the
difficulties of Shetland communicating with the rest of the world.
ScotSat Ltd, a Shetland initiative, will use the latest satellite
technology to revolutionise the way in which the entire
community can
access data, voice, and other digital services currently only
available
on the mainland.
Well, the whole world is being revolutionized with the new
satellite comm
overhead. My satellite TV dish is great because I get news from
all over

including Canada and BBC, not the pap of CBS NBC and ABC.
As the net gets
more interesting, the mainline broadcasting gets more bland.
Right - but, alas, it is not yet clear whether the satellite link will
cost
less. If it doesn't, people will slog on with the mish-mash of
microwave
and copper wire. But one of the reasons I surf so little is that it's
desperately slow in this little island at the end of the filament.

"Prevailing is Great, and Truth Helps"
Cheers,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2

9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 1998 1:00:48 PM PST
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Science

Tam Dalyell MP
House of Commons
LONDON SW1A 0AA
Please write to him at once.
Will Do. One sheet.
he is an expert on Arab affairs, a scientist and an
indefatigable pursuer of the truth,
I'll concentrate on the scientist, scientific method, evidence,
proof, repeatable experiments, conservative conclusion. (Love
the Dolly guys doing the calf.)
Nope, but I believe Chris Olsson did send it to me a while back.
New clue. It was in the computer someplace. Here's something I
did that was embarrassing, I click in address book 'new message
to' person 'x' but I accidentally hit adjacent person 'y'. I then send
email not checking the 'to' address and email goes to unintended

person with consequences varying with who was who. And I
have received email accidentally that way too.
So, are there any names next to 'b' for barry that might have been
the intended receipent but barry@corazon.com was selected by
error? Or are there any nicknames that include many email
addresses under one name umbrella and barry@corazon.com was
accidentally included?
Well, I'm very encouraged by what you have to say about Mr.
Dalyell; scientists I can talk to in our language of pounds per
square inch, calibrated air speed, and things like amps and volts.
The thing I've learned about a truth is that it withstands scrutiny.
I ask not for faith in my opinion but faith in the evidence.
If you think of any local angle stories that might fit in The
Shetland News from Monterey tell me and I'll check them out.
The below is amazing, it fits the email I just sent.
26th February 1998An innovative project is underway to solve
the
difficulties of Shetland communicating with the rest of the world.
ScotSat Ltd, a Shetland initiative, will use the latest satellite
technology to revolutionise the way in which the entire
community can
access data, voice, and other digital services currently only
available
on the mainland.
Well, the whole world is being revolutionized with the new
satellite comm overhead. My satellite TV dish is great because I
get news from all over including Canada and BBC, not the pap of

CBS NBC and ABC. As the net gets more interesting, the
mainline broadcasting gets more bland.
"Prevailing is Great, and Truth Helps"
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: February 27, 1998 10:12:30 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Sweet mysteries of life

[snipped]
The yellow and red zone debris field switch refer to TWA 800
cargo door
area skins.
Roger. Comprende, comprende.

[snipped]
I assume you are in touch with my friend Tam Dalyell MP. If not,
you
should
be.

I want to be, how? I just want him to know there is strong
evidence 103
was
not a bomb but mechanical and Lockerbie victims on the ground
may be
eligble for more compensation.
Need email address of him. A bona fide from you to him to
expect my email
would help so a strange out of the blue idea is not readily
discarded
without at least a perusal.
Believe it or not, he doesn't have an e-mail address. He doesn't
like phone
calls much either. He prefers people just to write to him at:
Tam Dalyell MP
House of Commons
LONDON SW1A 0AA
I just spoke to him on the phone and he would be very happy to
look at your
ideas and evidence. Please write to him at once. He always
insists that new
corespondents summarise for him what they are saying - on one
side only of
a sheet of A4 paper. After almost 40 years as an MP he has
learned the hard
way!
I will be seeing him at the Labour Party Scottish Conference next
weekend,

as it happens, and have agreed to take with me our recent
correspondence
and some of the stuff from your website, which I will download
and print
out.
As you may know, he is an expert on Arab affairs, a scientist and
an
indefatigable pursuer of the truth, no matter whom it hurts. One
of my
favourite MPs, despite his reputation as an Old Etonian eccentric.
Get him
convinced and you will be taken more seriously by more people.
[snipped]
Still wondering about that spontaneous triple e-mail sent from
my machine
(I found it in the log) without my knowledge and to an address I
didn't
know.
Ah, mysteries of life, benign and even advantageous today, but
tomorrow...
Was my email address in your email address book?
Nope, but I believe Chris Olsson did send it to me a while back.
Were other legititimate
emails sent around that time?
Nope

Whether intentional or unintentional it is a mystery that should
be solved
before it happens again with serious deleterious effects.
Agreed.

If it happens again, they must be related. The problem is, most
people
would have trashed strange emails and not replied.
Who was in your office near the computer that day and time?
Only me.

Well, it's the sleuth in me taking over.
Good luck tracking the mystery down, it is probably
programming bug in
email program.
Cheers,
Barry Smith

I think I'll just leave it as one of the mysteries of the cyber-deep.
Cheers

Jonathan in the snow (blizzard on the way, so much for global
warming).
from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 1998 9:45:06 AM PST
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Sweet mysteries of life

Dear Jonathan,
But it seems the only way to bring
the point to proof is in court, where presumably those who say
there was a
bomb on PA103 will have to explain exactly what sort of bomb it
was, where
it was planted - and produce exhibits in the form of fragments.
So true and I welcome the day to discuss those very points. There
are no fragments, the shape and size and style of the 'relatively
mild blast that looks like a rather large shotgun' is inconsistent
with a larger spherical bomb, and the soot is inconsistent with
semtex, and other contradictions.
And then a

jury can hear the tapes of the CVRs, which do seem fairly
crucial, and
decide whether someone is telling porkies about the red and
yellow debris
fields (I found that section particularly compelling).
The yellow and red zone debris field switch refer to TWA 800
cargo door area skins.
I accept that you are not a conspiracy theorist and am sorry if that
was my
first impression of you. But Byron has a point too. They can't all
be
lying. Or can they? Hmmm...
The only one lying is now discredited FBI agent Tom Thurman
who planted that tiny piece of plastic, the only real piece of hard
evidence.
I assume you are in touch with my friend Tam Dalyell MP. If not,
you should
be.
I want to be, how? I just want him to know there is strong
evidence 103 was not a bomb but mechanical and Lockerbie
victims on the ground may be eligble for more compensation.
Need email address of him. A bona fide from you to him to
expect my email would help so a strange out of the blue idea is
not readily discarded without at least a perusal.
But I will do what I can when I
can because I do believe your arguments must either be answered

or
accepted.
Exactly, either rule them out or rule them in. Hindsight and
subsequent similar crashes have assisted the conclusion of 103
being mechanical, a benefit the AAIB people did not have in
1989.

Please keep me informed. Unfortunately I rarely have time to go
surfing, so
e-mails are always welcome.
Loves dem emails!

Still wondering about that spontaneous triple e-mail sent from
my machine
(I found it in the log) without my knowledge and to an address I
didn't
know.
Ah, mysteries of life, benign and even advantageous today, but
tomorrow...
Was my email address in your email address book? Were other
legititimate emails sent around that time?
Whether intentional or unintentional it is a mystery that should
be solved before it happens again with serious deleterious
effects.
If it happens again, they must be related. The problem is, most

people would have trashed strange emails and not replied.
Who was in your office near the computer that day and time?
Well, it's the sleuth in me taking over.
Good luck tracking the mystery down, it is probably
programming bug in email program.
Cheers,
Barry Smith

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: February 27, 1998 9:10:36 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Investigative journalism

Dear John Barry,
Many thanks for that. I have read it all with great interest (when I
should
have been working on something else). You have some good
points and I find
much of what you say very persuasive. But it seems the only way
to bring
the point to proof is in court, where presumably those who say
there was a
bomb on PA103 will have to explain exactly what sort of bomb it

was, where
it was planted - and produce exhibits in the form of fragments.
And then a
jury can hear the tapes of the CVRs, which do seem fairly
crucial, and
decide whether someone is telling porkies about the red and
yellow debris
fields (I found that section particularly compelling).
I accept that you are not a conspiracy theorist and am sorry if that
was my
first impression of you. But Byron has a point too. They can't all
be
lying. Or can they? Hmmm...
I assume you are in touch with my friend Tam Dalyell MP. If not,
you should
be. I would like to help publicise your ideas but, alas, my daily
routine
is local news reporting, which takes up all my time. That's where
the
steady money is and I am not, alas, about to embark on a major
investigation like this unless someone is paying me. For various
reasons
which you and I might deplore, no-one is. But I will do what I
can when I
can because I do believe your arguments must either be answered
or
accepted.
Please keep me informed. Unfortunately I rarely have time to go
surfing, so
e-mails are always welcome.

I am copying this to Chris Olsson.
Still wondering about that spontaneous triple e-mail sent from
my machine
(I found it in the log) without my knowledge and to an address I
didn't
know.
Cheers
Jonathan
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 26/02/98, at 11:17, John Barry Smith wrote:

This large message has been converted to an attachment.

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 26, 1998 1:47:44 PM PST

To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: 10AM Friday 408 659 3552

Unfortunately, we have to feed the beast
that is daily news, often at the expense of enterprise. Want to try
tomorrow morning at 10A?
Great, I'll be here.
Cheers,
Barry

From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: February 26, 1998 1:06:00 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Fate

Barry-So sorry about the mixup. Unfortunately, we have to feed
the beast
that is daily news, often at the expense of enterprise. Want to try
tomorrow morning at 10A? I'm not scheduled to start my day
until 10:30, so
they theoretically can't nab me (of course, that didn't stop them
today!)
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith
To: JoshK
Subject: Fate
Date: Thursday, February 26, 1998 11:23AM

Dear Josh, it's 10:30 and just checked my answering machine.
Ha! That
explains it. Thanks for calling and explaining. Breaking news
story, sounds
exciting.
I had dropped my daughter off at school from 825 to 8:45 and
missed your
call. Then missed the blinking red light on machine. And you got
quick
assignment. So waited by phone from 9 to 1030. Amazing.
Well, that's life. But, it gave me an opportunity to review some
things so
... looking forward to our talk when it happens. Call anytime.
I checked the KOMO website and noticed SchoolScout is funded
by Boeing, so
you see the delicacy of the situation.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: February 26, 1998 11:17:58 AM PST
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Investigative journalism

Dear Jonathan, 26 Feb 98
Dear John,
How those three e-mails were sent to you is a mystery to me
because I sure
as hell didn't send 'em, although I see them on my send log.
Weird. Someone
has slipped me a cookie, perhaps?
Date: Fri, 20 Feb 1998 16:37:05 +0000
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
To: barry@corazon.com

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
All three had exact same time, which is strange. I'm assuming the
text is boilerplate sent to all, possibly in signature, so body of
message was blank. There was no subject line to be filled in,
that's strange, too.
Date: Thu, 26 Feb 1998 00:09:17 +0000

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Strange cookies
The above legit email has subject line.
So, very strange, and very significant. You don't want emails sent
in your name that may misrepresent you. It's a worry. You had
never emailed me before or me to you either. The only common
link is Chris Olsson. What is his opinion?
but I have
to concentrate on what will sell.
Well, plane crashes seem to tap into primal fear of falling so has
built in instinctive interest.
In Anchorage I found myself teaching with Byron Acohido of the
Seattle Times, currently Atwood Professor of Journalism at UAA
and the man
who blew the whistle on the 737.
Byron Acohido to me after inteview he had with Bernard Loeb of
NTSB:
I, in fact, did grill several sources very hard about the forward
cargo
door evidence, including Bernie Loeb. Unless everyone involved
is
lying, (an assumption you'll no doubt make) there is nothing on
the
cargo door that indicates it came loose and was the initiating
event.

All locks and latches were found in proper positions.
According to Bernie Loeb, early information that the door was
found in
the red zone was incorrect. It was found in the yellow zone,
along with
all major parts of the forward fuselage section.
Jonathan, two errors above, only eight of the ten latches were
checked and found latched. The other two, the midspan latches,
including the aft latch which I say ruptured, were not checked
and remain to this day unreported. And the door areas pieces
were found in the red zone and changed to yellow zone because
it did not fit the center tank explanation.
Jim Wildey of NTSB in testimony in public hearing:
I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated
as yellow zone parts because we donÕt find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field.
Exhibit 15C of NTSB public docket gives entire examination of
forward cargo door in one sentence:
"Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill."
Cargo area pieces were the first to come off plane so would land
in red zone.

Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 22B, Trajectory Study
Supporting Material, page 45 in faded numbers and page 30 in
dark numbers. (Encl 17) Among all the charts of pieces of the
plane coming off and when, there is one chart that shows the first
to go, that is page 30 chart, Forward cargo door trajectories. The
first item is A489, fwd lower cargo bay struct, FS 900. That item
left even before the last ASR radar beacon to Islip radar. The next
item to go before anything else in the entire plane is A470, R fwd
lower cargo bay struct, FS 820. There are five other forward
cargo bay structures which are plotted and leave soon thereafter.
On dark page number 29 lower frame stringer 40L-42R is shown
to leave very early.
The overall appraisal was made by Docket Number SA-516,
Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory Study, page 3: "The wreckage
distribution shows that parts were initially shed from the area just
forward of the wing."
Jonathan, center tank is not forward of the wing and the cargo
door is. Such obvious truths are ignored.
Anyway, I am poutting my good friend Chris Olsson in touch
with Byron (once
I find Byron's e-mail in this suitcase of fragmentary notes on my
office
floor).
baco-new@seatimes.com
Hopefully they can cook up something interesting. I assume you
are
talking to Byron.

I was but not anymore after I called him a shill for believing
Bernard Loeb at face value. First rule of investigative journalism,
when investigating a story, don't believe the people being
investigated when they tell you there is not a problem in the area
you are investigating.
We already know that the aircraft manufacturers, the airlines and
the
regulatory authorities are cynical, greedy bastards. We know they
are all
too big for governments to let them go bust even if they are
caught
knowingly hazarding the public. What interests me, apart from
the
technnical details, is what we are going to do about this.
I'm actually a non-lying, no conspiracy, no coverup, no plot guy.
No one knows the real answer and is hiding it. Many people
don't want to know something which may hurt them. Throw in
laziness, incompetence, selfishness, fear, and blind loyalty and
much is explained why door is not thoroughly investigated.
Money rules, OK, that's capitalism. People avoid pain, OK, that's
human nature. Officials as a rule to not lie, OK maybe I'm
wrong.

I am sure that meticulous, detailed
research helps.
I've got that out the wazoo. Love the vernacular.
So if we can prove the FCD theory, fine. But how do we
explain the PA103 radio cassette?

Ah, ha! The meat. 103. The mountain to climb.
What radio cassette? Do you mean the fantasy construction made
from a half fingernail piece of plastic discovered months later by
a now disgraced and removed FBI agent, Tom Thurman?
Removed for evidence mismanagement as chief of FBI lab.
Are we really saying it was invented, to
implicate the Libyans?
No. It was invented to absolve the most loved people from blame
and place the blame on the most hated.
Where are the bits of it?
Never existed, no bits to find.
Who has seen them?
No one, only the fake models. Ask Jim Swire about that.
I like
the similar CVR stuff.
Ah, ha, my meat. The sudden loud sound on the CVR and abrupt
power cut is my linchpin. I did not choose the flight numbers, the
evidence did. AI 182 fits the pattern so it is included. So does
103. It's not coincidence that all the cargo door/wiring caused
747 accidents are controversial. They are controversial because
the official cause makes no sense when examined.
Chart 12 of NTSB Exhibit Sound Sprectrum Study shows 182,

103, 811 and 800 all one sheet of paper with the CVR traces
which all match except in duration which was variable
independent of the sound source and dependent on the power cut
to CVR and FDR.
If ever in doubt, think of the sudden loud sound on the CVR and
the abrupt power cut to the FDR on four 747 fatal accidents.
UAL 811 came back to tell the tale. That is my bedrock report,
NTSB AAR 92/02. On website of course.
You should call the Panorama man again.
John Ware.
And the others. Keep in touch with these people. It often takes
years.
Naw, Boeing is the agency to fix the doors, not media. Media
brings attention. I want the doors fixed, not the attention. Let the
reporters get the attention. And I don't like the role of irritating
weirdo.
You're damn right editors can't believe a theory like this. If they
go
quiet it doesn't mean there's a conspiracy against your theory.
I've always said there was no conspiracy, and yet, it is still
assumed there had to be for door problem to go unnoticed. Not
so.
They don't
have time to get involved in conspiracies.

Me either.

It's simply that you have not
yet convinced them.
That's not my job to persuade editors about truth. They need to
ask questions to determine in their own minds. I'm here to
answer questions, not push.
Solzhenitsyn wrote his best stuff on toilet
paper, after all.
Yeah, but which book? One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich?
Love that fish eye in the soup.
But it's probably
because no-one has worked out how to make money out of it.
Schizo newspapers, the print guys bring in the loot so make fun
of net brothers. That will all change, is changing, you are leading
the pack and get the flak. I did net chat with the Baltimore Sun as
host about TWA 800. The poor net guys at the Sun paper really
have hard time even when they break stories on the air/web
before the newspaper. Soon the dog of the internet will wag the
tail of TV, radio, and print.
I just helped a friend go online last night. Four hours of Windows
and Microsoft and ISP horror. I'm impressed anyone gets online,
it's harder than crystal radios.
I'm not sure I
have, particularly after that slap suit which wrecked our

advertising
revenue for a year (as intended - now there's a conspiracy
theory!)
I would think the publicity was worth a fortune. BBC knows you
now. BBC knows the world. How to turn that into cash, I don't
know. I worked for a local paper and did the interviews with
local celebs, and pasted up columns, and hated the sellling
advertising space. Some people for a small ad would take hours.
And that was just to agree on the wording and graphic.
My idea for the Shetlands would be to use it as communications
center. Just as Gander was popular for refueling just because of
its geographic position, Shetlands is close to everything in reality
and close to everything in cyberspace too. Clean industry.
Objective view of UK and Europe.

On my trip to LA last month I gave a talk about the internet
paper at UCR.
Wish I'd called you before. Anyway, they may well ask me back
so if they do
I'll be sure to come and visit with you.
For sure, stay here in Carmel Valley. We'll meet my parents who
emigrated 52 years ago from Birkenhead.
Still, I'm pleased and flattered that you like our very
imperfect and unfinished efforts.
Oh, yes, very real, and very harsh environment, similar to Big
Sur nearby with our Nino storms. My driveway is about to slide.

Hope to keep in touch. Your theories are crazy but one day you
will be
proved right. Or locked up. As will we all.
Not crazy, not locked up, and probably not proved right. These
things usually take decades to surface, usually after all the
participants have retired. The internet speeds everything up and
the usual suspects are now in plain sight. Hall, Loeb, Wildey,
Dickinson, Breneman.
Keep The Heid!
Keep the Heidi? Heidi Ho, Heidi Hey.
Give me your best shot why 103 was a bomb. Real stuff, and
fingernail plastic for timer is discredited. There is nothing else. I
will go line by line through AAIB 2/90 PA 103 to show where it
was door and not bomb, if you wish.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Date: Thu, 27 Mar 1997 12:11:19 -0800
From: Byron Acohido <baco-new@seatimes.come>
Reply-To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come,
Seattle@seatimes.come, WA@seatimes.come,
98109@seatimes.come
Organization: The Seattle Times
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: It's not a coincidence

John:
Let's say I grant you that the cargo door left early in the break up
of
Pan Am 103 and TWA 800. Let's also say you're 100 % accurate
about radar
capturing the departing door in each case. That still does not
mean the
departing door was the initiating event.
After all, United 811 proved indisputably that a 747 should
remain
flyable even after a cargo door departs, even after an explosive
decompression, and even with two engines knocked out.
What I would like to know very specifically is how United 811's
CVR
compares to Pan Am 103 and TWA 800. As you know
investigators leaned
toward an interpretation of the final loud sound on the Pan Am
jet's
tape as being the sound of massive structural breakup. Analysis
of the
final loud sound ending TWA 800's CVR is continuing.
Another key piece of the puzzle you are overlooking is the
comparative
condition of the cargo door locks and latches on Pan Am 103 and
TWA 800.
United 811's latches as you know were rotated to the open
position, with
weak lock sectors pushed aside. TWA 800 presumeably had the

beefed up
lock sectors the FAA ordered installed within 30 days of the
Hawaii
accident. The NTSB has not explicitly described the condition of
TWA
800's latches and locks. Can you point me to anything that
describes Pan
Am 103's forward cargo door latches and locks?
Seems to me if the door was recovered in the locked and latched
position
in each case, that would strongly suggest that the initiating event
probably was the forward fuselage section(s) undergoing massive
structural breakup, with the cargo door being kicked out as a
result of
fuselage framing members ripping apart. In the case of TWA
800,
explosion of the fuel tanks ensued.
If, indeed, the latches and locks are intact on either or both of the
Pan Am and TWA jets, then the $64 question becomes: what
would cause the
fuselage to break up and kick out the door? We do know that
fuselage
sections 41-42 on older 747s were prone to fatigue cracking, and
that
the Pan Am jet and TWA jet each had more than 16,000 cycles.
Perhaps the
very small Toshiba recorder bomb caused an already weakened
fuselage to
come apart over Lockerbie. Perhaps, the stress of beginning a
climb from
13,700 to 15,000 feet caused an already weakened fuselage to

come apart
off Long Island, again kicking out the door early in the sequence.
The point is, given the limited facts as you or I know them, cases
can
be made for scenarios other than the
loose-cargo-door-as-initiating-event you're so passionate about.
Slow
down, take a deep breath and keep digging. That's what I'm
doing. Not
shilling.
Regards,
Byron

Date: Fri, 16 May 1997 09:39:28 -0700
From: Byron Acohido <baco-new@seatimes.come>
Reply-To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come,
Seattle@seatimes.come, WA@seatimes.come,
98109@seatimes.come
Organization: The Seattle Times
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: A good source says door found closest
John:
So now, I'm back to shill status? Let me say this: one of the more
finely honed skills you've consistently demonstrated is the ability
to

leap to unsupported conclusions. Then again, you're not too
shabby at
swiftly condemning and discrediting any information that does
not fit
neatly inside the very narrow, granite frame you've fabricated for
your
loose-cargo-door theory.
I, in fact, did grill several sources very hard about the forward
cargo
door evidence, including Bernie Loeb. Unless everyone involved
is
lying, (an assumption you'll no doubt make) there is nothing on
the
cargo door that indicates it came loose and was the initiating
event.
All locks and latches were found in proper positions.
According to Bernie Loeb, early information that the door was
found in
the red zone was incorrect. It was found in the yellow zone,
along with
all major parts of the forward fuselage section.
You may stop sending me e-mail. I'll be too busy shilling to read
it.
Byron
Mr. Wildey|>"This
was brought to our attention, and the reason that we
examined this was that three of the four nose landing
doors had a red tag and were recovered from the

earliest part of the debris field and, similarly,
around the nose landing gear area there were some
fuselage pieces that were recovered that had a red tag
on it and were supposedly recovered from the red ‹‹ the
red ‹‹ earliest debris field.
Of course it became a very distinct question,
well, what happened up there, how did these pieces, the
fuselage pieces in the doors get into the red zone?
Well, our group took this as a task to look at. We
made a report on it and we determined that, for
example, on the doors themselves that, yes, those doors
apparently did come off the airplane.
They had a lack of damage on them that was
consistent with early departure. We developed some
hypotheses and scenarios that could allow the doors to
depart from the airplane very early in the sequence,
and it is consistent with the factual observations we
have made.
so, for the doors we said, yes, it appears as
though we have a sequence that could account for the
doors to come off early, and we also examined the
fuselage pieces right around there that had red tags on
them, and we looked at all the features we could find,
and for the fuselage pieces around there we said we
find no physical evidence to suggest that those
particular pieces actually departed the airplane early
on in the sequence.
I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated
as yellow zone parts because we donÕt find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field.

Just as a side note, I am aware that the tags
on those particular fuselage pieces from around the
nose area are the so‹called 2,000 series tags, and that
is not my area of expertise, but these are the ‹‹ these
tags had some questions about their pedigree, if you
will.
But, that is really not our concern. We are
saying, and our group said that we donÕt believe those are red
zone parts and we would treat those as yellow
zone parts for the purposes of analyzing the break‹up
sequence."
JBS>That's amazing testimony. That's changing the territory to
fit the map. The pieces were in the red zone because they came
off first not because they were wrongly tagged. They came off
first because the area around the nose gear is near the forward
cargo door and that went first during the explosive
decompression. The access door and the nose doors and the
fuselage pieces around the nose gear doors all left first because
that is consistent with explosive decompression when forward
cargo door ruptures. It is not consistent with center tank as initial
event. To change the status of evidence, to disregard location of
evidence to fit theory, is wrong. To put yellow tags on pieces of
fuselage that were originally red zone is wrong. It is like filing
the edges of a puzzle piece to get it to fit.
What the transcript reveals is a prosecution of the center tank to
the extent of adjusting evidence by changing location status. Red
zone pieces were considered yellow zone to fit the center tank
explanation. Not good.
Mr. Wildey II> "I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated

as yellow zone parts because we donÕt find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field."
JBS>Well, there is a way; cargo door rupture to door open to
explosive decompression to nose off. If your facts don't fit the
explanation, find another explanation, don't change your facts.
You have changed the facts by calling red zone pieces of fuselage
skin near the forward cargo door yellow zone pieces. And then to
buttress the violation of investigative technique, the capability
and accuracy of the recovering forces is questioned, but not your
initial event explanation of center tank explosion. 'Blame the
other guy' is not right, especially since they were not there to
defend themselves of the accusation of sloppy work.

How Could Pan Am 103 Not Be a Bomb?
Pan Am Flight 103 not brought down by bomb explanation.
The official UK AAIB report never says the word 'bomb' in the
entire report; it calls the blast source an 'improvised explosive
device'. The English writing in English about an English accident
would have said 'bomb' if they wanted to mean bomb. They
meant and said 'improvised explosive device'. They could have
said 'plastic high explosive bomb' but they didn't. They didn't
because the evidence is not there. There is evidence of an
improvised explosive device, so they said it, leaving many
choices but still unnamed specifically.
There was a blast in the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103. It
was not a bomb and the blast force was not enough to destroy the
structural integrity of the nose and the relatively mild blast

happened after the forward cargo door opened. It is also difficult
to disprove a negative.
The conclusion that an improvised explosive device detonated
inside the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103 is based on several
facts in official report:
1. A shatter zone was found on the port side just forward of the
wing. This shatter zone reveals a reported hole of 18 to 20 inches
in size. This small sized hole is too small to blow off the nose of
a 747. Bombs have gone off in 747s before making small holes
which did not destroy the plane which turned around and landed
safely. The 747 was designed to withstand a small sized hole. All
blast damage evidence is too weak for a bomb but normal for a
small device.

2. The destruction area is described as if a rather large shotgun
had gone off at close range. A rather large shotgun is not a bomb.
3. The destruction area is described as directed, with a straight
line of destruction of 25 inches to 50 inches. A bomb blast is
spherical. There is no evidence of a spherical blast but evidence
of a straight line blast.
4. There is no evidence of plastic explosive in the blast area or
shatter zone, only soot and explosive residue which might come
from a shotgun.
5. All evidence of high plastic explosive is stated as being on
passenger items which are never named, listed or described.
Traces of explosive residue on fragments mean very small
invisible amounts of something are found on something very

small. There were millions of very small pieces of wreckage,
including pieces of plastic in circuit boards in alarm clocks.
6. Evidence of traces of high explosive on fragments of wreckage
is now shown to be benign and explained as normal heart
medicine, or residue from the uniforms of soldiers, or traces left
over from a dog sniffing exercise.
7. No pieces of a bomb were found.
8. FBI investigator who made his career on "cracking the
mystery of the bombing Pan Am Flight 103 for Pan Am 103" in
1989 was removed and transferred by the FBI on 29 Jan, 1997.
Tom Thurman, unit chief of the explosives division was
transferred because of questions concerning sloppiness and
mismanagement. The Justice report, prepared with the help of
several world-renowned forensic experts, found that in some
cases the bureau laboratory exercised lax control over evidence
and that accountability over findings needed to be improved.
Conflicting evidence that it was not a bomb was available for
interpretation from official report:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR matches Air India 182 sudden
loud sound which matches explosive decompression on a cargo
door caused crash of a DC-10. A bomb big enough to blow nose
off of Boeing 747 would be heard on CVR. Sudden loud sound
on Pan Am 103 does not match a bomb. The sound has been
officially described as probably Pan Am 103 undergoing
structural breakup.

2. Reconstruction diagrams show more severe damage on right
side of fuselage, the cargo door side, while light damage is on
left side, the small shatter zone side.

3. Reconstruction diagrams match the destruction pattern of a
known cargo door failure in a Boeing 747, UAL 811, in amount
of skin torn away, stringers exposed, bent floor beams, and cargo
door broken in half.
4. Engines number three and four suffered foreign object
damage, with engine number three on fire and landing separate
from the engines number 1, 2, and 4. Engine number three
suffered most inflight damage and it is on opposite side of small
blast hold, but on cargo door side.
5. Blast was directed not spherical. Yet official report has an
artist's interpretation of a large spherical blast, and the inaccurate
drawing is repeated a few pages later.
6. Door coming off picked up on radar which would explain
subsequent destruction.
7. Type and sequence of destruction matches other 747 crashes, a
known cargo door caused crash, a tenuous bomb explanation
crash, and an unknown crash.
8. "Relatively mild blast..."

9. Bomb theory as presented in AAIB report is contradictory,
evasive, inconsistent, and has several errors of fact. There is
mistaken grammar in verb tense and poor choice of verb 'exhibit.'
These types of error are not made by British authors writing in
English for an official United Kingdom report. This section was
written by different person than rest of report. Later the same

writer states noise is no doubt bomb. Next page of report, written
by different person, refers to noise as most likely aircraft
structure break-up. Serious contradiction in same report one page
apart.
The condition of the aft door, far from locus of damage in
forward cargo hold, is reported to be intact and latched. The
condition of the forward cargo door, near the scene of damage
start of forward cargo hold, is omitted, unreported, not stated,
passed over, neglected. A glaring oversight.
10. For the bombers the sound on CVR was of the bomb,
(although sound never matches any bomb sound.) it was lucky to
have been placed near air conditioning ducts to direct to blast to
other areas of the plane, (even though bombs that caused the
same size hole in other Boeing 747s turn around and land safely.)
the detonating altitude fuze did not go off on the flight from
Frankfurt to London but did go off by itself over Lockerbie, but
distresses the Libyan secret agents who put the suitcase bought in
Malta on the plane because now the evidence would show it was
a bomb and the bombers are upset because they wanted the plane
to explode over water so it would not be known it was a terrorist
act? And the reason terrorists do terrorists acts is to be noticed
for their cause and to be noticed is bad? Non sense, it makes no
sense, it's entertaining nonsense.
What might explain the blast, if not a bomb? Diplomatic pouches
were carried in the forward cargo hold. Guns or booby traps
might have been inside them and went off when the huge
explosive decompression occurred when the cargo door tore off
at 31000 feet. Or a passenger had fireworks or other incendiary
device inside his luggage, which was passed because cargo was
not checked or the device did not look suspicious. The fireworks
or blasting caps were not fuzed and would be safe as long as a
explosive force was not present near it. But the explosive

decompression might have set them off, after the door went.
There may be other devices normally carried inside the cargo
compartment which detonate when exposed to large explosive
decompression such as fire extinguishers or emergency power
units. There are many alternate explanations for the small blast
hole and explosive residue and soot other than a bomb.
Based on the new research discovery that traces of explosive
residue on aircraft fragments can be benign, the investigation
into Pan Am 103 should be reopened on that information alone.
If the traces are not from a bomb, then no bomb evidence. A
small piece of plastic may give timer evidence, but no bomb
evidence.
There is no such thing as a stealth bomb which leaves no residue
and makes no sound unless explosive decompression is accepted
which makes a loud sound, causes loose items to crash into each
other, leaves no residue, and is not a bomb.
After all is said and done, it could have been a small blast which
forced the door open, however, based on other accidents where
the door opening led to destruction, the likely cause of the door
opening is not a small blast in the forward cargo compartment
but an electrical short which caused the door open motor to turn
on, forcing the door to open past the cam locks, just like it did
previously in three other instances of inadvertent cargo door
openings.
OK, what about the wonderful spy story with foreign
governments, CIA, coverups, bombs, timers, pants bought in
Malta, etc, hey, great story, make a great movie, but not true; just
entertaining fiction. That story has so many holes in it that it is
incoherent. The tellers disagree among themselves every time
they tell it. The exaggeration of the warning, the non explosion
on the way from Frankfurt to London, the bad luck of flight

course deviation, the exaggeration of the too small blast into
reverberating around air conditioning ducts would all be funny, if
not so serious consequences occurred later on. Pan Am 103
looked like AI 182, and so it should, the cause is the same. But
the wrong conclusion of AI 182 led to the wrong conclusion of
PA 103 which almost led to the wrong conclusion of TWA 800 as
all being bombs.
Comment: How can so many experts be wrong? You'll have to
ask the experts. There is no conspiracy, no coverup and no plot.
Administrative errors are made and administrative errors get
corrected. There was a small blast, but not a bomb. There was an
explosion, explosive decompression, which makes a loud sound
and mimics a bomb in consequences. Wishful thinking, blaming
others, and avoiding responsibility leads to errors of fact. The
explanation may end up with sequence in dispute: door opened
then small blast, or small blast then door opened. PA 103 door
with cam lock evidence resides in hangar in UK. AI 182 door at
bottom of sea. TWA 800 door in hangar in USA. 27 Mar 97

Ê
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 26, 1998 11:15:23 AM PST
To: JoshK@komotv.com
Subject: Fate

Dear Josh, it's 10:30 and just checked my answering machine.
Ha! That explains it. Thanks for calling and explaining. Breaking
news story, sounds exciting.

I had dropped my daughter off at school from 825 to 8:45 and
missed your call. Then missed the blinking red light on machine.
And you got quick assignment. So waited by phone from 9 to
1030. Amazing.
Well, that's life. But, it gave me an opportunity to review some
things so ... looking forward to our talk when it happens. Call
anytime.
I checked the KOMO website and noticed SchoolScout is funded
by Boeing, so you see the delicacy of the situation.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: February 25, 1998 4:09:17 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Strange cookies

Dear John,
How those three e-mails were sent to you is a mystery to me
because I sure
as hell didn't send 'em, although I see them on my send log.
Weird. Someone
has slipped me a cookie, perhaps?
Anyway, it's serendipitous to make contact because I have been
aware of
your work for some time and have been an occasional, albeit
fascinated,
visitor to your pages. Occasional because I am a self-employed

journalist
and I very rarely have any time to go surfing. I would love to but
I have
to concentrate on what will sell.
I'm not long back from a trip to LA and Anchorage, talking to
journalism
students. In Anchorage I found myself teaching with Byron
Acohido of the
Seattle Times, currently Atwood Professor of Journalism at UAA
and the man
who blew the whistle on the 737. For a newspaper in Seattle.
Wow! I still
can't get over that. Maybve he is in hiding in Alaska? I didn't ask.
Ironically, I had the displeasure of six hours in a bulkhead seat of
a 737
to get to Los Anchorage from Los Angeles. Even first class, I lost
all
sensation in my knees. A horrible aeroplane. I have ever liked
them. Come
to that., I don't like any aeroplanes. If I have the chance, I travel
by
sea and rail. The air is better for you.
Anyway, I am poutting my good friend Chris Olsson in touch
with Byron (once
I find Byron's e-mail in this suitcase of fragmentary notes on my
office
floor). Hopefully they can cook up something interesting. I
assume you are
talking to Byron.
We already know that the aircraft manufacturers, the airlines and

the
regulatory authorities are cynical, greedy bastards. We know they
are all
too big for governments to let them go bust even if they are
caught
knowingly hazarding the public. What interests me, apart from
the
technnical details, is what we are going to do about this.
I'm not sure conspiracy theories help. I am sure that meticulous,
detailed
research helps. So if we can prove the FCD theory, fine. But how
do we
explain the PA103 radio cassette? Are we really saying it was
invented, to
implicate the Libyans? Where are the bits of it? Who has seen
them? I like
the similar CVR stuff. Unfortunately, no-one is paying me to
pursue it so I
won't because I can't afford to. You should call the Panorama
man again.
And the others. Keep in touch with these people. It often takes
years.
You're damn right editors can't believe a theory like this. If they
go
quiet it doesn't mean there's a conspiracy against your theory.
They don't
have time to get involved in conspiracies. It's simply that you
have not
yet convinced them. And they have tomorrow's show/paper to get
out. So you
have to keep trying. And a right pain in the ass that can be,
believe me.

Oh, and please, don't dismiss people because they are
netilliterate. Some
folks just learn very slowly. Do talk to the book agent and don't
manifest
the arrogance of the netsmart. Solzhenitsyn wrote his best stuff
on toilet
paper, after all.
I cannot believe there is no online paper in Monterrey. But it's
probably
because no-one has worked out how to make money out of it. I'm
not sure I
have, particularly after that slap suit which wrecked our
advertising
revenue for a year (as intended - now there's a conspiracy
theory!)
On my trip to LA last month I gave a talk about the internet
paper at UCR.
Wish I'd called you before. Anyway, they may well ask me back
so if they do
I'll be sure to come and visit with you. Or if you know any
seriously rich
bastards with a social conscience who'd like to fly me to
Monterrey for a
week or so, maybe we can talk about starting an online paper.
But this time
there has to be a salary. I have done the unpaid public service bit
and two
years was enough. Still, I'm pleased and flattered that you like
our very
imperfect and unfinished efforts.

Hope to keep in touch. Your theories are crazy but one day you
will be
proved right. Or locked up. As will we all.
Best wishes and, as we say in Scotland, Keep The Heid!
Chers
Jonathan Wills
*********** REPLY PARTITION ***********
On 20/02/98, at 09:36, John Barry Smith wrote:
Hi, Jonathan, John Barry Smith here. I received three emails
from you, all
sent the same time, all the same format, and all with the same
message:
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>
Consider it done.
I've followed your eyewitness reports of the events of tragic
death of the
helo rescuer. Who rescues the rescuers? Who polices the police,
and my new
favorite, who will protect us from the protectors?
I've read your good stuff on the local plane crash too, the pilot
alone,
tired, late at night and flying a substandard pattern.

Your infighting on the online war is good too. It's a movie
between you
and
your former boss, now competitor. Sean Connery should be
making a movie on
the future war between the old guard of print and broadcasting
versus the
new guard, internet. TV and radio and papers are but peripherals
of the
net, tails of the dog, and yet, for the nonce, still rule. The magic
is
links from you to BBC to the world.
I live in a community of 250000 here on the Monterey Peninsula
of
California and there is no online paper and no online paper based
on the
print version. Amazing.
I had a book agent recently call about my cargo door/wiring
explanation
about AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 but she had no
email and no web
site, so I will have to dismiss her although she may be good.
There is a Seattle TV station reporter now interested in my
explanation
for
high time 747 crashes and he found out about it by searching and
coming on
my site. He has email and we will continue to have dialogue.
John Ware of Panorama called months ago and we had long

discussion. He
asked the questions that immediately identified him as open
minded, as
opposed to the type of questions that indicate closed minded. But
then,
nothing. I think the PA 103 connection just stops editors dead
with
incredulity.
Andrew Weir emailed with some discussion too.
Nick Fielding of Mail On Sunday was very interested, very
factual, and
very
quickly faded with no reasonable explanation, no rebuttal, and no
conclusions.
I've written to Ken Smart of AAIB about wiring cargo door for
103 but he
has not replied.
So, if you are emailing about wiring/cargo door cause of PA 103
and no
bomb, then I'm your boy. Let's only talk facts and evidence and
leave the
conspiracy guys with their bombs to themselves. Web site
www.corazon.com
has my 103 analysis.
Really, the answers are in the 103 AAIB report coupled with
similar fatal
accidents which followed and can be matched. AAIB in 1990 did
not have

benefit of hindsight except for AI 182 which they used as model,
unfortunately.
The CVR data of PA 103, AI 182, UAL 811, and TWA 800 match
in everything
but duration and that variable was independent of sound source
but
dependent on the abrupt power cut to FDR and CVR.
NTSB has put those four CVR traces together onto one chart,
Chart 12 in
Exhibit 12B of TWA 800 public docket SA 516. I can email you
a scanned
copy
if you wish. The chart of CVR data inextricably link PA 103 to
UAL 811 to
AI 182, and then to TWA 800.
To sum up 103: relatively mild directed blast of 20 inches from
device
which left soot and small 18 inch hole in the port side of the nose
of 103
and resembled a rather large shotgun fired a close range after
explosive
decompression set it off yes; no to a spherical semtex nonsoot
leaving
bomb
in a tape recorder which caused huge hole in nose, which gained
energy as
it dissipated itself among the air conditioning ducts and baggage
containers and left no bomb sound on the CVR. Mild blast yes in
cargo hold
but after tremendous explosion of door popping open at 31000

feet.
Yeah, it's a big story. And very unwelcome in most parts of the
world.
Regards,
John Barry Smith

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 25, 1998 3:20:57 PM PST
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: 9AM Thursday, 408 659 3552

Barry-What do you here about 737 rudder problems?
I've followed this
closely since the Seattle Times did a week long piece on rudder
control
systems related to Pittsburgh and Colorado Springs?
Yeah, that was Byron Acohido of the Seattle Times who got a
Pulitizer Prize out of it. I'm not deep into it as I am with cargo
door/wiring on 747s. I never thought they were related until this
weekend and the British report.

It's interesting no one
seemed too concerned about the British report (it was buried in
the local
papers and got barely a mention on tv).
Right, and so is everything that is derogatory to Boeing. It's
natural. That means that any conclusions that may be perceived
as harming Boeing's interest must be supported by solid
evidence. The cargo door/wiring cause is actually good news for
Boeing in the long run because the best selling airplane is the
safest. This mystery of 747 crashes with controversial reasons is
the worst thing for Boeing; if it happens again it may mean the
end of the 747 line, a real tragedy. Better to have confirmed
cause, whatever it is, fix it, and go flying. Passengers will accept
broken planes that get fixed but not planes that mysteriously
crash, and I'm saying 182, 103, and 800 are mystery crashes,
they certainly are controversial.
That gets back to facts, data, and evidence. If I ever make a claim
you doubt, immediately ask my source. My web site has scanned
in pages of government reports for authenticity instead of
paraphrased sentences. When dealing with Boeing, only the best
facts will do.
Your power as a member of the press representing the people is
that Boeing spokesperson will answer you. You will not be
ignored. If your questions show a breadth of knowledge of the
subject, are relevant, not argumentative, and politely asked, I
believe you will get substantive answers...after the first layer of
PR giving polite brushoffs.
It may be a visual analysis of the wreckage reconstruction of
TWA 800 with a list of questions the analysis raises that are

submitted to Boeing for response. It must all be metal, and
latches, and paint, and stator blades, and things than can be
touched or seen or heard.
You saw the dismissal by Boeing of the British 737 incident. It
should have been 'we are taking the incident under advisement
pending further investigation.' But they denied any connection
and now have a position to defend. Too bad. It's the climate of
fear around airplanes these days.
Also, wondering if you can refer me to some good websites,
listservs or
newsgroups to begin getting more info on aviation in general.
I've been
dabbling through "landings". Any other suggestions?
http://web.inter.NL.net/users/H.Ranter/
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/aaibhome.htm
http://www.faa.gov/
http://www.ntsb.gov/Aviation/months.htm
http://www.ntsb.gov/Events/twa800/default.htm
http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/english.html
Looking forward to tomorrow at 9AM, give me some tough
questions. Web and voice is best. My motive is to stop plane
crashes based on conservative conclusions. I am not affiliated
with any manufacturer, lawyer, airlines, government or media. I
am a retired military officer who survived a sudden night fiery
fatal jet plane crash and wish to prevent that from happening to

anyone else. I have researched this door problem for nine years.
Regards,
Barry
From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: February 25, 1998 2:38:00 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <Barry@corazon.com>

Barry-What do you here about 737 rudder problems? I've
followed this
closely since the Seattle Times did a week long piece on rudder
control
systems related to Pittsburgh and Colorado Springs? It's
interesting no one
seemed too concerned about the British report (it was buried in
the local
papers and got barely a mention on tv).
Also, wondering if you can refer me to some good websites,
listservs or
newsgroups to begin getting more info on aviation in general.
I've been
dabbling through "landings". Any other suggestions?
Josh Kerns

From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: February 25, 1998 2:04:00 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: 8PM 408 659 3552 Wednesday night

Barry-Now I am intrigued and compelled. I'm with you-an open

mind and
fairness is the only way I approach any story/subject. And if
there's
something more I can do to promote safety and educate the
public, that's
what I got into this business for!
Unfortunately, tonight won't work. How about tomorrow
morning @ 9? Or, I'm
free this afternoon. You can e-mail back or call 1-800-443-9744.
I don't
have a computer at home, but have one right here at my desk so
we could view
web while talking.
Thanks!
Josh
---------From: John Barry Smith
To: Kerns, Josh
Subject: 8PM 408 659 3552 Wednesday night
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 1998 1:33PM
<<File Attachment: MSGBDY1.TXT>> <<File Attachment:
811HOLEPHOTOCROPPED.JPG>> <<File Attachment:
800STARBOARDCROPPIX.JPG>>
I've read through the material you sent
and am very intrigued. The big question is, where do I go from
here?
Good question and a real one. 'Intrigued' and 'compelling' are the
two
words I hear that indicate the speaker has an open mind.
The

question I'm always asked is "what's the story here?"
Avoid horror, prevent death, live longer is the story.
It seems to me to be
the cargo door problem, but at this point I'm not sure how to turn
it in
to a
TV story.
Right. Let's define 'TV story.'
I'd love to chat with you on the phone and pick your brain.
Fine. 408 659 3552.
E-mail me back and let me know when you're available.
Tonight at 8PM Seattle Time.
Also, I can open
your Jpeg files, so feel free to send pictures.
Great. Two attached, one of TWA 800 and one of UAL 811.
Hope you're staying dry
It's not me I'm worried about but my long driveway that is about
to slide
away down the slope.
I actually have enough evidence to justify a call for grounding of
all 73

7,
747 aircraft for inspection for chafed wiring in the electronic
compartments. Since we emailed an interesting development has
occurred. A
737 had fluid affect the electrical system inflight and almost
crashed th
e
plane. The cargo door of 747s did what it was told, try to unlatch.
The
door is an innocent bystander. The door motor shorted on. And
the
documentation is on NTSB AAR 92/02 about UAL 811 which
lost a cargo door
in
flight when chafed wire shorted to ground.
I can show the aft midspan latch ruptured in cargo door and why,
but the
missing proof is the frayed wire which must be searched for and
found.
The story as I see it is a finally recognized danger of door
opening in
flight on 747s for sure and probably electrically caused. And
NTSB sayin
g
TWA 800 being center tank explosion as initial event and wasn't,
it was
secondary.
The visual aspect is the analysis of the victim, the autopsy, the
TWA 800
wreckage reconstruction that has much much visual evidence we

can point t
o
that shows what happened.
I'm now in correspondence with FAA in Renton and NTSB in
DC regarding thi
s
very issue, was TWA 800 door area inward damage from water
impact or
outward explosion. FAA said it was outward and now says
inward. Ha! Judge
for yourself. That is what we shall talk about. Photo attached. TV
is
visual, an analysis of this starboard side of TWA 800 would be
very, very
stimulating. The details are very graphic that show rupture, door
opening
,
and huge explosive decompression.
Do you have a computer line and phone line so we can talk and
look at the
evidence on web site?
If 8 tonight not good then 9 to 11 AM tomorrow is fine.
Regards,
Barry Smith

Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft Incident Report No:
1/98

(EW/C95/10/4) Report on the incident to Boeing 737-236
Advanced, G-BGJI
15 nm north-west of Bournemouth International Airport on 22
October 1995
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Registered Owner: British Airways PLC
Operator: British Airways PLC
Aircraft Type: Boeing 737-236 Advanced
Nationality: British
Registration: G-BGJI
Place of Incident: 15 nm north-west of
Bournemouth International Airport
Latitude: 50¡ 55.72' North
Longitude: 002¡ 12.55' East
Date and Time: 22 October 1995 at 1609 hrs
All times in this report are UTC Synopsis The incident was
notified
promptly to the Air Accidents Investigation Branch (AAIB) by
the
operator and the investigation began that evening. The AAIB
team
comprised Mr D F King (Investigator-in-Charge), Mr P D
Gilmartin
(Operations), Mr C G Pollard (Engineering), Mr S W Moss
(Engineering),
Mr A N Cable (Engineering) Ms A Evans (Flight Recorders). The
crew
reported at 1330 hrs at Gatwick to carry out a post-heavy
maintenance
check, test flight on the aircraft. The first officer (F/O) completed

the external check, while the commander completed the 'Flight
Deck
Preparation' items of the aircraft checklist. A Standby (STBY)
Rudder
system check was carried out with no abnormalities noted and
during taxi
before take-off, the Yaw Damper indicator showed normal
response to
turns. When the aircraft was in straight and level flight at FL200
with
an indicated airspeed of 290 kt, Autopilot and Autothrottle
engaged and
Yaw Damper ON, the aircraft experienced roll/yaw oscillations.
The
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) showed that the Autopilot and
Autothrottle
were disengaged, and the commander reported that the Yaw
Damper was
switched OFF but the crew were unable to stop the oscillations.
A MAYDAY
call was broadcast at 1609 hrs. The crew had the impression that
the
bank angle would have continued to increase had opposite roll
control
inputs not been applied. A descent was made to around FL75 and
as the
airspeed was allowed to reduce towards 250 kt the oscillations
began to
decay rapidly and stopped. The total duration of the roll/yaw
event was
about seven minutes. A low speed handling check was carried
out, and it
was found that the aircraft handled well at a speed 150 kt, with

Flap 15¡ selected and with the landing gear down. It was decided
to
return to London Gatwick Airport in this configuration, and the
MAYDAY
was downgraded to a PAN. The crew recovered the aircraft to
Gatwick
without further incident. The investigation identified the
following
causal factors: (i) Contamination of the connector on the Yaw
Damper
Coupler, in the
Electronic and Equipment Bay, by an unidentified fluid had
occurred at
some time prior to the incident flight and compromised the
function of
its pin to pin insulation.
(ii) Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between certain
adjacent
pins
had affected the phase and magnitude of the signals transmitted
to the
Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby stimulating a forced Dutch Roll
mode of the
aircraft.
(iii) The location of the Electronic and Equipment (E&E) Bay,
beneath
the
cabin floor in the area of the aircraft doors, galleys and toilets
made
it vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
(iv) The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch Roll
oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the

malfunctioning
Yaw Damper system.

09:01 AM ET 02/24/98Rudder system not cause of 737 accidents
- Boeing
By Suzanne McElligott SINGAPORE, Feb 24 (Reuters) Boeing Co. said
Tuesday that apart of its 737 aircraft's rudder systems recently
called
intoquestion by British authorities could not have been involved
inany
unexplained accidents. Britain called on Boeing last week to
make urge
nt
designmodifications after a leak near the rudder system was
identifiedby
a
government investigation board as the cause of an incidentin
1995. In
a
written statement given to Reuters in response to aquery at the
Singapore
Aerospace show, the company said:``Boeing believes the
incident was
isolated and that this issuecould not have been involved in any
unsolved
airplaneaccidents.'' Britain's Air Accident Investigation Board
(AAIB)
had saidthat in a test flight of a 17-year-old 737 in 1995 over
southernEngland, an unidentified liquid seeped into the
plane'selectrical
and equipment bay, affecting the yaw damper, whichcontrols

rudder
movements.

That caused the aircraft to roll uncontrollably from side to side
for sev
en
minutes, according to the report. The pilot regained control
only afte
r
descending to 7,500feet (2,300 meters) from 20,000 feet (6,100
meters).

The AAIB report called on Boeing and the U.S. FederalAviation
Administration (FAA) to take quick steps to ensuresimilar
incidents did n
ot
occur. The report said the location of the bay -- beneath the
cabinflo
or
in the area of aircraft doors, galleys and toilets --``made it
vulnerable
to fluid ingress from a variety ofsources.'' The particular
electrical
connection suspected in the 737incident had not been overhauled
in the
17-year life of theBritish Airways Plc jet, and the AAIB said in
its
report``considerable buildup of products of corrosion
andelectrolysis'' w
as
found. The AAIB recommended the 737's instruction manual

bereviewed to
ensure it contained clear instructions for spottingevidence of
fluid leak
s
during routine maintenance. Boeing said as soon as it received
the
report, it chartereda team comprising the FAA, AAIB, airlines
and other
interestedparties to review the issue. ``The team has developed
severa
l
recommendations, and Boeinghas informed customers that it is
working on a
Service Bulletinto address the issue. The Service Bulletin should
be
completedand released in mid-1998.'' The Boeing statement
said the 199
5
incident involvedyaw-damper oscillations, ``and a yaw-damper
malfunction
canproduce a rudder input of no more than four degrees.'' ``A
yaw-damp
er
malfunction will not affect safety-of-flightand easily is
controllable by
the flight crew,'' it said. Uncontrolled rudder movement was
suspected
to have played arole in the crashes of two 737s in the United
States.
^REUTERS@

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 25, 1998 1:23:57 PM PST
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: 8PM 408 659 3552 Wednesday night

I've read through the material you sent
and am very intrigued. The big question is, where do I go from
here?
Good question and a real one. 'Intrigued' and 'compelling' are the
two words I hear that indicate the speaker has an open mind.
The
question I'm always asked is "what's the story here?"
Avoid horror, prevent death, live longer is the story.
It seems to me to be
the cargo door problem, but at this point I'm not sure how to turn
it into a
TV story.
Right. Let's define 'TV story.'
I'd love to chat with you on the phone and pick your brain.
Fine. 408 659 3552.
E-mail me back and let me know when you're available.

Tonight at 8PM Seattle Time.
Also, I can open
your Jpeg files, so feel free to send pictures.
Great. Two attached, one of TWA 800 and one of UAL 811.
Hope you're staying dry
It's not me I'm worried about but my long driveway that is about
to slide away down the slope.
I actually have enough evidence to justify a call for grounding of
all 737, 747 aircraft for inspection for chafed wiring in the
electronic compartments. Since we emailed an interesting
development has occurred. A 737 had fluid affect the electrical
system inflight and almost crashed the plane. The cargo door of
747s did what it was told, try to unlatch. The door is an innocent
bystander. The door motor shorted on. And the documentation is
on NTSB AAR 92/02 about UAL 811 which lost a cargo door in
flight when chafed wire shorted to ground.
I can show the aft midspan latch ruptured in cargo door and why,
but the missing proof is the frayed wire which must be searched
for and found.
The story as I see it is a finally recognized danger of door
opening in flight on 747s for sure and probably electrically
caused. And NTSB saying TWA 800 being center tank explosion
as initial event and wasn't, it was secondary.
The visual aspect is the analysis of the victim, the autopsy, the

TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction that has much much visual
evidence we can point to that shows what happened.
I'm now in correspondence with FAA in Renton and NTSB in
DC regarding this very issue, was TWA 800 door area inward
damage from water impact or outward explosion. FAA said it
was outward and now says inward. Ha! Judge for yourself. That
is what we shall talk about. Photo attached. TV is visual, an
analysis of this starboard side of TWA 800 would be very, very
stimulating. The details are very graphic that show rupture, door
opening, and huge explosive decompression.
Do you have a computer line and phone line so we can talk and
look at the evidence on web site?
If 8 tonight not good then 9 to 11 AM tomorrow is fine.
Regards,
Barry Smith

Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft Incident Report No:
1/98
(EW/C95/10/4) Report on the incident to Boeing 737-236
Advanced, G-BGJI
15 nm north-west of Bournemouth International Airport on 22
October 1995
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Registered Owner: British Airways PLC

Operator:
British Airways PLC
Aircraft Type:
Boeing 737-236 Advanced
Nationality: British
Registration: G-BGJI
Place of Incident: 15 nm north-west of
Bournemouth International Airport
Latitude: 50¡ 55.72' North
Longitude: 002¡ 12.55' East
Date and Time: 22 October 1995 at 1609 hrs
All times in this report are UTC Synopsis The incident was
notified
promptly to the Air Accidents Investigation Branch (AAIB) by
the
operator and the investigation began that evening. The AAIB
team
comprised MrÊDÊFÊKing (Investigator-in-Charge),
MrÊPÊDÊGilmartin
(Operations), MrÊCÊGÊPollard (Engineering), MrÊSÊW Moss
(Engineering),
Mr A N Cable (Engineering) Ms A Evans (Flight Recorders). The
crew
reported at 1330Êhrs at Gatwick to carry out a post-heavy
maintenance
check, test flight on the aircraft. The first officer (F/O) completed
the external check, while the commander completed the 'Flight
Deck
Preparation' items of the aircraft checklist. A Standby (STBY)
Rudder
system check was carried out with no abnormalities noted and
during taxi
before take-off, the Yaw Damper indicator showed normal
response to
turns. When the aircraft was in straight and level flight at FL200

with
an indicated airspeed of 290Êkt, Autopilot and Autothrottle
engaged and
Yaw Damper ON, the aircraft experienced roll/yaw oscillations.
The
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) showed that the Autopilot and
Autothrottle
were disengaged, and the commander reported that the Yaw
Damper was
switched OFF but the crew were unable to stop the oscillations.
A MAYDAY
call was broadcast at 1609Êhrs. The crew had the impression that
the
bank angle would have continued to increase had opposite roll
control
inputs not been applied. A descent was made to around FL75 and
as the
airspeed was allowed to reduce towards 250Êkt the oscillations
began to
decay rapidly and stopped. The total duration of the roll/yaw
event was
about seven minutes. A low speed handling check was carried
out, and it
was found that the aircraft handled well at a speed 150Êkt, with
FlapÊ15¡ selected and with the landing gear down. It was
decided to
return to London Gatwick Airport in this configuration, and the
MAYDAY
was downgraded to a PAN. The crew recovered the aircraft to
Gatwick
without further incident. The investigation identified the
following
causal factors: (i) Contamination of the connector on the Yaw

Damper Coupler, in the
Electronic and Equipment Bay, by an unidentified fluid had
occurred at
some time prior to the incident flight and compromised the
function of
its pin to pin insulation.
(ii) Sufficiently conductive contaminant paths between certain
adjacent pins
had affected the phase and magnitude of the signals transmitted
to the
Yaw Damper Actuator, thereby stimulating a forced Dutch Roll
mode of the
aircraft.
(iii) The location of the Electronic and Equipment (E&E) Bay,
beneath the
cabin floor in the area of the aircraft doors, galleys and toilets
made
it vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety of sources.
(iv) The crew actions immediately following the onset of the
Dutch Roll
oscillations did not result in the disengagement of the
malfunctioning
Yaw Damper system.

09:01 AM ET 02/24/98Rudder system not cause of 737 accidents
- Boeing By Suzanne McElligott SINGAPORE, Feb 24
(Reuters) - Boeing Co. said Tuesday that apart of its 737
aircraft's rudder systems recently called intoquestion by British
authorities could not have been involved inany unexplained
accidents. Britain called on Boeing last week to make urgent
designmodifications after a leak near the rudder system was
identifiedby a government investigation board as the cause of an

incidentin 1995. In a written statement given to Reuters in
response to aquery at the Singapore Aerospace show, the
company said:``Boeing believes the incident was isolated and
that this issuecould not have been involved in any unsolved
airplaneaccidents.'' Britain's Air Accident Investigation Board
(AAIB) had saidthat in a test flight of a 17-year-old 737 in 1995
over southernEngland, an unidentified liquid seeped into the
plane'selectrical and equipment bay, affecting the yaw damper,
whichcontrols rudder movements.

That caused the aircraft to roll uncontrollably from side to side
for seven minutes, according to the report. The pilot regained
control only after descending to 7,500feet (2,300 meters) from
20,000 feet (6,100 meters).

The AAIB report called on Boeing and the U.S. FederalAviation
Administration (FAA) to take quick steps to ensuresimilar
incidents did not occur. The report said the location of the bay
-- beneath the cabinfloor in the area of aircraft doors, galleys and
toilets --``made it vulnerable to fluid ingress from a variety
ofsources.'' The particular electrical connection suspected in
the 737incident had not been overhauled in the 17-year life of
theBritish Airways Plc jet, and the AAIB said in its
report``considerable buildup of products of corrosion
andelectrolysis'' was found. The AAIB recommended the 737's
instruction manual bereviewed to ensure it contained clear
instructions for spottingevidence of fluid leaks during routine
maintenance. Boeing said as soon as it received the report, it
chartereda team comprising the FAA, AAIB, airlines and other
interestedparties to review the issue. ``The team has developed
several recommendations, and Boeinghas informed customers

that it is working on a Service Bulletinto address the issue. The
Service Bulletin should be completedand released in mid-1998.''
The Boeing statement said the 1995 incident involvedyawdamper oscillations, ``and a yaw-damper malfunction
canproduce a rudder input of no more than four degrees.'' ``A
yaw-damper malfunction will not affect safety-of-flightand easily
is controllable by the flight crew,'' it said. Uncontrolled rudder
movement was suspected to have played arole in the crashes of
two 737s in the United States. ^REUTERS@

From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: February 25, 1998 11:47:00 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: follow up

JohnJust wanted to get back with you. I've read through the material
you sent
and am very intrigued. The big question is, where do I go from
here? The
question I'm always asked is "what's the story here?" It seems to
me to be
the cargo door problem, but at this point I'm not sure how to turn
it into a
TV story. I'd love to chat with you on the phone and pick your
brain.

E-mail me back and let me know when you're available. Also, I
can open
your Jpeg files, so feel free to send pictures. Hope you're staying
dry
(now you know what it's like to live in Seattle!)
Josh Kerns
KOMO TV

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 20, 1998 9:36:36 AM PST
To: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Subject: Yes, Jonathan, I'm here.

Hi, Jonathan, John Barry Smith here. I received three emails
from you, all sent the same time, all the same format, and all
with the same message: >Read The Shetland News daily at
<http://www.shetland-news.co.uk/>
Consider it done.
I've followed your eyewitness reports of the events of tragic
death of the helo rescuer. Who rescues the rescuers? Who polices
the police, and my new favorite, who will protect us from the
protectors?
I've read your good stuff on the local plane crash too, the pilot
alone, tired, late at night and flying a substandard pattern.
Your infighting on the online war is good too. It's a movie
between you and your former boss, now competitor. Sean
Connery should be making a movie on the future war between
the old guard of print and broadcasting versus the new guard,

internet. TV and radio and papers are but peripherals of the net,
tails of the dog, and yet, for the nonce, still rule. The magic is
links from you to BBC to the world.
I live in a community of 250000 here on the Monterey Peninsula
of California and there is no online paper and no online paper
based on the print version. Amazing.
I had a book agent recently call about my cargo door/wiring
explanation about AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 but
she had no email and no web site, so I will have to dismiss her
although she may be good.
There is a Seattle TV station reporter now interested in my
explanation for high time 747 crashes and he found out about it
by searching and coming on my site. He has email and we will
continue to have dialogue.
John Ware of Panorama called months ago and we had long
discussion. He asked the questions that immediately identified
him as open minded, as opposed to the type of questions that
indicate closed minded. But then, nothing. I think the PA 103
connection just stops editors dead with incredulity.
Andrew Weir emailed with some discussion too.
Nick Fielding of Mail On Sunday was very interested, very
factual, and very quickly faded with no reasonable explanation,
no rebuttal, and no conclusions.
I've written to Ken Smart of AAIB about wiring cargo door for
103 but he has not replied.

So, if you are emailing about wiring/cargo door cause of PA 103
and no bomb, then I'm your boy. Let's only talk facts and
evidence and leave the conspiracy guys with their bombs to
themselves. Web site www.corazon.com has my 103 analysis.
Really, the answers are in the 103 AAIB report coupled with
similar fatal accidents which followed and can be matched.
AAIB in 1990 did not have benefit of hindsight except for AI 182
which they used as model, unfortunately.
The CVR data of PA 103, AI 182, UAL 811, and TWA 800 match
in everything but duration and that variable was independent of
sound source but dependent on the abrupt power cut to FDR and
CVR.
NTSB has put those four CVR traces together onto one chart,
Chart 12 in Exhibit 12B of TWA 800 public docket SA 516. I can
email you a scanned copy if you wish. The chart of CVR data
inextricably link PA 103 to UAL 811 to AI 182, and then to TWA
800.
To sum up 103: relatively mild directed blast of 20 inches from
device which left soot and small 18 inch hole in the port side of
the nose of 103 and resembled a rather large shotgun fired a close
range after explosive decompression set it off yes; no to a
spherical semtex nonsoot leaving bomb in a tape recorder which
caused huge hole in nose, which gained energy as it dissipated
itself among the air conditioning ducts and baggage containers
and left no bomb sound on the CVR. Mild blast yes in cargo hold
but after tremendous explosion of door popping open at 31000
feet.
Yeah, it's a big story. And very unwelcome in most parts of the

world.
Regards,
John Barry Smith

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2 9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: February 20, 1998 8:37:07 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: February 20, 1998 8:37:06 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: "Jonathan Wills" <jonathan.wills@virgin.net>
Date: February 20, 1998 8:37:05 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com

from Jonathan Wills,
e-mail:
<jonathan.wills@virgin.net>

Shetland News Agency, Sundside, BRESSAY, Shetland ZE2
9ER
Tel: +44 (0)1595 820 205.
Fax: +44 (0)1595 820 344.
Read The Shetland News daily at <http://www.shetlandnews.co.uk/>

From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: February 19, 1998 6:46:00 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Thanks

John-Thank you for your prompt reply. I look forward to going
through the
information you sent. It will probably take a few days to read it,
re-read
it and digest it. I'll get back with you next week. I'm very
excited
about working with you. In the interim, keep on watching
KOMO (my mom lives
in LA and watches all the time on the dish, so you're in good
company).
Also, I noticed your address. As a rabid golfer, it will likely be
in my
best interest to come visit with you in person, perhaps several
times! Maybe
we can talk at Cypress Point? (I know it's a crapshoot, but you
can't fault
a guy for trying).
Take care, and we'll talk soon.
Josh Kerns
206-443-8284

joshk@komotv.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 19, 1998 2:30:23 PM PST
To: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Subject: Wiring/cargo door Boeing

Dear Josh,
Well, KOMO! Our family in Carmel Valley California just got
our satellite dish and watch KOMO every night. We get Seattle,
SF, and LA on west coast.
Who are you, and what is your interest/role in air safety?
Been flying for fifty years, commercial pilot, instrument rated,
for experience, Masters degree for education, and retired military
officer for profession. For motive: survivor of sudden night fiery
fatal jet airplane crash.
I'd
be interested in corresponding with you, especially regarding
Boeing related
news.
Fine, I take this high time Boeing 747 fuselage rupture forward
of the wing causing a fatal accident and leaving a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and abrupt power cut to the FDR very, very
seriously, and it's happened exactly that way four times, AI 182,
PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800.
Speaking of which, what if anything do you know about 747

engine
cowlings falling out or off?
Well, funny you should say that. I hypothesized earlier to explain
strange radar blips for 800 and 103 as engine cowling coming
off, damaging bleed air and causing overpressure in cargo hold
which blew door open. Cowlings come off 747 engines often.
I've ruled that out for moment but could change with any
corroborating evidence. Rough notes on cowling below. I want
wreckage plot from NTSB (but unreleased) to determine, among
other things, location of those engine cowlings. Cowling could
also explain streak as shiny metal object spinning away reflecting
red orange setting sun to observers below. Cowling is definitely
of interest.
The forest of cargo door related 747 accidents has four trees,
TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and UAL 811. Boeing and NTSB are
minutely examining one tree and ignoring the other trees.
I'm hearing some interesting tidbits, but
given my inexperience in this field, not sure how to interpret
what I'm
hearing.
No problem, quick learner I bet.
Also, engine powerplant report was unreleased and it is vital.
First, they are four vacuum cleaners at scene of crime and
scooped up evidence. That breakdown report of what was inside
them must be released. Second, a stator blade was found in right
horizontal stabilizer of TWA 800, right behind engine number 3.
That stator blade indicates the engines did not spin down
normally and therefore of no interest to TWA 800 and therefore

not made a party to the investigation. Pratt and Whitney must be
made a party, one of the their engines came apart in flight, so
powerplant report must be released.
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report,
page 33: "5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in
the horizontal stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade
from turbine section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, "An engine stator blade from turbine section
penetrated the upper honeycomb surface near the outboard
trailing edge."
Engine number three is on the right side inboard and would be
the engine to throw off a stator blade to penetrate the right
horizontal stabilizer. Engine number four is too far outboard of
stabilizer. The left side stabilizer had no such engine part
penetration.
Very important: Stator blade was embedded in the right
horizontal stabilizer right behind engine number three. This
indicates engine number three was fodded early on and threw off
pieces which is consistent with cargo door explanation and
inconsistent with center tank explosion as initial event in which
engines windmill and fall intact to water.
I understand the responsibility of the press to report responsibly
on matters vital to the people they represent, such as Boeing, and
that's why every statement I make is documented. The cowling
evidence came from government reports and the stator blade info
came from NTSB public docket information. Internally Boeing is
said to know me by name and to have checked out the cargo
door/wiring explanation and have rejected it. They don't say why.
I seek interview with professionals in Boeing to present my case.

I welcome criticism and rebuttal using factual evidence which
obey the laws of physics.
You might act as middleman. I can provide a list of provocative
questions that might bring forth substantive answers for you, if
you wish.
By the way, FAA at Renton have now changed position of all
cargo doors all latched and all locked to water impact for 800 to
cargo door opened in flight but it was the center tank explosion
that did it.
I quote the FAA directorate involved, Mr. Neil Schalekamp,
manager of Propulsion and Cabin Safety, Airplane Transport
Directorate, FAA, 1601 Lind Ave, Renton WA., in response to
my analysis to red paint smears and outward opening skin:
"While no one scenario has been categorically proven to the the
cause, it is believed, based upon available data, that the center
tank (CWT) explosion preceded any separation of the forward
cargo door. The paint markings and structural deformation that
you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to
be caused by the explosion of the CWT. Furthermore, you
mentioned that the forward cargo door was recovered a
considerable distance from the rest of the structure. This could be
due to its aerodynamic characteristics and prevailing winds at the
time of the accident, rather than attributing this as the primary
cause of the accident."
Mr. Kerns, you are onto a big story, larger than TWA 800. It's
gets to three other cargo door related crashes, only one agreed
upon, UAL 811. If you want to know what happened to TWA
800, just read UAL 811, NTSB AAR 92/02 and then have the

hole bigger and the nose comes off for 800, 182, and 103. The
evidence in the government reports are to be believed, the pages
were scanned in and are on web site, www.corazon.com
Also, as you read the conclusions about PA 103 incredulously,
please don't say "No", say "Why do I say that?"
Click on Details page two for much more stuff of web site. The
site is about a thousand printed pages deep, sorry for the long
download times but I had to have the actual report scanned, no
paraphrases or OCR allowed for authenticity.
This is not an exciting missile conspiracy story but reality of
metal obeying laws of physics and doing things it has done
before. Every step of the way is documented with evidence and
reasonable conclusions. Some are contrary and controversial but
correct nonetheless.
I'm on Boeing's side. I want safe planes. I want Boeing to be
successful. Safer planes sell the best. Build em, fly em, break
em, fix em, fly em again.
There is no conspiracy, coverup, or plot. It is people doing what
they think is in the best interest of themselves and their company.
I trust in the power of the evidence to persuade that the cause of
four fatal 747 accidents was bare wiring chafing to fuselage to
turn a door motor on which causes aft midspan latch rupture at
forward cargo door leading to door opening leading to explosive
decompression leading to nose off leading to disintegrating
falling fuselage and wing tanks leading to fireball including the
center fuel tank ignited by fodded on-fire starboard engines.

I've enclosed a lot but it's the tip of the iceberg that just grazed,
not gashed, Titanic.
Looking forward to hearing from you.
I've attached a .jpg of TWA 800 to determine if you can receive
color photos from me. File name is 800starboard.JPG:

Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com

Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out
and formed on cold metal fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle
which held cargo door motor on power was chafed by the friction
of continuous vibration against clamp or many door openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water
met the bare wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring
wires and powering on door motor which attempted to turn all

ten cam sectors to unlocked position. At 13700 feet MSL and 300
KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were prevented from
unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the
two midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in
bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed
the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door
at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan
latch sending the latch and door material spinning away in the
setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away
erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground observers
moving all which ways. The aft door frame was clean of
attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin was torn
vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight
latches held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill
while bottom external skin of door blew away. The top piece of
red topped cargo door opened out and up smashing into the white
fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of
the trim was rubbed away showing the white paint underneath
The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage skin
as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of
door flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer
leaving a red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to
be working normally likely having overtravel impression marks
on the opposite hinge when door overextended to slam on
fuselage above. The top piece of the door shows inward damage
when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds
of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty

feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward
of the wing. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts
to leave the aircraft. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed
out of the huge hole equalizing high pressure inside to low
pressure outside while making a very loud noise. Fuselage skin
was peeled outward at various places on the right side of the
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression
of the forward cargo hold severely disrupted the nearby main
equipment compartment which housed power cables and
abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments. The number three engine also ingested metal in
baggage and started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The
number three engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator
blade from the engine was spit out and impacted directly behind
it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the
left from reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air
rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened
nose and crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and
landed in a dense debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered
while the starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn,
and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed
over twenty feet by forty foot explosive decompression zone.

Outward petal shaped fuselage skin appeared at aft midspan latch
from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown away. Outward
peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from
300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers
inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured
trying to equalize middle ear pressure. The plane maneuvered
with huge gaping wound in front increasing drag. The wind force
disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured
tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured wings,
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud
fireball putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving
earlier departed nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank
exploded as well as other nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers
were not burned because they were in the earlier separated
nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to sea level in
windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank
and other fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and
falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out. Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led
to suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose. Streak of
shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening sun to
ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later
ruled out.

Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in
determining ignition source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel
explosion sound on CVR, unilateral fuselage damage, singe
marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate center tank
explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.
Questions about center tank explosion as initial event which
evidence raises.
1. Sudden loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder is described as
start of aircraft breakup but not sound of explosion. Sound on
CVR does not match other staged Boeing 747 center tank
explosion. How can an explosion in the center tank be powerful
enough to start the aircraft breakup and blow off nose of Boeing
747 and not be heard on CVR?
Sudden loud sound is sound of explosive decompression which
gives a sudden loud sound when forward cargo door ruptures/
opens in flight. The TWA 800 sudden loud sound was linked to
PA 103 sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to AI 182
sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to DC-10 cargo
door explosive decompression on CVR. UAL 811 had a cargo
door rupture/open in flight and recorded a sudden loud sound on
the CVR. The sound is the sudden rushing of air molecules
which were compressed now moving fast outward to equalize
with the lower pressure outside air.

2. Center tank explosion would be spherical, not directed, and
would either give no damage forward of the wing or about equal
damage on both sides of the fuselage of TWA 800. The wreckage
reconstruction shows smooth skin with little damage forward of
the wing on the port/left side yet severe, shattered, torn, and
frayed damage on the starboard/right side of the fuselage in the
cargo door area. How can a center tank explosion cause
unilateral damage only on starboard side?
Explosive decompression and rupture of forward cargo door area
when aft midspan latch ruptures would give shattered, torn and
frayed, damage to cargo door area while leaving port/left/
opposite side smooth and light damage. Cargo door rupture
would give the unilateral damage on starboard side as shown by
TWA 800 wreckage.
3. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows outward peeled skin,
outward rupture hole, and paint transfers. Water impact damage
would be inward, not outward. How could water impact damage
produce outward peeled skin, outward rupture hole, and paint
transfers?
Explosive decompression in nose of TWA 800 would give
outward peeled skin in nose, outward rupture hole, and paint
transfers as internal high pressure rushes outward to equalize
with the low outside pressure.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows red paints smears
only above the forward cargo door area and nowhere else on both
side of the Boeing 747 fuselage. This indicates that the red
painted door below ruptured/opened outward, slammed upward,
and smashed into the white painted area above and transferred
red paint from door onto white paint between windows. How did

red paint smears get where they are?
After the rupture at aft midspan latch the door fractured and
upper piece of the red painted door was pushed outward, rotated
on its hinge, slammed upward and smashed into the white
painted fuselage skin above, transferring red paint to the white
painted area between the passengers windows, as shown by the
TWA 800 reconstruction. UAL 811 also had paint transfer from
door to fuselage when its door opened in flight.
5. A center tank explosion would be far enough away from power
cables to allow the Flight Data Recorder to record longer than the
abrupt power cut it suffered. How can a center tank explosion
which is not loud enough to be heard on the CVR and some
distance away be strong enough to abruptly cease power to the
FDR?
The explosive decompression in the cargo compartment would
severely disrupt the cargo hold floor and the adjacent main
equipment compartment in which the FDR and power cables are
located. The severe disruption would abruptly cease power to the
FDR. UAL 811 also had abrupt power cut when its cargo door
opened in flight.
6. How could forward cargo door rupture/open when bottom
eight latches are latched and locked in TWA reconstruction?
The forward cargo door of Boeing 747s is about nine feet by
eight feet square. It has a hinge on the top and eight cam latches
on the bottom. On each nine foot side is one midspan latch. The
bottom eight cam latches go around eight latching pins. Over
each cam latch is a locking sector. The two midspan latches have
no locking sectors. The forward cargo door could rupture at the

midspan latch and the hinge and bottom eight latches could still
be attached to fuselage skin. The top of the door with hinge
attached would tear off with the fuselage skin and spin away. The
bottom eight latches could stay attached to bottom sill and
continue down to the sea with the nose. The middle of the large
door can still be ruptured/opened while the lower part stays
attached to airframe. Doors can open/rupture with most or all
latches latched. TWA 800 reconstruction shows aft mid span
latch missing which implies it became unlatched. The aft door
frame sill is smooth and not attached to door which implies door
opened in that area.
7. How could forward cargo door rupture cause center tank
explosion?
When cargo door ruptures in flight a huge hole is created in nose
which the 300 knot slipstream tears off. The falling, noseless,
structurally compromised aircraft disintegrated into wings of
rupturing fuel tanks, fuselage pieces including center tank, and
spinning hot on fire jet engine. When falling debris reached about
7500 feet, the fodded on fire engine number three ignited the fuel
cloud and center fuel tank into a fireball. Center tank fire/
explosion occurred but later and lower than forward cargo door
rupture initial event.
Event, consequence, significance, source for destruction
sequence:
1. Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to
cold conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near
New York on July 17, 1996.
NTSB exhibits gave takeoff time and temperatures plus the

airconditioning system in Boeing 747s.
2. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage skin.
Water was available to ground any bare wires to fuselage skin.
Observation made of water cascading out of forward cargo hold
of Boeing airliner by John Barry Smith standing in concourse at
San Francisco Airport on December 6, 1997.
3. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp
or many door openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle
was worn through to insulation and then worn through to bare
wire.
Bare wires can be shorted to ground causing power to go to door
motor. NTSB exhibits list two forward cargo hold charred wiring
fires. NTSB hearing on aging aircraft detailed problems with
poly-x wiring chafing from vibration. NTSB AAR 92/02 detailed
problems with chafing wires causing door motor to turn on. TWA
800 had poly-x wiring.
4. Condensed water met the bare wire and shorted against
fuselage metal charring wires and powering on door motor which
attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked position.
Event explains how door motor got power to turn on. NTSB
exhibits list two previous cargo hold charred wire fires. NTSB
AAR 92/02 lists two uncommanded cargo door opening on
Boeing 747s caused by electrical problems, UAL preflight and
UAL 811.

5. At 13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam
sectors were prevented from unlocking because of strengthened
locking sectors. However, the two midspan latches have no
locking sectors.
The eight bottom latches held tight to locking pins because of
AD 88-12-04 which strengthened all the eight locking sectors.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the AD, door, and all latches.
6. The slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam
latches allowed the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center
allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the
forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.
UAL 811 had small rupture at aft midspan latch as shown in
photograph in NTSB AAR 92/02. NTSB exhibit lists 3.5 PSI
pressure differential. TWA 800 was extremely old aircraft with
over 93000 flight hours.
7. The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at
midspan latch sending the latch and door material spinning away
in the setting sun which reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun
away erratically and appeared as red-orange streak to ground
observers moving all which ways.
Press reports reveal eyewitnesses say different colored streaks
going every which way from all directions. Time of 8:31 PM and
angle of low sun to aircraft in east and observers to the west had
to be perfectly aligned for spinning falling shiny piece of metal
to reflect as streak to observers.
8. The aft door frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged
outward.

Aft midspan latch blown away at rupture time and caused
outward bulge. NTSB reconstruction photograph shows bulge
and missing latch.
9. Fuselage skin was torn vertically.
Explosive decompression bursts outward limited by stringers and
bulkheads which are vertical and match the other cargo door
accident, UAL 811. NTSB photograph shows the vertical tears of
TWA 800.
10. The door fractured and shattered.
NTSB photograph shows the damage. 38000 pounds of force
were suddenly released onto now weakened door and it burst
apart. 99 inches times 110 inches times 3.5 PSI equals 38115
pounds of force on the ten latches and hinge.
11. The bottom eight latches held tight to the bottom eight latch
pins on bottom sill while bottom external skin of door blew
away.
The bottom of large door held tight while middle of door
ruptured in a troublesome section of a high time Boeing 747,
Section 41 and Section 42. TWA 800 had not yet had the Section
41 retrofit. NTSB exhibit states bottom eight latches latched.
12. The top piece of red topped cargo door opened out and up
smashing into the white fuselage skin above it leaving the red
paint of the door on the white paint between passenger windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the
white paint underneath. The top piece of the door took the hinge

with it and fuselage skin as it is tore away.
The loose red painted trim piece and top of door flew directly aft
and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a red paint
transfer mark on it.
The hinge still appears to be working normally likely having
overtravel impression marks on the opposite hinge when door
overextended to slam on fuselage above.
The top piece of the door shows inward damage when it hit
fuselage above.
Sequence of door opening out and up and transferring paint
above is described in text and drawing in NTSB AAR 92/02.
Inward movement of top of door is described in AAR 92/02.
Normal working hinge attached to top of door is described in
AAR 92/02. Overtravel impression damage is described in text
and picture in AAR 92/02.
13. The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand
pounds of internal force on the door blew out a large hole about
twenty feet wide and forty feet high on the right side of the nose
forward of the wing.
NTSB photograph shows decompression rectangle zone on right
side of nose.
14. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave
the aircraft.
The first parts of plane to depart indicate trouble started there.
NTSB exhibits show first parts to leave were from cargo

structure.
15. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole equalizing high pressure inside to low pressure outside
while making a very loud noise.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states crew of UAL 811 heard a 'tremendous
explosion,' when door opened in flight.
16. Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the
right side of the nose.
Outward peeling indicates force from within, not without. UAL
811 had same outward peeling of fuselage skin in cargo door
area.
17. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as a sudden loud sound.
Sound matches other Boeing 747 sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression and a DC-10 cargo door decompression sound
according to NTSB chart.
18. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment
which housed power cables and abruptly shut off power to the
Flight Data Recorder.
Cables for power and signal run through the forward cargo hold
to the adjacent MEC. The cargo floor is severely disrupted when
explosive decompression occurs in cargo hold according to
AAIB 2/90 report and will cut off power abruptly.

19. At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.
Where did those bodies go? What happened to them to reduce
them to bone fragments requiring DNA analysis to identify? At
least nine bodies always disappear when explosive
decompression occurs in high time Boeing 747s according to
AAIB, NTSB, TSB and Indian reports.
20. The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and
started on fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three
engine with pylon started to vibrate and a stator blade from the
engine was spit out and impacted directly behind it in the right
horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the sequence of FOD into number
three and also number four and the subsequent vibration and fire.
21. The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward,
fractured and broken from the sudden decompression. The main
structural members of door and frame were gone and
compromised.
AAR 92/02, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe
the downward movement of the floor beams above cargo
compartment.
22. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction of explosive decompression to the right. Air rushed into
the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling skin
outward.
AAR 92/02 describes the actions of the aircraft after door opened

in flight.
23. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it into the large hole.
AAIB and TSB/Indian reports describe how nose came off after
explosion in forward cargo hold at 300 KCAS of two Boeing
747s.
24. The nose tore off and landed in a dense debris heap apart
from the rest of the plane.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian Court, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits
describe the dense nose debris field present when nose comes off
in flight of three Boeing 747s.
25. The port side forward of the wing was smooth and
unshattered while the starboard side forward of the wing was
shattered, torn, and frayed at ruptured cargo door area and
severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty foot explosive
decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch
was blown away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout.
Fuselage skin remained smooth next to blown out skin.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian, and NTSB photographs describe the
lesser damage port side nose compared to the more severely
damaged starboard side as well as the outward peeled skin on
nose of three Boeing 747s.
27. The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated
from 300 knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers.
Passengers inside fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which

ruptured trying to equalize middle ear pressure.
Passenger injuries are described in NTSB exhibits, TSB/Indian
report, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB exhibits.
28. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and
wings. Fuel poured out of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The
broken fuselage, the ruptured wings, the fuel cloud, the center
tank, and the spinning, on fire engine number three met at 7500
feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball putting singe marks
on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed nose burn and
singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other nearby
fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they
were in the earlier separated nose. The debris fell and spread out
from 7500 feet to sea level in windblown southeast direction,
leaving a wide debris field. Ground observers heard the fireball
explosion of the center tank and other fuel and looked up. They
saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
NTSB exhibits describe the breakup sequence and NTSB video
shows fireball seconds later and thousands of feet lower than
initial event. Engine number three was on fire for AAIB 2/90 and
number four was on fire for NTSB AAR 92/02 after cargo hold
ruptures.
29. Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to
suspicion of bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled
out.
Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led to
suspicion of missile exploding on left side of nose.

Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening
sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but
later ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of
center tank explosion as initial event.
Press reports, FBI reports, and NTSB reports describe the bomb,
missile and center tank explanations.
30. There were difficulties in determining ignition source, fuel
volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to
corroborate center tank explosion as initial explosion.
NTSB public hearing reveals the gaps in the center tank as initial
event explanation.
31. Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
inflight is initially rejected because bottom eight latches are
found latched around locking pins while two midspan latches are
unexamined and status unreported.
Rough cowling notes below:
Damage to
No 3 engine and cowling
After shutdown it was discovered that a significant section
of the No 3 engine cowling was missing. Several large sections
of cowling were found on
The JT9D engine hinged side cowlings provide access to
the engine compressor case, combustion chamber and turbine
areas, various engine

accessories and power plant equipment. The 15th stage
bleed ports are incorporated on the right side cowling panel for
discharging bleed air
The cowlings are located and supported on their top edge
by six hinge hooks containing recesses which engage a series of
rollers carried by the
support structure on the top of the engine nacelle. The
lower edges of the left and right hinged cowlings are joined
together by six adjustable latches
which engage in 'U' bolts on the bottom of the right hand
cowling.
Examination of the cowlings revealed that the left cowling
had detached first, and had then caused the rear of the right hand
cowling to detach. All of
the left hand cowling was recovered in one piece except
for one hook hinge which was not found. Of the other five hook
hinges, three had recesses in
any other aircraft to which the cowling had been fitted
with those hinge hooks.
The front of the right hand cowling, containing four hook
latches and four 'U' bolts had remained attached to the engine,
whilst the rear section had
latches and its associated locating spigot on the rear
section of the right hand cowling.
The possibility was considered that the cowling had been
distorted because of the lack of proper roller engagement. If this
had been the case an
engine surge may have caused an overpressure within the
cowling, leading to its release. Although the FDR did not show
evidence of a surge it was
On 26th September 1996 Boeing issued a telex to all 747
customers which reviewed the causes of side cowling losses. In
summary, excluding this

The operator's procedures require that the opening and
closing of the side cowlings should be documented, there were
no such entries relating to
The failure of the No 3 EGT gauge was caused by
secondary damage to the No 3 engine as a result of the cowling
separation.
From: "Kerns, Josh" <JoshK@komotv.com>
Date: February 19, 1998 11:08:00 AM PST
To: "'Barry'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Flight safety

Barry-I am a television reporter in Seattle, recently transferred to
the
aviation beat. I've been looking through your various web sites,
and am
fascinated. Who are you, and what is your interest/role in air
safety? I'd
be interested in corresponding with you, especially regarding
Boeing related
news. Speaking of which, what if anything do you know about
747 engine
cowlings falling out or off? I'm hearing some interesting tidbits,
but
given my inexperience in this field, not sure how to interpret
what I'm
hearing. Looking forward to hearing from you.
Josh Kerns
KOMO TV-Seattle
joshk@komotv.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 30, 1998 4:09:56 PM PST
To: mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: For TWA 800 reporter, Aviation Week

Dear TWA 800 reporter,
NTSB Eyewitness Group Factual Report Exhibit 4A is on URL
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html
and available no where else. There is a clearance from
Congressman Sam Farr to publish it.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 30, 1998 3:52:13 PM PST
To: hranter@inter.NL.net
Subject: TWA eyewitness report published

http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html
is the URL for NTSB Eyewitness Group Factual Report Exhibit
4A, published by me with permission from my Congressman.
It's not available anywhere else. It's good reading.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 30, 1998 3:45:19 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: NTSB Eyewitness Exhibit 4A

NTSB Eyewitness Group Factual Report Exhibit 4A is on URL
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html
Tears in cargo door area were not caused by crash but by
explosive decompression which gave petal shaped rupture area
which was electronically retracted into perfect fit.
Investigative journalists ask questions. Shills regurgitate what is
told them.
I don't hear any questions, Matt, just rebuttals using opinions, not
facts.
Fact, stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer. Engine number 3
came apart. The engines are not normal and should be included
as party to investigation of TWA 800. Powerplant report is
suppressed. Can you release it as I have released the eyewitness
report?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 30, 1998 3:39:37 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: NTSB eyewitness report released

Dear Lou, the NTSB Eyewitness Group Factual Report 4A is on
URL
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html
It makes good reading especially the 'history' section.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 29, 1998 4:43:17 PM PST
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: NTSB Eyewitness and Cargo door exhibits
published

Dear David, here they are...4A is hot stuff.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html
NTSB Docket SA 516 Exhibit 4A and Exhibit 15c are seen. 4A is
the Eyewitness Group Factual Report and 15C is Forward Cargo
Door.
Regards,
Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 29, 1998 4:42:26 PM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: NTSB Eyewitness and Cargo door exhibits
published

Hi, Mike, 4A is hot stuff.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html
NTSB Docket SA 516 Exhibit 4A and Exhibit 15c are seen. 4A is
the Eyewitness Group Factual Report and 15C is Forward Cargo
Door.

Regards,
Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 29, 1998 4:42:05 PM PST
To: msnewsmailonsundaycouk
Subject: NTSB Eyewitness and Cargo door exhibits
published

Hi, Nick, 4A is hot stuff.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html
NTSB Docket SA 516 Exhibit 4A and Exhibit 15c are seen. 4A is
the Eyewitness Group Factual Report and 15C is Forward Cargo
Door.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 7, 1998 11:55:58 AM PST
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: Re: 4A/wiring fires/Sam Farr

Barry: I'll take a look at the exhibits and get back to you asap.
I'll also call Rep. Farr in the a.m.
It is interesting that this 747 did NOT have the Section 41 fix.
Why not?
It only had 16000 cycles and 20000 was the cut off to do Section
41 fix. And the flight times of 800 811 and 103 are different but

the cycles are all within a thousand, all have about 16000 cycles.
It's a clue.

The issue of Air Safety Week coming out tomorrow recounts
the
maintenance history of the accident aircraft over the 2 year
period
leading to its explosion. I'll be happy to mail or fax you a copy.
I have the CD ROM and exhibit of maintenance, is yours
different? If so, I'd like it. I heard during the hearing someone
say there were over a hundred overhead lights out that didn't
work. What a decrepit plane. The good engines were removed
and cheaper engines were put on it too.
TWA has been overlooked on this accident but there turn will
come.

I've put the last nail in for my theory. Condensed water from hot
humid air being hit by cold air conditioned air from air
conditioning pack trickles down metal cargo door and pools near
poly x wire which has chafed from vibration in a clamp and worn
through sheath, through insulation to bare metal. The wire bundle
holds door motor on wire and probably EPR wires too. The
chafed wire shorts to ground or to other chafed area and turns on
door motor to unlatched and then sequence starts of aft midspan
latch with no locking sector goes to unlatch position and gets
ruptured and door open and hole appears and nose comes off etc.
It's all happened before and all documented for each step. I just
put it together. The clues at the hearing were poly x fails often

and section 41 has weakness and I saw water cascade out of
cargo hold from flight from Miami, and exhibits have charred
wires on fire in cargo hold. TWA 800 has poly x and not 41
retrofit and took off from hot humid NY and twelve minutes is
enough time for cold air to condense the hot air to water and do
the short.
Wiring takes the hit as well as design of outward opening.
Wiring failed because of chafing from vibration, so blame it on
vibration. Nose comes off because of 300 knots so blame it on
speed.
In a sense 800 crashed because it was flying which has vibration
and speed. They killed themselves. Sort of like skiing into tree,
not the tree's fault.
Time for action, David, and pointing out faults of NTSB hearing
is too easy. So what? Got to give right answer and it's not center
tank as initial event. And it's not missile.
It's bare wire and water. Bad combo.
Regards, Barry

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: January 5, 1998 2:39:09 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: 4A/wiring fires/Sam Farr

Barry: I'll take a look at the exhibits and get back to you asap.
I'll also call Rep. Farr in the a.m.

It is interesting that this 747 did NOT have the Section 41
fix.
Why not?
The issue of Air Safety Week coming out tomorrow recounts
the
maintenance history of the accident aircraft over the 2 year
period
leading to its explosion. I'll be happy to mail or fax you a copy.
TWA went nuts over an early draft that I sent them for
comment.
Even the toned-down version we published says a lot,
probably a lot
more than TWA would like.
Thanks again, David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: 4A/wiring fires/Sam Farr
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 1/3/98 9:41 AM

Barry: Who, what is this? Which maintenance exhibit and on
what
page is this chafed wire fire problem cited? I think that is
VERY
SIGNIFICANT, Barry. Good find!
David, this is but one of many. I assume you have access to
NTSB web site
exhibits or have the CD ROM with pictures and exhibits on it.

1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Reportpage 44 45 46:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
C. Nov 1, 1997 Identical problem reported as A above. The fire
from shorted
wires in chafed wiring bundle in forward cargo compartment
either happened
twice, once in 1996 and once in 1997, as the report states, or it's
the
same event reported twice with a wrong date.
2. Exhibit 7A, page 34, has red paint smears and an engine stator
blade in
the right horizontal stabilizer. Red painted top of door with red
hinge and
red trim on fuselage skin departed and blew back into object
directly
behind it, the right horizontal stabilizer.The engine, probably
number
three, came partially apart when it ingested foreign objects and
spit
stator blade out into slipstream into object directly behind it, the
right
horizontal stabilizer.
TWA 800 had the poly-X problem wiring. TWA 800 did not have
the Section 41
strengthening retrofit. Midspan latches have no locking sectors to

be
strengthened by locking sector AD 88- 12-04. UAL 811 had door
motor turn on
to unlatch door when chafed wires in forward cargo door shorted
to ground.
David, it's all there.
And, yes, I'd like to see the 4A witness report. How can I
make that
happen?
The eyewitness exhibit, 4A, is in the possession of my
congressmen, Sam
Farr of 17th District of California. He is fully aware of the cargo
door
explanation for TWA 800. I trust him. He is authority. He is fair. I
want
all the public docket data about TWA 800 released, including the
power
plant report and the wreckage plot. He is not a cop. He is open
minded. He
may well grant your request to see and read and publish the
eyewitness
exhibit. It was to be released up until the Friday before the
hearing when
Chairman Hall and J. Kallstrom said to withhold it for flimsy
reaons. If
the problem is mechanical there will be no criminal prosecution
of bad guys
who put bomb on board so the eyewitness report will not be used
in a
criminal trial, so release it. Who says it's not a bomb? The FBI

and the
NTSB, that's who. So, release the report and all the others.
Sam Farr is an elected representative of the people and you are a
representative too, Air Safety Week. Mr. Farr may be fair and not
afraid.
He has email. He has a phone. He has an office. He's a good guy.
He had a
close friend die in a plane crash. He's been in a serious car crash.
He
understands reality of crashes and the administrative wishful
thinking of
politics.
I would love to be talking to you David, about the contents of
that report,
but I can't until Mr. Farr or Mr. Hall, or Senator McCain tell me I
can. I
have told all of them about the 4A, and how I got it, and what I
did with
it, gave it to Mr. Farr immediately and now awaiting resolution
of status.
I have requested permission to put it on my web site from those
three
gentleman. All I will say is that it is like all the exhibits, very
interesting.
As a journalist you must feel upset at suppression of public
information.
As an aviation safety journalist you must feel higher upset at the
suppression of aviation safety information. Data about an
important

aviation accident compiled at great public expense, put into an
exhibit for
the public docket, and then withheld for flimsy reasons at the last
minute
is not good. I can't do anything about that. You can. As a citizen,
my
opinion carries little weight. As a member of the press, your
opinion about
release of public documents carries a lot of weight.
How can you have a public docket that's not public?
US civilian airliner with US civilian airline crashes in US
territory with
no VIP or hazardous material on board, during peacetime
involving no other
countries, and, and, and, it's treated like a U2 crashed over
Russia during
the cold war. Not right, David.
You've already written a most excellent report on hearings, you
are
involved. I tried to cut and paste it into here for reference but was
unable. Ah, you copyright guys.
Red paint smears in two places.
Stator blade in right stab.
Fires in cargo hold and they can't find ignition source.
Bulging rupture hole at aft midspan latch.
And lots more.
It's all there, David.

www.corazon has pictures of rupture and explosion
decompression of TWA 800,
click on pictures and text. The cause of TWA 800 is in pictures
and text of
aft midspan latch rupture at forward cargo door of TWA 800.
And you thought that solution sounded right over a year ago. It is
and you
were right about non plug doors, too.
(By the way, the TWA 800 hearing was as fair as the PA 103
report, if you
have misgivings about TWA 800 report, then yes, 103 report is
flawed also.)
Regards,
Barry
408 659 3552
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Wed, 27 Nov 1996 08:46:28 -0500
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: 747 Crashes
To: barry@corazon.com
Status:
Barry:
I am David Evans, managng editor of the Aviation Group at
Phillips
Business Information, Inc., a newsletter publisher located in
Potomac,

MD. We publish Air Safety Week.
Someone sent me a document titled "Similar Variables in
Boeing 747
Crashes" and, apparently, you are the author.
I'd like to talk to you about this itemization over the phone. I
can
be reached at (301) 340-7788, ext. 2089. I am well familiar
with Pan
Am 103, less so with the others. I am also familiar with the
long
history of cargo door problems, which I believe results mainly
from
the absence of a plug-type design in order to maximize
internal square
footage of usable cargo deck space.
Pan Am 103 was clearly downed by a bomb and cannot be
explained by the
inadvertent opening of a cargo door.
The fact that cargo doors were "closed" at night may be
significant.
How does the ground crewman know for sure that the door is
in the
fully-locked position? Must he shine a flashlight through a
small
window to make sure?
Is there a known history of cargo door airworthiness directives
and
manufacturer's bulletins, and/or a known history of problems

with the
doors? Is there something unique about the Boeing design (as
opposed
to McDonnell Douglas or Airbus)?
At any rate, your line of thinking is most intriguing and I'd like
to
pursue the possibilities, with possible coverage in our Air
Safety
Week.
Regards,
David Evans

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 3, 1998 9:41:55 AM PST

To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: 4A/wiring fires/Sam Farr

Barry: Who, what is this? Which maintenance exhibit and on
what
page is this chafed wire fire problem cited? I think that is
VERY
SIGNIFICANT, Barry. Good find!
David, this is but one of many. I assume you have access to
NTSB web site exhibits or have the CD ROM with pictures and
exhibits on it.
1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Reportpage 44 45 46:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged wiring shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft
bulkhead of forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
C. Nov 1, 1997 Identical problem reported as A above. The fire
from shorted wires in chafed wiring bundle in forward cargo
compartment either happened twice, once in 1996 and once in
1997, as the report states, or it's the same event reported twice
with a wrong date.
2. Exhibit 7A, page 34, has red paint smears and an engine stator
blade in the right horizontal stabilizer. Red painted top of door
with red hinge and red trim on fuselage skin departed and blew
back into object directly behind it, the right horizontal
stabilizer.The engine, probably number three, came partially
apart when it ingested foreign objects and spit stator blade out
into slipstream into object directly behind it, the right horizontal
stabilizer.
TWA 800 had the poly-X problem wiring. TWA 800 did not have

the Section 41 strengthening retrofit. Midspan latches have no
locking sectors to be strengthened by locking sector AD 8812-04. UAL 811 had door motor turn on to unlatch door when
chafed wires in forward cargo door shorted to ground.
David, it's all there.
And, yes, I'd like to see the 4A witness report. How can I
make that
happen?
The eyewitness exhibit, 4A, is in the possession of my
congressmen, Sam Farr of 17th District of California. He is fully
aware of the cargo door explanation for TWA 800. I trust him. He
is authority. He is fair. I want all the public docket data about
TWA 800 released, including the power plant report and the
wreckage plot. He is not a cop. He is open minded. He may well
grant your request to see and read and publish the eyewitness
exhibit. It was to be released up until the Friday before the
hearing when Chairman Hall and J. Kallstrom said to withhold it
for flimsy reaons. If the problem is mechanical there will be no
criminal prosecution of bad guys who put bomb on board so the
eyewitness report will not be used in a criminal trial, so release
it. Who says it's not a bomb? The FBI and the NTSB, that's who.
So, release the report and all the others.
Sam Farr is an elected representative of the people and you are a
representative too, Air Safety Week. Mr. Farr may be fair and not
afraid.
He has email. He has a phone. He has an office. He's a good guy.
He had a close friend die in a plane crash. He's been in a serious
car crash. He understands reality of crashes and the

administrative wishful thinking of politics.
I would love to be talking to you David, about the contents of
that report, but I can't until Mr. Farr or Mr. Hall, or Senator
McCain tell me I can. I have told all of them about the 4A, and
how I got it, and what I did with it, gave it to Mr. Farr
immediately and now awaiting resolution of status. I have
requested permission to put it on my web site from those three
gentleman. All I will say is that it is like all the exhibits, very
interesting.
As a journalist you must feel upset at suppression of public
information. As an aviation safety journalist you must feel higher
upset at the suppression of aviation safety information. Data
about an important aviation accident compiled at great public
expense, put into an exhibit for the public docket, and then
withheld for flimsy reasons at the last minute is not good. I can't
do anything about that. You can. As a citizen, my opinion carries
little weight. As a member of the press, your opinion about
release of public documents carries a lot of weight.
How can you have a public docket that's not public?
US civilian airliner with US civilian airline crashes in US
territory with no VIP or hazardous material on board, during
peacetime involving no other countries, and, and, and, it's treated
like a U2 crashed over Russia during the cold war. Not right,
David.
You've already written a most excellent report on hearings, you
are involved. I tried to cut and paste it into here for reference but
was unable. Ah, you copyright guys.

Red paint smears in two places.
Stator blade in right stab.
Fires in cargo hold and they can't find ignition source.
Bulging rupture hole at aft midspan latch.
And lots more.
It's all there, David.
www.corazon has pictures of rupture and explosion
decompression of TWA 800, click on pictures and text. The cause
of TWA 800 is in pictures and text of aft midspan latch rupture at
forward cargo door of TWA 800.
And you thought that solution sounded right over a year ago. It is
and you were right about non plug doors, too.
(By the way, the TWA 800 hearing was as fair as the PA 103
report, if you have misgivings about TWA 800 report, then yes,
103 report is flawed also.)
Regards,
Barry
408 659 3552
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Wed, 27 Nov 1996 08:46:28 -0500
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: 747 Crashes
To: barry@corazon.com
Status:
Barry:

I am David Evans, managng editor of the Aviation Group at
Phillips
Business Information, Inc., a newsletter publisher located in
Potomac,
MD. We publish Air Safety Week.
Someone sent me a document titled "Similar Variables in
Boeing 747
Crashes" and, apparently, you are the author.
I'd like to talk to you about this itemization over the phone. I
can
be reached at (301) 340-7788, ext. 2089. I am well familiar
with Pan
Am 103, less so with the others. I am also familiar with the
long
history of cargo door problems, which I believe results mainly
from
the absence of a plug-type design in order to maximize
internal square
footage of usable cargo deck space.
Pan Am 103 was clearly downed by a bomb and cannot be
explained by the
inadvertent opening of a cargo door.
The fact that cargo doors were "closed" at night may be
significant.
How does the ground crewman know for sure that the door is
in the
fully-locked position? Must he shine a flashlight through a
small

window to make sure?
Is there a known history of cargo door airworthiness directives
and
manufacturer's bulletins, and/or a known history of problems
with the
doors? Is there something unique about the Boeing design (as
opposed
to McDonnell Douglas or Airbus)?
At any rate, your line of thinking is most intriguing and I'd like
to
pursue the possibilities, with possible coverage in our Air
Safety
Week.
Regards,
David Evans

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: January 2, 1998 3:49:17 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Eyewitness/wiring fire

Barry: Who, what is this? Which maintenance exhibit and on
what

page is this chafed wire fire problem cited? I think that is
VERY
SIGNIFICANT, Barry. Good find!
And, yes, I'd like to see the 4A witness report. How can I
make that
happen?
On that note, I'm going home for the weekend.
Best, David
______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Eyewitness/wiring fire
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 1/2/98 2:26 PM

Dear David, 2 Jan98

Problem is, they
didn't find the scavenge pump, and it was the third one installed
on that airplane in the two-year period preceding the explosion.
A stone not turned over.

It is very clear (to me, at least) from these hearings that we
have an old airplane, with maintenance of dubious quality,
manifesting an interplay of chronic electrical problems.
And it happened again. I just noticed in the exhibit of

maintenance that
there was arcing chafed wires into a fire in the forward lower
lobe cargo
hold. They put it out and no problems but the event was there in
the past.
And that could be the ignition source for the center tank as initial
event
guys.
By the way, I know how you can legally ethically and
importantly read the
not released Exhibit 4A eyewitness report. It's the one that sums
up the
eyewitnesses and it's very interesting. I can refer you to the
authority
where is it located. He might release it to you. He should, it's a
public
docket exhibit. You're a member of the press.

dare not ground the 747
fleet to resolve the problem. A lot more 747s than there were
DC-10s in service when that plane crashed at O'Hare (the fix
was
also more straightforward).
At least ground UAL 811 that got patched and is still flying.

We'll keep plugging away in 1998!

What do you you mean, "We"? What does the word Safety mean
in Air Safety Week?
safe*ty \"saf-te\ n, pl safeties 1 : freedom from danger : security
2:a
protective device 3 : a football play in which the ball is downed
by the
offensive team behind its own goal line 4 : a defensive football
back in
the deepest position ó safety adj
Air Freedom From Danger Week?
If you don't do it, who will?
Regards,
Barry

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 2, 1998 2:26:46 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)

Subject: Eyewitness/wiring fire

Dear David, 2 Jan98

Problem is, they
didn't find the scavenge pump, and it was the third one installed
on that airplane in the two-year period preceding the explosion.
A stone not turned over.

It is very clear (to me, at least) from these hearings that we
have an old airplane, with maintenance of dubious quality,
manifesting an interplay of chronic electrical problems.
And it happened again. I just noticed in the exhibit of
maintenance that there was arcing chafed wires into a fire in the
forward lower lobe cargo hold. They put it out and no problems
but the event was there in the past. And that could be the ignition
source for the center tank as initial event guys.
By the way, I know how you can legally ethically and
importantly read the not released Exhibit 4A eyewitness report.
It's the one that sums up the eyewitnesses and it's very
interesting. I can refer you to the authority where is it located. He
might release it to you. He should, it's a public docket exhibit.
You're a member of the press.

dare not ground the 747

fleet to resolve the problem. A lot more 747s than there were
DC-10s in service when that plane crashed at O'Hare (the fix
was
also more straightforward).
At least ground UAL 811 that got patched and is still flying.

We'll keep plugging away in 1998!

What do you you mean, "We"? What does the word Safety mean
in Air Safety Week?
safe¥ty \"saf-te\ n, pl safeties 1 : freedom from danger : security
2 : a protective device 3 : a football play in which the ball is
downed by the offensive team behind its own goal line 4 : a
defensive football back in the deepest position ˜ safety adj
Air Freedom From Danger Week?
If you don't do it, who will?
Regards,
Barry

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: January 2, 1998 12:41:12 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: End recess, reconvene hearing

Barry:
Happy New Year. I think you have the right take: keep
assuring
the public they've got everything under control. Problem is,
they
didn't find the scavenge pump, and it was the third one
installed
on that airplane in the two-year period preceding the
explosion.
It is very clear (to me, at least) from these hearings that we
have an old airplane, with maintenance of dubious quality,
manifesting an interplay of chronic electrical problems. Unlike
the
DC-10 crash in Chicago many years ago, they dare not ground
the 747
fleet to resolve the problem. A lot more 747s than there were
DC-10s in service when that plane crashed at O'Hare (the fix
was
also more straightforward).
I like your characterization: everybody a prosecutor, no one
an
investigator. I am very dismayed by the lack of depth.
We'll keep plugging away in 1998!
Best, David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: End recess, reconvene hearing
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 12/29/97 2:50 PM

Barry: Yeh, I was there, over on the far side of the hall, all day
Now, I'm mad, we should have connected. A year ago we said we
would.

-- it wasn't a fact-finding inquiry. I'd
call it an extended infomercial and regard the whole set up as
short through with gross conflicts of interest.
Show trial with dead innocent bystander taking fall, center tank.

but this 8 vs. 10 is just another symptom
of a curious (and suspicious) lack of attention to detail.
Sloppy sloppy, I'm pushing for reconvening hearing with all data
released
and open inquiry about cargo door. Hall recessed, did not
conclude hearing.
He can have sequel, and now with Kallstrom gone, and cargo
door evidence
mounting, it may happen.

I began the week expecting a
detailed inquiry into each of the major accident scenarios, to
include items like scavenge pumps and cargo doors. Nada. Zip.
What is your take on all this?
Everybody is a proscecutor and nobody is an investigator. And

let sleeping
dogs lie.
And where is the press asking questions? Nowhere, just
regurgitating the
regurgitation. Shill is apt.
Imagine, no eyewitness reports, no wreckage plot reports, no
engine
breakdown reports, no examination of the body, just poor quality
photographs shown on blurry slides. No questions of staff or
witnesses by
press. No interviews during hearing. When does the investigation
of the
investigation start? Kangaroo court, show trial, sham, charade,
and you
called it an infomercial, perfect.
Call for ending recess and reconvening hearing. Let's do it right
the
second time.
We are they walking away from so
many obvious questions? Is this one of those cases where, if
you
can't stand the answer, don't ask the question?
I think so, yes.
But in matters of life and death, we have to. They are still doing
what
they think is best interest...reassure American flying public they
are in

control and everything is all right. Keep the game going. They
are not
evil, just misguided.

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 29, 1997 2:50:30 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: End recess, reconvene hearing

Barry: Yeh, I was there, over on the far side of the hall, all day
Now, I'm mad, we should have connected. A year ago we said we
would.

-- it wasn't a fact-finding inquiry. I'd
call it an extended infomercial and regard the whole set up as
short through with gross conflicts of interest.
Show trial with dead innocent bystander taking fall, center tank.

but this 8 vs. 10 is just another symptom

of a curious (and suspicious) lack of attention to detail.
Sloppy sloppy, I'm pushing for reconvening hearing with all data
released and open inquiry about cargo door. Hall recessed, did
not conclude hearing. He can have sequel, and now with
Kallstrom gone, and cargo door evidence mounting, it may
happen.

I began the week expecting a
detailed inquiry into each of the major accident scenarios, to
include items like scavenge pumps and cargo doors. Nada. Zip.
What is your take on all this?
Everybody is a proscecutor and nobody is an investigator. And
let sleeping dogs lie.
And where is the press asking questions? Nowhere, just
regurgitating the regurgitation. Shill is apt.
Imagine, no eyewitness reports, no wreckage plot reports, no
engine breakdown reports, no examination of the body, just poor
quality photographs shown on blurry slides. No questions of staff
or witnesses by press. No interviews during hearing. When does
the investigation of the investigation start? Kangaroo court, show
trial, sham, charade, and you called it an infomercial, perfect.
Call for ending recess and reconvening hearing. Let's do it right
the second time.
We are they walking away from so
many obvious questions? Is this one of those cases where, if

you
can't stand the answer, don't ask the question?
I think so, yes.
But in matters of life and death, we have to. They are still doing
what they think is best interest...reassure American flying public
they are in control and everything is all right. Keep the game
going. They are not evil, just misguided.
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: December 29, 1997 9:27:14 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Cargo door not latched and locked throughout
the breakup

Barry: Yeh, I was there, over on the far side of the hall, all day
MON-THUR.
You're absolutely right -- it wasn't a fact-finding inquiry. I'd
call it an extended infomercial and regard the whole set up as
short through with gross conflicts of interest.
I take your point about 8 vice ten latches. It doesn't seem to
be a likely scenario, based on the total weight of material
released and discussed, but this 8 vs. 10 is just another
symptom
of a curious (and suspicious) lack of attention to detail. I find
the absence of discussion about the scavenge pump very
unsettling.
The accident airplane had 3 different scavenge pumps during
its
final two years of existence.
We have a process problem here. I began the week expecting
a
detailed inquiry into each of the major accident scenarios, to

include items like scavenge pumps and cargo doors. Nada.
Zip.
What is your take on all this? We are they walking away
from so
many obvious questions? Is this one of those cases where, if
you
can't stand the answer, don't ask the question?
In the meantime, all the best for 1998.
David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Cargo door not latched and locked throughout the
breakup seq
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 12/25/97 12:24 PM

Dear David, nice writeup on TWA 800 hearings. Why can't I cut
and paste
from your report?
http://www.aviationtoday.com/aswspecial.htm has report but I
can't save it
for future referral.
Where you sitting on the right side of hall? Chris Olsson said
there was
someone from Aviation Safety Daily but not Weekly.
I was there and watched the show, show it was, accident fact

finding
inquiry it was not.
Regarding cargo door, report 15C says all eight bottom latches
latches, and
that's all. And there are ten latches not eight. The two midspan
latches
are unreported and photo of reconstruction shows rupture hole at
aft
midspan latch.
I handed out materials to the press tables over there, you might
have
gotten one.
Eight is not ten, eight of ten is not conclusive. Cargo door lives.
Cheers,
Barry Smith

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 25, 1997 12:24:58 PM PST
To: devansphillipscom

Subject: Cargo door not latched and locked throughout the
breakup sequence

Dear David, nice writeup on TWA 800 hearings. Why can't I cut
and paste from your report?
http://www.aviationtoday.com/aswspecial.htm has report but I
can't save it for future referral.
Where you sitting on the right side of hall? Chris Olsson said
there was someone from Aviation Safety Daily but not Weekly.
I was there and watched the show, show it was, accident fact
finding inquiry it was not.
Regarding cargo door, report 15C says all eight bottom latches
latches, and that's all. And there are ten latches not eight. The two
midspan latches are unreported and photo of reconstruction
shows rupture hole at aft midspan latch.
I handed out materials to the press tables over there, you might
have gotten one.
Eight is not ten, eight of ten is not conclusive. Cargo door lives.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 15, 1997 7:13:25 AM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Doug Ritter, missing in action

Dear Mike, I was on the online Baltimore Sun Chat show for an

hour answering questions from all over about the cargo door
explanation...alone. Doug Ritter was a no show. What a story he
missed. Oh, well. He can always report on it later, after someone
else does and then it's OK, I guess.
Much documentation at the hearings supports rupture of aft
midspan latch and none refutes it. Actually some is quite
startling.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 4, 1997 9:12:28 AM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Say Hi to Doug Ritter for me

Dear Mike, I will be on line chat with Doug Ritter on
Wednesday, it appears. Doug may be interested in the
background material you have in your Eudora folder for cargo
door that I've sent over the past 16 months.
Small world.
Cheers, Barry
He is the proponent/originator of the wire
arc tracking theory. ?

Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 14:33:50 -0500
From: Matthew Baise <mbaise@sunspot.net>
Organization: Baltimore Sun
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Date/time for NTSB interview
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Mr. Smith,
We are setting the chat for Wednesday from noon - one. At this
point,
it looks
like we'll be devoting the day to mechanical malfunction alone.
Should
you choose to attend, you will be appearing on the panel with Ed
Block
and Doug Ritter.
I look forward to meeting you next week. Please let me know if
you will
be attending.
Regards,
Matthew Baise
Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 10:57:24 -0500
From: Matthew Baise <mbaise@sunspot.net>
Organization: Baltimore Sun
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: Re: Date/time for NTSB interview
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
John Barry Smith wrote:
OK, Wednesday at noon to one, Where?
At The Strand. It's a short walk from the Convention Center. We
will
arrange to meet at a specific place to help you get there.
And who is Ed Block and Doug Ritter.
Ed Block is a former DOD wire and cable specialist (top guy in
his field
there for ten years). Has worked closely with the FAA and
NTSB during
the last few years, has appeared on Prime Time Live, Discovery
Channel,
etc. to discuss his theory. He is the proponent/originator of the
wire
arc tracking theory.
Doug Ritter is the Editor of AVWeb, an industry insider
publication for
the aviation industry.
We will be in touch. If you need to reach me via phone, I am at
(410)
332-6895
Regards,
Matthew Baise

From: Matthew Baise <mbaise@sunspot.net>
Date: December 4, 1997 7:57:24 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Date/time for NTSB interview

John Barry Smith wrote:
OK, Wednesday at noon to one, Where?
At The Strand. It's a short walk from the Convention Center. We
will
arrange to meet at a specific place to help you get there.
And who is Ed Block and Doug Ritter.
Ed Block is a former DOD wire and cable specialist (top guy in
his field
there for ten years). Has worked closely with the FAA and
NTSB during
the last few years, has appeared on Prime Time Live, Discovery
Channel,
etc. to discuss his theory. He is the proponent/originator of the
wire
arc tracking theory.
Doug Ritter is the Editor of AVWeb, an industry insider
publication for
the aviation industry.
We will be in touch. If you need to reach me via phone, I am at
(410)
332-6895

Regards,
Matthew Baise

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 3, 1997 12:49:01 PM PST
To: Matthew Baise <mbaise@sunspot.net>
Subject: Re: Date/time for NTSB interview

OK, Wednesday at noon to one, Where? And who is Ed Block
and Doug Ritter.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Omni Inner Harbor Hotel
101 W Fayette Street
Baltimore
MD 21201
MARYLAND
UNITED STATES

Mr. Smith,
We are setting the chat for Wednesday from noon - one. At this
point,
it looks
like we'll be devoting the day to mechanical malfunction alone.
Should
you choose to attend, you will be appearing on the panel with Ed

Block
and Doug Ritter.
I look forward to meeting you next week. Please let me know if
you will
be attending.
Regards,
Matthew Baise

From: Matthew Baise <mbaise@sunspot.net>
Date: December 3, 1997 11:33:50 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Date/time for NTSB interview

Mr. Smith,
We are setting the chat for Wednesday from noon - one. At this
point,
it looks
like we'll be devoting the day to mechanical malfunction alone.
Should
you choose to attend, you will be appearing on the panel with Ed
Block
and Doug Ritter.
I look forward to meeting you next week. Please let me know if
you will
be attending.
Regards,
Matthew Baise

From: Matthew Baise <mbaise@sunspot.net>
Date: December 2, 1997 8:01:54 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Mr. Smith:
We are trying to select a specific date for our "crash theories"
chat.
It will be held from noon to one p.m.. Let me know what day
next week
is most convenient for you.
Regards,
Matthew Baise

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 2, 1997 8:50:51 AM PST
To: Matthew Baise <mbaise@sunspot.net>
Subject: Re: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Mr. Smith:
We are trying to select a specific date for our "crash theories"
chat.
It will be held from noon to one p.m.. Let me know what day
next week
is most convenient for you.
Regards,
Matthew Baise

Your call, tell me where and when and what to bring.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

From: barry@corazon.com (John Smith)
Date: December 1, 1997 12:52:02 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

From: kandebo@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Mon, 01 Dec 97 14:02:11 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from Quoted-Printable to 8bit by
mail.redshift.com
id MAA13000

Mr. Smith:
I have been asked by Mr. Fulghum to inform you that he is
no longer
working on the TWA 800 story. In fact, he was never the
primary
reporter.
He recommends that you contact Jim McKenna, who is the
primarily
working on the hearings or Bill Scott, who is working on some
other
issues of the crash.

Thank you.

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at ccnode
Date: 11/28/97 22:34

Dear Mr. Fulghum,
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use
the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will
be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing
fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward cargo door
rupture
at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's happened before
and
confirmed: UAL 811; and probably happened before on Pan Am
103, and before

that Air India 182. It's probably happened again with TWA 800.
The probable
cause for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be
examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours),
and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time, aging early model
Boeing
747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive
decompression does not make a sudden loud sound then the
cargo door
explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds
on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door explanation for
that
aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same
damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did not
for UAL
811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on after forward
door
ruptures/opens, then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.

5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s
which had fatal accidents with destruction starting in fuselage
near leading
edge of the wing, sudden loud sound on CVR, abrupt power cut
to FDR, fodded
engines, never recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage,
similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four
747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA 103, and
TWA 800. They
belong to a group from which deductions can be made. The
many other evidence
matches of these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and
NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800
must be examined closely and deductions made. The following
observations
and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules
rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported sudden loud
sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent

main equipment compartment. NTSB reported abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away
reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing as
streak as it
decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light source was
orange setting
sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL
http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following:
Red flags
on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top piece
of door
and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and far apart from
its
usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in flight and pieces
spun away
first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo
door: Red paint from door below transferred when door opened
out, up, and
slammed into fuselage above. Paint transfer between door and
white fuselage
principle matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped
off by friction of metal bending and rubbing together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door
hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches UAL 811 top
door piece
inward bend.

8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer
skin missing: Missing material not available for examination.
Door can
rupture even when bottom eight latches hold because only two
midspan
latches hold sixteen feet of door closed and have no locking
sectors to
prevent inadvertent unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match
UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo
door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch. Petal
pattern
indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force
pushed outward, not external force, such as water, pushing
inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line
is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747 nose cut
off points,
AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward
cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive decompression
caused by
inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door in
flight
and discounts center tank fire/explosion as initial event.

From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch;
fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on a very old
and worn
aircraft. The cargo door explanation is plausible, it's mechanical,
it's
happened before, and it fits the evidence. It also incorporates the
center
tank fire/explosion explanation as happening as described by
NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at
13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA
103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only three
months later. My
concerns were published first in an aviation newsletter in April,
1990 and
in Flying magazine in July, 1992. I've had correspondence with a
Pan Am 103
aviation insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the
risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had
disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight shortly after
takeoff I
suspected cargo door and it was confirmed for me when the
sudden loud sound
and abrupt power cut to the FDR were reported by NTSB. All of
the

subsequent evidence confirms even stronger that the cause of
TWA 800 was
the aft midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a
few
of the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on
the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo
door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the
blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is smooth and
relatively
undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan
latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800
to see if it has overtravel impressions on the opposite hinge
which would
match the overtravel impressions on the UAL 811 door hinge as
reported in
NTSB AAR 92/02 and seen at http://www.corazon.com/

811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My
intentions at the public hearing are to support such an
investigation. I
have formally offered to speak before the fact finding panel as a
qualified
technical person with special knowledge. I will be offering
literature to
attendees including pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02
showing big hole
in nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness
Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation
worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to
investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the
attention of all concerned.

In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked
the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That was asked of
me by my
Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I presented the cargo
door
explanation to him. It is a good question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for
UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door motor
which overrode
safety features and unlatched the door which opened outward,
up, and away,
taking fuselage paint with it, killing nine passengers whose
bodies were
never recovered, leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an
abrupt power
cut to the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to
be a bomb. The other three are probably the same reason but
there are lots
of other possibilities that need to be investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking
sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking sectors to be
'fixed.'
TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan rupture with bottom
latches in
place. There were two pairs of door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103
had door

rupture midspan and entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had
bottom latches
hold and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm
the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me with
questions or
rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I hope to see you at
the NTSB
public fact finding hearing about TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST

Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official

Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey

Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk

Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96

Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96

Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96

John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96

James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil

nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned

Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:29:42 PM PST
To: mbaise@sunspot.net
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Dear Mr. Baise,
26
November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the

same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing

as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,

pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions

based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.

2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking

sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST

Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official

Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey

Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk

Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96

Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96

Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96

John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96

James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil

nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned

Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:29:37 PM PST
To: kandebo@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Dear Mr. Fulghum,
26
November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's

happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar

wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.

6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is

plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.

7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.

In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96

Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97

Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters

Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97

Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo

http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97

Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis

Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York

newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.

Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: November 28, 1997 10:29:32 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times

Dear Mr. Wald,
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If

explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported

sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and

function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight

shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including

pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was

thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST

John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing

CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office

Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com

Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96

Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96

Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov

Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97

Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96

Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95

CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:29:26 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS

Dear Lou,
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.

Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.

To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in

flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch

of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.

4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.

5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned

to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97

Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100

Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96

Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96

Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96

Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96

Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton

Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA

senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board

Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum

Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:29:22 PM PST
To: cbhays@amherst.edu
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

My name is Jessica Kowal and I'm a reporter at Newsday, a daily
newspaper
on Long Island. I'm doing a story about different theories on
what caused
TWA flight 800 to explode, and I've spent some time online
looking at
your websight.

Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday

Dear Ms. Kowal
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by

preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud

sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage

above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,

and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure

surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.

7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov

Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,

FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman

Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times

mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone

Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800

cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall

Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom

Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney

Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:29:16 PM PST
To: edit@georgemag.com
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Dear Editor of George Magazine,
26 November 1997
My theory is mentioned in the story on page 129 of the Clueless
story of the December 1996 Issue, "That one of the cargo doors
blew off, as the result of a structural flaw that Boeing, the
manufacturer of the plane, knew about but had never corrected."

Hello again, still trying... and still saying Boeing did not know
about cargo door, not did know.
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.

Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site

www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,

and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s

after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and

seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.

I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California

House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96

Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97

Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com

Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com

Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles

Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives

jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford

United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov

NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing

Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:29:11 PM PST
To: RBarn64850@AOL.Com
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT

Dear Mr. Barnard,
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.

4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning

away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates

internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of

the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?

1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected

locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov

Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca

CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator

NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday

msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com

Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96

Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov

Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96

James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force

jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com

Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:29:06 PM PST
To: cnn.feedback@cnn.com
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Dear CNN:
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.

It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA

103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing

together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion

explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.

A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one

person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede

NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97

John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95

Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97

David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97

Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97

The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh

Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96

WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97

Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:28:54 PM PST
To: rknight@escape.com

Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI

Dear Robert,
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If

explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported

sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and

function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight

shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including

pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was

thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST

John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing

CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office

Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com

Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96

Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96

Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov

Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97

Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96

Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95

CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:28:47 PM PST
To: g.bangone@popmail.iol.it
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo

Dear Mr. Leonardi and Mr. Gangone,
26 November 1997

Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.

4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red

flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.

13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:

1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.

4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold

and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation

Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager

Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97

John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido

Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times

Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com

sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov

Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96

Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96

Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned

Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:28:43 PM PST
To: SUNWEKLY-aol.com
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles

Dear Elizabeth,
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.

It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA

103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing

together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion

explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.

A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one

person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede

NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97

John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95

Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97

David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97

Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97

The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh

Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96

WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97

Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:28:22 PM PST
To: msnewsmailonsundaycouk

Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday

Dear Nick,
26 November 1997
Hello again, I'm still trying.
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,

aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.

1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.

9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of

another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the

fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,

leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST

Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96

John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97

Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director

WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday

cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito

Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator

Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil

Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group

New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:28:14 PM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators

Dear Mike,
26 November 1997

Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.

4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red

flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.

13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:

1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.

4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold

and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation

Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager

Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97

John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido

Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times

Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com

sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov

Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96

Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96

Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned

Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:27:02 PM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times

Dear Byron,
26
November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause

for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which

deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.

7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few

seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.

A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That

was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator

SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider

RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95

Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,

Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97

Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by

letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,

James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96

WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie

Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 10:26:48 PM PST
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing

David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.

Dear David,
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If

explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported

sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and

function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight

shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including

pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was

thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST

John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing

CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office

Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com

Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96

Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96

Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov

Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97

Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96

Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95

CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 28, 1997 8:13:03 PM PST
To: plugin@newsday.com
Subject: For Jessica Kowal or Sylvia Adcock

Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday

Dear Ms. Kowal
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.

Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103
(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.

To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The
following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in

flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent
unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch

of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation
insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.

4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support
such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.

5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with
it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned

to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov
Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97

Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100

Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97
Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96

Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight
News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96

Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal
Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96

Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,
Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96

Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman
Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton

Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden
United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA

senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board

Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum

Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
From: Matthew Baise <mbaise@sunspot.net>
Date: November 26, 1997 7:50:42 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Flight 800

Mr. Smith,
I am speaking with experts on the Flight 800 crash in order to
arrange a
series of live public debates/chats during the NTSB hearings here
in
Baltimore. You have already spoken with Tim Windsor here at
SunSpot,
but I wanted to introduce myself and ask a few questions.
I have taken a look at your site. If you could, please list any
pertinent credentials you hold, as well as a brief summary of
what you
believe happened to Flight 800. Also, if you know of any
individuals
who will be here during the week of the hearings that would be
willing
to participate, please let me know.
I look forward to hearing from you; we'll be in touch over the
next few
weeks as details of these events develop.

Regards,
Matthew Baise
Web Content Producer
(410) 332-6895

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 26, 1997 8:14:44 AM PST
To: Matthew Baise <mbaise@sunspot.net>
Subject: Flight 800

Dear Mr. Baise, 26 Nov 97

If you could, please list any
pertinent credentials you hold,
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash,
2600 hours as aircrewman/navigator Navy patrol and carrier jet.
Squadron saftey officer
1000 hours in single engine planes as pilot
Commercial licensed, instrument rated pilot
Former FAA Part 135 certificate holder
Audiologist,
Retired military officer

as well as a brief summary of what you
believe happened to Flight 800.
Inadvertent rupture at the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door in flight.

Also, if you know of any individuals
who will be here during the week of the hearings that would be
willing
to participate, please let me know.
Chris Olsson from Scotland.
I look forward to hearing from you; we'll be in touch over the
next few
weeks as details of these events develop.

My phone 408 659 3552
Nice to hear from you, I lived near APG-Edgewood Arsenal for a
few years in 1975 and visited Baltimore often. I got the Sun
every day. I now live in California
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 23, 1997 4:50:22 PM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html

MB>As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion.
Fine, Mike, un grit your teeth, http://www.corazon.com/
presskit.html

Pictures of ruptured door and hinge and red paint smears that
match UAL 811, in addition to hard data of sudden loud sound
on CVR and abrupt power cut to FDR and nine never recovered
bodies for 800 and 811.
Over a year ago you wrote the below and cargo door is still there,
still true, still not investigated, it's not right.
Cheers, Barry

X-Sender: mbusch@avweb.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 1996 11:38:44 -0700
To: barry@corazon.com (by way of Bob Kaputa
<barry@corazon.com>)
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Subject: Re: TWA crash cause explained
Status:
Barry,
I've sent your note to all the members of the AVweb news team
for reaction.
Questions:
(A) How could a baggage door bring down a 747 from such a

low altitude,
other than (say) by hitting and shearing a major control surface
of the tail
(pretty unlikely)? In the past, baggage doors have brought down
transport
jets because of rapid decompression damage...but from less than
12,000 feet
of altitude, it seems to me that the decompression would have
been a non-event.
(B) Even if a baggage door could bring down the 747, why didn't
the crew get
off a Mayday first? It would seem to me that the only
explanation is that
either the crew was incapacitated or the aircraft suffered a
massive
electrical failure. Neither of these scenarios works with the
baggage door
theory.
Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion.
Thanks very much for your note. It raises a possibility that I had
not
previously considered.
Best...Mike
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief

AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 23, 1997 4:46:50 PM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html

Dear Byron, I reread this and it is amazing how quickly a good
relationship deteriorated. I guess calling you a shill was not
tactful.
Anyway, everything you said over a year ago still rings true
below.
However, the supporting
circumstantial evidence you mention is no where near complete.
It is now: http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
Lots of nice pictures to look at, especially the reconstruction of
TWA 800 with red paints smears and hinge and piece of door that
matches UAL 811, that you write so eloquently about. Oh, 800
and 811 had that sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut and
nine never recovered bodies too.
Cheers, Barry

From: baco-new@seatimes.com
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 96 07:14:12 PDT
Subject: RE: Bonnie Britt referral 747 crashes
To: barry@corazon.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Status:
Confidential
John:
Thanks for the heads up to your web site. I'm very familiar
with the cargo door lock
problem having investigated the issue over a three year period
following Flight 811 and
written extensively about it. I agree your thesis is plausible. If the
TWA jet's door came
off, it's conceivable there would be a lateral force of some
magnitude that could strain
the fuselage frame near the section 40 -41 area known to weaken
with age.
With the nose snapped off, it's easy to visualize the wing tanks
disintegrating and
dumping fuel that burst into a fireball 22 seconds later. However,
the supporting
circumstantial evidence you mention is no where near complete.
One central question you fail to explore: what are the ways the
door could have come
open? Stronger locks and other improvements were ordered after
811 to prevent this.
That's not to say it couldn't still happen, but what are the possible
scenarios? Perhaps
the improvments weren't made on this jet. Perhaps they were

made sloppily or were for
some other reason ineffective. Perhaps another unknown failure
mode turned up. You
see what I'm getting at?
Also if a departing door was the precipitating event, logic
dictates that there would be
extensive and very obvious supporting evidence in the wreckage
retrieved to date. The
condition of the locks, door sill, fuselage frame, etc. would in all
liklihood provide a
clear roadmap to how the event began. So far neither the FBI
nor the NTSB has
mention this. What does that mean? I don't know. It seems to
imply the supporting
evidence does not exist. But it could also mean it exists and
authorities haven't
recognized it, or that they have it in hand but don't want to make
it public, or something
else all together.
The explosive decompression you mention doesn't fit, since the
event began at
13,000 feet. A pressurization expert I trust told me the plane
would be about a third of
the way pressurized at that point, so this is probably a moot
point. But of course
you have to ask the question: is it theoretically possible the door
came off and buckled
the fuselage enough to snap off the nose even without the
attendant explosive
decompression? Perhaps, depending on the lateral force and
fuselage strength.
Do you mind if I ask what your background is and why you
created your

website? On what do you base your conclusion that Air India and
Pan Am 103 were
caused by departing cargo doors? I ask not to cast aspersions,
but simply to know who
you are. I would like to continue our dialogue, as perhaps we can
help each other as this
thing develops. In the meantime, I will share a copy of a draft
summary of what
happened on Flight 811 for a book titled "When Technology
Fails." It is for your private
perusal only.
Regards,
Byron
206 464-2352
206 382-8879 FAX

UNITED AIRLINES 747 CARGO DOOR LOST IN FLIGHT
(1989)
Explosive decompression caused by a design that left room for a
stray electrical
signal to overcome a complex electro-mechanical system of
latches and locks.
by Byron Acohido
copyright Byron Acohido
.LS2/
BACKGROUND.IP5/
On February 24, 1989, about 18 minutes after takeoff from
Honolulu, Hawaii bound

for Auckland, New Zealand, a United Airlines 747-100 passenger
jet underwent
explosive decompression. The forward cargo door opened,
disrupting the even
distribution of pressure in the airplane's cabin and cargo hold.
The effect was akin
to a truck tire blow-out. A massive rush of air punched a gaping
hole in the fuselage
above the door, and nine business-class passengers vanished out
the cavity.
The accident triggered a three-year investigation that ultimately
showed how a stray
electrical signal could overcome an elaborate system of latches
and locks to open a
747 cargo door without being commanded to do so. It also
resulted in extensive
improvements in the 747 cargo door system.
Designed in the late 1960s, the Boeing 747 jumbo jet, with its
distinctive humped
fuselage, is one of the most successful jetliners ever built. More
than 900 747s are
in commercial service, and production is scheduled to continue
into the foreseeable
future. Each 747 has two nine-foot-square cargo doors located on
the starboard
side of the airplane's belly, one forward and one aft. Unlike
inward-opening "plug
doors," which wedge into the passageway as the airplane
pressurizes, the cargo
doors on a 747 swing out and up, gull-wing fashion.
Until the 747 came along, plug doors were used almost
exclusively for both
passenger entry and cargo access doors on commercial jetliners.

This was
considered an extra measure of safety against the possibility of
breaching the
integrity of the fuselage while the airplane was pressurized. But
with the 747,
designers wanted to avoid the heavy tracks and wide inside
clearances implied by a
giant plug door.
So they designed a relatively light door (about 800 pounds) that
swung out and up
and did not obstruct any cargo space. To assure that the door
would always hold
fast against enormous pressurization forces, an elaborate system
of electromechanical latches and locks was devised. The system permits a
ground worker to
lower and shut a door in about 15 seconds by depressing a toggle
switch that sets
into motion a series of electrical motors. As a final step, the
worker locks the door
manually by depressing a handle in the middle of the door.
The 747's outward-opening cargo door proved so successful that
it became the
standard for the ensuing generation of jetliners. Yet soon after the
747 entered
commercial service in the early 1970s, a vexing trend emerged.
One by one,
various complex mechanisms in the door began to fail: battered
and bent locks,
stripped clutches and motors, burned-out sensors and switches,
jammed latches
and locks, chronic glitches with the door's complicated system of
sequential

electronic actuators. Boeing advised airline's how to rectify each
problem.
Then on March 10, 1987, the forward cargo door of a Pan Am
747-100 about to
depart London for San Francisco was lowered and shut -manually -- by a ramp
worker using a speed wrench to do the work of the electrical
motors. This was a
routine procedure prescribed for instances when the door's
electrical system
malfunctioned. Shortly after takeoff, the pilot found he was
unable to pressurize the
cabin, so he returned to London, where the worker discovered
the forward cargo
door open 1.5 inches. The door was reshut and relocked and the
plane sent on its
way.
A closer inspection in San Francisco revealed severe damage to
eight boomerangshaped door locks designed to secure eight door latches in a
closed position during
flight. The c-shaped latches work by engaging and then rotating
to a closed position
around latch pins fastened to the door sill. The locks then swing
into place over the
open end of the latches, blocking them from reverse-rotating to
the open position.
Lab tests conducted by Boeing revealed that a switch designed to
cut all electrical
power from the door once the locks are set could jam. This left
power available to
the door, which meant a stray electrical signal could
inadvertently actuate the latch

motor. The motor could then "backdrive" the latches to an open
position, bending
the locks out of the way in the process. Tests showed that the
locks , made of
aluminum, were too weak to prevent the latches from rotating
open, should
something activate the latch motor.
Testing showed that a stray electrical signal could almost
instantly backwind the
latches past weak locks to a fully open position. An inspection of
Pan Am's 747
fleet revealed numerous damaged locks, suggesting a chronic
pattern of
backwinding of latches against weak locks.
Rather than searching for the possible source of stray electricity
activating the latch
motor, officials blamed the Pan Am incident on the ground
worker who manually
operated the door. Though the worker denied doing this, he was
said to have used
his speed wrench to backwind the latches, after setting the locks
in place. Officials
theorized that this was a short-cut procedure devised by ground
workers to confirm
that the latches were snug up against the locks. It is noteworthy
that the mechanic
would have had to make 95 full turns of his speed wrench to
fully open the latches,
something the latch motor could do in 1.5 seconds.
About one month after the Pan Am incident, Boeing alerted
airlines worldwide that
opening of a cargo door in flight "could result in rapid
decompression . . . resulting

in collapse of the passenger cabin floor and the possible damage
to airplane
electrical and hydraulic systems." That warning was
accompanied by a call for
airlines to reinforce the weak aluminum locks with special steel
braces. Pan Am
immediately fabricated the braces and installed them on its 747
fleet. Meanwhile,
the Federal Aviation Administration assigned a low priority to the
matter, giving
airlines up to two years to make the upgrade..IP0/
DETAILS OF THE EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION.IP5/
On the morning of February 24, 1989, all was routine during
preparations for United
Airlines Flight 811. Two months earlier, in December, 1988,
maintenance logs
showed the aircraft's forward cargo door's electrical system had
malfunctioned
repeatedly, necessitating manual operation in 14 separate
instances. But since
then, there had been no "write-up'' on the door. Flight 811's
ground crew used the
toggle switch to routinely lower and latch the door, and a ground
worker noticed
nothing unusual when he depressed the lock handle to swing the
locks into place
over the closed latches. The locks were the weak aluminum type.
United did not
yet have the steel braces installed.
The flight, carrying 337 passengers, 15 cabin attendants, a pilot,
co-pilot and a flight
engineer, was cleared for takeoff at 1:52 a.m. As the airplane was

climbing past
22,000 at an more than 500 mph, pressurization, accomplished
by continually
pumping compressed air into the cabin and cargo hold,
proceeded routinely. With
the aircraft flying higher than the summit of Mount McKinley,
passengers felt no
worse than if they were crossing a 4,000 foot mountain pass in an
automobile.
At 2:09 a.m., all on board were stunned by a loud thump. Capt.
David Cronin
remarked: "What the hell was that?" The thump was followed 1.8
seconds later by a
tremendous boom, the sound of 11 million pounds of force - to
this point distributed
evenly on each square inch of the aircraft's interior - gushing
explosively toward a
breach in the fuselage. As the forward cargo door heaved away, it
tore a 13 foot by
15 foot opening on the fuselage alongside rows 9, 10, 11 and 12
on the starboard
side.
In the blink of an eye, business class seats G and H, in Rows 8
through 12,
vanished along with a chunk of the floor, the starboard aisle and
the eight
passengers, who were sitting in those seats. Seat 9F, bordering
the left edge of the
starboard aisle remained on its mounts, but its occupant, a 49
year old man,
disappeared.
At the moment of explosive decompression, passengers and
cabin attendants

reported experiencing a hurricane-force blast of cold air. Cabin
attendant Curt
Christensen described it this way: "Immediately the air filled
with a hazy smoke and
flying debris. I felt a cold wind and sucking, if you will, but it
wasn't a sucking. It was
like being in the middle of a huge cannon blast, a blast of cold
air. There was gray,
swirling smoke and debris flying everywhere.''
For the next 20 minutes, passengers and cabin attendants, some
severely injured,
worried that the jetliner would splash down in the Pacific Ocean.
They watched as
the two starboard engines flamed out. However, Capt. Cronin
heroically nursed the
crippled aircraft to a safe landing in Honolulu..IP0/
IMPACT OF THE EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION.IP5/
This stirring disaster prompted the Federal Aviation
Administration to order steel
braces installed on locks of all 747s within 30 days. Over the
next several months,
Boeing developed a number of improvements to the door's
warning system. As for
what caused the accident, officials were stumped. The most
telling evidence -- the
door itself -- lay at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean, 100 miles
south of Honolulu.
Even so, after an intensive investigation, and with the door still
lying on the ocean
floor, the National Transportation Safety Board ruled on April 16,
1990, that the
weak locks probably were severely damaged during the 14

instances of manual
operation two months before the accident. The safety board
concluded that the
ground crew somehow did not fully close the latches prior to
takeoff, even though
they reported no problems using the toggle switch to lower and
shut the door, and
nothing unusual about locking the door.
Then on Sept. 27, 1990 the U.S. Navy deep-submergence
vehicle Sea Cliff
plucked the lower two-thirds of Flight 811's cargo door from the
ocean floor. The
eight locks were found in the locked position, but bent out of the
way by the eight
latches, which had somehow reverse rotated to the open position.
All the locks
were found in relatively good shape, which contradicted the
safety board's official
explanation, based on severely battered locks. A few days later,
Sea Cliff recovered
the upper half of the door. Both parts were then shipped to a
Boeing laboratory in
Seattle where they underwent thorough analysis under safety
board supervision.
While the door was being examined, a related incident took place
on June 21, 1991
at John F. Kennedy Airport on a newer model United Airlines
747-200 being
prepared for a flight to Tokyo. With the aft cargo door closed
and latched, but not
yet locked - and no one touching the toggle - a stray electrical
signal rotated the
door latches open, then lifted the door up. The powerful door lift

motor continued to
run, trying to raise the door past its maximum open position,
until a mechanic shut it
off by popping a circuit breaker. The stray signal was
subsequently traced to a
cracked wire-bundle conduit, located near the door hinges and
exposed to wear
and tear each time the door was opened or closed.
After that incident, United, as an extra precaution, ordered its
ground crews to
open a pair of circuit breakers just before pushing any 747 back
from the gate. This
removed all potential power to the cargo doors, above and
beyond other powercutting safety features.
Based on this real life example of stray signals at work in the
door and detailed
analysis of Flight 811's cargo door, the safety board on March 18,
1992 took the
unusual step of reversing its earlier ruling. The board attributed
the opening of the
door to a "faulty switch or wiring in the door control system
which permitted
electrical actuation of the door latches toward the unlatched
position after initial
door closure and before takeoff."
Although the wire bundle which may have contained conclusive
evidence of such a
fault was never found, the board weighed other evidence
uncovered by United.
After the JFK door-opening incident, the airline found 21
different simple short
circuits that could lead to uncommanded actuation of the latch

motor. Boeing
maintained that steel reinforced locks now used on all 747s
would prevent the
latches from moving, even if a stray signal did come into play.
Even so, the board called the design of the cargo door locking
mechanisms
"deficient" and said that a lack of timely corrective action by
Boeing and the FAA
after the 1987 Pan Am incident contributed to the tragedy of
Flight 811..IP0/
FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE.LS1/
U.S. government reports:
National Transportation Safety Board, Aircraft accident report
no. NTSB/AAR92/02, Explosive decompression -- loss of cargo door in flight,
March 18, 1992. pp.
1-113.
Periodicals:
Acohido, Byron. "Flight 811: Terror in the sky,' Pacific
Magazine, (Seattle
Times/Seattle Post Intelligencer Sunday supplement), January 5,
1992, pp. 10-19.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 10, 1997 7:58:10 AM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom

Subject: Not fraud and still cargo door

Dear Mike, Ian Goddard is an ass and wrong, but not a fraud, as
you say, nor a hoax, as LA Times says. He was a conspiracy nut,
wrong, but not lying.
Am I next if I admit cargo door is wrong after getting new
evidence? And Goddard and I have been doing intensive email
for months and I credit myself in a small way for swaying him.
The cargo door guys on the LSoft TWA 800 forum took apart the
missile explanation piece by piece.
Here's my latest to FAA in response to call from them to me.
The nitty gritty is the red paint smears above cargo door on
white paint between passenger windows. This indicates door
ruptured/opened, flew upward and transferred paint, which is
what UAL 811 door did as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02.

If you ask why I continue to spit into the wind by emailing you
about cargo door, it's because AVweb was the vehicle from which
I received the AAIB UK report on PA 103 which is now scanned
in on web site. I owe you.
Cheers,
Barry
Here's some comments:
From: Wayty@aol.com
Date: Tue, 28 Oct 1997 17:18:17 -0500 (EST)

To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Your B747 pages
Hello Barry,
I just want to say I was most impressed at the way you have put
together
these accounts of B747 accidents.
I currently fly the B737-400 and have been in aviation ( MIL and
CIV ) for 37
years (25,000 hrs) so I know a little of the subject !
I have not read all your accounts and references, but what I have
read is
creditable.
Should you need a contact such as I, you need only email me.
I shall watch out for more of your work - well done Sir.
Best regards,
Bryn Wayt
Captain
British Airways
From: Pre-installed User <lesfilo@resudox.net>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: TWA 800 Cargo door therory
Date: Tue, 22 Jul 1997 21:05:30 -0400
MIME-Version: 1.0
Barry,
I'm a former member of the Canadian Aviation Safety Board. I
spent about 5 years reflecting on the evidentiary distinctions
between a mechanical failure and the in-flight explosion of a

bomb (in connection with the Arrow Air DC-8 crash at Gander in
Dec. 1985).
My first impression of your material is that you may be onto
something missed by all others.

AVweb today:
In case you're keeping score, that leaves
a mechanical problem as chief among likely causes for the
tragedy.

Bob Brenerman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
(206) 227-2100
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager

Dear Mr. Brenerman,
31 Oct 97
Thank you for your telephone call on Thursday, 30 Oct 1997.
You told me that a letter had been sent to me from FAA about my
concerns about the forward cargo door area in Boeing 747s
rupturing in flight.

We were able to chat for a few minutes about the crash of TWA
800 and others. You were able to tell me that:
1. The bottom sill of the forward cargo door is intact and
attached to fuselage skin but in several pieces.
2. The bottom latches are latched around the locking pins.
3. AD 88-12-04 was implemented in TWA 800 including all
other ADs.
4. The nose hit the water on the right side and caused inward
hydraulic impact damage in door area.
5. The door did not open in flight.
6. The door was found with nose debris and did not come off
first.
7. Admiral who said door was found first was wrong because
metal piece was misidentified underwater.
8. Nose came off at station 741.
9. You didn't scrutinize the paint smears on TWA 800
reconstruction photo.
10. PA 103 and AI 182 were inflight breakups and would show
similar evidence but were proven to be bombs.
11. NTSB has tagged each piece of metal of wreckage and it's
plotted.
12. You referred my photos to NTSB for reply.
13. A letter is coming to me from FAA explaining the above.
Well, sir, that was a lot and thank you again for chatting with
me. For the first time in a year and a quarter I was able to hold a
scientific conversation about TWA 800 with a government
authority. As an engineer and commercial pilot we respect
science. I contend fuselage rupture at cargo door area is all
science which means it is reproducible and explainable.
Your statement of inward damage to the cargo door area from
impact with water took me aback as I have not heard that before.
I have had time to digest that information and wish to reply in
this letter. I invite you to have a scientific discussion with me

about metal and wreckage and air pressure. I'm not an engineer
but a pilot with aerodynamic background.
I understand your sequence of events. Essentially it is center
tank explosion of unknown origin, nose comes off at station 741,
plane falls and later fireball and destruction. The nose falls intact
and alone on right side into water which hydraulic impact pushes
metal skin into and past the stringers and bulkheads in cargo door
area while leaving port side smooth and intact. Forward cargo
door is in pieces from this impact and is in debris field of nose.
The lower part of door has latches which are latched and attached
to bottom sill of frame indicating door did not open in flight.
Do you understand my sequence? Did you go to my extensive
web site which documents my explanation? To present such a
complex sequence concisely is difficult but I will try.
Fuselage ruptures at forward cargo door area for unknown
reason. Nose comes off at station 741, plane falls and later
fireball and destruction. The nose falls intact and alone on right
side onto water which gives hydraulic impact damage to nose
gear doors which drives them inward. When fuselage ruptures at
13700 feet the skin is burst outward and the red painted metal on
door is slammed against white painted area between windows
above the door and red paint is transferred leaving red smears
only above rupture area. Fireball is ignited by flaming fodded
engine number three at 7500 feet. Sudden loud sound is
explosive decompression when fuselage ruptures. Streak is shiny
metal piece of door spinning away reflecting evening sunlight to
ground observers. Missing bodies were ingested into number
three engine. Abrupt power cut when cargo hold floor is severely
disrupted. Nose comes off when huge hole appears in side of
nose and 300 knot wind tears it off.
I offer that the fuselage rupture explanation explains all the
evidence of streak, sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut, debris
pattern, and many other observed events. I will be glad to go

over them one by one with you. Center tank explosion as initial
event leaves too many contradictory conclusions such as
autopsies with no burns, abrupt singed areas on fuselage skin,
soundless explosion, no ignition source, etc.
As an engineer and pilot we understand the enormous internal
forces of 4 pounds per square inch on a nine foot by ten foot
outward opening door and the incredible power of 300 knots of
slipstream on a weakened airframe. I trust you respect reality
which means things you can see, touch, hear, and feel. In that
regard, let me attempt to rebut the inward impact damage at
cargo door area conclusion with the following reality which can
be checked out:
If we look closely at NTSB TWA 800 reconstruction photograph
there are red paint smears on the white paint between windows
alongside the fuselage. These red paint smears are only above
and slightly aft of the forward door. The cargo door normally has
red paint on it. The space between the windows normally had
white paint. The between window spaces now have red paint
smears on them in the reconstruction. This indicates the red
colored metal below expanded upward and struck the white
painted area and transferred the red to the white. If the damage
had been caused by inward action of water impact there would be
no red paint smears on the white paint between the windows. But
there are many smears and that is consistent with rupture
outward, not inward.
Let us assume that the forward cargo door was latched and rode
nose down to the water. That rules out FBI innocently altering
latches searching for explosive residue in their lab, or a mistaken
identity with the identical aft cargo door, and confusion with any
other of the twelve doors on the 747.
Because the door was latched does not mean there was not a
fuselage rupture at the cargo door area. In fact, I believe the
picture shows such a rupture in the shattered right side forward

of the wing. I don't have three dimensions but it appears to be a
round outward rupture hole at lower left of cargo door. Doors can
open at places other than where they are supposed to.
The damage on the right side is consistent with an outward
opening rupture. It does not look like impact damage because it
is located only around the cargo door and not far above it or aft.
Of course the entire nose is not reconstructed nor is the NTSB
photo complete with part of the extreme forward part missing so
it is difficult to make definite conclusions based on observations
of pictures, as you said in your call. Hands on examination is
needed and you have that opportunity.
I am very familiar with AI 182 and PA 103 and 'they' did not
'prove' a bomb was the cause. On the contrary the evidence is
very flimsy and could have gone either way of structural failure
or bomb. AI 182 had structural failure as cause but said it was
bomb that blew out the forward cargo hold on the right side
without naming the door. AI 182 door description on the bottom
of the ocean matches TWA 800 door area NTSB photo. PA 103
reconstruction drawing matches UAL 811 after landing with
huge hole in side.
The importance of including other similar accidents is to group
them and then draw conclusions based upon deductions. I did not
choose the flight numbers; they were included only because of
the evidence of sudden loud sound on CVR, inflight damage,
abrupt power cut, and many more significant similarities. If you
know of any more high time Boeing 747s that have a fatal
accident centered near the forward cargo hold that left a sudden
loud sound, an abrupt power cut, fodded engines, missing bodies,
and forward door in pieces, and I'll include them in the group. So
far it's only AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. As an
aerospace engineer do you not welcome a possible scientific
explanation for an aviation event rather than shadowy conspiracy
Sikh terrorists or evil foreign secret agents?

But to talk of AI 182 and PA 103 is fraught with emotion and
difficult without the reports to point to specific items. But let us
at least agree that AI 182 and PA 103 and UAL 811 and TWA
800 all had inflight structural problem starting forward of the
leading edge of the wing, with three of them pinpointing to
forward cargo hold.
I checked TWA 800 station 741 nose separation point on PA 103
and it matches too. Both noses came off at same point on
fuselage give or take a few inches.
To be specific about TWA 800 cargo door:
1. Is it confirmed it is forward and not aft or other latches?
2. Are all latches accounted for? There are eight below and one
on each side for total of ten.
3. Are all latches latched around locking pins? If only one
unlatches that may be sufficient for internal pressure to bulge out
door into slipstream when ultimate destructive force of 300
knots tears door away and nose off.
4. Mid span latches are particularly critical as rupture appears to
be in middle of door.
5. Where are the missing pieces of the door? Only about 20
percent of the door is in reconstruction. The missing portions
may be the pieces that fell first and closest to event site and still
unfound.
To say forward cargo door was latched is not sufficient to rule
out rupture at cargo door area as initial event for TWA 800
because:
1. Not all latches are accounted for.
2. Most of door still missing.
3. Rupture can occur with a latched door but failure at corners or
middle.
4. Description of TWA 800 door area matches AI 182 door area
which had door attached to fuselage skin which was explained as
fuselage rupture at forward cargo hold (caused by bomb). TWA

800 was thought to be bomb also based upon early evidence
which NTSB computer simulation showed baggage spewed forth
from forward cargo hold as first event.
I understand the problem NTSB has with that unilateral damage
on right side because a center tank explosion should give
bilateral damage and doesn't. So the water impact explanation is
offered. If damage at cargo door area is inward then no rupture
and if latches latched then no door opening.
What can be done to persuade you that rupture occurred? What
evidence is there to examine? Can you confirm the direction of
the metal in the forward cargo door area of TWA 800? Is that
scientifically possible? If it is outward will you reconsider your
conclusion of not door failure? I point to the red paint smears as
evidence to warrant such an effort at confirmation of metal
direction, in or out.
If you should find that the right side damage is outward and not
inward, or not all of the latches or pieces of door are accounted
for, please reconsider your conclusion that the door area did not
fail in flight and rupture.
Please establish a dialogue with me. My email is
barry@corazon.com and I can send and receive high resolution
color photographs via email. My web site has accident reports
from DC-10 to B747 and others to support cargo door fuselage
rupture. I've attached some of the web page analysis for your
consideration.
I apologize for any name misspellings; my hearing is shot from
thousands of hours in recips and jets and I may have heard names
wrong on the phone. I may have heard other statements wrong
too and that is why I prefer writing to talking such as this letter
and email. Please correct any misstatements I may have made.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
(206) 227-2100
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Tom McSweeney, Director ACS
Dear Mr. Brenerman,
5 Nov 97
Thank you for your 29 Oct 97 letter reference 97-120S-699. It
was signed by Mr. Pederson for Mr. Wojnar but I'm assuming
you wrote it and you are the "FAA structural engineer who
assisted the NTSB at the hangar in Calverton, New York..."
I would prefer to discuss with you, an airplane person with the
hands on experience of TWA 800, the details of your letter.
First, the politics...why is the Northwest Region of the FAA
given the task by Mr. McSweeney through my congressman to

'investigate Mr. Smith's concerns'? Would not the Office of
Accident Investigation of the FAA be more appropriate?
Especially since the Northwest Region of the FAA is the only
FAA authority to go on record as supporting the center tank as
initial event with its own ignition theory?
"Worn Wiring May Have Had
Role In TWA Disaster
Chafing in
Fuel Tank Conduits Found
in Study of Early 747s
By Don
Phillips
Washington Post Staff Writer
Wednesday, July 2, 1997; Page
A16
The Washington Post
A theory, developed by the FAA's
Northwest
Region in Seattle, involves an
unlikely chain of
events in which an electrical
problem causes a
fire to burn outward from the wing
tank to the
wing tip through a vent tube that is
designed
to allow vapors to escape from the
tank. At the
wing tip, the flame front then
reverses
direction and travels back down

another vent
tube into the center tank.
The NTSB, conducting the TWA
800
investigation, played down the
theory as only
one of many."

So, you see, Mr. Brenerman, my cargo door explanation was sent
for evaluation to a group who already have their own contrary
explanation for TWA 800, not exactly an open mind to an
impartial forum for investigation. It's like asking someone to
prove they're wrong. Few will attempt to overcome that set bias.
I hope you can.
By the way, we are as one on chafed wiring as a problem. NTSB
AAR 92/02 for UAL 811 had chafed wiring which shorted to
turn on door motor which unlatched door. This explanation of
why door ruptured/opened may well explain why fuselage
ruptured at cargo door area for AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800
also.
One last thing on politics: We are the good guys, we seek to
prevent airplane crashes, we are open, we discuss the
possibilities relying of real evidence that we can see, touch, and
hear. If my style 'chafes' when I rebut or attempt to refute your
line of thinking, please don't take it personally. We are not
indifferent; we care. We are on the same side with the same goal,
as you state in your letter to me, "...the first priority of the ...
(FAA) is ensuring the continued operational safety of aircraft."

In that regard let me dissect your letter of 29 Oct 97 very
carefully and reply to each observation and conclusion you have
made about TWA 800 and others.
Assumptions:
1. You are a FAA structural engineer and understand the Boeing
747 airframe.
2. I am a FAA licensed commercial pilot, instrument rated and
previous FAA Part 135 certificate holder.
3. NTSB published documents such as AAR 92/02 shall be
assumed to be correct unless otherwise noted.
4. UK AAIB and Canadian/Indian published government aircraft
accident reports shall be assumed to be correct unless otherwise
noted.
5. You have had hands on experience with TWA 800 and can
confirm or refute deductions based upon personal experience
lacking a published NTSB AAR for referral.
6. The color photograph of the reconstruction of TWA 800 is
complete and accurate. (Photo included in letter and at
www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html.)
7. You may soon have internet access and can examine my web
site at www.corazon.com which has scanned text of accident
reports for referral. Email is available to you and you can
correspond to me at barry@corazon.com
8. Hindsight is great and everybody makes mistakes once in a
while.
29 Oct 97 letter to me from you:
Paragraph four, sentence two:
"However, when the wreckage of the nose section was recovered
it became evident that the forward cargo door had not opened in
flight or separated from the nose section prior to impact with
water."

Well, sir, let's be picky. A door means a door and not pieces or
segments or sections. The forward cargo door of TWA 800 is in
tatters, it's shattered, it's in pieces; it's everything but a 'door'. It is
so shattered that only 20% is recovered and reconstructed. What
is the weight of a normal door? What is the weight of the
recovered pieces? For the purposes of discussion I use 20%. If
wrong, provide a more accurate number please. To base the
conclusion, "...forward cargo door had not opened in flight or
separated from the nose section..." based upon only 20% of the
evidence is not valid.
Especially since I have pinpointed the location of door failure/
rupture to the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door and
that latch is not connected to the frame, as seen in reconstruction
photo. The identification of the aft midspan latch as the point of
failure is deduced by a. observing the large round hole in
reconstruction photo of TWA 800, b. reading descriptive text
about the AI 182 door rupture, and c. viewing the recovered door
of UAL 811. The UAL 811 door shows a small door rupture at
aft midspan latch area. The forward midspan latch pin was not
damaged while the aft latch pin was. The UAL 811 door had a
rupture hole straight through the door. That was an opening in
the door. The door opened inside the door itself as well as at the
latches.
(http://www.corazon.com/811page35analydoor.html
http://www.corazon.com/811doorhalves.html and
http://www.corazon.com/811doorhalvesphoto.html give URLs of
pictures and text of UAL 811 and http://www.corazon.com/
182pixtext1web.hml gives text about forward cargo door area of
AI 182.)

UAL 811 is the model for the three other accidents, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. It always comes back to NTSB AAR 92/02.
(Not the first UAL 811 NTSB AAR which was NTSB/
AAR-90/01 and then superseded by NTSB AAR 92/02, written
after door was recovered and conclusions changed. Everybody
makes mistakes once in a while.)
The TWA 800 reconstruction photo shows other similarities to
UAL 811 which will be discussed as we go along.
Paragraph five, sentence one:
"The FAA structural engineer who assisted the NTSB at the
hangar in Calverton, New York, verified that the forward cargo
door was recovered at the same location as the rest of the nose
section."
Well sir, again, not door recovered but pieces were. Let us
assume the bottom 5% of the door pieces with the bottom eight
latches was found with the nose section and attached to the sill
and fuselage of TWA 800 as seen in NTSB photo. (That matches
the description of AI 182 from video film 6700 feet underwater
also, corazon.com/182pixtext1web.hml.) Because 5% of the door
of TWA 800 was found with the nose does not rule out door
rupture at aft mid span latch. It does not rule out fuselage rupture
caused by door failure. What it does do is say that bottom piece
of door stayed with nose until water impact. Rupture at midspan
latch still possible.
Paragraph five, sentence two:
"A further examination of the recovered wreckage showed that
the upper hinge was still attached to the both the fuselage and the
door."

Exactly! That is what the model shows too! UAL 811 had the
door tear away with the top piece taking upper flange of the door
and all the hinge and attachment bolts with it. The hinges of UAL
811 were in the same condition and attached to the door as TWA
800. (corazon.com/811page35analydoor.html) NTSB AAR 92/02
page 35 and 41: "The hinge pins and all hinge sections from
N4713U's forward cargo door were intact; all hinge sections
rotated relatively easily. All attach bolts from the hinge sections
of the door remained attached..." The TWA 800 reconstruction
photo shows a piece of fuselage skin attached to hinge. The
fuselage skin that left with the door of UAL 811 was not
recovered from ocean floor for examination.
Paragraph five, sentence four and five:
"In addition, the door latches at the bottom of the door were still
attached to the fuselage lower sill structure. This indicates that
the door was in the 'latched and locked' position at the time of
impact with the water."
Well, sir, there are two latches unaccounted for out of ten, the
mid span latches. The door may have been in the almost all
latched and locked position when it hit the water but not totally.
And it is in that area, specifically, the aft midspan latch area,
where the evidence points to rupture.
It was an understandable conclusion to make that door did not
rupture/open in flight when bottom latches were found latched
and attached. It is an understandable conclusion to make that the
door did not rupture/detach when the hinge stayed stayed
attached to the door. However, both conclusions can be adjusted
by viewing more of the door and relying on past precedent.
The answer to refute aft midspan latch rupture is to locate and

identify the aft mid span latch and confirm it is latched around its
pin, an impossibility when looking at the TWA 800
reconstruction photo with sharp, clean line at door frame where
aft mid span latch is supposed to be latched and isn't.
Paragraph six, sentence one:
"The nose section of the airplane impacted the water on the right
side, causing severe hydraulic damage with the result that the
door structure did not remain completely intact."
Well, sir, is this an explanation of why the starboard side cargo
door area is so shattered and the port side of fuselage is so
smooth? You mentioned in our phone call that the skin appeared
to be pushed inwards also. On page 41 of AAR 92/02 for UAL
811 it reads, "Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper
door piece revealed that it had been crushed inward." So the
cargo door of UAL 811 does give an appearance of inward crush
on the door when top piece struck fuselage on its way up after
explosive decompression. You may have noticed the same effect
on the TWA 800 top piece of door. Regarding the rest of the nose
having inward crushing, the TWA 800 reconstruction shows
otherwise with large pieces of skin clearly showing an outward
force with the skin peeled outwards. Regarding the many pieces
of the cargo door area, that is to be expected when the fuselage
ruptured in flight and the weakened nose tore off subjecting that
now exposed and jagged area to 300 knots of slipstream.
Paragraph six, sentence two:
"However, wreckage for the entire door was recovered at the
same location as the nose section and had the same impact
damage as the surrounding fuselage structure on the right side."
Well, sir, I have to contest the use of the adjective, "entire." My

online dictionary states; en¥tire \in-"tr\ adj : complete, whole
synonym: sound, perfect, intact, undamaged ˜ en¥tire¥ly adv
No way was that entire door recovered period, anywhere,
according to that TWA 800 reconstruction photo. I estimate 20%
recovered and let us assume that was in the nose section debris
field. That leaves most of door missing and in particular the
accused aft midspan latch section of the door. In addition, the
20% recovered pieces shown in the reconstruction have all types
of damage revealed; inward, outward, crushed, twisted,
crumpled, torn, and frayed, which is dissimilar to damage only
ten feet above cargo door area of the nose. (I am unable to
comment on the forward part of the cargo door or the area
forward as the only released photograph by NTSB is cropped
short of the entire reconstruction.)
The many pieces of the door would explain the discrepancy in
the newspapers, a computer simulation, and a Coast Guard Rear
Admiral stating on the record that the forward cargo door was
found closest to the event site, yet contradicted by your above
statement. All may be correct, it depends upon which piece is
talked about. The categorical statement by the officer in charge
of recovery that the door was found closest to Kennedy Airport is
probably true and implies that the critical midspan latches may in
the piece of the door he is referring to. The statement by you that
the door was found with nose section is true because you are
referring to the pieces that stayed with the nose.
Please reconsider your appraisal of 'entire' and 'same impact
damage' based upon close analysis of TWA 800 reconstruction
photo.
Paragraph six, sentence three:

"This is additional verification that the forward cargo door had
not opened in flight or separated from the airplane."
Well, sir, my explanation of TWA 800 is rupture in forward cargo
door at aft mid span latch. A door can open at places other than
the latches, some parts can separate and some can stay attached
and yet door can still be said to have 'opened.' But 'open' implies
turning doorknob and door opens. That's why I changed
'inadvertently opened' to 'ruptured'.
Now to paint smears. The red paint smears are real, there are a
lot of them, and solid conclusions can be reached by that very
real evidence. Their location is important, only above and
slightly aft of the forward cargo door. Using NTSB AAR 92/02
as a model again, page, 41, "There were also many areas on the
outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks could be
seen." The paint transfers for UAL 811 were from fuselage to
door using blue and red paint of United Airlines. TWA 800 was
the red of TWA from the door to the fuselage above. This
indicates an outward expansion of the area below forcing the red
colored door to slam upwards against the fuselage transferring
red paint onto the white painted areas between the passenger
windows. NTSB AAR 92/02 again, page, 41, "The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above."
The splotchy red painted skin above the door matches the
splotchy red painted smears between windows, indicating the top
of the door slammed up, transferred paint and tore away.
The red paint smears above cargo door indicated outward force
not inward. The peeled open skin indicates outward movement.
The outward means the unilateral starboard damage is not water
impact. Not water impact means that center tank explosion is not

viable as initial event since that would give bilateral damage and
didn't. Outward unilateral damage strengthens rupture at cargo
door area explanation as that is what would happen and did.
Paragraph seven, sentence two and three:
"There is even more compelling evidence resulting from the
TWA flight 800 accident investigation that indicates that the
forward cargo door did not cause the accident. However, it is up
to the NTSB to share this information with you."
Well, sir, that hurts. NTSB sharing information with me? I think
not. Secret information that cargo door didn't burst? I think not
also.
Paragraph eight, sentence two and three:
"However, the accidents to which your refer, in particular the Pan
Am flight 103 and the Air India flight 182 accidents, each had
strong evidence of an internal explosion caused by high
explosive materials (terrorist bomb). In each case there has been
no evidence that the forward cargo door opened in flight causing
the accident."
Well, sir, let me polite in disagreement. Not 'strong' evidence of
bomb. Very weak is what the evidence shows and I have
reviewed the evidence as described in UK, Canadian, and India
accident reports over and over again. AI 182 and PA 103 as cargo
door rupture is quite clear once the premise is made of fuselage
rupture in flight in cargo door area. AI 182 said the fuselage
ruptured in flight at cargo door area and for want of a better
explanation, said bomb did it. PA 103 also had fuselage rupture
on left side of forward cargo hold while wreckage evidence
shows much more damage and sooner on starboard side, at cargo
door area. The evidence is in the reports and they are on web site

www.corazon.com under the flight numbers.
Briefly, AI 182 summation leading to cargo door rupture is on
web page http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html. I will
quote from only two of twenty statements about AI 182 here:
"As described earlier, the sudden nature of the occurrence
indicates the possibility of a massive airframe structural failure
or the detonation of an explosive device." Page 49. And then:
"The AIB report concluded that the analysis of the CVR and ATC
recordings showed no evidence of a high-explosive device
having been detonated on AI 182. It further states there is strong
evidence to suggest a sudden explosive decompression of
undetermined origin occurred." Page 24.
So, Mr. Brenerman, the official report actually gives 'strong
evidence' to cargo door rupture and 'no evidence' to bomb.
PA 103 is similar; rupture at cargo door area is supported by
factual evidence including the reconstruction of PA 103 on
starboard side which matches the photograph of UAL 811 after
landing. The essentials for cargo door for PA 103 are on page
http://www.corazon.com/PA103essentials.html. The premise of
bomb is based upon evidence which shows that a '...rather large
shotgun had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage at
close range.' Pages 19 and 20 of AAIB report. The resulting hole
was about 15 inches in diameter, not a bomb hole and not big
enough to bring down a 747. There was a blast in PA 103 but
after the rupture at cargo door, just as center tank explosion was
after cargo door rupture for TWA 800. One last thing on PA 103,
the AAIB report never said bomb, only 'improvised explosive
device.' The British are precise with language and they are right
to be so. A door rupturing in flight becomes a device which
wasn't meant to be but became an explosive causing agent, an
explosive decompression. And residue that could he high

explosive is now shown to be possibly benign with TWA 800 and
the dog sniffing test. Bomb explanation for PA 103 is tenuous at
best and will not stand up to scrutiny. I would love to go over
every point of AI 182 and PA 103 with you but first become very
familiar with the government accident reports as I have, they
give the evidence. I encourage you to do so.
The bomb conclusions were political. As an engineer and pilot
let us leave shadowy Sikh terrorists and secret Libyan agents
putting bombs aboard planes to the politicians and let us examine
evidence such as CVR, FDR, FOD, bodies, metal, and statistics.
I full well know the immense claim of PA 103 not being a bomb.
It is a myth airplane like the ship Titanic, the airship Hindenberg,
and the ship Maine, all three of which had original accident
causes modified over time, brittle steel, flammable skin, and coal
dust.
Four high time Boeing 747s took off at night running late and
suffered a fuselage rupture at forward cargo hold which left
similar evidence of sudden loud sound on CVR, similar abrupt
power cut to the FDR, similar Fodded engines, similar paint
smears, similar wreckage pattern, similar in flight damage,
similar destruction sequence, similar missing never recovered
bodies, similar reconstruction patterns, and similar red herring of
bomb.
All four, Mr. Brenerman, all four; and only those four of all 747
accidents. Only one came back to reveal the cause, inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight, rupture at aft
midspan latch area, UAL 811 as described in text and pictures in
NTSB AAR 92/02.
Paragraph nine, sentence two:
"A repetition of the events that caused the UAL flight 811
forward cargo door to open in flight is not likely to occur again
because of modifications required by Airworthiness Directive

(AD) T89-04-54."
Well sir, the cargo door was not supposed to open:
1. after certification.
2. After the first AD when lower sill damage was noticed.
3. After the second AD after door opened on PA 125.
4. After the third AD after UAL 811 cargo door opened.
5. After the fourth AD after the UAL preflight uncommanded
opening.
6. After the fifth AD you mention.
And they are still opening, leaking and malfunctioning. Here's
just one of ten non fatal openings, leakings and loss of
pressurizations over the past three years. SDR: 27 November
1994 Discrepancy/Corrective Action: On rotation, aft cargo door
opened. Replaced spring on lock pin and adj per MM52-34-12.
The cargo door is known to be dangerous, has failed in the past,
is still failing, and I'm saying it's failed/ruptured on three
previously undetected events, AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800.
The modification you refer to is to replace the aluminium locking
sectors with steel to prevent the lower eight latching cams from
being back driven past the soft metal and unlatch the door. It's
like making the barn door stronger against a horse when it may
be a bull inside trying to get out.
And more important, the midspan latches have no locking sectors
at all so the modification does not apply to them at all. Is it not
strange that the risk of latch cams becoming unlatched, and they
have several times, is so great as to warrant locking sectors yet
the two side midspan latches have none? And each of them holds
in more door sill than the lower latches. That is an astonishing

discovery: no locking sectors on all Boeing 747 forward cargo
door latches which have rupture evidence at that midspan latch
as shown on UAL 811 recovered door.
The absence of locking sectors for the midspan latches and the
AD to strengthen the eight locking sectors for the lower eight
latch cams explains much.
It probably solves how the forward cargo door of AI 182 and
TWA 800 ruptured at aft midspan latch while the bottom latches
remained latched in place: that is the locking sectors did their job
on those two doors and prevented the eight lower latch cams
from being driven into the unlatched position when chafed wires
shorted and turned door motor on. Unfortunately the midspan
latches had no such protection and were driven into the unlatched
position enough for the internal pressure to rupture at that now
weakened area leaving similar shattered door pieces and bottom
latches still attached to lower sill for AI 182 and TWA 800.
For UAL 811 and Pan Am 103, the soft, pre-AD, locking sectors
were overridden by door motor and all ten latches were driven
into the unlatched position allowing the door to open completely
and slam upward, breaking in two and tearing away, leaving the
identical pattern of torn away fuselage skin and door broken in
half longitudinally at midspan latches for each door.
Four aircraft, four door motors to unlocked position, two locking
sectors held and two didn't; two partial openings/ruptures and
two total openings as reflected in the reconstructions and
photographs of wreckage. AI 182 and TWA 800 had locking
sectors hold so ruptures. PA 103 and UAL 811 had locking
sectors overridden so entire door opened and came off.

Paragraph ten, sentence one:
"I hope that this information assures you that the tragedy of TWA
flight 800 was not caused by the in-flight opening of the forward
cargo door and that the FAA has taken measures to ensure that
another occurrence similar to that of UAL flight 811 will not be
repeated."
Well, sir, I am not assured that the tragedy of TWA 800 was not
caused by the inflight opening of the forward cargo door and I
am not assured that the actions of the FAA ensures another UAL
811 will not be repeated. On the contrary, I strongly believe that
the tragedy of TWA 800 was caused by the inflight rupture of the
fuselage at the forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch area
and the actions of the FAA will not prevent such a reoccurrence.
Now, what to do about it. Eventually Boeing will have to fix the
door again.
But first, FAA and NTSB are doing what they can prior to TWA
800 based upon the best evidence at the time. If the real cause of
a failure is unknown, then the fault can't be fixed. If foreign
governments insist on saying a bomb caused a crash, then it is a
security matter, not a structural engineers' or accident
investigators'.
Second, if the cause of a national aviation tragedy is unclear and
ambiguous, then it is understandable for politicians to turn the
cause to advantage, even if later proved wrong.
Third, accident investigating teams only had precedent to rely on
up to their crash. Hindsight and the subsequent similar crashes
were not available to them for their analysis. They are for mine
and now they are for yours. We are all doing the best we can with
what we have.
Fourth, the internet with its research and communication abilities

have sped up the citizen analysis of national accidents.
Fifth, I am the one to have discovered the cargo door cause
because of circumstances:
1. Aircraft modeler.
2. Aircraft owner doing routine maintenance. Mooney M20C
3. Commercial pilot, instrument rated.
4. FAA Part 135 certificate holder, single pilot, single aircraft.
5. Enlisted aircrewman in SP-2E with 2000 hours in patrol
aircraft maintaining and operating all electronic anti-submarine
equipment with specialty of radar.
6. Officer as reconnaissance attack navigator in RA-5C going
supersonic in combat during wartime flying off carriers.
7. Retired military officer with time,money, and motivation to
devote to research into cargo door of Boeing 747s.
8. Survivor of sudden, night, fatal, fiery, jet airplane crash. June
14th, 1967.
I am qualified to give worthy explanation into other sudden,
night, fatal, fiery jet airplane crashes, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811,
and TWA 800: inadvertent opening/rupture of forward cargo door
in flight at aft midspan latch area on high time Boeing 747s.
What I'm personally doing to prevent a reoccurrence of those
accidents is mailing my analysis to you, talking on the telephone,
emailing government officials and media, and being open and
sharing all information I find that is relevant as soon as I can.
Only through fast, open, and accurate communications can we
stop these fuselages of high time Boeing 747s rupturing in flight
at forward cargo door.
What you can do, Mr. Brenerman, is up to you, as you see fit
based upon the evidence that you have seen with your own eyes
at Calverton, my analysis, NTSB and other government accident

reports, and your own conscience. You have contacts with
Boeing, NTSB, and FAA aircraft accident related groups. I
encourage you to pass along my concerns and analysis for
discussion and possible rebuttal. Please give me scientific
rebuttal to this letter today, I'm sure there must be some
inaccuracies, everybody makes mistakes once in a while.
And everybody gets it right once in a while, too.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

Ê

TWA 800 UPDATE: FBI CLOSES CASE, SAYS TERRORISM
NOT INVOLVED...
At long last, the FBI has completed its part of the investigation
into
the TWA 800 disaster, according to the New York Post. The
verdict? The

July 17, 1996, explosion and crash of the 747 south of Long
Island that
claimed 230 lives was not the result of a terrorist action. The
Post
also reported that that the FBI will make public its investigation
results at a press conference set for late November.
...WHILE "FRIENDLY FIRE" THEORIST ADMITS FRAUD
Meanwhile, the chief proponent of the theory that an errant
missile
fired by the U.S. Navy brought down TWA 800, anti-government
conspiracy
theorist Ian Goddard, has admitted it was a fraud. According to
CNN, he
acknowledged posting his theory on the Internet "to give the
government
a black eye by any means that looked opportune." Former White
House
press secretary Pierre Salinger, himself taken in by Goddard's
scam,
also recently gave up his misguided effort to convince the world
that
"friendly fire" hit the 747. In case you're keeping score, that
leaves
a mechanical problem as chief among likely causes for the
tragedy.
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Top Headlines from AVweb's NewsWire
INDY CENTER OUTAGE ENRAGES, ENERGIZES
CONTROLLERS
Thursday's failure of a computer at the FAA's Indianapolis Air
Route
Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) provided the latest provocation
in the
escalating war between controllers and FAA management.
According to a
flurry of information flowing from controllers at the Atlanta
ARTCC,
"chaos" reigned in the facilities controlling traffic adjacent to
Indy
Center's airspace. All phone lines into the impaired facility were
jammed by controllers seeking to trade flight plan information so
that
aircraft could be identified and cleared on their way. In Atlanta,
at
least, controllers were forced to place flights into holding
patterns -a rare event there -- because the FAA's vaunted flow control

facility
was slow to catch on to Indy's problems.
NOT ENOUGH CONTROLLERS, SAYS NATCA...
As NATCA's ATL ARTCC Safety Rep. Don Brown put it, "The
controllers were
left to twist in the wind. Again." Mike Baur, President of
NATCA's
Atlanta chapter, added, "The FAA continues to ignore our pleas
for
adequate staffing and reliable equipment. It's absolutely
irresponsible
that, in this day and age, controllers are reduced to verbally
passing
critical flight information and tediously hand-writing flight plans.
You would think that the FAA would at least have a fax machine
its
controllers could use."
...AND THE SITUATION "HAS BECOME CRITICAL"
In the aftermath, NATCA's chapter at the Atlanta ARTCC put out
a press
release noting that "the situation facing air traffic controllers
nationwide has become critical" and indicated that eight
operational
errors had occurred in the preceding three weeks. That release
continued: "Simply put, it seems the FAA has absolutely no
respect for
the air traffic controllers and the job that they do."
NOTE: AVweb's NewsWire includes the full text of two press
releases
from NATCA's Atlanta chapter.

BEGINNING OF THE END FOR MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
TRANSPORTS
The end of an era in civil transports was announced last week by
Ron
Woodard, president of the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group.
In the
aftermath of last summer's acquisition by Boeing of McDonnell
Douglas,
soon to be gone from the new jet market are the MD-80 and
MD-90 series.
The long-haul MD-11 trijet will be continued for a while,
demand coming
mainly from cargo carriers. Spared from the chopping block -- at
least
for now -- is the new MD-95 narrow-body twin.
FAA PUBLISHES PROPOSED TSO FOR BEARINGS, SEALS
This could get real expensive, real quick. The FAA last week
published
in the Federal Register two proposed Technical Standard Orders
(TSOs) on
bearings and seals used in aircraft. According to sources, the
notices
are the latest in the agency's attempt to clean up a messy, longneglected area of regulation highlighted by former DOT IG Mary
Schiavo.
The unintended consequences for GA could be huge.
NOTE: AVweb's NewsWire includes the full text of the FAA's
notices
and drafts of the proposed TSOs.

NTSB: FINE AIR CREW FOUGHT FOR CONTROL
The crew of a Fine Air DC-8 freighter that crashed August 7
shortly
after takeoff from Miami International fought for control of their
heavily laden -- and stalling -- cargo jet before it slammed into a
warehouse district, according to CVR tapes released last week by
the
NTSB. The safety board's investigation is concentrating on
whether and
why the jet's 45-ton cargo of denim shifted to the rear during the
takeoff. The final report is expected mid-1998.
TWA 800 UPDATE: FBI CLOSES CASE, SAYS TERRORISM
NOT INVOLVED...
At long last, the FBI has completed its part of the investigation
into
the TWA 800 disaster, according to the New York Post. The
verdict? The
July 17, 1996, explosion and crash of the 747 south of Long
Island that
claimed 230 lives was not the result of a terrorist action. The
Post
also reported that that the FBI will make public its investigation
results at a press conference set for late November.
...WHILE "FRIENDLY FIRE" THEORIST ADMITS FRAUD
Meanwhile, the chief proponent of the theory that an errant
missile
fired by the U.S. Navy brought down TWA 800, anti-government
conspiracy
theorist Ian Goddard, has admitted it was a fraud. According to
CNN, he
acknowledged posting his theory on the Internet "to give the

government
a black eye by any means that looked opportune." Former White
House
press secretary Pierre Salinger, himself taken in by Goddard's
scam,
also recently gave up his misguided effort to convince the world
that
"friendly fire" hit the 747. In case you're keeping score, that
leaves
a mechanical problem as chief among likely causes for the
tragedy.
MORE CHANGES SOUGHT ON PROPOSED GEORGIA
MOA
While acknowledging that the Georgia Air National Guard has
already made
some positive changes to its proposed set of Military Operations
Areas
(MOAs), AOPA last week said the latest modifications still hadn't
gone
far enough to mitigate adverse effects on airports and VFR
aircraft.
NOTE: AVweb's NewsWire includes the full text of AOPA's
press
release on the proposed Georgia MOA.
ANGER RISING? UNITED LIMITS CARRY-ON BAGGAGE
FOR LOW-FARE PAX
What was that about "fly the friendly skies?" Have these people
ever
heard of Dale Carnegie? Last week's announcement by United
Airlines

that it will limit its lowest-fare customers to only one carry-on
bag is
certain to have two effects. The first will be a number of irate
passengers. The second is that passenger reaction will be closely
watched by other carriers. The experiment starts Dec. 1, with
flights from Des Moines, Iowa.
NATA ADVOCATES "COMPLETE TRAINING APPROACH"
TO CONGRESS
The National Air Transportation Association (NATA) last week
briefed the
House Subcommittee on Aviation on Personal Computer based
Aviation
Training Devices (PCATDs), and called for the FAA to embrace
what it
called a "complete training approach" involving the products.
NATA
expressed concern with a recent Advisory Circular (AC 61-126)
that
grants 10 hours of instrument flight training credit for training
received on a PCATD.
SUBCOMMITTEE APPROVES ARCATA FSS BILL
Despite strong opposition from the FAA and from Rep. Jim
Oberstar (DMN), the House Subcommittee on Aviation -- chaired by Rep.
John J.
Duncan (R-TN) -- last week narrowly approved H.R. 2790, a
new bill to
require the FAA to reopen any such FSS closed since September
1.
Apparently, only the Arcata facility meets the bill's criteria.

CAP AIRCRAFT CRASHES DURING SAR MISSION -- TWO
DEAD, ONE INJURED
A Cessna 182 operated by the Civil Air Patrol's California Wing
crashed
November 3 during a mission in search of a missing Cessna 206.
Capt.
Jess Ceniceros and Lt. Col. Frederick Nettell, both highly
experienced
SAR pilots, were killed in the crash. Rescuers airlifted the sole
survivor, Capt. Joseph E. Lawrence, to the University of Calif. at
Davis
Medical Center for treatment of severe burns to his face and
hands. The
C-206 from Carson City, Nev. was subsequently found two days
later -all four on board died.
BOEING BUZZ JOB: The FAA is investigating reports that on
Aug. 16 a
Boeing 737 on a test flight flew between Haystack Rock and
Cannon Beach
on the Oregon coast. The Eugene Oregon Register-Guard reports
that
Police Chief Dave Rouse said "witnesses say it was flying at or
below
the top of Haystack Rock." The top is about 250 feet high and
accessible during low tide. Boeing admitted they are aware of
the
incident and that "there are some serious issues with that
particular
flight" and that they are "working with the FAA and other federal
officials."

AVWEB OFFERS AVSCOOP NEWS TIP AWARD
Many of our best news tips, especially regarding local or regional
news
items and insider tips, come from our loyal readers. We'd like to
recognize your contributions, so AVweb will now present an
AVscoop award
for the best news tips. Winners will receive various AVweb
goodies,
such as AVweb caps and mugs. All news tips should be emailed
to
<mailto:newstips@avweb.com>.
NOTE: Before submitting a news tip, please review AVscoop
rules at
<http://www.avweb.com/newswire/newstips.html>.
NEWEST 737 FIT TO FLY: The latest addition to Boeing's fleet
of
airliners, the 737-700, received type certification from the FAA
last
week. The -700 variant is similar in size to the 737-300 -seating
from 128 to 149 pax -- but features a 40% range increase with
10%
greater thrust.
GETCHYER MIGS WHILE THEY'RE HOT! Anyone interested
in picking up a
genuine MiG-29 high-performance jet fighter from the former
Soviet Union
had better hurry -- it looks as if the U.S. Air Force is trying to
corner the market. Last week it was revealed that the USAF
bought 21 of

the front-line fighters in a deal designed to keep them out of
Iran's
hands. We hear that this has precipitated a rush to get contracts
from
Iran to sell them more of the latest Russian military hardware.
LAX SECURITY? Don't put anything in your luggage you
wouldn't want read
by security personnel, if you're traveling through the Los Angeles
International Airport. That's how accurate the latest scanning
machines
slated for installation at LAX are, according to the FAA.
COUNTY PURCHASE OF PHILADELPHIA'S WINGS FIELD
CONSIDERED: It was
something of a homecoming for AOPA last month when the
association's
Vice President for Regional Affairs, Bill Dunn, appeared before
the
Montgomery County Airport Commission in support of efforts to
purchase
and preserve Wings Field. The field is AOPA's birthplace and
site of
its annual board meeting.
AIRTRAN/VALUJET BAILS OUT OF ATLANTA: AirTran
Airlines, the new name for
ValuJet, announced last week that it would be moving its
corporate
headquarters from Atlanta to Orlando, Florida. Wags
immediately opined
that the carrier would only get as far as Gainesville, Florida
before

being forced to stop for maintenance.
F-16C CRASHES IN TEXAS, PILOT OKAY: "We were
standing at the door and
heard a boom...Then we saw the plane was falling," said Lloyd
Reed,
according to the Associated Press. "It was on its back and kind
of like
a Frisbee -- it was floating. Then the son of a gun just fell all the
way down and pancaked onto the ground." The crash is under
investigation.
BARON WAS OVERWEIGHT IN ILLINOIS CRASH SAYS
NTSB: According to the NTSB,
a Beechcraft Baron 58 that crashed October 30 near New Berlin,
Ill., was
overloaded when it took off from Macomb, Ill. As AVweb
reported last
week, all six construction workers aboard the light twin died
when it
crashed, apparently with one engine inoperative. Witnesses
report that
the Baron appeared to be in a flat spin before impact.
FBO CUSTOMER SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM
AVAILABLE FROM NATA: The National
Air Transportation Association announced availability of a new
customer
service video training program developed by customer service
guru T.
Scott Gross and distributed courtesy of Air BP. To order a copy
of the
training program, for a nominal S&H charge, call Cindy Aloise

at 1-800808-NATA.
NATA ISSUES 1997 COMPENSATION SURVEY: Also
available from NATA is its
latest compilation of compensation data for 37 job titles typically
employed by aviation service businesses. Copies of the 90-page
report
are available for $50 each by calling Cindy Aloise at
1-800-808-6282.
VALENTINE TO LEAVE FAA: Barry Valentine, who served as
acting
administrator and as deputy administrator at the FAA after David
Hinson
departed, announced he plans to leave the agency around the end
of the
year. Valentine joined the FAA in March 1994 as assistant
administrator
for policy, planning and international aviation and is well
respected,
many feeling he should have been named as the deputy
administrator.
HITTING THE FAN AT ORD: Opportunities like this just don't
come around
often enough. So, at the risk of fanning the flames of aviation
safety,
we are duty-bound to report that after 94 years of powered flight,
the
inevitable has finally happened. Yes, gentle readers, a propellerdriven aircraft was hit by a lavatory service truck, Friday at
Chicago's

O'Hare International. Unfortunately, AVweb was unable to
verify the
driver's first words after the collision.
FAA WEB SITE CRASHES: Here's hoping the computers used
on the FAA's web
site aren't pulling double duty in air traffic control. The site was
unreachable Friday afternnon through early evening Saturday
and was down
again at least part of the day Sunday. According to sources, the
NTSB
delegated investigation of the crash to the FAA while conspiracy
theorists, in turn, were quick to point to the possibility of a
coverup. NATCA is reportedly preparing a press release.
ON THE FLY...
The USAF said the IP was at fault in June's crash of a T-3A
Firefly...
Israel accepted the first of 25 of its version of the F-15E...
NASA's X-36 tailless research aircraft began its final testing
phase...
DUBAI '97's display of civil and military hardware opens
November 16...
Boeing may build an ultra long-range 747 to compete against the
A340...
A Virgin A340's left gear failed to extend at Heathrow, all okay...
Embraer changed the designation of its EMB-145 regional jet to
RJ-145...
CAL, pilots reach tentative agreement on major issues of new
contract...
Seaplane Pilots Association put up a new web site
<www.seaplanes.org>.

AVSCOOP: Congrats to Richard J. O'Brien, our first AVscoop
winner.
Submit news tips via email to <mailto:newstips@avweb.com>
Rules and info at <http://www.avweb.com/newswire/
newstips.html>
-------------------------------------------------------------READ FULL DETAILS OF THESE STORIES ON AVWEB'S
NEWSWIRE AT
<http://www.avweb.com/toc/newswire.html>
-------------------------------------------------------------This week's news in AVflash and AVweb NewsWire was
researched by Bob Kaputa <mailto:bkaputa@avweb.com>,
and written by Joseph E. (Jeb) Burnside
<mailto:jburnside@avweb.com>.
News Editor is Doug Ritter <mailto:dritter@avweb.com>.
Editor-in-Chief is Mike Busch <mailto:mbusch@avweb.com>.
-------------------------------------------------------------SHORT FINAL...
The venerable Cessna 152 POH recommends testing the stall
warning horn
by placing a clean cloth over the stall vent and drawing a
vacuum. When
an instructor asked a student at our club how to test the stall
warning
horn, he replied "place your mouth over the wing stall vent and
suck
hard till the siren goes off."
The instructor then asked, "What would you do if the vent was
full of

bugs and such?" The student pondered for a moment and then
replied,
"Ask the instructor to place his mouth over the wing stall vent
and suck
hard till the siren goes off..."
Contributions to Short Final are welcomed at
<mailto:bkaputa@avweb.com>.
_______________________________________
New Articles and Features on AVweb
AVMAIL <http://www.avweb.com/toc/avmail.html>
======
NEW SECTION! Every week, we get interesting and often
controversial
email from AVweb's 63,000 (and counting!) members. We've
finally opened
a section where we can share selected messages with you. We
start it
off with members' views on Administrator Garvey's speech at
AOPA Expo,
sexual harassment of female pilots, contact lenses in the cockpit,
and
some reasons for low morale in the ATC ranks. Contributions to
the new
AVmail section are welcomed at <mailto:editor@avweb.com>.
PLACES TO FLY <http://www.avweb.com/toc/places.html>
=============
"Castle Airport and Air Museum"
A few years ago, Castle AFB in California's central valley was a
busy

Strategic Air Command facility. Today, it's a decidedly un-busy
general aviation airport with a mammoth 12,000-foot runway, a
nice
FBO, and a superb seven-acre outdoor aviation museum with
one of the
most extraordinary collections of USAF bomber and fighter
aircraft
west of Wright-Patterson. If you're hungry, you can get a
decent
burger at the museum's Flight of Fancy Grill, or buzz over to
Harris
Ranch (one of the best fly-in restaurants in California) about 15
minutes to the south. Michael Gat describes his recent day-trip
to
Castle, complete with photos of some of the historic aircraft he
saw
there, and provides all the info you need to plan your fly-in
visit.
PRODUCTS <http://www.avweb.com/toc/products.html>
========
"Pilot Report: Vortex Generators"
Vortex generators have revolutionized the engine-out safety
margins
of twin-engine airplanes and thousands of aircraft have been
retrofitted with them over the last decade. When AVweb's
editorin-chief Mike Busch recently had VGs installed on his Cessna
T310R,
he discovered that they also improve short-field performance
and lowspeed handling to an extent that is hard to believe until you
experience it. Not just for twins anymore, VGs are rapidly

gaining
popularity as an effective STOL modification to single-engine
airplanes from Piper Cubs to Beech Bonanzas. In this in-depth
pilot
report, Mike reviews the history of VGs, tells you which
companies
have STCs for which aircraft models, explains the
aerodynamics of how
they work, and describes how they're installed, what they cost,
and
what it's like to fly with them.
SHOPPING <http://www.avweb.com/toc/shopping.html>
========
AVIONICS WEST, INC.
LAST CHANCE! You have less than a week left to take
advantage of
AWI's extraordinary price promotion on the LIGHTSPEED 20K
ANR HEADSET.
Until November 15, Avionics West is selling this remarkable
headset at
a deep-discount price below the manufacturer's Minimum
Advertised
Price. After this sale was first announced last week, AWI's
supply
was completely sold out, but they've just received another
shipment
and once again have these headsets IN STOCK. We can't
advertise the
special below-MAP price here, but you can obtain it by sending
an
email to <mailto:avionics-specials@avweb.com> (be sure your
message

has a valid return address). <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/
avionics>
Also, the LOWRANCE AIRMAP has been in extremely short
supply since
Lowrance Electronics dropped the street price to $599. Even at
$699,
the AirMap was AVweb's hands-down pick for "best bang for
the buck" in
ground-mapping GPS handhelds, and at $599 it's an incredible
value.
We've just learned that all Avionics West's backorders for the
AirMap
have been filled, and they now have AirMap's IN STOCK for
immediate
shipment. <http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/avionics>
BOUNDARY LAYER RESEARCH
We're delighted to welcome BLR, the leading supplier of STC'd
general
aviation vortex generator kits, as AVweb's newest sponsor.
Editor-inchief Mike Busch recently had a BLR VG kit installed on his
Cessna
T310R and was so blown away by the improved performance
that he asked
BLR to make their VG kits and other products available on-line
to
AVweb members, and BLR agreed. We've just put up an
extensive site
where you can see detailed performance specifications and
prices for
each of BLR's FAA-approved kits, and read what other pilots are

saying. Also, don't miss Mike's own in-depth pilot report article
on
VGs in AVweb's "Products" section this week. Order your BLR
VG kit
on-line and help support continued free access to AVweb and
AVflash.
<http://www.avweb.com/sponsors/boundary>
________________________________________
Thanks for reading AVflash.
See you next week.
Let's all be careful up there!
Copyright (C) 1997, The AVweb Group.
All rights reserved.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 2, 1997 8:23:36 AM PST
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: FAA letter and photo analysis

Dear David,
Got a note from Erik, he seems interested.
Below is text of letter to FAA I just sent and attached photo is
annotated analysis of fuselage rupture at cargo door.
Cheers, Barry

Bob Brenerman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
(206) 227-2100
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager

Dear Mr. Brenerman,
31 Oct 97
Thank you for your telephone call on Thursday, 30 Oct 1997.
You told me that a letter had been sent to me from FAA about my
concerns about the forward cargo door area in Boeing 747s
rupturing in flight.
We were able to chat for a few minutes about the crash of TWA
800 and others. You were able to tell me that:
1. The bottom sill of the forward cargo door is intact and
attached to fuselage skin but in several pieces.
2. The bottom latches are latched around the locking pins.
3. AD 88-12-04 was implemented in TWA 800 including all
other ADs.
4. The nose hit the water on the right side and caused inward
hydraulic impact damage in door area.
5. The door did not open in flight.
6. The door was found with nose debris and did not come off
first.
7. Admiral who said door was found first was wrong because
metal piece was misidentified underwater.

8. Nose came off at station 741.
9. You didn't scrutinize the paint smears on TWA 800
reconstruction photo.
10. PA 103 and AI 182 were inflight breakups and would show
similar evidence but were proven to be bombs.
11. NTSB has tagged each piece of metal of wreckage and it's
plotted.
12. You referred my photos to NTSB for reply.
13. A letter is coming to me from FAA explaining the above.
Well, sir, that was a lot and thank you again for chatting with
me. For the first time in a year and a quarter I was able to hold a
scientific conversation about TWA 800 with a government
authority. As an engineer and commercial pilot we respect
science. I contend fuselage rupture at cargo door area is all
science which means it is reproducible and explainable.
Your statement of inward damage to the cargo door area from
impact with water took me aback as I have not heard that before.
I have had time to digest that information and wish to reply in
this letter. I invite you to have a scientific discussion with me
about metal and wreckage and air pressure. I'm not an engineer
but a pilot with aerodynamic background.
I understand your sequence of events. Essentially it is center
tank explosion of unknown origin, nose comes off at station 741,
plane falls and later fireball and destruction. The nose falls intact
and alone on right side into water which hydraulic impact pushes
metal skin into and past the stringers and bulkheads in cargo door
area while leaving port side smooth and intact. Forward cargo
door is in pieces from this impact and is in debris field of nose.
The lower part of door has latches which are latched and attached
to bottom sill of frame indicating door did not open in flight.
Do you understand my sequence? Did you go to my extensive
web site which documents my explanation? To present such a
complex sequence concisely is difficult but I will try.

Fuselage ruptures at forward cargo door area for unknown
reason. Nose comes off at station 741, plane falls and later
fireball and destruction. The nose falls intact and alone on right
side onto water which gives hydraulic impact damage to nose
gear doors which drives them inward. When fuselage ruptures at
13700 feet the skin is burst outward and the red painted metal on
door is slammed against white painted area between windows
above the door and red paint is transferred leaving red smears
only above rupture area. Fireball is ignited by flaming fodded
engine number three at 7500 feet. Sudden loud sound is
explosive decompression when fuselage ruptures. Streak is shiny
metal piece of door spinning away reflecting evening sunlight to
ground observers. Missing bodies were ingested into number
three engine. Abrupt power cut when cargo hold floor is severely
disrupted. Nose comes off when huge hole appears in side of
nose and 300 knot wind tears it off.
I offer that the fuselage rupture explanation explains all the
evidence of streak, sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut, debris
pattern, and many other observed events. I will be glad to go
over them one by one with you. Center tank explosion as initial
event leaves too many contradictory conclusions such as
autopsies with no burns, abrupt singed areas on fuselage skin,
soundless explosion, no ignition source, etc.
As an engineer and pilot we understand the enormous internal
forces of 4 pounds per square inch on a nine foot by ten foot
outward opening door and the incredible power of 300 knots of
slipstream on a weakened airframe. I trust you respect reality
which means things you can see, touch, hear, and feel. In that
regard, let me attempt to rebut the inward impact damage at
cargo door area conclusion with the following reality which can
be checked out:
If we look closely at NTSB TWA 800 reconstruction photograph
there are red paint smears on the white paint between windows

alongside the fuselage. These red paint smears are only above
and slightly aft of the forward door. The cargo door normally has
red paint on it. The space between the windows normally had
white paint. The between window spaces now have red paint
smears on them in the reconstruction. This indicates the red
colored metal below expanded upward and struck the white
painted area and transferred the red to the white. If the damage
had been caused by inward action of water impact there would be
no red paint smears on the white paint between the windows. But
there are many smears and that is consistent with rupture
outward, not inward.
Let us assume that the forward cargo door was latched and rode
nose down to the water. That rules out FBI innocently altering
latches searching for explosive residue in their lab, or a mistaken
identity with the identical aft cargo door, and confusion with any
other of the twelve doors on the 747.
Because the door was latched does not mean there was not a
fuselage rupture at the cargo door area. In fact, I believe the
picture shows such a rupture in the shattered right side forward
of the wing. I don't have three dimensions but it appears to be a
round outward rupture hole at lower left of cargo door. Doors can
open at places other than where they are supposed to.
The damage on the right side is consistent with an outward
opening rupture. It does not look like impact damage because it
is located only around the cargo door and not far above it or aft.
Of course the entire nose is not reconstructed nor is the NTSB
photo complete with part of the extreme forward part missing so
it is difficult to make definite conclusions based on observations
of pictures, as you said in your call. Hands on examination is
needed and you have that opportunity.
I am very familiar with AI 182 and PA 103 and 'they' did not
'prove' a bomb was the cause. On the contrary the evidence is
very flimsy and could have gone either way of structural failure

or bomb. AI 182 had structural failure as cause but said it was
bomb that blew out the forward cargo hold on the right side
without naming the door. AI 182 door description on the bottom
of the ocean matches TWA 800 door area NTSB photo. PA 103
reconstruction drawing matches UAL 811 after landing with
huge hole in side.
The importance of including other similar accidents is to group
them and then draw conclusions based upon deductions. I did not
choose the flight numbers; they were included only because of
the evidence of sudden loud sound on CVR, inflight damage,
abrupt power cut, and many more significant similarities. If you
know of any more high time Boeing 747s that have a fatal
accident centered near the forward cargo hold that left a sudden
loud sound, an abrupt power cut, fodded engines, missing bodies,
and forward door in pieces, and I'll include them in the group. So
far it's only AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. As an
aerospace engineer do you not welcome a possible scientific
explanation for an aviation event rather than shadowy conspiracy
Sikh terrorists or evil foreign secret agents?
But to talk of AI 182 and PA 103 is fraught with emotion and
difficult without the reports to point to specific items. But let us
at least agree that AI 182 and PA 103 and UAL 811 and TWA
800 all had inflight structural problem starting forward of the
leading edge of the wing, with three of them pinpointing to
forward cargo hold.
I checked TWA 800 station 741 nose separation point on PA 103
and it matches too. Both noses came off at same point on
fuselage give or take a few inches.
To be specific about TWA 800 cargo door:
1. Is it confirmed it is forward and not aft or other latches?
2. Are all latches accounted for? There are eight below and one
on each side for total of ten.
3. Are all latches latched around locking pins? If only one

unlatches that may be sufficient for internal pressure to bulge out
door into slipstream when ultimate destructive force of 300
knots tears door away and nose off.
4. Mid span latches are particularly critical as rupture appears to
be in middle of door.
5. Where are the missing pieces of the door? Only about 20
percent of the door is in reconstruction. The missing portions
may be the pieces that fell first and closest to event site and still
unfound.
To say forward cargo door was latched is not sufficient to rule
out rupture at cargo door area as initial event for TWA 800
because:
1. Not all latches are accounted for.
2. Most of door still missing.
3. Rupture can occur with a latched door but failure at corners or
middle.
4. Description of TWA 800 door area matches AI 182 door area
which had door attached to fuselage skin which was explained as
fuselage rupture at forward cargo hold (caused by bomb). TWA
800 was thought to be bomb also based upon early evidence
which NTSB computer simulation showed baggage spewed forth
from forward cargo hold as first event.
I understand the problem NTSB has with that unilateral damage
on right side because a center tank explosion should give
bilateral damage and doesn't. So the water impact explanation is
offered. If damage at cargo door area is inward then no rupture
and if latches latched then no door opening.
What can be done to persuade you that rupture occurred? What
evidence is there to examine? Can you confirm the direction of
the metal in the forward cargo door area of TWA 800? Is that
scientifically possible? If it is outward will you reconsider your
conclusion of not door failure? I point to the red paint smears as
evidence to warrant such an effort at confirmation of metal

direction, in or out.
If you should find that the right side damage is outward and not
inward, or not all of the latches or pieces of door are accounted
for, please reconsider your conclusion that the door area did not
fail in flight and rupture.
Please establish a dialogue with me. My email is
barry@corazon.com and I can send and receive high resolution
color photographs via email. My web site has accident reports
from DC-10 to B747 and others to support cargo door fuselage
rupture. I've attached some of the web page analysis for your
consideration.
I apologize for any name misspellings; my hearing is shot from
thousands of hours in recips and jets and I may have heard names
wrong on the phone. I may have heard other statements wrong
too and that is why I prefer writing to talking such as this letter
and email. Please correct any misstatements I may have made.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 6:04:02 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: Re: Cargo door blowout area in pictures and text for
TWA 800

'll check all the citations.
Good, they are worth a look. It's an autopsy and the body is there
to see and examine.

I think Boeing knows perfectly well what happened to flight
800
but isn't saying.
Well, Boeing is people and who would that be? I still say no
conspiracy no coverup and no plot. I really believe Boeing safety
and engineers don't believe their product is faulty and will not
take the time to check it out. And it may not be, it may be TWA
or some other reason.
Anyway, the evidence speaks for itself; I did not put that round
rupture hole at cargo door nor the red paint between the
windows.
Cheers,
Barry.
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: October 29, 1997 5:38:36 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Cargo door blowout area in pictures and text for
TWA 800

Barry: I'm glad you don't give up. I'll check all the citations. It
may take a couple days before I can get back to you.
You are aware of the TWA 800 hearings this December in
Baltimore? After the NTSB's sunshine hearing on the ValuJet
flight
592 disaster, I have lost a great deal of confidence in their
honesty and their investigative skills.
I think Boeing knows perfectly well what happened to flight
800
but isn't saying.

David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Cargo door blowout area in pictures and text for TWA
800
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 10/29/97 10:02 AM

Hi, David, never give up.
Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at
cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are matched also. Your
experience
will enable you to identify the cargo door area. Note round
rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 10:50:56 AM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Cargo door blowout pictures TWA 800

Dear Byron,

29 Oct 97

Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at
cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are matched also. Your
experience
will enable you to identify the cargo door area. Note round
rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html

http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 10:03:05 AM PST
To: SUNWEKLY-aol.com
Subject: My humble press kit

Dear Elizabeth, never give up. Here's what I'm sending out, sort
of electronic press kit.

Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html

http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 10:02:52 AM PST
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Cargo door blowout area in pictures and text for
TWA 800

Hi, David, never give up.
Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 10:02:13 AM PST
To: msnewsmailonsundaycouk
Subject: Note hole

Hi, Nick, never give up, here it is in pictures. I've also included
some recent email from pilots. Regards, Barry

Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: "George Richardson" <Gulfairs@ihug.co.nz>

To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: b747 breakups.
Date: Wed, 29 Oct 1997 08:09:17 +1300
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Priority: 3
MIME-Version: 1.0

Barry I am an ex B747-200 jockey,how does the station 43 (or
what ever number it is) failure stack up against an inadvertant
door latch failure.I have always maintained that the Air India and
TWA were straight unadulterated inflight structural failures,
( hushed up by Boeing)which is a good reason for not even
having an "Ah shit" on the cvr.Regards,George Richardson.

From: Wayty@aol.com
Date: Tue, 28 Oct 1997 17:18:17 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Your B747 pages
Hello Barry,
I just want to say I was most impressed at the way you have put
together
these accounts of B747 accidents.
I currently fly the B737-400 and have been in aviation ( MIL and
CIV ) for 37
years (25,000 hrs) so I know a little of the subject !
I have not read all your accounts and references, but what I have
read is
creditable.
Should you need a contact such as I, you need only email me.
I shall watch out for more of your work - well done Sir.

Best regards,
Bryn Wayt
Captain
British Airways
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 10:02:06 AM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Note round rupture hole.

Hi, Mike, never give up. Here it is in pictures.
Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 9:58:58 AM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Press Kit Cargo Door

Dear Byron,

29 Oct 97

Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 9:58:07 AM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: Photos of TWA 800 blowout at cargo door

Hi, Lou, still trying, still makes sense.
Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800

fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: PBS Online <WEBMAIL@pbs.org>
Date: October 29, 1997 8:57:22 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: re: Pictures of TWA 800 blowout at cargo door area,
cargo door is cause of crash

Thank you for writing to PBS ONLINE, the World Wide Web
site
for the Public Broadcasting Service. We greatly value your
comments and questions and we thank you for taking the time to
send them to us.
Due to the volume of e-mail that we receive each day, our
small but dedicated staff is unfortunately not able to respond
personally to each letter. However, all comments and

suggestions
that we receive are read and forwarded to the appropriate
department and/or producers. If we have any additional
information regarding your request or comments, we will send
you
a more detailed reply as soon as possible.
A list of frequently asked questions is available online at
<http://www.pbs.org/voice/faq.html>. The following paragraphs
address some of the more common questions that we receive.
*Rebroadcast Information
If you are inquiring about the broadcast time for a PBS program,
please be aware that all final program scheduling decisions are
determined locally by each of our member stations. If you would
like to see a particular PBS program rebroadcast or have a
comment about your local station's broadcast schedule, please
contact your PBS station directly. Postal addresses, e-mail
addresses and Web hyperlinks for PBS stations are available on
PBS ONLINE at <http://www.pbs.org/stations/>.
*Program Comments or Questions
Comments or questions about specific PBS programs are
forwarded
automatically to PBS Viewer Services, who in turn forward them
to
the appropriate PBS personnel. If you have a question about the
creation of a World Wide Web site for a PBS program that does
not
currently exist on PBS ONLINE, your comments will be
forwarded by
PBS Viewer Services to the program's producers. Future
inquiries

of this nature may be sent directly to PBS Viewer Services at
viewer@pbs.org.
*Videotape or Product Purchase
If you are interested in purchasing videotapes or other products
related to a PBS program, please visit shopPBS at
<http://www.pbs.org/shop/> for a list of videotapes and products
available for online purchase. You may also call PBS Home
Video
at (800)645-4PBS to purchase videotapes for personal use, or
PBS
Video at (800)344-3337 to purchase videotapes to be used by
organizations or institutions. Future inquiries of this nature
may be sent directly to shopPBS at shop@pbs.org.
Thank you again for sharing your thoughts, and we hope that
you will continue to enjoy and support PBS and PBS ONLINE!

PBS

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 9:58:01 AM PST
To: g.bangone@popmail.iol.it
Subject: Pictures of TWA 800 blowout at cargo door area

Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html

Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 9:57:54 AM PST
To: WEBMAIL@pbs.org
Subject: Pictures of TWA 800 blowout at cargo door area,
cargo door is cause of crash

Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 9:57:46 AM PST
To: phillipsd@washpost.com
Subject: TWA 800 pictures of blowout at cargo door area

Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 9:57:40 AM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Pictures of TWA 800 blowout at cargo door area

Hi Robert, still trying,

Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 9:57:30 AM PST
To: mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: For David Fuhlgrum Pictures of TWA 800

Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html

http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 1997 9:56:12 AM PST
To: mattwald@nytimes.com
Subject: TWA 800 NTSB blowout photo at cargo door area

Mr. Wald, 29 Oct 97
This is productive.
Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800
fuselage blowout at cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are
matched also. Your experience will enable you to identify the
cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html

http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 6, 1997 9:45:31 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Pesky factual evidence

Dear Byron, 6 Oct 97
More pesky factual evidence:
The red paint between the windows of TWA 800 as shown in the
reconstruction photo point to open cargo door as explanation as
to how the white paint became red. The upward opening and
tearing off top red painted cargo door slammed up and onto the
white painted window frames transferring red paint to white.
This sequence happened in UAL 811, NTSB AAR 92/02. The red
paint transfer only occurred above and slightly aft of the cargo
door.
Picture attached.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 6, 1997 9:43:03 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Too many cargo door stories, why?

Dear Mike 6 Oct 97
A cargo-door opening forced a Delta 727 to return to Bradley
Int'l.
is from your AVweb'sAVflash of 6 Oct 97.
Too much already, Mike, why was this worthy of inclusion in
your magazine?
Ah, it's because a cargo door opening in a pressurized hull is a
serious event and worthy of news. And even the possibility of a
cargo door opening is news worthy because it may have
catastrophic consequences.
So, AVweb, keep up the good work reporting on cargo door
openings in pressurized airliners.
Got a lead for you about cargo door
openings....www.corazon.com.
It has pesky supporting facts about red paint between windows
normally white.
The red paint between the windows of TWA 800 as shown in the
reconstruction photo point to open cargo door as explanation as
to how the white paint became red. The upward opening and
tearing off top red painted cargo door slammed up and onto the
white painted window frames transferring red paint to white.
This sequence happened in UAL 811, NTSB AAR 92/02. The red
paint transfer only occurred above and slightly aft of the cargo
door.

Pesky facts and previous history and you reporting on no
damage, no injury cargo door opening event would lead an
aviation journalist to investigate www.corazon.com, just a few
clicks away.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 16, 1997 9:02:53 AM PDT
To: mattwald@nytimes.com
Subject: New mechanical avenue for TWA 800 and others.

Mr. Wald, 14 Sep 97
Here is another avenue of investigation:
Possible sequence for TWA 800: EPR/EGT indication of surge as
loose cowling on number three comes off, shown as radar blip,
bleed air from three affected, more heat/air goes into forward
cargo compartment, overpressure blows out weakest area, around
or through cargo door. Nose comes off sequence follows as
evidence shows.
All suspect planes have JT9D. Cowlings have come off many
times before. Cowling would explain radar blip too early in
sequence for door. Cowling reflects light. Overpressure would
explain AI 182 blowing out around door. Engine bleed air comes
from three and others and goes into forward cargo compartment.
Ducts fail. Blow out around/of door would explain latches being

latched yet door goes.
It's a worthy line of investigation. Are all the cowlings accounted
for? Where was number 3's cowling found? Any EGT or EPR
anomalies on FDR of 800?
Sincerely
John Barry Smith
811 is given JT9D
182 is JT9D-7x
103 is JT9D-7A
El Al is JT9D-7J
800 is JT9D-xx

AAIB Bulletin No: 12/96 Ref: EW/C96/8/3 Category: 1.1
Aircraft Type and Registration:
Boeing 747-283B,
G-VOYG
No & Type of Engines:
4 Pratt & Whitney
JT9D-7J turbofan
engines
Year of Manufacture:
1971
Date & Time (UTC):
6 August 1996 at
approximately 1146
hrs
Location:
On departure from
London Gatwick

Airport
Type of Flight:
Public Transport
Persons on Board:
442
Injuries:
Nil
Nature of Damage:
Damage to No 3
engine and cowling
Commander's Licence:
Airline Transport
Pilot's Licence
Commander's Age:
36 years
Commander's Flying
Experience:
6,500 hours (of
which 1,800 were on
type)
Last 90 days - 130
hours
Last 28 days - 50
hours
Information Source:
AAIB Field
Investigation

The aircraft departed London Gatwick from Runway 26L on a
Lambourne 3M Standard Instrument Departure (SID) bound for
Orlando,
Florida. The weather at the time, broadcast on the 1145 hrs ATIS,

was: surface wind 220¡/14 kt (maximum 26 kt; minimum 5 kt);
visibility 30 km
with nil weather; cloud broken at 2,300 feet; temperature 19¡C;
dew point 11¡C and QNH 1007 mbs.
Shortly after take off the crew heard a muffled thud which was
followed by the failure of No 3 engine EGT gauge. There were
no indications on
the flight deck of any other malfunctions. Discovering, after
consultation with their operations, that there were no replacement
gauges at
Orlando and that an EGT gauge is an MEL (minimum equipment
list) item, the crew were advised to return to Gatwick for
replacement of the
faulty instrument. The aircraft landed without incident at 1304
hrs.
After shutdown it was discovered that a significant section of the
No 3 engine cowling was missing. Several large sections of
cowling were found
on farmland within a mile of the western end of Runway 26L.
The JT9D engine hinged side cowlings provide access to the
engine compressor case, combustion chamber and turbine areas,
various engine
accessories and power plant equipment. The 15th stage bleed
ports are incorporated on the right side cowling panel for
discharging bleed air
overboard.
The cowlings are located and supported on their top edge by six
hinge hooks containing recesses which engage a series of rollers
carried by the

support structure on the top of the engine nacelle. The lower
edges of the left and right hinged cowlings are joined together by
six adjustable
latches which engage in 'U' bolts on the bottom of the right hand
cowling.
Examination of the cowlings revealed that the left cowling had
detached first, and had then caused the rear of the right hand
cowling to detach.
All of the left hand cowling was recovered in one piece except
for one hook hinge which was not found. Of the other five hook
hinges, three had
recesses in which the original paint had not been marked by the
rollers. This indicated that the rollers had not engaged the
recesses, either on
G-VOYG, or on any other aircraft to which the cowling had been
fitted with those hinge hooks.
The front of the right hand cowling, containing four hook latches
and four 'U' bolts had remained attached to the engine, whilst the
rear section
had fragmented and detached. Although none of the 'U' bolts or
latches had been significantly damaged, there was severe
distortion around
one of the latches and its associated locating spigot on the rear
section of the right hand cowling.
The possibility was considered that the cowling had been
distorted because of the lack of proper roller engagement. If this
had been the case
an engine surge may have caused an overpressure within the
cowling, leading to its release. Although the FDR did not show
evidence of a

surge it was decided to carry out a test bed run to determine the
susceptibility of the engine to a surge. The engine had sustained
some
external damage during the incident and therefore minor repairs
were necessary to permit a diagnostic test bed run in the 'as
received'
condition. The engine was handled in such a way as to provoke a
surge on the test bed but did not show any tendency to surge.
On 26th September 1996 Boeing issued a telex to all 747
customers which reviewed the causes of side cowling losses. In
summary, excluding
this incident, 39 side panel losses had been reported since 1969,
of these:
14 were attributed to improperly latched, or unlatched, forward
latches,
18 (+ 1 suspected) losses were attributed to specific engine
incidents, not applicable in this incident,
6 had no cause attributed.
The operator's procedures require that the opening and closing of
the side cowlings should be documented, there were no such
entries
relating to the previous flight. As a result of this incident the
operator initiated a programme to check all the hinge hooks on
his aircraft for
engagement.
The failure of the No 3 EGT gauge was caused by secondary
damage to the No 3 engine as a result of the cowling separation.

CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO DECEMBER INDEX
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 15, 1997 7:32:04 PM PDT
To: msnewsmailonsundaycouk
Subject: Doors

Nick, MOS cares enough about PA 103 to publish the tripe below
about conspiracy presented by now guilty perjurer, Coleman. PA
103 tiny piece of plastic found by now fired for evidence
mismanagement FBI investigator, Tom Thurman.
Door in nose of TWA 800 doing strange thing now target for
TWA 800, the nose gear doors. Story below.
To do story on cargo door for TWA 800 and PA 103 supported by
government documents is relevant and timely.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

US Government Still on Ropes Over Lockerbie

By John Ashton
Originally Appeared in June 9,
1996 edition of The Mail on Sunday - London

There are two very different theories about Lockerbie, the
first is black and white; the second is murky and gray. The black
and white
version presents the bombing as a victory of terrorist
cunning over American innocence. The gray version suggests
that Uncle Sam
has as much blood on his hands as the bombers. Not
surprisingly, it is the first version that the US and British
governments came to
believe.
The conflicting accounts are now the heart of an
extraordinary battle to prevent a book from being published in
the US Trail Of The
Octopus by Donald Goddard and Lester Coleman first
appeared in Britain in 1993, but no major American publisher
would touch it.
"If the book's allegations prove to be correct," says Dr. Jim
Swire, who lost his daughter Flora at Lockerbie, "it will make
Watergate
look like vicar's tea party."
Guilty Plea on Lockerbie Lie / Ex-informant: I made up sting
link
By Robert E. Kessler. STAFF WRITER

A former government informant admitted in U.S. District Court
in
Uniondale yesterday that he fabricated a story that a Drug

Enforcement
Administration sting operation gone awry caused the 1988
downing of Pan
Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, killing 270 people.
The story, by Lester Coleman, 54, who had been an informant
for the
DEA and for the Pentagon's Defense Intelligence Agency in the
Middle
East, was widely circulated in the press in Europe and the United
States
in the early 1990s and even made the cover of Time magazine.
In addition to having a wide impact on public perceptions of
the
crash, Coleman's account was used by Pan American lawyers and
insurers
as a defense in an unsuccessful attempt to avoid paying hundreds
of
millions of dollars in damages to victims' families. Eventually,
the
courts ruled that lax Pan Am security allowed a suitcase
containing a
bomb to be placed on the plane. Two agents of the Libyan
government have
been indicted for masterminding the actual bombing plot, but
their
government has refused to extradite them.
An FBI investigation into whether any affidavits in the case
were
perjured resulted in Coleman's indictment.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Alan Vickery said he hoped Coleman's
admissions "could somehow ease the grief and pain of the friends
and
families of the victims, who might have thought the United

States
government had caused the plane to crash." Vickery said the
investigation was continuing.
In a lengthy statement in which he pleaded guilty to five counts
of
perjury in connection with his original account of the bombing,
Coleman
said he wanted "to apologize to the families and friends of the
270
people killed on Flight 103 and on the ground in Lockerbie for
my role
in promoting the story that an agency of the U.S. government
was somehow
responsible for aiding terrorists in getting the bomb onto the
plane."
Coleman said he approached Pan Am attorneys in 1991 and
asked for
$39,000 to serve as a consultant for their side. He was paid only
$18,000 for his work in drafting his affidavit, Coleman said.
"To the best of my knowledge, I was the direct or indirect
source of
[the original] press reports, as well as subsequent press reports
purporting to link the DEA to the Pan Am-Lockerbie bombing,"
Coleman
said.
In Coleman's original account, Iranian terrorists had infiltrated
a
DEA drug-sting and substituted a bomb in a suitcase for what
was
supposed to be a load of drugs. The Iranians were supposedly
seeking
revenge for the United States having accidentally downed an
Iranian

airliner.
Coleman faces up to 25 years in prison on the five perjury
charges
when he is sentenced by U.S. District Court Judge Thomas Platt
at a
date yet to be determined.
In another part of the FBI investigation into perjury growing
out of
the Pan Am crash, a prominent Garden City insurance industry
executive
and philanthropist was sentenced to 57 months in prison in June
in U.S.
District Court in Brooklyn for mail fraud. The executive, John
Brennan,
who had been chairman of United States Aviation Underwriters,
the
country's largest airline insurer, had been under investigation for
his
role, if any, in trying to blame the United States government for
the
crash of the Pan Am plane. But he was convicted of an unrelated
scheme
uncovered during the investigation of defrauding USAir.

Copyright 1997, Newsday Inc.
Guilty Plea on Lockerbie Lie / Ex-informant: I made up sting
link.,
09-12-1997, pp A33.

Nose gear doors baffle

TWA crash
investigators
September 5, 1997
Web posted at: 10:53 p.m. EDT (0253
GMT)
NEW YORK (CNN) -Federal officials
investigating the crash of
TWA Flight 800 are baffled
by the recent discovery of impact
damage on the
doors that close over the front landing
gear.
According to several people involved
in the
investigation, for the last two weeks
National
Transportation Safety Board
investigators have
been trying to figure out what could
have caused
the nose gear doors to blow inward -and
whether whatever caused that damage
happened before the plane's center fuel
tank
exploded.
The Boeing 747 crashed into the
Atlantic shortly

after takeoff from New York's Kennedy
Airport
en route to Paris, July 17, 1996, killing
all 230
people aboard.
Examiners who have been looking at
crash
wreckage for the past 13 months are
now said to
be mystified about the significance of
the
damage on the doors, which are located
below
the flight deck and well forward of the
plane's
center fuel tank. The investigators are
equally
troubled by the fact that these nose gear
doors
were among the first things on the
plane to have
come off in flight.
One crash investigator told CNN on
Friday that
the discovery keeps open the question
of
whether the fuel tank explosion was the
primary
or secondary event in the in-flight
breakup of
TWA flight 800. But Shelly Hazle, an

NTSB
spokeswoman, downplayed the
significance,
emphasizing that investigators will
have to see
how this newly discovered evidence fits
into their
theory of how the plane blew up.
Ê

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 14, 1997 11:34:44 AM PDT
To: mattwald@nytimes.com
Subject: Doors on TWA 800

Dear Mr. Wald,
Story below is about NTSB talking to CNN about nose gear
doors on TWA 800 doing a strange thing which might have
happened prior to center tank event and which may have caused
crash. The nose door investigation is implied to have been
initiated by Boeing or TWA.
Our previous correspondence, some attached below, concerned
me saying a door in the nose of TWA 800 did a strange thing that
happened before the center tank event and caused the crash.
Cargo door opening in flight. You were unimpressed then.
To say door in nose of TWA 800 did strange thing is not strange
anymore.

Cargo door is not so common anymore. Would you like to meet
her? Princess Cargo Door! at www.corazon.com
Mr. Wald, I'm trying to connect, trying to cut through the noise of
TWA 800 with reference to wonderful film. It may work.
Someone on the NTSB TWA 800 investigative team thinks it is
structural problem of door in nose. That person is counter to Dr.
Loeb who says center tank event was initial event. The door guy
on NTSB team needs help. He has talked to AWST and CNN, he
will talk to you. It may be Mr. Dickinson or Mr. Schleede. Could
you try to interview him and let him amplify area of door
structural problem?
Door problems are reasonable happened before mechanical
explanation for fatal accidents of Boeing 747, UAL 811 NTSB
AAR 92/02. All the evidence and conclusions about cargo door
come back to NTSB AAR 92/02, on web site at
www.corazon.com
I've attached a picture of TWA 800 door which matches
descriptions and pictures of other Boeing 747 crashes, also on
web site.
I'm always available for discussion at email barry@corazon.com
or 408 659 3552.
Sincerely
John Barry Smith

Nose gear doors baffle
TWA crash
investigators
September 5, 1997
Web posted at: 10:53 p.m. EDT (0253
GMT)
NEW YORK (CNN) -Federal officials
investigating the crash of
TWA Flight 800 are baffled
by the recent discovery of impact
damage on the
doors that close over the front landing
gear.
According to several people involved
in the
investigation, for the last two weeks
National
Transportation Safety Board
investigators have
been trying to figure out what could
have caused
the nose gear doors to blow inward -and
whether whatever caused that damage
happened before the plane's center fuel
tank
exploded.

The Boeing 747 crashed into the
Atlantic shortly
after takeoff from New York's Kennedy
Airport
en route to Paris, July 17, 1996, killing
all 230
people aboard.
Examiners who have been looking at
crash
wreckage for the past 13 months are
now said to
be mystified about the significance of
the
damage on the doors, which are located
below
the flight deck and well forward of the
plane's
center fuel tank. The investigators are
equally
troubled by the fact that these nose gear
doors
were among the first things on the
plane to have
come off in flight.
One crash investigator told CNN on
Friday that
the discovery keeps open the question
of
whether the fuel tank explosion was the
primary
or secondary event in the in-flight

breakup of
TWA flight 800. But Shelly Hazle, an
NTSB
spokeswoman, downplayed the
significance,
emphasizing that investigators will
have to see
how this newly discovered evidence fits
into their
theory of how the plane blew up.
Ê
The Press-Enterprise, Riverside, CA Sunday, Sept. 7, 1997
TWA crash probe turns to damaged nose gear doors
Investigators face another mystery in the disaster that claimed
230 lives
more than a year ago, officials and news reports say.
By David E. Hendrix
The Press-Enterprise
The investigation into the TWA Flight 800 disaster has led to the
destroyed Boeing 747's front landing gear, where structural
damage to the
doors "baffles" officials and calls into question a leading crash
theory,
officials and news reports said Saturday.
The nose gear's doors were blown inward and investigators
now wonder
whether the cause of the damage happened before the plane's

center fuel
tank exploded, CNN reported, citing unnamed federal crash
officials.
The nose gear is below the flight deck and well forward of the
plane's center section.
The three leading theories being investigated as possible causes
of
the July 1996 crash include whether a missile might have
exploded outside
the jumbo jet and sent a fragment through the fuselage, initiating
a
catastrophic mid-air breakup. Explosives experts say the energy
of a
detonation near the plane could cause devastation as severe as a
blast
within an aircraft, although the damage pattern would be
different.
The crash off New York's Long Island killed all 230 people
aboard the
Paris-bound jetliner. A bomb or an unknown spark that ignited
fuel vapors
in the center wing tank are the other official suspects in the cause
of
the crash, although officials say a bomb has almost been
discounted and
the spark or some other mechanical malfunction the most likely.
Damage to the nose gear doors, and the fact that they were
among the
plane's earliest structural casualties, keeps open the question of

whether
the center fuel tank explosion in the jumbo jet was the primary or
secondary event in the crash, CNN said f ederal investigators
disclosed.
National Transportation Safety Board spokeswoman Shelly
Hazle
acknowledged Saturday that investigators had turned to the doors
in recent
weeks at the request of investigative "party members":
companies with
expertise or interest, such as Boeing or TWA , in the
investigation.
Hazle declined to comment about the NTSB's investigation and
said the
study of the wheel doors should be downplayed.
"In every investigation, things come up all the time that we
have to
look at and are not readily explainable." She said investigators
would
review how the evidence might fit into crash scenarios.
Boeing and TWA representatives declined to comment about
the
investigation, their part in it, or CNN's reports.
Boeing spokeswoman Debbie Nomaguchi, however, confirmed
that a door
and hatch identified by serial number in a confidential debris
field
report was from the nose gear.

Investigators have said that the TWA 800 parts which landed
closest to
the plane's take-off offered the best clues to what happened
because they
would indicate the earliest damage. Recovery teams used
satellites to
record to the inch where items were found on the ocean floor.
Pieces of the center fuel tank's forward wall were recovered a
few
hundred feet closer to take-off than the nose gear doors, but the
bulk of
the fuel tank was found more than a mile farther into the debris
field.
CNN said the investigators indicated the damage to the doors
had only
recently been discovered and aroused interest. A debris field
report shows
the doors were logged in during August 1996.

X-Sender: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 1997 13:23:22 -0500
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Matt Wald <Mattwald@nytimes.com>
Subject: Re: Cargo door

I'm in the office briefly today between stories.
Your message has some ideas in it that differ from the
evidence as I
understand it from investigators, about radar, what came off the
plane
first, and what is consistent with the observed FDR and CVR
data. I'm not
going to go into a long discussion, but could you please answer
the
question: can you get explosive decrompression under 14,000
feet?
(this won't look like a bomb, by the way; it doesn't produce
the
same kind of damage to metal.)
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
1627 Eye St. NW, Washington DC 20006
202-862-0363
Fax: 202-862-0340
The people with first-hand information don't think it was the
cargo door;
they say the pattern of debris tells them that the initial event was
an
explosion in teh center fuel tank. I don't think you can tell a
cargo door
on an FAA radar, because the resolution isn't fine enough. I don't
want to
seem rude, but frankly, I think my time is more productively
spent on other
stories.
--- Matt Wald

To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: It's no coincidence
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Wald, this is my reply to a reporter:
Am not entirely convinced of your cargo door
scenario,
So right, I understand, how can a guy in a converted garage with
a personal computer and phone line figure something out that has
eluded the professional aviation investigating teams of four
countries who have spent years and millions of dollars? Easy,
actually, but for our discussion let's say he can't. But the guy,
who has 40 years of flying experience, available time because he
is financially independent, desire because he was survivor of a
flaming, night, fatal jet airplane crash, access because he has the
internet, and most important, wisdom because of hindsight of
twelve years of successive accidents; the guy, me, can convince/
persuade you that the cargo door is a worthy line of investigation
for the crash cause of TWA 800. That's all, a worthy line of
investigation; after all, they have checked out natural gas
bubbles, missiles, bombs, space debris, and fires. Asking NTSB
to check out a known killer of nine who was near the scene of the
crime and left first after the crime was committed is not... is
not...weird. To not investigate cargo door is strange.

It's not a coincidence that:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no

coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,

whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally
billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: September 10, 1997 5:44:02 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: NTSB says doors in nose may be problem

Barry: Anything I hear will be passed asap. Thanx, David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Re: NTSB says doors in nose may be problem
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 9/9/97 3:10 PM

Barry: If those doors blew inward, as you and Aviation Week
relate,
that sure fits with your scenario regarding the breakup
sequence,
doesn't it?
Not exactly. I can see nose door blowing inward for some reason
as initial
event, then inward rushing air popping cargo door then nose off
then plane
falls then center tank fire/explosion. I can't see cargo door pop
and then
nose gears inward unless nose doors implode on impact with
water. So, nose
gears inward is mysterious discovery. But it is significant
because they
are in my ballpark of structural event in nose with a door. And
hopefully
away from center tank as initial event.

I am having major problems with the integrity of the NTSB
investigation into ValuJet 592,

Why? I thought that was generally clear. Maybe a few minutes of
flying
around longer than they say but generally take off, cannister fire,
tires
in hold on fire, smoke in cockpit, cables burn through, plane
noses over,
crash. What is to dispute? What alternative?
And DC-8 Fine Air Miami was unlatched latches in cargo
compartment, found
by R. Benson of NTSB, a guy I emailed on the 800 case for
months before he
got transferred to Miami case.
However, the three main possibilities
(missile, electrical spark/arcing, cargo door) all have their
proponents, and I can't just theorize in the pages of Air Safety
Week.
But can report statement from real live NTSB investigators
involved in
real current myster crash, TWA 800. And he will talk to CNN
and AWST and
you too if you ask.

Has there been a quiet call out of Boeing to go look at cargo
doors in the fleet?
Very likely and I hate that quiet stuff because it will rebound on
them. AI
182 task force police officer in Canada told me months ago

Boeing had also
just called asking about forward cargo door of AI 182, a crash of
12 years
ago.
I think new nose gear door story is an NTSB investigator giving
leak
seeking support for his idea to counter the official one of center
tank
fire. He needs support and that can be done by reporting on it.
Then maybe
he can justify reconstructing entire nose which should be done
anyway.
But, the main point, door in nose causing problem for TWA 800
is not wacky
anymore and unworthy of investigation or reporting on but is
newsworthy as
alternative mechanical explanation.
Thanks for quick reply, if you hear through your sources of
anything about
doors in the nose of 747 or TWA 800, will you let me know?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 9, 1997 3:56:27 PM PDT
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: NTSB says doors in nose of TWA 800 problem

Lou, looks like you were ahead of your time, just like all good
investigative journalists. NTSB has finally discovered a problem
with structure of nose of TWA 800 concerning doors which may
have caused crash. I say cargo door, the say nose gear door, all
of ten feet apart.
To do story on a door on TWA 800 causing problems is no longer
unusual, it has official sanction. NTSB guy will talk to you, he
has talked to AWST and now CNN.

National Transportation Safety Board spokeswoman Shelly
Hazle
acknowledged Saturday that investigators had turned to the doors
in recent
weeks at the request of investigative "party members":
companies with
expertise or interest, such as Boeing or TWA , in the
investigation.

So, they did not turn to doors at my request but maybe Boeing.
Could you call your sources at Boeing and talk about the doors in
the nose of TWA 800? And maybe about the forward cargo door,
just feet away from strange nose gear doors?
CNN said the investigators indicated the damage to the doors had
only
recently been discovered and aroused interest.
Maybe damage to another door, like cargo door, may be newly
discovered.
Anyway, TWA 800 still mystery, still current, and Dec 8 in
Baltimore is coming soon for public hearing which will be
circus. This new report puts center tank as initial event as not
certain and everything still open.
Thanks for earlier stories on cargo door, they may have helped.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Nose gear doors baffle
TWA crash
investigators
September 5, 1997
Web posted at: 10:53 p.m. EDT (0253
GMT)
NEW YORK (CNN) -Federal officials
investigating the crash of

TWA Flight 800 are baffled
by the recent discovery of impact
damage on the
doors that close over the front landing
gear.
According to several people involved
in the
investigation, for the last two weeks
National
Transportation Safety Board
investigators have
been trying to figure out what could
have caused
the nose gear doors to blow inward -and
whether whatever caused that damage
happened before the plane's center fuel
tank
exploded.
The Boeing 747 crashed into the
Atlantic shortly
after takeoff from New York's Kennedy
Airport
en route to Paris, July 17, 1996, killing
all 230
people aboard.
Examiners who have been looking at
crash
wreckage for the past 13 months are
now said to

be mystified about the significance of
the
damage on the doors, which are located
below
the flight deck and well forward of the
plane's
center fuel tank. The investigators are
equally
troubled by the fact that these nose gear
doors
were among the first things on the
plane to have
come off in flight.
One crash investigator told CNN on
Friday that
the discovery keeps open the question
of
whether the fuel tank explosion was the
primary
or secondary event in the in-flight
breakup of
TWA flight 800. But Shelly Hazle, an
NTSB
spokeswoman, downplayed the
significance,
emphasizing that investigators will
have to see
how this newly discovered evidence fits
into their
theory of how the plane blew up.
Ê

The Press-Enterprise, Riverside, CA Sunday, Sept. 7, 1997
TWA crash probe turns to damaged nose gear doors
Investigators face another mystery in the disaster that claimed
230 lives
more than a year ago, officials and news reports say.
By David E. Hendrix
The Press-Enterprise
The investigation into the TWA Flight 800 disaster has led to the
destroyed Boeing 747's front landing gear, where structural
damage to the
doors "baffles" officials and calls into question a leading crash
theory,
officials and news reports said Saturday.
The nose gear's doors were blown inward and investigators
now wonder
whether the cause of the damage happened before the plane's
center fuel
tank exploded, CNN reported, citing unnamed federal crash
officials.
The nose gear is below the flight deck and well forward of the
plane's center section.
The three leading theories being investigated as possible causes

of
the July 1996 crash include whether a missile might have
exploded outside
the jumbo jet and sent a fragment through the fuselage, initiating
a
catastrophic mid-air breakup. Explosives experts say the energy
of a
detonation near the plane could cause devastation as severe as a
blast
within an aircraft, although the damage pattern would be
different.
The crash off New York's Long Island killed all 230 people
aboard the
Paris-bound jetliner. A bomb or an unknown spark that ignited
fuel vapors
in the center wing tank are the other official suspects in the cause
of
the crash, although officials say a bomb has almost been
discounted and
the spark or some other mechanical malfunction the most likely.
Damage to the nose gear doors, and the fact that they were
among the
plane's earliest structural casualties, keeps open the question of
whether
the center fuel tank explosion in the jumbo jet was the primary or
secondary event in the crash, CNN said f ederal investigators
disclosed.
National Transportation Safety Board spokeswoman Shelly
Hazle
acknowledged Saturday that investigators had turned to the doors

in recent
weeks at the request of investigative "party members":
companies with
expertise or interest, such as Boeing or TWA , in the
investigation.
Hazle declined to comment about the NTSB's investigation and
said the
study of the wheel doors should be downplayed.
"In every investigation, things come up all the time that we
have to
look at and are not readily explainable." She said investigators
would
review how the evidence might fit into crash scenarios.
Boeing and TWA representatives declined to comment about
the
investigation, their part in it, or CNN's reports.
Boeing spokeswoman Debbie Nomaguchi, however, confirmed
that a door
and hatch identified by serial number in a confidential debris
field
report was from the nose gear.
Investigators have said that the TWA 800 parts which landed
closest to
the plane's take-off offered the best clues to what happened
because they
would indicate the earliest damage. Recovery teams used
satellites to
record to the inch where items were found on the ocean floor.

Pieces of the center fuel tank's forward wall were recovered a
few
hundred feet closer to take-off than the nose gear doors, but the
bulk of
the fuel tank was found more than a mile farther into the debris
field.
CNN said the investigators indicated the damage to the doors
had only
recently been discovered and aroused interest. A debris field
report shows
the doors were logged in during August 1996.
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 9, 1997 3:10:59 PM PDT
To: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Subject: Re: NTSB says doors in nose may be problem

Barry: If those doors blew inward, as you and Aviation Week
relate,
that sure fits with your scenario regarding the breakup
sequence,
doesn't it?

Not exactly. I can see nose door blowing inward for some reason
as initial event, then inward rushing air popping cargo door then
nose off then plane falls then center tank fire/explosion. I can't
see cargo door pop and then nose gears inward unless nose doors
implode on impact with water. So, nose gears inward is
mysterious discovery. But it is significant because they are in my
ballpark of structural event in nose with a door. And hopefully
away from center tank as initial event.

I am having major problems with the integrity of the NTSB
investigation into ValuJet 592,
Why? I thought that was generally clear. Maybe a few minutes of
flying around longer than they say but generally take off,
cannister fire, tires in hold on fire, smoke in cockpit, cables burn
through, plane noses over, crash. What is to dispute? What
alternative?
And DC-8 Fine Air Miami was unlatched latches in cargo
compartment, found by R. Benson of NTSB, a guy I emailed on
the 800 case for months before he got transferred to Miami case.
However, the three main possibilities
(missile, electrical spark/arcing, cargo door) all have their
proponents, and I can't just theorize in the pages of Air Safety
Week.
But can report statement from real live NTSB investigators
involved in real current myster crash, TWA 800. And he will talk
to CNN and AWST and you too if you ask.

Has there been a quiet call out of Boeing to go look at cargo
doors in the fleet?
Very likely and I hate that quiet stuff because it will rebound on
them. AI 182 task force police officer in Canada told me months
ago Boeing had also just called asking about forward cargo door
of AI 182, a crash of 12 years ago.
I think new nose gear door story is an NTSB investigator giving
leak seeking support for his idea to counter the official one of
center tank fire. He needs support and that can be done by
reporting on it. Then maybe he can justify reconstructing entire
nose which should be done anyway.
But, the main point, door in nose causing problem for TWA 800
is not wacky anymore and unworthy of investigation or reporting
on but is newsworthy as alternative mechanical explanation.
Thanks for quick reply, if you hear through your sources of
anything about doors in the nose of 747 or TWA 800, will you let
me know?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: September 9, 1997 12:28:40 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: NTSB says doors in nose may be problem

Barry: If those doors blew inward, as you and Aviation Week
relate,
that sure fits with your scenario regarding the breakup
sequence,
doesn't it?
I am having major problems with the integrity of the NTSB
investigation into ValuJet 592, so don't know what to expect or
hope for on TWA 800. However, the three main possibilities
(missile, electrical spark/arcing, cargo door) all have their
proponents, and I can't just theorize in the pages of Air Safety
Week.
Has there been a quiet call out of Boeing to go look at cargo
doors in the fleet? There was a such a servide bulleting issued
last June regarding electrical components in all 747-100 fuel
systems.
Regards, David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: NTSB says doors in nose may be problem
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 9/9/97 12:06 PM

Dear David,
Ah, them pesky doors, if I say it, it's nuts, if NTSB says it, it may
be
true. So cargo door may be worth a story.
National Transportation Safety Board spokeswoman Shelly

Hazle
acknowledged Saturday that investigators had turned to the doors
in recent
weeks at the request of investigative "party members":
companies with
expertise or interest, such as Boeing or TWA , in the
investigation.

So, they did not turn to doors at my request but maybe Boeing.
Could you
call your sources at Boeing and talk about the doors in the nose
of TWA
800? And maybe about the forward cargo door, just feet away
from strange
nose gear doors?
CNN said the investigators indicated the damage to the doors had
only
recently been discovered and aroused interest.
Maybe damage to another door, like cargo door, may be newly
discovered.

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

The Press-Enterprise, Riverside, CA Sunday, Sept. 7, 1997
TWA crash probe turns to damaged nose gear doors

Investigators face another mystery in the disaster that claimed
230 lives
more than a year ago, officials and news reports say.
By David E. Hendrix
The Press-Enterprise
The investigation into the TWA Flight 800 disaster has led to the
destroyed Boeing 747's front landing gear, where structural
damage to the
doors "baffles" officials and calls into question a leading crash
theory,
officials and news reports said Saturday.
The nose gear's doors were blown inward and investigators
now wonder
whether the cause of the damage happened before the plane's
center fuel
tank exploded, CNN reported, citing unnamed federal crash
officials.
The nose gear is below the flight deck and well forward of the
plane's center section.
The three leading theories being investigated as possible causes
of
the July 1996 crash include whether a missile might have
exploded outside
the jumbo jet and sent a fragment through the fuselage, initiating
a
catastrophic mid-air breakup. Explosives experts say the energy
of a
detonation near the plane could cause devastation as severe as a
blast

within an aircraft, although the damage pattern would be
different.
The crash off New York's Long Island killed all 230 people
aboard the
Paris-bound jetliner. A bomb or an unknown spark that ignited
fuel vapors
in the center wing tank are the other official suspects in the cause
of
the crash, although officials say a bomb has almost been
discounted and
the spark or some other mechanical malfunction the most likely.
Damage to the nose gear doors, and the fact that they were
among the
plane's earliest structural casualties, keeps open the question of
whether
the center fuel tank explosion in the jumbo jet was the primary or
secondary event in the crash, CNN said f ederal investigators
disclosed.
National Transportation Safety Board spokeswoman Shelly
Hazle
acknowledged Saturday that investigators had turned to the doors
in recent
weeks at the request of investigative "party members":
companies with
expertise or interest, such as Boeing or TWA , in the
investigation.
Hazle declined to comment about the NTSB's investigation and
said the
study of the wheel doors should be downplayed.

"In every investigation, things come up all the time that we
have to
look at and are not readily explainable." She said investigators
would
review how the evidence might fit into crash scenarios.
Boeing and TWA representatives declined to comment about
the
investigation, their part in it, or CNN's reports.
Boeing spokeswoman Debbie Nomaguchi, however, confirmed
that a door
and hatch identified by serial number in a confidential debris
field
report was from the nose gear.
Investigators have said that the TWA 800 parts which landed
closest to
the plane's take-off offered the best clues to what happened
because they
would indicate the earliest damage. Recovery teams used
satellites to
record to the inch where items were found on the ocean floor.
Pieces of the center fuel tank's forward wall were recovered a
few
hundred feet closer to take-off than the nose gear doors, but the
bulk of
the fuel tank was found more than a mile farther into the debris
field.
CNN said the investigators indicated the damage to the doors

had only
recently been discovered and aroused interest. A debris field
report shows
the doors were logged in during August 1996.

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 9, 1997 12:07:31 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: NTSB says doors in nose may be problem

Dear David,
Ah, them pesky doors, if I say it, it's nuts, if NTSB says it, it may
be true. So cargo door may be worth a story.
National Transportation Safety Board spokeswoman Shelly
Hazle
acknowledged Saturday that investigators had turned to the doors
in recent
weeks at the request of investigative "party members":
companies with
expertise or interest, such as Boeing or TWA , in the
investigation.

So, they did not turn to doors at my request but maybe Boeing.
Could you call your sources at Boeing and talk about the doors in
the nose of TWA 800? And maybe about the forward cargo door,
just feet away from strange nose gear doors?
CNN said the investigators indicated the damage to the doors had
only
recently been discovered and aroused interest.
Maybe damage to another door, like cargo door, may be newly
discovered.

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

The Press-Enterprise, Riverside, CA Sunday, Sept. 7, 1997
TWA crash probe turns to damaged nose gear doors
Investigators face another mystery in the disaster that claimed
230 lives
more than a year ago, officials and news reports say.
By David E. Hendrix
The Press-Enterprise
The investigation into the TWA Flight 800 disaster has led to the
destroyed Boeing 747's front landing gear, where structural
damage to the
doors "baffles" officials and calls into question a leading crash

theory,
officials and news reports said Saturday.
The nose gear's doors were blown inward and investigators
now wonder
whether the cause of the damage happened before the plane's
center fuel
tank exploded, CNN reported, citing unnamed federal crash
officials.
The nose gear is below the flight deck and well forward of the
plane's center section.
The three leading theories being investigated as possible causes
of
the July 1996 crash include whether a missile might have
exploded outside
the jumbo jet and sent a fragment through the fuselage, initiating
a
catastrophic mid-air breakup. Explosives experts say the energy
of a
detonation near the plane could cause devastation as severe as a
blast
within an aircraft, although the damage pattern would be
different.
The crash off New York's Long Island killed all 230 people
aboard the
Paris-bound jetliner. A bomb or an unknown spark that ignited
fuel vapors
in the center wing tank are the other official suspects in the cause
of
the crash, although officials say a bomb has almost been

discounted and
the spark or some other mechanical malfunction the most likely.
Damage to the nose gear doors, and the fact that they were
among the
plane's earliest structural casualties, keeps open the question of
whether
the center fuel tank explosion in the jumbo jet was the primary or
secondary event in the crash, CNN said f ederal investigators
disclosed.
National Transportation Safety Board spokeswoman Shelly
Hazle
acknowledged Saturday that investigators had turned to the doors
in recent
weeks at the request of investigative "party members":
companies with
expertise or interest, such as Boeing or TWA , in the
investigation.
Hazle declined to comment about the NTSB's investigation and
said the
study of the wheel doors should be downplayed.
"In every investigation, things come up all the time that we
have to
look at and are not readily explainable." She said investigators
would
review how the evidence might fit into crash scenarios.
Boeing and TWA representatives declined to comment about
the
investigation, their part in it, or CNN's reports.

Boeing spokeswoman Debbie Nomaguchi, however, confirmed
that a door
and hatch identified by serial number in a confidential debris
field
report was from the nose gear.
Investigators have said that the TWA 800 parts which landed
closest to
the plane's take-off offered the best clues to what happened
because they
would indicate the earliest damage. Recovery teams used
satellites to
record to the inch where items were found on the ocean floor.
Pieces of the center fuel tank's forward wall were recovered a
few
hundred feet closer to take-off than the nose gear doors, but the
bulk of
the fuel tank was found more than a mile farther into the debris
field.
CNN said the investigators indicated the damage to the doors
had only
recently been discovered and aroused interest. A debris field
report shows
the doors were logged in during August 1996.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 9, 1997 1:48:57 AM PDT
To: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Subject: Re: Ah, NTSB turned to doors

Dear Mike,
I don't think any of our sources at Boing are involved in the
investigation, but I'll check.
Thanks. I have two Boeing Field engineers contacts but they
refer me to Ms Olson, public affairs rep who brushes me off with
referral to NTSB. I can not get dialogue with anyone at Boeing,
not even the lawyers.
If not bomb missile center tank, then structural failure in nose
comes in play and Boeing and TWA are both involved. It's time
for cargo door look see by somebody.
Cheers, Barry

Below sent to NTSB to assist in ruling in or ruling out cargo
door:
Suggestions below culled from cargo door guys' consultations:
What was the condition of the cargo door hinges?
Bent upward/equally/unequally etc.
Was AD 88-06-04 applied, including the "terminating
action?"
Was AD 89-05-54 applied, including the torque-limiting
devices?
What was the condition of the torque-limiting devices?
What was the condition of the fcd frame and the locking pin
holes?
Do these holes show the locking pin being pulled accross the
frame in

different
directions?
Was the bottom of the cargo door frame worn away prior to
crash?
What was the condition of the floor beams immediately inboard
from fcd?
What was the condition of the bulkhead immediately aft of the
fcd?
Do the floor and bulk head beam's metallographic cross
sections indicate
that slow (seconds) high energy tortional twisting or fast (<sec)
fracture
fatigue damage?
Were repairs/actions from the Nov-Dec 1992 rebuild
involved?
Detailed paint mark analysis of any "foreign" paint marks on
fcd?
Detailed analysis of the "grease" on fcd parts for wear indicator
materials?
What was the condition (failure mechanism) of the RH Inboard
powerplant
plyon bolts?
Were all recovered engine pylon bolts of the correct type?
What was the condition of the front stages of the RH inboard
engine?
Was baggage related debris found in this engine?
Were any of the silicone/organic materials in the RH wing
burned?
Is there evidence of complete or incomplete combustion of
these materials?

What was the failure type of all of the different powerplant main
bearings?
Do all post failure analysis of these bearings indicate a
normal "spindown"?
What was the spectrometric metal content of the powerplane
oil in the
filters and in the main bearings?

6. Physical Condition of items ejected from aircraft prior to
explosion.
7. Physical Conditions of Engines and recovery locations.
8. Physical Condition of other aircraft material / sections and
recovery
locations.
9. Explosive and trace elemental anaylsis of recovered materials.
10. Fast/slow strain analysis model of aircraft skin fastners.
11. Oxidation sampling modeling of aircraft metallic components
for
explosion temperature zone modeling. Shows high temperature
combustion areas..

1) Position of the latch sectors?
2) Condition of the latch pins?
3) Position and condition of the lock sectors?
4) Condition of fuselage-to-door cable bundle?
5) Condition of all cargo door switches, especially S2 master
latch
lock handle switch?
6) Was AD 88-06-04 applied, including the "terminating action?"
7) Was AD 89-05-54 applied, including the torque-limiting

devices?
8) Condition of the torque-limiting devices?
9) Condition of floor beams immediately inboard from fcd?
10) Condition of the oxygen lines passing immediately adjacent
to floor
beams?
11) Condition of the cargo door hinges?
12) Detailed paint mark analysis of any "foreign" paint marks on
fcd?
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in

flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes, PA 103, and AI 182.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
1) If the latch sectors aren't within 18-22 degrees of fully-closed
position, it could mean that door
wasn't fully latched, or door tried to unlatch itself after closing
and
locking.
2) If the latch pins have a "smooth" part from 6:30 position to
8:30
position, this could be
indication of "out-of-rig" door. If there is a discolored (blued)
roughened (gouged) section from
6:30 to 7:30 position, it would mean that latch sectors were
violently
pulled past latch pins,
indicating a blown/torn-out fcd.
3) if the lock sectors aren't completely "over-center" and show
deformation on the surface closest
to latch sectors, it could show that door has had "uncommanded
door
opening." If these are in
direct contact with latch sectors, we can reasonably conclude that

fcd
tried to open itself.
4) Mostly this will show whether these cables are chaffed. The
critical
wire here is 101-20, which
NTSB has shown that it can short with many other sources to
cause
"uncommanded door
opening," especially if detail number 5 is true.
5) If these switches show concave deformation, it could be an
indication
of door that has been
"out-of-rig" for some time. If S2 master latch lock handle switch
has
broken bracket inside, the
operation should be tested to verifiy whether "door-open" circuit
was
being jumped "closed"
allowing current to pass even though master latch lock handle is
stowed
and locked.
6) Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 terminating action required
that the
soft aluminum lock
sectors be replaced with steel units or with steel re-enforced
units.
7) This AD requires installation of torque-limiting devices
(clutches)
on all latch sector drive

motors, preventing the latch sectors from being back-driven into
and
deforming or breaking the
lock sectors. Once this happens, latching mechanism is
effectively
disabled.
8) Were the torque-limiting devices installed and in proper
working
order?
9) If the floor beams are buckled downward, it is an indication
that
explosive decompression has
taken place.
10) If the floor beams have been buckled downward, there is a
very good
chance that all flight
deck and cabin oxygen lines will have been "pinched-off"
preventing
anyone from getting oxygen
from on-board oxygen generators. At higher altitudes, this would
adversely affect flight and
cabin crew effectiveness when dealing with an emergency of this
magnitude, even if the nose
section hasn't been torn off.
11) If the cargo door hinges are bent backwards, it is an
indication
that cargo door opened past
it's full "open" position, and probably struck fuselage
immediately
above it.

12) This detail should be performed with detail 11 to show if
door
violently opened in flight. Any
"foreign" paint marks found should be checked with portion of
fuselage
immediately above fcd
through detailed paint mark analysis.

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: September 9, 1997 1:30:16 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Ah, NTSB turned to doors

At 01:17 AM 9/9/97 -0700, you wrote:
So, they did not turn to doors at my request but maybe Boeing.
Could you
call your sources at Boeing and talk about the doors in the nose
of TWA
800? And maybe about the forward cargo door, just feet away
from strange
nose gear doors?
I don't think any of our sources at Boing are involved in the
investigation, but I'll check.
_______________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Internet's aviation magazine
and news service
URL: http://www.avweb.com
Email: mbusch@avweb.com

Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 9, 1997 1:19:05 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: NTSB turns to doors

Dear Byron, the story thickens:
National Transportation Safety Board spokeswoman Shelly
Hazle
acknowledged Saturday that investigators had turned to the doors
in recent
weeks at the request of investigative "party members":
companies with
expertise or interest, such as Boeing or TWA , in the
investigation.

So, they did not turn to doors at my request but maybe Boeing.
Could you call your sources at Boeing and talk about the doors in
the nose of TWA 800? And maybe about the forward cargo door,
just feet away from strange nose gear doors?
Maybe damage to another door, like cargo door, may be newly
discovered.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

The Press-Enterprise, Riverside, CA Sunday, Sept. 7, 1997

TWA crash probe turns to damaged nose gear doors
Investigators face another mystery in the disaster that claimed
230 lives
more than a year ago, officials and news reports say.
By David E. Hendrix
The Press-Enterprise
The investigation into the TWA Flight 800 disaster has led to the
destroyed Boeing 747's front landing gear, where structural
damage to the
doors "baffles" officials and calls into question a leading crash
theory,
officials and news reports said Saturday.
The nose gear's doors were blown inward and investigators
now wonder
whether the cause of the damage happened before the plane's
center fuel
tank exploded, CNN reported, citing unnamed federal crash
officials.
The nose gear is below the flight deck and well forward of the
plane's center section.
The three leading theories being investigated as possible causes
of
the July 1996 crash include whether a missile might have
exploded outside
the jumbo jet and sent a fragment through the fuselage, initiating
a
catastrophic mid-air breakup. Explosives experts say the energy

of a
detonation near the plane could cause devastation as severe as a
blast
within an aircraft, although the damage pattern would be
different.
The crash off New York's Long Island killed all 230 people
aboard the
Paris-bound jetliner. A bomb or an unknown spark that ignited
fuel vapors
in the center wing tank are the other official suspects in the cause
of
the crash, although officials say a bomb has almost been
discounted and
the spark or some other mechanical malfunction the most likely.
Damage to the nose gear doors, and the fact that they were
among the
plane's earliest structural casualties, keeps open the question of
whether
the center fuel tank explosion in the jumbo jet was the primary or
secondary event in the crash, CNN said f ederal investigators
disclosed.
National Transportation Safety Board spokeswoman Shelly
Hazle
acknowledged Saturday that investigators had turned to the doors
in recent
weeks at the request of investigative "party members":
companies with
expertise or interest, such as Boeing or TWA , in the
investigation.

Hazle declined to comment about the NTSB's investigation and
said the
study of the wheel doors should be downplayed.
"In every investigation, things come up all the time that we
have to
look at and are not readily explainable." She said investigators
would
review how the evidence might fit into crash scenarios.
Boeing and TWA representatives declined to comment about
the
investigation, their part in it, or CNN's reports.
Boeing spokeswoman Debbie Nomaguchi, however, confirmed
that a door
and hatch identified by serial number in a confidential debris
field
report was from the nose gear.
Investigators have said that the TWA 800 parts which landed
closest to
the plane's take-off offered the best clues to what happened
because they
would indicate the earliest damage. Recovery teams used
satellites to
record to the inch where items were found on the ocean floor.
Pieces of the center fuel tank's forward wall were recovered a
few
hundred feet closer to take-off than the nose gear doors, but the
bulk of
the fuel tank was found more than a mile farther into the debris

field.
CNN said the investigators indicated the damage to the doors
had only
recently been discovered and aroused interest. A debris field
report shows
the doors were logged in during August 1996.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 9, 1997 1:18:57 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Ah, NTSB turned to doors

Dear Mike, the story thickens:
National Transportation Safety Board spokeswoman Shelly
Hazle
acknowledged Saturday that investigators had turned to the doors
in recent
weeks at the request of investigative "party members":
companies with
expertise or interest, such as Boeing or TWA , in the
investigation.

So, they did not turn to doors at my request but maybe Boeing.
Could you call your sources at Boeing and talk about the doors in
the nose of TWA 800? And maybe about the forward cargo door,
just feet away from strange nose gear doors?
CNN said the investigators indicated the damage to the doors had
only
recently been discovered and aroused interest.

Maybe damage to another door, like cargo door, may be newly
discovered.

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 8, 1997 6:53:45 PM PDT
To: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Subject: Strange Days for Doors

Interesting story about the gear doors, Barry. We missed that one
in our
research for last week's news...thanks for bringing it to my
attention!
Sure would be interesting if they conclude that the center fuel
tank was
only a secondary phenomenon, wouldn't it?
_______________________________________
Well, Mike, you did ask a question...Yes is the answer. And it's

true.
Now for some politicking...Loeb is obviously the center tank
initial event guy and is probably from his scientist background
with fuels or whatever. He is not a crash investigator. They had
the cop and now the scientist. There is someone else on the team,
either Dickinson or Schleede who is the door guy. He is the
'second' official who talked to Fulghum of AWST and said it
might be door popping, back in March. He leaked another story
now about nose doors. So someone on the TWA 800 team thinks
door event first, just like me. He needs help. He is a crash
investigator. He talks to the press.
Door pop is a reasonable alternative mechanical explanation that
makes more sense than center tank spontaneous explosion. What
NTSB Loeb is doing now is fiddling with the fuel mixtures,
ignition sources, and outside air temps to get explosion and they
can't do it. And they can't do it because 90 years of airplane
design says stop fuel explosions while only forty years says no
hull rupture at hatch/window/door.
Can you help out inside NTSB investigator who keeps talking to
the press about door popping? He talked to AWST in March and
now CNN in Sep. I don't know his name but CNN or David
Fuhlgum of AWST may tell a fellow AVWEB guy and then
interview him.
Mike, do you have any questions about the number one mystery
airplane crash of your aviation career? Here I am.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Below sent 4/3/97
To: mbusch@avweb.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mike, form letter to authorities. Barry
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: September 8, 1997 4:08:12 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: Re: NTSB says door in nose of TWA 800 did strange
thing

Interesting story about the gear doors, Barry. We missed that one
in our
research for last week's news...thanks for bringing it to my
attention!
Sure would be interesting if they conclude that the center fuel
tank was
only a secondary phenomenon, wouldn't it?
_______________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Internet's aviation magazine
and news service
URL: http://www.avweb.com
Email: mbusch@avweb.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 8, 1997 8:21:40 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: NTSB says door in nose of TWA 800 did strange
thing

Dear Mike, for me to say a door in the nose of TWA 800 did a
strange thing is not wacky anymore and is newsworthy. If NTSB
says a door a few feet away from the forward cargo door does a
puzzling thing, can you not do story on big cargo door that may
have done a strange thing, inadvertently open in flight, as it has
done before, UAL 811? http://www.corazon.com/

crashcontentspagelinks.html
NTSB says center tank as initial event is not done deal. NTSB
looking into structural problem with door in nose of TWA 800.
A sudden night fiery fatal jet crash survivor, me, who has said
for over a year that the center tank fire was not an intial event
and that there was a structural problem with a door in the nose of
TWA 800 should be listened to, interviewed, analyzed, and
reported. Or not, your call. It is a matter of life or death. It is
supported by NTSB documents, AAR 92/02.
An NTSB investigator, not Dr. Loeb, has obviously leaked the
nose door story to counter the center tank explosion theory and to
put light on structural failure in nose. He's absolutely correct. He
needs support.

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Nose gear doors baffle
TWA crash
investigators
September 5, 1997
Web posted at: 10:53 p.m. EDT (0253
GMT)

NEW YORK (CNN) -Federal officials
investigating the crash of
TWA Flight 800 are baffled
by the recent discovery of impact
damage on the
doors that close over the front landing
gear.
According to several people involved
in the
investigation, for the last two weeks
National
Transportation Safety Board
investigators have
been trying to figure out what could
have caused
the nose gear doors to blow inward -and
whether whatever caused that damage
happened before the plane's center fuel
tank
exploded.
The Boeing 747 crashed into the
Atlantic shortly
after takeoff from New York's Kennedy
Airport
en route to Paris, July 17, 1996, killing
all 230
people aboard.
Examiners who have been looking at

crash
wreckage for the past 13 months are
now said to
be mystified about the significance of
the
damage on the doors, which are located
below
the flight deck and well forward of the
plane's
center fuel tank. The investigators are
equally
troubled by the fact that these nose gear
doors
were among the first things on the
plane to have
come off in flight.
One crash investigator told CNN on
Friday that
the discovery keeps open the question
of
whether the fuel tank explosion was the
primary
or secondary event in the in-flight
breakup of
TWA flight 800. But Shelly Hazle, an
NTSB
spokeswoman, downplayed the
significance,
emphasizing that investigators will
have to see
how this newly discovered evidence fits
into their

theory of how the plane blew up.
Ê
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 7, 1997 10:48:41 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Those pesky doors

Dear Byron,
Nose gear doors are a few feet away from forward cargo door. To
say door in nose acting strange caused TWA 800 crash is now not
unusual because NTSB thinking that too. Maybe now you can
run that cargo door story you were thinking of running months
ago but cancelled after talk with Dr. Loeb who assured you there
were no door problems. CWT not a done deal as initial event.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

Date: Thu, 03 Apr 1997 15:13:04 -0800
From: Byron Acohido <baco-new@seatimes.come>
Reply-To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come,
Seattle@seatimes.come, WA@seatimes.come,
98109@seatimes.come
Organization: The Seattle Times
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: (no subject)
John:
If I were to refer to you and your website in a news story, how
would I
describe who you are?
What is your background in 25 words or less?
Why did you create your website?
Regards,
Byron

Nose gear doors baffle
TWA crash
investigators
September 5, 1997
Web posted at: 10:53 p.m. EDT (0253
GMT)
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 19, 1997 1:24:35 PM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Pictures of reconstructions of accidents

http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 19, 1997 1:21:24 PM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Pictures/drawings of reconstructions

http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 9, 1997 11:35:44 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: You were right early on, a year ago.

Below is from reporter written exactly a year ago.

Based on numerous eyewitness accounts, radar
data, transcripts from the jet's cockpit and flight
data recorders, and preliminary examination of
about a third of the wreckage, investigators have
established the following:

Flight 800 was 11 1/2 minutes out of John F.
Kennedy International Airport, cruising at 13,700
feet and about to resume climbing, when its
cockpit recording ended with a brief, split-second,

loud noise. Radar data indicate the aircraft flew
another 24 seconds, during which the front section
may have broken away, before disintegrating in a
fireball reported by several pilots flying in the
vicinity and witnesses on Long Island.

The aft portion of the fuselage, wings and tail
section came to rest 10 miles off Long Island on an
ocean shelf 120 feet deep. The cockpit and forward
fuselage were found 1 1/2 miles closer to the
airport, while part of the forward cargo door and
luggage were two miles closer to the airport.
It was right then and it's right now.
Sudden loud sound is start of explosive decompression when that
door you mentioned later and found close, blows out. The front
section tore away when 300 knot wind crumpled nose into huge
hole left by door and skin, now spinning away and reflecting in
evening sunlight and picked as mystery radar blip.
Hi Bryon, I'm still here with the forward cargo door explanation
and the door explanation still holds even as evidence dribbles

out: such as witnesses heard boom, about 50 seconds away, then
looked up to see streak, a door which would take at least 60
seconds to land after being launched at 13700 feet and 370 knots
groundspeed. Leaking fuel or missile would not be seen after
sound reached witnesses but before, as sound is slower than
light.
Still trying with NTSB, below is my latest:
Cheers, John Barry Smith
To: LOEBBERntsbgov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: The NTB is the greatest aircraft accident investigative
organization on the planet ever because:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Dr. Loeb, Mr. Dickinson, and Mr. Schleede,
The National Transportation Safety Board is the greatest aircraft
accident investigative organization on the planet ever because:
1. It has determined there was a center fuel tank fire on TWA
800.
2. It admits its rare incomplete conclusions and issues a revision
to its original report, AAR 92/02 for AAR 90/01, based upon
retrieval of new evidence.
3. It listens to the suggestions of citizens and retrieves relevant
evidence; forward cargo door to UAL 811 from ocean after
original AAR released.
4. It holds public hearings and considers input from non
government persons. "A 3-day public hearing was held in

Seattle... Parties represented at the hearing were...Air Line Pilots
Association, and the International Association of Machinists."
Page 100 of AAR 92/02
5. It analyzes multiple theories for a catastrophic event: "Three
possible theories to explain why the latch cams could have been
in a partially latched condition during flight are examined:..."
Page 74 of AAR 92/02.
6. It does extensive research into similar accidents for historical
comparison. AAR 92/02 reports on other aircraft in the same
airline, UAL; and many other aircraft of the same type, Boeing
747s; and on aircraft of different type, DC-10.
7. It writes clear, comprehensive, logical, and balanced accident
reports, AAR 92/02.
8. It does in depth review of an entire system from design to
certification to operation to maintenance to breaking to fixing:
Boeing design of door, certification, difficulty reports, and
Airworthiness Directives on cargo door system of Boeing 747.
AAR 92/02
9. It is an open agency with names of Board members named. It
makes available the results of its investigation to the public via a
phone number and a credit card. It responds to requests for
interviews. Its investigation team appears on camera for news
reports and documentaries. Evidence, such as wreckage and
'black boxes', is displayed as it is retrieved. It makes available on
the internet Service Difficulty Reports, Incident Reports,
Accident Reports, testimony before Congress, and press releases.
It shows by doing it is a responsive public agency conducting a
deliberate, complex investigation under trying and emotional
circumstances.
Dr. Loeb, Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Schleede, I believe the above, it's
all true. I ask that the true statements above be continued to be
applied to the current investigation into TWA 800.

1. There was a center tank fire.
2. It is probably an incomplete conclusion because it probably
was not the initial event.
3. This citizen asks that the same in depth investigation into
bomb, missile, and center tank theories be given to the
conclusion in AAR 92/02, inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door in flight.
4. During the public hearing in Baltimore, 8 December, this non
government person be permitted a few minutes to present the
AAR 92/02 explanation for the TWA 800 explanation. I would
quote NTSB AAR 92/02.
5. Analyze multiple theories for TWA 800 including the NTSB
conclusion reached in AAR 92/02.
6. Conduct research into similar accidents for historical
comparison such as Air India Flight 182, PA 103, UAL 811, PA
125 and the three DC-10 cargo door accidents. All had a sudden
loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder at destruction not
matched to a bomb but matched to explosive decompression as
stated in official reports; Indian Court and Canadian Aviation
Safety Board report, page 23 and 24, UK AAIB report, and
NTSB AAR 92/02
7. Write a clear, comprehensive, logical, and balanced accident
report for TWA 800 equal to the outstanding example of an
aircraft accident investigative report, AAR 92/02.
8. Conduct an depth review of an entire cargo door system and
confirm all ADs fully complied with for TWA 800, noting recent
Service Difficulty Reports of B747 aft cargo door opening in
flight, "NWA 27 Nov 1994, Discrepancy/Corrective Action: on
rotation, aft cargo door opened."
9. Continue to contact this night sudden fiery fatal jet airplane
crash survivor for open discussion via email at
barry@corazon.com.
Dr. Loeb, Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Schleede, the NTSB got the

answer right in NTSB AAR 90/01. They made it more right in
NTSB AAR 92/02. The NTSB got the answer right with center
tank fire for TWA 800. I suggest the more right answer for TWA
800 is the same more right answer in NTSB 92/02.
The NTSB has provided the correct answer for one accident,
UAL 811. I ask that that same correct answer by the NTSB, the
greatest aircraft investigative organization in the world, be
applied to the current NTSB investigation into TWA 800.
I suggest that complete, amplified, and clarified answers to TWA
800 are in NTSB AAR 92/02, a comprehensive, logical, and
balanced accident report. Please believe your previous work. It is
correct.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 29, 1997 10:55:26 AM PDT
To: bill.bleyer@newsday.com
Subject: For Ms. Adcock
Reply-To: barry@corazon.com

Mr. Bleyer, can you pass this along to Ms. Sylvia Adcock?
Ms. Adcock, I invite your attention to a reasonable mechanical
cause for
the crash of TWA 800 which fits all the articles you are writing
about
aging aircraft. It's the cargo door explanation.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

From: Wired News Tips <tips@wired.com>
Date: July 25, 1997 3:47:06 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Thanks for the tip!

Thank you for sending your news tip to Wired News. We always
welcome leads
that make our news informative and interesting. A reporter or
editor may
follow up on this message with a request for more information. If
you are
receiving this message because you sent some feedback instead
of a news
tip, please send your comment to newsfeedback@wired.com so
that it is sure
to reach the right people.
Thanks much,
Wired News Staff

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 25, 1997 8:49:18 AM PDT
To: tips@wired.com
Subject: Armed agents investigate based on email.
Reply-To: barry@corazon.com

Dear Tips, the below was sent earlier to Mr. Katz who
acknowledged it
but did not followup except to write his own open letter to
Senator
McCain.

Well, here it is again, still accurate and still verifiable and still
outrageous.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

To: jonkatz@bellatlantic.net
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Netizen red hand holding two lightning bolts!
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Mr. Katz, I've been following the Netizen articles for a long time
and
agree. My ox has recently been gored.
Based upon your articles and the page 122 interview with
Senator McCain
of
the June issue, I sent the below to netizen at Wired. I'd appreciate
your
comment on matter. I also sent email to Mr. Lappin who did
interview.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
To: netizen@netizen.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Secret Service interrogation based on polite, invited
Email by

Senator McCain
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Netizen,
24 May 97
I have in front of me your Wired June 1997 issue. On page 122 is
an
interview with Senator John McCain. He is quoted as saying, "...
I do
not
want to infringe on people's constitutional rights." Well, Netizen,
he
infringed me.
Based upon the email included below, he referred the Secret
Service to
investigate me. They did. Two armed agents showed up at my
front door of
my
home uninvited and unannounced to interrogate me. I was not
home. They
were
alone with my five year old daughter and wife. They came back.
I
videotaped
the interrogation. It is very revealing.
1. The senior agent stated the referral came from "McCain's
office."
2. The senior agent was startled when People Finder of Excite
brought up
her home phone and home city.
3. She stated I was not a danger to anyone.

The Secret Service does not have internet access. They were
doing
their
job. The issue is a powerful politician ordering an investigaton
into a
citizen who presents contrary opinion. In this case, the contrary
opinion
is my cause of the TWA 800 crash was an inadvertently opened
forward
cargo
door in flight which conflicts with the government opinion of a
center
tank
explosion. Details are presented in the attached emails.
Judge for yourself if I deserved the stigma of an armed
government
interrogation and investigation.
Relevant points:
1. Email correspondence to Senator McCain was invited by him
personally
in
previous email to me.
2. Any talk about bombs and planes is because Senator McCain
is a pilot
who
dropped bombs.
3. The subject was relevant because he referred the subject, TWA
800, to
his committee for review based on my previous emails.
4. The tone was polite.
5. The wording was nonviolent.
6. There were no threats.
7. It was a contrary opinion.

8. I have had no phone or letter or face to face communication
with
Senator
McCain's office prior to the investigation, only email to his
Senate
office.
9. He will not reply to any of my followup queries asking why
he
ordered
the investigation of me.
10. My California congressman, Sam Farr, has not replied to my
queries
to
him either.
Dear Netizen, here is an example of a politician who has great
influence
over the net with telecommunication policy, encryption, and
content
censorship who says in the Wired intereview, regarding the Net,
"I
barely
know how to use it-and I emphasize barely." When presented
with email
discussing a thousand page website, mine at www.corazon.com,
he promptly
orders armed agents to a surprise visit to the sender. Something is
not
right and it's getting worse.
I live in Carmel Valley, call me at phone 408 659 3552. All of
the
above
is documented with email and video tape. The San Jose office of
the

Secret
Service conducted the interrogation. Names of agents on request
as well
as
additional documentation.
Whether I'm right or wrong about the cargo door explanation for
the
crash
of TWA 800, citizens should not be investigated by armed agents
based
upon
polite emails offering contrary opinion. Do you agree?
Please acknowledge receipt of this email and state whether you
choose
to
disregard or pursue the issue.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

For Wired: Below email from Senator McCain to me.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns

regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul
and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
For Wired: Email precipitating Secret Service visit:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for

TWA 800
and
is a matter referred to Committee for review. If possible, could
you
make
the internet available for Senator McCain, should he ask to view
my web
site at www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause
of
four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo
door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two
things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR,
Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board USS
Enterprise,CVA(N)
65
on Yankee Station 1968, I believe specifically, that after seven

years
of
research and 40 years of aviation experience the inadvertent
opening of
the
forward cargo door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes,
including
the current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the
crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent
opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. That is not being done at this
time.
(email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right
time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first time
was the
Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is the TWA 800
crash
cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine
the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We have both
survived
jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from an RA-5C at night
and my
pilot was killed. I have been to a night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and
I'm
talking about a night, fiery, fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,

in
this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with
varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why
not.
After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we attacked and bombed
North
Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed
Libya. After
TWA
800 in 1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be
good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne
Command
Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with outward opening cargo
doors) have
that forward door open in flight tearing off fuselage skin
allowing the
300
knot CAS slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the
death
and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials,
then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would be wrong.
Just fix
the
door again and prevent the crash is the answer. (The door has
failed
before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems

that
all
the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for some other
official
to speak before commenting. The investigation goes around in a
loop. No
one fully examines the facts of the cargo door case. I understand
the
difficulty accepting such a simple event causing such large
consequences
of
power and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped
open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar
crash evidence that only one common cause could do all the
similar
destruction. At this time there are four official explanations for
the
four
crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182, bomb for PA 103, cargo
door for UAL
811,
and center tank explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look
at the
forest
of four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly
fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all four
of
the
high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on their cockpit

voice
recorder just before an abrupt power cut on their flight data
recorder
just
as destruction started. That sound has been matched (in Air India
182)
to
explosive decompression which would occur if the forward cargo
door were
to
open in flight. All these similarities are documented on my web
site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using
the
medium of internet including email and world wide web, I am
fairly
proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My style is nonpersuasive.
Well, Americans will believe a messenger named Lassie who
goes "Woof
woof,"
and follow the dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the
problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight on
high
time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash, specifically Air
India
182,
Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800."

I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any
time
to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials. Who is a
pilot
whose judgment you respect? Could you have him call me and
let us hash
it
out? We can resolve it one way or the other within an hour, I'm
sure.
Can
you assign an aviation expert to interrogate me? What can I do to
persuade
others to the danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review
of
Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or is 'tabled'.
It
must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I shall write to
Senator
Slade Gorton, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Aviation in the
Science,
Commerce, and Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the
issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the
hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB
investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as the
NSTB does,

that
the persons who suffer the most in a plane crash can not be
allowed to
assist in preventing it happening again. Passengers are the
highest
motivated. It's the difference between the Air Force and Navy
style of
air
refueling. The Navy gives the responsibility to good plug to the
person
who
suffers the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force
gives
it to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative
is
necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then someone else. If not
this
investigation, then the next one. Government agencies must have
respect
for
it's citizen's intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the
cause
of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA
(RET)
408 659
3552 phone

barry@corazon.com email

www.corazon.com web site
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel
Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul
and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded

the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor,
LCDR
Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors
from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because

there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem.
And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don
Lawson

For Wired: Email to Senator McCain requesting reason for
Secret Service
investigation:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate

Senator McCain,
The visit by the Secret Service has been preying on my mind.
The senior
agent, Ms. Janice K. Griffen stated to me during the interview,
"This
referral was from McCain's office." They came by 24 hours after
my email
(attached) to you asking if I could be melodramatic. I assumed
'yes',
but
apparently the answer was 'no'.
I 'wrote my congresssman' a United States Senator, a non
threatening,
polite, factual, relevant email and soon thereafter:
1.Two agents,
2. Federal,
3. Armed and with authority to shoot to kill,
4. showed up unannounced,
5. at my front door,
6. requesting to see me.
I was having my car washed and missed the agents by twenty
minutes.
Only
my wife in her robe and my five year old daughter were present
at that
initial meeting. My five year old was alone with two armed
agents for a
few
minutes while my wife changed into something more formal.
This is preying on my mind. My legal and proper democratic
pursuit of
a

mechanical cause for an airplane crash has put the lives of my
wife and
daughter in the line of fire. This is very distressing. And if you
think
I
exaggerate, imagine having your wife and child greet two armed
persons
in
civilian clothes who show up unannounced at your front door.
Not very
reassuring is it. What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Senator, I am a good guy. You are a good guy. Let's act like good
guys.
Good guys are open and talk to each other. We are pilots, the
matter is
in
your Committee, it is an important aviation matter; let's do
something
about it. And do it now and fast before another several hundred
people
die.
The cargo door explanation is not going to go away.
The NTSB is intrigued by the door, the public knows about the
door, I
know about the door, the press knows about the door, the
politicians
know
about the door, Boeing knows about the door, and FAA knows
about the
door;
it's not going to go away unless satisfactorily and thoroughly
ruled out
by

a proper investigation.
Checking latches which have been manhandled by the FBI for
four months
is
not a conclusive test of door locked on TWA 800.
Support for above claims:
1. NTSB is Aviation Week article of 10 Mar 97
2. Public is the thousand and more emails from around the world
to me
discussing the explanation.
3. My door web site.
4. The press is WCBS New York radio station and newspaper
articles
including New York Times.
5. Politicians include you, sir, Senator John McCain, who has
referred
the
matter to your committee.
6. Boeing has recently inquired to the Air India Task Force of
Canada
inquiring into the status of the foward cargo door according to
staff
member Rich Spruel at phone 1604 264 2352 which indicates
Boeing is
conducting its own investigation into door. (John Schneider is
Air India
Task Force leader.)
7. FAA knows about door in correspondence with Representative
Sam Farr
D-CA
to me from Certification Section.
Senator McCain, the door was seen visually, seen on radar, and
heard

on
cvr. To not confront that reality is not right.
This missile myth is growing and will be hard to refute later.
The US
Navy is impugned wrongly. The center tank fire as initial event is
growing
and will be hard to refute later. Boeing is impugned wrongly.
The NTSB AAR on TWA 800 will have to face the door head on
and rule it
out completely or the validity of the report will be questioned.
Talk to me. I am a good guy. I am on your side. We want the
same
thing,
answers why a plane crashed. I have some and am missing one
big one, why
did the door open?

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Attachments below:

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the
pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues
of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping
open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Purdy of the New York Times.
"One man writes at least once a week to the board, pushing his
theory that
the front cargo door of the plane blew off, setting in motion a
catastrophic
chain of events."

For Wired:Email below to Congressman Farr:
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April 25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help
in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting
to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there
is
anything I can do for you in the future, please let me know."
There is,
sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my
premise
that a forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened, tore off, and led
to the
crash. You very nicely inquired to the FAA asking for comment
and they
replied the doors are safe as far as they know and if the NSTB
says
otherwise they will do something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB
investigation with the same status as other assisting groups, such
as
the

manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of the NTSB, Jim Hall,
replied to
your action on my behalf by denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to
Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the Senate
Commerce, Science,
and
Transportation Committee, the legislative body with jurisdiction
over
the
NTSB. Senator McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and
forwarded it
to
his committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me
for
contacting
him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter
now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian
vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time
and
place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at 551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel
Valley, CA 93924. They were two Secret Service agents; senior
agent Ms.
Janice K. Griffen, and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose
office of

the
SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty
minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened. What she
told me is
that
my five year old daughter was left alone in the company of those
armed
persons for a few minutes as my wife went to change from her
robe into
something more presentable. She was watering roses in our side
garden
when
they pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley,
our
five
year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and
surprising him, was inside and went out to see what was going on
and
answered their question of identity as "Laura Ashley." I realize
now she
could have accidentally done that surprise game with tragic
consequences.
I'm assuming the guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use
them, and
they are authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior
agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms. Griffen
who called

me
back. She said the next available time to interview was 11 AM on
Monday,
24
February, four days later. I agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen
minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the agents
and
available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining
I
was not a threat to anyone or anything. I expounded my
mechanical
explanation for the cause of the crash of TWA 800 and implored
them to
take
further action with other Federal agencies, specifically the FAA
and
NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from
"McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I had
sent less
than
24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The referral of the visit was
not
"Farr's office," nor "the White House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual,
polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There is one
paragraph

that refers to the President and airplane crashes and bombs. It is
melodramatic and I invite your attention to that entire email of 19
February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to
contact me if you have any further questions or comments." I
accepted
the
invitation and I now hesitate to comment again after causing
armed
agents
to come to my front door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President
who
flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to TWA 800, in
emails
to
the President, other staff and officials, Senator McCain, and to
you,
sir,
my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your
Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is not
good. My
wife
and child are now in the line of fire. That's reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected
officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing

fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant to
pursue the
cargo
door explanation through letters with elected government leaders
because
of
fear for the safety of my family. I have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey
friends
are not pleased by the visits either. There is a stigma to being
investigated by a government agency. An investigation is a
powerful
force
and not to be misused as it has in my case. Something must be
done to
stop
the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for
Secret
Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can you ask him for
me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media
and courts and would like to receive an explanation from elected
officials
to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected
official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political

freedoms,
it's
even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what
will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he going to
sic
the
FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men to show up
unannounced at
my
front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the
visit
was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please read the
non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to Senator
McCain,
19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can
do
this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying to
prevent is
another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door opening in
flight, as it
has done before. To get the door fixed the manufacturer has to be
persuaded
it is a problem. The FAA through the NSTB can provide that
persuasion.
For
me to persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is

the cargo
door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who has
jurisdiction
over
the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to pursue the cargo
door
explanation
or appoint me as a passenger representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He
investigated the messenger by causing an armed, uninvited, and
unannounced
visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official
government explanation for an aircraft accident, an attempt to
intimidate
him into silence was made by visits of armed agents to his house
and
wife
and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and,
I
hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired
by
unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can
not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.

Unannounced
visits by armed agents speaking alone to my partially clad wife
and my
five
year old daughter at my front door is a clear, non-acceptable
threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry Smith

MAJ, USA (Ret)

551 Country Club
Drive

Carmel Valley CA
93924

408 659 3552

email
barry@corazon.com

web site
www.corazon.com

For Wired: Email to Congressman Farr requesting followup:

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Thursday, May 22, 1997
Mr. Farr, it has been a month since I asked for an explanation
why I
was
investigated by the Secret Service. I have heard nothing. Is my
request
a
legitimate request? Two armed agents came to my front door
unannounced

and
uninvited to speak to me. Why?
Attached is email to NSTB regarding the subject, crash of TWA
800.
Mr. Farr, I was born in England. I was naturalized in 1965. I
fought
in
Vietnam. I retired from the US military. I know what it is like to
become
and to be an American. I have a choice and I choose to be an
American.
SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
"A bill to provide for demonstration projects throughout the
United
States in order to celebrate the process of becoming and being an
American
citizen"
An American does not get investigated by his government for
writing to
his congressman, at the congressman's invitation, in a polite, non
threatening, non violent manner yet expressing an opinion
contrary to
the
official government viewpoint. Chinese may get investigated for
that,
but
not Americans.
And Americans don't get ignored when they politely inquire
about the
investigation to their elected representative. The British may, but
not

Americans.
Why did Senator McCain refer the Secret Service to interrogate
me
based
upon an email? What is going on? Please explain to me what I
did to get
armed agents to my front door alone with my young daughter
and wife.

Sincerely

John Barry Smith

MAJ, USA (Ret)

551 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley CA 93924

408 659 3552

email barry@corazon.com

web site www.corazon.com
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H.R. 1980 Farr - Referred to House Subcomm

CONGRESS:
BILL NO:

104
H.R. 1980

OFFICIAL TITLE: A bill to provide for demonstration projects
throughout
the United States in order to celebrate the process
of
becoming and being an American citizen
SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
COSPONSORS:
26 CURRENT COSPONSORS
As Introduced Berman, Serrano, Lofgren, Dellums, Green,
Pelosi,
Roybal-Allard.
07-12-95 Frost, Matsui, Rangel, Coleman, Underwood.
07-31-95 Norton, Torres, Schumer, Becerra, Tejeda,

Romero-Barcelo, Abercrombie, Flake.
05-22-96 Durbin, Furse.
06-30-95 Mineta.
07-12-95 Gutierrez.
05-22-96 Frazer, Eshoo.
COMMITTEE/SUBCOMMITTEE REFERRAL:
06-30-95 House Committee on the Judiciary.
07-28-95 Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims.
VOTE TOTAL OUT OF HOUSE COMMITTEE: No
Information Available
LEGISLATIVE ACTION: No Information Available
AMENDMENTS: No Information Available
COMMITTEE/CONFERENCE REPORT NUMBERS: No
Information Available
RELATED LEGISLATION: No Information Available
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD PAGE REFERENCE:
07-12-95 H6913 Cosponsors added
07-31-95 H8063 Cosponsors added
06-30-95 H6697 Introductory information
05-22-96 H5501 Cosponsors added
BILL DIGEST: No Information Available
.

Email: barry@corazon.com

Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 7, 1997 7:35:14 PM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Anniversary

Mike,
Happy 4th to you too, Barry!
tells me you respect anniversaries. That tells me you will at least
have something about TWA 800 on July 17th. How about a recap
of mechanical problems? Such as center tank fire and all the rest.
There have to be a lot because as we know a million things can
go wrong when we fly, so what others? Like none? There is no
'rest'? No other mechanical alternatives offered for the sudden
catastrophic destruction of a huge airliner?
Well, if there were a reasonable, happened before, documented,
and common sense mechanical alternative for the crash of TWA
800, would you report it? Especially a year later and still no
satisfactory official explanation?
Ain't dat news?
At the 800 hearing on 8 Dec it has been suggested I hand out the
attached picture to all the 2000 attendees. It's the big hole in 811
picture. It is real, as opposed to wishful thinking of invisible
ignition sources that have failed to otherwise ignite in 27 years
and millions of hours. It's like blaming God for the crash as
opposed to blaming us for cargo door.

It does raise the question, what is news, what is aviation news,
what is the responsibility of AVWeb to report on aviation news?
I received a three page letter from Senator McCain recently, here
is a reply to him below: (Shakespeare, Pink Floyd and PGP in
one email.)
Cheers,
Barry

To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Secret Service/glitter
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator John McCain,

Sunday, June 29, 1997

This evening I watched Discovery Channel as a B-17 pilot was
describing his P-51 escorts in WWII. He said he watched the
Mustangs as the sky suddenly 'glittered' when they dropped their
wing drop tanks upon sighting the enemy. The glitter was the sun
reflecting off the spinning away shiny objects, in this case drop
tanks at 180 knots giving glitter. In the case of TWA 800, it was
the forward cargo door spinning away in the evening sunlight at

300 knots giving streak.
So, TWA 800 is all facts and data and physical laws and
therefore cut, dried and boring. The Secret Service investigation
initiating event is not all data and physical laws and therefore
more interesting. Who sent the armed agents? Will somebody
please tell me?
1. Not you, sir. I believe that with all my heart.
2. Not me.
3. Not your staff.
4. No one else said they did it.
5. The Secret Service agent on the scene said, "McCain's office"
did it.
Let's assume everyone is correct. Is there an explanation?
1. How about an intern on your staff who overreacted? Unlikely
but possible.
2. How about a monitoring computer that screens all Senators'
email and acts unilaterally upon suspicious ones? Possible. Have
I stumbled upon a security firewall? I have previously repeated
the offending paragraph and assume the computer, if it exists,
would have again triggered a response. I have had not further
contact from the Secret Service.
3. How about a monitoring agency who is alerted to suspicious
emails by a computer and then acts based on human
interpretation? Possible.
What other rational explanation can there be?
Regardless of the initiating source, a Secret Service
investigation was carried out under your name, Senator McCain.
If not initiated by you, that is a serious irregularity with
potentially severe consequences. Today a nobody citizen, me;
tomorrow, a somebody person such as a member of a powerful
family. If I were a Kennedy family member asking who referred
the Secret Service to me for investigation, I would be getting an
answer.

If the Secret Service is just carrying out orders from some other
monitoring agency, that is another serious irregularity. Sooner or
later the monitoring agency will be tempted to delete any
unfavorable information about itself. Such as this email.
Which leads to encryption. Based upon your position, Senator,
as Chairman of the Commerce Committee who has held hearings
on encryption, I'm including my public key which you may use
to encrypt a reply to me which only I can decrypt using my
private key. The explanation for public keys is attached and from
the PGP 5.0 Manual; the actual public key is the garbled text that
follows. I encourage you to send me your public key and use
encryption in email for knowledge and practice since you are
very important in the encryption/decryption issue. Your
webmaster should be able to assist in the technique off
encryption/decryption of any messages. If you send me your
public key, then I can encrypt messages to you.
I'm assuming I still live in a country where the government
trusts its citizens enough to let them communicate between
themselves in private. Should you and I be able to talk in
complete privacy, Senator? Or not? Should I be able to
communicate with my fellow Vietnam War buddies in private?
Or not? Easy answer: Yes.
Back to life and death:
The image I have is a high altitude bombing raid over Germany
in the last year of WW II with hundreds of B-17s and P-51s
droning along with contrails streaming. Then the Focke-Wulf
190s attack. The escort fighters release their long range shiny
metal fuel tanks and prepare for battle, now lean and mean. The
crews of the bombers watch as the hundreds of metal tanks drop
away and decelerate from the slow cruise of 180 knots to
terminal velocity down. This is seen and reported by the crews as
'glitter'. Glitter falling from the sky as the sun reflects off the
shiny metal objects. So pretty just before death approaches in

machine guns firing and bombs dropping. Beauty before
ugliness.
I ask again for a substantive discussion with an aviation
government official regarding the factual events of TWA 800. I
urge the experiment using a C-141 pushing out shiny pieces of
metal to recreate the events of TWA 800 to rule in or rule out the
forward cargo door as source of streak and mystery radar blip. I
request the reason why I was investigated by government agents
of the Secret Service.
"Strong reasons make strange actions." 'King John.' Act III
Scene IV. William Shakespeare.
My strong reason is trying to prevent death from a sudden fiery
jet airplane crash based on forty years of flying airplanes and
surviving one sudden fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
I make a strange action, email in a new style, folksy; and
different, quoting plays and songs.
A normal action is writing to you, Senator McCain, and using all
non violent, calm, reasonable, objective, and factual argument to
persuade you that four high time Boeing 747s had the forward
cargo door inadvertently open in flight leading to death and
destruction, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. I knew
this before TWA 800 and I know it after. Normal action is
required to prevent this door from opening again when it
shouldn't. So simple an event and so severe the consequences.
During my research I listen to music; one song is called,
"Mother." It's from the CD "The Wall," by Pink Floyd. It's the
conversation between a child/citizen, and the mother/
government.
The child/citizen asks,
"Mother, do you think they'll drop the bomb?
Mother, do you think they'll like my song?
Mother, will they try to break my balls?
Mother, should I build a wall?

Mother, should I run for President?
Mother, should I trust the Government?
Mother, will they put me on the firing line?
Mother, is this just a waste of time?
Mother, will you tear your little boy apart?"
The Mother/government answers,
"Hush now baby, don't you cry,
Mother will make all your nightmares come true,
Mother's gonna keep you right under her wing,
She won't let you fly but she may let you sing,
Mother will keep you comfy and warm,
'Course Mother'll help you build a wall.
Mother won't let anyone tell you the truth,
Mother won't let anyone dirty get through,
Mother will always know where you've been,
Mother will keep you healthy and clean,
You'll always be baby to me."
The theme is an overly protective government that treats its
citizens as children and also weak citizens who insist on treating
its government as a parent. I find the government treating me as a
child to be true in the current instance regarding the crash of
TWA 800.
In reviewing again your letter of 6 June 1997, Senator, (thank
you again for responding,) I paraphrase the contents:
1. You're a busy man so didn't answer earlier.
2. I should trust the experts at NTSB to find the accident cause.
3. It's against the law to be a passenger representative.
4. A Committee hearing was held on TWA 800.
5. I should contact the experts directly if I want to talk to them.
6. Personal appointment unlikely.
7. You already have internet/web site assistance.
8. You or staff did not initiate Secret Service investigation of
me.

9. Wait for the NTSB report.
To paraphrase the paraphrase:
Everything is fine, we are doing all we can do, the experts have
everything under control, trust them, don't worry, now go away,
be quiet, and wait.
I'm not a child and you are not a mother, Senator McCain. We
are pilots who have been in a shooting war and crashing
airplanes. We know fear, terror and despair. Regarding plane
crashes we are brothers. Listen to me; talk to me, please. Listen
to me please about the cause of the crash of TWA 800 and others;
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Talk to
me please and tell me who sent the armed agents to my house
uninvited and unannounced.
I see the government as a large unfertilized egg and the small
sperm, me, trying to get inside and transfer my DNA of plane
crash information. I'm failing. I can't get through the membrane.
Others do: Boeing representatives, Pratt and Whitney
representatives, TWA representatives, pilots union, FBI, TV
reporters, magazine writers, lawyers, and politicians. All get
through to the government with their DNA of crash explanation
while a lone member of the public just bangs his head against the
wall politely rebuffed by words and intimidated by armed agents.
Should I ever get through the wall I will present this information
to you, sir:
1. Inadvertent openings of the forward cargo door have caused
the fatal accidents of four high time Boeing 747s, AI 182, PA
103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. A mechanical problem and fixable.
2. I was interrogated by armed agents based on a peaceful email
and referred by "McCain's office." Why?
Both of these statements are true from my point of view. Both
statements require confirmation and explanation from your point
of view. I can give both.

Very
Respectfully.

John Barry
Smith
MAJ USA (Ret)
408 659
3552

barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel
Valley, CA 93924

Below is from PGP manual:
"Distributing Your Public Key
After you create your keys, you need to make them available to
others so
that they can send you encrypted e-mail and verify your digital
signature. You have several alternatives for distributing your
public key:
¥ Make your public key available through a public key server
¥ Include your public key in an e-mail message
¥ Export your public key or copy it to a text file
Since your public key is basically composed of a block of text, it
is really
quite easy to make it available through a public key server,

include it in
an e-mail message or export or copy it to a file. The recipient can
then
use whatever method is most convenient to add your public key
to their
public keyring."
Here is my public key:
-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK----Version: PGPfreeware 5.0 for non-commercial use <http://
www.pgp.com>
mQGiBDOqXBMRBADvfa+4vqc6t1idko2CtzP9jK/
qoc9JprVPEg+hoXMFlY5gxgk6
2vaEtYuKuTAS2ujyFaaooUQcYcs4A64aWOVkbYb8KOPHpjk
LY6r5Yf/UVw7vD0vV
t6FN6XDo2l5lsfEjaH3XS203XtN8Gn5HukVYtsuchOkI0HUW
vMZwpmczXwCg/xAS
8gyum3N0tjIAzF8kdmdExyEEAIfG4yYzscFKIZmyxhSLitI9Bo
6Qo3SkCNR/zTQB
RGV0BKVXr94m/Q5JujwCPO935B5mlpKYMEpmP3M+q4I/
6Ph9cN2xVBD4TU81b9gW
LnC3HMO5sLhdaZWHdug1O6QOflIKbTuwrx5Y4xf3ze0/
TF3fLWad3a+FPsF8RQhI
b1JVA/sHei9edUde1hW11BZdQdOP
+qbCppPGtjXISGJaqbzXRDXNTV9toHeI3CoE
R+m4dukA
+x8uPN7KJYSeIOJsLTBwmgmILgg5AqKAoXjrPjm6EBErW4a
LZpZT0mv0
3mzyA0F3bDxHJ4N/UWP92a4QI+vb6RiLa6e/
kZ7spQ7xAYupyrQkSm9obiBCYXJy
eSBTbWl0aCA8YmFycnlAY29yYXpvbi5jb20+iQBLBBARAg
ALBQIzqlwTBAsDAQIA

CgkQ+W8b6s7CqjQqvACgiuqJb5B//
NCc2WzQABVWG43ptAYAoMaMgIdx/9n8XY2b
KE/
GXevgmgvwuQENBDOqXBoQBADGn7bHUvbzCrfzNSYwEN
W2aR39n/6JOtu8lvHI
bfWZBPEXagP7eGOZSxbow5YwgrsEYgnMpxxpCU4n0pSWQ
FHKxHzpucC1PTUOAxAP
Ljxa5GlPyIEJwOX2d8Koia6kWblfKNHhy6k94j0it8RJhDkWK/
ZlNKaXO5KRrxq0
6VzE4QACAgQAktXuWaDh34KTC2m
+hUhGj4ScrO2wIqFD14fsSLqqPGTU/SP/V5FO
bvDFj/
Di9gwhh54UvjSMeY98NTuCiEVBo5PTHRwrFR7ByR2sFliBL
FF2vymP9xOj
MAgWnH4donMf5AAXfMdhcrwDan3qaVE7Wrq6srSH4c8YV
3qNzzc/d4yJAD8DBRgz
qlwa+W8b6s7CqjQRAj8uAKDAtD/
6ILCWlPqpzOd8b7qNoEOWBACgxF3KDqvwGIaK
o+sVwPY2gRRrIk8=
=YYJB
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From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: July 7, 1997 11:52:49 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: Re: Apples and oranges, Mike

Happy 4th to you too, Barry!
At 09:01 AM 7/7/97 -0700, you wrote:
From newest AvWeb email, thanks.
TWA 800, ONE YEAR LATER, INVESTIGATORS KNOW
WHAT THEY DON'T KNOW
As the first anniversary approaches of the tragedy that has
become known
as simply TWA 800, investigators appear no closer to
determining exactly
what brought down the Boeing 747 last July 17 than they have
been for
the last few months. Investigators still cannot definitively state
what
ignited the explosion nor, most importantly, how to prevent it in
the
future.

SPATE OF CRASHES DAMPENS HOLIDAY: PIPER
SARATOGA IN MINNESOTA...
Three died Wednesday and two survived when their Piper
Saratoga crashed
into the Mississippi River while attempting to return to Fleming
Field
in South St. Paul. The local sheriff told wire service reporters
that
the plane was returning to the airport because its cargo door
came open.

They are both round and you can eat them.
Cheers, Barry

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

_______________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Internet's aviation magazine
URL: http://www.avweb.com
Email: mbusch@avweb.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 7, 1997 9:06:39 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: secret word is cargo door

Cargo door must be a secret word, few have found it.
Cheers, Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 7, 1997 9:03:25 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Apples and oranges, Mike

From newest AvWeb email, thanks.
TWA 800, ONE YEAR LATER, INVESTIGATORS KNOW
WHAT THEY DON'T KNOW
As the first anniversary approaches of the tragedy that has
become known
as simply TWA 800, investigators appear no closer to
determining exactly
what brought down the Boeing 747 last July 17 than they have
been for
the last few months. Investigators still cannot definitively state
what
ignited the explosion nor, most importantly, how to prevent it in
the
future.

SPATE OF CRASHES DAMPENS HOLIDAY: PIPER
SARATOGA IN MINNESOTA...
Three died Wednesday and two survived when their Piper
Saratoga crashed
into the Mississippi River while attempting to return to Fleming
Field
in South St. Paul. The local sheriff told wire service reporters
that
the plane was returning to the airport because its cargo door
came open.
They are both round and you can eat them.
Cheers, Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 22, 1997 10:39:00 PM PDT
To: SUNWEKLY@aol.com
Subject: Picture of surfer watcher

Picture of surfer watcher at this weekend's Carmel Surfing
Association contest at Carmel Beach.
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 22, 1997 10:31:20 PM PDT
To: SUNWEKLY@aol.com
Subject: Picture of surfer

Picture of surfer at this weekend's Carmel Surfing Association
contest at Carmel Beach.
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 16, 1997 10:48:51 PM PDT
To: SUNWEKLY@aol.com
Subject: Secret Service/Senator denial

Dear Ms. Cowley, Senator John McCain, in a three page letter to
me, assured me, as a combat veteran, that neither he nor his staff
initiated the Secret Service visit to me. Want to see the letter?
Want to hear the tape of the Secret Service saying the referral
came from 'McCain's office"?
Intrigue, real life.
Yours Truly,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 9, 1997 9:58:16 PM PDT
To: Katz

Subject: I'm quoting you

The answer: I don't really know. Freedom of speech is a
cornerstone American idea.
Mr. Katz, you wrote the above recently. <http://
www.hotwired.com/netizen/97/23/index0a.html>
Well, defend me, help me support the corner of freedom of
speech. I was investigated by the Secret Service on 20 Feb for
solely writing a polite yet contrary email to the Senator John
McCain, at his invitation. Real guns on real strangers in civilian
clothes at my front door and alone with my daughter. Because I
sent an email to my elected representative. Stop the intimidation
now.
If there is any doubt to the truth of the above contact me at
barry@corazon.com. If true, the matter must be examined. If
false, then I'm nuts. Here's the phone number of the Secret
Service in San Jose, ask for Special Agent Griffen, that's Janice
K. Griffen phone 408 535 5288. Ask her about the interrogation
with John Barry Smith in his home on 23 February. Ask her why
she did it. She said on tape, "This referral was from McCain's
office."
Mr. Katz, it was because of an email and you are in a position to
stop it from happening again by bringing attention to it. You
write in Netizen, 'freedom of speech is a cornerstone American
idea." Yes. How many corners?
So did you get constipated by trying to digest my former emails?
Well, reject my injustice because there are other higher priority
injustices out there, but do not reject it because you don't think
it's true, because it is, and I was there.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club
Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 9, 1997 12:18:52 PM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: NTSB says door came off TWA 800!

Hi, Byron, yeah, it's an access door, not cargo door but it's a start.
And close.
So, a month after the crash NTSB was every interested in this
door that landed close to event site meaning it came off first.
Funny your pal Bernie did not mention that when you 'pressed
hard' about loose doors a few weeks ago. Must have slipped his
mind as you were asking about doors about this access door they
were, are, and will be very interested in. Maybe it's time for
another heart to heart with ole Bernie.
Anway, NSTB gets closer and closer to cargo door every day,
now nose can be severed by strip of skin coming off...so true.
And consistent with cargo door explanation.
Here's my latest to NSTB: Note intriguing email source about
overpressurization and disposal of crucial evidence (engines),
significant if true, can you check it out?
Cheers,
Barry
To: DICKINAntsbgov

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Access door and cargo door
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
"Our guys are very dogged at this," the source said. "We'll figure
it out." (From Newsday on newest NTSB theory.)
Me too.
Mr. Dickinson, the new NTSB theory is very interesting.
1. NTSB says door came off.
2. NTSB says strip of skin came off.
3. NSTSB says strip of skin came off and led to severing of nose.
4. NTSB has forward cargo hold penetrated.
Well, sir, cargo door explanation says the same thing!
You say small door and I say big door.
I say strip of skin attached to large door forward of the wing
when it opens and you say strip forward of wing.
I say nose severed when strip of skin went and you say so too.
I say forward cargo hold penetrated by door opening and you say
spar pierced it.
So, the similarties are so striking, Mr. Dickinson, as to warrant
continuing to match cargo door explanation.
Center tank explosion as initial event rules out cargo door
opening.
Cargo door explanation includes center tank explosion.
My theory is compatible with yours.
Now, the access door may have caused the streak and the radar
blip, yes? I say it was the big door causing streak, it could be
small door. Only way to find out is to recreate the test by having
C130 fly up there at 13700 feet at same sun angle and lower aft
inward opening door and throw out different sizes of door, your
size and my size and some inbetween or larger.

It's a cheap way to confirm access door theory and explains
streak and explains blip and get Navy off the hook for missile.
Your door and my door could be the streak and blip, very
important to confirm, one way or the other and it can be done
soon and cheap and safely.
Also, Mr. Dickinson, my email source tells me the wreckage
pattern showed engine number three significantly apart from the
other three. Well, that is the pattern of PA 103 and AI 182. Come
on, now, too much similarity for a coincidence.
And was there an overpressure reading on the flight engineers
panel before destruction?
Were the engines scrapped? My source writes:
(>Do you have a pre event TWA:800 Flight Engineer's report of
an over
pressurization? I haven't seem this one it is only a rumor to
me> ??
Also, from P&W engineers in W.Palm Beach.. the recovered
engines were
scrapped as the NTSB??)
Mr. Dickinson, the above is all unsubstantiated email info but if
true, very significant. The overpressure could press out large
door just enough to get lip edge caught in slipstream forcing it
open. The engines scrapped is terrible because they reveal what
was sucked into them, from center tank explosion or baggage
compartment.
Well, Mr. Dickinson, the investigation proceeds, I consider the
noose tightening around the serial killer cargo door as the
authorities close in, closer and closer.
A rupture of the fuselage forward of the wing on the right side
near the cargo door can certainly lead to a center tank explosion,
especially when a strip of skin tears off and severs the nose.
What happens to a 747 flying headless into 300 knot air? It

comes apart and fuel meets hot jet engines fodded and spitting
flame, fireball, center tank explosion.
First, in my explanation, cargo door opens/fails, why? Still don't
know but could be unlatched or metal fatigue in corners of large
square hole cut in pressurized hull.
Early departing access door as streak and blip must be checked
out once presented as theory. It can be cheap, safe, and fast.
Please include large sizes as well as small sizes to throw out just
after sunset on the ground and in full sunlight at 13700 feet same
distance from primary ATC radar and observers on ground. See if
streak and blip can be recreated. Or at least how big metal strip
has to be to be seen as streak and blip.
I am much encouraged by this new theory. It supports cargo
door more than ever and is supported by NTSB facts. Mainly,
strip of skin torn off of nose forward of the wing can sever nose.
That is a very big mental hurdle to overcome. Why did UAL 811
stay on? Plane was not extremely high time as others whose nose
did come off and the pilot said he had just come off autopilot and
did not fight the plane as it gyrated after cargo door popped and
left sudden loud sound on the 811 CVR and abrupt power cut to
the 811 FDR and other similar evidence of 811 which matches
other fatal high time Boeing 747 crashes.
The forest of other similar crashes must be examined for
similarities and clues. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800,
and Pan Am 125 are all related.
Aircraft investigators look at the forest, the politicians look at
the tree. Politicians are not too concerned about passengers on
airplanes far away long ago that died. Aircraft accident
investigators are interested in planes that crashed far away, long
ago when they match a recent plane crash nearby. Accidents
reports on those far away long ago crashes are on web site
www.corazon.com

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club
Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

For a list of back articles, visit
TheLibrary@newsday.com.
Enter key words or names, then click on
"Search"

NTSB Report Reveals Anatomy of Explosion
By Sylvia Adcock and Robert E. Kessler. STAFF
WRITERS
Deep inside the center fuel tank of the Boeing 747,
beams more than six feet high divide the cavernous living-roomsized structure
into narrow compartments. An obscure access door with

a hatchlike cover is used only rarely, when mechanics need to
walk from
one cell to another.
This, investigators now know, is where the
disintegration of Flight 800 began. The access door blew off its
beam. Another beam
crashed forward. And a third beam was forced into the
cargo hold.
That, according to a 150-page draft report, was the
beginning of the end.
Like detectives in a crime novel, investigators from the
National Transportation Safety Board have pieced together in
astonishing
detail the last moments of TWA Flight 800. Using
microscopic metallurgic images, debris field diagrams that show
the order in
which the wreckage came off the plane, examinations of
soot patterns and knowledge based on years of experience sifting
through
wreckage at crash sites, they have produced a document
unprecedented in crash investigations.
"It's far more extensive than anything we've ever done,"
said NTSB spokesman Peter Goelz.
The report, which is preliminary, will not be formally
released until the NTSB holds public hearings on the crash's
cause, expected
sometime this fall. But investigators have been able to
establish the location of the initial explosive force, between two

structural
beams near the center of the tank. They have detailed
the destruction of the plane, beginning with the first torn pieces
of metal in
the center tank, to the cracking keel beam beneath it, to
the tear in the fuselage that began running up toward the
windows until the
front end of the airplane broke off.
The report, discussed last week by NTSB sources who
asked not to be identified, concludes that the explosion originated
in one of
two center compartments of the fuel tank and ripped its
way through the beams, forcing the front wall of the tank into the
cargo hold.
In one instant, that action cut the electrical power to the
airplane, severed the power sources for both "black boxes" that
record
mechanical data and cockpit sounds, and weakened the
fuselage, initiating the plane's breakup.
The report makes it clear that the NTSB has no doubt
that a fuel-air explosion brought down the plane July 17, killing
230 people.
And it has given law-enforcement investigators enough
reason to say that they are now leaning toward a mechanical
theory and may
pull out of the crash investigation in a matter of weeks.
A key to determining the initial breakup sequence was
this fact: Only three parts of the center fuel tank were found in
the
westernmost debris field, the area along the flight path

closest to Kennedy Airport. That area held the parts that came off
the plane
first.
In that field was the access door from deep within the
tank, a piece of the beam still attached. It was notable for its
unusual damage
and because it was very lightly sooted, in direct contrast
to the rest of the beam, which had been in contact with more fire
and was
found in a debris field to the east. In other words, the
access door left the plane before it erupted into a fireball.
Parts of the two beams directly in front of the access
door, along with a 13.5-foot section of the plane's keel beam,
which runs
underneath the tank, were in the same lightly sooted
condition and in the same debris field.
A source who was in the hangar at Calverton last August
remembered that even then, the month after the crash, the door
attracted
attention. "It was real distinctive, the damage that was
done to it. It was bent forward. It was pretty clear it had been
subjected to an
explosion," the source said.
Despite the detail with which investigators have been
able to reconstruct the midair breakup, they have been frustrated
by their lack
of knowledge about how the force of a fuel-air
explosion moves through a fuel tank - a complex,
compartmentalized structure

divided by walls with baffles that allow fuel to flow
from one section to another. NTSB sources say it's likely that a
flamefront from the
ignition source moved from one cell to another, but the
way it moves is dependent upon many factors.
In April, experts from some of the world's leading
research laboratories and universities flew to Long Island,
meeting in a hotel to
study the evidence. The group disbanded without
drawing any conclusions, and knew they would have to start
from scratch learning
about fuel-tank explosions.
The agency plans a battery of tests to help explain what
happened, including computer models, tests of small-scale fuel
tank models
and a fuel-air explosion test on a full-size Boeing 747
center fuel tank.
"We've got the best in the world working for us. I sat in
a room with forty of these people . . . in which it was clear how
little we do
know," said an NTSB source.
What is known is that the volatile fuel-air mixture in the
nearly empty center tank exploded from deep within the tank
with a force
that appeared to move forward. "We know that the
forward part of the fuel tank failed. We know that the airplane
opened up just in
front of it, that it opened up just enough so that the nose
could no longer be supported," the NTSB source said.

Examination of soot on the wreckage - how much of it
and where it was - provided valuable clues. For instance, an
airplane part that
was lightly sooted was blown off the airplane early,
before the rest of the plane erupted in a fireball when the wing
tanks broke open.
If the fractured edge of a broken piece of metal is clean
and the rest of the part is burned, then the part broke apart after it
was
burned.
Investigators say they aren't sure if the access door was
the first part of the plane subjected to the explosive force. It may
have been
ripped off by pressure from an explosion coming from
the rear, or by the failure of the keel beam underneath it a splitsecond later.
"The manufacturing access door . . . and a small portion
of the web above the door were recovered from the red area
indicating early
departure from the airplane," the preliminary sequence
report said. "Final separation of the door . . . indicated that the
pressure on
the aft surface of the door was significantly greater on
the forward surface for the door at the time."
The first true structural failure was in the next beam
forward, called the spanwise beam No. 3, which crashed into the
front wall of the
tank, remaining attached to the floor of the tank but
tipping forward. Then the front wall of the tank, called the front

spar, was forced
into the cargo hold.
The combination of the failure of the front spar and the
blast itself caused the skin of the lower part of the fuselage to
begin peeling,
continuing up until the front end of the plane forward of
the wings broke free. The rest of the plane erupted into a fireball
when the
right wing tank broke open.
Nowhere, investigators say, is there any evidence of a
bomb or missile - only the distinctive residue of a fuel-air
explosion. But
investigators have not entirely eliminated the possibility
that a projectile from outside the plane could have entered the
tank and
ignited it.
James Kallstrom, who is running the FBI's investigation
into the crash, sent a letter to victims' families last week saying
the FBI is in
the "last phase" of its criminal probe. Kallstrom said
experts would continue to examine the holes and punctures in the
three-dimensional mockup of the plane for the next 60
to 120 days. "We hope that we can then say with certainty that
this tragedy
was or wasn't the result of a criminal or terrorist act,"
Kallstrom wrote.
An NTSB source said its investigators are optimistic
that they can determine what ignited the center fuel tank vapors,
even if it

means a process of eliminating potential ignition sources
- until they are left with one or two possibilities - in laboratory
tests.
Potential ignition sources include an electric spark from
wires near or in the tank, the fuel probes, the pumps in the rear of
the tank
or a static electric buildup.
"Our guys are very dogged at this," the source said.
"We'll figure it out."
Home | Top of Page
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 9, 1997 11:00:55 AM PDT
To: SUNWEKLY@aol.com
Subject: Contact!

Elizabeth Cowley,
Editor in Chief,
Sun
Dear Ms. Cowley, thank you for your reply. Aram with an 'a', got
it. He seemed a bright fellow and asked the right questions.
I am
planning to run a story but things move slowly around here
Well, actually very fast if people knew what a task it is to put out
a weekly from an office with a telephone computer and a few
helpers. I had a advertiser spend three hours with me going over
one ad getting it just right. Well, the customer is always right or

so they say.
A good photo journalist story would be what it is like to be an
illegal Mexican and work for rich white folk who drive down to
Casey's and pick them up for four hours of difficult dirty labor
for 8 bucks an hour. Like I did yesterday. I don't know if the
workers would trust one enough to take pictures of them and
where they live, all scrunched up in a rental house, for fear of
INS reprisals, but it's all money and they would do it for the
money.
Anyway, a relevant story, local, human interest, politically
controversial.
My Kodak DC 120 is my digital camera and most interesting.
My pictures to you are coming across, I trust. Attached is my
daughter looking at hermit crab at beach.
I'm doing portraits of my friends, then taking one half and
flipping it so that two faces emerge, mirrors. It's very very
revealing. We are two people sharing one face, the eye and the
mouth show the difference.
How about an electronic version of the Sun. I could do it and put
it on my web site domain at www.corazon.com. There could be a
link from there to a new site Sun. I could scan the pages and put
them on site, no problem. Better to use original digital data but
scans are OK.
Anway, Ms. Cowley, thoughts to pursue.
Yours Truly,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club

Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

PS. Below is my latest to the NTSB on scene investigator for
TWA 800:

To: DICKINAntsbgov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Access door and cargo door
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
"Our guys are very dogged at this," the source said. "We'll figure
it out." (From Newsday on newest NTSB theory.)
Me too.
Mr. Dickinson, the new NTSB theory is very interesting.
1. NTSB says door came off.
2. NTSB says strip of skin came off.
3. NSTSB says strip of skin came off and led to severing of nose.
4. NTSB has forward cargo hold penetrated.
Well, sir, cargo door explanation says the same thing!
You say small door and I say big door.
I say strip of skin attached to large door forward of the wing
when it opens and you say strip forward of wing.
I say nose severed when strip of skin went and you say so too.
I say forward cargo hold penetrated by door opening and you say
spar pierced it.
So, the similarties are so striking, Mr. Dickinson, as to warrant
continuing to match cargo door explanation.
Center tank explosion as initial event rules out cargo door

opening.
Cargo door explanation includes center tank explosion.
My theory is compatible with yours.
Now, the access door may have caused the streak and the radar
blip, yes? I say it was the big door causing streak, it could be
small door. Only way to find out is to recreate the test by having
C130 fly up there at 13700 feet at same sun angle and lower aft
inward opening door and throw out different sizes of door, your
size and my size and some inbetween or larger.
It's a cheap way to confirm access door theory and explains
streak and explains blip and get Navy off the hook for missile.
Your door and my door could be the streak and blip, very
important to confirm, one way or the other and it can be done
soon and cheap and safely.
Also, Mr. Dickinson, my email source tells me the wreckage
pattern showed engine number three significantly apart from the
other three. Well, that is the pattern of PA 103 and AI 182. Come
on, now, too much similarity for a coincidence.
And was there an overpressure reading on the flight engineers
panel before destruction?
Were the engines scrapped? My source writes:
(>Do you have a pre event TWA:800 Flight Engineer's report of
an over
pressurization? I haven't seem this one it is only a rumor to
me> ??
Also, from P&W engineers in W.Palm Beach.. the recovered
engines were
scrapped as the NTSB??)
Mr. Dickinson, the above is all unsubstantiated email info but if
true, very significant. The overpressure could press out large
door just enough to get lip edge caught in slipstream forcing it
open. The engines scrapped is terrible because they reveal what

was sucked into them, from center tank explosion or baggage
compartment.
Well, Mr. Dickinson, the investigation proceeds, I consider the
noose tightening around the serial killer cargo door as the
authorities close in, closer and closer.
A rupture of the fuselage forward of the wing on the right side
near the cargo door can certainly lead to a center tank explosion,
especially when a strip of skin tears off and severs the nose.
What happens to a 747 flying headless into 300 knot air? It
comes apart and fuel meets hot jet engines fodded and spitting
flame, fireball, center tank explosion.
First, in my explanation, cargo door opens/fails, why? Still don't
know but could be unlatched or metal fatigue in corners of large
square hole cut in pressurized hull.
Early departing access door as streak and blip must be checked
out once presented as theory. It can be cheap, safe, and fast.
Please include large sizes as well as small sizes to throw out just
after sunset on the ground and in full sunlight at 13700 feet same
distance from primary ATC radar and observers on ground. See if
streak and blip can be recreated. Or at least how big metal strip
has to be to be seen as streak and blip.
I am much encouraged by this new theory. It supports cargo
door more than ever and is supported by NTSB facts. Mainly,
strip of skin torn off of nose forward of the wing can sever nose.
That is a very big mental hurdle to overcome. Why did UAL 811
stay on? Plane was not extremely high time as others whose nose
did come off and the pilot said he had just come off autopilot and
did not fight the plane as it gyrated after cargo door popped and
left sudden loud sound on the 811 CVR and abrupt power cut to
the 811 FDR and other similar evidence of 811 which matches
other fatal high time Boeing 747 crashes.
The forest of other similar crashes must be examined for
similarities and clues. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800,

and Pan Am 125 are all related.
Aircraft investigators look at the forest, the politicians look at
the tree. Politicians are not too concerned about passengers on
airplanes far away long ago that died. Aircraft accident
investigators are interested in planes that crashed far away, long
ago when they match a recent plane crash nearby. Accidents
reports on those far away long ago crashes are on web site
www.corazon.com
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club
Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

For a list of back articles, visit
TheLibrary@newsday.com.
Enter key words or names, then click on
"Search"

NTSB Report Reveals Anatomy of Explosion
By Sylvia Adcock and Robert E. Kessler. STAFF
WRITERS
Deep inside the center fuel tank of the Boeing 747,
beams more than six feet high divide the cavernous living-roomsized structure
into narrow compartments. An obscure access door with
a hatchlike cover is used only rarely, when mechanics need to
walk from
one cell to another.
This, investigators now know, is where the
disintegration of Flight 800 began. The access door blew off its
beam. Another beam
crashed forward. And a third beam was forced into the
cargo hold.
That, according to a 150-page draft report, was the
beginning of the end.
Like detectives in a crime novel, investigators from the
National Transportation Safety Board have pieced together in
astonishing
detail the last moments of TWA Flight 800. Using
microscopic metallurgic images, debris field diagrams that show
the order in
which the wreckage came off the plane, examinations of
soot patterns and knowledge based on years of experience sifting
through
wreckage at crash sites, they have produced a document
unprecedented in crash investigations.

"It's far more extensive than anything we've ever done,"
said NTSB spokesman Peter Goelz.
The report, which is preliminary, will not be formally
released until the NTSB holds public hearings on the crash's
cause, expected
sometime this fall. But investigators have been able to
establish the location of the initial explosive force, between two
structural
beams near the center of the tank. They have detailed
the destruction of the plane, beginning with the first torn pieces
of metal in
the center tank, to the cracking keel beam beneath it, to
the tear in the fuselage that began running up toward the
windows until the
front end of the airplane broke off.
The report, discussed last week by NTSB sources who
asked not to be identified, concludes that the explosion originated
in one of
two center compartments of the fuel tank and ripped its
way through the beams, forcing the front wall of the tank into the
cargo hold.
In one instant, that action cut the electrical power to the
airplane, severed the power sources for both "black boxes" that
record
mechanical data and cockpit sounds, and weakened the
fuselage, initiating the plane's breakup.
The report makes it clear that the NTSB has no doubt
that a fuel-air explosion brought down the plane July 17, killing
230 people.

And it has given law-enforcement investigators enough
reason to say that they are now leaning toward a mechanical
theory and may
pull out of the crash investigation in a matter of weeks.
A key to determining the initial breakup sequence was
this fact: Only three parts of the center fuel tank were found in
the
westernmost debris field, the area along the flight path
closest to Kennedy Airport. That area held the parts that came off
the plane
first.
In that field was the access door from deep within the
tank, a piece of the beam still attached. It was notable for its
unusual damage
and because it was very lightly sooted, in direct contrast
to the rest of the beam, which had been in contact with more fire
and was
found in a debris field to the east. In other words, the
access door left the plane before it erupted into a fireball.
Parts of the two beams directly in front of the access
door, along with a 13.5-foot section of the plane's keel beam,
which runs
underneath the tank, were in the same lightly sooted
condition and in the same debris field.
A source who was in the hangar at Calverton last August
remembered that even then, the month after the crash, the door
attracted
attention. "It was real distinctive, the damage that was
done to it. It was bent forward. It was pretty clear it had been

subjected to an
explosion," the source said.
Despite the detail with which investigators have been
able to reconstruct the midair breakup, they have been frustrated
by their lack
of knowledge about how the force of a fuel-air
explosion moves through a fuel tank - a complex,
compartmentalized structure
divided by walls with baffles that allow fuel to flow
from one section to another. NTSB sources say it's likely that a
flamefront from the
ignition source moved from one cell to another, but the
way it moves is dependent upon many factors.
In April, experts from some of the world's leading
research laboratories and universities flew to Long Island,
meeting in a hotel to
study the evidence. The group disbanded without
drawing any conclusions, and knew they would have to start
from scratch learning
about fuel-tank explosions.
The agency plans a battery of tests to help explain what
happened, including computer models, tests of small-scale fuel
tank models
and a fuel-air explosion test on a full-size Boeing 747
center fuel tank.
"We've got the best in the world working for us. I sat in
a room with forty of these people . . . in which it was clear how
little we do
know," said an NTSB source.

What is known is that the volatile fuel-air mixture in the
nearly empty center tank exploded from deep within the tank
with a force
that appeared to move forward. "We know that the
forward part of the fuel tank failed. We know that the airplane
opened up just in
front of it, that it opened up just enough so that the nose
could no longer be supported," the NTSB source said.
Examination of soot on the wreckage - how much of it
and where it was - provided valuable clues. For instance, an
airplane part that
was lightly sooted was blown off the airplane early,
before the rest of the plane erupted in a fireball when the wing
tanks broke open.
If the fractured edge of a broken piece of metal is clean
and the rest of the part is burned, then the part broke apart after it
was
burned.
Investigators say they aren't sure if the access door was
the first part of the plane subjected to the explosive force. It may
have been
ripped off by pressure from an explosion coming from
the rear, or by the failure of the keel beam underneath it a splitsecond later.
"The manufacturing access door . . . and a small portion
of the web above the door were recovered from the red area
indicating early
departure from the airplane," the preliminary sequence
report said. "Final separation of the door . . . indicated that the

pressure on
the aft surface of the door was significantly greater on
the forward surface for the door at the time."
The first true structural failure was in the next beam
forward, called the spanwise beam No. 3, which crashed into the
front wall of the
tank, remaining attached to the floor of the tank but
tipping forward. Then the front wall of the tank, called the front
spar, was forced
into the cargo hold.
The combination of the failure of the front spar and the
blast itself caused the skin of the lower part of the fuselage to
begin peeling,
continuing up until the front end of the plane forward of
the wings broke free. The rest of the plane erupted into a fireball
when the
right wing tank broke open.
Nowhere, investigators say, is there any evidence of a
bomb or missile - only the distinctive residue of a fuel-air
explosion. But
investigators have not entirely eliminated the possibility
that a projectile from outside the plane could have entered the
tank and
ignited it.
James Kallstrom, who is running the FBI's investigation
into the crash, sent a letter to victims' families last week saying
the FBI is in
the "last phase" of its criminal probe. Kallstrom said
experts would continue to examine the holes and punctures in the

three-dimensional mockup of the plane for the next 60
to 120 days. "We hope that we can then say with certainty that
this tragedy
was or wasn't the result of a criminal or terrorist act,"
Kallstrom wrote.
An NTSB source said its investigators are optimistic
that they can determine what ignited the center fuel tank vapors,
even if it
means a process of eliminating potential ignition sources
- until they are left with one or two possibilities - in laboratory
tests.
Potential ignition sources include an electric spark from
wires near or in the tank, the fuel probes, the pumps in the rear of
the tank
or a static electric buildup.
"Our guys are very dogged at this," the source said.
"We'll figure it out."
Home | Top of Page
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From: SUNWEKLY@aol.com
Date: June 9, 1997 10:29:09 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: No story?

Aram is indeed a reporter for The Sun - no need to be distressed.

I am
planning to run a story but things move slowly around here. I'm
downloading
the photos now - talk to you soon.
Elizabeth
THE SUN

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 9, 1997 10:25:26 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Closer and closer to cargo door

Mike, just sent this off to NSTB and read latest AVFlash. As a
pilot, can you believe leaking fuel on fire can give appearance as
streak descending in parabolic arc to surface of ocean to
observers miles away? If you can then....tell me so I can stop
presenting facts to you to influence you into making a rational
interpretation into truth.
Cheers, Barry

To: DICKINAntsbgov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Access door and cargo door
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
"Our guys are very dogged at this," the source said. "We'll figure
it out." (From Newsday on newest NTSB theory.)

Me too.
Mr. Dickinson, the new NTSB theory is very interesting.
1. NTSB says door came off.
2. NTSB says strip of skin came off.
3. NSTSB says strip of skin came off and led to severing of nose.
4. NTSB has forward cargo hold penetrated.
Well, sir, cargo door explanation says the same thing!
You say small door and I say big door.
I say strip of skin attached to large door forward of the wing
when it opens and you say strip forward of wing.
I say nose severed when strip of skin went and you say so too.
I say forward cargo hold penetrated by door opening and you say
spar pierced it.
So, the similarties are so striking, Mr. Dickinson, as to warrant
continuing to match cargo door explanation.
Center tank explosion as initial event rules out cargo door
opening.
Cargo door explanation includes center tank explosion.
My theory is compatible with yours.
Now, the access door may have caused the streak and the radar
blip, yes? I say it was the big door causing streak, it could be
small door. Only way to find out is to recreate the test by having
C130 fly up there at 13700 feet at same sun angle and lower aft
inward opening door and throw out different sizes of door, your
size and my size and some inbetween or larger.
It's a cheap way to confirm access door theory and explains
streak and explains blip and get Navy off the hook for missile.
Your door and my door could be the streak and blip, very
important to confirm, one way or the other and it can be done
soon and cheap and safely.
Also, Mr. Dickinson, my email source tells me the wreckage
pattern showed engine number three significantly apart from the
other three. Well, that is the pattern of PA 103 and AI 182. Come

on, now, too much similarity for a coincidence.
And was there an overpressure reading on the flight engineers
panel before destruction?
Were the engines scrapped? My source writes:
(>Do you have a pre event TWA:800 Flight Engineer's report of
an over
pressurization? I haven't seem this one it is only a rumor to
me> ??
Also, from P&W engineers in W.Palm Beach.. the recovered
engines were
scrapped as the NTSB??)
Mr. Dickinson, the above is all unsubstantiated email info but if
true, very significant. The overpressure could press out large
door just enough to get lip edge caught in slipstream forcing it
open. The engines scrapped is terrible because they reveal what
was sucked into them, from center tank explosion or baggage
compartment.
Well, Mr. Dickinson, the investigation proceeds, I consider the
noose tightening around the serial killer cargo door as the
authorities close in, closer and closer.
A rupture of the fuselage forward of the wing on the right side
near the cargo door can certainly lead to a center tank explosion,
especially when a strip of skin tears off and severs the nose.
What happens to a 747 flying headless into 300 knot air? It
comes apart and fuel meets hot jet engines fodded and spitting
flame, fireball, center tank explosion.
First, in my explanation, cargo door opens/fails, why? Still don't
know but could be unlatched or metal fatigue in corners of large
square hole cut in pressurized hull.
Early departing access door as streak and blip must be checked
out once presented as theory. It can be cheap, safe, and fast.
Please include large sizes as well as small sizes to throw out just

after sunset on the ground and in full sunlight at 13700 feet same
distance from primary ATC radar and observers on ground. See if
streak and blip can be recreated. Or at least how big metal strip
has to be to be seen as streak and blip.
I am much encouraged by this new theory. It supports cargo
door more than ever and is supported by NTSB facts. Mainly,
strip of skin torn off of nose forward of the wing can sever nose.
That is a very big mental hurdle to overcome. Why did UAL 811
stay on? Plane was not extremely high time as others whose nose
did come off and the pilot said he had just come off autopilot and
did not fight the plane as it gyrated after cargo door popped and
left sudden loud sound on the 811 CVR and abrupt power cut to
the 811 FDR and other similar evidence of 811 which matches
other fatal high time Boeing 747 crashes.
The forest of other similar crashes must be examined for
similarities and clues. AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800,
and Pan Am 125 are all related.
Aircraft investigators look at the forest, the politicians look at
the tree. Politicians are not too concerned about passengers on
airplanes far away long ago that died. Aircraft accident
investigators are interested in planes that crashed far away, long
ago when they match a recent plane crash nearby. Accidents
reports on those far away long ago crashes are on web site
www.corazon.com
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club

Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
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NTSB Report Reveals Anatomy of Explosion
By Sylvia Adcock and Robert E. Kessler. STAFF
WRITERS
Deep inside the center fuel tank of the Boeing 747,
beams more than six feet high divide the cavernous living-roomsized structure
into narrow compartments. An obscure access door with
a hatchlike cover is used only rarely, when mechanics need to
walk from
one cell to another.
This, investigators now know, is where the
disintegration of Flight 800 began. The access door blew off its
beam. Another beam
crashed forward. And a third beam was forced into the

cargo hold.
That, according to a 150-page draft report, was the
beginning of the end.
Like detectives in a crime novel, investigators from the
National Transportation Safety Board have pieced together in
astonishing
detail the last moments of TWA Flight 800. Using
microscopic metallurgic images, debris field diagrams that show
the order in
which the wreckage came off the plane, examinations of
soot patterns and knowledge based on years of experience sifting
through
wreckage at crash sites, they have produced a document
unprecedented in crash investigations.
"It's far more extensive than anything we've ever done,"
said NTSB spokesman Peter Goelz.
The report, which is preliminary, will not be formally
released until the NTSB holds public hearings on the crash's
cause, expected
sometime this fall. But investigators have been able to
establish the location of the initial explosive force, between two
structural
beams near the center of the tank. They have detailed
the destruction of the plane, beginning with the first torn pieces
of metal in
the center tank, to the cracking keel beam beneath it, to
the tear in the fuselage that began running up toward the
windows until the
front end of the airplane broke off.

The report, discussed last week by NTSB sources who
asked not to be identified, concludes that the explosion originated
in one of
two center compartments of the fuel tank and ripped its
way through the beams, forcing the front wall of the tank into the
cargo hold.
In one instant, that action cut the electrical power to the
airplane, severed the power sources for both "black boxes" that
record
mechanical data and cockpit sounds, and weakened the
fuselage, initiating the plane's breakup.
The report makes it clear that the NTSB has no doubt
that a fuel-air explosion brought down the plane July 17, killing
230 people.
And it has given law-enforcement investigators enough
reason to say that they are now leaning toward a mechanical
theory and may
pull out of the crash investigation in a matter of weeks.
A key to determining the initial breakup sequence was
this fact: Only three parts of the center fuel tank were found in
the
westernmost debris field, the area along the flight path
closest to Kennedy Airport. That area held the parts that came off
the plane
first.
In that field was the access door from deep within the
tank, a piece of the beam still attached. It was notable for its
unusual damage
and because it was very lightly sooted, in direct contrast

to the rest of the beam, which had been in contact with more fire
and was
found in a debris field to the east. In other words, the
access door left the plane before it erupted into a fireball.
Parts of the two beams directly in front of the access
door, along with a 13.5-foot section of the plane's keel beam,
which runs
underneath the tank, were in the same lightly sooted
condition and in the same debris field.
A source who was in the hangar at Calverton last August
remembered that even then, the month after the crash, the door
attracted
attention. "It was real distinctive, the damage that was
done to it. It was bent forward. It was pretty clear it had been
subjected to an
explosion," the source said.
Despite the detail with which investigators have been
able to reconstruct the midair breakup, they have been frustrated
by their lack
of knowledge about how the force of a fuel-air
explosion moves through a fuel tank - a complex,
compartmentalized structure
divided by walls with baffles that allow fuel to flow
from one section to another. NTSB sources say it's likely that a
flamefront from the
ignition source moved from one cell to another, but the
way it moves is dependent upon many factors.
In April, experts from some of the world's leading
research laboratories and universities flew to Long Island,

meeting in a hotel to
study the evidence. The group disbanded without
drawing any conclusions, and knew they would have to start
from scratch learning
about fuel-tank explosions.
The agency plans a battery of tests to help explain what
happened, including computer models, tests of small-scale fuel
tank models
and a fuel-air explosion test on a full-size Boeing 747
center fuel tank.
"We've got the best in the world working for us. I sat in
a room with forty of these people . . . in which it was clear how
little we do
know," said an NTSB source.
What is known is that the volatile fuel-air mixture in the
nearly empty center tank exploded from deep within the tank
with a force
that appeared to move forward. "We know that the
forward part of the fuel tank failed. We know that the airplane
opened up just in
front of it, that it opened up just enough so that the nose
could no longer be supported," the NTSB source said.
Examination of soot on the wreckage - how much of it
and where it was - provided valuable clues. For instance, an
airplane part that
was lightly sooted was blown off the airplane early,
before the rest of the plane erupted in a fireball when the wing
tanks broke open.
If the fractured edge of a broken piece of metal is clean

and the rest of the part is burned, then the part broke apart after it
was
burned.
Investigators say they aren't sure if the access door was
the first part of the plane subjected to the explosive force. It may
have been
ripped off by pressure from an explosion coming from
the rear, or by the failure of the keel beam underneath it a splitsecond later.
"The manufacturing access door . . . and a small portion
of the web above the door were recovered from the red area
indicating early
departure from the airplane," the preliminary sequence
report said. "Final separation of the door . . . indicated that the
pressure on
the aft surface of the door was significantly greater on
the forward surface for the door at the time."
The first true structural failure was in the next beam
forward, called the spanwise beam No. 3, which crashed into the
front wall of the
tank, remaining attached to the floor of the tank but
tipping forward. Then the front wall of the tank, called the front
spar, was forced
into the cargo hold.
The combination of the failure of the front spar and the
blast itself caused the skin of the lower part of the fuselage to
begin peeling,
continuing up until the front end of the plane forward of
the wings broke free. The rest of the plane erupted into a fireball

when the
right wing tank broke open.
Nowhere, investigators say, is there any evidence of a
bomb or missile - only the distinctive residue of a fuel-air
explosion. But
investigators have not entirely eliminated the possibility
that a projectile from outside the plane could have entered the
tank and
ignited it.
James Kallstrom, who is running the FBI's investigation
into the crash, sent a letter to victims' families last week saying
the FBI is in
the "last phase" of its criminal probe. Kallstrom said
experts would continue to examine the holes and punctures in the
three-dimensional mockup of the plane for the next 60
to 120 days. "We hope that we can then say with certainty that
this tragedy
was or wasn't the result of a criminal or terrorist act,"
Kallstrom wrote.
An NTSB source said its investigators are optimistic
that they can determine what ignited the center fuel tank vapors,
even if it
means a process of eliminating potential ignition sources
- until they are left with one or two possibilities - in laboratory
tests.
Potential ignition sources include an electric spark from
wires near or in the tank, the fuel probes, the pumps in the rear of
the tank
or a static electric buildup.

"Our guys are very dogged at this," the source said.
"We'll figure it out."
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 6, 1997 1:04:30 PM PDT
To: SUNWEKLY@aol.com
Subject: No story?

Ms. Cowley, just read the 5 June issue and found no story about
the Secret Service interrogation of me based upon polite email to
elected public official at his invitation.
Oh, well. Nobody got hurt and there's a lot more important things
going on out there, that's for sure.
I also saw no contributor named Arum who said he was a
reporter for the Sun when he called me. I rule out paranoia and
do not think that 'Arum' was another agent seeking information
about me. I assume he is a reporter for the Sun but since no story
of his made the 5 June issue, his name was omitted from the
masthead. Yeah, that's got to be it. Sure. No problem.
I've attached some pics I took this AM when I went to your office
to talk but the office was closed.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
659 3552
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: June 5, 1997 9:56:41 PM PDT
To: skepticmag@aol.com
Subject: Debunking conspiracy theory for TWA 800 and
providing alternative explanation

Dear Fellow Skeptic,
In Volume 4, Number 4. page 26, you have a comment about
conspiracy theory by Mr. Salinger and TWA 800.
I have deduced a common mechanical explanation for the crash
of TWA 800, inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight. This explanation was discovered through research which is
on web site www.corazon.com. The common mechanical
explanation also debunks conspiracy theories for Air India 182,
bomb, and Pan Am 103, bomb.
My latest email to NSTB puts the explanation into a few pages. I
invite your perusal of the explanation on the web site and
welcome honest critique.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Dickinson,
The first anniversary of the crash of TWA 800 is less than two
months away. Many will be looking at the spot in the sky in
which the 747 destructed. I suggest a recreation to test a
hypothesis that a piece of the plane came off and reflected
evening sunlight as it spun away appearing as a streak to ground
observers and to also confirm the metal piece could be picked up
on primary ATC radar.
The security guys are very good at recreating what they believe
happened, bombs and missiles. Planes are being blown up and
missiles fired at other planes. Let the mechanical proponents
have an exercise in recreation.
Based upon the TWA 800 streak and mysterious blip at the same
time, both could be related. What hypothesis could explain both?
Cargo door could. It would be cheap, safe, and easy to test that

idea. In the evenings before the anniversary, observations could
be made of regular 747s taking off from Kennedy and passing
the event spot at 13700 feet at 300 IAS. The large, short duration,
sun reflective flash can be observed off the 747's forward
fuselage, moving to engines, aft fuselage, vertical stabilizer, and
winglets if 747-400. I have observed this flash many time from
my vantage point living under a heavily travelled airway from SF
to LA.
On the anniversary evening a C-130 carrying spare old 747
cargo doors or metal object of same size and shapes could fly at
13700 feet as fast as it could go, about 220 IAS, and at 8:31 PM
on 17 July, lower the C-130 inward opening aft door and the
crew could push out the eight foot by nine foot pieces of shiny
radar and sun reflective metal. ATC radar and ground observers
could watch to see the track of the object as it slows down
horizontally land speeds up vertically in a parabolic curve to the
ocean surface. Radar tapes could then be analyzed to see if the
object matches the blips before TWA 800 disappearance off
scope. Ground observers can be queried to see if observed streak
matches the TWA 800 streak. Several passes could be made in
the sun reflective window between 8:20 to 8:50 PM.
A mechanical hypothesis would have been tested in a non
destructive, safe, cheap, repeatable manner, inadvertent fuselage
rupture forward of the wing on the right side. When the streak
and radar blip are recreated at the same time and place as TWA
800, a strong case can be made that some part of the airframe
flew off just before destruction and two mysteries solved.
We are dealing with life and death here so any effort is worth it
to stop the death from happening again.
My goal is easier than yours. My goal is to persuade you that a
worthy line of investigation for crash cause of TWA 800 is hull
rupture forward of the wing on right side around cargo door.
Your difficult task, if you were persuaded to investigate rupture

area, would be to prove or disprove that explanation.
The big picture: From identifying the forest, individual trees
make sense. A single tree examined alone does not reveal much.
Here are the Boeing 747 trees and the forest they belong to:
TWA 800 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
PA 103 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
AI 182 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
UAL 811 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
There are other high time Boeing 747 ruptured hull crashes but
they were not solo and they involved getting hit by lightning or
flying into the water, the ground, or another airplane.
The only three that match TWA 800 are the above alone, sudden,
and fatal hull ruptures.
You are on the scene and have seen two of the planes involved,
TWA 800 and UAL 811. I contend that had UAL 811 had its
weakened nose torn off the sequence of destruction would match
TWA 800. Could the weakened nose of 811 have torn off from
the 300 knots IAS?
My cargo door explanation is based on the central intelligence of
the similarities in solo pressurized hull ruptures. They all have
common consequences and leave similar evidence. I included for
background reference in my research the three DC-10 cargo door
events. Also included in research was PA 125, a Boeing 747
leaking pressurized hull event.
The DC-10 hull ruptures occurred in the aft fuselage as shown
by the evidence after the crashes.
The four Boeing 747 hull ruptures and the one leaking hull have
all been located to a small area on the large 747: Forward of the
wing on the right side, exactly where a huge square hole has been
cut into the pressurized hull; the outward opening cargo door.
Let's get specific:
UAL 811, NTSB report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on right side.

AI 182, Indian report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on the right side.
PA 103, AAIB report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on left side followed immediately by right side rupture.
TWA 800, early New York Times article stated computer
simulation located rupture forward of the wing on the right side.
(Documentation of sources is on web site www.corazon.com)
Now to the causes of the solo pressurized hull ruptures of the
four planes above: Ah, the causes. It seems that such similar
events would have a similar cause but that is not the official
position.
The causes have been stated in reports as:
AI 182 as bomb in forward cargo hold or door.
PA 103 as bomb in forward cargo hold.
UAL 811 as bomb or door.
TWA 800 as bomb in forward cargo hold, missile striking
forward of the wing on right side, fuel tank explosion severing
nose forward of wing, or door.
If TWA 800 had been shown to be bomb then all would be right
in the aircraft investigation world. Four catastrophic solo
ruptures of 747s; three bombs and one door.
But TWA 800 has been shown not to be a bomb and all is not
right in the aircraft investigation world. It doesn't make sense.
Something's wrong. If 800 not a bomb, then maybe 103 and 183
not bombs? If not bomb, what?
Let's back up to big picture. The large forest of wide body solo
hull ruptures includes three DC-10s and four Boeing 747s. The
three DC-10s are definitely in the forest, but are the four Boeing
747s? What else is there to link them to include them as hull
ruptures?
If the four Boeing 747 hull ruptures over eleven years can be
shown to be extremely similar then they can be assumed to have
one common cause. What is it?

I contend they are so similar that they have one common cause.
The common cause is a hull rupture forward of the wing on the
right side. It sounds like a circle but that is an important point for
us to agree on. Were there hull ruptures on the four planes and
did they cause the accident? I say yes.
What caused the hull rupture at that location?
Well, every inch of that area must be examined closely. It is
already a dangerous area. Section 41 retrofit was done to correct
cracks near the rupture area. Several ADs were issued to correct
faults in a door which may lead or did lead to a rupture in that
area. The pear design at rupture location is not as strong as a
circle or oval found aft, near identical door which has not failed
in flight. Historically, hull ruptures have been near squarish
corners of holes cut in the pressurized hull; there are squarish
corners of a big hole in the rupture area.
Regarding TWA 800, I am assuming the fireball and center tank
explosion occurred after hull rupture, not before, based on
eyewitness accounts of streak and altitude of fireball lower than
that at rupture event. Radar data also supports hull rupture first,
then, later and lower, center tank explosion. There was a hull
rupture forward of the wing, severing the nose, the time and
cause is unknown as this time. If the cause of the hull rupture for
TWA 800, the streak, and the radar blip anomaly could all be
explained by center tank explosion, and if the ignition source
were known, then you would not have emailed me in
exasperation about the latches being latched on the 800 door.
Center tank explosion does not answer all the questions nor
explain all the evidence and as an investigator you would like to
have all the loose ends tied up. Me too.
NTSB has been right all along to say mechanical and center
tank explosion. NTSB is still right and will be right, it was
mechanical and there was a center tank explosion. There is no
incompatibility.

Let's assume for purposes of this thoughtful reply, the fireball
occurred later and lower than initial hull rupture.
A hull rupture would cause an explosive decompression which
means a sudden loud sound.
1. There was a sudden loud sound on the four 747s CVRs.
A hull rupture would cause a large hole to open up forward of
the wing on the right side.
2. There was a large hole on the right side, forward of the wing
on the four 747s; the door hole and torn away associated fuselage
skin.
At that rupture spot, a weakened nose could be torn off by the
tremendous 300 knot slipstream and start a sequence after sudden
loud decompression sound:
3. Power abruptly cut at main equipment compartment. All four
had abrupt power cut.
4. Passengers sucked out of large hole and ingested into number
three engine. All four had at least nine missing, never recovered
bodies.
5. Nose falls in dense area on surface. Nose fell in dense area on
three planes, on other plane the nose stayed on.
6. Rest of plane disintegrates as it falls leaving wider spread
debris pattern. Three had wide debris pattern for noseless planes,
other plane kept nose on.
7. Engine number three FODs, catches fire and falls away to
land alone. Three number three engines fell away to land
separately, two were on fire. Number three engine FODDED on
other plane but engine stayed on wing.
8. Inflight damage by debris more severe on right side. Three
planes had more severe right side damage and maybe the fourth
too.
9. All four planes had ground radar information at time of
rupture. Three had nearby lone primary radar blip, the other
might have had but was out of primary radar range.

Discussion: The abrupt power cut would prevent most
information about the cause of the rupture from reaching alert
lights, the FDR, ground control, or the crew. The streak of 800
was only because the light was such to reflect off the fuselage to
ground observers. The other hull ruptures all occurred out of
sight of land or at pitch dark.
(There are other similarities of the four not immediately
connected to hull rupture: all were high time and took off at
night, running behind schedule and with EPR gripes.)
I believe that that is enough significant similarities to state that
the four high time Boeing 747 accidents were caused by hull
rupture forward of the wing on right side.
If we agree on that, (and I'm sure we do for UAL 811 and AI
182, close on PA 103, and unknown on TWA 800,) then let us
consider very closely what needs to be done to determine why
hull ruptured.
What causes pressurized hulls to rupture? Lots of reasons.
Overpressure caused by bomb or malfunctioning airconditioning,
structural defects, design errors, pressure miscalculations, missile
penetration, midair collision, faulty windows or doors, and metal
fatigue. The evidence must match the exact explanation to be
satisfactory.
Submarines and planes are similar in that pressure is a huge
consideration and often underestimated. Subs sink when valves
are installed backwards. Planes crash when windows pop.
Ruptured hulls have been around as long as they have been
pressurized. The Comet lesson was not learned by the 747. The
DC-10 lesson was not learned by the 747. Do not cut outward
opening large square holes in pressurized hulls. If they are cut
then the incredible pressure will eventually force it open or the
continued use will weaken the structure to failure.
To say a solo hull rupture is caused by large door opening
inadvertently or metal fatigue is just to refer to precedent. It's

happened before. It's a normal working hypothesis.
To say hull rupture was caused by center tank explosion by
unknown ignition source is to be speculative.
A 747 has never had a center tank explosion of unknown origin
in good weather. A 747 has had a hull rupture forward of the
wing on the right side by an inadvertently opened cargo door.
There have been three other very similar accidents and none was
a center tank explosion. They all could be structural failure at the
rupture zone.
If a worthy line of investigation into the hull rupture of TWA
800 is a center tank explosion, or a bomb, or a missile, then it is
certainly a worthy line of investigation to rule in or rule out
inadvertent door opening, or metal fatigue, or structural failure at
rupture location, forward of wing on right side.
To rule in or rule out rupture cause requires close examination of
fuselage metal at corners of door to see if it matches the metal
failure pattern of the corners of the squarish windows of the
Comet. It requires close examination of the door latching
mechanism to confirm the cam latches were latched around the
locking pins. It requires examination of stringers, bulkheads,
floor beams, skin, and panels for any preexisting failures. It
requires close examination around lone mid span latch of door
for failure. It requires examination of door seals for leaking and
door frame for previous damage or out of rig condition.
Regarding the complex latching system of the forward cargo
door: The problem is subtle. It is possible to say that the locking
sectors of the door were in the locked position and yet, the door
to be unlatched. The cam sectors around pins is the key item.
Was the bottom of the 800 door sill attached to the door latches?
Was the door found broken in pieces but unattached to any
fuselage? Did the door break at the mid span point? Did the
hinge at top of door tear away at corners? Were the locking
sectors steel or aluminum?

The rupture evidence of the other crashes now becomes a help.
The evidence at the rupture location of 800 can be compared
with the evidence of 182, 103, and 811. For instance, the tearing
pattern of the rupture location on right side of fuselage for 811
and 103 match almost perfectly, it may match 800 too.
The latch status of FCD of 182 and 103 were unreported, it
needs to be determined.
Regarding TWA 800 specifically before fireball: All revealed
evidence is consistent with hull rupture forward of wing caused
by door failure:
1. Streak is shiny door departing in evening sun.
2. Radar blip is metal door reflecting primary radar energy.
3. Sudden loud sound is sudden loud decompression after door
goes.
4. Engine number three would ignite disintegrating wing and
fuselage into fireball.
After fireball, evidence is consistent with center tank explosion.
Soon to be revealed public docket should be very interesting to
contemplate:
1. Engine breakdown report. (FOD on three?)
2. Item wreckage plot. (Door found where?)
3. CVR data. (Frequency match 103?)
4. FDR data. (Any EPR problems?)
5. Radar plots. (Blip close enough to be door?)
6. Photographs of reconstructed fuselage. (Pattern match 103?)
7. Crew conversation. (The last words of the 800 pilot were to
initiate a pressure changing event just before his pressurized hull
ruptured, "Climb.")
To summarize: A worthy line of investigation into the crash of
TWA 800 is the examination of the rupture area forward of the
wing on the right side; specifically the forward cargo door area,
to rule out failure of door latching mechanism, or door frame at
corners, or blow out at mid span, or other structural failure in

fuselage. This recommendation is based upon striking
similarities to three other solo ruptured fuselage accidents, none
of which was a center tank explosion.
Please check out the cargo door area thoroughly for mechanical
failures. Use hindsight and compare all aspects of the similar
earlier crashes of AI 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 to TWA 800.
Use history to refer to similar Comet crashes and DC-10 crashes.
Sudden catastrophic airplane crash: New boss same as the old
boss: pressurized hull rupture.
Is it possible to determine in your mind, Mr. Dickinson, that
TWA 800 had a hull rupture? Can you locate it? Can you offer
some explanations? What needs to be done to confirm or rule out
your explanations?
Let's talk by email or phone about airplane crashes, not
necessarily TWA 800. That's certainly appropriate after a public
appeal for information by the NTSB. There is much to discuss. I
am vitally interested in this probably because of my own military
RA-5C crash in which my pilot died and I survived a night fatal
fiery sudden jet crash.
We both have the same goal. Success has many fathers while
failure is an orphan. Let us succeed and everyone will be happy
up and down the line.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

From: "L-Soft list server at Starwave Corporation (1.8c)"
<LISTSERV@LISTSERV.STARWAVE.COM>
Date: June 5, 1997 9:26:16 AM PDT
To: BARRY@CORAZON.COM
Subject: Your message to ABCSUGGESTIONS-Lrequest@LISTSERV.STARWAVE.COM
Reply-To: ABCSUGGESTIONS-Lrequest@LISTSERV.STARWAVE.COM

Thu, 5 Jun 1997 09:26:16
Thanks for the suggestions. Although we may not be able to
respond to all of them personally, believe us, we value your
ideas. It's not easy coming up with great features and we
appreciate help from our readers.
Best,
ABC News.Com
A computer generated this response. But fear not--an actual
person did, in fact, read your mail.
-------------

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 5, 1997 9:24:16 AM PDT
To: abcsuggestions-L@starwave.com.
Subject: Alternative mechanical explanation, documented,
for TWA 800

An alternative mechanical explanation for TWA 800. The below
was sent to the NTSB investigating team.

Mr. Dickinson,
The first anniversary of the crash of TWA 800 is less than two
months away. Many will be looking at the spot in the sky in
which the 747 destructed. I suggest a recreation to test a
hypothesis that a piece of the plane came off and reflected
evening sunlight as it spun away appearing as a streak to ground
observers and to also confirm the metal piece could be picked up
on primary ATC radar.
The security guys are very good at recreating what they believe
happened, bombs and missiles. Planes are being blown up and
missiles fired at other planes. Let the mechanical proponents
have an exercise in recreation.
Based upon the TWA 800 streak and mysterious blip at the same
time, both could be related. What hypothesis could explain both?
Cargo door could. It would be cheap, safe, and easy to test that
idea. In the evenings before the anniversary, observations could
be made of regular 747s taking off from Kennedy and passing
the event spot at 13700 feet at 300 IAS. The large, short duration,
sun reflective flash can be observed off the 747's forward
fuselage, moving to engines, aft fuselage, vertical stabilizer, and
winglets if 747-400. I have observed this flash many time from
my vantage point living under a heavily travelled airway from SF
to LA.
On the anniversary evening a C-130 carrying spare old 747
cargo doors or metal object of same size and shapes could fly at
13700 feet as fast as it could go, about 220 IAS, and at 8:31 PM
on 17 July, lower the C-130 inward opening aft door and the
crew could push out the eight foot by nine foot pieces of shiny
radar and sun reflective metal. ATC radar and ground observers
could watch to see the track of the object as it slows down
horizontally land speeds up vertically in a parabolic curve to the
ocean surface. Radar tapes could then be analyzed to see if the

object matches the blips before TWA 800 disappearance off
scope. Ground observers can be queried to see if observed streak
matches the TWA 800 streak. Several passes could be made in
the sun reflective window between 8:20 to 8:50 PM.
A mechanical hypothesis would have been tested in a non
destructive, safe, cheap, repeatable manner, inadvertent fuselage
rupture forward of the wing on the right side. When the streak
and radar blip are recreated at the same time and place as TWA
800, a strong case can be made that some part of the airframe
flew off just before destruction and two mysteries solved.
We are dealing with life and death here so any effort is worth it
to stop the death from happening again.
My goal is easier than yours. My goal is to persuade you that a
worthy line of investigation for crash cause of TWA 800 is hull
rupture forward of the wing on right side around cargo door.
Your difficult task, if you were persuaded to investigate rupture
area, would be to prove or disprove that explanation.
The big picture: From identifying the forest, individual trees
make sense. A single tree examined alone does not reveal much.
Here are the Boeing 747 trees and the forest they belong to:
TWA 800 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
PA 103 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
AI 182 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
UAL 811 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
There are other high time Boeing 747 ruptured hull crashes but
they were not solo and they involved getting hit by lightning or
flying into the water, the ground, or another airplane.
The only three that match TWA 800 are the above alone, sudden,
and fatal hull ruptures.
You are on the scene and have seen two of the planes involved,
TWA 800 and UAL 811. I contend that had UAL 811 had its
weakened nose torn off the sequence of destruction would match
TWA 800. Could the weakened nose of 811 have torn off from

the 300 knots IAS?
My cargo door explanation is based on the central intelligence of
the similarities in solo pressurized hull ruptures. They all have
common consequences and leave similar evidence. I included for
background reference in my research the three DC-10 cargo door
events. Also included in research was PA 125, a Boeing 747
leaking pressurized hull event.
The DC-10 hull ruptures occurred in the aft fuselage as shown
by the evidence after the crashes.
The four Boeing 747 hull ruptures and the one leaking hull have
all been located to a small area on the large 747: Forward of the
wing on the right side, exactly where a huge square hole has been
cut into the pressurized hull; the outward opening cargo door.
Let's get specific:
UAL 811, NTSB report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on right side.
AI 182, Indian report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on the right side.
PA 103, AAIB report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on left side followed immediately by right side rupture.
TWA 800, early New York Times article stated computer
simulation located rupture forward of the wing on the right side.
(Documentation of sources is on web site www.corazon.com)
Now to the causes of the solo pressurized hull ruptures of the
four planes above: Ah, the causes. It seems that such similar
events would have a similar cause but that is not the official
position.
The causes have been stated in reports as:
AI 182 as bomb in forward cargo hold or door.
PA 103 as bomb in forward cargo hold.
UAL 811 as bomb or door.
TWA 800 as bomb in forward cargo hold, missile striking
forward of the wing on right side, fuel tank explosion severing

nose forward of wing, or door.
If TWA 800 had been shown to be bomb then all would be right
in the aircraft investigation world. Four catastrophic solo
ruptures of 747s; three bombs and one door.
But TWA 800 has been shown not to be a bomb and all is not
right in the aircraft investigation world. It doesn't make sense.
Something's wrong. If 800 not a bomb, then maybe 103 and 183
not bombs? If not bomb, what?
Let's back up to big picture. The large forest of wide body solo
hull ruptures includes three DC-10s and four Boeing 747s. The
three DC-10s are definitely in the forest, but are the four Boeing
747s? What else is there to link them to include them as hull
ruptures?
If the four Boeing 747 hull ruptures over eleven years can be
shown to be extremely similar then they can be assumed to have
one common cause. What is it?
I contend they are so similar that they have one common cause.
The common cause is a hull rupture forward of the wing on the
right side. It sounds like a circle but that is an important point for
us to agree on. Were there hull ruptures on the four planes and
did they cause the accident? I say yes.
What caused the hull rupture at that location?
Well, every inch of that area must be examined closely. It is
already a dangerous area. Section 41 retrofit was done to correct
cracks near the rupture area. Several ADs were issued to correct
faults in a door which may lead or did lead to a rupture in that
area. The pear design at rupture location is not as strong as a
circle or oval found aft, near identical door which has not failed
in flight. Historically, hull ruptures have been near squarish
corners of holes cut in the pressurized hull; there are squarish
corners of a big hole in the rupture area.
Regarding TWA 800, I am assuming the fireball and center tank
explosion occurred after hull rupture, not before, based on

eyewitness accounts of streak and altitude of fireball lower than
that at rupture event. Radar data also supports hull rupture first,
then, later and lower, center tank explosion. There was a hull
rupture forward of the wing, severing the nose, the time and
cause is unknown as this time. If the cause of the hull rupture for
TWA 800, the streak, and the radar blip anomaly could all be
explained by center tank explosion, and if the ignition source
were known, then you would not have emailed me in
exasperation about the latches being latched on the 800 door.
Center tank explosion does not answer all the questions nor
explain all the evidence and as an investigator you would like to
have all the loose ends tied up. Me too.
NTSB has been right all along to say mechanical and center
tank explosion. NTSB is still right and will be right, it was
mechanical and there was a center tank explosion. There is no
incompatibility.
Let's assume for purposes of this thoughtful reply, the fireball
occurred later and lower than initial hull rupture.
A hull rupture would cause an explosive decompression which
means a sudden loud sound.
1. There was a sudden loud sound on the four 747s CVRs.
A hull rupture would cause a large hole to open up forward of
the wing on the right side.
2. There was a large hole on the right side, forward of the wing
on the four 747s; the door hole and torn away associated fuselage
skin.
At that rupture spot, a weakened nose could be torn off by the
tremendous 300 knot slipstream and start a sequence after sudden
loud decompression sound:
3. Power abruptly cut at main equipment compartment. All four
had abrupt power cut.
4. Passengers sucked out of large hole and ingested into number
three engine. All four had at least nine missing, never recovered

bodies.
5. Nose falls in dense area on surface. Nose fell in dense area on
three planes, on other plane the nose stayed on.
6. Rest of plane disintegrates as it falls leaving wider spread
debris pattern. Three had wide debris pattern for noseless planes,
other plane kept nose on.
7. Engine number three FODs, catches fire and falls away to
land alone. Three number three engines fell away to land
separately, two were on fire. Number three engine FODDED on
other plane but engine stayed on wing.
8. Inflight damage by debris more severe on right side. Three
planes had more severe right side damage and maybe the fourth
too.
9. All four planes had ground radar information at time of
rupture. Three had nearby lone primary radar blip, the other
might have had but was out of primary radar range.
Discussion: The abrupt power cut would prevent most
information about the cause of the rupture from reaching alert
lights, the FDR, ground control, or the crew. The streak of 800
was only because the light was such to reflect off the fuselage to
ground observers. The other hull ruptures all occurred out of
sight of land or at pitch dark.
(There are other similarities of the four not immediately
connected to hull rupture: all were high time and took off at
night, running behind schedule and with EPR gripes.)
I believe that that is enough significant similarities to state that
the four high time Boeing 747 accidents were caused by hull
rupture forward of the wing on right side.
If we agree on that, (and I'm sure we do for UAL 811 and AI
182, close on PA 103, and unknown on TWA 800,) then let us
consider very closely what needs to be done to determine why
hull ruptured.
What causes pressurized hulls to rupture? Lots of reasons.

Overpressure caused by bomb or malfunctioning airconditioning,
structural defects, design errors, pressure miscalculations, missile
penetration, midair collision, faulty windows or doors, and metal
fatigue. The evidence must match the exact explanation to be
satisfactory.
Submarines and planes are similar in that pressure is a huge
consideration and often underestimated. Subs sink when valves
are installed backwards. Planes crash when windows pop.
Ruptured hulls have been around as long as they have been
pressurized. The Comet lesson was not learned by the 747. The
DC-10 lesson was not learned by the 747. Do not cut outward
opening large square holes in pressurized hulls. If they are cut
then the incredible pressure will eventually force it open or the
continued use will weaken the structure to failure.
To say a solo hull rupture is caused by large door opening
inadvertently or metal fatigue is just to refer to precedent. It's
happened before. It's a normal working hypothesis.
To say hull rupture was caused by center tank explosion by
unknown ignition source is to be speculative.
A 747 has never had a center tank explosion of unknown origin
in good weather. A 747 has had a hull rupture forward of the
wing on the right side by an inadvertently opened cargo door.
There have been three other very similar accidents and none was
a center tank explosion. They all could be structural failure at the
rupture zone.
If a worthy line of investigation into the hull rupture of TWA
800 is a center tank explosion, or a bomb, or a missile, then it is
certainly a worthy line of investigation to rule in or rule out
inadvertent door opening, or metal fatigue, or structural failure at
rupture location, forward of wing on right side.
To rule in or rule out rupture cause requires close examination of
fuselage metal at corners of door to see if it matches the metal
failure pattern of the corners of the squarish windows of the

Comet. It requires close examination of the door latching
mechanism to confirm the cam latches were latched around the
locking pins. It requires examination of stringers, bulkheads,
floor beams, skin, and panels for any preexisting failures. It
requires close examination around lone mid span latch of door
for failure. It requires examination of door seals for leaking and
door frame for previous damage or out of rig condition.
Regarding the complex latching system of the forward cargo
door: The problem is subtle. It is possible to say that the locking
sectors of the door were in the locked position and yet, the door
to be unlatched. The cam sectors around pins is the key item.
Was the bottom of the 800 door sill attached to the door latches?
Was the door found broken in pieces but unattached to any
fuselage? Did the door break at the mid span point? Did the
hinge at top of door tear away at corners? Were the locking
sectors steel or aluminum?
The rupture evidence of the other crashes now becomes a help.
The evidence at the rupture location of 800 can be compared
with the evidence of 182, 103, and 811. For instance, the tearing
pattern of the rupture location on right side of fuselage for 811
and 103 match almost perfectly, it may match 800 too.
The latch status of FCD of 182 and 103 were unreported, it
needs to be determined.
Regarding TWA 800 specifically before fireball: All revealed
evidence is consistent with hull rupture forward of wing caused
by door failure:
1. Streak is shiny door departing in evening sun.
2. Radar blip is metal door reflecting primary radar energy.
3. Sudden loud sound is sudden loud decompression after door
goes.
4. Engine number three would ignite disintegrating wing and
fuselage into fireball.
After fireball, evidence is consistent with center tank explosion.

Soon to be revealed public docket should be very interesting to
contemplate:
1. Engine breakdown report. (FOD on three?)
2. Item wreckage plot. (Door found where?)
3. CVR data. (Frequency match 103?)
4. FDR data. (Any EPR problems?)
5. Radar plots. (Blip close enough to be door?)
6. Photographs of reconstructed fuselage. (Pattern match 103?)
7. Crew conversation. (The last words of the 800 pilot were to
initiate a pressure changing event just before his pressurized hull
ruptured, "Climb.")
To summarize: A worthy line of investigation into the crash of
TWA 800 is the examination of the rupture area forward of the
wing on the right side; specifically the forward cargo door area,
to rule out failure of door latching mechanism, or door frame at
corners, or blow out at mid span, or other structural failure in
fuselage. This recommendation is based upon striking
similarities to three other solo ruptured fuselage accidents, none
of which was a center tank explosion.
Please check out the cargo door area thoroughly for mechanical
failures. Use hindsight and compare all aspects of the similar
earlier crashes of AI 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 to TWA 800.
Use history to refer to similar Comet crashes and DC-10 crashes.
Sudden catastrophic airplane crash: New boss same as the old
boss: pressurized hull rupture.
Is it possible to determine in your mind, Mr. Dickinson, that
TWA 800 had a hull rupture? Can you locate it? Can you offer
some explanations? What needs to be done to confirm or rule out
your explanations?
Let's talk by email or phone about airplane crashes, not
necessarily TWA 800. That's certainly appropriate after a public
appeal for information by the NTSB. There is much to discuss. I
am vitally interested in this probably because of my own military

RA-5C crash in which my pilot died and I survived a night fatal
fiery sudden jet crash.
We both have the same goal. Success has many fathers while
failure is an orphan. Let us succeed and everyone will be happy
up and down the line.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

From: "L-Soft list server at Starwave Corporation (1.8c)"
<LISTSERV@LISTSERV.STARWAVE.COM>
Date: June 5, 1997 9:22:09 AM PDT
To: BARRY@CORAZON.COM
Subject: Your message to ABCSUGGESTIONS-Lrequest@LISTSERV.STARWAVE.COM
Reply-To: ABCSUGGESTIONS-Lrequest@LISTSERV.STARWAVE.COM

Thu, 5 Jun 1997 09:22:09
Thanks for the suggestions. Although we may not be able to
respond to all of them personally, believe us, we value your
ideas. It's not easy coming up with great features and we
appreciate help from our readers.

Best,
ABC News.Com
A computer generated this response. But fear not--an actual
person did, in fact, read your mail.
-------------

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 4, 1997 1:53:44 AM PDT
To: letters@csicop.org
Subject: Real Time mass delusion

Dear Skeptical Inquirer,
I just read your May/June 1997 issue and found several
interesting parallels to what is happening now. One is Collective
Delusions on page 29, Immediate Community Threats. It's called
airplane bombing terrorists and it's going on right now. My web
site at www.corazon.com has reasoned a mechanical explanation
for several Boeing 747s crashes from one cause based upon
many striking similarities. However, the official causes are
different and blame others such as bombers and static electricity
rather than the simple mechanical explanation of door popping
open in flight. I invite your perusal of the site as an example of a
person trying to rebut mass delusion with facts and closely
documented reasoning and getting nowhere. In fact, I have been
investigated by the Secret Service for an email sent to a Senator.
Because of the internet these spontaneous temporary spread of
false beliefs can be viewed in real time and watched as they
evolve.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 3, 1997 8:08:30 AM PDT
To: herald@scripps.com
Subject: For Calvin Demmon

Mr. Demmon, I've been reading your computer articles for years
in the Herald and now note you are doing more general purpose
articles for The Herald.
Here is a story you might be interested in: I was recently
interrogated by two Secret Service agents regarding an email I
had sent to Senator McCain R-Ariz. The email is the sole cause
of the interrogation. Senator McCain had previously invited me
to correspond with him. The email was non threatening, non
violent, relevant, appropriate, polite, and factual. It did offer a
contrary opinion to the government.
The two agents were armed and showed up unannounced,
uninvited at my front door of my home on my property to
question me. Because I was not home on their first visit they
were alone for a few minutes with my five year old daughter
while my wife went inside to change from her robe to more
presentable clothes.
Senator McCain has not answered my repeated queries for an
explanation. I videotaped the interrogation and have the senior
agent saying, "This referral came from McCain's office."
Congressman Farr will not get involved and responded with a
brushoff letter to me.
Based upon an email to an elected official, a citizen has been
intimidated by an interrogation by armed government agents in
his home. Full documentation is available upon request, email
does leave a paper trail.
Mr. Demmon, you understand email and the web so I trust you
appreciate the terrible implications of this incident.
The contrary opinion I offered to the government is on my
thousand page web site at www.corazon.com using Redshift as

my ISP.
Regardless of the truth of the opinion offered as to the cause of a
plane crash, citizens should not be visited by armed agents based
solely upon polite emails offering contrary opinion.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 28, 1997 9:37:44 PM PDT
To: SUNWEKLY@aol.com
Subject: Per request Arum

Ms. Cowley, after phone interview with Arum, Wed PM, I'm
including email to Senator McCain which triggered off Secret
Service inteview. I video taped the interrogation and senior agent
states, "This referral is from McCain's office."
A citizen, me, emailed my elected official at his invitation a
polite non threatening non violent, factual, relevent letter and he
promptly sends agents with guns to my house, only because I
presented a contrary opinion to the government on the cause of
an airplane crash. Even if wrong on the cause of the plane crash,
I should not be intimidated by armed agents showing up at the
front door of my house uninvited and unannounced seeking to
interrogate me. Do you agree?
My digital camera is great, I've attached a picture.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause

Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of

inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting

such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the

other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I
shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith

MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,

John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And

you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 28, 1997 12:27:18 PM PDT
To: jonkatz@bellatlantic.net
Subject: More to chew on

I'm digesting, John.
Mr. Katz, more to chew on, my latest to Senator McCain 27
May:
John Barry Smith
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Chance to restore US Navy image
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
As long as the streak and radar anomaly blip are unexplained
during the crash of TWA 800 the US Navy will always have the
stigma attached as having shot it down accidentally with a

missile fired from one of its aircraft or ships. It's not true but the
reputation of the US Navy will be impugned until a reasonable
explanation for that streak and radar blip is presented. Center
tank explosion as initial event does not explain streak nor blip.
Cargo door does.
There is a reasonable explanation and it can be replicated for
conclusive proof that it was not a missile and therefore not the
US Navy that caused the accident of TWA 800. All efforts to
clear the Navy must be examined.
The first anniversary of the crash of TWA 800 is less than two
months away. Many will be looking at the spot in the sky in
which the 747 destructed. I suggest a recreation to test a
hypothesis that a piece of the plane came off and reflected
evening sunlight as it spun away appearing as a streak to ground
observers and to also confirm the metal piece could be picked up
on primary ATC radar.
The security people are very good at recreating what they believe
happened, bombs and missiles. Planes are being blown up and
missiles fired at other planes. Let the mechanical proponents
have an exercise in recreation.
Based upon the TWA 800 streak and mysterious blip at the same
time, both could be related. What hypothesis could explain both?
Center tank explosion doesn't. Cargo door could. It would be
cheap, safe, and easy to test that idea. In the evenings before the
anniversary, observations could be made of regular 747s taking
off from Kennedy and passing the event spot at 13700 feet at 300
IAS. The large, short duration, sun reflective flash can be
observed off the 747's forward fuselage, moving to engines, aft
fuselage, vertical stabilizer, and winglets if 747-400. I have
observed this flash many time from my vantage point living
under a heavily travelled airway from SF to LA.
On the anniversary evening a C-130 carrying spare old 747 cargo
doors or metal object of same size and shapes could fly at 13700

feet as fast as it could go, about 220 IAS, and at 8:31 PM on 17
July, lower the C-130 inward opening aft door and the crew
could push out the eight foot by nine foot pieces of shiny radar
and sun reflective metal. ATC radar and ground observers could
watch to see the track of the object as it slows down horizontally
land speeds up vertically in a parabolic curve to the ocean
surface. Radar tapes could then be analyzed to see if the object
matches the blips before TWA 800 disappearance off scope.
Ground observers can be queried to see if observed streak
matches the TWA 800 streak. Several passes could be made in
the sun reflective window between 8:20 to 8:50 PM.
A mechanical hypothesis would have been tested in a non
destructive, safe, cheap, repeatable manner; inadvertent fuselage
rupture forward of the wing on the right side. When the streak
and radar blip are recreated at the same time and place as TWA
800, a strong case can be made that some part of the airframe
flew off just before destruction and two mysteries solved.
Benefits of the test:
1. Determination of cause of accident will be directed in the
correct direction of fuselage disintegration near cargo door.
2. The US Navy will have a stain of friendly fire cleaned off its
record.
3. If no streak nor blip, then the center tank explosion gains
credibility as initial event.
Senator McCain, the recreation of the initial event of TWA 800
using the above sequence is a cheap, safe, and conclusive way to
advance the investigation, either towards hull rupture near cargo
door, or center tank explosion, and may exonerate the reputation
of the US Navy, of which I call myself a former proud member.
By the way, I just read your interview in Wired magazine on
page 122 of the June 1997 issue. You said "... I do not want to
infringe on people's constitutional rights." Well sir, sending the
Secret Service to interrogate me based upon a polite, relevant,

non threatening, non violent email to you, upon your invitaion, is
infringing upon my constitutional rights of freedom of speech to
my elected officials. You were wrong to send the armed agents to
me and you are wrong to ignore my requests for explanation.
But, we are dealing with matters of life and death regarding TWA
800 and I must pursue my cargo door explanation until
confirmed or refuted by facts and can not afford the luxury of
running away when confronted by armed government agents at
my front door uninvited and unannounced. So, I continue to
email and implore you to consider another mechanical
explanation for the crash; inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door in flight. Full documentation and reasoning for this
hypothesis is on web site www.corazon.com. I urge you to visit
the site. It's just a few clicks away.

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924

From: jonkatz <jonkatz@bellatlantic.net>
Date: May 29, 1997 5:18:22 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Digestion

Reply-To: jonkatz@bellatlantic.net

I'm digesting, John.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 28, 1997 8:22:36 AM PDT
To: jonkatz@bellatlantic.net
Subject: Digestion

Thanks. Let me digest thi.s
Right, it could be poison, or else gives diarrhea, or stomach
cramps, or induces vomiting, best maybe to spit out, a few may
find it tasty...I love metaphors too. Or is it similes?
My current one is we are all gazelles on the veldt and the lion
makes its move against one. All the other gazelles run around
and watch as the poor victim gets tagged/eaten while they could
ward off the attack with teamwork.
We web site owners are the gazelles and the lion is the
government official who attacks not through need but fear. We
should be the musk ox who all band together against the wolves
by forming a tight circle facing the enemy.
Can you imagine the head of the telecommunications legislation
committee admitting he 'barely' knows anything about the
internet? And doesn't intend to learn? I told him earlier in an
email that it was deplorable that he was not able to receive
pictures like everyone else. The Senate server, like the NTSB
server, and White House server reject pictures either as
attachments or long file length.
They fear the unknown and wish to kill it, a common human
trait. Better to learn the unknown and use it, a rare human trait.
If there is any doubt as to any of my factual statements, please
query me. If it's one thing I've learned in the past year, it's to
document everything and only make statements that can be

supported by email, witnesses, documents, news reports,
videotapes, or personal experience.
This is ultimately a life and death issue.
I await the product of your digestion, Mr. Katz.

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: jonkatz <jonkatz@bellatlantic.net>
Date: May 29, 1997 3:31:37 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Netizen red hand holding two lightning bolts!

Thanks. Let me digest thi.s

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 27, 1997 8:00:16 AM PDT
To: jonkatz@bellatlantic.net
Subject: Netizen red hand holding two lightning bolts!

Mr. Katz, I've been following the Netizen articles for a long time
and
agree. My ox has recently been gored.
Based upon your articles and the page 122 interview with
Senator McCain of
the June issue, I sent the below to netizen at Wired. I'd appreciate
your

comment on matter. I also sent email to Mr. Lappin who did
interview.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
To: netizen@netizen.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Secret Service interrogation based on polite, invited
Email by
Senator McCain
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Netizen,
24 May 97
I have in front of me your Wired June 1997 issue. On page 122 is
an
interview with Senator John McCain. He is quoted as saying, "...
I do not
want to infringe on people's constitutional rights." Well, Netizen,
he
infringed me.
Based upon the email included below, he referred the Secret
Service to
investigate me. They did. Two armed agents showed up at my
front door of my
home uninvited and unannounced to interrogate me. I was not
home. They were
alone with my five year old daughter and wife. They came back.
I videotaped
the interrogation. It is very revealing.

1. The senior agent stated the referral came from "McCain's
office."
2. The senior agent was startled when People Finder of Excite
brought up
her home phone and home city.
3. She stated I was not a danger to anyone.
The Secret Service does not have internet access. They were
doing their
job. The issue is a powerful politician ordering an investigaton
into a
citizen who presents contrary opinion. In this case, the contrary
opinion
is my cause of the TWA 800 crash was an inadvertently opened
forward cargo
door in flight which conflicts with the government opinion of a
center tank
explosion. Details are presented in the attached emails.
Judge for yourself if I deserved the stigma of an armed
government
interrogation and investigation.
Relevant points:
1. Email correspondence to Senator McCain was invited by him
personally in
previous email to me.
2. Any talk about bombs and planes is because Senator McCain
is a pilot who
dropped bombs.
3. The subject was relevant because he referred the subject, TWA
800, to
his committee for review based on my previous emails.
4. The tone was polite.
5. The wording was nonviolent.
6. There were no threats.

7. It was a contrary opinion.
8. I have had no phone or letter or face to face communication
with Senator
McCain's office prior to the investigation, only email to his
Senate office.
9. He will not reply to any of my followup queries asking why
he ordered
the investigation of me.
10. My California congressman, Sam Farr, has not replied to my
queries to
him either.
Dear Netizen, here is an example of a politician who has great
influence
over the net with telecommunication policy, encryption, and
content
censorship who says in the Wired intereview, regarding the Net,
"I barely
know how to use it-and I emphasize barely." When presented
with email
discussing a thousand page website, mine at www.corazon.com,
he promptly
orders armed agents to a surprise visit to the sender. Something is
not
right and it's getting worse.
I live in Carmel Valley, call me at phone 408 659 3552. All of
the above
is documented with email and video tape. The San Jose office of
the Secret
Service conducted the interrogation. Names of agents on request
as well as
additional documentation.
Whether I'm right or wrong about the cargo door explanation for
the crash

of TWA 800, citizens should not be investigated by armed agents
based upon
polite emails offering contrary opinion. Do you agree?
Please acknowledge receipt of this email and state whether you
choose to
disregard or pursue the issue.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

For Wired: Below email from Senator McCain to me.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.

Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
For Wired: Email precipitating Secret Service visit:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and
is a matter referred to Committee for review. If possible, could
you make
the internet available for Senator McCain, should he ask to view
my web
site at www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation

United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of
four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo
door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two
things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR,
Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board USS
Enterprise,CVA(N) 65
on Yankee Station 1968, I believe specifically, that after seven
years of
research and 40 years of aviation experience the inadvertent
opening of the
forward cargo door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes,
including
the current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the
crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. That is not being done at this
time.
(email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right

time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first time
was the
Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is the TWA 800
crash
cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine
the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We have both
survived
jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from an RA-5C at night
and my
pilot was killed. I have been to a night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and
I'm
talking about a night, fiery, fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in
this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with
varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not.
After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we attacked and bombed
North
Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed
Libya. After TWA
800 in 1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be
good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command
Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with outward opening cargo
doors) have
that forward door open in flight tearing off fuselage skin
allowing the 300
knot CAS slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the

death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials,
then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would be wrong.
Just fix the
door again and prevent the crash is the answer. (The door has
failed
before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all
the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for some other
official
to speak before commenting. The investigation goes around in a
loop. No
one fully examines the facts of the cargo door case. I understand
the
difficulty accepting such a simple event causing such large
consequences of
power and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped
open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar
crash evidence that only one common cause could do all the
similar
destruction. At this time there are four official explanations for
the four
crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182, bomb for PA 103, cargo
door for UAL 811,
and center tank explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look
at the forest
of four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly

fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all four
of the
high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on their cockpit
voice
recorder just before an abrupt power cut on their flight data
recorder just
as destruction started. That sound has been matched (in Air India
182) to
explosive decompression which would occur if the forward cargo
door were to
open in flight. All these similarities are documented on my web
site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the
medium of internet including email and world wide web, I am
fairly
proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My style is nonpersuasive.
Well, Americans will believe a messenger named Lassie who
goes "Woof woof,"
and follow the dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the
problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight on high
time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash, specifically Air
India 182,
Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time
to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials. Who is a
pilot

whose judgment you respect? Could you have him call me and
let us hash it
out? We can resolve it one way or the other within an hour, I'm
sure. Can
you assign an aviation expert to interrogate me? What can I do to
persuade
others to the danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of
Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or is 'tabled'.
It
must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I shall write to
Senator
Slade Gorton, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Aviation in the
Science,
Commerce, and Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the
issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the
hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB
investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as the
NSTB does, that
the persons who suffer the most in a plane crash can not be
allowed to
assist in preventing it happening again. Passengers are the
highest
motivated. It's the difference between the Air Force and Navy
style of air
refueling. The Navy gives the responsibility to good plug to the
person who

suffers the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force
gives
it to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is
necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then someone else. If not
this
investigation, then the next one. Government agencies must have
respect for
it's citizen's intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause
of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA
(RET)
408 659
3552 phone

barry@corazon.com email

www.corazon.com web site

551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel
Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR
Donald Lawson:

Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

For Wired: Email to Senator McCain requesting reason for

Secret Service
investigation:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Senator McCain,
The visit by the Secret Service has been preying on my mind.
The senior
agent, Ms. Janice K. Griffen stated to me during the interview,
"This
referral was from McCain's office." They came by 24 hours after
my email
(attached) to you asking if I could be melodramatic. I assumed
'yes', but
apparently the answer was 'no'.
I 'wrote my congresssman' a United States Senator, a non
threatening,
polite, factual, relevant email and soon thereafter:
1.Two agents,
2. Federal,
3. Armed and with authority to shoot to kill,
4. showed up unannounced,
5. at my front door,

6. requesting to see me.
I was having my car washed and missed the agents by twenty
minutes. Only
my wife in her robe and my five year old daughter were present
at that
initial meeting. My five year old was alone with two armed
agents for a few
minutes while my wife changed into something more formal.
This is preying on my mind. My legal and proper democratic
pursuit of a
mechanical cause for an airplane crash has put the lives of my
wife and
daughter in the line of fire. This is very distressing. And if you
think I
exaggerate, imagine having your wife and child greet two armed
persons in
civilian clothes who show up unannounced at your front door.
Not very
reassuring is it. What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Senator, I am a good guy. You are a good guy. Let's act like good
guys.
Good guys are open and talk to each other. We are pilots, the
matter is in
your Committee, it is an important aviation matter; let's do
something
about it. And do it now and fast before another several hundred
people die.
The cargo door explanation is not going to go away.
The NTSB is intrigued by the door, the public knows about the
door, I
know about the door, the press knows about the door, the
politicians know
about the door, Boeing knows about the door, and FAA knows

about the door;
it's not going to go away unless satisfactorily and thoroughly
ruled out by
a proper investigation.
Checking latches which have been manhandled by the FBI for
four months is
not a conclusive test of door locked on TWA 800.
Support for above claims:
1. NTSB is Aviation Week article of 10 Mar 97
2. Public is the thousand and more emails from around the world
to me
discussing the explanation.
3. My door web site.
4. The press is WCBS New York radio station and newspaper
articles
including New York Times.
5. Politicians include you, sir, Senator John McCain, who has
referred the
matter to your committee.
6. Boeing has recently inquired to the Air India Task Force of
Canada
inquiring into the status of the foward cargo door according to
staff
member Rich Spruel at phone 1604 264 2352 which indicates
Boeing is
conducting its own investigation into door. (John Schneider is
Air India
Task Force leader.)
7. FAA knows about door in correspondence with Representative
Sam Farr D-CA
to me from Certification Section.
Senator McCain, the door was seen visually, seen on radar, and
heard on

cvr. To not confront that reality is not right.
This missile myth is growing and will be hard to refute later.
The US
Navy is impugned wrongly. The center tank fire as initial event is
growing
and will be hard to refute later. Boeing is impugned wrongly.
The NTSB AAR on TWA 800 will have to face the door head on
and rule it
out completely or the validity of the report will be questioned.
Talk to me. I am a good guy. I am on your side. We want the
same thing,
answers why a plane crashed. I have some and am missing one
big one, why
did the door open?

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Attachments below:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks

the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Purdy of the New York Times.
"One man writes at least once a week to the board, pushing his
theory that
the front cargo door of the plane blew off, setting in motion a
catastrophic
chain of events."

For Wired:Email below to Congressman Farr:
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April 25, 1997

Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help
in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting
to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is
anything I can do for you in the future, please let me know."
There is,
sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise
that a forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened, tore off, and led
to the
crash. You very nicely inquired to the FAA asking for comment
and they
replied the doors are safe as far as they know and if the NSTB
says
otherwise they will do something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB
investigation with the same status as other assisting groups, such
as the
manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of the NTSB, Jim Hall,
replied to
your action on my behalf by denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to
Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the Senate
Commerce, Science, and
Transportation Committee, the legislative body with jurisdiction

over the
NTSB. Senator McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and
forwarded it to
his committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me
for contacting
him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter
now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian
vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and
place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at 551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel
Valley, CA 93924. They were two Secret Service agents; senior
agent Ms.
Janice K. Griffen, and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose
office of the
SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty
minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened. What she
told me is that
my five year old daughter was left alone in the company of those
armed
persons for a few minutes as my wife went to change from her
robe into
something more presentable. She was watering roses in our side
garden when
they pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley,
our five

year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and
surprising him, was inside and went out to see what was going on
and
answered their question of identity as "Laura Ashley." I realize
now she
could have accidentally done that surprise game with tragic
consequences.
I'm assuming the guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use
them, and
they are authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior
agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms. Griffen
who called me
back. She said the next available time to interview was 11 AM on
Monday, 24
February, four days later. I agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen
minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the agents
and
available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I
was not a threat to anyone or anything. I expounded my
mechanical
explanation for the cause of the crash of TWA 800 and implored
them to take
further action with other Federal agencies, specifically the FAA
and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came

from
"McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I had
sent less than
24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The referral of the visit was
not
"Farr's office," nor "the White House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual,
polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There is one
paragraph
that refers to the President and airplane crashes and bombs. It is
melodramatic and I invite your attention to that entire email of 19
February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to
contact me if you have any further questions or comments." I
accepted the
invitation and I now hesitate to comment again after causing
armed agents
to come to my front door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who
flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to TWA 800, in
emails to
the President, other staff and officials, Senator McCain, and to
you, sir,
my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your
Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is not
good. My wife
and child are now in the line of fire. That's reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to

elected
officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing
fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant to
pursue the cargo
door explanation through letters with elected government leaders
because of
fear for the safety of my family. I have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends
are not pleased by the visits either. There is a stigma to being
investigated by a government agency. An investigation is a
powerful force
and not to be misused as it has in my case. Something must be
done to stop
the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret
Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can you ask him for
me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media
and courts and would like to receive an explanation from elected
officials
to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected
official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's
even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I am.

Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what
will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he going to
sic the
FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men to show up
unannounced at my
front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit
was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please read the
non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to Senator
McCain,
19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do
this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying to
prevent is
another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door opening in
flight, as it
has done before. To get the door fixed the manufacturer has to be
persuaded
it is a problem. The FAA through the NSTB can provide that
persuasion. For
me to persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is
the cargo
door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who has
jurisdiction over
the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to pursue the cargo
door explanation
or appoint me as a passenger representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He

investigated the messenger by causing an armed, uninvited, and
unannounced
visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official
government explanation for an aircraft accident, an attempt to
intimidate
him into silence was made by visits of armed agents to his house
and wife
and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I
hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by
unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can
not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced
visits by armed agents speaking alone to my partially clad wife
and my five
year old daughter at my front door is a clear, non-acceptable
threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry Smith

MAJ, USA (Ret)

551 Country Club
Drive

Carmel Valley CA
93924

408 659 3552

email
barry@corazon.com

web site
www.corazon.com

For Wired: Email to Congressman Farr requesting followup:

Mr. Sam Farr

Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Thursday, May 22, 1997
Mr. Farr, it has been a month since I asked for an explanation
why I was
investigated by the Secret Service. I have heard nothing. Is my
request a
legitimate request? Two armed agents came to my front door
unannounced and
uninvited to speak to me. Why?
Attached is email to NSTB regarding the subject, crash of TWA
800.
Mr. Farr, I was born in England. I was naturalized in 1965. I
fought in
Vietnam. I retired from the US military. I know what it is like to
become
and to be an American. I have a choice and I choose to be an
American.
SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
"A bill to provide for demonstration projects throughout the
United
States in order to celebrate the process of becoming and being an
American

citizen"
An American does not get investigated by his government for
writing to
his congressman, at the congressman's invitation, in a polite, non
threatening, non violent manner yet expressing an opinion
contrary to the
official government viewpoint. Chinese may get investigated for
that, but
not Americans.
And Americans don't get ignored when they politely inquire
about the
investigation to their elected representative. The British may, but
not
Americans.
Why did Senator McCain refer the Secret Service to interrogate
me based
upon an email? What is going on? Please explain to me what I
did to get
armed agents to my front door alone with my young daughter
and wife.

Sincerely

John Barry Smith

MAJ, USA (Ret)

551 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley CA 93924

408 659 3552

email barry@corazon.com

web site www.corazon.com
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H.R. 1980 Farr - Referred to House Subcomm

CONGRESS:
BILL NO:

104
H.R. 1980

OFFICIAL TITLE: A bill to provide for demonstration projects
throughout
the United States in order to celebrate the process of
becoming and being an American citizen

SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
COSPONSORS:
26 CURRENT COSPONSORS
As Introduced Berman, Serrano, Lofgren, Dellums, Green,
Pelosi,
Roybal-Allard.
07-12-95 Frost, Matsui, Rangel, Coleman, Underwood.
07-31-95 Norton, Torres, Schumer, Becerra, Tejeda,
Romero-Barcelo, Abercrombie, Flake.
05-22-96 Durbin, Furse.
06-30-95 Mineta.
07-12-95 Gutierrez.
05-22-96 Frazer, Eshoo.
COMMITTEE/SUBCOMMITTEE REFERRAL:
06-30-95 House Committee on the Judiciary.
07-28-95 Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims.
VOTE TOTAL OUT OF HOUSE COMMITTEE: No
Information Available
LEGISLATIVE ACTION: No Information Available
AMENDMENTS: No Information Available
COMMITTEE/CONFERENCE REPORT NUMBERS: No
Information Available
RELATED LEGISLATION: No Information Available

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD PAGE REFERENCE:
07-12-95 H6913 Cosponsors added
07-31-95 H8063 Cosponsors added
06-30-95 H6697 Introductory information
05-22-96 H5501 Cosponsors added
BILL DIGEST: No Information Available
.

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILERDAEMON@bellatlantic.net>
Date: May 24, 1997 11:03:07 PM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Warning: could not send message for past 4 hours

**********************************************
** THIS IS A WARNING MESSAGE ONLY **
** YOU DO NOT NEED TO RESEND YOUR MESSAGE
**
**********************************************
The original message was received at Sat, 24 May 1997 14:00:18
-0500 (EST)
from redshift.com [165.227.94.16]
----- The following addresses had transient non-fatal errors ----<jonkatz@bellatlantic.net>
(expanded from: <jonkatz@bellatlantic.net>)
----- Transcript of session follows -----

<jonkatz@bellatlantic.net>... Deferred: Connection timed out
with postoffice.bellatlantic.net.
Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 5 days old
Reporting-MTA: dns; mail2.bellatlantic.net
Arrival-Date: Sat, 24 May 1997 14:00:18 -0500 (EST)
Final-Recipient: RFC822; <jonkatz@bellatlantic.net>
X-Actual-Recipient: RFC822; jonkatz@postoffice
Action: delayed
Status: 4.4.1
Remote-MTA: DNS; postoffice.bellatlantic.net
Last-Attempt-Date: Sun, 25 May 1997 01:03:07 -0500 (EST)
Will-Retry-Until: Thu, 29 May 1997 14:00:18 -0500 (EST)
Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from mail.redshift.com (redshift.com [165.227.94.16])
by mail2.bellatlantic.net (8.8.5/8.8.5) with ESMTP
id NAA21767 for <jonkatz@bellatlantic.net>; Sat, 24 May
1997 14:00:18 -0500 (EST)
Received: from [165.227.94.148] (red148.redshift.com
[165.227.94.148]) by mail.redshift.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with
ESMTP id KAA05375 for <jonkatz@bellatlantic.net>; Sat, 24
May 1997 10:49:33 -0700
Date: Sat, 24 May 1997 10:49:33 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020903afac7767d824@[165.227.94.148]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: jonkatz@bellatlantic.net
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Netizen red hand holding two lightning bolts!

Mr. Katz, I've been following the Netizen articles for a long time
and
agree. My ox has recently been gored.
Based upon your articles and the page 122 interview with
Senator McCain of
the June issue, I sent the below to netizen at Wired. I'd appreciate
your
comment on matter. I also sent email to Mr. Lappin who did
interview.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
To: netizen@netizen.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Secret Service interrogation based on polite, invited
Email by
Senator McCain
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Netizen,
24 May 97
I have in front of me your Wired June 1997 issue. On page 122 is
an
interview with Senator John McCain. He is quoted as saying, "...
I do not
want to infringe on people's constitutional rights." Well, Netizen,
he
infringed me.
Based upon the email included below, he referred the Secret
Service to

investigate me. They did. Two armed agents showed up at my
front door of my
home uninvited and unannounced to interrogate me. I was not
home. They were
alone with my five year old daughter and wife. They came back.
I videotaped
the interrogation. It is very revealing.
1. The senior agent stated the referral came from "McCain's
office."
2. The senior agent was startled when People Finder of Excite
brought up
her home phone and home city.
3. She stated I was not a danger to anyone.
The Secret Service does not have internet access. They were
doing their
job. The issue is a powerful politician ordering an investigaton
into a
citizen who presents contrary opinion. In this case, the contrary
opinion
is my cause of the TWA 800 crash was an inadvertently opened
forward cargo
door in flight which conflicts with the government opinion of a
center tank
explosion. Details are presented in the attached emails.
Judge for yourself if I deserved the stigma of an armed
government
interrogation and investigation.
Relevant points:
1. Email correspondence to Senator McCain was invited by him
personally in
previous email to me.
2. Any talk about bombs and planes is because Senator McCain
is a pilot who

dropped bombs.
3. The subject was relevant because he referred the subject, TWA
800, to
his committee for review based on my previous emails.
4. The tone was polite.
5. The wording was nonviolent.
6. There were no threats.
7. It was a contrary opinion.
8. I have had no phone or letter or face to face communication
with Senator
McCain's office prior to the investigation, only email to his
Senate office.
9. He will not reply to any of my followup queries asking why
he ordered
the investigation of me.
10. My California congressman, Sam Farr, has not replied to my
queries to
him either.
Dear Netizen, here is an example of a politician who has great
influence
over the net with telecommunication policy, encryption, and
content
censorship who says in the Wired intereview, regarding the Net,
"I barely
know how to use it-and I emphasize barely." When presented
with email
discussing a thousand page website, mine at www.corazon.com,
he promptly
orders armed agents to a surprise visit to the sender. Something is
not
right and it's getting worse.
I live in Carmel Valley, call me at phone 408 659 3552. All of
the above

is documented with email and video tape. The San Jose office of
the Secret
Service conducted the interrogation. Names of agents on request
as well as
additional documentation.
Whether I'm right or wrong about the cargo door explanation for
the crash
of TWA 800, citizens should not be investigated by armed agents
based upon
polite emails offering contrary opinion. Do you agree?
Please acknowledge receipt of this email and state whether you
choose to
disregard or pursue the issue.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

For Wired: Below email from Senator McCain to me.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.

As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
For Wired: Email precipitating Secret Service visit:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and
is a matter referred to Committee for review. If possible, could
you make
the internet available for Senator McCain, should he ask to view

my web
site at www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of
four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo
door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two
things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR,
Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board USS
Enterprise,CVA(N) 65
on Yankee Station 1968, I believe specifically, that after seven
years of
research and 40 years of aviation experience the inadvertent
opening of the
forward cargo door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes,
including
the current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the

crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. That is not being done at this
time.
(email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right
time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first time
was the
Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is the TWA 800
crash
cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine
the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We have both
survived
jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from an RA-5C at night
and my
pilot was killed. I have been to a night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and
I'm
talking about a night, fiery, fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in
this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with
varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not.
After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we attacked and bombed
North
Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed
Libya. After TWA
800 in 1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be
good

reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command
Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with outward opening cargo
doors) have
that forward door open in flight tearing off fuselage skin
allowing the 300
knot CAS slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the
death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials,
then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would be wrong.
Just fix the
door again and prevent the crash is the answer. (The door has
failed
before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all
the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for some other
official
to speak before commenting. The investigation goes around in a
loop. No
one fully examines the facts of the cargo door case. I understand
the
difficulty accepting such a simple event causing such large
consequences of
power and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped
open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar
crash evidence that only one common cause could do all the
similar
destruction. At this time there are four official explanations for

the four
crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182, bomb for PA 103, cargo
door for UAL 811,
and center tank explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look
at the forest
of four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly
fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all four
of the
high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on their cockpit
voice
recorder just before an abrupt power cut on their flight data
recorder just
as destruction started. That sound has been matched (in Air India
182) to
explosive decompression which would occur if the forward cargo
door were to
open in flight. All these similarities are documented on my web
site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the
medium of internet including email and world wide web, I am
fairly
proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My style is nonpersuasive.
Well, Americans will believe a messenger named Lassie who
goes "Woof woof,"
and follow the dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the
problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight on high

time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash, specifically Air
India 182,
Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time
to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials. Who is a
pilot
whose judgment you respect? Could you have him call me and
let us hash it
out? We can resolve it one way or the other within an hour, I'm
sure. Can
you assign an aviation expert to interrogate me? What can I do to
persuade
others to the danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of
Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or is 'tabled'.
It
must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I shall write to
Senator
Slade Gorton, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Aviation in the
Science,
Commerce, and Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the
issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the
hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB
investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as the
NSTB does, that
the persons who suffer the most in a plane crash can not be

allowed to
assist in preventing it happening again. Passengers are the
highest
motivated. It's the difference between the Air Force and Navy
style of air
refueling. The Navy gives the responsibility to good plug to the
person who
suffers the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force
gives
it to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is
necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then someone else. If not
this
investigation, then the next one. Government agencies must have
respect for
it's citizen's intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause
of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA
(RET)
408 659
3552 phone

barry@corazon.com email

www.corazon.com web site
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel
Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,

John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR
Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that

problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

For Wired: Email to Senator McCain requesting reason for
Secret Service
investigation:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Senator McCain,
The visit by the Secret Service has been preying on my mind.
The senior
agent, Ms. Janice K. Griffen stated to me during the interview,
"This
referral was from McCain's office." They came by 24 hours after
my email
(attached) to you asking if I could be melodramatic. I assumed
'yes', but
apparently the answer was 'no'.
I 'wrote my congresssman' a United States Senator, a non

threatening,
polite, factual, relevant email and soon thereafter:
1.Two agents,
2. Federal,
3. Armed and with authority to shoot to kill,
4. showed up unannounced,
5. at my front door,
6. requesting to see me.
I was having my car washed and missed the agents by twenty
minutes. Only
my wife in her robe and my five year old daughter were present
at that
initial meeting. My five year old was alone with two armed
agents for a few
minutes while my wife changed into something more formal.
This is preying on my mind. My legal and proper democratic
pursuit of a
mechanical cause for an airplane crash has put the lives of my
wife and
daughter in the line of fire. This is very distressing. And if you
think I
exaggerate, imagine having your wife and child greet two armed
persons in
civilian clothes who show up unannounced at your front door.
Not very
reassuring is it. What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Senator, I am a good guy. You are a good guy. Let's act like good
guys.
Good guys are open and talk to each other. We are pilots, the
matter is in
your Committee, it is an important aviation matter; let's do
something
about it. And do it now and fast before another several hundred

people die.
The cargo door explanation is not going to go away.
The NTSB is intrigued by the door, the public knows about the
door, I
know about the door, the press knows about the door, the
politicians know
about the door, Boeing knows about the door, and FAA knows
about the door;
it's not going to go away unless satisfactorily and thoroughly
ruled out by
a proper investigation.
Checking latches which have been manhandled by the FBI for
four months is
not a conclusive test of door locked on TWA 800.
Support for above claims:
1. NTSB is Aviation Week article of 10 Mar 97
2. Public is the thousand and more emails from around the world
to me
discussing the explanation.
3. My door web site.
4. The press is WCBS New York radio station and newspaper
articles
including New York Times.
5. Politicians include you, sir, Senator John McCain, who has
referred the
matter to your committee.
6. Boeing has recently inquired to the Air India Task Force of
Canada
inquiring into the status of the foward cargo door according to
staff
member Rich Spruel at phone 1604 264 2352 which indicates
Boeing is
conducting its own investigation into door. (John Schneider is

Air India
Task Force leader.)
7. FAA knows about door in correspondence with Representative
Sam Farr D-CA
to me from Certification Section.
Senator McCain, the door was seen visually, seen on radar, and
heard on
cvr. To not confront that reality is not right.
This missile myth is growing and will be hard to refute later.
The US
Navy is impugned wrongly. The center tank fire as initial event is
growing
and will be hard to refute later. Boeing is impugned wrongly.
The NTSB AAR on TWA 800 will have to face the door head on
and rule it
out completely or the validity of the report will be questioned.
Talk to me. I am a good guy. I am on your side. We want the
same thing,
answers why a plane crashed. I have some and am missing one
big one, why
did the door open?

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site

551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Attachments below:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Purdy of the New York Times.
"One man writes at least once a week to the board, pushing his
theory that
the front cargo door of the plane blew off, setting in motion a
catastrophic
chain of events."

For Wired:Email below to Congressman Farr:
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States

Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April 25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help
in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting
to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is
anything I can do for you in the future, please let me know."
There is,
sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise
that a forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened, tore off, and led
to the
crash. You very nicely inquired to the FAA asking for comment
and they
replied the doors are safe as far as they know and if the NSTB
says
otherwise they will do something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB
investigation with the same status as other assisting groups, such
as the
manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of the NTSB, Jim Hall,

replied to
your action on my behalf by denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to
Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the Senate
Commerce, Science, and
Transportation Committee, the legislative body with jurisdiction
over the
NTSB. Senator McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and
forwarded it to
his committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me
for contacting
him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter
now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian
vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and
place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at 551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel
Valley, CA 93924. They were two Secret Service agents; senior
agent Ms.
Janice K. Griffen, and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose
office of the
SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty
minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened. What she
told me is that
my five year old daughter was left alone in the company of those

armed
persons for a few minutes as my wife went to change from her
robe into
something more presentable. She was watering roses in our side
garden when
they pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley,
our five
year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and
surprising him, was inside and went out to see what was going on
and
answered their question of identity as "Laura Ashley." I realize
now she
could have accidentally done that surprise game with tragic
consequences.
I'm assuming the guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use
them, and
they are authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior
agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms. Griffen
who called me
back. She said the next available time to interview was 11 AM on
Monday, 24
February, four days later. I agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen
minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the agents
and
available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I

was not a threat to anyone or anything. I expounded my
mechanical
explanation for the cause of the crash of TWA 800 and implored
them to take
further action with other Federal agencies, specifically the FAA
and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from
"McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I had
sent less than
24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The referral of the visit was
not
"Farr's office," nor "the White House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual,
polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There is one
paragraph
that refers to the President and airplane crashes and bombs. It is
melodramatic and I invite your attention to that entire email of 19
February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to
contact me if you have any further questions or comments." I
accepted the
invitation and I now hesitate to comment again after causing
armed agents
to come to my front door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who
flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to TWA 800, in
emails to
the President, other staff and officials, Senator McCain, and to
you, sir,

my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your
Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is not
good. My wife
and child are now in the line of fire. That's reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected
officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing
fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant to
pursue the cargo
door explanation through letters with elected government leaders
because of
fear for the safety of my family. I have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends
are not pleased by the visits either. There is a stigma to being
investigated by a government agency. An investigation is a
powerful force
and not to be misused as it has in my case. Something must be
done to stop
the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret
Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can you ask him for
me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media
and courts and would like to receive an explanation from elected
officials

to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected
official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's
even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what
will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he going to
sic the
FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men to show up
unannounced at my
front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit
was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please read the
non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to Senator
McCain,
19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do
this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying to
prevent is
another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door opening in
flight, as it
has done before. To get the door fixed the manufacturer has to be
persuaded
it is a problem. The FAA through the NSTB can provide that
persuasion. For
me to persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is
the cargo

door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who has
jurisdiction over
the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to pursue the cargo
door explanation
or appoint me as a passenger representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He
investigated the messenger by causing an armed, uninvited, and
unannounced
visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official
government explanation for an aircraft accident, an attempt to
intimidate
him into silence was made by visits of armed agents to his house
and wife
and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I
hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by
unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can
not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced
visits by armed agents speaking alone to my partially clad wife
and my five
year old daughter at my front door is a clear, non-acceptable
threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry Smith

MAJ, USA (Ret)

551 Country Club
Drive

Carmel Valley CA
93924

408 659 3552

email
barry@corazon.com

web site
www.corazon.com

For Wired: Email to Congressman Farr requesting followup:

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Thursday, May 22, 1997
Mr. Farr, it has been a month since I asked for an explanation
why I was
investigated by the Secret Service. I have heard nothing. Is my
request a
legitimate request? Two armed agents came to my front door
unannounced and
uninvited to speak to me. Why?
Attached is email to NSTB regarding the subject, crash of TWA
800.
Mr. Farr, I was born in England. I was naturalized in 1965. I
fought in
Vietnam. I retired from the US military. I know what it is like to
become
and to be an American. I have a choice and I choose to be an
American.

SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
"A bill to provide for demonstration projects throughout the
United
States in order to celebrate the process of becoming and being an
American
citizen"
An American does not get investigated by his government for
writing to
his congressman, at the congressman's invitation, in a polite, non
threatening, non violent manner yet expressing an opinion
contrary to the
official government viewpoint. Chinese may get investigated for
that, but
not Americans.
And Americans don't get ignored when they politely inquire
about the
investigation to their elected representative. The British may, but
not
Americans.
Why did Senator McCain refer the Secret Service to interrogate
me based
upon an email? What is going on? Please explain to me what I
did to get
armed agents to my front door alone with my young daughter
and wife.

Sincerely

John Barry Smith

MAJ, USA (Ret)

551 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley CA 93924

408 659 3552

email barry@corazon.com

web site www.corazon.com
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H.R. 1980 Farr - Referred to House Subcomm

CONGRESS:
BILL NO:

104
H.R. 1980

OFFICIAL TITLE: A bill to provide for demonstration projects
throughout
the United States in order to celebrate the process of
becoming and being an American citizen
SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
COSPONSORS:
26 CURRENT COSPONSORS
As Introduced Berman, Serrano, Lofgren, Dellums, Green,
Pelosi,
Roybal-Allard.
07-12-95 Frost, Matsui, Rangel, Coleman, Underwood.
07-31-95 Norton, Torres, Schumer, Becerra, Tejeda,
Romero-Barcelo, Abercrombie, Flake.
05-22-96 Durbin, Furse.
06-30-95 Mineta.
07-12-95 Gutierrez.
05-22-96 Frazer, Eshoo.
COMMITTEE/SUBCOMMITTEE REFERRAL:
06-30-95 House Committee on the Judiciary.
07-28-95 Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims.
VOTE TOTAL OUT OF HOUSE COMMITTEE: No
Information Available
LEGISLATIVE ACTION: No Information Available

AMENDMENTS: No Information Available
COMMITTEE/CONFERENCE REPORT NUMBERS: No
Information Available
RELATED LEGISLATION: No Information Available
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD PAGE REFERENCE:
07-12-95 H6913 Cosponsors added
07-31-95 H8063 Cosponsors added
06-30-95 H6697 Introductory information
05-22-96 H5501 Cosponsors added
BILL DIGEST: No Information Available
.

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 24, 1997 10:50:54 AM PDT
To: jonkatz@bellatlantic.net
Subject: Netizen red hand holding two lightning bolts!

Mr. Katz, I've been following the Netizen articles for a long time
and agree. My ox has recently been gored.
Based upon your articles and the page 122 interview with

Senator McCain of the June issue, I sent the below to netizen at
Wired. I'd appreciate your comment on matter. I also sent email
to Mr. Lappin who did interview.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
To: netizen@netizen.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Secret Service interrogation based on polite, invited
Email by Senator McCain
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Netizen,
24 May 97
I have in front of me your Wired June 1997 issue. On page 122 is
an interview with Senator John McCain. He is quoted as saying,
"... I do not want to infringe on people's constitutional rights."
Well, Netizen, he infringed me.
Based upon the email included below, he referred the Secret
Service to investigate me. They did. Two armed agents showed
up at my front door of my home uninvited and unannounced to
interrogate me. I was not home. They were alone with my five
year old daughter and wife. They came back. I videotaped the
interrogation. It is very revealing.
1. The senior agent stated the referral came from "McCain's
office."
2. The senior agent was startled when People Finder of Excite
brought up her home phone and home city.
3. She stated I was not a danger to anyone.
The Secret Service does not have internet access. They were

doing their job. The issue is a powerful politician ordering an
investigaton into a citizen who presents contrary opinion. In this
case, the contrary opinion is my cause of the TWA 800 crash was
an inadvertently opened forward cargo door in flight which
conflicts with the government opinion of a center tank explosion.
Details are presented in the attached emails.
Judge for yourself if I deserved the stigma of an armed
government interrogation and investigation.
Relevant points:
1. Email correspondence to Senator McCain was invited by him
personally in previous email to me.
2. Any talk about bombs and planes is because Senator McCain
is a pilot who dropped bombs.
3. The subject was relevant because he referred the subject, TWA
800, to his committee for review based on my previous emails.
4. The tone was polite.
5. The wording was nonviolent.
6. There were no threats.
7. It was a contrary opinion.
8. I have had no phone or letter or face to face communication
with Senator McCain's office prior to the investigation, only
email to his Senate office.
9. He will not reply to any of my followup queries asking why
he ordered the investigation of me.
10. My California congressman, Sam Farr, has not replied to my
queries to him either.
Dear Netizen, here is an example of a politician who has great
influence over the net with telecommunication policy,
encryption, and content censorship who says in the Wired
intereview, regarding the Net, "I barely know how to use it-and I
emphasize barely." When presented with email discussing a
thousand page website, mine at www.corazon.com, he promptly
orders armed agents to a surprise visit to the sender. Something is

not right and it's getting worse.
I live in Carmel Valley, call me at phone 408 659 3552. All of
the above is documented with email and video tape. The San
Jose office of the Secret Service conducted the interrogation.
Names of agents on request as well as additional documentation.
Whether I'm right or wrong about the cargo door explanation for
the crash of TWA 800, citizens should not be investigated by
armed agents based upon polite emails offering contrary opinion.
Do you agree?
Please acknowledge receipt of this email and state whether you
choose to disregard or pursue the issue.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

For Wired: Below email from Senator McCain to me.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and

he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
For Wired: Email precipitating Secret Service visit:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,

fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all

four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I
shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.

Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:

1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

For Wired: Email to Senator McCain requesting reason for
Secret Service investigation:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Senator McCain,
The visit by the Secret Service has been preying on my mind.
The senior agent, Ms. Janice K. Griffen stated to me during the
interview, "This referral was from McCain's office." They came
by 24 hours after my email (attached) to you asking if I could be
melodramatic. I assumed 'yes', but apparently the answer was
'no'.
I 'wrote my congresssman' a United States Senator, a non
threatening, polite, factual, relevant email and soon thereafter:
1.Two agents,
2. Federal,
3. Armed and with authority to shoot to kill,
4. showed up unannounced,
5. at my front door,
6. requesting to see me.
I was having my car washed and missed the agents by twenty
minutes. Only my wife in her robe and my five year old daughter
were present at that initial meeting. My five year old was alone
with two armed agents for a few minutes while my wife changed
into something more formal.
This is preying on my mind. My legal and proper democratic
pursuit of a mechanical cause for an airplane crash has put the
lives of my wife and daughter in the line of fire. This is very
distressing. And if you think I exaggerate, imagine having your

wife and child greet two armed persons in civilian clothes who
show up unannounced at your front door. Not very reassuring is
it. What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Senator, I am a good guy. You are a good guy. Let's act like good
guys. Good guys are open and talk to each other. We are pilots,
the matter is in your Committee, it is an important aviation
matter; let's do something about it. And do it now and fast before
another several hundred people die.
The cargo door explanation is not going to go away.
The NTSB is intrigued by the door, the public knows about the
door, I know about the door, the press knows about the door, the
politicians know about the door, Boeing knows about the door,
and FAA knows about the door; it's not going to go away unless
satisfactorily and thoroughly ruled out by a proper investigation.
Checking latches which have been manhandled by the FBI for
four months is not a conclusive test of door locked on TWA 800.
Support for above claims:
1. NTSB is Aviation Week article of 10 Mar 97
2. Public is the thousand and more emails from around the world
to me discussing the explanation.
3. My door web site.
4. The press is WCBS New York radio station and newspaper
articles including New York Times.
5. Politicians include you, sir, Senator John McCain, who has
referred the matter to your committee.
6. Boeing has recently inquired to the Air India Task Force of
Canada inquiring into the status of the foward cargo door
according to staff member Rich Spruel at phone 1604 264 2352
which indicates Boeing is conducting its own investigation into
door. (John Schneider is Air India Task Force leader.)
7. FAA knows about door in correspondence with Representative
Sam Farr D-CA to me from Certification Section.
Senator McCain, the door was seen visually, seen on radar, and

heard on cvr. To not confront that reality is not right.
This missile myth is growing and will be hard to refute later.
The US Navy is impugned wrongly. The center tank fire as initial
event is growing and will be hard to refute later. Boeing is
impugned wrongly.
The NTSB AAR on TWA 800 will have to face the door head on
and rule it out completely or the validity of the report will be
questioned.
Talk to me. I am a good guy. I am on your side. We want the
same thing, answers why a plane crashed. I have some and am
missing one big one, why did the door open?

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924
Attachments below:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a

possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Purdy of the New York Times.
"One man writes at least once a week to the board, pushing his
theory that
the front cargo door of the plane blew off, setting in motion a
catastrophic
chain of events."

For Wired:Email below to Congressman Farr:
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April
25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,

"If there is anything I can do for you in the future, please let me
know." There is, sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise that a forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened, tore off, and led to the crash. You very nicely inquired to
the FAA asking for comment and they replied the doors are safe
as far as they know and if the NSTB says otherwise they will do
something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation with the same status as other assisting
groups, such as the manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of
the NTSB, Jim Hall, replied to your action on my behalf by
denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, the
legislative body with jurisdiction over the NTSB. Senator
McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and forwarded it to his
committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me for
contacting him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at
551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. They were
two Secret Service agents; senior agent Ms. Janice K. Griffen,
and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose office of the SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened.
What she told me is that my five year old daughter was left alone
in the company of those armed persons for a few minutes as my

wife went to change from her robe into something more
presentable. She was watering roses in our side garden when they
pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley, our
five year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and surprising him, was inside and went out to see
what was going on and answered their question of identity as
"Laura Ashley." I realize now she could have accidentally done
that surprise game with tragic consequences. I'm assuming the
guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use them, and they are
authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms.
Griffen who called me back. She said the next available time to
interview was 11 AM on Monday, 24 February, four days later. I
agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the
agents and available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I was not a threat to anyone or anything. I
expounded my mechanical explanation for the cause of the crash
of TWA 800 and implored them to take further action with other
Federal agencies, specifically the FAA and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from "McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I
had sent less than 24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The
referral of the visit was not "Farr's office," nor "the White
House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual, polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There
is one paragraph that refers to the President and airplane crashes
and bombs. It is melodramatic and I invite your attention to that

entire email of 19 February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or
comments." I accepted the invitation and I now hesitate to
comment again after causing armed agents to come to my front
door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to
TWA 800, in emails to the President, other staff and officials,
Senator McCain, and to you, sir, my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is
not good. My wife and child are now in the line of fire. That's
reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant
to pursue the cargo door explanation through letters with elected
government leaders because of fear for the safety of my family. I
have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends are not pleased by the visits either. There is a
stigma to being investigated by a government agency. An
investigation is a powerful force and not to be misused as it has
in my case. Something must be done to stop the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can
you ask him for me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media and courts and would like to receive an explanation from

elected officials to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I
am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he
going to sic the FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men
to show up unannounced at my front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please
read the non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to
Senator McCain, 19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying
to prevent is another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door
opening in flight, as it has done before. To get the door fixed the
manufacturer has to be persuaded it is a problem. The FAA
through the NSTB can provide that persuasion. For me to
persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is the
cargo door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who
has jurisdiction over the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to
pursue the cargo door explanation or appoint me as a passenger
representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He investigated the messenger by causing an armed,
uninvited, and unannounced visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official government explanation for an aircraft accident, an
attempt to intimidate him into silence was made by visits of
armed agents to his house and wife and young child.

The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced visits by armed agents speaking alone to my
partially clad wife and my five year old daughter at my front
door is a clear, non-acceptable threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry
Smith
MAJ, USA
(Ret)
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley
CA 93924
408 659 3552
email

barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com

For Wired: Email to Congressman Farr requesting followup:

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Thursday, May 22, 1997
Mr. Farr, it has been a month since I asked for an explanation
why I was investigated by the Secret Service. I have heard
nothing. Is my request a legitimate request? Two armed agents
came to my front door unannounced and uninvited to speak to
me. Why?
Attached is email to NSTB regarding the subject, crash of TWA
800.
Mr. Farr, I was born in England. I was naturalized in 1965. I
fought in Vietnam. I retired from the US military. I know what it
is like to become and to be an American. I have a choice and I
choose to be an American.

SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
"A bill to provide for demonstration projects throughout the
United States in order to celebrate the process of becoming and
being an American citizen"
An American does not get investigated by his government for
writing to his congressman, at the congressman's invitation, in a
polite, non threatening, non violent manner yet expressing an
opinion contrary to the official government viewpoint. Chinese
may get investigated for that, but not Americans.
And Americans don't get ignored when they politely inquire
about the investigation to their elected representative. The British
may, but not Americans.
Why did Senator McCain refer the Secret Service to interrogate
me based upon an email? What is going on? Please explain to me
what I did to get armed agents to my front door alone with my
young daughter and wife.

Sincerely

John Barry Smith
MAJ, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley CA 93924
408 659 3552
email barry@corazon.com
web site www.corazon.com
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BILL NO:
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H.R. 1980

OFFICIAL TITLE: A bill to provide for demonstration projects
throughout
the United States in order to celebrate the process of
becoming and being an American citizen
SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
COSPONSORS:
26 CURRENT COSPONSORS
As Introduced Berman, Serrano, Lofgren, Dellums, Green,
Pelosi,
Roybal-Allard.
07-12-95 Frost, Matsui, Rangel, Coleman, Underwood.

07-31-95 Norton, Torres, Schumer, Becerra, Tejeda,
Romero-Barcelo, Abercrombie, Flake.
05-22-96 Durbin, Furse.
06-30-95 Mineta.
07-12-95 Gutierrez.
05-22-96 Frazer, Eshoo.
COMMITTEE/SUBCOMMITTEE REFERRAL:
06-30-95 House Committee on the Judiciary.
07-28-95 Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims.
VOTE TOTAL OUT OF HOUSE COMMITTEE: No
Information Available
LEGISLATIVE ACTION: No Information Available
AMENDMENTS: No Information Available
COMMITTEE/CONFERENCE REPORT NUMBERS: No
Information Available
RELATED LEGISLATION: No Information Available
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD PAGE REFERENCE:
07-12-95 H6913 Cosponsors added
07-31-95 H8063 Cosponsors added
06-30-95 H6697 Introductory information
05-22-96 H5501 Cosponsors added
BILL DIGEST: No Information Available
.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: May 24, 1997 10:43:41 AM PDT
To: telstar@wired.com
Subject: Interview with Senator McCain

Mr. Lappin, just read your page 122 interview with Senator
McCain in June 97 issue.
I was prompted by your interview to send off the following
below to Netizen.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
To: netizen@netizen.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Secret Service interrogation based on polite, invited
Email by Senator McCain
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Netizen,
24 May 97
I have in front of me your Wired June 1997 issue. On page 122 is
an interview with Senator John McCain. He is quoted as saying,
"... I do not want to infringe on people's constitutional rights."
Well, Netizen, he infringed me.
Based upon the email included below, he referred the Secret
Service to investigate me. They did. Two armed agents showed
up at my front door of my home uninvited and unannounced to
interrogate me. I was not home. They were alone with my five
year old daughter and wife. They came back. I videotaped the
interrogation. It is very revealing.
1. The senior agent stated the referral came from "McCain's

office."
2. The senior agent was startled when People Finder of Excite
brought up her home phone and home city.
3. She stated I was not a danger to anyone.
The Secret Service does not have internet access. They were
doing their job. The issue is a powerful politician ordering an
investigaton into a citizen who presents contrary opinion. In this
case, the contrary opinion is my cause of the TWA 800 crash was
an inadvertently opened forward cargo door in flight which
conflicts with the government opinion of a center tank explosion.
Details are presented in the attached emails.
Judge for yourself if I deserved the stigma of an armed
government interrogation and investigation.
Relevant points:
1. Email correspondence to Senator McCain was invited by him
personally in previous email to me.
2. Any talk about bombs and planes is because Senator McCain
is a pilot who dropped bombs.
3. The subject was relevant because he referred the subject, TWA
800, to his committee for review based on my previous emails.
4. The tone was polite.
5. The wording was nonviolent.
6. There were no threats.
7. It was a contrary opinion.
8. I have had no phone or letter or face to face communication
with Senator McCain's office prior to the investigation, only
email to his Senate office.
9. He will not reply to any of my followup queries asking why
he ordered the investigation of me.
10. My California congressman, Sam Farr, has not replied to my
queries to him either.
Dear Netizen, here is an example of a politician who has great
influence over the net with telecommunication policy,

encryption, and content censorship who says in the Wired
intereview, regarding the Net, "I barely know how to use it-and I
emphasize barely." When presented with email discussing a
thousand page website, mine at www.corazon.com, he promptly
orders armed agents to a surprise visit to the sender. Something is
not right and it's getting worse.
I live in Carmel Valley, call me at phone 408 659 3552. All of
the above is documented with email and video tape. The San
Jose office of the Secret Service conducted the interrogation.
Names of agents on request as well as additional documentation.
Whether I'm right or wrong about the cargo door explanation for
the crash of TWA 800, citizens should not be investigated by
armed agents based upon polite emails offering contrary opinion.
Do you agree?
Please acknowledge receipt of this email and state whether you
choose to disregard or pursue the issue.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

For Wired: Below email from Senator McCain to me.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns

regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
For Wired: Email precipitating Secret Service visit:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If

possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.

Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official

explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I

shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email

www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:

Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

For Wired: Email to Senator McCain requesting reason for

Secret Service investigation:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Senator McCain,
The visit by the Secret Service has been preying on my mind.
The senior agent, Ms. Janice K. Griffen stated to me during the
interview, "This referral was from McCain's office." They came
by 24 hours after my email (attached) to you asking if I could be
melodramatic. I assumed 'yes', but apparently the answer was
'no'.
I 'wrote my congresssman' a United States Senator, a non
threatening, polite, factual, relevant email and soon thereafter:
1.Two agents,
2. Federal,
3. Armed and with authority to shoot to kill,
4. showed up unannounced,
5. at my front door,
6. requesting to see me.
I was having my car washed and missed the agents by twenty
minutes. Only my wife in her robe and my five year old daughter
were present at that initial meeting. My five year old was alone
with two armed agents for a few minutes while my wife changed

into something more formal.
This is preying on my mind. My legal and proper democratic
pursuit of a mechanical cause for an airplane crash has put the
lives of my wife and daughter in the line of fire. This is very
distressing. And if you think I exaggerate, imagine having your
wife and child greet two armed persons in civilian clothes who
show up unannounced at your front door. Not very reassuring is
it. What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Senator, I am a good guy. You are a good guy. Let's act like good
guys. Good guys are open and talk to each other. We are pilots,
the matter is in your Committee, it is an important aviation
matter; let's do something about it. And do it now and fast before
another several hundred people die.
The cargo door explanation is not going to go away.
The NTSB is intrigued by the door, the public knows about the
door, I know about the door, the press knows about the door, the
politicians know about the door, Boeing knows about the door,
and FAA knows about the door; it's not going to go away unless
satisfactorily and thoroughly ruled out by a proper investigation.
Checking latches which have been manhandled by the FBI for
four months is not a conclusive test of door locked on TWA 800.
Support for above claims:
1. NTSB is Aviation Week article of 10 Mar 97
2. Public is the thousand and more emails from around the world
to me discussing the explanation.
3. My door web site.
4. The press is WCBS New York radio station and newspaper
articles including New York Times.
5. Politicians include you, sir, Senator John McCain, who has
referred the matter to your committee.
6. Boeing has recently inquired to the Air India Task Force of
Canada inquiring into the status of the foward cargo door
according to staff member Rich Spruel at phone 1604 264 2352

which indicates Boeing is conducting its own investigation into
door. (John Schneider is Air India Task Force leader.)
7. FAA knows about door in correspondence with Representative
Sam Farr D-CA to me from Certification Section.
Senator McCain, the door was seen visually, seen on radar, and
heard on cvr. To not confront that reality is not right.
This missile myth is growing and will be hard to refute later.
The US Navy is impugned wrongly. The center tank fire as initial
event is growing and will be hard to refute later. Boeing is
impugned wrongly.
The NTSB AAR on TWA 800 will have to face the door head on
and rule it out completely or the validity of the report will be
questioned.
Talk to me. I am a good guy. I am on your side. We want the
same thing, answers why a plane crashed. I have some and am
missing one big one, why did the door open?

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924
Attachments below:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks

the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Purdy of the New York Times.
"One man writes at least once a week to the board, pushing his
theory that
the front cargo door of the plane blew off, setting in motion a
catastrophic
chain of events."

For Wired:Email below to Congressman Farr:
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April
25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your

help in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is anything I can do for you in the future, please let me
know." There is, sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise that a forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened, tore off, and led to the crash. You very nicely inquired to
the FAA asking for comment and they replied the doors are safe
as far as they know and if the NSTB says otherwise they will do
something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation with the same status as other assisting
groups, such as the manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of
the NTSB, Jim Hall, replied to your action on my behalf by
denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, the
legislative body with jurisdiction over the NTSB. Senator
McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and forwarded it to his
committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me for
contacting him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at
551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. They were
two Secret Service agents; senior agent Ms. Janice K. Griffen,

and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose office of the SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened.
What she told me is that my five year old daughter was left alone
in the company of those armed persons for a few minutes as my
wife went to change from her robe into something more
presentable. She was watering roses in our side garden when they
pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley, our
five year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and surprising him, was inside and went out to see
what was going on and answered their question of identity as
"Laura Ashley." I realize now she could have accidentally done
that surprise game with tragic consequences. I'm assuming the
guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use them, and they are
authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms.
Griffen who called me back. She said the next available time to
interview was 11 AM on Monday, 24 February, four days later. I
agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the
agents and available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I was not a threat to anyone or anything. I
expounded my mechanical explanation for the cause of the crash
of TWA 800 and implored them to take further action with other
Federal agencies, specifically the FAA and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from "McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I
had sent less than 24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The
referral of the visit was not "Farr's office," nor "the White

House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual, polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There
is one paragraph that refers to the President and airplane crashes
and bombs. It is melodramatic and I invite your attention to that
entire email of 19 February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or
comments." I accepted the invitation and I now hesitate to
comment again after causing armed agents to come to my front
door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to
TWA 800, in emails to the President, other staff and officials,
Senator McCain, and to you, sir, my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is
not good. My wife and child are now in the line of fire. That's
reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant
to pursue the cargo door explanation through letters with elected
government leaders because of fear for the safety of my family. I
have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends are not pleased by the visits either. There is a
stigma to being investigated by a government agency. An
investigation is a powerful force and not to be misused as it has
in my case. Something must be done to stop the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?

I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can
you ask him for me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media and courts and would like to receive an explanation from
elected officials to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I
am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he
going to sic the FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men
to show up unannounced at my front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please
read the non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to
Senator McCain, 19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying
to prevent is another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door
opening in flight, as it has done before. To get the door fixed the
manufacturer has to be persuaded it is a problem. The FAA
through the NSTB can provide that persuasion. For me to
persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is the
cargo door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who
has jurisdiction over the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to
pursue the cargo door explanation or appoint me as a passenger
representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He investigated the messenger by causing an armed,

uninvited, and unannounced visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official government explanation for an aircraft accident, an
attempt to intimidate him into silence was made by visits of
armed agents to his house and wife and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced visits by armed agents speaking alone to my
partially clad wife and my five year old daughter at my front
door is a clear, non-acceptable threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry
Smith
MAJ, USA
(Ret)
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley

CA 93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com

For Wired: Email to Congressman Farr requesting followup:

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Thursday, May 22, 1997
Mr. Farr, it has been a month since I asked for an explanation
why I was investigated by the Secret Service. I have heard
nothing. Is my request a legitimate request? Two armed agents
came to my front door unannounced and uninvited to speak to
me. Why?
Attached is email to NSTB regarding the subject, crash of TWA

800.
Mr. Farr, I was born in England. I was naturalized in 1965. I
fought in Vietnam. I retired from the US military. I know what it
is like to become and to be an American. I have a choice and I
choose to be an American.
SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
"A bill to provide for demonstration projects throughout the
United States in order to celebrate the process of becoming and
being an American citizen"
An American does not get investigated by his government for
writing to his congressman, at the congressman's invitation, in a
polite, non threatening, non violent manner yet expressing an
opinion contrary to the official government viewpoint. Chinese
may get investigated for that, but not Americans.
And Americans don't get ignored when they politely inquire
about the investigation to their elected representative. The British
may, but not Americans.
Why did Senator McCain refer the Secret Service to interrogate
me based upon an email? What is going on? Please explain to me
what I did to get armed agents to my front door alone with my
young daughter and wife.

Sincerely

John Barry Smith

MAJ, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley CA 93924
408 659 3552
email barry@corazon.com
web site www.corazon.com
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BILL NO:
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H.R. 1980

OFFICIAL TITLE: A bill to provide for demonstration projects
throughout
the United States in order to celebrate the process of
becoming and being an American citizen
SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995

COSPONSORS:
26 CURRENT COSPONSORS
As Introduced Berman, Serrano, Lofgren, Dellums, Green,
Pelosi,
Roybal-Allard.
07-12-95 Frost, Matsui, Rangel, Coleman, Underwood.
07-31-95 Norton, Torres, Schumer, Becerra, Tejeda,
Romero-Barcelo, Abercrombie, Flake.
05-22-96 Durbin, Furse.
06-30-95 Mineta.
07-12-95 Gutierrez.
05-22-96 Frazer, Eshoo.
COMMITTEE/SUBCOMMITTEE REFERRAL:
06-30-95 House Committee on the Judiciary.
07-28-95 Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims.
VOTE TOTAL OUT OF HOUSE COMMITTEE: No
Information Available
LEGISLATIVE ACTION: No Information Available
AMENDMENTS: No Information Available
COMMITTEE/CONFERENCE REPORT NUMBERS: No
Information Available
RELATED LEGISLATION: No Information Available
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD PAGE REFERENCE:
07-12-95 H6913 Cosponsors added
07-31-95 H8063 Cosponsors added
06-30-95 H6697 Introductory information
05-22-96 H5501 Cosponsors added

BILL DIGEST: No Information Available
.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 24, 1997 10:36:47 AM PDT
To: netizen@netizen.com
Subject: Secret Service interrogation based on polite, invited
Email by Senator McCain

Dear Netizen,
24 May 97
I have in front of me your Wired June 1997 issue. On page 122 is
an interview with Senator John McCain. He is quoted as saying,
"... I do not want to infringe on people's constitutional rights."
Well, Netizen, he infringed me.
Based upon the email included below, he referred the Secret
Service to investigate me. They did. Two armed agents showed
up at my front door of my home uninvited and unannounced to
interrogate me. I was not home. They were alone with my five
year old daughter and wife. They came back. I videotaped the
interrogation. It is very revealing.
1. The senior agent stated the referral came from "McCain's
office."
2. The senior agent was startled when People Finder of Excite
brought up her home phone and home city.
3. She stated I was not a danger to anyone.
The Secret Service does not have internet access. They were
doing their job. The issue is a powerful politician ordering an
investigaton into a citizen who presents contrary opinion. In this
case, the contrary opinion is my cause of the TWA 800 crash was
an inadvertently opened forward cargo door in flight which
conflicts with the government opinion of a center tank explosion.
Details are presented in the attached emails.

Judge for yourself if I deserved the stigma of an armed
government interrogation and investigation.
Relevant points:
1. Email correspondence to Senator McCain was invited by him
personally in previous email to me.
2. Any talk about bombs and planes is because Senator McCain
is a pilot who dropped bombs.
3. The subject was relevant because he referred the subject, TWA
800, to his committee for review based on my previous emails.
4. The tone was polite.
5. The wording was nonviolent.
6. There were no threats.
7. It was a contrary opinion.
8. I have had no phone or letter or face to face communication
with Senator McCain's office prior to the investigation, only
email to his Senate office.
9. He will not reply to any of my followup queries asking why
he ordered the investigation of me.
10. My California congressman, Sam Farr, has not replied to my
queries to him either.
Dear Netizen, here is an example of a politician who has great
influence over the net with telecommunication policy,
encryption, and content censorship who says in the Wired
intereview, regarding the Net, "I barely know how to use it-and I
emphasize barely." When presented with email discussing a
thousand page website, mine at www.corazon.com, he promptly
orders armed agents to a surprise visit to the sender. Something is
not right and it's getting worse.
I live in Carmel Valley, call me at phone 408 659 3552. All of
the above is documented with email and video tape. The San
Jose office of the Secret Service conducted the interrogation.
Names of agents on request as well as additional documentation.
Whether I'm right or wrong about the cargo door explanation for

the crash of TWA 800, citizens should not be investigated by
armed agents based upon polite emails offering contrary opinion.
Do you agree?
Please acknowledge receipt of this email and state whether you
choose to disregard or pursue the issue.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

For Wired: Below email from Senator McCain to me.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.

Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
For Wired: Email precipitating Secret Service visit:
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,

Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,

we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at

www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I
shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference

between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information

To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering

further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

For Wired: Email to Senator McCain requesting reason for
Secret Service investigation:
To: JulieSwinglemccainsenategov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation

United States Senate
Senator McCain,
The visit by the Secret Service has been preying on my mind.
The senior agent, Ms. Janice K. Griffen stated to me during the
interview, "This referral was from McCain's office." They came
by 24 hours after my email (attached) to you asking if I could be
melodramatic. I assumed 'yes', but apparently the answer was
'no'.
I 'wrote my congresssman' a United States Senator, a non
threatening, polite, factual, relevant email and soon thereafter:
1.Two agents,
2. Federal,
3. Armed and with authority to shoot to kill,
4. showed up unannounced,
5. at my front door,
6. requesting to see me.
I was having my car washed and missed the agents by twenty
minutes. Only my wife in her robe and my five year old daughter
were present at that initial meeting. My five year old was alone
with two armed agents for a few minutes while my wife changed
into something more formal.
This is preying on my mind. My legal and proper democratic
pursuit of a mechanical cause for an airplane crash has put the
lives of my wife and daughter in the line of fire. This is very
distressing. And if you think I exaggerate, imagine having your
wife and child greet two armed persons in civilian clothes who
show up unannounced at your front door. Not very reassuring is
it. What did I do to deserve such treatment?
Senator, I am a good guy. You are a good guy. Let's act like good
guys. Good guys are open and talk to each other. We are pilots,
the matter is in your Committee, it is an important aviation

matter; let's do something about it. And do it now and fast before
another several hundred people die.
The cargo door explanation is not going to go away.
The NTSB is intrigued by the door, the public knows about the
door, I know about the door, the press knows about the door, the
politicians know about the door, Boeing knows about the door,
and FAA knows about the door; it's not going to go away unless
satisfactorily and thoroughly ruled out by a proper investigation.
Checking latches which have been manhandled by the FBI for
four months is not a conclusive test of door locked on TWA 800.
Support for above claims:
1. NTSB is Aviation Week article of 10 Mar 97
2. Public is the thousand and more emails from around the world
to me discussing the explanation.
3. My door web site.
4. The press is WCBS New York radio station and newspaper
articles including New York Times.
5. Politicians include you, sir, Senator John McCain, who has
referred the matter to your committee.
6. Boeing has recently inquired to the Air India Task Force of
Canada inquiring into the status of the foward cargo door
according to staff member Rich Spruel at phone 1604 264 2352
which indicates Boeing is conducting its own investigation into
door. (John Schneider is Air India Task Force leader.)
7. FAA knows about door in correspondence with Representative
Sam Farr D-CA to me from Certification Section.
Senator McCain, the door was seen visually, seen on radar, and
heard on cvr. To not confront that reality is not right.
This missile myth is growing and will be hard to refute later.
The US Navy is impugned wrongly. The center tank fire as initial
event is growing and will be hard to refute later. Boeing is
impugned wrongly.
The NTSB AAR on TWA 800 will have to face the door head on

and rule it out completely or the validity of the report will be
questioned.
Talk to me. I am a good guy. I am on your side. We want the
same thing, answers why a plane crashed. I have some and am
missing one big one, why did the door open?

Very Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924
Attachments below:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Purdy of the New York Times.
"One man writes at least once a week to the board, pushing his

theory that
the front cargo door of the plane blew off, setting in motion a
catastrophic
chain of events."

For Wired:Email below to Congressman Farr:
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April
25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is anything I can do for you in the future, please let me
know." There is, sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise that a forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened, tore off, and led to the crash. You very nicely inquired to
the FAA asking for comment and they replied the doors are safe

as far as they know and if the NSTB says otherwise they will do
something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation with the same status as other assisting
groups, such as the manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of
the NTSB, Jim Hall, replied to your action on my behalf by
denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, the
legislative body with jurisdiction over the NTSB. Senator
McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and forwarded it to his
committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me for
contacting him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at
551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. They were
two Secret Service agents; senior agent Ms. Janice K. Griffen,
and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose office of the SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened.
What she told me is that my five year old daughter was left alone
in the company of those armed persons for a few minutes as my
wife went to change from her robe into something more
presentable. She was watering roses in our side garden when they
pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley, our
five year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and surprising him, was inside and went out to see
what was going on and answered their question of identity as

"Laura Ashley." I realize now she could have accidentally done
that surprise game with tragic consequences. I'm assuming the
guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use them, and they are
authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms.
Griffen who called me back. She said the next available time to
interview was 11 AM on Monday, 24 February, four days later. I
agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the
agents and available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I was not a threat to anyone or anything. I
expounded my mechanical explanation for the cause of the crash
of TWA 800 and implored them to take further action with other
Federal agencies, specifically the FAA and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from "McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I
had sent less than 24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The
referral of the visit was not "Farr's office," nor "the White
House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual, polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There
is one paragraph that refers to the President and airplane crashes
and bombs. It is melodramatic and I invite your attention to that
entire email of 19 February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or
comments." I accepted the invitation and I now hesitate to
comment again after causing armed agents to come to my front
door for doing so.

I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to
TWA 800, in emails to the President, other staff and officials,
Senator McCain, and to you, sir, my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is
not good. My wife and child are now in the line of fire. That's
reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant
to pursue the cargo door explanation through letters with elected
government leaders because of fear for the safety of my family. I
have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends are not pleased by the visits either. There is a
stigma to being investigated by a government agency. An
investigation is a powerful force and not to be misused as it has
in my case. Something must be done to stop the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can
you ask him for me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media and courts and would like to receive an explanation from
elected officials to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I
am.

Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he
going to sic the FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men
to show up unannounced at my front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please
read the non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to
Senator McCain, 19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying
to prevent is another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door
opening in flight, as it has done before. To get the door fixed the
manufacturer has to be persuaded it is a problem. The FAA
through the NSTB can provide that persuasion. For me to
persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is the
cargo door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who
has jurisdiction over the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to
pursue the cargo door explanation or appoint me as a passenger
representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He investigated the messenger by causing an armed,
uninvited, and unannounced visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official government explanation for an aircraft accident, an
attempt to intimidate him into silence was made by visits of
armed agents to his house and wife and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I

can not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced visits by armed agents speaking alone to my
partially clad wife and my five year old daughter at my front
door is a clear, non-acceptable threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry
Smith
MAJ, USA
(Ret)
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley
CA 93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com

For Wired: Email to Congressman Farr requesting followup:

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Thursday, May 22, 1997
Mr. Farr, it has been a month since I asked for an explanation
why I was investigated by the Secret Service. I have heard
nothing. Is my request a legitimate request? Two armed agents
came to my front door unannounced and uninvited to speak to
me. Why?
Attached is email to NSTB regarding the subject, crash of TWA
800.
Mr. Farr, I was born in England. I was naturalized in 1965. I
fought in Vietnam. I retired from the US military. I know what it
is like to become and to be an American. I have a choice and I
choose to be an American.
SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
"A bill to provide for demonstration projects throughout the
United States in order to celebrate the process of becoming and
being an American citizen"

An American does not get investigated by his government for
writing to his congressman, at the congressman's invitation, in a
polite, non threatening, non violent manner yet expressing an
opinion contrary to the official government viewpoint. Chinese
may get investigated for that, but not Americans.
And Americans don't get ignored when they politely inquire
about the investigation to their elected representative. The British
may, but not Americans.
Why did Senator McCain refer the Secret Service to interrogate
me based upon an email? What is going on? Please explain to me
what I did to get armed agents to my front door alone with my
young daughter and wife.

Sincerely

John Barry Smith
MAJ, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley CA 93924
408 659 3552
email barry@corazon.com

web site www.corazon.com
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BILL NO:
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H.R. 1980

OFFICIAL TITLE: A bill to provide for demonstration projects
throughout
the United States in order to celebrate the process of
becoming and being an American citizen
SPONSOR:
Farr
DATE INTRODUCED: 06-30-95
BRIEF TITLE:
Proud To Be an American Act of 1995
COSPONSORS:
26 CURRENT COSPONSORS
As Introduced Berman, Serrano, Lofgren, Dellums, Green,
Pelosi,
Roybal-Allard.
07-12-95 Frost, Matsui, Rangel, Coleman, Underwood.
07-31-95 Norton, Torres, Schumer, Becerra, Tejeda,
Romero-Barcelo, Abercrombie, Flake.
05-22-96 Durbin, Furse.
06-30-95 Mineta.
07-12-95 Gutierrez.
05-22-96 Frazer, Eshoo.

COMMITTEE/SUBCOMMITTEE REFERRAL:
06-30-95 House Committee on the Judiciary.
07-28-95 Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims.
VOTE TOTAL OUT OF HOUSE COMMITTEE: No
Information Available
LEGISLATIVE ACTION: No Information Available
AMENDMENTS: No Information Available
COMMITTEE/CONFERENCE REPORT NUMBERS: No
Information Available
RELATED LEGISLATION: No Information Available
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD PAGE REFERENCE:
07-12-95 H6913 Cosponsors added
07-31-95 H8063 Cosponsors added
06-30-95 H6697 Introductory information
05-22-96 H5501 Cosponsors added
BILL DIGEST: No Information Available
.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 23, 1997 9:23:43 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Thinking critically

Byron,
Ron Schleede emailed me again.
Here is my thoughtful reply while trying to think critically.
Regards, Barry.
To: SCHLEDRntsbgov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Thoughtful reply
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Mr. Ron Schleede,
NTSB Aircraft Accident Investigator,
TWA 800 current investigator.

As I have told you before, the cargo door was locked and latched
at
impact. ron
Well, Mr. Schleede, that's all I have to go on. But it's enough.
Here is my thoughtful reply.
We are dealing with life and death here so any effort is worth it
to stop the death from happening again.
My goal is easier than yours. My goal is to persuade you that a
worthy line of investigation for crash cause of TWA 800 is hull
rupture forward of the wing on right side around cargo door.

Your difficult task, if you were persuaded to investigate rupture
area, would be to prove or disprove that explanation.
The big picture: From identifying the forest, individual trees
make sense. A single tree examined alone does not reveal much.
Here are the Boeing 747 trees and the forest they belong to:
TWA 800 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
PA 103 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
AI 182 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
UAL 811 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
There are other high time Boeing 747 ruptured hull crashes but
they were not solo and they involved getting hit by lightning or
flying into the water, the ground, or another airplane.
The only three that match TWA 800 are the above alone, sudden,
and fatal hull ruptures.
You are on the scene and have seen two of the planes involved,
TWA 800 and UAL 811. I contend that had UAL 811 had its
weakened nose torn off the sequence of destruction would match
TWA 800. Could the weakened nose of 811 have torn off from
the 300 knots IAS?
My cargo door explanation is based on the central intelligence of
the similarities in solo pressurized hull ruptures. They all have
common consequences and leave similar evidence. I included for
background reference in my research the three DC-10 cargo door
events. Also included in research was PA 125, a Boeing 747
leaking pressurized hull event.
The DC-10 hull ruptures occurred in the aft fuselage as shown
by the evidence after the crashes.
The four Boeing 747 hull ruptures and the one leaking hull have
all been located to a small area on the large 747: Forward of the
wing on the right side, exactly where a huge square hole has been
cut into the pressurized hull; the outward opening cargo door.
Let's get specific:
UAL 811, NTSB report states location of rupture was forward of

the wing on right side.
AI 182, Indian report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on the right side.
PA 103, AAIB report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on left side followed immediately by right side rupture.
TWA 800, early New York Times article stated computer
simulation located rupture forward of the wing on the right side.
(Documentation of sources is on web site www.corazon.com)
Now to the causes of the solo pressurized hull ruptures of the
four planes above: Ah, the causes. It seems that such similar
events would have a similar cause but that is not the official
position.
The causes have been stated in reports as:
AI 182 as bomb in forward cargo hold or door.
PA 103 as bomb in forward cargo hold.
UAL 811 as bomb or door.
TWA 800 as bomb in forward cargo hold, missile striking
forward of the wing on right side, fuel tank explosion severing
nose forward of wing, or door.
If TWA 800 had been shown to be bomb then all would be right
in the aircraft investigation world. Four catastrophic solo
ruptures of 747s; three bombs and one door.
But TWA 800 has been shown not to be a bomb and all is not
right in the aircraft investigation world. It doesn't make sense.
Something's wrong. If 800 not a bomb, then maybe 103 and 183
not bombs? If not bomb, what?
Let's back up to big picture. The large forest of wide body solo
hull ruptures includes three DC-10s and four Boeing 747s. The
three DC-10s are definitely in the forest, but are the four Boeing
747s? What else is there to link them to include them as hull
ruptures?
If the four Boeing 747 hull ruptures over eleven years can be
shown to be extremely similar then they can be assumed to have

one common cause. What is it?
I contend they are so similar that they have one common cause.
The common cause is a hull rupture forward of the wing on the
right side. It sounds like a circle but that is an important point for
us to agree on. Were there hull ruptures on the four planes and
did they cause the accident? I say yes.
What caused the hull rupture at that location?
Well, every inch of that area must be examined closely. It is
already a dangerous area. Section 41 retrofit was done to correct
cracks near the rupture area. Several ADs were issued to correct
faults in a door which may lead or did lead to a rupture in that
area. The pear design at rupture location is not as strong as a
circle or oval found aft, near identical door which has not failed
in flight. Historically, hull ruptures have been near squarish
corners of holes cut in the pressurized hull; there are squarish
corners of a big hole in the rupture area.
Regarding TWA 800, I am assuming the fireball and center tank
explosion occurred after hull rupture, not before, based on
eyewitness accounts of streak and altitude of fireball lower than
that at rupture event. Radar data also supports hull rupture first,
then, later and lower, center tank explosion. There was a hull
rupture forward of the wing, severing the nose, the time and
cause is unknown as this time. If the cause of the hull rupture for
TWA 800, the streak, and the radar blip anomaly could all be
explained by center tank explosion, and if the ignition source
were known, then you would not have emailed me in
exasperation about the latches being latched on the 800 door.
Center tank explosion does not answer all the questions nor
explain all the evidence and as an investigator you would like to
have all the loose ends tied up. Me too.
NTSB has been right all along to say mechanical and center
tank explosion. NTSB is still right and will be right, it was
mechanical and there was a center tank explosion. There is no

incompatibility.
Let's assume for purposes of this thoughtful reply, the fireball
occurred later and lower than initial hull rupture.
A hull rupture would cause an explosive decompression which
means a sudden loud sound.
1. There was a sudden loud sound on the four 747s CVRs.
A hull rupture would cause a large hole to open up forward of
the wing on the right side.
2. There was a large hole on the right side, forward of the wing
on the four 747s; the door hole and torn away associated fuselage
skin.
At that rupture spot, a weakened nose could be torn off by the
tremendous 300 knot slipstream and start a sequence after sudden
loud decompression sound:
3. Power abruptly cut at main equipment compartment. All four
had abrupt power cut.
4. Passengers sucked out of large hole and ingested into number
three engine. All four had at least nine missing, never recovered
bodies.
5. Nose falls in dense area on surface. Nose fell in dense area on
three planes, on other plane the nose stayed on.
6. Rest of plane disintegrates as it falls leaving wider spread
debris pattern. Three had wide debris pattern for noseless planes,
other plane kept nose on.
7. Engine number three FODs, catches fire and falls away to
land alone. Three number three engines fell away to land
separately, two were on fire. Number three engine FODDED on
other plane but engine stayed on wing.
8. Inflight damage by debris more severe on right side. Three
planes had more severe right side damage and maybe the fourth
too.
9. All four planes had ground radar information at time of
rupture. Three had nearby lone primary radar blip, the other

might have had but was out of primary radar range.
Discussion: The abrupt power cut would prevent most
information about the cause of the rupture from reaching alert
lights, the FDR, ground control, or the crew. The streak of 800
was only because the light was such to reflect off the fuselage to
ground observers. The other hull ruptures all occurred out of
sight of land or at pitch dark.
(There are other similarities of the four not immediately
connected to hull rupture: all were high time and took off at
night, running behind schedule and with EPR gripes.)
I believe that that is enough significant similarities to state that
the four high time Boeing 747 accidents were caused by hull
rupture forward of the wing on right side.
If we agree on that, (and I'm sure we do for UAL 811 and AI
182, close on PA 103, and unknown on TWA 800,) then let us
consider very closely what needs to be done to determine why
hull ruptured.
What causes pressurized hulls to rupture? Lots of reasons.
Overpressure caused by bomb or malfunctioning airconditioning,
structural defects, design errors, pressure miscalculations, missile
penetration, midair collision, faulty windows or doors, and metal
fatigue. The evidence must match the exact explanation to be
satisfactory.
Mr. Schleede, I bet you know many more than I do. In this case,
I defer to a professional aircraft investigator. I consider myself an
amateur accident sleuth and can only do far away research
without benefit of closeup examination and without years of
experience.
Submarines and planes are similar in that pressure is a huge
consideration and often underestimated. Subs sink when valves
are installed backwards. Planes crash when windows pop.
Ruptured hulls have been around as long as they have been
pressurized. The Comet lesson was not learned by the 747. The

DC-10 lesson was not learned by the 747. Do not cut outward
opening large square holes in pressurized hulls. If they are cut
then the incredible pressure will eventually force it open or the
continued use will weaken the structure to failure.
To say a solo hull rupture is caused by large door opening
inadvertently or metal fatigue is just to refer to precedent. It's
happened before. It's a normal working hypothesis.
To say hull rupture was caused by center tank explosion by
unknown ignition source is to be speculative.
A 747 has never had a center tank explosion of unknown origin
in good weather. A 747 has had a hull rupture forward of the
wing on the right side by an inadvertently opened cargo door.
There have been three other very similar accidents and none was
a center tank explosion. They all could be structural failure at the
rupture zone.
If a worthy line of investigation into the hull rupture of TWA
800 is a center tank explosion, or a bomb, or a missile, then it is
certainly a worthy line of investigation to rule in or rule out
inadvertent door opening, or metal fatigue, or structural failure at
rupture location, forward of wing on right side.
To rule in or rule out rupture cause requires close examination of
fuselage metal at corners of door to see if it matches the metal
failure pattern of the corners of the squarish windows of the
Comet. It requires close examination of the door latching
mechanism to confirm the cam latches were latched around the
locking pins. It requires examination of stringers, bulkheads,
floor beams, skin, and panels for any preexisting failures. It
requires close examination around lone mid span latch of door
for failure. It requires examination of door seals for leaking and
door frame for previous damage or out of rig condition.
Regarding the complex latching system of the forward cargo
door: The problem is subtle. It is possible to say that the locking
sectors of the door were in the locked position and yet, the door

to be unlatched. The cam sectors around pins is the key item.
Was the bottom of the 800 door sill attached to the door latches?
Was the door found broken in pieces but unattached to any
fuselage? Did the door break at the mid span point? Did the
hinge at top of door tear away at corners? Were the locking
sectors steel or aluminum?
The rupture evidence of the other crashes now becomes a help.
The evidence at the rupture location of 800 can be compared
with the evidence of 182, 103, and 811. For instance, the tearing
pattern of the rupture location on right side of fuselage for 811
and 103 match almost perfectly, it may match 800 too.
The latch status of FCD of 182 and 103 were unreported, it
needs to be determined.
811 is so important and it is so fortunate you are on the 800 case
too, Mr. Schleede. You do not scoff at the idea of an open door
causing death.
Regarding TWA 800 specifically before fireball: All revealed
evidence is consistent with hull rupture forward of wing caused
by door failure:
1. Streak is shiny door departing in evening sun.
2. Radar blip is metal door reflecting primary radar energy.
3. Sudden loud sound is sudden loud decompression after door
goes.
4. Engine number three would ignite disintegrating wing and
fuselage into fireball.
After fireball, evidence is consistent with center tank explosion.
Soon to be revealed public docket should be very interesting to
contemplate:
1. Engine breakdown report. (FOD on three?)
2. Item wreckage plot. (Door found where?)
3. CVR data. (Frequency match 103?)
4. FDR data. (Any EPR problems?)
5. Radar plots. (Blip close enough to be door?)

6. Photographs of reconstructed fuselage. (Pattern match 103?)
7. Crew conversation. (The last words of the 800 pilot were to
initiate a pressure changing event just before his pressurized hull
ruptured, "Climb.")
To summarize: A worthy line of investigation into the crash of
TWA 800 is the examination of the rupture area forward of the
wing on the right side; specifically the forward cargo door area,
to rule out failure of door latching mechanism, or door frame at
corners, or blow out at mid span, or other structural failure in
fuselage. This recommendation is based upon striking
similarities to three other solo ruptured fuselage accidents, none
of which was a center tank explosion.
Mr. Schleede, this was my thoughtful reply and it is. It may not
be tightly organized but the point is the same: please check out
the cargo door area thoroughly for mechanical failures. Use
hindsight and compare all aspects of the similar earlier crashes of
AI 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 to TWA 800. Use history to refer
to similar Comet crashes and DC-10 crashes.
Sudden catastrophic airplane crash: New boss same as the old
boss: pressurized hull rupture.
Is it possible to determine in your mind, Mr. Schleede, that TWA
800 had a hull rupture? Can you locate it? Can you offer some
explanations? What needs to be done to confirm or rule out your
explanations?
Let's talk by email or phone about airplane crashes, not
necessarily TWA 800. That's certainly appropriate after a public
appeal for information by the NTSB. There is much to discuss. I
am vitally interested in this probably because of my own military
RA-5C crash in which my pilot died and I survived a night fatal
fiery sudden jet crash.
We both have the same goal. Success has many fathers while
failure is an orphan. Let us succeed and everyone will be happy
up and down the line.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 22, 1997 8:59:21 AM PDT
To: msnewsmailonsundaycouk
Subject: Still trying

Nick, still trying,
Cheers, Barry

Mr. Ron Schleede,
NTSB Aircraft Accident Investigator,
TWA 800 current investigator.

As I have told you before, the cargo door was locked and latched
at
impact. ron
Well, Mr. Schleede, that's all I have to go on. But it's enough.

Here is my thoughtful reply.
We are dealing with life and death here so any effort is worth it
to stop the death from happening again.
My goal is easier than yours. My goal is to persuade you that a
worthy line of investigation for crash cause of TWA 800 is hull
rupture forward of the wing on right side around cargo door.
Your difficult task, if you were persuaded to investigate rupture
area, would be to prove or disprove that explanation.
The big picture: From identifying the forest, individual trees
make sense. A single tree examined alone does not reveal much.
Here are the Boeing 747 trees and the forest they belong to:
TWA 800 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
PA 103 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
AI 182 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
UAL 811 was a solo ruptured pressurized hull event.
There are other high time Boeing 747 ruptured hull crashes but
they were not solo and they involved getting hit by lightning or
flying into the water, the ground, or another airplane.
The only three that match TWA 800 are the above alone, sudden,
and fatal hull ruptures.
You are on the scene and have seen two of the planes involved,
TWA 800 and UAL 811. I contend that had UAL 811 had its
weakened nose torn off the sequence of destruction would match
TWA 800. Could the weakened nose of 811 have torn off from
the 300 knots IAS?
My cargo door explanation is based on the central intelligence of
the similarities in solo pressurized hull ruptures. They all have
common consequences and leave similar evidence. I included for
background reference in my research the three DC-10 cargo door
events. Also included in research was PA 125, a Boeing 747
leaking pressurized hull event.
The DC-10 hull ruptures occurred in the aft fuselage as shown
by the evidence after the crashes.

The four Boeing 747 hull ruptures and the one leaking hull have
all been located to a small area on the large 747: Forward of the
wing on the right side, exactly where a huge square hole has been
cut into the pressurized hull; the outward opening cargo door.
Let's get specific:
UAL 811, NTSB report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on right side.
AI 182, Indian report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on the right side.
PA 103, AAIB report states location of rupture was forward of
the wing on left side followed immediately by right side rupture.
TWA 800, early New York Times article stated computer
simulation located rupture forward of the wing on the right side.
(Documentation of sources is on web site www.corazon.com)
Now to the causes of the solo pressurized hull ruptures of the
four planes above: Ah, the causes. It seems that such similar
events would have a similar cause but that is not the official
position.
The causes have been stated in reports as:
AI 182 as bomb in forward cargo hold or door.
PA 103 as bomb in forward cargo hold.
UAL 811 as bomb or door.
TWA 800 as bomb in forward cargo hold, missile striking
forward of the wing on right side, fuel tank explosion severing
nose forward of wing, or door.
If TWA 800 had been shown to be bomb then all would be right
in the aircraft investigation world. Four catastrophic solo
ruptures of 747s; three bombs and one door.
But TWA 800 has been shown not to be a bomb and all is not
right in the aircraft investigation world. It doesn't make sense.
Something's wrong. If 800 not a bomb, then maybe 103 and 183
not bombs? If not bomb, what?
Let's back up to big picture. The large forest of wide body solo

hull ruptures includes three DC-10s and four Boeing 747s. The
three DC-10s are definitely in the forest, but are the four Boeing
747s? What else is there to link them to include them as hull
ruptures?
If the four Boeing 747 hull ruptures over eleven years can be
shown to be extremely similar then they can be assumed to have
one common cause. What is it?
I contend they are so similar that they have one common cause.
The common cause is a hull rupture forward of the wing on the
right side. It sounds like a circle but that is an important point for
us to agree on. Were there hull ruptures on the four planes and
did they cause the accident? I say yes.
What caused the hull rupture at that location?
Well, every inch of that area must be examined closely. It is
already a dangerous area. Section 41 retrofit was done to correct
cracks near the rupture area. Several ADs were issued to correct
faults in a door which may lead or did lead to a rupture in that
area. The pear design at rupture location is not as strong as a
circle or oval found aft, near identical door which has not failed
in flight. Historically, hull ruptures have been near squarish
corners of holes cut in the pressurized hull; there are squarish
corners of a big hole in the rupture area.
Regarding TWA 800, I am assuming the fireball and center tank
explosion occurred after hull rupture, not before, based on
eyewitness accounts of streak and altitude of fireball lower than
that at rupture event. Radar data also supports hull rupture first,
then, later and lower, center tank explosion. There was a hull
rupture forward of the wing, severing the nose, the time and
cause is unknown as this time. If the cause of the hull rupture for
TWA 800, the streak, and the radar blip anomaly could all be
explained by center tank explosion, and if the ignition source
were known, then you would not have emailed me in
exasperation about the latches being latched on the 800 door.

Center tank explosion does not answer all the questions nor
explain all the evidence and as an investigator you would like to
have all the loose ends tied up. Me too.
NTSB has been right all along to say mechanical and center
tank explosion. NTSB is still right and will be right, it was
mechanical and there was a center tank explosion. There is no
incompatibility.
Let's assume for purposes of this thoughtful reply, the fireball
occurred later and lower than initial hull rupture.
A hull rupture would cause an explosive decompression which
means a sudden loud sound.
1. There was a sudden loud sound on the four 747s CVRs.
A hull rupture would cause a large hole to open up forward of
the wing on the right side.
2. There was a large hole on the right side, forward of the wing
on the four 747s; the door hole and torn away associated fuselage
skin.
At that rupture spot, a weakened nose could be torn off by the
tremendous 300 knot slipstream and start a sequence after sudden
loud decompression sound:
3. Power abruptly cut at main equipment compartment. All four
had abrupt power cut.
4. Passengers sucked out of large hole and ingested into number
three engine. All four had at least nine missing, never recovered
bodies.
5. Nose falls in dense area on surface. Nose fell in dense area on
three planes, on other plane the nose stayed on.
6. Rest of plane disintegrates as it falls leaving wider spread
debris pattern. Three had wide debris pattern for noseless planes,
other plane kept nose on.
7. Engine number three FODs, catches fire and falls away to
land alone. Three number three engines fell away to land
separately, two were on fire. Number three engine FODDED on

other plane but engine stayed on wing.
8. Inflight damage by debris more severe on right side. Three
planes had more severe right side damage and maybe the fourth
too.
9. All four planes had ground radar information at time of
rupture. Three had nearby lone primary radar blip, the other
might have had but was out of primary radar range.
Discussion: The abrupt power cut would prevent most
information about the cause of the rupture from reaching alert
lights, the FDR, ground control, or the crew. The streak of 800
was only because the light was such to reflect off the fuselage to
ground observers. The other hull ruptures all occurred out of
sight of land or at pitch dark.
(There are other similarities of the four not immediately
connected to hull rupture: all were high time and took off at
night, running behind schedule and with EPR gripes.)
I believe that that is enough significant similarities to state that
the four high time Boeing 747 accidents were caused by hull
rupture forward of the wing on right side.
If we agree on that, (and I'm sure we do for UAL 811 and AI
182, close on PA 103, and unknown on TWA 800,) then let us
consider very closely what needs to be done to determine why
hull ruptured.
What causes pressurized hulls to rupture? Lots of reasons.
Overpressure caused by bomb or malfunctioning airconditioning,
structural defects, design errors, pressure miscalculations, missile
penetration, midair collision, faulty windows or doors, and metal
fatigue. The evidence must match the exact explanation to be
satisfactory.
Mr. Schleede, I bet you know many more than I do. In this case,
I defer to a professional aircraft investigator. I consider myself an
amateur accident sleuth and can only do far away research
without benefit of closeup examination and without years of

experience.
Submarines and planes are similar in that pressure is a huge
consideration and often underestimated. Subs sink when valves
are installed backwards. Planes crash when windows pop.
Ruptured hulls have been around as long as they have been
pressurized. The Comet lesson was not learned by the 747. The
DC-10 lesson was not learned by the 747. Do not cut outward
opening large square holes in pressurized hulls. If they are cut
then the incredible pressure will eventually force it open or the
continued use will weaken the structure to failure.
To say a solo hull rupture is caused by large door opening
inadvertently or metal fatigue is just to refer to precedent. It's
happened before. It's a normal working hypothesis.
To say hull rupture was caused by center tank explosion by
unknown ignition source is to be speculative.
A 747 has never had a center tank explosion of unknown origin
in good weather. A 747 has had a hull rupture forward of the
wing on the right side by an inadvertently opened cargo door.
There have been three other very similar accidents and none was
a center tank explosion. They all could be structural failure at the
rupture zone.
If a worthy line of investigation into the hull rupture of TWA
800 is a center tank explosion, or a bomb, or a missile, then it is
certainly a worthy line of investigation to rule in or rule out
inadvertent door opening, or metal fatigue, or structural failure at
rupture location, forward of wing on right side.
To rule in or rule out rupture cause requires close examination of
fuselage metal at corners of door to see if it matches the metal
failure pattern of the corners of the squarish windows of the
Comet. It requires close examination of the door latching
mechanism to confirm the cam latches were latched around the
locking pins. It requires examination of stringers, bulkheads,
floor beams, skin, and panels for any preexisting failures. It

requires close examination around lone mid span latch of door
for failure. It requires examination of door seals for leaking and
door frame for previous damage or out of rig condition.
Regarding the complex latching system of the forward cargo
door: The problem is subtle. It is possible to say that the locking
sectors of the door were in the locked position and yet, the door
to be unlatched. The cam sectors around pins is the key item.
Was the bottom of the 800 door sill attached to the door latches?
Was the door found broken in pieces but unattached to any
fuselage? Did the door break at the mid span point? Did the
hinge at top of door tear away at corners? Were the locking
sectors steel or aluminum?
The rupture evidence of the other crashes now becomes a help.
The evidence at the rupture location of 800 can be compared
with the evidence of 182, 103, and 811. For instance, the tearing
pattern of the rupture location on right side of fuselage for 811
and 103 match almost perfectly, it may match 800 too.
The latch status of FCD of 182 and 103 were unreported, it
needs to be determined.
811 is so important and it is so fortunate you are on the 800 case
too, Mr. Schleede. You do not scoff at the idea of an open door
causing death.
Regarding TWA 800 specifically before fireball: All revealed
evidence is consistent with hull rupture forward of wing caused
by door failure:
1. Streak is shiny door departing in evening sun.
2. Radar blip is metal door reflecting primary radar energy.
3. Sudden loud sound is sudden loud decompression after door
goes.
4. Engine number three would ignite disintegrating wing and
fuselage into fireball.
After fireball, evidence is consistent with center tank explosion.
Soon to be revealed public docket should be very interesting to

contemplate:
1. Engine breakdown report. (FOD on three?)
2. Item wreckage plot. (Door found where?)
3. CVR data. (Frequency match 103?)
4. FDR data. (Any EPR problems?)
5. Radar plots. (Blip close enough to be door?)
6. Photographs of reconstructed fuselage. (Pattern match 103?)
7. Crew conversation. (The last words of the 800 pilot were to
initiate a pressure changing event just before his pressurized hull
ruptured, "Climb.")
To summarize: A worthy line of investigation into the crash of
TWA 800 is the examination of the rupture area forward of the
wing on the right side; specifically the forward cargo door area,
to rule out failure of door latching mechanism, or door frame at
corners, or blow out at mid span, or other structural failure in
fuselage. This recommendation is based upon striking
similarities to three other solo ruptured fuselage accidents, none
of which was a center tank explosion.
Mr. Schleede, this was my thoughtful reply and it is. It may not
be tightly organized but the point is the same: please check out
the cargo door area thoroughly for mechanical failures. Use
hindsight and compare all aspects of the similar earlier crashes of
AI 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 to TWA 800. Use history to refer
to similar Comet crashes and DC-10 crashes.
Sudden catastrophic airplane crash: New boss same as the old
boss: pressurized hull rupture.
Is it possible to determine in your mind, Mr. Schleede, that TWA
800 had a hull rupture? Can you locate it? Can you offer some
explanations? What needs to be done to confirm or rule out your
explanations?
Let's talk by email or phone about airplane crashes, not
necessarily TWA 800. That's certainly appropriate after a public
appeal for information by the NTSB. There is much to discuss. I

am vitally interested in this probably because of my own military
RA-5C crash in which my pilot died and I survived a night fatal
fiery sudden jet crash.
We both have the same goal. Success has many fathers while
failure is an orphan. Let us succeed and everyone will be happy
up and down the line.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: May 20, 1997 9:33:08 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Thoughtful reply

As I have told you before, the cargo door was locked and latched
at
impact. ron
This doesn't sound like someone who needs help. This sounds
like someone
who has examined the wreckage and is convinced that the cargo
door was not

involved.
At 08:33 AM 5/20/97 -0700, you wrote:
Mike, I received another reply from Mr. Ron Schleede,
investigator of TWA
800. You queried him before, months ago, and he had not
comment. He may
now. He needs help.
I'm asking you to compose a thoughtful reply. Give him your
take on the
situation. He will read it, I promise. My thrust is that it is a
worthy
line of investigation to closely examine the forward cargo door,
frame and
the general area for inflight failure leading to ruptured fuselage
based
upon evidence of this crash and others. I will write my case for
him and I
ask that you write your opinion.
What do you want the NTSB to do? How can they go about
proving or
disproving forward cargo door as culprit?
He's looking for help, I believe. Let's give it to him. Here's some
ideas. Model a 747. Wind tunnel. Computer simulation. Recreate
streak.
Calculate radar blip landing spot and look for door underneath
spot.
What data do you want released to the public? Engine data,
CVR, FDR,
debris location of items, seating pattern, pathology reports of
dead
passengers... I'm just thinking out loud here. He can be assisted
with

intelligent advice.
Send your thoughtful reply to me by email and I will include in
my reply
email. Mr. Schleede will then get some intelligent input about
pressurized
hulls rupturing and it's not bombs, missiles, or methane gas.
Later comes
fireball and center tank explosion. The NTSB position and cargo
door are
not incompatible.
It's one shot, Mike, let's give it all we have. He contacted me. He
made
contact.
What triggered it off was my request for backup theory
explanation. Here
is the email and his reply. Make of it what you will.
There is an implication door is now unlatched but was latched
when it
impacted. He is implicitly saying metal fatigue is the backup
theory.
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@NTSB.gov>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: What is 'backup theory'?
Date: Mon, 19 May 1997 13:51:11 -0400
Encoding: 135 TEXT
As I have told you before, the cargo door was locked and latched
at
impact. ron
---------From: John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]

Sent:
Tuesday, May 13, 1997 11:55 PM
To: Schleede Ron
Subject: What is 'backup theory'?
Mr. Schleede, is the backup theory door opening by metal fatigue
or
inadvertent unlatching? Please tell me.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com

Robert Hager
Discusses the lead
theory on the crash
Talks about the
backup theory on the
disaster
Reconstructing TWA Flight 800
NBC NEWS
Ten months after TWA Flight 800
exploded in midair and plummeted into the
Atlantic Ocean, investigators are still piecing
together the plane in hopes of finding what may

have caused the tragedy that killed all 230 on
board.

Robert Hager
Discusses the lead
theory on the crash
Talks about the
backup theory on the
disaster

On Monday, the National Transportation
Safety Board let members of the media tour the
hangar where the plane is being re-assembled as
a giant jigsaw puzzle. Workers have so far
logged 10,000 hours putting together 725 pieces
of debris fished out of the ocean. TWA Flight
800 stands 27 feet tall with pieces as small as a

thumbnail. The reconstruction so far has cost
$500,000. While FBI investigators are not ready
to announce exactly how the plane blew up, they
have said it was generally caused by
"catastrophic mechanical failure" rather than
sabotage.
"Nothing indicates a bomb blast took
place and nothing indicates a missile penetrated
this plane," said NBC aviation correspondent
Robert Hager.

TWA Homepage
Families of TWA Flight
800
TWA Flight 800
Memorial

Although no date has been set, the FBI

criminal investigation is expected to be wrapped
up in a few weeks. Then the investigation moves
to the lab for a more microscopic look at what
happened.
With 5 percent of the plane still missing,
investigators hope that won't keep them from
finding the answers they are looking for.
In July, the families of the victims will
be allowed to tour the reconstruction during
events to mark the first anniversary of the
disaster.

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

Mike, my reply to Mr. Schleede today...

As I have told you before, the cargo door was locked and latched
at
impact. ron
Yes, Mr. Schleede, I understand, forward cargo door cam sectors
locked
around locking pins and locking sectors in place. AD 88-12-04
complied with
and steel locking sectors installed.
So that means unlatched door not possible for inadvertent
opening of
forward cargo door in flight leading to destruction.
There are other ways for FCD to inadvertently open.
I offer door frame failure in corner due to metal fatigue. It
happened in
Comet based on square windows; could happen for 747 with
square door. The
principle is the same. Metal needs to be examined closely at two
corners of
big square panel cut in pressurized hull and cycled many times.
Mid span latch, only one! may have failed and door fractured in
half and
opened.
The door explanation is based on evidence of other similar
crashes. I
don't know why door opens. I wish I knew. Also, door
explanation is the
only one that explains streak, blip, fireball, debris pattern and
other
evidence including the killer, the sudden loud sound on cvr.
My pride is gone; this is life and death we are talking about.
My current emotional political analysis is this. Who is in charge
of the

aircraft accident investigation? They had a cop in charge, FBI,
he's gone.
They have a political appointee, Mr. Hall, he's there. They had a
technocrat, Mr. Francis, he's gone. They have a scientist, Dr.
Loeb, he's
there. Where is the aircraft accident investigator in charge? It
should be
the lead investigator; it's his title. It's either Mr. Dickinson,
yourself,
or Mr. Benson or other senior aircraft accident investigator.
Aircraft
investigators don't scoff at door opening or metal fatigue. They
don't
cringe at the thought of thousands of planes flying with a
potential
defect. They don't run away at the thought of added expense of
fixing a
potential flaw on the planes. They do try to find out what the hell
happened and try to stop it happening again. The enemy is death,
the only
true worthy adversary. The enemy is not reduced profits from
retrofits or
other changes.
An aircraft accident investigator will investigate an aircraft
accident
with the correct priorities, other's don't. It's the way it is.
It is in the best interests of all concerned that the correct
explanation
be found for the crash of TWA 800 even though many involved
would like the
cause to be: 1; others; as in terrorists or friendly fire, 2. or God,
as in
static electricity, but afraid of: 3: us being the cause, as in design

compromise for fast loading baggage for demanding passengers,
or worn metal
from decades of hard use, or other human mistake. It could be
our fault for
the crash of TWA 800. So what? Let's just find out what it was
and skip the
wishful thinking.
The American way: think it, design it, build it, use it, break it, fix
it, fly it, break it, fix it, fly it.
A worthy line of investigation is the inadvertent opening of the
forward
cargo door in flight leading to the rupture of the pressurized hull
and
severing of nose section based upon similar evidence of other
similar
crashes of ruptured hull high time 747s. That pesky door is
always near the
action.
It needs to be ruled in or out, one way or the other. Door locked
and
latched. Fine. What else can do it?
Please give as much attention and due investigation to the door
opening
as the authorities have to bomb, missile, and center tank
explosion and
even methane gas bubble or meteorites. Interview me as the
methane gas
person was. I have credentials as commercial pilot and air crash
survivor.
I will stick to facts and omit the political stuff. (408 659 3552)
I would offer comparisons to other sudden ruptured hull high
time 747
crashes, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and now TWA 800.

CVR on all have sudden loud sound before accident, engines
Fodded, missing
passengers in certain seats, abrupt power cut of FDR, debris
pattern and
other uncanny similarities of the four lead to the forward door
opening for
some reason. The hull ruptures forward of the wing on the right
side. The
door is there. It's metal. It reflects sunlight and radar energy. It
did.
Other similarities I can not explain and may be coincidence, until
shown
otherwise, are: all four high time 747s which had ruptured hulls
took off
at night, running late of schedule and had EPR gripes.
To separate the wheat from the chaff, very difficult
Thank you again for replying, I apologize again for any
frustrating rude
remarks I have have made months ago using quick sending
email.
There is room for two mechanical lines of investigation for TWA
800,
especially since the cargo door explanation includes the center
tank
explosion/fire/fireball. They are compatible.
Mr. Schleede, this is a quick reply, permit me to compose a more
thoughtful reply to be sent later.
Thank you again for giving consideration to my cargo door
explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

So, Mike, let's give the NSTB the best persuasive shot we have.
It's an
opportunity to get directly into the mind of a fellow aviation
professional
who knows planes and abhors accidents. He will read your
writing and get a
different angle to cargo door explanation.
The bottom line is: it is a worthy line of investigation, later
comes it
was door or not. It is worth the effort to thoroughly investigate
cargo
door area. That is a true undeniable statement.
Well, do what you have to do. Mr. Ron Schleede is the man you
are
addressing, former Air Force officer and career NTSB
investigator, was lead
investigator on the UAL 811 real for sure cargo door crash. He
knows 811
inside and out.
Life and death, Mike. I will introduce you as aviation magazine
publisher.
Cheers, Barry

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

_______________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Internet's aviation magazine
URL: http://www.avweb.com
Email: mbusch@avweb.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 20, 1997 8:34:21 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Thoughtful reply

Mike, I received another reply from Mr. Ron Schleede,
investigator of TWA 800. You queried him before, months ago,
and he had not comment. He may now. He needs help.
I'm asking you to compose a thoughtful reply. Give him your
take on the situation. He will read it, I promise. My thrust is that
it is a worthy line of investigation to closely examine the forward
cargo door, frame and the general area for inflight failure leading
to ruptured fuselage based upon evidence of this crash and
others. I will write my case for him and I ask that you write your
opinion.
What do you want the NTSB to do? How can they go about
proving or disproving forward cargo door as culprit?
He's looking for help, I believe. Let's give it to him. Here's some
ideas. Model a 747. Wind tunnel. Computer simulation. Recreate
streak. Calculate radar blip landing spot and look for door
underneath spot.
What data do you want released to the public? Engine data,
CVR, FDR, debris location of items, seating pattern, pathology

reports of dead passengers... I'm just thinking out loud here. He
can be assisted with intelligent advice.
Send your thoughtful reply to me by email and I will include in
my reply email. Mr. Schleede will then get some intelligent input
about pressurized hulls rupturing and it's not bombs, missiles, or
methane gas. Later comes fireball and center tank explosion. The
NTSB position and cargo door are not incompatible.
It's one shot, Mike, let's give it all we have. He contacted me. He
made contact.
What triggered it off was my request for backup theory
explanation. Here is the email and his reply. Make of it what you
will.
There is an implication door is now unlatched but was latched
when it impacted. He is implicitly saying metal fatigue is the
backup theory.
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@NTSB.gov>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: What is 'backup theory'?
Date: Mon, 19 May 1997 13:51:11 -0400
Encoding: 135 TEXT
As I have told you before, the cargo door was locked and latched
at
impact. ron
---------From: John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Tuesday, May 13, 1997 11:55 PM
To: Schleede Ron
Subject: What is 'backup theory'?
Mr. Schleede, is the backup theory door opening by metal fatigue

or
inadvertent unlatching? Please tell me.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
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Talks about the
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Reconstructing TWA Flight 800
NBC NEWS
Ten months after TWA Flight 800
exploded in midair and plummeted into the
Atlantic Ocean, investigators are still piecing
together the plane in hopes of finding what may
have caused the tragedy that killed all 230 on
board.
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On Monday, the National Transportation
Safety Board let members of the media tour the
hangar where the plane is being re-assembled as
a giant jigsaw puzzle. Workers have so far
logged 10,000 hours putting together 725 pieces
of debris fished out of the ocean. TWA Flight
800 stands 27 feet tall with pieces as small as a
thumbnail. The reconstruction so far has cost
$500,000. While FBI investigators are not ready
to announce exactly how the plane blew up, they

have said it was generally caused by
"catastrophic mechanical failure" rather than
sabotage.
"Nothing indicates a bomb blast took
place and nothing indicates a missile penetrated
this plane," said NBC aviation correspondent
Robert Hager.
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Families of TWA Flight
800
TWA Flight 800
Memorial

Although no date has been set, the FBI
criminal investigation is expected to be wrapped
up in a few weeks. Then the investigation moves

to the lab for a more microscopic look at what
happened.
With 5 percent of the plane still missing,
investigators hope that won't keep them from
finding the answers they are looking for.
In July, the families of the victims will
be allowed to tour the reconstruction during
events to mark the first anniversary of the
disaster.

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

Mike, my reply to Mr. Schleede today...

As I have told you before, the cargo door was locked and latched
at
impact. ron
Yes, Mr. Schleede, I understand, forward cargo door cam sectors

locked around locking pins and locking sectors in place. AD
88-12-04 complied with and steel locking sectors installed.
So that means unlatched door not possible for inadvertent
opening of forward cargo door in flight leading to destruction.
There are other ways for FCD to inadvertently open.
I offer door frame failure in corner due to metal fatigue. It
happened in Comet based on square windows; could happen for
747 with square door. The principle is the same. Metal needs to
be examined closely at two corners of big square panel cut in
pressurized hull and cycled many times.
Mid span latch, only one! may have failed and door fractured in
half and opened.
The door explanation is based on evidence of other similar
crashes. I don't know why door opens. I wish I knew. Also, door
explanation is the only one that explains streak, blip, fireball,
debris pattern and other evidence including the killer, the sudden
loud sound on cvr.
My pride is gone; this is life and death we are talking about.
My current emotional political analysis is this. Who is in charge
of the aircraft accident investigation? They had a cop in charge,
FBI, he's gone. They have a political appointee, Mr. Hall, he's
there. They had a technocrat, Mr. Francis, he's gone. They have a
scientist, Dr. Loeb, he's there. Where is the aircraft accident
investigator in charge? It should be the lead investigator; it's his
title. It's either Mr. Dickinson, yourself, or Mr. Benson or other
senior aircraft accident investigator. Aircraft investigators don't
scoff at door opening or metal fatigue. They don't cringe at the
thought of thousands of planes flying with a potential defect.
They don't run away at the thought of added expense of fixing a
potential flaw on the planes. They do try to find out what the hell
happened and try to stop it happening again. The enemy is death,
the only true worthy adversary. The enemy is not reduced profits
from retrofits or other changes.

An aircraft accident investigator will investigate an aircraft
accident with the correct priorities, other's don't. It's the way it is.
It is in the best interests of all concerned that the correct
explanation be found for the crash of TWA 800 even though
many involved would like the cause to be: 1; others; as in
terrorists or friendly fire, 2. or God, as in static electricity, but
afraid of: 3: us being the cause, as in design compromise for fast
loading baggage for demanding passengers, or worn metal from
decades of hard use, or other human mistake. It could be our
fault for the crash of TWA 800. So what? Let's just find out what
it was and skip the wishful thinking.
The American way: think it, design it, build it, use it, break it, fix
it, fly it, break it, fix it, fly it.
A worthy line of investigation is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight leading to the rupture of the
pressurized hull and severing of nose section based upon similar
evidence of other similar crashes of ruptured hull high time 747s.
That pesky door is always near the action.
It needs to be ruled in or out, one way or the other. Door locked
and latched. Fine. What else can do it?
Please give as much attention and due investigation to the door
opening as the authorities have to bomb, missile, and center tank
explosion and even methane gas bubble or meteorites. Interview
me as the methane gas person was. I have credentials as
commercial pilot and air crash survivor. I will stick to facts and
omit the political stuff. (408 659 3552)
I would offer comparisons to other sudden ruptured hull high
time 747 crashes, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and now TWA 800.
CVR on all have sudden loud sound before accident, engines
Fodded, missing passengers in certain seats, abrupt power cut of
FDR, debris pattern and other uncanny similarities of the four
lead to the forward door opening for some reason. The hull
ruptures forward of the wing on the right side. The door is there.

It's metal. It reflects sunlight and radar energy. It did.
Other similarities I can not explain and may be coincidence,
until shown otherwise, are: all four high time 747s which had
ruptured hulls took off at night, running late of schedule and had
EPR gripes.
To separate the wheat from the chaff, very difficult
Thank you again for replying, I apologize again for any
frustrating rude remarks I have have made months ago using
quick sending email.
There is room for two mechanical lines of investigation for
TWA 800, especially since the cargo door explanation includes
the center tank explosion/fire/fireball. They are compatible.
Mr. Schleede, this is a quick reply, permit me to compose a more
thoughtful reply to be sent later.
Thank you again for giving consideration to my cargo door
explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

So, Mike, let's give the NSTB the best persuasive shot we have.
It's an opportunity to get directly into the mind of a fellow
aviation professional who knows planes and abhors accidents. He
will read your writing and get a different angle to cargo door
explanation.
The bottom line is: it is a worthy line of investigation, later
comes it was door or not. It is worth the effort to thoroughly
investigate cargo door area. That is a true undeniable statement.
Well, do what you have to do. Mr. Ron Schleede is the man you
are addressing, former Air Force officer and career NTSB
investigator, was lead investigator on the UAL 811 real for sure
cargo door crash. He knows 811 inside and out.
Life and death, Mike. I will introduce you as aviation magazine

publisher.
Cheers, Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 19, 1997 8:29:29 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Worthy line of inquiry

Something going on but it's not worth investigating by real
journalist, you, who could get answers from officials who will
not talk to wacky guy on the web, me. What is 'backup theory'?
Barry.

...AND LAST, BUT NOT LEAST, TWA L-1011 DROPS GEAR
DOOR ON CITY HALL
Imagine your surprise if you were headed through downtown St.
Louis en
route to City Hall Thursday just in time for a landing gear door
from a
TWA L-1011 to crash to Earth in front of you. Well, that's
exactly what
happened, although how and why remain subjects of an
investigation. From AVWeb 19 May
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a

possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." 10 Mar 97

Robert Hager NBC News
Discusses the
lead
theory on the
crash
Talks about the
backup theory
on the
disaster
13 May 97

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 18, 1997 8:05:52 PM PDT
To: SUNWEKLY@aol.com
Subject: Sunwekly?

Sunwekly? That is the email address you have in paper. Also 15
May issue, page 3, headline, "Student's Protest Hatton Canyon."
"Student's" should be "Students" No apostrophe.
Picky I know.
June is the name of the former office manager of the Carmel
Valley Sun in 1988 that worked with me when I was in the
employ of Dick Heuer.
This is the tall guy who talked to you about Secret Service visits
to his home based upon email to Senator.
Want to know more? You did not call. Too busy? Story too
wierd? Not appropriate for "The Sun"?

Oh well, I am buying digital camera and shall show it to you. Do
you have a Mac or Windows computer? Anyway the pictures can
be downloaded right from the camera into your computer into
your story. Oh, cool.
Attached picture is Carmel Valley perpendicular shot at Country
Club looking across to other side of valley.
Yours Truly, Elizabeth Cowley,

John Barry Smith
659 3552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 16, 1997 4:36:50 PM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Thinking critically

What does that mean?
Think critically?
First, I ask a question. "What does that mean?"
Barry
John:
You do not seem to have the ability to think critically.
Best of luck to you,
Byron

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 16, 1997 4:31:36 PM PDT
To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come,
Seattle@seatimes.come,
WA@seatimes.come, 98109@seatimes.come
Subject: Re: A, I got an A

What does that mean?
Think critically?
First, I ask a question. "What does that mean?"
Barry
John:
You do not seem to have the ability to think critically.
Best of luck to you,
Byron

From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON>
Date: May 16, 1997 4:30:46 PM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Returned mail: Host unknown (Name server:
seatimes.come: host not found)

The original message was received at Fri, 16 May 1997 16:30:31
-0700
from red128.redshift.com [165.227.94.128]
----- The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ----<1120@seatimes.come>
<John@seatimes.come>
<St.@seatimes.come>

<Seattle@seatimes.come>
<WA@seatimes.come>
<98109@seatimes.come>
----- Transcript of session follows ----550
<1120@seatimes.come>,<John@seatimes.come>,<St.@seatimes
.come>,<Seattle@seatimes.come>,<WA@seatimes.come>,<981
09@seatimes.come>... Host unknown (Name server:
seatimes.come: host not found)
Reporting-MTA: dns; mail.redshift.com
Received-From-MTA: dns; red128.redshift.com
Arrival-Date: Fri, 16 May 1997 16:30:31 -0700
Final-Recipient: rfc822; 1120@seatimes.come
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.2
Remote-MTA: dns; seatimes.come
Last-Attempt-Date: Fri, 16 May 1997 16:30:44 -0700
Final-Recipient: rfc822; John@seatimes.come
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.2
Remote-MTA: dns; seatimes.come
Last-Attempt-Date: Fri, 16 May 1997 16:30:44 -0700
Final-Recipient: rfc822; St.@seatimes.come
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.2
Remote-MTA: dns; seatimes.come
Last-Attempt-Date: Fri, 16 May 1997 16:30:44 -0700

Final-Recipient: rfc822; Seattle@seatimes.come
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.2
Remote-MTA: dns; seatimes.come
Last-Attempt-Date: Fri, 16 May 1997 16:30:44 -0700
Final-Recipient: rfc822; WA@seatimes.come
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.2
Remote-MTA: dns; seatimes.come
Last-Attempt-Date: Fri, 16 May 1997 16:30:44 -0700
Final-Recipient: rfc822; 98109@seatimes.come
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.2
Remote-MTA: dns; seatimes.come
Last-Attempt-Date: Fri, 16 May 1997 16:30:44 -0700
Return-Path: barry@corazon.com
Received: from [165.227.94.128] (red128.redshift.com
[165.227.94.128]) by mail.redshift.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with
ESMTP id QAA05497; Fri, 16 May 1997 16:30:31 -0700
Date: Fri, 16 May 1997 16:30:31 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020900afa23c09264f@[165.227.94.102]>
In-Reply-To: <337CDD8D.5915@seatimes.come>
References: <l03020900afa1f8f053f8@[165.227.94.190]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come,
Seattle@seatimes.come, WA@seatimes.come,
98109@seatimes.come
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: Re: A, I got an A
What does that mean?
Think critically?
First, I ask a question. "What does that mean?"
Barry
John:
You do not seem to have the ability to think critically.
Best of luck to you,
Byron

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: Byron Acohido <baco-new@seatimes.come>
Date: May 16, 1997 3:19:57 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: A, I got an A
Reply-To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come, Seattle@seatimes.come,
WA@seatimes.come, 98109@seatimes.come

John:

You do not seem to have the ability to think critically.
Best of luck to you,
Byron

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 16, 1997 12:21:18 PM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: A, I got an A

Let me say this: one of the more
finely honed skills you've consistently demonstrated is the ability
to
leap to unsupported conclusions
Hey, you too!
Unless everyone involved is
lying, (an assumption you'll no doubt make)
Wrong! No conspiracy, no coverup, no plot, no lying, just
mechanical problem happened before, happened here, happen
again.
Byron, you jumped (leap to unsupported conclusions) to wrong
conclusion about me thinking everyone is lying. No one is lying.
You are not lying. I am not lying. Loeb is not lying. Boeing is not
lying. No one is lying.
Everyone is believing what is in their best interest, that's human,
and that's how mistakes get made.
According to Bernie Loeb, early information that the door was
found in
the red zone was incorrect. It was found in the yellow zone,
along with
all major parts of the forward fuselage section.
OK, that's news and previously unreported. It changes things. It's

another one of those early reports proven wrong, like engine
number three fodded and then it's not. (Newsday)
Door found closest and then it's not. (Coast Guard)
Computer simulation shows first damage is baggage spewing out
forward on right side of fuselage and then it's not. (New York
Times)
Radar blip unknown and then it's P3. (FBI)
All I have to go on for TWA 800 is news reports since the by
law requirement for public docket is six months late. And then
I'm knocked for using news reports which change unknown to
me. Now tell me the below attached items in Aviation Week and
NBC are wrong too, there is not intriguing theory of 'door
popping open' by NTSB and there is no 'backup theory' by
NTSB. What is the 'backup theory?" If cargo door opening, a
previously announced 'intriguing theory' then, you are ....you
are...getting ready to eat crow, Byron.
You are now in the position of many in this event, why work
hard to show yourself wrong? Why check out the backup theory
when it may make you look bad? Better just to leave it alone.
There is no conspiracy, no coverup, just people doing what they
think is best for them. For you, Byron, not bringing backup
theory to surface is good so you won't work to find out what it is.
You are not part of a conspiracy, you are not lying. You are just
not working real hard to find out what happened to TWA 800
when the NSTB reports that it has a backup theory and is
intrigued by forward door popping open.
Shilling is honorable profession, all endeavors have it, from
stock market to poker, keep the action going until new real
players show up. Don't be so sensitive. What was your hardest
non shill question to Bernie, first name basis with ole buddy
Bernie. "Are these planes safe?" I get that question all the time,
it's not hard. The answer is they are all dangerous, some just less
dangerous than others. And a lot less dangerous than cars.

And the central intelligence still not talked about, the similarities
among three other crashes. No one, including you, Bryon, will
talk about the similarities between 800 and 103, and 182 and 811
and the next one. There's only four fatal so far. How many does it
take for a serial killer to be identified? Five? What's the magic
number.
You and the authorities are looking at one fallen victim and
ignoring all the other similar fallen victims.
there is nothing on the cargo door that indicates it came loose
and was the initiating event.
A worthy line of investigation is the cargo door area, either
unlatching, or metal fatigue in square corner of door frame.
Byron, they have not done that. They did not say to you, "The
cam latches on the bottom of the forward cargo door are
latched." They did not say, "The square corner door frame shows
no sign of metal fatigue."
They did say, "Hey, we know what it was, center tank explosion,
and we are just working on a few details, like what started it."
And you said fine.
Streak, blip, fod, power cut, the cargo door fits the facts. It's a
worthy line of investigation.
You may stop sending me e-mail.
OK.
I was in college at age 15. My first course was Journalism 101. I
got an A. HA! The thrust was 1898 Spanish American War and
the participation of Hearst and Pulitzer. Penny newspapers/
internet. Yellow Journalism...Spanish saboteurs are everywhere!
Terrorists are everywhere! Only years later did they find that the
battleship Maine was not sunk by Spanish saboteurs but blew up
because of coal dust near the boilers, a mechanical explanation,
happened before, happened then. But the papers got sold, the US
got a war, and the US got possession of a lot of land. Hearst and
Pulitzer, the tabloids of the day.

A worthy line of investigation based on evidence and philosophy
is the cargo door area. And they did not even reconstruct it. It
stops at rear edge of door.
Someone on the NSTB team is pushing cargo door and he needs
help.
Cheers, Barry

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Robert Hager
Discusses the
lead
theory on the
crash
Talks about the
backup theory on
the
disaster
From: Byron Acohido <baco-new@seatimes.come>
Date: May 16, 1997 9:39:28 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: A good source says door found closest
Reply-To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come, Seattle@seatimes.come,

WA@seatimes.come, 98109@seatimes.come

John:
So now, I'm back to shill status? Let me say this: one of the more
finely honed skills you've consistently demonstrated is the ability
to
leap to unsupported conclusions. Then again, you're not too
shabby at
swiftly condemning and discrediting any information that does
not fit
neatly inside the very narrow, granite frame you've fabricated for
your
loose-cargo-door theory.
I, in fact, did grill several sources very hard about the forward
cargo
door evidence, including Bernie Loeb. Unless everyone involved
is
lying, (an assumption you'll no doubt make) there is nothing on
the
cargo door that indicates it came loose and was the initiating
event.
All locks and latches were found in proper positions.
According to Bernie Loeb, early information that the door was
found in
the red zone was incorrect. It was found in the yellow zone,
along with
all major parts of the forward fuselage section.
You may stop sending me e-mail. I'll be too busy shilling to read
it.

Byron

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 16, 1997 8:13:15 AM PDT
To: msnewsmailonsundaycouk
Subject: Thanks for support/good story here somewhere

Yo, Nick!
It is outrageous that you should be subjected to this level of
intimidation, simply for vigorously pursuing a theory which, at
the very
least, has as much credibility as any of the published official
theories.
Democracy is based on the free exchange of opinion.
Nick, at last someone with principles. Yes.
And I understand principles get compromised. With me, only as
last resort and I'm not at last resort yet. For Senator McCain, he
is not at any resort yet.
I honestly
don't know if you are right or wrong, but your voice must be
heard.
Right, me either, but the cargo door is worthy line of
investigation...and they may be doing it already.
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a

possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." 10 Mar 97 Aviation Week and Space Technology

Robert Hager
Discusses the
lead
theory on the crash
Talks about the
backup theory on
the
disaster
NBC reporter 12 May 97 http://www.msnbc.com:80/news/
74252.asp
So, Nick, NTSB talks to Aviation Week magazine and NBC TV,
they may talk to you. Query them on back up theory and the
intriguing idea of forward door popping as reported in
mainstream American media, magazine and TV. Some
investigator on the team needs help. Someone in NTSB is not
buying the center tank explosion as initial event and is pushing
cargo door.
If you could confirm the backup theory of NTSB is cargo door
area malfunction, would that be a worthy story?
The 182 crash is hot too, Mounties promise imminent
arrests...HA! A Canadian Transport official, John Garstang says
the video on 6700 foot deep door shows latches in place. Not bad
for TV video on mangled door looking at pieces the size of your
thumb.
Next. Comet. Square windows in pressurized hull. Metal fatigue
in window corner frame. Pop. Pressure vessel ruptures.
Then. 747. Big, huge, square cargo door in pressurized hull.

Pop. Pressure vessel ruptures. Is it too far feteched to says just
because non plug square object cut in pressurized hull is called
door and not window there will be not metal fatigue in corner of
frame?
No. Bad design error to put large square hole in pressurized hull.
Meet the new boss, same as the old boss. Metal fatigue in square
corners of hole cut in pressurized hull. Comet to 747, direct line
of principle.
By the way, FBI agents are pussycats compared to the agents I
had, Secret Service. SS are spring loaded to the shoot on sight
position. Senator McCain told the US Secret Service to
interrogate me and they did. I invite the FBI to interview and
they do not reply.
And now, no followup by any agencies supposed to protect me
from this intrusion/intimidation of armed unannounced visits to
my front door. It's as if I don't exist.
Fading...fading...fading...
Cheers, Barry

From: MOS Newsdesk - MS/NOV
<msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk>
Date: May 16, 1997 12:31:00 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Be careful who and what you write

Dear John,
Thanks for your note about the intrusion into your household by

armed FBI
agents. It is outrageous that you should be subjected to this level
of
intimidation, simply for vigorously pursuing a theory which, at
the very
least, has as much credibility as any of the published official
theories.
I sincerely hope that this does not discourage your efforts to get a
greater
hearing for your views. Democracy is based on the free exchange
of opinion.
The FBI should be ashamed of themselves. Please do not give up
- I honestly
don't know if you are right or wrong, but your voice must be
heard.
Best wishes,
Nick Fielding

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 15, 1997 10:54:06 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: A good source says door found closest

Byron, the below story by a reporter who knows a lot about 747s,
you, even won a prize, you, says the forward cargo door was
found closest to airport in August 1996. You say:
Radar data indicate the aircraft flew
another 24 seconds, during which the front section

may have broken away, before disintegrating in a
fireball reported by several pilots flying in the
vicinity and witnesses on Long Island.

The aft portion of the fuselage, wings and tail
section came to rest 10 miles off Long Island on an
ocean shelf 120 feet deep. The cockpit and forward
fuselage were found 1 1/2 miles closer to the
airport, while part of the forward cargo door and
luggage were two miles closer to the airport.

Now, nine months later, you write;

Eleven and a half minutes into TWA Flight 800,
things went terribly wrong. Vapors in the empty
center fuel tank exploded, twisting a structural
beam into the belly of the plane like a can opener.
In a matter of seconds, a tear raced up to the row of

windows on each side. The plane's forward section,
with its distinctive hump, broke off and fell away.

But the engines kept roaring, arching the
decapitated plane forward. About a half minute
later, the wing tanks peeled open, releasing tens of
thousands of gallons of jet fuel into the
atmosphere. The fuel erupted into a ball of fire
seen for miles. All 230 people on board died.

Whoa! A fuel tank exploded and thirty seconds later an big
explosion? What happened to the fact of the door found closest?
Fact, the reporter's shield. You exchange fact for nice interview
with Dr. Loeb? The initial event as mystery center tank
explosion, hasn't happened before but so what? Door popped,
happened often, but not investigated?
What happened to radar data? Facts forgotten.
Byron, if center tank explosion the debris pattern has a certain
pattern that does not match 800. It matches 103 and 182.
A center tank explosion as initial event would sound different,
the 800 sounds matches 103 182 and 811.
What turned you away from facts like wreckage location and
radar blips and eyewitness streaks and into government
explanation assistant?

NTSB tells Aviation week about intriguing theory about forward
door popping open, they tell NBC about backup theory. And
you give rehash of center tank explosion as initial event by the
one guy who is pushing it, Dr. Loeb.
Turn in your investigative reporter credential and be issued new
shill badge. You're squandering your earned reputation by
rehashing official government spokesperson's interpretations or
aviation events.
What changed your mind about cargo door and website? It
wasn't lack of facts and evidence, there's more than enough for
that, it must be emotional, fear, or shame, maybe reluctance to
possibly look bad with weirdo accident cause.
Well, you have to do what you have to do.
By the way, the missing inboard engine in your August story
was engine number three, the one that is on fire in 103 and 800,
fodded in 182, 103, 800, and 811, and always falls and lands
apart from the clump of the three other engines as in 182, 103,
and 800. Engine number three is also the missing ignition source
for the fireball.
Oh, just facts, boring, and so in the way of initial event as
fireball. Let's ignore 'em!
Cheers, Barry
FedEx just drove up with 32 meg memory DIMM and I'm going
to put it in. With Ram Doubler 2, I should now have 195 meg of
RAM. What a change from my Apple II of 1980 with 48K and I
bought the 16k card for maximum of 64K RAM.

Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.

Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should

have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.

One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft wreckage.
Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into tight wreckage
pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a larger wreckage
trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away and allowed
300 knot wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose
which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest of aircraft fell and
disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.

Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion would
cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away

and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side which tore
off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo
door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft wreckage.
Center tank explosion and cargo door would both cause nose
wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage. Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian

Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight fuel
tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.

3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar anomaly
is to take several two car garage doors painted silver and white
and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as it can at
13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July 17th

near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,

tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."

Robert Hager
Discusses the
lead
theory on the
crash
Talks about the
backup theory
on the
disaster
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Mechanical failure eyed in crash

by Byron Acohido
Seattle Times aerospace reporter

More than three weeks after the crash of TWA
Flight 800 off the coast of Long Island, investigators
continue to search for elusive bomb residue. But
they have also begun to more strongly consider
mechanical failure as a possible cause of the
mid-air explosion of the Boeing 747-100 on July 17.

Robert Francis, the National Transportation and
Safety Board vice chairman leading the inquiry,
has said investigators are looking into every
possible scenario for what caused the crash of
Flight 800, in which all 230 on board were killed. But
he has refrained from discussing specific theories
under consideration by the NTSB and FBI agents
on Long Island.

Investigators hope wreckage retrieved in the next

few days - including the jet's four Pratt & Whitney
JT9D engines, one of which has yet to be located will provide the breakthrough they need to focus on
a bomb or mechanical failure. In the meantime,
they are concentrating on reconstructing the
center fuselage section, where the wings are joined
to the aircraft's body.

The leading theories under consideration by
aviation experts and independent crash
investigators range from a large or precisely placed
explosive device to massive structural failure of the
engines or fuselage, perhaps linked to an initial fire
fed by leaking fuel. Each theory has its strengths
and weaknesses.

Based on numerous eyewitness accounts, radar

data, transcripts from the jet's cockpit and flight
data recorders, and preliminary examination of
about a third of the wreckage, investigators have
established the following:

Flight 800 was 11 1/2 minutes out of John F.
Kennedy International Airport, cruising at 13,700
feet and about to resume climbing, when its
cockpit recording ended with a brief, split-second,
loud noise. Radar data indicate the aircraft flew
another 24 seconds, during which the front section
may have broken away, before disintegrating in a
fireball reported by several pilots flying in the
vicinity and witnesses on Long Island.

The aft portion of the fuselage, wings and tail
section came to rest 10 miles off Long Island on an
ocean shelf 120 feet deep. The cockpit and forward

fuselage were found 1 1/2 miles closer to the
airport, while part of the forward cargo door and
luggage were two miles closer to the airport.

The two outboard engines were quickly located,
largely intact, near the main wreckage field, along
with one substantially damaged inboard engine,
but the other inboard engine hasn't been found.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 14, 1997 1:09:11 PM PDT
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: 'Backup theory' NTSB TWA 800

Lou, the NSTB have an unstated 'backup theory' according to
Robert Hager of NBC. Can you find out what the backup theory
is? It may be cargo door. They will speak to Aviation Week and
NBC and maybe to you, CBS. The links on the web page were
audio and not working.
Cheers, Barry
http://www.msnbc.com:80/news/74252.asp

Robert Hager
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lead
theory on the
crash
Talks about the
backup theory on
the
disaster

Reconstructing TWA Flight 800
NBC
NEWS
Ê Ê Ê Ê Ten months after TWA Flight 800
exploded in midair and plummeted into the
Atlantic Ocean, investigators are still piecing
together the plane in hopes of finding what may
have caused the tragedy that killed all 230 on
board.
Robert Hager
Discusses the
lead
theory on the
crash
Talks about the

backup theory on
the
disaster

Ê Ê Ê Ê On Monday, the National Transportation
Safety Board let members of the media tour the
hangar where the plane is being re-assembled as
a giant jigsaw puzzle. Workers have so far
logged 10,000 hours putting together 725 pieces
of debris fished out of the ocean. TWA Flight
800 stands 27 feet tall with pieces as small as a
thumbnail. The reconstruction so far has cost
$500,000. While FBI investigators are not ready
to announce exactly how the plane blew up, they
have said it was generally caused by
Òcatastrophic mechanical failureÓ rather than
sabotage.
Ê Ê Ê Ê ÒNothing indicates a bomb blast took

place and nothing indicates a missile penetrated
this plane,Ó said NBC aviation correspondent
Robert Hager.
TWA Homepage
Families of TWA
Flight
800
TWA Flight 800
Memorial

Ê Ê Ê Ê Although no date has been set, the FBI
criminal investigation is expected to be wrapped
up in a few weeks. Then the investigation moves
to the lab for a more microscopic look at what
happened.
Ê Ê Ê Ê With 5 percent of the plane still missing,
investigators hope that wonÕt keep them from
finding the answers they are looking for.
Ê Ê Ê Ê In July, the families of the victims will
be allowed to tour the reconstruction during

events to mark the first anniversary of the
disaster.

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 13, 1997 8:48:59 PM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Urgent need to know NTSB 'backup' theory.

http://www.msnbc.com:80/news/74252.asp
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theory on the
crash
Talks about the
backup theory on
the
disaster

Byron, this link worked and had two inoperative links, both
audio. Could you try it. It is on the URL above and refers to
backup theory which may be cargo door, I hope. Also there is a
picture of reconstruction of 800 which stops one inch from start
of cargo door.
Can you please find out for me what the NTSB 'backup' theory
is? It is very important to me. It is a legitimate news item. It
could be the cargo door, it could be something else. We must
know. I can't do it. I've tried everything on the net but can't get
through. There were two audio files on the page, one was the
lead theory, and the other was the 'backup'. They talk to NBC and
Aviation Week but not to me. It is urgent to know of the NTSB
has a backup theory of cargo door unlatching or metal fatigue in
frame corners.
Cheers,
Barry
Reconstructing TWA Flight 800
NBC
NEWS
Ê Ê Ê Ê Ten months after TWA Flight 800
exploded in midair and plummeted into the
Atlantic Ocean, investigators are still piecing
together the plane in hopes of finding what may
have caused the tragedy that killed all 230 on
board.
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Ê Ê Ê Ê On Monday, the National Transportation
Safety Board let members of the media tour the
hangar where the plane is being re-assembled as
a giant jigsaw puzzle. Workers have so far
logged 10,000 hours putting together 725 pieces
of debris fished out of the ocean. TWA Flight
800 stands 27 feet tall with pieces as small as a
thumbnail. The reconstruction so far has cost
$500,000. While FBI investigators are not ready
to announce exactly how the plane blew up, they
have said it was generally caused by

Òcatastrophic mechanical failureÓ rather than
sabotage.
Ê Ê Ê Ê ÒNothing indicates a bomb blast took
place and nothing indicates a missile penetrated
this plane,Ó said NBC aviation correspondent
Robert Hager.
TWA Homepage
Families of TWA
Flight
800
TWA Flight 800
Memorial

Ê Ê Ê Ê Although no date has been set, the FBI
criminal investigation is expected to be wrapped
up in a few weeks. Then the investigation moves
to the lab for a more microscopic look at what
happened.
Ê Ê Ê Ê With 5 percent of the plane still missing,
investigators hope that wonÕt keep them from

finding the answers they are looking for.
Ê Ê Ê Ê In July, the families of the victims will
be allowed to tour the reconstruction during
events to mark the first anniversary of the
disaster.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 13, 1997 6:22:55 AM PDT
To: Features@MSNBC.com
Subject: Mr. Hager TWA 800

Mr. Hager, John Barry Smith here, cargo door guy. If you backup
theory
to the crash of TWA 800 is a opening of a forward cargo door,
visit my
thousand page website on 747 cargo door accidents,
www.corazon.com or
call me at 408 659 3552.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 10, 1997 11:05:39 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Metal fatigue TWA 800 square door area

Mike, the whole metal fatigue issue should be examined, and
hasn't. Barry
To: DICKINAntsbgov

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Metal fatigue TWA 800 square door area
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Dickinson,
The cargo door shape is square. That squarish shape was the
cause of the Comet crashes. The first pressurized jet airliner had
squarish windows. Metal fatigue occurred at the corners of the
window and the fuselage cracked and ruptured suddenly leading
to disintegration of the aircraft in the sky. Just like TWA 800 and
other high time Boeing 747s.
The cargo door is not a window but the principle is the same,
weakness at corner of hatches in pressurized hull. Windows are
now small and oval; the door should be the same shape. It's not.
A very real possibility is the forward cargo door is opening
because the fuselage cracks at the already acknowledged weak
area of upper right corner of door frame. Fuselage cracks and
then door pops out tearing more skin with it leaving large hole
which 300 knot wind force crumples nose into wing, tearing off
nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage and engines to fall in
pieces. Fuel from wing meets running hot fodded engine number
three and ignites into fireball lower in altitude and later in time
after fuselage cracks at door corner.
Streak is door spinning away at evening sunlight; blip is door on
primary radar, CVR loud sound is explosive decompression,
abrupt power cut is nose tearing off severing power in Main
Equipment Compartment, wreckage patten consistent with nose
coming off falling in dense compact area and rest of plane spread
out. Missing bodies spit out from large hole near passengers and
ingested in engines. Last words of pilot were to change pressure
in pressurized hull and then hull ruptured, "Climb."

The metal fatigue explanation is another way to explain why
door opens in flight, as the evidence showed it did before. Could
be door frame split open. Section 41 is weak and near forward
top right door corner.
There was center tank fire. We agree. We agree it's mechanical.
The initial reports were forward cargo door as intial
location...until no bomb, and then search for cause went
elsewhere instead of staying with the evidence. Evidence had
initial spew of baggage material from forward cargo door area. If
bomb residue had been found, the explanation would have been
door opened because of bomb. Door still opened but not by
bomb, by unlatching or metal fatigue in the corners, just like
Comet.
Please explore the metal fatigue explanation.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 10, 1997 11:04:42 AM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Metal fatigue TWA 800 square door area

David, the whole metal fatigue issue has not been examined and
should be. Barry
To: DICKINAntsbgov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Metal fatigue TWA 800 square door area
Cc:
Bcc:

X-Attachments:
Mr. Dickinson,
The cargo door shape is square. That squarish shape was the
cause of the Comet crashes. The first pressurized jet airliner had
squarish windows. Metal fatigue occurred at the corners of the
window and the fuselage cracked and ruptured suddenly leading
to disintegration of the aircraft in the sky. Just like TWA 800 and
other high time Boeing 747s.
The cargo door is not a window but the principle is the same,
weakness at corner of hatches in pressurized hull. Windows are
now small and oval; the door should be the same shape. It's not.
A very real possibility is the forward cargo door is opening
because the fuselage cracks at the already acknowledged weak
area of upper right corner of door frame. Fuselage cracks and
then door pops out tearing more skin with it leaving large hole
which 300 knot wind force crumples nose into wing, tearing off
nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage and engines to fall in
pieces. Fuel from wing meets running hot fodded engine number
three and ignites into fireball lower in altitude and later in time
after fuselage cracks at door corner.
Streak is door spinning away at evening sunlight; blip is door on
primary radar, CVR loud sound is explosive decompression,
abrupt power cut is nose tearing off severing power in Main
Equipment Compartment, wreckage patten consistent with nose
coming off falling in dense compact area and rest of plane spread
out. Missing bodies spit out from large hole near passengers and
ingested in engines. Last words of pilot were to change pressure
in pressurized hull and then hull ruptured, "Climb."
The metal fatigue explanation is another way to explain why
door opens in flight, as the evidence showed it did before. Could
be door frame split open. Section 41 is weak and near forward
top right door corner.

There was center tank fire. We agree. We agree it's mechanical.
The initial reports were forward cargo door as intial
location...until no bomb, and then search for cause went
elsewhere instead of staying with the evidence. Evidence had
initial spew of baggage material from forward cargo door area. If
bomb residue had been found, the explanation would have been
door opened because of bomb. Door still opened but not by
bomb, by unlatching or metal fatigue in the corners, just like
Comet.
Please explore the metal fatigue explanation.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 10, 1997 10:47:12 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Metal fatigue TWA 800 square door area

Byron, I think you mentioned this aspect months ago, not
unlatching but metal fatigue in Section 41/42 area. What do you
think? Barry.
To: DICKINAntsbgov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Metal fatigue TWA 800 square door area
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Dickinson,
The cargo door shape is square. That squarish shape was the

cause of the Comet crashes. The first pressurized jet airliner had
squarish windows. Metal fatigue occurred at the corners of the
window and the fuselage cracked and ruptured suddenly leading
to disintegration of the aircraft in the sky. Just like TWA 800 and
other high time Boeing 747s.
The cargo door is not a window but the principle is the same,
weakness at corner of hatches in pressurized hull. Windows are
now small and oval; the door should be the same shape. It's not.
A very real possibility is the forward cargo door is opening
because the fuselage cracks at the already acknowledged weak
area of upper right corner of door frame. Fuselage cracks and
then door pops out tearing more skin with it leaving large hole
which 300 knot wind force crumples nose into wing, tearing off
nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage and engines to fall in
pieces. Fuel from wing meets running hot fodded engine number
three and ignites into fireball lower in altitude and later in time
after fuselage cracks at door corner.
Streak is door spinning away at evening sunlight; blip is door on
primary radar, CVR loud sound is explosive decompression,
abrupt power cut is nose tearing off severing power in Main
Equipment Compartment, wreckage patten consistent with nose
coming off falling in dense compact area and rest of plane spread
out. Missing bodies spit out from large hole near passengers and
ingested in engines. Last words of pilot were to change pressure
in pressurized hull and then hull ruptured, "Climb."
The metal fatigue explanation is another way to explain why
door opens in flight, as the evidence showed it did before. Could
be door frame split open. Section 41 is weak and near forward
top right door corner.
There was center tank fire. We agree. We agree it's mechanical.
The initial reports were forward cargo door as intial
location...until no bomb, and then search for cause went
elsewhere instead of staying with the evidence. Evidence had

initial spew of baggage material from forward cargo door area. If
bomb residue had been found, the explanation would have been
door opened because of bomb. Door still opened but not by
bomb, by unlatching or metal fatigue in the corners, just like
Comet.
Please explore the metal fatigue explanation.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 9, 1997 4:05:25 PM PDT
To: ssteele@eff.org
Subject: To be decided after body of text written,... not even
then.

Hi there.
Hi John.
This is the last e-mail I will be sending you.
No problem. But possibly not the last receiving from me. Unless
you say so. Here's the words. "Barry, don't send me any more
emails about, and I quote from your introduction on web page:
"how to ensure that legislators, access providers, and network
users do not stifle disagreeable speech."" Ask me to stop asking
you to do your job. No problem. I'm looking for someone who
will do their job. Tell me right away if you don't want to do your
job.
he
hit "respond" to your message,
Well, actually he hit, 'reply' not 'respond.'
So, the people in charge of protecting rights in cyberspace do not
know how to send email. I never have received the email from
Mike. He failed and you are explaining his failure. And showing
your own failure. Do you know the web? Can you go to my

thousand page web site at www.corazon.com?
'Reply' is what the bureaucrats do to emails, it takes up an
incredible amounts of space and is very inefficient. The emails
just keep getting bigger and bigger. You notice here I cut and
paste the relevant parts.
The tone of emails is different from letters, phone, and
telegraph. The style has migrated from the chat rooms; fast,
personal, emotional. Been hurt. Stop. Need help. Stop. Contact
me. Stop. Western Union old fashioned. Stop.
What you said in your e-mail was
perceived as a threat to the President's life,
By whom? You? A senator? Where is the threat? Come on now,
Shari, point out the words, the actual words. Where is the crime?
Don't run away. What did I say in my email that was "perceived
as a threat to the President's life,". There is none. It is nonviolent.
It is an alert. It is not a threat...unless the Senator perceives
contrary opinion as threat. I say cargo door; government says
center tank fire. I have given him disagreeable speech and he has
attempted to stifle me for it. The exact civil rights violation that
the EFF is designed to combat, and it happened in cyberspace.
I sent words; he sent guns.
So by your brush off I know you do not understand civil rights
as well as not being technically proficient in your field of
cyberspace.
One of these times, I will reach a responsible person. I thought I
had with you.
Good bye, Shari,
John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 9, 1997 3:33:05 PM PDT
To: letters@harpers.org
Subject: For Mr. Latham

Mr. Latham, I wrote something to Senator McCain about
connecting bad things happening to the US and the US retaliating
by bombing. You had the same thing in a recent 'Readings'.
Senator McCain sent two agents to my front door to interrogate
me based upon my writing. I enclose the following emails back
and forth to my legislators. I trust you will see the crime inside.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com 408 659 3552
To: samfarrhrhousegov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Requesting follow up on letter to Mr. Farr.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Sir, a week ago I personally hand delivered the below letter
to Mr. Farr's office on Alvarado in Monterey. I have not heard
any reply and was wondering, is anything being done? I'm used
to email and fast responses so I'll understand any delay using
paper letters and the mail service.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California

House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April
25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is anything I can do for you in the future, please let me
know." There is, sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise that a forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened, tore off, and led to the crash. You very nicely inquired to
the FAA asking for comment and they replied the doors are safe
as far as they know and if the NSTB says otherwise they will do
something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation with the same status as other assisting
groups, such as the manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of
the NTSB, Jim Hall, replied to your action on my behalf by
denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, the
legislative body with jurisdiction over the NTSB. Senator
McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and forwarded it to his

committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me for
contacting him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at
551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. They were
two Secret Service agents; senior agent Ms. Janice K. Griffen,
and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose office of the SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened.
What she told me is that my five year old daughter was left alone
in the company of those armed persons for a few minutes as my
wife went to change from her robe into something more
presentable. She was watering roses in our side garden when they
pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley, our
five year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and surprising him, was inside and went out to see
what was going on and answered their question of identity as
"Laura Ashley." I realize now she could have accidentally done
that surprise game with tragic consequences. I'm assuming the
guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use them, and they are
authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms.
Griffen who called me back. She said the next available time to
interview was 11 AM on Monday, 24 February, four days later. I
agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the

agents and available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I was not a threat to anyone or anything. I
expounded my mechanical explanation for the cause of the crash
of TWA 800 and implored them to take further action with other
Federal agencies, specifically the FAA and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from "McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I
had sent less than 24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The
referral of the visit was not "Farr's office," nor "the White
House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual, polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There
is one paragraph that refers to the President and airplane crashes
and bombs. It is melodramatic and I invite your attention to that
entire email of 19 February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or
comments." I accepted the invitation and I now hesitate to
comment again after causing armed agents to come to my front
door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to
TWA 800, in emails to the President, other staff and officials,
Senator McCain, and to you, sir, my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is
not good. My wife and child are now in the line of fire. That's
reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by

inducing fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant
to pursue the cargo door explanation through letters with elected
government leaders because of fear for the safety of my family. I
have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends are not pleased by the visits either. There is a
stigma to being investigated by a government agency. An
investigation is a powerful force and not to be misused as it has
in my case. Something must be done to stop the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can
you ask him for me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media and courts and would like to receive an explanation from
elected officials to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I
am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he
going to sic the FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men
to show up unannounced at my front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please
read the non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to
Senator McCain, 19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying
to prevent is another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door

opening in flight, as it has done before. To get the door fixed the
manufacturer has to be persuaded it is a problem. The FAA
through the NSTB can provide that persuasion. For me to
persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is the
cargo door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who
has jurisdiction over the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to
pursue the cargo door explanation or appoint me as a passenger
representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He investigated the messenger by causing an armed,
uninvited, and unannounced visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official government explanation for an aircraft accident, an
attempt to intimidate him into silence was made by visits of
armed agents to his house and wife and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced visits by armed agents speaking alone to my
partially clad wife and my five year old daughter at my front
door is a clear, non-acceptable threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry
Smith
MAJ, USA
(Ret)
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley
CA 93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com
Attachments:
1. Email 19 Dec 1996 from Senator McCain, cargo door matter
referred to his committee. Thanked for email to him.
2. Letter 28 Jan 1997 from Senator McCain, invitation to contact
him if further questions and comments.
3. Email 19 Feb 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
urging investigation into cargo door and initiating SS visit.
4. Email 19 April 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
asking for explanation for SS visit.
5. Email 7 Sep 1996 from Barry Smith to Representative Farr
stating the life of the President is in danger.
6. Letter 14 Feb 1997 from Representative Farr offering
assistance.

To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo

door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems

that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."

I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I
shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.

Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer

you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 8, 1997 8:02:20 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Assumptions

Mike, yeah, not FBI but SS. The principle is the same, it doesn't
make that much difference in this matter. The point is
assumptions can be wrong. I have found this out in the cargo
door investigation.
I have been led over and over again to believe in wrong
assumptions. And by very high officials, and high insurance
representatives, and high attorneys, and high media persons.
They were wrong only because the facts showed otherwise.
They did not lie. They let me believe what they wanted me to
believe by leading me along with not true and not substantiated
statements.
A reporter, me, checked out the story and got them to retract.
For instance, recently, a Canadian Transportation Safety Board
accident investigator for AI 182, Mr. John Garstang, emailed me
this:
Date: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400
From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>

To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal

Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft. During any aircraft crash, investigators
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause. In the case
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators. The latches were still in place,
and there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight
opening of
that door.
On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a
bomb blast
had occurred. Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.
Anybody
can say anything they want on the Internet. Put your money on
the experts;
you will win more often
Mike, I tracked down the anonymous sender of this erroneous
and misleading email from a high government transporation
official, John Garstang.

Mr. Garstang is polite and now admits his error. The door was
not retrieved. He says he reviewed Mountie videotapes from the
Indians and says the door if on the bottom of the ocean at 6700
feet and the latches are latched. I am not permitted to see the tape
because of the 12 year old criminal investigation. The thumb
sized cam sectors are seen turned around the locking pins. The
door landed just right after a disintegrating fall from 31000 feet.
Hey, it could happen!
So, old, murky, blurry tapes I can't see are interpreted in a way
that supports the officially held belief, bomb!
PA 103 is interpreted as bomb! although contrary to actual facts
on reconstruction and written in report.
But someone has to read the details and see the pictures; most are
on web site, certainly enough to justify a line of investigation
into door.
If you are going to believe in interpretations and not actual facts
of the evidence, then believe the experts, not some wacky guy on
the net. Ah, the experts. You are an expert, Mike, when it comes
to planes. Are you referring me to another expert to another and
there stands Dr. Loeb, alone, alone with his center tank explosion
as initial event.
That gets into Ezines. I am one of you, Mike. I am in a sense an
electronic aviation ezine, slower, less comprehensive, less
interesting, less relevant to most, but still fits the category of
periodically updated aviation information available to the public.
More like a specialized newsletter.
Enewsletter.
I am a ereporter. Writing for an enewsletter. I am an epublisher.
I guess I am subject to ecensorship.
Shall I write my Senator again? Who shall he send this time?
Talk about a chilling effect on someone who writes their
Congressman. I think twice about it that's for sure.
Anyway, the point is again, Mike, the assumption you made

about agents was wrong based upon prior correct information,
FBI visiting you. The assumptions you have made about cargo
door are wrong based upon prior correct information, NTSB
getting it right most of the time.
Agents Secret Service, cause of TWA 800 cargo door are the two
correct conclusions. Checked one, the agents, now check the
other, cargo door at my web site.
It's worth another look, Mike. If you are skeptical, ask me
questions in loud disbelieving voice in capitals and lots of
exclamation marks, it's OK.
Start with streak and blip, two real things only both explained by
door departing before destruction.
It is the biggest aviaton mystery in American history. It is life
and death.
Cheers, Barry

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: May 7, 1997 11:49:54 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Answers to two questions.

You got me, Barry. I assumed the federal agents were FBI
because the other
federal law enforcement agencies with which I'm familiar that
commonly call
their troops "agents" (e.g., ATF, DEA, Customs) seemed
extremely unlikely
candidates to have visited your house. I shouldn't assume.
_______________________________________
Michael D. Busch

Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Internet's aviation magazine
URL: http://www.avweb.com
Email: mbusch@avweb.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 7, 1997 8:35:58 PM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Answers to two questions.

Mike, thanks for responding:
Question #1: How could you possibly be surprised when a
couple of FBI
agents show up at your door?
Answer #1: I was not surprised when a couple of FBI agents
showed up at my door. FBI agents have never shown up at my
front door.
Question #2: Why do you make such a point of saying that the
FBI agents
were armed?
Answer #2: I did not make a point of saying the FBI agents were
armed. They were not FBI agents.
So, you see, Mike,
Thanks for the mail. I read every word.
means that you didn't read the part about them not being FBI
agents. Nowhere in the entire email is the three letter acronym
FBI written down.
Mike will you please now give me attention. If you can make a
mistake that glaring, then you are not paying attention. They

were not FBI agents, nowhere did I say they were. I did say what
the agents were. They were not FBI agents. You assumed
something in my writing that was wrong. It may be me and my
writing.
The error of agents is proof I am not getting a critical appraisal
of the cargo door explanation. I am dismissed by cursory
scanning. Please now say that if you were wrong about the type
agents, you could be wrong about TWA 800 crash cause. Review
both please. It's important.
Let's assume they were FBI agents, even though they were not.
Back to question #1. I would have been surprised, had they been
FBI agents, to have them show up, at my front door on my
owned property, uninvited, unannounced, armed to interrogate
me based upon an email I had sent to a Senator, at his invitation
for comment regarding a matter in his committee for review and
stated in a polite, nonviolent, factual manner but contrary opinion
to the government, me cargo door, them center tank fire.
Write your congressman and get guns next to your children? I
send words, they send guns. Mike, that's not right.
Yes, I was surprised when the non FBI armed Federal agents
showed up at my front door door on my owned property,
uninvited, unannounced, armed to interrogate me based upon an
email I had sent to a Senator, at his invitation for comment
regarding a matter in his committee for review and stated in a
polite, nonviolent, factual manner but contrary opinion to the
government, me cargo door, them center tank fire.
I even agree with center tank fire. I even say violence is wrong.
Do you doubt the agents were sent as a result of my email? Well,
I have it on tape from the agent's own mouth, "This referral was
from McCain's office."
I invite interview, I rebuff interrogation. I was intimidated,
interrogated, and passed.
Question #2. Handguns carried by persons authorized to shoot to

kill came on my property uninivited and were alone with my
wife and alone with my daughter and I was unaware.
On my property at my front door with guns. I don't shake that
off, that is real.
The Federal agents wanted information from me, yes? Call me
on the phone. Or set up an appointment. We can meet in a
comfortable location, like their San Jose Office. Do not come to
my front door armed and with surprise.
And the fact that you accept that, Mike, shows how cowed you
are to government intrusion, abuse of power, and violation of
citizen's rights.
Mike you live and die by the First Amendment and yet you do
not protect it. Handguns near my daughter focus my attention.
Maybe you were intimidated long ago by the four FBI agents,
armed, who did you wrong and got away with it. And it was at
your office, not at home with your children. Misrepresentation
means they lied.
The Federal agents are not to blame, it is the Senator who
referred them to me based upon words. I send words, peaceful
words of mechanical explanation for crash and they send guns in
a surprise visit.
Now if one of them
unholstered a weapon, THEN you might have cause for
complaint.
Now if one of them
unholstered a weapon, and fired it, THEN you might have cause
for complaint.
Now if one of them
unholstered a weapon, fired it and hit someone, THEN you might
have cause for complaint.

Now if one of them
unholstered a weapon, fired it, hit your daughter and killed her,
THEN you might have cause for complaint.
Stop the enemy before it is in your trench and you have to knife
fight.
FBI, HA!, Here is my recent email to them, Mike:
To: newyorkfbigov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Calling your bluff
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear FBI,
I'm calling your bluff. You are not leaving 'no stone unturned.'
There is a stone unturned. Interview me, call me at 408 659
3552, let me talk to FBI aviation expert, let me present my case
for mechanical cause of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight brought down TWA 800.
You are a general investigative agency, not specialized. You are
not the Federal Bureau of Bomb Investigation or Federal Bureau
of Terrorist Investigation.
Solve the mystery, examine all aspects. I have one, mechanical
failure of door. Interview me. Call me. Do not show up
unannounced at my front door. Review my web site,
www.corazon.com
Ignoring reasonable, documented, and happened before
explanation for a terrible event over which you have jurisdiction
is not doing what Mr. Kallstrom said below. It does not give the
public faith and trust in the FBI.
Calling me and checking out my explanation does.

Sincerely, John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552.

Kallstrom stressed the importance of the public
having "faith and
trust" in accepting the
conclusions reached
by investigators.
He said that every
effort was being made be made
"to explain every
hole in the plane and light in the
sky. "I want to leave
no stone unturned, look at
every possible way
we can look at it and then reach
a conclusion."
So you see, Mike, I ask the FBI to call me, and they don't. I do
not ask them to show up uninvited and armed on my property.
There is a difference. I invite you to call me, but not show up
uninvited and armed at my front door.
You read my email to Senator McCain initiating the agent visit.
It is not threatening in any way. It does not justify goons with
guns to home or author. Only in a strange America can that
happen.
By the way, the Federal agents who showed up at my house are
more likely to use the weapons than FBI agents. FBI agents are

the model of restraint compared to the agents that visited my
house.
So, the point, the point is, me today, you tomorrow.
You have been tweaking the FBI's nose in your insolent reports
on TWA 800 investigation. Making fun of them. Do you now feel
that the FBI is justified in showing up at your front door,
uninvited, and unannounced, armed, and directed to interrorgate
you?
I offered contrary opinion to government, Senator McCain is
protecting the reputation of his agencies, the NSTB. He does not
want them wrong.
They are right. There was a center tank fire. It was not initial
event. Cargo door opening for mystery reason happened before
center tank fire and the door was seen as departing streak and
picked up as blip on radar.
But, OK, Mike you are part of the problem of the unsolved
mystery of TWA 800 by not doing your duty as aviation
journalist to report and present all reasonable explanations for the
crash.
And that's why it is so very upsetting to see AVWeb report on
methane gas and other less believeable explanations for TWA
800 while omitting cargo door.
If you say you are afraid of government retaliation for printing
cargo door explanation, then OK, I'll understand. No problem.
Let me go away in peace.
But don't tell me you read every word and didn't realize the
agents were not FBI. FBI agents are pussycats compared to the
agents that interrogated me.
And again, I find, as I travel through this crazy world, whenever
I tell a government abuse story, the person I'm telling it to tells
me a bigger abuse story, that happened to them personally.
Your four agent story is bigger than my two agents.
Well some take it and some don't.

I don't.
I resist by emailing you, aviation journalist, hoping to get some
light of day on these abuses. They will then stop. But someone
has to stand up and it's me.
And it's lonely, the EFF has not helped, the ACLU is unknown, I
will not pay a lawyer anything, so I am alone writing emails. And
getting visits by Federal, not FBI, agents.
It's a life and death issue, I have lost pride. Either rule out door
or rule it in, not ignore it.
Thanks for responding, Mike, it's easy to shake head and walk
away, you didn't.
I am in discussions with friends about lifting bodies and gliding
range of airfoil shaped pieces of cargo door launched at 300
knots at 13700 feet. It can go far. It will show up as blip.
I'm making a list of data to be requested from NSTB for public
docket at public hearing on 800 this summer/fall. Thinks like
exact times and locations of events such as fireball, cvr stop,
transponder stop, engine breakdown, detailed wreckage plot of
all items on ocean floor, and detailed photographs of damage
start area. Any more you'd like to know? Inquiring reporter? Or
accept spoon fed pablum from government officials? They are so
self assured, and so arrogant, and so contemptuous of citizens.
And so incomplete. Well, the error will happen again whenever
another door pops and we can go through this whole drill again,
like in 1985, 1988, and 1996. High time B747s disintegrate in
sky suddenly and what could it be? Four accidents, four official
explanations for incredibly similar accidents which indicate one
common cause.
They were either all bombs, all missiles, all center tank
explosions, or all inadvertently opened cargo doors. Pick one.
By the way, The President's Life is still in danger. He still can fly
in E4Bs. That's an alert notice about a mechanical problem, it is
not a threat from a person. Send aircraft investigators to me, not

armed Secret Service agents.
Cheers, Barry

Offending paragraph repeated below. Does it justify sending
armed agents to interrogate?
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: May 7, 1997 2:57:41 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Be careful who and what you write

Barry,
Thanks for the mail. I read every word.
You go "high-profile" on your cargo door theory, and you write
letters to
every government official you can find, and to every relevant
legislator on
Capitol Hill. You know that the FBI is deeply involved in this
investigation. (They shouldn't be in my opinion, but they are.)
Question #1: How could you possibly be surprised when a
couple of FBI
agents show up at your door? Seems to me you should have
been
overjoyed...at least someone took your letters seriously enough to
follow
up. Who'd you expect to show up to interview you...Jim Hall?
Question #2: Why do you make such a point of saying that the
FBI agents
were armed? Have you ever heard of an UNARMED agent? I
teach aviation
classes for FBI agents several times a year. The agents come to
class in
shorts and tee shirts, but I guarantee you every one of them is
carrying a
concealed weapon. That's what FBI agents do. Now if one of
them
unholstered a weapon, THEN you might have cause for
complaint.
Best...Mike

P.S. I do understand the sense of violation one gets from an
unexpected
visit from the FBI. I once had FOUR armed FBI agents show up
at my place
of business to serve me a subpoena. They misrepresented
themselves to my
receptionist as being from another computer company. When my
wife (who
worked with me at the time) discovered who they really were,
she got
incensed, locked the door, and refused to let them in until they
called
their supervisor on the radio and had him phone in an apology
for the
misrepresentation. Only then did we unlock the door and allow
them to
serve their papers on me.
It's an unfortunate fact of life that FBI agents are trained to deal
with
bad guys, and they often behave that way even when dealing
with ordinary
citizens.
_______________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Internet's aviation magazine
URL: http://www.avweb.com
Email: mbusch@avweb.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 7, 1997 8:25:30 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Be careful who and what you write

So, Mike, more documentation on request. All true below. I do
have a thousand page site, send updates to selected persons,
publish letters to editor, and make it available to the public.
Corazon.com is a newsletter in my definition. Electronic Ezine
even.
Stand idly by as I get chilled, then scream loudly when your ox
is gored.
Cheers, Barry
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April
25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is anything I can do for you in the future, please let me
know." There is, sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you

regarding my premise that a forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened, tore off, and led to the crash. You very nicely inquired to
the FAA asking for comment and they replied the doors are safe
as far as they know and if the NSTB says otherwise they will do
something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation with the same status as other assisting
groups, such as the manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of
the NTSB, Jim Hall, replied to your action on my behalf by
denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, the
legislative body with jurisdiction over the NTSB. Senator
McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and forwarded it to his
committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me for
contacting him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at
551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. They were
two Secret Service agents; senior agent Ms. Janice K. Griffen,
and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose office of the SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened.
What she told me is that my five year old daughter was left alone
in the company of those armed persons for a few minutes as my
wife went to change from her robe into something more
presentable. She was watering roses in our side garden when they
pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley, our

five year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and surprising him, was inside and went out to see
what was going on and answered their question of identity as
"Laura Ashley." I realize now she could have accidentally done
that surprise game with tragic consequences. I'm assuming the
guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use them, and they are
authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms.
Griffen who called me back. She said the next available time to
interview was 11 AM on Monday, 24 February, four days later. I
agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the
agents and available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I was not a threat to anyone or anything. I
expounded my mechanical explanation for the cause of the crash
of TWA 800 and implored them to take further action with other
Federal agencies, specifically the FAA and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from "McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I
had sent less than 24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The
referral of the visit was not "Farr's office," nor "the White
House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual, polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There
is one paragraph that refers to the President and airplane crashes
and bombs. It is melodramatic and I invite your attention to that
entire email of 19 February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or

comments." I accepted the invitation and I now hesitate to
comment again after causing armed agents to come to my front
door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to
TWA 800, in emails to the President, other staff and officials,
Senator McCain, and to you, sir, my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is
not good. My wife and child are now in the line of fire. That's
reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant
to pursue the cargo door explanation through letters with elected
government leaders because of fear for the safety of my family. I
have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends are not pleased by the visits either. There is a
stigma to being investigated by a government agency. An
investigation is a powerful force and not to be misused as it has
in my case. Something must be done to stop the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can
you ask him for me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media and courts and would like to receive an explanation from
elected officials to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an

elected official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I
am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he
going to sic the FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men
to show up unannounced at my front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please
read the non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to
Senator McCain, 19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying
to prevent is another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door
opening in flight, as it has done before. To get the door fixed the
manufacturer has to be persuaded it is a problem. The FAA
through the NSTB can provide that persuasion. For me to
persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is the
cargo door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who
has jurisdiction over the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to
pursue the cargo door explanation or appoint me as a passenger
representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He investigated the messenger by causing an armed,
uninvited, and unannounced visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official government explanation for an aircraft accident, an
attempt to intimidate him into silence was made by visits of
armed agents to his house and wife and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by unknown terrorists.

My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced visits by armed agents speaking alone to my
partially clad wife and my five year old daughter at my front
door is a clear, non-acceptable threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry
Smith
MAJ, USA
(Ret)
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley
CA 93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site

www.corazon.com
Attachments:
1. Email 19 Dec 1996 from Senator McCain, cargo door matter
referred to his committee. Thanked for email to him.
2. Letter 28 Jan 1997 from Senator McCain, invitation to contact
him if further questions and comments.
3. Email 19 Feb 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
urging investigation into cargo door and initiating SS visit.
4. Email 19 April 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
asking for explanation for SS visit.
5. Email 7 Sep 1996 from Barry Smith to Representative Farr
stating the life of the President is in danger.
6. Letter 14 Feb 1997 from Representative Farr offering
assistance.
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate

Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,

Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression

which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I
shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane

crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500

From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.

The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 7, 1997 8:25:08 AM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Be careful who and what you write

So, David, more documentation on request. All true below. I do
have a thousand page site, send updates to selected persons,
publish letters to editor, and make it available to the public.

Corazon.com is a newsletter in my definition. Electronic Ezine
even.
Stand idly by as I get chilled, then scream loudly when your ox
is gored.
Cheers, Barry
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April
25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is anything I can do for you in the future, please let me
know." There is, sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise that a forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened, tore off, and led to the crash. You very nicely inquired to
the FAA asking for comment and they replied the doors are safe
as far as they know and if the NSTB says otherwise they will do
something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation with the same status as other assisting

groups, such as the manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of
the NTSB, Jim Hall, replied to your action on my behalf by
denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, the
legislative body with jurisdiction over the NTSB. Senator
McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and forwarded it to his
committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me for
contacting him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at
551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. They were
two Secret Service agents; senior agent Ms. Janice K. Griffen,
and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose office of the SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened.
What she told me is that my five year old daughter was left alone
in the company of those armed persons for a few minutes as my
wife went to change from her robe into something more
presentable. She was watering roses in our side garden when they
pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley, our
five year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and surprising him, was inside and went out to see
what was going on and answered their question of identity as
"Laura Ashley." I realize now she could have accidentally done
that surprise game with tragic consequences. I'm assuming the
guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use them, and they are
authorized to shoot to kill.

The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms.
Griffen who called me back. She said the next available time to
interview was 11 AM on Monday, 24 February, four days later. I
agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the
agents and available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I was not a threat to anyone or anything. I
expounded my mechanical explanation for the cause of the crash
of TWA 800 and implored them to take further action with other
Federal agencies, specifically the FAA and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from "McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I
had sent less than 24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The
referral of the visit was not "Farr's office," nor "the White
House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual, polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There
is one paragraph that refers to the President and airplane crashes
and bombs. It is melodramatic and I invite your attention to that
entire email of 19 February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or
comments." I accepted the invitation and I now hesitate to
comment again after causing armed agents to come to my front
door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to
TWA 800, in emails to the President, other staff and officials,
Senator McCain, and to you, sir, my Representative in Congress.

Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is
not good. My wife and child are now in the line of fire. That's
reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant
to pursue the cargo door explanation through letters with elected
government leaders because of fear for the safety of my family. I
have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends are not pleased by the visits either. There is a
stigma to being investigated by a government agency. An
investigation is a powerful force and not to be misused as it has
in my case. Something must be done to stop the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can
you ask him for me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media and courts and would like to receive an explanation from
elected officials to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I
am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he
going to sic the FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men
to show up unannounced at my front door?

I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please
read the non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to
Senator McCain, 19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying
to prevent is another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door
opening in flight, as it has done before. To get the door fixed the
manufacturer has to be persuaded it is a problem. The FAA
through the NSTB can provide that persuasion. For me to
persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is the
cargo door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who
has jurisdiction over the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to
pursue the cargo door explanation or appoint me as a passenger
representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He investigated the messenger by causing an armed,
uninvited, and unannounced visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official government explanation for an aircraft accident, an
attempt to intimidate him into silence was made by visits of
armed agents to his house and wife and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced visits by armed agents speaking alone to my
partially clad wife and my five year old daughter at my front
door is a clear, non-acceptable threat.

Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry
Smith
MAJ, USA
(Ret)
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley
CA 93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com
Attachments:
1. Email 19 Dec 1996 from Senator McCain, cargo door matter
referred to his committee. Thanked for email to him.
2. Letter 28 Jan 1997 from Senator McCain, invitation to contact
him if further questions and comments.

3. Email 19 Feb 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
urging investigation into cargo door and initiating SS visit.
4. Email 19 April 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
asking for explanation for SS visit.
5. Email 7 Sep 1996 from Barry Smith to Representative Farr
stating the life of the President is in danger.
6. Letter 14 Feb 1997 from Representative Farr offering
assistance.
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)

I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in

flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a

messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I
shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then

someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.

As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because

there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 7, 1997 8:24:56 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Careful what and who you write

So, Byron, more documentation on request. All true below. I do
have a thousand page site, send updates to selected persons,
publish letters to editor, and make it available to the public.
Corazon.com is a newsletter in my definition. Electronic Ezine
even.
Stand idly by as I get chilled, then scream loudly when your ox
is gored.
Cheers, Barry
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress

17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April
25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is anything I can do for you in the future, please let me
know." There is, sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise that a forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened, tore off, and led to the crash. You very nicely inquired to
the FAA asking for comment and they replied the doors are safe
as far as they know and if the NSTB says otherwise they will do
something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation with the same status as other assisting
groups, such as the manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of
the NTSB, Jim Hall, replied to your action on my behalf by
denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, the
legislative body with jurisdiction over the NTSB. Senator

McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and forwarded it to his
committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me for
contacting him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at
551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. They were
two Secret Service agents; senior agent Ms. Janice K. Griffen,
and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose office of the SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened.
What she told me is that my five year old daughter was left alone
in the company of those armed persons for a few minutes as my
wife went to change from her robe into something more
presentable. She was watering roses in our side garden when they
pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley, our
five year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and surprising him, was inside and went out to see
what was going on and answered their question of identity as
"Laura Ashley." I realize now she could have accidentally done
that surprise game with tragic consequences. I'm assuming the
guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use them, and they are
authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms.
Griffen who called me back. She said the next available time to
interview was 11 AM on Monday, 24 February, four days later. I
agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and

fifteen minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the
agents and available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I was not a threat to anyone or anything. I
expounded my mechanical explanation for the cause of the crash
of TWA 800 and implored them to take further action with other
Federal agencies, specifically the FAA and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from "McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I
had sent less than 24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The
referral of the visit was not "Farr's office," nor "the White
House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual, polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There
is one paragraph that refers to the President and airplane crashes
and bombs. It is melodramatic and I invite your attention to that
entire email of 19 February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or
comments." I accepted the invitation and I now hesitate to
comment again after causing armed agents to come to my front
door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to
TWA 800, in emails to the President, other staff and officials,
Senator McCain, and to you, sir, my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is
not good. My wife and child are now in the line of fire. That's
reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected officials when invited must stop.

Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant
to pursue the cargo door explanation through letters with elected
government leaders because of fear for the safety of my family. I
have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends are not pleased by the visits either. There is a
stigma to being investigated by a government agency. An
investigation is a powerful force and not to be misused as it has
in my case. Something must be done to stop the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can
you ask him for me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media and courts and would like to receive an explanation from
elected officials to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I
am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he
going to sic the FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men
to show up unannounced at my front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please
read the non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to
Senator McCain, 19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying

to prevent is another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door
opening in flight, as it has done before. To get the door fixed the
manufacturer has to be persuaded it is a problem. The FAA
through the NSTB can provide that persuasion. For me to
persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is the
cargo door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who
has jurisdiction over the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to
pursue the cargo door explanation or appoint me as a passenger
representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He investigated the messenger by causing an armed,
uninvited, and unannounced visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official government explanation for an aircraft accident, an
attempt to intimidate him into silence was made by visits of
armed agents to his house and wife and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced visits by armed agents speaking alone to my
partially clad wife and my five year old daughter at my front
door is a clear, non-acceptable threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry
Smith
MAJ, USA
(Ret)
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley
CA 93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com
Attachments:
1. Email 19 Dec 1996 from Senator McCain, cargo door matter
referred to his committee. Thanked for email to him.
2. Letter 28 Jan 1997 from Senator McCain, invitation to contact
him if further questions and comments.
3. Email 19 Feb 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
urging investigation into cargo door and initiating SS visit.
4. Email 19 April 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
asking for explanation for SS visit.
5. Email 7 Sep 1996 from Barry Smith to Representative Farr
stating the life of the President is in danger.
6. Letter 14 Feb 1997 from Representative Farr offering

assistance.
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo

door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems

that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."

I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I
shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.

Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer

you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 7, 1997 8:24:38 AM PDT
To: msnewsmailonsundaycouk
Subject: Be careful who and what you write

So, Nick, more documentation on request. All true below. I do
have a thousand page site, send updates to selected persons,
publish letters to editor, and make it available to the public.
Corazon.com is a newsletter in my definition. Electronic Ezine
even.
Stand idly by as I get chilled, then scream loudly when your ox
is gored.
Cheers, Barry
Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,

Friday, April
25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is anything I can do for you in the future, please let me
know." There is, sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise that a forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened, tore off, and led to the crash. You very nicely inquired to
the FAA asking for comment and they replied the doors are safe
as far as they know and if the NSTB says otherwise they will do
something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation with the same status as other assisting
groups, such as the manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of
the NTSB, Jim Hall, replied to your action on my behalf by
denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, the
legislative body with jurisdiction over the NTSB. Senator
McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and forwarded it to his
committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me for
contacting him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a

civilian vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at
551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. They were
two Secret Service agents; senior agent Ms. Janice K. Griffen,
and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose office of the SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened.
What she told me is that my five year old daughter was left alone
in the company of those armed persons for a few minutes as my
wife went to change from her robe into something more
presentable. She was watering roses in our side garden when they
pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley, our
five year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and surprising him, was inside and went out to see
what was going on and answered their question of identity as
"Laura Ashley." I realize now she could have accidentally done
that surprise game with tragic consequences. I'm assuming the
guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use them, and they are
authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms.
Griffen who called me back. She said the next available time to
interview was 11 AM on Monday, 24 February, four days later. I
agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the
agents and available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I was not a threat to anyone or anything. I
expounded my mechanical explanation for the cause of the crash
of TWA 800 and implored them to take further action with other
Federal agencies, specifically the FAA and NSTB.

The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from "McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I
had sent less than 24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The
referral of the visit was not "Farr's office," nor "the White
House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual, polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There
is one paragraph that refers to the President and airplane crashes
and bombs. It is melodramatic and I invite your attention to that
entire email of 19 February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or
comments." I accepted the invitation and I now hesitate to
comment again after causing armed agents to come to my front
door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to
TWA 800, in emails to the President, other staff and officials,
Senator McCain, and to you, sir, my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is
not good. My wife and child are now in the line of fire. That's
reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant
to pursue the cargo door explanation through letters with elected
government leaders because of fear for the safety of my family. I
have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends are not pleased by the visits either. There is a

stigma to being investigated by a government agency. An
investigation is a powerful force and not to be misused as it has
in my case. Something must be done to stop the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can
you ask him for me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media and courts and would like to receive an explanation from
elected officials to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I
am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he
going to sic the FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men
to show up unannounced at my front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please
read the non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to
Senator McCain, 19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying
to prevent is another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door
opening in flight, as it has done before. To get the door fixed the
manufacturer has to be persuaded it is a problem. The FAA
through the NSTB can provide that persuasion. For me to
persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is the
cargo door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who
has jurisdiction over the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to

pursue the cargo door explanation or appoint me as a passenger
representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He investigated the messenger by causing an armed,
uninvited, and unannounced visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official government explanation for an aircraft accident, an
attempt to intimidate him into silence was made by visits of
armed agents to his house and wife and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced visits by armed agents speaking alone to my
partially clad wife and my five year old daughter at my front
door is a clear, non-acceptable threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry
Smith
MAJ, USA
(Ret)

551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley
CA 93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com
Attachments:
1. Email 19 Dec 1996 from Senator McCain, cargo door matter
referred to his committee. Thanked for email to him.
2. Letter 28 Jan 1997 from Senator McCain, invitation to contact
him if further questions and comments.
3. Email 19 Feb 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
urging investigation into cargo door and initiating SS visit.
4. Email 19 April 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
asking for explanation for SS visit.
5. Email 7 Sep 1996 from Barry Smith to Representative Farr
stating the life of the President is in danger.
6. Letter 14 Feb 1997 from Representative Farr offering
assistance.
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:

X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)

Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's

happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the

danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I
shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)

408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator

JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.

LCDR Don Lawson

From: Shari Steele <ssteele@eff.org>
Date: May 7, 1997 4:57:04 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: mnemonic@eff.org, dennis@eff.org
Subject: Re: Contact again and again and again.

Hi John.
This is the last e-mail I will be sending you. Let me start by
telling
you that Mike Godwin believed he had sent a note directly to you
-- he
hit "respond" to your message, only the message had been
forwarded by
Dennis, so his response went to Dennis. No one was ignoring
you.
That said, this is not an EFF issue. What you said in your e-mail
was
perceived as a threat to the President's life, which is illegal under
federal law and a sure-fire way to get Secret Service agents
showing up
at your door. You may have been trying to be dramatic in your
depiction
of what could happen if Air Force One's door failed, but the
Secret
Service obviously believed it was a threat. They don't have a
sense of
humor when it comes to this topic.

EFF works on civil liberties issues *online.* While your e-mail
triggered these events, this is not an issue unique to online
communications.
Shari
Shari Steele, Staff Attorney, Electronic Frontier Foundation
John Barry Smith wrote:
Shari, I know they call you Sherry and it bugs you. I am Barry
and they
call me Berry and it bugs me.
Thank you very very very much for your latest email, down
below, which
explained a lot.
Please forgive me for implying ever that you were ignoring me.
You have
not ignored me. You have paid attention to me. Thank you.
Still nothing from Mike Godwin and his buddy Dennis
Derryberry regarding
your attachments, below, which you have very intelligently
attached so that
I know what is going on.
Shall we analyze Mike's letter?
I can't tell from your letter
So, whose fault is that, Mike? Mine?
OK, mine, not clear enough. I'm stupid. Sorry, Mike, I apologize
for not
being clear enough for you. Shari agrees with you, according to
"I agree
with Mike's assessment of your situation.". Well, she understood
it. But
she had read more of the story. I was being coy, Mike. To have

armed agents
show up at one's front door, uninvited and unannounced based on
an email is
to make one coy about emailing others. Am I safe emailing you,
Mike, staff
attorney off...yeah, What is your title, Mike. I prefer Mr. Godwin.
Mr.
Godwin, sir, please help me.
Oh, Shari, I need help in all aspects of my goal of saving lives
by
explaining the cause of an airplane crash contrary to the
government's
point of view. I emailed a senator, the most important from your
point of
view, in charge of encryption, in charge of telecommunications,
Senator
John McCain, Chairman of the Senate Committee of Commerce,
Science and
Transportation. John McCain, who I want to be President some
day, did a bad
thing. He violated the Constitution he is sworn to uphold.
Freedom of
speech, I said something he didn't like, he acted by sending two
armed
agents to my front door to check me out, to interrogate me, the
messenger,
not the cargo door, the message. 'Interrogate' used correctly.
Uninvited,
Unannounced. They were alone with my five year old daugther.
And my wife,
in robe. I was gone, ten miles away, whistling happily as I had
my car
washed on the day after my 53rd birthday, little knowing my five

year old
daughter, Laura Ashley, was alone with two strange persons with
handguns
authorized to fire and shoot to kill and who were on a mission, on
duty, as
Secret Service agents, Janice K. Griffen and Richard Metzger,
San Jose
United States Secret Service Office, phone 4085355288.
I dodged a bullet, figuratively speaking. Not to happen again,
literally
speaking.
So, reality... Reality/not reality. What is the US Constitution?
Yeah, I
believe in it, even though it is not real. It's ideas. Especially the
Bill
of Rights. You have a zealot here when it comes to the Bill of
Rights.
Every one of them. Right now, let's work on it. Which
Amendment of the US
Constitution has been violated when two armed agents show up
at your front
door based upon a polite email sent less than 24 hours earlier?
Shari, do you believe me? If in doubt, let's stop now before we
go
further. How do I know the visit/interview/interrogration
was triggered by Senator McCain? I have it on audio on video
tape taken
during visit/interview/interrogation. Want to hear it?
I have the email which triggered it. Want to read it?
OK it's below. With the forward arrows in front of the quotes.
It's dated
19 February, my birthday. I got melodramatic on by birthday.
Plea. My plea to you, Shari, my plea, my plea.

I have plead my life away. To government officials, the media,
the
manufacturer, and now to court of last resort. EFF. The Court of
Last
Resort.
Shari Steele meets Barry Smith in the Court of Last Resort. I'm
begging.
I'm virtually begging. My knees are virtually on the floor and my
hands are
virtually up, pleading, pleading...
Hasn't worked so far.
No more pleading.
EFF is designed, built and operated for a case like this. Freedom
of
Speech. Right to freedom to petition the government for redress.
No search
without warrant. They came on my property without permission,
which I would
not have given with handguns and five year old present.
Shari Steele. Steele. Do you have steel, Ms. Steele? Do you
follow
committment?
Answer me now: Do you believe I was visited/interviewed/
interrogated by
the Secret Service? Do you belive the reason I was
visited/interviewed/interrogated by the Secret Service was
because of an
email I had sent to Senator John McCain R-Ariz, Chairman of
the United
States Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation? Do you
believe the referral by the Senator to the Secret Service was
justified?

If you believe I was visited/interviewed/interrogated by the
Secret
Service for an email I sent Senator McCain and the
visit/interview/interrogation was unjustified, what crimes were
committed?
Shall I start? Is the Constitution the Supreme Law in the United
States
of America on 6 May 1997?
If not, then we end everything. If the law of an individual
powerful
person becomes the law, different than the Constitution, then
trouble. Big
trouble.
But, Shari, let's get down to inner place. Is it wrong for two
armed
strangers to show up at your front door unannounced and
uninvited because
you wrote your congressman?
I say yes, and if you say no, then it's all over.
Nice to have met you, Ms. Steele.
When your ox is gored, you will understand the intimidation, the
chilling,
the reticence, to email, to correspond with your elected
government
officials, specifically, John McCain, Chairman of .....yeah, yeah
yeah.
What is the sequence? I think it is Commerce first of course, then
Science,
then Transportation. Very powerful and Senator McCain is using
it well. He
held encryption hearings. This is the man to make the decision to
have
mandatory encryption, not forbid it.

Anyway. Decision time, Shari.
Is this the ticket to paradise? Some guy sends an email to a
Senator and
gets a Secret Service v/i/i in return. Civil rights reputation made
when
Ms. Shari Steele, Staff Attorney, Electronic Frontier Foundation,
extracts
apology from the Senator for his gross abuse of power and atones
by
granting the person offended something that gets the forward
cargo door
fixed on Boeing 747s. I need help on that too.
Appeal. Plea. Pleas. Please.
I should end but I can't. Too important.
Life and death. Really, reality, life and death. A pregnant woman
was on
Air India Flight 182 and the aircraft burst apart after door
opened, just
like PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. As she fell from 31000
feet the baby was
born. The baby survived the fall to surface of sea, the mother
didn't, the
baby drowned. Cause of death of seven month old-drowning.
So can't quit. Faulty forward cargo door has caused four
accidents and
will again. TWA 800 is just the most recent. My explanation of
faulty cargo
door is contrary to the official government NTSB explanation of
center tank
explosion. I am trying to get door investigated. The cargo door
explanation
was reviewed by Mr. Chris Paul, on Senator's McCain's staff, and
forwarded

to the full Committee for review. I was emailing Senator McCain
about that
matter, my matter, he had put in Committee. I was melodramatic
in one
paragraph, literary license there. At no time did I threaten
anyone, in
fact, I was anti-violent in my words. I said violence was wrong.
So, why did Senator McCain call the SS, Ms. SSTeele?
ssteele
That was in your address header. What a great name. Like SST,
Supersonic
Transport.
A fast eel. Teal. Steel. Steal.
Hmmm...
Why did Senator McCain call the feds in on me, by surprise, at
my front
door, with guns.
'cause they are all scared shitless, that's why, Shari.
Not a good situation to have in high echelons of government.
Echleon: level
of command, position of authority, rank. Scared of the word,
"bomb". Do you
know, Shari, that to say the National Anthem in line for a plane
ticket
would get you arrested as you say, "Bombs bursting in air..."
The government leaders are spring loaded with fear. That's why
they do
what they do. And it's wrong.
So, this is US Senate level with FAA Executive level and Judicial
with
courts, lawyers, you. Legislative, Executive, Judicial, the three
legs to
the stool. Armed visits by agents based on email only is Supreme

Court
material.
So, it is big. My congressmen, Representative Sam Farr, 17th
California
District, which includes Carmel Valley, where I live, vote, pay
taxes, has
received similar emails from me regarding the forward cargo
door on Boeing
747s. He acted in my behalf. He did not refer the Secret Service
to me. He
is a Democrat, McCain is a Republican.
Mr. Farr has not yet responded to my pleas for explanation for
the
visit/interview/interrogation. Senator McCain has not reponded
either. Mike
Godwin has not responded. Oh, he made up an email, forwarded
it to Dennis
Derryberry assuming Dennis Derryberry would send it to me.
And Dennis
Derrberry has not gotten round to sending it yet. Maybe
tomorrow. Or the
next. Or never. Let's see if I ever do get that email from Mike
Godwin
saying. "I can't tell..."
OK, Mike, don't tell. Don't tell.
So, you see Shari, your two pointed directions to me to talk to
Mike are
not going to work. It's you who has responded. You are the one.
Or not. Forget the whole thing. Visits by handgun armed persons
authorized to shoot and kill to one's front door because of an
email sent
to an elected official is fine, no problem. I caused it. I invited it.
It's

not a big deal.
Yes, Shari, back to the rape crisis center. A victim walks in. I've
been
violated, she says to the person at the door. The person says, talk
to
these two people. The victim goes to each of the two people and
says, help
me.
One of the two persons at the rape crisis center says, 'uh, I don't
know
what are you talking about, but the agents were nice (to let you
tape the
"interviews") and come back when you are more coherent.'
The other person in the rape crisis center hears the story, with
more
info, and says, "You've been taken care of, Miss, and I agree with
the
treatment, and anything else, see him."
So, I sit and think. Do they believe I have been raped? Do they
agree I
know who did it? Do they think I deserved it? Do they think rape
is not a
big deal?
I say maybe. Maybe they don't believe me. So it is up to the
victim to
persuade his/her benefactors that he/she should be helped.
I have been raped. I know who did it. I did not deserve it. It is a
big deal.
My American right has been violated, free press/email. I know
who did it,
Senator John McCain, R-Ariz. I did not deserve it, judge for
yourself. It
is a big deal when the highest law of the land is broken.

So, shall I beg? Been there, done that, didn't work. Shouldn't
work. I
would not reward begging; it gets worse.
So, reason? Reason, HA! Science, knowledge, facts, evidence,
real things
and not wishful thinking? HA!
Emotion? Well, did that with the baby story. Yeah, actually,
Shari,
there's worse, but not now.
Power? What power, I'm sworn to nonviolence, not threatening.
But not non
rude. I can be rude. Or funny. Or melodramatic.
Shall we examine the offending paragraph? (It may be the 'Woof
Woof"
later on in email that triggered off the Secret Service call.)
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in
this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with
varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why
not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we attacked and
bombed North
Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed
Libya. After
TWA 800 in 1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thoughtto-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command
Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with outward opening cargo
doors) have
that forward door open in flight tearing off fuselage skin
allowing the

300 knot CAS slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to
the
death and destruction of all aboard including the President and
other
high officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it
would be
wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The
door has failed before.)"
So, Shari, what do you think? Was the above paragraph enough
to get the
goons out? The kook chasers. The visit/interview/interrogation is
on video
tape. Ever wondered what it's like to go through a government
visit/interview/interrogation? It's there and very revealing.
Professional agents, very polite, very sharp. They were doing
their job.
My issue in not with the Secret Service, it is the request for
investigation by Senator McCain. I have been stigmatized. I have
been
intimidated. They probably do it all the time. Only a few resist. I
am one
of those few. I resist.
Will you help me, Ms. Steele?
Shari Steele, Staff Attorney, Electronic Frontier Foundation
Staff Attorney...hmm...do you have a boss? Of course you have a
boss. Who
is that? Let me talk to your boss, and his/her boss, and her/his
boss...to
the top.
Electronic Frontier, what does that mean?
Foundation, what does that mean?
Does the rape victim have to learn the politics of the Rape Crisis

Center
before she gets seen/questioned/evaluated/believed/given
solace/treated/released?
Where am I in that sequence after five days of effort? Seen?
Seen, barely
scanned, that's what I say.
Well, there are bigger fish to fry out there in Electronic
Frontierland,
I'm sure. They did not shoot my daughter dead. As they could
have. And did
before to someone else. I refer of course to the buzz word Ruby
Ridge
where the child of a man the federal agents wanted to question
was shot
dead as he stood on his front porch.
So, if you are too busy with other cases, Shari, I'll undestand. I
was
only slightly raped. It was not a 'bad' rape.
Life and death.
Cheers, Barry
PS. I reviewed the email and came upon your apology. >Sorry
about the
mixup. No, Shari, it's not your fault. You didn't know. You were
misled.
You trusted and were betrayed. And made to look foolish. What
hell!
What has happened is you have accepted responsibility for a
member of
your outfit. A mixup in EFF is a mixup to you. You have loyalty
to your
unit. You have pride in EFF. You are a leader.
I heard in my head as I read, "Sorry about the mixup, it won't
happen again."

So, a rare interaction via email with a responsible person. I am
responsible also. I am doing something about it.
Bye there, Hi there.
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and
is a matter referred to Committee for review. If possible, could
you make
the internet available for Senator McCain, should he ask to view
my web
site at www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of
four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo
door in flight. (email enclosed)

I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to believe
two
things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR,
Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board USS
Enterprise,CVA(N) 65
on Yankee Station 1968, I believe specifically, that after seven
years of
research and 40 years of aviation experience the inadvertent
opening of
the forward cargo door in flight has caused four Boeing 747
crashes,
including the current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the
crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. That is not being done at this
time.
(email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right
time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first time
was the
Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is the TWA 800
crash
cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have
both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from an
RA-5C at

night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a night, fiery, fatal,
jet
crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery, fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in
this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with
varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why
not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we attacked and
bombed North
Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed
Libya. After TWA
800 in 1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be
good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command
Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with outward opening cargo
doors) have
that forward door open in flight tearing off fuselage skin
allowing the
300 knot CAS slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to
the death
and destruction of all aboard including the President and other
high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong.
Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the answer. (The
door has
failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that
all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for some

other
official to speak before commenting. The investigation goes
around in a
loop. No one fully examines the facts of the cargo door case. I
understand the difficulty accepting such a simple event causing
such large
consequences of power and money shifts. But the cause is
simple; door
popped open, it's happened before, happened now, and will
happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar
crash evidence that only one common cause could do all the
similar
destruction. At this time there are four official explanations for
the
four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182, bomb for PA 103, cargo
door for UAL
811, and center tank explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to
look at the
forest of four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their
one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four
of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on their
cockpit
voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on their flight data
recorder just as destruction started. That sound has been matched
(in Air
India 182) to explosive decompression which would occur if the
forward
cargo door were to open in flight. All these similarities are
documented

on my web site at www.corazon.com, accessible from your
office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the
medium of internet including email and world wide web, I am
fairly
proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My style is nonpersuasive.
Well, Americans will believe a messenger named Lassie who
goes "Woof
woof," and follow the dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the
problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight on high
time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash, specifically Air
India 182,
Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time
to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials. Who is a
pilot
whose judgment you respect? Could you have him call me and
let us hash it
out? We can resolve it one way or the other within an hour, I'm
sure. Can
you assign an aviation expert to interrogate me? What can I do to
persuade
others to the danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of
Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or is 'tabled'.
It

must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I shall write to
Senator
Slade Gorton, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Aviation in the
Science,
Commerce, and Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the
issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the
hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB
investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as the
NSTB does,
that the persons who suffer the most in a plane crash can not be
allowed
to assist in preventing it happening again. Passengers are the
highest
motivated. It's the difference between the Air Force and Navy
style of air
refueling. The Navy gives the responsibility to good plug to the
person
who suffers the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air
Force
gives it to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone
else. If not this investigation, then the next one. Government
agencies
must have respect for it's citizen's intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the
cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA
(RET)
408 659
3552 phone

barry@corazon.com email

www.corazon.com web site
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel
Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,

Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR
Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable

cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

Hi there.
I have not ignored you, nor has EFF. Mike Godwin responded to
you and
cc'ed me on his response. I therefore did not believe another
response
was warranted. I agree with Mike's assessment of your situation.
Please feel free to contact him again if you think he has
misunderstood.
Shari
Shari Steele, Staff Attorney, Electronic Frontier Foundation
Hi there.

Looking at the headers, it appears that this response was
accidently
never sent to you. Sorry about the mixup. Feel free to contact
Mike at
mnemonic@eff.org.
Shari
Shari Steele, Staff Attorney, Electronic Frontier Foundation
Dear John,
I can't tell from your letter what kind of help you're asking for.
Based
upon the facts as you present them here, for example, it is
unclear how
any of your legal or constitutional rights have been violated.
(Indeed,
I'm impressed the agents had no trouble with your taping of the
interviews.)
If you could state in a sentence or two what you want to do now,
and how
you think Shari or I might help you in achieving that goal, it
would help
me immensely in providing whatever information, counsel, or
other
assistance may be appropriate.

--Mike
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 6, 1997 11:14:04 PM PDT
To: ssteele@eff.org
Subject: Contact again and again and again.

Shari, I know they call you Sherry and it bugs you. I am Barry
and they call me Berry and it bugs me.
Thank you very very very much for your latest email, down
below, which explained a lot.
Please forgive me for implying ever that you were ignoring me.
You have not ignored me. You have paid attention to me. Thank
you.
Still nothing from Mike Godwin and his buddy Dennis
Derryberry regarding your attachments, below, which you have
very intelligently attached so that I know what is going on.
Shall we analyze Mike's letter?
I can't tell from your letter
So, whose fault is that, Mike? Mine?
OK, mine, not clear enough. I'm stupid. Sorry, Mike, I apologize
for not being clear enough for you. Shari agrees with you,
according to "I agree with Mike's assessment of your situation.".
Well, she understood it. But she had read more of the story. I was
being coy, Mike. To have armed agents show up at one's front
door, uninvited and unannounced based on an email is to make
one coy about emailing others. Am I safe emailing you, Mike,
staff attorney off...yeah, What is your title, Mike. I prefer Mr.
Godwin. Mr. Godwin, sir, please help me.
Oh, Shari, I need help in all aspects of my goal of saving lives
by explaining the cause of an airplane crash contrary to the

government's point of view. I emailed a senator, the most
important from your point of view, in charge of encryption, in
charge of telecommunications, Senator John McCain, Chairman
of the Senate Committee of Commerce, Science and
Transportation. John McCain, who I want to be President some
day, did a bad thing. He violated the Constitution he is sworn to
uphold. Freedom of speech, I said something he didn't like, he
acted by sending two armed agents to my front door to check me
out, to interrogate me, the messenger, not the cargo door, the
message. 'Interrogate' used correctly. Uninvited, Unannounced.
They were alone with my five year old daugther. And my wife, in
robe. I was gone, ten miles away, whistling happily as I had my
car washed on the day after my 53rd birthday, little knowing my
five year old daughter, Laura Ashley, was alone with two strange
persons with handguns authorized to fire and shoot to kill and
who were on a mission, on duty, as Secret Service agents, Janice
K. Griffen and Richard Metzger, San Jose United States Secret
Service Office, phone 4085355288.
I dodged a bullet, figuratively speaking. Not to happen again,
literally speaking.
So, reality... Reality/not reality. What is the US Constitution?
Yeah, I believe in it, even though it is not real. It's ideas.
Especially the Bill of Rights. You have a zealot here when it
comes to the Bill of Rights. Every one of them. Right now, let's
work on it. Which Amendment of the US Constitution has been
violated when two armed agents show up at your front door
based upon a polite email sent less than 24 hours earlier?
Shari, do you believe me? If in doubt, let's stop now before we
go further. How do I know the visit/interview/interrogration
was triggered by Senator McCain? I have it on audio on video
tape taken during visit/interview/interrogation. Want to hear it?
I have the email which triggered it. Want to read it?
OK it's below. With the forward arrows in front of the quotes.

It's dated 19 February, my birthday. I got melodramatic on by
birthday.
Plea. My plea to you, Shari, my plea, my plea.
I have plead my life away. To government officials, the media,
the manufacturer, and now to court of last resort. EFF. The Court
of Last Resort.
Shari Steele meets Barry Smith in the Court of Last Resort. I'm
begging. I'm virtually begging. My knees are virtually on the
floor and my hands are virtually up, pleading, pleading...
Hasn't worked so far.
No more pleading.
EFF is designed, built and operated for a case like this. Freedom
of Speech. Right to freedom to petition the government for
redress. No search without warrant. They came on my property
without permission, which I would not have given with handguns
and five year old present.
Shari Steele. Steele. Do you have steel, Ms. Steele? Do you
follow committment?
Answer me now: Do you believe I was visited/interviewed/
interrogated by the Secret Service? Do you belive the reason I
was visited/interviewed/interrogated by the Secret Service was
because of an email I had sent to Senator John McCain R-Ariz,
Chairman of the United States Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation? Do you believe the referral by the
Senator to the Secret Service was justified?
If you believe I was visited/interviewed/interrogated by the
Secret Service for an email I sent Senator McCain and the visit/
interview/interrogation was unjustified, what crimes were
committed?
Shall I start? Is the Constitution the Supreme Law in the United
States of America on 6 May 1997?
If not, then we end everything. If the law of an individual
powerful person becomes the law, different than the Constitution,

then trouble. Big trouble.
But, Shari, let's get down to inner place. Is it wrong for two
armed strangers to show up at your front door unannounced and
uninvited because you wrote your congressman?
I say yes, and if you say no, then it's all over.
Nice to have met you, Ms. Steele.
When your ox is gored, you will understand the intimidation, the
chilling, the reticence, to email, to correspond with your elected
government officials, specifically, John McCain, Chairman
of .....yeah, yeah yeah. What is the sequence? I think it is
Commerce first of course, then Science, then Transportation.
Very powerful and Senator McCain is using it well. He held
encryption hearings. This is the man to make the decision to have
mandatory encryption, not forbid it.
Anyway. Decision time, Shari.
Is this the ticket to paradise? Some guy sends an email to a
Senator and gets a Secret Service v/i/i in return. Civil rights
reputation made when Ms. Shari Steele, Staff Attorney,
Electronic Frontier Foundation, extracts apology from the
Senator for his gross abuse of power and atones by granting the
person offended something that gets the forward cargo door fixed
on Boeing 747s. I need help on that too.
Appeal. Plea. Pleas. Please.
I should end but I can't. Too important.
Life and death. Really, reality, life and death. A pregnant woman
was on Air India Flight 182 and the aircraft burst apart after door
opened, just like PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. As she fell
from 31000 feet the baby was born. The baby survived the fall to
surface of sea, the mother didn't, the baby drowned. Cause of
death of seven month old-drowning.
So can't quit. Faulty forward cargo door has caused four
accidents and will again. TWA 800 is just the most recent. My
explanation of faulty cargo door is contrary to the official

government NTSB explanation of center tank explosion. I am
trying to get door investigated. The cargo door explanation was
reviewed by Mr. Chris Paul, on Senator's McCain's staff, and
forwarded to the full Committee for review. I was emailing
Senator McCain about that matter, my matter, he had put in
Committee. I was melodramatic in one paragraph, literary license
there. At no time did I threaten anyone, in fact, I was antiviolent in my words. I said violence was wrong.
So, why did Senator McCain call the SS, Ms. SSTeele?
ssteele
That was in your address header. What a great name. Like SST,
Supersonic Transport.
A fast eel. Teal. Steel. Steal.
Hmmm...
Why did Senator McCain call the feds in on me, by surprise, at
my front door, with guns.
'cause they are all scared shitless, that's why, Shari.
Not a good situation to have in high echelons of government.
Echleon: level of command, position of authority, rank. Scared of
the word, "bomb". Do you know, Shari, that to say the National
Anthem in line for a plane ticket would get you arrested as you
say, "Bombs bursting in air..."
The government leaders are spring loaded with fear. That's why
they do what they do. And it's wrong.
So, this is US Senate level with FAA Executive level and Judicial
with courts, lawyers, you. Legislative, Executive, Judicial, the
three legs to the stool. Armed visits by agents based on email
only is Supreme Court material.
So, it is big. My congressmen, Representative Sam Farr, 17th
California District, which includes Carmel Valley, where I live,
vote, pay taxes, has received similar emails from me regarding
the forward cargo door on Boeing 747s. He acted in my behalf.
He did not refer the Secret Service to me. He is a Democrat,

McCain is a Republican.
Mr. Farr has not yet responded to my pleas for explanation for
the visit/interview/interrogation. Senator McCain has not
reponded either. Mike Godwin has not responded. Oh, he made
up an email, forwarded it to Dennis Derryberry assuming Dennis
Derryberry would send it to me. And Dennis Derrberry has not
gotten round to sending it yet. Maybe tomorrow. Or the next. Or
never. Let's see if I ever do get that email from Mike Godwin
saying. "I can't tell..."
OK, Mike, don't tell. Don't tell.
So, you see Shari, your two pointed directions to me to talk to
Mike are not going to work. It's you who has responded. You are
the one.
Or not. Forget the whole thing. Visits by handgun armed persons
authorized to shoot and kill to one's front door because of an
email sent to an elected official is fine, no problem. I caused it. I
invited it. It's not a big deal.
Yes, Shari, back to the rape crisis center. A victim walks in. I've
been violated, she says to the person at the door. The person says,
talk to these two people. The victim goes to each of the two
people and says, help me.
One of the two persons at the rape crisis center says, 'uh, I don't
know what are you talking about, but the agents were nice (to let
you tape the "interviews") and come back when you are more
coherent.'
The other person in the rape crisis center hears the story, with
more info, and says, "You've been taken care of, Miss, and I
agree with the treatment, and anything else, see him."
So, I sit and think. Do they believe I have been raped? Do they
agree I know who did it? Do they think I deserved it? Do they
think rape is not a big deal?
I say maybe. Maybe they don't believe me. So it is up to the
victim to persuade his/her benefactors that he/she should be

helped.
I have been raped. I know who did it. I did not deserve it. It is a
big deal.
My American right has been violated, free press/email. I know
who did it, Senator John McCain, R-Ariz. I did not deserve it,
judge for yourself. It is a big deal when the highest law of the
land is broken.
So, shall I beg? Been there, done that, didn't work. Shouldn't
work. I would not reward begging; it gets worse.
So, reason? Reason, HA! Science, knowledge, facts, evidence,
real things and not wishful thinking? HA!
Emotion? Well, did that with the baby story. Yeah, actually,
Shari, there's worse, but not now.
Power? What power, I'm sworn to nonviolence, not threatening.
But not non rude. I can be rude. Or funny. Or melodramatic.
Shall we examine the offending paragraph? (It may be the 'Woof
Woof" later on in email that triggered off the Secret Service call.)
"Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is
wise, in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen
again with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be
melodramatic, Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident
in 1964, we attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am
103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in
1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)"

So, Shari, what do you think? Was the above paragraph enough
to get the goons out? The kook chasers. The visit/interview/
interrogation is on video tape. Ever wondered what it's like to go
through a government visit/interview/interrogation? It's there and
very revealing.
Professional agents, very polite, very sharp. They were doing
their job. My issue in not with the Secret Service, it is the request
for investigation by Senator McCain. I have been stigmatized. I
have been intimidated. They probably do it all the time. Only a
few resist. I am one of those few. I resist.
Will you help me, Ms. Steele?
Shari Steele, Staff Attorney, Electronic Frontier Foundation
Staff Attorney...hmm...do you have a boss? Of course you have a
boss. Who is that? Let me talk to your boss, and his/her boss, and
her/his boss...to the top.
Electronic Frontier, what does that mean?
Foundation, what does that mean?
Does the rape victim have to learn the politics of the Rape Crisis
Center before she gets seen/questioned/evaluated/believed/given
solace/treated/released?
Where am I in that sequence after five days of effort? Seen?
Seen, barely scanned, that's what I say.
Well, there are bigger fish to fry out there in Electronic
Frontierland, I'm sure. They did not shoot my daughter dead. As
they could have. And did before to someone else. I refer of
course to the buzz word Ruby Ridge where the child of a man the
federal agents wanted to question was shot dead as he stood on
his front porch.
So, if you are too busy with other cases, Shari, I'll undestand. I
was only slightly raped. It was not a 'bad' rape.
Life and death.
Cheers, Barry
PS. I reviewed the email and came upon your apology. >Sorry

about the mixup. No, Shari, it's not your fault. You didn't know.
You were misled. You trusted and were betrayed. And made to
look foolish. What hell!
What has happened is you have accepted responsibility for a
member of your outfit. A mixup in EFF is a mixup to you. You
have loyalty to your unit. You have pride in EFF. You are a
leader.
I heard in my head as I read, "Sorry about the mixup, it won't
happen again."
So, a rare interaction via email with a responsible person. I am
responsible also. I am doing something about it.
Bye there, Hi there.

To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to believe
two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,

fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems
that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all

four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."
I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I
shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.

Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the

doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

Hi there.

I have not ignored you, nor has EFF. Mike Godwin responded to
you and
cc'ed me on his response. I therefore did not believe another
response
was warranted. I agree with Mike's assessment of your situation.
Please feel free to contact him again if you think he has
misunderstood.
Shari
Shari Steele, Staff Attorney, Electronic Frontier Foundation
Hi there.
Looking at the headers, it appears that this response was
accidently
never sent to you. Sorry about the mixup. Feel free to contact
Mike at
mnemonic@eff.org.
Shari
Shari Steele, Staff Attorney, Electronic Frontier Foundation
Dear John,
I can't tell from your letter what kind of help you're asking for.
Based
upon the facts as you present them here, for example, it is
unclear how
any of your legal or constitutional rights have been violated.
(Indeed,
I'm impressed the agents had no trouble with your taping of the
interviews.)
If you could state in a sentence or two what you want to do now,

and how
you think Shari or I might help you in achieving that goal, it
would help
me immensely in providing whatever information, counsel, or
other
assistance may be appropriate.

--Mike

From: Shari Steele <ssteele@eff.org>
Date: May 6, 1997 4:26:22 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: mnemonic@eff.org
Subject: [Fwd: Re: Potential case to sponsor]

Hi there.
Looking at the headers, it appears that this response was
accidently
never sent to you. Sorry about the mixup. Feel free to contact
Mike at
mnemonic@eff.org.
Shari
Shari Steele, Staff Attorney, Electronic Frontier Foundation
Received: (from mnemonic@localhost)
by eff.org (8.8.5/8.8.4)
id VAA06111; Fri, 2 May 1997 21:51:02 -0700 (PDT)
From: Mike Godwin <mnemonic>
Message-Id: <199705030451.VAA06111@eff.org>
Subject: Re: Potential case to sponsor
To: dennis@eff.org (Dennis Derryberry)

Date: Fri, 2 May 1997 21:51:01 -0700 (PDT)
Cc: ssteele (Shari Steele)
In-Reply-To: <Pine.GSO.
3.95.970502123213.7031G-100000@eff.org> from "Dennis
Derryberry" at May 2, 97 12:36:19 pm
X-Mailer: ELM [version 2.4 PL25]
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear John,
I can't tell from your letter what kind of help you're asking for.
Based
upon the facts as you present them here, for example, it is
unclear how
any of your legal or constitutional rights have been violated.
(Indeed,
I'm impressed the agents had no trouble with your taping of the
interviews.)
If you could state in a sentence or two what you want to do now,
and how
you think Shari or I might help you in achieving that goal, it
would help
me immensely in providing whatever information, counsel, or
other
assistance may be appropriate.

--Mike

John - With this reply I have forwarded your message to EFF
staff counsel
Mike Godwin and Shari Steele, who, with the help of more
information from
you, may be able to inform you of your rights in this situation or
offer
pointers to potential legal counsel. I suggest you contact either of
them
in the days ahead and with any other documentation you feel
would help
them understand your position.

Sincerely,

Dennis Derryberry
Electronic Frontier Foundation

On Fri, 2 May 1997, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear EFF, 2 May 97
I quote from your introduction on web page:
how to ensure that legislators, access providers, and network

users do not
stifle
disagreeable speech.
I emailed a senator after his invitation to do so. The email was
factual,
relevant, and polite. The senator initiated a Secret Service
investigation
of me based on that email. Two armed agents showed up at my
front door
uninvited and unannounced. My wife and young daughter
became involved. I
taped the interview/interrogation with the agents. The initiation
of the
interview by the senator is stated by the agent. I have asked for
clarification from the senator and my representative but nothing
has been
forthcoming. Intimidating visits by armed agents based upon
polite email
offering contrary opinion to elected officials must cease.
Documents for review upon your request.
Can you help me?
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

-Dennis Derryberry
Executive Administrator
Electronic Frontier Foundation
Web:
http://www.eff.org
tel: 415 436 9333 x104
fax: 415 436 9993
email: dennis@eff.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 6, 1997 2:46:24 PM PDT
To: ssteele@eff.org
Subject: Still no response

Mike Godwin responded to you
Not true. I have received nothing from Mike Godwin, just the
quick reply from Mr. Derry Berry and your recent reply saying
he had responded.
I still do not know what the assessment is.
I agree with Mike's assessment of your situation.
Please feel free to contact him again if you think he has
misunderstood.
What's to misunderstand? Armed agents at my front door or
interrogation because of an email is easy to understand.
Tell the rape victim it didn't happen or maybe she invited it.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

From: Shari Steele <ssteele@eff.org>
Date: May 6, 1997 2:25:31 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: mnemonic@eff.org
Subject: Re: Electronic civil rights assault crisis center

Hi there.
I have not ignored you, nor has EFF. Mike Godwin responded to
you and
cc'ed me on his response. I therefore did not believe another
response
was warranted. I agree with Mike's assessment of your situation.
Please feel free to contact him again if you think he has
misunderstood.
Shari
Shari Steele, Staff Attorney, Electronic Frontier Foundation
John Barry Smith wrote:
Ms. Steele,
I consider the EFF as an electronic civil rights assault crisis
center. I
have walked in, assaulted. I am asking for assistance. I am being
ignored.
You don't believe me? Do rape crisis centers disbelieve the
victim?
I sent an email to my elected official at his request. It was polite,
factual, and relevant. Within 24 hours two armed agents showed
up at my
front door uninvited and unannounced to interrogate me. They
were alone
with my wife and young child. I am intimidated.
The official is the top legislator concerning encryption and

telecommunications. I have queried him and my local
congressman. They have
not responded.
Letter to my congressman below. Further documentation upon
request.
Don't you ignore me either. Either send me on my way
elsewhere or
investigate.
Armed handguns have been placed near my daughter in her front
door by
strangers authorized to shoot to kill because of an email I sent.
Time and
place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at 551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel
Valley, CA 93924.
Sincerely
John Barry Smith
MAJ, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club
Drive
Carmel Valley CA
93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April 25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help
in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting
to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is
anything I can do for you in the future, please let me know."
There is,
sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise
that a forward cargo door of TWA 800 opened, tore off, and led
to the
crash. You very nicely inquired to the FAA asking for comment
and they
replied the doors are safe as far as they know and if the NSTB
says
otherwise they will do something.

I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB
investigation with the same status as other assisting groups, such
as the
manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of the NTSB, Jim Hall,
replied to
your action on my behalf by denying my request.
I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to
Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the Senate
Commerce, Science, and
Transportation Committee, the legislative body with jurisdiction
over the
NTSB. Senator McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and
forwarded it to
his committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me
for contacting
him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter
now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian
vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and
place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at 551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel
Valley, CA 93924. They were two Secret Service agents; senior
agent Ms.
Janice K. Griffen, and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose
office of the
SS.

I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty
minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened. What she
told me is that
my five year old daughter was left alone in the company of those
armed
persons for a few minutes as my wife went to change from her
robe into
something more presentable. She was watering roses in our side
garden when
they pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley,
our five
year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and
surprising him, was inside and went out to see what was going on
and
answered their question of identity as "Laura Ashley." I realize
now she
could have accidentally done that surprise game with tragic
consequences.
I'm assuming the guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use
them, and
they are authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior
agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms. Griffen
who called me
back. She said the next available time to interview was 11 AM on
Monday, 24
February, four days later. I agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen

minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the agents
and
available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I
was not a threat to anyone or anything. I expounded my
mechanical
explanation for the cause of the crash of TWA 800 and implored
them to take
further action with other Federal agencies, specifically the FAA
and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from
"McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I had
sent less than
24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The referral of the visit was
not
"Farr's office," nor "the White House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual,
polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There is one
paragraph
that refers to the President and airplane crashes and bombs. It is
melodramatic and I invite your attention to that entire email of 19
February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to
contact me if you have any further questions or comments." I
accepted the
invitation and I now hesitate to comment again after causing
armed agents
to come to my front door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the

President who
flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to TWA 800, in
emails to
the President, other staff and officials, Senator McCain, and to
you, sir,
my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your
Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is not
good. My wife
and child are now in the line of fire. That's reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected
officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing
fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant to
pursue the cargo
door explanation through letters with elected government leaders
because of
fear for the safety of my family. I have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends
are not pleased by the visits either. There is a stigma to being
investigated by a government agency. An investigation is a
powerful force
and not to be misused as it has in my case. Something must be
done to stop
the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret
Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can you ask him for

me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media
and courts and would like to receive an explanation from elected
officials
to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected
official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's
even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what
will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he going to
sic the
FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men to show up
unannounced at my
front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit
was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please read the
non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to Senator
McCain,
19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do
this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying to
prevent is
another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door opening in
flight, as it
has done before. To get the door fixed the manufacturer has to be

persuaded
it is a problem. The FAA through the NSTB can provide that
persuasion. For
me to persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is
the cargo
door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who has
jurisdiction over
the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to pursue the cargo
door explanation
or appoint me as a passenger representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He
investigated the messenger by causing an armed, uninvited, and
unannounced
visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official
government explanation for an aircraft accident, an attempt to
intimidate
him into silence was made by visits of armed agents to his house
and wife
and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I
hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by
unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can
not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced

visits by armed agents speaking alone to my partially clad wife
and my five
year old daughter at my front door is a clear, non-acceptable
threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?
Sincerely
John Barry Smith
MAJ, USA (Ret)
551 Country Club
Drive
Carmel Valley CA
93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com
Attachments:
1. Email 19 Dec 1996 from Senator McCain, cargo door matter
referred to his
committee. Thanked for email to him.
2. Letter 28 Jan 1997 from Senator McCain, invitation to contact
him if
further questions and comments.

3. Email 19 Feb 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
urging
investigation into cargo door and initiating SS visit.
4. Email 19 April 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
asking for
explanation for SS visit.
5. Email 7 Sep 1996 from Barry Smith to Representative Farr
stating the
life of the President is in danger.
6. Letter 14 Feb 1997 from Representative Farr offering
assistance.
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 6, 1997 9:29:25 AM PDT
To: ssteele@eff.org
Subject: Electronic civil rights assault crisis center

Ms. Steele,
I consider the EFF as an electronic civil rights assault crisis
center. I have walked in, assaulted. I am asking for assistance. I
am being ignored. You don't believe me? Do rape crisis centers
disbelieve the victim?
I sent an email to my elected official at his request. It was polite,
factual, and relevant. Within 24 hours two armed agents showed
up at my front door uninvited and unannounced to interrogate
me. They were alone with my wife and young child. I am
intimidated.

The official is the top legislator concerning encryption and
telecommunications. I have queried him and my local
congressman. They have not responded.
Letter to my congressman below. Further documentation upon
request.
Don't you ignore me either. Either send me on my way
elsewhere or investigate.
Armed handguns have been placed near my daughter in her front
door by strangers authorized to shoot to kill because of an email I
sent. Time and place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at 551
Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. Sincerely

John Barry
Smith
MAJ, USA
(Ret)
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley
CA 93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com

Mr. Sam Farr
Member of Congress
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC

Dear Congressman Farr,
Friday, April
25, 1997
Mr. Farr, a very distressing event has occurred and I ask for your
help in explaining it.
I was recently visited twice at my home by armed Federal agents
wanting to interrogate me. I complied.
The visits have started to bother me. At first I thought they were
benign; I was wrong; they are malignant. You earlier wrote me,
"If there is anything I can do for you in the future, please let me
know." There is, sir; please help me to stop worrying.
As you know, I have been in correspondence with you
regarding my premise that a forward cargo door of TWA 800
opened, tore off, and led to the crash. You very nicely inquired to
the FAA asking for comment and they replied the doors are safe
as far as they know and if the NSTB says otherwise they will do
something.
I then asked to be appointed passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation with the same status as other assisting
groups, such as the manufacturer and airline. The Chairman of
the NTSB, Jim Hall, replied to your action on my behalf by
denying my request.

I have also been concurrently presenting my cargo door
explanation to Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, Chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, the
legislative body with jurisdiction over the NTSB. Senator
McCain evaluated the cargo door premise and forwarded it to his
committee for review where it now remains. He thanked me for
contacting him and stated he was glad to be of assistance to me.
I continued to write to Senator McCain, urging him to pursue the
matter now in his committee.
Then the disturbing first event occurred.
Two handgun armed federal agents in civilian clothes, in a
civilian vehicle, showed up at my front door, uninvited, and
unannounced. Time and place: 11:40 AM 20 February, 1997, at
551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA 93924. They were
two Secret Service agents; senior agent Ms. Janice K. Griffen,
and Mr. Richard Metzger from the San Jose office of the SS.
I was not home; I was having my car washed and missed them
by twenty minutes. My wife, Corazon, told me what happened.
What she told me is that my five year old daughter was left alone
in the company of those armed persons for a few minutes as my
wife went to change from her robe into something more
presentable. She was watering roses in our side garden when they
pulled up to within six feet of our front door. Laura Ashley, our
five year old, who has a game now of hiding from Daddy and
jumping out and surprising him, was inside and went out to see
what was going on and answered their question of identity as
"Laura Ashley." I realize now she could have accidentally done
that surprise game with tragic consequences. I'm assuming the
guns were loaded, the agents knew how to use them, and they are
authorized to shoot to kill.
The agents determined I was not home and left.
When I heard of the visit, I called the number on the card the
senior agent left and got her San Jose office who paged Ms.

Griffen who called me back. She said the next available time to
interview was 11 AM on Monday, 24 February, four days later. I
agreed.
My wife and child were now safely away during that hour and
fifteen minute second visit, which I taped with the consent of the
agents and available for your viewing, Mr. Farr.
The same agents were ready to leave in five minutes after
determining I was not a threat to anyone or anything. I
expounded my mechanical explanation for the cause of the crash
of TWA 800 and implored them to take further action with other
Federal agencies, specifically the FAA and NSTB.
The senior agent revealed the referral for the initial visit came
from "McCain's Office." I deduce it was based upon an email I
had sent less than 24 hours earlier to Senator McCain. The
referral of the visit was not "Farr's office," nor "the White
House", but "McCain's office."
The referral email from me to Senator McCain is relevant,
factual, polite, and follows others for which I was thanked. There
is one paragraph that refers to the President and airplane crashes
and bombs. It is melodramatic and I invite your attention to that
entire email of 19 February, Mr. Farr.
Senator McCain had previously said to me, "Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or
comments." I accepted the invitation and I now hesitate to
comment again after causing armed agents to come to my front
door for doing so.
I had previously expressed my concerns to the life of the
President who flies in Air Force One, an aircraft type similar to
TWA 800, in emails to the President, other staff and officials,
Senator McCain, and to you, sir, my Representative in Congress.
Mr. Farr, this surprise armed visit was very very wrong. "Write
your Congressman and get a gun next to your child's head," is

not good. My wife and child are now in the line of fire. That's
reality and it's bad.
This intimidation of citizens offering polite contrary views to
elected officials when invited must stop.
Intimidation is "to force into or deter from some action by
inducing fear." That has happened to me. I have become reluctant
to pursue the cargo door explanation through letters with elected
government leaders because of fear for the safety of my family. I
have been intimidated.
My mother and father living in Pacific Grove and local
Monterey friends are not pleased by the visits either. There is a
stigma to being investigated by a government agency. An
investigation is a powerful force and not to be misused as it has
in my case. Something must be done to stop the abuse.
If it is abuse. Can there be an innocent explanation?
I have emailed Senator McCain seeking answers why he would
ask for Secret Service attention to me. He has not replied. Can
you ask him for me?
I wish this matter to be examined fully. I wish to stay out of the
media and courts and would like to receive an explanation from
elected officials to the citizen.
What is going on? Why?
A visit by armed agents to one's house based upon a letter to an
elected official has a chilling effect on one of our basic political
freedoms, it's even a cliche, "Write your Congressman." I did; I
am.
Lest you think I exaggerate, Mr. Farr, as I write this I wonder,
what will Congressman Farr do after he reads this letter? Is he
going to sic the FBI on me? Shall I prepare for more armed men
to show up unannounced at my front door?
I invite you to see and hear for yourself the Secret Service
interview/interrogation with me. Hear for yourself the cause of
the visit was "This referral was from McCain's office." Please

read the non-threatening, relevant and informative email I sent to
Senator McCain, 19 February which precipitated the visit.
My ultimate goal is to delay the death of aircraft passengers. I
can do this by preventing airplane crashes. The crash I'm trying
to prevent is another high time Boeing 747 forward cargo door
opening in flight, as it has done before. To get the door fixed the
manufacturer has to be persuaded it is a problem. The FAA
through the NSTB can provide that persuasion. For me to
persuade the NTSB that a worthy line of investigation is the
cargo door, I have been writing the Committee Chairman who
has jurisdiction over the NTSB. I have implored the Chairman to
pursue the cargo door explanation or appoint me as a passenger
representative and I will.
Senator McCain has investigated the messenger, not the
message. He investigated the messenger by causing an armed,
uninvited, and unannounced visit to my front door by two agents.
Because a citizen has offered an explanation contrary to the
official government explanation for an aircraft accident, an
attempt to intimidate him into silence was made by visits of
armed agents to his house and wife and young child.
The government's explanations are fire of unknown origin, and...
and, I hesitate to use this word, Congressman, bombs planted or
missiles fired by unknown terrorists.
My explanation is mechanical, reasonable, happened before, and
documented.
I can take the intimidation of armed agents; I am an adult man. I
can not tolerate any threat to the lives of my daughter and wife.
Unannounced visits by armed agents speaking alone to my
partially clad wife and my five year old daughter at my front
door is a clear, non-acceptable threat.
Mr. Farr, can you explain the matter to me, please?

Sincerely

John Barry
Smith
MAJ, USA
(Ret)
551 Country
Club Drive
Carmel Valley
CA 93924
408 659 3552
email
barry@corazon.com
web site
www.corazon.com
Attachments:
1. Email 19 Dec 1996 from Senator McCain, cargo door matter
referred to his committee. Thanked for email to him.
2. Letter 28 Jan 1997 from Senator McCain, invitation to contact
him if further questions and comments.
3. Email 19 Feb 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain
urging investigation into cargo door and initiating SS visit.
4. Email 19 April 1997 from Barry Smith to Senator McCain

asking for explanation for SS visit.
5. Email 7 Sep 1996 from Barry Smith to Representative Farr
stating the life of the President is in danger.
6. Letter 14 Feb 1997 from Representative Farr offering
assistance.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 5, 1997 11:05:36 AM PDT
To: dennis@eff.org
Subject: Still no contact

Mr. Derryberry:
EFF quote:
how to ensure that legislators, access providers, and network
users do not stifle
disagreeable speech.
It sounds good. I still have not be contacted by Mr. Godwin nor
Ms. Steele. It may be that they are overworked, underpaid
staffers reluctant to take on new cases.
Can you refer me to someone who cares about a netizen, me,
who emails US senator at senator's invitation with 'disagreeable'
speech and within 24 hours has two armed federal agents at front
door unannounced and uninvited to question the netizen?
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 5, 1997 9:05:27 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: HA!

the head of
the FBI confirmed what AVweb has been reporting for at least six

months:
that mechanical failure likely brought down the jet.
HA!
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 4, 1997 5:21:26 PM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Your name keeps coming up

Byron, your name keeps coming up in my emails. He queried me
on the aft door uncommanded UAL preflight opening.
Now that the FBI is out of it, there should be at least room for
another mechanical explanation worth investigating, yes?
I offer the cargo door opening.
Cheers, Barry
To: Barry <Barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Uncommanded opening
Date: Sun, 04 May 97 12:43:16 -0500
From: "Steven C. Brenessel" <rocketman@sprynet.com>
-- [ From: Steven C. Brenessel * EMC.Ver #2.5.02 ] -Barry,
Thanks. I got the date June 21 from an article in the Seattle
Times called
Terror in The Sky. Byron Acohido wrote the story of Flight 811
and did a
fabulous job. But the section of the 811 report confirms he made
an error
and dated that incident June 21 when it was June 13.
I'm downloading the report from your page. I had the original but

had to
give it back. Thanks a lot.
Steve.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 2, 1997 3:14:39 PM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: AI 182 door latched

News:
Mr John Garstang of the Canadian Transportation Safety Board
called me this afternoon, Friday, 2 May 97. He stated:
He had personally reviewed video tapes of the forward cargo
door of AI 182 at the bottom of the ocean and the latches were
latched, the door sill was attached to the fuselage, the top half of
the door was missing, the aft door and bulk door were in one
piece and latched. The reports stated a group had specificially
looked at the forward cargo door, identified it as the forward
cargo door and specifically concluded it was latched. Mr.
Garstang had looked at the pictures and read the reports, all now
held by the RCMP and the Indian authorities and not available to
the public but maybe after the criminal proceedings are
concluded.
So, what does this mean? Let us assume the door was the
forward door and not the aft door. Let us assume the resolution of
the video camera was good enough to see the cam latches latched
and the door attached to bottom sill. Let us assume the door did
not inadvertently open at the bottom latches. That leaves a door
failure at the top. It may be a section 41 type cause of fatigue.
The forward door is still the location of start of destruction but
why and how does it open if not unlocking itself? All four doors
are broken in half or a quarter and three quarters. 811 is clear that
door unlocked on bottom and swung up and struck fuselage and

broke door in half. 103 is broken in half. 800 is unknown but
reported in pieces and latches latched.
So now the general theory must change to include door failure
with latches latched. Very difficult to reconcile.
Can you think of any questions I can follow up to Mr. Garstang?
1. Did he see the door hinges? 2...
Mr. Garstang was very polite and forthcoming and I do not wish
to believe he would mislead me.
Attention must now be directed to hinge.
I would love to see the pictures and am reluctant to eliminate
182 based upon unofficial phone call.
So now the whole explanation is in turmoil.
Chin up, Barry.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 2, 1997 12:59:36 PM PDT
To: ssteele@eff.org
Subject: I'm referred to lyou by Mr. Derryberry

Ms Steele,
Below are the two emails in the last few minutes, me inquiring to
EFF and Mr. Derryberry's referral of me to you.
Regarding 'more information from you' I have the SS initiating
email, the unanswered inquiries to my representative and the
senator, and the videotaped interview with the secret service
agents.
As a digression, in it you will hear as I say I searched the web
(Excite Peoplefinder) for her name, (the senior agent) and found
her home phone and home city. She was very upset. The
government knows little of the net and fears it.
The issue is respectful email to elected official at his invitation
which offered contrary opinion and immediate response by him

was armed visit by two agents unannounced and uninvited at my
front door which resulted in these strangers alone in the company
of my five year old daughter. I call it intimidation. It must stop.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Dear EFF, 2 May 97
I quote from your introduction on web page:
how to ensure that legislators, access providers, and network
users do not stifle
disagreeable speech.
I emailed a senator after his invitation to do so. The email was
factual, relevant, and polite. The senator initiated a Secret
Service investigation of me based on that email. Two armed
agents showed up at my front door uninvited and unannounced.
My wife and young daughter became involved. I taped the
interview/interrogation with the agents. The initiation of the
interview by the senator is stated by the agent. I have asked for
clarification from the senator and my representative but nothing
has been forthcoming. Intimidating visits by armed agents based
upon polite email offering contrary opinion to elected officials
must cease.
Documents for review upon your request.
Can you help me?
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552
John - With this reply I have forwarded your message to EFF
staff counsel
Mike Godwin and Shari Steele, who, with the help of more
information from

you, may be able to inform you of your rights in this situation or
offer
pointers to potential legal counsel. I suggest you contact either of
them
in the days ahead and with any other documentation you feel
would help
them understand your position.

Sincerely,

Dennis Derryberry
Electronic Frontier Foundation
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 2, 1997 12:58:08 PM PDT
To: mnemonic@eff.org
Subject: I'm referred to you by Mr. Derryberry

Mr. Godwin,
Below are the two emails in the last few minutes, me inquiring to
EFF and Mr. Derryberry's referral of me to you.
Regarding 'more information from you' I have the SS initiating
email, the unanswered inquiries to my representative and the
senator, and the videotaped interview with the secret service
agents.
As a digression, in it you will hear as I say I searched the web
(Excite Peoplefinder) for her name, (the senior agent) and found
her home phone and home city. She was very upset. The
government knows little of the net and fears it.
The issue is respectful email to elected official at his invitation

which offered contrary opinion and immediate response by him
was armed visit by two agents unannounced and uninvited at my
front door which resulted in these strangers alone in the company
of my five year old daughter. I call it intimidation. It must stop.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Dear EFF, 2 May 97
I quote from your introduction on web page:
how to ensure that legislators, access providers, and network
users do not stifle
disagreeable speech.
I emailed a senator after his invitation to do so. The email was
factual, relevant, and polite. The senator initiated a Secret
Service investigation of me based on that email. Two armed
agents showed up at my front door uninvited and unannounced.
My wife and young daughter became involved. I taped the
interview/interrogation with the agents. The initiation of the
interview by the senator is stated by the agent. I have asked for
clarification from the senator and my representative but nothing
has been forthcoming. Intimidating visits by armed agents based
upon polite email offering contrary opinion to elected officials
must cease.
Documents for review upon your request.
Can you help me?
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552
John - With this reply I have forwarded your message to EFF
staff counsel
Mike Godwin and Shari Steele, who, with the help of more

information from
you, may be able to inform you of your rights in this situation or
offer
pointers to potential legal counsel. I suggest you contact either of
them
in the days ahead and with any other documentation you feel
would help
them understand your position.

Sincerely,

Dennis Derryberry
Electronic Frontier Foundation
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 2, 1997 12:47:50 PM PDT
To: dennis@eff.org
Subject: Fast reply..., I like it.

Mr. Derryberry, thanks for fast reply and for forwarding my
request.
with the help of more information from
you,
Ah, thanks to email and mailboxes, it's all there, dated too.
I suggest you contact either of them
in the days ahead
I shall do that right now.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

From: Dennis Derryberry <dennis@eff.org>
Date: May 2, 1997 12:36:19 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: Mike Godwin <mnemonic@eff.org>, Shari Steele
<ssteele@eff.org>
Subject: Re: Potential case to sponsor

John - With this reply I have forwarded your message to EFF
staff counsel
Mike Godwin and Shari Steele, who, with the help of more
information from
you, may be able to inform you of your rights in this situation or
offer
pointers to potential legal counsel. I suggest you contact either of
them
in the days ahead and with any other documentation you feel
would help
them understand your position.

Sincerely,

Dennis Derryberry
Electronic Frontier Foundation

On Fri, 2 May 1997, John Barry Smith wrote:

Dear EFF, 2 May 97
I quote from your introduction on web page:
how to ensure that legislators, access providers, and network
users do not
stifle
disagreeable speech.
I emailed a senator after his invitation to do so. The email was
factual,
relevant, and polite. The senator initiated a Secret Service
investigation
of me based on that email. Two armed agents showed up at my
front door
uninvited and unannounced. My wife and young daughter
became involved. I
taped the interview/interrogation with the agents. The initiation
of the
interview by the senator is stated by the agent. I have asked for
clarification from the senator and my representative but nothing
has been
forthcoming. Intimidating visits by armed agents based upon
polite email
offering contrary opinion to elected officials must cease.
Documents for review upon your request.
Can you help me?
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

-Dennis Derryberry
Executive Administrator
Electronic Frontier Foundation
Web:
http://www.eff.org
tel: 415 436 9333 x104
fax: 415 436 9993
email: dennis@eff.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 1, 1997 9:54:35 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Still begging the NSTB

Byron, I'm still begging the NSTB to get real. Here's my latest
missive.
How's the story coming?
Cheers, Barry

Mr. Dickinson,
The curved shape and the center of gravity balance of the cargo
door or its pieces resemble that of a lifting body. Because of the
weight of the latches and locking sectors the CG may be not be
centered but at optimum 25 percent of chord. Launching the
cargo door at 300 knots at 13700 feet will allow that door to fly
many miles. The radar blips which are unidentified could be the

door and it's metal pieces pitching up, slowing down, and falling
to sea in terminal velocity.
The model is UAL 811. That door was tracked on radar and
retrieved from ocean floor. The location of door pop and retrieval
location are known and the trajectory can be calculated. The plot
of the TWA 800 mysterious blips can be tracked to surface and
plotted against the actual retrieval location of the forward cargo
door.
The door was seen on radar as primary return on UAL 811, the
door of the DC -10 in Paris was seen, the door of PA 103 is seen
as radar anomaly and depicted as green diamond on the UK
AAIB report, and now TWA 800 has mysterious hard blips near
747 destructing. The TWA 800 blips are aft and starboard of
track, exactly where they would be if door popped.
To say door is seen on radar is not unusual, the door has been
seen before on radar several times.
To say door is streak is not unusual as the time of day/evening
fits for streak.
To say door caused explosive decompression sound is not
unusual as it has before several times and on tape.
It's not to late to explore forward cargo door in the depth it
requires.
Now that the FBI is bowing out, after contaminating the
evidence by tampering with it looking for bomb residue and not
mechanical failure, there is room for another mechanical
explanation.
The 'eureka piece' is the forward cargo door with cam latches
unlatched, however the FBI lab may have moved the latches
looking for residue. And the aft door is similar to forward door.
The aft door is always in one piece, latched, and attached to
fuselage. The forward door in all four of the crashes is always
separated from fuselage, in pieces, and is unlatched on the doors
which are examined for latch status.

So a more extensive investigation is needed to rule in or rule out
the door.
We agree it was not a bomb, or missile, and it was mechanical.
We agree there was a center tank fire/explosion. Let us just move
back the time and altitude a few seconds and ask what started the
fire? I know you are. I offer the spinning detached fodded engine
number 3 which was the burnt engine on TWA 800, the fiery
engine on PA 103, and the fodded engine of UAL 811, and the
sitting by itself engine number 3 of AI 182. It had to be that
pesky number three.
The NTSB has not made the mistake yet of miscalling a
disintegration of a high time Boeing 747 in flight, as Canada,
UK, India have done by calling it a bomb for AI 182 and PA 103.
A center tank for TWA 800 is true but not the initial event.
I trust you are reconstructing the cargo door area, just forward of
your tank reconstruction. The cargo area was the center of
intense interest when the bomb idea was prevelant and the door
was found closest to event site.
If you are not reconstructing the forward cargo door area, as PA
103 was, then there is something strange going on. You are not
conducting an investigation of fuselage split forward of wing but
prosecution of center tank. Not good.
If you are reconstructing the forward cargo door area, and it's
not too late for any door investigation, then match the damage
site shape to UAL 811 and PA 103, which already match each
other in torn skin, stringers exposed, amount of skin torn off first
and other matches as shown by photograph on web site
www.corazon.com
All you have to do is give a sigh to your investigators and say,
"Cargo door," and things will fall into place.
There is more than enough evidence to justify a line of
investigation into door. Leave no stone unturned. Please.
It's not too late. Be flexible. Don't lock in to initial event as fire.

Better late than never. Get it right the first report.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 28, 1997 7:55:25 AM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: From AVFlash

We're still at a loss
as to why the FBI got involved with TWA 800 in the first place,
absent
any tangible evidence of skulduggery. But what do we know?
Good question.
The mechanical answer is inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door. Get involved, check it out, www.corazon.com.
Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 26, 1997 10:24:49 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Main cargo door almost opening

Byron, a warning for main cargo door, 11 of twelve open!
Officially, aft opened in 91, main almost in 96, and forward in
89. Barry

T96-01-51 BOEING
TRANSMITTED AS FOLLOWS IS TELEGRAPHIC
AIRWORTHINESS
DIRECTIVE T96-01-51 FOR IMMEDIATE TRANSMITTAL
TO ALL OWNERS
AND OPERATORS OF BOEING MODEL 747-100 SERIES
AIRPLANES
MODIFIED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUPPLEMENTAL
TYPE CERTIFICATES
(STC) SA2322SO AND A MODEL 747-200 SERIES
AIRPLANE MODIFIED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH STC SA4227NM-D.
THE FAA HAS RECENTLY RECEIVED A REPORT THAT
THE
FLIGHTCREW ON A BOEING MODEL 747-100 SERIES
AIRPLANE NOTED
AN ABNORMAL CABIN ALTITUDE RATE OF CLIMB.
ALTHOUGH THE
PRESSURIZATION VENT DOOR LIGHT WAS NOT
ILLUMINATED (WHICH
INDICATED TO THE FLIGHTCREW THAT THE DOOR WAS
CLOSED AND
LOCKED), THE FLIGHTCREW WAS UNABLE TO
PRESSURIZE THE
AIRPLANE. THE FLIGHTCREW ALSO NOTED THAT THE
MAIN DECK SIDE
CARGO "DOOR UNLOCKED" LIGHT ILLUMINATED
SHORTLY AFTER
TAKEOFF. INVESTIGATION REVEALED THAT 11 OF THE
12 LATCHES
ON THE MAIN DECK SIDE CARGO DOOR WERE
UNLATCHED AND

UNLOCKED. HOWEVER, THE PRESSURIZATION VENT
DOOR WAS CLOSED
AND LOCKED, WHICH WOULD INDICATE A
MALFUNCTION OF THE SAFETY
INTERLOCK SYSTEM.
A PROPERLY FUNCTIONING SAFETY INTERLOCK
SYSTEM ELECTROMECHANICALLY PREVENTS THE PRESSURIZATION
VENT DOOR FROM
CLOSING UNTIL ALL OF THE LATCHES ARE IN THE
FULLY LATCHED
AND LOCKED POSITION. IF THE PRESSURIZATION
VENT DOOR IS NOT
CLOSED THE AIRPLANE CANNOT BE PRESSURIZED.
ALTHOUGH THE ORIGINAL CAUSE OF THE FAILURE
TO PROPERLY
LATCH THE DOOR MAY BE ATTRIBUTABLE TO HUMAN
ERROR, THE
PURPOSE OF THE INTERLOCK SYSTEM IS TO ENSURE
THAT SUCH
ERRORS ARE DETECTED SO THAT THE AIRPLANE
CANNOT BE
PRESSURIZED UNLESS THE MAIN DECK SIDE CARGO
DOOR IS PROPERLY
LATCHED AND LOCKED. MALFUNCTION OF THE
SAFETY INTERLOCK
SYSTEM OF THE MAIN DECK SIDE CARGO DOOR, IF
NOT CORRECTED,
COULD RESULT IN AN IN-FLIGHT OPENING OF THE
MAIN DECK SIDE
CARGO DOOR, AND SUBSEQUENT RAPID
DECOMPRESSION OF THE
AIRPLANE.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 26, 1997 10:04:25 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Edgy crews

ORDER:
APPENDIX:

8300.10
4

BULLETIN TYPE: Flight Standards Information Bulletin
(FSIB)
for Airworthiness (FSAW)
BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50
BULLETIN TITLE: Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation
EFFECTIVE DATE: 06-02-94
--------------------------------------------------------------1. SUBJECT. This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe
procedures
being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.
2. BACKGROUND.
A. This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign
airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors of
B-747 series aircraft. The special procedure included in the
operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of the

cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo door
control circuitry.
B. The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo
door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the reliability
of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all. Both
cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors:
(1) Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors.
(2) Manual operation could introduce additional failure
conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving of
the cargo door mechanisms.
(3) Service history has shown that manual operation of the cargo
doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure of
a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
failed components and fire.

2
C. The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning

system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive
(AD)
90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that manual
tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed
by
the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.
3. ACTION. Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having
certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
brought to the attention of their respective operators. Any
operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
continued use.
4. INQUIRIES. This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG. Any
questions regarding this information should be directed to
AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.
5. EXPIRATION. This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.

/s/
Edgar C. Fell
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 24, 1997 11:30:54 AM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Rendevous NSTB hearing

Barry: If the NTSB hearings into TWA 800 take place in
Washington, DC,
this summer, let's get together. David
Great! I'll be there. I live in California and have arranged for my
daughter and wife to be taken care of in my absence for a few
weeks as I drive to NY. I hope hearing is summer in Washington
not fall in NYC.
Cheers, Barry
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: April 24, 1997 9:03:40 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Award, promote, transfer, retire/check door out

Barry: If the NTSB hearings into TWA 800 take place in
Washington, DC,
this summer, let's get together. David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Award, promote, transfer, retire/check door out
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 4/24/97 7:46 AM

David, thank you for email regarding RoboCruiser.
Award, promote, transfer, retire is the sequence I noticed in 24
years in
the two services, Navy, Army, when screwups occurred. The
medal may be a
form of hush money to the perp.

I belonged to a hospital in Fort Irwin in 1981 as a major and
observed
dead paratroopers being brought in, suffocated. They had been
ordered to
jump in too high winds contrary to policy by an ambitious
Brigadier
General. Nine of two hundred died when they landed in desert
and were
dragged. Sand filled their mouths and nostrils. The one star came
by later
to Post and handed out medals to all those involved in the
tragedy. He got
two stars, transferred, and retired.
The whole Vincennes delay thing makes perfect sense from the
Navy point
of view. The amibitious Captain knows to get promoted he had to
do some
action. He did. He gambled plane was bad guy instead of neutral.
If plane
had been incoming fighter, he would have been hero. He was
goat. He was
awarded, transferred, retired. I was not aware of any coverup of
the
shootdown, I think that accident came out pretty soon. The
details that the
skipper was not an innocent attacked bystander who made and
innocent
mistake but a glory seeking blood thirsty out of control skipper
was only
made clear later when Carlson wrote his report for Naval
Institute
Proceedings, and Carlson was fair in his report, trying to see both
sides.

It's just that the truth conflicted with the official Navy version.
It's
human nature of delay or investigate story that might do wrong
to the
investigators. That's the problem, who is going to investigate the
investigators? NTSB has bungled this 800 investigation from day
one and
it's getting worse.
This delay in reporting missile carrying sub activity on the night
of 800
is not cover up. It is normal delay of the Navy in reporting any
ship
movements which are always classified. Loose lips sink ships.
Stark guy got fired for not shooting incoming Iraqi plane, the
skippers
all knew that. Better they die than us is the policy. The big point
is if
we stick our nose where it doesn't belong, like other people's
territory,
it will get shot at. Provocation is what it's called and bullies do
that
all the time.
Ah, 800.
Well, there has been much activity actually. AI 182 is heating
up. There
is something called Air India Task Force, a Canadian Mounted
Police unit.
I've talked with them and they say "arrests are imminent." Yeah,
after
twelve, years, it's about time. During our discussion the
detective, Rich
Spruel, revealed Boeing had also recently inquired into the status
of the

forward cargo door of 182. Hmmm..that tells me Boeing is
conducting its own
investigation into cargo door. I was referred to a Canadian
accident
investigator, John Garstang, who discussed with me the
mechanical premise
documented by evidence of the cargo door explanation.
Yesterday he said he
would review site and get back to me. We shall see. I have phone
numbers of
all if you wish to call them.
103 anniversary is coming up and reporters are nosing around
writing
stories about it.
800 had the investigators retrieved story about the forward door
popping
open.
800 has hearing this summer, I'll be there.
Radar blips released by Paris Match, Thank God for the foreign
investigative press! and I animated the .gifs and the 'door' blip
can be
clealy seen aft and starboard of track drifting slowly, exactly
where a
door would be if it were to tear off and drift down to sea.
I also animated the destruction sequence of 103 and the skin
tearing away
can be visualized on both sides of fuselage. It's clear the damage
is first
and more severe on the door side compared to 'bomb' side.
And as long another door does not pop open, everything and
everybody
just cruises along.

Mel Opotowsky, managing editor of
the Press-Enterprise, a 164,000-circulation daily in Riverside,
Calif.
I should contact Mel Opotowsky.
It comes back to the purpose of Air Safety Week. I think an
expensive,
elite, insider newsletter can do (once in a while) a point of view,
unheard
of, controversial, while bracketed with disclaimers, and only
reporting on
documented evidence in government reports, the cargo door
explanation. No
secret conversations, no wild conjecture, no wishful thinking, no
conspiracy, and no anonymous official quotes. Just the facts,
ma'm and who
said 'em.
Air Safety Week, Air Safety Trends, Policy, and Regulation.
Where would cargo door fit? Well, the trend is that planes crash
and in
1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, and 1996, high time Boeing 747s have
had cargo door
incidents/accidents which indicate a trend towards mechanical
failure of the
complex forward cargo door latching system. A mechanical
system documented
to have fatally failed before and is the subject of four
Airworthiness
Directives is a likely cause when found near the scene of
destuction and
left the aircraft first. A recommendation could be that the cargo
door is a
worthy line of investigation by the NSTB. You're not saying the
door did it,

you would be saying check it out. Fair enough.
Cheers, Barry

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 24, 1997 7:46:50 AM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Award, promote, transfer, retire/check door out

David, thank you for email regarding RoboCruiser.
Award, promote, transfer, retire is the sequence I noticed in 24
years in the two services, Navy, Army, when screwups occurred.
The medal may be a form of hush money to the perp.
I belonged to a hospital in Fort Irwin in 1981 as a major and
observed dead paratroopers being brought in, suffocated. They
had been ordered to jump in too high winds contrary to policy by
an ambitious Brigadier General. Nine of two hundred died when
they landed in desert and were dragged. Sand filled their mouths
and nostrils. The one star came by later to Post and handed out
medals to all those involved in the tragedy. He got two stars,
transferred, and retired.
The whole Vincennes delay thing makes perfect sense from the
Navy point of view. The amibitious Captain knows to get
promoted he had to do some action. He did. He gambled plane
was bad guy instead of neutral. If plane had been incoming

fighter, he would have been hero. He was goat. He was awarded,
transferred, retired. I was not aware of any coverup of the
shootdown, I think that accident came out pretty soon. The
details that the skipper was not an innocent attacked bystander
who made and innocent mistake but a glory seeking blood thirsty
out of control skipper was only made clear later when Carlson
wrote his report for Naval Institute Proceedings, and Carlson was
fair in his report, trying to see both sides. It's just that the truth
conflicted with the official Navy version. It's human nature of
delay or investigate story that might do wrong to the
investigators. That's the problem, who is going to investigate the
investigators? NTSB has bungled this 800 investigation from day
one and it's getting worse.
This delay in reporting missile carrying sub activity on the night
of 800 is not cover up. It is normal delay of the Navy in reporting
any ship movements which are always classified. Loose lips sink
ships.
Stark guy got fired for not shooting incoming Iraqi plane, the
skippers all knew that. Better they die than us is the policy. The
big point is if we stick our nose where it doesn't belong, like
other people's territory, it will get shot at. Provocation is what it's
called and bullies do that all the time.
Ah, 800.
Well, there has been much activity actually. AI 182 is heating
up. There is something called Air India Task Force, a Canadian
Mounted Police unit. I've talked with them and they say "arrests
are imminent." Yeah, after twelve, years, it's about time. During
our discussion the detective, Rich Spruel, revealed Boeing had
also recently inquired into the status of the forward cargo door of
182. Hmmm..that tells me Boeing is conducting its own
investigation into cargo door. I was referred to a Canadian
accident investigator, John Garstang, who discussed with me the
mechanical premise documented by evidence of the cargo door

explanation. Yesterday he said he would review site and get back
to me. We shall see. I have phone numbers of all if you wish to
call them.
103 anniversary is coming up and reporters are nosing around
writing stories about it.
800 had the investigators retrieved story about the forward door
popping open.
800 has hearing this summer, I'll be there.
Radar blips released by Paris Match, Thank God for the foreign
investigative press! and I animated the .gifs and the 'door' blip
can be clealy seen aft and starboard of track drifting slowly,
exactly where a door would be if it were to tear off and drift
down to sea.
I also animated the destruction sequence of 103 and the skin
tearing away can be visualized on both sides of fuselage. It's
clear the damage is first and more severe on the door side
compared to 'bomb' side.
And as long another door does not pop open, everything and
everybody just cruises along.
Mel Opotowsky, managing editor of
the Press-Enterprise, a 164,000-circulation daily in Riverside,
Calif.
I should contact Mel Opotowsky.
It comes back to the purpose of Air Safety Week. I think an
expensive, elite, insider newsletter can do (once in a while) a
point of view, unheard of, controversial, while bracketed with
disclaimers, and only reporting on documented evidence in
government reports, the cargo door explanation. No secret
conversations, no wild conjecture, no wishful thinking, no
conspiracy, and no anonymous official quotes. Just the facts,
ma'm and who said 'em.
Air Safety Week, Air Safety Trends, Policy, and Regulation.

Where would cargo door fit? Well, the trend is that planes crash
and in 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, and 1996, high time Boeing 747s
have had cargo door incidents/accidents which indicate a trend
towards mechanical failure of the complex forward cargo door
latching system. A mechanical system documented to have
fatally failed before and is the subject of four Airworthiness
Directives is a likely cause when found near the scene of
destuction and left the aircraft first. A recommendation could be
that the cargo door is a worthy line of investigation by the NSTB.
You're not saying the door did it, you would be saying check it
out. Fair enough.
Cheers, Barry
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: April 24, 1997 7:55:44 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Shill agreement

Barry: I agree that the media are oftentimes manipulated by
the
Government. When the USS Vincennes shot down the Iranian
airliner in
1988, it wasn't until Capt. David Carlson went public that the
full
story emerged. He blew away all the official lies and exposed
a clear
disinformation campaign. I keep hoping someone like Carlson
will step
forward in the TWA 800 case. The media do not have the
power to
subpoena, remember. Having been there, I can only say that
getting
below the surface is sometimes harder than it looks.

David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Shill agreement
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 4/18/97 8:26 PM

David, a member of the press, not a shill, wrong, but still not a
shill,
says the below. He's right about the passive, wrong about the
missile.
Opotowsky thinks the nation's newspapers have abdicated their
roles as
public watchdogs, and are simply accepting as gospel whatever
public
officials are handing them.
So true, so sad.
And good reason to not print different too, who wants to be
investigated,
we all have something to hide, except for me and my monkey,
(Beatles)
Cheers, Barry
"Where is our media skepticism? The FBI's disinformation
campaign is working."
-- Mel Opotowsky
madaging editor, Press-Enterprise

Where's The Skepticism?
April 19, 1997
California editor contends media have accepted an FBI
'disinformation
campaign' regarding plane explosion that killed
230
BY ALLAN WOLPER
A WEST COAST newspaper believes the nation's media
succumbed to an FBI
disinformation campaign that kept the public from finding out
why TWA Flight 800 crashed off the coast of Long Island, killing
all 230
people on board.
"Where is our media skepticism?" asked Mel Opotowsky,
managing editor of
the Press-Enterprise, a 164,000-circulation daily in Riverside,
Calif. "The FBI's disinformation campaign is working."
Opotowsky thinks the nation's newspapers have abdicated their
roles as
public watchdogs, and are simply accepting as gospel whatever
public
officials are handing them.
"The New York Times has someone assigned to the TWA story,"
Opotowsky said.

"The Los Angeles Times has someone assigned to it. There
are some very bright reporters working on it. But the skepticism
is not
there."
Opotowsky said the FBI pressure on the media has distracted
them from
following up on his newspaper's six-month investigation of the
TWA
crash.
The Press-Enterprise published a front-page story on March 10
by David E.
Hendrix that said that "independent computer analysis and
laboratory tests provide compelling testimony that a missile
brought down
the Paris-bound jet."
Opotowsky said the FBI seemed more interested in his
newsroom operation
than in the stories it produced.
"They want to question the messengers instead of the message,"
he said.
"They have subpoenaed the telephone records of Jim Sanders [a
key source
on the Press-Enterprise story] and have begun a criminal
investigation of
him. They want to know whether Sanders was on our payroll."
Sanders, a retired police accident investigator in the PressEnterprise
area, has served as a longtime source for the newspaper.

Opotowsky also is angered by the law enforcement pressure on
his reporter.
"The FBI wants to question David Hendrix about his sources,"
Opotowsky
said. "They are going too far. There is nothing wrong with
knocking
down a concept. But they shouldn't be going after reporters."
Joseph Valiquette, a New York spokesperson for the FBI, denied
there was
any disinformation campaign being foisted on the American
public.
"We would deny it," Valiquette said.
The FBI spokesperson also denied the contention by the PressEnterprise
that the FBI was harassing it with subpoenas.
"They [the Press-Enterprise] haven't expressed anything to us
[about
harassment]," Valiquette said.
Opotowsky said the media reaction to the newspaper's
investigation prompted
him to write an op-ed column detailing the process his reporters
used to nail down their story.
He noted in the column that a Los Angeles Times reporter
questioned the
Press-Enterprise's motives for pursuing the information.

"Why is your paper doing this story?" Opotowsky wrote, relating
a
conversation he had with a Times reporter. "You didn't cover the
plane
crash.
Why are you doing this?"
Opotowsky explained in his column that his paper's investigation
lost some
of its sting because the media believed that Hendrix was working
with Pierre Salinger on the story. (See related story on this page.)
Salinger had asked the Press-Enterprise if it would be willing to
run his
article alleging that TWA 800 was shot down by an American
missile.
"After reading the Salinger manuscript," Opotowsky wrote, "we
decided it
was not credible, had little or no support and was jumbled. We
declined to publish it."
Opotowsky said in his interview with E&P that the New York
Times published
a story noting that Hendrix's name appeared on Salinger's story
on the crash.
"We told them that Salinger was not authorized to use David's
name, and
they grudgingly ran a correction," Opotowsky said.
PRESS-ENTERPRISE REPORTER EXPLAINS

Hendrix says the media's chorus of criticism troubled and
surprised him.
"I wake up in the middle of the night and I go over the reasons
why we said
what we said, again and again," he said. "Then I tell myself, yes,
you've done it right. The journalists on this story are much too
passive."
The Press-Enterprise reporter said the newspapers are not
questioning the
official line of the FBI, which controls the media information
flow.
"I have known Jim [Sanders] for about a dozen years," Hendrix
said. "But I
still put him through a test. You have to be skeptical each time
someone comes forward. People keep asking me about Jim. They
should be
asking us about our documents.
"There are 170,000 households getting our newspaper every day.
And you have
to say with good conscience that we had a reason to say what we
did."
Hendrix, who has been with the Press-Enterprise since 1984,
says he has not
particularly enjoyed his 15 minutes in the media spotlight.
"It's not much fun being out there on a branch all by yourself," he
conceded in an interview.

Hendrix said he came within a couple of days of ending his
investigation
when he got a tip indicating the Navy lied about its training
schedule
on July 17, the night the Boeing 747 went down.
"I was told outright by many federal agencies that there was no
military
activity scheduled the night TWA crashed," he said. "But then I
got
some Navy documents showing that there were. There is plenty
of paperwork
being generated on this case.
"The media seems afraid that it will find out that the plane was
hit by
friendly fire," he said. "None of the press has been able to
interview any
of
the sailors aboard the Normandy. The FBI has shut down
everything."
The Navy said the Normandy, a guided missile cruiser, was in
Chesapeake Bay
when the plane crashed. But military officials said the ship did
not fire off any training missiles that night.
"The Navy said at first that there were no submarines in the area,
then
they said there were three of them," Hendrix said. "Why didn't
they tell
us that in the first place? There was just a trail of

misinformation."
These pages are a service of the Editor & Publisher Co.,
edpub@mediainfo.com. To subscribe to our weekly print
magazine, just send
us an
e-mail with return address and phone number.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 18, 1997 8:26:54 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Shill agreement

David, a member of the press, not a shill, wrong, but still not a
shill, says the below. He's right about the passive, wrong about
the missile.
Opotowsky thinks the nation's newspapers have abdicated their
roles as public watchdogs, and are simply accepting as gospel
whatever public

officials are handing them.
So true, so sad.
And good reason to not print different too, who wants to be
investigated, we all have something to hide, except for me and
my monkey, (Beatles)
Cheers, Barry
"Where is our media skepticism? The FBI's disinformation
campaign is working."
-- Mel Opotowsky
madaging editor, Press-Enterprise
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California editor contends media have accepted an FBI
'disinformation campaign' regarding plane explosion that killed
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BY ALLAN WOLPER
A WEST COAST newspaper believes the nation's media
succumbed to an FBI disinformation campaign that kept the
public from finding out
why TWA Flight 800 crashed off the coast of Long Island, killing
all 230 people on board.
"Where is our media skepticism?" asked Mel Opotowsky,
managing editor of the Press-Enterprise, a 164,000-circulation

daily in Riverside,
Calif. "The FBI's disinformation campaign is working."
Opotowsky thinks the nation's newspapers have abdicated their
roles as public watchdogs, and are simply accepting as gospel
whatever public
officials are handing them.
"The New York Times has someone assigned to the TWA story,"
Opotowsky said. "The Los Angeles Times has someone assigned
to it. There
are some very bright reporters working on it. But the skepticism
is not there."
Opotowsky said the FBI pressure on the media has distracted
them from following up on his newspaper's six-month
investigation of the TWA
crash.
The Press-Enterprise published a front-page story on March 10
by David E. Hendrix that said that "independent computer
analysis and
laboratory tests provide compelling testimony that a missile
brought down the Paris-bound jet."
Opotowsky said the FBI seemed more interested in his
newsroom operation than in the stories it produced.
"They want to question the messengers instead of the message,"
he said. "They have subpoenaed the telephone records of Jim
Sanders [a key
source on the Press-Enterprise story] and have begun a criminal
investigation of him. They want to know whether Sanders was on

our payroll."
Sanders, a retired police accident investigator in the PressEnterprise area, has served as a longtime source for the
newspaper.
Opotowsky also is angered by the law enforcement pressure on
his reporter.
"The FBI wants to question David Hendrix about his sources,"
Opotowsky said. "They are going too far. There is nothing wrong
with knocking
down a concept. But they shouldn't be going after reporters."
Joseph Valiquette, a New York spokesperson for the FBI, denied
there was any disinformation campaign being foisted on the
American
public.
"We would deny it," Valiquette said.
The FBI spokesperson also denied the contention by the PressEnterprise that the FBI was harassing it with subpoenas.
"They [the Press-Enterprise] haven't expressed anything to us
[about harassment]," Valiquette said.
Opotowsky said the media reaction to the newspaper's
investigation prompted him to write an op-ed column detailing
the process his reporters
used to nail down their story.
He noted in the column that a Los Angeles Times reporter

questioned the Press-Enterprise's motives for pursuing the
information.
"Why is your paper doing this story?" Opotowsky wrote, relating
a conversation he had with a Times reporter. "You didn't cover
the plane crash.
Why are you doing this?"
Opotowsky explained in his column that his paper's investigation
lost some of its sting because the media believed that Hendrix
was working
with Pierre Salinger on the story. (See related story on this page.)
Salinger had asked the Press-Enterprise if it would be willing to
run his article alleging that TWA 800 was shot down by an
American missile.
"After reading the Salinger manuscript," Opotowsky wrote, "we
decided it was not credible, had little or no support and was
jumbled. We
declined to publish it."
Opotowsky said in his interview with E&P that the New York
Times published a story noting that Hendrix's name appeared on
Salinger's story
on the crash.
"We told them that Salinger was not authorized to use David's
name, and they grudgingly ran a correction," Opotowsky said.
PRESS-ENTERPRISE REPORTER EXPLAINS
Hendrix says the media's chorus of criticism troubled and

surprised him.
"I wake up in the middle of the night and I go over the reasons
why we said what we said, again and again," he said. "Then I tell
myself, yes,
you've done it right. The journalists on this story are much too
passive."
The Press-Enterprise reporter said the newspapers are not
questioning the official line of the FBI, which controls the media
information flow.
"I have known Jim [Sanders] for about a dozen years," Hendrix
said. "But I still put him through a test. You have to be skeptical
each time
someone comes forward. People keep asking me about Jim. They
should be asking us about our documents.
"There are 170,000 households getting our newspaper every day.
And you have to say with good conscience that we had a reason
to say what we
did."
Hendrix, who has been with the Press-Enterprise since 1984,
says he has not particularly enjoyed his 15 minutes in the media
spotlight.
"It's not much fun being out there on a branch all by yourself," he
conceded in an interview.
Hendrix said he came within a couple of days of ending his
investigation when he got a tip indicating the Navy lied about its
training schedule

on July 17, the night the Boeing 747 went down.
"I was told outright by many federal agencies that there was no
military activity scheduled the night TWA crashed," he said. "But
then I got
some Navy documents showing that there were. There is plenty
of paperwork being generated on this case.
"The media seems afraid that it will find out that the plane was
hit by friendly fire," he said. "None of the press has been able to
interview any of
the sailors aboard the Normandy. The FBI has shut down
everything."
The Navy said the Normandy, a guided missile cruiser, was in
Chesapeake Bay when the plane crashed. But military officials
said the ship did
not fire off any training missiles that night.
"The Navy said at first that there were no submarines in the area,
then they said there were three of them," Hendrix said. "Why
didn't they tell
us that in the first place? There was just a trail of
misinformation."
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 15, 1997 5:31:54 PM PDT
To: staff@nytimes.com
Subject: Urgent important for Matthew Purdy on TWA 800

Mr. Purdy, cargo door guy here, guess what, got an explanation
for the error I wrote below to you. I said I was omitted in the
article, but I wasn't. You wrote:
"And they have hardly been bashful about relating their musings
to
investigators at the National Transportation Safety Board. One
man writes at
least once a week to the board, pushing his theory that the front
cargo door
blew off, setting in motion a catastrophic chain of events. Other
amateur
investigators have postulated that laser rays emitted from Long
Island might
have destroyed the plane."
I am the man. Here's why I said you omitted me: My download
page from the Excite Live! to New York Times on line to my
web server and to my email server to me read:
And they have hardly
been bashful about relating their musings to
investigatoj3¯t the National Transportation Safety Board.
One man writes at least once a week to
the ¬fl"82¸º9´4·3´´1:´271
:´0::´23177:*±01372·79*73:´28¶0·21¶2;*733*9Ating in motion a
catastrophic chain of events. Other amateur
investigators havåxSestulated that laser rays emitted
from Long Island might have destroÔÄa the plane.

So, can you believe the coincidence? In an entire long story of
yours the only garbled part I get includes the phrase, "front cargo
door blew off,"
Well, the point is, it is the front cargo door blew off. All I can
offer the truth of evidence, facts, things you can hear and feel.
But you must ask first. Why do I think it is the cargo door? Or
ask the NSTB why they think it may be the 'forward door
popping" as referenced below:
That's all. Have to ask.
As we dilly dally around, another forward cargo door may pop/
blow off, and another plane crashes, and people die, and 'the
experts are baffled." Can a citizen actually have credit for some
intelligence around here?
Engage me in email dialogue, Mr. Purdy. I am the cargo door
guy.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

Mr. Purdy, read your story on internet theories for TWA 800. My
cargo door explanation was omitted. Was it too weird or too
orthodox?
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Forward door popping open has interest of the NSTB, is that
reference enough? My web site has it, www.corazon.com
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
From: New York Times Mail System <staff@nytimes.com>
Date: April 15, 1997 5:29:28 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com

This is a list of New York Times staff members who have made
their e-mail
addresses public. It is being sent to you automatically in response
to
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If you don't get an immediate response, please keep in mind that
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and editors devote most of their working hours to producing the
newspaper,
and the time they have to answer e-mail is limited.
If the person you want to reach is not listed, he or she either does
not
have e-mail or does not make the address public. You can reach
most Times
employees by writing to The New York Times, 229 West 43rd
Street, New
York, New York 10036. For departmental e-mail addresses and
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information, please send a message to info@nytimes.com.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 15, 1997 4:25:22 PM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: New York Times 800 article

Byron, did you read the Matthew Purdy New York Times article
on 800 Sunday?
"One man writes at least once a week to the board, pushing his
theory that
the front cargo door of the plane blew off, setting in motion a
catastrophic
chain of events."
That's me. And the story is a compendium of the kooks on the

net, so if you refer to me and my site and cargo door explanation,
you will be the first to take it seriously. And I trust you take it
seriously because of the facts and the evidence only.
By the bye, I got a call this AM from Canada, it's the leader of
the Air India Task Force, John Schnieder at 1604 264 2352. He
gives me the name of his subordinate who told me about Boeing
inquiring about the 182 door, Rick Spruel, and the name of the
guy in TSB of Canada who said the door was retrieved and
latches latched, John Garstang of securitas of TSB. Jackpot, it's
hard to quote people without their names and I got 'em.
Schnieder gave names to deflect any potential future problems, I
believe.
So, 182 lives! It's still active.
103 is myth and will live forever.
811 is forgotten, the Air India guys, Schneider and Spruel, never
heard of it.
800 is cooling and soon will become myth.
Byron, you know 811 inside and out, that is the model. It fits 800
up to the nose not coming off. Uh, and the cargo door was found
closest to event site.
Will you be at the summer NTSB 800 hearing? I will be there.
Ah, to repeat and talk door only:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because

the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as

designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
Cheers, Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 14, 1997 9:16:38 AM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Debunking a myth

Byron,
The obstacle to cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is that it
leads to PA 103 and that would be debunking a modern myth, the
Bombing of Pan Am 103. Myths die hard and are protected.
Matthew Purdy of the NY Times did an internet 800 theory story
and omitted cargo door. Why? Too weird or too orthodox? I
asked him but don't expect reply.

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Forward door popping open idea has good references and yet no
one has followed up that trial balloon yet while every other idiot
idea from gas to whatever is covered at length. Has to be a
reason why overlooked when cargo door fits the facts, all of
them, while others only fit a few. It's amazing.
The animated gifs on web site are a wonder to behold, crude but
effective and every future accident report should have them. My
server is expecially slow this AM, it should be faster soon.
By the way, I have an aerospace engineer with contacts to Air
India and Flight 182 checking on the status of the forward door,
you know the one the report said was lost at sea and the security
people said was found and latches latched. Also the task force on
182 will not return my calls once I mentioned that fact and the
fact they said that Boeing had inquired about the forward door of
182. John Snyder's representative at 1604 264 2352 is the man to
talk to about Boeing and the forward door inquiry.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 14, 1997 8:24:56 AM PDT
To: staff@nytimes.com
Subject: For Mr Purdy, cargo door explanation.

Mr. Purdy, read your story on internet theories for TWA 800. My
cargo door explanation was omitted. Was it too weird or too
orthodox?
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Forward door popping open has interest of the NSTB, is that
reference enough? My web site has it, www.corazon.com
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
From: New York Times Mail System <staff@nytimes.com>
Date: April 14, 1997 8:22:22 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
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Subject: For Mr Purdy, cargo door explanation.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 14, 1997 8:21:47 AM PDT

To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Not sure?

SHORT FINAL...
We're not sure if this actually happened,
the crew of one
of its cargo planes shoved the animal out of the
cargo hold at an altitude of 30,000
feet.
Well, Mike that explains why you do not understand the cargo
door explanation of TWA 800 if you are not sure if your funny
story was true or not. Cargo crews do not open cargo door and
throw anything out at 30000 feet. 3000 feet yes, 30000 feet no.
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
What give the forward door immunity to scrutiny? It must be
magic. Actually it is debunking a myth, the myth of the bombing
of Pan Am 103.
Cheers, Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 9, 1997 9:34:49 PM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Summer hearing!

Byron, I've put the TWA 800 radar images into animated gifs on

web site, very interesting. The animated gifs are very powerful
with imagination; the sequence is clear for TWA 800 and PA 103.
http://www.corazon.com/800radarblipsani.html
And there is a public hearing this summer to 'gather facts'. I trust
I will be allowed to speak at a public hearing, I've already
applied to NTSB.
I hope for your TWA 800 story you look at the other similar
fallen trees in the forest, AI 182, UAL 811, and PA 103. A good
detective looks at all the victims.
Regards, Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 8, 1997 11:57:36 PM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Slick but puny

Those animations are pretty slick, Barry!
Well, thanks, Mike, the sad thing is how puny they really are. I
envisage a computer simulation of CAD with video game quality
of the whole sequence of destruction of the 747 in slow motion
using the actual evidence found, the parameters of the fuselage,
and the physics of the action of wind against metal. This may
have been done by the NTSB already but not released because it
does not fit the center tank fire but does fit the cargo door place
of start of damage.
Friday August 30 7:24 AM EDT
Computer Simulation Pinpoints TWA Blast - NYT
NEW YORK (Reuter) - A computer simulation of the final
moments of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has placed the blast
that downed the plane in a small

site on the jet's right side, The New York Times reported Friday.
The simulation shows that almost everything in the first spray of
metal, luggage and other material blown from the plane came
from a confined area above and
ahead of the right wing.
Federal investigators say the simulation, a standard part of crash
investigations, has helped them visualize the probable focal point
of the explosion that
ultimately split the plane.
The TWA Boeing 747 crashed July 17 into the Atlantic Ocean off
New York's Long Island on a flight from New York to Paris. All
230 people aboard died.
See, Mike, 'above and ahead of the right wing is the cargo door
hole and skin gone, and is not the center tank. So, more
suppressed evidence that does not fit the center tank.
The PA 103 computer simulation could be done also to show the
sequence. Hindsight is important, we must use it. PA 103 is so
political. I was looking at a site the other day on PA 103 and
clicked an interesting looking link and it went to...me! Yeah, the
web author had dozens of links to me, mostly the scanned pages
of PA 103 AAIB report I have on the site. It's an amazing feeling
to link to oneself, the loop was complete.
A computer simulation for UAL 811, 103, 182, and 800 would be
easy to do now, and would be so revealing in the similarities. It's
what real investigators would do to find out what happened. It's
not what proscecutors would do for fear of jeopardizing their
case. The NTSB are prosecuting the center tank as initial event
and having a hard go of it because so much evidence contradicts.
And that's why the public docket is months late, and by the way,
what happened to Francis?

The lead NTSB investigator disappears? Amazing. It's now the
Kallstrom and Loeb show.
Cheers, Barry

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: April 8, 1997 9:41:59 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Animated destruction

At 07:44 PM 4/8/97 -0700, you wrote:
I've taken some sequential drawings from the AAIB report and
made animated
.gifs. They show clearly the sequence of destruction of PA 103
with
emphasis on cargo door side. Radar blip of door is also drawn in
AAIB
report. Below are the comments on each page.
Those animations are pretty slick, Barry!
_______________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Internet's aviation magazine
URL: http://www.avweb.com
Email: mbusch@avweb.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 8, 1997 7:44:11 PM PDT
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Animated destruction

Mike,
I've taken some sequential drawings from the AAIB report and
made animated .gifs. They show clearly the sequence of
destruction of PA 103 with emphasis on cargo door side. Radar
blip of door is also drawn in AAIB report. Below are the
comments on each page.
http://www.corazon.com/103drawrightleftani.html
and http://www.corazon.com/103blipsani.html
Pan Am Flight 103 accident report drawings of sequence of
destruction based upon reconstruction of fuselage. There are four
drawings in each animated .gif. The important point is the
damage is more severe on the cargo door side of the forward
cargo hold than on the other side, the 'bomb' side. The pattern of
the cargo door side of destruction matches the UAL 811 pattern,
a known cargo door pattern. The door itself of 103 matches the
door of 811 also, broken in two.
Pan Am 103 accident report on radar primary and secondary
returns. Important to note is diamond which is primary return
noted on two ground radars and described as 'anomaly.' It is the
door spinning away just before destruction. The disintegrating
wing and fuselage is shown as many dots while the intact nose
falls and is shown as dense blob. The radar blip of door matches
the radar blip of TWA 800 in time and place.
I look forward to the TWA 800 report to repeat the animation, it
is very revealing.
And the 'second official' is right. What a lead, from a reputable
source, AV Week, quoting reputable source, NSTB official, about
a common sense explantion, cargo door. And it hangs there...
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw

could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 8, 1997 7:43:40 PM PDT
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: UAL 811 and PA 103 match and animation of
destruction

Byron,
I've taken some sequential drawings from the AAIB report and
made animated .gifs. They show clearly the sequence of
destruction of PA 103 with emphasis on cargo door side. Radar
blip of door is also drawn in AAIB report. Below are the
comments on each page.
http://www.corazon.com/103drawrightleftani.html
and http://www.corazon.com/103blipsani.html
Pan Am Flight 103 accident report drawings of sequence of
destruction based upon reconstruction of fuselage. There are four
drawings in each animated .gif. The important point is the
damage is more severe on the cargo door side of the forward
cargo hold than on the other side, the 'bomb' side. The pattern of
the cargo door side of destruction matches the UAL 811 pattern,
a known cargo door pattern. The door itself of 103 matches the
door of 811 also, broken in two.
Pan Am 103 accident report on radar primary and secondary
returns. Important to note is diamond which is primary return
noted on two ground radars and described as 'anomaly.' It is the
door spinning away just before destruction. The disintegrating
wing and fuselage is shown as many dots while the intact nose

falls and is shown as dense blob. The radar blip of door matches
the radar blip of TWA 800 in time and place.
I look forward to the TWA 800 report to repeat the animation, it
is very revealing.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 8, 1997 7:43:20 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: It moves!

David,
I've taken some sequential drawings from the AAIB report and
made animated .gifs. They show clearly the sequence of
destruction of PA 103 with emphasis on cargo door side. Radar
blip of door is also drawn in AAIB report. Below are the
comments on each page.
http://www.corazon.com/103drawrightleftani.html
and http://www.corazon.com/103blipsani.html
Pan Am Flight 103 accident report drawings of sequence of
destruction based upon reconstruction of fuselage. There are four
drawings in each animated .gif. The important point is the
damage is more severe on the cargo door side of the forward
cargo hold than on the other side, the 'bomb' side. The pattern of
the cargo door side of destruction matches the UAL 811 pattern,
a known cargo door pattern. The door itself of 103 matches the
door of 811 also, broken in two.
Pan Am 103 accident report on radar primary and secondary
returns. Important to note is diamond which is primary return
noted on two ground radars and described as 'anomaly.' It is the
door spinning away just before destruction. The disintegrating
wing and fuselage is shown as many dots while the intact nose
falls and is shown as dense blob. The radar blip of door matches

the radar blip of TWA 800 in time and place.
I look forward to the TWA 800 report to repeat the animation, it
is very revealing.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 7, 1997 11:19:35 PM PDT
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Received Newsletters

Received newsletters and your articles, thanks. 797$ for 50
issues, hmmm...160$ bucks a pop, a very expensive eight pages,
twenty dollars a page.
And one page is devoted to "new speculation" on TWA 800
crash, with a couple of lines about 'a giant bubble of methane gas
floating up out of the water, which ignited when the 747 passed
through it.' What complete coverage with six other speculative
explanations such as meteor and electronic emissions. Very
exciting.
Well, after reading your enclosed San Diego reports, you have a
strong motive for keeping 103 a bomb, as most people involved
with 103 have, and that is to keep your reputation secure since all
have said it was a bomb and to now investigate alternatives is to
possibly be proved wrong, and who wants to work hard to prove
oneself wrong? No one.
You are right about the government not giving correct
information about 103, it's because they don't have it. There is no
conspiracy, just self interest and denial of responsibility, human
as well as corporate/government traits.
Anyway, the only thing the cargo door explanation has going for
it is the evidence because it is not an exciting story, not even
enough to make the newsletter.
You knew about the cargo door explanation months ago, to omit

it and include only those explanations previously reported by the
mass print media or stated by the NSTB is shilling and a
disservice to your readers who pay top dollar for new stuff, not
USA today rehash. Guilty on two counts, David.
You and Cummock and Gore and Kallstrom are on the 'terrorists
are everywhere' bandwagon, politics/journalism of fear.
Conspiracy as entertainment.
There is no conspiracy, no Sikhs planting bombs, no Libyan
terrorists planting bombs, no Arabs on boats with shoulder
mounted missiles, as you also report as possibility for TWA 800.
It's just a boring door popping open, as it has before, did now,
and will again.
And the hard evidence is there, from visual streak, to radar blip,
to cvr sound, to fdr abrupt power cut to FOD to much more but
to conspiracy nuts, (four governments in this case, India, UK,
USA, and Canada) reason and evidence fail to persuade.
I'm reminded of the Tawana Brawley case where a young black
woman claimed she was abused by some white men. When the
evidence contradicted her story, the black leaders did not say,
hey, a bad crime did not occur, we are so happy, instead they
said, nope this terrible thing happened regardless. They wanted
the victim mentality as opposed to being the person at fault.
TWA/Boeing/USA as victim, not perp. Of course.
Governments want bomb, it's not their fault their citizens died,
when in fact, it is.
Well, enough of the politics, Air Safety Week purports to be an
industry insider with trends, policy and regulation. Cargo door
does not fit any of those, apparently.
How did methane gas get in then?
Regards, Barry
PS, David, rehash this:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw

could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 5, 1997 9:47:37 PM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Melodramatic story with salient points

Byron, the below paragraph of long email to Senator McCain got
the Secret Service to my door, armed and unannounced within 24
hours. I know because the agent told me the referral came from
McCain's office.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and

destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Byron, the ejection story follows:
Field Carrier Landing Practice FCLP
I popped up my canopy by toggling the switch on the left
console. The aluminum clamshell with two small side windows
whooshed up and locked. The warm
night air of central Florida rushed into the cockpit displacing the
cool forced conditioned air on my forehead while I still breathed
the cold oxygen from my
mask. The dull roar of the two idling jet engines hit me through
my helmet; the intakes were just two feet away on my left and
right, I was in the middle. I
was strapped into the back seat of an RA-5C Vigilante at 2300
hours on a concrete ramp at Sanford Naval Air Station on 14
June 1967. We were
conducting Night Field Carrier Landing Practice (FCLP) on
Runway 27 with five other aircraft in the pattern. Wind was calm
and temperature about 85
degrees. The sky was clear with only the flashing lights of the
other aircraft as they went around and around the pattern to be
seen.
My regular training pilot climbed out of his front cockpit and
wiggled down the ladder attached to the fuselage and the new
pilot climbed up and in. The fifty
thousand pound airplane with its two fifteen thousand pound
thrust idling engines sat in its chocks and vibrated as it was being
refueled by a yellow truck
off to the side. Flashing lights were everywhere but it was all

orderly and the pilot switch and hot refueling was going off
without a hitch. I took off my mask
and instantly the smell of exhausted jet fuel came into the
cockpit. I relaxed and enjoyed it. It was all very exciting.
The new pilot came up on hot mike and said, "OK, Smitty, how
do you read?" He knew that his regularly assigned
Reconnaissance Attack Navigator (RAN)
had been replaced by me for this evening FCLP only.
"Loud and clear, sir," I replied, putting my mask back on and
talking into the microphone embedded in it. I toggled down my
canopy and it closed with a
reassuring thump and clunked locked. The air cooled down and
the noise eased for a bit. My regular pilot walked away without a
look back. He had just
practiced twelve landings and would do so again tomorrow night.
He was an unmarried thirty eight year old Navy Commander
who had been flying single
seat jet reconnaissance fighters (F-8) off carriers for years and
had had one combat tour in the new war in Vietnam. He was now
preparing to carrier
qualify in this type aircraft before he went back to war in
Vietnam. It was his first time flying in a two seat carrier jet.
I was a single, twenty three year old Ensign navigator who had
had little jet experience, little navigator experience and had never
been in combat or even on
a carrier. I was in awe of him. We had been assigned as a crew
and we flew all our missions together. We were due to qualify in
the RA-5C in one month on
the USS Ranger, one of the large supercarriers of the time, and
then on to combat in six months over North Vietnam flying from

Yankee Station in the
Gulf of Tonkin. But first we had to practice crew coordination
and the techniques and procedures to land the largest and
heaviest carrier aircraft on a
flight deck. This was the pilot's time.
For the past several months I had been navigating low level,
medium speed photo missions throughout Florida, Georgia,
Alabama, and Tennessee, learning
how to take pictures of small bridges, roads, power plants, and
prisons, while maneuvering up and down and all around at four
hundred and eighty knots.
The hardest part was not throwing up while thinking ahead of the
airplane and putting in very small number new target coordinates
into the computer. Now
it was FCLP and all pilot technique and skill to get this airplane
at a certain spot on the earth, in a certain attitude, at a certain
speed, at a certain
weight, and at a certain time. It had to be done right. We were
doing OK.
"Any gripes?" my new pilot asked, referring to any problems the
airplane might have developed during the previous two FCLP
periods.
"No problems," I answered. My new pilot was a Lieutenant
Commander, also thirty eight, and had had much experience in
combat and RA-5C carrier flying.
He was married and had five children. I addressed him as Mr.
Butler. I was more respectful to him than in awe, but also felt
much more friendly towards him.
He had recently returned from a Western Pacific (WestPac) cruise
and a harrowing combat tour. He was now undergoing refresher

training before going
out for another combat cruise with a different squadron than
mine. I had volunteered to fly these two hops with him because I
knew him to be safe and
instructive.
"Call for taxi," he directed. I made all the radio calls but the
incoming instructions were for the pilot who was listening and
had his hands full trying to
precisely place this ungainly airplane onto a spot of runway
about twenty yards wide by twenty yards long. The A-5, like
most supersonic aircraft, was a
clumsy, underpowered buffalo when it was slow and dirty with
flaps, droops, and landing gear down, but cleaned up it was a
beautiful, graceful, speeding
demon.
"Ground control, 201, taxi," I said into the oxygen mask as I
pressed down on a button on right right footrest after first
confirming I had the correct
frequency set in the small window at eye level. We were flying
one of twelve aircraft assigned to the only Navy tactical
reconnaissance training squadron,
RVAH-3. Our call sign was Commanche Trail 201 which I had
shortened to 201. I would have shortened it to 01 but there was
another 01 in the pattern
and I did not want to be confused with him.
"201, Ground, cleared to taxi runway 27, wind calm, altimeter
two niner niner two," the tower replied. "Ground," was short for
"ground control" which was
the title of the person in the tower who monitored aircraft
movements on the ramp just prior to takeoff. The same person

might be called, "Tower," after
we were airborne.
The engines revved up and we started to slowly taxi toward the
duty runway. We were only partially loaded with fuel because we
would be landing shorty
after takeoff and the landing gear would not support the weight
of a fully loaded landing aircraft. The A-5 usually held thirty
thousand pounds of jet fuel,
about five thousand gallons, but for our touch and go's we
usually took off with about seven thousand pounds of JP-4, or
about a thousand gallons.
That amount of fuel was sufficient for about twenty five minutes
of six crash and dashes before we would stop and hot refuel
again. Each pilot would then
have had two exhausting periods of twelve field carrier landing
practices on the night runway which had landing lights which
simulated a carrier's angled
flight deck. They usually emerged from the cockpit soaked in
sweat.
There was a Landing Signal Officer (LSO) standing by the end of
the runway to talk to the pilots as they made their approach. The
LSO, "Paddles," as he
was called, was an experienced RA-5C pilot who made
recommendations to the squadron commander as to whether a
particular pilot was qualified to fly
out to the ship for landing qualifications which would enable that
pilot to go on the cruise. A thumbs down by Paddles was a
serious thing for a pilot and
his career.
"Take off checklist," my pilot intoned.

"Compass," I quickly promptly as I was expecting the request. I
had only flown with Mr. Butler one other time, a day low-level
hop through mountains in
southern Tennessee. It was the only time I had ever tried the
Terrain Following Radar (TFR) which allowed the plane to be
guided below mountain tops by the
navigator interpreting special radar signals. No one trusted the
radar enough to use it for real. On that day the radar worked fine
and I respected the pilot
for at least showing his trust for me and the system. For that
reason I had volunteered to stay and fly the extra two periods
instead of getting out and
leaving with my regular pilot who had completed his two
periods.
"Set," the pilot answered the expected reply.
"Hook," I said.
"Up," he answered.
"IFF," I said, and then answered my own query, "set to standby."
Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF) was not required since we
never left the air station
control area, but we always went through every checklist item
anyway.
"Canopy," I said.
"Down and locked, lights out," he answered.
"Harness," I said.

"Locked," he replied.
"OK, flaps and take off power to go," I said as we neared the end
of the runway." The takeoff ritual was proceeding exactly as
usual. We never engaged in
idle chitchat.
There was so much information coming into us from different
sources that it required all our concentration to monitor and
interpret it so we didn't have
any time for non-life threatening conversation. We were closely
watching dials telling us engine temperatures, flap position, radio
frequency, fuel flow,
hydraulic status lights and also listening to the tower, the LSO,
and five other aircraft in the pattern. Our senses were alive with
processing information,
figuring out which calls were for us and which required
responses. We had engine noise and radio noise also interferring
with hearing clearly. Internal
communication was kept to a minimum.
We waited for a minute as another aircraft came in for his
approach. It was no use calling for take off yet and the common
frequency was busy enough
with six airplanes all communicating where they were, their
intentions, their fuel states, and listening to the LSO give final
landing instructions. I checked
the inside of my small cockpit. My left elbow could touch the
aluminum skin of the left side and my right elbow could touch
the right. My arm partially bent
forward could touch the front console. I had a little one foot by
one foot window high up on the left and right side of my canopy.

In front of me there was a
fold-down desk and a full instrument panel including radar,
viewfinder, altimeters and many other electronic controls. It was
cramped but comfortable once
I knew where everything was. The seat was a hard beige plastic
which was the bottom of the ejection seat which also went up my
back and over the top of
my head. The seat had to be hard to exert the correct forces
without hurting the back. No cushions were allowed. I could not
see nor touch my pilot in his
equally small cockpit in front of me.
I figured that in an hour and a half I would be having a cold can
of beer and a Florida lobster and baked potato dinner at my
favorite Sanford restaurant.
I watched out my little right side window as the landing A-5
wobbled lower and lower. The A-5 came down in its flared
position, wings rocking back and
forth, and slammed down in front of us and then with a roar took
back off again, then slowly turned right to prepare for its next
touch and go. It was said
that a carrier landing was nothing more than a controlled crash.
One reason Air Force type aircraft were unsuitable for carrier
landings is that the landing
gear were never strong enough.
"OK, call for take off," my pilot said. We were on hot mike
which allowed everything we said to be heard by each other. His
breathing increased.
"Tower, 201 for takeoff," I quickly radioed.

"201, tower, cleared for takeoff, wind calm," the tower crisply
responded. All the players were correctly anticipating each other.
"201, roger," I acknowledged.
As we quickly taxied into position at the end of the runway, I
called off the last checklist item, "Flaps." A crew had once
attempted to take off with flaps
at zero. The plane never got airborne. It was such a small thing
with such serious consequences.
"Flaps ten," he said, "OK, power coming up."
The engines now started their whining up to full roar. He
released the brakes as soon as the engines were at one hundred
percent and then kicked in the
afterburners. We had to takeoff soon and leave room for the next
A-5 now on final for landing. We started to roll.
"All temperatures normal," the pilot said as we gathered speed.
Our takeoff roll was short because of our light fuel load and we
were soon airborne and
turning downwind to prepare to land in just a few minutes. He
left the flaps at ten and the landing gear down. The afterburners
were shut off and the power
slightly reduced to maintain our speed of one hundred sixty knots
downwind at six hundred feet. We would fly the whole six passes
never getting higher
than six hundred feet nor further away from the runway than a
mile.
"201 abeam," I called as we passed parallel the runway. Each
plane called various positions in the pattern to let everyone know

where they were. The critical
interval was how soon each pilot turned base which would
determine how long his final approach would be. My regular
pilot would often make fun of other
pilots who preferred a longer approach than he did. My pilot
tonight made no such derogatory statements; he just adjusted into
the pattern.
"201 turning final, state 6.7," I called. We had 6700 pounds of
fuel left, enough for five more passes after this one for a total of
twenty five minutes of
flight time.
"Landing checklist, flaps," I said to the pilot.
"Flaps full down," he replied in between heavy grunts. As usual
it sounded as if the pilot was wrestling with a low, slow, clumsy,
and very dangerous
monster. The vibration increased at the airflow responded to the
added drag of the huge flaps hanging full down into the
airstream.
"Gear," I prompted.
"Three down and locked," he answered and then added, "I've got
the ball, 6.0."
"Checklist complete," I said to the pilot and then stepped on my
mike button and said, "201 ball, state 6.0," I let the LSO know
we had the meatball in
sight which was a reflected image in a mirror which let the pilot
know his angle of approach toward the simulated end of the
carrier. The mirror system and

the lighting pattern were identical to that of the ship giving the
pilots accurate simulation of a carrier night landing. Fuel state
was critical information
around the ship because most of the jets were always within
minutes of flaming out if they did not land successfully. At a
certain point the aircraft was
diverted to a land runway if it was felt the plane could not make
it aboard.
"Roger ball," the LSO acknowledged that we were on final, had
the field and ball in sight and we had six thousand pounds of fuel
left.
Our RA-5C wiggled its wings and the engines surged up and
down as we got closer and closer to the cement runway.
"Little power," the LSO advised. No reply was expected. The
whine grew louder as the pilot added a little power.
"Going high," the LSO's reassuring calm voice told us. I felt the
power ease up.
My radar altimeter and pressure altimeter wound down lower and
lower. Then came the expected thump of the landing as we hit
approximately where we
wanted to on the runway. During the FCLP debriefing the LSO
would describe each pass to the pilot and give criticism. The
LSO had the authority to wave
off a plane from landing and his recommendation whether to
divert a plane or not carried weight.
As soon as the thump of the landing occurred the engines went to
full non-afterburning power and we almost immediately were

airborne again and turning
downwind quickly to keep the pattern tight. I noted the time of
the landing, fuel state and any comments for later debrief on my
pad.
This time upwind my pilot raised the landing gear and the flaps
to ten degrees. Having to lower the gear for landing made the
FCLP more realistic. The first
night FCLP was the hardest for each pilot and now that we had
that one over, I relaxed and went into the routine. I settled into
the small cockpit, checked
my pad of paper clamped to the desktop with the record of
landings and fuel states. I cinched up my harness, checked my
clear visor down and gloves on
tight. I was wearing a new silver flight suit that was undergoing
testing. It had the parachute harness integrated into the suit,
unlike the regular flight suit
that had the harness added on as a separate item. The plane
tossed and turned; it was a little like an amusement ride at a
carnival. Again downwind I
called, "201 abeam."
"Landing checklist, flaps," I quickly said. We both knew what the
other was about to say and also knew the expected response.
"Flaps full," he replied.
"Gear," I prompted.
"Three down and locked, state 5.0," he answered just after the
small thumps of the landing gear locking in place were felt.
"Checklist complete," I said to the pilot, and to the LSO I said,

"201, on final, state 5.0."
The plane began its usual last minute maneuverings. This
particular plane, Bureau Number 149314, was on its second full
day of flight operations after
having been returned from a Progressive Aircraft Rework (PAR)
program which updated all the systems and repainted the aircraft
inside and out. It gave
the feeling of flying in a brand new airplane. We also carried a
million dollar camera in the reconnaissance pod. Normally the
camera would not be used on
the rough FCLP but this plane was up, flyable, and needed. The
Navy policy of aircraft usage was when a plane was ready to fly,
a crew was found to fly it.
The constant pounding of the landings was hard going on camera
mounts and internal parts.
"I've got the ball, 4.8" my pilot said calmly.
"201, ball 4.8," I reported to the LSO.
"Roger ball," the LSO answered.
We staggered along as usual and made a nice pass with no
comments from the LSO. The plane thumped its usual thump and
accelerated as the pilot
applied full takeoff power. We started to climb. I started to write
down the landing and the fuel state on my pad in the well-lit
small cockpit when I heard a
sudden soft rushing sound off to my right.
Just then my pilot said, in a slightly exasperated voice, "Oh, shit,
starboard engine."

I immediately asked, as I started to put my pencil into its holder
still listening to the whooshing on my right, "What's the matter?"
My pilot quickly answered me. "Standby, eject, " he said in a
terse, level tone of voice.
I immediately reached up with both hands and pulled the face
curtain all the way down over my face and upper body.
Nothing happened.
The rushing sound continued as I looked down to see what was
wrong and started to think that we were low and wouldn't have
much time to do any of the
manual procedures such as blowing off my canopy, unhooking
myself from the seat, and jumping out. As it turned out, the delay
was caused by the
normal functioning of the seat firing sequence which allowed
three quarters of a second for the seat to be set in the full down
position. Since I was tall, I
always had it in the full down position. I was still looking down
when the rocket ejection seat fired. The cockpit was immediately
filled with bright flame and I
was ejected upwards. The original ejection seats were fired with
explosive charges, but too many pilots suffered back injuries so
the seat was improved by
having this seat propelled by a small rocket charge that reduced
the initial shock on the back. The ride up was smooth.
After the bright flash of the rocket firing I had just enough time
to think that I hoped everything worked normally. I knew the
complicated sequence that

had to be followed precisely for me to live through this.
Just then I felt a great tug and felt warm black sky all around so
the knee restraints had retracted normally, the seat had bottomed
out, my canopy had
blown off, the seat had fired, the knee restraints had been popped
off, the bladder behind me had inflated separating me from the
six hundred pound
ejection seat, my drogue parachute had deployed immediately
since we were below twelve thousand feet, my main parachute
had opened, my face curtain
was gone with the seat and I was coming down to earth under a
parachute while breathing oxygen from my ten minute bailout
bottle. My new silver flight
suit had held and was comfortable. I did not know what had
happened to my pilot. His ejection sequence is delayed one and
three quarter seconds to
permit my ejection sequence to complete itself before his
sequence commences. Without the delay there would be a chance
of his canopy blowing away
into me as I was ejected upward.
As soon as I had realized that the chute had opened I saw a
brilliant yellow flash down and to my left as my airplane hit the
ground. I thought, "Just like in
the movies." It hit and smeared a yellow flash in the night.
After a maximum of three seconds in the calm air after the chute
opened I abruptly hit the ground in a standing position and
crumpled down into a heap.
During training I was taught to roll upon landing using the fleshy
parts of my body to cushion the landing. They never mentioned
what to do on a pitch

dark night when the ground was invisible. As soon as I hit, I felt
a sharp pain in my back but quickly got up and looked around.
The burning plane was about
forty yards away, upside down, and making explosive noises. I
was on a hard, flat, grassy field. I kept the oxygen mask on
because the gas was cool and I
knew it was clean. I put my blinking flashlight on my harness, as
instructed in my training classes, and started to walk away to
look for my pilot. I then
took off the oxygen mask and breathed in the warm Florida night
air. I laughed and thought, "I did it and this is really something to
talk about, I can't wait
to tell the guys." I shouted, "Mr. Butler, Mr. Butler." There was
no answer, just the crackling of the burning airplane.
I walked around a bit, still exhilarated but very aware of my
situation. It had only been a minute since the sudden rushing
noise, but it had seemed like a
lifetime. A Navy fire truck drove up with some fireman hanging
onto the sides. It stopped and the fireman asked me if I was all
right and I said sure, why
not, and laughed. They didn't laugh. The plane had crashed just
next to the runway. I climbed into a yellow Navy pickup truck
that soon came up and we
drove to a central grouping spot. I asked about my pilot but got
no answer. I got out and walked over to a circle of men standing
around a parachute I
knew wasn't mine. I walked over to my pilot's parachute and it
looked to me as if the flight suit attached to it had just been
thrown into a heap on the
grassy ground. I guessed he had unzipped his flight suit and had
squirmed out of the suit, leaving it attached to the parachute
which was laying all strewn

out. I again asked where my pilot was, but there was no answer,
only silence, as everyone just stood around and looked. There
was no activity other than
silent standing around. The plane was going to burn itself out and
there was no searching going on.
I realized then that my pilot was still inside his flight suit and he
was dead. I wasn't happy anymore and didn't look forward to
telling the guys all about it
anymore either. I sighed and went back to the truck and asked to
be taken back to the tower. My back was starting to hurt
whenever I bent over. I rode
back silently to the tower where my regular pilot and our
squadron commander were already waiting. I told them we lost
the starboard engine and we
ejected. I told them my pilot was dead but they didn't seem to
want to believe it. They said I was in shock and to relax. The
safety officer was there and
suggested I tell everything I knew into a tape recorder for the
accident investigation. I agreed and sat down with him and told
the whole story as close as I
could remember it. I then went back to the locker room, changed
my clothes and went home to bed.
The next day I woke up and my back was really hurting from a
compression fracture of thoracic vertebrate six from the abrupt
parachute landing. I went to
work, was sent to the Dispensary where I was given some muscle
relaxants for my back, and took two days off. I resumed flying
and completed my training.
The accident report revealed that a loose clamp, probably undone
or not correctly tightened during the Progressive Rework, had
become loose and was

ingested into the starboard engine causing Foreign Object
Damage (FOD) and a fire.
The pilot's ejection sequence was normal but he was too low or
the angle was not vertical enough for the parachute to inflate
after it was pulled from the
ejection seat by the drogue. It was guessed that he was too low
because the aircraft had rolled slightly to the right while waiting
for my ejection sequence
to complete and thus changed the trajectory of the seat from the
vertical to the horizontal. He died of massive internal injures. It
was reported that he
should have used the alternate ejection handles on each armrest
instead of the face curtain because that way he could have
maintained the aircraft in
level flight instead of taking his hands off the control stick to
reach up and pull the face curtain. Up until that crash it was
believed that the Vigilante
could maintain altitude and even climb if an engine out situation
developed when low, slow, and dirty. NATOPS was changed to
have the A-5 reach five
hundred feet before turning downwind. I believe that my pilot
did everything right from quickly identifying the source of the
noise, to deciding the airplane
was not airworthy, informing his crew with instructions, and
following the correct ejection sequence. And he still died and I
lived.
Comment:
Byron, below is long email with controversial paragraph
included in context. It was my birthday, too.
Regards, Barry
Byron, below is entire email to Senator McCain with 'bomb'

discussion in context.
To: Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Matter in Committee, TWA 800 crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ms. Swingle, the following email discusses the crash cause for
TWA 800 and is a matter referred to Committee for review. If
possible, could you make the internet available for Senator
McCain, should he ask to view my web site at
www.corazon.com? Thank you, John Barry Smith

John McCain, Arizona, Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
United States Senate
Dear Senator McCain,
Wednesday, 19 February, 1997
Regarding a matter referred by you to Committee for review:
The cause of four Boeing 747 crashes is the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. (email enclosed)
I am not asking you to believe that but I am asking you to
believe two things:
1. I believe it: as a former LTjg John B. Smith, 1325, 708554,
USNR, Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, RVAH-1 on board
USS Enterprise,CVA(N) 65 on Yankee Station 1968, I believe
specifically, that after seven years of research and 40 years of
aviation experience the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo

door in flight has caused four Boeing 747 crashes, including the
current one under active investigation, TWA 800.
2. That a worthy line of thorough, not cursory, investigation into
the crash of TWA 800 is the reasonable mechanical cause of
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. That is
not being done at this time. (email enclosed)
Senator, once again, fate has put you in the right place at the
right time to see something clearly others misconstrue. The first
time was the Tonkin Gulf incident from high altitude. Today it is
the TWA 800 crash cause from high office.
Is it unreasonable that two pilots who have crashed in jets can
determine the cause of another jet crash? No. It is reasonable. We
have both survived jet crashes; we know it's real. I ejected from
an RA-5C at night and my pilot was killed. I have been to a
night, fiery, fatal, jet crash and I'm talking about a night, fiery,
fatal, jet crash.
Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise,
in this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again
with varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic,
Senator? Why not. After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we
attacked and bombed North Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988,
we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA 800 in 1996, we
attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs
(Airborne Command Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with
outward opening cargo doors) have that forward door open in
flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300 knot CAS
slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would
be wrong. Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the
answer. (The door has failed before.)
Please rule in or rule out this cargo door explanation. It seems

that all the officials in the FAA, NTSB, or media all wait for
some other official to speak before commenting. The
investigation goes around in a loop. No one fully examines the
facts of the cargo door case. I understand the difficulty accepting
such a simple event causing such large consequences of power
and money shifts. But the cause is simple; door popped open, it's
happened before, happened now, and will happen again.
The central premise is that four similar type planes have such
similar crash evidence that only one common cause could do all
the similar destruction. At this time there are four official
explanations for the four crashes; unknown/bomb for AI 182,
bomb for PA 103, cargo door for UAL 811, and center tank
explosion for TWA 800. No one has yet to look at the forest of
four similar crashes; each team continues to look at their one
newly fallen tree. For instance, one of many similarities is that all
four of the high time Boeing 747s had a sudden loud sound on
their cockpit voice recorder just before an abrupt power cut on
their flight data recorder just as destruction started. That sound
has been matched (in Air India 182) to explosive decompression
which would occur if the forward cargo door were to open in
flight. All these similarities are documented on my web site at
www.corazon.com, accessible from your office, I hope.
As a discoverer of this cargo door cause, I am bang on. As to
using the medium of internet including email and world wide
web, I am fairly proficient. As the messenger I am failing. My
style is non-persuasive. Well, Americans will believe a
messenger named Lassie who goes "Woof woof," and follow the
dog to the problem.
I am going "Woof, woof," Senator. That translates to "Follow me
to the problem of inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight on high time Boeing 747s. It is causing them to crash,
specifically Air India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800."

I feel strongly about this danger and make myself available at
any time to discuss this explanation with appropriate officials.
Who is a pilot whose judgment you respect? Could you have him
call me and let us hash it out? We can resolve it one way or the
other within an hour, I'm sure. Can you assign an aviation expert
to interrogate me? What can I do to persuade others to the
danger?
The door cause has already been referred to Committee upon the
review of Mr Chris Paul. There it 'languishes' or is 'bottled up' or
is 'tabled'. It must be brought into the open to stand scrutiny. I
shall write to Senator Slade Gorton, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Aviation in the Science, Commerce, and
Transportation Committee to ask him to hear the issue.
I ask that the investigation team investigate the cargo door and
the hearing hear about the cargo door.
Regardless of what is done, something must be done.
Regarding my request to be passenger representative to the
NSTB investigation into TWA 800: No one can honestly say, as
the NSTB does, that the persons who suffer the most in a plane
crash can not be allowed to assist in preventing it happening
again. Passengers are the highest motivated. It's the difference
between the Air Force and Navy style of air refueling. The Navy
gives the responsibility to good plug to the person who suffers
the most if failure, the pilot being refueled. The Air Force gives it
to the boom operator of the 'mother ship.' A passenger
representative is necessary and fair, Senator. If not me, then
someone else. If not this investigation, then the next one.
Government agencies must have respect for it's citizen's
intelligence.
Comets are discovered by educated, experienced amateurs; so
can the cause of airplane crashes. Please hear me out.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
MAJ USA (RET)
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
email enclosures (2)
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.

Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
email enclosure from Navy Aviation School, NPGS Monterey,
Instructor, LCDR Donald Lawson:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer

you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer to that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 4, 1997 9:42:02 AM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Story!

Is it correct to refer to you as a
former Navy aviator?
No. I am a former Naval Flight Officer 1325. NFO. GIB, (guy in
the back), (back seat rider,) RAN, (reconnaissance attack
navigator,) B/N, (bombardier navigator,) so, NFO, BN, RAN,
GIB is OK, Naval aviator is reserved for the pilots. 1310 is the
pilot code, 1320 is the NFO code, with 1325 being reserve.
So, military aircrewman, navigator, civilian pilot/owner.
I'm
hoping to get a sit down interview with the NTSB before going
to print,
Goal, look at big picture of four fallen trees, AI 182, PA 103,
UAL 811, TWA 800 and note similarities on all four. To only
look at one tree is to pass by mysterious clues and call them
anomalies. Each country did just that, India, Canada, and UK

only looked at their fallen tree and missed forest.
For our NTSB to only look at TWA 800 is to fail at explaining
sudden loud sound, radar anomaly, and streak but to see all four
accidents they become clear as consequences of door opening.
Hindsight is a wonderful thing, let's use it. They will not look at
other accidents because they will not want to criticize other
government investigations and it takes time to research them. So
they stay ignorant and safe and miss the common cause. They
will evade you on linking the four together, as if a cargo door
cares about airlines or country of origin. The cargo door
explanation only makes sense in context of the four accidents.
They must discuss the common split second sudden loud sound
on the four accidents. It is the common link, it is not a bomb
sound, it is the explosive decompression sound of slower rise
time and absent low frequencies.
UAL 811 is the model. Much information about 811 was not in
report but is relevant to the other three, such as FDR trace, CVR
trace, engine breakdown report, crew activity etc.
The answers to the door opening are in UAL preflight in 1991,
PA 125 in 1987 and UAL 811 of 1989, all official door openings
but reports are incompete. I think Freedom of info act can
retrieve them from NTSB.
salient information
Salient means in my dictionary prominent or conspicuous.
Great, start with streak and radar blip at same time, very
prominent and conspicuous and only explained by cargo door,
not by others. Others can do one but not both at same time. Also
try cargo door landing closest to Kennedy of all objects.
The big difficulty on cargo door is the enormity of the
implications. Most thinkers stop at PA 103 not a bomb? or how
could they miss it for so long? It is enormous, so? Good, a meaty
story, worthy of intense efforts.
No conspiracy for AI 182, no conspiracy for PA 103, no

conspiracy for TWA 800, it's all mechanical, been done before,
common sense explanation...but the fault is directed inward, not
outward and that is difficult to accept.
Talking to the government about AI 182 and PA 103 is like to
talking to conspiracy nuts, they will not listen to contrary views,
just repeating the same mantra over and over again, it was a
bomb, it was a bomb. In this case the government is the
conspiracy nuts, India and Canada stating Sikh terrorists putting
a bomb on plane in Vancouver which went to Toronto which
switched planes which went to Montreal, which went almost to
London and went off. Or US stating Libyan secret agents which
put a bomb on a plane in Malta which went to Frankfurt, which
switched planes which went to London which switched planes
which took off or New York and went off. Or Mr. Kallstrom with
missile from boat and looking for missile launcher. Or something
similar because like all conspiracy nuts, they keep on changing
their story as holes are punched in it. Cargo door stays constant
as it has since I first emailed you so many months ago.
All conspiracy minded far fetched outward explanations are for
avoiding responsibility for door popping open. It would be funny
if not so tragic.
Months ago you said I was melodramatic. I remembered used
that word in an email to Senator McCain and got action, not what
I wanted, but action nonetheless, in 24 hours. He sent the Secret
Service. Two armed Federal agents showed up at my front door
unannounced to speak with me. It's a good story, want to hear it?
Miscellaneous items:
1. Boeing is investigating forward cargo door as shown by
comment of Air India Task Force in Canada who said
representative from Boeing was inquiring about the forward
cargo door of AI 182 recently.
2. TSB of Canada has turned AI 182 over to the Mounties and it
is a police action now with no talk of mechanical. The Task

Force of Mr Snyder will not return my calls.
3 Mr. Benson and Mr. Dickinson both stopped accepting my
emails after I sent them the Aviation Week article about the two
officials talking unofficially about forward door popping open
and intriguing them. It was probably them. Mr. Dickinson
resumed receiving my emails but Mr. Benson still gives
'undeliverable'.
4. We, you, me, NTSB, Boeing are all on the same side on this.
We are the good guys. We want to find the problem and fix it. A
sit down interview with NTSB, hmmmm....
5. Cargo door on 747 has given much, much trouble not reported.
The seals leak, the sills get bent, the locking mechanisms get
twisted, gouged and out of rig. Wires chafe.
6. One claim I want to make but can't find source is: copilot of
UAL 811 went back to check on damage and saw big hole, came
back and said bomb went off, called tower and said bomb went
off, tower called crash crew and said bomb went off. For several
hours everyone thought bomb had gone off. It hadn't but logical
to assume it was bomb, as all other three cargo door crashes are
thought to be bomb, but they didn't land and get corrected. But I
read the whole article on copilot interview and can't find it
anywhere and I have looked. Do you recall such an interview? It
was magazine size and stye of Popular Mechanics but I've put
only PM story on 811 on site and that's not it. People Weekly
could have been it but I've checked. March 6 1989 of MacLeans
had story by my libary is missing that paper copy and rest not on
microfiche. If you ever run into article about 811 copilot thinking
bomb, please tell me.
7. Clue that needs checking out: All four accidents had EPR
anomalies on the engines/gauges before/on fatal flight. It is
significant and I don't know why.
8. Public docket months late for no good reason. Let's see CVR,
FCR, FOD report, wreckage plot, etc. This is a peacetime

civilian accident in US territory with no VIPs or secret material
involved. Public docket now.
Do you mind telling me more about your ejection experience?
Hell, no, I love talking about it, it changed my life.
I think, like President Bush, to have a near death fatal flying
experience is to question the whole concept of life and death. I
came, documented, three quarters of second from dying. My
pilot came three quarters of a second from living.
I wrote the ejection story up, it's on web site www.corazon.com/
barryhome.html (I can send it to you, if you wish) along with
Navy accident report much redacted. I met the sons of my dead
pilot years later, they were children when their dad died and three
grew up to be Navy pilots!
Look forward to the story on TWA 800.
Cheers, Barry

From: Byron Acohido <baco-new@seatimes.come>
Date: April 4, 1997 6:41:05 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Who, what, where, when, why, how, how much
Reply-To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come, Seattle@seatimes.come,
WA@seatimes.come, 98109@seatimes.come

Barry:
Thanks for your bio information. Is it correct to refer to you as a
former Navy aviator?
I am working on a story that attempts to consolidate and sort out
all
the salient information made known so far about TWA 800 in a
coherent

way. The cargo theory and your web site is part of that mix, at
least in
my first draft. Don't know yet what the edited version will say.
I'm
hoping to get a sit down interview with the NTSB before going
to print,
hopefully before the end of this month.
Do you mind telling me more about your ejection experience?
Regards,
Byron

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 9:32:09 PM PST
To: g.bangone@popmail.iol.it
Subject: cargo door cause of TWA 800 crash

The primary event in Twa 800 is at 13.700 feet, and secondary the tank
explosion - 24 sec. later (8.500 feet). In your opinion the opening
of
forward door could be the primary event?
Yes. It is the primary event. What makes door open is unknown.
In the past "inadvertent cargo door
opening" - turkish Dc 10 in France for example - caused the
structural
collapse like Twa 800? Have you some data about it?
Yes.
On web site www.corazon.com is much information about the
three cargo door openings of DC-10. They are very similar to the

747 events such as noise on cockpit voice recorder, noise in
cockpit, suddenness, cause of opening, and engineering of door
locking system. The DC10 is the model for the 747 door crashes,
and the UAL 811 Boeing 747 crash is the model for the three
other crashes, AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800.
The DC10 crashed when door opened and tore off because
hydraulic controls were damaged and pilots could not control
plane. The 747s crashed when door opened and tore off because
the nose crumpled into huge hole and tore entire nose off leading
to inflight disintegration. The evidence matches in all four 747
accidents. The destructive force for the 747s is the 300 knots
slipstream. The destructive force of the DC 10 crashes is the
striking the ground at 500 miles per hour.
The web site has all the documents, analysis, pictures, text, and
reports about the DC 10 crashes and the Boeing 747 crashes, all
caused by inadvertent opening of cargo doors.
The evidence speaks for itself, the claims are documented, and
the analysis is common sense.
Regards, Barry. This is a big story.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 9:29:48 PM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Who, what, where, when, why, how, how much

Short Version:
how would I describe who you are?
Male, 53, caucasian, husband, father, homeowner, taxpayer,
voter, US Citizen, war veteran, university graduate, commercial
pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 holder, retired field
grade US Army officer, former aircraft owner, air crash survivor.

What is your background in 25 words or less?
2000 hours as aircrewman-P2V-5FS; 650 hours as
Reconnaissance Attack Navigator-RA-5C, 1000 hours as civilian
pilot; survivor of sudden, night, fatal, fiery, jet crash.
Why did you create your website?
Recreate traumatic event in life, ejection in a sudden, night, fiery,
fatal jet airplane crash. No other interest in manufacturer, law,
victims, airline, union, media, government, or other aviation
related business.
Long version: Who, what, where, when, why, how much, how.
Who: John Barry Smith
Enlisted US Navy at 17, aircrewman on P2V-5FS for 2000 hours
as radar operator, NCO at 19 as first tech on crew with radioman
and second tech to operate and maintain antisubmarine warfare
electronic equipment, 21 as a Aviation Cadet at Pensacola, then
ensign and Reconnaissance Attack Navigator on RA-5C. Crash
in training. Then on to combat over North Vietnam in 1968 off
the USS Enterprise. Left Navy to return to college and received
Masters Degree in Audiology. Joined US Army as audiologist
and retired at 40 as Major. Then trained for and received
commercial license, instrument rating, Part 135 certificate for
one owner, one plane, one pilot operation.
Where: Now living in Carmel Valley, California where wife
works as Registered Nurse in Community Hospital and Boeing
747s fly overhead thirty times a day from San Francisco to Los
Angeles.
When: February 1989 to April 1997 pursuing cargo door cause of
high time Boeing 747s.
Why: Recreate traumatic event in life similar to 747 crashes.
How: Internet: Web site is 80 megabytes on server, 1000 pages
printed out, four scanned accidents reports on site plus diagrams

of doors and photos of 747s. Three other accidents documented
and analyzed. 2000 emails worldwide. Newsgroups:
contributions to sci.aeronautics.airliners, and
alt.disasters.aviation, FTP to Internet Service Provider, about
40000 hits on counter pages in eight months.
How much: 70$ a month for internet access and web site. Several
hours a day researching, answering email, creating pages.
What: Goals:
a. Prevent death in plane crashes,
b. prevent plane crashes by preventing structural disintegration,
c. prevent structural disintegration by preventing huge hole in
side of nose of Boeing 747,
d. preventing huge hole by stopping inadvertent opening of
forward cargo door in flight which allows 300 knot slipstream to
tear door out, up and away,
e. preventing door tearing away also prevents 300 knot wind
force from crumpling weakened nose into huge hole twisting
nose off,
f. preventing nose from tearing off prevents rest of fuselage and
disintegrating wings from falling together in mass of fuel and
spinning jet engines causing a fireball.
My only question, Byron, what was the item of information that
tilted the scales to do story on cargo door? This story is a big
deal.
Regards, Barry. Looking forward to story.

From: Byron Acohido <baco-new@seatimes.come>
Date: April 3, 1997 3:13:04 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: (no subject)
Reply-To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come, Seattle@seatimes.come,

WA@seatimes.come, 98109@seatimes.come

John:
If I were to refer to you and your website in a news story, how
would I
describe who you are?
What is your background in 25 words or less?
Why did you create your website?
Regards,
Byron

From: Gianfranco Bangone <g.bangone@iol.it>
Date: April 3, 1997 8:15:18 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

At 07:43 AM 4/3/97 -0800, you wrote:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.

Thank you John,

The primary event in Twa 800 is at 13.700 feet, and secondary the tank
explosion - 24 sec. later (8.500 feet). In your opinion the opening
of
forward door could be the primary event? In the past "inadvertent
cargo door
opening" - turkish Dc 10 in France for example - caused the
structural
collapse like Twa 800? Have you some data about it?
Best regards
Gianfranco

From: PBS Online <WEBMAIL@pbs.org>
Date: April 3, 1997 6:45:27 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: re: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Thank you for writing to PBS ONLINE, the premier choice for
unique and
compelling interactive content developed specifically for the
World Wide Web.
We appreciate receiving your comments and questions and thank
you for taking
the time to send them to us.
Due to the volume of e-mail that we receive each day we are
unable to
respond to each letter individually. However, all comments and
suggestions
are read and forwarded to the appropriate department and/or

producers. If we
have any additional information regarding your request or
comments, we will
send you a more detailed reply as soon as possible.
The following paragraphs address some of the more common
questions that
we receive.
*Rebroadcast Information
If you are inquiring about the broadcast time for a PBS
program, please
be aware that all final program scheduling decisions are
determined locally
by each of our member stations. If you would like to see a
particular PBS
program rebroadcast or have a comment about your local
station's broadcast
schedule, please contact your local PBS member station directly.
Postal
addresses, e-mail addresses and Web hyperlinks for PBS stations
are available
on PBS ONLINE at <http://www.pbs.org/stations/>.
*Program Comments or Questions
Comments or questions on specific PBS programs are
forwarded
automatically to PBS Viewer Services, who in turn forward them
to the
appropriate personnel. If you have a question about the creation
of a World
Wide Web site for a PBS program that does not currently exist on
PBS ONLINE,

your comments will be forwarded by PBS Viewer Services to the
program's
producers. Future inquiries of this nature may be sent directly to
PBS Viewer
Services at viewer@pbs.org.
*Videotape or Product Purchase
If you are interested in purchasing videotapes or other
products related
to a PBS program, please visit shopPBS at <http://www.pbs.org/
shop/> for a
list of videotapes and products available for online purchase. You
may also
call PBS Home Video at (800)645-4PBS to purchase videotapes
for personal use,
or PBS Video at (800)344-3337 to purchase videotapes to be
used by
organizations or institutions. Future inquiries of this nature may
be sent
directly to shopPBS at shop@pbs.org.
Thank you again for sharing your thoughts, and we hope that
you will
continue to enjoy and support PBS and PBS ONLINE!

Internet Publishing Group
PBS

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:40:15 AM PST
To: WEBMAIL@pbs.org

Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Ms. PBS, form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:39:46 AM PST
To: CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
CNN, form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:39:16 AM PST
To: phillipsd@washpost.com
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a

possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:38:34 AM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Robert, form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:37:58 AM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Lou, form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:37:36 AM PST
To: g.bangone@iol.it
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:37:08 AM PST
To: galileo@email.telpress.it
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official

said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:36:41 AM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Wald, form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:35:53 AM PST
To: kandebo@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mr. Kandebo, form letter to authorities. Barry For Mr Fulghum
too, I'm quoting him.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:32:50 AM PST
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Nick, form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:32:21 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a

possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Mike, form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:27:13 AM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
David, form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 3, 1997 7:26:27 AM PST
To: baco-new@seatimes.com
Subject: Stone unturned. Turn it over.

Dear Appropriate Person,
A stone of TWA 800 crash cause is exposed and unturned. Turn it
over. "Forward door of the aircraft popping open."
To turn over stone go to www.corazon.com and you will always
be able to say, "I turned over every stone, I exhausted every
possibility, I checked out every chance, I tried everything."
Cheers, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said." Aviation Week and Space Technology, 10 Mar 97 Page 35.
Byron, form letter to authorities. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 31, 1997 5:11:33 PM PST
To: kandebo@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: For Mr. David Fulghum, please forward

Mr. Kandebo, you have an email address and Mr Fulghum did
not. Can you forward this please. It is important. The prestige of
Aviation Week allowed the NSTB to comment unofficially on the
real cause of the crash of TWA 800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Fulghum, please follow up on your 10 Mar 97 issue story on
TWA 800, you have it right. "or the forward door of the aircraft
popped open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the

second official said."
Your report is correct on the streak too, "..a very shallow,
gradually descending arc."
It is the door spinning away in the evening light, being seen
visually and picked up on radar.
I have spent seven years on this cargo door thing. It is a big deal.
It crashed TWA 800 and others. Web site www.corazon.com has
a thousand pages of documentation.
Please call me at 1408 659 3552 for discussion if you wish. The
NTSB was right about the forward door popping open; they
should, I have been bombarding them with emails for eight
months about it. The evidence fits the cargo door explantion all
the way.
By the way, I also served in the Army and Navy.
Fulghum received a B.A. in Journalism from Angelo State
University. He served in both the U.S. Navy and U.S. Army.
I was enlisted and officer Navy 1961 to 1974 then Army until
retirement in 1984. I was in RA5C in Vietnam in 1968 off the
Enterprise. My ejection story is on web site too with Navy
accident report along with accident reports of UAL 811, AI 182,
PA 103, and news reports of TWA 800. My newest page is your
story in the 10 Mar 97 issue.
The cargo door explanation is also in the Transportation
Committee for review, forwarded there by John McCain, former
Navy guy.
I hope this email gets to you.
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle

was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.

The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
Mr Fulghum, this is where you come in to request that the
passengers get a proper investigation into reasonable, happened
before, mechanical cause for an airplane crash, the cargo door.
We will be told the full story if you press for a worthy line of
investigation into the number one category of scheduled airlines
crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this specific instance,
cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it

doesn't belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves,
rocks the boat, be different, ...any more? And I think the answer
could be 'no.'
It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/
editor. A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing
at times, such as a poker game waiting for real players to show
up. A shill reporter does what the big guys say, which in this case
was bomb, no, missile, no center tank fire, no, wait, we're trying
to prove that, just wait a while...
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally
billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 31, 1997 5:07:21 PM PST
To: mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: Attn David A Fulghum Aviation Week TWA 800 story
10 Mar issue

Mr. Fulghum, please follow up on your 10 Mar 97 issue story on
TWA 800, you have it right. "or the forward door of the aircraft
popped open, a possibility that still intrigues investigators, the
second official said."
Your report is correct on the streak too, "..a very shallow,
gradually descending arc."
It is the door spinning away in the evening light, being seen
visually and picked up on radar.
I have spent seven years on this cargo door thing. It is a big deal.
It crashed TWA 800 and others. Web site www.corazon.com has
a thousand pages of documentation.
Please call me at 1408 659 3552 for discussion if you wish. The
NTSB was right about the forward door popping open; they
should, I have been bombarding them with emails for eight
months about it. The evidence fits the cargo door explantion all
the way.
By the way, I also served in the Army and Navy.
Fulghum received a B.A. in Journalism from Angelo State
University. He served in both the U.S. Navy and U.S. Army.
I was enlisted and officer Navy 1961 to 1974 then Army until
retirement in 1984. I was in RA5C in Vietnam in 1968 off the
Enterprise. My ejection story is on web site too with Navy
accident report along with accident reports of UAL 811, AI 182,
PA 103, and news reports of TWA 800. My newest page is your
story in the 10 Mar 97 issue.
The cargo door explanation is also in the Transportation
Committee for review, forwarded there by John McCain, former
Navy guy.
I hope this email gets to you.
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any

other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine

which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
Mr Fulghum, this is where you come in to request that the
passengers get a proper investigation into reasonable, happened
before, mechanical cause for an airplane crash, the cargo door.
We will be told the full story if you press for a worthy line of
investigation into the number one category of scheduled airlines
crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this specific instance,

cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it
doesn't belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves,
rocks the boat, be different, ...any more? And I think the answer
could be 'no.'
It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/
editor. A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing
at times, such as a poker game waiting for real players to show
up. A shill reporter does what the big guys say, which in this case
was bomb, no, missile, no center tank fire, no, wait, we're trying
to prove that, just wait a while...
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally
billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 30, 1997 8:20:20 PM PST

To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Follow up trial balloon.

Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
Aviation Week of 10 Mar 97

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
David, why not follow up this trial balloon from NSTB? The
cargo door explanation is in a the Senate Transporation
Committee for review, NTSB is intrigued by cargo door
streaking and popping. Why the reticence?
It's more important than JonBenet, more children died by cargo
door killer.
It's more important than cult, more people died in crashes.
It is a safety item approved by the Senate and discussed by the
NTSB, cargo door.
Anyway, do you have a web site? I can't find your magazine, but
can many othere Phillips Communications magazines.
Cheers, Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 28, 1997 2:55:55 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: The bible tells me so

I've got one of the very top aviation
security experts in the country, a guy I've known for years,
telling

me this.
Note 'security' in front of expert. Note 'removed from chief of
explosives section of the FBI laboratory for mismanagement" for
Tom Thurman, the explosive expert who proved 103 was a
bomb.
Ah, David, asking someone to think for themself is sometimes
asking too much. I'm willing to go through the Air India accident
report and the 103 report reading what the observers stated what
they saw, not what they interpreted. But then that's reading and
it's easier to listen to 'experts'.
And by the way, 182 as bomb in no way is solid. In fact bomb is
so flimsy the scales were tipped because of an event on a
baggage cart 8000 miles away.
The report is on web site. To quote from the Indian conclusion
section, page 159:
"4.9. Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities viz.,
structural failure or accident having been caused due to a bomb
having been placed inside the aircraft."
So, David, after 158 pages of discussion and investigation, the
conclusion is structural failure or bomb.
I say structural failure of door at same location as their bomb,
your bomb expert says bomb. 50 50 is not solid.
Now tell me again about how sure 182 was bomb when the
actual people there on site and paid to find out say, could be this
or that.
The Indians came down on bomb side and oh, gosh the villains
just happened to be Sikhs, which happen to run the breakaway
province of Khalistan and just happen to have assassinated their
prime minister. Better than Libyan secret agents but just as
conspiracy minded as in the bad things that happen are not my
fault.
I give up. When a Ford salesman tells you a Ford is the best car
in America and you believe it because he said it, you deserve it. I

own a Ford by the way, I use that biased example just for
analogy.
Because of the flawed 182 investigation 103 happenend and
people died, then 811, then TWA 800, it goes on and on.
The garbage dump of 'unexplained' is called bomb. Bomb gets
you promoted, unexplained gets you fired, and cargo door gets
you yelled at. Of course they call it bomb when it could go either
way.
An investigative reporter investigates...
Sincerely John Barry Smith
One last thing, if I were to invent TWA 800 cause I would have
laser tracking device on ship using 800 as target but laser
recently upgraded in power and shoot down plane accidently and
it's all covered up because lasert tracking is black project and
President decides the greater good is keeping secret weapon
secret. Total bullshit, but good story.
Cargo door: boring, been done, backed by evidence, sad, and
true. Cargo door fits evidence of 182, 811, 103, and 800. No
other explanation does it all.
Well, Chinese proverb says, don't make promises when in joy
and don't write letters when angry. So sorry if I come across as
frustrated; I'm refuted by the bible tells me so or if the Pope says
it, it must be true.

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 28, 1997 1:50:29 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Yeah, but I've got the evidence on my side, they
don't.

Barry: Air India was a bomb. I've got one of the very top
aviation

security experts in the country, a guy I've known for years,
telling
me this. He says the investigation was very thorough and does
not
agree with your assertion that it was a slapdash inquiry. This is
not
meant to take away from your most trenchant comments but to
share a
reaction with you. Thanks, David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Yeah, but I've got the evidence on my side, they don't.
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/28/97 12:12 PM

I've got two obviously very smart and committed people giving
me
input to TWA 800 -- one who swears it was a terrorist missile,
and
you. Then I have other experts, no shills for the ilndustry,
convinced
it was a massive structural/mechanical failure of some sort
(unrelated
to cargo door)
Yeah, but I've got the evidence on my side, they don't.
They have exciting side, missile and bomb, and the politically
satisfying
side, center tank fire, and I've got the boring, been done before,
reasonable side, cargo door.

I didn't invent door, I discovered it. The evidence fits the door,
that's
the bottom line. Theirs don't. Ask them to explain all the
evidence in the
'not a coincidence' email.
Facts evidence real stuff, defer to reality, that's a prime rule in
aviation, skip the wishful thinking stuff, it kills.
By the way, new clue...
Exhaust Pressure Ratio is a commonality for three Boeing 747
crashes,
including TWA 800.
800 had EPR changed before fatal crash.
103 had EPR blip on #3 FDR just before crash.
182 had EPR gripe not fixed and left was is on fatal crash.
811 could have had EPR gripe but all non cargo door gripes
omitted from report.
Exhaust Pressure Ratio enters picture, too much coincidence that
all three
crashes had previous EPR problems. Could have been all four
planes had
engine #3 gauge problems too. Could be wiring for EPR gauge
passes near
door motor wiring. If frayed the EPR power may power the door
motor.
Too odd that three crashed 747s all have EPR anomalies before
crashing.
Maybe four.
I don't know the significance of the EPR for sure, but but but...it's
there, just like all took off at night, running late. But the other
common
events, such as suddens sound, radar blip, abrupt power cut are
accounted
for in the cargo door explanation.

And anyway, David, missile and bomb and center tank fire have
been covered
extensively, where's the cargo door coverage?
Falling between the cracks apparently.
Oh, and Boeing is checking on the cargo door on Air India flight
182
according to a member of the Air India Task force. So
something's up.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 28, 1997 12:32:15 PM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: New Clue

Byron, Ron Schleede was the lead investigator on UAL 81 and
remember something about EPR so I emailed him. Any ideas
why the EPR gripe keeps showing up?
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

To: SCHLEDRntsbgov
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: New Clue for TWA 800

Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Exhaust Pressure Ratio is a commonality for three Boeing 747
crashes, including TWA 800.

800 had EPR changed before fatal crash.
103 had EPR blip on #3 FDR just before crash.
182 had EPR gripe not fixed and left was is on fatal crash.
811 could have had EPR gripe but all non cargo door gripes
omitted from report.
Exhaust Pressure Ratio enters picture, too much coincidence that
all three crashes had previous EPR problems. Could have been
all four planes had engine #3 gauge problems too. Could be
wiring for EPR gauge passes near door motor wiring. If frayed
the EPR power may power the door motor.
Mr. Schleede, do you remember any gripes on the EPR on UAL
811?
Too odd that three crashed 747s all have EPR anomalies before
crashing. Maybe four.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 28, 1997 12:14:38 PM PST
To: devansphillipscom
Subject: Yeah, but I've got the evidence on my side, they
don't.

I've got two obviously very smart and committed people giving
me
input to TWA 800 -- one who swears it was a terrorist missile,
and

you. Then I have other experts, no shills for the ilndustry,
convinced
it was a massive structural/mechanical failure of some sort
(unrelated
to cargo door)
Yeah, but I've got the evidence on my side, they don't.
They have exciting side, missile and bomb, and the politically
satisfying side, center tank fire, and I've got the boring, been
done before, reasonable side, cargo door.
I didn't invent door, I discovered it. The evidence fits the door,
that's the bottom line. Theirs don't. Ask them to explain all the
evidence in the 'not a coincidence' email.
Facts evidence real stuff, defer to reality, that's a prime rule in
aviation, skip the wishful thinking stuff, it kills.
By the way, new clue...
Exhaust Pressure Ratio is a commonality for three Boeing 747
crashes, including TWA 800.
800 had EPR changed before fatal crash.
103 had EPR blip on #3 FDR just before crash.
182 had EPR gripe not fixed and left was is on fatal crash.
811 could have had EPR gripe but all non cargo door gripes
omitted from report.
Exhaust Pressure Ratio enters picture, too much coincidence that
all three crashes had previous EPR problems. Could have been
all four planes had engine #3 gauge problems too. Could be
wiring for EPR gauge passes near door motor wiring. If frayed
the EPR power may power the door motor.
Too odd that three crashed 747s all have EPR anomalies before
crashing. Maybe four.
I don't know the significance of the EPR for sure, but but but...it's
there, just like all took off at night, running late. But the other
common events, such as suddens sound, radar blip, abrupt power
cut are accounted for in the cargo door explanation.

And anyway, David, missile and bomb and center tank fire have
been covered extensively, where's the cargo door coverage?
Falling between the cracks apparently.
Oh, and Boeing is checking on the cargo door on Air India flight
182 according to a member of the Air India Task force. So
something's up.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 28, 1997 11:54:54 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: It's no coincidence.

Barry:
Very interesting. Let me digest what is clearly a very
thoughtful
note. I've got two obviously very smart and committed people
giving me
input to TWA 800 -- one who swears it was a terrorist missile,
and
you. Then I have other experts, no shills for the ilndustry,
convinced
it was a massive structural/mechanical failure of some sort
(unrelated
to cargo door).
In terms of patsy journalism, I'm quite willing to go to the mat.
I'll
send via U.S. mail a couple samples of what I've done in the
past, and
which really stirred the pot, believe me.

Great to hear from you. You obviously put some time into the
latest,
and I am grateful.
Thanks, David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: It's no coincidence.
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/27/97 8:21 AM

Am not entirely convinced of your cargo door
scenario,
So right, David, I understand, how can a guy in a converted
garage with a
personal computer and phone line figure something out that has
eluded the
professional aviation investigating teams of four countries who
have spent
years and millions of dollars? Easy, actually, but for our
discussion let's
say he can't. But the guy, who has 40 years of flying experience,
available
time because he is financially independent, desire because he was
survivor
of a flaming, night, fatal jet airplane crash, access because he has
the
internet, and most important, wisdom because of hindsight of
twelve years

of successive accidents; the guy, me, can convince/persuade you
that the
cargo door is a worthy line of investigation for the crash cause of
TWA
800. That's all, a worthy line of investigation; after all, they have
checked out natural gas bubbles, missiles, bombs, space debris,
and fires.
Asking NTSB to check out a known killer of nine who was near
the scene of
the crime and left first after the crime was committed is not... is
not...weird. To not investigate cargo door is strange.
David, it's not a coincidence that:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when
the plane was in the correct sun angle and time for the fuselage to
reflect
sun to observers on the ground. At any other 23 hours and 30
minutes of the
day, it could not be said the streak was door because the sun
angle would
be wrong or non existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC
the sun
angle was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's
no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the
spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary
radar at that distance, just like it did with the DC-10 cargo door

and the
UAL 811 cargo door departures. The two blips on the radar plot
without
transponder display are a P-3 and the cargo door. It's no
coincidence; it's
cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when
the door departs an explosive decompression occurs which
causes a very loud
sound, just like it did on UAL 811 according to the passengers
who survived.
It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to
the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was severed by
the 300 knot
CAS force crumpling the nose into the absent cargo door hole.
It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers
are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo door and
attached
fuselage skin and into the number three engine leaving parts of
human
remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and
effect.

The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and
lands separately from the other three engines because baggage
from the
cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which becomes
Fodded,
catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as designed, and engine
falls away
on fire before other three engines are involved. It's no
coincidence; it's
cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo
hold is ejected into number three engine which becomes Fodded,
catches
fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as designed, and engine falls away
on fire
into disintegrating wing, fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's
no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and
the forward door in pieces because the forward door opens up,
out, and
away, striking fuselage and breaking into pieces, just like UAL
811. It's
no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo
hold material ejected first, then detached nose falling in dense

area, and
rest of fuselage and wing and tail falling in scattered area miles
later.
It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the
other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues and
don't
work for the others.
What concerns me
the most is that I'm not at all confident that we taxpaying
peasants
in the public will ever be told the full story.
And that's where you come in to request that the taxpayers get a
proper
investigation into reasonable, happened before, mechanical cause
for an
airplane crash, the cargo door. We will be told the full story if
you press
for a worthy line of investigation into the number one category of
scheduled airlines crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this
specific
instance, cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that
stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it
doesn't
belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves, rocks the
boat, be
different, ...any more? And I think the answer could be 'no.'
It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/

editor.
A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing at times,
such
as a poker game waiting for real players to show up. A shill
reporter does
what the big guys say, which in this case was bomb, no, missile,
no center
tank fire, no, wait, we're trying to prove that, just wait a while...
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain,
USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally billions of
dollars,
thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead plus bereaved
families, and
the future of commercial aviation in America. Literally, I
exaggerate not.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 27, 1997 1:27:34 PM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Thoughtful answers to thoughtful questions.

That's what I'm doing. Not
shilling.
Agreed, look at the 737 reports of yours. You are one of the good
guys. I retract shill remark, another apology from me to you, first
the quote (plausible), now the slur (shill). Sorry.
Now to the meat:
But first, Flash!
I just received a call from the office of the Canadian Air India
Task Force on Air India 182 in the office John Snyder, phone 1
604 264 2352. A member of the task force (name not caught) was
returning my call and revealed that Boeing had recently inquired
of the Task Force about the cargo door! So Boeing is hot on the
trail. The Canadian Mounted Police, Sgt Peter Montague, (604)
264-2929 referred me to John Snyder. The Sgt. and the member
of the Task Force said arrests are imminent in the AI 182 crash.
So, Byron, AI 182 is not dead as thought but hot and kicking, and
Boeing is interested.

Now to meat of your most interesting email:
That still does not mean the
departing door was the initiating event.
Agreed, and if it was door, what caused door to open into
slipstream?
After all, United 811 proved indisputably that a 747 should
remain
flyable even after a cargo door departs, even after an explosive
decompression, and even with two engines knocked out
Agreed, and Pan Am 125 of 1987 proved a door can open two
inches and not tear off like UAl 811. Door opens with different
consequences. By the way, my email mechanic source tells me
the PA 125 door opened, plane could not pressurize, descended,
door resealed!, plane ascended, door opened, no pressurization,
plane landed, found door unlatched. PA 125 report appended.
What I would like to know very specifically is how United 811's
CVR
compares to Pan Am 103 and TWA 800.
Me too! Public docket months late.
The latest is an Italian journalist with connections to the British
who have connections to TWA 800, here is his report after I
queried him on his written statement that the 103 and 800 CVR
tapes had a virtual overlap on site http://www.galileo.webzone.it/
galileo_eng/journal/apert1.html
John, thank you very much for your message. There is i lot of
question, so I try to explain:
*the comparison with Pa 103 and Twa 800 cvr*
I get this information from italian airline community, and in my
opinion it come from Investigation brunch lab in England (in the
past, italian pilot trade union had a lot of information "off
record" related to Ustica accident, so I am sure that they have
still "underground" relationship). Unfortunetly is not a great
information, because in any structural collapse there is an "elastic

wave" like in guitars string. But in pa 103 and in twa 800 the cvr
recorded only the iceberg top of frequencies train. In strictly
phisical terms it means that is no possible to find the primary
event of collapse. So we can't exclude "a priori" cargo door or
missile fragment with this data. But I know that twa cvr will be
examined by a Canada lab. They have a new acustical software
able to detect the spatial origin of this frequency in the fuselage.
So you must wait...
As you know investigators leaned
toward an interpretation of the final loud sound on the Pan Am
jet's
tape as being the sound of massive structural breakup.
And same for AI 182, but both went with the bomb instead. It
was massive structural breakup for both. 182 report matches
cockpit sounds to DC 10 sound after cargo door went. Page 131
appended.
TWA 800 presumeably had the beefed up
lock sectors the FAA ordered installed within 30 days of the
Hawaii
accident.
Yes, and NTSB will not confirm that AD 88-12-04 has been
complied with on TWA 800 and email source tells me the
paperwork on TWA 800 is very screwed up because of confusing
ownership trail. Very very important about those steel locking
sectors.
Can you point me to anything that describes Pan
Am 103's forward cargo door latches and locks?
Would that I could. I have been trying to get an email source in
UK to photograph the door and send me the pictures for analysis.
The 103 report omits all discussion about a door which is only
feet away from a supposed bomb, and depicts the artist's
impression of door wrong, but 103 report states condition of
CRAF door and aft door with status of latches too. Curious.

Seems to me if the door was recovered in the locked and latched
position
in each case,
I will cross that bridge when I come to it. So far status of cam
latches on 182 (on bottom of sea) 103 (in hangar) and 800 (in
hangar) are all unreported in specific terms. 800 latches have
been reported in shallow, general, dismissive way by NTSB to
my source in Navy, email below:
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer

you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer o that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson
And then Aviation Week contradicts that statement in 10 Mar 97
issue:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
what would cause the
fuselage to break up and kick out the door?
You are ahead of me on that one. The easy answer is bomb
pressure blew door open. And could be except the odds are
against different bombers years and miles apart putting device
which creates such similar consequences.
Assuming latches and locks are locked then it is back to square
one with me. The problem is the evidence is tainted. The doors of
103 and 800 have been fingered by many in search of bomb
residue and I'm sure latches manipulated to get under to search
for dust. In fact if latches found unlatched, that may be wrong.
Other corroborative evidence is needed.
We do know that fuselage
sections 41-42 on older 747s were prone to fatigue cracking,
Ah, I see it, old fuselage flexing, cracking, bending, fracturing,

breaking, splitting, disintegrating. Could be but I say, let's rule
out door opening first. But could be. It is a weak area and it did
come apart near there.
But at least away from conspiracy crap of Sikh terrorists, Libyan
secret agents, and US Navy coverup. No no no.
cases can
be made for scenarios other than the
loose-cargo-door-as-initiating-event
Yeah, and how many fit all, all, the evidence? None. Other
scenarios fit a few, but none fit all. Cargo door can and does.
By the way, after seeing President Bush bailout to recreate his
bailout and the movie 'Crash', I understand my motive for the
cargo door thing... I ejected in a flaming night fatal jet plane
crash and I may be trying to recreate the incident by being close
to other night fatal jet plane crashes. If you've been in a fatal
crash, see the movie.
It is also insulting for us to get information from the French,
Paris Match, and the Italians, Gianfranco, and not from the
NTSB. This is a peacetime civilian airliner in US territory with
no secret stuff aboard nor VIPs. No wonder the population
suspects coverup. There is no coverup, just normal government
caution and reticence.
The Boeing connection to the Air India task force is intriguing.
Why in the world would they ask about cargo doors twelve years
later?
Thanks for thoughtful reply, Byron.

John Barry Smith
408 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
barry@corazon.com

www.corazon.com

From: Byron Acohido <baco-new@seatimes.come>
Date: March 27, 1997 12:11:19 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: It's not a coincidence
Reply-To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come, Seattle@seatimes.come,
WA@seatimes.come, 98109@seatimes.come

John:
Let's say I grant you that the cargo door left early in the break up
of

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800. Let's also say you're 100 % accurate
about radar
capturing the departing door in each case. That still does not
mean the
departing door was the initiating event.
After all, United 811 proved indisputably that a 747 should
remain
flyable even after a cargo door departs, even after an explosive
decompression, and even with two engines knocked out.
What I would like to know very specifically is how United 811's
CVR
compares to Pan Am 103 and TWA 800. As you know
investigators leaned
toward an interpretation of the final loud sound on the Pan Am
jet's
tape as being the sound of massive structural breakup. Analysis
of the
final loud sound ending TWA 800's CVR is continuing.
Another key piece of the puzzle you are overlooking is the
comparative
condition of the cargo door locks and latches on Pan Am 103 and
TWA 800.
United 811's latches as you know were rotated to the open
position, with
weak lock sectors pushed aside. TWA 800 presumeably had the
beefed up
lock sectors the FAA ordered installed within 30 days of the
Hawaii
accident. The NTSB has not explicitly described the condition of
TWA

800's latches and locks. Can you point me to anything that
describes Pan
Am 103's forward cargo door latches and locks?
Seems to me if the door was recovered in the locked and latched
position
in each case, that would strongly suggest that the initiating event
probably was the forward fuselage section(s) undergoing massive
structural breakup, with the cargo door being kicked out as a
result of
fuselage framing members ripping apart. In the case of TWA
800,
explosion of the fuel tanks ensued.
If, indeed, the latches and locks are intact on either or both of the
Pan Am and TWA jets, then the $64 question becomes: what
would cause the
fuselage to break up and kick out the door? We do know that
fuselage
sections 41-42 on older 747s were prone to fatigue cracking, and
that
the Pan Am jet and TWA jet each had more than 16,000 cycles.
Perhaps the
very small Toshiba recorder bomb caused an already weakened
fuselage to
come apart over Lockerbie. Perhaps, the stress of beginning a
climb from
13,700 to 15,000 feet caused an already weakened fuselage to
come apart
off Long Island, again kicking out the door early in the sequence.
The point is, given the limited facts as you or I know them, cases
can

be made for scenarios other than the
loose-cargo-door-as-initiating-event you're so passionate about.
Slow
down, take a deep breath and keep digging. That's what I'm
doing. Not
shilling.
Regards,
Byron

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 27, 1997 10:22:19 AM PST
To: mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: For Mr. McKenna: It's no coincidence

Mr. McKenna, this is my reply to a reporter:
Am not entirely convinced of your cargo door
scenario,
So right, I understand, how can a guy in a converted garage with
a personal computer and phone line figure something out that has
eluded the professional aviation investigating teams of four
countries who have spent years and millions of dollars? Easy,
actually, but for our discussion let's say he can't. But the guy,
who has 40 years of flying experience, available time because he
is financially independent, desire because he was survivor of a
flaming, night, fatal jet airplane crash, access because he has the
internet, and most important, wisdom because of hindsight of
twelve years of successive accidents; the guy, me, can convince/
persuade you that the cargo door is a worthy line of investigation
for the crash cause of TWA 800. That's all, a worthy line of
investigation; after all, they have checked out natural gas

bubbles, missiles, bombs, space debris, and fires. Asking NTSB
to check out a known killer of nine who was near the scene of the
crime and left first after the crime was committed is not... is
not...weird. To not investigate cargo door is strange.
It's not a coincidence that:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.

The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.

The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
What concerns me
the most is that I'm not at all confident that we taxpaying
peasants
in the public will ever be told the full story.
And that's where you come in to request that the taxpayers get a
proper investigation into reasonable, happened before,
mechanical cause for an airplane crash, the cargo door. We will
be told the full story if you press for a worthy line of
investigation into the number one category of scheduled airlines
crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this specific instance,
cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it
doesn't belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves,
rocks the boat, be different, ...any more? And I think the answer
could be 'no.'
It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/
editor. A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing
at times, such as a poker game waiting for real players to show
up. A shill reporter does what the big guys say, which in this case
was bomb, no, missile, no center tank fire, no, wait, we're trying
to prove that, just wait a while...
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally
billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 27, 1997 10:20:02 AM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: It's no coincidence

Mr. Wald, this is my reply to a reporter:
Am not entirely convinced of your cargo door
scenario,
So right, I understand, how can a guy in a converted garage with
a personal computer and phone line figure something out that has
eluded the professional aviation investigating teams of four
countries who have spent years and millions of dollars? Easy,
actually, but for our discussion let's say he can't. But the guy,
who has 40 years of flying experience, available time because he
is financially independent, desire because he was survivor of a
flaming, night, fatal jet airplane crash, access because he has the
internet, and most important, wisdom because of hindsight of
twelve years of successive accidents; the guy, me, can convince/

persuade you that the cargo door is a worthy line of investigation
for the crash cause of TWA 800. That's all, a worthy line of
investigation; after all, they have checked out natural gas
bubbles, missiles, bombs, space debris, and fires. Asking NTSB
to check out a known killer of nine who was near the scene of the
crime and left first after the crime was committed is not... is
not...weird. To not investigate cargo door is strange.
It's not a coincidence that:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the

power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail

falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
What concerns me
the most is that I'm not at all confident that we taxpaying
peasants
in the public will ever be told the full story.
And that's where you come in to request that the taxpayers get a
proper investigation into reasonable, happened before,
mechanical cause for an airplane crash, the cargo door. We will
be told the full story if you press for a worthy line of
investigation into the number one category of scheduled airlines
crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this specific instance,
cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it
doesn't belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves,
rocks the boat, be different, ...any more? And I think the answer
could be 'no.'
It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/
editor. A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing
at times, such as a poker game waiting for real players to show
up. A shill reporter does what the big guys say, which in this case
was bomb, no, missile, no center tank fire, no, wait, we're trying
to prove that, just wait a while...
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally

billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 27, 1997 10:19:34 AM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: It's no coincidence

Lou, this is a reply to print reporter; was your piece aired? You
have the story of a lifetime within your grasp.
Am not entirely convinced of your cargo door
scenario,
So right, David, I understand, how can a guy in a converted
garage with a personal computer and phone line figure something
out that has eluded the professional aviation investigating teams
of four countries who have spent years and millions of dollars?
Easy, actually, but for our discussion let's say he can't. But the
guy, who has 40 years of flying experience, available time

because he is financially independent, desire because he was
survivor of a flaming, night, fatal jet airplane crash, access
because he has the internet, and most important, wisdom because
of hindsight of twelve years of successive accidents; the guy, me,
can convince/persuade you that the cargo door is a worthy line of
investigation for the crash cause of TWA 800. That's all, a worthy
line of investigation; after all, they have checked out natural gas
bubbles, missiles, bombs, space debris, and fires. Asking NTSB
to check out a known killer of nine who was near the scene of the
crime and left first after the crime was committed is not... is
not...weird. To not investigate cargo door is strange.
It's not a coincidence that:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL

811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.

The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
What concerns me
the most is that I'm not at all confident that we taxpaying
peasants
in the public will ever be told the full story.
And that's where you come in to request that the taxpayers get a
proper investigation into reasonable, happened before,
mechanical cause for an airplane crash, the cargo door. We will
be told the full story if you press for a worthy line of
investigation into the number one category of scheduled airlines
crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this specific instance,
cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it
doesn't belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves,
rocks the boat, be different, ...any more? And I think the answer
could be 'no.'
It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/
editor. A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing
at times, such as a poker game waiting for real players to show
up. A shill reporter does what the big guys say, which in this case
was bomb, no, missile, no center tank fire, no, wait, we're trying
to prove that, just wait a while...

An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally
billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 27, 1997 9:58:57 AM PST
To: msnewsmailonsundaycouk
Subject: reply to reporter

Nick, here is my reply to a reporter:
Am not entirely convinced of your cargo door
scenario,
So right, , I understand, how can a guy in a converted garage
with a personal computer and phone line figure something out
that has eluded the professional aviation investigating teams of
four countries who have spent years and millions of dollars?

Easy, actually, but for our discussion let's say he can't. But the
guy, who has 40 years of flying experience, available time
because he is financially independent, desire because he was
survivor of a flaming, night, fatal jet airplane crash, access
because he has the internet, and most important, wisdom because
of hindsight of twelve years of successive accidents; the guy, me,
can convince/persuade you that the cargo door is a worthy line of
investigation for the crash cause of TWA 800. That's all, a worthy
line of investigation; after all, they have checked out natural gas
bubbles, missiles, bombs, space debris, and fires. Asking NTSB
to check out a known killer of nine who was near the scene of the
crime and left first after the crime was committed is not... is
not...weird. To not investigate cargo door is strange.
, it's not a coincidence that:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the

CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into

pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
What concerns me
the most is that I'm not at all confident that we taxpaying
peasants
in the public will ever be told the full story.
And that's where you come in to request that the taxpayers get a
proper investigation into reasonable, happened before,
mechanical cause for an airplane crash, the cargo door. We will
be told the full story if you press for a worthy line of
investigation into the number one category of scheduled airlines
crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this specific instance,
cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it
doesn't belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves,
rocks the boat, be different, ...any more? And I think the answer
could be 'no.'
It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/
editor. A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing
at times, such as a poker game waiting for real players to show
up. A shill reporter does what the big guys say, which in this case

was bomb, no, missile, no center tank fire, no, wait, we're trying
to prove that, just wait a while...
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally
billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 27, 1997 9:58:38 AM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Reply to reporter.

Mike, here is my reply to a reporter;
Am not entirely convinced of your cargo door
scenario,

So right, I understand, how can a guy in a converted garage
with a personal computer and phone line figure something out
that has eluded the professional aviation investigating teams of
four countries who have spent years and millions of dollars?
Easy, actually, but for our discussion let's say he can't. But the
guy, who has 40 years of flying experience, available time
because he is financially independent, desire because he was
survivor of a flaming, night, fatal jet airplane crash, access
because he has the internet, and most important, wisdom because
of hindsight of twelve years of successive accidents; the guy, me,
can convince/persuade you that the cargo door is a worthy line of
investigation for the crash cause of TWA 800. That's all, a worthy
line of investigation; after all, they have checked out natural gas
bubbles, missiles, bombs, space debris, and fires. Asking NTSB
to check out a known killer of nine who was near the scene of the
crime and left first after the crime was committed is not... is
not...weird. To not investigate cargo door is strange.
It's not a coincidence that:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The

two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.

The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
What concerns me
the most is that I'm not at all confident that we taxpaying
peasants
in the public will ever be told the full story.
And that's where you come in to request that the taxpayers get a
proper investigation into reasonable, happened before,
mechanical cause for an airplane crash, the cargo door. We will
be told the full story if you press for a worthy line of
investigation into the number one category of scheduled airlines
crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this specific instance,
cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it
doesn't belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves,
rocks the boat, be different, ...any more? And I think the answer
could be 'no.'

It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/
editor. A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing
at times, such as a poker game waiting for real players to show
up. A shill reporter does what the big guys say, which in this case
was bomb, no, missile, no center tank fire, no, wait, we're trying
to prove that, just wait a while...
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally
billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 27, 1997 9:58:13 AM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: It's not a coincidence

Byron, it's not a coincidence that:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine

leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.

Byron, this is where you come in to request that the taxpayers get
a proper investigation into reasonable, happened before,
mechanical cause for an airplane crash, the cargo door. We will
be told the full story if you press for a worthy line of
investigation into the number one category of scheduled airlines
crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this specific instance,
cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it
doesn't belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves,
rocks the boat, be different, ...any more? And I think the answer
could be 'no.'
It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/
editor. A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing
at times, such as a poker game waiting for real players to show
up. A shill reporter does what the big guys say, which in this case
was bomb, no, missile, no center tank fire, no, wait, we're trying
to prove that, just wait a while...
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally
billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site

551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 27, 1997 9:57:53 AM PST
To: g.bangone@iol.it
Subject: It's no coincidence

Gianfranco, it's not a coincidence that:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.

The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose

falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;
the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
Gianfranco, this is where you come in to request that the
passengers get a proper investigation into reasonable, happened
before, mechanical cause for an airplane crash, the cargo door.
We will be told the full story if you press for a worthy line of
investigation into the number one category of scheduled airlines
crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this specific instance,
cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it
doesn't belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves,
rocks the boat, be different, ...any more? And I think the answer
could be 'no.'
It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/
editor. A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing
at times, such as a poker game waiting for real players to show
up. A shill reporter does what the big guys say, which in this case
was bomb, no, missile, no center tank fire, no, wait, we're trying
to prove that, just wait a while...
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally
billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 27, 1997 8:23:08 AM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: It's no coincidence.

Am not entirely convinced of your cargo door
scenario,
So right, David, I understand, how can a guy in a converted
garage with a personal computer and phone line figure something
out that has eluded the professional aviation investigating teams
of four countries who have spent years and millions of dollars?
Easy, actually, but for our discussion let's say he can't. But the
guy, who has 40 years of flying experience, available time
because he is financially independent, desire because he was
survivor of a flaming, night, fatal jet airplane crash, access
because he has the internet, and most important, wisdom because
of hindsight of twelve years of successive accidents; the guy, me,
can convince/persuade you that the cargo door is a worthy line of
investigation for the crash cause of TWA 800. That's all, a worthy
line of investigation; after all, they have checked out natural gas
bubbles, missiles, bombs, space debris, and fires. Asking NTSB

to check out a known killer of nine who was near the scene of the
crime and left first after the crime was committed is not... is
not...weird. To not investigate cargo door is strange.
David, it's not a coincidence that:
The cargo door theory explains the steak because the event
happened when the plane was in the correct sun angle and time
for the fuselage to reflect sun to observers on the ground. At any
other 23 hours and 30 minutes of the day, it could not be said the
streak was door because the sun angle would be wrong or non
existent. But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun angle
was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because
the spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would
reflect primary radar at that distance, just like it did with the
DC-10 cargo door and the UAL 811 cargo door departures. The
two blips on the radar plot without transponder display are a P-3
and the cargo door. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the
CVR because when the door departs an explosive decompression
occurs which causes a very loud sound, just like it did on UAL
811 according to the passengers who survived. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was
severed by the 300 knot CAS force crumpling the nose into the
absent cargo door hole. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.

The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo
door and attached fuselage skin and into the number three engine
leaving parts of human remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why number three engine catches
fire and lands separately from the other three engines because
baggage from the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine
which becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire before other three engines
are involved. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from
the cargo hold is ejected into number three engine which
becomes Fodded, catches fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as
designed, and engine falls away on fire into disintegrating wing,
fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found
intact and the forward door in pieces because the forward door
opens up, out, and away, striking fuselage and breaking into
pieces, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
The cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows
forward cargo hold material ejected first, then detached nose
falling in dense area, and rest of fuselage and wing and tail
falling in scattered area miles later. It's no coincidence; it's cause
and effect.
The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened;

the other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues
and don't work for the others.
What concerns me
the most is that I'm not at all confident that we taxpaying
peasants
in the public will ever be told the full story.
And that's where you come in to request that the taxpayers get a
proper investigation into reasonable, happened before,
mechanical cause for an airplane crash, the cargo door. We will
be told the full story if you press for a worthy line of
investigation into the number one category of scheduled airlines
crashes, mechanical fault generally and in this specific instance,
cargo door fault.
The larger question is do you want to get involved in something
that stirs the pot, opens a can of worms, sticks your nose where it
doesn't belong, starts something he shouldn't, makes waves,
rocks the boat, be different, ...any more? And I think the answer
could be 'no.'
It comes down to job description, shill or investigative reporter/
editor. A shill can be a good thing and is definitely a good thing
at times, such as a poker game waiting for real players to show
up. A shill reporter does what the big guys say, which in this case
was bomb, no, missile, no center tank fire, no, wait, we're trying
to prove that, just wait a while...
An investigative reporter...well, he's a reporter who investigates,
whatever that means.
Is the story worth it? Well, it does involve Canada, France,
Britain, USA, Libya, India, Ireland, and New Zealand; literally
billions of dollars, thousands of lives, or I should say, 838 dead
plus bereaved families, and the future of commercial aviation in
America. Literally, I exaggerate not.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley,
CA 93924

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 27, 1997 5:23:53 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Cargo door blip

Barry: I'm saving string. Am not entirely convinced of your
cargo door
scenario, but it is a definite and intriguing scenario. If it turns
out to be a cargo door, we will print full coverage in Air Safety
Week, and I am fully prepared to say, in print, you were
righton
target. I'm still not ruling out a terrorist missile attack, or some
other catastrophic mechanical/structural malfunction. What
concerns me
the most is that I'm not at all confident that we taxpaying
peasants
in the public will ever be told the full story. David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Cargo door blip
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/21/97 4:48 PM

When Kallstrom changes his story on the P3 radar blip, will you
do a story
on the cargo door? John Barry Smith
Bar the barn door,
Before another horse gets out.
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 26, 1997 1:17:51 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: View streak source yourself

Mr. Wald, to see the TWA 800 streak source for yourself, the sun,
do this: at the same time after sunset, about ten minutes, look to
east at a 747 at 13700 feet and wait for glint of reflection. That is
the source. It is the sun reflecting off the forward fuselage, or the
aft fuselage, or the vert stab, or the winglets if it is a 747-400.

I've viewed the sight many times from my vantage point
underneath the heaviest 747 traffic in the world, San Fran to LA.
To be perfect, wait for July 17th, at 831 PM, ten minutes after
sunset, and look to east at 747 climbs out of Kennedy on a clear
evening. You will see the glint/flash that last about three seconds.
If a piece of fuselage were to come loose you would see a streak
as the piece decelerates from 300 knots to zero horizontally and
from zero to terminal vertically.
People probably will look to the east that evening of the next
July 17th and wow, they will see the flash and wonder what it
was. Could it be related to the streak seen just as TWA 800
destructed? Yes it is. It is the cargo door spinning away with
fuselage skin attached glinting in the full sun up high and falling
to the sea being viewed as streak by humans and radar blip by
radar and explosive decompression heard by CVR as loud sound
just before nose comes off and abruptly cuts power to FDR.
To investigate 747 crashes, one must look at 747s. Web site has
a thousand pages of info...www.corazon.com
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

Reference below.
I'm going to use 40deg 40min North 72deg 38min West, event
site, and 831PM local time, event time, at 13700 feet, event
altitude, heading northeast at 300 knots CAS.
Sunset 821PM local time. (Add an hour for daylight savings
below. TWA happened while ground was in twilight but plane in
full sunlight up high.)
Longitude -73.0 Latitude 41.0 Date 1996/ 7/17
SUN:
Time of solar meridian passage

1158

Altitude at meridian passage:
Sunrise
Sunset

70 deg.

0435
1921

Length of daylight (hrs min)
Beginning of civil twilight
End of civil twilight

1446
0402
1953

Beginning of nautical twilight 0322
End of nautical twilight
2034
MOON:
Lunar meridian passage
Altitude at meridian passage:
Moonrise
Moonset

1327
60 deg.

0631
2016

Times are HHMM in local standard time zone
Add one hour when daylight (summer) time in effect
From: g.bangone@iol.it
Date: March 26, 1997 6:25:42 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: galileo interview

John, tanks for galileo interview (I am in editorial board). You ar
wright about my translator... (from California).
Ciao, Gianfranco

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 25, 1997 5:48:09 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: Debris pattern

Unofficial debris pattern attached as NTSB is months late for
public docket. It's the best I could do although I could quote your
stories in the past that stated the fireball happened after intial
event.
First stuff to land was stuff from forward cargo hold and cargo
door. Later stuff was center fuel tank. Fireball was not initial
event.
John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 25, 1997 5:43:53 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: Your call

I think my time is more productively spent on other
stories.
OK, your call. I'll be here.
I don't think you can tell a cargo door
on an FAA radar, because the resolution isn't fine enough.
Uh, I do have thousands of hours looking at radar scopes in P2,
P3, and RA5C aircraft. The size of the target is the size of the
hole of UAL 811, a double car garage door sized piece of metal,
and of course, a mysterious blip is there. The blip is there, the
streak is there, the sudden sound on the cvr is there, the abrupt
power cut is there; it's all there at the same time and it's not a
missile or bomb, it's the cargo door letting go and spinning away
with its predictable consequences.
The people with first hand information change their story, here's
the first story:

Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer o that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson

Donald Lawson is a Navy Aviation Safety School instructor with
friends in the aviation safety business, like the NTSB.
The next story is Aviation Week five weeks later:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
The politics as I see it is: Hall, Francis and Loeb all want center
tank explosion and leave PA 103 and AI 182 buried, Dickinson,
Schleede and Benson are dissatisfied with it as initial event and
are willing to look at other reasonable, happened before,
mechanical events that fit the evidence.
Mr. Wald, when you see the debris pattern and realize it rules out
center tank explosion as initial event, then come back to the
cargo door explanation. It continues to fit all the evidence as it
dribbles out of the NTSB and FBI.
Thanks for replying with opinion. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
If you've ever been in a crash, see 'Crash.'

From: Matt Wald <Mattwald@nytimes.com>
Date: March 25, 1997 5:09:12 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Follow up on Aviation Week story

The people with first-hand information don't think it was the

cargo door;
they say the pattern of debris tells them that the initial event was
an
explosion in teh center fuel tank. I don't think you can tell a
cargo door
on an FAA radar, because the resolution isn't fine enough. I don't
want to
seem rude, but frankly, I think my time is more productively
spent on other
stories.
--- Matt Wald
I, frankly, At 08:43 PM 3/24/97 -0800, you wrote:
In Aviation Week: 10 Mar
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
Well, Mr. Wald, a cargo door story is a worthy followup on the
NTSB trial
balloon for a reasonable mechanical cause for the crash of TWA
800 and
there is loads of information at one place for a story, web site
ww.corazon.com.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
"...forward door of the aircraft popping open..." Yes!
An email source tells me that
I get this information from italian airline community, and in my

opinion
it come from Investigation brunch lab in England (in the past,
italian
pilot trade union had a lot of information "off record" related to
Ustica
accident, so I am sure that they have still "underground"
relationship). .
The article the above journalist wrote says:
The detectives'
attention focuses on a deep,
low-frequency noise, 130 millisec
before the TWA cockpit voice
recorder sound is interrupted. The
comparison with the Pan AM 103
Cvr tape, fallen on Lockerbie, leads
to a virtual overlap between the two
traces obtained from computerized
acoustic analysis.
There is a confirmed radar blip, not the P3, that is the cargo door
same
time as streak as TWA 800. It's the door. The radar anomaly blip
on 800
matches the radar anomaly blip of PA 103 and shown as green
diamond in the

UK AAIB report.
It's true, it all fits, it's the door going off on TWA 800 and PA
103. I
know it's a big thing. It's true.
Are you willing to solve this mystery? Are you still intrigued?
Who were the two officials who spoke to Aviation Week, a
highly respected
aviation magazine? If it's you, Mr. Dickinson, you are right, it is
the
door. It is the reflection of the sun on the shiny door as it spins
away.
The blip is not a missile but the metal door spinning down.
I assumed the two officials who spoke to Av Week were you and
Mr. Benson.
Anyway, the debris trail voids center tank fire as inital event.
First to
land was cargo hold stuff.
Ignition source of fireball, spinning engine 3 after it detaches
from FOD.
Well, please consider seriously the cargo door opening
explanation for TWA
800. Contact me for analyis, I've been thinking about this for
seven years.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
"Maybe Next Time."
"Crash" the movie
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
1627 Eye St. NW, Washington DC 20006
202-862-0363
Fax: 202-862-0340

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 25, 1997 10:44:43 AM PST
To: galileo@email.telpress.it
Subject: Ciao!

Dear Mr Leonardi,
Thank you for your interest in my web site about TWA 800.
Actually my site is about cargo doors which have caused crashes
and TWA 800 is one of them.
It seems like the TWA case is the first time, to our knwlege,
where the Net
has become THE PRIMARY source of information, even for
other and probably
"more powerful" media (CNN, news agencies, etc). Anyone
interested in
having new, deep, reliable information and/or comments on the
TWA crash
finds it first of all on Internet sites like yours and via newsgroups.
Very very true and very significant. Cargo door and plane crashes
come and go but the net will always be here with the first hand
raw data from which filtered and refined stories emerge. I love
the raw data. I have lamented that AVWeb, an aviation ezine, has

not followed up on my cargo door theory and appreciate you
doing so. It appears the aviation industry, including the
publications, have a wait and see what the NTSB is doing
attitude and will not rock the boat with such a controversial
theory.
The fact you are called Galileo is not lost on me as I often think
about the man who published an idea that turned the world
around, literally. I know what his wife said after he came in from
watching the moons of Jupiter and said to her, "Darling, come
and look at what I've found." She said to him, "I told you I don't
want to hear about that anymore."
The American authorities have not put me under house arrest as
the Pope did, but they did send two armed federal agents to my
home unannounced with questions. So, the cargo door theory is a
big story. The fact the net allows dissemination of the story is a
big story. We are emailing because of the net.
It would be of great help for us if you could
contribute, answering a few questions.
Fine. It appears your questions are generic and you asked the
following questons of other web sites, too.
1)How were you initially involved in this issue ending up with
one of the
most visited sites on the TWA 800?
Well, not the most visited site...I've had about 40000 hits on my
pages with counters over seven months. If printed out my web
site would be about a thousand pages. It hold 100 megabytes of
data and I pay 100 dollars a month to keep it online. My initial
involvement occurred on June 14th 1967 when I ejected from a
jet airplane and lived. The accident is on the web site. When Pan
Am 103 crashed in 1988 I suspected it was a cargo door and
published my thoughts. As the years went by I pursued the Pan
Am 103 cargo door theory with agencies to no avail. Then TWA
800 crashed and the evidence fit the mold of UAL 811 and PA

103. Then I discovered Air India 182, another same evidence
cargo door crash for a total of four Boeing 747 cargo door
crashes, of which the authorities acknowlege only one, UAL 811.
There is no conspiracy, no cover up, no plots by Libyan secret
agents, Sikh terrorists, US Navy, or Boeing. Everyone is working
for their own best interests and think a bomb or fire is the best
explanation for everybody. It is...except for the new dead
passengers every few years.
2)It seems that the "internet campaign" on the TWA crash started
from a web
page of the Montoursville High School. How did it later develop
involving
several other web sites and newsgroups?
My site went up July 29th 1996. I don't know about
Montousville. My first email to the FBI was on July 19, two days
after crash. The FBI had the cargo door answer within 48 hours
of the crash. But it was not bomb or missile idea and was
ignored.
3)When and how did the Intrenet "overcome" the other media on
this subject?
Overcome is a funny word. TV still rules, the print, then radio,
then net. Actually all media are part of the internet, TV and radio
are just output nodes.
How was this problem
solved about the TWA 800?
I put the actual government reports on my site. I scanned them in
and put them in a page and uploaded, a time consuming process
with links everywhere. I put the actual report with a link to it, so
that when I say something the reader can go right to the source.
Does the fact that so many people is now involved
in the debate represent a sufficient warrantie for the reliability of
the
information?

No.
5)Is the TWA case really the first time where the Internet ended
up by
"overcoming" other media?
Well, not overcoming but supplementing.
Do you think this could occur for other issues as
well?
Of course. Right now medical people are determining disease
causes by using the information capability of the net and
publishing it on their web site...and being ignored and scorned
for saying something different on the wacky net. TV was scorned
in the late forties and early fifties by politicians until the
Kennedy Nixon debates and then TV became powerful. If the
cargo door theory is confirmed it will help the credibility of the
internet and get it out of the wacky category. Right now the
established media, TV print and radio all make fun of the new
competitor for the advertising dollar. They don't realize we are all
on the net to include the telephone system. There's enough room
for everyone.
So, if not cargo door, then something else that will make the
people run to the computer/internet to find out what's happening.
Instead of the TV.
I thought the article by Mr. Bangone was terrrific. It was well
written and well researched. It was better than I've seen in any
American newspaper.
Right now the Paris Match published radar tapes that show the
cargo door as a primary radar blip with no transponder. And the
radar tapes show a P3 as a blip without a transponder also. So,
two primary radar blips with no transponder information. One is
the P3 with inoperative transponder. The other is the cargo door
falling and remaining stationary on the screen for twelve
seconds. The FBI director has called the cargo door blip a P3,
he's wrong. He's looking at the wrong non-transponder blip. I

have thousands of hour looking at radar scopes and know my
blips. The FBI director is a cop and people believe him about
radar blips and ignore a former radar operator/maintenance
technician, me.
Power and belief are funny things. Ask Galilei Galileo.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Can you receive pictures? I'll attach a small picture as a test.

From: galileo@email.telpress.it (Galileo)
Date: March 25, 1997 9:48:15 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA 800

Dear Mr. Barry Smith,
my name is Antonio Leonardi, I am an italian journalist writing
for the
telematic diary Galileo (http://galileo.webzone.it). Our web site
published
an article, by Gianfranco Bangone, on the TWA 800 crash.
Beside the great
interest on the TWA crash itself, there is also another side of this
affair
that we feel is worth some attention.

It seems like the TWA case is the first time, to our knwlege,
where the Net
has become THE PRIMARY source of information, even for
other and probably
"more powerful" media (CNN, news agencies, etc). Anyone
interested in
having new, deep, reliable information and/or comments on the
TWA crash
finds it first of all on Internet sites like yours and via newsgroups.
We think that this aspect of the affair is interesting and we would
like to
write an article on the subject to be published in our next
"Magazine" (ie
friday night, italian time). It would be of great help for us if you
could
contribute, answering a few questions.
1)How were you initially involved in this issue ending up with
one of the
most visited sites on the TWA 800?
2)It seems that the "internet campaign" on the TWA crash started
from a web
page of the Montoursville High School. How did it later develop
involving
several other web sites and newsgroups?
3)When and how did the Intrenet "overcome" the other media on
this subject?
4)One of the strongest critics one gets about information on the

Net, is
that a piece of news found on the Internet is very difficult to
verify,
because anyone is more or less free to say anything. How was
this problem
solved about the TWA 800? Does the fact that so many people is
now involved
in the debate represent a sufficient warrantie for the reliability of
the
information?
5)Is the TWA case really the first time where the Internet ended
up by
"overcoming" other media? Do you think this could occur for
other issues as
well?
I apologize for the lenght of this message and for my faults in
english...
Thank you, Antonio Leonardi

e-mail galileo@webzone.it
web site http://galileo.webzone.it

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 25, 1997 7:59:09 AM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Door fits all evidence, nothing else does

In Aviation Week: 10 Mar
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
Well, Bryron, a cargo door story is a worthy followup on the
NTSB trial balloon for a reasonable mechanical cause for the
crash of TWA 800 and there is loads of information at one place
for a story, web site ww.corazon.com.
"...forward door of the aircraft popping open..." Yes!
An email source tells me that
I get this information from italian airline community, and in my
opinion it come from Investigation brunch lab in England (in the
past, italian pilot trade union had a lot of information "off
record" related to Ustica accident, so I am sure that they have
still "underground" relationship). .
The article the above journalist wrote says:
The detectives'
attention focuses on a deep,
low-frequency noise, 130 millisec
before the TWA cockpit voice
recorder sound is interrupted. The

comparison with the Pan AM 103
Cvr tape, fallen on Lockerbie, leads
to a virtual overlap between the two
traces obtained from computerized
acoustic analysis.
There is a confirmed radar blip, not the P3, that is the cargo door
same time as streak as TWA 800. It's the door. The radar anomaly
blip on 800 matches the radar anomaly blip of PA 103 and shown
as green diamond in the UK AAIB report.
It's true, it all fits, it's the door going off on TWA 800 and PA
103. I know it's a big thing. It's true.
Anyway, the debris trail voids center tank fire as inital event.
First to land was cargo hold stuff.
Ignition source of fireball, spinning engine 3 after it detaches
from FOD.
Well, please consider seriously the cargo door opening
explanation for TWA 800. Contact me for analyis, I've been
thinking about this for seven years.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 24, 1997 8:45:10 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: Follow up on Aviation Week story

In Aviation Week: 10 Mar
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw

could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
Well, Mr. Wald, a cargo door story is a worthy followup on the
NTSB trial balloon for a reasonable mechanical cause for the
crash of TWA 800 and there is loads of information at one place
for a story, web site ww.corazon.com.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
"...forward door of the aircraft popping open..." Yes!
An email source tells me that
I get this information from italian airline community, and in my
opinion it come from Investigation brunch lab in England (in the
past, italian pilot trade union had a lot of information "off
record" related to Ustica accident, so I am sure that they have
still "underground" relationship). .
The article the above journalist wrote says:
The detectives'
attention focuses on a deep,
low-frequency noise, 130 millisec
before the TWA cockpit voice
recorder sound is interrupted. The
comparison with the Pan AM 103
Cvr tape, fallen on Lockerbie, leads

to a virtual overlap between the two
traces obtained from computerized
acoustic analysis.
There is a confirmed radar blip, not the P3, that is the cargo door
same time as streak as TWA 800. It's the door. The radar anomaly
blip on 800 matches the radar anomaly blip of PA 103 and shown
as green diamond in the UK AAIB report.
It's true, it all fits, it's the door going off on TWA 800 and PA
103. I know it's a big thing. It's true.
Are you willing to solve this mystery? Are you still intrigued?
Who were the two officials who spoke to Aviation Week, a
highly respected aviation magazine? If it's you, Mr. Dickinson,
you are right, it is the door. It is the reflection of the sun on the
shiny door as it spins away. The blip is not a missile but the
metal door spinning down.
I assumed the two officials who spoke to Av Week were you and
Mr. Benson.
Anyway, the debris trail voids center tank fire as inital event.
First to land was cargo hold stuff.
Ignition source of fireball, spinning engine 3 after it detaches
from FOD.
Well, please consider seriously the cargo door opening
explanation for TWA 800. Contact me for analyis, I've been
thinking about this for seven years.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 24, 1997 8:45:03 PM PST
To: mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: ATTN: Mr. McKenna Follow up on Aviation Week

story

In Aviation Week: 10 Mar
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
Well, Mr. McKenna, a cargo door story is a worthy followup on
the NTSB trial balloon for a reasonable mechanical cause for the
crash of TWA 800 and there is loads of information at one place
for a story, web site ww.corazon.com.
"...forward door of the aircraft popping open..." Yes!
An email source tells me that
I get this information from italian airline community, and in my
opinion it come from Investigation brunch lab in England (in the
past, italian pilot trade union had a lot of information "off
record" related to Ustica accident, so I am sure that they have
still "underground" relationship). .
The article the above journalist wrote says:
The detectives'
attention focuses on a deep,
low-frequency noise, 130 millisec
before the TWA cockpit voice

recorder sound is interrupted. The
comparison with the Pan AM 103
Cvr tape, fallen on Lockerbie, leads
to a virtual overlap between the two
traces obtained from computerized
acoustic analysis.
There is a confirmed radar blip, not the P3, that is the cargo door
same time as streak as TWA 800. It's the door. The radar anomaly
blip on 800 matches the radar anomaly blip of PA 103 and shown
as green diamond in the UK AAIB report.
It's true, it all fits, it's the door going off on TWA 800 and PA
103. I know it's a big thing. It's true.
Are you willing to solve this mystery? Are you still intrigued?
Who were the two officials who spoke to Aviation Week, a
highly respected aviation magazine? If it's you, Mr. Dickinson,
you are right, it is the door. It is the reflection of the sun on the
shiny door as it spins away. The blip is not a missile but the
metal door spinning down.
I assumed the two officials who spoke to Av Week were you and
Mr. Benson.
Anyway, the debris trail voids center tank fire as inital event.
First to land was cargo hold stuff.
Ignition source of fireball, spinning engine 3 after it detaches
from FOD.
Well, please consider seriously the cargo door opening
explanation for TWA 800. Contact me for analyis, I've been
thinking about this for seven years.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 24, 1997 7:41:23 AM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: Look at the radar images yourself, think for yourself

Salinger's claim of radar evidence that a missile hit TWA
800 was torpedoed by analysis showing that a P-3 Orion flying at
FL200
without an operating transponder generated the mysterious blip.
Not true. There is the blip of the P3 to the east of TWA 800, then
there is the mysterious/missile/cargo door blip to the west of
TWA 800. Look at the pictures. Why do you believe a cop/FBI
guy about radar interpretation when I, radar tech and operator tell
you it's a cargo door?
Because he carries a gun and I carry NSTB, UK, Canadian and
Indian accident reports? John Barry Smith.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 21, 1997 4:53:20 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: Enormity of the cargo door story

Were you able to put a story together, was it aired? The enormity
of the story is daunting, I know. When Kallstrom changes his
story about the P3 blip, will you do another story on the cargo
door? John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 21, 1997 4:51:53 PM PST
To: mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: For Mr. McKenna, cargo door blip

When Kallstrom changes his story about the P3 blip, will you do

a story on the cargo door? John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 21, 1997 4:51:07 PM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Cargo door blip

When Kallstrom changes his story about the P3 blip, will you do
a story on the cargo door? John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 21, 1997 4:50:10 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: Cargo door blip

When Kallstrom changes his story on the P3 radar blip, will you
do a story on the cargo door? John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 21, 1997 4:48:55 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: Cargo door

When Kallstrom changes his story about the P3 blip, will you do
a story on the cargo door? John Barry Smith
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 21, 1997 1:38:25 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: High

Thanks. Good stuff.

______________________________ Reply Separator

_________________________________
Subject: High
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/18/97 8:40 PM

Question,
have any 747's lost thier cargo doors at altitides higher than
TWA 800
and made successful emergency landings?
Yes. Pan Am 125 was a Boeing 747 that left London in March
1987 and at
20000 could not pressurize airplane so it came around and landed
back in
London. The forward cargo door was found to be open about two
inches.
Unknown when frayed wiring had shorted door motor to open
and the cam
latches overrode the soft lock sectors. So an AD was written to
replace
soft lock sectors with steel lock sectors. AD 88 12 04 which was
not
implemented on UAL 811 because of a clerical error. UAL 811
door went at
22000 feet. Only one door has ever opened in flight on 747 and
not had
fatals and that was PA 125. UAL 811 had nine dead, 103 270,
182 had 329
dead, and 800 has 230.
How high was that United bird
flying out of Honolulu when the door blew.
PA 125 could not pressurize at 20000. 811 door went at 22000.

PA 103 and
AI 182 went at 31000. TWA 800 at 13700. All in climb except AI
182
preparing for descent.
Last words of TWA pilot, "Climb." That's a pressure changing
event just
before pressure hull ruptured. If a poisoned man's last words, are,
"Give
that cup of coffee," the cup gets checked out. The door should be
checked
out.
Web site has full info including a good chart with similarities of
all,
click on 'debriefing' under flight number.
Regards, Barry.
Why doesn't all the air,
Just float off into space?
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 21, 1997 7:33:51 AM PST
To: g.bangone@iol.it
Subject: Cargo door/cvr

Dear Gianfranco, thanks for email.
The article was written in beautiful English while email is

broken, did you have translator? Your broken English is fine and
a million times better than my Italian so I compliment you on
your multi language ability. I would be lost if the net were not in
English.
can you help Stan?
I have as much as I could.
I get this information from italian airline community, and in my
opinion it come from Investigation brunch lab in England
Thanks, I believe it because of the 103 and 800 connection. They
wanted to make 103 and 800 a bomb by matching sounds but
800 turned out to be no bomb, so instead of saying, hey, maybe
103 not a bomb too, they said, we don't know what 800 is.
you lost your home key in a dark street, you begin to look for
under the street lamps
I like it.
when you live?
California, south of San Francisco.
I'm getting very frustrated on this 800 crash, the evidence is so
clear for cargo door and yet the stretching for missile and bomb
goes on. Am I the only one to see it so clearly? Apparently. I
consider myself the only sane man in the asylum.
Regards, John Barry Smith

From: g.bangone@iol.it
Date: March 21, 1997 3:33:15 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: drybay.doc

Please check dryby.doc. Gianfranco
Attachment converted: Master:DRYBAY.DOC (WDBN/MSWD)
(0001C733)

This message has the following attachments:
file://localhost/Users/barry/Library/Mail/
Attachments/.DS_Store
From: g.bangone@iol.it
Date: March 21, 1997 1:05:56 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: italian twa site

John, thank you very much for your message. There is i lot of
question, so I try to explain:
*the comparison with Pa 103 and Twa 800 cvr*
I get this information from italian airline community, and in my
opinion it come from Investigation brunch lab in England (in the
past, italian pilot trade union had a lot of information "off
record" related to Ustica accident, so I am sure that they have
still "underground" relationship). Unfortunetly is not a great
information, because in any structural collapse there is an "elastic
wave" like in guitars string. But in pa 103 and in twa 800 the cvr
recorded only the iceberg top of frequencies train. In strictly
phisical terms it means that is no possible to find the primary
event of collapse. So we can't exclude "a priori" cargo door or
missile fragment with this data. But I know that twa cvr will be
examined by a Canada lab. They have a new acustical software
able to detect the spatial origin of this frequency in the fuselage.
So you must wait...
*Ai 182, Pa 103. E-2 and 737*
Your precisation is correct. A civil 747 run with jet fuel A 1, E-2
Jp4?. And we had not a clear data on Manila accident
*Bad electrical cables*
You are correct and I agree. In Italy we say when you lost your
home key in a dark street, you begin to look for under the street
lamps.... The missile explanation, in physical terms, is an

Occam rasor (a simple and elegant hypothesis is better than real
but elusive complexity). So we work step by step.
Another question: I received an email from Stan Martin. He need
information about whatever a portion of #3 spanwise beam was
blown after in debris field. I have not information, can you help
Stan? I send you stan.doc file.
Excuse me for my english, and thank you again for your words.
Sincerely Gianfranco Bangone
(Rome is wonderful town in this season, when you live?)

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 20, 1997 9:45:58 AM PST
To: g.bangone@iol.it
Subject: Beautiful article

Gianfranco, and I must say I have always liked that name after
Giannini the actor, you have written a beautiful article.
Thanks for the link to my site at the end.
I think Ustica may have been cargo door too. So you think
missile for 800 and Ustica and I think cargo door. My opinion
about Ustica counts little but I think my opinion about 800 is
correct. Can you help me?
Can you tell me where you got some of your information so I can
go there and glean more information from it?
The recovery and
analysis of the
black boxes gives the first results:
there is nothing unusual during the
11 minute flight of the 747, aside
from a higher fuel consumption with
respect to the Apu rules, at a rear
turbine linked to an auxiliary power

supply. It is a routine flight, with the
system parameters recorded by the
Flight Data Recorder reporting no
abnormality. The detectives'
attention focuses on a deep,
low-frequency noise, 130 millisec
before the TWA cockpit voice
recorder sound is interrupted. The
comparison with the Pan AM 103
Cvr tape, fallen on Lockerbie, leads
to a virtual overlap between the two
traces obtained from computerized
acoustic analysis.
Where did you get this? The match between 103 and 800 is very
important to my explanation of cargo door. I would love to be
able to say to the NSTB that the CVR tape of the sudden loud
sound of 103 matches the sudden loud sound of 800. Do you
have pictures?
Your statement is very important.
AI India was wrong conclusion of bomb, that led to wrong
conclusion of bomb for 103 which leads to problem of 800 that
looks likes 103 but isn't bomb. Well, they are similar, all same
cause, cargo door. The radar blip matches the blip of 103 and
now you say the sound matches 103. It is very important for me
to be able to say with authority the CVR sounds match.
What is the source?
You say 'paradoxically' and you are right, it is a paradox when
using flawed reports such as 103 and 182 which conclude bomb.
No paradox starting with right conclusion of door for 182 and
103 then 811 then 800.
If the investigations
following an airplane accident do
not lead to the certain discovery of

the reasons for it, the detectives'
attention shifts to similar events
occurred in the past. Using the
available literature allows, when
possible, to resuscitate a seemingly
dead investigation and to prompt a
new approach to a problem not
totally understood. In these cases,
all the data gathered are
re-examined, but with the aid of a
new working hypothesis, with the
hope of finding previously ignored
clues which can help unravel the
dynamics of the disaster.
So true, but go back to AI 182 and PA 103, 747s which are
similar, not to E-2 and 737 which are not similar.
Bad electrical cables may be the cause of the door opening when
it the door motor cable shorts against metal and turns motor on
and cam latches unlatch and door opens, just like UAL 811.
So we agree on a lot. The missile explanation is the most exciting
and only lacks physical evidence. The cargo door is the most
boring and only has lots of physical evidence to support it
including radar blip, sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut,
FOD, debris pattern, etc.
But, we believe what we want to believe. I want to believe the
The
comparison with the Pan AM 103
Cvr tape, fallen on Lockerbie, leads
to a virtual overlap between the two
traces obtained from computerized
acoustic analysis.
Can you show me?
Sincerely, John Barry Smith, again, a very well researched

article, better than I have read in any American paper.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 20, 1997 7:16:44 AM PST
To: g.bangone@iol.it
Subject: Please to meet you.

Gianfranco, pleased to meet you, more later. I'll check out your
site, Barry
(My first thought is for aircraft investigators, the garbage dump
of 'unexplained' had a name, "Bomb", and now 'missile.')
I'm very interested in the Ustica incident too.
From: g.bangone@iol.it
Date: March 20, 1997 11:14:49 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: twa 800

Dear John, I am an italian (aeronautical) journalist. I work for
many years on Ustica incident, and I think the twa 800 is the
same story... Now there is a new site on Twa:
http://www.galileo.webzone.it/galileo_eng/journal/apert1.html
best regards
Gianfranco Bangone (from Rome)

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1997 8:42:13 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: High

Question,

have any 747's lost thier cargo doors at altitides higher than
TWA 800
and made successful emergency landings?
Yes. Pan Am 125 was a Boeing 747 that left London in March
1987 and at 20000 could not pressurize airplane so it came
around and landed back in London. The forward cargo door was
found to be open about two inches. Unknown when frayed
wiring had shorted door motor to open and the cam latches
overrode the soft lock sectors. So an AD was written to replace
soft lock sectors with steel lock sectors. AD 88 12 04 which was
not implemented on UAL 811 because of a clerical error. UAL
811 door went at 22000 feet. Only one door has ever opened in
flight on 747 and not had fatals and that was PA 125. UAL 811
had nine dead, 103 270, 182 had 329 dead, and 800 has 230.
How high was that United bird
flying out of Honolulu when the door blew.
PA 125 could not pressurize at 20000. 811 door went at 22000.
PA 103 and AI 182 went at 31000. TWA 800 at 13700. All in
climb except AI 182 preparing for descent.
Last words of TWA pilot, "Climb." That's a pressure changing
event just before pressure hull ruptured. If a poisoned man's last
words, are, "Give that cup of coffee," the cup gets checked out.
The door should be checked out.
Web site has full info including a good chart with similarities of
all, click on 'debriefing' under flight number.
Regards, Barry.
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 18, 1997 4:46:09 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: PSI

Barry: Just got your message before ending for the night.

Question,
have any 747's lost thier cargo doors at altitides higher than
TWA 800
and made successful emergency landings? How high was that
United bird
flying out of Honolulu when the door blew.
Fascinating numbers, and you have a gift of vivid expression
(e.g.,
equivalent weight of 60 automobiles. Good image).
Thanks for getting back to me. David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: PSI
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/18/97 4:23 PM

Question: at 13,500
feet, how many pounds of pressure were pushing outward on
that
garage-size door?
Good question and my calculations show 60000 pounds on that
eight foot by
nine foot door, well within the design limits assuming the latches
stay
latched.
Up to 24000 feet the pressure inside is 14.7 PSI. Outside pressure
decreases so the differential is the important number. How many

square
inches on a nine foot by eight foot door? 72 square feet equals
144 times
72 equals 10368 square inches surface area of the door.
At 13500 the inside is zero altitude at 14.7 and the outside is
13500 feet
or something less than 14.7, call it 8.9 psi so differential is 5.8
psi.
So at 13500 there is 5.8 psi on a door which is eight feet by nine
feet
big, 72 square feet or 10368 square inches or 60134 pounds of
weight on
that door all the time.
Now, this force of weight of thirty cars on that door is enough to
blow it
out and up when cam latches unlatch for unknown reasons. If
everything
stays the same, the door stays latched regardless of altitude. But
when
unlatched, poof, door blows out and up into slipstream and gets
torn off
taking skin and stringers with it (UAL 811). It also bends,
fractures, and
breaks floor beams. The 300 knot wind, the ultimate destructive
force, then
enters big hole and ruptures other side and also the force
crumples nose
into crease and nose comes off, severing power immediately and
destruction
sequence starts as evidence shows leading to fireball, debris
pattern, etc.
Forward cargo area and Section 41 retrofit are all because of
inherent

weaknesses in huge pressurized hull with pear shape caused by
transtition
from cargo nose loading plane to passenger side loading cargo
door.
Forward cargo door has four Airworthiness Directives against it
for
previous failures. It is a logical suspect and needs to be ruled out
or in,
one way or the other, but not ignored.
Ready for more questions, David,
Regards, Barry
Why doesn't all the air,
Just float off into space?
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1997 4:42:09 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: questions

If the cargo door blew, as you say, would the collapse of the
nose
section lead to a tendency for debris to fall to the left of the
flight path?
Good question and I don't know.
Note that drawing also doesn't tell us directions of winds and

tides;
maybe not a big factor, but items to consider nonetheless.
Right.
Regards, Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1997 4:25:01 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: PSI

Question: at 13,500
feet, how many pounds of pressure were pushing outward on
that
garage-size door?
Good question and my calculations show 60000 pounds on that
eight foot by nine foot door, well within the design limits
assuming the latches stay latched.
Up to 24000 feet the pressure inside is 14.7 PSI. Outside pressure
decreases so the differential is the important number. How many
square inches on a nine foot by eight foot door? 72 square feet
equals 144 times 72 equals 10368 square inches surface area of
the door.
At 13500 the inside is zero altitude at 14.7 and the outside is
13500 feet
or something less than 14.7, call it 8.9 psi so differential is 5.8
psi.
So at 13500 there is 5.8 psi on a door which is eight feet by nine
feet
big, 72 square feet or 10368 square inches or 60134 pounds of
weight on
that door all the time.
Now, this force of weight of thirty cars on that door is enough to
blow it out and up when cam latches unlatch for unknown

reasons. If everything stays the same, the door stays latched
regardless of altitude. But when unlatched, poof, door blows out
and up into slipstream and gets torn off taking skin and stringers
with it (UAL 811). It also bends, fractures, and breaks floor
beams. The 300 knot wind, the ultimate destructive force, then
enters big hole and ruptures other side and also the force
crumples nose into crease and nose comes off, severing power
immediately and destruction sequence starts as evidence shows
leading to fireball, debris pattern, etc.
Forward cargo area and Section 41 retrofit are all because of
inherent weaknesses in huge pressurized hull with pear shape
caused by transtition from cargo nose loading plane to passenger
side loading cargo door.
Forward cargo door has four Airworthiness Directives against it
for previous failures. It is a logical suspect and needs to be ruled
out or in, one way or the other, but not ignored.
Ready for more questions, David,
Regards, Barry
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 18, 1997 2:53:22 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door

John: OK, I now understand how loss of the door on the right
side
would cause the skin to blow out on the left side. Question: at
13,500
feet, how many pounds of pressure were pushing outward on
that
garage-size door? David

From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: March 18, 1997 2:30:03 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: right side/left side

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Description: cc:Mail note part
Barry: I've got everything. Need to digest and think about
what you're
saying. I see a left-side bias on the debris field up to the point
where the center fuel tank blew. Remember, we are both
looking at a
drawing that is not to scale and does not contain a time-line.
If the cargo door blew, as you say, would the collapse of the
nose
section lead to a tendency for debris to fall to the left of the
flight path?
Note that drawing also doesn't tell us directions of winds and
tides;
maybe not a big factor, but items to consider nonetheless.
I look forward to reading your longer response later this
evening with
enthusiasm. I'm not dismissing your scenario at all. Thanks for
the
quick response. David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________

Subject: right side/left side
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/17/97 10:52 PM

The Riverside newspaper that raised the missile scenario last
week
printed an illustration showing the "left side bias" of the debris
blown out of the airplane in the moments before they say the
center
tank blew. Any comment on this "left side bias"?
I've attached graphic and it is right side, not left side.
And the damage area they say is missile based on debris field is
right next
to forward cargo door! Amazing.
So my comment on right side bias is yes, that is the location of
damage
based on stuff that fell first and landed closest to event. But no
missile,
a cargo door the graphic left out.
Ah missile don't you love it? A stationary missile that cheap
radar can
pick up. Doesn't quite sound right.
The war of theories. Well, mine will stand up to the evidence and
stand up
to time. Barry
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Description: cc:Mail note part
Why doesn't all the air,
Just float off into space?

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1997 10:33:02 AM PST
To: mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: ATTN John D. Morrocco: TWA 800 and Pan AM 103
connection

Mr. Morrocco, the radar blip just before TWA 800 destructed is
the same radar blip just before PA 103 destructed, its the primary
radar return of the forward cargo door plus skin spinning away.
Cargo door explanation supported by evidence on web site
www.corazon.com
I was in RVAH-1 off the USS Enterprise in 1968. I flew as
navigator.
Nick Fielding of Mail on Sunday is aware of the cargo door
cause, the Telegraph expressed some interest, and your 10 Mar
97 issue has this to say:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
James T. McKenna
So, cargo door cause for Pan Am 103 is a British connection.
Below are my explanations for streak, radar blip and why bomb
did not crash 103. They are excerpted from my thousand page
web site culled from forty years of flying and seven years of

cargo door research.
Regards, John Barry Smith

How Could Pan Am 103 Not Be a Bomb?
Pan Am Flight 103 not brought down by bomb explanation.
The official UK AAIB report never says the word 'bomb' in the
entire report; it calls the blast source an 'improvised explosive
device'. The English writing in English about an English accident
would have said 'bomb' if they wanted to mean bomb. They
meant and said 'improvised explosive device'. They could have
said 'plastic high explosive bomb' but they didn't. They didn't
because the evidence is not there. There is evidence of an
improvised explosive device, so they said it, leaving many
choices but still unnamed specifically.
There was a blast in the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103. It
was not a bomb and the blast force was not enough to destroy the
structural integrity of the nose and the relatively mild blast
happened after the forward cargo door opened. It is also difficult
to disprove a negative.
The conclusion that an improvised explosive device detonated
inside the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103 is based on several
facts in official report:
1. A shatter zone was found on the port side just forward of the
wing. This shatter zone reveals a reported hole of 18 to 20 inches
in size. This small sized hole is too small to blow off the nose of
a 747. Bombs have gone off in 747s before making small holes
which did not destroy the plane which turned around and landed
safely. The 747 was designed to withstand a small sized hole. All

blast damage evidence is too weak for a bomb but normal for a
small device.

2. The destruction area is described as if a rather large shotgun
had gone off at close range. A rather large shotgun is not a bomb.
3. The destruction area is described as directed, with a straight
line of destruction of 25 inches to 50 inches. A bomb blast is
spherical. There is no evidence of a spherical blast but evidence
of a straight line blast.
4. There is no evidence of plastic explosive in the blast area or
shatter zone, only soot and explosive residue which might come
from a shotgun.
5. All evidence of high plastic explosive is stated as being on
passenger items which are never named, listed or described.
Traces of explosive residue on fragments mean very small
invisible amounts of something are found on something very
small. There were millions of very small pieces of wreckage,
including pieces of plastic in circuit boards in alarm clocks.
6. Evidence of traces of high explosive on fragments of wreckage
is now shown to be benign and explained as normal heart
medicine, or residue from the uniforms of soldiers, or traces left
over from a dog sniffing exercise.
7. No pieces of a bomb were found.
8. FBI investigator who made his career on "cracking the
mystery of the bombing Pan Am Flight 103 for Pan Am 103" in
1989 was removed and transferred by the FBI on 29 Jan, 1997.
Tom Thurman, unit chief of the explosives division was
transferred because of questions concerning sloppiness and

mismanagement. The Justice report, prepared with the help of
several world-renowned forensic experts, found that in some
cases the bureau laboratory exercised lax control over evidence
and that accountability over findings needed to be improved.
Conflicting evidence that it was not a bomb was available for
interpretation from official report:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR matches Air India 182 sudden
loud sound which matches explosive decompression on a cargo
door caused crash of a DC-10. A bomb big enough to blow nose
off of Boeing 747 would be heard on CVR. Sudden loud sound
on Pan Am 103 does not match a bomb. The sound has been
officially described as probably Pan Am 103 undergoing
structural breakup.

2. Reconstruction diagrams show more severe damage on right
side of fuselage, the cargo door side, while light damage is on
left side, the small shatter zone side.
3. Reconstruction diagrams match the destruction pattern of a
known cargo door failure in a Boeing 747, UAL 811, in amount
of skin torn away, stringers exposed, bent floor beams, and cargo
door broken in half.
4. Engines number three and four suffered foreign object
damage, with engine number three on fire and landing separate
from the engines number 1, 2, and 4. Engine number three
suffered most inflight damage and it is on opposite side of small
blast hold, but on cargo door side.
5. Blast was directed not spherical. Yet official report has an

artist's interpretation of a large spherical blast, and the inaccurate
drawing is repeated a few pages later.
6. Door coming off picked up on radar which would explain
subsequent destruction.
7. Type and sequence of destruction matches other 747 crashes, a
known cargo door caused crash, a tenuous bomb explanation
crash, and an unknown crash.
8. "Relatively mild blast..."

9. Bomb theory as presented in AAIB report is contradictory,
evasive, inconsistent, and has several errors of fact. There is
mistaken grammar in verb tense and poor choice of verb 'exhibit.'
These types of error are not made by British authors writing in
English for an official United Kingdom report. This section was
written by different person than rest of report. Later the same
writer states noise is no doubt bomb. Next page of report, written
by different person, refers to noise as most likely aircraft
structure break-up. Serious contradiction in same report one page
apart.
The condition of the aft door, far from locus of damage in
forward cargo hold, is reported to be intact and latched. The
condition of the forward cargo door, near the scene of damage
start of forward cargo hold, is omitted, unreported, not stated,
passed over, neglected. A glaring oversight.
10. For the bombers the sound on CVR was of the bomb,
(although sound never matches any bomb sound.) it was lucky to
have been placed near air conditioning ducts to direct to blast to
other areas of the plane, (even though bombs that caused the

same size hole in other Boeing 747s turn around and land safely.)
the detonating altitude fuze did not go off on the flight from
Frankfurt to London but did go off by itself over Lockerbie, but
distresses the Libyan secret agents who put the suitcase bought in
Malta on the plane because now the evidence would show it was
a bomb and the bombers are upset because they wanted the plane
to explode over water so it would not be known it was a terrorist
act? And the reason terrorists do terrorists acts is to be noticed
for their cause and to be noticed is bad? Non sense, it makes no
sense, it's entertaining nonsense.
What might explain the blast, if not a bomb? Diplomatic pouches
were carried in the forward cargo hold. Guns or booby traps
might have been inside them and went off when the huge
explosive decompression occurred when the cargo door tore off
at 31000 feet. Or a passenger had fireworks or other incendiary
device inside his luggage, which was passed because cargo was
not checked or the device did not look suspicious. The fireworks
or blasting caps were not fuzed and would be safe as long as a
explosive force was not present near it. But the explosive
decompression might have set them off, after the door went.
There may be other devices normally carried inside the cargo
compartment which detonate when exposed to large explosive
decompression such as fire extinguishers or emergency power
units. There are many alternate explanations for the small blast
hole and explosive residue and soot other than a bomb.
Based on the new research discovery that traces of explosive
residue on aircraft fragments can be benign, the investigation
into Pan Am 103 should be reopened on that information alone.
If the traces are not from a bomb, then no bomb evidence. A
small piece of plastic may give timer evidence, but no bomb
evidence.

There is no such thing as a stealth bomb which leaves no residue
and makes no sound unless explosive decompression is accepted
which makes a loud sound, causes loose items to crash into each
other, leaves no residue, and is not a bomb.
After all is said and done, it could have been a small blast which
forced the door open, however, based on other accidents where
the door opening led to destruction, the likely cause of the door
opening is not a small blast in the forward cargo compartment
but an electrical short which caused the door open motor to turn
on, forcing the door to open past the cam locks, just like it did
previously in three other instances of inadvertent cargo door
openings.
OK, what about the wonderful spy story with foreign
governments, CIA, coverups, bombs, timers, pants bought in
Malta, etc, hey, great story, make a great movie, but not true; just
entertaining fiction. That story has so many holes in it that it is
incoherent. The tellers disagree among themselves every time
they tell it. The exaggeration of the warning, the non explosion
on the way from Frankfurt to London, the bad luck of flight
course deviation, the exaggeration of the too small blast into
reverberating around air conditioning ducts would all be funny, if
not so serious consequences occurred later on. Pan Am 103
looked like AI 182, and so it should, the cause is the same. But
the wrong conclusion of AI 182 led to the wrong conclusion of
PA 103 which almost led to the wrong conclusion of TWA 800 as
all being bombs.
Comment: How can so many experts be wrong? You'll have to
ask the experts. There is no conspiracy, no coverup and no plot.
Administrative errors are made and administrative errors get
corrected. There was a small blast, but not a bomb. There was an
explosion, explosive decompression, which makes a loud sound
and mimics a bomb in consequences. Wishful thinking, blaming

others, and avoiding responsibility leads to errors of fact. The
explanation may end up with sequence in dispute: door opened
then small blast, or small blast then door opened. PA 103 door
with cam lock evidence resides in hangar in UK. AI 182 door at
bottom of sea. TWA 800 door in hangar in USA.
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TWA 800 was a Boeing 747 flying at 13700 feet at 8:35 PM on
July 17th. It was headed northeast. The sun was down to the
observers on the ground yet the plane was in bright sunlight high
up. The fuselage would appear to be a light object as the sun
from the west struck the almost parallel fuselage and reflected
down to observers on the ground facing east. At a certain

relationship of sun, airplane, and observer, the sun reflects at
such an angle that a bright light will appear on the fuselage and
last for a few seconds. This bright orange flash is the start of the
streak. The light source is the sun. When the cargo door went up,
out, and away, taking large fuselage skin with it, the sun reflected
off this metal object and bounced down to observers below. As
the door and skin decelerated from 300 knots to zero knots
horizontally and from zero knots vertically to about two hundred
knots, it appeared as a streak to those at the proper angle and
would appear as a parabola as it fell to the sea. The direction of
the streak could appear to be any direction based upon the angle
observed and the relative activity of the rest of the destructing
aircraft. In addition, the sudden unexpected appearance and
duration of the streak of just a few seconds at most would make
it difficult to judge direction.
The radar anomaly of blips at TWA 800 is the primary radar
returns of the door and skin spinning away erratically as it falls
to the sea.
Comment: It all fits. The forward cargo door opened
inadvertently on TWA 800 and tore up and away and down,
observed by human eyes and radar eyes as it fell to the sea. I
videotaped the bright flash on the fuselage of Boeing 747s as
they fly overhead my house. I am under a major jet airway from
San Francisco to Los Angeles and see approximately 40 Boeing
747s fly overhead daily. The video tape clearly shows the sunset,
the airplane, the start of the flash, the bright light, and the fading
light as the plane flies overhead and changes the viewing angle.
If the door were to depart during the short few seconds duration
of the reflective sunlight, I would see a streak as the door and
skin peeled away and fell to the surface.
Comment: The door on primary radar return, circled in green
from Paris Match radar tape. It suddenly appears, stays for

twelve seconds and disappears. Destruction of TWA 800 follows.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800
image showing primary radar blip picked up several times for
many seconds behind the airliners. The other image is of Pan Am
103 drawing of the final radar plot in a sequence. The third image
is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report about that greed
diamond radar blip.
At the same time before destruction, a radar blip was picked up
by two ground radars for one sweep and displayed on the
drawing as a green diamond. The radar plots of 103 and 800
match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on a
target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in the
air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut occurred
when the nose separated from the rest of the body by the force of
the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the hole caused

crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes.
John D. Morrocco
34 Dover St., London W1X 4BR, England Phone:
44-171-409-1482, Fax: 44-171-493-9896; London Bureau Chief
John D. Morrocco was
hired as military editor in December, 1986. Promoted to Senior
Military Editor in 1989, he was Aviation Week's Pentagon
correspondent
for nine years before moving to London in 1995. Prior to joining
Aviation Week, Morrocco was a staff writer for US News &
World
Report's Book Div. and a reporter for Defense News and
InvestorÕs Daily. He is the author of three books about air
combat in the
Vietnam War. Morrocco received his A.B. at Boston College, and
his M.A. at the London School of Economics and Political
Science. He
has won awards from the Aviation/Space Writers Association for
his coverage of the Persian Gulf war, the Soviet aerospace
industry
and arms control verification.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1997 10:23:49 AM PST
To: mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: ATTN Bruce A. Smith editor, TWA 800

Mr. B. Smith, this is B. Smith. Corny but I like it. The below is
from your 10 Mar 97 issue.

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
James T. McKenna
Door popped? Yes, it did.
For complete explanation supported by documents, NTSB
documents, I invite you to web site www.corazon.com. It's all
there. A big big story.
I've worked seven years on the cargo door cause of high time
747s, constructed a thousand page web site, and have culled forty
years of flying experience to put it together. It's worth a look.
The ultimate destructive force was the 300 knot slipstream. (The
explosive decompression just pops the door and gives a red
herring of bomb.)
I am in email correspondence with Mr. Matt Wald of the New
York Times, Byron Acohido of the Seattle Times and I was
interviewed Saturday and yesterday by Lou Miliano of WCBS
regarding this cargo door explanation. I guess after bomb,
missile, gas, space debris, and mid airs, the thinking is coming
around to a reasonable mechanical explanation supported by
evidence which has happened before, cargo door popped.
I have included below my explanation of the streak and radar

blip anomaly.
The web site is the big explanation;
Regards, John Barry Smith

TWA 800 was a Boeing 747 flying at 13700 feet at 8:35 PM on
July 17th. It was headed northeast. The sun was down to the
observers on the ground yet the plane was in bright sunlight high
up. The fuselage would appear to be a light object as the sun
from the west struck the almost parallel fuselage and reflected
down to observers on the ground facing east. At a certain
relationship of sun, airplane, and observer, the sun reflects at
such an angle that a bright light will appear on the fuselage and
last for a few seconds. This bright orange flash is the start of the
streak. The light source is the sun. When the cargo door went up,
out, and away, taking large fuselage skin with it, the sun reflected
off this metal object and bounced down to observers below. As
the door and skin decelerated from 300 knots to zero knots
horizontally and from zero knots vertically to about two hundred
knots, it appeared as a streak to those at the proper angle and
would appear as a parabola as it fell to the sea. The direction of
the streak could appear to be any direction based upon the angle
observed and the relative activity of the rest of the destructing
aircraft. In addition, the sudden unexpected appearance and
duration of the streak of just a few seconds at most would make
it difficult to judge direction.
The radar anomaly of blips at TWA 800 is the primary radar
returns of the door and skin spinning away erratically as it falls
to the sea.
Comment: It all fits. The forward cargo door opened
inadvertently on TWA 800 and tore up and away and down,
observed by human eyes and radar eyes as it fell to the sea. I
videotaped the bright flash on the fuselage of Boeing 747s as

they fly overhead my house. I am under a major jet airway from
San Francisco to Los Angeles and see approximately 40 Boeing
747s fly overhead daily. The video tape clearly shows the sunset,
the airplane, the start of the flash, the bright light, and the fading
light as the plane flies overhead and changes the viewing angle.
If the door were to depart during the short few seconds duration
of the reflective sunlight, I would see a streak as the door and
skin peeled away and fell to the surface.
Comment: The door on primary radar return, circled in green
from Paris Match radar tape. It suddenly appears, stays for
twelve seconds and disappears. Destruction of TWA 800 follows.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800
image showing primary radar blip picked up several times for
many seconds behind the airliners. The other image is of Pan Am
103 drawing of the final radar plot in a sequence. The third image
is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report about that greed
diamond radar blip.
At the same time before destruction, a radar blip was picked up
by two ground radars for one sweep and displayed on the
drawing as a green diamond. The radar plots of 103 and 800
match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on a
target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in the
air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.

The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut occurred
when the nose separated from the rest of the body by the force of
the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the hole caused
crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes.

Bruce A. Smith
333 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 500 Los Angeles, Calif. 90010 Phone:
(213) 480-5229, Fax: (213) 480-5249 Bruce A. Smith joined
Aviation Week &

Space Technology in 1977 as an engineering editor. He became
Los Angeles Bureau Chief in 1984. He covers commercial
transport and
space issues, as well as military subjects. Before joining the
magazine, he worked as an editor for United Press International
and as a
newspaper reporter and business writer. He holds a master's
degree in journalism and served in the U.S. Air Force.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1997 10:16:38 AM PST
To: mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Subject: TWA 800 crash cause in 10 Mar issue. ATTN Mr.
McKenna

Mr. McKenna, this is John Barry Smith. I snail mailed you a
package about the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
being the cause of TWA 800. Months have gone by. Now I read
in your magazine that the NSTB is unofficially intrigued by the
forward door of the aircraft popping open. It did.
For complete explanation supported by documents, NTSB
documents, I invite you to web site www.corazon.com. It's all
there. A big big story.
I've worked seven years on the cargo door cause of high time
747s, constructed a thousand page web site, and have culled forty
years of flying experience to put it together. It's worth a look.
As a former airframe mechanic your insight into the workings of
the latching system of the door will be invaluable. As a pilot you
will understand the ultimate destructive force of the 300 knot
slipstream. (The explosive decompression just pops the door and
gives a red herring of bomb.)
I am in email correspondence with Mr. Matt Wald of the New
York Times, Byron Acohido of the Seattle Times and I was
interviewed Saturday and yesterday by Lou Miliano of WCBS

regarding this cargo door explanation. I guess after bomb,
missile, gas, space debris, and mid airs, the thinking is coming
around to a reasonable mechanical explanation supported by
evidence which has happened before, cargo door popped.
I have included below my explanation of the streak and radar
blip anomaly.
The web site is the big explanation;
Regards, John Barry Smith

"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
James T. McKenna
Box 411059, Melbourne, Fla. 32941 Phone: (407) 253-8030,
Fax: (407) 253-8889 James T. McKenna is Southeast U.S.
Bureau Chief for
Aviation Week & Space Technology. He has covered space,
transport and military subjects from there. McKenna joined the
magazine
as a news editor in New York in 1987 and later worked there as a
transport editor. He holds licenses as a private pilot and airframe
mechanic. Before joining Aviation Week, he was a newspaper
editor in the New York area.
TWA 800 was a Boeing 747 flying at 13700 feet at 8:35 PM on
July 17th. It was headed northeast. The sun was down to the

observers on the ground yet the plane was in bright sunlight high
up. The fuselage would appear to be a light object as the sun
from the west struck the almost parallel fuselage and reflected
down to observers on the ground facing east. At a certain
relationship of sun, airplane, and observer, the sun reflects at
such an angle that a bright light will appear on the fuselage and
last for a few seconds. This bright orange flash is the start of the
streak. The light source is the sun. When the cargo door went up,
out, and away, taking large fuselage skin with it, the sun reflected
off this metal object and bounced down to observers below. As
the door and skin decelerated from 300 knots to zero knots
horizontally and from zero knots vertically to about two hundred
knots, it appeared as a streak to those at the proper angle and
would appear as a parabola as it fell to the sea. The direction of
the streak could appear to be any direction based upon the angle
observed and the relative activity of the rest of the destructing
aircraft. In addition, the sudden unexpected appearance and
duration of the streak of just a few seconds at most would make
it difficult to judge direction.
The radar anomaly of blips at TWA 800 is the primary radar
returns of the door and skin spinning away erratically as it falls
to the sea.
Comment: It all fits. The forward cargo door opened
inadvertently on TWA 800 and tore up and away and down,
observed by human eyes and radar eyes as it fell to the sea. I
videotaped the bright flash on the fuselage of Boeing 747s as
they fly overhead my house. I am under a major jet airway from
San Francisco to Los Angeles and see approximately 40 Boeing
747s fly overhead daily. The video tape clearly shows the sunset,
the airplane, the start of the flash, the bright light, and the fading
light as the plane flies overhead and changes the viewing angle.
If the door were to depart during the short few seconds duration
of the reflective sunlight, I would see a streak as the door and

skin peeled away and fell to the surface.
Comment: The door on primary radar return, circled in green
from Paris Match radar tape. It suddenly appears, stays for
twelve seconds and disappears. Destruction of TWA 800 follows.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800
image showing primary radar blip picked up several times for
many seconds behind the airliners. The other image is of Pan Am
103 drawing of the final radar plot in a sequence. The third image
is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report about that greed
diamond radar blip.
At the same time before destruction, a radar blip was picked up
by two ground radars for one sweep and displayed on the
drawing as a green diamond. The radar plots of 103 and 800
match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on a
target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in the
air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive

decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut occurred
when the nose separated from the rest of the body by the force of
the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the hole caused
crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 18, 1997 8:20:42 AM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Congrats

Congratulations, Byron. Now, for next year... I see it now, a
repeat winner for linking several 747 deadly air crashes you
broke through the wall of secrecy...
Well, it's there. Congrats again, John Barry Smith

The Seattle Times takes top honors in
Headliner Awards
March 17, 1997
9.43 p.m. EST (0243 GMT)
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) -- The Seattle Times
won top honors
Monday in the National Headliner Awards for
stories that
exposed a fault in the rudder of Boeing 737 jets.
In "Safety in the Skies,'' aerospace reporter Byron

Acohido
linked several deadly air crashes to the rudder
controls of
Boeing 737s.
Within 24 hours after the last of the stories was
published,
Boeing acknowledged for the first time that there
was a
serious problem with the 737 rudder, and the FAA
ordered
immediate inspections of all such jets.
Acohido, the judges said, "broke through a wall of
secrecy
erected by the biggest employer in the
community ... His
relentless reporting forced Boeing to correct the
fault, thus
creating greater safety for the flying public.''
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 17, 1997 10:54:36 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: right side/left side

The Riverside newspaper that raised the missile scenario last
week
printed an illustration showing the "left side bias" of the debris
blown out of the airplane in the moments before they say the
center
tank blew. Any comment on this "left side bias"?
I've attached graphic and it is right side, not left side.

And the damage area they say is missile based on debris field is
right next to forward cargo door! Amazing.
So my comment on right side bias is yes, that is the location of
damage based on stuff that fell first and landed closest to event.
But no missile, a cargo door the graphic left out.
Ah missile don't you love it? A stationary missile that cheap
radar can pick up. Doesn't quite sound right.
The war of theories. Well, mine will stand up to the evidence and
stand up to time. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 17, 1997 10:04:22 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: The President's Life is in Danger

Lou here is the reply from the President when you tell him his
life is in danger:
From: autoresponder@WhiteHouse.gov
Date: Fri, 16 Aug 1996 02:06:45 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: Re: The President's Life is still in Danger
To: barry@corazon.com
Status:
Thank you for writing to President Clinton via electronic
mail. Since June, 1993, whitehouse.gov has received over one
million messages from people across the country and around the
world.
Because so many of you write, the President cannot
personally review each message. The mail is first read by White
House Correspondence staff. Your concerns, ideas, and
suggestions are carefully recorded and communicated to the
President weekly with a representative sampling of the mail.

We are excited about the progress of online communication as
a tool to bring government and the people closer together. Your
continued interest and participation are very important to that
goal.
Sincerely,
Stephen K. Horn
Director, Presidential Email
The Office of Correspondence
P.S. Please read on - you may find the following information
useful.
-- This is the only electronic message you will receive from
whitehouse.gov. No other message purporting to be from the
President or his staff with an address at whitehouse.gov is
authentic. If you have received such a message, you have been
spoofed.
-- You will receive only one autoresponder message per day.
-- The only personal addresses at whitehouse.gov are the
following:
President@whitehouse.gov
Vice.President@whitehouse.gov
First.Lady@whitehouse.gov
Please write to Mrs. Gore and other White House staff by regular
mail. The address is:

The White House, Washington, D.C. 20500.
-- On October 20, 1994, President Clinton and Vice President
Gore opened a World Wide Web home page called "Welcome to
the
White House: An Interactive Citizens' Handbook" and it remains
one of the more popular spots on the Web. The White House
home page provides, among other things, a single point of
access
to all government information available electronically on the
Internet. "Welcome to the White House" can be accessed at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov
-- White House documents and publications are available on the
World Wide Web (see above) and by email. To receive
instructions
on retrieving documents by email, please send a message to the
following address:
publications@whitehouse.gov
In the body of your message, type "Send Info" (without quotes);
do not include other text (such as message headers or
signature lines (.sig files)). The instructions will be sent to
you automatically.
****************************************************
************
List of Clinton Administration Accomplishments (three
documents
compose the whole):

To: publications@whitehouse.gov
Message body: send file 317571
send file 317573
send file 317575
****************************************************
************
-- The White House Public Access Email FAQ (Frequently
Asked
Questions) document is available at the following address. The
FAQ, among other things, lists alternate sources of government
information, i.e., the Congressional email projects. Send an
email message (no text necessary) to:
faq@whitehouse.gov
(This FAQ address is an autoresponder only; any comment sent
to
this address will not be acknowledged.)
Here's what I said to White House which generated
autoresponder:
To: president@whitehouse.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Mr. Panetta, Airplane crash cause and danger
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
WEBMASTERS: Please forward this email to appropriate staff
to reach Mr. Leon Panetta as you see fit. Attached photo give
<message exceeds local size/length limits> so it was deleted.
Thank you, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. President, Bill Clinton
Dear Mr. Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Dear Mr. Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Dear Mr. Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
James Hall
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
Robert Francis
Dear Mr. Investigator, National Transportation Safety Board,
Ron Schleede
Dear Ms. Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Dear Mr. Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, James Kallstrom

Mr. Bill Clinton, President of the United States of America
Dear Mr. President,
Hello, Sir. I have important news to give. Your life is in
immediate danger, although slight, hopefully slight, when you fly
on Air Force One, a Boeing 747-200B. This type aircraft has a
history of inadvertent forward cargo door openings in flight.
Hindsight and the internet have enabled me to link several
crashes of early model Boeing 747s to a common cause, the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Documentation, pictures, comments, and emails from all over the
world regarding this discovery are on the internet web site at
http://www.corazon.com
Your life, the lives of those who fly with you, and all the
passengers on early model Boeing 747s are at risk to this door
opening outward and upward, tearing off in the slipstream
exposing a large gash in the nose which tears off.

The door openings at altitude mimic a bomb. It is not a bomb.
The world will be a bit less dangerous once the causes are
determined to be mechanical and not evil.
Have you ever had a car door, or hood, or trunk open
unexpectedly? I have; itÕs not unusual. If you have, then please
give thought to possible airplane door opening and the severe
consequences.
Please be responsive to this informed citizen.
Mr. Clinton, leader from follower, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff, Clinton Administration
I feel like saying, Leon, Leon, Leon, as that was the way I
thought of you when I voted for you as Congressman several
times in Monterey.
Mr. Panetta, we met in 1980 in your second floor office on
Alvarado where I personally thanked you for inquiring on my
behalf on a personnel matter while I was stationed in Korea. The
last time I saw you, you were walking alone across Toro Park
during Earth Day in 1992, just before your selection as Budget
Director. I remember thinking, what a job politics is shaking
hands at a post hippie ecology get together. I was with a friend
selling United Nations videos, not a hot seller. I live up on
Country Club Drive in Carmel Valley and pass your familyÕs
hand painted sign, Villa Bella Donna, every day on the way to
drop my daughter off at Tularcitos Pre-School.
I have come to alert you, sir, of danger to you, the President, and
all passengers who fly in early model Boeing 747s. Yes, this is
unorthodox, an email letter from a member of the public but
then, I trust, as a former congressman, that you believe that
occasionally a citizen may have something important to say. I do;
here it is: The forward cargo doors of early model Boeing 747s

are inadvertently opening in flight, tearing off door and skin,
allowing the slipstream to enter the large gash which tears off the
nose leading to total destruction and the deaths of all aboard.
This has happened several times before and appeared to be
explosions. The attached picture is of a Boeing 747 that almost
had the nose come off.
Mr. Panetta, former representative of the people from former
constituent, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as
the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 or call me at 408 659
3552 or visit my web site at http://www.corazon.com. Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Mr. Federico Peˆa , Secretary of Transportation,
Dear Mr. Secretary, I invite you to a visit to my web site at http://
www.corazon.com. named after my wife, Corazon Luna Smith.
Mr. Peˆa, traveller to traveller, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. David Hinson, Director, Federal Aviation Authority,
Dear Director, I am looking at my FAA pilotÕs license, number
1787797, commercial pilot, airplane single engine land,
instrument airplane, of which I am very, very proud. I also
received a Part 135 certificate from your agency. I was also a US
Navy Lieutenant Naval Flight Officer in RVAH -1, RA-5C
Vigilantes. My ejection story and US Navy accident report are on
my web site at http://www.corazon.com along with the official
accident reports on UAL Flight 811 and Pan Am 103.
All of the four Boeing 747 crashes described were caused, in my
opinion, by the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight. The web site provides documentation, reasoning, and
opinion supporting that hypothesis.
At minimum, there now exists a mysterious early model Boeing

747 crash. Air Force One is an early model Boeing 747. There
are several hundred early model Boeing 747s now flying. The
location of the start of destruction for TWA Flight 800 and others
is near the forward cargo hold. I ask that you seal the door shut to
prevent explosives from being placed there or to prevent the door
from accidentally opening.
The forward cargo door has two Airworthiness Directives against
it and has killed nine persons already in UAL Flight 811. A
glance at the attached picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the large
gash in the right side of its nose may persuade you a nose could
easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.
Mr. Hinson, naval officer to naval officer, I ask that you check
out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA
Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Hall , Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board,
Dear Mr. Chairman, in 1992, the NTSB conducted a very
complete and well explained accident report on the crash of UAL
Flight 811 in which a cargo door came open in flight and nine
passengers where sucked out of their seats to their deaths. Use
the key of 811 to unlock 800.
The thrust of the crash investigation should then focus on what
causes the forward cargo door to open inadvertently. The NTSB
stated electrical short to the door control system in UAL 811. For
others, an explosive device could do it, or random electrical
signals in the avionics bay might do it. There are eleven rational
causes for accidental door openings listed on the web site at
http://www.corazon.com. The cause of the door openings is
unknown and must be discovered.
Mr. Hall, passenger to passenger, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

Mr. Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation
Safety Board
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, IÕve seen you on TV and believe you
are a compassionate man above all. I appeal to you to prevent the
future deaths of innocent passengers in early model Boeing 747s
whose forward cargo door may inadvertently open outward and
upward, tearing off with skin into the slipstream, exposing a
large gash in the side of nose which then tears all the way off.
Please compare evidence collected in the explained cargo door
crash of UAL 811 to those of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103,
and currently, TWA Flight 800.
The specific similarities will be: 1: Short loud sound on CVR. 2.
Abrupt power cut. 3. Fodded number three engine. 4. Radar blips
during destruction. 5. Never recovered bodies sitting in similar
seats above and just aft of the cargo door. 6. Same type of
aircraft, Boeing 747 series 100 or 200 with high flight time. 7.
Destruction sequence starts forward of the wing. Sun angle
lighting may confirm spinning loose cargo door near New York
in July at 8:30 PM at 13,500 feet would be reflected as streak.
Other similarities in four crashes include: nose tears off,
explosive decompression mimics bomb, crew talking on radios
when event happens, night takeoff, and pressurization changes to
hull at catastrophic event.
The forward cargo door has opened inadvertently many times,
usually on the ground. It has opened several times in the air with
only minor or moderate damage. Airworthiness Directives were
issued after those events. It has opened in flight leading to total
destruction three times, in my opinion, which is supported by
documentation on my web site at http://www.corazon.com. A
glance at the attached picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the large
gash in the right side of its nose may persuade you a nose could
easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.

Mr. Francis, survivor consoler from jet crash survivor, I ask that
you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board.
Dear Mr. Investigator, you have seen the hole on UAL Flight
811. Could that hole become larger in the slipstream and tear the
whole nose off? I think so.
You investigated UAL Flight 811. That model of plane was a
Boeing 747-121. That Boeing 747-121 crash, off Honolulu in
February 1989, left conclusive evidence that was very similar to
another Boeing 747 crash years earlier which killed 329 people
off the Irish coast in 1985. That plane was a Boeing 747-237B.
A Boeing 747-122 also crashed with similar evidence trails left.
And yet another Boeing 747-131 also crashed with similar
evidence trails left. Three destroyed and one that killed only nine
and returned to land and tell its story which was inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Facts, facts, facts. There are 105 pages of facts on my web site. If
you were to go on the internet to the World Wide Web and go to
Universal Resource Locator, URL address http://
www.corazon.com you will fine 105 pages of documentation,
support, argument, and correspondence from all over the world
regarding this matter, the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door of early model 747s, one of which is Air Force One.
Regarding the four Boeing 747 crashes, Air India Flight 182,
Boeing 747-237B; Pan Am Flight 103, Boeing 747-121A; UAL
Flight 811, Boeing 747-122; and TWA Flight 800, Boeing
747-131.:
Fact: All four crashes were early model Boeing 747s.
Fact: All four crashes had deaths.
Fact: All four crashes had a short loud sound before destruction.

Fact: All four crashes had abrupt power cut.
Fact: All four crashes had start of destruction start near forward
cargo hold.
Fact: All four crashes had apparent explosions in forward cargo
hold area.
Fact: All four crashes had explosive decompression.
Fact: Three crashes had nose snap off.
Fact: Three crashes had radar blips during destruction, possibly
all four.
Fact: Three crashes had nine or more missing bodies never
recovered, possibly all four.
Fact: Three crashes had number three engine ingesting foreign
object damage, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had mysterious blip before destruction door on
radar, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had crew talking on radio when catastrophic
event occurred, possibly all four.
Fact: One crash had visual clue, possibly all four.
All of the above clues fit the puzzle that is solved by the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door of early model
high flight time Boeing 747s inflight.
Mr. Schleede, pilot to pilot, I ask that you check out the forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Ms. Janet Reno, Attorney General,
Dear Ms. Attorney General, your late mother would have loved
this cargo door story. It has everything: mystery, money, politics,
death, red herrings, explosions, prime suspects, and of course,
tragedy.
Prevention is not as glamorous but more powerful than curing.
Please prevent more deaths in early model Boeing 747s rather
than heal the injured after the crash.

Ms. Reno, former State Attorney from a former Preventive
Medicine hearing conservationist, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Louis Freeh , Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Dear Mr. Director, the solution to the mystery of these plane
crashes is a common mechanical fault. Although the previous
investigations came to different conclusions, there is no cover up,
there is no plot, there is no conspiracy; it is just honest people
describing reality from their own best interest point of view, and
they are wrong. We've all done it, not seeing the object we don't
want to see, not hearing what we don't want to hear, and not
believing what we don't want to believe.
Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity, and there is no qualifier in front of
ÔInvestigationÓ, and this email is unencrypted and sent in the
clear, and man to man, I ask that you check out the forward cargo
door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800. My Social
Security Number is 562-58-2308. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Kallstrom, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Dear Mr. Agent, there was an explosion in TWA Flight 800. It
was called explosive decompression. It happened when the
forward cargo door opened in flight exposing the higher pressure
air in the cargo compartment to the lower outside air pressure.
The decompression mimicked a bomb. The deceleration
following the nose tearing off in the slipstream caused many
items to smash into bulkheads, mimicking a bomb. The fuel from
the disintegrating wing vaporized and exploded, mimicking a
bomb.
The cargo door has a criminal profile that begs to be investigated.
It has killed nine passengers already under similar circumstances

and has two Airworthiness Directives against it. It is the prime
suspect in TWA Flight 800. Please examine attached photo of
damaged Boeing 747 for clues to determine how a nose of a 747
could tear off in a split second, as has happened several times
already and may happen again.
Mr. Kallstrom, professional sleuth from amateur sleuth, I ask that
you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
CC: Boeing Company
US Air Force
TWA

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 17, 1997 9:59:31 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: Follow up

So, Lou nice chat tonight.
Here's my source for Senator McCain;
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.

As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
What is the purpose of WCBS radio? I would think it is to inform
in an entertaining fashion. What is the duty of WCBS radio? To
be profitable by informing the public about matters of their
interest. Aviation safety qualifies. I think it is well within WCBS
to encourage the government, (NTSB, FAA, FBI) to investigate a
reasonable mechanical cause of a recent plane crash. To justify
the request for investigation, facts are provided. Facts such as
blip, streak, fod, cvr, fdr, bodies, and wreckage. The reasonable
conclusion based upon the similarities of those facts is one cause
for all crashes. The one cause could be cargo door, let's check it
out!
So, I am not asking that listeners believe it is the cargo door
cause, but to ask the listeners to believe a worthy line of
investigation for the NTSB into the cause of the crash of TWA
800 is cargo door. Check it out!
I have trust the evidence will speak for itself. Once the

investigation starts, it will follow the same path I have taken in
seven years of cargo door investigation and come to the same
conclusion...or not. But one way or the other, check out the door.
Please. That's my plea.
Thanks for calling, Lou, call anytime, and my web site has a
thousand pages of info there, the only drawback is download
time, but worth it. Really, I've tried to keep ahead of the
questions, so many answers are there on site.
Regards, John Barry Smith
Attached is scanned text of 103 UK report about mild blast.
Below is an early article by Byron Acohido of Seattle Times
about the crash and which now, once the bomb theory is gone,
the NTSB recants, contrary to the evidence, as you said.
Also below is the NTSB saying latches latched.
Also below is Aviation Week article contradicting.
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From:
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
Ê
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the doors
from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.

The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
Ê
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer o that
problem. And
you accomplished that.

10 Mar 97>"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that
the streaks the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
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Mechanical failure eyed in crash
Investigators of TWA jet explosion look more closely at
possibility of massive structural problems, fuel leak
by Byron Acohido
Seattle Times aerospace reporter
More than three weeks after the crash of TWA Flight 800 off the
coast of Long Island, investigators continue to search for elusive
bomb
residue. But they have also begun to more strongly consider
mechanical failure as a possible cause of the mid-air explosion of

the Boeing
747-100 on July 17.
Robert Francis, the National Transportation and Safety Board
vice chairman leading the inquiry, has said investigators are
looking into
every possible scenario for what caused the crash of Flight 800,
in which all 230 on board were killed. But he has refrained from
discussing
specific theories under consideration by the NTSB and FBI
agents on Long Island.
Investigators hope wreckage retrieved in the next few days including the jet's four Pratt & Whitney JT9D engines, one of
which has yet to
be located - will provide the breakthrough they need to focus on
a bomb or mechanical failure. In the meantime, they are
concentrating on
reconstructing the center fuselage section, where the wings are
joined to the aircraft's body.
The leading theories under consideration by aviation experts
and independent crash investigators range from a large or
precisely placed
explosive device to massive structural failure of the engines or
fuselage, perhaps linked to an initial fire fed by leaking fuel.
Each theory has
its strengths and weaknesses.
Based on numerous eyewitness accounts, radar data, transcripts
from the jet's cockpit and flight data recorders, and preliminary
examination of about a third of the wreckage, investigators have
established the following:

Flight 800 was 11 1/2 minutes out of John F. Kennedy
International Airport, cruising at 13,700 feet and about to resume
climbing, when its
cockpit recording ended with a brief, split-second, loud noise.
Radar data indicate the aircraft flew another 24 seconds, during
which the
front section may have broken away, before disintegrating in a
fireball reported by several pilots flying in the vicinity and
witnesses on Long
Island.
The aft portion of the fuselage, wings and tail section came to
rest 10 miles off Long Island on an ocean shelf 120 feet deep.
The cockpit and
forward fuselage were found 1 1/2 miles closer to the airport,
while part of the forward cargo door and luggage were two miles
closer to the
airport.
The two outboard engines were quickly located, largely intact,
near the main wreckage field, along with one substantially
damaged inboard
engine, but the other inboard engine hasn't been found.
The cockpit was located and raised last Saturday, a 1-ton ball of
wire and metal entangled with a large metal beam from another
section of
the aircraft. The body of the co-pilot Ralph Kevorkian, was
found still strapped into his seat.
Then, on Wednesday, a 75-foot section of the right wing was
raised from the main wreckage field. The engines were missing,

but all eight
engine-attachment pins, called fuse pins, were in place.
The wing showed fire damage in the area nearest the fuselage.
The right wingtip had been recovered floating immediately after
the crash.
The bomb theory
A week after the crash, investigators said they were 80 percent
to 90 percent certain that sabotage was to blame.
Parallels have been drawn to the 1988 destruction of Pan Am
Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, attributed to less than a
pound of plastic
explosives detonating in the forward cargo hold of the 747.
The Pan Am jet was flying fully pressurized at 31,000 feet when
the bomb went off. Pressure escaping through a breach in the
fuselage
created by the blast multiplied the explosive force, and the jet
broke apart in a known weak area of the structural frame called
Section 41.
Fatigue cracks in Section 41 of older 747s have been a safety
concern since the mid-1980s. The Federal Aviation
Administration ordered
major strengthening of Section 41 frames, the flat area beneath
the 747's distinctive hump, when a jet reaches 20,000 flights.
Until then,
repeated inspection of the area every 3,000 flights is required.
The Pan Am jet broke into several pieces after its Section 41

frames buckled, but did not explode into flames until it hit the
ground.
The TWA jet, with 16,870 flights, last had its Section 41 frames
inspected after its 14,687th flight, with a typical number of
cracks found and
repaired. A 747 makes an average of 700 flights per year.
Flying at 13,700 feet, the TWA jet would have been only about
a third of the way to full pressurization. A very large bomb, some
theorize,
would have been needed to fracture the 747's sturdy fuselage at
that altitude because rapid decompression wouldn't be a factor,
and large
bombs tend to leave plenty of residue. Yet fragments of the
forward cargo door and a largely intact cargo container from the
forward hold
showed no traces of an explosive device.
Another widely discussed theory - that an uninspected package
of corneas transported in the cockpit contained the bomb - was
discounted
when pilot Kevorkian, who would have been sitting very near
the package, was found strapped in his seat.
Weak engine-mount theory
The 1992 crash of an El Al Israel Airlines 747 freighter jet in
Amsterdam, combined with the missing TWA engine, adds
intrigue to a theory
stemming from the 747's long-running problem with weak
engine mounts.

Weak fuse pins caused the El Al jet's inboard right engine to
break free of the wing as it was climbing out of Amsterdam's
Schiphol Airport.
Instead of falling cleanly away, as Boeing designers predicted,
the engine shot forward and to the right, knocking the right
outboard engine
off the wing as well. The crippled El Al jet smashed into a
crowded 10-story apartment complex.
A nearly identical fatal crash of a China Airlines 747 freighter
had occurred near Taipei, Taiwan, 10 months earlier.
Boeing subsequently developed corrosion-resistant fuse pins
and designed a special bracket to more securely hold the engine
to the wings.
In 1994, the company launched a $100 million, five-year
program to substantially beef up the engine mounts on the entire
fleet of 1,000
jumbo jets. Special Boeing crews were assigned to travel the
world to begin strengthening 747 mounts.
However, the upgrades thus far have centered on newer jumbo
jets. Many older 747s built in the 1970s have yet to undergo the
full
engine-mount upgrade. The TWA jet hadn't yet had its engine
mounts fully upgraded, according to Francis of the NTSB.
While Boeing was redesigning the 747's engine mounts in the
early 1990s, an engine fell off a jumbo jet in Anchorage and
another engine
tore partially off the wing of a 747 in Tokyo. Safety experts
began discussing what would happen if the left, inboard engine
mounts failed

under various scenarios. Some theorized that the engine might
veer to the right - into the fuselage.
If the missing TWA engine turns out to be the left inboard
engine, that scenario would take on new significance, said
metallurgist Arthur
McEvily, professor emeritus at the University of Connecticut,
who worked as a consultant for El Al on the Amsterdam crash.
One central question awaiting an answer: Could a loose engine
smash into the TWA jet's fuselage with enough force to buckle
the Section
41 frames? With the nose section bent or separated, a 747
would be thrown wildly out of balance.
It is not hard for aerodynamicists to imagine the horrific
sequence of a fractured fuselage buffeting under drag forces
powerful enough to
disintegrate the wing tanks and ignite the jet's fuel in a matter of
seconds.
"It's certainly something someone should consider," McEvily
said.
Another scenario investigators are said to be discussing is one
of the inboard engines disintegrating and flinging engine parts
into the
fuselage, cutting off power, buckling the nose section and
igniting fuel from ruptured fuel tanks.
Leaky fuel-tank theory
Another way an explosion could occur in close proximity to

Section 41 is if fuel leaked into cavities of the wing or cargo
section, creating a
highly combustible vapor waiting to be ignited by a stray
electrical spark.
There has been a 20-year progression of federally mandated
inspections and modifications addressing leaky fuel tanks on
747s.
Coincidentally, the FAA this week proposed an order requiring
airlines to check for corroded electrical connectors on fuel pumps
used on
747s.
A standing FAA directive requires operators of 190 747-100s to
upgrade fasteners in a main structural member of the wing, called
the front
spar, which also forms one side of the jet's fuel tanks.
Fatigue cracks can develop in the fastener holes on the front
spar, creating fuel leaks near the inboard engines. In a service
bulletin first
issued by Boeing in June 1991, instructing airlines how to
inspect for cracks and upgrade the crack-prone fastener holes,
Boeing advised:
"The fuel leakage can cause a fire."
The service bulletin was drafted after an airline discovered fuel
leaking from an 18-inch fatigue crack that started in a front-spar
fastener
hole just above the right inboard engine. Boeing has revised the
service bulletin several times since 1991, most recently in
November 1994,
because airlines discovered fatigued fastener holes in a wider

area of the front spar.
The fire damage found on the TWA jet's right wing section is
near the area of the front spar, where cracking and fuel leaks are
known to
occur.
Could leaky fuel igniting in an inboard wing cavity start a chain
of events leading to the nose section buckling and wing tanks
disintegrating? If so, the initial blast would have left a
distinctive signature.
"If it was a fuel explosion, you'd expect to find multiple areas of
stretching and tearing," said Mike Hynes, an independent crash
investigator from Frederick, Okla. Investigators haven't said
whether such tearing has been found.
Airline and federal aviation officials have said the TWA jet
complied with all FAA directives, but decline to say whether that
meant the jet
was on an inspection schedule or had undergone the fastenerhole upgrade.
Fatigued fastener holes on older 747 wing tanks aren't the only
source of concern. In March 1995, the FAA issued a directive
requiring
operators of 610 747s to install a seal on the front spar at each
engine strut, the structure holding the engine to the underside of
the wing.
The seal was "intended to ensure that fuel is contained within
the strut drainage area and channeled away from ignition
sources."

The directive was prompted by a fire on the ground; leaking
fuel ignited after dripping on an engine that had just been shut
down. The FAA
proposed that airlines install the strut seal within 12 months.
But after airlines objected, the agency extended the deadline to
18 months.
Yet another directive issued by the FAA in July 1990 required
airlines to check for improper application of a fuel barrier on the
center wing
fuel tank. An improperly installed barrier could permit fuel or
fuel vapors to enter adjacent cargo and passenger compartments.
The FAA
granted airlines 30 months to conduct the inspection and make
any necessary repairs.
Other federal documents show leaking jet fuel grabbed the
attention of federal safety officials after a crash in May 1976 near
Madrid,
involving a sister ship of the ill-fated TWA Flight 800 jet.
A 747-100 recently purchased from TWA by the Iranian air
force exploded in a rain storm on approach to landing in Madrid,
killing 13
Iranian servicemen and four Boeing employees.
The crash spurred an unusual 30-month investigation, directed
by the NTSB, which normally would have had no jurisdiction
over an
accident on foreign soil.
Though the crash was never officially solved, investigators
compiled evidence pointing to fuel leaking into an outboard wing

cavity and
subsequently being ignited by a stray spark from an electrical
fuel pump. A leading theory was that a moderate lightning strike
may have
set off the stray spark in the fuel pump.
A month after the Madrid crash, the FAA issued an emergency
directive requiring all 747 operators to check within 20 days for
fuel leaks in
the wing cavity where fire first flashed on the Iranian jet. Most
found leaks. The Iranian air force at the time also owned the jet
that was to
become Flight 800 20 years later. TWA repurchased the plane
from Iran on Dec. 14, 1976.
So at the time of the FAA-ordered inspection, the jet that was to
become Flight 800 was exempt from civilian directives. TWA
will not say
whether the jet underwent the leak inspection after ownership
reverted to the airline.
Three years later, in September 1979, the FAA ordered other
changes aimed at improving protection against lightning strikes.
Aviation experts and industry observers say the Madrid crash
confirmed that fuel leaking into empty cavities of the wing and
fuselage pose
the threat of mixing with air to create a highly combustible
vapor capable of being ignited by a stray electrical spark, hot
engine parts, hot
parts of the landing gear or even hot wing deicing fluid.
Missile theory also remains alive

Meanwhile, according to a report in Newsday, the theory that a
missile downed the jet, while still the weakest of the three
theories, remains
alive because investigators have chronicled an "unusual"
amount of radar use among slow-moving ships along the coast
for several days
before the crash, and have interviewed credible witnesses who
say they saw a fiery streak head toward the aircraft before it
plummeted in
flames.
The FBI and other agencies have tried to locate all ships known
to have been in the area, but have not been able to check out all
of them, a
source told Newsday. In addition, agents from several
government entities have interviewed the witnesses who saw the
streaks, according to
the source. Pentagon officials have told investigators there are
missiles capable of reaching the plane at an altitude of 13,700
feet, and of a
lucky hit taking it down.
Investigators are expected to zero in on terrorism or mechanical
failure as more of the wreckage is retrieved in coming weeks, but
it could
be months before a probable cause is determined.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 17, 1997 7:02:16 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: cargo door of course

Based on my knowledge of radar, the door should reflect radar
energy
like the dickens. Really show up. It's big and it would
scintillate.
It starts out as nine feet by eight feet, add skin like 811 and you
have a double car garaged sized metal object spinning in space.
The primary radar image is smaller than other plane primary
images so it is smaller than plane. Missiles are too small, image
is stationary (as door falls), and a missile defense system is still
being built and it's not old ATC radars.
The Air India 747 was brought down by a bomb, loaded aboard
as
interline baggage. The work of Sikh's, I am reliably informed.
Well, the Canadian and Indian official reports are on web site,
read for yourself the flimsy thinking. And hey, really, talking to
people who believe in conspiracies is tough work, like you with
Sikhs and later Libyan secret agents I'm sure. Really, David, can

you say out loud, "I believe in conspiracies."? Two of them in
fact. The Sikhs and the Libyans. Well, not me. No conspiracy,
just a door popped on similar airplanes leaving similar evidence
as stated in reports.
We know Pan Am 103 was a bomb, placed close to the right
forward cargo
door. The bomb could have blown the door off first. I think
your point
here is solid.
There, next paragraph, 103 bomb, those goddamn Libyans
plotting to kill us behind our backs! They're everywhere!
Terrorists! Give me more money for baggage x rays machine,
more agents, more security, protect me, save me! Yeah, David,
103 was a bomb and 182 was bomb and 800 still could be a
bomb, if you listen to the FBI who are real aviation experts.
And the report states the bomb was on left side of forward cargo
compartment, not right. And there was a blast, a mild one as
described in report text.
The United 747 that lost its door shortly after departing Honolulu
was
not the result of a bomb blast. How high was it? Was the
pressure
differential enough to cause that kind of damage?
It's called UAL 811 and it was at 20000 feet. The explosive
decompression was about 6.0 PSI and was enough to blow door
out when cam latches turned and unlatched. The destructive force
on all these crashes is the 300 knots of slipstream that crumples
weakened nose into hole crease. The explo decom mimics a
bomb in sound and objects flyin everywhere, another red herring.
But it does not blow plane up, 300 knots tears nose off and plane
disintegrates.
I presume you are saying the TWA 800 accident was not caused
by a bomb

in the cargo hold, but an improperly latched door that blew
open when
the pressure differential was strong enough at 13,500 ft. Barry,
how
much pressure in lbs./inch squared or ft. squared are we talking
about
at 13,500 ft. as opposed to 32,000 ft.?
Why door opened and cam latches unlatched is unknown. Lead
Mechanic source with books tells me and I replied to previous
question from New York Times:
but could you please answer the
question: can you get explosive decrompression under 14,000
feet?
Yes, and at zero feet and at 100000 feet. Decompression occurs
when the outside is less than the inside. It's called the pressure
differential. The 747 is designed to withstand up to 8.9PSI. At
14000 the difference was about 6.0PSI. A sea level sealed up car
driven to top of Mt. Whitney will have explosive decompression
were window to open suddenly. Here is my email source, a 747
lead mechanic, on 747s:
According to my training manual the cabin altitude is set for sea
level up to
an actual altitude of 24000 and that at 13,500 ft the cabin
pressure
differential is 5.8 psi. At 24000 up to 45000 ft the cabin pressure
altitude
is goes from 200 ft above sea level to 7600 ft and cabin pressure
differential is 8.9 psid.
So, David, yes, you can have explosive decompression at 14000
feet. That is not the ultimate destructive force for 800 or 182 or
103 or 811, it was the 300 knots of slipstream against weakened
nose. The explosive decompression was the force to open door
into slipstream once cam latches unlocked. The explo decom also

was the red herring of bomb with it's loud noise and making
objects go this way and that.
How do you know the door fell into the water closest to the takeoff
point?
Entire story later by Byron Acohido of Seattle Times and I've
read it elsewhere, there is no dispute the door was first to go and
landed closest to event site, plus baggage was strewn out in a
path. Below is just excerpt.
The aft portion of the fuselage, wings and tail section came to
rest 10 miles off Long Island on an ocean shelf 120 feet deep.
The cockpit and
forward fuselage were found 1 1/2 miles closer to the airport,
while part of the forward cargo door and luggage were two miles
closer to the
airport.
Even if the door blew off, why would that cause the whole plane
to
blow up?
Ah, the sequence...
We did not have a catastrophic explosion when the United 747
door departed.
Yes, and Pan Am 125 door did not tear off even though it opened
two inches. Door opens, different things happen.
Any comment on this "left side bias"?
No. Based on what evidence?
Thanks for taking the time to send me an update.
No problem, and we have a higher standard of questioning than
others. We want to know what really is happening, not just what
should happen or what we wish would happen.
The cargo door is getting hot, New York Times, Saturday I did
interview with WCBS of New York, and Aviation Week 10 Mar

97 has note on it:
"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks
the pilot saw
could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft,
tongues of
flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft
popping open, a
possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official
said."
Facts speak for themselves and we have a responsibility to stick
to the facts and report them if significant. Is blip just before
destruction significant? On two 747s? Of course.
Regards, John Barry Smith
Below is web page called, Door goes, Nose goes?
How does nose come off when forward cargo door pops?
When the forward cargo door on Boeing 747s opens
inadvertently several consequences can occur.
1. Door opens and minor consequences if plane is on ground.
(UAL preflight)
2. Door opens two inches but the mid span latches hold and no
baggage is sucked into number 3 engine: Minor consequences as
plane turns around and lands. (Pan Am 125).
3. Door opens, mid span latches hold but baggage is possibly
sucked into number three engine: Severe consequences as
number 3 engine is fodded, blades nicked, vibration, fire, and
engine separates and strikes number 4 engine which fails and
separates from wing also. Plane then crashes with total

destruction and death. (Possibly El Al 747 and China Airlines
747 freighters)
4. Door opens, mid span latches hold for 1.5 seconds, then give
way and door is torn away exposing huge hole in side of nose:
Moderate consequences as nine people are sucked out to deaths,
number three engine is fodded and throws engine parts into
number 4 engine which fails also. Engines stay on wing if shut
down in time and plane lands if near airport. (UAL 811)
5. Door opens, mid span latches don't delay full opening, door
tears up and away exposing huge hole in nose into which 300
knot slipstream enters and tears off nose, severing power and
destroying airworthiness: Severe consequences as headless plane
crashes with total destruction and death (AI 182, PA 103, and
TWA 800)
How can nose come off when door opens and tears away?
The door is eight feet by nine feet in size and outward opening,
hinged on top. When it bulges out into the 300 knot slipstream
just a few inches, or just a few degrees of its opening arc, the
slipstream pushes against the door and flips it up and away
tearing off fuselage skin and stringers with it. The amount of skin
torn away is a minimum additional area of nine feet by ten feet.
So a hole estimated officially of between nine by 15 feet or
estimated by others of ten by forty feet is opened on the front
right side of the airborne 747. Assuming a conservative estimate
of ten by fifteen feet, that is one hundred and fifty square feet of
hole exposed to the slipstream.
The structurally important floor beams above the absent door are
bent, missing, and fractured during the explosive decompression
and the pressure equalizing process.

The slipstream is 300 knots or 330 miles per hour of air flowing
over the nose and into the hole. The same high pressure air is
also pressing on the front of the now weakened and slightly
canted nose. The 300 knots is not ground speed or true air speed
but the actual speed of the air molecules pressing against the
speed sensor, the pitot tube. Three hundred knots is twice as fast
but ten times the power of the fastest winds on earth. Ten times
the force of the hurricanes that tear boarded up buildings apart
enters the nose of the 747.
The nose of the 747 has been considerably weakened when the
door comes off and exposes the huge hole. The door is a
structural member and contributes to the strength of the forward
fuselage when pressurized. When the door goes the nose is now
weakened by the absence of that structural member which
departs taking the top reinforced sill. The reinforced frame is
now compromised on one side, the top. When the door goes,
explosive decompression occurs, the severity of which is
dependent upon the altitude of the plane, that is, the pressure
differential between the inside cargo compartment and the
outside free air. If the plane is high enough when the door comes
off, the higher pressure air in the cargo compartment rushes out
to equalize with the lower pressure outside air. The passenger
compartment high pressure air now tries to equalize with the now
lower pressure cargo compartment air. It does and pushes down
on the structural member floor beams, breaking, bending, and
fracturing them. The nose is now severely weakened by the
missing door, missing skin and stringers, and bent and fractured
floor beams.
The passing 300 knot air molecules alongside the nose enter the
huge hole and puff up and blow out the side of the fuselage on

the other side of the nose, the port side. Now debris from the left
side and the right side enter the number two and three engines
causing them to fail, throwing off parts which are ingested by
numbers one and four engines. All four engines fail and tear
away with their pylons from the wing destroying the structural
integrity of the fuel laden wing which disintegrates into a ball of
parts, fuel, and hot spinning jet engines.
The nose of the 747 now has a huge amount of fuselage skin torn
away, the structural beams are weakened, the flight attitude of the
plane is askew, and extremely high wind pressure is pressing into
and onto the compromised nose of the 747 forward of the wing
as well as the front of the nose. The nose crumples into the huge
hole on the starboard side. The entire forward section of the
plane, (one of the three sections joined in construction,) is torn
away and falls alone in a dense heap on the ground or under the
water. The sequence takes under three seconds from the time the
door opens just a few inches to nose separation.
Brutal analogy: The nose of the 747 is really the head which
holds the brain of the main electrical compartment and the flight
crew. The neck of the 747 is the area just forward of the wing.
The body of the 747 is the wings and center fuselage. The tail of
the 747 is the aft fuselage and vertical and horizontal stabilizers.
When the door goes it tears a gash in the neck which severs
tendons and muscles holding the head on and up. A huge outside
force then pushes into the hole in the neck blowing out the other
side of the neck, cutting more muscles and tendons.The
weakened head lolls about and is then decapitated by the fast
wind force. The head smashes to the surface in a dense heap. The
lifeless body and tail fall to the surface coming apart as they fall
laying a large destruction pattern.

The 747 had its throat slashed and its head decapitated by an
outside force.
A less brutal anthropomorphic analogy is an egg which is strong
until creased with a spoon, then weak. Or a soda can strong until
tab pops can, then weak. Or a balloon is strong until pricked.
Comet jet airliners were strong until metal fatigue around a large
window tore away. Boeing 747s are strong until door opens, gets
torn out, up and away taking skin, stringers with it and bending
and fracturing floor beams. Then all those wonderfully designed
strong objects are weak, and fail.
That's how the nose of a Boeing 747 comes off when the forward
cargo door opens inadvertently in flight. (AI 182, PA 103, and
TWA 800.)

Above is how they are put together and how they come apart, at
the seams. Note forward cargo door open.
The Amateur Scientist was a series that ran in the Scientific
American for years. It showed that a layman with ordinary tools
could simulate and create the same results as expensive
experiments. I have done this Boeing 747 at 300 knots and door
opens experiment with a four window American sedan at 70
knots on long stretch of highway. At 70 knots, (75mph) in
smooth air with all windows up, no unwanted air enters the car/
passenger cabin. Air entering via the air conditioning is equal by
air venting outside. The passengers inside the car feel no wind
and no pressure difference. As soon as the right front window is
'cracked' by lowering it using the electric switch, air enters the
cabin and pressure difference is felt as air is pressed inside car.
Even though the window is flush with outside of car and the air

flow is parallel, the fast air enters cabin at high speed about
twelve inches after the forward part of the window. The right
front passenger is buffeted by air. The air is completely felt by
passenger in right rear seat. The windstream continues to be felt
to a lesser degree in entire rear seating area of six passenger, two
bench seat sedan. If the right rear window is lowered to create a
large hole on the right side of the car, two widows wide, the
buffeting in right forward seating area is reduced but the full
force of the windstream is now felt in entire rear seating area.
The buffeting continues as long as car is at speed. The rear
windows did not pop out, the frame was not bent, the floor beams
were not fractured, and the car did not split in two. The windows
are not structural members of the body of the car. The wind was
not 300 knots. The window did not open suddenly. The inside
pressure was not different from the outside. The window was
designed to be opened during movement of the car.
A Boeing 747 has a large nine foot by eight foot door that is a
important structural member of the forward fuselage which is
already weak by design of changing a military front loading
cargo plane into a civilian cargo side loading plane. The door
tears much more skin, stringers, and frame with it when it gets
torn away exposing a huge hole of nine feet by 15 or more feet to
the outside fast moving air. The hole appears suddenly allowing
no stretching. The hole is not designed to be there when the
aircraft is moving; only at zero airspeed is it supposed to open.
Structural floor beams are bent and fractured by the explosive
decompression as nature attempts to equalize the outside low
pressure. 300 knots is twice the highest speed of wind on earth
and ten times the force. When that strong force meets the
weakened defense, destruction occurs.
My conclusion based upon this amateur research is that fast
moving parallel air passing a large hole in the side of a body will
enter that hole and press against the opposite side of the body.

Assuming a very high airspeed of 300 knots and a damaged and
extensively weakened nose it is reasonable to conclude that the
entire aircraft aft of the cargo door hole will be torn away from
the nose when the slipstream ruptures the opposite fuselage side,
presses onto the front, and the severely structurally compromised
and aerodynamically unstable aircraft crumples and disintegrates
by the force of the 300 knot wind.
Comment: The chasm of disbelief is 'how can a door opening
hole have such severe consequences?' Easy.
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Mechanical failure eyed in crash
Investigators of TWA jet explosion look more closely at
possibility of massive structural problems, fuel leak
by Byron Acohido
Seattle Times aerospace reporter
More than three weeks after the crash of TWA Flight 800 off
the coast of Long Island, investigators continue to search for
elusive bomb
residue. But they have also begun to more strongly consider
mechanical failure as a possible cause of the mid-air explosion of
the Boeing
747-100 on July 17.
Robert Francis, the National Transportation and Safety Board
vice chairman leading the inquiry, has said investigators are
looking into
every possible scenario for what caused the crash of Flight 800,
in which all 230 on board were killed. But he has refrained from
discussing

specific theories under consideration by the NTSB and FBI
agents on Long Island.
Investigators hope wreckage retrieved in the next few days including the jet's four Pratt & Whitney JT9D engines, one of
which has yet to
be located - will provide the breakthrough they need to focus
on a bomb or mechanical failure. In the meantime, they are
concentrating on
reconstructing the center fuselage section, where the wings are
joined to the aircraft's body.
The leading theories under consideration by aviation experts
and independent crash investigators range from a large or
precisely placed
explosive device to massive structural failure of the engines or
fuselage, perhaps linked to an initial fire fed by leaking fuel.
Each theory has
its strengths and weaknesses.
Based on numerous eyewitness accounts, radar data, transcripts
from the jet's cockpit and flight data recorders, and preliminary
examination of about a third of the wreckage, investigators
have established the following:
Flight 800 was 11 1/2 minutes out of John F. Kennedy
International Airport, cruising at 13,700 feet and about to resume
climbing, when its
cockpit recording ended with a brief, split-second, loud noise.
Radar data indicate the aircraft flew another 24 seconds, during
which the
front section may have broken away, before disintegrating in a
fireball reported by several pilots flying in the vicinity and

witnesses on Long
Island.
The aft portion of the fuselage, wings and tail section came to
rest 10 miles off Long Island on an ocean shelf 120 feet deep.
The cockpit and
forward fuselage were found 1 1/2 miles closer to the airport,
while part of the forward cargo door and luggage were two miles
closer to the
airport.
The two outboard engines were quickly located, largely intact,
near the main wreckage field, along with one substantially
damaged inboard
engine, but the other inboard engine hasn't been found.
The cockpit was located and raised last Saturday, a 1-ton ball
of wire and metal entangled with a large metal beam from
another section of
the aircraft. The body of the co-pilot Ralph Kevorkian, was
found still strapped into his seat.
Then, on Wednesday, a 75-foot section of the right wing was
raised from the main wreckage field. The engines were missing,
but all eight
engine-attachment pins, called fuse pins, were in place.
The wing showed fire damage in the area nearest the fuselage.
The right wingtip had been recovered floating immediately after
the crash.
The bomb theory

A week after the crash, investigators said they were 80 percent
to 90 percent certain that sabotage was to blame.
Parallels have been drawn to the 1988 destruction of Pan Am
Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, attributed to less than a
pound of plastic
explosives detonating in the forward cargo hold of the 747.
The Pan Am jet was flying fully pressurized at 31,000 feet
when the bomb went off. Pressure escaping through a breach in
the fuselage
created by the blast multiplied the explosive force, and the jet
broke apart in a known weak area of the structural frame called
Section 41.
Fatigue cracks in Section 41 of older 747s have been a safety
concern since the mid-1980s. The Federal Aviation
Administration ordered
major strengthening of Section 41 frames, the flat area beneath
the 747's distinctive hump, when a jet reaches 20,000 flights.
Until then,
repeated inspection of the area every 3,000 flights is required.
The Pan Am jet broke into several pieces after its Section 41
frames buckled, but did not explode into flames until it hit the
ground.
The TWA jet, with 16,870 flights, last had its Section 41 frames
inspected after its 14,687th flight, with a typical number of
cracks found and
repaired. A 747 makes an average of 700 flights per year.
Flying at 13,700 feet, the TWA jet would have been only about

a third of the way to full pressurization. A very large bomb, some
theorize,
would have been needed to fracture the 747's sturdy fuselage at
that altitude because rapid decompression wouldn't be a factor,
and large
bombs tend to leave plenty of residue. Yet fragments of the
forward cargo door and a largely intact cargo container from the
forward hold
showed no traces of an explosive device.
Another widely discussed theory - that an uninspected package
of corneas transported in the cockpit contained the bomb - was
discounted
when pilot Kevorkian, who would have been sitting very near
the package, was found strapped in his seat.
Weak engine-mount theory
The 1992 crash of an El Al Israel Airlines 747 freighter jet in
Amsterdam, combined with the missing TWA engine, adds
intrigue to a theory
stemming from the 747's long-running problem with weak
engine mounts.
Weak fuse pins caused the El Al jet's inboard right engine to
break free of the wing as it was climbing out of Amsterdam's
Schiphol Airport.
Instead of falling cleanly away, as Boeing designers predicted,
the engine shot forward and to the right, knocking the right
outboard engine
off the wing as well. The crippled El Al jet smashed into a
crowded 10-story apartment complex.

A nearly identical fatal crash of a China Airlines 747 freighter
had occurred near Taipei, Taiwan, 10 months earlier.
Boeing subsequently developed corrosion-resistant fuse pins
and designed a special bracket to more securely hold the engine
to the wings.
In 1994, the company launched a $100 million, five-year
program to substantially beef up the engine mounts on the entire
fleet of 1,000
jumbo jets. Special Boeing crews were assigned to travel the
world to begin strengthening 747 mounts.
However, the upgrades thus far have centered on newer jumbo
jets. Many older 747s built in the 1970s have yet to undergo the
full
engine-mount upgrade. The TWA jet hadn't yet had its engine
mounts fully upgraded, according to Francis of the NTSB.
While Boeing was redesigning the 747's engine mounts in the
early 1990s, an engine fell off a jumbo jet in Anchorage and
another engine
tore partially off the wing of a 747 in Tokyo. Safety experts
began discussing what would happen if the left, inboard engine
mounts failed
under various scenarios. Some theorized that the engine might
veer to the right - into the fuselage.
If the missing TWA engine turns out to be the left inboard
engine, that scenario would take on new significance, said
metallurgist Arthur
McEvily, professor emeritus at the University of Connecticut,
who worked as a consultant for El Al on the Amsterdam crash.

One central question awaiting an answer: Could a loose engine
smash into the TWA jet's fuselage with enough force to buckle
the Section
41 frames? With the nose section bent or separated, a 747
would be thrown wildly out of balance.
It is not hard for aerodynamicists to imagine the horrific
sequence of a fractured fuselage buffeting under drag forces
powerful enough to
disintegrate the wing tanks and ignite the jet's fuel in a matter
of seconds.
"It's certainly something someone should consider," McEvily
said.
Another scenario investigators are said to be discussing is one
of the inboard engines disintegrating and flinging engine parts
into the
fuselage, cutting off power, buckling the nose section and
igniting fuel from ruptured fuel tanks.
Leaky fuel-tank theory
Another way an explosion could occur in close proximity to
Section 41 is if fuel leaked into cavities of the wing or cargo
section, creating a
highly combustible vapor waiting to be ignited by a stray
electrical spark.
There has been a 20-year progression of federally mandated
inspections and modifications addressing leaky fuel tanks on
747s.
Coincidentally, the FAA this week proposed an order requiring

airlines to check for corroded electrical connectors on fuel pumps
used on
747s.
A standing FAA directive requires operators of 190 747-100s to
upgrade fasteners in a main structural member of the wing, called
the front
spar, which also forms one side of the jet's fuel tanks.
Fatigue cracks can develop in the fastener holes on the front
spar, creating fuel leaks near the inboard engines. In a service
bulletin first
issued by Boeing in June 1991, instructing airlines how to
inspect for cracks and upgrade the crack-prone fastener holes,
Boeing advised:
"The fuel leakage can cause a fire."
The service bulletin was drafted after an airline discovered fuel
leaking from an 18-inch fatigue crack that started in a front-spar
fastener
hole just above the right inboard engine. Boeing has revised the
service bulletin several times since 1991, most recently in
November 1994,
because airlines discovered fatigued fastener holes in a wider
area of the front spar.
The fire damage found on the TWA jet's right wing section is
near the area of the front spar, where cracking and fuel leaks are
known to
occur.
Could leaky fuel igniting in an inboard wing cavity start a
chain of events leading to the nose section buckling and wing

tanks
disintegrating? If so, the initial blast would have left a
distinctive signature.
"If it was a fuel explosion, you'd expect to find multiple areas
of stretching and tearing," said Mike Hynes, an independent
crash
investigator from Frederick, Okla. Investigators haven't said
whether such tearing has been found.
Airline and federal aviation officials have said the TWA jet
complied with all FAA directives, but decline to say whether that
meant the jet
was on an inspection schedule or had undergone the fastenerhole upgrade.
Fatigued fastener holes on older 747 wing tanks aren't the only
source of concern. In March 1995, the FAA issued a directive
requiring
operators of 610 747s to install a seal on the front spar at each
engine strut, the structure holding the engine to the underside of
the wing.
The seal was "intended to ensure that fuel is contained within
the strut drainage area and channeled away from ignition
sources."
The directive was prompted by a fire on the ground; leaking
fuel ignited after dripping on an engine that had just been shut
down. The FAA
proposed that airlines install the strut seal within 12 months.
But after airlines objected, the agency extended the deadline to
18 months.

Yet another directive issued by the FAA in July 1990 required
airlines to check for improper application of a fuel barrier on the
center wing
fuel tank. An improperly installed barrier could permit fuel or
fuel vapors to enter adjacent cargo and passenger compartments.
The FAA
granted airlines 30 months to conduct the inspection and make
any necessary repairs.
Other federal documents show leaking jet fuel grabbed the
attention of federal safety officials after a crash in May 1976 near
Madrid,
involving a sister ship of the ill-fated TWA Flight 800 jet.
A 747-100 recently purchased from TWA by the Iranian air
force exploded in a rain storm on approach to landing in Madrid,
killing 13
Iranian servicemen and four Boeing employees.
The crash spurred an unusual 30-month investigation, directed
by the NTSB, which normally would have had no jurisdiction
over an
accident on foreign soil.
Though the crash was never officially solved, investigators
compiled evidence pointing to fuel leaking into an outboard wing
cavity and
subsequently being ignited by a stray spark from an electrical
fuel pump. A leading theory was that a moderate lightning strike
may have
set off the stray spark in the fuel pump.
A month after the Madrid crash, the FAA issued an emergency

directive requiring all 747 operators to check within 20 days for
fuel leaks in
the wing cavity where fire first flashed on the Iranian jet. Most
found leaks. The Iranian air force at the time also owned the jet
that was to
become Flight 800 20 years later. TWA repurchased the plane
from Iran on Dec. 14, 1976.
So at the time of the FAA-ordered inspection, the jet that was
to become Flight 800 was exempt from civilian directives. TWA
will not say
whether the jet underwent the leak inspection after ownership
reverted to the airline.
Three years later, in September 1979, the FAA ordered other
changes aimed at improving protection against lightning strikes.
Aviation experts and industry observers say the Madrid crash
confirmed that fuel leaking into empty cavities of the wing and
fuselage pose
the threat of mixing with air to create a highly combustible
vapor capable of being ignited by a stray electrical spark, hot
engine parts, hot
parts of the landing gear or even hot wing deicing fluid.
Missile theory also remains alive
Meanwhile, according to a report in Newsday, the theory that a
missile downed the jet, while still the weakest of the three
theories, remains
alive because investigators have chronicled an "unusual"
amount of radar use among slow-moving ships along the coast
for several days

before the crash, and have interviewed credible witnesses who
say they saw a fiery streak head toward the aircraft before it
plummeted in
flames.
The FBI and other agencies have tried to locate all ships known
to have been in the area, but have not been able to check out all
of them, a
source told Newsday. In addition, agents from several
government entities have interviewed the witnesses who saw the
streaks, according to
the source. Pentagon officials have told investigators there are
missiles capable of reaching the plane at an altitude of 13,700
feet, and of a
lucky hit taking it down.
Investigators are expected to zero in on terrorism or
mechanical failure as more of the wreckage is retrieved in
coming weeks, but it could
be months before a probable cause is determined.
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Subject: Re: Radar blip explained for TWA 800
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Content-Description: cc:Mail note part
John: Interesting material. The radar images do not tell a
conclusive
story but I think the scenario is very intriguing.
Based on my knowledge of radar, the door should reflect radar
energy
like the dickens. Really show up. It's big and it would
scintillate.
The Air India 747 was brought down by a bomb, loaded
aboard as
interline baggage. The work of Sikh's, I am reliably informed.
We know Pan Am 103 was a bomb, placed close to the right
forward cargo
door. The bomb could have blown the door off first. I think
your point
here is solid.
The United 747 that lost its door shortly after departing
Honolulu was
not the result of a bomb blast. How high was it? Was the

pressure
differential enough to cause that kind of damage?
I presume you are saying the TWA 800 accident was not
caused by a bomb
in the cargo hold, but an improperly latched door that blew
open when
the pressure differential was strong enough at 13,500 ft. Barry,
how
much pressure in lbs./inch squared or ft. squared are we
talking about
at 13,500 ft. as opposed to 32,000 ft.?
How do you know the door fell into the water closest to the
take-off
point? I am not questioning your integrity -- I am trying to
understand how we know what we know.
Even if the door blew off, why would that cause the whole
plane to
blow up? We did not have a catastrophic explosion when the
United 747
door departed.
The Riverside newspaper that raised the missile scenario last
week
printed an illustration showing the "left side bias" of the debris
blown out of the airplane in the moments before they say the
center
tank blew. Any comment on this "left side bias"? I have a
clean copy
of their graphic and would be happy to fax it to you for
examination

and comment.
I look forward to your comments. E-mail or telephone are
equally fine
and I can be reached at (301) 340-7788, ext. 2089.
Thanks for taking the time to send me an update.
David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800
Author: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> at
INTERNETB
Date: 3/14/97 12:38 PM

Mr Devans, well, facts speak for themselves. John Barry Smith
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight
from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA
800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of both. At the
same
time and distance aft and before destruction of Pan Am 103, a
radar blip was
picked up by two ground radars for one sweep and displayed on
a drawing in
the UK report as a green diamond. At the same time and distance
aft and just

before the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a
primary return
which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and 800
match on time and
size of reflected primary radar energy on a target just behind
those
airliners which shortly came apart in the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage
skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that radar blip to
the ocean
where the door was retrieved. The UAL 811 radar images will
match the TWA
800 and Pan Am 103 images. Air India was too far away for a
primary radar
image when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost
stationary to
the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it
peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by viewers
looking east
up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has been videotaped as a
Boeing
747 flew by overhead with same sun angle as TWA 800 to streak
observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it
departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go, and landed
closest
to the takeoff point. The door has failed before. The effect of
departing

caused an explosive decompression which was recorded on the
cockpit voice
recorder as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut.
The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of
the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the cargo door
hole caused
crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. The
culprit's fingerprint matched at two crimes. The cause of the
crashes is
the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of
the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the crash of TWA
800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing
primary radar blip picked up several times for many seconds
behind the
airliners circled in green. The other image is of Pan Am 103
drawing of the
radar plots in a sequence. The third image is a scan of text from
the Pan
Am 103 UK report about that green diamond radar blip.
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"Troubles hurt the most
when they prove self-inflicted."
Sophocles
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 17, 1997 12:07:44 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: decompression

but could you please answer the
question: can you get explosive decrompression under 14,000
feet?
Yes, and at zero feet and at 100000 feet. Decompression occurs
when the outside is less than the inside. It's called the pressure
differential. The 747 is designed to withstand up to 8.9PSI. At
14000 the difference was about 6.0PSI. A sea level sealed up car
driven to top of Mt. Whitney will have explosive decompression
were window to open suddenly. Here is my email source, a 747
lead mechanic, on 747s:
According to my training manual the cabin altitude is set for sea
level up to
an actual altitude of 24000 and that at 13,500 ft the cabin
pressure
differential is 5.8 psi. At 24000 up to 45000 ft the cabin pressure
altitude
is goes from 200 ft above sea level to 7600 ft and cabin pressure
differential is 8.9 psid.
So, Mr. Wald, yes, you can have explosive decompression a
14000 feet. That is not the ultimate destructive force for 800 or

182 or 103 or 811, it was the 300 knots of slipstream against
weakened nose. The explosive decompression was the force to
open door into slipstream once cam latches unlocked. The explo
decom also was the red herring of bomb with it's loud noise and
making objects go this way and that.
message has some ideas in it that differ from the evidence as I
understand it from investigators, about radar, what came off the
plane
first, and what is consistent with the observed FDR and CVR
data.
Please please please run the evidence by me. Radar, when I say
the door is on radar for 800, that comes from fixing, operating,
and maintaining radars. I've spent thousands of hours looking at
scopes on three airplanes, P2V, P3 and RA 5C.
Real evidence, real blip, real door. And it's on 103 too, and 811,
and would have been on 182 but 182 was too far for primary
radar.
What came off first...what did? I read from another source it was
the door and other stuff from that area, plus it left a trail of
baggage five miles long a half mile wide. I'm waiting for public
docket to confirm.
what is consistent with the observed FDR and CVR data.
Yes, yes yes, cargo door is consistent with FDR and CVR. The
sudden loud sound is my linchpin of the cargo door explanation;
they all had it, 103 182 811 and 800, and the 182 sudden loud
sound was matched to the DC 10 explosive decompression
sound. 103 report said the sudden loud sound matched 182. And
early reports had the 800 sound matching 103.
Once 800 was not a bomb, all the matching talk about 182 and
103 stopped. But they are right, they do match, it is the same
cause, cargo door. Someone on TV said 800 is 103 under water
and they are exactly right.
(this won't look like a bomb, by the way; it doesn't produce the

same kind of damage to metal.)
I agree, up close. And bombs leave a lot more than pitted metal.
Anyway, thanks for replying. If you choose to disregard the
cargo door explanation please tell me why and also if you choose
to pursue it, ask me the hard questions first. Why not the door? I
think I have it covered and am always interested in factual
criticism from an informed person. We can take it piece by piece
starting with streak, blip, fod, cvr, fdr, bodies, wreckage plot, and
so on until we decide one way or the other. Good stuff on site
www.corazon.com, a thousand pages and seven years of cargo
door research and forty years of flying are there.
To sum up, cargo door is a reasonable mechanical cause that has
happened before on this type aircraft leaving similar evidence
and certainly warrants thorough investigation to rule in or rule
out. But not be ignored by the NSTB nor the press.
Regards, John Barry Smith

From: Matt Wald <Mattwald@nytimes.com>
Date: March 17, 1997 10:23:22 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Cargo door

I'm in the office briefly today between stories.
Your message has some ideas in it that differ from the
evidence as I
understand it from investigators, about radar, what came off the
plane
first, and what is consistent with the observed FDR and CVR
data. I'm not
going to go into a long discussion, but could you please answer
the

question: can you get explosive decrompression under 14,000
feet?
(this won't look like a bomb, by the way; it doesn't produce
the
same kind of damage to metal.)
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
1627 Eye St. NW, Washington DC 20006
202-862-0363
Fax: 202-862-0340

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 16, 1997 4:03:42 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: Cargo door

Cargo door seen on radar as blip, seen visually as streak, heard
on tape as sudden loud sound and found closest to event site.
Matt, did you write the below for the New York Times News
Service?
It breaks my heart to read it. To ignore a reasonable explanation
supported with evidence is weird. I don't understand it. Could a
government agency be wrong about something? I think so.
So, facts, ask me one way or the other, was it the door or not?
Asking some people to think for themselves is asking too much. I
ask you, Mr. Wald, to think for your self on the cause of the crash
of TWA 800 based upon your lifetime of aviation experience. At
first blush, could it be a door?
Of course, doors in airplanes pop all the time with severe
consequences. Let's go from there.

You asked about explosive decompression...a question, a good
question. Damage looks like bomb, sounds like bomb, does not
smell or feel like a bomb because it is invisible and odorless, just
pent up molecules which are quickly released into wide spread
molecules. The role of the explosive decompression was to pop
door open fast and hard so that it hits the top fuselage, breaks in
half and tears off with skin attached. The 300 knot ultimate
destructive force has already taken over when that door lip
extends just few inches into the slipstream. It goes from there
very interesting.
So, are you the backup for the NTSB when they flounder and
flail around, as they are now? What is holding back a story on a
reasonable mechanical explanation about TWA 800? The New
York Times talks about methane gas! Give me a break.
Why are you important?
I believe the reason there is no New York Times story on the
cargo door for TWA 800 is the reporter named Matt Wald doesn't
believe the door did it. Talk to me, Mr. Wald, let's get into it. I'm
a source. For the facts and data and analysis go to web site
www.corazon.com
Did the door do it, yes or no.
For the emotional human interface call me at 408 659 3552. The
phone works fine, I just did a phone interview yesterday with
Lou Miliano of WCBS of New York City radio. He was
following up a story he did several months ago.
I say without modesty, this cargo door story is the biggest story
in aviation. It hits seven nations, billions of dollars of liability,
affects a billion dollar merger, and is life and death.
It is life and death.
I try to do Thomas Paine proud.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
and Ben Franklin
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TWA investigators
leave no theory
unturned
Explosion on Flight 800 still an unsolved
mystery

NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE
With the most promising explanations for
the midair explosion of Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 becoming increasingly difficult to
prove, the eight-month investigation has
turned into a nationwide scientific
exploration of all conceivable theories,
including such remote possibilities as the
plane's being destroyed by debris falling
from space or by natural gas rising from the
ocean.
The widening of the search reflects
investigators' fears that they will never be
able to say precisely what ignited the
explosion. Instead, they expect they will have
to convince the public that they have ruled

out a variety of possibilities -- anything from
bombs and meteors to faulty wiring -- and
have narrowed the possible causes to one or
two that they can address.
Aviation investigators are pressing hard to
show how the explosion in the plane's center
fuel tank could have resulted from a
mechanical malfunction in the tank and not
some external force, criminal or natural. For
months they have focused on the possibility
that a spark could have ignited the fumes in a
nearly empty fuel tank.
Working in a laboratory at the
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio,
engineers have tried in the past two weeks to
reconstruct the conditions within the tank,
but they have not been able to generate a
spark strong enough to cause a blast. Those
tests are expected to continue for several
weeks, if not months.
Since the morning after the crash July 17 off
Long Island, N.Y., that killed 230 people,
officials of the National Transportation Safety
Board and the FBI have listed three possible
causes: a bomb, a missile or a mechanical
malfunction.
But since no clear evidence of any of those
three has been found, the possibilities are
growing to include some that investigators

consider far-fetched.
They are working with scientists from military
and intelligence agencies to determine
whether it was possible that something falling
from space hit the plane -- a tiny meteor or
perhaps a piece of broken satellite the size of
a BB.
And when a scientist at the Sandia National
Laboratories in New Mexico recently wrote to
the safety board that he suspected a bubble
of natural gas rose out of the ocean,
enveloped the plane and exploded, the
agency dispatched a meteorologist who
interviewed the scientist, then returned to
Washington with some documents for
further study.
"We're looking at anything that has any
degree of probability until we have a reason
not to," said Bernard Loeb, director of
aviation safety for the transportation board.
The investigation has traveled well beyond
the ocean, where scallop boats are still
trawling for any remaining pieces of
wreckage, and beyond a hangar in Calverton,
N.Y., where a 90-foot section of the plane is
being reconstructed.
Scientists and engineers at more than a
half-dozen government-financed laboratories

have become part of the search, studying
everything from how metal changes when hit
by a missile to whether a computer model of
an explosion in the plane's center fuel tank
can be developed.
The safety investigators are working with
British aviation investigators and have
consulted with their counterparts in Russia in
an attempt to understand whether the final
loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder was
made by a fuel-air explosion or by a more
rapid detonation, indicating a bomb or
missile.
"I think it's entirely prudent to keep all things
up on the board -- even space junk and
meteors -- plus all the bomb and missile and
mechanical theories," said James Kallstrom,
an assistant FBI director and the head of the
bureau's New York office. "We should keep
an open mind on all of this."
The only theory that officials have ruled out -emphatically so -- is the accusation renewed
last week that a Navy missile shot down the
plane and that the federal government was
involved in a cover-up.
Officials said that Pierre Salinger, the former
television correspondent and press secretary
in the Kennedy White House who has
become an advocate of the Navy missile

theory, has relied on a misinterpretation of
radar information and unsubstantiated
conjecture to support his conclusions.
Now that more than 90 percent of the plane
has been recovered and no evidence of a
bomb or missile has been found, the
investigation is increasingly focused on a
mechanical malfunction.
Investigators announced in December that
the 12,890-gallon center fuel tank was primed
for an explosion because air-conditioning
packs below it had heated the small amount
of fuel, producing dangerous vapors. Board
officials recommended ways of keeping fuel
tanks below that temperature range.
Explosives experts have advised the board
that searching for proof of the exact cause
may be fruitless, since the blast probably
destroyed conclusive evidence.
"It is not unusual, in a fire-related accident,
for us not to identify a point of ignition," Loeb
said. "The very existence of the act itself -- the
fire, the explosion -- destroys the evidence."
With the public still focused on the crash and
the possibility of a criminal act, the
government is now in the midst of an intense
endeavor to prove which ignition sources
were possible and which could be ruled out.

Disproving any of the theories is at least as
difficult as proving them. This is also true of
the natural gas theory offered by Dick
Spalding, the scientist at Sandia National
Laboratory.
It was Spalding who said explosions
attributed to gas bubbles rising out of Earth's
crust had been described as flashes of light -similar to what the witnesses saw when Flight
800 crashed.
He presented his suggestion that Flight 800
hit such a bubble in a letter to the safety
board, where it was treated as another theory
-- a far-out theory, to be sure. Because of its
"leave no stone unturned" posture, it sent
meteorologist Greg Salottolo to visit Spalding
and hear him out.
"Greg seemed receptive," Spalding said,
"although I think guardedly so."
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 15, 1997 4:12:16 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: A request to NSTB by a public member

Lou, a thought to use the power of radio, request the NTSB to
debunk the cargo door theory as thoroughly as the missile theory.
Fair enough, a cargo door has killed nine in a 747 accident, UAL
811, and a missile never has. So just ask the NTSB to debunk for
you, an inquisitive WCBS Radio reporter, the cargo door theory
as expressed by you relying on text and pictures on web site
www.corazon.com, and phone discussions with me, another
wacky guy on the net. I have to be on the net because of the high
speed and low cost of a thousand page website available around
the world.
I have received over a thousand emails regarding the subject. I
have put official UK, USA, Canada, and Indian accident reports
verbatim, scanned in. This is a big deal.
Continue, Lou.
Regards, John Barry Smith
PS attached picture is of the reconstruction of Pan Am 103 just
after start of destruction, it matches the photo of UAL 811, the

one that made it back. The reconstruction of TWA 800 may omit
this important area of reconstruction, a gross oversight.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 15, 1997 3:03:27 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: Cargo door

Lou, the interview was fine but short, but then interviewees
probably tend to ramble.
I did not get around to the fact that I have applied for the
rewards as posted by the US State department. Rewards are hot
right now because of the Ennis Cosby case. I have applied
officially in Nov 96 for two rewards for eliminating two terrorist
airplane acts, Air India 182 and Pan Am 103.
I was also recently interviewed by the Secret Service in my
home. The missile guys get interviewed by the FBI and I get the
Secret Service. I told them that the President's life is in danger
because the same thing that happened to TWA 800 could happen
to Air Force One or the E4B Airborne Command Center planes,
all modified Boeing 747s.
So if you want further information about US government offered
rewards and Secret Service interviews, give me another call and
we'll do it again.
And one night, look east at a 747 as the sun glints off the
fuselage and imagine a big piece of skin coming off and what it
would look like.
Also, please plug my web site at www.corazon.com, that's where
my message is with documentation.
Regards, John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 4:16:25 PM PST

To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: blips, streak, pics

I'll give you a call Saturday, but I didn't get the .jpg file. Can you
remail them?
Standing by Saturday, 408 659 3552, remailing .jpg files.
Points:
1. Target is stationary as TWA 800 moves away, doors fall,
missiles fly. Primary radar is raw engergy, target is smaller than
P3 raw image on tape. Cargo door with skin attached, like UAL
811, is the size of a double car garage door and easily picked up
by radar.
2. Streak at same time too and same cause: cargo door spinning
away.
3. I have 2000 hours looking at radar screens.
4. Destructive force of TWA 800 was not explosive
decompression but 300 knot slipstream crumpling nose into hole
crease.
5. Cargo door is still the reasonable explanation for the crash of
TWA 800 and supported by the evidence.
6. Door theory too wacky for the straight press and too ordinary
for the wacky press. It's a problem.
Streak explanation below. Much data on web site at
www.corazon.com,
Regards, John Barry Smith
TWA Flight 800 Eyewitness streak explained

TWA 800 was a Boeing 747 flying at 13700 feet at 8:35 PM on
July 17th. It was headed northeast. The sun was down to the
observers on the ground yet the plane was in bright sunlight high
up. The fuselage would appear to be a light object as the sun
from the west struck the almost parallel fuselage and reflected

down to observers on the ground facing east. At a certain
relationship of sun, airplane, and observer, the sun reflects at
such an angle that a bright light will appear on the fuselage and
last for a few seconds. This bright orange flash is the start of the
streak. The light source is the sun. When the cargo door went up,
out, and away, taking large fuselage skin with it, the sun reflected
off this metal object and bounced down to observers below. As
the door and skin decelerated from 300 knots to zero knots
horizontally and from zero knots vertically to about two hundred
knots, it appeared as a streak to those at the proper angle and
would appear as a parabola as it fell to the sea. The direction of
the streak could appear to be any direction based upon the angle
observed and the relative activity of the rest of the destructing
aircraft. In addition, the sudden unexpected appearance and
duration of the streak of just a few seconds at most would make
it difficult to judge direction.
The radar anomaly of blips at TWA 800 is the primary radar
returns of the door and skin spinning away erratically as it falls
to the sea.
Comment: It all fits. The forward cargo door opened
inadvertently on TWA 800 and tore up and away and down,
observed by human eyes and radar eyes as it fell to the sea. I
videotaped the bright flash on the fuselage of Boeing 747s as
they fly overhead my house. I am under a major jet airway from
San Francisco to Los Angeles and see approximately 40 Boeing
747s fly overhead daily. The video tape clearly shows the sunset,
the airplane, the start of the flash, the bright light, and the fading
light as the plane flies overhead and changes the viewing angle.
If the door were to depart during the short few seconds duration
of the reflective sunlight, I would see a streak as the door and
skin peeled away and fell to the surface.
Boeing747historycontents.html

DC-10crashcontents.html
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barry@corazon.com
From: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Date: March 14, 1997 3:59:09 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Barry-I'll give you a call Saturday, but I didn't get the .jpg file. Can you
remail them?
--Lou

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 3:47:11 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: A streak explained...

Mr. Wald, some more to chew on, radar blip explained and also

the streak, here is my analysis here and on web site,
www.corazon.com
TWA Flight 800 Eyewitness streak explained

TWA 800 was a Boeing 747 flying at 13700 feet at 8:35 PM on
July 17th. It was headed northeast. The sun was down to the
observers on the ground yet the plane was in bright sunlight high
up. The fuselage would appear to be a light object as the sun
from the west struck the almost parallel fuselage and reflected
down to observers on the ground facing east. At a certain
relationship of sun, airplane, and observer, the sun reflects at
such an angle that a bright light will appear on the fuselage and
last for a few seconds. This bright orange flash is the start of the
streak. The light source is the sun. When the cargo door went up,
out, and away, taking large fuselage skin with it, the sun reflected
off this metal object and bounced down to observers below. As
the door and skin decelerated from 300 knots to zero knots
horizontally and from zero knots vertically to about two hundred
knots, it appeared as a streak to those at the proper angle and
would appear as a parabola as it fell to the sea. The direction of
the streak could appear to be any direction based upon the angle
observed and the relative activity of the rest of the destructing
aircraft. In addition, the sudden unexpected appearance and
duration of the streak of just a few seconds at most would make
it difficult to judge direction.
The radar anomaly of blips at TWA 800 is the primary radar
returns of the door and skin spinning away erratically as it falls
to the sea.
Comment: It all fits. The forward cargo door opened
inadvertently on TWA 800 and tore up and away and down,
observed by human eyes and radar eyes as it fell to the sea. I
videotaped the bright flash on the fuselage of Boeing 747s as

they fly overhead my house. I am under a major jet airway from
San Francisco to Los Angeles and see approximately 40 Boeing
747s fly overhead daily. The video tape clearly shows the sunset,
the airplane, the start of the flash, the bright light, and the fading
light as the plane flies overhead and changes the viewing angle.
If the door were to depart during the short few seconds duration
of the reflective sunlight, I would see a streak as the door and
skin peeled away and fell to the surface.
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AirIndiareportcontents.html
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barry@corazon.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 3:41:48 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: No, sir

That's not exactly my question. At 13,700 feet, in a cabin
pressurized to
5,000 feet, is the pressure difference big enough to make the

plane come
apart?
No, sir. But 5 PSI differential is enough to pop door when motor
comes on unexpectedly, as UAL 811, and turns cam sectors to
the unlocked position, as UAL 811, and door pops into 300 knot
slipstream which tears it up and away with skin attached, as UAL
811, then the 300 knot wind does to TWA 800 what UAL 811 did
not do and crumple the nose into the hole crease and tear nose
off. The departing door is seen on radar on the DC 10 crash, the
UAL 811 crash, and I say the PA 103 and TWA 800 crash. The
PA 103 and TWA 800 crashes have the radar blip that goes
unexplained. I explain it, the door. The streak on TWA 800 is the
correct sun angle and time of year and altitude to provide sun
reflection on metal skin to observers facing east up high. All
other planes where late at night with no sun available. AI India
182 was too far away for primary radar blip before crash and
didn't have it.
The door fits as a reasonable explanation supported by the
evidence for the crash of TWA 800 and others. There are no
conspiracies, plots, or coverups, just a common mechanical
failure.
Thank you for prompt reply. I await any other questions for
email or call me at 408 659 3552.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 3:29:36 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: Senator McCain referral to his committee

Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>

Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
Mr. Wald, he is referring to my cargo door explanation of the
crash of Boeing 747s, AI 182, PA 103, TWA 800, and UAL 811.
So the issue has been screened and is now in Committee. John
Barry Smith
From: Matt Wald <Mattwald@nytimes.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 3:38:43 PM PST

To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Yes, sir.

That's not exactly my question. At 13,700 feet, in a cabin
pressurized to
5,000 feet, is the pressure difference big enough to make the
plane come
apart? The United flight near honolulu survived loss of the cabin
door, and
I believe it was at a far higher altitude.
At 12:50 PM 3/14/97 -0800, you wrote:
There is some evidence that I believe contradicts some of the
ideas in your
thesis, but let me start with a simple question. Can you get
explosive
decompression of a plane at less than 14,000 feet?
Yes, sir. About 5 PSI is the amount and enough to push door into
slipstream
where the ultimate destructive force of 300 knots takes over.
More questions, more answers, really. I think I've got it covered.
John Barry Smith

"Troubles hurt the most
when they prove self-inflicted."
Sophocles
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
1627 Eye St. NW, Washington DC 20006
202-862-0363
Fax: 202-862-0340

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:55:18 PM PST
To: JohnsonC@washpost.com
Subject: Thanks

Thanks for your message. As I wrote to you before, I don't do
any writing
or reporting for The Post. You'll need to get in touch with a
reporter in
the newsroom if you want someone to further investigate your
theory. The
main number there is 202-334-6000
Thanks Mr. Johnson, and have sent info to reporters. The point
here you made is response time to email was measured in
minutes, not days. The medium is the message, internet, and I've
finally understood that cliche I've heard for twenty years.
Thanks for reply, John Barry Smith
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:51:51 PM PST
To: mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Subject: Yes, sir.

There is some evidence that I believe contradicts some of the

ideas in your
thesis, but let me start with a simple question. Can you get
explosive
decompression of a plane at less than 14,000 feet?
Yes, sir. About 5 PSI is the amount and enough to push door into
slipstream where the ultimate destructive force of 300 knots
takes over.
More questions, more answers, really. I think I've got it covered.
John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:47:18 PM PST
To: staff@nytimes.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Hey, here's a good story, a reasonable explanation supported with
facts to support the claim that a cargo door caused the crash of
TWA 800.
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.

The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The

third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:43:55 PM PST
To: newstaff@sundayamerican.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Mr Hunter, hunt, you have found your prey, it is the very large
story of four 747 accidents caused by cargo door and now
supported by current facts of released radar tapes. A stationary
missile? Give me a break, its the door falling. John Barry Smith
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am

103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images

of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:40:04 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Mr Devans, well, facts speak for themselves. John Barry Smith
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.

It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is

of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:36:41 PM PST
To: kovaleskis@washpost.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Serge,
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by

viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:34:13 PM PST
To: CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Mr CNN, "We are never close to the truth." Naw, just joking,

loved your "We Never Close" logo for years at 9PM. Anyway,
here's a reasonable explanation supported by facts that the cargo
door caused the crash of TWA 800. Check it out...John Barry
Smith
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed

before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:30:29 PM PST
To: tcurtis@airsafe.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Mr Curtis, reasonable explanation supported by facts, cargo door
for 800.
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of

Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two

crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: Matt Wald <Mattwald@nytimes.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:43:36 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

There is some evidence that I believe contradicts some of the
ideas in your
thesis, but let me start with a simple question. Can you get
explosive
decompression of a plane at less than 14,000 feet?
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
1627 Eye St. NW, Washington DC 20006
202-862-0363
Fax: 202-862-0340

From: "Johnson, Chris" <JohnsonC@washpost.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 3:27:00 PM PST

To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Thanks for your message. As I wrote to you before, I don't do
any writing
or reporting for The Post. You'll need to get in touch with a
reporter in
the newsroom if you want someone to further investigate your
theory. The
main number there is 202-334-6000.
Thanks,
Chris Johnson
---------From: John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Friday, March 14, 1997 12:15 PM
To: JohnsonC
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800
Mr Johnson,
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in
flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA
800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of both. At the
same
time and distance aft and before destruction of Pan Am 103, a
radar blip
was picked up by two ground radars for one sweep and displayed
on a
drawing

in the UK report as a green diamond. At the same time and
distance aft
and
just before the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a
primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match
on
time and size of reflected primary radar energy on a target just
behind
those airliners which shortly came apart in the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage
skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that radar blip to
the
ocean
where the door was retrieved. The UAL 811 radar images will
match the TWA
800 and Pan Am 103 images. Air India was too far away for a
primary radar
image when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost
stationary to
the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as
it
peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by viewers
looking east
up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has been videotaped as a
Boeing
747 flew by overhead with same sun angle as TWA 800 to streak
observers.

The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it
departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go, and landed
closest
to the takeoff point. The door has failed before. The effect of
departing
caused an explosive decompression which was recorded on the
cockpit voice
recorder as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut.
The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force
of
the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the cargo door
hole
caused
crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan
Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both.
The
culprit's fingerprint matched at two crimes. The cause of the
crashes is
the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening
of
the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the crash of TWA
800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image

showing
primary radar blip picked up several times for many seconds
behind the
airliners circled in green. The other image is of Pan Am 103
drawing of
the
radar plots in a sequence. The third image is a scan of text from
the Pan
Am 103 UK report about that green diamond radar blip.
"Troubles hurt the most
when they prove self-inflicted."
Sophocles
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:28:20 PM PST
To: farquharm@washpost.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Sir, a story...
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of

Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two

crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:27:17 PM PST
To: lemonde@vtcom.fr
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Mr Editor, Paris Match has it wrong, not missile, but cargo door.
John Barry Smith
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.

The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The

third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:26:10 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Mr Miliano, the hard evidence just keeps on being plausible for
a cargo door, call for interview again, 408 659 3552, John Barry
Smith
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and

skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:24:16 PM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Robert, they are beating a confession out of the cargo door as we
speak, until then the evidence shall have to speak for itself.
Barry.
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive

decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:22:07 PM PST
To: plugin@newsday.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Mr Ms Editor, you included me on the wacky guys on the net
story on TWA 800 months ago. You left me off the new story,
what happened, I'm not longer wacky? Interview me, 408 659
3552. Cargo door guy, John Barry Smith
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of

both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic

destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:19:15 PM PST
To: phillipsd@washpost.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Mr Phillips,
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.

The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The

third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:17:32 PM PST
To: JohnsonC@washpost.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Mr Johnson,
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has

been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 12:16:19 PM PST
To: mattwald@nytimes.com
Subject: Radar blip explained for TWA 800

Mr Wald,
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door

departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the

cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 10:44:11 AM PST
To: msnewsmailonsundaycouk
Subject: Jump on this, Nick

There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on

a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image

showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
Nick, 103 and 800 are now linked and they are not both bombs
so what is the common link? You understood very early, cargo
door. Follow up. Debunk the French with their missile thing.
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 10:42:33 AM PST
To: mbuschavwebcom
Subject: The door, the door, the door...

Well, Mike, the cargo door just keeps on explaining the evidence
as it is leaked and dribbled out. It is a reasonable explanation and
not hysterical like missile. Sooner or later, hope it's not
later...The door has not signed a confession yet, but we are
working on it. Barry
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for
one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in

the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.

Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 1997 10:40:28 AM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: Cargo door radar evidence

Byron, radar is real, cargo door is metal, the door explanation
again reasonably explains the evidence as it dribbles or leaks out.
My email correspondents keep telling me you are in contact with
them so I know you are interested in the most important aviation
event of the last few years, of course, how could you not be
interested? So, not bomb, not missile, not center tank fire for
initial event but cargo door. That is my explanation with
extensive thought, documentation, and reasoning. I'm always
willing to discuss aircraft accidents with knowledable persons,
and especially Boeing 747s that are high time, leave a sudden
loud sound on the cvr, abrupt power cut and now have a radar
blip behind them just before they have the accident, UAL 811,
Pan Am 103, TWA 800. (AI 182 too far away for primary
return.)
To review:
There is now confirmed radar evidence of the cargo door
departing in flight from TWA 800.
There is a match between the primary radar images of Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of
both. At the same time and distance aft and before destruction of
Pan Am 103, a radar blip was picked up by two ground radars for

one sweep and displayed on a drawing in the UK report as a
green diamond. At the same time and distance aft and just before
the destruction of TWA 800 ground radars picked up a primary
return which then also disappeared.The radar plots of 103 and
800 match on time and size of reflected primary radar energy on
a target just behind those airliners which shortly came apart in
the air.
It is not a missile.
The blip is the forward cargo door spinning away probably with
fuselage skin attached, just like UAL 811 which tracked that
radar blip to the ocean where the door was retrieved. The UAL
811 radar images will match the TWA 800 and Pan Am 103
images. Air India was too far away for a primary radar image
when it destructed in mid-air.The door appears almost stationary
to the radar because it is decelerating and falling.
The streak is the sun's reflected energy on the metal door and
skin as it peels erratically away in the sunset and observed by
viewers looking east up high. The reflected flash of sunlight has
been videotaped as a Boeing 747 flew by overhead with same
sun angle as TWA 800 to streak observers.
The forward cargo door was seen by primary radar and human
eyes as it departed TWA 800. It left first of all the pieces to go,
and landed closest to the takeoff point. The door has failed
before. The effect of departing caused an explosive
decompression which was recorded on the cockpit voice recorder
as a sudden loud sound just before an abrupt power cut. The cut
occurred when the nose separated from the rest of the body by
the force of the 300 knot slipstream crumpling the nose into the
cargo door hole caused crease.
I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images
of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic
destruction of both. The culprit's fingerprint matched at two
crimes. The cause of the crashes is the inadvertent opening of the

forward cargo door in flight.
I urge you, investigate and rule in or rule out the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight as the cause of the
crash of TWA 800.
Images attached as .jpg file. One image is the TWA 800 image
showing primary radar blip picked up several times for many
seconds behind the airliners circled in green. The other image is
of Pan Am 103 drawing of the radar plots in a sequence. The
third image is a scan of text from the Pan Am 103 UK report
about that green diamond radar blip.
Byron, it's the biggest story of your life, it's three 747 crashes,
more than two 737s. Add to your laurels, break the 747 cargo
door story. Barry
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 13, 1997 4:38:05 PM PST
To: baconewseatimescom
Subject: door on radar

Byron, please, listen, the primary radar return as shown on Match
tape is the door with skin attached falling to the sea. I also have
the streak source videotaped.
Cargo door fits and fits the evidence.
Who backs up the NSTB when they falter and fail?
You do.
John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: March 10, 1997 10:29:48 PM PST
To: chris@dcc.govt.nz
Subject: doors

With regard to your email, you mention a "revised 811" report - I
thought

there was an initial report => "some guy on the ground didn't
close the door
properly", and then after the 811 documentary, pressure from
Campbells
father, and the out of court settlement, a revised report => door
opening
sequence initiated *in flight*, overwhelming the L locks - this
was
supported entirely by the physical evidence, including the sound
tapes - you
can hear a 'thud' as the (our conclusion as to cause) latches
disengage.
There was also physical evidence of electrical shorting at
terminals in the
cargo door mechanism. I've seen the photos first hand.
Absolutely, and in the revised report it stats the mod you refer to,
AD 881204 was not implemented because of a clerical error on
UAL's part. TWA status of mod is unreported.
So you asked me if mod had been implemented and I replied no
it had not, another clue that you knew what you were talking
about because you went right to the important issue, the cam
sectors and locking sectors.
It happened again with 800 and I can't get photos of that door
yet, but I will sooner or later, and may get some other broken
cargo door pictures from a high time 747 and need interpretation
of lock sectors and cam sectors and if mod has been
implemented, hard to do from photos but possible I think.
Since we talked it went from bomb to missile to center tank fire
but never seriously considered forward cargo door. I take the
blame for that as messenger. Nobody believes me. Nobody of
authority that is, just us little folk. Can you do wind tunnel
computer simulation of door goes skin goes nose goes? It gets
crumpled into the crease where door used to be and is now big

weak hole. The 300 knots fed into computer with differential
pressure of 6.5 or so and door bulges out three inches and watch
what happens.
I taped the source of the streak...Cheers, Chris,
John Barry Smith
TWA Flight 800 Eyewitness streak explained

TWA 800 was a Boeing 747 flying at 13700 feet at 8:35 PM on
July 17th. It was headed northeast. The sun was down to the
observers on the ground yet the plane was in bright sunlight high
up. The fuselage would appear to be a light object as the sun
from the west struck the almost parallel fuselage and reflected
down to observers on the ground facing east. At a certain
relationship of sun, airplane, and observer, the sun reflects at
such an angle that a bright light will appear on the fuselage and
last for a few seconds. This bright orange flash is the start of the
streak. The light source is the sun. When the cargo door went up,
out, and away, taking large fuselage skin with it, the sun reflected
off this metal object and bounced down to observers below. As
the door and skin decelerated from 300 knots to zero knots
horizontally and from zero knots vertically to about two hundred
knots, it appeared as a streak to those at the proper angle and
would appear as a parabola as it fell to the sea. The direction of
the streak could appear to be any direction based upon the angle
observed and the relative activity of the rest of the destructing
aircraft. In addition, the sudden unexpected appearance and
duration of the streak of just a few seconds at most would make
it difficult to judge direction.
The radar anomaly of blips at TWA 800 is the primary radar
returns of the door and skin spinning away erratically as it falls
to the sea.
Comment: It all fits. The forward cargo door opened

inadvertently on TWA 800 and tore up and away and down,
observed by human eyes and radar eyes as it fell to the sea. I
videotaped the bright flash on the fuselage of Boeing 747s as
they fly overhead my house. I am under a major jet airway from
San Francisco to Los Angeles and see approximately 40 Boeing
747s fly overhead daily. The video tape clearly shows the sunset,
the airplane, the start of the flash, the bright light, and the fading
light as the plane flies overhead and changes the viewing angle.
If the door were to depart during the short few seconds duration
of the reflective sunlight, I would see a streak as the door and
skin peeled away and fell to the surface.
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: March 10, 1997 12:31:05 PM PST
To: chris@dcc.govt.nz
Subject: ID question

Can you confirm if 811 had the rivetted L plates modification
added? Did
800? 103? Can you confirm or determine if any one has actually
initiated
the opening sequence on the ground, with the door fully closed,
with the
L plates modification fitted?
Chris, reviewing email and re read this and realized ..
1. 811 did not have mod because of clerical error! In revised
report.
2. 103 no mod, 800 unknown and very important and NTSB will
not reply to that query.
3. Good idea, try it on ground to see if door motor can overcome
steel lock sectors, well, look, instead of mafunctioning in 15
years, now it malfunctions in 25 years. Problem not fixed.
Question: If I were to present to you high quality black and white
and color pictures of broken forward cargo doors, could you tell
if the cam sectors are unlocked or locked, locking sectors, locked
or unlocked, manual handle, stowed correctly or incorrectly? The
door would not be 811.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith.
By the way, the revised 811 report has door unlatching on ground
and opening inflight when pressure diff got to 6.5PSI. I disagree
and say door unlatched in air and split second later door opened,
held a second, then tore off.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: March 9, 1997 5:35:48 PM PST
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Competition, Nick, you were right all along.

Nick, just got this from a source quoting a source... Who's Lester
Coleman?

Cheers, John Barry Smith
(Source) has just told me that the Sunday Telegraph - a serious
broadsheet newspaper in the UK - is very interested in the
747FCD thing
especially as it relates to Lockerbie. They have been following
the Lester
Coleman story for several weeks and are keen to understand any
plausible
theories which could show that the official version of events is
bogus.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: February 11, 1997 10:26:57 AM PST
To: baco-new@seatimes.com
Subject: Sources

Who
is Lawson and in what context (how well) do you know him?
Well, Byron, I may have blathered again but this time I was not
told to be confidential and I apologize again for referring to you
by name in that email eons ago in which you said the cargo door
theory was plausible and I quoted you.
Donald Lawson is an instructor at the Navy Aviation Safety
School in the Naval Postgraduate School at Monterey California.
I live, by an accident of geography, eleven miles away and was
near the school to renew my wife's dependent retired military ID
card. While she was waiting, I went up to the school offices and
asked to speak to someone about airplane crashes. LCDR
Lawson came out of his office and we talked. He had access to
the net in his office and brought up my page from a search
engine...but my actual page would not come up. (Next day it did,
no problem.) So we sat and talked for thirty mintues. He teaches

Navy officers about jet, helo, fixed wing, crashes and how to
become aircraft safety investigators. He was satisified enough
about my facts in the case after reviewing my web site for
several days to act.
Does he have
an official or ex-officio connection to the NTSB's investigation.
He then called his friends at NTSB and the Navy Safety Center
in Norfolk to discuss the cargo door. He mentioned my by name
and my web site and the cargo door explanation. They told him
and he told me they would check it out. About ten days passed
and then NTSB called him and he emailed me the email you saw.
I assume he was referring to Mr. Al Dickinson when he said head
investigator.
It is very disappointing, not from the factual standpoint, but from
the vagueness of it. There are twelve passenger doors and two
cargo doors. All have latches. To say he personally checked all
the latches of a crashed plane with fourteen doors in a morning is
dismissive and not persuasive. Then, only the forward cargo door
is at issue and is not mentioned. And, the problem is very subtle,
as you know with the door of UAL 811, the lock sectors are
locked, the door looks locked, but isn't because the cam sectors
have turned, allowing the door to open the small necessary two
inches before the 300 knot slipstream tears it away.
So, to say latches on doors are latched and no more investigation
on that cursory observation is very very disappointing. But, what
can I do? I thanked Mr. Lawson for his efforts and moved on to
another issue which may bear fruit.
So, Mr. Lawson is a good guy. He was open, he tried to do his
best, his interests are aviaton safety and he could have done
nothing, but didn't. He put his reputation out there. The benefit
of the effort is that to deny something is to admit it exists. So the
cargo door theory was on the table...and dismissed...for now.
Don't you find the news of Mr. Tom Thurman, chief of

explosives lab at FBI, and dismissed for mismanagement
interesting? Especially since he was the FBI guy at Pan Am 103
who discovered a fingernail piece of plastic from which the
whole Libyan concoction flowed? He is discredited. The traces
of high explosive are now discredited as dog sniffing, or heart
meds, or troop uniform residue. There is now a reasonable
alternative explanation to 103 crash, cargo door.
PA 103 bomb explanation has been weakened, from conclusive
to muddy waters, in recent weeks while cargo door is available
for investigation.
I'm
wondering why the NTSB investigators feel free to share insights
about
the evidence in hand with him and not the public at large?
Well, I'm former Navy flight officer, he's Navy pilot, he's aviation
safety, he knows Norfolk Navy safety people and NTSB people.
They talk to him, he talks to me. And I talk to you.
I talk to you Byron, because you know about airplanes and put
aviation first, not sales of papers. Sales of papers come second
but not first, like Newsday reporter, or Cincinnatti talk radio or
WCBS New York talk radio who treat cargo door as kooky
theory du jour and do not give proper consideration to such a
reasonable mechanical cause. Most media reporters lose interest
when they ask around to the experts and the experts say, no, it's
not cargo door. Well, of course the experts say no cargo door
when asked in a phone interview. It takes hours and hours of
reading and collating data to come to the conclusion that one
cause explains four accidents because they are so similar.
Here's my bitch, I have never engaged in any dialogue with any
informed official or citizen about the central issue: Four 747s
have crashed in enough similar circumstances, enough similar
inflight damage, enough location of damage, enough significant
similar points, ten in fact, that there is a similar cause. And that

cause could be many things, and I offer the cause of the most
closely examined and explained one, inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight. If UAL 811 had been exploding
nose tire, I would be saying exploding nose tire. UAL 811 said
door, I say door.
So, as usual, each investigating team looks at its fallen tree and
will not give in depth looks at three other fallen trees so similar
as to be the same.
As a recent TV show said from an authority, "TWA 800 is Pan
Am 103 under water."
Yes! And Air India 182 is 103 under water. And UAL 811 would
have been 103 and 182 under water if that runway had been a
few miles further away as the 747 descended on two left engines
and losing altitude with a full fuel load.
Melodramatic? Yes, the whole story is, it's got death, money, and
power.
Please check with Mr Donald Lawson, LCDR, USN pilot before
referring to him. He is a nice guy and is interested. He is on the
staff of the Aviation Safety School, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey California. His email is DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil
More: some emailers have said my pages of the AAIB, Canada,
India, and NSTB accident reports on my web site are unreadable.
Others view them fine. If they are unreadable to you, tell me and
I can email you one which should come across all right. I believe
the problem is in the resolution of the viewer's monitor.
I have ruled out for the time being the El Al and China 747Fs as
cargo door based on spirited discussion with a NWA lead
mechanic. He says engines have frozen, come apart, and done
other things without fuse pins breaking. Also early reports from
Aviation Week had number 3 engine of El Al in Amsterdam
showing no fire or seizure. A door opening, fod into 3, vibration
then fuse pins breaking would show up in engine, so if not, no
cargo door for El Al 747F. China airlines was definitely number 3

then tearing off number 4. What a coincidence, one of four
engines falls off two airplanes leading to total destruction and it's
that pesky number 3 and I have to dismiss it as coincidence with
no corroborative evidence.
Not so with AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. They all
match.
The NWA mechanic is quite adament as saying 800 was not
cargo door and has emailed me items such as this when I asked
him what is the final seal for the door:
<< What is the final seal of the door? Is it plain rubber like a car
door? Is
it pneumatic like my canopy, where the seal is hollow and fills
with air once
closed? Is it metal to metal? >>
It is a fabric impregnated with a rubber/silicone substance that is
shaped
like an angled T. The top of the T is press fitted into an
aluminum c
channel riveted to the door frame. The free flange of the T is
compressed
against an aluminum V type channel called a seal depressor on
the fuselage.
Air pressure trying to blow this seal out pushes it harder against
the V
channel. It is hard to describe without drawing it out. Cargo
containers
often damage the seal depressors, especially in the top corners
and the
seals let a lot of air pass. It is not a safety concern other than it
reduces fuel efficiency by requiring more bleed air from the
engines to
maintain a cabin altitude.
Byron, I read that and said, whoa, a pressurized hull lets a lot of

air pass, and it's not a safety concern? The boat taking on water
but no problem, the balloon is leaking but no problem, the
submarine is leaking air out but no problem. At best, I would say
problem and under control with pumps. At worst...
The NWA mechanic is a dedicated person who believes he is
defending the airline industry against guys like me who start
panics. He's wrong, I don't start panics and I am protecting the
industry by correcting mechanical problems by identifying them.
The planes end up fixed and better until the next problem which
is identified, then fixed, etc. He's at JetMechNWA@aol.com and
would love to talk to you. He had a letter printed in Aviation
Week of which he is very proud.
Other emailers have sent me horror stories of watching fork lift
loader with cargo inserted in door then while fueling, plane sinks
from weight, and presses down on cargo at top sill/hinge area
damaging it.
So, bottom line. The NSTB at least has the cargo door
explanation on the table, just like bomb, missile, center tank fire,
gas burp, space debris etc.
Doors are dismissed just like bomb, missile, gas burp, space
debris...for now.
I consider the short loud sound of the CVR of TWA 800 to be
evidence of cargo door going. It is the sound of explosive
decompression. It is not a bomb. It is a real sound and three other
747 accidents had the similar short loud sound. That is evidence
of a cargo door opening and causing loud noise of
decompression. It fits.
Streak fits.
Radar anomaly fits.
Location of damage start fits.
Fireball fits.
It all fits.
It's all rational, it's all happened before.

It's feet on the ground, head out of the clouds, common sense,
common cause, explanation, door popped, like on DC8s, DC 9s,
DC 10s, 747s, Swearingen, Beech 99, and on and on...
And on and on, thank you Bryon for continuing to follow TWA
800, it is an important story for Aviation, Boeing, TWA,
passengers, and the American economy. (Merger between MD
and Boing also affected. MD doesn't scoff when cargo door is
mentioned as cause of wide body airplane crash. Steve Lund of
MD safety in Long Beach and I had long discussion about cargo
doors. And John Hamilton of Boeing Safety in Seattle also.)
Cheers, Byron, John Barry Smith, please let us continue this
discussion.

From: Byron Acohido <baco-new@seatimes.come>
Date: February 11, 1997 6:45:48 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: An alternative mechanical problem for TWA 800
Reply-To: 1120@seatimes.come, John@seatimes.come,
St.@seatimes.come, Seattle@seatimes.come,
WA@seatimes.come, 98109@seatimes.come

John Barry,
Well, it does seem you brought attention to the cargo door
scenario.
I've seen your website discussed in other aviation forums as well.
Who
is Lawson and in what context (how well) do you know him?
Does he have

an official or ex-officio connection to the NTSB's investigation.
I'm
wondering why the NTSB investigators feel free to share insights
about
the evidence in hand with him and not the public at large?
Regards,
Byron

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: February 7, 1997 1:15:28 PM PST
To: baco-new@seatimes.com
Subject: An alternative mechanical problem for TWA 800

Byron, for the first time the NSTB has considered an alternative
mechanical explanatin for TWA 800, doors, and ruled it out. Is
that news? Does it sound like a thorough investigation of the
doors?
John Barry Smith
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.

2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer o that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: February 7, 1997 1:12:00 PM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: NTSB talks!

Robert, the NTSB personally said the doors are not the problem
in the below email from a Navy accident investigator to me who
was in contact with NTSB. The below is on web site under TWA
800. For the first time, an alternative mechanical theory was

considered, and rejected, but still it was there. John Barry Smith
Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From:
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the doors
from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).
- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer o that
problem. And
you accomplished that.

Comment This email was from a professional aircraft
investigator who was able to communicate with the NTSB
investigators working on site. They replied to him and he replied
to me. At first blush the report of latched doors seems to rule out
forward cargo door, however, there are fourteen doors on the
747, all with several latches. The forward cargo door is not
mentioned. The problem of cargo door is subtle with the latch
cams being unlocked while the locking sectors are locked. The
door looks locked but isn't, that was the problem with UAL 811.
The recovered door had the locking sectors locked but the latch
cams unlocked. To say the doors are latched is too vague and
incomplete. In addition, the forward cargo door was out of NSTB
hands for months while it was actively examined for bomb
residue by the FBI laboratory. Forward cargo door can not be
ruled out with such cursory examination. The similarities with
other 747 crashes was not considered. The effort of the accident
investigator to contact the NSTB was appreciated and the main
goal was attained, to bring to the attention of the NTSB of the
possibility that the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
in flight caused the crash of TWA 800 and others.
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: February 7, 1997 1:07:26 PM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Door locked!

Mike, is it news that another alternative mechanical explanation
for the crash of TWA 800 was considered? And it was the doors,
all of them? And they were locked and therefore ruled out?
John Barry Smith

Date: Wed, 05 Feb 1997 12:34:04 -0800
From: Donald Lawson <DLawson@mntry.nps.navy.mil>
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 cargo door final report
From the head of the NTSB team working TWA 800:
1. He personally, even again this morning, looked at all the
doors from
the airplane. All latches were either destroyed or in closed
positions.
The destroyed latches were adjacent to ones in closed positions.
2. Nobody associated with the investigation is considering
further
a cargo/passenger door malfunction to be part of the probable
cause of
this accident. Door problems have been categorically ruled out
because
there is simply no evidence pointing to the doors (and latches).

- So, there it is. They had already looked at the doors (so I still
have
faith in the system) and they looked at it further and replied back
basing
their answer on the actual evidence in hand. It may not be the
answer
you were looking for, but I believe that you were looking for the
attention
to the possible problem and not a particular answer o that
problem. And
you accomplished that.
LCDR Don Lawson
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: February 2, 1997 11:25:24 AM PST
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: PA 103 not bomb?

Nick, here's more from my web site. Note grammar errors in
AAIB report...Barry
How Could Pan Am 103 Not Be a Bomb?
Pan Am Flight 103 not brought down by bomb
explanation.

The official UK AAIB report never says the word 'bomb' in the
entire report; it calls the blast source an 'improvised explosive
device'. The
English writing in English about an English accident would have
said 'bomb' if they wanted to mean bomb. They meant and said

'improvised
explosive device'. They could have said 'plastic high explosive
bomb' but they didn't. They didn't because the evidence is not
there. There is
evidence of an improvised explosive device, so they said it,
leaving many choices but still unnamed specifically.

There was a blast in the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103. It
was not a bomb and the blast force was not enough to destroy the
structural
integrity of the nose and the relatively mild blast happened after
the forward cargo door opened. It is also difficult to disprove a
negative.
The conclusion that an improvised explosive device detonated
inside the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103 is based on several
facts in
official report:
1. A shatter zone was found on the port side just forward of the
wing. This shatter zone reveals a reported hole of 18 to 20 inches
in size. This
small sized hole is too small to blow off the nose of a 747.
Bombs have gone off in 747s before making small holes which
did not destroy the
plane which turned around and landed safely. The 747 was
designed to withstand a small sized hole. All blast damage
evidence is too weak
for a bomb but normal for a small device.

2. The destruction area is described as if a rather large shotgun
had gone off at close range. A rather large shotgun is not a bomb.
3. The destruction area is described as directed, with a straight
line of destruction of 25 inches to 50 inches. A bomb blast is
spherical. There
is no evidence of a spherical blast but evidence of a straight line
blast.
4. There is no evidence of plastic explosive in the blast area or
shatter zone, only soot and explosive residue which might come
from a
shotgun.
5. All evidence of high plastic explosive is stated as being on
passenger items which are never named, listed or described.
Traces of
explosive residue on fragments mean very small invisible
amounts of something are found on something very small. There
were millions of
very small pieces of wreckage, including pieces of plastic in
circuit boards in alarm clocks.
6. Evidence of traces of high explosive on fragments of wreckage
is now shown to be benign and explained as normal heart
medicine, or
residue from the uniforms of soldiers, or traces left over from a
dog sniffing exercise.
7. No pieces of a bomb were found.
8. FBI investigator who made his career on "cracking the
mystery of the bombing Pan Am Flight 103 for Pan Am 103" in

1989 was removed
and transferred by the FBI on 29 Jan, 1997. Tom Thurman, unit
chief of the explosives division was transferred because of
questions
concerning sloppiness and mismanagement. The Justice report,
prepared with the help of several world-renowned forensic
experts, found
that in some cases the bureau laboratory exercised lax control
over evidence and that accountability over findings needed to be
improved.
Conflicting evidence that it was not a bomb was available for
interpretation from official report:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR matches Air India 182 sudden
loud sound which matches explosive decompression on a cargo
door caused
crash of a DC-10. A bomb big enough to blow nose off of Boeing
747 would be heard on CVR. Sudden loud sound on Pan Am 103
does not
match a bomb. The sound has been officially described as
probably Pan Am 103 undergoing structural breakup.

2. Reconstruction diagrams show more severe damage on right
side of fuselage, the cargo door side, while light damage is on
left side, the
small shatter zone side.
3. Reconstruction diagrams match the destruction pattern of a
known cargo door failure in a Boeing 747, UAL 811, in amount
of skin torn

away, stringers exposed, bent floor beams, and cargo door broken
in half.
4. Engines number three and four suffered foreign object
damage, with engine number three on fire and landing separate
from the engines
number 1, 2, and 4. Engine number three suffered most inflight
damage and it is on opposite side of small blast hold, but on
cargo door side.
5. Blast was directed not spherical. Yet official report has an
artist's interpretation of a large spherical blast, and the inaccurate
drawing is
repeated a few pages later.
6. Door coming off picked up on radar which would explain
subsequent destruction.

7. Type and sequence of destruction matches other 747 crashes, a
known cargo door caused crash, a tenuous bomb explanation
crash, and
an unknown crash.
8. "Relatively mild blast..."

Ê

9. Bomb theory as presented in AAIB report is contradictory,
evasive, inconsistent, and has several errors of fact. There is
mistaken
grammar in verb tense and poor choice of verb 'exhibit.' These
types of error are not made by British authors writing in English
for an
official United Kingdom report. This section was written by
different person than rest of report. Later the same writer states
noise is no
doubt bomb. Next page of report, written by different person,
refers to noise as most likely aircraft structure break-up. Serious
contradiction
in same report one page apart.
The condition of the aft door, far from locus of damage in
forward cargo hold, is reported to be intact and latched. The
condition of the
forward cargo door, near the scene of damage start of forward
cargo hold, is omitted, unreported, not stated, passed over,
neglected. A
glaring oversight.
10. For the bombers the sound on CVR was of the bomb,
(although sound never matches any bomb sound.) it was lucky to
have been placed
near air conditioning ducts to direct to blast to other areas of the
plane, (even though bombs that caused the same size hole in
other Boeing
747s turn around and land safely.) the detonating altitude fuze
did not go off on the flight from Frankfurt to London but did go
off by itself

over Lockerbie, but distresses the Libyan secret agents who put
the suitcase bought in Malta on the plane because now the
evidence would
show it was a bomb and the bombers are upset because they
wanted the plane to explode over water so it would not be known
it was a
terrorist act? And the reason terrorists do terrorists acts is to be
noticed for their cause and to be noticed is bad? Non sense, it
makes no
sense, it's entertaining nonsense.

What might explain the blast, if not a bomb? Diplomatic pouches
were carried in the forward cargo hold. Guns or booby traps
might have
been inside them and went off when the huge explosive
decompression occurred when the cargo door tore off at 31000
feet. Or a passenger
had fireworks or other incendiary device inside his luggage,
which was passed because cargo was not checked or the device
did not look
suspicious. The fireworks or blasting caps were not fuzed and
would be safe as long as a explosive force was not present near
it. But the
explosive decompression might have set them off, after the door
went. There may be other devices normally carried inside the
cargo
compartment which detonate when exposed to large explosive
decompression such as fire extinguishers or emergency power
units. There
are many alternate explanations for the small blast hole and
explosive residue and soot other than a bomb.

Based on the new research discovery that traces of explosive
residue on aircraft fragments can be benign, the investigation
into Pan Am 103
should be reopened on that information alone. If the traces are
not from a bomb, then no bomb evidence. A small piece of
plastic may give
timer evidence, but no bomb evidence.
There is no such thing as a stealth bomb which leaves no residue
and makes no sound unless explosive decompression is accepted
which
makes a loud sound, causes loose items to crash into each other,
leaves no residue, and is not a bomb.
After all is said and done, it could have been a small blast which
forced the door open, however, based on other accidents where
the door
opening led to destruction, the likely cause of the door opening is
not a small blast in the forward cargo compartment but an
electrical short
which caused the door open motor to turn on, forcing the door to
open past the cam locks, just like it did previously in three other
instances
of inadvertent cargo door openings.
OK, what about the wonderful spy story with foreign
governments, CIA, coverups, bombs, timers, pants bought in
Malta, etc, hey, great
story, make a great movie, but not true; just entertaining fiction.
That story has so many holes in it that it is incoherent. The tellers
disagree
among themselves every time they tell it. The exaggeration of the

warning, the non explosion on the way from Frankfurt to
London, the bad
luck of flight course deviation, the exaggeration of the too small
blast into reverberating around air conditioning ducts would all
be funny, if
not so serious consequences occurred later on. Pan Am 103
looked like AI 182, and so it should, the cause is the same. But
the wrong
conclusion of AI 182 led to the wrong conclusion of PA 103
which almost led to the wrong conclusion of TWA 800 as all
being bombs.
Comment: How can so many experts be wrong? You'll have to
ask the experts. There is no conspiracy, no coverup and no plot.
Administrative errors are made and administrative errors get
corrected. There was a small blast, but not a bomb. There was an
explosion,
explosive decompression, which makes a loud sound and mimics
a bomb in consequences. Wishful thinking, blaming others, and
avoiding
responsibility leads to errors of fact. The explanation may end up
with sequence in dispute: door opened then small blast, or small
blast
then door opened. PA 103 door with cam lock evidence resides in
hangar in UK. AI 182 door at bottom of sea. TWA 800 door in
hangar in
USA.
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: February 2, 1997 11:22:27 AM PST
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Time for Pan Am 103 reopening

Nick, time for Pan Am 103 reopening, Why? Well, bomb on 103
was based on findings of evidence of high explosives. That
finding now has little weight when it was disclosed that the same
findings on TWA 800 were benign because of dog sniffing test or
heart medicine or troops uniform residue.
In addition, the FBI person who concocted the whole bomb story,
Tom Thurman, has now been removed and transferred from his
job as chief explosives unit of the FBI labs for mismanagement,
and lax control over evidence.
The bomb story falls apart under scrutiny. The AAIB report has
flaws, contradiction, and omissions. The explosive experts are
untrustworty. There is a a reasonable, alternative, supported by

real evidence explanation for the crash, inadvertent opening of
the forward cargo door. The same theory that made sense to you
months ago and probably still does. It explains the streak and
radar blip of TWA 800 and the radar blip of PA 103, all
unexplained by other theories.
PA 103 will not die because it has not been satisfactorily
explained so far. You can do it.
John Barry Smith

Transferred FBI Officials Had Roles in High-Profile
Cases
Move of Supervisor, Unit Chiefs Follows Report
Criticizing Lab
By Pierre Thomas
Washington Post Staff Writer
Wednesday, January 29 1997; Page A02
The Washington Post
A senior FBI official who helped supervise the crime
scenes after the bombings of the Oklahoma City federal
building and New York's World Trade Center was
among those removed from their positions following an unusual
Justice Department report that criticizes the work of
the bureau's laboratory.
The transfer of supervisory agent David Williams and
two other FBI officials "who had major responsibilities in
explosives investigations" renewed long-standing
questions about the integrity of the FBI lab and could set off a
round of legal challenges to bureau forensic findings

in high-profile prosecutions.
Williams, Tom Thurman, unit chief of the explosives
division, and Roger Martz, unit chief of the chemistry and
toxicology division, were transferred while the FBI
evaluates a report by the Justice Department's inspector
general about their work in a number of criminal
investigations. According to an official familiar with the report,
the three were transferred because of questions
concerning "sloppiness and mismanagement." The report
criticizes some basic procedures at the FBI lab and
highlights some two dozen cases in which there were problems
with possibly contaminated evidence and other FBI
laboratory procedures.
The unreleased report does not allege that evidence
was manipulated to benefit prosecutors, officials said. It was
not clear whether the inspector general found
problems with the Oklahoma City or World Trade Center
investigations. Phone calls to the offices of the three
officials were not returned.
Justice Department officials maintained yesterday that
the allegations should have no adverse effect on pending
criminal cases and said FBI lab work did not impair
any suspect's right to a fair trial. However, a number of senior
law enforcement officials said privately that the
report's findings were troubling. The FBI yesterday issued a
six-page press release detailing Director Louis J.
Freeh's efforts to improve the laboratory, including steps initiated
before the Justice inquiry.
Department criminal lawyers have reviewed the

inspector general's findings and have sought to address any
issues that could affect pending cases and those on
appeal, sources said. Williams, for example, likely will not be
called as an expert witness in the Oklahoma City
bombing trials of Timothy J. McVeigh and Terry L. Nichols,
sources said.
Federal prosecutions, particularly bombing cases such
as Oklahoma City, rely heavily on scientific analysis and
forensic evidence to convince juries of the
government's case. If the credibility of FBI forensics becomes a
major
issue, such cases could be jeopardized.
Stephen Jones, the attorney for McVeigh, said he is
well aware of the Justice probe and is prepared to put the FBI
laboratory on trial.
"I think they are engaged in forensic prostitution,
especially the bomb analysis unit and perhaps others," Jones
said. "The FBI laboratory work will be subjected to
close examination during the trial." Jones said he had been
given significant access to FBI working papers and lab
protocols and that it had proven "beneficial to the defense."
Meanwhile, the FBI leadership spent part of yesterday
fending off questions from a key congressional oversight
figure concerning its recent paid suspension of
forensic scientist Frederic Whitehurst, who prompted the Justice
investigation with complaints about procedures at the
laboratory. In a meeting with Sen. Charles E. Grassley
(R-Iowa), who chairs the Judiciary subcommittee on
administrative oversight and the courts, the FBI maintained

that Whitehurst's suspension was not retaliatory.
The FBI lab conducts more than 600,000 examinations
a year for local, state, federal and international law
enforcement agencies.
The Justice report, prepared with the help of several
world-renowned forensic experts, found that in some cases the
bureau laboratory exercised lax control over evidence
and that accountability over findings needed to be
improved. The report also recommends that the lab
undergo strict accreditation procedures and that scientists be
placed in charge of the laboratory rather than law
enforcement personnel.
FBI officials yesterday were quick to point out that
Freeh has sought to get the bureau accredited by the American
Society of Crime Laboratory Directors, has obtained
funding for a new laboratory and has implemented initiatives
aimed at improving the bureau's forensic program,
including:
Formation of a quality assurance unit to ensure sound
laboratory practices.
$30 million to modernize laboratory equipment.
Creation of evidence response teams to expand the
number of personnel trained and equipped to handle
crime-scene evidence.
Copyright 1997 The Washington Post
Company
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From: newstaff@sundayamerican.com
Date: January 28, 1997 9:30:52 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: twa 800

Dear Mr. Smith,
I read your postings on TWA 800 with great interest. I'm the
staff writer
for The American, an international Sunday paper edited in
Westhampton
Beach, NY, not far from where the aircraft went down. Your
posting
mentioned documentation for your theory. I have a call in to the
NTSB to
obtain documentation on the same cases, but they have nothing
on the
Philippines crash. I'd be interested in talking to you about this
and
other aspects of the case. Can you send me your phone and fax
coordinates
and a time when I could reach you? If you prefer to call me, I'm
at 516
288 4699 (tel), 288 4622 (fax). Thank you, and hoping to hear
from you
soon,
Sincerely, Mark Hunter, staff writer, The American

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: January 20, 1997 9:06:59 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Senate committee/cargo door/meteorite?

Now comes a fourth theory from
the lawyers: a falling meteorite, courtesy of TWA's response to
lawsuits. Talk about long odds!
Mike, how can you print that stuff and omit the cargo door
theory?
Well, it's in a Senate Committee on Transportation, is that worthy
of news? He is the Chairman and he did have a staff member
check out the cargo door theory and it was not disregarded. Barry
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the

material you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: January 15, 1997 9:12:00 PM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: standing by

Robert, Barry here, standing by phone at 12:11AM your time.
Barry
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: January 7, 1997 3:06:21 PM PST
To: phillipsd@washpost.com
Subject: You Are Right Early On, TWA 800

Mr. Phillips, when you wrote the below report on the crash of
TWA 800 you were right. The description you gave is
inconsistent with center tank fire caused by static electricity. It is
consistent with bomb or missile or cargo door popping open.
There is no evidence for the bomb or missile. There is much
evidence for the cargo door theory. All the clues below fit the
cargo door theory because it is the correct explanation. Will you

consider a story on a reasonable mechanical explanation for the
crash of TWA 800? It's on web site www.corazon.com
John Barry Smith

Jet's Rear Cabin Hit Sea 1.5 Miles After Nose
Breakup of Airliner Was Similar to Bomb Destruction
of Pan Am 103
Over Lockerbie
By Don Phillips
Washington Post Staff Writer
Monday, July 29 1996; Page A11
The Washington Post
SMITHTOWN, N.Y., July 28 -- Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 broke apart shortly after it was hit by some sort of
catastrophic
event, with the nose and forward passenger cabin
hitting the Atlantic Ocean a mile and a half before the wings and
rear cabin
crashed into the sea, investigators said today.
The pattern of breakup was similar to that of Pan
American Flight 103, which was destroyed over Lockerbie,
Scotland, in 1988
when a bomb in its forward cargo hold exploded. In
that crash, the nose and cockpit of the Boeing 747 cracked away
to the
right, almost like a door turning on a hinge.
Because of the TWA plane's lower altitude -- it had

ascended to 13,700 feet after taking off from John F. Kennedy
International
Airport -- there was less difference between the
outside air pressure and the pressurized cabin. As a result, a
much larger bomb
would have been required to down the TWA plane,
investigative sources said.
The sources said the TWA plane's forward cargo hold
contained baggage, with cargo containers loaded to the rear.
James K. Kallstrom, the FBI official in charge of the
criminal part of the investigation of the July 17 disaster, said
today that the
probe is approaching a turning point. He said he has
asked recovery teams to look for certain pieces of wreckage,
which he would
not characterize further.
Kallstrom said, "I hope within the next 48 hours we'll
get something that we think is going to give us the clues" needed
to come
to a final conclusion about what happened to the plane
when it crashed shortly after takeoff, killing all 230 people
aboard.
Law enforcement officials said over the weekend that
they are "80 percent to 90 percent certain" that a criminal act was
responsible for the crash -- such as a bomb or, less
likely, a missile -- and the FBI could take over the investigation
as early as
this week.

Today, a senior law enforcement official said privately
that the only holdup now is that investigators do not have
conclusive
evidence of a bomb. The official stressed "conclusive."
Navy divers have found new pieces of aircraft debris
that, coupled with enhanced radar data, indicate that the wings
and rear
passenger cabins flew on alone for perhaps as long as
24 seconds after the front of the aircraft broke away, and then
disintegrated in a fireball.
However, Norm Wiemeyer, radar specialist for the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), said much work
needs to be
done before the plane's final movements will be
known for certain.
Navy divers have recovered its nose landing gear in a
debris field about a mile and a half to the southwest of the main
field of
wreckage, indicating that it was one of the first pieces
of plane to fall away. Nearby was a section of the forward
fuselage with
the first- and business-class section. Wreckage of the
cockpit area had not been found as of late today.
Rear Adm. Edward Kristensen, heading the Navy
salvage effort, said several of the Navy's salvage ships will
search the new field,
as well as another wreckage field found another two
miles farther southwest. He said he does not yet know what is in
the third

field.
NTSB Vice Chairman Robert Francis refused to
speculate about what may have happened to produce the debris
pattern, but he
said, "Things that come off first tend to be indicators
of what happened."
Investigators are puzzling over why initial radar tracks
did not indicate such large pieces falling off so early in the flight,
but said
the main piece of the fuselage might have shielded
other sections from radar waves.
In any case, it is now becoming clear that whether a
bomb or some other form of explosion brought down the plane,
the event
originated at the front of the aircraft.
The most likely location is the forward cargo hold,
which stretches from the front of the wings to the nose area. The
forward end
of that hold ends just below the rear of the cockpit and
the distinctive spiral staircase used in older 747s for access to the
upper deck.
Directly ahead of the cargo hold are the electrical
cabinets, which contain all the plane's electrical connections.
An explosion there would explain why all electricity
ended at about the same moment to the plane's radar transponder,
which
reports the plane's altitude and identity to air traffic

controllers, as well as the cockpit voice recorder and flight data
recorder.
All radio capability would also likely be wiped out,
even if the crew members were not incapacitated.
Analyses of the two recorders showed normal activity
and conversation, which was suddenly and inexplicably cut off.
On the
cockpit voice recorder, which uses four microphones
to pick up cockpit sounds, the tape ends with a brief, split-second
loud
noise, an ending that investigators said was similar to
what was found on the cockpit voice recorder recovered from the
Pan Am
103 crash.
Francis said recovery of bodies is proceeding, with
153 of the 230 victims having been found and brought up from
the ocean
bottom. So far, 147 of the bodies have been positively
identified, 146 families notified and 142 bodies released to
relatives.
Francis said the identification process has gained
speed because the Suffolk County medical examiner is getting
more
information on fingerprints and other documentation
from families.
Francis also said a large new section of fuselage was
found today that may contain more bodies. He said it apparently
was from
the center-to-rear portion of the plane, and was found
in the main debris field where most other fuselage sections and

wing and
engine parts had previously been found.
There also were indications that another one of the
plane's four engines has been located in that field. With the two
already
located, this would indicate that the wings and engines
remained with the main part of the fuselage.
@CAPTION: At Hampton Bays, N.Y., Coast Guard
station, a plastic-lined dumpster is hoisted aboard a utility boat
bound for
ocean crash site of TWA Flight 800.
@CAPTION: LOCATING THE PARTS (This graphic
was not available)
Copyright 1996 The Washington Post
Company
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Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and

gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.

Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: January 6, 1997 12:17:48 PM PST

To: farquharm@washpost.com
Subject: TWA crash

Mr. Farquhar, please forward to Mr. Don Phillips or Mr.
Rensberger, or evaluate this yourself. It is an alternative
reasonable mechanical cause for the crash of TWA 800. John
Barry Smith
To: Êrensberger@washpost.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA crash cause discovered by logic and research
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Rensberger, please forward to Mr. Phillips if you think this is
relevant. I invite your evaluation. www.corazon.com A larger
issue on my web site about TWA 800 is the intellectual thought
process towards truth using logic.
This website documents the crashes of four Boeing 747s, one
military jet, and several incidents involving other Boeing 747s. It
supports the hypothesis that one cause was common to the
Boeing 747 crashes: inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight.
The method is to group the crashes into a class from which
deductions can be made about each member of that class. The
aircraft are brought into the class by common similarities. For
instance, to be brought into the class called Boeing 747 cargo
door crashes, all Boeing 747s that have crashed must have had a
sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder. If not a sudden
loud sound on the CVR tape then that crashed Boeing 747 is
excluded from the class. Other criteria to be included are
required: abrupt power cut to the flight data recorder, at least nine
missing, never recovered bodies, at least one fodded engine,
some inflight damage to structure, and high flight time.

Deductions can then be made about each member of the class
based upon similarities with the other members. For instance, if
three members of the group have inflight damage to the right
wing fillet, then it can be deduced that aircraft number four
probably has inflight damage to the right wing fillet. All
deductions are subject to visual confirmation if possible.
In addition, once the members of a group are defined, then
inductions can be made about potential members of the group.
For instance, if all the damaged aircraft in the group had outward
opening cargo doors, then similar aircraft with outward opening
cargo doors are at risk of becoming a member of the crashed
group, subject to other similarities being the same, such as high
flight time and same model aircraft.
The method used to group the aircraft into one crashed group
instead of four separate crashes has been to review the various
government accident reports, news reports, eyewitness accounts,
personal experience, and other official documents. The main
documents used are on the web site and are the accident reports
from the governments involved, UK, USA, India, Canada, and
input from Ireland, New Zealand, and France.
Every statement from which conclusions are drawn is supported
by evidence or reputable eyewitnesses. For instance, to say that
at least one engine had foreign object damage in each crash is to
point to the precise page in which the observer of the damaged
engine described the foreign object damage. Each crashed
airplane had at least one damaged engine in flight or it is not
included in the group and each engine is named. Each statement
of a damaged engine is documented by a page of an official
report if available and news reports if not.
Of the four crashed airplanes in the group, one is under
investigation and unexplained, two had controversial findings of
bomb in forward cargo hold, and one had a clearly shown cause
of inadvertent opening of forward cargo door in flight.

The hypothesis of this site is that one common mechanical
malfunction caused all four crashes, the malfunctioning cargo
door. That's why this is called the cargo door website.
Mr. Phillips, there is a theory which explains the streak, the radar
anomaly, the missing bodies, the fodded engines and the fireball
of TWA
800; it is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Documentation is on web site www.corazon.com. I invite your
perusal to
extract a story from the data and conclusions. John Barry Smith
Post Staffer Wins Aviation Writing Award

Tuesday, December 3 1996; Page C06
The Washington Post
Washington Post staff writer Don Phillips has won
the Flight Safety Foundation's Cecil A. Brownlow Publication
Award for his
reporting on airline safety.
The award was announced last month at a meeting of
the Flight Safety Foundation, the International Federation of
Airworthiness and
the International Air Transport Association.
The foundation, a nonprofit organization that
promotes aviation safety, said Phillips "has consistently written
in-depth and balanced
articles that have set the standard for fairness,
accuracy and objectivity in aviation reporting."

According to the foundation, Phillips "demonstrated
that media coverage of aviation accidents need not be driven by
presumption and
speculation. It singled out his coverage of two highprofile airline disasters, the May 11 crash of ValuJet Flight 592
and the TWA Flight
800 disaster in July.
© Copyright 1996 The Washington
Post Company
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: January 6, 1997 12:17:23 PM PST
To: phillipsd@washpost.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus
fire

Dear Mr. Phillips, please consider the following...

Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.

Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.

Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet

engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.

Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.

Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a

bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match

UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.

2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: January 6, 1997 12:17:07 PM PST
To: kovaleskis@washpost.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus
fire

Dear Mr. Serge Kovaleski, please consider the following...

Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?

There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.

Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front

of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.

Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo

door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be

examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and

pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.

Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: January 6, 1997 8:31:16 AM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Doors doors doors

TURBULENCE, OPEN DOOR SUSPECTED IN SOCAL
AZTEC CRASH: All four aboard a
Piper Aztec died when it crashed near Lucerne Valley in the San
Bernardino Mountains northeast of Los Angeles while on a flight
from Las
Vegas to Santa Ana. The pilot reported encountering severe
turbulence
while VFR on top at 8,500 feet MSL, and subsequently reported
that her
door had come open and she was diverting to Apple Valley
airport. A
witness reported seeing the aircraft suddenly roll inverted at
about 500
feet AGL and impact the ground, exploding into a towering red
fireball.
TWA TO CUT LOSSES AT JFK, PARK ITS 747 AND L-1011
FLEET
After losing some $131 million last year at New York's JFK Int'l
Airport, Trans World Airlines is reducing the size of its operation
there. The carrier also plans to ground its Boeing 747s and
Lockheed L1011s.

``saw the captain's head and arm protruding from her window;
she asked them to `get the door open,'''
And then she burnt to death.
Beechcraft has had door problems forever, Boeing pressurization
problems. Corporate memory. I took off once in a Beech Baron
and door popped, very scary, landed safely. Two months later
same plane took off, stalled, crashed, killed two and I still
believe door was factor. Beech doors and Boeing pressurization.
Apparently Piper too has problem with doors. And 747s are
being grounded, not byFAA but by passengers who will not fly in
them.
Rollig Stones "Flight 505" is good song for TWA 800, 'he put the
plane down in the sea, that was the end of Flight number five o
five.'
Barry.
WBAI, wobbley broken aircraft investigation. WBAI.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: January 6, 1997 11:04:03 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: NTSB: Label Plane *Doors* Better

http://www.newsday.com/ap/rnmpwh01.htm
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<p>
By LAURA MECKLER Associated Press Writer<p>
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Investigators studying a deadly
collision made worse because rescuers could not open an
airplane door recommended Friday that clear signs be
immediately posted explaining how to open the doors.<p>
The National Transportation Safety Board, investigating
the Nov. 19 crash in Quincy, Ill., recommended that the Federal
Aviation Administration issue an urgent order to all operators of
Beechcraft 1900 planes.<p>
In Quincy, a United Express plane -- one of about 265
Beech 1900s operated by U.S. carriers -- had just landed when it
collided with a small private plane about to take off. The 12
people aboard the United Express plane and the two on the
private plane were killed.<p>
Three pilots arrived on the scene as parts of both aircraft
were already engulfed in flames, the NTSB said.<p>
Approaching the United Express plane, the rescuers ``saw
the captain's head and arm protruding from her window; she
asked them to `get the door open,''' the board said in a letter
Friday to the FAA.<p>
They tried but failed to open the door, the board said.<p>
To unlock the door from the outside, one must push a
release button while simultaneously turning the handle down.
But the posted directions were not clearly visible and did not
give a good explanation, the NTSB said.<p>
``Clear, concise and complete instructions for opening exits
are critical for rescuers after accidents involving airplanes that

have external handles within the reach of people on the ground,''
the NTSB letter said.<p>
Many airports do not have their own rescue services, it
said, and people without airport crash training might have to
respond to a crash.<p>
The board noted that the ongoing investigation into the
Quincy crash has not determined why the rescuers could not
open the door. But it concluded that the instructions were not
``conspicuous, easily understood or complete.''<p>
``This deficiency should be immediately addressed,'' it
said.<p>
AP-NY-01-03-97 2136EST<p>
<p>
<p>
<p><font size=-1>Copyright 1996 Associated Press. All rights
reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten, or redistributed.</font><p> <center><A HREF="../
homepage.htm">Home</a> | <A HREF="#top">Top of Page</
a></center></TD></TR>
</TABLE> <p><H6>01/03</H6></#WH_BOD></html>

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: January 5, 1997 12:56:34 PM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: standing by

Dunno if my earlier post of this got through my ISP...
Barry,
Sounds good. I'm also proud of our year. Call you next week!
To a better '97...

Robert
Robert, right, the 'sounds good' post did not get through, but the
second one, 'dunno', did. And by including first with the second,
the 'dunno' and 'sounds good' did get through. Too weird, playing
with words? Can't help it. It's communication with new fangled
email. I have a BA in Communicative Disorders, whatever that
is. What I need is a BA in Communicative Order.
Standing by for phone call for Wed PM. Barry
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 30, 1996 6:43:57 PM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Six month review.

Robert, I request a six month review to talk with you and your
audience for at least fifteen minutes. I have a tightly organized
presentation.
TWA 800 is still hot news and will not fade until after the report
comes out in a year. The mystery is still there to be solved
officially. You were one of the first.
Date: Wed, 31 Jul 1996 18:09:21 -0700
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Organization: WBAI
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TW800 Cargo Door Discovered
X-URL: http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
Status:
I have read your 747/cargo door page. What is your assessment
as of
today, regarding the reported discovery of a cargo door in

TW800?
Robert Knight
Host & Producer
"Earthwatch"
WBAI/NYC
Robert you get credit, 31 July is very early after crash, and you
saw answer, and I ask you today, Sir, have we not held consistent
these past dark months, have we not predicted each
developoment, and does not the cargo door theory hold as true
now as it did then?
Yes, yes, yes.
Let us have a review six months after crash. A briefing on why it
is the door, then how did door open, and how to get doors fixed.
And of course the political implications, your specialty.
408 659 3552 is my phone number and let us pride ourselves for
conducting phone interviews very professionally.
A bit of worry, I still say, and I could be wrong, that there is no
conspiracy and will argue against a conspiracy. If you believe the
otherwise, fine, or if believe a bomb did a plane in, fine, all I'm
saying is the NTSB has a worthy line of investigation into a
reasonable mechanical cause of the crash of TWA 800 as doors
are coming off and causing crashes.
And, I'm trying to save the 747. Airlines are grounding them.
People will not fly in planes that might explode is they scuff their
feet on the carpet but will fly in a plane that got fixed. So, static
electriciy destroys 747 line while cargo door keeps it going.
Ciao,
Barry.
One more thought...The sexual explanation of the crash is sought
by the men. So it is pressurized hull/egg going along and
ruptures/fertilizes, why. Men think sperm and missile, or anal
and bomb.

The crash is female, it is a door opening when it shouldn't and
leaving the inside vulnerable. The wind force/destructive force/
sperm enters without consent and destroys/changes/fertilizes the
egg forever.
Egg gives consent to be entered on ground and everything is
smooth. But up there, hmmm. So the men investigators can not
see female type of accident.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 30, 1996 8:40:46 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: save the 747

Mike, people will not fly on airplanes that my explode if they
scuff their feet on the carpet. They will fly in planes that have a
mechanical problem like a faulty door that gets fixed. Doors
come open in flight? Well, only on Aztecs, not 747s, that would
be too weird.
Cargo door theory still there waiting to be examined and
reported. John Barry Smith
(Cargo door saves 747, static electricity dooms it.)

TURBULENCE, OPEN DOOR SUSPECTED IN SOCAL
AZTEC CRASH: All four aboard a
Piper Aztec died when it crashed near Lucerne Valley in the San
Bernardino Mountains northeast of Los Angeles while on a flight
from Las
Vegas to Santa Ana. The pilot reported encountering severe
turbulence
while VFR on top at 8,500 feet MSL, and subsequently reported
that her

door had come open and she was diverting to Apple Valley
airport. A
witness reported seeing the aircraft suddenly roll inverted at
about 500
feet AGL and impact the ground, exploding into a towering red
fireball.
TWA TO CUT LOSSES AT JFK, PARK ITS 747 AND L-1011
FLEET
After losing some $131 million last year at New York's JFK Int'l
Airport, Trans World Airlines is reducing the size of its operation
there. The carrier also plans to ground its Boeing 747s and
Lockheed L1011s.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 23, 1996 8:02:56 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: You keep on talking about a "mechanical failure of
some kind" , like, uh, what?

In the article below you keep mentioning a mechanical failure of
some kind brought down TWA 800, well, that could mean a
mechanical failure of the forward cargo door opening in flight, as
it has done before, killing passengers.
So why do you keep on mentioning " mechanical failure of some
kind" without doing a story on it? Or describe it? Or investigate
it. It, a mechanical failure of some kind, reminds me of breast
cancer stories on TV. The headline is breast cancer and the
picture is of a woman's topless back. Excuse, me, for back pain
medication commercials shall they show a woman's topless front.
Unclear of the concept of showing what you are talking about.
You are talking about " mechanical failure of some
kind" Talk about it, show it. Come on Mike. Confront the
"mechanical failure of some

kind" John Barry Smith
TWA 800: SEARCHERS HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS, FBI
MIFFED AT NTSB
Dredging continued until last week, when rough seas lousy
weather
prompted the NTSB to suspend recovery operations for the
holidays a few
days earlier than planned. Meantime, the FBI is reportedly
miffed about
last week's urgent recommendations for changes to 747s by the
NTSB-because it seemed to bring the Board to the brink of a conclusion
that
the G-men aren't ready to concede: that a mechanical failure of
some
kind brought down TWA 800.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 22, 1996 8:18:53 AM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: made my case/open minded

Barry: The problem is that you haven't made the case.
What case? The case that forward cargo doors on 747s are
opening in flight and causing fatal crashes? Well, me and my
staff of 500 and budget of 38 million dollars are right on it, and
will issue a report any day now making the case.
The case that a worthy line of investigation for the NTSB crash
team for TWA 800 is to rule in or rule out the forward cargo door
as the crash initial event is made my my staff of .5, me, and my
budget of 75$.
Budget blown yesterday on four models of Boeing 747 that I can
put ink marks on fuselages to show inflight damage from debris.

My research shows the right side is the more damaged side, and
the damage locations on wings, tail and fuselage are the same.
Pictures are persuasive so I bought the models, do the ink, take
the pictures, scan the photos, convert, upload, and web site will
have it.
Made my case...David, you called me, you were excited about
something you read, you saw truth in that single sheet of paper
someone sent you, and it wasn't me. I would not use crash
variables as the most persuasive single piece of paper. Crash
variables was really just notes to me. What was on that sheet that
persuaded you to call me? The fact that four crashes have
uncanny similarities that would be explained by one common
cause? Well, all bombs, or all center tank fires, or all cargo doors
and cargo door is the one for sure, certain, no arguing, cause for
one of the four in the pattern. The others are tenuous. Static
electricity, give me a break, are they clutching at straws or what,
at least a straw has substance.
The very message that I'm responding to is
symptomatic of the problem -- long and rambling.
What rambling message? The funny punny bunk from a punk in
a funk? And the most inspirational battle rally speech in
literature, the Henry V Into the breach speech? Not rambling,
well organized, each cargo door point matches pun of ..unk.
Long? all on one page at 12 point font size.
And I'm not one of your writers, I am a discoverer of a great
truth, doors pop in airplanes and they crash. So a discoverer is
non persusasive? So what? If it were gold I discovered I would
keep it a secret not try to get public awareness of a danger than
can be prevented by being fixed. A mechanical problem, a
solveable problem, a fixable problem.
You can't tell a
busy working journalist (in my case I have ten newsletters to
manage)

that if I'll just read 1,000 pages of material on some web site
then I
shall be enlightened.
Well, people who tell me how busy they are, are telling me how
inefficient they are. Really busy people never tell you how busy
they are, they are too busy.
Is 1000 pages too much, too little, just right? If you were my
editor, your comments would make sense to a writer. I am a
discoverer and the many pages are my research. They are
footnotes that the reader can link to immediately instead of going
to the library, looking up the reference in the footnote and finding
the page and seeing the original source. With me, it's click, bang,
there, on the official report page. That is high tech, that is the
internet.
Is/are your ten newsletters online? Do you still send them out by
snail mail? Are they old by the time they arrive?
What is your obligation as an air safety related newsletter? Are
you safety first or selling newsletters first? Don't want to scare
the readers or infuriate manufacturer with weird, hard to believe
story about dangerous 747s flying without government sanction?
Or calls it as you sees it and let the chips fall where they may?
Do you need someone else to say it's OK to write about cargo
doors opening in flight? Like the NTSB, or 60 minutess, but not
some wacky guy on the net with a web site.
Well, if safety first is your principle, then the facts speak for
themselves. Care not for the messenger, check out the message.
The message is balloons pop, pressurized hulls rupture. The
confirmation is the evidence, the research, the experience,
hindsight, and curiosity.
And it takes only one page, your page, the crash variable page,
to make the case that a worthy line of investigation for the
current NTSB investigation team is to rule in or rule out the
reasonable mechanical cause of an inadvertently opened forward

cargo door.
Which tore up and away in the slipstream exposing a huge nine
foot by 15 foot gash into which the 300 knot wind entered and
tore off nose. The door and skin falling away was reflected in the
evening light and seen as streak. The door and attached skin was
picked up by radar and reported as anomaly. The rest of wing and
fuselage fell and disintegrated into fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which ignited into fireball. The wreckage fell into similar
patterns as other crashes. The CVR picked up sound of
decompression which matched DC 10 decompression sound. The
FDR was abruptly shut off when nose of plane separates and
severs all connections in the main equipment bay just forward of
the cargo hold.
Well, David, it's all there, it's the evidence, it's the facts, it the
ordinary explanation, cargo door.
Not the exciting story I would have invented, but then I just
discovered it, not invented it.
Cargo door theory. There is no larger story in aviation than the
747 crash cause. Billions of dollars will be shifted, huge mergers
will be in doubt, economies of several states are at risk, and of
course, as I type, another door can pop and another 300
passengers can die terrible deaths.
I remain
open-minded. David
Me too, Barry
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 22, 1996 7:40:05 AM PST
To: baco-new@seatimes.com
Subject: Cargo door story

Byron, the power is in the listening. I woke up this morning and
as usual reviewed the cargo door theory from the point of view

of I'm wrong. I had to go through all the evidence again to come
to the conclusion that doors are opening and planes are crashing.
I also realized, in reviewing how to get theory confirmed, that
you may be surreptitiously writing a story on the cargo doors.
Only you of all the reporters have the background in 747s,
Boeing, airplane structural problems, and the knowledge of
government bureaucracy to come to the independent conclusion
that in fact forward cargo doors have opened in flight on 747s
and caused the crashes. We both don't know what caused the
doors to open.
The other reporters don't have depth, they have fleeting interest
in sensational story and when rebuffed by officials go elsewhere.
You have staying power.
When I re-read your articles from the Seattle Times archive I
realize you are one of the few I've talked to that knows more
about the 747 and Boeing than I do. Even the safety officers of
Boeing, John Hamilton, and Steve Lund of McDonnell Douglas
lack knowledge of former events such as the DC-10 crashes or
the AI 182 747 crash. None know details about the El Al or the
China number three engine falling off crashes. (It had to be, that
pesky number three.)
If you are not doing a story on cargo door crashes, you should
be. And use me, I can be a research assistant. I was a reporter for
the Carmel Valley Sun, a weekly local newspaper. I did
interviews and sold ads and did paste ups. I also published
several newsletters from my desktop publishing business. I know
how to write.
There is no larger story than the 747 crashes in aviation. A
billion dollar merger will be in trouble. The economies of several
states will be in jeopardy. The hazard exists as I type and another
350 people can die any minute when another door pops.
As you parse out the theory, contact me with any hurdles you
meet. I may have overcome them already, such as no bomb on

103, nose cut off fast, ignition source for fireball, streak and
radar anomaly explained, and sudden loud sound defined. John
Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 19, 1996 9:15:43 PM PST
To: baco-new@seatimes.com
Subject: Fuse pins/cargo door/senator/WCBS

Byron, everything you wrote months ago is consistent with cargo
door opening up in flight. The damaged engine referred to below
in 9 Aug story is of course number 3.
Also, it is statistically probable that since it was engine number
3s that came off El Al and China 747 (and then taking number 4
with it) that it was the cargo door opening a little allowing
baggage fod to ingest into 3. It is very unlikely that corroded fuse
pins just happen to miss the following combinations of random
fuse pins coming loose: engine 1 on El Al and engine 1 of China;
or El Al 1 and China 2, or 1 and 3, or 1 and 4, or 2 and 1, or 2
and 2, or 3 or 2 and 4, or 3 and 1, or 3 and 2 or big one 3 and 3,
or 3 and 4, or 4 and 1 or 4 and 2 or 4 and 3 or 4 and 4.
Of sixteen possible combinations of random fuse pins coming
loose, fifteen would be normal. To have the only high chancesagainst being the one that fits the cargo door fod theory, is 3 and
3. And it is that pesky number 3. Incredible! Too improbable
statistically to be coincidence. It's not pins coming loose first, it's
door opens, fods engine number 3, which vibrates loose taking 4
with it. Plane has trouble flying with just 1 and 2, and crashes.
Blaming the fuse pins is like blaming a center tank fire for TWA
800, yes the fuse pins failed, yes there was a fire, but after door
opened, fodded engines.
Here's some political news:
Mime-Version: 1.0

Date: Thu, 19 Dec 1996 09:53:05 -0500
From: Julie Swingle <Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov>
Subject: Boeing 747 Information
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns
regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris
Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded
the
material you sent to the Commerce, Science and
Transportation
Committee for their review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have
the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
Now that Boeing is merging with MD, California is involved
with Long Beach plant.
WCBS of New York ran segment interview with me on cargo

doors, here reporter's giving me followup.:
From: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 21:46:13 -0500
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: door follow
first, story well received in newsroom, so well, it ran every hour
from 6 in
the ayem thru the 1 o'clock hour. within story, i aired you and
the
following: bounced your theory off ira furman (sp) frmr ntsb
chief
investigator. 1. agrees the better door is a "plug" in which door's
bigger
than airframe, but conceeds economics and "baggage handling"
dictate door to
open out and up and out of the way. 2. disagrees with theory in
that
decapitation would be so quick, says depressurization would
provide more on
tapes. 3. says fueltank blow would be up and not visible from
ground and he
believes was initiating event. went to aerospace engineer c
william kauffman
at university of michigan. he agrees with speed of separation not
being
consistant with door blowing out. but offered source info from
dc that
investigators have discovered differences between 800 and 103
tape,,,says
they are not the same...conceeds diff cud be hi freq due to bomb,
low freq
due to door blow. but couldn't offer details on what spec anal

showed. also
offered mis-fueling in athens with higher grade, possibly
contributing to
more volitile blow if center fuel tank indeed the prob...but
DOUBTS STATIC
WAS IGNITER. says that's the joke in forensics: when you
don't know, blame
static elec 'cause it can't be proved or disproved...he calls static
elec
theory a non starter (so to speak). yeah, this a good place to get
me. thx
again for yer help.
Byron, cargo door story lives, don't miss it.
John Barry Smith
Aug 9, 1996
Mechanical failure eyed in crash
Investigators of TWA jet explosion look more closely at
possibility of massive structural problems, fuel leak
by Byron Acohido
Seattle Times aerospace reporter
More than three weeks after the crash of TWA Flight 800 off
the coast of Long Island, investigators continue to search for
elusive
bomb residue. But they have also begun to more strongly
consider mechanical failure as a possible cause of the mid-air
explosion of the
Boeing 747-100 on July 17.
Robert Francis, the National Transportation and Safety Board

vice chairman leading the inquiry, has said investigators are
looking into
every possible scenario for what caused the crash of Flight 800,
in which all 230 on board were killed. But he has refrained from
discussing specific theories under consideration by the NTSB
and FBI agents on Long Island.
Investigators hope wreckage retrieved in the next few days including the jet's four Pratt & Whitney JT9D engines, one of
which has yet
to be located - will provide the breakthrough they need to focus
on a bomb or mechanical failure. In the meantime, they are
concentrating on reconstructing the center fuselage section,
where the wings are joined to the aircraft's body.
The leading theories under consideration by aviation experts
and independent crash investigators range from a large or
precisely
placed explosive device to massive structural failure of the
engines or fuselage, perhaps linked to an initial fire fed by
leaking fuel. Each
theory has its strengths and weaknesses.
Based on numerous eyewitness accounts, radar data, transcripts
from the jet's cockpit and flight data recorders, and preliminary
examination of about a third of the wreckage, investigators
have established the following:
Flight 800 was 11 1/2 minutes out of John F. Kennedy
International Airport, cruising at 13,700 feet and about to resume
climbing, when its
cockpit recording ended with a brief, split-second, loud noise.
Radar data indicate the aircraft flew another 24 seconds, during

which the
front section may have broken away, before disintegrating in a
fireball reported by several pilots flying in the vicinity and
witnesses on
Long Island.
The aft portion of the fuselage, wings and tail section came to
rest 10 miles off Long Island on an ocean shelf 120 feet deep.
The cockpit
and forward fuselage were found 1 1/2 miles closer to the
airport, while part of the forward cargo door and luggage were
two miles closer
to the airport.
The two outboard engines were quickly located, largely intact,
near the main wreckage field, along with one substantially
damaged
inboard engine, but the other inboard engine hasn't been found.
The cockpit was located and raised last Saturday, a 1-ton ball
of wire and metal entangled with a large metal beam from
another section
of the aircraft. The body of the co-pilot Ralph Kevorkian, was
found still strapped into his seat.
Then, on Wednesday, a 75-foot section of the right wing was
raised from the main wreckage field. The engines were missing,
but all eight
engine-attachment pins, called fuse pins, were in place.
The wing showed fire damage in the area nearest the fuselage.
The right wingtip had been recovered floating immediately after
the

crash.
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: December 19, 1996 5:53:21 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: The game's afoot!

Barry: The problem is that you haven't made the case. You
can't tell a
busy working journalist (in my case I have ten newsletters to
manage)
that if I'll just read 1,000 pages of material on some web site
then I
shall be enlightened. The very message that I'm responding to
is
symptomatic of the problem -- long and rambling. The burden
is on guys
like you to make your case succinctly, without emotion, and
with
relevant, credible documentation. I haven't seen that yet. I
remain
open-minded. David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: The game's afoot!
Author: barry@corazon.com at INTERNETB
Date: 12/18/96 4:04 PM

Dear Mr. Evans,

Robert Knight, WBAI host, rknight@escape.com
Lou Miliano WCBS reporter, RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Michael D. Busch, AVweb Editor in Chief, mbusch@avweb.com
Byron Acohido, Seattle Times, editor, baco-new@seatimes.com
Nick Fielding, reporter, msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Royal Barnard, Publisher, The Mountain Times,
RBarn64850@AOL.Com
David Evans, managing editor, Aviation Group,
devans@phillips.com
Karl Swartz, moderator, sci.aeronautics.airliners,
kls@chicago.com
Dear Messengers;
Wednesday, 18 December,
1996
Each of you has expressed initial interest in the cargo door
theory for
the crashes of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. Most of
the
conversations were mild curiosity, lukewarm, or high
enthusiasm.
Then nothing. Why?
1. Editor killed story.
2.Too much effort to research.
3. Better stories to do.
4. Story is bunkem.
I'm interested in choice four. Cargo door theory as bunk.
If so, please tell me why you think so. I'm not affiliated with any
outfit, just a lone wiseguy. Cargo door theory is bunk from a
punk.
My credential which overrides others is that I am talking about a
night

jet flaming fatal crash and I have been in a night jet flaming fatal
crash,
long ago. Back then I was 23 years old, tall and strong. Cargo
door theory
is bunk from a former hunk.
It's depressing to explain cargo door theory to interested persons
who
say they will do something about it and then do nothing. Cargo
door theory
is bunk from a punk in a funk.
I get flames all the time from emailers who read the web site and
call it
ludicrous and tell me I should go away. Cargo door theory is
bunk from punk
in a funk who should be a monk.
I re-read the cargo door web site, www.corazon.com, and review
the
similarities and consider, did the cargo door cause the accidents?
To me,
it's a slam dunk.
If the cargo door theory is not confirmed before the final NTSB
accident
report of TWA 800 is released, chances to get cargo door theory
properly
discussed are nil. Cargo door theory is sunk.
So I continue to email, to ink jet print on paper, laser print letters,
scan documents, and clean my mouse ball of gunk.
But one thing I will never admit; the cargo door theory as junk.
So I ask you, fellow messengers, to reconsider the evidence, the
observations of witnesses, and basic laws of science to come to
the
conclusion that the cargo door theory is worthy of discussion in
your

medium: weekly and daily newspapers, ezine, newsgroup, and
radio. I will
continue in my medium, internet.
I full well understand the resistance you will meet when
presenting this
earthshaking idea of door popping when it shouldn't. You will be
made fun
of, rejected, pushed away, scorned, jeered, and ignored. Well...
"Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Or close the wall up with our English dead!
In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility;
But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, conjure up the blood,
Disguise fair nature with hard-favored rage;
Then lend the eye a terrible aspect:
Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide,
Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit to his full height!
Dishonor not your mothers; now attest
That those whom you called fathers did beget you!
Be copy now to men of grosser blood
And teach them how to war!
Let us swear that you are worth your breeding,
Which I doubt not,
For there is none of you so mean and base
That hath not noble luster in your eyes.
I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,
Straining upon the start. The game's afoot!
Follow your spirit; and upon this charge,
Cry, "God for Harry, England and Saint George!""

Everyone is entitled to their own opinion.
No one is entitled to their own facts.
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 9:34:30 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: Good work

The power of the press, you got through to people. I had long
talk with a McDonnell Douglas safety person, Steve Lund. Since
the merger news, anything that affects Boeing, affects him. MD
does not throw off cargo door lightly as others do, the DC 10 has
led them to this merger today, 22 years after their cargo door
disaster. He explained to me the tremendous internal forces on
the door based on normal pressurization. The 747 door is much
larger than the DC-10 door which blew from the huge forces and
improper latching. If you want to know about the potential for
disaster from a cargo door ask the man who has suffered, he's at
1310 593 8363.
disagrees with theory in that
decapitation would be so quick, says depressurization would
provide more on

tapes.
Not true when nose separates and cuts power, tape ends too. Why
are people willing to accept a small hole from bomb to cut nose
off but not nine foot by 15 foot hole with 300 knot wind blowing
into it separating nose? 300 knots is 10 times the most powerful
wind on earth, a force 5 hurricane that blows apart boarded up
buildings. It can easily cut off a weakened nose of partially cut
off nose.
between 800 and 103 tape,,,says
they are not the same.
Well, they are both described as sudden short loud sound which
does not match a bomb. How different can a sudden short loud
sound be from another sudden short loud sound? Of course they
are not identical, 800 decompressed at 13700 feet, small pop; and
103 at 31000 feet, big pop.
The essential question to ask is the big picture: The distinct
crash similarities of aircraft type, radar returns, wreckage plot,
sudden short loud sound, abrupt power cut, fodded engines,
inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off noses, and start place of
damage qualify three aircraft into one class from which the
deduction may be made that one unifying cause had the same
effects. Another accident with the same similarities except for a
torn off nose and less wreckage may also be included in that
class. The unifying cause for all four accidents is the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door inflight.
The investigators are only looking at TWA 800 and ignoring the
matching pattern above. The four planes are in the same class
and all are center tank explosion or all cargo door or all bombs.
Also, Lou, this center tank fire as initial event is contrary to
sequence as you described based on eyewitnesses and wreckage
plot. First the nose came off and then later the fireball. I'll
enclose below my evaluation of center tank fire versus cargo
door for best fit of evidence.

I resist the temptation to go on and on but I am not refuted by
facts so far, only feelings. And those feelings are contrary to
common sense, big wind blows in big hole and blows it apart,
and four planes have so many bad things in common, one thing
started it.
gesmith@ee.net is Gordon Smith, an experienced 747 examiner.
He would be glad to answer many questions you might have
about 747 structures.
John Hamilton is the Boeing Safety person who will swear up
and down the doors are OK. He's at 206 237 8408
The consequences of the door coming off of UAL 811 match the
consequences of the mystery event of TWA 800 and others. That
is indisputable by reviewing the reports. The destructive force is
not the decompression but the 300 knot wind, humans
underestimate nature again.
Thanks for spot, if the mystery were obvious and easy to solve,
it would have been done months ago, nay, years ago. John Barry
Smith
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.

Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank

exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.

Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft wreckage.
Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into tight wreckage
pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a larger wreckage
trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away and allowed
300 knot wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose
which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest of aircraft fell and
disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.

Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion would
cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away
and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side which tore
off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo

door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft wreckage.
Center tank explosion and cargo door would both cause nose
wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage. Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800

to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight fuel
tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or

far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar anomaly
is to take several two car garage doors painted silver and white
and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as it can at
13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July 17th
near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole

can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Contents
barry@corazon.com
From: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Date: December 18, 1996 6:46:13 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: door follow

first, story well received in newsroom, so well, it ran every hour
from 6 in
the ayem thru the 1 o'clock hour. within story, i aired you and
the
following: bounced your theory off ira furman (sp) frmr ntsb
chief

investigator. 1. agrees the better door is a "plug" in which door's
bigger
than airframe, but conceeds economics and "baggage handling"
dictate door to
open out and up and out of the way. 2. disagrees with theory in
that
decapitation would be so quick, says depressurization would
provide more on
tapes. 3. says fueltank blow would be up and not visible from
ground and he
believes was initiating event. went to aerospace engineer c
william kauffman
at university of michigan. he agrees with speed of separation not
being
consistant with door blowing out. but offered source info from
dc that
investigators have discovered differences between 800 and 103
tape,,,says
they are not the same...conceeds diff cud be hi freq due to bomb,
low freq
due to door blow. but couldn't offer details on what spec anal
showed. also
offered mis-fueling in athens with higher grade, possibly
contributing to
more volitile blow if center fuel tank indeed the prob...but
DOUBTS STATIC
WAS IGNITER. says that's the joke in forensics: when you
don't know, blame
static elec 'cause it can't be proved or disproved...he calls static
elec
theory a non starter (so to speak). yeah, this a good place to get
me. thx
again for yer help.

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 4:05:00 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: The game's afoot!

Dear Mr. Evans,
Robert Knight, WBAI host, rknight@escape.com
Lou Miliano WCBS reporter, RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Michael D. Busch, AVweb Editor in Chief, mbusch@avweb.com
Byron Acohido, Seattle Times, editor, baco-new@seatimes.com
Nick Fielding, reporter, msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Royal Barnard, Publisher, The Mountain Times,
RBarn64850@AOL.Com
David Evans, managing editor, Aviation Group,
devans@phillips.com
Karl Swartz, moderator, sci.aeronautics.airliners,
kls@chicago.com
Dear Messengers;
Wednesday, 18 December, 1996
Each of you has expressed initial interest in the cargo door
theory for the crashes of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. Most of the conversations were mild curiosity, lukewarm, or
high enthusiasm.
Then nothing. Why?
1. Editor killed story.
2.Too much effort to research.
3. Better stories to do.
4. Story is bunkem.

I'm interested in choice four. Cargo door theory as bunk.
If so, please tell me why you think so. I'm not affiliated with any
outfit, just a lone wiseguy. Cargo door theory is bunk from a
punk.
My credential which overrides others is that I am talking about a
night jet flaming fatal crash and I have been in a night jet flaming
fatal crash, long ago. Back then I was 23 years old, tall and
strong. Cargo door theory is bunk from a former hunk.
It's depressing to explain cargo door theory to interested persons
who say they will do something about it and then do nothing.
Cargo door theory is bunk from a punk in a funk.
I get flames all the time from emailers who read the web site and
call it ludicrous and tell me I should go away. Cargo door theory
is bunk from punk in a funk who should be a monk.
I re-read the cargo door web site, www.corazon.com, and review
the similarities and consider, did the cargo door cause the
accidents? To me, it's a slam dunk.
If the cargo door theory is not confirmed before the final NTSB
accident report of TWA 800 is released, chances to get cargo
door theory properly discussed are nil. Cargo door theory is
sunk.
So I continue to email, to ink jet print on paper, laser print letters,
scan documents, and clean my mouse ball of gunk.
But one thing I will never admit; the cargo door theory as junk.
So I ask you, fellow messengers, to reconsider the evidence, the
observations of witnesses, and basic laws of science to come to
the conclusion that the cargo door theory is worthy of discussion
in your medium: weekly and daily newspapers, ezine,
newsgroup, and radio. I will continue in my medium, internet.
I full well understand the resistance you will meet when
presenting this earthshaking idea of door popping when it
shouldn't. You will be made fun of, rejected, pushed away,
scorned, jeered, and ignored. Well...

"Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Or close the wall up with our English dead!
In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility;
But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, conjure up the blood,
Disguise fair nature with hard-favored rage;
Then lend the eye a terrible aspect:
Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide,
Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit to his full height!
Dishonor not your mothers; now attest
That those whom you called fathers did beget you!
Be copy now to men of grosser blood
And teach them how to war!
Let us swear that you are worth your breeding,
Which I doubt not,
For there is none of you so mean and base
That hath not noble luster in your eyes.
I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,
Straining upon the start. The game's afoot!
Follow your spirit; and upon this charge,
Cry, "God for Harry, England and Saint George!""

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:57:19 AM PST
To: plugin@newsday.com
Subject: Understanding

Plugged in webmaster: Please forward to Matthew Cox.
Ah, Mr. Cox, I now know why you are reluctant to check out
cargo door theory for Pan Am 103 and TWA 800. It would
undermine your efforts on your book. Well, Pan Am 103 was
cargo door, not bomb. www.corazon.com
Bomb is easily debunked especially now that traces of residue
are discounted.
The problem of TWA 800 is so many investigators and reporters
have interest in seeing bomb because it matches 103, more
interesting, and a cargo door would ruin careers of men who said
bomb for 103 and would now be shown to be wrong. NTSB
assisted in bomb theory for 103. You wrote book about it. So, a
quiet agreement is made, leave 103 alone, leave cargo door
alone, keep on looking for bomb and we'll all be in demand
again.
Jessica Kowal did a number on me with the wacky guys on the
net story. This is how twisted the world is today, a man who has
simple mechanical explanation for an event with hard evidence
documentation is thought weird by the majority who insist on
secret meeting by men with secret bombs. John Barry Smith
"Their Darkest Day" (it happened on the shortest day of the
year). It is by Matthew Cox and Tom Foster.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:57:03 AM PST
To: dgreen@carmelnet.com
Subject: News

barry,
thanks for your note...
we're taking care of it now...
sorry about any inconvenience..
Sorry about the not so polite email I sent. Email lets one send

info while the blood of frustration is still boiling.
Well, the reason I originally sent the email was to invite KSBW
news to check out the cargo door website that I have built up. It
details the cause of the crashes of four Boeing 747s over a period
of eleven years. Yeah, right into weirdo territory. So I've
documented it with government reports. Still in weirdo territory,
I know. So how does any discovered truth get accepted? Got me.
But I've got the discovered truth and it's there to see on http://
www.corazon.com.
I had intended Jim Vanders... to check out the truth of the matter
since he's a pilot but it's plain to see by anyone.
Another angle is that this is the kind of website that inidivuals
are putting together, 50 megs of data and about 500 pages if
printed out on regular sheets of paper. It is quite extensive with
links throughout yet not fancy.
I invite your attention to the site and will certainly do interviews
discussing the style of the site using Pagemill, Mac, Redshift, etc
or the content which is a mechanical problem bringing down
TWA 800, Pan Am 103, and Air India 182, with photos and
documentation and no damn conspiracies. And I'm a local boy.
Please refer this idea to the appropriate people.
659 3552 Carmel Valley, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:54:06 AM PST
To: mattwald@nytimes.com

Mr. Wald, the cause for the crash of TWA 800 was a mechanical
problem,
the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door, just as UAL
811.
Theory is supported by extensive documentation on web site at
htt://www.corazon.com

I invite you to visit, peruse, and email me with any comments or
rebuttal.
Really, the cause is simple, it has happened before and it has
happened now, and will happen again, the inadvertent opening of
the
forward cargo door leaving similar clues on CVR, FDR, FOD,
and more.
Here's the hurdle, have you seen the picture of UAL 811 with
the hole
in the side? It's on the web site. Imagine a wind twice that found
anywhere on earth and blow it into an older 747 who has a
weakened nose
and a nine foot by 15 foot gaping hole. Can you see where the
nose would
tear off in an instant?
John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:50:46 AM PST
To: kovaleskis@washpost.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus
fire

Dear Mr. Serge Kovaleski, please consider the following...
Friday, 15 November, 1996
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.

What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white

fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.

Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.

Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to

be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude

of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.

5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:

1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:50:31 AM PST
To: phillipsd@washpost.com

Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus
fire

Dear Mr. Phillips, please consider the following...
Friday, 15 November, 1996
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in

front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.

Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a

larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo

door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is

traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747

in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing

into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud

sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:49:24 AM PST
To: edit@georgemag.com
Subject: I'm in story, do more

Attention John Kennedy, co-founder and Jim Lewis, writer,
"When the Nation is Clueless."
My theory is mentioned in the story on page 129 of the Clueless
story of the December 1996 Issue, "That one of the cargo doors
blew off, as the result of a structural flaw that Boeing, the
manufacturer of the plane, knew about but had never corrected."
The cargo door theory is mine alone and supported by extensive
research and documentation on cargo door web site
www.corazon.com. Would you please have one of your
researchers go there and evaluate the site for validity? There is a
story there, and here's why.
The cargo door is the culprit. It is not because Boeing is
covering up anything but that the door popped when it shouldn't.
There is no conspiracy, no cover up, no plot to hide the cargo
door cause of the crash of TWA 800. The cargo door theory is the

one that makes sense, is ordinary, is supported by all the
evidence, has happened before, and will happen again. The
forward cargo door has been defective in the past and has four
Airworthiness Directives against it to prevent the inadvertent
opening of the door in flight. But it did open on TWA 800,
tearing away taking fuselage skin with it, exposing large nine
foot by fifteen foot hole in right side into which the 300 knot
slipstream entered and tore off nose leading to disintegration and
fireball. The resulting evidence of CVR, FDR, FOD and other
evidence all match the confirmed cargo door accident of UAL
811 years before.
The article is of the "Wacky guys on the net," category. Well,
that's fine. The story was done by Newsday a few months ago,
naming me, and that's probably were Jim Lewis picked up the
cargo door idea. Doesn't the cargo door theory stick out as odd
when lumped with meteor, missiles, bombs, UFOs? A door is
real, it can be touched, smelled, and examined. Doors do open
and shut when they are not supposed to. The cargo door theory
relies on real things and reproducible experiments. All aspects
can be confirmed by independent examiners, you for instance.
Have one of your researchers go to the site, wwww.corazon.com,
and check it out.
Let's assume he/she says 'forget it, another wacko,' then walk
away, sorry to bother you and for the inconvenience. Let's
assume the researcher says, 'Hey, there's something here, it's all
facts, it all makes sense." Well, then you have the aviation story
of the decade and the political story of the nineties. Here's why:
Ireland, India, UK, USA, Canada, France, and New Zealand are
all intimately involved. Billions of dollars are shifting from
insurance companies to claimants, from airlines to
manufacturers, and from taxpayers to government based upon
incorrect conclusions. The American economy may be threatened
by a defect in top export. It is a critical event and must be

confirmed and dealt with or ruled out and ignored.
Just because a trivial event such as a door popping open when it
shouldn't has tremendous implications doesn't mean it didn't
happen. The event occurrence is independent of the
consequences.
Is it true? Did the door pop? Well, I say it did and invite your
best evaluators to visit the message/site of cargo door theory and
advise you, is it true? I'm the discoverer/messenger and not very
persuasive, let the facts speak for themselves and they are on the
site using the medium, the internet including email, this
information; web site at www.corazon.com; ftp for uploading the
105 megabytes of documentation, opinion, and analysis; and
newsgroups.
In addition, my congressman, Representative Sam Farr,
Democrat 17th District, California, has reviewed my
information and asked the FAA to respond directly to me. Also
Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, has reviewed the cargo door
information and referred the matter to his aide, Mr. Chris Paul,
for attention. Both responses are pending. I invite you to contact
them for opinion with your political connections.
I tolerate the wacky guy with funny theory idea because this is a
life and death matter. It is not funny and there is no time for
pride. The doors must be fixed. Sincerely, John Barry Smith,
barry@corazon.com
Current analysis of door versus center tank fire:
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.

Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire

leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive

decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center

tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank

explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.

Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and

gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.

Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:43:08 AM PST

To: farquharm@washpost.com
Subject: TWA crash

Mr. Farquhar, please forward to Mr. Don Phillips or Mr.
Rensberger, or evaluate this yourself. It is an alternative
reasonable mechanical cause for the crash of TWA 800. John
Barry Smith
To: Êrensberger@washpost.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA crash cause discovered by logic and research
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Rensberger, please forward to Mr. Phillips if you think this is
relevant. I invite your evaluation. www.corazon.com A larger
issue on my web site about TWA 800 is the intellectual thought
process towards truth using logic.
This website documents the crashes of four Boeing 747s, one
military jet, and several incidents involving other Boeing 747s. It
supports the hypothesis that one cause was common to the
Boeing 747 crashes: inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight.
The method is to group the crashes into a class from which
deductions can be made about each member of that class. The
aircraft are brought into the class by common similarities. For
instance, to be brought into the class called Boeing 747 cargo
door crashes, all Boeing 747s that have crashed must have had a
sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder. If not a sudden
loud sound on the CVR tape then that crashed Boeing 747 is
excluded from the class. Other criteria to be included are
required: abrupt power cut to the flight data recorder, at least nine
missing, never recovered bodies, at least one fodded engine,
some inflight damage to structure, and high flight time.

Deductions can then be made about each member of the class
based upon similarities with the other members. For instance, if
three members of the group have inflight damage to the right
wing fillet, then it can be deduced that aircraft number four
probably has inflight damage to the right wing fillet. All
deductions are subject to visual confirmation if possible.
In addition, once the members of a group are defined, then
inductions can be made about potential members of the group.
For instance, if all the damaged aircraft in the group had outward
opening cargo doors, then similar aircraft with outward opening
cargo doors are at risk of becoming a member of the crashed
group, subject to other similarities being the same, such as high
flight time and same model aircraft.
The method used to group the aircraft into one crashed group
instead of four separate crashes has been to review the various
government accident reports, news reports, eyewitness accounts,
personal experience, and other official documents. The main
documents used are on the web site and are the accident reports
from the governments involved, UK, USA, India, Canada, and
input from Ireland, New Zealand, and France.
Every statement from which conclusions are drawn is supported
by evidence or reputable eyewitnesses. For instance, to say that
at least one engine had foreign object damage in each crash is to
point to the precise page in which the observer of the damaged
engine described the foreign object damage. Each crashed
airplane had at least one damaged engine in flight or it is not
included in the group and each engine is named. Each statement
of a damaged engine is documented by a page of an official
report if available and news reports if not.
Of the four crashed airplanes in the group, one is under
investigation and unexplained, two had controversial findings of
bomb in forward cargo hold, and one had a clearly shown cause
of inadvertent opening of forward cargo door in flight.

The hypothesis of this site is that one common mechanical
malfunction caused all four crashes, the malfunctioning cargo
door. That's why this is called the cargo door website.
Mr. Phillips, there is a theory which explains the streak, the radar
anomaly, the missing bodies, the fodded engines and the fireball
of TWA
800; it is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Documentation is on web site www.corazon.com. I invite your
perusal to
extract a story from the data and conclusions. John Barry Smith
Post Staffer Wins Aviation Writing Award

Tuesday, December 3 1996; Page C06
The Washington Post
Washington Post staff writer Don Phillips has won
the Flight Safety Foundation's Cecil A. Brownlow Publication
Award for his
reporting on airline safety.
The award was announced last month at a meeting of
the Flight Safety Foundation, the International Federation of
Airworthiness and
the International Air Transport Association.
The foundation, a nonprofit organization that
promotes aviation safety, said Phillips "has consistently written
in-depth and balanced
articles that have set the standard for fairness,
accuracy and objectivity in aviation reporting."

According to the foundation, Phillips "demonstrated
that media coverage of aviation accidents need not be driven by
presumption and
speculation. It singled out his coverage of two highprofile airline disasters, the May 11 crash of ValuJet Flight 592
and the TWA Flight
800 disaster in July.
© Copyright 1996 The Washington
Post Company
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:39:58 AM PST
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: The game's afoot!

Dear Nick,
Robert Knight, WBAI host, rknight@escape.com
Lou Miliano WCBS reporter, RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Michael D. Busch, AVweb Editor in Chief, mbusch@avweb.com
Byron Acohido, Seattle Times, editor, baco-new@seatimes.com
Nick Fielding, reporter, msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Royal Barnard, Publisher, The Mountain Times,
RBarn64850@AOL.Com
Karl Swartz, moderator, sci.aeronautics.airliners,
kls@chicago.com
Dear Messengers;
Wednesday, 18 December, 1996
Each of you has expressed initial interest in the cargo door

theory for the crashes of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. Most of the conversations were mild curiosity, lukewarm, or
high enthusiasm.
Then nothing. Why?
1. Editor killed story.
2.Too much effort to research.
3. Better stories to do.
4. Story is bunkem.
I'm interested in choice four. Cargo door theory as bunk.
If so, please tell me why you think so. I'm not affiliated with any
outfit, just a lone wiseguy. Cargo door theory is bunk from a
punk.
My credential which overrides others is that I am talking about a
night jet flaming fatal crash and I have been in a night jet flaming
fatal crash, long ago. Back then I was 23 years old, tall and
strong. Cargo door theory is bunk from a former hunk.
It's depressing to explain cargo door theory to interested persons
who say they will do something about it and then do nothing.
Cargo door theory is bunk from a punk in a funk.
I get flames all the time from emailers who read the web site and
call it ludicrous and tell me I should go away. Cargo door theory
is bunk from punk in a funk who should be a monk.
I re-read the cargo door web site, www.corazon.com, and review
the similarities and consider, did the cargo door cause the
accidents? To me, it's a slam dunk.
If the cargo door theory is not confirmed before the final NTSB
accident report of TWA 800 is released, chances to get cargo
door theory properly discussed are nil. Cargo door theory is
sunk.
So I continue to email, to ink jet print on paper, laser print letters,
scan documents, and clean my mouse ball of gunk.
But one thing I will never admit; the cargo door theory as junk.
So I ask you, fellow messengers, to reconsider the evidence, the

observations of witnesses, and basic laws of science to come to
the conclusion that the cargo door theory is worthy of discussion
in your medium: weekly and daily newspapers, ezine,
newsgroup, and radio. I will continue in my medium, internet.
I full well understand the resistance you will meet when
presenting this earthshaking idea of door popping when it
shouldn't. You will be made fun of, rejected, pushed away,
scorned, jeered, and ignored. Well...
"Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Or close the wall up with our English dead!
In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility;
But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, conjure up the blood,
Disguise fair nature with hard-favored rage;
Then lend the eye a terrible aspect:
Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide,
Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit to his full height!
Dishonor not your mothers; now attest
That those whom you called fathers did beget you!
Be copy now to men of grosser blood
And teach them how to war!
Let us swear that you are worth your breeding,
Which I doubt not,
For there is none of you so mean and base
That hath not noble luster in your eyes.
I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,
Straining upon the start. The game's afoot!
Follow your spirit; and upon this charge,
Cry, "God for Harry, England and Saint George!""

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:39:18 AM PST
To: baco-new@seatimes.com
Subject: The game's afoot!

Dear Byron,
Robert Knight, WBAI host, rknight@escape.com
Lou Miliano WCBS reporter, RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Michael D. Busch, AVweb Editor in Chief, mbusch@avweb.com
Byron Acohido, Seattle Times, editor, baco-new@seatimes.com
Nick Fielding, reporter, msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Royal Barnard, Publisher, The Mountain Times,
RBarn64850@AOL.Com
Karl Swartz, moderator, sci.aeronautics.airliners,
kls@chicago.com
Dear Messengers;
Wednesday, 18 December, 1996
Each of you has expressed initial interest in the cargo door
theory for the crashes of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. Most of the conversations were mild curiosity, lukewarm, or
high enthusiasm.
Then nothing. Why?
1. Editor killed story.
2.Too much effort to research.
3. Better stories to do.
4. Story is bunkem.

I'm interested in choice four. Cargo door theory as bunk.
If so, please tell me why you think so. I'm not affiliated with any
outfit, just a lone wiseguy. Cargo door theory is bunk from a
punk.
My credential which overrides others is that I am talking about a
night jet flaming fatal crash and I have been in a night jet flaming
fatal crash, long ago. Back then I was 23 years old, tall and
strong. Cargo door theory is bunk from a former hunk.
It's depressing to explain cargo door theory to interested persons
who say they will do something about it and then do nothing.
Cargo door theory is bunk from a punk in a funk.
I get flames all the time from emailers who read the web site and
call it ludicrous and tell me I should go away. Cargo door theory
is bunk from punk in a funk who should be a monk.
I re-read the cargo door web site, www.corazon.com, and review
the similarities and consider, did the cargo door cause the
accidents? To me, it's a slam dunk.
If the cargo door theory is not confirmed before the final NTSB
accident report of TWA 800 is released, chances to get cargo
door theory properly discussed are nil. Cargo door theory is
sunk.
So I continue to email, to ink jet print on paper, laser print letters,
scan documents, and clean my mouse ball of gunk.
But one thing I will never admit; the cargo door theory as junk.
So I ask you, fellow messengers, to reconsider the evidence, the
observations of witnesses, and basic laws of science to come to
the conclusion that the cargo door theory is worthy of discussion
in your medium: weekly and daily newspapers, ezine,
newsgroup, and radio. I will continue in my medium, internet.
I full well understand the resistance you will meet when
presenting this earthshaking idea of door popping when it
shouldn't. You will be made fun of, rejected, pushed away,
scorned, jeered, and ignored. Well...

"Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Or close the wall up with our English dead!
In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility;
But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, conjure up the blood,
Disguise fair nature with hard-favored rage;
Then lend the eye a terrible aspect:
Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide,
Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit to his full height!
Dishonor not your mothers; now attest
That those whom you called fathers did beget you!
Be copy now to men of grosser blood
And teach them how to war!
Let us swear that you are worth your breeding,
Which I doubt not,
For there is none of you so mean and base
That hath not noble luster in your eyes.
I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,
Straining upon the start. The game's afoot!
Follow your spirit; and upon this charge,
Cry, "God for Harry, England and Saint George!""

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:38:47 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: The game's afoot!

Dear Mike,
Robert Knight, WBAI host, rknight@escape.com
Lou Miliano WCBS reporter, RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Michael D. Busch, AVweb Editor in Chief, mbusch@avweb.com
Byron Acohido, Seattle Times, editor, baco-new@seatimes.com
Nick Fielding, reporter, msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Royal Barnard, Publisher, The Mountain Times,
RBarn64850@AOL.Com
Karl Swartz, moderator, sci.aeronautics.airliners,
kls@chicago.com
Dear Messengers;
Wednesday, 18 December, 1996
Each of you has expressed initial interest in the cargo door
theory for the crashes of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. Most of the conversations were mild curiosity, lukewarm, or
high enthusiasm.
Then nothing. Why?
1. Editor killed story.
2.Too much effort to research.
3. Better stories to do.
4. Story is bunkem.
I'm interested in choice four. Cargo door theory as bunk.
If so, please tell me why you think so. I'm not affiliated with any
outfit, just a lone wiseguy. Cargo door theory is bunk from a
punk.
My credential which overrides others is that I am talking about a
night jet flaming fatal crash and I have been in a night jet flaming
fatal crash, long ago. Back then I was 23 years old, tall and
strong. Cargo door theory is bunk from a former hunk.

It's depressing to explain cargo door theory to interested persons
who say they will do something about it and then do nothing.
Cargo door theory is bunk from a punk in a funk.
I get flames all the time from emailers who read the web site and
call it ludicrous and tell me I should go away. Cargo door theory
is bunk from punk in a funk who should be a monk.
I re-read the cargo door web site, www.corazon.com, and review
the similarities and consider, did the cargo door cause the
accidents? To me, it's a slam dunk.
If the cargo door theory is not confirmed before the final NTSB
accident report of TWA 800 is released, chances to get cargo
door theory properly discussed are nil. Cargo door theory is
sunk.
So I continue to email, to ink jet print on paper, laser print letters,
scan documents, and clean my mouse ball of gunk.
But one thing I will never admit; the cargo door theory as junk.
So I ask you, fellow messengers, to reconsider the evidence, the
observations of witnesses, and basic laws of science to come to
the conclusion that the cargo door theory is worthy of discussion
in your medium: weekly and daily newspapers, ezine,
newsgroup, and radio. I will continue in my medium, internet.
I full well understand the resistance you will meet when
presenting this earthshaking idea of door popping when it
shouldn't. You will be made fun of, rejected, pushed away,
scorned, jeered, and ignored. Well...
"Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Or close the wall up with our English dead!
In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility;
But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, conjure up the blood,
Disguise fair nature with hard-favored rage;

Then lend the eye a terrible aspect:
Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide,
Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit to his full height!
Dishonor not your mothers; now attest
That those whom you called fathers did beget you!
Be copy now to men of grosser blood
And teach them how to war!
Let us swear that you are worth your breeding,
Which I doubt not,
For there is none of you so mean and base
That hath not noble luster in your eyes.
I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,
Straining upon the start. The game's afoot!
Follow your spirit; and upon this charge,
Cry, "God for Harry, England and Saint George!""

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:38:17 AM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: The game's afoot!

Dear Lou,
Robert Knight, WBAI host, rknight@escape.com
Lou Miliano WCBS reporter, RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Michael D. Busch, AVweb Editor in Chief, mbusch@avweb.com
Byron Acohido, Seattle Times, editor, baco-new@seatimes.com
Nick Fielding, reporter, msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk

Royal Barnard, Publisher, The Mountain Times,
RBarn64850@AOL.Com
Karl Swartz, moderator, sci.aeronautics.airliners,
kls@chicago.com
Dear Messengers;
Wednesday, 18 December, 1996
Each of you has expressed initial interest in the cargo door
theory for the crashes of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. Most of the conversations were mild curiosity, lukewarm, or
high enthusiasm.
Then nothing. Why?
1. Editor killed story.
2.Too much effort to research.
3. Better stories to do.
4. Story is bunkem.
I'm interested in choice four. Cargo door theory as bunk.
If so, please tell me why you think so. I'm not affiliated with any
outfit, just a lone wiseguy. Cargo door theory is bunk from a
punk.
My credential which overrides others is that I am talking about a
night jet flaming fatal crash and I have been in a night jet flaming
fatal crash, long ago. Back then I was 23 years old, tall and
strong. Cargo door theory is bunk from a former hunk.
It's depressing to explain cargo door theory to interested persons
who say they will do something about it and then do nothing.
Cargo door theory is bunk from a punk in a funk.
I get flames all the time from emailers who read the web site and
call it ludicrous and tell me I should go away. Cargo door theory
is bunk from punk in a funk who should be a monk.
I re-read the cargo door web site, www.corazon.com, and review
the similarities and consider, did the cargo door cause the

accidents? To me, it's a slam dunk.
If the cargo door theory is not confirmed before the final NTSB
accident report of TWA 800 is released, chances to get cargo
door theory properly discussed are nil. Cargo door theory is
sunk.
So I continue to email, to ink jet print on paper, laser print letters,
scan documents, and clean my mouse ball of gunk.
But one thing I will never admit; the cargo door theory as junk.
So I ask you, fellow messengers, to reconsider the evidence, the
observations of witnesses, and basic laws of science to come to
the conclusion that the cargo door theory is worthy of discussion
in your medium: weekly and daily newspapers, ezine,
newsgroup, and radio. I will continue in my medium, internet.
I full well understand the resistance you will meet when
presenting this earthshaking idea of door popping when it
shouldn't. You will be made fun of, rejected, pushed away,
scorned, jeered, and ignored. Well...
"Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Or close the wall up with our English dead!
In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility;
But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, conjure up the blood,
Disguise fair nature with hard-favored rage;
Then lend the eye a terrible aspect:
Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide,
Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit to his full height!
Dishonor not your mothers; now attest
That those whom you called fathers did beget you!
Be copy now to men of grosser blood
And teach them how to war!
Let us swear that you are worth your breeding,

Which I doubt not,
For there is none of you so mean and base
That hath not noble luster in your eyes.
I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,
Straining upon the start. The game's afoot!
Follow your spirit; and upon this charge,
Cry, "God for Harry, England and Saint George!""

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 18, 1996 10:37:40 AM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: The game's afoot!

Dear Robert,
Robert Knight, WBAI host, rknight@escape.com
Lou Miliano WCBS reporter, RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Michael D. Busch, AVweb Editor in Chief, mbusch@avweb.com
Byron Acohido, Seattle Times, editor, baco-new@seatimes.com
Nick Fielding, reporter, msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Royal Barnard, Publisher, The Mountain Times,
RBarn64850@AOL.Com
Karl Swartz, moderator, sci.aeronautics.airliners,
kls@chicago.com
Dear Messengers;
Wednesday, 18 December, 1996

Each of you has expressed initial interest in the cargo door
theory for the crashes of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA
800. Most of the conversations were mild curiosity, lukewarm, or
high enthusiasm.
Then nothing. Why?
1. Editor killed story.
2.Too much effort to research.
3. Better stories to do.
4. Story is bunkem.
I'm interested in choice four. Cargo door theory as bunk.
If so, please tell me why you think so. I'm not affiliated with any
outfit, just a lone wiseguy. Cargo door theory is bunk from a
punk.
My credential which overrides others is that I am talking about a
night jet flaming fatal crash and I have been in a night jet flaming
fatal crash, long ago. Back then I was 23 years old, tall and
strong. Cargo door theory is bunk from a former hunk.
It's depressing to explain cargo door theory to interested persons
who say they will do something about it and then do nothing.
Cargo door theory is bunk from a punk in a funk.
I get flames all the time from emailers who read the web site and
call it ludicrous and tell me I should go away. Cargo door theory
is bunk from punk in a funk who should be a monk.
I re-read the cargo door web site, www.corazon.com, and review
the similarities and consider, did the cargo door cause the
accidents? To me, it's a slam dunk.
If the cargo door theory is not confirmed before the final NTSB
accident report of TWA 800 is released, chances to get cargo
door theory properly discussed are nil. Cargo door theory is
sunk.
So I continue to email, to ink jet print on paper, laser print letters,
scan documents, and clean my mouse ball of gunk.
But one thing I will never admit; the cargo door theory as junk.

So I ask you, fellow messengers, to reconsider the evidence, the
observations of witnesses, and basic laws of science to come to
the conclusion that the cargo door theory is worthy of discussion
in your medium: weekly and daily newspapers, ezine,
newsgroup, and radio. I will continue in my medium, internet.
I full well understand the resistance you will meet when
presenting this earthshaking idea of door popping when it
shouldn't. You will be made fun of, rejected, pushed away,
scorned, jeered, and ignored. Well...
"Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Or close the wall up with our English dead!
In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility;
But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, conjure up the blood,
Disguise fair nature with hard-favored rage;
Then lend the eye a terrible aspect:
Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide,
Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit to his full height!
Dishonor not your mothers; now attest
That those whom you called fathers did beget you!
Be copy now to men of grosser blood
And teach them how to war!
Let us swear that you are worth your breeding,
Which I doubt not,
For there is none of you so mean and base
That hath not noble luster in your eyes.
I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,
Straining upon the start. The game's afoot!
Follow your spirit; and upon this charge,
Cry, "God for Harry, England and Saint George!""

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 17, 1996 5:54:08 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: More info

Lou, more info, here are two emails I received that are typical
from my sources. (Is this a good email address or do you have an
official one?) Barry (I still say no coverup, just normal business
practices.)
Date: Tue, 17 Dec 1996 17:24:02 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Hi Barry,
Re: Inward opening cargo doors, B-747F and B-747SP (100/200
series) Aircraft
I'm still unsuccessful in tracking these down...And I'm being
hindered with
reduced access to records or travel to aircraft operators.
Rumors existed concerning a 1976 Boeing Directive( I can't get a
copy)
concerning the RH/LH cargo doors and factory retrofits with an
inward and
rollup door on freighter designs..This type Door is to have been
sealed by

inward air pressure and sector/cam lock, wherein the failure of
the cam
locking mechanism alone would not have allowed
depressurization of the
aircraft. Why was this door designed, 20 years ago? In a Boeing
PR film for
the B-777 this was the historical basis of the new (expensive)
cargo and
passenger door used on the 777. If the piano hinge B-747 door
had performed
"OK" on 1,100+ aircraft why put the money into a more
expensive design that
is more complicated, heavier, requires more maintence? 20 years
ago, Phil
Conduit, was a 747 engineer, who later headed the B-777 design/
prototype
program, today he is CEO at Boeing. I'm sure that he knows but
he's not talking.
As you know I(& you) have been looking for this type of door;
reputed to
have been fitted to less than 10 percent of all B-747s. Many of
these
retrofits were supposed to have been accomplished by 3rd party
refitters. I
personally estimate that this is less than 5% or 50 aircraft
maximum. (where
are they?) In September, I was told to go easy on 747s and not
given access
to consulting inspection assignments related to Boeing aircraft
operators. I
then was allowed access to old Boeing B-747s for structural
inspection,

these planes are now gone..elsewhere.
There exist(ed) maintainence procedures at several carriers
(United) and
freight services (UPS) on special cargo doors. But a search of the
current
aircraft registered to those agencies reveals only B-747s with
standard doors.
In July 1996 there were 237 B-747s registered to US owners,
today there are
less than 120, why were they sold and to whom? An Aircraft's
maintence
records often disappear when sold to overseas owners or leasing
agencies.
And lately the SRDs, etc. have been deleted/removed from the
publically
accessable databases. Earlier this year I personally inspected
several
B-747/100s that were owned by EverGreen Air, and since then
these airplanes
have been sold overseas.
United, American, and Contiental all have announced major
aircraft purchase
plans that do not have any B-747s in them. And USAir in their
conversion to
AirBus will not have any Boeing aircraft in their operating
inventory 5-6
years from now.
Something is going on; several months ago Boeing bought out
parts of

Rockwell International that fabricated aircraft sections, and this
week
Boeing merged with MD.
Now Boeing is the largest commercial aircraft manufacturer
in the world!
I'm sure that top level US government support was needed..The
US Aviation
industry is the last major exporting industry in the US, and the
Clinton
Administration has made several major efforts to conserve this
industry. Is
one of these efforts a cover up?
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: FAA Mulls Modified Aircraft
X-URL: http://www.newsday.com/ap/rnmpwh1r.htm
http://www.newsday.com/ap/rnmpwh1r.htm
-More doors opening...
<TD COLSTART="2"> <H3>FAA Mulls Modified Aircraft</
H3><p>
<p>
WASHINGTON (AP) -- In response to safety concerns, the
Federal Aviation Administration is examining payload limits for
modified aircraft flown by many air-freight carriers, an official
said Tuesday.<p>
``We're considering the problem, but we're not really at the
point yet where we know what will be done,'' said Mitch Barker,

an FAA spokesman in Seattle.<p>
The concerns center on modifications made by third-party
aviation companies to convert passenger planes into cargo
freighters.<p>
Some engineers believe the newly installed cargo doors
may be unsafe. The design problems could trigger structural
problems if the planes were subjected to high stress. No such
incidents have been reported.<p>
``Recent FAA inspections of converted cargo aircraft have
revealed possible discrepancies in the designs and installation
practices used in some of these conversions,'' the agency said in a
brief statement. ``The investigation of these possible
discrepancies is in a very preliminary fact-finding stage.''<p>
Among the planes reportedly being reviewed are the
modified Boeing 727-100, certain Boeing 737s, DC-8s and
A310s. Planes modified by Boeing itself are not being
scrutinized.<p>
The aircraft account for about half the cargo-lift capacity of
the entire overnight delivery industry.<p>
The FAA is not planning to ground the planes, but lighter
loads would hurt freight companies' profits.<p>
Federal Express, which operates 120 of the roughly 250
planes under scrutiny, said it rarely reaches the maximum
payload.<p>
``We're confident our aircraft are structurally sound and
airworthy,'' Federal Express spokeswoman Shirlee Clark told The
Wall Street Journal, which first reported the story Tuesday.
``From what we've seen so far, we feel there is no financial or
operational risk.''<p>
United Parcel Service also did not feel that the FAA order,
which could come as early as late January, would affect its
operations.<p>
(PROFILE (CO:Federal Express; TS:FDX; IG:AIF;)

(CAT:Business;) (CAT:Transportation;) )<p>
AP-NY-12-17-96 1808EST<p>

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 17, 1996 5:40:26 PM PST
To: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Subject: Six kids?

So, did the interview air in Tuesday AM? Any response? If the
story got killed it's because of the mental hurdle of PA 103 which
most are unable to climb. But the domino of TWA 800 falls on
UAL 811 which falls on PA 103, which falls on AI 182. Lou, the
merger of DC-10 to 747 Boeing to MD is now at risk. It's a big
story and needs to be checked out one way or the other. Good
luck. Barry.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 17, 1996 5:38:10 PM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: doors/wcbs

Some engineers believe the newly installed cargo doors may be
unsafe.
Wow!
From: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 15:01:19 -0500
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: follow on 800
please return call to 1-888-CBS-BEEP (1-888-227-2337) ask to
have lou miliano
return your call. i am a reporter w/wcbs radio, ny working on a

piece for
tues ayem 12/17 re: your theory on 800. thx.
Robert, this was Lou and I had twenty minute on tape interview
yesterday for AM Tuesday show. I don't know if it was aired. He
was very enthusiastic when we hung up. Anyway, it's a start.
Thanks for door story, it seems like a delicate way for Boeing to
make mods without admitting the doors are at fault, yes? Today
mods to cargo planes, tomorrow to passenger.
Wall Street Journal is in on cargo door, maybe I should email
them, ha, like these people listen to me.
No conspiracy Robert, just stupidity, selfishness, ignorance, and
fear, that's why the cargo door is not confirmed. It will be and
mergers will shake. Barry.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: December 17, 1996 7:09:05 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: FAA Mulls Modified Aircraft

http://www.newsday.com/ap/rnmpwh1r.htm
-More doors opening...
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<TD COLSTART="2"> <H3>FAA Mulls Modified Aircraft</
H3><p>
<p>
WASHINGTON (AP) -- In response to safety concerns, the
Federal Aviation Administration is examining payload limits for
modified aircraft flown by many air-freight carriers, an official
said Tuesday.<p>
``We're considering the problem, but we're not really at the
point yet where we know what will be done,'' said Mitch Barker,
an FAA spokesman in Seattle.<p>
The concerns center on modifications made by third-party
aviation companies to convert passenger planes into cargo
freighters.<p>
Some engineers believe the newly installed cargo doors
may be unsafe. The design problems could trigger structural
problems if the planes were subjected to high stress. No such
incidents have been reported.<p>
``Recent FAA inspections of converted cargo aircraft have
revealed possible discrepancies in the designs and installation
practices used in some of these conversions,'' the agency said in a
brief statement. ``The investigation of these possible
discrepancies is in a very preliminary fact-finding stage.''<p>
Among the planes reportedly being reviewed are the
modified Boeing 727-100, certain Boeing 737s, DC-8s and
A310s. Planes modified by Boeing itself are not being
scrutinized.<p>
The aircraft account for about half the cargo-lift capacity of
the entire overnight delivery industry.<p>
The FAA is not planning to ground the planes, but lighter
loads would hurt freight companies' profits.<p>
Federal Express, which operates 120 of the roughly 250
planes under scrutiny, said it rarely reaches the maximum

payload.<p>
``We're confident our aircraft are structurally sound and
airworthy,'' Federal Express spokeswoman Shirlee Clark told The
Wall Street Journal, which first reported the story Tuesday.
``From what we've seen so far, we feel there is no financial or
operational risk.''<p>
United Parcel Service also did not feel that the FAA order,
which could come as early as late January, would affect its
operations.<p>
(PROFILE (CO:Federal Express; TS:FDX; IG:AIF;)
(CAT:Business;) (CAT:Transportation;) )<p>
AP-NY-12-17-96 1808EST<p>
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From: RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Date: December 16, 1996 12:01:19 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: follow on 800

please return call to 1-888-CBS-BEEP (1-888-227-2337) ask to
have lou miliano
return your call. i am a reporter w/wcbs radio, ny working on a
piece for
tues ayem 12/17 re: your theory on 800. thx.

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: December 4, 1996 6:12:37 PM PST
To: farquharm@washpost.com
Subject: TWA crash

Mr. Farquhar, please forward to Mr. Don Phillips or Mr.
Rensberger, or evaluate this yourself. It is an alternative
reasonable mechanical cause for the crash of TWA 800. John
Barry Smith
To: Êrensberger@washpost.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA crash cause discovered by logic and research
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Rensberger, please forward to Mr. Phillips if you think this is
relevant. I invite your evaluation. www.corazon.com A larger
issue on my web site about TWA 800 is the intellectual thought
process towards truth using logic.
This website documents the crashes of four Boeing 747s, one
military jet, and several incidents involving other Boeing 747s. It
supports the hypothesis that one cause was common to the
Boeing 747 crashes: inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight.
The method is to group the crashes into a class from which
deductions can be made about each member of that class. The
aircraft are brought into the class by common similarities. For
instance, to be brought into the class called Boeing 747 cargo
door crashes, all Boeing 747s that have crashed must have had a
sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder. If not a sudden
loud sound on the CVR tape then that crashed Boeing 747 is
excluded from the class. Other criteria to be included are

required: abrupt power cut to the flight data recorder, at least nine
missing, never recovered bodies, at least one fodded engine,
some inflight damage to structure, and high flight time.
Deductions can then be made about each member of the class
based upon similarities with the other members. For instance, if
three members of the group have inflight damage to the right
wing fillet, then it can be deduced that aircraft number four
probably has inflight damage to the right wing fillet. All
deductions are subject to visual confirmation if possible.
In addition, once the members of a group are defined, then
inductions can be made about potential members of the group.
For instance, if all the damaged aircraft in the group had outward
opening cargo doors, then similar aircraft with outward opening
cargo doors are at risk of becoming a member of the crashed
group, subject to other similarities being the same, such as high
flight time and same model aircraft.
The method used to group the aircraft into one crashed group
instead of four separate crashes has been to review the various
government accident reports, news reports, eyewitness accounts,
personal experience, and other official documents. The main
documents used are on the web site and are the accident reports
from the governments involved, UK, USA, India, Canada, and
input from Ireland, New Zealand, and France.
Every statement from which conclusions are drawn is supported
by evidence or reputable eyewitnesses. For instance, to say that
at least one engine had foreign object damage in each crash is to
point to the precise page in which the observer of the damaged
engine described the foreign object damage. Each crashed
airplane had at least one damaged engine in flight or it is not
included in the group and each engine is named. Each statement
of a damaged engine is documented by a page of an official
report if available and news reports if not.
Of the four crashed airplanes in the group, one is under

investigation and unexplained, two had controversial findings of
bomb in forward cargo hold, and one had a clearly shown cause
of inadvertent opening of forward cargo door in flight.
The hypothesis of this site is that one common mechanical
malfunction caused all four crashes, the malfunctioning cargo
door. That's why this is called the cargo door website.
Mr. Phillips, there is a theory which explains the streak, the radar
anomaly, the missing bodies, the fodded engines and the fireball
of TWA
800; it is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Documentation is on web site www.corazon.com. I invite your
perusal to
extract a story from the data and conclusions. John Barry Smith
Post Staffer Wins Aviation Writing Award

Tuesday, December 3 1996; Page C06
The Washington Post
Washington Post staff writer Don Phillips has won
the Flight Safety Foundation's Cecil A. Brownlow Publication
Award for his
reporting on airline safety.
The award was announced last month at a meeting of
the Flight Safety Foundation, the International Federation of
Airworthiness and
the International Air Transport Association.
The foundation, a nonprofit organization that
promotes aviation safety, said Phillips "has consistently written

in-depth and balanced
articles that have set the standard for fairness,
accuracy and objectivity in aviation reporting."
According to the foundation, Phillips "demonstrated
that media coverage of aviation accidents need not be driven by
presumption and
speculation. It singled out his coverage of two highprofile airline disasters, the May 11 crash of ValuJet Flight 592
and the TWA Flight
800 disaster in July.
© Copyright 1996 The Washington
Post Company
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: December 2, 1996 5:35:13 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: cargo doors

Barry: I haven't forgotten you, just got tied up with family
doings
over Thanksgiving, a pressing need to finish an article for U.S.
News
& World Report (I'm a contract writer for the magazine), and I
had to
review extensive materials provided by another source about
what the
FAA has not been doing about on-board fires and smoke in the
cockpit
(ValueJet being the latest example). I'm pretty buried. Will get
back
to you. Thanx, David

______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: cargo doors
Author: barry@corazon.com at INTERNETB
Date: 11/27/96 5:08 PM

Mr. Evans, Barry Smith here, haven't heard from you after phone
call so I
assume you are reviewing web site at www.corazon.com
How does the ground crewman know for sure that the door is in
the
fully-locked position?
Several ways, handle stowed, light out, cam sectors locked. All
inadequate
when door motor gets signal to open, which it is not supposed to
get but
does.
Must he shine a flashlight through a small
window to make sure?
Yes.
Is there a known history of cargo door airworthiness directives
and
manufacturer's bulletins, and/or a known history of problems
with the
doors?
Yes. ADs on web site.
Is there something unique about the Boeing design (as opposed
to McDonnell Douglas or Airbus)?
Don't know. But NTSB excoriated Boeing for not modifying
door after MD DC

10 cargo door crash of 1974, it's in NTSB UAL 811 report.
Mr. Evans, I've perused at length PBI web site with all its
newsletters,
magazines, seminars, etc but can't find Air Safety Week. Also no
web site
for ASW.
Well, what a way to open ASW with a scoop about crash cause of
838 dead,
four crashes, and it can happen again.
Goal, get doors fixed, stop death, get NTSB to investigate doors,
get
Boeing to fix doors. Goal is not to persuade people to my point
of view but
to get professional investigation of reasonable documented
mechanical cause
of crashes of Boeing 747, inadvertent opening of forward cargo
door. NTSB
may listen to you, a persuasive messenger. John Barry Smith
Defer to Reality
Truth Will Out.
All these memories
Will be lost,
Like tears in the rain.
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com

Date: November 27, 1996 8:25:07 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com@157.166.2.5
Subject: CNN Web Feedback

Thank you for contacting CNN Interactive. While we do read all
messages it is¬
impossible to respond to each one
personally. We will attempt to answer any¬
questions you may have
submitted. Your comments may appear on the 'You Said It'¬
page of our web site if you
elected to make them public when sending the¬
message.
We hope you continue to visit
CNN Interactive, and encourage you to¬
send us your thoughts and
opinions again in the future.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 27, 1996 5:34:32 PM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Show

Well, the show the other night was mixed. I did not know what
was your thrust that night. Was it a conspircacy deal about TWA
800. I am an anti conspiracy vote. The authorities are too stupid,
ignorant, scared, and selfish to conspire to hide something like a
defective cargo door. No, it's just government and business doing
what they always do, just trying to make it through another day.
Barry.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 27, 1996 5:08:50 PM PST

To: mdecker@mail.tcns.co.uk
Subject: Yes

Is there anything else I can do?
Yes.
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Above is the email for Nick Fielding, ace reporter for Mail on
Sunday. He
wanted to do a story on the cargo door but was vetoed by editor.
If you
would email him and his editor with your thoughts, it might
persuade the
editor to evaluate the site for a story.
Pan Am 103 not being a bomb is an incredible mental hurdle for
most. I
understand. So was the earth going round the sun.
A goal is to get a look at the PA 103 forward cargo door cam
latches to
see if they are in the unlocked or locked position. A competent
official is
needed from the UK AAIB to check that out. Based alone on the
new evidence
that TWA 800 explosive residue can be benign, that is, heart
medication or
dog sniffing planted explosives test, PA 103 crash cause
investigation
should be reopened. Based on similarity to TWA 800, which is
not a bomb, PA
103 should be reopened.
Goal, get PA 103 reopened.
Goal, get a look at door of 103.
Goal, get independent evaluation of cargo door web site by
media, UK has
most interest in 103, so needs to be UK, lead is Nick Fielding of

MOS.
Thank you for asking, Mike, do your best as you see fit. John
Barry Smith
Defer to Reality
Truth Will Out.
All these memories
Will be lost,
Like tears in the rain.
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
Defer to Reality
Truth Will Out.
All these memories
Will be lost,
Like tears in the rain.
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 27, 1996 5:08:29 PM PST
To: devans@phillips.com
Subject: cargo doors

Mr. Evans, Barry Smith here, haven't heard from you after phone
call so I assume you are reviewing web site at www.corazon.com
How does the ground crewman know for sure that the door is in
the
fully-locked position?
Several ways, handle stowed, light out, cam sectors locked. All
inadequate when door motor gets signal to open, which it is not
supposed to get but does.

Must he shine a flashlight through a small
window to make sure?
Yes.
Is there a known history of cargo door airworthiness directives
and
manufacturer's bulletins, and/or a known history of problems
with the
doors?
Yes. ADs on web site.
Is there something unique about the Boeing design (as opposed
to McDonnell Douglas or Airbus)?
Don't know. But NTSB excoriated Boeing for not modifying
door after MD DC 10 cargo door crash of 1974, it's in NTSB
UAL 811 report.
Mr. Evans, I've perused at length PBI web site with all its
newsletters, magazines, seminars, etc but can't find Air Safety
Week. Also no web site for ASW.
Well, what a way to open ASW with a scoop about crash cause of
838 dead, four crashes, and it can happen again.
Goal, get doors fixed, stop death, get NTSB to investigate doors,
get Boeing to fix doors. Goal is not to persuade people to my
point of view but to get professional investigation of reasonable
documented mechanical cause of crashes of Boeing 747,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door. NTSB may listen to
you, a persuasive messenger. John Barry Smith
From: devans@phillips.com (David Evans)
Date: November 27, 1996 5:46:28 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747 Crashes

Barry:

I am David Evans, managng editor of the Aviation Group at
Phillips
Business Information, Inc., a newsletter publisher located in
Potomac,
MD. We publish Air Safety Week.
Someone sent me a document titled "Similar Variables in
Boeing 747
Crashes" and, apparently, you are the author.
I'd like to talk to you about this itemization over the phone. I
can
be reached at (301) 340-7788, ext. 2089. I am well familiar
with Pan
Am 103, less so with the others. I am also familiar with the
long
history of cargo door problems, which I believe results mainly
from
the absence of a plug-type design in order to maximize
internal square
footage of usable cargo deck space.
Pan Am 103 was clearly downed by a bomb and cannot be
explained by the
inadvertent opening of a cargo door.
The fact that cargo doors were "closed" at night may be
significant.
How does the ground crewman know for sure that the door is
in the
fully-locked position? Must he shine a flashlight through a
small
window to make sure?

Is there a known history of cargo door airworthiness directives
and
manufacturer's bulletins, and/or a known history of problems
with the
doors? Is there something unique about the Boeing design (as
opposed
to McDonnell Douglas or Airbus)?
At any rate, your line of thinking is most intriguing and I'd like
to
pursue the possibilities, with possible coverage in our Air
Safety
Week.
Regards,
David Evans
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: November 26, 1996 6:36:59 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Come on out, you're surrounded

At 07:11 PM 11/26/96 -0800, you wrote:
If I would whisper into phone with foreign accent about danger
to cargo
door, then all hell would break loose...
I just love that suggestion!
So true, the NTSB were garbage collector's to the FBI's
investigation.

Well, after all, the NTSB investigators aren't armed!
I put faith into report NTSB is interviewing ground personnel
and
interpret that to mean they are checking to see if door was
properly
latched. If center tank fire no need to interview ground people.
Pretty interesting observation, Barry.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: November 26, 1996 5:56:55 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: subtle difference noted and agreed

At 09:31 AM 11/26/96 -0800, you wrote:
I agree and the crime is FBI Kallstrom will not investigate but
prosecutes
people instead of machines which airplanes are. Now he is
looking for
saboteurs in the fuel tank.
As I wrote some weeks back in AVflash concerning the FBI's

involvement in
the TWA 800 investigation, "to a hammer everything looks like a
nail." I
believe that the FBI should never have been permitted to be
involved in this
investigation ABSENT clear evidence that foul play was
involved.
Frankly, I was surprised that an unmarked car full of agents
didn't show up
at my door after what I wrote about the FBI and TWA 800.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 26, 1996 6:07:38 PM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Come on out, you're surrounded

Frankly, I was surprised that an unmarked car full of agents
didn't show up
at my door after what I wrote about the FBI and TWA 800.
Well, Mike, I thought that when a person contacted the FBI and
Secret Service and said the President's Life Is In Danger, that I
would at least get a phone call, but nothing. So I sent it again,
still nothing.

So, the cargo door theory is not going by unaware, it is going by
after being rejected as worthless and non real.
I sent twice a detailed statement of danger to the President
because of cargo door problems to AF1 and E-4Bs and sent to
AF, Secret Service, FBI, Attorney General, White House and
others, nothing, not one response except for robot message from
White House.
If I would whisper into phone with foreign accent about danger
to cargo door, then all hell would break loose, but to present
reasonable proposition with documentation is ignored. That's
America today. Scared shitless.
I
believe that the FBI should never have been permitted to be
involved in this
investigation ABSENT clear evidence that foul play was
involved.
So true, the NTSB were garbage collector's to the FBI's
investigation. Now that bomb and missile fade the NTSB will
have to get to work and earn their money. About time.
I put faith into report NTSB is interviewing ground personnel
and interpret that to mean they are checking to see if door was
properly latched. If center tank fire no need to interview ground
people.
So, oldest, best, reasonable, documented, consistent, fits
evidence from streak to fireball theory of cargo door may get its
turn yet. Barry
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 26, 1996 8:26:56 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: subtle difference noted and agreed

The below in AVflash complains about slow airline travel as a

result of
terrorism.
It certainly does not. It complains about slow airline travel as a
result
of horrendously misguided action by the Clinton Administration
(specifically
the Gore Commission) based on a rush to judgement that
terrorism was
involved in TWA 800.
Corrected ...slow airline travel as a result of the incorrectly
perceived threat of terrorrism.
I agree and the crime is FBI Kallstrom will not investigate but
prosecutes people instead of machines which airplanes are. Now
he is looking for saboteurs in the fuel tank. He wants/need an
enemy that will justify the billion point one for airline security
and cares not for the inconvenience to passengers who will have
to wait for their bags to be tested more than they are now and
cares not for letting the real villain, the cargo door, escape but
would lose him money and promotions and staff increases. That
is what I mean by no conspiracy, no plot, it is people of influence
being guided by their own self interest, in this case terrorism
cause for plane crash, and not machine defect in a machine.
Even the staunchest advocates of the terrorism theory
(namely, the FBI) are now admitting that there's not a shred of
evidence to
support it.
We agree, Mike. I've tried to reason with the FBI, my dozens of
emails to them are on my web site. I am so insignificant with no
power, position, money, influence, respect, reputation, and have
only facts, evidence, observations, and conservatively reasoned
conclusions to support my theory.
Is the cargo door theory too wacky or not wacky enough?

Stealth bombs that make no sound and leave no residue secretly
placed inside a center fuel tank is so wacky that I have to force
myself to read it only because the lead FBI investigator says he
going to check it out. Door is so boring; I did not invent the door
theory, I just discovered it.
And yet, saboteur stealth bomb gets attention because of the
messenger and not the message.
And you know what, Mike, I was a war hero, and I am a scholar,
and I was a spy, and I'm wealthy, and in a stable famity with
wife, daughter, parents, sister, and inlaws. But a totally
ineffective messenger of the message of inadvertent opening
cargo door causing a plane crash as distributed by the medium of
internet.
Why so insignificant? John Barry Smith
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: November 26, 1996 1:43:10 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Still trying

At 09:26 AM 11/25/96 -0800, you wrote:
The below in AVflash complains about slow airline travel as a
result of
terrorism.
It certainly does not. It complains about slow airline travel as a
result
of horrendously misguided action by the Clinton Administration
(specifically
the Gore Commission) based on a rush to judgement that
terrorism was
involved in TWA 800. This is costing the American taxpayer $1
billion,

inconveniencing them enormously, and for no valid
reason...because in the
end, the TWA 800 crash will either be shown to be a mechanical
or remain
officially unsolved. Even the staunchest advocates of the
terrorism theory
(namely, the FBI) are now admitting that there's not a shred of
evidence to
support it.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: November 26, 1996 1:43:08 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Always a pleasure

At 09:20 AM 11/25/96 -0800, you wrote:
Always a pleasure to get my AVflash in the email...
But rumor mongers and
WWWeb-slingers still contend that a U.S. military missile
downed the
Boeing 747 and killed 230.
That's not me you're referring to, I hope
Certainly not, Barry. So far as I'm aware, you've never espoused

the
"friendly fire" theory.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 25, 1996 9:44:18 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Hard news

Mike, you might be interested in this, came from a
newsgroup...there is apparently a good radar tape of TWA 800
disintegrating. If the tape has the door on it spinning away others
may think it is a missile. It is the door reflecting primary returns.
The nose separating should be on the tape as well as when the
center fuel tank explodes turning a few large pieces into many
small pieces.
Also, number three engine, the only burnt engine, was in the
debris field and when fodded, jet engines spit out hundred yards
of flame. There is your ignition source of the fireball, the flame
from the fodded engine number three as it falls in the
disintegrating fuselage and wing after door opens and allows 300
knot wind to enter large hole in right side of nose and tear nose
off. All the consequences and evidence follow my above
description.
Most imperative you start investigation of forward cargo door.

John Barry Smith
"Sikorsky Aircraft of Stratford, Connecticut, the world's foremost
manufacturer of helicopters, confirmed on November 19 that it
had
previously released to the FBI a tape of a radar session of July
17, this
at the request of the FBI.
A spokesperson contacted through the office of the president of
Sikorsky
confirmed that Sikorsky operates sophisticated radar equipment
at its
airfield, and that, following the July 17 crash of TWA 800,
Sikorsky,
along with other aviation firms and airfields in the region, was
requested
by the FBI to provide radar tapes to investigators.
Sikorsky will neither confirm nor deny that any missle track or
other
anomaly appeared on their radar (or the tape), stating that such
an
announcement concerning a matter under federal investigation is
the
purview of either the FBI or NTSB."

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 25, 1996 9:25:55 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Still trying

Still trying, so soon?
Yes, Mike, still trying to get theory properly evaluated by
independent aviation expert in media to look at corazon.com,
cargo door site.
The below in AVflash complains about slow airline travel as a
result of terrorism. The cargo door theory, when accepted, will
decrease this wait nonsense to regular levels. You can help by
showing that there are not as many terrorists out there and that all
the security precautions are a sham, waste money, and are more
dangerous by making everyone afraid of each other. John Barry
Smith
"Better to light a candle than curse the darkness."
EXPECT THE GHOST OF PENA'S PAST TO SLOW
HOLIDAY TRAVEL
Yes, Martha, there may be a Grinch in your holiday air-travel
plans, the
one that emerged after DOT overreacted to FBI leaks contending
that TWA
800 had to have been brought down by terrorists. If you've been
through
a normally crowded airline check-in line these days you're gonna
love
what's in store next: even more questions, more bag searches and
longer
delays and lines. The solution? Try flying private or charter.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 25, 1996 9:20:01 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Always a pleasure

Always a pleasure to get my AVflash in the email...
But rumor mongers and

WWWeb-slingers still contend that a U.S. military missile
downed the
Boeing 747 and killed 230.
That's not me you're referring to, I hope, I am not a rumor
monger nor missile guy, I am the documented, fact driven,
consistent since day one, makes sense but hard to believe cargo
door guy.
It's time for down to earth fact driven, evidence observing story
on the alternative theory for TWA 800 which includes
explanations for center tank fire and streak. Or not, your call, of
course.
It's easier to make fun of those wacky guys on the net who have
funny ideas about getting thoughts out by putting them on
something called the web and email, oh what wacky guys they
be.
But much easier to make fun than investigate a web site that has
documentation, current events about aviation, and links to other
aviation groups. I'm not talking about AVweb, that
comprehensive, although shallow, electronic magazine that
comes on schedule and gives an attitude with the news. I'm
talking about the site that talks about crashes past and present
and gives an attitude, www.corazon.com.
Ah, Mike, we are so close, yet look at each other and say, no
way. I'll keep on trying. John Barry Smith
From: CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Date: November 21, 1996 9:36:39 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com@157.166.2.5
Subject: CNN Web Feedback

Thank you for contacting CNN Interactive. While we do read all
messages it is¬
impossible to respond to each one

personally. We will attempt to answer any¬
questions you may have
submitted. Your comments may appear on the 'You Said It'¬
page of our web site if you
elected to make them public when sending the¬
message.
We hope you continue to visit
CNN Interactive, and encourage you to¬
send us your thoughts and
opinions again in the future.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 21, 1996 7:50:12 AM PST
To: kovaleskis@washpost.com
Subject: alternative likely mechanical cause TWA 800

Sir-Gay, you wrote, "The top FBI official investigating the crash
of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 said yesterday for the first
time that it appears
mechanical failure was the likely cause in the
downing of the Paris-bound Boeing 747."
OK, Mr. Serge Kovaleski, how about a likely mechanical failure
theory, other than the one the NTSB is pushing? Is there room for
two theories?
It's the cargo door of course, it fits all the evidence, but it is
different, as different as the Republican Party eavesdropping on
the Democratic Party during an election. Different but true.
I suggest you check it out by going to web site
www.corazon.com for details. John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 18, 1996 8:18:45 AM PST

To: bcassidy@newsday.com
Subject: TWA crash cause story idea

How about a real story with real evidence about a mechanical
cause for TWA 800? It's on web site www.corazon.com with text,
documentation, and pictures. Below is analyis of two real
theories with real evidence. John Barry Smith

Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.

Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage

skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.

Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash

appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.

Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not

match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.

14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in

nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: PBS WWW Mail <WEBMAIL@pbs.org>
Date: November 18, 1996 6:55:27 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: re: TWA crash cause [19806]

Thank you for writing to PBS ONLINE, the premier choice for
unique and
compelling interactive content developed specifically for the
World Wide Web.
We appreciate receiving your comments and questions and thank
you for taking
the time to send them to us.
Due to the volume of e-mail that we receive each day we are
unable to
respond to each letter individually. However, all comments and
suggestions
are read and forwarded to the appropriate department and/or
producers. If we

have any additional information regarding your request or
comments, we will
send you a more detailed reply as soon as possible.
The following paragraphs address some of the more common
questions that
we receive.
*Rebroadcast Information
If you are inquiring about the broadcast time for a PBS
program, please
be aware that all final program scheduling decisions are
determined locally
by each of our member stations. If you would like to see a
particular PBS
program rebroadcast or have a comment about your local
station's broadcast
schedule, please contact your local PBS member station directly.
Postal
addresses, e-mail addresses and Web hyperlinks for PBS stations
are available
on PBS ONLINE at <http://www.pbs.org/stations/>.
*Program Comments or Questions
Comments or questions on specific PBS programs are
forwarded
automatically to PBS Viewer Services, who in turn forward them
to the
appropriate personnel. If you have a question about the creation
of a World
Wide Web site for a PBS program that does not currently exist on
PBS ONLINE,
your comments will be forwarded by PBS Viewer Services to the

program's
producers. Future inquiries of this nature may be sent directly to
PBS Viewer
Services at viewer@pbs.org.
*Videotape or Product Purchase
If you are interested in purchasing videotapes or other
products related
to a PBS program, please visit shopPBS at <http://www.pbs.org/
shop/> for a
list of videotapes and products available for online purchase. You
may also
call PBS Home Video at (800)645-4PBS to purchase videotapes
for personal use,
or PBS Video at (800)344-3337 to purchase videotapes to be
used by
organizations or institutions. Future inquiries of this nature may
be sent
directly to shopPBS at shop@pbs.org.
Thank you again for sharing your thoughts, and we hope that
you will
continue to enjoy and support PBS and PBS ONLINE!

Internet Publishing Group
PBS
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 17, 1996 10:32:17 PM PST
To: viewer_relations@discovery.com.
Subject: TWA crash cause

Dear Story editor, Just watched TWA 800 crash story, a scientific
investigation. I have a cargo door web site that explains the
crash. The cargo door theory is conservative, well documented,
and understandable. I invite your reseachers to visit the site at
http://www.corazon. com for evaluation. Discovery Channel
respects science and the cargo door theory adheres to all aspects
of the scientific method. If you wish to investigate various
theories include the cargo door theory and review web site at
www.corazon.com Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 17, 1996 8:27:43 AM PST
To: edit@georgemag.com
Subject: resend picture

This picture should be attached to recent email sent by John
Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 17, 1996 8:25:39 AM PST
To: edit@georgemag.com
Subject: I'm in story, do more...resend with picture

(I just sent an email to you through your Feed Me section on
your web site. There was a picture attached and I don't think it
went so I am using my email program to resend the text and this
picture of huge hole in right side of Boeing 747 into which the
300 knot slipstream enters and tears off nose. While I'm here I'll
include my latest analysis of fire versus door.)
Dear Editor of George Magazine, Not Politics as Usual, Sunday,
17 November, 1996
Attention John Kennedy, co-founder and Jim Lewis, writer,
"When the Nation is Clueless."

My theory is mentioned in the story on page 129 of the Clueless
story of the December 1996 Issue, "That one of the cargo doors
blew off, as the result of a structural flaw that Boeing, the
manufacturer of the plane, knew about but had never corrected."
The cargo door theory is mine alone and supported by extensive
research and documentation on cargo door web site
www.corazon.com. Would you please have one of your
researchers go there and evaluate the site for validity? There is a
story there, and here's why.
The cargo door is the culprit. It is not because Boeing is
covering up anything but that the door popped when it shouldn't.
There is no conspiracy, no cover up, no plot to hide the cargo
door cause of the crash of TWA 800. The cargo door theory is the
one that makes sense, is ordinary, is supported by all the
evidence, has happened before, and will happen again. The
forward cargo door has been defective in the past and has four
Airworthiness Directives against it to prevent the inadvertent
opening of the door in flight. But it did open on TWA 800,
tearing away taking fuselage skin with it, exposing large nine
foot by fifteen foot hole in right side into which the 300 knot
slipstream entered and tore off nose leading to disintegration and
fireball. The resulting evidence of CVR, FDR, FOD and other
evidence all match the confirmed cargo door accident of UAL
811 years before.
The article is of the "Wacky guys on the net," category. Well,
that's fine. The story was done by Newsday a few months ago,
naming me, and that's probably were Jim Lewis picked up the
cargo door idea. Doesn't the cargo door theory stick out as odd
when lumped with meteor, missiles, bombs, UFOs? A door is
real, it can be touched, smelled, and examined. Doors do open
and shut when they are not supposed to. The cargo door theory
relies on real things and reproducible experiments. All aspects

can be confirmed by independent examiners, you for instance.
Have one of your researchers go to the site, wwww.corazon.com,
and check it out.
Let's assume he/she says 'forget it, another wacko,' then walk
away, sorry to bother you and for the inconvenience. Let's
assume the researcher says, 'Hey, there's something here, it's all
facts, it all makes sense." Well, then you have the aviation story
of the decade and the political story of the nineties. Here's why:
Ireland, India, UK, USA, Canada, France, and New Zealand are
all intimately involved. Billions of dollars are shifting from
insurance companies to claimants, from airlines to
manufacturers, and from taxpayers to government based upon
incorrect conclusions. The American economy may be threatened
by a defect in top export. It is a critical event and must be
confirmed and dealt with or ruled out and ignored.
Just because a trivial event such as a door popping open when it
shouldn't has tremendous implications doesn't mean it didn't
happen. The event occurrence is independent of the
consequences.
Is it true? Did the door pop? Well, I say it did and invite your
best evaluators to visit the message/site of cargo door theory and
advise you, is it true? I'm the discoverer/messenger and not very
persuasive, let the facts speak for themselves and they are on the
site using the medium, the internet including email, this
information; web site at www.corazon.com; ftp for uploading the
105 megabytes of documentation, opinion, and analysis; and
newsgroups.
In addition, my congressman, Representative Sam Farr,
Democrat 17th District, California, has reviewed my
information and asked the FAA to respond directly to me. Also
Senator John McCain, R-Ariz, has reviewed the cargo door
information and referred the matter to his aide, Mr. Chris Paul,
for attention. Both responses are pending. I invite you to contact

them for opinion with your political connections.
I tolerate the wacky guy with funny theory idea because this is a
life and death matter. It is not funny and there is no time for
pride. The doors must be fixed. Sincerely, John Barry Smith,
barry@corazon.com
Current analysis of door versus center tank fire:
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft

wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right

side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft

wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would

both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front

of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme

weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt

end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane

force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Date: November 16, 1996 8:41:12 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com@157.166.2.5
Subject: CNN Web Feedback

Thank you for contacting CNN Interactive. While we do read all
messages it is¬
impossible to respond to each one
personally. We will attempt to answer any¬
questions you may have
submitted. Your comments may appear on the 'You Said It'¬
page of our web site if you
elected to make them public when sending the¬
message.
We hope you continue to visit
CNN Interactive, and encourage you to¬
send us your thoughts and
opinions again in the future.
From: barry@corazon.com

Date: November 16, 1996 8:38:05 AM PST
To: baco-new@seatimes.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus
fire

Dear Byron, still trying, my latest...
Friday, 15 November, 1996
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft

wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right

side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft

wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would

both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front

of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme

weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt

end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane

force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 16, 1996 8:33:48 AM PST
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus
fire

Dear Nick, my latest, still holding true...The Guardian had an
online article about the internet and the theories and seemed to
imply that more paranoia exists on the net, the wacky impression
still holds, hey, the following is wacky, a door popped open, how
weird can you get?
Friday, 15 November, 1996
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?

Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear

summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes

from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment

failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.

Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700

feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.

6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.

The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 16, 1996 8:29:52 AM PST
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus

fire

Dear Robert, my latest, still in there fighting, it's still holding
true...
Friday, 15 November, 1996
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.

Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment

compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into

tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.

Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would

cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.

A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.

15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second

leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 16, 1996 8:22:02 AM PST
To: JohnsonC@washpost.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus
fire

Dear Mr. Johnson, please consider the following, never heard
back from Mssrs, Phillips or Kovaleski...
Friday, 15 November, 1996
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.

Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.

Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet

engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.

Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.

Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a

bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match

UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.

2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 16, 1996 8:20:54 AM PST
To: phillipsd@washpost.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus
fire

Dear Mr. Phillips, please consider the following...
Friday, 15 November, 1996

Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?

There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.

Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front

of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.

Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo

door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be

examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and

pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.

Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 16, 1996 8:19:49 AM PST
To: kovaleskis@washpost.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus
fire

Dear Mr. Serge Kovaleski, please consider the following...
Friday, 15 November, 1996
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.

Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:

Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive
decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft

disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center
tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin

spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft

wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.

A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving

similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force

from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 16, 1996 7:58:00 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis

Dear Mike, my latest analysis...
Friday, 15 November, 1996
Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.

Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.
Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and
still satisfies the evidence?
There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us
examine them side by side.
Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire

leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear
summer night at 13700 feet.
Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or:
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or:
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice
recorder before power is severed.
Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment
compartment housing FDR.
Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and
cremated.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive

decompression ejects material into engines.
Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet
engines which exploded.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: Cargo
door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo
hold which mimics explosion.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger
wreckage trail.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or:
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. Here
is why the cargo door theory is more credible than the center

tank explosion theory.
Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill,
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if.
Cargo door more likely failure.
Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year,
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely.
Cargo door more likely streak.
Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door
more likely radar return.
Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive
decompression.
Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank

explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to
be fodded. Tie.
Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo door
would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose
section.
Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo door
opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage.
Tie.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer
to the cargo door.
Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is
more likely.
Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.

Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or
human material.
Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage
skin.
Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight
fuel tank explosions.
A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811,
none of which was caused by a center tank fire.
Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme
weather and lightning.
A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a Boeing 747
in flight.
Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and

gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down
indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and
pylons.
A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return.
They will be there, two mysteries explained at reasonable cost.

Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon.
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch.
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the
explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force
from finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull
has been cracked.
Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight
811, and it will happen again.
Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 13, 1996 6:12:32 PM PST

To: RBarn64850@AOL.Com
Subject: Full speed ahead

Saw your very interesting theory on the TWA 800 crash. Has
anybody else
made a similar hypothesis as you?
No. I am a voice in the wilderness.
Has anything similar been reported by
the big media?
Only one article by Newsday about two months ago and I was
the wacky guy on the internet with the cargo door theory in
between the bomb guy and the missile guy. I can send it if you
want.
Do you have any objection if I might publish some of your
comments in my newspaper?
Full speed ahead, sir. As much as you want, you may be more
persuasive than I am. I can do telephone interview too, 408 659
3552, let's stick to facts. The message is the important part, the
messenger not.
May I digress...actually the medium is the most important part,
the internet to include TV radio, press, telephone etc. They just
won't admit they are part of the net and only say emial, ftp,
newsgroups, and web are the internet, but everything that links
us together is part of the internet. Today it is me with accident
cause and right now physicians are out there researching and
reaching conclusions about life and death causes using this fast
comprehensive tool called the net to come to important
revelations..and are being treated skeptically by other physicians
who say he's not specialized or the CDC would tell us if the idea
was true, and stop trying to scare people. I hope the MDs
persevere, just as I am. Mr. Barnard, thanks for open mind and
willingness to consider the difficult truth of structural defect in
our most important export, commercial airliners. A fixable
problem. John Barry Smith

From: Royal Barnard <RBarn64850@AOL.Com>
Date: November 13, 1996 4:39:46 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA 800
Reply-To: Same@AOL.Com

Saw your very interesting theory on the TWA 800 crash. Has
anybody else
made a similar hypothesis as you? Has anything similar been
reported by
the big media? Do you have any objection if I might publish
some of your
comments in my newspaper? We're a small weekly in Vermont.
Will be
interested in hearing from you.
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: November 11, 1996 8:13:15 AM PST
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Mechancial, what mechanical?

by default, however, the
mechanical theory has risen to the top by virtue of the complete
absence
of evidence pointing to a bomb or missile.
Hello again, Mike, still here, still have consistent cargo door
theory, still the only theory holding true in the face of all new
evidence.

So, AVweb says by default mechanical theory has risen to the
top...what mechanical theory is that, Mike, everyone says
mechanical but nobody says what mechanical.
I say mechanical and have since day one, and I say it is
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door in flight. Still
supported by evidence. My web site has improved steadily, the
main similarities which link the crashes together are right there
in the beginning with links to the accident reports with quotes
from the reports.
Well, the story is still there, just like the cargo door of AI 182 is
at bottom of ocean, 103 door is in hangar, and 800 door in
hangar, all with lock sectors locked and cam sectors unlocked,
just like UAL 811 whose door used to be at bottom of ocean but
was recovered and shown to be defective with lock sectors
locked and cam sectors unlocked.
NTSB will not reply to question if AD 88-12-04 was complied
with on TWA 800, if not then the door lock sectors were not
strengthened with steel instead of aluminum and could be
overridden. UAL 811 had not had that AD complied with. The
AD was written when the forward cargo door of Pan Am 125
opened but landed safely.
Such a simple encompassing theory, cargo door, such an easy
way to disprove, and yet, nothing, silence. I think because the
theory is not weird enough for the disreputable press, and too
weird for the reputable press, where do you fit in, Mike? John
Barry Smith

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: October 22, 1996 11:25:46 PM PDT
To: kovaleskis@washpost.com
Subject: Referral from Chris Johnson, TWA crash cause

Mr. Kovaleski, the cause of the crash of TWA 800 and others was
the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. I
invite you to my web site http://www.corazon.com for
documentation to support the theory.
Please do not dismiss the theory because of its profound
implications for politics, money, or aviation, but rebut me with
facts. Facts make the theory and they are there on the web site
culled from official reports.
I quote below from Mr. Chris Johnson, "Thanks for your note.
I've looked over your web site and I think you have
a plausible theory but I only think that because I have not
carefully
read each and every piece of evidence, each word of the NTSB
news
conferences, and thus have not seen anything that would make
me disagree with you immediately."
Important word above is plausible. I would hope that an
appraisal of 'plausible' by a colleague is enough to interest you to
plow through the many links on the site to relevant pages in
official documents to support the theory that the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight caused a nine foot by
15 foot hole to appear in side of nose into which the 300 knot
slipstream entered and blew off nose.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith, phone 408 659 3552
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: October 22, 1996 11:25:40 PM PDT
To: phillipsd@washpost.com
Subject: Referral from Chris Johnson, TWA crash cause

Mr. Phillips, the cause of the crash of TWA 800 and others was
the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. I
invite you to my web site http://www.corazon.com for

documentation to support the theory.
Please do not dismiss the theory because of its profound
implications for politics, money, or aviation, but rebut me with
facts. Facts make the theory and they are there on the web site
culled from official reports.
I quote below from Mr. Chris Johnson, "Thanks for your note.
I've looked over your web site and I think you have
a plausible theory but I only think that because I have not
carefully
read each and every piece of evidence, each word of the NTSB
news
conferences, and thus have not seen anything that would make
me disagree with you immediately."
Important word above is plausible. I would hope that an
appraisal of 'plausible' by a colleague is enough to interest you to
plow through the many links on the site to relevant pages in
official documents to support the theory that the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight caused a nine foot by
15 foot hole to appear in side of nose into which the 300 knot
slipstream entered and blew off nose.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith, phone 408 659 3552
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: October 22, 1996 11:12:32 PM PDT
To: JohnsonC@washpost.com
Subject: Plausible

...I think you have
a plausible theory...
Ah, a reporter/editor who understands the language. Plausible is
a good word for the cargo door theory.
Much of the information on your site is inference, though, and is
not

supported by direct documentation.
Excusa moi...90% of the site is scanned pages from NTSB,
Canadian, Indian, and UK official safety board accident reports.
The other 10% is indeed inference from me, a pretty well
rounded aviation person with lots of titles and one real life
escape from a fatal burning jet airplane that does tend to focus
one's mind on survival.
As journalists, we require that kind of
proof, or in the absence of proof, sourcing, that supports your
conclusions.
Well, there is no proof and NTSB reports are not proof as shown
by the first wrong one they wrote about UAL 811, later amended
and corrected. Regarding the validity, I ask each journalist to
think for him/her self on this. It's basic stuff, balloon pops,
blowing air puffs up, vacuum cleaner sucks, cables snap, and
things burn. The evidence is there in the reports when written by
low level observers who report what they see. The taint comes
when the higher level interprets to a predetermined objective.
I'd also suggest you drop
a line to Serge Kovaleski and Don Phillips
I certainly will and would appreciate a comment to them to
expect call from cargo door guy.
Thanks for replying, John Barry Smith
From: New York Times Mail System <staff@nytimes.com>
Date: October 13, 1996 9:35:22 AM PDT
Subject: E-mail at The New York Times 9/23/96

Here is a list of New York Times staff members who have made
their e-mail
addresses public. The list changes frequently and grows steadily,
so
it's a good idea to inquire periodically.

If you don't get an immediate response, please keep in mind that
reporters
and editors devote most of their working hours to producing the
newspaper,
and the time they have to answer e-mail is limited.
If the person you want to reach is not listed, he or she either does
not
have e-mail or does not make the address public. You can reach
most Times
employees by writing to The New York Times, 229 West 43rd
Street, New
York, New York 10036. For departmental e-mail addresses and
general
information, send a message to info@nytimes.com.
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: October 13, 1996 9:31:20 AM PDT
To: mattwald@nytimes.com

Mr. Wald, the cause for the crash of TWA 800 was a mechanical
problem,
the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door, just as UAL
811.
Theory is supported by extensive documentation on web site at
htt://www.corazon.com
I invite you to visit, peruse, and email me with any comments or
rebuttal.
Really, the cause is simple, it has happened before and it has
happened now, and will happen again, the inadvertent opening of
the
forward cargo door leaving similar clues on CVR, FDR, FOD,
and more.
Here's the hurdle, have you seen the picture of UAL 811 with
the hole
in the side? It's on the web site. Imagine a wind twice that found
anywhere on earth and blow it into an older 747 who has a
weakened nose
and a nine foot by 15 foot gaping hole. Can you see where the
nose would
tear off in an instant?
John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: October 11, 1996 1:26:17 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: thanks

Kenneth Nolan, atty, 140 E 45th Street, (212) 661-0011.

Thanks for number, he handed me off to someone else lawyer
who then said he had call and hung up, no internet and no email
and he's high tech lawyer. Barry. I'm my own worst enemy.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: October 11, 1996 12:22:54 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: help for info

Dear Barry.
Here's what I got:
Kenneth Nolan, atty, 140 E 45th Street, (212) 661-0011.
Second one is a maybe:
Stever R. Pounian (not listed as atty), (212) 627-7892.
Robert
==============================================
==============
+-----+
||||
"The operating system IS the virus!"
||||
---------------------------------||||
Robert Knight
||||
+-----+
rknight@escape.com
WINDOW$ 95
http://www.dorsai.org/~wbai/earthwatch
==============================================
==============
barry@corazon.com wrote:

Robert, I'm trying to contact Nolan and Pounian and can't. Can
you give me
office numbers for them? Can you call them and tell them to call
me at 408
659 3552? They are my only hope, the litigation attorneys, can
you believe
it? They are the only ones who will check out the story, not
because they
care about saving lives but there lies the big bucks. Well, Boeing
goes
with the bucks so shall the attorneys. Live by the buck, die by the
buck.
Thanks, Barry.
"We are pursuing our own investigation in terms of the
[maintenance]
history of this airplane," says Steve Pounian, whose New York
firm is
representing 26
relatives.
He says the lack of evidence of a bomb or missile suggests the
cause may have been mechanical. A defect that caused a plane to
explode would raise questions about TWA's maintenance
procedures as
well as the structure of the plane, and it would open the door
to considerations by a jury of willfully negligent conduct.
"A 747 is not expected to explode in midair," he says. "If it
was
not a bomb, what caused it?"

"The fact that the NTSB doesn't know what happened doesn't
mean there is
no case," says Kenneth Nolan, an aviation trial attorney in New
York whose
firm
is representing five family members of Flight 800 crash
victims.
Defer to Reality
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: October 11, 1996 10:55:24 AM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: help for info

Robert, I'm trying to contact Nolan and Pounian and can't. Can
you give me office numbers for them? Can you call them and tell
them to call me at 408 659 3552? They are my only hope, the
litigation attorneys, can you believe it? They are the only ones
who will check out the story, not because they care about saving
lives but there lies the big bucks. Well, Boeing goes with the
bucks so shall the attorneys. Live by the buck, die by the buck.
Thanks, Barry.
"We are pursuing our own investigation in terms of the
[maintenance] history of this airplane," says Steve Pounian,
whose New York firm is representing 26
relatives.
He says the lack of evidence of a bomb or missile suggests the

cause may have been mechanical. A defect that caused a plane to
explode would raise questions about TWA's maintenance
procedures as well as the structure of the plane, and it would
open the door
to considerations by a jury of willfully negligent conduct.
"A 747 is not expected to explode in midair," he says. "If it
was not a bomb, what caused it?"
"The fact that the NTSB doesn't know what happened doesn't
mean there is no case," says Kenneth Nolan, an aviation trial
attorney in New York whose firm
is representing five family members of Flight 800 crash
victims.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: October 7, 1996 9:51:10 PM PDT
To: dgreen@carmelnet.com
Subject: News

barry,
thanks for your note...
we're taking care of it now...
sorry about any inconvenience..
Sorry about the not so polite email I sent. Email lets one send
info while the blood of frustration is still boiling.
Well, the reason I originally sent the email was to invite KSBW
news to check out the cargo door website that I have built up. It
details the cause of the crashes of four Boeing 747s over a period
of eleven years. Yeah, right into weirdo territory. So I've
documented it with government reports. Still in weirdo territory,
I know. So how does any discovered truth get accepted? Got me.
But I've got the discovered truth and it's there to see on http://

www.corazon.com.
I had intended Jim Vanders... to check out the truth of the matter
since he's a pilot but it's plain to see by anyone.
Another angle is that this is the kind of website that inidivuals
are putting together, 50 megs of data and about 500 pages if
printed out on regular sheets of paper. It is quite extensive with
links throughout yet not fancy.
I invite your attention to the site and will certainly do interviews
discussing the style of the site using Pagemill, Mac, Redshift, etc
or the content which is a mechanical problem bringing down
TWA 800, Pan Am 103, and Air India 182, with photos and
documentation and no damn conspiracies. And I'm a local boy.
Please refer this idea to the appropriate people.
659 3552 Carmel Valley, John Barry Smith
From: dgreen@carmelnet.com (Dan Green)
Date: October 7, 1996 5:23:01 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: ksbw

barry,
thanks for your note...
we're taking care of it now...
sorry about any inconvenience...
it's a frame problem, so we're removing them from that page.
best wishes,
dan green
ksbw.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: Sat, 05 Oct 1996 21:09:55 +0000
To: info@universal-net.com
Subject: screwups

I just did the whole email thing with KSBW and the site kicked it
back
asking for fields to be filled in that had been filled in. Then when
I
returned to form, it was blank which means I would have to do it
all
over again. No thanks.
------------------------------------------------------------------Dan Green
Anchor/Webmaster KSBW-TV NBC Salinas/Monterey/Santa
Cruz California
website: http://www.ksbw.com/ powered by Universal/Carmel
Internet
e-mail: dgreen@carmelnet.com
phone: 408.422.8206 (newsroom) voice mail: 408.758.8888
ext. 821
-------------------------------------------------------------------

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: October 4, 1996 11:12:17 PM PDT
To: plugin@newsday.com
Subject: Understanding

Plugged in webmaster: Please forward to Matthew Cox.
Ah, Mr. Cox, I now know why you are reluctant to check out
cargo door theory for Pan Am 103 and TWA 800. It would
undermine your efforts on your book. Well, Pan Am 103 was
cargo door, not bomb. www.corazon.com
Bomb is easily debunked especially now that traces of residue
are discounted.
The problem of TWA 800 is so many investigators and reporters

have interest in seeing bomb because it matches 103, more
interesting, and a cargo door would ruin careers of men who said
bomb for 103 and would now be shown to be wrong. NTSB
assisted in bomb theory for 103. You wrote book about it. So, a
quiet agreement is made, leave 103 alone, leave cargo door
alone, keep on looking for bomb and we'll all be in demand
again.
Jessica Kowal did a number on me with the wacky guys on the
net story. This is how twisted the world is today, a man who has
simple mechanical explanation for an event with hard evidence
documentation is thought weird by the majority who insist on
secret meeting by men with secret bombs. John Barry Smith
"Their Darkest Day" (it happened on the shortest day of the
year). It is by Matthew Cox and Tom Foster.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 30, 1996 9:01:28 AM PDT
To: MBusch
Subject: errors

aftermath of the 1987 terrorist bombing of
Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, that killed 270 people.
If you can make an error on the date you can make an error on
the cause. And you did and you did. JBS
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 25, 1996 5:57:56 PM PDT
To: weiserb@washpost.com
Subject: Mechanical cause TWA 800

Web site http://www.corazon.com has documented plausible
explanation for the crash of TWA 800, the inadvertent opening of
the foward cargo door in flight. John Barry Smith

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 25, 1996 2:04:37 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Unexplained

I fear that TWA 800 will end up like the COS and PIT
737 crashes: unexplained. That would be the worst outcome.
Worst? Worse than wrong explanation? Unexplained means they
keep investigation open and will listen to new evidence. Wrong
explanation closes case and very difficult to reopen.
Which gripes are the worst? I say intermittent because you never
really know you fixed it.
Well, Mike, thank you for your reply and let me get to it, closely
examining the reasoning.
My doubts about cargo door are there but no one asks me. It's
like chess, look at the opposition. Here's mine...I know door
opens but why? Why different altitudes when door/event
happens? What do floor beams do under passengers over door?
Do they bend up with bomb and down with depressurization? Or
do they do both, down with depressurization and then up when
300 knot gale blows in like blowing up balloon?
Why EPR blip on # 3EPR FDR of PA 103 just before event?
What exactly is destruction sequence of entire nose after door
goes?
It is not my job to rebut your thesis.
Let me rebut your rebuttal to my request for rebuttal. It is your
job to rebut my thesis. You are a human, you are a pilot, you are
a professional aviation news organization. You have
responsibility from all three to rebut an idea which places
humans, passengers, and aviation at risk if true. If true then
action must be taken. If not true, no action, but either way can
not be ignored. The risk of idea being true and grave
consequences is too great for a pilot/aviation editor to ignore. If

you don't do it, who will?
How does any aircraft defect get fixed? If you rely on the fox to
guard the henhouse, government and the manufacturer to find,
fix, and admit they were wrong, you will wait forever. Thank
God for the independent press and the First Amendment, I take
that stuff very seriously. Hire me as a reporter, a special
correspondent working on special assignment.
I recommend taking a C130 up to 13700 feet and 230 Knots and
pushing out a cargo door at the exact sun angle of TWA 800 and
see the streak and track it on radar and compare to radar tape and
eyewitnesses who will see it again.
First of all, I'm not technically
qualified to do so.
Not true, Mr Twin Cessna T310R driver. I'm only a single engine
guy and you twin guys are a lot more sensitive to airspeeds than
me with your engine out V's. (The remaining engine will take
you to the scene of the crash, old joke.) And T for turbo? Turbo is
all about airspeed. And I don't trust with my life the opinions of
experts until confirmed by my common sense, education, and
experience. This concept of big hole in nose and big wind blows
in and blows nose off is well within your technical qualifications.
You know all about wind drift, jet stream, crab angle,
microbursts, thunderstorm damage from hail wind, and how
critical airspeed is. Thunderstorms tear intact planes apart at
slower windspeeds than what hit TWA 800 or PA 103 or AI 182
damaged non intact noses.
Second, I have no reason to think your thesis might not
be absolutely correct.
Now that's scary because if true then massive action must be
taken immediately to include emergency AD to ground all 747s,
E4B, and Air Force One and weld doors shut until completion of
TWA investigation. Second, confirm door openings are
happening by examining all doors available, PA 103, AI 182 and

TWA 800 for locked sectors but unlocked cams. Then the real
mystery starts, the hard part starts, why do doors open in flight?
And the solution must conclusively be proven by reprodicible
experiments so that the fix to the problem carries confidence. The
first AD on door didn't work, the second didn't work and now the
third didn't work, the fourth must.
For you to standby and do nothing is to stand by an accident
scene with expert knowledge of the crash victim's problem and
do nothing, not even make a call to get the problem fixed so that
it won't happen again.
This rejection of responsibilty is appalling. My responsibility is
limited, too. if these doors were opening on trains and killing
people and bombs were blamed, I would shrug my shoulders and
say, yeah, trains, too bad.
But if AVweb jumped on the gotta-be-a-baggage-door
bandwagon, we'd be just
as guilty as they were.
Not asking for bandwagon, asking for balanced reporting of
reasonable explanations for an aviation related item which has
the attention of the entire nation for months...cargo door.
What have you done so far? First denigrate thesis by calling it a
baggage door. Baggage is something you put under your seat or
hang up, the door to put that soft stuff can't be that big so what if
it opens? It certainly wouldn't crash airplane, what a stupid idea,
baggage door! A cargo door is what you put big things hung by
cranes into ship's hold. Cargo, hmm, that's on long trains, that
must have a big door to put cargo in, cargo door might be worth
looking into.
So, by calling it a baggage door, which I don't, and the accident
reports don't, and nobody else does, is bias against cargo door
theory. Placing baggage door story between freaky possibilities is
dismissal by association.
Second, of all your articles about TWA 800 and bomb or missile

or FBI residue etc. you have avoided the cargo door bandwagon
criticism by saying the idea with exactly four words in two
months. One article with door with link, and then the baggage
door as alien missile thing. Four words in two months compared
to thousands of alternate theory words and you are saying you
can't get on the baggage door bandwagon.
It's amazing what reasons people will come up with when they
don't want to do something.
Your concern for loss of life is admirable, Barry, but I think
you're being
a bit melodramatic.
I didn't write the words about infants having their clothes torn off
and their lungs suffocating as they spun to their deaths, that is all
from the medical examiner with my visualization. Is it true?
Did babies die? I mean really? Really really die? Or is it like
wrestling?
Melodramatic...Let me see you react as you see your daughter
go spinning away from you into the night as she says, "Daddy,
Daddy, what's happening?" as you both go falling down into
darkness to be burned to death in jet fuel explosion or suffocate
if you are real lucky.
Melodramatic...Melodramatic is saying that unless the recent
request for funds is approved by Congress to continue the C 17
program although over budget, the setback will result in the
Russians having a distinct cargo carrying capability over us and
threaten our very way of life. That's melodramatic. Saying that:
unless the cargo door problem is really fixed this time, more
children and adults are going to die in a hideous manner, is not
melodramatic but stating cause and effect based on previous
documented events. UAL 811. Nine bodies never recovered. For
real and a real cargo door killing.
Every
time I take off in my Cessna T310R (which, by the way, the

NTSB now believes
to be a death trap, if you read their safety recommendation of
July 1,
1996), I put myself at far greater statistical risk than any 747-100
flight.
I suspect the same is true whenever I get in my car. Somehow,
this doesn't
keep me up nights.
This logic follow I can't convoluted.
You say you are not technically qualified to reject expert's
opinions about cargo doors but you are rejecting expert's
opinions about C310s. You say cars are more dangerous than
747s. And you don't think about it much.
Mike, you don't make sense. And I understand you are/were
contributor to AVsig, a respected aviation forum.(which should
have own web page/site) alt.disasters.aviation is a disaster.
I look up to you as writer, aviation knowledge professional,
twin pilot, and a guy who can take criticism.
What I hear is someone who is along for the ride, looking out
the window as bodies go whizzing by, saying, gee, neat, anybody
have an idea what's happening, and when you are told the reason,
and you are in a position to stop the problem, you say, ah,
interesting, so what, that's not my job, that's their job.
This cargo door problem over eleven years is a big deal. It is
about billions of dollars, deaths and political power. It is also
about moral and ethical dilemmas for thousands of people,
Boeing employees, stockholders, writers, FAA/NTSB officals,
Presidents, and passengers. What do you do when a hidden truth
is discovered and the consequences to you if confirmed can be
seen as terrible? Most will deny truth, some will ignore, and a
very few will confirm it, fix it, and get on with their lives until
the next problem comes along to be solved. They are called
adults.

I hope the investigators take a very close look at your baggage
door
scenario. I hope that your thesis proves correct, because at least
then the
problem can be fixed. I fear ..."
I hope, I hope, I fear, that says it all, Mike, that is the mainstream
feeling of American today, I hope, I hope, I fear. That's prisoner
talk. Free man talk is I wonder, I think, I know.
JBS

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 25, 1996 1:59:08 PM PDT
To: NickFielding
Subject: Freudian Slip

Nick I sent the email you just got. It was for another writer/
editor. And I had your email address on it, sorry. However, the
Freudian part comes in because a lot of it could apply to Mail On
Sunday. JBS.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 25, 1996 1:39:32 PM PDT
To: NickFielding
Subject: Unexplained

I fear that TWA 800 will end up like the COS and PIT
737 crashes: unexplained. That would be the worst outcome.
Worst? Worse than wrong explanation? Unexplained means they
keep investigation open and will listen to new evidence. Wrong

explanation closes case and very difficult to reopen.
Which gripes are the worst? I say intermittent because you never
really know you fixed it.
Well, Mike, thank you for your reply and let me get to it, closely
examining the reasoning.
My doubts about cargo door are there but no one asks me. It's
like chess, look at the opposition. Here's mine...I know door
opens but why? Why different altitudes when door/event
happens? What do floor beams do under passengers over door?
Do they bend up with bomb and down with depressurization? Or
do they do both, down with depressurization and then up when
300 knot gale blows in like blowing up balloon?
Why EPR blip on # 3EPR FDR of PA 103 just before event?
What exactly is destruction sequence of entire nose after door
goes?
It is not my job to rebut your thesis.
Let me rebut your rebuttal to my request for rebuttal. It is your
job to rebut my thesis. You are a human, you are a pilot, you are
a professional aviation news organization. You have
responsibility from all three to rebut an idea which places
humans, passengers, and aviation at risk if true. If true then
action must be taken. If not true, no action, but either way can
not be ignored. The risk of idea being true and grave
consequences is too great for a pilot/aviation editor to ignore. If
you don't do it, who will?
How does any aircraft defect get fixed? If you rely on the fox to
guard the henhouse, government and the manufacturer to find,
fix, and admit they were wrong, you will wait forever. Thank
God for the independent press and the First Amendment, I take
that stuff very seriously. Hire me as a reporter, a special
correspondent working on special assignment.
I recommend taking a C130 up to 13700 feet and 230 Knots and
pushing out a cargo door at the exact sun angle of TWA 800 and

see the streak and track it on radar and compare to radar tape and
eyewitnesses who will see it again.
First of all, I'm not technically
qualified to do so.
Not true, Mr Twin Cessna T310R driver. I'm only a single engine
guy and you twin guys are a lot more sensitive to airspeeds than
me with your engine out V's. (The remaining engine will take
you to the scene of the crash, old joke.) And T for turbo? Turbo is
all about airspeed. And I don't trust with my life the opinions of
experts until confirmed by my common sense, education, and
experience. This concept of big hole in nose and big wind blows
in and blows nose off is well within your technical qualifications.
You know all about wind drift, jet stream, crab angle,
microbursts, thunderstorm damage from hail wind, and how
critical airspeed is. Thunderstorms tear intact planes apart at
slower windspeeds than what hit TWA 800 or PA 103 or AI 182
damaged non intact noses.
Second, I have no reason to think your thesis might not
be absolutely correct.
Now that's scary because if true then massive action must be
taken immediately to include emergency AD to ground all 747s,
E4B, and Air Force One and weld doors shut until completion of
TWA investigation. Second, confirm door openings are
happening by examining all doors available, PA 103, AI 182 and
TWA 800 for locked sectors but unlocked cams. Then the real
mystery starts, the hard part starts, why do doors open in flight?
And the solution must conclusively be proven by reprodicible
experiments so that the fix to the problem carries confidence. The
first AD on door didn't work, the second didn't work and now the
third didn't work, the fourth must.
For you to standby and do nothing is to stand by an accident
scene with expert knowledge of the crash victim's problem and
do nothing, not even make a call to get the problem fixed so that

it won't happen again.
This rejection of responsibilty is appalling. My responsibility is
limited, too. if these doors were opening on trains and killing
people and bombs were blamed, I would shrug my shoulders and
say, yeah, trains, too bad.
But if AVweb jumped on the gotta-be-a-baggage-door
bandwagon, we'd be just
as guilty as they were.
Not asking for bandwagon, asking for balanced reporting of
reasonable explanations for an aviation related item which has
the attention of the entire nation for months...cargo door.
What have you done so far? First denigrate thesis by calling it a
baggage door. Baggage is something you put under your seat or
hang up, the door to put that soft stuff can't be that big so what if
it opens? It certainly wouldn't crash airplane, what a stupid idea,
baggage door! A cargo door is what you put big things hung by
cranes into ship's hold. Cargo, hmm, that's on long trains, that
must have a big door to put cargo in, cargo door might be worth
looking into.
So, by calling it a baggage door, which I don't, and the accident
reports don't, and nobody else does, is bias against cargo door
theory. Placing baggage door story between freaky possibilities is
dismissal by association.
Second, of all your articles about TWA 800 and bomb or missile
or FBI residue etc. you have avoided the cargo door bandwagon
criticism by saying the idea with exactly four words in two
months. One article with door with link, and then the baggage
door as alien missile thing. Four words in two months compared
to thousands of alternate theory words and you are saying you
can't get on the baggage door bandwagon.
It's amazing what reasons people will come up with when they
don't want to do something.
Your concern for loss of life is admirable, Barry, but I think

you're being
a bit melodramatic.
I didn't write the words about infants having their clothes torn off
and their lungs suffocating as they spun to their deaths, that is all
from the medical examiner with my visualization. Is it true?
Did babies die? I mean really? Really really die? Or is it like
wrestling?
Melodramatic...Let me see you react as you see your daughter
go spinning away from you into the night as she says, "Daddy,
Daddy, what's happening?" as you both go falling down into
darkness to be burned to death in jet fuel explosion or suffocate
if you are real lucky.
Melodramatic...Melodramatic is saying that unless the recent
request for funds is approved by Congress to continue the C 17
program although over budget, the setback will result in the
Russians having a distinct cargo carrying capability over us and
threaten our very way of life. That's melodramatic. Saying that:
unless the cargo door problem is really fixed this time, more
children and adults are going to die in a hideous manner, is not
melodramatic but stating cause and effect based on previous
documented events. UAL 811. Nine bodies never recovered. For
real and a real cargo door killing.
Every
time I take off in my Cessna T310R (which, by the way, the
NTSB now believes
to be a death trap, if you read their safety recommendation of
July 1,
1996), I put myself at far greater statistical risk than any 747-100
flight.
I suspect the same is true whenever I get in my car. Somehow,
this doesn't
keep me up nights.
This logic follow I can't convoluted.

You say you are not technically qualified to reject expert's
opinions about cargo doors but you are rejecting expert's
opinions about C310s. You say cars are more dangerous than
747s. And you don't think about it much.
Mike, you don't make sense. And I understand you are/were
contributor to AVsig, a respected aviation forum.(which should
have own web page/site) alt.disasters.aviation is a disaster.
I look up to you as writer, aviation knowledge professional,
twin pilot, and a guy who can take criticism.
What I hear is someone who is along for the ride, looking out
the window as bodies go whizzing by, saying, gee, neat, anybody
have an idea what's happening, and when you are told the reason,
and you are in a position to stop the problem, you say, ah,
interesting, so what, that's not my job, that's their job.
This cargo door problem over eleven years is a big deal. It is
about billions of dollars, deaths and political power. It is also
about moral and ethical dilemmas for thousands of people,
Boeing employees, stockholders, writers, FAA/NTSB officals,
Presidents, and passengers. What do you do when a hidden truth
is discovered and the consequences to you if confirmed can be
seen as terrible? Most will deny truth, some will ignore, and a
very few will confirm it, fix it, and get on with their lives until
the next problem comes along to be solved. They are called
adults.
I hope the investigators take a very close look at your baggage
door
scenario. I hope that your thesis proves correct, because at least
then the
problem can be fixed. I fear ..."
I hope, I hope, I fear, that says it all, Mike, that is the mainstream
feeling of American today, I hope, I hope, I fear. That's prisoner
talk. Free man talk is I wonder, I think, I know.
JBS

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: September 24, 1996 8:43:02 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Patience

Again, Mike, you attacked the messenger and not the message.
Where is
the rebuttal to my thesis?
It is not my job to rebut your thesis. First of all, I'm not
technically
qualified to do so. Second, I have no reason to think your thesis
might not
be absolutely correct.
I agree that the popular press (and, it seems, the FBI too) jumped
on the
"gotta be a bomb" bandwagon right off the bat. And AVweb
news has been
hammering week after week that dispite the bomb hysteria,
there's been no
evidence found to point in that direction. Last week, we
ridiculed the FBI
for engaging in a major international intelligence gathering
exercise with

regards to possible terrorists when the NTSB investigators seem
almost at
the point of saying that the bomb theory has been disproven.
Aviation professionals are always dismayed at the proclivity of
the popular
press to speculate about the cause of an accident before all the
data is in.
Rather, Brokaw and Jennings surely jumped on the gotta-be-abomb bandwagon,
and they should be condemned for this.
But if AVweb jumped on the gotta-be-a-baggage-door
bandwagon, we'd be just
as guilty as they were.
Your concern for loss of life is admirable, Barry, but I think
you're being
a bit melodramatic. If given the choice between a 747-100 and a
DC-10, I'd
still take the 74 any day. The loss of life in 747-100 accidents is
certainly tragic, but at the same time it's statistically trivial.
Every
time I take off in my Cessna T310R (which, by the way, the
NTSB now believes
to be a death trap, if you read their safety recommendation of
July 1,
1996), I put myself at far greater statistical risk than any 747-100
flight.
I suspect the same is true whenever I get in my car. Somehow,
this doesn't
keep me up nights.

I hope the investigators take a very close look at your baggage
door
scenario. I hope that your thesis proves correct, because at least
then the
problem can be fixed. I fear that TWA 800 will end up like the
COS and PIT
737 crashes: unexplained. That would be the worst outcome.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: baco-new@seatimes.com
Date: September 24, 1996 2:32:49 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: RE: Tone down approach

John:
OK, carry on. Your means is not one I agree with, but I think
we may be after similar
ends. My journalistic efforts are focused on getting a
comprehensive, balanced and
accurate account of emerging safety issues to my readers so that
they can make
decisions and effect changes that need to be made in the system.
Regards,
Byron

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 24, 1996 2:11:43 PM PDT
To: plugin@newsday.com
Subject: Cargo door, what else?

Plug in, please forward to Ms. Jessica Kowal.
Oh, Jessica, I never said coverup and now you've got me labeled
as a conspiracy nut..oh well, John Barry Smith
Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Al Dickinson, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Robert Knight, Producer/Host Earthwatch, WBAI, New York
City, USA, rknight@escape.com
Mike Busch, Editor-in-Chief, AVweb, AVsig member,
Cyberspace, editor@avweb.com
Nick Fielding, Reporter, Mail on Sunday, London, UK,
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Byron Acohido, Reporter, Seattle Times, AVsig member, Seattle,
USA, baco-new@seatimes.com
Bob Kaputa, Managing Editor, AVsig member Cyberspace
help@avweb.com
Jessica Kowal, Reporter, Newsday, Long Island, USA,
plugin@newsday.com
Messrs. and Ms. Francis, Schleede, Dickinson, Knight, Busch,
Fielding, Acohido, Kaputa, and Kowal,
23 Sep 96
I have established contact via email with you before so I know
you are receiving my information. Mr. Kaputa and Mr. Francis

have direct conversation links to Mr. Busch and Mssrs, Schleede
and Dickinson so are included in this email.
Determining the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 is urgent.
Several hundred of the same type of early model Boeing 747 are
flying with passengers as I type. The US government flies four
E-4B and Air Force One, all modified Boeing 747-200s. All
those 747s are at risk from a cause officially unknown at this
time.
I know the cause. It is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door in flight. This cause is documented at my website
<http://www.corazon.com> with over 50 megabytes of data
extracted from four government accident reports, news articles
and based on thirty five years of flying experience.
You have sent me emails regarding this possible cause. Your
replies would be adequate from a layman who has a passing
interest in plane crashes but totally unsatisfactory from aviation
career professionals or investigative journalists.
Let's go through them, it shan't take long.
"From Mr. Schleede on 29 July 96:
Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes
and factors.
Thanks for the interest.
---------From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM
Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause
that must

be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989."
end email.
Well, Mr. Schleede, I am not assured you are checking that, in
fact, I am quite unassured you are not checking that.
Another email:
"From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!"
end email.
Mr. Schleede, there are three cargo doors on 800, you never
replied to my question of which one; did you check?
an email from Mr. Dickinson:
"Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA
800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay

attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety."
end email.
Mr. Dickinson, thank you for your imterest in aviation safety.
Spelling error indicates you never proof read your email and two
verb tense errors indicate you may not know better. And yes, the
crew would have noticed depressurization event when their
eardrums blew out. Did you check their bodies for baro-trauma?
And yes, the event was recorded on the CVR as short loud
sound.
email from Mr. Busch:
"Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion."
end email.
Like another mystery crash and 300 more dead to add to the 838
dead and four crashes already, before sufficient hard data is
available to draw a conclusion?
an AVweb ezine comment:
"This one could find its way onto "The X-files." Speculation that
an
errant missile launched by a U.S. warship or aircraft downed
TWA 800
abounds in cyberspace; ditto theories purporting that a baggage
door
came open in-flight, or that ET did it -- actually, that a meteorite
pierced the plane. Of course, it's all being covered up by the
government, many say."
end excerpt.
Between a missile and an alien fits the cargo door; birds that fly
together flock together, weirdos love company.
an excerpt from print article, Ms. Kowal,

"Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since his finger
was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old, has
contacted the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and
airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem."
end excerpt.
Well, I knew that when the questions referred to my smashed
finger and ignored 800 dead persons, this was not a serious
interview, and I never said "coverup."
an email from Mr. Acohido:
"I agree your thesis is plausible."
end excerpt of email.
What? What? Plausible? And then Mr. Acohido asked
reasonable, relevant, and probing questions regarding that thesis.
Hope lives!
an email from Mr. Knight.
"This is one of the most cogent malfunction scenarios I have
encountered so far, especially since the detail reported by
REUTERS, the NY Times and others on 30 Jul 96 that a cargo
door
fell into the sea well ahead of the fuselage and the decapitated
cabin of TW800."
Ah! Articulate reasoning!
Yes, gentlemen and lady, hope lives that reason, logic, and clear
thinking will prevail and the truth of the cargo door will emerge,
one way or the other.
See, if I'm wrong, and I could be wrong about the cargo door
cause, no one dies. If you are wrong, someone dies. And will, the
clock is ticking.
The time between Pan Am 103 and UAL 811 was 65 days. The
time between uncommanded door opening of UAL preflight and
TWA 800 was almost five years. It's been 77 days since TWA 800
and counting as I type this.

I'm assuming you know about the uncommanded cargo door
opening of June 13, 1991, on a UAL preflight where the cargo
door started to open by itself and the ground crew could not stop
it until the circuit breakers were pulled in the cockpit? Put that on
the list of times the door opened when it shouldn't. The list
includes that one plus Pan Am 125, UAL 811, Air India 182, Pan
Am 103, and TWA 800.
Well, maybe you don't know about it. I'm assuming that
government officials assigned to investigate one of the more
serious accidents to occur in the country's history are well
qualified by education, experience, and demeanor. But I could be
wrong. The evidence as shown by correspondence is of
inarticulate, incoherent bumblers who don't have any focus on
what they are doing. At best the response to detailed and
reasonable documented evidence about the accident cause
presented by an informed citizen responding to a public appeal
for help has been a vague brush off. I am left with the impression
that the priority of government investigators is not the urgent
mystery solution but figuring out how to get on the next
boondoggle flight to London, or Paris, or Athens. What is the per
diem in Paris, anyway, must be a bunch.
The press, ah, the press. Gives me chills to think of the First
Amendment. And stomach cramps to realize what that means in
reality. It means that the press is now a shill to government press
releases and a copy machine for TV sound bites and photo ops.
I'm assuming that press and radio reporters are interested in their
subject, curious, and feel satisfaction when presenting all aspects
of an issue. But I could be wrong. The evidence as shown by
correspondence and several articles is of meek, narrow minded,
uninformed sensationalists. (With one exception yet to be fully
tested and one still on the fence.) I am left with the impression of
reporters who look at computer screens and cut and paste what
other reporters have cut and pasted from manufacturer and

government pufferies. As soon as an original idea passes into
your consciousness you cut and run. Safer on the fence, in the
cave, don't commit.
You are not doing your job, gentlemen and lady. You are failing.
You are betraying your professions. You are living a lie.
You have had your asses kissed so often you think your shit
don't stink.
The proof is that today, this minute, the cause of the crash of
TWA 800 is officially unknown. The proof is that today, the only
explanation given any depth of investigation in the papers,
ezines, TV, and radio is bomb, bomb, bomb.
One focus, one failure, and that's it. 77 days and 7 million
dollars and what do you have? Another day older and deeper in
debt.
OK, let's sit down and have a meeting now that the pleasantries
are over.
It's a round table. My name is John Barry Smith. We've all flown
supersonic in combat, ejected from flaming jet aircraft, landed on
pitching carrier decks at night, flown passengers for hire, written
aviation articles for pay, and constructed extensive web sites on
the internet, haven't we? Oh, we haven't? Am I the only one to
have done all those things? Well, then I guess I will open the
meeting.
I've discovered something. I didn't invent it. Through hindsight
and the internet I've discovered a link to several Boeing 747
crashes over a period of eleven years. It is the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door inflight. It is a common type
of mechanical malfunction. It has happened before on this type
aircraft. The event is well documented on cockpit tapes and data
recorders. The consequences of the event are clearly shown on
wreckage. The event has been seen visually, tracked on radar,
heard on audio tapes, felt by engines and passengers bodies, and
thought about by many people.

It is a mystery no more. The cause of the crashes of Air India
182, Pan 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 was the forward cargo
door opening outward when it shouldn't, tearing off skin forming
nine foot by 15 foot gash in the side of the nose of the early
model Boeing 747 allowing a 300 knot airstream to flow into the
fractured and broken floor beam compartments and snapping off
the nose leaving a short loud sound of explosive decompression
on the audio tape, abrupt power loss to data recorder, fodding of
number three engine, and at least nine missing bodies.
After we get over the mental hurdle of the cargo door causing
the crashes, the next mystery is why do the doors open
inadvertently. There are twelve possible reasons and many more
to be discovered. That is the proper focus, why do doors open?
But back to the cargo door cause. What is it that makes you
reluctant to consider the door as culprit? Too ordinary? Not
exciting enough?
I think of a musical hook in a song...what can be the hook for
the cargo door theory. It is not enough to discover a great truth,
but it must be presented in a persuasive manner.
The O rings were put into a glass of ice water to show
brittleness.
I can use a soda can as a pressurized hull. If the integrity of the
can/hull is not cracked, it is impossible to open can/hull by
pressing down with fingers/wind on round drink opening. But
when cracked by tab lever/open door, the soda/baggage spews
out into face/engine 3. Then the cracked drink hole/nose can be
easily pushed open by finger/airstream.
You are not plumbers who know not the force of 300 knot
slipstream. You are not a movie viewer who watches Arnold
Schwartzenegger in movie "Erasers" holds on to the outside of a
flying jet passenger airplane with his bare hands and believes it.
You know that 300 knots of slipstream is twice as much force as
any natural force on earth, twice as powerful as the recent

hurricane Fran that tore roofs off and leveled houses. And they
were sealed up.
You are not the car driver who hears baggage door and thinks
car trunk. You know that a forward cargo door of a Boeing 747 is
huge, eight feet by nine feet, and when that poorly designed door
opens outward into the 300 knot slipstream it gets torn up and
away leaving an even larger nine foot by fifteen foot hole in the
nose. When the combination of the large hole and forceful air
come together, the nose gets snapped off in an instant.
The picture of UAL 811 with the huge gash in the nose after it
landed may be the hook for you, but not for me. For me the
connecting event which ties it all together is the .6 second loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorders. This is the link inside the
links.
It started with the DC-10 cargo door explosive decompression
event recorded on tape. That short loud sound matched the short
loud sound on the cockpit tape of Air India 182. The short loud
sound on the tape of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 are similar also.
The loud sound does not have the short rise time of a bomb
explosion. The sound is followed by an abrupt power loss. The
sound is explained by acoustic experts as describing a structural
breakup or explosive decompression.
Structural breakup or explosive decompression is what happens
when the forward cargo door comes off in flight based upon the
events of UAL 811.
Once the link of the short sound and abrupt power loss connects
AI 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800, then the similarities of the
consequences match UAL 811 which is a confirmed, explained
forward cargo door opening in flight with fodded engines,
missing bodies, wreckage patterns, radar blips, and breakup
locations.
What else is there, gentlemen, before you start a vigorous
investigation? Can you overcome the horror of falling down into

the abyss of killing men woman and children by incorrectly
giving accident cause of Air India 182, Pan Am 103 and maybe
TWA 800 as bombs? Are you afraid of the dominoes falling on
you as the cargo door cause ripples out to Boeing, FAA, DOT,
the President, NTSB, FBI, and the airlines?
Maybe you are and maybe you shouldn't be. The government
system gives you protection to defend you against that fear. The
NTSB is an independent board aloof from political influence.
The press is protected by the First Amendment which allows
conjecture, speculation, and hypothesizing without fear of
censorship.
The two institutions you represent, the press and independent
boards, are acting as if the police were standing outside your
offices with handcuffs.
And that's why it is always the guy in the converted garage, me,
who finds out all this interesting neat stuff first, before the guys
who are supposed to find it first and tell all these rest of us about
it.
Facts, facts, facts. My hypothesis, which is documented by
facts, is never rebutted by facts but by attacking the messenger.
Hey, easy target, this messenger is telling you unpleasant truths,
not the pleasant lies you are used to. The type of messenger who
tells unpleasant truths, me, is not the kind of guy you like and
want to be friends with. So what? You're not gonna like me
anymore? You never liked me, so what? Cargo doors don't fall in
love and they don't read Airworthiness Directives.
I assume you know about AD 88-12-04 ("To Insure That
Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will Not Occur
In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988? And (AD) ADT 89-05-54
which superseded AD 88-12-04?
Ah, the cargo door, protected by friends in high places, Boeing;
convicted of killing nine in UAL 811, suspected as culprit in AI
182, ignored as suspect in Pan Am 103, and idly mentioned in

TWA 800 although the villain was on the scene of the crime, as
stated by investigators, forward of the wing on the right side, and
left first.
The invisible suspect: A great big hunk of malfunctioning piece
of aluminum complex mechanical system that happens to be
right there at the scenes of destruction of similar model aircraft,
forward cargo hold Air India 182, forward cargo hold Pan Am
103, forward cargo hold TWA 800.
Well, let's us the word coverup here as a word to consider. I
reject the word. I believe from day one there is no coverup, no
plot, and no conspiracy to protect the killer from identification.
The reason the obvious suspect has not been fully investigated is
blind self interest by the detectives and fear of their supervisors
who definitely do not want the suspect named. The President of
the United States, the boss of all of us has stated, "These terrorist
acts..." referring to the Olympic village bombing and the crash of
TWA 800. He thinks it's not a cargo door. He thinks it's a bomb;
who are we to disagree with a person who holds our lives in his
hands?
Well, I do. Mr. Clinton is not a pilot, he's not a sound expert, he's
never crashed in a plane, he's never stuck his hand out into a fast
moving slipstream while flying, and he's not an avionics
technician. Well, I am, and I disagree that it was a terrorist act. It
was not a bomb or missile or alien. It was the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Of course the
President does not want a cargo door fault, he's a politician and
this cargo door cause is trouble politically. Well, too bad, that's
his problem and his job to solve it. My problem is to find out
why TWA 800 crashed and I solved it.
You can too. This is how. Go to the website at http://
corazon.com and review the literature. I've just added about
thirty pages from the Canadian and Indian accident report of Air
India Flight 182. The documentation for the description of the

short sound as explosive decompression and not bomb sound is
there on page 23.
Obtain the thick official accident reports from the governments
of US, Canada, India, and UK.
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/aaibhome.htm will lead you to 103.
http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/english.html will lead you to 182
http://www.ntsb.gov/ will lead you to 811
I encourage the NTSB to put technical data of the 800 crash on
the TWA 800 link on the NTSB homepage; things like engine
breakdown info, wreckage plot of items found, cvr and fdr tape
printouts.
Compare all the many similarities in the reports to all the
crashes: loud sound, type model A/C, fod, wreckage, passenger
injuries, missing bodies, abrupt power loss, crew activity,
destruction datum, and many many more, some trivial and some
possibly significant. The crashes of UAL 811, AI 182, PA 103,
and TWA 800 are inextricably linked together by many clues and
one event, the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Get to where I am on the mental ledge to the peak of
understanding these crashes, the door openings are causing the
crashes but why do the doors open when they shouldn't? Could
be bomb, could be cargo shift, could be transient electronic
interference to door motor, could be nine other possibilities and I
want to hear more.
Review, investigate, think, write, discuss, conclude, commit. Get
to it.
See, gentlemen and lady, if I am wrong, I am the bad person and
I'm sorry. If you are wrong, people die, you are the bad persons
and sorry doesn't help. You have to prove me wrong. You can not
ignore cargo door as possibility. Rule the door out. Prove me
wrong. Do not ignore. Respond. Interact. Now. Any questions?
Meeting adjourned until next time.

John Barry Smith, Amateur Sleuth
SSN: 562 58 2308
Phone: 408 659 3552
email: barry@corazon.com
website: http://www.corazon.com
fax: 408 625 1809
snail mail: 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 24, 1996 10:37:37 AM PDT
To: Acohido
Subject: Tone down approach

No more quotes, forever, never again, sorry, promise.
This advice comes free and unsolicited, so you can take it for
what its worth. If you
want to establish yourself as a credible voice, I would tone down
your approach
Tried that, did that, didn't work. Was polite, was respectful, was
humble, was objective, didn't work. Didn't work, Byron,
understand, didn't work. Tried rude and impolite, let's see what
happens now. Maybe fail too. I tried. And credible voice is on
website.
See, the differenence is the hazard is still there. If the doors were
welded shut until completion of the TWA investigation then OK,
we sit, do the pleasantries, fax the info back and forth, have cup
of coffee and make some phone calls. But, as we speak the doors
are waiting to open. If you believed the door cause, you would
not be so formal, you might be a little desperate, even, like me.
But since you do not think the doors are the problem you are

willing to wait, do some research and gamble they don't open and
kill some more.
Byron, you didn't see the families of TWA crying and say, I know
why you are crying and I could have prevented it somehow.
When the next 747 goes down you will look back at this "The
power is in listening." statement and cringe.
You did not read AI 182 report that states, "There were 30
children recovered and they showed less overall injury." Sounds
like they got lost and were found with a little frostbite, yes? No,
they had decompression injuries, hypoxia, and impact-type
injuries, and all dead.
Regarding quoting you saying the theory is plausible, sorry,
right, no quotes, and the fact that such a mild statement is
"problematic" is scary to me. Plausible is now a dirty word, like
'speculation.'
Actually, really scary. A huge hole in the side of a nose of a
plane at 300 knots can make the nose come off. That conclusion
is plausible but don't tell anyone I said that. Really really scary
that a person would be reluctant to be quoted as saying such a
vague non committal statement of plausible, hell, just about
everything is plausible. OJ is not guilty is plausible, using the
word as defined in the dictionary, "having the appearance of truth
or reason." The appearance of truth was that OJ was framed by a
racist police force, doesn't make it true just because it looks true.
Con men are all plausible. ABS rollers can make you more sexy,
send me 79.95$ is plausible. But then, as I heard on TV the other
night, a man tells his son, "Son, if it's one thing I've learned in
life, appearances are everything."
Fear is contagious and if you are afraid, Byron, I am afraid. But,
rules are no quotes, sorry again, I thought the excerpt to you was
fair and flattering of an open minded reporter, not robot. No more
quotes, forever, never again, sorry, promise.
I'm like the scout who came back and excitedly told Custer,

General General! there's Injuns over there waiting to kill us! and
the General says, Now calm down, scout, everything's going to
be all right, go write your report and put in on my desk in the
morning. And don't shout when you talk to a General it doesn't
help your credibilty.
Yeah, well, that's the new power of the internet, citizens can see
what's happening and shout it from the rooftops without filters of
calm down, or rewrite this with a better slant, or you're fired if
you persist in this nonsense.
Again, Byron, you attacked the messenger and not the message.
Where is the rebuttal to my thesis? My buckskins were dirty so
you don't believe the Indians are over the hill?
Well, at least you replied, Byron, I'm sure most will just shrug it
off and say, He burned his bridges behind him with me. The ones
who do that are the ones who would never find out the accident
cause anyway, they are all emotional. Cargo doors are not
emotional and they don't read ADs.
The power is in listening to the next short loud sound on the cvr
tape of a Qantas 747 off Australia that comes apart in the air
leaving fodded number three engine, at least nine missing bodies,
radar blips, abrupt power loss, and of course the plane will be an
early model 747, just like Air India 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA
800, and UAL 811.
Reporters report, well, report this, fully documented clues
leading to conclusion of inadvertent opening of forward cargo
door is causing crashes of early model 747s. 50 meg of data are
on web site, corazon.com
Tone down approach. No can do.
Stimulating conversation, hope to have many more, Sincerely,
John Mr. HiTone Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 24, 1996 10:37:22 AM PDT

To: MBusch
Subject: Patience

I think you need a little patience.
Mike, I would if the crash were a one shot deal like the Titanic.
As we speak the doors are up there waiting to open. If you
believed the doors opening were the cause you would not be
advising patience, unless the doors were welded shut pending
conclusion of the TWA investigation. You do not think the doors
are the cause and are willing to wait and see what happens. It's a
gamble, hope you win.
You don't strengthen your case by using four-letter words.
One word, not words. And it is an old Navy phrase that fits.
Marine Drill Instructiors used it at us Navy officer cadets in
training when we got arrogant.
Investigators investigate. Reporters report.
Tell that to Woodward and Bernstein, or muckraking Sinclair
Lewis, or Seymour Hersh.
Investigators are scored on accuracy, not speed.
Except when the hazard is still flying, then they are scored on
stupidity.
Well, at least you replied, Mike, I'm sure most will just shrug it
off and say, He burned his bridges behind him with me. The ones
who do that are the ones who would never find out the accident
cause anyway, they are all emotional. The cargo door is not
emotional, it will pop again with people who swear and people
who don't sitting in the magic seats above and aft of the cargo
door. You know the magic seats, yes, Mike, you sit there and
sometimes you disappear and are never found again, like Air
India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. (Only four,
need more hard data.)
"you investigators are wasting your
time, because I knew what caused the crash five minutes after it
happened."

Here's a tough one because you wrote it in quotes and I never
said that and never implied that. Bomb needs to be ruled out, just
like pilot error, or weather or all the other things that get ruled
out in legitimate accident investigations, not focused on one
thing, which happens to be last on the list of accident causes,
sabotage.
Well, we criticize the things we love and I love airplanes. A
critical press is essential to a free country, he lectured to the guy
who spends 60 hours a week working as press person. AV web is
only critical to the extent of a few wise guy comments appended
to news releases from the gov't or manufacturers.
Why not have a section on controversial accidents, there seem to
be many, Gander, 737s, 747s, etc.
Bottom line, people are dying in 737 and 747s and there is not
fully understandable reasons. That hurts aviation. Another one of
the these cargo door opening crashes and there will lawsuits to
drive Boeing bankrupt and political upheaval at FAA/NTSB/
DOT and Airbus gets a whole lot of new business.
If you don't monitor the aviation industry and point out safety
items, who will? The fox? Mr. Clancy? Yeah, Mr. Clancy, the
Boeing employee who is an explosives expert brought in for the
Air India 182 crash whose opinions are mentioned often in the
report. An explosives expert from a manufacturer? Please, does
that not seem odd to you?
We don't want Tom Brokaw or Peter Jennings or Dan Rather
saying, "NTSB
investigators are pursuing three possible theories of what made
TWA 800 go
down -- a bomb, a missile, or a mechanical failure -- BUT I
THINK THAT IT
WAS XXX."
Mike, Mike, Mike, that is exactly what has happened, substitute
bomb for XXX. And do that every day for 77 days. As in, little

evidence of bomb but we are still looking very hard and will
never give up to prove bomb to confirm our wishfulthinking it
was not our fault, oh, and let me say as boilerplate phrase, even
though we have not spent for 1% on it, we have not ruled out
mechanical cause and we won't tell you any mechanical causes
except fire in center section which of course happened, but later
after event happened.
It's like saying the cause of the crash was high speed impact
with water. Probable cause of TWA crash was uncontrolled
collision with water. Well...that's true, there was an uncontrolled
collision with the water.
Tell me, do you think the fuel tank explosion was the cause?
Well, don't commit, reporters just report, like robots, no human
interpretation now, just report, why not cut and paste what the
government says on their TWA 800 web site on the NTSB home
page, it's last been updated on 9 Sep, only fifteen days ago.
The power of AVweb is speed and access to a wide range of
human knowledge to draw on. You are not using it but relying on
old fashioned stuff. I bet you get a lot of faxes.
I was nice and polite, it didn't work. I was funny, it didn't work, I
was bitter, rude, and impolite, let's see if that cuts through the
defenses of the NTSB. The goal is to get the doors fixed/shut,
then let's be be polite, and patient, and have a cup of coffee and
just work this out.
Mike, you didn't see the families of TWA crying and say, I know
why you are crying and I could have prevented it somehow.
When the next 747 goes down you will look back at this "I think
you need a little patience," statement and cringe.
You did not read AI 182 report that states, "There were 30
children recovered and they showed less overall injury." Sounds
like they got lost and were found with a little frostbite, yes? No,
they had decompression injuries, hypoxia, and impact-type
injuries, and all dead.

Again, Mike, you attacked the messenger and not the message.
Where is the rebuttal to my thesis?
But hey, it was five years between the last two, maybe more this
time and happen to Qantas off Australia, far away, in deep water,
with no Americans on board and another darn bomb went off in
forward cargo hold, like Air India 182, Pan Am 103, and
probably TWA 800 if the governement gets time to influence
events. Air India has time and time again in report no evidence of
bomb. Final call, bomb. Pan Am 103 had traces of explosive on
fragments for proof of plastic bomb, now all that shown to be
benign, any calls for reopening 103 investigation? None.
Again, reporters report, well, report this, fully documented
clues leading to conclusion of inadvertent opening of forward
cargo door is causing crashes of early model 747s. 50 meg of
data are on web site, corazon.com.
Be patient. No can do.
Stimulating conversation, hope to have many more, Sincerely,
John Mr. Impatient Smith

From: baco-new@seatimes.com
Date: September 24, 1996 6:50:08 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: RE: Cargo door, what else?

John:
This advice comes free and unsolicited, so you can take it for
what its worth. If you
want to establish yourself as a credible voice, I would tone down
your approach. I've
gone through your replies. You are to be congratulated for
amassing the information
you've compiled. You have a lot of substantive questions to bring

to the table. However,
amassing information and objectively, comprehensively and
responsibly synthesizing
and interpreting it are two very different things. In my opinion
you are blurring the line
between the two.
You've made flat sweeping conclusions about these accidents
with cursory analysis
of what's on the written record and huge gaps in the supporting
body of evidence.
I agree that a case can be made to expand that body of evidence.
But I think the way
you've set out to steer the debate is ineffective and will ultimately
backfire.
I have one favor to ask. When I communicate with someone by
e-mail, I assume it is a
confidential conversation unless both parties agree that it isn't.
Correct me if I'm
mistaken, but I believe I even labeled my response to you
confidential. It can really hurt
my efforts when you excerpt part of what I said and pass it along
out of context to
support a point you're making with somebody else. Please do not
do that anymore. It
can even prove problematic that you let everyone you
communicate with know you are
having a dialogue with me. The power is in listening.
Regards,
Byron

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>

Date: September 24, 1996 5:36:10 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Cargo door, what else?

Barry,
I think you're confusing the role of accident investigators and the
role of
the press.
We don't want Tom Brokaw or Peter Jennings or Dan Rather
saying, "NTSB
investigators are pursuing three possible theories of what made
TWA 800 go
down -- a bomb, a missile, or a mechanical failure -- BUT I
THINK THAT IT
WAS XXX." If Mr. Brokaw or Jennings or Rather did that, they'd
be laughed
out of town and lose their job.
Investigators investigate. Reporters report.
Now...when the investigators are done investigating and have
submitted their
conclusions as to probable cause, if we reporters think they blew
it, then
that's fair game to report. But while they're still working on the
problem,
the only responsible thing for the press to do is to be patient.
Investigators are scored on accuracy, not speed.
The investigation seems to be swinging your way, Barry. The
investigators

are finally starting to say "we can't find any evidence of
explosives, we're
starting to think it must have been a mechanical problem." I'd
think this
would make you feel good. Apparently, it doesn't.
You don't strengthen your case by using four-letter words. Or by
telling
reporters that they should be taking sides at this point. And you
certainly
don't strengthen your case by saying "you investigators are
wasting your
time, because I knew what caused the crash five minutes after it
happened."
It's not important that investigators started out believing that the
crash
was caused by a bomb. What's important is where they wind up
at the end of
the investigation.
I think you need a little patience.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com

Date: September 23, 1996 4:30:47 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Cargo door, what else?

Robert, this is aimed at NTSB, not you, you have been my
staunchest ally. Thanks, Barry.
Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Al Dickinson, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Robert Knight, Producer/Host Earthwatch, WBAI, New York
City, USA, rknight@escape.com
Mike Busch, Editor-in-Chief, AVweb, AVsig member,
Cyberspace, editor@avweb.com
Nick Fielding, Reporter, Mail on Sunday, London, UK,
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Byron Acohido, Reporter, Seattle Times, AVsig member, Seattle,
USA, baco-new@seatimes.com
Bob Kaputa, Managing Editor, AVsig member Cyberspace
help@avweb.com
Jessica Kowal, Reporter, Newsday, Long Island, USA,
plugin@newsday.com
Messrs. and Ms. Francis, Schleede, Dickinson, Knight, Busch,
Fielding, Acohido, Kaputa, and Kowal,
23 Sep 96
I have established contact via email with you before so I know
you are receiving my information. Mr. Kaputa and Mr. Francis
have direct conversation links to Mr. Busch and Mssrs, Schleede
and Dickinson so are included in this email.
Determining the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 is urgent.

Several hundred of the same type of early model Boeing 747 are
flying with passengers as I type. The US government flies four
E-4B and Air Force One, all modified Boeing 747-200s. All
those 747s are at risk from a cause officially unknown at this
time.
I know the cause. It is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door in flight. This cause is documented at my website
<http://www.corazon.com> with over 50 megabytes of data
extracted from four government accident reports, news articles
and based on thirty five years of flying experience.
You have sent me emails regarding this possible cause. Your
replies would be adequate from a layman who has a passing
interest in plane crashes but totally unsatisfactory from aviation
career professionals or investigative journalists.
Let's go through them, it shan't take long.
"From Mr. Schleede on 29 July 96:
Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes
and factors.
Thanks for the interest.
---------From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM
Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause
that must
be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989."
end email.
Well, Mr. Schleede, I am not assured you are checking that, in

fact, I am quite unassured you are not checking that.
Another email:
"From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!"
end email.
Mr. Schleede, there are three cargo doors on 800, you never
replied to my question of which one; did you check?
an email from Mr. Dickinson:
"Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA
800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety."
end email.

Mr. Dickinson, thank you for your imterest in aviation safety.
Spelling error indicates you never proof read your email and two
verb tense errors indicate you may not know better. And yes, the
crew would have noticed depressurization event when their
eardrums blew out. Did you check their bodies for baro-trauma?
And yes, the event was recorded on the CVR as short loud
sound.
email from Mr. Busch:
"Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion."
end email.
Like another mystery crash and 300 more dead to add to the 838
dead and four crashes already, before sufficient hard data is
available to draw a conclusion?
an AVweb ezine comment:
"This one could find its way onto "The X-files." Speculation that
an
errant missile launched by a U.S. warship or aircraft downed
TWA 800
abounds in cyberspace; ditto theories purporting that a baggage
door
came open in-flight, or that ET did it -- actually, that a meteorite
pierced the plane. Of course, it's all being covered up by the
government, many say."
end excerpt.
Between a missile and an alien fits the cargo door; birds that fly
together flock together, weirdos love company.
an excerpt from print article, Ms. Kowal,
"Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since his finger
was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old, has
contacted the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and

airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem."
end excerpt.
Well, I knew that when the questions referred to my smashed
finger and ignored 800 dead persons, this was not a serious
interview, and I never said "coverup."
an email from Mr. Acohido:
"I agree your thesis is plausible."
end excerpt of email.
What? What? Plausible? And then Mr. Acohido asked
reasonable, relevant, and probing questions regarding that thesis.
Hope lives!
an email from Mr. Knight.
"This is one of the most cogent malfunction scenarios I have
encountered so far, especially since the detail reported by
REUTERS, the NY Times and others on 30 Jul 96 that a cargo
door
fell into the sea well ahead of the fuselage and the decapitated
cabin of TW800."
Ah! Articulate reasoning!
Yes, gentlemen and lady, hope lives that reason, logic, and clear
thinking will prevail and the truth of the cargo door will emerge,
one way or the other.
See, if I'm wrong, and I could be wrong about the cargo door
cause, no one dies. If you are wrong, someone dies. And will, the
clock is ticking.
The time between Pan Am 103 and UAL 811 was 65 days. The
time between uncommanded door opening of UAL preflight and
TWA 800 was almost five years. It's been 77 days since TWA 800
and counting as I type this.
I'm assuming you know about the uncommanded cargo door
opening of June 13, 1991, on a UAL preflight where the cargo
door started to open by itself and the ground crew could not stop

it until the circuit breakers were pulled in the cockpit? Put that on
the list of times the door opened when it shouldn't. The list
includes that one plus Pan Am 125, UAL 811, Air India 182, Pan
Am 103, and TWA 800.
Well, maybe you don't know about it. I'm assuming that
government officials assigned to investigate one of the more
serious accidents to occur in the country's history are well
qualified by education, experience, and demeanor. But I could be
wrong. The evidence as shown by correspondence is of
inarticulate, incoherent bumblers who don't have any focus on
what they are doing. At best the response to detailed and
reasonable documented evidence about the accident cause
presented by an informed citizen responding to a public appeal
for help has been a vague brush off. I am left with the impression
that the priority of government investigators is not the urgent
mystery solution but figuring out how to get on the next
boondoggle flight to London, or Paris, or Athens. What is the per
diem in Paris, anyway, must be a bunch.
The press, ah, the press. Gives me chills to think of the First
Amendment. And stomach cramps to realize what that means in
reality. It means that the press is now a shill to government press
releases and a copy machine for TV sound bites and photo ops.
I'm assuming that press and radio reporters are interested in their
subject, curious, and feel satisfaction when presenting all aspects
of an issue. But I could be wrong. The evidence as shown by
correspondence and several articles is of meek, narrow minded,
uninformed sensationalists. (With one exception yet to be fully
tested and one still on the fence.) I am left with the impression of
reporters who look at computer screens and cut and paste what
other reporters have cut and pasted from manufacturer and
government pufferies. As soon as an original idea passes into
your consciousness you cut and run. Safer on the fence, in the
cave, don't commit.

You are not doing your job, gentlemen and lady. You are failing.
You are betraying your professions. You are living a lie.
You have had your asses kissed so often you think your shit
don't stink.
The proof is that today, this minute, the cause of the crash of
TWA 800 is officially unknown. The proof is that today, the only
explanation given any depth of investigation in the papers,
ezines, TV, and radio is bomb, bomb, bomb.
One focus, one failure, and that's it. 77 days and 7 million
dollars and what do you have? Another day older and deeper in
debt.
OK, let's sit down and have a meeting now that the pleasantries
are over.
It's a round table. My name is John Barry Smith. We've all flown
supersonic in combat, ejected from flaming jet aircraft, landed on
pitching carrier decks at night, flown passengers for hire, written
aviation articles for pay, and constructed extensive web sites on
the internet, haven't we? Oh, we haven't? Am I the only one to
have done all those things? Well, then I guess I will open the
meeting.
I've discovered something. I didn't invent it. Through hindsight
and the internet I've discovered a link to several Boeing 747
crashes over a period of eleven years. It is the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door inflight. It is a common type
of mechanical malfunction. It has happened before on this type
aircraft. The event is well documented on cockpit tapes and data
recorders. The consequences of the event are clearly shown on
wreckage. The event has been seen visually, tracked on radar,
heard on audio tapes, felt by engines and passengers bodies, and
thought about by many people.
It is a mystery no more. The cause of the crashes of Air India
182, Pan 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 was the forward cargo
door opening outward when it shouldn't, tearing off skin forming

nine foot by 15 foot gash in the side of the nose of the early
model Boeing 747 allowing a 300 knot airstream to flow into the
fractured and broken floor beam compartments and snapping off
the nose leaving a short loud sound of explosive decompression
on the audio tape, abrupt power loss to data recorder, fodding of
number three engine, and at least nine missing bodies.
After we get over the mental hurdle of the cargo door causing
the crashes, the next mystery is why do the doors open
inadvertently. There are twelve possible reasons and many more
to be discovered. That is the proper focus, why do doors open?
But back to the cargo door cause. What is it that makes you
reluctant to consider the door as culprit? Too ordinary? Not
exciting enough?
I think of a musical hook in a song...what can be the hook for
the cargo door theory. It is not enough to discover a great truth,
but it must be presented in a persuasive manner.
The O rings were put into a glass of ice water to show
brittleness.
I can use a soda can as a pressurized hull. If the integrity of the
can/hull is not cracked, it is impossible to open can/hull by
pressing down with fingers/wind on round drink opening. But
when cracked by tab lever/open door, the soda/baggage spews
out into face/engine 3. Then the cracked drink hole/nose can be
easily pushed open by finger/airstream.
You are not plumbers who know not the force of 300 knot
slipstream. You are not a movie viewer who watches Arnold
Schwartzenegger in movie "Erasers" holds on to the outside of a
flying jet passenger airplane with his bare hands and believes it.
You know that 300 knots of slipstream is twice as much force as
any natural force on earth, twice as powerful as the recent
hurricane Fran that tore roofs off and leveled houses. And they
were sealed up.
You are not the car driver who hears baggage door and thinks

car trunk. You know that a forward cargo door of a Boeing 747 is
huge, eight feet by nine feet, and when that poorly designed door
opens outward into the 300 knot slipstream it gets torn up and
away leaving an even larger nine foot by fifteen foot hole in the
nose. When the combination of the large hole and forceful air
come together, the nose gets snapped off in an instant.
The picture of UAL 811 with the huge gash in the nose after it
landed may be the hook for you, but not for me. For me the
connecting event which ties it all together is the .6 second loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorders. This is the link inside the
links.
It started with the DC-10 cargo door explosive decompression
event recorded on tape. That short loud sound matched the short
loud sound on the cockpit tape of Air India 182. The short loud
sound on the tape of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 are similar also.
The loud sound does not have the short rise time of a bomb
explosion. The sound is followed by an abrupt power loss. The
sound is explained by acoustic experts as describing a structural
breakup or explosive decompression.
Structural breakup or explosive decompression is what happens
when the forward cargo door comes off in flight based upon the
events of UAL 811.
Once the link of the short sound and abrupt power loss connects
AI 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800, then the similarities of the
consequences match UAL 811 which is a confirmed, explained
forward cargo door opening in flight with fodded engines,
missing bodies, wreckage patterns, radar blips, and breakup
locations.
What else is there, gentlemen, before you start a vigorous
investigation? Can you overcome the horror of falling down into
the abyss of killing men woman and children by incorrectly
giving accident cause of Air India 182, Pan Am 103 and maybe
TWA 800 as bombs? Are you afraid of the dominoes falling on

you as the cargo door cause ripples out to Boeing, FAA, DOT,
the President, NTSB, FBI, and the airlines?
Maybe you are and maybe you shouldn't be. The government
system gives you protection to defend you against that fear. The
NTSB is an independent board aloof from political influence.
The press is protected by the First Amendment which allows
conjecture, speculation, and hypothesizing without fear of
censorship.
The two institutions you represent, the press and independent
boards, are acting as if the police were standing outside your
offices with handcuffs.
And that's why it is always the guy in the converted garage, me,
who finds out all this interesting neat stuff first, before the guys
who are supposed to find it first and tell all these rest of us about
it.
Facts, facts, facts. My hypothesis, which is documented by
facts, is never rebutted by facts but by attacking the messenger.
Hey, easy target, this messenger is telling you unpleasant truths,
not the pleasant lies you are used to. The type of messenger who
tells unpleasant truths, me, is not the kind of guy you like and
want to be friends with. So what? You're not gonna like me
anymore? You never liked me, so what? Cargo doors don't fall in
love and they don't read Airworthiness Directives.
I assume you know about AD 88-12-04 ("To Insure That
Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will Not Occur
In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988? And (AD) ADT 89-05-54
which superseded AD 88-12-04?
Ah, the cargo door, protected by friends in high places, Boeing;
convicted of killing nine in UAL 811, suspected as culprit in AI
182, ignored as suspect in Pan Am 103, and idly mentioned in
TWA 800 although the villain was on the scene of the crime, as
stated by investigators, forward of the wing on the right side, and
left first.

The invisible suspect: A great big hunk of malfunctioning piece
of aluminum complex mechanical system that happens to be
right there at the scenes of destruction of similar model aircraft,
forward cargo hold Air India 182, forward cargo hold Pan Am
103, forward cargo hold TWA 800.
Well, let's us the word coverup here as a word to consider. I
reject the word. I believe from day one there is no coverup, no
plot, and no conspiracy to protect the killer from identification.
The reason the obvious suspect has not been fully investigated is
blind self interest by the detectives and fear of their supervisors
who definitely do not want the suspect named. The President of
the United States, the boss of all of us has stated, "These terrorist
acts..." referring to the Olympic village bombing and the crash of
TWA 800. He thinks it's not a cargo door. He thinks it's a bomb;
who are we to disagree with a person who holds our lives in his
hands?
Well, I do. Mr. Clinton is not a pilot, he's not a sound expert, he's
never crashed in a plane, he's never stuck his hand out into a fast
moving slipstream while flying, and he's not an avionics
technician. Well, I am, and I disagree that it was a terrorist act. It
was not a bomb or missile or alien. It was the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Of course the
President does not want a cargo door fault, he's a politician and
this cargo door cause is trouble politically. Well, too bad, that's
his problem and his job to solve it. My problem is to find out
why TWA 800 crashed and I solved it.
You can too. This is how. Go to the website at http://
corazon.com and review the literature. I've just added about
thirty pages from the Canadian and Indian accident report of Air
India Flight 182. The documentation for the description of the
short sound as explosive decompression and not bomb sound is
there on page 23.
Obtain the thick official accident reports from the governments

of US, Canada, India, and UK.
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/aaibhome.htm will lead you to 103.
http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/english.html will lead you to 182
http://www.ntsb.gov/ will lead you to 811
I encourage the NTSB to put technical data of the 800 crash on
the TWA 800 link on the NTSB homepage; things like engine
breakdown info, wreckage plot of items found, cvr and fdr tape
printouts.
Compare all the many similarities in the reports to all the
crashes: loud sound, type model A/C, fod, wreckage, passenger
injuries, missing bodies, abrupt power loss, crew activity,
destruction datum, and many many more, some trivial and some
possibly significant. The crashes of UAL 811, AI 182, PA 103,
and TWA 800 are inextricably linked together by many clues and
one event, the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Get to where I am on the mental ledge to the peak of
understanding these crashes, the door openings are causing the
crashes but why do the doors open when they shouldn't? Could
be bomb, could be cargo shift, could be transient electronic
interference to door motor, could be nine other possibilities and I
want to hear more.
Review, investigate, think, write, discuss, conclude, commit. Get
to it.
See, gentlemen and lady, if I am wrong, I am the bad person and
I'm sorry. If you are wrong, people die, you are the bad persons
and sorry doesn't help. You have to prove me wrong. You can not
ignore cargo door as possibility. Rule the door out. Prove me
wrong. Do not ignore. Respond. Interact. Now. Any questions?
Meeting adjourned until next time.
John Barry Smith, Amateur Sleuth
SSN: 562 58 2308
Phone: 408 659 3552

email: barry@corazon.com
website: http://www.corazon.com
fax: 408 625 1809
snail mail: 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 23, 1996 4:30:18 PM PDT
To: help@avweb.com
Subject: Cargo door, what else?

Mr. Kaputa, your sandwiching me between the missiles and the
aliens helped trigger this email off, thanks, really, the muse runs
dry once in a while and needs a kickstart. John Barry Smith
Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Al Dickinson, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Robert Knight, Producer/Host Earthwatch, WBAI, New York
City, USA, rknight@escape.com
Mike Busch, Editor-in-Chief, AVweb, AVsig member,
Cyberspace, editor@avweb.com
Nick Fielding, Reporter, Mail on Sunday, London, UK,
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Byron Acohido, Reporter, Seattle Times, AVsig member, Seattle,
USA, baco-new@seatimes.com
Bob Kaputa, Managing Editor, AVsig member Cyberspace
help@avweb.com

Jessica Kowal, Reporter, Newsday, Long Island, USA,
plugin@newsday.com
Messrs. and Ms. Francis, Schleede, Dickinson, Knight, Busch,
Fielding, Acohido, Kaputa, and Kowal,
23 Sep 96
I have established contact via email with you before so I know
you are receiving my information. Mr. Kaputa and Mr. Francis
have direct conversation links to Mr. Busch and Mssrs, Schleede
and Dickinson so are included in this email.
Determining the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 is urgent.
Several hundred of the same type of early model Boeing 747 are
flying with passengers as I type. The US government flies four
E-4B and Air Force One, all modified Boeing 747-200s. All
those 747s are at risk from a cause officially unknown at this
time.
I know the cause. It is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door in flight. This cause is documented at my website
<http://www.corazon.com> with over 50 megabytes of data
extracted from four government accident reports, news articles
and based on thirty five years of flying experience.
You have sent me emails regarding this possible cause. Your
replies would be adequate from a layman who has a passing
interest in plane crashes but totally unsatisfactory from aviation
career professionals or investigative journalists.
Let's go through them, it shan't take long.
"From Mr. Schleede on 29 July 96:
Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes
and factors.
Thanks for the interest.
----------

From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM
Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause
that must
be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989."
end email.
Well, Mr. Schleede, I am not assured you are checking that, in
fact, I am quite unassured you are not checking that.
Another email:
"From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!"
end email.
Mr. Schleede, there are three cargo doors on 800, you never
replied to my question of which one; did you check?
an email from Mr. Dickinson:
"Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA
800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any

information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety."
end email.
Mr. Dickinson, thank you for your imterest in aviation safety.
Spelling error indicates you never proof read your email and two
verb tense errors indicate you may not know better. And yes, the
crew would have noticed depressurization event when their
eardrums blew out. Did you check their bodies for baro-trauma?
And yes, the event was recorded on the CVR as short loud
sound.
email from Mr. Busch:
"Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion."
end email.
Like another mystery crash and 300 more dead to add to the 838
dead and four crashes already, before sufficient hard data is
available to draw a conclusion?
an AVweb ezine comment:
"This one could find its way onto "The X-files." Speculation that
an
errant missile launched by a U.S. warship or aircraft downed
TWA 800
abounds in cyberspace; ditto theories purporting that a baggage

door
came open in-flight, or that ET did it -- actually, that a meteorite
pierced the plane. Of course, it's all being covered up by the
government, many say."
end excerpt.
Between a missile and an alien fits the cargo door; birds that fly
together flock together, weirdos love company.
an excerpt from print article, Ms. Kowal,
"Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since his finger
was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old, has
contacted the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and
airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem."
end excerpt.
Well, I knew that when the questions referred to my smashed
finger and ignored 800 dead persons, this was not a serious
interview, and I never said "coverup."
an email from Mr. Acohido:
"I agree your thesis is plausible."
end excerpt of email.
What? What? Plausible? And then Mr. Acohido asked
reasonable, relevant, and probing questions regarding that thesis.
Hope lives!
an email from Mr. Knight.
"This is one of the most cogent malfunction scenarios I have
encountered so far, especially since the detail reported by
REUTERS, the NY Times and others on 30 Jul 96 that a cargo
door
fell into the sea well ahead of the fuselage and the decapitated
cabin of TW800."
Ah! Articulate reasoning!
Yes, gentlemen and lady, hope lives that reason, logic, and clear
thinking will prevail and the truth of the cargo door will emerge,

one way or the other.
See, if I'm wrong, and I could be wrong about the cargo door
cause, no one dies. If you are wrong, someone dies. And will, the
clock is ticking.
The time between Pan Am 103 and UAL 811 was 65 days. The
time between uncommanded door opening of UAL preflight and
TWA 800 was almost five years. It's been 77 days since TWA 800
and counting as I type this.
I'm assuming you know about the uncommanded cargo door
opening of June 13, 1991, on a UAL preflight where the cargo
door started to open by itself and the ground crew could not stop
it until the circuit breakers were pulled in the cockpit? Put that on
the list of times the door opened when it shouldn't. The list
includes that one plus Pan Am 125, UAL 811, Air India 182, Pan
Am 103, and TWA 800.
Well, maybe you don't know about it. I'm assuming that
government officials assigned to investigate one of the more
serious accidents to occur in the country's history are well
qualified by education, experience, and demeanor. But I could be
wrong. The evidence as shown by correspondence is of
inarticulate, incoherent bumblers who don't have any focus on
what they are doing. At best the response to detailed and
reasonable documented evidence about the accident cause
presented by an informed citizen responding to a public appeal
for help has been a vague brush off. I am left with the impression
that the priority of government investigators is not the urgent
mystery solution but figuring out how to get on the next
boondoggle flight to London, or Paris, or Athens. What is the per
diem in Paris, anyway, must be a bunch.
The press, ah, the press. Gives me chills to think of the First
Amendment. And stomach cramps to realize what that means in
reality. It means that the press is now a shill to government press
releases and a copy machine for TV sound bites and photo ops.

I'm assuming that press and radio reporters are interested in their
subject, curious, and feel satisfaction when presenting all aspects
of an issue. But I could be wrong. The evidence as shown by
correspondence and several articles is of meek, narrow minded,
uninformed sensationalists. (With one exception yet to be fully
tested and one still on the fence.) I am left with the impression of
reporters who look at computer screens and cut and paste what
other reporters have cut and pasted from manufacturer and
government pufferies. As soon as an original idea passes into
your consciousness you cut and run. Safer on the fence, in the
cave, don't commit.
You are not doing your job, gentlemen and lady. You are failing.
You are betraying your professions. You are living a lie.
You have had your asses kissed so often you think your shit
don't stink.
The proof is that today, this minute, the cause of the crash of
TWA 800 is officially unknown. The proof is that today, the only
explanation given any depth of investigation in the papers,
ezines, TV, and radio is bomb, bomb, bomb.
One focus, one failure, and that's it. 77 days and 7 million
dollars and what do you have? Another day older and deeper in
debt.
OK, let's sit down and have a meeting now that the pleasantries
are over.
It's a round table. My name is John Barry Smith. We've all flown
supersonic in combat, ejected from flaming jet aircraft, landed on
pitching carrier decks at night, flown passengers for hire, written
aviation articles for pay, and constructed extensive web sites on
the internet, haven't we? Oh, we haven't? Am I the only one to
have done all those things? Well, then I guess I will open the
meeting.
I've discovered something. I didn't invent it. Through hindsight
and the internet I've discovered a link to several Boeing 747

crashes over a period of eleven years. It is the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door inflight. It is a common type
of mechanical malfunction. It has happened before on this type
aircraft. The event is well documented on cockpit tapes and data
recorders. The consequences of the event are clearly shown on
wreckage. The event has been seen visually, tracked on radar,
heard on audio tapes, felt by engines and passengers bodies, and
thought about by many people.
It is a mystery no more. The cause of the crashes of Air India
182, Pan 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 was the forward cargo
door opening outward when it shouldn't, tearing off skin forming
nine foot by 15 foot gash in the side of the nose of the early
model Boeing 747 allowing a 300 knot airstream to flow into the
fractured and broken floor beam compartments and snapping off
the nose leaving a short loud sound of explosive decompression
on the audio tape, abrupt power loss to data recorder, fodding of
number three engine, and at least nine missing bodies.
After we get over the mental hurdle of the cargo door causing
the crashes, the next mystery is why do the doors open
inadvertently. There are twelve possible reasons and many more
to be discovered. That is the proper focus, why do doors open?
But back to the cargo door cause. What is it that makes you
reluctant to consider the door as culprit? Too ordinary? Not
exciting enough?
I think of a musical hook in a song...what can be the hook for
the cargo door theory. It is not enough to discover a great truth,
but it must be presented in a persuasive manner.
The O rings were put into a glass of ice water to show
brittleness.
I can use a soda can as a pressurized hull. If the integrity of the
can/hull is not cracked, it is impossible to open can/hull by
pressing down with fingers/wind on round drink opening. But
when cracked by tab lever/open door, the soda/baggage spews

out into face/engine 3. Then the cracked drink hole/nose can be
easily pushed open by finger/airstream.
You are not plumbers who know not the force of 300 knot
slipstream. You are not a movie viewer who watches Arnold
Schwartzenegger in movie "Erasers" holds on to the outside of a
flying jet passenger airplane with his bare hands and believes it.
You know that 300 knots of slipstream is twice as much force as
any natural force on earth, twice as powerful as the recent
hurricane Fran that tore roofs off and leveled houses. And they
were sealed up.
You are not the car driver who hears baggage door and thinks
car trunk. You know that a forward cargo door of a Boeing 747 is
huge, eight feet by nine feet, and when that poorly designed door
opens outward into the 300 knot slipstream it gets torn up and
away leaving an even larger nine foot by fifteen foot hole in the
nose. When the combination of the large hole and forceful air
come together, the nose gets snapped off in an instant.
The picture of UAL 811 with the huge gash in the nose after it
landed may be the hook for you, but not for me. For me the
connecting event which ties it all together is the .6 second loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorders. This is the link inside the
links.
It started with the DC-10 cargo door explosive decompression
event recorded on tape. That short loud sound matched the short
loud sound on the cockpit tape of Air India 182. The short loud
sound on the tape of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 are similar also.
The loud sound does not have the short rise time of a bomb
explosion. The sound is followed by an abrupt power loss. The
sound is explained by acoustic experts as describing a structural
breakup or explosive decompression.
Structural breakup or explosive decompression is what happens
when the forward cargo door comes off in flight based upon the
events of UAL 811.

Once the link of the short sound and abrupt power loss connects
AI 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800, then the similarities of the
consequences match UAL 811 which is a confirmed, explained
forward cargo door opening in flight with fodded engines,
missing bodies, wreckage patterns, radar blips, and breakup
locations.
What else is there, gentlemen, before you start a vigorous
investigation? Can you overcome the horror of falling down into
the abyss of killing men woman and children by incorrectly
giving accident cause of Air India 182, Pan Am 103 and maybe
TWA 800 as bombs? Are you afraid of the dominoes falling on
you as the cargo door cause ripples out to Boeing, FAA, DOT,
the President, NTSB, FBI, and the airlines?
Maybe you are and maybe you shouldn't be. The government
system gives you protection to defend you against that fear. The
NTSB is an independent board aloof from political influence.
The press is protected by the First Amendment which allows
conjecture, speculation, and hypothesizing without fear of
censorship.
The two institutions you represent, the press and independent
boards, are acting as if the police were standing outside your
offices with handcuffs.
And that's why it is always the guy in the converted garage, me,
who finds out all this interesting neat stuff first, before the guys
who are supposed to find it first and tell all these rest of us about
it.
Facts, facts, facts. My hypothesis, which is documented by
facts, is never rebutted by facts but by attacking the messenger.
Hey, easy target, this messenger is telling you unpleasant truths,
not the pleasant lies you are used to. The type of messenger who
tells unpleasant truths, me, is not the kind of guy you like and
want to be friends with. So what? You're not gonna like me
anymore? You never liked me, so what? Cargo doors don't fall in

love and they don't read Airworthiness Directives.
I assume you know about AD 88-12-04 ("To Insure That
Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will Not Occur
In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988? And (AD) ADT 89-05-54
which superseded AD 88-12-04?
Ah, the cargo door, protected by friends in high places, Boeing;
convicted of killing nine in UAL 811, suspected as culprit in AI
182, ignored as suspect in Pan Am 103, and idly mentioned in
TWA 800 although the villain was on the scene of the crime, as
stated by investigators, forward of the wing on the right side, and
left first.
The invisible suspect: A great big hunk of malfunctioning piece
of aluminum complex mechanical system that happens to be
right there at the scenes of destruction of similar model aircraft,
forward cargo hold Air India 182, forward cargo hold Pan Am
103, forward cargo hold TWA 800.
Well, let's us the word coverup here as a word to consider. I
reject the word. I believe from day one there is no coverup, no
plot, and no conspiracy to protect the killer from identification.
The reason the obvious suspect has not been fully investigated is
blind self interest by the detectives and fear of their supervisors
who definitely do not want the suspect named. The President of
the United States, the boss of all of us has stated, "These terrorist
acts..." referring to the Olympic village bombing and the crash of
TWA 800. He thinks it's not a cargo door. He thinks it's a bomb;
who are we to disagree with a person who holds our lives in his
hands?
Well, I do. Mr. Clinton is not a pilot, he's not a sound expert, he's
never crashed in a plane, he's never stuck his hand out into a fast
moving slipstream while flying, and he's not an avionics
technician. Well, I am, and I disagree that it was a terrorist act. It
was not a bomb or missile or alien. It was the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Of course the

President does not want a cargo door fault, he's a politician and
this cargo door cause is trouble politically. Well, too bad, that's
his problem and his job to solve it. My problem is to find out
why TWA 800 crashed and I solved it.
You can too. This is how. Go to the website at http://
corazon.com and review the literature. I've just added about
thirty pages from the Canadian and Indian accident report of Air
India Flight 182. The documentation for the description of the
short sound as explosive decompression and not bomb sound is
there on page 23.
Obtain the thick official accident reports from the governments
of US, Canada, India, and UK.
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/aaibhome.htm will lead you to 103.
http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/english.html will lead you to 182
http://www.ntsb.gov/ will lead you to 811
I encourage the NTSB to put technical data of the 800 crash on
the TWA 800 link on the NTSB homepage; things like engine
breakdown info, wreckage plot of items found, cvr and fdr tape
printouts.
Compare all the many similarities in the reports to all the
crashes: loud sound, type model A/C, fod, wreckage, passenger
injuries, missing bodies, abrupt power loss, crew activity,
destruction datum, and many many more, some trivial and some
possibly significant. The crashes of UAL 811, AI 182, PA 103,
and TWA 800 are inextricably linked together by many clues and
one event, the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Get to where I am on the mental ledge to the peak of
understanding these crashes, the door openings are causing the
crashes but why do the doors open when they shouldn't? Could
be bomb, could be cargo shift, could be transient electronic
interference to door motor, could be nine other possibilities and I
want to hear more.

Review, investigate, think, write, discuss, conclude, commit. Get
to it.
See, gentlemen and lady, if I am wrong, I am the bad person and
I'm sorry. If you are wrong, people die, you are the bad persons
and sorry doesn't help. You have to prove me wrong. You can not
ignore cargo door as possibility. Rule the door out. Prove me
wrong. Do not ignore. Respond. Interact. Now. Any questions?
Meeting adjourned until next time.
John Barry Smith, Amateur Sleuth
SSN: 562 58 2308
Phone: 408 659 3552
email: barry@corazon.com
website: http://www.corazon.com
fax: 408 625 1809
snail mail: 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 23, 1996 4:28:56 PM PDT
To: plugin@newsday.com
Subject: Cargo door, what else?

Plug in, please forward to Ms. Jessica Kowal.
Oh, Jessica, I never said coverup and now you've got me labeled
as a conspiracy nut..oh well, John Barry Smith
Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Al Dickinson, Investigator, National Transportation Safety

Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Robert Knight, Producer/Host Earthwatch, WBAI, New York
City, USA, rknight@escape.com
Mike Busch, Editor-in-Chief, AVweb, AVsig member,
Cyberspace, editor@avweb.com
Nick Fielding, Reporter, Mail on Sunday, London, UK,
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Byron Acohido, Reporter, Seattle Times, AVsig member, Seattle,
USA, baco-new@seatimes.com
Bob Kaputa, Managing Editor, AVsig member Cyberspace
help@avweb.com
Jessica Kowal, Reporter, Newsday, Long Island, USA,
plugin@newsday.com
Messrs. and Ms. Francis, Schleede, Dickinson, Knight, Busch,
Fielding, Acohido, Kaputa, and Kowal,
23 Sep 96
I have established contact via email with you before so I know
you are receiving my information. Mr. Kaputa and Mr. Francis
have direct conversation links to Mr. Busch and Mssrs, Schleede
and Dickinson so are included in this email.
Determining the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 is urgent.
Several hundred of the same type of early model Boeing 747 are
flying with passengers as I type. The US government flies four
E-4B and Air Force One, all modified Boeing 747-200s. All
those 747s are at risk from a cause officially unknown at this
time.
I know the cause. It is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door in flight. This cause is documented at my website
<http://www.corazon.com> with over 50 megabytes of data
extracted from four government accident reports, news articles
and based on thirty five years of flying experience.
You have sent me emails regarding this possible cause. Your

replies would be adequate from a layman who has a passing
interest in plane crashes but totally unsatisfactory from aviation
career professionals or investigative journalists.
Let's go through them, it shan't take long.
"From Mr. Schleede on 29 July 96:
Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes
and factors.
Thanks for the interest.
---------From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM
Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause
that must
be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989."
end email.
Well, Mr. Schleede, I am not assured you are checking that, in
fact, I am quite unassured you are not checking that.
Another email:
"From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!"
end email.

Mr. Schleede, there are three cargo doors on 800, you never
replied to my question of which one; did you check?
an email from Mr. Dickinson:
"Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA
800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety."
end email.
Mr. Dickinson, thank you for your imterest in aviation safety.
Spelling error indicates you never proof read your email and two
verb tense errors indicate you may not know better. And yes, the
crew would have noticed depressurization event when their
eardrums blew out. Did you check their bodies for baro-trauma?
And yes, the event was recorded on the CVR as short loud
sound.
email from Mr. Busch:
"Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until

sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion."
end email.
Like another mystery crash and 300 more dead to add to the 838
dead and four crashes already, before sufficient hard data is
available to draw a conclusion?
an AVweb ezine comment:
"This one could find its way onto "The X-files." Speculation that
an
errant missile launched by a U.S. warship or aircraft downed
TWA 800
abounds in cyberspace; ditto theories purporting that a baggage
door
came open in-flight, or that ET did it -- actually, that a meteorite
pierced the plane. Of course, it's all being covered up by the
government, many say."
end excerpt.
Between a missile and an alien fits the cargo door; birds that fly
together flock together, weirdos love company.
an excerpt from print article, Ms. Kowal,
"Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since his finger
was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old, has
contacted the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and
airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem."
end excerpt.
Well, I knew that when the questions referred to my smashed
finger and ignored 800 dead persons, this was not a serious
interview, and I never said "coverup."
an email from Mr. Acohido:
"I agree your thesis is plausible."
end excerpt of email.
What? What? Plausible? And then Mr. Acohido asked
reasonable, relevant, and probing questions regarding that thesis.

Hope lives!
an email from Mr. Knight.
"This is one of the most cogent malfunction scenarios I have
encountered so far, especially since the detail reported by
REUTERS, the NY Times and others on 30 Jul 96 that a cargo
door
fell into the sea well ahead of the fuselage and the decapitated
cabin of TW800."
Ah! Articulate reasoning!
Yes, gentlemen and lady, hope lives that reason, logic, and clear
thinking will prevail and the truth of the cargo door will emerge,
one way or the other.
See, if I'm wrong, and I could be wrong about the cargo door
cause, no one dies. If you are wrong, someone dies. And will, the
clock is ticking.
The time between Pan Am 103 and UAL 811 was 65 days. The
time between uncommanded door opening of UAL preflight and
TWA 800 was almost five years. It's been 77 days since TWA 800
and counting as I type this.
I'm assuming you know about the uncommanded cargo door
opening of June 13, 1991, on a UAL preflight where the cargo
door started to open by itself and the ground crew could not stop
it until the circuit breakers were pulled in the cockpit? Put that on
the list of times the door opened when it shouldn't. The list
includes that one plus Pan Am 125, UAL 811, Air India 182, Pan
Am 103, and TWA 800.
Well, maybe you don't know about it. I'm assuming that
government officials assigned to investigate one of the more
serious accidents to occur in the country's history are well
qualified by education, experience, and demeanor. But I could be
wrong. The evidence as shown by correspondence is of
inarticulate, incoherent bumblers who don't have any focus on
what they are doing. At best the response to detailed and

reasonable documented evidence about the accident cause
presented by an informed citizen responding to a public appeal
for help has been a vague brush off. I am left with the impression
that the priority of government investigators is not the urgent
mystery solution but figuring out how to get on the next
boondoggle flight to London, or Paris, or Athens. What is the per
diem in Paris, anyway, must be a bunch.
The press, ah, the press. Gives me chills to think of the First
Amendment. And stomach cramps to realize what that means in
reality. It means that the press is now a shill to government press
releases and a copy machine for TV sound bites and photo ops.
I'm assuming that press and radio reporters are interested in their
subject, curious, and feel satisfaction when presenting all aspects
of an issue. But I could be wrong. The evidence as shown by
correspondence and several articles is of meek, narrow minded,
uninformed sensationalists. (With one exception yet to be fully
tested and one still on the fence.) I am left with the impression of
reporters who look at computer screens and cut and paste what
other reporters have cut and pasted from manufacturer and
government pufferies. As soon as an original idea passes into
your consciousness you cut and run. Safer on the fence, in the
cave, don't commit.
You are not doing your job, gentlemen and lady. You are failing.
You are betraying your professions. You are living a lie.
You have had your asses kissed so often you think your shit
don't stink.
The proof is that today, this minute, the cause of the crash of
TWA 800 is officially unknown. The proof is that today, the only
explanation given any depth of investigation in the papers,
ezines, TV, and radio is bomb, bomb, bomb.
One focus, one failure, and that's it. 77 days and 7 million
dollars and what do you have? Another day older and deeper in
debt.

OK, let's sit down and have a meeting now that the pleasantries
are over.
It's a round table. My name is John Barry Smith. We've all flown
supersonic in combat, ejected from flaming jet aircraft, landed on
pitching carrier decks at night, flown passengers for hire, written
aviation articles for pay, and constructed extensive web sites on
the internet, haven't we? Oh, we haven't? Am I the only one to
have done all those things? Well, then I guess I will open the
meeting.
I've discovered something. I didn't invent it. Through hindsight
and the internet I've discovered a link to several Boeing 747
crashes over a period of eleven years. It is the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door inflight. It is a common type
of mechanical malfunction. It has happened before on this type
aircraft. The event is well documented on cockpit tapes and data
recorders. The consequences of the event are clearly shown on
wreckage. The event has been seen visually, tracked on radar,
heard on audio tapes, felt by engines and passengers bodies, and
thought about by many people.
It is a mystery no more. The cause of the crashes of Air India
182, Pan 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 was the forward cargo
door opening outward when it shouldn't, tearing off skin forming
nine foot by 15 foot gash in the side of the nose of the early
model Boeing 747 allowing a 300 knot airstream to flow into the
fractured and broken floor beam compartments and snapping off
the nose leaving a short loud sound of explosive decompression
on the audio tape, abrupt power loss to data recorder, fodding of
number three engine, and at least nine missing bodies.
After we get over the mental hurdle of the cargo door causing
the crashes, the next mystery is why do the doors open
inadvertently. There are twelve possible reasons and many more
to be discovered. That is the proper focus, why do doors open?
But back to the cargo door cause. What is it that makes you

reluctant to consider the door as culprit? Too ordinary? Not
exciting enough?
I think of a musical hook in a song...what can be the hook for
the cargo door theory. It is not enough to discover a great truth,
but it must be presented in a persuasive manner.
The O rings were put into a glass of ice water to show
brittleness.
I can use a soda can as a pressurized hull. If the integrity of the
can/hull is not cracked, it is impossible to open can/hull by
pressing down with fingers/wind on round drink opening. But
when cracked by tab lever/open door, the soda/baggage spews
out into face/engine 3. Then the cracked drink hole/nose can be
easily pushed open by finger/airstream.
You are not plumbers who know not the force of 300 knot
slipstream. You are not a movie viewer who watches Arnold
Schwartzenegger in movie "Erasers" holds on to the outside of a
flying jet passenger airplane with his bare hands and believes it.
You know that 300 knots of slipstream is twice as much force as
any natural force on earth, twice as powerful as the recent
hurricane Fran that tore roofs off and leveled houses. And they
were sealed up.
You are not the car driver who hears baggage door and thinks
car trunk. You know that a forward cargo door of a Boeing 747 is
huge, eight feet by nine feet, and when that poorly designed door
opens outward into the 300 knot slipstream it gets torn up and
away leaving an even larger nine foot by fifteen foot hole in the
nose. When the combination of the large hole and forceful air
come together, the nose gets snapped off in an instant.
The picture of UAL 811 with the huge gash in the nose after it
landed may be the hook for you, but not for me. For me the
connecting event which ties it all together is the .6 second loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorders. This is the link inside the
links.

It started with the DC-10 cargo door explosive decompression
event recorded on tape. That short loud sound matched the short
loud sound on the cockpit tape of Air India 182. The short loud
sound on the tape of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 are similar also.
The loud sound does not have the short rise time of a bomb
explosion. The sound is followed by an abrupt power loss. The
sound is explained by acoustic experts as describing a structural
breakup or explosive decompression.
Structural breakup or explosive decompression is what happens
when the forward cargo door comes off in flight based upon the
events of UAL 811.
Once the link of the short sound and abrupt power loss connects
AI 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800, then the similarities of the
consequences match UAL 811 which is a confirmed, explained
forward cargo door opening in flight with fodded engines,
missing bodies, wreckage patterns, radar blips, and breakup
locations.
What else is there, gentlemen, before you start a vigorous
investigation? Can you overcome the horror of falling down into
the abyss of killing men woman and children by incorrectly
giving accident cause of Air India 182, Pan Am 103 and maybe
TWA 800 as bombs? Are you afraid of the dominoes falling on
you as the cargo door cause ripples out to Boeing, FAA, DOT,
the President, NTSB, FBI, and the airlines?
Maybe you are and maybe you shouldn't be. The government
system gives you protection to defend you against that fear. The
NTSB is an independent board aloof from political influence.
The press is protected by the First Amendment which allows
conjecture, speculation, and hypothesizing without fear of
censorship.
The two institutions you represent, the press and independent
boards, are acting as if the police were standing outside your
offices with handcuffs.

And that's why it is always the guy in the converted garage, me,
who finds out all this interesting neat stuff first, before the guys
who are supposed to find it first and tell all these rest of us about
it.
Facts, facts, facts. My hypothesis, which is documented by
facts, is never rebutted by facts but by attacking the messenger.
Hey, easy target, this messenger is telling you unpleasant truths,
not the pleasant lies you are used to. The type of messenger who
tells unpleasant truths, me, is not the kind of guy you like and
want to be friends with. So what? You're not gonna like me
anymore? You never liked me, so what? Cargo doors don't fall in
love and they don't read Airworthiness Directives.
I assume you know about AD 88-12-04 ("To Insure That
Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will Not Occur
In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988? And (AD) ADT 89-05-54
which superseded AD 88-12-04?
Ah, the cargo door, protected by friends in high places, Boeing;
convicted of killing nine in UAL 811, suspected as culprit in AI
182, ignored as suspect in Pan Am 103, and idly mentioned in
TWA 800 although the villain was on the scene of the crime, as
stated by investigators, forward of the wing on the right side, and
left first.
The invisible suspect: A great big hunk of malfunctioning piece
of aluminum complex mechanical system that happens to be
right there at the scenes of destruction of similar model aircraft,
forward cargo hold Air India 182, forward cargo hold Pan Am
103, forward cargo hold TWA 800.
Well, let's us the word coverup here as a word to consider. I
reject the word. I believe from day one there is no coverup, no
plot, and no conspiracy to protect the killer from identification.
The reason the obvious suspect has not been fully investigated is
blind self interest by the detectives and fear of their supervisors
who definitely do not want the suspect named. The President of

the United States, the boss of all of us has stated, "These terrorist
acts..." referring to the Olympic village bombing and the crash of
TWA 800. He thinks it's not a cargo door. He thinks it's a bomb;
who are we to disagree with a person who holds our lives in his
hands?
Well, I do. Mr. Clinton is not a pilot, he's not a sound expert, he's
never crashed in a plane, he's never stuck his hand out into a fast
moving slipstream while flying, and he's not an avionics
technician. Well, I am, and I disagree that it was a terrorist act. It
was not a bomb or missile or alien. It was the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Of course the
President does not want a cargo door fault, he's a politician and
this cargo door cause is trouble politically. Well, too bad, that's
his problem and his job to solve it. My problem is to find out
why TWA 800 crashed and I solved it.
You can too. This is how. Go to the website at http://
corazon.com and review the literature. I've just added about
thirty pages from the Canadian and Indian accident report of Air
India Flight 182. The documentation for the description of the
short sound as explosive decompression and not bomb sound is
there on page 23.
Obtain the thick official accident reports from the governments
of US, Canada, India, and UK.
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/aaibhome.htm will lead you to 103.
http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/english.html will lead you to 182
http://www.ntsb.gov/ will lead you to 811
I encourage the NTSB to put technical data of the 800 crash on
the TWA 800 link on the NTSB homepage; things like engine
breakdown info, wreckage plot of items found, cvr and fdr tape
printouts.
Compare all the many similarities in the reports to all the
crashes: loud sound, type model A/C, fod, wreckage, passenger
injuries, missing bodies, abrupt power loss, crew activity,

destruction datum, and many many more, some trivial and some
possibly significant. The crashes of UAL 811, AI 182, PA 103,
and TWA 800 are inextricably linked together by many clues and
one event, the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Get to where I am on the mental ledge to the peak of
understanding these crashes, the door openings are causing the
crashes but why do the doors open when they shouldn't? Could
be bomb, could be cargo shift, could be transient electronic
interference to door motor, could be nine other possibilities and I
want to hear more.
Review, investigate, think, write, discuss, conclude, commit. Get
to it.
See, gentlemen and lady, if I am wrong, I am the bad person and
I'm sorry. If you are wrong, people die, you are the bad persons
and sorry doesn't help. You have to prove me wrong. You can not
ignore cargo door as possibility. Rule the door out. Prove me
wrong. Do not ignore. Respond. Interact. Now. Any questions?
Meeting adjourned until next time.
John Barry Smith, Amateur Sleuth
SSN: 562 58 2308
Phone: 408 659 3552
email: barry@corazon.com
website: http://www.corazon.com
fax: 408 625 1809
snail mail: 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 23, 1996 4:27:52 PM PDT
To: baco-new@seatimes.com

Subject: Cargo door, what else?

Byron, I look forward to your newest email, I hope the delay is
your interest in the door and you are researching, I hope that you
have not discounted the theory and have lost interest. Either way,
let me know, please. John Barry Smith
Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Al Dickinson, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Robert Knight, Producer/Host Earthwatch, WBAI, New York
City, USA, rknight@escape.com
Mike Busch, Editor-in-Chief, AVweb, AVsig member,
Cyberspace, editor@avweb.com
Nick Fielding, Reporter, Mail on Sunday, London, UK,
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Byron Acohido, Reporter, Seattle Times, AVsig member, Seattle,
USA, baco-new@seatimes.com
Bob Kaputa, Managing Editor, AVsig member Cyberspace
help@avweb.com
Jessica Kowal, Reporter, Newsday, Long Island, USA,
plugin@newsday.com
Messrs. and Ms. Francis, Schleede, Dickinson, Knight, Busch,
Fielding, Acohido, Kaputa, and Kowal,
23 Sep 96
I have established contact via email with you before so I know
you are receiving my information. Mr. Kaputa and Mr. Francis
have direct conversation links to Mr. Busch and Mssrs, Schleede
and Dickinson so are included in this email.

Determining the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 is urgent.
Several hundred of the same type of early model Boeing 747 are
flying with passengers as I type. The US government flies four
E-4B and Air Force One, all modified Boeing 747-200s. All
those 747s are at risk from a cause officially unknown at this
time.
I know the cause. It is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door in flight. This cause is documented at my website
<http://www.corazon.com> with over 50 megabytes of data
extracted from four government accident reports, news articles
and based on thirty five years of flying experience.
You have sent me emails regarding this possible cause. Your
replies would be adequate from a layman who has a passing
interest in plane crashes but totally unsatisfactory from aviation
career professionals or investigative journalists.
Let's go through them, it shan't take long.
"From Mr. Schleede on 29 July 96:
Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes
and factors.
Thanks for the interest.
---------From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM
Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause
that must
be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989."
end email.

Well, Mr. Schleede, I am not assured you are checking that, in
fact, I am quite unassured you are not checking that.
Another email:
"From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!"
end email.
Mr. Schleede, there are three cargo doors on 800, you never
replied to my question of which one; did you check?
an email from Mr. Dickinson:
"Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA
800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety."

end email.
Mr. Dickinson, thank you for your imterest in aviation safety.
Spelling error indicates you never proof read your email and two
verb tense errors indicate you may not know better. And yes, the
crew would have noticed depressurization event when their
eardrums blew out. Did you check their bodies for baro-trauma?
And yes, the event was recorded on the CVR as short loud
sound.
email from Mr. Busch:
"Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion."
end email.
Like another mystery crash and 300 more dead to add to the 838
dead and four crashes already, before sufficient hard data is
available to draw a conclusion?
an AVweb ezine comment:
"This one could find its way onto "The X-files." Speculation that
an
errant missile launched by a U.S. warship or aircraft downed
TWA 800
abounds in cyberspace; ditto theories purporting that a baggage
door
came open in-flight, or that ET did it -- actually, that a meteorite
pierced the plane. Of course, it's all being covered up by the
government, many say."
end excerpt.
Between a missile and an alien fits the cargo door; birds that fly
together flock together, weirdos love company.
an excerpt from print article, Ms. Kowal,
"Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since his finger
was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old, has

contacted the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and
airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem."
end excerpt.
Well, I knew that when the questions referred to my smashed
finger and ignored 800 dead persons, this was not a serious
interview, and I never said "coverup."
an email from Mr. Acohido:
"I agree your thesis is plausible."
end excerpt of email.
What? What? Plausible? And then Mr. Acohido asked
reasonable, relevant, and probing questions regarding that thesis.
Hope lives!
an email from Mr. Knight.
"This is one of the most cogent malfunction scenarios I have
encountered so far, especially since the detail reported by
REUTERS, the NY Times and others on 30 Jul 96 that a cargo
door
fell into the sea well ahead of the fuselage and the decapitated
cabin of TW800."
Ah! Articulate reasoning!
Yes, gentlemen and lady, hope lives that reason, logic, and clear
thinking will prevail and the truth of the cargo door will emerge,
one way or the other.
See, if I'm wrong, and I could be wrong about the cargo door
cause, no one dies. If you are wrong, someone dies. And will, the
clock is ticking.
The time between Pan Am 103 and UAL 811 was 65 days. The
time between uncommanded door opening of UAL preflight and
TWA 800 was almost five years. It's been 77 days since TWA 800
and counting as I type this.
I'm assuming you know about the uncommanded cargo door
opening of June 13, 1991, on a UAL preflight where the cargo

door started to open by itself and the ground crew could not stop
it until the circuit breakers were pulled in the cockpit? Put that on
the list of times the door opened when it shouldn't. The list
includes that one plus Pan Am 125, UAL 811, Air India 182, Pan
Am 103, and TWA 800.
Well, maybe you don't know about it. I'm assuming that
government officials assigned to investigate one of the more
serious accidents to occur in the country's history are well
qualified by education, experience, and demeanor. But I could be
wrong. The evidence as shown by correspondence is of
inarticulate, incoherent bumblers who don't have any focus on
what they are doing. At best the response to detailed and
reasonable documented evidence about the accident cause
presented by an informed citizen responding to a public appeal
for help has been a vague brush off. I am left with the impression
that the priority of government investigators is not the urgent
mystery solution but figuring out how to get on the next
boondoggle flight to London, or Paris, or Athens. What is the per
diem in Paris, anyway, must be a bunch.
The press, ah, the press. Gives me chills to think of the First
Amendment. And stomach cramps to realize what that means in
reality. It means that the press is now a shill to government press
releases and a copy machine for TV sound bites and photo ops.
I'm assuming that press and radio reporters are interested in their
subject, curious, and feel satisfaction when presenting all aspects
of an issue. But I could be wrong. The evidence as shown by
correspondence and several articles is of meek, narrow minded,
uninformed sensationalists. (With one exception yet to be fully
tested and one still on the fence.) I am left with the impression of
reporters who look at computer screens and cut and paste what
other reporters have cut and pasted from manufacturer and
government pufferies. As soon as an original idea passes into
your consciousness you cut and run. Safer on the fence, in the

cave, don't commit.
You are not doing your job, gentlemen and lady. You are failing.
You are betraying your professions. You are living a lie.
You have had your asses kissed so often you think your shit
don't stink.
The proof is that today, this minute, the cause of the crash of
TWA 800 is officially unknown. The proof is that today, the only
explanation given any depth of investigation in the papers,
ezines, TV, and radio is bomb, bomb, bomb.
One focus, one failure, and that's it. 77 days and 7 million
dollars and what do you have? Another day older and deeper in
debt.
OK, let's sit down and have a meeting now that the pleasantries
are over.
It's a round table. My name is John Barry Smith. We've all flown
supersonic in combat, ejected from flaming jet aircraft, landed on
pitching carrier decks at night, flown passengers for hire, written
aviation articles for pay, and constructed extensive web sites on
the internet, haven't we? Oh, we haven't? Am I the only one to
have done all those things? Well, then I guess I will open the
meeting.
I've discovered something. I didn't invent it. Through hindsight
and the internet I've discovered a link to several Boeing 747
crashes over a period of eleven years. It is the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door inflight. It is a common type
of mechanical malfunction. It has happened before on this type
aircraft. The event is well documented on cockpit tapes and data
recorders. The consequences of the event are clearly shown on
wreckage. The event has been seen visually, tracked on radar,
heard on audio tapes, felt by engines and passengers bodies, and
thought about by many people.
It is a mystery no more. The cause of the crashes of Air India
182, Pan 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 was the forward cargo

door opening outward when it shouldn't, tearing off skin forming
nine foot by 15 foot gash in the side of the nose of the early
model Boeing 747 allowing a 300 knot airstream to flow into the
fractured and broken floor beam compartments and snapping off
the nose leaving a short loud sound of explosive decompression
on the audio tape, abrupt power loss to data recorder, fodding of
number three engine, and at least nine missing bodies.
After we get over the mental hurdle of the cargo door causing
the crashes, the next mystery is why do the doors open
inadvertently. There are twelve possible reasons and many more
to be discovered. That is the proper focus, why do doors open?
But back to the cargo door cause. What is it that makes you
reluctant to consider the door as culprit? Too ordinary? Not
exciting enough?
I think of a musical hook in a song...what can be the hook for
the cargo door theory. It is not enough to discover a great truth,
but it must be presented in a persuasive manner.
The O rings were put into a glass of ice water to show
brittleness.
I can use a soda can as a pressurized hull. If the integrity of the
can/hull is not cracked, it is impossible to open can/hull by
pressing down with fingers/wind on round drink opening. But
when cracked by tab lever/open door, the soda/baggage spews
out into face/engine 3. Then the cracked drink hole/nose can be
easily pushed open by finger/airstream.
You are not plumbers who know not the force of 300 knot
slipstream. You are not a movie viewer who watches Arnold
Schwartzenegger in movie "Erasers" holds on to the outside of a
flying jet passenger airplane with his bare hands and believes it.
You know that 300 knots of slipstream is twice as much force as
any natural force on earth, twice as powerful as the recent
hurricane Fran that tore roofs off and leveled houses. And they
were sealed up.

You are not the car driver who hears baggage door and thinks
car trunk. You know that a forward cargo door of a Boeing 747 is
huge, eight feet by nine feet, and when that poorly designed door
opens outward into the 300 knot slipstream it gets torn up and
away leaving an even larger nine foot by fifteen foot hole in the
nose. When the combination of the large hole and forceful air
come together, the nose gets snapped off in an instant.
The picture of UAL 811 with the huge gash in the nose after it
landed may be the hook for you, but not for me. For me the
connecting event which ties it all together is the .6 second loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorders. This is the link inside the
links.
It started with the DC-10 cargo door explosive decompression
event recorded on tape. That short loud sound matched the short
loud sound on the cockpit tape of Air India 182. The short loud
sound on the tape of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 are similar also.
The loud sound does not have the short rise time of a bomb
explosion. The sound is followed by an abrupt power loss. The
sound is explained by acoustic experts as describing a structural
breakup or explosive decompression.
Structural breakup or explosive decompression is what happens
when the forward cargo door comes off in flight based upon the
events of UAL 811.
Once the link of the short sound and abrupt power loss connects
AI 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800, then the similarities of the
consequences match UAL 811 which is a confirmed, explained
forward cargo door opening in flight with fodded engines,
missing bodies, wreckage patterns, radar blips, and breakup
locations.
What else is there, gentlemen, before you start a vigorous
investigation? Can you overcome the horror of falling down into
the abyss of killing men woman and children by incorrectly
giving accident cause of Air India 182, Pan Am 103 and maybe

TWA 800 as bombs? Are you afraid of the dominoes falling on
you as the cargo door cause ripples out to Boeing, FAA, DOT,
the President, NTSB, FBI, and the airlines?
Maybe you are and maybe you shouldn't be. The government
system gives you protection to defend you against that fear. The
NTSB is an independent board aloof from political influence.
The press is protected by the First Amendment which allows
conjecture, speculation, and hypothesizing without fear of
censorship.
The two institutions you represent, the press and independent
boards, are acting as if the police were standing outside your
offices with handcuffs.
And that's why it is always the guy in the converted garage, me,
who finds out all this interesting neat stuff first, before the guys
who are supposed to find it first and tell all these rest of us about
it.
Facts, facts, facts. My hypothesis, which is documented by
facts, is never rebutted by facts but by attacking the messenger.
Hey, easy target, this messenger is telling you unpleasant truths,
not the pleasant lies you are used to. The type of messenger who
tells unpleasant truths, me, is not the kind of guy you like and
want to be friends with. So what? You're not gonna like me
anymore? You never liked me, so what? Cargo doors don't fall in
love and they don't read Airworthiness Directives.
I assume you know about AD 88-12-04 ("To Insure That
Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will Not Occur
In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988? And (AD) ADT 89-05-54
which superseded AD 88-12-04?
Ah, the cargo door, protected by friends in high places, Boeing;
convicted of killing nine in UAL 811, suspected as culprit in AI
182, ignored as suspect in Pan Am 103, and idly mentioned in
TWA 800 although the villain was on the scene of the crime, as
stated by investigators, forward of the wing on the right side, and

left first.
The invisible suspect: A great big hunk of malfunctioning piece
of aluminum complex mechanical system that happens to be
right there at the scenes of destruction of similar model aircraft,
forward cargo hold Air India 182, forward cargo hold Pan Am
103, forward cargo hold TWA 800.
Well, let's us the word coverup here as a word to consider. I
reject the word. I believe from day one there is no coverup, no
plot, and no conspiracy to protect the killer from identification.
The reason the obvious suspect has not been fully investigated is
blind self interest by the detectives and fear of their supervisors
who definitely do not want the suspect named. The President of
the United States, the boss of all of us has stated, "These terrorist
acts..." referring to the Olympic village bombing and the crash of
TWA 800. He thinks it's not a cargo door. He thinks it's a bomb;
who are we to disagree with a person who holds our lives in his
hands?
Well, I do. Mr. Clinton is not a pilot, he's not a sound expert, he's
never crashed in a plane, he's never stuck his hand out into a fast
moving slipstream while flying, and he's not an avionics
technician. Well, I am, and I disagree that it was a terrorist act. It
was not a bomb or missile or alien. It was the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Of course the
President does not want a cargo door fault, he's a politician and
this cargo door cause is trouble politically. Well, too bad, that's
his problem and his job to solve it. My problem is to find out
why TWA 800 crashed and I solved it.
You can too. This is how. Go to the website at http://
corazon.com and review the literature. I've just added about
thirty pages from the Canadian and Indian accident report of Air
India Flight 182. The documentation for the description of the
short sound as explosive decompression and not bomb sound is
there on page 23.

Obtain the thick official accident reports from the governments
of US, Canada, India, and UK.
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/aaibhome.htm will lead you to 103.
http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/english.html will lead you to 182
http://www.ntsb.gov/ will lead you to 811
I encourage the NTSB to put technical data of the 800 crash on
the TWA 800 link on the NTSB homepage; things like engine
breakdown info, wreckage plot of items found, cvr and fdr tape
printouts.
Compare all the many similarities in the reports to all the
crashes: loud sound, type model A/C, fod, wreckage, passenger
injuries, missing bodies, abrupt power loss, crew activity,
destruction datum, and many many more, some trivial and some
possibly significant. The crashes of UAL 811, AI 182, PA 103,
and TWA 800 are inextricably linked together by many clues and
one event, the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Get to where I am on the mental ledge to the peak of
understanding these crashes, the door openings are causing the
crashes but why do the doors open when they shouldn't? Could
be bomb, could be cargo shift, could be transient electronic
interference to door motor, could be nine other possibilities and I
want to hear more.
Review, investigate, think, write, discuss, conclude, commit. Get
to it.
See, gentlemen and lady, if I am wrong, I am the bad person and
I'm sorry. If you are wrong, people die, you are the bad persons
and sorry doesn't help. You have to prove me wrong. You can not
ignore cargo door as possibility. Rule the door out. Prove me
wrong. Do not ignore. Respond. Interact. Now. Any questions?
Meeting adjourned until next time.
John Barry Smith, Amateur Sleuth
SSN: 562 58 2308

Phone: 408 659 3552
email: barry@corazon.com
website: http://www.corazon.com
fax: 408 625 1809
snail mail: 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 23, 1996 4:26:51 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Cargo door, what else?

Mike, no more Mr. Nice Guy. The gloves are off. Is that OK with
you? Barry,
PS Satire does not carry well on email and the previous was
satire.
Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Al Dickinson, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Robert Knight, Producer/Host Earthwatch, WBAI, New York
City, USA, rknight@escape.com
Mike Busch, Editor-in-Chief, AVweb, AVsig member,
Cyberspace, editor@avweb.com
Nick Fielding, Reporter, Mail on Sunday, London, UK,
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Byron Acohido, Reporter, Seattle Times, AVsig member, Seattle,
USA, baco-new@seatimes.com

Bob Kaputa, Managing Editor, AVsig member Cyberspace
help@avweb.com
Jessica Kowal, Reporter, Newsday, Long Island, USA,
plugin@newsday.com
Messrs. and Ms. Francis, Schleede, Dickinson, Knight, Busch,
Fielding, Acohido, Kaputa, and Kowal,
23 Sep 96
I have established contact via email with you before so I know
you are receiving my information. Mr. Kaputa and Mr. Francis
have direct conversation links to Mr. Busch and Mssrs, Schleede
and Dickinson so are included in this email.
Determining the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 is urgent.
Several hundred of the same type of early model Boeing 747 are
flying with passengers as I type. The US government flies four
E-4B and Air Force One, all modified Boeing 747-200s. All
those 747s are at risk from a cause officially unknown at this
time.
I know the cause. It is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door in flight. This cause is documented at my website
<http://www.corazon.com> with over 50 megabytes of data
extracted from four government accident reports, news articles
and based on thirty five years of flying experience.
You have sent me emails regarding this possible cause. Your
replies would be adequate from a layman who has a passing
interest in plane crashes but totally unsatisfactory from aviation
career professionals or investigative journalists.
Let's go through them, it shan't take long.
"From Mr. Schleede on 29 July 96:
Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes
and factors.

Thanks for the interest.
---------From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM
Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause
that must
be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989."
end email.
Well, Mr. Schleede, I am not assured you are checking that, in
fact, I am quite unassured you are not checking that.
Another email:
"From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!"
end email.
Mr. Schleede, there are three cargo doors on 800, you never
replied to my question of which one; did you check?
an email from Mr. Dickinson:
"Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA
800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came

off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety."
end email.
Mr. Dickinson, thank you for your imterest in aviation safety.
Spelling error indicates you never proof read your email and two
verb tense errors indicate you may not know better. And yes, the
crew would have noticed depressurization event when their
eardrums blew out. Did you check their bodies for baro-trauma?
And yes, the event was recorded on the CVR as short loud
sound.
email from Mr. Busch:
"Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion."
end email.
Like another mystery crash and 300 more dead to add to the 838
dead and four crashes already, before sufficient hard data is
available to draw a conclusion?
an AVweb ezine comment:
"This one could find its way onto "The X-files." Speculation that
an
errant missile launched by a U.S. warship or aircraft downed

TWA 800
abounds in cyberspace; ditto theories purporting that a baggage
door
came open in-flight, or that ET did it -- actually, that a meteorite
pierced the plane. Of course, it's all being covered up by the
government, many say."
end excerpt.
Between a missile and an alien fits the cargo door; birds that fly
together flock together, weirdos love company.
an excerpt from print article, Ms. Kowal,
"Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since his finger
was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old, has
contacted the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and
airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem."
end excerpt.
Well, I knew that when the questions referred to my smashed
finger and ignored 800 dead persons, this was not a serious
interview, and I never said "coverup."
an email from Mr. Acohido:
"I agree your thesis is plausible."
end excerpt of email.
What? What? Plausible? And then Mr. Acohido asked
reasonable, relevant, and probing questions regarding that thesis.
Hope lives!
an email from Mr. Knight.
"This is one of the most cogent malfunction scenarios I have
encountered so far, especially since the detail reported by
REUTERS, the NY Times and others on 30 Jul 96 that a cargo
door
fell into the sea well ahead of the fuselage and the decapitated
cabin of TW800."
Ah! Articulate reasoning!

Yes, gentlemen and lady, hope lives that reason, logic, and clear
thinking will prevail and the truth of the cargo door will emerge,
one way or the other.
See, if I'm wrong, and I could be wrong about the cargo door
cause, no one dies. If you are wrong, someone dies. And will, the
clock is ticking.
The time between Pan Am 103 and UAL 811 was 65 days. The
time between uncommanded door opening of UAL preflight and
TWA 800 was almost five years. It's been 77 days since TWA 800
and counting as I type this.
I'm assuming you know about the uncommanded cargo door
opening of June 13, 1991, on a UAL preflight where the cargo
door started to open by itself and the ground crew could not stop
it until the circuit breakers were pulled in the cockpit? Put that on
the list of times the door opened when it shouldn't. The list
includes that one plus Pan Am 125, UAL 811, Air India 182, Pan
Am 103, and TWA 800.
Well, maybe you don't know about it. I'm assuming that
government officials assigned to investigate one of the more
serious accidents to occur in the country's history are well
qualified by education, experience, and demeanor. But I could be
wrong. The evidence as shown by correspondence is of
inarticulate, incoherent bumblers who don't have any focus on
what they are doing. At best the response to detailed and
reasonable documented evidence about the accident cause
presented by an informed citizen responding to a public appeal
for help has been a vague brush off. I am left with the impression
that the priority of government investigators is not the urgent
mystery solution but figuring out how to get on the next
boondoggle flight to London, or Paris, or Athens. What is the per
diem in Paris, anyway, must be a bunch.
The press, ah, the press. Gives me chills to think of the First
Amendment. And stomach cramps to realize what that means in

reality. It means that the press is now a shill to government press
releases and a copy machine for TV sound bites and photo ops.
I'm assuming that press and radio reporters are interested in their
subject, curious, and feel satisfaction when presenting all aspects
of an issue. But I could be wrong. The evidence as shown by
correspondence and several articles is of meek, narrow minded,
uninformed sensationalists. (With one exception yet to be fully
tested and one still on the fence.) I am left with the impression of
reporters who look at computer screens and cut and paste what
other reporters have cut and pasted from manufacturer and
government pufferies. As soon as an original idea passes into
your consciousness you cut and run. Safer on the fence, in the
cave, don't commit.
You are not doing your job, gentlemen and lady. You are failing.
You are betraying your professions. You are living a lie.
You have had your asses kissed so often you think your shit
don't stink.
The proof is that today, this minute, the cause of the crash of
TWA 800 is officially unknown. The proof is that today, the only
explanation given any depth of investigation in the papers,
ezines, TV, and radio is bomb, bomb, bomb.
One focus, one failure, and that's it. 77 days and 7 million
dollars and what do you have? Another day older and deeper in
debt.
OK, let's sit down and have a meeting now that the pleasantries
are over.
It's a round table. My name is John Barry Smith. We've all flown
supersonic in combat, ejected from flaming jet aircraft, landed on
pitching carrier decks at night, flown passengers for hire, written
aviation articles for pay, and constructed extensive web sites on
the internet, haven't we? Oh, we haven't? Am I the only one to
have done all those things? Well, then I guess I will open the
meeting.

I've discovered something. I didn't invent it. Through hindsight
and the internet I've discovered a link to several Boeing 747
crashes over a period of eleven years. It is the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door inflight. It is a common type
of mechanical malfunction. It has happened before on this type
aircraft. The event is well documented on cockpit tapes and data
recorders. The consequences of the event are clearly shown on
wreckage. The event has been seen visually, tracked on radar,
heard on audio tapes, felt by engines and passengers bodies, and
thought about by many people.
It is a mystery no more. The cause of the crashes of Air India
182, Pan 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 was the forward cargo
door opening outward when it shouldn't, tearing off skin forming
nine foot by 15 foot gash in the side of the nose of the early
model Boeing 747 allowing a 300 knot airstream to flow into the
fractured and broken floor beam compartments and snapping off
the nose leaving a short loud sound of explosive decompression
on the audio tape, abrupt power loss to data recorder, fodding of
number three engine, and at least nine missing bodies.
After we get over the mental hurdle of the cargo door causing
the crashes, the next mystery is why do the doors open
inadvertently. There are twelve possible reasons and many more
to be discovered. That is the proper focus, why do doors open?
But back to the cargo door cause. What is it that makes you
reluctant to consider the door as culprit? Too ordinary? Not
exciting enough?
I think of a musical hook in a song...what can be the hook for
the cargo door theory. It is not enough to discover a great truth,
but it must be presented in a persuasive manner.
The O rings were put into a glass of ice water to show
brittleness.
I can use a soda can as a pressurized hull. If the integrity of the
can/hull is not cracked, it is impossible to open can/hull by

pressing down with fingers/wind on round drink opening. But
when cracked by tab lever/open door, the soda/baggage spews
out into face/engine 3. Then the cracked drink hole/nose can be
easily pushed open by finger/airstream.
You are not plumbers who know not the force of 300 knot
slipstream. You are not a movie viewer who watches Arnold
Schwartzenegger in movie "Erasers" holds on to the outside of a
flying jet passenger airplane with his bare hands and believes it.
You know that 300 knots of slipstream is twice as much force as
any natural force on earth, twice as powerful as the recent
hurricane Fran that tore roofs off and leveled houses. And they
were sealed up.
You are not the car driver who hears baggage door and thinks
car trunk. You know that a forward cargo door of a Boeing 747 is
huge, eight feet by nine feet, and when that poorly designed door
opens outward into the 300 knot slipstream it gets torn up and
away leaving an even larger nine foot by fifteen foot hole in the
nose. When the combination of the large hole and forceful air
come together, the nose gets snapped off in an instant.
The picture of UAL 811 with the huge gash in the nose after it
landed may be the hook for you, but not for me. For me the
connecting event which ties it all together is the .6 second loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorders. This is the link inside the
links.
It started with the DC-10 cargo door explosive decompression
event recorded on tape. That short loud sound matched the short
loud sound on the cockpit tape of Air India 182. The short loud
sound on the tape of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 are similar also.
The loud sound does not have the short rise time of a bomb
explosion. The sound is followed by an abrupt power loss. The
sound is explained by acoustic experts as describing a structural
breakup or explosive decompression.
Structural breakup or explosive decompression is what happens

when the forward cargo door comes off in flight based upon the
events of UAL 811.
Once the link of the short sound and abrupt power loss connects
AI 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800, then the similarities of the
consequences match UAL 811 which is a confirmed, explained
forward cargo door opening in flight with fodded engines,
missing bodies, wreckage patterns, radar blips, and breakup
locations.
What else is there, gentlemen, before you start a vigorous
investigation? Can you overcome the horror of falling down into
the abyss of killing men woman and children by incorrectly
giving accident cause of Air India 182, Pan Am 103 and maybe
TWA 800 as bombs? Are you afraid of the dominoes falling on
you as the cargo door cause ripples out to Boeing, FAA, DOT,
the President, NTSB, FBI, and the airlines?
Maybe you are and maybe you shouldn't be. The government
system gives you protection to defend you against that fear. The
NTSB is an independent board aloof from political influence.
The press is protected by the First Amendment which allows
conjecture, speculation, and hypothesizing without fear of
censorship.
The two institutions you represent, the press and independent
boards, are acting as if the police were standing outside your
offices with handcuffs.
And that's why it is always the guy in the converted garage, me,
who finds out all this interesting neat stuff first, before the guys
who are supposed to find it first and tell all these rest of us about
it.
Facts, facts, facts. My hypothesis, which is documented by
facts, is never rebutted by facts but by attacking the messenger.
Hey, easy target, this messenger is telling you unpleasant truths,
not the pleasant lies you are used to. The type of messenger who
tells unpleasant truths, me, is not the kind of guy you like and

want to be friends with. So what? You're not gonna like me
anymore? You never liked me, so what? Cargo doors don't fall in
love and they don't read Airworthiness Directives.
I assume you know about AD 88-12-04 ("To Insure That
Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will Not Occur
In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988? And (AD) ADT 89-05-54
which superseded AD 88-12-04?
Ah, the cargo door, protected by friends in high places, Boeing;
convicted of killing nine in UAL 811, suspected as culprit in AI
182, ignored as suspect in Pan Am 103, and idly mentioned in
TWA 800 although the villain was on the scene of the crime, as
stated by investigators, forward of the wing on the right side, and
left first.
The invisible suspect: A great big hunk of malfunctioning piece
of aluminum complex mechanical system that happens to be
right there at the scenes of destruction of similar model aircraft,
forward cargo hold Air India 182, forward cargo hold Pan Am
103, forward cargo hold TWA 800.
Well, let's us the word coverup here as a word to consider. I
reject the word. I believe from day one there is no coverup, no
plot, and no conspiracy to protect the killer from identification.
The reason the obvious suspect has not been fully investigated is
blind self interest by the detectives and fear of their supervisors
who definitely do not want the suspect named. The President of
the United States, the boss of all of us has stated, "These terrorist
acts..." referring to the Olympic village bombing and the crash of
TWA 800. He thinks it's not a cargo door. He thinks it's a bomb;
who are we to disagree with a person who holds our lives in his
hands?
Well, I do. Mr. Clinton is not a pilot, he's not a sound expert, he's
never crashed in a plane, he's never stuck his hand out into a fast
moving slipstream while flying, and he's not an avionics
technician. Well, I am, and I disagree that it was a terrorist act. It

was not a bomb or missile or alien. It was the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Of course the
President does not want a cargo door fault, he's a politician and
this cargo door cause is trouble politically. Well, too bad, that's
his problem and his job to solve it. My problem is to find out
why TWA 800 crashed and I solved it.
You can too. This is how. Go to the website at http://
corazon.com and review the literature. I've just added about
thirty pages from the Canadian and Indian accident report of Air
India Flight 182. The documentation for the description of the
short sound as explosive decompression and not bomb sound is
there on page 23.
Obtain the thick official accident reports from the governments
of US, Canada, India, and UK.
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/aaibhome.htm will lead you to 103.
http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/english.html will lead you to 182
http://www.ntsb.gov/ will lead you to 811
I encourage the NTSB to put technical data of the 800 crash on
the TWA 800 link on the NTSB homepage; things like engine
breakdown info, wreckage plot of items found, cvr and fdr tape
printouts.
Compare all the many similarities in the reports to all the
crashes: loud sound, type model A/C, fod, wreckage, passenger
injuries, missing bodies, abrupt power loss, crew activity,
destruction datum, and many many more, some trivial and some
possibly significant. The crashes of UAL 811, AI 182, PA 103,
and TWA 800 are inextricably linked together by many clues and
one event, the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Get to where I am on the mental ledge to the peak of
understanding these crashes, the door openings are causing the
crashes but why do the doors open when they shouldn't? Could
be bomb, could be cargo shift, could be transient electronic

interference to door motor, could be nine other possibilities and I
want to hear more.
Review, investigate, think, write, discuss, conclude, commit. Get
to it.
See, gentlemen and lady, if I am wrong, I am the bad person and
I'm sorry. If you are wrong, people die, you are the bad persons
and sorry doesn't help. You have to prove me wrong. You can not
ignore cargo door as possibility. Rule the door out. Prove me
wrong. Do not ignore. Respond. Interact. Now. Any questions?
Meeting adjourned until next time.
John Barry Smith, Amateur Sleuth
SSN: 562 58 2308
Phone: 408 659 3552
email: barry@corazon.com
website: http://www.corazon.com
fax: 408 625 1809
snail mail: 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 23, 1996 4:26:25 PM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Cargo door, what else?

Nick, I got the Canadian/Indian Air India Flight 182 and it
confirms cargo door for AI 182. The web site has selected pages.
It's a good report, better than 103, less biased. I guess the world
was less scared in 1985 than 1989, of course it became more
scared when the people thought Boeing 747s were being bombed
out of the sky by terrorists after reading reports like the AI 182.
Cheers, John Barry Smith

Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Al Dickinson, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board, Wash, DC webmaster@ntsb.gov
Robert Knight, Producer/Host Earthwatch, WBAI, New York
City, USA, rknight@escape.com
Mike Busch, Editor-in-Chief, AVweb, AVsig member,
Cyberspace, editor@avweb.com
Nick Fielding, Reporter, Mail on Sunday, London, UK,
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Byron Acohido, Reporter, Seattle Times, AVsig member, Seattle,
USA, baco-new@seatimes.com
Bob Kaputa, Managing Editor, AVsig member Cyberspace
help@avweb.com
Jessica Kowal, Reporter, Newsday, Long Island, USA,
plugin@newsday.com
Messrs. and Ms. Francis, Schleede, Dickinson, Knight, Busch,
Fielding, Acohido, Kaputa, and Kowal,
23 Sep 96
I have established contact via email with you before so I know
you are receiving my information. Mr. Kaputa and Mr. Francis
have direct conversation links to Mr. Busch and Mssrs, Schleede
and Dickinson so are included in this email.
Determining the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 is urgent.
Several hundred of the same type of early model Boeing 747 are
flying with passengers as I type. The US government flies four
E-4B and Air Force One, all modified Boeing 747-200s. All
those 747s are at risk from a cause officially unknown at this
time.

I know the cause. It is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door in flight. This cause is documented at my website
<http://www.corazon.com> with over 50 megabytes of data
extracted from four government accident reports, news articles
and based on thirty five years of flying experience.
You have sent me emails regarding this possible cause. Your
replies would be adequate from a layman who has a passing
interest in plane crashes but totally unsatisfactory from aviation
career professionals or investigative journalists.
Let's go through them, it shan't take long.
"From Mr. Schleede on 29 July 96:
Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes
and factors.
Thanks for the interest.
---------From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM
Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause
that must
be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989."
end email.
Well, Mr. Schleede, I am not assured you are checking that, in
fact, I am quite unassured you are not checking that.
Another email:
"From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause

Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!"
end email.
Mr. Schleede, there are three cargo doors on 800, you never
replied to my question of which one; did you check?
an email from Mr. Dickinson:
"Mr. Smith, thank you for your message concerning the TWA
800 crash
investigation. We have recovered many of the door/hatch/access
panel/windows from the sea floor and none of them indicate that
they came
off the aircraft prior to the event which lead to the crash. In
addition, both the CVR and the FDR do not have any
information that
indicates any of the above things departed the aircraft prior to the
event. A depressurization event most certainly would have been
noted by
the crew and recorded on the CVR. We will continue to look for
any
indications leading to the source of the event and definitely pay
attention to items memtioned in your letter.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety."
end email.
Mr. Dickinson, thank you for your imterest in aviation safety.
Spelling error indicates you never proof read your email and two
verb tense errors indicate you may not know better. And yes, the
crew would have noticed depressurization event when their
eardrums blew out. Did you check their bodies for baro-trauma?

And yes, the event was recorded on the CVR as short loud
sound.
email from Mr. Busch:
"Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion."
end email.
Like another mystery crash and 300 more dead to add to the 838
dead and four crashes already, before sufficient hard data is
available to draw a conclusion?
an AVweb ezine comment:
"This one could find its way onto "The X-files." Speculation that
an
errant missile launched by a U.S. warship or aircraft downed
TWA 800
abounds in cyberspace; ditto theories purporting that a baggage
door
came open in-flight, or that ET did it -- actually, that a meteorite
pierced the plane. Of course, it's all being covered up by the
government, many say."
end excerpt.
Between a missile and an alien fits the cargo door; birds that fly
together flock together, weirdos love company.
an excerpt from print article, Ms. Kowal,
"Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since his finger
was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old, has
contacted the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and
airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem."
end excerpt.
Well, I knew that when the questions referred to my smashed
finger and ignored 800 dead persons, this was not a serious

interview, and I never said "coverup."
an email from Mr. Acohido:
"I agree your thesis is plausible."
end excerpt of email.
What? What? Plausible? And then Mr. Acohido asked
reasonable, relevant, and probing questions regarding that thesis.
Hope lives!
an email from Mr. Knight.
"This is one of the most cogent malfunction scenarios I have
encountered so far, especially since the detail reported by
REUTERS, the NY Times and others on 30 Jul 96 that a cargo
door
fell into the sea well ahead of the fuselage and the decapitated
cabin of TW800."
Ah! Articulate reasoning!
Yes, gentlemen and lady, hope lives that reason, logic, and clear
thinking will prevail and the truth of the cargo door will emerge,
one way or the other.
See, if I'm wrong, and I could be wrong about the cargo door
cause, no one dies. If you are wrong, someone dies. And will, the
clock is ticking.
The time between Pan Am 103 and UAL 811 was 65 days. The
time between uncommanded door opening of UAL preflight and
TWA 800 was almost five years. It's been 77 days since TWA 800
and counting as I type this.
I'm assuming you know about the uncommanded cargo door
opening of June 13, 1991, on a UAL preflight where the cargo
door started to open by itself and the ground crew could not stop
it until the circuit breakers were pulled in the cockpit? Put that on
the list of times the door opened when it shouldn't. The list
includes that one plus Pan Am 125, UAL 811, Air India 182, Pan
Am 103, and TWA 800.
Well, maybe you don't know about it. I'm assuming that

government officials assigned to investigate one of the more
serious accidents to occur in the country's history are well
qualified by education, experience, and demeanor. But I could be
wrong. The evidence as shown by correspondence is of
inarticulate, incoherent bumblers who don't have any focus on
what they are doing. At best the response to detailed and
reasonable documented evidence about the accident cause
presented by an informed citizen responding to a public appeal
for help has been a vague brush off. I am left with the impression
that the priority of government investigators is not the urgent
mystery solution but figuring out how to get on the next
boondoggle flight to London, or Paris, or Athens. What is the per
diem in Paris, anyway, must be a bunch.
The press, ah, the press. Gives me chills to think of the First
Amendment. And stomach cramps to realize what that means in
reality. It means that the press is now a shill to government press
releases and a copy machine for TV sound bites and photo ops.
I'm assuming that press and radio reporters are interested in their
subject, curious, and feel satisfaction when presenting all aspects
of an issue. But I could be wrong. The evidence as shown by
correspondence and several articles is of meek, narrow minded,
uninformed sensationalists. (With one exception yet to be fully
tested and one still on the fence.) I am left with the impression of
reporters who look at computer screens and cut and paste what
other reporters have cut and pasted from manufacturer and
government pufferies. As soon as an original idea passes into
your consciousness you cut and run. Safer on the fence, in the
cave, don't commit.
You are not doing your job, gentlemen and lady. You are failing.
You are betraying your professions. You are living a lie.
You have had your asses kissed so often you think your shit
don't stink.
The proof is that today, this minute, the cause of the crash of

TWA 800 is officially unknown. The proof is that today, the only
explanation given any depth of investigation in the papers,
ezines, TV, and radio is bomb, bomb, bomb.
One focus, one failure, and that's it. 77 days and 7 million
dollars and what do you have? Another day older and deeper in
debt.
OK, let's sit down and have a meeting now that the pleasantries
are over.
It's a round table. My name is John Barry Smith. We've all flown
supersonic in combat, ejected from flaming jet aircraft, landed on
pitching carrier decks at night, flown passengers for hire, written
aviation articles for pay, and constructed extensive web sites on
the internet, haven't we? Oh, we haven't? Am I the only one to
have done all those things? Well, then I guess I will open the
meeting.
I've discovered something. I didn't invent it. Through hindsight
and the internet I've discovered a link to several Boeing 747
crashes over a period of eleven years. It is the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door inflight. It is a common type
of mechanical malfunction. It has happened before on this type
aircraft. The event is well documented on cockpit tapes and data
recorders. The consequences of the event are clearly shown on
wreckage. The event has been seen visually, tracked on radar,
heard on audio tapes, felt by engines and passengers bodies, and
thought about by many people.
It is a mystery no more. The cause of the crashes of Air India
182, Pan 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 was the forward cargo
door opening outward when it shouldn't, tearing off skin forming
nine foot by 15 foot gash in the side of the nose of the early
model Boeing 747 allowing a 300 knot airstream to flow into the
fractured and broken floor beam compartments and snapping off
the nose leaving a short loud sound of explosive decompression
on the audio tape, abrupt power loss to data recorder, fodding of

number three engine, and at least nine missing bodies.
After we get over the mental hurdle of the cargo door causing
the crashes, the next mystery is why do the doors open
inadvertently. There are twelve possible reasons and many more
to be discovered. That is the proper focus, why do doors open?
But back to the cargo door cause. What is it that makes you
reluctant to consider the door as culprit? Too ordinary? Not
exciting enough?
I think of a musical hook in a song...what can be the hook for
the cargo door theory. It is not enough to discover a great truth,
but it must be presented in a persuasive manner.
The O rings were put into a glass of ice water to show
brittleness.
I can use a soda can as a pressurized hull. If the integrity of the
can/hull is not cracked, it is impossible to open can/hull by
pressing down with fingers/wind on round drink opening. But
when cracked by tab lever/open door, the soda/baggage spews
out into face/engine 3. Then the cracked drink hole/nose can be
easily pushed open by finger/airstream.
You are not plumbers who know not the force of 300 knot
slipstream. You are not a movie viewer who watches Arnold
Schwartzenegger in movie "Erasers" holds on to the outside of a
flying jet passenger airplane with his bare hands and believes it.
You know that 300 knots of slipstream is twice as much force as
any natural force on earth, twice as powerful as the recent
hurricane Fran that tore roofs off and leveled houses. And they
were sealed up.
You are not the car driver who hears baggage door and thinks
car trunk. You know that a forward cargo door of a Boeing 747 is
huge, eight feet by nine feet, and when that poorly designed door
opens outward into the 300 knot slipstream it gets torn up and
away leaving an even larger nine foot by fifteen foot hole in the
nose. When the combination of the large hole and forceful air

come together, the nose gets snapped off in an instant.
The picture of UAL 811 with the huge gash in the nose after it
landed may be the hook for you, but not for me. For me the
connecting event which ties it all together is the .6 second loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorders. This is the link inside the
links.
It started with the DC-10 cargo door explosive decompression
event recorded on tape. That short loud sound matched the short
loud sound on the cockpit tape of Air India 182. The short loud
sound on the tape of Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 are similar also.
The loud sound does not have the short rise time of a bomb
explosion. The sound is followed by an abrupt power loss. The
sound is explained by acoustic experts as describing a structural
breakup or explosive decompression.
Structural breakup or explosive decompression is what happens
when the forward cargo door comes off in flight based upon the
events of UAL 811.
Once the link of the short sound and abrupt power loss connects
AI 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800, then the similarities of the
consequences match UAL 811 which is a confirmed, explained
forward cargo door opening in flight with fodded engines,
missing bodies, wreckage patterns, radar blips, and breakup
locations.
What else is there, gentlemen, before you start a vigorous
investigation? Can you overcome the horror of falling down into
the abyss of killing men woman and children by incorrectly
giving accident cause of Air India 182, Pan Am 103 and maybe
TWA 800 as bombs? Are you afraid of the dominoes falling on
you as the cargo door cause ripples out to Boeing, FAA, DOT,
the President, NTSB, FBI, and the airlines?
Maybe you are and maybe you shouldn't be. The government
system gives you protection to defend you against that fear. The
NTSB is an independent board aloof from political influence.

The press is protected by the First Amendment which allows
conjecture, speculation, and hypothesizing without fear of
censorship.
The two institutions you represent, the press and independent
boards, are acting as if the police were standing outside your
offices with handcuffs.
And that's why it is always the guy in the converted garage, me,
who finds out all this interesting neat stuff first, before the guys
who are supposed to find it first and tell all these rest of us about
it.
Facts, facts, facts. My hypothesis, which is documented by
facts, is never rebutted by facts but by attacking the messenger.
Hey, easy target, this messenger is telling you unpleasant truths,
not the pleasant lies you are used to. The type of messenger who
tells unpleasant truths, me, is not the kind of guy you like and
want to be friends with. So what? You're not gonna like me
anymore? You never liked me, so what? Cargo doors don't fall in
love and they don't read Airworthiness Directives.
I assume you know about AD 88-12-04 ("To Insure That
Inadvertent Opening Of The Lower Cargo Door Will Not Occur
In Flight,") issued on May 13, 1988? And (AD) ADT 89-05-54
which superseded AD 88-12-04?
Ah, the cargo door, protected by friends in high places, Boeing;
convicted of killing nine in UAL 811, suspected as culprit in AI
182, ignored as suspect in Pan Am 103, and idly mentioned in
TWA 800 although the villain was on the scene of the crime, as
stated by investigators, forward of the wing on the right side, and
left first.
The invisible suspect: A great big hunk of malfunctioning piece
of aluminum complex mechanical system that happens to be
right there at the scenes of destruction of similar model aircraft,
forward cargo hold Air India 182, forward cargo hold Pan Am
103, forward cargo hold TWA 800.

Well, let's us the word coverup here as a word to consider. I
reject the word. I believe from day one there is no coverup, no
plot, and no conspiracy to protect the killer from identification.
The reason the obvious suspect has not been fully investigated is
blind self interest by the detectives and fear of their supervisors
who definitely do not want the suspect named. The President of
the United States, the boss of all of us has stated, "These terrorist
acts..." referring to the Olympic village bombing and the crash of
TWA 800. He thinks it's not a cargo door. He thinks it's a bomb;
who are we to disagree with a person who holds our lives in his
hands?
Well, I do. Mr. Clinton is not a pilot, he's not a sound expert, he's
never crashed in a plane, he's never stuck his hand out into a fast
moving slipstream while flying, and he's not an avionics
technician. Well, I am, and I disagree that it was a terrorist act. It
was not a bomb or missile or alien. It was the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. Of course the
President does not want a cargo door fault, he's a politician and
this cargo door cause is trouble politically. Well, too bad, that's
his problem and his job to solve it. My problem is to find out
why TWA 800 crashed and I solved it.
You can too. This is how. Go to the website at http://
corazon.com and review the literature. I've just added about
thirty pages from the Canadian and Indian accident report of Air
India Flight 182. The documentation for the description of the
short sound as explosive decompression and not bomb sound is
there on page 23.
Obtain the thick official accident reports from the governments
of US, Canada, India, and UK.
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/aaibhome.htm will lead you to 103.
http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/english.html will lead you to 182
http://www.ntsb.gov/ will lead you to 811
I encourage the NTSB to put technical data of the 800 crash on

the TWA 800 link on the NTSB homepage; things like engine
breakdown info, wreckage plot of items found, cvr and fdr tape
printouts.
Compare all the many similarities in the reports to all the
crashes: loud sound, type model A/C, fod, wreckage, passenger
injuries, missing bodies, abrupt power loss, crew activity,
destruction datum, and many many more, some trivial and some
possibly significant. The crashes of UAL 811, AI 182, PA 103,
and TWA 800 are inextricably linked together by many clues and
one event, the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight.
Get to where I am on the mental ledge to the peak of
understanding these crashes, the door openings are causing the
crashes but why do the doors open when they shouldn't? Could
be bomb, could be cargo shift, could be transient electronic
interference to door motor, could be nine other possibilities and I
want to hear more.
Review, investigate, think, write, discuss, conclude, commit. Get
to it.
See, gentlemen and lady, if I am wrong, I am the bad person and
I'm sorry. If you are wrong, people die, you are the bad persons
and sorry doesn't help. You have to prove me wrong. You can not
ignore cargo door as possibility. Rule the door out. Prove me
wrong. Do not ignore. Respond. Interact. Now. Any questions?
Meeting adjourned until next time.
John Barry Smith, Amateur Sleuth
SSN: 562 58 2308
Phone: 408 659 3552
email: barry@corazon.com
website: http://www.corazon.com
fax: 408 625 1809
snail mail: 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 22, 1996 11:56:32 PM PDT
To: letters@nytimes.com
Subject: TWA Crash cause (plausible mechanical.)

For aviation staff writer to evaluate, not a letter to the editor. The
cause of the crash of TWA 800 was the inadvertent opening of
the forward cargo door in flight. Website http://
www.corazon.com has full documentation. Here is the
connection: In 1974 a DC 10 crashed outside Paris when a cargo
door opened. The sound of that explosive compression was saved
on tape. Eleven years later a Boeing 747 crashed off Ireland
killing all aboard, Air India Flight 182. The same short loud
sound on the Air India Flight matched the DC-10 explosive
decompression. Eleven years later the TWA Flight 800 crash has
that same short loud sound of explosive decompression when
cargo door opens in flight, tearing off with fuselage skin allowing
300 knot wind force to enter large nine foot by fifteen foot gash
and tear nose off. Full documentation is on website. I encourage
you to assign an aviation staff writer to evaluate the site and
email me for clarification if needed. It is my website, John Barry
Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 22, 1996 11:17:42 PM PDT
To: lemonde@vtcom.fr
Subject: TWA 800 crash cause Attention aviation staff

The cause of the crash of TWA 800 was the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight. Website http://
www.corazon.com has full documentation. Here is the

connection: In 1974 a DC 10 crashed outside Paris when a cargo
door opened. The sound of that explosive compression was saved
on tape. Eleven years later a Boeing 747 crashed off Ireland
killing all aboard, Air India Flight 182. The same short loud
sound on the Air India Flight matched the DC-10 explosive
decompression. Eleven years later the TWA Flight 800 crash has
that same short loud sound of explosive decompression when
cargo door opens in flight, tearing off with fuselage skin allowing
300 knot wind force to enter large nine foot by fifteen foot gash
and tear nose off. Full documentation is on website. I encourage
you to assign an aviation staff writer to evaluate the site and
email me for clarification if needed. It is my website, John Barry
Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 20, 1996 8:10:06 PM PDT
To: Acohido
Subject: Hey, you're famous

I mentioned this to a friend and this is what he sent back...
You mention a Seattle Times reporter who is knowledgeable. Let
me guess his
name. Byron Acohido. I regularly read the Seattle Times on the
Web 'cos that
paper is probably read by thousands of people who work at Youknow-who Inc and
they would not tolerate the usual standard of ignorant garbage
which we expect
from most journalists. I have seen Acohido making intelligent
enquiries on
Avsig and clearly the man is a serious investigative Reporter who
has a very

Professional approach to his job. If you use the Seattle Times
search engine
and ask for TWA, you will see a string of articles written by this
guy on the
subject of 800.
So, how's it going? I just figured out why Air India 182 door
popped open while descending while others popped open while
climbing, it's all in the report, just as the mysterious half second
loud sound on cvr of 800 and 103 just before destruction is
explained. Ah, history. John Barry Smith
From: BONNIEBRITT <Bonnieb@cris.com>
Date: September 19, 1996 9:07:31 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: sorry

Thanks, Barry.

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 19, 1996 2:39:26 PM PDT
To: bonnieb@concentric.net
Subject: sorry

Bonnie, sorry about abrupt meeting. It's my abrasive personality.
I did get to the preschool on time. I hope the trip down along one
of the most scenic highways around was worth the trip. I can't let
those invaluable reports out of my sight, I refer to them all the
time and could not risk another customer coming in and
inadvertently walking off with them. Sorry, my sources, you
understand, I hope.
http://www.open.gov.uk/aaib/aaibhome.htm is home page for 103

report to get.
http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/english.html will lead you to 182
http://www.ntsb.gov/ will lead you to 811
Good luck, John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 19, 1996 2:26:43 PM PDT
To: Acohido
Subject: Hello again, as promised, PM response

Well, Byron, I am more relaxed now; I was rushed earlier to meet
Ms. Britt at a copy center for her to copy my Pan Am 103 and
Air India 182 and 811 reports. But the copy machine did not
work well and I fear I managed to offend her because I did not
leave her my valuable reports when I left to pick up my daughter
at school. And in my rush to meet her I deleted a large part of my
email to you. It turns out that command s save for Eudora saves
the email, but command d key next to the s deletes it, poof, gone.
So now I write in my desktop publishing program and then paste
into email Eudora. A corrective action of a human design error.
Not unlike what needs to be done to correct the design error of
outward opening non plug doors on pressurized hulls.
Please do not allow the messenger, my abrasive personality nor
charm, bias you against the message, inadvertent openings of
forward cargo doors are crashing early model 747s.
Bias and wishful thinking have plagued these investigations from
the start. Authorities want to avoid blame and do so by choosing
to believe it was act of god terrorists causing crashes and not
human error causing mechanical malfunction.
Let's get to your email:
Thanks for the heads up to your web site.

Good, that is where my cold data resides. It's all there and more
to come soon when I put the entire reports of 811, 103, and 182
on the site. The fiction section is where I had to write to relieve
my frustration at not being taken seriously by the authorities. I
hope you will have better success at that. By your email I believe
you want to know why these airplanes crash, not how the kooky
guys on the net are weaving wild conspiracy theories, article at
end of email. By the way, did the picture of 747 of Olympic
Airlines come through OK? I'll attach another picture to this
email, it is important that I be able to send pictures to you and
vice versa.
I agree your thesis is plausible. Thank you, that is enough for a
proper investigation to pursue the matter and rule it in or out. To
ignore a structural breakup located near a door/window/panel
and not investigate the door/panel/window is negligent. And that
is what is happening at the NTSB now. Plausible is correct. Now
let's rule it in or out as best we can.
If the TWA jet's door came
off, it's conceivable there would be a lateral force of some
magnitude that could strain
the fuselage frame near the section 40 -41 area known to weaken
with age.
Yes, the pear shaped fuselage has problems in that area because it
was originally designed as cargo plane with front loading door.
The contract went to C5 Lockheed so what to do with plane?
Turn it into passenger plane with side loading door. The best
place for cargo door is C130/C141 so safe they fly around with it
open. Next is front like C5. Next is inward opening plug door
like FedEX and UPS have done to their early model 747s,
replaced them at a million dollars each with inward and upward
plug doors.
Worst is side outward and upward opening doors like DC10 and
747 series 100-200-300. Your supposition of strain on weak area

is interesting in that would fit one of my many possible
explanations why the doors open, (the real mystery,) called
fuselage flex. The fuselage flexes and allows out of rig door to
spring open. Possibly.
With the nose snapped off, it's easy to visualize the wing tanks
disintegrating and
dumping fuel that burst into a fireball 22 seconds later.
Yes, that's what happened, the second red herring of bomb. The
first is the explosive decompression which mimics bomb.
However, the supporting
circumstantial evidence you mention is no where near complete.
Yes, and I'm trying very hard to compile the evidence. For
instance, the floor beams under the passengers will bend down
and fracture with an explosive decompression and bend up if
bomb. Need data on floor beams. The locks sectors will be
locked but cam sectors unlocked on malfunctioning door and
both locks and cams locked on proper door. Need data on
recovered door locks and cams. Need data on flight recorders for
engine three which may have unexplained EPR blip just before
destruction as did Pan Am 103. Need data of radar blip anomaly
on 800 just before destruction, just like Pan Am 103. Need
location of recovered door to confirm it was in the first batch of
items to be ejected from 800. Need to match patterns of short
loud sound of 800 to the short loud sound of 182, 811, and 103.
Need engine breakdowns of 1,2,3,4 of 800 and if the only Fod
came from inside cowling, was it the only engine to have Fod?
There's a lot more confirming evidence of cargo door opening to
be gathered by the investigators if they wish. At this time they
don't wish.
(Digression, my mother just called me and told me that she heard
on the news the investigators are looking into the mechanical
area. Well, about time.)
Well, Byron, timing is everything and the cargo door idea may

be received seriously now. I'd like to think the change was as a
result of a Newsday article on Monday that named me and my
cargo door theory which required NTSB to at least recognize the
possibility. Ah, the power of the press. I'll attach article.
OK, OK, one paragraph replied to, four to go. It is such a
pleasure to reply to intelligent comments revealing an open
mind.
One central question you fail to explore: what are the ways the
door could have come
open?
Well, I've explored to little success. That is the mystery, why
doors open when they shouldn't. On the ground they open and in
the air they open. There are detailed electrical cutouts and
safeguards to prevent what has happened. The horror stories of
door malfunctions and the feeble efforts of the FAA to prevent
the catastrophic event are well told in the 811 report and your
draft book.
This why question for doors is where the investigation should
be. I would put the plane up on jacks, run the engines and start
reproducing the circumstances that lead to the opening. And it
turns out that two and possibly all were transmitting to the
ground when the door opened.
I see sequence of VHF same frequency transmitting, same
transponder code, frayed wire door control bundle, worn latches,
damaged door cams, and fuselage flex and door motor gets
power which unlatches door which pops open, tears out and up
taking skin with it exposing nine foot by 15 foot hole which
allows 300 knots wind force to blow in and blow out other side
of fuselage tearing off entire nose to land in separate debris trail,
allowing fuselage and wings to fall and disintegrate later and
form own debris trail. The door opening caused explosive
decompression which spewed baggage and passengers outside
and then they were sucked into number 3 engine fodding it. The

door and debris are picked up on radar.
This sequence is identical for 182, 103, and 800, only 811 did
not get nose torn off. The power for motor came from VHF radio
power surge in avionics bay when transmitting.
Well, Byron, the above is all conjecture and subject to change
when confronted with contrary evidence. Let's get back to facts...
.>Stronger locks and other improvements were ordered after 811
to prevent this.
That's not to say it couldn't still happen, but what are the possible
scenarios?
Perhaps
the improvements weren't made on this jet.
Exactly, good query and my unofficial email source states there
is no record of the 88 door AD being done on 800 but that is
unofficial and I would request from NTSB please show me
compliance record of the three ADs on that forward cargo door.
There is a fuzzy area as to who exactly owns 800, TWA leased it
from the Government so the Government is involved with the
responsibility to comply with the Airworthiness Directives it
ordered.
Just because the AD was done doesn't mean the door won't open,
the first AD didn't work, the second didn't work, and the third is
not working. Doors don't read. If done, it does lessen the
likelihood of door opening if the door opening cause were
known, which it is not.
I dispute the 811 finding of door is latched on ground and
between then and engine start the door is inadvertently unlatched
to only pop open when pressure differential of 6.5 PSI is reached
which overcomes friction of cam and locks and pops open. They
only looked at two trees in the forest, Pan Am 125 and 811, two
doors that popped at about 20000 feet. The new forest has doors
opening uncommanded at ground level UAL preflight, 13700
feet TWA 800, 20000 feet Pan Am 125, 22000 feet UAL 811,

31000 feet Pan Am 103, 31000 feet Air India 182. So when door
unlatches is a mystery also.
You
see what I'm getting at?
Yes, why did doors open uncommanded? Yes, why? And when,
and how, and where.
Also if a departing door was the precipitating event, logic
dictates that there would be
extensive and very obvious supporting evidence in the wreckage
retrieved to date.
Absolutely 100 per cent correct. No conspiracy, no coverup, no
plots. Just blind self interest. Nobody wants cargo door, it causes
a whole lot of problems right down to you losing your job. Cargo
door to 747 bad to no new orders to Boeing laying off, to fewer
newspaper subscriptions to no aerospace reporter. Really Byron,
a cargo door is a scandal of immense proportion to billions of
dollars being transferred, political fortunes lost, power shifting,
it's all there. Consider that we Americans did a drive by shooting
of Daffy Ghadafi for an imagined affront of plane bombing and
killed an innocent bystander, his two year old daughter. The
cargo door theory would mean an apology to an enemy.
Insurance claims would be refiled. Product liability suits would
go wild.
Implications of cargo door being accepted are profound. I
suggest that as Bernstein and Woodward had Watergate, you
have cargo door. This story has legs. If true. If not true it goes the
way of missiles and bombs, out there but not believed.
Well, it is true. Give me your best shot as to not true. I welcome
and need the criticism from an informed person.
That's why, as we adversary each other mentally with this
mystery, let us not become adversary for real. It is like chess,
which forces each person to think like the other. Where are the
weaknesses in the cargo door theory?

The explosive decompression you mention doesn't fit, since the
event began at
13,000 feet. A pressurization expert I trust told me the plane
would be about a third of
the way pressurized at that point, so this is probably a moot
point. But of course
you have to ask the question: is it theoretically possible the door
came off and buckled
the fuselage enough to snap off the nose even without the
attendant explosive
decompression? Perhaps, depending on the lateral force and
fuselage strength.
I normally don't excerpt entire passages in emails but yours are
so cogent as to require it. Perhaps? Yes. Pan Am 125 shows a
door can open and not tear off. UAL 811 shows door can tear off
but not nose. I think the factor is pressurization amount and age
of airframe. An older plane needs less pressure to tear nose off.
TWA 800 had 93000 hours, a staggering amount of flight time so
the mild decompression 13500 feet was enough to make nose
come apart when the nine foot by 15 foot hole appeared. UAL
811 had 35000 less flight hours so held together.
There are two charts on web site that have all the crashes/
incidents for comparison. Just put <corazon> in go to location on
browser and up pops my site, a good thing about having own
domain. Corazon is my wife's name.
Do you mind if I ask what your background is and why you
created your
website?
Ah, two questions. Regarding airplanes: models at 12, control
line models at 13. Navy enlisted aircrewman at 17-21 operating
maintaining avionics radar on P2V antisubmarine plane, two
burnin' and two churnin', Navy officer navigator bombardier on
twin jet carrier RA5C age 22-26, private pilot, then commercial

pilot, instrument rated, with Part 135 certificate holder. Air
intelligence officer in Navy Reserves.
Involved in fatal jet crash, on web site as crash of Buno 149314.
US Army major as audiologist retiring in 1984.
Why website? Good one, not sure but have to get information out
and web site is mode of the day, six years ago it was newsletter
when I was president of EAA chapter 204 when I first published
column stating 103 was not bomb but cargo door. Then writing
letters in 1992 to Flying magazine where editor commented on
my theory. Writing to insurance agency in 1995. Finally, the
internet! With search engines and email and ftp and web sites.
So either stone tablets, hand press or skywriting, the story will
go out, inadvertent opening of forward cargo doors in early
model 747s is causing catastrophic crashes. Fix the doors; weld
them shut. Now.
I predicted a crash like TWA 800 in writing in 1990. It
happened, I don't want it to happen again. That actual column is
on web site.
On what do you base your conclusion that Air India and Pan Am
103 were
caused by departing cargo doors?
Evidence in the official reports. For 103 I can persuade you it
was cargo door and then I can persuade you it was not a bomb,
not an easy feat. Again pictures and evidence and comments are
on web site. I welcome questions regarding specific items on
those pages.
Mainly, Byron, the pattern of similarities of 811 matches so well
the pattern of 182, 103, 800. Fod, sound, blip, bodies, model of
plane, location of destruction, all the same and many more. 811
is the mold, they all fit into it.
Jeez, Byron, I'm reading your draft of the book, and just
substitute 103 or 182 or 800 for the flight numbers and it's the
same. My fiction story on the web site under plane crash

investigation does fictitious rendering of what is is like inside
when the door goes.
I call the seats in rows 8-28 the magic seats because sometimes
people sit in them and they are never seen again, they disappear
even though lots of people look for them.
What happens is that they get pushed out by the decompression
and sucked into engine 3, chopped up into tiny pieces, then
combusted in the combustion chamber and spit out into the
atmosphere as tiny specks of dust. We are breathing in now the
victims. Real horror, hey, and real and that is why nobody wants
cargo door. It is a terrible truth with severe consequences.
And a bloody good story..John Barry Smith
Below is Monday Newsday article
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<H2>A Web of Intrigue</h2>
<h4><i>Flight 800 crash theories running wild on Internet</
H4></i>
By Jessica Kowal<BR>
Staff Writer<BR>
On the Internet, the mystery of TWA Flight 800 has long since
been solved.<p> J. Orlin Grabbe knows a missile downed the
jet. On his World Wide Web site, Grabbe writes that Syriantrained terrorists warned the FBI and then shot down the TWA jet

with a surface-to-air missile from a boat in the water off Long
Island.<p> John Barry Smith is just as sure the plane was done
in by a defective cargo door. According to Smith's Web site, a
forward cargo door fell off both the TWA plane and off Pan Am
Flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988, causing both planes to break
apart and explode. Boeing and the U.S. government, Smith
writes, aren't telling the truth because they don't want to damage
the American economy.<p> Richard Ruiz of Farmingdale
fervently subscribes to the "friendly fire" theory, posting his
views on a computer bulletin board along with hundreds of
others who believe they can pinpoint when and how the
American military shot down the airplane.<p> Within minutes
after the jet went down July 17 and killed all 230 people aboard,
the Internet became the 24-hour worldwide talk show for theories
about what caused the fireball. While the reality of this public
detective story has been disappointing to armchair investigators for almost two months, the professionals have repeated that a
bomb, missile or mechanical failure could have downed the
plane - virtual reality has stepped in to fill the narrative gap.<p>
"However damaging it may be, we're entitled to the truth," said
Ruiz, a 62-year-old chemist who has been heartened by winning
converts to his view. "Let's say I'm suspicious, and until I'm
proven different than my thoughts are, I have to be
suspicious."<p> Using the key words "TWA Flight 800" and
"missile," "bomb," or "conspiracy" yields thousands of messages
posted on bulletin boards from visitors digging through
hypotheses. The crash has already earned a spot alongside the
Kennedy assassination and Vince Foster's death on a Web site
entitled "50 Greatest Conspiracies of All Time."<p> Such
speculation may be fueled by the far-fetched nature of even some
officially sanctioned theories, including that a missile pierced the
plane, passing through without a trace. Longtime investigators
also say the lack of new developments feeds the frenzy.<p>

Then there is investigators' refusal to rule out anything. Even
while generally discounting theories about "friendly fire," chief
FBI investigator James Kallstrom would not dismiss them
outright last week. He would only call them "highly, highly,
highly unlikely."<p> So without waiting for the agents of the
FBI; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; and National
Transportation Safety Board to figure it out, computer users sift
through available details, drawing their own conclusions.<p>
"When there's an absence of concrete information, the
conspiracy theorists really thrive," said Vincent Cannistraro, the
CIA's former counterterrorism chief of operations. "They know
one fact and a fourth fact, but they don't know what's in between,
so they start filling in their information."<p> Perhaps the FBI
opened the floodgates by giving out the agency's e-mail address
and asking for help in solving the mystery. Now faced with a
deluge of messages in reply, the FBI wades through explanations
of aliens, meteorites, bombs or missiles to find tidbits of useful
information coming from pilots, engineers or other experts.<p>
"There's thousands of them. There's millions of them,"
Kallstrom said of the messages the bureau has received. "A lot
of them are very well reasoned and thought out and we
appreciate getting them . . . We read them, and any of them we
think are worth a second look, we take a second look."<p> But
there is a difference between the expert and the crackpot, said
Oliver (Buck) Revell, who was in charge of the FBI's
investigative and intelligence operations for 12 years.<p>
"Some of these people are fairly serious and knowledgeable
about investigative processes and are using intellectual analysis,"
said Revell, who headed the Pan Am Flight 103 investigation.
"And others are living through vicarious thrills of `X-Files'
nonsense that doesn't hold any water."<p> On the Internet,
those differences can be hard to spot. And because of speedy
transmission over telephone lines, Internet theorizing moves

faster than other media, said John Whalen, author of the "50
Greatest Conspiracies" Web site. Whalen warns that believing in
a government cover-up is "as responsible as saying that ET shot
the plane down."<p> "Anyone can get up on the Internet and
propose a theory, float it out there, and then it begins to spread
like an informational virus, for better or worse," Whalen
said.<p> The workings of the Internet certainly allow people to
directly send detailed suggestions about how the investigation
should proceed.<p> Last Friday, one man sent a five-page email message to the FBI to advise the bureau not to overlook the
possibility that the TWA plane was hit by a meteor. Asking the
bureau to find out "how long would the transit of a meteoroid
traveling at 8 [kilometers per second] take to pass through a
747?" the author concluded that the lack of explosive evidence
and reports of a "streak of light in the sky" before the plane
exploded point to Flight 800's having been struck by "a falling
object, a meteorite, comet or spacecraft debris."<p> Also in
the mix are the UFO theorists, including one Web site reporting
that four days before the crash, a woman living in northern New
Jersey "reported" seeing a UFO flying just south of Long
Island.<p> Other Web sites offer very specific information their
authors say leads to one conclusion: their conclusion.<p> On
his Web site, Grabbe offers essays criticizing President Bill
Clinton and the FBI and explaining his own views on
international financial markets.<p> In an interview, Grabbe, a
Harvard-educated economist who lives in Reno, Nevada, said
"high level intelligence people" who read his Web site contacted
him to say the U.S. government knew within a week after Flight
800's demise that a modified surface-to-air Stinger missile hit the
plane. <p> He rejects the notion he's a "conspiracy theorist."
<p> "I think it was a terrorist group that took down that plane
using a surface-to-air missile," Grabbe said. "I just call that the
facts, but other people who don't like the facts would call that a

conspiracy."<p> Spectral data from satellite photos, Grabbe
said, showed authorities that the missile's usual heat-seeking
head was replaced with a white-glowing "phosphorous" tip,
which could be aimed at the belly of the plane. <p> Grabbe
believes the FBI has offered falsified radar data showing the
airplane flying at 13,700 feet when it exploded, while "the best
information I can get" was that the plane was flying at 7,600 feet
when hit by a missile.<p> Moreover, Grabbe links both the
TWA explosion and the July 2 energy blackout of 15 Western
states to Syrian-trained terrorists. Grabbe said he believes the
FBI is "deliberately falsifying evidence," with the complicity of
the White House, because the United States does not want
trouble with Syria but might try to use the TWA Flight 800
explosion to "justify a war in the Middle East" against Libya or
Iraq. <p> "People behind the scenes are laughing, and there are
bets going on about how long the FBI can maintain the charade,"
Grabbe said. <p> Grabbe's and others' views that the
government is covering up what it knows are "crazy,"
Cannistraro said.<p> "Anyone who claims to have knowledge
is generally lying, paranoid or [doing it] for publicity or self
aggrandizement," Cannistraro said.<p> John Barry Smith of
Carmel Valley, Calif., said he's putting his theory on the Internet
to save lives. After viewing pictures of a United Airlines 747
severely damaged when a forward cargo door opened during a
1989 flight, killing nine people, Smith decided cargo doors, not
bombs, were the cause of explosions aboard Pan Am Flight 103,
the 1985 Air India Flight, and now TWA Flight 800.<p> On his
Web site, Smith uses photographs and documents to compare the
United Airlines plane to the Pan Am and Air India planes and to
conclude that malfunctioning cargo doors opened and ripped
away the skin of the fuselages and then tore the noses off the
planes. In an interview, Smith said he believes a door also fell off
TWA Flight 800, and that the "streak of light" some say is a

missile is actually the plane's falling cargo door reflecting
light.<p> "This door is a prime suspect. This door has killed
before," Smith said. "I didn't invent the cause of these crashes.
The door popped open. It's not weird. It's a no-brainer. So that's
when you get to the coverup."<p> The coverup, he said, is that
Boeing and the federal government don't want to admit there's a
major defect in the 747, potentially costing the company millions
of dollars to fix and severely damaging the American
economy.<p> Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors
since his finger was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years
old, has contacted the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB,
and airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem.<p> "It's a case of human nature seeing what they
want to see. They see a bomb, and they ignore what's in front of
them," Smith said.<p> Several aviation officials dispute
Smith's theory.<p> Boeing spokesman Doug Webb said the
company knew of problems with 747 cargo doors a year before
the United Airlines accident, and that the airlines have
subsequently retrofitted them with steel-reinforced locks.<p>
NTSB spokeswoman Shelly Hazle said the agency examined
TWA Flight 800's wreckage for a broken cargo door and
discounted it as a cause of the crash.<p> If the cargo door had
opened in flight, a cockpit light would have gone on and the crew
would have focused all their attention on the problem, Hazle
said. Yet there is no discussion of the problem on the cockpit
voice-recorder tapes, so the NTSB has ruled it out, she said.<p>
And, investigators said, Pan Am 103 and the Air India planes
were both downed by bombs, not cargo doors.<p> Even as
some online theorists, such as Smith, use their own research,
others draw conclusions using whatever information comes their
way.<p> Richard Ruiz said a conversation with a French Army
officer while both men were waiting to catch flights at a South
American airport convinced him friendly fire was responsible for

the TWA explosion. <p> Ruiz admitted he has no facts that
haven't appeared in the mainstream news media, but he still said
the Frenchman's comments about other friendly-fire shootdowns, including the U.S. Navy's downing of an Iranian Airbus
in 1988, made an impact. "I began to think about it and the fact
that nothing conclusive was reached about [the TWA plane]," he
said. "And I began to put two and two together."<p>
</TD></TR>
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NTSB spokeswoman Shelly Hazle said the agency
examined
TWA Flight 800's wreckage for a broken cargo door
and
discounted it as a cause of the crash.
If the cargo door had opened in flight, a cockpit light
would have gone on and the crew would have focused
all
their attention on the problem, Hazle said. Yet there is
no discussion of the problem on the cockpit
voice-recorder tapes, so the NTSB has ruled it out, she
said.
And, investigators said, Pan Am 103 and the Air India

planes were both downed by bombs, not cargo doors.
Even as some online theorists, such as Smith, use their
own research, others draw conclusions using whatever
information comes their way.
Richard Ruiz said a conversation with a French Army
officer while both men were waiting to catch flights at
a South American airport convinced him friendly fire
was
responsible for the TWA explosion.
Ruiz admitted he has no facts that haven't appeared in
the mainstream news media, but he still said the
Frenchman's comments about other friendly-fire
shoot-downs, including the U.S. Navy's downing of an
Iranian Airbus in 1988, made an impact. "I began to
think about it and the fact that nothing conclusive was
reached about [the TWA plane]," he said. "And I
began to
put two and two together."
Home | Top of Page
From: baco-new@seatimes.com
Date: September 19, 1996 10:16:58 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: RE: Contain my excitement

John:
I'll await your follow up response. And please call me Byron.
--Byron

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 19, 1996 9:53:50 AM PDT
To: Acohido
Subject: Contain my excitement

Thank you, Mr. Acohido, for your prompt and informative reply
to my email. It is such a pleasure to correspond to an interested
and educated person regarding this matter. I wish to reply in
depth to each point you have made. Thank you for the draft of
your book and will keep the contents confidential.
I'm very familiar with the cargo door lock
problem having investigated the issue over a three year period
following Flight 811 and
written extensively about it.
Great! That plane crash is the pattern for the Air India 182, Pan
Am 103, TWA 800, and the incidents of UAL preflight, and Pan
Am 125.
One central question you fail to explore: what are the ways the
door could have come
open?
Not true, sir, not true. I have racked my brains, whatever that
means, to determine the cause of why these doors are opening in
flight. I have eleven possibilities that require more
troubleshooting or experiments to rule in or out. They are listed
on my site under questions and answers. I will listen and
consider all explanation as to why these doors on early model
747s with outward opening doors are popping open at varying
altitudes causing similar sequences of destruction.
If the TWA jet's door came
off, it's conceivable there would be a lateral force of some

magnitude that could strain
the fuselage frame near the section 40 -41 area known to weaken
with age.
That was considered under fuselage flexing allowing door to pop
open. (Before cargo shift and after improper latching)
Also if a departing door was the precipitating event, logic
dictates that there would be
extensive and very obvious supporting evidence in the wreckage
retrieved to date.
Absolutely 100 percent correct, and it is there, I'm sure. Just
sitting there unexamined. Reasons detailed later this afternoon.
Do you mind if I ask what your background is and why you
created your
website?
I welcome the question and will reply at length later this
afternoon. I wish to get this connecting email to you to confirm
that our dialogue exists. I need criticism and welcome it.
Every one of your sentences demands much discussion.
On what do you base your conclusion that Air India and Pan Am
103 were
caused by departing cargo doors?
Excellent questions and reveal you have an open mind. I have
extensive evidence based on the Government reports from UK,
USA, India, Canada, and US Navy.
I would like to continue our dialogue, as perhaps we can help
each other as this
thing develops.
I welcome the dialogue and suggest email referring to specific
pages on my web site or your attached text and hoping we can
send photos .jpg to each other to support our hypotheses as they
develop. I will attach a picture here now and will write an
extensive reply to your email this afternoon.
Cheers, John Barry Smith

From: baco-new@seatimes.com
Date: September 19, 1996 7:14:12 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: RE: Bonnie Britt referral 747 crashes

Confidential
John:
Thanks for the heads up to your web site. I'm very familiar
with the cargo door lock
problem having investigated the issue over a three year period
following Flight 811 and
written extensively about it. I agree your thesis is plausible. If the
TWA jet's door came
off, it's conceivable there would be a lateral force of some
magnitude that could strain
the fuselage frame near the section 40 -41 area known to weaken
with age.
With the nose snapped off, it's easy to visualize the wing tanks
disintegrating and
dumping fuel that burst into a fireball 22 seconds later. However,
the supporting
circumstantial evidence you mention is no where near complete.
One central question you fail to explore: what are the ways the
door could have come
open? Stronger locks and other improvements were ordered after
811 to prevent this.
That's not to say it couldn't still happen, but what are the possible
scenarios? Perhaps
the improvments weren't made on this jet. Perhaps they were
made sloppily or were for
some other reason ineffective. Perhaps another unknown failure

mode turned up. You
see what I'm getting at?
Also if a departing door was the precipitating event, logic
dictates that there would be
extensive and very obvious supporting evidence in the wreckage
retrieved to date. The
condition of the locks, door sill, fuselage frame, etc. would in all
liklihood provide a
clear roadmap to how the event began. So far neither the FBI
nor the NTSB has
mention this. What does that mean? I don't know. It seems to
imply the supporting
evidence does not exist. But it could also mean it exists and
authorities haven't
recognized it, or that they have it in hand but don't want to make
it public, or something
else all together.
The explosive decompression you mention doesn't fit, since the
event began at
13,000 feet. A pressurization expert I trust told me the plane
would be about a third of
the way pressurized at that point, so this is probably a moot
point. But of course
you have to ask the question: is it theoretically possible the door
came off and buckled
the fuselage enough to snap off the nose even without the
attendant explosive
decompression? Perhaps, depending on the lateral force and
fuselage strength.
Do you mind if I ask what your background is and why you
created your
website? On what do you base your conclusion that Air India and
Pan Am 103 were

caused by departing cargo doors? I ask not to cast aspersions,
but simply to know who
you are. I would like to continue our dialogue, as perhaps we can
help each other as this
thing develops. In the meantime, I will share a copy of a draft
summary of what
happened on Flight 811 for a book titled "When Technology
Fails." It is for your private
perusal only.
Regards,
Byron
206 464-2352
206 382-8879 FAX

UNITED AIRLINES 747 CARGO DOOR LOST IN FLIGHT
(1989)
Explosive decompression caused by a design that left room for a
stray electrical
signal to overcome a complex electro-mechanical system of
latches and locks.
by Byron Acohido
copyright Byron Acohido
.LS2/
BACKGROUND.IP5/
On February 24, 1989, about 18 minutes after takeoff from
Honolulu, Hawaii bound
for Auckland, New Zealand, a United Airlines 747-100 passenger
jet underwent

explosive decompression. The forward cargo door opened,
disrupting the even
distribution of pressure in the airplane's cabin and cargo hold.
The effect was akin
to a truck tire blow-out. A massive rush of air punched a gaping
hole in the fuselage
above the door, and nine business-class passengers vanished out
the cavity.
The accident triggered a three-year investigation that ultimately
showed how a stray
electrical signal could overcome an elaborate system of latches
and locks to open a
747 cargo door without being commanded to do so. It also
resulted in extensive
improvements in the 747 cargo door system.
Designed in the late 1960s, the Boeing 747 jumbo jet, with its
distinctive humped
fuselage, is one of the most successful jetliners ever built. More
than 900 747s are
in commercial service, and production is scheduled to continue
into the foreseeable
future. Each 747 has two nine-foot-square cargo doors located on
the starboard
side of the airplane's belly, one forward and one aft. Unlike
inward-opening "plug
doors," which wedge into the passageway as the airplane
pressurizes, the cargo
doors on a 747 swing out and up, gull-wing fashion.
Until the 747 came along, plug doors were used almost
exclusively for both
passenger entry and cargo access doors on commercial jetliners.
This was
considered an extra measure of safety against the possibility of

breaching the
integrity of the fuselage while the airplane was pressurized. But
with the 747,
designers wanted to avoid the heavy tracks and wide inside
clearances implied by a
giant plug door.
So they designed a relatively light door (about 800 pounds) that
swung out and up
and did not obstruct any cargo space. To assure that the door
would always hold
fast against enormous pressurization forces, an elaborate system
of electromechanical latches and locks was devised. The system permits a
ground worker to
lower and shut a door in about 15 seconds by depressing a toggle
switch that sets
into motion a series of electrical motors. As a final step, the
worker locks the door
manually by depressing a handle in the middle of the door.
The 747's outward-opening cargo door proved so successful that
it became the
standard for the ensuing generation of jetliners. Yet soon after the
747 entered
commercial service in the early 1970s, a vexing trend emerged.
One by one,
various complex mechanisms in the door began to fail: battered
and bent locks,
stripped clutches and motors, burned-out sensors and switches,
jammed latches
and locks, chronic glitches with the door's complicated system of
sequential
electronic actuators. Boeing advised airline's how to rectify each
problem.

Then on March 10, 1987, the forward cargo door of a Pan Am
747-100 about to
depart London for San Francisco was lowered and shut -manually -- by a ramp
worker using a speed wrench to do the work of the electrical
motors. This was a
routine procedure prescribed for instances when the door's
electrical system
malfunctioned. Shortly after takeoff, the pilot found he was
unable to pressurize the
cabin, so he returned to London, where the worker discovered
the forward cargo
door open 1.5 inches. The door was reshut and relocked and the
plane sent on its
way.
A closer inspection in San Francisco revealed severe damage to
eight boomerangshaped door locks designed to secure eight door latches in a
closed position during
flight. The c-shaped latches work by engaging and then rotating
to a closed position
around latch pins fastened to the door sill. The locks then swing
into place over the
open end of the latches, blocking them from reverse-rotating to
the open position.
Lab tests conducted by Boeing revealed that a switch designed to
cut all electrical
power from the door once the locks are set could jam. This left
power available to
the door, which meant a stray electrical signal could
inadvertently actuate the latch
motor. The motor could then "backdrive" the latches to an open
position, bending

the locks out of the way in the process. Tests showed that the
locks , made of
aluminum, were too weak to prevent the latches from rotating
open, should
something activate the latch motor.
Testing showed that a stray electrical signal could almost
instantly backwind the
latches past weak locks to a fully open position. An inspection of
Pan Am's 747
fleet revealed numerous damaged locks, suggesting a chronic
pattern of
backwinding of latches against weak locks.
Rather than searching for the possible source of stray electricity
activating the latch
motor, officials blamed the Pan Am incident on the ground
worker who manually
operated the door. Though the worker denied doing this, he was
said to have used
his speed wrench to backwind the latches, after setting the locks
in place. Officials
theorized that this was a short-cut procedure devised by ground
workers to confirm
that the latches were snug up against the locks. It is noteworthy
that the mechanic
would have had to make 95 full turns of his speed wrench to
fully open the latches,
something the latch motor could do in 1.5 seconds.
About one month after the Pan Am incident, Boeing alerted
airlines worldwide that
opening of a cargo door in flight "could result in rapid
decompression . . . resulting
in collapse of the passenger cabin floor and the possible damage
to airplane

electrical and hydraulic systems." That warning was
accompanied by a call for
airlines to reinforce the weak aluminum locks with special steel
braces. Pan Am
immediately fabricated the braces and installed them on its 747
fleet. Meanwhile,
the Federal Aviation Administration assigned a low priority to the
matter, giving
airlines up to two years to make the upgrade..IP0/
DETAILS OF THE EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION.IP5/
On the morning of February 24, 1989, all was routine during
preparations for United
Airlines Flight 811. Two months earlier, in December, 1988,
maintenance logs
showed the aircraft's forward cargo door's electrical system had
malfunctioned
repeatedly, necessitating manual operation in 14 separate
instances. But since
then, there had been no "write-up'' on the door. Flight 811's
ground crew used the
toggle switch to routinely lower and latch the door, and a ground
worker noticed
nothing unusual when he depressed the lock handle to swing the
locks into place
over the closed latches. The locks were the weak aluminum type.
United did not
yet have the steel braces installed.
The flight, carrying 337 passengers, 15 cabin attendants, a pilot,
co-pilot and a flight
engineer, was cleared for takeoff at 1:52 a.m. As the airplane was
climbing past
22,000 at an more than 500 mph, pressurization, accomplished

by continually
pumping compressed air into the cabin and cargo hold,
proceeded routinely. With
the aircraft flying higher than the summit of Mount McKinley,
passengers felt no
worse than if they were crossing a 4,000 foot mountain pass in an
automobile.
At 2:09 a.m., all on board were stunned by a loud thump. Capt.
David Cronin
remarked: "What the hell was that?" The thump was followed 1.8
seconds later by a
tremendous boom, the sound of 11 million pounds of force - to
this point distributed
evenly on each square inch of the aircraft's interior - gushing
explosively toward a
breach in the fuselage. As the forward cargo door heaved away, it
tore a 13 foot by
15 foot opening on the fuselage alongside rows 9, 10, 11 and 12
on the starboard
side.
In the blink of an eye, business class seats G and H, in Rows 8
through 12,
vanished along with a chunk of the floor, the starboard aisle and
the eight
passengers, who were sitting in those seats. Seat 9F, bordering
the left edge of the
starboard aisle remained on its mounts, but its occupant, a 49
year old man,
disappeared.
At the moment of explosive decompression, passengers and
cabin attendants
reported experiencing a hurricane-force blast of cold air. Cabin
attendant Curt

Christensen described it this way: "Immediately the air filled
with a hazy smoke and
flying debris. I felt a cold wind and sucking, if you will, but it
wasn't a sucking. It was
like being in the middle of a huge cannon blast, a blast of cold
air. There was gray,
swirling smoke and debris flying everywhere.''
For the next 20 minutes, passengers and cabin attendants, some
severely injured,
worried that the jetliner would splash down in the Pacific Ocean.
They watched as
the two starboard engines flamed out. However, Capt. Cronin
heroically nursed the
crippled aircraft to a safe landing in Honolulu..IP0/
IMPACT OF THE EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION.IP5/
This stirring disaster prompted the Federal Aviation
Administration to order steel
braces installed on locks of all 747s within 30 days. Over the
next several months,
Boeing developed a number of improvements to the door's
warning system. As for
what caused the accident, officials were stumped. The most
telling evidence -- the
door itself -- lay at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean, 100 miles
south of Honolulu.
Even so, after an intensive investigation, and with the door still
lying on the ocean
floor, the National Transportation Safety Board ruled on April 16,
1990, that the
weak locks probably were severely damaged during the 14
instances of manual
operation two months before the accident. The safety board

concluded that the
ground crew somehow did not fully close the latches prior to
takeoff, even though
they reported no problems using the toggle switch to lower and
shut the door, and
nothing unusual about locking the door.
Then on Sept. 27, 1990 the U.S. Navy deep-submergence
vehicle Sea Cliff
plucked the lower two-thirds of Flight 811's cargo door from the
ocean floor. The
eight locks were found in the locked position, but bent out of the
way by the eight
latches, which had somehow reverse rotated to the open position.
All the locks
were found in relatively good shape, which contradicted the
safety board's official
explanation, based on severely battered locks. A few days later,
Sea Cliff recovered
the upper half of the door. Both parts were then shipped to a
Boeing laboratory in
Seattle where they underwent thorough analysis under safety
board supervision.
While the door was being examined, a related incident took place
on June 21, 1991
at John F. Kennedy Airport on a newer model United Airlines
747-200 being
prepared for a flight to Tokyo. With the aft cargo door closed
and latched, but not
yet locked - and no one touching the toggle - a stray electrical
signal rotated the
door latches open, then lifted the door up. The powerful door lift
motor continued to
run, trying to raise the door past its maximum open position,

until a mechanic shut it
off by popping a circuit breaker. The stray signal was
subsequently traced to a
cracked wire-bundle conduit, located near the door hinges and
exposed to wear
and tear each time the door was opened or closed.
After that incident, United, as an extra precaution, ordered its
ground crews to
open a pair of circuit breakers just before pushing any 747 back
from the gate. This
removed all potential power to the cargo doors, above and
beyond other powercutting safety features.
Based on this real life example of stray signals at work in the
door and detailed
analysis of Flight 811's cargo door, the safety board on March 18,
1992 took the
unusual step of reversing its earlier ruling. The board attributed
the opening of the
door to a "faulty switch or wiring in the door control system
which permitted
electrical actuation of the door latches toward the unlatched
position after initial
door closure and before takeoff."
Although the wire bundle which may have contained conclusive
evidence of such a
fault was never found, the board weighed other evidence
uncovered by United.
After the JFK door-opening incident, the airline found 21
different simple short
circuits that could lead to uncommanded actuation of the latch
motor. Boeing
maintained that steel reinforced locks now used on all 747s

would prevent the
latches from moving, even if a stray signal did come into play.
Even so, the board called the design of the cargo door locking
mechanisms
"deficient" and said that a lack of timely corrective action by
Boeing and the FAA
after the 1987 Pan Am incident contributed to the tragedy of
Flight 811..IP0/
FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE.LS1/
U.S. government reports:
National Transportation Safety Board, Aircraft accident report
no. NTSB/AAR92/02, Explosive decompression -- loss of cargo door in flight,
March 18, 1992. pp.
1-113.
Periodicals:
Acohido, Byron. "Flight 811: Terror in the sky,' Pacific
Magazine, (Seattle
Times/Seattle Post Intelligencer Sunday supplement), January 5,
1992, pp. 10-19.
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 18, 1996 8:40:15 PM PDT
To: baco-new@seatimes.com
Subject: Bonnie Britt referral 747 crashes

Mr. Acohido, Ms. Britt referred me to you regarding an open
mind on Boeing 747 crashes.
I believe I have the cause of the crashes of Air India 182, Pan Am
103, UAL 811, and TWA 800: the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight. The hypothesis is supported by
photos and official documents on my web site at http://
www.corazon.com
I invite your attention to the site to consider that when the nine
foot by 15 foot hole is torn in the side of the nose of the 747, as
was done in UAL 811, the 300 knot slipstream will then tear the
entire nose off. It is a simple, plausible, documented explanation
of why early model 747s have a short loud sound on the CVR,
abrupt power loss, at least nine missing bodies, radar blips at
time of destruction, fodded number three engine, location of
destruction forward of the wing, and the appearance of an
explosion. All those facts are documented and have occurred on
Air India 182, Pan Am 103 (bomb theory easily debunked) UAL
811, and TWA 800.
Large claim yes, but supported by documentation on web site. If
you would, please visit site, peruse, and contact me if you wish
further clarification.
Facts facts facts. It is only through hindsight and the internet that
the pattern and similarities of the crashes can be seen. The
forward cargo door opens by an unknown cause. The outward
opening door is torn up and away leaving at least a nine foot by
15 foot gash in side of nose. The big hole gets bigger in 300 knot
slipstream and tears nose completely off severing power abruptly
leaving short loud sound of explosive decompression on cvr, and
spewing debris into number three engine. The separated nose
lands alone for debris trail, rest of wings and fuselage descends,
disintegrates, ignites and lands in own debris trail. The red
herring of explosive decompression leads investigators on wild

bomb chase.
Only when four similar events happen to four similar airplanes
under four similar circumstances giving four similar destruction
scenes, sound, and radar returns can the cause be discerned. The
one victim who returned to tell what happened was UAL 811
whose nose did not come but almost did. UAL 811 was explosive
decompression due to the loss of the foward cargo door in flight,
according to the NTSB report. That is the key which unlocks all
the other crashes.
Sincerely John Barry Smith
From: Bonnie Britt <bonnieb@concentric.net>
Date: September 18, 1996 5:11:58 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: your page

Hi Barry,
I've spent some time at your page today and it is of great interest.
I am
an aviation writer, primarily interested in the 1985 Gander crash
for a
book.
I have written articles on B-737s and one on the TWA Flt 800.
(I am brand new to Santa Cruz area by the way. Phone is
408-335-0459.
Problem is this. I have a dinky 486 machine with an impossible 4
megs of
ram. I want to read your data but it is tough downloading it. is
there

any way you could zip and send it?
And afterward, I'd like to talk with you.
Your effort is obvious and I hold it in high regard.
Thanks so much.
Bonnie Britt

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 18, 1996 12:23:45 PM PDT
To: RobertKnight
Subject: I'm all ears

BTW, I have a major article in the works on another subject.
Details in
a day or two.
I'm all ears...
I spoke with the author, y'know.
Thanks. I realized through the interview she was more interested
in the smashed finger incident than the 838 people dying. So, she
wanted the wacky guys on the internet who dare to disagree with
the government/shill newspapers story.
I never said coverup and repeated three times no coverup to
prevent exacly what happened. It's like writing rules and rules to
prevent the door from opening but the door doan care, do it.
Doors don't read and reporters don't listen. But overall, I'm
satisfied, the thought of door is in the ether. Someone I hope will

separate the wheat from the chaff and start checking into cargo
doors and the sordid history they have on 747s.
Air India report delivered yesterday and the short loud sound on
182, 800, 103, and 811 explained!
Right there in black and white and ignored by all, it's
it's...arhgggggh I'm hit...
Thanks again for effort with Jessica Kowal, all true what you
said. If Newsday were serious they would assign Baker or Cox to
me, not smart but uniformed reporter. I've emailed them ten
times, before she contacted me, about running a mechanical story
instead of bomb missile. They still have not done a dedicated
mechanical story, nose wheel blows up, cockpit window
implodes, corrosion, metal fatigue, all causes that have happened
and killed many before and never considered for 800, even
though they can be ruled out mostly.
The editor calls the tone of story and the newspaper will not
have upstart competitor internet coming up with truth over the
government or their own papers. It's a medium jealousy thing
like movies in the sixties never had TVs in the movie although
everyone had TV, TVs were invisible in movies until the middle
seventies. Am I the only to notice that?
Looking forward to tonight, Robert, comedy, tragedy, shame,
horror, adventure, and fear. John Barry Smith
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: September 18, 1996 9:18:12 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: This Just In!

Barry,
Congratulations! You've made the big-time ;) "Conspiracy
Nation" list

with the Newsday story.
I spoke with the author, y'know. Mostly about the general story,
and
some about you. I stressed the see-what-you-wanna-see issue,
the innate
structural vulnerability of door-ports, and how you're on to the
biggest, most interesting (and scary) story of age & maintenance.
She
seemed to be taking notes. Who knows.
Talk to you later tonite!
Robert
PS:
--BTW, I have a major article in the works on another subject.
Details in
a day or two.

==============================================
==============
+-----+
||||
"The operating system IS the virus!"
||||
---------------------------------||||
Robert Knight
||||
+-----+
rknight@escape.com
WINDOW$ 95
http://www.dorsai.org/~wbai/earthwatch
==============================================
==============

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 16, 1996 11:39:21 PM PDT
To: MBusch
Subject: Adm Engen

Mike, just an hour ago I sent the following long email to Judy
Berger who is webmaster at Secretary of Defense asking her to
forward to Adm Engen.
Then I got your email about him suggesting is get in touch with
him. I agree wholeheartedly and am trying. There is a wall
around these guys. I will try to email him through the
Smithsonian, heck my name is Smith.
He's ex Navy, lightplane pilot, so am I. It's a connection maybe.
The goal is to get him to examine the E4B and AF1 cargo door
problem to see if there is a connection between UAL 811 and
other early 747s with outward opening cargo doors, just like E4B
or AF1.
If you know him enough for me to say Hi, help me out to get the
request to him to check UAL 811 cargo door problem and
possible connection to E4B and AF 1. He will listen to you more
than me. Ask a staff member to review my web site, facts speak
for themselves and the facts are there. The messenger is always
attacked when the message is unwanted and I don't sit still when
attacked thus diverting the thought from the message which is
usually what the messenger attacker wants.
Anyway, the goal is to get an informed aviation person (a staff
member of the Admiral?) to review the web site, not airhead girl
reporter, and make recommendations to pursue or not pursue the
potential door cause of crashes of E4B or AF1. Just check it out,
that's all I'm asking.
By the way, the leap of thought that others can't make is this:
The big hole on the side of the 747 nose, 9 feet by 15 feet at 300

knots, is not enough to tear nose off. I say yes, they say no. I say
at 300 knots the hole gets bigger and bigger real quick and nose
tears off. I don't think people realize the force of 300 knots. Do
you think that big hole just stays a big hole when door comes off
or do you think the nose tears off about one half second after the
big hole appears?
I also got an anonymous email from a Boeing engineer with no
return address. What is he hiding from?
Here's the sequence with my reply that never got delivered
although I tried and tried. (love the soda can analogy)
Date: Mon, 16 Sep 1996 08:42:03 -0700
X-Url: http://www.corazon.com/800newsreports.html
From: enter_your_e-mail_address_here@splinter.boeing.com
(enter_your_name_here)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: FOD in engine 3 of flight 800
Status:
It turns out that the debris found to have damaged engin 3 of
flight 800 was from the engine itself...not any cargo door.
I don't believe that the front cargo door carries enough load
such that, should it get blown off in the manner shown in those
good
pictures you have of the other 747 (UAL 811?) that managed to
land,
that the loss of this door would cause the whole nose to come off.
My reply:
Well, sir, you have hit the nail on the head, the first one to do so.
The crucial leap of intuition is after that hole appears, the nine
foot by 15 foot hole, will the nose tear off at 300 knots of
slipstream? I say yes, you say no.
Let's look at the evidence of 811 compared to 182, 800, 103,

whose noses did come off, do you agree on that? They, 811, 103,
800, 182, all had radar indications, all had missing passengers,
all had abrupt power loss, location of destruction forward of the
wing, all early model 747 high time, outward opening doors, and
of course all had the tell tale half second loud sound, plus other
similarites common to a couple but not all such as climbing,
keying mike, night takeoffs, etc.
I omitted all having fodded engine 3 because of what you said. Is
that confirmed? It may be that if the door goes at low altitude the
explosive decompression that follows is not enough to blow
baggage into number three, just people, 17 missing at last count
for 800. People would not leave a mark. I await the results from
P&W on Fod. And was it only engine 3 that had Fod from the
engine itself? That's odd.
Here's the thing, why did the nose stay on 811? That's the tough
one. It had 20000 less flight hours than the others. The pilot of
811 says he just came off autopilot and he says he didn't fight the
plane and that's how he explains why nose didn't come off.
The new doors, inward and upward for FedEx Airborne and
UPS, are still at risk because if the door motor overrides the
pressure pushing door closed, (as opposed to outward opening
door having pressure push door open) the explosive
decompression (that big red herring for bombs) will still occur,
still tear off fuselage skin, still expose large hole in side of sturdy
airplane. Some noses tear off and some don't.
From an engineer's point of view, if must cut hole in pressurized
hull, make the holes small and lots of them to equal one big one.
And make them inward opening so pressure pushes closed.
Learn from submarines.
Well, the leap of intuition is can that hole in side of nose get
bigger in 300 knot slipstream? I say yes, you say no. It is crucial
to determine who is right. If I am wrong, then I am wrong about
whole theory of inadvertent opening of forward cargo door in

early model 747s with outward opening doors is tearing off skin
leaving big hole which may get bigger or not.
Here's an analogy, a soda can with the tab pressing on round
partially cut aluminum. Pressing thumb against round area inside
scribe mark can not open can but once tab using lever action
cracks scribe area, poof, soda/debris is ejected, and round area
can now be pushed down/open with little finger. Add a 300 knot
slipstream on lip of area and you don't need little finger to push
open, the air does. The integrity of the presssurized hull, soda
can/747 is impeached by tab/door open and nature's laws take
over, pressure equalizing, wind force, tearing action, weight,
aerodyamics changes etc..loading loading loading does stuff the
engineers never figured would happen and is not supposed to
happen.
The door is opened by electrical short to frayed wires, happened
on ground, happened in air, and happened again in air, all
documented in 811 report. I add happened in 182, 103, and 800
but the board all said bombs, yeah, bombs, and the bombers just
happen to hit early 747 high time planes with a few other
coincidences thrown in that make in unlikely in my mind, using
hindsight and the internet, that is was bombs but more likely,
reproducible mechanical fault. Maybe not due to Boeing, but to
door closers who back drive door manually, ruining cam latches
and lock sectors. No one is totally to blame and all of us are a
little bit to blame. The thing is to fix it, move on, and get on with
life.
A moral dilemma faces Boeing engineers. I say to determine the
cause or rule out the cause of a cargo door is in the best interests
of the company. To deny without proof, to remain silent, to
stonewall, to appear ignorant is in the worst interests of the
company. These buyers know about 182, 103, 800, and know
how flimsy the bomb theory is, they may buy Airbuses. To know
about a mechanical thing that can be fixed with the new inward

door is for them to buy 747s because mystery crashes have been
explained.
One way or the other, the door has to be cleared or found guilty
and corrected.
It is a big hole, Thank you for writing and I look forward to
more informed opinion from you, should you choose to write,
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

To: jberger@dtic.mil
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: For VAdm Donald Engen:Airplane crashes and Air
Force One
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
"White House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta Friday night sent a
letter to Defense Secretary William Perry ordering him to
''undertake a top to bottom review of all
operational aspects, including maintenance and training
procedures'' of the Pentagon's executive support air fleet.
He asked that the review begin within the next 30 days ``to
ensure that all necessary steps and safeguards are being taken to
provide the safest possible
transportation.''
VAdm Engen has been appointed in charge.
WEBMASTERS: Department of Defense Webmaster, Ms.
Berger please forward to Adm Engen, this information is vital to
his top to bottom review of the executive support air fleet,

especially Air Force One.
Other webmasters:
Please forward this email to appropriate staff as you see fit.
Please ensure picture of Boeing 747 is attached with .jpg viewer
if
necessary. Thank you, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. President, Bill Clinton
Dear Mr. Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Dear Mr. Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Dear Mr. Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
James Hall
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
Robert Francis
Dear Mr. Investigator, National Transportation Safety Board,
Ron Schleede
Dear Ms. Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Dear Mr. Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation,
James Kallstrom

Mr. Bill Clinton, President of the United States of America
Dear Mr. President,
Hello, Sir. I have important news to give. Your life is in
immediate
danger, although slight, hopefully slight, when you fly on Air
Force One, a
Boeing 747-200B. This type aircraft has a history of inadvertent
forward
cargo door openings in flight. Hindsight and the internet have

enabled me
to link several crashes of early model Boeing 747s to a common
cause, the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Documentation,
pictures, comments, and emails from all over the world regarding
this
discovery are on the internet web site at http://www.corazon.com
Your life, the lives of those who fly with you, and all the
passengers on
early model Boeing 747s are at risk to this door opening outward
and
upward, tearing off in the slipstream exposing a large gash in the
nose
which tears off.
The door openings at altitude mimic a bomb. It is not a bomb.
The world
will be a bit less dangerous once the causes are determined to be
mechanical and not evil.
Have you ever had a car door, or hood, or trunk open
unexpectedly? I
have; itÕs not unusual. If you have, then please give thought to
possible
airplane door opening and the severe consequences.
Please be responsive to this informed citizen.
Mr. Clinton, leader from follower, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff, Clinton Administration
I feel like saying, Leon, Leon, Leon, as that was the way I

thought of
you when I voted for you as Congressman several times in
Monterey.
Mr. Panetta, we met in 1980 in your second floor office on
Alvarado where
I personally thanked you for inquiring on my behalf on a
personnel matter
while I was stationed in Korea. The last time I saw you, you were
walking
alone across Toro Park during Earth Day in 1992, just before
your selection
as Budget Director. I remember thinking, what a job politics is
shaking
hands at a post hippie ecology get together. I was with a friend
selling
United Nations videos, not a hot seller. I live up on Country Club
Drive in
Carmel Valley and pass your familyÕs hand painted sign, Villa
Bella Donna,
every day on the way to drop my daughter off at Tularcitos PreSchool.
I have come to alert you, sir, of danger to you, the President, and
all
passengers who fly in early model Boeing 747s. Yes, this is
unorthodox, an
email letter from a member of the public but then, I trust, as a
former
congressman, that you believe that occasionally a citizen may
have
something important to say. I do; here it is: The forward cargo
doors of
early model Boeing 747s are inadvertently opening in flight,
tearing off

door and skin, allowing the slipstream to enter the large gash
which tears
off the nose leading to total destruction and the deaths of all
aboard.
This has happened several times before and appeared to be
explosions. The
attached picture is of a Boeing 747 that almost had the nose
come off.
Mr. Panetta, former representative of the people from former
constituent,
I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of
the crash
of TWA Flight 800 or call me at 408 659 3552 or visit my web
site at
http://www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Federico Peˆa , Secretary of Transportation,
Dear Mr. Secretary, I invite you to a visit to my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. named after my wife, Corazon Luna
Smith.
Mr. Peˆa, traveller to traveller, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. David Hinson, Director, Federal Aviation Authority,
Dear Director, I am looking at my FAA pilotÕs license, number
1787797,
commercial pilot, airplane single engine land, instrument
airplane, of
which I am very, very proud. I also received a Part 135 certificate
from

your agency. I was also a US Navy Lieutenant Naval Flight
Officer in RVAH
-1, RA-5C Vigilantes. My ejection story and US Navy accident
report are on
my web site at http://www.corazon.com along with the official
accident
reports on UAL Flight 811 and Pan Am 103.
All of the four Boeing 747 crashes described were caused, in my
opinion,
by the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
The web
site provides documentation, reasoning, and opinion supporting
that
hypothesis.
At minimum, there now exists a mysterious early model Boeing
747 crash.
Air Force One is an early model Boeing 747. There are several
hundred early
model Boeing 747s now flying. The location of the start of
destruction for
TWA Flight 800 and others is near the forward cargo hold. I ask
that you
seal the door shut to prevent explosives from being placed there
or to
prevent the door from accidentally opening.
The forward cargo door has two Airworthiness Directives
against it and
has killed nine persons already in UAL Flight 811. A glance at
the attached
picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the large gash in the right side
of its
nose may persuade you a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot
slipstream.

Mr. Hinson, naval officer to naval officer, I ask that you check
out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Mr. James Hall , Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board,
Dear Mr. Chairman, in 1992, the NTSB conducted a very
complete and well
explained accident report on the crash of UAL Flight 811 in
which a cargo
door came open in flight and nine passengers where sucked out
of their
seats to their deaths. Use the key of 811 to unlock 800.
The thrust of the crash investigation should then focus on what
causes
the forward cargo door to open inadvertently. The NTSB stated
electrical
short to the door control system in UAL 811. For others, an
explosive
device could do it, or random electrical signals in the avionics
bay might
do it. There are eleven rational causes for accidental door
openings listed
on the web site at http://www.corazon.com. The cause of the
door openings
is unknown and must be discovered.
Mr. Hall, passenger to passenger, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith

Mr. Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation
Safety Board
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, IÕve seen you on TV and believe you
are a
compassionate man above all. I appeal to you to prevent the
future deaths
of innocent passengers in early model Boeing 747s whose
forward cargo door
may inadvertently open outward and upward, tearing off with
skin into the
slipstream, exposing a large gash in the side of nose which then
tears all
the way off. Please compare evidence collected in the explained
cargo door
crash of UAL 811 to those of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103,
and
currently, TWA Flight 800.
The specific similarities will be: 1: Short loud sound on CVR. 2.
Abrupt
power cut. 3. Fodded number three engine. 4. Radar blips during
destruction. 5. Never recovered bodies sitting in similar seats
above and
just aft of the cargo door. 6. Same type of aircraft, Boeing 747
series 100
or 200 with high flight time. 7. Destruction sequence starts
forward of the
wing. Sun angle lighting may confirm spinning loose cargo door
near New
York in July at 8:30 PM at 13,500 feet would be reflected as
streak. Other
similarities in four crashes include: nose tears off, explosive
decompression mimics bomb, crew talking on radios when event

happens, night
takeoff, and pressurization changes to hull at catastrophic event.
The forward cargo door has opened inadvertently many times,
usually on
the ground. It has opened several times in the air with only minor
or
moderate damage. Airworthiness Directives were issued after
those events.
It has opened in flight leading to total destruction three times, in
my
opinion, which is supported by documentation on my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. A glance at the attached picture of a
Boeing
747-121 with the large gash in the right side of its nose may
persuade you
a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.
Mr. Francis, survivor consoler from jet crash survivor, I ask that
you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board.
Dear Mr. Investigator, you have seen the hole on UAL Flight
811. Could
that hole become larger in the slipstream and tear the whole nose
off? I
think so.
You investigated UAL Flight 811. That model of plane was a
Boeing 747-121.
That Boeing 747-121 crash, off Honolulu in February 1989, left
conclusive

evidence that was very similar to another Boeing 747 crash years
earlier
which killed 329 people off the Irish coast in 1985. That plane
was a
Boeing 747-237B.
A Boeing 747-122 also crashed with similar evidence trails left.
And yet
another Boeing 747-131 also crashed with similar evidence trails
left.
Three destroyed and one that killed only nine and returned to
land and tell
its story which was inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in
flight.
Facts, facts, facts. There are 105 pages of facts on my web site.
If you
were to go on the internet to the World Wide Web and go to
Universal
Resource Locator, URL address http://www.corazon.com you
will fine 105
pages of documentation, support, argument, and correspondence
from all over
the world regarding this matter, the inadvertent opening of the
forward
cargo door of early model 747s, one of which is Air Force One.
Regarding the four Boeing 747 crashes, Air India Flight 182,
Boeing
747-237B; Pan Am Flight 103, Boeing 747-121A; UAL Flight
811, Boeing
747-122; and TWA Flight 800, Boeing 747-131.:
Fact: All four crashes were early model Boeing 747s.
Fact: All four crashes had deaths.
Fact: All four crashes had a short loud sound before destruction.

Fact: All four crashes had abrupt power cut.
Fact: All four crashes had start of destruction start near forward
cargo hold.
Fact: All four crashes had apparent explosions in forward cargo
hold area.
Fact: All four crashes had explosive decompression.
Fact: Three crashes had nose snap off.
Fact: Three crashes had radar blips during destruction, possibly
all four.
Fact: Three crashes had nine or more missing bodies never
recovered,
possibly all four.
Fact: Three crashes had number three engine ingesting foreign
object
damage, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had mysterious blip before destruction door on
radar,
possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had crew talking on radio when catastrophic
event
occurred, possibly all four.
Fact: One crash had visual clue, possibly all four.
All of the above clues fit the puzzle that is solved by the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door of early model high flight time
Boeing
747s inflight.
Mr. Schleede, pilot to pilot, I ask that you check out the forward
cargo
door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Ms. Janet Reno, Attorney General,

Dear Ms. Attorney General, your late mother would have loved
this cargo
door story. It has everything: mystery, money, politics, death, red
herrings, explosions, prime suspects, and of course, tragedy.
Prevention is not as glamorous but more powerful than curing.
Please
prevent more deaths in early model Boeing 747s rather than heal
the injured
after the crash.
Ms. Reno, former State Attorney from a former Preventive
Medicine hearing
conservationist, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door
as the
cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry
Smith
Mr. Louis Freeh , Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Dear Mr. Director, the solution to the mystery of these plane
crashes is
a common mechanical fault. Although the previous
investigations came to
different conclusions, there is no cover up, there is no plot, there
is no
conspiracy; it is just honest people describing reality from their
own best
interest point of view, and they are wrong. We've all done it, not
seeing
the object we don't want to see, not hearing what we don't want
to hear,
and not believing what we don't want to believe.
Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity, and there is no qualifier in front of
ÔInvestigationÓ, and this email is unencrypted and sent in the
clear, and

man to man, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as
the cause of
the crash of TWA Flight 800. My Social Security Number is
562-58-2308.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Kallstrom, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Dear Mr. Agent, there was an explosion in TWA Flight 800. It
was called
explosive decompression. It happened when the forward cargo
door opened in
flight exposing the higher pressure air in the cargo compartment
to the
lower outside air pressure. The decompression mimicked a
bomb. The
deceleration following the nose tearing off in the slipstream
caused many
items to smash into bulkheads, mimicking a bomb. The fuel from
the
disintegrating wing vaporized and exploded, mimicking a bomb.
The cargo door has a criminal profile that begs to be
investigated. It
has killed nine passengers already under similar circumstances
and has two
Airworthiness Directives against it. It is the prime suspect in
TWA Flight
800. Please examine attached photo of damaged Boeing 747 for
clues to
determine how a nose of a 747 could tear off in a split second, as
has
happened several times already and may happen again.
Mr. Kallstrom, professional sleuth from amateur sleuth, I ask

that you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
CC: Boeing Company
US Air Force
TWA
Well, Mike, as you can see I'm deep into this and so I should be
if this theory is true as I believe it to be. The planes are flying
around as we speak and when another crashes...
Thanks for thinking of me about Admiral Engen, I hope I can get
through...John Barry Smith
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: September 16, 1996 9:58:34 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: newsday.com is url

Did you notice that Don Engen (retired Admiral, ex-FAA
administrator, an
active lightplane pilot and a helluva nice guy) was just appointed
to head a
safety review of Presidential aircraft? I presume that should
include Air
Force One. He's someone you might try to get in touch with.
Last I heard,
his "day job" was running the Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum. If you reach
him, tell him I said "hi"!
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief

AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 16, 1996 10:27:33 AM PDT
To: RobertKnight
Subject: Wed night

Robert, did you get through to Kowal? Here's the wacko story, I
never watch x files and I never said coverup but you know how
reporters are. I got an anonymous email from Boeing who knew
what he was talking about. Looking forward to Wed night 9 my
time. John Barry Smith
Al Baker and
Matthew Cox
contributed to
this story.
A Web of Intrigue
Flight 800 crash theories running wild on Internet
By Jessica Kowal
Staff Writer
On the Internet, the mystery of TWA Flight 800 has
long since been solved.
J. Orlin Grabbe knows a missile downed the jet. On his
World Wide Web site, Grabbe writes that Syrian-trained terrorists

warned the FBI
and then shot down the TWA jet with a surface-to-air
missile from a boat in the water off Long Island.
John Barry Smith is just as sure the plane was done in
by a defective cargo door. According to Smith's Web site, a
forward cargo door
fell off both the TWA plane and off Pan Am Flight 103
over Lockerbie in 1988, causing both planes to break apart and
explode. Boeing
and the U.S. government, Smith writes, aren't telling
the truth because they don't want to damage the American
economy.
Richard Ruiz of Farmingdale fervently subscribes to the
"friendly fire" theory, posting his views on a computer bulletin
board along with
hundreds of others who believe they can pinpoint when
and how the American military shot down the airplane.
Within minutes after the jet went down July 17 and
killed all 230 people aboard, the Internet became the 24-hour
worldwide talk show for
theories about what caused the fireball. While the
reality of this public detective story has been disappointing to
armchair investigators
- for almost two months, the professionals have
repeated that a bomb, missile or mechanical failure could have
downed the plane virtual reality has stepped in to fill the narrative gap.
"However damaging it may be, we're entitled to the
truth," said Ruiz, a 62-year-old chemist who has been heartened

by winning converts
to his view. "Let's say I'm suspicious, and until I'm
proven different than my thoughts are, I have to be suspicious."
Using the key words "TWA Flight 800" and "missile,"
"bomb," or "conspiracy" yields thousands of messages posted on
bulletin boards
from visitors digging through hypotheses. The crash has
already earned a spot alongside the Kennedy assassination and
Vince Foster's
death on a Web site entitled "50 Greatest Conspiracies
of All Time."
Such speculation may be fueled by the far-fetched
nature of even some officially sanctioned theories, including that
a missile pierced
the plane, passing through without a trace. Longtime
investigators also say the lack of new developments feeds the
frenzy.
Then there is investigators' refusal to rule out anything.
Even while generally discounting theories about "friendly fire,"
chief FBI
investigator James Kallstrom would not dismiss them
outright last week. He would only call them "highly, highly,
highly unlikely."
So without waiting for the agents of the FBI; Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; and National Transportation
Safety Board to
figure it out, computer users sift through available
details, drawing their own conclusions.

"When there's an absence of concrete information, the
conspiracy theorists really thrive," said Vincent Cannistraro, the
CIA's former
counterterrorism chief of operations. "They know one
fact and a fourth fact, but they don't know what's in between, so
they start filling
in their information."
Perhaps the FBI opened the floodgates by giving out the
agency's e-mail address and asking for help in solving the
mystery. Now faced
with a deluge of messages in reply, the FBI wades
through explanations of aliens, meteorites, bombs or missiles to
find tidbits of useful
information coming from pilots, engineers or other
experts.
"There's thousands of them. There's millions of them,"
Kallstrom said of the messages the bureau has received. "A lot of
them are very
well reasoned and thought out and we appreciate
getting them . . . We read them, and any of them we think are
worth a second look, we
take a second look."
But there is a difference between the expert and the
crackpot, said Oliver (Buck) Revell, who was in charge of the
FBI's investigative and
intelligence operations for 12 years.
"Some of these people are fairly serious and
knowledgeable about investigative processes and are using
intellectual analysis," said Revell,

who headed the Pan Am Flight 103 investigation. "And
others are living through vicarious thrills of `X-Files' nonsense
that doesn't hold
any water."
On the Internet, those differences can be hard to spot.
And because of speedy transmission over telephone lines,
Internet theorizing
moves faster than other media, said John Whalen,
author of the "50 Greatest Conspiracies" Web site. Whalen warns
that believing in a
government cover-up is "as responsible as saying that
ET shot the plane down."
"Anyone can get up on the Internet and propose a
theory, float it out there, and then it begins to spread like an
informational virus, for
better or worse," Whalen said.
The workings of the Internet certainly allow people to
directly send detailed suggestions about how the investigation
should proceed.
Last Friday, one man sent a five-page e-mail message to
the FBI to advise the bureau not to overlook the possibility that
the TWA
plane was hit by a meteor. Asking the bureau to find out
"how long would the transit of a meteoroid traveling at 8
[kilometers per
second] take to pass through a 747?" the author
concluded that the lack of explosive evidence and reports of a
"streak of light in the
sky" before the plane exploded point to Flight 800's

having been struck by "a falling object, a meteorite, comet or
spacecraft debris."
Also in the mix are the UFO theorists, including one
Web site reporting that four days before the crash, a woman
living in northern New
Jersey "reported" seeing a UFO flying just south of
Long Island.
Other Web sites offer very specific information their
authors say leads to one conclusion: their conclusion.
On his Web site, Grabbe offers essays criticizing
President Bill Clinton and the FBI and explaining his own views
on international financial
markets.
In an interview, Grabbe, a Harvard-educated economist
who lives in Reno, Nevada, said "high level intelligence people"
who read his Web
site contacted him to say the U.S. government knew
within a week after Flight 800's demise that a modified surfaceto-air Stinger
missile hit the plane.
He rejects the notion he's a "conspiracy theorist."
"I think it was a terrorist group that took down that
plane using a surface-to-air missile," Grabbe said. "I just call that
the facts, but
other people who don't like the facts would call that a
conspiracy."

Spectral data from satellite photos, Grabbe said,
showed authorities that the missile's usual heat-seeking head was
replaced with a
white-glowing "phosphorous" tip, which could be
aimed at the belly of the plane.
Grabbe believes the FBI has offered falsified radar data
showing the airplane flying at 13,700 feet when it exploded,
while "the best
information I can get" was that the plane was flying at
7,600 feet when hit by a missile.
Moreover, Grabbe links both the TWA explosion and
the July 2 energy blackout of 15 Western states to Syrian-trained
terrorists.
Grabbe said he believes the FBI is "deliberately
falsifying evidence," with the complicity of the White House,
because the United States
does not want trouble with Syria but might try to use
the TWA Flight 800 explosion to "justify a war in the Middle
East" against Libya
or Iraq.
"People behind the scenes are laughing, and there are
bets going on about how long the FBI can maintain the charade,"
Grabbe said.
Grabbe's and others' views that the government is
covering up what it knows are "crazy," Cannistraro said.
"Anyone who claims to have knowledge is generally
lying, paranoid or [doing it] for publicity or self
aggrandizement," Cannistraro said.

John Barry Smith of Carmel Valley, Calif., said he's
putting his theory on the Internet to save lives. After viewing
pictures of a United
Airlines 747 severely damaged when a forward cargo
door opened during a 1989 flight, killing nine people, Smith
decided cargo doors,
not bombs, were the cause of explosions aboard Pan
Am Flight 103, the 1985 Air India Flight, and now TWA Flight
800.
On his Web site, Smith uses photographs and
documents to compare the United Airlines plane to the Pan Am
and Air India planes and
to conclude that malfunctioning cargo doors opened
and ripped away the skin of the fuselages and then tore the noses
off the planes.
In an interview, Smith said he believes a door also fell
off TWA Flight 800, and that the "streak of light" some say is a
missile is actually
the plane's falling cargo door reflecting light.
"This door is a prime suspect. This door has killed
before," Smith said. "I didn't invent the cause of these crashes.
The door popped open.
It's not weird. It's a no-brainer. So that's when you get
to the coverup."
The coverup, he said, is that Boeing and the federal
government don't want to admit there's a major defect in the 747,
potentially
costing the company millions of dollars to fix and
severely damaging the American economy.

Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since
his finger was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old,
has contacted
the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and
airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem.
"It's a case of human nature seeing what they want to
see. They see a bomb, and they ignore what's in front of them,"
Smith said.
Several aviation officials dispute Smith's theory.
Boeing spokesman Doug Webb said the company knew
of problems with 747 cargo doors a year before the United
Airlines accident, and
that the airlines have subsequently retrofitted them with
steel-reinforced locks.
NTSB spokeswoman Shelly Hazle said the agency
examined TWA Flight 800's wreckage for a broken cargo door
and discounted it as a
cause of the crash.
If the cargo door had opened in flight, a cockpit light
would have gone on and the crew would have focused all their
attention on the
problem, Hazle said. Yet there is no discussion of the
problem on the cockpit voice-recorder tapes, so the NTSB has
ruled it out, she
said.

And, investigators said, Pan Am 103 and the Air India
planes were both downed by bombs, not cargo doors.
Even as some online theorists, such as Smith, use their
own research, others draw conclusions using whatever
information comes their
way.
Richard Ruiz said a conversation with a French Army
officer while both men were waiting to catch flights at a South
American airport
convinced him friendly fire was responsible for the
TWA explosion.
Ruiz admitted he has no facts that haven't appeared in
the mainstream news media, but he still said the Frenchman's
comments about
other friendly-fire shoot-downs, including the U.S.
Navy's downing of an Iranian Airbus in 1988, made an impact. "I
began to think about
it and the fact that nothing conclusive was reached
about [the TWA plane]," he said. "And I began to put two and
two together."
Home | Top of Page

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 16, 1996 10:25:30 AM PDT
To: NickFielding
Subject: newsday.com is the url for newspaper

Well, Nick, wacko here, or is it whacko, I can never tell. I never

said coverup but you know how reporters are. Do news media
feed on themselves, well, feed on this. Notice how the messenger
is attacked and not the message. Notice how flimsy the refutation
is and how my site is the one with documentation, not very weird
to have documentation is it? Even if it does come from Planet
Ureeba. John Barry Smith Ureeba Ureeba.
Al Baker and
Matthew Cox
contributed to
this story.
A Web of Intrigue
Flight 800 crash theories running wild on Internet
By Jessica Kowal
Staff Writer
On the Internet, the mystery of TWA Flight 800 has
long since been solved.
J. Orlin Grabbe knows a missile downed the jet. On his
World Wide Web site, Grabbe writes that Syrian-trained terrorists
warned the FBI
and then shot down the TWA jet with a surface-to-air
missile from a boat in the water off Long Island.
John Barry Smith is just as sure the plane was done in
by a defective cargo door. According to Smith's Web site, a
forward cargo door
fell off both the TWA plane and off Pan Am Flight 103
over Lockerbie in 1988, causing both planes to break apart and
explode. Boeing
and the U.S. government, Smith writes, aren't telling

the truth because they don't want to damage the American
economy.
Richard Ruiz of Farmingdale fervently subscribes to the
"friendly fire" theory, posting his views on a computer bulletin
board along with
hundreds of others who believe they can pinpoint when
and how the American military shot down the airplane.
Within minutes after the jet went down July 17 and
killed all 230 people aboard, the Internet became the 24-hour
worldwide talk show for
theories about what caused the fireball. While the
reality of this public detective story has been disappointing to
armchair investigators
- for almost two months, the professionals have
repeated that a bomb, missile or mechanical failure could have
downed the plane virtual reality has stepped in to fill the narrative gap.
"However damaging it may be, we're entitled to the
truth," said Ruiz, a 62-year-old chemist who has been heartened
by winning converts
to his view. "Let's say I'm suspicious, and until I'm
proven different than my thoughts are, I have to be suspicious."
Using the key words "TWA Flight 800" and "missile,"
"bomb," or "conspiracy" yields thousands of messages posted on
bulletin boards
from visitors digging through hypotheses. The crash has
already earned a spot alongside the Kennedy assassination and
Vince Foster's
death on a Web site entitled "50 Greatest Conspiracies

of All Time."
Such speculation may be fueled by the far-fetched
nature of even some officially sanctioned theories, including that
a missile pierced
the plane, passing through without a trace. Longtime
investigators also say the lack of new developments feeds the
frenzy.
Then there is investigators' refusal to rule out anything.
Even while generally discounting theories about "friendly fire,"
chief FBI
investigator James Kallstrom would not dismiss them
outright last week. He would only call them "highly, highly,
highly unlikely."
So without waiting for the agents of the FBI; Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; and National Transportation
Safety Board to
figure it out, computer users sift through available
details, drawing their own conclusions.
"When there's an absence of concrete information, the
conspiracy theorists really thrive," said Vincent Cannistraro, the
CIA's former
counterterrorism chief of operations. "They know one
fact and a fourth fact, but they don't know what's in between, so
they start filling
in their information."
Perhaps the FBI opened the floodgates by giving out the
agency's e-mail address and asking for help in solving the
mystery. Now faced

with a deluge of messages in reply, the FBI wades
through explanations of aliens, meteorites, bombs or missiles to
find tidbits of useful
information coming from pilots, engineers or other
experts.
"There's thousands of them. There's millions of them,"
Kallstrom said of the messages the bureau has received. "A lot of
them are very
well reasoned and thought out and we appreciate
getting them . . . We read them, and any of them we think are
worth a second look, we
take a second look."
But there is a difference between the expert and the
crackpot, said Oliver (Buck) Revell, who was in charge of the
FBI's investigative and
intelligence operations for 12 years.
"Some of these people are fairly serious and
knowledgeable about investigative processes and are using
intellectual analysis," said Revell,
who headed the Pan Am Flight 103 investigation. "And
others are living through vicarious thrills of `X-Files' nonsense
that doesn't hold
any water."
On the Internet, those differences can be hard to spot.
And because of speedy transmission over telephone lines,
Internet theorizing
moves faster than other media, said John Whalen,
author of the "50 Greatest Conspiracies" Web site. Whalen warns
that believing in a

government cover-up is "as responsible as saying that
ET shot the plane down."
"Anyone can get up on the Internet and propose a
theory, float it out there, and then it begins to spread like an
informational virus, for
better or worse," Whalen said.
The workings of the Internet certainly allow people to
directly send detailed suggestions about how the investigation
should proceed.
Last Friday, one man sent a five-page e-mail message to
the FBI to advise the bureau not to overlook the possibility that
the TWA
plane was hit by a meteor. Asking the bureau to find out
"how long would the transit of a meteoroid traveling at 8
[kilometers per
second] take to pass through a 747?" the author
concluded that the lack of explosive evidence and reports of a
"streak of light in the
sky" before the plane exploded point to Flight 800's
having been struck by "a falling object, a meteorite, comet or
spacecraft debris."
Also in the mix are the UFO theorists, including one
Web site reporting that four days before the crash, a woman
living in northern New
Jersey "reported" seeing a UFO flying just south of
Long Island.
Other Web sites offer very specific information their
authors say leads to one conclusion: their conclusion.

On his Web site, Grabbe offers essays criticizing
President Bill Clinton and the FBI and explaining his own views
on international financial
markets.
In an interview, Grabbe, a Harvard-educated economist
who lives in Reno, Nevada, said "high level intelligence people"
who read his Web
site contacted him to say the U.S. government knew
within a week after Flight 800's demise that a modified surfaceto-air Stinger
missile hit the plane.
He rejects the notion he's a "conspiracy theorist."
"I think it was a terrorist group that took down that
plane using a surface-to-air missile," Grabbe said. "I just call that
the facts, but
other people who don't like the facts would call that a
conspiracy."
Spectral data from satellite photos, Grabbe said,
showed authorities that the missile's usual heat-seeking head was
replaced with a
white-glowing "phosphorous" tip, which could be
aimed at the belly of the plane.
Grabbe believes the FBI has offered falsified radar data
showing the airplane flying at 13,700 feet when it exploded,
while "the best
information I can get" was that the plane was flying at
7,600 feet when hit by a missile.

Moreover, Grabbe links both the TWA explosion and
the July 2 energy blackout of 15 Western states to Syrian-trained
terrorists.
Grabbe said he believes the FBI is "deliberately
falsifying evidence," with the complicity of the White House,
because the United States
does not want trouble with Syria but might try to use
the TWA Flight 800 explosion to "justify a war in the Middle
East" against Libya
or Iraq.
"People behind the scenes are laughing, and there are
bets going on about how long the FBI can maintain the charade,"
Grabbe said.
Grabbe's and others' views that the government is
covering up what it knows are "crazy," Cannistraro said.
"Anyone who claims to have knowledge is generally
lying, paranoid or [doing it] for publicity or self
aggrandizement," Cannistraro said.
John Barry Smith of Carmel Valley, Calif., said he's
putting his theory on the Internet to save lives. After viewing
pictures of a United
Airlines 747 severely damaged when a forward cargo
door opened during a 1989 flight, killing nine people, Smith
decided cargo doors,
not bombs, were the cause of explosions aboard Pan
Am Flight 103, the 1985 Air India Flight, and now TWA Flight
800.

On his Web site, Smith uses photographs and
documents to compare the United Airlines plane to the Pan Am
and Air India planes and
to conclude that malfunctioning cargo doors opened
and ripped away the skin of the fuselages and then tore the noses
off the planes.
In an interview, Smith said he believes a door also fell
off TWA Flight 800, and that the "streak of light" some say is a
missile is actually
the plane's falling cargo door reflecting light.
"This door is a prime suspect. This door has killed
before," Smith said. "I didn't invent the cause of these crashes.
The door popped open.
It's not weird. It's a no-brainer. So that's when you get
to the coverup."
The coverup, he said, is that Boeing and the federal
government don't want to admit there's a major defect in the 747,
potentially
costing the company millions of dollars to fix and
severely damaging the American economy.
Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since
his finger was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old,
has contacted
the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and
airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem.
"It's a case of human nature seeing what they want to
see. They see a bomb, and they ignore what's in front of them,"
Smith said.

Several aviation officials dispute Smith's theory.
Boeing spokesman Doug Webb said the company knew
of problems with 747 cargo doors a year before the United
Airlines accident, and
that the airlines have subsequently retrofitted them with
steel-reinforced locks.
NTSB spokeswoman Shelly Hazle said the agency
examined TWA Flight 800's wreckage for a broken cargo door
and discounted it as a
cause of the crash.
If the cargo door had opened in flight, a cockpit light
would have gone on and the crew would have focused all their
attention on the
problem, Hazle said. Yet there is no discussion of the
problem on the cockpit voice-recorder tapes, so the NTSB has
ruled it out, she
said.
And, investigators said, Pan Am 103 and the Air India
planes were both downed by bombs, not cargo doors.
Even as some online theorists, such as Smith, use their
own research, others draw conclusions using whatever
information comes their
way.
Richard Ruiz said a conversation with a French Army
officer while both men were waiting to catch flights at a South
American airport

convinced him friendly fire was responsible for the
TWA explosion.
Ruiz admitted he has no facts that haven't appeared in
the mainstream news media, but he still said the Frenchman's
comments about
other friendly-fire shoot-downs, including the U.S.
Navy's downing of an Iranian Airbus in 1988, made an impact. "I
began to think about
it and the fact that nothing conclusive was reached
about [the TWA plane]," he said. "And I began to put two and
two together."
Home | Top of Page

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 16, 1996 10:21:46 AM PDT
To: MBusch
Subject: newsday.com is url

Well, Mike it's a start, and I never said coverup and I don't watch
x files, but you know how reporters are. Just call me wacko, or is
it whacko, I can never tell. John Barry Smith
Al Baker and
Matthew Cox
contributed to
this story.
A Web of Intrigue
Flight 800 crash theories running wild on Internet

By Jessica Kowal
Staff Writer
On the Internet, the mystery of TWA Flight 800 has
long since been solved.
J. Orlin Grabbe knows a missile downed the jet. On his
World Wide Web site, Grabbe writes that Syrian-trained terrorists
warned the FBI
and then shot down the TWA jet with a surface-to-air
missile from a boat in the water off Long Island.
John Barry Smith is just as sure the plane was done in
by a defective cargo door. According to Smith's Web site, a
forward cargo door
fell off both the TWA plane and off Pan Am Flight 103
over Lockerbie in 1988, causing both planes to break apart and
explode. Boeing
and the U.S. government, Smith writes, aren't telling
the truth because they don't want to damage the American
economy.
Richard Ruiz of Farmingdale fervently subscribes to the
"friendly fire" theory, posting his views on a computer bulletin
board along with
hundreds of others who believe they can pinpoint when
and how the American military shot down the airplane.
Within minutes after the jet went down July 17 and
killed all 230 people aboard, the Internet became the 24-hour
worldwide talk show for
theories about what caused the fireball. While the
reality of this public detective story has been disappointing to
armchair investigators

- for almost two months, the professionals have
repeated that a bomb, missile or mechanical failure could have
downed the plane virtual reality has stepped in to fill the narrative gap.
"However damaging it may be, we're entitled to the
truth," said Ruiz, a 62-year-old chemist who has been heartened
by winning converts
to his view. "Let's say I'm suspicious, and until I'm
proven different than my thoughts are, I have to be suspicious."
Using the key words "TWA Flight 800" and "missile,"
"bomb," or "conspiracy" yields thousands of messages posted on
bulletin boards
from visitors digging through hypotheses. The crash has
already earned a spot alongside the Kennedy assassination and
Vince Foster's
death on a Web site entitled "50 Greatest Conspiracies
of All Time."
Such speculation may be fueled by the far-fetched
nature of even some officially sanctioned theories, including that
a missile pierced
the plane, passing through without a trace. Longtime
investigators also say the lack of new developments feeds the
frenzy.
Then there is investigators' refusal to rule out anything.
Even while generally discounting theories about "friendly fire,"
chief FBI
investigator James Kallstrom would not dismiss them
outright last week. He would only call them "highly, highly,
highly unlikely."

So without waiting for the agents of the FBI; Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; and National Transportation
Safety Board to
figure it out, computer users sift through available
details, drawing their own conclusions.
"When there's an absence of concrete information, the
conspiracy theorists really thrive," said Vincent Cannistraro, the
CIA's former
counterterrorism chief of operations. "They know one
fact and a fourth fact, but they don't know what's in between, so
they start filling
in their information."
Perhaps the FBI opened the floodgates by giving out the
agency's e-mail address and asking for help in solving the
mystery. Now faced
with a deluge of messages in reply, the FBI wades
through explanations of aliens, meteorites, bombs or missiles to
find tidbits of useful
information coming from pilots, engineers or other
experts.
"There's thousands of them. There's millions of them,"
Kallstrom said of the messages the bureau has received. "A lot of
them are very
well reasoned and thought out and we appreciate
getting them . . . We read them, and any of them we think are
worth a second look, we
take a second look."
But there is a difference between the expert and the

crackpot, said Oliver (Buck) Revell, who was in charge of the
FBI's investigative and
intelligence operations for 12 years.
"Some of these people are fairly serious and
knowledgeable about investigative processes and are using
intellectual analysis," said Revell,
who headed the Pan Am Flight 103 investigation. "And
others are living through vicarious thrills of `X-Files' nonsense
that doesn't hold
any water."
On the Internet, those differences can be hard to spot.
And because of speedy transmission over telephone lines,
Internet theorizing
moves faster than other media, said John Whalen,
author of the "50 Greatest Conspiracies" Web site. Whalen warns
that believing in a
government cover-up is "as responsible as saying that
ET shot the plane down."
"Anyone can get up on the Internet and propose a
theory, float it out there, and then it begins to spread like an
informational virus, for
better or worse," Whalen said.
The workings of the Internet certainly allow people to
directly send detailed suggestions about how the investigation
should proceed.
Last Friday, one man sent a five-page e-mail message to
the FBI to advise the bureau not to overlook the possibility that
the TWA

plane was hit by a meteor. Asking the bureau to find out
"how long would the transit of a meteoroid traveling at 8
[kilometers per
second] take to pass through a 747?" the author
concluded that the lack of explosive evidence and reports of a
"streak of light in the
sky" before the plane exploded point to Flight 800's
having been struck by "a falling object, a meteorite, comet or
spacecraft debris."
Also in the mix are the UFO theorists, including one
Web site reporting that four days before the crash, a woman
living in northern New
Jersey "reported" seeing a UFO flying just south of
Long Island.
Other Web sites offer very specific information their
authors say leads to one conclusion: their conclusion.
On his Web site, Grabbe offers essays criticizing
President Bill Clinton and the FBI and explaining his own views
on international financial
markets.
In an interview, Grabbe, a Harvard-educated economist
who lives in Reno, Nevada, said "high level intelligence people"
who read his Web
site contacted him to say the U.S. government knew
within a week after Flight 800's demise that a modified surfaceto-air Stinger
missile hit the plane.
He rejects the notion he's a "conspiracy theorist."

"I think it was a terrorist group that took down that
plane using a surface-to-air missile," Grabbe said. "I just call that
the facts, but
other people who don't like the facts would call that a
conspiracy."
Spectral data from satellite photos, Grabbe said,
showed authorities that the missile's usual heat-seeking head was
replaced with a
white-glowing "phosphorous" tip, which could be
aimed at the belly of the plane.
Grabbe believes the FBI has offered falsified radar data
showing the airplane flying at 13,700 feet when it exploded,
while "the best
information I can get" was that the plane was flying at
7,600 feet when hit by a missile.
Moreover, Grabbe links both the TWA explosion and
the July 2 energy blackout of 15 Western states to Syrian-trained
terrorists.
Grabbe said he believes the FBI is "deliberately
falsifying evidence," with the complicity of the White House,
because the United States
does not want trouble with Syria but might try to use
the TWA Flight 800 explosion to "justify a war in the Middle
East" against Libya
or Iraq.
"People behind the scenes are laughing, and there are
bets going on about how long the FBI can maintain the charade,"
Grabbe said.

Grabbe's and others' views that the government is
covering up what it knows are "crazy," Cannistraro said.
"Anyone who claims to have knowledge is generally
lying, paranoid or [doing it] for publicity or self
aggrandizement," Cannistraro said.
John Barry Smith of Carmel Valley, Calif., said he's
putting his theory on the Internet to save lives. After viewing
pictures of a United
Airlines 747 severely damaged when a forward cargo
door opened during a 1989 flight, killing nine people, Smith
decided cargo doors,
not bombs, were the cause of explosions aboard Pan
Am Flight 103, the 1985 Air India Flight, and now TWA Flight
800.
On his Web site, Smith uses photographs and
documents to compare the United Airlines plane to the Pan Am
and Air India planes and
to conclude that malfunctioning cargo doors opened
and ripped away the skin of the fuselages and then tore the noses
off the planes.
In an interview, Smith said he believes a door also fell
off TWA Flight 800, and that the "streak of light" some say is a
missile is actually
the plane's falling cargo door reflecting light.
"This door is a prime suspect. This door has killed
before," Smith said. "I didn't invent the cause of these crashes.
The door popped open.
It's not weird. It's a no-brainer. So that's when you get

to the coverup."
The coverup, he said, is that Boeing and the federal
government don't want to admit there's a major defect in the 747,
potentially
costing the company millions of dollars to fix and
severely damaging the American economy.
Smith, who said he has been "sensitive" to doors since
his finger was slammed in a car door when he was 5-years old,
has contacted
the White House, FBI, FAA, Air Force, NTSB, and
airline insurance companies to alert them to his view of the
problem.
"It's a case of human nature seeing what they want to
see. They see a bomb, and they ignore what's in front of them,"
Smith said.
Several aviation officials dispute Smith's theory.
Boeing spokesman Doug Webb said the company knew
of problems with 747 cargo doors a year before the United
Airlines accident, and
that the airlines have subsequently retrofitted them with
steel-reinforced locks.
NTSB spokeswoman Shelly Hazle said the agency
examined TWA Flight 800's wreckage for a broken cargo door
and discounted it as a
cause of the crash.
If the cargo door had opened in flight, a cockpit light

would have gone on and the crew would have focused all their
attention on the
problem, Hazle said. Yet there is no discussion of the
problem on the cockpit voice-recorder tapes, so the NTSB has
ruled it out, she
said.
And, investigators said, Pan Am 103 and the Air India
planes were both downed by bombs, not cargo doors.
Even as some online theorists, such as Smith, use their
own research, others draw conclusions using whatever
information comes their
way.
Richard Ruiz said a conversation with a French Army
officer while both men were waiting to catch flights at a South
American airport
convinced him friendly fire was responsible for the
TWA explosion.
Ruiz admitted he has no facts that haven't appeared in
the mainstream news media, but he still said the Frenchman's
comments about
other friendly-fire shoot-downs, including the U.S.
Navy's downing of an Iranian Airbus in 1988, made an impact. "I
began to think about
it and the fact that nothing conclusive was reached
about [the TWA plane]," he said. "And I began to put two and
two together."
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 13, 1996 6:57:09 PM PDT
To: MBusch
Subject: Interview

I got this email which led to hour interview for story to come out
Sunday. Not too late, Mike, for interview at AVweb with the
cargo door guy, me. I actually think this is not going to be a good
story on Newsday, I think she was collecting all the odd ball
theories for a story, so I'm in the nutty bunch, and all people who
think differently are always put in that category first. It goes with
the territory. The facts speak for themselves. Did you know that
to the second, to the instant, that two 747s clicked on the mike to
Shannon Center they exploded? Yeah, must be coincidence, Air
India 182 and Pan Am 103. No way that is significant, must be
crazy coincidence. Just like all these bombers just happen to hit
early high time 747s and miss all those Airbuses and MD 11 and
DC 10 etc. Just crazy coincidence.
email follows...
Hi.
My name is Jessica Kowal and I'm a reporter at Newsday, a daily
newspaper
on Long Island. I'm doing a story about different theories on
what caused
TWA flight 800 to explode, and I've spent some time online
looking at
your websight.
I would very much like to interview you about your expertise,
your
theories, and what you think of what officials have been saying
about the
TWA explosion versus what else might have caused it.

I would like to interview you by phone, so I'm asking if you
could please
call me at:
1-800-newsday (1-800-639-7329) x2927.
I need to speak to you by the end of the day, late Thursday, Sept
12 for
my Friday deadline. If you get my voice mail, please leave me a
phone
number where I can reach you. Thanks.
Bye Mike, looking forward to next issue of AVweb. What would
be neat at AVweb or Landings would be where a person puts in a
AD number and up pops the AD text.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: September 13, 1996 1:08:40 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Re: Newsday interview

Barry,
I've left my number on the author's vox-mail. More tomorrow.
Meanwhile, the promised Newsdat FAA SDR falling parts
survey.
Great chat!
RK
==============================================
==============
+-----+
||||
"The operating system IS the virus!"

||||
---------------------------------||||
Robert Knight
||||
+-----+
rknight@escape.com
WINDOW$ 95
http://www.dorsai.org/~wbai/earthwatch
==============================================
==============
barry@corazon.com wrote:
Robert, following email led to an hour interview this AM for
story she said
would print Sunday. If you would like to add anything, call her at
the
number below, give her your input. They are finally willing to
look at
mechanical problem. You are more persuasive than me. Barry
<BASE HREF="file:///C|/NETSCAP2/TWAPARTS.HTM">
<p><TITLE>A Sudden Danger / The risks from falling jet
parts</TITLE> <HTML>
<BODY>
<body bgcolor="ffffff">
<a href="../homepage.htm"><img src="../image/newcomhb.gif"
border=0 alt="home page"></a><br> A Sudden Danger / The
risks from falling jet parts<p></B> <p>By Ford Fessenden.
STAFF WRITER<p>Mark Weingartner was returning to his
home in Minneapolis from the 1990 Orange Bowl when he heard
a loud crack from the rear of the Northwest Airlines jet where he
was seated, and the plane lost altitude.<p> <p>The passengers
fell silent as the whine of the engines decreased and then spooled
back up, and the plane climbed. Sweaty moments ensued until

the captain announced that they had lost power in one of the
Boeing 727's three fuselage-mounted engines and would be
landing in Tampa as a precaution.<p> <p>"Everyone felt fine,"
said Weingartner, now an account executive with Metropolitan
Life Insurance in Hinsdale, Ill.<p> <p>But as passengers left the
plane their eyes widened when they turned to look through the
plate-glass windows of the terminal at the plane they had just
left. Where the right engine should have been was nothing. "It
was completely off, there was nothing but a black mark next to
it," he said. "We thought, `Oh, my God, it fell off.' "<p> <p>A
Newsday review of aviation safety records shows that parts fall
off planes with surprising frequency. In fact, airline flight crews
have reported more than 500 instances in which pieces dislodged
in flight since 1988, in incidents ranging from merely alarming to
chilling. And aviation safety experts say the trend could
accelerate if cost-pressured airlines don't keep up with
maintenance on their aging fleets.<p> <p>The records show
there have been numerous occasions when engine failures spew
small bits of metal - one investigator recalled the hail-like
damage on a car parked near the Miami International Airport
from an engine failure at takeoff. And several times a year, pieces
of engine cowling, flaps, hatch covers and fueling doors fall off
planes operating at New York area airports, according to Federal
Aviation Administration records.<p> The falling parts usually
don't injure anyone on the ground, but they can put the safety of
passengers at risk.<p> Although it is difficult to be certain
about trends because not all incidents may be reported, there was
an increase in such reports nationwide from 1993 to 1994, from
54 to 70. For the first nine months of 1995, the latest available,
the number incidents continued increasing at the rate of 21
percent.<p> <p>There also have been 11 instances since 1972 in
which an entire engine has dislodged from a jet and fallen to the
ground - without hitting anyone. In the case of Weingartner's jet

and two others, "blue ice" - frozen toilet chemical that leaks
outside the fuselage because of a faulty valve, freezes and then
falls off - has been ingested into the engine of a 727, which
caused such a vibration that the engines dropped off the planes.
<p> <p>Most incidents range between the extremes of small
pieces dislodging and complete engine separation - in 1992,for
instance, a door that wasn't properly latched fell off a commuter
plane in Alaska. In 1994, the crew of a DC-9 in Denver reported
their tail cone fell off. <p> <p>For passengers aboard the planes,
loose parts can sometimes be deadly. Just last July, engine parts
that pierced the hull of a Delta jet killed two passengers. Such
failures have been the cause of several major crashes, as well.
But mechanical failure of any kind ranks far below human error
as a cause of crashes.<p> <p>For those on the ground, experts
say injuries from falling debris are all but unknown. Many occur
within airport grounds during takeoff and landing. But the largest
proportion occur while cruising at high altitude - meaning that
the chances are high that a dislodged hatch opening, cowling or
piece of blue ice will fall in sparsely populated areas.<p>
<p>"It's not an unusual occurrence," said Larry Crawford,
president of the aviation consulting firm Avitas in Virginia. <p>
<p>But as the two incidents in New York City recently have
illustrated, chunks of airplane parts can and do fall into populated
areas. On Aug. 14, a piece of a Delta Airlines jet engine fell onto
a Flushing house after the plane left LaGuardia Airport. Two
days later, a 40-pound wing flap from a TWA jet landed in the
middle of a Howard Beach street. Those incidents remain under
investigation by the FAA and National Transportation Safety
Board. Several other incidents are known to have happened over
the metropolitan area - for instance, the sudden decompression of
the cabin of a DC-10 over Jamaica, Queens, in 1985 was
attributed to a dislodged engine cowling that struck the fuselage.
It is not known where the part landed.<p> <p>"You can lose lots

of pieces of the plane without damaging its structural integrity,"
said Paul Czysz, professor of aerospace and mechanical
engineering at Parks College in St. Louis. Engines, in fact, are
designed to fall off in certain circumstances - if they vibrate
heavily from some kind of catastrophic failure, the bolts that hold
them on are supposed to shear to save the rest of the plane.<p>
<p>"The 727 has cone bolts, a big, heavy bolt ground to a V that
takes so much force and then breaks," said Andrew Alston, a
former senior investigator with the NTSB who investigated the
1990 Northwest incident in Florida. That engine was found in
woodlands on a Florida farm.<p> <p>"None of them have killed
anyone, none of them have hit anyone," said Roland Herwig, a
spokesman for the FAA, adding that the 11 planes also continued
to fly, as they were supposed to. Of course, there have also been
several instances in which an engine has fallen off and the plane
crashed, including a 747 cargo plane in Amsterdam in 1992, and
a United DC-10 in Chicago in 1989.<p> <p>But precisely
because such parts can fall without resulting in a crash,
authorities say there may be many more incidents than are
known. "I'd say only about 60 percent of such incidents get
reported," said Crawford.<p> <p>The reports Newsday
examined from safety records of the FAA, NTSB and the
Aviation Safety and Reporting System often involved older
airplanes, and as the commercial aviation fleet ages - the average
jet is now nearly 13 years old, up from 11.7 in 1995, according to
Avitas - the debris issue could become more critical.<p> <p>"It's
more likely for an older airplane to have that kind of problem,"
said Crawford. The Boeing 727 has proven to be a better design
than its predecessor, the 707, and so has stayed in service longer,
he said. But as they age, maintaining them becomes more
expensive.<p> <p>"If a plane is maintained correctly, things
shouldn't come off," Crawford said.<p> <p>Maintenance was
blamed in one of the most dramatic incidents, when the skin of a

high-mileage Aloha Airlines Boeing 737 ripped away from a
large section of fuselage above the passenger compartment. The
plane managed to land, but the NTSB faulted the airline for
failing to detect and remedy stress cracks around rivets in the
skin of the aging plane.<p> <p>"Sometimes it's a design
problem," said Czysz. For instance, when a cargo door blew off a
United 747 over the Pacific in 1989, taking nine people to their
deaths, investigators principally blamed the doors' faulty
design.<p> <p>Almost always, they're interrelated - a design
problem that becomes dangerous because of maintenance
failures. The blue-ice ingestion problem on 727s, for instance,
was eventually solved by a new design that keeps liquids from
leaking, but it was actually caused by failure to install the old
seals correctly.<p> <p>"There's no way you can consider any
mechanical device as perfect," said Czysz. But if a piece comes
off, it's usually because it wasn't repaired right or inspected fully,
and has to be addressed by training that minimize such mistakes,
he said. <p><p><p>Falling Parts<p>The parts that most
commonly fell from commercial airplanes, 1988-96, and the
number of incidents reported for each part during that
period.<p>SOURCE: Federal Aviation Administration service
difficulty reports<p><p>Doors and door parts
62<p><p>Windows
59<p><p>Panels
54<p><p>Cowling
47<p><p>Engine parts
38<p><p>Wheels and related parts 36<p><p>de-icing boots
33<p><p>Fairings
21<p><p>Flaps and slats
12<p><p><p>Area Incidents<p>Most reports in the aviation
safety files do not say where the incident happened, but Newsday
found some that mentioned airports in the New York
area:<p><p>- A Northwest 757 lost a wheel assembly as it
landed at Newark International Airport in 1988.<p>- An
American Airlines 767 lost the fairing from a right engine pylon
as it climbed just after takeoff from Kennedy Airport in 1989,

forcing the jet to return to the airport.<p>- The cover to an
emergency flotation system blew off a helicopter flying over
Ridgewood, Queens, in 1989.<p>- An Eastern Airlines jumbo jet
lost the cowling from one engine in 1989 near LaGuardia
Airport.<p>- An engine bearing failure blew the cowlings off a
Boeing 727 operated by Continental Airlines just after takeoff
from Newark in 1991, forcing a return to the airport.<p>- A
Continental DC-10 lost a big chunk of its left flap vane as it
approached Newark in 1992.<p>- A Continental Airbus A-300
lost pieces of tread from one of its tires at takeoff from Newark
in 1992. Pieces of the wing also were damaged.<p>- A fueling
door on the wing of a Federal Express DC-10 was lost in flight
before landing at Kennedy in 1992.<p>- A chunk of flap from a
Continental 727 was found missing after the crew heard a loud
bang just after takeoff from Newark in August, 1992, and
returned to the airport to investigate.<p>- Another Continental
727 lost a piece of flap in April, 1992, just after takeoff from
Newark, requiring an emergency return to the airport.<p>- A
Continental 747 lost a chunk of flap in September, 1993, just
after takeoff from Newark.<p>- The thrust reverser on an Airbus
A-300 operated by Continental blew off during landing at
Newark in January, 1994.<p>- A cockpit hatch from a Shorts 360
commuter plane blew off just after takeoff from Kennedy in
1994. <p>- Last year, a service door on the wingtip of a Delta
727 was found to have separated in flight when the plane landed
at LaGuardia. <p>- Also last year, a Federal Express 727's
hydraulic service door broke off in flight. It was discovered
missing after the plane landed at Kennedy.<p><H6>9/10</H6>
</BODY></HTML>

From: barry@corazon.com

Date: September 12, 1996 7:54:20 PM PDT
To: RobertKnight
Subject: Newsday interview

Robert, following email led to an hour interview this AM for
story she said would print Sunday. If you would like to add
anything, call her at the number below, give her your input. They
are finally willing to look at mechanical problem. You are more
persuasive than me. Barry
Hi.
My name is Jessica Kowal and I'm a reporter at Newsday, a daily
newspaper
on Long Island. I'm doing a story about different theories on
what caused
TWA flight 800 to explode, and I've spent some time online
looking at
your websight.
I would very much like to interview you about your expertise,
your
theories, and what you think of what officials have been saying
about the
TWA explosion versus what else might have caused it.
I would like to interview you by phone, so I'm asking if you
could please
call me at:
1-800-newsday (1-800-639-7329) x2927. If you get my voice
mail, please leave me a phone
number where I can reach you. Thanks.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 12, 1996 5:29:54 PM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Extra Extra Read All About It!

Nick, this still is valid. Sep 12th
Nick, would you please submit this to your cautious editor?
Dear Cautious Editor, Did you ever watch 'Dad's Army'? My
father did and hated it. He turned 80 July 28th 1996, just two
weeks ago. He called me up yesterday and said he was looking
for something about the Home Guard. He was a member in May
of 1940 and stayed a member for years, quite proud. Out of
Birkenhead, the Cheshire Regiment. So I used the search
engines of the internet and put in Home Guard. Nothing
substantial. So I put in Dad's Army and up popped the TV show
sitcom and also 'The Home Guard' a scholarly historical text put
out by Oxford University Press for $29.95, available 1995. It was
exactly what my father was looking for; he ordered it.
The point sir? The internet is the point.
I found the UK accident report on Pan Am 103 through the net,
Nick found me through the net, and the net pulled it all together.
No net; no story. There is a net; there is a story.
Only facts, only data, only qualified observations, only solid
conclusions, that's what my web site is about on the 747 crashes.
There are no opinions from persons with intensely personal
motives for certain conclusions, including me.
The evidence tells the story. The net sees the pattern. Each
government when confronted with a mysterious plane crash uses
that event to its own best interest. That's normal. For most
governments that conclusion has been 'our enemies have bombed
us, the cowardly bastards.' India did it and UK did it and now the
USA is desperately trying to do the same. They are wrong. They
are wrong because they can not see the pattern as you can see if
you walk through the web site, at a desk, with Nick. Half of the
site is composed of documents from the UK accident report.
There is no cover up on Pan Am 103. The evidence is there
which led them to a false wishful thinking conclusion. The actual
truth is also there to be observed after knowing the details of the

other 747 crashes of UAL 811, Air India 182, and TWA 800.
Then the pattern is clear; a common cause of the crash is a
simple error; a door opened when it shouldn't.
To continue, sir, have you ever driven off with a car door open
when it was supposed to be closed? Or hood/bonnet open while
driving after being improperly latched by attendant? Or trunk/
boot pop up while driving? If not, then stop, an inadvertent
opening of a cargo door may seem too far fetched for you to
believe it could happen on an airplane.
If it has happened to you, then welcome to reality and goodbye
to shadowy characters in Malta buying something in Germany
and putting something on plane that gets transferred in London
and goes off early and manages to bring down a huge airplane
with a small charge in cassette recorder...or something like that,
the bomb story guys can never exactly agree what
happened...because it never happened.
The cargo door opened up tearing up and away, tearing skin with
it exposing huge gaping hole in side of nose which tore off by
wind pressure severing nerve center of 747 behind nose wheel
allowing only a half second of sound on voice recorder and data
recorder. Then the number 3 engine sucked in baggage and 8
people and ground them up so the bodies where never found. The
disintegrating engine 3 separated from pylon, struck fuselage and
fell separately from the other three engines. Two wreckage trails
formed. The metal door is picked up on radar as it departs
aircraft and lands closest to event because it left first. The
missing eight people sat over the cargo door. Disruption to
number three engine caught on data recorder.
Which flight am I talking about sir? You may have assumed Pan
Am 103 but the startling fact is that I am talking about Air India
182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800 because most of the
documented facts listed above apply to all three crashes. There is
the pattern; extremely similar events. Most of the above facts

also refer to UAL Flight 811, up to the nose coming off because
811's nose did not come off; it was able to land safely and report
what happened. The forward cargo door had come open in flight.
The entire sequence is documented by the NTSB accident report
and has the similar pattern to the crashed airplanes.
Stick to facts, stick to the evidence, disregard opinion, form own
opinion after reviewing facts. That's what I ask of you, sir, as you
walk through web site http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
with Nick.
What happened to the Bomb in 103, you ask? Well, the
explanation is all there at the site using UK accident report text
quotes.
Yes, I understand the profound implications of the cargo door
cause for the crashes. Galileo understood the implications when
he looked through the telescope and realized that the earth went
around the sun and not the other way round, contrary to popular
opinion. A simple observation with profound consequences. A
simple mechanical error leading to such terrible tragedy.
What is the role of Mail on Sunday in this? What is the role of
any paper these days? Repeat TV news but eight hours later? Pap
for the masses?
Can newspapers still ferret out news not covered and ignored by
TV or radio or even magazines?
Is there not an obligation to the citizens of Lockerbie to know
the reason why their friends and families died? Now they can
have the grief without the hate.
The internet is still not respected, much as early penny papers,
or early TV news. That will change as more amateur sleuths
experienced in their field of investigation use email, web search
engines, FTP, newsgroups and Internet Relay Chat to collate data
into surprising documented conclusions. Today plane crash
accident explanations; tomorrow disease solutions or money
corruption scandals.

Another reason for governments to fear the internet; raw, rude,
and true information made available world wide cheaply and it's
unfiltered by editors, or censors, or mothers, or owners, or
advertisers, or church, or government agencies.
The facts, the facts, the facts. They are there on the web site. The
pattern is clear. The puzzle pieces fit. The forest is seen. Not
random bombers striking different parts of random airplanes and
happen by chance to hit the same type aircraft with same
destruction pattern under similar circumstances. Too thin! Most
likely catastrophic mechanical fault reproducible under similar
flight circumstances giving similar destruction patterns,
something like the well known malfunctioning culprit, the
forward cargo door opening in flight at 300+ knots.
Ever put your hand out the window of your car at 60 miles an
hour? Of course. At 100 miles an hour? Feel the pressure? 200
miles an hour? Now double that to 400 miles an hour and
imagine a hole the size of three Bentley's exposed to that force
on the nose of a 747. Of course it tears the nose off in a split
second. And it did it to Air India 182, Pan Am 103, TWA 800 and
almost UAL 811, only killing nine passengers instead of the
usual 250 plus.
Well, what you have sir, is the aviation story of the decade. A
serious design flaw coupled with maintenance errors leading to
several disasters killing 800 people in the world's most famous
and popular aircraft over eleven years while the cause remained
unknown until now. And the story was handed to you by Nick
Fielding.
I ask again that you allow some time to check out this
momentous story by allowing Nick to walk you through the web
site checking for facts and solid evidence upon which to base
your own personal opinion on the causes of the crashes of Air
India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. Then do what
you feel you must do.

Permit me an opportunity to snatch defeat from the jaws of
victory. Nick mentioned you wanted someone 'more reputable,
no offence,' before you might go with the story. Well, I survived
an ejection from a carrier jet aircraft which killed my pilot. I
know firsthand and intimately exactly what aircraft accidents are
all about. Add 35 years of model building, enlisted aircrew,
officer navigator in combat, and civilian commercial licensed,
instrument rated, Part 135 charter pilot and you have your
'reputable' source.
'Nuff said, thank you, John Barry Smith email
barry@corazon.com, phone 408 659 3552, fax 408 625 1809,
web http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 12, 1996 5:23:01 PM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Article

Nick, got the following and had a nice hour interview. She says
the story runs Sunday in million subscriber paper. Online is
www.newsday.com I don't know how story will turn out. It
appears Newsday has had enough of bombs and missiles and is
willing to look at less exciting cause. Me.
John Barry Smith
Hi.
My name is Jessica Kowal and I'm a reporter at Newsday, a daily
newspaper
on Long Island. I'm doing a story about different theories on
what caused
TWA flight 800 to explode, and I've spent some time online
looking at

your websight.
I would very much like to interview you about your expertise,
your
theories, and what you think of what officials have been saying
about the
TWA explosion versus what else might have caused it.
I would like to interview you by phone, so I'm asking if you
could please
call me at:
1-800-newsday (1-800-639-7329) x2927.
I need to speak to you by the end of the day, late Thursday, Sept
12 for
my Friday deadline. If you get my voice mail, please leave me a
phone
number where I can reach you. Thanks.
From: Chris Hays <cbhays@amherst.edu>
Date: September 11, 1996 3:05:15 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA Flight 800

Hi.
My name is Jessica Kowal and I'm a reporter at Newsday, a daily
newspaper
on Long Island. I'm doing a story about different theories on
what caused
TWA flight 800 to explode, and I've spent some time online
looking at
your websight.
I would very much like to interview you about your expertise,
your
theories, and what you think of what officials have been saying
about the

TWA explosion versus what else might have caused it.
I would like to interview you by phone, so I'm asking if you
could please
call me at:
1-800-newsday (1-800-639-7329) x2927.
I need to speak to you by the end of the day, late Thursday, Sept
12 for
my Friday deadline. If you get my voice mail, please leave me a
phone
number where I can reach you. Thanks.
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: September 9, 1996 2:07:05 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: German TV

At 09:03 AM 9/8/96 -0700, you wrote:
Do you speak German?
Not enough to talk about.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 8, 1996 9:03:46 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: German TV

Also Tuesday, Boeing Co. and NTSB officials dismissed a report
on German television that aircraft structural experts and
engineers think structural
failure was more likely responsible than a bomb or missile.
The program ``Frontal,'' on ZDF Television, quoted the
unidentified experts as saying a structural problem in the 25year-old aircraft caused the crash.
Boeing has acknowledged there was such a problem.
Mike, will you believe German aviation experts? I'm trying to
find out what structural failure they are talking about. I note that
none of this was reported on TV. I got this off AP. Do you speak
German?
Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 7, 1996 9:11:43 PM PDT
To: plugin@newsday.com
Subject: TWA 800 Air India 182 Air Force One Al Baker Matt
Cox

Yes, Mr Baker and and Cox, Air India 182 is same as TWA 800,
See web site at http://www.corazon.com for documentation and
discussion. It was the same cause, the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door in flight. Is Newday ready for a story on
mechanical manfunction instead of bomb or missile? Then do the
cargo door story. It's not copyrighted use whatever you want of
the 200 or so pages with pictures. I feel strongly about this and
have emailed many government officials but no response yet.
Also the Panetta review of Presidentials airplanes ties into this
because the Air India crash was a Boeing 747237B and the
President flies AF1 a Boeing 747 200. Big story here. John Barry
Smith

WEBMASTERS: Please forward this email to appropriate staff
as you see fit. This is for the Presidential Review of safety
procedures. Please ensure picture of Boeing 747 is attached
with .jpg viewer if necessary. Thank you, John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. President, Bill Clinton
Dear Mr. Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Dear Mr. Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Dear Mr. Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
James Hall
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
Robert Francis
Dear Mr. Investigator, National Transportation Safety Board,
Ron Schleede
Dear Ms. Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Dear Mr. Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, James Kallstrom

Mr. Bill Clinton, President of the United States of America
Dear Mr. President,
Hello, Sir. I have important news to give. Your life is in
immediate danger, although slight, hopefully slight, when you fly
on Air Force One, a Boeing 747-200B. This type aircraft has a
history of inadvertent forward cargo door openings in flight.
Hindsight and the internet have enabled me to link several
crashes of early model Boeing 747s to a common cause, the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.

Documentation, pictures, comments, and emails from all over the
world regarding this discovery are on the internet web site at
http://www.corazon.com
Your life, the lives of those who fly with you, and all the
passengers on early model Boeing 747s are at risk to this door
opening outward and upward, tearing off in the slipstream
exposing a large gash in the nose which tears off.
The door openings at altitude mimic a bomb. It is not a bomb.
The world will be a bit less dangerous once the causes are
determined to be mechanical and not evil.
Have you ever had a car door, or hood, or trunk open
unexpectedly? I have; itÕs not unusual. If you have, then please
give thought to possible airplane door opening and the severe
consequences.
Please be responsive to this informed citizen.
Mr. Clinton, leader from follower, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff, Clinton Administration
I feel like saying, Leon, Leon, Leon, as that was the way I
thought of you when I voted for you as Congressman several
times in Monterey.
Mr. Panetta, we met in 1980 in your second floor office on
Alvarado where I personally thanked you for inquiring on my
behalf on a personnel matter while I was stationed in Korea. The
last time I saw you, you were walking alone across Toro Park
during Earth Day in 1992, just before your selection as Budget
Director. I remember thinking, what a job politics is shaking
hands at a post hippie ecology get together. I was with a friend
selling United Nations videos, not a hot seller. I live up on
Country Club Drive in Carmel Valley and pass your familyÕs
hand painted sign, Villa Bella Donna, every day on the way to

drop my daughter off at Tularcitos Pre-School.
I have come to alert you, sir, of danger to you, the President, and
all passengers who fly in early model Boeing 747s. Yes, this is
unorthodox, an email letter from a member of the public but
then, I trust, as a former congressman, that you believe that
occasionally a citizen may have something important to say. I do;
here it is: The forward cargo doors of early model Boeing 747s
are inadvertently opening in flight, tearing off door and skin,
allowing the slipstream to enter the large gash which tears off the
nose leading to total destruction and the deaths of all aboard.
This has happened several times before and appeared to be
explosions. The attached picture is of a Boeing 747 that almost
had the nose come off.
Mr. Panetta, former representative of the people from former
constituent, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as
the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800 or call me at 408 659
3552 or visit my web site at http://www.corazon.com. Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Mr. Federico Peˆa , Secretary of Transportation,
Dear Mr. Secretary, I invite you to a visit to my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. named after my wife, Corazon Luna
Smith.
Mr. Peˆa, traveller to traveller, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. David Hinson, Director, Federal Aviation Authority,
Dear Director, I am looking at my FAA pilotÕs license, number
1787797, commercial pilot, airplane single engine land,
instrument airplane, of which I am very, very proud. I also
received a Part 135 certificate from your agency. I was also a US
Navy Lieutenant Naval Flight Officer in RVAH -1, RA-5C

Vigilantes. My ejection story and US Navy accident report are on
my web site at http://www.corazon.com along with the official
accident reports on UAL Flight 811 and Pan Am 103.
All of the four Boeing 747 crashes described were caused, in my
opinion, by the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in
flight. The web site provides documentation, reasoning, and
opinion supporting that hypothesis.
At minimum, there now exists a mysterious early model Boeing
747 crash. Air Force One is an early model Boeing 747. There
are several hundred early model Boeing 747s now flying. The
location of the start of destruction for TWA Flight 800 and others
is near the forward cargo hold. I ask that you seal the door shut to
prevent explosives from being placed there or to prevent the door
from accidentally opening.
The forward cargo door has two Airworthiness Directives
against it and has killed nine persons already in UAL Flight 811.
A glance at the attached picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the
large gash in the right side of its nose may persuade you a nose
could easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.
Mr. Hinson, naval officer to naval officer, I ask that you check
out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA
Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Hall , Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board,
Dear Mr. Chairman, in 1992, the NTSB conducted a very
complete and well explained accident report on the crash of UAL
Flight 811 in which a cargo door came open in flight and nine
passengers where sucked out of their seats to their deaths. Use
the key of 811 to unlock 800.
The thrust of the crash investigation should then focus on what
causes the forward cargo door to open inadvertently. The NTSB
stated electrical short to the door control system in UAL 811. For

others, an explosive device could do it, or random electrical
signals in the avionics bay might do it. There are eleven rational
causes for accidental door openings listed on the web site at
http://www.corazon.com. The cause of the door openings is
unknown and must be discovered.
Mr. Hall, passenger to passenger, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation
Safety Board
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, IÕve seen you on TV and believe you
are a compassionate man above all. I appeal to you to prevent the
future deaths of innocent passengers in early model Boeing 747s
whose forward cargo door may inadvertently open outward and
upward, tearing off with skin into the slipstream, exposing a
large gash in the side of nose which then tears all the way off.
Please compare evidence collected in the explained cargo door
crash of UAL 811 to those of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103,
and currently, TWA Flight 800.
The specific similarities will be: 1: Short loud sound on CVR. 2.
Abrupt power cut. 3. Fodded number three engine. 4. Radar blips
during destruction. 5. Never recovered bodies sitting in similar
seats above and just aft of the cargo door. 6. Same type of
aircraft, Boeing 747 series 100 or 200 with high flight time. 7.
Destruction sequence starts forward of the wing. Sun angle
lighting may confirm spinning loose cargo door near New York
in July at 8:30 PM at 13,500 feet would be reflected as streak.
Other similarities in four crashes include: nose tears off,
explosive decompression mimics bomb, crew talking on radios
when event happens, night takeoff, and pressurization changes to
hull at catastrophic event.
The forward cargo door has opened inadvertently many times,

usually on the ground. It has opened several times in the air with
only minor or moderate damage. Airworthiness Directives were
issued after those events. It has opened in flight leading to total
destruction three times, in my opinion, which is supported by
documentation on my web site at http://www.corazon.com. A
glance at the attached picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the large
gash in the right side of its nose may persuade you a nose could
easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.
Mr. Francis, survivor consoler from jet crash survivor, I ask that
you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board.
Dear Mr. Investigator, you have seen the hole on UAL Flight
811. Could that hole become larger in the slipstream and tear the
whole nose off? I think so.
You investigated UAL Flight 811. That model of plane was a
Boeing 747-121. That Boeing 747-121 crash, off Honolulu in
February 1989, left conclusive evidence that was very similar to
another Boeing 747 crash years earlier which killed 329 people
off the Irish coast in 1985. That plane was a Boeing 747-237B.
A Boeing 747-122 also crashed with similar evidence trails left.
And yet another Boeing 747-131 also crashed with similar
evidence trails left. Three destroyed and one that killed only nine
and returned to land and tell its story which was inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Facts, facts, facts. There are 105 pages of facts on my web site.
If you were to go on the internet to the World Wide Web and go
to Universal Resource Locator, URL address http://
www.corazon.com you will fine 105 pages of documentation,
support, argument, and correspondence from all over the world
regarding this matter, the inadvertent opening of the forward

cargo door of early model 747s, one of which is Air Force One.
Regarding the four Boeing 747 crashes, Air India Flight 182,
Boeing 747-237B; Pan Am Flight 103, Boeing 747-121A; UAL
Flight 811, Boeing 747-122; and TWA Flight 800, Boeing
747-131.:
Fact: All four crashes were early model Boeing 747s.
Fact: All four crashes had deaths.
Fact: All four crashes had a short loud sound before destruction.
Fact: All four crashes had abrupt power cut.
Fact: All four crashes had start of destruction start near forward
cargo hold.
Fact: All four crashes had apparent explosions in forward cargo
hold area.
Fact: All four crashes had explosive decompression.
Fact: Three crashes had nose snap off.
Fact: Three crashes had radar blips during destruction, possibly
all four.
Fact: Three crashes had nine or more missing bodies never
recovered, possibly all four.
Fact: Three crashes had number three engine ingesting foreign
object damage, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had mysterious blip before destruction door on
radar, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had crew talking on radio when catastrophic
event occurred, possibly all four.
Fact: One crash had visual clue, possibly all four.
All of the above clues fit the puzzle that is solved by the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door of early model
high flight time Boeing 747s inflight.
Mr. Schleede, pilot to pilot, I ask that you check out the forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

Ms. Janet Reno, Attorney General,
Dear Ms. Attorney General, your late mother would have loved
this cargo door story. It has everything: mystery, money, politics,
death, red herrings, explosions, prime suspects, and of course,
tragedy.
Prevention is not as glamorous but more powerful than curing.
Please prevent more deaths in early model Boeing 747s rather
than heal the injured after the crash.
Ms. Reno, former State Attorney from a former Preventive
Medicine hearing conservationist, I ask that you check out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Louis Freeh , Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Dear Mr. Director, the solution to the mystery of these plane
crashes is a common mechanical fault. Although the previous
investigations came to different conclusions, there is no cover up,
there is no plot, there is no conspiracy; it is just honest people
describing reality from their own best interest point of view, and
they are wrong. We've all done it, not seeing the object we don't
want to see, not hearing what we don't want to hear, and not
believing what we don't want to believe.
Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity, and there is no qualifier in front of
ÔInvestigationÓ, and this email is unencrypted and sent in the
clear, and man to man, I ask that you check out the forward cargo
door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800. My Social
Security Number is 562-58-2308. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Kallstrom, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Dear Mr. Agent, there was an explosion in TWA Flight 800. It
was called explosive decompression. It happened when the
forward cargo door opened in flight exposing the higher pressure

air in the cargo compartment to the lower outside air pressure.
The decompression mimicked a bomb. The deceleration
following the nose tearing off in the slipstream caused many
items to smash into bulkheads, mimicking a bomb. The fuel from
the disintegrating wing vaporized and exploded, mimicking a
bomb.
The cargo door has a criminal profile that begs to be
investigated. It has killed nine passengers already under similar
circumstances and has two Airworthiness Directives against it. It
is the prime suspect in TWA Flight 800. Please examine attached
photo of damaged Boeing 747 for clues to determine how a nose
of a 747 could tear off in a split second, as has happened several
times already and may happen again.
Mr. Kallstrom, professional sleuth from amateur sleuth, I ask
that you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the
crash of TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
CC: Boeing Company
US Air Force
TWA
John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 7, 1996 12:48:50 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: perfunctory

perfunctory
Perfunctory? Perfunctory! I'm happy with perfunctory, that's a
step up from ignored.
Here's Senator John Warner...
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Date: Sat, 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST

To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: President Review and Air Force One
Status:

Dear Friend:
Thank you for sending an e-mail message to my office.
Please accept this response as acknowledgment to your
message and I will note your comments. If you have
included
a postal address with your e-mail, I will respond through
the
U.S. postal system as soon as possible.
I look forward to hearing from you on other issues of
importance to you and your friends.
With kind regards, I am,
Sincerely,

John Warner
United States Senator
Here's our President...
Thank you for writing to President Clinton via electronic
mail. Since June, 1993, whitehouse.gov has received over one
million messages from people across the country and around the

world.
Because so many of you write, the President cannot
personally review each message. The mail is first read by White
House Correspondence staff. Your concerns, ideas, and
suggestions are carefully recorded and communicated to the
President weekly with a representative sampling of the mail.
We are excited about the progress of online communication as
a tool to bring government and the people closer together. Your
continued interest and participation are very important to that
goal.
Followed by a lot more bullshit...
White House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta Friday night sent a
letter to Defense Secretary William Perry ordering him to
''undertake a top to bottom review of all operational aspects,
including maintenance and training procedures'' of the Pentagon's
executive support air fleet. He asked that the review begin
within the next 30 days ``to ensure that all necessary steps and
safeguards are being taken to provide the safest possible
transportation.''
Mike, I'm hoping that this Panetta ordered review of support
aircraft will include AF1 which leads to other cargo doors.
I'm emailing secretary of defense, transportation, senators etc It's
all pissing into the wind but then it must be done because when
the next one crashes I don't what to say to myself you could have
done more. I need help.
I'm including two knockout pictures, the entire sequence is on
my web contents page, normal door, normal, bad, and terrible.
Barry Smith
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: September 7, 1996 12:22:33 PM PDT

To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: letters, we get letters...

At 09:50 PM 9/6/96 -0700, you wrote:
Mike, still trying, is there a story here?
There is if you get anything more than a perfunctory response
from any of
those officials!
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 6, 1996 9:54:34 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: letters, we get letters...

Hi, Robert, still trying,
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Airplane crash cause and danger
WEBMASTERS: Please forward this email to appropriate staff
as you see fit.
Please ensure picture of Boeing 747 is attached with .jpg viewer
if
necessary. Thank you, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. President, Bill Clinton
Dear Mr. Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Dear Mr. Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Dear Mr. Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
James Hall
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
Robert Francis
Dear Mr. Investigator, National Transportation Safety Board,
Ron Schleede
Dear Ms. Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Dear Mr. Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation,
James Kallstrom

Mr. Bill Clinton, President of the United States of America
Dear Mr. President,
Hello, Sir. I have important news to give. Your life is in
immediate
danger, although slight, hopefully slight, when you fly on Air
Force One, a
Boeing 747-200B. This type aircraft has a history of inadvertent
forward
cargo door openings in flight. Hindsight and the internet have
enabled me
to link several crashes of early model Boeing 747s to a common
cause, the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Documentation,
pictures, comments, and emails from all over the world regarding
this

discovery are on the internet web site at http://www.corazon.com
Your life, the lives of those who fly with you, and all the
passengers on
early model Boeing 747s are at risk to this door opening outward
and
upward, tearing off in the slipstream exposing a large gash in the
nose
which tears off.
The door openings at altitude mimic a bomb. It is not a bomb.
The world
will be a bit less dangerous once the causes are determined to be
mechanical and not evil.
Have you ever had a car door, or hood, or trunk open
unexpectedly? I
have; itÕs not unusual. If you have, then please give thought to
possible
airplane door opening and the severe consequences.
Please be responsive to this informed citizen.
Mr. Clinton, leader from follower, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff, Clinton Administration
I feel like saying, Leon, Leon, Leon, as that was the way I
thought of
you when I voted for you as Congressman several times in
Monterey.
Mr. Panetta, we met in 1980 in your second floor office on
Alvarado where
I personally thanked you for inquiring on my behalf on a
personnel matter

while I was stationed in Korea. The last time I saw you, you were
walking
alone across Toro Park during Earth Day in 1992, just before
your selection
as Budget Director. I remember thinking, what a job politics is
shaking
hands at a post hippie ecology get together. I was with a friend
selling
United Nations videos, not a hot seller. I live up on Country Club
Drive in
Carmel Valley and pass your familyÕs hand painted sign, Villa
Bella Donna,
every day on the way to drop my daughter off at Tularcitos PreSchool.
I have come to alert you, sir, of danger to you, the President, and
all
passengers who fly in early model Boeing 747s. Yes, this is
unorthodox, an
email letter from a member of the public but then, I trust, as a
former
congressman, that you believe that occasionally a citizen may
have
something important to say. I do; here it is: The forward cargo
doors of
early model Boeing 747s are inadvertently opening in flight,
tearing off
door and skin, allowing the slipstream to enter the large gash
which tears
off the nose leading to total destruction and the deaths of all
aboard.
This has happened several times before and appeared to be
explosions. The
attached picture is of a Boeing 747 that almost had the nose

come off.
Mr. Panetta, former representative of the people from former
constituent,
I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of
the crash
of TWA Flight 800 or call me at 408 659 3552 or visit my web
site at
http://www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Federico Peˆa , Secretary of Transportation,
Dear Mr. Secretary, I invite you to a visit to my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. named after my wife, Corazon Luna
Smith.
Mr. Peˆa, traveller to traveller, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. David Hinson, Director, Federal Aviation Authority,
Dear Director, I am looking at my FAA pilotÕs license, number
1787797,
commercial pilot, airplane single engine land, instrument
airplane, of
which I am very, very proud. I also received a Part 135 certificate
from
your agency. I was also a US Navy Lieutenant Naval Flight
Officer in RVAH
-1, RA-5C Vigilantes. My ejection story and US Navy accident
report are on
my web site at http://www.corazon.com along with the official
accident
reports on UAL Flight 811 and Pan Am 103.

All of the four Boeing 747 crashes described were caused, in my
opinion,
by the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
The web
site provides documentation, reasoning, and opinion supporting
that
hypothesis.
At minimum, there now exists a mysterious early model Boeing
747 crash.
Air Force One is an early model Boeing 747. There are several
hundred early
model Boeing 747s now flying. The location of the start of
destruction for
TWA Flight 800 and others is near the forward cargo hold. I ask
that you
seal the door shut to prevent explosives from being placed there
or to
prevent the door from accidentally opening.
The forward cargo door has two Airworthiness Directives
against it and
has killed nine persons already in UAL Flight 811. A glance at
the attached
picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the large gash in the right side
of its
nose may persuade you a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot
slipstream.
Mr. Hinson, naval officer to naval officer, I ask that you check
out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Mr. James Hall , Chairman, National Transportation Safety

Board,
Dear Mr. Chairman, in 1992, the NTSB conducted a very
complete and well
explained accident report on the crash of UAL Flight 811 in
which a cargo
door came open in flight and nine passengers where sucked out
of their
seats to their deaths. Use the key of 811 to unlock 800.
The thrust of the crash investigation should then focus on what
causes
the forward cargo door to open inadvertently. The NTSB stated
electrical
short to the door control system in UAL 811. For others, an
explosive
device could do it, or random electrical signals in the avionics
bay might
do it. There are eleven rational causes for accidental door
openings listed
on the web site at http://www.corazon.com. The cause of the
door openings
is unknown and must be discovered.
Mr. Hall, passenger to passenger, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation
Safety Board
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, IÕve seen you on TV and believe you
are a
compassionate man above all. I appeal to you to prevent the
future deaths

of innocent passengers in early model Boeing 747s whose
forward cargo door
may inadvertently open outward and upward, tearing off with
skin into the
slipstream, exposing a large gash in the side of nose which then
tears all
the way off. Please compare evidence collected in the explained
cargo door
crash of UAL 811 to those of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103,
and
currently, TWA Flight 800.
The specific similarities will be: 1: Short loud sound on CVR. 2.
Abrupt
power cut. 3. Fodded number three engine. 4. Radar blips during
destruction. 5. Never recovered bodies sitting in similar seats
above and
just aft of the cargo door. 6. Same type of aircraft, Boeing 747
series 100
or 200 with high flight time. 7. Destruction sequence starts
forward of the
wing. Sun angle lighting may confirm spinning loose cargo door
near New
York in July at 8:30 PM at 13,500 feet would be reflected as
streak. Other
similarities in four crashes include: nose tears off, explosive
decompression mimics bomb, crew talking on radios when event
happens, night
takeoff, and pressurization changes to hull at catastrophic event.
The forward cargo door has opened inadvertently many times,
usually on
the ground. It has opened several times in the air with only minor
or
moderate damage. Airworthiness Directives were issued after

those events.
It has opened in flight leading to total destruction three times, in
my
opinion, which is supported by documentation on my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. A glance at the attached picture of a
Boeing
747-121 with the large gash in the right side of its nose may
persuade you
a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.
Mr. Francis, survivor consoler from jet crash survivor, I ask that
you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board.
Dear Mr. Investigator, you have seen the hole on UAL Flight
811. Could
that hole become larger in the slipstream and tear the whole nose
off? I
think so.
You investigated UAL Flight 811. That model of plane was a
Boeing 747-121.
That Boeing 747-121 crash, off Honolulu in February 1989, left
conclusive
evidence that was very similar to another Boeing 747 crash years
earlier
which killed 329 people off the Irish coast in 1985. That plane
was a
Boeing 747-237B.
A Boeing 747-122 also crashed with similar evidence trails left.
And yet

another Boeing 747-131 also crashed with similar evidence trails
left.
Three destroyed and one that killed only nine and returned to
land and tell
its story which was inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in
flight.
Facts, facts, facts. There are 105 pages of facts on my web site.
If you
were to go on the internet to the World Wide Web and go to
Universal
Resource Locator, URL address http://www.corazon.com you
will fine 105
pages of documentation, support, argument, and correspondence
from all over
the world regarding this matter, the inadvertent opening of the
forward
cargo door of early model 747s, one of which is Air Force One.
Regarding the four Boeing 747 crashes, Air India Flight 182,
Boeing
747-237B; Pan Am Flight 103, Boeing 747-121A; UAL Flight
811, Boeing
747-122; and TWA Flight 800, Boeing 747-131.:
Fact: All four crashes were early model Boeing 747s.
Fact: All four crashes had deaths.
Fact: All four crashes had a short loud sound before destruction.
Fact: All four crashes had abrupt power cut.
Fact: All four crashes had start of destruction start near forward
cargo hold.
Fact: All four crashes had apparent explosions in forward cargo
hold area.
Fact: All four crashes had explosive decompression.
Fact: Three crashes had nose snap off.

Fact: Three crashes had radar blips during destruction, possibly
all four.
Fact: Three crashes had nine or more missing bodies never
recovered,
possibly all four.
Fact: Three crashes had number three engine ingesting foreign
object
damage, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had mysterious blip before destruction door on
radar,
possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had crew talking on radio when catastrophic
event
occurred, possibly all four.
Fact: One crash had visual clue, possibly all four.
All of the above clues fit the puzzle that is solved by the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door of early model high flight time
Boeing
747s inflight.
Mr. Schleede, pilot to pilot, I ask that you check out the forward
cargo
door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Ms. Janet Reno, Attorney General,
Dear Ms. Attorney General, your late mother would have loved
this cargo
door story. It has everything: mystery, money, politics, death, red
herrings, explosions, prime suspects, and of course, tragedy.
Prevention is not as glamorous but more powerful than curing.
Please
prevent more deaths in early model Boeing 747s rather than heal

the injured
after the crash.
Ms. Reno, former State Attorney from a former Preventive
Medicine hearing
conservationist, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door
as the
cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry
Smith
Mr. Louis Freeh , Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Dear Mr. Director, the solution to the mystery of these plane
crashes is
a common mechanical fault. Although the previous
investigations came to
different conclusions, there is no cover up, there is no plot, there
is no
conspiracy; it is just honest people describing reality from their
own best
interest point of view, and they are wrong. We've all done it, not
seeing
the object we don't want to see, not hearing what we don't want
to hear,
and not believing what we don't want to believe.
Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity, and there is no qualifier in front of
ÔInvestigationÓ, and this email is unencrypted and sent in the
clear, and
man to man, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as
the cause of
the crash of TWA Flight 800. My Social Security Number is
562-58-2308.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Kallstrom, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of

Investigation.
Dear Mr. Agent, there was an explosion in TWA Flight 800. It
was called
explosive decompression. It happened when the forward cargo
door opened in
flight exposing the higher pressure air in the cargo compartment
to the
lower outside air pressure. The decompression mimicked a
bomb. The
deceleration following the nose tearing off in the slipstream
caused many
items to smash into bulkheads, mimicking a bomb. The fuel from
the
disintegrating wing vaporized and exploded, mimicking a bomb.
The cargo door has a criminal profile that begs to be
investigated. It
has killed nine passengers already under similar circumstances
and has two
Airworthiness Directives against it. It is the prime suspect in
TWA Flight
800. Please examine attached photo of damaged Boeing 747 for
clues to
determine how a nose of a 747 could tear off in a split second, as
has
happened several times already and may happen again.
Mr. Kallstrom, professional sleuth from amateur sleuth, I ask
that you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
CC: Boeing Company
US Air Force

TWA

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 6, 1996 9:54:10 PM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: letters, we get letters...

Hi, Nick, is there a story here?
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Airplane crash cause and danger
WEBMASTERS: Please forward this email to appropriate staff
as you see fit.
Please ensure picture of Boeing 747 is attached with .jpg viewer
if
necessary. Thank you, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. President, Bill Clinton
Dear Mr. Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Dear Mr. Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Dear Mr. Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
James Hall
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
Robert Francis
Dear Mr. Investigator, National Transportation Safety Board,
Ron Schleede
Dear Ms. Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Dear Mr. Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation,

James Kallstrom

Mr. Bill Clinton, President of the United States of America
Dear Mr. President,
Hello, Sir. I have important news to give. Your life is in
immediate
danger, although slight, hopefully slight, when you fly on Air
Force One, a
Boeing 747-200B. This type aircraft has a history of inadvertent
forward
cargo door openings in flight. Hindsight and the internet have
enabled me
to link several crashes of early model Boeing 747s to a common
cause, the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Documentation,
pictures, comments, and emails from all over the world regarding
this
discovery are on the internet web site at http://www.corazon.com
Your life, the lives of those who fly with you, and all the
passengers on
early model Boeing 747s are at risk to this door opening outward
and
upward, tearing off in the slipstream exposing a large gash in the
nose
which tears off.
The door openings at altitude mimic a bomb. It is not a bomb.
The world
will be a bit less dangerous once the causes are determined to be
mechanical and not evil.
Have you ever had a car door, or hood, or trunk open
unexpectedly? I

have; itÕs not unusual. If you have, then please give thought to
possible
airplane door opening and the severe consequences.
Please be responsive to this informed citizen.
Mr. Clinton, leader from follower, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff, Clinton Administration
I feel like saying, Leon, Leon, Leon, as that was the way I
thought of
you when I voted for you as Congressman several times in
Monterey.
Mr. Panetta, we met in 1980 in your second floor office on
Alvarado where
I personally thanked you for inquiring on my behalf on a
personnel matter
while I was stationed in Korea. The last time I saw you, you were
walking
alone across Toro Park during Earth Day in 1992, just before
your selection
as Budget Director. I remember thinking, what a job politics is
shaking
hands at a post hippie ecology get together. I was with a friend
selling
United Nations videos, not a hot seller. I live up on Country Club
Drive in
Carmel Valley and pass your familyÕs hand painted sign, Villa
Bella Donna,
every day on the way to drop my daughter off at Tularcitos PreSchool.

I have come to alert you, sir, of danger to you, the President, and
all
passengers who fly in early model Boeing 747s. Yes, this is
unorthodox, an
email letter from a member of the public but then, I trust, as a
former
congressman, that you believe that occasionally a citizen may
have
something important to say. I do; here it is: The forward cargo
doors of
early model Boeing 747s are inadvertently opening in flight,
tearing off
door and skin, allowing the slipstream to enter the large gash
which tears
off the nose leading to total destruction and the deaths of all
aboard.
This has happened several times before and appeared to be
explosions. The
attached picture is of a Boeing 747 that almost had the nose
come off.
Mr. Panetta, former representative of the people from former
constituent,
I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of
the crash
of TWA Flight 800 or call me at 408 659 3552 or visit my web
site at
http://www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Federico Peˆa , Secretary of Transportation,
Dear Mr. Secretary, I invite you to a visit to my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. named after my wife, Corazon Luna
Smith.
Mr. Peˆa, traveller to traveller, I ask that you check out the

forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. David Hinson, Director, Federal Aviation Authority,
Dear Director, I am looking at my FAA pilotÕs license, number
1787797,
commercial pilot, airplane single engine land, instrument
airplane, of
which I am very, very proud. I also received a Part 135 certificate
from
your agency. I was also a US Navy Lieutenant Naval Flight
Officer in RVAH
-1, RA-5C Vigilantes. My ejection story and US Navy accident
report are on
my web site at http://www.corazon.com along with the official
accident
reports on UAL Flight 811 and Pan Am 103.
All of the four Boeing 747 crashes described were caused, in my
opinion,
by the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
The web
site provides documentation, reasoning, and opinion supporting
that
hypothesis.
At minimum, there now exists a mysterious early model Boeing
747 crash.
Air Force One is an early model Boeing 747. There are several
hundred early
model Boeing 747s now flying. The location of the start of
destruction for
TWA Flight 800 and others is near the forward cargo hold. I ask

that you
seal the door shut to prevent explosives from being placed there
or to
prevent the door from accidentally opening.
The forward cargo door has two Airworthiness Directives
against it and
has killed nine persons already in UAL Flight 811. A glance at
the attached
picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the large gash in the right side
of its
nose may persuade you a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot
slipstream.
Mr. Hinson, naval officer to naval officer, I ask that you check
out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Mr. James Hall , Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board,
Dear Mr. Chairman, in 1992, the NTSB conducted a very
complete and well
explained accident report on the crash of UAL Flight 811 in
which a cargo
door came open in flight and nine passengers where sucked out
of their
seats to their deaths. Use the key of 811 to unlock 800.
The thrust of the crash investigation should then focus on what
causes
the forward cargo door to open inadvertently. The NTSB stated
electrical
short to the door control system in UAL 811. For others, an
explosive

device could do it, or random electrical signals in the avionics
bay might
do it. There are eleven rational causes for accidental door
openings listed
on the web site at http://www.corazon.com. The cause of the
door openings
is unknown and must be discovered.
Mr. Hall, passenger to passenger, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation
Safety Board
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, IÕve seen you on TV and believe you
are a
compassionate man above all. I appeal to you to prevent the
future deaths
of innocent passengers in early model Boeing 747s whose
forward cargo door
may inadvertently open outward and upward, tearing off with
skin into the
slipstream, exposing a large gash in the side of nose which then
tears all
the way off. Please compare evidence collected in the explained
cargo door
crash of UAL 811 to those of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103,
and
currently, TWA Flight 800.
The specific similarities will be: 1: Short loud sound on CVR. 2.
Abrupt
power cut. 3. Fodded number three engine. 4. Radar blips during

destruction. 5. Never recovered bodies sitting in similar seats
above and
just aft of the cargo door. 6. Same type of aircraft, Boeing 747
series 100
or 200 with high flight time. 7. Destruction sequence starts
forward of the
wing. Sun angle lighting may confirm spinning loose cargo door
near New
York in July at 8:30 PM at 13,500 feet would be reflected as
streak. Other
similarities in four crashes include: nose tears off, explosive
decompression mimics bomb, crew talking on radios when event
happens, night
takeoff, and pressurization changes to hull at catastrophic event.
The forward cargo door has opened inadvertently many times,
usually on
the ground. It has opened several times in the air with only minor
or
moderate damage. Airworthiness Directives were issued after
those events.
It has opened in flight leading to total destruction three times, in
my
opinion, which is supported by documentation on my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. A glance at the attached picture of a
Boeing
747-121 with the large gash in the right side of its nose may
persuade you
a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.
Mr. Francis, survivor consoler from jet crash survivor, I ask that
you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith

Mr. Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board.
Dear Mr. Investigator, you have seen the hole on UAL Flight
811. Could
that hole become larger in the slipstream and tear the whole nose
off? I
think so.
You investigated UAL Flight 811. That model of plane was a
Boeing 747-121.
That Boeing 747-121 crash, off Honolulu in February 1989, left
conclusive
evidence that was very similar to another Boeing 747 crash years
earlier
which killed 329 people off the Irish coast in 1985. That plane
was a
Boeing 747-237B.
A Boeing 747-122 also crashed with similar evidence trails left.
And yet
another Boeing 747-131 also crashed with similar evidence trails
left.
Three destroyed and one that killed only nine and returned to
land and tell
its story which was inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in
flight.
Facts, facts, facts. There are 105 pages of facts on my web site.
If you
were to go on the internet to the World Wide Web and go to
Universal
Resource Locator, URL address http://www.corazon.com you
will fine 105
pages of documentation, support, argument, and correspondence

from all over
the world regarding this matter, the inadvertent opening of the
forward
cargo door of early model 747s, one of which is Air Force One.
Regarding the four Boeing 747 crashes, Air India Flight 182,
Boeing
747-237B; Pan Am Flight 103, Boeing 747-121A; UAL Flight
811, Boeing
747-122; and TWA Flight 800, Boeing 747-131.:
Fact: All four crashes were early model Boeing 747s.
Fact: All four crashes had deaths.
Fact: All four crashes had a short loud sound before destruction.
Fact: All four crashes had abrupt power cut.
Fact: All four crashes had start of destruction start near forward
cargo hold.
Fact: All four crashes had apparent explosions in forward cargo
hold area.
Fact: All four crashes had explosive decompression.
Fact: Three crashes had nose snap off.
Fact: Three crashes had radar blips during destruction, possibly
all four.
Fact: Three crashes had nine or more missing bodies never
recovered,
possibly all four.
Fact: Three crashes had number three engine ingesting foreign
object
damage, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had mysterious blip before destruction door on
radar,
possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had crew talking on radio when catastrophic
event
occurred, possibly all four.

Fact: One crash had visual clue, possibly all four.
All of the above clues fit the puzzle that is solved by the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door of early model high flight time
Boeing
747s inflight.
Mr. Schleede, pilot to pilot, I ask that you check out the forward
cargo
door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Ms. Janet Reno, Attorney General,
Dear Ms. Attorney General, your late mother would have loved
this cargo
door story. It has everything: mystery, money, politics, death, red
herrings, explosions, prime suspects, and of course, tragedy.
Prevention is not as glamorous but more powerful than curing.
Please
prevent more deaths in early model Boeing 747s rather than heal
the injured
after the crash.
Ms. Reno, former State Attorney from a former Preventive
Medicine hearing
conservationist, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door
as the
cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry
Smith
Mr. Louis Freeh , Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Dear Mr. Director, the solution to the mystery of these plane
crashes is
a common mechanical fault. Although the previous
investigations came to

different conclusions, there is no cover up, there is no plot, there
is no
conspiracy; it is just honest people describing reality from their
own best
interest point of view, and they are wrong. We've all done it, not
seeing
the object we don't want to see, not hearing what we don't want
to hear,
and not believing what we don't want to believe.
Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity, and there is no qualifier in front of
ÔInvestigationÓ, and this email is unencrypted and sent in the
clear, and
man to man, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as
the cause of
the crash of TWA Flight 800. My Social Security Number is
562-58-2308.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Kallstrom, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Dear Mr. Agent, there was an explosion in TWA Flight 800. It
was called
explosive decompression. It happened when the forward cargo
door opened in
flight exposing the higher pressure air in the cargo compartment
to the
lower outside air pressure. The decompression mimicked a
bomb. The
deceleration following the nose tearing off in the slipstream
caused many
items to smash into bulkheads, mimicking a bomb. The fuel from
the
disintegrating wing vaporized and exploded, mimicking a bomb.

The cargo door has a criminal profile that begs to be
investigated. It
has killed nine passengers already under similar circumstances
and has two
Airworthiness Directives against it. It is the prime suspect in
TWA Flight
800. Please examine attached photo of damaged Boeing 747 for
clues to
determine how a nose of a 747 could tear off in a split second, as
has
happened several times already and may happen again.
Mr. Kallstrom, professional sleuth from amateur sleuth, I ask
that you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
CC: Boeing Company
US Air Force
TWA

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 6, 1996 9:52:31 PM PDT
To: plugin@newsday.com
Subject: letters, we get letters...

Is there a story here?
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Airplane crash cause and danger
WEBMASTERS: Please forward this email to appropriate staff

as you see fit.
Please ensure picture of Boeing 747 is attached with .jpg viewer
if
necessary. Thank you, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. President, Bill Clinton
Dear Mr. Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Dear Mr. Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Dear Mr. Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
James Hall
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
Robert Francis
Dear Mr. Investigator, National Transportation Safety Board,
Ron Schleede
Dear Ms. Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Dear Mr. Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation,
James Kallstrom

Mr. Bill Clinton, President of the United States of America
Dear Mr. President,
Hello, Sir. I have important news to give. Your life is in
immediate
danger, although slight, hopefully slight, when you fly on Air
Force One, a
Boeing 747-200B. This type aircraft has a history of inadvertent
forward
cargo door openings in flight. Hindsight and the internet have
enabled me
to link several crashes of early model Boeing 747s to a common

cause, the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Documentation,
pictures, comments, and emails from all over the world regarding
this
discovery are on the internet web site at http://www.corazon.com
Your life, the lives of those who fly with you, and all the
passengers on
early model Boeing 747s are at risk to this door opening outward
and
upward, tearing off in the slipstream exposing a large gash in the
nose
which tears off.
The door openings at altitude mimic a bomb. It is not a bomb.
The world
will be a bit less dangerous once the causes are determined to be
mechanical and not evil.
Have you ever had a car door, or hood, or trunk open
unexpectedly? I
have; itÕs not unusual. If you have, then please give thought to
possible
airplane door opening and the severe consequences.
Please be responsive to this informed citizen.
Mr. Clinton, leader from follower, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff, Clinton Administration
I feel like saying, Leon, Leon, Leon, as that was the way I
thought of
you when I voted for you as Congressman several times in

Monterey.
Mr. Panetta, we met in 1980 in your second floor office on
Alvarado where
I personally thanked you for inquiring on my behalf on a
personnel matter
while I was stationed in Korea. The last time I saw you, you were
walking
alone across Toro Park during Earth Day in 1992, just before
your selection
as Budget Director. I remember thinking, what a job politics is
shaking
hands at a post hippie ecology get together. I was with a friend
selling
United Nations videos, not a hot seller. I live up on Country Club
Drive in
Carmel Valley and pass your familyÕs hand painted sign, Villa
Bella Donna,
every day on the way to drop my daughter off at Tularcitos PreSchool.
I have come to alert you, sir, of danger to you, the President, and
all
passengers who fly in early model Boeing 747s. Yes, this is
unorthodox, an
email letter from a member of the public but then, I trust, as a
former
congressman, that you believe that occasionally a citizen may
have
something important to say. I do; here it is: The forward cargo
doors of
early model Boeing 747s are inadvertently opening in flight,
tearing off
door and skin, allowing the slipstream to enter the large gash
which tears

off the nose leading to total destruction and the deaths of all
aboard.
This has happened several times before and appeared to be
explosions. The
attached picture is of a Boeing 747 that almost had the nose
come off.
Mr. Panetta, former representative of the people from former
constituent,
I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of
the crash
of TWA Flight 800 or call me at 408 659 3552 or visit my web
site at
http://www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Federico Peˆa , Secretary of Transportation,
Dear Mr. Secretary, I invite you to a visit to my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. named after my wife, Corazon Luna
Smith.
Mr. Peˆa, traveller to traveller, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. David Hinson, Director, Federal Aviation Authority,
Dear Director, I am looking at my FAA pilotÕs license, number
1787797,
commercial pilot, airplane single engine land, instrument
airplane, of
which I am very, very proud. I also received a Part 135 certificate
from
your agency. I was also a US Navy Lieutenant Naval Flight
Officer in RVAH

-1, RA-5C Vigilantes. My ejection story and US Navy accident
report are on
my web site at http://www.corazon.com along with the official
accident
reports on UAL Flight 811 and Pan Am 103.
All of the four Boeing 747 crashes described were caused, in my
opinion,
by the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
The web
site provides documentation, reasoning, and opinion supporting
that
hypothesis.
At minimum, there now exists a mysterious early model Boeing
747 crash.
Air Force One is an early model Boeing 747. There are several
hundred early
model Boeing 747s now flying. The location of the start of
destruction for
TWA Flight 800 and others is near the forward cargo hold. I ask
that you
seal the door shut to prevent explosives from being placed there
or to
prevent the door from accidentally opening.
The forward cargo door has two Airworthiness Directives
against it and
has killed nine persons already in UAL Flight 811. A glance at
the attached
picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the large gash in the right side
of its
nose may persuade you a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot
slipstream.
Mr. Hinson, naval officer to naval officer, I ask that you check
out the

forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Mr. James Hall , Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board,
Dear Mr. Chairman, in 1992, the NTSB conducted a very
complete and well
explained accident report on the crash of UAL Flight 811 in
which a cargo
door came open in flight and nine passengers where sucked out
of their
seats to their deaths. Use the key of 811 to unlock 800.
The thrust of the crash investigation should then focus on what
causes
the forward cargo door to open inadvertently. The NTSB stated
electrical
short to the door control system in UAL 811. For others, an
explosive
device could do it, or random electrical signals in the avionics
bay might
do it. There are eleven rational causes for accidental door
openings listed
on the web site at http://www.corazon.com. The cause of the
door openings
is unknown and must be discovered.
Mr. Hall, passenger to passenger, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation

Safety Board
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, IÕve seen you on TV and believe you
are a
compassionate man above all. I appeal to you to prevent the
future deaths
of innocent passengers in early model Boeing 747s whose
forward cargo door
may inadvertently open outward and upward, tearing off with
skin into the
slipstream, exposing a large gash in the side of nose which then
tears all
the way off. Please compare evidence collected in the explained
cargo door
crash of UAL 811 to those of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103,
and
currently, TWA Flight 800.
The specific similarities will be: 1: Short loud sound on CVR. 2.
Abrupt
power cut. 3. Fodded number three engine. 4. Radar blips during
destruction. 5. Never recovered bodies sitting in similar seats
above and
just aft of the cargo door. 6. Same type of aircraft, Boeing 747
series 100
or 200 with high flight time. 7. Destruction sequence starts
forward of the
wing. Sun angle lighting may confirm spinning loose cargo door
near New
York in July at 8:30 PM at 13,500 feet would be reflected as
streak. Other
similarities in four crashes include: nose tears off, explosive
decompression mimics bomb, crew talking on radios when event
happens, night
takeoff, and pressurization changes to hull at catastrophic event.

The forward cargo door has opened inadvertently many times,
usually on
the ground. It has opened several times in the air with only minor
or
moderate damage. Airworthiness Directives were issued after
those events.
It has opened in flight leading to total destruction three times, in
my
opinion, which is supported by documentation on my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. A glance at the attached picture of a
Boeing
747-121 with the large gash in the right side of its nose may
persuade you
a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.
Mr. Francis, survivor consoler from jet crash survivor, I ask that
you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board.
Dear Mr. Investigator, you have seen the hole on UAL Flight
811. Could
that hole become larger in the slipstream and tear the whole nose
off? I
think so.
You investigated UAL Flight 811. That model of plane was a
Boeing 747-121.
That Boeing 747-121 crash, off Honolulu in February 1989, left
conclusive
evidence that was very similar to another Boeing 747 crash years
earlier

which killed 329 people off the Irish coast in 1985. That plane
was a
Boeing 747-237B.
A Boeing 747-122 also crashed with similar evidence trails left.
And yet
another Boeing 747-131 also crashed with similar evidence trails
left.
Three destroyed and one that killed only nine and returned to
land and tell
its story which was inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in
flight.
Facts, facts, facts. There are 105 pages of facts on my web site.
If you
were to go on the internet to the World Wide Web and go to
Universal
Resource Locator, URL address http://www.corazon.com you
will fine 105
pages of documentation, support, argument, and correspondence
from all over
the world regarding this matter, the inadvertent opening of the
forward
cargo door of early model 747s, one of which is Air Force One.
Regarding the four Boeing 747 crashes, Air India Flight 182,
Boeing
747-237B; Pan Am Flight 103, Boeing 747-121A; UAL Flight
811, Boeing
747-122; and TWA Flight 800, Boeing 747-131.:
Fact: All four crashes were early model Boeing 747s.
Fact: All four crashes had deaths.
Fact: All four crashes had a short loud sound before destruction.
Fact: All four crashes had abrupt power cut.
Fact: All four crashes had start of destruction start near forward

cargo hold.
Fact: All four crashes had apparent explosions in forward cargo
hold area.
Fact: All four crashes had explosive decompression.
Fact: Three crashes had nose snap off.
Fact: Three crashes had radar blips during destruction, possibly
all four.
Fact: Three crashes had nine or more missing bodies never
recovered,
possibly all four.
Fact: Three crashes had number three engine ingesting foreign
object
damage, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had mysterious blip before destruction door on
radar,
possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had crew talking on radio when catastrophic
event
occurred, possibly all four.
Fact: One crash had visual clue, possibly all four.
All of the above clues fit the puzzle that is solved by the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door of early model high flight time
Boeing
747s inflight.
Mr. Schleede, pilot to pilot, I ask that you check out the forward
cargo
door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Ms. Janet Reno, Attorney General,
Dear Ms. Attorney General, your late mother would have loved
this cargo

door story. It has everything: mystery, money, politics, death, red
herrings, explosions, prime suspects, and of course, tragedy.
Prevention is not as glamorous but more powerful than curing.
Please
prevent more deaths in early model Boeing 747s rather than heal
the injured
after the crash.
Ms. Reno, former State Attorney from a former Preventive
Medicine hearing
conservationist, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door
as the
cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry
Smith
Mr. Louis Freeh , Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Dear Mr. Director, the solution to the mystery of these plane
crashes is
a common mechanical fault. Although the previous
investigations came to
different conclusions, there is no cover up, there is no plot, there
is no
conspiracy; it is just honest people describing reality from their
own best
interest point of view, and they are wrong. We've all done it, not
seeing
the object we don't want to see, not hearing what we don't want
to hear,
and not believing what we don't want to believe.
Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity, and there is no qualifier in front of
ÔInvestigationÓ, and this email is unencrypted and sent in the
clear, and
man to man, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as
the cause of

the crash of TWA Flight 800. My Social Security Number is
562-58-2308.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Kallstrom, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Dear Mr. Agent, there was an explosion in TWA Flight 800. It
was called
explosive decompression. It happened when the forward cargo
door opened in
flight exposing the higher pressure air in the cargo compartment
to the
lower outside air pressure. The decompression mimicked a
bomb. The
deceleration following the nose tearing off in the slipstream
caused many
items to smash into bulkheads, mimicking a bomb. The fuel from
the
disintegrating wing vaporized and exploded, mimicking a bomb.
The cargo door has a criminal profile that begs to be
investigated. It
has killed nine passengers already under similar circumstances
and has two
Airworthiness Directives against it. It is the prime suspect in
TWA Flight
800. Please examine attached photo of damaged Boeing 747 for
clues to
determine how a nose of a 747 could tear off in a split second, as
has
happened several times already and may happen again.
Mr. Kallstrom, professional sleuth from amateur sleuth, I ask
that you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of

TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
CC: Boeing Company
US Air Force
TWA

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 6, 1996 9:52:01 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: letters, we get letters...

Mike, still trying, is there a story here?
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Airplane crash cause and danger
WEBMASTERS: Please forward this email to appropriate staff
as you see fit.
Please ensure picture of Boeing 747 is attached with .jpg viewer
if
necessary. Thank you, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. President, Bill Clinton
Dear Mr. Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Dear Mr. Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Dear Mr. Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
James Hall
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
Robert Francis
Dear Mr. Investigator, National Transportation Safety Board,

Ron Schleede
Dear Ms. Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Dear Mr. Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation,
James Kallstrom

Mr. Bill Clinton, President of the United States of America
Dear Mr. President,
Hello, Sir. I have important news to give. Your life is in
immediate
danger, although slight, hopefully slight, when you fly on Air
Force One, a
Boeing 747-200B. This type aircraft has a history of inadvertent
forward
cargo door openings in flight. Hindsight and the internet have
enabled me
to link several crashes of early model Boeing 747s to a common
cause, the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Documentation,
pictures, comments, and emails from all over the world regarding
this
discovery are on the internet web site at http://www.corazon.com
Your life, the lives of those who fly with you, and all the
passengers on
early model Boeing 747s are at risk to this door opening outward
and
upward, tearing off in the slipstream exposing a large gash in the
nose
which tears off.
The door openings at altitude mimic a bomb. It is not a bomb.

The world
will be a bit less dangerous once the causes are determined to be
mechanical and not evil.
Have you ever had a car door, or hood, or trunk open
unexpectedly? I
have; itÕs not unusual. If you have, then please give thought to
possible
airplane door opening and the severe consequences.
Please be responsive to this informed citizen.
Mr. Clinton, leader from follower, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff, Clinton Administration
I feel like saying, Leon, Leon, Leon, as that was the way I
thought of
you when I voted for you as Congressman several times in
Monterey.
Mr. Panetta, we met in 1980 in your second floor office on
Alvarado where
I personally thanked you for inquiring on my behalf on a
personnel matter
while I was stationed in Korea. The last time I saw you, you were
walking
alone across Toro Park during Earth Day in 1992, just before
your selection
as Budget Director. I remember thinking, what a job politics is
shaking
hands at a post hippie ecology get together. I was with a friend
selling
United Nations videos, not a hot seller. I live up on Country Club

Drive in
Carmel Valley and pass your familyÕs hand painted sign, Villa
Bella Donna,
every day on the way to drop my daughter off at Tularcitos PreSchool.
I have come to alert you, sir, of danger to you, the President, and
all
passengers who fly in early model Boeing 747s. Yes, this is
unorthodox, an
email letter from a member of the public but then, I trust, as a
former
congressman, that you believe that occasionally a citizen may
have
something important to say. I do; here it is: The forward cargo
doors of
early model Boeing 747s are inadvertently opening in flight,
tearing off
door and skin, allowing the slipstream to enter the large gash
which tears
off the nose leading to total destruction and the deaths of all
aboard.
This has happened several times before and appeared to be
explosions. The
attached picture is of a Boeing 747 that almost had the nose
come off.
Mr. Panetta, former representative of the people from former
constituent,
I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of
the crash
of TWA Flight 800 or call me at 408 659 3552 or visit my web
site at
http://www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith

Mr. Federico Peˆa , Secretary of Transportation,
Dear Mr. Secretary, I invite you to a visit to my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. named after my wife, Corazon Luna
Smith.
Mr. Peˆa, traveller to traveller, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. David Hinson, Director, Federal Aviation Authority,
Dear Director, I am looking at my FAA pilotÕs license, number
1787797,
commercial pilot, airplane single engine land, instrument
airplane, of
which I am very, very proud. I also received a Part 135 certificate
from
your agency. I was also a US Navy Lieutenant Naval Flight
Officer in RVAH
-1, RA-5C Vigilantes. My ejection story and US Navy accident
report are on
my web site at http://www.corazon.com along with the official
accident
reports on UAL Flight 811 and Pan Am 103.
All of the four Boeing 747 crashes described were caused, in my
opinion,
by the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
The web
site provides documentation, reasoning, and opinion supporting
that
hypothesis.
At minimum, there now exists a mysterious early model Boeing
747 crash.

Air Force One is an early model Boeing 747. There are several
hundred early
model Boeing 747s now flying. The location of the start of
destruction for
TWA Flight 800 and others is near the forward cargo hold. I ask
that you
seal the door shut to prevent explosives from being placed there
or to
prevent the door from accidentally opening.
The forward cargo door has two Airworthiness Directives
against it and
has killed nine persons already in UAL Flight 811. A glance at
the attached
picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the large gash in the right side
of its
nose may persuade you a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot
slipstream.
Mr. Hinson, naval officer to naval officer, I ask that you check
out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Mr. James Hall , Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board,
Dear Mr. Chairman, in 1992, the NTSB conducted a very
complete and well
explained accident report on the crash of UAL Flight 811 in
which a cargo
door came open in flight and nine passengers where sucked out
of their
seats to their deaths. Use the key of 811 to unlock 800.
The thrust of the crash investigation should then focus on what

causes
the forward cargo door to open inadvertently. The NTSB stated
electrical
short to the door control system in UAL 811. For others, an
explosive
device could do it, or random electrical signals in the avionics
bay might
do it. There are eleven rational causes for accidental door
openings listed
on the web site at http://www.corazon.com. The cause of the
door openings
is unknown and must be discovered.
Mr. Hall, passenger to passenger, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation
Safety Board
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, IÕve seen you on TV and believe you
are a
compassionate man above all. I appeal to you to prevent the
future deaths
of innocent passengers in early model Boeing 747s whose
forward cargo door
may inadvertently open outward and upward, tearing off with
skin into the
slipstream, exposing a large gash in the side of nose which then
tears all
the way off. Please compare evidence collected in the explained
cargo door
crash of UAL 811 to those of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103,

and
currently, TWA Flight 800.
The specific similarities will be: 1: Short loud sound on CVR. 2.
Abrupt
power cut. 3. Fodded number three engine. 4. Radar blips during
destruction. 5. Never recovered bodies sitting in similar seats
above and
just aft of the cargo door. 6. Same type of aircraft, Boeing 747
series 100
or 200 with high flight time. 7. Destruction sequence starts
forward of the
wing. Sun angle lighting may confirm spinning loose cargo door
near New
York in July at 8:30 PM at 13,500 feet would be reflected as
streak. Other
similarities in four crashes include: nose tears off, explosive
decompression mimics bomb, crew talking on radios when event
happens, night
takeoff, and pressurization changes to hull at catastrophic event.
The forward cargo door has opened inadvertently many times,
usually on
the ground. It has opened several times in the air with only minor
or
moderate damage. Airworthiness Directives were issued after
those events.
It has opened in flight leading to total destruction three times, in
my
opinion, which is supported by documentation on my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. A glance at the attached picture of a
Boeing
747-121 with the large gash in the right side of its nose may
persuade you
a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.

Mr. Francis, survivor consoler from jet crash survivor, I ask that
you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board.
Dear Mr. Investigator, you have seen the hole on UAL Flight
811. Could
that hole become larger in the slipstream and tear the whole nose
off? I
think so.
You investigated UAL Flight 811. That model of plane was a
Boeing 747-121.
That Boeing 747-121 crash, off Honolulu in February 1989, left
conclusive
evidence that was very similar to another Boeing 747 crash years
earlier
which killed 329 people off the Irish coast in 1985. That plane
was a
Boeing 747-237B.
A Boeing 747-122 also crashed with similar evidence trails left.
And yet
another Boeing 747-131 also crashed with similar evidence trails
left.
Three destroyed and one that killed only nine and returned to
land and tell
its story which was inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in
flight.
Facts, facts, facts. There are 105 pages of facts on my web site.
If you

were to go on the internet to the World Wide Web and go to
Universal
Resource Locator, URL address http://www.corazon.com you
will fine 105
pages of documentation, support, argument, and correspondence
from all over
the world regarding this matter, the inadvertent opening of the
forward
cargo door of early model 747s, one of which is Air Force One.
Regarding the four Boeing 747 crashes, Air India Flight 182,
Boeing
747-237B; Pan Am Flight 103, Boeing 747-121A; UAL Flight
811, Boeing
747-122; and TWA Flight 800, Boeing 747-131.:
Fact: All four crashes were early model Boeing 747s.
Fact: All four crashes had deaths.
Fact: All four crashes had a short loud sound before destruction.
Fact: All four crashes had abrupt power cut.
Fact: All four crashes had start of destruction start near forward
cargo hold.
Fact: All four crashes had apparent explosions in forward cargo
hold area.
Fact: All four crashes had explosive decompression.
Fact: Three crashes had nose snap off.
Fact: Three crashes had radar blips during destruction, possibly
all four.
Fact: Three crashes had nine or more missing bodies never
recovered,
possibly all four.
Fact: Three crashes had number three engine ingesting foreign
object
damage, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had mysterious blip before destruction door on

radar,
possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had crew talking on radio when catastrophic
event
occurred, possibly all four.
Fact: One crash had visual clue, possibly all four.
All of the above clues fit the puzzle that is solved by the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door of early model high flight time
Boeing
747s inflight.
Mr. Schleede, pilot to pilot, I ask that you check out the forward
cargo
door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Ms. Janet Reno, Attorney General,
Dear Ms. Attorney General, your late mother would have loved
this cargo
door story. It has everything: mystery, money, politics, death, red
herrings, explosions, prime suspects, and of course, tragedy.
Prevention is not as glamorous but more powerful than curing.
Please
prevent more deaths in early model Boeing 747s rather than heal
the injured
after the crash.
Ms. Reno, former State Attorney from a former Preventive
Medicine hearing
conservationist, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door
as the
cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry
Smith

Mr. Louis Freeh , Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Dear Mr. Director, the solution to the mystery of these plane
crashes is
a common mechanical fault. Although the previous
investigations came to
different conclusions, there is no cover up, there is no plot, there
is no
conspiracy; it is just honest people describing reality from their
own best
interest point of view, and they are wrong. We've all done it, not
seeing
the object we don't want to see, not hearing what we don't want
to hear,
and not believing what we don't want to believe.
Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity, and there is no qualifier in front of
ÔInvestigationÓ, and this email is unencrypted and sent in the
clear, and
man to man, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as
the cause of
the crash of TWA Flight 800. My Social Security Number is
562-58-2308.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Kallstrom, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Dear Mr. Agent, there was an explosion in TWA Flight 800. It
was called
explosive decompression. It happened when the forward cargo
door opened in
flight exposing the higher pressure air in the cargo compartment
to the
lower outside air pressure. The decompression mimicked a
bomb. The

deceleration following the nose tearing off in the slipstream
caused many
items to smash into bulkheads, mimicking a bomb. The fuel from
the
disintegrating wing vaporized and exploded, mimicking a bomb.
The cargo door has a criminal profile that begs to be
investigated. It
has killed nine passengers already under similar circumstances
and has two
Airworthiness Directives against it. It is the prime suspect in
TWA Flight
800. Please examine attached photo of damaged Boeing 747 for
clues to
determine how a nose of a 747 could tear off in a split second, as
has
happened several times already and may happen again.
Mr. Kallstrom, professional sleuth from amateur sleuth, I ask
that you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
CC: Boeing Company
US Air Force
TWA

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 6, 1996 9:50:10 PM PDT
To: cnn.feedback@cnn.com
Subject: letters, we get letters...

CNN, could there be a story here?
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Airplane crash cause and danger
WEBMASTERS: Please forward this email to appropriate staff
as you see fit.
Please ensure picture of Boeing 747 is attached with .jpg viewer
if
necessary. Thank you, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
Dear Mr. President, Bill Clinton
Dear Mr. Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Dear Mr. Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Dear Mr. Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
James Hall
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board,
Robert Francis
Dear Mr. Investigator, National Transportation Safety Board,
Ron Schleede
Dear Ms. Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Dear Mr. Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Dear Mr. Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation,
James Kallstrom

Mr. Bill Clinton, President of the United States of America
Dear Mr. President,
Hello, Sir. I have important news to give. Your life is in
immediate
danger, although slight, hopefully slight, when you fly on Air

Force One, a
Boeing 747-200B. This type aircraft has a history of inadvertent
forward
cargo door openings in flight. Hindsight and the internet have
enabled me
to link several crashes of early model Boeing 747s to a common
cause, the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
Documentation,
pictures, comments, and emails from all over the world regarding
this
discovery are on the internet web site at http://www.corazon.com
Your life, the lives of those who fly with you, and all the
passengers on
early model Boeing 747s are at risk to this door opening outward
and
upward, tearing off in the slipstream exposing a large gash in the
nose
which tears off.
The door openings at altitude mimic a bomb. It is not a bomb.
The world
will be a bit less dangerous once the causes are determined to be
mechanical and not evil.
Have you ever had a car door, or hood, or trunk open
unexpectedly? I
have; itÕs not unusual. If you have, then please give thought to
possible
airplane door opening and the severe consequences.
Please be responsive to this informed citizen.
Mr. Clinton, leader from follower, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John

Barry Smith
Mr. Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff, Clinton Administration
I feel like saying, Leon, Leon, Leon, as that was the way I
thought of
you when I voted for you as Congressman several times in
Monterey.
Mr. Panetta, we met in 1980 in your second floor office on
Alvarado where
I personally thanked you for inquiring on my behalf on a
personnel matter
while I was stationed in Korea. The last time I saw you, you were
walking
alone across Toro Park during Earth Day in 1992, just before
your selection
as Budget Director. I remember thinking, what a job politics is
shaking
hands at a post hippie ecology get together. I was with a friend
selling
United Nations videos, not a hot seller. I live up on Country Club
Drive in
Carmel Valley and pass your familyÕs hand painted sign, Villa
Bella Donna,
every day on the way to drop my daughter off at Tularcitos PreSchool.
I have come to alert you, sir, of danger to you, the President, and
all
passengers who fly in early model Boeing 747s. Yes, this is
unorthodox, an
email letter from a member of the public but then, I trust, as a
former
congressman, that you believe that occasionally a citizen may
have

something important to say. I do; here it is: The forward cargo
doors of
early model Boeing 747s are inadvertently opening in flight,
tearing off
door and skin, allowing the slipstream to enter the large gash
which tears
off the nose leading to total destruction and the deaths of all
aboard.
This has happened several times before and appeared to be
explosions. The
attached picture is of a Boeing 747 that almost had the nose
come off.
Mr. Panetta, former representative of the people from former
constituent,
I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as the cause of
the crash
of TWA Flight 800 or call me at 408 659 3552 or visit my web
site at
http://www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Federico Peˆa , Secretary of Transportation,
Dear Mr. Secretary, I invite you to a visit to my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. named after my wife, Corazon Luna
Smith.
Mr. Peˆa, traveller to traveller, I ask that you check out the
forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. David Hinson, Director, Federal Aviation Authority,
Dear Director, I am looking at my FAA pilotÕs license, number
1787797,

commercial pilot, airplane single engine land, instrument
airplane, of
which I am very, very proud. I also received a Part 135 certificate
from
your agency. I was also a US Navy Lieutenant Naval Flight
Officer in RVAH
-1, RA-5C Vigilantes. My ejection story and US Navy accident
report are on
my web site at http://www.corazon.com along with the official
accident
reports on UAL Flight 811 and Pan Am 103.
All of the four Boeing 747 crashes described were caused, in my
opinion,
by the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
The web
site provides documentation, reasoning, and opinion supporting
that
hypothesis.
At minimum, there now exists a mysterious early model Boeing
747 crash.
Air Force One is an early model Boeing 747. There are several
hundred early
model Boeing 747s now flying. The location of the start of
destruction for
TWA Flight 800 and others is near the forward cargo hold. I ask
that you
seal the door shut to prevent explosives from being placed there
or to
prevent the door from accidentally opening.
The forward cargo door has two Airworthiness Directives
against it and
has killed nine persons already in UAL Flight 811. A glance at
the attached

picture of a Boeing 747-121 with the large gash in the right side
of its
nose may persuade you a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot
slipstream.
Mr. Hinson, naval officer to naval officer, I ask that you check
out the
forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Mr. James Hall , Chairman, National Transportation Safety
Board,
Dear Mr. Chairman, in 1992, the NTSB conducted a very
complete and well
explained accident report on the crash of UAL Flight 811 in
which a cargo
door came open in flight and nine passengers where sucked out
of their
seats to their deaths. Use the key of 811 to unlock 800.
The thrust of the crash investigation should then focus on what
causes
the forward cargo door to open inadvertently. The NTSB stated
electrical
short to the door control system in UAL 811. For others, an
explosive
device could do it, or random electrical signals in the avionics
bay might
do it. There are eleven rational causes for accidental door
openings listed
on the web site at http://www.corazon.com. The cause of the
door openings
is unknown and must be discovered.
Mr. Hall, passenger to passenger, I ask that you check out the

forward
cargo door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John
Barry Smith
Mr. Robert Francis, Vice Chairman, National Transportation
Safety Board
Dear Mr. Vice Chairman, IÕve seen you on TV and believe you
are a
compassionate man above all. I appeal to you to prevent the
future deaths
of innocent passengers in early model Boeing 747s whose
forward cargo door
may inadvertently open outward and upward, tearing off with
skin into the
slipstream, exposing a large gash in the side of nose which then
tears all
the way off. Please compare evidence collected in the explained
cargo door
crash of UAL 811 to those of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103,
and
currently, TWA Flight 800.
The specific similarities will be: 1: Short loud sound on CVR. 2.
Abrupt
power cut. 3. Fodded number three engine. 4. Radar blips during
destruction. 5. Never recovered bodies sitting in similar seats
above and
just aft of the cargo door. 6. Same type of aircraft, Boeing 747
series 100
or 200 with high flight time. 7. Destruction sequence starts
forward of the
wing. Sun angle lighting may confirm spinning loose cargo door
near New

York in July at 8:30 PM at 13,500 feet would be reflected as
streak. Other
similarities in four crashes include: nose tears off, explosive
decompression mimics bomb, crew talking on radios when event
happens, night
takeoff, and pressurization changes to hull at catastrophic event.
The forward cargo door has opened inadvertently many times,
usually on
the ground. It has opened several times in the air with only minor
or
moderate damage. Airworthiness Directives were issued after
those events.
It has opened in flight leading to total destruction three times, in
my
opinion, which is supported by documentation on my web site at
http://www.corazon.com. A glance at the attached picture of a
Boeing
747-121 with the large gash in the right side of its nose may
persuade you
a nose could easily tear off in a 300 knot slipstream.
Mr. Francis, survivor consoler from jet crash survivor, I ask that
you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. Ron Schleede, Investigator, National Transportation Safety
Board.
Dear Mr. Investigator, you have seen the hole on UAL Flight
811. Could
that hole become larger in the slipstream and tear the whole nose
off? I
think so.

You investigated UAL Flight 811. That model of plane was a
Boeing 747-121.
That Boeing 747-121 crash, off Honolulu in February 1989, left
conclusive
evidence that was very similar to another Boeing 747 crash years
earlier
which killed 329 people off the Irish coast in 1985. That plane
was a
Boeing 747-237B.
A Boeing 747-122 also crashed with similar evidence trails left.
And yet
another Boeing 747-131 also crashed with similar evidence trails
left.
Three destroyed and one that killed only nine and returned to
land and tell
its story which was inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in
flight.
Facts, facts, facts. There are 105 pages of facts on my web site.
If you
were to go on the internet to the World Wide Web and go to
Universal
Resource Locator, URL address http://www.corazon.com you
will fine 105
pages of documentation, support, argument, and correspondence
from all over
the world regarding this matter, the inadvertent opening of the
forward
cargo door of early model 747s, one of which is Air Force One.
Regarding the four Boeing 747 crashes, Air India Flight 182,
Boeing
747-237B; Pan Am Flight 103, Boeing 747-121A; UAL Flight
811, Boeing

747-122; and TWA Flight 800, Boeing 747-131.:
Fact: All four crashes were early model Boeing 747s.
Fact: All four crashes had deaths.
Fact: All four crashes had a short loud sound before destruction.
Fact: All four crashes had abrupt power cut.
Fact: All four crashes had start of destruction start near forward
cargo hold.
Fact: All four crashes had apparent explosions in forward cargo
hold area.
Fact: All four crashes had explosive decompression.
Fact: Three crashes had nose snap off.
Fact: Three crashes had radar blips during destruction, possibly
all four.
Fact: Three crashes had nine or more missing bodies never
recovered,
possibly all four.
Fact: Three crashes had number three engine ingesting foreign
object
damage, possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had mysterious blip before destruction door on
radar,
possibly all four.
Fact: Two crashes had crew talking on radio when catastrophic
event
occurred, possibly all four.
Fact: One crash had visual clue, possibly all four.
All of the above clues fit the puzzle that is solved by the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door of early model high flight time
Boeing
747s inflight.
Mr. Schleede, pilot to pilot, I ask that you check out the forward
cargo

door as the cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Ms. Janet Reno, Attorney General,
Dear Ms. Attorney General, your late mother would have loved
this cargo
door story. It has everything: mystery, money, politics, death, red
herrings, explosions, prime suspects, and of course, tragedy.
Prevention is not as glamorous but more powerful than curing.
Please
prevent more deaths in early model Boeing 747s rather than heal
the injured
after the crash.
Ms. Reno, former State Attorney from a former Preventive
Medicine hearing
conservationist, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door
as the
cause of the crash of TWA Flight 800. Sincerely, John Barry
Smith
Mr. Louis Freeh , Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Dear Mr. Director, the solution to the mystery of these plane
crashes is
a common mechanical fault. Although the previous
investigations came to
different conclusions, there is no cover up, there is no plot, there
is no
conspiracy; it is just honest people describing reality from their
own best
interest point of view, and they are wrong. We've all done it, not
seeing
the object we don't want to see, not hearing what we don't want
to hear,

and not believing what we don't want to believe.
Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity, and there is no qualifier in front of
ÔInvestigationÓ, and this email is unencrypted and sent in the
clear, and
man to man, I ask that you check out the forward cargo door as
the cause of
the crash of TWA Flight 800. My Social Security Number is
562-58-2308.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Mr. James Kallstrom, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Dear Mr. Agent, there was an explosion in TWA Flight 800. It
was called
explosive decompression. It happened when the forward cargo
door opened in
flight exposing the higher pressure air in the cargo compartment
to the
lower outside air pressure. The decompression mimicked a
bomb. The
deceleration following the nose tearing off in the slipstream
caused many
items to smash into bulkheads, mimicking a bomb. The fuel from
the
disintegrating wing vaporized and exploded, mimicking a bomb.
The cargo door has a criminal profile that begs to be
investigated. It
has killed nine passengers already under similar circumstances
and has two
Airworthiness Directives against it. It is the prime suspect in
TWA Flight
800. Please examine attached photo of damaged Boeing 747 for
clues to

determine how a nose of a 747 could tear off in a split second, as
has
happened several times already and may happen again.
Mr. Kallstrom, professional sleuth from amateur sleuth, I ask
that you
check out the forward cargo door as the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight
800. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
CC: Boeing Company
US Air Force
TWA

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 3, 1996 10:09:58 AM PDT
To: plugin@newsday.com
Subject: For Story or Sylvia Adcock Please Forward, Fiction
Part 2

You Won't Believe Me So Now You Will Die:
Curse to Follow

Fiction by John Barry Smith,
based upon true stories and personal experiences.
1 Sep 96
Part Two
As this was going on, you were peacefully thinking about

airplane movies having crashes and someone usually lives and
that someone would be you. That's what you were thinking one
half second ago, and that's what you were thinking as the door
popped open and pressure changes started happening.
The now nine foot by thirteen foot hole in the right side of the
nose of the early model Boeing 747 allowed the three hundred
and thirty miles per hours air pressure into the slashed open
cargo compartment. The heavy volume of fast moving air
pressed against the bent and fractured floor beams. The fuselage
skin on the other side of the nose blew out. The beams broke.
The entire nose forward of the wing came off. The power cables
and information cables were severed at the nerve center behind
the nose wheel. The nose fell down disintegrating as it went and
formed its own debris trail very close to the event because it left
before the wings and tail and the rest of fuselage.
As the nose fell, the flight crew inside was pushing buttons and
calling for help but all the power had been instantly cut as the
nose separated from the rest of the airplane.
Now you were aware something was going on because your
eardrums exploded. The normal air pressure in the middle ear
cavity behind the eardrum pushed out into the now low pressure
of your ear canals which were open to the now low pressure of
the passenger compartment. It felt as if your brain exploded. It
hadn't, that should come later. What happened to you would be
called, at the pathologist's report, baro-trauma, or bilateral
tympanic membrane rupture.
The now headless aircraft, which had been going three hundred
and thirty miles per hour, was no longer aerodynamic and slowed
to one hundred miles per hour in a few seconds. Full soda cans
flew forward and impacted in the seat backs making strange
holes. You were pressed into the seat in front of you in a
whiplash. Many of the people around you died by breaking their
necks. But you were in the rear of the plane and tightly belted so

did not die, just stunned.
The aircraft carcass descended and picked up speed again. The
fuselage started to disintegrate, the wings started to disintegrate,
and the tail started to disintegrate. Forty thousand gallons of fuel
was vaporized and surrounded the falling debris. It was about to
be ignited by the hot exhaust of one of the remaining three
engines still running at full power but spooling down from
disrupted airflow and fuel supply.
Inside the disintegrating fuselage cabin the rush of air mixed
with the screams of the remaining living passengers. One of
those was you and another was the loud guy.
All you could think of was reaching under your seat and taking
out your carry on bag because you knew you had a parachute
there. You had never sky dived but a friend did and had asked
you to buy a harness and parachute for him and bring it back. He
had already paid you for the just packed and ready to go
parachute. It was red and white and blue and real pretty.
You reached down, pulled out your carry on bag, pulled out the
chute, unstrapped the seat belt, put on attached harness and
chute, and started to get up to open the escape hatch to jump out.
The noise and pain were deafening and excruciating.
The loud guy saw you and grabbed hold of your leg and wouldn't
let go.
"Take me with you," he screamed.
Yeah, right, you thought, I've never jumped out of a plane before,
my parachute has never been tested before, I don't know how
much weight the chute can handle, I'm scared and in pain, there's
a smell of gas in the air, dead bodies are everywhere, and you
want me to take you with me, risking my life even more than it is
now. And I don't even like you, you son of bitch, this is probably
all your fault. If you hadn't talked about airplane crashes in early
Boeing 747s giving similar accident evidence when the cargo
door opens up in flight, this never would have happened.

So you hit the loud guy in the face with your elbow; he fell back,
you looked at his face and he was mouthing words which looked
like, "I give you a curse, you are cursed, I curse you."
Ha, you thought, that's all I need, like I'm not cursed now. You
reached an emergency exit and just as you were about to open it,
the whole side of the fuselage peeled away and everyone near
you, including the loud guy, floated out into dusk lit space.
On the ground the radar operators noticed a sudden strange blip
that flew away and that all of a sudden many primary, skin paint
radar blips appeared where your plane was supposed to be and
the secondary radar transponder replies had stopped. They called
the crew but got no response. So they called air sea rescue and
gave the location of last position before communications and
radar contact were lost.
You and the loud guy fell together through the sky amongst all
the debris and fuel vapor. You looked over and dimly saw, in the
waning sunlight, two halves of a door weaving back and forth
like frisbees. The door halves came toward you and just as they
approached, they veered and came together in the middle of the
loud guy. You could see his head on the top half of his body look
down and then look up at you. He strangely grinned and mouthed
some words. They looked like: "The cam lock sectors are in the
unlocked position but the locks are in the locked position. I was
right, it was the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight that causes crashes of early model Boeing 747s giving
similar destruction evidence. And it happened to us!"
With that the loud guy and door separated into two pieces and
floated away and floated away, finally.
You pulled the ripcord and the drogue chute opened up and
pulled the main chute out to inflate in the rushing air.
Just then one of the three hot jet engines ignited the fuel vapor
and the entire remaining fuselage and wing and tail erupted into a
huge fireball seen for miles around.

But you were mostly above the fireball. That is, the chute was
above the fireball, you weren't. The burning fuel vapor expanded
and just reached you as you had slowed your descent with the
open parachute. The fire burnt all your clothes off, and melted
the polyester material in your shirts, socks, pants, and underwear
into your skin, like a permanent tattoo.
But the main chute was intact. Then minute pieces of debris blew
in your eyes and partially blinded you. Other pieces of debris
were spinning around like razor blades and a few pieces flew by
and cut several of the lines connecting you to the parachute. Your
velocity increased because of the decreased lift provided by the
chute.
Everything was under you now. The nose had since landed and
formed its own debris trail. The rest of the aircraft was falling
into the water forming its own debris trail. The flight data
recorders had fallen into the water and were transmitting a
homing signal for the searchers and investigators to find. The
engines had landed, some with foreign object damage and debris
still inside the burn chambers. The radar blips were fading from
the ground radar screens. The fire had gone out. Many parts of
passenger bodies were floating on the water after they had hit and
exploded like a water balloon thrown from a rooftop ten
thousand feet high onto a hot driveway.
It was just you coming down, injured, in pain, disfigured, in a
damaged parachute too fast to survive.
But, as luck would have it, as you predicted, someone usually
survives in airplane crash movies and you figured it would be
you. Just under you was an island with a big volcano on it. The
volcano was so high that snow would fall and remain all year
long. A tall tree stood over a very deep snowbank which angled
downward towards the sea.
You couldn't see much because you were blinded, but you felt
your still rapidly descending body hit the branches of the tree

which slowed you down, although breaking your back, and then
you felt yourself land into the soft deep snow which slowed you
down, although breaking your neck, and then you felt yourself
sliding and sliding and sliding down the hill, slowing all the time
until you came to a stop.
You looked up. You couldn't move, in severe pain, deaf and
blind, but you were alive. Ha, you thought, I fooled you. You
can't kill me. You did wonder though, what was the curse that the
loud guy had given you.
You passed out. A local scientific team had seen you, found you,
called for helicopter rescue, and sent you to a hospital where you
went into surgery and coma for six weeks.
During the six weeks this is what happened.
The search was immediately started to retrieve the flight data
recorders. Radar tapes were reviewed. A strange radar blip before
the destruction started was reviewed over and over again and
dismissed as an anomaly. The streak was dismissed as eye
witness exaggeration. The radar blips recorded during the
complete destruction were tracked to the sea and the search area
was defined. Searchers found debris and floating bodies.
The FBI was called in to investigate because Boeing 747s just
don't fall out of the sky. The FBI assigned five hundred agents to
the investigation. They started investigating all passengers who
had flown on the destroyed aircraft and all passengers who had
flown on the plane the flight before. Many suspicious persons
were discovered and issued subpoenas to appear before a judge
to answer questions and present records or be held in contempt of
court and go to jail. The FBI asked the Treasury Department to
assign agents of the Alcohol Tobacco, and Firearms to assist
them in the investigation because they didn't have enough agents.
The NTSB was in charge of the investigation. The few
investigators available became garbage collectors for the debris
which was then analyzed by the FBI which stated that they knew

a bomb blew the airplane out of the sky and they would just have
to find the proof and would, sooner or later. The FBI quietly
released all interesting information that supported a bomb theory
every day to the press while denying they were the source
leaving the impression that the NTSB was of the unofficial
opinion that it was a bomb but didn't want to go on record just
yet.
The flight data recorders were found. The cockpit voice recorder
ended with a short loud sound, or thump, or bang, which baffled
the investigators. The data recorders ended abruptly which
indicated a sudden power cut to the data recorders which baffled
the investigators. The investigators said that a mechanical defect
which would cut the power supply that quickly was a remote
possibility but that it is not ruled out. No possible defects were
offered as candidates.
Some crazy guy started emailing the NTSB to investigate the
possible opening of the forward cargo door in flight, just like
UAL flight 811, which had a cargo door open and tear off in
flight, killing nine people and leaving much evidence before
returning and landing safely. Compare Flight 811 data to the
recent crash, the crazy guy said. And Pan Am 103, and Air India
182. He was reassured by the NTSB investigator that everything
was all right.
Engine number three was brought up to the surface with foreign
object damage inside it.
Two massive debris trails were laid out and more debris
retrieved. The FBI took control of the two pieces of the forward
cargo door and sent it to the FBI laboratory in Washington DC
for evidence of bomb residue. The lab tech moved the latches
and locks and cams around from their found position to examine
all the crevices for explosive residue. None was found.
The recovered body count grew daily but never got below ten
with many of the missing assigned to the magic seats from row

eight to twenty eight.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were recovered and put
aside.
Paper work discovered that two Airworthiness Directives were
against the forward cargo door on early 747s. One was called "To
Insure That Inadvertent Opening of the Lower Cargo Door Will
Not Occur Flight," an event termed not acceptable by the FAA. A
possible cargo door opening was not ruled in or out or ever
mentioned as a potential cause of crash.
The Boeing representative who was assisting the NTSB
investigation reassured investigators that the Boeing 747 is a
strong airplane and would not have any mechanical defects and
therefore it would be a waste of time to look for one and the time
is better spent looking for a one time only type event cause such
as a leaking fuel tank explosion which fault could be placed on
the airline which had not managed to place a representative on
the investigation team.
The investigation team was led by a very cautious, sensitive man
who spent many hours consoling the grieving families of the
dead passengers. He made it a priority to recover the bodies
ahead of clue filled debris. He was surrounded by engineers,
investigators, and aviation employees who had a very intense
personal interest in the determination of the cause of the crash.
Their lives, livelihoods, families, careers, promotions, retirement,
self esteem, and identity were all riding on the outcome of the
investigation. They were very obliging in assisting the NTSB and
worked long hours presenting the truth as they saw it.
The FBI continued its minute examination of every piece and
fragment of the wreckage looking for microscopic traces of
explosive. Some invisible molecules were found on very tiny
pieces. A meeting was held to determine if the FBI should
supersede the NTSB as leader of the investigation. The decision
was made to wait a while longer. Without official authority the

FBI continued to issue subpoenas, tail foreign nationals, monitor
phone calls, intercept mail, and prod informers for information.
The same crazy guy with a web site who says forward cargo door
did it all goes on the radio and talks about it. Some newspaper
reporters call but lose interest when it is discovered the guy also
says the forward cargo door brought down another Boeing 747
which everybody in the world knows was a bomb, not a cargo
door. He must be crazy. He even said another bomb blown up
plane years ago was a cargo door. Three 747s blown up by
bombs and he thinks it's a cargo door opening. "We'll be in touch,
see you later," they said, ever so polite.
You remain in a coma, oblivious to it all. The world waits for
your recovery to shed some light on the mystery. Your eardrums
heal. Your eyes regain some vision. You start to shake in your
hospital bed. Your eyelids quiver. Your fingers twitch. Every
move is carried live on TV under the "developing story" caption.
However, more weeks go by and not much happens. The daily
press briefing is discontinued from lack of interest. The crash is
old news supplanted by newer airplane crashes. The press loses
interest in crash cause since the exciting bomb or missile idea
fades leaving boring mechanical problem as possibility. It looks
like the US is not going to go to war to get even with someone by
killing a lot of strangers. The media attention moves on.
The body count ends with ten unrecovered bodies from the shark
filled water. Most of the debris is brought to the surface. It looks
like the cause will be unknown until a probable cause is issued a
year or so later by the government when most interest is lost.
The aircraft manufacturer breathes a sigh of relief, their airplanes
will still be built and sold. The airline breathes a sigh of relief,
their airplanes will not be grounded. The insurers breathe a sigh
of relief, claims take years to settle, especially with an unknown
cause. The engine manufacturers breathe a sigh of relief, their
engines are OK. The government breathes a sigh of relief, the

administration is not embarrassed by lack of oversight and
employment is kept high by making the planes and flying the
passengers around. The passengers scratch their heads and say,
well, you got to trust someone, and if you can't trust the
government, who can you trust?
The crazy guy with the web site sits typing all day long, scanning
photos all day long, responding to email all day long, and
uploading pages to his web site all day long. Web site hit count
goes down and down as interest is lost in old news. No one calls,
no one emails, friends get tired of hearing about the stupid cargo
door thing, family roll their eyes and look at each, he's off again,
try to change the subject, wife says, as she has said for six years,
I don't want to hear about that anymore.
His four year old daughter brings accident report book to web
site guy, opens it up to picture with hole in side of nose and says,
hole, then she picks and points to picture of pieces on ground and
says, pieces, then she points to reconstructed fuselage sequence
and says, airplane, then she points to forward cargo door and
says, door. Web site guys thinks if a four year old can understand
concept of door opening up in flight exposing large hole in nose
which tears off which causes plane to crash into pieces, then
there is hope that others will understand, the doors will be fixed,
planes fly again and life goes on.
Rejuvenated with energy and hope, he shuts down web site and
plays computer game with daughter thinking, this is what's real
and important, not some strangers far away who will hurl out of
their seats into the night to their deaths. Hell, probably some of
them are escaping bank robbers and deserve to die. He and
daughter play video game, forgetting all about stupid forward
cargo door opening in flight thing.
You start to come out of coma. The doctors allow you to be
interviewed. The FBI is chosen to interview first with others
watching on closed circuit TV. You are badly burned, mostly deaf

and blind and a quadriplegic. You communicate to others by
moving a pencil clamped between your teeth and slowly tapping
out your answers, letter by letter, on a computer keyboard which
flashes your answers around the world on the internet.
First, the FBI welcomes you and assures you everything is all
right and the little IRS problems, discrepancies really, that were
discovered when investigating your life have been, well, will be,
taken care of. And they just have a few questions about the cause
of your terrible accident.
What do you remember seeing? they shout loudly so that you can
hear.
You hazily recall a sharp visual image and peck out, "Flying
pieces of metal, moving back and forth."
Ah, says the FBI. What did they look like?
"They moved together, like they had a life of their own," you
tapped, thinking back to the two halves of the door floating and
coming together in the midsection of that loud idiot.
"It was terrible," you typed, unprompted, "they hurt him, oh, they
hurt him, and then they went away."
Hmmmm, said the FBI inside the hospital room.
Hmmmm, said the manufacturer representatives.
Hmmmm, said the insurers.
Hmmmm, said the many involved government agencies.
Hmmmm, said the TV reporters.
How did it happen, they asked the FBI to ask. The FBI asked.
"Everything was normal, I heard a great noise and felt a great
pain, and the plane went down. It was as if something had hit the
plane and cut it in two," you typed.
Hmmmm, went everybody.
Thank you, said the FBI, we'll get back to you on that, here's our
card; if you think off anything else, just give us a call.
You went to sleep as the administered drug took effect.
More days passed. You rested. The web site guy had a new

interest, putting in a brick walkway next to his driveway.
Everyone agreed that was a good interest, so real, so satisfying,
so fulfilling, so non-weird. His wife and friends started talking to
him again.
The manufacturer and airlines and insurers and government
representatives were very busy, however. One day they all got
together in a oiled wood paneled room and asked what can we
live with regarding this plane crash, flight so and so, the exact
number was fading in their memories actually. The amount of
money riding on the cause of the crash was very clear to them. It
was 2.1 billion dollars.
They reviewed the evidence. They had radar blips of a plane
bursting in mid-air. Electrical power was cut suddenly. There was
no real evidence of a bomb and that had been done before
anyway, twice. The weather was fine. The pilots were cool. And
they had an eyewitness account and some found notes in a
passenger's purse. The eyewitness testimony indicated a mid-air
collision with a thinking, controlled object. The tattered note
evidence indicated flying saucers.
It was agreed that the only plausible explanation, based upon
available evidence, that would be acceptable to the innocent
manufacturers of engine and airframe, to the innocent airline, and
to the innocent government agencies was the cause of the crash
to be a mid-air collision with an unidentified flying object or
objects that departed the scene.
The fact that the UFO was not seen on radar was explained that it
was a stealth UFO. The fact that no metal not common to the
crashed airplane was found was explained as aliens have high
technology metals which don't leave traces when they hit
ordinary human made aluminum. The choice of one or more
objects was added so as to appear not too certain of the event but
to give an impression of mature latitude.
Everyone agreed this was fine solution. The manufacturer and

airline could not be held to blame for a mid-air with an invisible
flying saucer, it could happen to anyone. The insurer was elated
because now the liability was limited to a small amount per
passenger instead of a huge amount for negligence. The TV and
other lesser media such as newspapers and magazines loved the
idea knowing ratings would soar as the fake pictures and
reasoned conjectures flooded into the talk shows. The
government was very satisfied because now it could ask for and
receive unlimited extra funding for research into alien defense
mechanisms, hiring more agents, buying more machines, and
being able to cloak much more activity and spending as Top
Secret, Need to Know Only, and not many people needed to
know, that's for sure. In fact, the fewer people that know, the
better, was the motto of the heads of the government agencies as
they submitted their confidential revised funding requests.
The accident report was released. It ignored all aspects of a
mechanical malfunction and emphasized the sudden power loss,
the strength of the airplane, the written evidence, and the
conversation of the only eyewitness. It came to the conclusion
that the probable cause of your crash was a mid-air collision in
the forward cargo hold area with an unidentified flying object/
objects that departed the scene. As an appendix, a recent
scientific discovery of life on Mars was added, just for
information's sake.
You came out of the coma again. Your head was clear. You
researched your accident and several others. You remembered the
conversation of the loud guy talking about similar accidents to
early model Boeing 747s giving similar evidence which now
matched your accident. You remembered the whine of the door
motor and the decompression. You remembered the door halves
coming together and the cam latches being confirmed as being
open by the loud guy. Now you knew what caused the huge plane
to crash and what caused all the others to crash and kill all those

people. You wanted to stop the killing, to stop the crashes, to fix
the doors and to tell the world what had happened and how to fix
it. You knew it could happen again.
You started typing on your computer into the internet after
finding the original, now abandoned, crash web site about doors.
You started the site back up again and typed, "It was the opening
of the forward cargo door in flight that caused my plane to crash.
I felt it. The opening in flight of the forward cargo door is
causing the crashes of early model Boeing 747s. It is all
documented, common sense, reasonable and likely. The problem
can be fixed forever."
You were ignored; you were not believed; you were scorned; you
were rebuffed; you were rejected.
You called a physician known to assist troubled people out of
existence. After the deadly injections, you typed to the world,
"It's true, I am cursed. I know the truth. Goodbye."
You had previously written a code virus to be placed in personal
computers to automatically appear on every anniversary of your
crash date.
The crash anniversary arrived. The virus took effect. The
message displayed to the world: "You won't believe me so now
you will die."
The End
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You Won't Believe Me So Now You Will Die:
Curse to Follow
Fiction by John Barry Smith,
based upon true stories and personal experiences.
1 Sep 96
This is the web site for the fatal crash of the next early model
Boeing 747 to fall from the sky in pieces. The date is anytime
after 1 September 1996 so the actual numbers will have to be
filled in by you. I'll just make some helpful guesses, OK?
The Crash:
Airline: Random, fill in actual.
Type Aircraft: Boeing 747-100 series or Boeing 747-200 series
Flight Number: Random, fill in actual.
Date: Random, fill in actual date after 1 Sep 96
Time: Night takeoff
Flight Mode: Climbing
Altitude: Random, fill in actual.
Speed: About 330 miles per hour or 300 knots calibrated
airspeed.
Fatals: All on board, maybe one survivor.
Passenger List: Place your name here as well as anyone else
likely to be travelling with you.
From: Random, fill in where you took off.
To: Random, fill in where you thought you were going to land.
Where: Over ocean
Radar Information: Radar blips just as destruction starts and
during breakup.
Data Recorder: Abrupt power cut.
Voice Recorder: Short loud sound then silence.
Engine Info: Engine number three foreign object damage.
Wreckage Trails: Two, one for the nose and the other for the rest

of the plane.
Damage starts where: In the forward cargo hold area just forward
of the wing.
Official Cause: Terrorist bomb, or fuel tank explosion, or friendly
fired missile, or... you'll have to help me out here because all I
can think for crash cause is a reasonable, common sense,
mechanical explanation that has happened before, happened now,
and will happen again. But you don't want to hear that
explanation. You will not listen. You will not understand. You
won't believe me and now you will die.
Details of crash: Well, here I'll just have to tell it to you like a
story, like I'm telling it to you personally, like it's totally about
you, OK? I think so. Here we go.
All passengers, including you, were eager to get on board and get
settled into their seats so they stood at the entrance of the
boarding ramp when the flight number was called. The attendant
took their tickets and they moved on board and found their
assigned seats. Some sat in the magic seats which are in rows
eight to twenty eight. Sometimes when passengers sit there they
disappear and are never seen again, even though many people
spend many hours looking for them.
The airplane had over fifty thousand hours flight time amongst
several airlines flying in all conditions in all parts of the world
for twenty five years. It was was maintained to United States
Federal Aviation Regulations standards. These 747s will last
forever, you thought.
You picked a seat selection in the rear because you heard that
was the safest. When a plane crashes and has survivors, they
usually are from the rear, that's the theory, you thought, as you
stuffed your carry on bag under your seat.
You got settled in for the six hour flight from where you are now
to where you are going. A one hour climb, a four hour cruise at
thirty thousand plus feet of altitude, then a one hour descent to

landing and cheated death again, you chuckled to yourself.
The first part of the flight was to pretend you were in a car on the
freeway. OK, buckle up the seat belt, put your seat in its full
upright position and look out the window at all the pretty sights.
You read the crash card in the pocket in the seat back in front of
you and looked at the escape hatches nearby. You wondered what
happens if some crazy person walks over and unlocks that little
escape door. Does it open easy or hard and then what? Oh well,
forget about it, no use worrying about stuff you can't control.
The three person flight crew of the Boeing 747 had finished the
preflight walk around, looking carefully at the outside of the
aircraft for hydraulic leaks, oil leaks, bent metal, open hatches, or
anything else they didn't expect to find. They discovered nothing
unusual.
The baggage handlers had finished their job and had loaded all
the passenger's baggage, full of spare underwear and shoes, into
the three cargo holds. The two aft cargo doors and the forward
cargo door were all closed electrically. The complex system of
lock sectors, cam latches, pull back hooks and door stops had
functioned correctly. There was wear, of course, on the cam and
locking pins. And the door control cable bundle was frayed, of
course, from the many openings and closing of the door. If the
door has to be opened at the last minute for some extra baggage,
then it can be opened mechanically by back driving the sectors
with a ratchet wrench. This sometimes damages the cam sectors
so they appear to be locked but they are not.
On your flight, the door was not opened at the last minute and
back driven mechanically. The frayed wire bundle did not rub
against the metal fuselage. The wear and tear on the metal was
not excessive. On your flight the door closed normally.
The early Boeing 747 fired up its number 1 engine, (all the way
on the left,) then 2, then 3, then 4, (all the way on the right). The
large plane lumbered out to the end of the runway.

Takeoff clearance was given and the pilot pushed the throttles all
the way forward. There was not another fully loaded Boeing 747
on the runway in front of you and you did not collide with it, as
happened before in the number one worst aviation crash ever.
You took off smoothly.
The plane started to climb. A loaded Boeing 747 gains altitude
slowly. You reached 300 knots calibrated airspeed, stabilized,
and started the long climb to cruising altitude.
Now it was time to pretend you were in a cafe chatting with
friends by having some peanuts and a complimentary beverage
but it would be some time before the steward got to your seats in
the rear. The climb continued uneventfully.
You thought ahead to when you would pretend you were in a
movie theater and watch the movie. And then you looked
forward to later when you would pretend to be your bed at home
in your bedroom by leaning back in your seat with a pillow
behind your head and trying to go to sleep.
Already the group in back of you was pretending they were in
the living room back home by talking loudly and laughing at
stories. One woman's voice mentioned she is saving her receipt
for purchased china at the duty free store to avoid taxes, just in
case she is hassled. The receipt says something about buying
saucers.
Ground radar was tracking you two ways: One was by the
ground radar energy beam reflecting off your large metal
airframe and returning to the radar set. Depending on how long
that returned beam took, a distance was determined. The other
way was by sending a radar beam to trigger a box which sent
back another beam to the radar set. Again, by timing and
decoding the signals a distance, an altitude, an airspeed, and
heading could all be determined so that the ground personnel
could direct your plane safely and keep it from colliding with
others.

The flight crew was in communication with the ground
controllers who were issuing orders on what heading to fly, what
altitude to maintain until a certain time, and what codes to put in
the box to be triggered by the ground radar.
The Captain came on the speaker and spoke with that reassuring,
everything is normal, everything is gonna be all right, sit back,
enjoy the flight voice, and he was so glad you could join us here
with this wonderful airline in this wonderful airplane on this
wonderful day. You could just see him with that touch of gray in
his hair, that impeccable uniform, and those steely eyes with a
glint of friendliness, if you just got to know him.
During the climb you half listened to the loud conversation in
back of you. One voice grated. This guy, obviously an idiot with
an annoying voice, was complaining how he thought this flight
was going to be on a different airplane but they substituted this
early model Boeing 747 at the last moment because of
unexpected passenger loads.
You thought, that's right, Jack, airlines have to make money too,
you know, and if this plane makes more money than the other
one, then this is the plane to fly in; no profit, no flying at all.
Wake up, dummy, and join the real world.
The guy in back wouldn't shut up as he went on about a series of
similar crashes that were attributed to bombs, or fire, or
something, but he knew, and nobody else knew, that the causes
were really a forward cargo door popping open, being torn off in
the wind exposing a large hole in the nose, the nose tearing off,
and the plane crashing, killing everyone, on airplanes similar to
this one.
Then why are you flying, you idiot, you thought, and why are
you the only idiot to know about it. The guy answered as if
reading your thoughts, his wife had a credit card that gave a mile
for every dollar she charged and enough miles had accumulated
for a free flight somewhere. He said he thought a dollar meant a

mile which meant a mile, but a mile meant a tenth of a mile and
he hated to be lied to right off the bat by the people into whose
hands he was putting his life.
What the hell is that guy talking about, you thought. Where are
earplugs when you need them. And wasn't it against the law to
talk about blowing up airplanes?
The guy went on, I refused to let her or my daughter fly in these
dangerous planes so I took the flight, just because I love flying
and have been flying for years. It's my life.
You mean you have one, news to me, you giggled to your self.
Yeah, nobody believes me, the loud guy said to the others which
you hoped were pretending to be sleepy and closing their eyes so
that maybe he would shut up. Yeah, even though I've written to
the President about his airplane, Air Force One, which is an early
747, the FBI, who wants bomb information and not mechanical
details, the NTSB, the FAA, the news people, and, of course, my
friends who got spooked about the President and the FBI and
stopped talking to me along with the government agencies who
ignored me.
Get a clue, idiot, you thought, does being ignored tell you
anything, like right now when nobody is replying to you.
Well, life is tough out there and you just have to take your
chances with an act of God once in a lifetime, wrong place at the
wrong time event, said one new female voice.
Oh, no, don't encourage him, you thought.
The loud idiot said that finally he figured that since nobody
agreed with him over the years, that maybe he was wrong and
what the hell, the risk was small anyway, and if you can't trust
your pilot, your manufacturer and your government, who can you
trust.
Exactly right, you idiot, now shut up. You thought again about
putting some earplugs in because the last thing you wanted to
think about, as you listened to the reassuring steady whine of the

huge four jet engines carrying you three hundred and thirty miles
an hour through the night air, was airplane crashes. Give me a
break, you thought, I've got enough to worry about without
thinking about things I have no control over. Maybe I'll order a
drink and pretend I'm at my favorite bar with my buddies
watching football. You pushed the overhead button to get the
attention of the steward but realized that the steward had two
hundred people to give beverages to before he got to you so you
just lay back and took a deep breath and relaxed. And the button
didn't make the light come on anyway, it was broken, but no
problem. It was trivial.
But it made you think, how many pieces was this plane made of?
How many didn't work? If the story were true about a structural
defect in Boeing 747s, you thought, why did the manufacturer
not do something about it? Why did not the government
transportation agencies investigate it and find out the real cause?
Why did not the TV and radio and newspapers write about it? It
must be bull, some nut with a strange story just to get attention.
But...but...but..you thought back to the crashes and remembered
thinking, they can't all be bombs, and in your experience, the
simplest, ordinary, cause of an event is usually the correct
explanation, not the weird ones that make good movies.
So you thought about airplane movies, they did always have a
crash in them someplace, didn't they? But usually someone lived
and you always expected that someone would be you, didn't you?
The plane lumbered on, gaining altitude as the fuel burned off,
the speed stayed the same, and the excess thrust was converted to
lift.
There was no bomb aboard. There were no explosives stored in
the baggage compartment. No one was on a boat aiming a
missile at you. There were no fires in the lavatory about to be
started by a smoker. The engines were running perfectly. The
crew was not asleep or drunk. The ground control personnel had

normal working equipment with good power backup as they
watched you on radar and talked to you on high powered radio
transmitters. There was no crazy hijacker on board. There were
no mountains ahead higher than you were. You were not lost.
The flight controls were responding correctly to pilot inputs.
There were no corroded metal panels about to part. Everything
was working normally; everything looked normal, everything
sounded normal. The pilot keyed the mike to tell the ground that
everything was normal.
But of course, everything was not normal. For some reason, and I
don't know the reason, and if I don't know the reason, then I
know you don't know the reason because I'm telling this story,
the forward lower lobe cargo door motor was powered up and
started to whine. The motor moved the door locks and cams to
the open position. Why? Who knows? It could have been one of
lots of reasons: faulty electrical short, defective lock mechanism,
door not shut properly, wear and tear, maybe an incorrect open
signal sent to door control system by interacting avionics
transmitters located behind nose wheel; who knows? Who cares?
Well, you care because as the door cracked open in the fast
moving air flow the higher pressure air inside the cargo
compartment pushed the door open quickly into the low pressure
outside air. The right side cargo door instantly flew up and out on
its upper piano hinges, hit the fuselage in front of the wing, broke
in two and the lower half flew off into space reflecting ground
radar beams as it went. It also reflected the sun which was barely
seen above the horizon at your altitude. The sunlight reflected off
the spinning shiny metal door and appeared as a streak to viewers
on the ground far away as it fell. The upper half of the forward
cargo door remained attached to the hinges and tore off a large
piece of fuselage skin above the door and flew off into space
reflecting ground radar beams as it went into space. These pieces
later landed closest to the door opening event because they left

first and fell first.
The door being cracked open and being torn away happened so
fast that the huge hole opened up in the nose before anybody
realized it. The high pressure air in the now open cargo
compartment rushed out in an explosive force to equalize with
the low outside pressure air. This rushing noise was loud and was
heard as a loud sound, or bang, or thump on the cockpit voice
recorder. Baggage from the cargo compartment was pushed
outside into the engine intake airstream which was being sucked
into the huge 40000 pound thrust engine number three, the
inboard engine on the starboard side. The hi-bypass jet engine
sucked in the plastic, metal, and wood baggage. The foreign
objects hit the high speed revolving turbine blades and were cut
up and passed through to the burner section which cremated the
small items. The metal objects blunted the leading edge of the
turbine blades which rubbed against the intake and started a
disintegration process inside the engine which led to excessive
vibration which would shortly lead the engine to detach from the
pylon and airframe and land separately from the other engines.
The floor beams buckled downward as the high pressure air in
the now open passenger compartment pushed the beams down
into the now low pressure cargo compartment.
The large hole above the cargo hold and passenger compartment
allowed carry on baggage, metal carts, and humans to be pushed
out into the fast moving airstream and to be sucked into the
number three engine which was vibrating badly but still powerful
enough to ingest foreign objects and mulch them up, burn them
up, and spit them out. At least ten passengers in the magic seats
in rows eight to twenty eight were pushed from their seats into
the airstream to be sucked into the intakes and were ground up,
mashed, and burnt to small particles which were exhausted into
the thin air to drift away on the winds.
As this was going on, you were peacefully thinking about

airplane movies having crashes and someone usually lives and
that someone would be you. That's what you were thinking one
half second ago, and that's what you were thinking as the door
popped open and pressure changes started happening.
Continued in Part Two.
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Part Two
As this was going on, you were peacefully thinking about
airplane movies having crashes and someone usually lives and
that someone would be you. That's what you were thinking one
half second ago, and that's what you were thinking as the door
popped open and pressure changes started happening.
The now nine foot by thirteen foot hole in the right side of the
nose of the early model Boeing 747 allowed the three hundred
and thirty miles per hours air pressure into the slashed open
cargo compartment. The heavy volume of fast moving air
pressed against the bent and fractured floor beams. The fuselage
skin on the other side of the nose blew out. The beams broke.

The entire nose forward of the wing came off. The power cables
and information cables were severed at the nerve center behind
the nose wheel. The nose fell down disintegrating as it went and
formed its own debris trail very close to the event because it left
before the wings and tail and the rest of fuselage.
As the nose fell, the flight crew inside was pushing buttons and
calling for help but all the power had been instantly cut as the
nose separated from the rest of the airplane.
Now you were aware something was going on because your
eardrums exploded. The normal air pressure in the middle ear
cavity behind the eardrum pushed out into the now low pressure
of your ear canals which were open to the now low pressure of
the passenger compartment. It felt as if your brain exploded. It
hadn't, that should come later. What happened to you would be
called, at the pathologist's report, baro-trauma, or bilateral
tympanic membrane rupture.
The now headless aircraft, which had been going three hundred
and thirty miles per hour, was no longer aerodynamic and slowed
to one hundred miles per hour in a few seconds. Full soda cans
flew forward and impacted in the seat backs making strange
holes. You were pressed into the seat in front of you in a
whiplash. Many of the people around you died by breaking their
necks. But you were in the rear of the plane and tightly belted so
did not die, just stunned.
The aircraft carcass descended and picked up speed again. The
fuselage started to disintegrate, the wings started to disintegrate,
and the tail started to disintegrate. Forty thousand gallons of fuel
was vaporized and surrounded the falling debris. It was about to
be ignited by the hot exhaust of one of the remaining three
engines still running at full power but spooling down from
disrupted airflow and fuel supply.
Inside the disintegrating fuselage cabin the rush of air mixed
with the screams of the remaining living passengers. One of

those was you and another was the loud guy.
All you could think of was reaching under your seat and taking
out your carry on bag because you knew you had a parachute
there. You had never sky dived but a friend did and had asked
you to buy a harness and parachute for him and bring it back. He
had already paid you for the just packed and ready to go
parachute. It was red and white and blue and real pretty.
You reached down, pulled out your carry on bag, pulled out the
chute, unstrapped the seat belt, put on attached harness and
chute, and started to get up to open the escape hatch to jump out.
The noise and pain were deafening and excruciating.
The loud guy saw you and grabbed hold of your leg and wouldn't
let go.
"Take me with you," he screamed.
Yeah, right, you thought, I've never jumped out of a plane before,
my parachute has never been tested before, I don't know how
much weight the chute can handle, I'm scared and in pain, there's
a smell of gas in the air, dead bodies are everywhere, and you
want me to take you with me, risking my life even more than it is
now. And I don't even like you, you son of bitch, this is probably
all your fault. If you hadn't talked about airplane crashes in early
Boeing 747s giving similar accident evidence when the cargo
door opens up in flight, this never would have happened.
So you hit the loud guy in the face with your elbow; he fell back,
you looked at his face and he was mouthing words which looked
like, "I give you a curse, you are cursed, I curse you."
Ha, you thought, that's all I need, like I'm not cursed now. You
reached an emergency exit and just as you were about to open it,
the whole side of the fuselage peeled away and everyone near
you, including the loud guy, floated out into dusk lit space.
On the ground the radar operators noticed a sudden strange blip
that flew away and that all of a sudden many primary, skin paint
radar blips appeared where your plane was supposed to be and

the secondary radar transponder replies had stopped. They called
the crew but got no response. So they called air sea rescue and
gave the location of last position before communications and
radar contact were lost.
You and the loud guy fell together through the sky amongst all
the debris and fuel vapor. You looked over and dimly saw, in the
waning sunlight, two halves of a door weaving back and forth
like frisbees. The door halves came toward you and just as they
approached, they veered and came together in the middle of the
loud guy. You could see his head on the top half of his body look
down and then look up at you. He strangely grinned and mouthed
some words. They looked like: "The cam lock sectors are in the
unlocked position but the locks are in the locked position. I was
right, it was the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight that causes crashes of early model Boeing 747s giving
similar destruction evidence. And it happened to us!"
With that the loud guy and door separated into two pieces and
floated away and floated away, finally.
You pulled the ripcord and the drogue chute opened up and
pulled the main chute out to inflate in the rushing air.
Just then one of the three hot jet engines ignited the fuel vapor
and the entire remaining fuselage and wing and tail erupted into a
huge fireball seen for miles around.
But you were mostly above the fireball. That is, the chute was
above the fireball, you weren't. The burning fuel vapor expanded
and just reached you as you had slowed your descent with the
open parachute. The fire burnt all your clothes off, and melted
the polyester material in your shirts, socks, pants, and underwear
into your skin, like a permanent tattoo.
But the main chute was intact. Then minute pieces of debris blew
in your eyes and partially blinded you. Other pieces of debris
were spinning around like razor blades and a few pieces flew by
and cut several of the lines connecting you to the parachute. Your

velocity increased because of the decreased lift provided by the
chute.
Everything was under you now. The nose had since landed and
formed its own debris trail. The rest of the aircraft was falling
into the water forming its own debris trail. The flight data
recorders had fallen into the water and were transmitting a
homing signal for the searchers and investigators to find. The
engines had landed, some with foreign object damage and debris
still inside the burn chambers. The radar blips were fading from
the ground radar screens. The fire had gone out. Many parts of
passenger bodies were floating on the water after they had hit and
exploded like a water balloon thrown from a rooftop ten
thousand feet high onto a hot driveway.
It was just you coming down, injured, in pain, disfigured, in a
damaged parachute too fast to survive.
But, as luck would have it, as you predicted, someone usually
survives in airplane crash movies and you figured it would be
you. Just under you was an island with a big volcano on it. The
volcano was so high that snow would fall and remain all year
long. A tall tree stood over a very deep snowbank which angled
downward towards the sea.
You couldn't see much because you were blinded, but you felt
your still rapidly descending body hit the branches of the tree
which slowed you down, although breaking your back, and then
you felt yourself land into the soft deep snow which slowed you
down, although breaking your neck, and then you felt yourself
sliding and sliding and sliding down the hill, slowing all the time
until you came to a stop.
You looked up. You couldn't move, in severe pain, deaf and
blind, but you were alive. Ha, you thought, I fooled you. You
can't kill me. You did wonder though, what was the curse that the
loud guy had given you.
You passed out. A local scientific team had seen you, found you,

called for helicopter rescue, and sent you to a hospital where you
went into surgery and coma for six weeks.
During the six weeks this is what happened.
The search was immediately started to retrieve the flight data
recorders. Radar tapes were reviewed. A strange radar blip before
the destruction started was reviewed over and over again and
dismissed as an anomaly. The streak was dismissed as eye
witness exaggeration. The radar blips recorded during the
complete destruction were tracked to the sea and the search area
was defined. Searchers found debris and floating bodies.
The FBI was called in to investigate because Boeing 747s just
don't fall out of the sky. The FBI assigned five hundred agents to
the investigation. They started investigating all passengers who
had flown on the destroyed aircraft and all passengers who had
flown on the plane the flight before. Many suspicious persons
were discovered and issued subpoenas to appear before a judge
to answer questions and present records or be held in contempt of
court and go to jail. The FBI asked the Treasury Department to
assign agents of the Alcohol Tobacco, and Firearms to assist
them in the investigation because they didn't have enough agents.
The NTSB was in charge of the investigation. The few
investigators available became garbage collectors for the debris
which was then analyzed by the FBI which stated that they knew
a bomb blew the airplane out of the sky and they would just have
to find the proof and would, sooner or later. The FBI quietly
released all interesting information that supported a bomb theory
every day to the press while denying they were the source
leaving the impression that the NTSB was of the unofficial
opinion that it was a bomb but didn't want to go on record just
yet.
The flight data recorders were found. The cockpit voice recorder
ended with a short loud sound, or thump, or bang, which baffled
the investigators. The data recorders ended abruptly which

indicated a sudden power cut to the data recorders which baffled
the investigators. The investigators said that a mechanical defect
which would cut the power supply that quickly was a remote
possibility but that it is not ruled out. No possible defects were
offered as candidates.
Some crazy guy started emailing the NTSB to investigate the
possible opening of the forward cargo door in flight, just like
UAL flight 811, which had a cargo door open and tear off in
flight, killing nine people and leaving much evidence before
returning and landing safely. Compare Flight 811 data to the
recent crash, the crazy guy said. And Pan Am 103, and Air India
182. He was reassured by the NTSB investigator that everything
was all right.
Engine number three was brought up to the surface with foreign
object damage inside it.
Two massive debris trails were laid out and more debris
retrieved. The FBI took control of the two pieces of the forward
cargo door and sent it to the FBI laboratory in Washington DC
for evidence of bomb residue. The lab tech moved the latches
and locks and cams around from their found position to examine
all the crevices for explosive residue. None was found.
The recovered body count grew daily but never got below ten
with many of the missing assigned to the magic seats from row
eight to twenty eight.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were recovered and put
aside.
Paper work discovered that two Airworthiness Directives were
against the forward cargo door on early 747s. One was called "To
Insure That Inadvertent Opening of the Lower Cargo Door Will
Not Occur Flight," an event termed not acceptable by the FAA. A
possible cargo door opening was not ruled in or out or ever
mentioned as a potential cause of crash.
The Boeing representative who was assisting the NTSB

investigation reassured investigators that the Boeing 747 is a
strong airplane and would not have any mechanical defects and
therefore it would be a waste of time to look for one and the time
is better spent looking for a one time only type event cause such
as a leaking fuel tank explosion which fault could be placed on
the airline which had not managed to place a representative on
the investigation team.
The investigation team was led by a very cautious, sensitive man
who spent many hours consoling the grieving families of the
dead passengers. He made it a priority to recover the bodies
ahead of clue filled debris. He was surrounded by engineers,
investigators, and aviation employees who had a very intense
personal interest in the determination of the cause of the crash.
Their lives, livelihoods, families, careers, promotions, retirement,
self esteem, and identity were all riding on the outcome of the
investigation. They were very obliging in assisting the NTSB and
worked long hours presenting the truth as they saw it.
The FBI continued its minute examination of every piece and
fragment of the wreckage looking for microscopic traces of
explosive. Some invisible molecules were found on very tiny
pieces. A meeting was held to determine if the FBI should
supersede the NTSB as leader of the investigation. The decision
was made to wait a while longer. Without official authority the
FBI continued to issue subpoenas, tail foreign nationals, monitor
phone calls, intercept mail, and prod informers for information.
The same crazy guy with a web site who says forward cargo door
did it all goes on the radio and talks about it. Some newspaper
reporters call but lose interest when it is discovered the guy also
says the forward cargo door brought down another Boeing 747
which everybody in the world knows was a bomb, not a cargo
door. He must be crazy. He even said another bomb blown up
plane years ago was a cargo door. Three 747s blown up by
bombs and he thinks it's a cargo door opening. "We'll be in touch,

see you later," they said, ever so polite.
You remain in a coma, oblivious to it all. The world waits for
your recovery to shed some light on the mystery. Your eardrums
heal. Your eyes regain some vision. You start to shake in your
hospital bed. Your eyelids quiver. Your fingers twitch. Every
move is carried live on TV under the "developing story" caption.
However, more weeks go by and not much happens. The daily
press briefing is discontinued from lack of interest. The crash is
old news supplanted by newer airplane crashes. The press loses
interest in crash cause since the exciting bomb or missile idea
fades leaving boring mechanical problem as possibility. It looks
like the US is not going to go to war to get even with someone by
killing a lot of strangers. The media attention moves on.
The body count ends with ten unrecovered bodies from the shark
filled water. Most of the debris is brought to the surface. It looks
like the cause will be unknown until a probable cause is issued a
year or so later by the government when most interest is lost.
The aircraft manufacturer breathes a sigh of relief, their airplanes
will still be built and sold. The airline breathes a sigh of relief,
their airplanes will not be grounded. The insurers breathe a sigh
of relief, claims take years to settle, especially with an unknown
cause. The engine manufacturers breathe a sigh of relief, their
engines are OK. The government breathes a sigh of relief, the
administration is not embarrassed by lack of oversight and
employment is kept high by making the planes and flying the
passengers around. The passengers scratch their heads and say,
well, you got to trust someone, and if you can't trust the
government, who can you trust?
The crazy guy with the web site sits typing all day long, scanning
photos all day long, responding to email all day long, and
uploading pages to his web site all day long. Web site hit count
goes down and down as interest is lost in old news. No one calls,
no one emails, friends get tired of hearing about the stupid cargo

door thing, family roll their eyes and look at each, he's off again,
try to change the subject, wife says, as she has said for six years,
I don't want to hear about that anymore.
His four year old daughter brings accident report book to web
site guy, opens it up to picture with hole in side of nose and says,
hole, then she picks and points to picture of pieces on ground and
says, pieces, then she points to reconstructed fuselage sequence
and says, airplane, then she points to forward cargo door and
says, door. Web site guys thinks if a four year old can understand
concept of door opening up in flight exposing large hole in nose
which tears off which causes plane to crash into pieces, then
there is hope that others will understand, the doors will be fixed,
planes fly again and life goes on.
Rejuvenated with energy and hope, he shuts down web site and
plays computer game with daughter thinking, this is what's real
and important, not some strangers far away who will hurl out of
their seats into the night to their deaths. Hell, probably some of
them are escaping bank robbers and deserve to die. He and
daughter play video game, forgetting all about stupid forward
cargo door opening in flight thing.
You start to come out of coma. The doctors allow you to be
interviewed. The FBI is chosen to interview first with others
watching on closed circuit TV. You are badly burned, mostly deaf
and blind and a quadriplegic. You communicate to others by
moving a pencil clamped between your teeth and slowly tapping
out your answers, letter by letter, on a computer keyboard which
flashes your answers around the world on the internet.
First, the FBI welcomes you and assures you everything is all
right and the little IRS problems, discrepancies really, that were
discovered when investigating your life have been, well, will be,
taken care of. And they just have a few questions about the cause
of your terrible accident.
What do you remember seeing? they shout loudly so that you can

hear.
You hazily recall a sharp visual image and peck out, "Flying
pieces of metal, moving back and forth."
Ah, says the FBI. What did they look like?
"They moved together, like they had a life of their own," you
tapped, thinking back to the two halves of the door floating and
coming together in the midsection of that loud idiot.
"It was terrible," you typed, unprompted, "they hurt him, oh, they
hurt him, and then they went away."
Hmmmm, said the FBI inside the hospital room.
Hmmmm, said the manufacturer representatives.
Hmmmm, said the insurers.
Hmmmm, said the many involved government agencies.
Hmmmm, said the TV reporters.
How did it happen, they asked the FBI to ask. The FBI asked.
"Everything was normal, I heard a great noise and felt a great
pain, and the plane went down. It was as if something had hit the
plane and cut it in two," you typed.
Hmmmm, went everybody.
Thank you, said the FBI, we'll get back to you on that, here's our
card; if you think off anything else, just give us a call.
You went to sleep as the administered drug took effect.
More days passed. You rested. The web site guy had a new
interest, putting in a brick walkway next to his driveway.
Everyone agreed that was a good interest, so real, so satisfying,
so fulfilling, so non-weird. His wife and friends started talking to
him again.
The manufacturer and airlines and insurers and government
representatives were very busy, however. One day they all got
together in a oiled wood paneled room and asked what can we
live with regarding this plane crash, flight so and so, the exact
number was fading in their memories actually. The amount of
money riding on the cause of the crash was very clear to them. It

was 2.1 billion dollars.
They reviewed the evidence. They had radar blips of a plane
bursting in mid-air. Electrical power was cut suddenly. There was
no real evidence of a bomb and that had been done before
anyway, twice. The weather was fine. The pilots were cool. And
they had an eyewitness account and some found notes in a
passenger's purse. The eyewitness testimony indicated a mid-air
collision with a thinking, controlled object. The tattered note
evidence indicated flying saucers.
It was agreed that the only plausible explanation, based upon
available evidence, that would be acceptable to the innocent
manufacturers of engine and airframe, to the innocent airline, and
to the innocent government agencies was the cause of the crash
to be a mid-air collision with an unidentified flying object or
objects that departed the scene.
The fact that the UFO was not seen on radar was explained that it
was a stealth UFO. The fact that no metal not common to the
crashed airplane was found was explained as aliens have high
technology metals which don't leave traces when they hit
ordinary human made aluminum. The choice of one or more
objects was added so as to appear not too certain of the event but
to give an impression of mature latitude.
Everyone agreed this was fine solution. The manufacturer and
airline could not be held to blame for a mid-air with an invisible
flying saucer, it could happen to anyone. The insurer was elated
because now the liability was limited to a small amount per
passenger instead of a huge amount for negligence. The TV and
other lesser media such as newspapers and magazines loved the
idea knowing ratings would soar as the fake pictures and
reasoned conjectures flooded into the talk shows. The
government was very satisfied because now it could ask for and
receive unlimited extra funding for research into alien defense
mechanisms, hiring more agents, buying more machines, and

being able to cloak much more activity and spending as Top
Secret, Need to Know Only, and not many people needed to
know, that's for sure. In fact, the fewer people that know, the
better, was the motto of the heads of the government agencies as
they submitted their confidential revised funding requests.
The accident report was released. It ignored all aspects of a
mechanical malfunction and emphasized the sudden power loss,
the strength of the airplane, the written evidence, and the
conversation of the only eyewitness. It came to the conclusion
that the probable cause of your crash was a mid-air collision in
the forward cargo hold area with an unidentified flying object/
objects that departed the scene. As an appendix, a recent
scientific discovery of life on Mars was added, just for
information's sake.
You came out of the coma again. Your head was clear. You
researched your accident and several others. You remembered the
conversation of the loud guy talking about similar accidents to
early model Boeing 747s giving similar evidence which now
matched your accident. You remembered the whine of the door
motor and the decompression. You remembered the door halves
coming together and the cam latches being confirmed as being
open by the loud guy. Now you knew what caused the huge plane
to crash and what caused all the others to crash and kill all those
people. You wanted to stop the killing, to stop the crashes, to fix
the doors and to tell the world what had happened and how to fix
it. You knew it could happen again.
You started typing on your computer into the internet after
finding the original, now abandoned, crash web site about doors.
You started the site back up again and typed, "It was the opening
of the forward cargo door in flight that caused my plane to crash.
I felt it. The opening in flight of the forward cargo door is
causing the crashes of early model Boeing 747s. It is all
documented, common sense, reasonable and likely. The problem

can be fixed forever."
You were ignored; you were not believed; you were scorned; you
were rebuffed; you were rejected.
You called a physician known to assist troubled people out of
existence. After the deadly injections, you typed to the world,
"It's true, I am cursed. I know the truth. Goodbye."
You had previously written a code virus to be placed in personal
computers to automatically appear on every anniversary of your
crash date.
The crash anniversary arrived. The virus took effect. The
message displayed to the world: "You won't believe me so now
you will die."
The End
#Comment: When the next 747 crashes...Key word here is
fiction.
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From: barry@corazon.com
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To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: You Won't Believe Me, part 1

More Fiction , Nick, lot more fun than getting facts and writing
objective story...
You Won't Believe Me So Now You Will Die:
Curse to Follow

Fiction by John Barry Smith,
based upon true stories and personal experiences.
1 Sep 96
This is the web site for the fatal crash of the next early model

Boeing 747 to fall from the sky in pieces. The date is anytime
after 1 September 1996 so the actual numbers will have to be
filled in by you. I'll just make some helpful guesses, OK?
The Crash:
Airline: Random, fill in actual.
Type Aircraft: Boeing 747-100 series or Boeing 747-200 series
Flight Number: Random, fill in actual.
Date: Random, fill in actual date after 1 Sep 96
Time: Night takeoff
Flight Mode: Climbing
Altitude: Random, fill in actual.
Speed: About 330 miles per hour or 300 knots calibrated
airspeed.
Fatals: All on board, maybe one survivor.
Passenger List: Place your name here as well as anyone else
likely to be travelling with you.
From: Random, fill in where you took off.
To: Random, fill in where you thought you were going to land.
Where: Over ocean
Radar Information: Radar blips just as destruction starts and
during breakup.
Data Recorder: Abrupt power cut.
Voice Recorder: Short loud sound then silence.
Engine Info: Engine number three foreign object damage.
Wreckage Trails: Two, one for the nose and the other for the rest
of the plane.
Damage starts where: In the forward cargo hold area just forward
of the wing.
Official Cause: Terrorist bomb, or fuel tank explosion, or friendly
fired missile, or... you'll have to help me out here because all I
can think for crash cause is a reasonable, common sense,
mechanical explanation that has happened before, happened now,
and will happen again. But you don't want to hear that

explanation. You will not listen. You will not understand. You
won't believe me and now you will die.
Details of crash: Well, here I'll just have to tell it to you like a
story, like I'm telling it to you personally, like it's totally about
you, OK? I think so. Here we go.
All passengers, including you, were eager to get on board and get
settled into their seats so they stood at the entrance of the
boarding ramp when the flight number was called. The attendant
took their tickets and they moved on board and found their
assigned seats. Some sat in the magic seats which are in rows
eight to twenty eight. Sometimes when passengers sit there they
disappear and are never seen again, even though many people
spend many hours looking for them.
The airplane had over fifty thousand hours flight time amongst
several airlines flying in all conditions in all parts of the world
for twenty five years. It was was maintained to United States
Federal Aviation Regulations standards. These 747s will last
forever, you thought.
You picked a seat selection in the rear because you heard that
was the safest. When a plane crashes and has survivors, they
usually are from the rear, that's the theory, you thought, as you
stuffed your carry on bag under your seat.
You got settled in for the six hour flight from where you are now
to where you are going. A one hour climb, a four hour cruise at
thirty thousand plus feet of altitude, then a one hour descent to
landing and cheated death again, you chuckled to yourself.
The first part of the flight was to pretend you were in a car on the
freeway. OK, buckle up the seat belt, put your seat in its full
upright position and look out the window at all the pretty sights.
You read the crash card in the pocket in the seat back in front of
you and looked at the escape hatches nearby. You wondered what
happens if some crazy person walks over and unlocks that little
escape door. Does it open easy or hard and then what? Oh well,

forget about it, no use worrying about stuff you can't control.
The three person flight crew of the Boeing 747 had finished the
preflight walk around, looking carefully at the outside of the
aircraft for hydraulic leaks, oil leaks, bent metal, open hatches, or
anything else they didn't expect to find. They discovered nothing
unusual.
The baggage handlers had finished their job and had loaded all
the passenger's baggage, full of spare underwear and shoes, into
the three cargo holds. The two aft cargo doors and the forward
cargo door were all closed electrically. The complex system of
lock sectors, cam latches, pull back hooks and door stops had
functioned correctly. There was wear, of course, on the cam and
locking pins. And the door control cable bundle was frayed, of
course, from the many openings and closing of the door. If the
door has to be opened at the last minute for some extra baggage,
then it can be opened mechanically by back driving the sectors
with a ratchet wrench. This sometimes damages the cam sectors
so they appear to be locked but they are not.
On your flight, the door was not opened at the last minute and
back driven mechanically. The frayed wire bundle did not rub
against the metal fuselage. The wear and tear on the metal was
not excessive. On your flight the door closed normally.
The early Boeing 747 fired up its number 1 engine, (all the way
on the left,) then 2, then 3, then 4, (all the way on the right). The
large plane lumbered out to the end of the runway.
Takeoff clearance was given and the pilot pushed the throttles all
the way forward. There was not another fully loaded Boeing 747
on the runway in front of you and you did not collide with it, as
happened before in the number one worst aviation crash ever.
You took off smoothly.
The plane started to climb. A loaded Boeing 747 gains altitude
slowly. You reached 300 knots calibrated airspeed, stabilized,
and started the long climb to cruising altitude.

Now it was time to pretend you were in a cafe chatting with
friends by having some peanuts and a complimentary beverage
but it would be some time before the steward got to your seats in
the rear. The climb continued uneventfully.
You thought ahead to when you would pretend you were in a
movie theater and watch the movie. And then you looked
forward to later when you would pretend to be your bed at home
in your bedroom by leaning back in your seat with a pillow
behind your head and trying to go to sleep.
Already the group in back of you was pretending they were in
the living room back home by talking loudly and laughing at
stories. One woman's voice mentioned she is saving her receipt
for purchased china at the duty free store to avoid taxes, just in
case she is hassled. The receipt says something about buying
saucers.
Ground radar was tracking you two ways: One was by the
ground radar energy beam reflecting off your large metal
airframe and returning to the radar set. Depending on how long
that returned beam took, a distance was determined. The other
way was by sending a radar beam to trigger a box which sent
back another beam to the radar set. Again, by timing and
decoding the signals a distance, an altitude, an airspeed, and
heading could all be determined so that the ground personnel
could direct your plane safely and keep it from colliding with
others.
The flight crew was in communication with the ground
controllers who were issuing orders on what heading to fly, what
altitude to maintain until a certain time, and what codes to put in
the box to be triggered by the ground radar.
The Captain came on the speaker and spoke with that reassuring,
everything is normal, everything is gonna be all right, sit back,
enjoy the flight voice, and he was so glad you could join us here
with this wonderful airline in this wonderful airplane on this

wonderful day. You could just see him with that touch of gray in
his hair, that impeccable uniform, and those steely eyes with a
glint of friendliness, if you just got to know him.
During the climb you half listened to the loud conversation in
back of you. One voice grated. This guy, obviously an idiot with
an annoying voice, was complaining how he thought this flight
was going to be on a different airplane but they substituted this
early model Boeing 747 at the last moment because of
unexpected passenger loads.
You thought, that's right, Jack, airlines have to make money too,
you know, and if this plane makes more money than the other
one, then this is the plane to fly in; no profit, no flying at all.
Wake up, dummy, and join the real world.
The guy in back wouldn't shut up as he went on about a series of
similar crashes that were attributed to bombs, or fire, or
something, but he knew, and nobody else knew, that the causes
were really a forward cargo door popping open, being torn off in
the wind exposing a large hole in the nose, the nose tearing off,
and the plane crashing, killing everyone, on airplanes similar to
this one.
Then why are you flying, you idiot, you thought, and why are
you the only idiot to know about it. The guy answered as if
reading your thoughts, his wife had a credit card that gave a mile
for every dollar she charged and enough miles had accumulated
for a free flight somewhere. He said he thought a dollar meant a
mile which meant a mile, but a mile meant a tenth of a mile and
he hated to be lied to right off the bat by the people into whose
hands he was putting his life.
What the hell is that guy talking about, you thought. Where are
earplugs when you need them. And wasn't it against the law to
talk about blowing up airplanes?
The guy went on, I refused to let her or my daughter fly in these
dangerous planes so I took the flight, just because I love flying

and have been flying for years. It's my life.
You mean you have one, news to me, you giggled to your self.
Yeah, nobody believes me, the loud guy said to the others which
you hoped were pretending to be sleepy and closing their eyes so
that maybe he would shut up. Yeah, even though I've written to
the President about his airplane, Air Force One, which is an early
747, the FBI, who wants bomb information and not mechanical
details, the NTSB, the FAA, the news people, and, of course, my
friends who got spooked about the President and the FBI and
stopped talking to me along with the government agencies who
ignored me.
Get a clue, idiot, you thought, does being ignored tell you
anything, like right now when nobody is replying to you.
Well, life is tough out there and you just have to take your
chances with an act of God once in a lifetime, wrong place at the
wrong time event, said one new female voice.
Oh, no, don't encourage him, you thought.
The loud idiot said that finally he figured that since nobody
agreed with him over the years, that maybe he was wrong and
what the hell, the risk was small anyway, and if you can't trust
your pilot, your manufacturer and your government, who can you
trust.
Exactly right, you idiot, now shut up. You thought again about
putting some earplugs in because the last thing you wanted to
think about, as you listened to the reassuring steady whine of the
huge four jet engines carrying you three hundred and thirty miles
an hour through the night air, was airplane crashes. Give me a
break, you thought, I've got enough to worry about without
thinking about things I have no control over. Maybe I'll order a
drink and pretend I'm at my favorite bar with my buddies
watching football. You pushed the overhead button to get the
attention of the steward but realized that the steward had two
hundred people to give beverages to before he got to you so you

just lay back and took a deep breath and relaxed. And the button
didn't make the light come on anyway, it was broken, but no
problem. It was trivial.
But it made you think, how many pieces was this plane made of?
How many didn't work? If the story were true about a structural
defect in Boeing 747s, you thought, why did the manufacturer
not do something about it? Why did not the government
transportation agencies investigate it and find out the real cause?
Why did not the TV and radio and newspapers write about it? It
must be bull, some nut with a strange story just to get attention.
But...but...but..you thought back to the crashes and remembered
thinking, they can't all be bombs, and in your experience, the
simplest, ordinary, cause of an event is usually the correct
explanation, not the weird ones that make good movies.
So you thought about airplane movies, they did always have a
crash in them someplace, didn't they? But usually someone lived
and you always expected that someone would be you, didn't you?
The plane lumbered on, gaining altitude as the fuel burned off,
the speed stayed the same, and the excess thrust was converted to
lift.
There was no bomb aboard. There were no explosives stored in
the baggage compartment. No one was on a boat aiming a
missile at you. There were no fires in the lavatory about to be
started by a smoker. The engines were running perfectly. The
crew was not asleep or drunk. The ground control personnel had
normal working equipment with good power backup as they
watched you on radar and talked to you on high powered radio
transmitters. There was no crazy hijacker on board. There were
no mountains ahead higher than you were. You were not lost.
The flight controls were responding correctly to pilot inputs.
There were no corroded metal panels about to part. Everything
was working normally; everything looked normal, everything
sounded normal. The pilot keyed the mike to tell the ground that

everything was normal.
But of course, everything was not normal. For some reason, and I
don't know the reason, and if I don't know the reason, then I
know you don't know the reason because I'm telling this story,
the forward lower lobe cargo door motor was powered up and
started to whine. The motor moved the door locks and cams to
the open position. Why? Who knows? It could have been one of
lots of reasons: faulty electrical short, defective lock mechanism,
door not shut properly, wear and tear, maybe an incorrect open
signal sent to door control system by interacting avionics
transmitters located behind nose wheel; who knows? Who cares?
Well, you care because as the door cracked open in the fast
moving air flow the higher pressure air inside the cargo
compartment pushed the door open quickly into the low pressure
outside air. The right side cargo door instantly flew up and out on
its upper piano hinges, hit the fuselage in front of the wing, broke
in two and the lower half flew off into space reflecting ground
radar beams as it went. It also reflected the sun which was barely
seen above the horizon at your altitude. The sunlight reflected off
the spinning shiny metal door and appeared as a streak to viewers
on the ground far away as it fell. The upper half of the forward
cargo door remained attached to the hinges and tore off a large
piece of fuselage skin above the door and flew off into space
reflecting ground radar beams as it went into space. These pieces
later landed closest to the door opening event because they left
first and fell first.
The door being cracked open and being torn away happened so
fast that the huge hole opened up in the nose before anybody
realized it. The high pressure air in the now open cargo
compartment rushed out in an explosive force to equalize with
the low outside pressure air. This rushing noise was loud and was
heard as a loud sound, or bang, or thump on the cockpit voice
recorder. Baggage from the cargo compartment was pushed

outside into the engine intake airstream which was being sucked
into the huge 40000 pound thrust engine number three, the
inboard engine on the starboard side. The hi-bypass jet engine
sucked in the plastic, metal, and wood baggage. The foreign
objects hit the high speed revolving turbine blades and were cut
up and passed through to the burner section which cremated the
small items. The metal objects blunted the leading edge of the
turbine blades which rubbed against the intake and started a
disintegration process inside the engine which led to excessive
vibration which would shortly lead the engine to detach from the
pylon and airframe and land separately from the other engines.
The floor beams buckled downward as the high pressure air in
the now open passenger compartment pushed the beams down
into the now low pressure cargo compartment.
The large hole above the cargo hold and passenger compartment
allowed carry on baggage, metal carts, and humans to be pushed
out into the fast moving airstream and to be sucked into the
number three engine which was vibrating badly but still powerful
enough to ingest foreign objects and mulch them up, burn them
up, and spit them out. At least ten passengers in the magic seats
in rows eight to twenty eight were pushed from their seats into
the airstream to be sucked into the intakes and were ground up,
mashed, and burnt to small particles which were exhausted into
the thin air to drift away on the winds.
As this was going on, you were peacefully thinking about
airplane movies having crashes and someone usually lives and
that someone would be you. That's what you were thinking one
half second ago, and that's what you were thinking as the door
popped open and pressure changes started happening.
Continued in Part Two.
From: MOS Newsdesk - MS/NOV
<msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk>

Date: September 4, 1996 12:51:00 PM PDT
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Fiction story about TWA 800

From: Nick fielding
To: Barry
3 September
Dear Barry,
many thanks for your latest missive. I continue to read you web
site and
continue to keep an open mind on the whole question. I thought
you might be
interested to know about a book which is due out in October. It is
written
by someone I know very well:
It's by Nicholas Faith and is called 'Black Box - The Air Crash
Detectives'.
The publisher is Boxtree. I don't know if it will have a US
launch, but if
you have any difficulties getting a copy I will forward one to
you. The
blurb says it is an exploration of the work of air crash
investigators in
unfolding the circumstances surrounding international aviation
disasters.
Please keep in touch.
Best wishes,
Nick

---------From: barry
To: msnews
Subject: Fiction story about TWA 800
Date: 02 September 1996 10:42

Nick, Fiction story, there's another on the web site at
fictionbelieveme.html
#
Plane Crash Investigation
Fiction by John Barry Smith
1 Sep 1996
There was once a plane crash. It was terrible. Many children,
boys, girls,
men and women died terribly by being burnt, smashed, cut, and
suffocated.
Their families and friends cried when they found out. Everyone
was sad and
upset. It was a mystery why the plane crashed.
Everyone said, "Find out why the plane crashed."
So they did. Here's how they found out how the plane crashed.
The government established an agency composed of experts to
investigate the
circumstances and events leading to, during, and after the crash.
The
government agency, called the National Transportation Safety
Board, or the
NTSB, appointed a person to oversee the Board. He was called
the Appointee.
He believed that his Administration oversaw the safest aviation
transportation system in the world. And he was right.

The Appointee went to the scene of the crash. It was a mess;
bodies and
pieces of plane were everywhere. The NTSB took charge and
organized teams
to recover the pieces of the bodies and the plane. The pieces of
bodies
went in one direction and the pieces of plane to another where it
was put
back together. The bodies were not put back together, or they
were, I'm not
sure about that.
The NTSB had an investigator, called the Investigator, but
needed more
help; like most government agencies they were underfunded and
understaffed.
No government agency ever has enough funds or staff, that's why
they are
called government agencies. The Investigator believed that he
investigated
aircraft accidents fairly and comprehensively. And he was right.
The NTSB Appointee asked the company who made the airplane
if they would
send someone over to help discover why his airplane crashed and
killed all
these people. The airplane maker said, sure, here he is, you can
call him
the manufacturer's representative; we can call him the Maker.
The Maker
went to the crash site to help the NTSB. He believed his airplane
to be the
strongest, safest airplane in the world. And he was right.
Everybody had ideas why the plane crashed. The most exciting
ones were the

most talked about, of course. What is the most exciting one you
can think
of? Boom? Yes! A bomb goes boom in a boom box is an exciting
idea. But,
it's been done before, so this time, bomb go boom in a boom box
was not
accepted right away. But maybe an exciting rocket powered
missile could
have hit the airplane? Maybe! So the Government agency
involved with
missile attacks by foreigners, the Federal Bureau of Bomb
Investigation,
was brought into the mystery. The FBBI assigned an agent, the
Agent, who
believed that he conducted investigations that were complete and
based on
fact. And he was right.
He initially wanted to find a bomb but if he couldn't get that, he
would
settle for a missile; so they started examining every piece of the
airplane
for explosive residue. Residue is something very small, invisible
trace
usually, which is found on something very small, a fragment
actually.
Explosive residue can be found around a child's cap gun or a
nuclear
explosion so if the residue is found, the conclusion can be very
flexible
and be made to fit whoever makes the discovery. So everyone
worked very
hard to find explosive residue. And they found some! But there
was nothing

around the residue that looked like an explosion had hit it so the
residue
stood alone waiting.
The NTSB Appointee, his Investigator, the Maker, and the FBBI
Agent were
all at the hangar where the pieces of the plane were being put
back
together one day. They stood around. They each had a cup of
coffee in a cup
with their agency logo on it which matched their windbreakers.
They were
sharp.
"How about them 'Niners," one of them said, "think they got a
chance
'gainst Dallas this year?"
"No," the Agent replied.
"How's the investigation going?" asked the Investigator.
"Wait a minute, that's my question," said the Appointee.
"Well, I can ask that question, too," said the Agent.
"Yeah, me too," said the Maker.
"OK, OK, everybody can share and ask the question, how's the
investigation
going?" said the Appointee.
"What investigation," said the agent, and they all laughed. They
got along
awfully nice together.
"Well, the plane came apart in the air. The nose separated first
and fell
forming a debris trail. The rest of the airplane fell and exploded
later
forming its own debris trail," said the Maker.
"We haven't found any conclusive evidence of a bomb or missile
or any

hostile action against the plane," said the Agent.
"We reviewed the paper history of the plane and discovered it is
an early
model Boeing 747 and has over fifty thousand hours of flight
time with
several airlines flying all over the world in all types of
conditions.
There are also two Airworthiness Directives against the only item
in front
of the wing near where the destruction occurred on the right side
which
caused the nose to come off: the forward cargo door," said the
Investigator.
An Airworthiness Directive is an order to the airline from the
Federal
Aviation Authority that a very dangerous condition exists and if
the
instructions in the Airworthiness Directive are not followed
exactly, the
aircraft is not permitted to fly. The forward cargo door had two
Airworthiness Directives based upon previous events in which
passengers
were killed because of the door malfunctioning and opening in
flight.
"The people are trusting us to find out what's wrong. They are
continuing
to fly in this type aircraft. I have consoled the victim's families.
We
will give daily press briefings and keep the public fully informed
of all
our discoveries regardless how trivial we think they may be now.
I've asked
for help from the public, has anyone received any help?" asked

the
Appointee.
"Yes, I have," said the Investigator.
"What was the help," asked the Appointee.
"An informed member of the public, who has vast experience in
many aspects
of aviation, suggested I visit his web site which has a hundred
pages of
documented evidence linking three crashes of similar type
aircraft to this
crash. The linking evidence is solid. He said to compare this
crash to
another which is similar and had a solution. The conclusion is
that the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door is tearing off
leaving a big
hole which causes the whole nose to come off. I reviewed the
pages and they
are legitimate extracts from government reports. The member of
the public
said he was granting our request for help and suggested we rule
out the
cargo door right away," the Investigator concluded.
"Well, that was very nice of the public," said the agent, "what a
nice guy."
"That's very interesting," said the Maker, "let me check out that
theory,
where is the cargo door?"
"Over there," said the Agent who had previously checked it for
explosive
residue and found none even though a large explosion was
suspected in the
vicinity. The Maker walked over to the pieces of the door.

"What's the address of the web site," asked the Appointee, "I'd
like to
peruse the pages."
"http://www.corazon.com" said the Investigator, "and his email
address is
barry@corazon.com."
The Appointee went over to a nearby computer, went on the
internet, booted
up a web browser, put in URL address, and started reading the
pages.
The Investigator asked the Agent, "Can you get us copies of the
other
accident reports although they belong to foreign countries."
"Can do easy, GI," said the agent and immediately picked out the
small
cellular phone from his coat and made a call. The logo of his
agency was on
the back of the phone and matched his coffee cup and
windbreaker. He was
sharp.
The Agent called some other agents who called some people who
obtained the
files and faxed them to the Agent in the hangar. "Yeah, getting
confidential files from a foreign government quickly, piece of
cake," the
Agent mumbled under his breath.
"Hey this is great," said the Investigator, as the faxes came
across. "Look
at the evidence of voice recorder, radar information, destruction
sequence,
engine evidence, body pathology, and aircraft reconstruction, it
all
matches! And the one crash that we definitely know was a cargo

door has
matching evidence to the mostly mysterious ones."
"Who said the one sure cause was a cargo door?" asked the
Agent.
"Me," said the Investigator, "I did that crash and it was the door
opening
in flight, we found the door, it was unlocked, all the evidence is
correct."
"Hey this is great! This is very interesting," said the Appointee
while
reading the one hundred pages of the crash web site. "All the
evidence
matches. There is a link of cargo door opening to all these
crashes. We
should check this out."
Just then a loud shout went up over by the cargo door
reconstruction area.
The Appointee, the Agent, and the Investigator all looked over at
the Maker
who was jumping up and down shouting, "Come over here, come
over here, I've
found it, I've found it!"
Now, everybody reading this story, relax, don't panic, everything
is going
to be all right. This is just a story and not real life. We'll take a
little break here to rest our brains.
Look around, you're still safe, you understand most of what your
reading,
and it's easy to just read words. To review: A terrible thing
happened. The
government is going to find out what happened so that it does not
happen
again. This is how they do it. Everything is organized before the

terrible
thing happens so that the truth will come out quickly and you can
quit
worrying. The four concerned parties were the Maker, the
Investigator, the
Agent, and the Appointee. The people who actually flew in the
airplane and
died in the airplane, the Pilot and the Passenger, were not
concerned, not
represented, and thus were not included. They would probably
get too
emotional, anyway.
"Over here, over here," shouted the Maker, "I've found it!"
The Appointee, the Agent, and the Investigator rushed over the to
Maker who
was kneeling next to the forward cargo door pieces.
"Look at this," said the Maker, pointing to the cam locks, the cam
sectors,
the locking pins, the door control wire bundle and the edges of
the broken
door. "Yes it's all here," said the Maker, "here is the locked lock
sectors, the unlocked cam sectors, the worn metal cams and
locking pins,
the frayed wire bundle, and the broken pieces of door."
"What's it mean?" asked the Agent.
"It means that the door looked locked but wasn't fully latched.
The metal
is worn from constant use. The frayed wire bundle sent a
erroneous signal
to the door to open. The door opened up and outward into the
slipstream and
broke in half right here," said the Maker, pointing to the broken
door

halves.
"You know, I was right all along," continued the Maker, "my first
airplane
of this type did not have a door like this, only later was it added
at the
airlines insistence. And then later we changed the door so that it
opens
inward and upward so that if the door opens accidentally in flight
the
inside pressure will keep it closed and it will not tear off a large
piece
of nose skin which leads to the whole nose tearing off and
crashing the
airplane. See, we learn from our mistakes," finished the Maker,
contentedly.
"Ah," said the Investigator, "this new crashed door matches the
old crashed
doors which match the known cause of door opening crash. It
definitely is
the door opening which caused the crash," finished the
Investigator,
contentedly.
"And look," said the Agent, "the floor beams are bent and
fractured in the
same way as a door opening event and not the opposite way as in
an
explosive event. It definitely was not a bomb but a door opening
which
caused this crash," said the Agent, contentedly.
They had found out the cause of their crash. They had done their
job. They
had earned their pay. They had fulfilled their years of education,
striving, and experience. By teamwork, preparation and patience,

they had
unraveled a mystery. They all reached into their coat pockets for
their
cellular phones to make the calls to their bosses.
The Maker called his home office and spoke to the Chief
Executive Officer.
The Maker explained the door mechanical problem and how to
fix it. The CEO
told the Maker he would talk with the Board of Directors and get
back to
him. The Maker hung up satisfied with a job well done.
The Agent had called his Director and explained the discovery of
the door
problem. The Director had told the Agent he would talk with the
Attorney
General and get back to him. The Agent hung up satisfied with a
job well
done.
The Investigator called his family and told them of the door
discovery. His
family said they would talk with his buddies and would get back
to him. The
Investigator hung up satisfied with a job well done.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 2, 1996 10:45:22 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: More!

This is a page on web site for everyone who clicks on it..
#Open Letter to Disbelievers of the Open Cargo Door Theory of
Early Model 747 Aircraft Destruction:
Well fuck you; can we get past the "If I like you, I'll believe

you," bullshit? Of course you don't like me; I'm telling you an
unpleasant truth. I know you would rather hear pleasant lies, you
demand them all day long.
Disbelieve me? Fine, now go die.
The unpleasant truth I'm telling you is that forward cargo doors
are opening in flight on certain Boeing 747s leading to aircraft
destruction and the killing of all aboard. That's where you come
in, the dying part. Do you fly? Do any of the people you love fly?
Do any important things in your life arrive by air? Well, if they
do, pay attention; if not, then hey, go someplace else if you want,
you are not involved here. Well, unless you are a US Citizen, or
live in the Northwest USA, or work in US government agencies,
or work in TV; then you do come into the picture after all.
Although your real life is not on the line, your administrative life
of jobs, promotions, careers, money, and retirement is.
The pleasant lie you would like to hear is this: Everything is fine,
everything is going to be OK, our number one balance of
positive payments aircraft manufacturer, Boeing, makes strong
airplanes that don't come apart in the air, and if they did, Boeing
would soon find the cause and fix it, and if Boeing didn't, your
US government oversight and investigative agencies such as the
FAA and NTSB would soon discover the cause and fix it, and if
the government didn't, the media of TV newsmagazines and
newspapers would soon discover the cause and public outcry
would soon fix the problem, and if media didn't, then some
charming, cool guy member of the public would create a web site
on the internet and publish a hundred pages of documented
evidence supporting the hypothesis and then, based upon
research, experience, and education, write convincing
conclusions that would lead the appropriate people to the
problem and they would soon fix it, and everything would again
be OK. No more problems. We're gonna live forever. I love you,
you love me, we're a happy family.

Would that it were so. So why don't you believe me when I say
that forward cargo doors are opening in flight on early model
Boeing 747s leading to destruction of aircraft and the killing of
all aboard, leaving similar evidence? Do you not believe me
because I am not white? Do you not trust a black, or yellow, or
brown, or red person when it comes to technical details? Do you
not believe me because I am not a man? Do you not trust a
woman when it comes to machines? Do you not believe me
because I make spelling and grammar errors? You doan truss me,
zat it? Do you not believe me because I use swear words? Well,
fuck you.
There has to be some reason why you don't believe me when I
tell you that right side forward cargo doors are opening in flight
on early model Boeing 747s leading to the destruction of aircraft
and the killing of all aboard. I don't know what the reason is. I've
tried everything.
On the emotional side, I have been humble, arrogant, rude,
polite, sad, pathetic, bitter, and ironic. I've used swear words in
the belief that shock may penetrate your violence numbed brain.
You may figure if a person really cared about something that
person will swear about it. So I did. I kept on talking about cargo
doors long after I knew nobody wanted to hear another word
because I figured you believed that if someone really cared about
something they would pursue the issue and continue to speak out.
So I did. I begged officials to do something very specific which I
detailed because I figured you believed that if someone really
cared about something, they would swallow their pride and beg.
So I did.
Nothing worked, still disbelieved.
On the factual side, I have researched news reports, obtained
government documents, interviewed witnesses, scanned pages,
quoted officials, and laid out three official government accident
reports. After reviewing everything, very conservative

conclusions based upon common sense reasoning backed up by
established facts were stated, open to rebuttal and discussion
with easily available feedback to me.
Once the outline of the events was established, the information
was made available to the world via the internet. Then I went on
the radio to talk about theory. Then I emailed various newspapers
with information and reference to the growing but now one
hundred page web site. I called television stations. Large cable
news networks were informed of the crash theory. I volunteered
interviews.
Nothing worked, still disbelieved.
Alerts were sent to the President of the United States, the Chief
of Staff, my congressman, a senator involved in transportation
matters, Boeing Aircraft, Trans World Airlines, and an
investigator on the scene of the latest accident.
Nothing worked, still disbelieved.
I granted the requests from government agencies for public help
by emailing extensive information to the FBI, the FAA, the
NTSB, and the US Air Force.
Nothing worked, still disbelieved.
On the personal side, friends stopped communicating with me.
That loss was replaced with an extensive email dialogue being
conducted with dozens of interested email correspondents from
Scotland, New Zealand, UK, Canada, Hungary, and all over the
United States.
On the money side, I paid for it all. No one gave me any money.
You see, silly disbeliever, if you don't believe me, I don't lose any
money; if you believe me, I don't get any money. There's no
money in it for me depending on what you believe. So the truth
of my theory is not dependent on money for me or money from
you. You don't pay more money for a true theory or a false
theory. Money does not bias me nor you towards determining
truth.

If you believe me, you don't have to like me, or dislike me. Your
emotional reaction to me is independent to the truth of the theory.
You have no friend bias towards me. Men and women are not
going to want to be near me because the theory is true or not. I
will not be more sexy if the theory is true. Sex does not bias you
nor me towards determining truth .
Power...power, power! Yes, I have power bias that may affect the
determination of truth. I want the power to stop children from
spinning to their deaths out of the airplane seat they were sitting
in reading about Peter Cottontail saying as they go down,
"What's happening, Daddy, what's wrong?"
I want the power to stop death. I stop death by preventing planes
with people on board from disintegrating inflight and crashing. I
prevent aircraft disintegration by preventing the nose of the early
model Boeing 747 from being torn off in flight. I prevent the
nose of the plane from being torn off in flight by preventing the
formation of a huge hole in the right side of the nose of the early
model Boeing 747. I prevent the huge hole from appearing on the
right side of the early model Boeing 747 by preventing the
fuselage skin and cargo door from peeling back and away. I
prevent the fuselage skin and cargo door from peeling back and
away on the nose of the early model Boeing 747 by preventing
the forward cargo door from opening up and outward on its top
hinges into the fast moving slipstream. I prevent the cargo door
from opening by welding the son of a bitch shut.
I would find out why the forward cargo door opened in flight
causing a huge hole in the right side of the forward fuselage
which tore off the nose of the early model Boeing 747 which led
to the crash of the airplane which resulted in the deaths of
children reading about Peter Rabbit by ruling out or ruling in
many possibilities of inadvertent door openings.
I want the power to ground early model Boeing 747s for an hour
or so while the forward cargo hold door is welded shut. Then no

mysterious event started in forward cargo area can happen. Then
the reasons for the door openings can be investigated without
fear and many of the potential causes ruled out or in.
I would put an early model Boeing 747 up on jacks, get the
engines running, and send high powered radio transmissions to
the airplane and have the airplane reply back with high powered
radio transmissions while changing transponder code
transmissions. Maybe the door will crack open or not.
If not, then on to the next possibility that causes forward cargo
door to open inadvertently, frayed wires, then to the next
possibility, improperly latched, then the next and the next and the
next until the mystery was solved.
And after the doors were welded shut and the cause of the
inadvertent openings determined and fixed, then I would shut up
and go away and stop emailing, and stop scanning, and stop
researching old newspaper articles, and stop uploading files to a
web server, and stop talking on the telephone, and stop writing
letters, and stop staring at the ceiling thinking about the
relationship between physical reality and wishful thinking to
truth.
As it stands now, as long as you disbelieve me, you have
confused wishful thinking and truth. Everything is not OK.
I could be wrong asking to be believed; you could be right to
disbelieve me. It's your call. I would hope that your reaction to
the messenger does not affect your ability to judge the truth of
the message. It probably does though. General Custer probably
didn't like the cut of his scout's buckskins when the scout came
back and said to the General, "There's thirty five hundred angry
Native Americans over that hill, General, Sir." The General
replied, "Uh, I don't think so, scout, and go wash your
buckskins." Well, disregard me and disregard the scout at your
own peril.
I could still be wrong about the cargo door theory. You could still

be right about your theory. If I'm wrong, hey, it was all a dream, I
don't know what I was thinking about, just kidding, sorry for the
inconvenience, hope I didn't startle you, no, really.
Another thing occurred to me, you dumb fuck, is that you may
not have the education to make an informed opinion. Or too
stupid to figure it out. You may not know about low pressure air
and high pressure air, about high altitude air, or high speed air, or
weight and force of air, or deceleration, or radar principles, or
electrical principles, or metal wear and tear. You may not know
about the suction and exhaust power of huge jet engines, or how
it is to work on a noisy, busy, dangerous, cold ramp when tired,
or how companies and government agencies are composed of
humans who make mistakes like everyone else.
So maybe, Mr. Disbeliever, you don't believe me because you are
mentally not capable of putting two and two together. Maybe,
Ms. Disbeliever, you are not physically capable of sitting down
and reading for twenty minutes straight without your mind
wandering off.
If that is the case, Mr. and Ms. Disbeliever, it is never too late.
You can still learn about why early model Boeing 747s are
mysteriously disintegrating inflight leaving similar evidence
trails that lead to the reasoned opinion that the right side forward
cargo door is inadvertently opening in flight tearing off skin and
leading to the nose being severed resulting in aircraft destruction
and the death of all aboard. One way to learn is to go to the web
site at http://corazon.com and read about it. If you have questions
you can email the author or do research yourself. Regardless,
make up your own opinion based on facts presented in the web
site or elsewhere.
Or not. There's a lot more interesting stuff going on in the world
than some old door opening on some old airplane, that's for sure.
How 'bout them 'Niners, think they got a chance 'gainst Dallas
this year?

No. So my thought process goes on and on about disbelievers. I
think about Galileo working in his garden under house arrest
because he said that the earth went around the sun and not the
other way around. Did the ruling power of the time, the Church,
believe that in fact he was right but that the knowledge must be
concealed?
No, the Church didn't care one way or the other, they just wanted
the status quo to remain the status quo. No rocking the boat, and
changing the movements of the stars and planets was rocking the
boat. But truth will out, that's the theory.
The powers, today the government and private industry, want the
status quo because they may have a better understanding of the
citizens than I do. They may correctly assess the mental state of
citizens as stupid, scared and lazy: Too stupid to figure out
something that affects their very lives, too scared to ask
questions, and too lazy to change, and therefore needing
protection, and soothing, and reassurance. Lies will do nicely;
they will never know the difference.
The citizens...that's you, Mister and Miss Stupid, Scared, and
Lazy. Maybe you deserve to die falling to your deaths caused by
something you could have, should have, would have fixed, but
didn't because you are too stupid to figure out what happens
when a large door opens up on a fast moving airplane, too scared
to question authority who gives nonsense explanations, and too
lazy to think actively instead of passively.
But you've got emotions; every animal has them. That's why you
dwell on the swear words and pass by the facts; that's why you
remember the insult and forget the reasoning; that's why you
reject the begging and don't challenge the conclusions.
It's hard to learn. It's easy to hate. You're just like everyone else.
Almost everyone else.
Not me. I learned and I'm trying very hard not to hate.
There is no conspiracy to conceal the door openings. There is no

plot to hide the door openings. There is no coverup of the door
openings. How can that be? How can so many smart, honest,
educated people be wrong?
Easy, and here's how.
Well, get comfortable in a safe surrounding, I'll talk very basic so
you can understand, and all you have to do is read this little story.
Here we go.
(Continued on page fictionplanecrashinvest.html)
#Comment: Try anything short of violence to get idea heard.
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 2, 1996 10:42:15 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: No Now You Will Die, Part Two

You Won't Believe Me So Now You Will Die:
Curse to Follow

Fiction by John Barry Smith,
based upon true stories and personal experiences.
1 Sep 96
Part Two
As this was going on, you were peacefully thinking about
airplane movies having crashes and someone usually lives and
that someone would be you. That's what you were thinking one
half second ago, and that's what you were thinking as the door

popped open and pressure changes started happening.
The now nine foot by thirteen foot hole in the right side of the
nose of the early model Boeing 747 allowed the three hundred
and thirty miles per hours air pressure into the slashed open
cargo compartment. The heavy volume of fast moving air
pressed against the bent and fractured floor beams. The fuselage
skin on the other side of the nose blew out. The beams broke.
The entire nose forward of the wing came off. The power cables
and information cables were severed at the nerve center behind
the nose wheel. The nose fell down disintegrating as it went and
formed its own debris trail very close to the event because it left
before the wings and tail and the rest of fuselage.
As the nose fell, the flight crew inside was pushing buttons and
calling for help but all the power had been instantly cut as the
nose separated from the rest of the airplane.
Now you were aware something was going on because your
eardrums exploded. The normal air pressure in the middle ear
cavity behind the eardrum pushed out into the now low pressure
of your ear canals which were open to the now low pressure of
the passenger compartment. It felt as if your brain exploded. It
hadn't, that should come later. What happened to you would be
called, at the pathologist's report, baro-trauma, or bilateral
tympanic membrane rupture.
The now headless aircraft, which had been going three hundred
and thirty miles per hour, was no longer aerodynamic and slowed
to one hundred miles per hour in a few seconds. Full soda cans
flew forward and impacted in the seat backs making strange
holes. You were pressed into the seat in front of you in a
whiplash. Many of the people around you died by breaking their
necks. But you were in the rear of the plane and tightly belted so
did not die, just stunned.
The aircraft carcass descended and picked up speed again. The
fuselage started to disintegrate, the wings started to disintegrate,

and the tail started to disintegrate. Forty thousand gallons of fuel
was vaporized and surrounded the falling debris. It was about to
be ignited by the hot exhaust of one of the remaining three
engines still running at full power but spooling down from
disrupted airflow and fuel supply.
Inside the disintegrating fuselage cabin the rush of air mixed
with the screams of the remaining living passengers. One of
those was you and another was the loud guy.
All you could think of was reaching under your seat and taking
out your carry on bag because you knew you had a parachute
there. You had never sky dived but a friend did and had asked
you to buy a harness and parachute for him and bring it back. He
had already paid you for the just packed and ready to go
parachute. It was red and white and blue and real pretty.
You reached down, pulled out your carry on bag, pulled out the
chute, unstrapped the seat belt, put on attached harness and
chute, and started to get up to open the escape hatch to jump out.
The noise and pain were deafening and excruciating.
The loud guy saw you and grabbed hold of your leg and wouldn't
let go.
"Take me with you," he screamed.
Yeah, right, you thought, I've never jumped out of a plane before,
my parachute has never been tested before, I don't know how
much weight the chute can handle, I'm scared and in pain, there's
a smell of gas in the air, dead bodies are everywhere, and you
want me to take you with me, risking my life even more than it is
now. And I don't even like you, you son of bitch, this is probably
all your fault. If you hadn't talked about airplane crashes in early
Boeing 747s giving similar accident evidence when the cargo
door opens up in flight, this never would have happened.
So you hit the loud guy in the face with your elbow; he fell back,
you looked at his face and he was mouthing words which looked
like, "I give you a curse, you are cursed, I curse you."

Ha, you thought, that's all I need, like I'm not cursed now. You
reached an emergency exit and just as you were about to open it,
the whole side of the fuselage peeled away and everyone near
you, including the loud guy, floated out into dusk lit space.
On the ground the radar operators noticed a sudden strange blip
that flew away and that all of a sudden many primary, skin paint
radar blips appeared where your plane was supposed to be and
the secondary radar transponder replies had stopped. They called
the crew but got no response. So they called air sea rescue and
gave the location of last position before communications and
radar contact were lost.
You and the loud guy fell together through the sky amongst all
the debris and fuel vapor. You looked over and dimly saw, in the
waning sunlight, two halves of a door weaving back and forth
like frisbees. The door halves came toward you and just as they
approached, they veered and came together in the middle of the
loud guy. You could see his head on the top half of his body look
down and then look up at you. He strangely grinned and mouthed
some words. They looked like: "The cam lock sectors are in the
unlocked position but the locks are in the locked position. I was
right, it was the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight that causes crashes of early model Boeing 747s giving
similar destruction evidence. And it happened to us!"
With that the loud guy and door separated into two pieces and
floated away and floated away, finally.
You pulled the ripcord and the drogue chute opened up and
pulled the main chute out to inflate in the rushing air.
Just then one of the three hot jet engines ignited the fuel vapor
and the entire remaining fuselage and wing and tail erupted into a
huge fireball seen for miles around.
But you were mostly above the fireball. That is, the chute was
above the fireball, you weren't. The burning fuel vapor expanded
and just reached you as you had slowed your descent with the

open parachute. The fire burnt all your clothes off, and melted
the polyester material in your shirts, socks, pants, and underwear
into your skin, like a permanent tattoo.
But the main chute was intact. Then minute pieces of debris blew
in your eyes and partially blinded you. Other pieces of debris
were spinning around like razor blades and a few pieces flew by
and cut several of the lines connecting you to the parachute. Your
velocity increased because of the decreased lift provided by the
chute.
Everything was under you now. The nose had since landed and
formed its own debris trail. The rest of the aircraft was falling
into the water forming its own debris trail. The flight data
recorders had fallen into the water and were transmitting a
homing signal for the searchers and investigators to find. The
engines had landed, some with foreign object damage and debris
still inside the burn chambers. The radar blips were fading from
the ground radar screens. The fire had gone out. Many parts of
passenger bodies were floating on the water after they had hit and
exploded like a water balloon thrown from a rooftop ten
thousand feet high onto a hot driveway.
It was just you coming down, injured, in pain, disfigured, in a
damaged parachute too fast to survive.
But, as luck would have it, as you predicted, someone usually
survives in airplane crash movies and you figured it would be
you. Just under you was an island with a big volcano on it. The
volcano was so high that snow would fall and remain all year
long. A tall tree stood over a very deep snowbank which angled
downward towards the sea.
You couldn't see much because you were blinded, but you felt
your still rapidly descending body hit the branches of the tree
which slowed you down, although breaking your back, and then
you felt yourself land into the soft deep snow which slowed you
down, although breaking your neck, and then you felt yourself

sliding and sliding and sliding down the hill, slowing all the time
until you came to a stop.
You looked up. You couldn't move, in severe pain, deaf and
blind, but you were alive. Ha, you thought, I fooled you. You
can't kill me. You did wonder though, what was the curse that the
loud guy had given you.
You passed out. A local scientific team had seen you, found you,
called for helicopter rescue, and sent you to a hospital where you
went into surgery and coma for six weeks.
During the six weeks this is what happened.
The search was immediately started to retrieve the flight data
recorders. Radar tapes were reviewed. A strange radar blip before
the destruction started was reviewed over and over again and
dismissed as an anomaly. The streak was dismissed as eye
witness exaggeration. The radar blips recorded during the
complete destruction were tracked to the sea and the search area
was defined. Searchers found debris and floating bodies.
The FBI was called in to investigate because Boeing 747s just
don't fall out of the sky. The FBI assigned five hundred agents to
the investigation. They started investigating all passengers who
had flown on the destroyed aircraft and all passengers who had
flown on the plane the flight before. Many suspicious persons
were discovered and issued subpoenas to appear before a judge
to answer questions and present records or be held in contempt of
court and go to jail. The FBI asked the Treasury Department to
assign agents of the Alcohol Tobacco, and Firearms to assist
them in the investigation because they didn't have enough agents.
The NTSB was in charge of the investigation. The few
investigators available became garbage collectors for the debris
which was then analyzed by the FBI which stated that they knew
a bomb blew the airplane out of the sky and they would just have
to find the proof and would, sooner or later. The FBI quietly
released all interesting information that supported a bomb theory

every day to the press while denying they were the source
leaving the impression that the NTSB was of the unofficial
opinion that it was a bomb but didn't want to go on record just
yet.
The flight data recorders were found. The cockpit voice recorder
ended with a short loud sound, or thump, or bang, which baffled
the investigators. The data recorders ended abruptly which
indicated a sudden power cut to the data recorders which baffled
the investigators. The investigators said that a mechanical defect
which would cut the power supply that quickly was a remote
possibility but that it is not ruled out. No possible defects were
offered as candidates.
Some crazy guy started emailing the NTSB to investigate the
possible opening of the forward cargo door in flight, just like
UAL flight 811, which had a cargo door open and tear off in
flight, killing nine people and leaving much evidence before
returning and landing safely. Compare Flight 811 data to the
recent crash, the crazy guy said. And Pan Am 103, and Air India
182. He was reassured by the NTSB investigator that everything
was all right.
Engine number three was brought up to the surface with foreign
object damage inside it.
Two massive debris trails were laid out and more debris
retrieved. The FBI took control of the two pieces of the forward
cargo door and sent it to the FBI laboratory in Washington DC
for evidence of bomb residue. The lab tech moved the latches
and locks and cams around from their found position to examine
all the crevices for explosive residue. None was found.
The recovered body count grew daily but never got below ten
with many of the missing assigned to the magic seats from row
eight to twenty eight.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were recovered and put
aside.

Paper work discovered that two Airworthiness Directives were
against the forward cargo door on early 747s. One was called "To
Insure That Inadvertent Opening of the Lower Cargo Door Will
Not Occur Flight," an event termed not acceptable by the FAA. A
possible cargo door opening was not ruled in or out or ever
mentioned as a potential cause of crash.
The Boeing representative who was assisting the NTSB
investigation reassured investigators that the Boeing 747 is a
strong airplane and would not have any mechanical defects and
therefore it would be a waste of time to look for one and the time
is better spent looking for a one time only type event cause such
as a leaking fuel tank explosion which fault could be placed on
the airline which had not managed to place a representative on
the investigation team.
The investigation team was led by a very cautious, sensitive man
who spent many hours consoling the grieving families of the
dead passengers. He made it a priority to recover the bodies
ahead of clue filled debris. He was surrounded by engineers,
investigators, and aviation employees who had a very intense
personal interest in the determination of the cause of the crash.
Their lives, livelihoods, families, careers, promotions, retirement,
self esteem, and identity were all riding on the outcome of the
investigation. They were very obliging in assisting the NTSB and
worked long hours presenting the truth as they saw it.
The FBI continued its minute examination of every piece and
fragment of the wreckage looking for microscopic traces of
explosive. Some invisible molecules were found on very tiny
pieces. A meeting was held to determine if the FBI should
supersede the NTSB as leader of the investigation. The decision
was made to wait a while longer. Without official authority the
FBI continued to issue subpoenas, tail foreign nationals, monitor
phone calls, intercept mail, and prod informers for information.
The same crazy guy with a web site who says forward cargo door

did it all goes on the radio and talks about it. Some newspaper
reporters call but lose interest when it is discovered the guy also
says the forward cargo door brought down another Boeing 747
which everybody in the world knows was a bomb, not a cargo
door. He must be crazy. He even said another bomb blown up
plane years ago was a cargo door. Three 747s blown up by
bombs and he thinks it's a cargo door opening. "We'll be in touch,
see you later," they said, ever so polite.
You remain in a coma, oblivious to it all. The world waits for
your recovery to shed some light on the mystery. Your eardrums
heal. Your eyes regain some vision. You start to shake in your
hospital bed. Your eyelids quiver. Your fingers twitch. Every
move is carried live on TV under the "developing story" caption.
However, more weeks go by and not much happens. The daily
press briefing is discontinued from lack of interest. The crash is
old news supplanted by newer airplane crashes. The press loses
interest in crash cause since the exciting bomb or missile idea
fades leaving boring mechanical problem as possibility. It looks
like the US is not going to go to war to get even with someone by
killing a lot of strangers. The media attention moves on.
The body count ends with ten unrecovered bodies from the shark
filled water. Most of the debris is brought to the surface. It looks
like the cause will be unknown until a probable cause is issued a
year or so later by the government when most interest is lost.
The aircraft manufacturer breathes a sigh of relief, their airplanes
will still be built and sold. The airline breathes a sigh of relief,
their airplanes will not be grounded. The insurers breathe a sigh
of relief, claims take years to settle, especially with an unknown
cause. The engine manufacturers breathe a sigh of relief, their
engines are OK. The government breathes a sigh of relief, the
administration is not embarrassed by lack of oversight and
employment is kept high by making the planes and flying the
passengers around. The passengers scratch their heads and say,

well, you got to trust someone, and if you can't trust the
government, who can you trust?
The crazy guy with the web site sits typing all day long, scanning
photos all day long, responding to email all day long, and
uploading pages to his web site all day long. Web site hit count
goes down and down as interest is lost in old news. No one calls,
no one emails, friends get tired of hearing about the stupid cargo
door thing, family roll their eyes and look at each, he's off again,
try to change the subject, wife says, as she has said for six years,
I don't want to hear about that anymore.
His four year old daughter brings accident report book to web
site guy, opens it up to picture with hole in side of nose and says,
hole, then she picks and points to picture of pieces on ground and
says, pieces, then she points to reconstructed fuselage sequence
and says, airplane, then she points to forward cargo door and
says, door. Web site guys thinks if a four year old can understand
concept of door opening up in flight exposing large hole in nose
which tears off which causes plane to crash into pieces, then
there is hope that others will understand, the doors will be fixed,
planes fly again and life goes on.
Rejuvenated with energy and hope, he shuts down web site and
plays computer game with daughter thinking, this is what's real
and important, not some strangers far away who will hurl out of
their seats into the night to their deaths. Hell, probably some of
them are escaping bank robbers and deserve to die. He and
daughter play video game, forgetting all about stupid forward
cargo door opening in flight thing.
You start to come out of coma. The doctors allow you to be
interviewed. The FBI is chosen to interview first with others
watching on closed circuit TV. You are badly burned, mostly deaf
and blind and a quadriplegic. You communicate to others by
moving a pencil clamped between your teeth and slowly tapping
out your answers, letter by letter, on a computer keyboard which

flashes your answers around the world on the internet.
First, the FBI welcomes you and assures you everything is all
right and the little IRS problems, discrepancies really, that were
discovered when investigating your life have been, well, will be,
taken care of. And they just have a few questions about the cause
of your terrible accident.
What do you remember seeing? they shout loudly so that you can
hear.
You hazily recall a sharp visual image and peck out, "Flying
pieces of metal, moving back and forth."
Ah, says the FBI. What did they look like?
"They moved together, like they had a life of their own," you
tapped, thinking back to the two halves of the door floating and
coming together in the midsection of that loud idiot.
"It was terrible," you typed, unprompted, "they hurt him, oh, they
hurt him, and then they went away."
Hmmmm, said the FBI inside the hospital room.
Hmmmm, said the manufacturer representatives.
Hmmmm, said the insurers.
Hmmmm, said the many involved government agencies.
Hmmmm, said the TV reporters.
How did it happen, they asked the FBI to ask. The FBI asked.
"Everything was normal, I heard a great noise and felt a great
pain, and the plane went down. It was as if something had hit the
plane and cut it in two," you typed.
Hmmmm, went everybody.
Thank you, said the FBI, we'll get back to you on that, here's our
card; if you think off anything else, just give us a call.
You went to sleep as the administered drug took effect.
More days passed. You rested. The web site guy had a new
interest, putting in a brick walkway next to his driveway.
Everyone agreed that was a good interest, so real, so satisfying,
so fulfilling, so non-weird. His wife and friends started talking to

him again.
The manufacturer and airlines and insurers and government
representatives were very busy, however. One day they all got
together in a oiled wood paneled room and asked what can we
live with regarding this plane crash, flight so and so, the exact
number was fading in their memories actually. The amount of
money riding on the cause of the crash was very clear to them. It
was 2.1 billion dollars.
They reviewed the evidence. They had radar blips of a plane
bursting in mid-air. Electrical power was cut suddenly. There was
no real evidence of a bomb and that had been done before
anyway, twice. The weather was fine. The pilots were cool. And
they had an eyewitness account and some found notes in a
passenger's purse. The eyewitness testimony indicated a mid-air
collision with a thinking, controlled object. The tattered note
evidence indicated flying saucers.
It was agreed that the only plausible explanation, based upon
available evidence, that would be acceptable to the innocent
manufacturers of engine and airframe, to the innocent airline, and
to the innocent government agencies was the cause of the crash
to be a mid-air collision with an unidentified flying object or
objects that departed the scene.
The fact that the UFO was not seen on radar was explained that it
was a stealth UFO. The fact that no metal not common to the
crashed airplane was found was explained as aliens have high
technology metals which don't leave traces when they hit
ordinary human made aluminum. The choice of one or more
objects was added so as to appear not too certain of the event but
to give an impression of mature latitude.
Everyone agreed this was fine solution. The manufacturer and
airline could not be held to blame for a mid-air with an invisible
flying saucer, it could happen to anyone. The insurer was elated
because now the liability was limited to a small amount per

passenger instead of a huge amount for negligence. The TV and
other lesser media such as newspapers and magazines loved the
idea knowing ratings would soar as the fake pictures and
reasoned conjectures flooded into the talk shows. The
government was very satisfied because now it could ask for and
receive unlimited extra funding for research into alien defense
mechanisms, hiring more agents, buying more machines, and
being able to cloak much more activity and spending as Top
Secret, Need to Know Only, and not many people needed to
know, that's for sure. In fact, the fewer people that know, the
better, was the motto of the heads of the government agencies as
they submitted their confidential revised funding requests.
The accident report was released. It ignored all aspects of a
mechanical malfunction and emphasized the sudden power loss,
the strength of the airplane, the written evidence, and the
conversation of the only eyewitness. It came to the conclusion
that the probable cause of your crash was a mid-air collision in
the forward cargo hold area with an unidentified flying object/
objects that departed the scene. As an appendix, a recent
scientific discovery of life on Mars was added, just for
information's sake.
You came out of the coma again. Your head was clear. You
researched your accident and several others. You remembered the
conversation of the loud guy talking about similar accidents to
early model Boeing 747s giving similar evidence which now
matched your accident. You remembered the whine of the door
motor and the decompression. You remembered the door halves
coming together and the cam latches being confirmed as being
open by the loud guy. Now you knew what caused the huge plane
to crash and what caused all the others to crash and kill all those
people. You wanted to stop the killing, to stop the crashes, to fix
the doors and to tell the world what had happened and how to fix
it. You knew it could happen again.

You started typing on your computer into the internet after
finding the original, now abandoned, crash web site about doors.
You started the site back up again and typed, "It was the opening
of the forward cargo door in flight that caused my plane to crash.
I felt it. The opening in flight of the forward cargo door is
causing the crashes of early model Boeing 747s. It is all
documented, common sense, reasonable and likely. The problem
can be fixed forever."
You were ignored; you were not believed; you were scorned; you
were rebuffed; you were rejected.
You called a physician known to assist troubled people out of
existence. After the deadly injections, you typed to the world,
"It's true, I am cursed. I know the truth. Goodbye."
You had previously written a code virus to be placed in personal
computers to automatically appear on every anniversary of your
crash date.
The crash anniversary arrived. The virus took effect. The
message displayed to the world: "You won't believe me so now
you will die."
The End
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when the next 747 crashes...
You Won't Believe Me So Now You Will Die:
Curse to Follow

Fiction by John Barry Smith,
based upon true stories and personal experiences.
1 Sep 96
This is the web site for the fatal crash of the next early model
Boeing 747 to fall from the sky in pieces. The date is anytime
after 1 September 1996 so the actual numbers will have to be
filled in by you. I'll just make some helpful guesses, OK?
The Crash:
Airline: Random, fill in actual.
Type Aircraft: Boeing 747-100 series or Boeing 747-200 series
Flight Number: Random, fill in actual.
Date: Random, fill in actual date after 1 Sep 96
Time: Night takeoff
Flight Mode: Climbing
Altitude: Random, fill in actual.
Speed: About 330 miles per hour or 300 knots calibrated
airspeed.
Fatals: All on board, maybe one survivor.
Passenger List: Place your name here as well as anyone else
likely to be travelling with you.
From: Random, fill in where you took off.
To: Random, fill in where you thought you were going to land.
Where: Over ocean
Radar Information: Radar blips just as destruction starts and
during breakup.
Data Recorder: Abrupt power cut.
Voice Recorder: Short loud sound then silence.
Engine Info: Engine number three foreign object damage.

Wreckage Trails: Two, one for the nose and the other for the rest
of the plane.
Damage starts where: In the forward cargo hold area just forward
of the wing.
Official Cause: Terrorist bomb, or fuel tank explosion, or friendly
fired missile, or... you'll have to help me out here because all I
can think for crash cause is a reasonable, common sense,
mechanical explanation that has happened before, happened now,
and will happen again. But you don't want to hear that
explanation. You will not listen. You will not understand. You
won't believe me and now you will die.
Details of crash: Well, here I'll just have to tell it to you like a
story, like I'm telling it to you personally, like it's totally about
you, OK? I think so. Here we go.
All passengers, including you, were eager to get on board and get
settled into their seats so they stood at the entrance of the
boarding ramp when the flight number was called. The attendant
took their tickets and they moved on board and found their
assigned seats. Some sat in the magic seats which are in rows
eight to twenty eight. Sometimes when passengers sit there they
disappear and are never seen again, even though many people
spend many hours looking for them.
The airplane had over fifty thousand hours flight time amongst
several airlines flying in all conditions in all parts of the world
for twenty five years. It was was maintained to United States
Federal Aviation Regulations standards. These 747s will last
forever, you thought.
You picked a seat selection in the rear because you heard that
was the safest. When a plane crashes and has survivors, they
usually are from the rear, that's the theory, you thought, as you
stuffed your carry on bag under your seat.
You got settled in for the six hour flight from where you are now
to where you are going. A one hour climb, a four hour cruise at

thirty thousand plus feet of altitude, then a one hour descent to
landing and cheated death again, you chuckled to yourself.
The first part of the flight was to pretend you were in a car on the
freeway. OK, buckle up the seat belt, put your seat in its full
upright position and look out the window at all the pretty sights.
You read the crash card in the pocket in the seat back in front of
you and looked at the escape hatches nearby. You wondered what
happens if some crazy person walks over and unlocks that little
escape door. Does it open easy or hard and then what? Oh well,
forget about it, no use worrying about stuff you can't control.
The three person flight crew of the Boeing 747 had finished the
preflight walk around, looking carefully at the outside of the
aircraft for hydraulic leaks, oil leaks, bent metal, open hatches, or
anything else they didn't expect to find. They discovered nothing
unusual.
The baggage handlers had finished their job and had loaded all
the passenger's baggage, full of spare underwear and shoes, into
the three cargo holds. The two aft cargo doors and the forward
cargo door were all closed electrically. The complex system of
lock sectors, cam latches, pull back hooks and door stops had
functioned correctly. There was wear, of course, on the cam and
locking pins. And the door control cable bundle was frayed, of
course, from the many openings and closing of the door. If the
door has to be opened at the last minute for some extra baggage,
then it can be opened mechanically by back driving the sectors
with a ratchet wrench. This sometimes damages the cam sectors
so they appear to be locked but they are not.
On your flight, the door was not opened at the last minute and
back driven mechanically. The frayed wire bundle did not rub
against the metal fuselage. The wear and tear on the metal was
not excessive. On your flight the door closed normally.
The early Boeing 747 fired up its number 1 engine, (all the way
on the left,) then 2, then 3, then 4, (all the way on the right). The

large plane lumbered out to the end of the runway.
Takeoff clearance was given and the pilot pushed the throttles all
the way forward. There was not another fully loaded Boeing 747
on the runway in front of you and you did not collide with it, as
happened before in the number one worst aviation crash ever.
You took off smoothly.
The plane started to climb. A loaded Boeing 747 gains altitude
slowly. You reached 300 knots calibrated airspeed, stabilized,
and started the long climb to cruising altitude.
Now it was time to pretend you were in a cafe chatting with
friends by having some peanuts and a complimentary beverage
but it would be some time before the steward got to your seats in
the rear. The climb continued uneventfully.
You thought ahead to when you would pretend you were in a
movie theater and watch the movie. And then you looked
forward to later when you would pretend to be your bed at home
in your bedroom by leaning back in your seat with a pillow
behind your head and trying to go to sleep.
Already the group in back of you was pretending they were in
the living room back home by talking loudly and laughing at
stories. One woman's voice mentioned she is saving her receipt
for purchased china at the duty free store to avoid taxes, just in
case she is hassled. The receipt says something about buying
saucers.
Ground radar was tracking you two ways: One was by the
ground radar energy beam reflecting off your large metal
airframe and returning to the radar set. Depending on how long
that returned beam took, a distance was determined. The other
way was by sending a radar beam to trigger a box which sent
back another beam to the radar set. Again, by timing and
decoding the signals a distance, an altitude, an airspeed, and
heading could all be determined so that the ground personnel
could direct your plane safely and keep it from colliding with

others.
The flight crew was in communication with the ground
controllers who were issuing orders on what heading to fly, what
altitude to maintain until a certain time, and what codes to put in
the box to be triggered by the ground radar.
The Captain came on the speaker and spoke with that reassuring,
everything is normal, everything is gonna be all right, sit back,
enjoy the flight voice, and he was so glad you could join us here
with this wonderful airline in this wonderful airplane on this
wonderful day. You could just see him with that touch of gray in
his hair, that impeccable uniform, and those steely eyes with a
glint of friendliness, if you just got to know him.
During the climb you half listened to the loud conversation in
back of you. One voice grated. This guy, obviously an idiot with
an annoying voice, was complaining how he thought this flight
was going to be on a different airplane but they substituted this
early model Boeing 747 at the last moment because of
unexpected passenger loads.
You thought, that's right, Jack, airlines have to make money too,
you know, and if this plane makes more money than the other
one, then this is the plane to fly in; no profit, no flying at all.
Wake up, dummy, and join the real world.
The guy in back wouldn't shut up as he went on about a series of
similar crashes that were attributed to bombs, or fire, or
something, but he knew, and nobody else knew, that the causes
were really a forward cargo door popping open, being torn off in
the wind exposing a large hole in the nose, the nose tearing off,
and the plane crashing, killing everyone, on airplanes similar to
this one.
Then why are you flying, you idiot, you thought, and why are
you the only idiot to know about it. The guy answered as if
reading your thoughts, his wife had a credit card that gave a mile
for every dollar she charged and enough miles had accumulated

for a free flight somewhere. He said he thought a dollar meant a
mile which meant a mile, but a mile meant a tenth of a mile and
he hated to be lied to right off the bat by the people into whose
hands he was putting his life.
What the hell is that guy talking about, you thought. Where are
earplugs when you need them. And wasn't it against the law to
talk about blowing up airplanes?
The guy went on, I refused to let her or my daughter fly in these
dangerous planes so I took the flight, just because I love flying
and have been flying for years. It's my life.
You mean you have one, news to me, you giggled to your self.
Yeah, nobody believes me, the loud guy said to the others which
you hoped were pretending to be sleepy and closing their eyes so
that maybe he would shut up. Yeah, even though I've written to
the President about his airplane, Air Force One, which is an early
747, the FBI, who wants bomb information and not mechanical
details, the NTSB, the FAA, the news people, and, of course, my
friends who got spooked about the President and the FBI and
stopped talking to me along with the government agencies who
ignored me.
Get a clue, idiot, you thought, does being ignored tell you
anything, like right now when nobody is replying to you.
Well, life is tough out there and you just have to take your
chances with an act of God once in a lifetime, wrong place at the
wrong time event, said one new female voice.
Oh, no, don't encourage him, you thought.
The loud idiot said that finally he figured that since nobody
agreed with him over the years, that maybe he was wrong and
what the hell, the risk was small anyway, and if you can't trust
your pilot, your manufacturer and your government, who can you
trust.
Exactly right, you idiot, now shut up. You thought again about
putting some earplugs in because the last thing you wanted to

think about, as you listened to the reassuring steady whine of the
huge four jet engines carrying you three hundred and thirty miles
an hour through the night air, was airplane crashes. Give me a
break, you thought, I've got enough to worry about without
thinking about things I have no control over. Maybe I'll order a
drink and pretend I'm at my favorite bar with my buddies
watching football. You pushed the overhead button to get the
attention of the steward but realized that the steward had two
hundred people to give beverages to before he got to you so you
just lay back and took a deep breath and relaxed. And the button
didn't make the light come on anyway, it was broken, but no
problem. It was trivial.
But it made you think, how many pieces was this plane made of?
How many didn't work? If the story were true about a structural
defect in Boeing 747s, you thought, why did the manufacturer
not do something about it? Why did not the government
transportation agencies investigate it and find out the real cause?
Why did not the TV and radio and newspapers write about it? It
must be bull, some nut with a strange story just to get attention.
But...but...but..you thought back to the crashes and remembered
thinking, they can't all be bombs, and in your experience, the
simplest, ordinary, cause of an event is usually the correct
explanation, not the weird ones that make good movies.
So you thought about airplane movies, they did always have a
crash in them someplace, didn't they? But usually someone lived
and you always expected that someone would be you, didn't you?
The plane lumbered on, gaining altitude as the fuel burned off,
the speed stayed the same, and the excess thrust was converted to
lift.
There was no bomb aboard. There were no explosives stored in
the baggage compartment. No one was on a boat aiming a
missile at you. There were no fires in the lavatory about to be
started by a smoker. The engines were running perfectly. The

crew was not asleep or drunk. The ground control personnel had
normal working equipment with good power backup as they
watched you on radar and talked to you on high powered radio
transmitters. There was no crazy hijacker on board. There were
no mountains ahead higher than you were. You were not lost.
The flight controls were responding correctly to pilot inputs.
There were no corroded metal panels about to part. Everything
was working normally; everything looked normal, everything
sounded normal. The pilot keyed the mike to tell the ground that
everything was normal.
But of course, everything was not normal. For some reason, and I
don't know the reason, and if I don't know the reason, then I
know you don't know the reason because I'm telling this story,
the forward lower lobe cargo door motor was powered up and
started to whine. The motor moved the door locks and cams to
the open position. Why? Who knows? It could have been one of
lots of reasons: faulty electrical short, defective lock mechanism,
door not shut properly, wear and tear, maybe an incorrect open
signal sent to door control system by interacting avionics
transmitters located behind nose wheel; who knows? Who cares?
Well, you care because as the door cracked open in the fast
moving air flow the higher pressure air inside the cargo
compartment pushed the door open quickly into the low pressure
outside air. The right side cargo door instantly flew up and out on
its upper piano hinges, hit the fuselage in front of the wing, broke
in two and the lower half flew off into space reflecting ground
radar beams as it went. It also reflected the sun which was barely
seen above the horizon at your altitude. The sunlight reflected off
the spinning shiny metal door and appeared as a streak to viewers
on the ground far away as it fell. The upper half of the forward
cargo door remained attached to the hinges and tore off a large
piece of fuselage skin above the door and flew off into space
reflecting ground radar beams as it went into space. These pieces

later landed closest to the door opening event because they left
first and fell first.
The door being cracked open and being torn away happened so
fast that the huge hole opened up in the nose before anybody
realized it. The high pressure air in the now open cargo
compartment rushed out in an explosive force to equalize with
the low outside pressure air. This rushing noise was loud and was
heard as a loud sound, or bang, or thump on the cockpit voice
recorder. Baggage from the cargo compartment was pushed
outside into the engine intake airstream which was being sucked
into the huge 40000 pound thrust engine number three, the
inboard engine on the starboard side. The hi-bypass jet engine
sucked in the plastic, metal, and wood baggage. The foreign
objects hit the high speed revolving turbine blades and were cut
up and passed through to the burner section which cremated the
small items. The metal objects blunted the leading edge of the
turbine blades which rubbed against the intake and started a
disintegration process inside the engine which led to excessive
vibration which would shortly lead the engine to detach from the
pylon and airframe and land separately from the other engines.
The floor beams buckled downward as the high pressure air in
the now open passenger compartment pushed the beams down
into the now low pressure cargo compartment.
The large hole above the cargo hold and passenger compartment
allowed carry on baggage, metal carts, and humans to be pushed
out into the fast moving airstream and to be sucked into the
number three engine which was vibrating badly but still powerful
enough to ingest foreign objects and mulch them up, burn them
up, and spit them out. At least ten passengers in the magic seats
in rows eight to twenty eight were pushed from their seats into
the airstream to be sucked into the intakes and were ground up,
mashed, and burnt to small particles which were exhausted into
the thin air to drift away on the winds.

As this was going on, you were peacefully thinking about
airplane movies having crashes and someone usually lives and
that someone would be you. That's what you were thinking one
half second ago, and that's what you were thinking as the door
popped open and pressure changes started happening.
Continued in Part Two.
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: September 2, 1996 12:19:19 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Fiction

Quite a bedtime story, Barry. I'm printing it out to read at my
leisure.
Thanks for sending it.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: September 2, 1996 10:44:50 AM PDT
To: cnn.feedback@cnn.com
Subject: Fiction story about TWA 800

Fiction story, there's another on the web site at
fictionbelieveme.html
#
Plane Crash Investigation

Fiction by John Barry Smith
1 Sep 1996
There was once a plane crash. It was terrible. Many children,
boys, girls, men and women died terribly by being burnt,
smashed, cut, and suffocated. Their families and friends cried
when they found out. Everyone was sad and upset. It was a
mystery why the plane crashed.
Everyone said, "Find out why the plane crashed."
So they did. Here's how they found out how the plane crashed.
The government established an agency composed of experts to
investigate the circumstances and events leading to, during, and
after the crash. The government agency, called the National
Transportation Safety Board, or the NTSB, appointed a person to
oversee the Board. He was called the Appointee. He believed that
his Administration oversaw the safest aviation transportation
system in the world. And he was right.
The Appointee went to the scene of the crash. It was a mess;
bodies and pieces of plane were everywhere. The NTSB took
charge and organized teams to recover the pieces of the bodies
and the plane. The pieces of bodies went in one direction and the
pieces of plane to another where it was put back together. The
bodies were not put back together, or they were, I'm not sure
about that.
The NTSB had an investigator, called the Investigator, but
needed more help; like most government agencies they were
underfunded and understaffed. No government agency ever has
enough funds or staff, that's why they are called government
agencies. The Investigator believed that he investigated aircraft
accidents fairly and comprehensively. And he was right.
The NTSB Appointee asked the company who made the airplane
if they would send someone over to help discover why his
airplane crashed and killed all these people. The airplane maker

said, sure, here he is, you can call him the manufacturer's
representative; we can call him the Maker. The Maker went to
the crash site to help the NTSB. He believed his airplane to be
the strongest, safest airplane in the world. And he was right.
Everybody had ideas why the plane crashed. The most exciting
ones were the most talked about, of course. What is the most
exciting one you can think of? Boom? Yes! A bomb goes boom
in a boom box is an exciting idea. But, it's been done before, so
this time, bomb go boom in a boom box was not accepted right
away. But maybe an exciting rocket powered missile could have
hit the airplane? Maybe! So the Government agency involved
with missile attacks by foreigners, the Federal Bureau of Bomb
Investigation, was brought into the mystery. The FBBI assigned
an agent, the Agent, who believed that he conducted
investigations that were complete and based on fact. And he was
right.
He initially wanted to find a bomb but if he couldn't get that, he
would settle for a missile; so they started examining every piece
of the airplane for explosive residue. Residue is something very
small, invisible trace usually, which is found on something very
small, a fragment actually. Explosive residue can be found
around a child's cap gun or a nuclear explosion so if the residue
is found, the conclusion can be very flexible and be made to fit
whoever makes the discovery. So everyone worked very hard to
find explosive residue. And they found some! But there was
nothing around the residue that looked like an explosion had hit
it so the residue stood alone waiting.
The NTSB Appointee, his Investigator, the Maker, and the FBBI
Agent were all at the hangar where the pieces of the plane were
being put back together one day. They stood around. They each
had a cup of coffee in a cup with their agency logo on it which
matched their windbreakers. They were sharp.
"How about them 'Niners," one of them said, "think they got a

chance 'gainst Dallas this year?"
"No," the Agent replied.
"How's the investigation going?" asked the Investigator.
"Wait a minute, that's my question," said the Appointee.
"Well, I can ask that question, too," said the Agent.
"Yeah, me too," said the Maker.
"OK, OK, everybody can share and ask the question, how's the
investigation going?" said the Appointee.
"What investigation," said the agent, and they all laughed. They
got along awfully nice together.
"Well, the plane came apart in the air. The nose separated first
and fell forming a debris trail. The rest of the airplane fell and
exploded later forming its own debris trail," said the Maker.
"We haven't found any conclusive evidence of a bomb or missile
or any hostile action against the plane," said the Agent.
"We reviewed the paper history of the plane and discovered it is
an early model Boeing 747 and has over fifty thousand hours of
flight time with several airlines flying all over the world in all
types of conditions. There are also two Airworthiness Directives
against the only item in front of the wing near where the
destruction occurred on the right side which caused the nose to
come off: the forward cargo door," said the Investigator.
An Airworthiness Directive is an order to the airline from the
Federal Aviation Authority that a very dangerous condition exists
and if the instructions in the Airworthiness Directive are not
followed exactly, the aircraft is not permitted to fly. The forward
cargo door had two Airworthiness Directives based upon
previous events in which passengers were killed because of the
door malfunctioning and opening in flight.
"The people are trusting us to find out what's wrong. They are
continuing to fly in this type aircraft. I have consoled the victim's
families. We will give daily press briefings and keep the public
fully informed of all our discoveries regardless how trivial we

think they may be now. I've asked for help from the public, has
anyone received any help?" asked the Appointee.
"Yes, I have," said the Investigator.
"What was the help," asked the Appointee.
"An informed member of the public, who has vast experience in
many aspects of aviation, suggested I visit his web site which has
a hundred pages of documented evidence linking three crashes of
similar type aircraft to this crash. The linking evidence is solid.
He said to compare this crash to another which is similar and had
a solution. The conclusion is that the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door is tearing off leaving a big hole which causes
the whole nose to come off. I reviewed the pages and they are
legitimate extracts from government reports. The member of the
public said he was granting our request for help and suggested
we rule out the cargo door right away," the Investigator
concluded.
"Well, that was very nice of the public," said the agent, "what a
nice guy."
"That's very interesting," said the Maker, "let me check out that
theory, where is the cargo door?"
"Over there," said the Agent who had previously checked it for
explosive residue and found none even though a large explosion
was suspected in the vicinity. The Maker walked over to the
pieces of the door.
"What's the address of the web site," asked the Appointee, "I'd
like to peruse the pages."
"http://www.corazon.com" said the Investigator, "and his email
address is barry@corazon.com."
The Appointee went over to a nearby computer, went on the
internet, booted up a web browser, put in URL address, and
started reading the pages.
The Investigator asked the Agent, "Can you get us copies of the
other accident reports although they belong to foreign countries."

"Can do easy, GI," said the agent and immediately picked out the
small cellular phone from his coat and made a call. The logo of
his agency was on the back of the phone and matched his coffee
cup and windbreaker. He was sharp.
The Agent called some other agents who called some people who
obtained the files and faxed them to the Agent in the hangar.
"Yeah, getting confidential files from a foreign government
quickly, piece of cake," the Agent mumbled under his breath.
"Hey this is great," said the Investigator, as the faxes came
across. "Look at the evidence of voice recorder, radar
information, destruction sequence, engine evidence, body
pathology, and aircraft reconstruction, it all matches! And the one
crash that we definitely know was a cargo door has matching
evidence to the mostly mysterious ones."
"Who said the one sure cause was a cargo door?" asked the
Agent.
"Me," said the Investigator, "I did that crash and it was the door
opening in flight, we found the door, it was unlocked, all the
evidence is correct."
"Hey this is great! This is very interesting," said the Appointee
while reading the one hundred pages of the crash web site. "All
the evidence matches. There is a link of cargo door opening to all
these crashes. We should check this out."
Just then a loud shout went up over by the cargo door
reconstruction area. The Appointee, the Agent, and the
Investigator all looked over at the Maker who was jumping up
and down shouting, "Come over here, come over here, I've found
it, I've found it!"
Now, everybody reading this story, relax, don't panic, everything
is going to be all right. This is just a story and not real life. We'll
take a little break here to rest our brains.
Look around, you're still safe, you understand most of what your
reading, and it's easy to just read words. To review: A terrible

thing happened. The government is going to find out what
happened so that it does not happen again. This is how they do it.
Everything is organized before the terrible thing happens so that
the truth will come out quickly and you can quit worrying. The
four concerned parties were the Maker, the Investigator, the
Agent, and the Appointee. The people who actually flew in the
airplane and died in the airplane, the Pilot and the Passenger,
were not concerned, not represented, and thus were not included.
They would probably get too emotional, anyway.
"Over here, over here," shouted the Maker, "I've found it!"
The Appointee, the Agent, and the Investigator rushed over the to
Maker who was kneeling next to the forward cargo door pieces.
"Look at this," said the Maker, pointing to the cam locks, the cam
sectors, the locking pins, the door control wire bundle and the
edges of the broken door. "Yes it's all here," said the Maker,
"here is the locked lock sectors, the unlocked cam sectors, the
worn metal cams and locking pins, the frayed wire bundle, and
the broken pieces of door."
"What's it mean?" asked the Agent.
"It means that the door looked locked but wasn't fully latched.
The metal is worn from constant use. The frayed wire bundle
sent a erroneous signal to the door to open. The door opened up
and outward into the slipstream and broke in half right here,"
said the Maker, pointing to the broken door halves.
"You know, I was right all along," continued the Maker, "my first
airplane of this type did not have a door like this, only later was
it added at the airlines insistence. And then later we changed the
door so that it opens inward and upward so that if the door opens
accidentally in flight the inside pressure will keep it closed and it
will not tear off a large piece of nose skin which leads to the
whole nose tearing off and crashing the airplane. See, we learn
from our mistakes," finished the Maker, contentedly.
"Ah," said the Investigator, "this new crashed door matches the

old crashed doors which match the known cause of door opening
crash. It definitely is the door opening which caused the crash,"
finished the Investigator, contentedly.
"And look," said the Agent, "the floor beams are bent and
fractured in the same way as a door opening event and not the
opposite way as in an explosive event. It definitely was not a
bomb but a door opening which caused this crash," said the
Agent, contentedly.
They had found out the cause of their crash. They had done their
job. They had earned their pay. They had fulfilled their years of
education, striving, and experience. By teamwork, preparation
and patience, they had unraveled a mystery. They all reached into
their coat pockets for their cellular phones to make the calls to
their bosses.
The Maker called his home office and spoke to the Chief
Executive Officer. The Maker explained the door mechanical
problem and how to fix it. The CEO told the Maker he would
talk with the Board of Directors and get back to him. The Maker
hung up satisfied with a job well done.
The Agent had called his Director and explained the discovery of
the door problem. The Director had told the Agent he would talk
with the Attorney General and get back to him. The Agent hung
up satisfied with a job well done.
The Investigator called his family and told them of the door
discovery. His family said they would talk with his buddies and
would get back to him. The Investigator hung up satisfied with a
job well done.
The Appointee called the Secretary and told him of the door
problem discovery. The Secretary said he would talk to the
President and get back to him. The Appointee hung up satisfied
with a job well done.
"Well, what caused the door to open," asked the Appointee.
"Good question," said everybody.

"We'll get to that later," said the Maker, as they all waited for the
phones to ring with the news from their bosses about
congratulations, raises, promotions, assignments, and interviews.
The phone rang. It was for the Maker. He opened the cellular flap
and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Agent. He opened the cellular flap
and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Investigator. He opened the
cellular flap and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Appointee. He opened the cellular
flap and listened to his boss.
After a few minutes of listening, the Maker, the Agent, the
Investigator, and the Appointee folded the cellular flaps closed
and put their phones back inside their jackets. They were silent.
They went to a table and had a cup of coffee.
"How about them 'Niners, think they got a change against Dallas
this year?" asked the Agent.
"No," said the Maker. "I think I may have been a bit hasty in my
conclusion about the cause of the crash."
"I might have jumped the gun, too," said the Investigator.
"I may have rushed to a conclusion, also," said the Agent.
"I could have been brash," said the Appointee. "Let's reconsider."
"Yes, let's reconsider," they all agreed. And they did.
"I'll start," said the Maker, "my Chief Executive Officer reported
from the Board of Directors who said that I may have been a bit
hasty about the cause of the crash. Now that the cause of the
crash might be determined to be a faulty forward cargo door,
these events will take place as soon as it is official. Seven billion
dollars of orders for this model aircraft will be cancelled, two
billion dollars in liability claims will be paid by the company,
new orders for our other aircraft will be slow in arriving, if ever;
the repair costs for the faulty doors on all the aircraft will cost
one billion dollars, our quality reputation will disappear, our

stock price will disappear costing us billions in company value,
and ten thousand employees will be laid off with no pension or
health plan, including me. My boss asked me if I understood very
clearly what he had told me, especially about the laid off with no
pension part. I said I did," concluded the somber Maker. After a
moment's reflection he added, "I definitely was a bit hasty about
the cause of this accident. I'm reconsidering the accident cause
right now."
"I'm next," said the Investigator. "My wife told me that I might
have jumped the gun on the accident cause. When she called all
my buddies and told them the cause of the accident was a door,
they said that they were involved in the previous accidents which
were said to be bombs but are now proven to be incorrect. Their
reputations are shot, they have lost their credibility as accident
investigators, they will not be able to get a job, their self esteem
is gone, and they have said for me never to ever again contact
them in any way. My wife is very concerned about my position
now that I would be the enemy of all my coworkers. She fears
for her security and for our daughter who may now not be able to
afford dentistry and will have all the other kids laughing at her
funny mouth. She might have to go to her parent's house with our
daughter. She asked did I understand what she had said,
especially the part about her going to her parent's house with our
daughter. I said I did," concluded the somber Investigator. After a
moment's reflection he added, "I definitely jumped the gun on the
accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
"My turn," said the Agent. "My Director informed the Attorney
General who said that I may have rushed to a conclusion on the
accident cause. He said that now that the cause was a mechanical
problem caused by us and not a bomb from foreign enemies the
new request for additional funds for new agents will not be
approved. Because our current agent staffing guide is based upon
previous bombing incidents on airplanes that now appear not to

have happened, our current staff will be reduced. Since we made
errors in announcements of explosive finds, the public has lost
confidence in our judgment and all our surreptitious activities
such as monitoring mail and communications through court
orders will be curtailed because of lack of court approval. With
the general lessening of fear from foreign terrorists our recent
inroads into overseas areas with local liaison offices, we will be
told to leave and return to the United States and leave the
overseas investigations to the locals or the CIA. Because we
bungled this bombing investigation we will not be able to expand
our investigative efforts into other areas, such as bankruptcies,
and will be restricted to domestic crime. Since our budget will be
slashed, our mission curtailed, and our employees laid off, I am
to be assigned to a place I don't want to go to, for longer than I
can stand, doing a job I hate. The Director asked me if I
understood what he said, especially about the new assignment
part. I said I did," concluded the somber Agent. After a moment's
reflection he added, "I definitely rushed to a conclusion on the
accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
"I guess I'm last," said the Appointee. "My Secretary called the
President who said I could have been brash about the accident
cause. The President said that now that the cause might be a
mechanical problem which has gone on for years undetected
instead of foreign terrorists, many changes will occur. When the
manufacturer loses orders he lays off employees who are upset
and vote against him. When the manufacturer lays off employees
they don't pay their bills and go bankrupt and the entire economy
of a large area of the country is adversely affected with people
who will not vote for him. The billions of dollars coming into the
country from overseas for airplanes will not be coming in and the
national debt rises upsetting all the people who will not vote for
him. The billions of dollars for airplanes will now go to a foreign
country making them stronger. The cause being undetected for so

long has allowed other planes to crash and kill people upsetting
the victim's families and friends who will not vote for him. The
reputation of the country resides in the quality of its products and
the number one product of America has now shown to be
defective, allowing the world to laugh at us. In addition, he will
now have to apologize to a foreign leader for erroneously
blaming him for bombing and destroying an aircraft resulting in
sanctions against his country resulting in hardship for millions of
his innocent citizens. The blame for the delay in detecting the
cause, the blame for allowing the defective door to be certified as
OK, the lack of oversight in enforcing the Airworthiness
Directives, the revelations of sloppy paperwork and maintenance
records will ensure that his administration will not be returned to
power in the upcoming election. The President said that if he
goes down everyone goes down. I will be replaced as Appointee
and will never be appointed to anything higher than pre-school
yard monitor for the rest of my life. The Secretary asked me if I
understood everything he said, especially about the schoolyard
monitor part. I said I did," concluded the somber Appointee.
After a moment's reflection he added, "I definitely was brash on
the accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
So they reconsidered. They did not consider their own well
being; they were above selfish self interest. They thought about
their company, about their friends, about their mission, and about
their country. Their personal safety, the security of their families,
their aspirations about their careers, and the respect of their
fellows did not enter into their considerations one bit. They cared
about a higher truth. They thought about loyalty to company,
mission, friends, and country. They thought about right and
wrong. They were not traitors. They were not thieves. They were
not bad people. They realized they had to re-evaluate the cause of
the crash. They needed to look closer at the evidence. They
needed to consider some new conclusions based upon the closer

look at the evidence. So they did.
They looked at the radar evidence of blips just before the two
aircraft disintegrated. Hey, could be an anomaly, they all agreed.
They looked at the one half second loud sound then silence from
the four aircraft. Hey, listening closer to this short sound makes it
clear that this sound is different from all the rest of the short loud
sounds. They are all different short loud sounds, they all agreed.
They looked at the FODDED engine number three of the three
aircraft. Hey, this foreign object junk could be anything,
including the lining of the intake. The FOD could be anything,
they all agreed.
They looked at the missing bodies in the same seats in the three
aircraft. Hey, could be sharks or wolves that made them
disappear, they all agreed.
They looked at the sudden power cut on the four aircraft. Hey,
power cuts off all the time; plug comes out, power station goes
out, circuit breaker pops, could be anything. The sudden power
cut could be anything, they all agreed.
They looked at the tearing off of the nose on the four aircraft.
Hey, could be a bomb. That's right, they all agreed, it could be
bombs which tore the nose off all the four aircraft.
They looked at the same type of early model, high flight time
Boeing 747 of the four aircraft. Hey, coincidence, they all
agreed.
They looked at the streak seen by eyewitnesses. Hey, drunk
partygoers see all sorts of stuff, they all laughed, as they agreed
to disregard eyewitness evidence.
They decided to ignore cargo door latch cams, lock sectors, pull
in hooks, and frayed wire bundles, as well as bent and fractured
floor beams, as being too complicated, too difficult to understand
and prone to misinterpretation.
The Airworthiness Directives against the door were to be
mentioned with no comment. The photographs of the

reconstructed fuselage showing the destruction sequence were
changed to drawings by an artist who closely followed
instructions on what to represent.
They reviewed the evidence. They came to the conclusion that
the previous conclusion was hasty, brash, and rushed. It could
have looked like an inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door was the probable cause of the crash, but then again it could
look like it wasn't. It all depended on how you looked at it. It was
only natural to look at it from the company's best interest, the
agency's best interest, the family's best interest, and the country's
best interest, if they had a choice. And they did have a choice.
They came to the sober, well thought out, conservatively
reasoned explanation for the crash was unknown.
Their consciences were clear. They had closely examined the
evidence and interpreted it in the best possible light for the best
interests of their company, their friends, their mission, and their
country. They were patriots.
They called their bosses on the phones with the new conclusion.
They listened, they beamed, they hung up.
"Well," said the Maker, "orders for new planes are pouring in.
Our company is more prosperous than ever now that the cause of
the crash is not the company's fault. I've just been promoted,
given a raise, and given a new assignment I've been wanting for
years. My Chief Executive Officer wants to personally pat me on
the back," the Maker concluded happily.
"Well," said the Investigator, "my friends have all invited me
other to their house for football and a party. I don't have to bring
any beer either. My wife said she got a baby sitter for our
daughter and she's home right now waiting for me wearing her
special outfit. She wants to personally pat me," the Investigator
conclude happily.
"Well," said the Agent, "my director said that since the terrorist
danger is still out there, all around, our mission of catching our

enemies will proceed as planned, overseas and elsewhere. Also,
budgets won't be cut and staff won't be reduced. He personally
wants to shake my hand and wants me as his right hand man in
the home office," the Agent concluded happily.
"Well," said the Appointee, "the President said he is getting much
positive feedback from polls claiming the great confidence the
people have in their leader who protects them from foreign
enemies and domestic problems. The unemployment rate
remains low, his campaign contributions continue to pour in, the
society continues to travel and do business, confidence in his
administration and its supervision of the regulatory agencies is
high, his opponents have no issues to attack him with, he gets to
be belligerent to non-nuclear countries and appear strong, and he
just wants to see me personally and give me a great big hug. He
also asked me to pick a job, any job, that my heart desires in the
whole government, and it's mine, just like that," concluded the
Appointee happily.
"How about them 'Niners," one of them said, "think they got a
chance against Dallas this year?"
"Hell, yes," they all shouted, and went home, happy, guiltless,
and content.
And that's how smart, honest, educated people can come to the
wrong conclusion about an aircraft accident cause.
#Comment: Best interest rules.
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There was once a plane crash. It was terrible. Many children,
boys, girls, men and women died terribly by being burnt,
smashed, cut, and suffocated. Their families and friends cried
when they found out. Everyone was sad and upset. It was a
mystery why the plane crashed.
Everyone said, "Find out why the plane crashed."
So they did. Here's how they found out how the plane crashed.
The government established an agency composed of experts to
investigate the circumstances and events leading to, during, and
after the crash. The government agency, called the National
Transportation Safety Board, or the NTSB, appointed a person to
oversee the Board. He was called the Appointee. He believed that
his Administration oversaw the safest aviation transportation
system in the world. And he was right.
The Appointee went to the scene of the crash. It was a mess;
bodies and pieces of plane were everywhere. The NTSB took
charge and organized teams to recover the pieces of the bodies
and the plane. The pieces of bodies went in one direction and the
pieces of plane to another where it was put back together. The
bodies were not put back together, or they were, I'm not sure
about that.
The NTSB had an investigator, called the Investigator, but
needed more help; like most government agencies they were
underfunded and understaffed. No government agency ever has
enough funds or staff, that's why they are called government
agencies. The Investigator believed that he investigated aircraft
accidents fairly and comprehensively. And he was right.

The NTSB Appointee asked the company who made the airplane
if they would send someone over to help discover why his
airplane crashed and killed all these people. The airplane maker
said, sure, here he is, you can call him the manufacturer's
representative; we can call him the Maker. The Maker went to
the crash site to help the NTSB. He believed his airplane to be
the strongest, safest airplane in the world. And he was right.
Everybody had ideas why the plane crashed. The most exciting
ones were the most talked about, of course. What is the most
exciting one you can think of? Boom? Yes! A bomb goes boom
in a boom box is an exciting idea. But, it's been done before, so
this time, bomb go boom in a boom box was not accepted right
away. But maybe an exciting rocket powered missile could have
hit the airplane? Maybe! So the Government agency involved
with missile attacks by foreigners, the Federal Bureau of Bomb
Investigation, was brought into the mystery. The FBBI assigned
an agent, the Agent, who believed that he conducted
investigations that were complete and based on fact. And he was
right.
He initially wanted to find a bomb but if he couldn't get that, he
would settle for a missile; so they started examining every piece
of the airplane for explosive residue. Residue is something very
small, invisible trace usually, which is found on something very
small, a fragment actually. Explosive residue can be found
around a child's cap gun or a nuclear explosion so if the residue
is found, the conclusion can be very flexible and be made to fit
whoever makes the discovery. So everyone worked very hard to
find explosive residue. And they found some! But there was
nothing around the residue that looked like an explosion had hit
it so the residue stood alone waiting.
The NTSB Appointee, his Investigator, the Maker, and the FBBI
Agent were all at the hangar where the pieces of the plane were
being put back together one day. They stood around. They each

had a cup of coffee in a cup with their agency logo on it which
matched their windbreakers. They were sharp.
"How about them 'Niners," one of them said, "think they got a
chance 'gainst Dallas this year?"
"No," the Agent replied.
"How's the investigation going?" asked the Investigator.
"Wait a minute, that's my question," said the Appointee.
"Well, I can ask that question, too," said the Agent.
"Yeah, me too," said the Maker.
"OK, OK, everybody can share and ask the question, how's the
investigation going?" said the Appointee.
"What investigation," said the agent, and they all laughed. They
got along awfully nice together.
"Well, the plane came apart in the air. The nose separated first
and fell forming a debris trail. The rest of the airplane fell and
exploded later forming its own debris trail," said the Maker.
"We haven't found any conclusive evidence of a bomb or missile
or any hostile action against the plane," said the Agent.
"We reviewed the paper history of the plane and discovered it is
an early model Boeing 747 and has over fifty thousand hours of
flight time with several airlines flying all over the world in all
types of conditions. There are also two Airworthiness Directives
against the only item in front of the wing near where the
destruction occurred on the right side which caused the nose to
come off: the forward cargo door," said the Investigator.
An Airworthiness Directive is an order to the airline from the
Federal Aviation Authority that a very dangerous condition exists
and if the instructions in the Airworthiness Directive are not
followed exactly, the aircraft is not permitted to fly. The forward
cargo door had two Airworthiness Directives based upon
previous events in which passengers were killed because of the
door malfunctioning and opening in flight.
"The people are trusting us to find out what's wrong. They are

continuing to fly in this type aircraft. I have consoled the victim's
families. We will give daily press briefings and keep the public
fully informed of all our discoveries regardless how trivial we
think they may be now. I've asked for help from the public, has
anyone received any help?" asked the Appointee.
"Yes, I have," said the Investigator.
"What was the help," asked the Appointee.
"An informed member of the public, who has vast experience in
many aspects of aviation, suggested I visit his web site which has
a hundred pages of documented evidence linking three crashes of
similar type aircraft to this crash. The linking evidence is solid.
He said to compare this crash to another which is similar and had
a solution. The conclusion is that the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door is tearing off leaving a big hole which causes
the whole nose to come off. I reviewed the pages and they are
legitimate extracts from government reports. The member of the
public said he was granting our request for help and suggested
we rule out the cargo door right away," the Investigator
concluded.
"Well, that was very nice of the public," said the agent, "what a
nice guy."
"That's very interesting," said the Maker, "let me check out that
theory, where is the cargo door?"
"Over there," said the Agent who had previously checked it for
explosive residue and found none even though a large explosion
was suspected in the vicinity. The Maker walked over to the
pieces of the door.
"What's the address of the web site," asked the Appointee, "I'd
like to peruse the pages."
"http://www.corazon.com" said the Investigator, "and his email
address is barry@corazon.com."
The Appointee went over to a nearby computer, went on the
internet, booted up a web browser, put in URL address, and

started reading the pages.
The Investigator asked the Agent, "Can you get us copies of the
other accident reports although they belong to foreign countries."
"Can do easy, GI," said the agent and immediately picked out the
small cellular phone from his coat and made a call. The logo of
his agency was on the back of the phone and matched his coffee
cup and windbreaker. He was sharp.
The Agent called some other agents who called some people who
obtained the files and faxed them to the Agent in the hangar.
"Yeah, getting confidential files from a foreign government
quickly, piece of cake," the Agent mumbled under his breath.
"Hey this is great," said the Investigator, as the faxes came
across. "Look at the evidence of voice recorder, radar
information, destruction sequence, engine evidence, body
pathology, and aircraft reconstruction, it all matches! And the one
crash that we definitely know was a cargo door has matching
evidence to the mostly mysterious ones."
"Who said the one sure cause was a cargo door?" asked the
Agent.
"Me," said the Investigator, "I did that crash and it was the door
opening in flight, we found the door, it was unlocked, all the
evidence is correct."
"Hey this is great! This is very interesting," said the Appointee
while reading the one hundred pages of the crash web site. "All
the evidence matches. There is a link of cargo door opening to all
these crashes. We should check this out."
Just then a loud shout went up over by the cargo door
reconstruction area. The Appointee, the Agent, and the
Investigator all looked over at the Maker who was jumping up
and down shouting, "Come over here, come over here, I've found
it, I've found it!"
Now, everybody reading this story, relax, don't panic, everything
is going to be all right. This is just a story and not real life. We'll

take a little break here to rest our brains.
Look around, you're still safe, you understand most of what your
reading, and it's easy to just read words. To review: A terrible
thing happened. The government is going to find out what
happened so that it does not happen again. This is how they do it.
Everything is organized before the terrible thing happens so that
the truth will come out quickly and you can quit worrying. The
four concerned parties were the Maker, the Investigator, the
Agent, and the Appointee. The people who actually flew in the
airplane and died in the airplane, the Pilot and the Passenger,
were not concerned, not represented, and thus were not included.
They would probably get too emotional, anyway.
"Over here, over here," shouted the Maker, "I've found it!"
The Appointee, the Agent, and the Investigator rushed over the to
Maker who was kneeling next to the forward cargo door pieces.
"Look at this," said the Maker, pointing to the cam locks, the cam
sectors, the locking pins, the door control wire bundle and the
edges of the broken door. "Yes it's all here," said the Maker,
"here is the locked lock sectors, the unlocked cam sectors, the
worn metal cams and locking pins, the frayed wire bundle, and
the broken pieces of door."
"What's it mean?" asked the Agent.
"It means that the door looked locked but wasn't fully latched.
The metal is worn from constant use. The frayed wire bundle
sent a erroneous signal to the door to open. The door opened up
and outward into the slipstream and broke in half right here,"
said the Maker, pointing to the broken door halves.
"You know, I was right all along," continued the Maker, "my first
airplane of this type did not have a door like this, only later was
it added at the airlines insistence. And then later we changed the
door so that it opens inward and upward so that if the door opens
accidentally in flight the inside pressure will keep it closed and it
will not tear off a large piece of nose skin which leads to the

whole nose tearing off and crashing the airplane. See, we learn
from our mistakes," finished the Maker, contentedly.
"Ah," said the Investigator, "this new crashed door matches the
old crashed doors which match the known cause of door opening
crash. It definitely is the door opening which caused the crash,"
finished the Investigator, contentedly.
"And look," said the Agent, "the floor beams are bent and
fractured in the same way as a door opening event and not the
opposite way as in an explosive event. It definitely was not a
bomb but a door opening which caused this crash," said the
Agent, contentedly.
They had found out the cause of their crash. They had done their
job. They had earned their pay. They had fulfilled their years of
education, striving, and experience. By teamwork, preparation
and patience, they had unraveled a mystery. They all reached into
their coat pockets for their cellular phones to make the calls to
their bosses.
The Maker called his home office and spoke to the Chief
Executive Officer. The Maker explained the door mechanical
problem and how to fix it. The CEO told the Maker he would
talk with the Board of Directors and get back to him. The Maker
hung up satisfied with a job well done.
The Agent had called his Director and explained the discovery of
the door problem. The Director had told the Agent he would talk
with the Attorney General and get back to him. The Agent hung
up satisfied with a job well done.
The Investigator called his family and told them of the door
discovery. His family said they would talk with his buddies and
would get back to him. The Investigator hung up satisfied with a
job well done.
The Appointee called the Secretary and told him of the door
problem discovery. The Secretary said he would talk to the
President and get back to him. The Appointee hung up satisfied

with a job well done.
"Well, what caused the door to open," asked the Appointee.
"Good question," said everybody.
"We'll get to that later," said the Maker, as they all waited for the
phones to ring with the news from their bosses about
congratulations, raises, promotions, assignments, and interviews.
The phone rang. It was for the Maker. He opened the cellular flap
and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Agent. He opened the cellular flap
and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Investigator. He opened the
cellular flap and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Appointee. He opened the cellular
flap and listened to his boss.
After a few minutes of listening, the Maker, the Agent, the
Investigator, and the Appointee folded the cellular flaps closed
and put their phones back inside their jackets. They were silent.
They went to a table and had a cup of coffee.
"How about them 'Niners, think they got a change against Dallas
this year?" asked the Agent.
"No," said the Maker. "I think I may have been a bit hasty in my
conclusion about the cause of the crash."
"I might have jumped the gun, too," said the Investigator.
"I may have rushed to a conclusion, also," said the Agent.
"I could have been brash," said the Appointee. "Let's reconsider."
"Yes, let's reconsider," they all agreed. And they did.
"I'll start," said the Maker, "my Chief Executive Officer reported
from the Board of Directors who said that I may have been a bit
hasty about the cause of the crash. Now that the cause of the
crash might be determined to be a faulty forward cargo door,
these events will take place as soon as it is official. Seven billion
dollars of orders for this model aircraft will be cancelled, two
billion dollars in liability claims will be paid by the company,

new orders for our other aircraft will be slow in arriving, if ever;
the repair costs for the faulty doors on all the aircraft will cost
one billion dollars, our quality reputation will disappear, our
stock price will disappear costing us billions in company value,
and ten thousand employees will be laid off with no pension or
health plan, including me. My boss asked me if I understood very
clearly what he had told me, especially about the laid off with no
pension part. I said I did," concluded the somber Maker. After a
moment's reflection he added, "I definitely was a bit hasty about
the cause of this accident. I'm reconsidering the accident cause
right now."
"I'm next," said the Investigator. "My wife told me that I might
have jumped the gun on the accident cause. When she called all
my buddies and told them the cause of the accident was a door,
they said that they were involved in the previous accidents which
were said to be bombs but are now proven to be incorrect. Their
reputations are shot, they have lost their credibility as accident
investigators, they will not be able to get a job, their self esteem
is gone, and they have said for me never to ever again contact
them in any way. My wife is very concerned about my position
now that I would be the enemy of all my coworkers. She fears
for her security and for our daughter who may now not be able to
afford dentistry and will have all the other kids laughing at her
funny mouth. She might have to go to her parent's house with our
daughter. She asked did I understand what she had said,
especially the part about her going to her parent's house with our
daughter. I said I did," concluded the somber Investigator. After a
moment's reflection he added, "I definitely jumped the gun on the
accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
"My turn," said the Agent. "My Director informed the Attorney
General who said that I may have rushed to a conclusion on the
accident cause. He said that now that the cause was a mechanical
problem caused by us and not a bomb from foreign enemies the

new request for additional funds for new agents will not be
approved. Because our current agent staffing guide is based upon
previous bombing incidents on airplanes that now appear not to
have happened, our current staff will be reduced. Since we made
errors in announcements of explosive finds, the public has lost
confidence in our judgment and all our surreptitious activities
such as monitoring mail and communications through court
orders will be curtailed because of lack of court approval. With
the general lessening of fear from foreign terrorists our recent
inroads into overseas areas with local liaison offices, we will be
told to leave and return to the United States and leave the
overseas investigations to the locals or the CIA. Because we
bungled this bombing investigation we will not be able to expand
our investigative efforts into other areas, such as bankruptcies,
and will be restricted to domestic crime. Since our budget will be
slashed, our mission curtailed, and our employees laid off, I am
to be assigned to a place I don't want to go to, for longer than I
can stand, doing a job I hate. The Director asked me if I
understood what he said, especially about the new assignment
part. I said I did," concluded the somber Agent. After a moment's
reflection he added, "I definitely rushed to a conclusion on the
accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
"I guess I'm last," said the Appointee. "My Secretary called the
President who said I could have been brash about the accident
cause. The President said that now that the cause might be a
mechanical problem which has gone on for years undetected
instead of foreign terrorists, many changes will occur. When the
manufacturer loses orders he lays off employees who are upset
and vote against him. When the manufacturer lays off employees
they don't pay their bills and go bankrupt and the entire economy
of a large area of the country is adversely affected with people
who will not vote for him. The billions of dollars coming into the
country from overseas for airplanes will not be coming in and the

national debt rises upsetting all the people who will not vote for
him. The billions of dollars for airplanes will now go to a foreign
country making them stronger. The cause being undetected for so
long has allowed other planes to crash and kill people upsetting
the victim's families and friends who will not vote for him. The
reputation of the country resides in the quality of its products and
the number one product of America has now shown to be
defective, allowing the world to laugh at us. In addition, he will
now have to apologize to a foreign leader for erroneously
blaming him for bombing and destroying an aircraft resulting in
sanctions against his country resulting in hardship for millions of
his innocent citizens. The blame for the delay in detecting the
cause, the blame for allowing the defective door to be certified as
OK, the lack of oversight in enforcing the Airworthiness
Directives, the revelations of sloppy paperwork and maintenance
records will ensure that his administration will not be returned to
power in the upcoming election. The President said that if he
goes down everyone goes down. I will be replaced as Appointee
and will never be appointed to anything higher than pre-school
yard monitor for the rest of my life. The Secretary asked me if I
understood everything he said, especially about the schoolyard
monitor part. I said I did," concluded the somber Appointee.
After a moment's reflection he added, "I definitely was brash on
the accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
So they reconsidered. They did not consider their own well
being; they were above selfish self interest. They thought about
their company, about their friends, about their mission, and about
their country. Their personal safety, the security of their families,
their aspirations about their careers, and the respect of their
fellows did not enter into their considerations one bit. They cared
about a higher truth. They thought about loyalty to company,
mission, friends, and country. They thought about right and
wrong. They were not traitors. They were not thieves. They were

not bad people. They realized they had to re-evaluate the cause of
the crash. They needed to look closer at the evidence. They
needed to consider some new conclusions based upon the closer
look at the evidence. So they did.
They looked at the radar evidence of blips just before the two
aircraft disintegrated. Hey, could be an anomaly, they all agreed.
They looked at the one half second loud sound then silence from
the four aircraft. Hey, listening closer to this short sound makes it
clear that this sound is different from all the rest of the short loud
sounds. They are all different short loud sounds, they all agreed.
They looked at the FODDED engine number three of the three
aircraft. Hey, this foreign object junk could be anything,
including the lining of the intake. The FOD could be anything,
they all agreed.
They looked at the missing bodies in the same seats in the three
aircraft. Hey, could be sharks or wolves that made them
disappear, they all agreed.
They looked at the sudden power cut on the four aircraft. Hey,
power cuts off all the time; plug comes out, power station goes
out, circuit breaker pops, could be anything. The sudden power
cut could be anything, they all agreed.
They looked at the tearing off of the nose on the four aircraft.
Hey, could be a bomb. That's right, they all agreed, it could be
bombs which tore the nose off all the four aircraft.
They looked at the same type of early model, high flight time
Boeing 747 of the four aircraft. Hey, coincidence, they all
agreed.
They looked at the streak seen by eyewitnesses. Hey, drunk
partygoers see all sorts of stuff, they all laughed, as they agreed
to disregard eyewitness evidence.
They decided to ignore cargo door latch cams, lock sectors, pull
in hooks, and frayed wire bundles, as well as bent and fractured
floor beams, as being too complicated, too difficult to understand

and prone to misinterpretation.
The Airworthiness Directives against the door were to be
mentioned with no comment. The photographs of the
reconstructed fuselage showing the destruction sequence were
changed to drawings by an artist who closely followed
instructions on what to represent.
They reviewed the evidence. They came to the conclusion that
the previous conclusion was hasty, brash, and rushed. It could
have looked like an inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door was the probable cause of the crash, but then again it could
look like it wasn't. It all depended on how you looked at it. It was
only natural to look at it from the company's best interest, the
agency's best interest, the family's best interest, and the country's
best interest, if they had a choice. And they did have a choice.
They came to the sober, well thought out, conservatively
reasoned explanation for the crash was unknown.
Their consciences were clear. They had closely examined the
evidence and interpreted it in the best possible light for the best
interests of their company, their friends, their mission, and their
country. They were patriots.
They called their bosses on the phones with the new conclusion.
They listened, they beamed, they hung up.
"Well," said the Maker, "orders for new planes are pouring in.
Our company is more prosperous than ever now that the cause of
the crash is not the company's fault. I've just been promoted,
given a raise, and given a new assignment I've been wanting for
years. My Chief Executive Officer wants to personally pat me on
the back," the Maker concluded happily.
"Well," said the Investigator, "my friends have all invited me
other to their house for football and a party. I don't have to bring
any beer either. My wife said she got a baby sitter for our
daughter and she's home right now waiting for me wearing her
special outfit. She wants to personally pat me," the Investigator

conclude happily.
"Well," said the Agent, "my director said that since the terrorist
danger is still out there, all around, our mission of catching our
enemies will proceed as planned, overseas and elsewhere. Also,
budgets won't be cut and staff won't be reduced. He personally
wants to shake my hand and wants me as his right hand man in
the home office," the Agent concluded happily.
"Well," said the Appointee, "the President said he is getting much
positive feedback from polls claiming the great confidence the
people have in their leader who protects them from foreign
enemies and domestic problems. The unemployment rate
remains low, his campaign contributions continue to pour in, the
society continues to travel and do business, confidence in his
administration and its supervision of the regulatory agencies is
high, his opponents have no issues to attack him with, he gets to
be belligerent to non-nuclear countries and appear strong, and he
just wants to see me personally and give me a great big hug. He
also asked me to pick a job, any job, that my heart desires in the
whole government, and it's mine, just like that," concluded the
Appointee happily.
"How about them 'Niners," one of them said, "think they got a
chance against Dallas this year?"
"Hell, yes," they all shouted, and went home, happy, guiltless,
and content.
And that's how smart, honest, educated people can come to the
wrong conclusion about an aircraft accident cause.
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There was once a plane crash. It was terrible. Many children,
boys, girls, men and women died terribly by being burnt,
smashed, cut, and suffocated. Their families and friends cried
when they found out. Everyone was sad and upset. It was a
mystery why the plane crashed.
Everyone said, "Find out why the plane crashed."
So they did. Here's how they found out how the plane crashed.
The government established an agency composed of experts to
investigate the circumstances and events leading to, during, and
after the crash. The government agency, called the National
Transportation Safety Board, or the NTSB, appointed a person to
oversee the Board. He was called the Appointee. He believed that
his Administration oversaw the safest aviation transportation
system in the world. And he was right.
The Appointee went to the scene of the crash. It was a mess;
bodies and pieces of plane were everywhere. The NTSB took
charge and organized teams to recover the pieces of the bodies
and the plane. The pieces of bodies went in one direction and the
pieces of plane to another where it was put back together. The
bodies were not put back together, or they were, I'm not sure
about that.
The NTSB had an investigator, called the Investigator, but
needed more help; like most government agencies they were
underfunded and understaffed. No government agency ever has

enough funds or staff, that's why they are called government
agencies. The Investigator believed that he investigated aircraft
accidents fairly and comprehensively. And he was right.
The NTSB Appointee asked the company who made the airplane
if they would send someone over to help discover why his
airplane crashed and killed all these people. The airplane maker
said, sure, here he is, you can call him the manufacturer's
representative; we can call him the Maker. The Maker went to
the crash site to help the NTSB. He believed his airplane to be
the strongest, safest airplane in the world. And he was right.
Everybody had ideas why the plane crashed. The most exciting
ones were the most talked about, of course. What is the most
exciting one you can think of? Boom? Yes! A bomb goes boom
in a boom box is an exciting idea. But, it's been done before, so
this time, bomb go boom in a boom box was not accepted right
away. But maybe an exciting rocket powered missile could have
hit the airplane? Maybe! So the Government agency involved
with missile attacks by foreigners, the Federal Bureau of Bomb
Investigation, was brought into the mystery. The FBBI assigned
an agent, the Agent, who believed that he conducted
investigations that were complete and based on fact. And he was
right.
He initially wanted to find a bomb but if he couldn't get that, he
would settle for a missile; so they started examining every piece
of the airplane for explosive residue. Residue is something very
small, invisible trace usually, which is found on something very
small, a fragment actually. Explosive residue can be found
around a child's cap gun or a nuclear explosion so if the residue
is found, the conclusion can be very flexible and be made to fit
whoever makes the discovery. So everyone worked very hard to
find explosive residue. And they found some! But there was
nothing around the residue that looked like an explosion had hit
it so the residue stood alone waiting.

The NTSB Appointee, his Investigator, the Maker, and the FBBI
Agent were all at the hangar where the pieces of the plane were
being put back together one day. They stood around. They each
had a cup of coffee in a cup with their agency logo on it which
matched their windbreakers. They were sharp.
"How about them 'Niners," one of them said, "think they got a
chance 'gainst Dallas this year?"
"No," the Agent replied.
"How's the investigation going?" asked the Investigator.
"Wait a minute, that's my question," said the Appointee.
"Well, I can ask that question, too," said the Agent.
"Yeah, me too," said the Maker.
"OK, OK, everybody can share and ask the question, how's the
investigation going?" said the Appointee.
"What investigation," said the agent, and they all laughed. They
got along awfully nice together.
"Well, the plane came apart in the air. The nose separated first
and fell forming a debris trail. The rest of the airplane fell and
exploded later forming its own debris trail," said the Maker.
"We haven't found any conclusive evidence of a bomb or missile
or any hostile action against the plane," said the Agent.
"We reviewed the paper history of the plane and discovered it is
an early model Boeing 747 and has over fifty thousand hours of
flight time with several airlines flying all over the world in all
types of conditions. There are also two Airworthiness Directives
against the only item in front of the wing near where the
destruction occurred on the right side which caused the nose to
come off: the forward cargo door," said the Investigator.
An Airworthiness Directive is an order to the airline from the
Federal Aviation Authority that a very dangerous condition exists
and if the instructions in the Airworthiness Directive are not
followed exactly, the aircraft is not permitted to fly. The forward
cargo door had two Airworthiness Directives based upon

previous events in which passengers were killed because of the
door malfunctioning and opening in flight.
"The people are trusting us to find out what's wrong. They are
continuing to fly in this type aircraft. I have consoled the victim's
families. We will give daily press briefings and keep the public
fully informed of all our discoveries regardless how trivial we
think they may be now. I've asked for help from the public, has
anyone received any help?" asked the Appointee.
"Yes, I have," said the Investigator.
"What was the help," asked the Appointee.
"An informed member of the public, who has vast experience in
many aspects of aviation, suggested I visit his web site which has
a hundred pages of documented evidence linking three crashes of
similar type aircraft to this crash. The linking evidence is solid.
He said to compare this crash to another which is similar and had
a solution. The conclusion is that the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door is tearing off leaving a big hole which causes
the whole nose to come off. I reviewed the pages and they are
legitimate extracts from government reports. The member of the
public said he was granting our request for help and suggested
we rule out the cargo door right away," the Investigator
concluded.
"Well, that was very nice of the public," said the agent, "what a
nice guy."
"That's very interesting," said the Maker, "let me check out that
theory, where is the cargo door?"
"Over there," said the Agent who had previously checked it for
explosive residue and found none even though a large explosion
was suspected in the vicinity. The Maker walked over to the
pieces of the door.
"What's the address of the web site," asked the Appointee, "I'd
like to peruse the pages."
"http://www.corazon.com" said the Investigator, "and his email

address is barry@corazon.com."
The Appointee went over to a nearby computer, went on the
internet, booted up a web browser, put in URL address, and
started reading the pages.
The Investigator asked the Agent, "Can you get us copies of the
other accident reports although they belong to foreign countries."
"Can do easy, GI," said the agent and immediately picked out the
small cellular phone from his coat and made a call. The logo of
his agency was on the back of the phone and matched his coffee
cup and windbreaker. He was sharp.
The Agent called some other agents who called some people who
obtained the files and faxed them to the Agent in the hangar.
"Yeah, getting confidential files from a foreign government
quickly, piece of cake," the Agent mumbled under his breath.
"Hey this is great," said the Investigator, as the faxes came
across. "Look at the evidence of voice recorder, radar
information, destruction sequence, engine evidence, body
pathology, and aircraft reconstruction, it all matches! And the one
crash that we definitely know was a cargo door has matching
evidence to the mostly mysterious ones."
"Who said the one sure cause was a cargo door?" asked the
Agent.
"Me," said the Investigator, "I did that crash and it was the door
opening in flight, we found the door, it was unlocked, all the
evidence is correct."
"Hey this is great! This is very interesting," said the Appointee
while reading the one hundred pages of the crash web site. "All
the evidence matches. There is a link of cargo door opening to all
these crashes. We should check this out."
Just then a loud shout went up over by the cargo door
reconstruction area. The Appointee, the Agent, and the
Investigator all looked over at the Maker who was jumping up
and down shouting, "Come over here, come over here, I've found

it, I've found it!"
Now, everybody reading this story, relax, don't panic, everything
is going to be all right. This is just a story and not real life. We'll
take a little break here to rest our brains.
Look around, you're still safe, you understand most of what your
reading, and it's easy to just read words. To review: A terrible
thing happened. The government is going to find out what
happened so that it does not happen again. This is how they do it.
Everything is organized before the terrible thing happens so that
the truth will come out quickly and you can quit worrying. The
four concerned parties were the Maker, the Investigator, the
Agent, and the Appointee. The people who actually flew in the
airplane and died in the airplane, the Pilot and the Passenger,
were not concerned, not represented, and thus were not included.
They would probably get too emotional, anyway.
"Over here, over here," shouted the Maker, "I've found it!"
The Appointee, the Agent, and the Investigator rushed over the to
Maker who was kneeling next to the forward cargo door pieces.
"Look at this," said the Maker, pointing to the cam locks, the cam
sectors, the locking pins, the door control wire bundle and the
edges of the broken door. "Yes it's all here," said the Maker,
"here is the locked lock sectors, the unlocked cam sectors, the
worn metal cams and locking pins, the frayed wire bundle, and
the broken pieces of door."
"What's it mean?" asked the Agent.
"It means that the door looked locked but wasn't fully latched.
The metal is worn from constant use. The frayed wire bundle
sent a erroneous signal to the door to open. The door opened up
and outward into the slipstream and broke in half right here,"
said the Maker, pointing to the broken door halves.
"You know, I was right all along," continued the Maker, "my first
airplane of this type did not have a door like this, only later was
it added at the airlines insistence. And then later we changed the

door so that it opens inward and upward so that if the door opens
accidentally in flight the inside pressure will keep it closed and it
will not tear off a large piece of nose skin which leads to the
whole nose tearing off and crashing the airplane. See, we learn
from our mistakes," finished the Maker, contentedly.
"Ah," said the Investigator, "this new crashed door matches the
old crashed doors which match the known cause of door opening
crash. It definitely is the door opening which caused the crash,"
finished the Investigator, contentedly.
"And look," said the Agent, "the floor beams are bent and
fractured in the same way as a door opening event and not the
opposite way as in an explosive event. It definitely was not a
bomb but a door opening which caused this crash," said the
Agent, contentedly.
They had found out the cause of their crash. They had done their
job. They had earned their pay. They had fulfilled their years of
education, striving, and experience. By teamwork, preparation
and patience, they had unraveled a mystery. They all reached into
their coat pockets for their cellular phones to make the calls to
their bosses.
The Maker called his home office and spoke to the Chief
Executive Officer. The Maker explained the door mechanical
problem and how to fix it. The CEO told the Maker he would
talk with the Board of Directors and get back to him. The Maker
hung up satisfied with a job well done.
The Agent had called his Director and explained the discovery of
the door problem. The Director had told the Agent he would talk
with the Attorney General and get back to him. The Agent hung
up satisfied with a job well done.
The Investigator called his family and told them of the door
discovery. His family said they would talk with his buddies and
would get back to him. The Investigator hung up satisfied with a
job well done.

The Appointee called the Secretary and told him of the door
problem discovery. The Secretary said he would talk to the
President and get back to him. The Appointee hung up satisfied
with a job well done.
"Well, what caused the door to open," asked the Appointee.
"Good question," said everybody.
"We'll get to that later," said the Maker, as they all waited for the
phones to ring with the news from their bosses about
congratulations, raises, promotions, assignments, and interviews.
The phone rang. It was for the Maker. He opened the cellular flap
and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Agent. He opened the cellular flap
and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Investigator. He opened the
cellular flap and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Appointee. He opened the cellular
flap and listened to his boss.
After a few minutes of listening, the Maker, the Agent, the
Investigator, and the Appointee folded the cellular flaps closed
and put their phones back inside their jackets. They were silent.
They went to a table and had a cup of coffee.
"How about them 'Niners, think they got a change against Dallas
this year?" asked the Agent.
"No," said the Maker. "I think I may have been a bit hasty in my
conclusion about the cause of the crash."
"I might have jumped the gun, too," said the Investigator.
"I may have rushed to a conclusion, also," said the Agent.
"I could have been brash," said the Appointee. "Let's reconsider."
"Yes, let's reconsider," they all agreed. And they did.
"I'll start," said the Maker, "my Chief Executive Officer reported
from the Board of Directors who said that I may have been a bit
hasty about the cause of the crash. Now that the cause of the
crash might be determined to be a faulty forward cargo door,

these events will take place as soon as it is official. Seven billion
dollars of orders for this model aircraft will be cancelled, two
billion dollars in liability claims will be paid by the company,
new orders for our other aircraft will be slow in arriving, if ever;
the repair costs for the faulty doors on all the aircraft will cost
one billion dollars, our quality reputation will disappear, our
stock price will disappear costing us billions in company value,
and ten thousand employees will be laid off with no pension or
health plan, including me. My boss asked me if I understood very
clearly what he had told me, especially about the laid off with no
pension part. I said I did," concluded the somber Maker. After a
moment's reflection he added, "I definitely was a bit hasty about
the cause of this accident. I'm reconsidering the accident cause
right now."
"I'm next," said the Investigator. "My wife told me that I might
have jumped the gun on the accident cause. When she called all
my buddies and told them the cause of the accident was a door,
they said that they were involved in the previous accidents which
were said to be bombs but are now proven to be incorrect. Their
reputations are shot, they have lost their credibility as accident
investigators, they will not be able to get a job, their self esteem
is gone, and they have said for me never to ever again contact
them in any way. My wife is very concerned about my position
now that I would be the enemy of all my coworkers. She fears
for her security and for our daughter who may now not be able to
afford dentistry and will have all the other kids laughing at her
funny mouth. She might have to go to her parent's house with our
daughter. She asked did I understand what she had said,
especially the part about her going to her parent's house with our
daughter. I said I did," concluded the somber Investigator. After a
moment's reflection he added, "I definitely jumped the gun on the
accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
"My turn," said the Agent. "My Director informed the Attorney

General who said that I may have rushed to a conclusion on the
accident cause. He said that now that the cause was a mechanical
problem caused by us and not a bomb from foreign enemies the
new request for additional funds for new agents will not be
approved. Because our current agent staffing guide is based upon
previous bombing incidents on airplanes that now appear not to
have happened, our current staff will be reduced. Since we made
errors in announcements of explosive finds, the public has lost
confidence in our judgment and all our surreptitious activities
such as monitoring mail and communications through court
orders will be curtailed because of lack of court approval. With
the general lessening of fear from foreign terrorists our recent
inroads into overseas areas with local liaison offices, we will be
told to leave and return to the United States and leave the
overseas investigations to the locals or the CIA. Because we
bungled this bombing investigation we will not be able to expand
our investigative efforts into other areas, such as bankruptcies,
and will be restricted to domestic crime. Since our budget will be
slashed, our mission curtailed, and our employees laid off, I am
to be assigned to a place I don't want to go to, for longer than I
can stand, doing a job I hate. The Director asked me if I
understood what he said, especially about the new assignment
part. I said I did," concluded the somber Agent. After a moment's
reflection he added, "I definitely rushed to a conclusion on the
accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
"I guess I'm last," said the Appointee. "My Secretary called the
President who said I could have been brash about the accident
cause. The President said that now that the cause might be a
mechanical problem which has gone on for years undetected
instead of foreign terrorists, many changes will occur. When the
manufacturer loses orders he lays off employees who are upset
and vote against him. When the manufacturer lays off employees
they don't pay their bills and go bankrupt and the entire economy

of a large area of the country is adversely affected with people
who will not vote for him. The billions of dollars coming into the
country from overseas for airplanes will not be coming in and the
national debt rises upsetting all the people who will not vote for
him. The billions of dollars for airplanes will now go to a foreign
country making them stronger. The cause being undetected for so
long has allowed other planes to crash and kill people upsetting
the victim's families and friends who will not vote for him. The
reputation of the country resides in the quality of its products and
the number one product of America has now shown to be
defective, allowing the world to laugh at us. In addition, he will
now have to apologize to a foreign leader for erroneously
blaming him for bombing and destroying an aircraft resulting in
sanctions against his country resulting in hardship for millions of
his innocent citizens. The blame for the delay in detecting the
cause, the blame for allowing the defective door to be certified as
OK, the lack of oversight in enforcing the Airworthiness
Directives, the revelations of sloppy paperwork and maintenance
records will ensure that his administration will not be returned to
power in the upcoming election. The President said that if he
goes down everyone goes down. I will be replaced as Appointee
and will never be appointed to anything higher than pre-school
yard monitor for the rest of my life. The Secretary asked me if I
understood everything he said, especially about the schoolyard
monitor part. I said I did," concluded the somber Appointee.
After a moment's reflection he added, "I definitely was brash on
the accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
So they reconsidered. They did not consider their own well
being; they were above selfish self interest. They thought about
their company, about their friends, about their mission, and about
their country. Their personal safety, the security of their families,
their aspirations about their careers, and the respect of their
fellows did not enter into their considerations one bit. They cared

about a higher truth. They thought about loyalty to company,
mission, friends, and country. They thought about right and
wrong. They were not traitors. They were not thieves. They were
not bad people. They realized they had to re-evaluate the cause of
the crash. They needed to look closer at the evidence. They
needed to consider some new conclusions based upon the closer
look at the evidence. So they did.
They looked at the radar evidence of blips just before the two
aircraft disintegrated. Hey, could be an anomaly, they all agreed.
They looked at the one half second loud sound then silence from
the four aircraft. Hey, listening closer to this short sound makes it
clear that this sound is different from all the rest of the short loud
sounds. They are all different short loud sounds, they all agreed.
They looked at the FODDED engine number three of the three
aircraft. Hey, this foreign object junk could be anything,
including the lining of the intake. The FOD could be anything,
they all agreed.
They looked at the missing bodies in the same seats in the three
aircraft. Hey, could be sharks or wolves that made them
disappear, they all agreed.
They looked at the sudden power cut on the four aircraft. Hey,
power cuts off all the time; plug comes out, power station goes
out, circuit breaker pops, could be anything. The sudden power
cut could be anything, they all agreed.
They looked at the tearing off of the nose on the four aircraft.
Hey, could be a bomb. That's right, they all agreed, it could be
bombs which tore the nose off all the four aircraft.
They looked at the same type of early model, high flight time
Boeing 747 of the four aircraft. Hey, coincidence, they all
agreed.
They looked at the streak seen by eyewitnesses. Hey, drunk
partygoers see all sorts of stuff, they all laughed, as they agreed
to disregard eyewitness evidence.

They decided to ignore cargo door latch cams, lock sectors, pull
in hooks, and frayed wire bundles, as well as bent and fractured
floor beams, as being too complicated, too difficult to understand
and prone to misinterpretation.
The Airworthiness Directives against the door were to be
mentioned with no comment. The photographs of the
reconstructed fuselage showing the destruction sequence were
changed to drawings by an artist who closely followed
instructions on what to represent.
They reviewed the evidence. They came to the conclusion that
the previous conclusion was hasty, brash, and rushed. It could
have looked like an inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door was the probable cause of the crash, but then again it could
look like it wasn't. It all depended on how you looked at it. It was
only natural to look at it from the company's best interest, the
agency's best interest, the family's best interest, and the country's
best interest, if they had a choice. And they did have a choice.
They came to the sober, well thought out, conservatively
reasoned explanation for the crash was unknown.
Their consciences were clear. They had closely examined the
evidence and interpreted it in the best possible light for the best
interests of their company, their friends, their mission, and their
country. They were patriots.
They called their bosses on the phones with the new conclusion.
They listened, they beamed, they hung up.
"Well," said the Maker, "orders for new planes are pouring in.
Our company is more prosperous than ever now that the cause of
the crash is not the company's fault. I've just been promoted,
given a raise, and given a new assignment I've been wanting for
years. My Chief Executive Officer wants to personally pat me on
the back," the Maker concluded happily.
"Well," said the Investigator, "my friends have all invited me
other to their house for football and a party. I don't have to bring

any beer either. My wife said she got a baby sitter for our
daughter and she's home right now waiting for me wearing her
special outfit. She wants to personally pat me," the Investigator
conclude happily.
"Well," said the Agent, "my director said that since the terrorist
danger is still out there, all around, our mission of catching our
enemies will proceed as planned, overseas and elsewhere. Also,
budgets won't be cut and staff won't be reduced. He personally
wants to shake my hand and wants me as his right hand man in
the home office," the Agent concluded happily.
"Well," said the Appointee, "the President said he is getting much
positive feedback from polls claiming the great confidence the
people have in their leader who protects them from foreign
enemies and domestic problems. The unemployment rate
remains low, his campaign contributions continue to pour in, the
society continues to travel and do business, confidence in his
administration and its supervision of the regulatory agencies is
high, his opponents have no issues to attack him with, he gets to
be belligerent to non-nuclear countries and appear strong, and he
just wants to see me personally and give me a great big hug. He
also asked me to pick a job, any job, that my heart desires in the
whole government, and it's mine, just like that," concluded the
Appointee happily.
"How about them 'Niners," one of them said, "think they got a
chance against Dallas this year?"
"Hell, yes," they all shouted, and went home, happy, guiltless,
and content.
And that's how smart, honest, educated people can come to the
wrong conclusion about an aircraft accident cause.
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There was once a plane crash. It was terrible. Many children,
boys, girls, men and women died terribly by being burnt,
smashed, cut, and suffocated. Their families and friends cried
when they found out. Everyone was sad and upset. It was a
mystery why the plane crashed.
Everyone said, "Find out why the plane crashed."
So they did. Here's how they found out how the plane crashed.
The government established an agency composed of experts to
investigate the circumstances and events leading to, during, and
after the crash. The government agency, called the National
Transportation Safety Board, or the NTSB, appointed a person to
oversee the Board. He was called the Appointee. He believed that
his Administration oversaw the safest aviation transportation
system in the world. And he was right.
The Appointee went to the scene of the crash. It was a mess;
bodies and pieces of plane were everywhere. The NTSB took
charge and organized teams to recover the pieces of the bodies
and the plane. The pieces of bodies went in one direction and the
pieces of plane to another where it was put back together. The
bodies were not put back together, or they were, I'm not sure
about that.
The NTSB had an investigator, called the Investigator, but

needed more help; like most government agencies they were
underfunded and understaffed. No government agency ever has
enough funds or staff, that's why they are called government
agencies. The Investigator believed that he investigated aircraft
accidents fairly and comprehensively. And he was right.
The NTSB Appointee asked the company who made the airplane
if they would send someone over to help discover why his
airplane crashed and killed all these people. The airplane maker
said, sure, here he is, you can call him the manufacturer's
representative; we can call him the Maker. The Maker went to
the crash site to help the NTSB. He believed his airplane to be
the strongest, safest airplane in the world. And he was right.
Everybody had ideas why the plane crashed. The most exciting
ones were the most talked about, of course. What is the most
exciting one you can think of? Boom? Yes! A bomb goes boom
in a boom box is an exciting idea. But, it's been done before, so
this time, bomb go boom in a boom box was not accepted right
away. But maybe an exciting rocket powered missile could have
hit the airplane? Maybe! So the Government agency involved
with missile attacks by foreigners, the Federal Bureau of Bomb
Investigation, was brought into the mystery. The FBBI assigned
an agent, the Agent, who believed that he conducted
investigations that were complete and based on fact. And he was
right.
He initially wanted to find a bomb but if he couldn't get that, he
would settle for a missile; so they started examining every piece
of the airplane for explosive residue. Residue is something very
small, invisible trace usually, which is found on something very
small, a fragment actually. Explosive residue can be found
around a child's cap gun or a nuclear explosion so if the residue
is found, the conclusion can be very flexible and be made to fit
whoever makes the discovery. So everyone worked very hard to
find explosive residue. And they found some! But there was

nothing around the residue that looked like an explosion had hit
it so the residue stood alone waiting.
The NTSB Appointee, his Investigator, the Maker, and the FBBI
Agent were all at the hangar where the pieces of the plane were
being put back together one day. They stood around. They each
had a cup of coffee in a cup with their agency logo on it which
matched their windbreakers. They were sharp.
"How about them 'Niners," one of them said, "think they got a
chance 'gainst Dallas this year?"
"No," the Agent replied.
"How's the investigation going?" asked the Investigator.
"Wait a minute, that's my question," said the Appointee.
"Well, I can ask that question, too," said the Agent.
"Yeah, me too," said the Maker.
"OK, OK, everybody can share and ask the question, how's the
investigation going?" said the Appointee.
"What investigation," said the agent, and they all laughed. They
got along awfully nice together.
"Well, the plane came apart in the air. The nose separated first
and fell forming a debris trail. The rest of the airplane fell and
exploded later forming its own debris trail," said the Maker.
"We haven't found any conclusive evidence of a bomb or missile
or any hostile action against the plane," said the Agent.
"We reviewed the paper history of the plane and discovered it is
an early model Boeing 747 and has over fifty thousand hours of
flight time with several airlines flying all over the world in all
types of conditions. There are also two Airworthiness Directives
against the only item in front of the wing near where the
destruction occurred on the right side which caused the nose to
come off: the forward cargo door," said the Investigator.
An Airworthiness Directive is an order to the airline from the
Federal Aviation Authority that a very dangerous condition exists
and if the instructions in the Airworthiness Directive are not

followed exactly, the aircraft is not permitted to fly. The forward
cargo door had two Airworthiness Directives based upon
previous events in which passengers were killed because of the
door malfunctioning and opening in flight.
"The people are trusting us to find out what's wrong. They are
continuing to fly in this type aircraft. I have consoled the victim's
families. We will give daily press briefings and keep the public
fully informed of all our discoveries regardless how trivial we
think they may be now. I've asked for help from the public, has
anyone received any help?" asked the Appointee.
"Yes, I have," said the Investigator.
"What was the help," asked the Appointee.
"An informed member of the public, who has vast experience in
many aspects of aviation, suggested I visit his web site which has
a hundred pages of documented evidence linking three crashes of
similar type aircraft to this crash. The linking evidence is solid.
He said to compare this crash to another which is similar and had
a solution. The conclusion is that the inadvertent opening of the
forward cargo door is tearing off leaving a big hole which causes
the whole nose to come off. I reviewed the pages and they are
legitimate extracts from government reports. The member of the
public said he was granting our request for help and suggested
we rule out the cargo door right away," the Investigator
concluded.
"Well, that was very nice of the public," said the agent, "what a
nice guy."
"That's very interesting," said the Maker, "let me check out that
theory, where is the cargo door?"
"Over there," said the Agent who had previously checked it for
explosive residue and found none even though a large explosion
was suspected in the vicinity. The Maker walked over to the
pieces of the door.
"What's the address of the web site," asked the Appointee, "I'd

like to peruse the pages."
"http://www.corazon.com" said the Investigator, "and his email
address is barry@corazon.com."
The Appointee went over to a nearby computer, went on the
internet, booted up a web browser, put in URL address, and
started reading the pages.
The Investigator asked the Agent, "Can you get us copies of the
other accident reports although they belong to foreign countries."
"Can do easy, GI," said the agent and immediately picked out the
small cellular phone from his coat and made a call. The logo of
his agency was on the back of the phone and matched his coffee
cup and windbreaker. He was sharp.
The Agent called some other agents who called some people who
obtained the files and faxed them to the Agent in the hangar.
"Yeah, getting confidential files from a foreign government
quickly, piece of cake," the Agent mumbled under his breath.
"Hey this is great," said the Investigator, as the faxes came
across. "Look at the evidence of voice recorder, radar
information, destruction sequence, engine evidence, body
pathology, and aircraft reconstruction, it all matches! And the one
crash that we definitely know was a cargo door has matching
evidence to the mostly mysterious ones."
"Who said the one sure cause was a cargo door?" asked the
Agent.
"Me," said the Investigator, "I did that crash and it was the door
opening in flight, we found the door, it was unlocked, all the
evidence is correct."
"Hey this is great! This is very interesting," said the Appointee
while reading the one hundred pages of the crash web site. "All
the evidence matches. There is a link of cargo door opening to all
these crashes. We should check this out."
Just then a loud shout went up over by the cargo door
reconstruction area. The Appointee, the Agent, and the

Investigator all looked over at the Maker who was jumping up
and down shouting, "Come over here, come over here, I've found
it, I've found it!"
Now, everybody reading this story, relax, don't panic, everything
is going to be all right. This is just a story and not real life. We'll
take a little break here to rest our brains.
Look around, you're still safe, you understand most of what your
reading, and it's easy to just read words. To review: A terrible
thing happened. The government is going to find out what
happened so that it does not happen again. This is how they do it.
Everything is organized before the terrible thing happens so that
the truth will come out quickly and you can quit worrying. The
four concerned parties were the Maker, the Investigator, the
Agent, and the Appointee. The people who actually flew in the
airplane and died in the airplane, the Pilot and the Passenger,
were not concerned, not represented, and thus were not included.
They would probably get too emotional, anyway.
"Over here, over here," shouted the Maker, "I've found it!"
The Appointee, the Agent, and the Investigator rushed over the to
Maker who was kneeling next to the forward cargo door pieces.
"Look at this," said the Maker, pointing to the cam locks, the cam
sectors, the locking pins, the door control wire bundle and the
edges of the broken door. "Yes it's all here," said the Maker,
"here is the locked lock sectors, the unlocked cam sectors, the
worn metal cams and locking pins, the frayed wire bundle, and
the broken pieces of door."
"What's it mean?" asked the Agent.
"It means that the door looked locked but wasn't fully latched.
The metal is worn from constant use. The frayed wire bundle
sent a erroneous signal to the door to open. The door opened up
and outward into the slipstream and broke in half right here,"
said the Maker, pointing to the broken door halves.
"You know, I was right all along," continued the Maker, "my first

airplane of this type did not have a door like this, only later was
it added at the airlines insistence. And then later we changed the
door so that it opens inward and upward so that if the door opens
accidentally in flight the inside pressure will keep it closed and it
will not tear off a large piece of nose skin which leads to the
whole nose tearing off and crashing the airplane. See, we learn
from our mistakes," finished the Maker, contentedly.
"Ah," said the Investigator, "this new crashed door matches the
old crashed doors which match the known cause of door opening
crash. It definitely is the door opening which caused the crash,"
finished the Investigator, contentedly.
"And look," said the Agent, "the floor beams are bent and
fractured in the same way as a door opening event and not the
opposite way as in an explosive event. It definitely was not a
bomb but a door opening which caused this crash," said the
Agent, contentedly.
They had found out the cause of their crash. They had done their
job. They had earned their pay. They had fulfilled their years of
education, striving, and experience. By teamwork, preparation
and patience, they had unraveled a mystery. They all reached into
their coat pockets for their cellular phones to make the calls to
their bosses.
The Maker called his home office and spoke to the Chief
Executive Officer. The Maker explained the door mechanical
problem and how to fix it. The CEO told the Maker he would
talk with the Board of Directors and get back to him. The Maker
hung up satisfied with a job well done.
The Agent had called his Director and explained the discovery of
the door problem. The Director had told the Agent he would talk
with the Attorney General and get back to him. The Agent hung
up satisfied with a job well done.
The Investigator called his family and told them of the door
discovery. His family said they would talk with his buddies and

would get back to him. The Investigator hung up satisfied with a
job well done.
The Appointee called the Secretary and told him of the door
problem discovery. The Secretary said he would talk to the
President and get back to him. The Appointee hung up satisfied
with a job well done.
"Well, what caused the door to open," asked the Appointee.
"Good question," said everybody.
"We'll get to that later," said the Maker, as they all waited for the
phones to ring with the news from their bosses about
congratulations, raises, promotions, assignments, and interviews.
The phone rang. It was for the Maker. He opened the cellular flap
and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Agent. He opened the cellular flap
and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Investigator. He opened the
cellular flap and listened to his boss.
The phone rang. It was for the Appointee. He opened the cellular
flap and listened to his boss.
After a few minutes of listening, the Maker, the Agent, the
Investigator, and the Appointee folded the cellular flaps closed
and put their phones back inside their jackets. They were silent.
They went to a table and had a cup of coffee.
"How about them 'Niners, think they got a change against Dallas
this year?" asked the Agent.
"No," said the Maker. "I think I may have been a bit hasty in my
conclusion about the cause of the crash."
"I might have jumped the gun, too," said the Investigator.
"I may have rushed to a conclusion, also," said the Agent.
"I could have been brash," said the Appointee. "Let's reconsider."
"Yes, let's reconsider," they all agreed. And they did.
"I'll start," said the Maker, "my Chief Executive Officer reported
from the Board of Directors who said that I may have been a bit

hasty about the cause of the crash. Now that the cause of the
crash might be determined to be a faulty forward cargo door,
these events will take place as soon as it is official. Seven billion
dollars of orders for this model aircraft will be cancelled, two
billion dollars in liability claims will be paid by the company,
new orders for our other aircraft will be slow in arriving, if ever;
the repair costs for the faulty doors on all the aircraft will cost
one billion dollars, our quality reputation will disappear, our
stock price will disappear costing us billions in company value,
and ten thousand employees will be laid off with no pension or
health plan, including me. My boss asked me if I understood very
clearly what he had told me, especially about the laid off with no
pension part. I said I did," concluded the somber Maker. After a
moment's reflection he added, "I definitely was a bit hasty about
the cause of this accident. I'm reconsidering the accident cause
right now."
"I'm next," said the Investigator. "My wife told me that I might
have jumped the gun on the accident cause. When she called all
my buddies and told them the cause of the accident was a door,
they said that they were involved in the previous accidents which
were said to be bombs but are now proven to be incorrect. Their
reputations are shot, they have lost their credibility as accident
investigators, they will not be able to get a job, their self esteem
is gone, and they have said for me never to ever again contact
them in any way. My wife is very concerned about my position
now that I would be the enemy of all my coworkers. She fears
for her security and for our daughter who may now not be able to
afford dentistry and will have all the other kids laughing at her
funny mouth. She might have to go to her parent's house with our
daughter. She asked did I understand what she had said,
especially the part about her going to her parent's house with our
daughter. I said I did," concluded the somber Investigator. After a
moment's reflection he added, "I definitely jumped the gun on the

accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
"My turn," said the Agent. "My Director informed the Attorney
General who said that I may have rushed to a conclusion on the
accident cause. He said that now that the cause was a mechanical
problem caused by us and not a bomb from foreign enemies the
new request for additional funds for new agents will not be
approved. Because our current agent staffing guide is based upon
previous bombing incidents on airplanes that now appear not to
have happened, our current staff will be reduced. Since we made
errors in announcements of explosive finds, the public has lost
confidence in our judgment and all our surreptitious activities
such as monitoring mail and communications through court
orders will be curtailed because of lack of court approval. With
the general lessening of fear from foreign terrorists our recent
inroads into overseas areas with local liaison offices, we will be
told to leave and return to the United States and leave the
overseas investigations to the locals or the CIA. Because we
bungled this bombing investigation we will not be able to expand
our investigative efforts into other areas, such as bankruptcies,
and will be restricted to domestic crime. Since our budget will be
slashed, our mission curtailed, and our employees laid off, I am
to be assigned to a place I don't want to go to, for longer than I
can stand, doing a job I hate. The Director asked me if I
understood what he said, especially about the new assignment
part. I said I did," concluded the somber Agent. After a moment's
reflection he added, "I definitely rushed to a conclusion on the
accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
"I guess I'm last," said the Appointee. "My Secretary called the
President who said I could have been brash about the accident
cause. The President said that now that the cause might be a
mechanical problem which has gone on for years undetected
instead of foreign terrorists, many changes will occur. When the
manufacturer loses orders he lays off employees who are upset

and vote against him. When the manufacturer lays off employees
they don't pay their bills and go bankrupt and the entire economy
of a large area of the country is adversely affected with people
who will not vote for him. The billions of dollars coming into the
country from overseas for airplanes will not be coming in and the
national debt rises upsetting all the people who will not vote for
him. The billions of dollars for airplanes will now go to a foreign
country making them stronger. The cause being undetected for so
long has allowed other planes to crash and kill people upsetting
the victim's families and friends who will not vote for him. The
reputation of the country resides in the quality of its products and
the number one product of America has now shown to be
defective, allowing the world to laugh at us. In addition, he will
now have to apologize to a foreign leader for erroneously
blaming him for bombing and destroying an aircraft resulting in
sanctions against his country resulting in hardship for millions of
his innocent citizens. The blame for the delay in detecting the
cause, the blame for allowing the defective door to be certified as
OK, the lack of oversight in enforcing the Airworthiness
Directives, the revelations of sloppy paperwork and maintenance
records will ensure that his administration will not be returned to
power in the upcoming election. The President said that if he
goes down everyone goes down. I will be replaced as Appointee
and will never be appointed to anything higher than pre-school
yard monitor for the rest of my life. The Secretary asked me if I
understood everything he said, especially about the schoolyard
monitor part. I said I did," concluded the somber Appointee.
After a moment's reflection he added, "I definitely was brash on
the accident cause. I'm reconsidering right now."
So they reconsidered. They did not consider their own well
being; they were above selfish self interest. They thought about
their company, about their friends, about their mission, and about
their country. Their personal safety, the security of their families,

their aspirations about their careers, and the respect of their
fellows did not enter into their considerations one bit. They cared
about a higher truth. They thought about loyalty to company,
mission, friends, and country. They thought about right and
wrong. They were not traitors. They were not thieves. They were
not bad people. They realized they had to re-evaluate the cause of
the crash. They needed to look closer at the evidence. They
needed to consider some new conclusions based upon the closer
look at the evidence. So they did.
They looked at the radar evidence of blips just before the two
aircraft disintegrated. Hey, could be an anomaly, they all agreed.
They looked at the one half second loud sound then silence from
the four aircraft. Hey, listening closer to this short sound makes it
clear that this sound is different from all the rest of the short loud
sounds. They are all different short loud sounds, they all agreed.
They looked at the FODDED engine number three of the three
aircraft. Hey, this foreign object junk could be anything,
including the lining of the intake. The FOD could be anything,
they all agreed.
They looked at the missing bodies in the same seats in the three
aircraft. Hey, could be sharks or wolves that made them
disappear, they all agreed.
They looked at the sudden power cut on the four aircraft. Hey,
power cuts off all the time; plug comes out, power station goes
out, circuit breaker pops, could be anything. The sudden power
cut could be anything, they all agreed.
They looked at the tearing off of the nose on the four aircraft.
Hey, could be a bomb. That's right, they all agreed, it could be
bombs which tore the nose off all the four aircraft.
They looked at the same type of early model, high flight time
Boeing 747 of the four aircraft. Hey, coincidence, they all
agreed.
They looked at the streak seen by eyewitnesses. Hey, drunk

partygoers see all sorts of stuff, they all laughed, as they agreed
to disregard eyewitness evidence.
They decided to ignore cargo door latch cams, lock sectors, pull
in hooks, and frayed wire bundles, as well as bent and fractured
floor beams, as being too complicated, too difficult to understand
and prone to misinterpretation.
The Airworthiness Directives against the door were to be
mentioned with no comment. The photographs of the
reconstructed fuselage showing the destruction sequence were
changed to drawings by an artist who closely followed
instructions on what to represent.
They reviewed the evidence. They came to the conclusion that
the previous conclusion was hasty, brash, and rushed. It could
have looked like an inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door was the probable cause of the crash, but then again it could
look like it wasn't. It all depended on how you looked at it. It was
only natural to look at it from the company's best interest, the
agency's best interest, the family's best interest, and the country's
best interest, if they had a choice. And they did have a choice.
They came to the sober, well thought out, conservatively
reasoned explanation for the crash was unknown.
Their consciences were clear. They had closely examined the
evidence and interpreted it in the best possible light for the best
interests of their company, their friends, their mission, and their
country. They were patriots.
They called their bosses on the phones with the new conclusion.
They listened, they beamed, they hung up.
"Well," said the Maker, "orders for new planes are pouring in.
Our company is more prosperous than ever now that the cause of
the crash is not the company's fault. I've just been promoted,
given a raise, and given a new assignment I've been wanting for
years. My Chief Executive Officer wants to personally pat me on
the back," the Maker concluded happily.

"Well," said the Investigator, "my friends have all invited me
other to their house for football and a party. I don't have to bring
any beer either. My wife said she got a baby sitter for our
daughter and she's home right now waiting for me wearing her
special outfit. She wants to personally pat me," the Investigator
conclude happily.
"Well," said the Agent, "my director said that since the terrorist
danger is still out there, all around, our mission of catching our
enemies will proceed as planned, overseas and elsewhere. Also,
budgets won't be cut and staff won't be reduced. He personally
wants to shake my hand and wants me as his right hand man in
the home office," the Agent concluded happily.
"Well," said the Appointee, "the President said he is getting much
positive feedback from polls claiming the great confidence the
people have in their leader who protects them from foreign
enemies and domestic problems. The unemployment rate
remains low, his campaign contributions continue to pour in, the
society continues to travel and do business, confidence in his
administration and its supervision of the regulatory agencies is
high, his opponents have no issues to attack him with, he gets to
be belligerent to non-nuclear countries and appear strong, and he
just wants to see me personally and give me a great big hug. He
also asked me to pick a job, any job, that my heart desires in the
whole government, and it's mine, just like that," concluded the
Appointee happily.
"How about them 'Niners," one of them said, "think they got a
chance against Dallas this year?"
"Hell, yes," they all shouted, and went home, happy, guiltless,
and content.
And that's how smart, honest, educated people can come to the
wrong conclusion about an aircraft accident cause.
#Comment: Best interest rules.
#Contents

barry@corazon.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 31, 1996 12:52:04 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: thorny civil liberties questions airport searches

Those pesky thorny civil liberties questions, really citizen, it's for
your own good, now bend over and touch your ankles. My
computer program says you may be hiding something, nothing
personal, you understand. Ooooo,
Gee, I wonder why everyone stopped flying airlines? I loves this
shit, subpoenas to answer questions based upon investigation in
your life because you were a passenger on a plane that later
crashed and your IRS accounts are not exactly straight or you
had a run in with the law a few years ago. And that's the way it is
now, today, before the presidential commission takes over.
Hello police state under martial law.
Your bag rubs up against bag of soldier who came from firing
range, now you are in deep shit when the red lights go off and
you are spread eagled and searched in front of family and
friends.
Well, look, if you are innocent, you have nothing to hide, and if
we have to do this to prevent bombs, then let's all do it. So there.
Oh, you mean they didn't like the magazine in my briefcase and
now I have to be escorted into a little room to answer just a few
questions? Hey, lots of people read this magazine, it doesn't
mean anything. Hey, what are those things, handcuffs? I'm not
resisting anything. POW, Blam. Case closed.
Hi Robert, still piddling away here, watching the location of
blast be pinpointed to right side forward of the wing spot, which
incidentally, don't tell anyone, is right over a spot on the
fuselage called the forward cargo door. Gee, what a coincidence.

Still getting nice emails from listeners.
Barry Smith
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: September 1, 1999 12:00:37 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: New Airport Bomb Plan Considered
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<p>
A presidential commission on aviation security is considering
a bomb detection plan that would require U.S. airlines to
scrutinize all passengers at U.S. airports using massive computer
files to identify potential terrorists or other suspicious
individuals, according to senior federal officials.<p>
If the plan is enacted, the federal government would require
creation of a computer profiling system that would examine
passengers' bill-paying records, flying habits and much other data
to determine which checked baggage should undergo
examination by sophisticated explosives detection
equipment.<p>
Passengers would become aware of the new procedure only if a
machine suggested a bomb were present in their baggage, and it
had to be opened for a physical check.<p>
Numerous legal issues still need to be resolved, including thorny
civil liberties questions such as whether the airlines would be
given access to information from government computer systems
like those containing criminal records.<p>
Nevertheless, a plan combining computerized profiling and hightech detection devices is the chief option being presented to the
commission by federal agencies and White House staff,
according to senior officials involved in the deliberations.<p>
The commission was created by President Clinton in the wake of
the suspicious July 17 explosion of Trans World Airlines Flight
800, which killed 230 people. The panel, headed by Vice
President Gore, is due to recommend a plan on Sept. 9 for
installing a nationwide explosives detection system.<p>
Under the proposal, the Federal Aviation Administration would

establish the criteria for passenger profile databases, but they
would be operated by the airlines, probably in connection with
reservation systems. Officials said that in addition to the civil
liberties concerns, a key technical challenge is to create a
profiling method that would recognize potential threats with a
high degree of certainty.<p>
"This is something that if you don't have a bit of an ulcer about it
initially, it is because you don't understand the problem," said
Cathal L. Flynn, associate FAA administrator for civil aviation
security.<p>
The chief advantage of computerized profiling is that it allows
authorities to determine that a large majority of passengers are
not suspicious, thus greatly reducing the number of bags
requiring examination. That in turn resolves a problem that has
bedeviled airport security officials around the world for years:
the kind of equipment sensitive enough to detect most bombs
operates too slowly and is too expensive to use on every suitcase
checked on an airplane without creating unacceptable delays.<p>
"Anyone who has thought this through realizes that [passenger]
profiling has to be part of the way we resolve the dilemmas
inherent in creating an explosive detection system," said Elaine
Kamarck, a senior policy adviser to Gore. His 18-member
commission is made up primarily of current and former
government officials and technical experts.<p>
Kamarck, who is directing staff work for the commission, noted
the Customs Service has made extensive use of computerized
profiling to improve efficiency of baggage and cargo inspection
procedures at Miami International Airport as part of Gore's
government reengineering initiative.<p>
Rather than screen all bags and cargo as in the past, Customs
officials in Miami now use profiling to identify the majority of
material that does not merit close scrutiny, such as cargo from
regular, well-known shippers. That has allowed a concentration

of resources on suspicious travelers and cargoes and, as a result,
drug seizures have increased, Customs officials say.<p>
In the wake of the 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over
Lockerbie, Scotland, Congress passed a law in 1990 requiring
installation of a nationwide airport bomb detection system, but a
variety of factors has stymied the effort. Clinton, in his
acceptance speech to the Democratic National Convention
Thursday night, reiterated his commitment to quick deployment
of such a system.<p>
So far, only one device has been proposed for certification under
the strict requirements for explosives detection developed by the
FAA in conjunction with law enforcement and scientific agencies
under mandates established in the 1990 law. That device,
certified in December 1994, is the CTX-5000 manufactured by
InVision Technologies Inc. of Foster City, Calif.<p>
The CTX-5000 uses a combination of rapid computing capacity,
X-rays and CAT scans of the sort used in medical diagnosis to
locate suspicious objects and then analyze its mass and density.
However, in extensive field trials the machine has proved too
slow to handle the full flow of a major airport baggage-handling
system, according to federal officials.<p>
Computerized profiling would identify most passengers as
families on vacation, frequent business travelers or some other
category of person unlikely to pose a threat. The remaining
baggage, belonging to anyone not easily cleared, would be
subjected to inspection by a sensitive device, like the
CTX-5000.<p>
Such a plan is not the only solution to the challenge of finding
bombs in checked baggage.<p>
Britain, Belgium and several other European countries have
developed systems that rely on several layers of detection
devices. In these systems a cruder but quicker detection device,
like a high powered X-ray, checks baggage first.<p>

It allows most bags to be passed on to the aircraft but diverts
some deemed suspicious to a closer check by slower and more
thorough devices, like the CTX-5000.<p>
Israel uses a combination of profiling and intensive interviewing
of passengers in a process that also winnows down the number of
people and bags that require closer scrutiny. Israeli airports also
use detection equipment, including the CTX-5000, to examine
suspect baggage.<p>
The European system, because it relies on an initial look by
devices less sensitive than those mandated under U.S. standards,
has been judged by U.S. officials as potentially unreliable,
particularly for unusual or hard-to-detect explosives.<p>
Computerized profiling, as it will be presented to the Gore
commission, would look at a wide range of information about
passengers, according to Flynn.<p>
"They'll need to be able to determine that you are who you say
you are, that you are of fixed abode, that you are traveling with
family, that you have so many miles flying recently with that
airline, that you have been paying and receiving bills at a certain
address," Flynn said. "There are those fields and many, many
more others that will go into determining who gets selected for
detection."<p>
Flynn emphasized the objective of computerized profiling is not
to catch potential wrongdoers of any sort.<p>
Rather, the goal is to identify all the people among those
boarding a plane whose baggage might justify further
scrutiny.<p>
"We are going to err on a whole lot of people whose bags are
going to be screened and who are innocent, and that error in
favor of screening innocent baggage will be by a factor of several
million to one" over luggage of guilty parties, Flynn said.<p>
U.S. airlines mow use several types of profiling under heightened
security measures mandated by the FAA over the past year. For

example, someone who pays cash for a ticket and is traveling
alone will undergo more detailed questioning at the check-in
counter than other travelers.<p>
In the past, airlines had been expected to assume the
multimillion-dollar costs of acquiring and installing an explosive
detection system, but since the TWA 800 crash the Clinton
administration has indicated it will propose government funding
for a substantial part of the initial expense.<p>
The FAA has supported research and development work on
computerized profiling since February 1994, and is now funding
a development project with Northwest Airlines.<p>
Virtually the entire federal law enforcement and intelligence
establishment has participated in developing the criteria for a
database, Flynn said. Since the TWA crash "we have been
accelerating the hell out of it," Flynn said, predicting
development work could be completed within months.<p>
But even then, he said, "there are a whole variety of
constitutional and legal questions that will still have to be
resolved before this can go forward." Would the airlines store
information on individuals? Would they go out and seek
information from credit bureaus and other private sources? <p>
An important factor in favor of the plan, he argued, is that by
moving toward deployment with profiling and the CTX-5000 the
government will create incentives for high-tech industries to
enter the field more aggressively.<p>
"We can show that it can be done," Flynn said, "and that is going
to cause boards and heads of engineering departments to say,
`Don't tell me it cannot be done. Let's do it cheaper, faster and
better.' "<p>
Such equipment emerging from private laboratories might lessen
reliance on profiling, Flynn said, but, in the meantime, he
acknowledged the Gore commission will have to wrestle with the
unknowns of a system that relies on computerized judgments on

human personalities and a detection device that is still
undergoing field trials.<p>
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 24, 1996 10:43:49 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Why 'especially'?

It would be inappropriate for me to comment
especially the comments made by Mr. Smith.
Why inappropriate? Every FBI agent in town is giving info about
the investigation and they are supposed to be the tight lipped
ones. Francis is on TV every day giving non interviews.

And Schleede can't comment? and especially about Mr. Smith?
Well, it's like the two Boeing field engineers that have been
contacted through indirect means about the cargo doors...they
both say, I can't comment, see our PR woman at this phone
number. What they don't say is, hogwash, nonsense, don't bother
me with this crap. What they say privately is Boeing is keeping a
tight lid on all aspects of the case. The end. So here we have
Schleede saying especially Mr. Smith, why especially? If it were
nonsense he wouldn't even mention the name, if it were
substantive, then he's got problems and does not want to get into
it. So Mr. Smith has substantive comments.
I relented to emotion and sent the following email after I heard
about the PETN find on 800...my following email was sent two
days after you received your email response which actually tells
a lot. He received your message and replied, which is important
in the world of government to get to the person you want to get
to, the content is secondary. He didn't say he would not
comment, he just said it would be inappropriate, people do
inapproprate things every day, like the following:
For Mr. Schleede and Francis: Well, you've gone and done it
now. You stalled around and stalled around not checking prime
suspect door and a FBI chemist, some poor soul, gave in to the
pressure and said, yeah, I got a positive. Now the investigation is
taken from the NTSB and you can go home leaving the real
culprit free to stike again, as it will. Maybe that's what you
wanted, relief from responsibility.
Well, when the next early model Boeing 747 takes off at night,
explodes into two pieces, leaving only a short loud sound on the
cvr, a fodded number 3 engine, a radar blip, and nine never
recovered bodies, then we can go through this whole charade
thing again, like Air India 182, Pan Am 103, TWA 800 and the
new Flight X, all struck down by random bombers using

different bombs placed in different places in random airplanes.
What amazing coincidences. NTSB had its window of
opportunity to get the real, boring, ordinary cause, but stalled and
stalled, now the FBI can do its paranoid thing. We live in a
dangerous world not made safer by you. If you ever do get
around to checking prime suspect door and find the cams
unlatched no one will believe you when you say door opened.
But you haven't checked obvious things yet, why start now?
Very very disappointed. NTSB can now join India and UK
transportation departments in using a tragedy to its own political
ends, damn truth. This is an evil thing NTSB has permitted. John
Barry Smith
So, you see, Mike, in addition to being investigative sleuth, I
must be PR flack. Which I'm not.
I take this seriously and serious things evoke serious emotions.
Like impotent frustration anger at obvious common sense
problem solving activities like ruling out prime suspect cargo
door in similar crash to cargo door crash to similar cargo door
crash to...The list goes on and on and adds a new one every few
years with same pattern with tell tale short loud sound before
destruction.
I'm now on coincidence of four crews talking on radios and
changing transponder codes when door opens. Could be
interaction between all those transmitters and door electrical
system. But this is out of my league of amateur sleuthdom.
Well, maybe you're smoother and can elicit neutral opinion from
Schleede based on anonymous source, just like the FBI. The
NTSB is fighting the PR war too and might want to counter with
their view.
You know, Mike the more I think about this, the more it stinks,
the Mr. Smith part. We are not talking personalities here, we are
talking cargo doors. I am not important, the door is. Did you ask
him about me, or ask him about cargo doors? I'd hate to think my

abrasive personality has deflected an investigation into the true
cause of a fatal crash. And what opened the damn door is still
questionable, I'll always say it could be a electrical short, or a
bomb, or a missile, or a mid air with a flying saucer, what the
hell. Get the the opening cause later, determine door opened
inflight by evidence, ground 747s, weld doors shut, start flying
again.
Bottom line, an early model Boeing 747 has mysteriously
crashed killing all aboard. Everyone has ideas but the cause is
officially unknown as we speak. Air Force One is an early model
Boeing 747. That connection alone is grounds enough to ground
the airplane and keep in on the ...tarmac?, ramp? taxiway? And
then add the creditable 80 page document called the web site
connecting the new mystery crash to old known cargo door crash
to old probable 747-237B cargo door crash to 747-200 which is
Air Force One to risk of Air Force One taking off and door open
and nose comes off, everyone dies, and USA will go to war
against somebody. Pick somebody we don't like.
Far fetched? Like the battleship Maine that was sunk in Havana
Harbor 1898 starting Spanish American War where we gained
the Philippines and other territories. Oh, it wasn't Spanish
saboteurs, it was coal dust exploding in boilers. Far fetched?
Like the Tonkin Gulf incident were our ships were attacked by
North Vietnam gunboats and we counterattacked and started ten
year war. Oh, it wasn't attack, just jumpy radar operators at
night.
Oh, it wasn't swarthy terrorist bombers destroying airplanes with
their nefarious schemes, but doors popping open when they
shouldn't. Oh well, hey how about them Forty Niners, think they
got a chance against Dallas this year?
Is there a voice of reason out there? A person not so scared they
can't think straight? A person not so involved with accident cause
they can follow established accident investigation procedures?

A person who can make up their own mind without taint of being
a Boeing shareholder, Boeing employee, resident of
Northwestern USA, TWA employee, US Aviation insurance
employee, US government agency NTSB FAA FBI employee,
victim's family, TV radio, other non-aviation media employee?
All want this to be not their fault, all want to keep their jobs, all
want something exciting like bomb or missile. None want case
solved with boring ordinary cause of door popping open because
it will cost them money, career, and hardest of all, they will have
to change their mind.
We live in dangerous times, Mike, when the conspiracy theories
rule, and common sense explanations are not even investigated
first to be ruled out first, then later to the juicy stuff like missiles
and bombs.
No, Mr. Schleede scares me now with this personal stuff and
ignoring fair reasonable technical question from responsible
media enquiry. Did you use the word cargo door in a question to
him? I trust you did, because that's what we want to know, the
position of the cam latches on the forward cargo door. Simple
thing, easily done, very significant...and refused to be done by
NTSB and refused to talk about it by NTSB.
Mike, it's just not right, this is not WWIII, this is not super secret
stuff, this is a civilian accident in USA during peacetime killing
ordinary citizens. This secrecy bullshit is wrong. Put the question
directly to Francis via Schleede's email. Ask him to forward
question to Francis. Francis talks all the time to media. He might
want to talk to a media person like you who actually knows
about airplanes, like you.
Use your clout. Use facts on website. Form own conclusion. We
are in the middle of a mystery and we in the aviation community
have to solve it. Who else will? The FBI, the ATF, the CIA,
CNN, the Senate, the State Department, passengers? No, us. John
Barry Smith

PS. BENSONM@ntsb.gov, carisep@ntsb.gov, LEET@ntsb.gov,
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov Who are these guys? Good for you, I
think you are asking for other opinions. Very good. The goal is to
find cause of crash, fix problem, continue flying, do not die.
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: August 24, 1996 5:16:29 AM PDT
To: "Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Ron Schleede responds (?)

Barry, FYI, I wrote Ron Schleede at NTSB per your suggestion. I
wrote him on
August 12th, and he responded with a non-response more than a
week later.
Best...Mike
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Cc: BENSONM@ntsb.gov, carisep@ntsb.gov, LEET@ntsb.gov,
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Subject: RE: TWA 800: Terrorism or mechanical?
Date: Tue, 20 Aug 1996 23:10:00 -0400
Encoding: 55 TEXT

It would be inappropriate for me to comment on the findings and
course of
twa800 investigation, especially the comments made by Mr.
Smith. You should
contact our public affairs office at 202-382-9660 for NTSB
official

releases.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 22, 1996 9:52:12 AM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: prediction fulfilled seating TWA800 missing bodies

The seating chart shows that four of 10 people who
were given seats in rows 22 to 24 have not been found.
In all, nine of those missing were assigned seats in rows
18 to 24.
Robert this is from Boston Globe and another prediction fulfilled.
Nine missing...reads like 811 and 103.
Seat Manifest Shows Half of
Those Still Missing Were From
Key Rows
By PAT MILTON, Associated Press, 08/22/96
SMITHTOWN, N.Y. (AP) - Newly obtained documents
show that many of the missing victims of TWA Flight
800 were seated in the jetliner's center section, where
investigators have narrowed their search for what
caused it to explode.

Airline records obtained Wednesday by The Associated
Press show two small clusters of missing passengers
in areas where investigators say the explosion may have
been triggered.
In all, a dozen of the 22 missing bodies were supposed
to be seated between rows 18 and 28, where
investigators are rebuilding a section of the aircraft
located over the center fuel tank.
It's all there. Fix is in for center fuel fire. Cargo door out for 800,
maybe next time. But it ain't over yet.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 21, 1996 10:25:33 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Trap

If you see Robert Francis deny that the TWA 800 crew was in
radio communication with the ground in the next few days, you
will know he fell into a trap. I know, crazy but I've noticed that
all my similarities to support door theory are denied by him a
few days after I report them to the NTSB.
First, news reports radar blip indicates door departure, then ruled
anomaly not important, not door.
Second, news reports streak reported indicates door departure,
then ruled nothing, not door.
Third, news reports two wreckage trails indicates door departure,
then three trails, not door.
Fourth, news reports Fod number 3 engine indicates door
departure, then no FOD not door.
Fifth, news reports half second loud sound indicates door
departure, tonight he says sound different not door.

Sixth, news reports door in pieces indicates door departure, then
door in one piece not door.
Seventh, news reports door close to event indicates door
departure, then door not close not door.
Today I email to NTSB planes were on radio when door opened.
If he states out of the blue that crew was not talking on radio
when event happened, he is covering up door problem and I'm
leaving town.
Am I falling into own trap that all people who believe differently
fall into? A conspiracy to keep people from the truth? I hope not.
Let us trust the officials we put our trust in. The NTSB must try
to find the truth regardless of political consequence.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 21, 1996 5:45:11 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: 747 Fwd pit door

Dear Mike, AVweb and AVsig mentioned in one email, I thought
you might be interested. Crash site is updated incrementally,
latest train of thought...four planes are talking on radios when
door opens. Coincidence? I don't think so. Could be power pulse
from transmitter or power supply affecting frayed electrical
harness. That is where the professional investigation should be
headed not this cockaminnie fuel center tank explosion contrary
to observed evidence.
Date: 21 Aug 96 18:09:40 EDT
From: Chris Olsson <101470.1100@CompuServe.COM>
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: 747 Fwd pit door
Status:
John,

I found your website through it having been mentioned on
Avweb. I was
previously unaware of you.
There is little doubt in my mind that you are absolutely right
about the fact
that the forward cargo door on the 74' is an intrinsic weakness
which slightly
compromises the safety of this venerably safe aircraft. You have
highlighted a
truth which has been (figuratively) swept under the carpet for
some time. I
agree completely with your statement that there is no conspiracy
or malice in
the 'establishment' consensus that TWA800 was a terrorist
bombing. A couple of
days ago I used the phrase "consensus of thought" when trying to
explain my
opinion to a friend who thought that I was expounding a
"conspiracy theory".
It would need an understanding of human psychology, which I do
not have, to
explain how a reasonably well informed and literate society can
be so easily led
into a tunnel of assumptions such as we are (repeatedly) seeing.
It is simply
convenient for a society (an individual too) to make all incoming
data fit a
pre-supposed model if the alternative is unthinkable. The simple
and most
convenient explanation for something horrible such as the OK

City bombing or
TWA800/Air India (et al) is that it is the big bad wolf outside that
is the real
danger, not something that 'we' have created. With massive
expenditure of
effort it is of course possible to find 'evidence' to support our
theory to such
an extent that the theory becomes self-sustaining even in the face
of contrary
evidence. Lockerbie is a classic case of this.
John, I don't know if you are a CompuServe user, so I'll take the
liberty of
assuming that you are not. On Avsig (aviation forum) there has
been much
interesting information coming forward from knowledgeable
people (as well as the
identifiable horse-shit). I reproduce below (without permission
and
disregarding copyright) a message from a thread which has
arisen from TWA800.
The writer is a United 747 ground engineer. I reproduce the
message in full and
unedited .

Well, maybe not in this case. My impression was that there
were many who
seemed too willing to place the blame on a baggage handler at
the outset rather
than Boeing design or our maintenance. Also, the NTSB may not
have had exclusive
access to the plane right away because the plane didn't have to be

retrieved in
pieces and assembled in a rented hangar. I don't know how long
it took the NTSB
to get there or whether that made any difference. Too many
bodies trampling the
evidence before the investigation and all of that. I don't know.
The FAA
generated a lot of paper as usual, yakking away about nonplugging doors,
outward-opening doors, and other phrases that makes them sound
like they know
what they are talking about. Ok, maybe they do.
The electrical harness is still too easily pinched, in my opinion.
I think
it's a terrible design. The strengthening of locking mechanisms
doesn't do
anything about an electrical short caused by a pinched harness.
The
strengthening may prevent the door from opening if a short does
occur, however.
Maybe.
I think Boeing and others knew about a problem before the door
blew off,
because I heard we had modified (cargo door mod) all but two of
our 747s before
the accident. One of our unmodified 747s at the time was the
aircraft involved
in the accident, N4713. I think Boeing may be in the courts
presently over this
prior knowlege or late implementation or something like that, but
I'm not sure.

Another hazy memory based on mechanic hearsay...a mechanic
at JFK was
working alone on a 747 in one of our lower lobe galleys which is
in the same
space as the cargo door. I think it was at night, *after* the Flight
811
incident. He heard the door opening and then it stopped. He
went to the door
and asked if anyone was outside and got no response. When he
went outside there
was no ladder by the door, and there is no way to reach the
switch to open the
door without a ladder or some kind of vehicle. He asked other
mechanics if
anyone had gone out there and nobody had. This, and not the
evidence of arcing
at HNL that I mentioned in the previous message may have led to
the wiring
harness theory. I think the arcing evidence may have been found
at JFK. I can't
remember if the pressure doors handle (the final step in closing
the door) was
closed at JFK or not. I assume not. The pressure doors are two
little doors or
windows on the larger cargo door that flop open or closed when
the manual handle
is opened or closed. A switch actuated by the pressure doors
rigging provides
the cockpit with the information that the door is closed or open.
The
strengthening was done in that area and another.

I think the safest way to operate a 747 as far as the cargo doors
are
concerned is by pulling the cargo door circuit breakers before
pushback. On
arrival, the circuit breakers have to be pushed back in before the
cargo doors
will open. It's a pain, and most don't feel they have to do it and
they don't.
Maybe they're right.

-Pete/United mechanic<<<

John, Perhaps I have just wasted your Email box space by
sending you that text
if you are monitoring Avsig. If so then please accept my
apologies.

BTW my own interest in the subject is not professional. I am a
private pilot
living in Scotland and have no Press or Airline associations.

Best regards, Chris Olsson
101470.1100@compuserve.com

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 21, 1996 10:25:13 AM PDT

To: heybeth@newsday.com
Subject: New Idea TWA Crash

Hey, Beth! if I may be so familiar...I wrote yesterday about a new
idea for TWA crash, inadvertent opening of forward cargo door,
not very sexy, but then mechanical problems rarely are. Anyway,
I thought you might want to check out who else gives weight to
the theory: http://www.avweb.com is an electronic aviation
magazine which covers the entire industry. They have a link to
my site and a comment under the 'newswire' section. You might
want to discuss the issue with the magazine editor, Mike Busch
at mbusch@avweb.com.
If this story is more appropriate for other writers, please
forward, Liam Pleven seems to be aware of the issues. I have
been reading online Newsday daily as the story here in Carmel
Valley CA is getting scant attention. Some of your stories are on
the website. The crash site has eighty pages of documentation.
Another aviation professional is
gesmith@freenet.columbus.oh.us who maintains a safety related
aviation page http://206.31.38.97/ASI/
Both gentleman understand the problem, the solution, and the
implications. The documented story of a structural defect in the
Boeing 747 is huge and warrants checking out the web site at
http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
Sincerely John Barry Smith
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: August 20, 1996 12:37:23 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Persistent but brief

At 09:27 AM 8/20/96 -0700, you wrote:
Thank you, Mike. Barry.

My pleasure, sir!
I actually created a special mailbox named "Barry" in my Eudora
email
software to keep your messages. I figured that if you turned out
to be
correct, I'd need quick access to them! <grin>
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 20, 1996 9:29:02 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Persistent but brief

Thank you, Mike. Barry.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 17, 1996 12:28:26 AM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Extra Extra Read All About It!

Nick, would you please submit this to your cautious editor?
Dear Cautious Editor, Did you ever watch 'Dad's Army'? My
father did and hated it. He turned 80 July 28th 1996, just two
weeks ago. He called me up yesterday and said he was looking
for something about the Home Guard. He was a member in May

of 1940 and stayed a member for years, quite proud. Out of
Birkenhead, the Cheshire Regiment. So I used the search
engines of the internet and put in Home Guard. Nothing
substantial. So I put in Dad's Army and up popped the TV show
sitcom and also 'The Home Guard' a scholarly historical text put
out by Oxford University Press for $29.95, available 1995. It was
exactly what my father was looking for; he ordered it.
The point sir? The internet is the point.
I found the UK accident report on Pan Am 103 through the net,
Nick found me through the net, and the net pulled it all together.
No net; no story. There is a net; there is a story.
Only facts, only data, only qualified observations, only solid
conclusions, that's what my web site is about on the 747 crashes.
There are no opinions from persons with intensely personal
motives for certain conclusions, including me.
The evidence tells the story. The net sees the pattern. Each
government when confronted with a mysterious plane crash uses
that event to its own best interest. That's normal. For most
governments that conclusion has been 'our enemies have bombed
us, the cowardly bastards.' India did it and UK did it and now the
USA is desperately trying to do the same. They are wrong. They
are wrong because they can not see the pattern as you can see if
you walk through the web site, at a desk, with Nick. Half of the
site is composed of documents from the UK accident report.
There is no cover up on Pan Am 103. The evidence is there
which led them to a false wishful thinking conclusion. The actual
truth is also there to be observed after knowing the details of the
other 747 crashes of UAL 811, Air India 182, and TWA 800.
Then the pattern is clear; a common cause of the crash is a
simple error; a door opened when it shouldn't.
To continue, sir, have you ever driven off with a car door open
when it was supposed to be closed? Or hood/bonnet open while
driving after being improperly latched by attendant? Or trunk/

boot pop up while driving? If not, then stop, an inadvertent
opening of a cargo door may seem too far fetched for you to
believe it could happen on an airplane.
If it has happened to you, then welcome to reality and goodbye
to shadowy characters in Malta buying something in Germany
and putting something on plane that gets transferred in London
and goes off early and manages to bring down a huge airplane
with a small charge in cassette recorder...or something like that,
the bomb story guys can never exactly agree what
happened...because it never happened.
The cargo door opened up tearing up and away, tearing skin with
it exposing huge gaping hole in side of nose which tore off by
wind pressure severing nerve center of 747 behind nose wheel
allowing only a half second of sound on voice recorder and data
recorder. Then the number 3 engine sucked in baggage and 8
people and ground them up so the bodies where never found. The
disintegrating engine 3 separated from pylon, struck fuselage and
fell separately from the other three engines. Two wreckage trails
formed. The metal door is picked up on radar as it departs
aircraft and lands closest to event because it left first. The
missing eight people sat over the cargo door. Disruption to
number three engine caught on data recorder.
Which flight am I talking about sir? You may have assumed Pan
Am 103 but the startling fact is that I am talking about Air India
182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800 because most of the
documented facts listed above apply to all three crashes. There is
the pattern; extremely similar events. Most of the above facts
also refer to UAL Flight 811, up to the nose coming off because
811's nose did not come off; it was able to land safely and report
what happened. The forward cargo door had come open in flight.
The entire sequence is documented by the NTSB accident report
and has the similar pattern to the crashed airplanes.
Stick to facts, stick to the evidence, disregard opinion, form own

opinion after reviewing facts. That's what I ask of you, sir, as you
walk through web site http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
with Nick.
What happened to the Bomb in 103, you ask? Well, the
explanation is all there at the site using UK accident report text
quotes.
Yes, I understand the profound implications of the cargo door
cause for the crashes. Galileo understood the implications when
he looked through the telescope and realized that the earth went
around the sun and not the other way round, contrary to popular
opinion. A simple observation with profound consequences. A
simple mechanical error leading to such terrible tragedy.
What is the role of Mail on Sunday in this? What is the role of
any paper these days? Repeat TV news but eight hours later? Pap
for the masses?
Can newspapers still ferret out news not covered and ignored by
TV or radio or even magazines?
Is there not an obligation to the citizens of Lockerbie to know
the reason why their friends and families died? Now they can
have the grief without the hate.
The internet is still not respected, much as early penny papers,
or early TV news. That will change as more amateur sleuths
experienced in their field of investigation use email, web search
engines, FTP, newsgroups and Internet Relay Chat to collate data
into surprising documented conclusions. Today plane crash
accident explanations; tomorrow disease solutions or money
corruption scandals.
Another reason for governments to fear the internet; raw, rude,
and true information made available world wide cheaply and it's
unfiltered by editors, or censors, or mothers, or owners, or
advertisers, or church, or government agencies.
The facts, the facts, the facts. They are there on the web site. The
pattern is clear. The puzzle pieces fit. The forest is seen. Not

random bombers striking different parts of random airplanes and
happen by chance to hit the same type aircraft with same
destruction pattern under similar circumstances. Too thin! Most
likely catastrophic mechanical fault reproducible under similar
flight circumstances giving similar destruction patterns,
something like the well known malfunctioning culprit, the
forward cargo door opening in flight at 300+ knots.
Ever put your hand out the window of your car at 60 miles an
hour? Of course. At 100 miles an hour? Feel the pressure? 200
miles an hour? Now double that to 400 miles an hour and
imagine a hole the size of three Bentley's exposed to that force
on the nose of a 747. Of course it tears the nose off in a split
second. And it did it to Air India 182, Pan Am 103, TWA 800 and
almost UAL 811, only killing nine passengers instead of the
usual 250 plus.
Well, what you have sir, is the aviation story of the decade. A
serious design flaw coupled with maintenance errors leading to
several disasters killing 800 people in the world's most famous
and popular aircraft over eleven years while the cause remained
unknown until now. And the story was handed to you by Nick
Fielding.
I ask again that you allow some time to check out this
momentous story by allowing Nick to walk you through the web
site checking for facts and solid evidence upon which to base
your own personal opinion on the causes of the crashes of Air
India 182, Pan Am 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. Then do what
you feel you must do.
Permit me an opportunity to snatch defeat from the jaws of
victory. Nick mentioned you wanted someone 'more reputable,
no offence,' before you might go with the story. Well, I survived
an ejection from a carrier jet aircraft which killed my pilot. I
know firsthand and intimately exactly what aircraft accidents are
all about. Add 35 years of model building, enlisted aircrew,

officer navigator in combat, and civilian commercial licensed,
instrument rated, Part 135 charter pilot and you have your
'reputable' source.
'Nuff said, thank you, John Barry Smith email
barry@corazon.com, phone 408 659 3552, fax 408 625 1809,
web http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 16, 1996 5:29:51 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Reassure me this, Robert

1. I go on your show and talk about radar blips just before
destruction, door in pieces, and two wreckage trails, all reported
in newspapers as so. The next week the blip disappears, the door
is in one piece, and there are three wreckage trails.
2. Next week I go on your show and talk about debris found in
number three engine as reported in the newspaper. Next day,
today, I hear Francis say no debris in number three engine.
3. In my corresponding with the NTSB I am telling them how to
cover up by telling them what leads me to cargo door in 800.
4. Let us see them make disappeared people reappear. Passengers
who sit over cargo doors in 747s whose cargo doors open
disappear. 800 will have at least 8 passengers who will never be
found and they will have sat over the cargo door.
5. I told a Boeing engineer (the only guy who said don't use my
name to the press) and I also have an email correspondent who
has a Boeing field engineer friend. His friend perused the site and
came back with, I'm skeptical, needs more facts. Well Robert,
don't we all. He didn't say, hogwash. Anyway I gave my Boeing
engineer name to his Boeing engineer name and they know each
other. And my Boeing engineer left word with his Boeing

engineer he's out of town, in the Far East. Yeah, Robert, the Far
East, as in incommunicado. He also said Boeing is assisting
NTSB in crash investigation. That is the fox guarding the
henhouse.
6. I'm telling you Robert, I'm staring into the deep abyss of
conspiracy to keep the cargo door out of the story. NTSB knows
it's cargo door and is slanting the evidence away from it. When
you come upon a muder scene with 300 dead bodies and a
known killer of nine of them in the same fashion is seen leaving
the crime scene, the first effort is to rule him out, as check his
alibi, not ignore the prime suspect entirely, unless he has friends
in high places, which he does.
7. I emailed O'Rourke but no reply back yet. He has seen the
suspect on radar and can identify him on other radar sighting
103, 800.
8. Reassure me this, Robert, the NTSB is above political fanstasy
solutions to real problems and puts the goal of accident
investigation cause above wishful thinking.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 16, 1996 10:03:29 AM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Sunday Times

One other comment, Nick, The Sunday Times in 1985 concocted
this whole nonsense story of Sikhs carring suitcase bomb on
board Air India 182 and printed it. Conspiracy sells. When the
Times goes loco with paranoia, who can be far behind. The
Tabloids?
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 16, 1996 10:01:16 AM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Trees in the Forest

Bill Lowther, has not called.
some kind of problem with the
main fuel tank Yeah, like it blew up from the vaporized fuel in
the disintegrating wings after the nose was torn off by cargo door
tearing big hole in side. A red herring for TWA 800, for Air India
it was bomb in Tokyo, for 103 it was shotgun blast. People do
what they want and find reasons why afterward.
1) They want someone
who is a recognised authority (no offence) on air disasters to
salute your
ideas; 2) they have immediate problems with taking in Panam
103 as part of
the scenario.
1. No problem, sheep follow sheep, my authority is I have been
in a two person jet plane on fire plane crash and both ejected and
one died and one lived to tell the tale. That's me. And you want
authority of a guy with a degree in Aeronautical Studies who gets
sweaty palms riding a merry go round.
2. Each tree of plane crash can look like what they want it to look
like, bombs. The forest tells the tale, consistent cargo door. 103
is essential, 811 is essential, 800 is essential, 182 is essential, and
SAA and Air India maybe if I can ever get the reports. A forest
needs trees. 103 can not be discounted. It sounds like the Mail is
following the party line. Tell me, Nick, how does any mistake
ever get corrected these days, once officially sanctioned? Britain
loves sex scandals but runs from political ones. Does phrase
Official Secrets Act come into your editor's head? Let the poor
saps at Heathrow take the blame for allowing the non bomb on
board, they are the fall guys. They would be interested to know
they were not to blame for hundreds of deaths. Lockerbie MP
would be interested to know he now can claim millions for his
destroyed town that he couldn't before.

Well, you saw the light but you are allowing others to dim it for
you. Hell me, too. Fuck 'em, why do I care about strangers, they
probably deserve to die anyway. Let's give up on this one and
prepare for the next one. The next tree for China to call bomb
from dissidents. Or France from separatists. Or BA from IRA. Or
El Al from...
From: MOS Newsdesk - MS/NOV
<msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk>
Date: August 16, 1996 3:18:00 PM PDT
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Everything OK

From: Nick Fielding
To: Barry Smith
Subject: TWA 800
Thanks for your latest note and previous missives. You may be
aware that I
asked a colleague of mine in Washington, Bill Lowther, to make
some calls on
the TWA 800 story. I gave him your numbers and hope that he
was able to
speak to you. That is why I had not been in touch directly myself.
I have continued to make my own inquiries and continue to
believe that your
theory, in the absence of any better one, is the strongest that I
have seen
so far. However, as you rightly surmise, I have run into the
problem of more
conservative senior editors. They have two problems: 1) They
want someone

who is a recognised authority (no offence) on air disasters to
salute your
ideas; 2) they have immediate problems with taking in Panam
103 as part of
the scenario.
For now, I intend to follow this story very closely and continue to
seek
information. If, as is quite likely, further information comes to
light
which strengthens your position, then I will have another go at
trying to
get something into the paper. I should add that a number of
recent 'leaks'
from the inquiry suggest that there may be some kind of problem
with the
main fuel tank. I was amazed to see that there had been four
previous fires
in these tanks, although none of them had led to the loss of a
plane.
I hope this news is not too depressing. Keep up your excellent
work, in the
knowledge that there are people out here watching very closely.
Please
continue to e-mail me with material that you think is relevant.
News, as
they say, is something that someone doesn't want you to hear.
---------From: barry
To: msnews
Subject: Everything OK
Date: 15 August 1996 23:31

Nick, Faxed clipping on flight182 on updated website. Haven't
heard from
you lately, everything OK or did cautious editor kill story? Can
you put
the MP for Lockerbie in touch with me?
Here's my latest discouragement thought for the day...My new
idea is to
start a page for the next 747 that crashes and let the reader fill in
the
blanks with dates and flight number as when the cargo door is
found and
where, the strange radar blip, the missing people in which seats,
the
fodded engine number three, the loud sound on the voice
recorder then
silence, the engine #3 blip just before destruction on the EPR
data
recorder, the reconstructed fuselage showing door and fuselage
in pieces
from the tearing action, the separated number 3 engine from the
rest cause
of early separation from wing, the disintegration of rest of
aircraft sans
nose about 10000 feet lower than door separation, and of course
the dates
of all the disappointments of no bomb evidence. I could make a
chart from
Air India 182 to 103, to 811, to 800 to X flight with all the exact
identical evidence reports.
Each country involved, Ireland, UK, India, now USA, each saw
a tree fall
and looked at it and didn't know why so all the players got
together and

said, "Well, what cause can we give that we all can live with?"
And they
all said, "Lightning." And Lightning it was. That happened each
time for
each tree that fell. Well, only after a person sees that identical
trees at
identical times of day are having a tree fall in identical sequence
that
the forest is clear. It is not random lightning but a reproducible
mechanical event, like beavers having breakfast. But when the
players got
together to listen to the beaver theory they all said, "We can't live
with
that, we would have to do something about the beavers, let's stick
to the
random act of god lightning theory." And they did. How many
trees have to
fall before the forest is recognized? Random bombers placing
random bombs
in random parts of airplanes don't pick the same type aircraft that
has
same destructive pattern and identical evidence. The forest is a
reproducible mechanical event on same type aircraft at same spot
on
aircraft giving identical destructive pattern results, cargo door.
The agreed upon truth is larger than me and the facts. In
America it is
style that persuades not logic, and I ain't got no style, nor push,
nor
influence, just cold words on paper observing cold physical
objects. We
live in a world populated by citizens on phones to their psychic
friends

talking about X files and conspiracy assassinations while
checking their
astrology charts.
Barry
The pattern tells the tale.
Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html

From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 16, 1996 4:15:33 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Tell All The People!

barry@corazon.com wrote:
If you are interested, I can ID him for you
Very important. My guy in NTSB is name Ron Schleede and I
think he may have
clammed up after I sent him a few insulting emails. You try.

Dear Barry,
I have reviewed your Schleede e-mail exchange. I see it in a
better light
than you do. Because of the specificity of his reply (*not* a

form-letter),
and the timing (and existence!) of his *second* reply, my
interpretation is
you are being taken seriously. What I get from it is bureaucratic
tight-ass
defensiveness maybe, but not really, a diss. Suppose he did take
it to
heart. Not implausible he'd try to get his ducks in a row in
internal NTSB
channels before spilling all to you first. The ambiguitiy of his
second
message (but which door??) could serve his purpose of buying
time for him and
honoring your tip with a (ambiguous) morsel.
I'd advise that you just chill with him for the nonce, to resume
when the
bomb theory is totally threadbare. The poor guy could actually
be
beleagured himself with all the FBI crap surrounding the
investigation.
After all, you have science on your side. You have, as I pointed
out on the
show, made useful "predictions" with your theory (in classical
scientific
terms): Early front cargo door fall, indigestion specifically for
engine #3,
and the probable locus of the disappeared passengers, cards you
can play at
some future, more amenable moment.
Barry, I have no doubt that you are being listened to behind

closed doors.
Your AF1 advisory, for instance was a bold -- and responsible -action which
officials are required to pay attention to (as evidenced, perhaps,
by the
timing of exchange #2). And if that were not enough, I can
assure you my
station is listened to because some years ago a producer got
politely
interrogated by Treasury officials (Secret Service) after some
fool caller
made irresponsible comments antagonistic to the then-President.
But as for the TW800 investigation, try assuming that the
incompetents don't
want to talk, while the beleagured competent allies have to speak
carefully
to smart ones like you (or maybe me) because we are insightful,
and
because we are public entities.
We just have to help them by anticipating their circumstances.
BTW, I've looked your new links: the seats (looks great!) and the
doors (very
funny uh, spooky, uh transcendent).
Just stick with The Doors, that's your music! Don't let me be
hearing you
changing the station to Joni Mitchell's "Cold Blue Steel and
Sweet Fire" (tho
I love her too). Your song is too good for you to stop singing it
now. And

I got people here in NYC who can prove it, just as you do all
over the
world(wide-web).
"Can't you see the wonder at your feet?
Your life's complete...
Follow me across the sea
where milky babies seem to be
Molded flowing revelry
with the one that set them free
Tell all the people that you see,
It's just me -- follow me down!"

Robert
(Already a tail-sitter,
as my WW2 uncle told me as a kid,
but now riding with a regulation 747-chute!)
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From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 16, 1996 3:19:51 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: MO Betta News...

Dear Barry,
The "MO" is (William M.) "Mike O'Rourke"!
As I gather, he's ex-NTSB, radar, and ATC, career-wise.
Apparently from the
Virginia area. He has done a few interesting Usenet posts, which
you can
search yourself by his address, which is:
wmor@ix.netcom.com.
Following is a post of his from rec.aviation.military, which
should give you
some idea where he's coming from. The interesting part begins
in paragraph
3:

[snip]
"NOW FOR THE SCOPE DOPE STUFF. Since I came to the
NTSB with
a major background in radar and a minor in sonar [the latter
being what I got stuck on boats doing searchs] I'll try
and answer your radar question.

"YES, an engine will show up on radar, both short range ASR
located at the airport, and long range radars (LRR) utilized
by the ARTCC. While at the Board, I used LRR data to track
two JT-8D that departed from the same number of B727's. Both
departed from the #3 position due to injestion of blue ice
buildup from a leak in the first class crapper. Using radar
data, one engine was located within 600 feet of its estimated
impact point while the other was located 390 feet from
estimated impact. I also used LRR data to track and locate
the forward fan section that departed from the #1 position
on a Flacon 50 at FL230 over West Virginia. It was recovered
approximately 600 feet from the est. impact point. I also
used ASR and LRR data to track a highly classified wing
pod that departed from a P-3 that was configured in many
ways with equipment planned for the Navy's P-7 (P-3
replacement). It was located just under 600 feet from the
est. impact point.
"I was able to track the debris from the cargo door off UAL811
to an estimated impact point and time. Our info was passed
on to the Navy for calculation as to what the stuff would have
done on its way to the bottom. Later, when they went looking
for it, the debris was loacted by sonar on the first pass of
the target area, in 14,000 feet of water, within 300 meters
of its est. impact point.
"The only drawback to radar data is that a part (or parts) cannot
be detected until they were between 200 and 400 feet from the
aircraft. If the radar (primary system) is really tweaked up,
you'll usually get tgt resolution at about 200 feet. More
likely, 400 feet to get good resolution.
"I have seen (while in USAF) a two second 20MM cannon burst

on medium range radar. Additionally, I've seen a "total"
launch of 2.75"FFAR from an F-86D. In Viet Nam, we would see
the fire stream of 7.62MM minigun fire from the AC-47's as
they raised hell at night.
"As an ATC type at MSP and IAD, we would always see flocks
of ducks & geese twice a year like clock work. We were even
required to issue bird advisories when we say them.
"YES, something the size of a stinger would be detectable
by ASR & LRR systems in use by the FAA today. In 1958, we
saw Sidewinders launched from CHINAT F-86's on CHICOM
Migs.
They move fast but we did see the tgts.
Mike O'Rourke"
[end message]
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From: barry@corazon.com

Date: August 15, 1996 11:57:02 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Important contact

If you are interested, I can ID him for you
Very important. My guy in NTSB is name Ron Schleede and I
think he may have clammed up after I sent him a few insulting
emails. You try. SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov He says he was the chief
investigator on 811 so he knows your guy, who I want to
communicate with fervently. Schleede is on the scene of 800 and
that makes the coverup angle hot because he should be telling
Francis look, this case is just like the one I worked on years ago
811.
Here's what he sent me.
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Mon, 29 Jul 1996 15:24:00 -0400
Encoding: 17 TEXT
Status:

Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes
and factors.
Thanks for the interest.
---------From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM

Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause
that must
be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989.
From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:

I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!
---------From: barry
To: SCHLEDR
Subject: TWA crash cause
Date: Tuesday, 30 July, 1996 01:48

http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html is my
website for cargo door
crash theory.
Robert, I responded back within minutes the following and have
not heard back, very suspicious, as if he were trying to throw me
off the trail. And that exclamation mark after latched bothers me
some too. The lady doth protest too much. The above was sent

within minutes of my Presidents life is in danger message. It may
have spooked him.
Here's what I sent back:
To: SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Which cargo door and cam positions
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Schleede, thank you for your prompt response.
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and
latched!
There are three cargo doors on TWA 800, which one are you
talking about.
The front cargo door is reported to be in pieces, your sentence
above implies one piece which would means other than front
cargo door checked.
The lock sectors are locked, but the cams are unlocked. You do
not mention cams.
What are the positions of the cam locks of the forward cargo
door? John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 15, 1996 11:47:25 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: FBBI

Federal Bureau of Bomb Investigation
So Kallstrom listened? Maybe one of his 500 agents on the scene
twiddling their thumbs which are up their asses. During my
searching tonight I ran into a note that said 2 million dollars paid
out to Miami family in May whose son died at Lockerbie. "It was

never about money," said the family. Fuck me, it was always
about money. Anyway, the note said that 500$million already
been paid out and many more claims to settle. And also the same
insurer US Aviation is the one for TWA! Another billion gone
and as much as I hate insurance companies this could be
considered one big insurance scam by the government, Boeing,
and airlines to defraud the insurance company with fake claim,
which it is. Government gets 30% of the billions, by the way.
Cargo door, limited to 75000$ and that's the law. Bomb and it's
wide open.
Robert, if you fly in a 747 wear a parachute and sit in the back.
You should have about 20 seconds to unbuckle seat belt, open
escape hatch and jump out, hope you don't get caught in fireball.
Hey, not funny anymore, man. It's all in my door page, you got
there first with follow me down.
I wish we'd have found it the first day. The first piece we pulled
up -- there was the bomb hole." Now there's an investigator with
a steel trap mind, closed shut. If he were a real police detective
he'd be pounding the beat or a meter maid with that attitude upon
coming on a crime scene.
The people are afraid of their government and we may already be
living in a police state. Two horrifying thoughts and that's no
way to live and I am not going to live that way.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 16, 1996 2:41:14 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: MO?

Dear Barry,
As I recall, you once said you had contacted an NTSB official
involved in

the UAL 811 investigation. I discovered someone with a
matching profile
who actually found the 811 cargo door. Radar expert, worked on
811, and
used archive radar data to backtrack and locate the door within
+/- 600
feet of the prediction under 14,000 feet of ocean. I just
wondered if
that was the same guy you meant.
If you are interested, I can ID him for you.
Robert
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 15, 1996 11:33:04 PM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Everything OK

Nick, Faxed clipping on flight182 on updated website. Haven't
heard from you lately, everything OK or did cautious editor kill

story? Can you put the MP for Lockerbie in touch with me?
Here's my latest discouragement thought for the day...My new
idea is to start a page for the next 747 that crashes and let the
reader fill in the blanks with dates and flight number as when the
cargo door is found and where, the strange radar blip, the missing
people in which seats, the fodded engine number three, the loud
sound on the voice recorder then silence, the engine #3 blip just
before destruction on the EPR data recorder, the reconstructed
fuselage showing door and fuselage in pieces from the tearing
action, the separated number 3 engine from the rest cause of
early separation from wing, the disintegration of rest of aircraft
sans nose about 10000 feet lower than door separation, and of
course the dates of all the disappointments of no bomb evidence.
I could make a chart from Air India 182 to 103, to 811, to 800 to
X flight with all the exact identical evidence reports.
Each country involved, Ireland, UK, India, now USA, each saw
a tree fall and looked at it and didn't know why so all the players
got together and said, "Well, what cause can we give that we all
can live with?" And they all said, "Lightning." And Lightning it
was. That happened each time for each tree that fell. Well, only
after a person sees that identical trees at identical times of day
are having a tree fall in identical sequence that the forest is clear.
It is not random lightning but a reproducible mechanical event,
like beavers having breakfast. But when the players got together
to listen to the beaver theory they all said, "We can't live with
that, we would have to do something about the beavers, let's stick
to the random act of god lightning theory." And they did. How
many trees have to fall before the forest is recognized? Random
bombers placing random bombs in random parts of airplanes
don't pick the same type aircraft that has same destructive pattern
and identical evidence. The forest is a reproducible mechanical
event on same type aircraft at same spot on aircraft giving
identical destructive pattern results, cargo door.

The agreed upon truth is larger than me and the facts. In
America it is style that persuades not logic, and I ain't got no
style, nor push, nor influence, just cold words on paper observing
cold physical objects. We live in a world populated by citizens on
phones to their psychic friends talking about X files and
conspiracy assassinations while checking their astrology charts.
Barry
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 16, 1996 2:32:17 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Did Kallstrom hear our show?

Dear Barry,
Check this out! From tomorrow's New York Times (16 Aug 96):

"In a two-hour interview in his office in lower Manhattan,
Kallstrom, 53,
detailed the methodical search for wreckage and explained why
-- given that
most investigators believe that a bomb brought down the plane -it is so
important to prove the cause of the crash. He offered these
thoughts about
the progress and prospects of the investigation:
[snip]
"I think the ramifications of whether this is an accident or a
criminal act
are huge," Kallstrom said. "I mean, it's who people are going to

sue. It's
the liability to pay, whether TWA pays for all this or the
government pays."
Kallstrom, who has been with the FBI for 26 years, said he was
keenly aware
of the competing pressures, adding that **several groups had
clear "rooting
interests" in the outcome.**
"Boeing doesn't want to have a failure," he said. "Pratt &
Whitney doesn't
want to have a failure. The pilots' association doesn't want to
have pilot
error. The stewardesses' union doesn't want anything they did to
contribute
to it. **So basically all those people want it to be a bomb or
missile."**
[SOUND FAMILIAR, HMMM, BARRY?]
[snip]
Whatever the outcome, the facts as portrayed by Kallstron and
others will
help civil juries determine millions of dollars in liability. TWA
and
companies and insurers with interests in the airline may face
significant
costs. If the authorities determine that a missile downed the
plane, the
airline's financial exposure would likely be minimal.

But if a bomb destroyed the plane, the liability faced by it and its
insurers
could be staggering if officials determined that the airline did not
do
enough to secure the plane.
"We won't know what the liability considerations are until we
better identify
the precise cause of the explosion," said Lee S. Kreindler of
Manhattan, a
lawyer who represented the victims' families in the bombing of
Pan American
Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in December 1988.
**If the disaster proves to have been caused by structural or
mechanical
failure, liability could fall on Boeing Co., the manufacturer of the
747-100,
or Pratt & Whitney, which manufactured the engines, Kreindler
added.**
[END EXCERPT]

BARRY, I'M CONVINCED THE GUY *HAD* TO HAVE
BEEN LISTENING TO "EARTHWATCH"!
THREE REASONS: (1) HE'S IN TOWN; (2) HE DOES THE
INTERVIEW THE DAY AFTER
OUR SHOW; AND (3) IT'S THE FIRST _RATIONAL_
COMMENT HE'S MADE ON THE CRASH.
;)

SADLY, HOWEVER, HE REVERTS TO CHARACTER IN
THE FINAL PARAGRAPH:
He said he remained optimistic that the elusive forensic clues
would
eventually be retrieved and that the FBI lab would confirm their
value. Yet,
he added, "I wish we'd have found it the first day. The first piece
we pulled
up -- there was the bomb hole."
OR A CARGO DOOR, MAYBE...
Congrats & Keep the Faith!
Robert
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 15, 1996 11:29:15 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: MO?

Remember once you mentioned you had a background contact
with an
official involved in an earlier 747 investigation?
Are the initials MO?
No, Robert, I don't remember a background contact...I'm
thinking, can't recall. There was a Flying magazine editor in '92
named McClennan, an insurance exec in '95 name Brennan, a
reporter named Fielding but nothing MO. Pray tell, what's up?
And by the way, is it time for me to turn to the courts? Lawyers
and all that bullshit?
You're seating charts are on the site. My door article is written
and on site. My new idea is to start a page for the next 747 that
crashes and let the reader fill in the blanks with dates and flight
number as when the cargo door is found and where, the strange
radar blip, the missing people in which seats, the fodded engine
number three, the loud sound on the voice recorder then silence,
the engine #3 blip just before destruction on the EPR data
recorder, the reconstructed fuselage showing door and fuselage
in pieces from the tearing action, the separated number 3 engine
from the rest cause of early separation from wing, the
disintegration of rest of aircraft sans nose about 10000 feet lower
than door separation, and of course the dates of all the
disappointments of no bomb evidence. I could make a chart
from Air India 182 to 103, to 811, to 800 to X flight with all the
exact identical evidence reports.
Each country involved, Ireland, UK, India, now USA, each saw
a tree fall and looked at it and didn't know why so all the players
got together and said, "Well, what cause can we give that we all
can live with?" And they all said, "Lightning." And Lightning it
was. That happened each time for each tree that fell. Well, only
after a person sees that identical trees at identical times of day

are having a tree fall in identical sequence that the forest is clear.
It is not random lightning but a reproducible mechanical event,
like beavers having breakfast. But when the players got together
to listen to the beaver theory they all said, "We can't live with
that, we would have to do something about the beavers, let's stick
to the random act of god lightning theory." And they did. How
many trees have to fall before the forest is recognized? Random
bombers placing random bombs in random parts of airplanes
don't pick the same type aircraft that has same destructive pattern
and identical evidence. The forest is a reproducible mechanical
event on same type aircraft at same spot on aircraft giving
identical destructive pattern results, cargo door.
The agreed upon truth is larger than me and the facts. In
America it is style that persuades not logic, and I ain't got no
style, nor push, nor influence, just cold words on paper observing
cold physical objects. We live in a world populated by citizens on
phones to their psychic friends talking about X files and
conspiracy assassinations while checking their astrology charts.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 16, 1996 1:52:17 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: A "wild " guess...

Hey, Barry -I think I've just figured something out. Let's try it on for size:
Remember once you mentioned you had a background contact
with an
official involved in an earlier 747 investigation?
Are the initials MO?

Robert
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 15, 1996 4:11:40 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: pix

barry@corazon.com wrote:
You called the segment of turbine TWA yet earlier you said
Delta.
Uh, not in my text... Maybe your browser showed you my
internal filename
for the CNN pix? Which I named with the "TWA" prefix I'm
using as a
temoprary naming convention for _all_ my airline-related
Netscape saves.
Robert
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 15, 1996 12:50:11 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: pix

You called the segment of turbine TWA yet earlier you said
Delta. Regardless, irrelevant to cargo door except to reinforce the
belief that yes, mechanical problems occur to airplanes more
often then sabotage and therefore more likely to be mechanical.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 15, 1996 12:46:10 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: turbine blade

Thanks for turbine blade report. I think relevant in that the public
will more readily accept mechanical problems versus evil
conspiracies using bombs. In all plane crashes the number one
cause is pilot error, number two mechanical, three unknown, last
is sabotage.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 15, 1996 3:45:09 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Turbine blade pix

Barry,
Here's the pix (courtesy CNN).
Robert

Attachment converted: Master:TWABLADE.JPG (JPEG/JVWR)
(0000939D)
This message has the following attachments:
file://localhost/Users/barry/Library/Mail/
Attachments/.DS_Store
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 15, 1996 3:39:30 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Turbine blade hits house in NYC

Barry,
Dunno if you've heard of this yet; it may have only been covered
locally
here.
Last night Delta 801 out of LGA to Florida dropped a slice of
turbine on
a household in Queens. It was 12-18 inches long, approximately
20-degree
segment of (radial) blades, each mounted (or contained) between
inner and
outer molded circular rims.
AP copy attached.
Robert
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<BASE HREF="file:///C|/WP51/WORDS/TWABLADE.HTM">
<HTML>
<BODY>
<p><body bgcolor="#ffffff"> <TITLE>NY Plane Makes Forced
Landing</TITLE> NY Plane Makes Forced Landing<p> By
TIM WHITMIRE Associated Press Writer<p>
NEW YORK
(AP) -- A Delta Airlines 727 made an emergency landing after it
developed engine trouble, sending a sizzling hot piece of metal
crashing into a man's driveway.<p> Bill Berry, a Delta
spokesman, said Flight 801, which was headed to Tampa, Fla.,
returned safely to La Guardia Airport on Wednesday evening
when one of its three engines lost power shortly after takeoff.<p>
The airline had originally denied that the piece of metal
found by Anthony Conti was from its plane, but Berry said today,
``We have every reason to believe it came from that engine.''<p>
Just last month, two Delta passengers were killed when an
engine failure sent pieces of metal hurtling into the cabin as the
MD-88 jet was taking off from Pensacola, Fla. Both engines
were made by Pratt & Whitney.<p> The jet took off for Tampa
at about 7:20 p.m. with 132 passengers on board, Berry said.
Shortly after takeoff, the pilot, whose name was not released,

saw that one engine had no power and abnormal oil pressure,
Berry said.<p>
``He shut the engine down and made a routine
landing'' at Kennedy, the nearest airport, Berry said.<p>
Meanwhile, Conti, who said he has worked as a crew chief at
American Airlines for 20 years, heard a strange noise as a Delta
plane passed over his house at about 7:30 p.m. He lives in
Queens, the New York City borough in which La Guardia is
located.<p> He said a piece of metal fell from the sky, bounced
off his neighbor's house, his house and his car and then landed in
his driveway. It was a foot long by a half-foot wide and about 4
inches thick, Conti said.<p>
``It was three blades from the
engine, all chipped up and kind of burned,'' he said. ``When it
came down it was sizzling, it was boiling hot.''<p>
The
Federal Aviation Administration has the errant part and will
return it to Atlanta, where Delta is based, for further inspections,
Berry said.<p>
The part that failed ``was from the back of the
turbine section, the very hot part of the jet engine,'' he said. It
was ejected from the tail pipe.<p> ``Why it happened, we'll
just have to wait and see,'' Berry said.<p>
Arlene Salac,
spokeswoman for the FAA, said only that the agency was
investigating.<p>
(PROFILE (CO:Delta Airlines;
TS:DAL; IG:AIR;) (CO:AMR Corporation; TS:AMR; IG:AIR;)
(CAT:Business;) (CAT:Transportation;) )<p> AP-NY-08-15-96
1332EDT<p><p><p>
</BODY>
</HTML>
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 15, 1996 10:18:05 AM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Seating pictures.

Robert, thanks for pics, they go on web. Although row 17 to 28 is
the area they are looking at, the prediction is that the missing
bodies will be from the section in front of those seats, maybe row
17-19 but mostly 8-16 assuming 8-16 is above and slightly aft of
the cargo door. The number three engine will have clothing but
the assumption will be it is baggage clothing and not from living
humans sucked in and vaporized.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 15, 1996 1:10:33 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 747-100 seating plan

Barry,
Here's an alternate seating diagram -- for the 747-100. Looks a
little
different, if this CNN image is correct....
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Attachment converted: Master:TWAS100.JPG (JPEG/JVWR)
(0000938A)
This message has the following attachments:
file://localhost/Users/barry/Library/Mail/
Attachments/.DS_Store
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 15, 1996 9:57:51 AM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: The Big Blender in the Sky.

Doors: "Tell all the people that you
see, follow me, follow me down..."
My next page is called, Doors, and will relate important doors in
my life and others, like the door on the Gemini spacecraft that
popped open and sank the valuable spacecraft.
Anyway, C'mon Baby Light my Fire is throughout the article.
Funeral pyre, set the night on fire etc powerful stuff. When I
heard your Doors follow me down, I couldn't believe it was so
similar.
Thanks for seating chart, look like coffins don't they?
After hearing your intro about engines built to withstand some
ingestion I now believe the 8 to ten bodies always never
recovered, 182, 811, 103, 800, were sucked into the huge
vacuum cleaner and completely chopped up and spit out in teeny
weeny pieces, a real horror story. The Big Blender in the Sky. I
could prove in twenty minutes it was cargo door if I were on the
scene of the investigation by checking cam latches of retrieved
door. I'm afraid all data like that will be omitted just like it was in
the 103 report. Can't call them lying if they are silent.
Barry.

From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 15, 1996 12:29:39 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: [Fwd: MARS-FARE Reform, et al...]

--------------4904176B2DF5
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--------------4904176B2DF5
Received: from bigmagic1.bigmagic.com (www.bigmagic.com
[204.240.48.2]) by escape.com (8.7.3/8.6.9) with SMTP id
TAA15831 for <rknight@escape.com>; Sun, 11 Aug 1996
19:29:20 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from X-MEN by bigmagic1.bigmagic.com (NTMail
3.02.04) id ga020806; Sun, 11 Aug 1996 19:24:47 +0100
Message-ID: <320E6B86.329A@mail.bigmagic.com>
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 19:23:50 -0400
X-UIDL: 839806612.000
From: Guest <guest@mail.bigmagic.com>
Reply-To: guest@mail.bigmagic.com
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0b5 (Win95; I)
MIME-Version: 1.0

To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: MARS-FARE Reform, et al...
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Info: Visit the Internet Cafe On-Line at http://
www.bigmagic.com.
Status: RO
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
Mars MARS M A R S MARS MARSMARS MARS
MARSMARSMARS!!!!!
IT SEEMED TO ME...that last Wed. there was no answer to be
spoken if it
was not some kind of MARS-y thing: If you were in a deli, you
must have
been there for a MARS bar. If you were getting a TAXI you must
obviously
be going to MARS. If you turned on the radio, of course it was
because
you wanted to hear "Venus and Mars are All Right Tonight" and
so on...
I knew what I'd get from the Wed.night science-oriented show, so
I
prepared to vent my disgust for what I saw as the GREAT MARS
COVER-UP
for the ills that were about to swallow us all with the signing of
the
Welfare

--------------4904176B2DF5
Received: from bigmagic1.bigmagic.com ([204.240.48.209]) by
escape.com (8.7.3/8.6.9) with SMTP id TAA19359 for

<rknight@escape.com>; Sun, 11 Aug 1996 19:58:33 -0400
(EDT)
Received: from X-MEN by bigmagic1.bigmagic.com (NTMail
3.02.04) id ha020807; Sun, 11 Aug 1996 19:53:45 +0100
Message-ID: <320E7253.6EF@mail.bigmagic.com>
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 19:52:51 -0400
X-UIDL: 839820855.000
From: Guest <guest@mail.bigmagic.com>
Reply-To: guest@mail.bigmagic.com
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0b5 (Win95; I)
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: apology
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Info: Visit the Internet Cafe On-Line at http://
www.bigmagic.com.
Status: RO
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
(last message interrupted. Starting over.)
EVERYONE was on MARS last Wednesday night. Having
acknowledged that the
so-called MARS rock was TEN YEARS in the fridge somewhere
on Earth, I
felt that my disgust was rational: The timing of the MARS news
was too
strategically perfect, a rock sent from Heaven itself to wash over
the
HORRORS that were about to swallow us all, with the signing of
the
Welfare Heist. MARS, I figured, was really the White House 's
acronym

for Most Americans are REALLY STUPID.I tried calling in to
numerous
phone-ins, but no-one would let me vent my steam. In fact, the
smoldering cloud I stood in was almost so dense that I nearly
missed the
very brilliant explanation of TWA Flt.#800 by J.Barry Smith on
your
show. The subject came up of "agenda": How each party
involved in the
disaster would see it in a way that suited their needs. One uses
the
explanation that serves him best.
That was what I, too, did, on Wednesday night. I used your
radio
hour, to serve my interest, in a way that thoughtlessly pushed
everything else , including sympathy, aside. Of all the programs
in the
world, I should never have vented my sickness on Earthwatch. I
wanted to
apologize that night, but I was so preoccupied with "NASA's
vendetta on
the American poor"...
Truly, Robert, I want to tell you I'm sorry for the thoughtless
comment
I made (my comment disclaiming anything of its relevance while
we could
still "stop that bill", was to ask everyone "not to forget"...to
which
you answered, "WE DON'T")
EARTHWATCH and you, I know, DON'T EVER FORGET.
And while the rest of
the world was being instructed to forget about TWA, you had a
real light

to shine. I'm glad I "heard" it, even if it took me playing my
aircheck
to really HEAR it.
Thanks, Robert.
Sincerely,
Jeremie
(P.S.this is my first time on the web. I don't have a dotcom.)

--------------4904176B2DF5-From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 15, 1996 12:22:45 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TW800 Seating

Barry,
It was even better this time! You were great, and I felt good too.
I
closed the show with the (cargo?) Doors: "Tell all the people
that you
see, follow me, follow me down..."
I will try to get a seating list to examine your bet about the
"disappeared" passengers. Congratulations on your earlier onthe-money
engine #3.
Attached is the latest AP on the new seat area search (rows
17-28).
Also, a gif of a 747-200 seating plan (dunno how -100 seating

varies,
though).
To follow, under separate cover, two e-mails you might enjoy.
Also feel
free to forward me anything interesting.
-- Robert

"It is an old maxim of mine which states that once you have
eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however
improbable, must be the truth."
- Sherlock Holmes, "The Sign of Four"

==============================================
==============
+-----+
||||
"The operating system IS the virus!"
||||
---------------------------------||||
Robert Knight
||||
+-----+
rknight@escape.com
WINDOW$ 95
http://www.dorsai.org/~wbai/earthwatch
==============================================
==============
<BASE HREF="file:///C|/NETSCAP2/TWA1728.HTM">
<HTML>

<BODY>
<p><body bgcolor="#ffffff"> TWA Probe Keys On Rows
17-28<p> By PAT MILTON Associated Press Writer<p>
SMITHTOWN, N.Y. (AP) -- The search for what blew apart
TWA Flight 800 was focusing on the front of the coach section -rows 17 to 28, a source close to the investigation told The
Associated Press on Wednesday.<p>
``We speculate that
some kind of event took place between those rows,'' the source
said, speaking on condition of anonymity.<p>
The seats were
above the center fuel tank, an area from which little debris has
been recovered. What pieces have been found show evidence of
an extensive fire.<p> Investigators continue to speculate that if
the aircraft was downed by a bomb, it may have been placed in
carry-on luggage under a seat or in a food cart.<p>
Searchers
want to examine everything from the cabin -- seats, carpeting,
the interior wall and the overhead bins. Experts have said any
fabric recovered may hold any evidence of a bomb better than
hard-surfaced wreckage.<p>
The source said those pieces
likely settled to the ocean floor in debris Field 3, the area of
wreckage closest to Kennedy International Airport where
authorities say the first pieces fell from the sky.<p>
One of
the few pieces recovered so far from that area was ``a very little
piece'' of a bulkhead, an interior wall, the source said.<p> The
FBI has still not approached any of the victims' relatives for
interviews, though it plans to. There was no indication that
individual passengers in rows 17 to 28 were considered more
important to the investigation.<p> For weeks, authorities have
said the July 17 explosion that killed all 230 people aboard was
caused by either a bomb, a missile or a mechanical malfunction.
Those theories remained alive Wednesday.<p>
Meantime,
after a day of rough weather delayed recovery efforts, divers
returned to the water Wednesday and came back with three

barges of wreckage, including a large piece from the rear
fuselage. It had no visible burn marks but was badly twisted. An
`Exit'' sign was visible.<p>
Another large section of
fuselage showed no burn marks, and four intact windows were
visible.<p> About half the plane has been recovered so far.
The fourth and last engine to be located on the ocean floor had
not yet been brought up, nor were any more bodies recovered
Wednesday, leaving the total at 199.<p> National Transportation
Safety Board Vice Chairman Robert Francis and FBI Assistant
Director James Kallstrom did not stage their usual news
conference Wednesday and it appeared unlikely they would do so
again before Friday.<p>
AP-NY-08-15-96
0610EDT<p><p><p>
</BODY>
</HTML>
Attachment converted: Master:747-200_.GIF (GIFf/JVWR)
(0000936C)
This message has the following attachments:
file://localhost/Users/barry/Library/Mail/
Attachments/.DS_Store
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 13, 1996 5:42:43 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: oooo, that hurts.

Asked about conflicting reports on how many FBI tests on the
wreckage had shown positive
results for chemical residue such as explosives, Kallstrom said he
had seen reports in the media.

``My only comment would be if that is coming from anyone
under my supervision, I recommend
their termination,'' he said.
``Anyone who is commenting on the evidence is hurting the
overall investigation,'' he said later. Well, Mike, so much for
sources inside the investigation. Doesn't 'termination' mean
'killing' to those guys? ooo that hurts.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 13, 1996 5:29:13 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Same as it ever was

QUESTION:
Is decapitation by "initial explosion" consistent
with
early cargo door fall? Yes, door goes, large hole appears,
explosive decompression occurs, air pressure tears off nose, nose
falls away, rest plane falls disintegrates explodes.
QUESTION: Is cargo door - wing/engine collision sufficient for
explosion/separation of a/c? No, door blows away may hit tail.
The large hole that's left is what severs the nose from wing/
fuselage. Baggage hits engine 3, ingests it, leaves blip on tape,
and engine separates and falls away from other three engines.
QUESTION: Has new data modified your scenario in any way?
No, strengthened it, and Air India Flight182 of 1985 has been
added as new victim of cargo door. SAA and other Air India
flights yet to be compared. Having difficulty obtaining official
reports.

The investigators know the area, its on the right side, just
forward of the wing, exactly where the cargo door is. The cargo
door is a known trouble spot. The fact that they have not
announced investigation of that door is very suspicious. To
investigate door is routine. To not is not.
New email this morning pointed out that Pan Am 103 blast was
directional as stated in report, yet bombs are unidirectional.
Hmmm. Barry.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 14, 1996 3:56:08 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Latest details

Dear Barry,
Maybe you heard of the briefing suspension today, while they
huddle,
I suppose. This from the Washington Post today:
"Speculation had centered for two weeks on the front cargo hold,
but on
Sunday the last of the four luggage bins was recovered and no
evidence
of a bomb was found.
"Investigators believe that the cockpit and first-class section were
separated from the rest of the plane by the initial explosion.
"The first blast was probably followed by a fuel tank explosion -a
scenario supported by radar readings and the fact that wreckage
from the

front section was found closest to Kennedy Airport, where the
flight for
Paris originated, investigators said."
QUESTION:
Is decapitation by "initial explosion" consistent
with
early cargo door fall?
QUESTION: Is cargo door - wing/engine collision sufficient for
explosion/separation of a/c?
QUESTION: Has new data modified your scenario in any way?
Robert
==============================================
==============
+-----+
||||
"The operating system IS the virus!"
||||
---------------------------------||||
Robert Knight
||||
+-----+
rknight@escape.com
WINDOW$ 95
http://www.dorsai.org/~wbai/earthwatch
==============================================
==============
From: CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Date: August 13, 1996 10:35:48 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com@157.166.2.5
Subject: CNN Web Feedback

Thank you for contacting CNN Interactive. While we do read all

messages it is¬
impossible to respond to each one
personally. We will attempt to answer any¬
questions you may have
submitted. Your comments may appear on the 'You Said It'¬
page of our web site if you
elected to make them public when sending the¬
message.
We hope you continue to visit
CNN Interactive, and encourage you to¬
send us your thoughts and
opinions again in the future.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 12, 1996 9:40:35 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Thank you.

Thank you. Barry.
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: August 12, 1996 6:19:47 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Crash Contact NTSB

Barry,
I will send an e-note to Ron Schleede <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
and ask him for any
comment he may be willing to share on mechanical (vs. terrorist)
theories of
the TWA 800 crash. If he says anything of substance, I will

forward his
reply to you immediately.
Best...Mike
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 12, 1996 9:25:59 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Crash Contact NTSB

CRASH PROBE RE-OPENED I:
CRASH PROBE RE-OPENED II
Wow, they actually re-open investigations. Well, do it for 103.
You know, Mike, I do try to separate fact from wishful thinking.
I'm getting email from a reliable source who says the TWA 747
did not have its ADs complied with. Considering it was an old
plane bought by a broke airline it makes sense, but I will not say
it is true before more documentation which is hard to come by
because it is proving a negative, always difficult. Prove
something wasn't done is tough. So, there are intriguing facets to
800 crash which are left out by me.
I'm also hitting a wall with the NTSB, everything goes through a
Ron Schleede, SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov is his email, and he is not

forthcoming, even in a neutral sense. He does respond though.
Could you ask him for comment? About anything. He may
respect you. He was the chief investigator on the UAL 811 cargo
door crash and is now working on TWA 800. He's a contact
inside the lead aviation story of the moment. Position of Fl 800
front door latch cams in retreived door is either locked or
unlocked position that is the key question of the moment. If
unlocked, and I mean the front door now, not the rear, and the
cams, not the lock sectors, then Whoa, Nellie!
I will now be harsh, because that is my wont: If you were to
come back to me for more information about the cargo door
theory I was going to do this, maybe. Dear Mike, thank your for
your interest in aviation safety. Your question about cargo doors
is interesting but I would prefer to go through real journalists,
such as print newspapers or magazines or even TV reporters. Ezines are a speculative publishing medium and may have a future
but at this time ezines have no place in reputable media. But keep
up the good work. Barry who swallowed his pride and did not
send it and wouldn't because...Hell, maybe I would send it, an
insulting letter that causes anger and self doubt and nothing gets
done. So emotion is a luxury not available to people spinning out
of airplanes to their death because a door popped open.
Here's the truth, ezines are the media of the now and the future.
They are fast, accurate, cheap to distribute, quick to update and
can be entertaining with color and moving pictures. Ezines
attract curious, intelligent journalists who understand the
importance of quick, accurate, distribution of information to an
informed citizenry.
Here's whyAVWeb (note beautiful kerning of yAV) will hold an
everlasting note in the history books. It was through the AVWeb

classified that I was contacted by a seller of aviation books who
obtained the official UK Pan Am 103 report which is the
cornerstone, (along with the NTSB 811 report, also acquired
through the AVWeb contact,) of the cargo door theory as
expounded on the web site. The site could not have been done
without ezine AVWeb. Thank you AVWeb, Barry.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 12, 1996 8:52:30 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Crash theory

Investigators are now looking
at various possibilities including a wing fire (possibly started by
an
overheated fuel pump), catastrophic engine failure, or a cargo
door that
opened in-flight, tore away and was ingested by an engine.
Mike, you did it. You mentioned it. Please not to get alarmed at
following message which I sent yesterday. I did because
information from a London newspaper reporter who is
investigating indicates that yes indeed Air India 182 may be a
cargo door because of such similar circumstances of its
destruction to 800, 103, 811. And it was a 747-237B and Air
Force One is a 747-200. Message follows:
There is an immediate, although slight, danger to the life of the
President of the United States caused by the inadvertent opening
of the lower forward cargo door in the Boeing 747-200 aircraft in
which he flies. The door may open in flight exposing a large hole
in the nose of Air Force One leading to the sudden destruction of
the aircraft and death to all aboard, including the President. My
name is John Barry Smith, Major, US Army, Retired, address and
SSN on request, phone number 408 659 3552, back up phone

number 408 659 7564, email barry@corazon.com internet web
site at http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
Forward cargo doors are coming off Boeing 747s inflight. The
doors must be locked shut until further notice. This alert notice is
being sent to the White House, NTSB, FBI, US Air Force, FAA,
news television, the local newspaper, and interested friends. John
Barry Smith
Mike, I immediately received back an email from an investigator
on the scene who wrote a short ambiguous note. Plus a robot
message and a forwarded message.
My web site has been updated and is a little more coherent. The
central theme is this: A similar pattern is emerging among several
partially explained 747 crashes over eleven years that only
becomes apparent when all evidence is compared. The hard
evidence is there, Mike, documented real evidence: recorder
tapes, engine FOD, radar blips, destruction sequence of fuselage,
and place of destruction start-main cargo hold. Then add the
common sense observation that a hole 10 feet by 15 feet in the
nose of a 747 at 300 knots can be torn off by wind force and it all
becomes clear: a consistent mechanical problem (door opening in
flight) gives similar destruction patterns under same flight
circumstances yeilding similar post event evidence.
This door is such an obvious suspect with its two (not one) ADs
that the fact that this solution has not been considered by the
investigating authorities is worrisome. At least rule it out, and
fast. Clear the door, if it can be done.
PS, specifically, the theory is that the door never went into an
engine, it tears up and away after breaking in two as it hits the
fuselage. The number three engine ingests baggage from the now
open main cargo hold, consistently, as in 103 and 811 and soon
800, and probably 182, sad to say. Barry.
From: AVflash@avweb.com (AVweb's AVflash)

Date: August 12, 1996 4:38:10 AM PDT
Subject: AVflash 2.32
Reply-To: help@avweb.com (AVweb Support)

----------------------------------------------------------------------AVflash
Vol. 2, Issue 32
Monday, August 12, 1996
----------------------------------------------------------------------Welcome to AVflash, a weekly summary of the latest aviation
news,
articles, products, features and events featured on AVweb, the
magazine
for aviators on the World Wide Web. URL: http://
www.avweb.com/
_______________________________________
Top Headlines from AVweb's NewsWire
TWA 800 INVESTIGATION: THE BEAT GOES ON...
Investigators have three of four engines and nearly 50 percent of
the
airframe debris as they continue searching for a cause in the fiery
crash of TWA 800 in New York on July 17. Late last week a 75foot wing
section was raised and found to have fire damage; clues of engine
problems are being sought.
TERRORISM OR MECHANICAL? Theories about potential
mechanical problems
began to emerge from the investigation last week because of the
fire
damage and the lack of evidence supporting a terrorist act. This
despite a continuing drumbeat in the popular press focusing on
terrorism

and airport security, and some news outlets claiming imminent
evidence
confirming the bomb or missile theories. Investigators are now
looking
at various possibilities including a wing fire (possibly started by
an
overheated fuel pump), catastrophic engine failure, or a cargo
door that
opened in-flight, tore away and was ingested by an engine.
OVERHEATING PUMPS: Because of past 747 in-tank fuelpump problems, the
FAA is considering ordering checks of all 74s equipped with the
problem
pumps. Attention to pump problems first surfaced in 1995.
RECOVERY OF VICTIMS: With the recovery stalled at 195
bodies, NTSB
vice-chairman Robert Francis offered dim hopes of recovering
the
remaining 35 victims of the crash. Airframe parts and evidence
are now
the highest priorities, he said.
LAWYERS COOLING IT: So far, no lawsuits have been filed by
families of
TWA 800 victims, unlike ValuJet back in May where the first
suits were
on the docket within days. The restraint is due both to lack of
hard
information about what caused the TWA crash, and pressure
within the Bar
to avoid the kind of predatory solicitation of survivors that

occurred
after ValuJet.
VALUJET: FBI RAIDS SABRETECH
Legal action of another sort continued over ValuJet last week
when FBI
agents searched the SabreTech maintenance center in Miami
where workers
packaged oxygen-generating canisters suspected of causing a fire
in the
cargo hold. The search is part of a criminal investigation into the
May
11th crash that killed 110.
TWA LOAD FACTORS ARE UP DESPITE HIGH-PROFILE
CRASH
Strong TWA traffic is another difference from ValuJet, with the
St.
Louis-based carrier reporting load factors up in July and advance
bookings still strong. In contrast, ValuJet traffic plunged 20
percent
within the month of its DC-9 crash into the Florida Everglades.
VALUJET QUARTERLY REPORT: WE'RE HURTING
ValuJet net operating income fell 80% in the second quarter, with
an
operating income down to $5.4 million from $25.9 million for
the
year-ago quarter. The drop is attributable to a $5.7 million
revenue
drop, a 40% increases in fuel and maintenance costs and higher
depreciation costs from the purchase of more-expensive planes.

AIRPORT MANAGERS SAY SECURITY DEMANDS WILL
IMPACT SMALL AIRPORTS
Airport managers say higher security demands could risk service
loss at
small airports that can't justify the $1 million costs of new
baggage
screening equipment. Passengers in small towns and the regional
airlines
that serve them would be the losers.
DELTA EXPRESS WILL LAUNCH LOW-FARE SERVICE
STARTING OCTOBER 1st
Delta is boldly going where major carriers have stumbled before
when
Delta Express starts October 1st. The low-fare mimicry of
Southwest
initially will connect five Florida markets to 10 points in the
Northeast and Midwest using 737s drawn off of other routes.
GA LEADERS SAY FAA CAVED ON MEIGS CLOSING
DECISION
"The fix was in" at the FAA to allow the closing of Meigs Field
by the
city of Chicago, industry leaders from GAMA and NBAA said
last week at
Oshkosh. But the fight isn't over, despite perceived FAA caving.
Illinois leaders want to keep it open and general aviation interests
are
determined to fight to the end. (Meanwhile, some wags at
Oshkosh were
speculating whether Mayor Daley planned to ask Microsoft to
recall the
millions of copies of MS Flight Simulator that come up initially

positioned on the runway at Meigs...)
JET ENGINE PIONEER WHITTLE DEAD AT 89
Sir Frank Whittle died of lung cancer Thursday, almost 60 years
after he
ran the first lab models of a turbojet engine that he had won the
race
to patent in the years before World War II. Ignored by the British
military establishment, Whittle formed Power Jets Limited in
March 1936.
ONE FOR THE RECORD BOOKS
Denver cable pioneer Bill Daniels and his Learjet 35A got 10
records for
a February global circumnavigation in February. The FAI
awarded the
records in the Class C-1F for aircraft with takeoff weights
between
13,227 pounds and 19,840 pounds.
FAs THREATEN SICK-OUT AT UAL
Flight attendants' union officials are disavowing a threatened
sick-out
at UAL, the "Official Airline" of GOP and Democratic
conventions this
month, potentially disrupting the service the pols are counting
on.
BROWN CRASH FALLOUT CONTINUES
Formal reprimands in the Ron Brown crash came down from the
Air Force
last week, hitting a pair of generals and 14 other officers cited in
connection with the April T-43 crash in Croatia that killed the

Commerce
Secretary and 34 others.
AIR FORCE ORDERS BOEING 757 TRANSPORTS
Boeing won an Air Force order for four 757 transports, the
planemaker
said late last week. The $540 million contract also covers 10
years of
Boeing's logistical support for the planes, to be dubbed the
C-32A.
U.S. DISPUTES HEAT UP WITH COLOMBIA
The United States stopped daily flights by Colombian carriers
Avianca
and Aces between Bogota and Miami or New York. Colombia
claims that the
action stems from disputes over narcotics policy, but the U.S.
State
Department says the move is retaliation for Colombia's refusal to
permit
American Airlines to operate daily flights to Bogota.
COFFEE, TEA, OR HIT ON THREE?
Some foreign and U.S. airlines want in-flight gambling, and are
pressuring the U.S. to end its ban on games-of-chance aloft like
ones
Singapore Airlines and British Airways recently installed in their
jumbos.
USAIR WANTS OUT OF BRITISH AIRWAYS LINK
USAir went to court to end its alliance with British Airways after
BA
and American Airlines progressed with plans to merge their

international
operations. USAir's move comes as part of its recent anti-trust
lawsuit
filed over the AA/BA plan claiming that the route merger
breached
USAir's agreement with BA and broke competition law.
CLANCY SPEAL: The dramatic video of a Pitts crashing into
the Ohio near
Three Rivers Stadium last week showed the wings on one side
fold before
the biplane plunged into the river at Pittsburgh. Clarence
"Clancy"
Speal of New Alexandria, Pa., had just begun his performance -with his
wife Audrey narrating -- when the failure struck. His body and
plane
were later recovered.
TWO DIE IN HOMEBUILT ACCIDENT: In another not at
OSH, a homebuilt crash
killed two in their Thorpe T-18 at Albuquerque's Double Eagle
Airport
Wednesday. The two on board may have been test-flying the
metal
monoplane, according to the FAA.
U-2 CRASHES IN CALIFORNIA: Two died as a result of a U-2
accident in
Northern California last Wednesday. The plane exploded during
a
maintenance flight and crashed in a ball of flame in the parking
lot of

the Oroville Mercury Register Wednesday, killing one person on
the
ground and the pilot, Capt. Randy Roby, who had punched out.
ARNIE CAN STILL "DRIVE A BIG ONE": Arnold Palmer flew
away in the first
Citation X, beaming from the cockpit Saturday morning as he
taxied away
from an equally happy Cessna chairman Russ Meyer. The first
of 11
Cessna plans to deliver this year, the Citation X's certification
and
delivery were slowed by working with several different FAA
regions and
the new technologies Cessna embraced to field the Mach 0.92 jet,
Meyer
said. Next year, Cessna will deliver two a month, he noted.
AIR 4000 GETS CERTIFICATE: The DOT has tentatively
granted Air 4000 a
certificate to operate passenger service. Founded in October
1985, Air
4000 plans to fly from its Myrtle Beach, SC, base to Detroit,
Philadelphia and Cleveland, using one 122-seat 737-200 aircraft,
offering fares ranging from $79 to $139.
CRASH PROBE RE-OPENED I: Italy re-opened its inquiry into
a 1980
accident after NATO agreed to help investigate the air crash that
killed
81 people near the Mediterranean island of Ustica in 1980. The
Italian
media have long speculated the crash was caused by a NATO

missile.
CRASH PROBE RE-OPENED II: A French judge ordered reopened the 1992
crash of an Airbus A320 that killed 87 people near Strasbourg,
after an
expert reported that the jetliner's guidance system may have
malfunctioned. Prior investigations blamed the crash on the jet's
lack
of warning instrumentation.
MIDWAY AIRLINES PLANS EXPANSION: Midway says it's
close to raising $20
million from private investors, enough to allow the airline to add
five
or six new planes.
ON THE FLY...
The revocation of Jose Basulto's license was affirmed by the
NTSB...
Boeing planned the first 767 AWACS flight for 8/9 from Boeing
Field...
Delta will test in-seat power supply systems for computers in a
767...
Monsanto announces new fire-resistant aviation hydraulic fluid.
------------------------------------------------------Read full details of these and other stories on
AVweb's NewsWire at URL http://www.avweb.com/
------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________
New Articles and Features on AVweb

MAINTENANCE MATTERS
===================
"Turbocharging and Pressurization -- Are The Benefits Worth
The Costs?"
Intrigued by the potential benefits of turbocharging and
pressurization, but scared by the bad reputation and horror
stories of reduced TBO and high maintenance costs? Don't
believe
everything you hear! AVweb editor Mike Busch (who has
owned, flown
and maintained a variety of piston-powered aircraft -normallyaspirated and turbocharged -- over the past 30 years) offers a
frank and detailed analysis of the costs and benefits.

SPONSORS
========
This week, we're pleased to welcome LARRY RACHLIN
INSURANCE as a new
AVweb sponsor. "I'm a mediocre pilot but a helluva good
insurance man,"
says Larry. If you need help making informed decisions
regarding your
aircraft or renter's insurance, or if you need a creative approach
to
getting insurance for your first complex or multi-engine aircraft,
drop
Larry a note at <rachlin@avweb.com> for good advice with no
obligation.
Or click on his banner in the AVweb sponsors section.

_______________________________________
BUG ALERT: MS Internet Explorer
Members using Microsoft Internet Explorer version 3.0 beta 2
have
reported a problem with the user ID/password screen popping up
repeatedly every time they change pages in AVweb (and other
Web sites
that require authentication). Microsoft has acknowledged "some
problems" with this version. Unfortunately, the only known fix
is to
return to verion 2.0 and/or to wait for the new full release of
Internet
Explorer version 3.0 which is scheduled to be available from the
Microsoft site on Tuesday, August 13th.
_______________________________________
Did You Miss Last Week's AVflash?
Last week's AVflash 2.31 was a double-length issue, containing
both our
regular weekly news summary plus a special section devoted to
news from
the EAA Convention at Oshkosh. After mailing it, we
discovered that its
28K length exceeded the limits imposed by a few service
providers' email
software. So if you didn't receive your AVflash last week, that
may
well have been the reason.
We've learned our lesson and will limit all future issues of
AVflash to

20K bytes maximum. We'll mail an "extra" edition if needed for
special
situations like Oshkosh. Meantime, members can download
AVflash 2.31
(or any other back-issue of AVflash) by pointing their Web
browser at
http://www.avweb.com/avflash/
_______________________________________
Coming Next Week...
Watch for our in-depth comparison of the three handheld GPS
models that
feature ground mapping: the Lowrance AirMap, the Garmin
GPSMAP-195, and
the upgraded II Morrow Precedus. AVweb editor Mike Busch
had the rare
opportunity to fly his Cessna 310 home to California from
Oshkosh with
ALL THREE on-board and really put them through their paces
under actual
IFR cross-country conditions. (The flight had to be IFR because
Mike
was too busy to look out the window!) His evaluation will
appear in the
AVweb "Products" section next week.
_______________________________________
Thanks for reading AVflash.
See you next week.
Let's all be careful up there!
Copyright (C) 1996, The AVweb Group.

All rights reserved.

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 11, 1996 6:15:45 PM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: crash faxes

Nick, received faxes successfully and put one on the web site.
Thank you. I now have to revise entire site to reflect not four
cargo door incidents/accidents, but five and maybe more.
Well, now we wait? Actually, so much more research on the SAA
crash and the other Air India crash. Both far away from Calif and
therefore not reported much here.
It is so exasperating that NTSB is not at least looking at the cargo
door possibility, the door is such an obvious suspect. I have to
believe the ignorance is unintentional.
Your editor is cautious. Yeah, I bet. Let's not startle the populace,
everything's going to all right. Hey, the Mail is not Television!
The Mail does not placate and must assume the readership is
astute and discerning.
A TV reporter would not have gone to the morgue and dug up
the clippings from eleven years ago to discover a new victim.
You're influencing a huge aviation story that has life and death,
money, and power politics all wrapped in several pieces of faulty
metal. Barry.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 11, 1996 10:14:08 AM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: The President's Life is in Danger

There is an immediate, although slight, danger to the life of the
President of the United States caused by the inadvertent opening

of the lower forward cargo door in the Boeing 747-200 aircraft in
which he flies. The door may open in flight exposing a large hole
in the nose of Air Force One leading to the sudden destruction of
the aircraft and death to all aboard, including the President. My
name is John Barry Smith, Major, US Army, Retired, address and
SSN on request, phone number 408 659 3552, back up phone
number 408 659 7564, email barry@corazon.com internet web
site at http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
Forward cargo doors are coming off Boeing 747s inflight. The
doors must be locked shut until further notice. This alert notice is
being sent to the White House, NTSB, FBI, US Air Force, FAA,
news television, the local newspaper, and interested friends. John
Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 11, 1996 10:12:20 AM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: The President's Life is in Danger

There is an immediate, although slight, danger to the life of the
President of the United States caused by the inadvertent opening
of the lower forward cargo door in the Boeing 747-200 aircraft in
which he flies. The door may open in flight exposing a large hole
in the nose of Air Force One leading to the sudden destruction of
the aircraft and death to all aboard, including the President. My
name is John Barry Smith, Major, US Army, Retired, address and
SSN on request, phone number 408 659 3552, back up phone
number 408 659 7564, email barry@corazon.com internet web
site at http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
Forward cargo doors are coming off Boeing 747s inflight. The
doors must be locked shut until further notice. This alert notice is
being sent to the White House, NTSB, FBI, US Air Force, FAA,
news television, the local newspaper, and interested friends. John

Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 11, 1996 10:09:38 AM PDT
To: herald@ix.netcom.com
Subject: The President's Life is in Danger

There is an immediate, although slight, danger to the life of the
President of the United States caused by the inadvertent opening
of the lower forward cargo door in the Boeing 747-200 aircraft in
which he flies. The door may open in flight exposing a large hole
in the nose of Air Force One leading to the sudden destruction of
the aircraft and death to all aboard, including the President. My
name is John Barry Smith, Major, US Army, Retired, address and
SSN on request, phone number 408 659 3552, back up phone
number 408 659 7564, email barry@corazon.com internet web
site at http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
Forward cargo doors are coming off Boeing 747s inflight. The
doors must be locked shut until further notice. This alert notice is
being sent to the White House, NTSB, FBI, US Air Force, FAA,
news television, the local newspaper, and interested friends. John
Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 11, 1996 10:08:52 AM PDT
To: cnn.feedback@cnn.com
Subject: The President's Life is in Danger

There is an immediate, although slight, danger to the life of the
President of the United States caused by the inadvertent opening
of the lower forward cargo door in the Boeing 747-200 aircraft in
which he flies. The door may open in flight exposing a large hole
in the nose of Air Force One leading to the sudden destruction of
the aircraft and death to all aboard, including the President. My

name is John Barry Smith, Major, US Army, Retired, address and
SSN on request, phone number 408 659 3552, back up phone
number 408 659 7564, email barry@corazon.com internet web
site at http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
Forward cargo doors are coming off Boeing 747s inflight. The
doors must be locked shut until further notice. This alert notice is
being sent to the White House, NTSB, FBI, US Air Force, FAA,
news television, the local newspaper, and interested friends. John
Barry Smith
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 9, 1996 5:34:18 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Summary Crashes

Dear Barry,
I'm contemplating your summary of summaries. More later.
Meanwhile, R.Francis says today they've got part of engine #3,
which you
predicted would be interesting. Which prompts my curiousity
over engine
#4. I assume you know N93119 enging #4 experienced an OIL
SCAVENGE LINE
ADAPTER failure on 8/25/95, and an in-cruise SPOOL-DOWN/
RESTART on
2/27/94. Any possible relevance to the cabin talk early on in
TW800
about odd #4 fuel readings? Or the "theory du jour" of empty
fuel tank
vapor ignition?

Still glowing from the show!
Robert
==============================================
==============
+-----+
||||
"The operating system IS the virus!"
||||
---------------------------------||||
Robert Knight
||||
+-----+
rknight@escape.com
WINDOW$ 95
http://www.dorsai.org/~wbai/earthwatch
==============================================
==============
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 9, 1996 11:14:21 AM PDT
To: msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Subject: Crash calll

Nick, such a pleasure to talk to an informed, articulate journalist.
I really opened up. I look forward to continuing our dialogue.
Can you get the official reports on the two Air India and one
South African 747 crashes? I will reimburse you. Order two
each, one for me one for you. Back up phone 408 659 7564
number after 408 659 3552 plus email of course. Barry
From: MOS Newsdesk <msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk>
Date: August 9, 1996 3:44:07 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA and Panam air crashes.

I am a journalist working for the Mail on Sunday in London. I
have just
started looking at the material you have put out on the incidents
involving Boeing 747s. On an initial reading I have to say that
your
material is extremely compelling. Would you please reply to this
message
and let me know how I can contact you on the telephone.
You can call me on 0044 171 938 6676 or send an e-mail reply.

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 7, 1996 11:20:54 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Summary Crashes

Robert, following are summaries which are written to show
similarities among the three. Might be more coherent if rewritten.
The summary of the summary of the summary is: Unlikely that
different bombers with different bombs attack random US
airlines years apart and manage to place small device at same
location in same baggage compartment of same type aircraft to
provide similar destruction pattern when detonated at
approximately the same time leaving similar evidence.
Likely that a similar defect in a similar type aircraft malfunctions
under similar circumstances resulting in similar destruction
patterns leaving similar evidence.
Flight Summaries of Three Flights:
TWA Flight 800, UAL Flight 811, Pan Am Flight 103

##
(From news sources:)
TWA Flight 800 was a scheduled passenger flight from New
York to Paris.The flight was uneventful until after departure from
New York. While climbing through 13,500 feet an event
occurred which tore the nose off the aircraft. The nose fell into
the sea. The rest of the aircraft continued on descending until
approximately 9,500 feet where it exploded into a fireball and
dropped into the sea. There were two wreckage trails. Luggage
from front cargo hold was found nearest event site. A streak was
seen near the aircraft just before destruction. A strange radar blip
was seen before destruction falling with the aircraft. There were
no calls from the crew to the ground. There were no survivors.
Flight data recorders revealed a loud sound and then all
recording ceased. No evidence of a bomb has been found on
recovered wreckage. Front cargo door found in pieces. The
aircraft was a Boeing 747-131, an early 747 with high flight time
and flight cycles.
#Explanations for TWA Flight 800: Boeing 747-131 series high
flight time aircraft are prone to cargo door malfunctions. Doors
pop open in climb or just after. Door popping open exposes large
hole in side of nose. Large hole in side of nose can tear nose off
when subjected to high air pressure loads. Nose tearing off leaves
rest of plane to crash resulting in two wreckage trails. Nose
tearing off is sudden and total and leaves no time for calls to
ground from crew or for recorder data to continue. Door opening
and tearing off would be visible as streak as it reflects evening
sun at 13500 feet near New York City on July 17th. Cargo door
would be picked up as radar return as it spun away from aircraft.
Contents from front baggage compartment would be first to leave
plane after door and be found closest to event site. Door opened
inadvertently because of various reasons consistent with other
confirmed, documented, and witnessed cargo door openings such

as design error, improper latching, electrical problems, wear and
tear, or other unknown reason.
##(From UAL Flight 811 Accident Report NTSB)
UAL Flight 811 was a scheduled passenger flight from Los
Angeles to Sydney, Australia, with stops in Honolulu, Hi and
Auckland, New Zealand. The flight was uneventful until after
departure from Honolulu. While climbing from FL220 to FL230
the crew heard a "Thump" followed by an explosion. An
explosive decompression was experienced and the #3 and #4
engines were shutdown because of FOD. The FLT returned to
Honolulu and passengers were evacuated. Inspection revealed
the forward lower lobe cargo door departed inflight causing
extensive damage to the fuselage and cabin adjacent to the door.
Investigation centered around design and certification of the door
which allowed it to be improperly latched, and the operation and
maintenance to assure airworthiness of the door and latching
mechanism.
Additional information extracted from report: Front cargo door
found in two pieces. Crew erroneously reported bomb onboard to
tower after hearing explosion. Radar tracked door down to ocean
contact. Recorders played loud bang/sound then silence. Nine
passengers were ejected and lost at sea. The aircraft was a
Boeing 747-122, an early 747 with high flight time and flight
cycles.
#Explanations for UAL Flight 811: Boeing 747-122 series high
flight time aircraft are prone to cargo door malfunctions. Doors
pop open in climb or just after. Door popping open exposes large
hole in side of nose. Large hole in side of nose can tear nose off
depending of variables such as angle of attack, airspeed,
turbulence and strength of fuselage. Cargo door would be picked
up as radar return as it spun away from aircraft. Door opened
inadvertently because of various reasons consistent with other
confirmed, documented, and witnessed cargo door openings such

as design error, improper latching, electrical problems, wear and
tear, or other unknown reason.
##(From Pan Am Flight 103 Accident Report Dept or Transport)
Pan Am Flight 103 was a scheduled passenger flight from
London to New York. The flight was uneventful until seven
minutes after leveling off after climb. While level at FL310 an
event occurred which tore the nose off the aircraft. The nose fell
to the ground. The rest of the aircraft continued on descending
and crashing into the town of Lockerbie. There were two
wreckage trails. Luggage from front cargo hold was found
nearest event site. A strange radar blip was seen before
destruction. There were no calls from the crew to the ground.
There were no survivors. Flight data recorders revealed a loud
sound and then all recording ceased.
Additional information extracted from report: Front cargo door
found in two pieces. Blip on recorder for engine 3 EPR.
Reconstruction shows cargo door area in first sequence of
destruction. Eight passengers missing and not accounted for. The
aircraft was a Boeing 747-121, an early 747 with high flight time
and flight cycles.
#Explanations for Pan Am Flight 103: Boeing 747-121 series
high flight time aircraft are prone to cargo door malfunctions.
Doors pop open in climb or just after. Door popping open
exposes large hole in side of nose. Large hole in side of nose can
tear nose off when subjected to high air pressure loads. Nose
tearing off leaves rest of plane to crash resulting in two wreckage
trails. Nose tearing off is sudden and total and leaves no time for
calls to ground from crew or for recorder data to continue. Cargo
door would be picked up as radar return as it spun away from
aircraft. Contents from front baggage compartment would be first
to leave plane after door and be found closest to event site.
Engine 3 closest to door and affect EPR when Fodded. Door
opened inadvertently because of various reasons consistent with

other confirmed, documented, and witnessed cargo door
openings such as design error, improper latching, electrical
problems, wear and tear, or other unknown reason.
##Summary of the Summaries: Three early Boeing 747-100
series high flight time, high cycles aircraft with history of front
cargo door malfunctions, while climbing after takeoff or shortly
thereafter, experience an event which tears a large hole in each
right side of each nose at forward cargo door area. Three aircraft
later exhibit destruction pattern starting at forward lower lobe
cargo door. Three aircraft had flight data recorders record a
thump/bang/loud sound, then silence. Three aircraft had radar
blips recorded leaving aircraft. Three aircraft deposit front cargo
doors in two or more pieces. Two noses are torn off which leaves
two aircraft to crash leaving two wreckage trails. Two nearest
trails have contents of front baggage compartment indicating
contents left first. Two aircraft had no calls from crew to ground.
Two aircraft had no survivors. Two aircraft, possibly three, had
under ten passengers not accounted for. Two aircraft have three
engine in one group and another engine alone. One aircraft
erroneously reports a bomb explosion on board but lands safely
allowing investigation to reveal cause of inflight explosion to be
inadvertent opening of forward lower lobe cargo door due to
design error, improper maintenance, and a faulty switch or
wiring in the door control system.
##For the missile persons: Streak was metal cargo reflecting
summer evening sun as it spun away from Flight 800 at 13500
feet. Dark on ground, sunlight up high.
##For the bombers:TWA Flight 800 had no blast, no bomb, but
explosions yes. No blast or bomb in baggage compartment.
Explosion when decompression occurred after cargo door opened
and wind tore off nose at 13500 feet. Explosion when 40000
gallons of jet fuel from disintegrating wings ignited at 7500 feet.

UAL Flight 811 had no blast, no bomb, but explosion yes.
Explosion when decompression occurred after cargo door opened
and wind tore off side of nose at 22000 feet. Crew erroneously
thought and reported bomb to explain explosion. Correct
evaluation made after safe landing.
Pan Am Flight 103 had blast, no bomb and two explosions. Eight
by 50 inch blast hole possibly from "rather as if a very large
shotgun had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage at
close range." Page 19-20 Pan Am 103 accident report. Explosion
when decompression occurred after cargo door opened and wind
tore off nose at 31000 feet. Explosion when remaining
disintegrating structure strikes ground.
Unlikely that different bombers with different bombs attack
random US airlines years apart and manage to place small device
at same location in same baggage compartment of same type
aircraft to provide similar destruction pattern when detonated at
approximately the same time leaving similar evidence.
Likely that a similar defect in a similar type aircraft malfunctions
under similar circumstances resulting in similar destruction
patterns leaving similar evidence.
##For the cargo door persons: Read 'em and weep.
##Comment: All statements above supported by documentation.
All explained by an inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight. Bombs are exciting, strange and make good
stories. Door openings are usual, embarrassing, and boring. In
this case truth is not strange but ordinary. Happened before,
happened now; hope it doesn't happen again.
barry@corazon.com

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 6, 1996 10:34:22 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Summary of data

What should I wear for the show? Just joking.
Flight Summaries of Three Flights:
TWA Flight 800, UAL Flight 811, Pan Am Flight 103
#
#
(From news sources:)
TWA Flight 800 was a scheduled passenger flight from New
York to Paris.The flight was uneventful until after departure from
New York. While climbing through 13,500 feet an event
occurred which tore the nose off the aircraft. The nose fell into
the sea. The rest of the aircraft continued on descending until
approximately 9,500 feet where it exploded into a fireball and
dropped into the sea. There were two wreckage trails. Luggage
from front cargo hold was found nearest event site. A streak was
seen near the aircraft just before destruction. A strange radar blip
was seen before destruction falling with the aircraft. There were
no calls from the crew to the ground. There were no survivors.
Flight data recorders revealed a loud sound and then all
recording ceased. No evidence of a bomb has been found on
recovered wreckage. Front cargo door found in pieces. The
aircraft was a Boeing 747-131, an early 747 with high flight time
and flight cycles.
#
Explanations for TWA Flight 800: Boeing 747-131 series high
flight time aircraft are prone to cargo door malfunctions. Doors
pop open in climb or just after. Door popping open exposes large
hole in side of nose. Large hole in side of nose can tear nose off
when subjected to high air pressure loads. Nose tearing off leaves
rest of plane to crash resulting in two wreckage trails. Nose

tearing off is sudden and total and leaves no time for calls to
ground from crew or for recorder data to continue. Door opening
and tearing off would be visible as streak as it reflects evening
sun at 13500 feet near New York City on July 17th. Cargo door
would be picked up as radar return as it spun away from aircraft.
Contents from front baggage compartment would be first to leave
plane after door and be found closest to event site. Door opened
inadvertently because of various reasons consistent with other
confirmed, documented, and witnessed cargo door openings such
as design error, improper latching, electrical problems, wear and
tear, or other unknown reason.
#
#
(From UAL Flight 811 Accident Report NTSB)
UAL Flight 811 was a scheduled passenger flight from Los
Angeles to Sydney, Australia, with stops in Honolulu, Hi and
Auckland, New Zealand. The flight was uneventful until after
departure from Honolulu. While climbing from FL220 to FL230
the crew heard a "Thump" followed by an explosion. An
explosive decompression was experienced and the #3 and #4
engines were shutdown because of FOD. The FLT returned to
Honolulu and passengers were evacuated. Inspection revealed
the forward lower lobe cargo door departed inflight causing
extensive damage to the fuselage and cabin adjacent to the door.
Investigation centered around design and certification of the door
which allowed it to be improperly latched, and the operation and
maintenance to assure airworthiness of the door and latching
mechanism.
Additional information extracted from report: Front cargo door
found in two pieces. Crew erroneously reported bomb onboard to
tower after hearing explosion. Radar tracked door down to ocean
contact. Recorders played loud bang/sound then silence. Nine
passengers were ejected and lost at sea. The aircraft was a

Boeing 747-122, an early 747 with high flight time and flight
cycles.
#
Explanations for UAL Flight 811: Boeing 747-122 series high
flight time aircraft are prone to cargo door malfunctions. Doors
pop open in climb or just after. Door popping open exposes large
hole in side of nose. Large hole in side of nose can tear nose off
depending of variables such as angle of attack, airspeed,
turbulence and strength of fuselage. Cargo door would be picked
up as radar return as it spun away from aircraft. Door opened
inadvertently because of various reasons consistent with other
confirmed, documented, and witnessed cargo door openings such
as design error, improper latching, electrical problems, wear and
tear, or other unknown reason.
#
#
(From Pan Am Flight 103 Accident Report Dept or Transport)
Pan Am Flight 103 was a scheduled passenger flight from
London to New York. The flight was uneventful until seven
minutes after leveling off after climb. While level at FL310 an
event occurred which tore the nose off the aircraft. The nose fell
to the ground. The rest of the aircraft continued on descending
and crashing into the town of Lockerbie. There were two
wreckage trails. Luggage from front cargo hold was found
nearest event site. A strange radar blip was seen before
destruction. There were no calls from the crew to the ground.
There were no survivors. Flight data recorders revealed a loud
sound and then all recording ceased.
Additional information extracted from report: Front cargo door
found in two pieces. Reconstruction shows cargo door area in
first sequence of destruction. Eight passengers missing and not
accounted for. The aircraft was a Boeing 747-121, an early 747
with high flight time and flight cycles.

#
Explanations for Pan Am Flight 103: Boeing 747-121 series high
flight time aircraft are prone to cargo door malfunctions. Doors
pop open in climb or just after. Door popping open exposes large
hole in side of nose. Large hole in side of nose can tear nose off
when subjected to high air pressure loads. Nose tearing off leaves
rest of plane to crash resulting in two wreckage trails. Nose
tearing off is sudden and total and leaves no time for calls to
ground from crew or for recorder data to continue. Cargo door
would be picked up as radar return as it spun away from aircraft.
Contents from front baggage compartment would be first to leave
plane after door and be found closest to event site. Door opened
inadvertently because of various reasons consistent with other
confirmed, documented, and witnessed cargo door openings such
as design error, improper latching, electrical problems, wear and
tear, or other unknown reason.
#
#
Summary of the Summaries: Three early Boeing 747-100 series
high flight time, high cycles aircraft with history of front cargo
door malfunctions, while climbing after takeoff or shortly
thereafter, experience an event which tears a large hole in each
right side of each nose at forward cargo door area. Three aircraft
later exhibit destruction pattern starting at forward lower lobe
cargo door. Three aircraft had flight data recorders record a
thump/bang/loud sound, then silence. Three aircraft had radar
blips recorded leaving aircraft. Three aircraft deposit front cargo
doors in two or more pieces. Two noses are torn off which leaves
two aircraft to crash leaving two wreckage trails. Two nearest
trails have contents of front baggage compartment indicating
contents left first. Two aircraft had no calls from crew to ground.
Two aircraft had no survivors. Two aircraft, possibly three, had
under ten passengers not accounted for. One aircraft erroneously

reports a bomb explosion on board but lands safely allowing
investigation to reveal cause of inflight explosion to be
inadvertent opening of forward lower lobe cargo door due to
design error, improper maintenance, and a faulty switch or
wiring in the door control system.
#
#Comment: All statements above supported by documentation.
All explained by an inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door in flight. Happened before, happened now; hope it doesn't
happen again.
#Contents
barry@corazon.com
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 6, 1996 7:42:28 PM PDT
To: www@pbs.org
Subject: Documentary Idea

My web site at http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html is about
the causes of the crashes of TWA 800 and other 747s. It would
make an interesting documentary.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 6, 1996 6:06:21 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: WED show.

Wednesday is still a "go" for me. Too. 9PM my time
I'll call you before to nail down the routine, Standing by.
Yes, I've laid out the evidence. It is a good reference for news
people anyway because it has the 103 data, regardless of
conclusions reached.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>

Date: August 6, 1996 7:27:25 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Good conversation

Dear Barry,
Thank you so much for the note. Wednesday is still a "go" for
me. I see
you've been busy ion the site. Absorbing...
I'll call you before to nail down the routine, but if it's like our
phone
chats (but formal) it'll be grrrreat!
Meanwhile, they say today there's luggage that fell even closer
than the
cabin... I'm in a Jim Morrison state of mind, but failing his
appearance, I'd like to see The Doors!
Robert
212-777-3366
==============================================
==============
+-----+
||||
"The operating system IS the virus!"
||||
---------------------------------||||
Robert Knight
||||
+-----+
rknight@escape.com
WINDOW$ 95
http://www.dorsai.org/~wbai/earthwatch
==============================================
==============

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 5, 1996 6:56:22 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: TWA crashcause

New major revision to crash web site with extracts from accident
reports. Is this responsible enough journalism for you, Mike?
Click on contents. http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 3, 1996 8:29:26 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Hot story

My web site on the cargo door causes of several 747's is at http://
www.corazon.com/barryhome.html It is getting increased hits
every day and is generating email from Europe. It was mentioned
on radio show in New York. The cat is out of the bag.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 3, 1996 12:07:35 AM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: Good conversation

I enjoyed our telephone calls. You asked good questions which I
am now researching. Also I am getting queries from persons who
have visited the web site and I believe your show is what did it. It
looks like the focus of investigation is finally shifting to
mechanical which will invariably lead them to cargo door. The
steps to the truth are torturous. I'll include a recent email I got for
what it's worth...Am also preparing for Wednesday night
interview should you choose to call. Loved your web page, I
have believed for years that the earth is alive in a broad sense.
And sucking all the oil out and gold out is not good for not yet

understood reasons.
email reads...I have just read your interesting web page with your
theorys about 747 cargo
doors. I am a flying instructor and engine/airframe inspector
( light
aircraft/gliders) for 25 years. Also a regular long-haul-therfore
747traveller, so I have followed the 103 affair with interest. Have
you seen or
heard of a television documentary called the maltese doublecross? If not It is
perhaps because I heard that it's showing was banned in the U.S.
( I may be
wrong about that). The U.K. prliament attempted to prevent it's
showing here,
but eventually it was shown on Scottish Television. Breifly, It
cast great
doubt on the Lybian connection, but went on to imply a rather
fantastic theory
concerning botched CIA drug running operations. One thing that
did emerge,
however, was that all aspects of the investigation were highly
suspect,and
smelt strongly of a cover -up of some sort. The main spokesman
for the
Lockerbie victim@s famolies in the U.K. is Dr. Jim Swire
who@s daughter was on
board. He has worked tirelessly to uncover the truth about the
disaster, and
knows a lot about 'officially ignored and unacknowledged'
evidence. I am not
aware of how to contact him, but I am sure he would welcome
any assistance in

uncovering the truth. In 1992 I found myself in a walled-off
compound in a
scrap-yard in Lincolnshire, England, which contained the
wreckage of 103.
according to the owner of the yard, All of the retreived wreckage
was there
except for approx. 20 ft. of the fuselage and the luggagecontainer, which
were at R. A. E. Farnbourgh. He told me that at that time the
wreckage, was
still relevant evidence and could not be touched ( no-one was
supposed to know
it was there, or was permitted to see it, but I was there on
aviation business
and stumbled on it accidentaly) He also told me that, given the
relevent court
clearance, and release from the insurers, He was free to dispose
of it as he
wished, BUT THE PARTS AT FARNBOURGH, SHOWING
THE BOMB EVIDENCE WERE TO BE
MELTED DOWN.I did not understand the reasoning behind this.
I agree that It is
nobody's interest for your door theory to be proved correct, as the
World's air
transportation system would grind to a halt with the grounding of
747's if that
was the action that was taken. I an always rather cynical when it
comes to
large amounts of money and those people that control it. I
suppose it is
cheaper to blame Lybia and accept the occasional 747 loss. I
hope some of this
is of interest. I have a copy of The Maltese Double Cross on

VHS PAL format if
think it may be of interest.
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: August 1, 1996 5:18:48 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: The right question

Dear Barry,
Thanks for your research, and your reply. I am a former news
director
and the producer of "Earthwatch: Transterrestrial Radio" on
WBAI, a Pacifica
radio station in New York (for an explanation of the show, see
the Earthwatch
home page indicated in my sig).
Over the past two weeks I have had the newsworthy (mis)fortune
to be live
on-air when (1) the crash happened; and a week later when the
flight data
recorders were retreived. I tried to intelligently present
dispassionate
information without the emotional speculation which was
intrinsic to so many
commercial "news" reports. So I was naturally resonant with the
tone of your
presentation as a viable speculation.
Last night (bnefore I got your e-mail) I read excerpts of your
treatise on
the show. I immediately got several requests from listeners for

further
information about you, and other sources.
Their comments are available if you wish them forwarded.
Today, I have replied to them with your web address, and a 1page attachment,
along with the recommendation that they visit your page.
I expect we'll be in touch quite a bit in the near future. Thanks
for the
good work!
Robert Knight
(212)777-3366

TEXT OF ROBERT KNIGHT'S REPLY TO TW800 QUERIES
FOLLOWS:

Dear Earthwatcher:
Thank you for your kind words and sharp minds in our search for
solutions in the wake of the TW800 tragedy. Here are the details
of what I have so far:
The cargo-door theory is by one John Barry Smith,
http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html
a former audiologist, radar operator and air intelligence officer

specializing in reconnaissance attack navigation.
The item I excerpted is currently URL'ed as
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html
If the site or document address should be updated, just browse to
the aforementioned homepage.
This is one of the most cogent malfunction scenarios I have
encountered so far, especially since the detail reported by
REUTERS, the NY Times and others on 30 Jul 96 that a cargo
door
fell into the sea well ahead of the fuselage and the decapitated
cabin of TW800.
I am attaching to this memo the text-only content of the first of
two of John's pages on this subject; I _strongly recommend_ you
browse his site to see for yourself the entire thesis, as well as
the essential image which shows how easily a decompressively
explosive cargo bay breach can open up the neck of a 747 like a
can of sardines.
I am also attaching a recent posting from
rec.aviation.misc
by one W.E. Nichols, who replies with some specificity to
questions about what might have been feasibly tracked on radar
during the TW800 incident.
For general interest Usenet comments and speculation on TW800
(reliable and unreliable), you might also keep an eye on
alt.disasters.aviation.
For those who require even more detailed and specific
information, please let me know.

Meanwhile, the hell with automatic xenophobia, jingoism,
unsupported assumptions and dangerous, reactionary antiterrorism
proposals in this "Age of Errorism." Let our dismay be tempered
by the wisdom of knowing our ignorance at this point in time.
All we are saying, is Give Science a Chance!

Robert Knight
"Earthwatch"
WBAI 99.5-FM

barry@corazon.com wrote:
You have asked the right question, what about the cargo door
discovery
closest to New York indicating it came off first. Well, what made
the door
come off? In Flight 811 it was determined by NTSB to be
improper latching
and design flaw. I believe Pan Am 103 to be the same cause. I
believe TWA
800 to be same cause. For them to be bombs is asking too much
of
coincidence that different bombers from different decades have
managed to
put bombs in the same place in the same cargo hold of 747 121
aircraft

which detonate at the same time of the flight. Too thin! Now, a
boring
ordinary inadvertent open door would produce a reproducible
effect for the
three events. Thanks for interest, call for more discussion Barry
Smith,
408 659 3552.
-==============================================
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"The operating system IS the virus!"
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rknight@escape.com
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: August 1, 1996 12:01:38 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Dey luvs dem bombs

It certainly is interesting how everyone is fixating on the bomb
theory,
even though so far there's been no hard evidence released
confirming
explosives were involved.
Americans love bombs. Let's talk about h bombs atomic bombs

fireworks, guns etc. It's a lot more excitement bigger budget
more glory if you are after bad guys trying to hurt you than
designing doors that don't open unless you tell them to. I've just
updated my web site with the following.
30 July 1996. They found the cargo door today and stated it was
closest to New York than almost all the other pieces which
indicates it came
off first. It came off first because it became unlatched and then
pulled off at 400 Kts. The ensuing tear in the skin weakened the
structure so
that the entire nose came off. What caused the door to come off
other than something that has caused it to happens many times
before such
as improper latching, poor design, wear and tear, or combination
of all? A bomb? So very unlikely that different bombers from
different decades
using different bombs could place a bomb in the exact place in
the same cargo hold of the same model early 747 and have the
bomb detonate at
the same mode of flight, after takeoff climb giving similar
recorder sounds of destruction and same destruction pattern and
sequence. Only a
large common reproducible mechanical failure could do that,
such as cargo door inadvertently opening. A cargo door from
Boeing 747 121 series
with many flight hours loaded with fuel and climbing into
decreased outside air pressure.
Flight 811 was the victim who came back and reported the
culprit, the cargo door. It was a similar aircraft type, similar
recorder sounds, similar
fod pattern, and similar first impressions that a bomb had gone
off. But that plane landed in Honolulu and the real cause was

soon determined,
open cargo door. The door was brought up off the ocean and the
latches were unlatched.
The dominoes will fall. That is, first TWA 811 is cargo door, then
UAL already is cargo door, then Pan Am 103 will be cargo door.
Then to look at
two other earlier 747's that disappeared from radar and bombs
were blamed but both had similar clues to Flight 811. The two
wer e the Air India
crash of 1985 and the South African crash. But for now,
definitely cargo door openings for Flight 800, 811, and 103.
The first connection to cargo door and Pan Am 103 was made by
me in spring of 1992 and published in a comment in Flying
magazine. I had
written to the editor who in his monthly column stated that I had
said there was such a similarity to Flight 811 and Flight 103 that
the cargo
door theory must be ruled out. It wasn't.
In 1995, I had correspondence with the insurance company, who
has to pay several billion dollars in claims to victim's families,
explaining the
cargo door theory but the official was adament about it being a
bomb. And now several hundred more people die by a problem
that can be fixed
and should have been fixed.
There is no conspiracy. No one is covering up. All errors of
judgment are innocent and explained by self interest of the party.
No one wants to say
it was my fault the door came open and tore the plane apart and
killed people. They will think and say it was a crazy group of
foreign bad guys
who want to kill us. Well, not true, it's a simple mechanical
problem which can be fixed.

From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: July 31, 1996 10:31:01 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: cargo door quote authority

Many thanks for that, Barry!
It certainly is interesting how everyone is fixating on the bomb
theory,
even though so far there's been no hard evidence released
confirming
explosives were involved.
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 31, 1996 10:18:18 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: cargo door quote authority

Mike, after rereading your email I realize you are looking for
source of quote about location of cargo door. It was in my
morning San Jose Mercury News and also below in yahoo top
news summary I think they get from Reuters. My read on the

reason the door was found closest to NY is different than the
below opinion. My reason is door is closest because it came off
first and it came of first because it became unlatched and popped
open and tore off at 400Kts. Just like Flight 811 and just like Pan
Am 103 The dominoes will fall. ( By the way when a two ton
landing gear falls 13000 feet into ocean it will cause damage and
that does not mean bomb unless you really stretch and I'm not.
I'll take the ordinary explanation of heavy object hits water at
high speed and fractures.)
[ Yahoo | Write Us | Search | Info ]
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Previous Story: FBI Searches Security Guard's Apartment
Next Story: US Troops in Saudi to Move to New Bases
Wednesday July 31 6:48 AM EDT
Report: TWA Wreckage Shows Evidence of Bomb
NEW YORK (Reuter) - The front landing gear of the TWA
Boeing 747 that crashed July 17 shows damage from a powerful
blast inside the plane,
the first physical evidence that the plane was brought down by a
bomb, The New York Times reported Wednesday.
The landing gear would have been retracted into its housing
inside the fuselage long before the plane exploded and the
hydraulic mechanism that
retracts it was found to have ``serious concussive damage,'' the

newspaper quoted a federal investigator as saying.
``By the way it had been smashed, the bomb experts thought it
had been very close to the source of the explosion,'' said the
investigator, who
was not named.
The front cargo hold carrying passengers' baggage was just
behind the landing gear. The first-class seating area was above.
Investigators said they believed a bomb might have been in one
of the passengers' bags, or maybe in a food cart or a bathroom in
the cabin
above the landing gear.
However, ABC News said a National Transportation Safety
Board official denied the newspaper's report. The plane crashed
into the Atlantic
Ocean off Long Island and 230 passengers and crew were killed.
For the last week, law enforcement officials investigating the
crash of the New York-to-Paris flight have been saying they
believed the plane was
destroyed by a bomb, but they have been waiting to find a piece
of clear physical evidence to support their theory. The landing
gear was recovered
by divers on Saturday.
Samples of apparent residue found on the landing gear have been
sent to a Federal Bureau of Investigation laboratory in
Washington to find if
they hold chemical traces of an explosive. So far such conclusive
physical evidence has not been found.

One investigator who viewed the hydraulic unit described the
damage as ``more like a crack than a tear.''
``The vast majority of the wreckage has been these torn, mangled
pieces of thin metal, from the fuselage,'' he said. ''This was a
huge piece of
thick steel and it had been blasted, that is the only way to
describe it.''
Investigators also said that a cargo door, presumably the front
one, had been found significantly closer to Kennedy International
Airport, where
the flight originated, than almost all of the other parts located so
far.
That find tended to support the theory that a bomb exploded in
the forward cargo hold, blowing off the door.
Both ABC and CBS, however, reported that the newspaper's
report had been denied by an NTSB official.
Assistant FBI Director James Kallstrom, who predicted two days
ago that investigators would have more clues by now, said he felt
more
optimistic after a second heavy duty U.S. Navy salvage ship
came on the scene on Tuesday afternoon.
``I suspect when we get more of the plane, we will know the
answer,'' Kallstrom said.
Officials have said that giving priority to the recovery of victims'
bodies over the recovery of evidence has slowed the

investigation somewhat.
But, Robert Francis, vice chairman of the National
Transportation Safety Board, said: ``We're going to know why
this airplane came down in the
water.''
Both Francis and Kallstrom insist they lack the critical evidence
needed to decide on any one of their three leading theories -- a
bomb, missile or
mechanical faliure -- or to rule any one out. The Paris-bound
plane erupted in a fireball about 70 miles (113 km) east of New
York City.
``There are unprecedented things that happen on these complex
aircraft that are not forseeable,'' Francis said. ``We really have
got to get the
rest of the airplane to answer the question.''
Francis acknowledged that investigators studying the cause of
the crash could have weeks or months of work ahead of them.
Investigators were eagerly waiting for the salvage ship, the USS
Grapple, to retrieve a large piece of wreckage from the front
section of the plane.
``I think we'll find out soon how critical it is,'' Kallstrom said.
Officials believe the front of the Boeing 747 broke off first, and
the rest of the plane apparently remained airborne for several
seconds before
falling into the water.
The location of debris in two distinct areas lends weight to the

theory that a bomb exploded in a forward cargo hold.
The Grapple is equipped to lift many thousands of pounds (kg) of
material, but Rear Admiral Edward Kristensen cautioned that
many other
pieces of debris entangled with the plane's front section could
complicate the process.
On Tuesday, searchers retrieved part of the plane's galley, a cargo
door and a piece of its outer skin. Several seats from its first class
and
business section were visible on a barge filled with debris that
pulled up to shore not far from the site of the crash off East
Moriches, New York.

Earlier Related Stories
TWA Investigators: Evidence Still Lacking (Wed Jul 31 2:38
AM)
TWA Crash Probe Slowed by Little Evidence (Wed Jul 31 2:08
AM)
Searchers Focus on Downed TWA's Front Portion (Tue Jul 30
5:02 PM)
Divers Going After Key Plane Wreckage (Tue Jul 30 11:40
AM)
Help on the Way for TWA Searchers (Tue Jul 30 6:58 AM)
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 31, 1996 10:11:15 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: My phone number

408 659 3552 is my phone number, call anytime. I'm getting
comments on the cargo door website already. It is in such
disarray, soon to be organized I hope. My thoughts are as
disorganized trying to integrate daily news reports. http://
www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html and http://
www.corazon.com/barryhome.html is my home page. One email
sought more info and that was from a television producer.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 31, 1996 9:44:08 PM PDT
To: rknight@escape.com
Subject: The right question

You have asked the right question, what about the cargo door
discovery closest to New York indicating it came off first. Well,
what made the door come off? In Flight 811 it was determined by
NTSB to be improper latching and design flaw. I believe Pan Am
103 to be the same cause. I believe TWA 800 to be same cause.
For them to be bombs is asking too much of coincidence that
different bombers from different decades have managed to put
bombs in the same place in the same cargo hold of 747 121

aircraft which detonate at the same time of the flight. Too thin!
Now, a boring ordinary inadvertent open door would produce a
reproducible effect for the three events. Thanks for interest, call
for more discussion Barry Smith, 408 659 3552.
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: July 31, 1996 8:37:17 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: another prediction come true

At 08:10 AM 7/31/96 -0700, you wrote:
Does not that quote, which indicates the door came off first,
warrant an
interview from one of your hotshot investigative reporters? 408
659 3552
Barry, what's that phone number at the end of your message?
Yours, or the
Merc's?
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: July 31, 1996 6:09:21 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TW800 Cargo Door Discovered

I have read your 747/cargo door page. What is your assessment
as of
today, regarding the reported discovery of a cargo door in
TW800?
Robert Knight
Host & Producer
"Earthwatch"
WBAI/NYC
==============================================
==============
+-----+
||||
"The operating system IS the virus!"
||||
---------------------------------||||
Robert Knight
||||
+-----+
rknight@escape.com
WINDOW$ 95
http://www.dorsai.org/~wbai/earthwatch
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 31, 1996 8:11:58 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: another prediction come true

Mike, quote today follows from yahoo news and San Jose
Mercury News. "Investigators also said that a cargo door,
presumably the front one, had been found significantly closer to
Kennedy International Airport, where
the flight originated, than almost all of the other parts located so
far."

Does not that quote, which indicates the door came off first,
warrant an interview from one of your hotshot investigative
reporters? 408 659 3552
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 30, 1996 1:58:07 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: Sorry for the sarcasm

Mike, Sorry for the sarcasm. Barry.
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: July 30, 1996 7:46:41 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: TWA crash cause

At 10:25 PM 7/29/96 -0700, you wrote:
Loved your recent issue where you push the bomb theory.
Balanced reporting. Excitement sells, hey, boring doors coming
off doesn't.
We haven't (and won't) "push" any theory, Barry. We just report,
we don't
theorize.
FYI...I've been conscientiously forwarding all of your messages
to our news
staff (Paul Bertorelli, Mary Grady, Dave Higdon, Bob Kaputa).
Paul, Mary
and Dave are professional newspaper reporters who write our
avnews; Bob and
I edit/proof their stuff and format it for AVflash and NewsWire
every week.
________________________________

Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 29, 1996 11:20:32 PM PDT
To: curtisygb@aol.com
Subject: crash causes

http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html is my web
site about the causes of the crashes of those three planes.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 29, 1996 10:27:07 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: TWA crash cause

I predict the door on 800 will be found broken in half and
unlatched. I predict the flight data recorders will have simliar
sounds at time of destruction to the 103 and 811 tapes. I predict
the breakup sequence of the airframe will be similar.
Well, Mike, two out three predictions so far are correct, we wait
for the third to come true. Loved your recent issue where you
push the bomb theory. Balanced reporting. Excitement sells, hey,
boring doors coming off doesn't.
Check out website http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html for
more interesting info on aviation web stuff on crashes.
From: barry@corazon.com

Date: July 29, 1996 7:17:34 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: TWA crash cause

You are sitting on the aviation story of the decade. Inadvertent
forward cargo door openings are causing crashes of 747s killing
hundreds while bombs are being blamed. Bombings would be
inconsistent in type of aircraft and time of detonation and
damage caused. Flight 800, and Flight 103 all were all 747-121
identically destroyed shortly after takeoff. The only consistent
mechanical cause to explain that is inadvertent opening of
forward cargo door. Flight 811 is the victim that came back to
identify the killer. It is the same as the others but did not
completely come apart, only partly. Please have one of your staff
call me for further discussion. Barry Smith 408 659 3552.
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 28, 1996 10:04:14 PM PDT
To: tcurtis@airsafe.com
Subject: TWA crash cause explained

I have a reasonable explanation for the cause of crash of TWA
flight 800.
The theory is that inadvertent cargo door openings have caused
the crashes of TWA Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and United
Flight 811. RE: TWA Flight 800, the visual streak reported is the
cargo door spinning down reflecting in the evening dusk sun. The
radar anomaly is the cargo door as it detached from the fulelage.
The tapes of Flights 800, 103 and 811 will all be similar at the
time of door separation.
Attached as jpg files are two illustrations: one is a photo from
the NTSB accident report of United Flight 811 after landing with
it's cargo door torn off. The rectangle shows the area of tearing

and loss. The other illustration is a drawing from the UK
accident report of Pan AM Flight 103 showing the sequence of
destruction. This drawing shows the similarity of disintergration.
The shapes are the same, the doors were broken in half at the
same breakline, and the sizes are the same.
More info: the sounds of the two flight recorders on 103 and 811
are similar at time of door coming off. The 811 door was found
unlatched at the bottom of Pacific; 103 door was found and latch
condition omitted in report while the other two cargo doors were
reported as latched. Radar blip anomalies were detected on 103
and 800 just before disintergration. Door spinning away would
give such blips and also for 800 appear as visual streak as it
reflected the evening sun.
The doors of 811 and 103 came off and 125 opened, no doubt.
The cause of the 811 was improper latching and design. The
stated cause of 103 was bomb in cargo hold.
All four aircraft were very eary 747-100 series with over 58000
flights hours. Many early 747's, such as Pan Am 103, had their
cargo doors and cargo area reworked for military use thereby
tampering with original design.
False positive for explosives on TWA Flight 800 was reported
today, could have happened on 103.
Yes, I am saying Pan Am 103 crash cause was an inadvertent
opening cargo door and not a bomb. Yes, I am saying United 811
and Pan Am 125 were cargo doors. Yes, I am saying TWA 800
crash cause was a cargo door.
I predict the door on 800 will be found broken in half and
unlatched. I predict the flight data recorders will have simliar
sounds at time of destruction to the 103 and 811 tapes. I predict
the breakup sequence of the airframe will be similar.
Here is the analogy: A balloon not inflated when pricked does
nothing, such as inadvertant door opening on runway (as 747
cargo doors have done several documented times). A balloon

partially pricked does nothing, such as a door opening but not
coming off (Pan Am Flight 125). A balloon pricked when fully
inflated pops, such as door opening at 31000 feet (Pan Am 103).
A balloon pricked when partially inflated hisses and deflates,
such as door opening at 21000 feet (United Flight 811), or 13500
feet, (TWA Flight 800). And then wind force takes over and tears
the fuselage apart. (How lucky were the passengers on Flight 125
and Flight 811!)
Background on me: I was an audiologist for ten years and can
analyze sounds such as the flight data recorder tapes. I was a
radar operator for nine years and can understand picking up large
cargo doors as returns. I was an air intelligence officer/
reconnaissance attack navigator for eight years and understand
need for careful research, evaluation, and conclusions. I was
involved in an ejection where the pilot died and I suffered back
injury. I know accident investigation is important.

1. This excerpt is from the United Flight 811
cargo door report used as background info.
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways
B-747-122, N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York,
experienced an incident involving the forward cargo door.
According to Pan Am and Boeing officials who investigated this
incident, the flightcrew experienced pressurization problems as
the airplane was climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew
began a descent and the pressurization problem ceased about
15,000 feet. The crew began to climb again, but about 20,000
feet, the cabin altitude began to rise rapidly again. The flight
returned to London.

When the airplane was examined on the ground, the
forward cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the
bottom with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock
handle closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
2. Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of TRANSWORLD
AIRWAYS (D.B.A. TWA)
Accident occurred JUL-17-96 at EAST
MORICHES, NY
Aircraft: Boeing 747, registration:
N93119
Injuries: 230 Fatal.
On July 17, 1996, about 8:45pm, TWA flight 800, N93119, a
Boeing 747-100, crashed into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of
Long Island shortly after
takeoff from Kennedy International Airport. The airplane was on
a regularly scheduled flight to Paris, France. The initial reports
are that witnesses saw an
explosion and then debris descending to the ocean. There are no
reports of the flightcrew reporting a problem to air traffic control.
The airplane was
manufactured in November 1971. It has accumulated about
93,303 flight hours and 16,869 cycles. On board the airplane
were 212 passengers and 18
crewmembers. The airplane was destroyed and there were no
survivors.

3.
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of UNITED
AIRLINES (D.B.A. UNITED AIRLINES,INC.)
Accident occurred FEB-24-89 at
HONOLULU, HI

Aircraft: BOEING 747-122, registration:
N4713U
Injuries: 9 Fatal, 5 Serious, 33 Minor, 309
Uninjured.
FTL #811 WAS A SCHEDULED PASSENGER FLIGHT FROM
LOS ANGELES TO SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, WITH STOPS IN
HONOLULU (HNL), HI, AND
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND. THE FLT WAS
UNEVENTFUL UNTIL AFTER DEPARTURE FROM HNL.
WHILE CLIMBING FROM FL220 TO FL230 THE CREW
HEARD A "THUMP" FOLLOWED BY AN EXPLOSION. AN
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WAS EXPERIENCED AND
THE #3 AND #4 ENGS WERE SHUTDOWN
BECAUSE OF FOD. THE FLT RETURNED TO HNL AND
PASSENGERS WERE EVACUATED. INSPECTION
REVEALED THE FORWARD LOWER LOBE CARGO
DOOR DEPARTED INFLT CAUSING EXTENSIVE DAMAGE
TO THE FUSELAGE AND CABIN ADJACENT TO THE
DOOR. NINE PASSENGERS WERE EJECTED
AND LOST AT SEA. INVESTIGATION CENTERED
AROUND DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION OF THE DOOR
WHICH ALLOWED IT TO BE IMPROPERLY
LATCHED, AND THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
TO ASSURE AIRWORTHINESS OF THE DOOR AND
LATCHING MECHANISM. (SEE
NTSB/AAR-90/01)
Probable Cause
THE SUDDEN OPENING OF THE IMPROPERLY LATCHED
FORWARD LOBE CARGO DOOR IN FLIGHT AND THE
SUBSEQUENT EXPLOSIVE
DECOMPRESSION. CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT
WAS A DEFICIENCY IN THE DESIGN OF THE CARGO

DOOR LOCKING MECHANISMS, WHICH MADE
THEM SUSCEPTIBLE TO INSERVICE DAMAGE, AND
WHICH ALOWED THE DOOR TO BE UNATCHED, YET TO
SHOW A PROPERLY LATCHED AND LOCKED
POSITION. ALSO CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT
WAS THE LACK OF PROPER MAINTENANCE AND
INSPECTION OF THE CARGO DOOR BY UNITED
AIRLINES, AND A LACK OF TIMELY CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS BY BOEING AND THE FAA FOLLOWING A
PREVIOUS DOOR OPENING INCIDENT.
Index for Feb 1989 | Index of Months
The streak seen was the cargo doors spinning and reflecting in
the evening dusk sun. The radar blip before destruction was the
cargo door coming off. The culprit was seen visually and on
radar.
Real bombs have gone off on 747s before; they don't cause
catastrophic destruction; they blow holes in skin or floor and
planes lands safely.
#47 10.12.94 Boeing 747-283B
EI-BWF Philippine Air Lines (Philippines)
1(293) Minami Diato Isl.; nr. (Japan)
On a flight from Manila to Tokyo via Cebu, a bomb exploded in
the passenger
cabin beneath seat 26K. A succesfull emergency landing at
Okinawa was made at
12.45h.
The muslim group Abu Sayyaf claimed responsibility
.#34 18.01.84 Boeing 747
Air France
0(261) Karachi, 70mls (Pakistan)
An in-flight explosion after leaving Karachi blew a hole in the
right rear

cargo hold and caused a loss of cabin pressure. An emergency
descent to
5000ft was made and the aircraft returned to Karachi.
#31 11.08.82 Boeing 747-121
N754PA Pan American World Airways (USA)
1() Hawaii; 140mls (USA)
On a flight from Tokyo one passenger was killed when a bomb,
located under
the seat cushion, exploded. The explosion also resulted in a hole
in the
floor and damage to the ceiling and overhead racks. A safe
landing was made
at Honolulu.
Based upon a reasonable explanation of observed events does not
my theory/hypothesis merit more attention? Does any of your
staff live near the San Francisco bay area; I could go there and
show them the extensive documentation such as the similarities
between the three flights, 103, 800, and 811. (Similar early 747s,
similar sounds on tape, similar time after takeoff, similar radar
blip before destruction, and soon similar broken cargo door and
breakup pattern.)
Only a hole the size of the forward cargo door opening up will
quickly destroy a 747. It was the opening and tearing off of the
cargo door that caused Flight 800 to disintergrate. It happened
before, it happened now, and it will happen again.
The small picture is that a mechanical problem crashed an
airplane; happens all the time. The big picture is that there is a
pattern of crashes which are caused by the same mechanical
problem which remains unfixed killing hundreds of passengers.
And the cause is going unexplained because it is in the perceived
best interests of the government, the manufacturer and the airline
to blame act of god terrorists rather than a real life screwup in
design, maintenance, and oversight. It's human nature to avoid

responsibility and blame others. But when dealing with aircraft
accident investigations the truth must be discovered and let the
chips fall where they may because we may be the next victims
when we fly.
email me or call 408 6593552 John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 26, 1996 9:20:03 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: TWA crash cause 4

I wrote you the following two days before the recorders were
found... "I predict the door on 800 will be found broken in half
and unlatched. I predict the flight data recorders will have simliar
sounds at time of destruction to the 103 and 811 tapes. I predict
the breakup sequence of the airframe will be similar."
One prediction true (similar sounds to 103 and 811) and others
to follow. The streak seen was the cargo doors spinning and
reflecting in the evening dusk sun. The radar blip before
destruction was the cargo door coming off. The culprit was seen
visually and on radar.
Real bombs have gone off on 747s before; they don't cause
catastrophic destruction; they blow holes in skin or floor and
planes lands safely.
#47 10.12.94 Boeing 747-283B
EI-BWF Philippine Air Lines (Philippines)
1(293) Minami Diato Isl.; nr. (Japan)
On a flight from Manila to Tokyo via Cebu, a bomb exploded in
the passenger
cabin beneath seat 26K. A succesfull emergency landing at
Okinawa was made at
12.45h.
The muslim group Abu Sayyaf claimed responsibility

.#34 18.01.84 Boeing 747
Air France
0(261) Karachi, 70mls (Pakistan)
An in-flight explosion after leaving Karachi blew a hole in the
right rear
cargo hold and caused a loss of cabin pressure. An emergency
descent to
5000ft was made and the aircraft returned to Karachi.
#31 11.08.82 Boeing 747-121
N754PA Pan American World Airways (USA)
1() Hawaii; 140mls (USA)
On a flight from Tokyo one passenger was killed when a bomb,
located under
the seat cushion, exploded. The explosion also resulted in a hole
in the
floor and damage to the ceiling and overhead racks. A safe
landing was made
at Honolulu.
Mike, based upon one true prediction and reasonable explanation
of observed events does not my theory/hypothesis merit more
attention? You said you would pass around the idea to your your
staff; what happened? Does any of your staff live near the San
Francisco bay area; I could go there and show them the extensive
documentation such as the similarities between the three flights,
103, 800, and 811. (Similar early 747s, similar sounds on tape,
similar time after takeoff, similar radar blip before destruction,
and soon similar broken cargo door and breakup pattern.)
Only a hole the size of the forward cargo door opening up will
quickly destroy a 747. It was the opening and tearing off of the
cargo door that caused Flight 800 to disintergrate. It happened
before, it happened now, and it will happen again.
The small picture is that a mechanical problem crashed an
airplane; happens all the time. The big picture is that there is a

pattern of crashes which are caused by the same mechanical
problem which remains unfixed killing hundreds of passengers.
And the cause is going unexplained because it is in the perceived
best interests of the government, the manufacturer and the airline
to blame act of god terrorists rather than a real life screwup in
design, maintenance, and oversight. It's human nature to avoid
responsibility and blame others. But when dealing with aircraft
accident investigations the truth must be discovered and let the
chips fall where they may because we may be the next victims
when we fly.
email me or call 408 6593552 John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 24, 1996 10:36:05 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: TWA Flight 800 crash cause 3

Dear Mike, 24 Jul 96
The theory is that inadvertent cargo door openings have caused
the crashes of TWA Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and United
Flight 811.
Attached as jpg files are two illustrations: one is a photo from
the NTSB accident report of United Flight 811 after landing with
it's cargo door torn off. The rectangle shows the area of tearing
and loss. The other illustration is a drawing from the UK
accident report of Pan AM Flight 103 showing the sequence of
destruction. This drawing shows the similarity of disintergration.
The shapes are the same, the doors were broken in half at the
same breakline, and the sizes are the same. There are other
interesting drawings in the UK report but at this time we are
testing the concept of scanning documents and attaching them as
jpgs to send to you as email. Please tell me your success at this

mode and the quality of pictures.
Below are two reports from the NTSB archives just for reference.
The Flight 103 report is blank on the NTSB web page, probably
because it is a foreign report. (But I ordered it from a company
who responded to my request on your AVWEB page. He read
your web page, saw my request and emailed me. I emailed back
and ordered the two reports from the company for total 120
dollars. I had tried for months to do something that took one day
using AVWEB.)
More info: the sounds of the two flight recorders on 103 and 811
are similar at time of door coming off. The 811 door was found
unlatched at the bottom of Pacific; 103 door was found and latch
condition omitted in report while the other two cargo doors were
reported as latched. Radar blip anomalies were detected on 103
and 800 just before disintergration. Door spinning away would
give such blips and also for 800 appear as visual streak as it
reflected the evening sun.
The doors of 811 and 103 came off and 125 opened, no doubt.
The cause of the 811 was improper latching and design. The
stated cause of 103 was bomb in cargo hold.
All four aircraft were very eary 747-100 series with over 58000
flights hours. Many early 747's, such as Pan Am 103, had their
cargo doors and cargo area reworked for military use thereby
tampering with original design.
False positive for explosives on TWA Flight 800 was reported
today, could have happened on 103.
Yes, I am saying Pan Am 103 crash cause was an inadvertent
opening cargo door and not a bomb. Yes, I am saying United 811
and Pan Am 125 were a cargo doors. Yes, I am saying TWA 800
crash cause was a cargo door.
I predict the door on 800 will be found broken in half and
unlatched. I predict the flight data recorders will have simliar
sounds at time of destruction to the 103 and 811 tapes. I predict

the breakup sequence of the airframe will be similar.
Here is the analogy: A balloon not inflated when pricked does
nothing, such as inadvertant door opening on runway (as 747
cargo doors have done several documented times). A balloon
partially pricked does nothing, such as a door opening but not
coming off (Pan Am Flight 125). A balloon pricked when fully
inflated pops, such as door opening at 31000 feet (Pan Am 103).
A balloon pricked when partially inflated hisses and deflates,
such as door opening at 21000 feet (United Flight 811), or 13500
feet, (TWA Flight 800). And then wind force takes over and tears
the fuselage apart. (How lucky were the passengers on Flight 125
and Flight 811!)
Mike, much much more, but more background on me: I was an
audiologist for ten years and can analyze sounds such as the
flight data recorder tapes. I was a radar operator for nine years
and can understand picking up large cargo doors as returns. I was
an air intelligence officer/reconnaissance attack navigator for
eight years and understand need for careful research, evaluation,
and conclusions. I was involved in an ejection where the pilot
died and I suffered back injury. I know accident investigation is
important.
Mike, please stick with me on this. Give me your best rebuttals,
please.
1. This excerpt is from the United Flight 811
cargo door report used as background info.
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways
B-747-122, N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York,
experienced an incident involving the forward cargo door.
According to Pan Am and Boeing officials who investigated this

incident, the flightcrew experienced pressurization problems as
the airplane was climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew
began a descent and the pressurization problem ceased about
15,000 feet. The crew began to climb again, but about 20,000
feet, the cabin altitude began to rise rapidly again. The flight
returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the
forward cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the
bottom with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock
handle closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
2. Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of TRANSWORLD
AIRWAYS (D.B.A. TWA)
Accident occurred JUL-17-96 at EAST
MORICHES, NY
Aircraft: Boeing 747, registration:
N93119
Injuries: 230 Fatal.
On July 17, 1996, about 8:45pm, TWA flight 800, N93119, a
Boeing 747-100, crashed into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of
Long Island shortly after
takeoff from Kennedy International Airport. The airplane was on
a regularly scheduled flight to Paris, France. The initial reports
are that witnesses saw an
explosion and then debris descending to the ocean. There are no
reports of the flightcrew reporting a problem to air traffic control.
The airplane was
manufactured in November 1971. It has accumulated about
93,303 flight hours and 16,869 cycles. On board the airplane
were 212 passengers and 18
crewmembers. The airplane was destroyed and there were no
survivors.

3.
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of UNITED
AIRLINES (D.B.A. UNITED AIRLINES,INC.)
Accident occurred FEB-24-89 at
HONOLULU, HI
Aircraft: BOEING 747-122, registration:
N4713U
Injuries: 9 Fatal, 5 Serious, 33 Minor, 309
Uninjured.
FTL #811 WAS A SCHEDULED PASSENGER FLIGHT FROM
LOS ANGELES TO SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, WITH STOPS IN
HONOLULU (HNL), HI, AND
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND. THE FLT WAS
UNEVENTFUL UNTIL AFTER DEPARTURE FROM HNL.
WHILE CLIMBING FROM FL220 TO FL230 THE CREW
HEARD A "THUMP" FOLLOWED BY AN EXPLOSION. AN
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WAS EXPERIENCED AND
THE #3 AND #4 ENGS WERE SHUTDOWN
BECAUSE OF FOD. THE FLT RETURNED TO HNL AND
PASSENGERS WERE EVACUATED. INSPECTION
REVEALED THE FORWARD LOWER LOBE CARGO
DOOR DEPARTED INFLT CAUSING EXTENSIVE DAMAGE
TO THE FUSELAGE AND CABIN ADJACENT TO THE
DOOR. NINE PASSENGERS WERE EJECTED
AND LOST AT SEA. INVESTIGATION CENTERED
AROUND DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION OF THE DOOR
WHICH ALLOWED IT TO BE IMPROPERLY
LATCHED, AND THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
TO ASSURE AIRWORTHINESS OF THE DOOR AND
LATCHING MECHANISM. (SEE
NTSB/AAR-90/01)

Probable Cause
THE SUDDEN OPENING OF THE IMPROPERLY LATCHED
FORWARD LOBE CARGO DOOR IN FLIGHT AND THE
SUBSEQUENT EXPLOSIVE
DECOMPRESSION. CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT
WAS A DEFICIENCY IN THE DESIGN OF THE CARGO
DOOR LOCKING MECHANISMS, WHICH MADE
THEM SUSCEPTIBLE TO INSERVICE DAMAGE, AND
WHICH ALOWED THE DOOR TO BE UNATCHED, YET TO
SHOW A PROPERLY LATCHED AND LOCKED
POSITION. ALSO CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT
WAS THE LACK OF PROPER MAINTENANCE AND
INSPECTION OF THE CARGO DOOR BY UNITED
AIRLINES, AND A LACK OF TIMELY CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS BY BOEING AND THE FAA FOLLOWING A
PREVIOUS DOOR OPENING INCIDENT.
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From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 23, 1996 2:19:49 PM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: TWA Crash speculation

Dear Mike, Thank you for your reply regarding inadvertant cargo
door opening as crash cause. I am now collecting my thoughts
and preparing a report, as all good former reporters, like me, do.
I believe you have an open mind and can discuss this coherently.
I'm using my experience of 2000 hours of radar operation as
crewmember, 650 hours of carrier jet navigator experience, one
successful ejection, and a thousand hours of commercial
instrument rated single engine flight time to put this all together

and get the goal, which is to find the cause of the crash, do
something to prevent it from happening again, and move on.
The accident reports of United Flight 811, Pan Am 103, and my
crash are all interesting and relevant. I may have to scan some
enclosures in them and include them as attachments to email to
you. I will prepare a report. Thanks again for interest and
wiliingness to listen and comment.
Briefly, while I'm here...(A) How could a baggage door bring
down a 747 from such a low altitude,
other than (say) by hitting and shearing a major control surface
of the tail
My reply is how could baggage door bring down DC10 in France
killing everyone? (The first of many baggage door problems.)
Imagine opening car hood at 100 MPH and then large aircraft
door at 450KTS. Total and fast ripping apart like a sardine car.
(B) Even if a baggage door could bring down the 747, why didn't
the crew get
off a Mayday first? Because it happens so fast. Pan Am 103 door
came off (bomb cause is reason, they say.) and fuselage
disintegrated in seconds as clearly desribed in accident report
with diagrams.
Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting.
OOooo, Mike, that hurts.
Sincerely and thanks again for responding, be in touch by email
soon, Barry.
From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
Date: July 23, 1996 11:38:44 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com (by way of Bob Kaputa
<barry@corazon.com>)
Subject: Re: TWA crash cause explained

Barry,
I've sent your note to all the members of the AVweb news team
for reaction.
Questions:
(A) How could a baggage door bring down a 747 from such a
low altitude,
other than (say) by hitting and shearing a major control surface
of the tail
(pretty unlikely)? In the past, baggage doors have brought down
transport
jets because of rapid decompression damage...but from less than
12,000 feet
of altitude, it seems to me that the decompression would have
been a non-event.
(B) Even if a baggage door could bring down the 747, why didn't
the crew get
off a Mayday first? It would seem to me that the only
explanation is that
either the crew was incapacitated or the aircraft suffered a
massive
electrical failure. Neither of these scenarios works with the
baggage door
theory.
Speculation like this is fascinating, but it has no place in
responsible
reporting. As a journalist, I have to grit my teeth and wait until
sufficient hard data is available to draw a conclusion.

Thanks very much for your note. It raises a possibility that I had
not
previously considered.
Best...Mike
________________________________
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
WWW: http://www.avweb.com
email: mbusch@avweb.com
email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
Fax: 1-805-481-3058

From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 22, 1996 11:57:23 PM PDT
To: herald@ix.netcom.com
Subject: TWA crash cause explained

My family and I live in Carmel Valley with a view of the airway
overhead of Boeing 747's flying from San Francisco to
LosAngeles. They climb out to cruising altitude right above us
and that is why the cause of the explosion of TWA Flight 800 is
important to us.
The cause is mundane and can be corrected. The cuprit was
caught on radar. A radar blip fell with the aircraft, Herald news
reports state.
The forward cargo door opened inadvertantly and the skin
peeled back like a sardine can leading to disintergration of
fulelage and of wing storing fuel to fireball. The cargo door fell,
reflecting in the sunlight as it spun down to the ocean giving the
impression of streak.

Extensive research on UA Flight 811, Pan Am 103 and other
accidents has led me to this inescapable conclusion.
I am an experienced aviation professional and welcome contrary
discussion. email barry@corazon.com Telephone 408 6593552,
address, 551 Country Club Drive Carmel Valley CA 93924
John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 22, 1996 11:43:59 PM PDT
To: help@avweb.com
Subject: TWA crash cause explained

The cuprit was caught on radar. A radar blip fell with the aircraft,
news
reports state. The cargo door opened inadvertantly and the skin
peeled
back like a sardine can leading to disintergration of fulelage and
of
wing storing fuel to fireball. The cargo door fell, reflecting in the
sunlight as it spun down to the ocean giving the impression of
streak.
Extensive research on UA Flight 811, Pan Am 103 and other
accidents has led me to this inescapable conclusion. I welcome
contrary discussion.
I am an experienced aviation professional. May I speak with
anyone on your staff? email barry@corazon.com Telephone 408
6593552, address, 551 Country Club Drive Carmel Valley CA
93924
John Barry Smith
From: barry@corazon.com
Date: July 22, 1996 11:39:26 PM PDT
To: editor@avweb.com
Subject: TWA crash explanation

The cuprit was caught on radar. A radar blip fell with the aircraft,
news
reports state. The cargo door opened inadvertantly and the skin
peeled
back like a sardine can leading to disintergration of fulelage and
of
wing storing fuel to fireball. The cargo door fell, reflecting in the
sunlight as it spun down to the ocean giving the impression of
streak.
Extensive research on UA Flight 811, Pan Am 103 and other
accidents has
led me to this inescapable conclusion. I welcome contrary
discussion.
I am an experienced aviation professional. May I speak with
anyone on your staff? email barry@corazon.com Telephone 408
6593552, address, 551 Country Club Drive Carmel Valley CA
93924
John Barry Smith
From: Robert Knight <rknight@escape.com>
Date: January 5, 1986 12:12:41 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: [Fwd: Re: Six month review.]

Dunno if my earlier post of this got through my ISP...
RK
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Barry,
Sounds good. I'm also proud of our year. Call you next week!
To a better '97...
Robert
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